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L ale, fate.

senate, chaotic.

glare, care.

am, at.

arm, father.

ant, and final a in America, armada, etc.

In rapid speech this vowel readily be-
comes more or less obscured and' like

the neutral vowel or a short u (fl).

final, regal, where it is of a neutral or
obscure quality.

all, fall.

eve.

elate, evade.
end, pet. Also for a in German, as in

Grafe, to which it is the nearest Eng-
lish vowel sound.

fern, her, and as i in sir. Also for 8,

Of, in German, as in Grothe, Goethe,
Ortel, Oertel, and for eu and oeu in

French, as in Neufchatel, Crfevecoeur;

to which it is the nearest English
vowel sound.
agency, judgment, where it is of a neu-
tral or obscure quality.

ice, quiet.
' quiescent.
ill, fit.

old, sober.

obey, sobriety.

orb, nor.

odd, forest, not.

atom, carol, where it has a neutral or ob-
scure quality.

oil, boil, and' for eu in German, as in

Feuerbach.
food, fool, and as « in rude, rule.

house, mouse.
use, mule.
unite.

fut, but.
' full, put, or as Of) in foot, book. Also for

u in German, as in Miinchen, Miiller,

and u in French, as in Buchez, Bude';

to which it is the nearest English vowel
sound.

urn, burn.
' yet, yield.

the Spanish Habana, Cordoba, where it

is like a b made with the lips alone,

instead of with tbe teeth and lips.

chair, cheese.

hw
K

as in the Spanish Almodovar, pulgada, where
it is nearly like th in English then, this.

" " go, get.
" " the German Landtag, and ch in Feuer-

bach, buch; where it is a guttural
sound made with the back part of the
tongue raised toward the soft palate, as
in the sound made in clearing the throat.

" " _; in the Spanish .Jijona, g in the Spanish
gila; where it is a fricative somewhat
resembling the sound of A in English
hue or y in yet, but stronger.

" " «?A in which.
" " cA in the German ich, Albrecht, and g in

the German Arensberg, Mecklenburg;
where it is a fricative sound made be-
tween the tongue and the hard palate
towards which the tongue is raised. It

resembles the sound of A in hue, or y in
yet; or the sound made by beginning to
pronounce a k, but not completing the
stoppage of the breath. The character
K is also used to indicate the rough
aspirates or fricatives of some of the
Oriental languages, as of kh in the
word Khan.

" " sinker, longer.
" " sing, long.
" " the French bon, Bourbon, and n in the

French Etampes; where it is equiva-
lent to a nasalizing of the preceding
vowel. This effect is approximately
produced by attempting to pronounce
"onion " without touching the tip of
the tongue to the roof of the mouth.

" " shine, shut.
" " thrust, thin.
" " then, this.
•' " z in azure, and s in pleasure.

Vn apostrophe, or superior comma, ['] is some-
times used to denote a glide or neutral connecting
vowel, as in ta'b'l (table), kaz"ra (chasm).
Otherwise than as noted above, the letters used

in the respellings for pronunciation are to receive

their ordinary English sounds.
When the pronunciation is sufficiently shown

by indicating the accented syllables, this is done
without respelling; as in the case of very com-
mon English words, and words which are so

spelled as to ensufc their correct pronunciation if

they are correctly accented. See the article on
Pbonunciatiow.
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CO'LEOPTERA ( Xeo-Lat. iioiu. pi.,

from Gk. KoXfinrrepoi. koleopteros,
sheath-winged, from KoXeSs, koleos,
sheath + wrepdv, pteron. wing). An
order of in.sects. comprising beetles,

arid characterized primarily by the
possession of wing-covers. See Beetle.

COLEPEPPER, kol'pep-er, Captain JouN. A
bully and murderer, nicknamed "Poppereul,' in

Scott's Fortinicfi of Xigel, who is killed in a
fight in Enlield Chace by Richie Moniplies, just
after the murder of Lord Dalgarno.

COOLER, Alwin Gustav Edmund von (1831— ) . A German physician, born in Groningen.
He studied medicine in Berlin, entered the Prus-
sian Army in 1856, was made surgeon-general
in 1874, and head surgeon of the general staff

in 1889. General Coler's activity resulted in
improvements of the highest importance in army
hygiene, reforms in the military hospital ser-

vice, the establishment of corps of sanitarj'

officers, and the introtluction of antiseptics into
military surgical practice. He was also largely
instrumental in fornuilating medical regulations
for the German Army which have since been
adopted by the armies of all civilized nations. In
1892 he was made professor at the I'niversity of
Berlin. He wrote, jointly with Langenbeck and
Werner. Die transportable Lazarettbaracke
(1890).

COLER, Bird Sim (1868— ). An American
j)olitician. bom in Illinois. He establishe<l him-
self as a stock-broker in New York City, became
prominent in municipal and State politics, and
served as first Comptroller of Greater New York
during the administration of Rol)ert Van Wyck
as Mavor. He published Municipal Government
(1900).

COLERAINE, kAl-nln'. A Parliamentan-
and municipal borough and seaport, in the
county of Londonderry. Ireland, on the Bann.
four miles from the sea. and 47 miles north-
northwest of Belfast, with which it is conne<;ted
by railway (Map: Ireland. El). It consists of

a central square and several diverging streets.

The town has considerable manufactures of .soap,

linen, paper, and leather, and its port is acces-

sible to ships of 200 tons. Population. 6800.

Vol. v.—1.

COLE'RIDGE, Ebnest Habtley (1846—).
An English author, grandson of Samuel Taylor
Coleridge. He was graduated from Balliol Col-
lege, Oxford, in 1870; .served as tutor from 1872
to 1893, and became secretary to the Lord Chief
Justice of England in 1894.* He edited Le^fers

of 8. T. Coleridge (1895) ; Anima Poetae, selec-

tions from note-books of Coleridge (1895), and
Poetical \Vorksi of Byron (1898-1901) ; and pub-
lished a volume of graceful poems (1898).

COLERIDGE, Hartley (1796-1849). An
English poet, born at Clevedon, Somersetshire,
the eldest son of S. T. Coleridge. He studied at
Oxford, and was elected to a fellowship at Oriel

College, from which he was removed by the
authorities in 1826 on the charge of intemper-
ance. For two years he resided in London. Then
he returned to the Lake Country, and after hav-
ing twice attempted school-teaching, first pri-

vately at Ambleside, and later at the grammar
school of Sedbergh as an assistant in 1837 and
1838, settled at Grasmere. An almost constant
wanderer about the vales, this diminutive figure,

prematurely gi-ay and old, became familiar to

the peasantrj' as 'Little Hartley.' He was a
scholar of rare attainment, a poet of exquisite

taste and easj- felicity, to whom, in the words
of Dowden, "good thoughts came as of free

grace." But lacking will and the capacity for

sustained application, he remained despondent,
fragmentary, ineffectual. His longest literary

work was in the preparation of an edition of the

dramas of Massinger and Ford, with biographies

of those authors ( 1840). He also wrote a series

of lives of the M'orthies of Yorkshire and Lan-
cashire (1836: originally as Biographia Bore-
alis, 1833). He is best known, however, for his

verse, which, if it distinctly lacks as to power,
is singularly fine in mood and happy in expres-

sion. Of the sonnet, a form, as Dr. Gamett
observes, "which precisely suited both his

strength and his limitations," he composed some
of the finest examples in English. Such are

"Whither." "To Shakespeare." "Prayer," "May,
1840." "Regrets." and "Ideality." His brother,

Der^vent, edited four volumes of his literary

remains (two volumes of poetr>' and two of

pro.se, T.,ondon, 1851). Selections are to be

foimd in all important anthologies. Hartley
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Coleridge was, his life long, a friend of Words-
worth, whose "To 11. C: Six Yeara Old," seems
strangely propl)otic.

COLERIDGE, Henby Nelson (1798-43). An
English man of letters, nephew of Samuel
Taylor Coleridge. He was born at Ottery Saint
Mary, Devonshire: graduated at Cambridge, and
studied law. Soon afterwards he made a trip

to the Barbados, which he describes in Six
Months in the West Indies (1825). In 1829 he

married his cousin, Sara Coleridge. He was his

uncle's literary executor, and prepared the second

edition of the lattcr's political and dramatic
works (London, 1834). He edited Literary Re-
mains (London, 1836-39) ; Confessions of an In-

quiring Spirit (ib. 1840, with notes by Sara Cole-

ridge, 1849) ; and publisiied Table Talk (1835),
notes which he had collected during several suc-

cessive years, and gatliered into a volume. His
son, Herbert Coi.eriixje ( 1830-61 ) ,bom at Hamp-
stcad, was a philologi.st. He was appointed sec-

retary of a special committee of the Philological

Society for the purpose of collecting material for

a new English dictionary. This was the origin

of the dictionary published by the Clarendon
Press, under the editorship of Dr. J. A. H. Mur-
ray.

COLERIDGE, John Duke, Baron (1820-94).

An English jurist, nephew of Samuel Taylor Cole-

ridge. He was born in London ;
graduated at

Oxford in 1842: was called to the bar in

1846, and soon became prominent in his pro-

fession. He was a member of the House of

Commons from 1865 to 1873; was knighted in

1868, became Attorney-General in 1871, was ap-

pointed Chief .lustiee of the Court of Common
Pleas in 1873, and in the same year was raised

to the peerage as Baron Coleridge of Ottery
Saint Mary. On the death of Sir Alexander
Cockbum in 1880, he succeeded him as Lord
Chief Justice of England. In 1883 he visited

the United States and was cordially received,

especially by the bench and bar.

COLERlioGE, Sir John Tayt.ob (I790-I876).

An English judge and author, a nephew of

Samuel Taylor Coleridge. He was born at
Tiverton; graduated at Oxford in 1812, was
called to the bar in 1819, and was made a judge
of the King's Bench in 1835 and a Privy Coun-
cilor in 1858. On the retirement of GiflFord in

1834, he became for a short period editor of the

Quarterly Review. He published an annotated
edition of Blackstone's Commentaries (1825),
and a Life of Keble ( 1869) . He was a friend of

the latter, as well as of Wordsworth, Pusey, and
Newman.
COLERIDGE, Samuel Taylor (1772-1834).

An English poet, philosopher, and critic. He
was bom at Ottery Saint Mary, Devonshire,
and educated at Christ's Hospital, where Charles
Lamb was a school-fellow. He was an omnivorous
reader, even as a boy, and gaining access to a li-

brary through a chance acquaintance, he read
"right through the catalogue." He soon gained a
remarkable knowledge of Greek, and before he was
fifteen plunged boldly into the sea of metaphysics.
The sonnets of W. L. Bowles, which fell into his
hands at this time, gave him his first impulse
toward poetry. In 1791 he entered Jesus College.
Cambridge. At the university his whole mind
was given to classics, and he obtained a prize for
a Greek ode. During his second year there, in a

fit of despondency, lie went up to London and en-

listed in tlie Fifteenth I)rag<H>ns, under the name
of Silas Tomkyn Comberback. «)r Cumberbatch

—

remaining faithful to the initials S. T. C, whick
were afterwards to be so familiar among the
readers of his jK-riod. \\i» identity was dis-

covered through an accident, and his friends
intervened to procure his discharge. He re-

turned to Cambridge in 1794, but never t-ook

a degree. During a visit to Oxford he became
acquainted with Southey, and in the same year,
after a trip through Wales, visited him at Bris-
tol. The two young nien and some of their
friends now formed a scheme for emigrating to
the United States, where, on the banks of the
Susquehanna (the nielody of the name seems to
have been one of the inducements

) , they were
to found a colony where the laws of equality
and fraternity were to prevail, and the Golden
Age was to be ushered in. They, with Words-
worth and other generous youths of the time,
were deeply impressed with the proclamation of

liberal principles in the French Kevolution.
though they afterwards drew back, alarmed by
its excesses, some into extreme Toryism. The
establishment of their ideal 'Panti-socracy* wajs

delayed by the lack of capital; and a year or
two later the dream faded away.
At Bristol, Coleridge became acquainted with

his future wife, Sara Fricker, to whose sister

Southey was engaged. Joseph Cottle, a bookseller
in Bristol, had offered Coleridge thirty guinea*
for a volume of his poem.s, and promised him a
guinea and a half for every hundred lines he
should write after finishing it. On this prospect
he married in October, 1795, and settled in a

cottage at Clevedon. After many d«'lays, his

volume of Juvenile Poems appeared in April.

1796. His earlier work is all in the stereotyped
style of the eighteenth century, and shows little

trace of the powers whicli were to make him
famous. In the winter of 1796 he settled at Nether
Stowey, near Bridgewater, whither Wordsworth
removed in the following year. Here, inspired
perhaps partly by the beautiful scenery, and
still more by the strengthening companionship
of his friend, he composed his finest poems, in-

cluding the "Ancient Mariner," and the first part
of "Christabel," and "Kubla Khan," though the
two latter were not published until eighteen
years afterwards. The two authors had many
discussions on the principles of their art, which
resulted in the publication, in 1798, of their

epoch-making Lyrical Ballads. This little book,
published anonymously, though a total failure

at the time, was decisive in its influence on the

future of nineteenth-century poetry, freeing it

finally from the conventional trammels which
had long bound it. The work of the two poet«
is singularly complementary, Coleridge treating

supernatural subjects in such a way as to give

a strong impression of their reality, while Words-
worth so handled the simplest themes as to dis-

close unsuspected elements of mystery and awe.

Coleridge, who had become a Unitarian at
Cambridge, preached frequently during this

period in the chapels of that body, and had
thoughts of becoming a regular minister. To
deliver him from this necessity, two brothers
named Wedg^vood settled on him an annuity of

fl.50. and this enabled him to carry out the
long-cherished plan of going to Germany to

study. In September. 1798, he sailed for Ham-
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burg with Wordsworth, and after acquiring the
language went to Gottingen, remaining, in all,

nearly a year. This was a jjeriod of vast im-
portance in his development, and lie said liimself

that there was no time of his life to which he
looked back with such unmingled satisfaction. He
came under the inlluence of what Shairp calls "an
impulse, the nios original, the most far-reaching,
and the most profound which Europe has seen
since the Reformation." The first result of his
new knowledge of German thought was not in

philosophy, but in poetry; on liis return to Eng-
land he publislied his noble translation of Schil-

ler's Wallenstein. He also contributed fitfully

to the Morning Post, to the end of 1802. Before
that time, however, he had settled at Greta Hall,
Keswick, in the Lake district, attracted by the
proximity of \\ordsworth and Southey, who were
to share witli him the designation of Lake Poets,
given in derision by the Edinburgh Review.
Here, in 1800, he wrote the second part of

"Christabel." Driven from the north by rheuma-
tism in 1804, he went to the Mediterranean,
acting for some months as secretary to the Gov-
ernor of Malta, and spending several more at
Rome.
On his return to England, he delivered some

lectures on poetry and the fine arts at the Royal
Institution, London, and began the publication
of The Friend, a periodical which contained
too much abstruse philosophy to be popular, and
lived less than a year. His enslavement to opi-

um, which he had begun to take as a relief from
his rheumatic pains, was now increasing, and in

De Quincey's opinion "killetl him as a poet." His
constitutional indolence and dislike for steady
application completed his unfitness for meeting
the demands of life. Roving between London
and the Lakes, where his family was generally
imder Southey's care, he spent a number of baf-

fled and di.sappointed years.

From 1810 until his death, July 25, 1834, he
lived in the house of Mr. Gillman, at Highgate
in London, where he received the kindest and
most judicioiis care, and at least to some extent
mastered his craving for opium. Though he pro-

jected far more than his habits ever allowed him
to accomplish, he left as the result of those years

no inconsiderable bulk of critical and philosophic

writing; the THographia Literaria (1817) is

especially noteworthy. It was, however, as a
talker, discoursing with an inexhaustible flow

of ideas to admiring visitors, that he shone most
brilliantly in his latter years. Talk was his

best medium for showing himself to others. His
style in prose writing was cumbrous and his

matter involved. In reading his written work
of this class, we feel instinctively that the critic

was greater than the criticism.

No man had ever appeared in England who
united in so eminent a degree the three func-

tions of critic, philosopher, and poet. With all

his defects, Coleridge must be recognized as being,

in Mill's phrase, tlie greatest "seminal mind" of

his time. The present generation does not real-

ize how much it owes to him in many fields of

thought—how many impulses, still powerful, he

set in motion. In criticism, he was the father

of modern Shakespearean study, laying, in a few

pregnant sentences, a broad basis for criticism,

in contrast to the narrow canons of Johnson and
the eighteenth-century school. His Aidfi to Re-

flection and some of his other theological writ-

! COLERIDGE.

ing inspired ilaurice and Stanley and the 'Broad-
(Jhurch Movement' as a whole. His aphorisms
are often decisive—it is to him we owe wliat
are now commonplaces, the distinction between
genius and talent, fancy and imagination, wit
and humor. Detached phrases of his are still

upon the lips of many who do not rememl>er
their source—like "Every man is born either an
Aristotelian or a Platonist," or "Prose is words
in their best order; poetry is the best words in

the best order." In philosophy, originally a
fervent disciple of Hartley (q.v.), who had been
a meml)er of his own college, he passed on
through the theories of Berkeley and Leibnitz;
and, after falling imdcr the influence of the Ger-
man and other mystics, came to a point where,
he says, the works of Kant took hold of him
as with a giant's hand. He adopted and based
all his teachings on Kant's distinction between
the Understanding and the Reason ; and while he
lias not as a philosopher left any complete sys-

tem, yet he rendered excellent .service by his in-

sistence, in such a period as his, on the reality

and preeminence of the spiritual verities. His
introduction into England of German literature

and philosophy, so powerfully seconded by Car-
lyle, is alone enough to give him a high place
among the forces that determined the course of

nineteenth-century' thought among English-speak-
ing people. But it is as a poet that he must
hold the highest rank, though no other poet has
ever attained such a place on so small a volume
of first-class work. "Christabel," "The Rime
of the Ancient Mariner," and "Kubla Khan"
(which so good a judge as Swinburne has called

"for absolute melody and splendor the first

poem in the language") cannot be put in any
but the highest class. Moreover, his influence

on his successors must be taken into account.

The Pre-Raphaelite Movement, which Theodore
Watts-Dunton defines as "the Renaissance of the

Spirit of Wonder in poetry and art," owes more
to him than to any other English poet. One
can only regret that so much was wasted of the

greatest powers which for generations had been

granted to any Englishman.
Consult: the Complete Works, ed. by Shedd

(7 vols.. New York, 1884) ; his Poetical Works,
ed. by Campbell (Ix)ndon. 1893) ; Poems, a fac-

simile reproduction of the proof and MSS. of

some of the poems, ed. Campbell (London, 1899) ;

Lyrical Ballads, centenary edition by Hutchinson
(London, 1808) ; Anima'Poeta;. from his unpub-
lished note-books bv his grandson ( London, 1 80i)) ;

lives by Gillman (London, 1838), Traill ("Eng-

lish Men of I>etters" series. London 1884). Dykes
(London, 1894), and Hall Caine (London. 1887) :

Cottle, Earl;/ Recollections (London, 1837);

Brand), fiamurl Taylor Coleridge und die eng-

Itsehe Romantik (Berlin, 1886; English transla-

tion by Lady Eastlake, London, 1887) ; and a
thorough and luminous discussion in Shairp,

Studies in Poetry and Philosophy (Edinburgh,

1868). Consult also: E. H. Coleridge. Letters of

Samuel Taylor Coleridge (London. 1895) ; and
Beers, English Romanticifm in the Nineteenth

Century (New York, 1900).

COLERIDGE, Sara (1802-52). An English

author, born itt Greta Hall, near Keswick. She
was file only diuighfer of Samuel Taylor Cole-

ridge, and married her cousin, Henry Nelson

Coleridge (1829). The early part of her life

was spent with her uncle. Robert Southey. After
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the death of her husband she continued the edit-

ing of her fatlier's works, and this was Jier

jirincipal literary work. Her intelligence and
learning are shown in various translations and
some original work, of which the tale Phanta»-
mion (1837) is the most important. Consult
her Memoirs and Letters, edited by her daughter
(I^ondon, 1873).

COLERIDGE-TAYXOB, Samuel (1875—).
An Kn<,'lish coniposer of music, bom in London.
He is of African descent, through his father,

who was a native of the West Coast of Africa
(Sierra I>'one). His mother was an English-
woman, and he himself was brought up under
Knglish influences. After a distinguished career
at the Royal Academy—which he entered at
liftecn. winning the composition scholarship in

1893, and studying under Villiers-Stanford until
1896—he devoted himself entirely to composition.
Up to 1902 his best work was a musical setting
to Longfellow's Hiawatha, arranged for soprano,
alto, and baritone soloists and mixed chorus.
His other published and manuscript works in-

clude an idyll for orchestra; a ballade for violin

and orchestra: a .symphony in A minor (1896) ;

an operetta. Dream Lovers; and several songs
and anthems,

COLES, kolz, CowPKR Piiipps (1819-70). An
English naval officer. He served as flag-lieu-

tenant to Sir Edmund Lyons in the Mediter-
ranean ( 1853 ) , and at the bombardment of

Sebastopol (October 17, 1854). In 1850 the
]»lan of defensive armor for battle-ships began to

engage his attention. The idea originally pro-
posed had been that of a raft and shield, and
this idea was modified by Coles into that of a
vessel with a low freeboard surmounted by a
series of turrets equipped with heavy guns. The
similarity of this conception to the monitor type
elaborated by P>icsson was such that the respect-

ive claims of the two men eventually led to a bit-

ter controversy. A vessel was finally construct-

ed in accordance with Coles's specifications. She
was commissioned under the name of The Cap-
tain, in 1870, and on September 7 of that year
capsized in a gale off Cape Finisterre, and almost
everybody on board, including Coles, was
drowned.

COL^T, Joiix (c.1467-1519). An English
theologian, born probably in 1467 in London. He
studied at Oxford, traveled in Paris and Italy
(1493-96), and became acquainted with Budseus
and Erasmus, Returning to England, he took
up his residence at Oxford, and there lectured
upon the Epistle to the Romans, displaying orig-

inality and independence of the schoolmen. The
next year he lectured in the same fashion on
First Corinthians, and so upon other New Testa-
ment books, until, in 1505, he was appointed
dean of Saint Paul's, London. Having inherited
from his father a large fortune in 1509, he
founded Saint Paul's School in London, of which
William Lilly was the first master. His reli-

gious opinions were so much more liberal than
was common at the time that he was subjected
to considerable persecution. As dean of Saint
Paul's he made a great point of expounding the
Bible, disapproved of auricular confession and
the enforced celibacy of the clergy, denied the
efficacy of pilgrimages and the worship of im-
ages, and denounced corruption in the Church,
His influence is traceable as paving the way for

I COLGATE.

the Reformation, although it is probable that,
like otiier humanists, he w«)uld not have left the
old Church, He died in London (or at She<»n.

a few miles southeast of London), Septemlwr 16,

1519. Aside from his Latin drammur and his
Daily Devotiona, his works did not appear until
the nineteenth century, edited by Rev. .7. H.
Lupton, with English translations. Consult his
biography by J. H, Lupton (London, 1887);
and F. Seebohm, Three Oxford Ucfunners: Kras-
invs, Volet, and More (3d ed,, Ltjndon, 1887).

COLET, kA'lft', Louise RfivoiL (1810-76). A
French poet and novelist. Among her verses are
Les fieurs dii midi and I'mnerosa. The Munec de
Versailles and Les funerailles dc Napoldon are
more sustained flights, the former crowned by
the Institute, A comedy, Jja jeunesse de (loethe
(1839), and two novels. La jeunesse dc Mira-
beau (1841) and Les coeurs brises (1843), de-
serve mention, but nothing that she composed
equals in interest her publication, in defiance
of a legal injunction, of the correspondence of
Madame R^camier with Benjamin Constant
(1849),

COLEWORT ( from cole, AS. cawel, c&ul. OHG.
kol, Ger, Kohl, cabbage, from Lat, caulis, cab-
bage, Gk. Kav\6s, kaulos, stalk + uort, AS. U7yrt,

plant, Ger. Wurz, root; ultimately connected
with Lat. radix, root), A name given to some
of the many cultivated varieties of Brassica
oleracea, and applied, like the names borecole
and kale, to varieties difTering from the cabbage
(q,v.) in their open heads of leaves, which are
used as greens, especially in the winter months.
The same name is also given to cabbages cut for
use before their leaves have fully closed into
heads.

COLFAX, kol'faks. A city and county-seat
of Whitman County, Wash., 78 miles south of
Spokane; on the Palouse River, and on the line

of the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Com-
pany (Map: Washington, H 3). The centre of

a fertile agricultural country, it controls a con-
siderable trade in live stock, grain, fruits, and
lumber. There are also several industrial estab-

lishments. The citv owns its water-works. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 1649: in 1900, 2121,

COLFAX, SciiUYUCR (182.3-85), An Ameri-
can statesman, born in New York City. He re-

moved to Indiana in 1836, where he studied law,

and in 1845 became editor of the Register, a
Whig newspaper at South Bend, which, under
his management, became the most powerful or-

gan of its kind in that part of the State, After
a defeat in 1851, he was elected to Congiess in

1854, served seven consecutive terms, and was
Speaker from 1863 to 1869, He was Vice-Presi-

dent of the United States from 1869 to 1873, In
the John C. Fremont campaign of 1856, a
speech made by him was used for party pur-
poses, and half a million copies were distribut-

ed over the coimtry. He introduced several im-
portant acts for the reform of the postal sys-

tem, in which he took an especial interest, and
in 1862 framed the law which made fraudulent
contractors felons. Charges of corruption were
brought against him at the time of the Credit
Mobilier scandal (q,v, ^, in 1873, but were never
proved. Consult Hollister. Life of Schuyler Col-

fax (New York, 1886).

COLGATE, knKgit. .Tames Boobman (1818
— ). An American financier. He was born in
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Kew York City, and received his first commer-
cial training in the house of Boorraan, Johnston
& Co. He later established the banking house
of Trevor & Colgate, afterwards known as J. B.

Colgate & Co. His extensive loans to the Gov-
ernment and sound hnancial policy during the
financial crisis of 1873 contributed materially
to the reestablishment of confidence both in the

United States and in the markets of Europe. He
was one of the founders of the New York Gold
Exchange, and was for several years its presi-

dent. As trustee and president of Colgate (for-

merly Madison ) University, he for thirty years

made almost annual donations to that institu-

tion, the development of which is due chiefly to

his constant care and valuable advice.

COLGATE, Samuel (1822-97). An Ameri-
can manufacturer and philanthropist, born in

New York City. He became widely known as a
soap-maker, and the manufactory he built in Jer-

sey City has developed into one of the largest

establishments of the kind in the world. He
was also prominent in philanthropical work.
For more than thirty years he was trustee of

Colgate I'niversity. and for many years he was
president of the New Y'ork Baptist Education
Society, president of the Society for the Sup-
pression of Vice, and a member of the Executive
Committee of the American Baptist Missionarj'

Union and of the American Tract Society. One
of his most noteworthy achievements was the

collection of 30,000 volumes of reports (now in

the Colgate University Library), comprising the

documentary records of the Baptist denomina-
tion. Conjointly with his brother, .James B.

Colgate, he gave large sums to Colgate ( formerly

Madison) University, which in 1889 was named
in honor of the Colgate family.

COLGATE UNIVEBSITY. An institution

of higher education, situated at Hamilton, N. Y.

It was founded by the Baptist Education So-

ciety in 1818, for the education of Christian

ministers. The collegiate and preparatorj' depart-

ments were incorporated in 1846. under the name
of Madison University, leaving the management
of the theological department with the Baptist

Education Society. Under the administration of

President Ebenezer Dodge (1868-90). the endow-

ment fund of the college increased from $1.50.000

to $500,000. In 1890 the name of the institution

was changed to Colgate University, in honor of

William Colgate and his sons, who established

the 'Dodge Memorial Fund' of $1,000,000. In

1893 Hamilton Theological Seminary—since 1846

under the control of the Baptist Education So-

ciety—became part of Colgate University. The
attendance, including the theological department,

i> about 220. The elective system has been in-

troduced in the senior year, and largely in the

junior year. The librar>' numbers about 35.000

volumes, besides the famous Baptist Historical

C;ollection. the gift of Samuel Colgate. Colgate

Academy, originally a part of the institution, is

now located in a separate building, but forms an

integral part of the corjwiration. Colgate Uni-

versity offers courses leading to the bachelor's

and master's degrees in arts, philosophy, and

science, and to the bachelor's degree in divinity.

It offers also courses in education which enable

students to obtain college graduates' professional

certificates. Tlie university endowments amount
to over $1,600,000. and the total value of the

university proj)erty to $2,160,000.

COLIC (from OF., Fr. colique, ML. colica,

colic, from Gk. kwXiki), kolike, colic, from ic^Xor,

kolon, colon). A name employed by physicians

to denote severe pain of the abdomen, spasmodic
in character and dependent upon irregular con-

traction of the muscular coat of the intestines.

Intestinal colic is a sj-mptom of neuralgia
of the intestines, caused by cold; of mild
enteritis, caused by irritating food or purga-
tive medicine; of toxic conditions such a?

lead poisoning, poisoning by the bacterial toxins

of shell-fish, etc.; of peritonitis, appendicitis,

and other diseases. If warmth, an aperient (such
as castor-oil), or peppermint, or tincture of gin-

ger, fails to give relief, a physician should be
summoned. Renal colic is pain over the kid-

ney and through the abdominal wall, due to

passage of a calculus, or stone, from the kidney
through the ureter into the urinary bladder.

Hepatic colic is the pain caused by the passage
of a gall-stone from the gall-bladder into the
intestines.

COLIC IN ANIMALS. A disease most fre-

qently occurring in horses and mules. It as-

sumes several forms, such as spasmodic, flatu-

lent, and habitual. Spasmodic or cramp colic is

caused by spasm of the small intestines and is

due to the presence of foreign bodies in the in-

testines, to large draughts of cold water, to ex-

posure to cold, or to hard work too soon after

eating. It is most frequent in high-bred horses.

This form of colic always begins suddenly. The
horse looks backward, shows acute pain, paws,
lies down and gets up frequently. As the pain
becomes more intense the animal throws himself
down with great violence and strikes with the

feet. These spasms are interrupted by inter\'als

of quiet, but the intervals become shorter and
shorter. This form of colic ordinarily yields

promptly to appropriate treatment. Perhaps the

best remedy is one ounce of chloral hydrate in a

pint of water given as a drench. Cannabis indica

gives good results, as also ether and laudanum.
Flatulent colic is sometimes used as synonymous
with bloat (q.v.). Baking-soda in doses of two
to four ounces is a good remedy. Any alkaline

substance neutralizes the acid fermentation and
should be administered at once. In severe cases

the bowels may be punctured at the most dis-

tended part by means of a trochar and canula.

Enemas of lukewarm water, to which a little

soap has been added, are useful in both forms
of colic, as are also cathartics, such as aloes in

full doses.

COLIGNY, k6'16'ny^, or COLIONI, Gaspabd
DE ( 1.j17-72). An Admiral of France and Hugue-
not leader, born at ChAtillon-sur-Loing, Febru-

ary 16, 1517. He came of a noble family, his

father having been Marshal Gaspard de Coligny,

his mother Louise de Montmorency. He was in-

trotluced at Court at the age of twenty-two and
served under Francis I. in Italy, where he

evinced great bravery, especially at the battle

of Ceresole (1544). * Under Henry II. he was
made colonel-general of the infantry, and in 1552
he became Admiral of France. In all the wars
in which he took part he showed him.self a bom
general and leader. On the death of Henr^' II.,

1559, Coligny, who had previously adopt e<l the

Reformed faith, became, with the Prince of

Condt', one of the great leaders of the Huguenots.
In this capacity he wa-* renin rkablo alike for his
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}»rudence and his bnivfrv. ()j)|M»8od to the Hugue-
not ohiffa wttH the powerful C'litholic party head-
ed by the Duke of Guise and the Constable de
Alontniorenoy. At the disastrous battles of Dn*ux
(1562) and Jarmie (1501)), t'oligny's skill saved
the remnants of the Protestant army. C'ondO was
hlain on the field of .Famac and C'oligny assumed
the sole leadership until he |»ave way to the
young Prinee of Xavarre. (See Hexrv IV.)
Togetlier they besieged Poitien*. but the Hugue-
not fortvs were again routed ou the bloody field

of Moncontour (October 3, 1569). When' jK>aoe

was concluded in 1570. Coligny went to Court,
and \va.s apparently w«'ll received by Charles IX.,
but the enmity of the Catholic party, by whom
Coligny was unjustly accused of having murdered
the Duke of Guise at the siege of Orleans, was
stirred up against him. and an attempt was made
to assassinate him on the street, August 22.

1572. This was but preliminary to the general
massacre of Huguenots which took place two
days afterwards and in which Coligny perished.
While upholding the Huguenot cause at home
Coligny exerted himself to secure a safe asylum
for his coreligionists in the New World, and sent
repeatedly expeditions (Ribault in 1562. Lau-
donnifere in 1564) to colonize what is now the
southeastern part of the United States. Among
his papers, burned by order of Catherine de'
Medici, was his History of the Wars of lielUiion
in France. Consult: Tessier, L'Amiral Coligny
(Paris. 1872) ; Delaborde. (Saspard de Coligny
(3 vols.. Paris. 1871)-82) ; Bersier, The Early
Life of Coligny (translation by Annie H. Holm-
den, London. 1884) ; Blackburn, Life of Coligny
(Philadelphia. 1869); Besant. Life of Coligny
(London, 1892).

COLIMA, ko le'nin. The capital of the State
of the same name, Mexico, on the Colima River,
about 40 miles from the Pacific Coast (Map:
Mexico, G 8). It is situated at an altitude of
1400 feet, is generally well built, and has fine

plazas and a number -of pretentious buildings,
among which are the Government building and
town hall, the Hospital de San Juan, and the
market. The town has connections by rail and
water with the port, Manzanillo, and is the seat
of considerable trade. Colima was founded in
1522 by Gonzalo de Sandoval. Population, in
1895, 18,977. About 40 miles to the northeast of
the town, in the State of Jalisco, is the volcano
of Colima (nearly 13,000 feet), which has re-

cently l)een in a state of eruption.

COLIN CLOUT. (1) A poetical satire on
the clerg>' by John Skelton. (2) The nom-de-
plume adopted by Spenser, suggested by the
above. (3) A shepherd in Gay's pastoral The
f<hepherd's Week.

COLIN CLOUT'S COME HOME AGAIN.
A pastoral poem by Edmund Spenser, and dedi-
cated to Sir Walter Raleigh, in a letter dated
Kilkolman, Deceml)er 27, '1591' (probably 1595).
In it he thanks that knight for sundry "favors
and good tumes done to me at my late being in
England."

COLINS, Alexander (1526-1612). A Flem-
ish sculptor, bom at Mechlin. In 1563, at the
summons of Emperor Ferdinand I., he went to
Innsbruck, where he executed twenty reliefs on
the tomb of Maximilian, in the Hofkirche. Sub-
sequently he was appointed Court sculptor to the
Emperor. Among his other works is the fine
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monument to the Archduke Ferdinand of Tyrol,
in the Silver Chapel of the Hofkirche. Consult
the monograj)h. by v<m Schonherr, in vol. ii.

(Heidell)erg, 1889) of the Mittrilungrn zur
firschichtr drs IIcidA'lberger Schlosses.

COL'ISE'UM. S<'e Ampiiitiieathe.

COLL, kr»l. Om' of the Inner Hebrides, or
western isles of Scotland, situated northwest of
the island of Mull, Argyllshire. It is 14 miles
long from northeast to southwest, with an aver-
age breadth of two and a half miles (.Map: Scot-
land, B 3). More than a third of it is culti-

vated, or in pasture. The isle is low and rocky,
and composed of gneiss. Population, 600, en-
gaged in agriculture and fishing.

COLLAB'ORA'TION (Fr.. from Lat. col-

laborarr, to work together, from con-, together
+ lahorare, to labor, from labor, work). The
united labor of two or more persons on a literary
production, as in the arrangement of a drama, or
the compilation of a book requiring knowledge
from (lifTerent sources. Thus, Charles Reade
and Dion Boucicault wrote Foul /'lay; Charles
Dudley Warner and Mark Twain, The (Hided
Age. Walter Besant and James Rice also long
worked in collaboration upon numerous novels.
The collaboration of Messrs. Erckmann and
Chatrian (q.v. ), in French, produced many de-

lightful works. Perhaps most famous of all is

the literary partnership of Beaumont and
Fletcher (q.v.).

COL'LAMEB, Jacob (1792-1865). An
American lawyer and politician, bom in Troy,
N. Y. He removed when very young to Ver-
mont, graduated at the LTniversity of that State
in 1810, was admitted to the bar in 1812, and
soon became one of the leading lawyers of the
State. From 1833 to 1841 he was associate jus-

tice of the State Supreme Court. He was a
member of Congress from 1842 to 1848, and ia

President Taylor's Cabinet was Postmaster-Gen-
eral, which position, however, he resigned on the
death of the President. In 1850 he was elected

judge of the Supreme Court of Vermont, and
four years later was elected to the United States
Senate, where he was chairman of committees
on post-offices, post-roads, and the library. He
remained in the Senate until his death.

COLLAB (OF. coler, colier, Fr. collier, from
Lat. collare, collar, from collum , neck ; ultimately
connected with AS. heals, with OHG. hals, Ger.

Hals, neck). A band aroimd a column or other

architectural member; the necking of the capi-

tal in the Doric, Ionic, and Tuscan orders.

COLLAB-BONE. See Clavicle.

COLLABCO, kol-lUr'kA (It., with the bow).
In music, a term signifying that the notes over

which it is placed are to be performed with the

bow, in contradistinction to pizzicato (q.v.).

COLLABED LIZABD. One of a genus ( Cro-

taphytus) of iguanid lizards, characteristic of

the dry, open regions of the southwestern United
States. They are often called 'collared' or 'ring-

necked' lizards, because of the double black col-

lar around the wrinkled neck of the common
Texan species (Crotaphytu.<i collaris) . This spe-

cies is found from the Ozark Alountains to Ne-

vada and southern California, and is entirely

insectivorous. In the deserts of the Colorado

Valley there lives a second species, called 'leop-

ard lizard,' which is larger, has no collar, and
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i* noted for its tierce and greedy disposition. It

eats not only blossoms, leaves, and insects, but
also younor homed toads, and all sorts of smaller
lizards, killing and swallowing some two-thirds
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its own size. It will even kill and devour smaller
individuals of its own species. This lizard is

remarkable for the fact that not the male, as is

usual among lizards, but the female, undergoes
a change of color in the breeding season (mid-
summer), becoming salmon-red on the whole
abdominal region. Consult Merriam and Stej-

neger. Death Valley Expedition (Department of

Agriculture, Washington, 1893).

COLLATERAL (Fr. collateral. It. collate-

rale, from ML. collateralis, collateral, from ML.
con-, together + lateralis, relating to a side,

from latus, side). In law, supplemental or re-

lated to the principal thing in consideration,

especially: (a) Given by way of security in

addition to a principal obligation, (b) Descend-
ed from a common ancestor but not from one
another—a sense used to describe the character
of relationship of individuals for legal purposes.

Collateral Security is either: (a) Something
of intrinsic value actually delivered over and
pledged to the creditor, the value of which is to

be applied on the debt in case of default; or
(b) an additional obligation, given to guarantee
performance of a debt or duty. The term is

more frequently used to designate a pledge of

stocks, bonds, negotiable paper, or other evi-

dences of obligation, as distinguished from a
pledge of chattels. The practice in case of a
default is for the creditor, upon notice to the
debtor, to sell the securities and apply the
amount received therefrom toward the satisfac-

tion of his claim and charge the debtor with the

deficiency, or credit him with the surplus, if

any. See Mortg.\ge; Pledge; Foreclosure;
and consult the authorities cited under Pledge.

Collateral Relatives, more frequently spoken
of as 'collaterals,' are tho.se who are descended
from the same common ancestor, but not from
one another, as lineal descendants are. Thus,
an uncle is a collateral relative of a nephew, both
being descended from a common ancestor, but
the nephew not being a lineal descendant of the
uncle. The term includes those in the relation-

ship of brothers and sisters, aunts and uncles,

nephews and nieces, and cousins. Collateral rel-

atives are included in the term heir, real prop-
erty descending in the first instance to lineal

descendants, if any, and then to collaterals in

the order of their relationship or as prescribed
by statutes. See Consanguinity; Descendant;
Heir, Lineal; Decedents' Estates; and con-

sult the authorities referred to imder Heir.

COLLATERAL INHERITANCE TAX.
See Inheritance Tax.

COLLATERAL WARRANTY. See War-
ranty.

COLLATION (OF. collacion, from I>at. col-

latio, collection, from con-, together + latus.

borne, connected with tolerare, Gk. rX^poi, tlenai,

OHG. dulten, Ger. dulden, to endure). In law,
a collecting or bringing together of all the assets
of an estate into one common fund for distribu-
tion among the heirs or next of kin; a term
more particularly used where heirs who have re-

ceived property from the deceased ancestor by
way of advancement return it to the estate in
order that a more equitable division of the whole
may be made. The term is used in the civil

law, and in England it is called hotchpot (q.v.).

The term is not in general use in the United
States, but the law in most States provides that
advancements made to an heir shall be consid-
ered as a part of the decedent's estate in order
to determine whether such heir shall receive any-
thing further. See Advancement.

In English ecclesiastical law the term collation

is used to denote the presentation of a clergyman
to a benefice by the patron and bishop. See
Benefice.

In maritime law collation is used in the sense
of contribution or average (q.v.).

COLLATION or MANUSCRIPTS. See
Bible; Text Criticism.

COLLIJ, kdl'iy, Charles (1709-83). A
French dramatic author and song-writer, bom
in Paris. He became the secretary of the Duke
of Orleans, the grandfather of Louis Philippe,
and wrote plays for the theatre of the Palais
Royal, and for the Comr'die Frangaise, of which
several are still produced. 'Soldat de fortune
dans les lettres,' as he has been called, he de-

clined to become a member of the Academy,
though his songs have made him famous in

French literature. His plays have been collected

under the title Theatre de societe, and his verses

as Les chansotis de Colle. His interesting Jour-
nal historique was edited by Barbier (Paris,

1807), and his Correspondance incdite by Bon-
homme (Paris, 1864).

COLLE, kol'ia, Raffaello dal (c.I490-1530),

usually called Raffaellino. An Italian painter,

bom at Colle, near Borgo San Sepolcro (Tus-

cany). He was a pupil of Raphael, and after-

wards worked with Giulio Romano. He was
employed by Raphael to assist in painting the

Loggie of the Vatican, and portions of the story

of Moses are from his brush. After his master's

death he worked with Giulio Romano in Rome,
and in the Piazza del Te at Mantua. Still later

he assisted Bronzino and Vasari in various deco-

rative schemes. He opened a bottega in Borgo,

San Sepolcro, and several of his scholars became
fair artists, but none rivaled 'little Raphael.'

He painted in the manner of his master, but

was not a servile imitator. His style is pure,

his figures very noble, and he manages drapery
in that grand way characteristic of the Roman
School. In general it may be said that no
other painter carried on the traditions of that

school so successfully as Colle. His principal

works are "The Resurrection." in the Church of

San Rocco, Borgo San Sepolcro; the same sub-

ject in the cathedral ; the beautiful "Assump-
tion" in the Church of the Conventual i ; an
"Annunciation," in San Francisco at Cagli;

"Twelve Apostles," in the cathedral at Urbino
(very Raphaelesque) ; and several works in the

chapel of the Olivet monks at Gubbio.

COLIiECT. A brief, comprehensive prayer

varying (like the epistle and gospel, which it
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imnii'diutely prt'ocdes ) with Iho season of the
Church year. Such prayern are found in all the
earlier Christian liturgies, and most of those
now usetl come from the sacramentaries of Saint
Jveo, Gelasius, and Saint Gre;j;ory. The name
(which, however, does not occur in the Roman
missal, where the word oratio, prayer, is used)
is also of ^reat antiquity. It probably conies

from collect a, in the sense of collrciio, a gather-
ing, the prayer l)eing originally designated oratio
ad collcctam. In the oldest liturgies cmly a sin-

gle colle<'t was used, but with the growth of the
calendar it became customary to 'commemorate'
a festival which was displaced by one of greater
importance with the use of its collect ; the sacred
numl)er of seven, however, might never be ex-

ceeded. In the Roman missal two other prayers,
the secreta and the comnittnio, are of similar
structure to that of the collect, and, like it, varj'

with the day. Tliese were not retained in the
Anglican prayer-book, which has almost literal

translations of the Latin collects for nearly all

its services. In the morning and evening prayer
of this book, as in all the offices of the Roman
breviary except prime and compline, the collect

for the day is repeated, to link the other offices

with the eucharistic service. The structure of

the collect is simple and uniform. It begins
with a form of address nearly always to God the
Father, generally including a commemoration of

the special event celebrated, then offers as a rule

a single petition for some grace or blessing, and
ends normally 'through Jesus Christ our Lord,
who with Thee and the Holy Ghost liveth and
reigneth, one God. world without end.'

COLLECT, The, or COLLECT POND. For-
merly a large pond in the city of New York, part
of whose site is now occupied by the Tombs
prison. It drained the district later known as
the Five Points, and discharged into the Hudson
River by a channel through the present Canal
Street. The name 'Collect' was a corruption of

the Dutch 'Kolch Hoek,' meaning 'shell point'

(Fiske, Dutch and Quaker Colonies, 1899).

COLXECTAITEA (Lat. nom. pi., collected,

sc. dicta, sayings). A name given to literary

collections of any description, as, for instance,

sayings of noted men, aphorisms, jests, miscel-

laneous anthologies, and chrestomathies.

COLLECT'IVISM (Fr. collectivisme, from
collecter, ML. collcctare, to collect, from Lat.

collecta, collection, assembly, from colligere, to

collect, from con-, together -|- legere, to gather).

A scheme for economic reform which would, in

place of the competitive system of to-day, based
on the individual ownership and control of the

means of production, transportation, and distri-

bution, substitute an arrangement by which all

or part of these functions would be undertaken
systematically by collective action. Generally,

the organization proposed for this collective un-

dertaking is the city or State; and in such a
case Collectivism is synonymous \\\i\\ State So-

cialism. The advocates of Collectivism main-
tain that competition, which is wasteful and
self-destructive, should give way to conscious co-

operation ; they point to the present public man-
agement of the postal system as an example of

Collectivism, and urge the application of the

same method to the production, transportation,

and distribution of all the necessaries of life.
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COL'LEEN BAWN, The (Ir. cailin, girl,

«lim. of cailc, girl, and Ir. babhun, Gael, babhunn,
bawn, incloHtire of a castle, barn-yar<l), or The
HRIDK8 OF Garry-Owen. A play* by Dion Ilou-

cicault, produced September 10, 1800, based on
(Jriffin's The Cnllcffiana. It was republished in
the form of a novel in 1861.

•

COLLEGE (Fr. colUge, Lat. collegium, as-

sembly, from cdllcga, associate, from con-, with
+ legare, to send on an embassy, from lex, law,
connected with Icgere, AS. licgan, Ger. liegen,
Engl, lie, Gk. X^x"*' lechos, couch ) . In its early
Roman use, 'college' signified any association of
persons having a common purpose or performing
a specific function. In some n'spects it was
synonymous with corpus, a coiporation or l)ody

of members, with universitas, a whole as con-
trasted with its parts, and with socirtaa, a part-
nership. The Roman college was required to be
incorporated by public authority, could po.sses8

common property, and could sue or be sued in

the name of its manager. Many of these col-

leges were mercantile in character or were organ-
izations of artisans similar to the mediaeval
guilds; but there were others having religious
or political objects, such as the college of augurs,
pontiffs, etc. In modern usage the term has
similar applications, as college of cardinals, col-

lege of bishops, college of presidential electors,

etc. It is also, especially in Great Britain, ap-
plied to associations of scientific or literary pur-
poses, such as College of Physicians, College of

Surgeons, College of Heraldry.

In educational usage the term 'college' com-
monly indicates a stage of instruction inter-

mediate between the high school or preparatory
school and the university; but there are some
noteworthy exceptions, especially the College de
France in Paris. The word 'college' in this sense
is nearly equivalent to lycee and gj'mnasium.
The early colleges gi-ew out of the monastic care
of the indigent, sick, and feeble, and were at
first, in connection with hospitia, established by
the various orders. In 1180 a foundation for

eighteen 'scholar-clerks' was made in the 'Hospi-

tal of the Blessed Marj' of Paris,' commonly
known as the H6tel-Dieu. Other foundations
devoted solely to this purpose soon followed.
During the same period it Avas customary for
groups of students to organize for the purpose
of renting rooms, providing board, etc. Such
organizations were self-governing, tliough ordi-

narily, and soon by compulsion, their governors
were masters in the university. Sometimes, too.

as at Bologna, alien needy students had national
boarding-houses under this name, as the College
of Spain, etc. Under the influence of the men-
dicant orders and the example of Robert de Sor-

bonne, who about 12.5.5 founded the college which
bears his name for students who had already
taken the earlier degree, colleges became more
numerous, assumed the teaching function within
their own walls, and tended to become coex-

tensive with the university. In time, both in

Paris and in the English universities, every mem-
ber of the university had to attach himself to

some college, and every person admitted to a

college had to matriculate at the university.

In this way the colleges became the constituent
members of the university, supporting not only
the students and fellows, but the professors as
well. For a more detailed account, see Cam-
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BRIDGE, UXI\'EBS1TY OF; OXFOBD; PaBIS, LnITEB-
siTY OF, etc.

In this relation, the college becomes a sub-

corporation. The Englisli universities hold the
examinations and grant the degrees, while the
colleges provide for the lodging of the students,

to a certain extent for their support, and for

tlieii" instruction. Students in one college may
rec-eive instruction in other colleges. In Scotland
and in America the distinction between the col-

lege as the member and the university as the
body has been neglected ; and we consequently
hear of the one and the other indiscriminately
granting degrees, a function which in the Eng-
lish and in the original European view of the
matter belonged exclusively to the university.
Barnard College. Columbia, and Sibley College,

Cornell, liowever, besides many correlated pro-
fessional colleges, may be said to illustrate the
older us>age. Where there is but one college in a
university, as is the case in the universities of
Scotland, the two bodies are of course identical,

though the functions which they perform are dif-

ferent. The University of Dublin and Trinity
College are also virtually the same. In Ger-
many there are no colleges in the English sense;

and the verbal confusion between the college and
the university is avoided by the latter's perform-
ing the functions of both in its own name, as two
separate parts of its proper duties. In France,

college has a meaning totally different from that

which we attach to the word: it is a school,

corresponding, however, more to the gymnasium
(q.v. ) of Germany than to the grammar school

of this country. All the colleges are placed un-
der the University of France, to which the cen-

tralizing tendencies of that country have given
a meaning which also difTers widely from that

which the term university bears in England. See

also Coeducation ; Colleges, American ; Col-
legiate EorcvTiox FOB ^YoMEN; Degree: Dub-
lin, 1'ni\-ersity OF; Edinburgh UNn-EBSiTT;
Harvard UNn\'ERSiTY; Sorbonne; Yale Univer-
sity : and the names of individual colleges, uni-

versities, and other higher institutions.

COLLEGE DE FRANCE, kdlfzh' de frSNs
(Fr.. College of France). A college in Paris,

founded between 1518 and 1545 by Francis I.,

who tried in vain to secure Erasmus for its

head. From the beginning, it has been autono-

mous. The successive kings upheld its indepen-

dence, notwithstanding the vigorous efforts of

the University of Paris to secure control ; this

independence has been maintained, and though
now under the charge of the Minister of Public

Instruction, it has no connection with the Uni-
versity of France. From this has resulted its

distinguishing characteristic: freedom of teach-

ing and the encouragement of scientific research.

The coll&ge has had varying fortunes, but its

activity has been continuous: even during the

Revolution, although it had been the royal col-

lege, its reputation saved it from suspension.

Originally foimded for the teaching of Hebrew,
Greek, and Latin only, it has now fortj' different

chairs. Instruction is gratuitous, no examina-
tions are hold, no diplomas given. The college

is specially designed to attract pupils other than
the ordinary university students. In its long

roll of illustrious teachers are included the

names of Ramus. Gassendi, Rollin. Sylvestre de
Sacy. Barth<ilemy Saint-Hilaire. Laboulaye, Re-

nan, Michelet. and Gaston. Consult: Goujet, Le
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College Royal de France (Paris, 1758); Bou-
chon-Brandely, Le College de France (Paris,
1873); Lefranc, Histoire de College de France
(Paris, 1892) : Renan, Questions contemporaines
(Paris, 1868).

COLLEGE JOURNALISM. See Joubnal-
I.SM, COLIJEGE.

COLLEGE OF ARMS. See Herald.

COLLEGE OF ELECTORS. See Electoral
College.

COLLEGE OF HERALDS. See Heralds'
College.

COLLEGE OF THE FOUR NATIONS ( Fr.
College des Quatrc \utioiis). An appellation
given to the Collfege Mazarin, founded 1061, from
the fact that that university was founded for the
free education and support of sixty sons of gen-
tlemen residing in the provinces of Pignerol,
Alsace, Flanders, and Roussillon.

COLLEGE PARK. A village in Prince
GJeorge County, Md., 8 miles northeast of Wash-
ington, D. C, on the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-
road. It has a fine situation, as a suburb of
the capital, and is the seat of the Maryland
Agricultural College and Experiment Station,
established 1850. Population, in 1900, about 300.

COLLEGES, American. The offspring of
European colleges, and possessing at first the
same general form of organizjition. American
colleges have gradiially undergone changes
which make them distinctive. Harvard (q.v.),

the oldest, was founded in 1636, under the influ-

ence of men Mho for the most part had receive<l

their education at Emmanuel College, Cambridge
University. The second American college, Wil-
liam and Mary (q.v.), founded in 1693, and the
third, Yale (q.v.), founded in 1701, were mod-
eled on similar lines. The numerous institutions

founded since then have followed very closely

the same traditions. During the eighteenth cen-

tury there were 21 such institutions founded,
9 before the Revolution and 12 afterwards.
From 1800 to 1830 there were 33 such founda-
tions; from 1830 to 1863 there were 180: from
1865 to 1900 there were 244. making a total of
480 degree-conferring institutions of college rank.
The early colleges were separate institutions

of learning, each offering a single prescribed
course of study leading to the degree of A.B.,

and, with some additional work, to that of A.M.
This course was intended to furnish a lil)eral

education, and to prepare the student for the
Christian ministrj' or other learned profession.

Both Harvard and Yale came under the control
of self-perpetuating corporations, and relied for

their support on tuition and private endow-
ments. Most of the earlier and many of the later

colleges were controlled in the interest of certain

religious denominations, it being frequently part
of the organic law of such institutions that the
president and trustees should be members of the
Church that dominated the school.

The leading changes in the early college sys-

tem have been the outcome of a demand for a
wider circle of studies in the liberal programme:
the development of better systenis of secondary
instruction, to which could Ik* intrusted a large
part of the work formerly done by the college;

the growth of specialized instruction preparatory
to the various professions not only of law, medi-
cine, and theology*, but also of the various fields
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of applied science; and the appearance of higher

institutions under the support and control of the

Stutca, notably in the \\o8t and the South In

iiijiny of tlic folU'ges, also, e.g. Harvard, Yale,

and ('ohnnbia, the intluoncc of the sectarian ele-

ment in control has largely disappeared. The
development about the nucleus of a college of

liberal arts of colleges for special professional

instruction has led to the university, so called,

although many institutions bearing that name
give very little attention to graduate instruc-

tion of the true university character.

At first, the Colonial colleges took from the

grammar .schools students who had barely at-

tained a fair knowledge of Latin. As the char-

actt-r of secondary instruction grew better, the

entramt' requirements of the colleges grew se-

verer. As a result, the average age of entrance

of students increased, until at Harvard it is at

present over nin«'tecn, an ago at which students

were' conunonly graduated in the earlier history

of the institution. The curriculum, originally

limited to Latin, Ureek, a little mathematics,

logic, metaphysics, rhetoric, and theologj', was ex-

tended by the introduction, in the latter part of

tl>e eighteenth century, of astronomy and natural

philosophy, and, early in the nineteenth century,

of modern languages and the elements of the

natural and political .sciences. This process of

expansion led. by the middle of the nineteenth

century, to the elective system (see Elective
Studies), fostered by President Wayland of

Brown University, and later by President Eliot

of Harvard, President Barnard of Columbia, and
President Tappan of Michigan. Certain work
was still prescribed to the student, but new
work was offered from which he was allowed
to make a choice. Then, at many colleges,

various courses were established, among which
election could be made. The required subjects

in each course were from some general field,

as science, literature, modern languages, or

classics, and distinct degrees, as B.S., PhB.,

B.L., etc., were bestowed upon the graduates

of the different courses. Brown, Michigan,

and Western institutions, generally, illustrate

this plan. Finally, at Harvard in 1869, the

right of election was extended to all subjects

beyond the first year, the degree of A.B. being

given to all graduates of the college of liberal

arts. To emphasize the equality of different

lines of work thus elected, the Stanford Univer-

sity has adopted the policy of granting this de-

gree even to those whose work has been almost
entirely in the sciences. Cornell, too, has in this,

as in many other respects, assumed the most lib-

eral attitude in its educational aims.

Along with the development of broader curric-

ula, and elective subjects and courses, has come
the establishment of special professional col-

leges and colleges of applied science. Medical
schools had appeared at the University of Penn-
sylvania and at Columbia and Harvard in the

eighteenth century. Law schools were founded
early in the nineteenth century, and schools of

applied science began a little later. Some of

these institutions were affiliated with older col-

leges, others were established independently. The
same year (1846) saw the foimdation of the
L'^nion College of Civil Engineering, a separate in-

stitution, and the Sheffield Scientific School, con-

nected with Yale College. Finally, there ap-

peared the extension of the work of the liberal
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arts college into further fields of scholarship

and research, the organization of wnich has
given rise to the graduate departments, the uni-

versities proper of the United States. (See Uni-
versity.) But the distinction of the university

from the college or group of colleges for under-

graduates has not yet Ixh'II clearly made. Sonn-

institutions calling themselves universities arc

merely colleges; others consist of several under-

graduate colleges; in a few cases the name "uni

versity' is restricted to purely graduate depart-

ments.

It must l)e added that the professional col-

leges of law, medicine, and thi'ologj' are coming
to have more and more the character of graduate
schools. In 1896 Harvard required all students

entering the law school to be college graduates.

A similar requirement exists in their medical
school, and practically in their divinity school

as well. Like steps are being taken at Colum-
bia, and the matter is being agitated generally

throughout the country. It must l)e noted, how-
ever, that so far no important movement has
been set on foot to make the colleges of applie<l

science graduate schools. In case they follow in

the path of the schools of law, etc., the special

preparation for the higher professions, together

with higher training in research and scholarship,

will be left to the university, while the college

will represent a higher liberal course prepara-

tory to these. As it is, the word college is ap-

plied either to (1) liberal arts colleges, or (2)

professional colleges admitting undergraduates;
and colleges of either type may be parts of uni-

versities or separate institutions.

The character of the influences and the life

surrounding the student in the college which
has grown into a large university is essentially

different from that to be met with in the smaller

colleges which have continued to work in the

spirit of the old Colonial institutions. The
smaller college affords less opportunity for elec-

tion, thus bringing about greater uniformity in

the work pursued. While it does not allow so

much for individual peculiarities, it provides

greater chance for intimate social intercourse

among students, and between them and the fac-

ulty, and for a firmer grip of the latter in disci-

pline. The educational aim is frankly liberal

and social rather than special and individual.

Fraternities are an important feature in the

social life, athletics prosper, and college spirit is

strong. The faculty is even more a teaching
body than a learned one, the reverse of which
tends to be the case in the larger universities.

Many believe that the smaller college affords a
better liberal education for one who will later

take up a profession or pursue special lines of

research at a university. Again, the entrance
requirements of the smaller college are often not
quite so severe as at the university college, and
this makes possible a shortening of the long
period of preparation for a profession. On the
other hand, the attendance at the smaller college

is not increasing in proportion to that in the col-

legiate departments of the universities. The
length of the liberal college course has been a
matter of much agitation. Many advocate its

reduction to three years; and President Butler,
of Columbia, in his first annual report to the
trustees of that university, proposed to award the
B.A. degree at the end of the second year of un-
dergraduate study. According to the present syg-
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tcm, a student, beginning at six years of age,

and progressing at the normal rate, will enter
the college at eighteen, and not until twenty-
two begin his special professional training. To
gain time, in many universities, the senior
collegiate year is allowed to be partly spent
in professional work. At Chicago the spe-

cialized work may begin in the junior year. The
system of credits, too, generally in vogue, by
which the satisfactory completion of a certain

anioimt of work entitles a student to his degree,

without regard to the time required to accom-
plish it, often renders graduation possible in less

than four years.

The entrance requirements and curricula of

the colleges have varied widely. Many colleges,

especially in the V\'est and the South, are yet lit-

tle more than high schools. Some of the States
have, however, interfered to determine what in-

stitutions shall be authorized to grant degrees,

and it is highly desirable that this example
should be universally followed. Attempts have
also been made among the better colleges to

insure greater uniformity in entrance require-

ments. The colleges of the Middle States and of

ilarjiand united in 1899 in the formation of a
general entrance examination board. In the
West, the State universities set the standard for
collegiate entrance rcijuirements Avithin their

several commonwealths.
It remains to mention a few new methods of

control that have come to prevail over American
c*olleges. Originally, they were all governed by
corporations or boards of trustees, and were
chartered either by the King or by Colonial
legislatures. The older institutions have re-

tained these charters, with the obvious modifica-
tions necessary after the Revolution. A little

later, a movement was set on foot to take the
colleges under State supervision and control, but
it was checked by the decision in the Dartmouth
College case, by which States were prevented
from assuming control over the property of cor-

porations existing by virtue of a charter sanc-
tioned by their legislatures. The result was that
the older Eastern foundations remained under
private management, while in the West and the
South the system of State universities—usually
merely colleges—grew up. These institutions
are controlled by regents appointed in various
ways, often by the Governor of the State, al-

though in ilichigan they are elected by the peo-
ple. In some of the Eastern institutions also the
State has come to exercise a voice in the govern-
ing board. Ordinarily, the control of these
private colleges is in the hands of a self-perpetu-
ating l>oard, which controls the finances, ap-
points the instructors, makes laws for the gov-
ernment of the institution, and confers degrees.
The instruction and discipline of the students,
Iheir admission and dismissal, and the recom-
mendations for degrees are left in the hands of
the faculty as a matter of immemorial custom.
Much gewral power is lodge<l in the hands of the
])residont. and in the university colleges the deans
are intrusted to a large extent with tlie control
and direction of the students. In 1899-1900 the
number of students (men and women) in insti-

tutions of higher learning, including technical
and professional schools, was 98,923. This is an
increase of over 100 per cent, in actual attend-
ance within the period of ten years, and of over
100 per cent, in the ratio of students to popula-

11 COLLEGIATE CHURCHES.

tion within the period of twenty-seven years.
The ratio of increase is highest with graduate
students and with women, thus indicating the
lines of present development in the work of
higher education. The total number of profes-
sors and instructors in the same institutions
amounted at the given date, in round numbers,
to about 14,000. The value of their property
was estimated at $360,594,525, and the annual
income was $28,558,463. See Collegiate Edu-
cation FOB Women ; Electi>-e Studies ; Uni-
versity; and the various colleges.

COLLEGE VIEW. A village in Lancaster
County, Xeb., a few miles south of Lincoln, the
State capital (Map: Nebraska, H 3). It is the
seat of Union College (Seventh-Day Adventist),
opened in 1891. Population, in 1900, 865.

COLIiEGEVILLE, A village in Stearns
County, Minn., 10 miles west by north of Saint
Cloud; on the Great Northern Railroad (ilap:
Minnesota, D 5). It is the seat of Saint John's
University (Roman Catholic), opened in 1867.
Population, about 130.

COLLEGEVILLE. A borough in Montgom-
ery County, Pa., 25 miles northwest of Philadel-
phia ; on the Perkiomen River and on the Phila-
delphia and Reading Railroad (Map: Pennsyl-
vania, F 3). It is the seat of Ursinus College
(German Reformed), opened in 1870; has a
bridge over one hundred years old: and manu-
factures boilers and machinery. Collegeville was
incorporated as a borough in 1895. Population,
in 1900, 611.

COLLE'GIANS, The. A novel by Gerald
Griffin (1829). An edition appeared in 1861
under the new title, The Colleen Baton, or the
Collegian's Wife, illustrated by Phiz.

COLLE'GIAXTS (from Lat. collegium, as-
sembly ) . A branch of the Dutch Calvinists, who
called their assemblies for worship 'colleges.'

The sect was founded in 1619 by the brothers
.John, Adrian, and Gilbert van der Codde, at
Rijnsburg, a couple of miles north of Leyden;
hence they were also called the Rijnsburgers.
They rejected creeds, and had no regular minis-
try, nor any form of church government. They
adopted baptism by immersion, but their coni-
mimion was o|)en to all. They were not unlike
the Plymouth Brethren of the present day. They
opposed war and office-holding by Christian.?.
They became extinct in the eighteenth century.

COLLE'GIATE CHURCHES (from Lat.
collegiatus, member of a college, from collegium,
assembly). A title applied to certain churches
other than cathedrals to which is attached a botly
of clergy living in a community. (See Canon
Chapter.) Of the numerous collegiate churches
which flourished in (Jermany as early as the time
of Charlemagne, that of Aix-la-Chapelle was espe-
cially famous. In England after the Reformation
the title was retained, without much of the organ-
ization, as in the cases of Westminster. Windsor.
Wolverhampton, Hej-tesbury, Southwell, Middle-
ton; also Brecon in Wales, and Galway in Ire-
land. Ripon and Manchester have In'en consti-
tuted the cathedrals of new dioceses. The term
is also applie<l to churches with an associated
body of clergy, without episcopal supervision.
The best-known instance is the Collegiate Re-
formed Dutch Church of New York Citv.
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COLLEGIATE EDUCATION FOR WO-
MEN. A system of i'<lurali()ii wliicli ori^'iniitt'd

in the United States, and may be said to have
M|)rung from the seminaries for young women.
Although at first these were freijuently eoncerned
with somewhat su|M»rfieial accomplishments, the

trend was rapidly toward a sounder and broader
scholarship. Their development, and later, that

of the coeducational public high schools, led to

the establishment of women's colleges and to the

admission of women to colleges for men.

In 1808 Mrs. Knuna Willard (q.v.) opened a
school for young women at Aliddlebury, Vt. In
1819 she removed bv invitation to Waterford,
X. Y., and ten years later founded the celebrated

Troy Female Seminary (q.v.). By earnest and
effective advocacy, notably by the publication of

her Plan for Improving Female Edueation, she

succeeded in getting the recognition and to some
extent the aid of the State of New York in her
efforts to give to women the same educational
opportunities as to men. In 1819 Rev. Joseph
Kmerson opened a female seminary at Byfield,

Mass., where such instruction was given as is

done in academies for men. One of his students,

Miss Zilpah P. Grant, became in 1824 the first

preceptress of Adams's Female Academy at
Derrj', N. H. In 1828 she became the principal

of a seminary at Ipswich, Mass., associating

with her her fellow pupil at Byfield and assist-

ant at Derry, Mary Lyon (q.v.). It was the lat-

ter's efforts, aided by the advice and plans of

Miss Grant, that led to the founding and endow-
ment in 1837 of Mount Holyoke College (q.v.)

at South TIadley, Mass. This institution gave a
three years' cour.se nearly equivalent to that of

the better colleges for men. Another prominent
woman in the early history of advanced educa-
tion for women was Miss Catherine E. Beecher
(q.v.), who opened in 1827 a seminary fdr girls

at Hartford, Conn., and in 1829 published an
influential pamphlet on 8u(jgestions Respecting
the Improvement of Female Education. Later
she turned her attention to the West, and
through a national board and society did much
for improving the facilities as well as for devel-

oping a sentiment for the higher education of

her sex. In 1821 Wesleyan Seminary and Fe-
male College was founded at Kent's Hill, !Maine,

and in 1834 a similar institution was established
at Granville, Ohio. Georgia Female Seminary at
Macon (now Wesleyan Female College) was
chartered with collegiate powers in 1836, and in

1839 it was opened, offering a four years' course.
Monticello Female Seminary, at Godfrey, 111.,

was opened in 1838 on the plan of colleges for
men, and it soon gained great reputation and
influence. Elmira College, at Elmira, X. Y.,
claims to be the first women's college in the
United States, and probably in the world, to es-

tablish the same standard as in colleges for men.
It was founded in 1855 and offered a four years'
course. Vassar College (q.v.) was opened in
1865 at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. ; Wellesley College
(q.v.) at Wellesley, ^Mass., and Smith College
(q.v.) at Northampton, Mass., in 1875; and
Bryn Mawr College at Brj-n Mawr, Pa., in 1885.
These four, with the Woman's College (q.v.),
Baltimore, are to-day the wealthiest of the
female colleges in the United States. In 1888
Mount Holyoke College established a full col-

legiate department, and in 1893 the seminary
was dropped. Wells College (q.v.) opened at

Aurora, N. Y., in 1868 as a s<'minary, l>ecame
a college in 1870, and in 1896 dropped the
j)reparatory department. Ik-side's these institu-
tions, there were in 1898 139 institutions
lor women in the United States calling them-
selves witii more or less c(jrrectness colleges.
This represents a decline in numlH>r as compared
with the preceding ten years, but it has been far
more than made up by the increased attendance
at the Iwtter women's colleges and the coeduca-
tional institutions. The latter are discus.sed in
the article on CoEDrcATios,
An additional class of schools offering higher

instruction to women are the colleges affiliated
with institutions for men. Of these the earliest
to be established in the United Stat<'s was llad-
cliffe College (q.v.), instruction in which is car-
ried on by certain members of the Harvard
faculty. It was founded by the Society for the
Collegiate Instruction of Women in 1879, and
assumed its present name with power to grant
degrees in 1894. Barnard College (q.v.), foimd-
ed in 1889, and at first affdiated Avith Columbia
as Radcliffe is with Harvard, was made in 1900
an undergraduate college of the university, grad-
uate work in that institution being thrown open
to women. Brown University has a women's
college that began work in 1892. The College
for Women of Western Reserve University, at
Cleveland, Ohio, was established in 1888, and in

connection with Tulane University at New Or-
leans. La., there was opened in 1886 the H.
Sophie Newcomb Memorial College for Women.
Evelyn College, connected with Princeton Uni-
versitv, was opened in 1887, but ceased to exist
in 1897.

The attitude of the universities of Europe to-

ward the admission of women is described in the
article on Coeducation. In Great Britain there
are many women's colleges connected with the
great universities. At Cambridge, Girton Col-
lege was opened in 1869 and Newnham College
in 1871. At Oxford, Somerville Hall and Lady
Margaret Hall were opened in 1879, and Saint
Hugh's Hall in 1880. At the University of Lon-
don, University College and King's College have
departments for women. Bedford College for
Women was opened in 1849, and Royal Holloway
College in 1886. There are also numerous local

colleges affiliated with various universities in

England and Wales. In Ireland, Queen's Col-
lege, Belfast; Queen's College. Cork; and
Queen's College, Galway, are affiliated with the
Royal University of Ireland. In Scotland, Uni-
versity College at Dundee is a college for women
affiliated with the universities of London, Saint
Andrews, Edinburgh, and Glasgow. At Gla.sgow,
Queen Margaret College was in 1892 affiliated

with the university at that place. On the Con-
tinent, however, women's colleges have not been
established. Private training and 'finishing'

.schools suffice for tho.se who do not enter the
universities. In the various professions women
find no chance for instruction to any extent in

separate institutions except in the case of medi-
cine. In the United States there were in 1898
seven medical schools for women. In I^ndon
there is one. and Edinburgh has two; several

are in Canada, and one at Saint Petersburg.

The development of opportunities for the
higher education of women has been actively
promoted by a number of organizations, promi-
nent among which are, in the United States, the
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Massachusetts Society for the University Edu-
fation of Women, founded in 1877, and the Asso-
ciation of Collegiate Alumnse, founded in 1882;
and in Enghind the Girls' Public Day School
Company, founded in 1874, and the Cambridge
Association for the Promotion of the Higher
I'.iUication of Women, established in 1879. An
organization for similar purposes was in 1898
forme«l in Berlin. The development of oppor-
tunities for the university education of women
has also had a favorable reaction upon facilities

for their secondary instruction not only in the
United States, but also in England and France,
and to-day even the meagre system of girls' gym-
nasia in Germany is beginning to feel the influ-

ence of a demand that women shall be prepared
for the universities. In 1898, however, the Prus-
sian Minister of Education refused an applica-

tion for the establishment of a girls' .school in

Ureslau, saying that university education for

vomen is only for exceptional cases, and that
the Government will not undertake to prepare
them for this.

Three statistical investigations into the health
of college women have been undertaken, two in

America by the Association of Collegiate Alum-
nae in 1885 and 1900, and one in England by
Mrs. Henry SidgNvick in 1897. In America the
health of the college women compared favorably
with that of working women, and in England
with that of non-college sisters and cousins. Nor
does the marriage rate of college women seem to
be less than that of their sisters. On the other
hand, a large proportion of them are self-sup-

porting, the principal occupation being teaching,
which in 1895 was the business of 37 per cent,

of the graduates of Vassar, and in 1898 of 49
per cent, of the graduates of RadcliflFe College.

Consult : Thomas, "Education of Women," in

Butler, Monographs on Education in the United
states (New York, 1900) ; Fitch, "Women and
I niversities," in Educational Aims and Methods
(New York, 1900) ; T^nge, The Higher Educa-
tion of Women (New York, 1900) ; French, "Ed-
ucational Status of Women in Different Coun-
tries" (with bibliography), in Report of United
States Commissioner of Education (Washington,
1 894-95 ) . See Coeducatiox.

COLLENCHYMA, kol-lt'n'kl niA (Neo-Lat.,
from (ik. »c6X\o. holla, glue -f (yx^'fia, enchyma,
infusion, from iy, en. in + x*'"' chein, to pour).
A supporting tissue in certain plants, usually
developed just beneath the epidermis, and rec-

ognized by the prominent thickenings in the
angles of the cells. See An.\tomy.

COLLEONI, k6'ly&-A'n^, or COLEONE, kA'lft-

<Vnft, Bartolommeo (1400-75). An Italian gen-
eral, born at the Castle of Solza, near Bergamo.
He distinguished himself in the war between the
Venetians and the Milanese. During the last

thirty years of his life he was generalissimo of
the Venetian State, in which capacity he is re-

puted to have displayed much strategical ability.

A fine equestrian statue, executed by Andrea del

\'errochio. was erected to his memory near the
Church of San Giovanni e Paolo in Venice.

COLOiES, Christopher (1738-1821). An
Irish engineer, the pupil of Pococke. He was
born in Ireland, but came to America before the
Revolution and delivered lectures in New York
on pneumatics, gunnery, and inland navigation.

One of the first steam-engines made in the coun-

try was designed by him; and he was among the
first to propose water-supply by reservoirs for

the city of New York. As early as 1784 he pre-

sented to the New York Legislature a plan to

connect Lake Ontario with the Hudson River by
canals and such natural channels as could be
used, and with this purpose in view he sur>"eyed
the Mohawk River.

COL^LETT, Jakobixe Camilla (1813-95).
A Norwegian novelist. The keynote of her work
is the emancipation of woman. In addition to
her first and most popular novel. The Magis-
trate's Daughters (1855), she wrote Tales
(1861); In the Long Xights (18G3); Against
the i^tream (1879; 2d series, 1885); Last
Leaves, Recollections, and Confessions (1868,
1872, and 1873).

COLLET'TA, Pietro (1775-1831). An Ital-

ian Minister of War and historian. He sened
with distinction in the army under Joseph Bona-
parte upon the latter's accession to the throne of

Naples in 1806, and was retained in his military
dignities by Ferdinand I. In 1820 he was dis-

patched to suppress the insurrection in Sicily.

Appointed Neapolitan Minister of War in 1821,
he was afterwards imprisoned by the Austrian*,
but was finally permitted to reside in Florence,
where he wrote his well-known historical work,
fitoria del reame di Xapoli, 173.'f-1825 (first pub-
lished in 1834; (jcrman trans, by Leber, 8 vols.,

Grimma, 1849-50).

COLOiiEY, Sir George (1835-81). An Eng-
lish soldier. He was educated at the Royal Mili-
tary College, Sandhurst, served in Cape Colony
as a lieutenant, was a border magistrate there
in 1857-58, was ordered to China, and as captain
participated in the taking of the Taku fortr. in

1860. He was subsequently professor of mili-
tary administration and law at the Staff College,
Sandhurst. In 1875 he was promoted to a colo-

nelcy for eflScient service in Ashanti, and from
1876 to 1880 he was private secretary to I^rd
Lytton, at that time Viceroy of India. He was
sent to succeed Sir Garnet Wolseley as Governor
and commander-in-chief of Natal in 1880. In
January, 1881, he commanded against the Boers
at Laing's Neck and Ingogo, and on February 27
his detachment was annihilated at Majuba Hill
(q.v.), and he himself fell.

COL'LIE. The Scotch shepherd dog. See
Sheep-Doo.

COLLIEB, kdl'yer, Jeremy (1650-1726). A
non-juring English clergyman, born at Stow Qui,
or Quire, in Cambridgeshire. September 23, 1650.
He went to Cambridge in 1669, took his degree of
M.A. in 1676, and entered the ministry. At the
revolution of 1688 he plunged into the stormy
waters of controversy, his foeman being Gilbert
Burnet, afterwards Bishop of Salisbury. For a
publication of his at this time, entitled The De-
sertion Discussed (168S), which maintained the

invalidity of King William's regal authority and
gave oflTense to the (Jovernment, he was sent to

Newgate, where he remaine<l several months. On
his release he rushed aiiew into party conten-
tions, and distinguished himself by the publi-

cation of several controversial works. Suspect-
ed of being a partisan of the Stuarts, he was
again arrested in 1602 and imprisoned for a
short time in the King's Bench. From this

period his life was a perpetual literary strife, the
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Government being the principal object of his

attnck. In 1713 he wum eun^ecrated a bishop
aniung the non-jurura, and was their leading
man after the death of Hiekes in 1715. He died
in Ivondon, April 26, 1720. Collier wrote many
books, including the (Jrfat Historical, (h'ograph-

tral, (ieuealopical, and I'uetical Dictionary (4
vols., 1701), founded on Moreri's, and Eccleaias-

Heal llistoni of Great Britain to the End of the
Reign of Charles II. (2 vols., 1708-14). The
best edition of the latter work is by T. Lathbury
(9 vols., I^ndon, 1852). It is a work of great
learning, the first of its kind except Fuller's that
had apjH'ared. IJut the work by which he is l)pst

known is hia fihort Vieir of the Immorality and
Profaniness of the English Stage (1098), in

which he attacked Dryden and Congreve as vig-

orously as D'Urfey, and wliich had a marvelous
success. For his life, consult the Ecclesiastical

Historif, edited by Lathbury (London, 1852).

COLLIER, John Payne (1789-1883). An
English Shakespearean critic and commentator,
lie was born in London. In 1820 he published
The Poetical Decameron. From 1825 to 1827 he
superintended a new edition of Dodsley's Old
I'liiys ; and in 1831 appeared his l)est work, a
History of English Dramatic Poetry, and Annals
of the Stage. From 1835 to 1839 he published
three volumes on Shakespeare entitled New
Facts, New Partiatlars, and Further Particu-
lars, followed by an edition of Shakespeare in

eight volumes (1842-44). Not content with
these efforts for the illustration of his favorite

author. Collier, in 1852, published a volume en-

titled Notes and Emendations to the Text of
Shakespeare's Plays, from Early Manuscript
I'orrcctions in a Copy of the Folio of 16,i2, in

ike Possession of J. P. Collier. Tliis volume is

Jiow known as the Perkins Folio, as 'Tho. Per-

kins his Booke' is inscribed on the cover. The
jiublication excited great commotion in the lit-

erary world; opinion was divided, and the
Emendations were furiously applauded or furi-

ously assailed. It has since been proved that all

the marginal notes are forgeries. In 1862 he
published an excellent edition of Spenser; and
the next year he began a series of reprints of

our early poets and pamphleteers. Of his later

publications, the most interesting is An Old
Man's Diary (1871-72). For a list of Collier's

forgeries, and the bibliography of the subject,

consult : Lee, A Life ' of Shakespeare ( 3d ed.,

London, 1900) ; and Warner, Catalogue of MSS.
of Duhcich College- {ImuAoh, 1881).

COLLIMATION. See Mebidian Cibcle;
Tran.sit Instrument.

COLLIN, kol-len', Heinrich Josef von (1772-
1811). An Austrian dramatist and song-writer,
bom in Vienna. He became celebrated as the
author of the patriotic Wehrmannslieder (1809),
which insure him a permanent rank among those
who by their songs stirred the heart of Germany
to resistance against foreign oppression in the
War of Liberation. His collected works were
published by his brother (6 vols., Vienna, 1812-
14).

COLLIN, kfi'laN'. Louis Joseph Raphael
(1850— ). A French painter. He was bom in
Paris and studied there at first under Bougue-
reau, and then under Cabanel. In 1873 he ob-
tained a second-class medal with "Ije sommeil."
After that he exhibited constantly at the Salon,

and in 1887 received the (jrand Prix de Rome.
His portraits are particularly fine, and he haa
painted in an admirable manner on faience; but
Collin is especially noted for his painting of the
nude in the op«'n air, the Ijcst example of which
is "Floreal" (1880), in the Luxeml)ourg. Tlie

Museum of Arras has an "Idyl" by him, and
the Museum of Alencon his "Daphnis and Chloe"
(1877).

COLLIN D'HARLEVILLE, k^'liiN' dflr'!'-

vel', Jean Fban(;oi8 (1755-1806). A French
dramatist. He was Iwm at Mevoisins, near
Maintenon, and after studying law devoted him-
self entirely to literature. His numerous char-
acter-plays, which occasionally suggest the in-

fluence of Regnard, are noted for their gayety,
wit, and comic episodes. The more popular are
L'inconstant (1786) ; L'optimistc (1788) ; M. de
Croc dans son petit castel (1791); Le vieux
cdlibataire (1793), usually considered his best
production; l/cs chateaux en Espagne (1803).
The best edition of his dramatic works is that
by Andrieux (Paris. 1822).

COLLIN'EARITY. See Concubbence.

COLLINE (koKlIn) GATE, The (Lat. Porta
Collina, hill-gate, from porta, gate, and collinus,

hilly, from collis, hill ) . An ancient gate of
Rome on the Quirinal, beside which Fulvius en-

camped, B.C. 211, to oppose the entrance of Han-
nibal. According to Ovid, the Carthaginian gen-

eral rode up to it and hurled a spear into the
city. The victory won here by Sulla over the
Marian forces (mainly Samnites), in B.C. 82,

made his power supreme in Rome. The gate was
discovered in 1873, but was destroyed in building
the Treasury.

COLOilNGWOOD. A suburban municipality
of Melbourne (q.v.), Victoria, Australia (Map:
Victoria, E 4). Population, in 1891, 35,100: in

1901, 32,800.

COLLINGWOOD. A town and port in Sim-
coe County, Ontario, Canada, on Georgian Bay,
Lake Huron, 94 miles northwest of Toronto
(Map: Ontario, C 3). It is important as the
terminus of the Northern Railway on the line of
travel to and from Lake Superior. It has tan-

neries, breweries, and flour-mills, a large lumber
and grain trade, and regular steamer communica-
tion with other lake ports. It has a United
States consulate. Population, in 1891, 4939; in

1900, 5755.

COLLINGWOOD, Cuthbebt, Lord (1750-

1810). A British admiral, bom at Newcastle-
upon-Tyne. He went to sea as a midshipman at

the age of eleven, and in 1775 took part in the

battle of Bxmker Hill and was made a lieutenant

for his services. He became a commander in

1779 and a rear-admiral in 1799. Among the

great naval victories in which he bore a promi-

nent part were those of Lord Howe off Brest in

June, 1794; of Lord Jervis off Cape Saint Vin-

cent in 1797 ; and of Nelson at Trafalgar in

1805, where he held the second command. In the

last-named engagement his ship was the first to

break through the line of French and Spanish
vessels, and after Nelson had received his death-

wound he assumed the chief command. For his

gallant conduct in this battle he was raised to

the peerage.

COL'LINS, Anthony (1676-1729). An Eng-
lish author, a noted free-thinking writer on reli-
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gious questions. He was born at Isleworth or at

Heston, near Hounslow, in Middleat-x, June 21,

](iHi. He studiiHl at Eton, and Kings College,

Cambridge, and in the Temple in London. In

1707 he published his Essay Concerning the Use

of Human Reason; and in 1709, his Priestcraft

in Perfection, which disturbed the churchmen of

that time exceedingly. The controversy excited

by this last work induced Collins to sum up sev-

eral previous pamphlets in his Historical and
Critical Essays on the Thirty-nine Articles

(1724). He had published a Defense of the Di-

vine Attributes (1710), in reply to the Arch-

bishop of Dublin, who asserted the compatibility

of divine predestination and human freedom.

Collins was a philosophical necessitarian, and
afterwards advocated his opinions more fully in

his Philosophical Inquiry Coneeming Liberty

and yecessity (1715). In 1711 he went to Hol-

land, where he made the friendship of Le Clerc

and other eminent literati. On his return to

En«rland, he published his Discourse of Free-

thinking { 1713) , the best known and the most im-

portant of all his works, which Swift assailed in

one of his best pieces of irony, while Bentley dis-

posed of its pretensions to scholarship. In 1718

he was made treasurer for the county of Essex;

and in 1724 appeared his Grounds and Reasons

of the Christian Religion, which gave occasion to

no less than thirty-five replies. He defended

himself in his Literal Scheme of Prophecy; and
in 1727 published his last work, A Letter to the

Rev. Dr. Rogers on Occasion of His Eight Ser-

mons on the Necessity of Revelation and the

Truth of Christianity. Collins died December 13,

1729. He was a friend and correspondent of

I.«cke, who declared that Collins had as much
love of the truth for the truth's sake as ever he

had met in anybody. His character for integ-

rity and benevolence stood very high.

COLLINS, John (1625-83). An English

mathematician, bom at Wood Eaton, in Oxford-

shire. He was a man of great natural ability

and devoted to mathematics; was a member
( 1 aaj ) of the Royal Society of London, and
carried on an extensive correspondence with the

leading mathematicians of his day. Writers are

much indebted to his Commercium Epistolicum

(published by the Royal Society in 1712) for in-

formation on contemporary discoveries, as well

as on the great controversy of Newton and Leib-

nitz. Consult: Rigaud, Correspondence of Scien-

tific Hen of the Seventeenth Century (Oxford,

1862).

COLLINS, .John CnrBTON (1848—). An
Kiiglish educator and author. He was bom at

IV'urton-on-the-Water, Gloucestershire, and grad-

uated at Balliol College, Oxford, in 1872. He
contributed largely to the reviews, strenuously

opposing the philological method of literary

study, and was active in the university exten-

sion movement. He is a writer of great force

and wit, and combines accurate scholarship with
a lucid and luminous literary style. Besides

editions of Cvril Toumeur (1878), Lord Herbert
of Cherbury (1881), Roln'rt Creene (1899), and
other English authors, he published Sir Joshua
Reynolds as a Portrait-Painter (1874); Boling-

hroke and Voltaire in England (1886); Study
of English Literature (1891): Illustrations of
Tennyson (1801); The Early Poems of Tenny-
son, with bibliography and varioiM readings
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(1900); Ephemera Critica (1901) ; Dean Swift

( 1893) ; and Essays and Studies ( 1895)

.

COLLINS, Joseph William (1839—). An
American pisciculturist. He was born at Isle-

boro, Maine, and when verj' young was employed
on a fishing vessel. He afterwards became estab-

lished at Gloucester, Mass. He prepared statis-

tics on the New England fisheries for the Tenth
Census, and also submitted the results of his

investigations to the l^nited States Fish Com-
mission. He represented the United States at

the International Fisheries Expositions held at

Berlin in 1880, at London in 1883, and at Ber-

gen, Norway, in 1898; and he was director of

the Department of Fisheries during the Colum-
bian Exposition. In 1884 he organized the sec-

tion of naval architecture in the United States

National iluseum, and was curator of the
department for nearly ten years. He was ap-
jKjinted president of the Commercial Fisheries

Association in 1894.

COLLINS, MoRTiMEB (1827-76). An Eng-
lish poet and miscellaneous writer, bom at

Plymouth. He was master of mathematics for

a time at Queen Elizabeth's College, Guernsey,
but resigned in 1856, and devoted himself there-

after wholly to literature. His publications in-

clude: Idyls and Rhymes (1865); Sweet Anne
Page ^868) ; The Secret of Long Life (1871) ;

and The British Birds, from the Ghost of Aris-

tophanes (1872). His Avife, Frances, published

Letters and Friendships of Mortimer Collins,

vyith Some Account of His Life (London, 1877).

COLLINS, Patrick Andrew (1844—). An
American lawyer and jwlitician. He was bom
in Fermoy, Ireland, but was brought to the United
States in 1848, and settled in Chelsea, Mass.,

where, while working as upholsterer, he pre-

pared himself for the study of the law. In 1871

he graduated at the Harvard Law School, and
in the same year was admitted to the bar. He
was a member of the State Legislature in 1868-69

and State Senator 1870-71, served three terms in

Congress (1883-89), and later, from 1893 to

1897, was Consul-General at Ix>ndon. He was an
active Fenian anfl was chosen the first president

of the Land League in 1884. He was elected

Mayor of Boston in 1901.

COLLINS, Rev. ^Ir. A conceited and fawn-

ing character in Jane Austen's Pride and Prej-

udice.

COLLINS, William (1721-59). An Eng-
lish poet. He was bom at Chichester, where his

father was a hatter, and received his education

at Winchester College and at Oxford. In 1742

he publishe<l a small volume containing the Per-

sian Eclogues, and in 1743 the Epistle to Sir

Thomas Hanmer. These are not so character-

istic of his talent as his later writings. leaving

Oxford, probably early in 1744. he went to Ix>n-

don, resolved iipon a literary career. Here, from

time to time, he published other poems, consist-

ing chiefly of odes; but misfortunes, (xvasioned

by his indolence and irresolution, finally ren-

dered him a prey to melancholy, which at times

deepened into insanity. He died at Chichester.

The poems which Collins left are comparatively

few; but they entitle him to high rank among
the poets of the eighteenth century. He was
essentially a lyrist ; and it is upon his odes

that his reputation is principally founded.

His most popular ode is Th-' rn.s>ti<>ttx. The
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personification of the i>a8sion8 ia true and
striking, and the variation of the measure ia

well adapted to the various emotions to be ex-

l»re8sed. Among his poems may be mentioned

the odes, To lAhcrty, To Mercy, To Evening, On
the Death of Mr. Thomson, the ode, written in

1740, beginning, •'How sleep the brave wl»o sink

to rest,'" and the Hong from Cymhcline. Xot
only is niudi of Collins's poetry exquisite, but it

marks the beginning of English romanticism.

This is particularly true of the Ode on the Pop-

ular Superstitions of the Highlands of Scotland,

completed in 1749, but not published until 1788.

Consult: Johnson, sketch of Collins in JAves of

the Poets (0,\ford, 1781); Poems, ed. Bronson
(Boston, 1898); and Beers, English Romanti-
cism in the Eighteenth Century (New York,

1890).

COLLINS, William (1788-1847). An Eng-
lish painter of genre, born in London. His
father was a journalist, but helped to eke out

his living by dealing in pictures. Yoiuig Collins

spent some time in tlie studio of Morland, but

subsequently went to Italy, where he painted

some Italian landscapes. His true love, how-
ever, was for child life, and he painted that in

every phase; in the course of forty years he

<'.\hi*bited 121 pictures at the Academy. Among
Ihe most popular of these are his "Happy as a
King," "The Little Flute- Player," "The Sale of

the Pet Lamb," and "Boys with a Bird's Nest."

He portrayed home life in various ways, and
(hildren were always introduced. The chief

criticism against Collins's children is that they

lack the unconscious air of childhood, and look

as if they were on their good behavior. His
technique' resembled that of his master, Mor-
land. In later years he attempted some religious

subjects: "Christ in the Temple with the Doc-

tors," and "The Two Disciples at Emmaus"; but

afterwards wisely returned to his earlier style, for

which he had mucli more gift. Others of his works
are: "Scene in a Kentish Hop-Garden." "Sun-
day Morning," "Prawn-Catchers," and "Fisher-

men on the Lookout." He died in London. Con-

sult: W. Wilkie Collins, Memoirs of the Life

of ^yilUam Collins, Esq. (London, 1849) ; Koeh-
ler, English and American Painters (New York,
1SS.3)."

COLLINS, William Wilkie (1824-89). An
English novelist. He was the eldest son of Wil-

liam Collins (q. v.), a landscape and portrait

painter, and he received his favorite name from
Sir David Wilkie. Born in London, he was
educated privately at Highburv, and accom-
panied his father to Italy (18.36-38). On his

return to London he became a clerk in a London
firm of tea-merchants (1841-46), and afterwards
studied law at Lincoln's Inn, whence he was
called to the bar (1851). He was already drift-

ing toward literature. Even while in the Lon-
don warehouse he turned his knowledge of Italy

to good account in an historical romance
entitled, Antonina : or, the Fall of Rome (not
published till 1850) : on the death of his father,

he prepared an excellent memoir in two volumes
(1848) : and a visit to Cornwall resulted in a
series of popular sketches called Rambles Beyond
Raihcays (18,50-51). Some time in 1851 he met
Dickens, and this event decided his career.

Thenceforth the two novelists were intimately
associated, working at times in collaboration.

COLLISIONS OF VESSELS.

To Household Words, edited by Dickens, Collins
contributed many tales, including the capital

series of short stories known aa After Dark
(1856); and for All the Year Round, which
was also conducted by Dickens, The Woman in

White (1860), which met with instant success

at home and abroad. In the meantime had
api)eared Basil: A Story of Modem Life (1852) ;

Hide and Seek (1854); The Dead Secret

(1857) ; and The Queen of Hearts: .4. Collection

of Stories (1860). And among the numerous
novels that followed are: No Xame (1862);
Armadale (1866) ; The Moonstone (1868) ; Man
and Wife (1870); The New Magdalen (1873);
The Frozen Deep, and Other Stories (1874) ; The
Law and the Lady (1875); The Two Destinies

(1876) ; The Fallen Leaves (1879) ; Heart and
Science (1883); The Legacy of Cain (1888);
and Blind Love (1889). In 1873-74 Collins

visited the United States, where he gave public

readings from his own short stories. His last

years were spent in seclusion. He died in Lon-
don, and was buried in Kensal Green.

Soon after his acquaintance with Dickena,

Wilkie Collins began to evolve a new type of

novel, in which the study of character counts

for little, and in which the main effort is given

to the construction of a mystery so involved in

details and circumstances as to baffle the reader.

Of this kind The Woman in White and The
Moonstone are masterpieces. Their literary

value has indeed been questioned ; but it must be

admitted that, within his sphere, Collins had no
equal among his contemporaries, several of whom
—and Dickens among them—attempted to do the

same thing and failed. For an appreciative

study, consult Swinburne, Studies in Prose and
Poetry (London, 1894).

COL'LINSON, Peteb (1694-1768). An Eng-

lish naturalist. One of his pursuits was the

naturalization of plants, flowers, and trees. He
(-ent English plants to America and brought

American plants to his own country, successfully

introducing many species. He is also credited

with first suggesting grape cultivation in Vir-

ginia.

COLLINSON, Sir Richard (1811-83). An
English naval officer. He entered the navy in

1823, in 1840 was appointed to the M^ellesley, on

which he served during the Chinese war, and in

1842 was promoted to be commander. In 1849

he commanded the Enterprise, which, with the

Investigator, Commodore McClure (q. v.), was
.«ent by way of Bering Strait for the relief of

Sir John Franklin. Near Cape Horn the vessels

were separated by storm, and they did not again

speak each other. Collinson wintered in 1850 at

Hong Kong, in 1851 in Prince of Wales Strait,

and in 1853 in Camden Bay. He arrived at

Point Barrow in August of 1854. In 1858 he

was awarded the gold medal of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society. He was appointed admiral

on the retired list in 1875. He edited The Thres

Voyages of Martin Frobisher in Search of a

Passage to Cathaia (1867), for the Hakluyt
Society.

COLLISION. See Impact.

COLLISIONS OF VESSELS (from Lat. col-

lisio, from coUidere, to dash together, from con-.

together -f Icedere, to dash ) . To prevent vessels

running against one another in passing, there

are 'rules of the road' (q.v.) at sea as weM
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as on land. In both the United States and
Great Britain regulations are laid down which,

though not having the force of law, are recog-

nized by the admiralty courts, and govern the

decisions in cases of collisions. In general, they

arc analogous to the rules observed by pedes-

trians in crowded thoroughfares, and by vehicles

on highways. It is at night that the danger of

collision is greatest; and hence the necessity for

a weil-arrangcd system of lights and other pre-

cautions. Of 3575 casualties of all kinds on
and near the coasts of the United Kingdom in

1880-81, 713 were due to collisions; of these 69
resulted in total loss. The transatlantic steam-

ers running between Queenstown, or the Chan-
nel ports, and New York have adopted the 'lane

system.' first advocated by Lieutenant Maury,
U. S. N., and afterwards developed by the Hydro-
graphic Ofiice, U. S. Navy, and approved by the

ilarine Conference held at Washington in 1889.

Tliis consists in the assignment of a definite lane

or track to each separate line of steamships,

along Avliich route their vessels are required to

maintain their course.

It has been held by American courts that, if

a collision happens without fault, and no blame
can be charged to those in charge of either

vessel, each party must bear its own loss. In
case both parties are at fault, neither can have
relief at conmion law; but maritime courts

aggregate the damage to both vessels and their

cargoes, and divide the amount equally between
the two. In case of inscrutable fault, that is, by
a fault of those in charge of one or both vessels,

and yet under such circumstances that it is

impossible to learn who is at fault, the rule of

equal division is also adopted. Where the fault

is on the part of one ves.sel and no fault on the

other, the owners of the vessel at faiilt must
bear their own loss, and are also liable for the

damage to tlie other vessel. In some cases the

personal liability of owners is limited to the

value of the vessel and freight. Strict laws,

rules, signals, etc., are adopted by all nations to

prevent collisions. (See Navigation Laws.)
But, no matter how exacting may be the rules,

cases will occur when their following would
result in disaster. No vessel should unneces-

sarily incur the probability of collision by strict

adherence to the rules. If it is clearly in the

jiower of one vessel to avoid collision by depart-

ing from the rules, she will be held bound to

do so : but a vessel is not required to depart

from the rule when she cannot do so without
danger. A proper lookout must be kept ; the

absence of such a lookout is in itself evidence of

negligence. In some cases certain lights mu.st

be kept. I>osses of a vessel injured by a col-

lision are within the ordinary policy of insur-

ance; but when the collision is the fault of the

insured vessel, or of both vessels, the insurer

is not ordinarily liable for injury done to the

other vessel which may be decreed against the

^essel insured, althoiigh recent policies i)rovide

tliat the insurer shall Ik' liable in such case.

COLLO'DION (Neo-Lat.. from Gk. KoWiiSrjs,

kollodrs, glue-like, from ic6\\a, kolla, glue -f

(l ot, cidoH, form). A solution of pyroxylin in

a mixture of alcohol and ether. For its man-
ufacture a convenient form of cellulo.se, such as

cotton wool, is innnersed in a mixture of nitric

and sulphuric acid with a little water, or in

a mixture of potassium nitrate with sulphuric

Vol. v.—2.

acid. The resulting product is washed in water
and dried. The pyroxylin thus obtained is then
treated with ether, to which alcohol is added
until the substance is completely dissolved. The
solution is a clear, colorless liquid that does
not mix with water or alcohol, but readily mixes
with ether; when exposed to the air it dries up,
leaving a transparent film, which becomes elec-

tric by friction and may be exploded by heat,
pressure, or percussion. Mixed with substances
sensitive to light, collodion is extensively used
in photography; the nnxture is spread over a

glass plate, on which it forms, when dried, a
sensitive film. Collodion is also used in surgery,
the tenacious and transparent film left by its

evaporation preventing the access of air to the
injured surface and protecting it from infection.

Pills and other medicinal preparations may be
coated with it so as to render them tasteless.

Among the medicinal collodions that are official

is hlistering or vesicating collodion, which con-

sists of cantharides dissolved in collodion ; the
solution is applied to the skin when it is desired

to raise a blister. Wood, paper, and fabrics may
be rendered waterproof by being covered with
collodion. Small balloons are made from it by
pouring a solution into a flask of the desired

dimensions, which is then turned about so as
to spread the liquid uniformly over the surface,

and then inverted to allow the excess to run
out. The solvent is then allowed to evaporate,
and the edges of the remaining film are loosened
from the glass by attaching a glass tube to the

neck of the flask and withdrawing the air.

whereupon the collodion balloon detaches itself,

contracts, and is easily withdrawn. See also

Cellulose.

COL'LOIDS (from Gk. K6\\a, kolla, glue +
el5oj, cidos, form). A name applied by Graham
to a group of substances, including ferric oxide,

alumina, silicic acid, starch, dextrin, gum, albu-

min, gelatin, tannin, caramel, agar-agar, and
others. These substances, though not by any
means belonging to the same class chemically,
l)ehave alike in certain respects when obtained
in solution in water or in some other solvent.

In the first place, they uiffuse, when dissolved,

very nuich more slowly than most other sub-

stances ordinarily met with. In the second
place, their presence in solution has scarcely any
effect on the freezing-point or on the vapor-
tension of the solvent, while most other sub-

stances have the effect of notably lowering both
the freezing-point and the vapor-tension. Again,
colloids often spontaneously deposit from their

solutions in the form of gelatinous masses that

cannot, in many cases, be re-dissolved and that

usually retain mechanically a large amount of

water. Such 'gelatinized solutions' are now-

used for a variety of ])urposes in the arts, advan-
tage being taken of the mass being in a .semi-

solid condition, while the liquid retained by it

may In? used for the same purposes as when in

the free state; such masses are used in photog-

ra|)hy by the 'dry' proi-ess, in making 'dry'

cleft ric batteries, in the manufacture of certain

valuable explosives, etc. In scientific researches

gelatinized solutions are now u-sed for the pur
pose of studying the relative rates at which
various substances diffuse in water. For this

purpose it is important that the solutions should
remain absohiiely imdistiirbed for a considerable

length of time, and this is accomplished best by
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tiddiog to thpin u certuin aiiiuunt of agar-agar

or Hoiiit' uthfr colloid, and cauHiug tliem to 'gel-

utinizc',' tl«e 'dry' 8oluti(]na thus obtained allow-

ing prccittely the tuiiiie rates of diffusion as

ordinary atiueous solutions.

Another ini}Mti-tant property of colloids is

their ineapacity of traversing parelunent paper
and animal nH>nil>rane6. This permits of the

separation of colloids from non-colloids (called

'crystalloids') without any dilliculty; the

proci>ss of si'paratiou being known as dialysis.

Thus, to dialyze a solution containing common
snlt (a crystalloid) and silicic acid (a colloid),

tl»e solution may be placed in a bag of parch-

ment {Miper and immersed in pure water: the

salt will then readily pass through the paper,

while the silicic acid will remain behind.

The properties of colloids are undoubtedly due
to the comparatively very large sisse of their

molecules. Thus, while the molecular weight of

water is only 18, ami that of most organic sub-

stances only a few hundred, the molecular
weight of starch has been .shown to Ije about
25,000, and that of silicic acid is at least 50,000.

COLLOPH'ANITE (from Gk. xSWa, kolla,

glue + (paivciv, pUaincin, to show). Amorphous
hydrated calcium phosphate. It has a banded
structure, resembling opal, and a conchoidal frac-

ture. In color it is snow-white or yellowish-

white. This mineral is found chielly on the

island of Sombrero, having been formed in the

elevated coral reef by infiltration of salts from
the overlying guano.

COLLOP MONDAY. An old English term
used to designate the Monday before Lent, from
the custom of those days (when fasting was
much stricter than at present) of cutting meat
into strips or collops and salting it to keep until

I*ent was over.

CX)LLOT D'HERBOIS, kd'16' dar'bwa', Jean
!Makie ( 1750- ••)()) . A French Revolutionist. He
was born in Paris, and passed his early life as an
actor. After visiting Holland and acting as the
director of a troupe at Gteneva, d'Herbois took
to play-writing. Most of his productions were
adaptations from English and Spanish, and one,

Le paysan magistral (1777), was popular for a

time. In 1789 d'Herbois, who was then living

in Paris, wrote La famille patriate ou la

federation, a revolutionary drama, and followed
up this success by bringing out the Almanach
dii Pcre G&rard, for which he was awarded a
prize by the Jacobin Club. Elected as the third
deputy from Paris to the Convention in 1792, he
became, in the following year, president of that
body, and a member of the Committee of Public
Safety. In November, 1793, he was sent to
Lyons to complete the work of pacification begun
by Couthon. There he showed himself merciless
in the service of the Republic, and caused 1600
persons to be jiht to death. On returning to
Paris he foimd himself, owing to his popularity,
an object of suspicion to Robespierre, and, after
an attempt to assassinate him had failed, Robes-
pierre's jealousy increased. Collot d'Herbois
took part in the conspiracy which led to Robes-
pierre's downfall, but the reaction was fatal to
himself. He was expelled from the National
Convention, and in April, 1795, was sentenced
to deportation to Cayenne, where he died of
fever, January 8, 1796. Consult: Aulard, Les
orateurs de la Legislative et de la Convention

(Paris, 1885-86); Morse Stephens, The French
Kevdution (London, 1891), and Utateiimrn and
Orator* of the French Revolution (Oxford,
1892).

COLLUSION (Lat. coUuaio, from colludere;
to defraud, to play together, from con-, togi'ther

+ ludere, to play). In law. a species of fraud
(q.v.), and consisting in an agreement betwt«n
two or more persons to defraud a third, or to
accomplish some illegal pur|M>se; thus, it is col-

lusion for a failing debtor to transfer proj)erty
to another, who receives it to enable him to
defraud some or all of his creditors; or for hus-
band and wife, by mutual agreement or under
standing, to institute a suit to procure a divorce
without l^jal cause. Such transactions or pro-

ceedings are voidable because of their fraudulent
character.

COLLTJ'THUS (Lat., from Gk. K6\\oveot,
Kolhtitthos) . A (ire<'k |>oet of the fifth century;
a native of Lycopolis in I'pper Egypt. He is

believed to have been the author of a poem in

392 verses, entitled. 'EX^»^ 'kpwaX-fi, Helenea Har-
pale, or the Rape of Helen, which was discovere<l

by Cardinal Bessarion, in Calabria. The text has
been edited by I^hrs. in the Didot collection

( 1841 ) . No other of his poems is extant.

COLL'YER, Robert (1823—). An American
clergyman of the Unitarian Church. He was
bom at Keighly, Yorkshire, England; at eight
years of age he was a mill-hand ; at fourteen, a
blacksmith ; and in 1849 became a local preacher
of the Methodist Church. In 1850 he came to

America and began work as .a hammer-maker,
at Shoemakertown, Pa. At the same time he
continued to officiate as a local preacher. In
1859 he formally joined the L'nitarian Church,
in the .same year went to Chicago as a mission-
ary of that denomination, and shortly after

organized and became pastor of Unity Church.
He was called in 1870 to assume charge of the
Church of the Messiah, New York City, of

which, after a long and successful active pasto-

rate, he became senior associate minister. His
publications include two volumes of sermons.
Nature and Life (1865: 11th ed., 1882) and
The Life that \ow Is (1871; 10th ed., 1882),
written in a style noteworthy for its effective

use of an Anglo-Saxon vocabulary. The Single
Truth (1877), History of Ilkley (1883; with
Horsefall Turner), and Things Xeu: and Old
(1893), may also be mentioned.

COLMAN, kol'nifln, Ben.jamin (1673-1747).

An American Congregational clerg\'man, promi-

nent in the Colonial periotl. He was born in

Boston, graduated at Harvard in 1692, preached

and studied theology for three years, and spent

the years 1695-99 in England. After his return

he became first pastor of the newly organ izetl

Brattle Street Church, a position which he filled

until his death. He exercised a great influence

both in religious and secular affairs, and. in

spite of his slightly heterodox views, was widely

]>opular as a preacher. In 1724 he refused the

presidency of Harvard College. Besides a collec-

tion of sermons, in three volumes (1707-22), he
published a number of poems and a pamphlet ad-

vocating inoculation for the smallpox. Consult
Turell, Life and Character of Benjamin Colman
(Boston. 1749).

COLMAN, George, called The Eldeb (1732-

04.) An English dramatic author and theatrical
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manager. He was bom in Florence, was edu-
cated at Oxford, and was called to the bar in

1755, but soon abandoned law for literature. In
17<J0 his first dramatic piece, entitled Polly
Honeycomb, was produced at Drury I..ane with
f^reat success. This comedy was followed the
next year with The Jealous Wife, and in 1766
with The Clandestine Marriage, written in con-

junction with CTarrick. In 1767 he became one
of the purchasers of the Covent Garden Theatre,
and held tlie oflBce of acting manager for seven
years. In 1777 he purchased the Haj-market
Theatre. Colman wrote and- adapted upward
of thiry dramatic pieces. He also translatetl

Terence, edited Beaimiont and Fletcher, and
wrote considerable other verse and prose. Con-
sult Peake, Memoirs of the Colman Family (Lon-
don, 1841).

COLMAN, George, called The Youngeb{ 1762-

1836.) An English dramatist, son of George
Colman. His bent lay in the same direction as
his father's, during whose last years he acted
as manager of the Haymarket Theatre, and on
the death of the elder Colman George III. trans-

ferred the patent to his son. After 1824 Col-

man held the office of examiner of plays. In
industry he rivaled his father, and he received
large sums for his plays, of which the best

known are John Bull and The Heir-at-Latc. He
wrote many hvmiorous verses, among which
were Broad Grins (1802) and Poetical Vagaries
( 1812). In 18.30 he published an amusing auto-
biography. Random Recollections.

COLMAN, Norman J. (1827—). The first

Secretary of Agriculture of the United States.

He was born on a farm near Richfield Springs,
N. Y., May 16, 1827. In 1847 he removed to

Louisville, Ky., and he afterwards practiced law
in New Albany, Ind., and in Saint I>ouis, Mo. He
served in the Union army during the Civil War
as lieutenant-colonel of volunteers. In 1874 he
was elected Lieutenant-Governor of ilissouri,

and in 1885 was appointed United States Com-
missioner of Agriculture. Toward the end of his

term he was appointed Secretary of Agriculture,
under the law reorganizing the. Department of

Agriculture.

COLMAN, Samuei. (1832—). An American
landscape painter. He was bom in Portland,
Maine, and studied first in New York and later

in France. Italy, and I>ondon. After traveling
extensively, he returned to New York and was
one of the founders of the American Water Color
Six'iety, and its first president (1866-71). As
an artist. Colman is noted for American and
foreign landscapes in oil and water colors, and
for vigorous etchings.

COLMAR'. Sec Kolmab.

COLNE, koln. A market town of T^ncashire,
Kiigland, on the Colne, near the Tweeds and
Liverpool Canal. 32 miles north of ilanchester,

at the junction of the l^ncashire and Yorkshire
and Midland railways (Map: England. D 3).

Colne was incorporate<l in 1895, but long before

had obtaine«l control of its gas and water supply.

It has established an excellent modern system of

s«>waire disposjil. and maintains a public library,

market-s. and slaughter-houses. It has manufac-
tures of f'otton. calicoes, and moiisselincs - de-

laine. There are also numerous colliories and
stone qua rriex in tho vi<inity. Pojnilation. in

1891, 16,800; in 1901, 23,000. Colne is an ancient
place, by some supposed to be the Colunio of the
Romans.

COL'OCA'SIA. See Cocco.

CO'LOCO'LO. See Wiukat.

CO'LOCOTBO^IS, Theodobos. See Koix>ko-
TROZ^lS.

COL'OCYNTH (OF. coloquinte, from Lat.
colocynthis, from Gk. Ko\oKvrdLs, kolokynthis,
colocynth, from koXokjuvOti, kolokynthe, pump-
kin), or Bitter Apple. A well-known medicine,
much used as a purgative. It is the dried pulp
of the colocjTith gourd, colquintida, bitter apple,
or bitter cucumber, a globose fruit about the size

of an orange, of a imiform yellow color, with a
smooth, thin, solid rind. The plant which pro-
duces it, Citrullus colocynthis, is allied to the
cucumber (q.v.). It is common in Turkey, the
Grecian Archipelago, various parts of Asia, and
in Africa and Spain, which last country supplies
no small part of the colocynth of commerce.
The fruit is gathered when it begins to turn
yellow, peeled, and dried quickly either in a
stove or in the sun. It is chiefly in the form of
a dry extract that it is used in medicine. It

owes its properties to a bitter principle called

colocynthin, a glucoside. It is a curious, though
not imique. fact that the seeds of the colocjTith-

plant, produced in the midst of its medicinal
pulp, are perfectly bland, and they even form
an important article of food in the north of
Africa. The name false colocynth is some-
limes given to the orange gourd (Cucurbit

a

aurantiu) , sometimes cultivated as an orna-
mental plant in our gardens, on account of its

globose, deep orange fruit. The pulp of the
fruit possesses the properties of colocATith. but
in a milder degree. Colocj-nth is generally ad-

ministered in the form of pills, in which the
extract is associated with aloes, scammony, and
in some cases with calomel, or with extract of

hyoscyamus. In small doses colocynth acts as
a safe and useful purgative; and, when accom-
panied by hyoscyamus, the latter prevents much
of the pain and griping which are attendant on
the use of colocynth by itself. It is a drastic

purgative, acting upon the whole intestine, and
is used only in obstinate cases of chronic con-

stipation. Colocynth is an ingredient of some
powders for destroying moths. In large doses
colocynth is a poison, causing severe inflam-

mation of the stomach and intestine. The
medicinal dose of colocynth is from 2 to 8
grains; that of the official extract of colocjTith,

from ^4 to 2 grains ; that of the compound ex-

tract of colocj-nth, from 5 to 15 grains. It is

sometimes administered in the form of pills.

COLOGNE, kA-lun' (Ger. Koln; the Colotiia

Aprippina of the Romans). Tl»e largest city of

Rhenish Prussia, on the left Utnk of the Rhine,

in latitude 50° 56' N., longitude 6" 58' E. (Map:
Prussia. B 3). Cologne is a fortress of the first

nink. its fortifications forming a semicircle, with
the Rhine as its cliord. and the former to\vn of

Deutz (now included in Cologne) on the oppo-
site bank, as a tWe-de-pont. It is connected with
this sxiburb by a bridge of boats and a fine iron

bridge 1362 f«H»t in length, for railway and car-

riage traffic. In the old quarter the street.** are

narrow and crooked, biit the main residential

qunrter iirc-ii'Tit.; n tlii>ri>ii<'lilv molcrn a^iw-ct.
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The King»tra»3e, a stately boulevard four miles

long, occupies the site of the uncieiit walls, dirt-

mantled in 1881-85. A new line of fortifications

t»9tal)li«hed In-yond the Rinpitrasse covers 1000

acrcH. and has doubled the city's area.

Anion'; the public buildings the churches

claim the greatest share of attention, the

splendid si>eciinens of the Uoniam's<jue iKTitnl

being more nunierous tlian in any other city in

the world. The oldest is the Church of Saint

(teivon, Raid to have been founded by the Em-
press Helena ; the choir, with its two square

lowers, was added in the eleventh century, and
the decagtmal nave dates from 1219-27. Saint

.Maria im Cajjitol. consecrated in 1409, is a cru-

ciform basilica of imposing appearance. The
interior is decorated with line frescoes. The
Apostles' Church, a remarkably fine basilica,

presents the best sjx>cimen of the liighly developed

style of architecture, in whicli the ecclesiastical

enthusiasm and civic love of splendor found ex-

pression toward the end of the twelfth century;

and the Church of Saint Cunibert, dating from

the middle of the thirteenth century, is a promi-

nent example of the transition style. The Church
of Gross Saint Martin was consecrated in 1172;

Is massive eastern ])ortion has an imposing tower.

270 feet high. The Jesuits' Church, erected in

1618-29, may be mentioned as un excellent speci-

men of the mingled style peculiar to that order.

The Church of Saint Peter is celebrated for the

jtltar-piece of the crucifixion of Saint Peter by

IIul)ens. and that of the Minorites for containing

the tomb of the famous scholastic Duns Scotus.

Saint Ursula is another church of historic inter-

est. Most of these edifices underwent complete

restoration during the nineteenth century.

The chief object of interest in the city, how-
ever, as well as its greatest ornament, is the

cathedral, the noblest specimen of Gothic archi-

tecture in Europe. It is said to have had its

i>rigin in a structure erected at the beginning of

the ninth century-, by Archbishop Hildebold. This
was burned in 1248.. and the present cathedral

M'as begun in the same year. The choir, the first

]»art completed, was consecrated in 1322. The
work was carried on. sometimes more activelv,

sometimes more slowly, till the era of the Kef-

ormation. when it was suspended, and. during
the subsequent centuries, not only was nothing
done to advance it. but the imcompleted struc-

ture was sutTered to decay. In the beginning of

the nineteenth century, however, attention was at-

tracted to its unrivaled beautieB, and it became
the subject of an enthusiasm extending over all

Germany, giving birth to a multitude of associa-

tions for the supply of the necessary funds to re-

])air and complete it according to the original de-

signs. Funds were also forthcoming from other
]>arts of Europe. On Se])tember 4. 1842. the King
of Pnissia, who had contributed largely to the
funds, laid the foimdation stone of the transept,
from which time great progress was made. The
naves, aisles and transepts were opened in 1848.
The magnificent south portal was completed in
1859. and in 1860 the iron central spire was
added. With the exception of the towers, the
whole was finally completed in October. 186.3.

The towers were finished in 1880. and on the
15th of October the completion of this grand
•work was celebrated with great splendor in the
presence of Emperor William I. and most of the
sovereign princes of the German Empire. The

cathedral has a length of 443 ft^et and a width of

200 fet!t; the height of the roof is 201 feet, that
of the central tower over the crossing 357 feet,

and of the two main towers 512 feet.

The moi<t noteworthy secular edifices are: the
Kathaus, the central and oldest i)<)rtion of which
dates from the fourteenth c«'ntury and contains
the handsomely restored llansa Saal, in which
the first general meeting of the llanseatic League
was held in 1307. The graceful j>ortico in Re-
naissance style, and the splendid five-storied

tower, deserve attention. South of the Rathaus
rises the imposing structure of the Giirzenich,

erected in 1441-52 as a festive hall for the enter-

tainment of distinguislied guests by the City
Council, and first used for that purjMjse at the
grand festival held in honor of Emperor Fred-
crick 111. in 1475. Thoroughly renovated in

1856, it is now the most splendid among the old
secular structures, and since 1875 was used as
the Stock E.xchange. The Templars' Lodge, once
the residence of the Overstolzen, a distin-

guished family of mediaeval Cologne, is a fine

Romanesque building of the twelftli or thir-

teenth century, now used by the Chamber of

Commerce. Of the numerous modern public
buildings the most prominent are: the palatial

Government buildings (18.30); the Municipal
Museum ( 1855-61 ) ; the Stadttheater ( 1872) ; the

Court of Justice (1886-93), an extensive Re-
naissance structure, with an impressive fagade
and handsome staircase ; the imposing new Post-

Office (1893) ; and the Reichsbank (1897).

Cologne is administered by an Obcrbiirger-

meister, appointed for a period of twelve years

and assisted by twelve assessors. The munici-
pality operates successfully its own gas and
water works, as well as an electric-lighting

plant. The street railways are operated by a
private company, whose franchise expires in

1910, when the lines will \ie turned over to the
municipality without compensation. The munici-
pality also owns and maintains a pawnshop and
slaughter-houses. The educational establish-

ments of Cologne inchule three gj'mnasia, one
oberrealschule, a theological and a teachers' semi-

nar}', and a conservatory of music, supported
by the nuuiicipality. The municipal library con-

tains 115,000 volumes, and the museum has a

number of valuable collections. Cologne has
a fine municipal theatre. The zoological gar-

den is one of the finest in Europe. The indus-

tries of Cologne are extensive and varied. The
industrial establishments include sugar refin-

eries, tanneries, machine-shops, paper-mills, flour-

mills, breweries, distilleries, and .several factories

producing thie celebrated eau de Cologne. The
commerce, both by rail and by Rhine steam-

boats, is verj' great. A fine modern harbor,

with extensive quayage, has been constructed

since 1897. The population of Cologne has greatly

increased since 1888, when outlying districts be-

gan to l>e annexed to the city. In that year the

population numbered 144,772; it rose to" 281,681

in 1890. and 372,229 in 1900.

Cologne was originally a to\^Ti of the German
tribe of the Ubii (Opf^rliim Uhtorum) . It re-

ceived the name of Colonia Agrippina, A.n. 50.

when Agrippina. the wife of the Emperor Clau-

dius, planted a colony of Roman veterans on the

spot, which was her native place. It grew to be

an important city iinder the Romans, and retained

its prominence under the Frankish sway. The
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IJishopric of Cologne, instituted in Roman times,

was elevated to the rank of an archiepiseopal see

by Charles the Great in 785. At this time the city

was a bii>y seat of commerce. It entered the

league of the Hansa towns in the beginning of the

thirteenth century, and contended with Liibeck

for the first rank. The archbishops acquired

considerable territory, and .some of them distin-

•uished tliemselves as politicians and warriors.

They took their places among the great princes

andelectors of the Empire, but were involved in

a protracted contest with the citizens of Cologne,

who successfully assertetl against them the in-

dependence of the city. Within the city a bitter

contest was eartied on all through the Middle

Ages between the small number of merchant

princes and the trade guilds. The Reformation

made little progress in Cologne, and the Prot-

estants were treated with intolerance. With
the sixteenth century began a process of steady

decline, which remained unchecked till after the

end of the Napoleonic wars, when a new period

of industrial prosperitj' set in. In the course of

the wars of the Revolution the city lost its inde-

pendence, to become part of France, and on the

downfall of Napoleon it was annexed to Prussia.

The archbishopric was secularized in 1801-03, and

the Congress of Vienna assigned all of its terri-

tories to Prussia. A new archiepiseopal see was

created in 1824. Consult : Heldmann, Der Koln-

qmi und die Ci vitas Koln (Halle, 1900) : Paget,

"Cologne, the Rome of the Rhine," in 116: 235,

r<mj,lr Bar (London, 1899).

COLOGNE, Eau de. See Eau de Cologne.

COLOGNE, The Three Kings of. The three

wise men. or magi, by name Melchior, Kaspar,

and Balthazar, who followed the star from the

East to where it rested above the new-bom Jesus.

Their bones are said to have been placed in Co-

logne Cathedral, and their skulls were exhibited

there as late as the eighteenth century. Those

who touched them were supposed to be healed of

their diseases. The names of the three kings were

»lso used as a charm.
" Ye three holy Kluge,
Kaspar, Mplchior, and Balthazar,
Pray for us now, and In the hour of death,"

was written on a paper found on the body of a

<lead murderer at Chichester, England, in 1749.

COLOGNE YELLOW. A yellow pigment

made by precipitating a mixture of lead and

calcium nitrates with sodiimi sulphate and potas-

sium chromate. It is essentially a chrome

yellow in which the intensity of the color is les-

-ined by the calcium salt.

COLOM'BA. A story of Corsica, by Prosper

M.^rimee (1840). It is considered his master-

I>iece.

COLOMBAT DE L'ISEBE, kA'lON'bft' de

l.'/ar' (
179H-I8ijl). A French physician, bom

at Vienne. I)«'partment of Is^re. He devoted

himself to the study of defects of speech and

established in Paris "an institute for the correc-

tion of stuttering, on the principle of rhythmic

I-ronunciation. His best-known work, entitled.

Traits de tous les viceft de la parole et en par-

lirulier du b^gaiement (1830). passed through

-several editions. In recognition of his fruitful

services, the Academy of Sciences awarded him a

l.iize of "jO.OOO francs.

COLOMBES, kA'lANl/. A town in the Depart-

ment of Seine. France, suburban to Paris, three
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miles northwest of the city-walls. It has manu-
factures of starch, gelatin, and woolens ; there are

also i)etroleum-refineries, etc. Population, in

1901, 23.061.

COLOM'BIA (so called in honor of Christo-

pher Columbus). A republic in South America,

occupying the northwest comer of the continent

and boimded by the Caribbean Sea and Ven-

ezuela on the north, Venezuela and Brazil on the

east, Ecuador on the south, and the Pacific and
Costa Rica on the west. It lies between latitudes
3° S. and 12° 30' N., and between longitudes 67°

30' and 83° W. The area is variously estimated

at from 403,000 to ,513,000 square miles. It is the

only South American country bordering on both

oceans.

Topography. The bulk of Colombia may be

divided into two physiographic regions, the An-
dean Cordilleras, and the great plains or llanos

of the east. The highlands of Panama and Darien

are only indirectly connected with the Andes.

Entering Colombia' from Ecuador, the Cordilleras

are continued in a general northerly direction

by three diverging ranges, which spread out

over the entire western section of the coun-

try. The Western Cordillera constitutes a

loiag moimtain ridge, with summits 10,000

to 11,000 feet in altitude, which is defined

on the east by the valley of the Cauca River.

In the northern part the chain is flanked on the

west by the Cordillera del Choc6. The Central

Cordillera, the continuation of the Eastern Cordil-

lera of Ecuador, contains the highest peaks in

Colombia, including the volcanoes Huila, Purac4,

and Tolima, the last reaching an altitude of

over 18,000 feet. The Eastern Cordillera, sepa-

rated from the central range by the Magdalena

River, attains an extreme elevation of about

16,000 feet, and has great table-lands that are

the most thickly populated regions in the Re-

public. This chain divides at the north, the

eastern range extending into Venezuela, and the

westem, kno\m as the Sierra de Perija, running

northward and merging into the Sierra Nevada

de Santa Marta, near the coast. There are a

number of high passes, among which is the famous

Inca or Quindia Pass, across the Central Cordil-

lera, 11,500 feet. The llanos east of the Cordil-

leras have a surface tilted toward the Atlantic.

Here there are great stretches of nearly level

ground, covered with luxuriant growths of grasses

in the north and heavily forested in the south.

Colombia has a coast line of over 3600 miles,

of which more than 1600 miles are on the

Pacific. The shores are very irregular and fomi

a number of good harbors both on the west and

north. Notwithstanding the mountainous sur-

face, the region alwunds in long navigable

rivers. The Magdalena traverses the country

northward through almost its entire length,

and receives numerous tributaries, the Cauca

being the most important. The Atrato also flows

north not far from the west coast and enters the

Gulf of Darien. The eastern plain belonging to

the basins of the Orinoco (which forms part of

the eastern boundary) and the Amazon is crossed

bv many long rivers. The chief affluents of the

Orinoco' are the Guaviare and the Meta : of the

Amazon, the Uaup^s, and the, JapurA (or Ca-

quet.'\ )

.

The climate is of extraordinary variety. In the

Cordilleras it is moderate in the upper reuions,

but verv hot in the vall.v.. Monr thi> valley of
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the Magdulena the thennonietcr i« frequently

ubove 100°. The llanos have on exceedingly hut

climate, while on the Paciflc coast the tempera-
ture is greatly nuHlifu'tl !)y sen-breezes. On the

tuble-landa of the Cordilleras the mercury occa-

sionally falls as low as 44°. In the mountainous
{>arts there an* two rainy seasons; on the coast,

rainn tKi-ur at any time of the year. Generally

speaking, the country is healthful.

Floba. The variety of climatic conditions

and the very irregular formation of the surface

naturally pro«luce a varied flora. In the lower
regions plant life is purely tropical and includes

the common plants of South America. The palms
are very numerotis. and include the lofty wax-
palm {CcroTi/loH Andicola). Of the more useful

forest trees of this re/;ion is the rubber (Castilloa

elastica). The mountain slopes are mostly clothe<l

with thick forests, the timber-line being above
10,000 feet. Cinchona- trees of several species are

found lietween 7000 and 0000 feet above the sea,

and the aloe, the sarsaparilla, and other medic-
inal plants grow in abundance. Cacao, coffee,

sugar, and indigo are largely cultivated.

Faina. The fauna is also of great variety,

and includes the larger South American mam-
malian types, siich as the jaguar, puma, tapir,

ant-eator, sloth, several species of monkey, and
one or more species of red deer (on the plateaus)

.

The condor, vulture, numerous toucans and par-

rota, and a variety of humming-birds (some of

them confined to the snowy regions of the vol-

canoes) are a part of the rich avifauna. Serpents
of several kinds are found in the torrid regions

;

the venomous forms are rarely found above 6000
feet.

Geology. The mountain regions here have
long been the seat of great volcanic activity.

The chief formations in the central range are
granite, gneiss, basalt, and eruptive rocks, while
in the eastern range Cretaceous formations pre-

dominate. The geological structure of the West-
em Cordillera has not yet been fully investigat-

ed. The entire portion east of the Cordilleras
is occupied by the llanos—vast treeless plains
having an altitude of from 1000 to 1500 feet,

and we'll adapted for pasturing. The isthmus
section is partly hilly and partly low and
swampy.
MiNERAi- Resources. (Colombia is very rich

in minenils, especially in precious metals. Gold
is found mostly in alluvial deposits and in the
streams. During the Spanish regime the pro-
ceeds from the gold-mines constituted the chief
revenue; but the extracting was carried on by
most primitive means. Modem methods were
introduced only during the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, though the principal mines
have long been operated by English companies.
The chief centre of gold-mining is Antioqula,
which yields about $200,000 per annum. The
It-ading silver-mines are in Tblima and Cauca.
The annual silver output of the countrv amounts
to nearly $4,000,000. The other mineral re-

sources—iron, copper, platinum, lead, and salt—are little developed. Emeralds are mined
chiefly in the Department of Santander. the
mines of Muzo being the most noteworthy. Salt-
mining, a Government monopoly, is carried on
chiefly around ZipaquirA and Xemocon. where
salt is found both in rock form and in springs,
(•oal exists in the Eastern Cordillera and in
many other parts, but is as yet scarcely touched.

COLOMBIA.

AcHicuLTURE. The principal industry of
Colombia is agriculture, which is greatly favored
by the soil and climate, but is carried on by
primitive methods. Cultivation is contined
mainly to the elevated plateau of the western
part. These sections are In'st adapted to settle-
ment by Euroi)ean immigrants, on account of
the salubrious climate. In the hot districta the
chief plants are coJFee, tobacco, sugar, cacao, etc.
Tobacco, and especially colfee, are largely ex-
ported. In the less torrid regions the agriculture
iu more European in character, wheat, corn, and
barley being leading crops. The banana-tree is

found all over the Republic, and the fruit is

exported in large quantities,* mostly to the
United States. The absence of adequate trans-
portation facilities and the sparsen<'ss of popu-
lation arc such hindrances to agriculture that
the total yield of the food crops is not suflTicient

to satisfy the home demand, and the deficiency
has to be made up by imports. The rubber-trw
and the copaiba-tree grow wild and are tapped
but not cultivated. The uplands are the home of
the tolu, well known for its Iwilsam. Cattle-
raising is conducted on a considerable scale,

especially on the llanos. In 1901 the number of
cattle in the Republic was estimated at .3,450,000.
Both cattle and hides form prominent items of
export.

Manufactures. The manufacturing indus-
tries are insignificant. The Indians make pot-
tery, cotton fabrics, and straw mattings, as well
as the famous 'Panama' hats. The sugar-mills
are of the most primitive kind. The industry
of wood-carving and hom-earving, once well
developed among the aboriginal population, is

gradually dying out. The distilling of liquor
from sugar is a Government monopoly.
Tbansportatiox and Commuxtcatiox. Owing

to its mountainous surface, Colombia is very de-
ficient in roads. Communication is mostly main-
tained by means of narrow paths accessible only
to pack-mules, and even the principal roads are
usually in an almost impassable condition. The
lack of good roads is partly remedied by the
navigable waterwaj's. The Magdalena chiefly,

and the Atrato, Cauca, and a number of minor
streams, are utilized for transportation, while
through the river Meta communication is had
with the Orinoco. The construction of railways
in the Republic has been very slow and irregular.
There were in 1901 about 400 miles in operation.
The most important line is the Panama-Col6n
(48 miles), owned by an American corjsoration.

Other lines are also operated by American com-
panies. Some are managed by the States Avith the
assistance of the Central Government. These
short lines—ranging from 25 to 100 miles in

length, and scattered all over the country—have
little influence on the general economic condi-

tions of the Republic. There are a number of

new lines and extensions surveyed and projected,

but they will hardly be built imtil the political

conditions become more stable. Tliere are nearly
9000 miles of telegraph line. About 1000 vessels

of 1,.300,000 tons annually enter and clear the
ports. The Republic is in regular commimica-
tion with Europe and the United States by
means of ten lines of mail steamers.

CoMMERCK. The commerce of Colombia, like

its industries, is hindered by lack of transporta-
tion facilities, the frequency of political dis-

turbances, and the heavy export and import
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duties. Chief exports are coffee, gold bars and
dust, cattle, hides, tobacco, silver ore and bars,

food articles, etc. Chief imports are salt, pe-

troleum, flour, cottons, wine, iron and steel

wares, drugs and chemicals. From 1894 to 1898

the value of the imports fluctuated from 10,711,-

207 to 19,722,098 gold jjesos; the exports, from
15,088,406 to 19,157,788—the largest total vol-

ume of trade being in 1897. Owing to tlie civil

war, the only trade statistics accessible for 1899

and 1900 are those for the port of Barranquilla.

Of the exports, it is estimated that about 27 i)er

cent, in value goes to the United States; 25 per

cent, to Great Britain; 17 per cent, to France;

16 per cent, to Germany. The trade of the

United States with Colombia since 1860 has been

as follows: the average for the decade of 1860-

70, $836,000: 1870-80, $6,110,800: 1880-90, $4,-

036.000; and 18(K)-1900, $3,684,000. The com-
merce betw€?en Colombia and the other South
American countries, excepting Venezuela, is in-

significant. The inland trade, owing to the great

variety in the products of the different portions

of the Republic, is active, and carried <m chiefly

by means of weekly markets. The transit trade

through the ports of Panama and Colon, east

and west, is considerable, the largest item repre-

senting goods bound for Xew York.

Go^'EBNMEXT. Colombia has practically had
a republican form of government since 1819.

The present Colombian Constitution (the sev-

enth since 1821) dates from 188G, and, in con-

trast with the preceding instruments, which rec-

ftgnized the sovereignty of the constituent States,

it provides for a very strong centralization of

power.

Admittistration.—^The President, according to

the Constitution, is elected indirectly for a
period of six years, and is assisted by six min-

isters, who are theoretically responsible to the

Senate. There is a State Council of six mem-
bers. The legislative power is vested in Con-

gress, consisting of the Senate and the House of

Kepresentatives. In the former each of the

nine departments is represented by three Sen-

ators, elected for a period of six years: while

in the latter (sixty-six members) the depart-

ments are represented at the rate of one mem-
ber (elected for four years) for every 50,000

inhabitants. Both Senators and members of the

House of Representatives are elected indirectly

by voters restricted by an educational and prop-

erty qualification. The departments, except

Panama, which is ruled directly by the National

Government, are administered by governors ap-

pointed by the President and removable at his

plea.sure. The departments have councils elected

by the people at the rate of one member
for every 25,000 inhabitants, and are divided

into provinces presided over by prefects ap-

pointed by the Governor. For the administra-

tion of jiistice. there are a Supn-me Court of

seven judges, appointed by the President with

the consent of the Senate, district supreme
courts, and provincial courts. Military service

is obligatory in time of war. while in time of

peace the army is recruited by lot, but substi-

tutes are admitted. The size of the army in

time of peace is regulated bv Congress, and was
fixed at 1000 in 1898.

Finutwe.—The finances of the Republic have
always l)een in a deplorable condition. The pub-

lic debt has constantlv increased. The consoli-
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dated and floating internal obligations amounted
in 1899 to 11,359,074 pesos. The external debt,
lield chiefly in Great Britain, amounted in 1896,
with arrears, to £3,514,442 ($17,080,188). By
an arrangement with the bondholders in 1897,
the Government was able to cut the external
debt down to £2,700,000 ($13,122,000), and new
bonds were issued to that amount at 1% per
cent, interest, the rate to be gradually increased
to 3 per cent. This programme was satisfactorily
carried out until the civil troubles of 1899. By
the middle of 1901 the arrears of interest
amounted to about $500,000. The revenue is

derived chiefly from the import and export
duties, and from monopolies (salt, liquors, ci-

gars, and meat). The budget is estimated for
two years, and fluctuates as a rule from 30,000,-
000 to 40,000,000 paper pesos. The revenue for
1901-02 was estimated at about 29,000,000 paper
pesos, as against expenditures of over 40,000,000.
The departments are indejiendent in their internal
financial affairs, and derive their revenues chief-
ly from monopolies. The currency of the coun-
try consists of depreciated paper pesos, of which
there are about 40,000,000 in circulation. In
1894 a provision was made for their redemption
by the free coinage of gold, but the scheme proved
unsuccessful and gold is at a high premium.
Population. No censu.s of the population

has been taken since 1870, when the inhabitants
numbered 2,951,323. According to an official

estimate in 1881, the number was 3,878.600. At
1 he close of the century it was supposed to ex-
ceed 4,000,000, or about eight inhabitants per
square mile. The language and civilization are
Spanish; the assimilation of the aborigines, with
the exception of those in the more secluded parts
of the country, has been complete. Capital,
Bogota (q.v.). The following is a list of the de-
partments :
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of the country, and attempted to found the first

8j)anish colony on the AnuTican niainhind. Be-

tween 1511 and 1517, Balboa and Pedrarias ex-

plored and settled both coasts of the Isthmus.

As early as 1515 Pizarro and Gaspar de Morales

had explored the Pacific coast as far south as

'Biru,' a term from which the present territory

of Peru gets its name, although lying consider-

ably beyond Pizarro's 'Biru.' Between 1530

and 1540, Ximentts de Quesada conquered the

Chibchas, or Muyscas, the principal nation, and
the country became thoroughly settled as a de-

pendency (if Spain. It was known as the Prov-

ince of New tJranada till 1718, when it was
made a viceroyalty. In common with the other

Spanish possessions, it rose in revolt in 1810,

and in 181i) In'came independent, joining with

Venezuela (1819) and Ecuador (1822) to form

the Republic of Colombia. This union was dis-

solved in 1829-30, and New Granada was founded

as a separate republic in 1831. After several

changes in the Constitution (in 1843. 1851, and
1853), a new Constitution was adopted in 1858,

by which the separate 'Provinces' were changed

into 'States,' associated under a federal govern-

ment, known as 'Confederaci6n Granadina,' and
similar to that of the United States of North
America. The States were made self-governing in

nil internal affairs. In 1800 another revolution

broke out, and for more than two years the coun-

try was devastated by civil war. Finally, in

1803, the nine States again agreed upon a Consti-

tution, organizing themselves under the name of

United States of Colombia. Another revolu-

tion, begun in 1884, was terminated in 1880 by

the promulgation of a new Constitution, which

transformed the loose federal union into a strong-

ly centralized State. A rebellion in 1895 was
promptly suppressed. In 1899 the insurrection-

ary elements reappeared, but were suppressed

before they had gathered headway. A year later

there was a more formidable outbreak, with

severe fighting at Panama. The insurrection

was due in great measure to a general feeling

of discontent arojised by the corrupt conduct of

the Conservative Party, which was then in

power. In August, li>00, the Vice-President,

^larroquin, made himself master of the Govern-

ment, and carried on an energetic campaign
against the Liberals. During 1901 nt was sup-

])osed, with good reason, that the rebels were re-

ceiving aid from Venezuela and Ecuador, where
the Liberal elements were in power, and were
aiming at the overthrow of the Conservative

Party and the ultimate restoration of the old

Republic of Colombia, embracing the present

commonwealths of Colombia, Venezuela, and
Ecuador. Severe fighting occurred around Pana-
ma in 1901 and 1902.

Consult : Perez, Geoffrafia general fisica y poU-

tica de los Estados Unidos de Colombia (Bogotfi,

1880) ; Velasco, Vneca geografia de Colombia
Mb. 1892) ; Child. The Spanish-American Re-

publics (New York, 1891) ; Nunez and Jalhay,

La r&publique de Colombie: Geographic, his-

toire, organisation, etc. (Brussels, 1893) ; Regel,

Kolumbien (Berlin, 1899) ; Scruggs, The Colom-
bian and Venezuelan Republics (New York,
1900) ; Restrepo, Gold and /?i7rer Mines of Co-

lombia (ib. 1880) ; \^Tieeler, The Agricultural
Condition of Colombia (London, 1889) ; Rothlis-

berger. El Dorado: Reise- und Kvlturbilder aus
dem sUdamerikanischen Columbien (Berne, 1897).

liic slandiird work on the iiistory ot roloinltia

is Pereira, Lis Etats-Unis dc Columbia (Paris,

1883), There arc numerous narratives of events
of the war against Spain, written by English
officers serving with tlie Revolutionists, of

which the best are, perhaps: Hall, Present State

of Colombia (London 1825), and the anonymouH
Recollections of a Her vice in ]'enesuela and Co-
lombia (lyondon, 1828).

COLOMBO, kA-lom'bA. The capital and chief

seaport of Ceylon, situated on the western coast

of the island, on a rocky headland, in latitude
0° 54' N. and longitude 79° 51' E. (.Map: India,

C 7). The European part of the city is mag-
nificently laid out, with broad avenues shaded
by tropical tre«>s and lined by modern buildings

of iine architecture. The business part of the

European city occupies the site of an old Dutch
fort, and is still known as the *Fort.' Its chief

thoroughfare is Queen Street, on which are situ-

ated the palace of the Governor, the chief mer-
cantile houses and banks, and the post-office, the

finest public building on the island. The resi-

<lential section of the European city covers an
area of about 20 square miles. The j)art nearest

to the water is occupied by numerous clubs,

with all the accessories of their European pro-

totypes, such as golf-links, cricket-grounds, race-

courses, etc. Farther inland it is crossed by
beautiful roads bordered with bungalows em-
bosomed in luxuriant gardens. The native part

of the city, or Pettah, is dirty and crowded, with

crooked and narrow streets, always thronged
with motley crowds of different types and na-

tionalities.
' The houses are without doors or

windows, and the passer-by can freely observe

tlie private life of the natives. Colombo owes its

commercial importance chiefly to its artificial

breakwater, one of the largest structures of its

kind. It has a length of 4000 feet, and shelters

a water area of 500 acres, liegun in 1875, it is

still uncompleted, the northern arm and the

graving dock still being in process of construc-

tion. The shipping of the ])ort of Colombo is

very extensive, amoimting to about 3,500,000

tons annually. Colombo is one of the most im-

portant coaling-stations for British and foreign

steamers on the Australian and East Asiatic

routes. Almost all the staples of the island find

their outlet through Colombo, which is also the

centre of cocanut, tea, and several other indus-

tries. It is connected with Kandy and Pointe-de-

Galle by railway. It is the seat of a United

States consulate.

The population of Colombo in 1901 was 158.-

093 (127,8.30 in 1891), including about .5000

Eurojieans, chiefly Englishmen and descendants

of the Dutch. The natives are mostly artisans

and laborers, while the Europeans are either

owners of large plantations or merchants.

The early name of Colombo, Kalan-totta, the

'Kalany ferry,' derived from its proximity to

the rive*, the Moors corrupted into Kalambu.
and bv this designation it was described about

A.D. 1340 as the finest city of Serendib. At the

arrival of the Portuguese, in 1517. Kalambu
had merged into Kolamba, or Columbu, which

they henceforth wrote Colombo, in honor of

Christopher Columbus. It was taken by the

Dutch in 1050. and bv the British in 1790.

Consult Cave, Golden Tips (London, 1900).

COL6n, kA-lon'. or Aspinwall. A town in

the Department of Panama, Colombia, situated
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on the Atlantic shore of the Isthmus of Panama,
49 miles northwest of the city of Panama
(^lap: Bolivia, A 2). It is the northern ter-

minus of the Isthmian Railway, and of the pro-

posed Panama Canal, and has a deep harbor
(Navy Bay), which is exposed, however, to

violent wind-storms from the north. Its posi-

tion, as the intermediary point for the Atlantic
and Pacific trade, has increased its importance
at the expense of its rival, Panama. Its growth
has been retarded by its unhealthful site, though
this has been remedied somewhat by drainage.
The town received the name of Aspinwall from
one of its founders, who also built the railway
across the Isthmus; but it is now better known
as Col6n, in honor of Columbus, to whom a
magniticent statue was erected in 1870. Popu-
lation, estimated, 3000.

COLdN (Sp., Columbus). A town in the

Province of Matanzas, Chiba, about 52 miles
southeast of Alatanzas, connected by rail with
Havana, Matanzas, Cardenas, and other im-

portant cities. It is the centre of extensive

sugar-refineries. Population, in 1899, 7175.

COTLON (Lat., from Gk. k6\ov, kolon) . The
portion of the large intestine tliat extends from
the csecum (q.v.) to the rectum, which is the

terminal portion of the intestinal canal. It is

divided into the ascending, the transverse, and
descending colon, and the sigmoid flexure. See
Alimentary Canal.
The whole length of the colon, from its com-

mencement in the cjECum to its termination
in the rectum, is rather more than four feet. It

is retained in its position by the serous mem-
brane, which envelops, more or less, all the in-

testinal viscera, and is termed the peritoneum
(q.v.). Its structure is essentially the same as

that of the rest of the intestinal canal, which is

described in tlie article Digestion, Organs and
Process of; but in consequence of a peculiar

arrangement of the longitudinal muscular fibres,

the interior of the colon is divided into sacculi,

which serve to retain its contents for a longer

period than if it were a uniform tube, and thus
by extracting water from them, to reduce them
to a more solid consistence, such as is possessed

by normal excrement. It is also devoid of villi,

and it is of much greater size than the small

intestine. In some animals, as in the horse and
sheep, the shape of the freces is completely
molded in these cells.

COLON BACIL'LTJS, or Bacillus Coli
Communis. A micro-organism discovered by
Escherich in 1885, and since demonstrated to be

a normal inhabitant of the intestinal tract in

man and some of the domestic animals. It is a
short bacillus with rounded ends, is somewhat
motile, has a few flagellse, and does not form
spores. The main interest which attaches to this

organism at present is due to its close resem-

blance to the typhoid bacillus, with which it is

morphologically identical, but from which it

may be distinguished by its biological peculiari-

ties. Some investigations made within the last

few years tend to show that this bacillus, while

of normal occurrence in the healthy intestine,

may, under certain conditions, migrate to other

organs of the body, and there be associated with
pathological processes.

COLONEL, k^r'nel (originally coronel, coro-

veil, from Sp. coronel, colonel. It. colonello.

Fr. colonel, coloniiel, from Sp. colonello, column
at the head of a regiment, dim. of colonna, col-

umn, from Lat. columna, column; the first I is

changed to r either through dissimilation, or
through popular confusion with Lat. corona,
crown). A military title, ranking in the United
States Army between lieutenant-colonel and
brigadier-general. The command appropriate to
the grade is a regiment. In Europe the title ha.s

more of an honoraiy than a practical value, it

being in most instances an honorary distinction
bestowed upon royal and other distinguished
personages. In England, the custom prior to
1888 was to give the appointment of colonel
to retired general officers as a reward for long
service. Since that date no officer can obtain
the rank except as a brevet, and then only for
distinguished service, or on such appointments
as the colonel commanding a territorial district
depot. See Rank and Command.

COLONEL CHABERT, Le, le kdld'ngl' sha

-

bar'. A story by Balzac (1832), the tale of a
soldier of the Grand Army, who comes back
from a German hospital to find his wife married
to another. She denies his identity, and he suc-
cumbs in the struggle to prove his legal rights.

COLONEL JACK, History of. A novel by
Defoe (1722). Beginning life as a thief, the
hero goes to Virginia, and finally becomes a re-

spectable planter and slave-owner.

COLONTA, kd-lo'ne-a (Sp., colony). The
capital of the department of the same name,
Uruguay, on the Rio de la Plata, nearly oppo-
site Buenos Ayres. It has a good harbor, docks,
and a dry dock, and is a place of some commerce,
particularly with Buenos Ayres ( Map : Uruguay.
V 10). Population, about 1500. Colonia was
founded by the Portuguese about 1680 under the
named Colonia del Sacramento. Owing to its

nearness to Buenos Ayres, it gave rise to many
conflicts for its possession between the Spanish
and the Portuguese. In the course of one of these
struggles it was almost totally destroyed in

1777. In 1806 the English, in a desperate at-

tempt to secure the La Plata region, captured
Colonia and hpld it for some months.

COLO'NIA AGRLPPFNA. The Roman
name of Cologne (q.v.).

COLONIAL CORPS. A term formerly ap-
plied specifically to colonial troops of the British
Empire, but now in general use as referring to
similar troops of other nations. They are
usually raised for service in the colony to
which they belong, and not for foreign opera-
tions. An exception to this rule is the use made
of the West Indian regiments of Great Britain,
in the frequent punitive expeditions on the west
coast of Africa. Colonial corps are officered en-
tirely by the regular army officers of the nation
to which the colony is subject. English colonial
corps are the British Central Africa Rifles, the
West African regiments (negroes), the Honar
Kong Regiment, and Chinese Regiment (at Wei-
hai-wei). In the French colony of Madagascar
one-half the total number of troops are colonial
corps, natives of Madagascar. The Philippine
Scouts served a similar purpose in the United
Stales army.

COLONIAL DAMES OF Al^ERICA. Na
noNAL Society of. A women's patriotic so-

ciety, organized in New York City in 1890,
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incoriM>rutcd in 18U1, uiid ! uviiig fur its pur-
]K)!M-.s the c-oUiftiuu uf manuscriptti, traditionH,

relicH, and nicuieutuH uf Colonial aud Iic'V«>lution-

ary times, and the cuiuineniuration uf th<- success

uf the Itevuliitiutiury War. Meiuberrihi]) in the

ftuciety prucet>d.s by invitation, and la restricted

to wouieu whu urc directly descended fruin some
uncestor.of distinction uho came to reside in an
.Vnicriiun colony befure 1770. This society was
the first organization uf women to be founded for

patriotic purposes, and now has chapters in New
York, Philodelpliia, and Italtimore.

COLONIAL DAMES OF AMERICA, Na-
TIoxAb Soi'ii'rrY of tiik. .V wonicTi's patriotic

society, organized in Wilmington, Del., in 18!)2.

It ia composed of State societies, of which there

ia one in each of the thirteen original States and
in the District of Columbia, togetlier with asso-

ciated societies in the non-colonial States of

California, Illinois, Michigan. Minnesota, Iowa,
Ohio, Colorado. Maine, Missouri, Wisconsin, Ten-
nessee, Louisiana, Kansas, Indiana, Alabama,
Texas, Arkansas, West Virginia, Mississippi,

Oregon, and Vermont. The objects of the society

are the collection and preservation of manu-
scripts and relics of Colonial days; the restora-

tion of historic buildings; the more general dif-

fusion of information concerning the Colonies,

and the stimulation of a spirit of true patriot-

ism. Membership in the society is limited to

women who are especially invited, and who are

descended from some ancestor of worthy life who
came to reside in an American colon\' prior to

1750. Much valuable liistorical work has been
accomplished by various State societies in lo-

cating and preserving sites by means of tablets

and other memorials. The total membership of

the society is alwut 5000.

COLONIAL EDUCATION. See Education,
COI-OMAl,.

COLONIAL WARS, Society of. A patri-

otic society, organized in New York City in

1893. It consists of a general society made
up of general officers and of delegates from
the various State societies as follow's, in the

order of their institution: New Y'ork, Penn-
sylvania. Maryland, ^Massachusetts, Connecticut,
District of Columbia, New Jersey, Virginia, New
Hampshire, Vermont. Illinois, Missouri, Ohio,
Nebraska, Minnesota, Kentucky, California,
Colorado, Iowa. Georgia, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Delaware, Rhode Island, W^ashington, and Maine.
The various State societies have, for their gen-
eral object, to perpetuate the memory of Colonial
events, and of the men who, in military, naval,
and civil positions of high trust and responsi-
l)ility, by their acts of counsel assisted in the
establishment, defense, and presentation of the
American Colonies. With this end in view, they
seek to collect and preser>'e records of every kind
relating to the Colonial period of American his-

tory and to inspire in their members the fra-

ternal and patriotic spirit of those who made
American freedom and unity possible. They
admit to membership male descendants of those
who assisted in the establishment, defense, and
preservation of the American Colonies. The
publications of the general society include gen-
eral registers and historical papers and registers
by the various local societies. The general so-

ciety has caused the erection of a monument at
Ix)uisburg, on Cape Breton Island, and memorial

tablets have been placed by the New York so-

ciety on the sites of Fort Oswego and Fort Ticon-
deroga. The membership is alK>ut 4000.

COLONIES, TiicxmT or, iw Geology. See
PAI.KONIX)l.(KiY.

COLONIZATION SOCIETY, The National,
OF Amkicica. An a.->sociation organized in 181G,
by lioliert Finlcy (q.v.), "to proinot*- a plan for
colonizing (with their consent) the free i)eople
of color residing in our country, in Africa, or
such other i)lace as Congress may deem most
expedient." Branches were established through-
out the country and an active propaganda was
conducted in alnu»st every State, the official

agents of tlie society speaking frequently in

public and soliciting the co«ip<-ration of the vari-
ous State legislatures. The first colonists were
sent out to Sherbro Island, Africa, in 1820; and
two years later Liberia was founded. Biishrod
Washington, Charles Carroll, James ^ladison,
Henry Clay, and J. H. B. Latrobe served suc-

cessively as presidents of the society, while such
men as Bishop Hopkins, Rufus King, Dr. Chan-
ning, Benjamin Lundy, Gerrit Smith, and James
G. Birney were at one time zealous members.
.After about 18.31, however, when the movement
for abolition may be said to have first attracted
general attention, the inadequacy and imprac-
ticability of the society's aims became increasing-

ly apparent, and many of its more influential

members withdrew their support. Its persistent

refusal to interfere in any way with slavery,

moreover, and its apparent encouragement of the

racial prejudices of the whites against the blacks
alienated many others who, though strongly
opposing the radicalism of Garrison, believed in

a policy of gradual abolition, and had faith in

the negro's capacity for improvement. The gen-

eral idea of colonization seems to have originated
with the Rev. Samuel Hopkins, of Newport, in

1770. Consult: Wilson, History of the Rise and
Fall of the Slave Power in America, vol. i. (Bos-

ton, 1875) : and Alexander, A History of Coloni-

zation on the Western Coast of Africa (Phila-

delphia. 1846).
The shortcomings of the society's aims, judged

from an abolitionist standpoint, are admirably
set forth in Garrison, Thoughts on Colonization

(Boston, 1832) ; Birney, Letter on Colonization

(New York, 1834) ; and Jay, An Inquiry into

the Character and Tendency of the American
Colonization and Anti-Slavery Societies (New
York, 1834).

COLONTfA. A celebrated Italian family,

prominent in the history of Rome from the

twelfth century to the sixteenth. They wvro
hereditary enemies of the Orsini (q.v.), and their

numerous strongholds aroimd Rome made them
at all times formidiible enemies to the Papacy,

and on occasion its masters. To Rome, the Co-

lonnas gave a pope, thirtj' cardinals, and a great

numl>er of senators and military commanders.
The name of the family was probably derived

from Colonna, a small settlement near the fort-

ress of Palestrina, and Pietro of the Column,
lord of Palestrina in 1 100, is commonly regarded

'

as the ancestor of all the princely branches of

Colonna, comprising at present the houses of

Colonna-Paliano, Colonna di Sciarra, and Colon-
na-Stigliano.

—

Egido Colonna was bom at Rome*
about 1247. He entered tht? Augustine Order and
pursued the study of theology at Paris, where h<
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was preceptor to Philip the Fair. He became
^neral of the Order in 1292, and in 1296 was
made Archbishop of Bourges. He was the author
of a politiciil treatise entitled De Rcgimine
Frincipum, dedicated to Philip the Fair, and
noteworthy for its systematic treatment of the

art of war. He died in Avignon in 1310 and was
buried at Paris. Of his works, which are marked
b}' a go4Kl deal of dull erudition, part have re-

mained unpublished.

—

Laxdolfo Colo.nxa was a
c-anon of Chartres in the first half of Xi\e four-

teenth century. There are attributed to him a
manual of history from the creation to the ponti-

ficate of John XXII., a history of the Popes, and
a Latin work, De Statu ct Mutatione Romani Im-
perii.—SciARR.\ Cou):?>'A was a bitter enemy of

Pope Boniface VIII. War broke out between the

two in 1207 over the possession of Palestrina.

Sciarra was excommunicated and deprived of all

his honors, and after the destruction of Palestrina

by the Papal forces in 1298 was compelled to flee

to France. He gained the favor of Philip the

Fair, and, returning in the company of the

French Chancellor Nogaret in 1303, resumed hos-

tilities with the Pope, and on September 7th took

the aged pontiff prisoner at Anagni. (See Boxi-
FACE VIII.). He became Senator of Rome in

1313. He embraced the cause of Louis the Bava-
rian, whom he crowned Emperor in Saint Peter's

in 1328. but on the latter's departure was forced

to flee from Rome. He died in exile in 1329.

—

Stefaxo Colonna, brother of Sciarra, was made
Governor of Bologna in 1289. Involved in the

struggle against Boniface VIII., he fled to France
at about the same time as his brother. He re-

turned after the death of Boniface and assumed
a leading part in Roman politics, acting in oppo-

sition to Rienzi (q.v.), who drove him from the

city in 1347. Stefano was a friend of Petrarch,

who speaks of him in the Trionfo della fama and
in his sonnets.

—

Giovanni Colonna led an in-

surrection against Boniface IX. in 1404, and after

the election of Innocence VII. joined forces with
Ladislaus of Naples, driving the Pope from the

city in 1413. He was killed in 1417.

—

Ottone or

Oddone Colon n.\ was Pope from 1417 to 1431.

See Martin V.

—

Fabrizio Colonna joined

Charles VI II. of France in the invasion of Naples

in 1494, but soon went over to the enemy and
was made Grand Constable of Naples. He de-

fended Capua against the forces of Louis XII. and
took part in the battle of the Garigliano (1503).

In the Holy League against France he was com-

mander of the Papal JForces, and, with his Span-

ish allies, was defeated by Gaston de Foix

at Ravenna in 1512. He died in 1520. His mili-

tary talents are lauded by Machiavelli in his Arte

della qtterra and by Ariosto in the Orlando. His
daughter was Vittoria Colonna. (See Colonna,
ViTTORiA.)—PoMPEO CoLONNA, ouc of the ablest

generals of his time, fought under Gonsalvo de

Cordova against the French. In 1513 he de-

feated the Venetian General Alviano in the neigh-

l»orhood of Vicenza. He took Milan from the

French in 1521, and in the following year gained

the victorv' of La Bicocca over Marshal Lautrec,

and captured Genoa. In 1523 he held Milan
against the French, but was struck down by dis-

ease, and died toward the end of the year of fast

living.—.\nother Pompeo fought in the wars of

the great Cordova, distinguishing himself at

Cerignola (1502) and the Garigliano (1503). He
entered the Church after the death of Alexander

VI., and in 1517 was made Cardinal. He took
an especially active part in political affairs dur-
ing the pontificate of Clement VII., whose enemj'
he was. He was made Viceroy of Naples in 1530,

and died suddenly June 23, 1532.—Asc.\Nio Co-
LONN.\, the son of Fabrizio, shared the family
hatred for Clement VII. With the support of

the Spaniards he stormed Rome Septeml>er 20,

1526, and sacked Saint Peter's and the Vatican.
Entering the .service of Charles V. he was made
Grand Constable of Naples, but toward the end
of his life fell into disgrace. He died in prison
in 1557.

—

Marc Antonio Colonna was exiled

from Rome by Pius IV. and entered the military
.service of Spain, whose forces he successfully

commanded against the Papal States in 1550.

He was thereupon recalled and commanded the
Papal galleys in the battle of I^epanto, October
7, 1571. He was made Viceroy of Sicily, and died
in 1584.

—

Fabio Colonn.v, born at Naples in

1567, was a botanist of some eminence. He was
the author of Storia naturale del Messieo, a
work based on that of Hernandez. He died in

1651. Consult: Cirocco, Tite de alcuni cardinale

de casa Colonna (Foligno, 1635) ; Agostino, Sto-

ria de casa Colonna (Foligno, 1608) ; Coppi, Me-
morie Colonnesi (Rome, 1855) ; Gregorovius, The
History of the City of Rome in the Middle Ages
(London, 1895-1900).

COLONNA, Giovanni Paolo (1640-95). An
eminent Italian composer. He was a pupil, in

Rome, of Carissimi, Benevoli, and Abbatini, be-

came chapel-master of San Petronio in Bologna,
and was repeatedly president of the Accademia
Filarmonica there. One of the most distin-

guished Church composers of the seventeenth
century, he is remembered as the head of the
Bolognese School, which produced many famous
musicians. His best works for the Church, in-

cluding ma.ssea, psalms, litanies, motets, etc.,

for from three to eight voices, were published
in twelve collections (1681-94). He also pro-

duced the oratorio La profezia d'Eliseo (1688),
and an opera Amilcare (1693).

COLONNA, Vittoria (I490-I547). An Ital-

ian poet. She was the daughter of Fabrizio
Colonna, the Grand Constable of Naples, and was
bom in the Castle of Marino near Rome. Her
youth was passed among the greatest literary

spirits of Italy, and from them she gathered
a love of learning, and in that atmosphere com-
posed her first poems. At seventeen she married
Francesco Ferrante d'Avalos, Marquis of Pes-

cara, to whom she had been betrothed since

childhood. He became a favorite general of

Charles V., and her verses until his death,

which occurred from wounds received at the

battle of Pavia (1525), are concerned with his

repeated absences, and finally with her grief at
his loss. The beginning of her friendship with
Michelangelo probably came aliout this time;
certainly it was not until her widowhood that
their relations became such as to have immortal-
ized her in Angelo's unpolished, powerful son-

nets. Just what the relationship was is a
debated question. Only a few of her letters to

him remain, and those are never lover-like.

"Magnificent master." she calls him in one of

them, and in another, thanking him for a picture

of the Descent from the Cro.ss. she says: "I re-

joice greatly that the angel on the right is so

beautiful, becau.se it seems to me. that it is
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in sotno way a proiniHP that Saint Mieliael will

on tlie laHt day phu-c you, Michflan^elo, on the

lij^lit hand of Our lx>rd." Such is the strain in

winch they Jirc coudicd. She sj)<>nt alK)Ut ten

years in Naples and Isehia, often visiting Rome,
where kIic constantly saw the sculptor. In 1541

she went to Orvieto. and then to Viterho. Dur-

injf her last visit to Home she was taken ill. and
died in tlie Colonna Palace, llejjinald Pole, the

cardinals ConUirini ami lienibo, and Castiglione

and Hernardo Tjisso. were among lu-r friends, and
Charles V. came to visit her. ller inMuence was
felt throughout the first half of tlie sixteenth

century, but slie is better rcmcnilMTcd for a kind

<tf grace, .she gave that brilliant but brutal and
c-oar.se age. than for the i|ualily of her ])oetry.

The second series of her jxH'ms, known as the

liimr Spirit uali. is l)etter tiian tlie earlier one;

all of Ihcm have b«><'n collected under the

title Kime delta divina Vittoria Colonna, and
published a number of times. The l)est edition

is that by Ercole Visconti (1840). Her letters

have also Invn collected as Lettere inedite ed

allri documcnti relatiri ai Volonnesi (1875);
Alcune lettere inedite (1884); and Carteggio

(1888). Consult: Saltini, Rime e lettere di

\ittoria Colonna (Florence, 1800); Reumont,
\ittoria Colonna: Lebcn, Dichtcn, (llauben im

serhzehnten Jahrhundert (Freiburg, 1881) ; Law-
ley, Vittoria Colonna: A Study with Transla-

tions (London. 1889) ; Roscoe, ]'ittoria Colonna:

Her Life and I'oems (London, 1868).

COLONNA, CAPE. See Cape Colonna.

COL'ONNADE' (Fr., from It. colonnato, row
of columns, from eolonna. Lat. columna, col-

umn). The name given to a series of columns

placed at certain regular intervals in a row,

according to the style and order of architecture

employed. The term includes not merely the

columns, but their superstructure, which must
be a straight architrave. Where a row of col-

imms similarly arranged supports a series of

arches it is cailed an arcade (q.v.).

COLON'NA PAXACE. The palace of the

Colonna family at Rome. It contains an impor-

tant gallery of pictures, and has a beautiful gar-

den containing remains of the Baths of Constan-

tine, which occupied the site.

COLONNE, k6'l6n', Jules Jude, called Ed-

OLARi) (1838— ). A French orchestra leader

and" violinist, born at Bordeaux. He was a

pupil, while at the Conservatory in Paris, of
• Sauzai, Elwart. and Ambroise Thomas. After

taking the prize in harmony, and the first jtrix

de violon at the Conservator}', M. Colonne be-

came first violin at the opera house, but gave

that up in order to establish a series of Sunday
concerts at the Odeon, known later as the Asso-

ciation Artistique. He gave Paris its first

hearing of works by Tschaikow.sky, Greig,

Wagner, and Raff, but his chief claim to dis-

tinction is that he forced the French public to

do justice to the genius of Berlioz.

COLONNE DE LA GBANDE ABM^IE, de

la graN diir'mft'. A Doric colunm near Boulogne,

France, commemorating Napoleon's project of

invading England and founding a republic there.

It is 172 feet in height, and surmounted by a

bronze statue of Napoleon. It was begun in

1804, but was not finished until 184L

COL'ONNETTE' (Fr., dim. of colonne,

column). In architecture, a small column used
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more for decorative than constructive purposes.

It is seldom found in ancient monuments, being

a characteristic feature of the Middle Ages. The
facades and apses of Tuscan churches (Pisa.

Lucca), and the interior galleries of French
Oothic cathedrals, show how rich an effect can
be obtained by long lines of such colonettes, con-

nected by arches and either free-standing or
placed against a wall.

COL'ONSAY. One of the Inner Hebrides, or
Western Isles of Scotland, off the southwest
mainland of Argyllshire, in the Firth of Lome,
between the isles of Islay and Mull, with the

small isle of Oronsay, of the southern end, sepa-

lated by a narrow sound, dry at low water
(Map: Scotland, B .3). Colonsay and Oronsay
are together 12 miles long from northeast to

southwest, and one to three miles broad. The
surface is irregular, and composed of mica-slate.

Half the surface is cultivated. Next to lona,

Colonsay contains the most extensive remains of

religious edifices in the Western Isles. On Oron-

say stands a large stone cross and the ruins of

a monastery founded in the fourteenth century.

Population, 500.

COLONY (Lat. colonia, from colonus, a hus-

bandman, colonist, from colere, to till). In its

proper sense, colony denotes a body of immi-
grants, living in a foreign land, under the laws

and protection of the mother country; but the

term has been used loosely to describe all classes

of distant territories dependent in any form on

a ruling power, from mere military posts like

Gibraltar or Port Arthur to practically autono-

mous States like Canada or Australia. The
Creeks were preeminently a colonizing people.

They established communities in Asia Minor, in

Thrace and the Crimea, on the coast of Africa,

in Italy and Sicily, and in Gaul. Marseilles was
a Greek town, founded by the inhabitants of

Phociea about six centuries before the Chris-

tian Era. The first great colonization move-

ment of the Greeks followed as a conse-

quence of the so-called Dorian migration, when
the conquered peoples were driven from their

lands and compelled to find new homes. The sec-

ond movement, which took place in the period

between the eighth and the sixth centuries B.C..

was due to political disturbances at home, the

necessity of drawing off the surplus of popula-

tion, and military and commercial interests.

When it had been determined to send out a

colony, the oracle was consulted and a leader,

called oikist, obcurr-fi^, was duly appointed: fire

was taken from the sacred fire that burned

in the Prytaneum, and the new society, though

politically independent, patterned itself after

the mother city. The relation between the

two communities was one of mutual affection

only; but, if the new colony undertook it-

self to found a colony, it went, through cus-

tom, for its oikist to the mother city. Differ-

ing from the colony as thus described, was

the eleruehy I KXripovda, allotment or apportion-

ment, from Kkvpos, lot. and^x*'"' liave). the mem-

bers of which remained in close connection with the

mother city and did not form an independent

community". The Athenian cleruchies, the only

ones of which we have any detailed knowledge,

possessed a certain measure of autonomy, but

only in internal affairs. The citizens were still

citizens of Athens, with the rights and duties of
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the position. In the case of a eleruchy, the con-
quered territory was divided into parcels and
astsigiied to the poorer citizens by lot. The
original inhabitants, though, according to cir-

cuiiistanws. differently treated, were generally
made dependents of the settlers. The first Athe-
nian eleruchy was sent to th«- land of Chalcis in
Kubcea, about b.c. 50(5.

It was one of the triumphs of the organizing
genius of the Romans to develop the colony to
its most perfect form. It was a principle of
Roman policy that not only every conquered
territory, but every district where Roman citi-

zens settled, should be an integral part of the
Empire. The colon in was one of the municipal
institutions of the Empire, having its own gov-
erning corporation dependent on Rome. There
were various grades of colonies—some where
there was tlie high privilege of Roman citizen-

ship, and others where the citizenship was of a
humbler grade. Corresponding with the con-
suls in Rome, there were municipal officers in

the colonies {duumviri, quatuoroiri) , in whom
were preserved, after the Empire was formed,
the old republican institutions. The Romans
appointed men of very high rank to the govern-
ment of their provinces or colonies—men who
had held such offices as the consulship or pretor-
ship at home. It was a feature of the Roman
system to limit their period of government, lest

they should become independent of the Empire
and establish separate States.

After the fall of Rome, centuries passed be-

fore colonization recommenced ; for the various
tribes who broke into the Empire were not con-
nected with any parent State, and the Normans
who spread themselves over Europe at a later
jteriod were utterly unconnected, in the coun-
tries where they settled, with the gov'ernment of
the northern States whence they migrated.
When Venice and Genoa were at the height of
their power, they sought to advance their com-
mercial interests by the establishment of colo-

nies in the islands of the Mediterranean and on
the shores of the Hellespont and the Black Sea.
At the close of the iliddle Ages the Portuguese
and Spaniards became the great colonizing na-
tions of Europe. Portugal was first in the field,

establishing settlements along the western coast
of Africa in the fifteenth century. After the
founding of the Cape of (Jood Hope by Bartholo-
meu Dias in 1487, which was followed ten years
later by the voyage of Vasco da Gama, she ex-
tended Jier settlements along the eastern coast
and into India, finally penetrating to the islands
of the Pacific. The Emperor Charles V.. who
ruled Spain when at the height of her power,
aimed not only at the restoration of the Roman
Empire in Europe, but at the creation of a new
empire in America. Neither Spain nor Portu-
gal followed the policy of developing the agri-

cultural resources of the regions which they oc-

cupied, but merely used the colonies as a basis

of profitable trade with the home country and
as an a-<ylum for high-salaried officials. Portu-
gal established mere trading factories. The
Spanisli colonies were «'hie(ly conc<'med with
mining. They were governed by an official hier-

archy, imder the general direction of an execu-
tive department in Spain. The other govern-
ments of Europe—Great Britain, France, Hol-
land, and the minor States—subsequently colo-

nized in .\merica, the East Indies, and Africa.

The earlier British colonies arose in the re-
verse order to those of Spain—the colonists went
first, the dignitaries followed. This was espe-
cially true of the New England colonies. Be-
fore 1C30 the British race had gained a firm
foothold in America. The settlers were organ-
ized as privileged companies with royal letters
patent, which in practice made them virtually
independent of the Government at home; and
as they were, for the mc^t part, dissenters seek-
ing a place of refuge from what they considered
the grievances of the Established Church and
the Government, they took care not to convey the
grievance with them. The northern colonists,
indeed, acted as if they were a sort of private
corporation. The policy of Great Britain toward
her American colonies was the result of the ac-
cepted economic philosophy of the times (see
PouTiCAL Economy), according to which it was
thought that the trade with colonies must be
strictly confined to the home country. The idea
was that the colonies should supply raw mate-
rials to the mother country, and in return should
purchase from the latter its manufactured prod-
ucts. Shipping was to be in the hands of the
liome country. This policy was no more char-
acteristic of England than of other European
States, and the reason why it encountered such
vigorous opposition in the Anglo-American colo-
nies was that the latter were settled by men
who deliberately planned to establish homes in
the New World, whereas those who made up the
colonies of Spain, Portugal, or France were seek-
ing wealth and prestige with which to reestab-
lish their position in Europe.
During the eighteenth centurj' Great Britain

rose to a foremost position among colonial pow-
ers, and in the nineteenth century she firmly es-
tablished her primacy. Rich compensation for
the loss of the Thirteen Colonies—a loss which
for a time seemed to threaten the dis.solution of
her empire—was found in the vast realm built
up in India and in the flourishing colonies of
Canada and Australia. In Africa, which became
the principal scene of colonial activity for the
European powers in the last quarter of" the nine-
teenth centurj'. Great Britain holds po.s.session

of Cape Colony and the former Boer republics,
and of immense tracts of territory in Central
and Eastern Africa. Coupled with her pre-
dominance in Egj'pt, this would .seem to a.ssure
to England a splendid colonial development in
the Dark Continent. Spain's colonial empire
attained its fullest development in the seven-
teenth century, declined in the eighteenth, and
disappeared in the nineteenth. The Treaty of
Paris, in 1763, deprived France of her posses-
sions in America, and put a quietus on French
colonization. Algeria excepted, for more than
one hundred years, until the statesmen of the
Third Republic initiated a new policy of ex-
pansion in Africa and the Far East. The Dutch
e.stablishments in the East were founded in great
part upon the ruins of the colonial power of
Portugal. At the time of the French Revolution-
ary wars. Holland was shorn of some of her
•mssessions (Ceylon, Cape Colony), which went
to increase the colonial domain of Britain. The
annals of Dutch dominion in the East Indies
have until recent times been the history of a
nation seeking to enrich itself at the expense of
downtrodden peoples. With the loss of Brazil
in 1822, the importance of Portugal as a world-
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power departed. By its victory over Spain in

18*.)8, tlie United States took its place among
the colonial ]>o\vcr8 of the world; and through
the .solution of the problems presented hy the

necessity of reconciling tiie element of autm-racy
inherent in the administration of foreign pos^»es-

(sions with tiie republican theory of American
institutions, the U^rm colony, already loose in

meaning, has attained a still broader applica-

tion. See tiie articles on the various countries

for detailed accoimts of their colonies.
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COL'OPHON (Lat., from Gk. Ko\of<l)v,Kolo-

ph<in) . An ancient Greek city of Ionia in Asia
Minor. It was situated on the river Hales, about
nine miles north of Ephesus, was the native city

of Mimnermus, and claimed to be the birthplace

of Homer. The expression, 'to put the Colophon,'

meaning 'to give the finishing stroke,' is ex-

plained by Strabo as arising from the belief

that the cavalry of Colophon was so excellent

that it always decided the contest. Hence, Colo-

phon of a device at the end of a book.

COL'OQUIN'TIDA. See Coi-ocyntii.

COLOR (Lat., connected with Lat. celare,

Gk. KaXiJrTetv, kalyj)tein, Ger. hehlen, to hide,

Ir. celim. 1 conceal, Skt. Parana, refuge). The
color of an object in nature depends upon sev-

eral conditions: the character of the light which
illuminates it, the phenomena which take place
in the body itself, the individual peculiarities

of the eye which views the body. It has been
shown by Sir Isaac Newton that ordinary white
light may be regarded as a mixture of many
colors; that is, it may be analyzed into parts,
each part producing a different color-sensation.

In scientific language, the sensation white, as
perceived by looking at any ordinary 'white' ob-

ject, is due to the incidence upon the eye of
trains of ether-waves of different wave-numbers.

varying continuously between certain limits;
while, if a train of waves of a delinite wave-
number enters the eye, the sensation of color

(if any) will be of a definite hue. Thus we
speak of yellow light, of lud light, etc., meaning
those ether-waves which produce these sensa-

tions of yellow or red in u normal eye. When
the ether-waves fall upon an object, some of the
energy goes into reflected waves at the surface,
the rest gcws into the entering waves; there will

in general Ik? absorption in the interior; but if

the body is transj)arent there will be trans-
mitted waves, and also, in general, Avaves re-

flected and scattered by little jjarticles in the
interior of the body. The color of a green leaf

is due to the fact that when viewed in ordinary
daylight, out of all the waves which enter the
leaf, only those which combine to produce the
sen.sation green are transmitted, the others being
absorbed by the coloring matter of the leaf;

thus, those waves which are scattered by the
minute interior parts traverse a layer of this

coloring matter, and only green light emerges
from all sides. The light which in this case is

reflected at the surface is simply diffuse white
light. An object whose color is due. as here,

to what is called 'body absorption,' appears of

the same color when viewed by reflected light

or by transmitted; that is, if we look through
it at the source of light, or look at it from the
same side as is the source. The colors of almost
all natural objects are due to this body absorp-
tion.

The colors of metals, however, and some ani-

line dyes, are due to what is called 'surface ab-

sorption.' When white light is incident -'pon

a piece of gold, yellow light is reflected by . '"e

surface, thus giving the yellow color. If, how-
ever, the gold is hammered out exceedingly thin,

it will be found to transmit greenish-blue light;

so that in the case of surface color, the colors

by reflection and transmission are different.

The energy of the waves which are absorbed
in bodies generally goes to producing heat effects

;

but in some cases it is spent in producing other
ether-waves, thus giving rise to other colors.

These bodies are called 'fluorescent.' (See
Fluorescence.) In these cases, then, the color

as seen by transmission and by looking at the
bodies sidewise will be different.

The color of the blue sky, of fine smoke, and of

water in many lakes is due to the scattering of

light by extremely ' small particles—generally

minute solid particles; for the short waves

—

that is, blue light—are reflected by minute par-

ticles, wlule the other waves simply pass around
them. In all these cases it is evident that if

the incident light is altered, so will be the color

perceived. A green leaf in a yellow light would
appear black. For an excellent treatise on color,

consult Rood, Modern Chromatics (New York,
1879). See Light.

COLOR. In art, either the pigment employed
to produce a certain effect to the ej'e, or the

effect thus produced— i.e. the tint of a picture.

In the former sense it' is treated of in this work
under the names of the colors themselves. In
the latter sense it may be defined as the gen-

eral effect of all hues entering into the composi-
tion of the picture.

The sensation of color is produced by waves
of light setting into vibration fibres of the optic

nerve, and the length of these light-waves is
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the cause of tlie dilFerent hues. For example,
when llie lightwave is 55^5^ of an inch long,

red is the color produced, and as the waves de-

crease in forc-e, we see yellow, green, blue, and
so on through the spectrum. According to the

theory of Chevreuil, now generally accepted,

white light is the union of all colors, and its

decomposition by an object reveals the color

separated from the rest. Tlius, a rose absorbs

all colors but red, which it reflects; while' a
white substance, rejecting all colors, is there-

fore colorless. Correctly sjieaking, there are
but six colors— three primary (red, blue, and
yellow), and three secondary (orange, violet, and
green). Orange is composed of purple and
yellow, violet of red and blue, green of yellow
and blue. All other colors are compounds of
these.

Com picm en tat 1/ Colors are those which, com-
bined with another color or colors, make up
the three primary colors constituting white
light. If the given color be primitive, its com-
plement is composed of the other two primitive
colors. For example, the complementary color

of blue is orange—that is to say, red and yel-

low. If the given color be a secondary, its com-
plementary is the remaining primitive color—as,

for instance, the complementary color of green
(blue and yellow) is red. In painting, brilliancy

of coloring may be obtained by placing comple-
mentary colors side by side, because each lends

to the other a favorable halo, while the juxta-
position of non-complementary colors has the O])-

j)osite effect of dullness. This method of height-

ening and softening colors was vised with great
eflFect by Delacroix, and is to-day much prac-
ticed by French and Spanish painters.

It is also usual in the studios to divide colors

into warm tones and cool, according as they
approacli or depart from the colors of sunlight.

Reds, oranges, and yellows are regarded as
warm ; blues, greens, and violets as cool. In
jiainting it has long been customary to relieve

warm colors by placing them near cool. This
is especially marked in Correggio's pictures,
which have a central point of warm color with
the surroundings cool. The Florentines reversed
this process, while the Venetians intermixed
warm and cool tones, and Rubens placed them
side ))y side.

Contrast of Color is either simple or com-
pound. Each of the primitive colors forms a
contrast to the other two. Thus, blue forms a
simple contrast to red and yellow. But if red
and yellow were mixed together, the comjjlement-
ary colors to blue would be produced—viz.

orange, which is the most powerful contrast to
blue. This was the earliest and simplest way
of obtaining color effects. It was almost universal
among tlie Italians of the Renaissance, as wit-
ness the reds and blues in the garments of the
Madonna and the .saints. In modern times it

has been much used, but not with the same suc-
cess, by the pre-Raphaelites in England and
the followers of Ingres in France.
Harniony of Color is more dillicult to attain,

and is based rather upon the accord than upon
contrast or the use of complementary colors. In
nature there are few sudden contrasts of color,
but rather gradual transitions and delicate
gradations. Harmony endeavors to preserve the
same tones in a painting as exist in nature. It
discriminates between the same color seen in sun-

light and in shadow, near or at a distance; or,

in other words, between the values of colors
(q.v.). No matter how different the colors of the
pictures, they must all accord with the dominant
color-tone.

The mastery of color is the most difficult

achievement of painting, and it has been truly
.said that the colorist, like the poet, is born and
not made. Few even among the great painters
have attained it. Concerning the Greeks, it is

impossible to make statements with surety, since
all their best work has perished. The East
Indians attained it in the liarmonious colors in

their beautiful fabrics. Among the Italians of

the Renaissance, the artists of Parma and Venice
were distinguished as colorists, chief among
whom were Correggio, Titian, and Veronese.
Many of the old Dutch and Flemish painters
were fine colorists, Rembrandt and Rubens being
foremost among them. In the English school
Turner was the only really great colorist; while
the French school shows a stately array, includ-
ing such names as Watteau, Chardin, Delacroix,
Fromentin, Rousseau, Diaz, Millet, etc. In Spain
the greatest colorists were Velasquez, Goya, and
Fortuny. The American school of the past few
years has produced a number of good colorists,

among them La Farge, Sargent, and Whistler.
Consult: Van Dyke, J. C, Art for Art's Sake

(New York, 1901); Blanc, Grammaire des
arts du dessin (Paris, 1870) ; Reynolds, Dis-
courses Before the Royal Aeademy (London,
(1831).

COLOR. Specifically, in anthropology, the
quality and degree of pigmentation of skin and
other integuments. See Anthropology; Ax-
TIIROPOMETKY.

In law, in a figurative sense, a sem-
appearanee of something, implying

COLOR
blance or
that the thing to which the term is applied has
not the quality or character claimed; as, color
of title means an apparent but not valid title.

Formerly in common-law pleading in England,
when the defendant, pleading by way of confes-
sion and avoidance, confessed that the plaintiff

had, or gave him credit for having, a prima facie
or apparent right, the 'confession' was said to
give 'color,' and the defendant then pleaded mat-
ter by way of avoidance—i.e. to show that the
facts pleaded by the plaintiff did not in law
give ground for recovery against the defendant.
See Confession and Avoidance.

Color of Office is the semblance or pretense of
authority, by virtue of an official position, as-
sumed or claimed by an orticer when he does some
act outside of his actual jurisdiction. The term
includes acts done under an honest but mistaken
Ijelief of power, as well as where one knowingly
exceeds his authority from a corrupt motive.
All such acts are void, and an officer who is thus,

guilty of an abuse of power is liable for any
damages which may result from it. See CoN-
^•ERSION; De Facto; False Imprlsonment.

Color of Title is that which on its face appears
to be proof of ownership, but which, by reason
of .some defect not easily discoverable, does not
in law constitute a valid title. The term is

generally used to descril)e documents purporting
to give title to some one, but has sometimes been
applied to a claim of ownership by adverse pos-

session. A conveyance by one so claiming title

gives the vendee only such rights as the vendor
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has

—

i^. the po88Chhiun of the property under
whatever inuniinents of title the vendor liad, and
a right to 'tack/ or add, the period of posses-
«ion to make up the time nec-e.ssary to gain
uhMolute tith* by adverse possession. See Ad-
YEKSK l*os8EH8ioN ; TiTi-E (to property).

COLOB, IN Plants. The great majority of
plants show distinct coloration, esjK*ciaIly in

atrial or aquatic organs. The absence of color
is an index of parasitic or saprophytic life, but
it must be borne in mind that many parasites
and saprophytes are highly colored. The most
common coloring matter in plants is chlorophyll,
which manifests itself in various shades of green.
Light of some strength has been shown to be
necessary for the development of chlorophyll,
though recent experiments show that it may
develop in various seedlings germinated in per-
fect darkness, and that the synthesis of car-
bohydrates may take place vigorously under a
dense layer of cork. The presence of plastids
and favorable conditions of nutrition are neces-

sary for the projK'r development of chlorophyll.
Yellow coloration in plants is also commonly
associated with i)lastids, and is due to the rela-

tive abundance of xanthophyll or carotin present
as compared with the true chlorophyll. The
phenomenon of yellowness is most common in

dying leaves, and is especially well shown in

autumn. However, in many young leaves,

especially where the nutrition conditions are im-
favorable, yellow leaves also appear. Unfavor-
able nutrition is probably the cause of yellow-
ness in most cases. In dying leaves the part
near the veins usually remains green longest. In
young leaves the green parts are longer and
much better developed internally than are the
yellow or white parts.

Red or blue coloration in plants is not di-

rectly associated with plastids, but is due to
pigments that are scattered through the cell-

sap. The coloring substances are called antho-
cyans, erjihrophyll if red, cyanophyll if blue.

Blue colors occur most commonly in flowers,

"while the reds occur abundantly in leaves, as
well as in flowers. The red coloration of leaves
has been much discussed in literature, and de-

serves further mention. While in some plants,
as coleus, red colors are more or less permanent,
ir most eases redness is periodic. Perhaps the
three most common examples of color display
are : ( 1 ) in the young actively growing leaves
of seedlings or perennial shoots; (2) in winter-
ing leaves, especially of rosette plants; and (3)
in dying leaves, especially in autumn leaves. All
kinds of causes have been assigned to account
for periodic coloration, but by far the most satis-

factory is one proposed by Overton in 1899. He
has shown experimentally that an excess of
sugar in nutrient solutions causes an early and
rich development of color, while an absence of
.sugar retards this development. In the summer
the products of a day's photosynthesis are com-
monly carried off before another day begins ; but
in the cool autunm nights this transfer is

checked, and sugars accumulated in the leaf
imite with tannin substances and cause the pro-
<luction of the pigments. A similar explanation,
plus the great flow of sap, would account for red
leaves in spring. Mechanical injury, which pre-
Tents the carbohydrate transfer, also causes an
excess of sugar and gives rise to red colors.
Xight seems to favor color development, perhaps

COLOBADO.

I>ecau8e it favors the increased production of
carbohydrates.

Much has been said as to the ecological signif-
icance of red colors. Stahl and Kny, as a result
of experiments, hold tiiat rod colors increase the
available supi)ly of lieat. and thus prolong the
leaf activities in fail and enlarge them in spring.
Kerner has also held the 'protective' theory of
color. If red colors do have any such function

—

and this is by no means proved—it must probably
be regarded as quite incidental. In no case can
the need for protection l)e regarded as a cause
of the development of pigment, as one might
suppose from reading various treatises on the
subject of color. See C'uixjroi'hvix; Photo-
synthesis; Le\f. Consult Overton, "Beobach-
tungen und Versuche iiber das Auftreten von
rothem Zellsaft bei Pflanzen," in Jahrbuch fiir

wisaenschaftUche Jiotanik, vol. xxviii. (Berlin,
1899).

COLOBADO, kor6-ra'd6 (Sp., colored red)
('the Centennial State'). A State of the Ameri-
can Union, the twenty-fifth in order of admis-
sion. It lies between latitudes 37° and 41° N.,
and longitudes 102° and 109° \V., and is bounded
on the north by Wyoming and Nebraska, on the
east by Nebraska and Kansas, on the south by
Oklahoma Territory and New Mexico, on the
west by Utah. Length from east to west. 380
miles; breadth, 275 miles; land area, 103,645
square miles; water area, 280 square miles.
Topography. Colorado lies upon the great

watershed of the continent, and is, after Wyo-
ming, the most elevated State in the Union. A
number of the most prominent ranges of the
Rocky Mountain system traverse the State in a
northerly and southerly direction, spreading
magnificently over more than half the surface.
The eastern section lies in the plain of the great
Mississippi Basin, rising gradually from an ele-

vation of about 3000 feet at the eastern bound-
ary to a considerably higher altitude in the west.
In the longitude of Denver and Colorado Springs
the surface becomes broken by irregular chains
of foot-hills. Back of these rise abruptly the
lofty ranges of the Rockies. Entering tlie State
from the north, they are called the Medicine Bow
Range, and continue south as the Front Range
to Pike's Peak, west of Colorado Springs. This
is the most famous moimtain in the State, but
not the highest, being one of a score that range
between 14,000 and 14,500 feet in elevation.

West of these ranges are three valleys called

North, Middle, and South Parks. North Park is

inclosed on the west by the Park Range, and is

separated from Middle Park by a ridge, extend-
ing from the east to the west, called the Divide.

The North Platte River rises on its northern
slope; on its southern, the Rio Grande. Between
the Middle and South parks the Front Range
meets the Saguache, the loftiest of them all. For
miles its crest towers above the 13,000-foot level,

surmounted by the impressive Holy Cross Peak,
the Princeton, Harvard. Yale, and other moun-
tains whose heights exceed 14,000 feet. To the
southeast the range is continued in the Sangre
de Cristo and Culebra, which extend into New
Mexico. West of these latter ranges lies an-

other valley called the San Luis Park, while
west of this rise the San Juan Mountains. In

the remainder of the western portion of the State

there is a confusion of broken mountains, pla-
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County.

Arapahoe .

.

Archuleta..
Baca
Bent
Boulder

Chaffee
Cheyenne .

Clear Creek
Conejos
Costilla

Cnster
Delta
Dolores
Douglas
Eagle

Elbert
El Paso . .

.

Fremont . .

.

Garfield
Gilpin

Grand
Gunnison .

.

Hinsdale. ..

Huerfano .

.

Jefferson . .

.

Kiowa
Kit Carson.
Lake

La Plata . .

.

Larimer
Las Animas
Lincoln
Logan

Mesa
Mineral . . .

Montezuma
Montrose. .

.

Morgan

Otero
Ouray
Park
Phillips...
Pitkin

Prowers
Pueblo
Rio Blanco.
Kio Grande.
Routt
Saguache. .

San Juan...
San Miguel.
Sedgwick .

.

Summit .. ..

Teller
Washington
Weld
Ynma

Map
Index.

B2
D 3
P 3
F 3
E 1

D2
F 2
E 2
D 3
E 3

E 2
C 2
C 3
E 2
D 2

£ 2
E 2
E 2
C 2
£ 2

D 1

D2
D 3
E 3
£ 2

F 2
F 2
D 2

D 3
D 1

E 3
F 2
F 1

C 2
D3
C 3
C 2
F 1

F 2
D 2
E 2
F 1

D 2

F 3
E 2
C 2
D3
C 1

D 2
D3
C 2
F 1

D 2
E 2
F 1

E 1

F 1

Coanty Seat

Denver
Pagoea S
Springfield
Ijis .Vnimas
Boulder

Buenavista
Cheyenne Wells.

.

Geor^town
Conejos
San Luis

Silvercliff

Delta
Rico
Castlerock
Redcliff

Kiowa
Colorado Springs.
Canon City
Glenwood Springs
Central City

Sulphur Springs..
Gunnison
Lake City
Walsenburg
Golden

Sheridan Lake . .

.

Burlington
Leadvflle

Darango
Port Collins
Trinidad
Hugo
Sterling

Grand Junction..
Creede
Cortez
Montrose .

Fort Morgan... .

Lajiinta
Ouray
Fiiirplay

Holyoke
.\spen

Lamar
Pueblo
Meeker
Del Norte
Hahns Peak »

Saguache
Silverton
Tellnride
jDlesbnrg

Breckinridge
Cripple Creek ....
Akron
Greeley ,

Yuma

Area in

square
miles.

4,723
1,209

2,531

1,497

751

1,224
1,787
425

1,407

1,746

696
1,201

1,000
889

1,586

1,852
2,134
1,478
3.019
130

1,873
3,277
1,003
1.5.37

858

1.780
2,168

1,848
4,337
4,802
2,553
1,733

3.309
880

2,113
2,290
1,264

2,(M2
557

2,0^4
e?7

1,602
2.447
3,249
1,331

6,980
2,789
438

1,310
sas

603
5S1

1.074

3,918
1,1<B

Population.

1890.

132,135
SX

1.479
1,.313

14,082

6,612
531

7,184
7,193
3,491

2,970
2,534
1,496
3,006
3,725

1,856
21.239
9,156
4,478
5,867

604
4,359
862

6,882
8,450

1,243

2,472
14,663

5,309
9,712
17.208

689
8,070

4,260

1,529
3,980
1,601

4,192
6,510
3,518
2.612
8,929

1,969
31,491

1,200
3.451

3,313
1.572

2,909
1,293

1,906

2^361

11,736
2,596

1900.

153,017
2,117
759

3,(M9
21,544

7,085
501

7,082
8,791
4,632

2,937
5,487
1,134

3,120
3,006

3,101

31.602
15,636
5,835
6,690

741
.'>.331

1,609
8,395
9,306

701

1,580
18,054

7,016
12,168
21,842

926
3,292

9,267
1,913
3,068
4,535
3,268

11,522
4,731

2,998
1.583

7,020

3,786
34,448
1,690

4,060
3.661

3,853
2,342
5,379
971

2,744
29,002
1,241

16,806
1.729
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teaus, aud valleys, with a general slope to the
westward.

Of the many mountain passes, 13 are over
10,000 feet in altitude, the Argentine reaching
13,100 feet. The great valleys or parks above
mentioned inclosed by mountains are a distin-

guishing feature of the scenery. San Luis Park
contains 8000 square miles (the most level lii'nd'

in the State, though elevated 7500 feet). Other
important valleys are the Arkansas (q.v. ), Rio
Grande (q.v.). White Grande, and Gunnison.
There are over 3t),9G4 square miles of park and
valley lands. The North Platte and South
Platte unite to form the Platte of Nebraska.
The source of the South Platte is 11,176 feet

above tide, and its fall in the short distance to

Denver is 6000 feet. The Arkansas rises 10,176
feet above the sea in the west central part of
the State, rapidly falling to 7877 feet, and flows

southeast and east into Kansas, pasing through
the 'Royal Gorge' canon, 3000 feet deep. The Rio
Grande rises in the Saguache Range and flows

through San Luis Park into New Mexico. The
largest streams on the west are the Yampah and
White, tributaries of the Green River, Utah;
the Grand, one of the main affluents of the Col-

orado; and its tributaries, the Gunnison, Dol-

ores, and San Miguel. None of these streams is

navigable. No other State contains the head-

waters of so large a number of rivers. From
near the centre of the Commonwealth rivers flow-

outward in many directions, and the waters
are distributed in almost equal proportions to

the Atlantic and to the Pacific Ocean. The
only lake of consequence, San Luis, about 60
miles long and a quarter of a mile wide, lies

in San Luis Park, and receives several small
streams, but has no visible outlet. The lofty

peaks and deep-lying parks are equaled in

grandeur by the river canons ; those of the

Arkansas, CJrand, Black Canon of the Gunnison,
Little Colorado, and Uncompahgre, varying in

depth from 1000 to 3000 feet. 'The Garden of

the Gods' and 'Monument Park' are filled with
castellated buttes that rise out of green mead-
ows, or witli grotesquely shaped pillars and
towers of rod sandstone, carved by erosion. A
large area in Saguache County has been reserved

as a State park.

Climate and Soil. The high altitude of the

State premises a cool temperature ; but, save on
the higher elevations, extremes are rare, the

climate being generally mild and remarkably
salubrious. The days are sometimes hot, but the

nights are dool and free of humidity. The yearly

mean temperature at Denver (5182 feet) in

January is 28.2° F. ; July, 71.7° F. : Pueblo
(4675 feet), January. 28.7° F.; July. 74° F.

Frosts do not occur until late in the autumn and
disappear early in the spring; but snows are

heavy and lasting on the motmtains, yet in the

low levels are seldom deep, and very soon melt
away.
The mean annual rainfall for the State is 14.8

inches. This fall, although light, is well dis-

tributed, and in many sections of the 'Great

Divide' cereals are grown without irrigation.

The heaviest rainfall is in the mountains. At
Pike's Peak the mean precipitation is 29.7 inches

;

at Climax (10,304 feet), 34.8 inches. On the

plains it is much less. At Denver the mean
fall is 14.3 inches; at Colorado Springs (6032

Vol. v.—8.

feet), 14.5 inches; at Las Animas (3899 feet),
11.9 inches.

The atmosphere is so dry and pure that fresh
meats are preserved by the simple process of dry-
ing. The late summer is almost rainless. Th*-

climate and air of Colorado are considered of
great benefit to asthmatic and pulmonary suf-

ferers, and the charming parks are likely to be-

come the great natural sanatoriums of North
America. Thousands of people flock to Denver,
Colorado Springs, and other sections of the
State to regain their health. The various min-
eral springs are aJso adjuncts to the remedial
nature of the climate. The hot sulphur springs
of Middle Park and Wagon-WTieel Gap, and the
hot iron and soda springs of Manitou, Canon
City, Glenwood Springs, and Idaho Springs are
famous.
The soil along the river-bottoms is largely

alluvial. In the eastern part of the State it is

a light loam. In some places siliceous and
micaceous substances abound, while here and
there clay formations crop out. The forests of
the State cover about 10.500,000 acres of land,
and are restricted mainly to the mountains.
For flora and fauna, see the paragraphs un-

der Roc'KY MorxTAiNs and United States.
Geology. The geological structure of Colorado

is extremely varied. In the less elevated region
east of the Rocky Mountains, Cretaceous and
Tertiary strata are exposed in nearly horizontal
position and in great thickness. On the eastern
flank of the Rocky Mountains these strata are
succeeded by older sediments, including Silurian,
('arl>oniferous, and Jura-Trias, which are up-
turned and in places intensely folded. The axis
of the mountain system is formed by granites
and other igneous rocks, more or less metamor-
phosed, of Archaean age, with a great variety
ol later volcanic rocks. On the western edge
of the system Paleozoic strata again appear, and
are overlaid in the extreme western part oif the
State by Cretaceous. Jura-Trias, and Tertiary
beds. The Carboniferous rocks, unlike those
along the Appalachian Mountains, inclose no
coal-seams. Coal occurs, however, in great
abundance in the Laramie group of the Creta-
ceous. The great upheavals accompanied by
volcanic activity along the Rocky Moimtains
have favored the formation of ore deposits, some
of which are of great economic importAnce.
Cripple Creek on the slopes of Pike's Peak. I..ead-

ville, Boulder, Ouray, Rosita, Silverton. Gilpin.
I..ake City, and Gunnison are important centres
of gold, silver, and lead mining. Copper, zinc,

manganese, and iron ores also occur in exten-
sive deposits.

Mining. Colorado is best known as a mining
State, ranking first in the mining of pnn'ious
metals, and surpassed only by Pennsylvania in

the total mineral output. This is due largely
to the State's great pro<luctivity of gold and sil-

ver ores. Colorado pro<luc«»s twic*e as much of
these two metals as any other State, and more
than one-third of the total output of the
United States. The production of gold increased
in value from $4,150,000 in 1889 to $28,760,000
in 1900. In 1897. for the first time, the gold
product exceeded that of California, while the
output for 1900 was twice that of the rival

State. Silver-mining reached its maximum out-

put in 1892. and then decreased until 1895; ainc«'

which time it has slightly increased. The com-
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niorcial value of silver iniued in 1900 was $12,-

500,000. Colorado has for u iiuinl>er of years
proilueed about one-fourth of the total lead

outi»ut of the United States. The product
steadily increased until 188.'}, when it was valued
at $0,000,000; in the succeedinjj years the annual
output approximated $5,000,000 until 1893, when
it began to di>crease. In 1898 it gave signs of

revival, and in 1900 amounted to $7,700,000. In-

creasing quantities of copper and iron are mined,
and the advantage of a proximity to fuel and
llux is giving Colorado steel and iron the control

of the entire trans-Missouri market. Coal-miries

arc also rapidly developing, the State ranking
eighth in the value of lier output of coal, and
fourth in the amount of coke produced. Nearly
one-half of the coal is mined in Las Animas
County, in the south, while an equal proportion

of the mineral production is crediicd to Teller

and I^ake counties in the central part of the

State, including the famous Cripple Creek dis-

i rict ( q.v. )

.

AoBicuLTUKE. Colorado, with its extreme
elevation and aridity, was long thought to be

fit only for mining and grazing. But it has
been found possible to utilize many of the water-
courses, which are distributed so liberally over
the State, for purposes of irrigation, and by
this means large portions of the State have
been brought into profitable cultivation, the

total area irrigated in 1900 being greater than
in any other State. Fourteen and three-tenths

per cent, of the land surface was included in

farms in that year, and 3.4 per cent, or 2,273,968

acres were improved, of which 1,011,271 acres,

or 70.9 ])er cent., were irrigated. During the

decade ending in 1900 the actual irrigated area
increased 80.9 per cent. The main canals and
ditches had a total length of 7374 miles. The
largest irrigated area lies to the east of the

Rocky Mountains in the north central part of

the State. The supply of water is here obtained
from the tributaries of the South Platte River.

The storage system is being adopted whereby
the flood waters of this section are conserved.

The Arkansas, Rio Grande, and the other streams
are also drawn upon for purposes of irrigation,

and every county contains some irrigated land.

The eastern plain between the South Platte and
Arkansas valleys is one of the least irrigated

regions of equal extent in the State. By the

application of improved methods, irrigation

can be extended to a much greater area than
has yet shared its advantages. Colorado is

\mlike California in that its irrigated area is

devoted almost wholly to the less intensively

cultivated crops. The value per acre of the

product is therefore not so great as in the

latter State, while the average size of the irri-

gated farm is much greater, being 354 acres, of

which 91 acres are actually irrigated. Con-
siderably over one-half of the crop acreage is

devoted to hay and forage, the acreage of this

kind of crop having nearly doubled in the last

decade of the nineteenth century. Alfalfa con-

stitutes nearly half of this amount, almost the

entire acreage of alfalfa being irrigated. Its

yield is very great, and in a large measure it is

made to take the place of grain as feed for stock.

The acreage in wheat exceeds that of all other
cereals combined, and more than doubled in the
decade ending in 1900. The flour manufactured
from Colorado wheat ranks first in the market.

Oata and corn, resiiectively, rank next in im-
portance, the acreage of the former having de-

creased and the latter having increased during
the last census period. Increasing (piantities of
barley are raised. Irish potatoes are a very
prominent crop in the nortliern part of the State.
Hundreds of car-loads of muskmelons are an-
nually .sliipjK'd from the Arkansas River region.
They include the famous Rocky Ford cantaloups,
named after the town of Rocky Ford. The
production of sugar-beets bids fair to be-

come an important industry. In the last decade
of the century remarkable progress was made
in fruit-culture. Ihe apple-trees, which con-
stitute G9.3 |)er cent, of tlie total number of
fruit-trees, increased during that perio<l from
77,790 to 2,004,8a0, and the per cent, of in-

crease of other varieties was equally great. The
western slope of the State seems to be especially
well adapted to the production of superior
grades of fruit.

Stock-Raising developed before tillage was
attempted, and for some time had almost the
whole field to itself. The introduction of mixed
farming has not been detrimental to this indus-
try, but, on the contrary, has resulted in an in-

crease in the number of animals raised. What is

more, the long-horned Texas steer has given
place to one with a pedigree. Large herds re-

ceiving little attention are being supplanted by
many small herds carefully looked after. For
every decade since 1870 the number of cattle
has more than doubled. Sheep-raising, which is

largely confined to the southern counties, made
large gains in the last decade of the century.
Horses and mules are raised in sufficient num-
bers to supply the local needs. The number of
dairy cattle is rapidly increasing, and dairying
is becoming a prominent industry. The tables
appended show the relative importance of the
different varieties of live stock and crops and
the tendencies in their development:

Tear
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State from the iiiore txtensive developnieut of

its railways and its position as a distributing

centre. In those manufactures in which freight

rates are an important consideration, Colorado's

great distance from the manufacturing centres

of the East is another advantage. The foundry

and machine-shop products, which have had a
rapid growth during the past decade, consist

largely of mining machinery, in the production

of which the State hoUft higli rank. An in-

crease in the flouring and the meat-packing in-

dustries is a natural consequence of the growing
importance of agriculture. The following figures

from the census of 1890 and of 1900 show the

number of establishments and wage-earners, and
the value of the total gross product for these

years

:

$795,000 resources and $524,000 deposits. No
savings banks were reported.

ClIAKITABLE AND PeNAL INSTITUTIONS. Tliere

are an insane asylum at Pueblo and a soldiers'

and sailors" home at Monte Vista. The State
also maintains homes for its deaf and blind and
for its dependent and neglected children. Boards
of county commissioners make annual appropria-
tions for the support of the poor, county homes
being provided in some counties. There is a
State i)enitentiary at Caiion City. The entire

expense of maintaining the institution from 1876
to 1900, inclusive, was $2,296,899. The earnings
of the prison during the same period were $516,-

333. Much of the labor of the convicts has been
on roads and irrigation ditches. The State has
an indeterminate sentence and parole law. First

INDUSTRIES

Total for selected industries for State-

Increase, 1890 to 1900,

Per cent, of increase..

Per cent, of total of all industries in State

.

Coke.

Foundry and macliine-shop products
|

Car and K^neral shop construction and repairs by steam railroad (

companies. \

Year

1900
1890

Flouring and grist mill products

Liquors, malt

Lumber and timber products

Printing and publishing

Slaughtering and meat packing, wholesale.

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

Number
of

establish-
ments

633
403

230
57.1

17.7
26.5

9
7

77
31

29
10

60
33

14
11

159
120

278
187

7
4

Average
number of
wage

earners

8.261
5,256

3,005
57.2

33.4
35.0

406
247

1,823
751

2,687
1,366

278
246

323
236

732
1,156

1,800
1,177

212
77

Value of
products,
including

custom work
and repairing

$23,064,719
16,064,081

7.600,638
47.3

23.0
37.8

1,213,561
673,479

3,986.915
1,792,619

3,141,602
1,965.696

4,528,062
3,898,166

2,042,863
1,601.168

l,627,6a5

1,36.1,749

3,561.754
2,641,174

3,562,357
2,128,030

Transportation and Commerce. Colorado
has better railroad acccmniodations than any
other Rocky Mountain State. In 1899 there

were 4016 miles of track, most of which was
constructed prior to 1890. The Union Pacific,

Missouri Pacific, Atchison, Topeka and Santa F6,

the Denver and Rio Grande, the Colorado and
Soutliern, and the Rock Island Route, with their

branches, are the principal railroads. These rail-

road facilities are important, not only in de-

veloping the resources of the State, but in aug-

menting its commercial importance by making it

a collecting and distributing centre for the West.

There are no navigable streams.

Finances. In 1900 the total debt of the State

was $2,700,000. The total receipts and disburse-

ments for the two years ending November 30,

1900, were respectively $3,199,000 and $3,089,000.

Ranks. In October, 1900, there were 40 na-

tional banks in operation, with a capital stock

aggregating $4,387,000. the outstanding circula-

tion being $3,337,000; deposits, $24,500,000; and

reser\e. $10,900,000. In July of the same year

there were 30 State banks, w"ith $9,800,000 total

resources, $1,4.30,000 capital and $8,100,000 de-

posits. There were also 13 private banks with

offenders between the ages of sixteen and thirty
are sent to the State Reformatory at Buena
Vista, where the cultivation of a farm is the
chief occupation. The parole system is used at
this institution. The State also has an indus-
trial school for youthful offenders at Golden.
It is without 'locks, bars, and cells,' and en-

deavors to treat its wards as students, not as
criminals. Each of the charitable and penal in-

stitutions is under the jurisdiction of a board
of control. The Sttite Board of Charities and
Correction is an inspecting and advising body.

Population. Colorado is the most populous
of the Rocky Mountain States. The following
gives the population by dwades: 1860, 34.277;
1870, 39,804; 1880, 194,327; 1890, 412,198;
1900, 539,700, of which only 10,654 were colored.

The foreign l>orn in 1900 numbered 91,155, about
one-lialf of whom came from the I'nited Kingdom
and Canada. In 1880 two-thirds of the popula-
tion were males, but with the development of

agriculture and more settled omditions of life

the population is rapidly becoming normal; in

1900 the male population constituted less than
55 per cent, of the total. There is a marked
tendency to segregate in towns, as is usual in
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milling regions. There art* eight places of over

4000 inhabitants, constituting 41 per cent, of

the ]>opulation. Three Representatives are sent

to the Lower House of the National Congress.

The principal cities of the State are l)enver,

the capital, with a population (1900) of 133,859;

Pueblo, 28,157; Colorado Springs, 21,085; Lead-

ville City, 12,455; Cripple Creek, 10,097.

IIF-MOION. Numerically, the Roman Catholic

Church ranks first. Of the other denominations,
the Methodist and Presbyterian are the strong-

est.

Education. Colorado maintains a high

.•standard of education. Rut si.\ States have a

hinger school year, and none of these are west

of the Appalachians. Seventy-six per cent, of

the population between the ages of six and
twenty-one are enrolled in the public schools.

High school advantages are provided in the

towns. The teachers receive higher .salaries than
those generally j)aid in the West. Women are

eligible to school district boards and may vote

at school elections. There is a normal school at

(Jreeley. Higher institutions of learning are:

Colorado College, established at Colorado Sj)rings

in 1874; University of Coloi-ado, opened in

Roulder in 1877: School of Mines at Golden, and
School of Agriculture at Fort Collins; Pres-

byterian College at Del Norte; Denver Uni-
versity; also R(X'ky Mountain I'niversity and
College of the Sacred Heart at l^nver. There
are medical schools at Roulder and Denver. The
enrollment for all higlier institutions of learn-

ing is about 2300. The National (iovernment has
an Indian school at (Jrand .Junction.

GovERNMKNT. Tile Constitution was adopted
by a vote of the people August 1, 1876. Hy a

two-thirds vote of eacli House, a proposed amend-
ment may l)e referred to popular vote; but
amendments must.be voted upon separately. A
])ropo.sal for a constitutional convention may
also be referred to the people by a two-thirds

vote of each House, and if a majority of the
people approve, the next session of the Legisla-

ture must provide for such convention. It must
consist of twice as many delegates as there are
members of the Senate, and the Constitution
drawn up must be submitted to the people for

ratification. Th«' Constitution specifies a six

months' residence in the State as a j)rerequisite

to voting, and authorizes the I..egislature to make
other time requirements. Either sex may vote

at school-district elections, or hold school-dis-

trict oflices. Suffrage rights may be further
extended to women by legislative enactment ap-

proved by a vote of the people. In the State
elections in 1893 the people voted in favor of

woman suffrage. An educational qualification

may be imposed by law. The rights of citizen-

ship can be denied an individual only during a
period of imprisonment.

Legislative. State elections are held on the
first Tuesday in October of even years, and the
I.^gislature meets on the first \Vednesday of the
following .January. Senators and Representa-
tives are elected for terms of four and two years
respectively. The aggregate number of Senators
and Representatives can never exceed 100. No
bill can be so altered or amended on its passage
through either House as to change its original

purpose. Revenue bills must originate in the

House of Representatives. Ordinary expenses
only can be included in general appropriation

bills, A memlwr cannot vote on a bill in which
he has a personal or private interest. Impeach-
ment charges are brought by the House, and
tried before the Senate.

Executive. The executive officers are a Gov-
ernor, Lieutenant-Governor, Secretary, Auditor,
Treasurer, Att«)mey-(JeneraI, and Superintendent
of Public Instruction, tne term of each being
two years. Their salaries are determined by law,
and neither Treasurer nor Auditor can be his
own immediate successor. A two-thirds vote of

both Houses overrules the veto of the Governor.
The (Jovernor may veto any item of a money ap-
propriation bill. He may grant reprieves, com-
(nutations, and pardons, and convene the General
Assembly in special session. The Lieutenant-
Governor, who is President of the Senate, suc-

ceeds to the (Jovernorship in case of vacancy, and
he in turn is succ(»e<l«'d l)y the President pro tem.
of the Senate and by the Sjieaker of the House.

JruiciAT,. The judicial power of the State as
to matters of law and equity, except as in the
Constitution otherwise provided, is vested in a
supreme court, district courts, county courts,

justices of the peace, and such other courts as
may be provided by law. Tiiere are three su-

preme court judges, elected for nine years; the
district judges—one or more for each judicial

district—elected for 'six years; and a judge for

evei*y county, elected every three years. A dis-

trict attorney is elected triennially in every
judicial district.

IjOCAJ. Government. Three county commis-
sioners (five in counties exceeding 10,000) are
elected in every county, the term of office being
three years. Other county officers, elected on the

first Tuesday in October of the odd years, are:

clerk, sheriff, coroner, treasurer, superintendent
of schools, surveyor, and asses.sor. At the same
election the small precincts elect one justice of

the peace and the constable, and precincts of over
.^000 a proportionately larger number. Towns
and cities may be classified into not more than
four classes, and the powers of each class may be

defined by general laws.

.Militia. There are two regiments of in-

fantry of Ji.'jO men each, a squadron of artillery

with 200 men, and a battery with 75 men. The
males of militia age number (1000) 142,000,

(50,000 being liable to military duty.

History. Prehistoric remains, consisting of

numerous cave-dwellings and the ruins of exten-

sive pueblos, similar in character to those dis-

covered in New Mexico and Arizona, have been

found in southern Colorado. In the second half

of the eighteenth century a number of expedi-

tions into the limits of the present State were
undertaken by the Spaniards. The most im-

portant of these was the one headed by Francisco

E.scalante, who in 1776 traversed the southwest-

em corner of the State, and explored the region

of the Dolores and Gunnison rivers. But though

Spain laid claim to the region, she made no at-

tempt to settle it. The country, a portion of

which was included in the Louisiana Purchase

(1803), was partially explored in 1806 by
Lieutenant Pike, of the United States Army, and
in 1819 by Colonel Long. Further exploration

was carried on by Frf>mont in 1842 and 1844,

and before the Mexican War fur-trading stations

had been built on the Arkansas and Platte

rivers. In the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo

(1848) Mexico relinquished her territorial rights
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in favor of the Inited States. Parties of pros-

pet'tors and emigrants from Georgia and Kansas
»ntered Colorado in 1858. In 185!) the discovery

of gold near Boulder and Idaho Springs was
followed by a large immigration and the sudden
rise of the mining towns of Denver and Boulder.

After sending representatives to the Legislature

of Kansas, 'Arapahoe County,' as the region was
then called, together with lands taken from
Nebraska and New Mexico, was organized into

the Territory of Colorado on February 28, 1861.

From 18'j4 to 1870 wars were carried on with the

Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians. The Utes
ceded the mountain and park regions between
1863 and 1880. In 1864 and 1868 unsuccessful

attempts at organizing a State Government were
made. The final enabling act was passed by
Congress on March 3, 1875, and on August 1,

1876, Colorado, the Centennial State, was ad-

mitted into the Union. Gold-digging was on the

tlecline in 1878, and many mining towns were
being deserted, when it was discovered that from
the masses of carbonates thrown aside by the

gold-seekers, silver and lead might be extracted.

Immigrants flocked to Leadville, and soon tlie

value of the lead and silver output came to be

many times that of the yield of gold. As a

result, the people of the State, in 1892, declared

enthusiastically for the free coinage of silver at

the ratio of 16 to 1. Serious strikes broke out

among the miners in 1894 and 1896-97, and re-

course was had t > military force to restore order.

From 1876 to 1888 Colorado was Republican in

national politics, but in the three Presidential

elections after 1888 the silver interests of the

State made it decidedly Democratic. In 1896

and 1900 especially, the Democrats, Populists,

and Silver Republicans, in fusion, controlled a
large j)roportion of votes in the State.

Tebbitobial Governors

William (Jilpln 1861—1862
.lohnEvaiw » 1862—1865
.\Iexander CummiiiffH 1865—1867
A. C. Hunt 1867—1869
IMwart McCook 1869—1873
Samuel H. Elbert 1873—1874
Kdward McCook 1874—1875
•lohn L.Routt 1875—1876

State Oovebxohs
John L. Routt Uepublican 1876—1879
Frederick W. Fltkin... " 1879—1883
.lames B. (Jrant Democrat 1883—1885
U.-njamin H. Katon.... Republican 1885—1887
Alva Adams Democrat 1887—1889
Job A. Cooper Republican 1889—1891
John L. Routt " 1891—1893
David A. Waite Populist and Democrat.... 1893—1895
Albert W. Mclntire Republican 1896—1897
Alva Adams Dem. and Silver Rep 1897—1899
<'harle8 S. Thomau Dem., Pop. and Silver Rep.1899—1901
James B. Ornian .1901—1903

Consult: Bancroft, Histori/ of the Pacific

atates, vol. XX. (San Francisco, 1890) ; Hayes,
.Yeio Colorado and the Santa F^ Trail (New
York, 1880) ; Pabor. (^olorado an an Agricultural
State (ib. 1883) ; Fossett. Colorado: Ita Gold
and Silver Mines, etc. (ib. 1880) ; The Resources,

Wealth, and Industrial Devrlopnimt of Colorado
(Denver, 1883).

COLORADO. A town and the county-seat

(i .Mitchell County, Te.x., 245 miles west by
south of Dallas, on the Colorado River and on
the Texas and Pacific Railroad (Map: Texas,

D 3). It is the commercial centre of an agricul-

tural and stock-raising region, with a consider-

able trade in cattle and hides, and has also
extensive salt-works. Population, about 2000.

COLORADO, Sp. pron. kfj'16-ra'Do. A name
given by the Spaniards to various unrelated
tribes in different parts of Spanish America, in-

cluding Texas, owing to their custom of painting
the body with red pigment. Of the tribes thus
known, one of the most noted was that of the
Sacchas, 'men,' as they call themselves, of whom
a few still survive in the upper valleys of the
Daule and Chones rivers, in northwestern Ecua-
dor. They go naked, and are naturally light-

skinned, almost blond, but paint their whole
bodies with a red paint. They belong to the
Barbacoan stock.

COLORADO, University of. An institution

of higher learning, situated at Boulder, Colo. It

was incorporated by the Territorial Legislature
in 1861, and in 1876 the Constitution of Colo-

rado provided for its erection as a State uni-

versity. At the formal opening of the institu-

tion, in 1877, it consisted of the college and a
preparatory department. The Medical School
was organized in 1883, the Law School in 1892,

and the School of Applied Sciences in 1893. In
1902 the University of Colorado comprised the
following colleges and departments: (1) The
College of Liberal Arts, offering courses lead-

ing to the degrees of B.A., Ph.B., and B.S.

;

(2) the Graduate Department, conferring the
degrees of M.A., M.S., and Ph.D.; (3) the Colo-

rado School of Applied Science, conferring the
degree of B.S. in civil, electrical, and mechan-
ical engineering; (4) the School of Medicine,
conferring the degree of M.D. ; and ( 5 ) the
School of Law, conferring the degree of LL.B.
Women are admitted to the university on equal
terms with men. The university library con-

tains 25,000 volumes, besides pamphlets. The
total registration in 1901-02 was 510, exclud-

ing the preparatory department. The university
is maintained by a direct State tax, and its gov-
ernment is vested in a State board of regents.

COLORADO COLLEGE. An institution of

higher education, founded in 1874 and situated

at Colorado Springs, Colo. The college offers

courses leading to the bachelor's degree in arts,

science, and philosophy, and has .an attendance
of 650 students. There are also connected with
the college a preparatory school and a conser-

vatory of music, and a department of fine arts.

The buildings include Palmer Hall, the library

building, and a science building, erected, with its

equipment, at a cost of $350,000. The library

numbers about 35,000 volumes. The institution

has an endowment of $450,000.

COLORADO DESERT. An arid region of

Southern California (Map: California, F 5). It

extends from the eastern ba.se of the coast

ranges of San Diego County eastward to the

Colorado River, and embraces the Coahuila Val-

ley, which extends toward the northwest between
the San Bernardino and San Jacinto Mountains.

A considerable portion of the desert, including

part of the Coahuila Valley, is below sea-level.

At some prehistoric period part of this region

was included in the Gulf of Mexico, from which
it was separated by the growth of the delta of

the Colorado River. Later it formed the basin

of a fresh-water lake, and in re<'ent times a

considerable portion of the area has been flood-

ed from the river, so as to produce a temporary
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Hhallow lake, known as Salton Sea. The South-

I'ln Pacific Railroad crosses* the northern part

of this desert and traverses the Coahuila Valley.

Tile Colorado Desert is but a |»ortion of the

fereat desert region of the southwestern Inited

^tates, which includes also tlu' Viiina and Mo-
have deserts.

COLORADO, RIO, r^6. A i.>.i of Central
Argentina, rising in t!ie Andes and flowing

southeast. It empties into the Atlantic in about
latitude 30° 50' S. (Map: Argentina, Ell). Its

entire length is about 700 miles, but it is navi-

gable for liglit vessels for only a couple of hun-

dred n>iles. The upper course is through a
desert.

COLORADO RIVER. A large river flowing

through the plateau region of the southwestern
United States. It is formed in the southwestern
j)art of Utah, by the junction of the Green River
from the north and tlie Grand from the north-

east, the former rising in southwestern Wyoming
and the latter in the north central part of Colo-

rado. Both of these hcadstreams receive nu-

merous tributaries from the well-watered regions

of the Rocky Mountains. Below their junction,

the Colorado passes through what is in some
respects the most remarkable region on the earth,

not only for its natural scenery, but also for the
great interest which it possesses for geologists,

as it gives on a grand scale the clearest exem-
plifications of the action of erosive forces in

shaping the contour of the land. In the Eocene
epoch the whole region of Arizona, Utah, and
Nevada was subjected to a vast upheaval, and
w:hat was formerly the bottom of the ocean was
raised to a height of more than 10,000 feet above
sea-level. This region, consisting chiefly of hori-

zontal strata of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic sys-

tems, was subjected to extensive denudation by
wind and water, and again to successive upheav-
als accompanied by volcanic action. In the

northwestern j)art the strata were faulted into

huge blocks, running north and .south, giving

the present shape to the mountains of Nevada.
The result of the uplifting and erosion was the

washing away of the weaker and softer strata,

especially to the west of the present course of the

Colorado, while those rocks that were protected

by harder layers were left standing as exten-

sive plateaus with precipitous escarpments. In
some places lavas had lieen thrust up through
the strata by volcanic action, and these localities

are now marked by the isolated mesas so char-

acteristic of the country. Since this region is

almost or quite rainless below an elevation of

aOOO feet, denudation proceeds slowly except
along the river-courses, where chasms or ca-

ftons are cut deeply into the rock foundations.

Such is the case with the Colorado and all the

tributaries from its headwaters to the great

escarpment called the Grand Wa.sh, on the west-

em boundary of Arizona.

The largest and deepest of these is the famous
(irand Canon, where the Colorado cuts through
the Kaibab and Unikaret plateaus,, from 7000 to

0000 feet high, in the northern part of Arizona.

The cafion is five to six miles wide at the top
and 5000 to 6000 feet deep, falling in several

successive escarpments, indicating pauses in the

upheaval of the plateau. In the middle is the

narrow and gloomy canon proper, with a sheer

precipitous depth of 2000 to 3000 feet, at the
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bottom of which rushes the river. The length
of the (Jraud Caflon is over 200 miles. Alter
the river emerges from tiie canon it turns
abruptly south, and, forming tlie western bound-
ary of Arizona, it Hows tlirough a low des<'rt

region, receiving almost no tributaries, and di-

minishing in volume by evaporation and alisorp-

tion. Leaving United States territory near its

moutli, it empties into the Gulf of California.

The total length of the river is about 000 miles,

and with the Green, 2000 miles. It is navigable
for light .steamers for several hundred miles
from its mouth, but navigation is much impeded
by rocks and sand-bars, as well as by the ever-

changing volume of its water and the shifting of

its bed. The river was discovered in 1540 by
Fernando Alarcdn, and the perilous descent
through the caQon was first made by James
White in 1867. Valuable additions to geological

science have resulted from expeditions into the

caQon, conducted by the United States Geologi-

cal Survey. See J. W. Powell, Exploration of

the Colorado River of the ^Y€St and its Tribu-

taries; and Button, Tertiary History of the

Grand Canon of the Colorado, Monograph II.,

United States Cleolopieal Survey. 1882.

COLORADO RIVER. A river rising in the

western part of Texas, near the southeastern

boundary of New Mexico (Map: Texas, F 5).

It Hows in a generally southeast direction across

Ihe State, and empties into the Gulf of Mexico
through Matagorda Bay. It receives a nimi-

ber of tributaries, chiefly from the south ; among
these are Sulphur Creek, and the Concho, San
Saba, and Llano rivers. The chief towns on its

course are Bay City, Wharton, Columbus, La-

grange, Bastrop, and Austin. It is about 000
miles long, and in winter is navigable for river

steamboats to Austin.

COLORADO SPRINGS. A city and county-

seat of El Paso County, Colo., 73 miles soutli

of Denver; on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa

F6, the Denver and Rio Grande, and other rail-

roads (Map: Colorado, E 2). Its location,

GOOO feet above the level of the sea, near the

base of Pike's Peak and the celebrated mineral
springs at Manitou, with a healthful climate,

have combined to make the place a nuich-fre-

qxiented resort. It is the seat of Colorado Col-

lege, founded in 1874, and of State institutions

for the deaf-mute and blind. Settled in 1870.

Colorado Springs was incorporated in 1872, and
is governed under a charter of 1878 (revised

1001), which provides for a mayor, chosen bi-

ennially, and a city council, elected by wards.

Standing and special committees are appointed
by the Mayor: also the chief and members of

the fire department, members of the police de-

partment, market master, street commissioner,

and health officer. Other offices are filled by the

council. The water-works are owned and operat-

ed bv the municipality. Population, in 1890,

11,140; in 1000, 21,085.

COLORADO STATE AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE. A scientific school of agriculture,

situated at Fort Collins, Colo., organized in

1876. The college received 00,000 acres of the

lands granted to the State in 1862, and since its

inception has been supported chiefly by a State

tax. Its gross income is about $100,000. It

offers courses leading to the B.S. and M.S. de-

grees. Women are admitted on equal terms with
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men. The library contains about 11,000 vol-

umes. The attendance is over 350.

COLORATION IN ANLMALS. See Bibd;
IxsKcT; Mammal; Xatikal Selkctiox.

COLOR-BLINDNESS, Achromatopsia, or
l).\LTOMSM. An incurable <lefect of vision, owing
to which some persons are unable to distinguish

<'ertain colors. The name Daltonism is after

Dalton. the English chemist, who suffered from
the defect. Acquired color-blindness is a symp-
tom of diseases of the optic nerve and retina.

Congenital color-blindness usually affects both

eyes, and is often hereditary^ It is found in

from 3 to 4 per cent, of men and less than 1

l)er cent, of women. It occurs in eyes whose
|)ower of vision is otherwise (as to form and
distance) perfect. It is usually partial, being a
failure to distinguish one or two of the funda-

mental colors—red, green, and blue. The eyes

of persons having this defect of vision have been

carefully examined after death without the dis-

covery of any peculiarity. Color-blindness there-

fore has its seat in the sensorium, not in the

visual apparatus. The Hering theory is that the

retina contains three pairs of visual materials

—

white-black, red-green, and blue-yellow. Color-

blindness is accounted for by the supposed ab-

sence of one or two of these substances. Accord-

ing to the Young-Helmholtz theory, there are

three primary' color-preceptions—for red, green,

and violet. In the absence of one of these, a color

appears composed of the others. The most com-
mon forms of color-blindness are red blindness,

green blindness, and red-green blindness. To
detect the defect, the method of having the

patient name colors is not satisfactory', because

colors may be differentiated by apparent differ-

ences of brightness. Professor Holmgren of

I'psala, Sweden, devised a series of test wools
which furnish the l)est means of recognizing de-

fects. These are skeins of wool of certain colors

('test colors'), various tints and shades of the

same colors, and so-called 'confusion colors.'

When the patient attempts to match the colors

with the other skeins, the confusion colors are

often added also, and it may be noticed that

there is some hesitancy in making the selec-

tions.

The question has received serious legislative

attention, and in most of the States of the Union
stringent laws have been passed regarding the

examination of the vision of all who depend on
colors for their guidance. It is a crime in color-

blind persons to pursue any calling when their

defect, known to them, is liable to injure others,

and it might be added that it is fotilish for a
color-blind painter, tailor, or milliner to attempt
to compete with those who have perfect vision.

The safety of the traveling public depends in

large measure upon the accuracy with which
green or red signals are observed by employees
of railways and ships. Yet in but few countries

is the matter of examination of color-sense de-

manded by statute. In Swe<len, since 1877, only

men with normal color-vision have InM-n employed
in the railway service. In Holland the Govern-
ment controls the matter efficiently. In Italy,

while there is no special law, the employees are

tested. In France, in the absence of law about
examination, Holmgren's test is usually em-
ployed. In Oermany examination of color-sense

IS prescribed by law. In Austria, on the State

railroads, examination is made. In England
there is no Govenunent regulation, and the tests

employed by certain companies are inefficient.

Only three of the States of the United States

—

Ohio, Massachusetts, and Alabama—have enact-

ed laws to control the matter. In some other
States the railroad commissioners formulate
regulations requiring the examination of em-
j)loyees, as in Xew York State. That the travel-

ing public does not demand stringent laws com-
pelling examination of color-sense in all coun-
tries is astonishing, and can be explained only
by the fact that the prevalence of color-blind-

ness and the possibility of its detection have
been understood by the people only since 1875.

In 1892 there were employed by the different

railroad companies of the United States a total

of 821,415 men, while the number of miles of

railroad reached 171,503.25. Accepting 3.69 as
the percentage of color-blindness among men,
the startling number of 30,310 color-blind men
were in positions of some sort among the em-
ployees mentioned. In some cases the propor-
tion of employees with color-blindness is very
small, owing to the adoption by companies of
ade<]uate tests and the proper selection of men.
In 1880 the officers of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road invited Dr. William Thomson, professor
of ophthalmology in Jefferson Medical College,

Philadelphia, to advise and assist them in the
examination of the sight of their 40,000 em-
ployees, scattered over more than 5000 miles of

track, of whom 12,000 were actually dependent
upon colored signals for their guidance. A sys-

tem was devised by which men attached to each
division of the road were examined, each in his

own locality, by intelligent laymen, with Holm-
gren's skeins, arranged on what is called 'Thom-
son's stick,' and the coiiperation of employees
was secured. Reports were sent to the surgical
expert, whose decision, after a final examination,
was decisive. About 4.2 per cent, were found de-

fective in color-sense. At a later examination,
of 25,158 men, only 481, or about 2 per cent.,

were foimd color-blind, many men having left

the company's employ liefore being detected, thus
being able to secure positions on roads not re-

quiring color-tests. In 1887 tlfe same system of

examination was adopted by the Philadelphia
and Reading Railroad, with about 15,000 em-
ployees on 2200 miles of track, after a serious
conlHct between officials and employees, which
was settled by Dr. Thomson. Of these men, 3.5

per cent, were declared color-blind. The Mid-
land Railway and the I..ondon and Southwestern
in England adopted the same method. In 189G,

#»om responses to a circular addressed to one
hundred of the most important railroad cor-

porations of the country, controlling in all 129,-

970 miles, inquiring if examinations were made
as to color-blindnes-s of employees, it was learned
that 35 roads, controlling 54,405 miles, were
using Thomson's or other methods; 31 roads, con-
trolling 29,428 miles, were making no test. Xo
reply was received from 34 roads, controlling 46,-

<!77 miles. The Xew York Central Railroad began
examining its employees about 1890, requiring

them to report for testa of sight at either Xew
York or Buffalo at stated timt»a. This method l)eing

found disadvantageous, two physicians were em-
ployed al)out 1899. whose duty it is to travel

over the system, examining and re<txaminine the

men from time to time in their own liK-alities.
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This road, in .lune, 11)01, employed about 40,000
men, und c-ontrolled 7137.31 miles of track, in-

elusive of the leased lines, such as the New York
and Putnam ; West Shore ; Fall Brook ; Boston
und Albany, etc.; but exclusive of the great

lines, such as the Lake Shore und Michigan
Southern, included in the 'Vunderbilt system-'

Consult: Holmgren, De la ci'citi dea couleura
(Sweden, 1877); Joy Jeffries, Color-Iilindness

(Boston, 1879); Swanzy, Diseases of the Eye,
appendix i. (Philadelphia, 189G) ; and Thomson
and Weiland, "Detection of Color-Blindness," in

Morris and Oliver's ^'l/s/cm of Diseases of the

Eye. vol. ii. ( Pliiladelphia, 1897).

COLORED HEARING, or Chrom.shtiiesia.
The anomalous association of colors with sounds.

It is the commonest type of sjTuesthesia, or the

formation of unusual connections l)etween sen-

sations of difTerent sense departments. While
colored hearing is relatively frequent (statis-

tics record one person in eight), it is exhib-

ited in very varied forms. These may, however,
Im? groui)ed, in the first place with reg-ard to

the nature and intensity of the photism (the

»-olor which is induced), and secondly with re-

gard to the nature of the inducing soimd. The
induced color may, in rare ca.ses (see works of

Uruber and Whipple, indicated in the bibliog-

raphy at the end of this article), be of hallucina-

tory intensity, so as to be seen objectively when
the* eyes are open. Usually the intensity is

less— the photism is localized (Flournoy),

though not projected. In the third grade the

photism is 'imagined'—the color is really pres-

ent as a visual sensation, but has no definite

place; e.g. all soprano voices may be white, all

tenor voices green. Fourthly, photisms may be

simply 'thought,' no visual sensation being pres-

ent. Finally, certain persons possess 'negative

photisms'—they cannot say what color a soimd
lias, but can say what colors it 'ought not' to

have. Any auditory impression may serve as

the inducing agency. The sources may, therefore,

be groui)ed, for convenience, as ( 1 ) musical

tones and noises (subdivided into single notes,

chords and discords, musical selections, etc.,

each with further arrangement according to

pitch, intensity, clang-tint of instrument), and
(2) articulate speech ( vowels, consonants, words,

sentences )

.

Can we find any uniform relation between
these two series of variables, the inducing sound
and the induced color? Certain investigators,

using the questionary method, have answered
in the affirmative. Thus, Bleuler and Lehmann
that "sharply demarcated, small, bright, ot

pointed photisms are aroused by high-pitch^
sounds. Red, yellow, and brown are frequent

colors; violet and green are rare; blue stands

midway in frequency. The tendency to second-

ary sensations ( synaesthesia ) is inheritable."

Other investigators (e.g. Whipple), who have
made detailed experimental studies of a few
individuals, contend that the questionary method
is inadequate, and that there is a considerable

degree of variation, not only between individuals,

but also for the same individual at different

times, so that "generalization is at present to

be avoided."
The explanation of colored hearing is usually

foimd in the persistence in adult life of certain

curious and useless connections between sensa-

tions. Childhood is characterized by the forma-

tion of countless mental combinations. Of these,
only the useful or meaningful noruially sur-
vive. The jwrsistence or recrudescence in the
mature individual of anomalous though not ub-
nonnal auditory-visual connections is the con-
dition of chrouiiPsthesia. The association may
be direct (habitual or sjiecific ccmnection of
sensations) or indirect (connections of sensa-
tions through the organic complex embodied in
u feeling). The absence of abnormality is at-

tested by the facts that colored hearing is no
more frequent among neurotic than among nor-
mal individuals, and thut the associations do
not interfere with mental operations. They
may, indeed, furnish positive sources of pleasure
to their possessor.

Consult: Bleuler and Lehmann, Zwangsmiis-
sige Lichtempfindung diirch Schall (Leipzig,
1881); Flournoy, Les phenomenes de synopsie
(Paris, 1893) ; *G. M. Whipple, American Jour-
nal of Psychology, vol. vi. (Worcester, 1900) ;

Gruber, Uaudition colorce et les phenomenes
similaircs (Paris, 1802).

COLORED METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH OF AMERICA. Sec :Mktiioi)Ism.

COLOR-GUARD. A military escort for
regimental colors. (See Colors.) Formerly
a position of great honor and considerable dan-
ger, when on active service ; now used only on
regimental parades, reviews, and inspections.
The United States Infantry Drill Regulations
define the composition of a color-guard as "one
sergeant, who is the color-bearer, and two experi-
enced soldiers, selected by the colonel."

The color is kept at the office or quarters of
the colonel, unless required on parade, in which
case it is escorted by the color-guard, marching
in one rank, the color-bearer in the centre. It is

returned in like manner.

COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY. The reproduc-
tion by photography of natural objects in their

o\\'n colors. There is no means known at present
by which, using ordinary photographic processes,

this is possible. When a photograph is taken
with a camera and a sensitive plate, the devel-

oped negative shows an image of the object in

various shades of gray, which depend upon the
sensitiveness of the photogiaphic plate to the

ether-waves characteristic of the colors of the

natural object. It is possible so to stain a pho-

tographic plate that it is more or less sensitive to

all colors; but the developed negative is always
gray, except possibly for certain accidental colors

which have not the faintest connection with
those of the object photographed. To reproduce
the colors, therefore, other methods are essen-

tial, and there are at the present time two quite

distinct processes.

One of these is based upon the work and a
suggestion of Prof. J. Clerk Maxwell (1831-79),

of the University of Cambridge. He showed that

if there were produced simultaneously in the

normal eye three sensations—viz. definite shades

of blue, green, and red—the eye could be made to

perceive any desired color of the spectrum by
properly adjusting the intensities of these three

component sensations. Thus, if by any means

—

e.g. by sets of mirrors—the eye can be made to

see at one time three ordinary photographs of any
natural object, looking at one through a piece of

red glass, another through a piece of green gla.ss,

and the third through a piece of blue glass, the
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eye will see the object in its natural colors, pro-
vided the intensity of the deposit of silver on the
original three negatives is so adjusted for each
negative that the intcttsities of these red, green,
und blue sensations are exactly such as to pro-
duce the proper color-sensations. To secure this

intensity on the photographic plates, three photo-
graphs of the object must be taken, each through
such a colored screen as will transmit enough
light of all wave-lengths to produce the desired
result on the plate. Thus, one plate is exposed
in a camera in front of which is a screen which
allows to pass a great deal of red and small
amounts of yellow and green ; the second is ex-
posed with a screen which is transparent to the
green and slightly to yellow and blue; the third
is exposed with a screen which is transparent to

blue and slightly to green and violet. It is a
question of the most careful experimenting to

find what photographic plates should be used,
and what colored screens give the proper inten-

sity with them.

There are three processes of color photography
based upon this general idea. In the Ives process,

the three photographs of identical sizes are taken
simultaneously on three plates, each through its

proper 'taking* screen. From these three nega-
tives, three positives are made by contact; and
these positives, each with its proper 'viewing*

screen of pure red, green, or blue, placed in a
so-called 'kromskop' in such a manner that sun-
light is reflected through them and their screens,

and all three pictures are seen superimposed ap-

parently on each other. In another process in-

vented independently by Professor Joly, of Dub-
lin, and Mr. ilcDonough, of Chicago, the three
colored screens through which the photographs
are taken are combined by having a series of lines

of these three compound colors ruled very closely

together on a piece of glass, every fourth line

having the same color. A single photograph is

taken through this composite screen ; a positive

is taken of this, and a viewing screen, consisting
of a series of lines, one a pure red, the next pure
green, the next pure blue, with the same spacing
as in the taking screen, is superimposed on the
positive, so that the colored lines come in ex-

actly the proper positions; and this compound
plate is used as a transparency by holding it up
to the light, or by looking through it at a piece
of white paper which is brightly illuminated.

Quite a different process, although of the same
general principle, has been invented by Professor
Wood, of .Johns Hopkins University. It depends
for the production of the pure colors, red. green,

and blue, upon the phenomena of diffraction

gratings (q.v.), by means of which white light

may be dispersed into pure colors. It is neces-

sary to have three gratings ruled on glass, with
grating spaces such that one gives the same
deviation for the green as the other two do for

the red and blue respectively. Three negatives
are taken of the natural object, each through
its own compound color screen ; on these the
three glass gratings are suix^rimposed each on
the proper one; positives are then taken through
these compound negatives: the three images l)oing

superimposed by suitable lenses, thus forming
a composite positive of the natural object over-

laid with parallel lines suitably spaced and
placed. By viewing a source of white light

through this plate and using proper optical

means, the object will be seen in its natural
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coiors, the dispersed colors of the three gratings
serving in place of the viewing screens of the
former processes.

An entirely different physical principle is made
use of in the Lippmann method of color photog-
raphy; it depends upon the fact that the colors
seen by the eye are caused by ether-waves of

different wave-number; and so, under proper
precautions, it is possible to have 'stationary vi-

brations,' so called, produced. If one vibrates
rapidly the end of a long rope, the other end of
which is fastened to a wall, waves are sent along
the rope; reflected waves are produced; and, as
the direct and reflected waves are thus super-
imposed, there are certain points, regularly
spaced, where the two waves neutralize each
other's action, while in between these 'nodal'

points the string vibrates exactly as if it were
an ordinary string stretched between two fi.\ed

pegs. This is called a stationary vibration; and
the distance between two nodal points equals
half the wave-length of the train of waves which
is the original cause of the vibration. The same
phenomenon may be produced by ether-waves if

allowed to fall upon a mirror. In Lippmann's
process a photographic plate of particularly fine

grain is placed so as to form one side * of a
bath containing mercury, the film side being
away from the mercury. If light of a definite
color falls upon the photographic plate, the
waves enter the film, reach the mercury, are
reflected, and form stationary vibrations. In
l)etween the nodes there will be chemical action,
which is thus confined to plane surfaces, parallel

to each other and very close together, their dis-

tance apart depending upon the wave-number
of the light. If this photographic plate is now
suitably developed, the nodal planes will be dis-

solved out largely, thus forming of the film a
pile of parallel plates at minute intervals. If
such a pile of plates is viewed with white light,

it will appear to be of the same color as that of
the light which produces the chemical action,
owing to the phenomena of interference (q.v.).

Similarly, if the colored light from any natural
object falls upon the film in its original condi-
tion, each color will produce its own stationary
vibration and its own set of parallel planes,
where there is chemical action; and so. when
developed and viewe<l in white light, the image
will have the projwr colors of the object itself.

(The alK)ve explanation of the Lippmann proc-
ess is not complete; it offers but a rough idea
as to what takes place. In fact, a satisfactory
explanation of all the phenomena is not known.)
To print in the natural colors the photograph

of any colored object is perfectly possible by a
simple modification of the method of Ives or of
Joly-McDonough, which will be found discussed
under Tiiree-Coi/)R 1^oce.s.s. For additional in-

formation upon the subject of color photography,
the reader may consiilt: \V«K)d. Philosophical
Magazine, vol. xlvii. (London. 18!M.)) ; ,Joly. .V«-

ture, vol. liii. (Ixindon. 18»5-J)6) ; Lippmann.
I'roc. Royal Society of London, vol. Ix. (London,
180(5) ; Wiener, Smithsonian Report (W^ashing-
ton, 1800) ; Bolas. Tallent. and Senior. .4

Handbook of Photography in Colors < V.-w
York. 1000).

COLOR PRINTING. See Three-Color I»ro

CES.S; LlTI10<5RAIMIV.

COLORS. Mii.iTAUV AND Xavai,. The term
applied to the national flag or ensign wherever
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it i« displayed and also to other flags, banners,

or guidons curried by military bodies, and usu-

ally indicating tlu'ir d»'signation. Emblems,
banners, or similar devites have been in use

among soldiers and sailors from remotest an-

tiquity. They have been conspicuous in the

past for their great moral as well as practical

value to the troops carrying them. Tlie older,

and more historic the colors, the greater their

moral value; for the soldiers of succeeding gen-

erations would vie witii each other in maintain-
ing their traditions, and adding to their glory,

with the result that many of the greatest ex-

ploits of military valor have been born of this

desire, in practice they were the rallying-point

of the organizjition, the embodiment of its his-

tory, and the material symbol of headquarters.

They have been in use in every army and in

every age up to comparatively recent times,

when they have been displaccKi by the necessities

of modern scientific warfare. They still retain

their historic value, however, and to a certain

extent their moral value also. With the British,

infantry colors were originally known as ensigns

(q.v.), each company carrying its own color.

This soon gave way to the system at present in

use, whereby each regiment or battalion is sup-

plied with a royal or King's color, and a regi-

mental color. The fonner is a Union Jack and
the latter a flag of the same color as the facings

(q.v.) of the regiment, with the blue union in

the corner and the title, number, and honors of

the regiment embroidered upon its folds. Both
colors are made of silk, measure about three feet

nine inches by three feet, and are each mounted
on a pole of about eight and a half feet in length.

Cavalry regiments of the Guard carry oblong
standards, and dragoon regiments, guidons.
Both types are made of crimson silk. The Royal
Artillery, Royal Engineers, Lancers, Hussars,
and Riile regiments do not carry colors. Since
the Zulu War of 1880, British troops no longer
take their colors with them when on active ser-

vice. See Ensign.
The colors carried in the United States Army

by the various regiments and battalions are two
in number, the national flag (see Flag) and the
regimental color, both of which are of prescribed
size and form for the various arms of the ser-

vice. The battalions of engineers carry the na-

tional flag, with the title of the battalion em-
broidered in silver on the centre stripe; and the
battalion color, of scarlet silk having in the cen-

tre a castle, with the number of the battalion
placed al)ove the castle, and the words "U. S.

Engineers" below. The artillery corps have simi-

lar colors, on which the corps device of two
crossed cannon are emblazoned. Infantry regi-

ments have the same national color as artillery

and engineers ; the regimental color being of blue
silk, the coat of arms of the United States em-
broidered in silk on the centre, beneath the eagle,

a red scroll with number and name of regiment
embroidered in white; cavalry standards in size

are somewhat smaller than those carried by the
infantry and consist of a national flag made of

silk. The regimental standard is of yellow silk,

with the coat of arms of the United States em-
broidered in silk on the centre, beneath the eagle

a ret! scroll, with number and name of regiment
embroidered in yellow, fringe yellow.

According to the United States Army Regula-
tions (1901, sec. 244) the national color will be

carried in battle (when it is invariably with the
main body or reserve), campaign, and on all

occasions of ceremony in which two or more
companies participate. The regimental color is

carried in like cases in battle and campaign, re-

views and inspections. At other ceremonies it

is only carried when specially onlered. The
names of battles in which one or more companies
of a regiment, or of the battalions of engineers,
or of the artillery corps, have l>orne a meritorious
])art are engraved upon silver rings fastened on
the pikes or lances of the colors. Each troop of

cavalry and battery of field-artillery has a
guidon (q.v.) on which the numliers or letters

designating the command are inscribed. Camp
colors are small flags used to mark the location

of some particular corps, post, or other institu-

tion.

In naval usage colors play an equally impor-
tant part. On board old-fashioned ships theyare
flown at the peak of the spanker gafT, but on
recent siiips a special flagstaff fitting in sockets
at the stern is used for the colors. In port they
are hoisted at 8 a.m. and kept hoisted until sun-
set. On board ships of the United States Navy
when the colors are hoisted they are saluted by
a call on the bugle, or the band, if there is one
on board, plays the "Star-Spangled Banner."
While the colors are going up and the bugle or
band is playing all officers and men on the upper
deck face aft and salute as the colors reach the
head of the staff. Dipping the colors (i.e. lower-
ing them a short distance and then hoisting them
again) is a species of compliment or salute, but
United States naval vessels are forbidden to dip
their colors except in returning such a salute.

Colors are half-masted to express mourning and
hauled down to indicate surrender or submission.
When colors are carried in a funeral procession
they are draped with black crape.

COLOB-SEBGEANT, sar'jent or ser'-. In
the I'nited States Army, a non-commissioned offi-

cer of the rank of sergeant detailed for the color-

guard (q.v.). In the British Army he is the
equivalent, in rank and duties, of the United
States Army first sergeant, but formerly was
one of the non-commissioned officers constituting

the color-guard, from which fact the present title

is derived.

COLOBS OF THIN PLATES. See Light.

COLOS'S.ffi (T^t.. from Gk. Ko\oa<rcU, Kolos-
sai, also spelled Ko\eur<ra/, Kolassai). An an-

cient city of Phrygia in Asia Minor, on the river

Lycus, a tributary of the Mseander. Colossae was
on one of the great ancient trade routes travers-

ing Asia Minor, and is mentioned by Herodotus
and Xenophon in such a way as to imply that it

was at the time a city of considerable importance.

Like its near neighbors, Laodicea and Hierapolis.

it probably carried on an extensive trade in the

dyed woolen goods for which the region was
famed. In Roman times the town had lost a large

share of its former importance. Christianity

made its way to .Co1oss£e in the days of Paul, not
through his personal visitation, but probably
through the evangelistic work directed during
his long sojourn at Ephesus (cf. Acts xix. 10).

During his first imprisonment at Rome Paul sent

hither two letters, one addressed to the Church of

Colossae and the other to Philemon, an individual

belonging to the church. (See Colossians; and
Philemox.) Durinir the third century a.d. the
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town seems to have been insignificant, perhaps
due to its not being able to recover from the great
earthquake of about a.d. GO, which laid many
towns in tlie neighborhood in ruins. Its place
was taken by Chonae, the modern Khonas, about
three miles south of the ancient town.

COL'OSSETJM. See Amphitheatre.

COLOSSIANS, kfi-ldshl-onz or kd-losh'anz,
Epistlk to the (Gk. xpii Ko\o<T<raeis, sc.

iirujToX^, pros Kolossaeis, to the Colossians, sc.

cpistoU', epistle). One of the New Testament
group of Paul's Epistles. It is addressed to the
Christians at Colossse (q.v.).

It belongs, with Ephesians and Philemon, to a
closely connected group of three writings of the
Apostle, addressed to this same general region
and produced within the same general time, evi-

dently at Rome during the captivity mentioned
in Acts. With Philemon it is connected by an
identity of personal references; to Ephesians it

is bound by a significant community of contents.
Its Pauline authorship has been vigorously

assailed by such individual critics as Mayer-
iioff ( 1838) and Holtzmann (1872), and by such
schools as that of Tubingen (1845)—the critics
holding that it gives proof of a literary imitation
of other writings (Ephesians) which prevents
it from being considered genuinely Paul's; the
school claiming that it betrays such a presence
of second century Gnostic ideas as to make it nec--

essary to assign it to that post-Pauline age.
Neither of these contentions is accepted by the
best scholars of the present time. As a matter of
fact, assuming, as a working hypothesis, the
claim involved in the Epistle's greeting that it

was written by Paul, the document shows itself

throughout so consistent with the claim as to
make it critically impossible to deny its validity.

Within the circle of those who accept its Paul-
inity, however, the chief question among critics

to-day concerns the nature of the errors opposed
by the Apostle. From a careful study of tlie

Epistle the following facts are apparent: (1)
The errors had not so developed as to cause
separation from the Church (the phrase in ii. 19
"not holding fast to the Head" could hardly
be said of full separatists). (2) The teachers
were Jews, and Jews of a Judaistic type (the
references to circumcision in ii. 11 and to the
ordinances of the law in ii. 14 show that Paul
was opposing propagandists of a Jewish legal-
istic character). (3) At the same time they
went beyond this type (see the mention of
•Drink' in the warning of ii. 16, an element
which (lid not enter into the restrictions of the
Judaizers; see also the designation of their
position as being "according to the traditions of
men," ii. 8, and "according to the precepts and
teachings of men," ii. 22, which would not have
been Paul's way of designating the Judaistic
position that rested on the authority of the Old
Testament law; notice also the absence of all
antithesis between faith and works and of any
insistence on legalism as necessary to salvation,
which were characteristics of tlie Judaistic propa-
ganda). (4) In fact, there are pas.sages which
seem to show these teachers to have been open
to the influence of Essenism, though they do not
show them to have been Essenes (e.g. ii. 20-23,
which describes their regulations as an ascetic
severity toward the body

—

d0«t«o —though as-
eeticism is evidently not represented as practiced

as an end in itself, as it was with the Essenes;
ii. 18, which shows them to have been given tp
angel-worship, a cult which was more consonant
with Essenism than with the practice of Juda-
izers, though this worship was apparently ac-

companied by visions which were foreign to
Essenism ) . ( 5 ) There are passages which seem
to indicate the presence of Gnostic elements in

these errors (e.g. ii. 2-9, which give us character-
istic Gnostic terms such as "the mystery of God,"
"all the fullness of the Godhead," also ii. 10,

which discloses the distinctive Gnostic idea of

a graded series of supernatural beings, con-
ceived of as emanations from God—"who is the
head of all principalities and powers." This
idea is repeated in verse 15—"having despoiled
the principalities and powers"— and ap-
pears in various forms in the long passage
i. 15-20, e.g. "the first-bom of all creation"

—

"in Ilim were all things created, in the heavens
and upon the earth, things visible and things
invisible, whether thrones or dominions or prin-

cipalities or powers"—"He is the head of the
body, the Church, who is the beginning, the first-

born from the dead," which latter passage, to-

gether with ii. 9-11, 15, 19, shows the significant

emphasis placed by the Apostle upon the supre-
macy of Christ, in both the physical and the
spiritual worlds, and the absolute essentiality of

union with Him in order to foster spiritual life

and well-being. This would combat the Gnostic
tendency to subordinate Him to the category of

these angelic emanations, which would thus seem
to have been one of the Errorists' ideas). (6)
These errors, moreover, while vague and indeter-
minate, appear to have had with these false

teachers an inter-related form and to have been
promulgated in a dogmatic way (cf. ii. 4. 8, 18),
being held forth as a mystery for the initiated
(ii. 2-3: iii. 3).

It would thus seem that these errors consti-
tuted a teaching of a more or less systematic
kind, in which the underlying speculative prin-
ciples were brought to bear upon the rule and
habit of life; that it was something more than
mere Judaism, even Judaistic Judaism ; that,

in its main features, it was influenced by the Es-
senic attitude of mind and possessed elements
which appear in the Gnosticism of the second
century. The great difficulty is in historically
locating such a combination as is thus presented
before us.

In the effort approximately to accomplish this
locating it is to be remembered: (1) That, while
these errors constituted a system of teaching,
the system was not a fully developed one—at least
Paul does not so treat it. (2) That Gnosticism
was. in reality, an attempt to assimilate Chris-
tianity and philosophy, and that its philosophic
element was a mystical rather than a logical
one; so that we should be prepared to find the
place of its beginnings in the East rather thali

the West. (3) That this attempt at assimilation
was made on the principle of eclecticism. Gnos-
ticism being, in fact, a combination of .Tewish,

Pagan, and Christian elements, the Jewish ele-

ment being furnished by Essenism, the Pagan
by Hellenic philosophy and Oriental theosophy,
the Christian by the evangelistic preaching. (4)

That Essenism, in particular, was a thoughtful
tendency working in all Jewish minds, which,
while never passing, as an organization, beyond
Syria, where it originated in the second century
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B.O., yet, as a dyuamic iiilluonce, must have been

more or less urestMt tliroughout the Diaspora

and was not likely to have been absent even

from the Je«I-ah membership of the Christian

Church. (5) That, as tliis Essenic tendency

came in contact with Eastern speculation, it

fermented, nnd this fermentation, going on within

the Ciiristian Cliurcli and in contact with Chris-

tianity, produced the germs of Gnosticism.

Inasmuch, therefore, as this Epistle was sent

to a church of the East, in the region where

and at the time when the thoughtful Jew and

the philosophic (Jrcek and the theosophic Ori-

ental were coming together—especially to this

region of IMirygia, the Jews of which had been

imported out of Babylon, and from which place

they may have brought with them an Oriental

habit of Jewish thought—it would seem as

though we had in these Colossian errors a speci-

men of just that proc-ess of fermentation which

produced the Iwginnings of Gnosticism.

The attempt of Harnack and others to consider

the Apostle as referring to parish difTiculties of

a purely practical nature, devoid of all specu-

lative elements, results from a superficial exege-

sis which does not take the Epistle seriously.
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COLOSSOCHELYS, k6-l6s's6-ke'lls ( Neo-Lat.,

from Gk. coXoffo-is, kolossos, colossus + x^"s.
chelys, tortoise). A gigantic fossil turtle found
in the Pliocene deposits of India. Sec Turtle.

COLOS'SUS (Lat., from Gk. KoX«r<r6j, Kolos-

sos). A rare Greek word of unknown origin,

used to denote a statue very greatly above the

size of life. In English, the adjective colossal

is used in a somewhat wider sense, to denote

all statues which exceed the size of life. The
colossal was the peculiar characteristic of Egyp-
tian art, and innumerable colossi were raised in

Egypt, mostly of the hardest stone, many of them
50 to fiO feet in height. Among the most cele-

brated are the two statues of Amenophis III.,

near Thebes, one of which was called by the
Greeks 'Memnon.' and famed for its supposed
vocal qualities. But it was in the artistic world
of Greece that the most famous colossi appeared

:

e.g., the bronze statue of Pallas Athene, on the
acropolis of Athens, the plume of whose helmet
and the point of whose spear were landmarks
to sailors between Sunium and Athens; another

statue of the same goddess, of gold and ivory, in

the Parthenon at .Athens; and the Olympian
Zeus, of the same material, the masterpiece of

Phidias, who was also the author of the two
statues just mentioned. Among the seven won-
ders of the old world was reckoned the gigantic

Colossus of Rhodes, repre-enting Helios, the sun-

god, the national deity of the Khmlians. It is

said to have been the work of C!hares, of Lindus,
a famous pupil of Lysippus. It was erected by
the Rhodians, at a cost of 300 talents, ai)parcntly

as a thank-ofFering after the successful defense of

the city against Demetrius. It is said to have
been of bmnze. cast in separate pieces, and to
have occupied the artist twelve years. It was set

up about D.c. 280, but fifty-six years later was
overthrown by an earthquake, and lay in ruins,

imtil in a.d. 05.3 the Arabs captured the city

and sold the metal to a Jewish merchant. The
height is variously stated, but was probably
about 90 feet. The Hellenistic age seems to

have taken delight in colossal statues and
groups, and the Romans followed the Greeks.
We hear of a statue of Jupiter on the Capitol
made from the spoils of the Samnites, of such
a size as to be visible from the Alban Hills.

Alore celebrated was a Colossus of Nero, exe-

cuted in marble, of the enormous height of 110
or 120 feet, from which the neighboring amphi-
theatre is believed to have derived the name
of 'Colosseum.' At the death of Nero the head
was changed to that of the sun-god. It was
subsequently moved by Hadrian to make room
for his temple of Venus, and finally disap-

peared during the Middle Ages. Its later pedes-

tal was discovered in 1828, and may be seen

between the Colosseum and the temple built

by Hadrian. In modem times many colossal

statues have been set up. Especially celebrated

are the "Bavaria." at Munich, the "Germania,"
at the Niederwald on the Rhine, the equestrian

statue of Peter the Great in Saint Petersburg,

and the Bjvrtholdi statue of "Liberty Enlighten-

ing the World," in New York Harbor.

COLOS'TRUM (Lat.). A term applied to

the first milk yielded after the birth of the

young. It differs materially from ordinary milk
in appearance and composition, and is ordi-

narily considered unfit for consumption or manu-
facture. When examined under the microscope

it is found to contain, in addition to the ordinary

fat globules of milk, peculiar aggregations of

very minute fat granules, which are known as

colostrum corpuscles, and which are probably the

debris of the cells of the mammary gland.

The chief chemical differences between colostrum

and milk arc a larger i)ercentage of total solids

(20-30), a much greater proportion of albumin

and ash, and much less milk-sugar. Tlie fat

differs somewhat in character from that of

normal milk, containing considerable colesterine.

Colostrum exerts a purgative effect upon the new-

bom infant, and thus removes the meconium
which has accumulated in the fetal intestine.

Colostrum disappears as such within a few days
after parturition, gradually assuming the char-

acteristics of normal milk.

COIi'PEO. A fox-dog (Canis Macfellamcus)

of Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego, larger, redder,

and more wolf-like than the other South Ameri-
can species. See Foy-Doo.
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COLTORTAGE (from Fr. colporter, to

carry mi one's neck, from col, Lat. collum, neck
-j- porter, Lat. portare, to carry). The distri-

bution of religious publications, books, tracts,

and perifxlieals. by carriers called colporteurs.

COLQUHOUN, k<^-hoon'. Archibald Ross
184G— ). An English traveler, born at sea off

the Cape of Good Hope. He became associated

with the Indian Department of Public Works in

1871. x\fter acting as secretary of the British

Commission to Siam, he in 1881-82 and 1883-84

made extensive tours of exploration in order to

find a convenient route for a railway between

India and China. He became administrator of

Mashonaland in 1890, and subsequently visited

Central America as a representative of the Pan-

ama and Nicaragua canal projects. His publica-

tions include Across Chrysc (2 vols. 1883) ;

The Opening of China (1884); English Policy

in the Far Last (1885) ; The Key of the Pacific

(1895) ; China in Transformation (1898) ; Over-

land to China (1901) ; he was also joint author
of a lieiKtrt on railway communication between

India and China (1SS5) to the establishment of

which he has devoted his best energies.

COLQUHOUN, Jonx (1805-85). A Scottish

writer on sport. He was bom at Edinburgh, and
was educated at the university in that city. In

1840 he recorded his manifold adventures as a
sportsman in the extremely interesting and popu-

lar volume entitled The Moor and the Loch, which
has passed through six editions.

COLQUHOUN, Patrick (1745-1820). An
English police magistrate and writer, distin-

guished for his efforts in behalf of adminis-

trative reform and the amelioration of the

condition of the poor. He was bom at Dum-
barton, and at an early age went to Virginia,

where he became a successful merchant. Return-

ing to Glasgow in 1766. he became prominent in

public affairs, and in 1782 founded the Glasgow
Chamber of Commerce, the oldest institution of

its kind in Great Britain. He removed to Lon-
don in 1789. and published there in 1795 his

famous Treatise on the Police of the Metropolis,

in which he advocated a complete reform of the

police system of that city. Several of the recom-

mendations made by him in the work, which
passed through seven editions, were subsequently
adoptefl. In consequence of the numerous im-

l>ortant municipal reforms introduced by him. he
was appointed magistrate at Westminster, Lon-
don, in 179S.

COLQUHOUN, Sir Patrick, or Mac Chom-
BAICH i)E (1815-91). An English lawyer. He
was a great-grandson of Patrick Colquhonn (q.v.

)

and was educated at Westminster, Cambridge,
and Heidelberg. He was for many years a mem-
\h'T of the diplomatic service, more particularly

in Saxony, where he was counselor of legation

until 186fi. He also held the position of Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of the Ionian Isl-

ands while these were under British rule (1861-

64). His principal work is the flutnmaru of the

Roman Ciril Law (1849-60).

COL'QUITT, AijREn Holt (1824 94). An
American soldier and politician, the son of Wal-
ter T. Colquitt (q.v.). He was horn in Walton
County, (Ja., graduated at Princeton in 1844, and
was admitted to the bar in the following year.

He volunteered for sen'ice in the United States

Army at the beginning of the Mexican War; was

soon afterwards appointed major, and served as

an aide to General Taylor at the battle of Buena
Vista. From 1853 to 1855 he was a prominent
Democratic member of Congress, but at the ex-

piration of his term declined a renomination.

On the approach of the Civil War he became an
active secessionist, and was a prominent member
of the Georgia secession convention. He enlisted

in the Confederate Army early in 1861 ;
quickly-

rose from the rank of captain to that of major-
general : was engaged in most of the operations

in Virginia; distinguished himself at Antietam
and Petersburg, and was in command at the bat-

tle of Olustee, Fla. After the war he was Gover-
nor of Georgia from 1876 to 1882, and was a
member of the United States Senate from 1882
until his death.

COLQUITT, Walter T. (1799-1855). An
American lawyer and politician, bom in Halifax
County, Va. He studied at Princeton, read law
at Milledgeville, Ga., was called to the bar in

1820, and practiced with eminent success, first at
Sparta and later at Cowpens. In 1834 and 1837
he was a member of the State Senate of Georgia,

and from 1839 until his resignation in 1840 oc-

cupied a seat in the Federal House of Represen-
tatives. In 1842-43 he was again in Congress, and
from 1843 until his resignation in 1848 was a
United States Senator. He was originally a
States-rights Whig, but became a Van Buren
Democrat. During the Mexican War he was
strongly opposed to the Wilmot Proviso (q.v.).

COLT, kolt, Samuel (1814-62). An American
manufacturer, inventor of the revolver. He was
born in Hartford, Conn., where he worked in his

father's factory. Obtaining a knowledge of chem-
istrv', he lectured on that subject in the I'nited

States and Canada, and in 1835 secured patents
for a revolving pistol, a wooden motlel of which
he had made while at sea when a boy. In the
same year the Patent Arms Company was formed
for the manufacture of his invention, but became
insolvent in 1S42 through insufficient demand for

its product. In 1847 Colt contracted to make
1000 weapons for General Taylor, and the im-
provement of the revolver, together with the in-

creased demand for it, set the business on a
stable footing, while new improvements were
constantly made in the weapon. In 1852 he
built a large armory in Hartford, where, besides

firearms, machinery is made for tlieir manufac-
ture in other places, notably at the English and
the Russian arsenals. He invented a battery for

submarine harbor defense, and in 1843 laid and
successfully tested in New York Harbor the first

submarine telegraph cable. His line was insu-

lated with a combination of cotton yam, bees-

wax, and asphaltum, incased in a lead pii)e.

gutta-percha not then having l>een discovered.

COLTON, koPton, Walter (1797-1851). An
.\merican writer. He was bom in Rutland, Vt..

graduated at Yale and Andover, and for several

years was professor of moral philosophy and
belles-lettres in the Middletown (Connecticut)
Academy. Tn 1831 he became chaplain in the

navy. He was made alcalde of Monterey, Cal..

in 1845. and founded the Californian. the first

newspaper published in that State. He also built

the first school-house and made the first an-

nouncement of the discovery of gold. Colton
edited newspapers in Wa.shington, Charlestown.
Mass., and Philadelphia, and published Ship and
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Shore in Madeira, Linbon, and the Mediterranean

(1835); A Visit to Athcntt and Constantinople

(1836) ; Three Years in California (1850) ; and
Deck and Port ( 1850) , beHidos other lively stories

of tmvol and the sea.

COLTSFOOT. See Tu'ssilaoo.

COLU'BRIDJE (Neo-l^t. nom. pi., from Lat.

coluber, Her|H'nt). The hirgest and most scat-

tered family or j^roup of snakes. It is variously

limite<l by systeniatio authors, and has served as

a r<'siduary «roup for all serpents not easily

riassilied elsewhere, so that a definition is diffi-

eult. The jn'oup. however, may be said to include

the 'common' small, harmless serpents everj'-

where. The jjarter-snakes, water-snakes, hoj?-

nose, etc., are North American representatives of

this family, to which, indeed, all non-venomous
American snakes l)elonu except a few species

alou); tile Mexican border.

COLUGO, kA-loiT'gA, or Kaguan. See Cobego.

COLUM'BA, Saint, Saint Colum-cille, or

Saint Coi.m (521-507). An Irish missionsiry,

one of the jjreatest names in the early ecclesias-

tical history of the British Isles. He was bom
at Gartan," County Donepil, northwest Ireland.

DccemlK'r 7. 521. His fatlier was Fedhilmidh, of

the powerful Clan O'Donnell. and related to sev-

eral of the rulers of Ireland and West Scotland;

his mother was Eithne. who also boasted royal

ancestry. He studied first at Moville. County
Down, 'five miles south of Bangor, on Belfast

Louph. under Bishop Saint Finnian, and was or-

dainetl deacon by him; next imder another Saint

Finnian, at Clonard, who ordained him a priest.

He was early distinguished by his piety, and the

name Columba, i.e. dove, was recognized as an
jippropriate (me. He showed rare monastic zeal.

In 545 he founded the church and monastery of

Derry. and in 55.*} those of Durrow, not far west

of Dublin. The latter became of great impor-

tance, and in both places the saint is still com-
memorated by a well and a stone. He founded
other monasteries, the chief of which was Kells.

In 501 he embroiled himself in the civil strifes of

his country and was charged with having incited

the bloo<ly battle of Culdreimhne (now Coola-

drummon). because he appealed to his tribe to

<lefend by force of arms the copy of the Latin

Psalter which he had made from one borrowed
•»f his old teacher. Saint Finnian of Moville. But
for being thus the occasion of bloodshed he was
•ensured by an Irish ecclesiastical synod, and
recommended to do penance by foreign. mission-

ary labor. Aec-ordingly. in 5G.3. he headed a

little company of twelve disciples and sailed

across to the west coast of Scotland, and landed
upon the little island of Hy, since called I-colum-

cille, but lietter known as lona. It lies just
opposite Oban. There he began the great work
of converting the Picts, to which he owes
his fame. His missionarj- operations were prob-

ably very simple, consisting of persistent per-

sonal appeals. In the legends which are told

about him, as in the life of him by Adam-
nan and in the Book of Deer, a Celtic MS. of the
eleventh or twelfth century, preserved at Cam-
bridge, England, edited by John Stuart for the
Spalding Club (Aberdeen. 1869), the miraculous
enters. No doubt he had powerful personality
and tireless energy', the effect of which would be
considered sxiperhuman. He promoted monasti-
cism, overcame the opposition of the Druids, made

many converts, including royal personages, and
f<mnded many churciies. As in Ireland, so in Scot-

land, he meddled with secular affairs, and at least

one battle is said to have l)cen incited by him.
He died at lona at midnight lietween June 8 and
1>, 51)7, and left an imperishable name. With
loving care his Inmes were enshrined, and his
relics—the stone pillow on which he slept, the
Ijooks he loved so well, the stair which was the
symlK)! of his pastoral authority, and other
objects which he had used—were long pres««rve<l

and exhibited. Columba was a poet, and three
Latin hynnis now extant are attributed to him.
In one of them, the "Altus Prosator," published
with an English paraphrase, by John, Marquis
of Bute (Edinburgh, 1872), each strophe begins
with a different letter, in alphabetical order.
Besides these, some Celtic jmenis are attributed
to him, and a Rule (printed in Celtic and Eng-
lish in Haddon and Stubbs, Councils and Kccle-
siasticttl Documents, ii. 119, and in English only
in Skene, Celtic Scotland, ii. 508).

Columba was an ascetic, capable of any
amount of deprivation. He was an eager stu-

dent and made copies with his own hand of
docimients wliich fell in his waj'. Two of these
—the llonl: of Kells and the Hook of Durrow
—were long preserved. His energy sometimes
led him to harsh actions, but that he was tender-
hearted the affection of his monks evinces. He
seems to have had original ideas uj)on Church
government; for Bedc writes of lona that its

ruler was "an abbots who is a priest, to whose
direction all the province, and even the bishops,
contrary to the usual method, are subject, ac-

cording to the example of their first teacher
[Columba], who was not a bishop, but a priest

and a monk" (A.'cr/r.s. Hiftt., iii. 4). liede then
criticises the Cohunban monks because they did
not, until 715, keep Easter after the Western
manner, but upon the 14th of Xisan. or what-
ever day it came, as the Eastern Church did.

Other peculiarities of the Columban monks, pre-

suming that they followed the Iri.sh models, was
that they lived in huts grouped around a church
and surrounded by a wall : each hut had its

head, but all were under the abbot, who per-

formed episcopal functions though not usually
a bishop, and was a spiritual father to all the
comnumity, and when he pleased summoned all

the members to him by ringing a hand-bell, one
of the insignia of his ofiice. The monks dressed
in an undergarment covered by a coarse woollen
wrapper fastened arounil the waist by a rope.
They shaved the front part of their heads from a
line drawn over the top from ear to ear. Their
religious services were numerous and strictly

attended to, but the rest of their time was spent
in labor, either in working upon their fields and
tending cattle (for they raised what they needed
for their support), or in copying books, particu-
larly the Bible, or in studying or in teaching
others. Latin was spoken as well as Celtic, and
was employed by them in writing. Some of the
monastic commimities contained famous schools,
where Creek and even Hebrew were taught. The
continuance of the memory of Saint Columba in

Scotland is shown by the fact that liis is one
of the commonest names given to a church,
even to-day, among the Presbyterians. The life

of Saint Columba was written by two of his suc-
cessors in the abbacy of lona—Cuimine Ailbhe,
seventh abbot (657-09), whose De Virtutibus
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Sancti VolumbcE (printed by Pinkerton, London,
1789; Paisley. 1889) was incor|)orated in the
Vita Hancti Columbce of Adaninan, the ninth
abbot (070-704). But bot these writers are
concerned not so much with the life as with the
prophec'ies, miracles, and other unusual phenom-
ena which were ascribed to their subject, and so
the ammmt of real biographical facts is very
small. This iife' by Saint Adamnan is, how-
e\er, one of the best of the mediaeval lives of

saints. It 1ms been edited in a very su{)erior man-
ner, first by W. Reeves (Dublin, 1857). and
agi\in ui>on Reeves's edition by J. T. Fowler
(Liitin text and English notes, Oxford, 1894;
English translation of the text, 1895).

COLTJM'BJE (Lat. nom. pi. of columba,
dove ) . An order of birds, containing the pigeons
(C-olumbida; and allied families) and the dodos
( DiJiidu' ) . See Dt)DO ; Dove : Pigeon.

COLUM'BAN, or COL'UMBA'NUS, Saint
(543-G15). One of the most learned and elo-

quent of the many missionaries whom Ireland
sent to the Continent during the Dark Ages. He
was l>orn in Leinster. Having studied under
Saint Congall, in the great monastery of Bangor,
in Ulster, he passed over to France, accompanied
by twelve companions, and in Austrasia and
Burgundy, near the southern extremity of the
Vosges Mountains, founded the monasteries of

Anegray. Luxeuil, and Fontaine. His adherence
to the Irish rule for calculating Easter involved
liim in controversy with the P'rench bishops
about G05 ; and a few years later the courage with
which he rebuked the vices of the Burgundian
Court led to his expulsion from France. Passing
through Switzerland into Lombardy, he founded,
in 612. the famous Monastery of Bobbio, in the
Apennines, where he died on November 21, 615.

The writings of Saint Columban, which are
wholly in Latin, consist of a rule for the govern-
ment of his monastery, a few poems, several let-

ters on ecclesiastical affairs, and sixteen short

sermons. His monastic rule has been printed
more than (mce; but the most complete edition of

his works is in Patrick Fleming's Collectanea
Sacra, published at Augsburg in 1621, and at

Ijouvain in 1667. It is reprinted in Migne, Pa-
trol. Latxna, Ixxx. Of the sermons of Saint Co-
lumban. M. Guizot remarks that "the flights of

imagination, the pious transports, the rigorous

application of principles, the warfare declared

against all vain or hypocritical compromise, give

to the words of the preacher that pa.ssionate

authority which may not always and surely re-

form the s(ml of his hearers, but which dominates
over them, and, for some time at least, exercises

paramount sway over their conduct and their

life." The town of San Colombano, in l»mbardy,
takes ifs name from the Irish monk, as the town
and Canton of Saint Gall (q.v.), in Switzi»rland.

perpetuate the name of the most favored of his

disciples. For his life, consult: Jonas, who
was almost a contemporary and one of his suc-

cessors as the Abbot of Bobbio, in Migne, Patro-
lof/io' Cur.<tiis Complrtu.'s (Paris 1857-60); also

W. F. Besser, (I^ipzig. 1857) ; and .1. K. Zim-
merniann (Saint Gall, 1865).

COLUMBARIUM (T^t., dove-cote, from co-

lumhti, (lovo). From a fancied resemblance to a
dove-cote, the name given to the niches in Roman
burial-places arranged in rows around the walls

of iho ieptilcbrnl chstnib'T-i tM riw..iv.' the little

urns or sarcophagi of marble or terra-cotta con-
taining the ashes of the deceased; finally, to the
sepulchral chamber itself. Tombs of this' descrip-
tion were chiefly used by the poorer classes who
could not afford separate tombs, and were erect-
ed by great families for their slaves and depen-
dents, or by funeral associations or corporations
under the Empire. Several perfect examples
have been found near Rome; among them, those
of the Vigna Codini. at the Licinian Gardens.
Others exist at Naples and elsewhere in Italy.

The ustrina, or places for incinerating the
bodies, were attached to the columbaria. In
recent times the term columbarium is applied to
a room or hall connected with a crematory, and
provided with niches for the cinerary urns.

COLUM-TBA'S ISLE. The poetic name for.
the island of lona, on the western coast of
Scotland, where Saint Columba, 'The Apostle of
Caledonia,' founded a monastery about 565, and
was buried in 597.

COLUM^BIA (Neo-Lat.. from Columbus).
The name under which the United States is usu-
ally personified.

COLUMBIA. A name formerly applied to
the region, west of the Rocky Mountains, em-
bracing British Columbia and the States of
Washington and Oregon.

COLUMBIA. A city and county-seat of
Boone County, Mo., 144 miles west-northwest of
Saint Louis; on the Wabash Railroad, and con-
nected by a branch with the Missouri, Kansas
and Texas system (Map: Missouri, D 3). It

has flouring and planing mills, elevators, and
manufactures of agricultural implements ; also
farming, fruit-growing, and stock-raising inter-

ests. The city is the seat of the State Univer-
sity, organized in 1842; State Agricultural Col-
lege; and of institutions for women. Christian
College (Christian), established in 1851, and
Stephens College (Baptist), founded in 1856.
The monument to Thomas Jefferson originally
erected in Monticello, Va., is located here, also a
State hospital and a United States Gfovemment
experiment station. Settled in 1820, Colum-
bia is governed by a mayor, elected biennially,

and a citv council. Population, in 1890, 4000:
in 1900, 5(551.

COLUMBIA. A borough in Lancaster County,
Pa., 28 miles southeast of Harrisburg; on the
Susquehanna River, here more than a mile wide,
and on the Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia
and Reading railroads (Map: Pennsylvania.
E 3). It is an important industrial centre, it.s

manufactures including boilers and engines, iron,

laundry machinery, silk, lace, shirts, wagons,
brushes, flour, novelties, malt liquors, stoves,

etc. Wrightville, on the west bank of the river,

is connected with the borough by one of the long-

est bridges in the United States. The place was
founded in 1726 by English Quakers from Ches-
ter County, and was for many years calleil

Wright's Ferry. In 1789 it was proposed to

locate the capital of the United States here. In

June, 1863, the original bridge was burned to

prevent the Confetlerate troops from marching on
Philadelphia. Population, in 1890, 10,199; in

1900. 12.:n0.

COLUMBIA. The capital of South Carolina,
and county-seat of Richland County, on the east

bank nf flu. riiii<r;,r<>.. l,'iv<>r iw^ow the jimction
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of the Broad and Saluda rivers, 84 miles nortli-

eut»t of Aujjusta. (Jn.. and 137 miles northwest

of Charleston; on the Sontliem. the Atlantie

Coast Line, and the Seaboard Air Line railroads

(Map: Soiith Carolina, D 2). It is at the head

of steam navipition on the river, and is on the

Columbia Canal, whieh furnishes abundant
water-power (13,000 horse-{K)wer). The city is

handsomely laid out with streets well shaded

and erossiiij? at ri<jht an<;les. and has a line park.

Among the promin«'nt buildings are the Capitol,

court-house, eity hall, the State insane asylum.

and the State penitentiary. The city maintain.s

u municipal hospital and a public library. The
educational institutions include the South Caro-

lina College, opened in 1805; Presbyterian Theo-

logical Seminary; Columbia Female College

(Metho<list Kpis'copal, South), opened in 1859;

Presbyterian College for Women, opened in 1890;

Allen I'nivj'rsity {.\frican Methodist Episcopal),

openetl in 1881; and Benedict College (Baptist)

for colored students. Columbia is the seat of a
very consideral)le manufacturing industry, prin-

cipally in cotton : and there are also sash and
door factories, iron-works, foundries, and ma-
chine-shops, etc. The government of the city,

imdcr a diarter of 1854, revised in 1894, is ad-

ministered by a mayor, who holds oflice for two
years, and a city council elected by wards. The
exfcutive appoints one trustee in public schools;

and the city clerk, auditor, engineer, police com-
missioners, and clerk of market are all selected

by the council. The waterworks are owned and
operated bv the municipality. Population, in

1800, 15..353; in 1900, 21,108.

In response to a demand for a more central

place of government than Charleston, the Legis-

lature in 1780 ordered Columbia, which had been
settled about 1700, to be laid out, and in Jan-
uary, 1790, it met there for the first time. On
Febniary 17, 18(55, General Sherman, at the

head of the I'nion army, entered Columbia, and
that night a fire broke out. raging for a day,
which destroyed three-fifths of the city, includ-

ing, the old State Houfjc and its librarj' of 25,000
volumes, a convent, several churches, the rail-

road depot, and much cotton. After the war,
Itowever, Columbia rapidly recovered its pros-
perity.

COLUMBIA. A city and county-seat of
Maury County, Tenn., 45 miles south of Nash-
ville, on Duck River, and on the Loui.sville and
Nashville, the Nashville. Cliattanooga and Saint
Louis, and other railroads (Map: Tennessee,
D 5). It is the centre of a fertile agricultural
region, and an important grain and live-stock
market. It controls large phosphate interests,

and has cotton and flouring mills, pump-factory,
etc. A United States arsenal is located here.
Settled in 1811, Columbia was first incorporated
in 1822. It is governed under a revised charter
of 1893. which provides for a mayor, elected
every two years, and a council elected on a gen-
eral'ticket.' Population, in 1890,5370; in 1900,
60.52.

COLUMBIA, District of. See Distbict of
COLIMISI.V.

COLUMBIA, British. See British Colum-
BI.\.

COLUMBIA CITY. The county-seat of
Whitley Coimty. Tnd., about 100 miles north by
east of Indianapolis; on the Waba.sh and the

Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago railroads

(Map: Indiana, D 1). Population, in 1890,

3027; in 1900, 2975.

COLUM'BIAD. A heavy gun invented by
Colonel Bomford and combining some of the fea-

tures of the gun, howitzer, and mortar, answer-
ing in this respect to the modern breech-loading

IX>L0MBIAD.

rifled mortar or howitzer. It appeared eady in
the nineteenth century and was in use until after
the War of the Rebellion. See Artillery; also
Ballistics; Guns, Naval; and Ordnance.

COLUMBIAD, The. A lengthy poem, by
Joel Barlow (1807), enlarged from his previous
Vision of Columbus (1787), and incorporating
also some of his other poems.

COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. See World's
COLIMIUAN KxrO.SlTIO.N.

COLUMBIA or OB'EGON RIVER. One
of tile largest rivers of North America, rising in
the eastern chain of the Rocky Mountains in

British Columbia, in about latitude 50° N. and
longitude 116° W. (Map: Washington, E 4). It

flows at first northwest as far as latitude 53°,

and then turns sharply on itself and flows south
into Washington. Just l)efore crossing the boun-
dary, it is joined by the Pend Oreille River
(Clarke's River or Fork), a large branch from
the east. In Washington it flows in a wind-
ing course, at first south (to its junction with
Spokane River), then west, then south, and
then southeast to the Oregon line in about
longitude 119° W. Near the Oregon boundary
it is joined by its largest branch. Snake River,
which rises in Yellowstone Park. Below the
point of jun^^ion the river flows in a west-
erly direction, forming the boundary between
Oregon and \\'ashington over the remaining
distance to tlie Pacific, being joined on its

way by the John Day, Deschutes, and Willam-
ette rivers from the south. Its head-waters
drain the Rocky Mountain region on the west
from about latitude 54° N. to about latitude
42° N. Its length is 1300 to 1400 miles. Its

drainage area is fully 300,000 square miles, and
its low-water flow at the Dalles, Oregon, is 108,-

000 cubic feet per second. The river is broken
by falls and rapids into many separate portions

;

the first navigable reach is that from its mouth
to the Dalles, 190 miles in length. From Celilo,

13 miles above the Dalles, it is navigable to Priest
Rapids, 198 miles, and for several shorter

stretches farther up. the total navigable length
amounting to 750 miles. The total navigable
mileage of the Columbia and its branches is

2132 miles. The important city of Vancouver,
W^a,sh., is built on its northern bank, just above
the entrance of the Willamette, and Astoria,

Oregon, is situated at the mouth of the river.

The value of the river as a waterway is lessened

by the fact that the entrance to its mouth is

obstructed by a bar. Large vessels, however.
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ascend the Columbia to Vancouver, and also the
Willamette to Portland. The tide ascends to the

cascades al)out 150 miles from the sea, which are
overcome by vessels through a lock constructed
by the United States Government. (See Jetty.)
The Columbia is famous for its salmon fisheries.

This great river was long vaguely believed to

exist. Its mouth was discovered only in 1792, by
Captain Gray, of Boston, Mass., who gave it the'

name of his own vessel in place of the name
Oregon, It was explored by Lewis and Clark in

1804-05

COLUMBIA SALMON. See Quixxat.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. One of the
oldest educational institutions in the United
States, situated in Xe^v York City. The first

step toward its foundation was the authorization
in 1746 by the Colonial Assembly of public lot-

teries for the establishment of a college in the
Province of New York. The proceeds, amounting
in 1751 to £3443 18s., were vested in a board
of ten trustees, of whom seven were members of

Ihe Church of England. The preponderating Eng-
lish influence thus represented, and the applica-

tion of the trustees for a royal charter, excited
much opposition in New \"ork, where it was
thought that the college should be entirely an
American institution. Nevertheless, a charter
for 'King's College' was obtained from George
II. in 1754, and the management of this college
was vested in a corporation composed of the
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Governor of the
Province, and other Crown officers ex officio, the
rector of Trinity Church, the ministers of the
Dutch Reformed churches, and twenty-four gen-
tlemen of New York. In the following year Trin-
ity Church conveyed a considerable plot of land
to the college on condition that its presidents
should always be members of the Church of

England, and that the Church Liturgv' should be
road in the college mornings and evenings. Dr.
Samuel -lohnson, of Connecticut, was installed as
the first president; and in 175fi the erection of
a college building was begun near what is now
West Broadway and Murray Street. In 1764
Dr. Johnson was succeeded by the Rev. Myles
Cooper. Under President Cooper the college
prospered, and a medical department was found-
ed in 1767: but President Cooper was a Royal-
ist, and, becoming involved in 1774 in a political

<ontroversy with Alexander Hamilton, then still

an undergraduate, was presently mobbed at his
imuse, and soon after sailed for England. In
1776 the college buildings were seized by the
Committee of Safety for hospital purposes, and
the college exercises were practically suspended
until 1784, when the institution reopened as
Columbia College, under a State charter, vesting
its control largely in political officers. This,
however, proved unsatisfactory; and in 1787 a
new charter was granted similar to the original
one exc(>pt as to the denominational clause, and
the management of the institution was vested in

a self-perpetmiting board of twenty-four trustees.

Alxjut this time the income of the college was
£13.30, while its faculty numbered six, three giv-

ing instruction in medicine and three in the
arts. New life was given to the institution in

1702 l)y a grant from the State of £7000 out
right and of £7.50 for seven years. The faculty
was enlarged, and Mr. James Kent, afterwards
the famous Chancellor Kent, was elected to a

professorship of law. But the State refused
further funds in 1799, and the college suffered

seriously in consequence. In 1813 the medical
school was incorporated with the College of

Physicians and Surgeons.
In 1814 the I^egislature granted the college

a strip of land known as the Hosack Botanical
(Jarden, extending from Forty-seventh to Fifty-

first Stfeet, and from Fifth Avenue to nearly
Sixth Avenue, as a reimbursement for lands in

New Hampshire belonging to the college which
were ceded by the State on the settlement of the
New Hampshire grants. For many years this
property yielded no income; but at present it is

an important source of revenue. In 1823 Pro-
fessor Kent was reappointed to the chair of law
and delivered his famous lectures, which were,
in 1826, published as Kent's Commentaries. In
1830 the contemplated establishment of a rival

institution in the city of New York spurred on
the board of trustees to new activity. The
full course was enlarged, and scientific and lit-

erary courses Avere instituted, designed for spe-

cial students. In this Columbia would seem to

have anticipated its future development as a uni-
versity. But the time for such a project was
not ripe, and the special courses were discon-
tinued in 1843, though their major subjects were
continued in its full course. In 1857, owing to

the rapid growth of the city, the college was re-

moved to the site bounded by Forty-ninth and
Fiftieth Streets and Madison and Fourth Ave-
nues, and a postgraduate course, combining all

the features of a university, was projected as part
of a general plan of expansion. In 1858 a law
school was established. Beginning with 35 stu-

dents, it had an attendance of 171 in 1864. In
1860 a nominal union was effected with the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons. To meet the in-

creasing need of mining and other engineers, Co-
lumbia College established, in 1864, the School of

Mines and Metallurgy.

Dr. Frederick A. P. Barnard succeeded Presi-

dent King in 1864 and a tiew era of progress be-

gan. Dr. Barnard was a friend of classical learn-

ing, but he held that a system of education not

supported by popular sanction can never be made
an efficient instrument of culture ; and when the
attendance at the college fell to 116 in 1872, the
fact was attributed by him to the rigidity of the
college curriculum. In 1880 the School of Po-
litical Science was established, and in 1881 a

department of architecture was instituted in the
School of Mines. In 1883 a. course of study
under the general supervision of the college fac-

ulty was designed for women, and in 1887 womer
were authorized to receive the degree of B.A., but
this practice was discontinued on the establish-

ment of Barnard College (q.v.) for women in

1889. When President Barnard entered upon hi«

duties as president, Columbia College consisted of

the collegi', an inchoate School of Mines, the
Law School, and a nominally associated ^ledical

School. Twenty-five years later, at the close of

President Barnard's administration, Columbia
College comprised the college, the School of Law,
the School of Political Science, and the School of

Mines and Metallurgy', including the Schools of
Civil and Sanitary Engineering, Applied Chem-
istry, and Architecture. The university had in-

creaseil greatly in size, and the elective system
had been largely introdticed.

I'pon President Barnard's death, in 1889, the
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Hon. Seth Low w«« elected as his successor. He
found wvenil flourish inj< but loonely connected
'8ch(Mils, whose work liu correlated, reorganized,

and consoliilatod. In 181U the ("oUego of Physi-

cians iind Sur;:i'()ns surn>ndcrcd its charter and
became an integral part of ('«)lumbia ('ollege.

In 181M) tlie Sciiool of Philosophy was estah-

lisheil, taking eliargc of the advanced work in

phih)Hophy. j)syehok)gy, education, ancient and
modem languages and literature. In 1802 de-

partments c»f mathematics, mechanics, physics,

niineralogA', chemistry, etc., eombined to form
the School of Pure Science. The s«'veral schools

of engineering were in 18J>6 organized into the

ScIkhiI of Applied Sciences. In the same year
the name 'Columbia University' was adopted to

designate the institution as a whole, and the

name 'Columbia College' was restricted to the

undergraduate department. In 185)8 Teachers
College (q.v. ) became afliliated with Columbia,
and in 15)00 Barnard CoUcge became a part of

of the university. On President Low's resigna-

tion in 15)01. Professor Nicholas Murray Butler

was elected to succeed him.

Columbia University at present comprises the
following schools' and colleges: (1) Columbia
College. The college confers the degree of B.A.
and offers a wide range of subjects, mostly
elective. Its students register under any of the
university faculties in their fourth year, thus
practically .shortening the college course, in the
case of students who take up professional courses,

to three years. In 1002, the date for all the

statistics of attendance quoted, the number
of students in the college was 45)2. The col-

lege oflfers 72 scholarships of the value of $150,
and a number of prizes. (2) Barnard College.

This is an undergraduate school for women,
ami its management is vested in a separate
board of trustees. It offers courses, leading to

the B.A. degree. Graduates of Barnard College
are admitted to the university as candidates for

the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees; but the profes
sional .schools of Columbia University, except
Teachers College, are as yet not open to women.
Barnard College has an attendance of 339. (3)
The School of Law, which offers courses covering
a period of three years and leading to the degree
of LL.B. On certain specified conditions its stu-

dents may also earn the LL.M. and A.M. degrees.
Twenty scholarships are available for students;
its attendance is 400. (4) The College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons. With this are connected
Vanderbilt Clinic, one of the finest hospitals in

the world and the Sloane Maternity Hospital.
It confers the M.D. degree and imder special con-
ditions its students also may earn the M.A. de-
gree. It has an attendance of 809 students. (5) The
Schools of Political Science, Philosophy, and
Pure Science. These have charge of the graduate
courses in the departments of mathematics, natu-
ral sciences, public law, historj% literature, phil-
ology, philosophy, psychology-, anthropology', and
education. Their courses lead to the A.M. and
Ph.D. degrees. The student registration is 508.
(0) The School of Applied Science, which is

composed of the schools of Chemistry, Mines and
Engineering, and offers courses covering periods
of four years, leading to the degrees of E.M.,
Met.E., B.S., C.E., E.E., and Mech.E.. also
graduate courses leading to the A.M. and Ph.D.
The total attendance is 626. (7) The courses in
fine arts, comprising the course in architecture,

leading to the degree of B.S., and the courses in
music, were placed in 15)02 under the administra-
tive c<mtrol of the president of tin- university.

(8) Teachers College, one of the leading schools
for the training of tcjichers in the world, offers

cours<>s leading to the B.S. degn'e and to the
several Teachers College diplomas. It is open
to men and women on equal terms. It constitutes
a separate corporation. It has an attendance of
«34 students. (9) The Summer School of the
university, designed es|)ecially for teacliers. was
organized in 1 !!()() and lias become a permanent
feature. The attendance in 15)02 was (j43.

The government of the university is divided
between a board of 24 trustees, of which the
President is a member, having charge of the
financial affairs of the institution; the Uni-
versity Coimcil, composed of the President, the
Dean, and a delegate from each school or college,

to whose care are confided the educational in-

terests of the university, subject to the reserved
power of control of the trustees and the several
faculties in charge of the respective schcKils.

The total valuation of the university property
and endownnents is about .$20,000,000. The re-

ceipts of the university in 15)01 were $83(5,108.56.

and the expenses $844,.329.85. The library num-
bers about 315,000 volumes, including the Avery
Architectural Library and the famous Phoenix
collection, but exclusive of unbound pamphlets.
A number of societies make it the depository of
tiieir rare collections of books. In 185)7 Co-
lumbia University removed to its new buihlings
on Morningside Heights. The principal build-

ings. gn)ui)ed around the libraiT, the gift of ex-

President Low, are the Havemeyer, Fayer-
weather, and Schermerhom Halls, and the Engi-
neering Building and Earl Hall. The gymna-
sium is part of the building of the Alumni
Memorial Hall. Barnard College and Teachers
College occupy buildings of their own outside of

the campus. Earl Hall represents the religious

interests of the university.

Columbia University is intimately connected
with many of the educational institutions of

New York. Lectures are delivered by Columbia
professors at the American Museum of Natural
Historj% the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and
at Cooper Union. Students of botany are per-

mitted to pursue lines of research at the New
York Botanical Garden, where courses in sj>ecial

investigation are conductwl by Columbia Uni-
versity professors. The university offers free

tuition to students in the several theological

seminaries in New York and its vicinity, and
these institutions reciprocate the privilege. The
university also offers 26 fellowships, ranging
from $500 to $1300 a year, and 34 graduate
scholarships of the value of $1.50 each. The total

number of students attending the university is

3632. Under the auspices of the Columbia Uni-

versity Press, established in 1893, are published a
large number of works, monographs, and serial

studies, written by professors and post-graduate

students, and exhibiting the results of original

research in various of the university depart-

ments. There are also published the Political

Science Quarterly, and the Columbia University

(Jvarterh/, formerly the Columhia Bulletin. The
presidents of the university have l)een: Sam-
xiel .Johnson, D.D. (17.54-63): Mvles Cooper,

S.T.D., LL.D. (1763-76); William S. .Johnson,

LL.D. (1787-1800) ; Charles H. WTiarton. S.T.D.
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(1801-11); William Harris, S.T.D. (1811-29);
William A. Diu-r. L1..D. (1829-42): Nathaniel
F. M<).)re, LL.D. (1842-49) ; Charles King. LL.D.
(1849 04); Frederick A. P. Barnard. S.T.D.,

LL.D. (1864-89) ; Seth Low, LL.D. (1890-1902) ;

Nicholas Murray Butler. Ph.D., LL.D. (1902—).
Consult : George H. Moore, The Origin mid

H'lrly History of (Columbia College (New York,
1890) ; John B. Pine, Charter, Acts, and Official

Documents of Columbia College (New York,
1895) ; Brander Matthews, American Univer-
sities (New York, 1895) ; N. F. Moore, An His-

torical ffkctch of Columbia College: J. Howard
Van Amringe, Universities and their f?ons

(Boston, 1898) ; Circular of Information- Xo. 3,

1900, Bureau of Education (Washington, D. C,
1900).

COLUMBIAN UNIVERSITY. An institu-

tion of higl'.er education, situated at Washington.
D. C. The university was founded in 1821 by
m€'ml)ers of the Baptist Church and until 1873
w.-is knoNvn as Columbian College. At its incep-

tion the university comprised a theological, a
classical, and a medical department. A law
school, which was organized in 1826, was discon-

tinued in 1827 and was not reopened until 1865.

DifTerences that had arisen among the trustees

caused, in 1827, the abandonment of the theo-

logical department. In the same year the finan-

cial troubles of the institution reached such an
acute stage that all the departments were sus-

pended! The college, however, reopened in 1828,

and since then has maintained a steady gro^^'th.

In 184.3 it was freed from indebtedness, but it

had still no permanent endowment. At the out-

break of the Civil War the greater part of the
-students left and the buildings were partially

converted into Government hospitals. In 1884
a scientific school was established, named the

'Corcoran Scientific School,' in honor of Mr.
W. W. Corcoran, one of the university's great-

est l)enefactors ; in 1887 a dental sctiool was
organized in connection with the university. At
present Columbian University comprises the fol-

lowing schools : ( 1 ) Columbian College, offer-

ing courses partially elective, leading to the
degrees of B.A. and B.S. ; (2) the Corcoran
Scientific School, conferring the B.S. degree:

(3) the School of Graduate Studies, which
confers the degrees of M.A., M.S.. Ph.D.. E.E..

C.E., and Mech.E. ; (4) the Law School, which
confers the LL.B. and M.P.L. degrees; (5) the
S^chool of .Turispnidence and Diplomacy, which
confers the <legrecs of M.Dip.. D.C.L.. and LL.M.

;

and (6) the Medical and Dental Schools, con-

ferring the degrees of M.D. and D.D.S., re-

spectively. The university has a registration of
1420 students and a faculty of 180. Owing to

the vast educational resources which the capital

affords, including the National Library, the
archives, and many special collections, the uni-

versity is enabled to carry on its work on an
endowment of $200,000. The property value of

the imiversity is about $1,000,000 and the li-

brary, which is mainly departmental, numl>ers
about 20,000 volumes.

COL'UMBINE (Pr., It. Columbina. from
l.at. rohniihiiniN. dove-like, from columba, dove).
M) A conventional character in old Italian

comedy and the pantomime, first appearing al)out

1560. She was the daughter of Pantaloon and
the object of Harlequin's adoration, and so ap-

l)ears in English pantoniimc. See Pantomime.
(2) A wild flower, emblematic of forsaken
lovers, in old English verse.

" The columbine in tawny often taken.
Is then a8cribe<l to such as are forsaken."

(Browne's Urititih Pastorals. 1613).

COLUMreiTE. A mineral columbate con-

taining some manganese and crystallizing in the
orthorhombic system. It has a bluish irides-

cence, and is of an iron-black, grayish, or brown-
ish color. This mineral occurs in granitic and
feldspathic veins in the form of crystals, crj'stal-

line granules, and cleavable ma.sses. It is found
at various localities in Bavaria, Italy, Finland,
Greenland, and in the Ural region ; in the
United States it is found in greater or less

abundance in nearly all of the States bordering
along the Appalachian Mountain system, in the
Black Hills of South Dakota, and in California
and Colorado. It has some slight economic value
for the preparation of salts of columbium and
tantalum, but as only small quantities of these

salts are used, the mineral is in but little de-

mand. It is interesting to mention that the
first occurrence of columbite in America was
made known from a specimen sent by Governor
Winthrop of Connecticut to Sir Hans Sloane.
then President of the Royal Society of Great
Britain.

COLUM'BIUM (Neo-Lat., from Columbia,
United States of America) or Niobiim. A metal-
lic element discovered by Rose in 1846. It is

found in the minerals columbite, from Had-
(tam and Middletown, Conn., and tantalite, from
near Falun and elsewhere in Sweden ; also in

small quantities in other minerals. In order to

obtain the element the mineral is fused with
acid potassium sulphate: the resulting mass,
which is washed and boiled with concentrated
hydrochloric acid, yields the hydroxide, which is

then retlueed. Columbium (symbol Cb or Nb,
atoipic weight 94) is a steel-gray powder with
a specific gravity of 7.06. It forms three oxides
with oxygen, of which the pentoxide, CbjOj,

forms salts called columbates or niobates.

COLUM'BUS. A city and county-seat of

Muscogee County, Georgia, 135 miles southwest
of Atlanta, at the head of navigation on the
Chattahoochee River and on the Central of

(Jeorgia, the Southern, and the Sealward Air
Line railroads (Map: Georgia, B 3). The city,

from its important manufactures called the
'Lowell of the South,' is the centre of a fertile

agricultural region, and has vast water-power,
the river having at that place a fall of 120 feet

in three miles. The trade with adjoining States

is extensive. Columbus receives annually 150,000
bales of cotton, and its manufactures of cotton
goods are correspondingly large. It .has also

foundries and machine-shops, cottonsee<l-oil

mills, refineries, barrel-factories, etc. There is

a pu!>lic li!)rary. besides one the Eagle and
Phenix. for mill op«'ratives. The government is

administered under a charter of 18!K) by a mayor,
elected for two years, and a city council whose
memlH>rs are elected on a general ticket. The
executive has the power of appointment only in

standing committees: all other officials are
chosen bv the council. Population, in 1890.

17.303; in 1JH)0. 17.604.

Columbus was laid out in 1828 and incor-

jmrated in 1829. During the Civil War it was
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un ini|H)rtunt ConfiHlonUe depot of HupnIii'H uiid

was uiily Hurpa88iHl by llichiiioiid in tlir (juan-

lity of iiiunufueturcd nrtiol(>s furniHhed to the
('onf«>«l«'rnto Army. It wan captured by Federal
forctv* April l(i. I'SOS.

COLUMBUS. A city and county-seat of
Barthoiuinew County, Indiana, 41 niiles south by
east of Indianapolis; on tiie east fork of the
White River, and on tlie Pennsylvania and the
Clevehuid. Cincinnati, Chicaj,'o and St. I^niis

railroads (Map: Indiana, D 3). It has extensive
manufactures of pulleys, tanned leather, thresh-
injj and .sawmill nujchinery, tools, starch, ttour,

furniture, etc. Settled in 1821, Columbus was
chartered as a city in 1804. The j»overnment is

vested in a mayor, elected biennially, and a city
council. The water-works and electric-light

plant are owned and o|)erated by the municipal-
ity. Population, in 18!)0, 0710; 'in 15)00, 8130.

COLUMBUS. A city and the county-seat of
Cherokee County, Kan., 50 miles south of Fort
Scott; on the Saint Louis and San Francisco;
the Missouri. Kansas and Texas ; and the Kansas
City, Fort Scott and Memphis railroads (Map:
Kansas, H 4). It is the centre of a farming and
a mining region, has a considerable trade in agri-
cultural products, and contains machine-shops,
canning factory, and an extensive brick-making
plant. Tlu' water-works are owned and operated
bv the municipalitv. Population, in 1890, 2160;
in 15)00, 2310.

COLUMBUS. A city and the county-seat
of Lowndes County, Miss., 125 miles west of Bir-
mingham, Ala.; on the Tombigbee River, which
is navigable six months of the year, and on the
.Mobile and Ohio and the Southern railroads
(Map: Mississippi, ,T 3). It is the centre of a
coal and iron region, and has cotton and oil

mills, foundries and machine-shops, stave-works,
and luml)er-mills. The city has a public library,
and is the seat of the State Indu.strial Institute
and College for young women, Franklin Acad-
emy, for white, and Union Academy, for negro
children. Columbus was settled in 1830, incor-
porated in 1832, and is governed at present under
a charter of 1884, which provides for a mayor,
elected every two years, and a council, elected
on a general ticket. The water-works are owned
and operated bv the city. Population, in 1890,
4559; in 1900, 6484.

COLUMBUS. A city and the county-seat of
Platte County, Xeb., 92 miles west by north of
Omaha : on the Loup River a short distance
al)ove its confluence with the Platte, and on the
L'nion Pacific and the Burlington and Missouri
River railroads (Map: Nebraska, C 2) . It is of
importance as a railroad junction, and has flour-
mills, foundry, brewerv, siioe-factorv, etc. Popu-
lation, in 18!»0. 31.34;' in 1900, .3.522.

COLUMBUS. The capital of Ohio, county-
seat of Franklin County, and the fourth city of
the State in population, situated on both side's of
the Scioto River. 100 miles northeast of Cincin-
nati and 140 miles southwest of Cleveland, near
the geographical centre of the State (Man: Ohio.
D 6).

The city is built on generallv level ground at
an altitude of 7.50 feet, and has broad, well-
paved streets. Among public buildings the most
prominent is the State Capitol, a large stone
structure fronting on a public square near the
centre of the city. The Ohio penitentiary is situ-

COLUMBUS.

uted here. Columbus, well known for the num-
ber of its charitable and educational institutions,
is the seat of the Ohio State University, founded
in 1870 (q.v.) ; Capital University (Lutheran),
established in 1850; Ohio Medical University;
Starling .Medical College; Columbus l.rfiw School,
and Columi)Us Art Institute; and contains five
public hospitals—Emergency Hospital, Columbus
HospiUil for the Insane, Deaf and Dumb Asy-
lum, Blind Institute, InstituU- for Feebleminded
Youth, and the County Infirmary, in addition
to tho.se of the several institutions of learning,
there are in the city the State Library and State
Law Library, City Library, Public School Li-
brary, and Engineers' ln.stitute and Library.
Other features of interest may be found in the
State fair grounds, which adjoin the city, and in
the public parks, bridges, and monuments. There
are five {)arks, including from 10 to 100 acres
each, and numerous smaller ones; several street
and railway bridges span the Scioto; and monu-
ments have been erected in honor of Salmon P.
Chase, William T. Sherman. Edwin M. Stanton,
James A. Garfield, Philip H. Sheridan, Ulysses
S. Grant, and Rutherford B. Hayes.
Columbus is an important commercial and

manufacturing centre. It has excellent transpor-
tation facilities, more than a dozen railroads
entering the city, including great trunk lines: the
Haltimore and Ohio, the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago and Saint Louis, and roads of the Penn-
sylvania sy.stem. In the vicinity are the eoal and
iron fields of the State, an advantage which has
oontributod largely to the development of manu-
facturing industries. There is considerable trade
in bituminous coal, and the city is an important
distributing centre with large wholesale inter-
ests. It exports extensively its principal manu-
factured products, among which are vehicles of
various kinds, wheelbarrows, scrapers, agricul-
tural implements, mining macliinerv. shoes, uni-
forms, and regalia. There are also niany smaller
industries.

The government is administered by a mayor,
cho.sen every two years and ineligible to serve
three terms in succession, a unicameral city
council, elected by wards, and a board of public
works appointed by the executive. This board,
composed of directors of law, accounts, public
improvements, and public .safety, constitutes a
legislative body in which all important measures
nuist originate and be approved l)ofore action by
the municipal council. The director of law is

acting mayor in case of the mayor's absence or
disability. Ofiicials of other departments are
chosen by the people: the board of education,
consisting of a representative from each ward;
police judge and clerk; and four civil magis-
trates (justices of the peace). The annual
budget of the city approximates $3,000,000.

Population, in i8.30. 24.35; in 18.50. 17.882; in

1870.31,274; in 1880. 51,047 : in 185)0. 88.1,50;

in 1900, 125,500, including 12,.300 persons of for-

eign birth and 8200 of negm descent.

Columbus was laid out in 1812, the I^egisla-

ture having selected the site for the capital city,

and in 1816 it was incorporated and supplanted
Chillicothe as capital of the State. It became
the county-seat of Franklin County in 1824. In
1833, and again in 1849.50. it suITered greatly
from ravages of cholera. Consult Howe, Histor-

ical Collections of Ohio (Columbus, 1889-91).
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COLUMBUS. A city and the county-seat

of Colorado County, Tex., 110 miles southeast of

Austin ; on tlie Colorado River and on the South-
ern Pacific Railroad (Map: Texas, F 5). It

has a considerable trade in cotton, agricultural

produce, live stock, hides, etc. Population, in

1890, 2199; in 1900, 1824.

COLUMBUS, Bartholomew ( Bartolomeo
Colon) (c.1445-1514). A brother of Christopher.
Columbus. He was a sailor by profession, and
in the year 1480 joined Christopher at Lisbon.

In 1489 he was sent to England by his brother

to seek assistance from Heixry VII. for the

execution of his project. He was taken by
pirates and landed in England in a destitute

condition, and on presenting himself at Court
was unfavorably received by the King. He
then sought help at the Court of Charles VIII.

in France, with like success. In January, 1494,

he returned to Spain and was given command
of a fleet of three caravels sailing for Es-

panola. He arrived there in June of the same
year, just in time to render effectual assistance

to his brother, who was being hard pressed by
the unruly members of the little Spanish colony.

From tiiat time on he became the most devoted
follower of the Admiral, who in 1495 made him
advUtntado, or governor, of Espafiola, a title

which was confirmed by the Crown in 1497. In

March, 149(5. lie assumed command of the col-

ony on the departure of his brother. He founded
the town of San Domingo and effectually re-

pressed a native insurrection. During the hard-

.«hips of the last voyage of Christopher Colum-
bus, Bartholomew proved of invaluable assist-

ance. At Puerto la Gloria in 1504 he repressed

a nmtinj' among the sailors. Late in life he
received some recognition for his services from
the Crown, whicli bestowed on him the island

on Mona, near Espafiola, as a possesssion. He
died at Seville in Decemljer, 1514.

COLUMBUS, Christopher (the usual Eng-
lish form, adopted from the Latinized form of

the Italian Colombo, which was the original

spelling of the family name. After the discov-

erer entered the Spanish service he became
known as Crist«'>bal Colon) (0.144(5-1500). The
discoverer of America. Columbus was born in

1445 or 144(5. The best authorities surmise that

Ills birth took place in the village of Terra-

rossa. near (ienoa, to which city his father, Do-
uienico Columbus, removed about 1451, in order

to l)e nearer the centre of the wool trade, from
wliich he derived his livelihood. The exact date

of Columbus's birth has been a subject of debate,

opyiions varying from 1436 to 1457, but the

most trustworthy evidence seems to show that

he was born not long l)efore March 25, 1440.

He was early apprenticed to his father's trade,

and is referred to in legal documents dated 1472

and 147.3 as living in Genoa or Lavona, and en-

gaged in the wool trade. There is probably no
foundation in fact for the stories which describe

liini as liaving received a university education at

Pavia. He probably left home and went to sea

in 1473, visiting various Mediterranean ports

and eventually leaching Lisbon, wliere lie lived

until 1484 or 1485. .After he had become famous,

stories relating exploits of his early youth as a

corsair and pirate, or as pilot or commander of a

war vess«>l belonging to Renf' d'.\njou. Count of

Provence, became current, but most of the details

of these stories are inconsistent with known his-

torical facts. The Portuguese were at this time
the most skillful sailors in Europe, and among
them Columbus may easily have acquired all the
knowledge and skill which liis later career re-

veals. He engaged in the business of map-mak-
ing, besides participating in several expeditions
to Guinea, on the African coast, to the eastern
Mediterranean, and to f^ngland, all of these being
voyages which Portuguese merchant vessels were
accustomed to make frequently. Slightly more
unusual and adventurous was a voyage, to whicli

the definite date 1477 is assigned, to the island
of Thule or Iceland.

Columbus's interest in cartography explains
his writing a letter concerning the shape of the
earth to the learned Italian Toscanelli, accom-
panying it with one of his globes to illustrate

his queries. This elicited the famous reply from
Toscanelli, which is ordinarily accepted as mark-
ing the time when Columbus began to devote
himself to the problem of a direct route from
Europe to the Asiatic spice-lands. During one
of his Mediterranean voyages he revisited Genoa,
it is sometimes maintained, and tried to secure
financial assistance which would enable him to
test his theories of a direct ocean passage across
the Atlantic to Asia, but without success. It is

reported also that he tried to enlist help in Ven-
ice, and there is nothing improbable in the story.

In Portugal, where he had married Phillipa
Moniz or Muuiz, who is said to have been a
daughter of BartholomC' Perestrello, the first

governor of Porto Santo, in the Madeiras, and a
prominent fij^ire in the history of Portuguese
expansion, Columbus secured the ear of the

King, who evinced much interest in his plan.
The would-be discoverer, however, demanded so

large a share of the prospective benefits that the

King, who would have had to stand all the finan-

cial risk and the burden of popular disappoint-
ment in case of failure, was unable to make-
terms with him. As no compromise could be ar-

ranged, the King was persuaded by his courtiers

to test the plan of Columbus by sending a vessel

to see if the Atlantic offered any insuperable dif-

ficulty to the proposed voyage. An adventurer
from Madeira, Fernam Dominguez do Arco, had
petitioned the King for a grant of the lordshijt

over an island in the west wliich persistent rumoi-

declared could be seen from the Azores at certain

seasons. Dominguez do Arco was therefore sent

ofl" to search for his island, and when he returned

unsncessful, with terrifying tales of the dangers
of the great ocean, the King was convince*! that

the scheme of Columbus was chimerical. Colum-
bus felt that an attempt had l)een made to cheat

him of his great idea, and so he hastily went to

Spain, in the winter of 1484-85, leaving his wife

and young children behind.

During the next five years Columbus was in

constant attendance about the Spanish Court,

jiract icing his profession of cartograjiher and
seeking to gain the royal interest in his plans.

During 1480 and 1487 he succeeded so far as to

have two important councils held, at Salamanca
and at Granada, at which his propositions were
discussed by the principal ecclesiastical and po-

litical dignitaries. Tlie consensus of opinion

was strongly against him. and Columbus, thor-

oughly discouraged, reopened negotiations with

Portugal, which he revisited in 1488. being pres

ent at the return of Dias from the Cape of Good
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Hope. It is BuppoHod that his wife had died lie-

fore this time, for his son Ferdinand, by Beatriz

Menrique/. was Iwrn at Cordova in August, just

before his visit to Portugal. Realizing tlie hojnv

lessness of securing assistantn; in Portugal, Oo-

lunibus induced his brother Bartiioloniew to go
to England to lay his plans before King Henry
\1I., while he hiniaelf determined to try his for-

tune in France. The famous story is well au-

tlienticatcd which tells how he started a\T afoot

with his little son Diego and stojtpetl at the con-

vent of La lliibida to ask for food. The prior,

•hum Perez de Marcheiui, entered into conversa-

tion witii tlie stranger, grew interested in him,

called in a neighbor who was learned in maritime
affairs, and eventually became convinced that

Sjtain ought to benefit by the idea with which
(Jolumbus had become possessed. A messenger
was sent off to the Court, Queen I.saliella's inter-

est was aroused, and Spanish America is the re-

sult. As soon as the royal support was granted,

preparations for the voyage were hurried for-

ward. The Pinzon brothers, merchant sailors of

I'alos. fumishetl the money for the share in the

expense which Columbus had undertaken to pro-

vide, and the royal contribution of Queen Isa-

bella was advanced by the Treasurer, Santangel.

froni his private resources. The story that the

{^ueen pawned her jewels to secure this money is

rendered unlikely by the fact that she had
pledged evers'thing slie pf)ssessed, several years

l)efore, to assist in the war against the Moors.

(>n August 3, 1402, e\'ferything was ready and
Columbus, on the carack Saiita Maria, accom-

|>anied by the caravels A't/la and Pint a, sailed

from Palos. A short stop was' made at the

Canaries, and then a course was steered due
westward. Several days of calms followed, during

which Columbus, foreseeing trouble with his

crew, began to announce each day as the number
of leagues sailed about three-fourths of the real

distance. On September 14th he noticed that the

compass, which had previously, as in European
waters, pointed to the east of the pole-star, was
beginning to point west of it. This discovery of

the variation of the needle is the first of a series

of observations which, after the accumulated in-

formation of four hundred years, still puzzles

physicists. On October 8th, on the advice of Pin-

zon, vho was captain of the Pint a, the course

was changed to the southwest, and on the 12th

land was reached. This was an island known to

the natives as Guanahani, and named by Colum-
bus San Salvador, probabh' the one now called

Watling's Island, one of the Bahamas. The land-

fall has been a subject of long dispute, and in-

\estigators have at various times advocated the

modern San Salvador, Cat, Grand Turk, Samana,
and Acklin islands as the land on which Colum-
l>us fitst set foot in the New World. From San
Salvador. Columbus sailed from island to island

until October 26th. when he landed on Cuba. Hav-
ing convinced himself by several trips into the

interior that this was a part of the Asiatic

mainland, or Cathay, he started back toward
Spain. On Christmas Eve, as he was crossing

to Haiti, which the Spaniards named Espanola,
the Savta Maria was wrecked near the harbor
named bv Columbus 'La Navidad.' It was there-

fore decided to leave at this spot, in a fort which
was built there, a part of the company, to serve
as a nucleus for future exploring expeditions.

Forty men agreed to stay, and were left with

sufTicient supplies, and on January 4, 1493, Co-
lumbus set off for Spain. On February 2oth he
entered the mouth of the Tagus, having lH*en

nearly wrecked in a storm which arose after the
shores of Europe had Ik'cii sighted. The Portu
guese King welcomed him cordially and helpcti

him to send word to Spain of his safe return.
From Palos Columbus journeyed overland to the
Court at Barcelona, where he arrived in April
and was received with great honor by Ferdinan<l
and isalndla.

Every assistance was promised Columbus to-

ward e(juii)ping a second expedition. Seventeen
Nessels were soon ready, carrying 150<) persons,

and on September 25, 1403, they set sail. The
island of l3ominica was reached on Xoveniber 3d,

and on the 27th Columbus anchored nlF tlie fort

of La Navidad. which was found desertetl. The
garrison had been killed by the natives, whom
the outrages committed by the white men had
provoked beyond endurance. Abandoning this,

Columbus founded 'a new town (Isabella) and
the next two years were spent in an attempt
to establish a form of government and in sev-

eral exploring expeditions into the interior of

Espanola and the neighboring islands. Many
causes united to disturb the peace of the col-

ony, and Columbus at length determined to re-

turn to Spain, where his enemies were actively

trying to undermine the confidence of the sover-

eigns in him. Landing at Cadiz on .lune 11,

149G, he proceeded directly to the Court, where
he was most graciously received and quickly re-

stored to grace. He was promised whatever he

desired for a new expedition, but there was a

long delay, due largely to the persistent opposi-

tion of Fonseca, Bishop of Palencia. through
whose hands everything had to pass iK'fore Co-

lumbus could secure his outfit. It was not until

;May 30, 1498, that six vessels were ready to

sail. A more southerly route than liefore was
followed and the voyage was prolonged until July
31st, when the three peaks of Trinidad were
sighted. After a fortnight's rest in the Gulf of

Paria, Columbus coasted the South American
mainland, which he now saw for the first time,

westward as far as Margarita, and then, having
first decided that Paradise nuist be situated in

the interior of the modern Venezuela, he stood

across to Espafiola. Arriving at Santo Domingo,
which had become the principal town in the

Indies, he learned that a number of the colonists

had rebelled during his absence, and that every-

thing was at odds. His temi»erament was ill-

.>uited to dealing with the turbulent crowd who
defied his authority, and he could do little to-

ward restoring peace and order. Both sides sent

agents and emissaries to Spain, with the rAult
that, on August 23, 1500, Francisco de Bobadilla

arrived at the island with royal orders authoriz-

ing him to supersede Columbus in the govern-

ment. Without waiting to investigate the

charges against him, Bobadilla arrested Colum-
bus, treating him with heartless indignities for

which no justification can be found in the surviv-

ing records of the colony. He was placed in

irons, denied visits from his brothers and parti-

sans, and in October sent back to Spain.

The news that the Admiral of the Ocean Seas

had arrived home in chains .served his cause bet

ter than any argument. He was promptly r(

leased and summoned to Court, where every

favor was shown him. King Ferdinand, how-
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ever, was too shrewd to restore him to the full

])owers of control which he claimed by virtue of

1 1 is discovery. As soon as he became convinced
that there was little use in trying to secure his

rights, Columbus asked for a tleet with which to

continue his discoveries. This was readily

granted, and in May, 1502, he set sail with four
caravels to seek a route to the real East. A part
of the royal grant was the condition that he
should not revisit Espauola. but on June 29th
C'oluml)U3 anchored off Santo Domingo. Being
forbidden to enter the harbor, he refitted as best

lie could outside, where he successfully weathered
a storm which, curiously enough overwhelmed a
lleet on which Bobadilla and several of his bit-

terest enemies had set sail for Spain. Columbus
proceeded westward, and between July 30, 1502,

iind January 24, 1503, he sailed along the coast
of Central America, from Honduras to Veragua,
where he attempted a settlement. In April, 1503,
the disheartened survivors insisted on abandon-
ing the enterprise. With the greatest difficulty

the rotten ships were brought as far as Jamaica,
w here, in August, they had to be beached to save
their cargoes. The Admiral had been confined
lor many weeks to his bed, with a complication
of mental and bodily ailments, from which he
aroused himself at moments of special danger
to show his earlier courage, enthusiasm, and
skill. From Jamaica a messenger, Diego Men-
dez, started across to Cuba in a canoe to seek
help at Santo Domingo. It was many months
before the pitiful survivors learned that he had
not perished on the way. He reached Espanola
in safety, but (H'ando, who had succeeded Boba-
dilla. delayed as long as he could before permit-
ting Mendez to hire a vessel to go to the rescue
of the castaways on Jamaica. At last, in June,
1504, the survivors who had remained faithful
to the Admiral through dangers and disasters,
were once more embarked on their way back to
<'Jvilization. Refitting the vessel at Santo Do-
mingo, Columbus proceeded to Spain, landing at
San Lucar de Barrameda on November 7. Be-
fore the end of the month, Queen Isabella, upon
whom all his hopes rested, died. Columbus went
to Seville, where he busied himself during such
intervals of freedom from pain a.s he had in
trying to put his affairs in order, and in writing
letters to all whose friendship or help he craved.
In May, 1505, he vainly journeyed to Segovia to
j.'lead with the King for some recognition of his
rights and those of his son. Thence he retired
to Valladolid. where he died. May 20, 1506.

Columbus literature, already very voluminous,
was more than doubled during the celebration of
the four hundredth anniversary of his discovery
of America in 1802. The chief source for infor-
mation about him was for many years Xavar-
rete's great collection of documents, published
at Madrid »>etwe«'n 1825 and 1837. This has
l)een in a measure supplanted by a monumental
work published by the Italian Government,
Srritti di Colombo (Rome, 1892). The standard
English version of the Letters is Major's trans-
lation in the Hakluyt Society volumes for 1848
and 1870, supplemented by Markham's transla-
tion of the Journal in 1843. There is a conve-
nient wlition of the Letters edited bv W. C. Ford
( New York, 1 892 ) . The great critical study of
Columbus's life and family is by Harrisse". in
two vohmies (Paris. 1884)! the results of which
were presented in English by Winsor (Boston,

1892). Among the best of the many shorter
biographies are those by Markhani (London,
1893), and by Adams (New York, 1892).

COLUMBUS (Colon), Diego (in It., Gia-
coma) (c. 1468- 15 15). The youngest brother of
Christopher Columbus. He was born probably
at Genoa and upon the news of his brother's
great discovery came to Spain. He accompanied
Christopher on his second voyage, and late in
1493 was at the head of a commission intrusted
with the government of Espafiola in the absence
of the Admiral. In 1496 he went to Spain to de-

fend his brother against the charges submittetl
by some of the unruly members of the colony,
he returned to Espanola, but fell into disgrace
and was sent in chains to Spain in the year 1500.

A number of years before his death he entered
the Church.

COLUMBUS, Diego (c.1478-1526). Eldest
son of Christopher Columbus. He was born prob-
ably at Lisbon, and came in 1484 to Spain with
his father, who left him for some time with his

friends at the Convent of La Rfibida. while he
himself went to seek aid at the Court. In 1494
he became page to the Crown Prince, Juan, and
after the latter's death in 1497 he was admitted
into the household of Queen Isabella, where he re-

mained till 1504. After the death of his father
he received the title of Admiral of the Indies,

but was refused the viceroyalty which he
claimed as his paternal right. In 1508 he mar-
ried a daughter of the house of Alba, and
through her influence succeeded in being made
Governor of the Indies. In 1509 he arrived at
Espafiola to take possession of his oflBce. He
never desisted in his claim to the viceroyalty
and to a share of the revenues from the New
^Vorld due him, and in 1520 finally won his case.

He was recalled, however, from his government
in 1523, and though he made his peace again
with the Court, did not return to the New
World. He died at ilontalban in 1526. His son
Luis (1521-72), bom at Santo Domingo, received
the title of Admiral of the Indies in 1529. He
finally abandoned all claims of the family to the
viceroyalty and received in compensation an
estate in Jamaica and one near Veragua, with
the titles of Duke of Veragua and ilarquis of
Jamaica. In 1563 he was banished on account of
his dissolute life to Oran, where he died. With
Diego Colon (died 1578), a nephew of Luis and
a great-grandson of Christopher, the male line

of the great Admiral became extinct. The pres-
ent Dukes of Veragua trace their descent from a
sister of the last Diego.

COLUMBUS, FEHniN.\ND (Fernando) (1488-
1539). A natural son of Christopher Columbus
by Beatriz Henriquez, of CJordova. In 1498 he
became page to Queen Isabella. He accompanied
his father on his last voyage to the New World,
and in 1509 he sailetl for Espafiola with his
brother Diego, who had been made Governor of
the Indies. Returning to Spain, he settled down a.s

a cosmographer and writer on navigation. He
traveled extensively in Italy, the Netherlands,
(Germany, and France, and in 1522 visited Eng-
land. Two years later he was a member of the
board of arbitration selected to decide on the
conflicting claims of Spain and Portugal to the
Molucca Islands. His political career was an
active one. and mainly in line with his profession
as geographer. Two years before his death he
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founded a school of matliematics and education

at Seville. His library of more than 12,000 vol-

umes he left to the chapter of the cathe<lral at

Seville. Ferdinand is iMJst known as the probable

autlior of a life of liis father, upon which all

subse<|ueiit liiographi«'.s of Christopher Columbus
have been based. We possess this work only in

the form of the Italian translation published at

Venice in 1571, the original having been lost.

Ferdinand's claim to the authorship of this biog-

raphy has l)een denied by eminent authorities

and "just as warmly defended; the question is

still a mooted one.

COLUMBUS BARRACKS. A United States

military post established in 1803, and originally

an arsenal. Tlie reservation embraces 77 acres,

and is one mile from Columbus, Ohio, which is

the nearest railroad station. It is an important
recruiting rendezvous for the United States

Army and contains quarters for 25 officers and
8 companies of infantry.

COL'UMEL'LA (Lat., dim. of columna, col-

umn). A descriptive term employed in several

groups of plants, but especially in mosses and
molds. It refers to an axis-like structure aris-

ing in the centre of a sporangium, so that the

spores are forced to lie along its sides.

COLUMELLA, Li cii's Junius Modebatus.
The most learned of Roman writers on practical

agriculture. He was born at Gades (Cadiz), in

Spain, and flourished in the earlier part of the

first century of the Christian Era. For some
time he resided in Syria, but lived chiefly at

Rome, and died, most probably, at Tarentum.
His great work, De Re Ruatica, in twelve books
—the tenth, On Gardening, is versified—is ad-

dressed to one Publius Silvinus, and treats of

arable and pasture lands, culture of vines, olives,

etc., care of domestic animals, respective duties

of masters and servants, and the like. A supple-

mentary treatise relates to trees. This ancient
Book of the Farm is written in good Latin, and
the information is copious, though in some
points of questionable accuracy. The best edition

of Columella is by Schneider, in Scriptores Rei
Rustica;. (Leipzig, 1784-97).

COLUMN (from Lat. columna, column, con-

nected with AS. holm, island). A pillar or post,

usually cylindrical in form, made of any mate-
rial, such as wood, stone, brick, or iron, and
used as a support, either real or apparent. In

the historic architectural styles the colunm has
held a most important position, often determin-
ing both a'sthetic and constructive forms. It is

used in connection both with the arch and the
architrave. Strictly speaking, a column should
consist of a shaft, circular in plan, and sur-

mounted by a distinct capital, and it should rest

on a base. Exceptionally, as in the Doric style,

the base is omitted. Throughout antiquity the
column was used nuiinly as a constructive mem-
ber, and only exceptionally as a decorative fea-

ture; but in the Middle Ages the column
formed a large part of the rich system of decora-
lion. Normally, columns stand free and singly,

at regular intervals, supporting a superstruc-
ture, but there are many variations of such a
type. (1) The half or three-quarter column, en-
gaged in a pier or wall, came into use at quite an
earlv date—in Egypt, for example—entered the
domain of architecture permanently in the Roman
style, and has been common ever since. (2) The

grouping of columns by twos or even threes hard-
ly obtained generally until the Middle Ages,
when it was a s|K-cial feature of cloisters.> (3)
The simple circular plan was changed for a
cluster of shafts in many styles—Assyro-liaby-
lonian, Egyptian, and especially mediieval, when
the grouped columnar pier was most character-
istic. (4) Honorary columns were quite unc*on-

nected with any structure, and were at first en-

tirely religious in significance, like the two col-

umns in front of the Temple of Jerusalem (Jakin
and Boaz), those in connection with Phoenician
and other Oriental and even Pdasgic sanctua-
ries, and the nuiny erected in Hellenic coun-
tries surmounted by figures or symbols of

the gods. Afterwards they were used to com-
memorate the achievements of men, especially

by the Romans, who surmounted them with hon-
orary statues, the most famous being those of

Trajan, Marcus Aurelius, and Antoninus Pius in

Rome, of Arcadius and Theodosius in Constanti-
nople, of Pompey in Alexandria, and the Ven-
dOme column in Paris.

The shafts of columns were sometimes mono-
liths, of a single piece, or built up of superposed
drums, or with a core of different material from
the face. The first was the favorite form of the

Romans, the second of the Greeks, the third of

the Assyro-Babylonians and Etruscans, of whom
the former sheathed a wooden core with metal,

while the latter did it with terra-cotta—

a

method not unknown to the early Greeks. The
materials almost universally used throughout
historic times have been stone and marble. It is

idle to speculate as to the origin of the stone or

brick column and whether it goes back to a
wooden original. It is certainly true that in the

history of Greek architecture the wooden column
was a primitive form, as is attested in the

Temple of Hera at Olympia, as well as in lit-

erary traditions.

Colunmar architer-ture played a very subor-

dinate role in the vaulted Assyro-Babylonian
style, and appears only in lighter and smaller

structures, such as shrines, in antis, and in deli-

cate second-story superstructures, where the

shafts were often carried on the backs of

sphinxes or lions and surmounted by proto-Ionic

or bulbous capitals. The proportions approach
more closely to the Hellenic than in Egypt. The
Egyptians were the first to utilize columns on a

grand scale, especially in the great hypostyle

lialls of their temples, as early as the Eleventh

Dynasty (c.2oOO n.c). They used a great vari-

ety of designs and proportions, so that they can
hardly be said to have had orders or canons of

proportions, though the shafts were almost in-

variably heavy, their height varying only from
about three to five times their diameter. The
bhaft usually rests upon a plain, low, circular

base, in the form of a plinth, immediately above

which it often takes on a pronounced swelling or

entasis. Its surface, even when a smooth cylin-

der, is almost always decorated with brilliantly

colored and ravo rilievo ornaments, in the form
of hieroglyphs, patterns, or religious symbols.

Often, instead of a smooth cylinder, the shaft is

in the form of a bunch of palm or lotus stalks,

banded together at intervals by bands of rings,

and surmounted by a palm or lotus flower cap-

ital, or campaniform capital (q.v. ), on which

a square plinth is usually superposed. Another
form of shaft, popular only in the middle period
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and best seen in the tombs at Beni-Hassan, is

the polygonal derivative of the square pier, with
sometimes as many as 1(5 or 32 sides, which sug-

gests the fluting of the classic column. The
material iised is invariably stone, and the con-

struction is by drums. The Oriental series closes

with the Persian column, which is later than
the Greco-Ionic and was formed under combined
Egj'ptian, Assyrian, and Ionian influences. The
great columnar halls of the Persian royal pal-

aces rivaled the temple halls of Egypt, but pro-

duced a totally opposite effect, because the
columns Mere slender and tall (60 to 70 feet),

lluted like the Greek, instead of painted and
Ciirved, and widely spaced, instead of crowded.
The simple Greek type, evident in shaft and base,

was not followed in the elaborate three-staged

capital—animals, volutes, and campaniform
bulbs—evidently inspired by Assyro-Babylonian
models. The colunms were of stone, but, unlike

the Egyptian, the lintels they supported were of

wood, which made the slender proportions and
wide spacing possible.

The history of the column among the Greeks
reaches back to pre-Homeric days, for it ap-

pears in the Mycenaean and Achaean royal pal-

aces and tombs in Crete, ilycenae, TirjTis, and
(•l:iewhere. No classic orders yet exist, and the
shafts, strangely enough, are larger at the neck
than at the base. In the seventh century
B.C. the two great columnar orders, Doric and
Ionic, have developed all important features and
reign—the one in Sicily, Magna Graecia, and
Piost of the Greek mainland, the other in Asia
Minor and some of the islands, passing then to

.\ttica and other semi-Ionicpartsof Greece. These
orders are characterized by their special entabla-

ture (q. v.). as well as column. The Hellenic

appreciation of sesthetic proportions and of ideal

types is shown in the early attempt of architects

to establish canons for each of these orders. The
most startling novelty in the Hellenic use of the

column was that it was in the main for external,

instead of internal, effect. In the development
of (ireek architecture there was a continually
increasing tendency in favor of the Ionic style.

The attempt to give a history of these two orders

on the basis of an evolution of form has proved
unsatisfactory, except in such general facts that
Doric columns gradually lose much of their orig-

inal heaviness. The Doric column had no sep-

arate base, but the entire row rose from a

common stepped base. The shaft tapered
slightly upward, and the straight outline wa-s

mitigated by an outward curve or entasis, most
pronounced Inflow the centre: it was fluted with
from 1(5 to 20 channels, meeting in sharp edges,

or arrises, and was joined to the capital by a
grooved necking. The capital it.self consists of

a circular cushion, or echinus, surmounted by a
square plinth, or abacus, on which the entabla-

ture rests. The heavy proportions of early Doric

gave the columns a height of only four to five

diameters and an intercolumniation of hardly
more than a single diameter, but the height was
^.'raduaily increased until it reached six to seven

diameters and the intercolumniation increase<l

—

a change corresponding to a lightening of the

entablature. The Doric column usually had a

thin coat of stucco, painted a delicate buff. The
Ionic column was far more graceftil and deco-

rative. Its slendemess allowed of far less

Uipering and entasis of the shaft, which rested
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on a base. This base at first varied in type and
was especially rich in Asia Minor before taking
the normal Attic form which remained the typi-
cal base even in post-classic times. The height
of the colunm was from eight to ten times its

diameter; its shaft had 24 deep flutings, sepa-
rated by narrow fillets. The capital consisted of
spiral connected volutes, between which was a
cyma, or ovolo, with pearl beading, and it was
connected with the architrave by a thin, deco-
rated plinth. Carving and color contribute to
form the decoration. In Greek times the Corin-
thian style hardly rose to the dignity of an
order, its only important change from the Ionic
being in the different capital. It is interesting
to notice that the Greeks merely blocked out
their columns before erecting them, and only
after the building was fully constructed were the
channels, moldings, and ornaments cut. \Mien
marble came into use, in the fifth century, the
surface was no longer stuccoed.

The Romans abandoned, in the third century
B.C., the wooden columns with terra-cotta sheath-

ing of the Etruscans for the solid columns of

the Greeks, but introduced several variations.

The principal of these variations were the fre-

quent use of unchanneled and monolithic shafts
of the brilliantly colored marbles, like the Nu-
midian, porphyry, or serpentine : the general use
of the Corinthian, instead of the two simpler
capitals, and the development of a real Corin-

thian order; the modification of the Doric into

the so-called 'Tuscan' style; the invention of the
(.'omposite capital, of high pedestals, of engaged
columns, and of a rich system of sculptured
decoration. The column was now, for the first

time, combined with the arch, as well as with
Ihe architrave. Thus the Romans increased the

uses, the size, the materials, and the types of

columns, though losing much of the refinement

of form and proportions of Greek art. At the
same time, especially in their civil public build-

ings, the Romans substituted hea^y piers—often

with engaged columns—for the columns them-
selves, on account of the use of vaulting, which
could not be supported by slender shafts. It wa.s

reserved for Early Christian architecture to

develop the use of the colimin with the arch in

interiors, especially in the basilicas (q.v.) and
other churches, and in baptisteries. No new
forms were invented in the West, where there

was a gradual decline in the quality of columnar
architecture: but in the East the Byzantine
and other schools added to the old tj'pes of cap-

itals many new ones, such as basket and foliated

capitals, and commenced the fa-shion of wall col-

onnettes, which was so popular in the Roman-
esque and (Jothic styles, to the great enrichment
of wall surfaces. The plundering and destruc-

tion of ancient buildings, for the .sake of using

their materials in new constructions, helped at

the same time to keep alive the knowledge of the

r.ld orders, especially in the West, The reign

of the column was henceforth sharply contested

by the pier, which became the principal construc-

tive support in Byzantine art. The use of the

two forms—pier and column—wa.s about equally

balanced in Italy and Germany: the pier was
more popular in Erance and England. For a short

time the Gothic style adopte<l the columns for

its main supports, but substituted finally the

groupe<l pier as stronger and more in con-

structive and formal harmonv with the molded
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ribbings of arch and vault. The column con-

tinued to reign, however, in nearly all other
caaeH. There were no longer any orders or re-

ceived canons of proportion. All natural forms
of foliage and llowers, all known geometric and
formal patterns were used in the capitals: the

Ionic base, while used as the norm, was infinitely

varied: the shafts wore hardly ever channeled;
sometimes they were monoliths, sometimes built

up. Only in such Italian provinces as Rome and
Tuscany did much of the old classic design sur-

vive. Certain variations in the shafts, such as

twisted, spiral, knotted, foliated shafts, of which
glimpses had been seen in the Roman and Byzan-
tine periods, became common in the Middle Ages,
and appear especially in subordinate structures,

such as cloisters (q. v.).

The originators of the Renaissance style vacil-

lated for a while. Brunelleschi, its founder,

used the column in his two ])rincipal churches,
but (hough it was retained in palace courts and
cloisters, it was almost immediately and finally

displaced by the pier—a heavier pier than the

Gothic. The colunm became largely a decorative

feature, and was used freely, engaged in jjiers

and walls. The Xeo-Classic style employed the
column on a grand scale in fagades resembling
the Pantheon, on exteriors copied from Greek
peripteral temples, and in colonnades resembling
the old basilicas. In modern architecture the
column plays but a very subordinate r6le, either

constructive or decorative. Consult, in general:

Ruskin, Stones of Venice, vol. i. (London,
1853) ; Longfellow, The Column and the Arch
(New York, 1899) ; Gwift, Encyclopcedia of
Architecture (London, 1899). For the classic

orders, see Vitruvius, De Architectura Libri

(translated by Gwilt, London, 1826) ; BiJtticher,

Die Techtonik der Hellenen (Berlin, 1874-81);

BUhlmann, Die Saulenordnungen (Stuttgart,

189.3). For the Romanesque and Gothic column,
see Dehio and Von Bezold, Die kirchliche Bau-
kunst dcfi Ahcndlandes (Stuttgart, 1887-94).

COLUMN, As defined by the United States

Infantry Drill Regulations, a military formation

in which the elements are placed one behind an-

other, whether these elements are files, fours,

platoons, or larger bodies. When a regiment is

on the march, and each company marching in

column of fours, it is said to be *in column of

route.' The same formation may be adopted by
any numlx>r of troops in a command. When the

science of war was in its infancy, dense column
formations were the usual order of battle, much
reliance being placed upon it by every European
nation except IJngland, who invariably preferred

its opposite, the 'line' formation. See Tactics,
Military; March, Advance Guabd; Armies;
REAB-GrARD. The composition and operation of

a column of ships in naval warfare or manoeu-

vres will be found treated under Tactics,
Xaval.

COLUMrNA ROSTRATA. A column set

up in the Roman Forum to commemorate the

naval victorj' of Gains Duilius over the Cartha-

ginians in B.C. 260. It was of marble, adorned
with the prows of the captured ships. The column
having been destroyed by lightning, a new column
was erected by Claudius, with an inscription now
])reserved in the Conservator i Palace.

COLUMN OF JULY. See July, Column of.

COLUMN OF MAR'CUS AURE^LIUS. See
Anto.m.nk Cohmn.
COLUMN OF PHO'CAS. Sec PiioCAS,

Com.MX t)i-.

COLUMN OF SAINT MARK. See Venice.

COLUMN OF TRAJAN. See Trajan, Col-
l MN OK.

COLUMNS OF HER'CULES. See Hiacu-
I.ES, I'lM.AKS OK.

COLUMN VEND6mE, vaN'dAm'. See Pabis.

COLVILLE, koFvIl (from the town of Col-

ville, Wasii.). A former important Salishan
people, calling themselves Shwoyelpi (the

VVheelpoo of Lewis and Clark), originally occu-

pying the country on Columbia River about Col-

ville and Kettle rivers, northeastern Washington.
The great salmon-fishing resort of Kettle Falls

was within their territory, and here, in 1846,

was established the Jesuit mission of St. Paul,
through the influence of which nearly all the
upper Columbia tribes are now Christianized.

They were put upon a reservation (Colville) in

1872, and have since rapidly decreased, having
dwindled from 616, in 1870, to 298, in 1900.

COLVIN, koFvIn, Sidney (1845—). An Eng-
lish author, born at Norwood, Surrey. He grad-
uated in 1867 at Trinity College, Cambridge,
was elected a fellow of the college in 1868, and,
having become Slade professor of fine arts at
Cambridge, in 1873, held that post by successive

reelections until 1885. In 1876-84 he was also

director of the Fitzwilliam Museum of the uni-

versity. He was appointed keeper of prints and
drawings in the British Museum in 1884. His
contributions to periodicals on the history and
criticism of literature, and more largely of the

fine arts, are numerous and valuable. His pub-
lished works include the volumes on Walter
Savage Landor (1881) and John Keats (1887)'

in the "English Men of Letters" series; A Flor-

entine Picture and Chronicle (1898) ; The Early
History of Engraving in England (1901) ; and
editions of Selections from the Writings of Walter
Savage Landor ( 1882 ; in the "Golden Treasury"
series), of the Letters of Keats (1887), and of

the Papers of Fleeming Jenkin ( 1887 ; with J. A.

Ewing) . His labors in connection w ith the prep-

aration of the standard Edinburgh edition (27

volumes, 1894-98) of the works, and the edition

of the collected Letters (2 volumes, London,
1900; ])receded in 1895 by Vailima Letters)

of his friend, Robert Louis Stevenson, made him
an authority on that author. He also wrote the

sketch of Stevenson for the Dictionary of 'Na-

tional Biography (vol. liv. ), and was to have
written the authoritative Life, intended for pub-

lication simultaneously with the Letters, but
was obliged to relinquish the task to Graham
Balfour.

COL'WELL, Stephen (1800-72). An Ameri-
can author and philanthropist, bom in Brooke
County. Va. He graduated at Jefferson Col-

lege, Pa., in 1819; was admitted to the bar of

Virginia in 1821 ; and practiced in Pittsburg un-

til 1831, when he engaged in the iron business in

Philadelphia, and began writing for the press,

particularly on questions of politics and social

science. He gathered a large library, which he
left to the University of Pennsylvania, where he
also endowed a chair in social science. During
the Civil War he was an active supporter of the
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L'nion. and at its close was appointed a commis-
sioner to revise the internal revenue system.

Besides numerous contributions to commercial

and financial periodicals, he published, among
«ither works: Politics for American Christians

(1S52) : Position of Chrislianity in the United

states in Its Relation nith Our Political System
<ind Religious Instruction in the Public Schools

(1855) ; and The Ways and Means of Commer-
cial Payment (1858).

CCLY. See Mouse-Bird.

COLZA. See Rape.

CO'MA (Neo-Lat., from Gk. KUfia, kOma, deep

sleep, from Koinav, koimaii., to put to sleep, from
KeiffBai, keisthai, to lie; connected with Lat.

f/MiVs, rest). A state of profound insensibility

differing from natural sleep in that the patient

cannot be aroused from the stupor. The pa-

tient's eyes are closed, his pupils are either

large or small, his face is generally flushed and
the conjunct ivre red, the breathing deep, labored,

and stertorous. Coma may accompany and be

caused by alcoholic intoxication, morphine poi-

soning, apoplexy, Bright's disease, epilepsy, heat-

stroke, certain fevers, etc. In the coma from
opium or morphine the patient should be aroused
if possible, and kept walking and aw^ke, by
various means: but in coma from all other

causes he should be kept absolutely quiet in

bed. Therefore it is very necessary to know ex-

actly what trouble must be treated, and no lay-

man can judge of the proper remedial measures.
The coma from alcoholic intoxication is so fre-

quent and well known that very often the coma
of serious conditions is mistaken for mere drunk-
enness.

CO'MA BER'ENI'CES (Lat., Berenice's

hair). A hmall and close cluster of stars near
the equinoctial colure, south of the tail of the

Great Bear. This cluster of stars has been meas-

ured very carefully by Chase with the heliometer

of the Yale College Observatory, and photogra-

phically bj- Kretz, at Columbia University, New-

York, the measures being made upon negatives

by Rutherford.

COMACCHIO, kd-miik'ke-fi (Lat. Comacu-
lum) . A fortified town in the Province of

Ferrara, in northeast Italy, situated on the

southernmost of the lagoons at the mouth of the

Po (Map: Italy, G 3). It is built on thirteen

islands that are connected by numerous bridges,

and the lagoon connnunicates by a canal with the

little port of Magnavacca, on the Adriatic. The
majority of the inhabitants are engaged in the

raising of fish—particularly eels—for the market,
and in the manufacture of salt. Population
(commune). 1881, 9974: in 1901, 10,877.

COMA'NA (Lat., from Gk. K6fiava, Komana)

.

(1) CoMAN.v OF Cappadoc'IAj an ancient city,

situated in a deep valley of the Anti-Taurus
range, through which the river Sarus flows. It

was celebrated as the place where the rites of the

goddess Ma (the Greek Enyo. or Artemis, and
the Roman Bellona) were celebrated with much
solemnity and great magnificence, in a spacious
and sumptuous temple, to which the city was
scarcely more than an appendage. It was gov-

erned by the chief priest, who took rank next to

the king. It is reported that in Strabo's time
more than fiOOO person? were engaged in the

temple affairs. The festivals attracted large
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gatherings. (2) Comana in Pontxjs, an ancient

city of Asia Minor, on the river Iris, the modern
Tocat-su. It was an important commercial city,

and the seat of the worship of the goddess of

the moon, whose cult was carried on with cere-

monies analogous to those employed in the Cap-
padocian Comana (see above). Its ruins, con-

sisting of fragments of brick and hewn stone and
remains of walls, are still to be seen near the vil-

lage of Gumenek. The town is said to have .

been colonized from the Cappadocian Comana.

COMANCHE, kft-man'che or kA-man'ch& (of

unknown signification, first applied to the tribe

by the Spanish ^Mexicans), an important tribe

of Shoshonean stock, formerly ranging jointly

with the Kiowa (q.v.), along the southern

plains from the Arkansas River to central

Texas, and extending their forays far down into

Mexico. Up to the surrender of the last hostile

band, in 1875, they Merc the constant scourge of

the Mexican and Texan frontier. They are a

southern offshoot of the Shoshoni proper, the

language of the two tribes being the same. Like

other tribes of the same stock, their organiza-

tion is very loose, and they are singularly de-

ficient in religious ceremonial. On the other

hand, they bear a high repiitation for honesty

and direct methods. They now number 1400, in

western Oklahoma, their reservation, which was
occupied jointly with the Kiowa and Kiowa
Apache, having been thrown open to settlement

in 1901.

COMAYAGTJA, ko'ma-yii'gwa. The capital

of the Department of the same name, Honduras,
on the Rio Humaya. 37 miles northwest of Tegu-

cigalpa (Map: Central America, D 3). It is

situated in a fertile valley, but has little trade.

It is an episcopal see, and the cathedral, dating

from the earlj' eighteenth centurj-, is the most
notable building. Population, about 3,000. Co-

mayagua appears first in hi.story. under the name
Valladolid la Xueva, about the middle of the

sixteenth century, and Indian relics found in the

vicinity testify to its antiquity. In 1827, then

having nearly 20,000 inhabitants, Comayagua
was sacked by the Guatemalians. Until 1880 it

was the capital of the Republic.

COMB (.\S. camb, Icel. kambr, OHG. chamb,

Ger. Kanini, comb: connected' with Gk. 76^1^$,

ffomphos, peg, OChurch Slav, zqdii, Skt. jambha,
tooth). Combs seem to have been used by the

ancients rather for adjusting than for fastening

the hair, the pin. or bodkin (nctjs), havingchiefly

been employed for the latter purpose. Both the

Greek and Roman combs were generally made of

boxwood, obtained from the shores of the Euxine;

but later, ivory combs, which had long been used

by the Egyptians, came into general use among
the Romans. The precious metals were also

used for this purpose, as we may infer from
the golden combs ascribed to the goddesses; but

this was probably rarer in ancient than in

modern and mediseval times, from the circum-

stance of the comb not having then been used

as an ornamental fastening. Of the early use of

gold combs in (treat Britain we have a reminder

in the well-known ballad of "Sir Patrick Spens:"

"O lanjr, lanjc ma.v their ladyes stt,

Wr their Kawd knnies In theirhair."

Combs have been found in Anglo-Saxon graves

of both men and women, showing how much
attention they paid to the hair. In early times
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the comb had a pinw in the church service.

Careful ritualistic direct i<»ns have l)een found
for coiubin); the abbot's hair in the sacristy

U'fore veR|)ers and otiier services. In the tombs
of the nuirlyrs in the catacombs comiis of ivory

and boxwood have been found, which testify to

this ancient custom of the priests arran^^ing

their hair In-forc the altar.

An an<'icnl Irish Ion;,' rack comb is in the

inuseum of the FJoyal Irish Academy. The sides

are ho;r-backe<i. and Ix'twcj-n them are set the

jM'ctinatcd portions, varying in breadth from
half an inch to an inch and a (piarter, according

to the size of the l)onc out of which they were
<-ut. The whole is fastened together with bra.ss

pins riveted. Hy this contrivance, any damaged
]>ortion could easily be replaced.

Mo(h'ni coml)s an- nuide of tortoise-shell,

ivory, horn. wood. lM)ne, metal, india-rubber,

and celluloid. The material is first made into

plates of the size, shajie, and thickness of the

comb, and then the teeth are cut. The old

method of cutting the teeth is by the stadda or

double saw. which has two blades of steel set

jiarallcl t(» each other, with a space between them
equal to tlie thickness of the intended tooth,

("ombs with 50 or 00 teeth to the inch may be

<'ut in this manner. The teeth are then thinned,

smoothed, and finished by means of thin, wedge-
shaped files.

Many combs are now made by a method called

'|)arting.' By the ])rocess of cutting, above de-

scribed, the material corresponding to the spaces

between the teeth is of course wasted; by the

method of parting, this is made available to

form the teeth of a second comb. The plate of

horn, tortoise-shell, etc., is cut through by means
of a stamping-cutter, whose es.sential features

consist of tMo thin chisels inclined to each
other, which represent the edges; between
these, and connecting the ends, is a small cross-

chisel. When this compound cutter descends

with suflTicient force upon the plate it will cut

one of the teeth. By simple machinery, the

table carrying the plate is made to advance a
distance equal to the thickness of one tooth while
the cutter is rising, and thus the successive cuts

are made. A slight pull is now sufficient to part
the plate into two combs, the teeth of which only
require filing and'finishing. India-rubber combs
are manufactured by pressing the caoutchouc to

the required form in molds and 'vulcanizing* or
combining it with sulphur afterwards. By this

means a high dcgice of hardness can be obtained.

COMB, or COOMB. An old corn measure,
containing four bushels. Tn many localities hol-

lows or valleys among hills are called combs or
coombs.

COMBA, kom'ba, Emilio (1839—). An Ital-

ian writer, born at San Germano Chisorie. As
])rofessor at the Tstituto Valdese, at Florence,

he, in 1873. foimded the review entitled Rirista

Cristiana, a work of a somewhat polemical na-

ture devoted to a discussion of religious topics.

The history of religious reform in Italy is well

described in the interesting works entitled,

Francesco Spicra, lialdo Liiberiino, martire delta

religione e delln liberta : Introduzione alia storia

drlla riforiiui in Italia.

COMBACONTTM, kSm'bA-ko'num. or KTJM-
BHAKONAM (Skt.. jar-edge, from kumhhn,
jar -+- hona. edge). A town of Madras, British

India, situated within the delta of the Kaveri
Kiver, al>out 30 miles from the sea (Map: In-

dia, C ((). It contains a number of interesting

temples, gateways, and a gate ])yramid nearly
150 f(H't high, profusely adorned with stat-

uary in stucco. The large reservoir, which is

supposed to be filled with water from the (Janges

fvery twelve years liy a subterranean passage
1200 miles long, attracts great numbers of pil-

grims. The city is regarded as sacred by the
natives. There is a considerable commerce and
a well-developed weaving industry. The English
have estalilished a small college here. Po])ula-

tiou, in ISni, ,')4,.300; in 1001, .59,700.

COMBAT (Fr.. from cumhatlre, to fight, from
Lat. com-, together -(- ML. buttere, to fight, from
I.^t. hatuere, to l)eat), SiNCiiJC. Among the

early Xorsemen, a careful distinction was made
l»etween the ordinary single combat, or liniigi,

and the holm-ganga, or island duel. The former
was unencumbered with rules and traditions, and
was a simple fight between two opponents. The
other, which received its name from the fact

that it was always held on a holm, or island,

generally of a river, was accompanied by very

elaborate rites and rules, and could be engaged
in only under certain circnmstsmces, to be de-

termined by the authorities. It was regarde<l

as a sort of court of final appeal, and at the

meeting of every Parliament, or Thinff. a place

for the holding of these official duels was set

aside. ^lany old Norse warriors were famous as

fighters of h6lms, some even receiving nicknames
from this circumstance. The h6lm was abolisheti

by the Icelandic Parliament, about 1000, proba-

bly as the result of the recent establishment of a

new court of appeal, which made it unnecessary.

The h6lm continued in Norway for a few years

longer. Some connection may exist between the

holm and the Norman tournaments, and the

modem duel, with its formal procedure, repre-

sents the same idea in an iinofficial form.

COMBE, kom, Georc.e (1788-1858). A Scotch

])hrcnoIogist, born in Edinburgh. He entered the

legal profession, became a writer to the Signet

in 1812, and continued to practice until 1837,

when he resolved to devote himself to scientific

pursuits. He published his Esaays on Phrenol-

ofjy in 1810. five years later his iflystem of

Phrenology, and in" 1828 The Constitution of

Man Considered in Relation to External Ob-

jects. Combe contributed largely to the Phren-

ological Journal (20 vols.. 1824-47). Besides

the works mentioned, he wrote on ethics, educa-

tion, politics, economics, and theology. He also

traveled in America and Germany, and pub-

lished \otes on the United States of Xorth

America (3 vols., 1841) ; Notes on the Reforma-
tion in Germany (1840) ; and The Relation Be-

tween Science and Religion (18.57). In his day
his writings were popular, but they have no

importance now. For his Life, consult Gibbon

(London, 1878).

COMBE, William (1741-1823). AnEnglishau-
thor. He was bom at Bristol, and was educated at

Eton and at Oxford, which he left without a de-

gree. After rapidly spending a small fortune

that had been left him. he settled in London

as a law student and hack writer. In 1770 he

published his "Diaboliad, a poem dedicated to

the worst man in his Majesty's dominions."

By his pen he earned a precarious living, and
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s|)fnt u gotxl deal of his time in prisjon. He
wrote upward of 200 biographical sketches, 70-

odd seruions, many satires in doggerel, and an im-

mense number of magazine articles. His most
tamous work, however, is Three Tours of Dr. Syn-
tax { IS 12-21), written in verse, and Illustrated by
Kowlandsou. It is a comic account of the adven-

tures of a pedagogue. Consult Hotten, The Three
Tours, ed. with a bibliography (London, 18G9).

COM'BERMEB£, STAri.ET<).\ Cotton, Vis-

count (177;MSG5). An English soldier. He
was born at Llewenny Hall, Denbighshire, and,

after serving in several campaigns in India and
South Africa, joined the army in Spain, where he
greatly distinguished himself, rising to the com-
mand of the entire cavalry of the allied forces.

He was commander-in-chief of the army in Ire-

land from 1822 to 1825, and was then sent in

the same capacity to India, where he remained
for five years, during part of this time acting as

Uovernor-General. In recognition of his distin-

guished services, he received the title of viscount,

und in 1855 was made field-marshal. A few
yesirs after his death, an equestrian statue was
erected to his memory at Chester Castle. Con-
sult MiDioirs and Correspondence, edited by his

widow and W. W. Knollys (London, 1886).

COMBES, ko.Nb, Kraxcois (1810-90). A
French scholar and historian, born at Alby. He
became professor of history at the College of

Pamiers in 1844, at the Coll&ge Stanislas in

Paris, 1848. at the Lyct'e Bonaparte in 1853, and
in the Bordeaux faculty of letters in I860. He
published Hiatoire generale de lu diplomatic
( uropeenne (1854) ; La Russie en face de Con-
stantinople et de I'Europe (1854) ; Histoire des
invasions gprmanii/nes en France (1873); Lec-

tures historiqties n la fforbonnc et d I'Jn^titut

(1884-85). and other useful works.

COMBES, JrsTix Lous Emii£ (1835—). A
French statesman. l)orn at Roquecourbe (Tarn).
Educated in a Catholic seminary, he devoted
himself to philosophic study, took orders, and in

1860 received the degree of doctor of letters for

theses on scholastic metaphysics and on the psy-

<holog\' of Saint Thomas Aquinas. But he sud-
denly gave up his purpose to become an ecclesias-

tical professor, studied medicine, took his degree
in 1867, and settled at Pons. Eight years later

he l)ecame mayor of that town. In 1879 he was
••liosen to the Conseil-General. Defeated by Joli-

bois in the elections for 1881, he was elected to

the Senate in 1885, soon became a leader of the

Democratic Left, and took a special interest in

matters of hvgiene and education. He was vice-

president of "the Senate in 1893 and 1894, but
resigned from that jwsition in 1895 to accept the

Ministry of Education in the Cabinet of Bour-
geois, and was viciously attacked by the press

and by W'aldeck-Rousseau. then more closely al-

lied with the Clerical Party, as a turncoat who
used his own ecclesiastical training to help him
spy on the Clerical Opposition. But he stayed
in the .Ministry only a little more than six

months, and only showed his readiness for edu-

cational reform, with which he had l)een con-

nected before, as a menil)er of the educational

budget of 1801 and 1892. and author of a report

on the condition of French schools in .Mgiers.

In June. 1002, Combes took up the dilTioult task

of forming a Ministry to succeed the unusually
successful and long-lived cabinet of Waldeek-

Rousseau. But he did not hesitate, even in the
task of carrying out to its logical extreme, the
Association Law of the Waldeck-Rousseau Min-
istry. By the terms of this law the Premier not
alone required the registration of orders, but
used the purely optional power of closing minor
rural schools. The opposition to this apparent
attack on the Church, and evident move against
the anti-Republican orders, took the form of

armed resistance in some of the outlying dis-

tricts, especially Finist&re; but the Government
was firm, and the middle of September saw the

excitement abated and the Cabinet secure.

COMBINATION (ML. combinatio, from Lat.

(•{jnihinarc, to combine, from com-, together -f-

bini, two by two). In law, specific^ally the union
of natural or artificial persons for'the promotion
of their business interests. When limited to

this object, and kept free from fraud, violence,

or like sinister methods, it does not fall under
the ban of modern law. If it is resorted to,

however, for the accomplishnient of an unlawful
end, it becomes a conspiracy ( q.v. ) . and sub-

jects its promoters to civil actions for damages,
as well as to criminal prosecution. Formerly
combinations to raise or depress prices, as well

as every form of combination in restraint of

trade, were treated as conspiracies by English

law.

Whether combinations by laborers to rai.se

wages were conspiracies of common law, is a
question upon which the highest authorities in

England diflfer. If not of conunon law. they

were criminal conspiracies under a series of

statutes beginning with 23 Ed. III. in 1349,

and closing with 40 C^eo. III. c. 60, in 1800. A
radical change in legislation on this topic in

England began in 1825, and at present combina-

tions of workingmen in \ahor unions (q.v.) and
similar associations are sanctioned by law. both

in Great Britain and the I'nited States, provided

they are not accompanied by fraudulent, violent,

or menacing conduct, or by boycotting or similar

unlawful practices. See Coxspiracy: Boycott:
Intimidation: Trade Union; Strike; Threats..

Combinations of .skill and capital, within

proper bounds, have always received legal recog-

nition ; such as the combinations effected in a
partnership, joint-stock associations, or corpora-

tions. At present the tendency to extend these

combinations and to introduce new or motlified

forms is very marked. Trades unions (q.v.)

among workingmen, and trusts (q.v.) among
capitalists, may serve as illustrations. The
legislation relating to these forms of combina-

tion, as well as their economic and political l)ear-

ings, will be dealt with under the appropriate

titles.

COMBINATION. See Permttation.

COMBING. See Carding.

COMBUSTION (Lat. combust io, a burning,

from comburrrc, to burn, probably for *cowiMrcre,

but with 6 inserted on the analogj' of ambustus,
burned; less plausibly for *co-amb-urere, to bum,
from com-, together + amb. ambi, Gk. ifu^,

amphi, around + urerc, to burn), or Birning.
The process by which l>o<lies combine with oxy-

gen, and are thiis seemingly destroyed. The
term is, in ordinary parlance, restricted to

ea.ses in which the j)rocess of c(jmbinatioii takes

place rapidly and is accompanied by heat and
light, as the combustion of wood in a fireplace.

L
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the eoiiibu8tiuii of a candle, etc. In it8 luore

scientilic utiu^ts however, the term iituy dcHiguate

any |H)HHibl(' catM; uf direct cuuibination with
oxygen, wliether rapid or slow, wliether accom-
panied by liglit or not. By analogy, Uie term
is also 8onictinit>8 applied to the rapid union
of substances with 'supporters of combustion'
other than o.\ygen, such as chlorine gas, in which
a ciuidlc may burn almost as well as in air.

The light and heat of conibustion are utilized

for pur|)ost>s of cvery-day life, the combustible
material employed, i.e. the illuminant or the

fuel, l>eing usually some product containing car-

bon. Thus ordinary illuuiinating gas contains a

numl>er of gas«'ous chemical compounds of car-

bon. Coal and wood are mi.vtures of carbon com-
pounds, the former containing even a consider-

able amount of free carbon. Hydrogen, too, is

one of the chemical constituents of most fuels

and illumiiinnts. When conibustion takes place,

the carbon and hydrogen, combining with oxy-

gen, give, respectively, carbonic-acid gas (carbon
dioxide) and water vapor. These are, therefore,

the chief products of ordinary combustion.
The heat produced by the combustion of a

given amount of material is independent of the
rate at which the combustion takes place, but
depends entirely upon the composition and
chemical nature of the material burned. Every
combustible chemical compound has, therefore,

its own definite heat of combustion; that is to

say, the number of heat imits (say, gram-calo-

ries) produced by the combustion of one chemi-
cal equivalent (gram-molecule) of a compound,
depends upon nothing but the nature of the com-
pound. The following are the heats of combus-
tion of a few well-known compounds of carbon:
ordinary alcohol, 340,000 gram-calories; acetic

acid (the sour principle of vinegar), 210,000;
ethyl-acetic ester, 544,000; cane-sugar, 1,355,000;
cellulose, 630,000; urea, 152,000. The combus-
tion of a chemical compound may be conceived
as taking place in two consecutive steps: first,

the compound is decomposed, i.e. every one of its

molecules is broken up into its constituent
atoms—a process usually involving not evolu-

tion, but abiiorplion of heat; secondly, every
single atom capable of so doing combines with
oxygen (O) an atom of carbon (C), thus yield-

ing a molecule of carbonic acid (CO™), and two
atoms of hydrogen (H) yielding a molecule of

water (HjO). This second step of the process
is accompanied by the evolution of a quantity
of heat depending upon the number of carbon
and hydrogen atoms in a mok>cule of the com-
bustible compound. But, owing to the absorption
taking place during the first part of the process,

a portion only of the heat produced during the
second part actually appears in the form of
sensible heat, and it is that portion which is

called the heat of combustion. An exact knowl-
edge of the heats of combustion of various sub-
stances is of great importance for theoretical as
well as for immediate practical purposes. Its

practical importance in comparing, for instance,
different kinds of fuel, is self-evident and re-

quires no explanation. Its theoretical impor-
tance is mainly in the fact that with the aid
of it the exact amount of heat evolved or
absorbed durinp varioiis chemical transforma-
tions can be readily calculated. According to
the first law of thermodynamics, the amount of

heat evolved or absorbed during anv transforma-

tion whatever, is independent of the manner in
which the transformation takes place. For ex-
ample, the amount of heat produced by burning
one equivalent weight of ordinary alcohol and
one e<iuivalcnt weiglit of acetic acid, is the same
whether we burn them directly or first cause
them to combine into ethyl-acetic ester, and tlien
burn the latter. Jn the second case, the heat
absorbed during the formation of the ester must,
of course, Ix; combined with that evolved during
its combustion. But this suggests a simple way
of obtaining the heat of formation of the ester
by merely carrying out two combustions. The
total heat of combustion of free alcohol and
acetic acid is 340.000 -f 210,000 = 550,000 gram-
calories (see above) ; that of ethyl-acetic ester is

554,000 gram-calories. The excess of 4000 gram-
calories must therefore represent the amount
absorbed during the combination of alcohol and
the acid into ethyl-acetic ester. In a similar
manner, the heat of any chemical reaction may
be determined, if the heats of combustion of the
reacting substances and the heats of combustion of
tlie products of the reaction are known. In many
cases this is the only certain way of determining
with some precision the heat of reactions, as
direct measurement during a reaction would
often involve very great exj>erimental dilficulties,

while the direct measurement of the heat of com-
bustion is a comparatively simple matter. The heat
of combustion is usually determined by chemists
in the following manner: A known amoiuit of the
combustible substance is inclosed in an air-tight
steel vessel filled with compressed oxygen and
lined on the inside with platinum ; the vessel

is immersed in a calorimeter (see Calobimetry)
,

and the substance is ignited with the aid of an
iron wire heated by means of an electric current;
the observer measures the rise of temfHTature
in the calorimeter, and from this calculates the
amount of heat producH?d. The importance of

knowing the heat of chemical reactions is dis-

cussed in the article TuEBMOCHEMiSTRy (q.v.).

Now, while the heat of combustion depends
only on the chemical nature of the material
burned, the ri-se of temperature caused by it

depends to a very great extent on the manner in

which the combustion takes place. If other
gases, such as the nitrogen of the air, are present
without themselves adding to the amount of

heat produced, part of that amount goes to heat
such gases, and as a result, the temperature is

considerably lower than if the same substsince

were burned in precisely the amount of oxygen
gas required for its combustion. The rapidity
with which a combustion takes place is another
factor on which the temperature depends ; for

heat may be gradually dissipated by conduction
even while it is being produced, and so the actual
amount remaining at any moment during a slow
process of combustion may be very small. Thus,
when phosphorus is exposed to the air at ordinary
temperatures, a slow process of oxidation (com-
bustion) takes place, very little heat being given

out at any given moment. If ignited in the air.

phosphorus burns vividly, giving out much heat

and light for a short time. Finally, if ignited

in an atmosphere of pure oxygen, it enters into

most vivid combustion, evolving, for a very short
time, a most intense heat and a brilliant light.

An analogous phenomenon may be observod when
coal is burned in a furnace. So long as the door
of the furnace is open and there is but little
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draught through the fuel, the evolution of heat is

moderate and may last several hours. But when
the door is shut and much air is drawn through
the coal, the latter is more quickly burned; the

temperature is higher because more heat is

evolved during a shorter period of time, but in

the long run the amount of heat produced is the

same.
Since the process of combustion is a form

of chemical transformation more striking and
more commonly met with than any other process,

it earl}' attracted the attention of scientific ob-

>ervers. But since, on the other hand, it involves

the consumption and formation of gases, it

baffled their ingenuity for many centuries. Those
light, colorless, aeriform substances had, in the
irst place, to be discovered; and for a long
lime they escaped the attention of observers, in

-pite of their being present everywhere and con-

-tantly interfering with experimental work.
I'urther, the peculiar properties of gases, to-

i^ether with the striking appearance of flames

and tires, gave birth to the erroneous idea that
material bodies are capable of losing weight by
combining with certain 'prinieples' and of gain-

ing weight by having such "principles' taken
away from them. Thus the phenomena of com-
Imstion long hampered the progress of science.

Hut it was the same phenomena that also finally

led to truer conceptions; for their correct inter-

pretation by Lavoisier formed the cornerstone

upon which rests th^ gigantic structure of the

chemistry of to-day. See Food; Fuel; Thebmo-
CHEMi.'^rRY: Chemisthy.

COMEDIE FRANCAISE, kd'm&'de' friix\'-

saz' ( Fr., French comedy). The official name
of the TheAtre Frangais, the national theatre of

France, subsidized by the State for the advance-
ment of dramatic art. Its history dates officially

from October 21, 1G80, when a decree of Louis
XIV. amalgamated the two rival companies of

the Hotel de Bourgogne and the HStel Gu^no-
Liiud. the latter being a fusion, after Moli&re's

leath in 1073, of the Theatre du Marais and
the Troupe de Moli^re. It thus maintains a
practically unbroken tradition from the time of

the great ma^^ter of comedy, and is still familiar-

ly known as the House of Moli^re. In 1682 the
King granted to his comedians an annual pension
<i 12,000 livres (about .$2400), their first sub-

~idy. In 1089 they established themselves in a
new house, in what is now called the 'Rue de
I'Aneienne Com<'die,' and took the name of 'La

ComC'die Francaise;' under it they played until

the Revolution with a succession of such artists

M-; Haron. Adrienne Lecouvreur, Ijs Kain, and
Mademoiselle ("lairon. For a time (1770-82) they
were housed in the Palace of the Tuileries itself.

Later, on the performance of Ch^nier's anti-

nionarr-hical play of Charles IX. in 1789, violent

political discussions arose among the performers,
:ind ultimately they split into two sections: the
Republican party, under the young tragedian
laima, establishing a new theatre under the
name 'Th^'Atre de la Rt'publiquo.' on the site of

the present building in the Rue de Richelieu:

while the Royalist section took the title 'Thefltre

de la \ation.' In Septeml>er, 1793, the latter

was suddenly close<l by order of the Committee
• f Public Safety, and the players imprisoned,
though they were afterwards gradually released.

For a few years the rivalry continued ; then in

17'.)9, for a short time, there was an absolute in-

terruption in the history of the Theatre Fran-
gais. In Alay of that year, however, the Com<?die
was once more reorganized and .settled in the Rue
de Richelieu. Napoleon, while at Moscow, October
15, 1812, prescribed the regulations which, modi-
fied in 1850 and 1859, still govern the company.
There is an administrateur-gcneral appointed by
the Government. The societaires are members
of the company, who, as shareholders, divide the

profits according to certain rules. Before being
elected as a societaire, an artist must have served

in the theatre as a peusionnaire. upon a salary.

A soci6taire, after twenty years of service, is

allowed to retire with a pension of 4000 franc-s.

The annual sum received from the State is 240,-

000 francs ; and the theatre, being removed from
the fear of temporary pecuniary failure, is in no
sense a mere business speculation, but serves as

an educator of public taste and sets a standard
of dramatic training. Here many of the greatest

artists of the modem French stage have won
their triumphs, including Miles. Mars, Rachel,

Brohan, and, for a part of her career, Sarah
Bernhardt, and MM. Talma, Got, Mounet-.Sully,

and Coquelin. Early in 1900 the historic build-

ing adjoining the Palais Royal was partly de-

stroyed by a disastrous fire, but was promptly
rebuilt in improved fashion within the same
lines. Consult: Matthews, The Theatres of

Paris (New York, 1880) ; Lucas, Histoire phi-

losophiqite et litteraire du Thcatre-Frangais
(Paris, 1862-63) ; Bonnassies, La Comedie Fran-
gaise, histoire administrative (Paris, 1874) ; Jo-

annides, Ln ComMie Frangaise de 1680 i 1900,

dictionnaire general des pieces et des auteurs,

preface by Jules Claretie (Paris, 1901) ; Coch-
rane, The Theatre Frangais in the Reign of Louis
XV. (London, 1879) : and, for a discussion of

many of the plays of its recent repertory, Weiss,

Autour de la Comedie Frangaise (Paris, 1892).

COME'DIE HTJMAINE, ii'min' (Fr., human
comedy ) . A series of novels by HonortJ de
Balzac, the first volume of which was published

in 1829, but the general title of which was not

annoimced until 1842. Its plan was to present

a panorama of the entire life of his country and
time. This colossal attempt was left incomplete

on his death in 1850. But well nigh a hundred
novels remain, dealing with innumerable types

and situations characteristic of the France of the

early nineteenth century.

COMEDY. See Drama.

COMEDY OF ERRORS, The. An early
plav of Shakespeare, acted at Gray's Inn, De-
cember 28, 1594, and printed in 1623. It was
probably suggested by the Menaichmi of Plautus.

The plot revolves around the amusing blunders

caused by the complete similarity, in person,

of the twin brothers, Antipholus of Syracuse
and Antipholus of Ephesus, and their twin
8er>-ants, the Dromios, whom even tJieir masters
are not able to tell apart.

COMELY BANK. A suburban street lead-

ing out of Edinburgh, from the northwest of

the town. Thomas Carlyle lived there at the
time of his visit to Jeffrey.

COME'NIUS, or Komenskt, Johanx A>fo.s

( 1592-1670) . A noted educational reformer of the
seventeenth centur\', bom either at or near Un-
garisch-Brod. Moravia. His parents l>el<»nge<I

to the Moravian Brethren, and Conienius became
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one of the lenders of that set-t. Though on ac-

count of poverty lie wa« unable to begin his

education until late—he did not enter the Latin
8chool at Strassnick until he was Hixt*?en—he
attended the gymnasium of Ilerborn, in NaHHau,
antl later studied at Heidelberg. In the course

of his study he l)ecanie acquainted with the edu-

cational reforms of Katichius (q.v.), and with
tile report of tiiese reforms issued by the univer-

sities of .Icna and Uiessen.

The work of (,'omenius included three in>j)or-

tant fields of activity. His practical work, con-

stituting throughout his life his most immediate
concern, was that connected with the Moravian
Church. In l(il4 he was ordained to its minis-

try, and four years later was given the charge at
Fulnek, one of the most flourishing churches of

that conmiunion. In conso(iuence of the religious

Mars he lost all his property and his writings in

1621, and six years later was compelled to flee

from his native country on account of the pro-

scription of all Protestants. Settling at Lissa,

in Poland, he became director of the gynmasium
there and was given charge of the Bohemian and
^Moravian churches. In 1(541 he went to Eng-
land to join a commission charged with the re-

form of the system of public education, but the

disturbed })olitical condition of the country in-

terfered with his project. In the following year,

at the invitation of Oxienstiem, he applied him-

self to the task of reorganizing tlie Swedish
schools. He elaborated his plans at Elbing, West
Prussia, where he settled in 1(542. In 1G48 he

was elected Bishop of the Moravian Brethren at

Lissa, wiiich town he made once more his resi-

dence, and where he published a number of his

philological works. He subsequently visited

Transylvania, and in 1(550 assisted in drawing
up a plan for refornung the Protestant school of

Sflros-Patak. Hungary. In 10.')4 he returned to

Lissa ; but in the war which soon after raged in

Poland he once more lost all his property, in-

cluding his manuscripts, and was compelled to

flee (1657). He traveled through Silesia and
Brandenburg, visited Stettin and Hamburg, and
finally settled at Amsterdam, where he died.

Through all his wanderings and all his educa-

tional activities, Comenius's religious interests

were cared for to the neglect of many of his great

educational plans. The somewhat mystical bent

of his mind, however, led the gifted reformer into

extremes that render much of his writings value-

less for modern times, and in his last years made
him an easy dupe of religious impostors.

His second great interest was in furthering
the Baconian attempt at the organization of all

human knowledge. He l)ecame one of the leaders

in the encj'clopaedic or pansophic movement of

the seventeenth century, and, in fact, was in-

clined to sacrifice his more practical educational
interests and opportunitiis for these more im-
posing but somewhat visionary projects. The
men of affairs who aided him with funds and
gave him protection and opportunity for con-

tinuing his educational investigations and writ-
ings were more interested in their immediate
practical import, and insisted, in spite of the
Avishes of Comenius, on his devoting his energies
and original insight to the work of organizing
schools, and writinsr text-books or works on
method. In 16,30 Comenius had published his

PansophifP Prodromus. and in the following year
his English friend Hartlib published, without

his consent, tiie plan of the pansophic work as
outlined by Comenius. The result of his life's

work in this sphen-, his I'linxophia, was de-
stroyed in manuscript in the burning of his home
in Lissa in 1657. The pansophic ideas find par-
tial expression in the series of text-books pro-
duce<l from time to time. In these he attempts
to organize the entire field of human knowledge
so as to bring it, in outline, within the grasp of
every child.

The moMt permanent influence exerted by
Comenius was in tlie j)ractical educational work.
Few men since his day have had a greater in-

fluence, though for the great«'r part of the eigh-

teenth century and the early part of the nine-
teenth there was little recognition of his
relationship to the current advance in educa-
tional thought and practice. The practical edu-
cational influence of Comenius was threefold.

He was first a teacher and an «>rganizer of

schools, not only among his own people, but later

in Sweden, an<l to a slight extent in Holland.
In his dreat Didactic he outlines a system of

schools that is the exact counterpart of the
existing .American system of kindergarten, ele-

mentary school, s«»condary school, college, and
university. In the sjfond place, tiie influence of

Comenius was in formulating the general theory
of education. In this respect he is the fore-

runner of Rousseau, Pestjilozzi, EnM-lwl, etc.,

and is the first to formulate that idea of

'education according to nature' so influential

during the latter part of the eighteenth and early
part of the nineteenth century. The influence

of Comenius on educational thought is com-
parable with that of his contem])()raries. Bacon
and Descartes, on science and philosophy. In

fact, he was largely infiiienced by the thought
of these two; and his importance is largely due
to the fact that he first applied or attemi)UHl

to apply in a systematic manner the prin-

ciples of thought and of investigsition. newly
formulated bj' these philosophers, to the organ-
ization of education in all its aspects. The sum-
mary of this attempt is given in the iJidactica

Magna, completed about 16."}1. though not pub-
lished until several years lat<'r. Tlie third aspect

of his educational influence was that on the sub-

ject matter and method of education, exerted

through a series of text-books of an entirely new
nature. The first-published of these was the

Janua JAnguantm Ifeserata (The Gate of Lan-
guages Unlocked), issued in 1631. This was
followed later by a more elementary text, the

Veiilibulum, and a more advanced one, the

Atrium, and other texts. In 1657 was published

the Orbis Hensualium Pictiis, probably the most
renowned and most widely circulated of school

text-books. It was also the first successful ap-

plication of illustrations to the work of teaching,

though not. as often stated, the first illustrated

book for children.

These texts were all based on the same funda-

mental ideas: (1) learning foreign languages

through the vernacular; (2) obtaining ideas

through objects rather than words: (.3) starting

with objects most familiar to the child to intro-

duce him to both the new language and the more
remote world of objects; (4) giving the child

a comprehensive knowledge of his environment,

physical and social, as well as instruction in

religious, moral, and classical subjects; (5)

making this acquisition of a compendium of
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knowledge a pleasure ratlier than a task ; and
(»»i making instruction universal. While the

formulation of many of these ideas is open to

criticism from more recent points of view, and
while the naturalistic conception of education is

one based on crude analogies, the importance of

the Conienian intluenee in education has now
lieen recognized for half a century. The educa-

tional writings of Comenius comprise more than
forty titles. In 1892 the three-hundredth anni-

versjiry of Comenius was very generally cele-

brated by educators, and at that time the

Conienian Society for the study and publication

of his works was formed. Consult: Laurie,

John Amos Comenius, liishop of the Moravians:
His Life and Educational Works (London,
1884) ;

Quick, Essays on Educational Reformers
(London, 1868) ; Raumer, tlcsrhichtc dvr I'iidn-

(fogik, vols, i.-iv. (Giitersloh. 1874-80) ; Milller,

i'omvnius, ein Hystematiker in der Fudayogik
(Dresden, 1887); I.<i>scher. Comenius, der t'iida-

gog und Bischof (l>eipzig. 1889).

COMET (AS., Lat. cometa, comet, from Gk.
KOftiirrfi, komttes, having long hair, from KOfutv,

koman, to wear long hair, from Kdfii), komc,
hair). The word "comet' had its origin in the

hairy apj>earance often exhibited by the haze or

luminous vapors, the presence of which is at first

sight the most striking characteristic of the

celestial bodies called by this name. The gen-

eral features of a comet are: a <letinite point or

nucleus, a nebulous light surrounding the nu-
cleus, and a luminous train preceding or follow-

ing it. Anciently, when a train preceded the

nucleus—as is the case when a comet has passed
its perihelion, and recedes from the sun—it was
called "the beard.' being termed 'the tail' when
seen following the nucleus as the sun is ap-

proached. This distinction has disappeared from
all modem astronomical works, and the latter

name is given to the appendage, whatever its

apparent position. Neither this luminous at-

tendant, the tail, nor the nucleus, is now con-

sidered an essential cometary element, but all

bodies in the solar system are classed as comets
if they have a motion of their own, and descriW
orbits of an extremely elongated form. There
are several plain points of difference Iwtween
comets and planets. The planets move in the

same direction, from west to east, which is

astronomically called 'direct motion;' but the

movements of comets are often from east to

west, or retrograde. The orbits of all the

planets are confined to a zone of no great breadth
on either side of the ecliptic; but the paths of

comets cut the ecliptic in every dire<*tion. some
being almost perpendicular to it. The orl>its

of all the planets are nearly circular; or. more
pro]ierly s|>eakinsr. are ellipses of very small

•tcentricity. The orbits of comets, on the other
hand, present great variety of eccentricity, many
of them l)eing ellipses or elongateil cIose<l orbits

of various degrees of elongation; others, though
verv' rarely, may be liyperlK)las ; while the

majority have a form of orbit not differing

sensibly from the parabola, which is the limiting

form of curve to which both the ellipse and
hyperbola usually approximate. .Any attraction,

however, of an extraneous body, like a planet,

interfering with the attraction of the sjin. might
change the orbit from the ellipse to the hyper-

bola, and vice versa, or from the parabola to

either. As. however, there is only one parabola
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corresponding to infinite sets of ellipses and hy-
perbolas, an interfering cause is not likely to
change the orbit from an ellipse or hyperbola
to the parabolic form. Of about 350 comets
whose orbits have been obtained with more or
less accuracy, UO apjiear to have described el-

Jipses, 275 orbits cannot be distinguished from
parabolas, and in two cases the hyj)erbolic form
of orbit is extremely probable. The discovery
that comets are celestial botlies extraneous to
our atmosphere is due to Tycho Brahe, who
ascertained the fact b}- observations of the comet
of 1577. Newton succeeded in demonstrating
that their mov«'ments are subject to tlie same
law which controls the planets in their orbits.

Halley was the first, by determining the para-
bolic elements of a numl)er of comets from re-

t-orded observations, to identify the comets of
1(>82 with one which had l>een observed in 1607
and with one observed by Apian at Ingolstadt in

1531, and thus confidently to predict the return,
at the end of 1758 or the beginning of 1759, of

a comet which would have the same paral)olic

elements. This prediction of the first "periodic'

comet moving in a closed oval orbit simply
meant that tlie portion of the closed orbit lying
nearest the siui, and therefore the only obser^"-

able portion of the orbit, would very closely

resemble the parabolas or oj>en curves in which
this comet had been sup|>osetI to l)e moving
at its earlier appearances.

Parabolic cometarA' elements are the following:

(1) The inclination: (2) the longitude of the
node; (3) the longitude of the ]>erihelion or
point of nearest approach of the sun; (4) the
|>erihelion distance, or nearness of approach to

the sun: (5) the direction of motion, whether
direct or retrograde. The first two of these

elements determine the plane of the orbit. To
deternjine these parabolic elements, three ob-

st rvations of the comet are sutBcient ; and by
a table of such element.s, calculate<l from re-

corded obser\"ations, it is jKJSsible at once to

ascertain, as Halley did, whether any newly
obser\'ed comet is identical with any that has
been previously observe<l. However, to predict

with accuracy the time of the return of a comet,
a much more accurate calculation must l>e made
of the orbit, taking into account the perturba-
tions of the planets to whose influence it is

subject. This ditRcult problem was sohtnl. in

the case of Halley's comet, by the joint work of

Lalande, Mme. T>epante, and Clairaut. who an-

nounced in Noveml>er, 1758. just as astronomers
l)egan to look out for the return of the comet,
that it would take 618 days more to return to

the periheli«m than on the pre<>e<ling revolution.

The perihelion passage was tlxe<l nlnrnt the mid-
dle of .\pril. 1759: but Clairaut distinctly state<l

that, beinc pressed for time, he had neglected

small values, which collectively might amount
to about a month in the seventy-six years. The
comet passed the |>erihelion on March 12. 1759,

exactly a month oofore the time announced, but

within the assigne<l limits of divergence from
that date. The elements of its orbit proclaimed
it to be the comet of the former appearances by
their similaritv. For the next perihelion pas-

sage, the different calculations exiH-uted by
Damoiseau and De PontiWiulant fixed the 4th,

the 7th, and the 13th of November. 1835. Sub-

sequentl.v. ob.ser>'ations indicated the 16th

—

that

is to aav. a deviation of only three days from
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vliat turned out the lutwt accurate calculation,

and a deviation of twelve diiys from the most
remote. V\e have adverte<l to tlie jwrihelion

passages of this comet iu ir>31, 1007. 1082, 1759,

and 183.1. It is also now itlenfcified with a comet
observed in 1450, and one in 1.178, recorded by
Chinese observations. There are no suHiciently

reliable European observations previous to 1450,

but it is conjectured that tiiis comet is the same
with the comet of 1501, with tliat of 1145,

witli a comet mentioned in 1000 by Hali

l»en Rodoan. with that of 989, and finally,

with a comet seen in the year 12 before our

em. This account of Halley's comet has

been given at length, to illustrate the

principles on which the calculations arc made.
There are, in all, eighteen comets whose periodi-

city is established by tlie fact that their return

has Leeu actually observed: (l)That of Eincke,

with a short period of 3.303 years; its orbit does

not extend so far as the orbit of .Jupiter, and
a slight acceleration in its periodic times of

return has suggested the possibility of space,

within our solar system at least, being occupied

by a resisting medium, though of extreme rarity.

(2) That of Biela or Gambart, having a period

of 0.092 years. During the visit of this comet
in 1840. it was seen to separate into two distinct

parts, which kept moving side by side till they

disappeared. On the return of the comet in the

autumn of 1852, the distance between the two
nuclei had much increased. Since then, although

many times due, it has not again been seen. (3)

That of Faye, with a ])eriod of 7.560 years. The-

orbits of Biela's and Faye's comets extend bej'ond

the orbit of Jupiter, but not so far as that of

Saturn. (4) That of Winnecke, with a period

of 5.831 years. (5) That of Brorsen, with a
periixi of 5.450 years. (0) That of Temple (No.

1), with a period of 0.538 years. (7) That of

Temple (No. 2), with a period of 5.281 years.

(8) That of D'Arrest, with a period of 0.075

years. (9) That of Tuttle, with a period of

13.067 vears. (10) That of Swift, with a period

of 5.547 years. (11) That of E. Swift, with a

period of 5.803 years. (12) That of Finlay,

with a period of 6.550 years. (13) That of

Wolf, with a perioil of 0.845 years. (14) That
of Holmes, with a period of 0.874 years. (15)

That of Brooks, Avith a i)eriod of 7.097 years.

(10) That of Pons, with a period of 71.56 years.

(17) That of Olbers, with a period of 72.65

years. (18) That of Halley, with a period of

76.08 years. The orbits of sixty comets appear

to be ellipses. These are probably periodical.

The paths of about two hundred cannot be dis-

tinguished from parabolas. These are possibly

periodical, as tlie ellipse, when very eccentric,

cannot near perihelion be distinguished from a
parabola. Only about a dozen have orbits pos-

sibly hyperbolic ; and, as we have said, in only

two cases is the hyperbolic character of the path
established upon fairly reliable evidence.

In the month of June. 1770, Messier discovered

a comet which remained visible a long time, and
enabled I.,exell to ascertain the orbit to be an
ellipse whose major axis was only three times
the diameter of the earth's orbit, and corre-

sponde<l to a periodic revolution of five and one-

half years. This result sucgested arave difficul-

ties. It had been found impossible to identify
this comet with any previously observed, and
yet it was difficult to conceive that a bright
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comet with so short a period of return should
have previously escaped observatitm. What was
still more renuirkable, it was never .seen again,
though anxiously looked for in the places where
Level I's orbit would have brought it. It became
jX)pularly called 'Lexell's lost comet,' and gave
occasion to many san-.isms by tl>e wits of th«'

day at the exi>ense of astronomers, who had
boasted of having found the key to the cometary
movements. In the present day the explanation
is complete. The comet was never seen before

1770, because its orbit previously had been
totally dillerent, its nearest point to the sun
having \teen as distant as the path of .Jupiter.

Its appearance that yesir arose out of the fact

tliat in 1767 it was in such dose contact with
.Jupiter, moving in the same direction and
nearly in the same plane, that the attraction

of this planet entirely changed its orbit. But
why has the comet not since been seen * Its

passage to the point of perihelion in 1776 took
place by day; and in 1779, before another return,

it again encountered the vast bo<ly of Jupiter,

and sullered a fresh orbital derangement—the

attraction of the planet deflecting it into more
distant regions, and so changing the form of tiie

orbit that if it had again been visible, it would
probably not have been recognized as identical

with Lexell's comet.

The celebrated comet of 1680, which furnished

Newton with the occasion for proving that

comets revolve around the sun in conic .sections,

and that, consequently, they are retained in their

orbits by the same force as that which regulates

the movements of the planets, ai)pears to have
been about the most remarkable for brilliancy

of any of which we have authentic accounts.

Ihis comet is supposed to be identical with the

one that appeared about the time of Caesar's

death (b.c. 44), with that which was seen in

the reign of Justinian in the year 531, and with

another in the year 1100, in the reign of Henry
II.; the period of revolution, according to the

orbit calculated for it by Whiston, being about
575 years. There is, however, some doubt among
astronomers as to the real form of its orbit, the

one assigned to it by Encke giving it a period

of 8.813 years. Tiie tail of a comet is nearly

always away frcwn the sun, frequently assuming
a curved form. It increases in length with its

proximity to the sun. but does not acquire its

greatest length till after passing the perihelion.

These are usual characteristics of comets, which

were exemplified by this one in a remarkable de-

gree. The plienomena might be accounted for. if

we were to regard the train as vaporization

produced by the intense heat to wliich the body

of the comet is expo.sed in its approach to the

sun. In the nineteenth century the comets most
remarkable for brill iancv were the comets of

1811, 1843, 1858 (Donati's), 1861, 1880, 1881.

and the great comet (b) of 1882. Spectroscopic

investigation, so far as yet pursued, points to the

conclusion that comets are self-luminous, and do

not shine merely by reflecting solar light. It

has been discovered, in determining the tracks of

those streams of dark bodies that cause meteoric

showers, that some of the tracks coincide with

the orbits of well-known comets. From this it

is inferred that star-showers and comets may be

onlv diflFerent manifestations of the same thing.

(See Meteors.) What the matter of the comets

consists of is, of course, only a subject for
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speculation. The compositiou of the nebulosity

und the tail is, at all events, something of al-

most inconceivable tenuity, as shown by three

considerations. ( 1 ) Stars seen through them
suller no diminution of brigiituess, though the
light must have to traverse sometimes millions

of miles of the cometary atmosphere. (2)
Though tJie thickness of the tail of a comet may
bo millions of miles, and its length of course

much greater, the cometjs have never been ob-

ser\ed to cause any sensible disturbance of the

planetary motions, though approaching near
enough to be theniselves so much affected as to

change the entire character of the orbit. (3)

The curvature of the tails, and the acceleration

of the periodic time in the case of Encke's
comet, indicate the possibility of their being af-

fected by a resisting medium, which has never
l)een obsen'ed to have the slightest influence on
the planetary periods, though so long obsened.
Kven the nuclei of comets appear to be of ex-

tremely small density. This may be inferred,

though with less force than regards the tails,

from the two last considerations above men-
tioned; and, moreover, there are reliable accounts
of stars of a very low order of magnitude being
seen through the nuclei themselves.

Comets have been alternately regarded with
terror and with welcome in the popular mind.
The appearance of Halley's comet in 1456, just

as the Turks had become masters of Constanti-

nople, and threatened an advance into Europe,
was regarded by Christendom with a supersti-

tious dread, and to the Ave Maria was added
the prayer: "Lord, save us from the devil, the

Turk, and the comet." At Constantinople, the

o<>currence of a lunar eclipse at the same time,

increased the portentousness of the event. The
discoveries of science as to the magnitude of the

space filled by their bodies and their prodigious

velocity, together with the confessed impossi-

bility of always predicting their approach, pro-

duced fears of another kind, which have some-
times been, especially in France, extravagantly
exaggerated in the public mind. The ground-
lessness of such alarms, from the extreme im-

probability of collision with the nucleus, the
probable innocuousness of a contact with the

extremely attenuated surrounding matter, and,

possibly, to the greater part of the world, of a
collision with the nucleus itself, will be suffi-

ciently evident from what has been said above.

It is probable that already on many occasions

some of the attenuated vapor in the tail of

comets must have come within the earth's at-

traction, and been absorbed in its atmosphere.
^\'hether the effect is deleterious or salubrious,

or whether it has any perceptible influence at

all, is only matter of speculation. Tlie salubrity

of cometarj- influence was at one time a popular
idea; and the vintages of 1811 and 1858 were
favorable seasons, whose produce was formerly
advertised as the comet wines. It is .scarcely

worth while, however, to follow further specula-

tion on these subjects. Consult: Cuillemin, The
World of Comets, trans, by Glaisher (I>ondon,

1881); ZoUner. Vrher die yatur der Kometen
(Leipzig, 188.3); Marcu.se, Ueber die physische

ticsrhaffenheit der Kometen (Berlin, 1884);
Hall, In the Starn/ Realm (T>ondon. 1892);
(Jalle, Verzeichnis der Elemente der bisher bc-

rechneten Kometenbahnen bis sum Jahre 189^

(Leipzig, 1894); Lvnn, Remarkable Comets
(London, 1899).

COMET-SEEKEB. A telescope having a
wide tield of view, but a rather low magnifying
power, used in searching for comets.

COMFORT, kum'fert, Geobge Fisk (1833—).
An American educator. He was born at Berk-
shire, X. Y., and graduated at Wesleyan Uni-
versity in 1857. He was one of the leaders in

organizing the American Philological Associa-
tion (1809), and also in establishing the Metro-
{tolitan Museum of Art in New York City (1869-

72). From 1872 to 1887 he was professor of
modern languages and jesthetics in Syracuse
University, and in 1872 founded there the Col-

lege of Fine Arts, of which he was dean from
1873 until 1893. In the latter year he became
president of the Southern College of Fine Arts,

at La Porte, Tex., and in 189G organized the

Syracuse ^lusenm of Fine Arts, of which he
became the director. He has published: Art
Musettms in America (1869); Modern Lan-
guages in Education (1870); Woman's Educa-
tion and Woman's Health (1894); The Land
Troubles in Ireland (1898) ; and a series of
German text-books.

COMFBEY, kum'fri (OF. cumfirie, confire,

from ML. confirma, probably on account of its

strengthening powers, from Lat. confirmare, to
make firm, strengthen, from con, together -+-

firmare, to strengthen, frpm firmus, firm),
iiymphytum. A genus of plants of the nat-

ural order Boraginacea». The species, which are
not numerous, are natives of Europe and the
north of Asia. They are perennial plants of
coarse appearance, although occasionally to be
seen in flower borders. Symphytum officinale

(the common comfrey) and Symphytum tubero-
sum are natives of (Jreat Britain, frequent in

shady and moist places. Sytnphytum officinale

was formerly much esteemed as a ^•ulnerarv•, on
account of its astringency, and decoctions of its

roots were a household remedy' for diarrhoea.
Its young leaves and its blanched shoots are also
occasionally used as boiled vegetables. The
|)rickly comfrey {Symphytum asperrimum) , a
native of Caucasus, 6 to 10 feet in height, has
been highly recommended for feeding cattle. It

has been extensively tried in the United States,
but its cultivation is not recommended, except
when a large bulk of forage is required from a
limited area of rich land. It is propagated from
roots.

COMICAIi GALLANT, The, or The Amol bs
OF Sir .Toiix Fai.stakf. An adaptation, by John
Dennis (1702), of Shakespeare's Merry Wives of
Windsor.

COMICAL LOVERS, The, or M.uiri.\ge A
LA MoDK. A comedy by Colley Cibber (1707).
based on portions of Dryden's Secret Love and
Marriaifr d la mode.

COMICAL REVENGE, The. or Ijoms: i.v a
Tilt. A conicdy by Sir George Etherege, played
and |)ritittMl in IG(>4.

COMINES, kA'mAn' (Lat. Cominceus, Flemish
Comrii). A border town of France and Belirium.
hituate<l on the Lvs, by which it is divided into
two parts, one belonging to the French IVpart-
nient of Nord and the other to the Belgian Prov-
ince of West Flanders. It has a number of tex

tile-mills and tobacco-factories. The celebrated
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mwliii'viil chronicler, IMiilippe de ComineA, was
lH)rn Iktc. Population, French portion, in 1901,
812!); IVlfiian, in 1899, 5757.

COMINES, Philippe de (1445-1509). A
Krendi .stiilciinan iind historian. Ho was horn at

the C'asth' of Coniines, not far from Lille; re-

feive«l a careful education, and in 14U4 attached
himself to (')uirles the Hold of Burjfundy (tlien

Count of ('harolais). In 1472 C'omines entered
the service of Ix)uis XI., the rival and enemv of

Charles, who made him one of his confidential
iidvisers. He proved himself a very suitable agent
for carrying out tlie designs of the crafty mon-
arch; hut after llie dealli of Louis he incurred
the displeasure of the regent. Anne de lieaujeu,

by his adherence to the party of tlie Duke of

(irleans (afterwards I^ouis XII.), and was sen-

tenced to the forfeiture of a. fourth of his estates

and to ten years' banishment. This punishment,
however, does not seiMii to have been carried out.

for after a few years we find Comines again em-
l)loved in important affairs of diplomacy; but
though he was engaged in the service of Charles
VIII. and the Duke of OrlC'ans, he failed to

win the confidence of these masters. He died
at his Castle of Argenton, Octol)er 13, 1509.
Comincs's Mrnuiiies, which are a complete sur-

vey of the political history of his time, and de-

pict vividly the character of l^^iuis XL, are ad-
mirably written, and alTord abundant proof of an
acute and vigorous mind. He seems to liave

looked keenly into the heart of every man who
crossed him in life, and with cool and severe pre-

cision to have dissected him for the benefit of

]>osterity. Among the many editions of his

Afi'moircs, the be.st are those by Lenglet-Dufres-
noy (4 vols., London, 1747) ; by Mademoi.selle
Dupont (3 vols.), in the Collection de la society de
I'histoirc de France (Paris. 1840-47): and bv
Chantelange (Paris. 1881).

COMISCO, ko-me'sA. A city in Sicily, in the
Province of Syracuse, situated about 40 miles
southwest of the city of that name. It was
known in Roman mythologj' as the location of

a fabled fountain of Diana, the water of which,
when drawn by women of light character, refused
to mingle with wine. It is on the road between
Catania and Licata. and has two churches, a
theatre, and cotton and soap factories. Popula-
tion (commune), in 1881, 19.333; in 1901,
21.873.

COMITAN', ko'm^tiin'. or COMITLAN. A
town in the State of Chiapas, Mexico, situated
on the (.rijalva River, about 30 miles southeast
of San Cristobal (.Map: Mexico, X 9). It has a
tine Dominican cloister. The town is largely
engaged in agriculture and cattle-raising, but
lias manufactures of cotton and woolen goods,
liquors, etc., and carries on a contraband trade
with Guatemala and British Honduras. ComitAn
suffered considerably from the raids of Juan
Ortega in isr)5-fl4. Population, about 10,000.

COMITIA, kfi-mish'T-A (Lat. nom. pi., assem-
blies from com- {con-), together + ire, to go).
The legal or constitutional meetings of the Ro-
man people, convoked by a magi.strate. for the
jMirpose of putting a question to the vote. This
ilefinition comprehends at least all the comitia
except the Comitia Calata, where the people
were i)resent merely as spectators. There were
several kinds of comitia. held for different pur-
poses, and. according to the mode of constituting

the comitia, the preponderance lay with the
patricians or with the plebeians. It was alwayn
a fundamental principle of the Roman (Jonstitu-
tion that the supreme power wa^i inherent in

the citizens, though it might be delegatwl by
them to hereditary or to elected magistrates.
All important matters, however, had to be
brought before the sovereign people, who could
either ratify or reject, though without discus-
sion, the proj)osals made to them. Such, at least
in theory—and. during the best days of the Re-
jMiblic. in practice also—was the function of
these popular assemblies. As may be readily un-
derstood, different elements had the ascendency
among the Roman people at difTerent periods
of their history. So far as it was possible for a
State exposed to so manj' and stich various in-

(luences to be conservative of its |)olitical tradi-
tions, Rome, whether monarchial. republican, or
imperial, was essentially so. But, under the
force of circumstances, from time to time inno-
vations were introduced which very materially
altered the position of the two political parties
—the patricians and the plebeians—into which
the State was early divided, and by whose dis-

sensions it was long distracted, and in none of
her institutions can the progress of the struggle
between these rising factions be more clearly
traced than in the motive and power of those
assemblies, or comitia, by which the supreme
authority of Rome was in succession wielded.
It is usual to describe the Roman comitia as of
three kinds, named from the mode in which the
people were organized and in which they voted

—

the Comitia Curiata. or assciiihly of tlie curia'

:

the Comitia Centuriata. or assembly of the cen-
turies; and the Comitia Tributa, or assembly
of the tribes. To these some add a fourth,
the Comitia Calata (from calare, to call) ; but as
this as.sembly had neither political functions
nor a separate organization, it is unnecessarj'
to do more than mention the name.

( 1 ) CoMiTi.v CuRi.\TA. The a.ssembly of the
curia* is believed to have been coeval with the
rise of Rome itself, and its origin is therefore
rightly ascribed by tradition to the mythical
foimder of the city. The system seems to have
been an essential part of the commimities, of

which Rome was originally only one. Its pri-

mary object cannot now be satisfactorily deter-

mined; but the purpose for which it came to

be employed is sufficiently clear. From a very
early period the Roman curisp, or 'wardships,'

as they may be called, numl)ered thirty, being
ten for each of the three once independent com-
munities—the Ramnes, the Tities, and the Lu-
ceres—from whose amalgamation the Roman
people sprang. At first, these curia* were prob-
ably made up extensively of the freeholders, or
patricians, as the freeholders were afterwards
designated, on whom devolved exclusively the
right and the duty of bearing arms. It has been
maintained by some that the class of dependents
called l)y the Roman writers clients, as well as
the burgesses or citizens, had a right to vote in

the assembly of the curije. Xo direct evidence,

however, can be brought forward in support of

this supposition, which, in the nature of the
case, is J;iighly improbable; and. if allowed to be
present' at all. tliey were very likely nothing
more than spectators, or, as their name is said

to imply, 'listeners.' In an assembly each curia

had one vote, and determination was bv the ma-
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jority of the individual voters in the different

curite. As the number of the curia; was even, and
no provision was made for deciding in case of

there being an equal division on any question, it

would seem as if this function had not been
thought of in fixing the number of the curiae, or
had been subordinated to some other considera-

tion. The purely political importance of the

<'omitia Curiata declined after the political dis-

tinctions between patricians and plebeians ter-

minated, it retained, however, to a late period
its original powers as to the transference of a
patrician to the plebeian order and the admis-
sion of non-patricians to patrician standing.

(2) CoMiTiA Centuriata. By the operation
of obvious causes, a great increase soon took
place in the number and influence of the de-

pendent members of the Roman Commonwealth.
As a natural consequence, the way was paved
for a reform of the Constitution, though we
may well conceive that the step was hastened
bj- the gradiuil thinning of the ranks of thp old

freeholders in the incessant wars in which Rome
found herself involved with her neighbors. Thus,
in the course of time a new class, the plebeians
of history, arose out of the clients, preponderat-
ing in numbers, and by no means destitute of

wealth. Though this class had not, perhaps,
the rights of citizens, it was exempt from ser-

vice in the field; and while the political inferior-

ity of its members nuist have been galling, their

immimity from the chances of war can hardly
have been looked upon with equanimity by the
ruling faction. It was to redress this twofold
grievance that the reform ascribed to King Ser-

vius Tullius is generally believed to have been
ctrected. But the whole scheme was one skill-

fully devised to assign duties to the plebeians
rather than to be.stow upon them rights, and it

was evidently the work of a statesman who was
ill the interest of the patricians. The chief au-
thorities for the details of the arrangement are
IJvy and Dionysius, whose accounts, though they
<iiffer in some particulars, agree in the main.
We must bear in mind, however, that both of

them describe the assembly of the centuries
rather as it existed in their own day than as it

was first constituted. Livy gives the whole num-
ber of the centuries as 104; Dionysius makes
them 103. Tlie voting of the assembly was by
<'pnturies. each possessing a collective vote exact-
ly as in the case of the curiiP. It was so ar-

ranged that the eighteen centuries of equites
and the eighty centuries of the first class voted
first. If they were agreed upon a question at
issue, the other side were not called upon to
vote at all. As the centuries, though nominally
'hundreds,' probably contained in the first class

fewer, and in soine of the other classes certainly
many times more than that number, it is plain
that in the assembly by far the largest share of
jHiwer was retained in the hands of the wealthy,
of whom the original burgess element would
long form the main portion. TTow far we have
in this scheme merely a modification of an ear-
lier arrangement, there are no means of deter-

mining. .\s Afommsen remarks, it is more than
probable that the original assessments were laid

upon land. Be this as it may. the reform of

Scrvius was oriijinally a new military rather
than a new political organization, its author in-

tending that the privileges of the patricians as-

sembled in the curise should remain as before.

But its results were different from what had been
anticipated. By a process easily understood, the
rights of the curia; gradually passed to the cen-
turies. The assembly of the former continued,
indeed, to meet; but the assembly of the latter

became thenceforth the chief guardian of the
rights of the Roman people.

(3) CoMiTiA Tributa. The further develop-
ment of the democratic element in the Roman
Constitution, consequent on the change just de-
scribed, soon led to a demand for greater changes
in the same direction. The tribunes of the peo-
ple, now the acknowledged leaders of the democ-
racy, took advantage of an ancient division of
the original territory of Rome into tribes to
give greater prominence to this element than
it had yet possessed. Tliese tribes, thirty, and
afterwards thirty-five, in number, which, as is

supposed by some, had already supplied a basis
for the arrangement into curiic as well as classes,

seem to have at first existed for purely local

purposes. But the leaders of the people succeed-
ed at length in forming them into a political

union entitled to exercise certain functions, chief
among which was the election of the inferior

magistrates, and the approval and rejection of

such legislative measures as affected the inter-

ests of the plebeians as a class. Whether the
assembly of the tribes was com])osed only of plebei-

ans, or of all. whether patrician or plebeian, liv-

ing within certain limits, has not been ascer-

tained; but the balance of opinion inclines to
the hypothesis that it consisted of plebeians
alone. After the rise of this new power, it be-

came a matter of great difficulty to determine
what questions were to be submitted to the
tribes, and what to the centuries, each claiming
to be the real representatives of the whole body
of the people. A solution appears to have been
sought and foimd in some combination of the
two rival assemblies. At what time this change
took place, and what was its exact nature, are
matters which remain involved in the greatest
obscurity. All that can be said is this: The
plebeians, either by means of their own assembly,
or by some use of it to counterbalance the power
of the patricians in the assemblj' of the cen-

turies, ultimately gained what they had so long
aimed at—a position of supreme importance to

the Republic. When the wealthier classes found
their influence thus neutralized, they ceased to
attend the comitia altogether, and the popular
will was represented by the lower classes alone.

A period of moral and political corruption fol-

lowed, ending in the militiiry despotism of the
CiPsars. lender the first emperors the form of

calling the assemblies together was still observed ;

but the i>eople met no longer to control their
chief ruler, but simply to receive information
as to what he had done. Even this form was
by and by discontinued, and in the last days
of the Empire the comitia was an institution

known only as one of the traditions of the past
greatness of Rome. Consult Alonunsen. Romischr
Forschunffryi, vol. i. ; and see Rome.

COMITIUM (Lat., place of assembly). A
small s(|uarc in ancient Rome, between the
Forum and the Senate TTouse. It was originally

the polling-place of Rome, where the Comitia
Curiata met and important cases were tried. It

contained the old rostra, and near by was the
OraK'ostasis. or platform for foreign ambassa-
dors. On it stood a number of statues, incliul-
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ing those of the Augiir Attiia Nuevius, Pythag-
oras, Alcibiades, and iiuratius Codes; the Ficu.i

huniinalis; and a bronze statue of the she-

wolf suckling Honiuhis nnd Remus. Wooden
furniture was provided when needed on special

occasions, and furnished the fuel for the con-
llugratiun whidi destroyed the neighboring curia
at the burial of Clodiiis.

COMITY OF NATIONS. That species of
international h-jial courtesy by which the laws
and institutions of one countrj' are recognized
and given effect to by those of another. It is

often called by its Latin equivalent, comitas
gentium. "In the silence of any positive rule,"

says Mr. Justice Story, "aflirming, or denying,
or restraining, the operation of foreign laws,

courts of justice presume the tacit adoption of

them by their own government, unless they are
repugnant to its policy or prejudicial to its in-

terests." From the existence of so great a num-
ber of independent States on the Continent of

Europe, and of federated States in America, the
comitas gentium is more called into play in

these countries than in England, and it has con-
sequently been more extensively discussed by
their legal writers. See Confijct of Law; In-
TnRNATiON'AL Law ; and the authorities there
referred to.

COMMA (Lat., Gk. k6wmi, komma, clause,

I)iece, from K6wTeiv, koptcin, to strike). In the
mathematical study of sound, in which tones are
expressed in exact values by means of their vi-

bration numbers, we find that by reckoning up-
ward in two diil'erent wajs to a certain note, the
two results sliow an infinitesimal difTerence in

pitch. This minute interval, called a comma,
is only perceptible in theory, and has no actual
musical value in our modern 'tempered' scale.

By tuning upward four perfect fifths from a
given note, and then two octaves and a major
third from the same note, we reach apparently
the same tone; but calculating the vibrations,

v,e find the first result exceeds the second in

the proportion of 81 to 80. This diflTerence is

called the comma syntonum, or comma of Didj'-

mus. The difference obtained by tuning upward
twelve fifths and seven octaves from a given tone
is ^lyU, and is called the comma ditonicum.
or conmia of Pythagoras. These same figures

result as the difference between six whole tones
above a note and its octave.

COM'MA BACILT.irS. See Choleba.

COMMA BUTTERFLY. A North American
nymplialine biittcrfly ((Irapta, or Polygonia,
comma), one of the angle-wings, reddish-brown
with darker spottings., and a light mark, shaped
like a comma, on the hinder wing. It is widely
distributed and common, feeding upon nettles,

and is injurious to hops. See Hop-Insects.

COM'MANDANT' (Fr. commandant, pres.
part, of commander, to command, ML. com-
mandare, to command, from Lat. com-, together
-\- mandarc, to enjoin). A relative title, inci-

dent to a military command, and applied to the
commander of a garrison, fortified post, or mili-

tary' school, without any regard to his absolute
rank. The Cavalry School at Fort Riley, Kan.;
the Artillery School at Fort Monroe, Va. ; the
United States Military Academy at West Point;
Sandhurst, Hythe, and Kneller Hall, England,
are all governed by officers of varying ranks,
holding the local title of commandant.

COMMANDER ISLANDS.

In the United States Navy the title of com-
mandant is applied to the conunanding ollicer

of a navy-yard or naval station. The comman-
dants of the i)rincipal navy-yards are line officer*
of the rank of rear-admiral: lesser stations are
commanded i)y captains or olliccrs of less rank.
To the commandant is given full jurisdiction over
all vessels lying at the yard, and be is responsible
lor all building and repair work. He is also re-
sponsible for the projter organization of the work-
ing forces; for the efFective organizati<m of the
Aard force for protection against fire; and for the
care and management of all macliinery. equip-
ment, etc., under his control. He is assisted by an
officer of the rank of captain, or of less rank when
the commandant is not a rear-admiral, who acts
as his executive officer and is called the captain
of the yard. Master-Commandant was formerly
the title of officers in the United States Navy
next junior in rank to captains. In 1838 Con-
gress enacted that master-commandants should
thereafter l)e known as and stylwl commanders
(see CoMMA.NDER) ; the latter title had previous-
ly been recognized in the pay bill of March 3.

1835. The title of master-commandant was a
relic of the days of transition from the time
when the fighting on board ships was done by
soldiers commanded by an officer of the lanjl

forces to that when the fighting and navigating
forces were combined. The titles of sailing-
master, master, mastir's male, etc., were evi-
dently of pretransition origin; masteT-comman-
dant, on the contrary, was evidently a recognition
of a new state of things in which the master-
mariner had become the naval commander.

COMMANDER. The title of officers of the
United States and British navies next junior in
rank to captains. In the United States Navy
it was established by law in 1838. (See Com-
mandant.) By order of the President, of June
7, 1901, a commander may sen'c as command-
ing officer of a division, or of a ship of the
second or third rate. The pay of a commander
is .$.3000 per annum when at sea, with an addi-
tion of 10 per cent, for each five years of service,
provided the total amount does not exceed
.^^^OOO; the pay on shore duty is 15 per cent.
less.

COMMANDER, Lieutenant. See Lieuten-
ant-Commanukk.

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF. A relative mili-
tary title, pertaining to an officer in supreme
local military command, as commander-in-chief
of the trooi)s in the field. In the United States,
it is primarily the absolute rank and title at-

tached to the office of President, and also the
military title of many Governors of States.

I nder the sixty-third article of the Constitution
of 1871, the Emperor is the sxipreme commander-
in-chief of the German Army and Navy. In
England, the rank, in its permanent sense, is

the highest staff appointment in the service,

being subject only to the ruler, through the Sec-
retary of State for War. who is the virtual com-
mander-in-chief.

COMMANDER ISLANDS. A group of
islands of the maritime territory of Siberia, situ-

ated in Bering Sea. east of Kamchatka, be-

tween latitudes 54° 32' and .55° 24' N. and longi-

tudes 165° 45' and 168° 12' E. (Map: Asia, P 3).
The group consists of the two large and inhabit-

ed islands of Bering (607 square miles) and
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Miedni (180 .square miles) and two uninhabited
islets. The climate is comparatively mild; but
the inhabitants, descendants of Russians and
Aleuts, are few in number.

COMMANDER OF THE FAITHFUL (Ar.
'Amir al-ilu'inittin) . A desi<^ati<m assumed
by the Caliph Omar, the father-in-law of Moham-
med, who conquered Syria, Phoenicia. Persia.
Egypt, and Jerusalem, and "organized a complete
military-relipious commonwealth." The title

was retained by his successors in the Caliphate.

COMMANDEBY. A regular assembly of
Knights Templars. It confers the degrees of
Knight of the Red Cross, Knight Templar, and
Knight of Malta. The term was first applied,
itbout 1200, to the pro])erty of military and
religious orders, administered by members of
those organizations, %«ho were known as com-
manders. These had charge of the income of

the estates belonging to the orders, and had au-
thority to receive gifts and alms. They were
accountable to the Grand Commander, who, in

the c.ise of Knights of Saint John of Jerusalem,
resided at Jerusalem.

COMMANDING OFFICES. The officer in

actual command of a vessel of war. He is an
officer of the line or executive corps, and is usu-
ally addressed by the courtesy title of 'captain.'

without regard to actual rank, if he is per-
manently in command and not merely in tem-
porarj' charge during the absence of a senior.
The regular commanding officer, upon leaving
the ship, is succeeded by the next line officer in

rank, but the latter must not alter the regula-
tions established by his superior except in case
of urgent necessity. T'pon the commanding offi-

cer of a modern battle-ship there rests a respon-
sibility the like of which is placed upon few
men. He is answerable for the safety of the
ship and of the crew, for the preservation of the
battery, engines, boilers, and other machinery'
in condition for instant use. and for the conduct
of all those placed under him, so far as he can
control it. He is required to know every detail
of construction of his ship and of her equipment,
as well as of the organization of the crew. He
has as an assistant an executive officer, who
has charge of the organization of the personnel,
and of the hull and equipment : a navigsiting
oflicer. who has charge of the navigation and
navigating apparatus; an ordnance officer, who
has charge of the gims and ordnance stores; a
chief engineer, who has charge of the propelling
machinery: also a surgeon and a payma.ster,
the latter having charge of the accounts of the
men and officers and of the provisions and cloth-
ing for the men. In the militarj' services through-
out the world, the senior officer of a regiment,
corps, post, or any detachment wher»> there is

not any higher local militarj' authority, is re-

garded as the commanding officer. Regimentally.
the officer commanding the regiment is spoken of
and referred to as the commanding officer, which
usage in the British Army is still further abbre-
viated by the u.se of the initials 'C. O.'

COMMANDITE, kd'miix'd^t', Socitrf: ex, or
LiMiTKi) I'.viiTNKHSHip. See SociftTf; EN Com-
M.\M)1 I K.

COMMANDMENTS OF THE CHUBCH.
Certain rules imposed by the Roman Catholic
Church on all its meml)ers. under pain of grave
sin. They ditler slightly in different countries:
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but in general t!iey require the obsen-ance of
.Sundays and festivals of obligation by attend-
ance at mass and rest from servile work, the
observance of days of fasting and abstinence, the
reception once a year at least of the sacraments
of penance and holy communion, contribution
iu proportion to one's means to the support of
pa.stors, and the obser\'ance of regulations in re-

gard to marriage.

COMMELIN, kom'lax' Hieboxymvs. ( ?-

C.1598). A Flemish printer, born at Douai. He
worked at Geneva, and later at Heidelberg. The
best specinien.s of his press are the admirable edi-

tions of the ancient classics and the Church
Fathers, to the text of which, often determine*!
by a collation of manuscripts, he added learned
critical notes from his own hand.

COMMELIN, Jax (1629-92). A Dutch bot-
anist, born in .\msterdam. He was a profes.sor

of botany in the University of Amsterdam, and
founded in that city the botanical gardens which
soon became the most celebrated in Europe. In
description of the contents of these gardens he
wrote several volumes.

COMMEMOBATION (Lat. commemoratio,
from commcmorarc, to commemorate, from com-,
together -f- memorare, to mention, from vienior,

mindful; connected with Gk. iiipfupos, mcrmeros,
anxious, Skt. sinar, to remember), or Exc.enia
(Lat.. Gk. iyKalvia, engkainia, feast of renova-
tion or consecration, a name for Ea.ster, from
iv, en, in -1- xaiySg, kainos, new). The great
festival of the (Oxford academic year, corre-
sponding in some respects to the commence-
ment of American colleges. It usually takes place
on the third Wednesday after Trinity Sunday,
in the Sheldonian Theatre—which, like the San-
ders Theatre, Har\'ard, and the Kent Theatre.
Chicago, is a university building. From time
immemorial, public exercises have been held to
mark the 'act' or period when degrees were con-
ferred on the members of the university. At the
present day. the proceedings consist of a Latin
oration in honor of founders and benefactors
(from which the name of the whole ceremony is

derived) ; the conferring of degrees, not only in

course, but also honoris causa, on distingui.shed
strangers, who are introduced to the vice-chan-
cellor in a short I>atin speech; and the recita-

tion, at lea.st in part, of the Newdigate or Eng-
lish prize poem, and the Latin and English prize
essays, the three prizes Ix'ing the gift of the
chancellor. The large area or floor is occupied
(hiring the proceedings by masters of arts and
their male friends; in raised stalls in a semi-
circle around (me end of this area sit the vice-

chancellor, doctors, and proctors; while the gal-

leries are filled by the undergraduates and women.
The undergraduates, until recent years, \ised to
fKcupy a M'parate upper gallery: but the license
claimed by them of making unofficial and often
very witty comments on the proceedings—a sur-
vival of the privileges of the Terror Filius, or
licensed jester of mediseval times—finally reached
a point where it was thoiight better to discour-
age it to some extent by breaking up the com-
pact body of students and distributing them
among the women present. Commemoration Day
it.-^ejf is only the culminating point of a week of

gayety, marked by concerts, balls, theatrical

representations, etc.. which make Oxford a very
attractive place to the visitor : but of late years
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the glorit'H uf ihis seuisun liuvo tended more and
more to Ik* eelipscd by tho«e of tlie 'Eights

Week,' when tlie college eight-oared races are

ro\ve<l, early in May. See Oxfokd I'mvkrsity,

COMMEMORATION ODE. An ode by

.James lvu»ell Lowell, read at exercises held at

('aml>ridge in ISti."). in commeuioration of the

Harvard men who had served in the Civil War.

COMMENCEMENT (OF., Fr. commence-
ment, frtim OF. vumvHvcr, Fr. commencer, It.

cominciurc, to begin, from Lat. con-, together

+ initiare, to begin, from initium, beginning,

from inire, to enter, from in, in + ire, to go).

In American colleges, the name given to the

concluding exercises of the college year, when
degrees are ccmferred uj)on the bachelors, mas-
ters, and doctors completing their resjwctive

courses of study. The term is applied loosely to

the graduating e.xercises of academies, secondary

schools, etc. The cu.stom originated in the me-
diipval universities, though the appropriate term
was 'inception.' The inception involved two
elements: (1) The recogniticm of the graduate

or new teacher by his old master and other

members of the profession; (2) the formal en-

trance of the newly licensed teacher upon his

work by the actual jHTformance of its duties.

Hence, an essential feature of the exercises was
that the recipient of the bachelor's degree

should 'iiiceitt' or teach, and that the recipients

of tlie higher degrees should defend a thesis.

At Oxford this occasion was called Commemora-
tion; but at Cambridge it was, and is yet, called

Commencement. The 'inceptor' was there called

'oominencer'—that is. one who commenced to

teach. The ceremony and the term were a
part of the inheritance received by Harvard Col-

lege from Cambridge University, and thus be-

came general among American colleges. This
exercise in Colonial days was held in the fall,

at the commencement of the college year, and
the term is often, though erroneously, supposed
to refer to this fact. As the media;val bachelor

'incepted,' or taught, the graduate of the Ameri-
can college delivered an oration or dissertation

liefore receiving his degree. With the larger

colleges, even this modification of the, old custom
is now conmionly abandoned, and in many places

the Commencement exercises include only the
address by the president or some distinguished
educator, and the conferring of degrees. See
University; Decree; College ; Ci'RRicrLXJM.

COMMENa)AM (ML., ace. sg. of commenda.
trust, from Lat. commendare, to intrust, from
com-, together + mandare, to intrust, from
vianiin, hand -f- dare, to give; originally used in

the phrases in commendam d(tre, to give in trust.

or in commendam mUtere, to send in trust). A
term in ecclesiastical law to denote a benefice

which, being void, is commended to the care of

some sufficient clerk to be supplied until it may be

conveniently provided with a pastor. In former
times bishops frequently held livings in com-
mendam, in order to appropriate the revenues.
The practice has well-nigh ceased in Europe, and
does not exist in the I'^nited States. In the
Church of England, commendams were abolished
in 18.36. See Abbot.

COMMENDATION (Lat. commendntio, from
commendare, to intrust). In feudal customs,
the act by which a free man became a vassal.

8ee Feudalism.

COMMENDATION OF OUR LADY, \\\\.-

LAiiK IN. .\ ballad iinpr(»iH'rly altril)uted to

Cliauccr, according to Tyrwhitt; l)ut really the

same poem as the Invocation of Our Lady,
ascribed to Lydgate.

COMMENSALISM (ML. commensulii*, eat-

ing at tiie sanie table, fn>m Lat. com-, t<»gether

+ mcnua, table). A sort of partnership or asso-

ciation of two different kinds of organisms by
which they endure each other's prestmce, do each
other no harm, and in many cases are of mutual
advantage; such arc said to be commensals or

messmates. This wcurs chiefly among marine
invertebrates, and is different from parasitism.

Many commen.sals are (juite free to separate,

yet never dwell a])art. and often could not main-
tain a separate existence. Others grow togetiier

so completely that they cannot separate if they
would, yet are not ])arasites. because each re-

tains its form and faculties, while a true para-
site changes these in such a manner that it i.s

no longer capable of obtaining foo<l until it has
been elaborated for it by the functions of its

host. The mo.st familiar exami)le of commen-
salism is the small crab, .so often met with inside

the shells of oysters—the pinnothere, or oyster-

crab. Similar crabs inhabit various bivalves the

world over, to the mutual satisfaction of guest
and host. Within the shelter of the mollusk's
pearly house the little crab is safe from its

enemies, yet can dash out whenever it observes
any prey in the offing and bring it home to be
devoured ; and the crumbs may be welcome to

the oyster. The most striking examples, per-

haps, are found among ccelenterates and crus-

taceans, in the midst of the trailing tentacles,

covered with stinging cells, of the Portuguese
man-of-war and .several jelly-fishes, live small
fishes, comparatively safe from pursuit of their

fees; small fishes also .seek refuge among the
tentacles of sea-anemones and within holothu-
rians. Mollusks live in the burrows of sea-

urchins that move about in the sand, and in the
holes made by the erustaceous ficbia—a reversal

of the oyster and crab.

Certain Dromia crabs carry sponges, ascidians,

or sea-anemones on their backs or claws. The
anemones serve to conceal, and. by means of

their nettling organs, protect the crab, while
they get fragments of the crab's food, or. by
l>eing transported from place to place, come
in contact with more food than if they were
.stationary. One hermit-crab (q.v. ) alwaj's l>ears

an anemone upon its claw, which is so placed
that it blocks the entrance to the- .shell when
the crab retreats within. If the anemone dies
or is removed, the crab is at pains in find and
transfer a new anemone to its claw. A still

more curious case is that of a polyp (Gem-
maria \mericftna) , found in deep water off

the Xewfoundland coast and allied to the sea-

anemones, which attaches itself to the shell of

a kind of hermit-crab, and by budding gradu-
ally covers the entire shell with a colony. "It

possesses the power of dissolving the shell so

that no trace of it can be fouyd. As the l)olyp

colony increases in size as fast as the crab
grows, there is no need for the latter to change
its abode, while its neighbors and com))etitors

must frequently expose themselves to the dis-

comforts and dangers of house-hunting." Consult:
Van Veneden. Animal Parasiteft and Messmates
(New York, 1876) ; Cambridge Natural History,
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vol. iii. (London. ISitf)) ; Semper, Anhnal Life

( Xew York, 1881). For fishes as commensals,
consult: Jordan and Evermann, Fishes of North
II nd Middle America, pp. 924, 966 (Washing-
ton, 1900) ; Harrin^on, "On Nereids Commensal
with Hermit-Crabs;" Transactions of New York
\cadi'my of Sciences, vol. xvi., 1897, p. 215.

COMMENSURABLE (J^at. commensurabilis,
innn con>-. loj^ctlu'r + mensurare, to measure,
lioni mensiira, measure, from mctiri, to mete).
Two magnitudes which are of the same kind,

and each of which contains a third magnitude
nil exact number of times, are said to be com-
mensurable—e.g. a foot and a yard are com-
mensurable, an inch or a foot being a common
measure. The nuinliers 1.5 and .35 are commen-
-lurable. each being divisible by 5.

Magnitudes which have no common measure

—

that is, are not multi])les of the same unit,

however small that unit is taken, are said to

l>e incommensurable—e.g. the side and diagonal
of a square are incommensurable. The diameter
;ind circumference of a circle are incommensur-

able; 2 and l/2, 1^5 and l/7 are incommen-

-urable. Numbers like l/2, that are not com-
mensurable with ordinary rational numbers, are
also called incommensurable. Tn arithmetic,

numbers prime to one another are sometimes
called incommensurable, since they have no com-
mon measure except the unit of counting, which,
used as a multiplier or divisor, does not change
the number aflFeeted. See Multiple; Irrational
N'UMBER.

COMMENTARIES, C.iiSAR's. The title of

the two extant works of .Tulius Caesar, the

iceount of the Gallic War (De Bello Oallico) and
..f the Civil War (De Bello Civili) . The former
is a concise narration of the author's campaigns
in Gaul, published in B.C. 51, in seven books,

to which an eighth book was added by Aulus
Hirtius. The simple and untechnical language
and the importance of the matter have made it

the most generally known work in the Latin liter-

ature. The memoirs of the Civil War were after-

wards expended by other writers to embrace the'

Alexandrine, African, and Spanish wars.

COMMENTRY, kA'max'tr^. A town in

the Department of Allier, France, eight miles
southeast of Montlucon. on the Oiil. It stands

in the centre of one of the most important coal-

fields of France, and since 1850 ha,s risen from a

mere village to a busy and populous town, whose
inhabitants are mostly engaged in the coal-mines
and iron-works. There are, besides, manufac-
tures of wood and mirrors. Poj)ulation, in 1901,

I 1.169.

COM'MER, Franz (181.3-87). A German mu-
sician, born at Cologiie. in which city he studied

music with Lcidl and Klein. After holding a

]K)sition as organist of the Carmelite church
there, he went to Berlin in 18.32 to study with
A. W. Bach, A. B. Marx, and Rungenhagen. He
was rcgens chori at the Catholic Hedwigskirche:
singing-teacher at ntimerous schools, and founder
(with Kilster and Kullak). in 1844, of the Ber-

lin Tonknnstler\'erein. He was, in addition,

royal nnisic director, a senatrir of the Berlin

.\kademie, and president of the Ge.sellschaft ftir

Musikforschung. He editx>d a number of collec-

tirtns of old music, and composed numerous
masses, cantata'*, and choru.ses.

COMMERCE ( Lat. commereium. commerce,
interchange, from com-, together + merx, mer-
chandise, from Lat. merere, to gain, Gk. fiipos,

meros, share). In its general acceptation, a term
denoting international traffic in goods, or what
constitutes the foreign trade of all countries a.s

distinguished from domestic trade. The first for-

eign merchants of whom we read, carrying goods
and bags of silver from one region to another,
were the Arabs, the reputed descendants of Lsh-

mael and Esau. Their trade was by land. The first

maritime carriers of goods were the Pha'nicians.
who dwelt in a narrow strip of land on the east-

ern shore of the Mediterranean, and were the
founders of the great emporiums of Tyre and
Sidon. The Phoenicians established an easier

and securer passage between Egypt and Syria
than had l)efore been known. The corn and
wine of the Nile, and the oil, silk, dyes, and
spices of western Asia flowed through their
hands. From carriers thej^ became merchants,
and to merchandi.se they added manufactures.
They traversed the shores of the ^lediter-

raneari, established colonies in the Greek is-

lands and founded Carthage, one of the most
rioted commercial cities of the ancient world.
The power of the Phcenicians disappeared with
the rise of the Greek cities—Athens, Corinth

—

and of their colonies; of Carthage, then in full

fame: and of Alexandria, the great seaport
founded by Alexander the (ireat.

While Rome was giving laws and order to the
half-civilized tribes of Italy, Carthage, operat-
ing on a different base and by other methods.
was opening trade with less accessible parts of

pjurope. The strength of Rome was in her le-

gions, but that of Carthage in her ships ; and
her ships could reach realms where legions were
powerless. Her mariners had passed the mys-
terious Pillars of Hercules into the Atlantic, and
established the port of Cadiz. They founded
Carthagena and Barcelona, and had depots and
traders on the shores of Gaul. This prosperity
of their commerce led to wars with Rome, whicli

ended in B.C. 146 with the destruction of Car-
thage. In the .same year the Romans capture<I

and burned Corinth, which was then an important
conmiercial city. In x.o. 273 land commerce suf-

fered a disastrous blow, when Palmyra was in

great part destroyed by the Romans.
Growth of Commerce. The repeated inva-

sions of Italy by the Goths and Huns gave ri.se

to the founding, for defense and for trade, of the

city of Venice, about the middle of the fifth cen-

tury—a city that for more than a thousand
years stood foremost in the trade Of the world.
The Venetians traded with Constantinople.
(Jreece, Syria, Eg^pt. India, and Arabia, antl

their vessels carried the products of the East to

the ports of western Europe. They had posses-

sions on the coast of Greece, and iH'came ruh'rs

in the Ionian Islands and in Cyprus. Their
rivals, the Genoese, planted colonies on the shores
of the Hellespont and the Black Sea, the most
nourishing of which was Katfa (the modern
Feodosia). in the Crimea, a great emporium of

the commerce between Europe and .\sia. .\ vast

commerce was carried on in the Middle .\gcs

by the towns of the Hanseatic Tieague, situated

on the shores of the North Sea. and the Baltic,

and the rivers flowing into them. When the chief

objects of commerce were the skilled products of

the East, the South (ierman cities—Nuremberg
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and Auj[»sburf?—llirouj,'h whidi trade flowed in-

land, vied with Venice as centres of the Eastern

trade. The {wrts of France and Spain were busy
distributing centres. At the cU)se of tl»e Mid-
dle Ages, Antwerp, having outstripped IJruges

and Ghent, l)ecanie the greatest mart in Chris-

tendom. The inventions and discoveries of the

fifteenth century transferred the centres of trade

successively to hisl)on, Amsterdam, and London.
The mariner's compass made distant voyages pos-

sible on the open sea. By 1487 the Portuguese
had explored the whole western coast of Africa,

and in 145)7 Vasco da Gania passed round the

Cape of Good Ho]m?, to land in India in the fol-

lowing year. Before the end of the century Co-

lumbus * had thrice crossed the Atlantic, and •

(abot. sent out by England, had discovered North
America. Nearly all this daring enterprise had
for its prime object the finding of some easy

route to the fabulously wealthy Ea.st. to India

and China. But a century elapsed before the

English fixed their first establishment or factory

in India. Tlie discovery of the New World, how-
ever, was destined eventually to change the

course and the nature of trade.

From such rapidly spreading exploration and
colonization there necessarily arose new wants,

new products, new manufactures, and rapidly

increasing trade; interrupted more or less by
wars, but in the main marching steadily and
rapidly on. Tlie nineteenth century witnessed

an extension of the commercial relations of man-
kind to which there is no parallel in history.

The history of commerce in the past century

would be an epitome of the world's economic de-

velopment during its most intense and active

period, and any enumeration of the causes of

the tremendous strides which commerce has

made must be partial. The progress of coloniza-

tion in the widest sense, and the improvement
of tjie means of transportation, are primary fac-

tors which cannot be overlooked. In the nine-

teenth century the greater part of the North
American continent was opened up to occupa- •

tion, Australia and South Africa were peopled

by men of white race, while large portions of

Asia were brought imder the influence of West-
ern rule or Western ideas. This, together with

the great increase of population in Europe, has

greatly augmented the productive power and con-

suming power of Avidely distant parts of the

earth, dependent upon commerce for the supply

of their mutual wants. Application of steam
to transportation alike by land and by water
has intensified the progress of colonization as

we have here used the term, and made possible

the commerce which has resulted from it.

In 1819 the Atlantic Ocean was first crossed by
a steam vessel, and regular transatlantic steam
communication was inaugurated in 18.38. Since

then the increase of steam navigation has been

rapid, particularly in the last fifty years, until

now the greater part of maritime navigation is

carried on by steamships. Their far greater bulk

and greater speed have led to the gradual dis-

placement of the old sailing ships, and have
greatly multiplied the potentialities of foreign

commerce. The railway has been a factor of

the greatest consequence in the development of

sea-borne traffic. Before its advent it was only

the produce of coast regions, or of those parts

adjacent to inland waterways, which could par-

ticipate in the foreign trade. But the railroad

has utterly changed this condition. Of great
importance, too, has been the influence of tlie

telegraph in- transmitting f)rders and other com-
munications between distant points without loss

of time. These developments have made it pos-

sible to transj)ort long distam-es not only goo<l«

whose weight fonnerly d«'l)arred tliem from «

])lace in foreign commerce, but also more perish-

able goods which, under the slower transporta-

tion of earlier days, could not be handled.

Some notion of the rapid development of com-
merce can be gained from the statement that the

aggregate exports and imports* of the United
States, which in 1791 were .$4.3,000.000. reached

in 18.50 .$318,000,000, and in the fiscal year end-

ing June 30, 1900, $2,244,000,000. For a com-
])arison with earlier dates, we may select a few

figures for (ireat Britain and Ireland, which show
the development of commerce in the past four

himdred vears:
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year 1900, the maxinium point in the record of In the foregoing statement the increase in the
the century: export of manufactured articles is the most strik-

FlSCAL Ykak Ekdixg Jvsk 30

COCh'TBIES
Imports

1895

Exports
1895

Imports
1900

L'nlted Kingdom $1d9,100.000
81,000,000
61,600,000

383,700,000
133,900.000
112.200,000
77,600,000
17.400,000
6.700,000

Germany

.

France
Total Europe.,

North America
South America.
.\8ia
Oceania
Africa

Total, $830,500,000

$387,100,000
92,000,000
45,100,000

627,900.000
106.600,000
33.500,000
17,300,000
13,100.000
6.400,000

$159,600,000
97.400,000
73,000,000

440,600,000
130,000,000
*J3,700,000

139,800,000
34,600,000
11,200,000

$806,500,000 $849,900,000

Exports
1900

$533,800,000
187,300.000
83,300,000

1,040,200.000
187.000.000
38,900,000
64,900.000
43.400.000
19.300.000

^1.394.500,000

The following expresses the same matter in

j»ereentages of the total imports and exports:
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following will be toumi iweful: Cunningham,
'I'hv (irowth of English Indtmlry and Cummcici'
( Cumbridgf, 18!t()) ; (JibbinH, History of Com-
iiicrce in Euroite (London, 185)1); 1^'vi. History

of British t'ommerci; IHlU-JSlS (London. 1880).

Among popular compendia of information about
commerce, notice should be made of the numer-
ous works on commercial geography which have
recently issued from the press. One of the best

is Chisholm, Handbook of Commercial Geography
(London. 181)0). See Ualaxce ok Trade; Kx-
CHANGK; FoUKKiX MoNEY.

COMMERCIAL COURT. A court consti-

tuted of judges of the King's Bench Division, in

Kngland, for the trial of conunercial causes

—

that is, of causes arising out of the ordinary
transactions of merchants and trader'fe, such as

those relating to the construction of mercantile
•locuments. the exjujrt or import of merchandise,
of freightment, insurance, banking, mercantile
agency, and mercantile usages. It was not estab-

lished by an act of Parliament, but was devised
bj the King's Bench Division for the conveni-

ence of suitors and the more expeditious deter-

minntifm of mercantile disputes. While this

court has no jiower to dispense with the ordinary
rules of evidence, or to depart from the admin-
istration of the law in the ordinary way, it is

able, with the assistance of parties and counsel,

to dispose of commercial disputes with as much
l)romptnes3 as an arbitrator. Commercial cases

are tried by this court upon the evidence pre-

scribed by the orders made in chambers, with-
out difficulty or delay, and with a great diminu-
tion of the cost incidental to actions in which
the ordinary modes of litigation are followed.

This court is a reminder of the Court Piepou-
drous, in which the primitive law merchant
(q.v. ) of England was administered—the court
which Lord Coke declares was "incident to every
fair and market, because that for contracts, and
injuries done concerning the fair or market,
there shall be as speedy justice done for the
advancement of trade and traffic as the dust
can fall from the feet." The connection of this

<ourt witli merchants of the staple is disclosed

by 27 Ed. 111., c. 2, which declared that it was
designed to give courage to merchant strangers
to come with their wares into the realm, and
that it should dispense justice according to the
law of the staple, or the law merchant, and not
according to the common law. Courts for the
rapid settlement of trade disputes, and called

Pypowder courts, were provided for in New
York in 1692 (vol. i., Col. Laws, ed. 1894).
(See Court.) Consult the article, "Merchants
of the Staple," in 17 London Quarterly Review,
56 (London. 1901).

COMMERCIAL CRISES. See Crisis, Eco-
>'OMIC.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION. See Edu-
C.VTIOX. (."OMMKRCIAI..

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. See Geog-
raphy. KcoxoMir.

COMMERCIAL LAW. A popular term of
varj'ing and rather indefinite signification. It

includes, ordinarily, the legal rules which relate

most directly to every-day mercantile transac-
tions, and which are based upon, or have been
modified by. the usages of trade. These rules

are presented in connection with the different

topics of commercial law. under such titles as

Bailments; Insurance; Negotiaule Paper;
Partneusiiip; Sale; etc. See also Law Mer-
chant; Mercantile Law.

COMMERCIAL PAPER. See Bill of Ex-
CHAN(.K; \K(i()TIAltLK PAI'KK.

COMMERCIAL REGISTERS. See Mer-
cantile A(iE.NCV.

COMMERCIAL TEMPERANCE
LEAGUE. Sec Lend-a-Ha.M) Ci.rits.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELER. A repre
sentative of a wholesale or jobbing house sent
throughout the country for the purpose of selling

goods to smaller houses in the same line of trade.

The commercial traveler is the legitimate suc-

cessor of the old peddler, though his operations
are on a larger scale, and his manner of doing
business quite diflferent. In fonner days, in

addition to the peddler, who carried his stock of
wares with him, producers frequently came into

contact with the purchasers through the great
fairs which were held throughout the year in

the diff'erent commercial centres, and which were
a means of drawing sellers and buyers together
from great regions of country. The commercial
traveler sells by the aid of sample, price-lists,

and the like, and carries with him no goods for

sale. The system of employing conmiercial trav-

elers is a natural outgrowth of the localization

of interests in particular places, and of the ex-

tension of the markets for particular commodi-
ties. It is estimated by the commercial travelers

themselves that their class numbered in the

L'nited States in 1890 some 300,000 persons. It

is claimed by them that since that time their

number has decreased, largely tlirough the con-

centration of capital and the concentration of

the management of business in the hands of

the so-called trusts. It is claimed by the man-
agers of trusts that one of the chief advantages
of their organization has been the saving in the

cost of distribution, notably in that of selling

goods. It is represented that the various fac-

tories and enterprises each employ commercial
travelers, whose main duty is not to induce the

would-be purchaser to buy, but to persuade him
to buy a particular make of goods. As the com-
petition between the different sellers of the same
goods ceases by the combination of interests, it

is obvious that, instead of sending several sales-

men into a district, one can transact all the

business it offers. The commercial travelers in

the United States are organized in various asso-

ciations for the purpose of promoting their in-

terests as a class. Of these, perhaps the most
important is the Commercial Travelers' Protec-

tive League. Consult: Testimony of P. F. Dowe
liefore the United States Industrial Commission,

in vol. iv. of the commission's Report (Washing-
ten. 1900) ; also .Jenks, The Trust Problem (New
York, 1900).

COMMERCY, kA'mar's«i'. The capital of an
arrondissement in the l>partment of Meuse,

France, on the Meuse. 183 miles east of Paris by

rail (^lap: France, M 3). It is a garrison town,

and has an interesting seventeenth-century ca.stle,

with literary associations of Cardinal de Retz,

which also for a time was the residence of Stanis-

laus, King of Poland and Duke of Lorraine. A
statue of Don Calmet, the historian, who was
born near Commercy, stands in the town. Coal-

mining constitutes the chief industry. The town
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)ias a specialty in the manufacture of cakes
known as 'nuuieleines.' Population, in 1901,7726.

COMMEBS, k6-ni§rs' (Ger. Kommcrs, drink-

ing-bout, from Lat. commercium, trade, from
toin-, together + mcrx, merchandise). A social

gathering of German students on festival occa-

sions, such as the beginning and ending of the

semi-annual term (semester) , the anniversary of

the foundation of the university, etc. The main
features of these meetings consist in speeches and
songs, the famous collection of German student
songs, (laudeanuis igitur, being used. Several

senior students are elected as officials (Char-

flierte) , and have entire charge of the affair.

Certain rules of etiquette in drinking must be
strictly adhered to. Beer is the sole beverage
used, and generally a great quantity is con-

sumed. After each speech the presiding senior

calls for a salamander {ad excrcitium salainan-

dris, bibite, tergite). All arise, and, after hav-

ing emptied their glasses, pound three times vig-

orously with them on the tables. If a club-mem-
ber dies, at the next club commers a salamander
(Trauersalamander) is executed in his memory,
and then all glasses dashed to pieces. Each stu-

dents' club arranges a large commers on the an-

niversary of its foundation. A great many for-

mer members visit their alma mater on this

occasion, and the one present who can count the

most semesters since his matriculation as a stu-

dent is especially honored.

COMMINATION (Lat. comminatio, threat,

from comminari, to threaten, from com-, to-

gether + minari, to threaten). The name given

to a penitential service used in the primitive

Church. In the early Church those who were
guilty of grievous and notorious sins were put
out of the Church, until, on their repentance,

and after long trial, they were restored to full

communion. It seems that, at least from the

Iteginning of the eighth century, there was an
office of this kind for public penitents on the first

day of Ijcnt; but from various causes the peni-

tential discipline became extinct, both in the

Ka stern and Western churches, and the office for

Ash Wednesday (so called from the penitents

formerly coming clad in sackcloth and ashes) is

the only memorial of it left. The office, as used
in the Church of England, is nearly the same as
the older ones found in the prc-Reformation ser-

vice-books of Salisbury and York. The curses

fontained in Dent, xxvii. against impenitent sin-

ners are read, and the congregation answers
"Amen' to every sentence, as acknowledging the

justice of the sentences. The penitential office

of the American Book of Common Prayer is

without comminatorv features. Constilt Bing-

ham, Origines Eeclesiasticce ; or, the Antiquities

of the Christian Church (10 vols., London, 1710-

22; late ed., 1838-40).

COM'MISSAOIIAT (Fr.. from ML. commis-
sarius, one intrusted with a commission, from
Lat. comminHU/t, p.p. of contmittrre, to commit,
from com-, together -|- mittere, to send). A de-

partment of army supply. In the United States

the commissariat, under the commissafy-gen-
cral of subsistence, provides the food for the

troops, while its transport, together with the

supply of clothing, etc., is the work of the

quartermaster's department.
In Great Britain the commissariat and army

service corps are responsible for both supply and

transport of food. Owing to the constant de-

mands made upon it, and its peculiar importance
under the present army system, this branch of

the British Army is probably unrivaled by that
of any other country. A similar system of com-
missariat to that of the United States obtains
throughout Europe generally. See Army Or-
ganization; Field Cooking; Rations, Miu-
TARY.

COM'MISSARY (Fr. commissaire, ML. com-
mifisarius, commissary, one intrusted with a com-
mission ) . An officer of the Subsistence Depart-
ment of the United States Anny. This bureau
is organized to provide for the distribution and
expenditure of funds appropriated for the food
of enlisted men, and for purchasing articles kept
for sale to officers and men. The department
comprises: one commissary-general; two assist-

ant commissary-generals, with rank of colonel;

three assistant commissary-generals, with rank
of lieutenant-colonel ; nine commissaries, w ith

rank of major; eight commissaries, with rank
of captain; 200 commissary-sergeants, post and
regimental; making a total of 223, all ranks.

The commissary-general furnishes lists of all

articles kept for sale and gives instruction for

procuring, distributing, issuing, selling, and
accounting for all subsistence supplies. Pur-
chasing commissaries make purchases of supplies

and distribute them as directed ; and upon direct

calls of chief commissaries they transfer to com-
missaries of posts and stations such funds from
the appropriations for the subsistence of the

army and such authorized subsistence supplies as

chief commissaries, under instructions from de-

partment commanders, deem necessary. Com-
missaries are required to make timely requisition

and estimates, subject to approval by their com-
manding officers, for funds and supplies for the

troops with which they serve, fonvarding them,
through the regular military channel, to the

chief commissaries. Post commissary-sergeants
are appointed from the enlisted men of the army;
only those being qualified who have served at
least five years, during tliree years of which
they must have held non-commissioned rank.

The appointment is usually bestowed as a reward
to faithful and Avell-tried sergeants. At militarj'

posts and stations and in the field, the regimental
commissaries, who are officers of the rank of

captain and are appointed to the regimental

staff for a tenn of four years by the commanding
officer, assisted by regimental commissary-ser-

geants, perform their duties in the subsistence

department at the headquarters of their regi-

ment. Regimental commissary-sergeants of in-

fantry and cavalry regiments belong to the non-

commissioned staff. There is one to each

regiment. The duties of the commissary, in the

English Army, are performed by the Army Ser-

vice Corps; and regimentally, by the regimental

quartermaster, assisted by his quartermaster-
sergeant.

COMMISSION (Lat. commis»io, commission,
from committrre, to commit, from com-, to-

gether + mittere, to send). The name applied

to boards created for governmental purposes,

generally of a temporary nature. They have
proved effective agencies for dealing with certain

phases of international relations and controver-

sies, and for this purpose are of two classes:

( 1 ) Commissions of a domestic character, created
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under statuU> for carrying out provisions of
treaties and conventions. (2) Commissions per-

forming international functions, in the nature
of conference or arbitration boards.

Examples of the first class in the United
States are the commissions created (a) under
the Treaty of 1811) with Spain, ceding Florida,

by which the CJovernment sought to adjust citi-

zens' claims growing out of the preceding un-
friendly relations; (b) under the Treaty of 1820
with Great Britain, to distribute the indemnity
for slaves deported in derogation of Art. 1 of

the Treaty of Ghent; (c) under the Treaty of

1831 witlv France, to distribute the indemnity
paid for the Spoliation Claims; (d) under the

Treaty of 1871 with Great Britain, to distribute

the Alabama Claims award.
Commissions of the second class have been the

usual agencies for efTecting arbiit>rations, and,

according (o their purpose and the authority of

their members, may be either merely for con-

ference or for the determination of methods of

reaching settlement of disputed questions, or
may themselves have the power to adjudicate

the issues in controversy. In the latter case

they may be composed solely of representatives

of the States concerned, or they may include

neutral parties selected by these States to act

as mnpires. During the nineteenth century ar-

bitration as a method of settling international

differences steadily increased. The United States

has been a party to no less than sixty-eight ad-

justments of this character, and except for the

train of circumstances resulting in the War of

1812, all dilferences between this country and
Great Britain have been so adjusted. See Ala-
bama Claims: Akbitration (Intebxational) :

Bebixg Sea Controversy, and consult the au-

thories there cited.

COMMISSIONS, Military. A certificate of

authority or rank; or both. Military rank is

defined in the United States Army Regulations

as "that character or quality bestowed on mili-

tarj' persons, which marks their station, and
confers eligibility to exercise command or author-

ity in the military service within the limits pre-

scribed by law." To such militarv persons com-

missions are granted only by the President of the

United States and published through the Adju-

tant-General's department. Commissions in Euro-

pean armies are usually distributed among the

graduates of the national military' preparatory

or training colleges, according to the results of

competitive examinations. They are universally

restricted, however, even in republican France,

to men of good birth or wealth}' heritage. In
the British Army, formerly, commissions were
obtainable by purchase—a condition of things

which became more and more undesirable as the

science of war advanced, and thorough prepara-

tory education and training became necessary.

It was not until 1871 that the system was abol-

ished by the Gladstone Government in the face

of great opposition, and the present condition of

things inaugurated. The prices of commissions
rose gradually from the time of Charles IT. until

the Crimean War of 1854. at which period they
ranged in value from £450 for a commission as
ensign of infantry of the line, to £9000 for that
of lieutenant-colonel of Foot Guards. See Abmy
Obgaxizatiox ; Rank and Command.
COMMISSIONAIRE, kSm-mis'shiin-ftr', Fr.

pron. kcVme'syA'nilr' (Fr., commissioner). An

attendant at Continental hotels, empIoye<l to
perform certain misceUaneous services, such as
to attend at the arrival of railway trains and
steamboats to secure customers, take charge of
luggage, see it passed through tlie custom-house,
and send it on to the hotel, etc., for all wiiidi

they charge a fee. In Paris they are generally
respectable and intelligent, and speak English
with tolerable fluency. In other parts of the
Continent, as in Germany and Austria, there is

also a class called conuuissionaires, who are
analogous to the American messenger boys.

They are employed by companies and are uni-

formed, but one may not call them up by
telephone or signal as liere, it l)eing their cus-

tom to solicit services upon the street. A corps
of conuuissionaires, consisting originally of dis-

abled soldiers who had retired with a pension,
was founded in Great Britain in 185'J, the service

of which now extends throughout tlie large cities.

The men are em{)Ioyed in the most varied capat^i-

ties where high qualifications are required, and
may be engaged for jjermanent or temjwrary ser-

vice. The corps numliered over 2500 in 1900.

COMMISSIONER (from ML. cotnmissarius,
one intrusted with a commission). Most com-
monly a person appointed for public service by
a commission or mandate of a political authority;

but also, sometimes, any one of certain officers

elected by popular vote. The term is generally

employed to describe an appointive officer who
has charge of some branch of a department of

government and who is subject to the supenision
of a higher official or public board, as a com-
missioner of water-supply of a municipality, who
is usually under the control of the mayor or

common council. It is the almost invariable

title of persons appointed by the Government to

carry on or supervise some special public work
of a transitory nature, as to investigate the con-

ditions and resources of a colony.

CcMMissiONEB OF AssiZE, in English law, is

one to whom a commission is issued by the

Crown, directing him to 'take the assizes'; that

is, to act as a justice in hearing certain actions

in specified judicial circuits. It may issue to

a barrister or sergeant at law as well as to a
regularly appointed judge. The practice of ap-

pointing these commissioners arose during the

reign of Edward I., because of the lack of regu-

lar courts in the various parts of the country.

By the Supreme Court of Judicature Act of

1873, one exercising jurisdiction under a com-
mission of assize is deemed to constitute a court

of the High Court of Justice, having all the

powers of that court. See Assize; High Court
OF Justice.
CoMMissiONEB OF Deeds is a person author-

ized by the State to take acknowledgments of th«'

execution of legal instruments and administer

certain oaths voluntarily taken out of court.

His powers, vary in each jurisdiction, and are

somewhat similar to, but usually more limited

than, those of a notary public. See Notary
Pl^BI-IC.

COMMISSIONERS, Board of Navy. See

United Statks Navy.

COMMISSIONERS OF THE NAVY. See

Admiral; also Navies, section devoted to Great

Britain.

COMMISSION MERCHANT. A person,

called also a factor, employed to sell goods con-
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signed or delivered to him by another who is

called his principal, for a certain percentage,
commonly called his commission or factorage.
As the goods thus received are said to be con-
signed, the commission merchant or agent is

often called a consignee. See Factor.

COMMITMENT (from covmiit, Lat. com-
mit iere, to commit'^. A warrant of a justice,
magistrate, or other official having police juris-
diction, ordering that a person accused qf a crime
be held for trial, and either directing that he be
sent to prison immediately or admitting him
to bail to secure his attendance at that time.
The term commitment is also sometimes ased of
the seniling a person to jail to enforce obedience
of an order or decree of a court ; but the term is

most frequently used where the person is to be
detained for some temporary purpose, as above
indicated. It is seldom employed where the
prisoner is finally sentenced to a term in prison
as a punishment, after having been found guilty
of a crime, in which case the judgment of the
court is iLsually considered a sufficient warrant
for the sheriff or proper authorities to carrj' out
the sentence. See Jldgmknt; Sentence; Sheb-
iFF; Warrant.

COMMITTEE (Lat. committere, to intrust).
A grouj) of persons, rarely less than three, to
whom an organized body, legislative or otherwise,
intrusts or rotnmits certain matters for investi-

gation, consideration, and decision as to their
meriting the attention of the whole body. A
staniling committee is one which exercises its

functions permanently and considers all matters
coming within a certain allotted sphere of action.

In modern parliamentary practice, immense im-
portance attaches to the work of standing com-
niittees; and so true is this that modem legisla-

tion has been by some termed government by
committee. Almost every matter brought be-

fore such bodies as the United States Con-
gress and the legislatures of the several

States is at once referred to a standing com-
mittee, which holds meetings by itself, ex-

amines the subject closely, summons witnesses,
if necessary, and at length reports back to the
main body its findings and conclusions, with
recommendation to act favorably or adversely.

The committee usually formulates its conclusions
in a bill recommended to be passed if action is

thought desirable. The same procedure is fol-

lowed in the British Parliament. The United
States House of Representatives has at least

sixty committees; the Senate about fifty; these
consist of not less than three, and, except in one
or two cases, not more than fifteen members.
The most important committees of the House
are, that of Ways and Means, which considers

all matters relating to the tariff, internal taxa-

tion, and. generally, the revenues of the fJovem-
ment, and that of Appropriations, which deals

with all estimates of appropriations to be made
by Congress and the framing of bills for that
purpose. Other important standing committees
are those of Banking and Currency, Foreign
Affairs, Patents, Pensions, Judiciary, and Rail-

ways and Canals. Similar committees exist in

the British Parlianw-nt. The argument in favor

of the system of committees is the impossibility

of a large deliberative body's examining every
matter within the scope of its action in detail

;

the objection to it is the possibility of more
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easily corrupting or deceiving a small body than
a large one; but whatever be the argument
against it as a matter of theory, the committee
system is fully recognized as a necessity and is

too firmly intrenched in parliamentary practice
to be successfully argued against. A select com-
mit lee is one apjMjinted at a special time to con-
sider and report on a given topic; when this
has been done its powers and existence cease.
The committee of the whole is the entire body
sitting in a deliberative rather than a legislative
character—for the purpose, that is, of debating
and consulting upon the details of a question
rather than of taking legislative action upon it.

In the British House of Commons there is a
regularly chosen chairman, other than the
Speaker of the House, who presides over all com-
mittees of the whole; in the United States Con-
gress any member may be chosen to preside in a
committee of the whole. A joint committee is

one made up of separate committees appointed
by two bodies; in the United States, owing t«
the dual constitution of the legislatures, it is

often necessary to appoint such joint committees
to bring the two bodies to a mutual understand-
ing and make harmonious action possible.

In law, a committee is a person or persons
appointed by a court having equity or probate
juri.sdiction to take charge of the person, and
manage the property and business affairs, of an
individual who is legally incompetent by reason
of lunacy, idiocy, or habitual drunkenness. The
duties are much similar to those of a guardian
of an infant, and the committee is under the
supervision and control of the court appointing
him. He must file inventories and accounts,
maintain all necessary actions in behalf of his
charge, and apply the income, and the proceeds
oi the property itself if necessary, to the support
of the incompetent and his family. If the
incompetent recovers, he may apply to the
court to have the committee discharged and
resiime his personal freedom and the control of

his property. The power of the committee
ceases at the death of the incompetent, and his

estate is administered in the usual manner. See
Guardian: Lunatic; Habitual Dbunkabd:
Idiot; Incompetent.
The term is al.so employed to designate a

l)frson or persons appointed to take charge of

specified matters by any body organized for

governmental business or social purposes, and
to make a report of the result of their efforts

to the appointing power. See IjEGISUature ; Pab-
LIAMKNTARY LaW.
COMMITTEE, The. A comedy, by Sir Rob-

ert Howard, published in 1665, but plaj-ed for

several years previously. In 1797 Knight brought
out an adaptation of it imder the title of The
Honest Thieves.

COM'MODATXJM, See Bailment.

COMMODE, kA'niAd' (Fr., Commodus). A
play by Thomas Comeille, played at the Louvre
for' Louis XIV. in 165!>.

COMMO'DIA'NTTS. A Christian Latin poet,

who livo<l in the third century A.u. The pla<i'

of his i)irth is not known, but he is supposeil

to have been of African extraction. His extant
poems, Inxtnictiones per Liftrras Vrr.tnuni

Primas (in acrostic and telestic verse), and the

Carmen Apolngctictim, both of which are ainunl

against the heathen and the Jews, lack poetic
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fire, and present few Httructiun» us literary pro-

ductioiiH. Althouf^h isuiiie attempt is made to

imitate the giMifnil rhythm of the hexameter, the

rules of quantity nre utterly neglected, and the

author emi)loy.s a pct-uliar prosody, based partly

on aet'ent iind i)artly on syllabic quantity. Con-

sult the cdiliim by Dombart (Vienna, 1888), and
the Enj^lish prose translation of the lustruc-

tionvs. in Antc-Xiccuv Fathers (IJulfalo, 1886-

itCi).

COMMODORE (probably from Sp. comenda-
dor, It. commandat ore, OF. commandeor, Fr.

i-ommnudeur, commander). Previous to 1862

the courtesy title of conunodore was given all

captains in the United States Navy who had
commanded a squadron, but no actual rank
higlicr than that of captain existed. In July,

1862, the first capUxins to hold a higher ofTice

"were commissioned as commodores. In 1882 the

number of commodores on the active list was
reduced from twenty-live to ten, and in 1899 the

jfrade was abolished and the ten commodores on
the list promoted to the rank of rear-admiral,

the numbers in that grade l)eing increased from
six to eighteen. In the British Navy captains
liaving certain important commands are officially

styled commodores, and have an increase of pay
while on this duty, but there is no grade of

commodore on the British Navy List. See
Admibal.

COMTilODUS, Lucius .*:lius Aubelius. A
Roman Kiiiperor (a.d. 180-192). He was bom
in A.D. 101, and was the son of Marcus Aurelius
Antoninus. Great pains were taken with his

education. Byt the solicitude of his father was
all to no purj)ose. Coiiimodus waited only for

an opportunity to exhibit as startling and de-

testable a mi.xture of sensuality, cruelty, and
meanness as had ever l)een witnessed in Rome.
When he was summoned to the throne on his

father's death (March 17, 180), he plunged into

the dissipations of Rome. At that period he was
successfully figliting the Marcomanni and other
tribes on the I'ppcr Danube, but he hastily con-

cluded a treaty with the barbarians, and reached
the capital in the beginning of tlie autumn. The
cruelty to which he was always prone was espe-

cially exhibited after a conspiracy by his sister

Lucilla against his life had been discovered in

the j-ear 18.3. Nearly all who had risen to honor
during his father's lifetime were sacrificed to

sil)pease his jealousy of the good and the great.

Gross prodigality also marked his reign. He was
proud of his own physical strength, and exhibited

it in gladiatorial combats. For each of these
exhibitions, he charged the State an enormous
sum. He used also to sing, dance, play, act the
bufToon, the jieddler. or the horse-dealer, and
engage in all the filthy and horrible orgies of
Egyptian sacrifice. A glutton, a debauchee, who
A\ allowed in the most sensual abominations, he
yet demanded to be worshiped as a god, and as-

sumed the title of Hercules Romanus. !Many
plots were devised against his life, and at last

one of them succeeded. His mistress, ilarcia, in

concert with the prefect Lsetus and the Imperial
chamberlain, Eclectus. after they had failed in

an attempt to poison him. caused him to be
strangled by Narcissus, a famous athlete. The
life of Oommodus, written by Lampridius, is to
be found in the so-called Augusta Historia.

COMMON.

COMMON (OF. comun, Fr. coinmun, from
Lut. communis, OLat. comoinis, conumm). In
the law of real property, the right of one jxirson,

in common witli otiiers, to take a profit from the
land of another. The person over whose land
the right ia exercised may be a private owner
or tile Stati». The term is somewhat loosely
employed ua the equivalent of pru/it A prendre
(q.v.); but such a 'profit' may be exclusive, or
'several,' in which case it is not properly char-
acterized as a common. Blackstone, however,
seems to u.se the term in this s<mse, and he
enumerates four s|M'cies of commons, viz.: Com-
vion of pasture, or the right of f<?eding one's
beasts on anotlier's land; common of piscary,
or a liberty of fishing in another man's water;
common of turbary, a liberty of digging turf
upon another's ground; and common of estovers,
a liberty of taking necessary wood, for the use
or furniture of a house or farm, froiji off an-
other's estate. These rights, witU the various
other profits d prendre, will be considered under
that head. See Hereditamkxt, Incokpokeal. ^
The tenn is often used to denote the common

use of a piece of uninclosed ground possessed by
all the inhabitants of a village or hamlet. The
right of common is 'disturbed,' as the legal

piirase is, when (me who is not possessed of the
right unlawfully infringes it, or when one pos-
sessed of the right exceeds his lawful use, or
where one wrongfully prevents others possessed
of the common right from exercising it, as where
he incloses the land. In Great Britain the right
of common was formerly possessed from time
immemorial in almost every village with regard
to certain pieces of land which were not held by
any owner in fee. but inight be fairly considered
to belong to the community as a body. Statutes,
both public and private, permitted the inclosing
of such common land under various conditions,
such as the consent of two-thirds of those exer-
cising the right of common. By this legislation,

and by acta of usurpation on the part of individ-
uals, much of the common land has been lost

;

of late years the further inclosure of conimoM
land has been to some extent guarded against.
In the United States the most frequent use of the
term is as a substantive to denote a piece of
ground set apart for public uses, such as open-
air meetings^ reviews, and for the general pleas-

ure of the jieople at large. See Property, and
the authorities there referred to.

COMMON, DoL. Subtle's mistress, in Ben
Jonson's Alchemist, who becomes "Queen of the
Fairies," or "a most rare scholar, gone mad
with studying Broughton's works," as suits the
occasion of the swindlers or the demands of
their dupes.

COMMON, Tenancy in. The most usual
form of joint or common ownership of lands
or goods. It may be constituted of two or any
greater number of persons, who may have equal
or unequal shares, and whose titles and interests

are distinct although undivided from those of

their colleagues. Accordingly, while llie tenant
in common cannot claim any specific portion of

the property as his own. ho may, nevertheless,

deal freely with his undivided share, alienating
or devising it at his pleasure, or he may, by
appropriate legal action, compel the partition of
the property; whereupon, if it be divisible in

fact, his share will be set off to him, as a sepa-
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rate parcel, in severalty. If it be not physically
severable—as a mansion or a horse—the courts
will direct its sale and tlie distribution of the
proceeds among the several owners in the pro-
portion of their respective interests. If the
estate of a tenant in common be of an inheritable
nature—as an estate in fee simple—it will,

upon his death, descend, Ifke his oUier real
property, to his heirs. In the event of a con-
veyance or descent of such an interest, the new
iiolder ^imply takes the place of his grantor or
ancestor, and becomes a tenant in common with
the surviving co-tenants of the latter.

In its incidents, the tenancy in common is at
the present time not distinguishable from the
estate which arose at common law by the de-
scent of lands to two or more heirs who were
entitled to share the estate. (See Copabcenaby. )

Indeed, this is now in the United States the more
usual method of creating a tenancy in common.
It is, however, t«) be sharply distinguished from
the other forms of common ownership, as joint
tenancy, tenancy by entireties, and partnership,
the two former of which are attended by the inci-

pient of survivorship, and the last of which is

affected by the peculiar qualities of the partner-
.<hip relation.

At conmion law. upon a conveyance of lands to
two or more persons without more being said,
they took the property as joint tenants, and not
as tenants in common. This presumption has
generally been reversed by statute in modem
times, and now such a grant will vest the prop-
erty in the grantees as tenants in common,
unless the deed declares that they are to take
as joint tenants. See Owxership; Property;
and the authorities there referred to.

COMMON ASSITRANCE. The technical de-
scription of the ordinarj' processes for conveying
the title to land. The term assurance was also
employed, without the qualifying adjective, in
such phrases as 'a covenant to make further as-
surance' (meaning a covenant to protect the
title conveyed by making or procuring the mak-
ing of any further instrument which might be
necessary- for that purpose), but the instrument
or act of conveyance itself was always described
as a conunon assurance. Blackstone defines com-
mon assurances as the legal evidences of the
translati<m or transfer of real property, and
i'omprehends under that description the four fol-

lowing modes of alienation : ( 1 ) By matter t»i

l>aift or by deed; (2) by matter of record, or an
assurance transacted in the King's public courts
of rc-cord; (3) by special custom obtaining in
some particular places and relating only to some
particular species of property; (4) by devise..

By matter in pai/t is meant a transaction to be
<'videnced by witnesses l>efore a jury, and it has
reference to the old common-law: method of
oonveyancp by feoffment, or liverA' of seizin. The
deed referred to is the deed of grant, which has
in mo<lem times come to supersede most of the
other modes of transfer. Alienation by matter
of record includes assurance by private acts of
Parliament, the King's grants, and the awkward
|>rocesses by fictitious suit, known as common
recovery and fine. Under alienation by special
custom. Blackstone describes only the peculiar
mode of conveyance 'by surrender and admit-
tance.' whereby copyhold lands were transferred.
Devise was employed in the same sense as that
which it now lx>ars, and included any gift of
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land, present or future, or of any interest im
land, By last will and testament.

it will be noticed that these four modes of
conveyance comprehend every form of voluntarj'
alienation of real property, only involuntary
alienations, as by forfeiture, escheat, bank-
ruptcy, eminent domain, and the like, and the
transmission of lands by descent, being omitted
from the category of common assurances. See
Aliexatiox; Coxveva>xe; Title; and the
names of the various common assurances re-

ferred to above. Consult the Commentaries of
Blackstone, Stephen, and Kent, and the authori-
ties referred to under Con\-eyancing and Title.

COMMON BENCH. The earlier name ofthe
Knglish Court of Common Pleas. See Common*
Pleas. ContT of.

COMMON CABBIEBS. See Carriers, Com-
MO.\.

COMMON COUNCIL. The name usually ap-
plied to the local legislature in American cities.

Usually a legislative body, so called, consists of
only one chamber, but the term may be applied
to a bicameral bmly as well as to one chamber
in a bicameral assembly.

COMMON COUNTS. In law, in general,
technical forms for stating a cause of action,
used particularly in assumpsit (q.v.), in order
to take advantage of proof which might varj-

from the particular facts and circumstances al-

leged and yet justify a recovery. Common counts
were founded on an express or implied promise
to pay money. Those in most general use were
known as counts for 'goods sold and delivered';
'work, labor, and services'; 'money paid';
'money had and received' ; 'money lent' ; 'account
stated'; and 'use and occupation.' Their names
are somewhat descriptive of their purposes ; thus
under the count, 'money had and received,' tlie

plaintiff could prove any circumstances under
which the defendant received money which, in
law, he ought to pay or return to the plaintiff.

The money may have been obtained by fraud, but
a fictitious promise to pay could be alleged, the
fraud proved, and it was held the law implied a
l)romise to pay on the part of the defendant.
The common counts originated in England, but
were abolished, together with all ancient forms of
action, by the Judicature Acts. In the United
States they are still used in some of the States
where common-law pleading is retained. See
Common Forms; I*i,eadixg.

COMMONEB. In England, a term applied
to all citizens except the hereditary nobility.

John Hampden was called the 'great commoner.'
and the title was also given to the elder Pitt
before he became a member of Parliament. In
Oxford I'niversity, students of the second class
who pay board are called commoners, ranking
between gentlemen commoners and bursars.

COMMON FOBMS. In law, the forms of
])ersonal actions in common-law pleading (each
action having a general form of declaration or
complaint), the allegations in which were usually
fictitious, but which had a recognized meaning
and which would be stipporte*! by a certain line

of proof. Thus, in the action of trover (Fr.
trnurer. to find) it was alleged that the plaintiff

lost a chattel and that the defendant foimd it.

and this allegation could not be traversed or
denied by the plaintiff, but plaintiff could prove
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any facts uhich iii law would ontitle hiui to the
chattel uiid disrugard tiie tictioii of tiiiding.

These furiiLs of pleading originated in the feudal
])eriod in England, and they arose out of the
praetiee of granting a writ for trj-ing the justice

of some complaint for tlie redress of which there
was no other provision iu the law. The follow-

ing forms of action were iu general use: assump-
sit, covenant, debt, detinue, replevin, trespass,

trespass on the case, and trover (qq.v.). These
forms were generally adopted in the United
States, but tlie Civil Codes of many States have
abolished them. They have also l>een abolished
in England by the Judicature Acts. See Com-
mon C'OINT; PlJIADIMi.

COMMON LAW. The great body of English
unwritten law (from which also is, in the main,
derived the common law of the English colonies

and of the United States), as distinguished from
written op statutory law, from the Roman civil

law, from international law, and from the sys-

tems of law administered by courts of equity and
admiralty courts. lUackstone divides the civil

law of England into the lea scripta, or statute

law, and lex non scripta, or common law, and
defines the latter as consisting of general cus-

toms, of particular customs prevailing in certain

districts, and of certain laws used in particular
courts. Common law is based primarily on cus-

toms growing out of the united wisdom and ex-

perience of mankind; these customs in time be-

come recognized as reasonable, consistent, and
established, are sanctioned by the courts, and are
interpreted and made binding by the decisions

of the final courts of appeal. While Continental
countries generally follow the carefully classi-

fied and codified system of the Roman civil law,
the common law of England was a growth,
gradual and in its origin complex—derived from
the customs and precedents of Anglo-Saxons, of

Normans, of the united England which followed
the Xorman rule, and including also some prin-

ciples and practices derived through one of these
sources from the Roman law itself. It must be
remembered that even at the time of the Norman
Conquest, England had a definitely established,
though, of course, crude, legal system, and on
that system much of the common law, though
perhaps not the greater part, rests.

From its nature, the common law cannot be
sought in any one book or digest ; its principles

are discussed in the treatises of innumerable
writers of text-books and commentaries, and in

the records of the decisions of the courts. Com-
mentators cannot make law, but they may dis-

cuss and record it. The real oracle of the com-
mon law is the judge, Avho considers and weighs
precedents, measures them by the standard of

reason and public policy, and sets finally the seal

of authority upon them by his decision. Great
importance, therefore, is attached to precedent
in ascertaining the principles of the common
law; it was, it is conceded, because too much
importance was attached to precedent that, side

by side with the system of common law, grew
up, to correct and supplement it, a system of
equity law. (See Eqoty.) On the other hand,
the greatest jurists of the English l)ench have
most widely recognized the fact that precedent
must be tempered by reason. Lord Mansfield,
more than any other one judge, enlarged in this
way the interpretation and application of com-
mon-law principles, and was accused, indeed, of

assuming legislative rather than judicial powers.
Jlut there can be no question that his view, car-
ried out with' unswerving devotion to natural
justice, to the necessities of growing and chang-
ing mercantile and legal conditions, and to the
true fundamental principle of precedents, did
much to make the administration of law in

England pliable and elficient. We may illustrate
the manner in which common custom became
common law by citing the recognition by courts
of the already long-established principle of primo-
geniture; of the similar recognition of the fact
that the validity of a deetl depends on its being
sealed and delivered: of the n'cognition of the
principle that wills should be less strictly con-
strued than deeds; of the sanctioning the al-

ready existing mercantile custom that three days
of grace should be given in payment of notes and
bills. In all these cases the law did not make
the custom or principle, but foimd it ready made
to hand, recognized its convenience and useful-
ness, and sanctioned it by judicial authority.

Though based so firmly on custom and prece-
dents, the common law is not totally inelastic.

The continual growth of modem civilization, the
progress of invention and manufactures, and
the increased complexity of business—all have
demanded from the common law recognition and
an adaptation of the law to the conditions of
the time. The rule generally followe<i as to
precedents is that the courts will always "abide
by former precedents where the same points
come again into litigation." But the decision of
one of two courts of concurrent jurisdiction does
not necessarily bind the other, nor will a new-
decision by a court of appeal always be support-
ed by that very court in subsequent cases. It
follows, therefore, that often precedents almost
equal in number and authority may lie quote<l
on both sides of a given question, and in such a
case the power and authority of tiie court ap-
pealed to are csilled ujwn to decide as is con-
sonant with justice and reason. In the United
States, as each State has a final court of ap-
peal, and as theoretically they are of equal au-
thority, such a contradiction of precedents and
decisions is frequent.

The United States, considered as one body
politic, has no common law; Federal courts,
when acting as common-law courts, follow the
common law as it stands in the particular State
where the action arises. .\s for the States them-
selves, the common law of England, as it existed
at the time of the Revolution, together with such
of its statutes as reasonably applied to the Colo-
nies, became at that time the common law of
the States. In the United States, as in England,
of course, the IkxIv of the common law has devel-

oped with growing industrial conditions, and
has, on the other hand, l)een from time to time
restricted by statutes of the States- or of the
United States. What we have said in regard
to the common law of the States has one excep-
tion—Louisiana, which, when ceded to this coun-
try, retained in the main the system of Roman
civil law already existing. The common law
on a given point is always superseded by a statute
covering that point. Thus, in the L'nited States
the order of authority of law is: The Federal
Constitution: the treaties and acts of Congress;
the Constitution of the State ; the statutes of the
State; and finally the common law. When a
statute is rescinded, the common law on that
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fidint again becomes of force, unless there be an
older unresciuded .statute, in which case that re-

vives. For a sketch of conunon-law courts, plead-

ing, etc., see Court; Pleading; etc.

Bibliography. Consult: The commentaries
cif lilackstone, of Kent, of Stephen (I3th ed.,

1-ondon, 1899). of Broom mh ed.. London,
1896) ; Coke, First ftart of the Institutes of the

l.aics of England: or a Commentary upon Little-

ton (any edition) ; Pollock and Maitland. His-

tory of the Laws of England (2d ed., Boston,

1899) ; Stephen, History of the Criminal Law
'if England (London. 188.3). For a statement
"f the elementary principles of the common law,

onsult: Robinson. Elementary Law (Boston,
I S82 ) : Minor, htfttitutes of Common and Statute
Imic (2d ed., Richmond, 1876-79).

COMMONPLACE-BOOK. A sort of scrap
h(K)k for jotting down memoranda, occasional

thoughts, or ideas for subsequent development,
^outhey. Dickens, and Charles Reade, for ex-

iinple. kept commonplace-books of which they
made much use.

COMMON PLEA. Any civil action between
individuals, as distinguished from criminal pro-

ceedings, or other cases where governmental mat-
ters are involved. See Civil Actiox; Criminal
.VCTIOX.

COMMON PLEAS, Court of. One of the

i^rcat historic tribunals of the common law in

England. It was instituted, as a separate juris-

diction, in the reign of Henry III., under the

name of the Court of Common Bench, but its

roal origin lies further back, in the provision

of Magna Charta that common pleas {com-
iiunia placita) should no longer follow the

Kmg's court {curia regis) in its wanderings
iiver the kingdom, but should be held in a fixed

jdace (Magna Charta, 1217, s. 17). The rapid
I i.se in power and influence of the court held by
the King in person, or by his judges who at-

tended him, combined with the necessity of

I'ringing all causes, whether of a public or pri-

\!ite nature, to the attention of a constantly
moving court, constituted, for private suitors, a
grave abuse. This was remedied by definitely

• ^tablishing at Westminster, under the provision
it the charter above referred to, a sufficient num-
ber of justices and barons of the King's Court to

hear the private causes (common pleas) which
( ould not conveniently follow the royal prog-
resses. From this lieginning down to the reform
of the English judicature in 1875, the Court of

Common Pleas at Westminster, as it was com-
monly called, shared with the Court of King's
I Pencil the greater part of the common-law juris-

liction of England.
As di.-*tinguished from the King's Bench, the

Court of Common Pleas was. as its title would
-oem ti) suggest, the popular and common court

f th«' king(l(>m. having exclusive jurisdiction in

ill real actions, or suits relating to land, and in

K'tions between private persons to try private
rights; while the King's Bench was. for .a long
lime at least, limited to pleas of the Crown, i.e.

puMic causes, and appeals from county courts
and other inferior jurisdiction-s. This division of

business threw himju the Common B<'nch the

irreat niasa of litigation, so that Sir Edward
< 'oke calle<l it 'the l<H'k and key of the common
law,' and Sir Orlando Bridgman descrilied it as
'the common shop for justice.' The court was

composed of a chief justice and as many com-
mon (or puisne) justices as the business of the
court requiretl. The number of these varied at
diflferent periods from four to eight. It was
abolished by the Judicature Acts, 1873-75. See
Curia Regis; Court; Exchequer; King's
Bench. The origin and history of the English
courts of justice are concisely and accurately de-

scribed by Inderwick, The King's Peace: A His-

torical Sketch of English Law Courts (London
and Xew York, 1895).

COMMON PBAYEB-BOOK. See Prayer-
BOOK.

COMMON BECOVEBY. At common law,

u mode of alienation, or process for conveying
land, through the medium of a fictitious suit in

the superior courts of law. There is no reason

to doubt the tradition, to which Blackstone has
given the weight of his authority, that this

method of conveyance was "invented by the eccle-

siastics to elude the statutes of mortmain." Be-

ing incapable of taking land by feoflFment or
deed, there was nothing to prevent them from
bringing a suit for the recovery of the land of a
collusive donor, alleging that the title was in

them, and if he, thereupon, made default, the
judgment of the court in their favor operated to

vest the title conclusively in them. In form it

was a judicial determination that they were the
owners of the land as against the defendant. In
efl"ect it was a device for enabling the defendant
to transfer his interest in the land to them.
Blackstone says, further, that after the inven-

tion of common recoveries they "were encour-

aged by the finesse of the courts of law in 12

Edward IV. in order to put an end to all fet-

tered inheritances, and bar not only estates tail,

but also all remainders and reversions expectant
thereon." *rhis refers to the famous struggle

between the great landowners, seeking to tie up
their estates in their families by entailing them
on their issue and making them inalienable, and
the lawyers and law courts, who aimed, in the

interests of public policy, to defeat the attempt.
The statute De Bonis Conditionalibus (known
also as the Statute of Westminster II. ) , enacted

by Parliament in 13 Edward I. (1285), provided
that lands given to a man and the heirs of his

body, known as conditional gifts, should not be
alienable so as to defeat the inheritance of the
issue therein nor so as to cut off the interests of

those to whom the estate was to go upon the fail-

ure of such issue.

Several devices were tried to avoid the statute

and break entails, but none of them was entirely

successful until the year mentione<l by Black-
stone, 12 Edward IV. (1473), when' in the

famous 'Taltarum's Case.' a conmion recovery
was employed for the purpose. This proved to

l>c entirely successful in barring the claims of

the heir upon whom the lands were entailed, and.
iiy a subsequent development of the action, all

remainders and reversions dependent upon the

fee tail were al.s«i cut off.

The process was too diffi<'ult and technical to

I)e set forth at length here, but it may be briefly

describinl as a coUOsive and fictitious suit, insti-

tuted by the person to whom the fee was to be

conveyed (called the demandant) against the

one who desired to bar the entail and c«mvey the

land (known as the tenant), by suing out a writ

called a purcipe quod reddat, in which the de-
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iiiandant alleged that the tenant had no le^al

title tu the huul and tliat he, the demandant, had
l>een turned out of it. Tlie tenant defended the

suit, but at a sul)se<juent stajje of the jjroc-eed-

ings—whioli were in part conduetod in open
eourt—di.sai)iM'ar('d and liad judgment rendered
against him by default, anil the lands were thus
'recovered' by the demandant. This recovery,

being a 8up|)osed adjudication of the rights of

the parties, bound all persons and vested a free

and ab.Holute fee sim])le in the recoveror. The
process was known as 'suffering a common recov-

«ry.' A similar but less difficult and somewhat
less efTicacious ))rweeding was known as 'levying

a fine.' The fine was l)y statute, in the reign of

Henry VIII., substituted for the more cumbrous
and expensive common recoverj* as a means of

barring entails, and both have now been super-
ceded by simpler an<l more modern conveyances.
Recoveries were tn-casionally employed in the
early history of some of the United States, but
are now everywhere obsolete, and in some States
expressly abolished by statute. See Fine;
Common Assurance: Conveyance; Titi£. The
«*ommon recovery is fully descril)ed by Black-
stone, Commentaries on the Lairs of England,
bk. ii., chap. 21. See also Pigot, Treatise of
Common Recoveries, Their Nature and Use (Dub-
lin, 1792) ; Digby, An Introduction to the His-

tory of the Lair of Real Property (5th ed., Ox-
ford, Eng., 1000) ; Leake, Elementary Digest of
the Lair of Property in Land (London, 1874).

COMMONS. A name given to meals provided
in English colleges and inns of court for their

n)embers. It is used occasionally in the United
States for the college dining-room when that is

nnder college control.

COMMONS, ITor.sE of. See Pabliament.

COMMON SCHOOLS. Since instruction has,

at least in modem times, been provided for the
great majority of the people, the term common
schools implies that the schools are for the
masses of the people, or, where class distinctions

are drawn, for the common people. The term, as
used in the United States, implies, as well, that
such schools are supported and controlled by the
people and charge no tuition. The latter charac-
teristic is now true for the most part of the
common schools of Europe. The details of all

such systems of schools are given in the article

on Xatioxai. Educatio.v, System.s of.

Previous to the beginning of modern history
no people ever contemplated the education of

the masses, though with most ancient peoples, as
well as during the greater part of the Middle
Ages, there were schools that provided the rudi-

ments of education for a limited class. With
the Greeks and Romans this class was not a
special educational class, the priesthood, as with
inost other ancient peoples, but included all those
entitled to full citizenship. At Athens the ele-

mentary schools were private, and taught gym-
nastics and music, the latter including reading
;jnd writing. At Rome the elementary schools
Avere introduced at a much later date than at
Athens, were also private, and gave instruction
in reading, writing, and calculation. During the
^Middle Ages such educational efforts as were
maxie were wholly under the auspices of the
Church. Schools were established and main-
tained by the Church, chiefly by monastic orders
(see Monasttcism), until the Renaissance of the

twelfth century. After that time we find schools
frequently controlled by the secular clergy. The
mediu'val schools were either singing or gram-
mar schools. The former were the elementary
bchools, and were designed prinuvrily for training
boys to assist in the Church ser>'ice. A rudi-
mentary knowledge of reading, and perhaps of
writing. Latin, as well as instruction in sing-

ing, was given. Such st^hools were very numer-
ous before the Reformation, and offered an op-
portunity for an elementary education in almost
every comnuinity, though tnere was no thought
of educating all the boys alone.

To the Reformation, however, is due the com-
mon school, based upon the idea that education
is essential for all. (See Education.) Hut not
until much later were these schools secularized,

and attendance made compulsory. This was first

accomplished on a large scale by Prussia in the
latter half of the eighteenth century. In France
the system of j)ublic elementary schools under
the control of the State has been developed since

1833. In Scotland common schools have existed
very generally since the latter part of the seven-

teenth century, though it was not until 1872 that
these were placed entirely under the control of

the State and attendance made compulsory. Eng-
lish common schools on any extensive scale date
from the opening of the nineteenth century, and
only since 1870 has tliere lieen any concerted
governmental effort toward building up a com-
mon school system.

In the United States common schools were early
established in most of the Colonics. Often these
were private schools taught by some woman as a
means of support. They were consequently called,

as in England, dame schools, or sometimes, from
the place where held, kitchen schools. The early
colonists, however, gave greater attention to the
founding of secondary or grammar schools as be-

ing of more immediate importance in the educa-
tion of a ministry, this forming the chief motive to
an education with them. In 1643 Massachusetts
required that every township containing fifty

families should have a school for all the children,

the tuition to be paid either by their parents or
by general provision, \\hile in New England
such common schools became free in the sense

of charging no tuition during the latter part of

the seventeenth century, in most of the United
States the free common school is a development
of the .second quarter of the nineteenth century.

During and since that time the system of free

common schools has been systematically extended
throughout all the States and Territories, and the
course of instruction has been greatly enlarged.

As each State has control of its own schools,

there is great variety in the details of their

management, but the following leading principles

are the same in all: (1) A system of graded
schools, embracing primary, grammar, and high
schools; (2) State superintendents, who deter-

mine by examinations the qualifications of the

teachers and watch over the efficiency of the in-

struction given; (3) uniformity of text-books;

(4) public examinations: (5)" school libraries

and illustrative apparatus, and in many cases

text-books supplied at public expense; (6) im-

proved constniction and furnishing of school-

houses; (7) access to the school for all children

of suitable age; (8) normal schools for the train-

ing of teachers. Some of the States have
funds to aid them in supporting their schools.
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In the West these funds are generally large,

arising from the sale of lands granted by
the General (Jovernnient, and, in some in-

stixnces, also by the State. Such grants by
the United States for school purposes amount
to $08,000,000 acres, valued at more than $08,-

000,000. Before the Civil War there was no
general and well-ordered system of common
schools in the Southern States. But in their

new constitutions thoy have made provision for
them, and are now pressing forward the work.
In 1807 a National Bureau of Education (see

Education, Commissioner of) was established
by Congress for the purpose of collecting sta-

tistics and diffusing information on the whole
subject, so as to aid the people of the United
States in the adoption and support of the best
school systems, and to advance in other ways the
cause of education throughout the land.

While the Massachusetts school law of 1049
had a compulsory feature, no eflFective system of
compulsory education was ever adopted in the
United States before the reform in Massachu-
setts that resulted from the eflForts of Horace
Mann (q.v.). At present (1902), thirty States,
one Territory, and the District of Columbia, have
laws making education compulsory, either at a
public or an approved private school. In 1899-
1900 there were 15,341,220 children enrolled in

the eonunon schools of the United States, out of
a total of 17,544,888 enrolled in all the schools.
The enrollment in the common schools is about
09 out of every liundred children of school age.
The average length of the period of attendance
was 98 days out of a total length of 144.0 days
for the school term. There were more than 421,-

000 teachers engaged in the common schools,

and the total expense of such schools was $213,-

000,000. See Education; National Educa-
tion, Systems of.

COMMON SCOLD. One who, by the prac-
tice of habitual scolding, disturbs the peace of

the neighborhood. Scolding, in itself, is not ob-

noxious to the law, and, so long as it is confined
to the domestic hearth, it is damnum absque
'mjuria, no matter how persistant and violent it

may be. It is only when the practice is indulged
in public and with such frequency and under
such circumstances as to threaten a breach of the
peace that it becomes a public nuisance and
punishable as such. The common law took cogni-
zijnce of the offense and resorted to various
devices, mostly of an unpleasant nature, for the
punishment of tlios<' convicted of it. Among
these punishments were the stocks (q.v.), the
ducking-stool (q.v.), and the branks (q.v.), the
last named being, during the period of its appli-
cation, the most efficacious. The practice of
punishing common scolds sur^'ives, sporadically,
in the United States, in some of which it is

recognized in the penal statutes, but the puni.sh-

ment lias been mitigated to fine and imprison-
ment. Consult the authorities referred to under
the title Criminai, Law.

COMMON SENSATION, or Common Ffjcl-
iNc. .\ collective nanie for the sensations which
make up our general sense of bodily health or
ill health, we]|-lK>ing or ill-being. It includes
e.g. the diffused sensations of the tactual sense:

shuddering, shivering, tingling, tickling, creep-
ing, goose-flesh, pricking, pins and needles; sen-

sations which can, in many cases, be set up as
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concomitant sensations to squeaking or sawing
noises and the like. (See references under An-
tipathy.) It includes, further, dizziness (see
Static Sense) ; the sensations of muscular ex-
ertion and fatigue; and the muscular and or-

ganic pains. Indeed, on the theory that pain is

aroused by over-intensive .stimulation of anj
and every sense-organ (Wundt, Phys. Psych.,

1893), pain would be, literally, a sensation
'common' to the whole sensitive organism.
Sometimes the two sensations of tem])erature
(q.v.) are called common or general sen-sations;

and the alimentary sensations of hunger, thirst,

and nausea, as well as the respiratory sensations
of stuffiness, of a 'bracing' air, etc., are also cov-
ered by the term. It is clear that the phrases
'common sensation,' 'common feeling,' 'general
.sense,' belong to a psychologj' that had not yet
succeeded in analyzing the more massive com-
plexes of organic sensations, and in referring
them to specific organs within the body. In the
present state of our knowledge, there is no reason
for their retention. Consult: Kuelpe, Outlines
of Psychology (London, 1895) ; Titchener,
Outline of Psychology (New York, 1899). See
Cutaneous Sensation.

COMMON SENSE. A pamphlet by Thomas
Paine, published in Philadelphia, 1770, advocat-
ing the separation of the United States from
England. It was thought of sufficient impor-
tance at the time to receive public notice from
General Washington.

COMMON SENSE, The Philosophy of.
There are certain beliefs that have been supposed
to be current among men in all ages. Of these,

a striking illustration is the belief in an exter-
nal, material world, independent of any mind to
perceive it. Other such beliefs are those in the
validity of the laws of identity, contradiction,
and the excluded middle, in the truth of the
axioms of mathematics, in the universality of
causality, and in the eternal obligation of moral-
ity. The philosophical acceptance of these be-

liefs as self-evident and beyond the reach of
criticism is called common-sense philosophy.
fSee also Dogm.\tism.) Thomas Reid (q.v!)

was the most distinguished advocate of common
sense as the final court of appeal on all matters
philosophical, and he has been generally followed
more or less closely by the philosophers of the
Scottish School—James Beattie, Dugald Stew-
art, Sir William Hamilton, Henrj' Calderwood.
and James ^IcCosh. The untenability of this
position is realized as soon as it is recognized
that common opinion has often been shown to be
mistaken. Nor will an appeal to 'an immediate
deliverance of consciousness' do as a substitute
for common sense, for an hallucination is as
immediate a deliverance of consciousness as an
ordinary' perception is. Criticism is necessary
for establishing the validity of every belief. (See
Knowledge, Theory of). Consult: Seth, Scot-
tish Philosophy (Edinburgh and London, 1890) ;

McCosh, Scottish Philosophy from Hufrheson t»

Hamilton (London and New York, 1875) ; Sid^-
wick. "The Philosophy of Common Sense," in
UiM//, N. S.. vol. iv. (liondon, 1895).

COMMON TIME. S«>c Time.
COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.

SiH- ArsTKAi.iAN Federation.

COMMONWEALTH OF ENGLAND. The
official designation of the Government of Eng*-
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land from the abolition of the monarchy, Febru-

ary, 1(349, until the eatablisliment of Cromwell's

Protectorate, December, 1(J53. The title is gen-

erally applied to the whole period dating from

the death of Charles 1., January 30, 1649, to the

restoration of Charles II., May 29, 1600. See

('R()XIWi:li„ Oliveb.

COMMUNE' (Fr., district, from ML. com-

muna, communia, district, from Lat. coininunia,

common). The smallest administrative division

of France, and the unit of local self-government.

The commune is a legal body, and can buy and
sell property, contract debts, and appear in the

courts. The chief magistrate is the ma ire

(mayor), wlio is assisted by one or more depu-

ties and a delilH>rative assembly, called the con-

»cil municipal. The maire unites in himself two
general classes of functions resulting from the

twofold nature of the commune. As tlie agent of

the National Government lie is charged with the

local promulgation and enforcement of laws and
decrees; and, as a member of the municipality,

he has to attend to the police, the revenue, and
the public works of the commune, and in general

to act as the representative of the corporation.

In communes which rank as the administrative

centres of a department, arrondissement, or can-

ton, or which have a population of more than

3000, the maire is nominated by the Central

(iovemment; elsewhere the appointment is made
by the prefect of the department. The councilors

are elected by the votes of the communal electors,

jind hold office for five years.

COMMUNE. A term applied in feudal times

tc a body of burghers holding a charter granting

them certain privileges of self-government.

These communes were found in France, England,

Italy, and elsew'here. On the character of these

mediaeval communes, consult Stubbs, Constitu-

tional History of England, chap. xi.

Commune of Paris (1702). The revolution-

ary municipal government established in Paris

in* August, 1792. It acquired immediate ascend-

ency in the Assembly, through the personal pres-

sure its leaders could bring to bear, and as its

power increased it became more and more the

instrument of the violent element of the Revolu-

tion and dictated the policy of France. Its his-

tory became the history of the Revolution itself.

On this commune, consult Morse-Stephens, His-

tory of the French Revolution, vol. ii.

Commune of Paris (1871). This is com-
monly referred to when the term is used without
qualification. It was the insurrectionary body,

or organized mob, which was in possession and
control of Paris from ]March 18 to ^lay 27. The
German army of occupaticm left Paris ^larch 3,

and almost immediately signs of revolt appeared.

On the 18th the Reds,' as the Communists were
called, with the encouragement of the Interna-

tionale fq.v. ), rose against the French regular

troops, and supported by the National Guard,
took possession of the city. Generals Lecomte
and Cl<5ment Thomas were shot. Communal elec-

tions were held and the authority of the National
Assembly, which was sitting at Versailles, was
declared null. Peace negotiations with Germany
were held in abeyance until the new National
Government could establish its authority in

France, and it was intimated that Germany
micht find it necessary to reoccupy the aban-

doned fortresses. Large bodies of the French

COMMUNICATIO IDIOMATUM.

prisoners held by Germany were released to rein-

force the army at tlie disposal of tlie Government
tor the suppression of tiie insurrection. The
army was thus raised to 1.30.000 meji, and on
April active operations were begun by the

<jovemment forces, under Marslial Mac^Iahon,
for the capture of Paris. Tlie military adminis-
tration of tlie Comiiiune was notoriously inccmi-

petent. and iiisul)ordination and (iel)auchery

rendered the forces ineflicient, but the available

number of the National Guard appro.\iinate<l

100,000, and they were well armed and jkjs-

>»es.sed strong fortifications, the reducti<m of

which was not a light task. The siege of the

city was jiushed with energ}', for the credit of

the new Republican Government of France before

the world hung upon its ability to mainUiin its

authority. Before the middle of May it In-came

evident that the Commune could not hold out

much longer, and its followers began to resort to

acts of vandalism. The residence and library of

Thiers were destroyed. ^lay 10; the VendOme
Column was pulled down, May 10. The Govern-
ment forces penetrated the defenses of the city

on May 21. obtaining possession of Montmartre
on !May 23, and now was enacted that saturnalia

of violence and crime which has made the name
of the Commune infamous. On May 24 the Com-
munists set fire to the public buildings, the

Palace of the Tuileries being destroyed. On the

same day a large number of hostages, including

M. Darboy. Archbishop of Paris, were massacred.

On ]May 27 the last hand-to-hand struggle, with-

out quarter, was fought in the Cemetery of Pfere-

la-Chaise. On the following day all resistance

came to an end. and the reign of the Commune
was closed. Many of ils leaders were put to death,

others were punished with banishment or impris-

onment. Most of the banished were pardoned in

1880. The Communal Council, the governing
body of tlie Commune, was organized in ten com-
mittees, of which that for finance was the most
efficient. At the head was a general executive com-
mittee, the authority of which was never great. It

was displaced by a committee of public safety,

which was expected to exercise dictatorial power,

like its Revolutionarj' prototype; but this, too,

proved a failure. The Commune was essentially

lawless, ilany of those Avho initiated the move-

ment were honest theorists and enthusiasts, but

the forces they called into action were entirely be-

yond their control. There is no scientific historj'

of the Commune. The principal work is du Camp,
Les conruJsions de Paris (4 vols.. Paris. 1878-79).

f'onserv^ative. Of Communist sympathies are Ar-

nould, Histoire poptilaire et parlementaire de la

Goinmtine de Paris (3 a'oIs., Brussels, 1878), and
T.issagaray, Histoire de la Commune (last edi-

tion, Paris, 1890) : there is an English transla-

tion by Aveling of an earlier edition (1886).

Consult also Washburne, Recollections of a Min-

ister to France (2 vols.. New York, 1887) ;

Simon, The Government of .If. Thiers (2 vols..

New York, 1878) : Fetridge, Rise and Fall of

Ihc Paris Commune of 1811 (New York, 1871) ;

March, History of the Commune of 1871 (Lon-

don, 1896). See France; Franco - Prussian
War.

COMMUNICATIO IDIOM'ATUM (Lat.,

communication of peculiar properties). A term

of ancient, and more particularly of Lutheran

Christolog\'. denoting that each of the two na-

tures of Christ, divine and human, imparts its
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peculiar proi>erti«'s to the other, so that they

become similar, each having as a derived prop-

erty what the other has as original. Consult

Thoniasius, Die Chrisiliche Dofjmengeachichte,

ii. (Erlangen, 1874-76). See Christologt.

COMMUNION (Lat. communio, participa-

tion, from communis, common). In eccle>^iasti-

(iil language, that lelation, involving mutual
claims and duties, in which those stand who are

united by vmiformity of belief in one religious

lK»dy or church. To exclude from this relation

nd its involved rights is to excommunicate.
riie most visible symbol of this relation being

ihe partaking together of the Lord's Supper, that

lite is often called tlie Conmiunion. See Lord's

SippER; and, for communion table. Altar.

COMMUNION IN BOTH KINDS. A term
t theolog}-, implying that, in the celebration of

iie Lord's Sup{>er. communicants partake of both

I he bread and the wine. It is universally ac-

knowledged that in the Primitive Church both

the bread and the cup were distributed to

all who comnmned. Sects which, like the Mani-
(h.-eans, discarded the wine, Avere condemned as

rrecular. Earlv popes commanded the use of

..>th kinds ( e.g. "Oelasius I., 492-496). As, how-
ver, there was frequent occasion to carry the

onsecrated elements from the church to sick

persons at their homes, it became customary, for

convenience, to dip the bread in the wine, admin-
istering, in this way, both in one. At length it

was thought more convenient to omit the wine.

!n tlie thirteenth century', Robert PuUeyn. of

Oxford, approved the custom of giving to the

laity the bread only, in order, as was said, to

avoid the danger of spilling the wine. This view
\»as adopted by the scholastic theologians, who
taught that C'lirist was wholly present in the

-acrament under cither form, and that, conse-

quently, one form was sufficient for a valid ob-

servance of it. Thomas Aquinas and Bonaven-
tura. especially, advocated the administration of

the communion under one form only. In propor-
1 ion as the doctrine of transubstantiation was
developed, it> became the practice of the Church
to withhold the cup from the laity. Against this

t he Reformers of the Middle Ages, as the Wal-
<lenses, and especially the Hussite sect of Ca-
lixtines (Utraqtiists) , protested. The Protestant
churches, also, vere imited in regarding the

commimion in both kinds as essential to the

right observance of the ordinance. The prac-

tice of the Roman Catholic Church was con-

irnied and made binding by the Council of

Trent in 1563. It is defended on the ground
t hat the cup is not necessary to the com-
pleteness of the sacrament. Since the whole
Christ, as to His Iwdy, soul, and divinity, is not
only in each species, but in every particle of

both, he who receives the consecrated bread re-

ceives the whole Christ. R>it while this law is

uniformly enforced in the Western Roman Catho-
lic Church, those portions of the Eastern churches
that acknowledge the supremacy of the Pope
are allowed to retain V)oth forms; and the same
toleration has l>e<»n offered to Protestants in

order to facilitate their return into the unity
of the Church under the Roman See. See IjOBd's

SlTPKR.

COMMUNISM (Fr. communisme, from com-
mun, joint, common, from Lat. communis, com-
mon). A system of society in which private

COMMUNISM.

property is abolished and all goods are held in

common, the needs of each individual being

supplied from public sources. It is unfortunate

that no clear distinction is made between com-
munism and socialism. The socialiirta are carry-

ing on a political agitation which may or may
not lead to communism. Communists usuallj* in

tlveory, always in practice, have withdrawn from
the general life into separate communities and
then followed their plans. It is probably correct

to say that communism is the radical wing of

socialism. Communism should not be confused
with the so-called French Communists of 1871,

who were seeking political changes in the com-
munes.
A great deal of unwarranted reproach has been

put upon communism either through ignorance

or because of vagaries attached to many plans

for its realization. It is really a reaction against

the evils which have, hitherto, at least, always
accompanied private property. In reality', too.

it is older than the present system. All histor-

ical nations, so far as known, at one time held

their land in common, the individual having
only the use of a portion of it for a certain

]>eriod. A sur\nval still exists in the Russian
Mir. Cultivated land seems first to have be-

come private property, the meadows and forests

remaining common.
In ancient Greece the evils of private property

called forth many suggestions of another system.

These were ridiculed in the popular comedies of

the day. The most famous of the proposed sys-

tems is that made by Plato, in the Republic.

Private property and private families are the

chief influences tending to exalt the welfare of

the individual over that of the State. Dispense
with these, put men and women on equal footing,

and let fitness be the test for positions. Let the

children be educated by the State. Plato never
conceived of a democracy. He could not conceive

of a State without slaves ; these formed the sub-

stratum of his Republic. Plato, however, appre-

ciated that his plan was ideal and would not l>e

jealized. His scheme went contrarA' to the

(spirit of the times and aroused only discussion.

The proposal for the abolition of the private

family seems to coincide with the ideas of other

writers. Turning from speculative Greece to

Rome, we find no such ideal proposals. Individ-

ualism was too strongly intrenched.

In the East, however, there was a different

spirit. In Palestine, the Essenes and Thera-
peutn> held property in common, and Josephus
(Antiq. xi.. 8. 3)

' says that one joining the

Essenes had to surrender his private property.

Much is said about the communism of the early

Christians. A certain degree of it existed, but
it seems to have been purelv voluntarj', many
Christians retaining their private property. In

any case, the institution did not long endure.

The ascetic tendencies which often manifested
themselves in communistic forms among hereti-

cal and orthodox sects were introduced into the

West from the East. The Manichieans l>e]ieved

that matter was evil. Before an inquisition at

Turin in 10.30 a heretic declared: "We hold all

our goods in common with all men." Other
heretical sects, the Catharists (eleventh century)
and the .\postles (thirteenth century), held simi-

lar views. The Brothers and Sisters of the Free
Spirit held that, before the Fall, men were like

God, that Paradise must be reintroduced Avith
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community of ^oods and of wonu'ii. Many evil

stories are told of their proceedings, and they
\verc op|>osed by tlic hKpiisition, but Hpread in

secret during the fourtt-enth and fifteenth cen-

turies. With these may be compared the Adam-
ites of the fifteenth century. The great monastic
<>rder8 bear close resemblance in their common
property.

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

the Taboritcs (Hussites), the Moravians, and
the Anabaptists arose and flourished in succes-

sion in central Europe. (For detailed descrip-

tions, the reader is referred to separate articles

under these heads.) The teachings of the Ana-
baptists (q.v. ) were embodied, in Thuringia, in

a popular movement to realize a State without
government, law, or proju-rty. eacli to receive ac-

cording to need, 'omnia simul communia.' This
and the attempt at Miinster to establish the new
Zion were fort-ibly put down. As it was impossi-

ble to establish communities in secret, efforts

were directed toward marriage reform. These
naturally led to opposition and suppression. All

of these plans grew out of, or were impelled by,

distorted religious conceptions. As moral and
religious movements they must be judged rather

than as economic undertakings. They were over-

thrown by religious opposition. They had no
chance to demonstrate the practicability or pos-

sibility of their proposed life.

In the next era we find a group of dreamers,
theorists who prophesied a better system to sup-

plant the present, which they felt to be unjust.

IJow far these writers believed their systems
«ould be realized in the near future is a question.

Most of them rather try to portray the ultimate
form which society shall assume. Some, how-
ever, have tried honestlj^ and earnestly to realize

their aspirations. However impracticable and
visionary their proposals may seem, they are

proposals, not of .self-seekers, but of those who
have the welfare of society at heart. As such
they merit consideration.

The opening up of America made possible gen-

uine attempts to found communistic settlements

which should not be overthrown by sectarianism,

but should have abundant opportunity under
favorable conditions to prove or disprove their

fitness to exist. Most have failed, and the rea-

sons are usually plain. Mismanagement being

left out of consideration, society cannot found
itself upon such a basis as celibacy, nor, on the

other hand, upon 'free love.' Xor does it seem
likely that society will be regenerated by groups
who isolate themselves from the common life.

The .strength and dignity of the life of some of

the communities may well, however, stimulate

all men to renewed efforts to realize the best for

themselves and society.

The Utopists. The publication of Utopia by
Sir Thomas More (LtK}) introduced a new ele-

ment. He wished nothing of an ascetic nature,

but sought a fuller and freer expression of life.

His book arose from the economic changes taking
])lace in England. The introduction of sheep-

raising was destroying the small farms and
bringing much sufTering to the peasants. More,
influenced by Plato, proposed to retain slavery,

the slaves being chiefly convicted criminals.

There should l»e commimity of goods; every one
should be supplied from the State storehouses.

Monogamy is prescribed, and the greatest free-

dean allowed the individual families. Men and

women are to work six hours per day. The title

Ttopia' has given the name to all such pro-
posals. More has been followed by many writ-
ers. Campanella {('ivitus Solia, Frankfort,
1023) adv(x;ated community of goods and of wo-
men with universal duty to labor four hours a
day, each j>erson to be provided according to
nee<l. V'airasse {Histoirc den Severambes, 1(177)

propo.sed an eight-hour working day. Among the
most interesting I'topistic efforts is the charm-
ing story by Cabet, Voyage en Icarie (Paris,

1842), in which monogamy is preserved, each
person working according to ability and receiv-

ing an equal reward. Cabet's pathetic attempts
to realize his dreams will be mentioned later.

Bellamy (Lookinfj Bnckicard, Boston. 1888) advo-
cated wages in the form of annual credits at the
public warehouse, at which goods are sold ac-

cording to the quantity of labor required in their

production. Hertzka (Freiland, I..eipzig, 1890)
and Sheldon (In His Steps, Topeka, 1899) may
also be classed here.

In the meantime there arose many critics

of existing conditions who proposed communistic
remedies. Meslier (1(504-1792) in \i\n Testament,
first published in Amsterdam in 1864. viewed
society as a product of force and its evils as

the results, largely, of private property. The
various parishes should form large families

bound mutually to assist each other; each indi-

vidual to have according to his needs. Morelly
(Code de la Nature, Paris, 1755) advocated com-
munities of about 1000 persons with common
goods and distribution according to need.

These and other men found little acceptance,

but the reaction of the French Revolution
brought results. Saint-Simon, whose influence

was in his personality rather than his writings,

proclaimed the control of the 'Industrielles.'

Property reform did not greatly concern him.

His system was to be religious and moral, a 'new
Christianity.' The occupation of each person

was to be decided by the directing authority, the

remimeration to be by salary proportioned to

merits of the work and the individual. (See

Saint-Simon.) Of the French communists,
Charles Fourier (q.v.) probably had the greatest

influence. He did not advocate abolition of pri-

vate property, but believed in associations of

2000 people who should live in a 'Phalanx,' work
and consume in common so far as pleased them,
but who were by no means to be equally inter-

ested financially or to share equally in proceeds.

Strictly speaking. Fourier's scheme might be

called a coJiperative corporation save for its

features of common life. Buchez (18.31) advised

that laborers save enough to start productive

associations. Louis Blanc developed this idea,

saying that the State should assist the laborers

in' foimding 'ateliers sociaux.' These would
gradually overcome the capitalistic system and
lead to communism.
At this time, in England, Rol)ert Owen had be-

come very prominent by his works and his teach-

ings." Owen came to his ideas not by way of

pure speculation, but felt himself driven by the

logic of the situation in which he found himself.

He was a successful manufacturer interested

in his employees. He finally advocated the form-

ing of groups of from 500 to 1000 persons, who
should provide themselves all the necessaries of

life. The members should live in great houses

surrounded by gardens, and all artificial distinc-
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Lions between men should be thrown down. Such
eolonie-s would prove so attractive that the exist-

ing industrial system would break down because

of the desertion of the workmen. In 1819 it was
attempted to start such a colony at Motherwell,

but the funds were not sufficient. In 1824 Owen
came to America, where his presence did much
to start a wave of communistic thought, and
where some tweh'e colonies were planted, none of

which lasted more than a few years. During his

absence ( 182G) some of his friends purchased 291

acres of land at Orbiston, near Glasgow, and
built a large building in which all should live,

each sharing in the division according to his

labors. The death of one of the founders, with
other difhculties, brought an end to the plan.

Similar colonies at Rahaline in the thirties and
Queenswood (1841) likewise failed, the latter

after five years' existence. Owen's attempts to

realize communism were not successes ; he did

succeed, however, in establishing cooperation.

(See Owen, Roisert. ) Other notable attempts
along the same line were made in England by
Charles Kingsley and Thomas Hughes, to whose
biographical notices in this work the reader is

referred.

Communism ix America. The centre of inter-

est in communism is henceforth in America. One
of the provisions in the 'oldest American charter'

( 1006) was that there should be a Common store-

house in which the products should be kept, and
from which each should receive according to his

needs. Jamestown lived under this scheme for five

years, the idlers giving Capt. John Smith much
trouble meantime. The Pilgrims had similar
arrangements, which were soon changed, but for

a long time much land was held in common. Of
this custom Boston Common is a survival. These
arrangements were but temporary, however. In

1774, driven by religious opposition, 'Mother
Ann Lee' came from England with a small com-
pany of Quakers, who were called Shaking Qua-
kers because of certain physical movements in

religious exercises. The name was soon short-

ened to Shakers. They settled at Watervliet, near
Ibany, N. Y. Mother Ann died in 1784. In 1787
covenant was adopted establishing celibacy and

community of goods. Their communism grew
out of their religion.. Christianity, they say,

does not admit of divisions into rich and poor;
'mine' becomes 'ours,' and riches and poverty,

with their misery, disappear. The Shakers have
lived happily and contentedly and have had great
material prosperity. Says Professor Ely: "Eco-
nomically the Shakers have been a great suc-

cess." They have now some seventeen societies

in different States, the largest being at Mount
1 I'banon, X. Y. They own some very valuable
pro|)erty. (See Shakers.) The Harmonists, or
Separatists, as they were called in Germany,
left the Fatherland because of sectarian opposi-

tion and settled in 1805 at Harmony, Pa., under
the leadership of George Rapp. They, too, have
l»een very successful financially. At one time
they had a thousand members, but now only
forty or fifty remain. They are obliged to em-
ploy outsiders to earr\' on their enterprises, so
that they have practically become a close corpora-
1 ion. See Harmonists.
The Amana Community of seven villages in

Iowa was founded by another German sect, the
hispirationists, who settled near Buffalo, N. Y.,
in 1842, moving to Iowa in 1855. Religion is

the primary thing. Yet they have prospered and
possess fertile and well-improved lands. They
number 1800 or more. Marriage is permitted.

In 1844 yet another German sect settled at

Bethel, Mo., moving later to Aurora, Ore. They
have been fairly successful. (See Amana.) The
French in 1848 under Cabet, who tried to estab-

lish Icaria, were not successful. After many dis-

couragements and disappointments they were
finally settled in Iowa. Trouble followed trouble,

and the end came in 1895. See Icarians.

All of these communities were started by for-

eigners, though most of the Shakers have been
Americans. An American colony of some fifty

members was started by John Humphrey Noyes
in 1847 at Oneida, X. Y. I^ter a small branch
was established at Wallingford, Conn. They be-

lieved in freedom from sin and were called Per-

fectionists (q.v.). Between 1840 and 1850, under
the leadership of Albert Brisbane, Horace Gree-

ley, Charles A. Dana, and others, Fourierism
spread over the country, Greeley advocating it

in the Xew York Tribune. Some thirty-four 'pha-.

lauxes' were started in various places, most of

which were short-lived. The most famous was
Brook Farm (q.v.), near Boston, which began
as a cooperative school. The Xorth American
Phalanx, in ^Monmouth County, X. J., was the

most successful, lasting some twelve years ( 1843-

56 ) . Ripon, Wis., dates back to the Wisconsin
Phalanx of 1844. This association paid $1.08 on
the dollar when it dissolved. The movement
gradually subsided.

In recent years a number of attempts to found
communistic settlements have been made, but
they have broken down largely because of inter-

nal dissensions. Among these may be mentioned
Kaweah. in California (1884); Topolobampo,
Mexico (1886) ; and the Ruskin Cooperative Col-

ony, in Tennessee (1893). The only recent Euro-
pean settlement was an attempt in 1895 to realize

the ideals of Hertzka's 'Freiland' in Africa. The
reason for the failure of many of these en-

terprises is not far to seek. Lack of unity of

purpose and unwise management bring sure de-

struction. Fourierism was a compromise. It re-

tained gross inequalities while condemning those

of the world. It was not a unifying principle.

On the other hand, those which have succeeded

have possessed just this imity—usually in adher-

ence to some social or religious ideal which has
made the interests of the individual the interests

of the group. That material prosperity has ac-

companied this unity history clearly shows. The
social life of the Shakers and of the Amana Com-
munity has always deeply impressed the visitor

from the outside world. Howells in his Undiscov-

ered Country tells of their life and makes one of

his characters say, "They're what they seem

:

that's their great ambition." In his autobiography,

Honice ({re<>ley wrote of the Shakers: "No one
will pretend that they have failed. Xo; they

have steadily and eminently expanded and in-

creased in wealth and every element of material

prosperity, until they are at this day just ob-

jects of envy to their neighbors. They produce
no paupers: they excrete no beggars; they have
no idlers, rich or poor: no purse-proud nabobs,

no cringing slaves. If there were no other

success akin to theirs—but there is—it would
still be a demonstrated truth that men and
women can live and labor for general, not selfish,

good—can banish pauperism, servitude, and idle-
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tiess, and secure general Uirift and plenty by
moderate cooperative labor and a complete* iden-

tity of interests." No more fair and judicial

vicAV of communism has been presented than
John Stuart Mill gives in his Principles of

Political Economy. Mill recognizes the evils

of private property and the desirability of

remedying them. He notices the difliculties of

conmiunism, that men would evade work, that

it would l)e hard to make a fair distribution of

work. He raises the question as to whether
communism gives greater freedom and liberty

to the individual. The statement is summed
up in: "It is yet to be ascertained whether the
communistic scheme would be consistent with
that multiform development of human nature,

tho.se manifold unlikenesses, that diversity of

tasks and talents and variety of intellectual

views which not only form a great part of the

interest of human life, but by bringing intellects

into a stimulating collision, and by presenting
to each innumerable notions that he would not
have conceived of Iiimself, are the mainspring
of mental and moral progression."

The experience of the last century is of great
value. The social and economic fruits endure
though the individual commimities have gone.

The questions of Mill have not all been answered
in the affirmative nor yet in the negative. Alost

of the features of many of the experiments to

which exception is taken—free love, celibacy,

and the like—are not essential features. Private
property has its evils, but it has been a powerful
incentive to progress. Will communism give an
equal incentive without the evils? The tendency
to-day is away from the formation of isolated

groups. In the middle of the last century many
able and intelligent men thought to reform the

world in a few years. Cabet allowed fifty years

for a preparation—then complete communism.
Such dreams have largely vanished. The settle-

ments have seemed to furnish little 'scope for

ambition, and ambition is one of the chief traits

of mankind.' The socialists and all who may
hope for communism are now seeking it by the

way of gradual political reform. In summing
up* American communism. Professor Ely says:

"It has accomplished much good and little harm.
Its leaders have been actuated by noble motives,
have many times been men far above their

fellows in moral stature, even in intellectual

stature, and have desired only to benefit their

kind. Its aim has been to elevate man and its

^\ays have been ways of peace."

BiBUOGRAPHY: Consult : Kautsky, Communism
in Central Europe at the Time of the Refor-
mation (London, 1897) ; Kleiniichter. Die Staats-

romaue (Vienna, 1891) ; Stanimhammer, Biblio-

graphic des Sozialismus und Kommunismus
(Jena. 1S93-99) ; Stegman-Hugo, Handbuch des
Sozialismus (Zurich, 1897) ; Ely, French and
German Socialism (New York, 1883) ; Nordhoff,
The Communistic Societies of the United States
(New York, 1875) ; Ely, The Labor Movement in

America (2d ed. New York. 1890) ; Noyes.
History of American Socialism (Philadelphia,
1869);' Shaw, Icaria (New York, 1884). See
SOCIAIJ.SM.

COMMUNISTIC SOCIETIES. Social, and.
frequently, religious associations based on the
general principle of each member contributing
all his possessions, labor, and earnings to a com-
mon stock, in which all members share alike. As

is pointed out more fully in the article Commu-
nism (q.v.), such expedients have been adopted
lor the benefit of groups of individuals through-
out the entire course of history. In central
Euroj>e, during the Reformation, numerous com-
munistic organizations sprang up, notably the
Taborites (q.v.) and their successors, the Mora-
vians (q.v.). Later the teachings of Fourier
and Saint-Simon on the Continent and Kingsley
and Hughes in England stimulated like move-
ments. During the past century the United
States has been the scene of nearly all communis-
tic organizations, a new country' furnishing the
best field. They characterize that stage in social
evolution during which men are force<l to group
together into communities in order to provide
for their mutual wants, and disappear with the
appearance of more complex division of laljor

i>nd more advanced social conditions. The more
important modem communistic societies are
treated elsewhere under separate titles. See
KORESHAN ECCLESIA: SEPARATISTS; SHAKERS;
i*ERIiTCCTIONISTS, etc.

Of the lesser communistic societies may be
mentioned: (1) The Adonai Shomo. This so-

ciety was organized an<l incorporated in Peters-
ham, !Mass., in 1876. Its religious principles are
like those of the Adventists, among whom the
movement originated. The communistic sy-stem
is added, with recognition of an equal voice to
men and women in the management. The society

cteased to exist in 1790. (2) The Altruists. This
society is non-sectarian and does not interfere

with marriage or the family affairs of its mem-
liers, or with their opinions. Men and women are
accorded equal rights, and the governing body is

chosen by the vote of the majority. (3) The
Amana Com^munity, or True Inspiration Con-
gregation. The first members of this society

came from German}', led by Christian Metz, of

Strassburg, and founded the Community of

Eben-Ezer. near Buffalo, N. Y., in 1842. Be-
tween 1855 and 1865 they gradually removed to

their present location, near Davenport, Iowa.
They have no creed but the Bible, believing in its

entire inspiration, that God still inspires His
people and that their leaders for the time being
are possessed by this gift. They hold the doc-

trines of the Trinity, justification by faith, the
resurrection of the dead, and purification of the

wicked by fire, but not that of eternal punish-

ment; are non-resistants, and approve of mar-
riage. Members are classified a.s of the highest,

middle, and children's orders, to the last of

which those of the higher orders who fail are

dropped till they amend. An examination of the

spiritual- condition of all the members is held at

least once a year. Their regular religious ser-

vices include singing, reading from the Bible

and the inspired book, prayer, and exhortation.

Temporal affairs are administered by a board of

trustees chosen by the members, to which women
are not elected.

COMMUNITY OF PROPERTY. In law,

a condition under which property is held, having
its origin in the civil law, whereby a sort of

partnership or common ownership of property

is created between husband and wife. It covers

all personal property owned by either party
before marriage or acquired during marriage,

all realty and all profits and rents acquired or

accruing during marriage. Property given to

either by deed of gift in which the donor spe-
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cifically makes it the 'exclusive property of the

donee is exempt from the operation of the

doctrine. The survivor takes one-half the prop-

erty after their joint debts are paid, and also

has certain homestead rights. The heirs of the

deceased spouse take one-half the common
property remaining after tlie payment of debts,

subject to the survivor's homestead rights,

if there is no real property. This doctrine was
introduced from the French and Spanish law
into many of the Western States, including Loui-

siana, but is generally regulated and somewhat
inodified by statutes. (See Husband and Wife;
Oanancial System.) The expression community
property is sometimes used to describe the hold-

ing of property in common by communistic socie-

ties, such as the Shakers. In such communities
there is a sort of general partnership in all

property, each adult individual owning an equal
share by virtue of his membership. The owner-
ship is in the nature of a tenancy in common,
and is not subject to the rules of the civil law
above described.

COMMTJ'TATIVE LAW. See Associative
Law.
COMTilUTA'TOR. See Dtnamo.
COMNE'NUS (Lat., from Gk. Kofivriv6s, Kom-

itcnos). The name of a family, originally from
Paphlagonia, of which several members occu-

pied the throne of the Byzantine Empire, from
1057 to 1204, and that of Trebizond, from 1204
to 1461. After the fall of Constantinople one
branch of the family settled in Saxony, another
in Corsica ; but the attempt which has been
made to trace the descent of the Bonaparte
family from a branch of the Comneni is not
supported by valid evidence. See Alexius I.

;

Anna Comnena; Byzantine Empire.

CO'MO (Lat. Comum). The capital of the
province of the same name in north Italy, sit-

uated at the southwestern end of Lake Como,
at a distance of 28 miles by rail from Milan
(!Map: Italy, D 2). The surrounding country
is of great picturesqueness. The city is sur-

rounded by hills covered with gardens and
groves and contains some buildings of consider-

able architectural merit. The marble cathedral
belongs to different periods and is built in dif-

ferent styles. It was begun in the Gothic at the
end of the fourteenth century ; the larger portion
was constructed in the Renaissance style, mostly
by Rodari during the fifteenth centurv, while the
dome is of relatively recent origin. The interior

is decorated with rare pictures and monimients;
in the main entrance are placed two statues of

Pliny the Elder and the Younger, both of whom
were born at Como. The Basilica of Sant' Ab-
bondio, a building of Lombard origin, rebuilt

in the eleventh century and recently restored,

is of great artistic value. The Church of San-
tissjma Annunziata, situated on the promenade
outside of tlie town, is remarkable for its rich

decorations of marble and gold. Adjoining the
cathedral is the city hall, a large, arcaded Htruc-

ture, built of different-colored stone, and com-
pleted in 1215. Other noteworthy buildings are
the theatre, built in 1813; the lyceum, founded
in 1824; and the city museum, with its collections
of Roman antiquities, arms, and coins, opened in
1897. Como has extensive manufactures of silk,

velvet, and knit-ware. The commerce is also of
considerable importance.

The ancient Comum was a city of the Insubrea,
occupied by the Romans in B.C. 190, and colonized
by Caesar as a military post to repress the Alpine
tribes. In the Middle Ages it was a stronghold
of the Ghibellines and the 'open door of the
emperors into Italy.' In 1127 it was destroyed
by the Milanese, and rebuilt by Frederick I. in

1159. Later it was ruled by the Rusca family,
and in 13.35 came into the possession of the
Visconti, from which time it shared the fortnues
of Milan. In 1859 it was a centre of the agita-

tion headed by Garibaldi.
Como is the seat of a bishop and the birthplace

of Innocent XI. and Clement XIII., the historian
Giovio, and Volta. Population, in 1881 (com-
mune), 25,560; in 1901, 38,895.

COMO, Lake. (It. Logo di Como, or il Lario,
Ger. Comer See, anc. Laciis Larius, praised by
Vergil (Georg. II., 159). The most beautiful and
celebrated of the Italian lakes, situated in Lom-
bardy, at the western foot of the Bergamese
Alps, 30 miles north of Milan (Map: Italy, D
2). Its elevation is 650 feet; its area, about 60
square miles; its greatest length, 30 miles; its

greatest width, not quite 3 miles; and its great-

est depth, 1340 feet. The southern part divides,

at Bellaggio, into two arms—the eastern called

Lake Lecco. the western retaining the name Lake
Como, and having the city of Como (q.v. ) at its

extremity. Between these two arms lies the
fruitful district of Brianza. The river Adda
enters the northern end of the lake, and leaves
at the southeastern extremity, near the charm-
ing town of Lecco. The beauty of Lake Como,
with its rich shifting, marvelous colors, and its

picturesque mountains (7000 feet), clothed with
the vivid green of the chestnut, varied with the
delicate gray of the olive, has long been extolled.

The cypress, aloe, laurel, myrtle, and oleander
add their effects to the luxuriant landscapes
which are embellished by numberless costly
villas, with gardens, terraces, and vineyards, of

distinguished or wealthy families that have been
attracted from many countries by the delightful

region and the indulgent climate. The lake is

especially the resort of the Milanese aristocracy.

A number of the villas, possessing worthy art
collections (including particularly several fine

examples of Thorwaldsen and Canova), are
opened regularly to visitors. The most attractive
towns on the lake are Cernobbio, Tremezzo, Cade-
nabbia, Menaggio, Bellano, and Bellaggio, the
loveliest point on the lake. The steamboat ser-

vice is excellent. The industrious inhabitants
along the shores are chielly engaged in silk ])ro-

duction and manufacturing. Fi.sh are plentiful

and of many varieties. The artistic articles

made of olive wood and offered to the tourist at
Bellaggio arc well known.

COMONFORT, ko'mAn-fOrt'. Tgnacio (1812-

63 ) . A Mexican statesman. He was a member
of Congress in 1842. and a Senator six years
later. In 1854 he assisted Alvarez against Santa
Anna, and, on the lattcr's abdication (1855),
became Provisional President. He was pro-

claimed President in 1857. but in 1858 was
driven into exile. In 1863 he commanded an
army to oppose the French invaders who in-

tended to establish the Emperor Maximilian in

power, was defeated by Bazaine near Cholula,

and shortly afterwards was killed in an ambus-
cade by bandits.
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COM'ORIN. See Cape C'omobin.

»2 COMPANY.

COMORN, kd'iuOrn. See Komobn.

COM'ORO ISLANDS. A },'iou|) of four large

and a nuiiilK-r of .stnalU'r islandH in the Mozam-
bique Channel, midway between Africa and
^ladayascar, lyinj^ between latitudes 11° and
13° S., and longitudes 4;{° and 45° 30' E.

(Map: Africa, J (J). The four larger islands are

Comoro, Johanna, Mohilla, and Mayotta, the

last of which, wliile belonging geographically

to the Comoro group, has not usually been in-

eluded with them. They have a total area of

700 square miles. They are of volcanic origin

and mountainous; the highest peak rises to 8700

feet. The soil is fertile and prmluces fruits and
some sugar. Cattle are also raised to some
extent. The manufactures are coarse cloths,

jewelry, and cutlery. The island of Mayotta
was ceded to France in 1842, and the remaining

ones added in 188(5. They are a dependency of

Reunion, and are ruled by native sultans, who
are under the supervision of French Residents.

The population is estimated at over 60,000, of

mixed Arabic and negro descent, professing Mo-
hammedan isui.

COMPAGNI, k6m-pU'ny^ DiNO ( ? -1324).

A Florentine historian and statesman of the

fourteenth century. He was long believed with-

out question to be the author of a history of

Florence from 1280 to 1312 ICronaca delle cose

occorrenti ne' tempi suoi). In 1858 Fanfani's

Piovano Arloito east doubt upon the genuineness

of the chronicle, and in 1874 P. Scheffer-Boich-

orst's Florentiner Fiiudicn sought definitely to

prove its spuriousness. A paper war was waged
over the matter, some maintaining that the

work is wholly spurious, others that it is

wholly genuine, while a third party contended

that it is in the main genuine, but is in parts

disfigured by later interpolations, abbreviations,

and changes. Since the appearance of Del

Lungo's Dino Compac/ni e la sua cronaca (1879-

87), the last-named has been the generally-

.xccepted opinion. Symonds (The Age of the

Despots, London, 1875) dismisses the question

in a foot-note," and thus characterizes Compagni
and his work: "He was a man of the same
stamp as Dante. ... He undertook to nar-

rate the civic quarrels of his times, and to show-

how the commonwealth of Florence was brought

to ruin bv the selfishness of her own citizens;

nor can his 'Chronicle' be surpassed for the live-

liness of its delineation, the graphic clearness of

its characters, and the acute analysis which lays

bare the whole political situation."

COMPANION (Dutch kompanje, Fr. com-
puguie, company, crew; influenced in popular ety-

mology by Eng. companion, comrade). The sky-

light or cover to quarter-deck hatches through
which the light passes to the deck below. Com-
panions are usually removable. With the disap-

l)earance of old-fashioned ships, the name has

fallen into disuse. The companion ladder is the

ladder leading from the quarter-deck to the deck

below, and the companion-nay is the hatch (to-

gether with its deck-bouse, if there be any)

through which the companion ladder leads.

COMPANY (from Fr. compafjnie, OF. com-

panic, Tt. compagnia, from Lat com-, together

4- panis. bread). A number of persons associ-

nted tosretber in a joint enterprise, usually of a

mercantile character.

CiiABTEKKD CoMPA.MKH. As a legal term,

'company' was first employed in connection with

tlie great cluirter«'d companies of the period of

adventure and exploration in England during

the fourteenth to tlie (seventeenth century. The
essence of these companies was the posst^ssion of_

certain exclusive privileges conferred by royal

charter, either a monopoly of trade with certain

countries or regions of the earth, or more or less

extensive power of colonization and government;
or, as was usually the case, a combination of

the two. These companies were of two distinct

types, viz.: the trading company, to which in-

dividual merchants were admitted on certain

conditions, and then traded each on his own
account; and the joint-stock company, in which
the trade was carrie«l on in behalf of all its

members by the managing board and officers of

the company. The latter miglit be either incor-

porated ( in which case it differed only in the

«'xtent of its powers and the character and range

of its operations from the modern business cor-

poration), or unincorporated (in which case it

was simply a great partnership, of the type

known to us as a joint-stock association). In

all cases, however, it was usual to vest in the

company, or in its ofllicers or managing directors,

legal jurisdiction over its members, and, in the

case of the colonizing companies, a territorial

jurisdiction as well. The famous company',

known as the ^Merchant Adventurers of Eng-
land, whose beginnings can be traced back to the

year 1359, was originally of the type of trading
companies, but was incorporated two hundred
years later by a charter of Elizabeth. The East-

land Company, the Russia (or Muscovy) Com-
])any, the Levant (or Turkey) Company, were
of the same character. The great colonizing

companies under whose auspices the first Eng-
lish settlements in the New World were made

—

as the Virginia Company, chartered in 1009; the

Massachusetts Bay Company, chartered in 1629

—

were of a composite character, being incorpo-

rated for the express purpose of founding new
colonies, but organized for trading purposes on
the principles of the regular trading companies.

The East India Company, on the other hand,

chartered in 1600 as a trading company, pure

and simple, l)ecame a joint-stock company in

1612, and the Hudson's Bay Company, incor-

porated by royal charter in 1670 (which, shorn

of most of its ancient privileges, is still in active

existence), is also for trading purposes a joint-

stock association.

The extensive powers of government, and even

the legal jurisdiction over their own member^,
formerly vested in these old trading companies,

have long since been resumed by the Crown.
Their present significance lies in the fact that

they constitute the beginnings and the founda-

tion of the colonial empire of Great Britain.

But the principles on which they were organized

and conducted are, with some modifications, still

recognized and acted upon in that country.

Chartered companies for purposes of trade and
colonization in territories not under the sway
of Christian powers are still created, and some
such companies of recent origin have played an

important r«)le in the history and politics of the

past twenty years. Among these may be men-
tioned the North Borneo Company, chartered in

1881: the Royal Niger Company, in 1886; the

British East Africa Company, in 1888, and the
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Uritish South Africa Company, in the same year.

All of these companies have had qualified rights

of sovereignty and powers of government vested

in them, and they have all continued the rOle of

the older companies in expanding the limits of

the British Empire. See Anderson, Origin of

Hnfflish Commerce; Cunningham, Growth of
tJnglish Industry and Oommercc ; Schanz, Eng-
lisihc llandel»f>olitik ; Cawston and Keane,
Early Chartered Companies ; Westlake, Interna-

tional Law (London, 1880) : Hall, Treatise on the

Eoreign Powers Jurisdiction of the British Crown
(Oxford, Eng., 1894) ; and the comprehensive
treatise of Bonassieux, Les grandes compagnies
de commerce (Paris, 1892).
City Comp,\xies. The incorporated trades or

jniilds of the city of London. The origin of

these companies is to be traced back to the close

organization and exclusive membership of the

mediapval craft or trade guilds, which appeared
in England in the early part of the twelfth cen-

turj'. These had various privileges conferred

upon them from time to time by royal charter

until, in the latter part of the fifteenth century,
they exercised all the powers of government
within the city of London, and, indeed, consti-

tuted its cntiro citizenship. Thereafter the

freedom of the city' consisted in membership, as

a iiverj'man.' or 'freeman.' of one of the city

companies, and the franchises of the city were
exercised in this fashion until 1725, when the
companies were deprived of some portion of their

I>olitical authority by act of Parliament. They
were further restricted bv the reform legislation

of 1832 and 1867, but still retain the right of

choosing the Lord Mayor, the SherifT, Chamber-
lain, and other civic officers. Though the com-
panies have by lapse of time entirely lost their

trading character, they still retain their ancient
organization, many of their exclusive privileges,

and. in some cases, great wealth. There survive
12 great companies and 62 les.ser ones. See
(JuiLD; LoNixtx: and consult Brentano, Guilds;
(iross. Gild Merchant : Xorton, The City of
London (London, 1829) ; and Report of the Royal
Commission on the Livery Companies (Parlia-

mentary Papers, 1884).
Moherx Trading Companies. In a legal

-ense, the term company may be applied to any
issociation of individuals for business purposes.
This may be a partnership of the ordinary type,

a joint-stock association—which is commonly a
large partnership formed and conducted in ways
];rescribod by statute—or a business or trading
corporation. It is in the last sense that the
term is commonly employed in England. In
the I'nited States it has no such definite legal

signification. Though there is no inappropriate-
ness in applying it here to any of the three
forms of association above enumerated, it usually
refers to the second or third form. The ex-

pression 'company law' may have reference
either to the law of business corporations or of

unincorporated associations. All of these forms
of association for trading purposes are dealt
with imder their respective heads. See Corpoba-
iioN: .Ioint-Stock Association ; Partner.suip;
X'ouNTARY .Association, and the titles and
lufhoritics referred to thereunder.

COMPANY. In military organization, an ali-

i|uot part of a regiment or b.^tta1ion, though
not absolutely or necessarily so. In the United
•"states all infantry regiments are divided into

companies, as is also the corps of engineers.
Troops of cavalry and batteries of artillery gen-
erally correspond in command and organization
to companies of infantry. The average strength
of companies in the I'nited States and British
armies is 100 men. On the Continent of Europe
the numl)er varies from 100 to 250 men in Ger-
many and Piussia. In the former country the
captain of infantrj' is a mounted officer, and has
three subaltern officers under his command. The
general trend of modern military tactics is to
reduce the size of the imit of command in attack
formations, largely because of the vast area over
which comparatively small bodies of troops are
scattered, and the corresponding difficulty of
their effective control ; thus the importance
which heretofore has attached to the regiment or
battalion is likely to attach to the company, and
greatly alter its present formation and organizji-
lion. See Army Organization ; Tactics, Military.

COMPANY, John. The popular name for
the old East India Company (q.v.).

COMPANY, Ship's. All persons who are
regularly employed in various capacities on
board a ship. In the United States Navy it

is also frequently used to designate the crew
only. See Complement; Crew.

COMPABATIVE ANATOMY. For defini-

tion, scope, and bibliography, see An.a.tomy, and
ANATO.MY, Compar.\ti\"e. In this work all the
larger topics dealing with the anatomy and phys-
iology of men and animals have been treated
comparatively and with reference to their evolu-
tion. Such is the character of Alimentary Sys-
tem ; Brain ; Circulatory System : Execre-
lORY System: Ear; Eye; Foot; Generative
Sy.stem; Hair; Hand; Integi'ment; Misci*-
LAR System ; Nervous System ; Pelvis ; Re-
.spiRATORY System: Shoulder-Girdle; Skele-
ton; Skull, and similar articles, in which the
reader will find the methods of comparative anat-
omy exemplified.

COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR. SeeGBAM-
M.A.R.

COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY. See
Myths and ^lYTHOLm.v.

COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY. See Phi-
loixx;y.

COM'PARA'TOR (Lat., comparer, from com-
parare, to compare, from com-, together -J- par,

equal). An instrument used in comparing the
lengths of two graduated scales and in deter-

mining accurately the amount of their difference.

It consists essentially of two microscopes, each
fitted with cross-hairs and capable of being
moved by a micrometer screw, or else supplied
with a micrometer eye-piece, or often both. ( See

Micrometer.) These micrometer microscopes
are so mounted that they may be moved both
laterally and forward and backward, and through
them the observer looks down on the scale which
is being examined. The microscopes are then
moved so that their cross-hairs are either at the
end or over some division of the scale, which
often is so magnifie<l that in making a setting

it is convenient to bisect the enlarged image
of the mark. By means of rollers or other
mechanism the platform containing the first

scale is temporarily removed and a second intro-

duced in its pln«*. In this case the intersections

of the cro88-baii^ are probably some small dis-
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lance away from the corresponding divLsion of

the other Hcale, and this amount, as determined
with the micrometers, is their dilVerence at that

temperature, \^llile tlie operation of comparing
two scales does not seem ])articularly complicat-

ed, nevertheless, in order to secure the desired

high deijree of precision, elaborate precautions

are taken both in the construction and manipula-

tion of the apparatus. The temperature at

which tlie scales are compared is of course no un-

important consideration, and in order that this

should be uniform and easily determined, they

are immersed in a bath of liquid whose temper-

ature can be maintained at some constant point.

In the comparison of standards there must of

course be im ultimate standard to which all

measures of Icnpth are referred, and this bar is

tHjnsidered correct at some one stated temper-

ature. Copies of this are made and serve as

secondary standards whose coefficient of expan-

sion, minute errors, and other constants are

known. Such comparisons are performed by the

International Bureau of Weights and Measures

at Paris, where comparators susceptible of the

most acc\irate results and possessing all possible

refinements are employed. (See Weights and
Measures.) Similar but usually less precise ap-

paratus is foimd also in the various national

standard bureaus and physical laboratories. The
M^moires du Bureau International des Poids

et Mesures (Paris) contain full and technical

descriptions of the most accurate and approved
Apparatus and methods.

COMPARETTI, k6m'pA-r6t't^, DoMENico
PiETRO Antomo (1835— ). An Italian philolo-

logist, bom in Rome. He studied mathematics
and the natural sciences, and in 1859 became
professor of Greek in the University of Pisa. A
few years later he accepted a similar position at

Florence, and afterward went to Rome, where

he conducted the lectures on Greek antiquities

at the university. Aside from his Greek studies,

he is distinguished as a scholar in Romance
philology and in the culture-history of the Mid-

dle Ages. His most important works are: Saggi

dei dialctti greci delV Italia meridionale (1866) ;

Virgilio net medio evo (1872; Eng. trans. 1899) ;

Papiro ercolanese (1875) ; La commissione otne-

rica di Pisistrato e il cielo epico (1881). With
d'Ancona he edited Canti e racconii del popolo

itaUano (1870-91); with others the Rivista di

filologia e d'istruzione classica, and since 1884 has
been editor also of the Museo italiano di anti-

chit d. classica.

COMPARISON (OF. comparaisun, Fr. com-
paraison, from Lat. comparatio, from comparare,
to conij)are). In grammar, and as applied to

adjectives (q.v.), that which marks the degree

in which the quality is attributed to the object,

as compared with other objects. There are

three degrees of comparison. The positive in-

dicates the quality generally, without com-
parison; the comparative, a higher degree of

llie quality than is attributed to other things;

and the superlative, the highest degree that is

attributed to any of the things under considera-

tion. Sometimes the positive is not regarded as

a degree of comparison. There are two ways of

expressing these degrees. ( 1 ) By an inflection or

change of the word; as, hard, harder, hardest;
happy, happier, happiest. This mode prevails

almost exclusively in Greek and Latin. (2) By

an additional word, as more happy, most happy.
This may Ix; called logical comparison, the otiier,

grammatical. In French, with the exception of

a few irregular adjectives, all adjectives follow

the logical method. In English, the logical

method is generally preferred when the gram-
matical would produce a word dillicult or harsh
in the pronunciation. This is generally the case

in English when the simple adjective is of more
than one syllable; but it is not always so. Thus,
cfimcster, prfidenter, would make harsh com-
liinations; not so politer, discrr^'ter, hflppier.

The difl'erence is, that in eflrncster, prfidenter,

the accent Ijeing on the first syllable, two unac-
cented syllables of discordant character are
Ihrown together; in poUter, discrr«eter, the un-
accented syllables are separated; and in hAppier,

though they come together, they readily coalesce.

Thus, the laws of euphony determine this point,

as they do much else in language. Carlyle and
Ruskin use many comparative and superlative

forms that are not generally recognized. In gen-

eral, it is only adjectives of quality that admit
of comparison: and even adjectives of quality
cannot be compared when the quality does not
admit of degrees; as, a circular space, a gold

ring, a universal wish. Adverbs (q.v.) in Eng-
lish are compared exactly like adjectives, logical

comparison predominating.

COMPASS (OF., Fr. compas, compass, from
]ML. coinpassus, circle, from Lat. com-, together

--f- passus, step, from pandcre, to spread out).

The most important instrument used in the nav-

igation of a ship. It consists of a number of

magnetic needles placed with their axes
parallel ; a framework supporting the needles,

and a circular disk marked in points and de-

grees, called a com pass-card; the pivot on which
the framework rests; and the compnssboirl,
containing the compass. This latter is, in

turn, mounted on gimbals in a binnacle (q.v.)

and further protected by a binnacle-cover. Com-
passes are of two general types, dry and liquid.

The best-known form of dry compass is that

designed by Ijord Kelvin (Sir William Thom-
son, before his elevation to the peerage). It

consists of a central boss and outer rim, both

of aluminum connected by numerous radial silk

threads. The magnets, eight or more in number,
are held in parallelism by threads and supported
by other threads from the rim. Tlie latter has
a paper cover marked in degrees and points.

This cojnpass is very light, and therefore will

be very sensitive and yet not have too much
throw as the ship moves. Furthermore, the

weight, such as it is, being largely in the rim,

will tend to check a tendency to liveliness. The
dry compass is cheap and reasonably satisfactory

in other respects, and is much used. In the

United States NaA'V' and in many ships of the
merchant service a liquid compass is used. The
bowl is filled with alcohol and water. The com-
pass-needles, in two or more bundles, are sealed

in parallel tubes, which form the framework
connecting the central boss to the rim. Both
rim and boss are hollow, and, like the needle-

tubes, are of white metal or aluminum alloy.

The markings of the ordinary compass-card are
painted upon the rim in degrees and points. The
whole float, consisting of rim, boss, and magnetic
tubes, is slightly heavier than the liquid, so that
it rests very lightly upon an agate pivot-bearing
in the boss, which is supported upon a pivot
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rising from the bottom of the bowl. The liquid

checks the tendency of the compass to jump
wnen the ship has considerable motion, and the vi-

brations of the machinery, which are apt to disturb

dry compasses, have no effect ujwjn a liquid one.

The compass-needle is drawn away from the

horizontal plane by the vertical component of

the earth's majmetic force by an amount called

the dip, or indiitation. The error of the com-
pass, which is the result of forces acting in the

horizontal plane, is the angle between the direc-

tion of tile needle and the true, or geographic,

meridian. It is made up of the variation, or
angle, between the true and magnetic nieridian.s

(
q.v. ) , which represents the deflecting effect of

the earth's magneti-sm, and the deviation, or
angle, between the magnetic meridian and the

needle, which represents the deflecting effect of

the ship's magnetism.
The variation is due to the fact that the lines

of magnetic force which affect the needle are
parallel to the geographic meridian in only a
few places on the earth. The direction of one of

these lines at any point is the direction of the
magnetic meridian there; that is, the direction

in which a freely suspended magnet will lie. The
variation of the compass at any point is not
usually stationary, but changes from year to

year, increasing to a certain maximum, decreas-

ing to a m.inimum, and then increasing, in a
very regular manner, so that, within limits, its

amount at any future time may be predicted.

It is also subject to slight monthly and daily
changes. The daily change consists of a smaJl
easterly movement during the morning, reaching
a maximum about 7 a.m. ; then a somewhat
faster westerly movement, the limit of which is

reached about 1 p.m. ; the return easterly move-
ment is completed at 9 or 10 p.m. Both daily

and monthly changes are small and of no im-
portance in navigation. The average daily range
is about 9.3 minutes of arc. Irregular changes
of variation, occasionally amounting to 3 or 4
minutes of arc in a few minutes of time, are of

frequent occurrence ; they are said to be due to

magnetic storms. See M.\gnetism, Tebrestbiax.

Magnetic charts show the variation, dip, etc.

The irregularly cur\ed lines connecting the
points of equal variation are called lines of equnl
variation, or isogonic lines; the isogenic line con-
necting points of no variation is called the agonic
line. The lines of equal dip are irregular
curves surrounding the magnetic pole, and are
called isoclinic lines. The line of no dip is the
magnetic equator. The dip of the needle, like

the variation, is constantly changing, but the
range and rate of change is less. See Deciina-
TION; InCLIXATIO.V.

The deviation of the compass is produced, as
has already been stated, by the action of the
magnetism of the ship in which the compass is

niounte<l. In the days of wooden ships the
deviation was usually very small, even in steam-
ers. But steel and iron hulls produce important
deviations in well-placed compaases, and ex-

cessive deviations in those badly located; it is

]K)ssible, indeed, so to place a compass that the

needle will point to a partictilar part of the

ship, without regard to her heading. In placing
compasses, due regard must then Ijo paid to the

magnetic forces of the ship, as well as to the

convenience of the navigator and helmsman.
Standard compasses are commonly placed at

some distance above the upper deck and abaft
the middle of the ship. The steering compasses
are placed beside the wheel, or steering appa-
ratus. Other compasses are found in large ships.

The deviation of a compass varies as the ship

turns about, or in azimuth. A portion of the
hull is permanently magnetized and acts as a
permanent magnet ; the rest is in a variable

state of magnetization, depending upon the
direction in which the ship heads and the mag-
netic latitude. As it is important that the devia-

tions in all directions should be known, in order
to steer a correct course, they are determined
by swinging ship. This is accomplished by suc-

cessively pointing the ship in the various direc-

tions (usually every two points) and comparing
the bearing of the sun or a distant object with
its true bearing obtained by computation, or from
prepared tables. This gives the compass error.

Applying the variation to the result, we ob-

tain the deviation on each point on which bear-

ings were taken. A table of deviations is a
necessary adjunct to everj' compass. When the
deviations are considerable, as is almost invari-

bly the case with steering compasses, and
usually with standards, it is customary to cor-

rect them by reducing the deviation. The char-
acter and extent of the correction or compensa-
tion may be ascertained by magnetic observa-
tions on the ship and on shore; from which
follow elaborate computations upon the results

of which depend the placing of the correctors.

This method involves an investigation of the
whole theory of magnetization of ships. A
simpler one now rapidly coming into favor is

called the rectangular method of compensating.
The deviation is determined upon adjacent car-

dinal points, as (magnetic) north and east. The
ship is headed on north, and kept on that head-
ing by using another compass, and a number of

small magnets slipped into holes in a block or
ease under the compass. These magnets point
fore and aft, and are inserted until a sufficient

number have been put in to bring the compass
to point to magnetic north. The same process
is repeated when the ship is headed east, but the
magnets now put in are laid athwartship. Next
the ship is headed northeast (magnetic), and
the soft iron spherical correctors are moved out
(i.e. away from the compass) until the needle
points correctly. This completes the operation,
unless a Flinders bar is used; this consists of a
soft iron vertical bar, placed to counteract the
induced magnetism in soft vertical iron, and is

placed forward or abaft the compass, as found
necessary. The ship must then be swung for

residuals; that is, turned and headed on the
different points (or every two points), and the^

small residual errors remaining after compensa-
tion ascertained. These may be reduced by re-

correcting, but are usually too small to render
that necessary; a table of these deviations is,

however, made out for use in laying the ship's
course. In addition to the deviation of the
compass produced in the manner already de-
scribed, further deviations are caused by the
rolling. This is corrected by a vertical magnet,
placed l>elow the a.vis of the compass and at
such a distance as will correct a deviation pro-
diiced by the inclination of the ship.
The comi>as8-card is divided into 32 points.

Of these, four are called the cardinal points,
north, east, south, and west (abbreviated N,, R,
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S., and \V.) ; and fuur are the intercurdinal
points— uortheant, southeast, soutliwost. aaid

northwest (abbreviated N.E., S.E., S.W., and
X.W.). The points half way between a cardinal
and interc-ardiiial ]H)int has a name coinixjunded
of the two, llu' cardinal jwint Iwinji: K'^'t'" first;

thus, half way between N. and N.K. is north-
northeast (N.N.E.), and half way U'tween east

and northeast is east-northeast (E.N.E.)- The
point on each side of a cardinal or intercardinal

point is desijjnatecl by first ^'ivin;^ the name of

the primary |)oint. then tiie wonl by and the
name of the adjacent cardinal point. Thus, the
point to the east of north is north by east ( N.
by E.) ; to the east of northeast is northeast by
east (N.E. by E.) ; similarly, we have east by
north, south by west, etc. Smaller angles than
points are given in half-points, quarter-points,

and eighth-points. These are, in addition to

the full points, reckoned from north and from
south toward east and west; remembering, how-
ever, that from the cardinal and intercardinal

points f<ir one point each way the fractional

parts of a point are reckoned toward the adjacent
cardinal point. This gives tlio )>oints of i1h>

compass as follows:

COMPASS.
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observed. The division of the compass-card into

thirty-two points is a natural one, and was
merely continuing the subdivision until it be-

came 'sufficiently minute. It seems to have been

adopted earlv, as Chaucer WTitea of it as estab-

lished in 1391.

BiBLioGB.\PiiY. Consult: The Admiralty Man-
ual for the Deviations of the Compass, by
i'apt. F. J. Evans, R.N., F.R.S., and Archibald
Smith, M.A., F.R.S. (new editions appear at

short intervals) ; Xaval Professional Papers of

the United States Xavy, Xo. 22 (Washington,

1886) ; Comwell, Compass Disturbance in Iron

Ships (1887): Bowditch, The American Prac-

tical yavigator (Washington, 1901); publica-

tions of the Superintendent of Compasses, Unit-

ed States Xavy.

COMPASS, SoLAB. An instrument for de-

termining at any place an accurate north and
south line. It has a latitude range of about
35°, and may be adjusted to the latitude of any
place in the United States. It has a latitude

arc, a declination arc, and an hour arc, each to

l>e duly adjusted for an obsersation, and has
l>een found of much service in running important
hdundary lines and other Government surveys.

One of its recommendations is it^ avoidance of

the perplexities caused by local attraction. It

is the invention of William A. Buft, of Michigan.

For illustration see Plate of Engineering In-

struments.

COMPASSES. A mathematical instrument
for transferring or marking oflF distances or for

drawing circles. The common compasses or di-

viders are composed of two rods or legs joined

together by a pivot-joint at one end and pointed

at the other: when adapted to drawing arcs

the lower parts of the legs admit of receiving

ii pen or pencil.

Beam compasses consist of points sliding on
a bar, to which they may be clamped at any dis-

tance from each other. They are used for

lengths greater than the pivot compa.sses can

rxpand, and when delicately made can be used
tf>r more accurate dividing. See Graduation.

Pro})ortional compasses have a point at each

end of each leg, and the pivot between, thus

forming a double pair of compasses opposite to

each other. If the pivot is midway l)etween the

ends, the opening of each pair of points will be

qual. If its distance from one pair of points

be double that from the other, the openings will

be as two is to one, and so on for any ratio. To
adapt them for variable proportions, the pivot

is made a clamping screw, which moves in an
elongated slot in the le£;s, and may be fixed at

any point.

Triangular compasses have three legs, so that
the vertices of a triangle may all be transferred

at once.

Bullet or cluh compasses have a ball in place

of one point, adapted to turning in a hole. See
also Calipers; Ellipsis (ellipsograph, or oval
compasses).

COMPASS-PLANT {Silphium laciniatum)

.

A large plant called also 'resin-weed.' because it

abounds in resinous matter. It grows on the

prairies, and the edges of its stem-leaves are said

always to point directly, or nearly, north or

south. When cultivated in gardens, this proper-

ty does not always appear. The same phenome-
non is exhibited" by the stem-leaves of prickly

Vol, v.—7.

lettuce {Lactuca scariola) . In this plant the
leaves are usually considered as vertical, but
this is brought about by a twist near their

bases. The peculiar arrangement of the leaves

of these plants is due to their adaptation to

light. Both surfaces of the leaves are equally

sensitive to light, and only by presenting their

edges vertically and their tips to the north and
south are they able to secure equal illumination

to both sides of the leaves.

COMPENSATION. In law, a counterclaim
or set-off; in the civil-law systems of Scotland
and the Continental States, the doctrine corre-

sponding to that of set-off in the English and
American law. It provides that, where two par-

ties are mutually indebted, their debts shall ex-

tinguish each other if equal, and if unequal,

leave only a balance due. In order to avail

one's self of the principle of compensation, the

set-off or counterclaim must be pleaded, as it

does not operate ipso jure; but, when pleaded,

it is held to operate from the period of con-

course, the interest on either side being stopped
from that time.

Compensatio injuriarum is a defense against

actions of damages for slander or the like. It

is not a bar to an action, but a set-off or counter-

claim. In the common-law system of England
and the United States, it is not permissible to

set off one trespass or other wrong against an-

other, but each injury must be compensated by
a separate action ; and in Scotland the leaning

recently has been in the same direction. See
Contract; Tort; Damages; and consult the au-

thorities there referred to.

COMPENSATION (Lat. compensatio, equal-
ization, from compensare, to equalize, from com-,

together + pensare, to weigh, frequentative of

pendere, to weigh ) . A term used in physical
experiments to describe methods where sources

of error or other conditions are neutralized by
the introduction of factors which act in an op-

posite direction by an equal amount, and com-
pensate for the original error. For example, a

flint-glass convex lens, in addition to refracting

rays of light, also separates them into their

spectral colors. This can be compensated by
combining with the convex lens a concave lens

of crown glass which has less refraction but
greater dispersive power. Such a lens, being
opposite in its effect to the first lens, will unite

tlie rays, but does not destroy the deviation.

(See Achrom.vtism. ) In the case of the pendu-
lum (q.v.), an increase in temperature causes

it to lengthen, and consequently oscillate more
«lowly. Compensation is here effected by rai."»-

ing its centre of oscillation with any increase in

length due to a rise in temperature, and thus
keeping constant the distance between its point

of support and its centre of oscillation. In a
chronometer the balance-wheel is compensated
by constructing its rim of two metals with dif-

ferent coefficients of expansion. An increase in

temperature tending to expand the wheel is eom-
])ensated by the rim being brought nearer the
centre, it being cur^•ed inward by the imeven
expansion of the metals. See Watch, for further
description and illustration of a compensating
balance-wheel.

COMPETENCE, or COMPETENCY. As a

law term, u.sed both in the sense of authority and
of legal ability. It is in the former senae that
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it is employed in the law of France and of other
Latin countries, as the equivalent of our term
'jurisdiction,' tlie coniiM'teuce of a tribunal Iwing
its authority or jurisdiction over a given per-

son or proceeding.

In English and American law, the word is

specifically used to denote the legal fitness or
eligibility of a witness to be heard, or of a judge
or juror to participate in the trial of a cause.

Competency, in the legal sense of tlie term, does
not refer to mental or physical ability, but to

purely legal grounds of qualification—as that a
judge or juror shall not be personally interested

in the issue to be tried ; that a witness shall not
l»e so related to the transaction on which the suit

is based as to be incapacitated by law from
giving evidence thereof. Such facts as the
credibility of a witness, the relevancy of his

testimony, or even his actual knowledge of the
transaction in question, have no bearing upon
the question of his competency. He may be
competent to participate as a witness, and may
yet be utterly imtrustworthy or ignorant of the
facts involved in the issue. So, not having been
an actual, percipient witness of the facts to
which he is called upon to testify, he may have
his testimony excluded as mere hearsay, without
thereby having his legal competency questioned.

In that case it is not the witness, but the evi-

dence offered by him, that is 'incompetent.' Com-
petency, whether of judge, or juror, or witness,

is always presumed, until it is impeached and
the contrary shown. The question is one for the

court, which may inquire into the facts for the
purpose of arriving at a judgment upon it. The
law as to the competency of witnesses will be
considered under the title Witness. See, also.

Evidence; .Tcdge; Jury; and the authorities

there referred to.

COMPETITION (Lat. competitio, rivalry,

from competere, to vie, from com-, together +
pe<ere, to seek) . This term has been defined as the
struggle for existence carried into human affairs.

It is, in general, the conflict of efforts directed

to the same goal. In this sense it is applied to

the method of appointing government officials

I'nder civil-service rules, to the cr^ntests of

political parties, the often amusing rivalry of

one city with another for population, trade, etc.,

and a host of similar rivalries. In the world of

economic effort it is recognized as the great
regulative principle which holds in check the
overreaching designs of individuals, and makes
their selfish efforts contribute to the general
welfare.

As self-preservation is said to be the law of
nature, so may self-interest be said to be the law
of industrial society. Every man labors for his

own ends. To provide food and raiment, to

minister to his necessities and to his enjoyments,
is the motive which leads him to action. In the
pursuit of his individual welfare he is not wholly
unrestrained, for the influences of law and moral-
ity set bounds to his permissible actions. But
within those bounds every man seeks first his owTi
welfare. Nevertheless, at every step he comes into
contact with others whose actions limit his own.
If he is a seller of merchandise his interest is

to secure the highest price; but other sellers

are equally eager to part with their goods, and
in this rivalry prices are lowered to a point at
which all the goods may be transferred. If he
is a buyer he offers the lowest price, but he finds

COMPETITION.

other buyers offering higher prices, and he must
raise his offer to such a price that all tlie buyers,
able to afford the first price, can be satisfied by
at least a share in the goods to be sold. The
rivalry of buyers and sellers is the competition
of the market, which becomes an equitable ad-
justment of supply and demand.

Tiie process by which the competition of in-

dividuals increases the aggregate wealth and
promotes the welfare of society at large is very
simple. If the producer must sell at the market
price, his only chance for gain consists in lower-
ing his costs and increasing the margin between
what he obtains for his goods and what he gives
for them. Comjictition, therefore, makes him
keen to obtain the most effective results of his
activity, to economize his labor, to improve his
methods, to lop off wasteful practices and useless

expenditures ; to scrutinize, in short, every detail

of the process of making and selling his goods
in order that wherever possible he may effect

economies. This ingenuity inures in the first

instance to his own benefit; but as other pro-

ducers follow the same practice, the general cost

of producing goods is lowered, and with it the
price of tlie goods. For if price be not lowered,
the unusual rewards which the enterprise offers

will tempt others to undertake it, and by en-

hancing the volume of goods to be sold, inevitably
lower their price. A decrease in the cost of
production results in an increase of the volume
of goods produced by the expenditure of the
same effort. It is this increase which consti-

tutes the growth of wealth for the community
at large.

The same competition which regulates the
price of goods, governs, in large measure, the
relations of capital and labor. It is the com-
petition of employers for labor, and that of labor-

ers for employment, that fixes at any given
time the rate of wages. This competition is not
so free as that between buyers and sellers.

Capital may lie idle for a time without dimi-
nution, but the laborer may not cease work with-

out starvation. Hence the contest seems at
times a very unequal one, and the issue to be
decided by the needs of the laborer rather than
anytning else. If all the competition were
among laborers themselves ; and if there were in-

sufficient employment offered, workmen would be
forced to make such terms as they could. But
it is quite as likely that there should be an
abundance of employment seeking workers, and
in such cases the workman might make what
terms he pleases.

It must be conceded that, important as are the

workings of competition, ideal competition in

which the buyer always seeks the cheapest and
the seller the dearest market, in which' capital is

free to seek the place where labor is cheapest,

and labor able to select the employment which
offers the best wages, is not and cannot be
realized. As tendencies, the laws of competition

are valuable regulative principles in the world's

economic activity, even if they cannot be fulfilled

to the letter. It has, however, been found impos-

sible wholly to overcome the inertia of custom,

and impracticable to check all attempts at com-
bination which seek to destroy the competitive

principle.

Custom and sentiment are supposed to have no
place in 1>usiness, and in wholesale transactions

this is quite true, but in the small transactions
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of daily life tliey have a large place. They
owe it to the fact that we are slow to change
acquired habits, especially where the gain to be
secured is slight. Thus we find everywhere cus-

tomary prices for certain commodities and ser-

vices. The fares of railroads, ferries, cabs, street

railways, the services of physicians and lawyers,

the fees of various public entertainments, are
governed almost wholly by custom. These we
accept or reject, but we do not haggle about
them. In the long run, comijetition has some-
thing to do with such prices or with the goods or
services they command, but in each individual
transaction it hardly enters in as a factor. In
the sale of completed commodities competition
works out its effects most clearly. In the field

of production it works amid inherent obstacles

to its full development, and cannot have so ab-

solute a scope. Capital, as we have before

hinted, is not migratory; it has its permanent
instruments, which cannot be easily uprooted and
transplanted. The farmer is not free to leave

his farm when he sees a chance of greater profit

elsewhere. The workman is not free to pass
from one employment to another, for he may
lack the requisite training; nor is he often free

to run to more remunerative fields of labor.

Thus the immobility of capital and labor acts as

a restraint upon the action of competition.

If the freest competition is in the interest of

the community at large, it is equally true that
such competition is always irksome to the com-
petitors. It cannot be wondered that they seek

means of counteracting its force through com-
bination. Such a combination may be a tacit

under>tanding such as frequently exists among
local dealers. It may be organized in great ag-

gregations of capital, which seek to dominate
entire fields of productive effort. To a certain

extent, such combinations may supplant direct

competition as a regulative principle, but they
cannot obliterate it entirely.

Nor is the regime of competition absolutely

free from interference by law or governmental
authority. Certain of the older economists ve-

hemently denounced factory legislation as an
inroad upon the domain of competition. In more
recent times it is, however, recognized that, while
maintaining free competition as the basic prin-

ciple of industrial organization, it is in the gen-

eral interest tliat some of the conditions of

competition be fixed by State action. Consult:

Xettleton (editor). Trusts or Competition: Both
sides of the (jreat question in business, law, and
politics (Chicago, 1900). See Labor Legisi-a-

TioN ; Political Economy ; Monopoly ; Trades-
Unions; Tri'Sts; and consult the authorities

there referred to.

COMPIEGNE, kON'pyft'ny' (Lat. Compen-
dium). A town in the Department of Oise,

France, on the river Oise, a little below its junc-

tion with the Aisne, and 3.3 miles oast-southeast

of Beauvais (Map: France, .12). A fine stone

bridge crosses the river at this point. The town
is irregularly biiilt, but is picturesque and has

a remarkable Gothic HAtcl de Ville, with museum
and library', and a magnificent palace built anew
by Louis XV. and splendidly fitted up by Napo-
leon I., and again by Napoleon III., both of whom
often occupied it. It contains a library, a pic-

ture gallery, and various objects of interest.

The park is extensive, and adjoining the gar-

dens is the beautiful Forest of Compifegne, ex-

tending over about 30,000 acres. The indus-
tries of the place are rope-making, boat-building,
and weaving hosiery. There is considerable
trade in wool, grain, and cattle. Population, in

1901, 14,009; commune. 16,503. Compifegne is

mentioned in the times of Clovis under the name
of Compendium ; and it was the seat of several
political assemblies and ecclesiastical councils.

It was at the siege of this town, in 1430, that
Jeanne d'Arc, the Maid of Orleans, was captured,
and here, in 1810, Napoleon and Maria Louisa of

Austria first met, on the occasion of their mar-
riage.

COM'PITA-XIA, or LuDi Compitalicii (Lat.,

Compitalian games, from compitum, cross-road,

from competere, to coincide, from com-, together
-{- petere, to seek). A festival in Rome in honor
01 lares compitales, the divinities presiding over
places where two or more roads meet. Macro-
bius says that Tarquinius Superbus restored the
festival, which had been neglected, and sacrificed

boys as a part of the services. Human sacrifices,

if ever really made, did not survive the Tarquins;
for, after their expulsion, garlic and poppies
v.ere offered. Consult Fowler, Roman Festivals

of the Period of the Republic (London, 1889).

COMPLAINT, The. A collection of poems
in blank verse, by Edward Young (1742), better

known under their secondary title. Night
Thoughts. They were written after the death of

his stepdaughter and her husband, who are re-

ferred to under the names of Narcissa and Phi-
lander.

COMPLAINT OF MABS AND VENUS,
The. A poem by Chaucer, written about 1380,

containing an introduction and two separate
poems, "The Complaint of Mars" and the "Com-
plaint of Venus." At the conclusion, the author
says it was taken from the French of 'Graun-
son.' The introduction tells how Venus and
Mars are waked bj' 'Phoebus's Light,' and how,
fearing his burning rays, Venus flees to a
cavern in the tower of Ciclinius, who guards her
from danger. WTiile she is there, unknown to

Mars, he raves about the universe, making com-
plaint for his lost love. The complaint of Venus
is hardly an answer to his complaint, but rather

a regret that even the best of men are liable to

jealousy.

COMPLAINT OF PITY, The. "How Pitie

is dead and buried in a gentle Herte;" a poem
by Chaucer (13fi7).

COMPLAINT TO HIS PT7KSE. A short

serio-c(jmic poem of twenty-one lines by Chaucer:
in which, at tlie end of each stanza, he entreats

his empty purse to "Be heavy againe. or els

mote I die." The poem was sent as an appeal to

King Henry IV., and resulted in an increase of

the poet's pension. It was, by some, attributed

to Occlev(!.

COMPLEAT ANGLER, The. A famous
work on angling, by Izaak Walton (16t53). It is

written in a pleasing style: parts being in the

form of conversations between Piscator, Vena-
tor, and Viator—a fisherman, a huntsman, and
a pedestrian—interspersed with a few quaint
old songs.

COMPLEMENT (Lat. cnmplementuni, that

which fills up. from romplrrr. to fill up. from

com-, together 4" plere, to fill; connected with

Gk. m/tK\6vat, pimplanai, Skt. pHr, par, to fill.
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Lith, pilnas, UChurch Sluv. plQnH, Olr. Ion, full, then white light is productd. This can be ac-
Cioth. fulls, UIKji. ful, foil, (Jer. voll, AS., Eng. eoiiiplished k'st, perhapH, with the Maxwell color
full). In niatiieinatics, that which com- disk where a disk of cardboard composed of
pletes a given magnitude or increases it segments of complementary colors is rapidly
to the value of a fixed magnitude. In rotated. The impressions o*f tiie two colors fol
angular measure it signifies the angle which, low each otlur so rapidly that the sensations are
added to a given angle, produces 90°; e.g. 30° blended, and if the colors arc used in the right
in the complement of 00", 1° is the complement proportions we have a gray tint produced, as the
of 89°, 45° is the compleinent of 45°, 100° of luminosity of the two coh)rs either singly or— 10°, and 0° of 90°. Such pairs are called jointly is not so great as that of a white surface
complementary angles. The arithmetic comple- with which it would be compare<l. Complemen-
ment of an integer is the diirerence between the tary colors vary with the light by which they are
integer and the next higher power of 10; e.g. viewed, and are different when seen by gaslight
40 is the arithmetic complement of 00, 1 is the from what they are in the daytime. The explana-
aritlimetic complement of 99, .375 of 025, and tion is to be found in Young's theory, where the
7 of 3. The complement logarithm, or 'cologa- color-s<'nsation is considered to be furnished bv
rithm' of a number, is the logarithm of the three groups of nerves corresponding to the retl,

reciprocal of the number, or the complement of green, and violet-blue waves. Jf all of these
the logarithm (of the given number) less 10. nerves are stimulated together, the sensation pro-
See LoGAKiTiiM. duced is that of white light. Consequently, a

If through any point on the diagonal of a certain red acts on tiie red nerves while its
parallelogram lines are drawn i)arallel to the corresponding complementarv color, green-blue,
sides, four parallelograms are formed. The two would stimulate the other sets of nerves, and the
of these that are not bisected by the given result of all acting together would be the sensa-
diagonal are called complements of the given tion of white light. P'or a thorough discussion of
parallelogram. this subject, whicli may »»e appreciated by the
COMPLEMENT. In music, the interval genenil reader as Mell as the student of ])liysics,

which must be added to any given interval to consult Rood, Modern Chromalicn, a new edition

complete the octave; for example, a fourth is the of whicli was published (New York. 1899) under
complement of a fifth, a third is that of a sixth, the title of A Text-Book of Color. See Visx'al
etc. Sensation.

COMPLEMENT. In nautical language, all COMPLEXION (OF.. Fr. complcxio, from
]>ersons desij^ied to be on board a ship for the Lat. (-(/iniilcrio. coinbination, from cotnplecti, to
purposes of navigating or fighting her, or to entwine, from com-, together + plectere, to
enable her to carry on the service for whicli she weave). The color of the skin, existing in the
is intended. The complement includes the offi- epidermis and dependent upon certain ])igment-

cers and crew ; but the latter terms apply to the cells. Those persons most exposed to the weather
persons actually on board, while the former and least under the influence of civilization are
applies to all who should be on board if there usually of the darkest color. Light hair* is

are no vacancies. the usual accompaniment of white and thin

COMPLEMENTARY COLORS. Colors which. «kin : while dark hair and dark complexions

when combined, produce white light. Examples ccmmonly go together. There does not appear

of pairs of such colors are given in the follow- ^o be any anatomical difTerence in the skms of

ing table: l>ersons of light and dark complexions; the dif-

Hg^ Green-blue ^^rences are the result of temperatun'. climate,

OranKeV.V.V.........V...V.V......V...V................^^ and exposure. The more decided difTcrences in
Yellow Ultramarine blue skin-color which mav be called racial—the white

G!^n'!'.'!.'!.^"°!;::.:.:.:::.3^^^^^^^^
of the Caucasian, tl/e brown or olive of the Mon-

,„v 1 u V J ,., -,1 golian, the vellow or tawnv of the ^falavan, the
These colors mav be observed readilv with a " , , ,. .• . , i iu" 1 1 i / ^i ' \* •

, , . • , 1 • I i-'i,i f red of the Amerind, and the black of the African
simple polanscope, where polarized light from i » ^ i- i.i i i -iu

XT- i> • / > r 11 • r 1 and Australian—are apparently connected with
a Nicols prism (q.v. ) falls upon a prism of calc- , ^ i i • i • n \.11 . ^ 1 • 1 I • 4 t i.u J ui deep-seated plivsiolomc processes as well as he-
spar and glass, in which by virtue of the doubly j!, ' •' .i

"^
' j- j i v «

*^x i- t A\ ' ^ I T, ,.- reditarv causes; thev are discussed elsewhere,
refracting power of the calc-spar (see Light, '

^j •

paragraph DouUe Refraction) there is furnished ^^ NOMATOLor.-k

.

a double image of the aperture through which COMPLEX NUMBER. The steps in the

the polarized light from the Nicol passes. If a growth of the number system of algebra may eas-

strip of selenite be interposed between the polar- il.v be illustrated by the roots of equations, thus:

izing prism and the crystal, the two images re- The solution of the equation oc— 3=^0 is 3

ferred to will be different in color, one shade a positive integer which may be represented

being complementary to the other. These strips graphically on a straight line. The solution of

of selenite may be of various thicknesses, and the equation lix— 2 :t= is %. a fraction whicli

will thus produce various colors. This follows may also be represented graphically on a straight

from the well-known principle that, when plane- ]j„p ^^^ solution of .r*— 2 = is V''2, a surd
polarized light is transmitted through a thin vvhich may be represented bv the diagonal of a
plate of a 'doubly refracting medium, the ordinary pq„are whose side is 1. The solution of ic + 2 =
and extraordinary' rays when examined with a o j., _2 a negative number, which may rep-
doubly refracting analyzer will give images resented on a st'raicht line in the opposite' direc-
brightly colored, which where they overlap are !;,,„ f^om that of the positive number. But the
white, showing that the two colors are comple- solution of
mentary. If two complementary colors are com- * -i_ o n '

-i- t/mg or -t- i/2^ l/—

1

bined—and it must be remembered that the colors «-rJ IJ18_ _
^

themselves, not the pigments, are here meant

—

called an imaginary number. The symbol v— 1
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is commonly called the imaginary unit, and is

represented by i. All numbers containing the

factor I are called imaginary numbers, as op-

posed to real numbers; e.g.

=b i, ± 2», ±3t, ± f i, ± Va". i

are imaginaries. The algebraic sum of a real

number and an imaginary is called a complex
number; e.g. 1 + j 2 — 4i, and in general

a + bi. A complex variable is -generally ex-

pressed by ar + yi, in which x and y are real

Y

variables. Complex numbers are represented

graphically in a plane. In the figure the real

numbers are laid off on the axis XX' in the

usual way, and the coelFicients of i on the axis

YY'. The points in the plane corresponding to

tliese coiirdinates represent the complex numbers.
Tnus, Pi on the axis represents the real number 2,

Pj represents the complex number 3 + 2j, P3 repre-

sents .3(, and P^ represents — 1 — 3i. Any point

and the origin uniquely determine a line-segment,

or vector, called the modulus of the complex num-
ber, and this may also be taken to represent the

number. In the figure, the moduli are OP,. OP..

OP,, OP,. In general, the modulus of a com-

l)iex number a + hi is the diagonal of a rec-

tangle of sides a and h ; hence its absolute

value is |/a' -j- b^. Thus, the modulus of

3 j^2i (OPj in the figure) is i/9'+~i or

V 13. The convent i(m as to the direction of t

is a reasonable one; for since multiplying -+- 1

by — 1 revolves it through 180° to the position— 1, therefore its multiplication by one of the

two equal factors of — 1, viz. 1/ — 1, may be
interpreted as revolving it through 90°. There
are other sufTicient reascms for this convention,
which will be evident to one who studies the
subject. The complex number is a directed mag-
nitude: that is. it has both ext<>nsion and direc-

tion in its plane. This is best understood by
considering n -f- bi in the form r(costf + *

sin 0), in which r is the modulus y^«' + ft',

and 6 is the amplitude. In the figure, cos ff ^
a b

( See Trigonometby. )

Two complex nunilnTs wliicli differ only in the
sign of the imaginary part are called conjugates;
e.g. 2 + 3i and 2 — 3i, or. in general, a + bi

and o

—

bi. Complex numbers are subject to

the associative, commutative, and distributive

laws, and, when combined by the fundamental
operations of algebra, yield rto number not

already defined. For x -\- yi represents real

numbers when y = 0. imaginaries when a? := 0.

and complex numbers when x, y are real and
not zero. Hence, x + yi becomes a convenient
form for representing general numbers; and
instead of saying that every equation has a root,

which may l)e real, imaginary, or complex, we
may say that every equation has a root x -f yi.

If, in plotting the successive moduli of a sum.
the second modulus is drawn from the end of

the first, the third from the end of the second,

and so on. the result is a broken line which may
be closed bv connecting the last point with the

origin. This vector is called the sum. Since no
side of a polygon is greater than the sum of

the remaining sides, the modulus of the sum of

any numljcr of complex niunbers is not greater

than the sum of their moduli. This is expressed

symbolically thus:

|Nn|<|N.| + |N,I+....|Xn-J

Multiplying r (cos^ -f- imxd) by r'(costf' + 1

sin^') and applying the formulas for tlie func-

tions of the sum of two angles (see Trigonom-
etry), the product is rr'[cos(tf -j_ d') + » sin

id _|_ ff)^. Hence, the product of the moduli of

two complex numbers is the modulus of their

product, and the sum of the amplitudes is the

amplitude of the product. Similarly for n com-
plex numbers. For brevity, let rcis^= r(costf

+ i sintf), then r, cis ^, • rocistf, •
. . rncis ^n = rj-

rj • • . . rncis(e. +^2-f . . . ^n). This is known
as De Moivre's theorem. If each of the above num-
bers equals the first, (riCistf,) n= rincis n^, or

the jith power of the complex number. The
r,

quotient of r.cis^, by /-jcis^. — — cis(0,

—

dj)

.

V a' + 6' l/a' -I- 6

This method of representing the complex num-
ber as a directed magnitude in a plane was at
one time thought to be due to Argand, and hence
the figure is often called Argand's diagram.

and y'/-, cis^/^ := y' Ji • cis — ^.

By observing the changes in the modulus and
amplitiule, the results of any of these operations

may be represented graphically. The variation

of a function of a complex variable, x + yi, due
to the variation of x and ;/, is very important
in the theory of equations and functions. Thus
the fundamental proposition that every equation

has a root is a consequence of Cauchy's theorem
which asserts that the number of roots of any
equation comprised within a given plane area

is obtained by dividing by 2 tt the total variation

of the amplitude of the function corresponding
to the complete description, by the complex vari-

able, of the perimeter of the area.

The first appearance of the imaginary is found
in the Hiereomctria of Hero of Alexandria (third

century n.r. ). Diophantus (supposed to have
flourished in the foiirth century A.n.) met these

numbers in his algebraic work, but failed to give

an explanation. Bhaskara (A.n. 1114) recognizes

the imaginary, but pronounces the roots involv-

ing v'— 1 to be impossible. Cardan (154.'>).

in his Ars Mafjna. was the first mathematician
who had the courage to use the square roots of

negative numbers in computation. Bombelli.

Girard, and Descartes (q.v.) formulated rules
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for the use of such quantities as a-\-bV— 1,

hut founded no theory. Wallis (1085) made
the first attempt to pive a geometric interpreta-

tion. Euler (1770) still rej»arded these quanti-

ties impossible. Thus it was reserved for Casper
Wessel (1797), a Norwegian surveyor, to invent

a graphic treatment of complex nunil)ers. His
method is contained in a memoir, presented to

the Royal Academy of Science an(l Letters of

Denmark, entitled On the Anah/tic Representa-
tion of Direction. For the early development of

the subject, however, credit must be given to

Argand. Gaiiss. Servois, and others, since VVes-

sel's article (published in 1709 by the Royal
Academy of IX'nmark) did not appear in French
until 1897, one hundred years alter its presen-

tation. Gauss did much to establish the under-
lying principles. Argand's memoir (1800), un-
questionably an original and independent pro-

duction, supplied the graphic theory that lay

neglected in the work of Wessel. Francois, Ser-

vois, Gergonne, and Caucliy did much to correct

the errors of their predecessors and to generalize

the theory of directed lines.

Complex number, being the most general type
of algebraic nimiber, has come to occupy the
place of highest importance in modern analysis.

It has led in recent times to the establishment
of the theory of functions (q.v. ) and quaternions
(q.v. ). Consult: Beman, "A Chapter in the His-

tory of Mathematics," in the Proceedings of the

American Association for the Advancement of
Hctence (Salem, 1897) ; Cauchy, Cours d'analyse
(Paris, 1821) ; Warren, A Treatise on the Geo-
metric Representation of the Square Roots of
Negative Quantities (Cambridge, 1827) ; Chrys-
tal, Algebra, part i. (Edinburgh, 1889) ; Hankel,
Vorlesttngen iibcr die complexen Zahlen (I^ip-

zig, 1867) ; Dur^gc, Theoric dcr Functionen
ciner complexen I'eranderlichen Grosse (Leip-

zig, 1873), trans, by Fisher and Schwatt as Ele-

ments of the Throni of Functions of a Complex
Variable (Philadelphia. 1890).

COMPLTT'VIUM. See Atrium; Impluvium.

COMPOlrti, k6m-p(/nft (Fr., composed), or

GoBOXY. In heraldrA', a term describing a field

or charge bearing a row of small squares, con-

sisting of alternate metals and colors.

COMPOSITiE, krmi-poz'I-t^ (Lat. nom. pi.,

from canipositus, p.p. of componcre, to put to-

gether, from com-, together + ponere, to put,

from po-, Gk. airS, apo, oflf -f- sinere, to allow).
An order of dicotyledonous plants, variously
called the comjxjsite family, aster family, sun-

flower family, and sometimes divided and known
as the chicory and thistle families, embracing
nearly 1(X)0 genera and more than 11,000 species,

making it the largest family of flowering plants.

Although a large order, the flowers of the Com-
positse are so characteristic and distinctive as

not to be confused with those of any other order,

the only ones bearing even a superficial resem-
blance being Dipsacese, represented with us by
the teasel.

The flowers of the order Compositae are rather
small and are groui)ed together upon a common
receptacle, surrounded by bracts which form a
leafy or scaly involucre, so as to give the ap-
pearance of a single flower. The common term
'flower' is applied to the aggregation instead of

to the individuals making iip the so-called 'head.'

The flowers, or florets, as they are usually

known, are often of two kinds, those of the cen-
tral part btang called disk florets, and those of
the circumference ray florets. These often differ

in size, shape, and color, and the disk tlorets are
usually fertile, while those of the ray are often
sterile, or at least without stamens. The calyx
is united with the ovary, and its divisions crown
the ovary with awns, teeth, bristles, etc., all of

which are called the pappus (q.v.) ; or the pap-
pus may be wholly wanting. The corolla is

situated above the ovary, and is united into a
tube (tubular), or may be strap-shaped (ligu-

late), both forms commonly occurring in the
same flower, the tubular florets composing the
disk, and the ligulate florets the rays of the
'flower.' The corolla may be, and usually is, di-

vided at its summit into five teeth or lobes.

The stamens are usually five in number, and are
inserted upon the corolla, and are united together
by their anthers into a tube around the single

style, which is two-cleft at its summit. The
ovary is one-celled and one-ovuled, the ovules
ripening into a dry fruit called an akene or
achene (q.v.). Growing among the flowers

are often foimd numerous bracts which are
spoken of as chafT or palea^. When these are not
present, the receptacle is said to be naked. The
form of the receptacle may vary from flat, con-

\'ex, conical, or, in some cases, elongated to the
length of an inch or more. The form of the
corolla, shape of the receptacle, presence and
nature of the ch.Tff, are all important characters
in the classification of the meml)crs of this order.

The plants are herbaceous, shrubby, or even
trees, and are found in nearly all parts of the
world where plant life exists to any extent, and
they frequent almost every condition of soil and
surroundings. The tree forms are confined to

the tropics, many of the shrubby species occur
in hot, dry regions, while the herbaceous species

prevail in temperate climates, extending well

within the colder zones. In general the leaves

are alternate and withoiit stipules, but are some-
times opposite or whorled ; or they may all be
radical, as in the dandelion, etc. Numerous sys-

tems of classification have been proposed from
time to time, that of IToffmann (with some modi-
fication) being the one most current at present.

Hoffmann divides the order into two suborders

—

Tubulif1or(e, in which the disk florets are never
ligulate, and Liguliflorce, in which all the florets

are ligulate. The plants of the first subdivision

do not bear any latex in their .stems, while tho.se

of the second are conspicuous on account of the
milky or reddish-colored juice which they exude
wlien injured. The first subor<ler is by far the
largest in number of species. The two great di-

visions are again subdivided into thirteen tribes,

as follows: TrnuLiFLOR^K : (1) Vernoniece, rep-

resented by the genus Vemonia
; (2) Eupatoriece,

embracing Ageratum, Eupatorium, and Mikania;
(3) Asterccp, the principal genera of which are
Aster, Solidago, Erigeron, Bellis, Baccharis, etc.;

(4) Tnulece, which contains among its prominent
representatives the genera Pluchea, Filago, An-
tennaria. Gnaphalium. Inula. Helichrysum, etc.;

(5) TIelinnthea;, represented in our flora by
Helianthus, Silphium, Iva, Ambrosia, Rudbeckia,
Echinacea, Coreopsis, Bidens, Xanthium, Zinnia,

Dahlia, etc.; (0) Heleniece, with Aetinella, He-
lenium, Tagetes, Gaillardia, Dysodia, etc.; (7)
Anthcmidew, which embraces Achillea, Anthemis,
Matricaria, Chry.santhemum, Tanacetum, Arte-
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misia; (8) SenecionecE, represented by Senecio,

i'etasites. Arnica, Cacalia ; (9) Calendulaceoe,

typified by Calendula; (10) Arctotidew, repre-

sented by Arctotis, an African and Australian
^enus; (II) Vynurccc, which embraces the genera
Articuni, Carduus, Cnicus, Cynara, Onopordon,
Ccnlaurea, etc. (12) 3/u<JSJea.v not found in the

Inited States, but represented elsewhere by
Mutisia, Gerbera, etc.; and Ligulxflore^, with

(13) Cichoriccc, represented by Cichoriuni, Tra-

uopogon, Picris, Hieraceum, Leontodon, Taraxa-
cum, Lactuca, Sonchus, Chondrilla, etc. When
the large number of species of this family are

oonsidert^d, a small proportion only, aside from
those cultivated for their flowers or foliage, are

found to be of economic importance. Among the

most important may be mentioned chicory, dan-

delion, lettuce, salsify, artichokes (both globe

and Jerusalem), sunflowers, tansy, chamomile,
etc. Many are grown for their flowers. When
cultivated the disk flowers are often changed in

"form, and the flowers are then said to be doubled,

as in the case of dahlias, zinnias, asters, chry-

santhemimis, coreopsis, etc. Medicinal proper-

ties are claimed for many, as arnica, worm-
wood, elecampane, artemisia, coltsfoot, tussilago,

blessed thistle, etc. The seeds of a niunber con-

tain oil that is of importance, as the sunflower,

madia, etc.

The plants of this order exhibit a number of

interesting adaptations in their natural history.

The Composita? are generally considered as the

highest expression of development in the plant

world, and they exhibit a number of modifica-

tions by which they have become the most nu-

merous and aggressive of all plants. In many
genera the gradations between species are so con-

fusing as to make their proper classification well-

nigh impossible. The distribution of the fruit has
been broiigiit about by many special modifica-

tions. In the dandelion, thistle, and others, the

calyx develops, after the fertilization of the

flower, into a plumose pappus by which the fruits

are scattered by the winds. In the tickseed and
bur-marigold the achenes are crowned with sev-

eral barbed awns that catch in the hairs of ani-

mals and the clothing of man, aiding materially

in their wide dissemination. In the burdock and
cockle-bur the involucre is furnished with curved
liooks which serve to aid in the dispersal of these

plants. Other seeds, such as those of the ^ladia,

Ihe tarsveeds, are covered, especially upon their

involucres, with a very thick adhesrx'e exudation
Ihat adheres to anything with which the seeds

come in contact, and these are carried away often

to great distances.

The means devised for the fertilization of the

flowers is admirably adapted to secure numerous
l)rogeny. The flowers l)eing small and crowded
together, several can take advantage of the visit

of a single insect laden with pollen. Some are

wind-pollenized. their close position aiding in it.

The mechanism of the individual flower for pol-

lination is curiously perfect. When the flower

opens, the style, with its stigmatic surfac«'s close-

ly pressed together, forces its way out through
the stamen-tube, carrv'ing the pollen out where
it can come in contact with insect visitors or be
blowTi away bv the wind. At this time the flower

is not ready for its own fertilization. When re-

ceptive, the style has protru<led from the tube
and the .stigmas separate, curving backward. If

they do not receive pollen from another flower

to thus secure the desired cross-fertilization,

they continue to curl backward until they come
in contact with the pollen, some of which still

remains upon their own style, and they thus be-

come self-fertilized. In this way the setting of

seed is assured to every flower. In conclusion,

the remarkable success of this order may be at-

tributed to a number of factors, such as the
massing of the flowers, resulting in greater con-

spicuousness, to attract insect visitors, one visit-

or fertilizing many flowers ; a simple floral mech-
anism to protect and distribute the pollen, and
the special devices described above to secure the
dispersal of the seeds. See articles on various
members of the order.

COMPOSITE NTJMBEBS. See Pbimes.

COMPOSITE ORDER. See Column.
COMPOSITE SHIPS. Ships built with iron

or steel frames and wooden planking. In some
cases the framing is stiffened by keel-plates,

stringers, deck-plates, longitudinals, etc. The
planking is bolted to the frames, and sometimes
additionally pinned edgewise to the planks on
each side. It is almost invariably sheathed with
copper as a protection against fouling—indeed,

it is chiefly to provide against fouling that ships

are composite built. See Shipbuilding.

COMPOSITION (from OF., Fr. composition,
from Lat. compositio, connection, from compo-
nere, to put together). In painting, that ordered
arrangement of light and shade, of color and
line, which shall directly impress the beholder
with the thought and idea the artist wishes to

express. The most important requisite of com-
position is unity. Every object nmst form a
harmonious part of the whole, and be in distinct

relation to the rest of the picture. As ^lillet

said: "A work should l)e all of a piece, and
people and things should be there for an end.*"

\Miatever their color or shape, all objects in the

picture should be seen under like conditions of

light, shade, and atmosphere. There .should he

some object or objects of special interest, to

which the remainder of the picture should l)e

strictly subordinated.

The subject treated and the individuality of

the artist usually determine the composition of

a picture. There are, however, some generally

accepted maxims in regsird to linear composition
which should be mentioned. The perjiendicular

line is one of dignity and ^severity, and its pre-

dominance in a picture produces a simple,

majestic effect (e.g. the early Italian portraits). ,

The predominance of the horizontal line produces

an efl"ect of repose or solemnity, as is seen

in the composition of most landscapes. The
flowing or waving line is the line of beauty and
grace, and it is for this rea.son that the drawing
of the human figure is iesteemed so important.

There have been many theories of composition,

more or less arbitrary. The Italians generally

use the pyramidal composition, in which the

Madonna forms the apex of the pyramid, with a
balanced group of standing or kneeling saints

on either side. As art advaticed, they also used

the oval composition, in which the figures form a
circle on the canvas (e.g. Raphael's "Madonna
della Sedia"). the arch (Correggio's "Corona-
tion of the Virgin"), the diamond shape (Sistine

Madonna), and others. In landscape the themes
of composition were even more ntimerous. In
modern composition there is greater freedom,
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the artist following liis own inciinuiion. Xever-
tliek'nii, he u>>ually leans uj>un some well-eutab-

lished principleH, although he may nut l>e c-on-

scions uf them, since analysis is tlie work of the
critic rather than of tiie artist. Millet is an
excellent example of a free and original method
of comjMjsitiou in tiie modern si-nse. Consult:
Van Dyke, J. C, Art for Art's Hake ( Xew York,
1901); Blanc, (Iraminairc dcs arts de desain

(Paris, 1882) ; Uurnett, Practical Treatise on
Pniutifuj (Tx)ndon, 1S80).

COMPOSITION AND BESOLUTION OF
FORCES AND MOTIONS. See Mkcua.mcs.

COMPOSITION WITH CBEDITOBS. In
law, an arran.i.'«'inent made by a failing debtor
with several or all of his creditors, by which they

accept the payment of a j)crcentage of their

claims in full satisfaction and discharge of the

whole. An agreement between a debtor and a
single creditor that the latter will discharge

the former from all liability upon the former's

payment of a part of the debt is void by common
law, because, it i;^ said, this payment is no con-

sideration for the creditor's promise to relinquish

the balance of tlie debt, being only a payment
of what the debtor already owed and was legally

bound to pay. An agieement between a debtor

and several or all of his creditors possesses an
additional element. Such an agreement is bind-

ing upon all, it is said, because each creditor

promises to release the balance of his claim,

over and above the percentage paid to him, in

consideration of such payment and also in con-

sideration of the promises of other creditors to

do likewise. It is held to be the substitution of

a new agreement with different parties for an old

debt. If any of the creditors entering into such

a composition agreement stipulates secretly with
the debtor for a preference to himself, his stipu-

lation is void. Bankruptcy statutes often pro-

vide for and regulate composition proceedings

between the bankrupt and his creditor. See

Bankruptcy; Contract.

COMPOST (OF. composte, It. composta, Por-

tug. composta, mi.xture, from Lat. componere,

to put together). A mixture of fertilizing ma-
terials which has been subjected to fermentation.

Composts are usually prepared by mixing animal
manures or other readily putrescible substances

with peat (q.v.), .straw, leaves, road-scrapings,

mud. loam, etc., Avith a view to causing

fermentation and chemical changes, which will

render these substances more active as fer-

tilizers than they were in their original con-

dition. Similar results are sometimes brought
about by the use of ashes, lime, marl (qq.v.),

alkali salts, etc. Frequently also preservative

substances, such as gypsum, kainit, super-

phosphate (qq.v), etc., are added to prevent

the loss of ammonia or of nitrogen in the free

state, which is likely to occur during fermen-

tation. Composting is thus not only a means
of rendering the constituents of various

more or less inert materials more available as

plant food, but also of preventing loss of the

most valuable constituent of manures, viz. nitro-

gen. A compost which was formerly quite popii-

lar consists of alternate layers of barnyard
manure, 1 part, and peat. 1-5 parts, the pro-

portion of the latter depending unon the fermen-

tative power of the manure. In this mixture
the peat prevents the loss of ammonia and the

valuable manure liquids, and the manure sets up
a fermentation in the pe»it which gi-eatly in-

creases the availability of the inert nitrogen
in which this mat(>rial is comjtaratively rich.

When lime, ashes, or lime and salt mixtures are
substituted for manure in the peat compost, the
alkaline character of these substances promotes
the decomposition of the jH'at in much the same
way as the manure, in case of the lime and
salt mixture the reaction between the lime and
the salt (NaCl) results in the formation of

caustic soda (NaOH), which is especially active
in bringing about decomposition of the peat. A
recommended formula for this compost is 50
cords of peat, 100 bushels of lime, and 17

bushels of salt. Make a brine of the salt and
slake the lime in it to a fine drj' powder, using
about one bushel of salt to six of lime, sprea«l

the slaked lime, while still hot, over the peat,

which should be in layers about six inches thick.

Continue the alternate layers of peat and lime
until the heap is four to five feet high. By
substituting muriate of potash for salt in the
above mixture the same result is accomplished
and at the same time a valuable fertilizing con-

stituent, potash, is added to the manure. The
fermenting compost heap has been utilized for

the reduction of bones (q.v.) and ground mine-
ral phosphates; and meat, fish, slaughU'r-house
refuse, etc., are sometimes incorpoiated in it,

but composts containing any consideral)le amount
of the latter substances are likely to be very
offensive. Moreover, these materials are less

benefited by the process than more inert sub-

stances. Composting is an eflective means of

'killing,* i.e. destroying the germinating power
r)f cottonseed intended for use as a fertilizer.

Innumerable formulas for composts have been

proposed, some of which have attained consider-

able celebrity. Among these may be mentioned,

in addition to the peat composts referred to

above, Ftirman's formula for cotton, which is as

follows: Barnyard manure, 750 pounds; cotton-

seed, 750 pounds; acid phosphate. 367 pounds;
kainit, 133 pounds. The plan of composting
these materials, which well illustrates the

methods of composting in general, is briefly as

follows: Put down on an impcnious dirt fioor

first a layer of manure, then of cottonseed, and

lastly of acid phosphate, in the proportions

given, distributing the kainit throughout the

different layers. Repeat the layers to any de-

sired extent and cover the heap with absorbent

earth. The heap should be kept moderately moist,

and if made in the autumn should stand until

spring, when it is dug down, mixed, and applied.

Although composting furnishes a valuable means
of converting waste materials of the farm into

more active and better-balanced fertilizers, the

labor involved is so great as to render the prac-

tice of doubtful economy for general agricultural

purposes, especially since the general introduc-

tion of the nwre concentrated and active commer-

cial fertilizers. (See Manures: Manuring.)
("omposts have been recomrhended especially for

use on grass lands and on stiff soils, or on those

deficient in humus. They find their greatest use-

fulness, however, in horticultural operations

—

for plant-beds, potting, and for use on vines,

fruits, etc., which might be injured by more con-

centrated fertilizers. Perennial plants, or those

havinff long periods of growth, will utilize the

fertilizing matter of compo.sts to the best ad-
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vantage. Composts are not so well suited to the

forcinjj of quick-growing crops as commercial
fertilizers. For specific directions for preparing

different kinds of composts, consult : Dana,
Muck Manual for Farmers (4th ed.. New York,

1858) ; Storer, Agriculture in Some of its Re-

lations with Chemistry (7th ed.. New York,

1897) : Johnson, Peat and its Uses as Fertilizer

and Fuel (New York, 18G6) ; Sempers, Manures:
How to Make and How to Use Them (Philadel-

phia, 1893).

COM'POSTELliA, Ordeb of Saint James
OK, or Okdkk of Sai.nt James of the Swobd.
An order of knighthotid in Spain. To defend the

multitude of pilgrims that thronged to the shrine

of Saint James at Compostella (Santiago), in

Galicia, Spain, from the Moors, thirteen noble-

men formed themselves into a military Order,

under the auspices of the Pope, in 1175. With
time the Order rose to immense power and
wealth. It fought valorously in all the Moorish
wars, and exercised great political influence.

But its rich towns and abbeys tempted Ferdi-

nand and Isal)ella. who took possession of its

proj)erty in 1403 and held it until 1522, when a

Papal bull vested the permanent grand-master-
sliip in the Crown.

COMPOUND, CiiEMiCAi.. See Chemistby.

COMPOUND ANIMALS. Such animals as

are made up of a luiniber of morphological units,

called iicrsons, which are organically connected
throughout life. The connection results from a
budiling process, in which the buds never become
separated from the parent stock. Compound
animals are found among protozoans, sponges,

( <elenterates, certain flatworms (planarians and
tapeworms), brj'ozoans, .some annelids (Syllis),

and timicates. The degree of connection varies.

W hen it is loose the complex is called a stock

;

when close a corm, as in sponges. Most com-
pound animals are sessile, but the siphonophores,

flatworms, and some tunicates swim free. The
opposite of this term is 'simple animals.'

COMPOUND COMMON TIME. See Time.

COMPOUND FRACTURE. A fracture of

a bone acc<)nipanied by a wound which opens
from the surface of the body to the break in the
l)one. Infection of the bone being thus rendered
[xtssible, a compound fracture is more serious

than a simple fracture. See Fractube.

COMPOUNDING OF FELONY. The offense

of talking value for forbearing to prosecute a
tclony. This offense is punishable with fine and
imprisonment. Compounding of informations
upon penal statutes, and compounding of mis-

demeanors, are also illegal, and are ])unishable

in a lighter degree. In Great Britain the com-
pounding ftf misdemeanors is permitted in some
oases with the leave of the court, especially in

the case of a misdemeanor affecting private 'and
not public) rights. Accepting a promissor} <te

signed by a party guilty of larceny, as a consider-

ation for not pnisecuting. is enough to constitute

the offense; but the mere retaking of stolen

'_'f)ods by the owner is not an offense, unless it is

agreed that the thief is not to be prosecuted. A
note or other obligation given in consideration
of stopping a criminal prosecution or an agree-

ment not to prosecute is void. See Criminal
Law, and con-suit the authorities referre<l to

there.

COMPOUND INTEREST. See Interest.

COMPOUND MICROSCOPE. See MiCB»-
SCOPE; Light.

COMPOUND TRIPLE TIME. See Time.

COM'PRADOR' (Sp., Port., purchaser). In
China, Japan, and the Philippines, a man wh*
contracts for tlie supply of provisions to ships.

COMPRESSED AIR. See Poweb Tbans-
MissiON; AiB Compkessob; Compressed-Aib
Engine; Compressed-Aib Locomoti\'E; Pneu-
matic TooL.s; Pnei'matic Dispatch.

COMPRESSED-AIR ENGINE. An engine
using as a motor fluid air to which a degree
of energy has been imparted by compression by
mechanical means. When atmospheric air is

compressed in an air compressor (see Aib Com-
pressor) energy is stored in it which is avail-

able for work in a piston motor just as in the
energy stored in steam. Any form of engine
which will operate with steam as a motive fluid

will also operate with compressed air as a motor
fluid, that is, a steam-engine will become a com-
pressed-air engine simply by disconnecting the
steam boiler and substituting a receiver or
reservoir of compressed air. Compressed air is.

however, employed to replace steam only under
those conditions in which it is necessary to

transmit the motor fluid to motors located at
scattered points some distances from the source
of supply. The reason for this is that while
it is not possible to convey steam through pipes
or to carry it in inclosed vessels for long dis-

tiinces without a great loss of energy due to
condensation, it is practicable to do this with
compressed air, with a comparatively small loss

of energy if the air be heated before it is de-

livered to the motors at the end of its journev.
Hence, compressed-air engines are practically

always motors of special forms for performing
special operations, and are usually of small size.

For descriptions of the various special forms of

compressed - air engines in common use. see

Drills: Pneimatic Tools; Power Transmis-
sion: Street Railways.

COMPRESSED - AIR LOCOMOTIVE. A
locomotive engine in which air under pressure
takes the place of steam as the propulsive force.

Compressed-air locomotives occupy a rather limit-

ed field of usefulness at present, their chief ap-

plications being street-railway projiulsion on a
limited scale, mine, quarry, and tunnel haulage
and haulage around cane plantations, saw-mills,
cotton-presses and warehouses, textile-works,

and powder-mills, where the risk of fire has to

be carefully avoided. Structurally, a com-
])ressed-air locomotive has the same form of pro-

pelling mechanism as a steam locomotive, but in

place of the boiler there are tanks for holding
compressed air, these tanks being recharged at

inter\als at a stationary air-compressor plant.

A brief description of the use of coinpresse<l-air

locomotives for street-railway propulsion and
for mine haulage will give a fair idea of the
two distinctive classes of these motors.

SxREFrr-RAiLWAY Locomotives. Numerous at-

tempts have lH»en made, in the I'nited States, to
employ compressed-air locomotives for propel-

ling street-railway cars; but. with the exception
of a few short lines operating under special con-
ditions, these attempts have all resulted in com-
mercial failures. Probablv the most extensive
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experiments liave been conducted in New York
City, on some of the railway lines crossing the

city from east to west. In all of these experi-

ments a l(K'omotive ear lias been employed carrj'-

ing the tanks underneath the seats or under tlie

lloor of tlie ear. In Europe the Mekarski sys-

tem of compressed-air street-ear locomotion has

been used apparently with considerable success

in Paris, France, and Ik'rne, Switwrland. A
special feature of the Mekarski system is the

heating of the air, to maintain it at a constant

temiwrature, by passing it through superheated
water at 330" F. The air thus becomes saturated

with steam, which subsequently partly con-

denses, its latent heat being absorlwd by the

expanding air. The i>ressure used at Berne in

the car reservoirs is 440 pounds per square inch.

The engine is constnicted like an ordinary steam
tramway locomotive, and drives two coupled
axles spaced 5.2 feet apart. It has a pair of

outside horizontal cylinders, 5.1 by 8.6 inches:

four coupled wheels, 27% inches in diameter.

The total weight of the car, including compressed
air, is TVj tons. The storage-tanks consist of

ten sheet-iron cylinders with an aggregate capa-

eity of 04 '/j feet of compressed air. The cars

wiil run for four miles without refilling the

reservoirs. On the Paris lines the pressure used
is 547 pounds, and the cars make trips of seven

miles without refilling the reser\'oirs.

^Mining Locomotives. As generally con-

structed, the air for mining locomotives is stored

in one or two steel tanks having a cubic capacity

designed for the length of run, weight of train,

grades, etc. These tanks usually occupy the

space that the boiler does on an ordinary steam-
locomotive. The air from the main tank or

tanks is conducted through copper-pipe connec-

tions to an auxiliary reservoir of suitable diam-
eter. The pressure in this auxiliary tank can be

regulated (usually 150 pounds) anywhere from
30 pounds up to 300 pounds, as required. The
air is reduced and controlled from the main
tank by a reducing-valve and stop-valve, and can
be regulated to anj' pressure at a moment's
notice; when once set, a constant pressure is

maintained in the auxiliary reservoir. The air

is fed to the engine cylinders from the auxiliary

reservoir. Compressed-air locomotives for in-

dustrial uses are built substantially the same
as mining locomotives.

From the preceding it will be seen that the

two types of compressed-air locomotives are, the

compressed-air motor car for street-railway
propulsion and the compressed - air locomotive

proper for mine, plantation, and factory haul-

age. In both forms the prime motive power is

steam, whose energy as it comes from the boiler

is employed first to drive the air compressors;
and, second, as stored in the compressed air, to

propel the car motor or locomotive proper. See

Air Compressors and Compressed-air Engine.

COMPRESSED - AIR TREATMENT. A
term applied to the use of air under pressure for

therapeutic purposes. Tlie treatment is admin-
istered in one of the following two ways: (1) by
causing the patient to enter an air-tight chamber,
in which air is forced under' pressure till the

desired density is obtained: (2) by causing the

patient to enter a cabinet in which he is seated

in such a position as to receive into his mouth
the end of a tube which, passing through the

front of the cabinet, connects the cavitv of his

lungs with the outside atmosphere, while an
ap]>aratuu on the roof of the cabinet is so ar-

ranged as to puni]) air out of the cabinet. In the
air-tight rcwjui, tlie pressure upon all parts of
the patient's body, including the lung-cavity, is

the same. In the cabinet, the pressure within
the lung-cavity is many timc» greater than on
the rest of the botly, thus causing great expan-
sion of the lungs and chest. The latter treatment
relieves colUipse of pulmonary vesicles and con-
solidations, in many ca.ses; the former treatment
is said to cause increased absorption of oxygen
and an improved function of the mucous mem-
brane of tiie respiratory tract. Both methods
of treatment are used in cases of tuberculosis,

and the former also in chronic bronchitis and
asthma, at certain water-cures. See Tubercu-
losis ; Caisson Diseask.

COMPRESSIBILITY (from Lat. compres-
ftus, p.p. of conipritiiert', to compress, from com-,
together + prcmere, to press). That property
of bodies by which they admit of being pressed
into less space than they otherwise occupy. Jt

is measured by the relative change of volume
produced by the application of unit pressure.
The particles composing bodies are in all ca.ses

at greater or less distance from one another;
and whatever brings the particles closer together
diminishes the volume or bulk of the body. This
may l)e effected by various agencies, as, for ex-

ample, by the withdrawal of heat, but the effect

is called compression only when it is caused by
mechanical force, as by pressure or by percus-

sion. All bodies are compressible, but in dif-

ferent degrees. Solids and liquids were at one
time believed to be incompressible; more accu-

rate experiments, however, have proved that this

is not the case ; water, for instance, subjected to

a pressure of 15,000 pounds to the square inch,

loses one-twentieth of its volume. Gases, on
the other hand, are strikingly compressible, and
by means of a common air-pump a very large

amount of air can he forced into the space

of one cubic inch. The variation of the volume
of a gas Avith the pressure is expressed by the

law of Boyle and Mariotte. See Gases;
!Moi.EClI,ES—^Ioi.EClI.AR WEIGHTS.

COMPRESSOR. An instrument used on ship-

board for tem])orarily checking the running of

the anchor-chain. It consists usually of a cur\'ed

arm pivoted at one end and arranged to be swung
across the under side of the chain-pipe through
the deck and grip the chain by pressing it

against the lip of the pipe. The term was also

applied to an attachment to old-type guns for

checking the recoil by squeezing two or more
surfaces together and thus increasing the friction.

COMPRESSOR, AiK. Sec AiR Compres.sor.

COMPROMISE MEASURES OF 1850, or

Omnibi's Bii.i.. a name popularly given to a
series of measures passed by the United States

Congress in 1850, directed to a general settle-

ment of certain questions arising out of the

struggle over slavery. The affirmance of Ameri-
can rights in the Oregon territory, by the Treaty
of 1846 with England, and the acquisition of still

larger territories from Mexico by the Treaty of

Guadalupe-Hidalgo fq.v), made urgent the prob-

lem of providing suitable governments for this

territory, and at the same time made acute the

controversy between North and South over the

securing of acceptable provisions concerning
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slavery iu the atatutes organizing such govern-

uients. One phase of this controversy ended
with President Polk's approval, August 14, 1848,

et a bill providing for the erection of territorial

government in Oregon with a prohibition against

.slavery. With reference to the territory ac-

quired from ^lexico, the problem was compli-

cated by the fact .that Mexico had abolished

slavery in her dominions, by the question

whether the line of the Missouri Compromise
(q.v.) extended to the Pacific, and also by the

question whether Congress might admit into the

Union a State which had not passed through the

Territorial stage of organization. The necessity

of an early decision was emphasized by the sud-

den peopling of much of this territory, incident

to the discovery of gold. Under such circum-

stances Henry Clay offered in the Senate, on
January 29, 1850, a general scheme of adjust-

ment, which provided: that California should be

admitted as a State with no restriction as to

slavery; that Territorial governments should be

created in the other portions of the Mexican
cession without reference to slavery; that trad-

ing within the District of Columbia in slaves

brought there for purpose of sale should be for-

bidden: that there should be a more stringent

fugitive-slave law; and that Texas should re-

lease all claims on New Mexico in return for

the assumption by the National Government of

the old Texan debt. These proposals were at-

tacked both by the Southern friends of slavery

and by the more extreme anti-slavery element at

the North. After several weeks of heated debate,

including the last speech of Mr. Calhoun (q.v.)

and the famous Seventh of March speech of Mr.
Webster (q.v.), the whole matter was referred

to a committee of thirteen, from which commit-
tee, on 3Iay 8, Mr. Clay reported three bills. The
first provided, in addition to details as to the

debt and boundary' of Texas, for the admission
of California with its anti-slavery Constitution,

and for the Territorial organization of Utah and
New Mexico in such form that slavery should be

allowe<l in those Territories. The second bill

provided for a modified fugitive-slave law. The
third bill provided for the abolition of the slave-

trade in the District of Columbia. Three months
even then were occupied with animated and pro-

tracted dis^'ussions, with the result that the

whole scheme of compromise seemed to have
proved a failure, ^fr. Fillmore, however, hav-

ing succeeded to the Presidency upon the death

in July of President Taylor, adopted a policy

more favorable than had his predecessor to the

measures proposed, with the result that prac-

tically the whole of Clay's plan eventually be-

camelaw. although divide<l into several statutes.

The Senate passed the bill for the organization

of Utah on August 1, that concerning Texas on
August 9, that for the admission of California

on August 13, that concerning New Mexico on

August 15. the new fugitive-slave law on August

20, and, finally, the law prohibiting the slave-

trade in the District of Columbia on September

IG. Before the end of Septeml>er, all these bills

had passed the House and had l)een signed bv

the President. The arrangement thus effected

was accepU'd by both parties in the campaign of

1852, in the 'finality' planks of their platforms,

and the slavery question was generally regarded

as settled. The quiet was broken abruptly, how-

ever, and the whole controversy renewed with in-

creased bitterness when Stephen A. Douglas
(q.v.) introduced his bill for the organization,
in 1854, of Kansas and Nebraska, and thus pre-

cipitated the battle anew both on the fields of

Kansas and in the halls of Congress.

In the first volume of Rhodes, History of the
United States frovi the Compromise of 1850
(new ed. New York, 1901), a careful review is

given of all the circumstances connected with
this famous compromise, including sketches of
the chief participants in the debates. A shorter
review of the situation is given in the fifth vol-

ume of Schouler, History of the United States
Under the Constitution (Washington, 1889).
The lives of statesmen of the period should also

be consulted. See Slaveky.

COMPTOM'ETER. See Caixjclatino Ma-
CHIXES.

COMPTON, IIexry (1632-1713). An Angli-
can bishop of Oxford (1674) and of London
(1675). He was bom at Compton Wyngate*!,
and was educated at Oxford. He was the tutor
of the daughters of James II., Mary and Anne,
who through his teachings became attached to

tlie Protestant faith. In 1686, at the instigation

of James, he was suspended by the high court
of ecclesiastical commission from further exer-

cises of episcopal functions, on the alleged

ground of having permitted the preaching of

controversial sermons within his dioceses. This
suspension was reversed in 1688. Compton
steadfastly held to the Protestant faith, and
when William III. was proclaimed. cro\vned him
with his own hands. He presided over the
Upper House of Convocation in 1689, and assist-

ed in the revision of the liturg}-.

COMPTROLLER, or CONTROLLER (OF.
contreroleur, Fr. controleur, from ML. contraro-

tulator, keeper of a check-roll, from contrarotu-
lum, check-roll, from Lat. contra, against, and
rotula, roll, dim. of rota, wheel, connected with
Ir., Gael, roth, Lith. rdtas, OHG. rad, Ger. Rad,
\\hee\, Skt. ratha, chariot). An officer whose
duty it is to keep financial acounts, or to see that
they are properly kept and audited. In the United
States Treasury Department there are the first

and second comptrollers to examine accounts
and sign drafts; and also a comptroller of the
currency, who furnishes circulating notes to
banks. There are also State and municipal
comptrollers in tlie United States whose duties

within their sphere are of the same general na-

ture as those of the Federal officials.

OOMPITLSION. See Coercion; Dubess.

COMPURGATION (Lat. compurgatio, puri-

fication, from compurfiare, to purify, from com-,

together -j- ptircfare, to purge, from purus, pure
+ aqcrc, to perform). An ancient metho<l of

])roof in legal proceedings. It consisted in the

purgation, that is, the purging or clearing, of a
defendant by the sworn oaths of a certain num-
l)er of persons who knew him. The procedure
was singular in this, that the witnesses swore,

not to their knowledge of the fact in issue, but
to their faith in the defendant. The importance
of the practice consists in the fact that it was
a device of primitive law for mitigating the

harshness of ordinary legal procedure. Thus,
if the issue was one that wouhl ordinarily sub-

ject the defendant to trial by battle or the

horrors and uncertainties of the ordeal, he was
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permitted to 'wage his law,' i.e. to give security

to appear and abide by tbe results uf a regular

trial. Under ordinary eircunistanees, the oath
of the defendant, supjwrted by those of his

eleven compurgators, was conclusive and result-

ed in clearing him. The procedure was avail-

able, in many forms of civil suit and in criminal
proceedings, where the accused was on trial for

the Hrst time. Compurgation was employed as

a part of the regular jtrcx-cdure of tlie tM-desi-

astical courts throughout Europe in the Middle
Ages. It existed among the Anglo-Saxons, and
vas in use in the courts of the common law in

England until it was gradually superseded by
the jury system. Though long obsolete, it was
revived in England in an action of debt as late

as 1824. (liing vs. iri7/ja»is, 8 Bam. and
Cress. 5387.) It was not until 1833 that it was
linallv abolished bv act of Parliament (2 and 3

Will.' IV. ch. 42, § 13). It never existed in the

legal procedure of the United States or of the

English Colonies in America. See Jiry; Oath;
Proof; Witness. The procedure is elaborately

discussed by Blackstone, Commentaries on the

Laics of England. See also Inderwick, The
King's Pcaee: A Historical Sketch of English

Late Courts (London, 1805) ; Stephen, History

of the Criminal Law of England (London,

1883) ; Pollock and Maitland, History of English

Law (2d ed. Boston, 1809).

COM'STOCK, Anthony (1844—). An Ameri-
can reformer, born in New Canaan, Conn. He
was educated at high schools in his native

State, and during the Civil War served in tlie

Union Army from 1803 to 1865. Afterwards he

became an active worker in the Young Men's
Christian Association in New York City, and
upon the organization of the Society for the

Suppression of Vice in that city (1873), was ap-

pointed chief special agent. Since that time

he has attained considerable prominence by his

vigorous crusade against .such books, papers,

pictures, and establishments as he considers in-

jurious to the public morals. He has published:

Frauds Exposed (1880); Traps for the Young
(1883); Gambling Outrages (1887); Morals

Versus Art (1887) ; and numerous magazine
articles relating to tlie same class of subjects.

COMSTOCK, Cyrus Ballou (1831—). An
American soldier and military engineer. He was
born in West Wrentham, Mass., graduated at

West Point in 1855, was appointed lieutenant-

engineer, and from 1850 to 1861 was assistant

professor of natural and exix;rimental philosophy

at the Military Academy. On the outbreak of

the Civil War he was assigned to active duty as

first lieutenant of engineers, and for some time

Avas one of the assistant engineers engaged in the

construction of defenses at Washington. He was
assistant to the chief engineer of the Army of

the Potomac from March to June, 1862; was
senior engineer on General Sumner's staflf in

•Tune and July; served as a member of the

engineer battalion in the ^Maryland campaign;
and from November, 1862, to March. 1863, was
chief engineer of the Army of the Potomac. He
was subsequently engaged in the siege of Vicks-

burg, wns chief engineer of the Army of the Ten-
nessee from July to October, 1863; was assistant

inspector-general of the Division of the Missis-

sippi from November. 1863, to March. 1864; and
was senior aide-de-camp to General Grant from

March, 1864, to July, 1800. At the close of the
war lie was brevetted major - general of volun-
ieerti and brigadier-general in tiie Uegular Army,
and from .luly. 1866, to May, 1870, was aide-
de-camp to the (iencral-in-Chief, with the rank
of colonel. Afterwards for several years he was
suiK'rintending engineer of tlie geodetic survey
of the Northern and North western lakes, and
in addition has been erigjigcd as engineer on
many important (Jovernment w<»rks. In 188S
he l>ecame colonel in the engineer corps, and
was retired from active service in 1895. He
has published: Sotea on European Surveys
(1876); Survey of the \orfh western Lakes
(1877); and Primary Triangulation United
States Lake Surrey (1882).

COMSTOCK, Gkorge Cary (1855—). An
American astronomer, born at Madison, Wis.
lie receivetl his education at_ the University of
Michigan and spent several years studying and
practicing law, at the same time studying mathe-
matics and astronomy. In 1881 he was ap-
pointed assistant astronomer at the Washburn
Observatory in the University of Wisconsin. In
1885 he was made professor of mathematics at
the Ohio State University, but in 1887 returned
to the University of Wisconsin as associate di-

rector of the observatory, of which he was after-

wards made head director. Comstock is a mem-
ber of many scientific bodies, including the
National Academy of Sciences. His published
works include: Method of Least Squares, and
Publications of the Washburn Observatory.

COMSTOCK, John Henry (1849—). An
American entomologist, born at Jaynesville,
Wis. He was educated at Cornell University,
where he became first instructor, then assistant
professor, and, in 1882, professor of entomology
and general invertebrate zoologj'. From 1878
to 1881 he was United States entomologist. In
1891 he became non-resident professor of en-
tomologj' at Inland Stanford, Jr., University.
Comstock is one of the most inlluential of Amer-
ican entomologists; his investigations deal with
the morpholoir}'. classification, and economic re-

lations of insects. In this work he has been as-

sisted by his wife, Anna Botsford Comstock, who
is herself an entomologist, and prominent in the
educational movement emanating from Cornell
University toward the general extension of na-
ture study. His important publications include:
Report on Cotton Insects (1879); Annual Re-
port of the Entomologist (1879-81) ; Introduction
to Entomology, part i. (1888); Evolution and
Taxonomy (1893) ; A Manual for the Study of
Insects (with his wife, Anna Botsford Com-
stock. 1895) ; The Wings of Insects (With J. G.
Needham, 1897).

COMSTOCK, John Lee (1789-1858). An
American author of text-books. He was bom at
•Lj'me, Conn., and after a common-school educa-
tion took up the study of medicine. He served as
assistant surgeon in the War of 1812, and at
its close settled in Hartford, where he devoted
himself to writing and the ])reparation of text-

books on the various sciences and history. His
System of Xntural Philosophy (1831) reached
a sale of 900,000 copies, while other popular
works from his pen were an Introduction to

Mineralogy (1832); History of the Precious
Metals (1849) ; and History of the Greek Revo-
lution (1828).
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COMSTOCK, TuEODOKE Bryant (1849-1901).
An Aiiit'iiLiui geologist, born at Cuyahoga Falls,

Ohio. He graduated at tlie Pennsylvania State
College in 18(58, iind at Cornell in 1870, and in

1873 accompanied Capt. VV. A. Jones's Wyoming
and Vellovstone I'ark expedition as geologist.

From 1875 to 1879 he was professor of geology
and paleontologj' at Cornell, where he estab-

lished the department of economic geology. He
acted in 1879-84 as general manager of a mining
company at Silverton, Cal., and from 1884 to

1889 occupied the chair of mining engineering
and physics at tlie University of Illinois. He
was assistant State Geologist of Texas in 1889-

91 ; in tiie latter j'ear founded the Arizona School
of Mines, which he directed until 1895, and from
1893 to 1895 was president of the University of

Arizona. In 188G he was elected secretary of the
geological and geographical section of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science. He published an Outline of General
(Seolofiy (1878) ; Classification of Rocks (1877) ;

and other works.

COMSTOCK LODE. A remarkable compound
fissure vein, rich in gold and silver, located in

Storey County, Nev., on the eastern slope of

Mount Davidson, a northeastern spur of the

Sierras, at a point about 20 miles east of the
California State line. Its discovery in 1859,

when it received the name Washoe, created great
excitement and led to the building up of Virginia
City. The vein is about four miles in length,

and varies in width from zero at the ends to
3000 feet at the middle point. It occupies a
zone of disi)lacemeTit in igneous rocks, chiefly

andesites of Tertiarj' age. The ore, which is of

higii grade, containing both silver and gold in

proportion of three of the former to two of the

latter, octcurs in great pockets known as bonan-
zas, chiefly along the eastern portion of the vein.

Tiie excavations along this fissure vein have been
carried to great depths, approximating 3500 feet,

imtil ojjerations l)ecame difficult through the

inflow of hot water with a temperature of 170° F.

The Sutro Tunnel, with a length of four miles,

wiis driven witli a view to draining this water,

but with only partial success. The richness of

the ore of this lode may be realized from the
value of the product, the total value during the

years 18()0-90 having been $340,000,000; the

greatest output for a single year was $38,000,000
in 1877. Since 1890 the production has declined.

Besides its economic value, the Comstock Lode
is of great interest in other directions. One of

tiie earliest classifications of ignecms rocks (q.v.)

was attempted in connection with the study of

the geologic relations of the ore bodies by Von
Richthofen in 1808; and Van Hise, hidings, and
Becker have at a later period perfected the
modern classification of igneous rocks with aid

of considerable information derived from the

Comstock T>ode and Sutro Tunnel. Also many
important observations have beon made on the
relation between the size of grain and the rate

of, cooling, and upon the rate of development of

crystallizalion in igneous rocks. Again, experi-

ments have here Wvn carried on by Carl Barus
with the object of determining the temperature
variations and electric manifestations in the
deeper workings. For more precise information
on the geologic features and methods of mining
of the Comstock Lode, the reader is referred to

the two following works: Becker, "Geology of the

Comstock Lode and Washoe District," with folio

atlas; being Monograph of the United States
(Jeological Survey, vol. iii. (Washington, 1882) ;

liOrd, "Comstock Alining and Miners," Mono-
graph of the United States Geological Survey,
vol. iv. (Washington, 1883).

COMTE, kOxt, IsiDOBE Augl'ste Mabie Fran-
cois Xavieu (1798-1857). A celebrated French
philosopher, the founder of the positive phi-

losophy, or Positivism (q.v.). He was born at
Montpellier, and educated at the Ecole Poly-
technique in Paris, from which he was e.xpelled

for his part in a protest of students against one
of the instructors. From 1816 he supported
himself by tutorial work. In Paris he met Saint-
Siihon, with whose theories he was at first great-

ly charmed, but from whose influence he broke
away in 1824. In the following year he married
Caroline Massin, but the union was unhappy.
In 1826 he began a course of lectures at his own
house on his system of philosophy, and had
among his hearers such men as Ilumboldt and
Blainville. Excessive work, however, ruined his

health, and after the third lecture he became
insane, was taken to an asylum, and tried to

commit suicide. Thanks to the care of his
mother and Avife, he soon recovered the use of
his faculties, and took up his studies and lec-

tures again. In 1835 he got a position as ex-

aminer for entrance to the Ecole Polytechnique,
which he held for some ten years, after which
he was largely supported by his pupils and ad-
mirers. John Stuart Mill, with whom Comte
had been in correspondence for some time, in-

duced some wealthy English friends, Grote
among them, to advance about $1200 to Comte
in 1845, and Grote sent a small sum to him
afterwards. In 1848 Littrc headed an appeal
for a public subscription for the benefit of

Comte, on the proceeds of which he subsisted

for the remainder of his life. In 1845 he met
Clotilde de Vaux, whose husband was serving

a life sentence, and conceived an extravagant
affection and admiration for her. The relation,

which seems to have been platonic, was broken
by her death a year later, after which Comte had
a second attack of mental alienation. His death
took place on September 5, 1857.

Comte published a number of important
philosophic works, the most famous being
his Cours de philosophic positive (6 vols., 1830-

42), of which a condensed English trans-

lation by Harriet Martineau, approved by the

author, appeared in 1853. Other works were:

Traits Hcmcntaire de g^om^trie analytique

(1843) ; Traitc d'astronomie populaire (1845) ;

Systcme dc politique positive (4 vols., 1851-54;

English translation, London, 1875-77) ; Cat^-

chisme positiviste, oti sommairc exposition dc la

religion unircrselle (1852). Comte's central and
governing doctrine is that the human race, like

the individual, necessarily passes through three

intellectual stages: (1) The theological, in which
a supernatural origin is sought for all phenom-
ena, and the dens ex mnchinu is the only ex-

planation of events. (2) The metaphysical, in

which the sensuously supernatural is set aside

as incredible, and an effort is made to demon-
strate the existence of "abstract forces or enti-

ties supposed to inhere in various .substances,

and capable of engendering phenomena." (3)
The positive, in which the mind afTirms the fu-

tility of both theological and metaphysical in-
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quiries, abandons all vain search after the causes

and ertaenees of things, and "restricts itself to

the observation and classification of phenomena,
and to the discovery of the invariable relations

of succession and similitude which things bear

tc each other— in a wonl, to the discovery of the

laws of phenomena." This last is the stage

at vhich Conite conceived Europe to have ar-

rived. Theology and metaphysics are alleged to

be in tiieir dotage, and all the anarchy of mod-
ern life to arise from the presence of these dis-

turbing elements. To deliver us from their

hurtful inlluence, Comte emj)loys tlie principles

of Positivism to organize a new social doctrine,

which shall embrace the entire wants of man
as an intellectual and emotional being. He thus

aims at being the founder, not only of a new
philosophy, but also of a new religion, and even

assumed the title of Fonda tcur de la religion

de Vhuinanit(\ See Po.sitivism ; and consult:

Littre, Auguste Comte et la philosophic positive

(Paris, 1877) ; Mill, Comtc and Positivism

(London, 1865) ; Caird, The Social Philosophy
and Religion of Comte ((Glasgow, 1885) ; Gruber,

August Comte, sein Lebcn und seine Lehre (Frei-

burg, 1889) ; Robinet. Koticc sur I'wuvre et sur
la vie de Comte (Paris, 1800). The first volume
of Fiske, Outlines of Cos7nic Philosophy (Bos-

ton, 1874), contains a thorough and noteworthy
examination of Comte's sy.stem.

COMTE, kONt, Pierre Charles ( 1825-95) . A
French artist, l)orn at Lyons. He was a pupil

of llolx'rt Fleury, and for a long time imitated

that master's loud but eflTective coloring. His
first picture of importance was the "Visit of

Charles IX. to Coligny, Wounded Two Days
Before Saint Bartholomew" (1851). Hts com-
positions are almost entirely historical and are

in many of the Frencii museums. In the Cor-

coran Gallery at Washington. D. C, there is

"A Scene at Fontainobleau" by him. His master-

piece, "Henry III. and the Duke of Guise" (sec-

ond-class medal, 1855), is in the Luxembourg.
His later coloring is sober, but his drawing is

vigorous, and his conception always just and
elevated, if not essentially dramatic.

COMTE DE BOURSOUFLE, koNt de boor'-

soo'ir, Le (Fr., the Count of Boursoufle). A
comedy by Voltaire, producetl in public, post-

humously, in 1862. It had been privately acted,

however, at the Chateau de Cirey in 1734, and
again at the Chateau d'Anet in 1747, under the

title of Qunnd cst-ce qu'on me marie? It was
drawn from Vanbrugh's Relapse.

COMTE DE PARIS, de pa'r^. See Paris,
Loi'Ts Philippe Albert i)'Orl£ans, Comte de.

COMTE ORY, kox tA'rc', Le (Fr., the Count
OryK The title of an opera, the music of which
is by Rossini and the libretto by Scribe and
Delestre-Poir.son (1828). Italian and French
))rod\ictions wore given in London in 1829 and
1849 rcsjK'ctivolv.

COMTESSE ' D'ESCARBAGNAS, kon'tes'

dg'skiir'bA'nyas', La (Fr.. the Countess of Escar-

bagnas). A comedy by Moli&re (1671), pursu-

ing the satire on French courttry life which forms
Ihe subject of ^f. dc Pourceaugnac.

COTSiuS (Lat., from Gk. Ku/ioc, Komos).
A character which appears on Greek vases of the

end of the fifth century n.c, and later as one of

the companions of Dionysus, often as a satyr.

Philostratus, in the third century a.d., describes

Comus as a winged youtii slumbering in a stand-

ing attitude, his legs crossed, his countenance
Hushed with wine, his head sunk upon his breast,

his left hand feebly grasping a hunting-s{)ear,

))is right an inverted torch. Milton in his poem
has represented Conuis as born from the loves of

Bacchus and Circe, "much like his father, but
his mother more;" a sorcerer, who gives to trav-

elers a magic draught that changes the human
face into the "brutal form of some wild beast,"

and, hiding from them their own foul disfigure-

ment, makes them forget all the purities of life,

"to roll with pleasure in a sensual sty."

COMYN, kum'In. A family which rose to

great power and eminence in Scotland after the
Norman Conquest. The name is also spelled

Comin, Comines, or Cumin.

—

Rouert de Comvn,
ihe founder of the famil}', was probably from
Flanders, and followed \Villiam the Conqueror
to England. He was made Earl of Northumber-
land in 1008. In 1009 he was sent to reduce
the provinces of the north. He seized Durham,
but the people rose against him, and he perished
in the flames of the bishop's palace. The family
became most prominent in the thirteenth r-en-

tury.

—

William Comvn, who died in 1233, ob-

tained the earldom of Buchan by marriage.
Walter, one of his sons by his first marriage, be-

came Earl of Monteith. After the accession of

Alexander III. of Scotland, Walter practically

ruled the kingdom till 1255. He died in 1258.

—

Alexander, Earl of Buchan, his half-brother,

by marrying a daughter of the Earl of Winches-
ter, acquired, in 1270, the high office of Con-
stable of Scotland, with great estates in Gallo-

way, Fife, and the Lothians. He was the most
powerful noble in Scotland, until his death, in

1289. Within a quarter of a century, however,
this great house sufTered such utter misfortune
that, in the words of a contemporarj' chronicle,

"there was no memorial left of it in the land,

save the orisons of the monks of Deer" (a mon-
aster}' founded by William Comyn, Earl of

Buchan, in 1219). The Comyns perished in the
memorable revolution which placed Bruce on the
throne of Scotland. Their chief, the Lord of

Badenoch, was in 1291 an unsuccessful com-
petitor for the crown, as a descendant, through
King Donald Bane, of the old Celtic dynasty. His
son. Red John Comyn, was one of the three
wardens of Scotland, and distinguished himself
by his gallant resistance to the English. He fell

under Bruce's dagger, before the altar of the
Franciscan Friars at Dumfries, in 1300; and his

kindred went down, one after another, in the

struggle to avenge him.

—

.Iohn Comyn, Earl of

Buchan, was defeated by Bruce in a pitched
Imttle near Inveriiry, in 1308, and his earldom
was laid waste. He fled to England, and died

in 1313, leaving no children. The possessions of

the family, both in Scotland and England, were
taken bv the King. Consult Douglas, Peerage

of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1704).

CON. An Italian preposition, meaning 'with,'

much used in musical terms, as con spirito, con
hrio. The form col, a contraction of con and
(7, means Svith the.'

CONACHAR, kon'ii-Ktir. A character in

Scott's novel The Fair Maid of Perth, a young
Highlander of the clan 'Quhele' (Ray), in love

with the F'air Maid, and for a time apprenticed
to Simon the Glover. He suddenly becomes chief
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of his clan, and is forced, as such, to take part

in the historic battle at Perth between his o\vn

chin and the elan Chattan. He is by nature a

coward, and runs away rather than face Henry
the Smith. He kills himself in despair.

CONANICUT. An island of Rhode Island

in Xarrajianselt Bay near its mouth. It is about
S miles lon^ by 1 mile wide and contains the

town of Jamestown near the centre, and Co-

nanicut Park in the northern part (:Map: Rhode
Island, C 4). It has several hundred inhabi-

tants.

CCNANT, Hannah O'Brien Chaplin (1809-

G5). An American biblical scholar. She was
bom in Danvers, ^lass., and in 1830 was married

tc Thomas Jefferson Conant (q.v.). In 1838

she became editor of The Mother's Journal, and
before and afterwards was a contributor to cur-

rent literature. An erudite Orientalist, .she as-

sisted her husband in translations and other

literary labors, and produced original works, the

chief of which are: The Earnest Man, an excel-

lent biography of the missionary Judson (1855),

and a Popular History of English Bible Transla-

tion (1856).

CONANT, Thomas Jefferson ( 1802-91 ) . An
American biblical scholar. He was born at

Brandon, Vt., graduated at ^Middlebury College

(.Middlebury, Vt.), in 1823. and was professor

of Greek, Latin, and Clerman in Waterville Col-

lege (now Colby University). From 1835 to

18.50 he was professor of biblical literature and
criticism in the Baptist Theological Seminary
at Hamilton, N. Y. He translated (1839) Ge-

senius's Hebrew Grammar, with the additions

of Roediger, a work which became a standard

text-book in the United States and England.

After holding the professorship of Hebrew and
biblical exegesis in the Rochester Theological

Seminary from 1851, he settled in Brooklyn,

N. Y., in 1857, where he died in 1891, having

devoted himself until 1875 to Bible revision for

the American Bible Union. He published, in

1864, a treatise on the term /Saxr/fetv, in the New
Testament, which attracted much attention. Dr.

Conant was for a number of years one of the

.\merican contingent of the Canterbury (Eng-

land) Committee on the complete revision of

the .\uthori7.ed Version of the Bible. His works

further include critical editions, with revised

versions of The Book of Job (1856) ; The Gospel

?.(/ Matthew (1860): The Book of Genesis

(1868) ; and The Book of Psalms (1872).

CONATION (Lat. conatio, attempt, from

C'jnari. to attempt). An endeavor, a striving

to attain something. The attempt, e.g. to re-

call a name which has slipped from memory is

a conation. There is a difference of opinion

among psychologi.sts as to whether conation is

an ultimate aspect of consciousness or a com-

plex of sensation (q.v.) and affection (q.v.).

There arc two typical cases of conation—the

consciousness accompanying muscular exertion,

and the .state of active attention. ( See Atten-

tion.) The similarity of these two experiences

has led some psychologists to deny that there is

anj-thing more ' in conation than the .strain-

seiisations following upon muscular contraction

j>/i/.<j a pleasantness or tmpleasantness. In at-

tention there are, further, the sensations or idea.s

attended-to and those attended-from. But it is

also maintained, on the other hand, that cona-

tion is a simple 'attitude' which mind assumes
toward its objects, a peculiar 'mode of being

conscious.' It is said to be conmion to desire,

yearning, longing, craving, wishing, and willing;

indeed, to all consciousnesses which have an in-

herent tendency to pass beyond themselves. On
this definition conation is a self-determination

of consciousness. In desire, e.g. consciousness

endeavors to pass from the want of an object

to its possession; or, if an unplea.santly toned

idea enters consciousness— say the idea of

an embarrassing situation—a conation arises,

and consciousness makes a forcible effort to

eject the unpleasant idea. These two views are

not necessarily mutually exclusive, although they

arise from two radically different methods of

psychology. The first analyzes consciousness

without regard to the offices of knowing and
willing which mind fulfills—i.e. without refer-

ence to the relation of mind to the 'outside'

world ; the second sets consciousness into rela-

tion with its objects, and seeks to discover the

'l)ehavior' of mind toward the world. Or, in

other words, the first scrutinizes the 'feeling of

effort' or 'endeavor' in an analytic way, and
linds only sensations of strain and an affective

quality (see Affection) ; the second assumes

that mind takes positive 'attitudes' toward its

objects—that it is not only a sequence of oc-

currences, but a self-determining cause, direct-

ing its owTi contents, an agent in much the same
Kcnse that friction is an agent in the produc-

tion of electricity. Consult: Stout, Analytic

Psychology (London, 1896); Titchener, Outline

of Psychology (New York, 1899) ; James, Prin-

ciples of Psychology (New York, 1890) ; Experi-

mental Psychology (New York, 1901). See De-

sire; Effort; F.\tigi:e; Wilj..

CON'ATY, Thomas James (1847—). An
.\nierican Roman Catholic prelate. He was bom
in Ireland, and was educated at Montreal Col-

lege ( 1863-67 ) , College of the Holy Cross ( 1869)

,

and Montreal Theological School (1872). After

a pastorate of seventeen years at the Church of

the Sacred Heart, in Worcester, Mass., he Avas,

in 1897, appointed by Pope Leo XIII. to the

rectorate of the Catholic University, Washing-
ton, with the title of domestic prelate to the

Pope. In the autumn of 1901 he was raised to

the episcopate, with the title of Bishop of Santos

i»i partibus, still retaining his position in the

university. His publications chiefly comprise

biblical text-books for educational institutions.

CON'CAN (Skt. Konkana). A territorj- in

the Presidency of Bombay (q.v.), Briti.sh India

( Map: India. B 5) . It is'a long strip of country,

about 300 miles long by 40 miles broad, l)etween

the coast of the Arabian Sea and the Western
(Jhats. Prior to 1818. when it was annexed by
the British, it was a Mahratta principality. The
modem districts of Thana (jwpulation. in 1891,

819,000; in 1901, 809.00O) and Ratnagiri (popu-

lation, in 1891. 1,100,000; in 1901, 1,167.000) are

comprised in its area.

CON'CAVE ( I>at. concavus, hollow, from com-,

together -f cavus, hollow; connected with Gk.
Kl'ap, kyar, hole, from kOfiv, kycin, to conwive. to

contain). A surface is said to be concave when
its centre of curx-ature is toward the observer,

convex when its centre of ctir\-ature is in the op-

posite direction to the observer. (See Lens
and Mirror.) In geometry a plane polygon is
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said to be concave if any aide produced cuts the

polygon. A spherical polygon is said to be con-

cave if any side produced cuts the polygon so

as to leave part on one hemisphere and part on
the other. A solid is said to be concave if any
face prothiccd cuts the solid.

CONCEALMENT (from cotwral, from OF.
concchr, l^t. coticclarc, to hide, from com-, to-

gether 4- cclarc, to hide). As a legal term, the

improper suppression or withholding of facts,

the covering up of crimes, or the secretion of a

])erson or property. The effect of the conceal-

ment of facts is dealt with under such titles as

Deceit; Eqi'ity; Fraud; In.surance (qq.v.).

As an element in criminal offenses, concealment
has been considered in the articles on Acces-
sory; Birth, Concealment of (qq.v.). The
concealment of goods which are subject to reve-

nue duty, or the secretion of property for the

])urpose of preventing its being taken in legal

process, and the concealment of a debtor to avoid

the service of summons on him, are the subjects

of statutory provisions, which should be con-

sulted.

CONCENTRATION CAMPS, or Districts.

In the mobilization schemes of countries whose
territories are contiguous, an important feature

is of necessity the district within which the

mobilized forces concentrate. The term concen-

tration camp was u.sed in the Cuban insurrection

(1896-98), during which the Spaniards concen-

trated all Cuban non-combatants within fixed

limits; and similarh', in the British-Boer War
of 1899-1902, the British collected the women
and children of combatants in the field, as well as

all non-combatant men, and established them in

camps which were popularly known as concen-

tration camps. In 1902 concentration camps were
temporarily established by the American militarj'

authorities as an incident of the campaign in

Mindanao, in the Philippines.

CONCENTRATION MARCHES. The
method or means by which several bodies of

troops from different directions rendezvous or
concentrate at a given point. Before commencing
such an operation, it is necessary to arrange and
decide upon, first, the base of operations and
the objective point; and, secondly, the direction,

plan, and method of route. If it is nece.ssary

for the various bodies to arrive at a given or

uniform time, allowance is made, according to
the known or expected proximity of the enemy,
and possible or known obstacles or impediments.
In calculating necessary time, about 90 yards
per minute are allowed for infantry (paragraph
245, United f!tafes Infanfrt/ Drill Regulations),
and 100 yards per minute for cavalry and artil-

lery. An average allowance of ten minutes per
hour is made for halts. Speed is naturally de-

pendent on the strength and composition of the
force making the march, smaller bodies moving
quicker than larger ones. A column equal to

an army corps of all arms will rarely exceed
an average of two miles an hour, and an army
division about two and a half. Forced marches
are often made in concentrating troops, particu-
larly if a necessary preliminary to a desired
engagement.

CONCEPCION, kAn-s?p's*-on' (Sp., concep-
tion). The capital of the province of the same
name, Chile, situated on the Biobio River, six

miles from its mouth (Map: Chile, C 11). The

streets of the city are clean and paved, and
are traversed by a street railroad. The chief
buildings are the cathedral, the town-hall, the
agricultural school, and a normal school. Con-
eepcion is the seat of a bishop. A railroad
runs to Talcahuano^ on the Bay of ('oncci)cion,
the port of the city, where a United States
consular agent resides. The city is in a fertile

district, and has an active trade, but little man-
ufacturing. l\>j)ulation. in 1899, 55,458. Con-
cepcion was founded in 1550, on the site of the
presrnt Penco, and built in its present situation
in 1754, after the destruction of the former
town in 1751 by an earthquake. During the
Spanish occupation it was the second largest
city of Chile. Conccpc*ion has suffered severely
from earthquakes, the last disastrous one having
occurred in 18.35, after which the city was rebuilt
on a more pretentious plan. In 1818 the inde-
pendence of Chile was declared here.

CONCEPCION. A seaport town of Panay,
Philippines, capital of the District of Concep-
cion, situated on the eastern coast of the island,

104 miles northeast of Iloilo. It has a post-office

and telegraph station. Population, in 1898,
573G.

CONCEPCION. A town of Luzon, Philip-
pines, in the Province of Tarlac, 10 miles south
of Tarlac. It has an important sugar industry.
Population, in 1898, 1.3,499.

CONCEPCION DEL URUGUAY, ' k6n 3§p'-

.se-on' del oo'roo-gwji''t'. or CONCEPCION. A
town in the Province of Entre Rios, Argentina,
situated on the Uruguay River (Map: Argen-
tina, F 10). It is the seat of a national college

and a normal school. The town has transporta-
tion facilities by rail and water, the river being
navigable for large vessels, and controls an
important trade in cattle and packed meat.
Population, in 1895, 6111. Concepcion del

Uruguay was founded in 1778, and was formerly
known as Arroyo de la Cluna.

CON'CEPT (Lat. conccpttis, thought, from
concipere, to conceive, from com-, together +
capere, to seize). A general idea resulting from
abstraction (q.v. ), and recognized as general.
Thus, from particular ideas of this, that, and the
other horse, abstraction selects those marks or
qualities common to them all, and the resulting

idea is the concept horse, provided it is recog-

nized as general. Hegel and many of his follow-

ers use the term concept (Ger. Begriff) to de-

note the totality constituted by a thinking con-
sciousness and all its objects. Notion was fre-

quently used till within the last few decades as
a synonym for concept, and even now it is still

current in less technical treatises on logic. See
Logic.

CONCEPTION. See Embryoixkjy.

CONCEPTION, in Psychology. See Idea.

CONCEPTION, Immaculate. See Immacu-
late Coxceptiox.

CONCEPTION OF OUR LADY, Sisters
OF ti!E. An order of nuns, founded in 1484, in

honor of the Immaculate Conception, by Bea-
trix de Silva. sLster of .James, first Count of
Porta legre, in Portugal. It was confirmed in

1489 by Pope Innocent VIII.. who granted the
sisterhood permission to follow the rule ojf the
Cistercians: but after the death of the foundress,
in 1489, Cardinal Ximenes put the nuns under
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the direction of the Franciscans, and imposed on

Ihem the rule of Saint Clara. The Order subse-

quently spread into Italy and France. The habit

consists of a white gown, a blue mantle, and a

scapular on which is worn the image of the

Virgin. The Franciscan Sisters of the Immacu-
late Conception in the United. States have their

mother house at Little Falls, Minn., where they

«ere established by sisters from Italy in 1891.

They conduct three hospitals, and numbered, in

1900. 48 professed sisters and 19 novices.

CONCEPTUALISM. A philosophical theory

which is. in some sense, intermediate between

realism and nominalism (qq.v.), and maintains

that, while universals have no real existence in

tlie external world, they do exist as ideas or con-

cepts in tlie mind, and are thus something more
Ihan mere words. This was Abelard's view. See

Abstraction; Berkeley; Logic; Idea.

CON'CERTAN'TE, Ital. pron. kon'ch6r-tan'ti

( It. p.p. of concertare, to perform a concert) . An
Italian word usefl to describe an orchestral com-

lx)sition in which two or more instruments or

solo voices are. in turn given prominent solo

jiarts. See Concerto.
CONCERTINA, kon'ser-te'na (from It. con-

ccrto, concert ) . An hexagonally shaped musical

instnni'.ont. the sounds of which are produced by

free, vibrating tongues of metal, as in the accor-

dion. The scale of the concertina is ver\- com-

plete and extensive, beginning with the lowest

note of the violin, G. and ascending chromatically

for three and a half octaves to C. There are two
tongues for every tone, so that any note can be

produced either by pulling the bellows open, or by
pressing them together. Wheatstone. of Ix)ndon,

invented the concertina in 1829. The instru-

ment is capable of a great range of expression,

and concertina i)laying by skilled performers

comes rightly under the head of artistic music.

CONCER'TO (Fr. concert, from It. concerto,

concert, from It., Lat. concertare, to vie, from
com-, together -H cerfare, to contend; less prob-

ably from conserere, to join together, from com-,

together -+- 8crere, to join ) . A musical compo-
sition for a solo instrument, with orchestral ac-

companiment, calculated to exploit the resources

or possibilities of the instrument and thus to

give the performer an opportunity to display the

highest technical skill (see Cadenza), as well

as intellectual gnisp and musical culture. The
concerto l)elongs to the cyclical or sonata (q.v.)

group of musical compositions, and difTers from

a symphony or overture only through the special

prominence given to the solo instrument. It

consists, like the symphony or sonata, of three

or four movements, each of which, like the whole,

requires a clear development and treatment of

motives, and a strict adherence to the rules of

form. The earliest concertos were written for

two or more instruments, being thus really in

concertiinte (q.v.) style. From the beginning of

the eighteenth century the pianoforte and the

violin have been the solo instruments mostly

used for the concerto. Among the oldest violin

concertos are those by Tartini and his pupils.

The French and Cernians afterwar<ls improved

on these and fixe<l the forms, which all the great

masters of modern times have adhered to.

CONCERT PITCH. See Pitch.

CONCH, konk (Lat. concha, Gk. K6yxi, ^o""

c/ir. Skt. liankha, shell). The name of many
Vol. v.—«.

large univalve mollusks. Originally and proper-

ly it belongs to the big carnivorous strombs, and
especially to the great rose -lined stromb

{Strombus gigas) of the West Indies and Flori-

da Reefs, more particularly designated 'queen-

conch.' Shiploads of these shells are sent to

Europe and the United States every year to be

ground up for porcelain, burned into lime, cal-

cined for medicinal purposes, or used as orna-

ments; many are perforated at the apex and

A coxcH (Sjrcotjpaa canattcnlatus).

The attitude is that of creeping toward the left. Be-

neath the protruding siphon-tube, two t«;ntacle8 show the
place of the head, the lower one showing the black dot of

the eye. On the rear of theexpanded foot is the operculum.

ser\e as dinner-horns on Southern plantations.

Cameos of an inferior sort are cut in it ; and
from it are derived, especially in the Bahamas,
pink 'conch-pearls' of value. It is because many
of them made an occasional industry of gather-

ing these mollusks, and searching for pearls, that

the poorer sort of people of southern Florida

and neighboring islands are called 'Conchs.' The
Indians used the columella of this shell as ma-
terial for fine beads; and their remains, a.s well

as those of many other large mollusks, abound
in the coastal shell-heaps. In the East Indies

the terra is applied often to other large spiral

shells, especially those of the closely allied fam-

ily Tritonida'. These are often perforated and
fitted with mouthpiece and finger-holes, and so

turned into sonorous musical instruments. This

is the shell adopted by artists in representations

of sea-myths

—

" Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea.

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathM horn."

In the Northern States, 'conch' means either of

two large, pear-shaped univalves of the Atlantic

Coast, Fulgur carica and Sycotypus canaliculatus,

which frequent the sandy bottoms near shore

and are cast up on beaches in great numbers.

Both are carnivorous and do great danmge to

oyster-beds. The former, which has a spiral row
of short horns defining the whorls, is more
common southward, while the latter, distin-

guished by the squarish channels between the

whorls, is nearly confined to the region between

Cape Co<I and New Jersey. Both are abundant

about Ixmg Island and on the southern New
England coast, where they are confused under

the name 'j>eriwinkle' or 'winkle.' The 'sea-

necklaces.' consisting of parchment-like hollow

disks apparently strung tipon a long cord, which

attract attention on beaches in midsummer, are

the egg-cases of these mollusks. which have been

torn from their attachment to some rock or sea-

weed and floated ashore. It was from the column

of these shells that the Indians made their white

wampum. (See Wampvm.) Consult Ingersoll,
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"Natural Uisl^ry of Economic MoHusks of the
Unittni .States," United i^tates Fish Vommisaion
Jiullelitt for JSS'J.

CON'CHA, JoSfi GlTIKRREZ DE LA, MaBQI'KS
I)E l.A Haiia.na (180U-J)5). A Spanish soldier

nnd stati'sniiin, l)orn at C'6rdoba, Ar^^'ntina.

Shortly after the death of l>is father he went
abroitd and entered the Spanish Army, in which
he was rapidly promoted. lie was Captain-Gen-
eral of the Basque Provinces (1843-40), and
three times t'aptain-General of Cuba (1840-52,
1864-59, and 1874-70), in which latter capacity
he was charped with complicity in the slave-

trade. He was made Senator in IHUO, and suc-

cessively held the positions of Minister to France
(1862),' Minister of War (1863), and president

of the Senate (1804-68). During the absence
of t^ueen Isabella in Franco, he was aj)pointed

by her the successor of Gonzales Bravo as presi-

dent of the Council, September, 1868, but was
immediately forced to resi^. by the outbreak of

the revolution which ended in the fall of the

monarchy.

CONCHA, ^Ianiel Gutierrez de la, Mab-
QUES DEL Dlebo (1808-74). A Spanish general,

brother of t))e preceding, who served against Don
Carlos. He was promoted to the rank of field-

marshal in 1S40, and in 1841 joined in the re-

volt against the regency of Espartero. As Cap-
tain-General of Catalonia, in 1845, he suppressed,
within a fortnight, an uprising of that province
against conscription. Two years later, in com-
mand of the army sent to Portugal, he skillfully

adjusted the dispute between the two countries

without bloodshed, and was created Marques del

Duero. With O'Donnell and others he petitioned

Queen Isabella in 1853 for a liberal government
and the immediate convocation of the Cortes.

He was thereupon banished to the Canary' Islands,

and fled from there to France, but on the down-
fall of Narvaez, in the following year, returned

to Spain and was reinstated in all his dignities.

In the Revolution of 1808 he sujjported Isabella,

and was placed in command of the troops in Mad-
rid. The cause of the Bourbons, however, seeming
hopeless, he contented himself wath presers'ing

order imtil the arrival of the victorious Revo-
lutionary army under Serrano, to whom he re-

linquished the command. He then lived abroad
until appointed commander of the Northern
Army in the last Carlist war, when he con-

tributed materially to the relief of Bilbao. On
tlune 28, 1874, he was killed at the head of his

troops in the assault on the Carlist stronghold
of Estclla.

CONCHOID (kftn'koid) (Gk. Koyxoei^C, Icon-

choeidrs, mussel-shaped, from Koyji^, konchr,
shell -f cMof, eidos, form) OF NICOMETJES.
A 'shell-shaped' curve invented by Nicomedes
(B.C. 180). It is related to the problems of tri-

secting an angle (see Trisectiot Problem),
of constructing two geometric means between two
given .straight lines, and of duplicating the cube.

The curve may be constructed by drawing a
straight line LM for the directrix, and through
any point P as the pole drawing a pencil of lines

cutting Of in R,, R. The conchoid is the
locus of points found bj' laying off a constant
length each way from R,, R,. ... on these rays.

This constant length is called the modulus. The
cur\'e differs in general shape according as the
moduhis is equal to, greater than, or less than

the distance of the fixed point from the fixed

straight line. The figure shows the forms of the
curve in the last two <?ascs. 'J'he loop wcurs
when the modulus is greater than the per|)endicu-

lar distance of P and LM. When the modulus
equals this distance, P is a cusp on the curve.
The directrix LM is an asymptote to the two
branches of the curve. If the foot of the per-

pendicular from tiie pole to the directrix be taken
as the origin, and the distance be called b, and
the modulus «, the equation of the conchoid is

{y + b)*{a'— y*) — x'y^ ^= 0. Its order is the
fourth, and its class the sixth unless P is a cusp,
in which case its class is the fifth. (See
Curves.) P is, in general, a double point, and
the cune meets its asymptote at four consecu-
tive points at infinity. The curve may easily be
described mechanically, and is frequently used in

architecture as a bounding line of the vertical

section of columns. Consult: Sundara Row,
Qcometric Paper Folding (Chicago, 1901) ;

Klein, Vortriige Uber ausgeiciihlte Fragen der
Elementargeometrie (Leipzig, 1895), translated
as Famonfi Problems of Geometry (Boston, 1897).

CONCHOLOGY, kon-ksl'fi-jl. See Mollusk.

CONCHOS, k6n'chAs, Rio (connected with
Sp., Lat. conelta. shell). A river in Mexico, in

the State of Chihuahua, rising on the southern
border of the east of the Sierra Madre, flowing^

in a northerly direction through the rice table-

land of tliat region, and joining the Rio Grande
del Norte at Presidio del Norte after a course
oi about 350 miles (Map: Mexico, G 3). It re-

ceives a numl>cr of confluents from the west, but
no important tributary from the east.

CONCIERGE, koN'syarzh' (Fr., doorkeeper).
The French title of the janitor of an apartment-
house. He is an important functionarA' in the life

of most French and Geiman cities; he sits in hi*
little office bj- the main entrance and exercises a
certain suiiervision over all those who pass in or
out, opening the door to those who enter after a
certain hour of the night (in Vienna as earlv as
10 o'clock).

CONCIERGERIE, kflx'syAr'zh'r^', La. A
Paris i)rison, faniotis as the place of confinement
of political prisoners during the French Revolu-
tion. It forms a part of the Palais de Justice

toward the river, and was originally the resi-

dence of the concierge of the old palace, .\mong
the famous prisoners confined in the Conciergerie
and taken thence to the guillotine were IVIalesher-

bes, ^Madame Roland, Danton, Desmoulins, and
Robespierre. Here !Marie Antoinette was con-

fined before her execution, in a small cell,

afterwards changed into a chapel. In 1840
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Napoleon III. was for a time an inmate of the

prison, which is now used only for the temporary
detention of prisoners.

CONCLAVE (Fr., Sp., Port., It., Lat., room
which may be locked, from com-, together +
clavis, key, Gk. «cX«'j, kleis, key, from xXeiv, klein,

to shut). Either the plaee where the cardinals

assemble for the choice of a pope, or the assembly
itself. In 1179 a Lateran Council decreed in its

first canon that a two-thirds vote of the car-

dinals was essential for a choice. This decree

was developed, and the regulations which are,

substantially, still in force established by Greg-
ory X. at the Council of Lyons in 1274. These
rules are intended to provide against unnecessary
delay or precipitation in election, and against
any external interference with absolute freedom
of choice. The large hall is divided into a
number of small apartments, two rooms being
allotted to an ordinary cardinal and three to

one of princely rank. People are allowed to

enter freely during the first day, at the end of

which all entrances are absolutely closed except

one, which remains under the strict supervision

of officials designated for the purpose. Food and
other necessaries are handed through a window,
and are subjected to a rigorous examination, in

order to prevent communication with the outer
world, the cardinals not being allowed to leave

the place, or to receive or send out letters, until

a new pope is chosen. Consult: Zopflfel, Die
Papsticahlen (Giittingen, 1871); for a more
popular treatment, Trollope, The Papal Con-
dares, as They Were and as They Are (London.
1876). A full and graphic description of a
typical conclave, that which elected Alexander
\ II., will be found in Shorthouse, John Ingle-

sant (London, 1881). See Pope.

CONCOM'ITANCE ( ML. concomitancia,
from Lat. conconiitari, to accompany, from com-,

together + comitari, to accompany, from comes,
companion). Sacramental. In the Roman
Catholic Church, a term which implies that the
bo<ly and blood of Christ, sacramental ly, accom-
pany each other, so that under either form,
whether wine or bread, both are sacramentally
received. Hence the laity in that communion,
although they are not permitted to take the cup,
still are hold to receive Christ's body and blood.

CONCOMITANT VARIATION, Method
OF. See 1M)1 CTION.

CONCONE, k6n-k</na, Giuseppe (18I0-6I).

An Italian vocal teacher, bom in Turin. He is

widely known for his vocal exercises—solfeggi

and vocalizzi—which are unusually attractive for

works of their kind, and at the .same t.>me ex-

cellent for their special purpose. For about ten
years Concone resided in Paris as a teacher. Re-
turning to Turin in 1848, he was at the time of
his death organist and choirmaster of the Court
choir.

CONCORD, kr.n'kerd. A town in Middlesex
County. Mass.. 20 miles northwest of Boston; on
the Concord River and on the Boston and Maine
Railroad (.Map: ^fassachusetts, E 3). It has
manufactures of rubber goods and harness. The
Massachu.setts Reformatory is situated here. The
government is administered by town meetings,
held annuallv and at special call. Population,
in 1890. 4427; in 1900, .'>f5.'»2.

Concord, settled in 16.35, is the oldest interior

town in ilassachusetts, and by the time of the
Revolution had come to be "one of the great
centres, not only of intellectual life, but also of

political influence and power." In August, 1774,
the Middlesex Convention, the first county con-
vention assembled in Massachusetts, was held
here, everj- town being represented; and on
October II, under the stimulus of the Revolu-
tionary agitation, the first Provincial Congress,
presided over by John Hancock, met to consider
the ways and means of resisting the tyrannies of
the mother coiintrj-. I>ater large quantities of
ammunition and militarj' supplies were stored
liere, and in an attempt made by the British to
destroy them, on April 19, 1775, occurred the
memorable fight which precipitated the War of
the Revolution. (See Lexixgix)X.) In 1787,
during Shays's Rebellion, a body of insurgents
entered Concord and prevented the sitting of its

courts. The toA^Ti is chiefly notable for having
Iteon the home of a distinguished coterie of
writers and thinkers, including Emerson, Tho-
reau, A. Bronson Alcott, Louisa M. Alcott, Haw-
thorne, and William EUery Channing, 'the poet.'

Consult : Hurd, History of Middlesex County
(Philadelphia, 1890) ; Emerson, Historical Dis-
course Delivered in 1835 (Concord, 1835).

CONCORD. A city, capital of New Hamp-
shire, and county-seat of Merrimack County, 75
miles north-northwest of Boston; on the Merri-
niac River and on the Boston and Maine Rail-

road (Alap: New Hampshire, J 9). It has wide
streets, shaded and well paved, and a good
water-supply, owned and operated by the munici-
pality. Among the principal buildings are the
State House, built of granite. United States Gov-
ernment building, court-house, and city hall.

State prison, State insane asylum, the Margaret
Pillsbury Hospital, State Library, and Saint
Paul's School (Episcopal) for boys. There are
several parks: White's. Rollins. Fiske. Con-
toocook River, and Pennacook. In the State-

house park is a bronze statue of Daniel Webster,
and at Pennacook, a monument to Hannah
Pustin. In the vicinity are extensive quarries
of fine-grained white granite, the quarrj-ing of
which is one of the leading industries. The re-

pair-shops of the Boston and Maine Railroad are
situated here. The manufactures include car-

riages, silverware, harness, furniture, flour, cot-

ton and woolen goods, leather belting and leather

hose, pianos, shoes, etc. Industrial statistics for

1900 give the following figures: Number of in-

dustries. 81 ; invested capital, $1,959,238; value-
of protluction, .$3,252,302; persons employed,
1829. Under the charter of 1853, as amended.
Concord is governed by a mayor, chosen every
two years, and a bicameral city council. The
assessors and the school board are chosen by
popular election ; other appointments are eon-

trolled by the Mayor and Board of Aldermen, and
the Council. Population, in 1890, 17,004; in

1900, 19.G32,

Concord was founded in 1725, on the site of

Pennacook, the chief village of the Pennacook
Indians, and bore that name until 1733. when it

was incorporated as Runiford. It sulTered great-

ly in all the Indian wars and was the scene of a
massacre in 1746. In 1765 RumTord was re-

named 'Concord.' On the adoption of a State
constitution it became the capital of New Hamp-
shire, and in 18.'j3 was incorporated as a city.

Consult: Moore, Annals of Concord, .V. H. (Con-
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cord, 1824) ; and Itouton, The Uistory of Con-
curd (

Concord, 1 850 )

.

CONCORD. A city and county-scut of Ca-
barrus County, N. ('., 21 miles northeast of Char-
lotte; on the Southern llailroad (Map: North
Carolina, U 2). It has foundries and niachine-

8hop!i, and extensive insuiufuctures of cotton.

First incorporated in 1793, Concord is governed
at present under a charter of 1851, revised in

1891, whicli provides for a mayor, elected bien-

niallv, and a city council. Population, in 1890,
4339'; in 1900, 7910.

CONCORD. See Consonance.
CONCORD, IUkik of (translation of Ger.

Coiicordienbuch, Lat. Liber Voncordicc). A col-

lection of confessions of faith published in 1580,

generally accepted by the Lutheran Church. Its

contents are: (A) The three ecumenical creeds

—the Apostles, the XiceTie, and the Athanasian.

(B) The si.v particular confessions of the

Lutheran Church— ( 1 ) the Augsburg Confession

;

(2) the Apology of the Augsburg Confession;

(3) the Schmaikald Articles; (4 and 5) the

Larger and Smaller Catechisms of Luther; (6)

the Formula of Concord. The last-named divi-

sion, the Formula of Concord, appeared in 1580,

after protracted conferences, and was acceded to

by 86 of the States of the German Empire. Its

topics are: The Rule of Faith and the Creed;

Original Sin; Free Will; Justification; Good
Works; The I^w and the Gospel; The Third Use
of the Law ; The Lord's Supper ; The Person
of Christ ; The Descent of Christ into Hell

;

The Customs of the Church; Predestination and
Election; and an appendix concerning heresies

and sectaries. The best editions are: In German,
Jubilee edition (Saint Louis, 1880); in Latin,

that of S. F. Francke (Leipzig, 1847) ; in English,

that of H. E. Jacobs (Philadelphia, 1882).

CONCORD, Temple OF (so called). A Doric
temple at Girgenti, the ancient Agrigentum, in

Sicily, and one of the most perfectly preserved

of ancient temples. Its 34 columns are still

standing.

CONCORDANCE (ML. concordantia, agree-

ment, from Lat. concordarc, to agree, from com-,

together -+- cor, heart). A book arranged in

alphabetical order, and showing in what pas-

sages all, or at least all of the more important,

words in any work occur. For writings of uni-

versal import from which passages are continu-

ally being adduced to prove or support principles

.^affecting our daily life and action, such a hand-
book is indispensable. The necessity for such a
book upon the Bible was doubtless early felt, but
the first Bible concordance was made by the fa-

mous Saint Anthony of Padua (q.v. ), who in the

early part of the thirteenth century published it

under the title Concordantiw Morales in Sacra
Biblia (best edition, de la Haye, Paris, 1641).
His example was followed by Cardinal Hugo de
Saint Cher in 1244 with his Concordantice Jacobi,

so called because made in the Convent of Saint

James in Paris. Both these works were of course

based on the Vulgate, as were several similar

ones before the invention of printing. The earli-

est printed concordance to the Vulgate is by
Joannes de Segovia and Sebastian Brant (Basel,

1496), and it is the basis of that published and
edited by Robert Stephens (Paris. 1555). A
concordance to the Greek Bible (Old and New
Testament) was made by Euthalius of Rhodes

about 1300; it has never been printed, but a manu-
script copy was seen in Uome in the seventeentli

century. One to tlie Septuagint was compiled by
Conrad Kircher (Frankfort, 1607), and to. the
Greek New Testament by Xystus Betuleius
(Basel, 1.546), which, as amended l»y Robert Ste-

phens and his son Henry, was published by the
latter (Paris, 1594). Rabbi Isaac Nathan fin-

ished in 1448 a concordance to tlie Hebrew Bible

(Venice, 1524), which in amended form by
Marius de Calaris was published (Rome, 1621-

22) ; another was begun i)y the elder and finished

by the younger Johann Buxtorf (Basel, 1632).
Th'e first work of this kind in English was
a concordance to the New Testament printed

and in all probability prepared by Thomas Gib-
son (London, 1535) ; but the first concordance
I0 the entire English Bible was by .John Marl)eck
(London, 1550). Luther's German Bible had to

wait till 1610 before a concordance to it appeared
at Frankfort. The author was Conrad Agricola.

But all these works are now superseded by the

vastly better modern works. For the Hebrew
Bible the standard concordance is that by Julius
Fiirst and Franz Delitzsch, in Latin (Leipzig,

1837-41) ; but just as good for all practical pur-

poses will be found The Englishman's Concord-
ance to the Hebrew Old Testament (London,
1843; 4th ed., 1873), compiled by Tregelles, B.

Davidson, and others. For the Septuagint, the
best is by Edward Hatch (London, 1892) ; for

the Vulgate, the latest is by V. Coornaert
(Bruges, 1892). To the Greek New Testament
the best concordance in Latin is by C. H. Bruder
(Leipzig, 1842; 5th ed., Gottingen, 1900); in

English by W'. F. Moulton and A. S. Geden (Lon-

don and New York, 1897). To Luther's Bible

the standard is M. G. Biichner's (.Jena, 1740;

23d ed., Berlin, 1899). To the Authorized Ver-

sion of the English Bible, Alexander Cruden was
the first to prepare a concordance which met with

wide acceptance (London, 1737), and it has been

reprinted so often, complete or in condensation,

that Cruden has become a household word. Two
others, however, compete for the palm of superior-

ity—Robert Young, Analytical Concordance to

the Bible (Edinburgh, 1879), often reprinted,

and James Strong, The Exhaustive Concordance
(New York, 1894), which takes account of every

word and is surely the most ambitious work of

its kind.

Other books than the Bible have been fur-

nished with concordances by the patient and
long-continued labors of scholars. To enumerate
a few: Dante, E. A. Fay (Boston, 1889) ; Chau-
cer, the Chaucer Society (begun London, 1872) ;

Shakespeare, Mrs. Mary Cowden Clarke (Lon-

don, 1845); or better, John Bartlett (New
York, 1894) ; Milton, Poetical Works, G. L.

Prendergast (^ladras, 1857) ; C. D. Cleveland

(London, 1867^; Pope. E. Abbott (ib., 1875);
Cowper, Poetical Works, J. Neve (ib., 1887);
SheUey, F. S. Ellis (ib., 1892) : Dickens, G. A.

Pierce (ib.. 1898); Tennyson, D. R. Brightwell

"ib., 1869).

CONCOR^DAT (Fr., agreement). A term
used to designate a compact dealing with eccle-

siastical affairs between the Pope, as head of

the Roman Catholic Church, and the temporal

ruler of a State. Concordats commonly relate to

thmgs which are neither purely spiritual nor

purely temporal, but mixed matters, in regard to

which the action of the two powers can with
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difficulty be dissociated. Concordats may be

framed either iu the form of a treaty, to which
both tlie contracting powers are consenting par-

ties, or enacted by proclamation issued only by
one party, most commonly by the Pope, embody-
ing in the form of a decree the regulations result-

ing from the terms of agreement previously
arrived at. The difference is only in form. It

is a settled doctrine of Roman Catholic canon-
ists, and especially of those of the Ultramon-
tane (q.v. ) sduKil, that the Pope never abso-

lutely cedes purely spiritual powers. Thus, in

the presentation to bishoprics, while the King
'nominated' or 'elected,' the Pope always re-

served to himself the power of 'canonical insti-

tution.' There have been many famous con-

cordats, of which the following are the most
important: (1) Concordats with Germany.—
The well-known Concordat of Worms in 1122.

resjjecting investitures, is commonly regarded as
the first concordat strictly so called. Similar
agreements took place on the question of the
Regalia (q.v.), l)etween the Roman See and the

emi)erors Otho IV.. Frederick II.. and Rudolph
of Hapsburg. A more comprehensive compact on
Churcli matters is that of which the foundation
was laid at Constance in 1418, and which was
subsequently modified by the 'Frankfort' or
'Princes' Concordat.' by the Concordat of Aschaf-
fenburg, and by that of Vienna, which last,

although practically disregarded by Joseph II.

and his successor, Leopold II., continued in use
till the dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire in

1800. Its place was supplied, under Pius VII.
and his immediate successors, by separate con-

cordats with Bavaria, 1817; Prussia, 1821;
Baden, Wiirttemberg. and other minor States,

1818: Hanover. 1824; and Saxony. 1827. The last

(ierman concordat was that concluded at Vienna.
Auirust 18. IS.'J.o. This provided for the fullest

Papal authority in the .\ustrian dominions. The
Church was to control education and to exercise a
censorship over the press. The ecclesiastical

courts were accorded special privileges. The
Emperor was to nominate bishops, but only
with the advice of the existing bishops and arch-
bishops. The Church might acquire new prop-
erty, but once acquired, it could not be sold

or mortgaged without the consent of both Pope
j!n<l Emperor. This concordat, so favorable to

Iho Papacy, was set aside in 1808 in all the
dominions of the Emperor of Austria. (2) With
France.—The Pragmatic Sanction, ascribed to
Saint I>ouis, but really of later date, has some of
the characteristics of a concordat ; but the first

])roper concordat is that of Bologna, concluded
by Francis I. with Ix?o X. in 1515 and 1516,
which . continued in force, although with more
than one conflict of the two powers, till the Revo-
lution. In reestablishing the Church in France,
Napoleon Bonaparte, as First Consul, concluded
with Pius VII. the celebrated Concordat of 1801,
which he afterwards compelled the Pope, then a
captive at Fontainebleau, to modify by a new act
in 1814 Both were ignored at the Restoration;
but an attempt to produce a substitute in 1817,
and again in 1819. led to no result. (3) With
Italy.—In Italy, an agreement regulating the
election of bishops was conclude<l with Nice and
Savoy by Nicholas V. in 1415: and a formal con-
cordat was made with Sardinia by Benedict XIV.
in 1740. The ecclesiastical affairs of Naples
were anciently regulated by the t^rrfis of what

was called the Monorchia Sicula; but a formal
concordat was made by Pius Vll. in 1818. (4)
With ISpain.—Charles I. concluded a concordat
for his Spanish kingdom with Adrian VI. and
Clement VII.; and a further concordat was
made by Clement XII. and Philip V. in 1737.

(5) With Portugal.—Benedict XIV. made a con-
cordat with Portugal in 1741. Besides these,

the Papacy has from time to time made many
similar concordats with various small powers,
especially with .South American States in the
nineteenth century. The age of concordats has
passed away with the establishment of the pre-
ponderance of the State over the Church, and no
great power to-day would bind itself as Austria
did in 1855.

Consult: Phillimore, Commentaries on Inter-
national Late (London, 1889). The texts of the
various concordats will be found in the collection
of Miinch (Leipzig, 1830) : Nussi (Mainz, 1870) ;

Walter (Bonn, 1862); Balve (Munich, 1863);
often with extensive commentaries. See Aus-
TRiA-HrxGARY : F^Axcis II. : Gebmany ; Holy
RosiAX Empire : Ixn-estitire : Napoleon I.

CONCOR'DAT OF WORMS. See Wobms,
Concordat of.

CONCORDE, kQN'kOrd', Place de la (Fr.,

Square of Concord ) . Tlie largest square in Paris,
the starting point of the Champs Elysees,
bounded by the Rue de Rivoli, the Tuileries
Gardens, and the Seine. It is associated with
many historical occurrences. On it, on May 30,

1770, occurred a panic caused by fireworks, re-

sulting in the death or injurj' of over 3000 per-
sons. On the spot now occupied by the obelisk
stood the guillotine by which more than 2800 per-
sons died between Januarj' 21, 1793, and May 3,

1795. In 187 1 the Versailles troops engaged in a
fierce struggle with the Communists on the
square. The present name of the place, previously
the Place Louis XV., was given in 1799. It was
again called Place Louis XV. from 1824 to 1830,
when the name now in use was restored. Archi-
tecturally the square is one of the finest in the
world. It is adorned with an obelisk from
Luxor, presented by ^lehemet Ali in 1831. with
striking fountains, and eight figures represent-
ing the principal towns of France, and at
night is brilliantly illuminated by twenty large
bronze clusters of lamps. It commands a fine

view of the Champs Elys^s with the Arc de
Triomphe, of the Madeleine, and of the Chambre
des I>fput»'s, approached by the Pont de la

Concorde.

CONCORDIA, kdn-kOr'd^-ft. A river port
in the Province of Entre Rios, Argentina, situ-

ated on the right bank of the L'niguay (Map:
Argentina, F 10). It has oil-mills and slaughter-
houses, and exports large quantities of salt meat,
leather, and Paraguav tea. Population, in 1895,
14.804.

CONCORDIA, kOn-kflr'dl-A. A city and the
county-seat of Cloud County, Kan., 210 miles
west by north of Kansas City, on the Republican
River, and on the Mis.souri Pacific, the Union
Pacific, and other railroads (Map: Kansas, E 2).
Good transportation facilities, abundant water-
power, a fertile agricultural country, and valu-

able deposits of coal and building-stone have
aided in developing the cit,v's conuiierrial and
industrial interests. There are grain elevators,

flouring-milla, iron-works, plow and wagon
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works, etc. The city contains Nazareth Acad-
emy. Saint Aloysiua's School, and library asso-

ciation and liigh school libraries. Population,
in 18U0, 3184; in 1900, 3401.

CONCORDIA (Lat., from con-, together -f-

cor, lioart). A Roman divinity, the goddess of

harmony. Many temples were built in her
honor, the oldest of them by Camillus in n.c.

3G7, after the passing of the Licinian Laws. It

stood on the Forum between the Temple of

Saturn and the Mamertine Prison, and was
built of white marble with a richly carved
cornice. The interior was flanked with rows of

columns against the walls, witli niclies which
held masterpieces of (JrwU sculpture. It con-

tained, besides, paintings and a collection of

precious stones. It was twice rebuilt, in B.C. 121

and imder Augustus, but only scanty ruins now
remain. The temple sometimes served as a
meeting-place for the Senate, and Cicero there

delivered his last oration against Catiline. The
goddess was represented as a matron, holding in

her right hand a saucer-like vessel (patera),

or an olive branch, and in her left the horn of

plenty, llor symbols were two hands cla-sped

together, and two serpents entwined about a
wand.

CONCRESCENCE (Lat. concrescentia, grow-
ing together, from concrescere, to grow together,

from com-, together -1- crescere, to grow; con-

nected with Lat. crearc, to create). The grow-
ing together of young plant organs by reason

of mutual contact or pressure when forming.

The term has also been applied to the apparent
union of neighboring organs, such as the flower

parts. In these cases, however, each organ begins

its development independently, and those which
appear to be united are lifted by the growth,
underneath the separate rudiments, of a region

of tissue which belongs equally to all. See

Teratology : Flower.

CONCRETE (from Lat. cottcretus, p.p. of

concrescere, to grow together) . Opposed to ab-

stract. See Abstr.\ction.

CONCRETE. An artificial stone composed of

hydraulic cement (q.v. ), sand, and broken stone

or gravel, or other hard material in small frag-

ments. The mixture of sand and cement is

commonly called the matrix, and the broken
stone or other material is similarly called the

aggregate. The matrix may be either lime and
sand or cement and sand mortar, but is more
usually the latter. The aggregate may be peb-

bles, gravel, broken stone, broken briclcs, shells,

slag, coke, etc., but the most commonly used

aggregates are broken stone and gravel. Broken
stone gives a stronger concrete than gravel, other

things being equal. The proper proportions of

the several constituent.s composing concrete is

considered to be attained when the cement paste

exactly fills the voids in the sand, and the matrix
exactly fills the voids in the aggregate; less than
enough mortar to fill the voids in the aggregate

results in a weaker and more porous concrete,

and more than enough adds to the cost of the

concrete without increasing its strength.

It is evident from this statement that the

relative proportions will vary with the char-

acter of the sand and aggregate employed. A
fair range of proportions for most engineering

works is cement, one part; sand, one to three

parts; aggi'egate, four to six parts. There is

considerable diversity of opinion as to the
amount of water to be used in making concrete.
According to one extreme view, the amount of

water should be such that the concrete will

quake when tamped; according to the other
extreme, the mixture should be made so dry
that water will barely flush to the surface when
the concrete is tani])ed. Current jtractice varies
all the way lietween these two extremes. The
manufacture of concrete consists simply in mix-
ing the water, cement, sand, and aggregate of
which it is composed. To obtain the best results

this mixture should l»e exceedingly thorough ; the
ideal mixture is attained when every grain of
.sand is covered M'ith a film of cement paste and
every fragment of aggregate is covered with a
coating of mortar. Both hand mixing and ma-
chine mixing are employed in practice. In hand
mixing the proper proportions of cement and
sand are deposited on a timl)er platform and
mi.\ed dry by repeated turnings with a shovel.

The proper quantity of water is then added,
preferably with a spraj', and the mixture then
turned and returned with shovels until the water
is thoroughly and evenly incorporated with the

cement and sand. The aggregate is then thor-

oughly wetted and is mixed with the mortar by
similarly repeated turnings with shovels.

A variety of concrete-mixing machines are em-
ployed, some being intermittent and some being
continuous in operation, the latter sometimes
automatically measuring the proportions of

cement, sand, aggregate, and water. Perhaps the
most common form of intennittent mixer is a
cubical iron box hung on trunnions at diagonally

opposite corners ; the cement, sand, and aggregatis

in the proper proportions are placed in the box
through a suitable door in one side which
can be closed and fastened; the water is admitted
through the hollow trunnions, and the box is

put in revolution by an engine or other motive
power. After from ten to twenty turns the box
is brought to rest, its contents of thoroughly
mixed concrete dumped out into barrows or cars

and a new charge of cement, sand, and aggregate

introduced (for mixing. A common form of con-

tinuous concrete-mixer consists of a trough or

cylinder in which a spiral or bladed screw shaft

revolves; the raw materials are introduced con-

tinuously at one end, and a continuous discharge

of mixed concrete takes place at the opposite

end. There are numerous other forms of con-

crete-mixing machines.
The value of concrete as a structural material

consists in its property of changing from a plas-

tic condition into a hard, rigid, artificial stone

by the setting and hardening of the cement paste.

(See CEStENT. ) Concrete composed of one part

cement, two parts sand, and six parts broken

stone has a compressive strength of from one to

two tons per square foot at the age of one year.

The method of laying the concrete after mixing
depends upon the position in which it is placed

and upon the form in which it is to be used in

the structure. When used in the form of blocks,

the block's are made by placing the plastic mix-

ture in suitable molds in thin layers and tamp-

ing each layer thoroughly with wooden or iron

rammers before placing the succeeding layers.

The mixture remains in the molds until it is hard,

Avhen the block is removed and laid in the struc-

ture just as a corresponding block of stone would
be laid. The more common method of using con-
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Crete is to place it in tlie structure in its plastic

tondition, and let it harden in place. When the

A\ork is in the air the uiixture is laid and rammed
in layers, just as is done in making concrete

Mocks, but when it is laid under water it has to

be deposited in buckets, which o|)en when the

bottom is reached and discharge their contents,

or it is run througli-circnlar chutes, which reach

from the surface to the bottom. Sometimes con-

crete is placed under water by inclosing it in

paper bags, which are slid down a chute ; the bags

(>ecome wet and the concrete bursts them open,

thus allowing the succeeding bagfuls to unite

into a solid mass. Sometimes, also, coarse open-

cloth bags are used, the cement oozing through

the meshes sufficiently to imite the whole into

a single mass. The chief care to be exercised in

placing concrete under water is to prevent the

cement, sand, and aggregate from becoming sepa-

rated. Concrete weighs when hard from 130 to

IGO poimds per cubic foot, and costs, laid, from
^2 to $10 per cubic j-ard.

The uses of concrete are excellently summarized
in A Treatise on Masonry Construction, by Prof.

J. O. Baker, as follows: "Concrete is admirably
adapted to a variety of most important uses. For
foundations in damp and yielding soils, and for

>'Ubterranean and submarine masonry, under
almost every combination of circumstances

likely to be met with in practice, it is

superior to brick masonry in strength, hard-

ness, and durability; it is more economical:

and in some cases is a safe substitute for

the best natural stone, while it is almost
always preferable to the poorer varieties. For
submarine masonry, concrete possesses the advan-
tage that it can be laid, under certain precautions,

without exhausting the water, and without the

use of a diving-bell or submarine armor. On
account of its continuity and impermeability to

water, it is an excellent material to fonn a
substratum in soils infested with springs; for

sewers and conduits ; for basement and sustain-

ing walls; for columns, piers, and abutments; for

the jK)inting and backing of walls faced with
brick, rubble, or ashlar work; for pavements in

areas, basements, sidewalks, and cellars; for the

walls and Hoors of cisterns, vaults, etc. Groined
and vaulted arches, and even entire bridges (see

BRirK;F..s), dwelling-houses, and factories in single

monolithic masses, with suitable ornamentation,
have been constructed of this material alone."

Consult Baker, Treatise on Masonry Construction
(New York, 1900). See Mobtab.

CONCRETE TERM. In logic, any name,
wlu'tlior subst.antivc or adjectival, which denotes

a thing and connotes a quality. See CoNNOTA-
1 lox ; Dkxotation.

CONCRETION (I^t. concretio, coalescence,

fntm coiifrisicrre, to grow together). A term
used in medicine to denote a formation of solid,

unorganized masses within the body, either by
I'hemical precipitation from the secretions, or by
the accidental aggregation of solids introduced
into the system from without. If composed of

precipitates in the urinary bladder, gall-bladder,

or salivary ducts, concretions are calle<l calculi.

(See Calclxi'S.) They may also be found in

former cavities in the lungs, as well as in tiilier-

oular joints, in which cases they are compose<l
of lime salts. They may be found in the fingers

and toes of gouty patients, appearing in nodiiles

projecting from the sides of the joints, and termed

'crabs' eyes.' These nodules are frequently com-
l-'osed of urat« of sodium. Concretions composed
of fecal matter are frequently found in the ver-

lorm appendix, in cases of appendicitis; verj'

rarely a fruit-seed is the basis and centre of such
a concretion. Concretions have been formed upon
pieces of catheter in the urinary bladder, and
upon beans in the nostrils. Concretions formed
of balls of hair, concretions of Epsom salts swal-

lowed undissolved, and concretions of cholesterin

(q.v.) have been found in the intestines. See
Bezoab.

CONCRETIONARY STRUCTURE. A con-

dition produced in rocks by molecular aggrega-

tion about some nucleus, whereby the rock masses
assume regularity of outline. This structure is

exhibited in both igneous and sedimentary rocks,

and may be due to processes acting at the time
of their formation (primary concretions), or sub-

sequent to their formation (secondary concre-

tions). It is especially frequent in limestones,

clays, and iron ores. Oolite is a limestone com-
posetl of rounded grains which resembles fish-roe

m appearance and not infrequently attains great
thickness. The flints of the English chalk forma-
tion are an example of siliceous concretions.

Clay-ironstone, hematite, limonite, pyrite, and
marcasite often assume nodular or oolitic form,
and are widely distributed in geological forma-
tions. The structure of these primary' concre-

tions is due to the tendency which atoms and
molecules possess, when in a state of solution or
suspension, of attaching themselves to some
foreign body. Particles of silica, such as sand
and fmstules of diatoms, commonly serve as cen-

tral points of attachment. Secondary' concretions
are developed by weathering in sandstones, shales,

and limestones; the decomposition and disintegra-

tion take effect first on the surface of the rock
masses, progressing thence toward the interior.

Concretionary structure is rarely developed in

igneous rocks, the best example being the beauti-

ful diorite (Napoleonite) of Corsica, in which
the feldspar, quartz, and hornblende constituents
have grouped themselves into globular aggrega-
tions.

CONCUBINAGE (from OF., Fr. concubine,

from Lat. concuhina, concubine, from concumhere,
to lie with, from com-, together -^- cubare, to lie).

In general, the cohabitation as husband and wife

of a man and woman who are not lawfully mar-
ried to each other. Specifically, a form of poly-

gamy in which the primary matrimonial relation

is supplemented by one or more secondary and
inferior relations of the same kind. It was used,

technically, in the former sense, in the common-
law action for dower, in the allegation that the

woman claiming dower was not a wife lawfully
married to the party in whose land she seeks to

be endowed, but his concubine. In the United
States, the term has l>een applied, imder the Ed-
munds acts of 1882 and 1887, to the polygamous
relations of the Mormons, at which the acts were
aimoil. In its general sense, as denoting merely
unlawful cohabitation, concubinage, however
abhorrent to the moral sense of the community, is

not in most jurisdictions obnoxious to the crim-
inal law. (See Crim. Cox.) In its special sense,

however, as signifying a plurality of wives, it

comes under the penalties of bigamy and poly-

gamv (qq.v.).

The earliest Roman laws were distinguished for

the strictness with which they treated marriage.
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They not only uplield thoroughly the principle of
monogamy, but tliey fettered marriage itself with
many burdeuHunic forms, ilenc-e arose llie prac-
tice of a free uimiarricd man entering into a less

strict relation with a single woman—a sort of
permanent cohabitation. The oirspring of such a
connection, called 'natural' children, had not the
rights of legitimate children, but they were recog-
nized by the father. Augustus, with a view to
promote regular marriages and check the growing
licentiousness, enacted a comi)rehensive marriage-
laM' {Lex Julia), which discouraged concubinage,
restricting it to women of low rank or those \v\\o

had lost tlieir station. Christianity required the
complete sanctity of marriage and taught that
concubimige was sinful, tliough the Church
was not strong enough to condenm it until the
Council of Trent (15(53). The ancient laws of
the Germans recognized, along witli regular mar-
riage, an informal connection of the sexes. In
the Middle Ages a similar connection became cus-

tomary, called a 'left-handed,' or morganatic
marriage. See ^Maubiage, and consult the au-
thorities there referred to.

CONCURRENCE (ML. concurrent ia, con-
currence, from conciirrere, to run together, from
COHI-. t oget licr -f CM rrcrf, to run) and COL-
LINEARITY (from Lat. com-, together+ imea,
line). If several lines have a point in common
they are said to be concurrent. The common
point is called the focus or vertex of the pencil

of lines. If several points lie on one straight line

they are said to be collinear. The line is called

the base of the range of points. That portion of

geometry concerned with concurrent lines and
collinear points is called the theory of concur-
rence and collinearity. Some of its fundamental
propositions are:

If a transversal intersects the sides of a tri-

angle ABC in the points X, Y, Z, the segments
of the sides of the triangle are connected by the
relation (AZ:ZB)- (BX:XC) • (CY: YA) = - 1.

Conversely, if the points be so taken that the rela-

tion holds, then the three points are collinear.

(This relation is known as Menelaus's theorem.)
If the three lines AO, BO, CO drawn from the

vertices of the triangle ABC are concurrent in O
and meet the opposite sides in X, Y, Z, then BX •

CYAZ = —CXAY-BZ, and conversely (Ceva's
theorem )

.

If three lines perpendicular to the sides of a
triangle ABC at X, Y. Z are concurrent, then

BX*— XC» + CY*— YA' + A7J— ZB* = 0.

Conversely, if this relation holds, the per-
pendiculars are concurrent.

If the lines joining the vertices of two tri-

angles are concurrent, their corresponding sides
intersect in three collinear points. (This proposi-
tion, known as Desargues's theorem, is true for
any rectilinear figures.)

The opposite pairs of sides of a hexagon in-

scribed in a conic intersect in three collinear
points (Pascal's theorem).

The lines joining the opposite vertices of a
hexagon circumscribed about a conic are con-

current (Brianchon's theorem).
The polars of a range of points with respect

to a circle (q.v. ) are concurrent, and conversely.

If from any point on a circle perpendiculars
are dra\vn to the sides of an inscribed triangle,

their feet are collinear. (The base of this range
is called Simson's line.)

From these and other similar theorems, many

properties of elementary geometry follow at once;
as, the altitudes of a triangle are concurrent, the
medians of a triangle are concurrent, etc. The
theorems of I'asc-al and Brianchon lead to numer-
(uis theorems in modern geometry. Consult: Cre-
numa, VAemcnin of I'rojective (Icometry, trans,
by Leudesdorf (Oxford, 1885) ; Ca.sey, Sequel to
Euclid (Dublin, 1888) ; Beman and Smith, A'ctu

Plane and Solid Geometry (Boston, 1900); Mc-
Clelland, Geometry of the Circle (New York,
1801).

CONCURRENT JURISDICTION. The
jurisdiction that exists wiiere two or more courts
possess the equal and coiirdinate right of taking
cognizance of a single cause. Thus in the United
States, a justice's court and a city court may
often take cognizance of the same matter; or a
court of common pleas and a superior coyrt may
do the .same. In criminal cases it is an estab-
lished rule that when one court has brought an
ofTender l)efore it, the court having concurrent
jurisdiction is thereby debarred from taking
cognizance of the case. In civil trials it is the
jtrivilege of the person appealing to the law

—

that is» in most cases, the plaintiff—to choose
before which of the two coordinate courts he
wishes to bring the matter. The phrase concur-
rent jurisdiction is used in opposition to priva-
tive, or exclusive, jurisdiction, i.e. where only
one court has the right of hearing and determin-
ing the matter at ipsue.

In the political system of the United States,
with its Federal courts exercising jurisdiction
over the same ])er.sons as are subject to a local

State jurisdiction, the occurrence of cases of con-

current jurisdiction is very common. Where it

exists, a decision of a State court may, in a
proper case, be taken up to the Supreme Court
of the United States for review. See Court;
JlRISDICTIOX.

CONCUSSION FUSE. See Fuse..

CONCUSSION OF THE BRAIN (Lat. con-
cussio, sliock, fifim conculcrr, to sliake together,

from com-, together -j- (/uatere, to shake). The
name given to a group of sjonptoms which result

from injuries to the head, but are not due to
fracture or to perceptible laceration of vessels

or brain substance. The condition has been
widely discus.sed and extensively studied by many
means of experimentation, but authorities still

disagree as to whether it is due to laceration of

minute blood-vessels, to altered vibratory changes
in the molecules of the brain-cells, or to a change
in the disposition of the cerebro-spinal fluid. At
jtresent, almost all surgeons deny that concussion
of itself is fatal, and autopsies show almost in-

variably some apparent lesion of vessels or brain
substance in those fatal cases which have simu-
lated concussion, but which were really instances
of contusion or laceration. The symptoms vary
in mild and severe cases. In the former, when
the patient is 'stunned' by a fall or a blow on the
head, there is dizziness, disturbances of vision

and noises in the ears, loss of strength, so that
the patient falls, the face is pale and covered
with a cold perspiration, the respiration is shal-

low, the pulse feeble and often slower than
normal. In graver cases these symptoms become
intensified, or the most extreme symptoms may
develop instantly. There is complete unconscious-
ness, the body is cold and relaxed, the pupils
widely dilated and unresponsive to light, the
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respiration scarcely distinguishable, the pulse
weak, irregular, and slow. Vomiting is also fre-

quent. This condition may last for several hours
or even for a day or more, after which reaction
slowly occurs, and recovery is complete. Fre-
quently the sjTiiptonis of contusion or hemorrhage
may follow, and the subsequent history becomes
that of severe brain injury. Protracted symp-
toms of concussion are usually regarded as sug-
gestive of a more serious injury. The treatment
is expectant : it consists in the application of
warmth to the body, stimulation of respiration
and pulse if necessary, and in keeping the pa-
tient in absolute quiet. A surgical operation is,

of cours3, not indicated in pure concussion, but
only in such cases as give symptoms of gross
brain lesions. See Shock.

CONDAMINE, Charles Maria de la. See
La COXDAMI.NE.

CONDE, kO.x'da', Family of. One of the great
families in France, and a branch of the House of
Bourbon. It took its name from the town of
iondC\ ( See Coxn6-svR-L'Esc.\VT. ) The first to
l>ear the title of Prince de Conde was Louis, the
youngest son of Charles de Bourbon. Duke of
V endonie. (See below. ) The family became ex-
tinct in 1830. It gave many famous men to
France, of whom the following are the most
noted

:

Louis I. de Boirbox, Prince de Conde (1530-
C9), appears in 1549 as gentjeman of the royal
bedchamber. He distinguished himself at the
siege of Metz (1552), and in the battle of Saint
Quentin ( 1557) . But the Court was under Guise
influence, and no Bourbon could exj>ect advance-
ment. Condt', who had early imbibed Protestant
ideas, threw in his lot with the Huguenots on the
accession of Francis II. in 1559. He took part
in the conspiracy of Amboise, formed by the
Huguenots for the overthrow of the Guises. The
capture and imprisonment of the chief Huguenot
leaders followed, and Cond4 only escaped execu-
tion through the opportune death of the King.
The balance of power rested in the hands of
Catherine de' Medici (q.v.), who liberated Cjonde
and made him Governor of Picardy. After the
massacre of Vassy (1.562), Conde" and Coligny
tcok up arms against the Guise faction, but they
were defeated at Dreux in the same year, and
( ondf' was taken prisoner. He was," however,
liberated in the year following by the pacifica-
tion of Amboise. Owing to fresh persecution, the
Huguenots again took up arms in 1567; an un-
successful attempt to seize the person of the King
was followed by the indecisive battle of Saint
IVnis, in which the Catholic leader, the Con-
stable de Montmorency, was slain, and in 1568
another treaty of peace was made. Condi?, how-
ever, learning of Court intrigues against his
liberty, renewed the conflict. The battle of
.Famac (March 13, 1569) resulted most disas-
trously for the Huguenots. Cond6 rashly ex-
posed himself and was wounded and taken* pris-
oner. \\ hile his wounds were being dressed he
was assassinated by Montesquieu, a Swiss merce-
nary captain, possibly at the command of the
Duke of .\njou, whom CondA had offended. "He
was distinguished." says the Due d'Aumale, "by
great ardor and gayety, the desire and the gift
of being pleasant, by a resolute character, a
proud soul, and a great and generous heart."
Of the four sons who survived him, the eldest,
Henri L (1552-88), joined the Huguenot cause.

but renounced his religion to save his life at the
time of the massacre of Saint Bartholomew. He
again took up arms for Protestantism in 1585,
and was excommimicated by Poi)e Sixtus V.
After several successful encounters with the
forces of the I.<?ague, Conde was wounded at
Coutras (October 20, 1587) and died a few
months later, not without grave suspicions of
foul play on the part of his wife and attendants.
The legitimacy of his only son, Henri II. (1588-
1646), was a matter of great dispute; but finally
he was allowed to succeed to the titles and es-

tates of his father, and, for a time at least, was
looked on as the heir presimiptive to the French
crown. This contingency was removed l>y Henrj-
IV.'s second marriage and the birth of the Dau-
phin Louis (1601). After a life at Court, de
voted to the aggrandizement of his family, and
marked by opposition to the Huguenots, 'Henri
II. de Conde died in 1646. He was the father of
the Great Conde.

Louis II. de Bourbon (1621-86) is known in
historj' as 'the Great Conde.' After a thorough
education in the Jesuit seminary at Bruges the
young prince, who was known as the Due d'En-
ghien during the lifetime of his father, was intro-
duced at Court, and the next year, at the age of
eighteen, was made Governor of Burgundy. To
further his father's political aims, he was forced,
in 1641, to marrj' the niece of Richelieu, much
against his inclination. Meanwhile he had en-
tered the military ser\-ice and distinguished him-
self in the Xetherlands, but his great triumph
came in 1643, when, at the battle of Rocroi, he
outmanoeuvred the Spanish infantry, raised the
siege, and inflicted a severe defeat on the enemy.
Other successes followed, and Conde was pro-
moted and sent to Alsace, in the summer of 1643,
to cooperate with Turenne. After the victory of
Freiburg, the capture of Philippsburg. Mainz,
and other cities on the Rhine, Conde returned in
triumph to Paris for the winter, but in 1645,
after the defeat of Turenne by Mercy, he again
took the field and by his splendid dash and
onergj' won a series of victories culminating in
that of Xordlingen in 1645, where Mercy was
killed. Associated with the Duke of Orleans in
the Netherlands in 1(>46, Conde won several bril-

liant victories. The death of his father in the
same year made him head of the Conde fam-
ily and gave him possession of vast estates
and a large fortune, and made him the highest
personage in the State after the King and
the Duke of Orleans. Though feared by Maza-
rin, Conde was given the chief command in
the Netherlands and made captain-general of the
French forces. The victorj' at I>ens in 1648
added to his fame and he was recalled to Paris
to suppress the rising of the Fronde (q.v.).

After many intrigues, plots, and counter-plots
the Court returned to Paris. Conde's haughti-
ress of manner and dictatorial measures, how-
ever, soon alienated the Queen and nobles, and
by the advice of Mazarin he was arrested, wjth
other members of his family. The threatened
advance of Turenne, the mumuirs of the Fronde,
and the activity of friends, soon secured Conde's
release. The discomfiture and flight of Mazarin
again brought Conde to the front, but the failure

of the Court to fulfill its promises and the sus-

picions he entertained that his assassination was
contemplated roused him to fresh rebellion in

1651. His former allv, Turenne, was now on the
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aide of the Court, and after CondC* had won the
battle of Bli'neau (April, l(i52) and advancini on
Paris, he was met l»y Turcnne at the head of

the royal troops. A bloody and indecisive con-

flict ensued, the net result of which was so to

weaken the Frondeurs that most of them eon-

hented to a treaty of peace. Condf', however,
rejected the prolFcred terins. and after a vain ef-

fort to retrieve his cause and seize Paris, went
over to Spain. In the war which followed he
acted as conmiander-in-chief of the Spanish
forces in Flanders, but could gain no advantage
over Turenne, who opposed him. When the

l)eace of the Pyrenees was made (1G59) Conde
was pardoned and again -entered the service of

France. In 1G73 he commanded in the Nether-
lands, and the next year fought a drawn battle

at SenetTe with William of Orange. This was
the great general's last important battle, though
in 1075 he succeeded Turenne, on the latter's

death, in command of the army on the Rhine.
Disabled by gout, he resigned his jwst and re-

tired to his estate at Chantilly. There he be-

came a devout Roman Catholic, and occupied
himself during his remaining years with lit-

erature, religion, and the society of his friends.

He was intimate with Molifere, Racine, Boileau,
Bossuet, and La Bruy&re. lie died at Fontaine-
bleau on December 11, I68G, and his friend Bos-
suet pronounced the now famous Oraison func-
hre over his bier. Though proud, and acting al-

ways from motives of selfish ambition. CondC*

was without doubt one of the greatest men of his

time. The only surviving son of the Great CondC*,

Henri Jules (1643-1709), inherited some of the
ability of his father and played a more or less

important part in the history of his time, while
his grandson, the Duke de Bourbon, known as
Monsieur le Due, was a prominent figure at the
time of the Regency.

Louis Joseph de Boubbox, Prince de Conde
(I73G-1818), the son of the Duke de Bourbon,
was born in Paris, August 9, 173G. He distin-

guished himself in the Seven Years' War at
Minden, GJemniingen, and Johannisberg. At the
outbreak of the Revolution he showed himself a
strong supporter of the monarchy, and in 1792
took up arms against the Republic, organizing on
the Rhine a body of ^migr^s, which cooperated
with the Austrians.. and was known as 'the army
of Conde.' After the peace of Campo Formio
(1797), he entered the Russian service, and in

1801 fought in that of England. In that
year he took up his abode in England, where
he remained until the Restoration. His last

years were .spent at Chantillv, and he died there
May 13, 1818. He was the author (1798) of an
Essai sur la vie du grande Conde. His son Louis
Henri Joseph (1756-1830) was the last of the
Cond6 princes. He was wo'unded at the siege

of Gibraltar in 1782 and later .served under
his father against France. His eldest son was
the hapless Due d'Enghien, executed in 1804 by
order of Napoleon. After the Restoration Conde
settled his fortune on the Due d'Aumale, son of

Louis Philippe, but in 1830 seemed to have
thought of changing this will. Before doing so,

however, he was found strangled, and it was
judicially decided that he had committed suicide,

though no satisfactory evidence was produced
and the verdict was an open one.

Consult: Due d'Aumale, Histoirc des princes

de Conde XVIe and XVIle siecles (7 vols., Paris,

1803-90) ; vols. i. and ii. translated into English
by 11. B. Borthwick ( London, 1872) ; L<jrd Mahon,
Life of Louis, I'rinee of Condd (London, 1845) ;

Fitzpatrick, The (ireat Cond6 and the Period of
the Fronde (2d ed., London, 1874) ; Crt'tineau-
Joly, Uintoire des troin derniers princes de la

maison de Cond6 (Paris, 18G0) ; Muret, L'hia-
toire de Varmie de Condi (Paris, 1844).

CONDELL, kftn'dfl, Henry ( ? -1627), and
HEMING, John ( ? -1630). English actors,
whose names are forever linked with Shakes-
peare's. They both belonged to Shakespeare's
company, and, with Burbage, were joint owners
of the Globe Theatre. Like Shakespeare, they
amassed fortunes from their profession. The
great dramatist, as a token of lifelong friendship,
bequeathed to them and Burbage 26s. 8d. to buy
rings. And they in turn collected and edited his
plays, 'to keepe the memory of so worthy a friend
and fellow alive' (first folio, 1023).

CONDEMNATION. See Eminent Domain,

CONDENSED MILK. See Milk.

CONDENSEB (from Lat. eondensare, to
(iiicken. from com-, together + densus, thick, Gk.
5<wi/j, dasys, thick). Any device for reducing
gas or vapor to a liquid or solid form is termed
a condenser, though the name is applied specific-

ally to a variety of apparatus used in the arts
besides appliances for condensing gases and
vapors, as the part of a cotton-gin which com-
pres.ses the lint; a machine which takes the
wool coming from the carding engine and rolls

it into slightly twisted threads or slubbings
ready for spinning; the arrangement of steam-
pipes u.sed in sugar-mills to evaporate the water
in the cane-juice preparatory' to concentration.
Condensers in steam engineering are apparatus
for condeilsing the exhaust steam from an engine.
They are employed on shipboard, invariably in

ocean steamers, and very generally in fresh-water
craft, but are seldom used on stationary land
engines and almost never on locomotive or port-
able engines. The two forms of steam-condensers
are the jet condenser, now seldom used, and the
surface condenser. The jet condenser consists
essentially of an air-tight chamber into which the
exhaust steam flows, and is brought into con-
tact with a spray of water Avhose action is to
turn the steam to water, which falls to the bot-

tom of the chamber and is pumped away by an
air-pump. With the jet condenser the conden.sed
steam is necessarily mixed with the water of the
spra}', which in ocean steamers is always sea-

water, so that it is always salt and thus objec-
tionable for boiler-feeding purposes. To remedy
this objection, the surface condenser was invent-

ed, and consists essentially of a vessel containing
brass tubes through whidi the exhaust steam is

passed, and around which a current of cold water
is kept in circulation, thus keeping separate the
condensed steam and the salt condensing water.
See Steam-Exgine.

CONDENSER. A form of electrical appa-
ratus u.sed to accumulate a charge of electricity,

or, in other words, to store up electrical energy.
A condenser in its simplest form consists of two
conductors which are separated from each other
by an insulating medium or dielectric, and is

illustrated by the Leyd?n jar or Franklin plate.

The name dates from the time of the fluid theory
of electricity, when it was believed that a certain
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amount of the electric fluid could be collected or

condensed on a conducting surface. The princi-

ple of the apparatus is illustrated in the Frank-
lin plate, which consists of a plate of glass with
pieces of tin-foil on each side. If a positively

charged body or the positive conductor of an
electric machine is connected with one of the tin-

foil coatings, it will communicate to it by con-

duction a positive charge of electricity. If now
the opposite plate is connected with the ground,
the negative electricity is held boimd, while the

positive is repelled and passes to the ground.
^Accordingly we have accumulated equal amounts
of positive and negative electricity on the tin-

foil, and if the two surfaces are connected a bright

spark results and the equilibrium is restored.

Otherwise, the charge remains on the surface of

the conductors until it is dissipated by leakage.

The energy which is stored up in the condenser is

expended in producing the spark. The amount
of electricity that can be accumulated depends
upon the capacity of the condenser and the po-

tential of the charge. The Leyden jar consists of

a Franklin plate in a cylindrical form, and as it

is more compact and has greater capacity, it is

more often used. In practice, however, the

usual form of condenser consists of sheets of tin-

foil separated from each other by paraffined

paper, or in the case of standard condensers
sheets of mica, with the alternate sheets of tin-

foil connected together to give considerable ca-

pacity. The apparatus may be arranged so as to

afford various amoimts of capacity, and is much
used in cable-testing and other branches of elec-

trical work. The unit of capacity is the farad

(q.v. ), but condensers are generally constructed

to give capacities in fractions or multiples of a
micro-farad (-nnssmrff faiad) , which is the unit or-

dinarily employed. See Electricity.

CONa)EB, JosiAH (1789-1855). An English
author. He set up as a bookseller in London in

1811, and became proprietor and editor of the

Eclectic Review in 1814 and editor of the Patriot
newspaper in 18.32. He published many worTvS

on religious, political, and miscellaneous sub-

jects. The most popular of these was his Modem
Traveler (1825-29), a series of 30 volumes de-

scriptive of the various countries of the globe, of

remarkable accuracy, though the author never
traveled out>iido of his native country.

CONDE-SUR-L'ESCATJT, kOs'd&' syr lA'sk^
(Fr., Conde on the Scheldt, from Gall, condat,

confluence + Fr. aur, on + Kscaut, Scheldt). A
town in the Department of Nord, France, at the
confluence of the Haine and the Scheldt and on
the Condf'-Mons Canal, eight miles northeast of

Valenciennes. It dates from the Roman period
and gave its name to the noble family of Conde.
It has an interesting castle, a church, an arsenal,

and strong fortifications constructed by Vauban.
It manufactures starch, chicory, leather, and
soap. Population, in 1901, 4130; commune, 4960.

CONDE-SUR-NOIREAU, nwil'ry. A town
in the Dej)artnn'nt of Calvados, France, on
the Noireau River, 33 miles south-southwest of

Caen by rail (Map: France, F 3). Among its

notable features are the two venerable churches
of Saint Sauveur and Saint ^^ark, and a bronze
statue of Diimont d'l'rville. the famous naviga-

tor, a native of the town. It is an ancient town
and a busy industrial centre, with cotton-spin-

ing factories, manufactures of cutlery and

leather, and an important trade in cattle, honey,
and other agricultural products. Population, in
1901, 6.591.

CONDILLAC, kdN'dft'yik', Etienxe Boxnot
DE (1715-80). A French philosopher. He was
born at Grenoble, and in 1768 became a member
of the French Academy of Sciences. He never
attended the meetings of the Academy after
his reception as a member, and passed his
life mostly in great retirement. He died at
his estate near Beaugency. In 1746 he published
his Essai sur Vorigine des connaiaaancea hu-
maines, a work which represented the views of
Locke (q.v.). In his later works he carried out
the sensational side of Locke's philosophy with
great consistency. He believed that "the ego of
each man is only the bundle of the sensations he
experiences and of those which memory recalls."

He illustrated his view by describing an imag-
ined growth in the consciousness of a marble
statue as it received one by one various sense
faculties. In addition to his first essay, he wrote:
Traite des systcmrs (1749); Recherche aur
Vorigine des ideea que noua avons de la heautS
(1749); Traite des sensations (1754); and La
logique (1781), besides thirteen volumes of text-

books he had prepared when tutor to the Duke of
Parma, grandson of Louis XV. Consult: De-
waule, Condillac et la psychologic anglaise con-
temporaine (Paris, 1892) ) Lewes, History of
Philosophy (London, 1880) ; Rethor^, Condillac
ou Vempirisme et le rationalisme (Paris, 1864) ;

Robert, Les theories logiquea de Condillac ( Paris,
1869).

CONDIMENTS (Lat. condimentum, from
condire, to season, from com-, together + -dere,

Skt. dha, to put ) . Seasoning agents, or sub-
stances employed at table for the purpnise of im-
parting a flavor or seasoning to the ordinary
solid or liquid food. The greater part of condi-
ments are necessarj' to sustain the proper func-
tions of the alimentary system, and, besides grat-
ifying the appetite, minister, more or less, to the
wants of the structure. The principal condi-
ments are saline substances, such as common
salt; acidulous bodies, such as acetic acid or
vinegar; oily condiments, such as butter and
olive-oil ; saccharine substances, such as sugar
and honey; and aromatic and pungent condi-
ments, such as mustard, ginger, pepper, and
pickles.

CONDITION (OF. condicion, Fr. condition,
from Lat. cottdicio, agreement, from condicere,
to agree, from com-, together + dicere, to say).
The popular name in American college parlance
for a deficiency on the part of a student in exam-
inations (q.v.). It derives its force from the
fact that the student is jiermitted to go on with
his class only on condition that the deficiency be
made good within a given time, failing which his
name is dropped from the college rolls.

CONDITION. In natural science and meta-
physics, that in default of which a phenomenon
does not occur. (See Caisauty.) In logic it

denotes any qualification of the universal valid-

ity of a statement. See TxKiic.

CONDITION and CONDITIONAL. As a
legal term, condition signifies a provision in a
contract, conveyance, grant, or will, that an
estate or interest in property, or a personal obli-

gation, shall depend up«m the happening of an
uncertain event. The term is also applied to the
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event itself. If the condition is set forth in words
it is called an express condition ; if it is infer-

able from the circumstances of the particular

case it is called an implied condition. In Eng-
lish law conditions are also classified as condi-

tions precedent and conditions subsequent. An
example of the former is the grant of an estate

to A upon condition that he marry B; or the

contract to charter a ship upon condition that it

is in the port of Amsterdam. Here the event

named must hapjx'n lK»fore the estate vests in A,
or the contract obligation on the part of the

hirer of the ship arises. An example of a condi-

tion subsequent is the grant of an estate to A
upon condition that he continues to reside in a

l)articular place ; or the purchase of a piano
upon condition that it shall 'stand up to correct

pitch' for a year. Here the estate in A, or the

obligation of the purchaser to keep and pay for

the ])iano is annulled upon the non-performance
of the condition. Impossible, illegal, or repug-

nant conditions are void. Accordingly, says

Blackstone. "if they be conditions subsequent, the

estate shall become absolute in the tenant, for

he hath bv the grant the estate vested in him,
which shall not i)e defeated by a void condition.

But if the condition be precedent, he shall take

nothing by the grant, for he hath no estate until

the condition is performed."

A provision in a contract which is intended to

operate as a condition in favor of one party may
contain a binding promise of the other party.

For example, A agrees to sell and deliver to B
at a named time, place, and price a certain quan-
tity of merchantable corn ; and A tenders unmer-
chantable corn at the agreed time, place, and
price. B has the right not only to reject the

com, because the condition precedent to deliver

merchantable corn has not been performed by
A, but also to recover from A damages for breach

of contract to deliver the agreed corn. Such a

provision in a contract may be called a promis-

sory condition. Of this class are the mutual
promises of the seller to deliver the goods and of

the btiyer to pay for them—engagements which
are sometimes called 'concurrent conditions.*

Promissory conditions have been confused with
warranties (see Warranty) by many judges and
-writers, but the English Sale of Goods Act of 1893
makes a sharp distinction between the terms, and
has done much to clear up the confusion in this

branch of the law. See Sale.

Another and distinct class of provisions in con-

tracts may be styled casual or contingent condi-

tions, because they are intended to prevent any
obligation attaching to either party until their

performance. An example of this class is af-

forded by an agreement for the sale of described

goods to arrive by a specified ship. Here, if the
ship does not arrive, or, if arriving, it has not
the described goods on board, neither party is

bound.
The word conditional frequently appears in

standard legal phrases, some of the more impor-
tant of which are the following: Conditional
acceptance (of a bill of exchange) is an accept-

ance in Avhich payment by the acceptor is de-

pendent upon the fulfillment of a condition there-

in named. Conditional advance note, that is. a
note given by the master of a ship to a seaman,
payable after the ship sails upon condition that
the seaman goes with the ship. Conditional al-

lotment, conditional application, that is, the

allotment of shares in a company, or the applica-

tion for shares, made U]>on a s])ecified condition.

In the former case the a|)plicant is not bound to
take the shares iinless he has assented to the con-

dition, nor in the latter case unless the condition
is iK'rformed. (.'onsult: IJlackstone, Cummen-
tariea on the Laws of England; Benjamin,
Treatise on the Lair, of Hale of Personal
Property (7th ed., Boston, 1899) ; Burdick, Law
of Hale of Personal Property (2d ed., Boston,
1901 ) ; consult also the Cyclopcedia of the Laws
of England, vol iii. (Ix)ndon, 1897).

CONDITIONAL FEE. At common law, an
estate granted to a man and the heirs of his

body. This limitation to a particular line of

heirs, to the exclusion of collateral lines, was
interpreted by the courts merely as a condition

diverting the estate in the event that no issue

was born answering the description of the grant,

and the fee thus came to be known as a condi-

tional fee. The condition being performed by
the birth of issue, such estates became absolute

and might then be alienated to strangers and
the expectations of the issue defeated. As con-

ditional fees were a device of the great landown-
ers to preserve their estates intact for their

lineal descendants, they procured the enactment
of a statute by Parliament forbidding such
alienation and preserving the interests of the

issue as well as of persons to whom the property
was to go on failure of issue. This was the

famous statute of Westminster II. (1285),
known as the statute De Bonis Gondii ionalibus

('concerning conditional gifts'), which had the

effect of converting such estates into fees tail and
of preventing the evils at which it was aimed
until,by the ingenuity of the lawyers and judges,

other means were devised for barring entails and
alienating such estates. See Condition ; Common
Recovery; Fee Tail; Fee Simple; Fine. Con-
sult the authorities referred to under Fee Sim-

ple and Vr.K T\il.

CONDITIONAL IMMORTALITY. The
doctrine advanced by certain theologians that

the immortality of the soul is conditional only

iipon faith in Christ, and that immortality is

not inherent in the race. See Annihilationism.

CONDITIONAL LIMITATION. A fee

simple estate liiiiiled or (jualilied (a) so as to

come to an end on the happening of a collateral

event, or (b) so as to shift from one owner to

another on such an event. The expression condi-

tional limitation is used in both these senses by
different law-writers of great authority, and it is

therefore impossible to affix to it a precise defini-

tion. The first use of the phrase identifies it

with the limited or qualified fee simple, as a
gift of land to A and his heirs so long as they

shall continue to live on the premises, or so long

as Saint Paul's Church shall stand, or until the

happening of any other event. Under the early

common law the donor of such an estate had an
interest left—notwithstanding the estate conveyed

was a fee simple—known as a 'possibility of re-

verter,' and, upon the happening of the event

specified in the deed, the property would revert

or return to the donor or his heirs. This contin-

gent interest remaining in the donor of a qualified

fee has been referred to the feudal relation of lord

and tenant, which might subsist between the

grantor and grantee of a fee, and it has been

supposed that the statute Quia Emptores (1290),
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^^llich did away with this feudal relation, thereby
destroyed also the grantor's possibility of re-
verter, and converted every qualified fee" into an
absolute fee. But it has l)een held, nevertheless,
in two States (New York and Massachusetts) of
the United States, that qualified fees of this type
are still ^ood, and that they will revert to the
grantor and bis heirs on the happening of the
event on which they were conditioned, and these
decisions are likely to be followed in the United
States. But neiter at the common law nor to-
day has the grantor of such a fee any interest
which he is capable of alienating to any other
j)erson prior to the return of the estate to' him.
The second meaning of the expression condi-

tional limitation makes it a convenient phrase for
the commoner terms executory devise and shift-
ing use. While at the common law a gift of a
fee simple—even though qualified as above de-
scribed—was supposed to exhaust the whole
power of alienation, if not the entire interest, of
Ihe donor, leaving him no capacity to give the
property over, on the happening of'a future con-
tingency, to another; yet, as a result of the
Statute of Uses (passed'in 1527) and the Statute
of Wills (enacted in 1532) it became possible to
make a fee which should, upon a specified future
event, shift to another. Thus, if land be devised
i)y will to X and his heirs on condition that they
shall forever maintain their citizenship in New
York, with the further proviso that in the event
oi a failure to comply with the condition within
the lives of the donor's children the property
should go over to a charity, the last-mentioned
gift might take effect as an executory devise, or
conditional limitation on the prior gift. Such
limitations on fees are now very common, and
may, under modern statutes, usually be effected
by a simple deed of grant, without invoking the
aid of the Statute of Uses. See Devise; Estate;
Fee Simple; Feudal System; Subi>'fecd.\tion

;

Use; Will; and the authorities referred to
under those titles.

CONDITIONED, The Philosophy of the.
Sw Hamilton, Sir William.

CONDOM, kdN'dON'. A town in the Depart-
ment of Gers, France, on the river Baise, here
crossed by two bridges, 25 miles north-northwest
of Auch (ifap: France, G 8). The town, founded
in 721, is irregularly built, but has handsome sub-
urbs. It has a Gothic cathe<Iral, the remains of
an old cloister, an exchange, and hospitals. There
is a very considerable trade in grain, flour, wine,
and brandy, and manufactures of cotton, cotton
yarn, etc. Bossuet was at one time Bishop of
Condom. Population, in 1901, 6578.

CONDONATION (Lat. condonatio, from con-
donare, to pardon, from com-, together + donare,
tii give, from donum, Skt. ddna, gift, from Lat.
'Ifire, Gk. Si8 pcu, didonai, OChurch Slav. datJ,
Lith. duti, Skt. dA, to give). In law, forgiveness
of an act by a husband or wife, which en-
titles the forgiving party to a divorce. Condona-
tion may be either expressed or implied. If the
parties have cohabited after a knowledge of the
offense complained of. this is an implied con-
donation of the offense, and bars complaint un-
less the offense shall have lieen subsequently
repeated. An act once condoned is. in the eyes
of the law. as though it had never been commit-
ted, unless the guilty party repeats the offense,

in which event the old offense l>ecomes a valid

ground of complaint. In other words, condona-
tion is always conditional upon the discontinu-
ance of the condoned misconduct. See Divorce.

CON^DOB (Sp., from Peruv. cuntur, condor).
The great vulture (Starcoramphus gryphua) of
the Andes, and the largest of known flying birds,
unless the albatross may .sometimes exceed it.

Its dimensions, however, have often been far
overstated, the truth being that it varies in length
from 44 to 55 inches, and in expanse of wing
from 81/j to lOV, feet. The wings are long and
extremely powerful; the tail short, and wedge-
shaped; the general color black, which is bright-
est in old males, which have much white in the
wing. The young are brownish. Around the
lower part of the neck of both sexes there is a
broad white ruff of downy feathers, above which
the skin is bare and exhibits many folds. The
head of the male is crowned with a large, red-
dish, cartilaginous comb, and the neck is fur-
nished with a dilatable wattle. The beak is thick
and strong, straight at the base, but the upper
mandible strongly cur\'ed at the extremity. The
condor feeds mostly on carrion. Its voracity is
enormous. Tschudi mentions one in confinement
at Valparaiso which ate eighteen pounds of meat
in a single day, and seemed next day to have as
good an appetite as usual. Condors often gorge
themselves so that they cannot fly, and, if at-
tacked, must disgorge in order tc escape. They
inhabit regions 10,000 or 15,000 feet above the
level of the sea, where they are usually seen in
small groups, and where they breed, making no
nest, but laying their eggs on'the bare rocks. To
these haunts they return, after their descent into
the plains for food. The height to which the
condor soars in the air exceeds that of any other
bird, and is often far above the clouds.

Closely related to the condor, but distinguished
by differences in the cartilaginous comb, bare
neck, and shape of the bill, are the king vulture,
or king of vultures {Gyparchus papa), of the
warm parts of America, and the California vul-
ture (Pseudogryphus Califomianus) . The king
vulture is about the size of a goose, and derives
its name from its driving away other vultures
from prey at its pleasure. Its plumage is finely
colored, reddish above, white beneath, with blii-

ish-pay ruff, and black quills and tail. The
Californian vulture is oft^n longer and of
greater expanse of wing than the condor, but is

not so heavy a bird. It is duller colored, and
has less white on the wings. Its range was re-

stricted to the Pacific coast region, from Oregon
southward; it was nowhere really common, and
it has now l>ecome extinct, except possibly in

Lower California. Like other American vul-
tures, it has no voice, the only sound that it

utters being a hoarse hiss or sort of weak snort-
ing. All these large American vulttires belong
to the family Cathartid.TP. which includes the
turkey-buzzards, and is less falconine than the
Old World vultures. See Vulture and Plate
of Vultures; and Extinct Aximals.
The first satisfactory account of the condors

was given by Humboldt. Consult: Darwin. .1

Xaturalist's Voyage (Ixindon, 1860) ; Stejne-
ger. Rirrraide Natural Hifttory, vol. iv. (Boston.
1885) ; Lucas. Annual Report of United States
Xational Mimeum, 1880 ( Wa.shington, 1891).

CONDORCANQUI, kAtt'dAr-kanHcw^k. Jos*
GaBRIKL. See TlPAC .\mARU II.
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CONDOBCET, kON'dOr'sA', Marie Jean An-
•roi.NK Nk"oi,as Caritat, Mnrqui.H de (1743-94).
A French iiinthomHtician and philosopher. He
was lK)rn at liilxMiiont, was fducatod hv the

Jesuits, won distinction for mathematics in his

youth, and liecame an active menilwr of the Acad-
emy of Sciences in 170!). Genial, suscvptihle, and
enthusiastic, he became allied with the advanced
thinkers and shared in the economic and religious

Eropajjanda of Turfrot, D'Alembcrt, and Voltaire.

[e took an active part in the Encyclopedic, and,
on the strength of his graceful Eloges dcs aca-
ddnticioiH morlfi avant JG09 (1773), he was
made the perpetual secretary of the Academy of

Sciences in 1777. lie became a member of the
French Academy in 1782. His Elements du cal-

cul dcs probabililes (1785), revised and en-

larged in a posthumous edition (1804), was his

most important contribution to mathematics.
From this time politics claimed him in increas-

ing measure. He wrote a life of Turgot (1786),
and of Voltaire (1787). and was chosen member
of the National Assembly from Paris, becoming
secretary of that body, and in February, 1792,

its president. He composed several of its most
important addresses, and elaborated a scheme of
public instruction. Though finding Louis XVI.
guilty, he refused to vote for his execution. He
was active in framing the Constitution submitted
to the Convention in February, 1793, but his op-

position to the Terrorists led them to proclaim
him an outlaw. Friends found him a refuge

with a Mmc. Vernet, who said "the Convention
could declare him outside the law, but not out-

side humanity." Tracked hither at last, he es-

caped, was captured at Clamart, and died in

prison at Bourg-la-Reine, March 29, 1794, from
apoplexy, exhaustion, or poison. While with
Mme. Vernet he wrote the Esquisse d'un tableau
historique des progrds de I'esprit humain, a
declaration of human perfectibility through
emancipation from priests and rulers, narrow
in its sensationalist philosophy and fanatic in its

anti-spiritualism, but interesting for its militant
optimism. Condorcet's Works (Paris, 1847-49)

contain a Life by Arago. Consult Morley, Criti-

cal Miscellanies (London, 1893).

CONDOTTIEEI, Kdn'dft-tya'rfe (It., plur. of

ccndottiere, captain, leader). The name given

in Italy in the Middle Ages to the leaders of com-
panies of military adventurers who offered their

services to any party in any contest for pay and
often practiced warfare on their own account,

for the sake of plunder. The name is frequently

applied also to the members of their companies.
These mercenaries were called into being by the
endless feuds of the Italian States during the
Middle Ages. Among the most celebrated of

their leaders were Sir John Ilawkwood (c.l320-

94), the commander of the famous White Com-
]»any, who, after taking an important part in

the wars between England and France, crossed
into Italy and became Captain-General of Flor-
ence; Carmagnola ( c.l 390-14.32 ) . who fought in

the pay of Milan and Venice; and Francesco
Sforza ' (1401-66), who in 1450 made himself
Duke of Milan, to the exclusion of the lawful
heirs of the Visconti. Venice began to employ
condottieri in 1143; but their time of greatest
activity was in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies, ifachiavelli paints them in the most un-
favorable light, and states that sometimes battles
were fought bj^ two condottieri in which no one

was killed except by accident. Consult Ricotii,
Storiii dellr compagnie di renlura (Turin, 1845).

CONDUCTING TISSUE. In botany, the
lines, stnuuls, or groups of conducting cells used
for transferring water and foods from one part
of the j)lant to another. See t'oxDi'CTION.

CONDUCTION (Lat. conductio, union, from
conducere, to lead together, from com-, together
+ ducere, to lead, connected with Goth, tiuhan,
AS. t^on, OHG. ziohan, Ger. ziehen, to draw). In
botany, a term applied to the transfer of water,
foods, and other materials from one part of the
plant body to another. In tlie smaller plants a
sufficient amount of water can be su|)plied to cover
evaporation and other needs, and the foods can be
transferred, by relatively slow j)rocesses of dif-

fusion and osmosis (qq.v.). In the larger plants,

liowever, the amount of water and foods to be
moved, and the relatively great distances to be
traversed, have brought aljout the development of
a system of tissues, arranged in elongated strands
or in layers, specially adapted to facilitate trans-
fer, and known as the conilucting system. These
are for water chiefly the xylem, or wood bundles,
and for foods chiefly the phloem, or bast bundles,
or perhaps the late.x vessels. The xylem and
phloem bundles are usually associated, running
side by side in the stems, the xylem either toward
the centre, or with a phloem l)undle also on the
central side of it, or surrounded by the phloem.
In the roots the primary xylem bundles are be-

tween the phloem bundles, but by secondary thick-

ening with age the same position as in stems
is reached. So frequent is this association that
tlie two bundles are usually described as re-

gions of one fibrovascular bundle (q.v.). These
i)undles form a connected system of strands, con-

tinuous, through the stem, from youngest root
to youngest leaf. In the leaves the bimdles riin

in the larger ribs, and constitute the smaller
veins, becoming more and more slender. The final

branches join with others to form a fine network,
or end blindly among the green tissues, the xylem
bundles being the last to disappear.

The XYI.EM axd ^VATER-Co^'DUCTION. The
essential elements of the xylem are the trachese or
tracheids, with which parenchyma cells and wood
fibres are usually associated. The tracheids are
cells whose walls have become unequally thick-

ened as they mature ; their protoplasm finally

disappears, leaving only the empty cell-wall. The
trachea? are similar, except that a large number
of the end walls, where the elements of a row
abut, have been resorbed, so that the cell-cham-

bers, empty as they finally become, communicate
freely. The trachesr?, where best developed, are
thus long tubes, half a millimeter (1-50 inch) or
less in diameter, and 1 to 3 meters (3-10 foot)

long. The remaining elements of the xylem are
of less importance for conduction. (See Anat-
omy.) Through the xjiem bundles the water
absorbed by the roots travels to the leaves and
other surfaces, from which it is evaporated. The
water first enters the root-hairs or the adjoining
surface cells of the root (see Absorption and
Root) ; thence it traverses the cortex and enters

the tracheary tissue, and travels along it to its

destination. Proofs that the xylem bundles are

the path of the transpiration stream are found by
girdling and by the use of colored solutions.

When the xylem bundles are severed the leaves

wilt promptly, while all the other tissues of the
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sitem may be cut without such a result. A solu-

tion of indigo-carmine or cosin stains only the

xyhMii strands when the cut end of a leafy shoot
is jjluuged into it. It has further been shown that

the water travels chiefly in the cavities of the

tracheie, though doubtless a portion traverses

the walls themselves* and all must pass through
many partition walls in its course. The move-
ment is not at all like that of water in pipes or
liK)od in vessels. The force concerned in the
movement of water is not certainly known. In
the smaller plants, root-pressure (q.v.) may co-

operate, or imder some circumstances may be
>uflicient ; but it is not adequate to account for

the rise in tall trees. Capillarity is to be ex-

cluded, since the conditions under which surface

tension operates to raise water in small tubes
are not present. Evaporation and the suction

-et up thereby play an important part ; and
j'robably the most important factor is the osmotic
action in the living cells of the leaf. But no sat-

isfactory explanation of the observed facts has
as yet been found.

The PHLOf-M AND Food-Conduction. The es-

^pntial elements of the phloem are sieve-cells and
companion-cells (parenchjTna) ; often bast fibres

accompany them. Sieve-cells, like tracheae, lose

tlieir living contents as they mature. The end
walls, and often certain areas of the lateral

•>\alls. where they abut upon a like cell, become
resorbe.d in spots and perforate. The perforate

area is known as a sieve-plate. Through the

perforations the contents may pass freely. It

has been shown that when the perforations in a
membrane amount to less than 1 per cent, of the

area, there may pass through it 60 per cent, of

the gases and solutes which could do so were the

whole area open, provided they are being freely

removed from the other side. In life the con-

tents of the sieve is a slime, in which are abun-
dant the various foods, both proteid and carbo-

hydrate. In addition to this evidence as to

iheir function, girdling experiments have shown
that when the phloem bundles are severed the

LTOwth of parts beyond is hindered or stopped.
< >ther tissues of the bundles participate in the

transfer, but no decisive division of labor can be
made out, beyond the fact that the sieve-cells

are most efficient.

L.^TEX-^'EssEL8. The latex-vessels are irreg-

ularly branched tubes (the branches sometimes
(onnected into a network), containing a milky
(ir colored sap called latex (q.v.). Tliey are
found in only ten of the large families of plants,

both monocotyledons and dicotyledons, in which
they are believed to ser\'e for the conduction of

foods. The reasons for this are as follows: (I)

The latex always contains, among a great variety
I if substances, foods whose amount varies much
from time to time, and these variations seem to

l)e correlated with variations in growth and de-

velopment. (2) The latex-vessels are developed
early among the growing tissues where foods

are needed. They have abundant branches in the
leaves and special relations to the cells where
food is made.
The mode by which the foods are transported in

sieve-cells and latex-vess<'1s is not known. The
contents are under pressure from the turgor
(q.v.) of adjacent living cells. Bending and the
consequent mechanical compression would facili-

tate mixing of the contents. But diffusion move-
ments arc probably fln' mnin iKnticv

CONDUCTION OF HEAT. See Heat.

CONDUCTOR (Lat., leader, from conducere,

to lead together). In music, the person who di-

rects the chorus or orchestra, or both combined,
and who is responsible for the interpretation of

the works performed by the artists under his

direction. A good conductor must be a thorough
mtisician. He must have had careful training

in all branches of musical composition, must be
familiar with the compass and peculiarities of

the voice and all orchestral instruments ; must be
a good score-reader, and a man of broad musical
culture, familiar with the styles of various
epochs and masters. In addition, he must be
gifted with poetic temperament, an unusually fine

oar, a forceful, magnetic personality that com-
mands instant obedience, and great coolness and
presence of mind. That he be also a fine per-

former on some instrument is not essential ; two
of the world's greatest conductors, Wagner and
Berlioz, were wretched performers. The prin-

cipal work of the conductor is not done in public
during performances, but during rehearsals. His
]jreparation really begins at home. He must
make himself thoroughly familiar with the score

of the work he is to conduct. This is best done
at the pianoforte. He must have a clear idea of

the form of the work, of the melos (q.v.), of the
ditTerent phrases. Before he conducts the first-

rehearsal, he has decided on the interpretation of

the work, and knows exactly what he wishes each
performer to do.

The first rehearsal of a new work (especially

if performed from manuscript) is largely taken
up with correcting mistakes in the parts. Here
the conductor's ear must be on the alert. During
rehearsal the conductor can convey his instruc-

tions to the singers and instrumentalists by
means of the spoken word, audible beating of the
rhythm, and by singing or playing to them.
In choral works the chorus is rehearsed separately

with the piano. The soloists also rehrtirse pri-

vately, with the conductor at the piano, before

rehearsals with full orchestra begin. In study-

ing instrumental works, like symphonies, a care-

ful conductor often rehearses the strings and
wind instruments separately. After the perform-
ers have become thoroughly familiar with the con-

ductor's intentions, they are ready to be guided
during the public performance by his baton, and
by signals given with the hand or eyes. By
that time the conductor ]>ractically knows the

score by heart. It lies before him more for occa-

sional reference than actual reading. People in

general know very little about the real respon-

sibility and importance of the conductor. Berlioz

does not exaggerate when he says that a poor
singer or instrumentalist can ruin only his or her

])art, but a poor conductor can ruin the whole
performance.

While the essential functions of the conductor
have been pretty much the same at all times,

the manner of conducting has varied greatly.

The custom of beating time with a baton can l>e

traced to the remotest antiquity, when oarsmen
were directed by such means. When the baton
was introduced for beating time in music is not
knowTi. An ancient manuscript is preserve*! iri

Paris, showing Heinrich von Meissen, a minne-
singer, who died in I.'^IS, dinn-ting a group of

vocal and instrumental j>erfonners by means of a
baton. We know nothing of the n)ode of con-

ductiiiir '"'t w.ifi tliMt ti?iii:m<l Uioo The pari iest
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operatic performances were conducted from the
l»arj).sichord. In the recitative, tlie hnider struck
the few chords upon the inslninieiit. and in the
conct»rted pieces he led. This he did by nodding
the liead, stamping the foot, and using one arm
or even both arms. \N'lien the ojiera readied
France and t3ermany, this mode of conductini^

was naturally employed in these countries also.

In Italy this methcxl maintained itself up to the

first half of tiic nineteenth century. In Ger-
many we find before 1700 that at performances
of sacred works in churches the organist was
assisted by a time-beater. This time-beater was
not a conductor; he only indicated the time. But
shortly after the beginning of the eighteenth cen-
tury' the Italian operatic method was adopted
for the church, and the organist was the sole

director, as is still the custom in churches of

to-day. The earlier symphonic works were also

conducted from the harpsichord. When the
number of wind instruments increased, it was
found that the tones of the harpsichord could
not be heard by all plsA'crs, and the time-beater
again made his appearance. In this manner
Haydn and Mozart conducted their symphonies,
they sitting at the harpsichord while some one
else beat time. Beethoven conducted with the
baton, and the first violin or concert-master
assisted.

Interpretative conducting may be said to have
begun with Stamitz (1719-Gl) and his pupil
Cannabich (1731-98), whom Mozart called the
best conductor he ever heard. Cannabich devel-

oped the crescendo and diminuendo of the orches-

tra, one of the great means of expression. Gossec
(1738-1829) must also be mentioned among the
early conductors who developed orchestral tech-

nics. But these nun were exceptions at their

time. Interpretative conductors as a class did
not exist before the beginning of the nineteenth
century. Among these the greatest were Spohr,
Weber, ajid Mendelssohn in Germany, and Habe-
neck, a German by birth and training, in France.
With Wagner and Berlioz begins the school of

modern conducting, which is the culmination and
natural development of the work begun by the
four eminent conductors just mentioned. Nearly
all the great modern conductors are German.
France boasts three great names—Pasdeloup, Co-

lonne, and Lamoureux. But among the Germans
there are Liszt, Biilow, Richter, Seidl, ^lottl, R.
Strauss, Weingiirtner, Nikisch, Paur, Lohse, Levi,

Zumpe, Sucher. Thomas. Among the best trea-

tises on conducting are : Wagner, Ucber das Diri-

i/icren (vol. viii. of his collected works, I^ipzig,

1888) ; Berlioz, Treatise on Modern Instrumenta-
tion, translated by Bennett (London, 1882) ; Hen-
derson, The Orchestra and Orchestral Music (New
York, 1899).

CONDTTCTOIl and INSTJLATOB OF
rLECTRICITY. The property of electrical

conductivity is possessed in .some degree by all

known substances. There is, however, an enor-

mous difference between the conductivity of

those that are used as conductors and those that
are used as insulators, the former having many
million times the conductivity of the latter. The
substances at the lower end of the scale are
therefore of sufficiently low conductivity to serve

for covering and supporting wires made of the
good conductors, without permitting any serious

escape of an electric current when the wires are
charged.

In transmitting electricity from point to point,
through telegrapii or dcclric-light lines, for ex-
ample, those substances possessing the greatest
conductivity, such as copper and iron, are selected
to form a j)ath for the current, and these are sur-
rounded with materials which have the least con-
ductivity or oiler the highest resistance, such as
air, rubber, and glass, in order to confine the
current and compel it to travel to the end of the
line, \\hen a conductor is so surrounded or so
jdaced on nonconducting supports that it pre-
vents the electricity communicated to it from
passing into the ground or escaping, it is said to
be insulated.

As the diflference between conductors and in-

sulators is merely one of degree, there is, even
under the best conditions, a loss in the transmis-
sion of electricity over a line of wire proportion-
ate to the amount of leakage through the insula-
tion and the resistance to travel otfered by the
wire itself, since the slight effort required of the
current to force its way ahead through the wire
causes some of it to escape through the insula-
tion in the same way that water forced through
a long pipe will escape in small quantities at
weak points. It is, indeed, extremely necessary
to prevent conductors buried in the earth from
liaving any connection with water or dampness,
and if the insulation of the conductor is defective
in a damp spot, a certain proportion of the cur-
rent will leave the conductor and travel through
the earth. Chemically pure water is a non-con-
ductor, but as found in the earth, water is an
excellent conductor on account of the materials
it holds in solution.

The electrical conductivity, and its reverse, the
resistance of materials, are, therefore, subjects
of great importance to electricians ; and the selec-

tion of materials of high conductivity or low re-

sistance for wires, and materials of high resist-

ance for insulators, receives careful attention. The
best conductors are gold, copper, silver, alumi-
num, brass, iron, and all other metals. The
best insulators, or the worst conductors, are dry
air, glass, mica, porcelain, paraffin, rubber, silk,

gutta-percha, and almost all the hydrocarbons.
The intermediate substances are many liquids and
damp substances, carbons, minerals, and com-
pound substances. The conductivity of all sub-
stances is greatly affected by changes of tempera-
ture. An increase of temperature increases the
resistance of all the metals, while it has the
opposite effect in other substances. Glass loses

its insulating properties at a red heat, and so

do wa.x, sulphur, amber, and shellac when fused.

Glass, if not the most; perfect insulator, far ex-

ceeds others in hardness and durability, and is

much employed as insulation for light electrical

apparatus. Hard rubber or vulcanite enters into

the construction of much electrical apparatus on
account of its high resistance. Paraffined paper
is also employed for condensers (q.v.), while for

the armatures of dynamos and motors mica is

used. See Electricity.

CONE (Lat. conus, Gk. Kuvog, Iconos, cone,

Skt. Sana, whetstone, from sa, to sharpen). A
solid formed by a plane cutting all of the ele-

ments of a conical surface. A conical surface

is generated by a line called the generatrix pass-

ing through a fixed point and tracing a fixed

curve called the directrix. If the line is unlim-

ited it generates two conical surfaces, on opposite

sides of the point (vertex), called the nappes of
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the cone. A cone whose base is a circle is called
a circular cone. If the vertex is on a perpen-
tlicular to the base of a circular cone, through
its centre, the cone is called a right circular cone.
A right circular cone may be generated by rotat-

ing a right-angled triangle about one of its per-
pendicular sides. The Line from the vertex to
the centre of the base is called the axis. If the
axis makes with the base an angle other than 90°,

the cone is called oblique. If a plane cuts a cone
l>etween the vertex and the base, the cone is said
to be truncated ; if the cutting plane is parallel to
the base, the lower part is called a frustum of the
cone, the section made by the cutting plane being
called the upper base. Three curves, called conic
sections (q.v. ), may be formed by planes cutting
a right circular cone at various angles to the
base.

CONE, IN Botany. See Stbobilus.

CONE, Orello (1835—). An American theolo-

gian and author. He was educated at Saint Paul's
i 'ollege, Missouri ; was professor at Saint Lawrence
University from 1866 to 1890, and again became
associated with that university in lOOO. He was
also for a term of four years president of Buchtel
College, Ohio. He was appointed editor of the
International Handbools of the Xetc Testament,
and published the following works: Gospel Criti-

cism and Historical Christianity (1891); The
Gospel and Its Earliest Interpretations (1893) ;

Paul, the Man, the Missionary, and the Teacher
(1898); Rich and Poor in the New Testament
(1902).

CONE, Spexceb Houghton (1785-1855). An
American clergj-man, bom at Princeton, N. J. He
studied for two years (1797-09) at Princeton;
was at first an instructor in private schools in

Burlington, X. J., and Philadelphia, Pa.; and
later became an actor, and played in Philadelphia
and other cities with success for seven years
(1805-12). He accepted a clerical position on
the Baltimore American in 1812. In 1814, upon
his removal to Washington, D. C, to enter iipon
a Government office, he became a minister of the
Baptist Church. From 1815 to 1816 he was chap-
lain to the House of Representatives, and in 1823
was called to the Oliver Street Baptist Church,
New York City. In 1841 he took charge of the
Broome Street Church, where he remained during
his life. From 1832 to 1841 he was president of

the liaptist Triennial Convention for the United
States. On the formation of the American Bible
Union he was chosen president, and remained
such until his death, and from 1837 until 1850 he
was president of the American and Foreign Bible

Society. He was a pulpit orator of much ability,

and one of the foremost clergymen in his denomi-
nation.

CONEFISH (so called from its shape). A
small, somewhat globular sea-fish {Monocentris
Japonicus) of the family Berycida*, dwelling on
the coasts of China, Japan, and the Philippines,

and called by the Japanese 'matskasa,' or pine-

cone fisli. 'See Colored Plate of Philippine
Fishes.

CONEOLIANO, ko,'nft-lya'nA. A city in the

Pro\ince of Treviso. north Italy, situated 35

miles north of Venice (Map: Italy, G 2). It is

commanded by a huge castle, and has a cathedral

containing a fine altar-piece by Cima (1492), a

native of Conegliano. In the txiswia Municipale
are monuments to Dante, Victor Emmanuel, Gari-

VOL. v.—9.

baldi, and the victims of the War of Liberatiott.

The town is noted for its wine. In 1808 Marshal
Moncey was named Duke of Conegliano by Napo-
leon. Population (commune), in 1881, 8938; in

1001, 0796.

CONENOSE, or Kissing Bug. A bug of the
predatory family Reduviidse ; specifically Cono-
rhinus sanguisuga, called 'giant bedbug* in the
southern United States, where it is a pest in

houses. It is three-quarters of an inch long, black
with red patches, or spots, on the sides of th?
thorax, at the base and apex of the wing-covers,
and bands on the sides of the abdomen. The
joung much resemble large bedbugs (to which
they are allied), and all ages are fierce biters and
blood-suckers, preying upon insects and flying

into houses at night and attacking sleeping per-

sons and animals. The kissing bug seems to breed
in the nests of mice, and is prevalent from the
central Mississippi Valley to the tropics. The
name 'assassin bugs' has been given to the whole
family by Comstock, because of their cannibalism
and rapacity; and to certain species, especially

Melanolestes picipes and Reduvius personatus,
which were especially abundant in the Eastern
States during the summer of 1898, was due the
'kissing-bug* excitement, busily fostered by the
newspapers. Of the two 'kissing bugs' above men-
tioned, the latter, according to Howard, is a cos-

mopolitan form which, in the Northern States,

is found in basements and cellars of dirty houses,

and preys upon bedbugs and cockroaches. ^Mien
immature it covers itself with dust and presents

a very odd appearance. The 'thread-legged' bugs
of the family EmesidfP, which rob spiders of

their prey, are near relatives.

CO'NEPATE, ko'ne-pat (Nahuatl nepatla,
subterranean dwelling) . The name in Mexico of

the large white-backed skunk {Concpatus mapu-
rito) , called in South America 'mapurito.' See
Skunk.
CONE-SHELL. The popular name of a genus

(Conus) and family (Conidae) of gastropod mol-
lusks, of the order Streptoneura, ha\ing a shell

of remarkably regular conical form ; the spire

on the base of the cone, and sometimes rising from
it to a sharp point, sometimes almost flat ; the
aperture narrow and straight, without protuber-
ance or fold, extending from the base of the cone
to its apex. The head of the animal has a pro-

boscis capable of much extension ; the mantle is

scanty and narrow, forming an elongated siphon
in front; the shell is covered with an epidermis.

These moUusks are carnivorous; they inhabit

A CONB WALKING TOWARD THE LKIT.
The iriphon l8 i)r<>trii<lf<l luul hold iiprltrlit; and the eye*

are Hceii on the tentacular eytMitulka H|irinf(intr from the
head.

sliores and banks of sandy mud, chiefly within the
tropics, a few only o<*eurring in the Mediter-
ranean. The shells of many species are very
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beautiful, and iiuu-li juizoil by collectors. Cone-
tthcUs tirat appear in Cretaceous rocks, and be-

come more abundant in later formations.

The young cone-sliells are elongjitcd and have
high spires, M-hich in the adults arc more or less

completely shortened through envelopment by
the outer whorls. These elongated spires are also

characteristic of the adult stages of the early

ancestors of the cones, of Cretaceous and Tertiary

lime, especially of the genus Conorbis, of the

Eocene. The genus Conus has some doubtful rep-

resentatives in the Cretaceous, about 150 species

in the Tertiary, in the rocks of which age it is

common and beautifully preserved, and it is at

present approaching the maximum of its evolu-

tion. See Colored Plates of !Marink (Iastropods.

CONES'SI BABK. See VVrightia.

CON'ESTO'GA (Iroquois). Formerly an im-

portant trite of the Iroquoian stock, occupying
the country on the Lower Susquehanna and about

the head of Chesai)eake Bay in Pennsylvania and
[Maryland, and claiming dominion over several

smaller tribes on both sides of the baj'. The najue

is said to mean 'people of the forked roof-poles.'

The French called them Andastes, while to the

Virginia trilx's and tlie Southern colonists they

were known as Susquehannas. They lived in

palisaded villages, and when first known were a
l»owerful people, bidding defiance to the invading
Iroquois, by whom, however, they were at last

overcome about 1675. A part fled south through
Virginia and took refuge in North Carolina,

tinder the name of Meherrin (q.v.). Others were
deported to the Iroquois countrj', Avhence they
were afterwards allowed to return, and settled at

Conestoga, near Lancaster, Pa. Here they
rapidly wasted away, until 1763, when the few
that remained were massacred by a mob during
the excitement provoked by the Indian wars.

CO'NEY (OF. conin, Lat. cuniculus, Gk. k6vl.

Kkog, koniklos, or kvvik^oc, Icyniklos, rabbit;

of Iberian origin). The old English name for

the rabbit, used in the Bible as the translation of

the Hebrew word shaphen, the local name for the

Syrian hyrax, or daman (see Hyrax), and since

applied to other mammals which superficially re-

semble either Lepus or Hyrax. The Pika (q.v.)

is known to hunters and miners in the western
United States as the 'coney,' though it looks more
like a guinea-pig than a rabbit. In Jamaica
the hutia (q.v.) is generally called the 'Indian

coney.'

CONEY ISLAND. An island, included in

the Borough of Brooklyn, New York City, and
the most popular seaside resort in the vicinity of

the metropolis; situated on the southern shore of

Long Island, 9 miles southeast of the Battery
(Map: Greater New York, G 12). Coney Island
is nearly five miles long, and from a few hundred
feet to three-fourths of a mile wide, and is sepa-

rated from the mainland by a narrow tidal inlet.

For a long period it was considered comparatively
worthless ; but as soon as its fine beach became
recognized as a safe place for bathing, and regular
communication by V)oat and railroad was estab-

lished, the sporadic bath-houses and cheap hotels

were replaced by more permanent structures, and
its growth has been extraordinary. It is now
reached by several lines of steamboats, and by
numerous electric and steam railroads. There
are several sharply differentiated districts. West
Brighton is the centre for the mass of visitors

and for the cheaper amusements, and is more
generally known as 'Coney Island.' To the east i»

Brigiiton, the site of a popular race-track. Sea
Gate, at the extreme west, and Manhattan Beach,
cast of Brighton, are more select resorts.

CONFARREATION (Lat. confarrcatio, from
vonfarrcdif, to many by an offering of spelt,

from CO//I-, together -f- farreus, made of spelt,

from far, spelt; connected with OCh. Slav, burii,

AS. here. Engl, barlci/). A form of celelirating

marriage, of pit-uliar solenmity and of great an-

tiquity, among the Romans. It was a customary
form, originally restricted by law to the patri-

cians, among whom it originated. It retained
its superior sanctity and validity long after it

had been extended to the plebeians, and after
simpler and less conventional forms of marriage
had come to be recognized. Its specialty consisted
in the employment of certain words in the pres-

ence of witnesses, and in the performance of a
religious ceremony in which panis farreus (bread
made of spelt) was used. Many of the high
offices of State, esi)ecially such as were of a
])riestly character, were open only to those who
were bom of parents thus married. See Mab-
RIAGU.

CONFECTIONERY (from ML. confection-
ariu.s, confectioner, from Lat. confcctio, prepara-
tion, from conficerc, to make up, from com-, to-

gether -}- facere, to make). Preparations of
sugar, or of material of which sugar is the prin-
cipal ingredient, used as sweetmeats.

Where confectionery is pure its use may involve
little danger to health. Unfortunately, a certain
proportion of the cheaper kinds are adulterated
and colored with poisonous ingredients. The
connnon adulterants used are terra alba, kaolin,

and other mineral substances intended to give
weight and volume to the mass. Most organic
coloring materials are harmless, but mineral
colors should never be used.

Until the beginning of the nineteenth century
the art of making sweetmeats was practiced
chiefly by physicians and apothecaries, who used
sugar and honey to conceal the taste of their
medicines. Medicated candies are still largely
made by drug manufacturers. During the ear-

lier half of the nineteenth century the art of
candy-making was largely an English specialty.

In 1851 an international exhibition was held

in London, and the unique collection of candies
there exhibited attracted to this industry the
attention of other nations, especially Germany
and France. The latter soon excelled all other
countries in the art of making chocolate bonbons,
and still maintains its supremacy. In the United
States, as early as 1816, there were twenty
candy factories in the city of Philadelphia, and
probably as many more in New York. Previous
to 1845 each candy dealer made his owti goods by
hand, the assortment being limited to stick and
mnla-sscs candy and sugar plums, and a few im-
ported fancy candies. In 1845 the first machin-
crj% in the form of a revolving steam-pan, was
introduced by Sebastian Chauveau, of Phila-

delphia, and the following year a lozenge-making
machine was invented by Oliver Chase, of Boston,

and put into operation in his candy factory. Since
that time new forms of machinery have con-

stantly been added to such an extent that the
manufacture of candy forms a separate and im-
portant industry.
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The following table, taken from a chapter on
the confectionery trade, by A. V. Hayward, in the

work entitled One Hundred Years of American
Commerce (New York, 1895), shows the growth
of the confectionery industry in the United
States as represented by the large factories. In
addition, an enormous amount of candj' is made
every year by smalL establishments from which
statistics are not obtainable.

day the convention of Alabama made the propo-
sition more specific by inviting the other South-
ern States to send delegates to a convention to be
held at Montgomery, Ala., on February 4, in

order that thej' might consult "as to the most
effectual mode of securing concerted and har-

monious action in whatever measures may be
deemed most desirable for the common peace and
security." Similar action was taken by the con-

STATI8T1C8 OF THE CONFKCTIONKBT INDUSTRY 15 THB UNITED STATES

YEAR
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pointed. Tlie Provisionul Congress furthermore
assumed the function of naming the chief execu-

tive officers, and on Februurj' i)th chose as Provi-
sional President of tlie Confederacy. Jefferson
Davis (q.v.), of Mississippi, and as Provisional
Vice-President, Alexander II. Stephens (q.v.),

of Georgia. Mr. Davis had already been ap-
pointed to the chief command of the Missis-

sippi troops, and although seeming strongly

to prefer the military ser^•ice, he relin-

quished his plans and undertook promptly the
duties of the civil office which had come to him
thus unsolicited, and in which he was to become
recognized as the leader of the Confederacy.
His first important act as President, the choice

of a cabinet, was controlled rather unduly by
political and geographical considerations. Each
of the States represented, except that which se-

cured the Presidency, was allotted a cabinet of-

ficer, as was also Texas, which at that time was
practically, although not formally, in the control

of the secessionists. The result was a group of

high officials among whom only two were recog-

nized as men of especial ability—the noted Rob-
ert Toombs (q.v.), of Georgia, who became Sec-

retary of State, and Judah P. Benjamin (q.v.),

of Louisiana, a man of considerable repute as a
barrister, who became Attornej'-General. Th«
executive departments were promptly organized,
although the activity of some, particularly that
of the Navy, soon became limited, and the admin-
istration of public aflTairs proceeded thenceforth
along lines familiar to Americans, and with-
out unusual incident except such as naturally
arose from the instability of the Government,
"from the gradual overshadowing of the civil

branches of Government by the military, and
from its final collapse.

Tlie formal inauguration of Mr. Davis as Pres-

ident occurred on February 18, when, in the

course of his inaugural address, he said: "Wo
have entered upon the career of independence,

and it must be inflexibly pursued. Tlirough
many years of controv'ersy with our late asso-

ciates of the Northern States we have vainly

endeavored to secure tranquillity and obtain re-

spect for the rights to which we were entitled.

As a necessity, not a choice, we have resorted to

the remedy of separation, and henceforth our
energies must be directed to the conduct of our
own affairs, and the perpetuity of the Confed-
eracy which we have formed. . . . With a
constitution differing only from that of our
fathers in so far as it is explanatory of their

well-known intent, freed from sectional conflicts,

which have interfered with the pursuit of the
general welfare, it is not imreasonable to expect
that States from which we have recently parted
may seek to unite their fortimes to ours imder
the government which we have instituted. For
this your constitution makes adequate provision

;

but beyond this, if I mistake not the judgment
and will of the people, a reunion with the States

from which we have separated is neither prac-

ticable nor desirable." The constitution of which
President Davis thus spoke was intended only
for temporary use, and the convention accord-

ingly, on March 11, 1861, adopted and sub-

mitted to the various States for ratification, the
permanent Constitution of the Confederate

States. In large measure this instrument was
identical with the Constitution of the United
States, although between the two there were

natural divergences of theory, as well us some
differences of detail. Thus, the President wa«
made ineligible for reflection, and his term
was fixed at six years; a qualified membership
in Congress of Cabinet otticers was made possi-

ble; special prohibitive duties were forbidden;
ordinary appropriations were made dependent
upon a two-thirds vote in each House; and the
President was empowered to veto specific por-

tions of an appropriation bill, while approving
other portions. Where opportunity offered, the
phrases of the new constitution were so turned
as to express the views of the Southern leaders

as to sovereignty and as to the proper position

of commonwealths in any union or federation.

Thus it was specifically stated that each State
was "acting in its sovereign and independent
character"; that legislative powers were 'dele-

gated' thereby, rather than 'granted,' and that
citizens of one State might 'sojourn' in another
State with their slaves without losing any right

of property therein. Tiie new constitution was,
as the New York Herald then said, "the Consti-

tution of the United States with various modifi-

cations and some very important and most de-

sirable improvements."
The Provisional Congress also made provision

for the formation of a permanent army of the
Confederacy, proceeded early to establish vari-

ous sources of public revenue, and promptly
attempted to secure from foreign governments
1)oth material assistance and fomial recognition.

The character and work of the army thus organ-
ized formed possibly the most distinctive feature
in the work of the Confederacy. (See Civil
Wab.) The developmeut of a system of public
finance was hampered by the prevalent opposi-

tion to internal taxes, while the small quantities

of dutiable goods imported made the customs
duties an inappreciable element in the public
revenue. To meet this exigency, special war
taxes were levied, repeated issues of treasury
notes were made, and very large amounts of

bonds w'ere authorized by the new government.
Produce loans also were resorted to, and subsi-

dies or loans to the central government were
made by some of the States, so that the first

year was passed with a semblance of financial

stability. With the increase of the bond issues,

and especially with the abnormal expansion of

the currency, prices were forced upward, credit

became unsettled, and financial demoralization
became pronounced toward the close of the'war,
when the price of a gold dollar was sixty times
its price at the beginning of the war, when boots
sold at $200 a pair, and when the price of coffee

had increased nearly two hundred times, and the
price of cereals nearly ninety times. In seeking
to enlist the aid of foreign governments, the

steps taken by the Confederacy early gave occa-

sion for critical relations between England and
the United States (see Tre.vt Ap'fair). and
led also to serious diplomatic complications in

the later years (see Alabama Claims), al-

though the efforts of this character were to a
considerable degree successful and at times
reached such a point as to foreshadow foreign

intervention, or at least recognition to an extent
that would have made the success of the Confed-
eracy, if not imminent, certainly far less im-
probable.

The early months of the Confederacy were
marked, in addition to the rapid steps of organi-
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zation and of preparation for conflict, by an
t'lFort at peaceable adjustment. In response to a
call of the Virginia J..e<5islature, a peace conven-
tion mot at Washington in February, 1801, and
delegates from seven slave-holding States, in-

cluding Tyler and Rives of Virginia, Caruthers
of Tennessee, and Clay of Kentucky*, took part
in its futile proceetlings. During the following
month there were active at Washington three
formally appointed commissioners of the Confed-
erate Congress—Messrs. Crawford of Georgia,
Forsyth of Alabama, and Roman of Louisiana

—

who endeavored, largely through the mediation
ot Justice Ci\mpbell of the Supreme Court, to
secure recognition and to arrange some reason-
able basis of at least a temporary settlement,

pending more formal negotiations. This eflfort

also proved abortive through a misunderstand-
ing, involving charges of breach of faith, as to

the relief of Fort Sumter. With the withdrawal
ot those commissioners from Washington and tlie

disappearance of any possibility of voluntary
recognition by the Northern Government, the
position of the Confederacy was more clearly

defined. Its strength, moreover, was increased
by the secession of Virginia on April 17, of

Xorth Carolina on May 20, and of Tennessee on
Jime 8, so that there were eleven States in the
new union when its Congress met for its third

session on July 20, at the new capital of the Con-
federacy, Richmond, Va. Upon the 6th of No-
vember were held the first general elections

under the permanent constitution, resulting in

the choice by a unanimous electoral vote of

Davis as President, and Stephens as Vice-Presi-

dent. The fourth and last session of the Provi-
sional Congress closed on Februarj' 18, 1862,

when the new Senate and House assembled, in-

cluding in their membership such men as Clay
and Yancey of Alabama, Hunter of Vir-
ginia, and Wigfall of Texas. Upon the

22d Davis was formally inaugurated as Presi-

dent for a term of six j'ears, but the re-

maining years of his service were distin-

guished not so much by his administrative ser-

vices as by the conflict between the civil and
military elements, and by such controversies as
that over the suspension of the writ of habeas
corpus, the whole situation gradually becoming
more and more abnormal, and being to some ex-

tent typified by the studied omission to provide
for the creation of a supreme court. The course
of the President in his oflicial career provoked at
the time much severe criticism, and later occa-

sioned a variety of comment. Of his election one
recent writer says that "the choice was the best

that could have been made/' while another
equally competent critic describes the situation

as follows: "The strongest and most self-assertive

spirit of the senatorial clique, having been chosen
President, at once began to quarrel with his as-

sociates, and to drive them from his counsels;

there was no popular strength in the Provisional

Congress to resist him; and even before the in-

auguration of the permanent government, the
Confederacy had become a military despotism of

the executive." Such a tendency was increa.sed

by the cjistom of holding secret sessions of Con-
gress and by the practice of Cabinet officers ex-

ercising their right to sit in Congress, as well as
by tlie gradual lowering of the political morale
and in<iependence of that body. Tliis tmfortu-

nate condition of affairs was further complicated

by personal controversies among ollicials, both
civil and military, in the highest stations, so
that the later months of the administration of

the Confederacy were such as to indicate the
approach either of internal crisis or of complete
dissolution, and such as to make the collapse of

the Government, on the fall of its capital, a nat-

ural and inevitable event. The first Congress
under the permanent constitution had held four
sessions, and the second Congress had held two
sessions, the final adjournment of the body hav-
ing been taken on March 18, 1865. The Cabinet
officials who served the Confederacy were as fol-

lows: Secretary of State, Robert Toombs, of

Georgia, February 21, 1861 : R. M. T. Hunter,
of Virginia, July 30, 1861 ; Judah P. Benjamin,
of Louisiana, February 7, 1862. Secretary of the
Treasury, Charles G. Memminger, of South Car-
olina, February 21, 1861; James L. Trenholm,
of South Carolina, Jime 13, 1804. Secretary of

War, L. P. Walker, of Mississippi, February
21, 1861; Judah P. Benjamin, of Louisiana,
November 10, 1861 ; James A. Seddon, of Vir-
ginia, March 22, 1862; John C. Breckenridge,
of Kentucky, February 15, 1865. Secretary of

the Navy, Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida, March
4, 1861. Attorney-general, Judah P. Benjamin,
of Louisiana, February 21, 1861 ; Thomas H.
Watts, of Alabama, September 10, 1861 ; George
Davis of North Carolina, November 10, 1863.

Postmaster-General, John H. Reagan, of Texas,
March 6, 1861.

While the political organization of the Soutli-

ern Confederacy was thus almost identical with
that prevailing at the North, the outbreak of

the war served to accentuate in important re-

spects the marked difference between the two
sections, particularly in those features which
were of especial importance in time of war. Not
only did the population of the Union States ex-

ceed that of the seceding States in the proiX)r-

tion of five to two, but the discrepancy was
even greater in material resources. In general
wealth, in foreign commerce, in internal in>-

provements, and in manufactures, especially of

fabrics and of materiel of war, the North was
vastly superior to the South. Thus, the value
of the improved lands of the seceding States was
estimated at less than two billion dollars, while
the value of those in the Union States was nearly
five billion dollars. In the South were 150 fab-

ric factories, with a product valued at eight
million dollars, while in the North there were
900 such factories, with a product valued at
one hundred and fifteen million dollars. In
the South some two thousand persons were em-
ployed in the manufacture of clothing, while in

the North one hundred thousand persons were so

engaged. During the vear 1860 the imports of

the South were valued at $31,000,000, and those
of the North at .$331,000,000. It was thus ap-
parent that the South was "dependent on Eu-
rope and on the North for everything but bread
and meat." The South, indeed, seemed fairly

supplied with foodstuffs, but the mismanagement
seems to have l>een such that at the end of 1864
there was a "general distress for food," and "an
actual prospect," as a leading Southerner stated

it, "of starving the Confederacy into submis-
sion." In addition to these serious obstacles to

success, the South was seriously embarrassed by
the lack of powder-mills and of suitable iron-

works. Only one plant, the Tredegar Iron-
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Works at Kiehinond, \vn« capable of turning out
the larger types of Held guns, ajul it was not

until the close of the war that operations were
well under way for equipping the South with
suitable annminition and arms plants. More-
over, such minor supplies as leatlier were very
limited and at times quiti' unavailable, and
throughout all branches of activity were appar-

ent the very unusual ditliculties under whicli the

Confederacy was obliged to carry on its work of

administration and of warfare. Tlie conditions

prevailing at the end of such a struggle, and tlie

results of the termination of such a conflict ap-

peared more tangibly in the following years of

Reconstruction, when the energies of the de-

feated were directed toward tlie economic re-

generation of the South as well as to its political

reorganization. See also Slavery and Recon-
STBUCTiox, and the articles on the various States

mentioned.
BiBLiCKJRAPiiY. Important works by' South-

erners are: J. Davis, Jiise and Fall of the Con-

federate Govenimcnt (2 vols., New York, 1881) ;

A. II. Stephens, Constitutional View of the War
liettcecn the States (2 vols., Philadelphia,

1870) ; and the several works of E. A. Pollard,

especially his Lost Cause (New York, 18G7).

'lliere is a short bibliography in A. B. Hart,
Guide to American History, sec. 209 (Boston,

1890), and a pai)er, "Materials for the History
of the Government of the Southern Confederacy,"

in the American Historical Hocieiy Papers (New^

York, 1890). A recent and valuable work on
financial and industrial matters, by J. C.

Schwab, is The Confederate States of America
(New York, 1901). Consult also Callahan,
Diplomatic History of the Southern Confederacy
(Baltimore, 1901)"'.

CONFEDERATE VETERANS, United. A
patriotic society organized in New Orleans, La.,

in 1889. The objects of the society are to unite

in a general federation all associations of Con-
federate veterans now in existence or hereafter

to be formed; to gather authentic data for an
impartial history of the war between the States;

to preserve relics and mementos ; to cherish the

lies of friendship formed during the war; to aid

veterans and their widows and orphans ; and to

keep alive the memorj' of the dead. Membership
is extended to all surviving soldiers or sailors of

the Confederate service. The local organizations,

which are called camps, are nearly 1500 in

numl»er, and are organized in three departments,
as follows: The Army of Northern Virginia
Department ; the Army of Tennessee Depart-
ment : and the Trans-^Iississippi Department.
The badge or recognition Ijjitton, worn in the
lapel of the coat, is a square miniature Confed-
erate flag. ^Membership is estimated to be up-
ward of 65 000. The Confederate Veteran, Nash-
ville, Tenn., is the official organ of the associa-
tion.

CONFEDERATE VETERANS, Uxited
Soxs OF. A patriotic stx'iety organized in Rich-
mond. Va.. in 189G. The objects of the society

are to gather authentic data for a history of
the Civil War. written from a Southern stand-
point; to collect historic relics; and to establish

an accurate record, so far as may be. of the ser-

vices of everA' Confederate veteran. Membership
is accorded to the male descendants of Con-
federate veterans Avith an honorable military rec-

ord. The society is organized into camps, dis-

tributed throughout the Southern States, and
comprising three departments, as follows: Army
of Northern Virginia Department; Army of Ten-
nessee IX'partment; Trans-Mississippi Depart-
ment. Annual reunions are held, at which the
representatives of local camps meet, forming the
general st»ciety of tlie firganization. The total

membership is estimated to Ijc about 10.000. In
1902 this society purchased Beauvoir, the home
of JefTerson Davis, and it will be used as a home
for Confederate veterans.

CONFEDERATION (Lat. confcederatio, from
eonfadcrarr, to unite in a league, from com-,
together + fccdcrare, to make a* league, from
fadus, league; connected with Lat. fides, faith,
from fiderc, to believe, Gk. irelffeiv, peithein, to
persuade. Got. bidjan, OHG. bit tan, Ger. bitten,
to request, AS. biddan, Kngl. bid). An alliance
of nations. States, or princes ; according to Wool-
sey {Introduction to International Law, sec.

104), a union more or less complete of two or
more States which before were independent. The
New England Confederation (1U43-84) is the.
earliest example of confederation in America.
In 1777 the Continental Congress adopted the
Articles of Confederation, in wliich are set forth
the principles of government which were a few
years later embodied in the Constitution of the
United States, with such additions as were neces-

sary "in order to form a more perfect union."
Alost of the La tin-American republics have come
into l)eing on a' basis of confederation. In 1815
the German Confederation was formed, to replace
the Holy Roman Empire, which confederation
had been dissolved in 1806. The North German
Confederation (1866-70) preceded the establish-

ment of the German Empire, by whose original

Constitution all the States of Germany "form
an eternal union for the protection of the realm
and the care of the welfare of the German
people." Tlie Swiss Confederation, comprising
at present twenty-two autonomous cantons, had
its origin in 1291 in the union of the cantons of
Uri, Schwj-z, and Lower Unterwalden.

CONFEDERATION, Article.s of. See United
Statf.s.

CONFEDERATION, German. See Germany.

CONFEDERATION OF THE RHINE. A
league of Gennaii ])riiices formed in 180(5 under
the protection of Napoleon. The first to .seek the
French alliance were the Electors of Bavaria and
Wtirttemberg, who, in recompense for their ser-

vices, were elevated to the dignity of kings by the
Peace of Presburg, December 26, 1805. At Paris
on July 12. 1806. sixteen (Jerman princes formally
signed an act of confederation, dissolving their

connection with the German Empire, and ally-

ing themselves with France. These princes were
the kings of Bavaria and Wurttemberg. the
Arch-Chancellor Dalberg. the Elector of Baden,
the Duke of Cleves and Berg (Joachim Murat),
the Landgrave of Hesse-Darmstadt, the princes

of Nassau-Usingen, Nassau-Weilburg, Hohenzol-
lem-Hechingen, Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, Salni-

Salm and Salm-Kyrburg. the Duke of Arenburg,
the princes of Isenburg-Birstein and Liechten-
stein, and the Count of I^eyen. The princes justi-

fied their conduct by enumerating the vices of the
constitution of the German Empire, promised
to aid Napoleon in his wars with an army of

63,000 men, and called upon the other princes of
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Germany to imitate their example. The Arch-
Chancellor Dalbcrg was made Prince Primate of

the Confederation, with his seat at Frankfort.

During the years 1806-08 other German sover-

eigns enrolled themselves as members of the Con-
federation, and at the close of 1808 it embraced
a territory of 122,230 square miles, contained a

population of 14,008,877 souls, and kept up an
army of 119,180 men. The disasters wiiich over-

took the French army in the Russian campaign
acted like a solvent on the Confederation, and it

vanished in 1813 in the sudden outburst of Ger-

man patriotism. Consult : llambaud. La domi-
iiatioti franQaise en Allemagne, ISO'rll (Paris,

1870) ; Seeley, Life of Stein (3 vols., Cambridge,
1878) ; and the general histories of Ranke, Pertz,

Oncken, and Treitschke. See Germany.

CONFERENCE (ML. conferentia, from Lat.

confcrre, to cany together, from com-, together

+ ferre, to bear). The assemblage of persons
gathered for the purposes of consulting upon any
course. In legislation there are often conference

conmiittees appointed when the two houses of a
legislature disagree on any measure. The two
houses may meet in joint session for certain

specified purposes, but never in conference. There
have been many international conferences, such
as those of Geneva in 1804, of London in 1804,

1807. and 1871. and that of The Hague, 1899. An
ecclesiastical conference was held at Hampton
Court Palace, at the instance j)f James I., in 1004.

It was composed of prelates of the Church of Eng-
land and dissenting ministers, the object being to

establish a scheme of 'comprehension' or common
creed. This conference led to the translation of

the Bible known to English readers as the Au-
thorized Version. Another conference was held

in 1001. the Savoy House Conference, when some
alterations were made in the Prayer Book. Sim-
ilar conferences were once frequent in the Roman
Catholic Church ; and in other churches there

are pastoral and other conferences. The annual
meeting of the Wesleyan Church of England is

called the Annual Conference ; and the title is

used for annual or other stated sessions in the

ilethodist Episcopal, the Evangelical, and some
Baptist denominations. Under the name of

'Evangelical Church Conference,' delegates from
the Reformed churches in the German States and
Austria meet for the consideration of questions

affecting church matters.

CONFER'VA (Lat., a kind of water-plant,

from conferrerc, heat, from com-, together -\-

fcrvere, to be hot). A general term sometimes
applied to certain simple filamentous green algae.

Also the name of a genus of the Chlorophycese
(q.v.).

CONFES'SIO AMAN'TIS (Lat., the lover's

confession). A ]im<j. ])(>eiii of over 30.000 lines by
John Gower (1393). It is a conversation be-

tween Genius, the representative of Venus, and
n lover, in which a series of tales, illustrating

the effects of the various vices, is introduced.

CONFESSION (Lat. confessio. from confiteri,

1o coTifess, from com-, together -j- fatcri, to ac-

knowledge : connected with fnri, Gk. iif>T}vai, phfnai,

to speak). In law. a purely volimtary declara-

tion made by one who has committed a misde-

meanor or a crime, to some other person, of the

agency or participation which he had in the

offense. Also, the admission of a prisoner that
he is guilty of the offense with which he is

charged. If made before a magistrate or in the
course of judicial proceedings before a court,

such confessions are 'judicial;' if made any-
where else, thej' are "extra-judicial.' An entirely

voluntary confession is admissible in evidence

;

but not so if procured through inducements,
threats, promises, or hope of escape or favor.

"A confession in answer to questions by a magis-
trate or by any other person is admissible. A
l)risoner's confession when the corpus delicti

(q.v.) is not otherwise proved is not sufficient

to warrant conviction. Whether an alleged con-
fession is admissible, as having been made vol-

tmtarily, for example, is a question for the
court; what weight as evidenc'e it is entitled to
is a question for the jury. See Admission ; also
("rimixal Law, and consult the authorities re-

ferred to there.

CONFESSION. In Roman Catholic theol-

og;^', a declaration of sins to a priest in order to
obtain absolution. The practice of confession is

believed by Roman Catholics to be of divine in-

stitution, being founded on the power of binding
and loosing from sin conferred on the Apostles
by Christ (Matt. xvi. 19, xviii. 18, and John xx.

22, 23). The power of binding or loosing, being
in the view of its advocates judicial and discre-

tionary, presupposes a confession of sins in

order to its being judicially exercised. Catholics
do not allege any formal scriptural precept for
it, but they contend that the above passages con-
tain an implied precept. Though the Apostle
James recommends that Christians should con-
fess their 'faults one to another,' yet open and
public confession appears to have been first re-

quired in cases where persons guilty of gross
apostasy desired to be again received into the
Church. [Motives of piety, and a wish to avoid
the scandal of open confession, led gradually to
the preference of private confession. Open or
public confession, which was part of the dis-

cipline of public penance, ceased when that
discipline went into disuse. Private confes-
sion has been retained, and though its de-
fenders hold it to have been at all times in use,
a general law w^as enacted by the fourth council
of the Lateran in 1215 (can. xxi., omnis utri-

usque secriis), requiring that every Christian who
has attained the years of discretion should con-
fess to a priest approved for the purpose, at
least once in the year. Confession is one of the
three 'acts of the penitent'—contrition, confes-
sion, and satisfaction—which the Council of
Trent declares to be parts of the sacrament of
penance. The sinner is required to confess each
and every mortal sin. in thought, word, and
deed, which, after diligent examination of his
conscience, has occurred to his memory. What
is withheld is not forgiven. He is exhorted, but
not required, also to confess venial sins (q.v.),

especially if they be habitual. Confession, in
order to be fruitful, must be accompanied by
contrition and a purpose of amendment. It

commonlj' embraces the sins committed since
the last confession; but may include a longer
period, and even the entire life. In the latter
case, the confession is called general. It is called
'auriculiir.' as being made to the private 'ear'

of the priest, and is ordinarily spoken ; but
in cases of necessity may be made in writ-
ing, by signs, or even by an interpreter.
Priests cannot validly receive confessions in

any place without the 'approbation' of the
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bishop of the phii-c, which may be given
either absolutely or with re.strietions. Confes-
sion is prescribed in the rituul of the Greek, the
Russo-Cireek. the Coptic, the Syrian, and the

other OrientJil churches. In most of these

churches the practice is obligatory, but in some
it has ;j<)ne into disuse. Tlie Lutheran Church
professes (according to the eleventh article of

the Augsburg ("onfcssion) "that private confes-

sion must be retained in the Church ; but that

full and particular statement of all sins is not
necessary, because, according to Psa. xix. 12,

it is impossible." In the Apology of the Augs-
burg Confession, it is said to be 'impious' to

abolish the practice of private confession to the

f)riesf ; but in i)ractice the Lutheran Church
las widely departed from these rules. The Re-

formed Church in tJerniony has always becn'more
inclined to general confession, and the United
Church also substitutes for private confession

certain devotional exercises previous to com-
munion. The Church of England employs a
general form of confession and absolution in its

morning and evening services, l)ut retains pri-

vate confession in the rubric for visitation of

the sick (the last not retained by the Protestant
Episcopal Church in the I'nitcd States). See
Absou'tion; Penance; Contrition.
The sigilluni confessionis ('seal of confession'),

in the Roman Catholic and in the German Prot-
estant Church, means the obligation of a confes-

sor or priest not to divulge the secrets of the
confessional. This custom of secrecy is trace-

able in the fourth and fifth centuries, but was
made binding by Innocent III. (1198-1216). and
its violation by a priest makes him subject to the
severest penalties that can be inflicted by the
Church. See Privileged Communication.

CONFESSION (the tomb of a confessor or
martyr). In church architecture, the recess,

ambulatorj% or chapel beneath the central altar,

containing the relics of the saints, and corre-

sponding to the subterranean tombs of the mar-
tyrs in the catacombs over which churches were
erected. Such confessions gradually grew in

size between the fourth and seventh centuries,

until they developed into the crypt (q.v.).

CONFESSIONAL (ML. confessionalis, re-

lating to confession, from Lat. confessio, con-
fession). The seat, recess, or booth in which
the priest sits to hear confession in a Roman
Catholic church. These booths are distributed
throughout the interiors of churches, in the nave
and aisles, and are slight closed structures made
of wood. The confessional commonly has a door
in front, through which the priest enters, and
an opening on one or both sides, like a small
window, with a grating of wire or zinc, for the
penitents to speak through as they kneel.

CONFESSION AND AVOIDANCE. Plead-
ings are said to be in confession and avoidance,
in common-law practice, Avhen they expressly or
by a reasonable implication admit the allega-

tions of the pleading to which they are inter-

posed, and show some justification or excuse
which will deprive them of the legal effect of

supporting the plaintiff's claim of a right to

recover. The admission must be sufficiently

comprehensive to give color to the matter ad-

versely alleged—tliat is, must show it to be
prima facie, or apparently, true. Any pleading
after the declaration may be by way of confes-

sion and avoidance of the last pleading of the
opposite party. Thus, if the defendant should
]>iead a release by plaintiff, the latter might in
iiis replication admit that he gave a release, but
allege that it was obtained from him by co<*reion

or fraud. This might be denied by the opposite
j»arty, and then the cause would be at issue.

See Plkading.

CONFESSION D'UN ENFANT DU SI-

i:CLE, kON'ft-syON' dy nJlN'filN' dy syekT, La
( Fr., the confi'ssion of a child of the century).
\ work of fiction by Alfred de Musset (183*0),

founded upon the author's love affair with
George Sand.

CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT. A method
of allowing judgment to l»e entered against a
])erson upon his acknowledgment in proper form
that a claim is, or is about to become, due and
owing to another, and consenting that the latter

may enter judgment for the amount named.
A judgment thus obtained is equally valid and
binding as though it had been secured by legal

process. \N'hile the weight of advantage is with
the person obtaining the judgment, in the saving
of the time and expense of litigation, this device

niay also be of advantage to the debtor in sav-

ing him the annoyance and costs of suit involved
in the ordinary process. It is commonly resorted

to in cases where the debtor desires to prefer a
certain creditor and give him the priority over
other creditors and the additional security which
a judgment affords.

It differs from cognovit (q.v.) in the fact that
it may be made without the institution of an
action, and in the further fact that it is gener-

ally limited to debts, in the usual sense of that

term, and is not available for the liquidation of

claims founded on torts. However, as intimated
above, a confession of judgment may be equally

valid for a claim not yet accrued, as for future
advances.

In a few of the States of the United States it

is customary to give a promissory note at the

time of its inception the form and character of

a confession of judgment, whereby the holder

of the note is authorized at maturity, or at a
specified time thereafter, to enter up judgment
thereupon without further process. This exten-

sion of the principle is not, however, generally

favored. See .Tudgment; Wabbant of Attor-
ney.

CONFESSIONS, Les, la koN'fe-syON' (Fr.,

the confessions). A remarkable autobiography
of great frankness and dramatic strength, by
Jean Jacques Rousseau, composed between 1766
and 1770. The work, in twelve books, was pub-

lished in 1781 and 1788, after the author's death,

contrary to his intention of suppressing it dur-

ing the lifetime of the persons referred to in it.

The confessions present the author in an un-

favorable light, showing much that is base and
weak in the acts admitted by him; but the work
is distinguished by great narrative skill and a
feeling for natural beauty.

CONFESSIONS OF AN ENGLISH OPIUM-
EATER. A work by Thomas De Quincey ( 1821 )

.

It describes the effects of opium-eating, and is an
example of impassioned prose which has few, if

any. equals in English.

CONFESSIONS OF A YOUNG MAN. See
Moore, George.
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C0NFESSI01«'y\vasF SAINT AUGUS-
TINE, TuE. A »-aini by Saint Augustine in

ihirtwn books, of wi. ffh the first ten are auto-
biographical. The remaining three are exegetical,

treating the first portion of Genesis.

CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION.
See Pkivii.kged CoiiMUXiCAnoN.

CONFIRMATION (Lat. confirmatio, from
eonfirtnurc, to strengthen, from com-, together +
firmare, to make firm, from firmus, firm). In
the ancient Church, the rite so named was admin-
istered immediately after baptism, nhich is still

the custom in the Greek and Africa*? churches.

In the Roman Catholic Church, for tht last 300
or 400 years, the bishops have interposed a delay

of seven years after infant baptism; in the
Lutheran Church, the rite is usually delayed for

from thirteen to si.\teen years; and in the Eng-
lish Church, from fourteen to eighteen years.

The ceremony consists in the imposition of hands,
accompanied by an invocation of the Holy Ghost
as the Comforter and Strengthener. But both in

the Lutheran and English churches, the ceremony
is made the occasion of requiring, from those who
have been baptized in infancy, a renewal in their

owTi persons of the baptismal vow made for them
by their godfathers and godmothers, who are
thereby released from their responsibility. Xone
can partake of the Lord's Supper, in these

churches, unless they have been confirmed. In
the Roman Catholic Church, confirmation is held
to be one of the seven sacraments, and in its

administration, unction and the sign of the cross

are used ; and instead of the imposition of hands,
the person confirmed receives a light blow on the

cheek, to remind him that he must in future
suffer affronts for the name of Christ. In the
English Thirty-nine Articles, confirmation is de-

clared not to be one of the sacraments, and the
above ceremonies have been discontinued since

the Reformation. See S.\CRAME?fT.

CONFIRMATION. In old English law, a
conveyance of an estate or right in lands to one
who has the possession or some estate therein,

the object being to confirm or render sure and
indefeasible an estate which, but for such con-

firmation, is defective and voidable. It may be
illustrated by the case of a disseizin, where the
disseizee, or rightful owner, confirms the estate

of the disseizor, who is in adverse possession of

the land, vesting an absolute and indefeasible
title in the latter. A confirmation was effected

by deed and was nearly equivalent to a release

(q.v.), by which it has l)een superseded. The
'confirmation is now, as a separate mode of con-
veyance, obsolete, though the term is still some-
times employed to describe the release of an
outstanding claim to land to the party in posses-
sion. S<M> CoXVEVAXCE.

CONFISCATION (Lat. confiscatio, from con-
fticare, to confiscate, from com-, together -j-

fiscuH. basket, treasury) . The forfeiture of lands
or goods to the Crown or State. At Rome bona
ronfiscata were goods forfeited to the Emperor's
treasttry. Though sometimes employed in Eng-
lish and .\merican law as svnonymous with for-

friture for crime, confiscation is, at common law.
a term of much more limited signification, and
should probably be confined to the cases of the
seizure by the Crown of waifs (bona irnrintn),
or goods scattered by a thief in his flight, and of

goods found in the possession of a felon and dis-

claimed by him. See Escheat; Forfeiture;
Eminent Domain.
Under certain statutes, however, the State ex-

ercises the right to confiscate goods for violation
of law, as in case of false entries of goods under
customs and other revenue laws, and for viola-
tions of excise and internal revenue laws of the
United States. The seizure and sale of real
property by the State for non-payment of taxes
is a similar proceeding.

Both international law and municipal law rec-

ognize the right of the sovereign authorities to
confiscate the goods of an alien enemy found
within the State, but the right is in fact seldom
exercised in modern times.

CONFLICT OF LAWS. An opposition or
contrariety between the laws of dilTerent juris-

dictions affecting the rights of the same indi-

vidual. In the decision of legal controversies
every court regularly applies its own law ( lex

fori), i.e. the law prevailing within its jurisdic-

tion; but exceptionally, and not infrequently,
justice requires, and the domestic law itself

authorizes, the application of foreign law. The
cases in which the question arises whether domes-
tic or foreign law should be applied are figura-

tively termed cases of conflict; and 'conflict of
laws' is the title under which it is customary
to set forth the rules by which such conflicts

are adjusted. Because this branch of the law
lias been of international growth, and because
the rules applied in the different nations are
in the main similar, it is sometimes described
as 'international private law.' Apart from other
objections, this term is too narrow; for the rules
in question apply not merely to conflicts between
the laws of difTerent nations, but also to conflicts

between different cantonal or provincial laws
within the same State, and to conflicts between
the laws of different States within the same
empire or federation. To a New York court, the
law of Xew Jersey is as foreign as that of Eng-
land or of France, and the same rules govern
its application. This branch of modem law
was developed on the Continent of Europe in the
Middle Ages ; and because in the later Middle
Ages all purely local rules, whether of written
or unwritten law, were termed statutes
(siatuta), it was first known as the doctrine
of 'collision of statutes.' It took form as a body
of judicial usages, but its development was large-

ly controlled by the writings of leading jurists.

Until the sixteenth century' the authoritative
writers Avere Italians (Bariolus and Baldus)

;

from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century,
they were French (Dumoulin, D'Argentrf,
Bouhier, and Boullenois), or Dutch (Burgundus,
Rodenburg, P. and J. Voet. and Iluber) ; in the
nineteenth century the most important treatises

were tho.se of the American, Story, and the Ger-
man. Savigny.

By What Law Special Relations are Gov-
EBXED. Since Savigny, the effort of writers and
of courts has been to determine by what local

law each class of legal relations is properly gov-

erned. A substantial consensus exists on many
of the chief points. (1) Domestic relations are
regularly governed by the law of the husband's
and father's domicile (Irr domicilii). (2) Suc-
cession, whether tostamentar^' or ab intestato. is

governed by the law of the decedent's domicile.

On the Continent of Europe this is generally
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true of the entire estate, including realty; in

England and in the United States the law of the

duniic-ilc governs the distribution of tlie person-

alty only. On the Continent tlie law of the donii-

cile also governs tiie liquidation and division of

a bankrupt's estate; in England tiiis is true as

regards the ]»ersonalty only. Everywhere the
property relations of husband and wife (at least

as regards jH^rsonalty) are governed by the law
of the matrimonial domicile. (3) Real property
(e.\eept on the Continent in the above cases) is

governed by the law of the jurisdiction in which
it lies (lex rci sito"). (4) Movable things, ex-

cept in the cases mentioned above ( No. 2 ) , are
also governed by the law of the site, i.e. rights

vested by the law of the site are respected everj'-

whcre and arc not affected by the removal of the

thing to another jurisdiction. (5) Contractual
obligations are governed, so far as the relations

between the creditor and the debtor are con-

cerned, partly by the law of the place where the
contract was concluded {lex loci contractus ccle-

brati), and partly by the law of the place where
the obligation is to be performed {lex loci solu-

tionis). As regards transfers or assignments
of the creditor's claim, however, the law govern-

ing transfers of personal property may prevail

over the proper law of the contract; and claims
(choses in action) regarded as assets of an estate

will regularly be governed by the law of the
creditor's domicile in the cases mentioned in

No. 2.

Back of all these matters lie questions of
capncitu, (a) to take and hold property, real or
personal, and (b) to act with legal result. The
question of capacity to take and hold property
rarely arises to-day except as regards corpora-

tions. This capacity is primarily determined by
the law of the State in which the corporation
Avas created; but it may be diminished or denied

by the law of the place in which the property is

situated. Questions of capacity to act are
similarly determined as regards corporations,

i.e. capacity must be accorded by the law of the
State in which the corporation was created and
also by the law of the State in which the corpora-
tion attempts to act. As regards natural persons,

capacity to transmit property by will or to marry
is generally determined by the law of the domicile

;

capacity to transfer personal property or to con-

tract debt by the law of the place of the act
{lex loci actus). In the United States, however,
capacity to marry is governed by the law of the
place of marriage. The sufficiency of the forms
observ'ed in legal acts is usually determined by
the lex loci actus.

As regards wrongful acts, no action of tort

can be maintained unless the act was wrongful
(tortious) by the law of the place where it was
done ; and it is commonly held that it must also

be tortious according to the law of the place
•where suit is brought {lex fori).

Citizenship Generally Immatebiai^ It

should be noted that some European countries
(Italy, Belgiiun, and Germany) substitute for
the law of the domicile, in nearly all cases, the

law of the State of which the person is (or in the
case of a deceased person, was) a citizen or
subject {lex lineantice, lex civitatis) ; b\it the
dominant theory makes allegiance immaterial
in matters of private law.

ExcEPiiONS TO PREAaous Getvebal Rules. To
all the above rules there is a series of exceptions.

Foreign law cannot t lastpplied unless the
domestic law permits iithcipplication. If the
domestic legislator has tf^pressly declared that
a certain law is to govern all ca.ses coming before
tiie domestic courts, or if tiie purpose of the law
would be thwarted by admitting exceptions, for-

eign law cannot be applied. Nor will foreign law
be applied when its application would contravene
the settled policy of tlie domestic law.

Finally, foreign law is applied only as regards
questions of right, not as regards remedies—

a

rule which, properly construed, means that
rights are to be enforced according to the
methods prescril>ed by the domestic law.
Pkook of Fobkion Law. Foreign law is said

to be a cjuestion of fact. According to the
sounder theory, this does not mean that it is a
question for the jury; it means that the ct)urt is

not bound to know foreign law, and may demand
evidence concerning it.

FoBEiGN Judgments. A foreign judgment is

recognized as conclusive on the facts and on the
law when it is a final judgment on the merits of

the case by a competent court, i.e. by a court
having jurisdiction. Whether the foreign court
had jurisdiction is, however, a question which
tiie domestic court will investigate, and will de-

cide on principles of general jurisprudence, i.e.

according to its own view of those principles.
Consult: Story, Commentaries on the Conflict

of Laws (8th ed., edited by Bigelow, Boston
1883) ; Wharton, Treatise on the Conflict of
Laws: or. Private International Law, Including
a Comparative View of Anglo-American, Roman,
Herman, and French Jurisprudence (2d ed.,

Philadelphia, 1881) ; Westlake, Treatise on Pri-

vate International Law (3d ed., London, 1890) ;

Dicey, A Digest of the Law of England with
Reference to the Conflict of Laws, American
notes by J. B. Moore (Boston, 1890). Two valu-
able German treatises—those of Savigny and
Bar—have been translated into English, the
former by Guthrie, under the title Private In-

ternational Laio (2d ed.. Edinburgh. 1880), the

latter by Gillespie, under the title International
Law, Private and Criminal (Boston, 1883).

CONFORMITY (Fr. conformity, from Lat.
conformis, like, from com-, together + forma,
shape). In geology, the succession of two series

of sedinientarj' or igneous strata in regular order.

Such strata are said to be 'conformable,' and bear
evidence of having l)een laid down continuously
and without disturbance. The term 'conform-
ability' is frequently used as a synonym of con-

formity. See Unconformity; Geology.

CONFRONTE, kon-fron'tA ; Fr. pron. kON'-

frSN'tA' (Fr., confronted). In heraldry, a term
Avhich signifies facing or fronting one another.
It is the same as combatant. See Heraldry.

CONFUCIUS, k6n-f0'shi-iis (Latinized form
of Chinese KUng-fu-tze, the Master Kung)
(c.551-478 R.C.). The most famous of all the

sages of China. He was l)orn in the State of Lu
in the province which is now called Shan-tung.
His lineage is traced by native tradition to Hang
Ti, one of the early mythical rulers of China, al-

though Confucius himself was the son of a
soldier. Kung Shuh-Liang Heh. who was in com-
mand of the District of Chow. When a very old

man, Heh wedded Chang Tsai in 552, and about a
j'ear later had as a son the future sage. When
Confucius was but three years old, he lost his
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lather, but the boy was most carefully educated by
his niotlier, and trained according to the highest

ideals of China. At an early age lie gave evidence

of his exceptional abilities and liis regard for an-

cieat custoniSj while liis thirst for learning was
insatiable. When only seventeen years old he was
manager for a wealthy landowner of Lu, and two
years later he married. As in the case of other
great teachers, however, notably Buddha, and
later, Rama Krishna of India, Confucius seems to

have been little adapted for family life. He had
one son, who was born in 531, and. it would
seem, two daughters. After four years he parted
from his wife, but doubtless with unbroken
friendship on both sides. The real life work of

Confucius began when he wan twenty-two, and
from that time till his death, a period of fifty-

one years, he led the life of a teacher, migrating
frequently from place to place. His conduct on
the death of his mother, which occurred in 527,

is significant as showing the bent of his mind.
With a filial devotion very rare at that epoch, he

erected a large mound over her as she lay in the

.same grave with his father, and for twenty-seven

months remained in entire seclusion. This time
was probably not wasted. Doubtless his medita-

tions during this periotl of mourning had con-

siderable influence on his subsequent teachings.

The eflTect of his rigorous observance of the

ancient ceremonial custom of mourning for

parents had an effect on all who knew him, and
heightened tlieir respect for his words. By the

time Confucius had reached the age of thirty,

he had formulated to his own satisfaction the

tenets of his philosophy. In 517 he gained his

first pupils of importance, and he was enabled

to visit Ix>-yang. the capital of the district, where
he had an interview with Lao Tsz', the founder of

Taoism. On his return to Lu in the following

year, he found the city in a state of anarchy,

and on the expulsion of the governor, who was
his friend. Confucius retired with the ex-official

to the neighboring State of Tsi. Here, however,

he could not find a congenial home, and he re-

turned to Lu, wliere he remained for the next

fifteen years, carefully keeping himself aloof

from all factional strife, and never slackening

Ills devotion to his mission. At last his moral
worth received its reward, and at the age of

fifty-two Confucius was ap|)ointed Governor of

Chung-tu, and this honor was followed by others

higher still. Through the machinations of the

Governor of Tsi, however, the influence of Con-

fucius in Lu was .so weakene<l that he left the

country- after four years. For thirteen years

he wandered from ]dace to place, and did not

return to Lu until 485, seven years l)efore his

death. These last years were spent in well-

earned retirement ; but they were full of sorrow,

marked by the deaths of his son and his two l)est-

loved disciples. Yen Hui and Tsz' Lu. In 478 the

teacher himself died, saddened by the fear lest

he had failed to accomplish his mission. Herein

he was wrong. The news of his death spread

throughout the land, and called attention anew
to his purity of life and teaching, so that the

name of Confucius has ever since l)een the highest

and most honored in the land to which he gave

his lifelong devotion. By the irony of fate he

was deified after his death, and, like Buddha,

Confucius, who had little l)elief in the super-

natural, became a divinity.

Confucius was, as he himself said, not a re-

former, but a conserver. This is strikingly evi-

dent in his services to the literature of China.
Although he is sometimes called a prolific author,

he was in reality but a careful though volumi
nous editor, and he may, if this is clearly under-
stood, be termed the founder of Chinese litera-

ture. Tlius he established the canon of four of

the 'five classics,' the Shih Ching, or Book of

I'oems, the Li Ching, or Book of Rites, the /

Ching, or Book of Changes (originally a cosmo-
logical work), and the Shu Ching, or Book of

Historical Documents, for which Confucius is

said to have composed a preface, although mere-
ly a list of books which the Shu Ching once con-

tained now remains. His one independent work,
apart from his apothegms which were recorded
by his disciples, is the Ch'un Tsin, or Spring and
Autumn. This is an extremely dry annalistic

history, very meagre in content and information,
and altogether untrustworthy as a source of Chi-

nese history, and records the events in the Prov-
ince of Lu from b.c. 721 to 480.

Confucius was in flo real sense of the word a
religious teacher. His doctrines were entirely

ethical and political. His attitude toward the
supernatural may be summed up in his owTi

words: "Respect the gods! but have as little as

possible to do with them," aud it is recorded
that he spoke but seldom of four subject.s—mar-
vels, feats of strength, rebellions, and spiritual

beings. In harmony with this attitude, he ex-

presses no opinion concerning the immortality of

the soul. He inculcates ever the duty, which
he himself had observed so faithfully, of honor
to parents, and of oliedience to temporal power.

In this way the individual becomes absorbetl

in the family and the family in the State, which
was regarded by Confucius as the highest con-

cept on earth. For a State to be prosperous,

mercy and all other virtues are necessary, and
these qualities are to be manifested by the en-

tire body of citizens. His teachings are, con-

sequently, wholly worldly in character, and the

dry maxims in which he expressed his views are

permeated by a utilitarian philosophy which is

devoid of any touch of ideali.sm. His attitude

toward women is the one geneniUy current in the

Orient. ^letaphysical speculation, like religious

investigation, is absent from his system, which
sums up its principles in the five cardinal vir-

tues—humanity, uprightness, decorum, wisdom,
and trtith. Confucius may perhaps he said to be

China incarnate in his lack of originality: but
with his devotion to the practical and his moral
])rinciples as patriot, sage, and teacher, he ranks
among the foremost men that the world has
ever se«Mi. The most valuable account of Con-

fucius is contained in the Lun Yii, or Philo-

sophical Dialogues, which record his conversii-

tions, while the Ta Hsiieh, or Great Learning, and
the Chung Yung, or Doctrine of the Mean, are

important sources for the study of his system
<)f philosophy.

As illustrations of the maxims of Confucius,

the following characteristic ones may be cited:

learning without thought is labor lost; thought

without learning is death of the mind. Riches

and honor are what men desire; yet, except in

accordance with right, they should not be en-

joyed: poverty and degradation are what men
dread; yet, except in accordance with right, they

should not be avoided. What the superior man
seeks is in himself; what the small man seeks is
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ill others. The foiinilution uf all good i.s the
virtue of individual nit-n. Conluciufi also enun-
ciated the (.iolden Rule, although in negative

tcniis, as follows: "Wliat ye would not that
others should do unto you, do ye not unto them."
Despite the negative form of this maxim, it is

to all intents and purposes closely parallel to

I he (jolden Rule as given l»y Ohrist.

Consult: Plath, Confucius uiid Hciner Hchuler
Lehtn mid Lvhrcn (Munich, 1807-74); von der
Cabelentz, i'oni iicins tiiul ficiiie Lehrc (Leipzig,

1888) ; Ilaug, Cutifuciua der M'eise Chinas (Ber-

lin, 1880) ; J)vorak, (hinas IfcUyioncn, Hand i.,

Confucius und seine Lebre (Miinster, 185)5) ;

Legge, Life and Teachings of Confucius (London,

1887) ; Douglass, Confucianism and Taoism
I London, 1871)). For the original sources,

Legge's translations of the Lun Yu, Ta Hsileh, and
Chunu Yung in the first volume of his Chinese

Classics (Hong Kong and Ix)ndon, 18()1) should

\>c consulted as of the first importance. The
same scholar's translations of the Texts of Con-
lucianism (comprising the Shu Ching, Hsiao
Ching, I Ching, Li Ching, and portions of the

.n7ii7i Ching), vols, iii., .\vi., xxvii., xxviii. of the

Sacred Boohs of ihc EaM (Oxford, 187!)-8r)), are

:ilso of value.

CONFUSION (Lat. confusio, a mixing to-

L;cther, from confundcre, to mingle or mix to-

gether, from com-, together + funderc, to pour,

pour out) OF Goods. The intermingling of the

goods of two or more several owners so as to

l)e indistinguishable. This may occur volun-

tarily, or by agreement of all the parties con-

cerned—as in the common case of the deposit

of grain in a common storage elevator; or ac-

<identally, as when, in case of fire or shipwreck
or innocent mistake, goods are inextricably

mingled together: or the confusion may be

malicious and willful, as when one person takes

gold Ix^longing to another and throws it into

the melting-pot with his own. In the first

two cases the law adjusts the rights of the

I>arties by making them tenants in common of

the mixture, in the proportion of their re-

spective contributions thereto, and, where the

portions confused are of unequal value, in the

proportion of their respective values. In the

case of a willful confusion, however, the common
law originally adopted the stringent rule of giv-

ing the entire mass to the innocent party, and
this principle woidd still l)e applied in some com-
mon-law jurisdictions. The present tendency,

however, in England as well as in the United
States, is to adopt the milder rule of the Roman
or civil law, either making the parties tenants

in common of the mixture, as in the other cases

i-eferred to, or permitting the innocent party to

recover the value of his share at the time of the

confusion. Compare Accession. Consult Schou-

ler. Treatise on the Law of Personal Property
(Boston. 1806).

CONGAREE (kfin'gd-re") RIVER. A river

of Soutli Carolina, formed by the junction of the

Broad and the Saluda rivers, near Columbia.
(Map: Soxith Carolina, D 3) . It flows southeast,

and, joining the Wateree, forms the Santee. It

is 60 miles long and navigable to Grandbv. two
miles below Columbia. At this city it furnishes

considerable water-power.

CONGE lyELIRE, k5N'zhfi' dh'Ur^ fXorman-
French. Fr., permission to elect). The name

given in England tt) the King's warrant or jier-

mission to a dean and chapter of a cathedral to
procwd to the election of a bishop to a vacant
stH». Since the passing of the statute 25 Hen.
V'lll. c' 20, with the exception of short periods
in the reigns of Edward VI. and Mary, the
conge dY'lire has always been accompanied by
a letter missive from the King, mentioning the
person to l)e eh-cted by name, so that in reality

it is an ap]H)intment by the Crown. If the dean
and chapter delay the electitm Ik'vond twelve
days, the appointment is effected by letter

|)atent from the Crown; if they elect another
than the person named, they incur the penalties

of a puvmunire, i.e. loss of civil rignts, for-

feiture of their goods, and imprisonment during
the royal pleasure. The same penalties are im-

posed upon any bishop or archbishop who neg-

lects to assist in the consecration and invest-

ment of a bishop so elected, within twenty days
after the royal announcement of his election.

Consult Stephen, Commentaries, vol. iii. (Lon-
(hm, 1880).

CONGENITAL DISEASE (Lat. congen-

(7ms, born with, from con-, together + gignere,

to beget). A term used to denote any disease

with which an infant enters the world. Con-

genital . diseases may be acquired from the

mother during pregnancy or during the act of

delivery. In the former class belong sypliilis,

and, according to some authorities, smallpox.

The latter class is to be separated into two sub-

divisions: (1) diseases obtained by infection

from the parturient canal of the mother, as

syphilis, gonorrhoea, septic peritonitis, purulent

ophthalmia, and pya?mia ; (2) conditions due to

accidents occurring during delivery of the in-

fant, such as asphyxia, atelectasis (unexpanded

lungs), and cephalhiematoma (tumor of the

scalp containing bloody fluid). Infants may also

develoj) an acute fatty degeneration as well as

tumors of various kinds before birth.

CONGER, kon'ger (Lat., from Gk. y&yypos,

gongros, conger), or CoNGER Eel. A marine

eel (Leptoccphalus conger) of the family Lepto-

cephalidiP, having the form of the typical eels,

but no scales. The head is pointed and the

mouth deeply cleft. The teeth in the outer series

of cither jaw are placed closely together so as to

form a cutting edge. The dorsal fin commences
much nearer the head than in the fresh-water

eel and is confluent with the anal around the

tail. The conger grows to a length of 8 feet

and a weight of 25 or 30 pounds, and is almost

cosmopolitan. "Congers feed chiefly by night and

prey upon crustaceans, cuttles, and various kinds

of fish. . . . Their favorite resorts are either

hollows or crevices in the rocks or sandy bot-

toms, in which they can bury themselves; and

in such situations thev are sometimes left by the

ebbing tide. The flesh of these. eels is of a highly

gelatinous nature, and is said to be largely em-

ployed in soups." American fishermen usually

call them sea-eels. Several Oriental species

are known; and the name is sometimes applied

to other similar fishes, as those of the genus

Svnaphobranchus. The conger passes through a

nietamornhosis. "the young beinsr loosely organ-

ized, tmnsnarent. and band-shaped, with a very

small head. The bodv grows smaller with a to

owin<? to the comnactins of the tissues." This

larval form was mistakenly described as a differ-
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ent genus, Leptocephalus. This name, being the

older, has displaced the long-used generic term,

Vonytr. See Eel; and Plate of Eels, Congers,
and MoBAYS.

CONGER, Edwin Hurd ( 1343-^). An Ameri-
can politician and diplomat, bom in Knox
County, 111. He graduated in 1862 at Lombard
University (Galesburg, 111.), and at the Albany
Law School in 18(50, and in the latter year was
admitted to the bar of Illinois. He served in the

Federal Army during the Civil War, was brevet-

ted major, and in 1868 set up as a stockman
and banker in Iowa. From 1885 to 1891 he was
a member of Congress, and at the close of the

latter year was appointed Envoy Extraordinary

and Minister Plenipotentiary to Brazil. In 1898

he was transferred to the embassy in China, a
post of obviously greater importance. He was
the only representative of a foreign power who,
during the siege of Peking from June 28 to

August 14, 1900, was able to send a communica-
tion to his Government. Subsequent to the siege,

lie was prominent in the peace negotiations be-

tween the Chinese commissioners and the foreign

envoys.

CONGESTION (Lat. congestio, accumula-
tion, from conycrere, to carry together, from
com-, together + gerere, to carry) . An abnormal
inerea-se of blood in the vessels, due to increased

pressure in the arteries or obstruction to the

emptying of the veins. Emotion or exercise, by
causing the heart to beat more rapidly; alcohol,

or other drugs, by expanding the arteries as well

as stimulating the heart; local irritation by cold,

a blow, or a burn, may cause congestion of the

active variety, with the production of a rosy

color. A tight garter, a stooping posture, or the

swelling of a finger from injury may cause

passive congestion by obstructing the veins, in

which case the color of the congested part is

bluish or purple. In certain diseases in which
the blood deteriorates, such as smallpox, typhoid

fever, and septic conditions, the blood gravitates

to the most dependent parts of the body, and
'hypostatic congestion' of the lungs, liver, and
skin results mechanically. Congestion occurs

during many diseases.

CONGLETON, kfin'g'lton. A market-town
of Cheshire, England, on the Dane, about 26

miles south of Manchester (Map: England, D 3).

Its chief industries consist of manufactures of

silks and towels. Population, in 1891, 10,744;

in 1901, 10,700. Congleton appears in Domesday,
and received a charter from Henry de Lacey in

the thirteenth century.

CONGLETON, Henry Brooke Parnell. See
Paknkm., llENin' Brooke.

CONGLOMERATE (from Lat. conglomcra-
liifi, ]t. ]). <if conglnmerare, to roll together, from
com-, togetlu'r + glomcrarr, to roll into a ball,

from glomus, ball). A sedimentary rock (com-
monly called 'puddingstone') composed of peb-

bles cemented together by finer grained rock
material. Conglomerates form along shores,

and the pebbly beaches which are now forming
will, when consolidated, produce conglomerates.
Since conglomerates can form only in shallow
water (where the force of the waves is sufTicient

to move pebbles), their occurrence within the

strata of the earth's crust indicates an encroach-
ment of the sea upon the land. »Such an en-

croachment occurs during and after a subsidence

of the land beneath the sea, when deposits of
sediment are laid down. Conglomerates, there-

tore, generally lie at the base of geological for-

mations and serve to separate these formations
from one another. Their occurrence also indi-

cates a lost page of the record which the sedi-

mentary rocks have furnished of the earth's

history.

CONGO, kdn'gd, or KONGO (from the Afri-

can tribe of Mosicongo) . The largest, and, ex-

cepting the Nile, the longest river of Africa, and
in length, volume, and drainage area, one of the
great rivers of the earth. It drains most of Cen-
tral Africa west of longitude 32° E., from latitude
8° N. to 12° S. It has its source in the moun-
tain region in latitude 9° S. and longitude 32^

E., at a point a little southeast of Lake Tan-
ganyika (Alap: Africa, F 5). The headstream
is the Zambesi River, which Hows southwest and
enters Lake Bangweolo (altitude, about 3800
feet). The outlet of this lake, known as the
Luapula River, flows southwestward, then north-

ward, and enters Lake Moero (altitude 2900
feet). The outlet of this latter lake, still called

the Luapula, flows northwestward and, in lati-

tude 7° S., longitude 27° E., joins the Lualaba
River, which flows north from its source in
Katanga, in latitude 12° S., longitude 26° E., to
form the Congo by its junction with the Lua-
pula. About 60 miles north of the confluence of
tne Luapula and the Lualaba the Congo is jxiined

by the Lukuga, the outlet of Lake Tanganyika
(altitude, 2700 feet). Below this point several

minor tributary streams are received by the
Congo, mainly from the eastern side, until, at
the equator, in longitude 24° 30' E., at a point
about 80 miles below Stanley Falls, the Congo is

joined by the Lomami, which has a parallel

course on the west. Eastward of this point the
Congo begins its great bend toward the west.

About 00 miles below the entrance of the Lo-
mami, Ihe Aruwimi enters the Congo from the
east, and still farther down-stream there join

at intervals from the north the rivers Itimbiri,

Mongala, Lliangi (which drains the borders of

Sudan, and is a very powerful stream), Sanga,
Likuala, and Mossaka, besides smaller streams;
and from the south the Lulongo, Ruki. and Kas-
sai. Below these, throughout the lower 500 miles

of the river's course, only small tributaries are
received. About 300 miles from the mouth of

tne Congo is Stanley Pool, an enlargement of the
river. The mouth is in latitude 0° S., longitude
12° E. The basin of the Congo consists of pla-

teaus ranging in altitude from 1000 to 3000 feet.

It is in tlie descent from the plateau near the
west coast that the impediments to navigation
occur. The basin is densely forested with a

great variety of broad-leaved trees, and an al-

most impenetrable undergrowth. The river is

navigable for ocean steamers from its mouth to

a point about 110 miles up-stream, where navi-

gation is interrupted by falls and rapids; and
also by steamboats from Stanley Pool to Stan-

ley Falls, for a distance of nearly 1000 miles

farther. The length of the navigable waters
of the Congo system is estimated at about 9000
miles. Over 100 steamers were engaged in traffic

on the up|>er Congo waters at the end of the nine-

teenth century. The completion of the Matadi
Railroad hns placed the middle course of the

river in communicntion with its estuary. The
Congo has a length of about 2500 miles, and
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drains an area of more than 1,400.000 square
miles.

CONGO FBEE STATE. An independent
J^tate under the sovereignty of King Leu]>old II.

of Belgium, situated approxinmt«'ly l)etween
longitudes 12° and 30° E. and between latitudes
14° S. and 0° N. (Map: Africa, U 5). It is

bounded on tlie north by French Congo ond the
Egyptian Sudan, on the eant by British East
Africa, Cierniun East Africa, and Northern Rho-
desia, on tiie south by MorUurn Rhodesia and
Portuguese West Africa, and on the west by Por-
tuguese West Africa, the Atlantic, and French
Congo. The boundaries of the State, with the
Congo and Ubangi rivers on the west, and Lakes
Tanganyika, Moero, AUn-rt Edward Nyanza, and
All)ert Nyanza on the east, are all well defined,
and the area is estimated at from 850,000 to 900,-

000 square miles.

The surface of (^ongo is a depressed plateau-
basin, tilted seaward, which was seemingly oc-
cupied at a recent date by the sea. It is

unbroken by mountains except in the western
part near the Atlantic, but rises on its borders
to elevations of 0000 feet and more. More than
half of tlie area is covered with forests, while the
remainder is composed of savannas and arable
land. The chief river is the Congo (q.v. ),

whicli, together with its tributaries, drains the
larger part of the country. The climate is ex-
ceetUngly hot and moist, and very unhealthful
for Europeans. The normal temperature ranges
from ()0° to 90°, and not infrequently an exceed-
ingly hot day is followed by a chilly night. The
climate in the interior is not so injurious to
Europeans as that of the coast region.
The flora of Congo is very rich and varied, the

forests being full of rubber-trees, and other trees
yielding gums and resins. Among the cultivated
plants are the cofTee, cotton, yam, papaw, pine-

apple, cassava, corn, rice, peanut, sweet potato,
l)anana, bean, tol)acco, sorghum, and Kafir corn.
Tlie fauna includes the elephant, hippopotamus,
buflTalo. antelope, chimpanzee, and crocodile.

Elephants and hippopotami are especially numer-
ous, and furnish large quantities of ivory. The
mineral resources of Congo are said to be very
rich. Iron occurs at many localities, while cop-

per is confined to a smaller area, but is found
in very rich deposits, especially between the Kas-
sai and the Atlantic, and also in the southern
regions. Much of the surface is composed of a
loose, porous, weathered rock, known as 'laterite,'

which has been derived from the xmderlying
Lineisses and sandstones.

The natural agricultural possibilities of the
State are very great, but the unhealthful cli-

mate, which practically forbids white immigra-
tion, largely prevents systematic agricultural
development. The agricultural land is divided
among the natives, the Europeans, and the
State, the last partly renting its land and
partly cultivating it through agents. So far

the chief products are rublier, palm-nuts, and
palm-oil, but colTee, cacao, tobacco, com, bana-
nas, and beans are also grown to a considerable

extent, and recent ex-periments have proved that
many of the European grains and vegetables can
be raised successfully. There are no statistics

concerning the live stock. Coflfee and tobacco

grow wild.

The transportation facilities of the State are

mainly provided by the Congo and its several

navigable tribularies. Tlie Congo is interrupted
in its lower part, from Matadi U) Let)poldville, a
distance of about 200 miles, by a series of rapids—a great olistade to direct communication l)e-

tween the interior of the country and the .At-

lantic. To obviate this dilliculty, a railway line
about 2G0 miles in length was constructed be-
tween Matadi and 1/eopoldville (Stanley Pool),
and opened for trallic in 1898, Alx)ve the rapids
the river is navigable for 1000 miles to SUuiley
Falls. A Belgian company has ol)tained a con-
cession for the construction of about !)00 miles of
railway to connect the Congo at Stanleyville and
Nyangwe with the lakes of Albert Nyanza and
Tanganyika. The (lovernment runs thirty-live
steamers on the upiwr and lower Congo. The
total number of miles of waterway by river and
lake in the Free State is estiniated at 9500.
There is steam communication regularly each
fortnight with Antwerp, and also frequent com-
munication with other European ports. The
construction of telegraph lines was begun in
1892, and by the end of 1900 there were about
800 miles.

There are as yet no European manufacturing
plants in the Free State. In some districts the
natives work in wood, ivory, and metals with
no small skill.

The commerce has grown with remarkable
rapidity. The general export trade, which
amounted to only $3,000,000 in 189(i, rose to
nearly $10,000,000 in 1900, wliile the imports in-

creased during the same period from about $3,-

100,000 to over .$6,100,000. Of these exports for
1900, al)ouL 90 per cent, were special, as were
also 80 per cent, of the imports for the same
year. Of tlie total special commerce, about 83
per cent, is with Belgium; the remainder is with
Great Britain, Germany, Holland, and Angola.
Nearly 90 per cent, of the special exports con-
sist of rubber, the remainder being made up of
ivory, palm-nuts, palm-oil, timber, coffee, and
tobacco. The chief special imports are tissues
and clothing, food substances, beverages, ma-
chinery, and other metal manufactures. Tliere

is an import duty of 10 per cent, ad valorem on
arms, ammunition, and salt, and of 6 per cent,

on all other articles, with the exception of
machinery and agricultural implements which
were admitted duty free from 1892 to 1896, and
since then have been liable to a duty of 3 per
cent. There is an export duty on rubber and
several other articles. The trade is chiefly with
P-elgium, Great Britain, Germany, and Holhmd.
The principal ports are Boma and Banana,
which have an annual shipping of over 900,000
tons, over one-half being Belgian. The coasting

trade is small.

The central Government of the State is located

at Brussels, and is constituted by the King of

Belgium and a Secretary of State, the latter

being at the head of the departments of Foreign
Affairs, Finance, and the Interior. The King's
power is not limited by a constitution, but is

somewhat circumscribed by the General Act of

Berlin of 1885 relative to the organization of

tne Congo Free State. The direct administration
is in the hands of a Governor-General at Boma,
assisted by a Vice-Govemor-General. According
to the agreement of 1890, between Belgium and
the Congo Free State, the former obtained the

right of anneximr the latter after a period of

ten years. In 1901 the question of annexation
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came up before rarlianifnt, and it was decided

to continue the present form of government, re-

serving the right of annexation to the King
alone. The dejiartments of the local government
arc: Justice, defense, public force, iinance, agri-

culture and industry, transport, marine, and
public works, and superintendence of State lands.

For administrative purposes, the State is di-

vided into fourteen districts, administered by
commissaries. Civil law is in force wherever the

State's authority reaches. Courts of First In-

stance have l)een establislied. and there is a

Court of Appeal at Bonia, with a right of fur-

ther appeal in more important cases to a su-

perior council at Brus-sels. There is also a com-
mission to protect the natives from ill treatment.

The army, consisting of natives under Euporean
officers and sergeants, numbers nearly 13,000

men. The chief sources of revenue are import and
export duties. State domains. Government trans-

portation lines, and portfolio taxes. The budget
balances at present at about .$6,000,000, the ex-

penditure slightly exceeding the revenue. The
principal expenditures are for administration,

the public domains, and the marine and transport

serA'ice. The legal money is the same as that of

Belgium. The total indebtedness of the State

amounts to over $.32,000,000. including the 25,-

000.000 francs advanced by Belgium in 1890, and
the loan of 50,000.000 francs, at 4 per cent., is-

sued in 1901 for the construction of railways and
other public works. The Belgian act of 1901

relinquished the repajTuent by the Free State

of l^lgium's advances and the interest thereon,

and these obligations are to revive only in case

Belgium decides not to annex the country.

The population has been variously estimated at

from fourteen million to twice that figure. The
inhabitants are mostly of the Bantu race. The
Azandi's. a superior native people, are found in

the northeastern part, and there are many bands
of pygmies along the Congo. In 1901 the Euro-
pean population was 2204. about half of whom
were Belgians. Among the numerous 'stations'

in the Free State are: Boma, the capital, situ-

ated on the Congo, about 50 miles from its

mouth, and the centre of a large trade; the

port of Banana, with an excellent harbor; Ma-
ladi, a promising railway point at the foot of

the Congo Rapids; Xdolo, an important river

port ; Leopoldville. apparently destined to become
the capital of the State; Stanley Pool. Equator-
ville, Basoko. and Stanley Falls. The religion

of the natives is generally of a very low order,

consisting largely of a repulsive fetishism, in-

cluding cannibalism in many districts. Mission-

ary work, though Avithout financial support from
the State, is being actively and successfully car-

ried on at 76 missions. The instruction is edu-
cational as well as religious. Tlie State, mainly
for military purjioses. has provided three agri-

cultural and technical colonies capable of receiv-

ing 1500 boys.

Etiixolocy. The natives of the Congo Free
State are Negroid in race, largely mixed with
Hamites of Caucasic bloixl. The Negroid ele-

ment, far from homogeneous in physical charac-

teristics, presents a great variety of types, due
to intormix'ture with the true negroes as well as
the pygmies north of them. The natives are
handsomer than the negro, shorter in stature.

less dolichocephalic and prognathic, the nose is

more prominent and narrower, and the forehead

less convex. Steel-gray eyes prevail in some
tribes. In speech there exists over the Congo
Basin the most astonishing unity. With the
exception of the northern border, where true
negro dialects have intruded, the languages
all belong to the Bantuan family (from aba,
or 6a, plurality, and nlu, person, comes
ba-Htu, men, people). They are agglutinative,
and use the prefix almost exclusively for modi-
fying the meaning of the fundamental term.
These languages have scarcely been studied suffi-

ciently for a minute classification. The Congo-
ese, both men and women, are clever in handi-
craft. They are not mechanical, however, and it

is doubtful whether one of them ever invented
a machine. Evidences of a Stone Age among
them are meagre. Nature having furnished iron
ore easily worked in open fires, the Iron Age has
had a long history, among them. The women
are excellent weavers; the men are excessively
fond of ornament. Their art sense is most
primitive. Their knowledge of nature is confined
to practical acquaintance with things of use.

In social organization and cu.stoms the tribes
of the Congo present the greatest varieties. In
some of them the tribal bond seems loose, and
cannibalism prevails to a dreadful extent. On
the larger rivers and under more favorable
skies, where there is an infusion of Hamitic
blood and the benefit of Hamitic tuition, large
empires have arisen, the form of whose govern-
ment is purely despotic. Under such organiza-
tion, polygamy and slavery are the legitimate
types of family life. To the Bantu mind, the
spirit world lies very near the material world.
In faith he is an animist of the lowest type— i.e.

a hecastotheist ; everything is vital, a vague
somebody. Moreover, there are more spirits than
bodies, and they wander about night and day,
benevolent and malevolent. In cult there is no
definite organization for social worship, except
where tlie Caucasian race has taught it. Reli-
gion is personal, its minister is the sorcerer or
wizard, who knows how to call forth this spirit

and that, to appease the powers that do harm
even with human sacrifices, and to compel the
services of the benevolent ones. See (^olored

Plate of African Races.
History. The Congo Free State was estab-

lished as a neutral independent sovereigntv in

1884. In 1876 King I..eopold II. of, Belgium
had organized, with the coiiperation of the lead-

ing African explorers and the support of several

European governments, the International African
.Vssociation (q.v.), for the promotion of .\frican

exploration and colonization. In the following
year Henrj' M. Stanley called attention to the
Congo country, and was sent there by the Asso-
ciation, the expense being defrayed by I^eopold:

By treaties with native chiefs, rights were
acquired to a great area along the Congo, and
posts were established. After 1879 the work
was under the auspices of the ComitA d'Etudes
du Haut Congo, which develo|>ed into the Inter-

national .\ssociation of the Congo. This organi-
zation sought to combine the numerous small
territories acquired into one sovereign State, and
asked for recognition from the civilized govern-
ments. On April 22. 1884. the Ignited States
Oovemment, having decided that the cessions
by the native chiefs were lawful, recognized the
International .\ssociation of the Congo as &
sovereign independent State, under the title of
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tiie Congo Free StaU-, aiiul this cxainplo was
followed by AuHlria-liuiigaiy. Kraiu-c, (ieniiany,

England, Italy, the NotherlandH, Portugal, Ilu«-

sia, Spain, and Sweden. The international con-

ferenee on African alFairs which mot at Berlin,

1S84-S5, deti'rniint'd the status of the Congo Free

State, which occupies a peculiar position among
States because of the conditions surrounding it

and the auspices under which it was founded.

Hy the act of the Conference, signed February
20, 1885, the Congo Free State was declared

neutral and open to the trade of all nations, the

I'owcrs reserving for twenty years the right to

decide as to the taxation of imports ; the naviga-

tion of the Congo and its affluents was to be

free, under the supervision of an international

commission; religious freedom and equality of

treatment of all settlers were guaranteed; and
Avar was declared upon the slave trade. The
Dnited States refrained from ratifying this act,

on the ground that it would thereby be com-
mitted, contrary to its policy, to certain inter-

national engagements. The new State was placed

imder the personal sovereignty of l^opold II.,

who, by will, four years later, be<]ueathed it to

Belgium. Soon, however, other interests had
luen acquired in Africa by the Powers, and they
<'orrespondingly lost interest in the Congo enter-

prise, which l)ecame less international and more
Belgian. On .July .31, 1890, the territories of

tlie Congo Free State were declared inalienable,

i\ convention l)etween Belgium and the Congo
Free State having already reserved to Belgium
the right to annex the Congo State after ten

years.

In accordance with the tariflF reservation in

(lie act of 1885, the international conference at
Brussels in 1800 authorized the Congo Free
State to levy duties on certain imports, in order
to provide the needed revenue. By the Treaty
of 1891 the United States established relations

with the Congo Free State, providing for com-
mercial intercourse and a consular system, and
for the arbitration of any dispute under the

treaty. Several separate treaties with the Euro-
pean States having colonial possessions in Africa

iidjoining the Congo Free State have defined its

boundaries. Tlie Belgian Chambers have liberally

supported the King in the development of the

Congo, and the ultimate transfer of the sove-

reignty to Belgium was acquiesced in by the
European Powers because Belgium, like the

Congo Free State itself, is under an international

guarantee of neutrality. There is a diflference

of opinion in regard to the success of the work
done by l?elgium on the Congo. The slave trade
has been restricted, if not wholly suppressed,

but the olTicials have not been wholly successful

in dealing with savage tril)es in the interior,

and it is doubtful to what extent the authority
of the Government may be regarded as estab-

lished. Critics assert that Tjeopold has regarded
the Congo State more as a commercial enterprise

to be exploited for profit than as a country to

be redeemed for civilization, and that his capital

has been insufficient for the expenses of so ^ast

an imdertaking. The latter is undoubtedly true.

There seems to be no doubt, on the other hand,
that intertribal wars and cannibalism, as well

as abuses arising from the liquor traffic, have
been largely reduced in the territories subject

to I^opold.

Bibliography. Stanley, The Congo and the

Founding of Its Free Utate (London, 1885);
Burrows, The Lund of the J'iymieii (London,
1899) ; Hindc, The Fall of the Congo Araba
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ginnings of the Congo Free States" in Johns
Uopkina University titudies (Baltimore, 1894);
Boulger, The Congo State and the (iroicth of
Civilization in Central Africa (London, 1898),
extremely laudatory of the Belgian work in this

field; Ilaab, Dcr alte und drr ncue Kongostaat
(Hamburg, 1892) ; (Jochet, JjC Congo beige il-

lustre (Li^ge, 1888) ; Kassai, La civilisation

africaine, J876-88 (Brussels, 1888); Blanchanl,
Formation et constitution politique de IVtat in-

d(^pendant du Congo (Paris, 1899); Jozon,
L6tat ind^pendant du Congo (ib. 1900) ; Wau-
ters, L'6tat independent du Congo (Brussels,

1899). See Africa.

CONGO PEA. See Pigeo.n Pea.

CONGO SNAKE. A small, eel-like amphib-
ian {Amphiuma means) with very small two-toed
legs, and eyes covered with skin. It is found
in the rice-fields of the Southern States, where
it is much feared by the conunon folk. It is

wholly harmless, and burrows in mud in search
of fishes, snails, and insect-larvae. It lays under
logs, etc., a mass of eggs, which have a firm,

transparent skin, and are connected by cords
into a string; these seem to be guarded and kept
moist by the mother. {Bulletin United States
National Museum, No. 31, p. 220.) The Am-
]>hiuni<a is remarkable as l)eing the only sala-

mander possessing a voice; when angry or ex-

cited it gives a clear whistle. See Ampiiuma.

CONGREGATION (Lat. congregatio, from
congregure, to flock together, from row-, together

+ grcgare, to flock, jfrom ffrex, herd ) . An as-

sembly; generally a religious assembly; in its

most ordinary sense, an as.sembly of Christians
met in one place for worship. (See Ciu'RCH.)
In the Boman Catholic Church it often desig-

nates a sort of board of cardinals, prelates, and
divines, to which is intrusted the management
of some important branch of the aflfairs of the
Church. For example, the Congregation of the

Index examines books and decides on their fit-

ness for general perusal. (See Index.) The
Congregatio de Propaganda Fide consults as to

the advancement of the Roman Catholic religion

throughout the world. (See Propaganda.) The
Congregation of Ifrlics inquires into the genuine-
ness of supposed relics. The Congregation of the

Holy Office takes cognizance of heresies, etc.

(See Inquisition.) The Congregation of Rites
regulates the festivals and offices of new saints.

CONGREGATIONALISM. A term used in

two significations at present. It designates a pe-

culiar system of church organization and govern-
ment, and as such is rightly claimed by a great

family of religious bodies, of which that popu-
larly called 'Congregational' is only one. In
this iisage, the word appropriatelj' des<"ribes the
polity of the Baptists, the River and the Plym-
outh Brethren, the Christians, the Disciples of

('hrist, the Unitarians, and the Hebrew syna-
gogues. It properly describes the organization
of considerable groups of Adventists, American
Lutherans, and less numerous religious com-
munions, as well as of those churches specifically

called by the Congregational name. But the
term 'Congregational' is employed no less ap-
propriately in a second signification, to denote
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a particular ^.'luup of churches in Great Britain,
the United States, Canada, and Australia, which
are 'ConjirejiationaT in their government and
'Evan<,'elicar in their type of Protestant doc-
trine, and stand in recognized relations of de-

nominational fellowship one with another within
the bounds of the respective co mtries of their
l<.<-ation. and to some extent in international
fraternal union. In this sense it is proper to
spealc of the Congregational denomination of the
Inited States, or of England and Wales.

The Congregational polity, in its modern his-

torA', had its origin in the Reformation age, and
was due to the belief that the Bible contains an
authoritative revelation of the will of God con-

cerning church organization, no les.s than a God-
given revelation of religious truth. In Avorking
out the details of the Congregational system, its

early expounders conceive<l that they were simply
reproducing the divinely appointed model of the
Apostolic churches. Few modern Congregation-
al ists hold, however, that the minutiae of church
government are matters of revelation, or that
any one form of church organization was divinely
appointed for all times, coimtries, and stages of

civilization: though Congregationalists generally
Wlieve that their polity embodies the broad
scriptural principles of fraternal equality, indi-

vidual responsibility, and full-rounded independ-
ent Christian manhood. They deem it, also, pe-

culiarly consonant with the democratic tenden-
cies and high individual intelligence of modern
civil society. As indicated in the name, Congre-
gationalism believes the basic element in the
visible organized Church to be the local congrega-
tion of Christian disciples. It holds that con-
gregation competent to designate its own offi-

cers, admit members to communion, discipline

the erring, state its faith in language of its own
choosing, and order its worship as seems best

suitetl to its needs. Each local congregation,
modem Congregationalism regards as a democ-
racy, where affairs of concern are decided by the
votes of the membership, normally under the
moderatorship of the pastor—if there be a pastor
in office. Like all democratic bodies, however,
a Congregational church makes large use of

committees, which report results rather than
processes for the consideration of the body as a
whole, and act as the executive arms of the con-

gregation.

Congregationalism holds to the autonomy of
the local church. It rejects the judicial sys-

tem of Presbyteriani.sm, or the supervision of

any form of episcopacy, as an undue interfer-

ence with the rights of the local body. But Con-
gregationalism in America, and increasingly in

Great Britain, rejects pure independency. Though
one church or body of Christians has no judicial

authority over another, each owes fraternal

counsel to its neighbors, and no act of large im-
j'ortance in any single congregation should be
done without seeking the advice of the repre-

sentatives of sister churches. Illustrated in

various ways in different countries, nuiiual re-

sponsibilitv and helpfulness are distinguishing
features oi the Congregational polity.

The Loral Church.—The local church is held
by Congregationalists to l)e a company of pro-

fessed disciples of Christ, who have some intelli-

gent acquaintance with Christian truth, and per-

sonal experience of the saving work of Christ.

Hence admission to church-membership is based

Vol. v.—10,

on evidence of intelligent detcnnination to lead
a Christian life. Such a company of Christians
is knit together into a church by the covenant
which they make with God and one with an-
other, to live as those who have God for their
Father and Christ for their Saviour, and to join
in the worship, seek the welfare, and submit to
Ihe discipline of the particular local body of
fielievers of which they are members. In early
Congregationalism, and in American practice to
the present day. this covenant, which each local
congregation may express in whatever way st'cms

best to it, was written; in Great Britain written
covenants are now rare. In addition to a written
covenant, it is usual for American Congregation-
al churches of the present day to have a brief
confession of faith, as.sent to which is required
of would-be members. Such local confessions,
though not unknown, are unusual in Great Brit-
ain. Examination of candidates for membership
as to their knowledge of Cliristian truth has pre-
vailed since the beginnings of Congregational-
ism : but the local confession of faith, though
occasionally exemplified in New England during
the .seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, at-

tained general use in America during the doc-
trinal discussions of the opening years of the
nineteenth centur\-. Each local church is free
to express its faith in its own language, and
such confessions, like the examination of candi-
dates for church-membership, have steadily tend-
ed toward greater catholicity and simplicity.
While Congregationalism recognizes no creed-
statement as binding on a local church save that
which the church may itself adopt, Congrega-
tionalists have never hesitated, in their repre-
sentative gatherings, to adopt confessions of
faith. These have the value of a testimony
to the common faith of the churches, and have
never been regarded as creed-tests. Thus, the
exiled London Congregsvtionalists put forth a
confession in 1596; the Cambridge S\-nod. rep-

resenting the churches of New England, ap-
proved the doctrinal parts of the Westmin-
ster Confession in 1648. Ten years later,

a meeting representative of the Congrega-
tional churches of England put forth a modi-
fied form of the Westminster Confession,
known, from the place of their assembly,- in the
Savoy, in Tendon, as the 'Savoy Declaration';
and meetings of the delegates of the Massachu-
setts churches in 1680, and of those of Connecti-
cut in 1708. set their approval, save for slight

changes, on this work of the Savoy Synod. The
'Congregational I'nion of England and Wales'
put forth a statement of 'Principles of Reli-

gion' in 18.33; the 'National Coimcil of the Con-
gregational Churches of the United States'
adopted the 'Burial Hill [Plymouth. Ma.ss.]

Declaration' in 186.5: and in 1883 a commission
apixiinted by the 'National Council' three years
l)efore re|M)rted a creed that has had wide accept-

ance among .\merican Congregationali.sts. and
has been adopt e<l as their statement of faith by
niiiny local churches.

Doctrinal Poftition.—The ddctrinal position of
early Congregationalism was that of general
Puritan or Presbyterian Calvinism. It was not
on iloctrinal grounds that the founders of New
England left their homes. They were wholly one
theologically with the Puritan Party of the Eng-
lish Civil War. with which they and the English

Congregationalists were alike associated. His-
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torically considered, American and Enjflish Con-
gregiitioniil tlieoloyicnl develo|)mont has been
ulonj; Calvinistic lines; but, as in other Protest-

ant bodies, the iM'culinr i)robleni8 of sevent<>enth-

centniy debate have ceased to arouse interest.

Calvinistic and Arniinian interpretations of the

way of salvation, as far as tlicre is present
significance in either interpretation, are regarded
as alike acceptable. The doctrinal position of

modern Congregationalism is that common Prot-

es-tantism which is known as 'Evangelical.' Its

ministry and churches, as a whole, however,
while holding broadly to the system of Christian
doctrine characteristic of historic Protestantism,
have been more disposed in recent years than
many Protestant bodies to welcome the new
interpretations of Christian truth, and of its

sources, which current theological discussions in

Euroiw and America have presented.

Offircrs and f^upport.—Early Congregational-
ism, following what Avas believetl to be the Scrip-

ture model, held that a completely organized
local church should have five classes of officers

—

a 'pastor* and a 'teacher.' both of whom should
preach and administer the sacraments ; a 'ruling

elder,' who should aid in church discipline

;

'deacons,' to care for the poor and assist at the
Lord's Table: and 'widows,' to aid in nursing
among the sick. But little of this elaborateness

of organization survived the end of the seven-

teenth century, and by that time the officers of

a Congregational church had become reduced
almost universally to a pastor and several dea-

cons. The development of the nineteenth century
added to these olfieers in practically every church
a clerk, a treasurer, and a Sunday-school super-
intendent: and, in churches of size, a 'prudential

committee,' to serve with the other officers as
advisory to the pastor. In early Congregation-
alism, the jiastor, tcadier. and ruling elder were
salaried officers. Since the cessation of teachers

and ruling elders, the pastor has been the only
paid officer of an ordinary Congregational
church. In the earliest Congregationalism
everywhere, and in Englisli Congregational prac-

tice always, the expenses of the church were met
by some form of voluntarj' payment, by gifts,

subscription, or more often in modern times by
the rental of sittings in the place of worship,
^lodcrn American Congregationalism employs
these voluntary methods exclusively. But dur-

ing most of the Colonial history of New Eng-
land the intimacy of relationship between Church
and State was .such that Church expenses were
assessed upon the taxable property of all inhabi-

tants not specially exempt, and such assessments
were collectible like anv other taxes. This con-

tinued the practice in (Connecticut till 1818. and
in ^Massachusetts till 18-34. When there was
but one church in a township, its pecuniary
affairs were settled in the meeting of the legal

voters of that township. Where two or more
churches existed in the township, it was sub-

divided territorially into districts for voting and
tax-raising, known as 'societies,' 'parishes.' or
'precincts.' The New England feeling that there
should be no taxation without the consent of

those taxed led, during the last third of the
seventeenth centurj'. to the assumption by the
legal voters, by Avhom the minister's salary w-as

assessed and paid, of a right to concur in or re-

ject the choice of a minister by the membership
of the church, and established a dual system of

entrance to the local pastorate, the election of

the church requiring the confirmation of the 'so-

ciety.' In the g<'neral usage of New England,
and to some extent in other parts of the Inited
States, this system has survived the loss of the
right of public taxation for ecclesiastical pur-
jjoses, and prevails at the present time. The
ownership of the buildings used by the church
and the determination and j>ayment of the salary
to its minister, remain \nider the control of a
voluntary hxal legal business corporation, ad-
mission to which is secured by election, by rent-

ing sittings in the church edifice, or in a variety
of ways: and this corporation, still known as
the 'society' or 'parish,' has a concurrent author-
ity in the choice of a minister. English prac-
tice lias known nothing of this institution : and
outside of New England the temporalities of
the church have been largely place<l in tlie hands
of trustees chosen by the membership of the
church, or the church itself has hehl title to its

property and administered its pecuniary affairs.

Even in New England the 'societv' is falling

into disuse in many places, the ch»u-ch itself se-

curing the incorporation permitted by statute
and assuming all the rights previously shared
with the 'society'.'

Worship.—Early Congregationalism, in its

sharp reaction from the imposition of a written
liturgy, characteristic of the days of Elizabeth
and the Stuarts, went to the extreme of reject-

ing all written liturgy as unscriptural. Modern
Congregationalism entertains no such hostility,

and a considerable degree of modification of the
public services of Congregationalism, by respon-
sive reading, united repetition of the Lord's
Prayer and the Apostles' Creed, and develop-

ment of the musical aids to worship, has taken
place in recent years. In accordance with its

fundamental principle of local autonomy, Con-
gregationalism recognizes the full right of each
local church to order its worship as it sees test.

But, whatever minor modifications have taken
place. Congregational worship remains essential-

ly non-liturgical. It makes the sermon central,

and includes, as it has always done, the elements
of preaching, free prayer, the reading of the
Word of God, and singing. Till a!)out the mid-
dle of the eighteenth century in America, and in

the early Congregational practice of (ireat Brit-

ain, only metrical translation of portions of

Scripture were deemed appropriate to be sung in

public worship, and the aid of musical instru-

ments was rejected till about the same period

:

but since then full freedom in the use of hymns
and musical aids has prevailed.

Fellowship Beticeen the Churches.—While
each congregation is autonomous. Congregation-
alism believes that it is the duty of each local

church to consult neighboring churches in mat-
ters of importance. This feature of Congrega-
tional practice has attained a larger development
in America than in England, and is chiefly mani-
fested by the 'advisory councils.' which American
Congregationalism has employed since the tirnt*^

of the first settlers on New England soil. Though
given a place in the theoretic exposition of early
English Congregationalism, the 'advisory coun-
cil' of America has no exact counterpart in mod-
em British usage. Such ecclesiastical acts as
the formation of a church, the settlement or dis-

missal of a pastor, and the consideration of

cases of discipline from which quarrel and divi-
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sion have resulted, are judged by American Con-
jjrejfationalisui to demand the advice of neigh-
boriii"^ I'hurrhes. At the request of a church, or
of a party in a divided church, the representa-

tives of neighboring churches meet in an 'advis-

ory council'—a temporary body assembled to con-

sider the particular case. Its composition de-

p<'nds s(jlcly on the invitation, and may be
drawn from a distance, though usage regards a
council the majority of the membership of which
is not from the vicinage as seriously irregular.

Its authority is not judicial, but its advice is

seldom disregarded. On completing its work,
an 'advisory council' is dissolved, and the min-
utes are left with the church with which it met.
.\'o member of the council is taken from the
church which calls it. The council does not re-

port to any other organization than the church
which asks its advice.

Early Congregationalism in England and
.America recognized the desirability of gather-

ings representing the communion as a whole in

•K-easional important exigencies. Thus, the min-
isters and delegates of the New England churches
gathered at Cambridge, ilass., in 1637, when
ihe supposed heresies aroused by INIrs. Anne
Hutchinson were considered, and again in 1646-

48, when English religious politics induced them
to formulate their system of church government
in the 'Cambridge Platform.' The favor which
English Congregationalists experienced from
Cromwell induced an assembly at the Savoy
Palace. London, iu 1658, which set forth Congre-
gational faith and practice. Besides these gen-

eral gatherings, meetings of representatives of

colonies and districts were held as necessity re-

<|uired. Massachusetts called such assemblies to

consider the proper recipients of baptism in

1662, and to find remedies for the declining

state of religion in 1079-80. Connecticut sum-
moned such a gathering in the height of the ex-

citement of the 'Great Awakening' in 1741. Less
formal and distinctly ecclesiastical, but never-

theless a factor of weight in the religious life of

the province, was the annual convention of min-
isters (if Massachusetts which met from early
( olonial days, at the time of the May election.

Permanent Organizations.—Local stated meet-
ings of ministers for discussion of matters of

ecclesiastical interest existed in England under
the Commonwealth, and were introduced into

Massachusetts in 1690. By 1705 there were five

such associations in the province, by which candi-

dates for the ministerial office were examined and
licensed; and in 1708 the system was extended to

Cf-nnecticut, where, besides these local gatherings,

an association representative of the whole Col-

ony was formed that has assembled annually
from 1709 to the present time. Similar State

bodies were organized in Vermont in 1795. in

Massachusetts in 1803, in New Hampshire in

1809. and have since extended everywhere where
Congreg-ationalism has gone in America, wliile

minor local meetings, often coextensive with
county lines in their constituency, are universal

in American Congregational practice. During
the early part of the nineteenth century, how-
ever, the feeling was strongly manifest that these

stated meetings, which were at first of ministers
only, shoiild l>e made really representative bodies
by the admission of delegates of churches. This
has been widely accomplished. In each State,

and in ma«t subdivisions of States, where Con-

gregationalism is organized, there is now a body
meeting for discussion at least once a year, and
composed of the pastors and the elected delegates
of the churches. The pressing questions of the
decade previous to the Civil War led to the
gathering at Albany, in 1852, of the first con-
vention representative of American Congrega-
tionalism as a whole that had assembled since

1648: and at Boston, in 18G5, a similar repre-

sentative council was held. In 1871 the "Xa-
tional Council of the Congregational Churches
of the United States" was formed. This body
has since met regularly every third year, and
can hold special sessions at any time at the re-

quest of any five State organizations of churches.
Its membership is elected by the local and
State bodies into which the churches are grouped,
and the number of delegates chosen is propor-
tionate to the number of local churches and of
the commimicants in the bodies by which they
are appointed. Tlie decisions of the National
Council, like those of the smaller bodies into

which the Congregational churches of the L'nited

States are grouped, are not mandatory or judi-

cial ; but the free discussion of matters of com-
mon concern, their investigation by competent
committees, and the recommendation of courses
of action by A'ote, have much weight with the
churches. The churches of Canada are not con-

stituents of this 'National Council,' but are
organized in the 'Congregational Unions' of

'Ontario and Quebec' and of 'Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick.'

In the United States, Congregational churches
are normally united by permanent representative

bodies of three kinds, the larger in a true sense

superior to the smaller: (1) The local associa-

tion or conference: (2) the State association:

(3) the National Council. The usage of Great
Britain is much less developed. Independency is

more nearly the condition of English than of

American Congregationalism. As has been point-

ed out, English Congregationalism does not have
the 'advisory council.' But an- approxima-
tion to the American system of mutual respon-

sibility and helpfulness exists in the county
and district associations, in which English Con-
gregational churches have long been grouped.

Some of these bodies may have come down from
the days of the Commonwealth : but their modem
development began in Hampshire in 1781, whence
they rapidly extended over England. By these

'associations' or unions the good standing of

Congregational churches and ministers is

certified, church advancement is superintend-

ed, and denominational fellowship variously

expressed. Besides their coi'nieration in these

local associations, the Congregational churches

of Great Britian are federated in two larger

bodies, the Congregational L'nion of Scot-

land, organized in 1813, and the Congre-

gational L^nion of England and Wales,

formed in 1832. Tlie semi-annual meetings of

the last-named assembly are the most influential

events in modern English Congregational life.

The sense of mutual fellowship characteristic

of modem Congregationalism has its ftirther

illustration in the fornuition of an 'Internation-

al Congregational Council.' representative, by
appointed delegates, of the churches of all lands

into which Congregationalism has penetrated.

Its first meeting was held at London in 1891»
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and its second ut DoHtun in 1809. Provision has
been niude for its continiunu-e.

Missioitury Affcticies.—Tlu' l»«'ni'Vol*'nce8 of
Conjfrcjjiitionalisni have called into hoin^ a large
iiuml)or of dononiinatinnal agencies. In the I'nit-

ed States organized home missions began with
the formation of the Missionary Society of
Connecticut, in 1708, and the Massachusetts
Missionary S«K'iety in 1700. Similar local so-

cieties have been formed in the States where
Congregationalism is strongly represented, and
they serve as auxiliaries to the national Con-
gregational Home Missionary Swiety, founded
in 1826, to which a large share, not merely of

the westward extension of Congregationalism,
but of the maintenance of the feebler churches
in the older States, is due. A second society
by which Congregational efTort is carried for-

ward within the territory of the United States,

from Porto Rico to Alaska, is the American
Missionary Assm-iation, organized in 184(5 by
anti-slavery sympatliizers, which now maintains
an extensive educational and evangelistic work,
chjelly among the negroes of the South, but also

among the mountain whites, the Indians of the
^Vest, the Eskimos of Alaska, and the Chinese
of the Pacific Coast. The Congregational Edu-
cation Society, founded in 1815, has for its

work the strengtliening of schools and colleges

in the newer portions of the land, and the assist-

ance of worthy and needy candidates for the
ministry. The work of the Congregational
church Building Society and of the Congrega-
tional Sunday-School and Publishing Society is

sufficiently indicated by their titles. Congrega-
tional foreign missionary efTort reaching forth
from the United States is under the direction of

the American Board of Commissioners for For-
eign Missions, founded in 1810, and now carry-

ing on work in India, Turkey, China, Japan,
Micronesia, Africa. Austria, Spain, and Mexico.
In Great Britain the work of home missions is

under the charge of the Congregational Church
Aid and Home Alissionary Society, and that of

foreign evangelization of the London Mission-

ary Society, founded in 1705. Canadian Con-
gregationalism has its own Foreign Missionary
Society.

Theolofficu I Scm inaries.— Congregationalism
has always believed in an educated ministry. In
order to secure a proper training for their min-
isters, the early N'ew England Congregational-
ists established Harvard and Yale, and the
course of instruction in both of those institu-

tions of learning was long regulated by the de-

sign of equipping men for the ministry. But bj'^

the first quarter of the eighteenth century the
ordinary course of collegiate instruction was
increasingly felt to be inadeqiiate for the needs
of ministerial training, and the result was the
foundation at Harvard, in 1721, of the Hollis

professorship of divinity, and the beginnings of

& similar professorship of divinity at Yale in

1746—a professorship that was not fully estab-

lished there until 1755. Even more influential

in the ministerial training of the eighteenth cen-

tury than the instruction of these professors,

was the custom. Avhich grew into increasing
prominence as the century went on. of taking a
few months of training supplemental to the col-

lege course, under the guidance of some eminent
pastor, before applying for ministerial licensiire.

Such household theological seminaries were pre-

sided over by many of the prominent pastors of
\ew England ; and among sucli instructors Jona-
than Edwards, of Northampton, Mass.; Joseph
Bellamy, of Bethlehem. Conn. ; Charles Backus,
of Somers, Conn.; and Nathaniel Emmons, of
Franklin, Mass., were conspicuous.

The immediate cause of the establishment of

theological seminaries, in the modern sense of

the term, in America, was the passage of Har-
vard (^ollege to the control of the party soon to
be known as l^nitarian, in 1805. Deprived thus
of control of their chief scat of ministerial train-

ing, the conservative Congregationa lists of east-

ern Massachusetts began at once to plan for
separate schools of theological instruction. Two
independent designs for the establishment of a
theological seminary—the one begtm by repre-

sentatives of the older type of New England
Calvinism, and the other by men of the Ed-
wardean sympathies— were happily condiined,

after much etlort, in 1808, and resulted, in Sep-
tember of that year, in the establishment of

Andover Theological Seminar}', at Andover.
Mass. Conspicuous in the teaching force of this

institution, from its foundation to his resigna-

tion in 1846, was T^onard VN'oods, its first pro-

fessor of theology; while Moses Stuart, from
1810 to 1848, was eminent for his services in the

study of the Old Testament and in introducing
the theology of (Jermany to the knowledge of

American students. Even more conspicuous as

a theological leader at Andover was Edwards A.

Park, who taught in the institution from 18.3ti

to 1881, and, from 1847 to the year last men-
tioned, occupied its chair of theology. Andover
Seminary under its first instructors occupied a

theological position which represented a union on
broad and generous lines of the various shades
of conservative New England opinion, in opposi-

tion to the Unitarian movement of its day.

Under Professor Park the Edwardean theology
was even more emphasized and developed. For
twenty years past Andover has been distin-

guished by a cordial welcome to the newer phases
of theological discussion, especially as developed
in Germany.
A second theological seminary was that estab-

lished at Hampden, Maine, in October, 1816, but
which was removed to Bangor, Maine, in 1810.

where it has since continued, and from which
place it takes its name. Its most eminent theo-

logical instructor in the ))ast was ]>ertiaps Enoch
Pond, whose connection with it extended from
1832 to 1870.

In 1822 the corporation of Yale College—now
Y'ale University—carried into execution a plan
which had been entertained by them for a con-

siderable time, by establishing a department of

theology in the college, which has since been
known as Yale Divinity School, and is a co-

ordinate department of Yale University. Its

first professor of theolog>% from its foundation
to his death in 1858. was Nathaniel W. Taylor,

whose type of doctrine, though belonging essen-

tially to the historic Edwardean .school, yet

modified the characteristic teachings of that

school in some particulars to such an extent as

to receive the name 'New Haven theology,' and
subjected its author to much criticism from the

stricter representatives of the Edwardean party.

Other conspicuous teachers of the Yale Divinity

School have been Eleazar T. Fitch, from its

foundation to 1852; Samuel Harris, profes.sor of
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systematic theologj- from 1871 to 1895; Timothy
Dwight, professor of New Testament Greek from
1858 to 188(J, and president of Yale University
from 1888 to H)00; and (Jeorge Park Fisher, its

professor of Church historj- from 1861 to 1901.

The difft-rences of opinion awakened by the
theolo£r>- of Nathaniel W. Taylor, already alluded
to, led to the foimdation of a school at East
Windsor, Conn., in 1834, then called the Theo-
logical Institute of Connecticut, but much bet-

ter known as Hartford Theological Seminarj'
since its removal to Hartford in 1865. Its

founder and first professor of theologj* was Ben-
net Tyler, wl>o occupied its most conspicuous
chair till 1857. Its chief leader among its later

instructors has been Chester D. Hartranft, its

present president, who has been connected with
it since 1878, and under whom its curriculum
and its equipment have been greatly developed.

Almost contemporary with the founding of the
Hartford Seminary was the establishment of a
theological department in connection with Ober-
lin College, opened under the title of Oberlin
Theological Seminary, in 18.35. Its most distin-

guished instructors have been Cliarles C. Finney,
the eminent revivalist, whose services to it con-

tinued from 1835 to 1875: and. since his death,

.lames H. Fairchild, who was connected with
Oberlin College, as an instructor in various de-

partments, from 1838 to his decease in 1902. and
held the office of president from 1866 to 1889.

Oberlin is at present distinguished by the hearty
reception there given to the theology of the

Ritschlian school.

The growing needs of the Middle West led

to the organization, in 1854, and to the complete
establishment in 1858, of Chicago Theological
Seminary, an institution prevailingly conserva-

tive in its broader evangelical type of theology,

of which it has long been a leader in a region

which looks to Chicago as its centre. Con-
spicuous in its teaching force have been Samuel
C. Bartlett, its professor of biblical literature

from 18.58 to 1877, when he became president of

Dartmouth College: Franklin W. Fisk, its pro-

fessor of sacred rhetoric from 1859 to his death
in 1901 ; and George X. Boardman. its professor

of theology- from 1871 to 1893.

The yoimgest of the Congregational theological

schools is that kno\vn as Pacific Theological

Seminary, which was established at Oakland,
Cal., in 1869. and is now located at Berkeley,

in the same State.

The Congregational College of Canada was
founded in 18.30, as a 'Congregational Academy.'
at Toronto, and was removed to Montreal in

1864, where it is now located as a theological

school in affiliation with McGill University.

It will thus l)e seen that of the American Con-
gregational theological seminaries, Yale and
Oberlin are dej)artments of a university or a
college: two others, Montreal and Pacific, are

affiliated or in close geographical connection
with universities: and four. Bangor. Hartford,

Andover. and Chicago, are independent founda-

tions. While some of them originated in doc-

trinal discussion, and they still represent in sev-

eral instances somewhat dissimilar points of

view, the general tendency of mo<lern Congrega-

tional development has been to an increasing

similarity in doctrinal position and in methods

of instruction, so that goml fellowship instead of

schism exists among all these theological sem-
inaries at the present time.

In Great Britain, as in America, theological
education has long commanded tlie attention of
C'ongregationalists. Soon after the passage of
the Toleration Act by the English Parliament,
Congregational and Presbyterian Dissenters
about London established a 'fund' to aid feeble

churches and to educate candidates for the pas-
toral office (July 1, 1690). The union of repre-
sentatives of the two polities proved but tempo-
rary, and in 1695 the 'fund' was divided, and a
Congregational Fund Board' organized. This
board still exists. By its influence, and that of
eminent Congregationalists like Philip Dodd-
ridge, many 'academies' and 'colleges' were or-

ganized in the eighteenth centurj'. These had,
at first, the twofold object of training an edu-
cated ministry' and of providing a general educa-
tion for lay students who were debarred from
university privileges by their 'dissent' from the
Establishment. To some extent these two aims
are still sought by the Congregational 'colleges'

of Great Britain ; but with the removal of dis-

abilities from the pathway of Nonconformists
who are seeking a general education these

'colleges' are laying increasing and in some in-

stances exclusive emphasis on ministerial train-

ing. They correspond to the 'theological sem-
inaries' of the United States.

The Congregational 'colleges' of Great Britain,

at the present time, are the following: (1)
.Yew: College, London, tracing its origin to 1696,
and now affiliated with the University of Lon-
don. (2) Western College, Bristol, founded as
the Western Academy, in 1752. (3) Yorkshire
United Independent College, Bradford, dating
from 17.56. (4) Cheshunt College, Cheshunt,
founded by the Countess of Huntingdon at Tal-

garth in 1768, and now affiliated with the Uni-
versity of London. (5) Hackney College,

founded by Rev. Matthew Wilks and Rev. George
(^ollison at Hackney in 1803, and now at Hamp-
stead. It is affiliated with the University of

London. (6) Lancashire Indrpendent College,

Manchester, founded at Blackburn in 1816. (7)
Mansfield College, Oxford, founded as Spring
Hill College at Birmingham in 1838, and greatly

strengthened bv its significant reestablishment
at Oxford in 1886. (8) The Congregational In-

stitute, Nottingham, opened in 1861. (9) The
Congregational Memorial College, Brecon, com-
bining a number of institutions, the oldest of

which dates from 1755, and giving spe«*ial atten-

tion to Welsh students. (10) Bala-Bangor In-

dependent College. Bangor, dating from 1843
and largely Welsh in its constituency. (II) The
Theological Hall of the Congregational Churches
in Scotland, Edinburgh, tracing its origin to tlie

Congregational Academy founded at Glasgow in

1811. Congregational students are also sup-

ported by separate funds in the Presbgterian
College at Carmarthen. In 1901-02 the students

in the various institutions numl)ered 361.

History.—Modern Congregationalism had it.s

rise in the discussions consequent upon the Eng-
lish Reformatifm. Its earliest advcx'ates may
properly Ix' deseril>ed as forming the radical wing
of English Puritan Protestantism. But. besides

the characteristics which they shared with the

Puritan party, they showed several non-Puritan
peculiarities. They denied the existence of a
National Cluirch ; thev denied that church-mem-
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bership belonged to all baptized inhabitants of

tlic kin<2:d()ni; tiit-y lield each chinfh coiii)>etent

to regulate it« own alFairH. Tlie«e peculiarities

are 8o Hiniilar to those of the Continentul Anu-
bapti-stM, that sonic influence from AnabaptiHt
sourceH in Congregational beginnings seems prob-

able; but the dissimilarities existing l>etween

Anabaptists and C'ongregjitimialism are so con-

siderable that this influence must iiave been
indirect and unconscious. The founders of Co"-
gregjitionalism thought they wen* simply re-

producing the system of the New Testament.
Though a church essentially Congregational in

organiziition existed in Ixindon as early as 15G7,

Congregationalism ilrst came to significancre in

the work and esiKKjially in the writings of an
erratic but earnestly refonnatory young graduate
of Cambridge, Robert Hrowm*. Convinced that

reforms such as lie desired wci-e unattainable

within the Establishment, Browne organized a
Congregational church at Norwich in 1580 or

1581. Compelled to seek refuge in Holland,
Browne jiut forth several tracts in 1582, in which
he urged the duty of immediate separation from
the Church of England— a characteristic that

gave the name 'Separatists' to these early Con-
grcgationalists. He also .set forth Congrega-
tional principles with great distinctness. By
1587 Congregational preaching by Henry Bar-

rowe, a London lawyer, and John Greenwood,
like Barrowe a Cambridge graduate, had gath-

ered a following in London and brought upon its

teachers and discijdes the hostility of the Gov-
ernment, The organization of a Congregational
church in T^ondon, in 1592, was followed by the

martyrdom, by hanging, of Barrowe, Greenwood,
and John Penry, in 1503, and the exile of the

greater portion of its memliership, who found
a h<mie in Amsterdam with Francis Johnson as

their 'pastor' and Henry Ainsworth as their

'teacher.'

^leanwhile a movement to secure earnest Puri-

tan preaching was begun, about 1590, in the

country region of their residence some 150 miles

north of London, by Richard Clyfton, rector of

Babwort-h, and William Brewster, a layman of

Scrooby. Ecclesiastical opposition deepened the

movement into Separation, and it was stimulated

by the coming of Rev. John Robinson, in 1604,

and Rev. John Smyth, apparently the following

year. Churches were formed on the Congrega-
tional model at Scrool)y and Gainesborough,
probably in 1006, though the year is uncertain.

Governmental opposition compelled both to seek

refu;^e in Holland, and that of Scrooby, with
Robinson as its 'pastor' and Brewster as its

'ruling elder,' found a home at Leyden in 1609.

Thence a minority of its membership emigrated
to New England' in 1620, founding Plymouth,
now in Massachusetts, in December of that year.

Here the Separatist colony passed through severe

struggles successfully under the leadership of

Brewster, and with William Bradford, Edward
Winslow, and Myles Standish as its foremost

men in civil affairs.

This 'Pilgrim' emigration, as it was called,

was Separatist, and Plymouth Colony numbered
only about three hundred in population by the

close of its first decade. It would have
amounted to little had it not been unexpectedly

and areatlv reinforced. The policy of Charles I.

impelled English Puritans to seek new homes
across the ocean, and the result was the estab-

lishment of a Puritan colony at Salem in 1628.
Acquaintaiice with the Plymouth Si'paratist*
iirought recognition of the large similarity of
their views, and when a church was formed at
Salem, in 1029, it was organized on the Congre-
gational model. The example thus set was fol-

lowed in the formation of the succeeding Massa-
chusetts ciiurches. The fl<HHl tide of Puritan
iminigraticm ran strong till the political situa-
tion altered in England in KMO; and it brought
to New England such men as Jolin Winthrop in

1630, Rev. John Eliot in l(i31. Rev. John Cot-
ton in 1033, and Rev. Richard .Mather in 1636,
giving to Massachusetts a strong and numerous
Congregational population. Slightly divergent
views regarding the extent of the franchise, com-
bined with an ardent desire to secure a fertile

territory-, and more personal motives, led emi-
grants from Massachusetts under Rev. Thomas
Hooker and John Haynes, to settle in Connecti-
cut in 1634-36; and in l(i38 another company,
under Rev. John Davenport and Theophilus
Eaton, founded New Haven. In 1643 the four
Congregational colonies united in a confederacy
for mutual jirotection.

The settlement of New England was followed
by a time of planting and developing institu-

tions. The right to vote was restricted in Massii-

chusetts to church members from 1631 to 1664,
and in New Haven from 1639 to 1665. No such
limitation ever obtained in Plymouth or Con-
necticut colonies. Schools received the early
attention of the settlers, and the founding of

Harvard in 1036, followed by the establishment
of Yale in 1701. bore witness to the desire for

a. learned ministry always characteristic of

Congregationalism, and were evidences of that
interest in education which marks the denomina-
tion to the present day. Congregational polity

was expounded in treatises by Cotton, Hooker,
and Mather, and authoritatively defined by the
Cambridge Synod in 1648. Missionary labors

among the Indians, begun in 1646 by John Eliot

in Newton, Mass., and by Thomas Mayhew on
^Martha's Vineyard, were considerably successful,

resulting, by 1674, in six churches, and bring-

ing about 4000 savages in some mea.sure at least

under the influence of the Gospel, though the.se

results were robbed of permanence by the dying
of the Indian race. The chief intellectual monu-
ment of this missionarj' activity is Eliot's Indian
version of the Bible of 1663. The most impor-

tant internal discussion of seventeenth -centur\'

New England Congregationalism was that re-

garding the 'Half-Way Covenant'—the question

being whether persons who had themselves been

baptized in infancy because of their parents'

church-membership, could in turn bring their

own children to baptism when they themselves

were subjects of no conscious regenerative

change. The decision of a meeting of Massachu-
setts and Connecticut ministers at Boston in

1657, and of a convention of the Massachusetts
churches in 1662, was that such baptized, but

not consciously regenerate, parents could bring

their children to baptism and transmit the

church status they themselves possessed, but
could not come to the Lord's Table or vote in

church affairs. Hence the nickname 'half-way.'

Though never universally adopted, the Half-Way
Covenant was practiced by most New England
churches till about the opening decade of the

nineteenth century.
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Though the majority of the Puritan party
iu England remained Presbyterian during the

seventeenth century and controlled the West-
minster Assembly, English Congregationalism
had five sturdy champions in that convention

;

and in the army, as well as among the people

as a whole, it grew in favor as the struggle

against the King continued. Under the sym-
pathetic rule of Cromwell it reached its widest

extension in seventeenth-century England. After

the Restoration it sutfered the disabilities im-

l>osed on Dissenters in general, until partially

relieved by the Toleration Act of 1089. Yet, in

spite of the labors of such nK?n as Isaac Watts
and Philip Doddridge, and the founding of

•academies' for ministerial as well as general

training, the course of English Congregation-

alism in the eighteenth century, like the religious

life of England as a whole, was one of spiritual

decline, until awakened by the new spiritual

impulse that came forth from the great Wesleyan
revival. Quickened thus, the Congregational

churches of England grew in numbers through-

out the latter half of the eighteenth century,

awakened to fresh zeal for missionary service at

home, and a new interest in missions abroad,

and became increasingly conscious of their de-

nominational unity and desirous that that unity

should find expression.

In America, the latter half of the seventeenth

and the thre<> opening decades of the eighteenth

tentun.- saw a steady decline of the spiritual en-

thusiasm in which the churches of Xew England
had been planted. New England life grew pro-

vincial in everj' respect. From this state of

relative decadence the churches of Xew England
were powerfiilly aroused by a series of 'revivals'

beginning at Northampton, Mass., under the

ministry of Jonathan Edwards in 1734 and ex-

tending throughout New England in 1740-42, in

connection with a visit of Rev. George White-

field. The movement, known as the 'Great Awak-
ening,' stirred the spiritual life of the churches

l>rofoundly, but was so accompanied by physical

demonstrations and other evidences of excitement

as to lead to much division of judgment as to

its merits. Partly owing to this division, and
partly in consequence of the distraction accom-

panying the struggle for the political possession

of Canada and for American independence, the

'Great .Awakening' was followed by a period of

comparative religious inactivity, lasting till

about 1790.

The second half of the eighteenth century,

however, witnessed the rise of a native modifica-

tion of the historic Calvinistic theology—the

'New England Theology'—under the leadership

of Jonathan Edwards, father and son, of Samuel
Hopkins, Joseph Bellamy, and Timothy Dwight.

This theology won its way gradually, and by

1800 was dominant in Connecticut and Vermont,

and largely represented in the rest of New Eng-

land. Parallel to this Edwardean development,

though with much smaller following, there ran a

'Liberal' movement, represented es|)e<Mally in

eastern ^las^achusetts. and corresp<mding to

similar modifications of doctrine among the Dis-

senters, especially those of Presbyterian lineage,

in England. This 'Liberal' theolog>', already

manifest in the preaching of Jonathan Mayhew
and Charlrs Chauncy before the American
Revolution, was little discussed during the ex-

citement of that struggle; but when doctrinal

debate again attracted attention and was stinui-

lated by a great series of 'revivals,' beginning
about 1790, it was found that a considerable
number of Congregational churches had drifted

out of sympathy with historic Christianity.
Under the lead of men of ability like William
Ellery Channing, the ' Liberal ' movement
strengthened, while the cleavage between it and
more conservative Congregationalism grew to

separation. The year 1815, when 'Unitarian*
became the popular designation of the new
'Liberal' denomination, nni}- be assigned as the
approximate date of the schism ; though Harvard
College had come under the recognized dominance
of the 'Liberal' party in 1805. The Unitarian
division was almost strictly local, but wholly
or partially involved about one-tenth of the Con-
gregational churches then existing in the United
States. The loss of Harvard College as an agency
for ministerial training led the conser\'ative

majority of the churches to seek new methods
of ministerial education. As a /esult, theological

seminaries were opened at different places and at
different times. See section Theological.

Congregationalism entered Canada by way of

Nova Scotia in 1753. There was a feeble church
in Newfoundland as early as 1645, which die«l

and was not revived, and Congregationalism did
not reappear there until 1775.

The beginning of the nineteenth century was
marked by a rapid broadening and deej)ening of

the activities of American Congregationalism.
The rise of home and foreign missions has al-

ready been indicated in speaking of the benevo-
lent agencies of Congregationalism. With the
settlement of the West, Congregationalism cease<l

to be confined to New Ei.gland and the adjacent
sections of New York. Its spread was at first

slow, because of a distrust engendered by the

Unitarian schism, as to its adaptability to meet
frontier conditions, and a lack of denominational
consciousness which led to ready affiliation with
Presbyterianism. But through the efforts of men
like Rev. Dr. l^onard Bacon, of New Haven,
denominational c<msciousne.ss was awakencnl:
and, from the fourth decade of the nineteenth

century, the planting of distinctly Congrega-
tional churches and colleges in the West has gone
rapidly fonvard. This westward extension was
greatly aided by the Albany Convention of 185'2.

After the Civil War, Congregationalism enteretl

the South, but has never had a relatively large

following in that section of the United States.

Congr«gationalism during the nineteenth cen-

tury has witnessed a gradual theological de-

velopment. The Edwardean sclnml was ably car-

ried on in somewhat divergent directions by
Nathaniel W. Taylor at Yale, and by Edwards A.

Park at Andover. By the nuddle of the centur}-

the infiuence of Horace Bushnell was l>ecoming

felt in a direction away from the Edward«>sinism

then dominant. And the last two decades have
seen increasing welcome given to what is jiopu-

iarly termed the 'New Theologj-.' This tendency
has met with strenuous opposition: but the divi-

sion of feeling has at no time l)een siitlicient

really to threaten the denominaticm with schism.

Nineteenth-centurj' American rongreg:itinnalism

has had its conspicuous preachers in abundanoe,
of whom L\Tnan Beecher and his son. Henrj'

Ward Beecher. Charles G. Finney, and Richard
Salter Storrs may be mentione*! as illuslrations.

It has been ready to adopt new methods of Chri«-
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tian work—its moat successful recent contribu-

tion liein^' the 'Voung People's Society of Chris-

tian Kndeuvor,' founded by Kev. Francis E.

Clark in 1881. Its spirit is wurnily missionary,

and it desires to ccxiperate broadly with all who
are trying to advance the Redeemer's Kingdom.

English Congregationalism during the last

century has Invn marked by much the same
traits; but its existence in the face of an eccle-

siastical establishment has led it to emphasize
the characteristic principle of independence
more pn)portionately than American Congrega-
tionalism. Its struggle has been largi-ly one for

equality of privilege in education and exemption
from disabilities. Its most important rit-ent

educational foundation is Mansfield College, Ox-
ford, of which Rev. Dr. A. il. Fairbairn has been
j)rincipal since its opening in 1886. The same
tendencies to express denominational unity in

organizations for mutual helpfulness have been
manifest in England as in America, though in

less marked degr<^. Their illustration in county
associations and in larger unions has already
been mentioned.

Statistics.—The total number of Congrega-
tional churches in America in 1645 appears to

have been 53. About 120 English Congregational
churches were represented in the Savoy Conven-
tion of 1658. In 1760 Rev. Dr. Ezra Stiles

enumerated the churches of this order in New
England, to which region they were then almost
exclusively confined, as 530. By 1816 American
Congregationalism numbered about 1020 churclies

and not far from 100,000 communicants. The
most recent statistics available (1901, in the

Year Book of 1902) give the churches of the

United States as 5753, their ministers as 5717,
their members as 645,994, and their Sunday-
school enrollment as 658.405. Tlieir benevo-

lent contributions were $2,233,722, and their

home ex|)enditures $7,580,655. The seven Con-

CONGBEOATIONALISM IN 1901-02. (BaBET) ON STATI8TIC8 IN
THB "Year Book" ok 1902.)

COUNTRIES

England and Wales...
Scotland
Ireland
Channel Inlands
South Africa
British Ciiiiana
Nova Scotia and New
Bniiiswifk

Ontario
Quebec
Newfoundland
.lamaicn ,

New South Wales
Queensland
Southern Australia...,
Victoria
Western Australia
New Zealand ,

Tasmania ,

I'nited .States
.\ni. Board Foreign Mis-

sions, on mission fields.

Total

Churches,
Chapels,
Stations

4,873

308
.59

33
60
26
18
61

72
43
54
86
20
22
62

5.753

524

403,352
30,270
2,298
359

11,343
4.883

954
5,869
2,084
222

1,189

3,101
3,401
593

1,683
829

646,994

65.645

652.377
28,»73
3,<25
472

6,783
4,608

955
4,293
1.374
346

1,298

7,096
4,032
5.770
7.022

1.102
2.216
2.001

658,405

62,188

12,064
I

1,179,94!? 1,4.54,236

gregational seminaries in the United States re-

ported an attendance in 1901-02 of 379 theolog-
ical students. The churches and preaching sta-

tions of Great Britain numbered 4873. their

ministers 3121, and their church members 436,-

279. Canada and Newfoundland reported 137
churches and preaching stations, with 9119
members. Congn-gationalism in Australia and
New Zealand counts 349 churches and preach-
ing stations, with 14,176 member.4.
The foreign missionarj' activities of the United

States and Canada in 1901-02 were represented
by 556 missionaries, assisted l)y 3559 native
laborers, carrying on missions in 102 foreign sta-
tions, with 525 churches organized, and an
enrollment of 55,694 conununicants, of whom
5623 had l>een added during the previous year.
Statistics for the London Missionary Society,
through which the outreaching work of the
English Congregational churches is maintained,
show that during 1900-01 it employed 438 mis-
sionaries, assisted by 5811 native Inborers, in 97
stations, and ministering to 56,059 communi-
cants, of whom al)out 7000 were received dur-
ing the year then closing.

BiULiocBAPHY. The student who wishes to
investigate the history of Congregationalism
thoroughly will look for guidance to the bibli-

ography of 7250 titles of publications relating
to Congregationalism issued between 1546 and
1879, which was given by Rev. Dr. H. M. Dexter
as an appendix to his Congregationalism of the
Last Three Hundred Years (New York, 1880).
So clo.sely is Congregationalism interwoven wit^h

the origins of New England tliat any good his-

tory of New England gives much regarding its

spread and workings. General sketches of Ameri-
can Congregationalism are those of Rev. Dr. A.
E. Dunning, Congregationalists tn America (New
York, 1894) ; and Prof. Williston Walker, A
History of the Congregational Churches in the

United >*^tates (New York, 1894). The charac-

teristics of Congregational religious life are

treated by Rev. Dr. George Leon Walker, Some
Aspects of the Ueligious Life of Xew England
(Boston, 1897). The reader specially interested

in the beginnings of Congregationalism will be

aided by the work of Rev. Dr. Dexter, above
cited; also, John A. Goodwin, The Pilgrim Re-
public (Boston, 1888) ; Rev. Dr. John Brown,
The Pilfjrim Fathers of New England (London
and New York. 1895) ; Prof. Edward Arber,

The Story of the Pilgrim Fathers (London,

1897) ; Rev. Dr. Fred. J. Powieke, Henry liar-

roic. Separatist (London, 1900). The doctrinal

peculiarities of American Congregationalism
have been compactly sketched by Prof. George
N. Boardman, A History of New England The-

ology (New York, 1899).

No adefjuatc brief history of English Congre-

gationalism has been written, but the five vol-

umes of Rev. Dr. John Waddington, Congrega-

tional History (London, 1869-78. new ed., 1880),

treat the story at much length to the date last

mentioned. Contemporary English Congregation-

alism is well discussed by Rev. Dr. A. H. Brad-

ford. The Pilgrim in Old England (New \''ork,

1893). The story of Scotch Congregationalism

is well and briefly told by Rev. James Ross, A
History of Congregational Independency in Scot-

land (Glasgow,' 1900).
The main documents relating to the polity and

beliefs of Congregationalism are collected by

Prof. Williston Walker, The Creeds and Plat-

forms of Congregationalism (New York, 1893).

Brief manuals of its usages are thpse of Rev.

Dr. H. M. Dexter. .4 Handbook of Congrega-

tionalism (Boston, 1880); and of a Committee
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of the *Xational Council,' entitled The Council

Manual for a Coui/reriational Church (Boston,

181>U). A good sketch of the chief representative

body of American Congregationalism and of the

occasional conventions that prece«led it, is that of

Kev. E. layman Hood. Ph.D.. The Xational Coun-
cil of the CoiigrcfjatioiKil Churches of the United
Stales (Boston. 1901). English and American
Congregational statisties are given in the Year-

Hooks annually published on either side of the

Atlantic.

CONGREGATIONAL METHODIST
CHURCH, The. A body formed in :May. 1852,

in Monroe County, Ga.. by ministers and lay-

men who had withdrawn from the Methodist

Episcopal Church and wished to establish a

church with Methodistic doctrines, but giving

the people a voice in their own government. In

1852 the first district conference was held and
a Book of Discipline adopted; in 1855 the first

general convention was held. Since 1881 many
churches have joined the Congregational body,

but in 1901 the Congregational Methodists re-

j)orted .350 churches and 21,000 members. In

jovernnient it is not strictly Congregational,

since it has semi-annual district conferences,

annual State conferences, and quadrennial gen-

eral conferences, and it is admissible to carry an
appeal from one to another. It admits both

white and colored persons, the latter being

separately organized.

CONGRESS (I^t. congressus, conference,

from congredi, to meet together, from com-, to-

gether -f- pradi, to step). In international aflFairs.

an assembly either of sovereign princes or of

delegates of sovereign States for the purpose of

considering matters of common interest. In

the United States, where the term has now a
specific meaning as applied to the Xational

Legislature (see United States), it had a

similar origin, the first Congress being that of

the delegates from the various British colonies,

who met on October 7, 1765, for the purpose

of considering their grievances. Previous to

signing a treaty of peace, a meeting of plenipo-

tentiaries usually takes place, to which the name
of a congress is sometimes applied, though the

term .seems more properly to be reserved for

those more important meetings at which exten-

sive schemes of future policy are determined.

The period of secular diplomatic congresses

opened with the Congress of Miinster and Os-

nabriick. which closed the Thirty Years' War by

the Peace of Westjihalia in 1648 (q.v.). Since

then, omitting those diplomatic bodies who.se ob-

ject was simply to arrange terms ot peace at the

close of a war. the most important European con-

gresses have been those of Vienna (1814-15),

Paris (18.')6). Berlin (1878). and the Intema-
tion Peace Cf>"f''rence at The Hague (1899).

.\n internati(miil 'Pan-.\merican' congress, to dis-

cu-;.( industrial and commercial questions, was
hold at Washington, from October. 1888. to

April. 1890. In the winter of 1901 02 a similar

congress assembled at Mexico and discussed at

great length the question of international arbi-

tration. See Vienna. Paris, Berlin, Congress
OF.

CONGRESS, United States. The legislative

branch of the Federal (Joveniment of the United

States. It was instituted by the Constitution,

which prescrilxjs its membership and defines its

I>owers. It has no general legislative power, such as

is enjoyed by the British Parliament, and, in a

lesser degree, by the legislatures of the several

American States ; but it has only such functions

and authority as the Constitution, expressly or

by necessary implication, has conferred upon it.

Acting in conjunction with the President and the

Federal judiciary, it exercises the sovereign

power of the people of the United States, in so

far as that power has been committed to the

Central Government.
Congress is composed of two 'Houses,' or

chambers—a Senate and a House of Representa-

tives. It is not, however, as is generally as-

sumed to be the case, modeled upon the British

Parliament, with its House of Lords and House
of Commons, nor is its bicameral form due to

any general agreement on the part of the framers

of the Constitution that that type of legislature

was theoretically preferable to a legislature of

a simpler type. The Continental Congress, under
whose direction the War of the Rebellion was
waged, had after the adoption of the Articles

of (Confederation, as before, only a single cham-
ber. But this was not of a popular character,

and it is not the House of Representatives, but

the Senate, which represents it in the present

Congress. These first American congresses rep-

resented not the people of the Colonies and
States, but the Colonies and States themselves,

and it was to preserve the weight and dignity of

the States among themselves and especially of the

smaller and less populous States as against the

larger and more influential ones, that the Senate

was instituted as a counterweight to the popular
branch of the Xational I>egislature.

The Senate is composed of two Senators from
each State, and its membership has accordingly

varied from twenty-two in the first Congress

(when eleven States constituted the Union) to

ninety at the present time (1902). The Con-

stitution prescribes that Senators shall be chosen

by the legislatures of the several States for a

term of six years, and constitutes them a perma-

nent and continuing body by providing a method
of classification, whereunder the term of one

class shall continuously overlap that of another,

the terms of one-third of the members expiring

every two years. Senators must l>e thirty years

of age and residents of the State for which
they shall be chosen. The presiding officer

of the Senate is the Vice-Presidcjit of the

United States, but he has no part in its

deliberations and no vote unless the Sena-

tors are equally divided. The rule of the

Congress of the Confederation which preceded

the Constitution, that the voting should be

by States, each State represented having one

vote, was not retained in the creation of the

Senate, it being provided by the Constitution

that each Senator shall have an individual vote.

Senators receive a compensation fixed by Con-

gress, of $5000 a year, with a small allowance

for stationerj' and mileage.

Tlie House of Representatives is not a perma-

nent or continuing bod v. but its entire member-

ship is renewed sinuiltaneously every second

year. Its members are chosen by popular vote,

and it is provided that thev shall be appor-

tioned among the several States inchide<l in

the Union according to their respective num-

bers. The Constitution, as adopted, provided

that for the purpose of apportionment the popu-
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lution of a State should be determined by
uddiii;; to tlie wliole niiiul)ei' of free persons
thrpe-tifllis of the wh»)le nunilMT of nlaves.

The basis of ap|M)rtioninent lixed by the Con-
stitution for the first enumeration was one Rep-
resentative for every .'{0.000 inhabitants, with
the i)rovi8o tliat eaeh iState should Imve at

least one Representative. The first House num-
l)ere<l 0'), and suecessive enumerations and ap-

)K>rtionnients have varied the number of liepre-

sentatives as follows: in 17!»:i. 105; 180.3. 141;
181.3, 181 ; 182.3, 21.3; 18.3.3. 240; 184.3. 22.3; 18.5.3.

23.3; 186.3 (during the Civil War), 243; 1873,

293; 1883. .325; 1891, 357; 1901, .386. The basis

of apportionment under the twelftli census
(HKM)) is (me Representative to every 194,182
inhabitants. This furnishes the followinp repre-

sentation for the several States:

AlubuiDH V
ArkaittuvH 7
California 8
Colorado 3
Oonnecticiit „ 5
Delaware 1

Florida 3
(JpoFKia 11

Idaho 1

niiiiom 25
Indiana l5
Iowa 11

Kaimiu* K

Kentucky....' 11

LoiiiHiana 7

Maine 4
-Maryland (5

.Mii«Hachu8ett« 14

Mlohlgan 12

.Minnesota 9
MisHisslppl 8
Miiwouri 1«

Montana 1

Nebraska ''

Nevada I

New Hampaliire 2
New Jersey 10
Npw York 37
North {'arolina 12
North Dakota 3
Ohio 21
Oregon 2
I'lMinHylvanla 32
lUiodo Inland 2
South Carolina 7
South Dakota 2
Tennetutee 10
Texas 16
Utah 1

Vermont 3
Virginia 10
Washlnitfton 3
W>Ht Virginia 6
WisconHln 11

Wyoming 1

It is further provided by the Constitution that
liepresentatives shall l)e at least twenty-five

years of age and residents of the States in which
they are chosen. They receive an annual salarj',

determined by Congress, the amount of which at

present is $5000. The House of Representatives
chooses its own presiding officer, called tlie

Speaker, from among its members. In the

process of time this has become an office of great
power and importance, ranking, perhaps, next
after that of the President in influence and
authority. This aggrandizement of the Speaker
of the House of Rejiresentatives has resulted

from the control over legislation, which, as the
leader of the dominant political party in the
House and luider the committee system which
has come to prevail in Congress, he has gradu-
ally acquired. He does not, upon becoming
Speaker, lose his right to vote or otherwise to
participate in the^ proceedings of the House.
Under the Constitution the two Houses of

Congress have in most respects an equal voice
in legislation, the only important exception being
the requirement that all revenue bills shall
originate in the popular branch of tne legislature.

Each House is made the sole judge of its the elec-

tions, retxirns. and qualifications of its own mem-
l)ers. though the times, places, and manner of

holding elections for Senators and Representa-
tives are left to the legislatures of the several
States.

The ample legislative powers of Congress,
which are enumerated in Sec. 8 of Art. T.. and
Sec. 3 of Art. IV. of the Constitution (q.v.),

are limited by the veto power of the President.
Every bill intended to have the force of law

must 1m> submitted to him. after passing the
two Houses separately, and. if vet(H'd by
him, will fail to take elFeet. unless passed a
second time and by a two-thirds vote of each
House. If any bill shall not 1m' returned by the
I'resident within ten days after it shall have
iH'en presented to him, it shall become a law in

like manner as if he had signed it. unless its re-

turn Ih' prevented by the adjournment of Con-
gress. The Constitution provides for an an-
nual meeting of Cimgress on tiie first Monday
in December unless a different date is duly ap-
pointed by law. The President is empowered
by the Constitution to call an extra session of
Congress or of either Hou.se.

In addition to their legislative powers, each
of the two Houses of Congress is endowed by the
Constitution with important functions in the
L;overnment. The House of Representatives has
the sole jwwer of impeachment, and the Senate
the exclusive authority to trj- impeachments.
In addition to this, the Senate exercises, in con-

junction with the President, important execu-
tive powers in the ratification of treaties and in

the confirmation of his appointments to all im-
portant offices of the (lovernment, including the
members of his Cabinet, the judges of the
Supreme and other Federal court.s, and even
officers of the army and na\y.

In the century of national life which has just
closed, the balance of governmental power has
insensibly shifted from the Executive to the
Congress, and in Congress from the Senate to
the House of Representatives. The free exercise
by the Senate of its power of refusing assent to

the President's nominations to office, and the
extreme development of the party system in

national politics, have oi>erated in a great meas-
ure to deprive the executive of the actual power
of making appointments to office; while the popu-
lar character of the House, the absolute control
exercised over its business by the Speaker aid
other leaders of the dominant political party,
and the consequent unanimity and weight of its

action, have given it a marked predominance
in legislation. It is both more active and more
influential than the Senate, notwithstanding the
fact that its great size and the enormous volume
of its business have deprived it of the character
of a popular deliberative assembly.

Many acute observers see in these facts a
curious reproduction in our history of recent
British experience in the great art of self-gov-

ernment. They argue that the place of Parlia-
ment in the British system is being taken by Con-
gress in ours, while the House of Representatives
seems destined to assume the supremacy over the
other organs of government which has been at-

tained by the House of Commons in England. It

is a well-knowTi fact that the Cabinet in Great
Britain, which is the virtual executive, is in fact

a self-constituted committee, made up of party
leaders, of the House of Commons; and it is

generally assumed that our executive is placed by
the Constitution in an impregnable position of in-

dependence. But the leaders of the House of Rep-
resentatives have, to a considerable degree, as-

sumed the same control over the legislation

which is exercised in England by the Cabinet,

and it is plausibly argtied that it will require no
great extension of Congressional power to reduce
the constitutional executive in this country to

the same position of nominal authority but real
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impotence as that which it holds in the British

system. It is accordingly asserted that the oli-

yarohy of party leaders who determine the mem-
bership of the standing committees of the House
and control their action are already the masters

of the several executive departments, deter-

mining their very organization and policy

through the power over appropriations which

the present organization of the House lodges in

the hands of its leaders; that the business of the

Government is carried on more and more through

conferences, as yet informal, between the Presi-

dent and this Congressional cabinet, while the

great heads of departments tend to become ad-

visers of the real masters of the situation, the

C'ongressional leaders, rather than of their nomi-

nal chief, the President. It is not denied that a

strong and popular executive may stay the

rising tide of Congressional supremacy for a

time, but it is claimed that the appeal to the

people, by whioh he accomplishes this, is itself

a confession of the real weakness of his position.

To such observers, it seems highly probable that

within the lifetime of many now living the vital

differences still remaining between the British

and American systems will have disappeared,

and that the (Government of the United States

will have become to all intents and purposes a
government of the parliamentary- or congression-

al type, and that this will be accomplished with-

out formal amendment of the Constitution, by

the insidious and persistent process of Congres-

sional usurpation.

Reference has been made to the great power
wielded by certain committees of the House. It

remains to be noticed that the large increase in

the number of Representatives and the growth
in volume and complexity of the matters with
which they have to deal have necessitated the

reference of all bills to standing committees.
These conditions have made it impossible for the

House to give any real consideration even to the

most important measures of legislation, and it

follows that the real processes of legislation

—

the discussion, the sifting, the shaping of bills

—is done wholly in the committee-rooms. Tlie

committees, therefore, being deliberately made
up with reference to the carrying out of party
policy, have acquired virtual control over the
legislation of the House, their action on bills

submitted to them lieing usually final and con-

clusive.

The 'committee system,' as it is called, was
adopted by the House of Representatives at an
early period of its history. At present there

are forty-eight standing committees, which are
appointed bv the Sjieaker for each Congress,
and which )iold office during the life of the
Congress. These committees varj' in size, and
are made up of members of all parties, the
dominant party having an effective majority in

each. The |)rincipal committees of the House
are those n Rules. Appropriations, Ways and
Means. Foreign Affairs, Judiciary. Commerce,
Elections. Military' Affairs, and Naval Affairs.

Tlie Senate, because of its smaller meml>ership,
and its tradition of dignity and deliberation,

has to a large extent retained the character of
a deliberative assembly, and much of the work
of legislation is still actually performed by it.

Tt has also adopted the committee system: hut
its committees perform the more legitimate
function of sifting and shaping the bills for their

more convenient consideration by the Senate.
They are appointed by vote of the Senate, and,
like those of the House, hold ottice during the
life of the Congress for which they are chosen.
The most important of the Senate Committees
is that on Foreign Affairs, though those on
Appropriations, Ways and Means, the Judiciary,
and on Military and Naval Affairs, also play
an important r6le in shaping legislation. For a
history of the United States Congress, see the
article Umted States.
The leading authorities on the position of

Congress in the American scheme of government
are: Woodrow Wilson, Congressional Govern-
ment (Boston. 1885), and Bryce, The American
Commonwealth (London, 1893). See, also, the
authorities referred to in the article CoxSTiTt-
Tiox OF THE United States.

CONGRESSIONAL CEMETEBY, A hand-
some cemetery near Washington containing
monuments to such members of Congress as
have died during their term of oflSce. See Wash-
l.XGTOX.

CONGBESSIGNAL LIBBABY, See Li
BRARY OF Congress.

CONGBESSIONAL BECOBD, The journal
of the United States Congress. Up to 1799 the

Senate sat with closed doors, and no reports of

its proceedings were published. Since that time,

an official record of the proceedings of each
House is required to be published. The so-

called 'executive sessions' of the Senate are
secret. The journal now known as the Congres-
sional Record was called from 1789 to 1824 the
Annals of Congress; from 1825 to 18.37 the Reg-
ister of D'i'baies; from 1834 to 1874 the Con-
gressional Globe. Since 1875 its present name
has been used. The Record, however, is not an
accurate transcript of the actual proceedings.

Meml)ers are allowed to revise their remarks
before they appear in type; and they also fre-

quently receive from the House 'leave to print',

speeches which they have never delivered, but

which appear in the Record as though a part of

the proceedings of the session.

CONGBESSIIAN AT LABGE. A meml>er
of the United States House of Representatives
elected by the voters of the entire State, and not,

as is customary, by those of Congressional dis-

tricts. Such Congi-essmen are elected under the

apportionment acts of Congress, and the election

of a Congressman at large is merely a device

adopted to give each State the proper number of

rej)resentatives under the acts until the State

should be redistributed. Some States have had
two such memliers. and several one. According
to a Congressional act of 1901. the ratio of Con-
gressional representation is one Representative
for every 194.182 of the population.

CONGBEVE, kon'grM". Richard (1819-99).

An English philosophical writer and essayist,

bom at T^ainington. He studied under Arnold
at Rugby, and afterwards at Wadham Col-

lege. Oxford, of which he became succes-

sively scholar, fellow, and tutor but re-

signed after having become definitely a dis-

ciple of Comte. In 1855 he published a
good edition of Aristotle's Politics (18.55).

Among his other publications are: The Roman
Empire of the West (1855) : The Cntrrhism of
Positire Religion, translate<i from Comte (18.58) ;

Elisabeth of England (18»>2) : and Essays Politi-
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cal, Social, and Religious (1874). He whh early
one of the foremost exponents of Knglish Posi-
tivism.

CONQREVE, \Viu.iA.M (1670-1729). A bril-

liant English dramatist. lie was horn at
JJardsey, Yorkshire, and educated at Kilkenny,
and at Trinity College, Dublin. He re-

turned to Kngland. and was entered at tlie Mid-
dle Temple, but did not take kindly to law. His
first publication was a novel, entitled liuoynitu,
really a dramatic intrigue jiut into narrative.
His lirst play. The Old Hachclor, was produced
at Drury Ljine in .lanuary, KtO."}. and its suc-
cess was remarkable. In November he brought
out The Double-Dealcr, which was a compara-
tive failure; but his ccmiedy, hove for Lore, per-
formed in Hi!);"), was a great success, and brought
to its author mone}- and fame. The Mourning
Bride, a blank-verse tragedy, was acl<'d in IG97.
Its succ<>ss exceeded even that of his comedies,
but it has long since lx?en forgotten. Three
years after, he produced a comedy, entitled The
Way of the World, which failed completely, and
disgusted him with the theatre. In other re-
spects C'ongreve was a fortunate man. He held
various oflices. which together yielded him an
income of £1200. Congreve afVected to despise
his theatrical triumphs, and cultivated the man-
ners of the line gentleman—an eccentricity which
laid him open to rebuke when he was visited by
V^oltaire. in his later days he was afflicted with
gout and blindness. He died in London, 1729,
and was buried in Westminster Abbey. As a
comic dramatist Congreve has been variously
estimated. He was gross, but his age was gross.
His plots are intricate, but they were so intend-
ed. His world is composed of wives, gallants,
and husbands—and the husbands are hoodwinked.
The characters have no heart, no generosity, but
they play their parts brilliantly. Indeed, the
wit of Congreve's dialogue is unsurpa.ssed in
our later drama. Famous essays on Congreve
"and the art he represents are: Ha^litt, Lectures
on English Poets and English Comic Writers
(London, 1846) : Lamb. "On the Artificial Com-
edy of the Last Centurj'," in Essays of Elia
(London, 1875) ; Leigh Hunt, critical notice,
prefixed to The Dramatic M'orks of Wycherley,
Congreve, etc., which he edited; Macaulay, re-
view of Hunt, entitled Comic Dramatists or
Leigh Hunt (London, 1848) ; and Swinburne,
article on Congreve in Encyclopoedia liritannica.
Consult: Congreve's Comedies, ed. Ewald (Lon-
don, 1887) ; id., ed. Street (London, 1895) ; and
(ros-se. Life of Congreve (London. 1888).

CONGREVE, Sir William (1772-1828). An
English engineer, the inventor of the Congreve
rocket. (See Artillery.) He was educated at
the Royal Academy, Woolwich, received a com-
mission in the artillery, and became controller of
the Royal Laboratory at Woolwich. He was
also a member of Parliament for Gatton. and
later for Pl\nnouth, and wrote various works on
technological subjects, including: Description of
the Hydro-Pneumatic Lock (1814). and A Treat-
ise on the German Principles, Powers, and Fa-
cility of \pT)licntion of the Congreve Rocket
System (1827). He received many honors for
his invention, became prominent in scientific
circles, and was a favorite with George IV.

CON'GRITENCE (Lat. congruentia, from con-
gruere, to agree). In geometry, plane figures

which can \w suiwrposed so as to coincide
throughout are said to be congruent. This i.s

the Kuclidcan definition of e<juality, and indi-
cates both quality of area and similarity of
form. The symbol "" for congrtience signifies
these two properties. In general it is not neces-
sary actually to superpose tlie figures. If the
equality of certain parts is known, the equality
of tiie <»ther parts can be established—e.g. if two
sides and the included angle of one triangle are
equal to the corresp(niding jmrts of another, the
triangles are congruent, since the remaining
l)arts are also equal and similarly placed. Con-
gruence is related to axial and central sym-
metry (q.v.), and constitutes an i!n|K)rtant the-
ory of geometry. Congruency, in mcMlern geom-
etry, signifies a system of elements satisfving a
twofold condition. Of all possii)le lines," those
j>articular lines which .satisfy a given ccmdition
are together called a complex, and those which
satisfy two conditions are called a congruency

—

e.g. all lines which intersect a given circle form
a complex, and all which intersect two given
circles form a congruency. The order of a con-
gruency is the numl)er of its rays co-phinar with
a given plane; the class of a congruency is the
number of its lines concurrent in a given point.

In the theory of numbers, two integers
are said to be congruent with resjjcct to a
third, called the modulus, when their difference
is exactly divisible by the modulus. Thus, 12
and 7. 27 and 12, are congruent with resi)ect to
5 as a modulus, since 12— 7) and (27 — 12)
are divisible by 5. This relation is expressed
thus: 12= 7 J^mod 5). 27= 12 (mod 5), and.
in general, a = h (mod r). When two integers
are congruent with res|>ect to a tliird. either is

called the residual of the other with respect to
this modulus. A few fundamental theorems of
congruences are: (1 ) If a, = a',, a^ = a\,

«D'=- <''ji>
(to the same modulus) then a, -f o -+-

. . ._a„ =a', -I- r/', +^ . . «'„. {'2) If a =a', tJien
na=-na'._ (H) if n n£ «', b~b', then ah = a'h'.

(4) If a = a', then a'' = a'''. (5) Ifa. =«',, a, =
a\, . . . , then G (a,, «,,...) = G («',, a\,
... ). (J designating any rational integral func-
tion of O,, Oj, . . •

In algebra, the congruence of functions is con-
sidered in addition to the congruence of num-
l>ers. When the elements considered are of the
form ax -^ h the congruence is called linear.
When the elements are of the form aa-^-f- hx -f c.

the congruence is called quadratic, and so on.
To solve a congruence is to find the values of
the unknown quantity which satisfy the con-
gruence. Thus, to solve the quadratic congru-
ence X* ~ .39 (mod 49) is to find the T)nnil>er

whose square gives a remainder .39 when divided
by 49. These numbers are 2.3. 26.

As to geometry, consult: Henrici. Geometry
of Congruent Figures (London. 1888) ; Beman
and Smith. \ew Plane and Solid Geometry (Bos-
ton, 1900) ; Pliicker. \eue Geometric des Raumes
gegriindet auf die lietrachtung der geraden lAnie
als Raumelement, edited by Clebsch (Leipzig,

1868) ; and as to algel)ra. Salmon, Modern High-
er Algebra (Dublin. 1876). and Pund. Algebra
mit Einsehluss der elementaren Zahlevtheorie
(Leipzig. 1899).

CONI, kr/ne. See CrxKO.

CONIBO, kA-nel^A. The most important tribe

of Panoan .stock (q.v.), ranging along the mid-
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h

die Ucalayi River, northeastern Peru. For a
long time they repelled the missionaries, but
are now completely Christianized. In their daily
life, however, they cling to their old customs,
although they learn Spanish readily and prove
valuable house servants. They live chieHy by
boating, fishing, and gathering sarsaparilla.
They paint their faces in red and blue, and wear
silver rings in thoir lips and noses.

CONIC SECTIONS. ("urAes which may be
formed by various sections of a cone (q.v. ). In
the figure, which represents the two nappes of a

right circular
cone, AB, a sec-

tion ix'rijendicu-

lar to the axis, is

a circle; CD, a
section oblique to

the axis, cutting
all the elements
of the conical

surface on one
side of the ver-

tex, is an ellipse

;

EF. a section

parallel to the
element CI, is a
parabola ; and
GH, IJ, a section

cutting both
nappes, gives the
two branches of

an hyperbola.
These curves

were discovered by Menivchmus in the fourth
ceiiturj' B.C., and were known for a long time as
Mena-chmian triads. The Greeks extensively cul-

tivated the theory of the conic sections. Since
the invention of co<idinate geometry (see Anal-
ytic Geometry), new interest has attached to

these curves, and the properties of conies form
the basis of instruction in analji-ic geometry.
See Circle; Ellipse; Parabola: Hyperbola;
( 'iRVEs ; Mathematics.

C0NID1A (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk. k6-

yis, Loni.s, dust). Aerial spores of fungi, usually
formed in cliains or clusters upon the swollen end
of a filament {the conidiophorc) , and never
borne in >pore-<ases (sporangia). See FUNGL

CONIDIOPHOBB (Neo-I^t. conidium + Gk.

-(f>6poi, -phoros, from (pipeiv, phcrcin, to bear)

.

A fuii,L;;il filament which iiears conidia, one kind
of asexual spores. See Fitngi.

CONIF'ER.ffi (Lat. nom. pi. of conifer, cone-

l)earing, from conus, cone, Gk. Kupot, konos -\-

ferrc, to bear). The greatest of the four living

groups of gymnosi)erms. The s|)ec*ies an' all trees

or shrul>s. and are characteristic of the north and
south temperate regions, bting almost entirely ab-

sent from the tropics. Prominent represenUitivea

r)f the group are the pines, spruces, hemlocks,

firs, larches, cedars, c.vpresses, redwoods, jimipers,

arbor-vitie, and yews. The habit of the trees

is characteristic, a central shaft extending con-

tinuoiisly to the ver>' top. while the lateral

branches spread horizontally, with dimini.shing

length toward the top of the tree, resulting in

a conical outline, .\nother peculiar feature is

the 'needle leaf.' which seems to be poorly adapt-

ed for foliage. It is very slender and firm.

I>eing well organized to endure cold. In some of

the conifor<. however, as in species of Pod(wnr-

pus, the leaves are quite broad and flat; while
in others, as in the arbor-viUe, they consist of
closely appressed and overlapping disk-like bod-
ies. As the leaves have no regular period of fall-

ing, the trees are always clothed with tliem, and
are conunonly called evergreens. Tiiere are a few
exceptions to this evergreen habit, however, as in
the case of the common larch or tamarack, which
sheds its leaves every season. The branches of
conifers are apt to occur in two forms, as may be
seen in the pines. There are the elongated axes,
which Iwar only scales, known as the long shoots

;

and also short, spur-like, dwarf branches, which
i>ear the clusters of needle leaves. Tliis dis-
position of the foliage leaves is by no means
connuon to all conifers, or even to all ages of the
pines. In many conifers, as in spruces and in
seedling pines, the needles occur on the long
.shoots. The structure which gives name to the
group is the cone-like strobilus which bears the
seeds, and which sometimes becomes very large.
This, when mature, consists of heavy overlapping
scales, at the base of which, upon the upper
side, the seeds are found. The strobili which
are made up of the stamens are never so promi-
nent or permanent, and hence are not usually no-
ticed. The pollination of conifers is effected by
the wind, and hence the pollen is very light and
powdery, and is produced in enormous quanti-
ties. In the pines the pollen-<;rains are assisted
in this wind transportation by the development
of a pair of wings, which are outgrowths from
the outer coat of the spore. Sometimes strong
winds carry the pollen far from the forests
which produce it, and the fall of this yellow pow-
der in places in which the phenomenon is rare
gives rise to accoimts of "showers of sulphur.'

Structure. The tissues of the stems of coni-
fers are very characteristic. The woody bundles
are arranged to form a hollow cylinder, as in the
dicotyledons, and hence are abU' to increase in ^

diameter during each growing season. It is only
the primitive bundles, however, which are made
up of true vessels. All of the .secondary bundles,
which form the whole mass of wockl. consist of

tracheids, i.e. thick-walled cells resembling true
vessels, but not fitted together end to end so as
to form more or less continuous vessels. These
tracheids are also distinguished, as in all gyni-

nosperms, by bearing upon their walls bordered
pits, i.e. thin spots which appear to be bounded
by two concentric circles. They are also packed
together very closely and with remarkable regu-

larity, so that the wood is very uniform and fine-

grained, and hence easily split.

Cl.\8SIFICATI0N. There are two great families

of conifers, the Pinac«»a» and the TaxacciP. The
former has true cones, by whose scales the OATiles

are concealed, and whose seeds ripen dry. In
general, the cones ripen dry and hard, but some-
times, as in jimipers, they become pulpy, the
whole cone fomiing the so-called 'berrv.' This
family (Pinace.T) is much the larger one, and
contains four well-marked tril)es. Chief among
the.se are the .\bieteiT>, containing the pines,

spruces, henUoeks, firs, larches, etc., the genus
Pinus with its seventy species being by far the

largest genus of conifers. The Cupressea* c<in-

tain the various cypresses and cedars; the Taxo-
diem contain the bald cypresses, redwoods, and
their allies; while the Araucariie include the

Araucarian or \orfolk pines of the Southern
Tlcinisplicrc. The other finiiilv. the Tnxace:P. has
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exposed ovules, and tlie seed either ripens fleshy

or has u lleshy invcHtnient. It includes two
tribes—the l'tHli)fur|M'ii', ^cnt'ni of tlie Southern
Hemisphere (the gt'nu« I'lxlocarpus, with forty

species, In-ing tlu' serond lur^fsl t»l' tlu* «onif('r«),

and the Taxete, including the yews {Ta<tua) and
their allies.

Sonic of the conifers, as the pines and juni-

pers, are very widely distributed, while others,

like the gigantic redwoiMls (Sequoia) of Califor-

nia and tlie bald cypress {Tnxodiutn) are now-

very much restricted. Tlie greatest displays of

much restricte<l ('endemic') genera occur in the

Chinu-.Iapan region, and in the Australasian

region.

Fossil Forms. Fossil renmins of Coniferse,

consisting of branches, leaves, cones, and seeds,

are found in great abundance in the most recent

of the Mesozoic and in llie Tertiary formations,

and have been referred to genera etill living on
account of their resemblance to them. But only

when such determination is based on well-pre-

sen'ed cones may it, as a rule, be considered sat-

isfactory. I^eavcs and leaf-bearing branches fur-

nish only in exceptional cases a basis for the

determination of the genera, as there are recent

genera from dilTerent families in which the leaf-

ing branches cannot be distinguished at all by
their outward apjx'arances.

It is no better with the fossil woods, for it is

known that fragments of wood having the struc-

ture of living conifers are found in every state

of preservation throughout the entire series of

geologic formations from the Middle Devonian
upward. The great hopes entertained that they

would furnish important results have, according
to Solms-Laubach, not materialized, owing to the

imiformity of structure which characterizes sec-

ondary growth in thickness in Conifertp. More-
over, the Cordaites, which stand between the
Cycadacea* and Coniferse. have a woody struc-

ture distinguishable only in entire sections of the
stem. Giippert's example in dealing with the
fossil woods has been followed, and they are di-

vided into general groups according to their re-

semblances to the wood of modem genera, as:

Araucaroxylon (Dadoxylon). like wood of Nor-
folk Pine—Arauearia ; Pissodendron ; Cupress-
oxylon, like wood of cypress; Pityoxylon, like

wood of pine: Cedroxylon. like wood of cedar;
Taxoxylon, like wood of yew. Of these, Taxoxy-
lon is known only from the Tertiary; Cupress-
oxylon occurs only from the Chalk onward;
pine and cedar woods only from the Tertiary on-
ward. Araucaroxylon and Pisswlendron are the
only types of coniferous wood found in the
Paleozoic formations. To Araucaroxylon prob-
ably belongs the wood of the Carboniferous pines
and Dawson's species of Dadoxylon and Ormoxy-
lon, from the Canadian iliddle Devonian. But
the wood of Cordaites has al-so the Araucaroxy-
lon structure. The presence of true Coniferae
with this wood structure is, however, known
from the Carboniferous. The stems of Protaxites
IjOgani and Xematoxylon crassum, from the Lower
Devonian of Canada and New Brunswick, which
were described by Dawson as the oldest Conifer
remains, are now considered to be remains of
alga;.

It has been determined that the conifers origi-

nated in the Arctic region, from whence they
have spread over the globe. The pines (Pinus)
appeared first in the European early Cretaceotis

beds, where their cones arc found, and they be-
came very abundant in the Tertiary. The flrs

are known from the .lurasxic of Spitzl)ergen and
Sit>eriu, and the cedars date also from the .luras-

eic. The Araucarians, to which belong also the
Tnxodiir (Bald Cypress) and the Seciuoio; (Red-
wood), are thought to In; reprewnted by the
gigantic Walchia of Permian age. 'I"he typical
American bald cypress (Taxodiuni distichum),
which abounds in the swamps of Florida, occurs
as the same spwies in the Micn-ene of Middle
Europe. The Voltzias, so common in the Trias-

bic sandstones of CJerniany, may also belong to

the Taxodia>.

The cypress apiK'ars in the Triassic with a

form extremely similar to a genus now found
only in Africa—Widdringtonia. The cedar of

Lebanon, the junipers, and others, make their

earliest appearance in the Cretaceous of Green-
land, and are fojmd in later formati<ms—Upper
Cretaceous and Tertiary—of Middle Europe, an
indication of the migration they made with the
passing of geologif time. Salisburias are to-day
represented by a single living type, the famous
gingko (q.v.), which is known only in the cul-

tivated state in the groves of Chinese tem-
ples. Gingko is the last descendant of a once
great race, with ancestors that reach back as far

as the Lower Carboniferous, and flourished, dur-

ing those periods, from the Triassic onward, in

the northern parts of Europe, as Spitzbergen and
Siberia, etc.

BiULioGUAPiiY. Dawson, "The Fossil Plants
of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Fomiations
of Canada," Canadian Geolotfiral Survey (Otta-

wa, 1881, 1882) ; Goppert. "Monographic der

fossilen Coniferen," Naturkundige, \ erhandlinge

ran dc Tlollandschc Maatachappij der Weten-
schappen, te Haarlem, ser. 2, vol. vi. (Leyden,

1850) ; Zittel and Schimper, Uundhuch der

Paldmitolof/in, part ii. (Leipzig, 1870-85) ; same.

French edition (Paris. Munich, and Leipzig,

1887) ; H. Graf zu Solms-Laubach. Fossil Bot-

any (Oxford, 1801). For illustrations, see

Arai CAHiA ; PiNK.s, etc.

CONIINE (from Lat. eonium, Gk. K^veiof,

koncion, hemlock), CjHuN. The active alka-

loid principle of hemlock, the seeds of the

spotted hemlock plant (Conium maculatttm, Lin-

nf')- Being a volatile substance, coniine may be

readily obtained from the seeds by distilling with

water which contains a little soda in solution:

coniine then passes over with the water in the

form of a yellowish oil, but, when purified by re-

distillation, it is obtained as a colorless, trans-

parent, oily liquid having a penetrating hemlock-

like odor, comnuinicating a burning sensation if

applied to the tongue, and acting as a very ener-

getic poison. It has a powerful alkaline reaction

and precipitates metallic oxides from many salts.

Strong sulphuric acid causes its compounds to

assume first a purple-red and then an olive-

green color, while nitric acid gives a blood-red

color that fades into an orange. It is mod-
erately soluble in water, its solutions having

the property of turning the plane of polarized

light to the right. If pure, it boils at 167° C.

The chief physiological efl'ect of coniine is a

powerful depression of all motor nerves, begin-

ning at their peripherj' and gradually ascending

to the spinal cord. As a result, all motion,

voluntary and reflex, is paralyzed, although the

muscles are not aflTected. Tliis lojuls to enfeeble-
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inent of the respiration aiul finally causes death
by asphyxia. The symptoms of coniine poisoning
are increasing heaviness in the legs and feeble-
ness in the arms, dimness of vision, dilated
pupils, diflTiculty in swallowing and breathing,
and finally, loss of the voice. As coniine has
no action on the brain, consciousness is pre-
served until the end. The following illustration
will give an idea of the rapidity of its action:
One drop placed in the eye of a rabbit killed
it in nine minutes ; three drops employed in
the same way killed a strong cat in a minute and
a half; while five drops, poured into the throat
of a small dog, began to act in 30 seconds, and
in as many more motion and respiration had
ceased. In a case of coniine poisoning, emetics
and the stomach-pump should be employed as
early as possible; the patient's feet should be
kept warm, a stimulant injected subcutaneously,
and artificial respiration employed. Coniine is

but rarely used as a therapeutic agent in medi-
cine; it is extremely doubtful whether it has
any useful effect at all, except perhaps in spas-
modic diseases, like whooping-cough, lockjaw, or
epilepsy. See Hemlock.

Chemically, coniine has been shown to be the
dextro-rotary modification of a-propyl-piperidine,
its formula being represented by the following
graphic scheme:

H,r \h.
H,C CH.CH,.CH,CH,

^^
Coniine

The artificial preparation of coniine was the
first -sjTithesis of an optically active alkaloid.
See also the article Alkaloids.

CO'NINCH. See Komnch.
CON'INGSBY. OB The New Genebation.

A novel by Benjamin Disraeli (1844). The plot
ia slight, and the interest of the novel is found
in its p<ilitical satire.

CO'NINGTON, JoHX (1825-69). An Eng-
lish classical scholar, bom at Boston, Lincoln-
shire. He studied at Rugbv, under Dr. Arnold,
in 1838-4.3. and at .Magflaleii College, Oxford, in
1843-46. and in 184G became a fellow of Univer-
sity College. In 1849 he read law with much
unwillingness for six months, at the London
Inns of Court, and thereupon returned to the
university. He contributed articles to the Morn-
ing Chronicle of London during 1849-50. In 1854
he was elected to the chair of the Latin language
and literature at Oxford, that professorship hav-
ing just been founded by Corpus Christi. His
tenure of the post, continued until his death, was
markedly successful, and his 'imposing personal-
iljr* extended his influence far beyond his large
circle of immediate pupils. Hi.s interests in con-
nection with I^atin studies were comparatively
restricted. He cared little for ancient history,
antiquities, or for many authors, even such great
writers as Lucretius. Ciesar, Livy, and Cicero.
But as a minute and careful interpreter of the
more strictly literary aspects of Vergil. Horace,
and Persius, and as an accurate, fluent, and
generally \'ery readable translator of all three,
he crained a justly high repute. His transla-
tion (1806) of the .-Kiicirf in the ballad metre of
Scott, though questioned by scholars as a repre-

sentation of the manner of Vergil, is a vital
piece of work, and has been much read. The ren-
derings (1863) of the C'armina of Horace, and in
imrticular of the Satura: Kpintulw and Ars Poet-
ica of the same author (1869), won the critical

esteem of the learned. His most important work
is his edition of Vergil, begun in conjunction
with Goldwin Smith, and finished by Prof. Hen-
ry Nettleship {P. }'ergili ilaranis Opera. The
Works of Virgil, with a Commentary, 3 vols.,

1858-70; 4th ed.. 1881-4). His edition of Persius,
with a remarkably idiomatic prose translation,
appeared in 1872. He was also a Greek scholar
of fine attainments, and knew by heart the
dramas of .Eschylus,. whose Agamemnon and
Choephori he edited (the former, with a verse-

translation and notes, 1848; the latter. 1857).
Consult The Miscellaneous Writings of John Co-
nington, edited by J. A. Symonds (London, 1872),
which contains a memoir by Prof. H. J. S. Smith.

CONINXLOO, kf/ninks-Io'. A family of
Flemish painters, of whom the most celebrated
was Gilles van Coninxloo ( 1544-C.1607 ) , called the
YTounger. He was bom at Antwerp and studied
under Pieter Coek and Mostaert, but derived his
chief preparation in France and Italy, making a
specialty of landscape-painting. But two signed
pictures by him exist, both in the Liechtenstein
Gallery at Vienna. Coninxloo is known, with
Bles and Ga.ssel, as one of the few sixteenth-
century artists who painted landscape otherwise
than as a background for figures.

CCNIUM. See Hemlock.

CONJUGAL RIGHTS. The rights which a
husband or wife possesses to the companionship,
society, ser\'ice, and atlection of the other. For
any imlawful invasion of these rights by a third
party, the injured spouse has a claim against
the wrong-doer. One who alienates the affection
of a wife frojn her husband is liable to him in

damages; and in many of the United States the
same liability is incurred by a woman who
alienates a husband's affections from his wife.

A spouse who violates conjugal rights may
thereby afford the other a valid ground for
divorce. Such misconduct, however, does not
give to the innocent spouse the right to inflict

chastisement, or to imprison the offender, or to
obtain a decree for restoration of the conjugal
relation. Both in England and in the United
States the courts have declared that they have
no jurisdiction to compel cohabitation where
one party to the marital relation withdraws
from the society of the other without justifiable
cause, nor to decree a restitution of conjugal
rights withheld. See Coii.'Vbitation ; Husband
AND Wife; Mabbiage; and authorities there re-

ferred to.

CONGUGA'TiE, or Pond Scums. See At-
o.t;; Chix)Rophyce.«.

CONJUGATE (T>at. conjugatus, p.p. of con-
jugiire, to join together, from com-, together 4-

jugarc, to yok«'. from jiinum, yoke; connected
with Gk. ivy6i', rggon, OChurch Slav, igo, Lith.
jingus, Golh. ;uk\ Icel. ok, AS. geoc, Engl, yoke,
OHG. joh, (Jer. Joch, Skt. yuga, yoke). A term
signifying united in pairs, and having various
uses in mathematics. Conjugate roots are num-
bers, real or imaginary, such as a + V^ 6 and
a — V 6, or fi + bi, a— bi, satisfying n given equa-
tion. See Complex Numbeb.) Conjugate angles
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are unv twu aii^li-s wliuHe huiii Ih 300°, as 10°

uud 350°, 400" uud —40°, 180° and 180°. Coii-

jugut(> pointH witli resin-ct to u conic an- poiuU
ouch of which liea on Uie pohir of the otlicr. (See
Circle.) A conjugate hyperbola is one whicit

lias for it« trannverw and conjugate diameters
the conjugate and transverse diameters of a
given hyperhoia. The equations of an hyiM'rhohi
and its conjugate hy|)erhola are related thus: If

or" «•— —~ = 1 Iw the equation of the given hyper-

bola, then -r: = — * •* the equation of its
a* b

conjugate. Conjugate lines, with resjiect to a conic,

4»re lines each of which passes through the pole

of the other. Conjugate «xt« or diameters of a

eonic are diameters whicli are conjugate lines with

respect to the conic. Conjugate triangles with

respect to a conic are triangles such that the

sides of each are the polars of the vertices of the

other and the vertices of each are the poles of

the sides of the other. Conjugate points in a
harmonic range are a i)air of pointsharmonically

separating two others. Thus, if A, P, B, Q, are

four coUinear points such that AP:PB = AQ:BQ,
P and Q are called harmonic conjugates. Simi-

larly in a harnjonic pencil of four rays O
(.VPBQ). OP and OQ are ccmjugate rays. (See

A.NHABMONic RATIO.) Conjugate elements of a
determinant (q.v. ) are those elements which are

symmetrically situated with respect to the prin-

cipal diagonal. Certain forms of quantics are

also called conjtigiitc.

CONJUGATE FOCUS. See Light.

CONJUGATION (Lat. conjugatio, combina-
tion, fnmi conJKfiare, to yoke together), IN

Plants. A kind of fertilization, in which there

is no distinction between the male and the female

cells (gametes). It is restricted to certain low
forms of alga> and fungi (qq.v.). See Febtil-
T/ATtON.

CONJUGATION. A term in grammar ap-

plied to a connected view or statement of the

changes of fonii that a verb (q.v.) undergoes in

its various relations. (See Inflection.) The
forms usually included under this term are those

that serve to mark: (1) Person, or the distinc-

tion between the speaker, the spoken-to, and the
spoken-of: as (I) n-rite, (thou) writest, (he)

icrites. (2) Numlier; as (John) writes, (they)

icrite. (3) Tense, or time; as (1) tcrite, icrote,

have loritten, shall twite. (4) Mood, or the

manner in which the action is presented. When
the action is simply asserted, it is the indicative

mood, as (he) wrote; when put as a supposition
or condition, it is the conditional or subjunctive
mood, as if he wrote. The imperative mood ex-

presses a command or request, and is generally
used only in the second person, as tcrite. The
infinitive mood expresses the action without limi-

tation of any kind

—

to write: as it makes no
affirmation, it is, strictly speaking, not a verb,

but a kind of abstract noim. The two participles,

the one expressing the action as in progress
{ writing), the other as completed {written),
may be classed with the infinitive, as not affirm-

ing anything. The infinitive and the participles

are sometimes called verbals. In opposition to

the infinitive and the participles, the other parts
of the verb are called finite. (5) Voice, or dis-

tinction between active and passive (see Vebb) ;

as (he) wrote (the letter), (the letter) tcaa
icritten (by him).

in Knglish, and in most modern Kuro|N'an
languages, the greater part of these distinctions
are indicated by sitparate words ; in Sanskrit.
(Ireek, and l^atin they were nearly all indicated
by prefixes and suffixes, or other modifications of
the word its«'lf. The nature and <»rigin of these
modifications are considered under the head
INFLECTIO.N. All Verbs do not take tiie same
changes, even in the same language. .Although
the suffixes, e.g., may have originally l)€en the
same, yet they underwent, in cours«' of time,
diirerent kinds of corruption or obliteration, de-

I)ending upon tlic nature of the sounds in the
i-fMjt verb. This leads to the verbs of a language
being arrangeil in difi^erent classes or conjuga-
tions. In Latin, for instance, grammarians
recogniz<> four ccmjugations, and verbs that can-
not be brought into any class are called irregular
verbs.

In English there are two distinct types of the
inflections of verbs; thus, / lore l)ecomes in the
past tense / loved, and in the passive voice /

am loveU : while he shakes becomes he shook and
he was .shaken. Verbs that, like lore, take d
(or ed—sometimes /) in their ])ast tense and
past participle form one class or conjugation,
and those resembling shake in their changes form
another. The former class is by far the most
numerous ; but tlie latter includes the most com-
monly used and oldest verbs in the language.
The mwie of cl)ange seen in shake, shook, shaken,
is believed to be more ancient than the other,
and is therefore sometimes called the old conjuga-
tion, but more generally the 'strong' conjugation,
the other Ix'ing the new or weak. The termi-
nology regular and irregular is incorrect. The
verbs belonging to the old conjugatir)n are all of
Saxon origin, and are primitive or root verl)S;

while derivative verbs belong to the other class.

Verbs of the weak conjugation are pretty uniform
in taking d or ed, although after certain sounds
the d is of necessity i)r()n<)unced as /, and is some-
times replaced by t])at letter in writing

—

dreamt
For the vowel change in the strong conjugation,
see Ablai't. For further information on the con-
jugation of English verbs, consult: Lounsbury,
English Language, rev. ed. (New York, 1894) :

Emerson, History of the English Language (New
York. 1894) : Skeat. Prineiples of English
Etymology, vol. i. (London, 1887) ; and for
language in general, Strong, T.,ogeman, and
Wheeler, Introduetion to the f^tudy of the His-
tory of Language (New York. 1891). See Gram-
mar and Tnp'lection.

CONJUNCTION (Lat. conjunctio, from con-
jiingere, to join together, from eom-. together +
jungere, to join: connected with Lat. juguni,
yoke). One of the parts of speeeh, or classes
into which grammarians divide words. Conjunc-
tions serve the purpose of connecting sentences,
]iarts of sentences, and single words: as 'Day
(>nds and night begins. William and .John learn
Latin. Charles and James carried the basket
between them.' In the first sentence, and con-
nects two separate affirmations into one com-
poiuid sentence. The same is true in the second—the separate affirmations being, 'William learns
Latin.' and 'John learns I.,atin.' In the third
sentence, atid connects only the two words
'Charles' and '.Tames.' as it cannot be affirmed
of either of them alone that he 'carried the
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basket.' In most c-ases, however, it can be shown
that, lof^ically at least, two atfirinations are in-

volved, and that the conjunction really connects
the allirniations. Conjunctions may also connect
paragraphs. It is not easy to distinguish con-

junctions from adverbs. In fact, conjunctions
were all originally other parts of speech; and the

greater i)art of them are still really adverbs, and
owe their conjunctive effect to their significa-

tion as adverbs. In and and 6m/, whatever
may have been the original meaning, we now
attend only to the conjunctive effect; or is a
shortened form of the pronominal adjective

other; and nor is or with the negative prefixed.

Jn such a sentence as, '1 believe that you are

wrong,' that is the demonstrative pronoun, equiv-

alent to— I believe this^ viz. "you are wrong.'

This is clearly seen in the corresponding words
in other languages: Ger. dass, Fr. que, Lat. quod
{ for the relatives were originally demonstrative
pronouns). All the rest might be called adverbial

conjunctions, or conjunctive adverbs; as, 'He is

industrious ; therefore he is happy'—that is, 'he

is happy for that.' This adverb, or adverbial

phrase, e.vpressive of the cause of the happiness,

by referring us back for its meaning to the

former assertion, has the effect of connecting

the two assertions in the mind. Again, 'The

messenger arrived irhile he was speaking.' Here
while is equivalent to at the time at which (he

was speaking). As an adverbial phrase, this

simply indicates the time of the act of 'arriving"

;

but as it also expresses that the speaking was
going on at t!ie same time, it thus conjoins the

two assertions.

The most important distinction among conjunc-

tions will i)e seen in the following pair of sen-

tences :

The Mun went down, and the uioou rose.

The moon rose, as the sun went down.

'J'he first (compound) sentence contains two
simple sentences or assertions, linked together,

yet each standing on an independent footing; the

two are joined on terms of equality, and are

therefore said to be coordinate, and the conjunc-

tion is called a coordinating conjunction. In the

second ( complex K the last clause, though a

grammatical sentence, contains no logical propo-

sition, no assertion made for its own sake, but

merely stales a fact as a modifying circumstance

with regard to the assertion contained in the

first clause. The sentence of the second clause is

therefore subordinate to that of the first, and
the conjunction that marks the relation is a
subordinating conjunction.

CONJUNCTION. In astronomy, one of the

aspects (q.v. ) of the planets. Two heavenly

bixlies are in conjunction when they have the

same longitude—that is, when the same per-

j)endicular to the ecliptic passes through both.

If they have, at the same time, the same latitude

—that is, if they are both equally far north or

south of the eclii)tic—they apj)ear from the earth

to be in the same spot of the heavens, and to

cover one another. This phenomenon is called

an eclipse in the case of the stm and moon, and

an occultation in the case of the moon and a

star. The sun and n>o<m are in conjun«'tion at

the period of now moon. In the case of inferior

planets, like Mercury and Venur,, which revolve

in orbits interior to that of the earth, there is

an inferior conjunction when the planet is

between the earth and the sun, and a superior

Vol. v.—11.

when the sun is l)etween the earth and the

planet, in general, a heavenly body is in con-

junction with the sun when it is on the same
side of the earth and in a line with the sun; and
it is in opposition to the sun when it is on the
opposite side of the earth, the earth being in a
line between it and the sun. Planets are invisible

when in conjunction with the sun, except in rare

cases when an inferior planet passes over tin-

sun's disk, and may be seen as a speck on its

surface. The foregoing has reference to geocen-
tric conjunctions, or such as are seen from the
earth. Heliocentriv conjunctions are analogous
planetary arrangements, such as could be seen
by a supposed observer on the sun. In observing
a conjunction, eclipse, or occultation. from the
earth's surface, it is usual to reduce the observa-

tion to what it would be if made from the earth's

centre. By this means, the exact times of con-

junction are more accurately fi.xed, and the

observations of one astronomer made available

to every other, wherever he may be on the earth's

surface. Grtind conjunctions, in astrology, are
those where several stars or planets are found
together. Chinese historj' records one in the

reign of the Emperor Tehuenhiu (B.C. 2514-2436)

,

which astronomers calculate to have actually

taken place.

CONJUNCTION, or Synaphe. In music, the

name given by the Greeks to their old system
of tuning the seven-stringed lyre. The new sys-

tem, which came into use with the eight-stringed

lyre, was called dp/iuvla, harmonia, harmony. See
Grekk ^Iusic.

CONJUNC'TIVI'TIS (Neo-Lat., from con-

junctiva, connective membrane, from Lat. con-

juncticus, connective, from conjunyere, to join

together), Ophth.\lmia, or Ophthalmitis. An
inflammation of the conjunctiva, or the mucous
membrane that covers the external surface of the

<»ycball. and the internal surface of the eyelids.

The disease occurs in several distinct varieties,

which are separately described below:

AciTK Catvkriiai. Conjunctivitis. The symp-
toms of this variety are redness of the surface

of the eyes (the redness being superficial, cf a

bright scarlet color, and usually diffused in

patches)-, sensations of uneasiness, stiffness and
drj-ness, with slight pain, especially when the

eye is exposed to the light: an increased dis-

charge, not of tears, except at the l)eginning of

the attack, but of mucus, which at first is thin,

but soon becomes opaque, yellow, and thicker;

pus (or matter, as it is pojnilarly termed I

being seen at the comer of the eye, or between

the eyelashes along the edges of the lids, which

it gliies together during the night. The disease

results from exposure to cold, damj), and dust;

it may l)e epidemic in the spring and autumn,
|)robably from bacterial infe<*tion; or it may be

transmitted by contact with articles used by

those having the disease; or finally may follow or

occur during measles, smallpox, scarlet fever, in-

fluenza, hay fever, or eoryza.

Chronic Catarrhal Conjunctivitis. This is

probably the most conmion disease of the eye

apd usually occurs in adults, generally involving

both eyes.
"

It often lasts a long time, frequently

on account of the continuance of the causes which

led to its appeaninee. .\niong the most impor-

tant causes are: actite catarrhal conjunctivitis,

improper hygienic surroundings, irritation by

dust or smoke, insufficient sleep, abuse of alcohol.
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»nd eye-»train. Thi' conjunctivii is red and
smootii, the Heerctiun is but slightly iiu-rcased.

FoLUCiLAK Conjunctivitis. This is an obsti-

nate form of chronic cutnrrhal oonjunctiviti.s, and
may be reeo^^uizetl by the small foUielea or gran-

ular swellings which form under it.s influence

upon the lower lids. It closely resembles tra-

choma (see (irtitiular Conjunctivitis, below),
commonly caled 'granular lids,' and some even

maintain that they are identical. Those who
differ from this opinion assert that the follicles

in follicular conjunctivitis disappear after a few
weeks' treatment, while in trachoma there are

persistent changes in the conjunctiva.

.\CUTE PlIULENT C0N.IUNCTIVITIS OF AuULTS,
or (lonorrhccnl Ophthalmia. This difTers from
catarrhal conjunctivitis in the severity of

its svniptoms and in its exciting causes. It is a
violent form of inflammation of the conjunctiva;
is accompanied with a thick, puriilent discharge

on the second or third day, and is very apt to

occasion loss of vision. It begins with the same
s\Tnptoms as catarrhal ophthalmia, but in a
verj' exaggerated form. The conjunctiva rapidly
l)ecomes intensely red, and soon appears raised

from the 3(;lcrotic by the effusion of serum be-

tween them, projecting around the cornea, which
remains buried, as it were, in a pit. Similar
effusion takes place beneath the mucous mem-
brane lining the eyelids, causing them to project

forward in large, livid, convex masses, which
often entirely conceal the globe of the eye. These
sjniiptoms are accompanied by severe burning
pain, tenderness of the eye, some constitutional

symjitoms, and slight fever. When the disease

is unchecked, it is liable to produce ulceration or
sloughing of the cornea, with the escape of the
aqueous humor and protrusion of the iris ; and
even when these results do not follow, vision is

often destroyed by permanent opacity of the

cornea.

The disease is unquestionably contagious, and
arises from the application of gonorrhceal dis-

charge or matter to the surface of the eye ; and
hence is most common in persons suffering from
the disease from which this variety obtains its

specific name. It may be conveyed directly to

the eye, or by means of towels or other articles

used by such a person. It is, moreover, often

occasioned by the disgusting practice, adopted by
the poorer classes, of bathing the eyes in human
urine, under the idea that by this procedure
Ihey strengthen the sight.

Purulent Conjunctivitis of Infants, or
Ophthalmia Neonatorum. This usually appears
about the third day after birth. Its importance
is apt to be overlooked until it has made con-

siderable progress. The edges of the lids appear
red and glued together, and the eye, when the
lids are separated, shows redness and swelling of

the conjunctiva. The disease, if not checked,
progresses in much the same way as in adults.

It is, however, much more amenable to treat-

ment, and with proper care the sense of sight is

seldom impaired, provided the disease has not
extended to the cornea before medical aid is

sought. Ophthalmia neonatorum is the result of
gnnorrhn'al infection of the eyes from the mother
during birth. It is practically preventable by
the upp of CredC^'s method of cleansing the eyes
immediately after birth, and putting one drop of
a 2 per cent, solution of silver nitrate into each
eye. This is a routine practice in many of the

maternity hospitals, and has done much in these
institutions, and among tlie better classes, to
diminish the frequency of the affection.

The treatment of purulent conjunctivitis must
be left entirely to a competent physician, whose
advice shotild be sought as scmju as there is the
slightest suspicion of the nature of the case.

Dii'iniiERiTic CoNJUNCTiviTi.s and Croupous
t'oN.iuNCTiviTis. These are forms caused by the
bacillus of diphtheria.
PiiVLCTENULAR CONJUNCTIVITIS, called also

Pustular Conjunctivitis, or Scrofulous Ophthal-
mia. This occurs in children, especially of the
lower classes, who suffer from the tuberculous or
so-called scrofulous diathesis or constitution.
The most prominent symptom is extreme intol-

erance of liglit, the lids being kept spasmodically
closed. \\ hen they are forcibly separated, a

slight vascularity, usually stopping at the edge
of the cornea, is observed, and at or about the
line of separation between the cornea and scle-

rotic small opaque pimples or pustules appear.
The treatment consists (1) in improving the
general health, and (2) in local applications.

This form of disease, being dependent on con-

stitutional causes, is often very obstinate, and
is always liable to recur.

Granular Conjunctivitis, or Trachoma, pop-
idarly known as 'granular lids.* This is a con-

tagious affection of the eye, conveyed by means
of the secretion. The contagion is most fre-

quently carried by towels, etc., used in common
by many persons, and so the disease is found
chiefly in crowded and dirty houses, in schools,

barracks, etc. It occurs very frequently in

Arabia, Egj'pt, and the lowlands of Europe. In
this countiy the negro race is comparatively
seldom affected by it. The disease has been called

Egj'ptian ophthalmia on account of its importa-
tion into Europe from Egj'pt during the wars
of Napoleon. The Irish and Jews are especially

liable to the affection. It is accompanied by
a varying degree of dread of light, itching and
burning of the lids, pain, flow of tears, and
trouble with sight. The lids are swollen, the
upper drooping: there is a variable amoimt of

muco-purulent discharge. The conjunctiva of

the lids and forni.x, or fold between lids and eye-

balls, is red, thickened, and covered with many
small papillae, or velvety elevations, or by gran-

ules which are round, translucent, and yellow
or grajish. After a time, scar tissue forms and
the papillae and granules disappear. The disease

may be acute, but usually begins gradually and
lasts for years. It is believed by some that the

cases in which the granulations give few or no
symptoms, and there are no signs of inflamma-
tion, are not contagious. The dangerous com-
plications are ulceration of the cornea alone or

accompanying a condition known as pannus. In

the latter, new tissue containing blood-vessels

gradually forms until the upper half of the

cornea is crovered, occasionally the whole. If

this disappears later, sight will be restored;

otherwise, the new tissue causes permanent opa-

city, an accident which may also result from
corneal ulceration. Entropion (q.v. ). trichiasis

(q.v.), or ectropion (q.v.), or symblepharon, a

cicatricial adhesion of the conjunctiva of the lid

to that of the eyeball, may follow trachoma.

The treatment of trachoma may require either

local applications or surgical interference. Pre-

vention is most important. Persons having the
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disease should exercibc great care that otliers
may not use their towels or other toilet articles,
which might serve to convey it; and in public
institutions cases should be carefully watched for
and isolated.

CONJUBY (from conjure, OF., Fr. conjurer,
from Lat. conjurare, to swear together, from com-,
together -j- jurare, to swear, from jus, law).
Incantation, bewitchment, or magic. Specifically,
the casting of spells, or evil enchantment, charac-
teristic of Afro-American folk-lore. See Magic;
iI.\N, Science of.

CONKT^ING, RoscoE (1829-88). An Ameri-
can politician. He was born at Albany, and
after receiving an academic education, at the
age of 17 began the study of law in the office of
>I)encer and Kernan at Utica. His first iden-
titioation with politics was in 1848, when he
won some reputation as a campaign speaker by
making a numlx'r of speeches in behalf of Taylor
and Fillmore. In 1850 he was admitted to'the
bar, and in the same year became district attor-
ney of Albany County by appointment of Gover-
nor Fish. In 1852 he returned to Utica, where
in the next few years he established a reputa-
tion as a la^vJ•er of ability. Up to 1852 in
which year he stumped the State for Gen. Win-
field Scott, the Whig candidate for the Presidency,
Conkling was identified with the Whig Party, but
in the movement that resulted in the organiza-
tion of the Republican Party he took an active
part, and his work, both as a political manager
and an orator, contributed largely toward carry-
ing the State for Fremont and Dayton, the Re-
publican nominees, in 1856 In 1858 he was
elected ilayor of Utica, and in the same year
was chosen a Representative in Congress, sending
tnroughout the period of the Civil War, except
in the Thirty-eighth Congress (1863-65), during
which interval he acted as a Judge-Advocate of
the War Department. He was again a member
of Congress in 1865-67. In his career in the
House of Representatives, Conkling won national
distinction as a debater and orator. He was an
enthusiastic supporter of the Lincoln administra-
tion in its conduct of the war, but vigorously
opposed the passage of the Legal Tender Act in
1802. He was a member of the Committee of
NVays and Means, and the Special Committee of
Fifteen on Reconstruction, delivering one of the
strongest speeches in support of the Fourteenth
Amendment. His renown as an orator and
prominence in the legislative councils of the Re-
publican Party secured him in 1867, at the age
of thirty-eight, an election to the United States
Senate to succeed .Judge Ira Harris. Conkling's
career in the Senate was brilliant, but, like all
the rest of his political life, erratic and marked
by strong personal likes and dislikes, by which,
rather than by the welfare of the nation or of
his party, he was frequently controlled. Through
tlie eight years of Grant's administration he
stood out as the spokesman of the President and
one of the principal leaders of the Republican
Party in the Senate. He was active in framing
and pushing through Congress the reconstruction
legislation, and was instrumental in the passage
of the second Civil Rights Act. in 1875. and of
the act for the resumption of specie payment, in
the same year. In the Republican National Con-
vention of Cincinnati in 1876. Conkling first ap-
peared as a Presidential candidate, receiving
93 votes. He was one of the framers of the bill

creating the Electoral Conmiission to decide the
disputed election of 1870, but, when its judgment
was announced, declined to vote for its aiiirma-
tion. Himself an opponent of civil-service reform,
(Conkling was entirely out of sympathy with the
reform element in the Republican Party. The first
break with the administration occurred in April,
1877, when the Secretary of the Treasury, John
Sherman, appointed a commission to investigate
the affairs of the Custom House. The investiga-
tion brought to light extensive irregularities in
the service, showing in particular that the Fed-
eral office-holders in Xew York constituted a large
army of political workers, and that their posi-
tions were secured by and dependent upon their
faithful service in behalf of the men holding the
principal Government offices in the city. Presi-
dent Hayes decided upon the removal of Chester
A. Arthur, the Collector ; Gen. George H. SharjK'.
the Surveyor, and A. B. Cornell, the Naval Officer
of the Port, and in October, 1877, sent noniina
tions of their successors to the Senate. Senator
Conkling defended the displaced officials, and,
through his influence in the Senate, secured the
rejection of the new nominations. He succeeded
in blocking all the efforts of President Hayes
and Secretary Sherman until Januarj-, 1879,
when, a new lot of nominations havingbeen made,
they were confirmed in spite of Conkling's coii

tinued opposition. Early in 1880 Senator Conk-
ling became the leader of the movement for the
nomination of General Grant for a third term in
the Presidency. How much of his advocacy was
due to his regard for Grant, and how much to
bis hostility to the other leading two candidates
Sherman, with whom he had come into conflict
during Hayes's administration, and Blaine, whose
bitter political and personal enemy he had been
for twenty-four years, can never be known. The
convention, by a combination of the Blaine and
Sherman interests, nominated James A. Garfield.
Conkling and the famous '306' remained faithful
to Grant to the last, and were allowed to name
the candidate for Vice-President. Tlie result
emphasized Conkling's hostility toward Blaine,
and eventually led to the former's quarrel with
Garfield and consequent retirement from politi<?al

life. Immediately after Garfield's inauguration.
Conkling presented to the President a list of men
whom he desired to have appointed to the Federal
offices in New York. Garfield's appointment of
Blaine as Secretary' of State, and of Windom as
Secretarj' of the Treasurj', instead of Levi P.
Morton, whose appointment Conkling had urged,
angered Conkling and made him unwilling to
agree to any sort of compromise with Garfield on
the New York appointments. Without consulting
him, the President nominated for Collector at
New York William H. Rolwrtson, an anti-Conk-
ling man. Roberston's nomination was con-
firmed by the Senate, in spite of the opposition
of Conkling, who claimed the right of Senators
to control Federal patronage in their States.
Conkling and his colleague, Thomas C. Piatt,
immediately resigned their seats in the Senate,
and appealed to the New York legislature to
justify their course by reelecting them. After
an exciting canvass, Conkling and Piatt were
defeated, and Warner Miller and E. G. Lapham
were chosen in their stead. The remainder of
his life Conkling spent in the practice of law in

New York City. In 1882 he was nominated by
his friend. President Arthur, to succee«l Ward
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Hunt as an a««»<K-iate justit-c of the Unit«*d

Stateti Supreme t'ourl. I»ut he docliiUMl. Consult:

Life and UltcrM, edited bv A. II. Conklinj? (New
York. 1889).

CONN. An irreHpiinsible, gay-spirited fellow,

the leading; character in Dion Itoucieault's play

The Shaughran.

CONN, llKKIIKHT WlI-UAM (185J)— ). An
American 7.o<»lo;;i8t and baeteriolpjiHl , boni at

Kitehbur;:, Mass. He took his baci-iilnureate de*
gree at the IJoston University and his <l(K-ttirate

at Jolins Hopkins I'niversity, and soon after-

wards beeame professor of biology at Wesleyan

I niversity in Connecticut. From 1889 to 1897

he wa» dirwtor of the Marine Biological I^ibora-

tory at Cold Spring MarlK)r. L. 1. He is consid-

ered an authority on the bacteriologj- of dairy

|)rcHlucts, in connection with which he has pub-

lishetl nuiny pajXTs, usually under the auspices

of the Agricultural Station "at Storrs. Conn. His

works include: hholution of Today (1886) ; The

Lirimi World (1891) ; The .SVudy of GermlAfe
(1897); Clasftif'iratioiu of Dairy Bacteria

(1899) ; The Method of Evolution (1900).

CONNAUQHT, kon'nnt (Ir. Connacht).

The northwestern and smallest of the four prov-

inces of Ireland, boundetl north and west by the

Atlantic, east by Ulster and I^inster. and south

by Muhster (Map: Ireland, B 3). It contains

the counties of Galway. I^eitrini. Mayo. Roscom-
mon, and Sligo. Area. (1807 square miles. Popu-
lation, in 1841, 1.420.900: in 1891, 719,500; in

1901, 649,030.

CONNAUOHT, Aktuir William Patbick
Albert, Duke of. Prince of the I'nitcd Kingdom
(1850— ). The third son of Queen Victoria. He
entert-d the Military Academy at Woolwich in

1860, and in 1880 l)ecame a general of brigade.

He was created Duke of Connaught and Strath-

cam and Earl of Sussex in 1874, and took his

seat in the House of Lords. In 1879 he married
Princess Margaret Louise, grandniece of the

(jcmian EmjHTor William 1. He served in

Kgv'pt in 1882. l>ecame a general in 1893, and
from 1893 to 1898 was in charge of the per-

manent camp at Aldershot. In 1896 he and his

wife represented Queen Victoria at the corona-

tion of the Czar Nicholas II. He succeeded Lord
Roberts as commander-in-chief of the forces in

Ireland in .January.. 1900, and in the following

year hecame commander of the Third Army
Corps.

CONNEAUT, k6n'n6-at'. A village on Con-
neaut Creek, Ashtabula County, Ohio, near the

Pennsylvania line, 68 miles northeast of Cleve-

land, and noted as the landing-place of the first

white settlers of northern Ohio in 1796 (Map:
Ohio. J 2). It is on the Lake Shore and Mich-
igan Sfjuthem ; the New York, Chicago and
Saint Louis; and the Pittsburg, Lake Erie and
Bessemer railroads, and has a good harbor at the
mouth of the creek, where there is a lighthouse.

It is an important ore and coal port, and has ex-

tensive railroad shops and plants for the manu-
facture of canned goods, self-sealing packages,
bricks. luml)er. etc. Conneaut also exports large
amounts of molding sand and agricultural pro-

duce. The electric-light plant is owned and oper-

ated by the village, which was incorporated in

1832. It is governed by a mayor, elected every
two vears. and a council. Population, in 1890,
3241"; in 1900. 7133.

CONNECTICUT, kOn-ni^tl-kOt (Algonquin
Quinni-tuk-ut, long river). One of the original

thirteen States of the United States; a north

Atlantic Coast State and the southwesternmosl
of the New England States (Map: United States.

L 2). It is included iM'tween latitudes 40° 59' and
42° 3' N. and hmgitudes 71° 47' and 73° 43' W.,
and is bounded on the north l>y Massachusetts,
on the east by KluKle Island, on the south by
Long Island Sound, and on the west by New
Vork. It has an extreme length from east to west
of nearly 105 miles, and an average length of

about 95 miles; an extreme width from north to

south of 76 miles, and an average \yidth of 57
miles, with a total area of 4990 square miles, of

which 145 square miles are water surface and
4845 square miles, or 3.100,800 acres, are land.

Connecticut is one of the smallest States in the

Union, only two States being smaller, but it

ranks twenty-ninth in population. The boundary
lines l)etw<H?n Connecticut antl the adjoining
States are somewhat irregular, since they dei)end

on old grants and surveys which wei'c very un-
systematic.

TopoGRAi'iiY. The highland region, which com-
mences in Vermont in the Green Mountains and
continues across Mas8:»chusetts in the Berkshire
Hills, descends into Connecticut, at first with con-

siderable height ; but southward it gradually
loses its mountainous character, and as Long
Island Sound is approached it is represented by
low hills only. In this hill country, the streams
flow in most cases in narrow valleys. East of this

region is the broad valley of the Coimecticut,
with an altitude of less than 100 feet at the north
boundary of the State, and less than 500 feet over
a breadth of 25 miles. The river leaves this de-

pression at Middletown,the depression continuing
southwestward to the coast at New Haven, while
the river flows southeastward through a hill coun-

try to its mouth at Saybrook. The ea-stern part of

the State is hilly, with altitudes exceeding 1000
feet near the northern boundary, and diminishing
in height southward. Here also most of the

streams flow in narrow, deep valleys.

In former geologic times the area of Connecti-

cut is believed to have formed a part of the
southern slope of a great mountain mass, whose
summits are perhaps indicated by the present

White, Green, and Adirondack mountains. Long-
continued erosion of streams and perhaps of ice

reduced this region to a plain, with low relief

and shallow stream valleys. A comj)arative-

ly recent tilting of the land has slightly de-

pressed the coast and elevated the interior. This
lias revived the cutting power of the streams,
which are now actively eroding their valleys,

most of them in hard rocks, in which slow prog-

ress is made. The Connecticut Valley is, how-
ever, largely of relatively softer rocks, which
have been eroded away with greater rapidity. In

recent geologic times the area of the State was
covered by the Laurentian glacier, which did

much erosion and deposition, .scouring out lake
basins, and thus forming the multitude of little

lakes and ponds which diversify the surface, and
modifying the streams' courses, producing rapids
and falls, now utilized for water-power.

Among the highest points in Connecticut are
Bear Mountain, 2355 feet; Gridley Mountain,
2200 feet; Riga Mountain, all in Salisbury;
Bradford Mountain, in Canaan. 1927 : Dutton
Mountain. 1620 feet, and Mount Ball, 1760, in
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Morfolk; Above All Mountain, 1456, in Warren;
Ivy Mountain, in Goshen, 1640 feet; and Ells-

worth lliil, 1580 feet, in Sharon. The coast of

Connecticut is very broken and irregular, and
consists of a succession of rocky points and
gravel or sandy beaches. It possesses a number
of good harbors, and the larger rivers have estu-

ary-like mouths. The coast waters are shallow,

but usually deep enough to permit the near ap-

proach to land of vessels. Numerous small
rocky islands skirt the shores; the largest island

on this coast being Fisher's Island, off the mouth
of the Thames, which, while geographically be-

longing to the Connecticut coast, politically be-

longs to New York.
The liydrography of Connecticut is simple in

general outline, the streams as a whole following

the slope of land from the north toward the

south. Since this slope is but a continuation
from the higher land to the north, the main
streams rise north of the Connecticut boundary
and the waters flow in a generally southerly di-

rection across the State and empty into Long
Island Sound. There are three main river sys-

tems: the Housatonic-Naugatuck in the west;
the Connecticut in the middle ; and the Thames
in the east. The streams tributary to these

main rivers are numerous, and some of them of

considerable size. In the southern part of the

State tiierc are many small streams which have
a southerly direction and flow straight to the

Sound. The three main rivers receive the drain-

age of a comparatively small portion of this

coast area. The small streams are in few cases

more than 25 miles in length in a direct course,

except the Quinnipiac, which enters New Haven
Harbor, and which has its source well within

the Connecticut depression. The Connecticut

watercourses have in general deeply cut their

path through the highland^, so that on the main
.'•treams the fall is less than might be expected

from the neighboring elevations. The smaller

streams, however, and the larger ones in their

upper courses, furnish an enormous water-

power.

Clim.\te and Soil. In Connecticut the aver-

age annual temperature decreases from about
50° F. on the southern coast to about 48° in

the northeastern part and 46° in the north-

west. In midwinter the average temperatures
decrease from about 30° along the southern

coast to 24° in the northern part. In all por-

tions of the State the temperature usually de-

scends below zero at times during the winter,

and may even fall as low as — 10° or —15° }•

.

. In midsummer the average temperature is about
72° along the southern coast, but increases to 74°

in the middle interior, and decreases again to

about 70° in the northwest. During the sum-
mer extreme temperatures ranging from 00° to

100° F. mav be expected in all parts of the

State.

The previiiling winds in Connecticut are from

the westward. In the winter the prevailing wind
throughout most of the State is from the north-

we.st, and in midsununer from the southwest

throughout the State. The general or prevailing

southwest winds during the sunim<'r months con-

siderably lessen the land temperatures on the

southern coast and to some distance inland,

while the prevailing northwest winds during the

winter carry the inland cold air to the eoa-st.

The reliifivf" Iniiiiidity varies from 70 to 80 per

cent., and is greater in winter and less in the

spring than at other times of year. Through-
out most of the State the average rainfall during
the year is from 45 to 50 inches. The precipita-

tion is quite evenly distributed over the entire

year; on the average a little more than 5 inches

falls during each of the spring and summer
months and a little over 4 inches during each of

the fall and winter months. The snowfall varies

very much from year to year, but on an average
for a series of years about 40 inches fall on tlie

southern coast, and there is a rather regular in-

crease toward the northern part of the State to

50 inches in the nortlieast corner and to 60 inches
in the northwest corner.

The valley land of Connecticut is usually a
rich alluvial deposit, which has left the hill land
rather thin in soil and barren, but nevertheless

still of great value for fruit, grass, and pasture.
The northern part of the Connecticut River
Valley, as far south as Middletown, has a rich,

deep, loamy soil, often with a clay subsoil. In
the southern part of the State, however, and
along the coast, the soil is sandy. In the south-
west there is a dark argillaceous soil, and in the
northeast a light gray loam.

For flora and fauna, see paragraphs under
United States.

Geology. The great valley which extends
northward from New Haven to the Mas.sachu-
setts boundary is occupied by a belt 5 to 18 miles
in width, of Triassic sandstone, broken through
in places by trap-rocks. East and west of this

valley crystalline rocks, including granite, gneiss,

schist, slate, and limestone, predominate. In the
northwestern part of the State these rocks are of

metamorphic origin and represent the altered

product of Ordovician strata, while the granite
and gneiss in the eastern and southern parts
probably belong to the Arduran. The whole
State lies Avitliin the region of glacial drift, and
a heavy mantle of .sands, gravels, and boulder
clay rests upon the rock formations.

Mineral Re.soirces. Tungsten ore is mined
near Long Hill, in Trumbull township, but there

are no other metallic mines in operation at pres-

ent, although copper, lead, and iron ores are
known to occur. The granite outcrops on Long
Island Sound yield a good quality of building-

stone, and feldspar is produced at Branchville
and South Glastonbury. Portland is noted for

its quarries of brownstone (sandstone), large

quantities of which have been consumed for

building purposes in the large cities on the At-
lantic Coast. Marble, limestone, and clay are
also produced at various localities. For a long
series of years Connecticut has produced granite,

limestone, and sandstone in quantities varying in

aggregate value from a half-million to a million
dollars per annum. Connecticut contains the
oldest iron-mines in the United States, the Salis-

bury Mine having been opened in 1732. The Con-
necticut mines and furnaces furnished valuable
supplies of cannon-balls, shells, etc., for the
Continental forces during tne War of the Revolu-
tion.

FisiiERtE.s. The State ranks third among the
New England States in the value of its fisheries.

Their importaiK-e has changiMl but little in recent

years, the product remaining about constant at

$1,500,000, while the ninnber of men engaged

—

2470 in 1807—has decreased as a result of im-
])roved methods. There has been a decided de-
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crease in the menhaden and cod tisheries, so that
ut present the induitlry U almost wholly conlined
to oyster - tishing, the product of which wuh
valued at $1^5U,UO0 in 181)7. Next in impor-
tance are the lobster tisheries, with an aggregate
value of $83,700.

AcBiciLTrRK. With the exception of the river

valleys, Connecticut soil is not favornhle to agri-

culture. The surface is broken and stony, and
generally lacks fertility. With the development
of the fertile and easily cultivated plains of the

\Nest, Connecticut, in common with the other
New England States, found nuirket prices re-

duced below the point of profit, and its farmers
were forced to give up the occupation or improve
their metho<ls of farming. Since 18J0 there has-

been a continual decrease in the production of

almost every staple crop. In 1809 the acreage of

com (47,900) was twice that of all other cereals,

and it was the only cereal which did not lose in

acreage during the decade. But proximity to the

best markets of the country has In'cn of great
advantage to Connecticut, and this, together with
improved metlunls of tilling the soil, particularly

the extensive application of fertilizers, has saved
the agricnUural interests from complete ruin.

Hay is by far the most extensive crop, the acre-

age' (480,000 in 1900) being more than three
times that of the total for all other crops. To-
bacco ranks next to hay in importance. The cul-

tivation of this plant was begun in 1040, if not
earlier, and it is confined mostly to the valleys

of the Ilousatonic and Connecticut rivers. The
tobacco, which is of superior quality and of mild
flavor, is used chiefly for wrappers for cigars

made from the stronger- flavored Havana tobacco.

The acreage for 1899 (10,120) was the largest

for any year recorded, and though constituting

but 2 |ier cent, of the area for all crops, returned
13.9 per cent, of the gross income. The average
value of the product per acre was $.103, exceeding
the corresponding figure for any other tobacco-

growing State. Vegetables rank next to tobacco
in value of product. The influence of the large city

population of the State on agriculture has been
to increase the interest in dairying and vegetable

and fruit raising, for which purposes the land is

well adapted. The dairj' cows number about
127.000, and the dairy product for 1899 exceeded
in value .*7 ,000.000. 'The production of milk in-

creased over 30 per cent, diiring the decade, but
this gain was somewhat offset by a decrease in

the manufacture of butter and cheese. There
has been a decided increase during the last dec-

ade in the number of peach orchards, but apple-

trees still constitute about three-fifths of the
total number of orchard trees. With the excep-
tion of d:iiry cows, horses are the only kind of

farm stock showing an actual increase during the

last half-century : swine, sheep, and meat cattle

liav greatly decreased. Of the total land sur-

face of the State, 74.G per cent, is included in its

farms, and of this but 46 per cent, is improved.
While the farm area has remained about con-

stant for a numlier of decades, the percentage of
improved land has greatly decrea.sed, particu-

larly during the last decade. This curious fact

is explained by the increase in dairying, etc., as
stated above. The average size of the farms is

86 acres. Eighty-seven per cent, of the farms
are operated by their owners, and among those

rented the cash-rent method predominates. The

following comparative table for the years 1890
and 1900 inclu<les the more important varieties
of crops and domestic animals:

Year

1000
18U0

Corn
Potato«H

'

(both
I kindx)

Hnr 1111(1
Tobacro

MlHl-.

(acrvti)

47.01i
iO.US

(wivb)

27.160
a3.ow

478.666
6U.7aB

(ucrttfl)
I

(a4!ni«)

10,130 11.143
6,331

Year
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I>er of establishments, the numl)er of wage-earn-
ers, and the gross value of the products for 1890
and 1900:

port of Xew York, most of the foreign trade of
the State passing through that city. Although
there are no exports to foreign countries direct

I!(DU8TBieB

Total for Mclect^d industrieti (or State..

Increase, 1890 to 1900..

Percent, of increase...

Per cent, of total of all industries in State.,

Ammunition

Brass manufactures: Total.

Clocks

.

Corsets

Cutlery and edge tools

Foundry and machine-shop products

Fur hats (also hate and caps, not including fur hats, and trool hats)

Hardware

Plated and ISritannia ware

Kubber and elastic goods

Textiles: Total

Cotton goods (including cotton small wares)

Hosiery and knit goods

Silk and silk goods

Woolen goods

Worsted goods

Other textile products

Product of six other industries

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1890

1900
1880

Number
of

establish-
mentH

.\ vt-ragH
number

of
Wage-
Earners

993
949

4.6

10.9
13.9

llo,:*4f.

89,1.54

21.192
23.8

83.5
«3.4

5

4

58
53

10
9

24
18

44
48

260
193

73
50

63
70

26
21

22
16

197
208

57
66

25
27

51
56

10
10

16
16

211
259

4,134
1,443

12,652
10,636

3.929

2,777

6.755
4,868

4,077

2,162

12,646
8,643

5,265

6,066

12,056
8,108

4,491
4,159

3,006
2,245

32,587
31,991

13,205
13,220

3.243
3,059

6,514
4,964

4,668
5,069

2,198
2,234

2.759
3.335

9,748
6.067

Value of
products,
Inelnding
custom
work and
r<>pairing

$206,734,909
141,281,406

64,453,503
45.6

58.3
M.9

9,823,712

3,»:J8,774

48..S26,868

22,:<U9,894

4..'>4.'>.047

3,117,1>'6

6,844;.964

6,274,867

5,362.B-20

2,895,390

18,991,079
13,314,166

8.098,072
7,527,017

16.301.198
11.996,02:»

9,538.397
7,569,920

8,246,240

3,476,398

49,266,752
4«,7.i7,780

15,.tOO,R42

15,409,476

4,043.977
:J,771,567

12,.37S.981

9,788,951

8,097,218

9,082,493

4.5.39,814

4,651,402

4,614,920
4,063,891

19,907,960
12,206.001

Tbanspobtatiox axd Commerce. The railroad

system c)f Connecticut reached an early develop-

ment, and has been but little extended in recent

years. In 1900 the total mileage was 1025, the

greater part of which was owned or leased by the

New York, New Haven and Hartford Company.
There were 53,352,000 passengers carried during

the year; the freight carried anioimted to 17,-

393,000 ton-<. While railroad-building has re-

ntained for some time almost stationary, street

railways, on the other hand, especially cross-

country lines, show a noteworthy growth. These

had in 1900 reached a total length of 500 miles,

having authorized capital stock amounting to

.$21,467,000. Transportation within the State is

also much helped by the improvenifTit of country

roads, in which enterprise the State aids the com-

munities.
The ports of entry are Hartford, Fairfield,

New Haven. Stonington, and New London. There

is a brisk coastwise trade, particularly with the

from Connecticut, there were foreign imports in

1900 amounting to aljout $1,800,000, two-thirds
of which entered by the port of Hartford.

GfovERNMENT. The present Constitution was
approved by the people of the State in 1818.

Twenty-nine amendments have since been adopt-
ed. An amendment originates in the House of

Kepresentativcs, is approved by a two-thirds vote

of each House at the following session, and in

turn by a majority vote of the electors present

at the town meetings held for its consideration.

Applicants for franchise must be twenty-one
years of agi», must Im^ able to read, and must have
lived one y«'ar in the State and six months in

the town.

Leffistaturc.—Oeneral elections for State offi-

cers and the General Assembly are biennial, in

even yenrs, on the first Tuesday after the first

Monda.v in November. The Oeneral .\ssemblv con-

sists of 24 Senators, elected from districts of con-

tiguous territory, no town being divided or part
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of u c-ounty attiu-lu**! to iiny other county, and
•^52 Ki'|»r*'!M'ntativc», ^looted from the towns, each
town U'inj^ iwrinittwl one or two nienihers, ac-

cording as its population is below or above 5000.

Senators and Representatives arc elected for a
two years' term, and receive for the regular ses-

sion $300 each, and one mileage each way at the

rate of 25 cents per mile. For extra sessions no
pay is allowed, but tiiere is the same mileage al-

lowance as for the regular session. The Assem-
bly convenes on the first \Ve<lnesday after the
first Monday in .January of each (nld year.

Exicutivc.—The Clovernor, Lieutenant-Gover-
nor, Secretary, Treasurer, and Comptroller are
each elected for two years, and have their sal-

aries fixed by law. Tne Governor's veto may be
overcome by a majority vote t)f each House.
'Jhe Lieutenant-Governor presides in the Senate.

Judiciary.—The jiidiciary consists of a su-

preme court of errors, with a chief justice and
four associate judges; a superior court of six

jutlges (all the foregoing are nominated by the

(Jovcrn<tr and appointed by the Assembly for

eight years) ; courts of conunon pleas for Hart-
ford. New Haven. New London, Fairfield, and
Litchfield counties, each with one judge, except

in New Haven County, where there are judges

respectively for the civil and criminal sides; a
district court in Watcrbury; various city and
borough courts, and justices of the peace.

Local Government.—The counties elect sheriffs

who serve for a term of four years. The towns
annually elect selectmen and other local oiriccrs.

State Laws.—Real estate acquired by a mar-
ried wonum's services, or conveyed to her for a
consideration, may be held for her own use. The
husband is trustee of a wife's personal estate,

which upon his death falls to her or her devisees,

legatees, or heirs, as though she had never been
married : and married women may convey by
devise the same as single persons, except that a
husband (if he have not abandoned her) must
unite in conveying by deed. Divorce may be had
for fraudulent contract, adulterj', desertion, and
neglect of duty for three years, habitual intem-

perance, cruelty, for imprisonment for life, and
for certain crimes ; previous residence required,

tliree years; either party may remarrA'. The sale

of liquor is regulated by each town in accordance
with local-option laws. The registration of

voters is required in this State. Women may
vote in an election for school officers. The legal

rate of interest is 6 per cent. Judgments outlaw
in seventeen years; notes and open accoimts in

six years.

Militia.—There is a total organized militia of

2774 men—infantry 2589, artillery 128—organ-
ized into one brigade and four regiments. There
are 207,(500 men of military age, of whom 106,-

500 are liable to military duty.

Finances.—The receipts for the civil-list funds
during the fiscal year ending September 30, 1900,

aggregated .$2,876,856 and expenditures, $2,.'528,-

514. The largest items of expense were the com-
mon schools (.$454.6.')2) and humane institutions

($365,684). The largest sources of income were
tax on railroads. .$075,143; tax on savings banks,
$418,780; tax on mutual life insurance compa-
nies. $291,066: and inheritance tax. $165,930.
The tofnl State debt, less the civil list funds, was
$2,108,873. The total indebtedness of all towns,
cities, boroughs, and counties of the State was
$27,624,827, much of which was incurred in the

support of schools and in the construction of
roads.

Hanks. On Octol>er 31, 1900, there were 103
national banks within the State, 84 of which
were in active operatiim. The <-apilal st<x!k ag-
gregated $20,54(5,000; circulation outstanding.
.•M0,390.000. On September 5. 1900. the deposits
amountc<l to $44,304,000 and the reserve, $12,-
933.000. On Octolwr 1, l!)0(), there were eight
State banks, with resources amoimting to $10.
279,000; capiUiI, $2,340,000; deposits, $6,937,-
279; and 14 trust companies doing a banking
business, whose total resources aggregated $11,-
408.583; capital, $1,775,000; and deposits.
$8,484,690. There were also 89 savings banks,
with 410,342 depositors and $183,781,000 depos-
ited.

Population. Population, in 1637, 800; in

1688, 17,000; in 1755, 133,000—3500 slaves;
in 1787, 202,000; in 1800, 251,002; in 1840.
309,978; in 1860, 460,147: in 1890, 746,258;
in 1900, 908,420. It will be seen that the absolute
increa.se during the last decade exceeds that of
any previous decade. Almost two-thirds of this
increase was among native whites of foreign-

born parents. This class, together with the for-

eign-born (238,210), constitutes almost three-

fifths of the total population. Of the latter

class, almost half came from Ireland, the next
most important nationalities being Germans.
English, and Canadians. For several decades the
large emigration of the male population to the
West resulted in an excess of females within the
State; but the 1900 census shows that the sexes
are almost equal in numln-r.

Being of a nuvnufacturing State, the population
shows a strong tendency to congregate in the
cities. In 1900, 53 per cent, of the population
was in cities of over 8000 pojjulation. According
to the census of 1900, New Haven had 108,027

inhabitants; Hartford, 79,850; Bridgeport, 70,-

996; Watcrbury, 45,859; and New Britain,

25,998. Hartford is the capital. The State has five

representatives in the Lower House of Congress.

Education. Connecticut has always been one
of the leading States in educational matters.

From the earliest colonial period primary educa-
tion was provided for at the public expense, and
the establishment of Yale University in 1701

afforded opportunities for higher instruction. For
more than a decade before 1901 the school term
exceeded 180 days, although the average for the

whole country is only 1.34 days. Almost five-

si.xths of the school population attend the public

schools, and in 1900, 94 per cent, of all children

between the ages of four and sixteen were regis-

tered in some school. The expense of education

per registered stiulent was $17.58. For the

twenty-five-year period 1875-99 the school ex-

])enditure was drawn from the following sources:

jiermanent funds. 7.8 per cent; State taxation.

14 per cent.; local taxation, 67.7 per cent.; and
other sources, 10.5 per cent. There were 4079
public-school teachers, of which but 9 per cent,

were males. The State maintains 67 high schools

and three normal schools. School districts nf>t

having high schools must pay the tuition for

such students as may wish to attend the high

school of some other school district. The admin
istration is vested in a l)oard of education, or

town committee, or board of school visitors, while

the general educational supervision of the State

is in the hands of a State Board of Education.
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There is no State university. The chief higher
educational institutions are Yale University,
non-sectarian, thouj;h historically affiliated with
the Congregationaiists; W'esleyan University
(Methodist Episcopal), at Middletown, for both
.•»e.\es; Trinity College (Protestant Episcopal),
at Hartford. Schools of science, law, art, and
medicine form departments of Yale University.
The Congre,g>\tionalists have divinity schools at
New Haven and Hartford ; the Protestant Epis-
copalians, one at Middletown; and the Baptists,

a literary institute at Suftield. There are an agri-

cultural college at Mansfield and training schools
for nurses at Hartford and New Haven.

Charitaiile and Penal In.stitutions. The
State has a large number of charitable and penal
institutions. The humane institutions alone cost

in 1900 $365,000, and the correctional institu-

tions and soldiers' homes, over .$300,000, the com-
bined amounts l>eing much greater than the
amount which the State government annually ex-

pends upon the public schools. There are a State
prison at Wethersfield ; an industrial school
for girls at Middletown; a school for boys at
Meriden ; a hospital for the insane at Middle-
town; a school for iml>eciles at Lakeville: a
retieat for the insane at Hartford; and Fitches

home for soldiers at Xoroton. Besides these,

there are 10 private sanatoriums for nervous and
mental diseases; 2 in.stitutions for the deaf; 1

institution for the blind; 21 hospitals, 8 county
temporary homes, KJ homes for the aged, and 16
children's homes. In general, Connecticut has
assumed an enlightened and progressive policy

in the administration of her charitable and
correctional alFairs. There is a State Board of

Charities, consisting of five meml)ers, appointed
by the Governor for a term of four years. Its

jiowers are largely advisory, being authorized to

visit and inspect all institutions, public or pri-

vate. It emi>odies some of the functions of a
prison commission and of a lunacy commission,
and may correct any abu.ses, providing that this

is done in such a manner as not to conflict with
any personal, corporate, or statutory rights. The
members of the board receive no remuneration;
their actual expenses are paid. The policy has
l>een adopted of placing in private families chil-

dren committed to the reformatory schools, as

well as orphans. The State has no reformatory
for cases of 'first ofTense' committed between the

ages of sixteen and thirty.

Relkjiox. Connecticut was in its early days
a refuge for the English Nonconformists, and
soon iK'came a Puritanical stronghold. For a
long time the Congregational Church had almost
the entire field to itself: but later, with the rise

of Unitarianism, large accessions were made
to this denomination. With the emigraticm to

Western States of large numbers of the descend-

ants of the original Colonial stock and the in-

coming of large numlnTs of foreigners—espe-

cially Irish and F'rench-Canadian—a still greater

religious change has taken place, and the Catho-
lic Church now numbers more than half of the

church-memlK»rship of the State.

Hi.sTORY. In 1614 .\drian Block, a native of

Holland, discovered and explored the Connecticut

River, but it was not till 1633 that the Dutch of

New Amsterdam began a trading post at Suck-

iaug (Hartford). Two years earlier the soil

from Narragansett Bay to the Pacific Ocean was
granted by the Earl of" Warwick to Ix)rd Say. and

Sele, and others, but the transfer apparently had
no legal basis. In 1633 traders from Plymouth
visited the site of Windsor. Wethersfield in

1634, and Windsor and Hartford in the following
year, were .settled by emigiants from Mas.sachu-
setts Bay. In 1635 the Say and Sele patentees
sent over John Winthrop, Jr., to act as Gover-
nor. He built a fort at Saybrook, preventing the
Dutch from getting control of the Connecticut,
and gave the settlers in the upper valley a con-
ditional permission to remain. Desire for a more
democratic government caused a new exodus
from Massachu-setts, and in 1636 Hartford,
Windsor, and Wethersfield received their chief
bodies of immigrants. In 1638-39 the three
towns united in an independent commonwealth
and adopted a thoroughly democratic c«mstitu-

tion. The Massachusetts system of town govern-
ment, transplanted to Connecticut, attained its

fullest development in the three upper settle-

ments, with which Springfield (Agawam) re-

mained nominally associated till 1641. War
with the Pequots, the most powerful of the In-

dian tribes, in 1637, led to their extermination,
and the progress of colonization was never again
hindered by the enmity of the natives. In 1638
New Haven was founded by a Puritan colony
under the Rev. John Davenport, and from 1638
to 1640 Mil ford, Guilford, and Stamford on the
mainland and Southold on Long Island were
settled. Together with Branford these towns
were unitetl, between 1643 and 1651, into one
•jurisdiction,' known subsequently as the New
Haven Colony, as opjwsed to the upper settle-

ments, which constituted the Connecticut Col-

ony. The laws of the Old Testament were
made the rule for all courts. A somewhat
similar code of laws in Connecticut gave rise in

after years to the nickname 'blue laws' (q.v. ).

although Connecticut, unlike New Haven, did
not restrict the franchise and the holding of
office to church members. In 1644 Connecticut
bought the colony of Saybrook from Say and
Sele, and gradually (1644-62), by purchase and
colonization, acquired the greater part of the
j)resent State and a considerable portion of Long
Island. In 1657 John Winthrop, .Jr.. was chosen
Governor of Connecticut, and by his skill in

diplomacy procured, in 1662. a charter from
(Charles II. granting absolute autonomy to that
Colony. By this charter New Haven was incor-

porated with Connecticut, in spite of the most
vehement opposition on the part of the former.
New Haven, nevertheless, was forced to submit
(1664). In Octol>er. 1687. Sir Edmund Andros
came to Hartford and demanded the charter from
the General .\ssembly, but it was carried away
and secreted till 1693. (See Charter Oak.)
From 1687 to 1689, however, the Colony was sub-

ject to the despotic rule of Andros. In 1708 the
Congregational Church system was established

by the adoption of the Saybrook platform, and
this was supplemented by the .\ct of 1742.

Though other denominations were tolerated.

Church and State for a long lime remained close-

ly conncj'ted. and sectilar ami religious affairs

were under the control of the same authorities.

In 1754 Connecticut Iniught from the Indians a
large tract of land in the Wyoming V^alley in

Pennsylvania and proceeded to settle it. but was
compelled in 1782 to surrender it to Pennsyl-

vania. In 1786 the Colony relinquished its char-

ter rights to the territory west of its present
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liniitft and received in return the Western Re-

herve (q.v.). Emigration to the western land»,

as well as to Vermont and New York, was active.

The passage of the Stamp Act was vigorously

denounced by the CJeneral Assembly ; in May,
1776 the Colony was declared released from its

allegiance to E'nj.dan<I. and in 0<'tober Connecti-

cut was constituted an incU'iKMidcnt State. It

contributed more than 30,000 men to the

Revolutionary Army, and its Governor. Jona-

than Trumbull, was one of Washington's

most trusted advisers. In 1777 the British

burned Danbury, and in 1771) pillaged New
Haven. Forts (Jriswold and Trunibull. at New
London, were taken on September (5. 1781. by

IJeuedict Arnold, and the town was destroyed.

In the framing of the Federal Constitution Con-

necticut took a ])romincnt part, and to its dele-

gates was due the adoption of that feature of the

Constitution which provides for State represen-

tation in the Ipper House of Congress and pro-

portionate representation in the Lower. Connecti-

cut was always a stronghold of federalism ; it

strongly opjiosed the War of 1812, and its Capi-

tol was the meeting-place of the celebrated Hart-

ford Convention (q.v.). In 1818 a new constitu-

tion was framed, Church and State were sepa-

rated, and the franchise was widely extended.

The General Assembly was divided into a Senate

and a House of Representatives. The conservative

aJid theocratic character of the government.be- .

eame greatly modified as the State developed

from an agricultural region into a commercial
and industrial centre. Tlie shrewdness of the

Connecticut trader and the preeminent ingenuity

of the Connecticut mechanic raised the State to

a high degree of prosjierity. During the Civil

War Connecticut gave to the L'nion cause nearly

00,000 troops and the .services of her great War
Governor, Buckingham. Progress was rapid after

the war. In the matter of public instruction the

State took one of tlie foremost places in the

l'nion, if not the foremost, devoting the entire

proceeds from the sale of its public lands to the

support of the free schools. In the readjustment,

however, of the balance of political power in con-

formity witli changed political conditions, no

like spirit of progress was shown, and in IflOl

the necessity of electoral reform was discussed at

length in the press of the State. Representa-

tion in the Lower House being based on the old

township divisions and not on population, it hap-

pened that great cities like New Haven and
Bridgeport were dominated by rural communities
with one-tenth their population. In many cases.

a state of things prevailed not far removed from
conditions in England before the Reform Bill of

1832. The agitation resulted in the calling of a
constitutional conventitm. which met in January.
1902, and drew up a scheme of redistribution

which was submitted to the people on June 16.

The measure provided for one representative from
every town with a population of less than 2000,

two representatives for towns ])etween 20.000

and 50.000. three for towns between 50,000 and
100,000. and four for all cities over 100.000. with

one additional for every .50,000 inhabitants

above that number. The effect of the measure
would have been to deprive some towns of one

representative each and to assign these to the

large towns. The plan, however, satisfied neither

the conservatives nor the advocates of reform,

and was voted down. In national elections, Con-

necticut has been in general KiHleralist, Whig,
and Republican; but it cast its vote for Mcmroe
in 1820, for \'an Buren in 1836, for Pierce in

1852, for Tilden in 187((, and for Cleveland in

1884, 1888, and 18!»2. In State elections it is

doubtful.

COLONIAL (lOVERNORH

CoDnecticvt Colony

Yt'nrH Tear»
John IlaytiM ItCtSMO .lohii Webnter 16!i«-.W

Edward Hi >|ikiim 1644M1 John W'iiitlirup l<{57-5«

John Ha.viifH KMMJ Thoiuan Wclli-s 165H-5»
Oeorgi' W.vll.vs Ift42-i:» .tohu Wiiithrop lB.59-76

John Jlu.viieH 1(U:M4 William \AfU' 167«-8a
Kdwaiil HopkhiH 1(144-4^ Robert Tivat l«H3-«7
John Jla.viifK ltV4."> 4« Kiliniind .\ii<lro« l(W7-8»
Edwanl H<)i>kinM Umi-47 Kolicrt Trt'Ht 168<J-W(

John lla.vm-M l(M7-4s KIU JolinWInthrop. 1088-1707
Edward tiopkins 1(US-4U (iurdoii SaltouMtall... 17U7-24
John Ha.viifH l(H9-50 Joufpli Talt-ott 17i4-41
Edward Hopkins ](JiJ0-51 Jonathan Law 1741-.W
JohnHa.vneH K551-5:.' KoKcr Wolcott 1750-64
Edward Hopkins 1052-6:} Thomas Kitch 17&4-6B
John Ha.vnt'H l(>5:J-54 Wllllain I'itkin 17(«MJ9
Edward H<>|)klim 1B54-55 Jonathan Trumbull.. 1789-76
Thomua WelleB 1055-56

Sew Haven Colony
Years Years

Theophlliis Eaton.... 10a9-57 William I>eet« 1661-65
Francis Newman 1658-60

STATE UOTEBKOR8
Tearfi

Jonathan Trumbull Federalist 1770-S4
Matthew Orlswold " 17K4->««

Samuel Huntington ' 178«>-»6

Oliver Wolcott • 1790-98

Jonathan Trumbull.. '• 179K-1S09

John Tread well 18(«>-11

Koger (Jriswold lSll-13
John Cotton Smith • 1813-17

Oliver Wolcott " 1817-27

Gideon TomllngOD " 1827-31

John S. Peters Whig 1831-33

H. VV. Edwards l>em<M;rat 1833-34

Samuel A. Foote WhiR 1834-35

H. \V. Edwards Democrat 1835-38

W. W. Ellsworth Whig 1838-42

C. F. Cleveland Democrat 1842-44

Roger W. Baldwin Whig 1844-46

Clark liissel " 1846-49

Joseph Trumbull " 1849-.W

Thomas H Seymour Democrat 18.50-54

Henrv Dutton Whig 1854-55

W. T. Minor Know-NothJng 1865-67

A. H. Holley WhiK 1857-58

W. A. Duekingham Republican 1858-66

Joseph R. Hawley " 1866-67

James E. English Democrat 1867-69

Marsliall Jewell Republican 1869-70

James E. English I>emocrat 1870-71

Marshall Jewell Republican 1871-73

Charles R. Ingersoil Democrat 1873-76

R. D. Hubbard " 1876-79

C. B. Andrews Republican 1879-81

H. B. Bigelow " 1881-83

Thomas M. Waller Democrat 1883-8.5

Henry B. Harrison Republican 188i5-87

Phineas C. Lounsbury " 1887-89

Morgan (i. Bulkoley " 1889-93

Luzon B. Morris Democrat 1893-95

Vincent O. Coffin Republican 1895-97

Lorrin A. Cooke " 18it7-{M»

George E. Lounsbury " 1899-1'.H)1

George P. Mclyean " 1901-03

Consult: Dwight, History of Connecticut

(New York, 1841) : Holister, The History of

Connecticut (New Haven, 1855) ; Trumbull, T/ie

Colonial Records of Connecticut (Hartford,

1850-59) ; Peters, General History of Connecti-

cut (New Y'ork, 1877) ; Johnston, Connecticut

t Boston, 1887). which contains a bibliography.

CONNECTICUT LAKES. A chain of four

lakes in Coos County. X. H. (Map: New Hamp-
shire. .11). The 'First' or Connecticut Lake is

five miles long, four miles wide, and 1619 feet

above the sea. Four miles northeast is the

'Second' Lake, two and three-quarter miles long.
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one mile wide, and 1882 feet above the sea.

The •Tliird' Lake, about seven miles farther
north and one-half mile from the Canadian
boundary, is 2038 feet above the sea. 'Fourth'
Lake, a mere pond, the last of the chain and
the source of the Connecticut River (q.v. ),
is northwest of the 'Third' Lake, near the Cana-
dian boundary line, and about 2550 feet above
the sea.

CONNECTICUT RIVEB. A river of the
United States, rising in the beautiful Connecti-
cut Lakes {q.v.>, in northern New Hampshire,
2551 feet above the sea (Map : Connecticut, F 4)

.

It flows southwest and south, forming the boun-
dary between New Hampshire and Vermont, and
enters Massachusetts near South Vernon, Vt.
From this point it continues nearly due south
across the State and enters Connecticut, where
at Middletown it turns toward the southeast, and,
completing its course across the State, empties
into Long Island Sound. The Connecticut River,
the longest in New England, is 375 miles long
and drains an area estimated at 11,269 square
miles; in the lower part of its course it is over
1000 feet wide. Its mean discharge at Hartford
is about 19,000 cubic feet per second. It is

navigable to Hartford, 49.5 miles, for large
steamers, and by means of the Windsor locks
small boats may ascend to Holyoke; the tide
ascends to a point a few miles above Hartford.
The river falls rapidly at places and furnishes
extensive water-power. The principal falls and
their heights are: Holyoke, 59 feet; Turner's
41 feet; Bellows Falls, 54.5 feet; Olcott, 36
feet; and the Fifteen-ilile Falls. The principal
tributaries from the west are the Nulhegan,
Passumpsic, Wells, White, Black, West, Deer-
field, Westfield, Farmington, and Little River,
and those from the east are the Upper Am-
monoosac. Lower Ammonoosac, Ashuelot, Mil-
lers, Chicopee, Scantic, and Salmon rivers.
The chief towns on its course are Wells River,
Bellows Falls, Walpole, Brattleboro, Greenfield,
Northampton, Holyoke, Chicopee, Springfield,
Hartford, and MiddIeto\ATi.

CONNECTIVE TISSUE. The most widely
distributed tissue of the body. It originates in
the middle or mesoblastic layer of the embryo,
and the differentiation which occurs and which
distinguishes the different forms of connective
tissue takes place mainly in the intercellular sub-
stance. Thus the intercellular substance may be
soft and gelatinous, as in mucous connective tis-

sue, or dense and firm, as in fascia and tendon,
or hard, as in bone. The cells of connective tis-

sue begin as small round mesoblastic cells.

Either directly from these cells or under their
influence, there is formed between the cells an
intercellular substance, which, as stated, varies
in character, and during the formation of which
various changes take place in the cells them-
selves.

The principal types of connective tissue are as
follows: (1) White fibrous connective tissue.

(2) Yellow elastic connective tissue. (3) Devel-
opmental forms of connective tissue, (a) mucous
and (b) embryonal. (4) Cartilage. (5) Bone
and dentine. (6) Adipose tissue or fat. (7)
Neuroglia, the connective tissue of the nervous
system. Of these forms of connective tissue, fat,

cartilage, bone, and neuroglia (see Nervot's Sys-
tem) represent the more highly specialized types
and will be found described in articles under

their respective names. The remaining represent
those forms of connective tissue to which the
term usually refers. White Fibrous Connective
Tissue.—^This constitutes the subcutaneous con-
nective tissue and intermuscular septa, where it

is known as areolar tissue; it also forms the
ligaments, tendons, and the framework of all the
organs. Its cellular elements consist of fixed con-
nective-tissue cells and the so-called wandering
cells. The fixed cells are mainly irregular or
fusiform in shape, with very little cell-body.
Much less numerous are the so-called plasma
cells of Waldeyer and the granule cells. Some
connective-tissue cells, such as many of those
found in the choroid coat of the eye, are densely
pigmented. The wandering connective-tissue cells
are probably identical with the white blood-cor-
puscles. (See Blood.) In the intercellular sub-
stance two kinds of fibres are found, white fibres
and yellow elastic fibres. The former occur in
broad wavy bundles composed of minute fibrils;

the elastic fibres are narrow, glistening, appar-
ently homogeneous bands which branch and anas-
tomose. There is much variation in the relative
number of cells and fibres, the softer tissues be-
ing more cellular, the more dense tissues, such as
tendon, being almost entirely composed of fibres.

Yellow Elastic Tissue.—This may occur almost
pure in some parts of the body, as in the liga-
mentum niichw. (See Neck.) In such tissue,
instead of the fine delicate fibres described above,
the fibres are large and coarse. The JJevelop-
mental Forms of Connective Tissue.—The mu-
cous tissue constitutes the Wharton's jelly of the
umbilical cord, the embryonal connective tissue
found in fetal life. In mucous tissue the
cells are stellate, with long branching processes
which anastomose with those of other cells. The
intercellular substance is gelatinous, with only a
few fibres.

CONOfELLEY, William Elsey (1855—).
An American author, born in Johnson County,
Ky. He became the director of the Kansas State
Historical Society and is the author of numerous
publications on the early history of Kansas, In-

dian traditions and folk-lore, and kindred topics.

Among these are: Wyandot Folk-Lore (1899) ;

Kansas Territorial Governors (1900); John
Brown, the Story of the Last of the Puritans
(1900). He was greatly assisted in his re-

searches by his knowledge of the Indian lan-

guages, as exemplified in his publication of a
vocabulary of the Wyandot tongue.

CON'NELLSVrLLE. A borough in Fayette
County, Pa., tiO miles southeast of Pittsburg; on
the Youghiogheny River and on the Baltimore
and Ohio and the Pennsylvania railroads (Map:
Pennsylvania, B 3). It is the centre of the
('onnellsville coke region, the most important
seat of coke production in the L^nited States.

According to the census of 1900, the Connellsville

coke industry represented a capital investment
of nearly $15,000,000, giving eniplojTnent to over
7000 persons, and produced more than one-half

of the total coke output of the United States, and
over three-fourths of that of Pennsylvania. The
borough contains also machine-shops, tin-plate

and automobile works, steam-pump factor>'. etc.

It has a park, fine mimicipal and public library

buildings, and is the sent of a State hospital.

Settled in 1770, Connellsville was erected into a
township and named (in honor of Zachariah
Connell, the founder) in 1793, and was incorpo-
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rated as a borough in 1806. It is governed by a

mayor, who holds otKce for three years, and a

common council. Population, in 1890, 6029; in

1900, 7100.

CONNEMABA, kOn'n^mU'rA (Ir. Cotwiac-

ne-inani, sea-side of the descendants of Conmac,

the second of the three sons of Maeve, the English

Mab. reputed Queen of Connaught in the first

century a.d.). A district, 30 miles long by 15 to

20 broad., in the west of Uahvay. Irehind, Ixv

tween the bays of Kilkieran and Ballinakill.

The nanie is often ai)i)lied to the whole western

part of County (Jalway (Map: Ireland, B 3). It

afTords good angling and cycling, and is an inter-

eating field for geologists and botanists. Build-

ing-atone and a green variety of marble, well

adapte<l for decorative work, are extensively

quarried.

CON'NEB, David (1792-1850). A United

Stirte-s naval officer, bom in Pennsylvania. He
entered the United States Na\-y as a midsliip-

man in 1809, and during the war of 1812 served

as lieutenant on the Hornet in her engagements

with the Peacock and the Pcuguin. lie became

commodore of the West India and home squad-

ron in 1843, and, at the outbreak of the Mexican

War blockaded the Gulf ports. In his flagship,

the liaritan, he led the attack on Vera Cruz in

1847 (see Vera Cruz, Capture of) and landed

General Scott's army of invasion. Commodore
Conner was the first United States naval olRcer

to use steamships in warfare. He was com-

mandant of the Philadelphia Navy-yard at the

time of his death.

CON'NERSVILLE. A city and county-seat

of Fayette County, Ind., 60 miles east by south

of Indianapolis; on the White Water River and

on the Cincinnati.. Hamilton and Indianapolis,

and other railroads (Map: Indiana, D 3). It

manufactures blowers, carriages, buggy springs

and bodies, axles, wheels, mirrors, furniture,

triple signs, overalls, flour, etc. The city has a

public library and owns and operates its water-

works. Connersville was incorporated in 1813,

and is now governed under a charter of 1869, as

revised, which provides for a mayor elected

everv two vears, and a city council. Popula-

tion,' in 1890, 4548; in 1900, 6836.

CONNOISSEUR, kon'nls-ser' or -soor' (Fr.,

one who knows). A person who. without being

an artist, is supposed to possess a discriminating

knowledge of the merits of works of art. Such
persons are called by the Italians cognoscenti.

See Dilettante.

CONNOISSEUR, The. A weekly publication

conducti'd by George Colman the Elder and Bon-
nel Thornton, from the early part of 1754 to

1756. In it the first published work of William
Cowper appeared, entitled Keeping a Secret.

CON'NOR, Seldex (1839—). An American
soldier. He was bom in Fairfield, Maine, and
in 1859 graduated at Tufts College. At the be-

ginning of the Civil War, he enlisted in the First

Vermont Volunteers, but later joined the Nine-

teenth Maine Volunteers, of which he became
colonel, and was severely wounded in the battle

of the Wilderness. In 1864 he was commissioned
brigadier-general of volunteers, but in 1866 was
mustered out of sen'ice. He was Governor of

Maine in 1876-78. Subsequently he was United
States pension agent (1882-86)* in 1890 became
president of the Society of the Army of the Po-

tomac, in 1896-99 was senior vice-commander-in-
chief of the Order of the Loyal legion, and in .

1897 was again ap])ointed pension agent.

CONNOTATION (from Lat. cunnotare, to

connote, from com-, together + noturc, to not«,

from nota, mark, from noaccrc, to know; con-

nected with Gk. 7(7i>(^7«ceti', gigrwskcin, Skt. jnd,

Engl, knou) OF a Term. In logic, the quality

or totality of qualities an object must possess

in order to be appropriately designated by a given

term. Thus, the connotation of the term 'animal*

consists of all those qualities (organized physi-

cal constitution, sensitiveness, etc.) which any
object must poss<>88 if it is properly to be called

an animal. Synonyms of connotation are inten-

sion, comprehension, depth. (See Denotation.)
Vonnotative term is one which has a connota-

tion, and is said to connote the qualities by virtue

of which objects have a right to be designated by
the term, and to denote the objects possessing

these qualities.

CO'NODONTS (from Gk. kwws, kOnos, cone

+ dSovs, odous, tooth). Minute fossil teeth of

uncertain affinities, found in rocks of Ordovician

to Permian age of North America an«l Europe.

They are very small, shining objects, with more
or less extended bases, from which arise one or

many slender, sharp, short or long denticles.

They thus vary in form from conical to pectinate

according to the number and length of the denti-

cles. The material of which they consist is red,

brown, or white calcite or phosphate of lime.

Associated with the tooth-like forms are minute
plates of the same material, that jirobably be-

longed to the same organisms. Conodonts were

first described by Pander, in 1856, from the

lowest fossiliferous (Cambrian) rocks of Russia,

and vv'ere by him regarded as fish-teeth. Since

then they have been found in England, the United

States, and Canada, and various opinions have

lx?en expressed regarding their affinities. New-
berry described a number from the Carboniferous

shales of Ohio, and compared them to the teeth

of myxinoid fishes. Other authors have con-

sidered them to be the spines of Crustacea or the

lingual teeth of naked mollusks. These opinions

are all less well supported by facts than is that

of Zittel and Rohon, that conodonts are the teeth

of annelids allied to the Nereid*. In the same
rocks with conodonts are often found jaws of

annelids, described as Prioniodus. Polygnathus,

etc. Consult: Pander, Monographic dcr fossilen

Fische dcs silurischcn Systems (Saint Peters-

burg, 1856) : Hinde, "On Conodonts from the

('hazy and Cincinnati Groups," etc.. Quarterly

Journal Geological Society, vol. xxxv. London,

1879) ; Newberry, Paleontology of Ohio, vol. ii.

(Columbus, Ohio, 1875) ; Zittel and Rohon,

"Ueber Conodonten," Sitzungsberichte der konig-

lich - bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften

(Munich, 1886). See Worm, Fossil; Annulata.

CO'NOID (Gk. Kuvoeidi^s, konoeides, cone-

shaped, from Kuvoi, konos, cone -f etSos, eidos,

shape). A conoidal surface is a surface gen-

erated by the motion of a straight line which

always meets a fixed straight line, is parallel to

a fixed plane, and obeys some other law. The

suriace is called a right conoid when the fixed

plane is perpendicular to the fixed line. It was

formerly used to designate quadrics of revolu-

tion, as the surfaces of paraboloids, ellipsoids,

and hyperboloids. Cones, cylinders, and conoids are
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special forms of ruled surfaces. Wallia (1663)
effected the cubature of a conoid with horizontal
directing plane, whose generatrix intersects a
vertical directing straight line and vertical direct-

ing circle.

CON'OLLY, John (1794-1866). An English
alienist. He was bom at Market Rasen, Lincoln-
shire, and studied medicine at the University of

Edinburgh. In 1839 he became director of the
Middlesex Asylum at Uanwall. Immediately
after his installation, he abolished all the devices
theretofore employed to confine and restrain the
insane by means of strait-jackets, straps, and
similar appliances. During the period in which
he was connected with the institution ( 1839-

1851) he succeeded in completely revolutioniz-

ing the treatment of mental disease, and his

so-called 'no restraint system' found rapid exten-

sion everywhere. Among his principal works
may be mentioned: The Treatment of the Insane
\Vithout Mechanical Restraints (1856); Con-
struction and Government of Lunatic Asylums
(1847) ; Essay on Hamlet (1863).

CO'NON (Lat., from Gk. K6y<jy, Konon) . A
distinguished Athenian commander. He first

came into prominence in B.c. 413, when he was
chosen admiral for the year. In B.C. 407 he was
appointed general to succeed Alcibiades, but was
defeated by Callicratidas at Mitylene. In B.C.

405 he was defeated by Lysander at ^Egospotami,
but succeeded in escaping with eight ships to
Cyprus. In B.C. 394 he commanded the combined
tleets of Persia and Athens which defeated the
Spartans at Cnidus. He afterwards rebuilt the
Long Walls of Athens, and was, in B.C. 392, sent
as envoy to the Persian Tiribazus, by whom he
was thrown into prison. He died, according to
the more probable account, at the court of Eva-
goras in Cyprus.

CO'NOSCOPE (from Gk. kuvo^, konos, cone
-\- aKoveiv, skopein, to view ) . A polariscope
adapted to the study of crj'stals, having a re-

volving stage for regulating the position of the
crystal section under examination, two Xicol's

prisms (polarizer and analyzer) for production
of double polarized light, a strongly convergent
lens system below the stage to cause the light to

enter the crystal in a cone of rays, and a similar
system above the stage to correct the divergence
of the rays, so that the eye may focus them for
the retina. A conoscope is chiefly used to ex-

amine the so-called interference figures of crys-

tals. The mineralogical or petrological micro-
scope is constructed so as to be used either as a
stauroscope or a conoscope. See Polariscope.

CONQUEROR, The. A surname popularly
given to U'illiain, Duke of Normandy, on becom-
ing Kinjr of England.

CONQUEST (from OF. conqueste, Fr. con-
quite, Sp., Port., It. conquista, from ML. con-
quista, conquest, from Lat. conquirere, to pro-
cure, from com-, together -^ qumrere, to seek).
The forcible extension of sovereignty by one State
over the territory of another as the result of suc-

cessful war. Though it is denied by advocates
of natural justice that this carries with it inher-

ent rights of appropriation in territory, and
destruction of national life, conquest has been
one of the strongest agencies in molding civiliza-

tion, and, in its influence upon the relationship
of nations, it belongs to the realm of interna-

tional law as well as to that of history.

Military conquest is developed from mere
occupation of territory when the victorious State
exercises continuously sovereign powers over the
section affected, and such conquest is deemed to
be completed in the legal sense by the conqueror's
signifying by some formal act his intention of
adding it to his dominions, such as the publica-
tion of a diplomatic circular or a proclamation
of annexation. The conditions justifying such
acquisition and insuring immunity from inter-

ference by other States are: (1) A situation
where, in order to redress a wrong or in self-

protection, it becomes necessary to strip an
aggressor of a portion of his territory. (2) The
completion by treaty of the title which possession
by conquest has given. (3) A general acquies-
cence in the act of the conqueror by neutral
States. The changes in the map of Europe
wrought by Xapoleon's conquests and annexa-
tions were not accepted by the nations affected,
and, by the Congress of Vienna, a return to the
original conditions was made.

Title by conquest is, in principle, to be distin-
guished from title by cession, by the fact that,
whether ratified by treaty or not, title by con-
quest rests avowedly on force, whereas the ces-

sion of territory is, in theory at least, always a
voluntary act on the part of the ceding power.
Thus, the acquisition of Porto Rico by the United
States, as the result of the late war with Spain,
was due to its conquest by the militarj- and
naval forces of the United States, while the
acquisition of the Philippine Islands was dis-

guised as a voluntary cession thereof by Spain.
Indeed, it is usual for conquering nations in
modem times to require as a condition of peace
that the defeated nation shall recognize the title

of the former to the conquered territory by a
treaty of cession. The title is then, in legal
theory, referred to the cession, rather than to the
act of conquest upon which it is really based.

Unless otherwise defined by treaty, the fol-

lowing rules govern the status of property and
of the inhabitants of conquered territory: All
public property passes to the conqueror abso-
lutely. Except in the case of rebellion, private
property rights remain undisturbed, and the
conqueror is bound to inake laws to insure the
enjoyment of such rights, appropriate to the new
political system imposed. Political laws and sys-

tems, being based upon reciprocal relations be-
tween citizens and the body politic, are destroyed,
and, in the absence of treaty stipulations, politi-

cal and civil rights of the inhabitants depend
upon the provisions of the new rC'gime. Absolute
allegiance is due the conqueror, and. on bare con-
quest, he may forbid emigration from the country,
but not in case of cession. Municipal laws regu-
lating the private relations of individuals are
not abrogated, however, but continue in force by
the implied acquiescence of the new sovereign,
until sui)erseded by new enactments.

Diflicult problems arise in determining the con-
flicting claims causeil by the temporary exercise
of sovereign powers by a conqueror. A famous
example is Hesse-Cassel, overrun by Xapoleon's
troops in 1806. and later annexed by him to the
Kingdom of Westphalia. When the Elo<'tor re-

turned under the Treaty of Vienna, lie refused to
respect payments made by the public debtors
and the sale of the Crown lands by Jerome Bona-
parte, -^fter passing before several tribunals, it

was finally decided that the Elector's reinstate-
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nient was not a continuation of his former sov-

ereignty, and that the ac*ta of the conqueror were
valid. Consult : Lawrence, I'rinciplea of Interna-
tional Law ( lAtndon ami New York, 1897), and
also the authorities refcrn?d to under Interna-
tional Law. See Allkqiance ; Cession; Citi-

zen; T1T1.K.

CONQUEST, Ida. An American actress, who
made her debut at the Tremont Theatre, Boston,
in 181)2, with Alexander Salvini, in a perform-
ance of Rohan the Hilcni. She is the daughter of

a merchant of Boston, where slie pursued her
dramatic studies, and, when a child, played the

part of Little Buttercup in Pinafore, at the Bos-
ton Museum. She has since appeared in a
number of successful pieces, among them The
Charity Bail and Americana Abroad, under Daniel
Frohnian's nianagcniont ; Libert}/ Hall and Under
the Red Robe, with the Empire Theatre Company,
which she joined in 1895; Too Much Johnson, in

which she played with William Gillette in Lon-
don, and Gillette's Because She Loved Him Bo,
produced in Boston in 1898. In 1901 she ap-
peared with John Drew in The Second in Com-
mand. Consult Strang, Famous Actresses of the
Day in America (Boston, 1899).

CONQUEST OF GBANADA, grS-naMA,
The. (1) A tragedy by Dryden (1672), also

called Almanzor and AlmahydJe. (2) A brilliant

historical sketch by Washington Irving (1829)
of the taking of Granada by Ferdinand and Isa-

bella of Spain.

CONQUEST OF MEXICO, The. A noted
historical work by W. H. Prescott (1843), con-
taining the life of Hernando Cortes and an ac-

count of ancient Mexican civilization.

CONQUEST OF PEBU, The. An histori-

cal work by W. H. Prescott (1847) containing
an accoimt of the Incas and their civilization.

CONQUISTADOBES, kdn-kfes'td-Dt/ras (Sp.,

conquerors). A collective term for the Spanish
conquerors of America, such as Cortes, Almagro,
and Pizarro.

CON'BAD I. ( ? -918). King of the Ger-
mans from 911 to 918. He was the son of Con-
rad, Duke of Franconia, and the grandson of the
Emperor Arnulf. On the extinction of the direct
line of the Carolingians, the Germans determined
to make the sovereign dignity elective, but pre-
ferred to choose one who was related to the late

imperial family, and elected Conrad in 911. He
was supported by the Church, but could not com-
mand the obediepie of the great dukes who were
almost independent. He died December 23, 918,
and was buried at Fulda. On his death-bed he
enjoined his brother to carry the royal insignia
to his mortal enemy, Duke Henry of Saxony,
with whom he had been continually at war since
a.d. 912. Consult: Stein, Oeschichte des Konigs
Konrad I. (Nordlingen, 1872) ; DUmmler, Oe-
schichte des ostfriinkischen Reiches, vol. 11.

(Leipzig. 1887).

CONBAD II. (c.990-1039). King of the
Germans and Roman Emperor from 1024 to
1039, known as the Salic. He was the son of
Henry, Duke of Franconia, and was elected King
of the Germans in 1024, after the extinction of
the Saxon imperial line, becoming the founder
of the Franconian dynasty. Immediately after
his election he commenced a tour through Ger-
many for the purpose of administering justice.

To ameliorate the condition of his subjects, he
instituted the Truce of God (q.v.). In 1026 he
crossed the Alps, chastised the rebellious Ital-
ians, was crowned at Milan as King of Italy,
and in the following year was anointed Emperor
of the Romans by the Poi)e. lie was soon re-

called to Gennany by the outbreak of formidable
revolts, which he succeeded in suppressing. In
1032 he annexed the .\rletan terriUjries to the
Empire. In 1036 a rebellion in Italy again com-
l>elled him to cross the Alps; but his efforts
to restore his authority were this time unsuc-
cessful, and he was forced to grant various privi-
leges to his Italian subjects. Shortly after his
return he died, at Utrecht, June 3, 1039. Con-
rad was one of the most remarkable of the ear-
lier monarchs of Germany. He repressed the
power of the great feudal nobles, and, by keep-
ing the great duchies in his own family, strength-
ened the position of the Crown. Consult Bress-
lau, Jahrbiicher des deutschen Reiches unter
Konrad JI. (Leipzig, 1879-84).

CONBAD III. ( 1 093- 1 1 52 ) . King of the Ger-
mans from 1138 to 1152. He was the son of Fred-
erick of Swabia, and the founder of the Hohen-
staufen (q.v.) dynasty. Conrad, with his elder
brother, Frederick, supported Henry V. against
his enemies, and in return that monarch granted
Conrad the investiture of the Duchy of Fran-
conia. He subsequently contested the crown of
Italy with the P^mperor Lothair of Saxony, but
without success. On the death of Lothair the
princes of Germany, fearing the increasing pre-
ponderance of the Guelph party, and attracted
by Conrad's brilliant courage and noble charac-
ter, offered him the crown, and he was accord-
ingly elected at Aix-la-Chapelle, March 7, 1138.
He was immediately Involved in a quarrel with
Henry the Proud, Duke of Bavaria and Saxony,
and this was the origin of the conflict that raged
for centuries between the Welfs or Guelphs, the
partisans of Duke Henry, and the Waibllngs or
Ghibellines, the supporters of the Franconian
house. .(See Guelphs and Ghibellines.) In
1147 Saint Bernard of Clairvaux commenced to
preach a new crusade, and Conrad set out for
Palestine at the head of a large army (see Cru-
sades), in company with his old enemy, Welf
of Bavaria. He died February 15, 1152. Con-
sult: Bernhardi, Jahrbiicher des d-eutschen
Reiches unter Konrad III. (Leipzig, 1883) ;

Jaff§, Oeschichte des deutschen Reiches unter
Konrad III. (Hanover, 1845).

CONBAD IV. (1228-54). King of the Ger-
mans from 1250 to 1254. He was the son of

Frederick II., and was bom at Andria, in Apulia,
April 25, 1228. He was elected King of the
Romans in 1237^ but was never crowned. Fred-
crick II. died in 1250, and Conrad and William
of Holland contended for the imperial throne.
L^nable to make head against the increasing
anarchy in Germany. Conrad retired to Italy in

1251, and succeeded in reestablishing the power
of the Hohenstaufen in Naples in the face of the
hostility of the Papacy. He died of fever. May
20, 1254. Consult: Schirrmacher, Die letzten

Hohenstaufen (Gottingen, 1871).

CONBAD, kon'rSt, Johannes (1839— ). A
German political economist. He was born In
West Prussia, and was educated at Berlin and
Jena. He became successively professor of po-

litical economy at Jena and Halle, and took a
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prominent part in the proceedings of the second

commission appointed to revise the civil code of

Germany. In 1878 he became editor of the Jahr-

hiicher fur \ationalokonomie und Statiatik, and
associate editor of the Handicdrterbuch der
Staataicissenschaften (1889-95; 2d ed. 1898 et

seq. ). His works include: Das Universitiits-

studium in Deutschl<ind wahrend der letzten

funfzig Jahre (1884) ; Grundriss zum Stadium
der politischen Oekonomie, which work, originally

published in 1896, within five years had ap-

peared in a third edition.

CON'BAD, Joseph. An English novelist, the

son of a Polish revolutionist. He passed his

youth in Poland. On the death of his father,

Conrad, then only thirteen years old, wandered
to Marseilles, where he became a merchant sea-

man and afterwards captain in the merchant
service. He has embodied his experiences in the

JMalay Archipelago in novels, fresh in subject

and in style. They comprise: Almayer'a Folly

(1895) ; An Outcast of the Islands (1896) ; The
Nigger of the Narcissus, published in the United
States as The Children of the Sea (1897) ; Tales

of Unrest (1898); Lord Jim (1900); The In-

heritors, with F. M. Hueffer (1901); Typhoon
(1902). and others.

CONBAD, Robert Taylor (1810-58). An
American judge and dramatist, bom in Phila-

delphia, Pa. While a student he wrote Conrad

of Xaplei. a tragedy successfully represented in

many cities. He wrote also for the press, and
in 1832 began the Daily Intelligencer, which was
soon merged in the Philadelphia Gazette. Fail-

ing health compelled his retirement from edi-

torial work, and he became judge of the Court
of Criminal Sessions, continuing until its dis-

solution, when he resumed his literary work
and became editor of Graham's Magazine and
associate editor of the Philadelphia North Ameri-
can. From this work he was called to be mayor
of his city, and from 1856-57 was judge of the

Court of Quarter Sessions. Judge Conrad, al-

though an able lawyer and a brilliant orator, will

be best remembered by his literary productions,

notably his Aylmere, or the Bondman of Kent,

a drama which Edwin Forrest purchased and
played. In 1852 this was published with other

poems.

CONRAD, Timothy Abbott (1803-77). An
American paleontologist, bom in New Jersey.

He was geologist in 1837 and paleontologist from
1838 to 1841, to the State of New York, and
published a number of works whose high scien-

tific value was recognized in Europe as well as in

the United States. His paleontological writings

include: .imerican Marine Conchology (1831);
Fossil Shells of the Tertiary Formations of the

United States (1832); A Monography of the

Family Unionidce of the United States ( 12 parts,

1835-59). He was also the author of numerous
original papers, a list of which may be found

in the catalogue of the Royal Society of Eng-
land.

CON'RADE. ( 1 ) In Shakespeare's Much Ado
Alout Nothing, a follower of Don Juan, taken in

custodv bv Dogberrv and Verges. He is the

bastard brother of Don Pedro. (2) In Scott's

Talisman, the Marquis of Montserrat, a con-

spirator against Richard Coeur de IJon.

CONRADER. kAn'rA-der, Geobo (1838—).
A German painter. He was" bom at Munich,

studied under Piloty at the academy there, and
first attracted attention by his "Tilly in the

Grave - Digger's Dv^elling at Leipzig." Other
works of his are: "The Destruction of Carthage"
(Maximilianeum, Munich), and "The Death of

the Emperor Joseph II." He was appointed to a
professorship in the Munich Academy.

CONRADIN (k6n'ra-d^n) OF SWABIA
(1252-68). The son of Conrad IV., and the last

descendant of the imperial house of Hohenstaufen
(q.v.). At his father's death he was only two
years old. Innocent IV. immediately seized upon
the young prince's Italian possessions, on the

plea that the son of a prince who died excommu-
nicated had no hereditarj' rights; and other ene-

mies of the House of Hohenstaufen were only too

glad to follow the Pope's example. Conradin
was not left, however, totally friendless. His
uncle Manfred took up arms in his behalf, drove
(he Papal forces from Naples and Sicily, and,
in order to consolidate his nephew's authority,

declared himself King till the young prince

came of age. The inveterate hatred of the

Papacy for the Hohenstaufen induced Clement
IV. to offer the crown of the Two Sicilies to

Charles of Anjou (q.v.), an able warrior and
politician. Charles immediately invaded Italy,

and met his antagonists in the plain of Gran-
della, where the defeat and death of Manfred, in

1266. gave him undisturl)ed possession of the

kingdom. The Neapolitans, however, detested

their new master, and sent deputies to Bavaria
to invite Conradin, then in his fifteenth year, to

come and assert his hereditary rights. Conradin
accordingly made his appearance in Italy, and.

being joined by the Neapolitans in large num-
bers, gained several victories over the French, but

was finally defeated, and, together with his rela-

tive, Frederick of Baden, taken prisoner near
Tagliacozzo, August 23, 1268. The two unfortu-

nate princes were executed in the market-place

of Naples, on October 29. Consult Schirrmacher.

Die letzten Hohenstaufen (Gottingen, 1871).

CONRART, kSN'riir', Valentin (1603-75).

A French writer, born in Paris. A careful stu-

dent of modem languages, he became an au-

thority on matters of style. He gathered about

him a weekly circle of litterateurs, who read and
discussed original works. In 1634, under the

auspices of Richelieu, this company was organ-

ized by royal letters patent as the French Acad-

emy, of which Conrart became perpetual secre-

tary. He \\Tote little— a few poems, letters,

and brief M^moires, besides compiling copious

extracts from contemporary writers. Hence
the well-known verse from the First Epistle of

Boileau: "J'imite de Conrart le silence prudent."

Consult Ken-iler and Barthf'lemy, Conrart, an

vie et sa correspondance (Paris, 1881).

CON'RINO, Hebmann (1606-81). A Ger-

man physician, jurist, and miscellaneous writer,

bom at Norden, East Friesland, He studied

at Helmstedt and I^yden, in 1632 was appointed

professor of natural philosophy at Helmstedt.

and in 1636 professor of medicine. He subse-

quently was transferred to the chair of poli-

tics. In 1664 he was granted a pension by

Louis XIV. of France, and in 1669 was ap-

pointed by the King of Denmark a Councilor of

State. He was a determined opponent of al-

chemy, and contended for the pharmaceutical

value of chemistry and for Harvey's theory of
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the circulation of the blood. His De Origine

Juria (Jermanici (1043) was the pioneer work
on the histor}' of German law; and his Exerci-

tationea dc licpuolica Imperii Germanici (1674)
was nn important contribution to the literature

of tlie civil law. A six-volume edition of his

works was prepared by Gobel, with a biography
(Brunswick, 17.30). Consult Stobbe, Hermann
Conriug, der BegrUnder der deutachen Kechtage-

achichte (Berlin, 1870),

CONSALVI, kdn-sUl'v^, Ebcole, Marchese
(1757-1824). A Papal diplomatist and re-

former of abuses in the Papal States. He became
chamlH-rlain to Pope Pius VI. in 1783, and
auditor of the Rota Romana in 1792, in which
office he displayed great administrative ability.

As secretary of the conclave at Venice, in 1799,

he contributed mainly to the election of Pius
VII., who in 1800 made him a cardinal and
Secretary of State. In this capacity he conclud-

ed with great diplomatic skijl the concordat with
Napoleon in 1801 ; but having afterwards in-

curred the displeasure of the Emperor by his

stout resistance to the encroachments of France
on the rights of his sovereign, Napoleon demand-
ed his removal from oflice in 1806. After the

Emperor's downfall, the Pope sent him as his

representative first to London, to meet the allied

princes assembled there; then to the Congress at
•Vienna, where, by his tact and moderation, he
succeeded in securing the restoration of the
Papal States, the government of which he as-

sumed as Secretary of State, continuing in office

until 1823. His clever management of the rela-

tions to the European Powers resulted in the
conclusion of concordats with most of them
imder conditions most favorable to the Papal
authority, and he made' his domestic policy
memorable by beneficial reforms and the sup-
pression of abuses in various branches of ad-
ministration. The sciences, literature, and
especially the fine arts, are much indebted to
his liberal patronage.

CONSANGUINITY (Lat. consanguinitaa,
from consaiiyuincus, having the same blood, from
com -, together + sanguis, blood ) . The relation-
ship which subsists between persons who are of
the same blood ; that is, who are descended from
a common ancestor. It is either direct, which
is the relationship between ascendants and de-
scendants; or collateral, between persons who
have a common ancestor but are in a diflFerent

line of descent ; as cousins, who have the same
grandparents on either their fathers' or mothers'
sides, but who are the issue of diflFerent chil-

dren of those grandparents.

Degrees of Consanguinity. For legal pur-
poses different degrees of consanguinity are
established. Thus, in the direct line, a child is

in the first degree from its parents, a grandchild
in the second degree, and so on. In the collateral
line degrees are established beginning with
brothers and sisters and extending to the most
distant collateral relatives.

The method of computing degrees varies in
ditt'erent jurisdictions according as they follow
the civil or canon law in this particular. By the
civil law the degrees are separately niimbered
do\vnward to each party, the common ancestor
not being counted. Thus, by this rule brothers
would be in the second degree, uncle and nephew
in the third, and so on.

By the canon law, where the parties are
equally removed from the common ancestor, con-
sanguinity is computed by the number of de-
grees between them and the common ancestor,
and by this rule broUiers would be in the first

degree and others correspondingly one degree
less than under the civil law.
The question of consanguinity is important,

and sometimes controlling in determining a per-
son's legal rights, qualifications, or disabilities,

especially as to entering into certain relations
with another, or acting in certain capacities.
Thus the law prohibits marriage between certain
relations; judges and jurors and other officers

are sometimes disqualified from serving in their
particular capacities because of relationship with
persons who may come before, or deal with,
them in public matters; and consanguinity
within the prohibited degree is the gravamen of
the crime of incest. It is the controlling factor
in the laws of inheritance ajid descent, which,
although they vary somewhat in different juris-
dictions, are always based on relationship; and
blood relatives always take in preference to
collaterals. See Affinity; Collatebal; Mab-
BiAGE ; Succession ; Heib.

CONSCIENCE (Lat. conscientia, from con-
scire, to be conscious, from com-, together +
scire, to know ) . A term that has been used
with various shades of meaning. Perhaps the
definition that agrees best with general usage,
and witli the requirements of the scientific treat-
ment of ethics, is that conscience is the process
of consciousness which surveys one's own past,
present, or contemplated action, and judges that
it comes up to or falls short of a moral standard
—a process which is pleasant or unpleasant ac-

cording as the judgment approves or condemns
the act. See Ethics.

CONSCIENCE, CouBTS of. English courts
for the recovery of small debts, constituted by
special local acts of Parliament in London, West-
minster, and other trading districts. These
courts were also called courts of requests. The
first of these, the Court of Conscience for London,
was created in the ninth year of Henry VIII.,
but others were subsequently established and
their jurisdiction and procedure minutely regu-
lated by Parliament. They were freely resorted

to for the small ca.ses within their jurisdiction,

which was originally limited to 40s., but after-

wards extended to £5. With the reorganization
of the county courts in 1888 (the County Courts
Act, 51 and 52 Viet. c. 43) the courts of con-

science lost their importance, and were, with a
few exceptions, abolished. See CouBT.

CONSCIENCE, kSN'syilNs', Hendbik (1812-

83). A Belgian novelist, distinguished for his

pictures of Flemish village life. He was born in

Antwerp, December 3, 1812, and was largely self-

educated. He entered the army in 1830, left it

in 1836, and in 1837 published his first novel in

Flemish, In the Wonderful Year 1566, which
won him great success, but left him in debt to

his printer. Patronage secured him a post in a
Government office. He wrote Phantasy (1837),
a collection of fantastic tales, and Th^ Lion of
Flanders (1838). Finding office work irksome,
he abandoned it for gardening, which in turn he
pave up for a sinecure at the Royal Academy of

Painting. In 1845 he was appointed associate
professor in the University of Ghent and in-
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structor in Flemish to the royal children. In
I8t)8 he was made custodian of the Wiertz
Museum. These posts and others were rewards
for untlagginL' efforts to revive and stinmlate a
literary interest in Flemish. He died in Brus-
sels, Sei)teniber 10, 1883. Among other well-
known works of Conscience, most of which are
translated into French and German and a
few into English, are: How One Becomes a
Painter (1843); The Poor Nobleman (1851);
The Good Luck to be Rich (1855); Duke
Karl's Justice (1876); Benjamin of Flanders
(1880). He has probably contributed more
than any other individual to the revival of
Flemish literature. For his biography, consult
Eekhoud (Brussels, 1881), and Pol de Mont
(Haarlem, 18S.}).

CONSCIENCE WHIGS. A name applied
to those members of the Whig Party in Massa-
chusetts who in 1850 and thereafter refused to
cooperate with those of their old associates—the
so-called 'Cotton Whigs'-r-who declared that the
slaverj- question had been permanently settled by
the Compromise of 1850. In New York the two
factions were known respectively as the 'Woolly
Heads,' or 'Seward Whigs,' and the 'Silver
Grays,' or 'Snuff-Takers.'

CONSCIOUS LOVERS, The. A comedy by
Sir Richard Steele (1722), modeled upon Ter-
ence's Andria. This play was an attempt by
Steele to purify the stage, and is referred to in

Fielding's Joseph Ayidrews as the only fit play
for a Chrii?tian to see.

CONSCIOUSNESS. A term employed by
psychology- in two principal meanings. ( 1 ) In
the first meaning, it is the equivalent of 'mental
endowment' or 'the possession of mind.' I am
conscious of the objects and persons about me,
of my own successes or shortcomings, of the
validity of an argument or the beauty of a work
of art, in the sense that I am mentally alive

to these things, am capable of a mental reaction

upon them, whether by way of mere perception

or by way of critical estimate and appreciation.

So if 1 am sound asleep, or in stupor from a
blow on the head or from the action of some
drug, 1 am said to be 'unconscious'; my mental
life and reactions are in abeyance. This mean-
ing, which would perhaps have lapsed from
psychological usage were it not deeply rooted

in the phra.seologj' of philosophy and^ in popular
parlance, must be carefully distinguished from
the second and more technical meaning, accord-

ing to which (2) consciousness is simply 'present

mind,' 'mind now,' the total mental experience

given at a particular time. "Consciousness,"

says Wundt, "does not mean anything that exists

apart from mental processes; nor does it refer

merely to the sum of these processes, without
reference to their mode of interrelation. It ex-

presses the general synthesis of mental processes,

within which the single complexes are marked
off as more intimate connections." It is "a com-
prehensive interconnection of simiiltaneous and
successive mental processes." We may therefore

define it as a cross-section or temporal division

of mind (q.v.) ; mind consists of a series of

consciousnesses, more or less sharply differen-

tiated. As we begin the day we have the waking
consciousness, followed by the getting-up con-

sciousness, the breakfast consciousness, the work
consciousness, etc., etc.

Vol. v.-ia.

The separate complexes which enter into and
compose a consciousness are termed the 'contents
of consciousness.' Thus, the consciousness of a
writer, at his desk, contains various psychologi-
cal ideas, mostly in verbal form; the perceptions
of sight and touch that are aroused by the act
of writing; a general feeling of effort, etc. The
question of the "range of consciousness,' i.e. of
the number of mental processes that a single
consciousness can contain, has been approached
experimentally, and partly answered. It is
found, e.g. that if an auditory consciousness be
set up, by subjecting an observer (whose mind is
otherwise unoccupied) to a continued series of
metronome strokes, its range lies between the
limits of 8 double impressions (16 strokes,
rhythmically grouped in twos) and 5 eightfold
impressions (40 strokes, rhythmically grouped
in eights). In other words, a practiced observer
can distinguish, without counting, between two
successive series of 40 and of 39 strokes, if he
be allowed to group, by eights ; whereas he can-
not, however he may group them, distinguish
between series of 41 and 42 strokes; these num-
bers exceed the maximal range of consciousness.
The phrase 'state of consciousness,' formerly
applied to mental processes like ideas, emotions,
etc., now designates the mode of existence (clear-
ness, prominence, obscurity, inhibition) of the
contents of a particular consciousness; it is

fully explained under Attextiox (q.v.). Other
phrases in general use are 'field of con-sciousness'
and 'stream of consciousness.' the one formed
after the analog}' of the phrase 'field of vision,'
the other emphasizing the essentially transient
nature of conscious contents. Consult: Wundt,
Human and Animal Psychology (London, 1896) ;

id.. Outlines of Psychology, trans, by Judd (Lon-
don, 1898) ; Titchener, Outline of Psychology
(New York, 1899) ; James, Principles of Psy-
chology (New York, 1890). See Self-Conscious-
ness ; Unity of Consciousness.

CONSCIOUSNESS, Unity of. See Unity
OF Consciousness.

CON'SCRIPT FATHERS. A name given
to the Roman senators after the expulsion of the
Tarquins, when Brutus added 100 to the number
of senators, the names of the newcomers being
'written together' {consciipta) on the rolls with
those of the original councilors. The proper
designation was then Patres ct Conscripti, after-

wards abridged to Patres Conscripti.

CONSCRIPTION (Lat. conscriptio, from
conscriberc, to enroll, from com-, together +
scribere, to write). The enlisting of men for
military service by a compulsorj' levy. Con-
scription, in its modern sense, is built on the
militarj' constitution of ancient Rome. Four
legions of infantrj', two for each consul, and
each legion containing 6666 men, were annuallj'

levied. The consuls, who in the time of the
Republic were always commanders of the army,
would announce by herald or written proclama-
tion that a levy was to he made. The proper
conscription was as follows: Militrs cngcre,

colligere, scribere. conscriberc. From 1708 con-

scription by compulsory levies, and individual

selection determined by the drawing of lot-s pre-

vailed in France; but in 1872 substitution was
abolished and personal se^^'ice made obligatory

on every man not physically unfit. Pnis,<*ia

followed France with a conscription system in
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1813, which in a mure exacting form was made
universal throu|;huut the Ciernian Empire in 1887.

Continental Kuiopean natiuns ^'ncrully have
nuw adopted it in one form or another, in Eng-

land, the Ballot Act of IBUO provides tiiat all

uialea over 5 feet 2 inches in height, and l>e-

tween the ages of eighteen and thirty, be called

ui>on to serve in the militia; but it is kept from
enft/reenient by an annual anny act passed for

that purpose. During the Civil War Presi-

dent Lincoln several times recruited the armies
of the North by levying drafts of men.

CONSCRIT DE 1813, kONskr*' de m6 lw6
ssix trftz, Lk. An historical novel by Erckmann-
Chatrian (1804). The hero, Joseph Bertha, is

a poor young man who relies on his physical dis-

abilities to save him from military serviw, but
who is forced to join the ranks. His story sets

forth the author's solution of the problem of

harmonizing patriotism with the hatred of war.

CONSECRATION (Lat. consecratio, from
consccrare, lo hallow, from com-, together -+-

aacrarc, to consecrate, from aacer, holy). The
act of solemnly dedicating a person or thing to

the service of God. it is one of the most widely
spread of all religious ceremonies of the ancient
world, having been practiced in Chaldea, Egypt,
India, Judea, Greece. Rome, Britain, and other
countries. In the Old Testament we read of the
consecration or dedication of the first-born, both
man and beast, to the Lord, also the dedication

of tlie Levites, of the tabernacle and altar, of

fields, houses, walls, etc. The custom of con-

secrating the places of public worship developed
in the Christian Church as soon as persecution
ceased, when, according to Eusebius, "the sight

was afforded so eagerly desired and prayed for

by all—the festivals of dedications and conse-

crations of the newly erected houses of prayer
throughout the cities." Eusebius also describes

the consecration of the church built at Jerusalem
by Constantine in a.d. 335. The practice of con-

secrating religious edifices has continued in the

Oriental, Roman, and Anglican churches. The
forms, as found in the sacramentaries of Gelasius

and Saint Gregory, were at the first very simple,

but they were gradually developed until, in the

Roman Catholic Church, the office of consecration

became a long and impressive ceremony. It in-

cludes the placing in the altars of relics of the

saints, the purification of the ])lace with specially

prepared holy water (called Gregorian Water
because the formula for its benediction is first

found in the sacramentary of Saint Gregory),
and the anointing of the church in twelve speci-

fied places with holy oil. The anniversary of

this ceremony is kept as a festival of the first

class. A churcli may not be consecrated until

it is entirely free from debt; when the conse-

cration is delayed, it is opened with a simple
form of benediction. The ceremonies in the

Eastern churches are as elaborate and not dis-

similar. In the Church of England each bishop
i^i left to his own discretion as to the form to be

adopted, but that most generally used is the

form sent down by the bishops to the LowerHouse
of Convocation in 1712. The American prayer-

book provides a simple form of prayer, which
retains the old ceremony of the bishop knocking
for entrance at the door of the church. For the

consecration of bishops, see Bishop; Orders,

Holt; for that of the eucharistic elements, see
^MaSS; 1x)BU'8 SlPl'EH.

CONSEC'UTIVES ( Fr. conaicutif, Sp., Port.,
It. consvcutiro, from Lat. cutiacfjui, to follow,
from com-, together -\- acc/ui, Gk. lirtaffcu, hepea-
thai, Lith. schfi, Skt. aac, to follow, Goth.
aaihicau, Icel. ajd, AS. af'oti, OIICJ. mhun, Ger.
sehcn, Engl. ace). In music, the progressions of
parallel fifths or octaves, which, according to
the strict rules of harmony, are forbidden.

CONSENT (OF. conaente, from conainter, to
consent, from Lat. conaentire, to agree, from
com-, together + «e«/ ire, to think). In law, the
free will and assent of the mind of a competent
person to some act or obligation affecting his
legal rights or relations. The law prescribes
under what conditions it is binding, and when
it is void or voidable. Thus, apparent consent
obtained by fraud or coercion, or from an infant,
or from an insane, intoxicated, or otherwise
legally incompetent person, is deprived of all

legal effect if such person chooses to avoid it.

It is an essential element of contract, and is of
the greatest importance in certain cases in the
law of crimes and torts, where the essence of the
crime or wrong is that it was against the will

of the person injured. One may legally consent
to the infliction of a limited amount of bodily
harm if there is no malice involved, as in

friendly boxing or in football; but one cannot
consent to the infliction of death or anything
which will amount to a breach of the peace.
See Age; Contract; Crime; Tort.

CONSEN-TES DI1 (Lat. consent es, of uncer-
tain etymologj' and meaning, probably from com-,
together + *scns, being, pres. p. of esse, to be,

cf. Skt. aant, being, from as, to be; less probably
or conaentiens, conaentire, to agree) . The twelve
chief Roman deities: Jupiter, Apollo, Mars, Nep-
tune, Mercury, Vulcan, Juno, Vesta, Minerva,
Ceres, Diana, and Venus.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY, Principle
OF. See Mechanics; Exercy.

CONSERVATION OF MATTER. See Mat-
ter, Propertiks of.

CONSERVATIVE. See Whig; Toby; and
Political Parties, English.

CONSERVATIVE CLUB, The. A Tory club
founded in London in 1840. Its club-house is in

Saint James Street.

CON'SERVA'TOR OF THE PEACE. In
the law of England, an ancient office of great
dignity and authority. It existed at common
law as an incident of certain tenures of lands
held immediately of the King; or the King might
appoint one to be his warden or the consen'ator

of his peace; and before the institution of jus-

tices of the peace certain officers were so ap-

pointed. Now the only official conservators of

the peace are certain officers who hold this power
annexed to the offices which they hold. The
sovereign, by virtue of his office, is the principal

conservator of the peace in British realms. Sev-

eral high officers of the Crown, the Chancellor or
Lord Keeper, the Lord High Steward, the Lord
Marshal, and the Ix)rd High Constable, when
there are such officers, all the justices of the
Queen's Bench, the Master of the Rolls, are
conser\'ators of the peace throughout the whole
kingdom, and may commit breakers of the peace
or bind them in cognizances anywInMo. Other
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judges possess this power only within the limits
of their own jurisdiction. The sheriff and coro-
ner are conservators of the peace within tlieir

respective counties, and constables, tithing-men,
etc., within their jurisdictions. The phrase is

not in use in the United States. Consult Stephen,
Commentaries on the Laws of England (13th ed.,

London, 1899).

CONSEBVATOBY (^IL. conservatori-
urn, place for preserving anything, from Lat. con-
servare, to preserve, from com-, together + ser-
vare, to keep, Ar. har, to preserve). A school
for the cultivation of music in all its branches.
Besides strictly musical subjects, stage deport-
ment and the modern languages used in singing
(German, French, Italian) are usually included
in the curriculum. Originally, however, a con-
servatory was not a school of music, but an
orphan asylum or institution of a benevolent
character for the care of children of the poor.
Such children as showed a talent for music were
educated in the art. At first this instruction
was given to the inmates only, but subsequently
day-scholars also were admitted upon payment
of a moderate fee. The oldest conservator^' is the
Consen'atorio Santa Maria di Loreto in Naples,
founded in 1537. Within the same century
three more conservatories were established in the
same city. By order of King Murat these were
consolidated, in 1808, under the name CoUegio
Reale di Musica. Venice had four such insti-

tutions which ceased to exist with the downfall
of the Venetian Republic. To-day the Conserva-
tory of Venice is knowTi as the Liceo Benedetto
Marcello. The success of these schools was so
pronounced that soon conservatories were founded
all over Italy. Among the best knowTi are ( 1 ) the
Regio Conservatorio di Musica, in Palermo,
founded 1615; (2) the Liceo Musicale, in Bo-
logna, foimded 1864, noted for its magnificent
library, the greater part of which was be-

queathed to it by Padre Martini and Gaetano
Gaspari ; ( 3 ) the Regio Conservatorio di Mu-
sica, in Milan, founded 1807; (4) the Civico
Instituto di Musica, in Genoa, founded 1829;
(5) the Liceo Musicale. in Turin, founded
1865.; (6) the Liceo Musicale Rossini, in
Pesaro, established in 1882 by a gift of 2,300,-

000 lire from Rossini. In France the necessity
of a school for the education of singers led to
the establishment, in 1784, of the Ecole Royale
de Chant et de Declamation. During the French
Revolution, in 1793, owing to the scarcity of
instrumental performers for the army, the course
was extended, and the name was then changed to
Institut National de Musique. In 1795 it was
reorganized and has since been known as the
Conservatoire de Musique. To-day it is beyond
all question the most famous music-school in the
world. Prizes are awarded in all the classes.

The highest honor conferred is the Grand Prix
de Rome, which entitles the winner to a three
years' stay in Italy with a single condition: that
the holder send from time to time original com-
positions as eviHence of his progress. Nearly
all the famous French composers of the last cen-

tury have been winners of this prize. (See Prix
DE Rome.) There is scarcely a musician of note
in France who has not been at some time a
professor in the Conservatory. The directors
since its foundation have been Sarette (the
founder. 1784-1814); Peme (1814-22); Cheni-
bini (1822-42); Aul)er (1842-71): A. Thomas

(1871-96) ; Dubois (1896—). The oldest among
tne Grerman conservatories is that of Prague,
founded 1811, which, in addition to the usual
musical courses, offers also a liberal-culture
course. The Vienna Conservatory was opened
in 1817 by Salieri as a school for singing.
It became a true conservatory in 1821. The most
famous conservatory in Germany is that in
Leipzig, founded by Mendelssohn and Schumann
in 1843. Among its professors have been
M. Hauptmann. L. Plaidy, E. F. Richter,
Hiller, Gade, Moscheles, Reinecke, and Bren-
del. Among its pupils were Grieg, Sir A. Sul-
livan, Svendsen, Wilhelmj, Kirchner, Jadassohn.
The oldest Berlin conser\-atory was founded in
1850 by Kullak, Marx, and Stern. Among its
professors were BUlow, Kiel, de Ahna, B. Scholz.
The Neue Akademie der Tonkunst (chiefly for
piano) was opened in 1855 by Kullak. The most
important of the Berlin consen-atories is the
Konigliche Hochschule fiir Musik, a branch of
the Roj'al Academy of Arts. It is divided into
three parts: (I) Konigliches Institut fiir Kir-
chenmusik; (2) Abteilung fiir musikalische
Komposition; (3) Abteilung fiir ausiibende Ton-
kunst. Among the professors have been Joachim,.
Ph. Spitta. Bargiel, Ilerzogenberg. The conser-
vatory of Cologne was founded in 1850 by Hiller.
The Dresden Conservators was founded 1856,
and that of Stuttgart in the same year. The
famous Konigliche Musikschule iii ilunich,
founded 1867. offers, besides the musical, liberal-
culture courses. Among the other famous Ger-
man conservatories of to-day are those in Wiirz-
burg, Frankfort, Hamburg, Breslau, Strassburg,
Karlsruhe, Regensburg (church - music). Be-
sides these public or State conservatories
there are also a number of not less famous
private conservatories, such as those of Schar-
wenka, Schwanzer, Klindworth, Freudenberg.
Switzerland also boasts some etficient conserva-
tories in Geneva, Zurich, Basel, Bern. One of
the greatest and best-known consen-atories is
that in Brussels, founded 1813, among the di-
rectors of which were F6tis and Gevaert. The
conservatories in Li5ge and Ghent are also fa-

mous. In Antwerp Peter Benoit founded, in
1867. entirely after German models, the well-
known Vlaamsche Muzickschool. Nor is Holland
behind in the efficiency of her conservatories. The
Maatschappij tot bevordering van tonkunst was
opened in 1862 at Amsterdam. Also the con-
servatories in Rotterdam and The Hague have
risen to importance. The oldest conservatory
in Russia is that of Warsaw, founded 1821

;

the most famous, that in Saint Petersburg, es-
tablished 1862. Among its professors were
Zaremba. Anton Rubinstein, Ijcschetitzky, Wieni-
awski. Davidoff. and Tschaikowski. A conserva-
tory was also founded in Moscow in 1864 by
Nicholas Rubinstein. In England we find five

conservatories in London—the Royal Academy of
Music (1822); the Tendon Academy of Music
(1861); the Trinity College Conservatory
(1872) ; the Guildhair School of Music (1880).
The best of all is the Royal College of Music,
established originally by Sir Arthur Sullivan as
the National Training School of ^fusic (1876).
Sir George Grove was the first director under the
reorganized administration (188.3-94). He was
succeeded (1894) by C. H. Passy. All other
Kuropean coimtries have now con ser\"a furies of
jnore or less impnrtjuice. In Die T'nit<'<l Stateft
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music hfts innde enormous stridcH within the last

quarter of a century, and conservatories have
been founded in nearly all the larger cities. The
best-known is the National Conservatory of

Music of America, founded in New York, 1885.

For a time A. Dvoffik was the director. He was
succeeded by Kmil Paur. Among its professors

have been Anton Seidl, R. Joseffy, B. O. Klein. D.

Buck. Other well-known conservatories are the

Pealwdy Institute in Baltimore (1871), the Cin-

cinnati' College of Music (1878), the New Eng-
land Conservatory of Music in Boston (1882).

Besides, some of the great American universities

have added a complete course of music to their

regular curriculum, as Harvard (John K.
Paine), Yale (Horatio W. Parker), Columbia
(E. A. MaoDowell).

CONSERVATORY. In horticulture, a glass

house used for tlie preservation of tender exotics

and the display, rather than the propagation or

growing, of plants which have been brought to

their omaiiioiital perfection in a greenhouse.

The term is often applied loosely to any orna-

mental <,'reenhouse. See Greenhouse.

CON'SHOHOCK'EN. A borough in Mont-
gomery County, Pa., 13 miles northwest of Phila-

delphia : on the Schuylkill River, and on the

Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia and Reading
railroads (Map: Pennsylvania, F 3) . The more
important industrial establishments include roll-

ing-mills, steel-mills, foundries, furnaces, surgi-

cal-implement works, and cotton and woolen
mills, the principal products of which form the

basis of an extensive trade. Conshohocken was
founded in 1830, and was incorporated as a
borough in 1852. Population, in 1890, 5470; in

1900, 5762.

CONSID^RANT, kON'srd&'rUN', Victor
Prospf.r (1808-93). A French socialist, bom at

Salins. in the Department of ,Tura. After being

educated at the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris, he
entered the army, which, however, he soon left

to promulgate the doctrines of Fourier (q.v.).

After the death of his master, ConsidCrant be-

came the head of the Societarians (q.v.), and
undertook the management of the Phalange, a
review devoted to the propagation of their opin-

ions. Having gained the financial support of a
young Englishman, Mr. Young, he established

(1832) on a large scale, in the Department of

Eure-et-Loir, a Socialist colony or phalanstcre

;

but the experiment failed, and with it the Pha-
lange went out of existence. However, a new
organ of cooperative doctrine, the Dcmocratie
pacifique. was soon established, and was edited

bv Considorant with great zeal, perseverance, and
ability. In 1848-49 he was a member of the Con-
stituent Assembly, but was accused of high trea-

son and comj)elled to flee to Belgium. Thence he
emigrated to Texas, where he founded, near San
Antonio, a Societarian community. La Reunion;
this, however, proved a failure, and Consid6rant
returned to France in 1869. The most impor-
tant of his numerous writings is Destinie sociale

(1834-45). See Communism.
. CONSIDERATION (Lat. consideratio, from
considerarr, to observe, from com-, together -f-

sidus, starK In the law of contracts, in the
case of a simple contract, a detriment or the

surrender of a right by one party in exchange
for the promise of the other party. In case of a
bilateral contract—i.e. one in which the promises

ure mutual—each promise is a consideration for

the other. A consideration is essential to a valid
simple contract. A mere promise made without
a consideration is called by lawyers a naked
promise {ntidutn pactum ) , and on it suit will not
lie. Such a promise, even though made in writ-

ing, is not a valid legal contract ; but by the
law of negotiable paper it is presumed to be
given for valid consideration. This presump-
tion may be rebutted as between maker and
]»ayee, but is conclusive in favor of bona fide

holders for value, against whom want of con-

sideration is never a defense by the maker of
negotiable paper. The requirement of considera-

tion as a necessary element in a simple contract
is due to the historical development of the con-

tract action of assumpsit (q.v.) as an action in

tort. In that action the plaintiff was required
to show that he had given up a right or suf-

fered some detriment in reliance upon, or in ex-

change for, the defendant's promise, by reason
of which he had been damaged. Thus a consid-

eration need not be in the form of a direct

benefit to the contracting party, but may be

something involving loss or prejudice to the

second party to the contract. A service rendered
gratuitously is not a consideration which will

support a promise to pay for the service made
subsequently to the rendering of the service, be-

cause such service is not rendered in reliance

upon, or in exchange for. the promise ; thus,

where one man voluntarily rescues another's

property from loss, and the second party prom-
ises to pay therefor, that promise cannot be sued
upon even though made in writing. So a promise
to reward another for performing his legal duty
cannot be sued upon, since the ])crforniance of a
legal duty is not the surrender of a right or
any detriment in a legal sense. Thus, if a tax-

payer promises to pay a policeman for guarding
his house, it is held that, since it is the police-

man's duty to guard the public's property, there

has been no real consideration and no legal con-

tract, and the promise of a debtor to pay his

debt is not a consideration for a contract, as the

promisor is already under a legal obligation to

pay his debt. If, however, the promise is made
after the debt is barred by the statute of limi-

tations, the promise has the effect of reviving

the obligation, and may be sued upon although

no consideration is given for it. This is anoma-
lous. The law takes no account of the adequacy
of consideration if the contract is made in good
faith; but if inadequacy results from fraud or

mistake, the contract may be rendered void or

voidable according to the circumstances of the

case. If the consideration given is contrary to

public policy, or is a promise to do an illegal

act, the contract based therein is illegal and
void. If the consideration be illegal only in

part, still the contract is void unless it is pos-

sible to separate the illegal and the legal so that

the one may be thrown out as void and the other

enforced. Failure by one party to a contract to

perform his contract is commonly, though errone-

ously, stated to be failure of consideration. The
^

effect of a true failure of consideration is to

prevent the formation of a contract. See Con-
tract: Mistake; Fraud.

CONSIGNMENT (from Fr. consigner, to

consign, from Lat. consiqnare, to seal, from com-,

together + signare, to sign, from signum, sign).

In mercantile law : ( 1 ) A quantity of goods de-
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livered by one party, called the consignor, to an-

other, called the consignee, for custody, for

transportation, for sale, or pursuant to a con-

tract for their sale. When they are delivered

to a common carrier for transportation, the

consignment is generally evidenced by a bill of
lading (q.v.). (2) The act of consigning goods.

See Ijailmext; Cabkier, Common; Factor.

CONSISTORY (Lat. consistorium, from con-
sistcit; to stand together, from com-, together +
sistere, to station, from stare, to stand). Prop-
erly a place of assembly, but in later Latin the

word came to mean a particular place where
the Council of the Roman Emperor met, and,
after the time of Diocletian and Constantine,

the Council itself, which became the supreme
judicial tribunal of the later Roman Empire.
Up to the time of ilarcus Aurelius.. the Roman
Emperor frequently exercised in person the su-

preme judicial authority, which covered mat-
ters brought directly before him for decision, as

well as appeals from the judgments of the pro-

vincial prstors in all parts of the Empire. In
the troublous times which succeeded, * this

function was devolved upon a council, made
up largely of jurists, which acted in his name,
and whose judgments were of equal authority

with statutes immediately promulgated by him.
These judgments of the consistory were known
as decrees (decreta) and formed an important
part of the imperial legislation (constitutiones)

of the later Empire. In the membership of this

Council were the imperial ofiicials, and its fimc-

tion was to deliberate on the important aflfairs of

legislation, administration, and justice. The
form of the imperial consistory passed over into

the early Christian Church. The bishops estab-

lished their consistories, and the name was ap-

plied to the assemblies of the Roman clergy and
the bishops of the suburban sees, out of which
the College of Cardinals has developed. Public
consistories are now held in the Vatican for

formal functions, such as the giving of the hat
to a cardinal, the final decision on the question

of canonization, or the reception of an ambassa-
dor. Private consistories, to which none but
cardinals have access, discuss a variety of ad-

ministrative matters, such as the erection of

new sees and the nomination of cardinals and
bishops. The detailed work, however, is done in

the committees, which are known as consistorial

congregations. (See Congregation.) In the

Greek Church each bishop has his own con-

sistory of three to seven members nominated
by him and confirmed by the Holy Govern-
ing Synod. An appeal lies from the consistory

to the bishop, and from the bishop to the synod.
In English ecclesiastical law, the consistory

or consistorial court is the tribunal in which
the bishop exercises his ordinary legal jurisdic-

tion. This jurisdiction was formerly very ex-

tensive, including the trial for common-law of-

fenses of clerks, or persons entitled to claim

exemption from the process of the secular tribu-

nals (see Benefit of Clergy), and to a very re-

cent date the cognizance of all matrimonial
cau!5es, the probate of wills, the administration
of decedents' estates, etc. The reform of the

judicial procedure in England in 1S.57 trans-

ferred the latter classes of cases to the jurisdic-

tion of the ordinary tribunals, leaving to the

consistorial courts only their more strictly ec-

clesiastical jurisdiction. This is very consider-

able, however, and includes the trial of a clergy-
man for offenses against morality as well as
upon questions of doctrine or ritual. In general,
an appeal lies from the judgment of the consis-
tory court to that of the archbishop—the Court
of Arches (of Canterburj')—or the Chancery
Court of York. The presiding officer of the con-
sistory is the chancellor of the diocese, his judi-
cial title being variously the ordinary, the oflB-

cial - principal, and vicar- general. See those
titles; also Ecclesiastical Col'rts; Ecclesias-
tical Law; and consult Phillimore, Ecclesias-
tical Law of the Church of England (2d ed.,

London, 1895).
In the Lutheran State churches the consistory

is a board of clerical officers either national or
provincial, usually appointed by the sovereign ^nd
charged with various matters of ecclesiastical

administration. These bodies exercise a super-
vision and discipline over the religion and educa-
tion of the people, as well as over the clergy and
the schoolmasters, and examine the candidates for
the ministry for license and ordination. They
have also the regulation of public worship and
the administration of church property. In the
Protestant churches of France the consistory
exercises a more restricted jurisdiction than in
Germany. In the Reformed (Dutch) Church
the consistory is the lowest ecclesiastical court,
having charge of the government of the local

church and corresponding to the session of a
Presb3i;erian church.

CoJfSOLACION DEL STJB, kon'si-la'th^on'
del soor ( Sp., Consolation of the South ) . A town
in the Province of Pinar del Rio, Cuba, about 15
miles northeast of Pinar del Rio. It is noted
for the excellent tobacco produced in its vicinity.

Population, in 1899, 3062.

CONSOLATO DEL MABE (Sp., Consulate
of the Sea ) . A celebrated code of maritime law,
compiled, it is believed, at Barcelona in the four-

teenth century, and made up of the settled

usages, in respect to trade and navigation, of
the maritime communities of the Mediterra-
nean. The earliest copy known was published
at Barcelona, in 1494, in the Catalan language.
It contains ( 1 ) a code of procedure issued by
the kings of Aragon for the guidance of the
courts of the consuls of the sea; (2) a col-

lection of ancient customs of the sea; and (3)
a body of ordinances for the government of
cruisers of war. It enjoyed considerable author-
ity, and has passed, by legislation and by judicial

adoption, into the maritime law of Europe and
America. Its provisions were largely embodied
in the French Maritime Code of 1681 (Ordon-
nance sur la marine). The code was translated

into Italian and printed in Venice in 1549, and
French, Dutch, German, and English transla-

tions have also been made. The most valuable
portion, the customs of the sea, will be found
printed in English in the appendix to the Black
Book of the Admiralty (London, 1874) . Consult:
Robinson, Collectanea ilaritima (London. 1801) ;

Pardessus, Collection des lois maritimcs antd-
rieurea au 18ime Steele (Paris. 1828-45) : Reddie,
Researches, Historical and Critical, in Maritime
International Law (Edinburgh, 1844-45) : Whea-
ton. History of the Law of Xations in Europe
and America (Ne^v York. 1845) ; Schaube, Daa
Konsulnt des Mreres in Pisa (I>eipzig. 1888) ;

Valroger, Etude sur Vinstitution des consuls de
la nirr au moyen-Agc (Paris, 1891).
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CONSOLE, kun'hul (Fr., probably ultimately

from l^t. conaolidarc, to strengthen, from com-,

together + aulidua, firm). In nrchitecture, a
projection rcsenibling a bracket or corbel, fre-

quently in the form of a letter S or of a single

or double scroll, used to support cornices, or

sometimes busts, vases, figures, etc. Consoles

are often richly ornamented, and are, in fact,

almost purely decorative features, ditfering in

this from brackets (q.v. ) and coHm'Is (q.v.),

which have a structural function.

CONSOLIDATION (Lat. consoHdatio, from
cori«oIi(fflrc, to strengthen) ACTS. Statutes which
combine in a single act all j)rcvious statutes re-

lating to, and coming xinder, the same general
subject-matter. As a general rule, this cannot
be done by a mere collocation, or gatliering to-

gether under one head, of acts of different dates

in their original form; but they must be re-

written, arranged in sections, all inconsistencies

and surplusage be omitted, and imiformity of

expression olitained, so that the whole may be a
complete and logical act. Frequently, in order
to do this, amendments to many of the measures
which it is proposed to bring together are passed,

and then they are reenacted by the consolidation

act. The meanings of various technical terms
in the statutes are usually defined and explained
in a sort of prefix, which is made a part of the
whole, and is thus binding on the courts. The
acts which are consolidated, and thereby super-
seded, are repealed by an express provision in

the same measure. Consolidation measures have
proved successful in England in rendering their

statute law more simple and concise. Several
of the United States have followed the idea, but
generally have gone further, and enacted all the
existing law on a given subject, whether con-
tained in statutes or decisions, and the result is

more in the nature of a codification act than a
consolidation act as known in England. See
Code; Revised Statutes.

CONSOLS. A contraction of the words 'con-

solidated annuities.' In incurring the English
debt, the Government borrowed money at differ-

ent periods on special conditions, being generally
the payment of an annuity of so much per cent,

on the sum borrowed. Great confusion arose
from the variety of stocks thus created, and it

was thought expedient to strike an average of
their value, and consolidate them into one fund,
kept in one account at the Bank of England.
Tl>e Consolidated Annuities Act was passed in

CONSONANCE (Lat. consonantia, from con-
sonare, to sound together, from com-, together +
sonare, to soxmd, from sonus, Skt. atmna, sound,
from svan, to resound ) , or CoNConn. In music,
the simultaneous sounding of two or more tones
belonging to the same major or minor triad. The
effect upon the ear is entirely satisfying, so that
further progression or resolution is not required,
as it is in the ease of dissonance (q.v.). This
feeling of rest is attributed to the simple ratios
existing between the number of vibrations of
consonant intervals; whereas the ratios between
dissonant intervals are complex. Consonant
intervals are the unison, perfect fourth, fifth,

and octave, as well as major and minor thirds
and sixths. (See Interval.) Chords formed by
only consonant interval* are consonant chords.
They are of two kinds, major and minor triads;

the major triad coiiMisting of tonic, major third,

and perfect fifth, the minor composed of tonic,

minor third, and perfect fifth. See ACOUSTICS;
CHOKD; ilAHMO.NY; Tbiad.

CONSONANT. See Letters.

CONSORT (Lat. consora, partner, from com-,
together + aora, lot; probably connected with
Lat. acrerc, Gk. ttpeiv, circin, Skt. ai, to join to-

gether). A term applied to the husband or wife
of a reigning sovereign, viewed in a public
capacitj". Whatever political influence may at-
tach to the position, tlie probability that the
consort will attempt to secure some share in
the royal prerogative is naturally greater where
the consort is the husband ; and as tl)e royal
spouse is most frequently a foreigner, national
legislatures have always been careful to restrict

his activity to the ornamental functions of
royalty. In some cases, however, tlie husbands
of ruling sovereigns have been granted a share
in the government, a notable instance being thqt
of Ferdinand of Aragon, who on his marriage
to Isabella of Castile was declared joint ruler
of that country.

CONSPIBACY (OF. conajyiracie, conspiratie,
from Lat. conspirare, to conspire, from com-,
together + spirare, to breathe). As a criminal
offense this has been judicially defined as "a com-
bination by two or more persons, by some con-
certed action, to accomplish an unlawful purpose,
or to accomplish a purpose not in itself unlawful,
by imlawful means." It will be observed that the
gist of this offense is in the agreement or con-
federation of the conspirators; an overt act pur-
suant to the agreement is not necessary to the
completion of the crime, although, in most cases
of conspiracy, such acts are performed. This
doctrine of the common law has been changed
by Federal legislation and by statutes in many
of the United States. Under such legislation,

the commission of an overt act to effect the ob-

ject of the conspiracy is essential to consum-
mate the crime; but as soon as that act is done
the offense of conspiracy is complete, and is not
in any way affected by the nature or results of

the act, even though the act be such that it

could not possibly accomplish the conspirator's
intention.

\Mien a conspiracy has been entered into, the
conspirators become so related legally thali the
acts or statements of any of them in reference

to the common purpose are admissible against
all—each is the authorized agent of all. This
rule often induces the public prosecutor to have
persons indicted for a conspiracy, even when
their confederation has resulted in the commis-
sion of other crimes, such as treason or murder.
Some of the more important common-law con-

spiracies were those to commit treason or sedi-

tion, to murder, to cheat and defraud, and to

maliciously injure another. They were mis-
demeanors only. Statutory conspiracies, that

is, acts declared by legislation to be punishable
as conspiracies, have been raised to the rank of

felonies, in some instances.

Whether conspiracy is a civil wrong of itself

is a question upon whicli judges and writers

differ. There is eminent authority for the view
that it is a distinct tort—an actionable wrong,
without respect to the consequences of the acts

done pursuant to the confederation. The pre-

vailing view at present, however, both in Eng-
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land and in the United States, is that the gist
of the civil cause of action is the actual damage
done to the plaintiff, not the agreement or con-
federation against him.

Consult: Wright, Late of Criminal Conspira-
cies (London, 1873; Philadelphia, 1887) ; Bishop,
New Commentaries on the Criminal Law (Bos-
ton, 1900) ; and Commentaries on the yon-Con-
tract Law (Boston) ; also consult the Encyclo-
pcedia of the Laws of England (London, 1897).

CONSTABLE, kun'stA-b'l (OF. conestable,
Ft. conuilablc, from ML. conestabulus, come-
stabulus, coniistabuli, constable, from Lat. comes
stabuli, count of the stable). (1) An officer of

freat dignity and authority in the Eastern Roman
mpire, whence the office passed, with varying

functions but no loss of authority, to the west-
em nations of Europe. The Constable of France,
as commander-in-chief of tlie army and navy and
chief arbitrator in chivalrj', became the most
powerful officer and dignitary in the State after
the King, and, because of the danger to the
Crown that lurked in its greatness, the office was
abolished by Richelieu in 1627. The dignity was
revived by Napoleon Bonaparte, but again
abolished after the restoration of the monarchy.
Across the Channel the office existed with similar
functions, under the title of Lord High Constable
of England, but it never attained to the author-
ity which attended it in France, and it was sus-
pended for reasons of economy by Henry VIII.
It is now filled by temporary* appointment on
great occasions of state, as the coronation of
the monarch, etc. Formerly the Lord High Con-
stable, in conjunction with the Earl Marshal of
England, held the courts of chivalry, or honor,
and the courts martial of the kingdom. But the
former jurisdiction has now completely lapsed,
and courts martial are held by the ordinary
military authorities. The court of the constable
and marshal, therefore, while still nominally in
existence, is practically obsolete. The office of

constable still survives in Scotland, where it has
become an hereditary dignity of the earls of
Errol, but shorn of its former authority.

( 2 ) The office of constable also existed in Eng-
land with the signification of warden or keeper
of certain royal castles and fortified towns. In
a few cases it long sur\'ived as an hereditary
office, and in some others it is filled by royal
appointment. Of the latter class are the con-

stables of the Tower of London and of Windsor
and Dover castles.

(3) The peace officer whom we know as con-

stable is the petty constable of English law, an
officer of great antiquity—so called to distinguish
him from the High Constables of Hundreds,
created by the Statute of Winchester, 13 Edward
1. (1285). The office has in recent years lost

much of its importance in England, the institu-

tion of county and borough police having de-

prived it of most of its functions. In most of

the United States, however, outside the cities,

the constable continues to be the principal officer

of the peace. As such he is invested with large

powers of arresting, imprisoning, breaking open
liouses, executing civil and criminal process,

and often with limited judicial functions. His
duties are generally defined by statute. In cities,

as in English boroughs and counties, his func-

tions have generally been transferred to the
police (q.v.). See Peace; Sheriff: and con-

sult: Bacon, New Abridgment of the Law, title

Constable (any edition) ; Dalton, The Country
Justice: Containing the Practice, Duty, and
Power of the Justices of the Peace.

CONSTABLE, Abcuibald (1774-1827). A
Scottish puhlislier, born in Fifeshire. He be-
came famous for the sumptuousness of his edi-
tions and the liberality shown toward his em-
ployees. He published nearly all of Sir Walter
Scott's works, and his failure in 1826, with that
of Ballantyne & Co., involved Scott for £120,000.
Constable became publisher of the Scots' Maga-
zine (1801), and of the Edinburgh Review
(1802), and owner of the Encyclopcedia Bri-
tannica (1812), which he enlarged. He edited
the Chronicle of Fife (1810), and wrote a
Memoir of George Eeriot (1822). Consult:
Constable, Archibald Constable and His Literary
Correspondents (3 vols., Edinburgh, 1873) ; and
Lockhart, Life of Scott (7 vols., London, 1838).

CONSTABLE, Henry (1562-1613). An
English poet. He was graduated from Saint
John's College, Cambridge, in 1580; became a
Roman Catholic, and therefore found it best to
live mostly on the Continent. He died at Lifege,
October 9, 1613. He wrote many pretty pastorals
and sonnets to Diana, sometimes marred by con-
ceits, and decadent in tone. His one independent
publication was Diana (1592; enlarged, 1594;
reprinted in Arber's English Gamer, 1877). He
contributed four pastorals to England's Helicon
(1600), and sonnets to other collections. Six-
teen "Spiritual Sonnets," attributed to Constable,
were first printed bv T. Park in Heliconia
(1815).

CONSTABLE, John (1776-1837). An Eng-
lish landscape painter, the founder of modern
landscape art. He was bom on June 11, 1776,
in East Bergholt, Suffolk, the son of a wealthy
miller. His father intended him for the clergy,
and afterwards tried him as a miller, but the
youth's taste was all for art. He received his
first instruction from a local amateur named
Dunthorne, with whom he painted the scenes
about his native home, always in the open air.

In 1795 he went to London in order to study
painting, but was recalled soon afterwards. In
1799 he returned to London and entered the
Academy School, where he received instruction
from Farrington and Reinagle. He was greatly
impressed with the works of Ruysdael in the
National Gallery. At first he attempted por-
traits and historical subjects, according to the
custom of the day, but in 1803, weary of study-
ing pictures and of acquiring truth second-hand,
he returned to East Bergholt. From this time
he painted landscapes from nature only, passing
at least the summer months entirely in the coun-
try near his home.
His work, however, was too revolutionary and

original to become popular in his native land,

although he found a few devoted friends who
believed in him and bought his pictures. Among
these were Sir George Beaumont, the Maecenas
of his boyhood, Bishop Fisher, of Salisbury, and
his nephew, Archdeacon Fi.sher. Constable's most
intimate friend, and, above all. Miss Maria
Bicknell, whom he afterwards married. He did

not sell a single picture to a stranger until 1814,

but was compelled to support himself by paint-

ing portraits and copies of paintings. But never

discouraged, he worked on in his quiet way,
knowing well that the future was his. At length
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he found recognition in France. In 1823 three of

hi8 pieturcM were exhibiteil at the Salon, where
they excited the greatest adniirutiuii, and were
acfonlcHl the place of lionor in the exhibition.

Tlie King of France sent Constable a gold medal,
antl tlic same honor \\a» accorded to him in the
following year at Lille. At last, in 1829, came
the tardy honor of menil)ership in the Royal
Academy, but acconipanied by an ungracious re-

mark on the part of the pr(>sident. and too late

to afford satisfaction to the painter.

Constable was a simple and noble character,
who l)ore bravely discouragement and adversity,

and never wavered in his ideal of art. His other
great passion in life was his love for his wife,

Aliss Maria Hicknell, to whom, after many diffi-

culties, he was secretly wedded in 1816. With a
family of seven children, he was sometimes hard
pressed for money, until he was at length re-

lieved by his own inheritance and the ample
inheritance of his wife. In 1827 he removed
to his favorite Hampstead, where many of his

• best pictures were painted. He was greatly be-

reaved by tlie death of liis wife in 1828, and died
unexpecte<lly on March 30, 1837.

Constable was a great innovator in landscape
painting, and he may be justly termed the father

of the modem school. The old Dutch masters
gained their effects by giving the forms of ob-

jects, placing more weight upon drawing than
upon color, in which they achieved harmony by
a uniform brown tone. Constable saw that land-

scape is rather a problem of light and air, and
that its effect depends upon the light and shadow
in which the objects are seen. He was the first

to paint the subtle gradings of the atmosphere,
and to show not only the objects themselves, but
how he saw them. He laid on his colors fresh

and fair, as they are in nature, applying to

oil paintings the results of water-colors. His
pictures are always harmonious in tone. He
always gives the effect of a landscape, suppress-

ing unimportant details—a tendency which in-

creases with his later years. He frequently uses
the palette knife, sometimes executing the entire

{>icture by this means, as in the case of "Water-
oo Bridge." In consequence of these teachings
an able group of landscape painters arose in Eng-
land in the forties and fifties, the most important
of whom was David Cox (q.v.). But his greatest

successors were the French painters of the Bar-
bizon School, through whom his work has been
transmitted to the landscape of the present' day.

The National Gallery in London contains three

of his finest works, the "Cornfield" (1826);
"Valley Farm" (1835); and "Hay Wain." In
South Kensington Museum are eight of his
works, among which are "Deadham Mill" ( 1820) ;

"Hampstead Heath" (1823); and "Water
Meadows Near Salisbury." The Louvre has three
good examples : "The Cottage," "WejTnouth Bay"
(1827). and the "Glebe Farm." Twenty of his
chief works were published in 1833 in a series of
tine and sympathetic etchings by his friend David
Lucas, with an introduction by Constable himself.

Consult: Muther, History of Modern Painting
(London, 1896), vol. ii.; J^slie, C. R., Memoirs
of Constable (London, 184.5), containing Lucas's
plates; Chesneau, La peinture anglaise (Paris,
1882) ; Brock-Arnold. Gainsborough and Con-
stable (London. 1881); Wedmore, Studies in
English Art (London, 1876-80).

CON'STANCE (Ger. Konatanz or Kostnitz).
A city of tlie Grand Duchy of Baden, situ-

ated on both banks of the Rhine, where it

leaves Lake Constance, about 35 miles northeast
of Zurich (Map: Germany, C 5). Uomains of
its ancient fortifications are still extant in the
two old city gates. The catlieilral, founded in

the eleventh century, was rebuilt in the fifteenth

century. The caned oak portals and choir-stalls
are fine specimens of wood-carving. It was here
that Huss was sentenced by the council to be
burned at the stake. Other ecclesiastical build-
ings of interest are the Church of Saint Stephen
and the Dominican monastery, on an island, in
which Huss was confined, and now used as a
hotel. The notable secular buildings include the
old Kaufhaus, containing the hall in which the
conclave of cardinals met to elect a pope at the
time of the famous council in 1417; the Rosgar-
ten, the former guildhall of the butchers, con-
taining an interesting museum; and the town
hall, with the city archives. Constance has manu-
factures of linen and cotton, carpets, soap, and
chemicals. Population, in 1890, 16.235; in 1900,
21,345. Constance was known to the Romans at
least as early as the third century. In 570 it

was made the seat of a bishopric, which existed
as one of the most powerful in Germany until its

secularization in 1803. In 780 Constance was
given municipal rights, and in 1192 was made a
free imperial city. For joining the Schmalkaldic
League it was deprived of its imperial privileges
in 1548 and presented to Archduke Ferdinand of
Austria. In 1800 it l)ecame a part of the Grand
Duchy of Baden. Consult Geschichte drr Bisch-
ofe iwn Konsfaiiz (2 vols., Innsbruck, 1894-96).

CON'STANCE. (1) Daughter of the Em-
peror and eventually the wife of King Alia, in
Chaucer's Man of Law's Tale. (2) The mother
of Prince Arthur, in Shakespeare's King John.
(3) Nonesuch's daughter, enamored of Lovely,
in Dryden's Wild Gallant. (4) The heroine of
Brome's The Xorthern Lass. (5) Fondlove's
daughter and Wildrake's mistress, in Knowles's
comedy The Love Chase. (6) The daughter of
the Provost, later proved a serf, in G. W.
Lovell's Provost of Bruges.

CONSTANCE, or CUSTANCE, Dame Chris-
tian. A ridi and beautiful widow in LMall's
play Ralph Roister Doister.

CONSTANCE, Council of. The sixteenth
ecumenical Church council (1414-18) called by
Pope John XXIII., at the suggestion of the
Emperor Sigismund, to attempt to heal the
Papal schism (see Schism, Western), the scan-
dal of which was then at its height ; to deal with
the Hussite heresy; and to consider measures
for the general reform of the Church. It was the
most brilliant and numerously attended Church
council ever held. Dignitaries of Church and
State, with large retinues, attended from all the
countries of Europe; and many merchants and
artisans, with a miscellaneous crowd, including
shov\Tnen, players, and harlots, were attracted
by the occasion. It is said that more than
18,000 priests, and in all about 100,000 strangers,
were gathered in the city. The predominating
influence of Pope John was nullified by a decision
to vote by nations rather than by individuals,
and it was proposed that all the three rival
popes should abdicate. John fled from the
fity and attempted to dissolve the Council,
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which then (April, 1415), under the lead of
Jean de Gerson (q.v.), declared itself the high-

est authority of Christendom and above the Pope.
John was deposed and condemned to imprison-
ment for life. Gregory XII. voluntarily with-
drew, and Benedict XIII. was deposed and re-

tired to Spain, where he spent the remainder
of his life, without power or influence. The elec-

tion of a new Pope was temporarily postponed.
Huss was condemned after a turbulent trial, and
burned at the city gate, July 6, 1415. Jerome
of Prague was also condemned and jjcrished at
the stake. May 30, 14 IG. The movement for re-

form came to nothing. A beginning had been
made, when the cardinals, with the help of the
French, succeeded (November, 1417) in elect-

ing Otto Colonna (Martin V.) Pope, who
brought the proceedings to an end with some
slight concessions. Consult: Richtenthal, Kronik
des KonziUums in Konstanz (Augsburg, 1533;
new ed. Tubingen, 1882) ; Leufant, History of
the Council of Constance (Eng. trans., London,
1730) ; Finke, Forschungen und quellen zur
Geschichte des konstanzer Konzils (Paderborn,
1889). See John XVIII.; Gregory XII.;
Benedict XIII.; Martin V.; Huss, John;
Jerome of Pr.\gue.

CONSTANCE, Lake (named from the city

of Constance. Got. Konstanz, or Kostnitz, Lat.
Constantia; German Bodensee, formerly Bodem-
see, Bodmensee, Bodmansee, from the castle of

Bodman on its shores, ML. Lacus Podamicus,
Mare Podanum, Lat. Lacus Brigantinus, Lacus
Yenetus ef Acronius). A lake of glacial ori-

gin, situated at the north base of the Alps
and forming a portion of the boundary be-

tween Switzerland and Austria (Vorarlberg) on
the south, and the German States of Baden,
Wiirttemberg, and Bavaria on the north (Map:
Switzerland, D 1 ) . It is on the course of the
Rhine, which enters from the south and flows

out in a westerly direction. Lake Constance ex-

tends northwest and southeast, and at its north-
west end forks into a northern prolongation
knowTi as Ueberlinger See, which has a broad con-

nection with the main lake ; and into a southern
fork, called the I>ower Lake (Untersee), for-

merly known as the Zeller See, connected with
the main lake by a narrow channel. 600 to 1600
feet wide, and only two and one-half miles long.

The outlet of the lake is at the foot of this arm.
The height of its surface is about 1300 feet above
sea-level ; the length of the lake is about 40
miles; the greatest breadth about nine miles;

the length of shore line 160 miles, and the area
208 square miles. The greatest depth is 906 feet.

The water of the lake is subject to sudden rises

of from three to twelve feet, due to the melting
of the snows. While the Rhine from the south
is the main afHuent, a number of minor streams
discharge into the lake, nearly all of them on the

northeast side. Among these tributaries are the

Bregenzer Ach. I^eblach, Argen, Schussen, Stein-

ach, Ach of Uhldingen, and Stockach.

The lower lake is covered with ice nearly every
winter, but it is only rarely, in an extreme win-

ter, that the surface of the main lake becomes
frozen. The lake contains twenty-six varieties

of fish, among them salmon and salmon trout,

and twenty-two species of shell-fish. The shores

are hilly and picturesque. The land is produc-

tive and in great part under cultivation, but

extensive wo^lands still remain. Lake Con-

stance formerly extended nuich farther south
than at present, and even within historic times,

in the fourth century, it extended as far as
Rheineck (Rheinegg). The towns on the shores

of Lake Constance are BregenZj Lindau, Fried-
richshafen, Ueberlingen, Constance, Arbon, and
Rorschach. Steamboats navigate the lake, and
railways follow its shores.

CON'STANS. In the old romances, a King
of Britain, and grandfather of Arthur.

CONSTANS, Flavius Julius. A Roman
Emperor (a.d. 337-50). He was the youngest
son of Constantine the Great (by Fausta), and
was bom a.d. 323 (or 320). He was made
Crown Prince {Ccesar) in 333, and became Em-
I)eror together with his brothers Constantine and
Constantius, on the death of their father in A.D.

337. Constans received the government of Italy,

lUyricum, and Africa. In 340, however, war broke
out between the brothers and Constantine was
killed near Aquileia. Constans now ruled also

his brother's dominions. He was killed by a
soldier of the self-proclaimed Emperor, Mag-
nentius, Januar}% 350.

CONSTANS, kON'staN', Jean Antoine Er-
nest (1833—). A French statesman, bom at
Beziers. He was appointed Under-Secretary of

State in the Freycinet Cabinet in 1879, and was
Minister of the Interior in the Frevcinet and
Ferry Cabinets (1880 and 1881). After serving
for one year as Governor-General of Indo-China,
he was compelled in 1887 to resign this position

as incompatible with his duties as a Deputy.
From 1889 to 1892 he was again Minister of the
Interior (in the Cabinets of Tirard and Freyci-

ret), and during this period his vigorous meas-
ures served to ove^rthrow Boulangism. In 1887
he was elected to the Chamber of Deputies, and
in the following year received an appointment as
Ambassador to Constantinople.

CONSTANT, kSN'staN', Jean Joseph Ben-
jamin (1845-1902). A French painter, bom in

Paris, June 10, 1845. In 1866 he obtained a
municipal prize entitling him to free instruction

in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and he was besides

this a pupil of Cabanel. In 1872 he went to

Morocco, where he painted a series of Oriental

scenes, which brought him great reputation.

Among his chief works of this character are the

''Last Rebels" (now in the Luxembourg Gal-

lery), and the "Thirst," and "Les Cherifas." His
large canvas. "The Entrance of Mahomet II.

into Constantinople," received a medal in 1876.

All these works show him to be a fine colorist

and a master of technique. After 1880, however,

he changed his manner, devoting himself to

mural decorations and to portraits. The most
prominent examples of the former are a great

plafond in the HAtel-de-Ville. Paris, entitled

"Paris Convoking the World," and his paint-

ings in the New Sorbonne, representing "Litera-

ture," "The Sciences," and the ".\cademy of

Paris." He painteil important nuiral decorations

in other cities of France, and was equally dis-

tinguished as a portrait painter. A good ex-

ample of his portraiture is "Mon Fils Andrf,"
which took the medal of honor at the Salon in

1896. Constant was made Officer of the Legion
or Honor in 1894. and died on May 26. 1902. He
visited the United States several times, and
painted n number of portraits, now in private

possession. The Metropolitan Museum of New
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York iMjstsesses u large inu nil decoration by
ConHtaut represienting "Justinian in Council."
Con8t.ant was also a writer of repute, having
contribuUnl a nuniln'r of good studies on con-

temporan' Fn'Ufh painters. Consult Stranahan.
Modrni i'rcmh Paiutcra (New York, 1893).

CONSTAN'TA. See KIKsik.ndje.

CONSTANT DE BEBECQTJE, kflN'stUx' dc
rft'b<>k'. Hknki Benjamin ( 17(i7-1830). A dis-

tinguisiiod French politician and novelist, born at

I^usanne. October 23. 1707. His family was
Protestjint, and had taken refuge in Switzerland
from religious persecution. Till thirteen, Con-
stant studied at Lausanne, then successively at
Oxford. Krlangen, and Edinburgh, laying the

foundations of a cosmopolitan culture that ex-

plains his affinity for Madame de Sta6l. He was
a moderate Rejmblican during the Revolution,
and after 1795 settled in Paris, where his politi-

cal writings, especially his pamjihlet, De la force

du gouvertiement actuel de la France, attracted

great attention. In 1799 Bonaparte called him to

the tribunate, but he opposed the First Consul's
attack upon constitutional rights, and was exiled

in 1802. His political career thus checked, he
tumetl to literature, and accompanied Madame de
Stael, like him an exile, on her travels. At
Weimar he learned to know Goethe and Schiller.

He translated, or rather adapted, the latter's

Wallenstrin. He also wrote Adolphe (1816), a
literary result of his relations to Madame de
Sta^l, who had put her experience with him into

Dclphine. This sole novel of the versatile poli-

tician is a clear, keen, relentless analysis of the
mutual degradation resulting from ill-assorted

matings. It is brief, almost cruelly simple, and
told in a style as precise and dry as that of a
mathematical demonstration. Chivalrous toward
Madame de Stagl, he is pitiless to himself, to his
father, to his former love, Madame de Charrifere,

and to their officious friend, Madame R^camier.
Constant's Correspondence, his Journals, all that
we know of his life, show him, as he reveals him-
self here, always seeking emotion, never attaining
to passion. With this novel still unpublished,
he returned to France after Napoleon's first

abdication (1814). with the prestige of his
stirring pamphlet De Vesprit de conquSte et de
I'usurpation (1813). He hoped to find the
Restoration more favorable to constitutional
liberty than Napoleon's 'government of mame-
lukes,' but he was soon undeceived. During the
Hundred Days, he cooperated with the returned
Emperor, and assisted in drawing up the acte
addltionel to the Constitution. After Waterloo he
retired to England, but was permitted to return
to France in 1816. He joined the liberal writers
of the day, and was elected Deputy in 1819. He
became the acknowledged leader of the opposi-
tion to Charles X., and the most brilliant cham-
pion of a constitutional monarchy. He deplored
the violence of the Revolution of July, which oc-

curred while he was convalescent in the coun-
try. At the request of Lafayette he returned,
and for the few months that remained to him
of life supported the Government of Louis Phi-
lippe and the principles to which his political life

bad been dedicated. He died at Pau, December
8, 1830. Constant was not a graceful speaker,
but a singularly effective writer. His speeches
are collected as Discours (2 vols., 1828) ; his
essays on representative government as Cours de
politique constitutionelle (4 vols,, 1817-20).

He wrote also ili^m aires sur lea Cent Joura
(1820), and De la religion conaidH-^e dans aa
source, sea formes, ct hcs dfveloppemcnis ( 1824-

31), in which he undertook to show tliat the re-

ligious instinct remaine<l essentially unaffected
through all changes of dogma and forms. In
teaching that Christianity had "introduced mor-
al and political lil)erty into the world," he
widened the breach with the thought of the
eighteenth century shown and in part caused by
the Clonic du Chriatianiame of C'hateaubriand.
•'Lucian was incapable of understanding Ho-
mer," he said; "Voltaire has never understood
the Bible," Consult: Faguet, Politiquea et mor-
qliatca (Paris, 1898), and Sainte-lieuve. Nnit-

veaux Lundia, vol. i. (Paris, 1863). and Por-
traits litt&raires, vol. iii, (Paris, 1864).

CONSTANTIN, kON'stUN'tflN', Abb^. The
lovable, benevolent old parish priest in Ludovic
Half'vy's graceful romance L'Ahh6 Conatantin
(1882), a revulsion from the sensational work
of the naturalistic school. It tells the simple
story of the good abbT- and his old housekeeper,
the wealthy American woman who becomes his
colaborer in good works, and her sister, who
falls in love with a young lieutenant. A success-
ful comedy under the same title was adapted
from the romance by Cr<^mieux and Decourcelle,
and presented at the Gymnase in 1887.

CONSTANTINA, kon'stdn-te'ni. A town of
Spain, in the Province of Seville, about 40 miles
north-northeast of Seville (Map: Spain, C 4).
It is in a mountainous region, and has silver

and lead mines, lumbering interests, distilleries,

and tanneries. Population, in 1901, 9687.

CONSTANTINE, kSn'stAn-ten'. A fortified

city and a Catholic episcopal see, the capital
of Constantine. the easternmost Department of
Algeria (Map: Africa El). It is situated on a
precipitous hill with a flat summit, three sides of
which are washed by the Rummel, flowing through
a deep and narrow ravine. The fourth and west
side is connected by a natural mound with the
surrounding mountains. It is 830 feet above the
river and 2162 feet above the sea. It is sur-

rounded by walls constructed by the Arabs out
of Roman sculptured stones. The streets in the
Moorish or older portion of the town are nar-
row and dirty, and the houses mean. The chief

ancient buildings are the Kasba, or citadel, of
Roman construction; the palace of the Bey; the
harem of Salah ; and three mosques, one of
which, Suk-er-Rezel, dating from 1143, is now the
Christian Church of Notre Dame des Sept Dou-
leurs. The modern and French portion of the
town is marked by wide streets and open squares.

Its principal buildings include the Palais de
Justice, administrative buildings, the Protestant
church, and theatre. The Mohammedans sup-

port a medreso, or religious seminary, and the
French Government maintains a college and
other educational institutions for Arabic and
European culture. There are an archaeological

society and museum of local antiquities. The
town has manufactures of woolen cloths, sad-

dlery, and other articles in leather, and a con-

siderable grain trade with Tunis. Its seaport

for foreign trade is Philippeville, .50 miles to the

northeast, with which and the principal towns
of Algeria it is connected by rail. Constantine,

anciently one of the most important towns of

Numidia, called Carta by the Carthaginians,
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and Cirta by the Romans, was a royal resi-

dence. It was destroyed in the wars of Max-
entius against Alexander, about a.d. 311, but
was soon rebuilt by Constantine the Great, from
whom it derives its present name. It was a
flourishing town in the twelfth century, its com-
mercial relations extending to Venice, Genoa,
«nd Pisa. Subsequently it shared in general the
fortunes of Algeria. The French captured it by
assault, after a long siege, in 1837. Population,
in lf)01, 48,911, including 15,096 French resi-

dents.

CONSTANTINE. The name of two popes.

—CONSTANTINE I. ( Pope 708-15). His pontificate

was marked by the submission of Felix, Arch-
bishop of Ravenna, to the supremacy of Rome,
and by his voyage to Constantinople, at the in-

vitation of Justinian II., to confirm the decrees

of the Quini-^xtan Council, which his immediate
predecessor had refused to do.

—

Constantine II.

(Pope 767-68). He was forced into the see by
his brother, Duke Toto of Nepi, but within a few
months was overthrown and blinded by an oppos-
ing faction, his deposition being solemnly con-

firmed by the Lateran Synod of 769, which laid

down the rule that the Pope must be chosen
from the College of Cardinals.

CONSTANTINE I., Flavius Valerius Au-
BELius CoN.STANTiNUS, sumamed 'the Great.'

A Roman Emperor (a.d. 306-337). He was bom
soon after a.d. 270, at Naissus, in Moesia. He
was the eldest son of ConstantiiLS Chlorus, and
first distinguished himself by his military talents

under Diocletian, in that monarch's famous
Egyptian expedition (296) ; subsequently he
sensed under Galerius in the Persian War. In
305 the two emperors, Diocletian and Maximian,
abdicated, and were succeeded by Constantius
Chlorus and Galerius. Galerius, who could not

endure the brilliant and energetic genius of Con-
stantine, took every means of exposing him to

danger, and it is believed that this was the

period when he acquired that mixture of reserve,

cunning, and wisdom which was so conspicuous
in his conduct in after years. At last Constan-
tine fled to his father, who ruled in the West,
and joined him at Boulogne just as he was set-

ting out on an expedition against the Picts in

North Britain. Constantius died at York, July
25, 306. having proclaimed his son Constantine
his successor. The latter now,wrote a concilia-

tory letter to Galerius, and requested to be

acknowledged as Augustus. Galerius did not

dare to quarrel with Constantine, yet he granted

him the title of Caesar only. Political complica-

tions now increased, and in a short time no fewer

than six emperors were 'in the field'—viz. : Ga-
lerius, Licinius, and Maximin in the East, and
Maximian, Maxentius (his son), and Con.stan-

tine in the West (a.d. 308). Maxentius. having
quarreled with his father, forced him to flee

from Rome. He took refuge with Constantine,

but was ungrateful enough to plot the destruc-

tion of his lienefactor. This In-ing discovered,

he fled to Marseilles, the inhabitants of which
city gave him up to Constantine. who put him to

death (a.d. 300). Maxentius professed great

anger at the death of his father, and assembled

a large army, with which he threatened Gaul.

Crossing the Alps by Mont C<^nis, Constantine
thrice defeated Maxentius— first near Turin,

then tindor the walls of Verona, and finallv near

the Milvian Bridge at Rome, October 27, 312,
Maxentius himself, in the last of these engage-
ments, being drowned in an attempt to escape
across the Tiber. It was during this campaign
that he was said to have had the apparition in

the sky of a luminous cross with the words Hoc
signo vincea, "by this sign shalt thou conquer,"
as the contemporary historians Eusebius and
Lactantius record. C!onstantine now entered the
capital, disbanded the prootorians, and adopted
other judicious measures for allaying the public
excitement. He was honored with the title of
Pontifex Maximus, or supreme dignitary of the
pagan hierarchy.

Constantine was now sole Emperor of the
West. Similarly, by the death of Galerius in

311 and of Maximin in 313, Liciniug became sole

Emperor of the East. In 314 a war broke out
between the two rulers, in which Licinius was
worsted and was fain to conclude a peace by the
cession of Illyricum, Pannonia, and Greece. Con-
stantine gave Licinius his sister Constantia in

marriage, and for the next nine years devoted
himself vigorously to the correction of abuses in

the administration of the laws, to the strengthen-
ing of the frontiers, and to chastising the bar-

barians, who learned to fear and respect his
power. In 323 war was renewed with Licinius,

who was defeated and ultimately put to death.
Constantine was now at the summit of his am-
bitions—the sole governor of the Roman world:
but Rome was no longer the political or geo-

graphical centre of this world, and he determined
to move the capital to Byzantium, which he sol-

emnly inaugurated in 330 under the name of
Constantinopolis, the City of Constantine. From
here he ruled his vast empire imtil his death,
which occurred May 27, 337. From the reign of
Constantine, Christianity was not only recog-

nized and tolerated, but became the religion of
the rulers themselves. As to Constantine's per-
sonal feeling in the question of Christianity and
paganism much has been written. By birth and
education he was much inclinetl toward the grow-
ing faith; his mother was a Christian, and his

father Constantius. though a pagan, was verj-

tolerant, and would allow no direct acts of vio-

lence in his part of the Roman domain during the
great persecution of 303. Constantine was by
nature mild and kind-hearted: his legislation

was governed by humane principles. He abol-

ished the system of branding .the faces of con-
victs ; ordained that masters who killed their

slaves were giiilty of homicide, and published an
edict of toleration which insured liberty of con-
science throughout the Empire. The Christians
were as yet but a minority of the whole popula-
tion, but the Emperor openly sj-mpathized with
them and did not hesitate, upon occasion, to in-

sult the pagans. Yet his Christianity was not
tleep-seated, though doubtless quite sincere as
far as it went. He looked upon his overthrow of
Maxentius as due to the help of God. infitinctu

lUrtnitatis, as the inscription on his arch in

Rome (see Abch of Constantine), built in 315,
shows; but the verv' form of expression displays

a concession to pagan sensibilities that a rigorous
Christian of the i>eriod would not have made.
He retained the traditional pagan title of Ponti-

fex Maximus, as did his Christian successors of

the fourth century, and his coins still bear the
figures and names of the old gods. In the .\rian

controversy he sided with the Catholic bishops.
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and it was he who called tlie great Council of

NictPa (Nice) in liithvnia in 325 (Hce Nice,

Council of), and presided at the first sitting.

By this council the doctrine of consubstantiality

was delined, and the Nicene creed was ado|)ted

;

but Constantino took no active part in the dis-

cussion. He did not receive baptism until shortly

before liis death.

CONSTANTINE II., or Junior, Flavius
Claiuus C'o.nhtantixus. a Roman EmjxTor
(a.u. 337-40). lie was the eldest son of Constan-

tine the Great, and was born a.u. 317, at Arelate

(Aries), in Gaul. He became joint Emperor with
his brothers, Constantius and Constans, on the

death of their father, in 337, receiving Gaul, Brit-

ain, Spain, etc.. as his share of the Empire. In

340 he invaded the dominions of Con.stans, and
was killed in the battle of Aquileia (a.i). 340).

CONSTANTINE VII., Porphyrocenitus
(905-59). A Byzantine Emperor. He became,

at the age of six, associate Emperor with his

father, I^o VI., at seven the associate of his

uncle, and at eight sole ruler; but in reality he
was the ruler only after the death of his father-

in-law, Romanus (q.v.), in 944. Even then, he
paid more attention to literature than to State

affairs, leaving the latter to his wife Helena.
It is reported that he was poisoned by the wife

of his son Romanus, who was his successor. He
wrote a life of his grandfather, Basil I., and a
numl)er of political works, including: On the

Themes; On the Ceremonies at the Court of
Constantinople ; and On the Administration of
the Empire. Some of his works are published,

in three volumes, in the Bonn edition of the

Byzantine Historians. Consult: Krumbacher,
Geschichtc der hyzantinischen LUteratur (Nord-
lingen, 1891); Rambaud, L'empire grec au Xe
siMe; Constantin Porphyrog^nete (Paris, 1869).

CONSTANTINE XI., "Pal.eologus (1404-

53). The last of the Byzantine emperors. He
was the son of the Emperor Manuel II., and from
1427 to 1446 was engaged in almost continuous
warfare against the Frankish princes of the

Peloponnesus. His brother, the Emperor John
VIII., died in 1448, and Constantine became Em-
peror at the beginning of 1449. He showed
himself an intelligent, brave, and resolute ruler,

but his position was a hopeless one. Mohammed
JI. was preparing for the final assault on Con-
stantinople, and Constantine appealed in vain
to the princes of Christendom. A long siege pre-

ceded the capture of the city, which was finally

accomplished May 29, 1453. In the desperate
battle waged at the gates of the city Constantine
fell, slain by some unknown hand. Mohammed
gave his body honorable burial. Consult Miyato-
vitch, Constantine, the Last Emperor of the
Qreeica (London, 1892). See Byzantine Em-
PIBE.

CONSTANTINE, Konstantin Nikolaye-
VITCH (1827-92). A Grand Duke of Russia, the
second son of Emperor Nicholas I. and brother of
Alexander II. He was grand admiral of the
Russian fleet, and, in addition, held numerous
military offices. During the Crimean War
he commanded the Russian fleet in the Baltic,

and directed the defensive preparations which
held the English and French armaments in check
before Cronstadt. He earnestly supported his
brother's liberal reform plans, and endeavored
in many ways to promote the cause of enlighten-
ment in Russia. He was appointed Governor of

Poland in 1862, but failed in his attempts to
reconcile the Poles, and resigned soon after the
outbreak of the Revolution in 18U3. in January,
1865, he was apiMiinted president of the Council
of the Empire. On the accession of his nephew,
Alexander III., he was deprived of most of his
oflices, and soon retired altogetlicr fmiii public
life.

CONSTANTINE, Ko.\.staxti.n 1'avlovitch
(177!MS31). A Grand Duke of Russia, the sec-

ond son of the Eni|)eror Paul 1. After the Con-
gress of Vienna, the government of the newly
created kingdom of Poland was intrusted to him
by his brother, the Emperor Alexander 1. In
January, 1822, on his divorce and remarriage
out of the ranks of royalty, he executed a pri-

vate deed by which he resigned his claims to the
throne in the event of Alexander's death, and,
when that event took place in 1825, he adhered
to this resignation, although he had meanwhile,
in his absence, been proclaimed Eni[»eror in Saint
Petersburg. The succession thus fell to his

younger brother Nicholas. The character of Con-
stantine's administration in Poland was not such
as to conciliate any class of the i>eople, and a
widespread conspiracy was formed. The Revolu-
tion of July (18.30) in France 8up|)lied the
spark which was needed to kindle tlie revolu-

tion in Poland, and he was obliged to flc<» for

his life. He died soon after of the cholera.

CONSTANTINE (1868—), Duke of Sparta,
Cro\\ n Prince of Greece. He was born in Athens,
and studied at the universities of Berlin and
Leipzig. In 1889 he married the Princess So-

phia of Prussia, sister of Emperor William II.

He was appointed commander-in-chief of the

Greek troops operating against the Turkish
forces under Edhem Pasha, in Thessaly, in

March, 1897, and conducted the retreat from
Dhomokos in May of that year. See Greece;
Turkey.

CONSTANTINE, Arch of. A famous arch
at Rome, between the Palatine and Caelian hills,

southwest of the Coliseum, at the junction of
the Sacred and Triumphal ways. It was erected

in A.D. 315, to commemorate the Emperor Con-
stantine's victory over Maxentius. The arch is

the best-preserved ancient monument of Rome,
probably because the fact that its builder was a
Christian Emperor saved it from destruction

during the devastations of the ^liddle Ages. It

has three openings and four columns on each

face. Little more than the brickwork w as con-

temporary with Constantine, the marble facing,,

the statues of the Dacian kings, the eight col-

umns, and the entablature having been taken

from other buildings, especially from a destroyed

arch of Trajan.

CONSTANTINE, Basilica of. A vast ba-

silica liegun by Maxentius and completed by
Constantine, on the site of a former market at

Rome. It had a nave over 100 feet high and 80
broad, supported on eight white marble columns,

of which one is now standing in front of the

Church of Santa Maria Maggiore. The entrance,

originally facing the Coliseum, was later changed
to the north, facing the Sacred Way. The pre-

served portions of the basilica have served as a

cattle-shed, a riding-school, a hayloft, and a drill-

ing-place for recruits. The vaulting of the south

aisle is still standing.
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CONSTANTINE, Baths of. Enormous baths

built by Constantine, covering nearly the whole
breadth of the Quirinal Hill, in Rome. The only
extant remains are some foundations seen in
excavating the Via Nazionale, and a few blocks
of marble now in the adjoining Colonna Gardens.
The baths were demolished by Paul V., in 1610,
and their site is now occupied by the Quirinal
and Rospigliosi palaces. The figures known as
the "Horse Tamers," from which Monte Cavallo
is named, stood in front of the baths, and here
was found the colossal statue of Constantine.

CONSTAN'TINO'PLE ( Lat. Constantinopo-
lis, from Gk. Kovvravrlvov x6\tj, Konstantinou
polis, city of Constantine, Turk. Istambul or
Stambul, irom Gk.€Uri}vir6\iy,cis ten polin, or,
in the corrupted dialect of the people, t rifi
/SAXtv, es tarn bolin, to the city). The capital
and largest city of the Ottoman Empire, situated
in the extreme southeastern part of European
Turkey, on the shores of the Sea of Marmora,
the Bosporus, and the Golden Horn, a long, nar-
row inlet, extending in a northwestern direction
from the Bosporus; latitude 41° N., longitude
28° 59' E. (Map: Turkey in Europe, G 4) . With
its many mosques, kiosks, and extensive gardens,
it presents from the sea a magnificent appear-
ance, which is greatly enhanced by the imposing
pioturesqueness of the situation. Constantinople
proper, or Stambul, occupies a triangular pen-
insula. The suburbs of Galata and Pera are
situated on the northern and opposite shore of
the Golden Horn, which is spanned by two iron
pontoon bridges. Stambul is surrounded by
partly ruined walls, the most famous of which is

the Theodosian double wall dating from 447.
The fortifications have strong towers, and are
pierced by numerous historic gates. The streets
are narrow, crooked, and without sidewalks.
There are countless house-gardens and many
beautiful cemeteries. The houses, usually of
one story, are mostly built of wood, though
some portions of the city, since the great
fires of 1865, 1866, and 1870, have been recon-
structed in a modern fireproof style. Many fine

public buildings have latterly been erected; new
i-ul)urbs have been built, and old ones enlarged
and improved. On the whole, however, the rate
of growth and the extent and character of the
improvements of the city are surpassed in nearly
every other European capital.
The architectural beauty of Constantinople

itself lies conspicuously in its mosques, 379
in number, among which that of Agia Sofia (orig-

inally the Church of Saint Sophia) is most
famous. The present edifice, 250 by 235 feet

in size, was begun in 532 by Justinian, and
was completed in five years. It is constructed
of brick, faced with marble. Its shape is

that of a cross. While its outward appear-
ance is not in keeping with the grandeur and
charm of its interior, it is regarded as one
of the most magnificent of ecclesiastical edifices.

The dome in the centre rises 180 fe<>t high
(from the ground), and is 108 feet in diameter.
It is supported by four arches. Within the
mosque are 107 pillars of gigantic proportions

—

40 on the ground floor and 67 above. They are
of green marble and red porphyry, with capitals

in the Byzantine style. The walls were orig-

inally decorated with beautiful mosaics, which
have been either partly eflaced or partly covered
up with inscriptions from the Koran. After the

conversion of the church into a mosque by Mo-
hammed II., in 1453, four minarets were added,
and the golden cross on the dome was replaced
by the crescent.

The Mosque of Solyman covers a site nearlv
as large as that of Sa'int Sophia, and, like most
mosques, is surrounded by a well-shaded court.
It was built in 1550-66, by the Sultan Solyman.
It has four minarets, and is surmounted by
a dome somewhat higher than that of Saint
Sophia. The marble decorations in the interior
are magnificent. The Mosque of Achmet I. was
built in 1609-14, and exceeds in dimensions the
Mosque of Solyman, but is inferior to the latter
in design and in ornamentation. Among other
mosques may be mentioned those of Alohammed
II., Bajazet II., Selim I., Yani-Jami, and Mur-
i-Osmani.

Secular buildings of historic interest are: The
Castle of the Seven Towers, once a State prison
where a number of dethroned sultans were exe-
cuted ; the hippodrome, completed by Constan-
tine, the scene of public festivals as well as of
popular uprisings; and the old Seraglio, with its

extensive gardens and beautiful kiosks and pal-
aces. There are also interesting ruins of ancient
royal palaces. The present abode of the Sultan,
the Serai Humayun, is in reality a little city
whose walls inclose mosques, administrative
buildings, dwelling-houses and gardens. It is

over a mile and a half in circumference. In
royal grandeur, however, it does not equal the
residences of many other European rulers. Its
outer gate is called 'The Sublime Porte.'

The bazaars of Constantinople are very nu-
merous. The chief of them, the Grand Bazaar,
somewhat injured by an earthquake in 1894,
occupies a large number of narrow, vaulted
alleys, and contains about 3000 shops. It is

filled with merchandise of great variety and
beauty, and presents in daytime one of the finest

sights of the city. The bazaars, however, are
gradually losing their importance, the wealthier
classes preferring to make their purchases in
the French shops on the Grande Rue in Pera.

Galata, situated on the esistem shore of the
Golden Horn, is the business port of Constanti-
nople. Here are found the warehouses, banking
houses, exchanges, and the custom-house. The
town is built of stone, and the streets in some
sections are new and regular. The Galata Tower,
formerly known as the Tower of Christ, is 150
feet high, and is divided into several stories and
surrounded by galleries. It serves as a fire-

signal station.

Pera, the foreigners' quarter and the most
modern part of Constantinople, lies beyond Ga-
lata. Here are the foreign embassies and the
residences of the Europeans. Here also is the
Grande Rue, lined with fashionable shops and
hotels. Pera has a fine park, barracks, and sev-

eral cemeteries which are occasionally used as
festival grounds.

Administration.—As to government, Constan-
tinople, including the town of Scutari across the
Bosporus, forms a separate district, under the
administration of a prefect. It is probably the
only city in Turkey where the police force is not
recruited from the regular army. The fire de-

partment is utterly inadequate, and the sys-

tem of alarms use<l is nmst primitive. Sys-
tematic street-cleaning is attempted only in the
Eurof>ean section of the city. In the native
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quarters tlie dogs are the principal scavengers.
The water-works of Constantinople, dating in

part from the reigns of Justinian and Valens,
are regarded among the finest remaining speci-

mens of ancient engineering. Some of the cis-

terns are the largest in the world; the roof of

one of them is supported by .33<5 marble columns.
The water comes from the reservoirs of Belgrade,

and also from Lake lierkos, the latter source of

supply being exploited by a French company.
The numerous elementary public schools are

attached to the mosques and offer instruction

free. Colleges, or 'medresses,' some 150 in num-
ber, with public libraries, are found in connec-

tion with the principal places of worship. A
university was o|>ene(l in 1000, with faculties of

philosophy, Mussulman theologj', mathematics,
law, and medicine. The Imperial Art School is

not without importance. The French conduct
several schools for the children of the w^ealthier

classes. !Many of the libraries are filled with
valuable volumes and manuscripts. Within the
inelosure of the Seraglio is the Royal Museum of

Antiquities, containing a fine collection of cu-

rious tombstones, sarcophagi, Turkish art ob-

jects, natural-history specimens, etc. The benevo-

lent institutions are to be counted by the score

;

indeed, almost every craft has a benevolent
guild.

The industrial importance of Constantinople
is not great. The few large establishments
manufacture tobacco products, fezzes, and iron
wares. The hand-made products, on the con-

trary, are important, both as regards variety

and quantity; and to the trade in these small
articles the life of the city lends itself most in-

terestingly, with Its bustling little shops, its

noisy street traflii; before the mosques, and its

curious and picturesque trade customs. The geo-

graphical position and natural harbor facilities

of Constantinople are unsurpassed. The Golden
Horn affords, accommodation for over 1000 ves-

sels of the heaviest draught. It is divided by its

two bridges into the outer and inner ports of

trade, and the port of war.

Not until 1888 did the city have railway con-

nection with the rest of the world. Since the
establishment of direct steam communication be-

tween Persia, Syria, Arabia,' and Southern Eu-
rope, and the opening up of Central Asia by
Russia, Constantinople is losing a considerable

part of its commerce. Important imports are
food products, textiles, coal, metalware, instru-

ments and implements of all kinds, petroleum,
and wood. The exports are largely confined to

carpets and rugs, lambskins and wool, attar of

roses, embroideries, and filigree-work. The an-
nual entrances and clearances of shipping com-
])rise about 14..'i00 vessels, with a tonnage of

about 10.500.000. Of these about 11,000 repre-

sent foreign trade. The numlier of Turkish ves-

sels is over flOOO, but their total tonnage is com-
paratively light. For local transportation there
are onmibuses, four horse-car lines, and one
underground cable road. The Constantinople-
Adrianople line has several stations within the
city limits. Small steamers and ferries ply be-

tween Stambul and Galata.
The population of Constantinople proper num-

bers about 650.000. This figure is increased to
over 1,100.000 by including the suburbs. In
the city proper nearly two-thirds of the popula-
tion are Mohammedans.

History.—In a.d. 330 the Roman EmjM'ror
Constantino the Great gave the name Con-
stantinople to the new capital which he had
built for himself on the Bosporus round the an-
cient Byzantium as h nucleus. The presence of
the Emperor made Constantinople from the first

distinctively the capital of the Greek civiliza-

tion in the eastern part of the Roman Empire, as
Rome remained the head of the Latin civilization

in the West. From the final disruption of the
Roman Empire in 3!)5 to 1453, the city was the
capital of the Byzantine or Eastern Empire.
The Patriarch of Constantinople gradually rose

to the position of head of the Christian Church
in the East. In the course of years, as the Im-
])crial provinces in Asia and Africa, with the
great metropolises of Antioch and Alexandria,
fell into the hands of the Mohammedans, the
Christian culture of the East found refuge in

Constantinople, and Byzantini-sm—a blending of

the ideas of Oriental despotism with the Roman
conception of the State—found its home there.

In the struggle between Latin and Eastern Chris-
tianity, Constantinople naturally was the great
opponent of Rome, and, as the champion of in-

flexible orthodoxy, it welcomed the great schism
of 1054, which disrupted the Catholic Church.
The strategic position of the city at the meeting-
place of two continents exposed it to attacks
from numerous nations—Avars, Arabs, Bulgars,
Varangians, Venetians, and the Latin powers
of Western Europe, and finally the Turks.
It was besieged more than thirty times, and
its walls were repeatedly assaulted; but it

was taken thrice only—by the Venetians and
Crusaders in 1203 and 1204, and by Moham-
med II., after a memorable siege, on May
29, 1453. The prosperity of the city sank
during the period of the Crusades, when its

lucrative commerce was diverted to the Italian

towns. Its capture by the Turks marks an epoch
iu European history, for the scholars and rhet-

oricians who fled from Constantinople brought
back to Western Europe the knowledge of the

ancient Greek literature, and by their contribu-

tion to the revival of learning fostered the

Renaissance and the Reformation. In more re-

cent times Constantinople has been important as

a storm-centre in the play of international poli-

ties known as the 'Eastern Question.' In 1878

the Russian armies advanced to the fortifications

of the city.

Consult: Grosvenor, Constantinople (Boston,

1895) ; Hutton, Constantinople (London, 1900) ;

Dwight, Constantinople and Its Problems (New
York, 1901); Barth, Konstantinopel (Leipzig,

1901).

CONSTANTINOPLE, Councils of. Eight
councils which are recognized as ecumenical

either, by the Greek or Latin Church, or by both,

were held at the city of Constantinople. The
first was the second ecimienical council of the

Church, convened in 381 by the Emperor
Theodosius T. It consisted of 150 bishops, chosen

under the dictation of the Emperor and chiefly

from the East, besides the semi-Arians, followers

of Macedonius of Constantinople, who with-

drew after their opinions had been condemned.

This council condemned also the Arians, Euno-
mians, and Eudoxians; it reaffirmed the reso-

lutions of the Council of Nice, completed the

definition by that council of the divinity of the

Holv Ghost, and declared that the Bishop of
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Constantinople, or new Konie, was, of right,

next in rank to the Bishop of old Rome; both of

them being alike subject only to the £mperor.
The second was the fifth ecumenical council of

the Church, convened in 553 by Justinian I. to

sustain his condemnation of three distinguished

teachers of the Antiochian school—viz. Theodore

of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, and Ibas of Edessa

—

whose opinions had been collected into 'three

chapters.' (See Chapters, The Thbee.) There

were 1(55 bishops, mostly Eastern, in attendance.

They condemned the 'three chapters' and included

in the sentence Vigilius, Bishop of Rome, because

he would not condemn them absolutely. The
third was the sixth ecumenical council, held in

680-81, and consisting of 289 bishops, including

three Eastern patriarchs and four Roman legates.

Through the influence of the legates, the council

condenmed the doctrine that "as there was only

one Christ, so He had only one will/' and recog-

nized in Him, consistently with the doctrine of

two natures in one person, two wills made one

by the moral subordination of the huinan to the

divine. The fourth was the coimcil iield in 692,

by command of Justinian II. It is recognized

as ecumenical only by the Greeks, and is called

'quinisexttim,' because it supplemented the fifth

and sixth. It passed more than one hundred
canons concerning the morals of the clergy and
Church discipline. The fifth was held in 754, and
attended by 338 bishops. It is recognized only

by the Greeks, and is called 'the Mock Synod'

by Hefele. It issued a decree against image-

worship, which was revoked in 787 by the second

ecumenical council of Nice. The sixth was held

in 869-70, and is recognized only by the Latin

Chiirch. It was attended by upward of 60 bish-

ops. It deposed the patriarch Photius, restored

Ignatius, and enacted laws concerning Church
discipline. The seventh was held in 879, and
is called by the Greeks the eighth ecumenical.

There were 383 bishops present. It recalled

Photius, repealed the action of the preceding

council against him, and defined the position

of the patriarch of Constantinople in relation

to the Pope. The eighth was held in 1.341, and

is called by the Greeks the ninth ecumenical.

It conlemned Barlaam, an educated monk, as

heretical in opposing the Hesychasts, a mystical

sect among the monks of Mount Athos, who as-

serted the possibility of attaining, while yet in

the body, an intuition of the divine light and
essence by a perfect cessation of corporeal life.

CONSTANTIUS I., k6n-stan'shl-us, Flavius
Valerius. A Roman Emperor (a.d. 305-06),

commonly known as Chlorus. He was adopted

as Caesar in 202 by Maximian, and received

the government of Gaul. When Diocletian and

Iklaximian abdicated the throne. May 1, 305, Con-

stantius and Galerius became emperors re-

spect ivelv of the West and the East. Constan-

tius died at Eboracum (York), in Britain, July,

306, and was succeeded by his son, Constantine

the Great. He was distinguished alike for his

intrepidity as a soldier and for his ability and

humanity as a ruler.

CONSTANTIUS II., Fuivius Jui,njs. A
Roman Emperor (A.D. 337-61). By Fausta, the

second son of Constantine the Great, he was

born at Sirmium (lUyricum), a.d. 317. Con-

stantine made him Csesar in 323, and in 335 ap-

pointed him ruler in the East, where, after 337,

he reigned as Emperor. Often involved with the

Persians, he sutiered at their hands a galling

defeat in 348. His brother Constans being mur-
dered by Magnentius, he met the latter in battle

at Mursa, and punished him so grievously that

he subsequently perished by his own hand. Con-

stantius now reigned alone over the whole Em-
pire. He made his cousin, the apostate Julian,

(Jaesar in Gaul, and bestowed upon him the hand
of his sister, Helena. When, however, .Julian

achieved great glory, he became jealous, and de-

manded the relinquishment of many troops.

VV'ith this order Julian was disposed to comply,

but his admiring soldiers refused to leave him.

Constantius then proceeded against him, but

died of fever before an engagement, whereupon
Julian, previously proclaimed, succeeded to the

title/ As a ruler Constantius was severe and
oppressive.

CONSTANTS OF NATURE. A term ap-

plied to various unchangeable quantities that

are found to be characteristic of natural phe-

nomena or relations. The propagation of light

through space takes place invariably at the rate

of 186,770 miles per second, and hence the velo-

city of light may be referred to as a constant

of nature. The period of rotation of the earth

on its axis may be considered as another con-

stant of nature, although, strictly speaking, it

is subject to slight variation. The atomic
weights of chemistrv'—i.e. the smallest relative

combining weights of the elements—furnish an-

other example of important constants of nature

—important because they permit of expressing

the composition and reactions of all substances

in a simple and useful form. The electrolytic

equivalents—i.e. the weights of elements deposit-

ed in the electrolysis of their compounds by a
unit current in one second—are likewise con-

stants characteristic of the several chemical ele-

ments.
In choosing the units of precise measurement,

which form the basis of all calculations in pure

and applied science, it is necessary to employ
the constant quantities of nature. For example,

the second, which is the unit of time generally

used at present, is defined in terms of the time

of a complete revolution of the earth on its axis.

As thus defined, however, the unit is not quite

perfect ; the time of a revolution of the earth on

its axis is subject to slow variation, and hence

the duration of the second, referred to that time,

must likewise be slowly changing. With a view

to establishing a more perfect unit of time,

scientists have proposed to adopt as its basal

constant of nature the period of vibration of an

atom emitting light of a given wave-length—an
interval of time that is believed to be absolutely

constant.

The laws of science are generally expressed in

tiie form of mathematical equations whose num-
bers and terms represent the constant as well

as the variable factors of typical natural pheno-

mena. Thus, the variation of volume under

variable conditions of temperature and pressure,

which is characteristic of all bodies, is in the

case of perfect gases subject to laws that are

usually expressed by the equation PV = RT, in

which P stands for' pressure, V for volume, and
T for the absolute temperature. If. in experi-

menting with different gases, we should employ
such quantities of them as would, under the

same conditions of pressure and temperature.
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occupy equal vulunies, we would llnd that while
the pressure and temperature might Hubsequently
be changed, the factor R would remain constant
and the same for all gases, irrespective of their

chemical nature ; that is to say, the pnMluct of

the pn'ssure and volume ( PV ) , divided by the
absolute temperature (T), would yield invaria-

bly the same number. That numlx'r (R), called

'the gas constant,' is therefore obviously charac-

teristic of the interdependence of pressure, vol-

ume, and temperature, in all gaseous matter;
and being so general, it has great importance in

both pure and applied scienw. Thus, the con-

stants of nature characterize natural phenomena
and enter into all the mathematical laws of

science.

Consult: Lupton. Everett, C. O. 8. System of
Units (London, 1891); Landolt and Bornstein,
Physikalisch-chemische Tabellcn (Berlin, 1893);
Clarke, The Constants of Nature (5 parts, Smith-
sonian ^Miscellaneous Collections. Washington,
1873-88). Some of the constants of nature may
of course he found in any scientific text-book.

See also Calculus; C. G. S. System.

CONSTANZA, .S'p. pron. kdn-stan'thft. A
chariutiT in Middleton's Spatiish Gipsy, who dis-

guises herself as a gipsy called Preciosa and ac-

companies her father into exile.

CONSTELLATION (Lat. coustcllatio, from
com-, togetlier -j- stcHa, star, Gk. itrr-fip, aster,

Skt. star, Ar. stars, OHG. sterno, sterro. Get.
Stern, AS., Engl, star) . A group of stars. From
a time earlier than authentic records can trace,

the stars have been formed into artificial groups,
which liave received names borrowed from fancy
oi" fable. These groups are called constellations.

Though quite devoid of anything like systematic
arrangement, this traditional grouping is found
a sulTieiently convenient classification, and still

remains the basis of nomenclature for the stars

among astronomers. Before the invention of

almanacs, the risings and .settings of the constel-

lations were looked to by husbandmen, shepherds,
and sea-faring men as the great landmarks of the
seasons, and consequently of the weather which
each season was expected to bring with it (see

Job xxxviii. 31) ; and it is not surprising if the
storms or calm weather that \isually accompa-
nied such seasons were connected, in the popular
imagination, with the influence of the stars
themselves, qr the beings with whom superstition
or fable identified them. Thus, the risings and
settings of Bootes with the bright star Arcturus.
which took 'place near the equinoxes, portended
great tempests. (See Vergil's Georgics, i. 204.)

The great heat in July was ascribed to the rising

of Canis, the dog, with its bright star Sirius.

(See C.\xicula; Heliacal Rising.) The ap-
pearance of the twins. Castor and Pollux, was
hailed as the harbinger of fair summer weather.

Almost all nations have, from early times, ar-

ranged the stars into constellations, but it is

chiefly from the nomenclature of the Greeks and
Romans that our own is derived. Eudoxus, a
contemporary of Plato, about 370 years B.C.,

gave a description of the face of the heavens,
containing the names and characters of all the
constellations recognized in his time. Though
this production is lost, a poetical paraphrase of

it, written about a century later by Aratus
(q.v.), is still extant. This poem describes twelve
zodiacal constellations (see Zodiac), with twenty

in the Northern Itemisphere and thirteen in the
Southern. The next enumeration occurs in the
Almaycst of Ptolemy, wliich includes the prwed-
ing, with three additional, one northern and two
southern constellations, making in all 48. These
are the ancient stellar groups. Large accessions
have been made to the nomenclature in modern
times, in consequence of maritime discovery hav-
ing made us acquainted with constellations in

the Southern Hemisphere which never rose upon
the world known to our ancient authors. In 1751
Lacaille went to the (^a|K» of (Jood Hojh? for the
purpose of making a catalogue of the southern
stars, and forming them into constellations—an
undertaking which he prosecuted with great
ardor for nearly four years, at the expense of the
French Government. Even the flattery of cour-
tiers has contributed toward the stellar nomen-
clature. Upon the restoration of Charles II., the
evening before his return to London, Sir Charles
Scarborough, the Court physician, was gazing
upon a star in the northern heavens which shone
with greater luminosity than usual, as might l)e

expected from a loyal star on sucli an occasion.
This, in connection with a few others, was formed
into Cor Caroli, the heart of Charles II., by Hal-
ley, at the doctor's recommendation. The chief
constellations will be noticed under their several
names. (See Aries; Ursa Ma.jor, etc.) The
fanciful figures from which the constellations are
named are depicted on celestial globes and maps
of the heavens.

In the older writers upon astrology, constella-

tion signifies the relative positions of the planets
at a given moment. See Aspect.

CONSTELLATION. A famous United States
vessel, built in 1798, which, as the flagship of

Commodore Truxton, captured the French frigate

Tnsurgente in 1799, and in 1800 won a brilliant

victory over the superior French frigate La Ven-
geance.

CONSTIPATION (Lat. constipatio, from
constipare, to crowd together, from com-, together

T stipare, to crowd, from stipes, stem). Ab-
normal retention in the intestines of fecal mat-
ter, or its passage in abnormally hard masses.
Normally the bowels of an infant should 'move'
or be emptied from two to five times in 24 hours;
the bowels of an adult once in 24 hours. The
causes of constipation are imperfect digestion

(due to deficient secretion in the alimentary
canal, inaction of the liver, or insufficient con-

traction of the muscular fibres of the intestine),

insufficient exercise, the use of alcohol or drugs,

or improper food. The treatment of constipa-

tion may be dietetic, hygienic, and medicinal.

The diet should be largely vegetable, with whole-

wheat bread, cereals, fruit, and an increase of

fats and water, with little meat, no alcoholic

beverages, and little sugar. A daily cold sponge-
bath, regular out-of-door exercise, and circular

massage of the abdomen in the direction of the
passage of the intestinal contents, relieve many
cases. In other cases an enema of soap and
water or cathartic medicines may be necessary.

See Cathartic.
Lower Animals. Constipation in the lower

animals depends, as in man, on imperfect secre-

tion from, or motion of, the intestinal walls. In
the horse it is usuallj' accompanied by colic

(q.v. ), and when long continued leads to enteri-

lis (q.v.). The appropriate remedies are soap
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anil water clysters, given every two hours ; smart
friction and cloths wrung out of hot water ap-

plied to the abdomen, with three drachms of

aloes and one of calomel, given in gruel, and re-

peated in sixteen hours if no effect is produced.

Give, besides, walking exercise; restrict the

amount of dry solid food, but allow plenty of

thin gruel or other lluids, which may be rendered

more" laxative by admixture with treacle or a
little salt. Similar treatment is called for in

dogs, cats, and pigs. In cattle and sheep diges-

tion principally takes place in the large and
quadrisected stomach ; the bowels, accordingly,

are little liable to derangement; and constipa-

tion, when occurring in these animals, generally

depends upon impaction of dry hard food between

the leaves of the manyplies, third stomach, or

fardel-bag. The complaint is hence called fardel-

bound. It results from the eating of tough and
indigestible food, such as ripe vetches, rye-grass,

or clover; it prevails in dry seasons, and on
pastures where the herbage is coarse and the

water scarce. It occurs among cattle partaking

freely of hedge-cuttings or shoots of trees, hence

its synonym of icood-cvil. From continuous

cramming and want of exercise, it is frequent in

stall-feeding animals, while from the drying up
of the natural secretions it accompanies most
febrile and inflammatory diseases. The milder

cases constitute the ordinary form of indigestion

in ruminants, are accompanied by what the cow-

man terms loss of cud, and usually yield to a

dose of salts given with an ounce or two of gin-

ger. In more protracted cases rumination is

suspended, appetite gone, constipation and fever

are present. There is a grunt noticeable, espe-

cially when the animal is moved, and different

from' that accompanying chest-complaints, by its

occurrence at the commencement of expiration.

By pressing the closed fist upward and forward

beneath the short ribs on the right side, the

round, hard, distended stomach may be felt. This

state of matters may continue for ten days or a

fortnight, when the animal, if unrelieved, be-

comes nauseated, and sinks. Stupor sometimes

precedes death, while in some seasons and locali-

ties most of the bad cases are accompanied by

excitement and frenzy. In this, as in other re-

spects, the disease closely corresponds with stom-

ach-staggers in the horse. Treatment.—Give

purgatives in large doses, combining several to-

gether, and exhibiting them with stimulants in

plenty of fluid. For a medium-sized ox or cow,

use three-quarters of a pound each of common
and Epsom salts, ten croton l)eans, and a drachm

of calomel, with three ounces of turpentine, and

administer this in half a gallon of water. If no

effect is produced in twenty hours, repeat the

dose. Withhold all solid food; encourage the

animal to drink gruel, soft bran mashes, mo-

lasses and water: and give exercise, enemata,

and occasional hot fomentations to the belly.

CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY. See Assem-
bly. National.
CONSTITUTION (Lat. constitutio, a settle-

ment of a controversy; then a decree; from con-

Ktiturre. to cause to stand, to establish, from

con- -f- statuere, to erect, to establish). Formerly

used of any law promulgated by sovereign au-

thority, lii the Roman Empire, the imperial leg-

islation, decreed and put into effect by the will

of the Emperor, was comprehensively described

by the term constitutiones. These included re-

Vol. V. -13.

scripts, or answers to questions or petitions;

mandates, or instructions to officials, administra-
tive and judicial ; decrees, or judgments on
causes brought before him, directly or on appeal;
and edicts, or general proclamations. See Civu.
Law.
So in early English law. constitution signi-

fied any statute, though it was not commonly
employed except witli reference to certain impor-
tant legislation affecting the relations of the

State and the Church. Thus, the Constitutions

of Clarendon were laws enacted in the reign of

Henry II. at a Parliament held at Clarendon in
1164,* restricting the power of the clergy, limiting

the right of appeal to the Pope, and virtually

making the King the supreme head of the Church
in England.

At the present time, however, the term is used
in the more restricted sense of the fundamental
law of a State, society, or corporation, public or
private. More specifically, the Constitution of a
State or society is the body of legal rules by vir-

tue of which it is organized and governed, and
which determines its legal relations to other

States and societies and to its own members.
This Constitution may be created by the political

or other body whose powers it defines and regu-

lates, or by the individuals composing it and
from whom its powers are derived, or it may be

the creation of an external authority to which it

is subject. Examples of the last form of consti-

tution are afforded by the case of the ordinary
private corporation, whose fundamental law is

prescribed by the State to which it owes its exist-

ence; by municipal corporations, such as cities

and villages, which derive their authority from
their charters of incorporation and from the

municipal law of the State to which they belong;

and by subject States, territories, or colonies,

whose constitutions are to be looked for in the

legislation of the parent or sovereign State. The
constitutions of Canada, of Hawaii, of Porto

Rico, and to a certain extent that of the Repub-
lic of Cuba, belong to this class—the act of the

American Congress, under the authority and the

limitations of which the Cuban Constitution was
recently enacted, being in effect a part thereof.

Examples of the second form of fundamental

law exist, in the political sphere, in popular con-

stitutions like those of the United States, of the

several States of the American Union, of the

French Republic, and of Switzerland; and. in

the domain of private law, by the rules adopted

by the stockholders of corporations and volun-

tarv a.s.sociations for the conduct of their affairs

by their boards of directors and other officers.

The first type of constitution, in which the

fundamental law is the creation of the powers

wielding the sovereign authority of the State, is

to be found in all of the monarchical States of

Europe which have adopted, in whole or in part,

a constitutional form of government. The free

Constitution of England, so popular in character

and so largely the product of custom, in a strict

legal sense, belongs in this category' as clearly as

does the government of the Czar, the autocratic

character of which has been modified by imperial

concessions. To this class also we must refer the

Constitution of the Roman Empire, as well as of

the Republic, and of the free commonwealths of

ancient Greece. It is to this form of constitution,

because it is alterable hv the ordinary legisla-

tive authority of the State, that ^Ir. Bryce ap-
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plies the term flexible,' wliile constitiitioiiH of
the second untl third ehisses, which are Huperior
to the ordinary law-making j)ower and not t'apa-

ble of amendment except by the higlier authority
which created them, he describes as 'rigid' con-

t-titutions.

It is obvious that the authority of a self-im-

posed constitution difTers widely from that of a
true fundamental law, which underlies the ordi-

nary processes of government and by which a
])olitical society has chosen to limit or has been
constrained to restrict its governmental agencies.

In a legal sense, therefore, the real distinction

between constitutions does not turn upon the

case or difficulty with which they can l)e altered,

nor yet upon the fact that the established process

for amending a constitutional provision difTers

from the ordinary processes of legislation, but in

the fact that a constitution of the one type is a
part of the ordinary law of the land, and that a
constitution of the 'other type is superior to the
ordinary law; that in the one case legislation is

irresponsible and imcontrolhible, while in the
other it is controlled by the fundamental law. In
a State having a constitution of the one sort we
shall expect to find a court or other independent
representative of the sovereign power from which
the Constitution was derived, which shall protect

it from encroachments on the part of the ordi-

nary law-making power; in a State of the other
sort, we shall look to see the governing authority
of the State unfettered by any external authority
—itself the supreme representative of the sover-

eignty of the State.

Ordinary Constitutions.—The Constitution of

Great Britain affords the best modem example of

the nature and operation of an ordinary consti-

tution; that of the United States, the best ex-

ample of an extraordinary, or supreme, constitu-

tion. The British Constitution is an indefinite

body of legal rules and principles, partly custom-
ary, partly the result of judicial decisions, and
partly made up of acts of Parliament. These are
nowhere collected in one place, but must be ex-

tracted from the whole body of the common and
statute law of the realm and from observation of

the workings of the Government. Any act of

Parliament and any judicial decision may modify
it, and not infrequently statutes have been
passed which have contained both constitutional
and ordinary legislation mingled together in one
and the same paragraph. Not only is there no
authoritative statement of the British Constitu-
tion to be found, but, from its very nature, no
such statement could be made. So much of it

depends upon custom and so much is left to time
and circumstance, tha't the most precise defini-

tion of its terms would be the most misleading.
No law, statutory or judicial, has created the
Cabinet, to which, as the executive committee of
the House of Commons, the government. of the
Empire is at present committed ; but whether it

is really the Cabinet, or a committee of the Cabi-
net, or the Prime Minister, that governs Eng-
land, is so much a question of personality and of
circumstances that it defies answer. So no one
can say whether the Crown still retains the an-
cient prerogative of vetoing an act of Parlia-
ment. It is commonly assumed that the power is

extinct. The only safe statement that could be
made, however, would be that the right has not
been exercised for nearly two hundred years, and
that only a grave emergency would justify the

hovereign in employing it; and if tliis should
occur, tlicre is no lawful process by which the
act, however repugnant to current ideas of gov-
ernment in England, could Ik* declared unconsti-
tutional or deprived of its legal eirect. L'nder
such a system the Constitution would sanction
any governmental act which could Iw performed
without precipitating a revolution.

The latest English writers distinguish between
the law and the custom of the Constitution, the
former having reference to certain statutory pro-
visions—such as the act settling the succession
to the crown, the bill of rights, etc.—which,
l)eing laws in the strictest sense of the term and
tending to limit the authority of a single branch
of the Government and not the supremacy of Par-
liament, are capable of enforcement by the
courts; and the latter, to the great body of cus-
tomary rules and observances which in practice
control the working of the Government and the
distribution of its powers, but are enforced only
by public opinion and by respect for the settled
order of the Constitution. The latter are not
true laws, as they lack the sanction of any but
legal authority to declare and enforce them. In
the field of ordinary jurisprudence no such dis-

tinction as this can be drawn between custom and
law. There custom is law, and will be enforced
as such. But the case is manifestly different in
the sphere of constitutional law, for there a cus-
tom tending to restrict the action of the sover-
eign power can find no jurisdiction to enforce it.

A constitution of the ordinary legal type may
belong to either of the two old categories of
'written' and 'unwritten' constitutions—an un-
written constitution being one which is wholly or
largely based on custom or judicial decisions, and
a written constitution being the result of a spe-

cific act of legislation and having the definite

form and the certainty of a body of statute law.
But the distinction, though sound enough, is of
no practical importance, as no considerations of
political philosophy or of legal validity are in-

volved in it. In fact, every political constitution
is a composite of common and statute law, of
custom and of legislation, and the validity of its

several provisions is not in the least dependent
upon the manner in which the principles which
they embody have acquired the form and content
of legal authority. The British Constitution, for

example, is much more than a body of customary
law. At least five important sources of the rules

and principles which it embodies may be distin-

guished. These are: (1) Two principal treaties,

the Act of Union with Scotland in 1707 and the
Act of Union with Ireland in 1800. (2) Certain
great 'compacts,' viz. Magna Charta, in 1215, the
Declaration of Right, in 1689, and the Act of

Settlement, in 1701. (3) A large number of

public acts of Parliament, ranging from matters
of the greatest to those of the least political im-
portance. (4) The body of precedents and cus-

toms known as the common law. (.5) The usages
and practices known specifically as the customs
of the Constitution, which are in reality the mass
of practical expedients and understandings by
which government is mainly carried on. To these

last we have denied the character of law, partly
because of their indefiniteness and fluctuation, but
more particularly because of their lack of a legal

sanction. The fourth class consists of legal rules
in the proper sense of the term, but of the sort
contemplated by the use of the word unwritten;.
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but ne^-ertheless, if formal treaties and acts of

Parliament are written law, tlien is the British

C)onstitution, in part at least, a written constitu-

iion. Some constitutions of the ordinary type,

however, are of the strictly 'written' sort, being

the result of a single legislative act or a grant of

power from the sovereign head of the State.

Most of the constitutions which have been pro-

mulgated in the several States of Continental

Euroi>e, as well as that of Japan, are of this

character. They have the common characteristic

of the lack of any superior sanction. A law en-

acted by the ordinary legislative authority and
promulgated by the supreme executive power of

the State is a law, whether sanctioned by the

Constitution or not. In other words, a law may
be unconstitutional and yet valid.

Extraordinary Constitutions.—As the polity of

the British Empire furnishes the best example of

the ordinarj', 'flexible,' and unwritten constitu-

tion, so does the fundamental law of the United

States exhibit the best and most characteristic

constitution of the opposite tyi>e—of the ex-

traordinary, or supreme, and 'rigid' form.

Though the constitutions of the General Govern-

ment and of the several States have very great

and even fundamental differences, they are all

alike in this resi)ect, that the organic law has a
sanction superior to that of the ordinary law of

the land; that the Constitution is in fact 'the

supreme law' to which the ordinary law must
conform; that the sovereignty is not wholly

committed to the ordinary agencies of govern-

ment, but the power of these is limited, and that

this limitation on legislative and executive action

is not a mere form of words, but is rendered

effective by the power vested in the courts of

annulling acts of the State in contravention of

the supreme law. The Federal Government and
the governments of the States are, therefore, not

sovereign, but legally limited corporations, strict-

ly analogous to private and minor municipal

corporations, which derive a limited authority

from the State which created them. There is

nothing singular in the power exercised by the

courts in declaring a corporate act invalid be-

cause of its transcending the legal authority of

the body performing it, even in the political

sphere.
'
It is plain that the political action of a

colony, even of the 'self-governing* type, and of

dependent States, as well as of cities and to\vns,

is subject to control by the dominant political

authority. The British Parliament and the Eng-

lish courts exercised this authority over the

American colonies as they now exercise it over

Canada and Australia. The novelty of the

American system consists in the application of

this familiar principle to independent and sover-

eign States. The right of the Supreme Court of

the United States, and even of the ordinary Fed-

eral tribunals, to pass upon the validity of acts

of the National Congress was long disputed, but

it was asserted bv the Supreme Court as early as

1797, and actually exercised in the celebrated

case of Marbury vs. Madison in 1803. This con-

clusion was so' plainly sound, and so obviously-

necessary to the working of the American consti-

tutionarscheme, that it has been generally acqui-

esced in. Several of the State courts had in the

meantime reached a similar decision as to their

atithority to nullify acts of their own legisla-

tures when in conflict with the local Constitution

or with that of the United States, and the prin-

ciple may now be regarded as an essential part
of the constitutional system of the United States.

See SupBEME Court of tue United States.

There is one important difl"erence l)etween the
fundamental law of the United States and that

of the several States. The National Government
being a federal union of independent common-
wealths—some of them existing before its forma-

tion and others having come mto the Union as

indeftendent States—the National Constitution ia

simply a grant of powers from the latter to the
former, while the State constitutions are merely
limitations upon the power of the ordinary
agencies of government of the States. From this

it follows that the Fe<leral Government has no
powers excepting such as are conferred by the

Constitution to which it owes its existence, while

the State governments, on the contrary, have
vested in them the full sovereignty of the com-
monwealth, excepting as this is limited by the

local Constitution and that of the United States.

The function of the courts of the United States

and of the several States in interpreting their

respective constitutions is verj' different there-

fore. An act of Congress is invalid if it tran-

scends the powers coniferred upon the legislative

branch of the Government by the fundamental
law; whereas, an act of the Legislature can be
impeached for unconstitutionality only if it is

in contravention of one of the limits placed by
the Constitution on legislative power.

In general, constitutions may be amended, al-

tered, or abrogated by the same power which cre-

ated them, or by a process provided in the funda-

mental law for that purpose. A constitution

which is the free gift of the sovereign authority

may be recalled or nullified by the authority that

conferred it. A rigid constitution of the Ameri-

can type, which is the creation of the people, and
which cannot be directly changed without their

concurrence, has in practice been found to be of

the most inflexible kind. For a period of more
than sixty years after the adoption in 1803 of

the Twelfth*Amendment (relative to the election

of President and Vice-President) the Constitu-

tion of the United States did not suffer a single

amendment, and the three amendments adopted
at the close of the Civil War, and as the result

thereof, have been the only changes which it has
since sustained. Like the English Constitution,

however, it has changed greatly, though imper-

ceptibly, by the insidious processes of custom
and of judicial interpretation. The history and
language of the instrument, and the nature of

the changes which it has undergone, will l>e set

forth in the article on the Constititio.n of the
UxiTEn States. See also Government; St.\te;

Sovereignty ; Great Britain ; and the titles of

other States concerning whose constitutions in-

formation is sought.

Consult: Bryce, The American ComtnomceaJth
(2d ed., London and New York), and fitudies in

Ilistorif and Jurisprudence (London and New
York, 1901) ; Burgess, Political Science and Com-
parative Constitutional Lair (Boston, 1900) ;

Anson. Law and Custom of the Constitution,

part i. (7th ed., Oxford. 1893), part ii. (2d ed.,

1896) ; Dicey, Lectures Introductory to the

Study of the Law of the FJnplish Constitution

(4th ed., London, 1893) : Bagehot. The English

Constitution (new ed., London, 1896) : Von
Hoist, Constitutional and Political History of the

United States (I.^ipzig; Am. ed., Chicago);
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Oooley, Treatise on the Const it ut tonal Limita-
tions which rest upon the Legislative I'oicer of the

States (Boston, any edition). Connult aUo the

historical works referred to under tlie various
titles r.MTKi) Statks; (Ikeat Britain, etc,

CONSTITUTION, The. A forty-four-gun
frijrate. the most famous vessel in the history of

the United States Navy, sometimes called 'Old
Ironsides,' from the hardness of her planking and
timbers. She was launched on October 21, 1707,
but was not completed and equipped until the
following year, when she put to sea under Cap-
tain Nicholson for servicj- against the French.
During the war with Tripoli, 1801-05 (see Bab-
BARY Powers, Wars with ) , she was Preble's

flagship, and in 1805 took part in three of the
five bombardments of the port of Tripoli. In
July. 1812, in command of Isaac Hull (q.v. ),8he
escapp<l from a British squadion off the New
Jersey coast, after a spirited chase of three days,
and on August 19, off Cape Race, fought her
famous battle with the Guerritre, Captain
Dacres, a somewhat weaker English frigate,

which she left a total wreck after an engagement
of thirty minutes, the English losing 79 of their
crew, the Americans 14. On December 29, under
the command of Captain Bainbridge, she cap-
tured off Bahia, Brazil, the Java (.38 guns. Cap-
tain Lambert), after a two hours' engagement,
in wliich the British lost .300 in killed and
wounded, the Americans 34. On February 14,

1814, under Captain Stewart, she captured the
Picfon, 1(5 guns, and a convoy, in the West
Indies; and on February 20, 1815, she took the
Cyane, 34 guns, and the Levant, 18 guns, after a
fierce engagement—remarkable for the seaman-
«hip of the Americans and the gallantry of the
English—between the Madeira Islands and
Gibraltar. The English lost 19 killed and 42
wounded out of 320; the Americans, 6 killed and
9 wounded out of 451. Soon afterwards the
Constitution was closely pursued by a strong
British squadron, which recaptured the Levant.
Reported unseaworthy between 1828 and 1830,
she was ordered to be dismantled, but was re-

tained in deference to the popular sentiment
aroused by Holmes's poem "Old Ironsides," and
in 18.33 was rebuilt. She went out of commission
in 1855 at Portsmouth, N. H., was subsequently
used occasionally as a training ship, was again
partially rebuilt in 1877, crossed the Atlantic
for the last time in 1878, and was stored at the
Boston Navy Yard in 1897. Consult: Hollis,
The Friffate Constitution (Boston, 1900) ; and
Roosevelt, The Naval War of 1812 (New York,
1882).

CONSTITUTION, Chemical. See Chem-
istry ; Carbon Compouxds ; Stereochemistry.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. In general,
that branch of public law which deals with the
nature and organization of government, the dis-
tribution and mode of exercising the sovereign
powers of the State, and the relations of the Gov-
ernment to those who are subject to its authority.
It has nothing to do with the regulation of the
external relations of a State with other States,
these being governed by international law, though
the afjiencies for maintaining those relations, and
the deterr .ination of their character and form,
may be included within the constitutional law

• of the State.. Thus, the choice of ambassadors, as
•well as their rank and functions, being the direct

concern of the State they are chosen to represent,
is governed by its constitutional law, ami so, in
the United States, is the power exercised by the
Senate in approving, amending, or rejectingtrea-
ties with foreign powers.

Again, where the States are not related to one
another as independent political communities, but
sustain a relation of sui)erior and dependent
States, as of a colony to the parent State, or a
subject to a dominant State, or of a member of a
federation of States to the central authority, such
relations are matters not of international, but of
constitutional law. Thus, the Acts of Union of
England with Scotland and Ireland, the acts of
the British Parliament incorporating the Domin-
ion of Canada and the Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia, the various acts of Congress providing for

the government of Porto Rico, Hawaii, and the
several Territories of the United States, the pro-
visions of the American Constitution determining
the relations between the General Government
and the individual States—all these are as much
a part of the constitutional law of the States
affected by them as are their Bills of Rights, or
the laws and customs determining the powers of
their respective legislatures.

On the other hand, two political communities
may be for some purposes constitutionally related
and may yet in some respects remain foreign to

one another. Thus, while the relations of the
several States of the American Commonwealth to
the central authority, and, through that author-
ity to one another, are governed by their constitu-
tional law, they are yet for many purposes inde-

pendent of one another, and, in so far as they are
independent, their relations are matters of inter-

national and not of constitutional law.

Specifically, the constitutional law of a State
consists of its Constitution, or so much of it as
is legally effective, together with the construc-
tions and interpretations which it has received
at the hands of the courts or other competent
authority.

British Constitxjtionai, Law. Under a flexi-

ble constitution like that of England, which is

mainly the result of the accumulated experience
of ages, the principal function of constitutional
law is to discriminate between those portions of
the Constitution which are law, in the strict

sense of the term, i.e. which have a legal sanction
and will be declared by the courts, and those that
rest onlj' upon the customs of the community and
upon considerations of practical expediency.
These last, which are known as the 'custom of the
Constitution,' may have a moral sanction which
makes them for the time being as effective politi-

cally as the law of the Constitution. But, being
legally ineffective, i.e. unenforceable by the au-
thority of the State, they do not, strictly speak-
ing, belong in the category of constitutional
law. As a considerable part of the British Con-
stitution is made up of such ctistoms and prac-
tical expedients, the range of law comprised
within it is comparatively narrow. It is to be
remembered, however, that though custom, in and
by itself considered, is not a part of constitu-
tional law, it may become a source of such law
by being adopted by the courts and declared in

judicial decisions. More than one of the so-called
liberties of the subject in England have thus
arisen and now form part of the common law of
the land. It is to be observed, also, that in Great
Britain constitutional law does not exist as a
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separate and distinct body of rules and prece-
dents, its provisions being an integral part of the
common and statute law of the realm, from which
they are to be collected.

Amebicax Constitutional Law. In a State
which has a constitution of the "fixed' or statu-
tory type, like the United States, much less is

left to convention and understanding, and much
less depends upon custom and expediency. The
area of law under such a constitution is, there-
fore, much wider, while the task of the constitu-
tional lawyer is much simpler. The constitu-
tional law of such a State consists of the terms
of the Constitution itself, with the amendments
thereto, and the judicial decisions in which its

provisions have come up for construction and
application. No acts of the legislature declaring
the rights of the citizen, no treaty with a foreign
government, no abdication of power by any arm
of the State, enters into it. In the American
system the only authoritative exposition of a con-
stitution is that afforded by the courts. This
extraordinary jurisdiction is not confined to the
Supreme Court, but is exercised as well by the
inferior Federal courts and by the regular tribu-

nals of the several States. As constitutional law,
the judgments of these courts vary according to
the Constitution whose provisions are under ex-

amination. The Supreme Court of the United
States is the final authority on the Federal Con-
stitution, and the supreme appellate courts of the
several States on the constitutions of their re-

spective States.

It will be borne in mind that the judicial power
in the United States extends to acts of Congress
and of the legislatures, the Constitution being the
supreme law to which all legislation must con-

form; whereas, the British Constitution, not
being a supreme law, but a part of the ordinary
law of the land, the powers of Parliament are
not and cannot be limited by it. Accordingly
judicial decisions upon the legislative power and
its limitations, which constitute the billk of con-
stitutional law in the United States, are wholly
unknown in England.

This, indeed, is the leading principle of Ameri-
can constitutional law—that all acts of govern-
ment, whether legislative, judicial, or adminis-
trative, made or done in contravention of the

Constitution, are. void. This principle is equally
applicable to the constitutions of the several

States and to that of the United States. But the
Federal Government being one of strictly limited
powers, a still more stringent principle is applied
to test the validity of its acts—namely, that they
«re void if not specially sanctioned by the
fundamental law. But it does not lie within the
competence of the courts to control the action of

the State on any other principles than such as
are laid down in the fundamental law. They can-

not declare void an act within the general com-
petence of the legislative powers, merely because
it is contrarv' to natural justice, nor because it

violates fundamental principles of republican
government, nor liecause of a supposed conflict

with the general spirit of the Constitution. It

should be added that an act adjudged to be un-
constitutional is held to have been void and with-

out legal validity from the time of its enact-

ment.

In the article CoNSTiTtrnoN (q.v.), reference

is made to certain changes which the Constitution

of the United States has undergone as the result
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of judicial interpretation and the slow growth of
custom. The former of these is clearly a part
of constitutional law, but it is not easy to say
how far a particular custom, if threatened with
violation, would be supported by the courts. It
seems probable, however, that the Supreme Court
would not hesitate to recognize a well-established
practice of the Government as a part of the con-
stitutional law of the land. If, for example, a
Presidential elector should at the present time
assert his right to disregard the instructicms
under which he was chosen and cast his vote for
the candidate of the opposing part}', there is at
least a question whether he could not be re-

strained by the courts from carrying his intention
into effect. See Constitution of the United
States; Law; Pubuc Law. Besides the au-
thorities referred to under the title Constitu-
tion, consult: Boutmy, The English ConstitU'
lion (London and New York, 1891) ; and Story,
Commentaries on the Constitution of the United
States (5th ed., Boston, 1891).

CONSTITUTIONAL UNION PABTY. A
party, formed chiefly out of the remnants of the
Know-Xothing and Whig parties, which met in
convention at Baltimore in May, 1860, and nomi-
nated John Bell (q.v.) and Edward Everett
(q.v.), for President and Vice-President, respect-
ively, on a platform which declared simply for
"the Constitution of the country, the union of
the States, and the enforcement of the laws." The
party carried Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee,
and cast a popular vote of about 600,000, and an
electoral vote of 39, in the ensuing election. After
this campaign the party virtually went out of
existence. It was also known as the 'Bell-Everett
party.'

CONSTITUTION OF MATTEB. See Mat-
teb, Pkopebties of.

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
STATES. The Federal Constitution of the
United States of America is one of the class of
'written' and 'rigid' constitutions, and the most
important example of a constitution of the
'supreme' or 'extraordinary* type. That is to
say, it is not only the result of a definite purpose
and of a deliberate act of legislation, embodied
in written form ; it is not only incapable of modi-
fication by ordinary legislative processes ; but it

is the true supreme law of the land, to which
all other law must conform, and conformity to it

is the test of the validity of the ordinary law.
The commanding quality of the Federal Constitu-
tion is the fact that it is not, like most political

constitutions, including those of the several

States of the American Union, a mere restriction

upon the authority of the governing powers of
the State, but that it creates a new frame of
government, which it endows with certain limited
powers, and from which it deliberately with-
holds all powers not so granted. The government
so constituted by it is, therefore, a government
of granted, and not of antecedent authority, and
the Constitution is not only the supreme law of

the land, but comprehends within itself the whole
of that law.

There is some confusion, therefore, in the use
of such phrases as the territorial extent,' the
Constitution follows the flag.' and whether the
Constitution 'applies' to certain newly acquired
Territories. Strictly speaking, the Constitution
has no territorial extension; it neither expands
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nor contnvcta with the limits of American juris-

(liution; but, whatever those limits may be, it

steadily and invariably binds the governmental
agencies of the nation and limits their authority.

In so far as it confers general powers of govern-

ment on the I'resident and Congress, those powers
may be exercised in the ends of the earth as well

as within the limits of the original States; where-

as, the reatrictioHH upon that power are equally
' valid, wherever it may be exercised.

This view of the Federal Constitution, as a
carefully guarded grant of powers to the Central

Government, explains even those guarantees of

personal liberty and security which it contains

and which are commonly referred to as the Bill of

Kights of the Constitution (Amendments I.-X.).

These are not, as they are commonly understood,

an unlimited charter of liberties for the people

of the United States, but only restrictions upon
the exercise of arbitrary power by the President

and Congress. They are not aimed at the States

or at local authority. It is announced as "a
settled rule of construction of the nntional Con-
stitution, that the limitations it iiii[>oses upon
the powers of government are in all cases to be
understood as limitations upon the government
of the Union only, except where the States are
expressly mentioned" (Cooley, Constitutional
Limitations, p. 19). Accordingly, even such a
right as that of trial by jurj' in criminal cases,

which is usually regarded as one of the inalien-

able rights of the ^imerican citizen, is by the

Federal Constitution protected only against viola-

tion by Congress and the Fedefal judiciary. Ex-
cepting as they are restrained by their own con-

stitutions, there is nothing to prevent the several

States from abolishing the jury system entirely.

From what has been said above it will be
observed that the Constitution of the United
States is not, as it is conceived by foreigners, a
complete scheme of government for the people of

the United States, but only a part, and that the
smaller part, of such a scheme. To fill out the

outline, the constitutions and laws of the several

States must be taken into account. These pro-

vide by far the greater part of the machinery of

government, the securities of life, liberty, and
property, and the political rights of the citizen.

The Constitution of the United States, in the
form in which it is reprinted in this article, rep-

resents a long process of experiment and dis-

cussion, in the course of which the jealousies and
conflicting interests of the different States and
sections of which the Union was made up, were
gradually compromised and subordinated to the
common welfare of all. The Articles of Confed-
eration, by which the ill-jointed union of the
thirteen original States was held together from
1779 to 1789, can scarcely be described as a con-
stitution, in any proper sense of that term, as they
created only the form and not the substance of
government, and vested no real authority in the
common representatives of the several common-
wealths. They were more in the nature of a treaty
of alliance, by which the States bound themselves
to common action, and the Congress constituted
by them an international conference for promot-
ing the common welfare. The inconveniences and
dangers of this arrangement speedily became too

pressing to be ignored, and in February, 1787,
Congress took such action as its limited powers
permitted, and passed a resolution, suggesting
that a convention of delegates from the several

States be held at Philadelpliia un the second
Monday of May following, "for the sole and
express purpose of revising the Articles of Con-
federation, and reporting to Congress and the
several State legislatures such alterations and
j)rovision8 therein as shall, when agreed to by
Congress and confirmed by the States, render
the Federal Constitution adequate to the exigen-
cies of government, and the preservation of the
Union."

Pursuant to this resolution of Congress, dele-

gates from twelve of the thirteen States (Rhode
Island alone being unrepresented) assembled at
Philadelphia, the convention o[)ening its sessions
in Independence Hall on May 14, 1787. under the
Presidency of George Washington. For four
months the delegates carried on the great work
which had been intrusted to them, and at
the close of their deliberations, on September
17, 1787, they had completed tlie Constitution
of the United States, with the exception of the
amendments, in the form in which we have it

to-day. Their work was promi)tly approved by
Congress, and at the close of the year 1788 had
been adopted by eleven of the States and went
into operation between them. The two remaining
States, North Carolina and Rhode Island, ratified

it and entered into the American Union in 1789
and 1790, respectively.

These results were not achieved without diffi-

culty—in the face of profound differences of
opinion. In most of the States the ratification of

the Constitution was secured by narrow majori-
ties, and after prolonged and earnest discussion,
and in none of the States was it approved with
anj'thing approaching unanimity. This opposi-
tion and these differences of opinion were pri-

marily due to what have been called 'the
compromises of the Constitution.' These were
three in number. The first dealt with the funda-
mental conflict between those who desired a
strong central authority and those who feared
the extension of executive power. This was com-
promised by investing the President of the Re-
public with great powers, but for a limited term
only, and by a complicated system of 'checks and
balances,' whereby the exercise of his power wa*
at divers points and in various ways subjected
to the control of Congress or of the Senate.

The second compromise was of the conflict of

the great and small States, the former claiming
the weight in the National Government to which
their size, wealth, and population entitled them,
and the latter insisting upon the recognition of

their equality as independent, self-governing com-
monwealths. This was effected by the institution

of two chambers of legislation, a Senate, in which
the States were to have equal representation, and
a House of Representatives, in which the repre-

sentation should be in proportion to population.
This compromise involved also the delicate ques-
tion of the distribution of power between the
two Houses of Congress.

The third compromise was of the controversy
between the upholdei« of slavery and those who
l)elieved that slavery should be restricted or abol-

ished. This was adjusted by the proviso forbid-

ding Congress to prohibit the importation or
migration of slaves before the year 1808 (Art. I.,

Sec. 9). and the requirement that fugitive slaves
shoiild be delivered up by the States in which they
had taken refuge (Art. IV., Sec. 2). As no power
was conferred upon Congress or the President ta
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interfere witli slavery in the States in which it

existed, the institution was left within the com-
plete control of those States.

In some of the States, great dissatisfaction was
expressed at the absence of anything like a Bill

of Rights in the Constitution, and for a time the

fear was felt that certain of the States might
refuse to ratify unless the Constitution were
amended. Accordingly, the first Congress after

the adoption of the Constitution proposed a
series of amendments, which were promptly rati-

fied by the States as Articles I.-X. of the Amend-
ments as they now stand (See Rights, Bill of).

Articles XI. and XII. speedily followed, in 1793

and 1803. respectively. From that date to the

Civil War. no amendments to the original instru-

ment were adopted. The three remaining amend-
ments. Articles XIII., XIV., and XV., were
adopted in 1865, 1868, and 1870, respectively, as

a part of the reconstruction policy of the Govern-

ment after the Civil War, in order to secure to

the lately emancipated slaves the legal and politi-

cal benefits of full citizenship in the United
States and in the several States. The character

and effect of these amendments are considered in

the article on Rights, CmL. See, also, Civxl

VVab ; Reconstruction ; Sla\tery.

It remains to be said, in. conclusion, that, in

speaking of the Constitution of a State, reference

is made to the whole body of its fundamental

law, whether embodied in written form or not.

The Constitution of every active political com-
munity is the product of many agencies and in-

fluences, not merely of deliberate legislative

action. Tliat of the United States is no excep-

tion to this rule. The Constitution, as adopted
in the early formative period of the Republic,

and formally amended from time to time in the

manner therein prescribed, has been more exten-

sively amended by the insensible processes of use

and custom, and by the far-reaching effects of

judicial construclion. As to the last, it may be

said that the Constitution, in setting up a su-

preme judicial tribunal, with the function of

passing upon the validity of national and State

legislative action and of executive action, has

indirectly provided for a process of amendment
much more efficacious than that directly provided.

The Constitution of the United States, as it exists

to-day. therefore, must be looked for in the de-

cisions of the courts and in the political practice

of the people, as well as in the text of the original

articles and their formal amendments. The leading

authorities on the Con-stitution are: The Federal-

ist ; EJUott'n Debates in Convention on the Adop-
tion of the Federal Constitution ; Curtis, History,

Origin, Formation, and Adoption of the Constitu-

tion of the United fitates; Story, Commentaries
on the Constitution of the United States (any
edition) : Cooley, Treatise on the Constitutional

Limitations Which Rest Upon the Legislative

Powers of the States: Von Hoist, Constitutional

Law of the United States of America (transla-

tion, Chicago, 1887) ; De Tocqueville, Democracy
in America (translation, Ijondon, 1889) : Bryce,

The American Commonuealth (3d ed.), and
the Cases on Constitutional Late of the United

States, collected and edited by J. B. Thayer
(Cambridge, Mass., 18n4-9.'5). See also. Consti-

tution ; CONSTITITTIONAL LaW ; SfPREME CoURT
OF THE United States. The text of the Con-

stitution is as follows:

CON.STITCTION OF TILE LNITEU STATES.

We, the people of the United States, in order to

form a more perfect union, establish ju.stice, in-

sure domestic tranquillity, provide for the com-
mon defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitu-

tion for the United States of America.
Article I., Sec. 1. All legislative powers herein

granted shall be vested in a Congress of the

United States, which shall consist of a Senate and
House of Representatives.

Sec. 2. The House of Representatives shall be
composed of members chosen every second year
by the people of the several States, and the

electors in each State shall have the qualifications

requisite for electors of the most numerous branch
of the State Legislature.

Xo person shall be a Representative who shall

not have attained to the age of twenty-five years,

and been seven years a citizen of the United
States, and who shall not, when elected, be an
inhabitant of that State in which he shall be
chosen.

Representatives and direct taxes shall be ap-

portioned among the several States which may
be included within this Union according to their

respective numbers, which shall be determined by
adding to the whole number of free persons, in-

cluding those bound to sen'ice for a term of

years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three-

fifths of all other persons. The actual enumera-
tion shall be made within three years after the

first meeting of the Congress of the United States,

and within every subsequent term of ten years,

in such manner as they shall by law direct. The
number of Representatives shall not exceed one
for every thirty thousand, but each State shall

have at least one Representative; and until such
enumeration shall be made, the State of New
Hampshire shall be entitled to choose 3; Massa-
chusetts, 8 ; Rhode Island and Providence Planta-

tions, 1; Connecticut, 5; New \:ork, 6; New
Jersey, 4 ; Pennsylvania, 8 ; Delaware, 1 ; Mary-
land, 6; Virginia, 10: North Carolina, 5; South
Carolina, 5; and Georgia, 3.

When vacancies happen in the representation

from any State, the executive authority thereof

shall issue writs of election to fill such vacancies.

The House of Representatives shall choose their

Speaker and other officers; and shall have the

sole power of impeachment.

Sec. 3. The Senate of the United States shall

be composed of two Senators from each State,

chosen by the legislature thereof, for six years;

and each Senator shall have one vote.

Immediately after they shall be assembled in

consequence of the first election, they shall be

divided as equally as may be into three classes.

The seats of the Senators of the first class shall

be vacated at the expiration of the second year,

of the second class at the expiration of the fourth

year, and of the third class at the expiration of

the sixth year, so that one-third may be chosen

every second year; and if vacancies happen by
resignation, or otherwise, during the recess of the

legislature of any State, the Executive thereof

may make temporary appointments until the next

meeting of the legislature, which shall then fill

such vacancies.

No person shall be a Senator who shall not

have attained to the age of thirty years, and been

nine years a citizen of the United States, and
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who shall nut, when elected, be an inhabitant of

that State fur which he shall be chotten.

The Vice-President of the United States shall

also be president of the Senate, but shall have
no vote, unless they be equally divided.

The Senate shall clioose their other oflicers, and
also a president pro tempore, in the absem-e of

the Vice-President, or when he shall exercise the

oflice of President of the United States.

The Senate shall have the sole power to try
all impeachments; when sitting for that purpose,
they shall bo on oath or atTirmation. When the
President of the United States is tried, the Chief
Justice shall preside; and no person shall be
convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds
of the members present.

Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not
extend further than to removal from ofiice, and
disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of

honor, trust, or profit under the United States;

but the party convicted shall nevertheless be
liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment,
and punishment, according to law.

Sec. 4. The times, places, and manner of hold-

ing elections for Senators and Representatives
shall be prescribed in each State by the legisla-

ture thereof; but the Congress may at any time,

by law, make or alter such regulations, except
as to the places of choosing Senators.

The Congress shall assemble at least once in

every year, and such meeting shall be on the first

Monday in December, imless they shall, by law,

appoint a different day.

Sec. 5. Each House shall be the judge of the
elections, returns, and qualifications of its own
members, and a majority of each shall constitute

a quorum to do business; but a smaller number
may adjourn from day to day, and may be au-
thorized to compel the attendance of absent mem-
bers, in such manner and under such penalties as
each House may provide.

Each House may. determine the rules of its

proceedings, punish its members for disorderly

behavior, and, with the concurrence of two-
thirds, expel a member.
Each House shall keep a journal of its pro-

ceedings and from time to time publish the

same, excepting such parts as may in tlieir judg-

ment require secrecy, and the yeas and nays of

the members of either House on any question
shall, at the desire of one-fifth of those present,

be entered on the journal.

Neither House, during the sessions of Congress,
shall, without the consent of the other, adjourn
for more than three days, nor to any other place

than that in which the two Houses shall be
sitting.

Sec. 6. The Senators and Representatives shall

receive a compensation for their services, to be
ascertained by law, and paid out of the treasury
of the United States. They shall in all cases,

except treason, felony, and breach of the peace,

be privileged from arrest during their attendance
at the sessions of their respective Houses, and in

going to and returning from the same ; and for

any speech or debate in either House they shall

not be questioned in any other place.

No Senator or Representative shall, during the

time for which he was elected, be appointed to

any civil office under the authority of the United
States, which shall have been created, or the
emoluments whereof shall have been increased

during such time; and no person holding any

office under the United States shall be a member
of either House during his continuance in office.

Sec. 7. All bills for raising revenue shall origi-

nate in tile Huuse of Representatives; but the
Senate may propose or concur with amendments,
as on otiier bills.

Every l»ill which shall have passed tlie House
of Representatives and the St^nate shall, l)efore

it become a law, be presented to the President of
the United States; if he approve, he sliall sign it;

but if not, he shall return it, witii his ot)jections,

to that House in which it shall have originated,
who shall enter the objections at large on their
journal, and i)roceed to reconsider it. If after
such reconsideration two-thirds of that House
shall agree to pass the bill, it shall 1k' sent, to-
gether with the objections to the other House,
by which it shall likewise lie reconsidered ; and if

approved by two-thirds of that House, it shall
become a law. But in all such cases the votes of
both Houses shall be detennined by yeas and nays,
and the names of the persons voting for and
against the bill shall be entered on the journal
of each House respectively. If any bill shall not
be returned by the President within ten days
(Sunday excepted) after it shall have been pre-
sented to him, the same shall l)e a law in like
manner as if he had signed it, unless the Congress
by their adjournment prevent its return; in
which case it shall not be a law.

Every order, resolution, or vote to which the
concurrence of the Senate and the House of Rep-
resentatives may be necessary (except on a ques-
tion of adjournment) shall be presented to the
President of the United States; and before the
same shall take effect, shall be approved by him,
or, being disapproved by him, shall be repassed
by two-thirds of the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives, according to the rules and limitations
prescribed in the case of a bill.

Sec. 8. The Congress shall have power to lay
and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to
pay the debts and provide for the common defense
and general welfare of the United States ; but all

duties, imposts, and excise shall be uniform
throughout the United States;

To borrow money on the credit of the United
States

;

To regulate commerce with foreign nations,

and among the several States, and with the In-

dian tribes;

To establish an uniform rule of naturalization,

and uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies
throughout the United States;

To coin money, regulate the vajue thereof, and
of foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights
and measures;
To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting

the securities and current coin of the United
States

;

To establish post-offices and post-roads;

To promote the progress of science and useful

arts, by securing for limited times, to authors
and inventors, the exclusive right to their re-

spective writings and discoveries;

To constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme
Court

;

To define and punish piracies and felonies com-
mitted on the high seas, and offenses against the
law of nations;

To declare war, grant letters of marque and
reprisal, and make rules concerning captures on
land and water;
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To raise and support armies, hut no appropria-

tion of money to that use shall be for a longer
term than two years;
To provide and maintain a navy;
To make rules for the government and regula-

tion of the land and naval forces;

To provide for calling forth the militia to

execute the laws of the Union, suppress insurrec-

tions, and repel invasions;

To provide for organizing, arming, and disci-

j)lining the militia, and for governing such part

of them as may be employed in the service of the

Inited States, reserving to the States respect-

ively the appointment of the officers, and the

authority of training the militia according to the

discipline prescribed by Congress;
To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases

whatsoever over such district (not exceeding ten

miles square) as may, by cession of particular

States, and the acceptance of Congress, become
the seat of the Government of the United States,

and to exercise like authority over all places

purchased by the consent of the legislature of the

State in which the same shall be, for the erec-

tion of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock-yards, and
other needful buildings; and
To make all laws wnich shall be necessary

and proper for earning into execution the fore-

going powers, and all other powers vested by
this Constitution in the Government of the

United States, or in any department or officer

thereof.

Sec. 9. The migration or importation of such

persons as any of the States now existing shall

think proper to admit shall not be prohibited by
Congress prior to the year one thousand eight hun-

dred and eight ; but a tax of duty may be imposed
on such importation, not exceeding ten dollars for

each person.

The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall

not be suspended, unless when in cases of rebel-

lion or invasion the public safety may require it.

No bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall

be passed.

No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid,

unless in proportion to the census or enumera-
tion hereinbefore directed to be taken.

Xo tax or duty shall be laid on articles ex-

ported from any State.

Xo preference shall be given by any regulation

of commerce or revenue to the ports of one State

over those of another; nor shall vessels bound to

or from one State be obliged to enter, clear, or

pay duties in another.

Xo money shall be drawn from the treasury but

in consequence of appropriations made by law;

and a regular statement and account of the re

ceipts and expenditures of all public money shall

l)e published from time to time.

Xo title of nobility shall be granted by the

United States; and no person holding any office

of profit or trust under them shall, without the

consent of the Congress, accept of any present,

emolument, office, or title, of any kind whatever,

from any king, prince, or foreign State.

See. 10. No State shall enter into any treaty,

alliance, or confederation; grant letters of

marque and reprisal; coin money; emit bills of

credit; make anything but gold and silver coin

a tender in payment of debts; pass any bill of

attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing

the obligation of contracts, or grant any title of

nobility.

No State shall, without the consent of the
Congress, lay any imposts or duties on imports or
exports, except what may be absolutely necessary

for executing its inspection laws ; and the' net prod-

uce of all duties and imposts, laid by any State

on imports or exjwrts, shall be for the use of

the treasury of the United States; and all such
laws shall be subject to the revision and control

of the Congress.
Xo State shall, without the consent of Con-

gress, lay any duty of tonnage, keep troops, or
ships of war in time of peace, enter into any
agreement or compact with another State, or

with a foreign power, or engage in war, unless

actually invaded, or in such imminent danger
as will not admit of delay.

Article IT., Sec. 1. The executive power shall

be vested in a. President of the United States of

America. He shall hold his office during the

term of four years, and, together with the Vice-

President, chosen for the same term, be elected

as follows:

Each State shall appoint, in such manner as
the legislature thereof may direct, a number of

electors, equal to the whole number of Senators

and Representatives to which the State may be
entitled in the Congress; but no Senator or Rep-
resentative, or persons holding an office of trust

or profit under the United States, shall be ap-

pointed an elector.

The Congress may determine the time of choos-

ing the electors, and the day on which they shall

give their votes; Avhich day shall be the same
throughout the United States.

Xo person, except a natural-born citizen or a
citizen of the United States at the time of the

adoption of the Constitution, shall be eligible to

the office of President; neither shall any person

be eligible to that office who shall not have
attained to the age of thirty-five years, and been

fourteen years resident within the United States.

In case of the removal of the President from
office, or of his death, resignation, or inability

to discharge the powers and duties of the said

office, the same shall devolve on the Vice-Presi-

dent, and the Congress may by law provide for

the case of removal, death, resignation, or inabil-

ity, both of the President and Vice-President,

declaring what officer shall then act as President,

and such officer shall act accordingly, until the

disability be removed, or a President shall be

elected.

The President shall, at stated times, receive for

his services a compensation, which shall neither

be increased nor diminished during the i)eriod

for which he shall have l)een elected, and he shall

not receive within that period any other emolu-

ment from the United States, or any of them.

Before he enters on the execution of his office,

he shall take the following oath or affirmation:

"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will

faithfully execute the office of President of the

United States, and will, to the best of my ability,

preserve, protect! and defend the Constitution of

the United States."

Sec. 2. The President shall be commander-in-

chief of the army and navy of the United States,

and of the militia of the several States when
called into the actual service of the United

States; he may require the opinion, in writing,

of the principal officer in each of the executive

departments upon any subject relating to the

duties of their respective offices, and he shall
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have powi-r to grunt reprieves and pardons for

offenses uguinst the United States, exeept in cases

of impeachment.
He shall have power, by and with the advice

and consent of the iSenate, to make treaties, pro-

vided two-tliirds of the Senators present concur;

and he shall nominate, and by and with the

advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint

ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls,

judges of the Supreme Court, and all other officers

of the United States, whose appointnu'nts are

not herein otherwise provided for, and which
shall be establisheil by law; but the Congress

may by law vest the appointment of such inferior

officers as they think proper in the President

alone, in the courts of law, or in the heads of

departments.
The President shall have power to fill up all

vacancies that may happen during the recess of

the Senate, by granting commissions which shall

«xpire at the end of their next session.

Sec. 3. He shall from time to time give to the

Congress information of the state of the Union,

and recommend to their consideration such meas-

ures as he shall judge necessary and expedient;

he may on extraordinary occasions convene both
Houses, or either of them, and in cases of dis-

agreement between them, with respect to the time
of adjournment, he may adjourn them to such
time as he shall think proper; he shall receive

ambassadors and other public ministers; he shall

take care that the laws be faithfully executed,

and slmll commission all the officers of the United
States.

Sec. 4. The President, Vice-President, and all

civil officers of the United States, shall be re-

moved from office on impeachment for, and con-

viction of, treason, bribery, or other high crimes
and misdemeanors.

Abticle III., Sec. 1. The judicial power of the

United States shall be vested in one Supreme
Court, and in such jnferior courts as the Congress
may from time to time ordain and establish. The
judges, both of the Supreme and inferior courts,

shall hold their offices during good behavior, and
shall, at stated times, receive for their services

a compensation, which shall not be diminished
during their continuance in office.

Sec. 2. The judicial power shall extend to all

-cases, in law and equity, arising under this Con-
stitution, the laws of the United States, and
treaties made, or which shall be made, under
their authority: to all cases aflfecting ambassa-
dors, other public ministers, and consuls; to all

cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction; to

controversies to which the United States shall

be a party ; to controversies between two or more
States; between a State and citizens of another
State; between citizens of diflTerent States; be-

tween citizens of the same State claiming lands
under grants of different States, and between a
State, or the citizens thereof, and foreign States,'

citizens, or subjects.

In all cases aflfecting ambassadors, other public
ministers, and consuls, and those in which a State
shall be party, the Supreme Court shall have
original jurisdiction. In all the other cases
Ijefore mentioned, the Supreme Court shall have
appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and fact,

with such exceptions and under such regulations

as the Congress shall make.

The trial of all crimes, except in cases of

impeachment, shall be by jurj-; and such trial

Hiiall Ih> held in the State where the said crimes
sluill have IxH'n coumiitted; but when not com-
mitted within any State, the trial shall be at
such ])lace or places as the Congress may by law
have directed.

Sec. 3. Treason against the United States shall

consist only in levying war against them, or in

adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and
comfort.
No person shall be convicted of treason unless

on the testimony of two witneBses to the same
overt act, or on confession in open court.

The Congress shall have power to declare the
])unishment of treason; but no attainder of
treason shall work corruption of bl(K)d, or for-

feiture except during the life of the person
attainted.

AnxiCLE IV., Sec. 1. Full faith and credit shall

be given in each State to the public acts, records,

and judicial proceedings of every other State.

And tlie Congress may by general laws prescribe
the manner in which such acts, records, and pro-
ceedings shall be proved, and the effect thereof.

Sec. 2. The citizens of each State shall be
entitled to all privileges and immunities of citi-

zens in the several States.

A person charged in any State with treason,

felony, or other crime, who shall flee from justice,

and be found in another State, shall, on demand
of the executive authority of the State from
which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to

the State having jurisdiction of the crime.

No person held to service or labor in one State,

under the laws thereof, escaping into another,
shall, in consequence of any law or regulation
therein, be discharged from such service or labor,

but shall te delivered up on claim of the party
to whom such service or labor may be due.

Sec. 3. New States may be admitted by the
Congress into this Union ; but no new State shall

be formed or erected within the jurisdiction of

any other State, nor any State be formed by the
junction of two or more States, or parts of

States, without the consent of the legislatures of

the States concerned as well as of the Congress.

The Congress shall have power to dispose of

and make all needful rules and regulations re-

specting the territory or other property belonging
to the United States; and nothing in this Con-
stitution shall be so construed as to prejudice any
claims of the United States, or any particular

State.

Sec. 4. The United States shall guarantee to

everj' State in this Union a republican form of

government, and shall protect each of them
against invasion, and, on application of the legis-

lature, or of the Executive (when the legislature

cannot be convened), against domestic violence.

Article V. The Congress, whenever two-thirds
of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall pro-

pose amendments to this Constitution, or, on the

application of the legislatures of two-thirds of

the several States, shall call a convention for

proposing amendments, which, in either case,

shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part
of this Constitution, when ratified by the legis-

latures of three-fourths of the several States, or
by conventions in three-fourths thereof, as the

one or the other mode of ratification may be
proposed by the Congress; provided, that no
amendment which may be made prior to the year
one thousand eight hundred and eight shall in

anv manner affect the first and fourth clauses in
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the ninth section of the first article; and that, no
State, withoi t its consent, shall be deprived of

its equal suffrage in the Senate.

Article V'l. All debts contracted and engage-

ments entered into before the adoption of this

I'onstitution shall be as valid against the United
States under this Constitution, as under the con-

federation.

This Constitution and the laws of the United
States which shall be made in pursuance thereof,

and all treaties made, or which ehall be made,
wnder the authority of the United States, shall

be the supreme law of the land ; and the judges in

every State shall be bound thereby, anything in

the Constitution or laws of any State to the
contrary notwithstanding.

The Senators and Kepresentatives before men*
tioned, and the members of the several State

legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers,

both of the United States and of the several

States, shall be bound by oath or affirmation to

feupport this Constitution; but no religious test

shall ever be required as a qualification to any
office or public trust under the United States.

Article VII. The ratification of the conven-

tions of nine States shall be sufficient for the

establishment of this Constitution between the

States so ratifying the same.

Done in convention, by the unanimous consent

of the States present, the 17th day of September,

in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hun-

dred and eighty-seven, and of the independence of

the United States of America the twelfth.

AMENDMENTS.

Article I. Congress shall make no law re-

specting an establishment of religion, or prohibit-

ing the free exercise thereof; or abridging the

freedom r,f "sTieech or of the press ; or the right of

the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition

the Government for redress of grievances.

Article II. A well-regulated militia being nec-

essary' to the security of a free State, the right

of the people to keep and bear arms shall not

l>e infringed.

Article III. Xo soldier shall, in time of peace,

be quartered in any house without the consent

of the owner, nor in time of war but in a manner
to be prescribed by law.

Article IV. The right of the people to be

secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,

against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall

not be violated; and no warrants shall issue but
upon probable cause, supported by oath or

affirmation, and particularly describing the place

to l)e searched, and the persons or things to be

seized.

Article V. No person shall be held to answer
for a capital or otherwise infamous crime, unless

on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury,

except in cases arising in the land or naval forces,

or in the militia, when in actual service, in time

of war and public danger; nor shall any person

be subject for the same offense to be twice put in

jeopardy of life or limb, nor shall be conii>elled

in any criminal case to Ite a witness against him-

self; nor to be deprived of life, liberty, or prop-

erty, without due process of law ; nor shall pri-

vate property be taken for public use without
just compensation.

Article VI. In all criminal prosecutions, the

accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial jury of the State

and district wherein the crime shall have been

committed, which district shall have been pre-
viously ascertained by law, and to be informed
of the nature and cause of the accusations ; to be
confronted with the witnesses against him; to
have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses
in his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel
for his defense.

Article VII. In suits at common law, where
the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dol-

lars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved,

and no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-

examined in any court of the United States than
according to the rules of the common law.

Article VIII. Excessive bail shall not be
required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel

and unusual punishment inflicted.

Article IX. The enumeration in the Constitu-

tion of certain rights shall not be construed to

deny or disparage others retained by the people.

Article X. The powers not delegated to the

United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited

by it to the States, are reser\'ed to the States

respectively, or to the people.

Article XI. The judicial power of the United
States shall not be construed to extend to any
suit in law or equity commenced or prosecuted
against one of the United States by citizens of

another State, or by citizens or subjects of any
foreign State.

Article XII. The electors shall meet in their

respective States, and vote by ballot for Presi-

dent and Vice-President, one of whom at least

shall not be an inhabitant of the same State with
themselves. They shall name in their ballots the
person voted for as President, and in distinct

ballots the person voted for as Vice-President;

and they shall make distinct lists of all persons

voted for as President, and of all persona voted

for as Vice-President, and of the number of votes

for each, which lists they shall sign and certify,

and transmit, sealed, to the seat of the Govern-
ment of the United States, directed to the Presi-

dent of the Senate. The President of the Senate
shall, in the presence of the Senate and House of

Representatives, open all the certificates, and the

votes shall then be counted; the person having
the greatest number of votes for President shall

be the President, if such number be a majority
of the whole number of electors appointed ; and if

no person have such a majority, then from the

persons having the highest numbers, not exceed-

ing three, on the list of those voted for as Presi-

dent, the House of Representatives shall choose

immediately, by ballot, the President. But in

choosing the President, the votes shall be taken
by States, the representation from each State

having one vote; a quorum for this purpose shall

consist of a member or members from two-thirds

of the States, and a majority of all the States

shall be necessary to a choice. And if the House
of Representatives shall not choose a President,

whenever the right of choice shall devolve upon
them, before the fourth day of March next fol-

lowing, then the Vice-Presi<lent shall act as Presi-

dent, as in the case of the death or other constitu-

tional disability of the President. The jierson

having the greatest number of votes as Vice-

President shall be the Vice-President, if such

number be a majority of the whole number of

electors appointed; and if no person have a ma-
jority, then from the two highest numbers on the

list the Senate shall choose the Vice-President;

a quorum for the purpose shall consist of two*
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thirds of the whole number of Senators, nnd a
majority of the whole number shall Ik? necessary

to a ehoice. Hut no juTson constitutionally in-

eligible to the oflice of President shall l)e elij^ible

to that of VicH'- President of the I'niled States.

Article XIII., See. 1. Neither slavery nor in-

voluntary servitude, except as a punishment for

crime wliereof the party shall have been duly
convicte<l. shall exist within the United States,

or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

Sec. 2. Congress shall have power to enforce
this article by appropriate legislation.

Abticle XIV., Sec. 1. All persons born or
naturalized in the I'nited States, and subject to

the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the I'nited

States, and of the State wherein they reside. No
State shall make or enforce any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens

of the United States : nor shall any State deprive
any person of life, lil)erty, or property without
due process of law, nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Sec. 2. Representatives shall be apportioned
among the several States according to their re-

spective numbers, counting the whole number of
persons in each State, excluding Indians not
taxed. But when the right to vote at any elec-

tion for the choice of electors for President and
Vice-President of the United States, Representa-
tives in Congress, the executive and judicial offi-

cers of a State, or the members of the legislature

thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants
of such State being twenty-one years of age, and
citizens of the United States, or in any way
abridged, except for participation in rebellion or
other crime, the basis of representation therein
shall be reduced in the proportions which the
number of such male citizens shall bear to the
whole number of male citizens twenty-one years
of age in such State.

Sec. 3. No person shall be a Senator or Rep-
resentative in Congress, or Elector of President
and Vice-President, or hold any office, civil or
military, under the United States, or under any
State, who, having previously taken an oath as a
member of Congress, or as an officer of the United
States, or as a member of any State legislature,

or as an executive or judicial officer of any State,
to support the Constitution of the United States,
shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion
against the same, or given aid or comfort to the
enemies thereof. But Congress may, by a vote of
two-thirds of each House, remove such disability.

Sec. 4. The validity of the public debt of the
I'nited States authorized by law, including debts
incurred for payment of pensions and bounties
for services in suppressing insurrection or rebel-

lion, shall not lie questioned. But neither the
United States nor any State shall assume or pay
any debt or .obligation incurred in aid of insur-
rection or rebellion against the United States, or
any claim for the loss or emancipation of any
slave ; but *11 such debts, obligations, and claims
shall be held illegal and void.

Sec. 5. The Congress shall have power to en-
force, by appropriate legislation, the provisions
of this article.

Articu: XV.. Sec. 1. The right of the citizens
of the United States to vote shall not be denied
or abridged by the United States, or by any State,
on account of race, color, or previous condition of
sen'itude.

Sec. 2. The Congress shall have power to
enforc*' tliis art'icle by ai)propriate legislation.

CONSTITUTIONS, Ai'oktomcai. See Apos-
tolic Ca.NONS A.M) CO-XSTITITIONS.

CONSTITUTIONS OF CLARENDON. See
Cl^KKNDON, CONSTITITIONH OF.

CONSTRUCTION (I^t. constructio, from
conatrucre, to construct, from co»i-, together +
strucre, to heap). In geometry, the process of
drawing a figure so as to satisfy the conditions
of the given problem. Thus, to construct an equi-

lateral triangle of side a: with each end of a as
a centre and with a as a radius. descril)e a circle;

connect either intersection with the ends of a.

Here the construction is not uni<]ue. since two
triangles satisfy the condition. In solving prob-
lems a valuable method is to assume the con-
struction and investigate the properties of the
figure. Thus, to draw a line through a given
point parallel to a given line: assuming the
construction and a transversal of the parallels
through the given point, it appears that tiie

alternate angles are equal ; hence, to construct
the figure, draw a line through. the point cutting
the given line and construct the alternate angle.

Another fruitful method is that of the inter-

section of loci ; e.g. if it is known that a point is

on each of two intersecting straight lines, it is

uniquely determined at their point of intersec-

tion; but if it is on a straight line and a cir-

cumference which the line intersects, it may be
either of the two points of intersection.

The best works upon the constructions of ele-

mentary geometry are Petersen, Methods and
Theories (Copenhagen and London, 1879) ;

Rouch6 and de Comberousse, Traits de giomctrie
(Paris, 1900) ; and Alexandroflf, Probl&mes de
g4om{'trie 6Umentaire, translated into French by
Aitoflf (Paris, 1899). Consult also Beman and
Smith, yew; Plane and Solid Geometry (Boston,
1899).

CONSUELO, k6n-swa'16. A famous novel by
George Sand (1842) and the name of its chief

character, a little Spanish girl abandoned in

Italy, whose voice attracts the old maestro Por-
pora. Through him she is presented to Count
Zustiniani, and the latter, after her successful
d6but on the stage, falls in love with her, but is

repulsed. When her early lover Angoletto for-

gets her she is sent by Porpora to the home of a
German family in Bohemia. Her entrance into

this household prepares the way for the .sequel.

La Comtesse de Rudolstadt.

CON'SUL (Lat., OL. consol, probably from
consulere, to consult ; less plausibly from row-,

with + salire, to leap). The title given to the
two chief magistrates established in Rome on
the expulsion of the kings in B.C. 509. So
violent was the hatred of the monarch}' that
the Romans were unwilling to intrust the
new Republic to a single executive, but gave
the entire administration to two consuls, of
equal rank and jurisdiction, that each might
check, if need were, any tyranny on the part
of the other. At first the entire power of the
King, in State and Church, at Rome and abroad,
was vested in the two consuls, and each was
wholly responsible for the acts of both ; but
gradually their powers were limited and many
of their functions were given to other officials.

They held office for one year only, and years were
reckoned by their names. In the early days of
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the Republic, one consul was generally com-
mander-in-chief in the lield, while the other re-

mained to administer atfairs at Home; but often

both were forced to lead the armies in battle.

They presided at meetings of the senate, at elec-

tions, and at the chief public festivals. As a
mark of their high office they wore a white toga
with a purple band {toga prcetexta), sat in public

in the 'curule chair' (sella curulis), and were
accom|>anied by twelve attendants (lictors) bear-

ing the fasces, or axe bound within a bundle of

rods.

The consuls were elected at the Comitia Cen-
turiata (see Comitia). In the earlier period
the date of the election and of the entering upon
office was irregular and dependent on circum-
stances; but if convenient the election took place

generally in July, and after B.C. 153 the consul-

ship began regularly on Januarj' 1. At first only
patricians were eligible to the office, and a con-

sul could not be reelected. After a long struggle

of the plebeians for recognition, it was estab-

lished bj' the Leges Licinice HextuB (see Licinian
Rogations), in b.c. 367, that one of the consuls

must be a plebeian. In 342 both consulships

were opened to the plebs by a popular vote, and
it was ordained that ten years must elapse be-

fore a consul could be eligible for reelection

;

however, it was not imtil 215 that two plebeian

consuls were elected together, and one of these

was quickly ousted. Not until B.C. 162 did the

plebeians succeed in obtaining two effective con-

suls.

With the organization of the Empire by Au-
gustus, the consulship ceased to be of real im-

portance. In the division of functions between
the Emperor and the senatorial body the consuls

remained the head of the latter; but their nomi-
nation became a prerogative of the Emperor, and
their election a farce. They still gave their

names to the year, and the position was simply
one of honor, so that we very often find several

consuls named in succession in one year, the

eponymous consuls holding office only for four,

or even two, months, and then being replaced

by others. The original pair were called con-

sules ordinarii, their substitutes consules suf-

feeti. Under the later Empire nothing but the

name and honor of the consulship remained.

The Emperor Honorius was made consul in the

very year of his birth! Official dating by the

name of the consuls came to an end in a.d. 537.

Consult: Alommsen, Komische Staatsrecht, ii.

(Leipzig, 1887-88) ; Daremberg et Saglio, Dic-

tionnaire des nntiquites romaines, vol. i. (Paris,

1802) ; Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encjfclopadie der

clnssischen Altertumstcissenschaft, vol. iv. (Stutt-

gart. 1839).

CONSUL, Mercantile. An agent appointed
by one nation to reside within the territory of

another for the special purpose of promoting
commercial intercourse between them. The earli-

est prototype of this official is the ancient Greek
proxenus, whose functions. were to represent his

country, and to protect its citizens while trading

at the'place of his residence. Modem Greek ap-

plies this term to the consul of to-day. That
'consul' has superseded 'proxenus' as the title of

the international agent of commerce is due to

the supremncy of Italian commerce in the Middle
.\ges. During that period Italian traders in a

foreign country were nrctistonied to have their

disputes settled by magistrates of their own upon

A\hom they conferred the proud title of 'Consul.'

In 1485 Richard III. api>ointed the first consul

for English merchants (Lorenzo Strozzi, at

Pisa) , being moved thereto, it is said, "by observ-

ing from the practice of other nations the advan-
tage of having a magistrate for settling disputes

among merchants trading in another country."

This judicial function of the early consul is

maintained at present only in Oriental and Afri-

can countries. In other lands his primary duties

are those of an international commercial agent.

The exact nature of his activities and the man-
ner in which he is to perform them are deter-

mined mainly by the regulations of the Govern-
ment appointing him.

The consular service of the United States em-
braces one consular agent and consul-general

(located at Cairo, and enjoying a quasi-diplo-

matic position), consuls-general, vice-consuls-

general, deputy consuls-general, consuls, vice-

consuls, deputy consuls, consular agents, com-
mercial agents, consular clerks, and office clerks,

numbering, in 1902. over 1000 persons. Their
salaries and fees amount to about two million

dollars annually. Most of the fees (which aggre-

gate nearly a million) are covered into the United
States Treasury, but many consuls are paid for

their services wholly or in part by fees. It is

&aid that the American consuls-general at I^ondore

and at Paris receive about $20,000 each, although
the salary is but $5000. The number of consul-

ates-general (July 17, 1902) is 44, of consulates

256, and of commercial agencies 25. As a rule,

the incumbents of these offices are not allowed to

transact business in or with the countries to

which they are accredited, but a few of the con-

suls and commercial agents are exempted from
this rule, because of their limited official income.
Commercial agents are peculiar to the service of

the United States and are not recognized by
other countries as entitled to the rank or privi-

leges of consuls. They are appointed by the

President without confirmation by the Senate,

and enter upon their duties without an exequatur
from the Government in whose territory they
reside. All other consuls are appointed by the

President by and with the advice and consent of

the Senate. They qualify by taking a prescribed

oath of office, and by executing a bond to the

I'nited States for the faithful discharge of their

duties and for accounting for, paying over, and
delivering up all fees, money, goods, effects,

books, records, papers, and other property com-
ing to their hands. Upon filing the oath of

office and the bond a commission issues, and a re-

quest is made by the State Department to the

Government within whose jurisdiction the office

is situated for an exequatur, upon the receipt of

which the consular officer is entitled to i>erform

his functions and enjoy the privileges of his .sta-

tion. The exact extent of these privileges de-

jwnds upon the conventions or treaties existing

between the United States and the countries to

which they are accredited. In the absence of any
convention, a consul, after receiving his exequa-

tur, while not entitled to the exemptions of a

diplomatic agent (see Dipi>omatic -Aoexts;

AuFX). is a recognized officer of a foreign State.

Jinder the special protection of international

law; he may raise the flag and place the arms
of the United States over his gates and doors;

nnd his official pniiers and archives are exempt
from seizure and destruction. While these duties
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of consular officers pertain chiefly to commercial
trausactions, ttiey ure not limited to them. Tht?8e

officers "Htand us protectors und udvisera of their

countrymen present in forei^ lands; they act

as judges, notaries, administrators of interests

and of all property of such as have no legal rep-

resentative; they have to prevent frauds on the

revenue; to notice infractions of treaty stipula-

tions relating to trade; to advise their Govern-

ment of new laws or regulations within their dis-

trict; to preserve the discipline of the commer-
cial marine; to guard seamen from oppression;

to aid the «lestitute; and to make reports upon
matters alTecting commercial, industrial, finan-

cial, and agricultural i)ursuits."

Some of the specific duties of consuls included

under these general duties are: in connection

witli their control of the ship])ing of Uieir coun-

try, the arbitration of disputes between muster
and crew, the relief of destitute seamen, the care

of property of their countrymen in case of ship-

wreck, etc., the issuing of passports, the authen-

tication of documents, and the certification of

marriages, births, and deaths. The consuls of

the United States are expressly prohibited from
performing the marriage ceremony; but the

>latutes ])rovide that when a marriage is duly
solemnized in accordance with the law of the

country in which the consul resides, the consul

shall, upon proper application, issue a certificate

of such solemnization, provided such persons

would have been authorized to marry if residing

in the District of Columbia, and the consul must
forward a duplicate to the Department of State

at Washington. Such a marriage is valid in the

District of Columbia and in tlie Territories of the

United States; but how far it is valid in the

various States of the Union has not been judi-

cially determined.

Ministers and consuls of the United States in

China, Siam, and Madagascar have the judicial

powers which are bestowed upon them by Chap-
ter XLVII. of the Revised Statutes, including

jurisdiction in minor criminal cases and in civil

cases involving siuiis of $500 or less. The per-

sonnel of the consular courts is specially deter-

mined, varying with the coimtry and the subject

matter under dispute ; thus, in capital cases it is

provided that the consul miist sit with four of

his countrymen as his associates, and that their

verdict must be approved by the Minister before

conviction can be had ; and in some countries

provision is made for a consular mixed court
consisting of natives of the country and of the
United States. Consuls have the judicial powers
above referred to also in Turkey so far as relates

to crimes and offenses of the citizens of the
United States, and in civil cases where such
powers are permitted by the laws of Turkey or
its treaties with civilized nations or by its usages
with the Franks or foreign Christian nations;
and in Persia, as to siiits and disputes between
citizens of the United States. Special provisions
exist granting special powers to the consuls of

the Ignited States in the Barbary States. Muscat,
Samoa, and in some other places where treaty
has provided for them. Tn China, ^Madagascar,
Siam, Turkey, and other non Christian countries
the property of deceased persons, both real and
personal, is administered under the probate juris-

diction of the consular courts of those coimtries.

(The judicial powers of the United States Consul
in Japan were terminated on July 17, 1899, by

the treaty with Japan whiih took efTect upon
that date.) Provision is made for an appeal
from the consular courts under certain conditions
to the Minister, and to the circuit courts of the
United States.

Various attempts have been made during re-

cent years to reorganize the consular service

of the United States, but without success, and
its consular system has remained practically
imchangcd since 1702. In 1805, and again in

1000, bills were introduced in Congress to
provide a system by which persons shall be
trained to the duties of the consular serviee, so
that they shall be able to perform them in the
best possible way at a reasonable expense to the
Government. Fitness for the particular place,

permanency of tenure, and promotion for elB-

ciency were the principles upon which the new
system was to be based. VVhile Congressional
action has not been secured, a step in the direc-

tion indicated by these bills was taken by Presi-
dent Cleveland in 1805, when he issued an execu-
tive order providing for an examination, by a
board of three persons to be designated by the
Secretary of State, of applicants for certain
places in the consular service.

Consult: Warden, On the Origin, Nature,
Progress, and Influence of Consular Establish-
ments (Paris, 1813) ; Tarring, British Consular
Jurisdiction in the East (London, 1887) ; the
Consular Regulations of 1806 (United States
Public Document, Washington, D. C. ) ; House
Report yo. 662, Fifty-sixth Congress, First Ses-

sion; Senate Report No. 1202, Fifty-sixth Con-
gress, First Session.

CONSTJXATE (Fr. consulat). The form of
government in France from 1799 to 1804. After
the sudden overthrow of the Directory on the

18th Brumaire (November 9, 1799), the members
of the Council of Ancients and the Five Hun-
dred, or rather such of them as approved of that
act of violence on the part of Bonaparte, ap-
pointed three Consuls—Sieyfes, Bonaparte, and
Roger Ducos. Sieve's and Ducos were quietly

got rid of by pensions and Cambacf'rfes and Le-

brun took their places. This approach to a
monarchical government was confirmed Decem-
ber 24, 1799, by the Constitution of the Year
"VIII., by which Bonaparte was made First Con-
sul. The Consuls were elected by the Senate for

ten years, and were eligible for reelection. There
was a Conservative Senate (sCnat conservateur)

of some sixty members appointed for life, a Tri-

bunate of 100 members, and a Jjcgislative Assem-
bly of 300, but their powers were very limited,

while those of the First Consul were made al-

most absolute. He promulgated laws and ap-

pointed or dismissed ministers, ambassadors,
members of the Council of State, military and
naval otruers, and all civil and criminal judges,

excepting justices of peace and members of the
Court of Cassation. Bonaparte at once took up
his residence at the Tuileries, and held a splen-

did Court. In May, 1802, he was reelected for

ten years, and in August of the same year was
made First Consul for life. Nothing but the

imperial name and ins^ignia were wanting to

complete the picture of absolutism, and these

were supplied May 18. 1804. when Napoleon was
made Emperor. Consult: Hi^lice. Les constitu-

linns de la France (Paris. 1875-80) : Thiers,

Histoire du consulat et de Vempire (Paris, 1845-

ri2) ; and the various lives of Napoleon, the me-
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raoirs of the time, and general histories. See
France; Napoleon J.

CONSULATE OF THE SEA. See Consolato
UEL Make.

CONSUMERS' LEAGUE. An "association
of j)eisons who desire, so far as possible, to do
their buying in sucli a way as to further the wel-
fare of those who make or distribute the things
bought." It recognizes that every one is a con-
sumer; that the individual purchaser is indi-
rectly a maker of goods and an employer of
labor, and that as an individual he often has no
test for goods. In harmony with the new politi-

cal economy represented by Professor Patten,
Professor Marshall, and others, which puts the
emphasis upon consumption, the League offers a
means of organizing and educating consumers to
a knowledge of their responsibilities. The move-
ment started in England in 1890. About the
same time the Working Women's Society of New
York was investigating the condition of women
and cash-girls in the store's of that city. They
called a public meeting in May, 1890, to ask the
help of consumers in bettering these conditions,
and as a result the Consumers' League of NeAV
York was formed in January, 1891. Similar
leagues have since been organized in Pennsyl-
vania, Massachusetts, Illinois, Minnesota, New
Jersey, Ohio, Wisconsin, and Michigan. The
work of the leagues has been principally : ( 1 ) to
try to reform the conditions of workers in retail

stores, and (2) to educate buyers, especially
women. The leagues, according to the needs of
their respective cities, drew up lists of conditions
which a store must maintain in order to be called

a 'fair house.' Some or all of the following
points are considered: (1) wages (fines, time of
payment, or minimum wage) ; (2) hours
(length of working day and compensation for

overtime) ; (3) vacations (week with pay, half-

holiday during two summer months, legal holi-

days) ; (4) physical conditions (seats, sanitary
work, lunch and retiring rooms)

; (5) humane
treatment, appreciation of fidelity and length of

service, and the employment of children. The
stores that fulfill these conditions are placed on
the 'white list.' Members of the League are
urged to do their buying at these stores, and to

show consideration for employees by courteous
treatment and in the choice of purchasing hours.
The promoters of the League soon fotmd that

its work must be extended to reach the makers of

goods, both to improve their conditions, and to

protect the purchaser, who had no way to dis-

tinguish between factory-made goods and those
made or finished in sweat-shops. Accordingly
the National Consumers' T/cague was organized
in 1800 with Airs Florence Kelly, who had been a
successful factory inspector in Illinois, as secre-

tary. In order to identify the factory-made
article a 'consumers' label' was adopted, which
can be placed on goods made in factories main-
taining the following conditions: (1) compli-
ance with State factory law; (2) the manufac-
ture of the goods on the premises; (3) no child

under sixteen employed; (4) a ten-hour day;
(5) permission given for inspection by a repre-

sentative of the League. During its first year's

Avork the National League, by means of the vis-

its of its secretary, investigated factories making
white goods. A list of fifteen factories was pre-

pared whoso conditions were satisfactory nnd
whose owners were willing to use the label. The

National League has provided for the education
of purchasers through lectures, the distribution
of literature, and organization. The State leagues
use similar methods, and, also, arrange parlor,
church, and school talks. Although the member-
ship of the League is still small, it is likely to
prove an important educational factor in the
community.

Bibliography. Brooks, The Consumers' League
Reports (New York, 1806, et seq.) ; Lowell,
Consumers' League (New York, 1896); North
American Review, IGG (New York, 1898) ; Ameri-
can Journal of Sociology, vol. v. (Chicago, 1901) ;

Annals of American Academy Bulletin, N. S. No.
5 (Philadelphia, 1808) ; Reports of National,
Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania
leagues. Literature may be obtained at the office

of the National Consumers' League, 105 East
Twenty-second Street, New York.

See Factory Inspection ; Sweat - Shops ;

Union Label.

CONSUMPTION (Lat. consumptio, a con-
suming, from consumere, to consume, from com-,
together + sumere, from suh, under -(- emere, to
buy). One of the divisions—with production,
exchange," and distribution—into which the sub-
ject of political economy is commonly divided.
In the greater part of the works upon the sub-
ject, consumption follows the divisions above
noted, and the subject has generally been treated
in a stepmotherly fashion. It seems to have been
assumed that the consumption of goods, the goal
of all economic effort, sufficiently explains itself.

Such treatment as is found deals with a few
well-defined aspects. One of these has been the
discussion of luxury, and the respective effects

upon the economic order of wasteful and careful
personal expenditure. In further examination
of this subject attention has been called to the
objects of personal expenditure. An examina-
tion of household budgets, especially those of the
laboring classes, has given rise to an extensive
and interesting literature. Attention was first

directed to this line of investigation by the
French economist Le Play and the German stat-

istician Engel (q.v. ). Much consideration has
also been given imder the head of consumption to
the effects upon the economic order of the various
forms of taxation.

It is obvious that consumption cannot be con-

fined to the consideration of personal expendi-
ture—that it is an integral part of the processes

of protluction ; and in this sense consumption has
l>een defined as the 'withdrawal of goo<ls from
the market,' and would thus include not only
direct consumption of goods for the satisfaction

of immediate wants, but also the indirect con-

sumption of goods in the production of other
goods. It is this view of the subject which has
in later years led to the attempt to correlate the
j)henomena of consumption more closely with
the other economic processes. The stimulus
seems to have been given by German economists,

who have directed attention to the fact that the

ultimate goal of all economic effort is the satis-

faction of human wants. From this it was a
natural step to a closer analysis of the human
wants themselves, and this analysis has led up
to the newer economic doctrine of which in Eng-
land Marshall (q.v.), on the Continent of Europe
the .Austrian writers and in the Ignited States

Clark (q.v.) and Patten are the leading expo-

nents. Their view is well stated in MarshaU's
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/'riMri/</(» of EconumicH (London, 1890-91), in

wliicli (•on8unii)tion or deniund is ^jivon the llrst

pIiUT in the disc-ussion. The unalysis of the

foreeH whieli awaken tlie demand for goods, thus

giving dirwtion to the national produetion, has

given rise to many new views in economics, and
haH reopened the diseussion of fundamental prin-

ciples. Such a development corresponds to the

actual development of modern life in which the

rapid strides of physical and mechanical science

seem to liave thrown for the time In-ing questions

of tlie limitations of human powers by physical

conditions into the background. See Exchange;
I'ouTit'Ai. KcoNOMY; Prodiction.

CONSUMPTION. See Tubebcilosis.
CONTACT (I^at. coniactua, from contingere,

to touch, from com-, together + tangere, to

touch). In geometry, two lines of which one at

least is curved are said to be in contact when
they have two or more consecutive points in

common. E.g. in analytic geometry a tangent is

said to l)e in contact with a circle in two consecu-

tive {Mints. This is called contact of the first

order. If two curves have contact at three con-

secutive points, the contact is said to be of the
sec«»nd order, and so on ; e.g. the curves t/ = ar"

and y = .3x*— 3ar + 1 have contact of the second
order. The analytic condition for contact of the
first order at point x ^= a, between two curves,

y, = ^(x), y,= f{x\ is that .^(a) = V(«), 4>'{a) =
^'(a), 0' and\{'' being the first derivatives. The
condition for contact of the second order is that

<f>{a) ~ ^(o), 0'(a) = ^'(o), <f>"ia) = \''"(a) . Contact
of the third order requires the derivative of the
third order, and so on. In contact of the «th
order between two surfaces, there must be ( n + 1

)

consecutive common points.

CONTACT-ACTION, Chemical. See Cata-
lytic Action : Reaction.

CONTACT DEPOSITS. See Ore Deposits.

CONTAGION (Lat. contagio, contact, from
contingere, to touch, from com-, together -|- fon-

gere, to touch ) . The communication of a dis-

ease from the sick to the healthy, either by di-

rect contact of a part affected with the disease,

or by indirect contact through the medium of

the excretions and exhalations of the body.
Among the contagious diseases are mea.sles, scar-

let fever, smallpox, erj'sipelas, typhus fever, bu-
bonic plague, epidemic influenza (the grippe),
diphtheria, and tuberculosis. See Bacteria;
Epidemic; Infection.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES. The law takes
cognizance of contagious and infectious dis-

ea.ses as they menace the public health, for the
protection of which health and quarantine
laws are enacted under the broad authority of
the police power of the State. (See Police
Power.) For purposes of administration, this
]>ower may be delegated to municipal corpora-
tions or like political subdivisions.

While the right to take summary measures for
the public safety is one of the most ancient of
government prescriptions and is rarely chal-
lenged, yet it is none the less formidable, involv-
ing as it does the power of the State forcibly to
confine those suffering from infectious diseases,
even where properly cared for by friends or
relatives, and other like interference with the
personal rights of liberty and property. Mari-
time quarantine was early practiced by the com-

mercial nations, and was enforced by tlic N'cnt-

tians in the fifteenth century; but municipal
health regulation is of somewhat later develop-

ment, and the two are still usually separated in

administration. Thus, for insUince, the Hoard
of Health of the City of New York exercises
jurisdiction within the city proper and upon the
waters of the bay to the limits of quarantine,
which, with its shipping, is under the autliority
of the Itoard of Quarantine Commissioners and
the liealth officer of the port. In the United
States the enactment of quarantine laws is held
to be among the powers preserved to the States
under the Constitution. Under their authority,
however, State boards of health are created and
general statutes passed delegating the power to
l(x;al boards in cities, towns, and villages. In
the larger cities this power is usually conferred
separately by provision in their charter or act
of incorporation. The public health laws of the
several States are similar in character, and may
be consulted for details. Violations cf the sanitary
code are usually made misdemeanors, and pun-
ished by imprisonment or fines. For the purpose
of avoiding any questions that might arise from
the possible interference of local regulations of
the public health with the Federal prerogative
of regulating interstate commerce, Congress early
passed acts adopting such State laws and re-

quiring their observance by Federal officials

(act of February 25, 1799; act of April 29, 1878
[20 Stat. L. 37]). In 1879 a National Board
of Health was created, but its powers were little

more than advisory, and bv the act of Congress,
February 25, 1893 (27 Stat. L. 449), it was
abolished and its powers and duties transferred
to the Marine Hospital Service, which, under
the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury,
performs the functions of national quarantine.
Questions pertaining to the people at large aris-

ing from immigration and importation belong to
Federal jurisdiction as incidental to the consti-

tutional right of regulating commerce. Thus
conditions of entry are imposed, such as deten-
tion, inspection, and disinfection, and under the
act of 1893 protective restrictions may even be
laid upon interstate intercourse where a danger
is threatened and State authority is wanting
or lax. The Federal quarantine may arrest the
entrance of forbidden persons or things; but
once past the 'Barge Office' or custom-house, the
local authorities take jurisdiction. Naval ves-

sels as well as commercial are bound to observe
quarantine rules.

In Great Britain a similar system of sanitary
protection prevails. In England, the controllirfg

statute, the Public Health Act (38 and 39 Vict,

c. 55 [1875]), is comprehensive in its provisions
and regulations, though it does not extend to

Scotland or Ireland, or, except as to special pro-

visions, to the city of London. The Infectious

Disease (Notification) Act (52 and 53 Vict. c.

72) and the Infectious Disease (Prevention) Act
(5.3 and 54 Vict. c. 34), as the titles signify, pro-

vide respectively for the course to be pursued
in notifying the proper authorities in cases of

defined contagious illness, and the regulations
to be adopted in the way of inspection and dis-

infection to prevent infection. The first applies
to the United Kingdom, and may be adopted by
urban and rural authorities of ports and local

districts; the second is confined to England.
In its international aspect, the obligation rest*
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ing upon a State to adopt projKT regulations

lo prevent the spread of epideiuics belongs to

the so-called natural duties, rather than the more
defined and absolute principles of international
jiirisprudence. But with the increase of inter-

national intercourse and the development of a
more sensitive national conscience, a demand
has arisen among civilized nations for the recog-

nition of the right to such protection by another
State, as well as the long-established one of sur- •

rounding itself by defensive barriers. The Unit-

ed States has taken the lead in a commercial
way by vigilant inspection of meats and like food
exports. In 1879 Sir Shenstone Baker prepared
a Code of International Quarantine, which was
approved by the United States. See Quaban-
TiXE; and consult the authorities referred to
there and under Police Poweb.

CONTARINI, kOn'tA-re'n^. The name of a
noble family in Venice, one of the twelve that
elected the first Doge. Between 1043 and 1674,

5*even doges were furnished by this family, and
.several of its members were men of note. Do-
menico. Doge in 1043-71, was the first of the fam-
ily to he invested with that dignity; during his

reign the rebuilding of Saint Mark's Church was
begun. Andrea, Doge in 1367-82, terminated the

long war between Venice and Genoa by defeating

the Genoc'se fleet at Chioggia. His return from
this expe<lition was depicted by Paolo Veronese
by order of the Republic. Ambrogio was Ambas-
.>;ador of Venice to Persia in 1473-77 and gave an
account of his travels, published in Venice

(1487). Gasparo ( 1483-1.542) . cardinal and diplo-

matist, went as Venetian ambassador to the Diet

of Worms in 1521, thence accompanied Charles V.
to the Netherlands, England, and Spain, and in

1523 concluded the Emperor's alliance with Ven-
ice. In 1535 he was made cardinal by Pope Paul
III., and as Papal legate to the Diet of Ratisbon,

in 1541, made the most extensive concessions to

the Protestants, endeavoring to bring about a
reconciliation with the Catholic Church. Of his

earnest efforts to introduce sweeping reforms in

the latter, his Cortsilium de Emendanda Ecclesia

{ 1537) is sufiicient proof. The best-known of his

other writings is De Magistratibus et Republica
Vcnetnrum (1543K Giovanni (1549-1605) was a
painter of the Venetian School, who formed him-
self chiefly after the works of Titian and Palma
the Younger. Called to Vienna by Emperor Ru-
dol|>h II., he painted many portraits, but he is

more noted for his historical compositions, among
•which are "The Doge ^Marino Grimani Adoring
the Virgin," "Conquest of Verona by the Vene-
tians," both executed for the Doge's Palace in

Venice; and "Baptism of Christ."

CONTARINI FLEMING. A romance by
Benjamin Disraeli (1832).

CONTi;, kON'tA', Nicolas Jacqves (1755-

1805). A French chemist and inventor, born at

Aunou - sur - Ome (Ome). He was at first a
painter, but afterwards turned to the mechanical
arts, and, when France was deprived, through
war with England, of its plumbago supply, in-

vented a substitute in the shape of a mixture of

graphite and clay. This substance he utilized for

the manufacture of black-lead pencils, known as

crnynns Contf, by a process since followed in

making all pencils. He also made extensive

researches concerning the military aerostat, be-

came director of the aerostatic school at Meudon,
Vol. v.— 14.

and was appointed by Napoleon chief of the

aerostatic corps of the French army of invasion
in the Egj-ptian expedition. During that expedi-

tion his inventive genius proved to be of great

ser>ice; for, after the reverse at Aboukir, the

revolt at Cairo, and the consequent loss of instru-

ments and supplies, he directed the manufacture
of cloth, surgical instruments, bread, arms,
ammunition, and other necessaries. He also

devised (1798) a barometer, similar to the later

one of Vidi. In 1802 he assisted in founding the
Society for the Encouragement of National In-

dustry. Consult Jomard, Conti, sa vie et ses tra-

laitx (Paris, 1852).

CONTEMPORANEITY (from Lat. con-

temporancus, simultaneous, from com-, together

-f- tempus, time). A term used in geologj' to

imply that two formations were deposited during
the same period of time. This does not neces-

sarily mean that they must contain the same
fossil species, nor is it likely that they will,

except when the two areas of deposition are in

the same basin. The term contemporaneity is some-
times confused with homotasy, which means
that certain formations occupy the same relative

))ositions with respect to the development of

life forms. Thus, certain formations of the

Devonian in Europe and North America might
show similar faunas, but not have been deposited
at exactly the same time. They would be homo-
taxial. See Geology.

CONTEMPT (Lat. contempt'us, from contem-
tiere, to despise, from com-, together + temnere,

to despise). In law, any disobedience of, or dis-

respectful or disorderly conduct in the presence
of, any court or legislative body. It is punish-
able because it tends to impair the dignity, power,
and authority of such bodies, and thus interfere

with the administration of the law. and generally
the body concerned has an inherent power sum-
marily to impose upon the offender a penalty of

fine or imprisonment, or both. All courts have
such power. The guilty person may usually
have these penalties remitted by 'purging* the

contempt ; that is, by making pecuniary repara-

tion, as far as possible, for any damage caused
by his acts, and apologizing for his fault. If

satisfactory, an order or minute is then entered
reciting that this has been done and directing

that the culprit be relieved from the penalty.

Consult: Rapalje, Treatise on Contempt (New
York, 1884) ; Oswald, Contempt of Court, Com-
mittal, and Attachment, and Arrest Upon Civil

Process (London, 1805).

CONTEMPT OF PARLIAMENT. See Par-
liament.

CONTES A NINON, kd.Nt z& n^'nOn' (Fr.,

Ninon stories). A collection of short stories

by Emile Zola, which were collected and pub-

lished in 1864, when their author was only twen-
ty-four years old. It was his first im|>ortant

work, and has been deemetl by some critics his

best book of short stories. l)eing free from the
exaggerations and brutalities which marked
many of his later writings. In 1874 he pub-
lishc<l Xnurcaux coiitm d Xinon.

CONTES DE MA MijRE L'OYE, kflirt de
mA mftr Iwil (Fr., stories of my Mother Goose).

A famous collection of fairy tales by Charles Per-

rault (1697), purporting to be written by his

ten-year-old son. The stories are taken from
popular tradition, and are told in simple, child-
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iiih languaj^, which has made them very success-

ful anioii^' ohihlrcii for 200 year».

CONTES DES FEES, dA fA (Fr., stories of

the fairio»). A collection of fairy stories from
various sources by the Conitesse d'Aunoy (1710),

in which many of the tales received their literary

form in French.

CONTES DB&LATIQITES, drA'lA'tAk' (Fr.,

droll stories). A series of thirty tales by

Dalzac, abounding in Rabelaisian humor, and
copying the style and si)elling of the sixteenth

century. Thev were published variously in 1832,

18.33, and 1837.

CONTES DU LUNDI, dy l6N'd^ (Fr.,

Monday stories). A collection of short stories

by Alphonse Daudet (1873), of which La
derniirc classc, the touching story of the last

school session held by an old French school-

master in Alsace before the German occupation,

attracted much attention.

CONTI, kO.N't^', ITousE OF. A younger branch

of the House of Bourbon-Cond6 (see Cond6).
It first appears in French history in the six-

teenth century when Francois, son of Louis

de Bourbon, first Prince of Cond6, took the name
of ^Marquis de Conti from his mother's fief

of Conti-sur-Selles, in Picardy. Toward the end
of the century he was made Prince of Conti.

He died without heirs in 1614, and for sixteen

years the title was in abeyance. In 1630 it was
be.stowed upon the infant Armand de Bourbon,
second son of the Prince of Conde. This second

Prince de Conti is generally regarded as the

founder of the house. His son, Louis Armand,
Prince de Conti, succeeded him, and on his death,

in 168.5, left the title to his younger brother,

Francois Tx)uis (1664-1709), who styled himself

Prince de la Roche-sur-Yon et de Conti, and was
the most noted member of the family. He had
l)een educated under the eyes of the great Conde
and embraced a military career with enthusiasm.
He served in Hungary against the Turks but,

owing to incautious letters which he wrote
home, he lost the favor of Louis XIV., and
on returning was banished to Chantilly. Par-
doned through the intercession of the great
Condf», the Prince served with distinction under
the Duke of Luxembourg, and was present at the
battles of Steenkerk (1692) and Neerwinden
(1693). In 1697 he was put forward by Louis
XIV. as a candidate for the Polish crown, and
was in fact elected King by a part of the nobles,

but found himself powerless against the opposi-

tion of Russia, the Emperor Leopold I., and
the Pope, and abandoned his claim. Louis XIV.
was never his friend, and feared Conti's
popularity, so that the Prince spent his later life

in retirement. In 1709, however, he was .sum-

moned to take command of the Army of Flanders,
but was carried ofT by an attack of the gout, Feb-
ruary 22, 1709. Massillon pronounced his fu-

neral oration, and Saint-Simon, in his me-
moirs, speaks of him in glowing terms. His
son was a worthless roM(* of the time of
the Regency; but his grandson, Louis Fran-
cois (1717-76), Prince de Conti, distinguished
himself as a brave and popular commander.
The last member of the house was Louis
Francois Joseph (1734-1814), Prince de Conti,
son of the preceding, who, after a some-
what checkered career, died at Barcelona. Con-
sult: Martin, Histoire de France, vols, ix., x..

xi. (Boston, 1864-66) ; Mfynoires of Fontenay-
Mareuil, La Rochefoucauld-Uoudainville (Paris,.

1861-64), and Saint-Simon (London, I8S9) ;

Topin, L'Europc it Ics Hourb(ws (Paris, 1H6S) ;

M^moircs of Noailles (Paris, 1777) ; D'Argenson,
A/<*»»oire« (London, 1893) ; and Ik^rnis, Md-nioiren

(Paris, 1878) ; De Broglie, Lc secret du roi

(Paris, 1879).

CONTI, AuGUSTO (1822—). An lUlian phil-

osophical writer, born near San Miniato in

Tuscany. He studied law at several Italian

universities and practice<l in Florence until 1848,.

when he enlisted as a voluiittvr for service

against Austria. Subsequently he practiced law
and taught philosophy in San Miniato; in 18.5.'>

was made professor of philosophy in Lu(X'a ; in

1863 professor of the historj' of philosophy in

Pisa, and in 1864 professor of mental and moral
philosophy in Florence. His published works
include: Evidenza, amove e fcdc, o i criteri della

filoaofia (1862, and subsequent editions) ; fitoria

della filoaofia (1864, and subsequent editions);
L'armonia dclle cose (2 vols., 1878) ; Filoaofia
clemcntare (1869; ed. 9, 1879) ; Dio come ordi-

natore del mondo ( 1871 ) ; and Jl rero nelV ordine

(1876; 2d ed., 1891). In these and other works,
Conti makes an earnest attempt to bring into

agreement the teachings of difTerent philosophi-

cal schools.

CONTI, NiccolO del. An Italian traveler ot

the fifteenth century. He learned Oriental lan-

guages and carried on an extensive traffic in the
East, He traveled in Egypt, Arabia, Persia, and
India, and later gave a comjilete account of his

travels to Poggio Bracciolini, secretary of Pope
Eugenius IV. Poggio's manuscript relating

the observations and adventures of Conti was
first published in 1723, under the title Hia-

toriw de Varietate Fortunw. Conti was one of
the pioneers of European commerce in the East,
and one of the first to advocate the idea of find-

ing a western way by sea to the Eastern countries.

Consult Giardina, / viagqi di Niccolo de' Conti
(Catania, 1808).

CONTINENT (ML. continens, from Lat. con-

tinere, to touch, from com-, together -|- tenere, to-

hold). The largest natural land division; of

greater area than an island or peninsula. The
outer portion of the earth is composed of two
layers, the solid rocky crust, or 'lithosphere,' and
the water areas, or 'hydrosphere.' In the early

period of its history the earth may have been
surrounded entirely by the hydrosphere, but at

present, and, so far as known, in all geological

ages, the crust has been folded into mountain
chains, forming nuclei around which the con-

tinental land areas are grouped, while the

waters have accumulated in the intermediate

depressions. Geographers usually recognize as

Continents Eurasia (comprising Europe and
Asia), Africa, Australia, North America, and
South America ; the two Americas, however, are

sometimes grouped as a single continent, al-

though such a classification is hardly justifiable

vnless Africa be included with the Eurasian

continent. A sixth continent may be represented

by the land areas in the Antarctic region (q.v.).

It is estimated that the land constitutes about
55,000,000 square miles, or 28 per cent, of the

entire surface of the earth. The continents vary
widely in form, area, relief, and distribution

on the globe, yet they may have many features.
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in common. Usually the regions of greatest
elevation are found in the interior, while along
the coast line there is a gentle slope outward
which, continued beneath the sea, forms a slightly

submerged land strip called the 'continental

shelf.' On the seaward edge of the shelf the
slope is very rapid down to the great depths of

the sea. The average altitude of the continents,

according to the calculations of Lapparent, Mur-
ray, Penck, Supan, and Heiderich, ia shown
below: , ^ - -

ESTIMATKD AYXRAHE ElETATIOSS OK THE COXTIJiEXTS

COSTIKEST
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sel violating tlii-s (udor \vat» to be confiscated

with iUs cargo. Napoleon responded by a decree

dated Warsaw, January 25, 1807, wliicli ordered
tlie confiscation of all Knglish or English colonial

merchandise fonnd in the Ciernian Ilansa towns.
By a swond Order in Council, November 11,

1807, all harbors and places in France and her
allies in Europe and the colonies, as well as in

every country with which England was not at
war, but from which the English flag was ex-

cluded, were placed under the same restrictions

as if strictly blockaded. These orders were
followed by reprisals on the French side. By the

Milan decree of lX'cenil>er 17, 1807, strengthened
by a second. Of January 11, 1808, issued from the
Tuilcries, any vessel, of whatever nation, that

had been searched by an English ship, or had
submitted to he sent on a voyage to England, or

paid any duty to the English Government, was
to lie declared denationalized, and treated as
English. By the Treaty of Tilsit (1807) Russia
con.sente<l to close her jwrts to English commerce,
and in order the more cfTectually to annihilate

such commerce, there appeared, August 3, 1810,

the tarifF of Trianon for colonial goods; tliis was
extended by a decree of September 2; on Octo-

ber 18 followed the decree of Fontainebleau,
ordering the burning of all English goods, an
order which was to be carried out with more or
less modification in all countries connected with
France.
The consequence of the Continental System

was undoubtedly the springing up upon the Con-
tinent of many branches of manufacture to the

loss of England; on the other hand, the price

of foreign goods rose to an extraordinary height,

enabling a few merchants to make fortunes, but
sensibly aflTecting the daily comfort of the middle
classes. On the whole, the Continental System,
both politically and economically, was a mis-

take. Russia abandoned it in 1810, and with
the breaking up of Napoleon's power the system
collapsed entirely. On the English side the en-

forcement of the Orders in Council gave offense

to the United States, and was one of the princi-

pal causes of the War of 1812. Consult:
Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power upon the

French Revolution arid Empire (Boston, 1894) ;

Thiers, Uistoire du eonsulat et de Vempire
(Paris, 1845-02) ; Cime. Etude sur les tarifs de
douane et les traites de commerce (Paris, 1875) ;

Adams, Henry, History of the United States
(New York, '188901). See Neutrals; Napo-
ij:on T.

CONTINGENT (from Lat. contingere, to
toucli ) . A quota of troops, furnished to the
common army by another branch of the service,

or by difTcrent cooperating nations or armies.

It was the naval contingent that saved the day
in the defense of Ladysmith against the Boers
in 1899. The various contingents of the interna-

tional armies formed the common army under
the leadership of Count Waldersee, the German
commander, in the China campaign of 1900. The
troops to l)e furnished by each of the United
States under a call for vohmteers by the Presi-

dent is its quota.

CONTINGENT BEMAINDER. See Re-
mainder.

CONTINUED FRACTION. See Fraction.

CONTINUITY (Lat. contimtitas, from con-

tinuus, uninterrupted, from continere, to hold

together, from com-, together + tencrc, to hold).
In geometry, a vital principle which asserts
that if from the nature of a particular problem
we would exiwct a certain number of solutions,
then there will be the same number of solutions
in every case, although some may be imaginary.
E.g. a straight line and a circle in the same
plane intersect in two points real, coincident or
imaginary. The sum of the angles of a quadri-
lateral is a perigon whether the quadilateral is

convex, cross, or concave. In this case, however,
angles which have decreased and have passed
through zero must be regarded as negative. By
the principle of continuity theorems concerning
real points or lines may be extended to imaginary
points or lines. This change can take place
only when some element of the figure passes
through either a zero value or an infinite value;
e g. rotate an asymptote of the hyperi>ola about
the origin; before rotation it cuts tlie curve in
two infinite points; after rotation it cuts it in
two real points or two imaginary points. In
case of the real points rotate it still further, and
these pass to infinity, and imaginary points oc-

cur, ^lany propositions of elementary geometry
may be inferred from this principle. It was
first stated by Kepler, emphasized by Boscovich,
and put into acceptable form by Poncelet in his
Traite des proprict^s projectives des figures (2d
ed., Paris, 186.5-66).

More generally continuity is a philosophical
concept exemplified in space and time. It has
been defined as a series of adjacent parts with
common limits; as, infinite divisibility; that is,

that however small the segment between two
points, a further division is possible; but in

modem analysis continuity is the essential prop-
erty of a continuum. By a continuum is under-
stood a system or manifoldness of parts possessed

in varying degree of a property A, such that
between any two parts distant a finite length

from each other an infinite number of other
parts may be interpolated, of which thase that
are immediately adjacent exhibit only indefi-

nitely small difTerences with respect to the prop-
erty A. This is expressed by Cantor as a
'pierfekt zusammenhiingende Menge,' a perfect

concatenation of points; e.g. all numbers ra-

tional and irrational in any interval form a
continuum. A concatenation not perfect is

called a semi-continuum ; e.g. the rational or the
irrational numbers in any interval. A straight

line is said to possess continuity.

Bj' the continuity of the roots of an equation
is meant that as a result of certain variations

of the function, difTerent pairs of roots may
during the process become equal or imaginary,
the total number always continuing the same

—

tin example given by Leibnitz. By the continuity

of a function of x is meant the fact that in-

definitely small and continuous changes in the

value of X between certain limits produce in-

definitely small and continuous changes in the

function. Consult: Jordan, Cours d'analyse

(Paris, 1893) ; Poncelet, Traits des propri4tes

projectives des figures (Paris, 1865-66) ; Ency-
clopadie der mathematischen Wissenschaften,
vol. i. (Leipzig. 1901) : Cantor. Mathematische
Annalen. vols. xx. and xxi. (Leipzig, 1882-83) ;

Mach, in The Open Court, vol. xiv. (Chicago,
1900).

CONTINUITY, Law of. A principle first

formulated by Leibnitz (q.v.), which is expressed
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in the Latin sentence, Xatura non facit sallum
("Nature does not make sudden leaps"). It

is opposed to tlie principle of discreteness, which
asserts that all difFerences are hard and fixed,

and that differences of kind are not differences of

degree. Of late the significance of the law of

continuity is coming more and more to be recog-

nized. Indeed, it is the fundamental presupposi-
tion of all evolutionarj' tliought, which maintains
that all the dilFerences of organic species and
genera are differences appearing here and there in

a continuum of variation, and that they get
their discrete character from the disappearance
of intergradient forms. The law of continuity
may be illustrated in many ways. The solar
spectrum, for instanc*e, presents us with a series

of colors which blend into each other in such a
way that it is impossible to say where one color

ends and another begins. Within this series we
see many recognizably distinct colors; but this

really means that red and blue are so different

lliat a normal eye cannot confuse them. It does
not mean that they are so different that no con-
ceivable difference in degree can account for the
difference in kind. In fact, it takes only a glance
at the spectrum to see that the difference in kind
is mediated by differences in degree, and that these
latter are not abrupt and intermittent, but con-

tinuous and unbroken. By abstracting from the
intervening colors and shades we can represent
any detectable differences to ourselves as discrete,

but this apj)earance of discreteness comes from
failure to attend to the mediating shades. It

is, however, to be observed that the continuity
of the difference does not in the least prejudice
the fact of difference. This truth can be stated
in the following paradox: The colors and shades
that separate two given colors in a spectrum also
unite them. Generalizing this, we get the law
that all intervenients while uniting separate, and
while separating unite, the extremes between
which they lie. See Identity; and for the con-
tinuity of the states of aggregation of chemical
substances, Critical Point.

CONTINUOUS SERVICE. See Enlist-
ment.

CONTOR'NIATE (It. contorniato, from con-
toruo, contour, from ML. contornare, to go
around, from Lat. com-, together + fomare, to

turn, from toruus, Gk. rdpixn, tornos, lathe).

A term applied to a class of antique medals
which have a deep line cut round the edge, like

a furrow., and are also marked by a strongly
projecting edge. They show on one side a head,
often of an emperor or other ruler, sometimes
Homer, Sallust, ITorace, or other authors, and
on the other a scene from the circus or amphi-
theatre or from mj'thologj' or, rarely, daily life.

Xo contomiate is known to be certainly ear-

lier than the third century a.d., and most of

them are even later. !Many explanations of the
use of contorniates have l>een given; the most
probable is that they were counters in games,
the reliefs on the sides l)eing protected from con-

lact with the board by the projecting rim.

CONTORTED STRATA. See Mountain.

CONTOURS' (Fr., from ML. contornare, to

go around). In topographical surveying and
milifar>' sketching, the intersection of a hill by
a horizontal plane. On topographical maps and
military sketches hills are shown by contours,

which are imaginary lines, generally represented

in red or black on the map, drawn round the hill

at exactly the same level. Height is al.so shown
by contours ; on a map the distance between con-
t(mrs, commonly called the vertical interval, is

always a fixed numl)er of feet. The value of
contours in a map or sketch to the engineer or
military' offic-er is that he is enabled to tell at a
glance the slope of the ground to be traversed,
and also whether tlie hills are gentle or steep,

as the nearer together two contours appear on a
map the steeper is the 8lo|)e, and vice versa.
See SuBX-EYiNO; and Engineering, Militaby.
In the latter article the contour lines are shown
in the reproduction of a military map.

CONTRABAND OF WAR (It. contrabban-
do, Sp., Port, contrabando, from ML. contra-
bannum, contraband, from contra, against +
bandum, bannum, proclamation, from OHG. ban,
Ger. liann, AS. bann, Engl, ban; ultimately con-
nected with Lat. fari, Gk. tpijixu, phvnai, to
speak). Goods of such character as to be liable

to seizure by a belligerent in trade between a
neutral and the enemy in time of war. Inter-

national complications arise over the definition

of what, in a particular instance, constitutes
contraband. To some extent this has been
defined by treaty, especially by the United States,
but the changes in methods of modern warfare
render the list a constantly shifting one.

Great Britain has adopted the classification

of (a) goods absolutely contraband, and (b)

goods occasionally contraband; i.e. making the
decision depend upon the condition of being in-

tended for .warlike use. Under the latter head
are included provisions, coal, horses, fittings for

steam vessels, etc. Thus, in the case of a
Swedish ship in the War of 1812 bound for the
neutral port of Bilbao with a cargo of grain
intended for the use of the British fleet lying

there, the cargo was subject to confiscation as
contraband. So coal came up for di-scussion in

the Crimean War, Great Britain claiming it to

be included under the head of occasional contra-

band. France in the war of 1859 refused to

treat coal as contraband. The United States

at the time of the Civil War adopted the Eng-
lish position, as did Germany in the war of

1870, while Russia follows France. Such dif-

ferences threaten to furnish serious controversy

in the event of war between any of the great

commercial nations. The rules of international

law provide that subjects of neutrals may carry
contraband to either belligerent, but must do so

at their own risk. So neutral merchants may
trade in arms, ammunition, and stores in time

of war as in time of peace, but either belligerent

may capture such goods as are of direct and im-

mediate use in war, if they cannot intercept them
in their passage to the enemy while not within

neutral jurisdiction. While a neutral is bound to

prevent the departure of armed exj>editions from
its shores and the supplying of fighting gear to

belligerent vessels in its ports, no duty is im-

posed of restraining contraband trade, though
it has no right to interfere in l>ehalf of subjects

whose property is seized by one l)olligerent on
the way to another, provided it belongs to the

class of forbidden commodities.
Three requisites are necessary to constitute

the offense of carrying rntiiraband: (1) Sale

and transport of contraband goods within a
neutral territory is permissible, but they may
not be sent across the frontier to a belligerent
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by land or sea. (2) The goods must be in-

tended eventually for a hoHtile deistination. (3)
The ofl'ense is completed with the deposit of the

contraband cargo at tlie belligerent destination.

The ship when captured is generally taken to a
prize court by the captor, and the jwnalty of

conviction is the contiscation of the contraband
goods, unless the owner of the contraband also

has ownership in the vessel, in which case the

ship, or his share therein, is likewise confiscated,

and also any inno<'ent goods of his ownership.

False pa|K»rs or misrepresentation as to des-

tination may lead to the ship's condemnation.
The carrying of agents or dispatches of an
enemy must be distinguished as more properly

unneutral service than carrying of contraband.
The Trent Affair (q.v. ) comes under the appli-

cation of the rules relating to this question.

The term contraband of war was inappropri-

ately though ingeniously applied during the Civil

War by Gen. B. F. Butler, while in command at

Fortress Monroe, to captured slaves, as a ground
for retaining them when demanded by their

Southern owners. Consult the authorities re-

ferred to under NEtTTRALiTY: Belligerents;
Blockade; Ixternational Law.

CONTRA-BASS. See Double Bass.

CONTRA-BASS TUBA. See Tuba.

CONTRACT (from Lat. contrahere, to draw
up, from com-, together -f trahere, to draw). In
Knglish and American law, an agreement, en-

forceable at law, between two or more parties

to do or not to do a particular thing. The ele-

ments essential to all forms of contracts are:

(a) an obligation founded on the promise made
by a party to the contract and resulting in

his intent to enter into such an obligation; (b)

a meeting of the minds of all the parties to the

contract as to the terms and conditions of the

promise given. Additional elements may be re-

quired to give solidity to various classes of con-

tracts, as is pointed out below.

Classification.—Contracts are usually classified

as: (a) contracts of record; (b) contracts by
specialty; and (c) simple contracts.

Contracts of record, so called, are conclusive

legal obligations created by the judgment or

order of a court of record. Examples of contracts

of record are judgments, recognizances, statutes

staple, etc. They are not true contracts at all,

as they do not contain a promise and are not
founded upon the intention of the party bound,
but should probably be classified as quasi con-

tracts (q.v.).

Contracts by specialty are contracts depending
for their validity upon the formality of their

execution. They are required to be in writing
and to be perfected by sealing and delivery by the
party to be bound thereby. The usual form of

specialty contract is by covenant (q.v.). A bond
(q.v.), though in strictness not a contract, being
an acknowledgment of indebtedness instead of a
promise to pay, has always been regarded and
classified as a specialty contract. Contracts by
specialty require no consideration (q.v.) to give
them validity. As in the case of other contracts,

the courts of equity will not specifically enforce a
specialty contract unless it is founded upon a
consideration.

At common law the seal required to be placed
upon specialty contracts was of great technical

importance, but the law in this connection has

been greatly modified by modern statutes. In
nearly all of the Unitwl States a scroll or mark
with the pen may he UH«'d in place of a seal. In a
number of States it is provided by statute that
the seal upon a sealed instrument is only pre-

sumptive evidence of a consideration; tlie effect

of which probably is to make a consideration nec-

essary to the validity of a seaU-d instrument, at
least wliere it is intended by the j)arties that a
consideration is to l)e given. In a few States all

distinction between specialty contracts and simple
contracts has been abolislied l)y statutes. The
conmion-law form of action for enforcing all kinds
of specialty contracts, except a bond, was the
action of covenant

(
q.v. ) . Recovery upon a bond

was secured by the conuiion-law action of debt
(q.v.). These distinctions are not preserved in

modern systems of pleading. The usual period of

limitation upon specialty contracts is twenty
years.

Simple contracts are contracts which do not
depend upon any particular formality as to execu-
tion /or their validity, but upon the existence of

a consideration, which is a detriment, or a sur-

render of a right, given in exchange for the
promise. (See Consideration.) A simple con-

tract may be in writing or by parole, or may
even be implied from the acts and conduct of the
parties manifesting their intentions.

As no formality is required in the creation of

a simple contract, it always comes into existence

as the consequence of an offer and acceptance.
The offer must be accepted in accordance with
its terms within a reasonable time, or within the
time stated in the offer, in order to give rise to

a contract. A refu.sal to accept, or a counter-
otTer, puts an end to the first offer, which cannot
thereafter be accepted. In contracts entered into

by letter, in most jurisdictions, the offer is

deemed to be accepted upon the posting of the
letter of acceptance, but in a few States it is

held that there is no acceptance until the letter

of accej)tance is actually received by the person
making the offer. Inasmuch as there must be an
agreement in order to create a contract, anj* mis-

take as to the time of the offer or acceptance will

prevent a meeting of the minds of the parties

and no contract will arise. But a mistake as to
some collateral matter will have no effect upon
the contract unless induced by fraud, in which
case the defrauded party may rescind the con-

tract. Thus, if A offers to sell property to B
for .$10,000, and B accepts, understanding the

offer to be $5,000, no contract arises; but if B
understands the offer made and accepts it because
he erroneously believes the property is of much
greater value, a contract does arise. Simple con-

tracts are frequently classified as express and im-

plied. An express contract is one entered into

on terms expressed in spoken or written words.
An implied contract is one which is inferred from
the acts or conduct of the parties. The latter

should not be confoimded with the so-called con-

tracts implied in law. as. for examjde. the obliga-

tion to repay money paid by mistake, which are

not true contracts, because not based upon inten-

tion. They are properly classified as quasi con-

tracts (q.v.). Express contracts may be by
parole or in writing, the only difference in legal

effect being in the method of proof. (See Evi-

dence.) A few simple contracts are required,

however, by the Statute of Frauds (q.v.) to be

executed in writing. Simple contracts are further
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clasilied as unilateral and bilateral. A imi-
laterul contract is one in whicli one party to the
contract makes a promise in exchange for the
otlier party's yiving something or doing some act.

A bilateral contract is one in whicli each of the
two parties gives his promise in exchange for the
promise of the other, the promise of each being
a consideration for the promise of the other.

Contracts are also said to be executory or exe-
cuted. An executor}' contract is one which has
not been fully performed. As the performance of
a contract termimites its existence as a legal
obligation, it will be observed that the expression
•executed contract' is a contradiction of terms. A
prest-iit sale of i>ersonal proj)erty is sometimes
said to be an executed contract, but the expres-
sion is improper, as the sale may be effected by
a mere meeting of the minds without any promise,
and. hence, without contract. See Sales.

I'erformance.—In the case of all true contracts,
whether by specialty or simple contracts, the
obligations of a party to perform may not arise
until the happening of a condition, or the per-
formance of his promise by the other party, as
expressly or impliedlj* provided in the contract by
its terms. If there be no such provision in the
contract, by certain settled rules of construction
(known as the law of conditions) implied in law,
the performance of one party may be deemed a
condition precedent to the performance of the
other, or the performance of each of the parties
may be a concurrent condition to the performance
by the other ; that is, each party must tender his
performance before he can recover damages for
the breach of contract by the other. In general,
impossibility of performance is no defense to an
action brought to recover damages for breach of
contract. If, however, the contract contemplates
the continued existence of the parties or the sub-
ject-matter of the contract, the death of a party
of failure of subject-matter is a defense. Thus,
in contracts for personal service, death of the
employer or employee terminates the contract,
and a contract for the use of a particular build-
ing or other property is terminated by the de-
struction of the property.

Suits upon Contracts.—Owing to the rule of
pleading in actions upon contract at common law,
the plaintiff must show that he has given con-
sideration for the defendant's promise. A third
I)erson for whose benefit the contract was made,
Imt who was not a party to it, could not sue
upon it. This is still the rule in most jurisdic-
li<ms. although not in all: and in a few, notably
New York, in the single case when A gives money
or property to B upon his agreement to pay money
to C, C may sue upon the contract upon the
theory that a debt has been created in his favor.

Equity exercises jurisdiction to compel specific

performance of a contract when legal damages
would be inadequate. It also exercises its powers
to res<'ind or reform written contracts affected
with fraud or mistake. Fraud is also a defense
at law to an action founde<l on contract, it having
been early adojited by the courts of law, although
it is a defense equitable in character. Contracts
which contravene rules of public policy or statu-
torj- enactment are illegal and void. See Il-

legality.

Contracts in the Civil Jjaic.—In the Roman law
contract {contractus) signified an agreement
which created an actionable obligation. The
original roots of contractional obligations were

apparently pledge and vow. In the first case, the
debtor gave the creditor a pledge, which the
creditor held until the debtor haid fulfilled his
promise. If a debtor had nothing else to pledge,
he pledged his own {person in the form of a sale.

This transaction the Romans called nexum. It

created something analogt)us to a judgment debt;
and as the debtor was in default, the creditor
levied on his body {manus iniectio). At the time
of Garius this contract was antiquated. A vow

. to the gods to do something for or paj' something
to the third person enabl^ the priest to inter-

vene and insist upon performance—from this root
sprang the sacral contract of the prieAly law,
the sponsio, and out of the sponsio grew the
sacral contract of stipulatio.

At the time of Gains (early Empire) five

classes of contracts were rect^nized: (a) The
verbal contract, stipulatio, which was actionable
because a certain form of words (question and
answer ) had been observed. It was usual to draw
up a written statement {cautio) reciting the
terms of the agreement, but the validity of the
contract rested on the exchange of the spoken
words, (b) The literal contract (from litera:,

writing). This was actionable because a formal
entry had been made in the creditor's ledger {ex-

pensilatio). In thecase of the verbal and the literal

contract it was neither the agreement alone nor
the form alone which created obligation, but the
two together, (c) The real contract. This was
actionable because something {res) had passed
from the creditor to the debtor, and the return
of the thing or an equivalent had been promised.
To this class belonged the bailments knoNvn as
mututim, commodatum, depositum, pignus. (See
Bailment. ) Besides these there were many other
real contracts without special names. Ultimately
it was recognized that any agreement for recipro-
cal performances would become a binding con-
tract as soon as one party had performed, (d)
The consensual contract. This was actionable by
virtue of the agreement (consensus) bet>veen the
parties, although no form had been obser\'ed and
nothing had passed. There were only four con-
tracts of this class: emptio venditio, sale; loca-

tio-conductio, hiring; societas, partnership; and
mandatum, commission of agency.

Agreements that fell in none of these four
classes were simple pacts {pacta), not contracts,
and were not actionable. Such pacts might, how-
ever, be available for defense, e.g. when a credi-

*

tor had given his debtor an informal release or
an extension of time, and pacts made imme<liately
after the conclusion of a contract {pacta adiecta)
were treated as part of the contract.

In order that a contract should he valid it

was necessiiry that the parties should be of such
age as to be capable of binding themselves, and
of sound mind, and that the object to be attained
should be neither impossible, illegal, nor immoral.
Mistake {error) was regularly fatal to the valid-

ity of a contract, provided the mistake was ex-

cusable and essential. A mistaken reason or
motive for contracting was not reg-arded as essen-

tial. Where, however, the mistake was caused
or utilized by the other party, these liraitfltions

disappeared and the contracts were voidable for

fraud {dolns). Duress {metus) also made a con-

tract invalid.

Tn modem European codes, all agreements ex-

cept those looking to in»pos<»ible or immoral ends

are valid and actionable, unless a special form is
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required by law and the re<juired form has not lieen

observed. It is tlierefore uiuintaiiitHl by many
writers that the Koman category of real contracts
has disappeared, and that there are now but two
classes, the formal and the consensual. The
formal contracts of the modern codes are not
Roman. Where a form is prescribed, it is usually
a written document, and in many vam'h attesta-

tion by a notary is necessary to its validity.

BiULiOGKAi'iiY. For HiKfial branches consult the

authorities referred to under tlie titles treating
of those subjects, as Rkal Propkrty ; Sale ;

MoUTUAQE, etc. Also consult: Parsons. Late of
Contracta (8th ed., Ikiston, 1893) ; Anson, Prin-
ciples of the Law of Contract (7th ed., Oxford,
18»3; 2d Anierirun ed., Chicago, 1887) ; (Shitty.

Treatise on the Law of Contracts ( 13th ed., Lon-
don, 1896) ; Addison, Treatise on the Law of
Contracts (7th ed., London, 1893) ; Marriman,
Elements of Contracts (2d ed., Boston, 1901);
Hoi lingsworth. The Late of Contracts (1896);
and the authorities referred to under such special

titles as Quasi Contract; Negotiable Instru-
ments ; Sale, etc,

CONTRACTION (Lat. contractio, from con-
trahcrc, to draw up). The wisli or necessity for

economizing labor and parchment led the scribes

of the Middle Ages to use a great many abbrevia-
tions or contractions in their manuscripts. These
contractions were transplanted into the first

printed books; and more recently they have been
reproduced in many works, where it was thought
desirable that the modern print should represent
as nearly as possible all the peculiarities of the
ancient manuscript. A knowledge of contrac-

tion, therefore, is indispensable, not only to

readers of old writings, but to readers of the
printed books of the fifteenth, the sixteenth, and
the earlier part of the seventeenth centuries, and
to all who desire to avail themselves of the vast
stores of historical and arehajological materials
accumulated in the rolls and records published
by the governments of Great Britain, France,

and other countries. This subject is treated in

detail under Paleography.
Contraction may be divided into six classes:

(1) contraction, properly so called; (2) con-

traction by elision or suspension; (3) contrac-

tion by writing a smaller letter above the word
contracted; (4) contraction by running two or
more letters into one character; (5) contraction

by symbols representing syllables or words; (6)
contraction b\' initial letters.

CONTRACT SURGEON. In the United
States Army, a civilian physician or dental
surgeon, employed under contract with the Sur-
geon-General of the army. Civilian physicians
and dentists may be employed as contract sur-

geons and contract dental surgeons under con-

tracts entered into by, or with the authority of,

the Surgeon-General of the army. They are
entitled to the transportation and fuel allow-

ances of first lieutenants, and when cm duty at
a post or station where there are quarters be-

longing to the United States, they receive the
quarters in kind allowed by regulations to an
assistant surgeon of the rank of first lieutenant;
they are not entitled to commutation of quarters,

nor to the ten per centum increase of pay when
ser\'ing beyond the territorial limits of the
United States. They are entitled to the same
official obedience from enlisted men as regularly

commissioned oflicers, and may be detailed on
councils of administration and boards of sur-
vey, act as post treasurer, etc., and witness pay-
ments to enlisted men under the provisions of
paragraph 1502 to 1527 of the Regulations, but
may not be detailed for duty on courts-martial.
Generally expressed, the contract surgeon's eligi-

bility for duty is the same as that of an assistant
surgeon, except in so far as it is limited by the
fact that he is not a commissioned ollicer. Can-
didates for appointment as dental surge<ins must
be not less than twenty-four, nor more than
forty years of age, and must be graduates of
standard medical or dental colleges, trained in

the several branches of dentistry, of good moral
character, and, prior to appointment, will be
required to pass a satisfactory professional ex-
amination before a board of dental surgeons,
convened for that purpose. Contracts with den-
tal surgeons are made for three years, but may
be annulled, for cause, at any time. They are
attached to the medical department, and are
aiisigned to duty in accordance with the recom-
mendations of the Surgeon-General of the army,
or the chief surgeon of a military department.
A dental surgeon is allowed, as an assistant, one
enlisted man from the Hospital Corps, and must
operate between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.

upon soldiers entitled thereto only. Before and
after these hours, he is free to pursue his private
practice.

The United States is the only country in the
world employing army dental surgeons. For
detailed information as to the duties, privileges,

etc., of contract surgeons, consult Army Regula-
tions War Department ( Wa.shington, 1901). See
Surgeon, Military.

CON'TRA-FAGOT'TO (It., counter-bassoon).
The name in orchestral scores for the double
bassoon. See Bassoon.

CONTRAL'TO. See Alto.

CONTRARY MOTION. See Motion.

CONTRAST (Fr. coniraste, from ML. con-

traslarc, to withstand, from Lat. contra, against

+ stare, to stand). The enhancement of the dif-

ference between objects or attributes of objects

which results from their juxtaposition or ini-

mediate comparison. Contrast has been em-
ployed, very loosely, as a principle of explanation
in psychology; and we cannot even now say that

the whole field of 'contrast phenomena' has been

adequately explored. It is, clearly, no explana-

tion of a given fact to refer it to a general law
of contrast, any more than it is an explanaticm
of a mental connection to refer it to the 'associa-

tion of ideas.' We must know, in each particu-

lar case, the conditions under which the fact

is determined and the connection takes shape.

( 1 ) One chapter of the psychophysics of con-

trast may, however, be considered closed. This

is the chapter that deals with the contrast of

brightness and colors. If we lay two black

strips upon a gray ground, and then push a
white cardboard under one of them, so that the

white projects on either side, we see at once that

the black on white is blacker than the (same)
black on gray. If we lay a gray disk upon a
red ground of the .same brightness, and stand so

far away that the contour of the disk is

eliminated, we see a bluish-green in place of

the gray disk; and the color is most intensive
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along the line of junction of disk and ground.

These experiments may be varied in many ways.

Disks for mounting upon the color-mixer, to show bright-
ness and color contrast. The blacic portions of the dislcs

are blacli, the white portions white, and the shaded por-
tions of some color. Prom tielmholts, Pbyaiol. Optik, 1896.

The principal laws of contrast, as determined
by such experiments, are five in number: (a)

Contrast always takes the direction of greatest
opposition. A white induces a black, a color

its complementary color. (See Visual Sensa-
tion.) (b) The more saturated the color (the

redder the red, the purer the white), the greater
is the contrast effect, (c) The contrast effect is

greatest along the line of junction of the con-
trasting surfaces (marginal contrast). (d)

The more nearly alike two colors are in bright-

ness (both bright, or both dull), the better will

be the contrast effect. And (e) the more nearly
homogeneous the contrasting surfaces (the less

distinction there is at the line of junction), the

better will be the contrast effect. Helmholtz
sought to explain tnese facta, in purely psycho-

logical terms, as deceptions of judgment ; we see

aright, but estimate wrongly; and Wundt ac-

cepts the explanation for certain of the phe-

nomena. The psychological theory, however,
breaks down when one attempts to carry, it out
in detail. There can be no doubt whatsoever
that, as Hering maintains, contrast of color and
brightness is a matter of direct physiological con-

ditioning, the result of the interaction of excita-

tions within the visual organ, a symptom or

expression of the functional unity of the retina.

(2) Whether contrast occurs in the perceptual

sphere; whether, e.g. 'great' and 'small' contrast

as do blue and yellow, is a much-disputed ques-

tion. There are certain optical illusions (see

Illusions) which seem to be most easily 'ex-

plained' by reference to a law of space contrast.

In its most direct form, the theory of spatial

contrast affirms that "the space .sensation of a

stimulated retinal point is a function pri-

marily of the position of the point stimu-

lated, but also of the space sensations of

the neighboring retinal elements" (Ix)eb) ; the

formula that holds of sensation is thus applied,

without modification, to the sphere of visual

space-perception. It has been said, again, that

lines of different direction exercise 'contrastiye'

influences upon the movements of regard, i.e.

upon the movements made by the eyes as we

attentively follow the course of the lines (Hey-
mans). And, lastly, it has been asserted that
figures of the same size, surrounded by like

figures of another size, look larger 'by contrast'

if the surrounding figures are smaller, and
smaller if these are larger (Wundt). Most of

these illusions can, however, lie otherwise ex-

plained; and, despite the array of authorities,

the fact seems to be that a given perception is

never really changed by contrast with other per-

ceptions. 'Perceptual contrast' consists rather
in a feeling. When we .see a middle-sized man
by the side of a dwarf, we are surprised at his

height; when we see him by the side of a giant,

we are disappointed in his height. Our percep-
tion of the man's height is not affected by the
neighborhood of smaller and larger men ; the
contrast that we 'feel' is felt, literally, as sur-

prise or disappointment.

(3) Many psychologists, again, assume the
existence of an affective contrast (see Affec-
tion) ; a particular pleasure appears more
pleasant if it follows a preceding unpleasantness,

and vice versa (Fechner, Huffding, Lehmann).
The affective value of a stimulus, however, is not
constant, as is its sensation value, but varies

with the present state of the organism and the

corresponding disposition of consciousness. The
•particular' pleasure, then, is not a determinate
amount of pleasantness, that may 'seem' to be
greater or less according to its affective setting.

The pleasure actually aroused may differ within

wide limits, while the stimulus remains the

same. Moreover, where there is affection, there

is also sensation; where there is affective con-

trast there must also be a 'perceptual contrast,*

in the sense just defined of the conditions of the

arousal of a contrast-feeling. It is, then, per-

haps safer to give up the idea of an 'affective

contrast' altogether.

(4) Lastly, we must note that, in certain

psychological systems (Wundt, Hiiffding), the

law of contrast figures as a general law of the

mental life. Wundt, e.g. speaks of the 'law of

psychical contrasts' as one of the three psycho-

logical laws of relation; all "volitional pro-

cesses . . . are arranged in groups made up
of opposite qualities; . . . these opposites

obey in their succession the general law of

intensification through contrast. . . . The
law is secondarily applied to ideas and their

elements." The rejection of this law does not

necessarily carry with it the rejection of spatial

and affective contrast ; though its acceptance

would naturally incline us to accept the alleged

illustrations of its working.
Consult: Fechner, Vorschule der Acsthrtik

(I^ipzig, 1876) ; Lehmann, Hauptgcsetze den

menschlichen Gefuhlslehcnn (Ix>ipzig, 1892) ;

Wundt, Outlines of Pfsychology (I^eipzig. 1808) ;

HJiffding, Outlines of Psifcholoffi/ (I»ndon,

1891); Titchener, Kxprrimfntnl Psprholofjif

(New York, 1901); Wirth. in Zeitschrift fiir

Psyehologie, vol. xviii. (I.«ipzig, 1898).

CONTBAT, "kON'trft'. See Go%'EBNMENT;
Rousseau. .Jean Jacques.

CON'TRAYER'VA (Sp. contratjerbo, anti-

dote, from contra, against + yrrha, Lat. hcrba,

Kngl. herb). A medicine once in nuich repute

against low fevers and a^* a mild stinnilant and
diaphoretic, but not used in the Unite<l States. It

consists of the rootstocks (rhizomes) of different
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species of Dorstenia, tropical American plants
of the natural order Aioraceae The genus is

remarkable for llu- plane receptacle in which the
nunieruus huiall llowcrs are fixed; the male
flowers in superficial depressions, the female
flowers in deej) sockets. Tlie flowers liave neither
calyx nor corolla. The fruit consists of achenia,
imlteddinl in tiie fleshy receptacle fron> which
they are projected by elastic force when ripe.

Dorslt'via contntycri-a is a perennial plant with
]>almate leaves and snmewliat quadrangular
rec-eptades. Its rootstock is knotty, one to two
inches long, about one-half inch thick, reddish-
brown, j)ale within, sending out on all sides many
slender fibres (roots), which are generally loaded
with small brown knots. It has a peculiar
aromatic, overpowering smell, and a somewhat
astringent, warm, bitter taste. It keeps badly.
It contains so much mucilage that a decoction
of it will not pass through a filter. Dorstenia
Bras'tlicnxis, a stemless species, with oblong,
heart-shaj)ed leaves, and a circular receptacle, a
native of the West Indies and Brazil, possesses
similar proj)erties, but is said to be more ener-
getic. Other species possess similar properties.
The^ have been also represented as efficacious

against serpent-bites, and hence the name 'con-

trayerva,' a counter-poison.

CONTRERAS, kon-trii'rds. A village about
12 miles southwest of the City of Mexico, the
scene, August 19 and 20, 1847, "during the Mexi-
can War, of an important battle between a ^Mexi-
can force of 7000 under General Valencia,
supported by another of 12,000 under General
Santa Anna, and a United States force of 4500
under General Scott. The Mexicans occupied a
strong position on high ground and fought for a
time with great gallantry, but, being attacked
both in front and rear at daylight on the 20th,
finally gave way and fled in confusion, after
having lost in killed and captured over 1500.
The American loss in killed and wounded was
reported by General Scott at 60. Consult Wil-
cox, History of the Mexican War (Washington,
1892), and Autobiography of Lieutenant-General
iicoit (New York, 18(54).

CONTRERAS, Hernando de (c.1520-50). A
Spanish adventurer, a son of Rodrigo de Con-
treras, Governor of Nicaragua. After the con-
fiscation of his father's propertv, he plotted
revenge by organizing, in company with his
brother Pedro, an expedition against Peru,
which he determined to seize as his inherit-
ance, tracing his claim somewhat remotely to
certain rights of his grandfather, Pedrarias,
the former Governor of Nicaragua. After mur-
dering the Bishop of Nicaragua, they captured
Panama, April 20, 1550, and took a large part
of the treasure left there by the licentiate
Oasca. While Hernando was pursuing Gasca,
who was already on his way from Peru to Spain,
the citizens of Panama retook the city, and
pursued the brothers. Hernando was shortly
afterwards drowned (May, 1550) while en-
deavoring to make his escape, and Pedro fled
into the interior of the countrj-, where every
trace of him was lost.

CONTRERAS, Juan Senen de (1760-1826).
A Spanish soldier. He was born in Madrid,
studied military matters in England and various
Continental countries, and took part, in 1788, in
the campaign of Austria against the Turks. In

the War of Independence he greatly distinguished
himself, in particular at Talavera and at the de-
fense of Tarragona, where he was captured by
the French. He was imprisoned in the Castle of
Bouillon, but escajn-d thence in 1812, and made
his way to Ix»ndon. whence he returned to Spain
in 1814. He wrote an account of the siege of
Tarragona which appeared in Paris in 1825 as
volume iii. of the M^moires relatifs auw r^voltt-
lions de France et d'Kapagne.

CONTRIBUTION (Lat. coniributio, from
contribture, to contribute, from com-, together

+

tribuere, to grant, from tribm, tribe; probably
connected with trabs, beam, Umb, trefu, Welsh
Iref, village, (ioth. paurp, AS. \>orp, OHG. dorf^
Ger. Dorf, village). In the law of war, a levy of
money or supplies imposed by an invader upon
the citizens of an enemy's territory entered. The
term requisition is usually applied to a levy of
supplies, whidi may consist of food, forage,
clothing, or means of transport. Contributions
are an outgrowth of the old conditions of pillage
and devastation which formerly marked the
course of an invader. Private property in land
early became exempt from seizure owing to
immovability; but personal property, being of a
portable character, was appropriated so as to
impair the enemy's strength. This custom
reached its height during the seventeenth cen-
turj', when armies of adventurers swept over
Europe, depending upon the country for sup-
port. Gradually, with the growth of more hu-
mane feelings and the more practical reason of
increased efTiciency and discipline in armies, the
custom hardened into the usage of permitting
inhabitants of invaded territories to purchase
immunity from plunder by payment of a money
indemnity.

A contribution is of the nature of an extraor-
dinary tax (regular taxes being appropriated
as public property by the enemy), and though
it is levied primarily by the invader, it is ad-
ministered by local representative authorities,
and its incidence is thus regulated. Modem
usage has approved the giving of receipts or
'bons de requisition' for the sums or quantities
taken, to guard against burdensome demands by
later commanders; also to furnish a basis for
recovery from the domestic government in the
event of national division of the loss. Yet the
State is not generally held liable for losses en-
tailed by contribution; but these losses are con-

sidered to have happened from superior force

beyond the State's control, except when a cer-

tain territory has been given over to an enemy
to protect the rest of the country. In that case
justice demands a different rule. Effort has been
made by international convention to modify the
usage of exacting contribution, and modern war-
fare has relaxed its severities, though during the
Franco-Prussian War it was rigorously enforced
by Prussia. The Allies made no levies in the
Crimea, nor did the United States in Mexico in

1847. The British also have generally purchased
supplies from the Boers. In each of these cases,

however, this conduct appears to have been dic-

tated by motives of momentary policy. Con-
tribution should be distinguished from tribute,

which is usual fy a condition of peace exacted
by treaty. Consult the authorities referred to
under War. See Tax; Tribute; Conquest.
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CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE. See

NEGI-lCtNCt.

CONTRITION (I^t. contritio, grief, from
cuiilvrere, to bruise, from com-, together + ierere,

to rub). Sorrow for sin. As a term of Roman
Catholic theology, it signifies "a sorrow of mind
and a detestation for sin committed, with the

purpose of not sinning for the future." A smaller

degree of sorrow, arising from "the considera-

tion of the turpitude of sin, or from the fear of

hell an«l of punisTiment," is called attrition.

CONTROLLER (variant of comptroller,

which see for etymology). On shipboard, a con-

trivance for holding the anchor-chain and keep-

ing it from running out while getting up anchor
or mooring. It is made in two parts, one of

which slides vertically. When this part is up
the chain .slips freely over the jaws of the con-

troller; when the movable part is lowered the

chain drops in a slot, where it is caught and
lield. For further security, the controller usu-
silly has an arch-shaped iron strap above it;

this keeps the chain in place and has sockets for

a heavy bar which holds the chain down against

the jaws.

CON'ULA'RIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Lat.

conns, (rone). A genus of fossil pteropoda of

curious form found abundantly in some Paleo-

zoic rocks, and rarely in Permian and Triassic

l>eds. The shell, when perfectly preserved, has
the form of an elongated quadrangular pyramid
of which the sides are flattened and the edges
sharp. In size they vary from one-half to ten

inches in length. The surface is ornamented by
numerous transverse ridges, and the interior is

<livided by septa in the apical portion. The
j'perture is closed by four in-curved lobes, which
are extensions of the sides of the pyramid. Cer-

tain forms in the Utica slate of New York State,

originally described as alga;, have been shown
to be sessile Conularia, in which the young re-

main attached to the parent shell to form a col-

ony with the appearance of a branching seaweed.
Consult: Ulrich, Beitrage zur Geologic und
I'aldontologie von Hiidamerika, I. Paldozoische
\ crsteincrungen aus Bolirien (Stuttgart. 1892) ;

I!up<iemann, "Notes on the Discovery of a. Ses-

sile Conularia," American Geologist, vol. xvii.

(Minneapolis. 18%). See also Ptebopoda.

CONUNDRUM (probably a pseudo-Latin
word; hardly from Lat. conandum. thing to be
attempted, from connri, to attempt). A pun in

the interrogative form, a kind of riddle (q.v.)

involving the discovery of some odd or absurd
resemblance between things utterly dissimilar,

or of some odd diflference between similar things.

The conundrum is usually in the form of a ques-

tion, the answer to which either is or involves

a pun. A good example is the following: Q.

When is it easier to read? A. In the autumn,
when Nature turns the leaves. The conundrum
lia.s almost entirely supplanted the riddle, save
in folklore and savage life.

CONVALLATaiA. See Lily-of-the-Valley.

CONVECTION OF HEAT, Convection Cxm-
RKNTS. Sc«^ IIkaI.

CONVENTICLE (T^t. conventiculum, dim.
of roHvcntus, assembly, from convenire, to as-

wmblc. from com-, together + venire, to come).
( 1 ) The private religious meetings in the early

Church, l^ter (2) a cabal among the monks of

a monastery formed to secure the election of a
favorite as abbot ; the word consequently fell

into disrepute. (3) It was given as an appella-
tion of reproach to the assemblies of Wyclifs
followers, and was afterwards applied (4) to the
meetings of English and Scottish Nonconform-
ists, in this connection the legal term devel-

oped. Tlie Conventicle Act of 18G4 made all

assemblies for religious purposes, other than
those of the Church of England, illegal, per-

mitted houses to be searched for suspected con-
venticles, and imposed the penalty of transporta-
tion for repeated offenses.

CONVENTION (Fr., from Lat. conventio, a
coming together, a meeting, from convenire, to
meet, from com-, together -f- venire, to come).
In the civil law, a contract, pact, or treaty.

Hence, in more general usage, a rule of conduct
depending upon agreement, express or implied,

rather than on any positive rule of law. Thus,
we speak of the conventions of a constitution,

meaning those parts of it which are the result

of custom and of general agreement, as distin-

guished from the law of the constitution, which
is embodied in statutes or in judicial decisions.

The term is also employed in a technical sense,

in the language of diplomacy, and in military
affairs, with the signification of treaty or agree-

ment respecting the conduct of military opera-

tions or the relations of the contracting parties

to one another.

In the political sense, the term 'convention'

signifies an extraordinary assemblage of dele-

gates, representing the people of a State or the
members of a political party, for other purposes
than the regular functions of government. Thus,
a regular legislative body is not a convention,

though the term is sometimes applied to the

joint meetings of the two Houses of a State
Legislature when convened for the formal elec-

tion of a United States Senator. The two Houses
of Parliament constitute a convention, whether
acting jointly or severally, if assembled without
authority of law. Tliis was the character of the

two 'convention Parliaments.* as they were called,

which met in 1660 to restore Charles II. to

the throne, and in 1689 to alter the succession

from the House of Stuart to William and Mary.
In both of these cases the illegal and revolutiwi-

arv acts performed were afterwards validated

and confirmed by regular acts of Parliament.

Of a similar character was the convention by
which the first French Republic was declared in

1792. and under which the Revolution was car-

ried on till the establishment of the Directory

in 1795.

CONSTTTUnONAL CONVENTIONS. The fact that
conventions may be made up of delegates repre-

senting the whole body of the people of a State,

and chosen specifically to represent the popular
will in a particular matter, has made them a
favorite instrument for framing a new scheme
of government or for amending an old one. The
c-onvention is thus a more immetliate representa-

tive of the people, with a higher and more im-

perative mandate than the legislature. There
has been only one national constitutional con-

vention in the United States—that which framed
the Constitution; but the high character of this

assemblage, the patriotic spirit and wisdom
which animated it. and the astonishing sucoejw

which has attende<l its labors, have made it the

immortal type of such gatherings. In the Unit-
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cd Statea its inenilMjrs are revered as the 'Fathers

of the CunHtiiution.'

This convention met, pursuant to the call of

the Con^^reus, in Philadelphia, on the 14th of

jyiay, 1787, to frame ineatsurcH for the preserva-

tion of the union of the States and the t'stab-

lishment of a stable and efficient govorninent;
and, under the presidency of CSeorp* Washing-
ton, it completed its labors on the 17th of

September. It included most of the men of au-

thority and influence in the country, among them
such well-known figures as Aloxan<ler Hamilton,
Benjamin Franklin, James Madison, Roger Sher-

man, Robert Morris. P^lbridge (Jerry, and Rufus
King, and all but one (Rhode Island) of

the original thirteen States were represented

in its del il)erat ions and in the final vote

by which tlie Constitution was adopted. The
Constitution (art. v.) provides for its own
amendment by the process of a convention
called upon the demand of two-thirds of

the States; but the greater ease and simplicity

of the alternative method, of proposing amend-
ments to the several States by a two-thirds vote

of the two Houses of Congress, has caused the
latter method to be preferred. See Constitu-
tion OF THE United States.

In the States composing the American Union,
however, the convention method of amending
their constitutions has usually been followed.

The ordinarj' procedure is for the Legislature
to call a convention to be chosen by vote of the
electors, and providing for the submission of the
results of its work to the Legislature, and then to
the people for ratification. In many cases the
proposed amendments are submitted directly to

the people, without previous reference to the
I..egislature. and in at least one recent case (Mis-
sissippi, 1890) an amended constitution was
promulgated and put into efTect by the con-

stitutional convention which framed it, without
ratification by the people or the Legislature,

Doubtless such amendment, by convention only,

is valid, if the powers of that body are not limit-

ed by the statute calling it into existence. But
where the I^egislature, in calling a convention,
prescribes for the submission of its conclusions
to the Legislature or tJie people, or both, for

ratification, the amendments do not acquire the
force of law until such ratification has been had.
See Jameson, Treatise on Constitutional Conven-
tions (4th ed., Boston, 1887).

Political Convention. A gathering of dele-

gates representing a political party for the pur-
pose of placing in nomination the candidate of

that party for an elective office. The method of

holding elections is carefully regulated by statute
in all communities in which public offices are
filled by popular vote, but the method of nominat-
ing candidates for such offices is usually left to
the initiative of the voter. Under the party
system which prevails in most popular govern-
ments, the process by which candidates are se-

lected and placed in nomination is usually super-
vised by the party organizations seeking to con-
trol the election. In Great Britain candidates
for Parliament are named by committees com-
posed of .party leaders, and in the early history
of the United States the necessary leadership
was supplied by party committees in Congress,
Nominations for the Presidency were made in

this way until 1824. At the present time, how-
ever, nearly all nominations for elective offices in

the United States, whether great or small, are
made by the primary and convention syst4>ra8.

The primary is the meeting of tiie electors them-,
selves, at which delegates to the nominating con-
ventions are chosen. In some instances, how-
ever, the system is more complicated, the voters-

at the primaries choosing delegates to Iwal con-
ventions, and these, in their turn, electing dele-

gates to represent the party in Slate or national
conventions. The enormous extension of this
system is doubtless due to the ease and com-
pleteness with which it lends itself to partisan
control of elections, and thus of the machinery
of government. It has doubtless done much t»
build up the system of party domination and
the power of the great party leaders. The jiarty

organization, controlling the primaries, makes
up a convention of its partisans and dependents^
and thus dictates the nominations for office, leav-

ing to the voter no choice but that of support-
ing or rejecting the candidate of his party. Then^
when the party organization of city, county, or
State, through a refinement of these methods,^
becomes wholly subservient to one man, we have
the 'boss' system as it exists and flourishes in

this country at the present time. In .some of
the States attempts have been made to render
the primaries and conventions more' truly repre-

sentative of the hotly of the voters by statutory
regulation of the nominating machinery, espe-

cially in the direction of providing for inde-

pendent nominations without the employment of
primaries and conventions, but thus far with-
out much success. The political convention con-
tinues, and is likely to continue, the usual and
favorite method of procuring nominations for
office.

National conventions—for the nomination of
candidates for the Presidency and Vice- Presi-

dency of the United States—were first held about
seventy years ago. The Anti-Masonic Party
(1828-32) was the first political party to per-

fect the national-convention system, and that
party held the first national convention in the
Presidential campaign of 18,32. Both factions

of the Democratic-Republican Party had, how-
ever, held nominating conventions that were not
national nor systematically representative dur-
ing the campaigns of 1824 and 1828. The col-

lapse of the Congressional nominating caucus in

the campaign of 1824 hastened the development
of the convention system. Political conventions,,

like most other representative bodies, usually
i"each their conclusions by a majority vote of

the delegates pre-sent. The national conventions
of the Democratic Party, however, are governed
by a peculiar rule, requiring a two-thirds vote

for a candidate in order to secure the nomina-
tion. Another practice, pecviliar to the machin-
ery of the Democratic Party in nominating its

candidates for the Presidency and Vice-Presi-

dency, is the 'unit rule,' as it is called, under
which certain State conventions bind the dele-

gates of those States in the national convention

of the party to cast the unanimous vote of the^

delegation according to the wishes of the major-
ity of its members.

Although the principal business of political

conventions is the nomination of candidates for

office, they have, in the course of American polit-

ical development, become the councils of the-

great parties, and in and by them the principle*

of political action are formulated and declared.
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The 'platforms,' as they are called, adopted at
State and national conventions, constitute the
declarations of policy of the parties making
them, upon which they seek the verdict of the
people at the ensuing election. This declaration

of principles has become one of the most impor-
tant functions of political conventions, and often
constitutes the principal part of their work.
See Election; Nomination; Political Pabty.
Consult Br\-ce, The American Commonwealth (ed.

1895).
"

.. -

CONVENTION, National (Fr. convention
nationale) . The third assembly of the deputies
of the French people chosen after 1789, and the

one whicli assumed the government of France
on the overthrow of the throne in 1792. After
the Legislative Assembly had decreed the suspen-
sion of the King, August 10, 1792, it voted the
election of a National Convention, which com-
menced its sittings on September 21, immediately
after the dissolution of the Legislative Assembly.
Its first act was to declare the abolition of the
kingship, and to make France a republic. Upon
this followed the trial and condemnation of

the King. Through the supjwrt of excited

mobs, the extreme Jacobin Party became"^ pre-

dominant in the Convention, where, from the
elevated seats on Avhich its members sat, it re-

ceived the name of the Mountain. (See Mon-
tag.vards.) The Revolutionary Tribunal and
the Committee of Public Safety were created by
this party. The Girondists (q.v.), at first a
powerful party, were destroyed, many of them
perishing by the guillotine: and a new Constitu-
tion, thoroughly democratic, was adopted August
10, 1793. Its operation, however, was suspended
until peace should be restored. Meanwhile the
rulers in the Convention displayed marvelous
energy, almost a million citizens being placed
under arms, and immense supplies of military
stores being raised by means of continual requisi-

tions. By order of the majority of the Conven-
tion, thousands of its political opponents were
thrown into prison, and the number who died by
the guillotine increased daily both in Paris and
throughout France. In the end the National
Convention became subject to the dictatorial

power of Robespierre, and independent opinion
was no longer expressed. The overthrow of

Robespierre was followed by a great reaction;

the Jacobins were suppressed; and finally, +he

remnant of the Convention, after concluding
peace with Prussia and Spain, dissolved itself,

October 20, 1795. leaving to the nation a new
Constitution, which placed the Government in

the hands oif the Directory (q.v.). During its

long lease of life the National Convention had
passed over eight thousand decrees and acts, and
had set into motion forces which profoundly in-

fluenced the history of France and of Europe.
Consult Barante, Hisfoire de la convention no-

tionale (2 vols., Paris, 1851-53). See France;
Danton ; HfittKRT ; Marat ; Robespierre ; etc.

CONVENTIONAIi. In art, a term which
indicates that a work has been produced in ac-

cordance, not with the absolute principles of

beauty in form and color, but with the

theories and rules concerning forms and colors

which chance to prevail at a given time,

in a given country or social class. An ar-

tist who adheres too rigidly to such rules

is said to be conventional. The term is also

used to describe representations of natural ob-

jects; as, for example, leaves which are not
strictly true to nature. Such representations are
frequently used for decorative effect, and the
objects are said to be conventionalized.

CONVENTION PABLIAMENT. A Brit-
ish term for a Parliament convened without royal
authority. The English sovereign has a vested
prerogative in the assembling of Parliaments,
but when the Crown is in abeyance convention
Parliaments meet—as before the restoration of
Charles II. (1660), and when William and Mary
were offered the sovereignty after James II. had
fled the kingdom (1689). The acts of such Par-
liaments are subsequently ratified by a Parlia-
ment summoned in due form.

CONVERGENCE. See Series.

CONVERSANO, k6n'v6r-sji'n6. A city in
southern Italy, in the Province of Bari, situated
on an eminence about 20 miles southeast of

the city of that name, and 5 miles from the
Adriatic coast ( Map : Italy. M 7 ) . It is the
seat of a bishop, has a beautiful cathedral, a
nunnerj', and a castle which belonged to the
family of Acquaviva. A trade in wine, oil. flax,

cotton, and almonds is carried on. Population
(commune), in 1881, 11,890; in 1901, 13,685.

CONVERSAZIONE, k6n'v§r-sa'tse-6'na. (It.,

conversation). A gathering for social purposes
and conversation, where amateurs and others
may meet for interchange of ideas on literature,

art, or science.

CONVERSION (Lat. conversto, from conver-
tere, to turn, from com-, together -j- vertere, to
turn; connected with OChurch Slav, vruteti, Skt.
vart, to turn, Goth, wairpan, AS. loeor pan, OHG.,
Ger. werden, to become) . In logic, the transposi-
tion of subject and predicate in a proposition

—

e.g. "No S is P" becomes by conversion "No P is

S." Conversion is simple when no other change is

made in the original proposition than the trans-
position of subject and predicate. It is limited
or accidental {per accidens) when the quantity
of the proposition is reduced from universality
to particularity—e.g. "All S is P" becomes by
limited conversion "Some P is S." Simple con-
version here would be imwarranted. Conversion
is by contraposition Avhen it is preceded by ob-

version ( q.v. ) . The proposition obtained by con-
version is called the converse of the original prop-
osition. See Logic.

CONVERSION. As a term of the com-
mon law. the unauthorized assumption of the
powers of tlie true owner over goods or personal
property. The act of conversion may consist
either in the destruction of the property, the sale

or transfer of it to a third person, or the use
of it as owner. For example, a person converts
the horse of another by wrongfully shooting it

;

an auctioneer or agent for B converts the furni-

ture of A by selling it as the property of B,
although he may believe that it is B's property;
a manufacturer converts A's cotton or wool
when he makes it into cloth, even though in good
faith he thinks the cotton or wool is his own; a
I)ei-son who wrongfully draws out a gallon of
liquor from a cask and fills up the cask with
water converts the entire quantity. In each of

these cases the converter wrongfully assumes the
dominion over the property of a true owner, and
exercises it to the exclusion of the true owner.
The mere loss of property by a carrier, or its
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deterioration becauHe of careless storage by a
warphousojiian, is imt convorsion, as neither car-

rier nor wurcliouHciiian in such ease exercises an
act of ownershij) over it.

The coiiuiion-lnw action by the owner against

the converter was that of trover (q.v.), so called

from the French trourcr, to find, bet-ause the

declaration containe<l an averment that the de-

fendant had found tl>e property and had there-

after converted it to his own use. This aver-

ment, being in most cas«'s fictitious, is no longer

tniployed, and the action is now spoken of as
that of conversion ratlicr than of trover.

The amount of damages recoverable in an
action of this kind is generally the value of

the plaintiff's interest in the property at the

time of the conversion. Whether the defendant
has the riglit to reduce damages by tendering
the property to the plaintiff is a question upon
which the courts in this country are not agreed.

I'pon principle it would seem he has no such
right. In case the property is still in possession

of the converter, tlie owner has tlie option of re-

claiming or of suing for damages. If he resorts

to the latter alternative, obtains judgment, and
collects it, the title to the converted property
vests in the defendant. But neither in England
nor in this country does title vest in the defend-

ant without the plaintiff's assent, unless the
judgment is satisfied. See ToRT; and consult
the authorities there referred to.

Conrcrsion of projtert;/ in equity is quite a
different thing from the common-law tort, which
we have been considering. In equity, real prop-
erty is treated as converted into personalty, and
personal property into realty, where the owner
has properly expressed his intention that such
an alteration should take place. Land may be
converted into the purchase money, in equity, by
a contract to sell ; it may be converted into per-

sonalty, also, by a devise in a will to sell it and
distribute the proceeds. As equitable conver-
sion works a radical change in the legal char-
acter and the devolution of property, the inten-

tion of the owner to effect such a conversion
must be clearly manifested.
The conversion of land into personalty is also

•brought about in the administration of the
estates of bankrupts or of intestates, generally
imder statutory provisions. The land is sold
by trustees or administrators, and the proceeds
applied to the payment of debts. Conversion is

applied, by some authorities, to the change of
partnership debts, with the consent of creditors,

into the debts of one partner, or the change of
a partner's debts into those of the firm. See
Eqiuty; and consult the authorities there re-

ferre<l to.

CONVERTEB. A device used in metallurgy,
nnd consisting of a receptacle holding iron which
is to l>e converted into steel. It is a vessel
usually of spherical shape, lined with fire-clay,

the bottom having numerous holes through which
a powerful blast is driven during the process.
From this vessel the liquid steel is poured into
molds. The converter forms an essential part
of the Bessemer process, which is described at
length under Iron and Steel. The apparatus
is also employed in copper-melting. See Copper.
CONVEX. See Co^CA^^.
CONVEYANCE (from convey, OF. conveier,

conroier, Fr. cnvvoyer, from ML. conviare, to ac-
company, from com-, together + via, way; con-

nected with liith. toeza, wagon-track, Skt. vaha,
road, Goth, wigs, OHG. wee, Ger. weg, AS. weg,
Kngl. wdi/, from Lat. vehcre, Skt. vah, to carry).
The technical term for a transfer of n-al

property the word having in law retained
its earlier English meaning of a transfer,

or passing, of a thing from one to an-
other. It comprehends all manner of trans-
fers— whether by livery of seizin, judgment
of law, or decvi—whereby any interest in

land is vested in another, but it is strictly

applicable only to transfers inter xHvos, and
does not include devises of land by will, or the
devolution of an estate ujiou the lieir by descent,
or to the husband and wife of their curtesy and
dower, or to the State of its right by escheat or
forfeiture; neither does it include involuntary
transfers of property, as by bankruptcy, the
creation of judgment or statutory liens,. etc. It

is, thus, a term of much narrower signification

than alienation, and somewhat more restricted

than comwion assurance, though it is much wider
than the term grant, as it includes transfers of

interests which do not require, or wliich cannot
be effected by, that process. A lease for years,
even though made by parol, is a conveyance,
and so is a mortgage, a declaration of trust, a
marriage settlement, the creation of a power
affecting land, etc. The term is also applied to

the transfer of title to vessels, but not to the
alienation of other species of personal property.

The general substitution of written for parol

and ceremonial transfers of land, effected by the
Statute of Frauds (29 Car. II., c. 3, 1676), has
made the term conveyance one of common appli-

cation to the instrument of transfer, as well as
to the transaction itself.

The diflicult and technical character of the
law of real property appears at its worst in the
complicated processes which have from time to

time been developed for transferring such prop-
erty. The earlier methods of the common-law
system depended for their efficacy largely on the
notoriety of the transaction, the feoffment, or
livery of seizin, being a public ceremonial, and
the subsequently devised ])rocesses of 'levying a
fine' and 'suffering a recovery' being attended
with the publicity of judicial proceedings. These
'notorious' conveyances, as they were termed,
have in modem times given place to more con-

venient modes of transfer, which are called

'secret' conveyances. This salutary change has
been brought about by the general substitution

of written deeds of transfer, which take effect

upon delivery, for the older and more formal
methods, and the form and style of these deeds,

formerly in the highest degree technical and
complicated, have in recent years been greatly

simplified by statute. The general prevalence

of registry acts and of the practice of recording

in the United States does not affect the secret

character of the conveyance, as such, this being
complete upon the delivery of the deed, the object

of the recording being only to guard against
a subsequent fraudulent transfer of the same
property.

The earlier modes of conveyance at the com-
mon law, besides their notoriety, and in part as

a consequence thereof, had the extraordinary
operation of transferring a greater estate in the

land than the transferrer himself had. That is

to say, a tenant for life or years might by feoff-

ment convey the premises in fee simple to a
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stranger. It is true the fee thus conveyed was
a defeasible one; but it placed the landlord

—

reversioner or reiuaindernian—in the situation

of a disseizee, and forced him into the disad-

vantageous position of a plaintiff seeking to re-

cover his land from one who claimed it under

a notorious public conveyance. This was called

a "tortious,' or wrongful, conveyance, and the

term tortious was thus applied to all the earlier

modes of alienation which possessed this curi-

ous power. Conveyances by deed, on the other

hand, have never been attended with these con-

sequences, have never possessed a tortious opera-

tion, and have, therefore, been distinguished as

'innocent' conveyances. Whatever they may pur-

port to do, they pass only such interest as the

grantor can lawfully convey. All modes of con-

veyance are now of this character, the older

conveyances and the tortious effect of them hav-

ing been done away with, both in England and
in the United States, by statute. A curious sur-

vival of this obsolete and discredited doctrine

appears in the modern American doctrine of con-

veyance by estoppel (q.v.). Notwithstanding the

improvements which have been effected in recent

years in the substitution of secret for notorious

conveyances and the simplification of the former,

the conveyance of land continues to be a much
more cumbrous, uncertain, and expensive opera-

tion than the transfer of personal property.

Many suggestions have been made looking to the

elimination of these objections and the assimila-

tion of the two species of property in this re-

spect, and in several of the United States and
in some of the British colonies different systems

for achieving these objects have been adopted

and are now on trial. These will be explained

under the titles Land Transfer ; Registbatton
OF TiTi£. See the several titles of the various

modes of transfer referred to in this article, and
in addition. Alienation; Conveyancing; Title;
Warranty ; and the authorities there referred

to.

CONVEYANCING. The act or art of pre-

paring the deeds or instruments used for the

transiference of property from one person to

another. As such writings not only form
the evidence of the right of the person j)os-

sessing or claiming possession of property, but
do in themselves constitute the title there-

to, it is of the greatest importance that

the conveyancer employed to prepare them
should be possessed of a competent knowledge of

the law and have the skill required to frame them
in such a form as clearly to express and attain
the object intended. In the early stages of so-

ciety there is no call for the profession of a
conveyancer; property is held in right of occu-

pancy, without any written title, and even lands
are conveyed from one to another without writing,

the new owner being usually put in possession

in presence of witnesses called for the purpose,
by some symbolical form, such as the delivery of

earth and twigs.

In the early history of the Jews, the sjrmboli-

cal mode of transferring title prevailed (Ruth
iv. 7). But they subsequently developed a much
more artistic system of conveyancing, making
use of all the safeguards that are used in modern
times:—viz. writing, witnesses, subscribing, seal-

ing, and recording the documents (.Ter. xxxii.

0-12). Tn Rome, as elsewhere, early trans-

fers of property, whether land or goods, were of

a ceremonial character. Later, a distinction was
made between property capable of transfer by a
simpler process {res nvc mancipi) and such as

could be effectually transferred only by the older

and more formal method (res mancipi). It was
not until Justinian's reign that the distinction

between the two classes of property was abol-

ished and a simple form of conveyance made
sufficient for both.

Strictly si)eaking, the term conveyancing has

no application to the various modes by which
(he title to chattels is transferred. These proc-

esses have almost always been of the simplest

character, and do not even to-day usually call

for expert knowledge or for elal)orate writings

to render them safe and effective. It is to the

feudal system of land tenures, and to the com-
plexities and refinements which it introduced

into the simple notion of ownership, that we owe
the difliculties and dangers which attend the

transfer of title to land at the present time. As
the feudal system nowhere exercised a stronger

and more persistent influence than in England, so

there is no country in Europe in which the con-

veyance of lands is as complicated and precarious

an undertaking as it is in that country and in

most of the United States. The number and
variety of estates and other interests which may
exist at one and the same time in the same
parcel of land, and the diversity of circum-
stances under which these varied interests may
arise, may be transferred and extinguished, have
combined to make conveyancing one of the most
technical and difficult branches of the work of the
legal profession. In England it has resulted in

the development of a special branch of lawyers
who are known as conveyancers. In the United
States the process of specialization has not gone
so far a-s that, the business of conveyancing being
still for the most part in the hands of the profes-

^;ion at large.

The i>rocess through which the conveyancer
must go may be briefly described. He has
first to make a careful search of the public
records and from these to prepare an ab-
stract (q.v.) of the title to the land in

question. He must then examine with the
greatest care all of the documents consti-

tuting the chain of title, in order to de-

termine their validity and sufficiency. He will

then be prepared to draw up the appropriate
document to effect the transfer desired—which
may be a deed of trust, a marriage settlement,
a grant of the lands, or a last will and testament.
In England, where no system of general regis-

tration of land titles is in force, the conveyancer
has recourse to the original documents of title,

which are carefully preserved and transferre<!

with the land.

The complexity, uncertainty, and expense of

the old method of conveyancing have long calle<l

for radical reform. In England, in the I'nited

States, and in Canada, land transfer reform
associations exist, and are vigonmsly pushing
for legislation in this direction; something has
already been achieved, but much remains to be
done. Few even of professional conveyancers
would deny the truth of the statement made
by the Duke of Marlborough in the Fortniphthf
Review, that heretofore "in every country the
theory of the land laws has depended on the fact

that land was never intended to be dealt with by
free commerce and barter, and its sale and ex-
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change have at ull times hvvn surrounded with
le^^il dillicultioH of every di'serii)liun." As proj)-

erty is sululividcd into smaller and smaller por-

tions, and as the nunil>er of conveyances which
make up the chain of title to a piece of real

efitute continually iiwreases, the difTicuIty and
cost of establishing a clear title becomes more
and more burdensome. An illustration of this is

given by a New York newspaper, which points
out that when the faniouit Jumel estate in New
York was disposed of, it was dividcnl into 1383
{)ieces and sold to over 300 buyers ; each of these

tad to engage a lawyer to search carefully

through every old deed, mortgage, and record
relating to the entire j)roi)erty, picking them out
from 3500 volumes of dei'ds and mortgages in

the ofTice of the New York Registrar; here it is

clear that 200 out of 300 parts of the total

labor and expense were wasted. Tlie same writer
asserts t!mt in New York City the amount thus
expended is over one per cent, of the total value
of the property transferred, and that at least

half of this is unnecessary waste. So great has
the task of searching and verifying titles become
in New York and other large cities that land-

title guarantee companies have been formed,
which insure purchasers and mortgagees against
flaws in titles; the companies make a business
of searching records, and sometimes have elabo-

rate analyses and abstracts of real estate records,

costing them many scores of thousands of dol-

lars.

In the United States the system of convey-
ancing generally adopted is that by deeds of

grant, or bargain and sale; many States have
enacted statutes simplifying the old method, and
several prescribe an exact form of deed, defining

the legal effect of the specific words of con-

veyancing, limiting, conditioning, and so on. It

follows that the laws of the States are not uni-

form, but the essentials of a conveyance by deed
are practically the same, requiring that it be in

writing, be signed and sealed by the grantors, be
acknowledged before a notary or other officer

authorized by the statutes, and be actually deliv-

ered. The direction which all present agitation
for reform in conveyancing is taking is that
pointed out by the success of the Torrens sys-

tem of Australia. The main principle in that
system is the registration of titles as distin-

guished from the registration of deeds. It was
introduced first in South Australia about thirty
years ago by Mr. (now Sir) Robert Torrens, was
eminently successful practically, and has since
been adopted by the other Australian colonies.

Under it the ownership passes only on the filing,

in the proper registry office, of thetitle ; thus the
actual transfer and the public notice of it are
simultaneous, and the records of the office cannot
be impeached by flaws in the conveyance itself,

nor can a purchaser Ix; deceived by the existence
of a deed not recorded and of which he could have
no knowledge. The sj'stem of registration is a
very simple one; a special folio of the record is

devoted to a single piece of land, and there in
one place and totjether are recorded all trans-
fers and transactions affecting the title of that
piece of land or forming a charge on it; and, we
repeat, the title to that land can shift only upon
the registration itself. The Government holds
to the land-owner under this system much the
same relation that a corporation issuing certifi-

cates of registered stock holds to the purchaser

thereof—that is, the transfer of such stock cer-
tificates is made on the books of the company
and takes effect only upon new entry tlierein.

Under the Torrens system a 'Master of Titles' is

intrusted with the duty of seeing that the trans-
fer is regular and is proi)erly executed. A guar-
antee fund is established by the State to com-
pensate any persons injured by errors of any
kind. But the percentage of claims made from
the guarantee fund to the value of the property
involved has been very small—less, it is said,
than the one-hundredth part of one per cent.
The great merit of this system is that, once
established, it ntakes title certain and absolute,
and obviates research in ancient conveyances.
No doubt there is expense and difficulty in chang-
ing from the old to the new system of convey-
ancing, but the results attained are great. In
Canada the system has been tried—though in a
limited and imperfect form—in Toronto, and
there is a strong agitation for its universal
adoption under a compulsory law. In England
a Land Transfer Reform IJill was introduced in
187.5 by I^rd Cairns, and passed, but in a muti-
lated and altogether unsatisfactory form; in
1882 a second act was passed simplifying the art
of conveyancing and leading the way toward a
general reform; in 1889 Lord Salisbury's Govern-
ment introduced a bill making the Torrens sys-

tem compulsory, which was defeated only after
its third reading and by a very small majority.
It seems probable that such a reform bill will
pass before many years. In the State of New
York an act was passed and went into effect in

January, 1891, which provided for a reformed or
block scheme of indexing conveyances to supplant
the old system of consecutive registration of
deeds indexed only by the names of the parties
thereto. This is also a step in the direction of
the Torrens system of registration and transfer
by titles. The Torrens system has been adopted
in Massachusetts, Illinois, and several other
States.

Consult: Leonard A. Jones, Forms in Con-
veyancing and General Forms (5th ed., Indian-
apolis, 1899) ; Wolstenholme, Forms and Prece-
dents Adopted for Use Under the Conveyancing
Acts (5th ed., London, 1891); Sheppard, The
Touchstone of Common Assurances, etc. (Amer.
ed., Philadelphia, 1840-41); Greenwood, Manual
of the Practices of Conveyancing (8th ed., Lon-
don, 1891); Elphinstone, Introduction to Con-
veyancing (5th ed., London, 1900) ; Hunter, The
Dominion Conveyancer (Toronto, 1893).

CONVICT (Sp., Port, convicto, from Lat.
convictns, p.p. of convinccre, to convict, from
COTO-, together -|- vincere, to conquer). A person
found guilty, after due trial, of a criminal of-

fense; in general use applied only to those con-
victed of felony or serious crimes, not to those
guilty of petty offenses. The system used bya coun-
try in dealing with convicts is termed the con-
vict system. In Europe in the Middle Ages the
punishments inflicted upon criminals were cruel
and brutal. Through the influence of the Church
a system of fines Avas established and physical
punishments were modified. Later it became
customary to transport convicts to colonial pos-
sessions. England transported convicts to Aus-
tralia until about the middle of the nineteenth
century. The year 1900 marks the practical
abandonment of transportation by all civilized

countries, except France, where it is a secondary
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feature of the penal system. In civilized countries

fines and imprisonment are the customarj' pun-

ishments. In Europe the prisoners are usually

kept apart from each other; in America more
freedom of association is allowed. For economic
and moral reasons, prisoners are given steady em-
ployment. Consult: Driihms, The Criminal: His
Personnel and Environment (New York, 1900) ;

Lombroso, L'uomo delinquente (Turin, 1896).
See CoxvacT Labob; Penology; Prisons.

CONVICT LABOR. In all penitentiaries the
work of keeping the institution in good order
and carrying on the domestic arrangements is

done by the prisoners. In addition, repairs and
improvements, such as constructing new build-

ings, is often done by inmates under expert
direction. This would not furnish sufficient em-
ployment to keep the prisoners occupied. For
the sake of tlie convict as well as for the pe-

cuniarj* returns, it is customary to employ the
prisoners in productive enterprises. In America
these general systems prevail.

In the lease system the convicts are leased

to contractors for a fixed sum and period, the
entire responsibility for the care and safe-

keeping of the convicts devolving upon the con-

tractors. This system may reduce the cost to

the State, but it tends to great abuses and should
be abolislied. It prevails only in some of the
Southern States.

The contract system exists in two forms. In
the first tlie labor of the convicts is furnished
to contractors for a fixed sum, the contractors
personally directing the employment in the insti-

tution. The raw material and machinery are
furnished by the contractor, though in some
cases the State furnishes the latter. In the

second form, the piece - price system, the con-

tractor furnishes the material and pays a stipu-

lated price for the finished product. The
direction of the industry is in the hands of the
prison officials. The advantage of this form is

that it avoids the possibility of trouble coming
from the presence in the institution of employers
who are not directly responsible to the authori-
ties.

The contract system has been in general use.

It has many advantages. The industry is man-
aped by experts who can buy and sell to better
advantage than can the warden, who, presum-
ably, is not so well posted. Moreover, the State
is not subject to loss because of gluts in the

market or because of official ignorance or du-
plicity. It necessitates no great investment in

expensive machinery. It has furnished steady
employment to the prisoners and has reduced
appreciably the net cost of maintenance.

There are, however, serious objections to the
plan. When it involves the presence of outside

overseers it may seriously interfere with prison
discipline. From an educational standpoint the

highly developed industry interferes with the

training of the individual convict. This applies
with special force to the younger prisoners.

Employers have condemned the system on the
groimd that the cheap labor gave the contractor
an unfair advantage. Labor unions have objected

because they felt that it had a tendency to lower
wages. The objections have weight. While the
total of prison labor is but a small part of the
lal)or of the coimtry, the introduction of special

industries may easily depress and unfairly com-
pete with similar local industries.

Vou v.—15.

For these reasons the contract system is losing
ground and is giving place to the public-ac-

count system. ITie State furnishes the plant
and materials and conducts the entire business
through its officials. Any profits go to the
State, and any loss is borne by it. Products
are sold upon the open market, or, as in New
York, only such articles may be made as will be
utilized in other public institutions, or in the
various State departments. Under this system
the individual prisoner may be employed as seems
for his best interest. Generally speaking, this

plan is probably the best yet proposed. It tends,
however, to influence the warden to strive for
financial success rather than for the upbuilding
of character, and opens the way for financial

scandals. It does not avoid competition with
free labor. If the New York plan is adopted
there should be a central body to regulate the
industries in the different institutions, that there
may not be a surfeit of certain articles and a
scarcity of others.

Penologists now advocate manual and technical
training, particularly for the younger men. They
agree that this system, though more expensive,
will in the end yield far larger returns to so-

ciety than the present industries. It might be
thought that the employment of convicts in pub-
lic enterprises, such as road-making, would be
profitable. Experience has not confirmed this

view, and such employment is now considered
advantageous only under peculiar local circum-
stances. Consult: United States Industrial Com-
mission Report on Prison Labor (Washington,
1900) ; Proceedings of Kational Prison Associa-
tion (Pittsburg, 1898, 1899); Henderson, In-

troduction to Study of Dependents, Defectives,
Delinquents (Boston, 1893). See Phenology;
Criminology.

CONVOCATION (Lat. convocatio, from con-
vocare, to call together, from com-, together -f-

vocare, to call, from vox, voice) . An assembly
of the clergy of the Church of England, analo-
gous in man}- respects to Parliament, at the
same time with which it usually meets. As a
factor in the development of English institutions,

it is of great interest, being in some shape per-

haps older than Parliament, into which attempts
were made to incorporate it in the reigns of
Edward I. and Edward II. Convocation for-

merly exercised the right of enacting ecclesias-

tical legislation, and also of voting subsidies to
the Crown; but the former right was greatly
restricted imder Henry VIII. and by later acts
of Parliament, while the latter 'was abandoned
in 16G4. since which time the clergy have been
taxed like other citizens. Certain convocations
are of importance in the history of both Church
and State in England; in particular that of

1529, which established the royal supremacy;
that of 1562, which confirmed the Articles of
Religion; that of 1603, which enacted an im-
portant body of canons; and that of 1661. which
completed the revision of the Book of Common
Prayer. About the beginning of the eighteenth

century a factious spirit prevailed, so that the
sittings of the Ix)wer House were distinguished

by contention with the bishops. Conv(x*ation

was prorogued in 1717, and not again assemble<l

until the revival of Church life in the nineteenth

century caused a demand for the renewal of its

sessions. By the influence of Bishops Wilber-

force, of Oxford, and Philpotts, of Exeter, the
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Convocation of Canterbury rt'assouiblcd in 1862

and that uf York in 1850, since wliich time their

meetings have been roijularly held. Each |)rov-

ince haa a convocation of its own. The Upper
Houac id coniiH)Hed of the diocesan bishops; tlie

Lower of biahopti auifragan, deans, archdeaconH,

and certain repre»»entativca of the luwcr clergy,

known us proctors; in the Province of Canter-

bury they are elected by the beneficed clergy

alone, while in that of York all the clergy have

a vote, sending one proctor for each arch-

deaconry. The Lower House in the southern

province nunilH-rs about 100 members, in the

northern about 80. While Convocation has no
legislative functions nowadays, its discussions

are of great interest to members of the Church
of England. A 'House of Laymen' has recently

been organized, which, while not constitutionally

forming a part of Convocations, discusses similar

topics on parallel lines. Consult: Trevor, The
Convocations of the Two Provinces: Their Origin,

Conslitution, and Forms of Proceeding, with a
Chapter on Their Revival (London, 1854) ; Lath-

bury, A History of the Convocation of the

Church of England to 11-'i2 (I^ndon, 1842);
Whitehead, Church Law (London, 1872).

In the University of Oxford, the term Convo-
cation is applied to the assembly composed of

all masters of arts, non-resident as well as

resident, which finally accepts or rejects the

statutes which have passed the narrower govern-

ing bodies, the Hebdomadal Council and Con-
gregation. See Oxford University.

C0NV0L'V1JLA'CE.a; (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

frojn l^it. convolvulus, bindweed, from convol-

vere, to roll together, from com-, together
-|- volverc, to roll ) . An order of dicoty-

ledonous plants, the morning-glory family. They
are annuals or perennials, many are twin-

ing or climbing in habit, and one genus, Cus-

cuta, is a climbing parasite. (See Dodder.)
In many the stems contain a milky juice, and
some have tuberous roots which are of economic
value as furnishing jalap, scammony, sweet
potato (q.v.), etc. Some are noted for their

beautiful flowers, as the morning-glory (q.v.).

The leaves are generally alternate and without
stipules. The calyx is five-parted and the co-

rolla with a five-lobed and plaited limb which is

usually valvate, sometimes convolute. The sta-

mens are inserted within the corolla, alternating
with its lobes. The ovary is free and consists

of two, rarely more, carpels and bears two or
more ovules. The fruit ripens into a berry, nut,

or capsule. This order is closely related to the
Scrophulariacese and Boraginacese (qq.v.). The
order is divided into Convolvuloidese, which are
green plants, the principal genera being Dichon-
dra, Evolvulus, Ipomoea, Convolvulus, and Ery-
cibe; and Cuscutoideie with Cuscuta as the only
genus, the species of which are leafless parasites
of curious habit.

CONVOL'VTTLTJS (Lat., bindweed), or Bind-
weed. A ponus of plants, the type of the natural
order Convolvulacese. This genus contains nearly
150 species, herbaceous and shrubby, generally
with a twining stem and milky juice; large and
beautiful flowers, a five-parted calyx, a mono-
petalous corolla, with regular five-lobed and
plaited limb. The plants of this genus are venry

abundant in the tropics, but comparatively rare
in cold climates. Manv are cultivated as orna-

mental plants, particularly sjMH-ies of Convol-
vulus and Ipomtca, the latter being communly
known us 'morning-glory.' Some 8|>ecieH have
large farinac(>uu8 roots, capable of being used as
food, of which the sweet potato (q.v.), or batatas,

is the must inifiortant. Two or three are commuu
in the l<]astern United States and are called bind-

weed. Convolvulus arvensis is a troublesome
weed in some sandy soils near the coast, and
Convolvulus septum in richer soils. The former
has rose-colored fragrant flowers, the latter large

white flowers. Both are ornamental, the latter

is now often planted to cover posts and trellises.

('onvolvulus scammonia yields scuiiimony, and
the root of Ipomwa pandurata is uwhI as a purga-
tive in the United States. Convolvulus scoparius,
a shrubby species, native of the Canary Isles,

yields one of the kinds of wood called rosewood,
which has a strong smell of ro.ses. Ipomaa
jalapa of this order yields jalap, a well-known
cathartic. It abounds in Mexico. For illustra-

tion, see Plate of DicoTYLFa>ONE8.

CON'VOY (Fr. convoi, from vonvoyer, to con-
vey). The name given to one or more ships of
war appointed to protect a fleet of merchant
vessels against the attacks of an enemy or
pirates. If a merchant ship part company witii

the convoy, or neglect to obey the signals, all

claims of insurance are forfeited. The name
is sometimes applied to the merchant vessels so
escorted. In the military service, a convoy is,

properly speaking, a train of wagons laden with
provisions or warlike stores; the term, however,
is applied also to the detachment of troops, or
escort, appointed to protect such a train.

CONVULSION (Lat. c(mvulsio, convulsion).
A symptom of disease occurring in sudden at-

tacks during which the patient generally loses

consciousness; the muscles of a part or of much
of the body are contracted and relaxed involun-
tarily, in spasmodic and irregular movements;
the eyes are generally open, the eyeballs turned
up or to one side; the teeth are set tight to-

gether; the tongue or cheeks are frequently bit-

ten; the breathing is at first arrested, then labored
and deep; the face is generally red, and the salivn

oozes from the mouth as froth. In epilepsy

(q.v.) the convulsions are as just described and
the patient generally sleeps immediately after

them before regaining consciousness. In hys-

teria (q.v.) there is less writhing and more
rigidity, the patient is not entirely unconscious
in most cases, her cheeks remain pale, and she

regains consciousness after a period of confusion,

without sinking into a sleep ; the tongue is not

bitten and froth does not issue from the mouth.
Ura^mic convulsions are very similar to those of

epilepsy. Convulsions are also caused by irri-

tation of the brain and spinal cord from other

sources than those mentioned, such as anaemia

of the brain, tumors of the brain, alcoholic

intoxication, acute indigestion, Bright's disease,

intestinal worms, etc., as well as certain acute

diseases with an initial rise of temperature.

In all cases of convulsions, except when oc-

curring in a mother who has just given birth

or is about to give birth to a child, the clothing

should be removed and the patient immer.sed in

a hot bath up to the neck for ten or fifteen

minutes or till the limbs relax. An enema of

soapsuds containing twenty drops of turpentine

will always be of advantage to an adult, and an
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enema of water to a child. Tlie patient should

never be grasped and held by any one, but should

be protected from falling from the bed with
cushions and pillows. In epileptiform convul-

sions, the tongue should be protected from being

bitten by being thrust back into the mouth, or

by a rubber eraser inserted Iwtween the teeth.

The patient should not be allowed to bury the

nose and mouth in the pillows.

CONVTJLSIONAB.IES (Fr. convulsionnaires,

from Lat. convulsio, convulsion, from convcllere,

to convulse, from com-, together + vellere, to

pluck). A fanatical sect of Jansenists who
sprang up in France about 1730. Their meeting-
place was the churchyard of Saint M6dard, in a
suburb of Paris, where was the tomb of a cer-

tain Francis of Paris, who died in 1727, and was
reckoned very holy by the Jansenists on account
of his extravagant asceticism. At this tomb a

multitude of jK-opIe poured forth fanatical

prayers, preachments, and prophesyings. Mira-
cles are also alleged to have been performed, for

proof of which we are referred to a work writ-

ten by Carre de Montgeron, a member of the

Parliament of Paris, and entitled La veritc des

miracles opercs d Vintercession de M.de Paris et

autres appellans (Paris, 1737, 3 vols.). After

1731 the fanaticism of the convulsionaries in-

creased to utter madness. "They threw them-
selves into the most violent contortions of body,

rolled about on the ground, imitated birds,

beasts, and fishes, and at last, when they had
completely spent themselves, went off in a

swoon." In 1733 the King issued an order for

the imprisonment of these fanatics, but it was
found impossible to put a complete stop to the

mischief. They took to predicting the downfall

of the throne and the Church. They were not

much heard of in Paris after the middle of the

eighteenth century, but were met with later in

country places at various times. They brought
Jansenism into so much disrepute that Voltaire

declared the tomb of Francis to be the grave of

.Tansenism. Consult P. F. Mathieu. Histoire des

miracles et des Convulsionnaires de Saint-M^dard,

precedce de la vie du diacre Paris, d'une notice

sur Carr^ de Montgeron et d'un coup d'oeil sur le

Janscnismr (Paris, 1864).

CON'WAY. A river in North Wales, 30 miles

long, noted for its scenic beauty. It rises in a
small mountain lake and flows past Llanrwst
Trefriw into the Irish Sea. At Conway it is

half a mile broad at spring-tides, which rise

here 21 to 24 feet. The Conway has been famous
for its pearls since Roman times.

CONWAY, or AB'ERCON'WAY. A sea-

port market town and municipal borough of

Carnarvonshire, North Wales, beautifully situ-

ated on a steep slope on the left bank of the

Conway. 22 miles northeast of Carnarvon (Map:
Wales, C 3). It is surnmnded by walls 12 feet

thick, with towers and battlements. The prin-

cipal streets are well-proportioned and regular,

and contain several ancient houses. Conway
Castle, one of the noblest castellated structures

in Britain, stands on a precipice overlooking the

river. It was built in 1284 by Edward I. to check
the Welsh. Its walls are 12 to 15 feet thick,

with eight vast towers, four of which are each
surmounted by a slender turret. Population, in

1891, 3400; in 1901, 4700. Consult Historical

Sketch of Convcay Castle and Its Environs (Car-
narvon, 1852). \

CONWAY. A town and the county-seat of

Faulkner Coimty, Ark., 30 miles north of Little

Rock; on the Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and
Southern Railroad (Map: Arkansas, C 2). It

has an extensive cotton trade, lumber, flour,

and cottonseed - oil mills, excelsior - works, etc.

The town is the seat of Hendrix College (Metho-
dist Episcopal, South), organized in 1884, and
Central Baptist College for Women, opened in

1892. Conway was settled in 1871 and incorjKjrat-

ed three years later, and is governed by a mayor,
elected annually, and a council. Town meetings
are held annually to select candidates for mayor.
The electric-light plant is owned and operated
by the municipality. Population, in 1890, 1207

;

in 1900, 2003.

CONWAY. A town in Carroll County, N. H.,

containing the villages of Kearsarge. North Con-
way, Conway, and Conway Centre, 71 miles

northeast of Concord ; on the Saco River and on
the Boston and Maine Railroad (Map: New
Hampshire, K 5). The village of North Conway
is famed for beautiful scenery, and is a popular
summer resort. Conway is the centre of an ex-

tensive granite industry, and has a riblK)n peg
factoi-\', spool-mill, and lumber and canning in-

terests. Population, in 1890, 2331 ; in 1900, 3154.

CONWAY, Henry Seymol-r (1721-95). An
English field-marshal, a second son of Francis
Sejanour. first Lord Conway. He was aide-de-

camp to the Duke of Cumberland at the battles

of Fontenoy and Cullotlen, in 1745 and in 1746.

On March .30, 1759, he was appointed lieutenant-

general, and in this capacity ser^•ed under the

Duke of Bnmswick in Germany. He persistently

opposed the war with America, and on February
22, 1782. in an address to Parliament, urged the
advisability of discontinuing aggressive warfare
against the American Colonies. Shortly after

the resignation of Lord North, he became Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Army (March 27. 1782).

CONWAY, Hugh. The literary pseudon\Tn of

Frederick John Fargus, part of which may have
been first suggested to him by his student life on
the school-frigate Cnnxcay.

CONWAY, MoNCURE Daniel (1832—). An
American clergyman, historian, and ethical

writer. He was bom in Staflford County, Va.,

March 17. 1832, and was graduated at Dickinson
College (1849), and at the Har\ard Divinity

School (1854), having studied law and lK>en a
Methodist minister in the interval. He imbibed
humanitarian and rationalistic ideas, and re-

turned to Virginia to preach them, but was
obliged to leave the State. He then took charge

of a Unitarian church in Washington, D. C, but,

too outspoken against slavery, was forced to go
to Cincinnati, where he preached, wrote books,

and e<lited the Dial. There, and later in Boston
as editor of The Commontcealth. he urged eman-
cipation, and in 1863 went to England to explain

the cnu'^o of the war. Here he accepte<l a call

to the ultra-liberal South Place Chapel. London,
and was minister there from 1863 to 1884. doing
a large amount of varie<l literary work. At the

close of the last century he returned to America
and resided in New York City. He subsequently
Itegan the writing of his reminiscences. Amonjf
his vohmies are: The Rejected Stone (1861);
Idols and Ideals (1877) ; Dvmonology and DevU
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Lore (1878); The Wandering Jetc (1881); as
M-ell HH biu^raphii-H of tldmund Randolph (1888),
Thomas Curlylc (1881). HmcrHon at Home and
Abroad (1882). uiid llanthonte (18i)0). His
<Hlitinn of Iho writinjjs of Thomas Paine (4 vols.,

1894-!H(). and his life of Paine (2 vols., 1802),
nrt> his most ini|>ortant works.

CONWAY,« HonKBT Seymour (1804—). An
En|.'lish c-Iassioal philolojfist. He was born at
Stoki' X«'\vinj;ton, Septciiihcr 20, 18(54. He re-

ceivttl from (Jonville and Caius College, Cam-
brijljT, the dej?rees of B.A. ( 1887 ) ; M.A. ( 1891 ) ;

Litt.D. (181(8). He was made follow of Gon-
ville and Caius (1888-P4) ; classical lecturer in

Xewnhani Collej^ (1887-93) ; professor of Latin,
TJniversity ColleK«>, Cardiff, Wales (1893—).
He is the author of Vcrner's Lawin Italy (1887) ;

collaborator in tlie translation of Brugmann'a
Coniptiralirc drununar (1888-95) ; and the editor

of The Italian Dialects (Cambridge, 1897), etc.

CONWAY, TiiOM.vs (1733-C.180O). An Irish

soldier of fortune, who became an officer on the
American side in the Revolutionary War. He
was educated in France, entered the French army,
and had attained the rank of colonel when, early
in 1777, he came to America and offered his ser-

vices to Congress. He was appointed a brigadier-
general in Alay of this year, served at Brandy-
wine and CJermantown, and later in the year was
made inspector-general, with the rank of major-
general, contrary to Washington's wishes. He
was the chief consjiirator in the 'Conway Cabal'
(q.v.), and upon the discovery of his intrigue
resigned from the army in 1778. Soon after-

wards, on July 22, he was wounded in a duel by
General Cadwallader, who challenged him be-

cause of his attacks upon Washington. Conway
then returned to France, reentered the army,
and in 1784 was appointed Governor of Pondi-
cherry and the French settlements in Hindustan.
In 1792 he was appointed commander of the
royalist forces in the south of France, but on
the success of the Revolutionists fled from the
country.

CONWAY, Sir William Mabtin (1856—).
An English author and explorer. He was bom
at Ro<;he8ter, was graduated M.A. at Trinity Col-
lege, and remained at Cambridge till 1880; lec-

tured on art in university extension courses, and
was appointed first professor of art at University
College, Liverpool (1884). Subsequently he
traveled extensively, sur\'ej'ing the Himalayas
(1892), traversing the Alps (1894), exploring
the interior of Spitzbergen (1896-97), and the
Bolivian Andes (1898). Among his numerous
works on art and exploration are Woodcutters of
the yethertaiids in the Fifteenth Century (1884) ;

Literary Remains of Albrecht Diirer (1889);
Climbing and Exploration of the Karakoram-
Himalayas (1894) ; The Alps from End to End
(1895): The First Crossing of Spitzbergen
(1897) ; Climbing and Exploration in the Boliv-
ian Andes (1900). He was knighted in 1895.

CONWAY CAB AT/, The. In American his-
tory, the name given to an intrigue, organized
under the leadership of Thomas Conway (q.v.),
in 1777, during the Revolutionary War, for the
purpose of bringing about the supersession of
Washington, as Commander-in-Chief of the Amer-
ican armies, in favor of General Gates. With
Conway were associated such men as Gates,
Charles Lee, Thomas Mifflin, and Benjamin Rush,

besides several otlier army officers and members
of the Continental Congress, who charged Wash-
ington with gross incom|K't«'nce and favoritism,
and in particular endeavored to prove the su(>eri-

ority of Gates over \\ ashington as a commander
by contrasting the victories of the former at
Saratoga with the almost contemporaneous re-

verses of the latter at Brandywine and German-
town. The faction gained suflicient power to
secure the appointment of Gates as head and of
Thomas Mifflin as a member of the Board of
\\ar and the promotion, against Washington's
emphatic advice, of Conway to the rank of major-
general, and to the position of inspector-general

;

but they did not succcc<l in retaining any consid-
erable following, and in a few months their
schemes fell tlirough, and Conway was virtually
forced to leave the 8er\-ice (1778). A good ac-
count of the intrigue is given in vol. ii. of Fiske's
The American Revolution (Boston, 1893).

CON'WELL, Russell Hekman (1842—). An
American Baptist clergj-man. He was born at
Worthington, Mass., and was educated at Wil-
braham Academy, and at Yale and Albany col-
leges. During the Civil War he served in the
Union Army (1862-65), and rose to the rank of
lieutenant-colonel. After the war he devoted him-
self to the practice of law. He was correspondent
in Germany of the New York Tribune and tiie

Boston Traveler from 1808 to 1870. After his
ordination to the ministry in 1879 he occupied
the pulpit of Grace Baptist Church, Philadelphia
(1881-91). He founded and became president
of Temple College (established 1888), and the
Samaritan Hospital was also established by him
( 1890). In 1891 he became pastor of the Baptist
Temple, in Philadelphia. The following are his
principal works: Why the Chinese Emigrate;
Wo7nan and the Law; Joshua Oianavello ; Acres
of Diamonds; Lives of the Presidents; and
special biographies of Bayard Taylor, Charles H.
Spurgeon, and Presidents Hayes and Garfield.

CONYBEARE, kun'i-bAr, John (1692-1755).
An English clergyman. He was bom at Pinhoe,
graduated at Oxford, and was ordained priest in
1710. In 1730 he was chosen master of Exeter
College, of which he had previously been a tutor.
Before this time he had attracted notice by the
publication of two sermons on Miracles (1722),
and on the Mysteries of the Christian Religion
(1724). In 1832 he published his great work,
A Defense of Revealed Religion, a reply to
Matthew Tindale's Christianity as Old as the
Creation (1730). Conybeare was appointed dean
of Christ Church, Oxford, and finally bishop of
Bristol (1750).

CONYBEARE, Johx Josias (1779-1824).
An English scholar. He was the grandson of
the Bishop of Bristol, and became professor of
the Anglo-Saxon language (1807) and of poetry
at Oxford (1812). He made .some contributions
to the literature of geology and chemistry, but is

chiefly remembered for his devotion to Anglo-
Saxon literature. His Illustrations of Anglo-
Saxon Poetry (1826) was edited by his brother,
William Daniel Conybeare.

CONYBEARE, William Daniel (1787-*

1857). An English geologist and clergyman,
the younger brother of John Josias Conybeare.
He was educated at Westminster and Oxford.
While at the latter institution he devoted much
time to the study of geology, and his researches
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in tliis science afterwards procured for him the
friendship of Buckland, Ete la B^he, Elie de
Beaumont, and many of t]ie leading geologists of

the time. He contributed several papers on
various geological subjects to English periodicals

and was admitted to membership in the Royal
Society and the Geological Society of London.
In 1844 he Iwcanie Dcau of Llandafi", an ofhce

he retained until his death in 1857.

CONYBEARE, William Johx (1815-57).
An English clergv'man and essayist, the son of
Rev. William Daniel Conybeare (q.v.). He grad-
uated at Cambridge in 1837, took orders four
years later, and in 1848 succeeded his father as
vicar of Axminster. He wrote Perversion; or,

the Causes and Consequences of Infidelity, a
religious novel (1856) ; and Essays Ecclesiastical

and Social (1856). He is best known, however,
as joint author, with Rev. J. S. Howson, of the
Life and Epistles of Saint Paul (1851).

CONYERS, kun'yerz. A town and the county-
seat of Rockdale County, Ga., 30 miles east-south-

east of Atlanta; on the Georgia Railroad (Map:
Georgia, B 2). It is in a cotton-growing and
granite-quarrving country. Population, in 1890,
1349; in 1900, 1605.

CONZE, kon'tse, Alexander (1831—). A
German archaeologist. He was bom at Hanover,
and was educated at Giittingen and Berlin. He
was professor of archieology at Halle (1863-69),
Vienna (1869-77), and Berlin (1877-87). He
was also director of the Berlin Museum, and in

1887 received an appointment as general secre-

tarj' of the German Archaeological Institute. His
writings include chief!}', in addition to some gen-
oral studies, the following descriptions of travel
and excavations: Reise auf den Inscln des
thrazischen Meeres (I860); Archaologische Un-
lersuchungen in Samothrake (2 vols., Vienna,
1875-80) ; Heitriige zur Geschichte der griechi-

schen Plastik (2d ed., Halle, 1869) ; Die Ergeh-
iiiusc dcr Ausqrabtinoen zu Pergamon (Reports
1-3. Berlin, 1880-88).'

COOrDIES, The. A name applied to the New
York Federalists who favored the War of 1812.
It was derived from Abimalech Coody. the pseudo-
nym adopted, in his communications to the press,

by Gulian C. Verplanck, the leader of the faction.

Consult Hammond, The History of Political Par-
lies in the State of New York (4th ed., Coopers-
town. 1846).

COOK, :Mount (called by the Maoris Ahoar-
angi, cloud-breaker). A mountain in the South-
em Alps, on the South Island, New Zealand.
(Map: New Zealand, C 5). It has an alti-

tude of 12,350 feet, and is regarded as the
highest point of Australasia. Its top is covered
with perpetual snow. The first ascent was made
in 1882. Since then the mountain has been
repeatedly ascended and explored.

COOK, Aluert Staxburrouoh (1853—). An
American scholar, born at Montville, N. J. He
graduated in 1872 at Rutgers College, studied at
the universities of Giittingen and I.<'ipzig. and in
1879-81 was associate professor of P^nglish at the
Johns Hopkins University. In 1882 he was
appointed professor of Knglish at the University
of California, where he thoroughly reorganized
the department, and through it indirectly in-

fluenced the instruction in Engli-sh in the entire
State. In 1889 he was calle<l to the chair of
English language and literature at Yale Uni-

versity. He became an editor of the Journal of
Oermanic Philology, and has published a valuable
translation of Sievers' Old English Grammar
(Boston, 1885), at once most favorably received

and adopted as standard in the majority of the
universities of the English-speaking world. His
publications further include: The Phonological
investigation of Old English (1888) ; The Bible
and English Prose Style (1892); The Art of
Poetry (1892); The Artistic Ordering of Life
(1898) ; and editions of Leigh Hunt's What Is
Poetry? (1893) ; of books i. and ii. of Paradise
Lost (1896); and of the Christ of Cynewulf
(1900).

COOK, Charles (1787-1858). An English
Wesleyan clergjTuan, bom in London. He was
appointed in 1818 to the French mission of the
Methodist Church in Normandy, and it was
mainly by his exertions that ilethodism was
established in France. He engaged in a con-
troversy with C^sar Malan on predestination,
which led to his work L'amour de Dieu pour tons
les hommes. Consult Cook, Life of Charles
Cook (Paris, 1862).

COOK, Clarence Chatham (1828-1900). An
American art critic and author, born in Dor-
chester, Mass. He graduated at Harvard in
1849, studied architecture, and spent several
years in teaching. He was a contributor of
articles on American art to the New York
Tribune, from 1863 until 1869, when he was
appointed Paris correspondent for the same
paper, and took up his residence abroad. He re-

mained in Paris until the outbreak of the Franco-
Prussian War, when he returned to New York and
resumed his former relations with the Tribune.
Cook was one of the first American art critics, and
on that subject, as well as archaeology, was an
accepted authority. Besides his chief work, The
House Beautiful (1878), he wrote Central Park
(1869), and edited a translation of Liibke's
History of Art (1878). From 1884 he edited
The Studio for a number of years.

COOK, Edward Duttox (1829-83). An Eng-
lish author and dramatic critic. He studied
painting and engraving; with Leopold Lewis
wrote a melodrama. The Dove and the Serpent,
in 1867-75 was dramatic critic of the Pall Mall
Gazette, and from 1875 of the World. Of his
works in fiction, the best known is The Trials of
the Tredgolds (1864).

COOK, Eliza (1818-89). An English poet,
bom in London. Her first volume, entitled Lays
of a Wild Harp, she published in 1835, and, after
writing considerably for jjeriodicals. particularly
the Weekly Dispatch, she published ilelaia and
Other Poems (1838). In 1849-54 she edited Eliza
Cook's Journal, much of whose contents was re-

published in Jottings from My Journal (1860).
In .Vcir Echoes and Other Poems ( 1864), she was
not so successful as in previous works. Her un-
pretentious verse, including, notably, "God Speed
the Plough." 'The Old Armchair." and "The Star
of Glengarry." has In^en very popular among
a wide circle of readers in both England and
America. A complete edition of her poetical
works appeared in the Chandos Classics series
(London, 1870) ; and thev were also published in
\cw York (1882).

COOK, Francis Ames (1843—). A United
States naval officer. He was bom in Massachu-
setts, and in 18G3 graduated at the United States
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Naval Academy. He tlien served for two years

M un ensign in the weitterii Lhilf blui'kadiug

Hquadrun. attained tlu> riiuk uf (oininunder in

1881, was in clmr^'o of the department of sea-

manship at AunupoliH until 1883, and was inspec-

tor of ordnaiic«> at the Boston Nuvy yard from
1889 to 1803. He was 8ub8(>quently assistant to

Uear-Adniiral Kamsay, chief of tlie llureau of

Navigation in Washington, and in 1896, with the

rank of captain, took command of the cruiser

lirooklyn. At the beginning of the war with
Spain (1898), he Joined the 'Hying squadron'
under Commo<lore Schley, and took a prominent
part in the battle of Santiago (q.v.), pursuing
the Cristdbal Colon until she nui asliore at Rio
Tarquino, when he went aboard to receive the

surrender of her commander. Captain Moren. At
the close of tlie war he was relieved of sea duty.

at his own request, and was appointed to the
United States Naval fixamining Board.

COOK, Frkdkbick Albert (1865—). An
American physician and explorer, bom at Cal-

licoon Depot, N. Y. He graduated at New York
University in 1890, was surgeon of the Peary
Arctic expedition of 1891-92, and of the Belgium
Antarctic expedition of 1897-99. In addition to

numerous magazine articles, he has published
Through the First Antarctic Night (1900).

COOK, George Hammell (1818-89). An
American geologist, born at Hanover (Morris
County), N. J. He graduated in 1839 at the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Troy, N. Y.),
was a professor there in 1842-46, and in 1853
became profesSsor of chemistry and the natural
sciences at Rutgers College. His chair was
changed to that of chemistry, natural history,

and agriculture in 1867, analytical chemistry,
geology, and agriculture in 1878, and geology
and agriculture in 1880. In 1864 he was ap-
pointed State Geologist of New Jersey, and in

1880 director of the New Jersey Agricultural Ex-
periment Station (Somerville, Somerset County).
In addition to annual reports and many papers
in scientific periodicals, he published a Qeology
of Sew Jersey (1868).

COOK, Captain James (1728-79). A cele-

brated English navigator. He was the son of a
farm laborer ; was born at Marton, Yorkshire

;

•was meagrely educated at the village school, and,
at twelve years of age, was apprenticed to a
small storekeeper in the fishing village of

Staithes. Disagreeing with his employer, he
applied to a firm of Whitby ship-owners engaged
in the Newcastle, Norway, and Baltic trades, and
in their ser\'ice soon rose to the rank of mate.
In 1755, at the outbreak of the French war, he
volunteered for the Royal Navy. Showing ability,

in 1759 he was given a master's warrant, and,
in command of the Mercury, proceeded to the
North American station. During a winter at
Halifax he diligently applied himself to the study
of mathematics and astronomical navigation.
The charts and observations which he made of
the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador, pub-
lished in 1776-78 and distinguished for their accu-
racy even to the present day, introduced him to
the notice of the Royal Society, and this society
intrusted him with the command of an expedi-
tion to the Pacific, to observe the transit of Venus.
He left Plymouth on August 26, 1768, and, after
touching at Madeira and Rio .Janeiro, doubled
Cape Horn and reached Tahiti on April 13, 1769,

where the transit was successfully ol>served,

.lune 3. On the return voyage six months were
>pent in sailing around and charting the coast
of New Zealand, which had not l»een viyJU'd by
EurojH'ans for more tlian a century. In a similar
way tile eastern coast of Australia was exam-
ined and named Now South Wales. The entire
separation of Australia from New (iuinea was
determined. After a two months' stay at Bata-
via, he returned by the Cape of (Jood Hope,
and arrived in England, June 12, 1771. The im-
portant geographical results of this successful
voyage won universal recognition, and two
months afterwards Cook received the rank of com-
mander and an appointment to organiz(> a new
expedition for the discovery of tiie imaginary
Terra Australis Incognita. He sailed with two
shijjs from Plymouth, July 13, 1772, and in a
three years' cruise of over 20,000 leagues, en-
circled the Antarctic region from New Zealand
to Cape Horn. This voyage proved the non-ex-
istence of any very great southern continent, and
established the map of the region, with the ex-

ception of details, essentially as it exi.sts to-day.
He returned to i^ngland, July 30, 1775. Taught
a lesson by a mortality of 40 per cent, in his

first voyage around the world. Cook had made
such excellent hygienic arrangements that only
one man out of 118 died during the cruise. His
detailed account of the measures and precautions
adopted were read before the Royal Society,

which granted him the Copley Gold Medal for his

important services to humanity and to the mari-
time world. Promoted to the rank of captain,
he received an appointment at Greenwidi Hospi-
tal, but shortly afterwards he offered to command
an expedition in search of a passage roimd North
America from the Pacific. He sailed July 12,

1776, by way of the Cape of Good Hope, and
spent the following year in the South Pacific.

Thence he set sail for the north in January, 1778,
and. after rediscovering the Sandwich Islands,

reached America, and added to geographical
knowledge by making an almost continuous run-
ning survey of the coast as far as Behring Strait,

where, stopped by impenetrable ice, he returned
to winter at the Sandwich Islands. In an en-

deavor to recover a stolen boat he was killed by
savages at Hawaii, February 14, 1779. His death
occasioned widespread regret, and the King pen-
sioned his wife and children. An obelisk erected
in 1874 marks the spot where he fell. A practical

and scientific seaman, a sagacious commander,
kind but strict with his crew. Cook was also dis-

tinguished by indomitable perseverance and
decision. An accotmt of Cook's first voyage ap-

peared originally as part of Hawkesworth's Voy-
ages (1773); the narrative of the second was
written by Cook himself, under the title of A
Voyage Towards the South Pole and Round the

World, Performed in His Majesty's Ships the

Resolution and Adventure, in the years 1112,
1113, lllJi, and 1115 (1777) ; the story of Cook's
third voyage, partly written by Cook himself and
partly by Captain James King, appeared in 1784.

Consult: Wharton, Captain Cook's Journal
During His First Voijage Round the World
(London, 1897) ; SjTige, Captain Cook's Voy-
ages Round the World (I-^ndon, 1897) ; Bes-
ant, Captain Cook (I.^ndon, 1890) ; Kippis, Life

of Captain James Cook (London, 1788) ; Narra-
tive of the Voyages Round the M'orld Per-

formed by Captain James Cook (2 vols., London,
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1878) ; Russell. Chart of the World, ....
;Shouin(f the Track and DiscoverieH of Captain
Cook (London, 17'J9).

COOK, Joseph (1838-1901). An American
lecturer and author, born at Ticonderoga, N. Y.
He studied at Phillips Academy and at Yale, and
graduated at Harvard in 1805. He then spent
three years at Andover Theological Seminary;
preached in various Congregational churches;
.^pent two more years in study in (Jermany. and
then settled in Boston, where in 1874 he began
his 'Boston Monday Lectures,' which became
very popular and which he continued until 1880,
when he set out on a two years' lecturing journey
round the world. In 1883 he resumed his Mon-
day Lectures in Boston. In 1888 he founded a
religious monthly called Our Day. He lectured
on many subjects, both in Europe and in America,
and had great vogue with a part of the religious

public for the reason that all of his philosophical
discourses were attempts to harmonize religion

and science. He published: Monday Lectures (11
vols., 1876-88) ; The Higher Levels of Arbitration
( 1 900 ) ; and New Defences of the Lord's Day
(1900).

COOK, Thomas (1808-92). An English rail-

way excursion and tourist pioneer, born at Mel-
bourne, Derbyshire. His energy was at first

devoted to the cause of temperance, but later to
the work with which his name is now inseparably
connected. Beginning in 1841 with trips between
Leicester and Loughborough, on the Midland
Railway, the business rapidly increased in spite
of many difficulties. The tourist tickets of
Thomas Cook & Son have now become kno\vn
all over the world.

COOKE, George Frederick (1756-1811). An
English tragedian, bom at Westminster. He
made his debut on the stage in 1776, and soon
l>eoame very popular in England and Ireland. In
1810 he appeared in New York and other Ameri-
can cities, where his success was equally great.
Although possessed of fine talents, Cooke ruined
his career by intemperance, which also caused his

death. His best work was in the characters of
Shylock, lago. and Richard III. Edmund Kean,
who admired him as the greatest of actors, erect-

ed a monument to his memory in Saint Paul's
Churchyard. New York City. Consult Dunlap,
Memoirs of Cooke (London, 1813).

COOKE, George Wilms ( 1848—) . An Ameri-
can eUrgyman, editor, and author, born at Com-
stock. Mich. He studied at Olivet College
(Mich.) and at the Meadville Theological School
<Pa.) : was in 1872 ordained to the Unitarian
ministry, and until his retirement in 1899 held
pastorates at Grand Haven,. Mich. ; Indianapolis,
Ind.: Dedham, Mass.; I^xington, Mass.; and
Dublin, N. H. In 1897 he became an editor of

The ('hristian Register, and in 1900 of the Bos-
ton Evening Transcript. He has lectured at the
Concord School of Philosophy and has publislied

such useful critical works as Ralph Waldo Emer-
son: His Life, Writings, and Philosophy (1881) ;

(ieorge Eliot: .\ Critical Study of Hrr Life,

Writings, and Philosophy (1883) ; and A Guide-
Book to the Poetic and Dramatic Works of Rob'
erf Rroicning (1891).

COOKE, Hexrv (1788-1868). An Irish Pres-
byterian leader. He was bom at Orillagh, near
Maghera, County Derry, May 11, 1788; studied
at Glasgow and Dublin; entere<l the ministry in

1808, and from 1829 was pastor in Belfast, and
from 1847 professor of sacred rhetoric in Queen's
College there. He played a prominent part in

his denomination's affairs and was especially

active and successful in combating Arianism in

the Irish Presbyterian Church, and in promoting
educational movements. He was an orator of a
high grade, but he left no publications other
than speeches and sermons. For a half-centurj-

his life was a large portion of the religious and
public history of Ireland. A statue of him was
erected in Belfast in 1875. For his life, consult
J. L. Porter (3d ed., Belfast, 1875).

COOKE, Jay (1821—). An American bank-
er and financier, bom in Sandusky, Ohio, the son
of Eleutheros Cooke, a pioneer Ohio lawyer and
member of Congress. He was privately edu-
cated, and in 1838, entered the banking house of

E. W. Clark & Co., in Philadelphia, where he
developed such rare ability in banking and finan-

cial matters that he was made a junior member
of the firm in 1842. In 1858 he retired from the
firm, and until 1861 was engaged in financing
railroad companies and negotiating their bond
issues. In the latter year he established the bank-
ing house of Jay Cooke & Co., in Philadelphia.
During the Civil War, as the principal financial

agent of the Federal Government, he performed
services of inestimable value to the nation. He
negotiated the first five-twenty loan of $513,000.-

000, the ten-forty loan of $200,000,000, the seven-

thirty loan of $830,000,000, and others, making
a total of over $2,000,000,000. He was an
ardent advocate of the national banking system,
and was influential in securing its success at the
start. The failure of his banking house in 1873,
through having advanced too largely on Northern
Pacific Railroad bonds, was one of the causes
of the financial crisis in that year; but the prin-

cipal and interest was eventually paid on all

claims, and the firm continued successfully.

COOKE, John Esten (1830-86). An Ameri-
can novelist. He was bom at Winchester, Va.,
the son of a distinguished lawyer, John Rogers
Cooke, and brother of Philip Pendleton Cooke
(q.v.). He studied law, but showed early a lit-

erary bent, and published several books before

he was twenty-five. Among these was his best

work, The Virginia Comedians ( 1854) . a Colonial
romance uneven in merit, yet full of a promise
not destined to be realized, on accoimt in part of

the strenuous experiences its author underwent
during and after the Civil War. He entered the
Confederate service on Stonewall Jackson's staff,

and on the death of the latter was transferred to

the staff of Gen. J. E. B. Stuart. Later he wa.s

inspector-general of the horse artillery of the

Army of Northern Virginia. From the close of

the war until his death his pen was rarely idle.

Novels dealing with military events in Virginia
and biographies of the great generals under
whom he had served were produced with a speed
fatal to high literary art. but they did not pre-

vent his work having distinct literary and his-

torical value as representing the thoughts, feel-

ings, and experiences of an active participant in

the stirring events of the war and reconstruction
periods. The most popular of his military' nov-
els is flurry of Eagle's Nest (1866). which is

understoml to he partly autobiographical. A
complete list of his publications is not necessary,
but the following may be mentioned as impor-
tant: Leather Stockinq and Silt (1854); The
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Youth of Jefferson ( 1854) ; Elite, or the Human
Comedy (1S55) ; Henry Haint John, Gentleman
(1859), u Mt'quei to Xirginia Comedians; Wear-
ing of the (tray (18(57) and its sequel, Mohun;
or, the Last Days of Lee and His Paladins

(1868); Life of Stonewall Jackson (1803,

1870) : Life of li. E. Lee (1871) ; and Virginia:

A History of the People (1883), an excellent

book euntrihiited to the American Common-
wealths Series.

COOKE, .losiAii Pabsons (1827-94). An
American chemist, born in Boston, lie graduat-
ed at Harvard in 1844, and soon afterwards was
appointed to the chair of chemistry and miner-
alogy at Harvard College. In this capacity he
stimulated the scientific study of chemistry at
collegiate institutions, urging laboratory instruc-

tion, which, before his time, had not been intro-

duced into the undergraduate c(mrse of American
colleges. His publications include Chemical
Problems and Reactions (18.53) ; The New Chem-
istry (1871); Religion and Chemistry (1864);
and The Credentials of Science the Warrant of
Faith (1888).

COOKE, :MoBnECAi Cubitt (1825—). An
Englisli botanist, born at Homing, in Norfolk.
When a boy he was apprenticed in the draper's
trade, afterwards acted as clerk in a law office,

and subsequently taught school. At the age of
thirty-five he obtained a position in the India
Museum, from which he was transferred to the
Kew Botanical Gardens in 1880. His publica-
tions include more than forty botanical works,
for the most part dealing with fungi, and includ-
ing Manual of Botanic Terms (1862) ; A Fern
Hook for Everybody (1867) ; Handbook of Brit-
ish Fungi (1874) ; Mycographia (6 vols., 1879) ;

Illustrations of British Fungi (8 vols., 1881);
An Introduction to the Study of Fungi (1895).

COOKE, Philip Pendleton (1810-50). An
American poet, elder brother of John Esten
Cooke and first cousin of John Pendleton Ken-
nedy, the novelist. Pie was born at Martinsburg,
Va. He graduated at Princeton in 1834. and,
like his more famous younger brother, studied
law under his father, but preferred literary pur-
suits, and contributed many poems and stories
to the Southern Literary Messenger and other
magazines. He was equally devoted to field

sports, which in part accounts for the fresh qual-
ity of his work, especially of his Froissart Bal-
lads (1847). his only published book. In spite
of a lyrical talent which once gained the com-
mendation of Lowell, Cooke is little known save
for his sweet lyric of sentiment "Florence Vane."
vhich was popular and has been frequently
translated.

COOKE, Philip Saint George (1809-95). An
American soldier, bom near Leesburg, Va. He
graduated at West Point and was assigned as
second lieutenant of the Sixth Infantry in 1827,
sen-ed for many years on the frontier, partici-
pated in the Black Hawk War of 1832, and be-
came lieutenant of dragoons in 1833. During the
Mexican War he served from October, 1840, to
July, 1840. in California as lieutenant-colonel of
a battalion of Missouri vohinteers, and for a
short time commanded a regiment in the City
of Mexico. In 1847 he became major of the Sec-
ond Dragoons. After 1849 he was reassigned to
frontier duty, took part in several operations
against the Indians, commanded the cavalry in

the Utah Expedition of 1857-58, became colonel
of the Second Dragoons in 1858, and from
August, 1860, to August, 1861, was in command
of the Department of Ltah. He was raised to

the rank of brigadier-general in Noveml)er, 18U1,
and participated as a coiuniandcr of a cav-
alry divisi<m in tlie Peninsular Campaign, com-
manded the Baton Rouge District of the De-
partment of the Gulf from October, 1863,
to May, 1864, and from May, 1804, to
March, 1800, was general sujKTintendent of
the recruiting service. At the close of the
war he was l)revetted major-general for 'gallant
and meritorious services.' He commanded the
IX'partnient of the Platte in 18(i6-67, the
Department of the Cumberland in 18(59-70,

and the Department of the Lakes from 1870
until his retirement in 1873. He published
Scenes and Adventures in the Army, or Ro-
mance of Military Life (1850) ; The Conquest of
Sew Mexico and California: An Historical and
Personal Narrative (1878); and .Veto Cavalry
Tactics (1884).

COOKE, Rose Terry (1827-92). An Ameri-
can poet and writer of short stories, chiefly of
New England rural life, whose prominent charac-
teristics are patlios and humor. She was born at
West Hartford, Conn., and was educated at the
Hartford Female Seminary. She lived chietly at
Collinsville till her marriage to R. H. Cooke in

1873, after which she lived at Winsted, Conn.,
till 1887, removing thence to Pittsfield, Mass.,
where she died in 1892. Her first published work
was Poems (1800), which won cordial recogni-
tion. A second and complete collection of her
verses was made under the same title in 1888,
but the earlier pieces remain the best. Her
genial talent then turned to fiction, often defect-

ive in form, but spontaneous, fresh in its humor,
and keen in its perception of New England traits
and character. Her volumes, except for a single
novel, Steadfast (1889), are collections of short
stories: Happy Dodd (1879) ; Somebody's Neigh-
bors {\88l) ; Root-Bound (ISS5) : The Sphinx's
Children (1886); Huckleberries (1891). Of in-

dividual stories she is said to have regarded The
Deacon's Week as best. It was translated into
four languages and had a very wide circulation.

Others deserving of special commendation are:
Polly Mariner; Old Miss Dodd: and Freedom
Wheeler's Controrersy with Providence.

COOKE, Thomas (1703-56). An English
writer, known as Hesiod Cooke. In 1725 he pub-
lished a poem called The Battle of the Ports, in

which he attacked Pope and the other wits, and
was rewarded by a place in the Dunciad (ii.

138). He did a large amount of miscellaneous
literary work and was for a time editor of the
Craftsman. He has a deserved place in litera-

ture as the translator of Hesiod (1728) and of
Terence (1734).

COOKE, Sir Wilijam Fothergill (1806-79).
An English electrical engineer, born at Ealing,
in Middlesex. He received his education at Dur-
ham and Edinburgh, served on the Indian staff

from 1826 to 1831, and then studied medicine
and the physical sciences in France and in Ger-
many. In 1837 he entered into partnership with
Wheatstone, and together with him rendered ser-

vices of the highest importance to electrical en-
gineering, especially to telegraphy. In 1838 he
built the first English telegraph line, between
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London and West Drayton. He was knighted in
1869.

COOKERY. The art ot preparing food for
the table. Foods are cooked by the application
of heat, and according to the manner in which
the heat is applied the principal processes of
cooking are termed boiling, stewing, steaming,
braising, baking, roasting (grilling or broiling),
frying, and sautOing. The elTect of proper cook-
ing is to render food more wholesome and palata-
ble than it can possibly be in the raw state.

HiSTOBY. Cooking, in one form or another,
has been practiced since immemorial times, and
the knowledge we possess of the ancient modes
of cooking presents some interest in connection
with the study of the customs and habits of the
past. The Egyptians, it is said, were great
bread-eaters. Though they possessed wheaten
Hour of the finest sort, they do not appear to
have used it for their common bread, which was
made of spelt, or of the centre of the lotus dried
and pounded. Fish they salted and dried in the
sun; quails, ducks, and small birds they salted
and ate raw. We read of their roasting and
boiling the flesh of the ox. There appears to
have been considerable difference as to the man-
ner in which good eating was appreciated in dif-

ferent parts of Greece. After the Homeric age
of simplicity, in which roast and boiled meats
seem to have sufficed the kingly table, a diver-

sity of preparation was attained in cooking, and
a certain epicureanism displayed in the quality,
seasoning, and method of dressing food. The
names of manj' authors of cookery-books are pre-

served in the writings of Athensseus, that of
Archestratus, who is called the guide of Epi-
curus in his pleasures, and styled 'the inventor of

made dishes,' being the mo^t renowned.
Fish was a principal article of food with all

classes of Greeks ; but with the w-ealthier much
skill and delicacy were used in cooking it, and
choice and expensive varieties were sought after.

Archestratus writes of "a boiled torpedo done in

oil and wine, and fragrant herbs, and some thin
grated cheese" {au gratin) . Fish, stuffed with
force-meat and fried, boiled in pickle, baked in

fig-leaves soaked in oil, cooked in hot ashes, etc.,

are among the recipes that we find recorded. The
Greeks boiled and roasted the flesh of sheep, pigs,

lambs, and goats. They had poultry, small
birds, and game, and sausage made of bloofl, par-

taking of the character of black puddings (Blut-
icurst). The bread of Athens was the most cele-

brated in Greece: it was sometimes home-made,
but chiefly bought in the market, and pre-

pared in great variety, as pan-loaves, rolls,

sweet loaves, etc. The breaJd eaten by the
jjoorer classes was made of barley, and Avas
sometimes flavored with oil, honey, poppy-
seed, etc. Athenian cheese cakes were also

famous; and there were honey and sesame
cakes, which, with fresh and dried fruits,

as figs, almonds, olives, and nuts, seem to have
Iteen partaken of after dinner. They consumed
vegetable food also in abundance, and had cab-
bage, onions, lettuce, and so on.

In the Greek house there was no regular cook,
though in the establishments of the wealthy sev-

eral women were kept to attend to the kitchen.
The women in general saw to the requirements of
the table, and even the mistress of the house was
not idle. Cooks stood in the market in Athens,
ready to be hired for particular occasions; the

most celebrated were those of Sicily; they were
probably persons of some importance. ,

In the early days of Rome jv gruel made of
lentils, and called puis, was the principal food of
the people, and with green and other vegetables
was, till later times, the usual fare of the infe-

rior classes—meat being used but sparingly. By
degrees, however, a taste for l>etter eating crept
in ; and after the Asiatic conquests luxurj' was
imported. Lucullus introduced habits of epi-

cureanism after his jetum from Asia; the gour-
mand Apicius earned for himself an enduring
name. The wealthy Romans were fond of ele-

gant service at their tables, and studied carefully
the quality of the viands that were placed before
them. With them, as with the Greeks, fish was
a necessary as well as a luxury; they took much
trouble to procure their oysters, and gave large
sums for other fish. We read of a mullet of six
pounds sold for 8000 sesterces (some $400). and
of the rhombus or turbot from Ravenna being
held in high estimation. They seem to have been
as clever as the French in preparing surprises,
and in carrying out disguises in their dishes.
The pistor, who made the bread and pastry, and
the structor, who built up artificial figures of
fruit or flesh, and who also arranged the dishes,
seem to have shared the duties of the cook. We
read of dainties, as ring-doves and fieldfares,

hares, capons, ducks, peacocks, pheasants, and
the livers of geese; also of such a formidable
piece de resistance as a "huge boar, surrounded
with sucking pigs made in sweet paste, which
were distributed among the guests." The Romans
prepared and cooked their food with oil to a
great extent. Their meals probably consisted of
two courses and a dessert, the first course being
intended to excite an appetite; the second was a
joint, roasted or baked. It was a saying of
Varro's that the number of persons at a repast
should not be less than that of the Graces
(three) nor more than that of the Muses (nine).
The Greeks and Romans used honej' for the pur-
poses for which we use sugar. Cane-sugar prob-
ably was cultivated in China, and its manufac-
ture understood there; but the Greeks took it

for a kind of concrete honey, and used it only
for medicinal purposes.

Of ancient British cooking nothing is known

;

it was probably of an extremely rude des{?ription.

Hares, poultry, and fish are said to have been
forbidden as food. We do not find much mention
of the art of cooking in the Sa.xon chronicles.
The Danes and Germans appear to have been
great drinkers, and to have paid little attention
to the preparation of their eatables. The \or-
mans were more curious in these matters : some
offices among them were held in right of the
kitchen. In early English cooking much use
was made of the mortar. Oil and lard were used
instead of butter. Several English cook-books
bear an early date, as The Forme of Cury, by
Pegge (1390), and others date as follows: Sir
J. Elliott's hook (15,39); Abraham Veale's
(1.575) : and The Widdoice's Treasure (1625).
The cooking of France was probably of an im-

perfect and rude kind until the int.ro<luction of
Italian tastes by the princesses of the Hoiise of
the Medici. The ancient use of oil was modified
through the «lj»coverv made by the French of
dressing meat in its own gravy. Tn our own day
it is universally admitte<I that the French cook
is a true gastronomic artist. We may, if we
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plcnA(\ impute the trouble he takes with the
dri-iittiiig of hiii meat to thr inferiority of the
iiiHtcriul, but this can be said of meat only; the

pivpu ration of vegetables and fruilH is attended
to witli e«|ual care. Tlie great difrerence between
French and Kn^^linh or American c<M>kinj,' consists

in the fact that the French cook tlicir meat nmch
longer, knowing that this renders it more digesti-

ble. They are thereby enabled to multiply dishes

by altering or annihilating the original taste of

the meat, and making it a vehicle for foreign

llavors. The variety, daintiness, and grace of

form which tlishes thus acquire arc very admira-
]»le. In the point of economy, the French have a
iiecided su|K'riority over Anglo-Saxons. The
French cook throws nothing away. Instead of

going to the butcher for meat for stock, as the

American cot)k doi-s. he uses tlie trimmings for

stock and glaze, and the skimmings of his boiled

meats in many combinations \fherein we use but-

ter or lard: and like every skilled workman, he
produces great results from small means.

The estimation in which the services of a cook
are held may be known by the large salary at-

tached to the ofHcc in wealthy families, hotels,

and club-houses. A visit to the kitchens of one
of these establishments will show what a highly
important post is that of chef de cuisine. There
must be in such a person not only the necessary
knowledge of liow things are to be done, but the

lK)wer to arrange and direct the work of the
numerous assistants, as to the exact part which
each must fulfill at every moment of the long and
busy day. These places indeed are excellent
scliools for cooks, where tliey can undergo that
severe training without which a thorough prac-
tical knowledge of tlic art cannot be attained.

Tlie art of c(X)king as a branch of woman's ed-

\ication has latterly engaged considerable atten-
tion in America; and there are in New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, and other places establish-

ments where young women receive this kind of
instruction. A school of cookery has been at-

tache<l to the South Kensington Museum in Lon-
don, England. EtTorts are also made to teach
cooking to the humbler classes of girls, but much
in this respect remains to be done. For any
shortcomings in cooking, however, the taste of
the .American is in some measure accountable.

HoiLi.NG. The use of the term 'boiling' in con-
nection with cooking meat in water is rather un-
fortunate, for the operation thus designated, if

properly carried out, should involve hardly any
l'.oiling. The coloring matter of the blood is

changed, the fibre softened, and the connective
dissolved at a temperature far l)elow the normal
boiling-point of water. Boiling over-coagulates
the prnteids, di.ssolves the mineral salts, and
renders the meat less valuable as a food. This
is Wst shown in a hard-boiled egg, in comparison
with one cooked l)elow the boiling-point. In the
former the albumin is rendered hard, dense, and
indigestible; in the latter the albumin is soft
and creamy, and is even more easily digested
than when raw. While the effect of over-boiling
on meat is not so apparent a.s in the case of an
f\lft. the results are precisely the same. In the
ease of meat, however, some boiling in the be-
ginning of the operation is necessary. As the
juices of meat are rich in albumin, it is neces-
sary to cover the meat with boiling unsalted
water, boil rapidly for five minutes to coagulate
the albumin on the surface, and inclose the meat

in a waterproof casing. This will prevent the
escajK? of the juices from the interior. But after
this first hard boil the kettle siiould be placed
over a moderate lire, where the water will sim
mer at 180° F., twenty minuU>s In-ing allowed
for each pound of meat. Sea.soniiignuiy be added
when the meat is partly cooked, salt having tin-

effect of drawing the juices from raw meat.
These rules apply to the flesh of fish and fowl.
The flesh of fish, however, is found to lie firmer
and more highly flavored if cooked in water con-
taining more or less salt. Salt meats, as conied
be<'f and ham, should be carefully washed in colil

water, and soaked in cold water twelve hours lie-

fore cooking. Ham will hv more tender if the
temperature never exceeds 1(55° F.

Soup. The preceding directions do not by any
means apply to making soup. In fact, directly
opposite methods must there be followed in order
to get the best results. Soup should contain as
much a« possible of the juices of meat. For this
purpose, the meat should Ix; divided into small
pieces, covered with cold water, and either soaked
in cold water, or slowly brought to the boiling-

l)oint, and then allowed to simmer for four or five

hours until the meat falls apart. In this way
the water dissolves and holds all the extractives,
mineral salts and gelatin.

Stewing. Stewing, or en casserole, occupies a
midway position between boiling and soup-mak-
ing. The perfection of a stew depends upon the
thorough coagulation of the outside juices and
the slow process by which it is finished. The
temperature should never exceed 180° F. The
meat should be divided into small pieces, thrown
into a kettle containing two ounces of hot suet
and shaken until the outside is thoroughly
coagulated ; the pieces may then be gathere<l
to one side of the kettle, a thickening of two
ounces of flour added, the whole well mixed with
the fat, and a pint of water or soup-stock added.
The contents of the kettle are then heated to
boiling and a level teaspoonful of salt, a salt-

spoonful of pepper, and a teaspoonful of brown-
ing are added. Such flavorings as bay-leaf,
onion, and celery are also usually added. The
kettle should be closely covered and the contents
cooked for one and a half hours, at a tempera-
ture of about 180° F. The meat is best 8oftene<I

in a rich sauce. A ragout is nothing but a
highly seasoned stew. Stewing is a very econom-
ical method of cooking; there is no waste, all

escaped juices are held in the sauce, all the nour-
ishment is secured, and if the dish is well cooked
and not too greasy or over-seasoned, the meat is

tender and easy of digestion.

Steaming. Steamed foods as a rule are more
highlv flavored than those boiled, for the reason
that in steaming the soluble constituents are not
so easily lost as in 'boiling.' The operation of

steaming may be carried out in a modern 'steam
cooker.' or in a perforated kettle that fits closely

over another kettle containing boiling water. If

the steam is under pressure, the temperature
may be much higher than that of boiling water,
and hence the method may be used for sterilizing

canned foods; in large establishments the meth-
od is also used for the 'baking* of meats. Ordi-
nary home steaming is an excellent method of

cooking vegetables, hams, fruit cakes, puddings,
and other dishes that require the prolonged appli-

cation of moist heat. Such vegetables as pota-
toes, rice, young peas, com, squash, cucumbers.
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pumpkin, and spinach are better steamed than
boiled. On the other hand, meats are generally

better boiled' than steamed. In an ordinary

double boiler, which may be used in making
custards and in cooking cereals, the food is ob-

viously neither steamed nor 'boiled,' the heat be-

ing a dry heat ; the double boiler serves to main-
tain a constant temperature several degrees be-

low the boiling-point of water.

Bbaising. The operation of braising is inter-

mediate between 'boiling' and baking. The meat
is partially browned and cooked in a moist heat.

To do this perfectly one must have a well-fitting

lid to cover the baking-pan or a so-called roasting-

pan, a braising-pot l)eing preferable. The meat
should be placed in the pot or pan and partly

covered with hot stock or water; seasoning,

such as bay-leaf, onion, and celery-seed, should be

added, and the pan closely covered. The cooking
should be done in a hot oven, fifteen minutes be-

ing allowed for each pound of meat, and salt

bein" added when the meat is partly done. A
half-nour before serving, the top cover should be

removed, and the stock reduced so that it may be

served as a sauce. Braising is an economical
process of cooking, the constituents lost by the

meat being contained almost entirely in the

gravy. The process is best adapted to the so-

called inferior pieces, as leg of mutton, the upper
or under roimd, and the fleshy part of the shoul-

der. Braising-pans are frequently sold under the

name of 'self-basting' pans.

Roasting (Grilling, Broiling). Of the sev-

eral methods of cooking meats, roasting best pre-

serves their juices and develops their flavor. The
operation of roasting may be carried out in a
metallic vessel ('the roaster,' tin oven, or 'tin

kitchen'), fitted up in front of a bright fire, one
side of the meat being thus directly exposed to

the heat; or else, the meat may be cooked on a

revolving spit. The terms broiling, grilling, and
roasting denote the same operation ; the first

two are used to designate the process when ap-

plied to steaks or smaller pieces of meat; the

term roasting is used in the case of a joint. In

this country the process of baking beef has al-

most entirely replaced that of roasting. In roast-

ing, the meat loses, especially if the joint he a

fat one, more weight (fat and water) than in

boiling or baking, but is incomparably finer in

flavor.

In broiling a steak, the meat should first be

placed near a clear, hot fire and turned when one

side is seared. WTien the other side, too, is mod-
erately seared, the steak should be placed at a
greater distance from the fire and the cooking

thus continued at a lower temperature, five min-

utes being allowed for a steak one inch thick,

ten minutes for a steak one and a half inches

thick, and twenty minutes for a steak two inches

thick. Seasoning may be added after the steak

lias been cooked.

Bakixg. The process of cooking meat in the

dry heat of an oven is properly termed baking.

The oven of a stove generally receives its heat

from the fire-box. although in very large estab-

lishments it is heated by steam under pressure.

Xo matter how great the surroimding heat, a

thermometer plunpe<l into the centre of the joint

will register scarcely 200° F., the meat being

thus cooked in its own juice at a gentle heat.

To avoid the considerable waste of fuel which

may be involved by it, the process should be car-

ried out in an apparatus carefully lined and
thus rendered capable of holding nearly all the

heat produced by a small flame, as the 'Soyer

eooKer,' Aladdin oven, or Goodrich oven. The
heat from an ordinary oil lamp under such an
apparatus will bake a piece of meat quickly,

thoroughly, and at a minimum cost. The
'feather' oven, an ordinary box entirely sur-

rounded by a thick layer of feather, is still used
in many country places, meats and vegetables

(such as old beans, peas, lentils) being placed

in the feather oven after being heated to boiling,

and thus cooked for several hours at a constant
temperature slightly below the boiling-point of

water.
In baking, a number of mechanical and chemical

changes take place. More or less water is driven
oflT, so that the baked foods are, generally s})eak-

ing, drier than before cooking; heat and the
moisture present in foods rupture cell-walls. In
this way and by the coagulation of proteids, and
possibly also in other ways, the texture and con-

sistency of food are changed. The chemical
changes are of the following character: Proteids
are coagulated ; fats are more or less volatilized

and broken do\vn into simpler chemical bodies;
and carbohydrates, especially on the surface of

foods, are to a greater or less extent caramel-
ized.

Fryixg. Frying is cooking by immersion in

hot fat at a temperature from 3.50° to 380° F.

The upper limit of temperature answers in the
case of croquettes or cecils that are covered with
beaten egg; the gentler heat is best adapted to

such delicate articles as batters, fritters, crul-

lers, bouchees, and potato or rice croquettes. If

the temperature of 380° is not exceeded, the fat

does not boil, nor does it smoke, i.e. decompose.
It is perhaps chiefly on account of overheating

fat that fried foods are but too often unsightly

and indigestible. The temperature cannot, of

course, be properly regulated without the use of

a thermometer. The following test, however,
may sen'e to indicate that the proper frying tem-
])erature is nearly reached: a crmnb of bread
dropped into hot fat will turn brown in ten sec-

onds if the temperature has reached 340° F.

The frying-pan should be deep enough to permit
of covering the cooking article completely. The
high temperature of the fat will then cause the

formation, on the surface of the article, of a
complete covering, through which neither grease

can enter nor juice escape. Without this

impermeable covering, the outside of the fried

article will be greasy and the inside flavored

with the frv'ing material, while if properly

fried, the article should be as free from fat

as if it had been cooked in water. After remov-

ing the article from the hot fat, it should be

drained on brown paper, to remove all traces of

fat. Croquettes and other made dishes should

be covered with beaten egg and rolled in dry
bread crumbs l>qfore frying. The albumin of the

vpfl will coagulate as soon as- it comes in contact

with the hot fat and thus make a iM?rfect grease-

proof covering. As to the frj'ing material, oil,

either olive or cotton-seed, is probably the best

form of fat. A mixture of oil and suet is also

very good. Further, while neither suet nor lard

is suitable to be used isolated, a mixture of the

two is found to be well adapted for frying. But-
ter is unfit for frying, because it decomposes at
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too low a temponiturc. Nur should batter be

cooked in iiiukiug Huuces.

Saut^inu. L'nlike frying, sautOing is cooking
witli fat in a shallow pan.

V'euetaules. N'egetables not only fonn indis-

pensable foods by themselves, but alsu serve to

season and impart llavor to suu|>s and made
dishes. Potatoes, when served, sliould be dry

and mealy: they should be CKoked in water,

whicli sliould be kept continuously boiling until

the vegetable is perfectly tender, and then the

water should l)e drawn off, and the potatoes

dusted with salt to absorb some of their mois-

ture. A second baking of potatoes (stuffed po-

tatoes) has the effect of making them more easi-

ly digestible. Green vegetables should go over the

fire in boiling salted water, the salt in the solu-

tion preventing them from absorbing too much
water. Old peas, beans, and lentils, however,

should be cooked in unsalted water. To preserve

the color and prevent the odor of vegetables from
spreading tlirough the house, an abundance of

water in uncovered vessels should be used in

cooking them.
Chafing-Di.shes. These are small utensils

made of tin, copper, nickel, or silver, arranged in

a frame and heated by alcohol lamps. The bet-

ter forms are supplied with an under hot-water

pan and are very useful for cooking milk or

cream dishes that might be easily overheated
if cooked directly over a flame. Formerly, a

chafing-dish was a shallow saucepan used over a
small portable charcoal furnace, principally for

keeping things hot. At present such light dishes

as melted cheese, Welsh rabbit, creamed chicken,

sweetbreads, lobster ft la Newburg, oysters, and
eggs, are often prepared at the table in

a chafing-dish. Venison, breasts of birds, tender-

loin of beef, and mushrooms are easily cooked at
the table and much better served, directly from
a hot dish. Cold boiled potatoes, peas, and string

beans are easily warmed in cream sauce made in,

the chafing-dish.

BiBUOGBAPHY. Parloa, New Cook-Book and
Guide to Marketing and Cooking (Boston,

1881) ; Corson, Everyday Cookery (Chicago.

1894) ; Filippini, The Table (New York, 1890) ;

Rorer, Good Cooking (New York, 1898) ; Co-
lombia, Trait6 pratique de cuisine bourgeoise
(Paris, 1897); De Salis, A la Mode Cookery
(London, 1902) ; Dreyse, Koehbuch fiir Koch-
schulen (Berlin, 1900) ; Atkinson, Suggestions
Regarding the Cooking of Food (Washington,
1894) ; Richards, The Chemistry of Cooking and
Cleaning (Boston, 1882). See also Food; Bbead;
Meat; Fish, etc.

COOK INLET. A bay of the Pacific Ocean,
indenting the Sitka District, Alaska, and cutting
off the Kenai Peninsula on the east (Map:
Alaska, E 3). It is included between latitudes
59° and 61° 20' N., and longitudes 149° and
154° W. In shape long, relatively narrow, and
crooked, its length is about 200 miles and its

greatest breadth 60 miles. Sudden storms and
the high tidal rise make navigation very danger-
ous. It contains several islands, Augustine Isl-

and, with its extinct volcano, being the largest.

The coast scenery is grand, comprising active
volcanoes, of which Mount Iliamna, 12,066 feet

altitude, is the highest, snow-clad mountains,
glaciers, and green hills. At its northern ex-

tremity are the Knik Inlet and the Tumagain
Arm branching to the northeast and east. It

was explored in 1778 by the navigator wtiose

name it bears, in the hope of finding a passage
to the Arctic Sea. It receives the waters from
a number of rivers, chief of which is the Su-
shitna River, coming from the north. Coal is

found on its shores, along which are a number of

small towns.

COOK or HER'VEY ISLANDS. An archi-

pelago of small islands in the Pacific consisting
uf six larger and a number of smaller islands

and reefs, extending from about latitude 18° to
22° S. and from longitude 157° to 163° W. (Map:
World, West. Hem., M 4). The total area is 142
square miles. Rarotonga, with an area of 31
square miles, is the largest island. The soil is

generally fertile, but water is scarce and milk
of the cocoa-palm is used as a substitute on some
of the islands. The chief products are copra, cof-

fee, and oranges, and the trade is mostly with
New Zealand, to which the group has been an-
nexed since 1900. Population, 8400, entirely
consisting of Pol\Tiesians mostly converted to
Christianity. The group was discovered by Cook
in 1773.

COOK'S EXCURSIONS. A system of travel

originated by Thomas Cook in 1841, by which
companies of tourists are conducted by a mana-
ger or guide, who makes all the traveling ar-

rangements and directs the disposition of the
time. These tours, for which reduced rates are
obtained, are very popular with inexperienced
travelers, and cover Europe, America, and parts
of Asia and Africa.

• COOK'S TALE, The. One of the stories

forming Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. It is told

in tlie pilgrimage by Roger of Ware, and is the

story of a London apprentice, Perkin Revelour.
The "Tale of Gamelyn," once supposed to be a
part of the "Cook's Tale," is now rejected by
critics.

COOK STRAIT. A passage which separates
North Island and South Island, New Zealand

i Map : New Zealand, E 4 ) . Its greatest width
is 80 miles. It was discovered by Captain Cook
on his first voyage in 1769.

COOK''TOWN. A seaport of North Queens-
land, Australia, on the Endeavor River, 122
miles northwest of the Palmer gold-field, with
which it is connected by rail ( Map : Queensland,
D 3 ) . Sugar-cane is cultivated in the neighbor-

hood, gold and tin mines are worked, and pearl

and sea-slug fisheries are carried on. The port

formed by the estuary of the Endeavor River is

accessible to ships of 18 feet draught. Municipal
enterprise is evinced in the erection of fine public
buildings. The town, founded in 1873, was
named after Captain Cook, who, in 1770, beached
his ship, the Endeavor, at this place. A monu-
ment was erected to him here in 1899. Popula-
tion, in 1901, 1936.

COOTLEY, Le Roy Clabk (1833-). An
American chemist. He was born at Point Penin-
sula, in Jefferson County, New York, graduated
at Union College in 1858, and from 1860 to 1874
was professor of natural sciences in the New
York State Normal School. In 1874 he became
professor of physics and chemistry in Vassar
College. His chair was made that of physics
only in 1894. He is the author of several text-

books on chemistry and physics which are highly
esteemed among modem educators. These in-
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elude The Sew Tcxt-liook of Physics (1880);
The Sew Text-Book of Vhetnistry (1881); and
The Student's Manual of Physics (1897).

COOLEY, Thomas McIxtyre (1824-98). An
American jurist and writer on constitutional

law. lie was born in Attica, N. Y., but removed
to Michigan in 1843, and in 184G was admitted
to the bar. He compiled the general statutes of

the State, was reporter for the Supreme Court
(I858-G4), and published eight volumes of re-

ports and a digest of the ^lichigan decisions. He
was professor in the law department of the Uni-
versity of Michigan and dean of the faculty in

1859. In 1861 he became professor of constitu-

tional and administrative law in the school of

political science in the university, and also dean,
and later occupied the chair of American history

in the academic department. From 1864 to 1885
he was a justice of the State Supreme Court, and
was Chief Justice from 1868 to 1869. In 1887 he
became chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, but resigned four years later.

Judge Cooley's publications on constitutional

law, which areauthoritative, are: The Constitu-
tional Limitations which Rest upon the Legisla-

tive Power of the States of the American Union
(1868) ; Story's Commentaries on the Constitu-
tion of the United States, with Additional Com-
mentaries on the Xew Amendments (1873) ; and
General Pririciples of Constitutional Law in the

United States (1880).

COOL'GABDIE. A mining town in western
Australia. 3.">0 miles east - northeast of Perth,

with which it is connected by rail and telegraph
(Map: Australia, C 5). Gold, discovered here
in 1891, has given rich yields since 1893. Popu-
lation, in 1901, 4213.

COO'LIDGE, Susan. A non - de - plume of

Miss Sarali Chauncey Woolsey.

COOLIDGE, Thomas Jefferson (1831—).
An American manufacturer and diplomat. He
was born in Boston, Mass., and was educated at
Harvard and in Europe. In 1892 he was sent as
United States Minister to France, but was super-

seded by James B. Eustis in 1893. He was ap-

pointed member of the Joint High Commission
to adjust disputes between the United States and
Canada.

COOLIE (Beng. kUll, Hind, quli, laborer, from
Tamil knVi. daily hire). A name applied to

an unskilled laborer in India and eastern

Asia and to contract emigrant laborers

sent from India and China to other coun-
tries, especially to the West Indies. In
tropical countries where white labor is impossible,

there arose with the abolition of slavery a need
for cheap labor capable of doing the heavy tasks
of plantations, factories, and shipping. For this

purpose the acclimated cheap labor of the over-

populated Asiatic countries seemed especially

adapted. The coolie trade began about 1834. It

was accompanied by abuses which made it little

better than a form of slavery, and Great Britain,

which had lieen largely interested in the trade,

undertook to put a stop to it in 1855. This threw
it largely into the hands of the Portuguese. The
coolie trade from Macao to Cuba and Peru was
little better than the slave trade so far as its

conditions were concerned. The traffic was regu-

lated by the convention of 1806 l)etween China,
France, and Great Britain. The requirement by
China of a return passage at the end of five years

practically stopped the trade with the West In-

dies. The number of coolies in British Guiana in

1871 was estimated at 50,000. The advantages
and evils of the coolie trade were made the sub-

ject of numerous reports, and protective enact-
ments were passed by the Chinese, British, and
French governments. Under the Indian Emigra-
tion Act of 1883, emigration under contract is

allowed only to certain colonies, where good
treatment is assured. These are the British
colonies of British Guiana, Jamaica, Mauritius,
Trinidad, Santa Lucia, Saint Kitts, Saint Vin-
cent, Grenada, Xatal, and Fiji, and the French
Guadeloupe and Martinique, as well as Dutch
Guiana and the Danish Saint Croi.x.

Besides what may be called the legitimate traffic

in Chinese coolies (stopped at present), an in-

famous counterfeit was long carried on at Macao
(q.v.). Native crimps brought thousands of their
countrymen to that Portuguese island, and
shipped them for Cuba and Peru. This 'invol-

untary emigration,' as it has been called, began
in 1848, and as many as 13,000 persons were
shipped in the course of a year ; but as in reality
it was nothing more than an elaborate system of
kidnapping, the Chinese and British governments,
in 1872, prohibited any vessel suspected of being
engaged in this trade from fitting out in any
Chinese or British port, and the 'trade' was prac-
tically destroyed in consequence. At the close
of 1873 the Portuguese Government formally
declared the 'exportation' of coolies illegal, and
the atrocious traffic may now be considered at an
end. Consult, in addition to numerous British
and French official pajiers and reports, Jenkins,
The Coolie: His Rights and Wrongs (London,
1871); Hope, Ln Quest of Coolies (London,
1872).

COOMANS, ko'mans, Fr. pran. k6'maN',
Pierre Olivier Joseph (1816-90). A Belgian
painter. He was born at Brussels and was the
pupil of de Keyser and Wappers at Antwerp,
lie afterwards accompanied the French troops on
their expeditions in Algeria, traveled for several
years in Italy, Greece, Turkey, and the Crimea,
and on a second visit to Italy in 1857 was so
strongly influenced by the Pompeian paintings
as to confine his art thereafter niainlj' to antique
subjects. His noteworthy pictures are: "Con-
quest of Jerusalem bv the Crusaders" (1841);
"The Battle of Ascalon" (1842) ; "The Deluge";
"Emigration of Arab Tribes"; "Algerian Dancing
Girls"; "The Battle of the Alma" (18.5,'>);

"Feast of the Philistines" (1856); "Last Days
of Happiness of Pompeii" (1863) ; "Phryne";
"Glycera," and "Lucretia."

COCMASSIE. See Kumassi.
COON OYSTEB. An oyster growing wild

near shore, where it can easily be obtained by
a raccoon. The name originated in the southern
Ignited States, where these oysters are often
called 'strap-oysters,' because their clustered
manner of growth makes them long, narrow, and
Ihin.

COONS. A popular name for menibera of the
Whig party in 1838-45, when the raccoon formed
the emblem of the party. See Party Names.
COONTIE. Se«' Zamia.

COOPEB, k<)op'?r or kyp'5r, Anthony Ash-
1J=:Y. See SHAhTESIURV.

COO'PEB, Sir ASTLEY Paston (1768-1841).
A celebrated English surgeon, bom in Norfolk.
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In 1784 he Ih'jjjui tlie study of .sur<,t'r}' in London
undt-r Mr. Clint-, and in 1781) waa appointed dem-
onstrator of anatomy at Saint Thomas's Hospital.

In 17l»3 lu' was appointed professor of anatomy
at ISurijeons' Hall ; and in 1800, aurguon to Guy's
Hospital. In 1813 he received the professorship

of comparative anatomy in the College of Sur-

geons. An essay on the effects n>sulting from the

destruction of the mcmbrana tympuni gained
him, in 1802, the Copley Medal of the Koyal
Society, of which he was elected a fellow three

years afterwards. In 1804-07 aiJjH'ared liis great
work on Hernia. His other works include: The
Principles and Practice of Huryery (1836-37);
On Dislocationa and Fractures (1822) ; Anatomy
and Diseases of the Breast (1829-40) ; Anatomy
of the Thyroid aland (1832), He was the first

to attempt the tying of the carotid artery—an
attempt which, though unsuccessful in his hands,
has since proved effectual in the hands of other
practitioners. In 1817 he tried what was con-

sidered the holdest experiment ever attempted in

surgery—the tying of the aorta—which did not
prove successful. Consult Cooper, Life of Sir
Astlcy P. Cooper (London, 1843).

COOPER, Emma Lampert. An American
artist, born at Nunda, N. Y. She studied at the
(hooper Union and the Art Students' League, New
York, and traveled abroad. Her picture in water
color, "The Bread-Winner," was awarded a medal
at the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago
in 1893. Her works include: "Picardy Hillside"

(1897); "Through the Meadows" (1900); and
"Behind the Dunes" (1895).

COOPER, George Henry (1821-91). An
American naval officer, bom in Fort Diamond,
New York Harbor. He was appointed a midship-
man in the United States Navy in 1837, and in

1838-42 was attached to the Constitution, of the
Pacific Squadron. From 1847 to 18G1 he was sta-

tioned successively on board the receiving-ship at
Norfolk, Va., at the naval station there, on board
the Susquehanna of the East Indian Squadron,
again at Norfolk on board the Roanoke of the
Home Squadron, and at the Portsmouth Navy-
yard. Promoted in 1862 to be commander, he was
in charge of several vessels during the Civil War,
notably of the monitor 8an<jamon. which for seven
weeks in 1863 was constantly employed in shelling
Fort Sumter and Sullivan's Island. In 1867-69
he commanded the Norfolk Navy-yard, in 1874-78
that at Pensacola, Fla., and in ^880-82 that at
Brooklyn, N. Y. From 1882 until his retire-

ment in 1884 he commanded the North Atlantic
Squadron, with the flagship Tennessee and head-
quarters at New York. His further promotions
were—in 1867 to be captain, in 1874 commodore,
and in 1881 rear-admiral.

COOPER, Henry Ernest (1857—). An
American statesman, born at New Albany, Ind.
He graduated at the Boston University Law School
in 1878, and subsequently became established at
Honolulu. Upon the outbreak of the Hawaiian
Revolution he was appointed chairman of the
Committee of Safety, and three days later (Jan-
uary 17, 1893) publicly read the proclamation
abolishing the monarchy. He was active in the
organization of the Provisional Government, and
was subsequently appointed ^Hnister of Foreign
Affairs (1895-99). Minister of Public Instruction
(1896-99), acting President of the Republic of
Hawaii (January 9 to March, 1898), and Attor-

ney-General (1899-1900). He also served as
.Minister of the departments of the Interior and
of Finance.

COOPER, Jacob (1830—). An American
clergyman and author. He was born in Butler
County, Ohio, and was educated at Yale Uni-
versity, at Berlin, and at the Theological Semi-
nary in Edinburgh. He was professor of Greek
at Centre College, Kentucky, from 1850 to 1860;
professor of (Jrcck at Rutgers College from 1866
to 1883; and professor of ethics and meUiphysics
at the University of .Michigan, from 188:i to 1884.
in 1893 he became professor of philosophy and
logic at Rutgers College. His publications in-

clude: Creation, a Transference of Power (1900) ;

and The Passage from Mind to Matter ( 1901 )

.

COOPER, James (1810-63). An American
statesman and soldier, bom in Frederick County,
Ind. He graduated in 1832 at Washington Col-
lege (Pa.), studied law in the office of Thaddeus
Stevens at Gettysburg, Pa., and, upon his admis-
sion to the bar in 1834, began practice in that
place. In 1839-43 he was a Whig member of the
Federal House of Representatives, in 1843-48 of
the Pennsylvania Legislature, of which he was
Speaker in 1847, and in 1848 was elected State
Attorney-General. From 1849 to 1855 he was
United States Senator. Upon the outbreak of
the Civil War he organized the Maryland volun-
teers, and in 1861 was appointed a brigadier-
general in the volunteer army. He was subse-
quently assigned to the conmiand of Camp Chase.
Columbus, Ohio, where he was stationed until
his death.

COOPER, James Fenimore (1789-1851). An
American novelist, born at Burlington, N. J.,

September 15, 1789. His father came of good
English and QuaTcer stock; his mother, Elizabeth
Fenimore, was a Swede and also of Quaker an-
cestry. He was the eleventh of twelve children,

and in his second year was taken by his father,

William, to a large estate that he had acquired
near Otsego Lake shortly after the Revolution.
Here had been already laid out the site of Coop-
erstown. For some years the family lived in a
log house, but the settlement prospered, and, de-

termining to make it his home permanently.
Cooper's father, who for many years represented
the district in Congress, began in the year 1796
to build a manor house, Otsego Hall, which was
for many yeai-s the finest residence in that region.

That Cooper thus spent his boyhood years on the
frontier of civilization, surrounded by primeval
forests, and never far removed from the possi-

bility of Indian raids, while in daily contact with
the red men who came to Cooperstown for trade,
was most important to his future literary de-

velopment. The environment stimulated his
imagination, made him responsive to the sense
of mystery, and gave him materials for the most
important section of his writings, the Leather-
stocking Talcs. He passed through the village
school and received private instruction in the
family of the Rev. Mr. Ellison, rector of Saint
Peter's, Albany, whose refined culture and un-
American ideals had a not altogether desirable
effect on the style and character of the future
novelist, who was something of an aristocrat at
heart. In .Tanuarv, 1803, Cooper went to Yale
College. Here he learned more out of doors than
in the classroom. Indeed, he neglected his studies
with such persistent defiance of academic re-

straints that he was expelled in his third year.
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His father resented the action of the faculty, but
readers may be glad that tlie future novelist of

the sea should have been led to choose a naval
career. To fit himself for this, there being no
Naval Academy at that time, Cooper entered the

merchant service as a sailor before the mast
(September, 1806), and after sixteen months' ex-

perience on the sea, in London, and at Gibraltar,

received a midshipman's commission (January 1,

1808). He served for a time on the Vcsuiius,

then with a construction party on Lake Ontario,

where he saw a new aspect of frontier life and
became familiar with the details of ship-building.

He saw also other forms of naval service before

his resignation in 1811. Meantime he had been
married (January 1, 1811) to a daughter of

John Peter DeLancey, who came of a conspicuous
Tory family. The marriage was happy, but Coop-
er's resignation on the eve of the War of 1812 did

not escape criticism, for a Tory connection seemed
to imply lack of patriotism. For the next ten

years he lived chiefly in Westchester County, his

wife's home, devoting himself to farming and
l>ecoming the father of six children before

he conceived the idea of authorship. As it was,

he began to write, less in emulation of the success

of others than through conviction of their failure.

He had been reading an English novel aloud,

when he suddenly said to his wife, "I believe I

could write a better story myself," and proceeded

to try it. But Precaution (1820), dealing with
high life in England, about which Cooper knew
nothing, was naturally a failure, and wholly
uncharacteristic of his future work. Then when
advised to deal with more local themes, he remem-
bered a story that John Jay had told years before

about a spy, and his home in Westchester, the

scene of much fighting during the Revolution,

furnished a fit stage for the play of his fancy.

The result was The Spy (1821-22), which
achieved a success till then unapproached in

America, and determined its author to pursue
his new-found career. It proved to a very self-

conscious generation that it was not impossible

for America to produce a novelist almost worthy
of being ranked with the great author of Warer-
ley. Even to-day it remains a stirring narrative

that deals adequately with important events, and
in Harvey Birch, the Spy, it has added to our na-

tional fiction one of its few imperishable char-

acters.

In 182.3 Cooper began what is now known as

the I^eather-stocking Series with The Pioneers,

for he did not compose the famous five romances
in their natural chronological order. Early in

the next year he published The Pilot, thus prac-

tically for the first time joining the ocean to the

domain of fiction, just as he had previously added
the backwoods, and as he was soon to add the

prairie. He also added to Harvey Birch and
Natty Bumppo his third great character. Long
Tom Coffin. He now removed to New York City,

and shortly after had a serious illness. His next

novel was Lionel Lincoln (1825), a story of

Boston during the Revolution. This was not

specially successful, but in 1826 The Last of the

Mohicans placed him at the summit of his popu-

larity and probably represented his highest

achievement.

In 1826 he changed his name, in compliance

with the wishes of his grandmother, from
simple James Cooper to James Fenimore-

Cooper, but soon dropped the hyphen. He

could not so easily get rid of the misappre-
hensions caused by his act in a crude society.

Immediately afterwards he went abroad and re-

sided there for seven years, during which time he
was the recipient in foreign capitals of many at-

tentions from distinguished people, but felt called
upon, as in The Bravo (1831), to proclaim vigor-

ously the beneficent greatness of republican in-

stitutions. His pride in the better features of
American government and society did not, how-
ever, prevent him from being one of the first

Americans to perceive how really crude his fel-

low-citizens were, and he told them their faults
with a frankness that was not discreet. He
exploited his prejudices against New England
and in favor of the Episcopal Church, and soon
became in his native land a synonym of all that
was impopular and snobbish. His honest, if

over-emphatic, strictures outweighed with his
comicallv sensitive critics such fine romances as
The Prairie (1827), The Red Rover (1828—the
dates of Cooper's books are often hard to deter-
mine exactly), and the less interesting, but credi-

table, Water Witch (1830). But the fault was
not entirely on the side of his countrj-men, for
he took an injudicious part in more or less

unnecessary foreign discussions of American
political affairs.

On his return to America, in 1833, he at first

spent his winters in New York City, but soon
took up his permanent abode at Cooperstown.
Here he published several volumes of travels, and
still not restraining himself from criticism of his
countrymen, especially in his story. Home as
Found (1838), he was again embroiled in bitter
controversy and exposed to almost incomprehen-
sible vituperation, which was increased through
the fact that in 1837 a dispute had arisen with
regard to the claims of his to\vnspeople upon a
certain tract of the Cooper estate. The great
author's determination to enforce his plain rights
was distorted by the newspapers into a heinous
crime. And, ironically enough, just at that time
this proud aristocrat was being denounced in
England for his obtrusive republicanism. But
Cooper still plied his pen and produced his
History of the \avy of the United States (1839),
his Pathfinder (1840). his Deerslayer (1841),
The Two Admirals (1842), and Wingand-Wing
(1842). For the admirable English and Medi-
terranean setting of the last two stories he was
as much indebted to his European stay as he was
to his return to the home of his boyhood for his
equally admirable setting of the two novels pre-
ceding. Mention should be made here of an
'anti-rent series' of novels, dealing with the well-

known demagogic agitation against the proprie-
tors of certain large estates in New York. These
were Satanstoe, The Chain-Bearer, and The Red-
skins (184.'>-46). The first of them contains one
of the best pictures that we have of life in

colonial New York.

Yet, while Cooper was thus composing novels
which have been translated into many languages,
and have gained him an undying reputation
abroad. es|)ecially in France, he was bringing
libel suits against many of the Whig editors of

his native State, among them Horace Greeley,
Thurlow Weed, and James Watson Webb. He was
Quixotic enough to conduct these suits himself,

and he proved able to win verdicts which finally

brought his critics to their senses, although they

did little to restore his popularity. A later gen-
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eration smiles wonderingly al the whole matter,

but sympathizes with tlie pupations author.

The last few years of Cooler's life saw the pub-

lication of enough novels to occupy an ordinary

lifetime, but they adde<l little to his reputation.

He mainUiined liis proiul independence to the last,

nnd just In-forc his death forbade his family to

give any biographer access to his papers, an in-

junction which has been obeyed, but which has

not prevented the life written by Prof. T. R.

Lounsbury (q.v.) in the American Men of Letters

Series (Boston, 1885) from being an admirable

piece of work. Cooper died at Cooperstown, N. Y.,

September 14, 1851. Six nionths after his death

n pul)lic nuH'ting in New Y«)rk. addressed by Dan-

iel Webster and William Cullen Bryant did some-

thing to atone for the evil treatment America had

accorded one of the very greatest of her writers.

But even after the lapse of half a century, it

can hardly be said that Americans are prepared

to do full justice to Cooper. His great romances

are frequently spoken of as if they were, in the

main, fit reading for boys only. His undoubted
defects, such as his careless style, his exploita-

tion of his prejudices, his stilted conversations,

his inability, as a rule, to draw women who were

not distressingly prim, the fact that he wrote

entirely too many novels, and that not a few of

his men are as wooden as his women—the^ grave

faults have been put forward, while his greater

merits have been kept in the background. For,

when at his best, as in nearly all the romances
named above. Cooper was a very great novelist.

He had the narrative faculty of carrying his read-

ers along, however much they might grumble at
this detail or that. In "Ijcatherstocking" he

added a character to the small gallerj' of the

world's fictitious personages—something no other

American has ever done, except Mrs. Stowe—and
in Harvey Birch, Long Tom Coffin, and other

sailors, as well as in Uncas, Chingachgook, and
other Indians, he created cliaracters of undying
power. His Indians, at whom it was once the fash-

ion to sneer, as the creations of a romantic
fancy, are now said by ethnologists to be far from
overdra\\'Ti portraitures. He was, as we have seen,

practically the first writer to extend the domain
of fiction over the sea, the primeval forest, and
the prairie. If he was in a way a follower of a
still greater romancer, Scott, he won the enthusi-

astic commendation of another great writer of

fiction, Balzac, and he has the unique credit of

having written a prose epic of the planting of his

native country, which is as spacious and free

as the virgin woods and lakes amid which its

scenes are laid. In other words, Cooper is a
large genius, who ranks well with his fellow-

romancers. It is almost absurd to judge one
of Cooper's rapidly written romances by the
canons one might legitimately apply to a short
story by Daudet or Maupassant. When the man
is judged in the large by the effects of his best
works, and when he is compared with his rivals

like Simms and Bird, and with his predecessor,
Brockden Brown, his full genius and the service

he did American literature emerge splendidly.

For carrying power his work has probably had
no equal in America ; with fewer crying faults

he would in all likelihood have been our greatest
author.

A full bibliography of Cooper is not needed
here, but to the works already named mav be
added: The Wept of Wish-ton-icish (1829) ;' The

Ucidenmaucr (1832); T/w Beadsman (1833);
fSketchea of Hvoitzvrland (1835); The American
Democrat (1838); The Chronicles of Coopers-

toicn (1838); Uomeuard Hound (18.38); Mer-

cedes of Castile (1840); Wyandotte (1843);
.Vcd Myers (1843) ; Afloat and Ashore (1844);
The Crater (1847); Jack Tier (1848); Oak
Openings (1848); The Hea-Lions (1849); and
The Ways of the Hour (1850); Lounsbury's

Life, already mentioned, contains a good bibliog-

raphy and the best criticism that has yet been

devoted to Cooper. Consult, also : Clymer, James
Fenimore Cooper (1901) ; Richardson, American
Literature, vol. ii. (New York, 1887-88) ; Wen-
dell, A Literary History of America (New York,
1900) ; and essays by Mark Twain, T. W. Hig-
ginson. and Brander Matthews.

COOPER, MvLKS (1737-85). An English
clergyman, scholar, and educator, second presi-

dent (1763-76) of King's College (now Columbia
University). He was educated at Queen's Col-

lege, Oxford (M.A. 1760), was appointed a fel-

low of that college, and in 1762, on the recom-

mendation of the Archbishop of Canterbury,

came to America as fellow of King's College, pro-

fessor of moral philosophy, and assistant to

President Samuel .lohnson. In 1763 he succeed-

ed Dr. .Johnson in the presidency. He strength-

ened the curriculum, and to the academic depart-

ment and divinity school already existing added

a medical school, which was organized in 1768,

and in 1769 conferred the first medical degrees

bestowed in America. In 1771 he visited Eng-

land on behalf of the college. A true Oxonian, a

liigh-churchman, and a Tory, he supported the

cause of King George against the Colonies, and
by such vehement pamphlets as A Friendly Ad-

dress to All Reasonable Americans on the Sub-

ject of our Late Political Confusion and What
Think ye of Congress Noivf made himself cor-

dially detested. On May 10, 1775, he escaped

from a mob attack upon the college, and the next

day took passage for England. He there received

the livings of Sulhamsted-Abbots and Cowley,

and afterwards became senior minister of the

English chapel at Edinburgh. Among those

trained under him were Gouvemeur Morris, Rob-

ert R. Livingston, .John Jay, and Alexander

Hamilton. He was perhaps the finest classical

scholar in eighteenth-century America.

COOPER, Peter (1791-1883). An Ameri-

can inventor, manufacturer, and philanthropist,

bom in New York City. He assisted his father

in his successive occupations of hatter, brewer,

and brick-maker: gained such education as his

limited means allowed, and from 1808 to 1812

was apprenticed to a carriage-builder. He in-

vented a machine for shearing cloth, which was
used during the War of 1812-15; then manufac-

tured cabinet-ware ; was for a time a grocer,

and finally established a glue and isinglass fac-

tory on Long Island, continuing the business for

more than fifty years and acquiring great wealth.

In 1828 he built large iron-works in Baltimore,

and afterwards a rolling and wire mill in New
\''ork, and blast-furnaces in Pennsylvania. In

1830 he designed and built the first American
locomotive engine, a rude little contrivance,

which he exhibited on the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad, and about 1845 made at Trenton

the first rolled-iron beams for building pur-

poses. He was among the earliest to pro-

mote the laying of the Atlantic cable, and for
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eighteen years was president of the New York,

Newfoundland, and London Telegraph Company.
He invented a method of propelling canal-boats

by an endless chain, which, while not adopted at

the time, was used later on the Delaware and
Raritan Canal. Mr. Cooper served in both

branches of the New York Common Council and
as a trustee in the Public School Society, an or-

ganization formed to advance the cause of public

education. I'pon the union of that body with the

]ioard of Education he became a school commis-
sioner. In 1876 he received the Independent
nomination for President. Peter Cooper engaged

in many forms of mercantile life and was suc-

cessful in all. In gratitude for his success and
wishing to afford others opportunities which he

himself had never enjoyed, he established in 1853

the 'Cooper Institute' (q.v.) in New York City.

Consult Carter, "Life of Peter Cooper," in Cen-

tury Maffazine (New York, 1883-84).

COOPER, Susan Fenimore (1813-94). An
American author, born at Scarsdale, N. Y. She
was the daughter of James Fenimore Cooper, the

famous American novelist. Her chief publica-

tions include: Rural Tlours (1850), a year's

journal of country scenes ; Rhyme and Reason of

Country Life (1854), a volume of selections;

and Mount \ernon to the Children of America
(1858).

COOPER, Thomas (1759-1840). A British-

American scientist, political economist, educa-

tor, and publicist, conspicuous for his versa-

tility and his radicalism in politics. He was
borii in London, studied for a time at Ox-
ford, and was admitted to the bar. In 1792

he spent four months in Paris arid while there

acted with .James Watt, the famous inventor,

as a delegate from the Manchester Constitu-

tional Society to the Patriotic Societies of

France. For this both he and Watt were warm-
ly criticised at home, especially by Edmund
Burke, who took them to task in a somewhat in-

temperate speech l)efore Parliament. To this

speech Cooper replied in a caustic pamphlet en-

titled A Reply to Mr. Burke's Invective Against
Mr. Cooper and Mr. Watt (1792), the circula-

tion of which in a cheap edition designed to

reach the lower classes was prohibited by the

jJritish Government. After an unsuccessful at-

tempt, as a bleacher and calico-printer, to apply

a secret process learned in France for preparing

chlorine from sea-salt, he emigrated to America
in 1705, and for a short time practiced law in

Northumberland County, Pa. He soon began
to take an active part in support of the Anti-

Federalists in current political discussions, and
for a violent attack upon President John Adams
in the Reading Advertiser of October 26, 1799,

was tried under the Sedition Law (see Alien and
Sedition .Acts), was convicted of libel, and.

besides being fined .$400, was sentenced to six

mcmths' imprisonment. He was appointed a

land commissioner for the State of Pennsylvania
in 1806, and subsecpiently acted as president

judge of a common pleas district until 1811,

when he was removed because of his alleged arbi-

trary conduct and overbearing temper. He was
professor of chemistry in Dickinson College. Pa.,

from 1811 to 1814. and of mineralogy and chem-
ist rv in the li'niversitv of Pennsylvania from
ISlii to 1821, and from' 1820 to 18.34 was presi-

dent of South Carolina College, where he acted

also as professor of chemistry and political econ-

VOL. v.—16.

omy, and for a time of 'rhetoric, criticism, and
belles-lettres.' From 1834 until his death he
was engaged, with Dr. McCord, in revising the

statutes of South Carolina, which were published

in ten volumes (Columbia, 1836-41). Though he
was strongly condemned by many for his radical-

ism in philosophy, religion, and politics, he im-

doubtedly exercised a powerful influence in the

South, especially in South Carolina, and did

much to inculcate in the minds of the politicians

of his State the doctrine of extreme States'

rights, nullification, and free trade. In a speech

which was widely circulated in 1827, he openly

urged both nullification and secession upon South
Carolina, and he was unquestionably responsible

to a considerable degree for the nullification

measures of 1832-33. Besides editing The Em-
porium of Arts and Sciences at Philadelphia,

from 1812 until 1814 and writing numerous
pamphlets and articles for the press, he pub-

lished: Some Information Respecting America
(1794); Political Essays (1800); An English

Version of the Institutes of Justinian (1812) ; A
Practical Treatise on Dyeing and Calico Print-

ing (1815) : Lectures on the Elements of Politi-

cal Economy (1826); and A Treatise on the

Law of Libel and the Liberty of the Press

(1830).

COOPER, Thomas (1805-92). An English

agitator, one of the leaders in the Chartist

movement, poet and author. In youth he was
a shoemaker, but at the age of twenty-

three became a schoolmaster. He was the

leader of the Leicester Chartists in 1841,

lectured during the riots of that year, was
found guilty of conspiracy and sedition, and
was sent to prison for two years. While
in jail he wrote an epic poem. The Purga-
tory of Suicide, and a .series of stories entitled

Wise Saics a^id Modern Instances. Some time
afterwards he wrote papers on The Condition of

the People: later still, Triumphs of Persever-

ance and Triumphs of Enterprise (1856). In
1848 he was lecturing; in 1849 he edited a rad-

ical penny paper. The Plain Speaker, and in

1850 a free-thinking publication, Cooper's Jour-

nal. Near the close of 1855 he gave up skepti-

cism, and afterwards lectured in support of

Christianity. He published The Bridge of His-

tory Over the Gulf of Time (1871) ; an Auto-
biography (1872) ; and Collected Poems (1878).

COOPER, Thomas Abthorpe (1776-1849).

.'Vn actor who was born at Harrow, England, but
came to this country in 1796 and for many years

held a leading place on the American stage. He
made his debut in Edinburgh, and afterwards
played at Covent Garden, London, before coming
to America, where he made his first appearance
in Philadelphia, in the rOle of Macbeth. He
quickly won great popularity. Later he went to

New York and remained several years, gaining a

wide reputation. In 1803-04 he was again in

London and had a successful engagement at

l>rury Lane, in Shakespearean tragedy. A later

visit to T.rfindon. in 1827. met with a less flatter-

ing reception, for which he was requited, how-
ever, on his return to America ; but before he
retired from fhe stage his popularity in this

country had greatly declined, as had also, appar-
ently, his artistic talents. Among his best part.s

were Shyloek. Richard III.. Othello. Damon, and
\'irginius. In later life he was for a time a
custom-house officer in New York, a son of Presi-
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(lent Tyler having married one of Cooper's
daufifhters. It was at tlic home of tliia daughter
in Bristol, Pa., that Cooper died. Consult: Ire-

land in Matthews ami llutton. Actors and Act-
rrsaea of dreat Britain and the United States,
vol. ii. (New York, 1880).

COOPER, Thomas Sid.ney (1803-1902). An
English painter, born in Canterbury. He was a
pupil of the Royal Academy in London, and of
V'erboeekhoven in Brussels. He first exhibited
at the Royal Academy in 1833, where he contin-
ued to send work for sixty-seven consecutive
years. He attained considerable reputation as a
painter of cattle, and the skill and spirit with
which he depicted them made liis works very
popular. Among his numerous pictures, in some
of which Frederick R. Lee (q.v.) painted the
landscapes, are "Ettrick Shepherds" (1842);
"Cattle at Pasture" (1843); "Summer Even-
ing" (1840) ; "Charge of the Household Brigade,
Waterloo" (1847) ; "Snowed Up" (1807) ; "Pass-
ing Shower" (1870); "Children of the Mist"
(1872); "God's Acre" (1875); "Isaac's Substi-
tute" (1880) ; and "In the Rob Roy Country"
(1885).

COOPERAGE (from, coop, AS. cypa, OS.
c<',pa, OHG. chuofa, Ger. Kufe, vat, from ML.
copa, Lat. cupa, vat, Gk. kjJtj;, kypC, hole, Skt.
Kdpa, well). The art of making vessels of pieces
of wood bound together by hoops. It is a very
ancient art, such vessels having been in use
among the Romans at the period of the Christian
Era. The upright pieces forming the sides of a
barrel, or cask, or other cooper's work, are called
slaves; and, as casks are usually larger in the
middle than at the top and bottom, this swelling,
called the belly or bulfje, is formed by skillfully
shaping each stave so that it shall form part
of the required double conoid, and so that, when
all are built and hooped together, their edges
shall coincide perfectly. For this purpose, each
stave is made broadest in the middle, and nar-
rowed down in a curA-ed line toward each end. A
skillful cooper can produce this cun-e so accu-
rately that no furtlier fitting or alteration is

needed when the staves are put together. The
staves are made to meet at their inner edges, and
by driving the hoops very hard, the inner part is

compressed until the slight gaping outside is

closed, and thus slight inaccuracies of fitting
are remedied. There are several branches of
cooperage. The icet or tight cooper makes ves-
sels for holding liquids. The dry cooper does in-
ferior work, such as barrels for containing dry
goods, where an inferior degree of accuracy is
sufficient. The white cooper makes chums, pails,
etc., which for the most part have straight sides.
The best wood to employ is oak, which must be
thoroughly dried before the staves are put to-
gether. In warm coimtries the drying of the
sun is sufficient, and casks are therefore mounted
in summer only; but in northern countries arti-
ficial drying is commonly resorted to. The hoops
are hammered down from the narrow to the wide
part of the cask, by means of a mallet striking a
piece of wood held against the hoop. Iron hoops
are sometimes put on hot. in order that their con-
traetion on cooling may bind the work together.

Like most other processes of manufacture, the
cooper's trade has changed in modem times, with
the substitution of machinery for hand work.
The machinery used is commonly termed barrel-
making machinery; but it is "emploved, with

suitable modifications, in making casks and keg»
as well as barrels. Barrel-making machinery
may be divided into machines for the manufac-
ture of staves, machines for manufacturing heads,
and machines for setting up and finishing the
barrel. The saw used for cutting staves is a
cylindrical sheet, having teeth upon one end;
the blo<-ks of wood are clamped in the usual
manner, and the staves fall within the cylinder.
They are then laid upon an endless cfJnveyer,
which carries them against two circular saws
that cut them a definite length. Each piece in
then placed in a pair of clamps, and moved
against a rotary wheel provided with cutters,
that dress the edge to the required bilge and
bevel; the hihfc is the increased width midway
between the ends, which causes the enlarged
diameter of the cask at the middle; the bevel
is the angle given to the edge conforming to
the radius of the cask. The surface of the stave
is smoothed by passing it under revolving cut-
ters; a recent form of machine takes ofT the sur-
plus wood from riven staves without cutting
across the grain, following winding or crooked
pieces as they are split from the block. The
heads are usually made of several flat pieces
jointed and fastened with dowels, or pins of
wood. The edge of each piece is pushed against
the side of a rotary disk, provided with cutters
that instantly straighten it; it is then pushed
against bits that bore holes for the pins to be
aftenvards inserted by hand. Several boards
being pinned together, enough to make a head,
the whole is first smoothed on one side and
dressed to a uniform thickness; then it is

clamped between two disks, and as these disks
turn, a saw trims the head into a circle with a
beveled edge; if the wood is green, an oval form
may be given to provide against shrinking.
The barrel has next to be 'set up.' A sufficient

number of staves are set into a frame, their
edges refitted if necessary; stout iron hoops,
called 'truss hoops,' pushed up from below grasp
the lower ends tightly, and the whole may be
lifted from the mold. One end of the barrel is
formed, but the other end is open and flaring.
A rope is passed about the open end and taken
to a windlass, and the staves are drawn together
by tightening the rope; in this stage the barrel
is heated, to cause the staves to yield more easily
to their required form. The barrel is now
leveled by placing it upon a horizontal bed and
bringing down upon it a powerful disk that
presses upon its ends and forces the staves into
their proper position. A machine is devised
which trusses and levels the barrel at a single
movement. The slack barrel stands in its truss
hoops, two on each end ; those of the lower end rest
on strong supports; those of the upper end are
seized by hooks whose handles pass down through
the platform to a common level; when all the
parts are in place, powerful machinery pulls the
upper trusses down, at once driving the barrel
into the lower trusses, drawing together both
ends, and leveling the whole. Each end of the
shell, thus made, passes under a rotary cutter
which forms a croze, or groove, to receive the
head, and chamfers, or bevels, the ends of the
staves. The heads are put in and the hoops
set by hand. The barrel is then made to turn
under a smoothing tool and rapidly finished.

COOPERAGE (from Dutch koper, sort of
boat, from hopen, Ger. katifen, Goth, kaupon, AS.
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cypan, to buy, from Lat. caupo, innkeeper).
The sale of tobacco, alcoholic liquors, or clothing
to fishermen in the North Sea, or the barter of

these articles for fish, nets, or other such prop-
erty. As the goods, for sale had escaped duty, the
business was profitable, but it demoralized the
fishermen. In 1882 a mission was founded for

supplying the fishermen with good clothing, lit-

erature, etc., at a fair cost, and in 1887 si.x na-
tions concerned signed an agreement to prohibit
the sale of intoxicating liquors to fishermen at
sea. Next year Great Britain embodied the
terms of this convention in the North Sea Fish-
eries Bill.

COOPERATION (Lat. cooperatio, from co-

opera ri, to cooperate, from co-, together -f- ope-
rari, to work, from opus, Skt. apas, work). In
the widest sense of the word, all production is

the result of the cotiperation of nature, labor,

and capital ; but economists have generally re-

stricted the term to three classes of enterprises,

namely: (a) Cooperative distribution; (b) co-

operative production; and (c) cooperative so-

cieties for banking or loaning money. It is

sometimes extended to profit-sharing, by which
the employee shares beyond his wages to some ex-

tent in the profits of his employer; but this is a
misapplication of the term, for cooperation
starts with the worker, while profit-sharing
starts with the employer.
Cooperative Distributiox. This is some-

times called consumers' cooperation, and is an
effort to do away with the middleman and to
have the consumers themselves organize distribu-
tive stores and reap the profit which would
otherwise fall to the storekeeper. There can of
course be no doubt that under existing condi-
tions of production the merchant who serves as
an intermediary between the producer and the
consumer, or between the wholesale dealer and
the retail purchaser, performs an important
social service for which he is entitled to a rea-

sonable remuneration ; but, unfortunately, the
number of these intermediaries has increased be-

yond all measure; and, as they all must strive
to subsist, there is still, in spite of great im-
provements in the distributive process, a vast
difference between wholesale and retail prices.

A French economist. Prof. Charles Gide, esti-

mates that more than one-tenth of the popula-
tion of France depends on commerce for its sub-
sistence. In other words, every ten persons sup-
port one intermediary. The economic waste of
commercial competition indicated by these facts
aroused, many years ago. the condemnation of
such .social reformers as Charles Fourier (q.v.

)

and Rol)ert Owen (q.v.) ; but the first lasting,

successful attempt to dispense with the middle-
man was made in 1844, by twenty-eight poor
weavers of Rochdale, near Manchester. They or-
ganized, under the name of 'Equitable Pioneers
of Rochdale,' to supply themselves with provi-
sions, beginning with flour, butter, sugar, and
oatmeal. Business was transacted at first in a
small room in Toad T>ane, with a capital of
£28, each member having subscribed an equal
share. They overcame all difficulties, and out-
lived not only internal divisions and jealousies,
but also external prejudices and opposition. The
success of the store led to many imitations, a
considerable number of which, however, had
only a very short existence, owing in many cases
to want of hannony among the members, bad

management, insuflScient capital, or dishonest
otficials. Notwithstanding all difliculties, co-

operation continued to increase, and in 1804 no
less than 395 societies in Great Britain made re-

turns to the registrar, possessing a share and
loan capital of £774,000, doing an annual trade
of nearly £3,000,000, and making an annual
profit of £225,000. It was then proposed to form
a federation of societies for the purpose of un-
dertaking the wholesale trade of the movement,
thereby protecting the societies from the impo-
sition of the wholesale traders, and securing the
profits of wholesale dealing. The 'North of Eng-
land Wholesale Society' began business in Man-
chester in 1863, and in 1871 became the 'English
Wholesale Society.' This organization has pur-
chasing and forwarding depots not only in Eng-
land and Ireland, but in New York, Hamburg,
Copenhagen, Calais, and Rouen. It owns six
steamships, which ply between England and the
Continent. Following the same lines, the 'Scot-
tish Wholesale Society* was formed in 1868, and
commenced business in Glasgow. Both of these
organizations have prospered and grown, and
now supply a large portion of the goods sold by
the retail societies. They not only purchase di-

rect from the producers* but produce on their
own account, or in connection with other asso-
ciations. The latter activity falls under the
head of productive coojieration, which will be
discussed later. In 1895 the membership of the
societies was nearly 1,500,000, and their share
capital amounted to over $80,000,000: the net
profit of the concerns was nearly $27,000,000,
after paying 5 per cent, interest on capital and
accumulating a surplus. About one-sixth of the
population of Great Britain have their wants in
whole or in part supplied through cooperative
fctores.

In the United States isolated experiments of
a similar nature were made as early as the eigh-
teenth century. In 1845 the 'Workmen's Pro-
tective Union' of Boston organized a successful
store, which was afterwards carried on under
the name of the 'New England Protective Union.'
The 'Patrons of Husbandrj-,' founded in 1867,
for a time developed a variety of cooperation
by encouraging the local 'granges' to form pur-
chasing clubs and to employ agents to buy sup-
plies. The 'Sovereigns of Industry,' a secret or-

der with ritual, founded in 1874 to do for the
artisan classes what the 'Patrons of Husbandry'
were doing for the farmers, founded numerous
coJiperative stores on lines resembling the 'Roch-
dale Pioneers.' In 1877 the organization was
doing a business of $1,089,372, but by 1880 the
order had collapsed, although not a few stores
in various parts of the United States still re-

main as a result of the movement.
The foundation of a cooperative store on a

small scale is a simple matter in itself. A
group of consumers meet to discuss rules and
regulations for the enterprise, and agree to fur-
nish the necessary capital by subscribing, say,
five dollars each. As coriporative stores almost
always do business on a cash basis, the original
capital need not l)e very great. Each share of
capital receives a fixed rate of interest, say 5
per cent. The dividends may be credited as pay-
ments on additional shares up to the maximum
number of shares allowed anv one shnroholder.
In this wise the store »en*es also as a savings-
bank for the members. Usually the money sub-
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Bcribed as share c-i)])ital nevd not all be paid at

once; weekly paynienlH of ten cents are custom-
ary. Whatever profit the store makes after

deduction of the interest on loans, the charge
for depreciation in the value of the stock and
plant, 5 per cent, dividend on the capital, a re-

serve fund, and jjcrhaps a bonus to employees,

is divided among the purdiasers according to the
respective amounts of their purchases. Goods
are sold at the usual prices of private stores.

Outsiders may buy at tlie store, but only mem-
bers receive shares in the gains. These shares
are also usually credited as payments on the
stock shares until they the paid in full. The
amount of each member's ])urchasc is recorded
by means of checks distributed with every sale.

The management of the business is in the hands
of an executive committee, which appoints the
8torckeej)ers, and oversees the purchase of goods
and the finances. It is evident that the success

of the society will depend largely on this com-
mittee, which must bo honest and efficient.

Co()i»EBATivE Production. An attempt to solve

the more diflRcult problem of doing away with
the emploj'er, the 'entrepreneur,' by having the
workers furnish their own capital. Under our
present economic system the distribution of

wealth among the agents of production involves

a grave conflict of interests, which may lead to

industrial warfare and jeopardize the welfare
of society by separating laborers and capitalists

into distinct antagonistic classes; but the rela-

tion between capital and labor is most satisfac-

tory when there is no sharp separation into

classes. Productive cooperation, therefore, by
uniting men in the twofold capacity of workers
and capitalists, has been recommended by many
social reformers as a cure for our social ills.

The voluntary union of a number of workers to
conduct an enterprise collectively is by no
means a modem invention. SchmoUer and
other economic historians have shown that it is,

indeed, one of the earliest forms of industrial
organization. The guilds of the Middle Ages
were managed by associations of workmen, each
one furnishing a small share of the capital re-

quired for the conduct of industry under mediae-
val methods. But their conservatism of method
led to their displacement by capitalistic industry,
and it is not until the nineteenth century that we
find widespread attempts to reestablish coiipera-

tive productive enterprises; but only a few of
them, notably among masons and piano-makers,
were successful.

Ferdinand Lassalle (q.v.) believed that the
foundation of cooperative societies of produc-
tion, with State aid in providing the necessary
capital, would gradually transform present eco-
nomic society into a socialistic one.

The first productive association in the United
States of which we have any record was that
of the 'Boston Tailors' Associative Union,' which
was formed in 1849, but did not last long.
There were many other experiments of a like
nature, the most promising of which seems
to have been the stove foundry' of the Iron
Moulders' International Union, started in 1867
in Allegheny County. Pa. But the paid-up
capital proved insufficient at a critical mo-
ment, and the enterprise failed. By far the most
successful experiment in the United States is

found among the coopers of Minneapolis. In
1868 a few journeymen coopers made an attempt

to manage industry for themselves; thoy were
so successful tiiat in 1874 a strong organi/.ation
known as the 'Cooperative Barrel Company' was
formed, with a membership of about twenty
coopers. They bought a shop for $3000, paying
$1000 cash. The profits were to l>e divided in

proportion to the work done. In 1885 the paid-
up capital amounted to $50.000 ; the membership
had reached 120, besides 20 employees working
for wages. The number has since been reduced.

This example has been followed by others, and
frequently witli success. ExjK'rJence sjH'ms to
show that where articles are produced to order
and not for the general market, coiiperative pro-

duction may succeed, but that these enterprises
fail when tliey are confronted with the difficulty

of adjusting the supply to the variations of the
market demands.
Cooperative Credit and Banking Organiza-

tions. These are founded for mutual financial

aid, and have been wonderfully prosperous in

Germany, where they do a business of hundreds
of millions of dollars. In 1849 Herr Schulze
(Schulze-Delitzsch) founded a- coojwrative so-

ciety to purchase raw nuiterial, among thirteen
cabinet-makers in Delitzsch, his native town. In
the next year he founded the first of his loan asso-
ciations (Vorschussvcreitie) , which differed from
the earlier banks in that the jwrsons to whom
loans could be granted must themselves be mem-
bers of the association, paying regular monthly
contributions. They thus themselves indirectly
furnished the security for the credit afforded them.
While these loan associations put the lender's in-

terest foremost, Baiffeisen, another German, born
in the Westerwald, organized a cooperative bank
in 1849 which placed the borrower's interest as
the keystone of his system. Both systems have
spread over the coimtrj', esi)ecially Schulze-De-
litzsch's banks, numbering over a thousand in

1892, with over half a million members and a
paid-up capital of nearly .$.30,000,000. In Italy,

at the instigation of Signor Luzzatti, an organi-
zation of a very similar sort was founded in

1866, at Milan, and has been widely imitated.
As a matter of fact, all these 'people's banks'
bear a close resemblance to our American build-
ing and loan associations (q.v.), whose special
and marked development in this country makes
the I'nited States one of the pioneer countries
and chief homes of this form of cooperation.
BiBLiOGRAPny. Holyoake, History of Coopera-

tion in England (2 vols., London, 1885) ; "His-
tory of Cooperation in the United States," a
series of essays published in Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity Studies (Baltimore, .1888) : Potter, The
Cooperative Movement in Orrat Britain (Lon-
don, 1891) ; Reports of the (English) Coopera-
tive Congiesses (17 vols., Manchester, 1869-

1900) ; Wright, Massachusetts Labor Report
(Boston, 1895) ; id.. Manual of Distributive Co-
operation (Boston, 1885) ; Report of English
Royal Commission on Labor reviews cooperation
in all European countries (London, 1886) ; Gil-

man, Profit Sharing Between Employer and Em-
ployed (New York, 1888) ; articles in United
States Labor Bulletin (Washington). See
Profit-Sharing ; Building and Loan Associa-
tions ; Collectivism.

COOPEBIA, koo-p^ri-o. A genus of two or
three sjjeeies of tender, bulbous plants, of the
order Aniaryllidaceae. The narrow, elongate,
twisted leaves appear with the fragrant solitary
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flowers in summer. The llowers, which resemble
those of the Zephyranthes, but have erect in-

stead of versatile anthers and, unlike other mem-
bers of the order, bloom at night, are two inches

or more in diameter, usually waxy white, blushed
with pink outside and green-tinged within. Those
of Coopcria pedunculata (giant fairy-flower), the

most popular species, are larger, of purer color

and longer duration than those of Cooperia
Druinmondii (evening star), the other well-

known species. A species or variety, Cooperia
Obenretteri, said to have bright-green flowers,

was advertised during the last years of the cen-

tury just closed. The plants are of easiest cul-

ture. They do well in garden soil, and if dug at

the approach of frost and stored in dry soil,

where the temperature is maintained below 50°

F. but not so low as 32°. they may be kept over

winter without trouble. The genus is named
after Joseph Cooper, an English gardener. For
illustration, see Colored Plate of Amabyixidace-iE.

COOPEB BIVER. A river rising in Berkeley
County, S. C. It flows southeast, and unites

with the Ashley River below the city of Charles-

ton, in the estuary forming Charleston Harbor
(Map: South Carolina, E 3). It is navigable

for 30 miles to the canal connecting it with the

Santee Itiver.

COOPER'S CREEK. An Australian river

springing from two headwaters, the Thom-
son and Victoria, in Queensland, and flow-

ing southwest through South Australia into

Lake Eyre. During the rainy season the river

rises 20 feet and widens to two miles, while in

the summer season its lower course is dry (Map:
Australia, F 4). On its banks the explorers

Burke and Wills succumbed to starvation in

1861. Consult: Burke and Wills, Exploring
Expedition (Melbourne, 1861); Wills, Explora-
tion (London, 1863).

COOPER'S HILL. A descriptive, or, as

Dr. .Johnson termed it, a 'local' poem, by Sir

John Denham (1642), issued in perfected form
in 1665. It suggested many lines in Pope's

Windsor Forest.

COOP'ERSTOWN. A village and coimty-seat

of Otsego County, X. Y., 52 miles southeast of

rtica; at the outlet of Otsego Lake, and on the

Cooperstown and Charlotte Valley Railroad

( Map : New York, F 3 ) . It is in a hop-growing

and farming region, and contains a cheese-fac-

tor?-, box-factory, etc. The village is growing in

pojnilarity as a summer resort, and has a park,

'Coopor Grounds,' and a library and Y. M. C. A.

building. Cooperstown was first incorporated in

1812, and is now governed imder a charter of

1889, revised in 1895. The executive holds office

for a vear. Population, in 1890, 2657; in 1900,

2368.
'

The land on which Cooperstown stands was
the site of an Indian town, and in 1769 became
the ])roperty of George Croghan (q.v.), who at-

tempted, unsuccessfully, to found a settlement.

In 1785 it came into the possession of .Judge Wil-

liam Cooper, who in 1786 founded a village,

and in 1790 moved thither with his family,

including J. Fenimore Coofx-r, tlie future novel-

ist, then an infant. The latter lived here thirty-

seven years, and is here buried. Consult: Cooper,

The Chronicles of Cooperstoirn (Cooperstown.

1838), and Livermore. A Condensed History of

Cooperstown (Albany, 1862).

COOPER UNION FOR THE ADVANCE-
MENT OF SCIENCE AND ART. An insti-

tution established in New York City in 1859 for

the free instruction of the working classes in

applied science, art, and social and political

science. The Union embodies the social phi-

losophy of its founder, Peter Cooper (q.v.), and
is unique among educatio".al institutions in the

United States. Its central idea is to aff"ord

working people full opportunity, by means of

day and evening classes, to obtain a mastery of

the technical trades and sciences; and also,

through the medium of lectures, reading-rooms,
and art and scientific collections, to induce a
more discerning citizenship and a broader mode
of living. To accomplish these purposes, Mr.
Cooper erected a large building at the point

where the Bowery divided into Third and Fourth
avenues, and deeded both land and building,

valued at $630,000, to a self-perpetuating
board of trustees. This board was to consist

of not less than five or more than six members,
and upon the board was especially enjoined the

establishment of regular courses of evening
study; the maintenance of a library, galleries,

and collections ; the establishment of a school of

art for women, in order that those who
"might otherwise struggle through a life of

poverty and suffering," should be raised to

"competence and comfort" ; and the establishment

of a polytechnic school "equal to the best tech-

nological schools now established or hereafter

to be established." By 1864 the trustees had de-

veloped this broad scheme of education so far

as their funds permitted; but afterwards, for

many years, the Union was unable through lack

of endowments adequately to extend in scope,

and was even obliged to turn away large numbers
of its coi\stantly increasing applicants. Indeed,

except for large sums given by Peter Cooper,

and afterwards by Edward Cooper and William
Cooper, and by Mr. and Mrs. Abram S. Hewitt,

the -Union remained practically unendowed
imtil 1900, when Andrew Carnegie gave $300,-

000, and later $300,000 more. These sums,
together with considerable gifts made by Mr.
Abram S. Hewitt and others, permitted the final

rounding out of the original plans. The scope

of the institution now includes, besides day and
evening courses in technical science and art, in-

struction for women in stenography, typewriting,

and telegraphy, courses in decorative composi-

tion, architecture, and interior decoration, in elo-

cution, oratory, and debate, and several lectures a
week in engineering, civics, and ethics. Degrees
are conferred in science, and in civil, electrical,

and mechanical engineering. In 1902 the an-

nual income of the Union approximated $100,-

000, its endowments amounted to over $2,000,-

000, and the total value of property under its

control to $3,200,000. In the same year 2399
pupils were enrolled, of whom 825 entered the

evening school of science and 1150 the evening

art department; visitors to the reading-rooms

numbered 500,000; while the attendance at the

lecture-rooms was estimated to aggregate 150.-

000. The trustees originally appointed in 1859,

and to whose untiring efforts the success of the

Union must in large measure be ascribed, were:

Peter Cooper (q.v.), Daniel F. Tiemann, Wilson

Q. Hunt. Edward Cooper, Abram S. Hewitt, and
John E. Parsons.
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COORDINATES (from -ML. coordinare, to

coiinliiiutf, from Lut. cu-, together + ordinare,

to jirruiijje, from ordo, order). .Magnitudes wliich

serve to determine the position of an element

—

point, line, or plane—relative to some fixed figure.

For instance, latitude and longitude are arcs

(or angles) that define the position of a ship

at sea relative to the equator and the prime
meridian ; latitude, longitude, and elevation

above sea-level serve to determine the position

of a balloon.

The method of treating geometry analytically

by use of coordinates is due chiefly to Descartes

(10.37), although the terms ooiirdinates and axes

of coitrdinates were first used by Leibnitz ( 1694).

For the explnimtion of rectangular coordinates

as used in plane geometry, see Analytic Geom-
etry. As there explained, the axes in the rec-

tangular system are at right angles to each

other, but it is often more convenient to em-
ploy a system in which the a.xes form oblique

angles. CoJirdinates referred to such a system

of a.xes are called oblique coordinates. The
notation is the same as in the rectangular sys-

tem, and the lines which determine a point are

drawn parallel to the axes; thus the coordinates

{x, y) of a point from the outer adjacent sides

of a parallelogram of which the axes form the

itiner sides. Another system in common use is

that of polar coiirdinates. This involves two
magnitudes—the linear distance from a fixed

point and the angular distance from a fixed line.

In the figure the position of point P is deter-

mined by the distance p from O, and the angle
$ between p and the fi.\ed line OA. O is called

the pole and p the polar radius or radius
vector. If OA passes through the centre C of
a circle, the polar equation of the circle is

p = 2rcoae. That is, the values of p and 0,

which satisfy this equation, determine points
on the circle. If C is taken as the pole, the
equation of the circle is evidently p = r. Rec-
tjingular coiirdinates may be changed to polar co-

ordinates, and vice versa, by means of the equa-
tions

X = p COR 0, J = p sin 0;

P = |/ ar2 _|-y2^ e — tan-i ^•

So far we have considered lines as loci of points
whose coordinates satisfy given relations; but it

is often more convenient to select magnitudes
which determine lines passing through a given
point. Thus ux -f it/ + 1 = may be taken
as the equation of a straight line in which u

is the negative reciprottal of the intercept on the
X-axis, and v the negative reciprocal of the inter-

cept on the Y-axis

and if x = 0, t/ = — _

For if y = 0, ar = »

The segment o, in the
V

figure, is the intercept on the X-axis, and corre-

sponds to t/ = 0. and 6 is the intercept on the
Y-axis and corresponds to a; = 0. Therefore.

a = — - and b = — _ , whence u = — i and
n V a

r = — _. If a; and y are regarded as constants
6

and u, r as variables in the equation ux + vy +
1 =: 0, this is the equation of all lines passing
through the point (x, y)—that is, of a i)encil

of which the point (x, y) is the vertex. Hence
this equation is called the line-equation of the
given point, and the sj-stem of coordinates one-
point intercept coordinates. Two-point or bi-

punctual coJirdinates determine the position of
an element in tlie plane by reference to two
fixed points and a given direction. As in one-
point coordinates there are two kinds, line co-

ordinates and point coordinates, so these classes

exist in two-point coordinates. Bipunctual line

coordinates are the distances of a variable line

taken in a constant direction from two fixed

points. Bipunctual point coiirdinates are. each,

the negative reciprocal of the distance measured
in a given direction from one of two fixed points
to the line determined by the variable point and
the other fixed point.

Although two magnitudes are sufficient to fix

the position of a point in a plane, the introduc-

tion of a third has the advantage of rendering
liomogeneous certain equations involved; how-

ever, the coordinates of a single element are, in
general, connected by a non-homogeneous rela-

tion. Thus, if X, y, x in the figure represent the
l)erpendicular distances of a point from the
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sides a, b, c of the triangle ABC, they are con-

nected by the relation ax + by + cjr = fc = 2 X
area of ABC, or x sin A + y sin B + z sin C = a
constant. (See Trigonometry.) We may also

take X, y, z oblique to «, 6, c. each forming the

same angle with its corresponding side. Equa-
tions between the coordinates of two or more
points in this system are homogeneous, as mx -h

py + 92 = 0, the equation of a straight line.

Such coordinates are called trilinear or homo-
geneous coiirdinates. These form a special case

of barycentric coordinates, the first homogene-
ous coordinates in point of time, introduced by
Mobius (q.v.) in his Dcr barucentrische Calcul

(1827). Tetrahedral space eoiirdinates belong to

the same class. If in the above figure rectangu-
lar axes are also assumed, and if P„ Pj. Pj are
the perpendiculars from the origin upon the

sides a, b, c, respectively, then

X _ BPC y _ AC? A 1 _ BAP
Pi - CBA' p. — CB.\' Pa ~ CBA'

Ihese expressions may l)e designated by a/, y'. z',

and be employed to determine the position of

point P (P denoting the point at which x, y, and
z meet ) . Since they are expressed in terms of

areas, they are called areal coordinates. In
either the trilinear or areal system a point is

determined if the ratios only of the coordinates

are known. If Ix -+- my + »z = 0, is the tri-

linear equation of a straight line (L in the
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tem into another, it will be necessary to refer to

special works on the subject. Consult: Carr,

Hynopaia of Pure Mathematics (London, 188G) ;

Lani^', Acfo/is sur lea coordonn^ea curvilignea

(Paris, 1851)) ; Mubius, "Der barycentrische Cal-

cul" (1827), in his Oeaammelte Werke, vol. i.

(Leipzig, 1885) ; Townsend, Modem Ucometry
of the Point, Line, and Circle (Dublin, 1863-65) ;

Scott, An Introductory Account of Certain Mod-
ern Idcaa and Mvthvda in Plane Geometry (New
York, 1894) ; Clcbsch, Vorleaungen iiber Oeotne-

trie (I^ipzig, 1876-91).

COOBO, koorg. or Kurg. A province of British

India, on the southwest of Mysore. Area, 1583
square miles. Population, in 1891, 173,055; in

1901, 180.460, It was a native principality of

ampler dimensions l>efore 1834, in which year it

was annexed by (ireat Britain. Nearly the whole
of tlie region is covered with forests, more or less

dense. E8^>ecially notable are the ancient ar-

tificial fortifications. Tlie country is intersected

by ramparts, which are from 15 to 25 feet in

height, and by ditches of about 10 feet in depth
and about 8 in width; while, being in some places

double or triple, or even quadruple, they measure
in aggregate length upward of 500 miles. Cap-
ital, ilerkara.

COORNHEBT, korn'hert, or COBNHEBT,
Dirk VoLCKKRTSZOON (1522-5)0). A Dutch scholar
and poet, born in Amsterdam. He lived in Haar-
lem from about 1542, supporting himself by his
skill in engraving. In 1501 he became notary,
and in 1562 secretary to the municipality also.

Most active as a champion of political and reli-

gious liberty, he incurred the disapproval of the
Spanish Government, was imprisoned in 1567,
and afterwards took refuge at Cleves and
Xanten. When the States threw oflF the Spanish
yoke in 1572, he was recalled and made secretary
to the States of Holland, in which capacity he
rendered important services to William of

Orange. He was a famous theologian, stoutly
opposed the orthodox Protestant party, and by
his writings aided materially in preparing the
classical period of the literature of the Nether-
lands. His poetical works include Abrahama
uytgang (The Death of Abraham) and Comedie
van de blinde van Jericho (Comedy of the Blind
Man of Jericho). Of his works in prose, the
Zedekunat, dat ia icellevena kunst (Ethics: that
is, the Art of Right Living), which appeared
in 1586, deserves special mention.

COOSA, kou'sa. A river formed by the con-
fluence of the Etowah and Oostanaula rivers in
Floyd County in northwestern Georgia (Map:
Alabama, C 2). It flows southwest and enters
Alabama, where it flows between the hills of the
southern extremity of the Appalachian range
and is joined by the Tallapoosa River to form
the Alabama River just above Montgomery.
The Coosa is about 335 miles long, is navigable
in the lower part of its course, and drains an
area of 10,000 square miles.

COOS (koos) BAY. An arm of the Pacific
Ocean in about latitude 43" 45' N.. in Coos
County, Ore., about one mile wide and 15 miles
long, a safe ship harbor, having a depth of 14
feet of water on its bar at high tide. On its

south shores are two important manufacturing
and coal-mining cities. Empire City and Marsh-
field. It receives the Coos River.

COOSHIE (native name) ANT. A South
American leaf-cutting ant {CEcodoma eepha-
lotea). See Sauba.

COO'SY. See Klsi.

COOT (probably from Welsh crota, Corn, cut,

Ir., Gael, cutach, bob-tailed). A kind of rail
ur 'mud-hen' (Kulica), distinguished from other
rails (q.v. ) chiefly in having the toes edged with
a scalloi)cd membrane. C"oot« have a strong,
straiglit bill, the base of which extends up the
foreliead, and there dilates so as to form a re-

markable naked patch. The color is generally
dark with more or less wliite, and the length is

about 15 inches. Coots are aquatic in their
habits, preferring lakes, or pools wit^i reedy mar-
gins, and retreating among the reeds on any
alarm. The American coot (Fulica Americana)
is found breeding throughout all North America,
and is migratory in the north, but resident in
the south. It is dark-slate color, deepening on
the head and neck, and the crissum is wliite.

The nest is a hollow heap of broken, dead reeds

;

the eggs (see Colored Plate of Eggs of Wateb
AND Game Birds) are usually about a do/en in

number, clear clay color, dotted with dark brown.
The young are covered with black down, striped
with briglit orange-red. See Plate of Rails, etc.

The common coot {Fulica atra) of the Old
World is found in most parts of Europe, Asia,
and the north of Africa. It is about 16 inches
long, black, with a narrow wliite bar across the
wings, and the naked patch on the forehead pure
white, on account of which it is often called
'bald' coot. The crissum is not white, and this
is the most important difference between it and
its American cousin. It makes a large nest of
water-plants among reeds or rushes. Althougli
not very highly esteemed for the table, the cir-

cumstance that many can be killed by a single

shot, on the mud-banks to which coots resort in

winter, as on the south coast of England, makes
coot-shooting profitable to market gunners.
Other species inhabit eastern Asia, Africa, and
South America. The name 'coot' is very often
incorrectly applied in the United States to cer-

tain ducks, which are properly known as
scoters ( q.v. )

.

COOTE, Sir Eyre (1726-83). An English
general, born at Ash Hill. He was a member
of the first regiment sent to India, and took a
conspicuous part in the capture of Calcutta.
It was by his advice that Clive decided on the
immediate an<l vigorous action which culminated
in his victory over Siraj-ud-Daula at Plassey

in 1757. On* January 22, 1760, he achieved a
victory over I-ally at Wandewash, which de-

stroyed the power and prestige of France in

India. Appointed commander-in-chief of the In-

dian forces in 1779, he began, in 1781, his cele-

brated campaign against Hyder Ali, Avhom he
finally vanquished at Porto Novo, thus saving
Madras to the English. He died on shipboard
while on his way from Calcutta to Madras.

COOTEB, A name in the southern United
States for the Carolina box-tortoise. See Turtle.

COPAIBA, kd-pa'ba (Sp. and Port., from
Brazil, cupouba), or Copaiva. A valuable me-
dicinal substance, consisting chiefly of a resin

(resin of copaiba), and a volatile oil (oil of
copaiba). It flows from incisions made in the
stems of trees of the genus Copaifera, such as
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Copaifera LangsdortJii and others, natives of the
tropical parts of America. Copaiba has a pecu-
liar, not disagreeable odor, and an acrid taste.
It is diuretic, when taken in small doses; large
doses cause gastro-intestinal and renal irrita-

tion, and the administration of even a small
quantity may give rise to an eruption some-
what like that of measles. It is principally
useful from its powerful stimulating action on
the mucous membranes. It is much used in
affections of the genito-urinary system, during
the subacute or chronic stages; and is also em-
ployed in chronic catarrhs, etc. The medicinal
dose of the balsam is from Vi to 1 fluid drachm.
Balsam of copaiba is not infrequent Ij' adulter-
ated with castor-oil. The wood-oil, Gurgina or
Gurjun balsam of India, the produce of a species
of Dipterocarpus, is sometimes sold as balsam
of copaiva. See Gubjun Balsam.

COPAIS (kd-pals) LAKE. See Bceotia.

CO'PAIi (Mex. copalli, resin). A resinous
mineral substance of vegetable origin, chiefly
used in the manufacture of varnishes and lac-
quers. The hardest varieties are used like
amber, for making various objects. It appears
in commerce in smooth rounded masses, colorless
or lemon-yellow, translucent or transparent,
rather brittle, fusible at a somewhat elevated
temperature, and but sparingly soluble in oil of
turpentine. In making varnishes, copal is first

rendered soluble; for this purpose it is melted,
and, on cooling, reduced to a powder and ex-
posed for some time to the action of atmospheric
air. It is then boiled with linseed oil and oil of
turpentine, and the resulting solution is filtered.
A number of different pale-yellow or almost
colorless varnishes are obtained by slightly modi-
fying this process and changing the relative
quantities of the ingredients. Copal is foiuid
in many parts of the globe; it is dug in Zanzi-
bar and Mozambique, at several places in west-
ern Africa, in New Caledonia, and New Zealand,
in East India, Brazil, etc. The varieties brought
from Zanzibar and Mozambique are noted for
their hardness, and have therefore the highest
market value; they are supposed to have been
produced by trees like the Trachylohium Home-
mannianum and Trachylohium Mosamhicense.
The copal dug in New Zealand and New Cale-
donia is known in commerce as cowrie and dam-
mar; it is the semi-fossil resin of the Dammara
australis and Dammara ovata, trees still abun-
dantly growing in those countries; the natives of
New Zealand chew the resin when freshly ex-
uded by the trees. Anim<^ (q.v. ) is another
variety of copal ; in England, however, the name
anim<^ is applied to all the different varieties of
copal. A mineral substance resembling copal,
and known as fossil copal, is found at Highgate,
near London.

COPALCHE or COPALCHI (kd-pfiKch*)
BABK. A name given to the bark of two species
of ('rot on. natives of Mexico. One. the product of
(Jroton pseudochina, reaches the market in small,
slender, ash-colored quills which resemble a light
variety of cinchona, for which they may easily
be mistaken, but have a taste and an odor, espe-
cially when burned, which suggest cascarilla
{Croton eleuteria), to which the tree is allied;
the other in large quills, presumably derived
from Croton suberosum, which is very bitter and
yields an aromatic wlor upon burning. The

barks are credited with tonic, aromatic proper-
ties, and have been used, particularly in Mexico,
in intermittent fevers, and in cases which seemed
to demand a mild bitter. The barks have been
sold for quebracho.

COPALM, ki/pam. See Liquidambab.
COPAN, k6-pan'. An ancient ruined city of

Honduras; one of the most imposing monuments
of aboriginal American culture. The buildings
are of stone carved with symbolic designs. Good
•collections of the sculptures made by Saville and
others are in the American Museum of Natural
History (New York) and other American mu-
seums. The city was a native stronghold, and
was captured by Hernando de Charez in 1530.
See Abch^ology, Amebican.
COPARCENABY (from co- + parcenary,

from OF. parcenerie, from parcener, partner,
from ML. partionarius, having a share, from
Lat. partitio, share, from pars, portion). An
estate in England originating in descent to two
or more persons, called thence coparceners or par-
ceners. It generally arises under the rule of
law which makes the daughters of one dying
without male heirs inherit equally, but it may
also arise by local custom, as in the case of
gavelkind, where all the sons inherit equally.
Although the property remains unsevered, yet
each parcener is entitled to a distinct share of
it, and consequently there is no benefit of sur-
vivorship, but the right of each descends to his
or her heirs, who are still called coparceners
with the surviving original parceners. The rule
of descent is also per stirpes, so that the heirs
of one who has predeceased the common an-
cestor take only the share which would have
come to their immediate ancestor had he or she
sun'ived, and thus in England a grandson of
the common ancestor will also exclude his own
sisters. If one of the coparceners alienates his
share, the coparcenary is destroyed, and the
estate becomes a tenancy in common

( q.v. ) . It
may also be destroyed by partition, when the
estates become in severalty (q.v.). This may be
effected either by voluntary agreement, or by a
suit in chancery. Such parts of the property as
cannot be divided (such as the manor-house,
etc.) pass to the eldest sister or her issue, but
an equivalent in value is assigned to the remain-
ing sisters. If the estates in coparcenary are by
descent reiuiited in one person, they become
again an estate in severalty.

In the fnited States, where descent is to all

the children or to all of a group of heirs equally,
without distinction of age or sex, coparcenary
was from the beginning a common form of joint
ownership of land. At the present time such
descendants are usually declared by statute to
take the land as tenants in common. See Com-
mon, Tknancy in ; .Joint Tenancy ; Descent.

COPE. See CosTrME, Ecclesiastical.

COPE. A custom or tribute due to the Crown,
or lord of the soil, out of the lead-mines in
Derbyshire, England.

COPE, Cfiables West ( 181 1-90) . An English
historical and portrait painter. He was bom
in Leeds. .July 28, 1811, and received his first

instruction in art from Ins father, who was a
landscape painter. He also became a pupil of
the TJoyal .\cademy, and after two years of study
in Italy was made a member of that institution
in 1848, and professor of the Academy in 1887.
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As an historical painter he is represented in the
11uum:s of I'urliuuivnt by frenco puiutiug, repre-
senting the "liurial of Charles 1.," "Embarkation
of the Pilgrim Fathers," and otlicr subjects, lie

treated Sliukes|H>are..n themes in the "Taming of
the Shrew" ( 1874) and "Anne Pagi* and Slender"
(18751. Among his earlier works jire "Tlie Cot-
ter's Saturday Night" and "The Poor - Law
(juurdian." An an etcher he was liighly regarded
by ilam<>rton, and was one of the original mem-
bers of the Etching Club. He was also a trustee
of the Royal Academy. Cope died August 21,
1890. Consult Reminiscences of C. W. Cope
(London, 1891).

COPE, Edwaki) Dkinkeb (1840-97). An
American naturalist, born in Philadelphia. He
received his earliest training in private schools,
and then studied anatomy at the University of
Pennsylvania. Erom 1804 to 18G7 he was profes-
sor of the natural sciences at Haverford College,
Pennsylvania. On the death of Leidy, in 1891,
he was made professor of geology and paleon-
tology at the University of Pennsylvania, where
he was also professor of zoology and comparative
anatomy; from 1878 until his death he was
editor of the American Naturalist. He was
geologist and paleontologist of the survey of the
region west of the lOOtli meridian under Capt.
G. M. Wheeler, and also of the survey of the
Territories under Dr. F. V. Hayden. He made
an immense collection of fossils which he de-
scribed in his various reports, usually published
by the Government. His most important con-
tributions were to the history of extinct verte-
brates. Scarcely less important were his in-

vestigations of tlie herpetology and ichthyology
of North America. In these fields (and espe-
cially in the former) his work was epoch-making
and laid the foundation for the modem classifica-

tion of North American reptiles, amphibians,
and fishes. Cope's contributions to science num-
ber about 400. The most important are: Sys-
tematic Arrangement of Lacertilia and Ophidia
(18G4); Sj/stematic Arrangement of Extinct
Batrachia, lieptilia, and Aves of North America
(1809-70); Systematic Relations of the Fishes
(1871); Cretaceous Vertebrates of the West
(1877); Tertiary Vertebrates (1885); The Ba-
trachia of North America (1889); The Croco-
dilians. Lizards, and Snakes of North America
(1898). Cope was deeply interested in the ques-
tions relating to the subject of evolution. He
was the leader of the school of American evolu-
tionists, teaching Neo-Lamarckism (q.v.), which
considers the changes and variations wrought in
the organism by the immediate influence of
environment and the inheritance of such varia-
tions by the oflFspring as the most important
factors of organic evolution. His most impor-
tant works on evolution are: Origin of Oenera
(1808) ; Origin of the Fittest (1880) ; Primary
Factors of Organic Evolution (1896).

COPE, Sir John ( ? -1760). An English
general, known through his ignominious de-
feat at Prestonpans (q.v.) by the Highlanders,
under Prince Charles Edward Stuart, September
21, 1745. and perhaps more widely through the
sarcastic Jacobite song, based on the event, 'TEIey,

Johnny Cope! are ye waukin yet?"

COPE, Thomas Pym (1708-1854) . An Ameri-
can merchant. He started at Philadelphia the
first line of sailing vessels between that city and

Liverpool, and made a large fortune during the
War of 1812 by taking all the marine risks on
his vesHcls, which were singularly fortunate in
their voyages. He waa largely instrumental in
introducing the Schuylkill water into Philadel-
phia, in the completion of the Chesapeake and
Delaware Canal, the construction of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, and the foundation of the
Mercantile Library of Philadelphia. In 1807
he was elected to the State Legislature.

CCPEC (Russ. kopielka, kopelka, from ko-
pan, OChurch Slav, kopati, to dig). A Russian
coin, the oldest kind in Russia, and the first sub-
stitute for furs as a medium of exchange. It is

worth one-hundredth of a silver ruble or 39.2
cents.

CO'PENHA'GEN (Dan. Kjobenhavn, Mer-
chants' Haven, from kjobe, Ger. kaufen, to buy
-|- havn, Ger. Hufen, haven). The capital and
largest city of Denmark, situated on the islands
of Zealand and Amager, in latitude 55° 41' N.,
and longitude 12° 35' E. (Map: Denmark, F 3).
The Kalvebod Strand, an inlet of the sound sepa-
rating the two islands of Zealand and Amager,
forms the excellent harbor of the city.

Copenhagen is divided into six parts, of which
that lying within the former fortifications (now
converted into boulevards) forms the nucleus of
the city. The quarter situated on the island of
Amager is called Christianshavn. The centre of
the city is marked by the Kongens Nytorv (New
King's Market Place), an irregular square with
an equestrian statue of Christian V. and from
which issue the principal streets, the finest of
which is Bredgade, leading to the esplanade of
the citadel. The National Theatre and some of
the more important commercial buildings are on
this square. The most interesting of the nu-
merous churches of Copenhagen arc the Vor
Frue Kirke, the metropolitan cathedral, famous
for its statues of Christ and the Twelve Apostles,
and of a kneeling angel holding a shell for a font,

designed and partly executed by Thorwaldsen;
the Holmen's Kirke, built in the seventeenth cen-
tury, and containing monuments to the naval
heroes, Juel and Tordenskjold ; Trinitatis Kirke,
with a high round tower; the Vor Frelsers Kirke
(Church of Our Redeemer), with a winding stair-

case outside leading to the tower; and the hand-
some Frederiks Kirke, begun in 1749 and com-
pleted in 1894, its fine dome being one of the most
conspicuous objects of the city. Kristiansborg,
the King's residence and a noted palace, was de-

stroyed by fire in 1884. The roj'al abode was
then removed to Amalienborg, a palace made up
of four palaces built in the style of Louis XV.
The Rosenborg palace, built in the Renaissance
style at the beginning of the seventeenth century,
contains a remarkable collection of jewels,

weapons, and regalia. The palace of Charlotten-
borg, situated on Kongens Nytorv, is now the
seat of the Royal Academy of Art. Other nota-
ble public buildings are the E.xchange, erected
in 1019-40 in the Dutch Renaissance style; the
handsome Royal Theatre; the University; the
new city hall ; the Glyptothek, containing one of

the choicest collections of sculpture and other
objects of art in northern Europe; and the new-

Art Museum, with the Royal Picture Gallery,

which ranks high among the minor collections of

paintings, including choice specimens of the
Dutch and Italian schools, and bv modem Danish
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masters. Tbe picture gallery of Count Moltke
is also quite noteworthy; but above all the
world-renowned Thorwaldsen Museum is of the
highest artistic interest, comprising an extensive
coUettion of that great sculptor's works and
numerous other objects of art, ancient and mod-
ern, left by him to his native city. The museum
also contains Thorwaldsen's grave.
The University of Copenhagen (q.v. ) occupies

a distinguished place among Euroj>ean institu-

tions of learning. Other prominent educational
institutions are the polytechnic institute affili-

ated with the university, the veterinarj' school,

founded in 1773, the military and naval schools,

and the Academy of Arts. Copenhagen has a
number of scientific and art associations, the
most prominent of which are the Royal Scientific

Society, foimded in 1742, and the Royal Northern
Antiquarian Society, founded in 1825. The Royal
Library contains upward of 500,000 volumes and

. about 20,000 MSS., and the National Museum,
situated in the so-called Palace of the Princes,
comprises the Danish and the Ethnographical
collections as well as collections of antiquities,
coins, medals, and engravings.
The city is administered by a board of magis-

trates, including the president, appointed by the
King, and a municipal council of thirty-six
members.
The chief manufactures of Copenhagen include

sugar, machinery-, textiles, and porcelain - ware.
Shij)-building is carried on extensively. Over
one-half of the commerce of Denmark passes
thnmgh Copenhagen, and the chief financial
institutions of the country are situated here.
There is regular steam communication between
Coj>enhagen and ports of Germany. Russia,
J'.ngland, France, and the United States. It
is the seat of a United States consul. The
population increased considerably during the last
decades of the nineteenth century, partly owing
to the annexation of adjacent suburbs. In 1880,
the population was 234,580; in 1890, 312,859;
and in 1901, 378,235.

Copenhagen was a fishing village until the
middle of the twelfth century; it began to grow
in importance after coming into the possession of
Bishop Absalon, who fortified it in 1167. Owing
to its good harbor, Copenhagen soon became a
place of commercial importance and received
from the Bishop of Roeskilde municipal rights
auout the middle of the thirteenth century. It
was repeatedly attacked by the Hanseatic towns.
It was chosen for the capital of the kingdom in
1443 by King Christopher, the Bavarian. Dur-
ing lfi.58-59 it withstofKi a severe siege by the
Swedes under Charles X., by its resistance prob-
ably saving the Danish monarchy. In 1700 it

was bombarded by the united fleets of England,
Holland, and Sweden. It sufTered heavily from
conflagrations during the eighteenth century. In
1801 the harbor of Copenhagen was the scene
of the destruction of the Danish fleet by Nelson,
and in 1807 the city was subjected to a bom-
bardment by the British, during which the uni-
versity and a number of public buildings were
destroyed. Consult: f'ojtetthafjcn, the Capital of
Drumnrk (Copenhagen. 1898) ; Seelig. Fuhrer
dutch Kopenhafjru (Hamburg, 1895).

COPENHAGEN, I'xiversity of. The only
university in Denmark, and the oldest and one of

the most famous in northern Europe. It was
founded by Christian I., in 1478, taking its

statutes as well as some of its teachers from
the University of Cologne, which, up to that
time, had been the chief resort of Danish stu-

dents. This first foundation perished during the
civil wars accompanying the Reformation, but
was reestablished in 1539 by Christian III., as a
Protestant university, on the model of Witten-
berg, then at the zenitJi of its influence. This
foimdation, destroyed by fire in 1728, was re-

established in 1732 by Christian VI., and reor-

ganized on its present basis in 1788. Among the
distinguished men who have shed lustre on the
imiversity are Holberg, in the first half of the
eighteenth century, and Oehlenschlilger, the poet,

Madvig, the classical scholar, Rask, the philolo-

gist, Oersted, the physicist, and Worsaae, the
archfeologist, in the first half of the nineteenth
century. Supported partly by the State and
partly by endowment, the university had, in
1902,' some 2000 students, a library of 300,000
volumes, museums, an academy of surgery, and
an observatory'. Instruction is gratuitous, and
the courses are open to both sexes. The imi-

versity has five faculties. Attached to it are
botanical and zoological gardens.

COPENICK or KOPENICK, k§'pe-nlk. A
town in the Prussian Province of Brandenburg,
situated at the confluence of the Dahme and the
Spree, 10 miles southeast of Berlin. It contains a
royal palace dating from the sixteenth century,
now used as a seminary for teachers, and a seven-
teenth-century rathaus. The chief manufactures
include glass, linoleum, starch, sugar, chicory,
shoddv, and trimmed lumber. Population, in
1890, "14,619; 1900, 21,024. The city is men-
tioned in 1157, as the residence of the Slavic
prince Jaczo. It was conquered by the Margrave
of Brandenburg in 1240, and plundered by the
Russians in 1760.

COPEP'ODA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
Kdrt), hope, oar + iroiJs, pons, foot). A large and
important order of entomostracous crustaceans,
characterized by having the five pairs of leei

specially adapted for swimming. There are no
branchial sacs on the feet and there is never any
bivalve .shell. The copepods, sometimes called

'water-fleas,' live in both salt and fresh water in

swarms. Some species are parasitic on fish and
sometimes do great damage in that way, but most
copepods are free-swimming, and feed on organic
matter in the water. They thus act as scaven-

gers and must be of great importance in keeping
harbors clean. Moreover, they ser\'e as food for

many species of food-fishes. Among our fresh-

water species, those of the genus (."j'clops are
perhaps the best kno\\Ti. They are very minute,
actively moving creatures. Tlie genus Argulus is

parasitic on carp, suckers, and other fish. They
reach a considerable size, frequently half an
inch in length. Consult publications of United
States Fish Commission and National ^luseum;
and Hrt-rick and Turner, SftpiopHia Entomostraca
of ifinne/iota (Saint Paul. 1895). See Crvsta-
CEA ; E\TOMOSTR.\CA ; and Plate of Entomos-
traca.

COPER'NICAN SYSTEM. The system
which represents the sim to be at rest and the
earth and planets to move round it; in other
words, that which we now know, on unquestion-

able evidence, to he the true system of a.stronomy.

(See Ptot.ematc System.) It has its name
from Copernicus, but, in point of fact, it may
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be described an being a growtli to which he

was only one of iiumy contributori*. The merit

of having first formed the genenil notion of

the Hj'Htenj »*eem8 to Imj due to l»ythugora»;

Co|HTniou« ha« the credit of having, after the

lapse of centuries, again drawn the atttcntion of

phiU>soi>iicr.s to it, and of having greatly in-

creaseil tlio probability of its trutli by his cal-

culations and arguments; for the rest, the glory

of having matured the idea belongs to Kepler,

Galileo, and Newton, who, through the discovery

of the law of gravitation, finally demonstrated
ita truth elfectually. Many who have been used

to ri'vercnce tlic name of Copernicus in connec-

tion with this system would l)e surprised to find,

on j)erusing his work, Dc Rcvolutionibua Orbium,
how much of error, unsound reasoning, and
happy conjecture combined to secure for him in

all times the association of the system with his

name.

De Revolutionibus Orbium, dedicated to Pope
Paul 111., consists of six books, in which Cojwr-

nicus undertook to demonstrate his whole system.

The character of the reasoning which then passed
for demonstration must be borne in mind in

judging of the author's procedure in establish-

ing iiis various positions. It was then thought a
sutlicient demonstration of a phenomenon to

make a supposition, on which its occurrence
would be intelligible, without attempting to

bring the supposition itself, by an induction of

facts, within the truth of nature ; many abstract

propositions, too, which would now appear to

be simply silly, were at that time universally

admitted to be of great weight in scientific

arguments.

Illustrations of both of these peculiarities may
be gleaned from the first of the six books of De
Revolutionibus. It contains the following propo-
sitions : ( 1 ) That the universe is spherical.

This is established by such arguments as that
the sphere is the most perfect figure, etc. (2)
That the earth is spherical, which flows from the
same kind of considerations. (3) That the earth
and sea make one globe. (4) That the motions
of all the heavenly bodies must be imifonn and
circular, or compounded of uniform and circular

motions. Here, again, we meet with singular
reasons. A simple body must move circularly,

and nothing but circular motion could give
periodicity to phenomena. (5) That, supposing
the distance of the stars to be immense, there is

no reason why the earth should not have a mo-
tion round its axis as well as a motion in its

orbit. (6) That the sphere of the stars is

immensely distant. (7 and 8) The ancients were
wrong in placing the earth at the centre of the
universe. The arguments under this head are as
imaginary as those which they were designed to

refute. The falling of a body to the earth is

deduced from the assumption that it is only given
to wholes to move circularly, while it is of the
nature of parts, separated from their Avholes, to

move in straight lines. That there must be a
centrum mundi, an entity not recognized by mod-
em science, is admitted, the question being as to

its position. (9) It is possible for the earth to
have several motions. (10) Copernicus establishes

the order of the planets, and draws a diagram of

the system much as it is now represented. It

may be obser\'ed that, following the old systems,
such as the Ptolemaic, he lavs down a sphere for

the fixed stars. See Firmament.

The most brilliant and valuable part of the De
RcvolutioiiibuH is that in which he explained,
for tlie first time, the variations of the seasons,

the precession of the equinoxes, and the stations

and retrogradations of the planets. In general,

his explanations are right, and perfect as to the
general nature of the causes of the jthenomena.
But Copernicus had neither mathematical nor
mechanical knowledge sutficient to enal)le him to

explain more than the mean motions of tiie solar

system. To account for irregularities, he was
obliged to introtluce a system of epicycles en-
tirely resembling that of Ptolemy. (See Ptole-
maic System.) This arose from the false no-

tion of his time that all motions must be com-
pounded of circular ones, with the application of

which idea, and with the invention of convenient
epicycles, the greater part of the Dc Revolutioni-
bus is occupied. It may further \ye ad<led, to

rectify the vulgar notion regarding the relation
of Copernicus to the system of the heavens, that
he had no answer to offer to the mechanical
objections to his system. Most of them, indeed,

were such as could not possibly he met by the

mechanical knowledge of the time. One of the
connuonest was tliat against the axial motion of

the earth, that it was inconsistent with the fact

of bodies falling to the points of the earth di-

rectly beneath the points from which they are

dropped; for this he had no answer, nor could
he have, the laws of motion being not yet dis-

covered.

COPEBNICIA, ko'pgr-nlsh^-ii. See Cabnau-
BA Palm.
COPEB'NICUS (Latinized form of Kopper-

«if//i), Nicholas (1473-1543). A celebrated Ger-

man astronomer, born at Thorn, a Prussian town
on the Vistula, at that time belonging to Poland.

He was instructed in the Latin and Greek lan-

guages at home; in 1491 he was sent to the Uni-
versity of Cracow, where he studied mathematics
and other sciences. In 1495 he went to Italy and
spent some years in the study of law, astronomy,
and medicine, in Bologna and Padua. His nat-

ural bent, however. Avas toward mathematics, the
study of which he pursued with passion through
all its branches.

Having become enamored of the study of

astronomy, he projected a journey to Rome in his

enthusiastic admiration of Regiomontanus, who
resided there and was then the most illustrious

of the astronomers. On his arrival, in 1500. he
was kindly received by Regiomontanus. Here
his reputation, and the favor of his distinguished

friend, led to his being chosen professor of mathe-
matics. He became doctor decretonuu at Ferrara
in 1503, and in 1505 returned to his native

country, where, having entered into holy orders,

he obtained through his uncle, the Bishop of

Ermeland, a canonry at Frauenburg, in the en-

joyment of which he passed the rest of his life.

His working day, it is said, he divided into three
parts—one devoted to the duties of his office,

another to giving medical advice gratuitously to

the poor, and the third to study.

Soon after his return to Prussia, he began, in

his thirty-fifth year (1.507), to apply his fund
of observations and mathematical knowledge to

correcting the system of astronomy which then
prevailed. The result was his De Revolutionibus
Orbium, a brief account of which is given under
CoPERNTCAN SYSTEM. He completed it in 1530, in

his fifty-seventh year. Twelve years, however.
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elapsed before ho could !)« porsuaded to give his
book to the world. Perliups the strongest mo-
tive for hi.s reticence ^vas the fear of the unpopu-
larity which the work threatened to bring him;
for many who had heard of the views it advo-
cated doubted if these were in harmony with
Scripture. At all events, it is pretty certain that
it was his desire to conciliate the Church that led
him to dedicate his book, when it was published,
to Pope Paul 1 1 1. By the time the book was
actually printed, liowever, the author was beyond
the power of the Church. An attack of dysen-
tery, followed by paralysis of the right side, had
destroyed his memory and obscured his under-
standing, and he is said to have died a few hours
after a copy of the labor of his life reached him.

Besides the Dc Rcvolutionihus, may be men-
tioned among Corpernicus's works a treatise on
trigonometry, entitled De Lateribus et Angulis
Triangulorum ( Ermeland, 1542); and Theo-
phylactici Scholastici Simocattoe Epistolce Mor-
ales, Rurales, et Amatorice, cum Versiotie Latina.

He also wrote a work on money, and several

MS. treatises from his pen are in the library of

the bishopric of Ermeland.

COPHET'TJA. An African king who loved
and married a beggar maiden, Penelophon. The
story is told in a ballad contained in Percy's
Keliques, and is alluded to in various plays of

Shakespeare, and by other writers. Tennyson's
Beggar Maid gives the legend in modem form.

C0PIAP6, ko'pyji-po' (So. Amer. Copayaipu)

.

The capital of the Province of Atacama, Chile,

situated on the Copiapo. 50 miles by rail from its

port, Caldera (ilap: Chile, C !)). It is regu-

larly laid out and possesses a fine parish church,
a bronze statue of Juan Godoy, the discoverer
of the Chauarcillo silver - mines, and also a
provincial high school, a mining - school, and a
public library. The town is the centre of a
productive mining district and contains machine-
shops and smelting-works. Population, in 1895,
9.^01.

COPING, koping ( from cope, variant of cape,

from Lat. capa, cape). The upper or covering
course or cop of a wall, generally either over-

hanging or sloping or rounded, so as to shed the
water. It can be of stone, brick, or terra-cotta.

In the Middle Ages, where the coping was of hewn
stone, it was often ornamented with a circular

molding along the top, a stepped slope, and a
groove under the lower edge.

C0P1NGEB, Walter Arthur (1847—). An
English jurist. He ser\'ed as president of the
Bibliographical Society and became professor of

law at Owens College and at Victoria University.

Among his numerous publications may be men-
tioned: Index to Precedents (1872) ; Title Deeds
(1875); .4m Essay on the Abolition of Capital
Punishment (1876) ; The Law of Rents (1886) ;

and Law of Copyright (3d ed., 1891).

COP'LAND, James (1791-1870). An Eng-
lish physician. He was born at Deemess, stud-

ied medieino at Edinburgh, traveled on the Con-

tinent, and subsequently undertook a journey to

Africa to investigate the nature of epidemic dis-

eases prevalent in tropical lands. He settled in

liOndon about 1818 and was made a member of

the Royal College of Physicians. In 1822 he
undertook the editorship of the London Medical
Repository ; an<l. being chosen in that year to

deliver the annual oration before the London

Medical Association, he advanced in his lecture
a new theory of electro-galvanism. His Outlines
of Pathology and Practical Medicine, in which
he especially treated of the ganglionic nerves and
tlieir functions, and proposed a new and more
simple classification of diseases, appeared in

1822; the Elements of Physiology in 1824, and
On Pestilential Cholera in 18.32. But Copland's
most important work was the Dictionary of Prac-
tical Medicine (1833-58). four closely - printed
volumes, to which he devoted the labor of many
years.

COPLEY, kop'll, John Singleton (1737-
1815). An American historical and portrait
painter, bom in Boston of Irish parents, July 3,

1737. He received instruction in America from
Peter Pelham, a portrait painter, advanced
rapidly in his profession, and executed numerous
portraits in this country. He traveled much on
the Continent, but exhibited mainly in London,
where he lived after 1775. He was made R.A.
in 1783. Of his large historical paintings,
"Charles I. Demanding the Five Members from
Parliament," is now in the Boston Public Li-
brary. His picture "The Death of Major Pier-

son" is in the National Gallery, London. In
Buckingham Palace is the portrait of three
children of George III. His portraits of promi-
nent Americans are held in high esteem by their
descendants for their distinction, dignity, and
fine coloring. That of Mrs. Thomas Boylston
is in the Memorial Hall of Harvard University.
Copley died September 9, 1815, and was buried
in Croj'don Church, not far from London. He
was father of John Singleton, Lord Lyndhurst.
Consult: Wilmot Buxton, English and American
Painters (New York, 1883) ; Tytler, Modem
Painters and Their Paintings (Boston, 1899).

COPLEY, John Singleton, Lord Lyndhurst
(1772-1863). A British la\vyer and statesman,

four times Lord Chancellor of England. He was
the son of J. S. Copley. R.A., and was bom in

Boston, Mass., May 21, 1772. While yet an
infant, his father removed to England for the

practice of his art. He was educated at Trinity

College, Cambridge, where he was second wrangler
and Smith's prizeman in 1794. In 1795-96. as a
traveling bachelor and fellow of his college, he

visited the United States, and in company with
the French author Volney made a tour which
he described in Latin letters to the vice-chan-

cellor of his imiversity. Called to the bar at

Lincoln's Inn in 1804, "he chose the Midland cir-

cuit, but did not achieve financial success until

1812, when his defense of a Luddite at Notting-

ham established his reputation. In politics he
was at first a Liberal, and long expressed senti-

ments hostile to the Ministry of the day. He
ably defended Watson and Thistlewood on their

trial for high treason in 1817, and obtained their

acquittal. In 1818 he entered Parliament; in

1819 he became Solicitor-General in the Liverpool

administration and was knighted, and in 1824 he

was promoted to the rank of Attorney-General.

In 1826 he became master of the rolls. When
Canning was charged to form a Ministry in 1827,

he offered the Great Seal to Sir John Copley, who
was raised to the Upper House as Baron Lynd-

hurst. and remained Lord Chancellor from 1827

to 18.30. In 1831 he became Txird Chief Baron of

the Exchequer, which ofllce he exchanged for the

woolsack during the brief administration of Sir

Robert Peel in 1834-35. In 1835 he led the opposi-
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tion to the Melbourne Ministry in the Upper
House, in speeciies of j,'n>at power and brilliancy.

L^TidhurHt'H orations and annual reviewn of the
sesflion did much to reanimate the Con8er\'ative

Party, and jMive the way for their return to

power in 1841. He then btvanic Lord Chancellor
for tlie third time, and held the Clreat Seal until
the defeat of the Peel Government in 1846. After
that time he took little part in home politics;

but hi8 voice was often heard on matters of

foreign policy, and in denunciation of tyranny
in Ualy and elsewhere. He died in Ix)ndon,

October 12, 18(53. Lord Lyndhurst's high at-

tainments as a lawjer have never been ques-
tioned, and his judgments have never been ex-

celled for clearness, method, and legal acumen.
In the House of Peers he had few equals among
his contemporaries as a brilliant orator and de-

bater. He delivered his last speech in Parliament
at the age of eighty-eight with his usual force

and al)ilitv. Consult Martin, Life of Lord Lynd-
hurst (London, 1883).

COP'MANHURST, The Clerk of. An alias

of Friar Tuck in the Robin Hood tales. Sir

Walter Scott alludes to him by this title in

Ivan hoc.

COPpIjE, kd'pd', Fbancois Euouabd Joa-
chim (1842— ). A French poet, dramatist, and
novelist. He was born in Paris, January 12,

1842, and was a weak, nervous, sentimental boy,,

son of a clerk in the War Department. His
mother died in his childhood, his father in his

youth. He obtained a Government clerkship,

but the sadness and trials of early days left

deep impress on his later work. Moments that
he could spare from office labors were given to

poetry, but he first attracted notice by a one-

act piay, Le passant (1869). In the Franco-Ger-
man War he served in the militia. He had already
published three volumes of verse, Le religuaire

(1866) ; Les intimites (1868) ; and Pohnes mo-
dernes (1869), but first caught the popular ear

after the experiences and disasters of the war
had prepared him and his public for Les humbles
(1872). The next six years brought each its

volume of verse, Le eahier rouge; Olivier; Une
tdi/Ile pendnnt le sidge ; L'exilce; Les mois; Le
naufragc. During all this period he had been
producing dramas, collected in four volumes
(1873-86). Of these the more noteworthy are
Le luthier de Cremone (1877), and Pour la

couronne (1891). His prose tales date chiefly

from the eighties. Of these, the best are Fille de
tristesse; Henriette; Madame Nunu; and Le cou-

cher de soleil. He has told his own story in the
essentially autobiographical Toute une jeunesse
(1890). There is also a series of journalis-

tic essays, Mon franc parler (1894). Copp6e
best deserves study as a poet, for it is the
poetic element in his stories and dramas that
gives them their charm. He was at first and by
instinct an artist in verse, a skilled craftsman,
though, perhaps, a little affected; after 1870 his

facile suavity yielded to sterner notes in the
lyric of democracy, of work, poverty, and self-

denial, and of the indignant patriotism of de-

feat. To this succeeds the gentle idyllic vein

with an occasional tragic touch. But whether in

prose or verse, he continues the poet of the

Parisian workman and the petty trading class.

He has happily described himself as "a man of

refinement who enjoys simple people, an aris-

tocrat who loves the masses." Consult Lescure,
Copj>^e, I'homme, la tnc et I'oeuvre (Paris, 1888).

C0P'P:^E, Henry (1821-95). An American
educator and author, born in Savannah, Ga. He
graduated at West Point in 1845; served in the
Mexican War, and was assistant professor at
the Military Academy from 1850 to 1855, when
he became professor of Fnglish literature and
history in the University of Pennsylvania. Here
he remained for eleven years, after which he was
president of Lehigh University until 1875, and
a professor there till his death. In 1874 he was
appointed a regent of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion. Among his publications were: Elements
of Logic (1857); Gallery of Famous Poets
(1858); Gallery of Distinguished Poetesses
( 1860) ; and The Conquest of Spain by the Arab-
Moors (1881). He edited two volumes of the
Comte de Paris's CtVi7 War in America (1876).

COPPER. A metallic element known to the
ancients. It is mentioned in the Bible, al-

though the term there used is believed to include
also brass and bronze. The prehistoric inhab-
itants of North America worked the native cop-
per deposits of the Lake Superior region.

Specimens of metal-work of pure copper have
been excavated at the ruins of Troy. Deposits
of copper ore on the island of Cyprus were early
mined and smelted by the Greeks, and according
to Homer, the combatants in the Trojan War
had no other armor than that made of bronze,
which is a mixture of copper, tin, and zinc. The
riomans learned of it from the deposits in Cyprus,
and it was originally called by them ces cyprium,
Cyprian brass, a term which was subsequently
shortened into cyprium, and then cuprum. It

was regarded as the metal specially sacred to

Venus, and in the writings of alchemists it is

designated by the symbol known as the looking-

glass of that goddess. Paracelsus and other
early chemists believed that when iron precipi-

tates metallic copper from solutions of its salts,

a transmutation of iron into copper takes place,

and it was not until the seventeenth century
that chemists recognized the elementarj' char-

acter of copper. Copper is found, either native

or combined, in the following minerals: cuprite

(the red oxide) ; tenorite (the black oxide) ;

chalcocite (sulphide) ; malachite (the green cop-

per carbonate) ; azurite (the blue copper carbon-

ate) ; chalcopyrite (copper and iron sulphide) ;

bornite (black copper and iron sulphide). In

addition to these, copper is found in many min-

erals of a more complex composition, such as

atacamite, bournonite, enargite, tctrahedrite,

etc. It is also found in sea-water and in mineral

waters, in seaweed, in the blood of various

animals, in eggs, in flowers, in plants that live

in soil containing copper, etc. Minerals contain-

ing copper have a wide distribution, but the chief

sources of the world's supply are the United
States, Spain, Germany, Japan, Australia, Mex-
ico, and Chile. Among these countries which
together are responsible for 90 per cent, of the

output, the United States stands far in the lead,

contributing at present about 55 per cent., while

Spain ranks second with little more than 10 per

cent, of the total. The world's production of cop-

per increased from 269,615 long tons in 1890 to

487,993 long tons in 1900 The distribution of

the output in the latter year is shown in the
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following table compiled for The Mineral In-

dustry:

The World's Phoductioh or Copper n» 1900.

COPPER.

COCNTRIES
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with a green llame. Copper is a powerful con-

ductor of electricity, nnd hence its extensive

apj)lication in the form of wire in electric teleg-

rnj»hy. Metallic copper is used for the manu-
facture of tubular boilers, for the sheathing of

ships, for electrotypes, in coinage, and for nu-

merous other purposes. It is also much used in

the form of alloys with other metals, its princi-

pal alloys including brass, bronze, boll-metal,

siKH-ulum-metal. aluminum bronze, and German
silver. (See Alloy.s.) t'op|>er combines with
oxygen to form four oxiiles, the qumlroxidc or

nub-oxidc (CU4O) ; cuproun oxide, hemioxide, or
protoxide (Cu,0) ; cupric oxide, or monoxide
(CuO) : and the peroxide (CuO,). Of these, the
more important are tlie {•u|)rous and cupric ox-

ides, which form, with acids, series of cuprous
and cupric salts. Cuprous oxide is found native
as cuprite, or red copi)cr ore, and is used in the

production of ruby glass ; with the black oxide
it forms one of the copper paints used for coat-

ing the bottoms of ships. Cupric oxide is found
native as tenorite, or black copper ore, and is

used to make green and blue glass, and as a
pigment. Other important compounds include:

Cupric hydroxide, which is used as a blue pig-

ment by paper-stainers, and when dissolved in

ammonia is known as Schweitzer's reagent, a
solvent for various forms of cellulose, as cotton,

wool, linen, filter-paper, etc. ; cuprous chloride,

which is used as a pigment under the name of

lirunsicick preen; cupric chloride, which finds

cmplo,\Tnent in calico - printing, in the manu-
facture of methyl violet and other colors. Cu-
pric sulphate, or blue vitriol, the most important
of the copjwr salts, may be prepared by dissolv-

ing metallic copper or its oxides in sulphuric
acid; it forms large, transparent, blue crystals

which are soluble in water and find extensive
employment in calico-printing, in dyeing, in the
preparation of pigments, for the preservation of

timber, and in agriculture. Another salt, cupric
nitrate, is used to some extent in dyeing and
calico-printing, as is also cupric sulphide. Cu-
pric carbonate, which occurs native as the green
malachite and as the blue azurite, two minerals
almost identical in their composition, is used as

a pigment. An anhydrous basic carbonate, too,

is used as a pigment, especially for paper-stain-

ing, under the names of Bremen hluc, Bremen
green, Verditer blue, and Verditer green. Copper
oxide, when dissolved in acetic acid, yields the
commercial verdigris, which is used in the manu-
facture of pigments, as an oxidizing agent, in

the indigo bath, etc. Many of the copper salts

are poisonous, and emetics should be promptly
given in cases of poisoning. See Antidotes.

Metallurgy. The extraction of copper from
its ore consists, first, in the production of crude
copper, and second, in the refining of this crude
product. The extraction of crude copper is

performed by ( 1 ) dry methods
; ( 2 ) wet

methods; (3) electro-metallurgical methods.
Copper obtained by the wet or dry methods is

called black copper or blister copper, that is,

crude copper, and contains a number of foreign

substances which interfere with its use in the

arts. It must, therefore, be purified or refined,

by special processes, which may be either by the

dry or electrolytic methods. The most impor-

tant ores of copper are the sulphuretted com-
pounds, and next come the oxides, carbonates, and
silicates of copper, as well as native copper con-

taining impurities. All these ores, when suffi-

ciently rich, are treati'd by smelting or by the
dry method. Wet methods are employed for ores

80 poor in copper that they cannot l»e treated
proiitably by dry methods; ores containing only
one-quarter to one per cent, of copj)er can, under
favorable circumstances, be profltaoly worked by
wet methods. .

Drj' methods of copi)er-smelting nuiy be classi-

fied as follows: Blast-furnace smelting, also

known as the German or the Swedish process;
reverberatory smelting, also known as the Eng-
lish process ; and the converter or Bessemer
process, used only in reducing copper mattes.
The blast-furnace or German j)roces8, consists in

roasting the ores in special appliances, followed
by smelting the roasted material with coke or
charcoal in blast-furnaces. The series of chemical
reactions which take place during these o|)era-

tions arc rather too technical to be treated here;
the result is copper matte, a mixture of copjier

sub-sulphide and a portion of the original impuri-
ties of the ore. This matte is then commonly en-

riched by partly calcining it and again smelting
it in the blast-furnace; this second process is not
always employed. The matte direct from the

original smelting or from the second enriching
process is roasted and then smelted with sili-

ceous fluxes in addition to the carbon which is

used in the first smelting to produce coarse
or black copper. In the reverberatory process
the ore is lirst partly calcined, and is then
smelted in a reverberatory furnace with a quartz
lining, with the addition of siliceous materials
or ores if necessary. The resulting matte is then
concentrated by being partially roasted and then
smelted in reverberatory furnaces. The matte
resulting from the concentrating process is con-

verted into crude copper by partial roasting fol-

lowed by fusion in reverberatory furnaces. The
converting process is not applied to ores, but is

usually employed to reduce to coarse copper the
matte produced by either the blast-furnace or
the reverberatory process. It consists in blow-
ing a highly subdivided stream of air under
pressure through molten matte which is con-

tained in a pear-shaped or cylindrical converter
lined with quartz ore material. The matte to

be blown is first melted in cupolas and from
them run into the converter. Neither the blast-

furnace nor the reverberatory process is com-
monly used in the pure form, but the two are

combined in an attempt to unite the advantages
of both.

Wet methods of reduction consist in getting

into aqueous solution, by means of suitable sol-

vents, the copper, which must necessarily occur

in some combination suitable for solution and
of precipitating it from these solutions bj' means
of suitable precipitants. The copper precipitate

thus obtained is refined in the dry way. The
ores from which copper is extracted in the wet
way contain it in the form of oxide, carbonate,

sulphate, and sulphide. From all these ores,

except the sulphide, the copper can be dissolved

with sufficient rapidity by the aid of a cheap

solvent, and as the more energetic solvents are

too costly to be applied on a large scale, sulphide

ores are transformed into some form suitable

for solution by cheap solvents such as water,

hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, or solutions

of metallic chlorides. To explain the applica-

tion and action of the diflFerent solvents and pre-.
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cipitants with different classes of ores would re-

quire entering into details of too technical a
character. In all cases, however, the copper is

brouylit into solution as a sulphate or a chlo-

ride, and precipitated from solution by means of

iron as metallic copper, or, in exceptional cases,

by other precipitants which produce compounds
of copper.

The electro-metallurgical method of extraction
is mostly used in separating copper from alloys
of copper and the precious metals. The process
id as follows: The ingot of alloy is attached
to a conductor from one pole of a dynamo and a
sheet of copper is connected to the other pole,

and both are immersed in acid solution of sul-

phate of copper. A current is then passed
through the solution between the two poles, the
effect of which is to dissolve from the ingot the
copper and deposit it on the copper plate, leaving
the otlier metal, which falls as mud to the bot-

tom of tlie tank. Strictly speaking, this is a
refining process as applied to alloys rather than
an extracting process, but it has been adapted to

the extraction of copper from the ore and matte,
although it has not been extensively employed
for this purpose. This same process can be used
for refining coarse copper, but it is too costly

a process for simply purification and is seldom
used unless the copper is alloyed with gold,

silver, or nickel. The usual method of refinif^g

coarse copper is to fuse it in a reverberatory
furnace, subjecting it to the oxidizing influence of

the air, and then to reduce the cuprous oxide

formed by stirring the molten mass with a green
wood pole. Consult Peters, Modern Copper Smelt-
ing (Xew York, 1899).

COPPER, IN SiiiP-BuiLDiNG. A ship which
has her bottom sheathed with sheet copper is

said to be coppered, or copper-bottomed. The
copper so used is in sheets measuring about 48
inches by 14, and weighs 18 to 32 ounces
per square foot. The copper is always applied
over wood to which it is nailed; at ordinary
draught, the line of the copper is usually well
above water. It seems to keep the bottom free

of serious marine growth, which readily attaches

itself to wood and less readily to iron. Copper-
ing checks the formation of marine growth in

two ways, as a germicide—the carbonate of cop-

per formed is a deadly poison to animal and
vegetable life—and by exfoliation, the film of

copper salt peeling off quite readily, carrying
with it the attached growths. When cheapness
is more desired than strict efficiency, alloys of

copper are used for sheathing. Iron and steel

ships are coppered,by first putting on a thick-

ness or two of wood planking; this is to avoid
galvanic action, which may be serious if the hull

and copper are connected. The question of cop-

pering men-of-war is one still unsettled. In

the United States Navy very few vessels have
been coppered, and the Board of Construction in

the Navy Department has decided against cop-

pering. A wooden ship is copper-fastened when
the bolts used in her under-water body are of

copper instead of iron. Iron bolts rust rapidly

when exposed to the action of salt water, particu-

larly when merely damp, or wetted and dried

alternately. This seriously reduces the strength

of the ship. Copper bolts are eaten away much
less rapidlv.

COP'PERAS (ME. coperose, from OF., Fr.

couprrnKr. from AfT^. coporosn, cuperosa, cuprosa.

Vol.. v.—17.

from Lat. cupri roaa, rose of copper). The name
given to the conunercial ferrous sulphate, and
also applied to the native mineral melanterite.

COPPER BUTTERFLY. Any of several
small butterflies, so called in reference to their
colors. In England collectors apply the name
to those of the family Lyca;nida! in general. In
the United States it is restricted to the closely
related forms of the genus Chrysophanus, which,
however, is found also in the Old World.

COP'PERFIELD, David. Sec David Copper-
field.

COPPERHEAD. A venomous North Ameri-
can snake (Ancistrodon contortrix) of the rattle-

snake family. It may exceed four feet in length,
and has a burnished copper-colored head, hazel-
brown (sometimes golden) body, with y-shaped
dark blotches on the sides, which usually meet
over the back. The belly is marked with round
black spots. The belly is tapered, greenish when
young, chestnut in age, and has no rattle; nor

THE COPPERHEAD.
(Top of head, and face view.)

does the snake vibrate it against the grass, "and
so produce a warning sound not unlike that of
the rattlesnake," as is often said, more than is

the habit of all snakes when excited. Another
unfounded fable is that it waits until you pass
and then strikes from the rear. The truth is it

is sluggish, moving about mainly at night, and
by day seeks to avoid notice and will not bite
unless greatly alarmed or provoked; most acci-
dents result from picking it up or touching it

with the hand in handling brush or stones in
the woods, or clearing swamps. Its bite is as
deadly as that of any snake of its size, and the
absence of rattling makes it especially danger-
ous. In the fall it seeks some underground den,
where occasionally several have been found en-
tangled together in dormancy; these are usually,
if not always, pregnant females. When aroused
in spring it seeks swamps and wet meadows,
where its food (mainly mice) is most abundant,
and where the young are brought forth alive in
midsummer. This snake is known from Massa-
chusetts to the Rio Grande, especially in moun-
tainous districts, and is still common in the rocky
hills of the Hudson and Connecticut valleys. It
has many names, such as 'pilot,' 'red-eye,' 'red
adder,' 'copper-belly,' and. in the South, 'cotton-

mouth' and 'moccasin'—the last confusing it

witli its near relative, the true or water moc-
casin (q.v.). Consult: Stejneger, "The Poison-
ous Snakes of North America," in .Iwi. Rept. U.
8. Nat. Museum, for 1893 (Washington, 1895).
See Plate of Rattlesnakes and Moccasins.
COPPERHEADS. A name given by their po-

litical ojjpcmenlH during the Civil War to those
Northern men who, believing the conquest of the
South impossible—though not necessarily sym-
pathizing with the Southern cause—strenuously
objected to the vigorous prosecution of the war
by the administration. In some parts of the
country the name was uniformly used as svnonj-
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mous with 'Democrats.' The most prominent
and most obnoxious of the 'Copperheads' was
Clement L. ValhiiKii^rhain (q.v. ). Tlu' naiiii' was
taken from the copperhead snake, wliicli gives
no warning b«'fore it strikes. It originated in

18C2, and quickly came into general use through-
out the North.

COPPEB INDIGO. A name given to the
mineral covellito, especially when found in

spheroidal masst's of an indigo-blue color, as is

the case at various localities in Thuringia and
at Vesuvius. Covellite is a copper sulphate.

COPPERMINE BIVTER. A river of north-
ern Canada, so nannnl, in common witli the moun-
tains to the west of it, from the metallic prod-
ucts of the vicinity. It rises in Point Lake,
Mackenzie division, and enters Coronation Gulf,
in the Arctic Ocean, about latitude 68° N. and
longitude 110° W. (Map: North America, G 3).
The Coppermine River, throughout its course of
over 300 miles, is little better than a series of
falls and torrents.

COPPER-NOSED BREAM (so called from
the color of the snout). The blue sunfish, or
dollardee {Lcpomis pallidtis) , of the Mississippi
A'alley. See SuNFisn ; and Plate of Dabtebs
AXD Sunfish.

COPPER-PLATE ENGRAVING. See Line-
Engravixg.

COPPER RIVER. A river of Alaska, which
rises near Mount Wrangel, flows at first north-
west, and then, turning sharply toward the
south, maintains a general southerly direction
until it empties into the Gulf of Alaska, in about
latitude 60° N. and longitude 145° W. (Map:
Alaska, F 3). Its total length is about 500
miles, and it receives a number of tributaries,
some of which bring down copper in solution

—

hence the name of the river.

COPPERSMITH (translation of the native
Philippine iambagut, which is imitative of
the bird's cry). One of several barbets (q.v.)

of India and eastward to the Philippines, which
are called by the natives by names meaning
'coppersmith,' 'ironsmith,' etc., on account of
their sharply accented metallic notes. A fa-

miliar species in Natal is called 'tinker-bird.'
They are gorgeously plumaged, sluggish, fruit-

eating birds, very numerous and noisy, but
keeping in the tops of the trees and making only
short, heavy flights. The crimson-breasted cop-
persmith (Megalcema h(emacephala) is one of
the best-known and most gaudy.

COPPET, kA'pft'. A village in the Canton of
Vaud, Switzerland, situated on the west bank
of the Lake of Geneva, nine miles north-northeast
of Geneva (Map: Switzerland, A 2). It has a
charming appearance, and is famous as the resi-

dence of iladame de Stagl. Population, in
1900, 552.

COPPICE. See Copse.

COPTINGER, John Joseph (1834—). An
American soldier. He was bom at Queensto^vn,
Ireland, and early joined the Papal Army in the
struggle against King Victor Emmanuel. After-
wards he came to the United States, was ap-
pointed a captain in the Fourteenth Infantry in
1861, served throughout the Civil War, being
brevetted major and lieutenant-colonel for gal-
lantry at Trevilian's Station and Cedar Creek,
respectively, in 1864. In 1865 he became colonel

of the Fifteenth New York Cavalry. He served
in several Indian campaigns (1866-68), receiv-
ing tlie brevet of colonel (1868), and was pro-
moted to be major of the Tenth Infantry ( 187»),
lieutenant-colonel of the Eighteenth Infantry
(1880), colonel of tlie Twenty-third Infantry
(1891), and brigadier-general on April 25, 1895.
During the Spanish-American War he was ap-
pointed major-general of United States Volun-
teers, and was placed in conunand of the Fourth
Army Corps, stationed at Camp Wheeler, Hunts-
ville, Ala. He was retired from active service
Octol)er 11, 1898.

COPPINO, k6p-pe'n6, Michele (1822—). An
Italian statesman and author. He was born in
Alba, Piedmont, and was the son of a shoemaker
in that city. He was educated in Turin, where
he became professor of Italian literature in 1861
and rector in 1869. He was Minister of Educa-
tion in the Cabinets of Rattazzi ( 1867 ) . Depretis,
Cairoli ( 1876-79), Depretis ( 1884-88), and Crisp!
(1888-91), in which capacity he introduced
several marked improvements and secured the
passage of an important law regulating com-
pulsory elementary education. His most im-
portant work is the Parole al popolo italiano
(1848).

CCPRA (Hind, khopru, from Malayalam
Kqftpara). The dried kernel of the cocoanut.
It is much used in India as an ingredient of cur-
ries, but its chief value is for the cocoanut oil

which is extracted from it. It is stated that 500
pounds of copra yield 25 gallons of oil.

COPRI'NUS. See Fungi, Edible, for article
and Colored Plate.

COP'ROLITES (from Gk. KSvpoi, kapros,
dung + \l0os, lithos, stone). The fossil excre-
ments of animals found at times in the Paleo-
zoic and Mesozoic strata of the earth's crust.
Their true nature was first inferred from their
occurrence in the bodies of several species of
ichthyosaurus, in the region where was situated
tiie intestinal tube. It has been since shown that
they are the voidings chiefly of saurians and
also of fishes. They often contain portions of

scales, bone, teeth, and shells, the indigestible

parts of the food on which the animals lived.

Occasionally they may be found exhibiting the
spiral twisting and other marks produced by the
conformation of the intestinal tube, similar to
what is noticed in the excrement of some living

fishes, and some specimens have been erroneously
described as plants. These peculiar markings
obtained for them the name, when their true na-
ture was unknown, of 'larch-cones' and 'bezoar-

i^tones.' Coprolites are found to contain a large
quantity of phosphate of lime; and as this forms
a valuable manure, the deposits containing them
have been of late years largely quarried.
Among the most interesting coprolites are

those of spiral form from the Waverly group
of Pennsylvania and elsewhere, originally de-

scribed as fossil alga» and problematic plants
under the generic names of Palaeoxyris, Spiran-
gium, Spiraxis, and now known to be the dimg
of ancient shark-like fish such as Cladoselache.
The silicified coprolites of the Lias of Hanover,
Germany, have afforded great numbers of radio-
larian remains which have been described by
Riist. (See Radiolabia.) Consult: Mantell,
Petrifactions and Their Teachings (London,
1851) ; id.. Medals of Creation (London, 1844).
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COPSE, or COPPICE (OF. copeiz, from coper,

Fr. coupir. to cut, from OF. coup, caup, cop,

colp, Fr. coup, from ML. colpus, blow, from Lat.

colnphus, Gk. K6\aipos, kolaphos, buffet, from
KoKAiTTfiv, holaptcin, t*) strike). A name given

in England and elsewhere to a natural wood or
plantation in which the trees are periodically cut
before being allowed to attain the size of timber-

trees, and where new shoots are permitted to

grow from their roots or stumps. Some kinds
of trees refuse to send up new shoots ; but many
—as the oak, birch, chestnut, ash, elm, maple,
alder, hazel, and willow—very readily do so,

especially when not allowed to attain too con-

siderable a size before being cut over. Copse
woods are sometimes planted to vary and
beautify the landscape, but more generally with
a view to profit, either owing to a great local

demand for their produce, or to peculiarities

of soil and situation. It often happens that,

owing to scantiness of soil or to unfavorable
subsoil, oaks and other trees, after growing
vigorously for a number of years, are arrest-

ed, and remain almost stationary in their

growth. In such circumstances, it is advanta-
geous to cut them over early, and to treat the

plantation as a copse, the former vigor being
again manifested in the young shoots, and the

land yielding in this way a greater return to its

owner. Oak and birch are much planted as

copse wood, in consequence of the demand for

their bark ; the trees are cut over every twelve

to twenty- five years, dependent upon the char-

acter of the soil, climate, etc. The largest pieces

of the wood are used for making wheel-spokes
and for other purposes of timber; the smaller
portions are used for making charcoal and fire-

wood. Ash is sometimes planted as copse, with
a view to the employment of the wood for han-
dles of implements, hurdles, hoops, etc., the wood
of the ash, even when very young, being highly

valued for strength and elasticity. Chestnut copses

are planted in England to supply hop-poles.

Hazel is a very common copse wood, being in

great demand for making crates, etc. Besides the

cultivation of different kinds of willow or osier

for basket-making, in which they are cut over
annually, some of the species are cultivated as

copse, and cut every five, six, or seven years, for

hoops, crates, etc., the species which is deemed
most suitable being Salix cuprea. Salix alba is

also commonly employed in copse plantations

for larger willow wood. In some countries copse

wood is particularly valued for the regular sup-

ply of fuel which it affords.

In cutting copse wood, care is taken to dress

the stumps so that water may not lodge in them
and cau.se them to rot. The size to which the

stems are allowed to attain before being cut, and
the frequency of cutting, differ according to the

different kinds and the uses intended. Stems
more than four inches thick are generally cut
with the saw, but smaller stems with a curved
bill or axe cutting upward.
COPTIC VERSION. See Bible.

COP'TIS (Neo-Lat.. from Gk. Kbrreiv, koptein,

to cut; referring to its divided leaves), or Gold-
thread. A genus of plants of the natural order

Ranunculacea». Coptis trifoliata, the best-known
species, is a native of the north of Europe, Si-

beria, Greenland, Iceland, and North America.
It grows in swamps, and derives its popular
name from the golden yellow color of its long,

thread-like rhizomes. The rootstocks are very
bitter, and have some reputation as a tonic.

They also contain a yellow dye. The leaves of

this plant have three wedge-shaped leaflets, and
its leafless stems bear each a solitary, rather

pretty, white flower, the petal-like sepals of

which have yellow bases.

COPTOS. See Koptos.

COPTS. The name given to the Christian

descendants of the ancient inhabitants of Egypt.
Ihe Arabic word Qubt is probably nothing but
a mutilation of Egypt (not of Koptos, or Ja-

cobite). The present number of the Copts is

estimated as high as 500,000 by some authorities

;

other authorities give much lower figures. They
are most numerous in the towns of Upper Egj'pt,

south of Assiut. As they usually live in towns
and are rarely engaged in agriculture, they pre-

sent a certain contrast to the ^lohammedan
peasants. They are as a rule of smaller stature

than the latter, and of a lighter complexion. Most
of the Copts still wear the black coat and black

or blue turban which they were forced to assume
in the time of the Mohammedan persecution.

They are frequently goldsmiths and money-lend-
ers, and they are also excellent clerks and ac-

countants, although few of them attain to the

higher governmental positions. Their character

is apt to be marked by sullenness, distrust, and
avarice. Although the Arabs owed the conquest

of Egypt to the assistance of the Copts, they

soon began to oppress them cruelly, taxing them
to the utmost, hindering their religious worship,

and occasionally even branding them. These
persecutions reduced the numbers of the Copts
very considerably. A few of them are at present

adherents of the Roman Catholic Church; still

fewer of the Greek Church. The majority ad-

here to the old National Church, which originat-

ed in a schism after the rejection by the Council

of Chalcedon (a.d. 451) of the monophysitic
doctrine, the Egj'ptians not accepting the deci-

sion of the council. A long and bitter struggle

against the orthodox Byzantine Government
arose, lasting until this was replaced by the

Arab invasion. The Coptic sect is also called

Jacobite, after a prominent teacher of the fifth

century. The highest ecclesiastical dignitary of

the Monophysitic Church is the Patriarch of

Alexandria, who at present, however, resides at

Cairo. This patriarch is always chosen from
the monks of the Convent of Saint Anthony.
By him the Metropolitan of Abyssinia (q.v.) is

nominated. The rest of the clergj' represent

orders similar to those of the Roman Catholic

Church. They have twelve bishops. The monks
and nuns were once verj' numerous, but they

have in the course of time greatly diminished in

number. The elaborate rites of the Church
present some rather curious features—e.g. the

celebration of the Lord's Supper with unleaventnl

bread dipped in wine, and the strict division of

the sanctuary or chancel from the body of the

church. The Copts practice circumcision and
baptize by immersion. The feasts and fasts,

which are very strictly observed, are numerous.
Owing to the extreme length of the service and
the absence of seats, many worshipers lean on
crutches which they bring with them. The Copts

are very bigoted, and are especially fanatical

against other Christian denominations. Of late,

however, the .Xmerican Presb^'terian mission has

worked among them with success. At Qus it
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convcrtod the Coptic bi»hop and his whole con-

gre^'ution. The Coptic hinguagu, w hich was
8])uici>n from the tiiird to the sixteenth century,
but has now U^couie extinct as n vernacular,

belong to the Ilaniitic );roup of African lan-

guages. It is of great importance linguistically

as bring the descendant of Ancient Egyptian
(see Egyptian I^nuiaue), although its own
literature is of comparatively small impor-
tance. In character Coptic was at first almost
monosyllabic, like Egj-ptian, but it developed at

a later period into a highly agglutinate language
(q.v.). The morphological side of Coptic was,
therefore, little develoixnl, but the phonology
became tlie real basis of the grammatical system
for variations of meaning. It gained in conse-

quence a far greater flexibility than Egj'ptian

had possessed, and it also enriched its vocabulary
by many (J reek loan-words, as well as a smaller
number of Latin and Persian terms. Arabic
words are significantly lacking in the Coptic vocab-

ulary. The language was divided into five prin-

cipal dialects. These were the Sahidic or Thebaic
and Achmimic in Upi)er Egypt, the Boheiric, and
Memphitic in Lower Egypt, and the Fayumic, or
so-called Bashmuric, spoken near Lake Men-
zaleh in Central Egj'pt. There were also doubt-
less a number of dialects of much importance
of which no record has been preserved. Of the
Coptic dialects the oldest is the Sahidic, whose
literature dates from the period extending from
the third to the seventh century, comprising
annals, translations of the Bible, apocryphal
and (Jnostic books, legends of the saints, and the
like. This oldest literature has been in great
part lost, and only fragments remain. The
Boheiric dialect, dating from the seventh century,
contains by far the greater amount of extant
Coptic literature, again in the main translations
from the Greek or revisions of the older Sahidic
texts, as well as a few translations from the
Arabic. It is this dialect which is still used
in the liturgj' of the Coptic Church. The Fay-
umic dialect has only very scanty literary re-

mains, which have been discovered lately by ex-
cavations in Egj'pt. The Sahidic is the most
harmonious and has more Greek loan-words than
the Boheiric. while the Fayumic stands midway
between the two. The Coptic script has thirty-
one letters, twenty-four of which are Greek
uncials (see Uncial Lettebs), while the re-

maining characters, for S (sh), f, h (German
ch), h, z (French ;), c (English ch in child),
and ti, are derived from the Egyptian demotic
script. After the Mohammedan conquest of
Egypt Arabic gradually displaced Coptic, al-

though Coptic is said to have been spoken as late
as 1633 by one old man.

Consult: Kircher, Prodromus Coptus sive
.^gi/ptiacus (Rome, 1636) ; Lingua ^gyptiaca
Restituta (Rome. 1643-44) ; Tattam, Compen-
dious Grammar of the Egyptian Language (Lon-
don, 18.30; 2d ed. 1863); Rosellini, Elementa
LinguoB ^gyptiacw sive Copticw (Rome, 1837) ;

Peyron, Grammatica Linguce Copticce (Turin,
1841) ; Schwartze, Koptische Grammatik (Ber-
lin, 1850) ; LTilemann, Linguce Copticce Gram-
matica (Leipzig, 1853) ; Stern, Koptische Gram-
matik (T>eipzig. 1880) ; Loret. Manuel de la

langue ^gyptienne (Paris, 1892) ; SteindorflT,

Koptische Grammatik (Berlin, 1804) ; Peyron,
Lexicon Linguce Copticce (Turin, 1835) ; Tattam,
Lexicon ^gyptiaco Latinum (Oxford, 1835);

Parthey, Vocabuldvum ('optica-Latinum et La-
iino-Vupticum (Berlin, 1844).

COP'ULA (Lat., bond). A term employed
in logic to designate the word which expresses
the relation of subject and predicate in a judg-
ment. Thus, in the sentence "Art is long," art
is the subject-concept, long the predicate-concept,
and is the copula. The copula is either expressed
separately, as by some part of the verb 'to be,'

as in the above sentence, or it is contained in the
word expressing tlic predicati-—as, "The flower
blooms," i.e. is blooming.

COPULATIVE (Lat. copulativus, from Lat.
copularc, to join together, from vopuUt, bond,
from CO-, together -f apere, Gk. Slvtciv, haptein,
to fasten). A term applied to words and sen-

tences that introduce something which adds to
the preceding thought, in the same direction.
They are sometimes for this reason called
cumulative conjunctions. The principal ones are
and (the typical copulative conjunction), also,

as well as, likewise, moreover.
Adversative, marking degrees of opposition of

thought in the words and expressions connected

;

as, but, hoicevcr, nevertheless, only, still, yet.

Casual, introducing a reason or cause; as,

consequently, for, hence, then, therefore.

Alternative, expressing a choice between two
or more things; as, either, else, nor, neither,
v:hcther.

When two conjunctions connect closely related
parts of a sentence they are called correlatives,

as, either—or, neither—nor, ichether—or. The
subordinating conjunctions may also be subdivid-
ed, the principal classes being place, time, man-
ner, cause, comparison, purpose.

COPY (OF. copie, abundance, from Lat. copia,

from CO-, together + opes, riches). In the fine

arts, a reproduction of a work, whether painting,

statue, or engraving, not by the original artist.

A copy made by the master himself is called a
repetition or replica (in French, a doublet te) . A
copy of a statue, or other piece of sculpture,

taken from a mold, is not called a copy, but a
cast (q.v.).

COPYHOLD. A species of estate or right of

property in land in Ireland and England, the
modern form of the ancient tenure in villeinage,

and closely resembling in many particulars the

feu rights of Scotland. Copyhold is expressed
technically as "tenure by copy of court-roll at the
will of the lord, according to the custom of the

manor." This means that it is tenure of land,

being part of a manor, the title being evidenced
by the court-rolls of the manor, and the right of

the owner being in conformity with the imme-
morial customs of the manor. The addition, "at

the,will of the lord," serves only as a memorial of

the derivation of this species of estate from the

estates granted in old times to the bondmen, or
villeins, which estates were of course resumable
at the pleasure of the lord. But the will of the

lord is now absolutely controlled by the custom
of the manor, which forms the law of the tenure

;

and as this custom must be immemorial, i.e. ex-

tending to the reign of Richard I., no new copy-

holds can be created.

The custom of each manor may varv in impor-
tant particulars. In some the copyhold lands
are held for life only; in some they descend ac-

cording to particular rules of their own ; in

most, however, they descend according to the
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ordinarv rules of succession. But the cu.stom,

whatpvor it may be, cannot be altered by the
holder of the copyhold ; he cannot, for instance,

entail his land unless the custom warrants him.
One practical distinction of much importance,

drawn between freehold and copyhold land, is the
mode in which it must be conveyed. An ordinary
conveyance is ineffectual in regard to copyhold,
and, indeed, would operate, like other attempts to

break througli the custom which forms the title,

as a forfeiture. The owner comes to the steward
of the manor, and by a symbolical delivery, ac-

cording as the custom may prescribe, surrenders
the land to the lord of the manor, in order that
it may be granted again to such person and on
such terms as are desired, and as the custom
authorizes. The steward, by a repetition of the
symbolical delivery, transfers the copyhold to the
person in question in terms of the surrender;
and the transferee then pays the customary fine,

and takes the oath of fealty. This is called con-

veyance by surrender and admittance. In the
case of an heir succeeding there is no surrender,

but there is admittance only upon payment of

the customary fine, and it is enforced by a cus-

tomary penalty. A mortgage is effected by a
surrender upon condition that the money is re-

paid, and the admittance takes place only in

event of failure of payment. A copyhold may in

like manner be devised by will, the devisee being
admitted on the death of the devisor.

The inconveniences and loss accruing through
the variety of customs to which copyhold lands
are subject have led the legislature to make pro-

vision for their gradual extinction. By the copy-
hold commissioners, all the services due to the lord

of the manor may be commuted for a fixed rent.

The lord of everv manor is also authorized to en-

franchise, or convert into freehold, the copyhold
lands by agreement with their owners, and either

the lord or the tenant may compel enfranchise-

ment on payment either of a fixed sum, where it

is at the instance of the lord, or of an annual
rent, where it is at the instance of the tenant,

fixed in both cases by the commissioners. See
M.\nob; Texube; and consult: Elton, Treatise

on the Law of Copyholds and Customary Ten-
ures of Land (2d ed., London. 1893) ; and
Scriven, Treatise on Copyhold, Customary Free-
hold, etc. (7th ed., London, 1896).

COPYING, A term applied in photography
to the reproduction of paintings, engravings,

manuscripts, maps, etc. A copying camera is

usually employed, but any form of camera, where
the distance between the lens and plate can be

made sufficiently great, may be used for this pur-

pose. The lens should be rectilinear, with a tol-

erably wide angle of aperture, and slow plates

are considered preferable. Care should be taken
in developing to use a sufficient restrainer and
camera, and suitable color-screens.

It is important that the work or surface to be

copied should be placed in a strong light, and
exactly at right angles to the axis of the lens,

which should be furnished with a small stop.

These three conditions, it will be seen, are such
as are calculated to insure density in the blacks

of the negative, freedom from distortion, and
sharpness at the edges of the picture. The copy-

ing of oil-paintings seems to the amateur, at

first sight, to present almost insuperable difficul-

ties, on account of the reflected light from the

varnish passing through the lens, and producing

black patches on the negative. This may, how-
ever, be completely avoided by the employment of

a lens of long focus, which admits of the oblique
pencils of light passing off without entering the
camera, and suitable color-screens.

In copying transparent negatives, a somewhat
different arrangement is required, as will appear
from considering the following facts. Every ob-

ject to be copied may be regarded, for the sake
of illustration, as an assemblage of bright points,
from each of which divergent pencils of rays are
reflected, and suffer refraction on passing
through the lens; an engraving or oil-painting
is, in fact, in its relation to the sensitive surface,
the source of light. In a negative, however,
many of the parts of which are transparent
glass, it is manifest the case is different, for if

we suppose the sun or a luminous background
to be placed behind the negative, that will act as
the source of light, and any rays coming there-

from will pass almost directly through those
l»arts of the negative which are bare glass, to the
lens; thus producing the same effect as if the
transparent parts were opaque, but luminous,
and emitted divergent pencils of light. It is nec-

essary, therefore, that the rays should be made
to converge at those points where bare glass ex-

ists, and this may be accomplished by employing
what is called a condensing lens, by which means
negatives may be most successfully copied, by
placing an artificial light behind it, or still bet-

ter, by reflected sunshine through it.

Negatives are sometimes copied on glass by di-

rect superposition in the ordinary printing
frame, such as is used for printing photographs
on paper, being exposed to a gas-flame or other
source of light, and then developed in the usual
way. See PiiOTOGRAPiiy.

COPYING MACHINES. The various con-
trivances for procuring duplicates of manu-
scripts without the labor of transcribing them
may l>e reduced to two classes. In the one, the
writing is first made, and then copied; in the
other, the copy and the original are produced at
the same time. The essence of the first method
is this: In writing the original, an ink is used
that is made for the purpose, or common ink
is thickened by the addition of a little sugar.

When the writing is dry, a damped sheet of thin
unsized paper is laid upon it, and over this a
jiiece of oiled paper. The whole is then subject-

ed to pressure, and the damped paper is found to

have received an impression of the writing. It

is of course the reverse of the original, but the
thinness and transparency of the paper allows it

to be read right on the other side. The machines
for communicating the pressure are of various
kinds. Some pass the sheets between rollers like

the copper-plate press ; others act on the princi-

ple of the simple screw-press. A simple plan is

to wrap the sheets around a wooden roller of

about an inch diameter, lay this upon a table,

and roll it under a flat board, pressing all the

while. In the second method of copying, pre-

pared blackened or carbon paper is laid l>etween

two sheets of thin writing-paper. The writing is

traced firmly on the tipper shwt, with a steel or

agate point, or common black-lead pencil, and the
lines are foimd transferred in black from the

blackened sheet to the paper adjacent. By having
several of these blackened leaves, a numl>er of

copies may be produced at once, so that the

method can be employed in duplicating invoices.
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newspaper copy, and telp^aph nie.ssages. The
blackened paper is prepured by snturntinf; it

with u mixture of lard and Jaiuphlack. The
manifold icriler of W'edgewood, invented in 1806,

was on this plan.

The first sug^stion for a copying press is said

to have been ninde by Benjamin Franklin, who
sanded the yet wet ink of his mnnuseript with
emery and then passed the manuscript Wtween
rollers in contact with a soft, highly polished

pewter plate. This received the impression from
the emery, from which numerous copies could be
made by the copper-plate printing process. In
1780 James Watt adopted the simple plan of

copying by pressing transparent, bibulous paper
against the damp manuscript, so that the writ-

ing would he transferred as on a blotter and then
read from the other side.

The hectograph is a copying process in which
the original draft is made in aniline ink on a
smooth paper and then .pressed upon a pad cov-

ered with a thin layer of gelatin, to which the
ink copy is thus transferred, and from which a
numl>er of duplicate impressions may easily be
taken.
Hawkins's polygraph is a frame in which sev-

eral pencils are carried, each obeying the action
of the principal one, held in the writer's hand,
and each writing on its own particular paper.

Another device for pro<lucing manifold copies

is the electric pen, invented by Thomas A. Edi-
son. This is a metallic tube or style within
which vibrates longitudinally a steel wire, point-

ed and protruding slightly at the lower end.
The vibration is caused by a motor carried at
the top of the style. Several motive powers are
applicable, as compressed air, water, etc. ; but as
the most convenient and portable, Mr. Edison
chose an electric motor, actuated by a current
brought from a small battery which stands on
the table by the side of the writer. The motor
having been started, and the wire vibrating at a
rapid rate, the style is held vertically over the
paper, and the point is moved upon the sheet as
in the act of writing. The needle punctures a
series of holes in the path over which the pen is

carried, and the paper becomes a stencil, in
which the writing readily appears when the sheet
is held up to the light. This stencil is then laid
upon a sheet of plain paper, in a frame which
holds the two together; an inked roller is passed
over it, and the ink pressed through the holes in

the stencil appears upon the clean sheet in a
series of minute dots in the line of the writing.
With careful use a stencil will furnish 500 or
more copies. After some copies have been taken,
the stencil may be dried and kept for use again.
In the pnpyrograph a s])ecia]ly prepared paper
is used, upon which words are written with a
common pen. but with a special ink. The sheet
is then soaked in water, and the ink corrodes the
fabric of the wet paper, leaving open lines in
place of the writing. The sheet is then used as
a stencil, like that prepared by the electric pen.
The mimeograph is an apparatus invented by
Thomas A. Edison, by which stencils of WTitten
pages are obtained for the purpose of producing
an indefinite number of copies. It consists of a
fine-pointed steel stylus, moving over the sur-
face of a sheet of tissue paper, coated on one side
'jvith a film of sensitive material. This paper is

placed on a plate of steel, known as the base-
board, upon which are cut intersecting corruga-

tions, numbering 200 to the inch. As the stylus
moves over the pajier it presses it down upon the
steel plate, and tlie fine sharp points puncture
the paper from the under side in the line of the
writing. This paper, or stencil - plate, is then
fastened into a frame, which stretches it tight
and smooth, again placed upon the base-board
with a sheet of pajH-r betwe<'n, and an ink-roller
of peculiar construction is pass«>d over its sur-
face, forcing the ink through the perforations
upon the paper beneath, thus making a print.
The patent for this instrument was applied for
in 1878, and there have Ijeen numerous improve-
ments since, the apparatus being used exten-
sively in connection with the typewriter.
The Blue-Print Process is peculiarly adapt-

ed to the reproduction of drawings and plans,
and is used by architects, engineers, and mechan-
ics. Two solutions are prepared: the first con-
tains one part of citrate of iron in four parts of
pure water; the second contains one part of red
prussiate of potash in si.x parts of water. When
ready for use. equal parts of the solutions may
be mixed in a shallow dish, and applied to sheets
of paper with a sponge or a caniel's-hair brush.
Any paper will serve, but that is best which has
but little sizing. The solution should be applied
and the paper should be dried and kept in the
dark. The solutions themselves will keep, sepa-
rately, in the dark as long as desired, but if

mixed soon l)egin to deteriorate. The drawing
or writing to be copied should be made with very
black ink, upon paper or tracing-cloth. A pho-
tographer's printing-frame, with a plane glass
and a back easily removed, is used in the follow-
ing manner: Place the drawing face down upon
the glass; the prepared paper with its face
against the back of the drawing; put the mov-
able back in place, reverse the frame, and expose
to light. In direct sunshine, two to seven min-
utes will be long enough, tlie time to be ascer-

tained by trial ; in difTused light, the exposure
must be five to ten times as long. After expos-
ure the print should be immediately washed in

clear water: when the chemicals are removed,
the sheet is fastened by its corners to a line to
dry, and the surface may afterwards be finished

by a hot iron, or by pressure. A little practice
is needed to secure the best results, and in a good
print the lines will be clear white, and the back-
ground a deep blue. A light blue background
indicates a weak solution, or insufficient expos-
ure; over-exposure is shown by a grayish tint.

Clear, quick sunshine will give sharper lines than
can be obtained by slow, diflfused light. The
chemical change is evident ; the light causes a
reaction between the prussiate of potash and the
iron, of which Prussian blue is the product ; this

occurs wherever the light has not been inter-

cepted by the black lines of the drawing, which
therefore appear in white upon an intensely

blue and unfading background. Copies may be
multiplied at will from negatives on glass or
films, from engravings in books, from drawings,
or from manuscripts.
Black Prints on a white ground may be made

in the same general way, by using the proper
solution in preparing the paper, and sometimes
the process is reversed.

COPYRIGHT. The exclusive right of re-

producing, by writing, printing, or otherwise, the

language and form of a literarj' or artistic pro-

duction, and of publishing and vending the same.
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In this broad sense the riglit is wholly modern,
ltein«r based upon a series of statutes, beginning
with 8 Anne, c. 19, in England, and with the
first Federal Copyright Act passed by the Con-
gress of the United States in 1790.

Copyright in published works exists in Eng-
land to-day by virtue of the Copyright Act of
6 and 6 Vict., c. 45 (1842). Ih the United
States the matter is one for national and not for
State regulation, the power "to promote the prog-
less of science and useful arts by securing for
limited times to authors and inventors the exclu-

sive right to their respective writings and dis-

coveries" being vested in Congress by Art. I.

See. 8 of the Constitution. The only effective

restriction which this clause places upon the
power of Congress to legislate concerning copy-
rights is the virtual prohibition of the grant of

a perjx'tual right of this character. The appar-
ent limitation of the power to a copyright for

'writings' only has been removed by judicial con-

struction, the term 'writings' Imving been held
to include maps, charts, music, prints, engrav-
ings, drawings, paintings, and photographs, as
well as books, written and printed articles, and
the like. The power to protect the author of a
book in the right to dramatize the same, and the
author of a dramatic composition in the right of

publicly i>erforming or representing it, is obvi-

ously included within the constitutional pro-

vision. But it is not clear whether the protection
afforded by the copyright law to sculptors places
them in the category of authors of writings or
of inventors of discoveries. However this may
be, there is no dispute as to the authority of Con-
gress to enact general copyright legislation.

The act noAv in force is that of July, 1870
(amended in regard to its international pro-

visions in March, 1891). This retains the same
term as that of the repealed act of 1831 (see Rev.
Stat., Sees. 4948-4971). Under the act of 1831
the supervision of the business of copyrights is

placed under the control of the Librarian of

Congress. Under the act of 1891 the office of

Register of Copyrights was created. The details

of the copyright business are managed by the
Register, who remains, however, subject to the

general supervision of the Librarian of Congress.
The statute provides that two copies of the work
copyriglited, piinted from type set within the
limits of the t'nited States, shall be deposited in

the office of the Librarian of Congress not later

than the day of publication of the work in this

or any foreign country. The original jurisdic-

tion of all suits under the copyright laws rests

with the T'nited States circuit courts. Under the

interpretation of the United States courts, copy-

right in published w^orks exists only by virtue of

the statute.

The terms of these acts are very similar to

those of the English law, and provide that the

author, inventor, designer, or proprietor of any
book, map, chart, dramatic or musical composi-

tion, engraving, cut, print, or photograph, or

negative thereof, or of a painting, drawing,
chromo, statue, statuary, etc., being a citizen of

the I'nited States or a resident therein, may
secure the sole lilnrty of printing, reprinting,

publishing, copying, executing, and vending them
for the term of twenty-eight years, which period

may, on the application of the author or inven-

tor, or. if he be dead, of his widow or children,

be extended to a further period of fourteen years.

This time limit is that of the original English
statutes, and was originally adopted by analogy
from the Statute of Monopolies (21 .Jac. I., c.

3), which permitted a royal patent to be granted
to any inventor of a new manufacture for the
sole working or making of the same for a period
of fourteen years, and which is the foundation
of our patent laws.

What May Be the Subject of Copyright.—In
order to make clear the claim of a work to copy-
right, it is necessary that it should be original,
but the originality can exist in the form or in
the arrangement, as well as in the substance.
Corrections and additions to an old work (itself

not the property of the compiler) can also secure
copyright. The copyright of private letters con-
stituting literary compositions is in the composer,
not in tne receiver. As to the right of property
in lectures, whether written or oral, the Ameri-
can courts have followed the English precedents.
The most important English decision on this
point is that of Abernethv vs. Hutchinson
(1801). In Putnam vs. Meyer (1896), the New
York Supreme Court held that certain tabular
lists of anatomical names, arranged in a pecu-
liar and arbitrary manner for the purpose of
facilitating the work of memorizing, were enti-

tled to protection. Abridgments and abstracts
which can be called genuine and just are also
entitled to copyright. There is no' record in the
United States of a case in which consideration
has been given to the question of copyright in
irreligious books.

It is to be borne in mind that what is thus
protected by law, and thus erected into a species

of property, is not the ideas, sentiments, and
conceptions of the author, artist, or designer, but
the substantial form in which he has embodied
them. There is no property in thoughts and feel-

ings, and there can therefore, in the legal sense
of the term, be no theft or piracy of ideas. It is

the literary or artistic creation, i.e. the form,
which is protected, and not the substance. Hence
ideas, whether expressed in conversation or in
lectures or in copyrighted books, immediately
become common property and may be employed
by any one who Avill clothe them in a new and
different form from that in which they were
communicated to him. But the new form must
be substantially different from that of the copy-
righted matter. It must not be merely a dis-

guised copy or reproduction of the original, for
the law protects the arrangement of the matter
as well as the language in which it is conveye<l.

On the other hand, as it is the financial and
proprietary interest, and not the pride of the
author, which the copyright law seeks to protect,

it is no infringement of his rights to make a fair
and reasonable use of a book by way of quota-
lion or otherwise, whether for purposes of criti-

cism or for the private use of the reader. Thus
it has been held that "extracts and quotations
fairly made, and not furnishing a substitute for
the book itself, or operating to the injury of the
author, are allowable." Furthermore, as the
law is aimed at reproducing a work by ))rinting,

publishing, dramatizing, or translating any copy
thereof, it is conceived tlint it is no infringement
of the author's copyright to read in public a
printed poem or other literary production,
though of course it cannot be reprinted in a
newspaper or magazine, even as an item of news,
without permission.
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It is not neces^nry that matter shall be liter-

ary or artistic in form, nor even that it shall be

original in sul>stHnc'<', to Ik» entitled to (.•oi»yright.

A translation or dramatization of another's work
may lx> so protected, and so may be an abstract
or newspaper rep«)rt of a speech, a judicial opin-

ion, or a debate. The law e.xtends equally to

compilations of the writings of others, to diction-

aries, gazetteers, road and guide books, directo-

ries, calendars, catalogues, mathematical tables,

and Ihe like, the arrangement of the material be-

ing protecteil even though the matter of which it

is composed is common property.

There is in the I'nited States no general princi-

r»le
of law conferring the copyright on all pub-

ished works, nor does it arise in favor of an
author merely by virtue of his authorship. It is

a peculiar privilege, which can be had for the
asking, but which is not conferred on those who
do not seek it. It is still possible for an author
or an artist to dedicate the productions of his

genius to the public. Having once done this by
jiublishing his work, he is precluded from setting

up an exclusive title to it thereafter. In other
words, the steps requisite to secure copyright of

any work entitled thereto must be taken in ad-
vance of publication. The process of obtaining a
copyright is very simple, consisting only in the
deposit in the Library of Congress at Washing-
ton, not later than the day of its publication in
this or any other countrj' a copy of the title-

page and two coj)ies of the book or otlier work
to be copyrighted, and printing on the book
or other work and on all reproductions there-

of a notice that the coj)yright has been secured,
together with the date thereof. In Great Brit-

ain, on the other hand, copyright attaches,
without previous application therefor, in favor
of all books, etc., first published in the United
Kingdom. The right does not exist and cannot
be acquired in favor of works previously pub-
lished elsewhere. The English statute provides
for registration at Stationers' Hall, not as a
l<rerequisite to the existence of copyright, but as
a preliminary to a suit for its infringement.

International Copyright. As already'stated,
copyright is a matter of only national and local
concern. The granting of copyright by one na-
tion to the productions of citizens of another has
resulted as a slow development from influences
that first began to have effect about the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century. (For a histori-

cal treatment of this, see Literary Property.)
At the present time many of the leading States
of Europe have granted international copyright,
mostly under specific conditions of time or place
of publication. In Great Britain, the copyright
law now in force is that of 5 and 6 Victoria,
c. 45. The term is for the life of the author and
seven years or for forty-two years from the date
of first publication, whichever may be the longer.
The Privy Council is given the authority to
license the republication of books which after the
death of the author the owner of the copyright
may have declined to keep in print. There seems
to be no record of editions of any books having
been brought into the market under this author-
ity of the Privy Council. The law provides that
a copy of the first and of each subsequent edition
of every book must be sent, on demand, to the
following libraries: The British Museum in
Ijondon. the Bo<lleian in Oxford, the University
Library in Cambridge, the Libra rv of the Fac-

ulty of Advocates in Edinburgh, and the Library
of Trinity College in Dublin.
The term for art co|»yright is fixed, under the

act of .38 (ieorge HI., at twenty-eight years.
Copyright in a dramatic production is protected
for the same term, of forty-two years (or for the
life of the author and seven years), as that ac-

corded to a work of literatun-. Tlie copyright in

letters rests in the writer, except in so far as
any particular circumstance may give to the
person to whom the letter is addressed, or to his
rcpresi-nlatives. a right to publish the same. The
perp«'tual copyright of the authorized versions
of the Bible, of the Book of Common Prayer
(and possibly, adds Stephen, in the text of acts
of Parliament) is vested in tlie Crown. A per-
])etual copyright in books first issued by the fol-

lowing institutions (unless such books came into
the control of the institutions for but a limited
term) is vested in the universities of Oxford,
Cambridge, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Saint Andrews,
and Aberdeen, and also in each college of the imi-
versities of Oxford and Cambridge, in Trinity
College, Dublin, and in the colleges of Eton,
Westminster, and Winchester. The book of reg-
istrj' of copyrights is kept at Stationers' Hall.
There is no obligation to make registration, ex-

cepting that such entry must be made before the
owner of the copyright is in a position to take
action in regard to ain' alleged infringement. A
bill for the reshaping of the British copyright
act, known as the Monkswell Bill, is now ( 1902)
on the calendar of the House of Lords. It was
originally introduced in Xovember, 1890, at the
instance of the British Society of Authors. It

was reintroduced with some material modifica-
tions in 1900. Under this bill, the term of copy-
right is extended to the life of the author and
thirty years.

The copyright statute now in force in Ger-
many, including Alsace - Lorraine, dates from
1871. The term is for the life of the author and
for thirty years thereafter. Copyright registry

for the Empire is kept in Leipzig. The protec-

tion of the law is afforded to the works of Ger-
man citizens, whether published inside or out-

side of the Empire. Under this same law the
works of aliens receive protection provided that
they are published by a firm doing business with-
in the Empire. In Italy literary copyright rests

upon the statute of 1865. The term is for the
life of the author and for forty years after his

death, or for eighty years from the publication

of the work. In Austria the term of literary

copyright is thirty years after the author's

death. In Belgium copyright (formerly perpet-

ual) is now limited under the law of 1886 to the
life of the author and fifty years thereafter. In
Holland, under the law of 1881, the term is for

fifty years from the date of publication. In
Hungary the term is the life of the author and
fifty years. In Japan the term is the life of the
author and five years, or thirty-five years from
the date of publication, whichever term may be
the longer. In Russia the term is for the life of

the author and fifty years. In Spain, under the

act of 1879, the term is for the life of the author
and thirty years.

The United States International Copyright
Act has greatly narrowed the beneficial operation
of the law by a provision that a foreign book or

lithograph to secure its benefits must be manu-
factured in this coimtry. Consult: Copinger,
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Law of Copyright in Works of Literature and
Art (3d ed., London, 1893) ; Scrutton, Laws
of Copt/right (3d ed., I^ondon, 1896) ; Drone,
Treatise on the Laics of Property in Intellectual

Productions (Boston, 1879).

COQTJELIN, kft'kluN', BenoIt Constant
(1841— ). A distinguished French actor, known
as Coquelin Ainf', to differentiate him from his

younger brother, Coquelin Cadet. Born at

Boulogne-sur-Mer,. January 23, 1841, he early

showed such dramatic gifts that he was sent to

the Paris Conservatoire (1859). The following

year he took the second prize for comedy, and
made his debut on the stage of the Comedie
Francaise in Le depit amoureux. Later he ap-

peared with brilliant success in Le mariage de

Figaro, Le malade imaginaire, Le misanthrope,

Le barbier de Seville, and other pieces in the

classic repertoire. In modern plays he was no
less effective, and he speedily became a great

popular favorite. His versatility is considered

remarkable. Among his creations have been

rOles in Le lion amoureux, Gringoire, Paul For-

estier, Les faux menages, Le monde ou I'on

s'ennuie, and Dcnise, to mention only a few. He
had been elected a soci^taire in the Theatre Fran-

cais as early as 1864, but in 1886 he retired

and made an extensive tour abroad. In 1888 he

visited America. At the end of 1889 he returned

to the Th^^atre Franca is, where as a salaried

member of the company he remained till 1892,

creating among other parts that of Labussi&re

in Thcrmidor (January, 1891). In 1893-94 he

appeared again in the United States. His en-

gagement in 1895 at the Renaissance Theatre

in Paris led to a lawsuit from the Comedie
Frangaise, in which he was condemned to pay
damages. In 1897, at the Porte-Saint-Martin, he

produced Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac, which

has become his most celebrated character. In

1899 came his Napoleon in Plus que reine. In

1900-01 he visited America once more, this time

in company with Sarah Bernhardt, to whose
Due de Reichstadt he played Flambeau in Ros-

tand's L'Aiglon. M. Coquelin is known also as

a writer and lecturer, among his publications

being: L'Art et le comMien (1880), which has

been translated into Grerman and into English

(as The Actor and His Art) ; Les comMiens,
par un comedien (1882) ; L'Amolphe de Moliere

(1882) ; and L'Art de dire le monologue, in part

by his brother, Coquelin Cadet (1884).

COQTJELIN, Ernest Alexandre Honob£
(1848— ). A French actor, kno^vn as 'Coquelin

Cadet,' to distinguish him from his more famous

elder brother. Constant Coquelin. He was bom
May 16, 1848, at Boulogne-sur-Mer, and in youth

was for a time in the employ of the Northern

Railway, but went, in 1864, to" Paris to enter the

Conservatoire and make a career upon the stage.

He was graduated three years later with the first

prize in comedy, and made his df-but at the

Od.'on. In 1868 he appeared with his brother at

the Theatre Francais, and he continued there

till 1875, playing in Les plaideurs, Le hnrbier de

Seville, Les femmes savantes, Le mariage de

Figaro, L'avare, and other well-known pieces. In

1875 he went to the Varir'tif'S, but returned

to the Com<^die Francaisc in the following year,

and in 1879 ho became a member of the company.

Among the principal plays in which he has created

parts are: Le sphinx, L'ami Fritz, Les rorbeaux,

Denise, and L'hiritidre. M. Coquelin Cadet owes

much of his reputation to the success of the
numerous monologues of which he is the author,
and in the rendering of which he has gained
great popularity in the salons of Paris. He has
written also, imder the pseudonym of Pirouette,

Le litre des convalescents (1880) ; Le monologue
modeme (1881); Fariboles (1882); Le rire

(1887) ; Pirouettes (1888) ; and other humorous
volumes.

COQUELIN", Jean ( 1865—) . A French actor,

son of Constant Coquelin (q.v.). He was bom
December 1, 1865, and studied the dramatic art
under his father instead of at the Conservatoire.

In 1890-92 he was engaged at the Theatre Fran-
cais, which he left, however, to accompany his

father on his American tour and elsewhere. In
1894 he played at the Renaissance Tlieatre, and
in 1897 at' the Porte-Saint-Martin, where he
created the role of Ragueneau in Cyrano de
Bergerac. This he repeated the next year in

London. He has also played Lubin in Thermidor,
Verdelet in Le gendre de M. Poirier, and Talley-

rand in Plus que reine (1899).

COQUEEEL, kd'kreF, Anthanse Lalrext
Charij:s (179.0-1868). A French theologian. He
was born in Paris, and studied theologj' at Mon-
tauban. In 1818 he became pastor of the French
church in Amsterdam, and in 1830 was induced
by Cuvier to return to Paris, where he won high
reputation as a pulpit orator. An earnest oppo-

nent of the doctrine of predestination, he drew
upon himself the violent attacks of the orthodox
Calvinists, and propagated his opinions in three

periodicals founded by him. He was elected a

member of the Constituent Assembly in 1848,

and later also of the Legislative Assembly.

Among his writings may be mentioned Rcponse
au livre du docteur Strauss: La vie de Jesus

(1841), which was translated into English;

Biographic sacree ; L'orthodoxie modeme; Chris-

tologie (1858). His son Athanase (1820-75)

also won distinction as a pulpit orator and was
prominent as the leader of liberal Protestantism

in France. He wrote Libres Etudes (1867), and
Jean Calas et sa famille (1870).

COQUES, k6k, or COCX. Gonzales (1618-

84). A Flemish painter, born in Antwerp. He
studied under the third Pieter Breughel, and
afterwards with David Ryckaert the elder. His
works were greatly admired, and he received

commissions from many of the notable persons

of the time. He married the daughter of Ryck-
aert, and was president of the Antwerp Guild
from 1665 to 1666, and from 1680 to 1681. His
portraits usually depict a family group engaged
in different tasks, the backgrounds often painted

by other artists. They are very small, but a
certain elegance of manner has given him the

title of *\''an Dv'ck in miniature.' Among his

chief works are "The Scholar and His Family,"
in the Cassel Gallery, and his own "Family" in

the Dresden Gallery, and a portrait of Charles T.

of England.

COQUETTE, kA-ket' (Fr. coquette, flirt, fem.

of coquet, gallant, little cock, from coq, c«x'k; so

called from its fanciful plumage). A kind of

humming-bird, of which a dozen species^ are

known, constituting the genus Ijophomis." and
scattered from the lowlands of Mexico to and
throughout the Amazon region. The coquettes

are small, crested, and exquisitely adorned with

spangled frills on each si<lo of the ni-^k ; the
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tail is long, graduated, and ca]iuble uf wide
spreading; the colura are unu.sually varied and
brilliant, and the whole etfect of the bird is

peculiarly gem-like. Two species are illustrated

on the Plate of Humming - Bibds. See also

C'BOSH-KKKTILIZATION.

COQUI, ko'W (probably of West Indian

origin). A West Indian tree-frog (Uylodea Mar-
ti nicnisis) remarkable for undergoing its whole
metamorphosis within the egg. "The pairing

takes place on land in the months of May and
June, when the female lays about twenty eggs,

which are enveloped in a foamy mass and glued

onto a broad leaf, or hidden in the axillie of

iriilaceous plants. The mother seems to remain
in the neighborhood watching the eggs, which
are large, measuring four to five millimeters in

diameter . . . pale and straw-colored. The
embryo develops neither gills nor gill-openings,

but a large, well-vascularized tail, by means of

which, being immersed in the watery lluid con-

tained within the egg, it seems to breathe. After
twenty-one days the tadpole, having used up all

the available yolk and fluid, and most of its

own tail, bursts the egg-shell and hops away
as a little frog." Consult Gadow, Cambridge
Satural History, vol. viii. (London, 1901).

COQUILLA (kd-kwil'lA) NUT (Sp. coquillo,

cocoanut). The fruit of a palm, Attalea funi-

fera. It forms an article of export from South
America, being used to a considerable extent in

America in the manufacture of buttons and in

turning, as for making knobs of walking-sticks.

It is also called vegetable ivory. See Attalea.

COQUIMBO, kA-kem'bd. A seaport in the

Province of Coquimbo, Chile, about ten miles

south of La Serena, the capital of the province,

with which it is connected by rail (Map: Chile,

C 10). It has a good harbor, with a lighthouse

equipiwd with a revolving light, and customs
office, and is an export centre for ores, chiefly

copper. It is the residence of a United States

consular agent. Population, in 1895, 6270.

COQUIMBO. See BrBROwiNO Owl.

COQUINA, kA-ke'nfi (Sp., shellfish, from Lat.

concha, Gk. K6yxVt konchS, shell, Skt. 4ankha,
conch-shell ) . A porous variety of limestone
which occurs in Florida. It is made up of ce-

mented fragments of shells and corals that have
been cast about by the waves and accumulated
in .some sheltered basin of the sea - bottom.
Coquina is extensively used for building - stone

in Florida and the Bermudas.

COKACLE (Welsh coricgl, cwrwgl, coracle,

from roricg, rirricg, Ir. curachan, skiflf) . A
boat of oval shape with a frame of wicker-work
covered with hide or oiled cloth, which covering
is removed when the boat is not in use. The
ordinary coracle will carry comfortably only one

man, but it is so light that he can easily carry
it on his back to a place where it may be
safely deposited. See CtKRACU.

COB.AIS, kd'r&^ Adamantioh. See Corat,
AUAMANTIUS.

COSAL (OF. coral, Lat. corallum, corallius,

from Gk. xopdWioc, kurallion, coral; of uncer-

tain origin, possibly a loan-word from Heb. gOrSl,

small stone). A calcareous or horny secretion or
deposit of many kinds of polyps of the class

Anthozoa, which assume various and often beau-

tiful forms. Millepore 'coral' is produced by
polyps of the class Ilydrozoa. (See Millepore.)
The coral-producing polyps form colonies which
increase by gemmation, young polyp-buds spring-

ing from the original polyp, sometimes indiller-

ently from any part of its surface, sometimes
only from its upper circumference, or from its

STBDCTURE OS' A SIMPLE CORAL.
1. Diagrammatic cro»8-8ection of a coral: the black

part reprewnts the stony out^r wall (th«;a) and partitJone
(septa); the oi)en lines, the fleKh.v linln^f anfl partitionB
(mesenteriea). 2. Scmi-diaKraniniatlc view of a coral: a,
aHeptum; b, a tentacle; c, poKltion of the gullet; d, theca;
e, mesenteric fllamentH; /, epitheca; ff, basal plate.

base, and not separating from it, but remaining
in the same spot, even when the original or
parent polyp has ceased to exist, and producing
buds in their turn. The calcareous or horny
deposition begins when the polyp is single, ad-

hering to a rock or other surface, on which the
coral grows or is built up, the hard deposits of

former generations forming the base to which
those of their progeny are attached. One layer
of the chambers, of which the greater number of

corals are composed, occasionally surrounds an-

other like the concentric circles in the wood of

exogenous trees; one layer is sometimes de-

posited above another; the whole structure

sometimes branches like a shrub, spreads like a
fan, or assumes the form of a cup, a flower, or a
mushroom. Under the common name coral are
included many species, also designated madre-
pores (q.v. ), and some have received other names
derived from peculiarities of their form and ap-
pearance, as brain coral, etc. This last forms
into large rounded masses furrowed with wind-
ing depressions like the convolutions of a mam-

REPRESENTATIVE FORMS OF CORALS.
1. Betrlnnlnfr of a colony (of Zoanthnsl. showinff simplsst mode of buddinj? from a creeping stolon («*). 2. .Sea-pen

or pennntnlld ( V'Jr^;/ar;a 77)<rflh;7/s): a portion of the stem in the living condition; a, the same, dead. 3. Orphan-pipe
oornl {Tuhipora nntslcii); slieleton of a colony showing two living polyps; a, manner of growth, by budding from tlie

lateral shelf-lilce expansions. 4. Red or 'precious' coral (CoraWora nibrum): part of a living colony. 5. Part of a fan-
coral (Rhiplfiofforf^a ftiihelJurn). showing the polyp cells. All the foregoing are Alcyonarians. The following are 'tnie'
or 'stony' corals. 6. Syrinffopora ranialosa: fossil in the Carboniferous of Germany. 7. ffalysltpfi ratfntilaria;
fossir in the Silurian of Gotland. 8. FavoHites polymorpha : fossil; Devonian: a. corallites, enlarged, two of them
broken open and showing tabulip. 9. Cup-coral {Cyathophyllnw ca'spitosvw): fossil in the I>evonian of Oerman.y.
10. Cup-coral {Cyathophyllnm hexafronnm'); fossil in the Devonian of Germany. 11. A madrepore (Matlrfpora asppra);
the lower part shows the living polyps, the upper part naked (dead) corallum. at the summit of a hush.v branch.
12. Part of a branching coral (Dendrophyllia) in which a common calcareous stem (co, coenenchyma) is formed by cal-

cification of the cflpnosarc (es) and gives origin to the individual corallites (co): p. an active polyp. 13. Star-coral
{Astnea), an example of the massive type of reef-corals. In its living condition.
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inalian brain or a meadow brook, hence its tech-

nical name is Meandrina. In the greater num-
ber of kinds, besides the plates which form and
separate the polyp-cells, and which are variously

arran<;ed, there is a more solid internal or cen-

tral part, formed by the additional deposition

of matter at the bottom of each polyp-cell, or

from the common living part in which the

polyps are united. The calcareous framework
is sometimes further strengthened by a greater

or less mixture of horny animal matter with the

purely calcareous substance.

Kinds of Corals.—Corals are roughly classed

under two heads, the horny corals and the lime

or stone corals. The former consist chiefly of a
horny secretion from the polyps, which may in-

clude also separate particles of lime, while the

stone corals consist almost wholly of lime firmly

united in a solid mass. No sharp line can be

drawn between these two groups, for all possible

gradations can be foimd. The Antipatharia and
Alcyonaria as a rule have a homy skeleton,

while the millepores and madrepores are almost
wholly limestone. The polyps of the common
red or precious coral {Corallium rubrum) be-

long to the suborder Alcyonaria (q.v., for illus-

tration) ; but the central axis in this and other

corals forming the family CorallidiE is quite

solid, and is produced in concentric layers by the

living gelatinous substance which envelops it like

the bark of a tree, and from which the polyps

project like buds, or, when their tentacles are

expanded, like little flowers. Another alcyona-

rian coral of more than usual interest is the

'organ-pipe' coral (Tubipora) in which no cen-

tral axis fills in behind the polyps, but the

chambers in which they live remain as open,

elongated tubes, crowded" together side by side to

form a solid mass. Its polj-ps are violet or

grass-green, but the coral itself is red or purplish.

These corals are found in the Indian and Pacific

oceans. Many of the madrepores have the whole

calcareous framework covered, as in the Coral-

lida», by a gelatinous living substance which

unites all the polyps. The whole living part soon

decomposes and disappears, when the coral is

taken out of the water, in some species almost

immediately running from the calcareous part as

a watery slime.

Utilization.—Red coral—so much admired for

its fine color and susceptibility to a high polish,

and much used for ornamental purposes—is

chiefly obtained from the :Mediterranean, in

some parts of which extensive 'fisheries' are

carried on. It is brought up from consider-

able depths by means of a sort of grappling

apparatus dragged after a boat or boats, the

])iece3 being broken from the bottom by beams

of wood which are simk by weights and then

entangled among hemp. Red coral has a shrub-

like branching form and grows to the height of

about one foot, with a thickness like that of

the little finger. Much of the coral of the

^Mediterranean is exported to India, but red coral

is also obtained in the Retl Sea, the Persian

Gulf, etc. Black coral (Antipathes), the axis of

which is more solid, is still more highly prized.

Coral was known to the ancients, and was used

for ornamental purposes by the Gauls.

jffipfs,—The formation of coral reefs and is-

lands is one of the most noteworthy results of

the action of coral polyps. Many kinds of polyps

are concerned in the building of a reef, but the

growth is mainly dependent on the stone corals.

Reef-building corals only flourish in clean, fresh

sea-water, which is not over 125 feet in depth
and never is cooler than 68° F. They are con-

sequently confined to the tropics and to shallow
water, and never thrive near the mouths of rivers.

Although reef-building corals are not found on
the coast of the United States north of Florida,

some species of coral occur much further north.

Even on the coast of New England there is to be
found quite commonly a true stone coral {Astrati-

gia Dana), the polyps of which when expanded
are large and very beautiful.

Fossil Forms. Among the fossil corals only
those belonging to the Anthozoa are of importance,
those of the Ilydromedusa; either not appearing
until the Mesozoic, and then but sparingly (for

fossil Hydrocorallinae and Tubularise, see Ccelen-
tebata), or not being clearly recognized as to

their systematic position and only provisionally

referred to the Hydrozoa. ( See Stromatopora and
Graptolite.) The Anthozoa appear in the Cam-
brian rocks with the Archteocyathinie, forms of

peculiar structure and imcertain relationships.

In the Upper Silurian period they have become the

most important fossils, as well in number of in-

dividuals as in diversity of structure and impor-
tance as rock-building organisms. They continue
thus throughout geologic times, and are hence of

great importance to the paleontologist and geolo-

gist. As they are also objects of great beauty,
they are much sought by collectors and dealers.

Especially rich and famous are the fossil coral

faunas of the Silurian of North America and Got-
land; the Devonian of the Heldcrbergs of New
York, the Falls of the Ohio, and the Rhenish
provinces; the Jurassic formations of Middle
Europe and the Tertiary beds of northern Italy.

The Anthozoa are divided by Haeckel into the
sub-classes Tetracoralla, Ilexacoralla, and Octo-

coralla, according to the number of their septa,

which were considered to be multiples of these

figures. The Tetracoralla comprise, together with
the Tabulata, the Paleozoic corals; the Hexa-
coralla and Octocoralla, the Mesozoic and later

forms. Recent investigations on the embryology
of the Ilexacoralla and thecal structure of the
Tetracoralla (Dr. il. Ogilvie) seem to demon-
strate that these divisions are artificial, that the
tetrameral sVstem is only an ancestral feature
strongly marked in certain of the old families

( Cyathophyllidae, Zaphrentidse, Cyathaxonidae),
while hexameral symmetry is but one of many
forms of radial sNTiimetry. The Anthozoa are
therefore at present divided into but two sub-

classes, according to Ray Lankester: the Alcyo-
naria or Octocoralla, and the Zoantharia. None
of the fossil alcyonarians, which with doubtful
forms do not appear till the Mesozoic, are of

importance; the Paleozoic Heliolitidje. which are
referred with doubt to this sub-class, are quite

abundant in the Silurian and Devonian rocks.

Tlie sub-class Tabulatse, of Milne-Edwards and
Haime, comprising common and important Paleo-

zoic genera, such as Favosites, Aulopora, Syringo-
pora, Ilalysites, and Cha^tetes, which was long
considered as a distinct sub-class characterized
by the slight development of the septa and
the presence of numerous tabula?, has now
been broken up; it having been recognized

that some families belong to the Octocoralla,

others (Favositidir, Syringoporida*, Halysitidip)

exhibit close relationships to the Ilexacoralla, and
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others (Chaptctidir, Monticuliporidff) are oven

flaecd by sunio nuthors, ns I'Iricli, nniong the
'olyzoa. All these very primitive groups of

tabulate corals played important rOle» as Pale-
ozoic reef-builders.

Bim.KKiRAl'iiY. MiUie-Edwards and Ilaime,
"Monojjraphie des Polypiera fossiles des terrains
Pali^ozoiques," Archives du Museum, vol. v.

(Paris, 1851) ; Roomer and Frecb, Lrthwa Palco-
goica, vol. i. (Stuttgart. 1883) ; Ogilvie, "Struc-
ture and Classification of Corals," Philosophical
Transactions, vol. clxxxvii. (London, 1896) ; G.
C. Bourne, "The Anthozoa," in Lankester's
Treatise on Zoology, part ii. (London, 1900).

CORALBERRY. See S.vownEBBY.

CORAL-FISH. A name given in a general
way to various tropical fishes of the families
Cha?todontidje and Pomacentrida;, because they
frequent submarine coral growths. All are much
compressed, high-backed fishes of brilliant hues

;

and most of them are marked with vertical black
bars, and possess filamentous appendages upon tlie

fins and tail. They remain among the branching
corals for safely, and are further protected, ap-
parently, by the curious pattern of their colora-
tion. Many species abound in the waters from
Bermuda to Brazil, where several species are
known as 'angel-fishes.' All are small, but ex-
cellent eating.

CORAL ISLAND AND CORAL REEF. An
island or marine ridge formed from the petrified
skeletons of coral polyps. They are numerous in
the warmer portions of the Pacific and in the
Indian Ocean, where the growth of coral goes
on with great rapidity, occurring to a lesser
extent in the Gulf of Mexico and along the
Atlantic shores of the West Indies. The coral
islands and reefs may be classed, according to
their general form, into fringing reefs, barrier
reefs, and atolls. Fringing reefs are closely
attached to the shore line of an island or land
mass and extend outward as a submarine plat-
form. Barrier reefs lie at some distance from the
land, the intermediate space being occupied by a
shallow lagoon of salt water. Usually some
parts of the barrier rise above the level of the
ocean as islets which support a scanty vegetation,
while the position of the submerged reef is in-

dicated by a line of breakers. An excellent illus-

tration of this type is the Great Britain Reef
of Australia, 1250 miles long, lying oflf the east
coast of Queensland. Atolls (q.v.) are of rude
circular form, inclosing a lagoon, but without any
visible land to which tlie reefs are attached. TheiV
presence is made known by a girdle of breakers
and by wave-formed islets on which the cocoanut-
palra and a few other tropical plants grow. The
central lagoon of placid, transparent water is

usually less than 300 feet deep, and when there
are passages through the reef it constitutes a
safe harbor for ships. Soundings have shown
that the slope of the bottom is gentle in the in-

terior, but very steep on the seaward side of the
reef, indeed being sometimes almost perpendicular.
The Pelew Islands of the Caroline Archipelago,
the Low Archipelago in the Pacific, and the
T^ccadive and Maldive island groups in the
Indian Ocean, exhibit many examples of atolls.

Formation' of Rkefs. The great masses of
coral rock have been built up by the continuous
growth of various genera and species of corals,
which secrete carbonate of lime dissolved in tlie

sea-water. The coral polyps flourish only under

«(>rtain conditions; tht-ir growth ri'i|uii«'s clear,

warm, salt water, an abundance of food, and a
water-depth of not more than twenty fathoms.
They cannot live in muddy or brackish water, or
in regions where the mean lemperature for any
month falls below 08° F. The pf)lyp also docs
not grow above the level of the lowest tides. As
to the rate of growth of coral many observations
and estimates have been made. Some species
build up a reef as rapidly as three inches per
year, others increase less than one inch in the
same time. Alexander Agnssiz estimates that the
corals on the Florida coasts would construct a
reef from the depth of seven fathoms to the sur-
face in a period of from 1000 to 1200 years.

Under the special conditions necessary for the
growth of coral it is a matter of interest to dis-

cover by what means the reefs and atolls have
been fonned, that often rise from depths of sev-

eral hundred and even of thousands of feet. Dar-
win, who recognized the fact that shallow water
was necessary for the living polyp, inferred that
the sites of the reefs must have undergone a grad-
\ial subsidence, corresponding to the growth of the
reef upward. According to his theory, the colo-

nies of polyps first settled alohg the shores of an

Fio. 1.

island, where after a time a fringing reef would be
formed (Fig. 1). Then if the ocean floor sub-
sided at a sufficiently slow rate to permit the
growth of the coral to be continued on the out-
ward side of the reef, the water-channel would
gradually widen and deepen and a barrier reef

(Fig. 2) would be formed, which, after a long

Fid. 2.

interval, upon the submergence of the entire is-

land, would give way to an atoll (Fig. 3). This

Fig. 3.

simple explanation, first advanced by Darwin in

1835 and afterwards elaborated by J. D. Dana,
found wide acceptance among geologists. It was
soon discovered, however, that in certain cases

the theory of submergence did not conform with
the actual conditions. Semper, in 18G8, directed

attention to the Pelew Islands, where the sea

floor and the reefs built thereon have actually
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undergone elevation. Later, ^Murray pursued the

study of the question still further and was able

to show tliat reefs do not necessarily require a

sinking shore for their formation, but they may
grow on a stable foundation such as a submarine
bank, raised to near sea-level by accumulation of

fossil organisms, or the slopes of a volcanic island.

After becoming established in such localities the

corals continue their growth outward, and at the

same time wave-action washes down debris from
the reef to the bottom, forming a platform lor

their further activity. In case the original foun-

dation was above sea-level the projecting portion

may have been cut down by breakers. The solvent

action of water would remove the dead coral from
the interior of the reef and thus excavate a basin

to be occupied by the lagoon. Both theories of

reef-building are probably to be accepted as valid,

and each must be tested by actual conditions

before its application in any particular instance

can be determined.

BiBLiOGRAPUY. Darwin, The Structure and
Distribution of Coral Islands (Xew York, 1891) ;

Dana, Corals and Coral Islands (Xew York,

1890) ; Agassiz, A Visit to the Great Barrier Reef

of Australia in the Steamer Croydon, in 1S96
(Cambridge, Mass., 1898) ; Murray, "On Coral

Keefs and Other Carbonate of Lime Formations
in Modern Seas," in Proceedings of the Royal So-

ciety of Edinburgh, vol. xvii. (Edinburgh, 1891) ;

Murray, '"On the Structure and Origin of Coral

Keefs and Islands," in Proceedings of Royal So-

ciety of Edinburgh, vol. x. (Edinburgh, 1880) ;

Agassiz and Pourtal&s, Monograph of the Corals

of Florida (Cambridge, Mass., 1871); Heilprin,

The Bermuda Islands (Philadelphia, 1889).

See Atoll; Coral.

COR'ALLI'NiE, or COR'ALLINE ALG^
(Lat. nom. pi. fern, of corallinus, made of coral,

from coralluiii, corallius, coral). A group of

red algae ( Rhodophyceae, q.v. ) , distinguished by
the calcareous incrustations secreted by the thal-

lus. The thallus is branching, usually articu-

lated, and, with its limestone deposits, forms

stony masses like those of the branching corals

with which they are often associated. Corallina;

are important rock-making organisms in some
formations, especially of Tertiary age, such as

the granular limestone of the Paris basin, the

lower Eocene of Ari&ge, and the nummulitic lime-

stone of the Alps. The genus Corallina itself,

now abundant, was rare during Tertiarj' time.

Lithothamnium, however, appeared in Jurassic

time, extending through the Cretaceous, was very

abundant during the Tertiary, and has persisted

to the present era with little change of its char-

acters. Consult : Gilmbel, "Die sogennanten Nulli-

poren, etc.," Abhandlungen der kiiniglich layer-

ischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, vol. ii.

(MUnchen, 1874) : Unger, "Beitrag zur nilheren

Kentniss des Leithakalkes," Denkschriften der

koniglich kaiserlich Akademie der Wissenschaf-

ten zu iriVn, vol. xiv. (Vienna, 1858) ; Zittel and
Schim|x>r, Traits de paUontologie, part, ii., Pali-

ophytologie (Paris, 1891). See Alg^.

CORAL SEA (so named from its numerous
reefs). A section of the Pacific, stretching be-

tween Australia on the west and the New Heb-

rides on the east (Map: Australasia, G 4) . Sound-
ings in 1874 gave an extreme depth of 14,700 feet.

CORAL-SNAKE. A poisonous serpent of the

genus Elaps, common in tropical America, and

also represented in Africa, so called because
coral-red is its prevailing color. There are many
species, each marked by some different arrange-

ment of black and yellow rings; the epidermis is

also iridescent, probably due to laminations on
the scales, and no more beautiful snakes exist.

(See Plate of Venomous Serpents.) All are

COBAL-BNAKE OF FLORIDA.

small, of terrestrial habits, and provided with a
poison apparatus sufficient for the killing of small

animals and birds, but rarely fatal to man. A
representative species (Elaps fulvius) is well

known from Mexico to South Carolina, and com-
mon in Florida, as the 'coral-snake,' 'American
cobra,' 'garter-snake,' and 'harle<iuin;' it is the

only poisonous snake, not crotaline, in the United
States, and, though small and gentle, is not safe

to handle. Consult: Report United States Na-
tional Museum (Washington, 1893), and Males
and Urich, "Serpents of Trinidad," in Proceedings
Zoological Society of London (London, 1894).
See Cylinder-Snake.

CCRAM, Thomas (c.l6G8-1751). An Eng-
lish philanthropist, born at Lyme Regis, Dorset-
shire. His father was a merchant captain and
he was probably a shipwright by profession. He
lived some time in Taunton, Mass. (c.lG94-

C.I710), and then settled in London about 1720.

He was constantly interested in philanthropic
schemes, particularly in the establishment of the
Foundling Hospital, which was accomplished after

many years of struggle. The institution was
opened in Hatton Garden in 1741. Coram wasalso
a promoter of the English settlements in Georgia
and Nova Scotia. In later life he lost most of

his fortune, and at his death was in possession
of an annuity from the Government. He was
buried in the chapel of the Foundling IJospital.

One of Hogarth's best portraits is that of Coram,
Avhich has hung in the hospital since its presenta-
tion by the painter (1740).

CORAM'BIS. In Shakespeare's Hamlet, the
name given in the quarto edition of 1603 to the
character afterwards called Polonius.

CORANACH, kor'A-nak, CORONACH, COR-
ANICH, or CRONACH (Gael.. Ir. coranach,
from Gael., Ir. comh, with + Gael, ranaich, a
crying, from ran, to cry out). A funeral dirge,

formerly in use among the Irish and Scottish
Celts. "The cries (coranich) are called by the
Irish the ulagohne and huliilu, two words ex-

tremely expressive of the sound uttered on these
occasions (funerals) ; and being of Celtic stock,

etymologists would swear to l>e the origin of the
ololungon of thf Greek, and ululatus of the
Latins."—Pennant's Tour.

Tlie coranach seems to be identical with the
Irish caoine, generally written and pronounced
keen, a dirge for the dead, "according to certain
loud and mournful notes and versos," wherein the

fctligree, property, the good and great deeds of
he deceased, and the manner of his death are re-

counted, in order to excite sorrow or revenge in

the hearers, and to show them the loss they have
sustained.
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The word, in one or other of its forms, oocurs

in the uritings of niuny of the ancient Scottish

authors

:

"Ciyand for you the cairfull corrlnoch."
t>lr I). Llndaaj:

"Crjand the corynoch on hte."
nattleofllarlaw.

" Be he the correnoch had done shout."
DanbAT.

The cornnach has long since fallen into disuse

among the Highlanders. The funeral lament per-

formed on the bagpipes, which may be considered

as an instrumental coranach, lingered on till the

latter half of the eighteenth century.

For specimens of the coranach see Sir Walter
Scott's Lady of the Lake, and accompanying
notes; Crofton Croker's Researches in the South

of Ireland; and Dlaekuood'a Mayazine, vols. xiii.

and xxiii.

COB ANGLAIS, kOr UN'glA' (Fr.. English

horn). A wooden wind instrument of the double

reed species, the body of which was formerly bent

in the form of part of a circle, which accounts

for its being called a horn. It is merely a large

oboe (called in German Altoboc, i.e. alto of the

oboe), and is usually played on by oboe-players.

Its compass is two octaves and a fifth from E
or E flat, fourth line in the bass, to B flat above

the treble staflT. It is a transposing instrument,

and music for it is written a fifth above its

real tones. Also the name of an eight-foot organ
stop occasionally used in French and English

pipe organs. For illustration, see Musical In-

STBUMENTS.

CORATO, k6-rjl'td. A city of Italy, in the

Province of Bari delle Puglie, situated about 26
miles west of the city of Bari (Map: Italy, L 6).

Not far from Corato are the ruins of the Castel

del Monte, built by the Emperor Frederick II.,

in which the sons of Manfred (q.v.) were im-

prisoned. The town carries on a trade in cattle

and leather, the surrounding country being well

adapted for grazing. A good deal of tartar is

manufactured here. Population (commune), in

1881, 30,552; in 1901, 41,573.

CORAY, k6-ra', CORAIS, or KORAIS, Ad-
AMANTios (1748-1833). A Greek classical

scholar and patriot. He was the son of a mer-
chant in Smyrna. Me engaged in trade in Am-
sterdam, but in 1782 went to Montpellier to

study medicine and natural history. In 1788 he
settled in Paris. Coray was one of the first to

attempt to revive modern Greek literature, and
his political tracts did much to arouse the

Greeks to a successful revolt against Turkish
rule. Of his classical works the most im-
portant is his edition of Ileliodorus's romance,
Ethiopian Histories, his commentaries on the
writings of Hippocrates, and his editions of

Xenophon's Memorabilia, Plato's Gorgias, and
Strabo. His work, Atacta, ou vi^langcs sur la

litt^rature grecqtte moderne (1828-35), did much
to elevate the Greek vernacular to a literary

language. Consult his Autobiography in Greek
(Paris, 1833), and a Latin translation by
Schultze (Liegnitz, 1834) ; also Sinner, Life and
"VTorks of Korais (Zurich, 1837) ; and Bywater,
in Journal of Hellenic Studies, vol. i. (London,
1881).

COR'BAir (Heb. qorhan, oflTering, from qarah,
to draw near, to ofter). A term used by the
Jews to denote anjthing devoted to the Deity.

In the Priestly Code it is the regular word
lor an ollering to God of any kind. Such an
object was necessarily sacred and could not
be applied to profane use. So the word came to

be a general expression of prohii)ition and was
used when there was no intention of devoting a
thing to God. Certain of the schools held that
the mere pronunciation of it, however rashly,
c(mstituted a vow. Hence it became a convenient
makeshift to avoid a distasteful duty. Thus a
son might say his money or other projM'rty was
corban and so escajK* the obligation to use it for

the support or need of a parent. This interpreta-
tion was rebuked by Jesus (Matt. xv. 5; Mark
vii. 11.).

CORBEIL, kor'bay (Lat. Corbulinum). A
town in tlie Department of Seine-et-Oise, France,
at the junction of the Essonne with the Seine,

18 miles south-southeast of Paris (Map: France,
J 3). From the tenth to the twelfth century it

was the chief town of a powerful countship. It

was besieged by the Duke of Burgundy in 1418,
by the Huguenots in 1502, and by Alexander Far-
nese in 1590. The Gothic Church of Saint Spire
was rebuilt in the fifteenth century. The town
has flour-mills, print-works, cotton-factories, and
)nanufactures of watches, clocks, etc. Popula-
tion, in 1901, 9302.

COB'^EL (OF. corbel, Fr. corbeau, basket,

from Lat. corbis, basket). A bracket projecting

from a wall and forming an integral part of it,

so as to receive and support any superincumbent'
weight. In France it is not a corbel unless it

has parallel sides and projects more than its

height, but the English usage is more general
and includes those slight projections, called in

French culs-de-lampe, from which vaulting-ribs
or moldings spring when they do not rise from
the floor. See Bracket; Cantilever; Console.

COR'BEITIC. The name of a stronghold
erected by Galafrcs after his conversion as a
shrine for the Holy Grail. It is called also the
Palace of Adventure, and in it Galafres, chris-

tened Alphasan, is stabbed to death.

COR-'BETT, Julian Stafford (1854—). An
English lawyer born in Surrey, and educated at

Trinity College, Cambridge. He became counsel
of the Navy in 1901. In addition to monographs
on Sir Francis Drake and other English celebri-

ties, in the work entitled, English Men of Action,

he wrote the popular romances. The Fall

of Asgard (1886); For God atid Gold (1887);
Kophetua XIII. ( 1809) ; and .1 Business in Great
Waters (1895).

CORBIE, kOr'bA'. A town in the Department
of La Somme, France, formerly a fortress, ten
miles northeasterly from Amiens. It has cotton

and woolen factories. Population, in 1901, 4133.

Corbie owes its fame to the Benedictine abbey
founded here in 662 by Queen Balthilde. The
Abbot enjoyed the title of Earl and a munificent
income. Of the abbey, the Church of Saint
Pierre alone remains. The banished King Desi-
derius was sent here by Charlemagne in 774.

Corv'ei (q.v.) owes its origin to Corbie.

CORBIE STEPS, CORBEL STEPS, or
CROW STEPS (a Scotch corruption of corbel

steps, from OF. corbel, corbel, but confused by
popular etymology with Scotch corbie, crow,
from ME., OF. corbin, Lat. corvinus, crow, and
supposed to mean steps for crows). In archi-

tecture, the succession of steps with which the
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gables of old houses are everywhere ornamented
in Scotland. This yable ornament is by no means
{>eculiar to Scotland and France, but is met with
in Flanders, Holland, and all over Germany,
where it is even more characteristic and general,
especially in the brick architecture of North Ger-
many—both of churches and of houses.

COR'BIN, Henby Clark ( 1842—). An Ameri-
can soldier, born in Clermount County, Ohio. In
18C2 he entered the Cniou Army as a lieutenant
in the Eighty-third Ohio Volunteers, but in the
following month was transferred to the Seventy-
ninth Regiment. He was major of the Fourteenth
United States colored troops in 18G3, lieutenant-

colonel in 1864, and colonel in 18G5, and re-

mained with the Army of the Cumberland until

the close of the war, when he was brevetted briga-

dier-general of volunteers. In 1866 he entered
the regular army as a second lieutenant in the
Seventeenth Infantry, and became captain in the
Thirty-eighth Infantry in the same year. He
was brevetted major and lieutenant-colonel, U.
S. A., for gallantry at Decatur, Ala., and Nash-
ville, Tenn., respectively (1867). Subsequently
he was engaged in military duty in the
far West. He was appointed major and
assistant adjutant-general in 1880, lieuten-

ant-colonel in 1889, and colonel in 1896.
After a term of service at the Adjutant-Gen-
eral's olRce in Washington, and on Governor's
Island as chief of staff in the Department of the
East, he was appointed Adjutant-General of the
army in 1894. During the war in Cuba he was
involved in the criticism of the War Department,
but in the reorganization of the army it was con-

sidered that he displayed industry and abil-

ity, and in 1900 he was, bj' special act of Con-
gress, promoted major-general and adjutant-
general, "this grade to expire with the termina-
tion of office of the present incumbent."

CORBOULD, kSr^buld, Edward Henry (1815— ) . An English painter, born in London.
When only nineteen he painted "The Fall of Phae-
thon from the Chariot of the Sun." for which he
received a gold medal from the Society of Arts.
Since then he lias produced a great number of

large pictures. In 1851 he was appointed instruc-

tor of historical painting to the royal family,
and as such he continued until 1872. He excels

in pageants and chivalric subjects. Some of his
well-known pictures are "Greek Chariot-Race,"
"Lady Godiva," "HC-loTse," and "Canterbury Pil-

grims."

COR'BirLO, GyjEva DoMixirs ( ?-c.67 a.d.).

A Roman general under Claudius and Nero

;

brother of C.Tsonia, the wife of the Emperor
Caligula. He commanded a successful campaign
against the Parthians under Tiridates. but ex-

cited the jealousy of Nero, who gave orders for

his execution. Upon hearing the Emperor's or-

ders, Corbulo committed suicide. His account of
his experience in Asia, which is mentioned by the
Elder Pliny, has l)een lost.

CORCHORXJS, kOr^A-nls (Neo-Lat.,from Ok.
K6i>xopos, horclioroH, a wild plant of hitter taste).
A genus of plants of the natural order Tiliaeete,

containing about thirty species, both shrubby and
herbaceous, natives of the warm parts of the
glol)e. Corchonis oUtorius is widely diffused in

tropical countries, and is suppos<>d to be a native
of Asia and Africa, and introduced into .America.

It' is an annual, with a smooth, more or less

branching stem, varying in height from 2 to 14
feet or upward, according to soil and climate.

It has smooth, stalked, alternate, oval, or ovate-

lanceolate leaves, and small yell&w flowers, soli-

tary or in pairs. It is much used as a pot-herb,

and is called Jews' mallow,, from being much cul-

tivated by Jews in Syria and other parts of the
East. It is still more valuable for the fibre of

its inner bark, as is also Corchurus capsularis, a
species very similar, but distinguished by its

capsule, which is short, globular, and wrinkled in

Corchorus capsularis, and elongated and slender
in Corchorus olitorius. Both are much cultivated

in India, yielding the greater part of the jute

(q.v.) of commerce, and of the fibre employed in

making gunny bags
( q.v. ) . Corchorus capsularis,

being extensively cultivated in China, is some-
times called Chinese hemp. Corchorus silquosus
is a small American shrub, occurring from the
West Indies southward. It is of little value. In
Panama an infusion of its leaves is used instead

of tea.

COR'CORAN, Michael (1827-63). An
American soldier. He was born at Carrowheel,
Ireland, emigrated to the United States in 1849,
enlisted in the Federal Army at the beginning of

the Civil War, and was taken prisoner at the
first battle of Bull Run. Upon his exchange, he
was commissioned brigadier-general in 1862, and
organized the Corcoran Legion, which in 1863
checked the Confederate advance on Norfolk and
was subsequently attached to the Army of the
Potomac. He died as the result of a fall from
liis horse.

CORCORAN, WujJAM Wilson (1798-1888).
An American financier and philanthropist, bom
in Georgetown, D. C. He studied for a time at
Georgetown College ; became an exchange broker
in Washington, and in 1840 formed a partnership
with George W. Riggs. At the time of the Mexi-
can War he took a large part of the Government
loans, and financiered them so skillfully as to lay
the foimdation of an immense fortune, which he
used with liberality and munificence. He was
the founder of the Louise Home for impoverished
gentlewomen, the Oak Hill Cemetery at George-
town, and the Corcoran Art Gallery, and made
many liberal gifts to colleges and benevolent asso-

ciations.

CORCORAN ART GALLERY. A collection

of works of art, presented to the city of Wash-
ington, D. C, and heavily endowed by William
Wilson Corcoran. The beautiful white marble
edifice in Neo-Greek style, in which it is now-
lodged, was erected by Ernest Flagg in 1894-97.

Besides the collections of paintings, sculptures,

and ceramics, the building contains a school of
art. Among the sculptures the famous "Greek
Slave," by Powers, and the "Last Days of Na-
poleon L," by Vela, are especially noteworthy.

CORCOVODA, kOr'kd-vo'oA (probably Peru-
vian in origin). A crane-like bird {Psophia leu-

coptcra) of Peru and the upper Amazon, closely

related to the trumpeter (q.v.). It is domesti-
cated and has some curious and friendly habits,

described at length in American Museum of Natu-
ral Hisiory Bulletin, vol. ii. (New York.
1887-90).

CORCY'RA. See Corfu.

COR'DA. At'cusT Josef (1809-49). An Aus-
trian botanist. Imrn in lveichenl»erg, Bohemia. Xi
the age of twenty he published hia Monographia
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Rhizospcrmarum ct Ucpativorum, and in 1834
was niiule one of the kiH'|H'rs of the Museum in

Prague.. In \ii\l he came to Texas, where he car-

ried out nianj' interesting ol)s<'rvations and col-

lected a large number of valualtle botanic speci-

mens; but on his voyage lionie, in 1840, he was
shipwrecked and drowned. His published works
include, besides the Monographia already men-
tioned, the following: Ivoncs Fungorum llucus-
que Cognitorum (0 vols., 1837-54) ; J'rachtflora
curopiiiacher Schimmelbildungcn (1839); and
licit riigc zur Flora der Vorwelt (1845).

COBDAOE (from cord, Fr. cordc, ML. corda,
Lat. chorda, from (Jk. x^'P^^ chord{\ string; con-
nected with Lat. haruspcx, inspector of entrails,

led. gorn, OliCJ. garni, entrails, Uth. zaniA, Skt.
hinl, intestine, also Icel., OllG. garn, Ger. Gam,
AS. gcarn, Engl. yarn). A name applied chiefly

to the running rigging of a ship and to the rope
of which the rigging is made. See Rigging;
ROPK.

COBDAITES, kfir'dA-I'tez (Neo-Lat. nom.
pi., named in honor of A. J. Corda). A genus
of fossil plants, of the family Cordaitae, that
shows intermediate characters l)etween the
conifers and the cycads. The genus apj)eared in

J^wonian time, reaching its maximum during the
coal-measure jwriod, when it was an important
forest tree of the coal-swamp flora, and declined
during the Permian. The tree grew to a
height of thirty to fifty feet, with a
trunk that branched freely, and it had dense
foliage of parallel -veined leaves of lanceolate or
linear form. These leaves are found in great
abundance in some coal-measure shales, where
they often lie packed in layers as do the fallen
leaves of a modern forest. In the Middle Devo-
nian of New Brunswick, Canada, a formation is

called the 'Cordaites shale,' because of the number
of Cordaites leaves it contains. The inflorescence
of Cordaites was separate as in the cycads, and
the male and female elements were arranged in

catkins placed in the axils of the leaves. The
fructification is nut-like, resembling somewhat
that of the yew or tliat of Cycas revoluta (a
cycad ) , and has been described under the names
Cardioearpum, Trigonocarpum, etc. These fossil

nuts are often exceedingly abundant. The trunk
had a large pith, which often decaj^ed to form a
cavity of which the casts, known as Artesice and
Sternbergia, are found on the dumps of some coal
mines. The wood of the trunk, described partly
as Araucaroxylon, has a microscopic structure
remarkably like that of the conifers. Consult
H. Graf zu Solms-Laubach, Fossil Botany, pp.
104-122 (Oxford, 1891). See Cabbonifebous
System; Cycadace^e; Conifeb^.
COBDAY D'ABMONT, kftr'di' dSr'mUN',

Mabie Anne Chablotte (1768-93). The assas-
sin of Marat, generality known as Chablotte
CoBDAY. She was bom at Saint Saturnin in
Xormandy. Her youth, passed in a convent, was
spent in the reading of Plutarch, Rousseau, Ray-
nal, Voltaire, and Corneille. Though she was
noble by birth, she sympathized ardently with
•the cause of the Revolution in its' early
phases; but when the fall of the Girondists
ushered in the Terror, she swung immediately to
the opposite pole. She saw Barbaroux (q.v.) at
Caen, spoke to him, and was convinced that
Marat and Robespierre were the enemies of
France. To the fervent student of the classics,

the role of Brutus seemed a. noble one, and she

determined to save the nation by nuirder. Telling
lier father that she was bound for England, she
journeyed to Paris (July 1, 1793), inquired there
for the house of Marat, pretending to be the
))earer of a message, and bought a knife on the
way. Twice delayed, she found ^larat at last

in his bath, writing (July 13). He had asked
that morning, in the Anii'du I'cuple, for 200,000
heads, and Charlotte told him she could give
him those of the Girondists at Caen. As he
was setting down the names she uttered, one
by one, she drove the knife up to the hilt into
his heart; then she tried to escape. Marat died
immediately, and the girl, quickly captured, and
saved with difliculty from the mob, was taken
to j>rison. Brought to trial and sjwedily con-
demned, she died calmly, going, as she said, to
join the divine Brutus in the Elvsian Fields
(July 17, 1793). Consult: Dubois, Charlotte
Corday (Paris, 1838); Vatel, Charlotte Corday
ct Ics (linjiidins (Paris, 1872).

COBDEIBO, kor-da'^-ro, JoAo Ricabdo ( 1836-

82). A Portuguese dramatist. He was born in

Lisbon, and in 1803 became secretary in the Con-
selho de Beneficencia. He was the founder of the
j)eriodical Futuro, and his numerous reports on
charitable work contain valuable suggestions as
to the most efficacious methods of dealing with
the problem of poverty. In 1877 he obtained a
Government position under the president of the
Ministry, Luciano de Castro. His plays include:
Fernando (1857) ; Amor e arte (1860) ; A socie-

dade elegante (1862); A familia (1869); Oa-
paraizos co)ijugaes (1882).

COBDE^IA. In Shakespeare's King Lear,
the youngest daughter of the King, by whom she
is disinherited for not making sufficiently efl"u-

sive protestations of love for him. But when he
is turned out by his other daughters, Goneril and
Regan, she comes to his rescue with an army.
She is taken prisoner, and killed in prison.

COBDELIEBS, kftr'd'-lyft' (Fr., cord - wear-
ers). The name given in France to the most aus-
tere branch of the Franciscan friars, on account of

the girdle of knotted cord they wore. After 1790
the name was applied to the members of a politi-

cal club which assembled in the abandoned chapel
of a Franciscan monastery, and exercised great
influence on the progress of the Revolution in

Paris. Its leaders were men of various opinions,

Danton, Camille Desmoulins, Marat, Hebert, and
the picturesque Anacharsis Clootz. It drew its

strength from the verj' lowest classes of Paris,

and always had an armed mob at hand ready for

insurrections. The members of the Cordeliers

were the first to demand a republic, took a very
prominent part in the events of the Tenth of

August, 1792, and chiefly contributed to the over-

throw of the Girondists (q.v.). While the club
was at the height of its influence, Desmoulins be-

gan the publication of his popular journal Le
vieux Cordelier. Later, the spirit of the Cor-
deliers became so violent as to out-Jacobin the
Jacobins, and men like Danton and Desmoulins
abandoned it. In 1794 the Cordeliers awakened
the enmity of Robespierre, who determined to

crush them. On March 24 and April 5 most of

its leaders were guillotined, and the club prac-

tically came to an end. Consult Bougeart, Pro-
jet d'organisation des Cordeliers (Paris, 1870).

COBD'EB, FnEDEBiCK (18,52—). An English

musician, born in London. He studied at
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the Royal Academy of Music, London, gained
the Mendelssohn scholarship in 1875, and,
after studying in Cologne under Ferdinand Hiller,
returned to London, and in 1880 became conductor
of the orchestra at the Brighton Aquarium. His
works include Morte d'Arthur, opera (1877) ; In
ihe lilack Forest, suite for orchestra ( 187C) ; The
Bridal of Triennain, cantata (1880) ; Rumanian
suite for orchestra (1887) ; The Minstrcrs Curse,
declamatory ballad, with orchestra (1888), and
The Sword of Argantyr, dramatic cantata ( 1889).
With his brother Henry, he translated the
libretti of Wagner's music dramas into English.
In 181)6 he lectured on Wagner, Berlioz, and Liszt,
before the Royal Academy. He published a valu-
able theoretical work. The Orchestra and How to
Write for It (London and New York, 1896).

CORDEOaiUS, or CORDIER, kor'dyi', ]\1a-

THunix ( 147!)-15(J4). A French humanist, author
of the Colloquia. He was especially fond of
leaching children, and taught in Paris, where he
had as one of his scholars John Calvin, who dedi-
cated to him the commentary on the First Epistle
to the Thessaloninns. He subsequently taught in

Geneva. He wrote a number of books for chil-

dren, one of which, Colloquiorum Scholasticorum
Libri Quattuor ad Pueros in Latine Sermone
Exercendos (1564), appeared in numerous later
editions and was translated into English and
French.

CORD GRASS (Spartina). A genus of
grasses having com])ound spikes, the species of
which are found in wet places, many of them in
salt or brackish tide marshes. Tlie spikelets are
arranged on one side, and have only one perfect
floret and ver\' imequal glumes. The species are
perennial, rigid, from creeping rootstocks, and
have long, tough leaves, hence the name cord
grass. Spartina stricta, found in muddy salt-

marshes on the east and southeast coasts of
England, and in America, although remarkable
for its extreme stiffness and rigidity of habit, is

used for making ropes, on account of the tough-
ness of its fibre. Spartina cynosuroides and Spar-
tina patens are common in the United States,
the former along the ocean and lake shores from
Maine to the Pacific; the latter species is common
in salt-marshes, and this and Juncus Gerardi fur-
nish the best of the marsh - hay. Spartina
cynosuroides has been successfully used in the
manufacture of twine and paper. It is recom-
mended as a binding grass for wet banks,
ditches, etc.

COR'DIA-TJT. See Sangaixo.

CORDIER, kOr'dyft'. Henri (1849—). A
French Orientalist, born in New Orleans. He
studied in France and England, and in 1869
went to China., where he spent eleven years. He
became professor of the School of Political
Science in Paris in 1886, and professor of his-

tory, geography, and Eastern legislation at the
School of Living Oriental Languages. His
works include liihliothcca ffinica, a bibliographi-
cal dictionary of books about the Chinese Em-
pire (1878-95); La France en Chine (1882);
Recueil de voyaftes et de documents pour servir
d I'histoire de la (f^otjraphie depuia le XIII e

sidcle jusqu'i la fin du XVIe siicle (1882-85),
and an Atlas sino-cor^en (1896).

CORDIERE, krtr'dyflr', La Bei.le (Fr., the
beautiful roiw-maker) . A nickname of the

Vol. v.—18.

poetess Louise LabC-, whose husband was Perrin,
a rope-maker.

CORDIERITE, kOr'dl-er-it. See Iolite.

CORDH/XiERA. A general term applied to
the system of elevations that extends along or
near the Pacific Coast of North and South Amer-
ica from northern Alaska to Cape Horn. The
Cordillera of North America includes the moun-
tain ranges in Mexico, the Rocky Mountains, the
Sierra Nevadas, the Coast and Cascade ranges
in the United States, and the several ranges in
British Columbia and Alaska. The whole west-
ern part of the continent traversed by these
ranges is commonly called the 'Cordilleran re-
gion.' In South America the term is sometimes
used comprehensively as a synonym for the
Andes, or the two may be united, i.e., Andean
Cordillera, and it is also applied to definite por-
tions of the Andes, as in Colombia, where the
three mountain ranges are known as the Eastern,
Central, and Western Cordilleras. The term,
originally borrowed from the Spanish, is being
used more and more by geographers in a general
sense to signify an extensive system of elevations.
See America; Andes; etc.

CORDITE (from cord, on account of the ap-
pearance of the grains ) . A form of smokeless
gunpowder used in England. It is composed of
nitroglycerin, 58 parts; nitrocellulose, 37 parts;
vaseline, 5 parts. It is colloided by dissolving
the nitrocellulose in a solvent, incorporating the
ingredients, and then evaporating the solvent.
See Explosives.

C6rD0BA, kor'd6 ua, or CORTJOVA. The
flourishing capital of the province of the same
name in Argentina, on the Rio Primero, a
tributary of the Parana (Map: Argentina, E
10). It is situated at an elevation of about 1200
feet, and is regularly laid out and well built,
except on the surrounding heights, which are in-
habited mostly by the poorer classes. The city
has a fine park, or promenade, and plazas, in the
principal of which is situated the cathedral, an
imposing structure of composite architecture with
a fine cupola, dating from the seventeenth cen-
tury. Tlie Government palace is also worth men-
tioning. An equestrian statue of General Paz
stands in the plaza of that name. Among the
educational institutions are the university

—

founded by the Jesuits in 1613, thus ranking in
age next to that of Lima—a national college, two
seminaries, and an observatory and meteorological
station. Other features of C6rboda comprise
a public library, a well-equipped general hospital,
asylums for orphans and the poor, etc. The city
is an episcopal see. Though the surrounding coun-
try is rendered fertile only by irrigation. Cor-
doba is an important commercial centre, owing to
its geographical jjosition. Live stock, wool, and
hides are the chief exports of the vicinity, and
i>eds of calcit« are worked. The city has some in-
dustrial interests, principally manufactures of
building material, lime, brick's, and flour. Popu-
lation, in 1901, 50.000. Cfirdoba was founded in
1573, the neighborh(X)d having been visited some
thirty years before by an officer of Pizarro, and,
after becoming the capital of Tucuman, rose to
prominence as an educational centre and as the
headquarters of the Jesuits in that region. It suf-
fered to some extent in the revolutionary strug-
gles. In 1871 Cordoba was the seat of the first

national exposition of Argentina.
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CORDON (Fr. cordon, from cordc, cord). A
jiiilitury Utim for a line of sentrii-a, posted with-

in view of each other, and designed to prevent

forbidden contact or communication between one

Hide of the line thus guarded and the other.

When large 8t?parate bodies of troops are so dis-

jjoschI as practically to shut in a section of coun-

try, they are spoken of as a cordon of troops.

(Country* inclosed by a s<'ries or system of block-

houses, as in South Africa under General Kitch-

ener (1901), is described as cordoned. A cordon

instituted to prevent contagion from an in-

fected place or district is a cordon aanitaire.

CORDON. A system of training by which

a plant that is naturally diffusely branched is

made to grow as a single stem in order to induce

large fruits. Trees trained as cordons may have

one or two stems trained horizontally or oblique-

ly; if two stems are retained these are carried

horizontally in opposite directions about 18

inches from the ground, or they may be carried

obliquely and parallel; the laterals of such

branches being kept spurred. Any plant which
bears its fruit upon spurs will, therefore, lend

itself to this style of training.

CORDON BLEU, kAr'doN' ble ( Fr., blue rib-

bon ) . Knights of the ancient French Order of

the Saint Esprit, or Holy Ghost, were so called

because the jewel of the Order was suspended on

a blue ribbon. In late times the term was de-

graded to mean a first-rate cook. The cordon

grand is any member of the Legion of Honor, the

decoration being suspended by a broad ribbon.

CORDOVA, kor'dft-vi'i, or c6rD0BA, kCr'-

dd-M (Lat. Corduba, from Phoenician Karta-

iuba, Great City). A city of Spain, and capital

of the Province of Cordova, situated on the Gua-
dalquivir, 120 miles by rail north of ^Malaga

(Map: Spain, C 4). It lies at an altitude ex-

ceeding 390 feet at the base of the Sierra de

Cordova. In appearance the city is less char-

acteristically Moorish than might be supposed, its

aspect being one rather of heterogeneity arising

from the conglomerate architecture of various

]>eriods; it retains but few marks of the Saracen

period, and but faintly recalls the grandeur of the

former metropolis of Mohammedan Spain. The
streets are with few exceptions narrow and
crooked, and the houses gloomy. The finest

edifice is the cathedral, once the chief mosque
of the 'Infidels,' and one of the most splendid

examples of Moorish architecture. Together

with the court, it occupies a site 570 feet

by 425 feet, with a bell -tower 300 feet in

height. It is surrounded by a wall Avith strong

buttresses, and was originally both mosque and
fortress. The interior is almost a labyrinth of

pillars, for they number some 850, in various

styles and mostly of marble, porphyry, and jas-

])e'r. The building has suffered considerably

through the changes of different epochs, made in

the endeavor to convert the mosque into a Chris-

tian cathedral. A short distance from the cathe-

dral, to the south, stands the marble triumphal
column, erected 1765, of San Rafael, the patron
saint of Cordova. Among the ^Moorish remains
are the ruined city walls, part of the AlcAzar, and
the old bridge of 16 arches, 730 feet long, con-

necting Cordova with its suburb, Campo de la

Verda. The bridge, originally built by the Ro-
mans, was reconstructed on the same foundations

by the Saracens. Cordova contains a large num-

ber of churches and convents, a bishop's palace,

a theatre, and a bullring. The educational in-

stitutions include a lyceum, a theological sem-
inary, a veterinary school, and a library.

Once a great centre of commerce, Cordova i»

in a state of decline, her local industries
suffering in the general stagnation of the coun-
try. The railroad connection with Seville, Ma-
laga, and ^ladrid brought in a little new life,

but Cordova is still a city of tiie Middle
Ages. There are manufactures of leather,

liquors, hats, cloth, silk, and paper, besides the
ancient silver-filigree industry for which Cor-
dova has long been famous. Iron is mined in

the vicinity. Population, in 1900, 50,097.

Cordova is said to have been founded by the
Phoenicians, but was accjuired n.c. 152 by the
Romans. It rose to be the second city of Spain,
the seat of a prtetor and a supreme tribunal, and
a centre of industry. Taken by the Goths in the
sixth century, it fell in 711 into the hands of

the Saracens. In 756 the city became the capital

of an Ommiad realm, which existed till 1031 and
embraced all ^lohammedan Spain. This State,

whose rulers at first were content with the title

of Emir and finally assumed that of Caliph,
rivaled in splendor the Eastern Caliphate of

Bagdad. From the ninth century to the twelfth
Cordova was one of the greatest centres of

commerce in the world. According to Arabian
historians the city at the height of its splendor
contained 200,000 houses, a million inhabitants,

COO mosques, 80 institutions of learning, and a
public library with 600,000 volumes. Such ac-

counts are doubtless exaggerations, but certainly

when all was dark over the rest of the Occidental
World, Cordova held aloft the light of civiliza-

tion. After the fall of the caliphate the decline

was rapid: the city was taken by Ferdinand III.

of Castile in 1230 and never afterwards regained
its prosperity. Cordova was plundered by the
French under Dupont in 1808. It is noted as
being the birthplace of the two Senecas, the poet
Lucan, and the philosopher Averroes.

CdR'DOVA, Fernando Fernandez de (1792-

1883). A Spanish commander and statesman,
who began military service in 1810, and served

in the wars against Napoleon. In 1841 he was
implicated with Concha in the conspiracy against

Espartero; in 1847 he was Minister of War, and
afterwards was inspector-general of infantry.

He was Captain-General of Cuba in 1850. In
1853 he was made general-in-chief of cavalry.

He attempted to support Isabella in the outbreak

of 1854, but when revolution became success-

ful he fled to France. He returned a few years
later, and in 1864 Narvaez made him Minister of

War. In 1868, in common with most of the

Spanish grandees, he took part in the Prim rev-

olution against Isabella. In 1870 he was again
appointed Captain-Gen^pral of Cuba, and in 1871

he was made ^linister of State ad interim at

Madrid by King Amadeus. On the proclamation

of the Republic he was named Minister of War.

CdRDOVA, Francisco Hernandez (c.l475-

1526). A Spanish soldier and explorer. He
accompanied Pedrarias to Castilla del Oro, Pan-
ama, in 1514, and in 1524 was sent by that com-
mander to take possession of Nicaragua, ignoring

the rights of the discoverer, Gil Gonzalez Davila.

After exploring the country and founding

several important settlements, he endeavored
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to sever his allegiance to Pedrarias and to estab-

lish a government of his own. Upon being in-

formed of the treacherj' of his lieutenant, Pe-

drarias personally conducted an army into Nic-

aragua, and after defeating Cdrdova in battle,

ordered his execution.

CORDOVA, GoNSALVO de. See Gonsalvo de

C6ki)ova.

COR'DOVAN, or CORDTJAM. A species of

leather prepared from <;oat-skins or split horse-

hide, and used tliroughout Europe during the

Middle Ages for the boots of the wealthy. It

was originally, and at one time exclusively, man-
ufactured by the [Moors of Cordova, and hence its

name.

CORDOVA Y FIGTJEROA, 6 fe'g&ro'a,

Pedro de ( 1G92-c.1770) . A Chilean historian,

bom at Concepcion. He entered the army in

1725. In 1739, by order of President Velasco,

he founded Los Angeles, the capital of Arau-

cania. About 1745 he wrote a history of Chile

from the conquest until 1717. It has been pub-

lished in the C'oleccion de historiadorcs de Chile,

and was long regarded as the highest authority

on the subject.

COR'DTJROY (probably for Fr. corde du rot,

King's cord ) . A cotton material having a cut

pile like velvet, but with the surface ribbed. The
gut or division which separates the ribs is pro-

duced V>y binding the pile weft to the cloth. See

FrsTiAX.

CORDUROY ROAD. A roadway in marshy
places formed by laying logs side by side. It

takes its name from "its rough or ribbed surface,

resembling corduroy. This method of road-

building is rarely employed now except for tem-

porary purposes, as in military operations. It

is still in use, however, in sparsely settled

regions where nothing better can be afTorded.

See Road ; Roads and Railroads, [Military,

COR'D'D'S, Cremutius. A Roman historian,

who in A.D. 25 was, according to Tacitus (An-

nales iv.. 34, 35). accused before Tiberius of

having praised Cipsar's assassin, Brutus, and of

having termed Cassius the 'last of the Romans.'

The true cause for this accusation, however, was
his free expression of opinion regarding Sejanus,

the influential minister of Tiberius (q.v.). Having
pronounced an apologj-. he, anticipating no favor

from the Emperor, star\'ed himself to death.

Some copies of his works escaped destruction by

the officials, but there are now extant only a few

fragments preserved in the Suasorice of Seneca.

Consult Rathlef, De Cremutio Cordo (Dorpat,

1860).

COR'DYLINE. See Ti,

CORE (OF. cor, Fr. ceeur, from Lat. cor,

heart). In masonry, the central portion of any
heavy part of the structure, such as pier, but-

tress', main wall, etc., which is not visible, but is

covered with a sheathing or surface of another

material. Roman buildings have a concrete or

nibble core, with a facing of brick or coarse

stone construction; sometimes of marble slabs

or stucco. In medineval structures the core is

sometimes of brick, with stone facing.

COREA. See Korea.

COREAL, kA'rAur, Francisco. Probably the

p>^iulonym of an author who in 1722 published

a book entitled Yoynqe out lndcn. According to

the statements of the author, he was bom in

Cartagena, Spain, in 1648, and spent more than
thirty years in travel, chieliy in the Caribbean

region and in South America, The work passed

through several editions, one of the most im-

portant of these being published in Brussels in

1736. The numerous errors which it contains

and the doubts which have been cast upon its

authenticity justify the belief that it was a
pseudonymous publication,

CORELIil, Arcaxgeix) (1653-1713). An
eminent Italian violinist and composer, sur-

named II Divine. He was bom at Fusignano,

near Bologna, and studied in Rome under Bas-

sani and Matteo Simonelli. He is said to have
been in Paris in 1672, and subsequently passed

several years in Germany in the service of the

Elector of Bavaria. In 1*681 we find him settled

in Rome, where he found a generous patron in

Cardinal Ottoboni, and soon acquired fame as a
virtuoso, teacher, and composer. He was espe-

cially admired for the beauty of his tone and
expressive execution, and laid the foundation for

the development of superior violin technique.

His compositions rank among the best of his

time and continue to this day models of classical

study in instrumental music. The finest and
most famous among them are twelve Concerti

grossi, op. 6 (1712).

CORELLI, Marie (1864—). An English

novelist, the adopted daughter of Charles Mackay,
the poet. She was born in Italy and educated

in London and in a convent in France.

A musical career was planned for her, but

.she early adopted literature instead. Among
her writings are: The Romance of Two Worlds
(1886): Thelma (1887): The Sorroics of
i^atan (1895); The Mighty Atom (1896);
The Murder of Delicia (1896); Ziska (1897);
Jane (1897); The Master-Christian (1900);
Boy (1900); and Temporal Power (1902),

CORENTYN", ko'rgn-t^n' (Dutch Corantyn).
A river of Guiana, South America. It rises on
the boundary of Brazil and flows in a northerly

direction and empties into the Atlantic. Through-
out its length it forms the boundary line between
British and Dutch Guiana (Map: Guiana, F 3).

It is navigable for a distance of over 40 miles

for large steamers, while light vessels can ascend

as high as 170 miles from its mouth, where navi-

gation is interrupted by cataracts, which occur

at a number of points on its middle and upper
course.

CO'REOP'SIS (Xeo-T^t.. from Gk. K6pis,

Icoris, bedbug -f- 6^is, opsis, appearance). An
herbaceous annual or perennial plant of the order

Composite, nearly all natives of eastern North
America, and popularly known as tick-seed, the

fruit being in the shape of a small tick. It is

often raised for its showy yellow or rose-purple

flowers with yellow or brown disks. The peren-

nials are grown in hardy borders; the annuals

in the garden in almost any soil. For illustra-

tion see Plate of Cranberry.

CORFE (krtrf) CASTIiR A village of Dor-

set. England, in the middle of Purbeck Isle or

Peninsula. 24 miles east -southeast of Dor-

chester (Map: England. D 6). In the vicin-

ity are stone and marble quarries, and clay-

works for potteries. Population of parish, in

1901, 1967. A castle, giving its name to

the village, stands on a neighboring hill.

Founded in the tenth centurj', it was long
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one of tlie stron^'i'st fortn'ssos in the kingdom.
Here Kinjr Kdwanl the Martyr was murdered
by liiH step-mother. Klfrida, in D7J). and King
John, during his disputes with his barons, kept
his n'galia here for safety. In 1042 Lady
Bankes defend«»d tlie castle for aiX weeks against
Charles I. It was dismantled by Fairfax in

1G45.

CORFLAM'BO. In Spenser's Faerie Queene,
a giant representing lieentiousness.

COR'FXJ (Gk. KdpKvpa, Korkyra, or Ki/tKvpa,

Kerkyra, I^t. Cvrcyra ) . Tlie most northerly
of the Ionian Islands (q.v. ). in latitude 39° 20'

to 3$)° 50' X., longitude 10° 40' to 20° 10' E. It

has a length of about 38 miles, with a breadth
varying from 3 or 4 to 20 miles. Area, 275
square miles. Pitpulation, in 1896, 90,872. Like
the rest of the Ionian Islands, it is mountainous,
and the mountains are generally naked and dry,

the higliest summit. Pantokrator, being about
3000 feet above the sea. The valleys, however,
are verj' fertile, and yield olive-oil, wine, honey,
oranges, figs. ete. Salt is also produced in some
«|uantity. The climate is generally mild and
healthful. The principal town, Corfu, on the
east, situated on an elevation, has some good
streets, and a fine esplanade. It has about 25,100
inhabitants and a; considerable trade. It is the
seat of a Greek archbishop and of a Catholic
bishop. The early historj' of the island is purely
m^lhical, as the later inhabitants identified it

W'ith the Homeric Scheria ( PlLTeacia ) . About B.C.

734 the Corinthians are said to have colonized
the island, which, however, soon attained such
wealth and maritime power as to assert its inde-

pendence. After the Persian wars, in which
Corcyra took no part, a further dispute with Cor-
inth led the Corcyreans to ally themselves with
Athens, and the intervention of the latter city

Mas one of the factors which contributed to the
outbreak of the Peloponnesian War. Internal
dissensions and varying foreign control marked
the history of the island until it was taken under
Roman protection in B.C. 229. During the greater
]mrt of the ^liddle Ages it formed part of the
Byzantine Empire, and later passed into the
possession of the Venetians, who held it in spite

of two fierce attacks by the Turks, until 1797.
Since that time Corfu has shared the fortunes of
the other Ionian Islands. Consult: Riemann,
Recherches arcMolofjiqucs sur les ties Toniennes,
vol. i., Corfou (Paris, 1879) ; and Partsch, Die
Insel Korfu (Gotha, 1887).

COB.I, ko'r6. A city in the Province of Rome,
Central Italy, 36 miles southeast of Rome (Map:
Italy, G 6). Important to the antiquarian are
the huge polygonal blocks that formed the walls
of the ancient Cora—a city that was an early
member of the Latin League and that had for
traditional founder the Trojan Dardanus or
Coras; also the ruins of a temple of Castor and
Pollux and of a so-called temple of Hercules.
Population (commune), in 1881, 6300; in 1901,
7363.

CO'RIANa)ER (Lat. coriandrum, Gk.Koplav-
vop, koriannoti, KSpiov, korion, coriander, pos-
sibly from K6pii, koris, bedbug, referring to the
smell of the leaves), Coriandrum satii7um. An
annual or biennial plant of the natural order
Umbellifersp, with branching stem, one to two
feet high, the lower leaves bipinnate, the upper
leaves more compound, divided into very narrow

divisions, and with gii)l><)s*- fruit. It ir^ a luiiivc

of the south of KurciiM- and of the East, and has
long been cultivated for the sake of its fruit. It

has thus beeonu* naturalized in some parts of
England and the United States, where its fruit,

coriander-seed, is much less used than in Ger-
many and some other Euro(>ean countries. The
whole plant, when fresh, has a very ofTensive
smell, due to an essential oil, but the ripe and
l^rfectly dry fruit has an agreeable aromatic
smell and a sweetish aromatic ta.stc. It is used
in medicine as a carminative, and in domestic
economy as an aromatic, being very often mixed
\yith bread in the nortli of Europe; spirituous
liquors are llavored with it; and confectioners
cover it with sugar, to make a well-known kind
of confection. In the south of England it is com-
mon to sow coriander and caraway together, the
coriander yielding a crop in the first year, and
the caraway in years following. Coriander de-
lights in a rich soil and is much cultivated and
used in India. It is little used in the United
States.

COBIGLIANO CALABBO, ko'rMyU'nd kii-

lii'bro. A city in the Province of Cosenza,
South lUily, four miles from the Gulf of Taranto
and 85 miles southwest of Taranto (Map: Italy,
L 8). It has a castle and an aqueduct, and
markets a high quality of manna from the ash-
trees of the surrounding countrv. Population
(commune), in 1881, 13,272; in 1901, 13,320.

COBIN. In Shakespeare's As You Like It,

a shepherd who oflTers his services to Rosalind
and Celia as a 'faithful feeder.'

COBIN'NA (Gk. K6piyva, Korinna) . A
Greek lyric poetess, nicknamed 'The Fly' {Mvla,
Myia), famous alike for her beauty and for her
genius. She was born at Tanagra, in Bteotia.
'fhe date of her birth is not known, but she was
an elder contemporary and, according to tradi-
tion, a rival of Pindar. /Elian and Suidas speak
of her five victories over him, and Pausanias
saw at Tanagra a picture of her wearing about
her head a fillet of victory, which he supposes
she gained in a contest with her yoimger rival.

An anecdote has been preserved by Plutarch, re-

lating that when Pindar had been advised by her
to embellish his poems with mythology, he pro-
duced a hjTnn to Thebes in which all Theban
mythology was alluded to in the first six verses;
whereupon she advised, "Sow with the hand, not
with the full sack." Her poems were all in the
Boeotian dialect. The fragments are edited by
Bergk, Poetce Lyrici Grceci (Leipzig, 1900).

CORINNA. (1) A name given by Dryden
to Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas, with whom he had a
correspondence. She afterwards made the ac-

quaintance of Curll, the notorious publisher, and
furnished him with a selection of letters inter-

changed between herself and Dryden. They were
probably fictitious. (2) The daughter of Gripe
in Van Brugh's comedy The Confederacy.

COBINNE, OTJ L'lTALIE, kA'r^n' oo 16'-

t^'le' (Fr., Corinna, or Italy). The most im-
portant novel of ^ladame de Stael, published in

1807, named from its heroine, who pines and dies
after her lover proves false.

COBINTH (Gk. KbpivOot, Kortnthos; said to
have been called in early times Ephyra). An
ancient city of Greece, situated at the south
end of the isthmus connecting the northern
division of Greece with the Peloponnesus. Its
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citadel was the Acrocorinthus, an isolated hill

1886 feet high, with precipitous sides, and com-
manding one of the finest views in Greece. At the
northern foot of this hill lay the city of Corinth,
on a broad terrace nearly 200 feet above the level

of the isthmus. In the Homeric epic Ephyra is

mentioned as the home of Sisyphus and Bellero-
phon, but the city does not seem to have played
a great part in the heroic age, and appears in

dependence upon the rulers of Mycenae, with
which place it was connected by a very early sys-

tem of roads. DiscoA^eries of pre-Mycenrean pot-

tery in graves show that there was a settlement
at the foot of the Acrocorinthus in very early
times, but as yet few remains of the Mycentean
age have come to light. Tlie growth of the city

seems to have occurred after the Dorian conquest
of the Peloponnesus, and to liave been especially
favored by the development of the intercourse
with the west; for this its situation with har-
bors on both the Corinthian and Saronic gulfs
gave it peculiar advantages, whi(?h were further
enhanced by alliances with Samos and Chal-
cis on Kubcea. By the end of the eighth century
B.C., Corinth was the chief trading city of Greece,
and the extent of its trade is shown by the num-
l»er of Corinthian vases found in Italian graves,
as well as by the testimony of ancient writers.

Among the colonies founded by Corinth at this

period was Syracuse. The government was a
strict oligarchy under the leadership of the
family of the Bacchiadae, but when, early in the
seventh century B.C., Corcyra successfully main-
tained her independence of the mother city, a
revolution occurred, and C\"pselus became tyrant
(c.657 B.C.). Under his rule and that of his
son, Periander. the prosperity of the city in-

creased, Corcyra and Epidaurus were reduced,
and the establishment of Potidjea on the north-
em coast of the .^gean gave Corinth a share
in the rich trade of Macedon and Thrace. About
B.C. 582 the tyrants were overthrown, and a
moderate oligarchy established, which seems to
have remained as the usual form of government,
though occasionally interrupted by democratic
revolutions. Like the other cities of Pelopon-
nesus (except Argos). Corinth became a member
of the J^cedaemonian I.ieague, and played her
part in the Persian wars. The great develop-
ment of Athenian power was a serious blow to
the commercial interests of Corinth, and accord-
ingly we find the city active in promoting the
Peloponnesian War. After the fall of Athens,
the Corinthians became jealous of the Spartan
rule, and formed an alliance with Thebes and
Athens, which led in n.c. 395 to the Corinthian
War. Later, Corinth returned to the Spartan
alliance, and supported the city in the war
waged with the Thebans under Epaminondas.
Three years after the battle of Chseronea (B.C.

338), it was garrisoned by the ^lacedonians,
who held it until B.C. Iflfi, with the exception
of B.C. 242 to B.C. 223, when it was occu-

pied by Aratus for the Achtean Tvcague. WTien the
freedom of Greece was proclaimed by the Romans,
Corinth was restored to the Achsean T.^ague.

Having l)ecome the centre of the last uprising of

Greece against the Roman power, it was utterly
destroyed (n.c. 146) by L. Mummius, the Roman
general, and for a wliole centurj' it continued in

ruins. In B.C. 46 Julius Ca>sar rebuilt it. and it

afterwards became the capital of the Roman
Province of Achaia ; and although it never again

attained its early importance, it became both
prosi>erou3 and powerful. Saint Paul planted a
Cliristian church here, to which he addressed
two epistles. In a.d. 1458 it was conquered by
the Turks under Mohammed II., was taken by
the Venetians in 1087, and retaken by the Turks
in 1715, who held it till 1823. Reduced to ashes
in the Revolutionarj' War, and again utterly de-
stroyed by an earthquake in 1858, Corinth is now
rebuilt in a more convenient position on the shore
of the Gulf of Corinth. Ancient Corinth was sur-
rounded by walls, having a circuit of about four
and one-half miles, or, including the Acrocorin-
thus, of eight miles. It had two harbors

—

Lechoeum, on the Gulf of Corinth (q.v.) , and Cen-
chrece, on the SaronicGulf, openinginto the .Egean.
The former was connected with the city by two
parallel walls. The wealth and prosperity of Cor-
inth made it the seat of luxury and licentiousness.
Besides the sea deities Poseidon and Amphitrite,
Aphrodite claimed a large share in the religion
of the city, and her temple alone is said to have
had 1000 courtesans as sacred slaves. The Co-
rinthian hettrrce were famous throughout Greece.
In the earlier period Corinth was famous for its

work in clay and bronze, and even in later times
'Corinthian bronze' was almost as precious as
gold. Though devoted to art, and filled with
costly paintings and statues at the time of its

capture by Mummius, the city does not occupy
a prominent place in either art or literature, and
but few Corinthians except Periander and Ti-

moleon appear among the famous names of
Greece. Before 1890 the chief remains of an-
cient Corinth were the foundations on the Acro-
corinthus and the seven columns of a very early
Doric temple, probably of the time of Periander.
In 1896 excavations were begun by the American
School of Classical studies at Athens, and al-

though few works of art or inscriptions have
been found, the discoveries have furnished a sure
basis for the topography of the ancient city, of

which the traveler Pausanias (q.v.) gives a de-

tailed description. The chief sites determined
are the Theatre, the Fountains of Pirene and
Glauce, the road to Lecha^um, the Propjiaea, and
the Agora to which it led, and the identification

of the old temple with the Temple of Apollo.
The mediaeval walls are still in a fair state of

preservation. Consult: E. Curtius, Peloponncsos
(Gotha, 1851-52) ; Wilish, Beitriige zur inneren
Gcschichte des alten Korinth (Zittau. 1887) ; id.,

Geschichte Korinths von den Perscrkricfjen his

zum drcissigjiihrigen Frieden (Zittau. 1896) :

these pamphlets contain also a bibliography of

Corinthian history. The reports of the Ameri-
can excavations are published in the American
Journal of Archceology, 2d series, vol. i., et seq.

(Xew York, 1897), a popular account by Direc-

tor Richardson, in the Centun/ Magazine (Xew
York, 1899) : and by Cooley in Records of the

Past, J. (Washington, 1902).'

CORINTH, or New Corinth. An episcopal

city and seaport of Greece, situated on the north
coast of the Isthmus of Corinth, three and one-

lialf miles northeast of the ancient city (q.v.)

and one and one-half miles .southwest of the
northern terminus of the Corinth Canal (^lap:
Greece, D 4). Corinth is about 55 miles west
of Athens. The t«wn was founded in 1858 after

the destniction of the vestiges of old Corinth by
an earthquake. It is wholly a modem town and
has wide streets. It is connected by rail with
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Athens, Patras, and Argos. It has a good har-

bor. There are a custom-house and a >ynina-

siuni. It has been j)ros|H«rinfj since the Corinth

Ship Canal was o|M'ned in 1803. Anion^' its ex-

iMirts are oil. honey, silk, corn, and currants. It

18 the capital of the nomarchy of Corinth, and
has a population of alK)ut 5()00.

CORINTH. A city and county-seat of Alcorn
County. Miss., near the Tennessee border, 90
miles east-soutlieast of Memphis, Tenn., on the

^Mobile and Ohio and the Memphis and Charles-

ton railroads (Map: Mississippi, J 1). Popula-

tion, in 1890, 2111; in 1900, 3001.

At the outbreak of the Civil War, Corinth,

being at the junction of the Mobile and Ohio
Kailroad running north and south, and of the

Memphis and Charleston running east and west,

became a point of great strategic importance. It

was fortified bv the Confederates, and imme-
diately after the battle of Shiloh (April 6, 7,

1802) General Beauregard with 50,000 men re-

treated thither, followed by General Ilalleck at

the head of a force of over 100.000 men. Halleck

advanced with great caution, being more than a

month in covering a distance of only 23 miles,

and when he approached Corinth, Beauregard,

after slight skirmishes, quietly evacuated the

place during the night of Mav 29th, Halleck

taking possession the following day. On October

3. 4, 1 802, a force of 22.000 Confederates under
Generals Van Dom and Price attempted to re-

capture the place, then defended by General

Rosecrans with 20,000 troops. But the assail-

ants, notwithstanding the heroic valor displayed,

Vi^ere repulsed with great loss. The Union loss

was 315 killed, 1812 wounded, and 232 missing,

while that of the Confederates (estimated) was
592 killed, nearly 2000 wounded, and 2225 pris-

oners.

CORINTH, Gulf of, or Gulf of Ij:panto.

An arm of the Mediterranean extending from
west to east through the centre of Greece, and
dividing the Peloponnesus from the northern

mainland. The outer portion extends from the

promontory of Araxus (now Kalogria) in Achaea

to the narrow strait (IH miles) between Rhion
and Antirrhion (south and north shores), the

inner from this point to the isthmus, a distance

of about 80 miles. The gulf has the appearance

of an inland lake, and the scenery is remarkably
attractive, since the shores show striking con-

trasts of rock}' promontories and fertile plains,

while the background is everywhere marked by
lofty mountains. The narrow neck of land which
separates the Gulf of Corinth from the Saronic

Gulf, and unites the Peloponnesus to the main-

land, is called the Isthmus of Corinth (see Isth-

mus). It is about 10 miles in length, and about

four miles in width at its northern extremity,

near Mount Geraneion. In ancient times a Avail

was built across the isthmus to prevent invasion

from the north. On the Saronic Gulf, at the point

where this wall terminated and where the Isth-

mian games (q.v. ) were celebrated, is situated

the modem town of Isthmia. Excavations by the

French School in 1883 brought to light remains
of the ancient sanctuaries and houses on a forti-

fied hill; near by are scanty ruins of the old

Stadium. The isthmus is pierced by a canal, com-
pleted in 1893. See Corinth Canal.

CORINTH CANAL. The construction of a

canal across the Isthmus of Corinth was begun

by Nero, but the undertaking |)roved too vast and
was abandoned. In 1881 a French company ob-

tained a concession to construct such a canal and
in 1882 work was begun. In 1889 the work was
transferred to a (ireek company, and was brought
to completion by Matsas, a Greek engineer, in

1893. The canal, uniting the Gulf of Corinth
with the Saronic Gulf, shortens the journey from
the Adriatic to the Piraeus by 202 miles. It is

4 miles long, and has a depth of 20 f«>et, thus ad-
mitting the largest vessels. The dilliculties of
navigation, however, in the Corinthian and Sa-
ronic gulfs, have led large steamsliips to prefer
the longer voyage around Cape Malea. At its

western extremity a new town, Poseidonia, has
sprung up, and at its eastern end is the modern
town of Isthmia.

CORINTHIAN ORDER. The latest devel-
oped and most elaborate of the three orders of
Greek architecture. See Column.

CORINTHIANS, Epistles to the (trans-
lation of Gk. irpds KoptvOlovi, sc. hrurrcXal, pros
Korinthious, to tlic Corinthians, sc. einstulai,

epistles). Two writings in the New Testament
addressed by Paul to the Church at Corinth,
which he had founded in a.d. 50. The former
of these letters was written during Paul's stay
in Ephesus, from a.d. 52 to 55, probably shortly
before Pentecost of 55 (cf. xvi. 8,9: "But I will

tarry at Ephesus until Pentecost; for a great
door and eltectual is opened unto me, and there

are many adversaries"). It was occasioned pri-

marily by reports brought to the Apostle through
certain members of the Corinthian Church to

the effect that there were grave disorders in the
Church, consisting chiefly in party factions,

gathering around the names of the Apostles and
their workers and Christ (chaps, i.-iv.), and also

in grossly immoral practices (chap, v.) and in a
contentious spirit which resulted in bringing one
another before the courts of law (chap, vi.), all

of which things the Apostle sternly rebuked.

The further occasion of the Epistle was a letter

addressed by the Corinthian Church to the

Apostle, apparently in reply to a previous letter

sent by him to them, in which he had prohibited

their companionship with persons of bad char-

acter and life, but evidently in such terms as
to lead to the misunderstanding that he had in

mind all persons of this character in tneir com-

munity. The practical impossibility of com-

plying with this command they had doubtless

laid before the Apostle in their letter, in view
of which protest he explains that his intention

was to prohibit Christian companionship with

such persons in the membership of the Church
(v. 9-11: "I wrote unto you in my Epistle to

have no company with fornicators; not at all

meaning with the fornicators of this world

. . . but ... if any man that is named
a brother he a fornicator, or covetous, or an
idolater, or a reviler, or a drunkard, or an
extortioner, with such an one no, not to eat").

In this same letter the Corinthians apparently

laid before the Apostle definite questions regard-

ing certain troubles in their church life, to which

the Apostle replies in order (chaps, vii.-xvi.).

These questions regarded marriage (chap, vii.),

the eating of meat offered in sacrifice to idols

(chap, viii.), the proprieties of public worship

(chaps, xi.-xiv.)—chiefly as to the use of the

charismata or spiritual gifts (chaps, xii.-xiv,).
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the doctrine of the resurrection (chap, xv.), and
the collection for the saints in Jerusalem (chap,
xvi.)—possibly also the return of Apollos to
work among them (xvi. 12).

The second of the letters was written after
Paul had left Ephesus, while he was on the
journey from that city to Corinth, most likely

in the spring or early summer of 55, from some
of the Christian centres in Macedonia. It was
occasioned by the report brought to the Apostle
tlirough Titus, to the effect that the personal
hostility to the Apostle in the Church had given
way to the spirit of general loyalty to his
rule (chap. vii.). In this second letter there
are passages which maKC it impossible to avoid
the impression that the Apostle made more visits

to Corinth than are recorded in the Book of
Acts, and that, in addition to the letter of
prohibition referred to above, he wrote more
letters to the Church than are distinctively pre-
served in the New Testament. The passages re-

ferring to the visit are the followiag: (ii. 1)

"But I determined this for myself, that I would
not come again to you with sorrow;" (xii. 21)
"Lest again when I come my God should humble
me before you;" (xiii. 2, 3) "I have said be-

forehand ... as when I was present the
second time . , . that, if I come again, I

will not spare." From these it is clear that the
Apostle had made a visit to Corinth, which was
of a sorrowful kind. This cannot possibly be
the only previous visit of which we have record
in the Acts—the visit in which he founded the
Church; since, while at that time he was dis-

couraged regarding his gospel work in Corinth,
there had been no sorrow between him and his

people, such as these passages necessarily imply.
This inference is confirmed by the remaining
passages: (xii. 14) "Behold, this is the third
time I am ready to come to you;" (xiii. 1)

"This is the third time I am coming to you,"
from which it is clear that the visit which he
was about to make was, to the Apostle, his third
visit to this place. The passages referring to
the letter are the following: (ii. 3, 4) "Out of

much affliction and anguish of heart I wrote
imto you with many tears;" (vii. 8, 9-12) "For
though I made you sorry with my Epistle, I do
not regret it. ... So although I wrote
unto you, I wrote not for his cause that did
the wrong, nor for his cause that suffered the
wrong," etc., from which it is clear that the
Apostle has in mind some other letter than
that which we know as I. Corinthinans ; since,

while I. Corinthians might l)€ called a letter of

censure, whose object was to shame its readers,

it could not in any way be termed a letter of

'affliction' and 'anguish of heart' and 'many
tears.'

The only reasonable explanation of these in-

timations is to be found in the theory that,

between the writing of the first and secrwid

canonical letters, Timothy, whom Paul had sent

to Corinth at the time of the first letter, re-

turned to Ephesus with news of an urgent situ-

ation in the Church—an outbreak evidently of

personnl hostilitv ncainst the .Apostle (see case
of discipline referred to in ii. 5-11), in response
to which Paul hurries across to Corinth by the
direct sea route, but is unable to bettor the state
of affairs (of. xii. 21. as nl>ove. which is con-
firmed by the estimate placed upon him by his
opponents in x. 10: "His letters, they say, are

weighty and strong; but his bodily presence is
weak, and his speech is of no account"). Re-
turning to Ephesus, he writes to the Church in
the fullness of his mortification and grief a letter
bearing upon his experience in this visit and
upon the general situation in the Church, a letter

which might easily have been one 'of many
tears.'

In such a case, however, it is quite certain that
we have a portion of this painful letter preser>'ed
in the last four chapters of our second Epistle
(chaps, x.-xiii.). The evidence for this state-

ment lies in the following facts: (1) Between
chaps, i.-ix. and chaps, x.-.xiii. there is a marked
and otherwise unaccountable difference in the
feelings of the Apostle. The earlier chapters are
full of cheer and satisfaction; the later of dis-

satisfaction and distress. (2) Between these
two groups of chapters there is, further, a
marked and otherwise unintelligible difference
in the condition of the Church's affairs. In the
earlier chapters the Church is manifestly loyal
to the Apostle; in the later it is as manifestly
disloyal. (3) Between these two groups of
chapters there is a peculiar set of cross-refer-

ences. It is found in the following passages:
I. (ii. 3) "And I wrote this very thing, lest

when I came, / should have sorrow from them of
whom I ought to rejoice" (xiii. 10) "For this
cause I write these things while absent, that /
mat/ not when present deal sharply," etc.

II. (i. 23) "But I call God for a witness upon
my soul, that to spare you / forbare to come
to Corinth;" (xiii. 2) "I have said before-
hand, and I do say beforehand . . . that, if

/ come again, I will not spare."
III. (ii. 9) "For to this end also did I write,

that / might know the proof of you, whether ye
are obedient in all things;" (x. 6) " heing
in readiness to avenge all disobedience, when
your obedience shall he made full."

From these passages it would appear ( 1 ) that
the actions or states of feeling described in the
later chapters as future are in the earlier chap-
ters described as past; (2) that between the
future references to these states and actions and
the references to them that are past there had
come over the situation to which they apply a
change for the better. These two phenomena
are rendered the more significant by the fact
that the passages in the earlier chapters are
all of them from a portion of the letter (i. 23-

ii. 11) in which reference is made expressly
to the painful letter (ii. 3, 4) and most probably
to the experiences of the sorrowful visit (ii.

5-11); while two of the three passages in the
later chapters are from a portion of the letter

(xiii. 1-10) in which reference is made specif-

ically to a contemplated visit which has in it the
possibilities of being one of impleasantness be-

tween the Apostle and his people.

These internal evidences are confirmed by the
fact that II. Corinthians does not seem to have
been known as early in the post-Apostolic Church
as I. Corinthians. This is especially evident
from the fact that Clement of Rome, in writing
to the Corinthian Church (.\.d. 05) , though there
was in the situation of the Church that which
would have made references on his part to II.

Corinthians most apt and forceful, apparently
confines nil his references to the less applicable
I. Corinthians. There seems to he no allusion

to it before Polycarp's letter to the Philippian
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Church (A.D. 110) ; wliile, guiiorully Hjwaking,

reftTencea to it by the Futliers ure few and not

over clear. lUit if II. Corinthians was thus 80

niucli hiter in eoniin<; to the notice of the Church,

this period of obscurity wouUl involve neces-

sarily a harsh usu<,'e for the first copies of both

the letters of wliicli it is con>iK)sed, and this

may easily have resultetl in a loss of the clos-

ing? imrtion from Paul's Inst letter (chaps,

i.-ix.) and, corrcsjMjndingly, of tlie earlier por-

tion of his painful letter (chai)s. x.-xiii.). In-

asmuch, howe\er, as both these fra},'mcnts. when
Anally discovered, gave evidence of having been

M-ritten by Paul (cf. i. 1, 2, which gives the

Apostolic gret>ting in the name of Paul: "Paul

an Apostle," etc., and x. I, which presents Paul
by name as the writer: "Now 1, Paul, my-
self entreat you," etc.), and as one showed itself

clearly to l)c the beginning, while the other as

clearly showed itself to be the close of one of

liis letters, it would be not at all unnatural were

the two fragments placed together as one Epistle

and so received generally in the Church.

In view, therefore, of the facts presented in

the Epistles, we recognize three visits of Paul

to Corinth: (a) at the founding of the Church;
(b) in response to the urgency call; (c) at the

close of his mission work in the East. We recog-

nize also four letters of Paul to the Church: (a)

the letter of prohibition; (b) the canonical I.

Corinthians; (c) the painful letter (II. Co-

rinthians x.-xiii.) ; (d) the canonical II. Co-

rinthians (chaps, i.-ix.).

Together with the Epistle to the Galatians

and the Epistle to the Romans, the Corinthian

Epistles have Iwen almost universally received

as genuine letters of Paul. The Tubingen

School (1845) made these four Epistles the

standard for their criticism against the remain-

ing New Testament writings. Recently a school

of Dutch critics (1880-90) has sought to dis-

prove their Apostolic origin. Other Continental

critics (1875-90), while admitting their substan-

tial genuineness, have attempted to redistribute

their contents among various documents. Still

other critics (1880-87) confine their efforts to

the elimination of certain minor interpretations.

Apart, however, from the two-epistle theory for

II. Corinthians, as advanced in this article, the

letters are not only unmistakably genuine prod-

ucts of Paul, but are clearly integral in their

contents.
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CORINTHIANS, Third Epistle to the. See
Apockypiia.

CORINTO, k6-ri'n't6 (Sp., Corinth). A sea-

j)ort in the Department of Chinandega, Nicara-
g\m, situated on the island of Aserradores, be-

tween Realejo Bay and the Pacific (Map: Central
America, D 4). It has an excellent harbor, and
is the chief Nicaraguan port of the west coast,

having supplanted Realejo. It is the residence of

a United States consular agent. Corinto was
founded in ISfi.S. Population, 3000.

CO'RIOLA'NUS, Caius or Gn.«U8 Mabcius,
a Roman patrician. According to the half-fabu-

lous legend, he was surnamed Coriolanus on
account of his capture, B.C. 493, of the town of
Corioli, belonging to the Volsci. Of a proud and
haughty spirit, he was strongly opposed to the
plebeians, whom he looked upon as the 'enemies'

of his order; and on one occasion, during a time
of famine, he argued in the Senate against a gra-

tuitous distribution of the corn which had ar-

rived from Sicily, and insisted that the plebeian

tribunes, lately instituted, should first be dis-

charged from office. For this he was impeached
and banished. He took refuge among the Volsci-

ans, whom he aided in their war with the Ro-
mans. His victories at the head of his Volscian

troops alarmed the Romans, who, on his ap-

proach to their city, sent a variety of deputations

to plead with him. He was deaf to every en-

treaty. At last, the noblest matrons of Rome,
headed by his old mother and his wife, Volumnia,
leading her two children, came to his tent. His
burning desire to be revenged on those who had
dishonored him was cooled by the tears of his

relatives, and he led back the Volsci to their own
territories, where he lived to an advanced age.

CORIOLANUS. (1) A tragedy by Shake-
speare, produced, probably, in 1009, and published

in 1623. The plot is derived from Plutarch's

Lives, and some speeches are taken verbatim from
Sir Thomas North's translation of that work,
published in 1579. The leading idea of the play
is the rivalry between the patricians and plebe-

ians, whicli existed in the fifth century B.C.

(2) A tragedy by James Thomson, published,

after his death, in 1748 or 1749.

CORIPTTJS, Flavius CRE.sco?rrrs. An au-
thor, native of Africa. He is supposed to have
lived in the sixth century. He was the author
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of a panegyric on Justin the Younger, Byzantine
Emperor (a.d. 565-578). Corippus was also the

author of Johannis, a poem celebrating the ex-

ploits of a proconsul of that name in Africa in

Justinian's time.

COBIS^CO. An island belonging to Spain,

situated off the coast of Guinea. Africa, at the

entrance to Corisco Bay, in latitude 0° 55' N.,

longitude 9° 20' E. It has an area of about five

and one-half square miles, and is generally low
and flat. Tlie island is densely wooded, chiefly

with ebony and logwood, which, with the ivory

obtained from the mainland, constitute the chief

articles of trade. Population, in 1900, 1438.

COBS (Olr. Corachilor-Murham, Great
March of Munster). A maritime county in Mim-
ster and the southernmost and largest of the Irish

counties (Map: Ireland, C 5). Area, 2890 square
miles. Cork is hilly, with a great diversity of

surface. The western part is rocky, mountainous,
wild, and boggy ; the east and south, rich, fertile,

and picturesque. The ilunster coal-field occu-

pies 400 square miles in the northwest section

of the county; some iron is also mined. The
dairy industry is extensive, Cork butter being
highlv esteemed. The capital is Cork. Popu-
lation, in 1841, 858,100; in 1891, 438,432; in

1901, 404,800.

CORK. A city, civic county, port, and Par-
liamentary borough, capital of Cork County, Ire-

land, on the Lee, 11 miles above its discharge
into the sea, and 165% miles southwest of Dub-
lin by rail (Map: Ireland, C 5). It stands in

the centre of a picturesque valley, partly on an
island, formerly a swamp, which the word Cork,
Corroch, or Corcagh implies, and partly on the
north and south slopes of the river banks. Sev-
eral bridges span the river to the central island.

The situation is picturesque from the uneven
ground, irregular streets, intersecting river, and
overhanging heights. Cork is the seat of a Ro-
man Catholic bishopric. Its finest building is the
Anglican Cathedral of Saint Finn Barr, completed
in 1879 on the site of the saint's seventh-century
foundation. Tliere are four monasteries, two nun-
neries, and among other buildings of note are the
bishojj's palace, the free library schools of science

and art (with a museum), and Queen's College,

affiliated with the Royal University of Ireland
and occupying a fine Tudor-Gothic quadrangular
building. The Church of Saint Anne Shandon,
with its high tower, is near the site of the old

Shandon Castle, once a stronghold of importance.
There is a public park of 240 acres, with a well-

known racecourse. There is also a handsome
public oemeterj'. The banks of the Lee, above
and below Cork, are studded with villas. The
estuary contains several islets rising abruptly
from the water, with narrow channels between
them. It is a land-locked basin, having an en-

trance one mile in width, which is defended by
batteries on Spike, Hawlbowline, and Rocky
islands, which are also occupied by a convict
prison. Government repairing dock, ordnance
depots, and artillery barracks. On the shores
of the estuary are the towns of Passage and
Queenstown, formerly Cove of Cork. The T>ee is

navigable for a considerable distance above the

city, and on the improvement of the navigation
the harbor commissioners have expended large
sums. The harbor, formed by the Lee estuary,

is noted for its size and safety, and has been

ihe main source of the rise and progress of the
city. It has dry-docks and patent slips. An
average of 2500 ships enters and clears the port
annually. Its own shipping comprises 60 sailing
and 50 steam vessels of 22,000 tons burden. It
has a large export and import trade, but of a
lluctuating and latterly declining character. Its
chief exports are oats, manure, and whisky ; im-
ports, wheat, maize, fish, meat, chemical prod-
ucts, sugar, and timber. The chief manufactures
of the city are leather, metallic goods, woolen
and linen goods, beer and whisky. The United
States IS represented by a consul. Founded in
G22 by Saint Finn Barr, during the ninth cen-
tury Cork was frequently devastated by the
Danes, who in 1020 made it a trading station
and built the city walls. Desmond Macarthy,
King of Munster, surrendered it to Henry II.

in 1172. During the Civil War it held out for
the King, and was taken by Cromwell in 1649.

In 1G90 it was again besieged and taken by
Marlborough. Population, in 1891, 75,345; Par-
liamentary"borough, 97,300; in 1901, 75,978; Par-
liamentary borough, 99.690; of whom the great
majority are Roman Catholics. Cork returns
two members to Parliament. Consult Cusack,
nistory of the City and County of Cork (Dublin,
1875).

CORK (Sp. corcho, cork, from Lat. cortex,

bark). Tlie unusually developed epiphlceum
(see Bark) of the bark of the cork-tree or cork-

oak (Quercus suber) , the alcomoque of the
Spaniards, a species of oak (q.v.), a native of

southern Europe and northern Africa. Theo-
phrastus, in book ii. of his Uistoria Plantarum,
speaks of the cork-tree as a native of the
Pyrenees. Spain and Portugal chiefly supply the
world with cork, although the imported tree is

said to thrive in some parts of the United States.

Planted trees are said to be inferior to the nat-

ural forests. The cork-tree is not of great size,

generally 20 to 40 feet high, with ovate-oblong
evergreen leaves, which are sometimes entire and
sometimes sharply serrated. It lives to a great

age, in some instances 300 or 400 years, and is

as much as 15 feet in circumference. It blos-

soms in April or May ; the fruit ripens from
Septeml)er to .January, falling on the ground as
soon as ripe. The acorns are edible, and in

taste resemble chestnuts. The bark in trees or
branches from three to five years old acquires

a fungous appearance, new layers of cellular tis-

sue being formed, and the outer parts cracking
from distension until they are finally thrown off

in large flakes, when a new formation of the
same kind takes place.

Cork intended for the market is generally
stripped off a year or two before it would natu-
rally come away, and the process is repeated at
intervals of twelve or fourteen years, according
to the vigor of the tree. The cork of the first

barking, which is removed usually when the tree

is about twenty-five years old. is known as the
virgin bark, and is valueles.s. The removal of the
cork does not require the removal of the whole
bark, but only of external layers of spongj' cel-

lular tissue, all or the greater part of which has
ceasc<l to have any true vitality, and has become
an incumbrance to the trees. Consequently, in-

stead of being injurious, the taking of the bark,
when done with proper care, rather promotes
the health of the tree, which continues to yield

crops for 150 years. In stripping off the cork
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longitudinal and transverse incisions are made
to the projRT depth, and each piece is then

cut away t'roin the tree. The average yield

for one tree is about 45 pounds. Tlie slabs

are placed in boiling water for one hour, a
process which increase's their l)ulk one - fourth

and also tiicir elasticity, and dissolves the tan-

nin and other substances. Steam is sometimes
eniployiHl instead of hot water. The cork ia

then scraped either by hand or by scraping ma-
chines, in which process it loses from 20 to 30

per cent, of its weight. The cork is then cut

crosswise into strips of the proper length, then

lengthwise, and finally into pieces of the proper

sha])e. In many districts this industry is car-

ried on in the homes by hand, but there are also

cork-cutting machines, especially in the United
States, of great efficiency. The cork is then

washed in oxalic salt, or some other solution,

and then dried. It is now ready to be sorted

and packed for the market. In Spain the corks

are packed in lots of 30,000 in bagging cloth,

and called bales.

Besides its use for stopping bottles, casks, etc.,

cork is largely used, on account of its light-

ness, for floats of nets, swimming-belts, etc.

;

and, on account of its impermeability to water,

and its being a slow conductor of heat, inner

soles of shoes are made of it. All these uses are

mentioned by Pliny ; but the general emplojTnent
of corks for glass bottles appears to date only
from the fifteenth century. It is also used for

bicycle-handles, smokers' mouthpieces, and many
other modern devices. The bits that are left

in the process of manufacture are ground to

powder and used in the manufacture of linoleum
and for many other purposes. The Spanish
black used by painters is made by burning cork

in close vessels.

COBK, Eabls of. See Boyle.

COBLEONE, k<iri&-o'n& (It., lion-heart).

A city in the Province of Palermo, Sicily, situat-

ed 1950 feet above the sea, at the foot of Mount
Cardellia, and 21 miles south of Palermo (Map:
Italy, H 10). It has a handsome church that
was restored in 1840, and the ruins of two
castles. The ancient Korliun was founded by
the Saracens and colonized with Lombards by
Frederick II. in 1237. Population (commune),
in 1881, 15,686; in 1901, 14,803.

COBOilSS, Oeorge Henry (1817-88). An
American engineer and inventor, bom at Easton,
N. Y. In 1844 he removed to Providence, R. I.,

where he engaged in the manufacture of steam-
engines, and in 1848 established the Corliss

Steam Engine Company. He made and patented
many improvements in steam-engines, and in

1876 furnished the 'Corliss engine' to Machinery
Hall in the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition.
This engine now furnishes* the motive power for
the works of the Pullman Car Company, in Pull-

man, 111.

COBM (Gk. KopftM, kormos, the trunk of a
tree, with boughs lopped off, from Kelpetv, keirein,

Lith. sktrti, OHG. sceran, Ger. scheren, Icel.

skera, AS. sceran, Engl, shear). A compact
subterranean stem which is related both to tubers
and bulbs. It is very short and fleshy, usually
more or less rounded or depressed, and in this

feature is related to the tuber. It is related to

the bulb, however, by the fact that this short

and compact fleshy stem is invested by thin

scale leaves. Corms are sometimes spoken of

as 'root bulbs,' and in popular usage are con-

CORMfl.

a, Colchlcum ; b, Ariswma (Inrtlan turnip).

stantly spoken of as 'bulbs.' Common illustra-

tions are found in the Indian turnip, crocus,

gladiolus, cyclamen, etc.

COB'OMAN'DEL GOOSEBEBBY. See Ca-
BAMCOI.A.

COBMENIIT, kor'mc-nnx', Louis Marie de
LA Have, Vicomte de (1788-1868). A distin-

guished French jurist and publicist, born in

Paris. He was educated for the law, and in

1810 was appointed auditor of the Council of

State, in which capacity he drew up several of

the Council's most important reports. He was
a Deputy from 1828 to 1846. His extensive
knowledge of jurisprudence and of the practical

affairs of government, and the clear and logical

force with which he presented his ideas, soon
secured for him great influence in public af-

fairs. His famous Lettrcs sur la liste civile

began to appear in 1831, and passed through
twenty-five editions within ten years. He was
elected to the National Assembly in 1848, and was
made president of the commission appointed to

remodel the Constitution, in which capacity he
strongly advocated universal suffrage. Although
he had opposed the admission of Louis Napoleon
to the National Assembly, and afterwards had
protested against the coup d'f-tat, he was ap-

pointed, in 1852, a member of the reconstituted
Council of State. In 1855 he was elected a mem-
ber of the Institute. Besides his numerous polit-

ical pamphlets, published under the pseudonjnn
of 'Timon' and subsequently collected as Pam-
phlets de Timon (1848), Cormenin vrote Etudes
sur les orateurs parlementaires, a work which
has passed through nearly twenty editions, and a
valuable Droi7 administratif, dealing with the
law of France.

COBMON, kSr'mON', Febnand (1845—). A
French painter. He was bom in Paris, and
studied under Fromentin, Cabanel, and Portaels.

He received the Prix du Salon in 1875, a medal
of honor at the Salon in 1887, the Grand Prix
at the Exposition of 1889, and in the same year
1)ecame an officer of the Legion of Honor, of
which he had been chevalier since 1880. In
his archreoloaical paintings, of which "The Stone
Age." exhibited in 1884, is a good specimen, he
shows great accuracy in reproducing the char-
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acteristics of the time, having given much study

to the scientific accounts of ancient and prehis-

toric periods. lie enjoys high reputation as an
instructor, and has been successful also in

painting portraits. Other works worthj' of

special mention are: "The Death of Ravana"
(1875); "Cain" (1880); and "The Victors of

Salamis" (1887).

COBMONT, kOr'moN', Thomas and Reyxaud
de. Father and son; French architects of the

thirti'enth century; prominent among the build-

ers of the Cathedral of Amiens, following Robert
de Luzarches (1223-69).

CORMONTAIGNES, kSr'mfiN'ta'ny', Louis
DE (1G95-1752). A French military engineer,

who took part in some of the most important

sieges in the war of the Polish succession and
that of the Austrian succession. He had charge

of the line of fortification from Calais to the

Rhone, and he built new defenses at Strassburg,

Metz, and Thionville. His improvements of

Vauban's system of fortification are embodied
in his Architecture miUtaire, par un officier de

distinction ( 1741 )

.

COBIffORAN. A Cornish giant in the story

of Jack the Giant-Killer, whom Jack killed by
causing him to fall into a covered pit.

COBMORAHT (Fr. cormoran. It. corvo tna-

rino, from corvo, crow, and marino, marine; cf.

Bret, morvran, cormorant, from mor, Lat. mare,
sea + bran, crow). A group of web-footed birds

comprising the steganopode family Phalacrocora-

cidse, characterized especially by a bare dilat-

able membrane beneath the lower mandible, but

not in the form of a sac under the throat as in

the pelicans; a compressed bill, rounded above,

and with a strong hook at the point of the up-

per mandible; the nostrils linear, and seemingly

impe^^•ious to air; the claw of the middle toe

serrated, used in trimming the plumage ; the

wings of moderate length; the tail rounded, the

feathers stifT and rigid, and used to aid in walk-

ing or climbing. The species are distributed

over the coasts of most parts of the world, some
of them ascending rivers and even visiting fresh-

water lakes in pursuit of fish, on which all of

these birds subsist exclusively.

Cormorants are proverbially voracious. They
do not take their prey by diving, when on the

wing, but pursue it by swimming and diving, us-

ing their wings in progress under water, and
sometimes descending to a great depth ; a British

species has been caught in a crab-pot fastened

120 feet under water. When the prey has been

taken in a manner inconvenient for swallowing,

they toss it in the air and adroitly catch it as

it descends. The behavior of cormorants in

fishing and toward each other in their colonies

has been described at length by E. Selous in Bird
Watchinfj (London, 1901). Some of the species

frequent high rocks, others low islands, on which
they make rude nests, chiefly of seaweed and
almost always in colonies; some perch and even

build their nests on mangroves and other seaside

trees. Their greenish-blue eggs are covered

with a calcareous incrustation. The flesh of all

the species is dark and of a fishy ta.ste, but is

sometimes used as foot!, particularly that of

young birds.

There are described about twenty-five well-

defined species, of which seven are found in

North ^\merica. The commonest is the double-

crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax dilophus), so
called from the lateral crest of curly feathers

on the sides of the head, and present throughout
North America. The "common' cormorant {Fha-

lacrocorax carbo) occurs abundantly on both
sides of the Atlantic, especially northward, while

on the Pacific Coast three species are numerous

—

the tufted cormorant ( Fhalacrocorax penicil-

latus), the red-faced cormorant ( Phalacrocorcuf
bicristatus) , and the violet-green comorant ( Pha-
lacrocorax riolaceus) ; the two latter are espe-

cially characteristic of Alaska. The British

species are the 'common' cormorant, which is

about 33 inches long and almost of a black color,

but during the breeding season exhibits a sprink-

ling of elongated white and almost bristly feathers

on the head and back of the neck ; and the green
cormorant, or 'shag* { Phalacrocorax graculus),
which is smaller and dark-green. Two notable
species are Pallas's cormorant, now extinct (see

Extinct Animals), and Harris's, the surf-fish-

ing, flightless species of the Galapagos Islands,

which is exceedingly rare, of great size, and has
w ings useful only as fins. See Flightless Bibds.

Fishing tcith cormorants is a very ancient

practice, still regularly followed among the Chi-

nese and Japanese, and lately revived as a sport

in Great Britain. The birds are taken from
the nest when young, and are easily tamed and
trained; or old cormorants may be trapped and
taught to serve. They are kept for a while and
fed meat, etc., until accustomed to their master
and the feeding methods. Then a line is fastened

to one leg by a leather anklet, and they are
taken out in a boat to fish and drawn in after

each capture. After a time they may be set

free. A ring or strap-collar is fastened about
their necks, so that no fish can be swallowed,
but only pouched, and they return to the boat
to be relieved of their burden. After a suitable

time the ring is removed, and they are allowed
to fish for themselves, or fed. These birds make
a living for many families on the Chinese coast,

and well-trained ones are highly valued. The
modem use of cormorants in this way in Eng-
land was described and illustrated in The Field
(London, October, 1890). See Plate of Fishing
Bibds, and Colored Plate of Water Birds.

CORN (Lat. cornu, horn; connected with Ir.,

Welsh corn. Gall. Kipvov, karnon, Goth, haum,
AS., Engl., OHG. horn, Ger. Horn, also with Gk.
Kipat, kerns, Skt. srnga, horn). A small hard
growth resulting from an increase in the thickness

of the cuticle or epidermis, which is generally

caused by the irritation of some excessive

pressure or friction on the part. Corns occur
most commonly on the toes, as a result of tight

shoes. Three varieties of corns are described—viz.

(1) Laminated corns, or callosities, in which the

hardened cuticle is arranged in layers, frequent-

ly of a dark-brown color, from the eflTusion of

blood in the deeper layers. (2) Fibrous corns
(clavi), which are not only fibrous in their early

stages, but have convex surfaces, and, as time
goes on, sink into the skin, sometimes producing
great pain. Frequently a bursa, or small bag
containing serum, is formed beneath, and if this

shoijld inflame, pus speedily forms, and the pain
and constitutional irritation l)«*como severe; at
other times the pressure may cause absorption

of the ends of bones, and serious alterations in

the condition of a joint. (3) Soft corns occur

between the toes and cause much annoyance ; they
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are generally small, and an they are constantly

bathed in pi-rspiratiun, the cuticle does not hard-

en, as in the other varieties. They sometimes
give rise to painful ulcerations, and should never

Be neglected. The treatment of corns consists in

the removal of all undue pressure or friction,

either by removing the shoe altogether, or pro-

tecting the corn by surrounding it with a ring

of felt or 'corn plaster*; or the hardened cuticle

may be softened by the application of water of

ammonia and then scraped or Hied away; or it

may be extracted by using a dull instrument. A
soft corn should be treated by putting small

rings of absorl)ent cotton around it and between

the toes, and keeping it dry till it becomes a
hard corn, and then treating it as such. Most
druggists keep a 'com cure' composed of sali-

cylic acid dissolved in collodion, several applica-

tions of which will remove a hard com. In all

serious cases, application should be made to a
chiropodist.

Corns affect horses as well as man. In the

foot of the horse they occur in the angle between
the bars and outer crust, and are caused by a
bruise of the sensitive secreting sole. Two forms
of feet are especially subject to them—those with
deep, narrow, slanting heels, in which the sensi-

tive sole becomes squeezed between the doubled-

up crust and the shoe; and wide, flat feet, which,

by the senseless cutting away of the bars and
cuter crust, allow the delicate interior parts to

be pressed with all the force of the animal's

weight on the unyielding iron shoe. Serum and
blood are poured out, while the secreting parts,

being weak and irritable, produce a soft, scaly,

unhealthy horn. Corns constitute unsoundness;
cause a short, careful, tripping gait; are a
very frequent source of lameness among road-

sters; abound in badly shod horses, especially

those Avith the kind of feet alluded to, and
usually occur in the inside heels of the fore feet,

these being more especially subjected to weight,

and hence to pressure. The discolored spot in-

dicating the recent com must be carefully cut

into with a fine drawing-knife, any serum or
blood being thus allowed free vent. If the
bruise has been extensive, a poultice will have
the twofold effect of allaying irritation and re-

lieving the sensitive parts by softening the hard,
unyielding horn. When the injury has been of

long standing, and soft faulty horn is secreted,

a drop of diluted nitric acid may be applied.

On no account must the bars or outer crust be
removed ; they are required for bearing weight,
which may be further kept off the injured part
by the use of a bar-shoe. In horses subject to

corns, the feet should be kept soft by dressing
with tar and oil, or any suitable emollient; the
com should be pared out every fortnight; a shoe
with a wide web on the inside quarter should
be used, and .should be nailed only on the out-

side; and, if the sole is thin and weak, leather
pads should be employed. In bad cases the
shoes may be removed and the horses turned
out to pasture for a few weeks with good re-

sults.

CORN, Indian. See Maize.

CORNARO, k6r-na'r6, Caterixa (1454-
1510). Queen of Cyprus. She was born in

Venice, of a patrician family. She was married
to James TI., of Lusignan, King of Cyprus, in

1472, and succeeded him on his death, only eight
months later. \A'hen. her son had also died, in

1475, the Republic of Venice assumed the govern-
ment, and in 148U, fearing the conclusiun of a
marriage l)ctween her and Alfonso, the hereditary
I'rince of Naples, forced her to abdicate and
leave the island. She was received in Venice
with great pomp, and thereafter resided at Cas-
tle Asolo, near Bassano. Caterina has been the
favorite subject of romancen and the heroine of
several operas. Of her life in Venice her cousin,
Pietro IJembo, has left a vivid description in Oli
Asoldtii.

CORNARO, LoDOVioo (1467-1566). A Vene-
tian nobleman and hygienist. Up to his forti-

eth year he so wasted his forces, originally but
feeble, in dissipations of everj' kind that his life

was despaired of. He thereupon adopted strict
rules of frugality in eating and drinking, with
general care of his health and gentle exercises,
and in consetjuence lived for almost a century.
To promote those habits which had proved so
advantageous in his own case, he wrote, in his
eighty-third year, his celebrated treatise, Dis-
corsi della vita sohria ("Essay on Temperate
1-iving"), which was first published at Padua in
1558, and has been translated into many Euro-
pean languages. The best English translation is

one bearing date 1779.

CORN'BURY, Edward Hyde, Lord, third
Earl of Clarendon (1661-1723). An English
politician, Governor of the colonies of New York
and New Jersey from 1702 to 1708. He was a
member of Parliament for Wiltshire from 1G85
to 1695, and for Christchurch from 1695 to
1701, and in September, 1701, was appointed
Governor of the Province of New York by King
William, to whose side he had treacherously
deserted in 1088, from that of his uncle, James
II. He reached New Y'ork in May, 1702, was
confirmed in his office by his cousin. Queen Anne,
on the death of King William, and later in the
year was also appointed first royal Governor of

New Jersey. In both New York and New Jersey
his arbitrary policy, his religious intolerance,

his administrative incapacity, and his dissolute

habits soon made him extremely unpopular,
while in New \"ork the dislike of the people was
considerably intensified by his fraudulent appro-
priation of public funds and his attempts to

override the Legislature, which insisted on its

right to appoint a treasurer of its own for the

"receipt and disbursement of any moneys the
Legislature might order to be raised for public

purposes," and contended that "the Assembly as
representatives of the people of this province are

entitled to the same privileges and have a right

to the same powers and authorities as the House
of Commons enjoy." Finally, as a result of lists

of grievances passed by the legislatures of both

colonies, Cornbury was removed from ofilce in

1708, and was immediately thrown into prison

in New York by his creditors; but, on his becom-
ing third Earl of Clarendon by the death of

his father in 1709, he was enabled to pay off

his debts and returned to England. He became a
privy council in 1711 and was envoy extraor-

dinary to Holland in 1714. During his term as

Governor of New York and New Jersey, he was
fond of appearing in public dressed as a woman,
and Lewis ^Torris, a contemporary, wrote: "He
dresses publicly in women's clothes every day
and puts a stop to all public business while he

is pleasing himself with that peculiar but de-
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testable maggot." William Smith, in his History
of the Late Province of \civ York (New York,
1829-30), speaks of him as follows: "We never
had a governor so universally detested, nor one
who so richly deserves the public abhorrence. In
spite of his noble descent, his behavior was
trifling, mean, and extravagant. The indigna-
tion of the people was kindled by his despotic
rule, savage bigotry, insatiable avarice, and in-

justice not only to the public, but even his
|>rivate creditors." Consult: Wilson, Memorial
History of the City of New York, vol. ii. (New
York, 1891-93) ; and Gordon, A History of New
Jersey (Trenton, 1834).

CORN-COCKLE. See Cockle.

CORN-CRACKER STATE. Kentucky, See
States, Popular Names ok.

CORN-CRAKE. See Cbake.

CORNEA, kOr'ni^-ft (Neo-Lat., fern, of Lat.
corneus, homy, from cornn, horn; so called from
its resemblance to horn ) . The transparent an-
terior portion of the outer coat of the eye. It

contains no blood-vessels and obtains its nutri-
tion by means of a system of spaces filled with
lJ^nph. Like other portions of the eye, the
cornea is subject to inflammation, known as
keratitis. Ulcer of the cornea is very common,
resulting most often from injury, inflammations
of the conjunctiva, phlyctenular keratitis, various
disturbances in nutrition, etc. A number of

forms are seen attacking difi'erent portions of the
cornea. Aside from inflammation of other por-
tions of the eye accompanying the ulceration,
there may result adhesion and prolapse of the
iris, closure of the pupil, and opacity of a por-
tion or the whole cornea. Staphyloma (q.v. ), a
protrusion of a part or the whole of the cornea,

may follow. Keratoconus frequently ocurs in

young women ; the cornea protrudes at the centre
from weakness and intraocular pressure. See
Eye; and Eye, Diseases of the.

CORNEILLE, kor'nfty, Pierre (1G06-84).
One of the greatest tragic poets of France. He
was born at Rouen, June 6, 1606, the son of a
lawyer and magistrate of worth, ennobled in

1637. He was trained by the Jesuits, took the

advocate's oaths in 1624, and held minor legal

(ifllces until 16.50. His first play, M elite, pre-

sented in Paris (1620), was popular, and was
followed by Clitandre (1632) ; La veuve (1633),
his first comedy; La galerie du palais and La
suivatite, both comedies (1634). In 1634 he met
Richelieu, composed a Latin elegy on his visit

to Rouen, and was enrolled among the five poets

of the cardinal statesman, of whom Rotrou
alone was at all worthy of his company. He
soon incurred Richelieu's displeasure for too

frank criticism of his literarv' work, and wrote,

uninfluenced by the Minister's favor. La plaee

royale, MM^e (both 1635), and L'illusion

comique (1636). But all this earlier work
was completely cast in the shade by the

triumph of his epoch-making Cid (1636), though
we may not leave these earlier dramas without
recording that they are far superior to anything
that had preceded them in vigor and in truth to

nature, and that to them we owe the happy in-

vention of the soubrette. Such promise as they
gave, however, pointed less to the field of Cor-

neille's great achievement than to the drama of

intrigue and to the comedy of contemporary
society, for sonue of them are full of rather coarse

stage business and a battledore and shuttlecock
repartee, and are written in a style that he felt

needed apology for its familiar simplicity.

The tragi-comedy of Le Cid was so diflferent

from Corneille's earlier dramas that it hardly
seems the work of the same hand. It gave him
a preeminence over contemporaries and prede-
cessors, questioned only by interested rivals and
the Academy, which Richelieu summoned to sup-

l)ort them, and which it did with stuuied half-

heartedness. Among the conservative critics
passion ran as high as in the famous battle over
Hugo's Hernani. Scud6ry, a critic of repute,
asserted, and seems to have believed, that Le
Cid's subject was ill-chosen, its structure un-
pardonable, its action clumsy, its versification
bad, and that its undeniable beauties were
stolen from a Spanish play by Guillen de Castro,
which was indeed its acknowledged source. But
the public spoke with no uncertain voice, and
though Le Cid may lack the ethical depth and
tragic force of some of Corneille's later dramas,
it was and has remained the most popular on
the stage of them all. Modem French drama
dates from Le Cid.

In the controversy that raged around Le Cid,
Corneille's position was delicate. He was not
by nature a tactful disputant, being indeed in-

clined to arrogance, as he showed on this occa-
sion by his Excuse A Ariste; he could not afTord
to lose the favor that Richelieu continued to
show him, and he could not secure a full hearing
without imperiling it. He therefore withdrew
for three years to Rouen. When he returned
in 1639 to Paris it was with a matured genius
that almost immediately asserted itself in un-
paralleled splendor and fecundity. \'et the
theme of Le Cid, the struggle between honor and
love in the hero, between duty and love in the
heroine, remains typical of the later tragedies.

Typical of them all are also the five acts and the
three 'unities:' the time limited to twenty-four
hours, the scene to a single town, and the action
to a central interest—self-imposed fetters worn
with even greater complacency by Racine. The
Spaniards knew nothing of these unities, and
the eflTort to force their romantic drama into

this rigid mold had by the improbabilities, mate-
rial and psychic, that it involved, given occasion
for most of the criticism that had befallen Le
Cid. Comeille, therefore, in 1639, turned to

classical subjects that would lend themselves
more readily to the episodical treatment which
the unities demanded. What survived of romance
in him was the invariable intermingling of love
with sterner themes.

Horace ( 1 640 ) sets the love of man and woman
against the love of race and fatherland in four-

fold treatment of a single theme. In Cinna pas-

sion twists love of fatherland to its purpose, and
is opposed at once to the magnanimity and the

patriotism of Augustus. Polyeucte (1642) op-

jioses Christian to marital duty in a story of

Christian martyrdom, which was a bold venture,

for many thought with Boileau that the mys-
teries of the faith should be kept out of litera-

ture. These three, with Le Cid, mark the height

of Corneille's achievement, save that he touches

for a moment a greater intensity of terror in

Ifodoautw (164.'>). The other tragedies are more
or less pale imitations of the merits of these.

.Among them it is worth while to name La mort
de Pompfe (1643); Theodore (1646), an even
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more dubious venture in Christian martyrologv

than Folycuctc had hwn ; lUraclius (1047), fol-

lowed by Corneille's election to the Acad-

emy; liicomidc (1051); I'crtharitc (1052).

The last was an unmistakable failure which

led Comeille for a time to withdraw al-

together from the stage. During these years he

had written also two comedies on Spanish modeLs,

Le vtcuteur and Suite du mcnteur ( 1644-45) , and

a good tragi-comedy, Don Sanche d'Aragon

(1650), which, as the name implies, was Spanish

also.

For seven years, from 1852 to 1859, Comeille

lived at Rouen and turned hit* talent to versi-

fying Thomas A Kempis's Imitation of Christ

(1656), and to the writing of very frank critical

essays on his own plays and the drama in gen-

eral. He was recalled from this by a visit of

Molifere's company to Rouen in 1058, and be-

tween 1659 and 1674 wrote eleven tragedies of

une(iual mediocrity, though in each of them there

•were verses "with necks in thunder clo.thed and
long resounding pace," such as he alone has

known the art to create. The time to regret had
passed, the time to cry halt had come when
Boileau wrote his famous epigram, Apris Ag6-

silas Mlas (1666); Mais apres Attila hold

(1667). A new conception of dramatic art had
been introduced by Boileau and Racine, and when
Corneille was beguiled into a contest for Court

favor he was fated to see his young rival's

B^rhnce preferred to his Tite et B^rdnice ( 1670)

.

Other plays of this period are: (Edipe (1659) ;

La toison d'or (1660); Sertorius (1662); 8o-

phonisbe (1663), after which he received an ir-

regularly paid pension of 2000 livres; Othon
(1664); I'stjcM (1671), in collaboration with

Moli^re and Quinault; PulcMrie (1672); and
Sur^na (1674). He had written some devotional

poetry between 1665 and 1670, and among his

last compositions were some beautiful verses of

thanks addressed to King Louis XIV. in 1676.

Corneille's last years were passed in pecuniary

straits, "satiated with glory and hungry for

money," as he said, and when, at the urgent

request of Boileau, the King sent him 200 pis-

toles, it was already too late. He had no time

to spend them, and two days after he was dead
(October 1, 1684).

Corneille's works show him as his friends

describe and as his portraits paint him, a man
of serious, rugged, and almost stem temper.

IVhether from pride or shyness, he never curried

favor, nor took his place with courtiers at a time
when this was almost necessary to literary pros-

perity. His public manners were not gracious,

though he was an affectionate husband and
brother. His best work never lost popular favor,

and the most eminent of his literary contem-
poraries always did him justice. The greatest

of them, Moli^re, spoke of him as his master,
and Racine pronounced at the Academy a eulogy
on his rival at once just and generous, that later

critics have in the main confirmed.

The first impression made by an attentive
reading of Corneille's work is its remarkable
unevenness. Judged by his best he ranks with
the greatest. No dramatic poet rises to grander
heights, but many a lesser talent may attain

a higher average. Hence no poet is more
quotable and few more quoted, for he has hun-
dreds of lines that cling to the memory by their

crash of sound and startling fullness of sug-

gestion, "the most beautiful," says the French
critic Faguet, "that ever fell from a French
pen." And the same critic says of Corneille's

language that it is "the most masculine, ener-

getic, at once sober and full, that was ever

spoken in France."

Corneille's tragedies arouse admiration rather

than tragic fear. His interest is not in the fate

of his characters, but in the unccmquerable mind
with which they meet it, their liauglity disdain

of destiny. He is of the school of the emphatics,

delighting in extraordinary situations and sub-

jects, in whatever will challenge the will to its

utmost utterance. There is no fine-spun senti-

ment even in the love of Le Cid. But tragedy

with the limitations of the 'unities' involves

much talk and little action, and Comeille's dis-

dain of the endless subject of talk allows the

interest to fiag for scenes and even acts. There

is monotony even in his nobility, and that in

spite of the lyric and epic elements which he

found in the drama and from which Racine was
to free it. Yet his declamations, the tirades of

Camilla, Augustus, Cornelia, and many another,

are supreme in their kind and will thrill audi-

ences everywhere as long as the antinomies of

love and patriotism, honor and duty, perplex

men's souls.

The best edition of Comeille is Marty-

Laveaux's (12 vols., 1862-68). For early bibli-

ography, see Picot's Bibliographic Cornilienne

(1865). The best translated biography is

Guizot's Corneille and His Times (1857); the

best modern study, Faguet's "Comeille" (Paris,

1886), in the series Classiques Populaires. Le

Cid, Horace, and Polyeucte have been done into

English blank verse by Nokes, and (with Cinna)

into English prose byMongan and McRae (1878-

86). Consult: Sairlte-Beuve, y^ouveaux Lundis,

vol. vii. (Paris, 1803-72); Levallois, Corneille

inconnu (Paris, 1876) ; Guizot, Comeille et son

temps (7th ed., Paris, 1880) ; Lemattre, Cor-

neille et la poctique d'Aristote (Paris, 1888) ;

Bouquet, Points obscurs et nouveaux de la vie

de Corneille (Paris, 1888) ; Li6by, Corneille

(Paris, 1892) ; Brunetifere, Epoques du thMtre

fran^ais (Paris, 1892).

CORNEILLE, Thomas (1625-1709). A
French dramatist and miscellaneous writer,

whose productions are obscured by the genius

of his brother Pierre. He Avas born at

Rouen, August 20, 1625. His forty plays

are for the most part of a facile mediocrity,

but he has to his credit the longest run of the

century for his Timocrate (1656), the largest

price for his Sorcirre, and one of the most sen-

sational failures in his Baron des Foudridres.

He was given his brother's chair in the Academy
on his death (1684), and published a dictionary

supplementary to the Academy's, and a complete

translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses, as well as

a Dictionnaire vniversel g^ographique et his-

torique (1708). He was blind from 1704, but

his literary activity continued uninterrapted

until his death at Les Andelys, December 8, 1709.

Ariane (1672) and Le comte d'Essex (1678)

are among his plays the best worthy of memory.
His dramatic Works are edited by Thierry

(Paris, 1881). Consult Reynier, Thomas Cor-

neille, sa vie et son theatre (Paris, 1893).

COR'NEL (OF. cornille. from Lat. cornolium,

cornel-tree, Lat. comus, a comel cherry-tree,
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from comu, horn, so called on account of the

hardness of the wood). A term applied in

America to various plants of the genus Cornus.

In Europe the name seems to be restricted to

Cornus mas, known as cornel or cornelian

cherry. It is a common shrub, and was formerly

much cultivated as a fruit-tree. It has oval

leaves, small heads of yellow llowers appearing

before the leaves in spring. The fruit is oblong

in shape, a little larger than the sloe, shining

red, rarely yellow or white, and when perfectly

ripe has an agreeable vinous acid taste. It is

either eaten as it comes from the tree, or is

made into a preserve, ^^'hen gathered green it

is pickled like olives. In America none of the

plants to which the name is applied bears an

edible fruit of value. Cornus canadensis, dwarf

cornel, or bunchberry, is not properly edible,

and, so far as kno^vn has been little used by
man. Sec Dogwood.

CORNE'LIA. A celebrated Roman matron.

She was the younger daughter of Scipio Africa-

nus the Elder, the conqueror of Carthage,

and mother of the great tribunes Tiberius

and Gains Gracchus, and of Cornelia, the

wife of Scipio Africanus the Younger. On
the death of her husband, refusing numerous
offers of marriage, including even one from King
Ptolemy, she devoted herself to the education

of her children, a task for which her lofty spirit

and wide attainments rendered her admirably
fitted, and which had extraordinary results. The
only attack ever made upon her lofty reputation

was the charge that she was concerned in the

death of her son-in-law, Scipio, which was, there

is no reason to doubt, a base slander. On her

death a statue was erected to her memory bear-

ing the inscription, "Cornelia, Mother of the

Gracchi." The base, with the inscription, is now
in the Capitoline Museum, Rome. To a Cam-
panian lady who asked to see her jewels, she is

said to have presented her sons as the only

jewels of which she could boast. After the

murder of Gains, the second of her sons, she

retired to Misenum, where she devoted herself

to Greek and Latin literature, and to the society

of men of letters.

COBNELIA GENS. A distinguished pa-

trician and plebeian clan of Rome. The names
of its patrician families, from which came more
prominent men than from any other Roman gens,

are Ar\-ina, Blasio, Cethegus, Cinna, Cossus,

Dolabella, Lcntulus, Maluginensis. Mammula,
Merenda, !^^ernla, Rufinus, Scapula, Scipio, Si-

senna, and Sulla.

COBNEOLIAN CHERBY. See Cornel.

COBNELISZ, krtr-nnlls, or CORNELISSEN.
A family of Flemish painters. The best-known is

Comelis, called Cornells van Haarlem (1562-

1638), an historical and portrait painter. He
studied in Haarlem and Antwerp, but finally

returned to Haarlem and worked there until

his death. He received many civil honors and
painted the portraits of the members of the

Society of Archers, which are much admired.

There are pictures by him throughout Holland

and in the art galleries of other European coun-

tries.

CORNE'LIUS. (1) A courtier in Shake-

speare's Ilamlrt. (2) A physician in Shake-

speare's CymbcUne, who furnishes soporifics

instead of poisons to the Queen. (3) In Mar-
lowe's Doctor Faustus, the friend of Faustus.

CORNELIUS. Bishop of Rome 251-252. His
lenient course respecting the lapsed (q.v.), those
wlio in fear of death had renounced Christianity,

led to the opposition of Novatus and to the Nova-
tian schism. When persecution was renewed in

Kome by Gallus, he fled to Civitavecchia, and
there met a martjT's death, September 14, 252.

His correspondence with Saint Cyprian on the
question of the lapsed is of great historic interest

and value, especially on the question of the
position of the Roman see. Consult Hartel's

edition of the Letters of Cyprian, vol. ii.

(Vienna, 1871).

CORNELIUS, Karl Sebasti.4.n (1819-96).

A German physicist, bom at Ronshausen in

Lower Hesse. He studied the exact sciences

at Gottingen and at Marburg, and from 1851

to the time of his death taught physics and phy-
siography at Halle. His published works in-

clude: Die Lehre von der Elektricitat und detn

Magnetismus (1855); Theorie des Sehens und
raumlichen Vorstellens vom physikalischen,

physioloffischen und psychologischen Stand-
punkte atts betrachtet (1861, followed by
another work on the same subject in 1864) ;

Meteorologie (1863); Ueber die Bedeutung des
Kausalprinzips in defNaturimssenschaft (1867) ;

Veber die Enstehung der Welt (1870); Ueber
die Wechseltcirkung zicisclien Leib und Seele

(2d ed., 1875, followed by another work on the
same subject in 1880) ; Grundriss der physi-

kalischen Geographic (6th ed., 1886) ; and Ab-
handlungen zur "Saturioissenschaft und Psycholo-
gic (1887).

CORNELIUS, kor-na'le-oos, Peter (1824-74).

A German composer, nephew of the painter Peter
von Cornelius, bom at Mayence. He studied for

the stage, but not meeting Avith success as an
actor, he turned his attention to music. He be-

came intimate with Liszt, who, in 1858, produced
his opera, Der Barbier von Bagdad, in Wei-
mar, where, however, it failed. Cornelius was a
cultivated man and possessed literary tastes, and
as a result of his friendship with Liszt and later

with ^^'agner, he became one of the literary

champions of the new, more specifically the

Wagnerian, movement in music. In 1886 his

Barbier von Bagdad was revived in Dresden and
other German cities. It was given in the United
States under Anton Seidl's direction. Cornelius
also composed the operas Der Cid, Gunlod, un-
finished, and songs and choruses.

CORNELIUS, Peter von (1783-1867). A
German historical painter, the founder of the
^lunich School. He was bom September 23,

1783, in Diisseldorf, where his father was inspec-

tor of the gallery. At the age of sixteen the youth
assisted in supporting tha family by his art,

and at the same time studied drawing in the
DUsseldorf Academy under Langer. His earliest

works are unimportant, but after his removal
to Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1809, he acquirtnl

some celebrity. His first work of importance
was his twelve drawings for Goethe's Faust,

now in the Stjldel Institute of Frankfort. In
1811 he went to Rome, devoting himself to the

study of the art of the Cinquocento, especially

to that of Raphael and ^Michelangelo. He was
associated with the so-called Xazarene painters,

among whom he found a life-long friend in
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Overbeck, but he was too indcpondpnt to follow

tlieir footsteps. During this period lie executed

his famous drawings for the Nibelungenlied.

Together with Overbeck, Veil, and Schadow,

he received n conunission to decorate a rtM)ni in

the house of the Prussian Consul at Rome, with

scenes from the "History of Josci)h," In execut-

ing this task he revived fresco painting, which
had been almost forgotten since tlie days of Ra-

phael Mengs. His work and that of his asso-

ciates excited the greatest admiration, and they

were engngeil to decorate a roouj in the Villa

Massimi, opposite the Lateran, with frescoes from
the works of Dante, Ariosto, and Tasso. He had
scarcely begun his work when there came a
double call to return to Germany. Tlie Prussian
Government invited him to Iwcome head of the

Ddsseldorf Academy, and Crown Prince Louis of

Bavaria chose him to decorate the new Glypto-

thek in Munich.
Cornelius arranged to pass his winters in

Dtisseldorf, where a great crowd of students

soon gatliered al)out luni, and his summers in

executing the frescoes in Munich. He returned

to Germany in 1810, and in 1820 he began his

work upon the frescoes, wnich were carried out
by his pupils, painting after his design. In two
great halls of the Glyptothek he represented the

myths of the Greek gods and heroes in works
which are masterpieces of drawing and composi-
tion. In 1825 he became Director of the Acad-
emy of ^Munich, and was raised to the nobility

by King Louis I. of Bavaria. He finished the

frescoes of the Glyptothek, representing in the

third hall scenes from the Iliad. All of this

work, however, was executed by his pupils,

and may best be studied in the original cartoons

by Cornelius, which are now preserved in the

National Gallery of Berlin. In 1830 he began
the decoration of the Ludwigskirche in ^lunich,

with frescoes representing the "General Confes-

sion of Faith of the Christian Church." Con-
trary to his usual custom, he himself painted

upon the large altar wall (62X 38 feet) a fresco

of the "Last Judgment." During the same time

he made sketches representing the "History of

Christian Art" for the twenty-five loggie of the

old Pinakothek, which were painted by Zimmer-
mann.

After a disagreement with the King of Bavaria
he was called to Berlin by Frederick William
IV. in 1841. and given a commission to decorate

the proposed Campo Santo, a burial-place for the

royal family of Prussia. The four cartoons exe-

cuted for this purpose, now in the National
Gallery in Berlin, surpass all his previous work.

This is especially true of the one containing the

"Four Apocalyptical Riders," which is a master-

piece of conception, dramatic life, and boldness

of drawing. On the other hand, the "Beatitudes"

show appreciation for the beautiful and compact
in outline. Until nearly the time of his death,

Cornelius was occupied with cartoons. He
resided mostly in Rome, but returned to Berlin

in 18G1, remaining there until his death, which
occurred ^larch 6, 1867. During this last period

he executed his design for a silver shield, which
was a christening present of the King of

Prussia to the Prince of Wales, his godson,

representing the "Expansion of the Church." He
also painted his dramatic picture "Hagen Cast-

ing the Nibelungen Treasure into the Rhine,"

now in the National Gallery, Berlin.

More than any other man, Cornelius may be
considered the founder of modern German art.

His traditions are still influential in Germany,
and are followed by the Munich School of mural
painters. His contemporaries held him in high
repute, echoing the opinion -of Crown Prince
Louis: "There has been no painter like Cornelius
since the Cinquecento." Modern critics, on the
other hand, are not etiually favorable, some of
them, as ^lutiier, going to the opposite ex-

treme of considering his activity harmful. It is

true that he imitated Michelangelo, and that
imitation can never produce the healthiest and
greatest art; that Cornelius's work is of an
intellectual character requiring study for appre-
ciation; that his colors are poor, and that ne is

sometimes deficient in technique. But, on the
other hand, his works were certainly great in

composition and in conception. His tendency,
like Michelangelo's, was heroic, indeed Titanic,

but he was not insensible to grace, and was even
capable of expressing the tenderest emotion. He
was more of a designer than painter, and his

work must be judged by his cartoons. And cer-

tainly no painter exercised greater influence upon
German art and imagination than did Cor-
nelius in his great cycles of frescoes in

Munich and in his cartoons in Berlin. Among
his pupils were Wilhelm Kaulbach (q.v.). Carl
Hermann, Eberle, and many others. All of them
were devoted to the earnest but affable man,
who, whatever his deficiencies, had only the
highest and noblest aims in art.

Consult: Muther, History of Modem Painting,

vol i. (Ix)ndon, 1895) ; Forster, Peter von Cor-

nelius: ein Gederikbuch (Berlin, 1874) ; Riegel,

Cornelius, der Meister dcr deutschen Malerei
(Hanover, 1870) ; Von Wolzogen, Peter von
Cornelius (Berlin, 1867) ; Grimm, H., 'Seun
Essais (Berlin, 1865).

CORNELIUS X LAP1DE (1568-1637). A
Roman Catholic commentator, whose name was
Van den Steen, though he is always known by
its Latinized form. He was born at Bocholt,

near Li&ge. He became a Jesuit, and lectured on
the Scriptures in Louvain and in Rome, where
he died. His fame rests upon his commentary
on all the Bible except Job and the Psalms, the

first complete edition of which was published in

ten volumes folio (Antwerp, 1681). The best

edition appeared in Lyons (1838), in eleven vol-

umes, and an English translation of parts of it

has been published (3 vols., London, 1876-87).

CORNELL', Alonzo B. (1832—). An Ameri-
can politician, son of Ezra Comejl (q.v.). He
was bom at Ithaca, N. Y., became a tele-

graph operator, and from 1855 to 1859 was
manager of the Central Telegraph Office in

New York City. Afterwards he was first

vice-president of the Western Union Tele-

graph Company. In 1868 he was the Republican
candidate for Lieutenant-Governor of New York,
and from 1869 to 1873 was surveyor of customs
in New York. He was chairman of the Repub-
lican State Committee from 1870 to 1878, and
was three times Speaker of the New York As-

sembly. From 1880 to 1883 he was Governor
of New York, after which he became connected

with large financial interests.

CORNELL, Ezra (1807-74). An American
capitalist and philanthropist, the founder of

Cornell University. He was bom in Westchester
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County, N. Y., of Quaker parentage; removed
with his father, a potter by trade, to De Ruj'ter,

N. Y., in 1819; received a scant education, and
for some time taught a district school, besides

assisting his father in farming and the making
of pottery. He also learned the carpenter's

trade, spent a year as a mechanic at Homer,
N. Y., and in 182G removed to Ithaca, where for

eight years he managed a flour-mill. In 1839 he

joined' his brother in the lumbering and farming

business, but his attention being turned acci-

dentally in 1842 to the project of constructing a

telegraph line from Baltimore to Washington, he

invented a machine for laying the wires under

ground and was subsequently put in charge of

the work. The insulation being poor, however,

the plan had to be abandoned, and on Cornell's

suggestion the wires were strung on poles, and the

line was tluis speedily completed. Subsequently

Cornell devoted his attention almost wholly to the

construction of telegraph lines and the organiza-

tion of telegraph companies, and was instrumental

in forming the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany in 1855. In 1858, having accumulated a
large fortune, he settled on a farm at Ithaca. N.

Y. He was a member of the first Republican Na-
tional Convention in 185G, was president of the

New York State Agricultural Society in 1862,

and was a member of the State Assembly in

1862-63, and of the State Senate in 1864-67.

After the passage of the 'Morrill Land-Grant

Act' in 1862, he succeeded in getting a bill

through the Legislature assigning the whole of

New York's land scrip to one institution, and in

addition contributed an endowment of $500,000

toward building such an institution at Ithaca,

N. Y. He subsequently (in 1866) bought up the

scrip then remaining imsold, located it with

great care, and by his skillful management
enormously increased the income accruing there-

from to tihe imiversity. In 1868 'The Cornell

University,' so founded, was formally opened.

Mr. Cornell also built a public library at Ithaca.

Consult The Life of Ezra Cornell, by his son A.

B. Cornell (New York, 1884).

CORNELL, Jonx Henry (1828-94). An
American musician, bom in New York City, and

educated in Germany aad England. He held

several prominent positions as organist in New
York, not^iblv at Saint Paul's Chapel (1868-77)

and the Old Brick Church ( 1877-82) . His sacred

compositions, several of which possess consider-

able merit, and his theoretical works, include the

following: The Introit Psalms (1871); Vesper

Psalter (1861); ft Te Deum ; Congregational

Tune Book; Manual of Roman Chant; Theorif

and Practice of Musical Form; Primer of Mod-

em Tonality (1876). The last-mentioned two

works attained considerable popularity.

CORNELL COLLEGE, An institution of

higher learning, situated at Mount Vernon, Iowa.

It was founded bv members of the Methodist

Episcopal Church in 18.53. but was not organized

as a college until 1857. The college offers courses

leading to the B.A.. B.S.. B.S. in C.E., and the

corresjwnding master's degrees. The faculty

<*on9ists of 34 professors and teachers, and

the enrollment of students is 382, e^cclud-

ing students in the preparatory department.

Among its principal benefactors were Bishop

L. L. Hamline. Hon. D. N. Cooley, Hon. W.
H. Johnston, Hon. Edgar T. Brackett, and

OL. v.—19.

Capt. E. B. Soper. The principal buildings are

C^oUege, Science, Chapel, Bowman, and Con-

servator}' halls. The library numbers about
22,000 volumes. Its endowments amount to

$300,000, and its annual income is over $40,000.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY. An institution

of higher education, situated at Ithaca, N. Y.

The university owes its origin to the Hon. Ezra
Cornell (q.v.), who desired to found an institu-

tion where any person could find instruction

in any study. Under the Morrill act of 1862 the

State of New York received scrip representing

989,920 acres of land as its share of the public

lands granted by the Federal GJovemment to the

several States for the purpose of establishing

colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts. Mr.
Ezra Cornell offered $500,000 as an endowment
fund for a university on condition that the State

should set aside the proceeds of the sale of its

public lands for the same purpose. After much
wrangling in the Legislature, this offer was ac-

cepted, with the stipulation, however, that the

university should offer free tuition to as many
students residing in the State as there were As-

sembly districts. Cornell University was incor-

porated in 1865, and was formally opened in

1868, with a registration of 412 students. This
large matriculation was due, in the first place, to

the liberal spirit of the charter, which provided

that at no time should the adherents of any one

religious denomination compose a majority in the

board of trustees; and. secondly, to the low en-

trance requirements adopted at the new institu-

tion, as compared with the high requirements

and rigid curriculum maintained at other col-

leges. The elementary branches were sufficient

to admit students to courses in engineering,

mechanic arts, and agriculture, while courses

leading to the Ph.B. and B.S. degrees were offered

to those who could not satisfy the classical

entrance requirements. The plan of the whole
institution was modeled with a view to the prac-

tical tendencies of the times. Its liberal pro-

gramme was warmly welcomed by such men
as James Russell Lowell, Louis Agassiz,

Theodore D. Dwight, John Stanton Gould. Gold-

win Smith, George William Curtis, and Bayard
Taylor, who signified their interest in it by ac-

cepting non-resident professorships on its faculty.

Andrew D. White gave up for a while the

prospects of a political career to become its

first president. Tliis auspicious beginning, how-
ever, was not maintained. From 1868 to 1882,

the university was engaged in a struggle for ex-

istence that seriously diminished its students,

disheartened its trustees, and brought the whole
structure to the verge of bankruptcy, ilr. Cor-

nell, seeing that the State's land scrip, on whose
proceeds the university was solely dependent ex-

cept for the original endowment of $500,000,

was selling at about fifty cents an acre, a sum
far less than its ultimate worth, bought up all

the unsold 'scrip' and locateil and transferred

to the university before his death over 500.(K)0

acres of the finest timber lands in Wisconsin,

But the anticipated advance in forest values did

not take place, taxes and cost of administration
amounted to over $60,000 a year, and the uni-

versity was soon obliged to trench heavily on
its capital to meet current expenses. A way of

escape that offered in 1880 was blocked bv Henry
W. Sage, Chairman of the Board «f Trustees.

In that year a New York sj-ndicate proposed to
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buy 275,000 acre* of the Western lands for

fl,225,0(M)—an amount tliat would have released

the trustws from their troubles. But Mr. Samfe,

believing that tlie lands would go still higher,

refused his consent and the bargain fell through.

Less than two years later his faith was vindi-

cated; 140.000 acres was sold for $2,320,000,

other sales were niadt later at increasing prices,

and the luiiversity has up to tlie i)rt>sent time
realizi>d a net profit of some $0,000,000. Besides

its income from these sources Cornell has received

large private gifts. Henrv \N'. Sage gave alto-

gether $1,175,000; AndreAV D. White, $200,000;
Daniel B. Fayerweather, over $300,000, and
Hiram Siblev, John McGraw, Dean Sage, and
William H. Sage, more than $100,000 each.

Out of the 2704 students enrolled in the first

five years, 2347 entered on the minimum entrance
requirements. In 1872 the university became co-

educational, and in 1877, in .spite of the constant
decrease in attendance, the entrance require-

ments were raised so as to include plane geome-
try, physiologj', and physical geography. A year
of PVench or German was also added to the pri-

mary requirements for admission to the course

in letters or science. In 1882 the faculty, in-

cluding instructors and assistants, numbered
but 49. The additions made to the library were
few. During this anxious period in the history

of the university, the members of the faculty, ill

paid and overworked, loyally stood by it, and
pursued their work notwithstanding all difficul-

ties. New courses were ofTered in the depart-

ments of civil and mechanical engineering, archi-

tecture, agriculture, the sciences, humanities,
and military science. After 1882 the univer-

sity developed and expanded in accordance
with the original idea of the founder. The
law school, a school of pharmacy (discontinued

in 1890), and the Andrew D.* White School
of Historj' and Political Science, were organ-
ized in 1887. The Sage School of Philosophy,
which has become known for its work in

experimental psychology, was organized in 1890.

President Schurman appealed to the State
in 1892 for further aid, on the ground that
Cornell, although not a State institution in the
strict sense of the term, was educating 512 stu-

dents free of tuition. The Legislature generous-
ly responded to his appeal by establishing at
Cornell University the Veterinary College in

1894, and the State College of Forestry, the
first institution of its kind in the United States,

in 1898. A tract of 30,000 acres of forest in the
Adirondacks was granted the college for experi-

mental purposes. The situation of Cornell Uni-
versity in a small town prevented it from add-
ing a medical school to its departments, al-

though a medical preparatory course has existed
since its inception. In 1898 this problem was
solved by establishing a medical college in the
city of New York, with a branch at Ithaca,

where the first two years of the course may be
taken. In the same year the entrance require-

ments, which had been gradually raised since

1877, were put on a footing equivalent to those
of the leading universities in the United States.

Cornell I'niversity comprises the following
departments and colleges (the attendance given
is in all cases that of 1902) : (1) The Graduate
Department, having charge of all graduate stud-

ies pursiied at the university under the several

faculties. This department oflfers courses lead-

ing to the degrees of A.M., Ph.D., etc. It num-
Ix-rs 189 students. Twenty-four fellowships,
ranging from $500 to $000 a year, and 17 scholar-
ships, of the annual value of $300 a year, are
available for students. (2) The Academic De-
{mrtment offers elective courses leading, whether
sciences, letters, or the classics are mainly
chosen, to the degree of A.B. The attendance
is 831. (3) The College of Law offers courses
leading to the LL.B. degree, and niunbers 198
.students. (4) The Medical College, partially
conducted at New York City, confers the degree
of M.D., and numbers 433 students. (5) The
College of Agriculture offers courses leading to
the B.S.A. degree, and numbers 188 students.
Connected with this college is an agricultural
experiment station, established by the Federal
Government in 1887. (6) The New York
State Veterinary College confers the degree
of D.V.M. Its attendance is 59. (7) The
State College of Forestry confers the degree of

F.E., and numbers 44 students. (8) The Col-
lege of Architecture confers the degree of B.Arch.,
and has an attendance of 50. (9) The College
of Civil Engineering confers the degree of C.E.,
and numbers 214 students. (10) Sibley College
of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanic Arts,
consisting of the departments of mechanical,
electrical, experimental engineering, the depart-
ment of mechanic arts, etc., confers the degree
of M.E. Its total registration is 792.

Undergraduates are required, except for spe-

cial reasons, to take a course of military drill,

extending over two years, under the supervision
of a United States Army officer.

The government of the university is vested in

a board of thirty-nine trustees, the university
faculty, composed of the members of the several
faculties, having charge of educational mat-
ters concerning the imiversity as a whole, and
the faculties of the several scliools and colleges,

who are charged with the administration of their
respective departments.
The total attendance, excluding summer-school

students and those taking the short winter
courses, is 2845. The staff of instruction num-
bers 367. The principal buildings of Cornell
University include tlje $500,000 library, the
gift of Henry W. Sage ; Sage College, a dormi-
tory for women; Boardman Hall, Stimson Hall,

and Sibley College. The campus, situated on a
hill looking down upon Cayuga Lake and sur-

rounded by gorges, falls, and cascades, is con-
sidered one of the most beautiful in the world.
Barnes Hall and Sage Chapel represent the re-

ligious life of the university. The libraries,

including the famous Andrew D. White collec-

tion on the French Revolution and the Fisk
Dante collection, contain 261,8.52 volumes, be-

sides 43,000 pamphlets. The incortie of the uni-
versity from all sources is about $800,000 a year.

The presidents since its inception have been

:

Andrew D. White, LL.D. (1865-85); Charles
Kendall Adams, LL.D. (1885-92); Jacob Gould
Schurman, LL.D. (1892—).

COBNEB. A commercial term of United States
origin, denoting the operation, or more properly
the resultant effect, of acquiring contracts for

the delivery of so much of a commodity or of

the stock or certificates of indebtedness of a cor-

poration, as to raise abnormally the values there-

of to the advantage of the buyers. A comer is

'effective' when those who have contracted to
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sell and deliver the stock or commodity are

forced, for lack of other supply, to buy it, or

the certificates or warehouse receipts represent-

ing it, from the buying or cornering pool, at the

pool's prices. Conversely a corner is 'smashed'
when the buyers, finding their means inadequate
to their operations, are forced to throw their

holdings on the open market, or when those who
have contracted to deliver the stock or com-
modity are able .to obtain it independently of

the pool. For the latter reason, because the

total supply is not strictly determinable nor all

obtainable, attempted corners in wheat and
other actual commodities are seldom successful.

On the other hand, corners in stocks and cer-

tificates having definite total issues may be car-

rie<l just to the point where they bankrupt the
seller; that is to a point where, if the prices

are put any higher, the sellers repudiate their

contracts and the corner is 'smashed' for lack of

a market. The possibility of any considerable
corner arises from buying and selling on mar-
gin (q.v. ). In this usual and speculative form
of stock-dealing the broker or commission house
lends the buyer or seller the money needed for
the deal, demanding, however, for his own pro-

tection, a deposit of five, ten, or twenty per
cent, of the face value of the contracts made.
The dealer is thus enabled to buy or sell stock
to a value of from five to twenty times the
amount of his actual capital, and a combina-
tion of large dealers can without difficulty buy
or sell the whole stock issue of the largest
trusts or railroads. If, now. such a combination
sells, that is, agrees to deliver, practically the
entire issue of a road, they may find when they
attempt to buy the stock to fill their contracts
that it is already held by the very persons to
whom they contracted to sell it. That is,

a rival combination has been secretly working
against them, and the sellers of the stock are
forced to buy the stock at exorbitant prices and
then sell it back to those for whom they bought
it. This is the process technically known as
'.squeezing the shorts.' Until recent years nearly
all comers of importance were manipulated
for speculative reasons; for the immediate
gain of the operators, that is, and without any
investment purpose. Of such a nature was the
famous gold comer, organized in New York by
Jay Gould and his associates. This comer, cul-

minating on "Black Friday,' September 24,

1869, was 'smashed' by the release of Govern-
ment gold by the Secretary of the Treasury

—

thus rendering the 'shorts' or sellers of gold
independent of the cornering syndicate who
held the gold which the 'shorts' had agreed to

sell. Latterly, however, many comers or quasi-
comers have resulted incidentally, and often to

the regret of all concerned, from the effort of

rival combinations to buy the control of some
large trust or railroad for permanent invest-

ment and administrative purposes. Of this kind
was the comer in the Xorthem Pacific Railroad
in May, 1901, when the price of the stock rose

abruptly to 1000 bid. For an account of the
gold comer of 18f)9, consult: Boutwell. Reminis-
crncrs of fHxtjf Years in Public Affairs (Xew
York. 1902). For an interesting account of the
actual manipulation of a comer, consult Frederic,

The Market Place (London. 1899). See Maboin;
SiioBTS ; Speculation ; Tbusts.

CORNET (OF., Fr. cornet, from ML. cor-

net utn, corneta, bugle, dim. of cornu, horn). A
stop or series of pipes in an organ, intended to

imitate the tone of an obsolete wind instrument
which has been superseded by the oboe. The
CoBXET-A-PiSTON ( Fr., comet with pistons), a
modem brass or silver wind instrument of the

trumpet kind, has two or three valves, and in

brass bands takes the soprano and contralto

parts. It was first introduced in France as an
orchestral instrument. The cornet-i-piston pro-

duces verj' penetrating tones, though less power-
ful than those of the trumpet. The rapidity of

execution in runs, trills, staccatos, etc., which
can be attained on this instrument, combined
with the pealing quality of its tones, have made
it the favorite solo instrument in open-air band-
concerts ; but this very resonance will most likely

keep it out of the symphonic orchestra.

CORNET (Fr. cornette, standard, so called

as having two points or horns, dim. of come,
from Lat. cornu, horn). Formerly a junior or
subaltern commissioned rank in the British cav-

alry, so called because the comet carried the
flag (comet). Its equivalent rank in the in-

fantry was the ensign
(
q.v. )

.

CORNETO, k6r-na't6, or Cobxeto Tabquixia
(from It. corno, horn). A tov^Ti of central Italy,

about 12 miles north of Civitavecchia, occupying
a commanding eminence on the left bank of the

Marta, and 2 or 3 miles from the Mediterranean,
over which it has an extensive view. Cometo
arose near the ruins of the Etruscan city of Tar-
quinii, and was built in part from its remains. It

was erected into a city by Eugenius IV. in 1432

;

but the picturesque old battlemented walls and
towers which surround it are said to belong to an
earlier period. During the faction wars of the
Guelphs and the Ghibellines, this city main-
tained a firm allegiance to the popes. Popula-
tion (commune), in 1901, 7219. The scanty re-

mains of Tarquinii lie about a mile and a half

from Cometo. This city was regarded as one of

the most ancient and important of the Etruscan
cities, and took part in the wars with Rome in

the fourth century B.C. ; but later, with the rest

of Etruria, came under the Roman dominion. It

seems to have been destroyed by the Saracens.

The Necropolis of Tarquinii, which is far the

most important relic of the ancient city, is on
the same hill as the modem city, and extends
into the neighboring plain. It is of great ex-

tent, and has been said to cover 16 square miles.

;Many tombs have been opened, but most of them
had been plundered in early times. The most
important tombs are those decorated with paint-

ings on the walls, among which are noteworthy
the Grotta delle Iscrizioni (probably one of the
earliest), Grotta del B.irone, Grotta Querciola,

Grotta del Convito Funebre, Grotta del Tifone,

and Grotta dell' Oreo. Consult: Dennis, Cities

and Cemeteries of Etruria (London, 1878), and
Dasti, Notizie di Tarquinia Corneta (Rome.
1878).

CORN-FLAG. See Iri.«*.

CORNFLOWER, or Bliebottle {( runm-
rea Ci/ariux). A plant of the natural order Com-
IKisita*. indigenous to Eurojie, where it is a
conunon weed in grain - fields, and whence it

has spread to other countries. Its long, slen-

der, branched stems, which reach a height

of from one to two and one-half feet, bear
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torininnl (lower-ln'iuls alwiut one uiid one-half

inelicM in dianit'tor (hiring; sunuupr and autumn.
1'hese llowor-hcuds have a wreath-like appear-

ance, due to the neutral ray lloretH, and from
early times have l)een favorites for nuikin^ gar-

lands, lieing hardy and of easiest culture, the

cornllower lias become one of the most popular
annuals in American flower-gardens, and has
developed many varieties, which range tlirough

various shades from deepest blue to white. In

the United States it has at least fifteen names,
the commonest of which is perhaps bachelor's-

button, a name also applied to two other plants

—

Ranunculus aeris and Gomphrena globosa.

CORNHILL. An imiwrUint Ixmdon street,

iiamc«l from a com market formerly held there.

The Tun, a prison, and the Standard, a water-

conduit, stood iipon it in mediieval times.

CORNIANI, k0r'n6-il'nA, Giambattista,
Conte di (1742-1813). An Italian literary his-

torian, born at Orzi-Nuovi (Brescia). In his

youtli he studied law and wrote for the theatre;

but afterwards he became connected with the

College of Brescia and published some works on
agriculture. In 1797 he was made one of the

Tribunal of Cassation for the Cisalpine Republic.

The work for which Corniani is best known is a
literary history of Italy, / secoH dclla lettera-

tttra italiana (1804-13; new edition by Predari,

1854-56).

CORNICE (OF., It. cornice, ML. comix, bor-

der, from Gk. Kopuvig, koronis, garland, from
Kopuv6g, korOnos, curved ; connected with Lat.

corona, crown, Ir. cor, circle). In architecture,

either the crowning member of a wall or a
projection from it, such as a coping, or the

crown of a minor division, as a colonnade. It

has been used in nearly every style. The usual
Egj'ptian cornice consists of a fillet and cavetto

molding, as the upper member of a simple en-

tablature crowning all the main walls. Ancient
Oriental architecture did not develop any style

of cornice. It was reserved for Greek architec-

ture to establish a type of cornice as the upper
member of the entablature of the different orders,

immediately above the frieze, as is more fully

explained under Entablature
(
q.v. ) . The slant-

ing cornice of a gable is called raking cor-

nice, to distinguish it from the horizontal cor-

nice. The Doric cornice is crowned by a strong-

ly projecting corona, the upper part of which
is the cymatium or cyma; the lower part

is usually the tenia. The corona rests on a thin

bed-mold of one or two simple moldings. Along
its horizontal edges are placed antefixes (q.v.).

The under surface, or soffit, of the cornice is

<lecorated with mutules (q.v.). In the more
decorative Ionic cornice there is no very pro-

jecting broad, flat tenia, but a group of richer

moldings gradually projecting. The corona is

very high, the ogee cj'ma being richly decorated
between two fillets, and connected with the tenia

by a smaller regular cyma ; the lower part of

the cornice consists of a flat denticulated pro-

jection immediately above the frieze. The Co-
rinthian cornice is both richer and more varied,

its principal variation being the addition, in

its central section, of volute-like mutules (q.v.)

and modillions (q.v.). and the adornment of the
tenia with egg-and-dart and other ornamenta-
tion. It was not fully developed until Roman
times, when it was also used in the Composite

order, and the characteristic forms of the dif-

ferent Greek orders were mingled. In early
Christian and media-val architecture the variety
of forms of cornice is too great to allow of
classification or description. Some resemblance
to the classic cornice is preserved in the rich

churches of the fifth and sixth centuries in Syria,
and the classic type is even more closely followed
in the media-val churches of some parts of Italy,

especially Rome and its neighborhood; and it

was, of course, revived by the Renaissance.
Media'val cornices are often supported on foliage

and lines of small, blind arches; simple in the
Romanesque, freer and richer in the Gothic
style. The mediaeval surface decoration was
usually in very high relief, often in part de-

tached from the ground. The imitation of every
kind of foliage and flower, as well as the use of

traditional and new geometric and schematic
forms, gives great scope to this architectural

niember. In its simplest form it consists often

of a projecting table supported on corbels, with
or without arches.

The term is also used in modem terminology
for the upper termination of a piece of furni-

ture, a window or door casing, or anything that

acts as a frame, of whatever material it may be.

Consult the works cited under Column; Entab-
lature; which also discuss cornice.

CORNICHE, kor'n^sh'. Route de La (Fr.,

cornice road). A renowned carriage road fol-

lowing the coast line of the Riviera between
Nice and Genoa. It is noted for its striking

views, particularlj' between Nice and Mentone,
and is much t raveled in preference to the railway.

CORNIDES, kor'n6-d6s, Daniel von (1732-

87). An Hungarian historian, born at Szent-

Mikl6s. He studied philosophy and theology at

Erlangen, Germany. As the companion of Count
Joseph Teleki he visited Italy, Germany, and
France, and while in Germany contributed

greatly to the enlargement of the Hungarian
department in the University of Gottingen and
other institutions. In 1784 he was appointed

librarian and professor or heraldry and diplo-

macy at the University of Pest. His principal

works include: Regum Hungarice, qui Sceculo

XI. Regnavere, Genealogia (1778); Bibliotheca

Ilungarica (1792); Commentatio de Religione

Veterum Hungarorum (1791); Vindicice Anon-
ymi Belce Regis Notarii (1802).

CORNIF'EROTJS SERIES ( from Lat. cornu,

horn + fcrrc, to bear) . In American geology,

the second of the four great divisions of the

Devonian system. It includes the Schoharie and
Corniferous stages. The rocks of the Cornif-

erous series—mostly sandstones—are found along

the Appalachians, in Ohio, and in Canada, where

they inclose valuable deposits of petroleum. See

Devonian System.

CORNIFICITJS, kor'n*-fIsh^-us, Quintus
( ?-c.40 B.C.). A Roman general and writer on

rhetoric; a contemporary of Cicero. During
the Civil War he supported the party of Caesar,

by whom he was appointed governor of Syria

and afterwards of A/rica. After Ctesar's death

he maintained the latter province for the Senate;

but on the establishment of the Second Trium-

virate was defeated and slain in battle by T.

Sextius. Cornificius appears to have been almost

equally distinguished for his literary abilities,

which are frequently ,mentioned by Quintilian,
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1.COCKLEBUR (Xanthium strumarlum).
2. CORNFLOWER (C«nt*urea cyanus).
3. CALISAYA (Cinchona callsaya), var. Ledgeriana.

4. COLCHICUM (Colchicum autumnal*).
5. COCA ( Erythroxylon coca).
6. NIGHT-BLOOMING CATCHFLY (Sllene ooctlflora).
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Catullus, and Ovid. Ssome scholars now attribute

to him the authorship of the rhetorical treatise,

lihetorica ad Herennium, commonly ascribed to

Cicero. Consult the editions by Kayser (Leipzig,

1854), Friedrich (part i., vol. i., of the Teubner
Cicero, Leipzig, 1884), and Marx, who refuses *to

recognize the authorship of Cornificius, and has
published the text under the title, /Mrer<Lluc/oris

dc Ratione Dicendi ad C. Herennium Libri IV.
(Leipzig, 1893) ; also KrShnert, Die Anfange der
Khetorik hex den Koniern (Memel, 1871).

CORNING, A city and one of the county
seats of Steuben County, N. Y., 18 miles west-

northwest of Elmira ; on the Chemimg River,

and on the New York Central, the Erie, and the

I^ckawanna railroads (Map: New York, C 3).

It has extensive manufactures of cut and flint

glass, terracotta goods, building and paving
brick, lumber, sash and blinds, etc. Among the

more prominent buildings may be noted the city

hall, free academy, and Saint Marj-'s Orphan
Asylum. Coming was incorporated in 1849 as

a village, and in 1890 as a city. Under the re-

>'ised charter of 1899 the Mayor holds office for

two years, and the city council is elected by
wards. The river, police, and civil-service com-
missioners, fire wardens, and the board of health

are nominated by the Mayor, with the consent

of the council ; other offices are filled bv popular
election. Population, in 1890, 8.550; in 1900, 11,061.

CORNING, Erastus (1794-1872). An Ameri-
can capitalist, born in Connecticut. In 1814 he
settled in Albany, N. Y., where, as owner of the

large iron-works there, and later as a banker,

he accumulated a large fortune. He was for

many years one of the great railroad owners and
operators of the country, being largely interested

in the formation of the New York Central Rail-

road, of which he was president for twelve years.

He was also active in promoting the welfare of

popular education, and. taking part in public

aflTairs, served as a Democrat in Congress in

1857-59 and again in 1861-63.

CORN-INSECTS. Insects affecting Indian

corn are numerous and varied.

—

Plant Lice: An
aphis (Rhopalosiphum maidis) is widely dis-

INBECT8 IKJTRIOUR TO INDIAN COBN.

(1) Larger corn-stalk borer (Diatnea): a, boring larva
within the base of the stalk. (2) Smaller borer ( Panifella):

a; the moth at rent. (3) A flea-beetle (Dlabrotlca) and Its

root-destroying grub.

tributed by means of its migratory winged
swarms ; it lays its eggs on the stems of the

com beneath the ground, and the young attack

the roots; the ants assist this injury by carry-

ing females heavy with young and colonizing

them upon the roots. (See Insect Life, I., III.,

Washington, 1888-90.)

—

Beetles: Certain weevils
attack the roots and stems, especially bill-bugs
of the genus Sphenophorus, the grubs burrowing
in the bulbs of the young plants and eating the
roots of the tender leaves near the surface of the
ground ; their work is sometimes confounded with
that of a cutworm (larva of Hadena stipata).
Fall plowing is useful against both. The larvae

of several flee-beetles {Diabrotica) are often
styled corn root-worms. The adult beetles, closely
related to the cucumber, melon, and squash beet-

les (q.v.), feed on the pollen and silk of corn and
the larvae on the roots, and both do great damage
in the Mississippi Valley. Rotation of crops is

the most effective remedy. Various other beetles
are locally or occasionally harmful, and one is

prominent as destructive to grain, the com
silvanus {Silvanus f^ttrinamensis) . From an
economic standpoint this is the most important
member of the family Cucujidae. It is a flat

beetle with the edges of the prothorax saw-
toothed. Besides Indian corn, wheat, and other
grain, it infests dried fruits and other food-
stuffs. .\nother member of the same family, a
bright-scarlet beetle, of the genus Cucujus, also
infests stored grain.

—

Moths: The larvae of
moths, 'cutworms' and 'webworms,' do much
damage. The worst species, however, is the
'corn-worm,' or 'corn-bud worm,' the caterpillar
of a noctuid moth (Heliothis armigera) , which
destroys the flower-buds. (See Cottoxwobm.)
The large 'stalk-borer,' often highly injurious
in Southern fields, is the larva of a phalaenid
moth (Diatrcea saccharalis) , which perforates
the stems at their base, where, in the axils of

the starting leaves, the parent moth lays its eggs
in spring. This insect is better known as the
sugar-cane borer of the American tropics. Tidy
methods of farming are the best preventive.
Other smaller borers are the caterpillars of the
moths Pempelia lignosella and Gortyna nitela.

The chinch-bug (q.v.) is also an enemy of Indian
corn. Consult : Riley, "Insects of Missouri," in

Untfed States Department of Agriculture, Divi-

sion of Entomology, Reports 1 and 3 (Washing-
ton, 1881) ; Lintner, "Insects of New York," in

Agricultural Experiment Station Report 1 (Al-

bany, 1882) ; Comstock and Slingerland, "Wire-
worms," in Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin 33 (Ithaca, 1891).

CORNISH LANGUAGE AND LITERA-
TURE. The Cornish language belongs to the

British subdivision of the Celtic family, and
stands, on the whole, nearer to the Old Breton
than to the Old Welsh. (See Celtic Lan-
guages.) It ceased to be a living language in

the eighteenth century. Dolly Pentreath (who
died in 1775) is traditionally said to have been
the last person who spoke it ; but some knowl-
edge of it apparently .survived her, and a small
number of Cornish words are used to this day in

the English dialect of Cornwall.

Only a small quantity of CJornish literature

has been preserved. For the Old Cornish perio<!

nothing exists but a few proper names in old

records. For Middle Comish we are somewhat
better off. .\ vocabulary of the twelfth or
thirteenth centurj' has been preservetl, and also

a few texts dating from the fourteenth century
to the seventeenth. The Middle Comish litera-

ture, like the Middle Breton, consists almost
entirely of religious poetry and drama.
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For Old Cornish, consult Stokes, "The Manu-
missions in the ll<xlinin CJospels," Itevuc celtique,

vol. i. (Paris, 1870). The Middle Cornish vo-

cabulary is printed in Zeuss, (Srammatica
Ccllica, editwl by Ebel (Berlin, 1808-71). For
the other monuments, consult: Norris, The An-
cient Cornish Drama (Oxford, 1859) ; Stokes,

"Pascoii Agan Arluth," Transactions; of the
Philolofjicnl Socivti/ (London, 1801-02); and
Beununs Mcriasek (ib., 1872).

COBN LAWS. A name given in England to
the long series of statutes dating as far back
as tlie reign of Edward III., and terminating
only in the year 1840, which had for their object

the regulation of the trade in grain. The tenor

of these laws varied with the idea which was
uppermost in the minds of the legislators. At
one time designed to secure a proper supply of

grain, the exportation of grain was prohibited,

or allowed only when a surplus of the home
supply revealed itself in the low price for grain.

Later the underlying principle was frankly the

encouragement and support of the agricultural

interests, resulting in the prohibition of the im-

portation of grain, or permitting it only when
the price of grain was extremely high, and im-

portation seemed unavoidable to prevent famine.

At times, moreover, in the long and varied his-

tory of this legislation, resort was had to

bounties as a means of encouraging and promot-
ing home production. The shifting of legislation

attracted little comment and less agitation until

the beginning of the nineteenth century. At that

time the manufacturing interests grew restive

under the restrictions which were placed upon
the trade in grain, and early in the century some-
thing in the nature of a compromise was made
by the adoption of a sliding scale in the duties

on importation. The object of this device was to

reduce the import duties in proportion a.s the

price of grain increa.sed, so that at famine
prices grain might be imported duty free. By
the act of 1828, at the price of 02s. a quarter

for wheat, the import duty was f 1 4s. 8d. For
every shilling less in the price, a shilling was
added to the duty, but when the price rose

above this point the duty decreased by a larger

ratio than the rise in price. At the price of

CDs., the duty was 15s. 8d., and at 73s. the duty
sank to its minimum of Is. Such an arrange-

ment not only promoted speculative operations,

but also prevented foreign countries from fur-

nishing grain habitually for the British market.
This legislation was obviously in the interest

of the landoNNTiers, but as the tendency of Great
Britain to be an importing rather than an

virtually an attempt to aggrandize the landed
interest i)y jiressure upon the food of the people.
The manufacturing interests, which were now
rapidly coming into power, devoted their ener-
gies to combating this principle, which increased
the cost of living, and, through wages, the cost
of manufacturing. But the public at large,
though conscious that the laws were some way
improper, or at variance with the principles of
political economy, did not, till the very last,

earnestly unite in calling for repeal. There
was a powerful party who represented with won-
derful plausibility that these restrictive statutes
were identilied with the best interests of the
country. Their aaguments might thus be summed
up: (1) Protection was necessary, in order to
keep certain poor lands in cultivation. (2) It
was desirable to cultivate as much land as pos-
sible in order to improve the country. (3) If
improvement by that means were checked, Eng-
land would be dejjendent on foreigners for a
large portion of the food of the people. (4)
Such dependence would be fraught with immense
danger; in the event of war, supplies might be
stopped, or the ports might he blockaded, the
result being famine, disease, and civil war. (5)
The advantage gained by protection enabled the
landed proprietors and their tenants to encourage
manufactures and trade; so much so, that if the
com laws were al>olished, half the country shop-
keepers would be ruined; that would be followed
by the stoppage of many of the mills and facto-

ries, and no one would venture to say what
would be the final consequences. It cannot be
uninstructive to put on record that these argu-
ments exercised a commanding influence over the
laboring classes, the small town shopkeepers,
almost all the members of the learned profes-

sions, and a considerable section of both Houses
of Parliament. Yielding at length to the con-

tinued agitation, and recognizing that England's
prosperity lay in the developnient of her manu-
factures rather than in the further encourage-
ment of agriculture. Sir Robert Peel, in 1846,

at the time of the Irish famine, eflFected

the repeal of the Corn l^aws. (See Anti-
Corx-Law League; Cobden, Richard.) The
area devoted to wheat cultivation in England is

less to-day than it was fifty years ago, although
the population has greatly increased. Modem
methods of communication, however, have opened
up new areas of supply, and the development of

manufactures and commerce has amply com-
pensated for the loss in agricultural production.

The following table shows the immediate effect

of the repeal of the Com Laws

:

Imports of Fokkion Wheat, Cubbknt Pbiceb op Wheat, and Declabed Value op All Bbitish Expobts fbom
1801 TO 1859

AVERAOE PEBIOD OP TEX YEARS
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years imports are measured in hundredweights.
The increase in grain imports is shown in the
follow inor table:

TE1.B
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Kansas from eating dried cornstalks, an investi-

gation revealed the presenee of large quantities

of potassium nitrate. This substance had formed
in small wiiite crystals which resembled mold,
but was readily recognized by tasting. Uy cut-

ting a cornstalk in two and tapping it on a table

a considerable <|uuntity of powdered nitrate of

pot4ish was jarred out. A chemical analysis

showed that this subsUmce constituted 18 per
cent, of the dry weight of the cornstalks. Feed-
ing experiments with {M)tassium nitrate showed
that 500 grams would kill an adult animal
weighing 1200 pounds.
The symptoms are those of violent digestive

disturbances followed by delirium and complete
unconsciousness. A pronounced weakness of the

hind parts is usually observed, which finally

leads to paralysis.

Corn-smut has l)een extracted with alcohol

and injected into guinea-pigs with negative re-

sults, and no poisonous alkaloid has been iso-

lated by chemical means. Corn affected with the
Burriil corn disease has been fed to cattle with-

out producing any poisonous effects. Until more
is known about the cause of the disease it is

impossible to suggest a rational treatment.

CORNU, kOr'ni/, Julius (1849—). A Swiss
philologist, born at Basel. He was made profes-

sor of Romance philology in his native town, and
in 1877 was called to the chair of that study in

the University of Prague. Among his works
are: Phonologie du Bagnard (1877); Glanures
phonologiques (1878) ; Etudes sur le poime du
Cid (1881-1900).

COR'NUCCPIA (Lat., horn of plenty, from
cornu, horn -}- copia, plenty). The horn
of plenty—regarding the origin of which several

fables are told by the ancient poets—is generally

placed in the hands of figures emblematical of

Plenty, Liberality, etc., who are represented as

pouring from it an abundance of fruits, corn,

etc. It is frequently used in both architecture

and heraldry. On the arms of banks and other

public institutions it is often represented as

pouring forth coins.

CORNUTUS, Lucius Ann^eus. A Stoic

philosopher of the time of Nero. He was a na-

tive of Libya, but a resident of Rome. He was
the teacher and friend of Persius Flaccus, who
left to him all his books and a large sum of

money. He took the books, but gave the money to

the sisters of the donor. Although he was a friend

of Xero, the tyrant banished him because he
did not like his advice as to the number of books
in which he (Nero) proposed to write the history

of the Romans. Cornutus was a voluminous
WTiter, but little is known concerning his works.
His treatise in Greek. On the Nature of the Gods,
is extant. It is edited by Lang (Leipzig, 1881).

CORNWALL (AS. Cormceallas, from Welsh,
Ir., Bret, corn, horn, Lat. cornu, Gk. Ktpac, keras,

Goth, hauru. Eng. horn + AS. wcallas, strangers,

Wealh, Welsh. Ger. trclsch, foreign, Lat. Volcce,

name of a people). A maritime county forming
the southwest extremity of England (Map: Eng-
land, B C). Its area is 1357 square miles, most of
which is arable or in meadow and pasture. Corn-
wall is a mining as well as an agricultural
county, and has important pilchard fisheries.

The chief towns are Bodmin (the coimty town),
Launceston, Penzance, and Falmouth. Popula-
tion, in 1891, 322,571; in 1901, 323,000.

Cornwall is rich in remains of the ancient Cel-
tic culture. These comprise cromlechs or dolmens,
found chiefly in the Land's End district; mono-
liths, circles, and avenues of stone, caves, cliff

and hill castles. The products of the Cornish
tin-mines were famous in the ancient world, and
furnished the Phcenicians with one of their chief
articles of trade. The absence of Eastern coins
and inscriptions, however, would seem to indi-

cate tliat the Piioenicians never set foot in

Britain, but carried on their trade indirectly
through Gaul. After the Saxon Conquest Corn-
wall constituted part of the British Kingdom
of Damnovia, which held out against the kings
of Wessex till 920, when Athelstane captured
Exeter. At the time of the Norman Conquest
the Saxons were in full possession of the land.
Christianity was introduced probably as early
as the fifth century, and tlie inhabitants main-
tained an independent priesthood till the tenth
century, when the country was annexed to the
see of Canterbury. William the Conqueror gave
nearly the whole of Cornwall to his half-brother,
Robert of Montain, who was followed by a line

of powerful earls, of whom the most celebrated
was Richard, the second son of John, elected in

1257 King of the Romans. In 1330 Cornwall
was created a duchy for the Prince of Wales, by
whom it has continued to be held. During the
Civil War the inhabitants of Cornwall were in-

tensely loyal, and supplied Charles I. with some
of his bravest soldiers. Royalist victories were
won at Braddoc Down (January 19, 1043) and
Stamford Hill (May 15, 1043). From Sudeley
Castle Charles I., on September 10, 1043, issued

a proclamation to the people of Cornwall, thank-
ing them for their great devotion. Copies of

this letter are still to be seen in a number of

churches. See Cobnisu Language and Liteba-

CORN'WALL. A port of entry and capital

of Cornwall and Stormont County, Ontario,
Canada; on the Saint Lawrence River, the Corn-
wall Canal, and the Ottawa and New York Rail-

way, 07 miles southwest of Montreal (Map:
Ontario, J 2 ) . It has excellent water-power,
and one of the largest of Canadian woolen mills,

besides paper, flour, cotton mills, etc. It has
several churches and schools, and its lacrosse

club is one of the foremost in the Dominion. The
['nited States is represented bv a consular agent.

Population, in 1891, 0805; in'lOOl, 0704.

CORNWALL. A village in Orange County,
N. v., 55 miles from New York City; on the

Hudson River, a little north of tlie Highlands,

and on the Erie and West Shore railroads (Map:
New Y'ork, F 4). It is in a picturesque region,

much frequented as a place of summer resort.

Idlewild Park and Storm King Mountain are

among the prominent points of interest. The
village has a large carpet-mill, which employs
some 500 ])ersons. There is a public library.

Population, in 1900, 1900.

Cornwall was settled about 1084, became a
precinct in 1704. a township in 1778, and was
incorporated in 1885. From the original town-
ship. Highlands, Blooming Grove, and Monroe,
besides parts of Chester and Hamptonburg, have
since been taken. Consult: Eager, History of

Orange County (Newburgh. 1840-47), and Beach,

Cornwall (Newburgh, 1873).
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COBNWALL. Regan's husband in Shake-
speare's A 1/1/7 Lear; a hard, cruel man, well

'matched and mated' with his cruel wife.

COBNWAJLL, Barry. See Procter, Bryan
Wai-I-ku.

COBNWAL'LIS, Caroline Frances (1786-

1858). An English author. She was bom July
12, 1786, and was a daughter of William Com-
wallis, rector of W'ittersham and Elam, in Kent.

As a child she- was precocious. Later she

acquired a knowledge of Latin, Greek, Hebrew,
and German, and studied philosophy, theology,

history, natural science, social science, politics,

and even law. She refused an offer of marriage
from Sismondi; but later for a time occupied

his house, in Pescia, Italy. Her first work.
Philosophical Theories and Philosophical Experi-

ence, by a Pariah, appeared in 1842. It was the

first of a series entitled Small Books on Great
Subjects, which she had formed the idea of

writing with the help of a few friends. Of the

twenty-two volumes of this series, which appeared
between 1842 and 1854, all the most important
were written by herself. The subjects discussed

were various—the connection of physiology and
intellectual science, ragged schools, grammar,
criminal law, chemistry, geology, Greek phi-

losophy, and the history and influence of Chris-

tian opinions. The series attracted much atten-

tion in England and the United States. She
died January 8, 1858. Although a voluminous
author, her name was at her death unknown to

the world, and it remained imkno\vn until the

publication of her Letters and Remains (1864).

COBNWALLIS, Charles, first Marquis and
second Earl (1738-1805). An English general

and statesman. The son of the first Earl Com-
wallis, he was born in London, December 31,

1738. After an education at Eton and Cam-
bridge, he entered the army, and served as aide-

de-camp to the Marquis of Granby in the Seven
Years War. In 1760 he was elected member of

Parliament for Eye; in 1766 received his pro-

motion as colonel: in 1770 was made governor
of the Tower of London; and in 1775 became
major-general. Though personally opposed to

the war with .\merica, he went with his regi-

ment thither, and the first successes of the Brit-

ish arms were, in the main, due to him. After

the battle of I..ong Island, in which he took a
prominent part, he pursued Washington through
New Jersey. A detachment of his army, consist-

ing of Hessians, was captured by Washington at
Trenton, December 26, 1776, and part of his

forces suffered a defeat at Princeton, January 3,

1777. He had the principal share in the victory

of the Brandywine, Septeml)er 11, 1777, after

which he secured for the British the com-
mand of the Delaware River. In disgust at
Howe's failure to grasp the critical situation

of affairs and to attempt operations on a large

scale. Comwallis sent in his resignation, which
the King refused to accept. He served under
Clinton at the reduction of Charleston in

1780. achieved a great victory over Gates at

Camden, S.C, on August 16 of that year, and de-

feated Greene at Guilford Court House, N. C,
March 15, 1781. He was in the end out-gener-

aled by Greene, and withdrew into Virginia,
where he carried on a vigorous campaign against
Lafayette, but without avail. Finally he was
shut up in Yorktown by Washington and Ro-

chambeau, aided by a French fleet under De
Grasse, and was compelled to surrender on Octo-
ber 19, 1781. With the surrender of Com-
wallis the triumph of the American cause was
virtually achieved. Although the disaster re-

sulted in the resignation of the British Ministry,
Comwallis escaped censure owing to royal favor.

In 1786 he was appointed Governor-General of

India and Commander-in-Chief, and distinguished
himself by his victories over Tippu Sahib, and by
his indefatigable efforts to promote the welfare of
the natives. He returned from India in 1793,
when he was raised to the rank of Marquis. Ap-
pointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, he succeeded
in quelling the rebellion of 1798, and established
order in a manner that gained him the good will

of the Irish people. As Plenipotentiary to
France he negotiated the Peace of Amiens. Re-
appointed Governor-General of India in 1804,
he died at Ghazipur, in the Province of Benares,
October 5, 1805, on his way to assume the com-
mand of the army in the upper provinces.
Consult: Marshall, Memoir (Gateshead, 1806) ;

Lord Comwallis's Correspondence, edited by Ross
(London, 1859) ; Johnston, The Yorktoicn Cam-
paign (New York, 1881) ; and Seton-Karr, "The
Marquess Comwallis," in Rulers of India (Ox-
ford, 1890).

COBO, ko'r6, or Santa Ana de Coro. A city

of the State of Falcon, Venezuela, situated east
of the Gulf of Coro (Map: Venezuela, D 1). It

is engaged in cattle-raising, and is a centre

for interior commerce. Coro contains several

churches, interesting for their antiquity, though
they either have been rebuilt or lie in ruins.

La Vela, its port, which is six miles to the east,

has a good harbor and a trade with the Dutch
West IndieSj and is the residence of a United
States consular agent. Population, in 1889,

9452. Coro, one of the oldest cities in Venezuela,
was settled in 1527, and for a time was the

Spanish capital of Venezuela. It was created

the first bishopric of Venezuela in 1531, but
subsequently the see was removed. Its decline

dates from the transference of the governmental
and ecclesiastical authorities to Caracas. It was
the objective point of Miranda's first descent

upon Venezuela in 1805, when he led an abortive

expedition against the Spanish in the hope of

precipitating the revolution of the Spanish-

American colonies.

COBOADO, ko'rA-a'dd (Port., crowned, in

allusion to a peculiar style of wearing the hair).

A name without ethnic significance, applied by
the Portuguese to several Brazilian tribes, nota-

bly to a people in the Province of Rio Grande
do Sul. who use arrows five feet in length and
clean and preserve the bones of their dead.

COBOL'LA (Lat., garland, dim. of corona,

crown). In flowers, the inner one of the two
sets of floral leaves. The individual parts are

called 'petals.' and they are usually delicate in

texture and varioiisly colored, forming the showy
part of the flower. In case they are absent the

(lower is said to be 'apetalous.' The corolla is

sTipposed to serve as an attraction to insects, so

that the flower may secure cross-pollination.

See Fix>WER.

CfOB'OLLA'BY (Lat. corollarium, deduction,

gratuity, money paid for a garland, from corolla,

garland). A proposition the truth of which

appears so clearly from the proof of another
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proposition as not to n><)uire separate dcmon-
utrution. For oxainple, having proved that the
angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are
«tiual. it follows us a eoroUary that an equi-

lateral triangle is equiangular.

COBOMANa)£L COAST (Skt. COramatt-
{laid, from Cora, or Cola, name of a people +
tnandaUi, eirele, kingdom). A vaguely defined
region of British India, comprising the portion
of the eastern eoast of Madras lying Iwtween
Point Caliniere, in about latitude 10° 17' N., and
the mouths of the Kistna, in about latitude 15°

40' N. (Map: India, D 6). The name is some-
times applie<i to the whole of the west shore of
the l^ay of IJengal. The coast has numerous in-

lets, but possesses no safe harbors. Ships are
compelled to anchor several miles off the coast,
which is accessible only by the native cata-
marans, owing to the surf that unceasingly pre-

vails. The districts along the coast were the
battlefields for supremacy in India between Eng-
land and France in the eighteenth century.

CCBOMBCNA, Vittoria. The principal
female cliaractcr in Webster's play The White
Devil, a beautiful woman whose unscrupulous
acts, in part instigated by her brother, Flarainio,
produce a series of crimes and murders.

COBO'NA (Lat., crown). In astronomy, the
name given to the faint outermost luminous ap-
l)endage of the sun, seen only during total solar
eclipses, when the brilliant central disk is ob-
scured. See Eclipse; Sx'n.

CoRON.E, in meteorology, are colored rings seen
around the moon through peculiar forms of
cloud. See Halo.
COBONA. In architecture, the most pro-

jecting upper part of the classical cornice ; also
used to designate the drip, or lower member of
the cornice above the bed-molding and below
the cymatium. (See Entablature.) The term
corona is also applied, especially by ecclesias-

tical writers, to the apse or semicircular termina-
tion of the choir, as in the case of 'Becket's
crown,' at Canterbury. Corona is also applied
in ecclesiastical nomenclature to a chandelier,
in the form of a crown or circlet, suspended from
the roof of a church, or from the vaulting of the
nave or chapels, to hold tapers which are lighted
on solemn occasions. A famous mediaeval ex-
ample is at Saint Michael, Hildesheim.

COBONA. In plants, a word applied to any
crown-like appendage at or near the summit of
an organ. It is usually restricted, however, to
appendages which occur in connection with corol-
las. For example, in the species of Silene and
allied forms, members of the pink family, there
is a two-lobed outgrowth at the junction of the
claw and blade of each petal. Taking the petals
together these outgrowths form a ten-lobed crown
at the base of the blades. In the passion-flowers
there is a very conspicuous corona consisting of
many rows of filamentous outgrowths. Similar
outgrowths are found in the flowers of other
families, but are most notable in sympetalous
corollas, where they form folds or projections in
the throat, as in oleander, various borages, etc.

In the several species of Narcissus the corona
which rises from the throat of the corolla is often
very conspicuous. In all cases these appendages
are outgrowths from the inner face of the petals,

and it has been suggested that they are the
equivalents of similar outgrowths from the inner

face of grass-leaves, at the juncture of the blade
and sheath. In this latter case the appendage
is called a 'ligulc.'

COBONA (p) OF NABaSSVB.

COBONA BOBEA^LIS (Lat., Northern
Crown). A small and bright constellation near
Hercules.

COBONACH, kor'ft-nak. See Cobanach,

COBONADO, k6'r6-na'D6 (Sp., crowned).
The name among Spanish-speaking fishermen of

the West Indies and Mexico for the amber-fishes
of the genus Seriola. See Ambeb-Fisii.

COBONADO, Francisco Vasquez ( ? -

C.154'.)). A Spanish explorer. He came to the
New World about 1535, and, by marrying Doila
Beatrix, the daughter of Estrada, the royal treas-

urer for New Spain, secured preferment at the
viceregal Court in Mexico. He was appointed
Governor of the Province of New Galicia, and
in 1539 secured the conunand of an expedition
for the conquest of the 'Seven Cities of Cibola,'

which the friar Marco de Niza claimed to have
discovered on a preliminary expedition earlier

in 1539. On February 23, 1540, Coronado started
from Compostela with a large force of horsemen,
infantry, and native allies, supplied with artil-

lery and abundant munitions and food. He fol-

lowed the western coast of Mexico till some
distance beyond Guaymas, and then crossed the

mountains into southeastern Arizona. On
July 7 he reached and stormed the chief city of

Cibola, the stone pueblo of Hawikuh, now repre-

sented by large ruins a short distance west of

the pueblo of Zuni, in New Mexico. Making this

his headquarters, Coronado sent expeditions to

the West, which explored the country as far as

the Moqui villages of Tusayan, and to the Grand
Canon of the Colorado, which was first seen

by Europeans when the soldiers under Lopez de
Cardenas reached it early in September, 1540.

Other parties explored toward the east, and in

September Coronado moved his forces to the

Rio Grande, camping in the village of Tiguex,
near Bernalillo. New Mexico. During the win-

ter the natives of the river villages were sub-

jugated after a fierce resistance. In April, 1541,

Coronado led his whole army across the moun-
tains into the great buffalo plains of Arkansas
and Indian Territory. Finding that he was being

misled by a native guide, he sent his foot soldiers

back to the Rio Grande, while he, with thirty
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horsemen, pushed uorthwarJ, hoping to find a
country rich in treasure. In July he reached a
yroup of tepee villages, somewhere near the bor-

der line between Kansas and Nebraska. Con-
vinced that the country contained nothing of

value for him, although he recognized its splen-

did agricultural possibilities, Coronado returned
to Tiguex. A severe fall from his horse induced
Coronado to turn homeward in the spring.

After several months of deprivation he reached
Mexico with such of his army as had not
deserted along the route. The viceroy received

him coldly and allowed him to resign the govern-
ment of New Galicia. Coronado is said to have
lived quietly on his ample estates until his

death, about 1549. The original documents
describing Coronado's journey, which contain
much information concerning the southwestern
United States at the time it was first visited by
Europeans, are translated in Winship, "The Coro-
nado Expedition," in the Fourteenth Report of

the United States Bureau of Ethnology (Wash-
ington, 1896).

CORONATION (from Lat. coronare, to

crown, from corona, crown). The act or cere-

mony of crowning the sovereign of a monarchical
country. The use of crowns in antiquity, as a
mark either of honor or of rejoicing, will be ex-

plained under Crowx. It was, no doubt, as an
adaptation of this general custom to a special

use that the practice of placing a crown on the

head of a monarch at the commencement of his

reign was introduced. The practice is very an-

cient, as we may learn from the fact that Solo-

mon and Ahaziah were crowned, and it has been
followed in one form or another in most civilized

monarchies. The ceremony is religious as well

as political, and is usually performed by a high
ecclesiastic, as a recognition that '"the powers
that be are ordained of God." Generally it has
been accompanied by what was regarded as the

still more solemn rite of anointing with oil, a
ceremony which, from the time of the ancient

Hebrews to our own. has been peculiarly signifi-

cant of consecration or devotion to the ser\'ice

of God. The term employed for 'crowned' in the
Saxon chronicle is 'gehalgod,' hallowed or con-

secrated ; and it would seem that the ceremony
as then performed at Kingston-on-Thames or

Winchester was in all essentials the same as

that which now takes place in Westminster
Abl>ey.

Coronation in the early days of the European
monarchies was an indispensable rite, without
which no accession to a throne would be recog-

nized by the people; but in our day. the line of

succession lieing clearly established, the ceremony
is often deferred without prejudice to the loyalty

of the subject.

As a generally indispensable preliminary to

coronation, a solemn pledge is in most countries

exacted from the new sovereign, called the coro-

nation oath. There are very early traces of

this, both among the Jews and among the rulers

who established themselves upon the ruins of

the Roman Empire. Before the principle of he-

reditary succession was firmly establishe<l. the

consent of the people was an important factor

in a transfer of sovereignty, and was purchased
l)y this solemn undertaking to rule justly and
to preserve every man's rights. The English
coronation oath, as at present existing, is the
most definite and carefully considered agreement

of the kind. After the Revolution of 1088 it was
made more explicit than ever, including an ex-
press engagement on the part of the sovereign
to maintain '"the laws of Grod, the true profession
of the Gospel, and the Protestant reformed reli-

gion as it is established by law." The oaths of
other countries are less elaborate and specific

than that of England.
For a learned treatment of coronation iisagea

in general, as well as of a typical modern in-

stance, consult Pascoe, The Pageant and Cere-
mony of the Coronation of their Majesties King
Edward the Seventh and Queen Alexandra (New
York, 1902).

CORONATION, The. A play licensed by
Shirley in 1035. It was, however, wrongly in-

cluded in the earlier editions of Beaumont and
Fletcher, as theirs.

CORONATION CHAIR. The ancient throne
used at the coronation of English kings since
Edward I. It is kept in a fair state of preserva-
tion, in Westminster Abbey. Beneath the seat
rests the famous Lia Fail, the Stone of Destiny,
on which Scottish kings were crowned. The stone
is said to be the one used by Jacob as a pillow,
and to have been taken to Tara in Ireland in the
ijfth century B.C., whence it was brought to Scot-
land and removed to England by Edward I.

CORONATION GTJLF. An inlet of the Arc-
tic Ocean, penetrating the continent of North
America, north of the Arctic Circle, and included
between longitudes 107° and 116° W., Bathurst
Inlet being an extension toward the southeast.
It is conneete<l with other Arctic channels by
Dease Strait on the northeast and Dolphin and
Union Strait on the northwest (Map: North
America, H 3). It is studded with islands and
receives the waters of the Coppermine River from
the south.

CORONATION OATH. See Cobonation.

CORONEL, kO'ro-nel' (Sp., from Lat. coro-
nalis, pertaining to a crown, from corona,
crown ) . A port in the Province of Concepci6n,
Chile, situated on the Bay of Arauco (Map:
Chile. C 11). It is the commercial centre for
the highly productive coal-mining district in the
vicinity, and is a coaling station. It is the resi-

dence of a United States consular agent. Popu-
lation, in 189.'i. 2292.

CORONELLI, ko'rft-nell^, Marco Vixcexzo
(1650-1718K An Italian geographer, bom in

Venice. He became a monk and devoted himself
to cosmography in Venice. He then went to
Paris, where he was commissioned by Louis XIV.
to construct two large globes four meters in

diameter, which are in the Biblioth^ueNationale
in Paris. They are considered among the great-
est curiosities of the science of the seventeenth
century. In 1685 Coronelli returned to Venice,
was made geographer of the Republic in 1702.
and in that capacity published a number of maps
and histories. His works include: Isola di
Rodi, geografica, storica. antica e moderna (1685-
1702) ; ilemorie istorico-geografiche del reqno
della ilorea (1685).

CORONER. A very ancient and iinp<irtant

county officer in England. Ireland, and Wales,
whose original duty appears to have been that
of keeping, as distinjniished from holding, the
pleas of the Crown: for coroners are desiimated
in the earliest charters alluding to the office as
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custotlvs placitorutn coronce and coronatorcs.

The I'xact date of ori;rin of the orticL' in not

known, but the l)etter niudern vii-w is tlmt it was

at least iirnily estahiishcd under Henry 11. in

the twelfth century. From England the office

of coroner has arisen in the United States and
in the Knglisli colonies.

The cliief duty of the coroner is that which is

described by Lord Chancellor Campbell when he

»ays: "Tlie coroner, next to the sheriff, is the

most important civil oflicer in the county, and
he performs the duty of the shcrilf wlien the

sheriff is disabled from doing so; and there are

peculiar duties prescribed to him, more particu-

larly to inquire into the manner in which per-

sons have come to their deaths where there is

any reason to suppose that it may not have
been by natural means; and, on the inquiry, the

jury being sworn, the jury have all the rights

of a grand jury to find a verdict of murder, and
on that finding the accused may be tried and
may be sentenced to death." The coroner's duties

in respect to this inquiry as to suspicious deaths

has hardly varied at all from the fourteenth

<entury to the present time, except as regards

the methods of procedure, such as summoning
jurors, witnesses, etc.

Besides his duty to inquire into causes of sus-

picious deaths, his other peculiar duties in-

cluded that of inquiring concerning treasure

trove—who were the finders, and where the

treasure is, or whether any one be suspected of

having found it and concealed it—and. formerly,

the duty of inquiring concerning shipwrecks, and
certifying whether it was a wreck or not (see

Wreck) ; of holding inquests on royal fish; in-

quiring into the goods of felons; and the holding

of inque-sts on certain felonies, such as the

breaking of a house and the sudden injury of a
person imder suspicious circumstances. Until

1888, in England, the coroners were chosen by
(he freeholders at a county court held for the

purpose, but by the I^ocal Government Act
the county council were made the electors. The
coroner is also ex officio a conservator of the

King's peace (see Con.servatob of the Peace),
and in this capacity may act as a magistrate;
his ministerial office is exercised only when he
acts in place of the sheriff.

In the United States and in some of the colo-

nies of Great Britain, the duties and powers of

coroners have been enlarged, or restricted, and
in some cases the office has been entirely abol-

ished. The coroner is vested by statute in some
jurisdictions with the power and duty to investi-

gate into the causes and origins of fires which
appear to be of incendiary origin or of such a
nature as to require investigation ; but ex officio

the coroner has no authority to inquire into the
cau.se or origin of a fire except when death has
resulted from it.

For a fuller description of the manner of

choosing coroners and of their duties and powers,
the statutes of the jurisdiction must be consulted.

Consult: Encj/clopccdia of the Laics of Eng-
land, vol. iii. (London, 1897) ; Binmore, In-

st rvctions for Sheriffs, Coroners, and Constables
(2d ed.. Chicago, 1894) ; Bordern D. Smith,
Powers. Duties, and TAabilities of Sheriffs, Coro-
ners, and Constables (2d ed., Albany, 1897) ;

Jarvis. Offiee and Duties of Coroners, irith Forms
and Preeedents (.5th ed., London. 1888) : Ste-

phen, History of the Criminal Laio (London,

1883) ; Pollock and Maitland, History of Eng-
lish Law (2d ed., London and Boston, 189U) ;

Boys, Treatise on Coroners (Toronto, 1893).

COBONKT. A 8i)ecial crown worn by princes
and nobles on state <x'casions, and always repre-

sented above their coats of arms. Coronets were
apparently intended originally as fillets to con-

fine the hair, and during the reign of Kdward IIL,
when they were not yet u.sed as distinctions of

rank, were ornamented with leaves. Later they
came to be recognized as distinctions of nobility,

but were assumed arbitrarily without royal war-
rant or restriction as to use. In more modern
times they have been strictly regulated, especially

in England. The following rules apply to that
countrj': The coronet of the Prince of Wales
differs from the crown of England only by having
a single instead of a double arch ; a duke's coro-

net has on the rim eight strawberry-leaves of

equal height; that of a marquis four .strawberry-

leaves and four pearls or balls of silver, alter-

nately; that of an earl, eight j)earl8 set on lofty

spikes, alternating with strawberrj'-leaves set

lower; that of a viscount has fourteen or sixteen

pearls close together; that of a baron, six pearls.

The privilege of wearing coronets was first grant-
ed to viscounts by James I., and to barons by
Charles II. The French rules are substantially
the same.

COBONINI - CBONBERG, kO'rA-ne'n^-kron'

b6rK, Franz, Count ( 1833— ) . An Austrian
statesman. He was one of the early companions
and schoolmates of Emperor P'rancis I. After
studying philosophy and law. he served in the
campaigns of 1839, 1864, and 1866, and was pro-

moted to the rank of colonel in recognition of his

distinguished services at the battle of Konig-
gratz. He was president of the Chamber of

Deputies from 1879 to 1881, and in the following
year founded the so-called Coronini Club. He
became a member of the Upper House in 1897.

COBONINI-CRONBEBG, ko'r6-ne'n6-kr6N'
berK, .loHA.NX IJai'tlst Alexius, Count von
(1794-1880). An Austrian general, born at
Giirz. He entered the army in 1813, and partici-

pated in the campaigns of 1813 and 1814. After
serving for several years in Italy, he was in 1836
appointed chamberlain of the Archduke Francis
Charles, in which capacity he became preceptor

of the Emperor Francis Joseph. As major-gen-
eral he defended the passes of the Tyrol against

tiie Italians in 1848, and by reason of the energy
and skill displayed on that occasion he was .selected

for a somewhat similar task during the Crimean
War (18.54). being intrusted with the chief

command of the army of occupation in Wallachia.

He was commanding general in Upper and Lower
Austria, Salzburg and Styria in 1860. and in

1861 was appointed to the same position in Hun-
gary-

CO EOT, k6'ro', Jean Baptiste Camille
(1796-1875). A French landscape painter, bom
in Paris, July 29, 179G, His father was a hair-

dresser who married a milliner, and by shrewd
management of her business gained a compe-
tence. Camille was educated in the college in

Rouen, his father's home, and on his return to
Paris he was apprenticed to a draper, in accord-

ance with bis father's wishes. But trade had no
charms for him, and in the meanwhile he had
acquired a taste for painting. After seven

years of apprenticeship with the draper, he
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resolved to be a painter. His father made him an
allowance, upon which Caniille managed to sub-

sist until tinanciiil success crowned his efforts. He
first studied with Michallon, and upon the lat-

ter's death with Victor Bertin, a classicist and
an apostle of the historical landscape. The years

1825 to 1827 he spent in Italy, and in the latter

year he made his debut at the Salon with two
Italian landscapes—a "View of Narni" and the

•'Campagna at Kome." He again went to Italy

in 1834 and in 1842, besides traveling in France,

Switzerland, the Netherlands, and England. But
the greater part of his life was passed in Paris

and Ville d'Avray, in the forest of Fontainebleau
and the valley of the Seine. In these places he

found subjects for his most beautiful pictures.

It was some time before his works were
recognized, but in his later life honors were
heaped upon him. He received medals in 1833,

1855, and 1857; in 184G he received the Cross
of the legion of Honor, and in 1857 he was
made a commander. The younger artists almost
worshiped him, and in 1874 his friends gave him
a gold medal to atone for the negleci of the

Salon. Dealers sought his pictures, and it is

said that in the time of his prosperity his income
from sales alone amounted to 200,000 francs a
year. But Corot never cared for money except

to help his friends, which he did with a lavish

hand. He was gentle^ jovial, and kind, and the

figure of P&re Corot, in his blue blouse and
woolen cap. with his long white hair and the in-

evitable pipe, brought joy and sunshine. He
never married, but was devotedly attached to his

sister and his mother. He died in Paris on Feb-

ruary 22, 1875.

Corot's art naturally falls into two periods,

divided from each other by about the year 1843.

During the first of these he painted like the con-

temporary classicists, very detailed, with careful

and severe drawing, but not without a certain

charm of color. The influence of this classical

training may be seen in the nymphs with which
he loved to people his landscapes, and the abso-

lute mastery over technique which Ave see in

his second period. This may be said to have
begun with his return from Italy in 1843, when
he adopted the method of painting in the open
air, which had been introduced from England by
Constable and others. The works of this second

period are the works from which we chiefly know
him and which made him famous.

Corot was the great lyric poet of the Barbizon

School, as Rousseau was the epic, and Di>pr6 the

dramatic. As Rousseau portrayed the strong

and vivid side of nature—the oak, of all the trees,

the plains, the hills, the river, and the forest—so

Corot painted the tender, the wavering, the femi-

nine side—the poplar, the birch, the willow, the

wild flowers, sweet and shrinking. He was a
painter of the misty morning and of the shad-

owy evening, of the hazy springtime. A light

mist or a haze of atmosphere usually envelopes

his pictures. As with Rousseau drawing was the

most important feature, so with Corot it was
color. His pictures are always in a low key:

browns, pale greens, and silver^' grays are among
his favorite colors, but in this sad setting the

occasional touches of bright color appear all the

more effective. The vahies of his colors are per-

fect, and above all each picture is an expression

of deep sentiment—"the confession of a beautiful

soul." His works have well been called painted

music, and it is no accident that be was him.self

a gifted musician.

His landscapes have often been criticised be-

cause of their similarity, but they are only simi-

lar in theme; the treatment is infinitely varied.

It has also been urged that his works are too

even; that they do not contain certain acid

tones and little defects found in nature, and
which add to the effect of the picture. Such
blemishes might indeed have made his work more
realistic, but they would not have harmonizetl

with the softness and delicacy of effect, which it

was his chief effort to obtain. As regards the

figures which usually form a part of his picture,

whether they be nymphs and goddesses or French
peasants, they rather heighten the effect of the

landscape than otherwise, and with it they are
always in perfect harmony. So great was hi.s

technical ability and so vivid his imagination,

that his usual method was to paint his works in
his .studio from sketches and notes taken from
nature.

Corot has left a large number of works on a
great variety of subjects. During his early

period he painted many Italian landscapes, and
even religious subjects. Of these landscapes

there are two good examples which he himself be-

queathed to the Museum of the Luxembourg,
Paris, viz. the "Roman Forum" and "The Coli-

seum." Of his religious pictures the "Baptism of

Christ," in the Church of Saint Nicolas du Char-
donnet in Paris, is a good specimen. The land-

scapes of his later period are incomparably his

best works. Among the best known is the "Dance
of the Nymphs," in the Luxembourg Gallery, a
fresh morning scene of a peculiar blue tone, and
the incomparable "Paysage," in the same collec-

tion, showing his marvelous treatment of a lake

with overhanging foliage. There are many other

good examples in the museums and private col-

lections of France, and not a few in America.
The Metropolitan Museimi in New York pos-

sesses in the "Ville d'Avray" a fine specimen of

Corot's dainty treatment of water, foliage, and
distant buildings in the early morning light.

The faint rose of the sky suggests the coming
dawn, and the touches of yellow and blue in the
garb of the woman lend a soft brightness to the

scene. There are other good examples in the

Corcoran Gallery at Washington, in the Art
Institute of Chicago, and in the private collec-

tions of Philailelphia. But not until the cen-

tenary exhibition in Paris in 188!) did men
know what modem art posses.sed in Corot—"the
greatest poet and the tenderest soul of the nine-

teenth century."

Consult: Muther, History of Modern Art
(London, 189fi) ; Stranahan, History of Frenrh\
Painting (New York, 1809); Robinson, "Th.
Corot," in Van Dyke's Modern French Masters
(New York, 1896) ; Blanc, Lcs artistes de mon
temps (Paris, 1879) : Roger-Mil&s, "Corot," in

Les artistes e(''U'^hres (Paris. 1891); Rousseau,
Camille Corot r Paris, 1884).

COBFOBAL (Fr. caporal. It. caporale, cor-

poral, from capo, head, from Lat. caput, head:

influenced by popular etymologj' with corporal,

bodily, or corps, bmlv of troops). A military

title of similar relative non-commissioned rank

throughout the armies of the world. In the

T'nited States it is the lowest non-commissione<l

rank. It may be preceded by the appointment
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of lanct" corporal, given to private soldiers de-

dirouft of and selected for promotion.

COBPOBAL (Lnt. corportile, from corpus,

body, because the host or sacramental body of

Christ rests upon it). A square linen cloth

which is spread upon the altar during the mass,

and upon wliicli rest the chalice and paten. It

was orijjinally large enough to be folded over the

oblations of the ix?ople when they were placed

upon the altar. Even after this custom ceased,

one fold of it was still turned over the chalice,

but this was later made a separate piece, now
known as the pall (q.v.). The older usage was
long pri'served in the French Church and in the

('arthusian Order. Both corporal and pall must
be blessed by the bishop, and when not in use

are carritnl in the burse, a square pocket of card-

iKiard covered with silk, none except those in

lioly orders being allowed to touch them.

COBPOBAL, The Little (Fr., Le petit ca-

pural). A term of familiarity and affection,

applied by the French soldiery to Napoleon I.,

who l>egan his military career as a soua-lieutenant

in t\irsica.

COBPOBAL PUNISHMENT. Punishment
by the infliction of pain or hardship upon the

body, as by confinement in the stocks, branding,

or flogging. Ordinarily the term is understood

to refer only to flogging or whipping of tlie body.

Much lias been said for and against this last

kind of punishment, both as a means of public

and private correction. The contention of those

who oppose its use and deny its value is that it

degrades the one punished and the one who exe-

cutes the punishment, and that it tends to de-

teriorate the character of the person punished

by taking away his self-respect. Those who
iavor it generally admit that severe floggings

which lacerate the body or which are so con-

trived as to cause extreme agony, as in the basti-

nado, do cause a degeneration in the moral char-

acter of the victim which increases his tendency

to repeat his offense or commit others in spite of

the danger of the second punishment, and that

this is especially the case when such punishment

is inflicted publicly. But they claim, with ap-

parent truth, that whipping which produces

fitinging but transient pain, without mangling
the body and without such public disgrace as to

destroy the sense of shame, is an efficient cor-

rective for those cruel, or brutal, or intractable

offenders, such as wife and child beaters, who
are insensible to the punishment of confinement

or other ordinary penalties which are far more
protracted, and of much greater expense to the

State. In such cases a smart whipping, not

brutally inflicted, seems to exercise a control

over tlie offender, without the long confinement

which often necessarily removes from a dependent
family its only means of support. Corporal
punishment at the hands of public officers as a

punishment for crime is usually inflicted by
flogging in prison or at the public whipping-post,
and further information will be given under the

titles Floo.gtng ; Whippixg-Post.
The authority of the husband, parent, guar-

dian, and schoolmaster to inflict corporal punish-

ment upon the wife, child, or pupil will be con-

sidered under the titles Husband and Wife;
frUARDIAN AND WaRD : PARENT AND ChILD;
8CHOOLMA.STER. etc. See also the article Ap-
PRENTiCE. For a bibliography of corporal pun-

ishment as a punishment for crime, consult the
authorities referred to under the titles Penol-
ogy; Cbiminoukjy.

COBPOBAL TBIM. An old soldier, the ser-

vant of Uncle Toiiy in Sterne's Triatrum Shandy.

COBPOBAL VIOLET, or Father Violet.
A name given to Napoleon Bonaparte by his ad-

herents in FraufX! when he was in exile. The
violet typified the Empire, which, in the person of

("orporal Violet, it was predicted, would return

in the spring.

COBPOBATION {I.at. corpora tio, from cor-

porare, to embody, from corpus, Ixxly; the classi-

cal terms were corpus, universitaa, collegium).

Roman and Ciril Laic.—The legal concep-

tion of the corporation was clearly worked
out at Roman law. As a ship remains the

same ship, although all its parts be gradually

renewed by successive repairs; as a human
body remains the same body, although waste
and repair periodically change all its minutest
particles; so a body of human beings, like

a bench of judges, a legion, or the Roman people,

remains the same body in spite of all changes in

its composition (Alfenus, in Digest, 5, 1, 76). In

all cases in which such a body of persons is

recognized as a separate legal entity—in all

cases, that is, in which the body itself is re-

garded as owning projierty, holding claims, and
owing debts—a corpus or universitas exists;

where, on the other hand, the members of an
association are treated as joint proprietors, joint

creditors, and joint debtors, all that exists is a
sociefas or partnership.

The Roman law recognized both private and
public corporations. Private corporations (at

least in the Imperial period) could not be estab-

lished except by special authorization or under
certain general* statutes. In the field of public

law, the towns (municijtia) , or, rather, the town
councils (collegia decurionum) . were regarded as

corporations; and the Imperial treasury (fiscus)

was recognized as an entity distinct from the

Empire. From this latter theory was derived the

valuable conclusion that the fiscus could be sued

by private persons to recover property or enforce

contractual claims. Charitable corporations were
recognized; when the Empire became Christian,

churches and monasteries received the rights of

corporations; but where property was devoted

to a permanent charitable use {pia causa) it

was not necessary to give it to an existing chari-

table corporation nor to create a new corpora-

tion to hold it. The Roman law did not treat

the persons who administered such property as

titular owners subject to a trust, nor was it

usual, as at English law, to incorporate boards

of managers and to treat the corporations thus

created as o>vners of the property. The Roman
law, in its final development, treated the founda-

tion itself as a legal entity, and viewed the

persons who managed the property as mere
officers and representatives of the foundation.

Modem civil law uses these Roman concep-

tions without substantial change. The German
jurist Gierke, indeed, maintains that mediaeval

German law developed, and modem jurisprudence

is bound to recognize, a third type of association,

intermediate between corporation and partner-

ship, which he terms the fellovrship (genossen-

schaft) ; but his theoiy has obtained no legisla-

tive or judicial recognition. The German civil
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code ( 189G) declares that '"societies which are not
incori)oratetl are governed by the rules relating
to partnership."

As regards the theory of the 'juristic person,'
modem civilians generally regard corporations
and foundations as persons only \^y virtue of a
legal fiction. This legal fiction is' generally re-

garded as useful and indeed necessary; but a
few writers regard it as unnecessary and harm-
ful. These assert- that a corporation is nothing
I'Ut a plurality of natural persons acting under
special rules as regards presentation (i.e.

agenc}') and governed by special rules as regards
succession ; and they assert that harm is done by
obscuring the fact that the private corporation is

bimply a particular method in which natural
persons hold property and do business. Still
another school maintains that permanent asso-
ciations, public and private, have a character and
a will which are not the sum or the resultant of
the characters and wills of the individuals who
compose them; and that such associations have
thus a true personality which the law does not
create, but merely recognizes. This is sometimes
described as the anthropomorphic theory.

English Common Laic.—Three distinct fac-
tors are to be recognized as essential to the
existence of a corporation : ( 1 ) One or more
natural persons, who are the incorporators, or
so-called members; (2) one or more trustees,
managers, or directors, who have the general
control of its affairs, and may or may not
include all, and be coincident with, the in-
corporators; and (3) the corporation, or arti-
ficial person, created by the fiat of the law,
and always separate and distinct from both
its members and its trustees or managers. It is

this separate existence, as a legal entity, which
distin<;uishes it from a partnership and from a
joint-stock company.

Classification.—Corporations are classified as
to either the number of members, or the objects
for which they are formed, or the fullness and
completeness of their powers. With regard to
the number of members, they are either aggregate
or sole. An aggregate corporation has more mem-
bers than one, and is the more common form. A
sole corporation consists of a single member and
his successors, who are by law invested with the
same capacities as an aggregate corporation.
Thus the King of England, or a bishop, is a
sole corporation. A very few sole corporations
exist in the United States. In New York, for
example, a joint - stock company composed of
seven or more members may sue and be sued
in the name of its president, and the president
is for this purpose a sole corporation.

With respect to the purposes of their exist-

ence, corporations are classified as ecclesiastical

and latf, and the laj* are subdivided into civil and
eleemosynary. Ecclesiastical corporations are
«)ncerned whollv with religious matters, includ-
ing the management of ecclesiastical property,
and are composed wholly of spiritual persons,
as distinguished from laymen. There are none
such, properly so-called, in the United States.
An eleemosynarA' cor|)oration is one formed
for ptirposes of charity, in the legal sense
of that word, i.e., general public benefit and
utility. Examples are found in schools, colleges,

and hospitals. Civil corporations are those that
are formed for temporal purposes. They are
either ( 1 ) public, or municipal, i.e. created for

governmental purposes, such as cities and vil-
lages; or (2) private, including others of a civil

nature, such as railroad companies and manufac-
turing and general business corporations. Since
municipal corporations are part of the machinery
of government, they may be dissolved, restricted,
or modified at the will of the legislature; but an
act which creates a private corporation has in
the United States been deemed to be in the nature
of a contract, arid (because of that provision of
the United States Constitution which forbids
the States to pass any laws impairing the obliga-
tion of contracts) cannot be rejiealed or materially
altered or impaired against the will of the cor-
poration. The oj)eration of this rule is obviated
in some States by constitutional provisions, or
by special clauses in the acts creating corpora-
lions, to the effect that the legislature shall have
j»ower to abrogate or modify such acts. The
divisions of corporations with reference to their
powers is into complete and quasi. Those are
quasi which possess some, but not all, of the
ordinary powers of a corporation. Counties,
school districts, and in some States, as New York,
towns, afford examples of qu<isi corporations.

The methods of creating corporations are by
charter or letters patent from the Crown, by
legislative act, and by prescription. Some cor-
jjorations which trace their origin to royal
(charter exist in the United States; while others
may be found which derive their franchise from
immemorial usage or prescription ; but the most
common mode of forming them is by act of the
legislature. This latter method is either by
special act or charter, or by a general law which
enables persons so desiring, by conforming to
prescribed conditions and formalities, to become
ipso facto a corporation. The formation under a
general law is most favored, and is made manda-
tory by the Constitution of some of the States.

Corporate Poicers.—The powers of a corpora-
tion are those given by its charter, or the general
law under which it is organized, or fixed and
determined by usage when it exists by prescrip-
tion, together with those which are implied by
law as reasonably necessarj' or proper to
enable it to exercise its express powers, and to
realize the objects for which it exists. They
include the power to make contracts; to sue and
be sued : to hold property ; to have a corporate
seal ; to make by-laws ; and to elect and remove
members and officers. If it exceed its proper
functions, it is said to act ultra vires. A con-
tract ultra vires is, according to the weight of
authority, void; but money paid, or the value of
property given, to a corporation under an ultra
vires contract may be recovered under theorj' of
quasi contract (q.v. ). In a few jurisdictions,

Xew York, for example, if the person dealing
with a corporation has performed on his part an
ultra vires contract, the corporation is held to
be estopped from setting up its want of power.
(See Estoppel.) Corporations have lHH>n held
liable for torts resulting from their negligent per-

formance of an act, whether authorized or un-
authorized, and it is now generally held that a
corporation may be liable for any tort, the
malice or negligence of the agent being imputed
to the corporation. It was formerly held tliat a
corporation could legally perform no act except
under its corporate seal ; but it may now act

without a seal where nattiral persons may do so.

The quantity of land which a corporation may
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hold in usually fixed by its charier, or a ^neral
law, and is commonly restricted in this country
to so nuich as is necessary for the proper con-

<lucting of its business. A corporation has never
l>een lield liable for a crime, except in cases where
injury has resulted from its neglect of a duty
required of it by law, or for nuisance.

Public Control of Corporalions.—The right
of visiting a corporation, conferred by charter or
legislative appointment, is that of exercising legal

superintendence and control over its actions. It

is an aljsolute, summary power which is not
reviewable by the courts, unless its arbitrary
exercise would result in gross injustice. It is

strictly applicable only to ecclesiastical and elee-

mosynary corporations ; the visitor of the former
being the bishop of the diocese, and of the latter,

the founder and his heirs, or persons appointed
by the founder. In the United States the visi-

tors of cliaritable corporations are usually their

trustees, the right of visitation being determined
wholly by statute. Civil corporations are subject

to the general law, and are amenable to the
process of the courts; and for misuse of powers
or flagrant wrongs may be dissolved by proceed-
ings instituted in behalf of the State.

A corporation may be dissolved by legislative

act; by judicial decree; by surrender of its fran-
chise and acceptance of the same by the State;
j^r by the death of so many members that enough

Ala»:/?t...lsfVen said tot iintl members pursuant
Icind of punishment, both as a nlssolve by legis-

and private correction. The content, but in the

who oppose its use and deny its value ^jnted out

degrades tlie one punished and the one wn> viola-

cutes the punishment, and that it tends to i^w
teriorate the character of the person punished
by taking away his self-respect. Those who
favor it generally admit that severe floggings

which lacerate the body or which are so con-

trived as to cause extreme agony, as in the basti-

nado, do cause a degeneration in the moral char-

acter of the victim which increases his tendency
to repeat his oflfense or commit others in spite of

vhe danger of the second punishment, and that

this is especially the case when such punishment
is inflicted publicly. But they claim, with ap-

parent truth, that whipping which produces
Ktinging but transient pain, without mangling
the body and without such public disgrace as to

destroy tlie sense of shame, is an efficient cor-

rective for those cruel, or brutal, or intractable

ofTenders. such as wife and child beaters, who
are insensible to the punishment of confinement
or other ordinary penalties which are far more
protracted, and of much greater expense to the

State. In sucli cases a smart whipping, not
brutally inflicted, seems to exercise a control
over the ofl"ender, without the long confinement
which often necessarily removes from a dependent
family its only means of support. Corporal
pimishnient at the hands of public officers as a
punishment for crime is usually inflicted by
flogging in prison or at the public whipping-post,
and further information will be given under the
titles Flogging ; Whipping-Post.

The authority of the husband, parent, guar-
dian, and schoolmaster to inflict corporal punish-
ment upon the wife, child, or pupil will be con-
sidered under the titles Husband and Wife;
CtItardtan and Ward: Parent and Child;
ScHOOLMASTKR. ctc. See also the article Ap-
prentice. For a bibliography of corporal pun-

Pebson; Citizen, etc.; also the authorities re-

ferred to under Municipal Law, for the treat-

ment of municipal corporations ; under ClvlL
Law, and Human Law, for th? treatment of the
subject under those systems; and such general
law treatises as those of Kent and Blackstone,
and the historical works referred to under the
title Law.

COBFS, kor (Fr. corpn). A military term
denoting a body of officers, or officers and men,
generally a distinct military organization, as the
signal corps, corps of engineers, and the various
battalions of volunteers throughout England,
locally known as the volunteer corps. More spe-

cifically it applies to the corps d'armOe, or army
corps, which, in the United States, consists nor-

mally of about 25,000 men, divided into three

divisions, each of three brigades of three regi-

ments of infantry, with cavalry and artillery in

proportion, commanded by a major-general.

European armies generally are similarly organ-

ized, with army corps of varying strength and
composition. (See Army Organization.) In

the navy, it is used in both senses, as the
medical corps, the pay corps, the marine corps,

etc.

CORPS DIPLOMATIQUE, kor d6'pl6'ma'-

t^k' ( Fr., diplomatic body). The entire body of

foreign ambassadors and diplomatists assembled
at the Court, or the capital, of a country.

COBPSE (OF., Fr. corps, body, from Lat. cor-

pus, body). A dead human body is not prop-

erty in the ordinary commercial sense of the

term. In the absence of a statute authorizing it,

a contract for the sale of such a body is void,

as tending to outrage decency, humanity, and
jgound public policy; and an officer who seizes or

]jgj)ds the body under any legal process issued

certa?***- *''*-' Person while living is guilty of a

law tht*'^ oflfense. But while a dead body is not

councils ' *^ '^ ^^*^ object of certain well-defined

corporatio^^ possessor of these rights is the sur-

was recogii''*'"*! °^ wife, or the nearest of kin of

Empire. Fr!^» unless the deceased has made a

valuable cont*^'''" ^^ ^is body by will. Accord-

by private per™"^''^*^^ * dead body, or prevents

contractual clai""''*^^'^^^^y interferes with it after

reco«Tiized- wht^o^ ''"^y ^^ punishable criminally,

churches and m<^ ^^ action for damages to the

corporations • bu "^ "^^^ °^ ^^"' °^ *^^ deceased,

to a permanent /etween persons as to the place

was not necessary '^^ body, or as to its proper

table corporation rfl" ^^e jurisdiction of a court

tion to hold it Tb'^" States, and are not sub-

the persons who adiJ decision—as has from a.n

titular owners subjer ^a**- ?",
England This is

usual, as at English l^^e rights in a dead body

of managers and to tn^a^^^ed trust, m the proper

created as owners of th" fir^ .'"tcrested who were

law, in its final develops lamily ties,

tion itself as a legal \nn&n body the object of

persons who managed ilso the object of legal

officers and representati\'e living. The husband,

Modem civil law usef^rest of kin, or in the

tions without substantia'ljcse a stranger under

jurist Gierke, indeed, mfs. is bound to give the

German law developed, a decent burial. Any one

is bound to recognize, a 'Out funeral rites, or in-

intermediate between enable to criminal punish-

ship. which he terms t 'and, the expenses of a

schaft); but his theorv Jority over every other

tive or judicial recogiiie of the deceased. Con-
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suit the authorities referred to under Sale (of

personal property) ; BUBIAL, etc.

CORPS LEGISLATIF, kor' I&'zh^'sl4't6f'

( Fr., legislative body). The name of the Lower
House of the French national legislature from
1852 to 1870. The number of members was 251,

elected by universal suffrage for a term of six

years. They were largely the creatures of Napo-
leon III. Consult the histories of the period by
tJranier de Caasagnec. Taxile Delord, Beaumont-
\'assv, and De la Gorce. See France; Napoleon
III.

CORPS (kor) OF ARTILLERY. See Army
Oru.vnizatiox: Artillery Corps; and United
States, section on Army.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS. See Engineers.
CoRi'.s of: Army Okoamzation; and United
States, swtion on Army.

COR'PUS CATHOL'ICO'RUM, and COR-
PUS E'VANGEL'ICO'RUM (Lat., body of

Catholics, and body of Evangelicals). The names
given in Germany after the Peace of Westphalia
(q.v. ) to the Roman Catholic and Protestant

divisions of the Empire respectively. The Elector

of ilainz was at the head of the former as presi-

dent. It generally held its meetings in a convent

of that city in which the Diet happened to meet.

The elector of Saxony was at the head of the

latter. When the Electoral House of Saxony be-

came Roman Catholic, the control was given to

the Privy Council, which was a Protestant body.

Both were extinguished by the dissolution of the

German Enii)ire in ISOti.

CORPUS CHRISTI (Lat., body of Christ).

An important festival of the Roman Catholic

Church, in honor of the sacrament of the

Eucharist. It was instituted in 1264 by Urban
IV., partly in consequence of the vision of a
Flemish nun named Juliana, and partly be-

cause the anniversary of the sacrament's in-

stitution fell at the most solemn and mournful
time of the Christian year, when services of

a festal character were impossible. It was
assigned to the Tliursday after Trinity Sun-
day, and this day is still observed in most parts

of Continental Europe by magnificent processions

through streets decked with tlowers and green
boughs. In Vienna the Emjieror of Austria
walks everv" year immediately l)efore the Arch-
bishop carrying the Host. The office of Corpus
Christi, coiniKjsed by Saint Thomas Aquinas, is

one of the most beautiful in the breviary.

CORPUS CHRISTI. A city and county-seat

of Nueces (Ouiity. Tex., 178 miles south by east

of Austin; on Corpus Christi Bay. and on the

Mexican National and the San Antonio and
Aransas Pass railroads (Map: Texas, F 6). It

is the w'ntre of a market-gardening section, has a

canning factory, and exports fi.sh and oysters.

There is a goofl harl)or, attracting considerable

coasting trade. Settled in 1849. Corpus Christi

was incorporated in 1876. and is govemetl under
the charter of that date by a mayor, electe<l everj'

two vears, and a citv council. Population, in

1890,' 4.387 ; in 1900. 470.3.

CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE (Cam
bridge). In 1.3."»2 the two guilds of Corpus
Christi and Saint Mary in the town of Cam-
bridge united to found a hall or college for e<lu-

cating clergy to fill the places of tho.se carried

away by the recent visitation of the black death.

The master and two fellows of this new founda-

\ou. v.—•;().

tion served as chaplains of the guild, and officiat-

ed also in Saint Benet's Church, at which the
members of the fellowship of Corpus Christi

worshiped, and which was impropriated to the

college. For this reason, the college was earlier

known as Saint Benet's. In the sixteenth cen-

tury the patronage of Sir Nicholas Bacon, who
was a member and a benefactor of the college,

together with the mastership of Archbishop Par-
ker, brought the foundation much profit and
honor. In particular, the unrivaled collection of

manuscripts, collected by the latter at the disso-

lution of the monasteries and bequeathed to the
college, are among its chief treasures. Besides

this and the I^wis collection of printed books,

the college owns the most interesting collection

of plate in the university. Christopher ^larlowe
and John Fletcher were members of Corpus
Christi, as was Archbishop Tenison. The build-

ings are of much interest, including, as they do,

the earliest closed quadrangle in the university,

standing almost unaltered since its erection in

the fourteenth century. The college consists of

a master, twelve fellows, and twenty-si.x schol-

ars, besides undergraduates.

CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE (Oxford).
One of the smaller colleges in the university. It

was the first of the Renaissance foundations, and
its establishment marks an epoch in the intellect-

ual history of the university. It was founded
in I5I6 by Richard Fox, Bishop of Winchester,

and Lord Privy Seal, the principal Secretary of

State and chief counselor and diplomat of

Henry VII., partly at the suggestion and cost of

Oldham, Bishop of Exeter. In Corpus Christi

College we find the first noteworthy attempt to

depart from the older educational tradition of

the imiversity, in the establishment of an en-

dowed chair of Greek, the first in Oxford, and in

throwing open the professorial lectures to all

members of the university. The honor of found-

ing the professorial system Fox shares with
Bishop WajTiflete and Margaret of Richmond,
whose executor he was. The statutes of his

foundation contain the most stringent rules for

life and work, quaintly worded in the form of

an allegorv' of a hive of bees. Tliese, with the

liberal provisions for the study of Latin and
(Jreek, and humanistic studies in general, called

forth the high praise of Erasnuis. Though his

prediction of the future preeminence of the col-

lege in the university has not l)een fulfilled. Cor-

pus Christi has always maintained an excellent

reputation for scholarship. It has counted
among its members. John Keble, Thomas Arnold,

'the judicious Hooker,' his patron Bishop Jew-
ell, Nicholas Udall, the author of the first Eng-
lish comedy, and. for a very brief period, Ogle-

thorpe, the founder of Georgia. Chief Justice

Coleridge, and Thomas Day, author of Sandford
and Mcrion. The buildings of the college, though
of several jwriods. are among the most harmoni-
ous in Oxford, and in this, as in its size, charac-

ter, and standing, it has been aptly reckoned
among the three typical colleges of the university.

Its statutes were revisetl in 1881, and the new
provisions are not as yet fully carried out. It

consists on its present foundation of a president,

thirteen ordinary and two professorial fellows,

twenty-eight scholars, and seven exhibitioners,

l>esides undergraduates.

CORPUS'CULAR THEORY OF LIGHT.
See LiuiiT.
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CORTUS DELICTI ( Lnt., IxmIv of the of-

fense). In criniinul law, the essential element
of the allej^Hl c-iinie. If ii person is charged with
murder, the i)rosecution must prove the death, as
by the finding and identification of the corpse,

or by evidence of criminal violence adequate to

proiliuv death and to account for the disappear-
ance of the body. In other words, the corpus
dclivti in such a case consists in the death of the

person alleged to have been murdered, and the
criminal agency of the alleged nuirderer in pro-

ducing that death. The same doctrine is ap-

fdicable to other ofFenses. If one is charged with
arceny, the pro.secution must prove that the
crime of larceny has l)een actually committed.
See Criminal Law, and consult the authorities
there referred to.

CORPUS DOCTRI'NiE (I^t., body of doc-

trine). A collection of writings intended to have
authority in the Protestant churches of Germany.
The chief of such collections was the Corpus
Philippicutn (Leipzig, 1560), containing the
Apostolic, the \icean. and the Athanasian
Creeds, tlie Augsburg Confession, and Melanch-
thon's Loci Communes. This and similar col-

lections were superseded by the Formula Con-
cordi<g. See Concord, Book of.

CORPUS INSCRIP'TIO'NUM LAT'INA'-
RUM ( Lat.. body of Latin inscriptions). A
great collection of Latin inscriptions, geograph-
ically arranged in fifteen volumes, publi.shed by
the Royal Academy in Berlin. The first volume
ai)peared in 186.3. This work is the most im-
portant authority in the study of epigraphy.

COR'PUS JU'RIS (Lat., body of law). A
comprehensive collection of the entire body of

law of a given jurisdiction. The phrase has
been specifically applied to two great compila-
tions of law, both based on the jurisprudence of

the Roman Empire, viz.:

( 1 ) The Corpus Juris Cirilis, or body of the
civil law known, by way of eminence, as the Cor-
pus Juris, is made up of the Code, the Pandects,
or Digest, and the Institutes, compiled and pro-

mulgated by the authority of Justinian (a.d. 528-

534), and the Novels {'Sovellw Constitutiones)

,

subsequently promulgated by him to correct errors
and defects in the previous work. The first instance
of the use of the expression Corpus Juris Civilis

to describe the collection is found in the year
1583. As a whole the work became the text-

book of mediaeval law, was the basis of instruc-

tion in the great law schools of Bologna and else-

where, and is the foundation of the scientific

study of law in all the universities of Continental
Europe to-day. It has been truthfully said that
"with the exception of the Bible, no book was
ever more widely studied by the Caucasian
races." The best edition is that of Mommsen
( who edited the Digest ) . Kriiger ( Institutes
and Code), and Schael (the Novels). It has
been translated into German, but never as a
whole into English, though the Institutes and
some portions of the Digest have been made
available for English readers. See Civil Law;
Code; Digest: and consult T^e, Historical
Jurisprudence (New York, 1900) ; and Hadley,
Roman Law.

(2) Corpus Juris Canonicx.—The corresponding
body of the canon law of the Church of Rome
had a slower growth/ The first compilation to
which the name was applied was the Decretum

of Gratian, a learned professor of the canon law
at the University of Ikdogna, pulilislied about
A.D. 1150. This was a private, unoilicial collec-

tion of s\'nodical canons and Papal decretals,
made for use as a text-l)ook in the law school,
but it at once became a leading authority in the
Church. Subsequent ofTicial collections—-prin-

cipallv the lAbri Extra Decretum of Pope Greg-
or>' l5C., the Lihcr Scxtus of Boniface VIII., and
the compilation of Clement V., known as the
"Clementine Decretals"—were end)otlied in the
Corpus and became parts of it. Thus com-
pleted, the entire work has continued to be the
standard of the canon law. The Iwst editions
are those of Biihmer (1747) and Richter (Leip-
zig, 1833, 1877-81). See Civil Law; Canon
Law; and consult I^e, flistorical Jurisprudence
(New York, 1900).

CORRAL, kor-rur, Poinciano (c.1810 55).
A Central American general, born in Costa Rica.

He settled in Nicaragua early in his youth and
became Minister of State in 1853. Subse<iuently
he became identified with the IjCgitimist Govern-
ment and commanded the army which defeated

William Walker (q.v.) at Managua (1855).
Shortly after the battle of La Virgen (Septeml)er

3, 1855) and the occupation of Granada, he made
terms with Walker, who, however, afterwards
accused him of treasonable negotiations with
leaders of the TyCgitimist Party. After a brief

court-martial Corral was shot. November 8, 1855.

CORREA DA SERRA, kftr-ril'A da s§r'rft,

Josfe Francisco (1750-1823). A Portuguese
j)olitician. scholar, and botanist, who was edu-

cated and took orders in Rome. With the as-

sistance of the Duke of Alafo^s he founded the

Academy of Science in Lisbon and was made its

perpetual secretary. He soon came into conflict

with the Church, through the Inquisition, fled to

France, and afterwards went to England, where
he became secretary to the Portuguese legation.

In 1813 he came to' New York, and in 1816-20 he
was Portuguese Alinistcr at Wa.shington. He
had high rank as a botanist, but his principal

Avork is CollecQ&o de lii-ros ineditos da historia

j>ortuguc~a.

CORRECTION. See Criminoixkjy; Penol-
ogy; National Confebence of Chabities and
CoKBECnON.

CORRECTION OF THE PRESS. See

Proof-Reading.

CORREGGIO, kar-r6d'j6. A city in the

Province of Reggio nell' Emilia, "North Italy, sit-

uated 27 miles east of Parma (Map: Italy E 3).

In the Piazza is a statue of the painter Correggio

(q.v.), who Avas born here. The town was once

the capital of a principality belonging to the

Duchy of ^Modena, and the princely castle still

remains. Population (commune), in 1881, 12,-

.587; in 1901. 14,437.

CORREGGIO, Antonio Allegri da (c.l494-

1534). An Italian painter, so called from his

birthplace, a small town near Modena. We are

less informed about his life than about that of

any other of the chief Italian painters. Accord-

ing to the traditional accounts, as given by Vas-

ari and the local historians, Correggio was hum-
ble and poor, and passed his life in drudgery. He
made an unhapi)y second marriage, and died un-

der distressing circumstances. But in contempo-

rary documents it appears that his parents were

tradespeople in comfortable circumstances, that
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'the holy night," from the painting in the royal museum, DRESDEN
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lie inherited property from his uncle, and was
well paid for his work. For his frescoes in the
Cathedral of Parma alone he received a thousand
gold ducats, besides materials. If he did not
seek the courts of princes, where he might have
gained high prices, it was because of his financial

and moral independence.

Allegri's earliest years were passed in his na-
tive town. The lords of Correggio at that time
maintained a number of artists and scientists at
their Court, and it was in this atmosphere that
the young artist grew up. It is generally be-

lieved that he acquired the rudiments of paint-

ing from his uncle, Lorenzo Allegri, an unim-
portant local painter. It is also supposed that
he was a pupil of Francesco Bianchi-Ferrari at
Modena, but late research has pointed out that
this is unlikely, because his earliest work bears
no resemblance to Bianchi's. ^loreover, the lat-

ter died in 1510, when Correggio was not over
sixteen years old. On the other hand, it is likely

that he learned anatonn- and optics, in which he
excelled, from Giambattista Lombardi, head of
the academy at Correggio. He seems ere this to
have attracted the attention of Lady Veronica
Gambara, of Correggio, about whom the scientific

and artistic culture of the little Court centred.

A probable tradition represents him as having
gone with her to Mantua during the plague in

1511. Certain it is that his first works show the
influence of Andrea Mantegna, particularly in his

taste for mj'thological subjects, his love for illu-

sions of perspective, and in the beautiful nude
figures of children and genii which abound in his

works. It is also likely that he studied under
Ijorenzo Costa (q.v. ), who was at that time
head of the school of Mantua, and perhaps
under Dosso Dossi (q.v.), who was for a time
in Mantua. In Correggio's earlier works we
also find traces of the influence of Leonardo da
Vinci. This influence appears in the handling
of light and the modeling of figures, and is par-

ticularly evident in two paintings now consid-

ered to be early works of Correggio, viz. a "Holy
Family," in the Malaspina Gallerj', Pavia, and a
"Madonna." in the Museo Artistico of Milan,
both of which were formerly in possession of

Milanese families. But it is not necessary to

assume, as Ricci, the chief authority on Correg-
gio, does, that he must have therefore studied in

Milan. He may have become acquainted with
I^eonardo's work in some other way. A similar
supposition is made by Thode. that because of

certain resemblances of Correggio's frescoes in

the Convent of Paolo, Parma, with Raphael's in

the Farnesiana and elsewhere in Rome, the for-

mer must therefore have visited Rome in 1517-

18. Even granting this resemblance, which is

not generally conceded, this conclusion seems
unwarranted. An artist of Correggio's merit
could not have visited Rome in 1517 without at-

tracting some attention, and Vasari'a relations

with the artists in Rome were such that Vasari
could not have been misinformed when he made
the statement that Correggio never visited the
Eternal City. Correggio united in himself the
tendencies of all the Lombard Schools—of Man-
tua, Milan, Bologna, and PVrrara—but it is un-
warranted to infer that he studiefl in all of them.

In 1513 he returned to Correggio. and in

1514 he signed a contract to paint an altar-piece
for the Franciscan church in that town. In 1518
he removed to Parma in response to an invita-

tion to decorate with frescoes the chamber of the
Abbess of San Paolo. In this city he passed
the greater part of his remaining life and paint-

ed his greatest works; here also he founded his

school. Besides numerous ea.sel works and altar-

pieces, lie was engaged from 1520 to 1524 in

painting the frescoes of the cupola of San Gio-
vanni in Parma, and from I52G to 1530 he
adorned the great cupola of the cathedral. In

1530, probably liecause he was displeased with
the criticisms of this last great masterpiece, he
returned to his native town, and there pas.sed

the remainder of his life in peace and quietness,

under the patronage of Veronica Gambara, occu-

pying himself with mji-hological subjects. He
died on March 5, 1534. He was married in 1520
to Girolama Merlini, a maiden of seventeen. She
may have been the inspiration of three of his

most charming Madonnas, which seem to have
been suggested by domestic scenes. She bore him
four children, of whom a son and a daughter
survived. This son, Pomponio, was a painter,

but, unlike his father, a very mediocre one.

Girolama died in 1529.

Correggio's individuality is so marked, and his

mastery of technique was developed at such an
early age, that it is impossible to divide his

work into distinct periods, as is done in the case

of Raphael. His art, like Michelangelo's, is

a steady gro^vth, which was little subject lo in-

fluence. His earliest works are those executed
before 1514, of which, according to the researches

of Morelli, there are five in all. A characteristic

example is the earliest of them all, a charming
"Madonna" in the Ufiizi in Florence. She sits

enthroned in the clouds, with two angels making
music on either side. The general disposition of

the picture resembles Mantegna's, but the execu-

tion and the delicate transitions from light to

shadow, the soft, round figures, and the dreamy,
magical tone are characteristics of Correggio.

The two paintings mentioned above as showing
the influence of Leonardo also belong to this

period.

In his large altar-piece for the Franciscans of

Correggio (1514), now in Dresden, the painter
appears before us with a style already developed.

The "Madonna" sits on a high Renaissance
throne with two saints on either hand. The most
interesting figure of the composition is Saint
Francis, whom she is blessing. He seems the

incarnation of the happy and gentle spirit that

softened and change<l the Middle Age. A num-
ber of other works of a religious nature belong

in the period of 1514-18, among which is the

charming "Zingarella" of the Naples Gallery.

The frescoes in the Convent of San Paolo
(1518) form an epoch in Correggio's career, for

they were his first monumental eflTorts, and with
them he may be said to have begun the school of

Parma. They reveal him as a master of mytho-
logical representation, the peer of Raphael him-
self. On the principal wall of the Abl)e8s'8

chamber is the figure of Diana returning from
the chase, in a car dniwn by white stags. The
ceiling is decorated with a trellis work of vines,

from which peer si.xteen little cupids, liearing

attributes of the chase—the most bewitching fig-

ures imaginable. I^wer on the walls are six-

teen lunettes filled with the mythological figures,

like The Fates, The Graces, an*d Satyrs. *

In the cupola of San Giovanni of Parma
Correggio attempted a grander style of composi-
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lion (1520-24). Tliin was tin- first example of a
cupula to be treated with frcHCoes, and Correg-

gio had no precedents to follow, lie treated the

cu{M>la as if it were the heavens, portraying
Cnriflt and tlie Apostles amid the clouds. In the

centre was Christ in glory, a specimen of keenest

forertlu>rtening. Tlie Twelve AiM)slles, rapt in

deepest wonder, are seated upon the cloud below,

and in the pendentives are the ftiur Kvangelists

and four fathers of the Cluirch in groups of two
—all figures of the utmost nobility of conception.

The decorati«)ns of the cuiM)la of the Cathedral

of Parma (1520-30) are grander still, and con-

stitute his most ambitious elFort. Their subject

is the ".\scension of the V'irgin." In the upper
half of the cupola Christ goes forward to meet
the Madonna, who is borne upward by a host of

angels. In the lower part stand the Apostles

gazing in rapt wonder upon the scene, and be-

liind them are a largt> numl)er of beautiful genii

with candelabra and the like, as if preparing

for a great celebration. The innumerable hosts

of the angels seem to float beneath the Madonna,
and the whole picture is animated with ecstatic

joy. The color is beautiful and soft—the great

fresco has well been termed an apotheosis of

color.

These three series of frescoes were his greatest

works. But in addition to these Correggio

painted many other pictures during the period
1520-30. The famous "Marriage of Saint Cath-

erine," in the Louvre, was painted in 1522. It

is impossible to conceive more beautiful and ex-

pressive heads than these, or hands and hair

more perfectly painted. Corroggio's works of

this period may best be studied in the galleries

of Parma and Dresden. Foremost among them
is a series of five great altar-pieces, the best of

which are the so-called "Night" and "Day."
The latter, which is in Parma, represents the
Madonna and a very beautiful Magdalen, painted

in the full light of the day, which is wonderfully
diffused. The famous "Night." in Dresden (or-

dered in 1522, but not painted until 1529), is in

reality a birth of Christ, in which the light

issues from the new-born infant, lighting with
wondrous radiance the Madonna, and the faces

of the two women and tlie shepherds, which
stand out in vivid contrast to the darkness
above. Never were light and shade better han-
dled than in these two pictures. On the other
hand, Morelli has conclusively shown that the
well-known "Reading Magdalen" of the Dresden
Gallery is no Correggio at all, but probably a
work of Adrian von dor WorfT, a Flemish artist.

The last period of Correggio's life was chiefly

spent in painting mythological pictures. Earthly
love was the theme he sought to portray, and
none could portray it better than he. His work
is sensuous, but not sensual. His "lo" and his

"Leda" are as innocent and charming as the
Greeks themselves conceived them. Perhaps the
finest of these productions are the "Jupiter and
Antiope." in the Louvre, and the "Danae" of the
Uorghese Gallery, Rome.

Correggio's canvases are peculiarly impressive
because of his wonderful treatment of light and
shade, of which he was the greatest master
among the Italians. He generally represents the
chief figures in high light, which is vividly con-

trasted with the surrounding gloom. His colors

are soft and harmoniously blended, and the
values are accurately given; his carnation is

])erfect. His figures are faultlessly modeled, and
with him a picture is no longer a flat surface.

Another chief characteristic of his work is the
dramatic action of his figures, which is some-
times so pronounced that their movements seem
exaggerated, as was also the case with those
of .Slicholangelo. But in the case of Correg-
gio the effect is softened by the mystic light

which envelops the picture. His drawing is

said to l)e inaccurate, but such cases are cer-

tainly exceptional. C«»rreggio drew with his

brush, so to speak, and tlie general effect of the
j)ictures is niost charming, in the strength of

his individuality, in the subjectivity of his pic-

tures, he is second only to Michelangelo. His
place in the hi.story of art is among tlie five great
halian painters, with Michelangelo. Leonardo,
Raphael, and Titian. The school of Parma which
he founded was not of great importance, Parmi-
giano (q.v. ) being the only pupil of note. But
Correggio exercised great influence upon the
Carracci in the following century and was the
great model of the Baroque painters.

Consult: Morelli, Critical Studies of Italian
Painters, vol. ii. (Ijondon, 1893) ; Heaton, Cor-
reggio (London. 1882); Thode, Correggio, in

Kiinstlcr-M onographien (Bielefeld. 1898) ; Lan-
don. Vie et cnurres de Correggio ( Paris, 1803-

20 ) . The best modern works are Meyer, J., Cor-
reggio, translated by Heaton (London, 1876) ;

and Ricci, Antonio Allegri da Correggio (London,
1896).

COBREGIDOB, k6r-rej1-d5r, *>';>. pron. kOr-

ra'He-dor' ( Sj>. corrcgidor. Port, corregedor, cor-

rector). The Spanish and Portuguese title of the
principal magistrate of a town. See Spain; Por-
tugal.

COBBELATION (ML. correlatio, from Lat.
com-, together -f- relntus, p.p. of referre, to refer,

from rc; back -\- ferre, to bear). The reciprocal

influence of plant-organs. The removal or un-
usual development of one organ may affect the
mode of development of others. For example, if

the terminal shoot of a pine be cut awaj', one or
more neighboring laterals will grow erect and
in a measure take its place, and branches will be
formed on all sides of the new leader. Other-

wise it would have grown almost horizontal, and
become branched only in a horizontal plane. See
Gbowtii.

COBBENTI, kor-ren't;-. Cesare (1815-88).

An Italian statesman, born in Milan, and edu-

cated in that city and in Pavia. He originated

several important statistical works, and the

almanac 'Nipote del Vestavcrde. As one of the

strongest opponents of Austrian domination in

Italy he contributed materially toward the es-

tablishment of unification. In the work entitled

L'Austria e la Lombardia (1845) he set the

popular sentiment against Austria, and during
the insurrection at Milan (March 18-22, 1848)

was appointed Councilor of War and Secretary-

General of the Provisional Government, of which
he eventually became in some respects the cen-

tral figure. In 1800 he was intrusted with the

organization of the Venetian Provinces, and sub-

scquentlv .served as Minister of Education in the

Ricasoli' (1800) and Lanza (1809-72) Cabinets.

Correnti had exceptional oratorical power and
marked literary ability. The publications with
which he became identifie<l. either as editor or as
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collaborator, have advanced statistical science

in Italy.

COBRESFONDENCE (I.at. com-, together +
respondcre, to answer, from re-, back + spondere,

to promise). A term used in mathematics to

express certain reciprocal relations. If each in-

dividual of one group of objects bears a certain
relation to a definite number of inuividuals of

unollier group, and a definite number of individu-

als of the first group bears the same relation to
each individual of the second group, there is said
to be a correspondence between the objects of the
groups. If 1 of the first group corresponds to
H of the 2d, and 1 of the second group corre-

sponds to A of the 1st, the relation is called an
A to B correspondence. If A = B=:1, it is

called a 1 to 1 { ^ 1) correspondence; e.g.

two numbers are said to be equal when there

exists a 1 to 1 correspondence between their units.

In geometry the simplest cases of I to 1 cor-

respondence, or 'conformal representations,' are
furnished by two planes superposed one upon the

other. Here to ever}' point of the first figure there

corresponds one and only one point of the second
figure, and to every point of the second figure

there corresponds one and only one point of the

first. The simplest case of Chasles's (q.v.) corre-

spondence formula may be stated thus: If two
ranges of points R^ and II, lie upon a straight

line so that to every point x of Rj there corre-

spond in general a points y of Rj, and again to

everj' point y of K, there always correspond /3

points X of 1^1' t^6 configuration formed from R^
and Rj has (o + /3) coincidences, or there are

(a 4- ^) times in which a point x corresponds
with a point x. From these linear transforma-

tions Poncelet, Pliicker, Magnus, Steiner, passed

to the quadratic where they first investigated 1

to 1 correspondence l>etween two separate

planes. The 'Steiner projection' (1832) em-
ployed two planes E, and E, together with two
straight lines g^ and g. not co-planar. If we
draw through a point P, or P, of E, or E, the

straight line x, or x, which cuts g, as well as g^,

and determines the intersection X. or X„ with
K.. or E„ then are Pj and X, and P, and X, corre-

sponding points. In this manner to every

straight line of the one plane corresponds a conic

section in the other. In 1847 Pliicker had deter-

mined a |)oint upon the hyperboloid of one sheet,

like fixing a point in the plane, by the segments
cut oflT by two fixed generators upon the two
generators parsing through the point. This was
an example of a uniform representation of a sur-

face of the second order upon the plane. Corre-

s|K)ndence relntive to surfaces has been studied

by Chasles, Clebsch, Cremona, Cayley, and others.

In space of three dimensions, only a beginning

has been made in the development of this theory.

Consult: Schubert, Kalkiil der Abziihlenden Oco-

iiietrie (I^ipzig. 1879) : Klein. Vergleichende

Hefruchtungnt iiber ncuere (1comet rinche Forsch-

ungcn (ErJangen, 1872): Mobius, Der baryccn-

trisrhf Cnlrul (Leipzig. 1827).

COBRESPONDENCE CLASSES. See CnAU-

COBBEZE, kA'rfiz'. A south central depart-

ment of France (q.v.), formerly part of the Prov-

ince of Limousin, taking its name from an affluent

of the Vez^re. the Corr^ze. which traverses the

department from northeast to southwest (Map:
France, H 6). Area. 2'2t>."> square niih'-*: jMtjMila-

tion, in 1896, 310,514; in 1901, 318,422. The sur-
face of the department is mountainous, especially
in the north and east, where it is broken in upon
by oflfsets from the Auvergne Mountains, which
range from 2500 to 3320 feet (Mont Besson)
alx)ve the sea. In the south and .southwest the
soil yields wheat, oats, barley, rj'e, maize, etc.

Wine is also produced, but of poor quality. Coal,
iron, and lead are found in considerable quanti-
.ties. Capital, Tulle.

COB'BIB, Lough. A lake in the north of

Gahvay, in the western part of Ireland, with an
area of 68 square miles (Map: Ireland, B 3).
From its southern end, four miles north of Gal-
way, it discharges its surplus waters by Galway
River into Galway Bay. It receives the waters of

the Clare and smaller rivers, and tho.se of Ix)Ugh
Mask, through the Pigeon Hole and other caves
at its northern end. On its sides are metamor-
phic rock, carboniferous limestone, and marble.
Near it are many monumental heaps and mega-
lithic circles. It contains many islets, and to the
west are mountains 3000 feet high.

COBBIENTES, kor-rjan'tfis. A city of Ar-
gentina and capital of the province of that name,
situated on the Paranfi, just above the mouth of

the Paraguay (Map: Argentina, F 9). It has
several plazas, hospitals for men and women, a
poorhouse and a national college, a normal school

and a librarj-. The natural history museum was
at one time managed by the naturalist Bonpland.
The city is the centre of a fertile district, and
has considerable trade in lumber and oranges.

Its chief industry is shipbuilding, but there are
also meat-curing establishments and a foundrj'.

Population, in 1901, 17,000. Corrientes was
foimded in 1588. It occupied a place of consider-

able prominence in the revolutionary movements
during the latter half of the nineteenth century.

COB'BIGAN, Micii.\EL Augustine (1839-

1902). An American Roman Catholic prelate,

bom at Newark, N. J. He graduated in 1859 at

Moimt Saint Marj-'s College ( Emmetsburg, Md. )

.

pursued a theological course at the American Col-

lege of Rome as one of the twelve students with
whom that institution was begun, was ordained
priest in 1863, and from 1864 to 1868 was pro-

fessor of dogmatic theology and sacred Scriptures

in the Diocesan Seminarv of Seton Hall College

(South Orange, N. J.). 'From 1868 to 1873 he
was president of the college, and in 1873 was
ai)pointed Bishop of Newark. During his admin-
istration of the diocese he greatly increased the

number of churches, introduced religious commu-
nities, and founded charitable institutions. In
1880 he l)ecame coadjutor (with right of succes-

sion and the title of Archbishop of Petra) to

Cardinal ^fcCloskey. Archbishop of New York,

and from that time directed the larger part of

the work of the archdiocese. He entered into the
office of Archbishop of New York in 1885, and
received the pallium in 1886. His administration
was marked by the prolonged controversy between
Dr. Edward McGlynn (q.v.) and the Roman
Catholic Church. He effectively developed the

archdiocese, which at the time of his death was
one of the largest and most important in the

world. Although personally retiring and un-

obtrusive, he became known, through his many
activities, as one of the most prominent Roman
Catholics in the I'nited States. He was a scholar

of hicrli nttainiiiciits.
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COBBOB'OBEE ( Ausliulian). A Hort of

(.creiiKiniul danw, of a more or less public churac-

U-r, in vogue anions the Auutralian abori>;iiie8.

The corroboree i» held at night, and various ty|ws

of it occur all over the country, or are borrowed
from tribe to trilK>, some of a warlike, some of an
historical, others of a lascivious character. Gen-
erally the men do the dancing, and the women
furnish the accompanying nuisic. The songs that
go with the corroborw give scope for individual

and tribal invention. The corroboree combines in

itself the elements of the public celebrations

among civilized races and the opera of to-day. It

is the nearest approach to a national institution

among these primitive people. The corroboree

serves also as a peace ratification, and as a means
of intercommunication, etc.

COBBODI, kor-r<Vd6, Wiliielm August
(182()-8,)). A Swiss \Hyei and draughtsman, born
at Zurich. In liis poems, many of which are

written in the popular dialect, he mirrors the life

of his native canton, celebrating its customs and
reviving many of its best traditions. His works,
which are generally distinguished by a fine sense

of humor, include: Dur und Moll. Aus Natur und
Leben (1855) ; Ein Buck ohne Tiiel, aber fur
Kinder von sieben bis siebenmal sieben Jahren
(1855) ; WaZdZcften, a lyrical novel (1857). The
works of Corrodi written in the dialect of Zurich
include: De 11 err Professor, an idyl (1872) ; De
Herr Dokter, an idyl (18(50, dramatized by the
author in 1872) ; Wie d'Warret wilrkt, a comedy
( 1887 ) ; and a translation of the works of Robert
Bums into Swiss German (1872). Corrodi illus-

trated several of his books.

COBBOZZO NUTS. See Ivory, Vegetable.

COBBTJGATED IBON. A name given to

sheet iron or steel in which grooves and ridges

have been produced by passing the sheet between
rollers, the surfaces of whicli are formed into

rounded grooves and ridges, the ridges of one
roller filling the grooves of the other. By cor-

rugation the strength of the metal is greatly

increased, and it is adapted for use in many
places where a metal covering of lightness and
strength is required, such as roofs, awnings, and
the side walls of sheds and factory buildings.

Corrugated iron is frequently galvanized with a
thin layer of zinc to make it less liable to corrode

or rust. It is manufactured in a variety of

thicknesses and with corrugations varying in

size.

COBBTJPTION OF BLOOD. The blasting

of inheritance: one of the consequences of an
attainder for treason or felony under the old com-
mon law, whereby the offender was cut off, or
outlawed, from all of his blood relationships and
so rendered incapable of inheriting lands or of

transmitting them by descent to his natural heirs,

lineal or collateral. The effect of the corruption
of blood being the extinction of the line of heirs

of the person attainted, his lands at once, upon
his execution, became subject to the law of

escheat and became vested in his superior lord.

In cases of treason the principle of forfeiture

gave the lands to the King absolutely, and in

cases of ordinary felony they went to the Crown
for a year and a day before escheating to the
lord. This barbarous penalty survived in Eng-
land, nominally at least, until 1870, when it was
abolished by the Forfeiture Act. It has never
been tolerated in the United States, and is ex-

pressly forbidden by the Constitution, which
declares (Art. 111., Sec. ,3, n. 2) that 'no at-

tainder of treason shall work corruption of blood,
or forfeiture, except during the life of the person
attainted.* The constitutions of the several States
contain similar provisions. See Attainoeb; Fob-
FEITIHK; TbEASON.

COBBUFT FBACTICES. Dishonest methods
employed with the intent U) iiinucnce the results

of public elections. The practices to which the ex-

pression refers are the use of bribery, treating,

undue influence, personation of voters, making
false election returns, and knowingly making a
false declaration as to election expenses. Of
these, bribery, personation, and making false

returns are common-law offenses, and render the

offender liable to indictment, and so, it has been
held in England, is the giving of entertainment
to voters with the corrupt intention of influencing

an election. Any of the acts enumerated above,
excepting that of making a false dc>claration as to

election expenses (which is purely a statutory
oiTense), whether criminally punishable or not,

will at common law vitiate the result produced
by them, and, if the corruption be general, will

have the effect of nullifying the election itself.

The prevalence of bribery and other corrupt
practices at Parliamentary elections in England,
and at all partisan contests in the United States,

has in recent years led to the enactment of stat-

utes in both countries to check the evil. The
English Parliament led the way in these reforms
by enacting the Corrupt Practices Prevention Act
in 1854, which was aimed particularly at the
practice of electoral bribery. This was followed
in 1868 by the Parliamentary Elections Act, and
in 1883 by the Corrupt and Illegal Practices Pre-

vention Act. Altogether these statutes constitute

a most comprehensive and well-devised body of

legislation, and they have proved themselves to be
admirably adapted to the end in view. They
define with great particularity the acts which
shall constitute the prohibited offenses, and pre-

scribe the severe penalties of disfranchisement
and the avoiding of the elections for their com-
mission. The personation of voters is made a
felony, and bribery and the other practices enu-

merated are declared to be misdemeanors. Many
of the best provisions of these statutes have been
incorporated in the election laws of American
States. For the history and scope of these laws,

see Electiox; Electoral Reform. The English
law may be further studied in Rogers, Elections
(17th ed., London, 1895); Mattinson and Ma-
caskie. Laic Relating to Corrupt and Illegal Prac-
tices (3d ed., London, 1892).

COB'BY. A city in Erie County, Pa., 90
miles southwest of Buffalo, N. Y. ; on the Erie,

the Philadelphia and Erie, and the Western New
York and Pennsylvania railroads (Map: Pemi-
sylvania, B 2). It has steel-works, machine-
shops, flour and feed mills, brick-works, and
manufactures of tram locomotives, stationary,

gas, and steam engines, furniture, radiators,

shovels, wrenches, brushes, toj's, etc. The State
Fish Hatchery is located here, and there are
three mineral springs of value. Settled in

18G0, Corry enjoyed a rapid growth, due to

the existence of petroleum in the vicinity. It is

governed under a general 'Act of 1899' by a
mayor, elected every three years, and a bicameral
citv council. Population, in 1890, 5677; in 1900.

5309.
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COB'BY (from Olr. coirc, ravine, Swiss
Kahrc). A name applied to the recesses in a
mountain slope beneath a sharp peak with ser-

rate spurs, characteristic of the high Alps. These
are referred by E. Richter to glacial erosion
under specific conditions, although no glaciers

occur in them at the present time. See Cirque.

COB'SAC (native name), or Adive. A small
fox iVul]»;s corsac) of the deserts of Central
Asia, its range extending through the open coun-
try from the Ural Mountains and Caspian Sea to

Mongolia. It is pale, reddish-yellow in hue,

white on the ventral surface, and with the tip

of the long bushy tail black. In the sixteenth cen-

tury it was fashionable as a ladies' pet in France.
It digs holes for itself or seizes upon marmot-
burrows, preys, chiefly at night, on young mar-
mots, small rodents, insects, etc., and resembles
the American kit-fox (q.v.). The Russian travel-

er Przhevalsky reports it as abundant in Tibet,

where it is called karsa by the Mongols, and is

iHJth trapped and run down by dogs. During
the breeding season, in Februarj', the high deserts

resound with its owl-like cries, night and morn-
ing. See Fox ; and Plate of Foxes and Jackals.

COB^AIB (Fr. corsaire, from Prov. corsari,

Sp., Port, corsnrio. It. corsaro, corsair, from
coraa, Sp., Port, corso. It. corsa, course, from
Lat. cursus, course, from currere, to nin).
A pirate, or freebooter, or the vessel used by
one. nie term was used with special reference

to the marauding vessels of the Barbary powers.

COBSAIB. One of the smallest and most
brilliantly orange-red rockfish (Sebastodes rosa-

ecus) of the California coast. See Rockfish.

COBSAIB, The. A narrative poem by By-
ron (1814). The romantic adventures of the
lofty-spirited pirate who is its hero are sup-

posed to be continued in Lara.

COBSE, kors. The French name of Corsica.

COBSE, John Mcrray (1835-93). An Ameri-
can soldier, bom in Pittsburg, Pa. In his eigh-

teenth year he entered at West Point, which he
left to take up the study of law. He enlisted in

the Union army at the outbreak of the Civil War,
commanded a division at Memphis, and became
brigadier-general in 1803. He distinguished him-
self in the Chattanooga campaign, was in com-
mand of a division in General Sherman's '^March

to the Sea,' and was brevetted major-general for

his heroism at Altoona Pa.ss (q.v.). He was
after^vards collector of revenue in Chicago, and
l)ostmaster of Boston.

COBSET (Fr., dim. of corps, OF. cors, body,
from Lat. corjius, body). An article appertain-
ing to the costume of women, which was intro-

duced into France about tlie time of the Revolu-
tion, when the French ladies adopted the Greek
dress. Previously they had been worn by Ger-
mans, by whom thej' were invented. Bandages
resembling corsets were used in Rome during
the early ages, but only as a support, until a
slender waist was considered a mark of beauty,
when they were made to compress the form,
^lodern corsets are usually made of two thick-

nesses of white jean, qtiilted together so as to
form vertical cases, in which steels or whale-
bones are inserted. They are in two pieces,

closed in front with steel or whalebone plates,

which rest on the breast-bone vertically, and laced

at the back as tightly as the wearer may desire.

COB'SICA (Gk. Ki/jvfJi, KyrnoH, Kopalt, Kor-
sis, Lat. Corsica, Fr. Corse). An island l>elonging

to France (the fourth in size of the islands in

the Mediterranean, situated between latitudes
41° 21' and 43° N. and longitude 8° 32' and
9° 31' E. (Map: France, P 8). It is separated
by the Strait of Bonifacio from Sardinia, on the
south, and occupies an area of nearly 3380 square
miles. In the northeast is a long, narrow penin-
sula, pointing in the direction of Genoa and ter-

minating in Cape Corso. In its physical forma-
tion Corsica undoubtedly belongs more to Italy
than to France. Its surface is traversed by nu-
merous mountain ranges of ruggetl appearance
and covered with beautiful forests. The principal
chain runs from north to south, sending ofT

numerous ofTshoots in every direction. The high-
est summits of the island are Monte Cinto, 8890
feet; Monte Rotondo, 8600 feet; Monte Padro,
7846 feet; and Monte d'Oro, 7840 feet high.
The coasts are precipitous on the west, while on
the east they are low, and in some parts even
swampy. The chief geological formation is gran-
ite, occasionally interspersed with porphyry and
serpentine. There are a number of short and
swift streams on the island, the principal of

which are the Gfolo, Tavignano, and Taravo. The
climate is generally healthful and the tempera-
ture moderate, the average for the summer being
about 75°. The lower parts of the island are
occasionally visited by malaria, but the moun-
tain regions are very salubrious. The vegetation
of the island is rich, and the fine forests for
which Corsica was famous in ancient times are
still found on the mountain slopes. The flora of
the valleys does not differ materially from that
of Italy. There is an abundance of olives,

oranges, citrons, vines, and other Mediterranean
plants.

The soil is very fertile, and, according to some
estimates, over 40 per cent, of the total area is

cultivable. The chief products are wheat, barley,
rj-e, corn, wine, and chestnuts, the latter being
used extensively for food. The agricultural work
is done in part by laborers who come over from
Tuscany. Cattle-raising is carried on on a very
large scale, and constitutes the chief industrj' of

the island. Tliere are also good fisheries of tunny
and pilchard. Among the minerals mined are
iron, lead, copper, and antimony, and there are
quarries of granite, marble, and alabaster. The
commerce is of little importance. The chief im-
ports are foodstuflTs. building materials, and
metal ware. The exports consist mostly of kine.

olive oil. and fruits. Corsica forms a depart-
ment of France, and is divided into the five ar-

rondissements of .\jaccio, Bastia. Calvi, Corte,
and Sart^ne. The population in 1896 was 290.-

168, or nearly 86 per square mile. The Corsicans
are of mixed origin. lndei>endent in spirit, pas-
sionate, and revengeful. (See Vendetta.) They
scorn work and pay little attention to the devel-

opment of the natural resources of their island.

The current language is a corrupt Italian. The
capital is Ajaccio, with a population of over
20.000.

Corsica is supposed to have been originally in-

habited by a people of Iberian origin. It was
settled in succession by the Etruscans, the Phop-

nicians, and the Phocjeans. and finally came into

the possession of the Carthaginians in the fifth

century B.C. Wrested by the Romans from the

Carthaginians in the second half of the thhrd
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century B.C., tlie island remained for seven cen-

turies* under the sway of Rome, until, after re-

jwated attacivs by the Vandals, it finally fell

into their hands in 470. After the expul-

sion of the Vandals by Belisarius in 633,

Corsica was occupied successively by the Byzan-
tine Empire, the Goths, Franks, and the Sara-

cens. At the beginning of the eleventh cen-

tury it came into the possession of the Pisans, by
whom it was ceded in 1300 to the (Jenoese. The
rule of the latter was marked by continuous re-

volts on the island, and the ruling city found
itself compelled on several occasions to ask as-

sistance from Austria and France. In 1736 a
(.ierman adventurer. Baron Theodor von Neuhof,
became King of Corsica, but in 1738 he had
to lay down his crown. The uprisings under
the leadership of Paoli during the second half

of the eighteenth century were of the moat se-

rious nature. In 1708 Genoa made Corsica over

to France. Paoli nuide an attempt to re-

sist the P'rench rule, but the dispatch of 30,000

French troops to the island compelled him to

seek safety in England. He returned in 1790,

and in 1793 headed a successful rising, in which
the British lent assistance to the patriots. In the

following year Corsica came under the protection

of Great liritain, from which it obtained a con-

stitutional form of government. Two years later

the British were forced by the French to evacu-

ate the island, which has ever since remained in

the possession of France. Corsica is noted as

the birthplace of Napoleon. Consult: Giro-

lami-Cordona, Ocographie g6n&rale de la Corse
(Ajaccio, 1893); 'Vuillier, The Forgotten Isles

(New York, 1890) ; Caird, The History of Cor-

sxca ( London, 1 899 )

.

CORSICANA, k6r's6-kii'n&. A city and
county-scat of Navarro County, Tex., 103 miles

northeast of Austin ; on the Houston and Texas
Central and the Saint Louis Southwestern rail-

roads (Map: Texas, F 3). It is the seat of the

State Orphan Asylum, and has an Odd Fellows'

widows' and orphans' home. Corsicana is a pro-

gressive manufacturing centre, among its indus-

tries being cotton-compresses and cotton-gins,

cottonseed-oil mills, brick-yards, flour-mills, a
grain elevator, foundry and machine shops, plan-

ing-mills, etc. It is also the seat of an exten-

sive oil industry, there being in its vicinity a
number of wells which were regarded as extraor-

dinary until the discovery of the Beaumont oil-

field. Population, in 1890, 6285; in 1900, 9313.

COR'SICAN BROTHERS, The. A romantic
drama adapted by Boucicault from a French
play, Les frrres corses. The twin brothers, Louis

and Fabian dei Franchi, arc bound together by a
strange sympathy, and each is conscious of the

other's actions, though distant from him. The
dual part of the brothers is a successful r6le of

Henry Irving.

CORSINI, knr-se'n^. A celebrated Floren-

tine family, which from the thirteenth century
was prominent in the history of Italy. The
most famous was Andrea (1302-73), Bishop of

Fiesole, who was canonized in 1029. He was
for forty years a monk in Florence, and then
was made Bishop of Fiesole, and later legate to

Bologna. That town was in the midst of a civil

war, but the eloquence of Corsini was successful

in subduing it. Austere in his life and ambi-
tious only for his Church, he was a type of the

mediu'val bishop. LoHENZO became Pope Clement
XII. in 1730. He restored the Corsini Palace,
now contuining the interesting Corsini Gallery.

CORSNED (AS. corsnced, from corcn, p.p. of
cfiosan, Goth. kiu8<iii, OIIG. kiosan, Ger. kiesen,

to choose + anted, bit, from snf ban, Goth, anei-

|)an, OHG. snidan, (Jer. achneidcn, to cut). A
form of ordeal in early Engli-sh law, which con-

sisted in administering to the accused a morsel
of barley bread, about an ounce in weight, which
had previously been endowed by execration with
the magical power of exposing his guilt or inno-

cence. If the accused was innocent, the bread
W08 readily swallowed ; if guilty, it stuck in his

throat and killed him. It was in this way (the

chroniclers tell us) that Godwin, Earl of Kent,
met his fate in the reign of Edward the Con-
fessor when accused of the death of the King's
brother. Compare the similar ordeal of the
'water of jealousy,' which, according to the
Mosaic law, was administered among the Jews
to a woman charged with adultery (Book of

Numbers, chap. v. ) . See Ordeal. Consult
Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of Eng-
land, bk. iv., p. 345.

COR^O (It., course). A word used to ex-

press not only the racing of horses (without
riders), but also the slow driving in procession

of handsome equipages through the principal

streets of a town, such as almost always takes

place in Italy on festivals. This custom has

given the name Corso to the principal streets in

almost all the larger towns of Italy. The best

kno>vn of these is the Corso in Rome, which is

the scene of the celebrated diversions of the car-

nival (q.v.) and the favorite meeting-place of

fashionable society.

COR'SON, Hiram (1828—). An American
scholar. He was born in Philadelphia, Novem-
ber 0, 1828. He held positions in the Library of

Congress and the Library of the Smithsonian In-

stitution from 1849 to 1856, and taught after-

wards in Girard College, Philadelphia, and Saint

John's College, Annapolis, and in 1870 became
professor of the English language and literature

in Cornell University. Later, the chair of Eng-

lish literature was created for him. He has

published Handbook of Anglo-Saxon and Early
English (1871); Introduction to the Study of

Browning (1880); Introduction to Shakespeare

(1889); Primer of English Verse (1893); The
Aims of Literary Study (1894); Selections

from the Canterbury Tales (1890); The Voice

and Spiritual Education (1890); Introduction

to John Milton (1899). His Shakespearean tex-

tual criticism is of the highest value, and his

interpretation of poets is luminous and sympa-
thetic.

CORSON, Juliet (1842-97). An American
educator and author, born in Boston. She was
secretary of the New York Free Training School

for Women in 1872-73, and devoted herself to

study and experiments on healthful and econom-

ical cookery and dietetics. In 1870 she estab-

lished the New York School of Cookery. She
wrote several popular books, among them Fif-

teen-Cent Dinners for Workingmcn's Families

(1877): Dietary for Schools (1878), prepared

at the request of the United States Commis-
sioner of Education ; and Sanitary Living.

CORS'SEN, WiLiiELM (1820-75). A noted

German philologist, who devoted himself espe-
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cially to the ancient Italic languages and dia-

lects. He was l>om in Bremen, Januarj' 20, 1820,
studied philologj' in Berlin 1840-44, and became
professor of classical philologj' at Schulpforta in

1840. He retired in 1866 and dedicated the
remaining years of his life to research. He died
at Lichterfelde, near Berlin, June 18, 1875. His
most important work, Ueber Aussprache, Vokalis-
mus und Betonutig der lateinischen Uprache, was
published in two volumes in Leipzig, 1858-59.
receiving the prize of scholarship. A second
edition appeared in 1868-70, and remains a work
of authority on the subject. It was followed
and completed by Kritische Beitrdge zur latein-

ische Formenlehre (1863) and Kritische yach-
triige (1866). Corssen afterwards set himself
to prove that the Etruscans were an Italic peo-

ple, allied closely to the Latins, in support of
which theory he published a monumental work,
Ueber die Hprache der Etrusker (2 vols., Leip-
zig, 1874-75), on which he lavished all the force

of his genius and erudition; but his arguments
met at once violent and universal opposition
(see especially Wilhelm Deecke, Corssen und die

Sprache der Etrusker, eine Kritik (Stuttgart,

1875), and have never found support. This fail-

ure of his cherished hope doubtless hastened his

death.

CORT, kSrt. Cornells (c.1536-78). An emi-
nent Dutch engraver, born in Hoorn, Holland.
He was first instructed by Hieronymus Cock, for

whom he executed several plates which were pub-
lished with the signature of his master. In 1566
he visited Venice, where he was entertained by
Titian, whose best works he reproduced. In 1571
he went to Rome and established an influential

school there. The art of engraving had pre-

viously been confined to small plates, and Cort
was the first to use a larger size. He reproduced
the chief works of Raphael, Correggio, Michel-
angelo, and others, besides designs of his own,
(he best of which are perhaps the "Birth of the
Virgin" and the "Holy Family with a Pear." He
died in Rome in 1578.

CORT, Fbaxs de (1834-78). A Flemish
lyrical poet, bom in Antwerp. After being asso-

ciated with the publication Grondicet, he was
appointed editor of the Schelde (1858). He was
secretary to the general auditor of the military
court at Brussels from 1861 until his death. He
was one of the most distinguished lyrical poets

of Belgium, and his songs, although not conspic-

uous for fancy or imagination, are full of deep
and genuine sentiment. His works comprise:
Uedeicn (18.57-59); Zing-Zang (1866); and
Liederen (1868). He also translated De
schoonste liederen van Robert Bums (1862), and
after 1861 conducted the periodical De Toekomst,
tijdsehrift voor opvoeding en onderirijs, taal-

en lettrrkuude.

CORTE, kftrt. The capital of an arrondisse-

ment in the Department of CJorse (Corsica, q.v.)

at the confluence of the TavignanoandRestonicca,
52^2 miles northeast of Ajaccio by rail. It is

picturesquely situated amid mountain and valley

scenery, and is protecte<l by a commanding cita-

del which has sustained many notable sieges.

Corte was the seat of Paoli's reform Govern-
ment. It has a university founded by that

patriot, a communal college, an ancient palace,

and an old Franciscan monastery which served

as the Parliament house in 1765. There are

monuments to Pasquale Paoli, Joseph Bonaparte,
and <Jeneral Casanova, Duke of Padua. Marble
is quarried extensively in the neighborhood.
Population, in 1901, 5425.

CORTEGIANO, k6r't&-ja'n6, II. (The Cour-
tier ) . A famous work on manners and etiquette
by Baldassare Castiglione, published in 1528. It
depicts in elegant language the polished Italian
gentleman of the time of the Renaissance.
There is an English translation by Thomas Hoby
(1561).

CORTEREAL, kOr'tA-ri'aK, Caspar (c. 1450-
1501). A Portuguese navigator. In the course
of two or three voyages in 1500 and 1501, he
seems to have visited the North American coast
at various points between I^brador and the Bay
of Fundy. From his last voyage he did not re-

turn. In 1502 his brother ihcuEL, also a well-
known navigator, sailed in search of him, but
likewise was lost, probably on the northern
coast of North America or in the Arctic Ocean.
Consult Harrisse, Les Corte-Real et leurs voyages
au nouveatt monde (Paris, 1883).

CORTES, kOr'tas (Sp., Port. pi. of corte,

court). The name given in Spain and Portugal
to the assembly of representatives of the nation.
As one district of Spain after another was recov-

ered by the Christian princes from the Moors,
there arose in each a corporation composed of
the different 'estates' or orders of the population,
limiting the power of the princes. From the
union of several of these territories were formed
the two leading kingdoms of Castile and Aragon,
each having its Cortes, representing the clergy,

the nobility, and the cities. In Aragon the
Cortes appointed a judge, known as the Jus-
ticiar, who decided disputes between the King
and his subjects, and confined the royal power
within constitutional limits. In Castile the
rights of the burghers were less extensive than
in Aragon, but in both States the King was de-

pendent on Liie Cortes. After the union of Cas-
tile and Aragon the Crown succeeded in greatly

lessening the powers of the Cortes, and it was
seldom assembled except to do homage or to

sanction an arrangement as to the succession to
the throne. After 1713 it did not meet till 1789,

on the accession of Charles IV. In 1809 the

Cortes, as composetl in 1789. was assembled by
the Jimta, and framed a new constitution, called

the Constitution of 1812. which, however, was
set aside at the Restoration. For the present
Constitution of the Cortes, see Spain, para-
graph on (rovcmment.
The history of the Portuguese Cortes is very

similar to that of the Spanish. In 1826 Dom
Pedro promulgated a new constitution after the
model of the French, calling the Cortes again
into life, and abdicating at the same time in

favor of his daughter. Maria da Gloria. This
Constitution was set aside during the usurpa-
tion of Dom Miguel, but was restored in 1842.

Consult: Muro y Martinez. Const it uciones de
Efpaua (Madrid, 1881); Desdevisu du Degert,
I/Espagne de Vancien regime (Paris. 1897-99),
which contains a bibliography; Colmeiro, Cortes

de los antiguos reinos de Leon y de CoAtilia (2

pts., Madrid. 1883-84) ; Stephens. Portugal, in

the "Stories of the Nations" Series; Prescott,

Ferdinand and Isabella fin numerous editions).

CORT]£s, krtr-tas', HebxAx or HERXArroo
(1485 1547). Conqueror of Mexico. He waa
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l>orn at Medellin, in Kstrt'iimdura. Spain, and
was «ent to the University of Salamanca,
but his 8U{>eral)undant animal spirits and un-
restrained passions for the fair sex cut short
his university career. The same cause made
it iinp(>s.sihle for him to remain at home, and
so he tlecided to try his fortune in tlie New
World. An accident, received in scaling; a
tuml>lc-down wall while on his way to a final

clandestine rendezvous, postponed his dcj)arture

until the spring of 1504. when he sailed for Santo
Domin^'o. There he joined the forces engaged in

suppressing a native revolt, and quickly won
promotion, so that in 1511 he was the chief

executive oflicer with the expedition dispatched
under Velasquez for the conquest of Cuba, be-

coming subsequently Alcalde of Santiago. Mining
and stock-raising, although profitable, were not
sufllciently to his taste, and he persuaded
Vela8«]uez to give him the command of an ex-

pedition to the mainland, made known at that
time by the discoveries of Grijalva. No expense
was spared in cijuipping a fleet of seven vessels,

carrying three hundred men. Velasquez, how-
ever, became suspicious lest Cort<58 should refuse

to recognize his authority when once he was in a
position to establish himself independently.
Learning that he was to be superseded, CorUJs
gjithercd his forces and set sail, on November 17,

1518, before Velasquez could order him to resign

the command. Stopping for supplies at the

settlements on the coast of Cuba, he proceeded
to Coziimel Island, sailed along the Yucatan
coast and fought a bloody battle with the natives

at Tabasco. In the early spring of 1519 he
landed at San Juan de Ulloa. There he ob-

tained numerous captives, one of whom was the
famous Marina, whom he made his mistress, and
who. out of devotion to him, acted as the inter-

jireter, guide, and counselor of the Spaniards, and
frequently saved them from serious reverses.

Finding a lietter harbor a little north of San Juan,
the Spaniards removed thither and established

a town, naming it La Villa Rica de Vera Cruz.

An independent government was organized by
vote of the settlers, who determined to renounce
their allegiance to Velasquez and to acknowl-
edge only the supreme control of the King in

Spain. In order to prevent those who opposed
this movement from deserting him and carrying
the news to Cuba, Cortes dispatched one vessel

to Spain with messengers to represent his cause

at the Court, and then sank the rest of his fleet.

Starting on his march inland, Cortes entered
the country of the Tlascalans, who fought him
vigorously for a few days, but soon came to

terms with the strangers and joined them
against the Aztecs, by wiiom the Tlascalans had
been subjugated not long before. From this

time imtil the conquest was achieved, the tribe

continued the most important and trusty of all

the native allies of the Spaniards. Advancing
into the country of the Cholulans, Corti'-s suc-

ceeded, after a little fighting, in persuading the
people to accept a reconciliation with their

traditional enemies from Tlascala and to join

them in his train for the march on Mexico.
Motecuhzoma. or ^lontezuma, the Aztec chief-

tain, pursued an irresolute policy and finally

determined not to oppose the Spaniards directly

by force of arms, but to await their arrival

and learn more of their purposes. On November
8, 1519, Cortes entered the City of Mexico and

established himself in one of its large com-
munal dwellings, which had belonged to the
family of Motecuhzonia's predeces.sors. The Span-
iards were allowed to roam through the city at
their pleasure, and found much gold and other
treasures in the storehouses. Ilealizing that a
jiarty among the native leaders were talking of
driving the strangers out of town, CortC's in-

duced Motecuhzoma to come to his house, where
lie was kept as a hostage. Shortly after, in

April, 1520. messengers brought word that an
expedition sent from ('uba by Velasquez, under
the command of Xarvaez, had landed at San
Juan de Ulloa, with orders to arrest Cortes and
send him to Cuba for punishment. Cortes
promptly started for the coast with a small
force. He found the camp of his enemies un-
guarded, entered on a dark night, captured
Narvaez, and the next day induced nearly all

the soldiers to join his own standard. Mean-
while, in Mexico. Alvarado, who had been left

in command, had learned that the Aztecs intended
to attack him at the close of a great religious

ceremony which was then being held. To pre-

vent this, Alvarado suddenly surrounded the
leaders, who were all busy with the sacrifices in

one of the large courtyards of the town, and
killed most of them. CortCs, as soon as all

danger from Narvaez was past, hastened back to

^lexico. He was allowed to enter the city peace-

ably, with his followers, but was immediately
surrounded and attacked. As there was no
possibility of maintaining his position in the
city, for lack of food or water, and as all hope of

persuading the natives to desist vanished when
Motecuhzoma died, an immediate retreat was de-

cided on. Selecting a dark, rainy night—the fa-

mous yoche Triste, on June .30—the Spaniards
and their native allies started out of the city. The
Mexicans pressed on behind them. The Spaniards
were hurried along the causeways or driven

into the water, where they were seized by Mexi-
cans in canoes and dragged off to the city for

sacrifice. Some forty Europeans were captured
alive, the great object of their enemies. Luckily
for their fellows, the prospective sacrifices at-

tracted the larger part of their assailants back
into the city. Cortf^s retreated toward Tlascala.

At Otumba he was confronted by an overwhelm-
ing force of the enemies. In despair the

harassed Spaniards hurled themselves upon the

Aztecs and crushed them. They nevertheless

continued their retreat to Tlascala, where they
recuperated during the summer.
The arrival of several vessels with men and

war munitions enabled CortC's to reorganize his

army, so that he was prepared to take the field

again in October. The outlying Aztec strong-

holds were captured one by one, and the various

subject tribes, ever ready to rebel against tlieir

native conquerors, gradually recovered confidence

in the white men. Carpenters had been set to

work at Tlascala in constructing a fleet of small

vessels, which were hauled along a canal dug
for the purpose into the Mexican lake, so that

it became possible to attack the city by water

as well as along the causeways which connected

Mexico with the land. By the end of April,

1521, with a force of over nine hundred Span-

iards, and eighty-seven horses, CortC^s again ap-

proached the capital. The city was attacked by
columns along each of the three causeways from
the shore, while the fleet of brigantines, with
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cannon, engaged tlie vast number of canoes
on tlie lake. For three months the Aztecs
defended their homes stubbornly. Street by
street was taken by the Spaniards, who
were obliged to tear doA\-n each house as
>oon as they had stormed it, to prevent the
natives from returning to the attack. At last,

on Augiist 13, the chief, Guatemozin, who
had been the principal organizer of the de-

fense, was captured while trying to escape

in a canoe, and the war ended. Cort£*3

promptly eet to work to repair the loss he had
caused. The ruins of the city were used to fill

in the marshj- ground so as to afford a secure
foundation for new edifices. Colonists were
brought from Spain, and in a very short time
the City of Mexico became the principal Euro-
pean citj' in America. Numerous expeditions

were sent off in all directions, to Tampico, across
Honduras to the Gulf Coast, and to the Pacific,

where Cortes established a shipyard in which
were built the vessels he used later in his ex-

plorations of the Pacific Coast.

Mean\shile his enemies in Cuba and Spain weare

planning Cortes's destruction. Officials were sent

to Mexico to investigate his acts and supersede

him, but he succeeded in persuading them to

return without disturbing him. In 1 5-2^8, how-
ever, when Estrada arrived with explicit orders

to take over the government, Cortes yielded with-

out opposition and took ship for Spain. There
he was welcomed with royal honors, was created

Marquis of the Valley of Oaxaca, the fairest

domain in the New World, and was reappointed

Captain-General, although not restored to the

civil governorship of Mexico. He married the

daughter of the Count of Aguilar and niece

of the Duke of Bejar. In 1530 Cortes re-

turned to Mexico, where he amused him-
-self for the next ten years with schemes
for further conquests. But the civil govern-

ment being in other hands, he found himself

constantly checked in his activity, his property
detained from him, his rights interfered with,

and his prestige rapidly waning. In 1536 he
discovered Ix)wer California, and explored the

Pacific coasts of ilexico, but no second treasure-

trove awaited him. In 1539 Coronado secured

the right to seek for the 'Seven Cities' of Marcos
de Niza, and in disgust Cortes went back to com-
plain to the Court. He was received with honor,

but could secure no substantial assistance toward
recovering his rights or his property. Joining

an expedition to Algiers, he was shipwrecked,

losing a large part of his fortune. He then

retired to a small estate near Seville, where he

died. December 2, 1547. There is no good biog-

raphy of Cortt^s. Prescott's Conquest of Mexico
is, so far as Cort<^s is concerned, little more
than an admirer's abstract of the conqueror's

ollicial dispatches, which may be consulted

in Folsom's translation (New York, 1843).

The celebrated "Fifth Tetter," describing

("ort<5s's adventurous trip across Honduras in

the winter of 1524, is in the Ilakluyt Society

Series for 18Gft.

CORTES, .lost. DoMnvoo (c. 1830-84). A
Chilean author, born at Coquimbo. He was suc-

cessively journalist, member of the Chilean lega-

tion in Belgium, and director-general of libraries

in Bolivia. He published antholoiries. histories,

and biographical works, such as Dirrionnrio bio-

qtufico americano (1876); Historia de Bolivia;

Los revolucionarios de la itidependencia de Chile;
and Jiepublica de Mijico (1872).

CORTEX (Lat., bark). That region of a
stem or root which occurs between the central

vascular region (stele) and the epidermis. In
those stems which increase in diameter each year,

the cortex becomes very much modified by the

development of cork cells, being then usually
called 'bark.' See Anatomy; Plant.

CORTINA, k6r-t^'nA, Juan Nepomuceno
(1830— ). A Mexican soldier and brigand, bom
in La Higuera, State of Tamaulipas. During the
Mexican War he organized a band of cowboy
guerrillas, later incorporated in the Mexican
army. He fought at Palo Alto, rose to the rank
of captain, but at the conclusion of the war was
refused a commission in the regular army.
Thereupon he turned smuggler. Later he rose to

l)e a general in the liberal-revolutionist forces, but
after his defeat by (Jeneral Hinojosa was forced

to escape to the United States. From 1859 to

1863 he held sway on the frontier, devastating
the country and making such official appoint-
ments as he saw fit. He supported the cause
of Maximilian in 1804, in 1867 again joined the

Bepublicans, and in 1869 was appointed, by
Juarez, federal chief of Tamaulipas. In 1876 he
was arrested by CJeneral Canales, but instead of

being executed, as General Diaz had directed,

was incarcerated without trial in the military
prison of Santiago Tlaltelolco.

CORTINA'RIXJS. See FcNGi, Edible, and
Plate.

CORTTLAND. A city and county-seat of

Cortland County, N. Y., 37 miles south of Syra-
cuse; on the Tioughnioga River, and on the

Lackawanna and the Lehigh Valley railroads

(Map: New York, D 3). It is the seat of a State
normal school, and, as a manufacturing centre,

l)roduces extensively wire, wire-cloth, carriages

and wagons, carriage-trimmings, drop-forgings,

door and window screens, wall-paper, etc. Tlie

government, under a charter of 1900, is vested

in a mayor, elected biennially, a municipal coun-

cil, and administrative boards and officials ap-

pointed by the executive, the appointments, ex-

cept the board of education, being sxibject to the

consent of the council. First settled in 1792,

Cortland was includetl in the township of Homer
imtil set off as Cortlandville in 1829. Population,

in 1890, 8590; in 1900, 9014.

CORTONA, kOr-tr/na. A city in the Prov-
ince of Arezzo, Central Italy, situated 2170 feet

above the sea, 72 miles sotitheast of Florence and
4 miles north of Lake Trasimeno (ancient Trasi-

menus) (Map: Italy. F 4). It has well-pre-

8er\'ed cydopean walls, 8500 feet in circum-
ference, the ruins of a temple of Bacchus,
a museum of Etruscan antiquities assembled
by the Etruscan Academy, founded in 1726;

a cathedral containing paintings by Luca Sig-

iiorelli (q.v. ), who was bom here in 1441, as

was Cortona (q.v.) in l.'SOO. The thirteenth-cen-

tury church of San Donienico also contains

exc«»llent paintings. The ancient Cortona. called

Kyrtonia by Polybius, was the strongest of the

twelve cities of the Etruscan Ix>ague. As a

Roman colony it lost its importance, but in the

eleventh century again prospered. It sided mostly
with the Ghibellines, ennic into the possession of

the Casale family in the fourteenth century, in

1400 was given by the last of the house to King
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Ladislas of Naples, and by him in 1412 to Flor-

vnw. i'o]>ulution (commune), in 1881, 2U,353;

in i»01, 29,343.

COBTONA, PiETKO DA (1590- 1009). An
Ituliiin painter and architect, bom at Cortona.
IUh real name was Berettini. A "Nativity" by
him attracted the attention of Pope Urban VIII.,

who gave him the order to paint the decora-

tions for a chajwl at Uibiana. He also painted
the decorations in the grand salon of the Barbc-

rini Palace. For a long time this was considered

tlie llnest work in Italy of the seventeentli cen-

tury, and allliough his reputation has suffered

since then, his pictures are still admired. There
are many of them in the l-,ouvre in Paris. Cor-

tona decorated ceilings in the Pitti Palace and
was architect for the facade of Santa Maria in

Via Lata, the j>ortico of SanUi Maria della Pace,

and the C'liurch of San Martino, all in Rome.

COBTJStA, kA-roo'nyii. A fortified seaport

of S|)ain, capital of tlie province of the same
name, in (ialicia, situated on a small headland in

the Atlantic, formed by the three bays of Betan-
zos, Corufia, and El Ferrol ; 315 miles northwest
of Madrid (Map: Spain, A 1). It is built partly

on the slope and partly at the foot of a hill and
is divided into the upper and lower towns, the

former being the most ancient. The lower town,
which was formerly an insignificant fishing vil-

lage, is now more important, is well built,

with streets broad and well pave<l. The ancient

section, which is partly surrounded by the old

walls, contains the more prominent edifices,

though there are comparatively few public build-

ings of note in Conula. The churches of Santiago
and Santa Marfa del Compo, of tlie twelfth cen-

tury; the barracks, the Capitania-General, and
the modern Militarj' Hospital of San Carlos, are

worthy of mention. The provincial institute has
a considerable library and valuable scientific col-

lections, and the city contains also a meteoro-
logical observatory, and various educational in-

stitutions, including a marine school. Other
features of interest are the grave of Sir John
Moore (q.v.), with a monument in the garden
of San Carlos, and the so-called Torre de Her-
cules, of doubtful Phoenician origin, having been
built more probably in the time of Trajan,
which has served as a lighthouse for more than
a century. The harbor, protected by five forts,

two of which, San Centon and Santa Cruz, de-

fend the entrance, is safe and commodious. Co-

rufia is the centre of an extensive commerce, the

exports comprising live stock, fruits, vegetables,

wine, hams, sardines, leather, peat, etc., while
the principal imports are sugar, hides, coal, oil,

and manufactured articles. There is also an im-
portant coastwise trade. The city has a variety

of manufactures, including cigars, linen goods,

canvas, cordage, lumber, barrels, paper, etc., and
manv of the inhabitants are employed in the
fisheries. Population, in 1897, 40,500; in 1900,

44.057.
Probably from early times a fishing village,

Corufia may have been colonized by the Phoeni-

cians. Its chronicled history dates from the
Roman occupation. In the Aliddle Ages it was
called Caronium. It was part of the emirate of

Cordova for some time, and suffered severely,

with the rest of Galicia, in the reconquest. The
Portuguese captured the town in 1.370. Here
John of Gaunt landed in 1386, to urge the claims
of his wife to the Castilian crown, and in 1554

Philip II. sailed from the port to marry Queen
Mary of England. Corufia was the point of de-
parture of the 'Invincible Armada' in 1588, and
in the following year it was taken by Drake and
Norris, and nearly destroyed. The harbor was
the scene of English naval victories in 1747 and
1805. Corufia is famous for the repulse, on Janu-
arj' 10, 1809, of the French under Marshal
Soult, by Sir John Moore, who succeeded, with
an inferior force, in withstanding the French at-

tempt to stop the English embarkation, but
lost his life in the battle. The engagement took
place on the heights of Elvifia. In 1823 the city

fell into the hands of the French. It was visited

by an epidemic of cholera in 1851.

COBUNDXJM (Neo-Lat., from Hind. Kurand,
corundum), or Adamantine Spab. An anhy-
drous aluminum jwroxide that crystallizes in

the hexagonal system. Owing to their extreme
hardness (in which conmdum ranks next to the
diamond) and their high specific gravity (from
3.95 to 4.10), the colored varieties are nuich
sought after as gems. According to their colors,

the}' are called sapphire, which is blue; Oriental
ruby, which is red; Oriental topaz, which is yel-

low ; Oriental emerald, which is green ; and
Oriental amethyst, which is purple. In addition
to thes^, there is the asteriated or star sapphire,

which exhibits an opalescent star of six rays.

The dark-colored varieties are called corundum,
and granular corundum is kno\vn as emery. The
colored varieties of corundum are found chiefly

in Burma, China, Cej'lon, and the United States.

In this country it is found in the crystalline rocks

along the Appalachian Mountains, at Chester,

Mass., in northern Georgia, and in Montana,
where sapphires of gem grade have l)een found.

Emery (q.v.), which is used as an abrasive ma-
terial, is found in Asia Minor, at Chester, Mass.,

and in Canada.

COBUN'NA. A city and the county-seat of

Shiawassee Coimty, Mich., 30 miles northeast of

Lansing; on the Shiawassee River, and on the

Ann Arbor and the Detroit, Grand Haven and
Milwaukee railroads (Map: Michigan, JO). It

has a considerable trade in coal, and manufac-
tures, flour, furniture, shoes, lumber, etc.

Population, in 1890, 1382; in 1900, 1510.

COBVAL'LIS. A city and the county-seat
of Benton County, Ore., 90 miles south by west
of Portland ; on the Willamette River, and on

the Southern Pacific and the Corvallis and East-

ern railroads (Map: Oregon, B 5). River steam-

boat lines add to the transportation facilities,

and the city carries on a considerable trade in

grain, lumber, flour, live stock, and wool. The
manufactures include lumber, sash, doors, furni-

ture, flour, foundry products, organs, carriages,

etc. Corvallis is the seat of the State Agricul-

tural College, and contains a fine court-house,

public-school building, and citv hall. Popula-

tion, in 1890, 1527; in 1900, isio.

CORVEE, kor'vA' (Fr., from ^ML. corvata,

demanded, from Lat. corroffata, demanded, sc.

opera, work, from com-, with + rogare, to de-

mand). An obligation imposed under the

feudal law. whereby the inhabitants of a
district performed certain services, such as re-

pairs of the highway and bridges, for the sov-

ereign or the feudal lord. The system was en-

forced by the Dual Control (q.v.) in Egypt,
where, iri 1882, 234,000 fellaheen were called out
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for 100 days to clean the irrigating canals; but
the obligation was gradually abolished until, in

1887, the eorv^ was wholly done away with, and
the labor performed by contract. See Egypt;
Fbance.

CORVEI, kr>r'vi (ML, Corbeia Nova, New
Corl>eia, as it was first occupied by monks from
Corbie). A Benedictine abbey of Germany, on
the Weser, near Hiixter, the oldest and most
famous abbey in Saxony. It was founded by
Louis the Pious in the beginning of the ninth
century, being a colony from the monastery of

the same name in Picardy. It received rich en-

dowments and was the centre of great agricul-

tural improvement and prosperity during the
earlier part of the Middle Ages, besides being the
seat of a famous school. In 1793 it was made a
bishopric by Pius VI. Its territory then em-
braced about 22 square miles, with 10,000 inhabi-
tants. In 1802 it was secularized and annexed to
Nassau, from which it was transferred, in 1807,
to Westphalia, and in 1815 to Prussia. The
church of the abbey is built in Gothic style, mag-
nificently adorned in the interior, and contains
a multitude of monuments of successive djTias-

ties. The library and archives of the cloister,

which contained most valuable records of the
early ages of German history, have all been de-

stroyed, the Chronicon Corbeiensc, an allege<l

record of this abbey from its foundation to the
end of the twelfth century, being a forgery. Cer-

tain brief Annales Corbeicnses from 648 to 1148
are, however, printed in the Momtmenta Ger-
manice Historica. Consult Wigand, Geschichte
der Ahtei Korvcy (Hiixter, 1819).

COBVETTE, kdr-vet' (Fr., from Sp. corveta,

corbeta. It. corvetta, con'ette, from Lat. corbita,

slow ship of burden, from corbis, basket). In
the days of sailing men-of-war, a corvette was a
ship-rigged vessel (i.e. having three masts, all

square rigged), carrying all her broadside guns
on one covered deck. The upper deck, above the
gims, was flush ( i.e. was continuous from stem
to stem, without poop or topgallant forecastle).

Corvettes occasionally had a bow or stern chaser
on the upper deck.

COB'^IDiE ( Neo-I.4it. nom. pi., from corvua,

crow). A family of passerine birds which in-

cludes the ravens, crows, magpies, jays, etc. See
these words, and Plate of J.w.s, Magpies, etc.

COBVIN-WIEBSBITZKI, kOr'v^n-v^rs blt'-

sk^. Otto vox (1812-86). A German author,

bom at Gumbinnen. He took part in the revo-

lutionary uprising in Baden in 1848 and 1849,

and became chief of the General Staff of

the Republican forces at Rastatt. He was
condemned to death, but the sentence was
commuted to six years' solitjiry confinement.

In 18.5,5 he went to London, whence in 1861 he
proceeded to the United States . to act as the

war correspondent of the Augsburg AUfjemeine
Zcitvng. During the Franco-German War he
was the correspondent of the Vienna Neue Freie
PresHC, and his experiences are admirably de-

.scribed in his well-known book. In France totth

the Germans (1872). In his earlier years Cor-

vin devised 'Corviniello.' a species of metal-work
inlaid with mother-of-pearl, stones, or other ma-
terials. His numerous historical and other writ-

ings include: Historisrhc Denktnale des rhrist-

lichen Fanntismtis (184.5), the second edition of
which appeared under the title Pfaffenspiegel

( 1869 ) , and was further supplemented bv Die
Geiaalcr (;W ed., 1892-93). Consult his 'aVim-
nerungen aus meitiem Leben (4th ed., Rudolstadt,
1890-92).

COBVTNO, kor-ve'nA. A miserly fortune-
hunter, the husband of Celia, in Jonson's Vol-
ponc. He is condemned, in the last act, to l)e

rowed

—

"Round about Venice, through the Grand Canal
Wearing a cap with (air long asses' ears."

COBVI'NUS; Matthias. See Matthias
COBVINUS.

COB'VO (Sp., crow). The most northerly of
the Azores (q.v.). (Map: Portugal, A 4.)

COB'VUS, Marci s Valerius. A general of
the early Roman Republic. He was bom alwut
B.C. 370. He was twice dictator and six times
consul, and occupied the curule chair twenty-one
times. He defeated the Gauls, the VoLsci, the
Samnites, the Etruscans, and the Marsi. He
lived to be one hundred years old.

COB'WIN, Edward Tanjore (1834—). An
.American writer, and hi.storian of the Reformed
Dutch Church. He was born in New York City,

.July 12, 1834; graduated at the present College
of the Citv of New York in 1853, and at the
Theological Seminary in New Brunswick, N. J.,

in 1856. He has held various pastorates, but his

reputation rests upon his literarj' work, which
has made him the recognized historian of his de-

nomination. He has puhlishetl in book form:
Manual and Record of the Church of Paramus,
N. J. (New York, 1858; 2d ed. 1859) ; Manual
of the Reformed Protestant Dutch Church in
^orth America (1859; 4th ed. 1902) ; Millstone
Centennial (1866) ; Cortcin Genealogy (1872) ; A
History of the Reformed Church, Dutch (1895).
He has for many years been engaged upon a
translation and elaborate annotation of the so-

called Amsterdam Correspondence, or the letters

which pas.sed l»etween the Classis of Amster-
dam and the churches in the New Netherlands
and Province of New York, and so are an impor-
tant historical source. He discovered much of
this correspondence himself. Its publication

by the State of New York was authorized in

1900.

COBWIN, Thomas (1794-1865). An Ameri-
can lawyer and statesman, lx)rn in Bourbon
(bounty, Kentucky. He studied and practiced

law in Ohio, where his eloquence .soon won him
prominence. He was a member of the State
I^egislature from 1822 to 1829, and of Congress
from 1830 to 1840, when he was chosen Governor
of Ohio. From 1844 to 1850 he was a member
of the United States Senate, and in the latter

year became Secretary of the Treasury in Presi-

dent Fillmore's Cabinet. He was again in Con-
gress (1858-60) and was Minister to Mexico
from 1861 to 1864. As an orator he won his

greatest distinction, his speeches both on the

stump and in debate being examples of remark-
able eloquence. His arraignment of the adminis-
tration for the war with Mexico was a notable

effort, which made him many enemies and dam-
aged his political career. Consult: Strohn
^editor), f,ife and Speeches of Thomas Coricin

(Davton, 18.59) ; and Russell, Thomas Cortvin

/Cincinnati, 1882).

C O' B Y , Charles Barney ( 1857— ) -\n

American ornithologist, professor and honorary
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curator in the ornithological tlepartment of the

i'leld Columbian Museum in Chicago. Jiis pub-

lications include Birds of the Bahama lalands.

Birds of Haiti and San Domingo, (Catalogue

of West Indian Birds and Tlw Birds of the West
Indies,

COBY, William Johnson (1823-92). An
English jKH't. son of Charles Johnson, of Torring-

ton, Devonshire; his mother was a grandniece

of Sir .Joshua Reynolds. He was educated

at Eton, and at King's College. Cambridge; was
graduated B.A. in 184.'>, and in the same year
l>ecame fellow of his c«>llege. He was at once

ni>pointed assistant master of Eton, where he
w<in great distinction as a tutor. In 1872 he re-

tired from Eton and changed his name to Cory.

His subsequent home was Hampstead, where he

died, .lune 11, 1892. Cory is mainly known for

a volume of verse entitled lonica (1858), con-

taining "Mimnermus in Church" and other poems
of great tenderness and beauty. The volume was
reissued, with additions, in 1891. He is also

author of an agreeable Guide to Modern English

History (1880-82), and of several graceful Latin

lyrics in Lucretilis, a treatise on writing Latin

verse (1871). After his death apjieared his

Letters and Journals (Oxford, 1897).

COBYAT, kOr'vfft, or COBYATE, Thomas
(1.577-1(517). An English traveler and author,

born at Odeombe and educated at Oxford. He
made an extensive tour of Europe, traveling

mostly on foot, and published his experiences

in a volume entitled Coryat's Crudities (1611).

It was the first manual of Continental travel,

and was illustrated witli engravings. Coryat
made other voyages througli Greece, Asia Minor,

North Africa, and India, where he died.

COBYBANTES, kor'I-ban'tez (Gk.KophfiavTeg,

Korybantes). Mythical beings, attendant upon
the Phrygian Cybele, as the Curetes belong to

the Cretan cult'of Zeus and Rhea. Unlike the

Curetes, with whom they were sometimes con-

fused, the Corybantes were not believed to dance

in armor, but rather to perform wild and orgi-

astic dances which frequently ended in ecstasy.

The name does not properly denote priests or

human beings at all ; but, as the priests of Cybele

imitated these dances, like modern Dervishes,

the name is sometimes extended to them.

COBYCIA, k6-rTsh1-a (Lat., from Gk. Kupv-

Kia, Korykia). The mother of Lycoris, by
Apollo. She was a nymph, whose name is pre-

served in the Cor\'cian Cave on ^Mount Parnassus,

and in the appellation Cor\-cides applied to the

n^Tiiphs of the cave and to the muses.

COBYD'ALIS. See Fumabiace^e.

COBYDALIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. Kopviallii,

knrydallis, KopvS6g, korydos, crested lark, from
K6pvg, korys, helmet) or DoBSOX. A genus of

large, net-veined insects (true Neuroptera). rep-

resenting the family SialidfP,and peculiar to Amer-
ica, where its larva, used for bait under the names
'crawler,' 'dobson.' 'hell devil,' and many others,

is the largest of our aquatic insects. The single

species {Corydalis rnrnvtn), often called 'liell-

grammite,' is brownish-green in color, about two
inches in length, and expands its four nearly

equal wings fully six inches. "In the female the

jaws are very large, flat, and toothed at the ex-

tremity, but in the male they are remarkably
long and slender, not toothed, and the sharp tips

crossing each other; tlieir only use is evidently
for seizing the soft, somewhat yielding body of

the female during the act of pairing; hence, dur-
ing its short life the male, at least, takes no
food." The female lays her eggs in midsummer,
in white, chalky masses almost an inch wide, on
tree-leaves, ro<'ks. timlK>rs, etc., overhanging
water, into which the young drop as soon as
hatched. These sink to the bottom and grow
rapidly into large, slate-gra}', tough, predatory
larva% which hide under stones, etc., in the rapid
streams where they most abound, clinging firmly
to some support with their anal hooks, while
they seize in their jaws such living creatures as
come within their reach. They remain in the
water two years and eleven months, then creep
out upon land, where they wander about at night
for a few days, then pupate in some retreat and
speedily emerge as adults. The larvae (dobsons)
are regarded as the most satisfactory bait known
for still-fishing, and are captured with nets, after

overturning stones, etc., and frightening them
out into the open water. For the many interest-

ing peculiarities of the structure and economy
of this and other species of the Sialidae (called

'adder-flies' in England), consult: Howard. The
Insect Book (New York, 1901) : Packard, Stan-
dard \atural History, vol. ii. (Boston, 1884) ;

Miall, The Natural History of Aquatic I)isccts

(London, 1895).

COB'YDON. A town and the county-seat of

Harrison County, ind., 108 miles south of Indian-
apolis, (m Indian Creek and on the Ijouisville,

New Albany and Corydon Railroad (Map: In-

diana, C 4). It is known as a summer resort, one
of its attractions being a sulphur spring. Cor-
ydon was the capital of tiie Territory of Indiana
from 1813 to 18 10, and of the State of Indiana
from 1816 to 1823. when the seat of government
was removed to Indianapolis. The Constitutional
Convention of 1810 met here. In 1863 the towTi

was the scene of a sharp skirmish between a
small force of State militia and a superior force

of Confederate raiders under John Morgan. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 880; in 1900, 1610.

COBYDON. A town and the county-seat of

Wayne County, Iowa, 85 miles south by east of

Des Moines, on the Keokuk and Western Rail-

road. The electric-light plant is under municipal
control. Population, in 1890, 962; in 1900, 1477.

COBYDON. ( 1 ) A shepherd in the Seventh
Eclogue of Vergil, and in the Idyls of Theoc-
ritus, and hence a name conventionally u.sed in

literature to designate a country swain, as in

Spenser's Faerie Queene and Colin Clout. (2)
A shoemaker in Scott's Count Robert of Paris.

(3) A musical countryman in Walton's Com-
pleat Angler, who fraternizes with Pisoator.

COB'YLTJS. See Hazel.

COB'YMB (from Lat. corymbus. from Gk.
Kdpvfi^og, korymbos, cluster, from K6pvc, korys,

helmet). A flat-topped flower-cluster, in which
the pedicels arise at different levels upon an
elongated axis, and the outermost flowers bloom
first. See Infix)RESCENCE.

COBYM'BUS (Lat., cluster). That mode of

dressing the hair which prevailed among the

Greek women and which may be seen in ex-

amples of the antique, particularly in the statues

representing Venus. This arrangement of the

hair was also adopted by the Romans. It con-
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sisted in gathering it upward upon the crown
and back of the head in one knot. It may be

seen in its simplest form in the statue of the

Venus de' Medici, in the Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

COBTPHA. See Fan Palm ; Gebano Palm ;

Talipot Palm.

COB'YPHENE (Lat. coryphcma, from Gk.
Kopi<paiva, koryphaina, a sort of fish, from Kopv^,

korypht; summit, but explained by popular ety-

mology as K^pif, korys, helmet + ifaivEiv, phai-

nein, to appear).-or Dolphin. One of a genus of
.

fishes ( Corj'phsena ) of the family Coryphaenidse,

to which the name 'dolphin,' properly belonging

to the Cetacea, has been popularly transferred.

The coryphenes are allied to the opahs, and are

remarkable for the beauty and metallic brilliancy

of their colors, which delight the spectator as

the graceful fish are seen gliding with extreme
rapidity near the surface of the water, gleaming
in the light; and the changes the colors undergo
while the fish is dying have acquired a poetic

celebrity. They have an elongated compressed
body covered with small scales, the head rising

in a sharp crest, the mouth large. They are

large fishes, attaining a length of six feet, and
are inhabitants of the high seas of warm climates,

where they chase the flying-fishes and other

surface prey with great speed and voracity. The
many described forms are probably all reducible

to two or three species. The common, almost
cosmopolitan coryphene {Coryphcena hippurus)

occurs on the coast of the United States as far

north as Cape Cod. "They are often caught by

sailors at sea, and are considered most excellent

food. It is an almost universal custom before

eating them to test the flesh by putting a piece

of silver into the vessel in which they have been

cooked, it being a common belief that if the

flesh is poisonous the silver will turn dark"

(Goode). See Plate of Hobse-Mackebels, etc.

CORYPH'ODON (Neo-Lat., from Gk. «)pi>^,

koryphc, summit + Mote, odous, tooth). A
fossil amblypod mammal of the Lower Eocene

beds (Wasatch) of western America, related to

Tinoceras and the Uintatheres. A complete skele-

ton of Cor>-phodon radians has been found, and is

mounted In the American Museum of Natural

History in New York City. • It shows an animal

between five and six feet "in length, a size rather

large for the Lower Eocene mammals, with large

skull, formidable teeth, short neck, rather long

bodv. and short, strong, bowed legs with spread-

ing "toes. The brain-cavity is remarkably small.

The skeleton indicates a heavy, clumsy animal

that lived in the bordering marshes of the

Wasatch lakes, feeding on succulent water plants

which it uprooted with its spreading front teeth.

Corj-phodon remains have also been found in

the*Ek)eene beds of Europe. Consult: Osborn,

"A Complete Skeleton of Coryphodon Radians,"

Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural

Historv, vol. X. (New York, 1898). See Ter-

tiary Sy.stem: Tinoceras; Uintathebum.

CORY'ZA. See Catarrh.

COS (Gk. Kwf, Not. It. Stanchio, Turk. Istan-

kiii. One of the Dorian Sporades, ofT the

southwest coast of Asia Minor, now belonging

to Turkey. Cos is about 23 miles long. On the

southern" side of the island, a range of hills ex-

tends along the coast: the western half of the

island is also mountainous, but the eastern por-

tion north of the jagged ridge of Mount Prion is

a fertile plain, producing the grapes which furnish

the chief modem exports. In ancient times the

island was famous for its perfumes, wines, and
silk (probably protluced from an inferior variety

of worm), from which were woven the trans-

parent Coin garments worn by the courtesans of

Greece and Rome. There are many mineral
springs on the island, which early became an im-

iwrtant seat of the worship of Asclepius, the

god of healing. Cos was the birthplace of the

great physician Hippocrates (q.v.). The chief

town, Cos, is' situated on the northeast coast,

on the site of the ancient city. In the centre of

the main street is a gigantic palm-tree, said to

have stood there before the Christian Era.

To the northwest is an old fortress of the

Knights of Saint John. The harbor is small,

and so filled with mud as to be available

only for small boats. The inhabitants are

employed chiefly in agriculture. Cos is men-
tioned in the Iliad among the allies of the

Greeks, and the island seems to have been early

colonized, perhaps from Thessaly. Later it

was the seat of a Dorian colony, apparently
from Epidaurus, and became one of the

cities of the Dorian Hexapolis. It was a
member of the Athenian league, and in the

fourth century B.C. enjoyed a prosperity which
seems to have increased under Alexander
and his successors. It was the birthplace of

Ptolemy II. Philadelphus, and the home of

Philetas, the bucolic poet, who founded on the

island a school of which Theocritus (q.v.) was
the most distinguished member. Cos was favored

by the Romans, and seems to have been little

disturbed till the Latin conquest of Constanti-

nople (A.D. 1204). From that time till its

capture by the Turks in 1523, Cos shared the

vicissitudes of Rhodes and the neighboring isl-

ands. Consult: Rayet, Memoire siir Hie de Cos

(1876); Paton and Hicks, Inscriptions of Cos
(Oxford, 1891), the introduction containing a

brief history of the island; Herzog, Koische

Fnrschungen (Leipzig, 1899).

CCSA, Juan de la. See La Cosa, Juan de.

COSCIN'OMANCY (from Gk. k6okivov, kos-

tiriOM, sieve -f- fiaiTeia, manteia, divination). A
species of divination, practiced from the earliest

times by means of a sieve and a pair of shears

or forceps. Tylor i Primitive Culture, I. 116)

says: "The sieve was held hanging by a thread

or" by the points of a pair of shears stuck into

its rim. and it would turn or swing or fall at

the mention of a thief's name and give similar

signs for other purposes." The ordeal of the

Bible and key is a survival of the old custom.

The fiftieth Psalm is read, and when the verse

beginning "When thou sawest a thief" is

reached, the apparatus is expected to turn

toward the culprit. See Svpebstttion.

COSE'CANT. See Trigonometry.

COSEGXJINA, ko'8A-g\ve'n&. or COSIGUI-
NA, kr>'sA-gwe'nft. A volcano in the extreme
western corner of Nicaragua, Central Amer-
ica (Map: Central America, C 4). It is situated

on a small peninsula which partly separates the

Gulf of Fonseoa from the Pacific: it has an alti-

tude of over 3000 feet. During its latest eruption,

on January 20, 183.5, a shower of ashes fell for

three days, and the explosion was heard as far

as Mexico.
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CO^SEIi or KosEL. The capital of a diHtrict

of Silesia. Prussia, on the river Otler, at the con-

fluence of the Klodnitz, 25 miles southeast of

OpiH'ln. It is a garrison town, has a castle, and
was fornierl.v surrounded by walls, the site of

which has Ixn-n converted into boulevards. A
line pyramidal monument commemorates the un-
«ucce.HsfuI siege by the French in 1807. The
town has considerable trade and numerous do-
mestic industries. It was the capital of a
duchv in the fourteenth centurv. Population, in

l!t(K)' 7087. *
•

COSELET, knz'll. A manufacturing town in

MalTordshire. England, a suburb of Wolverhanjp-
t(m, witli which its industries and public works
are identified. Population, in ISfll, 21,900; in

1!)01, 22,200.

COSENZ, kd'sAnz, Enrico (1820-98). An
Italian soldier, born at (Jaeta. He entered the
military service of Naples in 1840, participated
in the campaign in Upper Italy (1848), and
afterwards was prominent in the defense of Venice
against the Austrians. In 1859 he became a col-

onel in the 'Hunters of the Alps/ Garibaldi's
corps, and in 1860 took part in the expedition to
Sicily. l,^i)on (Jaribaldi's assumption of the Dic-
tatorship of Naples, he was appointed Minister
of War. He commanded a division in the attack
on Rome in 1870, and from 1881 until his retire-

ment in 1893 was chief of the General Staff of
the Italian Army. He also held civil office as a
Deputy from 1800, and Senator from 1872.

COZENZA, kA-san'zji (Lat. Coscntia) . The
capital of the Province of Cosenza (Calabria
Citeriore), in South Italy, situated 120 miles
southwest of Taranto (Map: Italy, L 8). It

is commanded by a castle, whose walls, nine
fei't thick, were shattered in the earthquakes of

1783. 1854, and 1870. The older and lower
part of the town is very malarious in sum-
mer. The cathedral, now being restored accord-

ing to the discovered ancient plans, contains
the tomb of Louis III. of Anjou, who died
here in 1435. In the attractive public gardens,
near the prefecture and the new theatre, are a
figure of Liberty by Giuseppe Pacchioni, erected
in 1879 to the brothers Bandiera and others who
took part in the Calabrian rebellion of 1844, and
busts of Garibaldi, Cavour, and Mazzini. There
are a seminary, a royal college, a technical
school, two academies of science and fine arts,

and a chamber of commerce. Cosenza markets
silk, oil, wine, manna, hemp, grain, and honey,
and manufactures faience and hardware. Alaric,

Kmg of the Visigoths (q.v.), died here in 410
wliile on his way to Sicily after the spoliation of

Rome. Tradition has it that he and his treasures
were buried just below the town in the Busento
(ancient Buxentius) where the Crati joins it—

a

spot now marked by the Ponte Alerieo. Popula-
tion (commune), in I88I, 16,253; in 1901.
21,545.

COSETTE, kA'zet'. The adopted daughter of
Jean Valjean in Hugo's Les Misih-ables. She is

the child of Fantine, and gives her name to the
second part of the novel.

COSHOCTON, kA-shfik'ton. A city and the
county-seat of Coshocton County, Ohio, 69 miles
east by north of Columbus, on the Muskingum
River, and on the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago
•and Saint Louis, and the WTieeling and Lake
Erie railroads (Map: Ohio, G 5). It contains

a public library. The city has several novelty-
advertising establishments, machine-shops, wood-
en novelty works, glass-factory, and other in-

dustrial |)lants. Cosh<Kton was settled in 1811
and incorporated in 1833. The government is

administ4>red under a charter of 1901, which
provides for a mayor, biennially elected, and a
city council. The water-works are owned and
operated by the municipality. Population, in
1890, 3ti72; in 1900, G473.

COSIMO, ko z^'m6, Pikro di. See PlEBO DI

COSIMU.

COSIN, kOz'n, John (1594-1672). An Eng-
lish prelate. He wa« born at Norwicii and was
educated at Cambridge. After holding re«'t<)rates

at Elwick, Brancepeth, and elsewhere, he as-

sumed diarge of Saint Peter's College, Cam-
bridge, in 1635. Three years afterwards he was
made vice-chancellor of the university, and in

1640 was appointed Dean of Peterborough. He
was chaplain to Charles I. and subsequently
joined the royal family in Paris, where for

nearly twenty years he conducted religious ser-

vices in the household of Queen Henrietta. In
16(50 he was appointed Bishop of Durham. Al-
though by no means inclined toward Puritanism,
he was an inveterate antagonist of Romanism,
and during his long residence in France was
regarded as the champion of the Protestant cause
in that country. Many of the finest prayers in

the English Church were written by him, while
his other numerous writings are imbued with
the force and brilliancy of his interesting per-

sonality. He was celebrated for the remarkable
frankness with which he defended his views,

even under the most unfavorable conditions, and
by his splendid administrative ability in the

Church. His works include: Collection of Pri-

vate Devotions, prepared at the request of King
Charles I. and first published in 1627; Hcholaati-

cal History of the Canon of Holy Scripture

(1657); History of Popish Transubstantiation

(1675) ; and Note on the Work of Common
Prayers (1710).

cb'SINE. See Trigonometby.

COS'MAS (Lat., from Gk. Koofids, Kosmas),
sumamed Indicopleustes (i.e. Indian naviga-

tor). A merchant of Alexandria, in which city

he was probably born, who, after having traveled

much in eastern Asia, including India and Cey-

lon, returned to Egypt and ended his days in

monastic retirement about the middle of the

sixth century. While a monk he wrote a Chris-

tian Topoffraphy in 12 volumes, in the Greek lan-

guage, containing much information about many
countries, and particularly about India. An at-

tempt to reconcile evervthing to his notions of

the meaning of the Bible led him into many
errors; but though deficient, and even absurd

scientifically, as a record of travel and geo-

graphical information, the eleventh book, which

gives a description of the animals of India and
of the Island of Ceylon, takes high rank. His
other works have perished. The work (which,

among other things, gives the first account of the

Montimrntum Adulitanum—see Adi'I.e) was ed-

ited by Montfaucon in the Nova Collectio Patrum
GrcEcorum, vol. ii. (Paris, 1707), reprinted by
Migne, Patrol. Grceca. Ixxxviii., and translated

by Charton in his Voyageurs (Paris, 1854).

COSMAS (Lat.. from Gk. Koafiat, Kosmas)
and DA'MIA'NUS (Lat., from Gk. Aafiiav6s).
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Two Arabian brotliers of the third century,
Christian martyrs under Diocletian. They prac-
ticed physic without fee at JCgea in Cilicia, and
Jiaving refused to sacrifice on pagan altars, were
beheaded in 303. Their day in the calendar of

the Roman Church is September 27. They are
lionored as the patron saints of physicians and
apothecaries. A short-lived order of knights
spiritual, named after them, was instituted dur-
ing,' the Crusades.

COSMAS OF PRAGITE (c.1039-1125). A
Czech historian, dean of the cathedral at Prague.
His works, particularly his Chronica Boem-
arum, printed in the second volume of the
Fontes Rerum Bohemicarum (Prague, 1874),
constitute a very complete and accurate record of

the history of the times.

COSMATI, k6s-m:i't^. A family of Roman
mediipval artists, named popularly the Cosmati,
from Cosmas, a prominent member. It was
founded about a.d. 1140, by Laurentius, con-

tinued by his son Jacobus, his grandson, Cos-
mas, and a considerable number of other
descendants until about 1330, when it dis-

l>ersed with the departure of the popes
for Avignon and the fall of Rome as an
artistic centre. The specialty of this school
was the use of rich mosaic inlay in geo-

metric patterns in architecture and church in-

teriors and furniture; a style often called
Cosmati work. But it was not confined to this

family, l>eing a style common to all the other
family groups of artists of mediicval Rome and
its neighborhood, such as the families of Paulus
and Vassalleetus. The beautiful cloisters of

Saint John Lateran and Saint Paul's in Rome
are the most familiar of their large works. The
choir-seats at San Lorenzo, the tabernacles at
Santa Cecilia and Saint Paul's, the pulpits at
the Aracoeli, the tombs at the Minerva and
Santa Maria Maggiore, the paschal candlestick
at Santa Cecilia, the pavements of these and
many other Roman churches, show the versatility

and universal use of this style. But most of the
finest works are scattered throughout the prov-
ince, at Civita Castellana, Cometo, .Alatri, An-
agni. Alba. Ferentino, Terracina, and other
cities. The architectural as well as the decora-

tive work was executed by these artists. That
the style was Roman is shown by the inscription

of 1229 in the charming cloister of Sassovivo in

Umbria, where the artist calls it Roman tcork.

However, there were two other contemporary
Italian schools which produced similar work:
that of Campania, with centres at Salerno, Sessa,

find fiaeta ; and that of Sicily, in the churches
of Palermo, Monreale, Cefalil, and others.

Consult: Boito, Architetiura Cosmatesca
f Milan) ; Frothingham, "Notes on Roman
.\rtists of the Middle Ages" (in early volumes
of American Journal of Archaeology) . G. Clausse

has recently published a very full account of this

Roman school : see his "Les Cosmati," in Revue
<1c Vart chr/^tien, vol. xlvi. (1897) : Les marbriers
romains (P.Tris, 1897).

COSMETICS (Gk. KoafirfrucSg, hosmetikos,
skilled in adorning, from K6(rn<K, konmos, order,

world, universe). Preparations used on the

skin or hair to beautify or improve their appear-

ance. They include face-powders, such as hloom

nf nlmoiidn and hloom of roses, which impart a

red color to the skin ; carmine, which is used as

Vol. v.—ai.

a rouge for the complexion ; pearl white, which is

a preparation of bismuth, and poisonous; and
perfumed starch or chalk. The kohl of the Egyp-
tians is supposed to have been a preparation of

stibnite or antimony sulphide; it is still used
by Oriental ladies for painting the eyebrows.
Hair-dyes, which are in many cases preparations
of lead and perfumes, may also be classed as
cosmetics. The great objection to cosmetics, and
especially to face-powders, is their tendency to

fill up and clog the pores of the skin, and thus
prevent free passage of gases and vapors, which
is so essential to the- preservation of any animal
organ in a thorough state of health. See also

Pekfvmes.

COSMIC DUST (Fr. cosmique, Lat. cosmicos,

Gk. KoofiiKln, kosmikos, cosmic, from Koa/ios,

kosmos, order, world, universe). Finely divided
matter that falls to the earth from extra-terres-

trial regions. It is probably similar in nature
to meteorites, although much of the dust that
reaches the earth's surface from the outer por-

tions of the atmosphere is volcanic. Minute
spherules of metallic iron and particles of min-
erals have been found in the deposits covering
the floor of the deep sea, which are ascribed to

cosmic origin. Such particles fall all over the
earth, but it is only in the deeper ocean basins,

remote from land, that they can accumulate in

sufficient quantity to be detected.

COSMO DE' MEDICI, koz'md di ma'd^-chf-.

See !Medici.

COSMOG'Oinr (Gk. KOGfioyovia, kosmogonia.
from kSg/ios, kosmos, order, world, universe +
yov^, gone, birth, origin). A name used by
astronomers to designate theories concerning the
origin and development of the solar system, stel-

lar systems, or the universe in general. Many
remarkable facts connected with our solar system
tend to show that its present condition cannot
be the result of a purely accidental action of

natural forces. Thus, the orbits of all the im-
portant planets are very nearly circular, and
are situated nearly in the same plane; the direc-

tions of the planets' motions in their orbits are
the same for all; all the planets, with the prob-

able exception of Uranus and Neptune, rotate

in the same direction on their own axes, and
that direction is the same as the direction of

their orbital revolutions, etc. Even the planetary
satellites share in these peculiarities of the solar

system ; the planes of their orbital revolutions

about the primarj' planets are always verj' near
the corresponding planes of the planets' own
axial rotations, and the directions of the satel-

lites' revolutions also coincide with the direc-

tions of the planets' axial rotations.

The Nebixar Hypothesis. Kant and Laplace
have given us the well-known 'Nebular Hj-pothe-

sis.' later developed by Sir W. Herschel, to

account for the state of affairs existing in

the solar system. According to this hypothesis,

the material composing the system was originally

a mass of intensely hot nebulous or gaseous mat-
ter that tended to assume a rotating globular

form under the action of gravitational forces.

Gradually the mass contracted, and successive

rotating rings of matter were from time to time,

as it were, left behind. These rings, in turn
broke up, and the matter of each formed a plant

tary system in which again rings and satellite-

could form just as in the parent nebular mass.
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Dabwin'8 Hypothksis. In recent years several

new und inU>rcsting coamogonic theories have
been elaborated. In 1885 Goorj»e Howard Dar-
win showed niathenmtieally that the present con-

dition of our earth and moon (the revolution

of the moon and its axial rotation being syn-

chronous) might have l>ecn brought about
by the action of the tidal friction work-
ing continuously through suct-essive ages of

cosmic time. Indeed, it is quite reasonable to

suppose that, when earth and moon were nearer
together, and as yet in a more or less plastic

condition, very gigantic tides must have been

set up—tides involving the earth's semi-solid

iriatter, as well as the (K-oans of water and air.

Darwin's researches have brought out the fact

tliat such tides must produce important modifi-

cations in any system of celestial bodies, and he
has been able to explain the origin of many
puzzling phenomena in the case of the moon by
making use of his fundamental idea of cosmic
tidal friction.

The .Mkteoritic Hypothesis. Sir Norman
Lockyer has recently advocated a cosmogonic
theorj- altogether different from the nebular
hypothesis. This is the so-called Meteoritic Hy-
pothesis. It assumes that the stars have been
made up by the combining together of masses of

meteors (q.v.), space being supposed to contain
numberless swarms of those little bodies.

It is not impossible that both the meteoritic

and the nebular hypothesis may have had a share
in the devolopment of planetary systems. For
the meteoritic building up of a nebulous mass
may have antedated the contraction of that
mass and its transformation into rings and
planets in the manner suggested by Laplace.
8ee Nebula; Solar System; Sun; etc.

Ancient Cosmogonies. Scarcely any people,

either ancient or modem, has been without some
theory concerning the creation of the world.
Passing over the views of such primitive tribes

as the Australians or American Indians, the
cosmogonies of chief interest in connection with
our own views are those of Babylonia, India,

Iran, Greece, and ancient Germany. The Baby-
lonian system resembles in many respects the
cosmogony of the Bible. There was darkness
and water, with strange monsters. Into this

chaos the god Bel entered, and clove the cosmic
sea, and parted the darkness. Animals took the

place of the former monsters, and man himself
was created, as well as the sim and moon and
five planets. In India the story of the creation
was more philosophical. In some of the latest

hymns of the Rigveda (q.v.). water was the
source of all, whence came fire and wind—'the

breath of divinity. Or. again, the world arose
from the sacrifice of Man (Skt. purusha) . whose
head became the sky, his feet the earth, his eye
the sun, his breath the wind, while from his

mouth, arms, thighs, and feet the four castes

sprang. These ideas, developed more fully in the
])seudoepical Sanskrit Pvranas (q.v.), exhibit
clearly the pantheistic trend of Hindu thought.
The rfile of Kama or Love in Indian cosmogony
bears some resemblance to that of the Greek Eros.
Iranian cosmology, as we find it in the Avesta and
the writings in Pahlavi (q.v.), corresponds to the
dualistic character of the Zoroastrian religion.

Ormazd, the god of everlasting light, created the
good in opposition to Ahriman, the devil, who
dwells in eternal darkness. In the course of a

l)eriod of three thousand years Ormazd created
the heaven, water, earth, plants, animals, and
num. In the following three thousand years
Ahrimau produced evils to combat these crea-
tions of Ormazd; but. despite some temporary
success, he was finally forced to yield to the
powers of good.

Greek cosmogony is more varied. The Homeric
poems regard Ocean as the source of the world,
while the Ilesiudic account ascribes the first be-

ginnuigs to Ciiaos. Thales followed the first

theorj', and Anaximander the second, which has
its parallel also in India. Ana.ximenes con-
sidered air to be the source of all, while Ileracli-

tus postulated fire as the primal element, and
supposed a constant flux of all things, where only
the divine law (Zeus) was immutable. The notion
of Eros or Love as a cosmic force was introduced
into Greek philosophy by Parmenides and Em-
pedocles, for which Anaxagoras substituted Mind
(Gk. voiii). Of special interest in this connec-
tion is the atomic theory of Demopritus, accord-
ing to who.se view the world is permeated by a
soul which is composed of atoms in continual
motion, and which partake of the nature of fire.

Later Greek pliilosophy did hardly anything
toward the development of cosmogonic ideas.

For Germanic beliefs on this subject, the most
comprehensive source is the Vfiluspa, an Ice-

landic poem of the twelfth century of our era.

Here, however, the Teutonic ideas are strongly
influenced by Christianity, and contain, according
to the opinion of some scholars, an admixture of
Gnostic concepts.

Bibliography. The cosmogonic ideas of the
Egyptians may be found in the studies of Na-
ville. The cosmological views of the American
Indian and Eskimo tribes, of the African races,

and of the peoples of Farther Asia and the
islands of the Eastern seas, may be gathered
from the writings of Brinton, Boas, Gill, George
Grey, Tylor, and others. The Hindu theories
of creation will be foimd in Hopkins, Religions

of India (Boston, 1805), and the Persian specu-
lations in Jackson, "Iranische Religion," in

Geiger und Kuhn, Grundriss der iranischen
Philologie .(Strassburg, 1900). Consult also:

Lukas, Grundhegriffe in der Kosmogonieder aUen
Volker (Leipzig, 1893) ; Jen.sen, Kosmologie der
Bahylonier (Strassburg, 1890) ; Meyer, Eddische
Kosmogonie (Freiburg, 1891); Faye, Sur I'ori-

gine du monde . . . Theories cosmogoniques
des anciens et des modernes (2d ed., Paris, 1885)

.

COSMOP'OLIS (from Gk. kSg/ios, kosmos,
order, world, universe + irSht, polis, city). A
French novel by Paul Bourget (1892). The
characters come to Paris from all quarters of the

earth, forming an international society. The
theme of the action is the persistence of ethnical

differences even where a complete cosmopolitan-
ism has apparently been reached.

COSMOP'OLITE (Gk. KoafionoliTTii , cosmopo-
lites, citizen of the world, from K6a/ios, kosmos,
order, world, imiverse -+- irn/tT/is, polites, citizen,

from 7r6/<s, polis, city). A plant which grows
spontaneously in every climate. Not to be con-

fused with ubiquist (q.v.).

COSMOBAMA, koz'm6-ra'm& (from Gk. K6<r-

fios, kosmos, order, world, universe + bpafia, ho-

rama, sight, from bpav, horan, to see). An ar-

rangement of lenses and mirrors for viewing pic-

tures, so that they appear as natural 4is possible.
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The name was applied to exhibitions where rep-

resentations of landscapes, buildings, and other
features of places in different parts of the world
could be seen. Uy properly arranging the lenses,

mirrors, and illumination, the pictures were pro-

duced not only enlarged, but with the effect of

perspective. Cosmoranias were first introduced in

France at the beginning of the nineteenth
century.

COS'MOS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. K6aftos, kosmos,
order, world, universe). A genus of annual and
perennial herbs of the order Compositae. The
twenty or so species comprised in this genus are
natives of tropical America, mostly Mexico. A
few annual sj)ecie3 are cultivated in flower-gar-

dens, and have within recent years come into

increased prominence and popularity, especially

in the United States. (For illustration, see

Plate of Cranberry, etc.) The plants are some-
times 10 feet high, leaves pinnately cut, flowers

mostly rose, crimson, purple, yellow, or white;
generally solitarj- on a long peduncle. A sandy
soil not too ricli is preferred. The seeds are sown
indoors, and the plants when large enough are

set in the garden, after danger of frost is past.

Cosmos hipinnatus and Cosmos sulphureus are
the species most commonly grown. The former
grows 7 to 10 feet high, blooms in the late

fall, and has many different forms. A dwarf
variety about 4^4 feet high blooms in July.

Cosmos sulphureus grows 2^2 to 4 feet high,

with sulphur or rich orange-yellow flowers 1 to

SYi inches in diameter. It comes into blossom
in some of the more southern States in late

spring, and continues to bloom without cessa-

tion until killed by fall frosts. The black cosmos
{Cosmos diversifolius) is a tender annual grow-
ing only 12 to 16 inches high.

COSMOS. A great scientific work in four
volumes, by Alexander von Humboldt, which ap-

peared at intervals from 1845 to 1858. It is a
physical description of the universe, setting forth

physical laws in logical order, though modem
science shows it faulty in some of its matter.

COSQTJIN, kd'skfiN', Emmanuel ( 1841— )

.

A French writer on folklore. He was born at
Vitry-le-Frangois, Mame. In his Contes popu-
laircs de Lorraine (1887) he aims to show that
the folklore of Europe has been derived from
India. He has also vnritten considerably on re-

ligious subjects, chiefly for the paper Le Fran-
cuts, and prepared the following French trans-

lation of the works of Fessler, secretary of the
Vatican Council: Ao vraie et la fausse infalli-

hilitr des Papes (1873), and Le candle du Vati-
can (1877).

COBS. See Algebra.

COS'SA, Francesco (c.l438-c.80). An Italian

painter. He worked at Ferrara and Bologna,
and is considered, with Lorenzo Costa, to have
been the founder of the Ferraresc School. In the
Palazzo Schifanoja at Ferrara there is a
curious fresco by him, "The Glorification of

March. April, and May." the other months hav-

ing been done by lesser artists. In this compo-
sition there are a nuni!)or of portraits of his

contemporaries, remarkable for their fidelity to

nature and for the valuable studies of costume.
The Marquis of Borso, for whom the picture
was painted, gave Cossa but slight compensation,
and he, indignant at this treatment, left Ferrara
and settled at Bologna. His picture in the

gallery there—a ^ladonna surrounded by saints

—is considered his finest work.

COSSA, LciGi (1831-96). An Italian econo-
mist. He was bom in Milan, studied at the
universities of Pavia, Vienna, and Leipzig, and
in 1858 was appointed professor of political

economy in Pavia. His most important work is

the Primi elementi di economia politica (8th ed.,

1889), which has been translated into English
and several other languages. Among his other
publications may be mentioned Saggi di economia
politica (1878).

COSSA, PiETRO (1834-81). An Italian dram-
atist, bom in Rome. He is considered the most
brilliant writer for the stage that the nineteenth
century produced in Italy after the death of the
Count Giraud. The best of his plays are the fol-

lowing: Neroni (1871) ; Plauto (1876) ; Cola di

Rienzi Giuliano VApostata (1876); Messalina

( 1876) ; / Borgia ( 1878 ) ; and Cleopatra ( 1879)

.

"If not great plays or dramatic poems," says an
eminent critic, "they are, at all events, very
splendid historical masquerades." A collection of

them. Teatro poetico, was published (Turin,

1887).

COSSACK ASPARAGUS. See Typha.

COSSACK POSTS. A system of outposts,
used in the United States Army. Each post
consists of four men—three reliefs of one sen-

tinel each and a non-commissioned officer as
commander, or, failing such, an old and experi-

enced soldier. They are a substitute for the
usual line of pickets and sentinels. From four
to twelve such posts are supplied from each
support ; and in close rugged country they are
posted about 300 yards in front of them, and
are usually 150 to 300 yards apart from each
other. The sentinels are posted from 10 to 30
yards in front of the Cossack posts and are kept
under constant observation by the other mem-
bers of their post. They are relieved every hour,
and the posts every three hours. The advantages
claimed for the Cossack system are that it is

more economical in point of men required than
is the usual method, and is besides less fatigu-

ing, and consequently more effective; and that,

above all else, it enables the sentries to be more
resolute in the performance of their duties, be-

cause, backed up by the nearness of their post,

they are freed from any timidity of loneliness.

See Outpost.

COSSACKS (Russ. kozakO, kazaka, from
Turk, kazak, robber; the same word in Tatar
designating a light - armed warrior). A name
borne by a people living under a peculiar mili-

tary organization, who for several centuries have
constituted an important element in the popula-
tion of southern Russia. Their principal homes
are the steppes of the Don and of Ciscaucasia
and a region at the southern end of the Ural
Mountains, on the borders of European Russia
and Siberia. They are a mixed race, of Russian,
Polish, Tatar, and other elements, with the
Russian predominating. In fact, they are distin-

guished from the other Russians by their unset-

tled mode of life rather than by any difference

of race or fundamental character. Tl>e Cos-
sacks make their appearance in history* about
the close of the Middle Ages as a frontier peo-

ple, on the border of Slavdom (Russia and Po-
land) on the one hand and the Tatar regions to

the southeast on the other. A free, wild people.
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accustomed to live in the Huddlc and in constant
warfare, they aeiiuired by inheritanee the qual-

ities of courage, endurance, helfreliance, and
good horsemanship, which gave thcni liigh rank
among tlie irregular cavalry of the world. Long
unaccustomed to the restraints of civilized gov-

ernment, they distinguished themselves by their

predatory habits. The Don Cossacks, who at

the present time constitute the principal body
of the Cossacks, became powerful about the close

of the sixteenth century. The town of Tcher-

kask became the 8<'at of their government. At
the head of their democratic organization was
the Ataman (Hetnian). In 1773 the Don Cos-

sacks joined the pretender Pugatcheff against

Catharine II., for which they were chastised by
being deprived of all of their liberties and their

democratic institutions. Yermak TimofeyefT, a
Don Cossack, lielonging to a lawless band, the

Good Companions of the Don, entered tlie

service of the StroganofTs, a wealthy fam-
ily living in the Ural region and hold-

ing special trading privileges, crossed the

Urals with a few hundred followers in 1581, and
in a few years conquered and brought into a rude
kind of subjection all of western Siberia. From
this time the history of the Cossacks is closely

connected with that of the Russian progress east-

ward through Siberia. With wonderful persist-

ence and endurance, and a spirit of enterprise

that would have been impossible in the stolid

Russian village peasant, they explored and sub-

dued this vast addition to Russia's territory. The
^lalorussian (Little Russian) Cossacks, or Cos-
sacks of the LTiraine (Border Land), were or-

ganized in the second half of the sixteenth cen-

tury by Stephen Bflthory, King of Poland, into

a defensive bulwark on the southeastern fron-

tiers of the realm. In the middle of the seven-

teenth century, harassed by Polish oppression,
they revolted under the lead of their Ataman,
Chmielnicki (q.v.), and placed themselves under
the protection of Russia. Under the lead of

Mazeppa they joined Charles XII. against Peter
the Great, whose victory at Poltava sealed their

fate. Their liberties were abolished and they
were treated with great harshness. The Zapo-
rogian Cossacks (Russ. Zaporog, beyond the
rapids), on the Dnieper, were one of the most
notable of the tribes down to the middle of the
seventeenth century, when they submitted to

Russia. Their predatory incursions were not
confined to the land, but included naval expedi-
tions against the Turkish towns of Asia Minor.
Among their peculiar tribal institutions was the
celibacy imposed upon the ruling class.

The Cossacks are regarded by the Russian Gov-
ernment as a military division of the population.
They are organized in eleven voiskos or corps
(Don, Kuban. Terek, Astrakhan, Orenburg, Ural,
Siberia, Semirjetohensk, Transbaikalia, Amur,
Usuri). Their military training begins in boy-

hood; compulsory service in the stanitsa, or Cos-
sack post, begins at seventeen; field service be-

gins at twenty, and continues from twenty to

twenty-five years. This service is divided into

three classes—active, on furlough with arms and
horses, and on furlough with arms but without
horses. Each voisko equips and clothes its sol-

diers, and receives an allowance of land from the
Crown. Tlie Cossacks wear a distinctive uniform
of dark green. Part of them, in addition to

other arms, still carry a long lance. The Kuban

voisko enrolls 6 battalions of Cossack iiiiaiiuy,

and there are also fifteen batteries (44 on a
war footing) of Cossack field artillery. The title

of Ataman, or chief of the Cossacks, is now
vested in the Imjierial family. The Cossacks
probably number between 1,500,000 and 2,000,-

000.

Consult: Erekert, Dcr Ursprung der Kosaken
(Berlin, 1882) ; Tettau, Die Kosakenheere (ib.,

I8!»2) ; Wallace, Russia (9th ed., London, 1883) ;

Krasinski, The Cossiicks of thr Ukrnine (ib.,

1848); Vladimir, Russia on the Pacific (ib.,

1899). A splendid realistic picture of Cossack
life may be found in Gogol's celebrated novel
Taras liulba.

COSSACKS, The. A novel by Count Tolstoy
(1852). It was translated into English in 1878.

COSSON, kfi'sO.V, Ernest (1819-89). A
French botanist, born in Paris. lie carried on ex-

tensive botanical studies in Algeria and explored
the Hora in the suburbs of Paris. His published
works include the following: Flore descriptique
et analytique des environs de Paris, jointly with
Saint-Pierre (1845); Synopsis analytique de la

flore des environs de Paris (1845) ; Atlas de la

fiorc des environs de Paris ( 1882) ; Compendium^
Flora; AtlanticcB ou Flore des etats barbaresques

;

Algiric, Tunisie, Marov (1881-87); Conspectus
Flora; Atlanticw (1881); and Jllustrationes

Florce Ailantiece (1883-92).

COSSUTIUS, kos-sfi'shl-tis. A Roman archi-

tect noted for his selection by King Antiochus
Epiphanes (B.C. 175-1G4) to rebuild the great

temple of the Olympian Zeus at Athens in the
Corinthian style.

COSTA, ko'stfi, Claudio Manuel da (1729-

89). A Brazilian poet. He was born at Mari-
amo (Province of Minas-Geraes) . His works,
which are numerous, are highly valued by the
Portuguese, who consider them classics. The
best of them is Villarica (1839-41).

COSTA, Isaac da. See Da Costa, Isaak.

COSTA, Lorenzo (1460-1535). An Italian

painter, born in Ferrara. He was a pu]>il of

Cosimo Tura and Ercole Roberti in Ferrara,
and perhaps of Francesco Cossa. Vasari says he
also studied the works of Gozzoli and Lippi
in Florence. After his return to Ferrara he
painted several works now destroyed. In 1483
he went to Bologna, where he remained almost
constantly until the fall of his patrons, the

Bentivoglio family, in 1506, and there he began
his connection with Francia. The artists had a
joint school, and worked as co-painters. Costa
first influenced Francia, but afterwards it was
the other way. As a colorist Costa is inferior

to Francia. Manj' of his best paintings are

in the Bolognese churches. Among those may be

mentioned: "A Madonna with Members of the

Bentivoglio Family" (1488) in San Giacomo
Maggiore, a characteristic example, admirable in

its fresh, simple, sincere treatment and master-

ly drawing; "The Triumph of Life and Death,"

and frescoes, in the same church ; an "Annuncia-
tion" and "Madonna" (1492) in San Petronio;

and frescoes in Santa Cecilia. After he left

Bologna he went to Mantua, where he lived until

his death. Later works include the "Court of

Isabella d'Este" (in the Louvre) and the "Dead
Christ" (1504, Berlin Museum); they are rare

outside Italy. Dosso, Garofalo, and others car-
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I ied on the traditions of the Ferrarese School, of
which many consider Lorenzo Costa the founder.

Consult: Morelli, Italian Painters: Critical
IStudics of Their Works, translated by Constance
Jocelyn Ffoulkes (London, 1892-93) ; Vasari,
Lives of the Painters, translated by Blashfield
(New York, 1897) ; Crowe and Cavalcaselle, His-
tory of Painting in Sorth Italy (I^ndon, 1871).

COSTA, Sir Michael, really Michele (1810-
84). An Italian composer and conductor, born
in Naples. He was taught by his father and
Zingarelli (q.v.). When the latter's psalm was
to be performed at the Birmingham Festival

(1828), he sent Costa, then only eighteen years
old, to conduct it. Owing to a misunderstanding,
Costa had, instead, to sing the tenor part, but
acquitted himself of the task brilliantly, and his

reception induced him to settle in England.
He became conductor of Italian opera in 1830,

and in 1847 assumed the same post in the Covent
Garden Opera. In addition he was appointed
conductor of the Philharmonic Society (1846);
Sacred Harmonic Society (1848); Birmingham
Festivals (1849) ; and Handel Festivals (1857).
His principal work, the oratorio Eli, was suc-

cessfully produced at the Birmingham Festival

of 1855 and Xaaman in 1864. In 1869 he was
knighted by Queen Victoria and also received the

royal order of Frederick from the King of Wiirt-

temberg. Costa wrote several ballets and operas,

of which the most successful were Don Carlos
and Malck Adel. He died at Brighton, England.

COSTA, Paoijs. (1771-1836). An Italian au-

thor, born in Ravenna. He was educated in

Padua, and was a teacher successively in Treviso,

Bologna, and Corfu. His treatise on the Divina
Commedia (1819) did much to popularize Dante
in Italy. He collaborated with Orioli and Car-
dinali in a revision (1819-28) of the Vocabolario
(1612) of the Accademia della Crusca. and with
Giovanni Macchetti, translated into Italian Ho-
mer's Batrachomyomachia, and Schiller's Don
Carlos. His collected works, with a sketch by
Becchi, appeared in Florence in 1839-40 (4*

vols. ) . Consult, also, the biography by Mordani
(Forli, 1840).

COSTA CABBAL, kt/siA kii brUl', Antonio
Hkrnarik) da. Count de Thomar (1803-89). A
Portuguese statesman. He became judge of the
Supreme Court in Oporto and in Lisbon, and in

1835 was elected to the Chamber of Deputies,

where at first he was one of the leaders of the
Radicals, but soon joined the Consen'ative Party.

He was appointed Governor of Lisbon in 1838
and Minister of Justice in 1839. For the pur-
pose of setting aside the Constitution of 1820
with its restrictions of the royal power, he
fomented, in 1842. an insurrection in Oporto,
assumed control of the army, established a cen-

sorship of the public schools, suppressed the

universities, and so oppresseil the people with
taxes that he was driven from power in 1846.

Once more appointed Prime Minister, in 1849, he
at.'ain played the dictator, to the detriment, espe-

cially, of the State finances, but was compelled
to resign. The Queen refused to accept his resig-

nation, and a revolution was started against

him under the leadership of Saldanha. which
overthrew his administration in April, 1851.

Ho fled to Ensrlnnd. but n>turned the next year,

and from 1859 to 1861 was Minister to Brazil.

In 1862 he l>ecame a member of the Council of

State and president of the Superior Administra-
tive Court.

COSTA BICA, kystA re'kA (Sp., rich coast).
The most southern of the Central American
States, bounded by Nicaragua on the north, the
Caribbean Sea on the east, Colombia (Panama)
on the southeast, and the Pacific on the south-
west (Map: Central America, E 5). Its area,
after the adjustment of the boundary disputes
with Nicaragua and Colombia, is estimated at
about 21,500 square miles. Lake Nicaragua forms
part of the northern boundary.

TopoGBAPUY. The interior of the country is

taken up partly by the Talamanca range of

mountains (a continuation of the Cordillera of
Chiriquf), which rims from the southeast to the
northwest as far as latitude 10° N. The Tala-
manca is of volcanic origin and reaches in its

highest peaks an altitude of over 12,700 feet.

North of the Cartago highland commences the sec-

ond mountain range, which extends in the same
(northwesterly) direction to the northern bound-
ary of the Republic. There are several volcanoes
in this range. Of them, however, but two—the
Irazti (11,500 feet) and Turrialba (11,350 feet)

—show any signs of activity. Since 1841, when
the town of Cartago was almost completely de-

stroyed, no serious eruption has occurred. The At-
lantic coast, which, according to the adjustment
of the southern boundary in 1900, reaches only
to a point a little north of the mouth of the river
Teliri or Siesola, is generally low, and, with the
exception of Port Lim6n, without any inlet. The
Pacific coast, on the contran,'. has a more ele-

vated surface and forms the two spacious gulfs
of Nicoya and Dulce, which are protected by
two mountainous peninsula.s. There are a num-
ber of smaller inlets in the northern part. The
rivers of Costa Rica are short, and, although
abundant in water, unnavigable. Most of them
flow into the Atlantic or the Pacific, while some
join the San Juan, which forms the eastern half
of the northern boundary.

Geology. The interior highland region is

composed of Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata, in

places bit)ken through by ancient eruptives and
overlain by more recent lava-flows. Many dis-

tricts are known to be mineralized; the deposits
of gold are especially important and have at-

tracted the attention of foreign capitalists, who
are now engaged in developing this branch of
the mining industry. The ea.stem coast of Costa
Rica is an alluvial plain.

CuMATE. In regard to it-s climate, Costa
Rica may be divided into three zones. The torrid

zone, below 3000 feet, comprising the coastlands,

has an average temperature ranging from 72°

to 82° F. The temperate zone, lying between 3000
and 7500 feet, has the most salubrious climate
and a mean temperature ranging from 57° to 68°.

Above 7500 feet the temperature is much lower
and frosts are frequent, but snows rare. On the
tablelands of San Jos^^, lying at an elevation of

3000 to 4000 feet, the climate is very agreeable,

the temperature having a range of only about 5°,

the mean for the year being 67°. The dry season
lasts from Deceml)er to May, while the months
of Deeeml>er, January, and February- are the

coldest of the year. Owing to the proximity of

the two oceans, winds blow almost continually,

and occasion considerable discomfort during the
dry season. On the whole, the climate of Costa
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Kica is healthful aud fevers (H'cur only in regions
bi'low an elevation of 150 feet.

Floka and Fauna. The vegetation and ani-

mal life are characteristic of Central America
generally, which forms a part of the Neotropi-

cal region.

Agkiculture. Costa Rica is essentially an
agricultural country, and is chiefly dependent
on ti>e cultivation of coffee. NotwitliHtanding
the sparse population of the country and the

lack of transportation facilities, agriculture is

in a flourishing condition, as evidenced hy the

constantly increasing exports of agricultural

products. This state of aflfairs is due partly

to the fertility' of the soil and favorable

climatic conditions, and particularly to the fact

that the larger part of the land is held
by the State, which rents or sells it in small
tracts on very advantageous terms, in some
cases distributing it gratuitously, in lots not
exceeding 500 hectares (

1235 acres). As a result

of this policy almost every inhabitant of Costa
Rica is a landholder. The cultivation of coffee

has been steadily increasing and will undoubt-
edly show a greater growth in the future, as

a result of the law passed in 1901 abolishing
the export duty on that article. According to

the census of 1892, there were in Costa Rica
8.366 coffee plantations, with an annual output of

over 38.000,000 pounds. In 1894, 23,129,000
pounds of coffee were exported; in 1898. over
43.000,000 pounds; in 1901, over 36,000,000
pounds. Next to coffee, bananas form the most
important agricultural product. The develop-
ment of banana-growing has also been rapid,

as seen from the export figures. Thus in

1881 there were exported only al)Out 3500
bimches; by 1890 the exports increased to 1,034,-

765 bunches; while in 1901 they amounted to

3,870,000 bunches. Besides coffee and bananas,
there are raised sugar, cacao, rice, and corn, but
none of them is exported to any extent. Stock-
raising is carried on quite extensively, and the
forests are exploited on a steadily increasing
scale.

Manufactures. Of manufacturing establish-

ments Costa Rica has very few, the largest being
the national liquor factory and the national
foundry at San Jos^. The country is behind the
neighboring States in manufacturing.

Transportation and CoMMUNicATiojf. The
Isthmian railway line has been in construction
for over twenty years, and in 1900 only twenty-
one miles were lacking to connect Port Lim6n on
the Atlantic with Tivives on the Gulf of Nicoya,
where a port is to be constructed. The line is

l)eing built by an English corporation, and in
1900 had a total length of 137 miles, reaching
as far as Alajuela. A branch line toward Lake
Nicaragua is also in process of construction. The
telegraph lines of Costa Rica have over 000
miles of wire.

Commerce. Tn 1900 Costa Rica o\vned three
small merchant steamers and two sailing ves-
sels. The two main ports are visited regularly
by eight lines of steamers—American, Chilean,
and European. The annual value of the commerce
exceeds $12,400,000. the exports only slightly
exceeding the imports. The exports for 1900
(not including gold coin) amounted to $6,000,-

000, of which coffee contributed $3,800,187:
bananas, $1,-354,385: woods, $382,000; gold and
silver in bars, over $240,000; and hides, rubber,

skins, etc., the remainder. The imports for the
same year amounted to about $6,000,000, and
were distributed largely between the United
States, England, (ierniany, and France, in the
order named. The imports from the United
States show an increase from about 33 per cent,

in 1896 to over 46 per cent, in 1900. The imports
of the other three countries show a decrease
during the same period. The chief ports are
Punta Arenas on the Pacific, and Port Limfin on
the Atlantic, whose combined shipping excet'de«l.

in 1900, 700,000 tons. The annual imports of
merchandise from the United States into (k)sta
Rica for the period of ISitl-lOOO averaged $1.-

246,000; the exports from Costa Rica to the
United States during the same period averaged
$2,907,960. The United States takes almost the
entire crop of bananas and a considerable por-
tion of the coffee. In 1901 the import duties
were increased 50 per cent., while the export
duties on coffee and the import duties on ma-
chinery were abolished. Considering the area
aud population of the country, Co«ta Rica com-
pares favorably in its economic condition with
most of the Central and South American coun-
tries. The comparative freedom from political

disturbances and the favorable climatic condi-

tions have attracted foreign capital and immi-
gration, factors which have figured prominently
in the development of the country.

Government. In its foi-m of government,
Costa Rica is a republic. It is governed under
a constitution adopted in 1871, but which was
not wholly in force until 1882. The executive
power is vested in the President, elected in-

directly for four years, assisted by a C^abinet of

four members. The Congress consists only of a
Chamber of Representatives, elected indirectly

for four j'cars at the rate of one rei)resentative

to every 8000 inhabitants. For administrative
]mrj)oses the Republic is divided into five prov-

inces and two comarcas. administered by gov-

ernors appointed by the President. Justice is

administered by a supreme court, two courts of

appeals, a court of cassation, and also provincial

courts. Capital punishmeiit is prohibited. To
guard the public health, the country is divided
into twenty-one districts, which are in charge of

physicians paid by the Government. The Consti-

tution provides for compulsory military service in

time of war. On a peace footing the standing
army numbers 600 men and the militia about
12,000. The Grovemment owns one gunboat and
one torpedo-boat.

Finance. The revenue is obtained primarily
from customs and excise. The budget at present
exceeds $4,000,000. The foreign debt of the
Republic has been greatly augmented by the non-
payment of interest, and the Government has
repeatedly gone into default. By the terms of

the latest arrangement with the creditors in

1897 the Government obtained a reduction of

interest and agreed to pay up the debt at the
rate of £10,000 (.$50,000) jx-r annum, beginning
in 1917. Tn 1901 the foreign debt amounted to

$10.129.()00: the internal debt in 1900 was $3.-

215.973. The metric system is legally established

in the country, but Spanish weights and measures
are generally used.

Banks. The two banks of Costa Rica have a

combined capital of about $3,200,000. In 1900
there were 3,000,000 paper pesos in circulation,

exchangeable for gold. The metallic money of the
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iountiy then aiuounteU to 0.000,000 colones, five-

sixtlis beiiij; gold, the rest being silver coin of

the Kcpublic. In that ^ear a new coinage was
put in circulation, based on an act passed in 1896,
adopting a gold standard at 20% to 1, and mak-
ing the colon (worth $0,465) the monetary unit.

I'nder this law all debts contracted in national
money are payable in the new coin, on the basis
of 1 colon to a silver peso. Foreign silver is not
legal.

Population. -The population of Costa Rica,
as given by the census of 1892, was 243.205, but
the actual population, including about 4000
aborigines, was supposed to be over 260,000. In
18!t!» it was estimated at 310,000. The foreign
l»opulation exceeds 6000, and consists mostly of
immigrants from Spain and CJennany. The na-
tives are in the main descendants of Spanish
colonists from Galicia. and by their industry and
peaceful disposition present a favorable contrast
to their neighbors in South and Central America.
The capital is San Joso (q.v.).

Costa Rica leads tlie Central American States
in education. Pviblic instruction is free and is

enforced. There are several institutions of

higher education, and three important public
libraries. The majority of the population, how-
ever, are illiterate. The Roman Catholic Church
is recognized and supported by the State, but
other religions are tolerated.

Hi.STORY. Costa Rica wa.s first visited, and
probably named, by Columbus in 1502, and set-

tled permanently about 1530. It formed a part
of the Audiencia and Captain-Generalcy of

(Guatemala till 1821. With other Central Ameri-
can States, Costa Rica was a part of Mexico
till 1823, when the proclamation of a Mexican
republic caused them to withdraw from a con-

nection which had always been distasteful and
which in eflFect had been merely nominal. A
fe<leral republic of the seceding States was first

tried. It lasted until 1839, but its authority
<loes not seem to have extended over the Costa
Ricans, who busied themselves with commerce
and took little interest in public matters. Af-
fairs remained in an unsettled condition, how-
ever, and Costa Rica's exact status was not
definitely determined until 1848. when she suc-

<'cssfully declared herself an independent repub-
lic. In 18.56 Costa Rioa was involved in war
against the filibuster William Walker (q.v.).

The cotintry has been freer from revolution than
its neiglibors. The present Constitution dates

fiom 1871. In 180" Costa Rica became a mem-
l)€r f)f the short-lived Greater Republic of Cen-

tral .\merica, established in ISO.") by Honduras,
Nicaragua, and Salvador for the purpose of com-
mon defense and the harmonious adjustment
of foreign relations. Within the last half-dozen

years nothing more .serious than boundary dis-

putes has disturl)ed the Government of Costa
Rica. The most important of these, with
Colombia, was adjusted in 1900, in favor of

Costa Rica. Besides tlu- general works on Cen-

tral America, of which Scjuier, Stnlia of Central

Aincrira (New York. 18.")8), is the l)est, and
Bancroft, Central America, vol. iii. (San Fran-
cisco, 1890), is the most copious, consult the

English translation of Calvo, Republic of Costa
Rica (Chicago, 1890). This is a popular and
patriotic work, authorized by the Costa Rican
Government, and gives the version of political

and commercial events most acceptal)le to the
men in power in 1890.

Consult: Barrantes, Ueografia de Casta Rica
(Barcelona, 1892) ; Villafranca, Costa Rica, the
(}em of American Republics: The Land, Its Re-
sources and Its People (New York, 1895) :

Church, "Costa Rica," in Geographical Journal.
vol. X. (London, 1897) ; Biolley, Costa Rica and
Her Future (Washington, 1889) ; Schroeder, Cos-
fa Rica State Immigration (San Jos6, 1894).

COSTE, k63t, Jea.v Victor (1807-73). A
French naturalist, noted for researches in em-
bryology and for efforts toward the cultivation
of fishes in his country. In 1841 he became
professor of embryogen^' at the Coll&ge de France.
Mainly through his influence, 600,000 salmon and
trout were placed in the Rhflne. In 1862 he was
appointed inspector-general of the river and
coast fisheries. He published Embryog^nie com-
paree (1837) ; Instructions pratiques sur la pis-

ciculture (1853) ; and Voyage d'cxploration sur
le littoral de la France et de Vltalie (1855).

COSTEANINQ (kos-tending) DITCH (from
costean, from Corn, cothas, dropped -|- stean,

tin, Welsh ystaen, Gael, staoin, Man.x stainny,
Lat. stannum, tin). A ditch dug with the object

of encountering the outcrop of a mineral de-

posit, the presence of which is suspected. Some-
times a series of ditches is dug to determine the
direction of the line of outcrop.

COSTEL'LO, Ix)UiSA Stvabt (1799-1870).
An English author and miniature painter. For
a time she occupied herself entirely with paint-

ing, but having attracted the attention of Scott
and Moore, she adopted literature as her pro-

fession and produced many works which attained
popularity. Some of them are: Songs of a
Stranger (1825) ; The Maid of the Cypress Isle

and Other Poems ( 1815) ; Specimens of the Early
Poetry of France (1835) ; .4. Summer Among the

Socages and Vines (1840); and a number of

semi-historical novels, of which the most promi-
nent are: Memoirs of Mary, the Young Duchess
of Burgundy (1853), and Memoirs of Anne,
Duchess of Brittany (1855).

COSTEB, kQs'ter, LAtnaENS Janszoon. A na-

tive of Haarlem, Holland, reputed inventor of

printing (about 1440) . He is said to have printed

sentences from beech-bark blocks, to have dis-

covered a suitable ink^ and to have substituted

types of lead and later of pewter for beech-wood.
As he is alleged to have endeavored to counterfeit

manuscript, he is supposed to have worked in

secret, but to have taken apprentices, one of

whom, Johann Gilnsfleisch, a member of the

Gutenl>erg family, is said on Coster's death to

have stolen types and matrices and fled to Mainz,
where he might have revealed the secret to Guten-
berg (q.v.). Coster's claim, vigorously main-
tained by many Dutch scholars, was disproved
by Van der Linde (1870), who showed that
Coster was a tallow-chandler and tavern-keei>er.

that he was confused with Laurens Janszoon, a
wine - merchant and town oflicer, and that the
claim for him as inventor was first made by
Gerrit Thomaszoon in 1650. Consult Morley,
English Writers, vol. vi. (London. 1890).

COSTER, Samiel. See Ko.ster, Samiei..

COS'TIGAN, Captain. A retired shabby-
genteel Irish officer in Thackeray's Pendennis,
whose sense of family dignity is second only to
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his affection for whisky, lie is the father of

•the Kotheringuy.'

COSTIGAN, Emily. The Fotheringay,' in

1 liiukira\ H I'lndvnnis. She in tlie early sweet-

heart of Arthur Pendennia, who is rescued from

marria^t' with her only hy the prompt action

of his worldly-wise old uncle, the Major, ably

seconded by Foker.

COSTIGAN, JouN (1835—). A Canadian

strttcsinau. He was born ut Saint Nicholas,

Quel)ec Province; was educated at Saint Anne's

Collt';,'e, and subsequently l>ccaine a judge of the

inferior common plea.s court. He sat for Vic-

toria in the New Brunswick l>egislature from

1801 to 1806, and after the union of 1807 Avas

elected by the same constituency to the Dominion

House of Commons, of which he is still a mem-
ber. In 1882-02 he was Minister of Inland

Revenue, from 1892 to 18!)4 was Secretary of

State, and afU'rwards was Minister for Marine

iiiid Fi>.lu'ries.

COST'MARY (from cost, Lat. costum, an

Oriental aromatic plant, from Gk. «6<rrof, kostos,

spice- root -j- wary, Fr. marine, Lat.«u/riHU.s,per-

taininjr to the sea, from mare, sea, but confused

by popular etymology with Mary). The rayless

form of Chrysanthemum balsamita, a peren-

nial plant of the natural order CompositiP, a

native of western Asia, long cultivated in gardens

tor the agreeable fragrance of the leaves. The

root-leaves are ovate, of a grayish color, on long

footstalks ; the stem is two to three feet high ; it

Jias small heads of flowers in loose corymbs, deep

yellow.

COSTS (from cost, OF. coster, couster, Fr.

couter, ML. costarc, to cost, from Lat. constare,

to cost, stand together, from com-, together +
stare, Gk. iardvat, histaim i, Skt. sthQ, to stand),

hi a litigated case, the sum of money which the

successful party is allowed to recover from his

opponent, as a partial compensation for the

expenses of the litigation. In actions at com-

mon law, costs are the creation of statute; but

in equity and admiralty suits they are fixed

by the court, except where this power has been

taken away or modified by legislation. Even in

common-law actions, discretion is often vested

in the court to grant an allowance to the pre-

vailing party in addition to the ordinary costs;

and in some jurisdictions paupers and seamen
may be relieved from costs altogether.

Costs are either: (a) interlocutory, that is,

such as are awarded upon motions or simliar

proceedings during the pendency of the action;

or (b) final, that is, such as follow upon the

det«'rmination of the action. Upon the decision

of a motion, or upon a judgment on appeal re-

versing the judgment appealed from and awarding
a new trial, costs are often ordered to abide the

event. In such a case, if the final judgment
is in favor of the party who succeeded on the

motion or appeal, he gets his costs of those pro-

eeetiings, otherwise he loses them.
The taxation of costs is the official adjustment,

on notice, of the various items to which the

successful party is entitled. For details relating

to costs, consult the authorities referred to under
Practice.

COSTUME (Fr. costume, !ML. costuma, cos-

tume, from Lat. consuetudo, custom, from con-

suescere, inchoative of consuere, to be accustomed,
from com-, together -|- suere, to be accustomed,

probably connected with suus, own). Both dress

and costume are conc<'rned with what men
and women have worn, in all epochs and under

civilizations of all degrees; but Dress (q.v.)

deals with preserving the natural heat of the

body, or i)rotecting it from the sun or from

rain, and with the requirements of that con-

ventional propriety whidi varies ho much in dif-

ferent lands and with different conditions; while

Costume has to do with appliances used to give

to the jjerson stateliness or graw, or an efFective

show of forms and colors, as well as with the

strictly regulated ceremonial dress assumed by

dignitaries or officials; but the description of

these exceptional forms of costume cannot be in-

cluded in this article. See e.g. Cokonkt; Cbown ;

and the article on various forms of knighthood.

Costume, as a matter of display, or at lea«t

of decorative eirect, consists partly in the use

of textile fabrics which are beautiful in them-

selves, or substitutes for them made of bark or

leather, and decorated by printing or stamping;

partly in tiie shaping and adjusting of the gar-

ments made of these decorative stuffs. Cognate

subjects are the arrangements of jewels attached

to the dress or hung upon the body, and the care

of the hair, skin, and beard. See Jewelby;
Uaib-Dressinu ; Haib-Powdeb; etc.

To judge from the artistic remains of ancient

Egypt and Assyria, the use of rich stuffs was
the primarj' thought of the Egjptians, who
sought to be splendid in appearance. Beauty of

material and of pattern at least held an even

place in their minds with jewelry. Thus, from

the earliest era known tx) us by the painted

monuments down to a period later than the

Macedonian conquest, the little-changing adorn-

ment of the Egyptian official or Court lady was
something very magnificent indeed, in the way
of broad necklaces made up apparently of ring

within ring of carved gems, mounted in gold with

exquisite handling and taste, and covering the

shoulders and the junction of the throat with

the breast, as completely as the steel gorget of

the sixteenth century. The full significance of

these collars is not entirely certain. It may be

that in some cases the jewelry was sewn upon a

collar-shaped piece of stuff, which has fallen

away from those jewels which are found in

the ancient tombs. Armlets worn on the upper

arm and also on the wrist, like the modern brace-

let, are as common as the nee': laces, and there

are evidences of a jeweled girdle as rich and

as broad as the combination of necklaces, al-

though this, being worn, as the necklaces are.

directly upon the skin, is only in part seen,

being often covered by the folds of the skirt,

which is sometimes secured to the belt and falls

below it. The stuffs themselves are found of

still greater splendor in the representations of

upholstered furniture; but this appears to be

in part because a larger surface could be pre-

sented there than in the garment worn by man
or woman. The patterns are so similar to the

earlier painted designs of the tomb interiors that

there becomes evident a close connection in the

mind of the Egyptian designer between one sur-

face and another, the beautifying of which was

to be intrusted to color. There are, however,

stuffs of the eighteenth dynasty, and perhaps

earlier, usually of linen, which have been found

in a more or less fragmentary condition in the

tombs, and many of these are of the most ex-
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quisite beauty, equaling in the perfect intelli-

gence of the design adapted to textile fabrics
the finest work of the Byzantines or Persians two
thousand years later, in the warm climate of

Egypt the clothes even of persons of rank were
very slight, and rather for ceremonial purposes
than for utility. In the Assyrian monuments,
on the other hand, there is a marked tendency
toward covering the whole person with what
seem to be heavy draperies, whereas in the
Egj'ptian bas-reliefs the lines of the body are
often made visible through the opening which
represents the outer garments, suggesting either
a partly transparent material or at least a
material so little adjusted to the person and
so slight that the body itself was never for-

gotten. The monuments of the Assyrian tombs,
on the contrary, show wrappings apparently
opaque and stiff. It is evident, however, that
embroidery was much used ; for parts of the gar-
ments, as of a king, are sculptured in low relief

upon relief, and in a way which resembles closely
the representation of the embroideries upon
priestly robes in the sculpture of the Italian
Renaissance. As for jewelry, it was as rich and
splendid in Assyria as in Egypt, though the
forms differ.

Among the peoples of western Asia even par-
tial nudity was considered dishonorable, or at
least the badge of inferiority. Accordingly, the
heavy garments shown in the works of art of

Mesopotamia are easy of explanation, for where
only slaves are wholly or partially naked, the
tendency is strong toward the association of

high rank with complete clothing. But then
another tendency appears, that of making the

garments of plainer stuff when the body is cov-

ered by them from shoulders to ankles, and using
the richer stuffs, as above explainetl, for borders
and the like. The Eg\'ptian. with body, arms,
and feet bare, might make his kilt of the most
splendid piece of weaving obtainable, but the
Assyrian, using yards of material for bis gar-

ment, would naturally employ a simpler stuff:

not to avoid expense, but because people of such
refined taste as those of Mesopotamia would
shun the use of large surfaces, of uniform pat-

terns, or the contrast, side by side, of differing

patterns, of about equal size and brilliancy.

This tendency is not maintained, however, in

that other ancient civilization in a sense equal
in antiquity as in importance to the civilization

of western Asia. The Chinese, from the oldest

times of which we have any knowledge, have
been among the greatest artists in textile fabrics,

as in other industrial arts, and history does not
tell us of the time when the population, whether
of true Chinese origin or of conquering Tatar
dynasties and their followers, have not been more
and more clothed in proportion to their rank and
station. Porters may go bare-legged and bare-

armed, and. in warm weather, with the body
naked above the \>e\t, but as one ascends in the

orders of rank, the clothing becomes more and
more complete. This tendency is not, however,

accompanied by any objection to brilliant and
rich stuffs. The more abundant the means of

the wearer, the richer his costume—that seems
to have been the rule from all time; and this is

partly explained by the Iteauty of the floral and
foliated designs. Embrniderj', too, is used to

heighten and complete tlie splendid weaves, and
at least from the tenth centurv of our era until

the present day, the most magnificent stuffs in

texture and in color are those used by the ladies

and gentlemen of the Court. On the other hand,
personal jewelry, that which is worn apart from
the garments, is not very rich nor very costly,

though it may be effective. Strings of i>earls are
known, and many stones that we, in the West,
ignorantly despise because they are inexpensive,
are made much of by the Chinese, who will use
a rough turquoise, a piece of veined or spotted
agate, or even a beautiful piece of glass acci-

dentally rich in its veining and cut deliberately

from the vessel to which it belonged—setting
them in bronze or silver-gilt, and making a very
decorative clasp, or buckle, or pommel of a
sword-hilt. Ciiinese costume should be most
carefully studied, because it has been maintained
in its traditional character even to our own
time. The blue cotton blouse of the working
man, and the garment of delicate blue and gold
silk, woven in very elaborate patterns expressly
for this garment, with gold or gilt buttons
spherical in shape and working in loops, are
mainly the same garments as those of a century
ago.

The people of India are even more divided
among themselves in details of costume than are
the people of Europe. The general character
of the different races, north and south, leads

toward a great distinction between classes of

the population. The simple piece of stuff, four
feet wide by thrice as long, worn by the women,
is most gracefully draped about the shoulders
and breast: in very recent times it is often a
piece made in Europe of three large handkerchiefs,

with their several borders complete. This is worn
over a petticoat; arms and legs are bare, and
the feet, except for occasional use of sandals; but
the dark skin is barred and spotted with many
and large jewels. Necklaces, broad armlets and
wristlets, rings for toes and fingers, earrings, and
nose-rings, are all made of silver wire for the
poorer women, who often put their whole savings
into these adornments. The necessity of providing
for a very warm summer climate, and in the south
for a wholly tropical year, has caused the making
of nuislins of a fineness and perfection of weave
never approached in Europe, though these native
manufactures have been destroyed by the com-
petition of British cottons. A few of the native
princes alone encourage the making of these
exquisite weaves. Besides these there are figured
cottons of such perfect make and so beautiful in

design that they are worn even by princes, as
if of equal importance with silk. The gold-flow-

ered and silver-flowered textiles of silk and
cotton, or even of fine cotton alone, are famous
in Europe, under the name kinkab or kincob.

The costume of India in general is mainly an
affair of beautiful stuffs, very little shaped to

the l>ody, and usually worn loasely, and of jewels
in great abundance.

Among the people of the tropical islands, the
Malays, and the black and brown inhabitants of

Polynesia, the art of weaving has never reached
sufficient perfection to allow the stuffs t<i be
sought for their own sake. Very beautiful pat-

terns are printed upon cotton by the women of

the larger islands, wood blocks being used for

the purpose in a way almost exactly like that

employe<l in the printing of pap«^r hangings
among the Western nations; but these stuffs,

however attractive to our eyes, however superior
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in dc8i);ii, are yet jnexpt-nsive—they could l)e

produired by any one who has u little akill in

the use of the hands, and are, therefore, not a

part of ceremonial or decorative costume. A
few very ln-autiful weaves exist, as in the Solo-

mon Islands, and especially in New Zealand, but

still they are not of rare material, nor is the

elaboration of the desipi very jrreat. The
.skill in the working of metals which is great

among the Indians of the continent is much
smaller among the islanders, and so it happens
that pors<mal jewelry also is but little sought
for by the chiefs. Tlie result of all this is seen

in the simple and tasteful use of natural pro-

iluctions. brilliant flowers, and richly colored

fruits and seeds, which, strung as necklaces or

worn as pendants, have especial significance and
are attached each in its way to the traditional

ceremonies of these curiously civilized peoples.

If now we turn to the race which of all

peoi)les has had the most influence over modem
intellectual life, we shall find that the Greeks
of antiquity limited their desires in the way of

textile fabrics to very simple patterns, as of

stars or round spots arranged in a sciuv over all

the surface of a stufT, and in somewhat more
elaborate patterns of zigzags and frieze in the

borders. Their costume, including their jewelry,

was, in fact, marked throughout by extreme sim-

plicity, which increases as our studies bring us
to a later time. The statues discovered on the

Acropolis at Athens since 188.3 are certainly of

the century before the Persian invasion of B.C.

480. They show a number of garments, certainly

as many as three, worn one over the other by
tlie priestesses represented in the statue; and
each of these garments is made of a different

stufT, all the stufTs, or all but the craped under-
shirt (the chiton of later dress), covered with
elaborate patterns in several colors. There is

nowhere a more interesting study of brilliant

coloring in costume than were these statues when
first discovered, and. fortunately, the finest of

them have been reproduced in water-color paint-

ing, and these water-colors often multiplied in

chromolithography. and published by the archae-

ological societies. It is clear that, immediately
after the Persian War, during the period of the
Athenian hegemony in Greece, beginning with B.C.

477, the use of these striped and spotted stuffs

becomes much less common, at least in the
mainland of Greece, knd the iise of plain mate-
rials, white, bordered with stripes, or of one
rather subdued color perhaps striped at the edge,

becomes the rule. Those admirable bronze stat-

ues which were discovered in the famous villa

at Herculaneum and now stand in the Museum
of Naples (the Room of the Greater Bronzes),
show perfectly well—better than any bas-reliefs,

however elalwrately detailed—the true Greek
sense of what was beauty in costume. The long
chiton, which, left ungirdled. would sweep the
floor, is belted up so far as to allow a foot or
more of its length to hang over the girdle out-

side of the skirt or lower part, forming a sort

of pocket, known as the kolpos. Outside of this

is seen hanging what looks like a cape, and which
generally reaches just the line of the girdle, or
may fall a little below it. This, however, is not
a cape nor a separate garment at all: it is the
reverse or turning over of the chiton at the top.

Of the chiton there were several forms. The
earliest was not sewn at all. and therefore left

the right side, thigh and leg, exposed on the
slightest movement. A later form was a sewn-
up cylinder, a long shirt in the modern sense.

Tlie stately maidens of the reliefs and the vase
paintings often wear one of these two forms of

chiton, and nothing else. To such a dress, even
on occasions of great ceremony, tliere is nothing
to be added, except perhaps a more splendid
brooch on the shoulder, a broader and more
brightly colored border to the chiton, ]M'rhaps an
armlet, ju'rhajis richer and more glittering ear-

rings. Splendor in the more modern sense was
hardly desired, and beauty was shown in the
perfect taste with which these simple appliances
were disposed. Other garments, however, are
seen in the sculptures and vase paintings: the
himation and a variety of it, the chlamys, were
square or oblong pieces of woolen cloth, dra|)ed

about the left shoulder and covering the body
more or less as it might be adjusted; it was
held sometimes by brooches. Statues show a
garment arranged nearly as the Scotch plaid is,

at times folded long and narrow, falling over
one shoulder and passing around the waist; and
this is thought to be a long and narrow himation.
It is impossible to distinguish these garments
from the epibleniata. The essential fact is that
the Greeks, both women and men, wore a long

shirt and a loose, square shawl over it, and
nothing else on body or limbs.

The Etruscans, a people as devoid of refined

taste as the Greeks were remarkable for it, bold

and dashing designers of the coarsi-r and more
thoughtless kind, were still not more elaborately

clothed than the Greeks. The later Etruscan
work passes by insensible gradations into that

Italian work of the centuries during which the

Roman Republic and the early Empire controlled

the whole peninsula, and introduced insensibly

its own strongly Hellenic tendencies into the

arts of the subject countries. The effect of this

on the art of northern Italy was altogether for-

tunate, except in so far as the lover of strongly

accentuated national peculiarities found rea.son

to regret their partial disappearance. The
terra-cotta sarcophagi, with high reliefs and with

what are almost statues wrought upon the

covers; the bronze statues and groups, the

jewelry of the fourth century B.C., and the fol-

lowing epoch, are almost Greek in their charm,
while preserving a certain attractive local color.

It is probably because of this constantly increas-

ing influence of the Grecian artistic sense upon
all the nations of Italy that the Roman dress

from the earliest times known to us remains

Greek in its simplicity, although very different

in form. The toga and its relations to the outer

cloak of the Greeks is discussed under Dress.

Here there must be some mention of the different

ways of wearing it, some of which were connected

with ceremonial occasions. Thus, when a statue

or a bas-relief shows a Roman draped in a large

and elaborately folded toga, one fold of which is

brought over the head, he- is assumed by modem
students to be a person who is performing a

sacrifice. The toga, as ordinarily worn, showed

the tunica in front, from the throat nearly to

the waist, but the long end could be thrown over

the right shoulder so as to cover the tunica en-

tirely, and in this way the toga would cover the

whole person, from the neck to the ankles. Here,

as among the Greeks, good taste dictated the

utmost simplicity of effect, except in the mere
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arrangement and careful disposition of the folds.

There was no other garment of the men while
in the city which in any way concerned their

appearance, as the only leg-coverings known
were bandages or wrappers, not unlike those

worn to-day by the peasantry in some parts
of Europe. On the other hand, the toga prw-
iextn, which was worn by certain officials, and
even by some priests, had a 'purple,' that is a
dark crimson i>order, and the trabea seems to

have been a sort of cloak with still more elabo-

.

rate strii>es, including perhaps one made entirely

of red cloth, which generals were allowed to wear
on the day of their triumph. It is probable,

however, that in this last usage the military
cloak of red was worn during the triumphal pro-

cession, that being the one occasion when the

soldiers of the Republic were allowed to appear
within the walls with their arms and military
trappings. The women were dressed as simply
as the men. wearing over the tunica merely a
garment called the stola, which replaces for them
the toga of the men, and when the woman of

rank went abroad, usually in a litter, a shawl-

like garment called the palla might also be added.
That whicli makes the peculiar stateliness of the

dress seen in female statues of the early Empire
is the contrast of the folds of the long tunica,

reaching the floor, nearly covering the feet, and
forming a strongly marked base, as it were, for

the whole figure, while the more loosely folded

stola above it seems to reinforce the lines of the

undergarment. A veil of more or less thin and
floating material covered the head, and could be
brought around to the front to hide the face at

pleasure. It must be constantly kept in mind
that the idea of l)eauty in dress was simply uni-

form whiteness and many skillfully contrived

folds; the whiteness was kept up by the use for

woolen garments of the most elaborate system
of cleansing applied by the /^wZ/ones, or cleansers,

and. for the folds of the drapery, highly trained

experts—body servants who knew their business
—were employed. It is evident how great an
effect these peculiarities of dress had upon the

art of sculpture.

In all the above discussion of costume, one
thing is veri' noticeable—the absence of anything
like tailorinir, except, perhaps, among the Chi-

nese. The clothes of the Greeks and the Romans,
like those of the people of the Pacific Islands,

always approximated to the ideal of an uncut,
unsewed, imaltered piece of textile fabric; square
or oblong, as in the himation. chlamys. sagum, or
paludamentum : semicircular or semi-oval in

shape, or approximately so, as in the toga, or

simply sewn down one side so as to make a
tubular garment of one piece of stuff, as in the

later chiton, and in the tunica. A curious re-

production of this characteristic of ancient cos-

tume exists among the wilder Arabs, the Bedou-
ins of the desert, and the horsemen of the up-
lands. They wear a shirt, indeed, and this is

of thicker stuff, and covers the body more com-
pletely than what we know by that name, but
apart from this their covering is almost wholly
a matter of unaltered or scarcely altered pieces

of woolen. Perhaps two breadths of the narrower
stuff are sewn together to make the hnirk, or. as

in the north of .Africa, a square of striped woolen
stuff is caught up in the middle of one side so as

to form a sort of hood, as in the burnous ; or, as
in the aba or abayeh, the square of stuff may

have its two outer edges folded over toward the
middle, so that the two edges meet or nearly
meet, and then two openings are made in the
two outer folds where the stuff is actually
creased, which serve as armholes, so that the
square blanket resembles an overcoat. But in

all this there is absolutely no fitting of the piece

of stuff to the body. It is a heavy woolen
blanket, which is adapted more or less to the
shoulders so as not to slip off, but is not other-

wise altered in any way, and might cover a man
or a woman, and a person of any stature. WTiat
is curious about this costume is the enormously
heavy woolen dress worn in the desert and under
the semi-tropical sun. It is evident that nothing
but a heavy material is expected to keep off the

heat of the sun or the burning wind of the

desert; and therefore a man who wears only the

long shirt, and has the legs and feet, arms and
neck absolutely naked, will pile two or three

of these heavy woolen things upon his shoulders

and head. The result of this arrangement is that

the only decoration sought for is in the beauty
of two or three colors arranged in stripes of dif-

ferent widths, and broken more or less by the

carrv'ing of threads of different colors across the

stripes, in the way of counter-charging of her-

aldry. A much greater development of design

by stripes alone is in the cotton dhurries of

India. The aba may indeed be further adorned
by very simple embroidery in woolen thread.

The first appearance of any tendency to fit

the garments to the person among nations more
western than the Chinese is probably in the

leg-coverings of the Persians and Syrians, as

represented in Grecian and Greco-Roman art,

and yet these garments are of extreme simplicity

and there is no appearance of tailoring in any
modern sense in connection with them. They
are merely loose trousers, gathered at the ankles,

or sleeved tunics; and their use seems to have
come from the mountain regions of Asia Elinor

and the shores of the Caspian Sea. The barba-

rians of Europe, Gauls, Scandinavians, and Ger-

mans, made up suits of clothes in a not dissimi-

lar way; but it does not seem that their example
affected the Greco-Roman world very much.

The beginning of change is to be looked for in*

the Byzantine Imperial epoch. From a time as

early as the seventh century a.d. there is a con-

stant increase in the number of garments worn,

and in the elaboration of their shape and their

combination, while at the same time the costli-

ness and splendor of the stuffs are in no way
diminished, and the custom begins which was
destined to have so much effect on the costume
of later times in Europe, the sewing of jewels,

mounted in slender rings, or chatons, of gold or

silver gilt, to the material. Sometimes smaller

fragments of glittering material of no value were
used in this way. as in a later time pieces of

mirror were used throughoxit the lands influenced

by Persian decorative ideas. In the Byzantine
Empire the dress of the officials shows a certain

<lisposition to follow early Roman traditions, but
only in the general shape of outer garments and
to a certain extent in their names. The general

aspect of a member of the Imperial family, or an
ofliccr of the Court, as it is seen in the mosaics

of Ravenna, or in the illuminated manuscripts
of the time, is altogether different from that of

higher antiquity. The robes reached to the feet,

they were closely sewed up, and not very loose
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or flowing, not grentl^- tonding toward elabora-
tion of folds or to wlmt we commonly call

drapery; and over them are worn dalmatics,
maniples, and stoles, not merely by the clergj',

but by tlie laity as well, and showing plainly
where the peculiar clerical dress took its origin.

8:>ee Costime, Ecclksiastical.

The Eastern influence was still strong, and
all costunje wliich was at all splendid was a
matter of long and ample robes, made of stuffs

of almost incredible richness, and more or less

richly decorated by embroidery. Western dress
was at tliis early time very different from any-
tliing in common use in the Byzantine Empire,
except in so far as that the poorer people, and
those engaged in out-of-door work, would natu-
rally dress in almost the same careless fasiiion

east and west. For one thing, it was more nearly
classical Human in character. If tlie costume of

the eleventh and twelfth centuries, in the lands
which are now France and (iermany and Eng-
land, be studied in the sculptures of Romanesque
and Gothic i)uildings, or in the rare illuminations

of manuscripts of that time, it will be seen that
a certain antique or early Roman character
obtains in the garments worn by jiersons pre-

sented as kings and princes, which liad already
been lost in the Eastern Empire. Tlie robed figures

of the porch of Chartres, or the dcxjrways of Le
Mans, do not seem to record much that was
splendid in the way of stuffs or of jewelry, loose

or applied to the garment. Their robes are still

simply falling in loose folds, girded at the waist
and differing from the garments of antiquity
mainly in this, that the arms are alwaj's covered
by sleeves. Men and women alike wore a gown,
that garment which in the French archaeological

vocabulary is called the rohe. This garment,
which is treated under Dress, served for people
of every rank and of both sexes, but its fashion
changed very much, and in like manner the re-

sulting appearance of the clothed figure in the
sculptures dianged greatly between the twelfth

and the fourteenth centuries. In the fourteenth
century it grew more and more into that stately

but most inconvenient garment, well known to us
from the paintings in manuscripts of the time
of Richard II. of England, and his immediate
successor, and Charles VI. of France. This gar-

ment swept the floor. It was girded around the
waist with the military belt, or some modifica-

tion of it; it had sleeves, which also reached the

floor, and were of fullness equal to that of the
skirts, covering the hands also when the arms
hung down. The collar covered the neck com-
pletely in a solid cylinder, and rose on the sides

nearly to the ears. How this rich and grandiose
dress could be used at all in summer, and how it

could be girded and shortened in any way, in

time of necessity, does not appear, nor is it

known whether the men wore complete leg-cover-

ings of some kind beneath this long and com-
pletely closed skirt. The dress of elegant women
of the same epoch was less elaborately conceived

;

the same habit of long sleeves prevailed, but the
upper part of the sleeve was pierced with a slit

through which the forearm could be extended.
The result of this was that the robe, as a gar-

ment for women, hardly changed during the next
two centuries, whereas the use of it for men
went out very soon, and while there are still

representations of gentlemen of the first half of

the fifteenth century dressed in robes reaching

the ground, those robes are far more convenient
than before; they are evidently capable of l>eing
tucked up, and the man is dressed beneath his
skirt, which can either be removed or shortened
up to nothing when the occasion of ceremony is

passed. Finally, as early as the second decade
of the fifteenth century, it disappears from the
dress of men, and from that time on the short-
skirted garment, called rochet, or corset, became
the dress of business, while the name cotte was
then and thereafter given to a very tight-fitting
garment, laced or buttoned close to the body and
having a skirt reaching only to mid-thigh. This
last-named garment existed under the name of
volte d'armes as long as the complete suit of
armor was worn by gentlemen, and in this case
it was embroidered with the armorial bearings
of the wearer. The French terms were commonly
used in England as well, as Chaucer lets us know;
and in modern study we can hardly find English
equivalents. Under all these garments were
worn the long, close-fitting stockings, serving as
the only covering from the waist to the toes,

except as the skirt covered the upper part of the
thigh. These changes involved the complete
establishment of tailoring as the main thing in
elegant costume. From the middle of the
fifteenth century on, the dress of nobles and court-
iers, and of men who affected elegance, was a
matter of cutting out and shaping, fitting in
gores and gussets, and, in fact, adapting gar-
ments closely to the body in the first place, and
then covering them with elaborate adornment.
This might be applied in the way of passemen-
terie, or by modifying the whole surface of the
stuff by what we now call quilting and the like.

A piece of brocade used for a doublet or the body
of a gown would be gathered up into puffs and
projecting rounded surfaces, the lines of sewing
between those projections being themselves deco-
rated and even including the setting of a pearl
or of a jewel of some other kind set in a gold
chaton at the junction of these two lines of
stitching. The stockings were the only part of

the dress that was not elaborately decorated;
and these stockings were half concealed in the
sixteenth century by the enormous hatits de
chausses, which, in 15.30 and the following years,

are sometimes in two or three rings of puffs like

rounded ridges, passing horizontally around the
thigh, and which, in the closing years of Eliza-
beth's reign and the corresponding times in

France, the reigns of Henry III. and Henry IV.,

are closer in their fit and resemble not distantly
the knee-breeches of the eighteenth century.
They are, however, made of costly stuff, and
elaborately adorned almost in the style of the
body-garment. Still again, in the time of James
I. of England, the hauls de chausses were stuffed

(bombasted), or held with springs in a single

rounded projection, as if the man had been
thrust feet foremost through a rather flat, oblate
spheroid. This projected so much all around the
hips that the sword had to be hxmg in a horizon-

tal i)osition and great pains taken to prevent its

being entirely dislodged by the monstrous
garment.

At no time during the Middle Ages and the
epoch of the Renaissance wa.s the tailoring and
mantua-making more rich and fantastic than
during the French religious wars, and the suc-

ceeding reign of Henry IV. Painted portraits,

prints from famous engravings, carved ivories.
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medallions, and painted enamels of the time,

exist in some quantity ; and they agree in telling

the most extraordinary tale of splendid extrava-

gance in the dress of both sexes. Embroidery
vas loaded upon bodice and doublet, or was dis-

pensed with only when a very rich brocade was
employed ; and lace, or its earlier forms of cut-

work and drawn-work, and needle embroidery
in pierced patterns like filigree, were used with

freedom. The circular ruff, projecting like a

dish on which the head seems to lie, appears, but

is not yet as pojjular as the broad and flat laced

collar, sometimes lying on the shoulders, some-

times standing stiffly out horizontally, or for

women in steep, upward slope behind the head
and neck. The fashion of bombasted thigh-cover-

ings for the men is identified in artistic history

with the reign of Henry IV. of France, but it

did not last very long, being replaced by the

loose, short trousers of about 1625 and after. No
costume in the modem sense is perhaps more
graceful and spirited at once than the dress of

the gentlemen of the time of Louis XIII., which,

with its short trousers, the stocking below cover-

ing the calf of the leg, which was concealed by
the boots commonly worn out of doors, the

doublet, reaching a* little below the waist, and
worn loose, generally unbuttoned in front and
showing the shirt in its full folds, the short

cloak, worn on the left shoulder, except when it

was gathered around the body, the flat hat, with

very broad brim, and soft falling feather, and

the" broad, loose collar, is a complete and graceful

translation into form of those ideas which the

modern world has conceived—ideas absolutely

contrary to those of antiquity. Simplicity and

grace have given place to picturesque combina-

tion of small details ; and here is the new theory,

perfectlv put into practice. The reign of Louis

XIV. had but little influence on this dress of

men, except to stiffen it and make it rigid and

hard, but the dress of women improved on the

whole in tastefulness throughout the seventeenth

century, and as late as 1670 was introduced that

admirable costume which we id«itify with

Ikiadame de St'vign^, a skirt not very full, over

which was worn a short upper skirt, open in

front ; a bodice fitting snugly, but not involving

very tight lacing; a stomacher, but not excessive

in its length; sleeves reaching the elbow, and

accompanied by lace ruffles, which partly shroud

the lower arm'; the bodice cut low, but not to

excess, and a cape worn over the neck and shoul-

ders on occasion of going out of doors. The same

thing, in simpler stuffs and in graver colors, was

worn bv the wives of the wealthier bourgeois,

and this is the dress which we identify with the

women of Holland and the English Puritans. It

is preser^'ed for us in a great number of paint-

ings, and in the prints from Hollar's engravings

;

and it has impressed itself upon modern design-

ers as the most complete type of womanly c<»-

tume which we know; but that is because the

richer dress of the time is impossible to realize

rowadavs—it seems non-human, as if of faiiT-

land. the eighteenth-century dress in England,

which was at times popular and acceptable in

decorative design, is a modification of it. not for

the better. The fop of 1750 is less beautifully

dre'^sed than the mufjuet of 1650. and the ladies

of 1775 with their enormous hoops, far l^s

charming in appearance than Madame de S^

vignC' a hundred years earlier.

The French Revolution in 1789 brought in a
number of strange vagaries in dress, red and
white striped waistcoats, stockings, striped bluj

and white in horizontal rings, white cravats

wound round and round the neck until they
reached the point of the chin, while at the same
time the women wore the lightest and thinnest

costume possible, in fancied imitation of the

Romans. Cocked hats of exaggerated shape for

the men alternated with steeple-crowned hats

with curly brims; while the female costume was
finished by the most elaborate pile of curls and
crimps, crowned by an enormous cap, either

simply of muslin and lace, or with these com-
bined with a sort of hat half concealed with
feathers, flowers, and ruffles of lace. The mo-
mentary prohibition of elegances of this sort

under the Revolution led to a change in the dress

of both sexes, Avhich was not to be temporary,
except in details. Thus the dress which we call

that of the *Empire,' the famous 'pink night-

gown,' girded immediately below the breasts

and hanging thence to the ankles, but so close

that a woman could hardly walk and was utterly

unable to step across a gutter, was worn with
low shoes and with an unprotected neck, while

the cold of winter was met by a pelisse, generally

worn open in front and affording merely shelter

for the shoulders and back, however richly it

might be furred. The men fell immediately into

the simple and not impressive dress of a time
when the civilian was of little account, and any
man who was elegant in his aspirations found
some excuse to wear a military or official uni-

form. The civilian dress was then merely a

waistcoat, over which was worn a long-skirted

coat, and the pantalon, or tight-fitting breeches

reaching to the ankle instead of the knee. The
large and loose white cravat still continued.

From these dresses all our modem fashions have
followed, succeeding one another through such

changes as this—the coat with a round skirt,

projecting much from the hips, from 1830 to

1840; the double-breasted dress coat (habit),

from 1840 to 1850, or thereabout, often blue,

with gold buttons, often claret-colored or brown

;

the very high coat-collar, worn with either or

both of these fashions, but disappearing about

1835; trousers succeeding the pantalon, and worn
rather close-fitting, and with an immense spread,

or 'spring,' at the bottom, covering the boot

almost to the toes, succeeding the strapped

trousers of an earlier time, and succeeded in

turn by the 'bags,' as the English slang term
very properly has it, which, since 1860. have

remained in fashion throughout western Europe
and the nations of European settlement, and con-

stitute certainly the ugliest article of costume

hitherto discovered by mankind. The dress of

women, now that we approach our own time, and

the changes of every year become known to us,

has a relative importance so diverse, with so

many and such almost imperceptible changes,

that' a consideration of this is left for the article

Fashion.
BiBLiOGR.u»nY. A general work, containing

500 plates, most of them colored, and an elabo-

rate commentary with an analysis of each plate,

ns well as some essays showing considerable in-

sight, is Racinet, Lr costume historique (6 vols.,

Paris. 1888). published both in folio and in a

more convenient small quarto.
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AnoitKt Oottume.—Ausyrian: Layard, Month
mentg of Nineveh, 100 plates (London, 1850);
Botta, Letters on the Diacoveriea at Nineveh,
trans, by Tobin (London, 1850). Egyptian:
Wilkinson, Manners and Customs of the Ancient
Egyptians (London, 1847). Greek and Iloinan:

Hope, Costume of the Ancients (London, 1809;
new ed., with 340 plates, 1841) ; Evans, Chap-
ters on Greek Dress (London, 1893).
Modern Costume.—Eastern: Lane, Account of

the Manners and Customs of the Modem Egyp-
tians, ed. by Lane-Poole (London, 1871); the
article "Dress," fully illustrated, in Hughes,
Dictionary of Islam (London, 1885) ; Watson,
Textile Manufactures and Costumes of the People
of India (London, 1868), wit^i numerous colored
plates; Audley and Bowes. Kcramic Art of Japan
(Liverpool, 1875-80). European Countries:
Hefner-Alteneok, Trachtcn, Kunstwerke, und
Geriithschaften vom friihen Mittelalter his Ende
des ISten Jahrhunderts (2d ed., 10 vols., Frank-
fort, 1879-89) ; Falke, Kostiimgeschichte der
Kulturvolker, 377 illustrations (Stuttgart, 1882) ;

PlanchO, Cyclopaedia of Costume (London, 1876-

79) ; Lacroix, Manne^rs, Customs, and Dress of the

Middle Ages and the Renaissatice (London,
1877) ; id.. The Eighteenth Century, Its Institu-
tions, Customs, Costumes (London, 1887) ; Bon-
nard and Mercuri, Costumes historiques des Xlle,
XIII 9, XIV « et XVe siccles, 200 plates (Paris,
1867) ; Chevignard and Duplessis, Costumes
historiques des XVI «, XVHe, et XVIII e siecles

(2 vols., 150 plates, Paris, 1867); Viollet-le-

Duc, Dictionnaire raisonn6 du mobilier fran-
Cais, vols. iii. and iv. (Paris, 1872-73) ; Jacque-
iiiin, Iconographie gcn^rale et mdthodique du
costume du 1V« au XIXe siecle, 315-1815
(Paris, 1876), a large folio of 200 elaborate
plates, with supplement (Paris, n. d.) of 80
more; Strutt, Regal and Ecclesiastical Antiqui-
ties of Great Britain, 72 plates (London, 1842) ;

M'lan and Logan, Clans of the Scottish High-
lands (2 vols., 72 plates (London, 1857) ;

PlanchC, History of British Costume (London,
1874) ; Hill, History of English Dress (London,
1900) ; P'airholt, Costume in England, Bohn's
Library (London, 1885), a small but trust-
worthy handbook. For the American aborigines

:

Dellenbaugh, North Americans of Yesterday
(New York, 1901) ; for the English colonies in
America: Earle, Costume of Colonial Times
(New York, 1895).

Books on decorative art often deal with parts
of costumes, and collections of engravings, his-

toricall}' arranged, like Hirth, Kulturgeschicht-
liches Bilderhuch aus drei Jahrhunderten (Leip-
zig, 1895), as well as prints from the engravings
of Diirer, Collot, Hogarth, and other realists,

which are often to be had in photographic repro-
duction.

COSTUME, Ecclesiastical. The dress worn
by ministers of religion as such, in contradis-
tinction to the dress of ordinary life in different
lands and periods. It may best be treated under
two heads, the costume worn by the clergy in
the exercise of their public functions, and that
which constitutes the distinctive dress or habit
of the various religious orders and communities.

OFFICIAL COSTTTME.

Under the Jewish dispensation, the costumes
of the officiating priests and Tjcvites, like every-
tliing else pertaining to the divine worship, was

minutely prescribed and rigidly obser\'ed through
centuries. It seems, however, clearly established
that in the earliest Christian centuries no other
dress was worn by the officiating clergy than the
ordinary costume of their locality. No quota-
tion can be adduced from any author of the first

five centuries alluding to any distinctive vest-
ment. In the Middle Ages a theory was held
that the vestments then in use were directly de-
rived from the Jewish ceremonial ; but so early
as the middle of the ninth century Walafrid
Strabo (see Walafrid) clearly afiirms that
Christian priests in the early centuries offici-

ated in the dress of common life. In this, as in
so many other particulars of ritual, the delay in
establishing elaborate and splendid ol)servance8
may be attributed largely to the statt,' of obscu-
rity and proscription in which the Church lived
until the time of Constantino. Special garments
were sometimes set apart for use in public wor-
ship, of the same shape but of costlier material.
The use of vestments since the establishment

of a formal system must be considered chiefly

under the usage of the Roman Catholic Church,
which has regulated them most definitely and
elaborately. They may be treated imder three
heads—sacrificial, episcopal, and general.

Sacrificial. The chasuble is the principal
vestment regarded as strictly sacerdotal or sac-

rificial. It was originally an ample round
mantle falling over the arms, but this, while

CHASUBLE, OLDER FOBM.

a far more picturesque vestment than the modem
'fiddle-back,' was found practically so inconven-
ient that in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies it was cut away more and more, until the
arms were left entirely free. The change in

form may best be seen from the accompanying
illustrations. Traces of its use as a distinctively

ecclesiastical vestment are found as early as the
first half of the sixth centurj', and the Fourth
Council of Toledo (633) expressly mentions it

as such. Its use seems not to have been at first

confined to priests; and even to this day the
deacon and subdeacon at solemn mass in Advent
and Lent (except on Gaudete and Lcetare Sun-
days) wear folded chasubles, which, however,
they lay aside when they sing the Epistle and
Gospel. Chasubles are also sometimes worn by
canons and other dijrnitaries simply present in

choir at a pontifical mass. In most Western
countries a large cross is embroidered on the
back; in Italy, usually on the front. The stole

is a narrow strip of the same material as the
chasuble, with at least one cross embroidered
on it—generally three, and other elaborate dcco-
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1. JEWISH HIGH PRIEST. 4. RUSSO-GREEK BISHOP.
2. ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP, with mltr«. cope. roche», 5. ANGLICAN BISHOP In roch«t and Chlm*r*.

stole and croaler. 6. Qaneva gown and banda.
8. 8am* In rochet and mantelletta. 7. Dalmatio and alb.

8. Surplice, atole, oasaock. and berretta.
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ration. It is considered a symbol of priestly
jurisdiction, in which sense the Pope wears it

constantly, even when not officiating. It is worn
as a rule in the administration of all the sacra-

CHA8UBLE, MODERN FORM.

ments. At mass the priest wears it crossed over
his breast, and the deacon over his left shoulder;
at other times it is worn hanging straight down.
The earliest truces of its use in the West as a
sacerdotal vestment are found in Spain, where
the Council of Braga (563) speaks of the orarium
as worn by deacons, and the Fourth Council of

Toledo mentions it as a vestment of bishops,

priests, and deacons. The name of stole (Gk.
OTo?^) is properly applied to an enveloping gar-

ment such as was commonly worn by women
in ancient Rome; and therefore the earlier use
of the word in the Greek ecclesiastical writers
must not be taken as applying to what is now
called a stole; orarium, however, in later Latin,
meant a handkerchief, sometimes worn as a
scarf. The employment of this word suggests
that the stole may have been originally a prac-

tical appendage of linen, designed for wiping
the face during the service. The maniple is

similar to a shorter stole, worn pendent from
the left wrist alike by priest, deacon, and sub-

deacori at mass. It.s origin was very possibly

similar to that suggested for the stole—though
a symbolical meaning has been found for it as

typifying the cords with which Christ was bound
before His passion. The alb is a close-fitting

garment of plain white linen reaching to the feet,

though the lower part is nowadays often made
of lace, and sometimes pieces of embroidery
called apparels are sewed on it in four places.

Originally it was probably nothing more than
the ordinary tunic of Greek and Roman costume.

It is confined around the waist by a white linen

girdle. The amice is a piece of fine linen,

oblong in shape, which the priest rests for a

moment on his head, and then spreads on his

shoulders, tying it by strings in front. It

originally covered the head, and to this day, in

the Frnnciscan and Dominican rites, which have

preserved certain traditional peculiarities, the
priest wears it in that position until he reaches
the altar, it is supposed to symbolize the hel-

met of salvation. The bands were worn by
French ecclesiastics, even with street costume,
and until recently very generally in Protestant
pulpits, have been supposed to be a relic of the
amice, but are more probably from the ruflF or
band of general sixteenth-century costume, which
was formally prescribed by Queen Elizabeth to
English clergymen. The special vestments of the
deacon and subdeacon are the dalmatic and
tunicle, which differ very slightly, both being
close-fitting vestments of the same material as the
chasuble, reaching to the knees and with tight
sleeves.

The color of all vestments seems to have been
white at the first. Even the pseudo-Alcuin
(tenth or eleventh centurj-) knows of no other,
with one or two minor exceptions. Innocent III.

(Pope 1198-1216) is the first to mention the
use of four colors, naming black instead of the
modem violet, which he regards as merely a
variant of black. The modem usage prescribes
white for the feasts of our Lord, of virgins who
were not martyrs, and of confessors; red (the
colors of fire and of blood) for the feast of

Pentecost and of all martyrs; the mourning
violet for the season of Advent and from Septua-
gesima to Easter; and green (the color of hope)
for ferial or ordinary days. Black is worn on
Good Friday and in services for the dead. This
covers the general rule; space will not allow the
details of minor exceptions. Cloth of gold is

supposed to take the place of white, red, or
green.

Episcopal. The vestments oflScially worn by
a bishop in the exercise of his functions are
numerous and partly general, partly peculiar to
his office. A bishop fully vested for celebrating
solemn mass wears (over a purple cassock or a
black one with red buttons) amice, alb, girdle,

stole, maniple, tunicle, dalmatic, chasuble, and
mitre, and carries his pastoral staff in his hand.
The ring and pectoral cross which he wears at
other times must also be included, as must the
buskins or sandals and the gloves, which com-
plete the pontifical attire. There is also the
gremial veil, an embroidered cloth which is

spread over his knees when he sits during the
service. In other functions, such as confirma-

tion, he wears cope and mitre, with a stole for

the administration of the sacraments ; but if

he wishes to administer e.g. confirmation less

solemnly, he may wear simply the rochet. The
mitre is the principal ornament peculiar to the
episcopal oflice. It is a head-dress worn in sol-

emn services by bishops and by certain abbots
who preside over specially distinguished monas-
teries knovm as 'mitred' abbeys. It may be de-

,

scribed as a tall, tongue-shaped cap, terminating
in a twofold point, which is supposed to sym-
bolize the cloven tongues in the form of which
the Holy Ghost came upon the Apostles. Two
mitres are worn in pontifical fimctions: one
called the precious or costly mitre, the other of
plainer material and ornament. The pastorat

staff or rrozier in the case of bishops resembles
a shepherd's crook, and is given to them at their
consorrntion as a syml>ol of the authority with
which they are to rule their flocks. .\n arch-
bishop's pastoral staff does not differ from a
bishop's: hut ho soinetinios hns onrrioil in front
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of him a HtafT auriiioiintetl by a cross or crucifix

—that of a putriarcli having two cro«a-bars. An-
other Vfstiiient pet-uliar to archbishops ia the

pallium, a circular band of white woolen stuff

surrounding the neck, with a pendent strip be-

fore and behind; the whole being marked with
several crosses. It is a symbol of jurisdiction,

worn by the 1*oim> and by him bestowed on arch-

bishops, who wear it at high mass on solemn
days, but only within their own jurisdictions.

The sandals wore not originally confined to

bishops; the earliest authors who mention them
allude to a special shape worn by deacons and
subdeacons. Their early distinct liturgical use

is an incidental proof that the vestments are

derived from the costume of every-day life, not

from that of the Jewish priests, who officiated

barefoot. The pectoral cross is a small gold

cross adorned with jewels, which is worn on the

breast by bishops and abbots as a mark of their

oflSce. Innocent III. is the first author to men-
tion its use. The episcopal ring, worn on the

right hand and generally set with a large ame-
thyst, is supposed to sjTnbolize that the bishop

is wedded to his diocese. Among less formal
vestments, the rochet alluded to above is a close-

fitting vestment of linen, somewhat like a shorter

alb or a surplice with tight sleeves; it is worn
by bishops and abbots, also sometimes as a spe-

cial privilege by canons. The mozzetta is a
short caj)e covering the shoulders, a part of the

state dress of bishops when not pontificating, and
is worn with the rochet. The mantelletta is a
sleeveless garment of silk or woolen stuff reach-

ing to the knees, worn by cardinals, bishops, and
other prelates. It is used to cover the rochet,

so that bishops wear it when out of their own
dioceses, the uncovered rochet being a symbol
of jurisdiction. The other vestments worn by a
bishop have already been described, with the

manner of their use, except that, wearing the

pectoral cross upon his breast, he does not cross

the stole as a priest does when preparing to

celebrate. The combination of dalmatic and
tunicle with the chasuble is supposed to express

the union of all the orders in the episcopal office.

General. The most important vestment to

be mentioned under this head is the cope, a wide
cloak of silk or other costly material reaching
nearly to the feet and fastened in front by a
clasp called the morse, and having a semi-

circular hood at the back. While it is worn by
the officiating priest in benediction and other

solemn rites, it is not distinctly a sacerdotal

vestment, and is worn by cantors at solemn
vespers and by other laymen. The humeral veil

is an oblong scarf of the same material as the
chasuble, worn by the subdeacon at high mass
when he holds the paten from the oflTertory to

the Pater noster, and by the priest when giving
benediction or carrying the blessed sacrament in

procession. It is worn over the shoulders, the

paten, pyx, or monstrance being wrapped in it.

The Levites (Num. iv. ) were allowed to bear
the sacred vessels only when wrapped in cover-

ings; and although those in holy orders (and
they alone) are allowed to touch the eucharistic
vessels with the bare hands, the use of the veil

is probably an expression of the feeling of rever-

ence inculcated by the -Jewish rule. The surjdice
(called also cotta at first in Italy, now general-

ly) is a garment of linen worn by all clerics and
assistants in choir and by priests in the adminis-

tration of the sacraments. As late as the twelfth
century it was supposed to rcacli to tlic ankles,

but in modern times it has been very much cur-

tailed, and since the seventeenth century com-
monly ornamented with lace. Under all the
other vestments is worn the cassock, a close-

fitting garment reaching to the feet, which
is the distinctive dress of clerics, in church
and out. The color varies, being black
for a simple priest, purple for a bishop,

and red for a cardinal ; the Pope alone
wears a white cassock. The bcrretta (or biret-

ta), which is also a part of the priest's street or
house dress, must be mentioned under official

costume, as the rubrics prescribe it for the
sacred ministers going to the altar and for

ecclesiastics in choir. It is a square cap with
three ridges extending outward from the centre
of the top—four in the case of doctors of divin-

ity. "At Rome," says Benedict XIV., "and in

most churches the berretta wa.s unknown as late

as the ninth century. Its ecclesiastical use be-

gan when priests gave up the ancient custom
of covering their heads with the amice till the

actual beginning of the mass." The zucchetto

is a small, round skull-cap, of color suited to

the wearer's rank, which, if worn in church, is

removed only at the most solemn parts of the

services.

Eastern Vestments. The influence which
between the eighth and twelfth centuries in the

West bore so strongly upon the development of

ecclesiastical costume, that of the numerous
liturgical writers, was almost wholly lacking in

the East, where between the Patriarch Germanus
of Constantinople in the eighth century, and
Simeon, .\rclibishop of Thessalonica in the fif-

teenth, scarcely one of importance is to be named.
The natural conservatism of the Oriental mind
has also militated against change in the ecclesias-

tical usages. The Western maniple, amice, and
cope are imknown in the Greek and Russian
churches; in place of the first-named, somewhat
similar bands {epimanikia) are worn around
both arms by bishops, priests, and deacons, those

of the bishop being richly ornamented. The lec-

tor and readers wear an ample white or reddish

vestment called phelonion, but differing from
the priestly chasiible in only reaching to the

waist. The subdeacon wears the sticharion, a
sort of dalmatic, narrower and shorter than that

of the deacon, who wears in addition the orarion

or stole hanging before and behind over the left

shoulder. The sticharion has undoubtedly de-

veloped from the alb, but more closely resembles

the dalmatic both in shape and material. The
priest wears the sticharion, the epitrachelion (a

long narrow stole something like an archiepis-

copal pallium in the West), the zone or girdle,

and the phelonion or chasuble, which in Russia

is much abbreviated in front, but hangs down to

the ankles behind. The episcopal vestments are

in the main similar to those of the priests, but

more richly decorated; the bishop's phelonion

is adorned with many small crosses. Instead

of this vestment the Greek metropolitans, and in

Russia all bishops since the time of Peter the

Great, wear the sakkos, a tight-fitting garment
supposed to symbolize the seamless robe of

Christ. The episcopal gloves, sandals, and ring

are not in use. The head-covering resembles a

crown more than the Western mitre. The specific

episcopal insignia are a pastoral staff, generally
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in the shape of a T; the cpigonation, a lozenge-

shaped ornament of stiffened silk bearing a cross

or picture, wliieh hangs from the girdle on the
right side, and the omophorion, a broader pal-

lium with four crosses. The only colors normally
used for all these vestments are white and dark
red, the latter in penitential seasons.

Anglican and Protestant Usage. The uni-
versal tendency of the Reformers was naturally
to dissociate themselves from the older Church
by abandoning to a greater or less extent the
ceremonies and vestments used by it. The
Lutherans and the Anglicans, however, showed
a more conservative spirit than the others.
Luther himself considered the matter one of

indifference; and his followers for a long time
retained most of the old vestments, even the
chasuble being worn in Sweden and Denmark,
wnere the Lutheran bishops also wear copes and
pectoral crosses. But the Calvinists and other
more extreme Reformers of the Continent abol-

ished the older vestments completely, and
adopted the black Genevan go\vn or robe de
Calvin. This, which is nothing more than the
ordinary- dress of a scholar in the sixteenth cen-

tury, with the white bands at the neck, has be-

come a distinctive costume of Protestant minis-
ters for officiating. In recent years there has
been a notable tendency, especially among the
Scotch Presbj'terians, toward the restoration or
adaptation of ancient customs, and surpliced

choirs have been introduced among other 'ritual-

istic' usages. The semi-military costume of the
Salvation Army officers may be referred to as in

some degree illustrating the .same tendency.

The question of vestments was a very thorny
one throughout the whole reign of Elizabeth,

whose impulse in favor of decent and orderly
ceremonial, at least, ran counter to the views
of the advanced Puritan party, vigorously
abetted by the Continental, and especially the

Swiss, Reformers. (See Advertisements of
Elizabeth.) The first Prayer-Book of Edward
VI. had prescribed "a white albe plain with a vest-

ment [chasuble] or cope" for the celebrant, and
albs with tunicles for the assistants. The second
Prayer Book, which represented the extreme at-

tainment of innovation, orderedthat "the minister
shall use neither albe, vestment, nor cope, but be-

ing archbishop or bishop, he shall have and wear
a rochet ; and being a priest or deacon, he shall

have and wear a surplice only." But this mini-
mizing injunction was only temporary, and was
followed by a cautious return to something like

the previous standard. The present law, as con-

tained in the Prayer Book, unchanged since 1661,
is somewhat vague, being merely an authorization
of the "ornaments of the Church and of the
ministers thereof" as used by the authority of

Parliament in the second year of King Edward
VI. The Ritualistic School contends that this

permits, if it does not enjoin, all the ancient
vestments ; and in recent times the clergy of that
school have restored almost all of them, copying
in many cases the modem Roman usage with
great exactness, so that nothing distinctive re-

mains to be said about them. Throughout the
greater part, however, of the post-Reformation
period, the Anglican use was uniform; for all

ministrations except preaching, a linen surplice

reaching to the feet and open in front, without
a cassock, and a wide black stole (or more
properly scarf, since it is contended with some

Vol. v.—02.

show of probability that it was not a stole,

but the scarf worn as a distinctive mark by
noblemen's chaplains), and for preaching the
black gown with bands, until toward the middle
of the nineteenth centurj' it was displaced amid
a storm of controversy by the surplice for that
fimction also. The use of the surplice by men
and boys in the choirs of English cathedral and
collegiate churches was continuous throughout
the post-Reformation period, and with the ritual

revival became general in other churches as well,

the cassock being added. In the closing years of

the nineteenth century the custom of arraying
women singers in these vestments was adopted
by a number of churches, but strongly reprobated
by many bishops as a gross violation of pro-

priety.

The history of -\iiglican episcopal costume has
some curious features. The first Prayer Book
of Edward VI. directed a bishop "to have upon
him, besides his rochet, a surplice or albe, and
also a cope or vestment [chasuble] and also his

pastoral staff in his hand or else borne or holden
by his chaplain." Amid the gradual disuse of

the older vestments, the cope continued to be
frequently worn, instead of the chasuble, in

cathedrals, as expressly enjoined by the twenty-
fourth canon of 1603. Blunt says "it was so

used in Durham Cathedral until the end of the
eighteenth century, being first discontinued by
Bishop Warburton, through irritable impatience
on some collision between his wig and the collar

of the cope." The characteristic dress of the

modern Anglican bishop consists of rochet and
chimere; the latter may be merely a sur\'ival

of a sleeveless garment so called, worn by per-

sons of position in the thirteenth to sixteenth

centuries, but more probably originated as an
episcopal dress from the habit of bishops under
Henry VIII. and Edward, of wearing their scar-

let doctor's gowns with their rochets; in Eliza-

beth's reign the more sober black was substituted,

and the tailors of the Stuart period sewed the

sleeves of the rochet, greatly enlarged, to the
chimere. The latter may be pressed into an anal-

ogy to the mantelletta of Roman Catholic bishops.

MONASTIC COSTUME.
The principle of uniformity of dress to mark

those who lived a common life was adopted even
among the early monks of the Egyptian deserts.

The character of the Eastern religious costumes
was usually, as far as can be determined from
the vague descriptions of early writers, such as
to express a spirit of penitence and differentiate

their wearers from the gaily dressed worldlings.

The early Western founders. Saint Benedict and
even Saint Francis, prescribed the general char-

acter but not the exact shape and color of the
garments to be worn by their followers. Custom
gradually, in a community life, crystallized into

rule. But since the thirteenth century the
founders of orders have usually laid down the
exact details of the habit to be worn, as a sort of

regimental uniform. The notable exceptions are
Saint Ignatius. Saint Philip Neri, and Saint
Vincent de Paul, whose followers have never
worn anything but the ordinary dress of secular
priests. The wearing of the habit at all times is

most strictly enjoined upon members of religious

orders, except when it is sometimes dispensed with
in non-Catholic countries; the early .Jesuits in

China, in pursuance of their policy of adapting
themselves to the customs of the country, wore
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the native costume. (S«'e illusttration of Father
Adam Schnll in the dress of a mandarin.) Nor-

mally, however, the habit is always worn, taking

FATHKB ADAM 8CHALL, B. J., IS IfANDABIN COSTUME.

the place for preaching (and in some places of

administering the .sacrament of penance) of the

surplice and stole. For specific details of the

costume of the various orders, see the articles

under their titles.

BiBLiOGBAPHY. Rock, Hieruvgia (London,
1833) ; Pugin, Glossary of Ecclesiastical Orna-
ment and Costume (70 plates, London, 1844) ;

Marriott, Veatiarium Christianum (London,
1868) ; Bock, Oeschichte der liturgischen Oetoiin-
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Kirchengeschichte, Archaologie und Liturgik
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Vestments, Their Development and History (Lon-
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Vestments (London, 1868) ; Rajewski, Eucholo-
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COS'WAY, Ricn.^RD (1740-1821). An Eng-
lish miniature-painter, bom at Tiverton. He
studied in a London drawing-school, while serv-

ing as waiting-man there, and in 1771 became a
member of the Royal Academy. He painted in

oil and water-color, but his fame rests principally
on his miniatures, most of which were of the
aristocracy.

COT, k6t, PiEBRE AuGUSTE (1837-83). A
French painter, pupil of Cogniet, Cabanel, and
Bouguereau. He painted at first historical sub-
jects, later also portraits, and acquired great
reputation, especially by his female heads.
Among his most noteworthy works are: "Spring
Time;" "Dav of the Dead at the Campo Santo
of Pisa;" "Dionisia :" "Prometheus;" "Medita-
tion;" and Mireille," in the Luxembourg Gal-
lery. He was decorated with the cross of the
Legion of Honor.

COTA, RoDRiGO C. DK Maguaque. a Spanish
poet of the fifteenth century, born at Toledo. His
reputation rests upon the dainty, witty Didlogo

entre el Amor y un caballcro viejo, which ap-
peared first at Modina in 1569. The autliorship
of this poem has been much disputed, but it

seems quite safe to attribute it to Cota. He
wrote Las Coplas dt- Mingu Ucrulgo (c.l472),
and may have written the first act of tlie comedy
Celestina (1480), which was finislied by Rojas.
He also pnuluced some satiric poems.

COTAN'GENT. See Thioonomktky.
COTE-D'OR, kfit'df.r' (Fr., golden hill). A

department in the east of France (q.v.). for-
merly part of the Province of Burgundy (Map:
France, L 4). Area, 3383 square miles'; popula-
tion, in 1896, .366,051; in 1901, 361,626. The
surface is in general elevated, and is traversed
by a cliain of hills forming tlie connecting link
between the CV-vennes and the Vosges. A por-
tion of that range, the COte-d'Or ("golden hill'),
which gives its name to the department, is go
called on account of the excellence of tlie wines
produced on its declivities. A great part of the
department is covered with forests. The valleys
and plains are fertile, and there is good pasture-
land, but agriculture is in a backward state.
COte-d'Or is watered by the Seine, which rises in
the northwest, and by several of its affluents; by
the SaOne, and by the Arroux, a tributary of the
Loire. Capital, Dijon.

COTELIEB, kAt'lyi', or COT'ELE'RIUS,
Jean Baptiste (1627-86). A French Hellenist.
He was born in Ntmes, studied theology and phi-
losophy in Paris, and in 1654 became counselor
of the Archbishop of Embrun. He was appointed
assistant librarian in the Royal Library in 1667,
and in 1676 he l)ecame professor of Greek at the
College de France. His principal publication,
and one which made him widely famous, was his
edition of the Sanctorum Patrum qui Tempori-
bus Apostolicis Floruerunt Opera Greece et La-
tine (Paris, 1672). It was further republished
by Leclerc in 1698, and a further edition of it

appeared in 1724.

COTES, kots, Roger (1682-1716). An Eng-
lish mathematician and physicist. He was bom
at Burbage, in Leicestershire; was graduated at
Trinity College, Cambridge; became a fellow in

1705; and, in 1706, on the recommendation of
Newton, Whiston, and Bently, was made Plu-
mian professor of astronomy. Cotes was editor
of the second edition of Ne\vton's Principia
(1713). Various mathematical papers of his
own, bearing on logarithms, trigonometry, and
geometry, were published posthumously under the
title Harmonia Mensurarum (Cambridge. 1722).
Several theorems are known by his name—e.g.

to determine the harmonic mean between the seg-

ments of a secant to a curve of the nth order
reckoned from a fixed point (.see Curves;
Circij:) ; and also the well-kno^vn theorem of
trigonometry: If A is any point on the radius
OB of circle O, and if the circumference is di-

vided into n equal parts BP,, PiPj. P2P3
and into 2n equal parts BQ„ Q,Pi, P,Q2 . . . . , the
product AP, • APj • APj •

. . . (n factors) = ±
(OA"— 0B°) , and AQ^ • AQ, ; AQ, •

. . . (n fac-
tors) = 0A°4-0Bn.

Cotes was held in the highest esteem by the
scholars and scientific men of his time. Newton
remarked of him: "If Cotes had lived, Ave might
have known something."

COTES, Sara Jeannette Duncan (1861—).
An English novelist. She was bom at Brant-
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ford, Ontario, Canada, and was educated at

the Collegiate School there. She found her way
to the novel through letters and sketches

contributed to newspapers and periodicals, and
made a brilliant success in JL Social Departure,
the observations of a tour round the world in

1881)-yO with Mrs. Lilian Rood. In 1891 Miss
Duncan married Everard C. Cotes, a press corre-

spondent of Simla, India, and has since written

several stories of Anglo-Indian social life. Among
her novels are: An American Girl in London
(1891) ; .4 Daughter of To-day (1894) ; Vemon*a
Aunt (1894) ; The Simple Adventures of a ilem-
sahib ( 1893) ; The Story of Sonny Sahib ( 189^) ;

His Honour and a Lady (1896) ; .1 Voyage of
Consolation (1898) ; The Path of a Star (1899) ;

The Other Side of the Latch, the diary of

an invalid in Simla (1901); Those Delightful

Am erica ns (1 002 )

.

c6tES-DU-N0RD, k6t'-dy-n0r', A depart-

ment in the northwest of France (q.v.), former-

ly a part of Brittany, bounded on the north
by the English Channel (Map: France, D 3).

Area, 2659 square miles. Population, in 1896,

602,657; in 1901, 609,349. The Armoric hills,

called also the Montague Noire, and the Menez
Mountains, cross the department from east to

west. These formations give a rude and broken
aspect to the coasts. The chief rivers, which are

short but navigable, are the Ranee. Gouet, Trieux,

Guer, and Arguenon. The cultivation of flax and
hemp, with the pasturing of cattle and iron-

mining, supply employment in the mountainous
districts; while in the sheltered valleys and on
the coast levels grain, with pears and apples and
other fruits, are produced. Tlie coasts are well

supplied with various kinds of fish. Capital,

Saint Brieuc.

COT'GRAVE, Rajtole ( ?-c.l634). An Eng-
lish lexicographer, bom in Cheshire, and edu-

cated at Saint John's College, Cambridge. It

was while he was secretary to William Cecil,

Lord Burghley, that he compiled his French-
English dictionarv (1611). Other editions were
published in 1632, 1650, 1660, and 1673. The
work contains many absurd errors, but it shows
much more care than similar productions of

that time, and is still much used by philologists.

Ct)THEN, or Kothept, k§'ten. An ancient
town of tilt' German Duchy of Anhalt, situated

on the Ziethe, about 22 miles north of Halle
(Map: Germany, D 3). The streets are broad
and the town is neat and well built. It is sur-

rounded by high walls, and is divided into the old

and new towns and four suburbs. Among its

notable public buildings are the Gothic Church of

Saint James, with some fine old stained glass and
a handsome organ, and the former palace, now
used as a museum and containing a library of

20,000 volumes. The chief industrj' is the manu-
facture of beet-sugar; there are also iron-foun-

dries and machine-works. Population, in 1890,

18,215: in 1900, 22.100. Cothen was an old

Slavic settlement, and received municipal privi-

leges in the twelfth century. In 1547 it joined
the Schmalkaldic League and was taken by
Charles V. LTntil 1853 it was the capital of the
Principality of Anhalt-Cothen.

COTHUR'NUS. See Buskin.

COTI'DAL LINES. A system of lines on a
globe or chart which show the movement of the

ocean tidal waves. The lines join the places
where high water occurs at the same moment.

COTELIiON. A French dance, the same as the
german, and j)erformed to quadrille music. It
was a fashionable dance at the Court of Charles
X., where it had been adapted from a peasant
dance. At first for one, then for two jx^rformers,

it soon became a ronde dance, in which form it

was introduced into England. There are hun-
dreds of possible figures in the modern dance and
the accessories are most elaborate. The cotillon

is begun by a small number of couples, who oc-

cupy the floor while the rest of the guests sit

about the ballroom. These couples select others

from among those seated, and after going through
a figure all take seats and are replaced by other
couples until the whole company has danced that
particular figure. Another method is for each set

of couples to dance a different figure. There is a
good description of some excellent figures in

Grove, and collaborators, Dancing (London,
1895).

COTIN, k6'tax', Charles (1604-82). A French
poetaster, bom in Paris. He was royal councilor
.and almoner to the King imder Louis XIV., and
in 1655 was admitted to the Academic J*"rancaise.

His knowledge of the Oriental and classic lan-

guage? was extensive, and he was a menilier of

the literary circles of the Hotel Rambouillet and
other salons. His verse, of which the Poesies
chretiennes (1657) are the most creditable, is of
no importance. He is, however, unenviably fa-

mous as the object of Boileau's ridicule (Satires^

3, 8, 9) and the original of Trissotin in Mo-
li&re's Femmes savantes.

COTINGA, k6-t^n'ga, or Chatteker (native
South American). A bird of the family Cotin-
gidae, allied to the waxwin^ and manakins. Co-
tingas are numerous, both in species and indi-

viduals, inhabit tropical America exclusively,

feeding on insects and fruit, and are remarkable
for the splendor of the nuptial plumage worn by
the males in many cases, or for eccentricities of
ornament. The bell-bird and unbrella-bird. else-

where described, are cotingas exemplifying such
peculiarities, and the cocks-of-the-rock are in-

cluded by some systemists. They have been spe-

cially studied by Dr. Leonard Stejneger, who
refers to the group as follows in the Standard
Xatural History, vol. iv. (Boston, 1885): "The
greater number of the species of cotinga are
l)lain-colored, gray, rufous, or greenish . . .

though even among these rather modest forms
there are some which are more or less highly
adorned. Among these is the rose-breasted 'fly-

catcher' {Hadrostomus Aglai<e), with a l>eautiful

crimson rosy patch on the breast, which just
enters our fauna across the southern frontier.

Nevertheless, the cotingas are, generally consid-

ered, especially bright-colored and curiously
adorned birds. . . . From Central America
we have the exquisite Carpodectes, white all

over, with a delicate tinge of bluish-gray washed
over the upper surface; from Guiana to Brazil
are found the deep purplish-carmine Xiphola'na,
with white remiges, and the great wing-coverts
singularly lengthened, narrow and stiffened, like

a woodpecker's tail-feathers: the glorious cotin-

ga. shining azure-blue, with purple throat, from
the same countries; the greenish, fork-tailed Phi-
hnlura from Brazil ; and the small, pipra-like
lodopleura, curious on account of the rare lilac
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color of the nitlfs of the body hidden under the
win^." Of nil thi*He the females are plainly
colored, iiiohtly gray, and are therefore incon-

spicuous when making their nests or brooding

—

an important precaution against the extinction

of the race; and tlic gaudy hues of the males are
molted to a great extent during the off-season,

lichen their dress is much plainer than in the

seaiMin of courtship. None of these birds are
notable a,s singers, though several utter loud
and singular cries. See Plate of Cotinoas.

COTISE, kotis, or COST (Fr. cote, side).

In heraldry (q.v.), one of the diminutives of the
bend.

COT'MAN, John Sell (1782-1842). An
Knglish engraver and painter, bom at Norwich.
He painted in oil and water-color, but is prob-

ably better known by his architectural etchings,

collected and published under the title, Etchings

of Architectural arid Picturesque Remains
(1838). There are two water-color drawings
by him in the South Kensington Museum, Lon-
don, and one picture in the National Gallery.

Cotman is now more appreciated than when he
was alive, and is called the most gifted of the
Norwich school.

COTO'NEAS'TEB (Neo-Lat., from Neo-Lat.
cotonca. quince, Lat. cotonea, wallwort). A
genus of plants of the natural order Rosacese.

The species are pretty numerous, shrubs or small
trees; some of them evergreen, with simple, un-
divided leaves, more or less woolly beneath,
small flowers in lateral cymes, and small fruit

not agreeable to the palate, but the bright color

of which, and its remaining on the tree in win-
ter, make them very ornamental. These plants,

while common in Europe, seem little known in

the United States. Cotoneaster integerrima is

a deciduous species, a native of hills in Europe
and Siberia. Cotoneaster tomentosa is found in

the Alps. Most of the species are natives of
mountainous parts of Asia; they are sufficiently

hardy for the climate of Great Britain, where
they are among the most common ornamental
shrubs. Some of them as Cotoneaster rotundi-
folia and Cotoneaster microphylla—both from
the north of India—are much used for covering
walls.

COTOPAXI, ko'td-pjlk'sd; 8p. pron. ko't6-pa'-
hA. 'I'he loftiest active volcano in the world.
It is in Ecuador, in the eastern chain of the
Andes, about 40 miles nearly south of Quito, and
about 50 miles south of the equator, in longi-
tude 78=" 42' W. (Map: Ecuador, B 4). La Con-
damine estimated the height at 18.860 feet;
Reiss, the first to ascend it (in 1872). found it

to be 19,500 feet; and WhjTnper (in 1880), 19,-

013 feet. The valley at its foot, however, is itself
over 9000 feet above the sea. The upper part of
Cotopaxi, a perfect cone for a distance of 4400
feet, is entirely covered with snow, with the ex-
ception of the immediate margin of the crater,
which is a bare parapet of rock. The snow-line
on the northern exposure is 15,600 feet, and on
the southern exposure 1 5,200 feet, above sea-level.
Reiss. whose measurements are largely accordant
with the more recent ones of Whymper. estimated
that the crater, which is elliptical, has a depth
of 1.500 feet and a maximum diameter of about
2G00 feet. Below the snowline is a well-marked
barren belt covered with lichens and shrubs,
below which again is forest. Smoke issues from

the summit ; sounds as of explosions are ooca-
bionally heard; and, also, a fiery glow is often
visible by night. Lava rarely flows even during
eruptions, but flame, smoke, and inniienHc vol-

umes of ashes are then ejected; and wlien tl>e

heat melts large masses of the snow lying on
the sides, destructive floods are occasioned in the
\ alleys beneath. The first eruption recorded was
in 1533. Others followed in 1698 and 1743, since
which date numerous eruptions have occurred.
One of the most violent was that of 1768,
during which ashes, thrown high into the air,
were transported by the winds and thickly strewn
over an area of about 250 miles in diameter. One
of the more recent violent eruptions was in 1877.

COTB.ONE, ko-tro'ni. An episcopal city
(since the sixth century) on the Gulf of Taranto.
146 miles, by the winding railway, south of
Taranto (Map: Italy, M 9). It lias a castle of
the time of Charles V., a cathedral, and an excel-
lent, though small, harbor. Of the Temple of
Hera on the Cacinian promontory (now Cape
Colonne), seven miles to the southeast, which
was the most magnificent structure of the kind in
Magna Gra'cia, only one solitary, but conspic-
uous, colunm remains. The worship of Hera nas
l)een replaced by that of the Madonna del Caj)o,
to whose church, near the temple, the young girls
of Cotrone go in barefoot procession every Satur-
day. The town markets oranges and other fruit,
oil, licorice, wine, grain, and turpentine. The
ancient Cotrone was an Acha?an colony, founded
in B.C. 710. In B.C. 540 Pj'thagoras, after being
banished by Polycrates of Sarnoz, established his
brotherliood here and acquired such influence in
the oligarchical council that the people rebelled,
and expelled the Pythagoreans and established a
democracy. Cotrone suffered severely during the
Pyrrhic wars (see Pyrkiius) and in the later
years of the Second Punic War was Hannibal's
headquarters for three successive winters. It
then sank into obscurity not to appear again in
history until the wars of Narses and Belisarius
(q.v.) against the Goths. In the days of Herod-
otus, and long after, the medical school of Co-
trone was the most famous in the Greek world.
Population (commune), in 1881, 9649; in 1901,
9610.

COTS'WOLD. See Sheep.

COTSWOLD, or COTESWOLD HILLS (vil-

lage meadow, from cot, hut -f icold, meadow).
A range of oolitic and lias hills, running through
the middle of Gloucestershire, England, from
Chipping Camden in the northeast to near Bath
in the southwest, parallel to the Avon and Severn
(Map: England, D 5). They are 54 miles long,
in some parts 8 miles broad, and cover 312
square miles, with an average height of 500 to
600 feet. The highest points are Cleave Hill
(1134 feet) and Broadway Hill (1086 feet).
The surface is generally bare, but com, turnips,
and sainfoin are grown, and coarse-wooled sheep
are raised.

COT'TA. The name of a family of German
publishers, whose establishment was founded in
Tubingen in 1649. It included the eminent theo-
logian. JoHAxx Friedrich Freiherr von Cotta
(1701-79). and his grandson. TJonANN Friedrich
vox Cotta (1764-1832), the most eminent pub-
lisher in German history. Educated for the law,
he began the book business at Tiibingen in 1787,
and in 1795 began to publish Schiller's Horen,



COTINGAS, ETC.

1. BAND-TAILED PLANT CUTTER (Phytotoma rmrm).
2. YELLOW-CRESTED PITTA (Pitta coronata).
3. AMAZONIAN COCK-OF-THE-ROCK (Rupicola ruplcola).

' QOLDEN-CAPPED MANAKIN (PIpra aurlcapilla).

5. ECUADORIAN UMBRELLA-BIRD (Cephalopterus pen-
duliger).
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the Politische Annalen, aud an architectural an-
nual. In 1798 he issued Die Allgemeine Zeitung
(q.v. ), the Damenatmanach, and some like under-
takings. The Litteraturblatt and the Kunstblatt
followed. Cotta was publisher for nearly all the
distinj^iished literary men of the classical epoch.
In 1810 he moved his printing-house to Stuttgart;
in 1824 he introduced the first steam print-

ing-press into Bavaria, and later he helped to
found the Literary and Artistic Institute at
-Munich. In politics Cotta was a moderate but
steadfast Lil)eral. He was a practical social re-

former, abolishing serfdom on his estates, build-

ing model farms, and making them in effect

neighborhood experiment stations. The house of
Cotta is still among the greatest publishing firms
in Germany.

COTTA, Bernhabd von (1808-79). A Ger-
man geologist, bom at Zielbach. After studying
at the School of Mines at Freiberg, and at the
University of Heidelberg, he was associated with
Naumann in the publication of a geological map
of Saxony (12 sections, 1833-42), and from 1841
to 1874 was professor of geology at Freiberg.

His publications, many of which have been trans-

lated into English, include: Geognostische Wan-
derungen (1836-38); Anleitung zum Studium
der Geognosie und Geologic (3d ed., 1849) ;

Deutschlands Boden (1854); and Die Geologic
der Oegenicart (5th ed., 1878). In the latter

work he proved himself an evolutionist, and an
adherent of Darwin's theory of the origin of spe-

cies. He was one of the first geologists to accept
this theory and apply it to organic remains in

sedimentary rocks.

COTTA, Heixrich (1763-1844). A German
forester of distinction, born near Wasungen. He
studied at Jena, in 1801 became a master forester

and a member of the Eisenach College of Fores-
try, and from 1795 to 1811 conducted at Zill-

bach a school of sylviculture, founded by him-
self. In 1811 he was summoned to Saxony as
counselor of forestrj', and thither removed his

school, which in 1816 received the title of

'Royal Academy of Forestry.' He wrote a num-
ber of volumes, including: Anweisung zum Wald-
bau (1817; 9th ed., 1865) ; Die Verbindung des
Feldbaues mit dem Waldbau (1819-22); and
Grtindriss der Forsticirthschaft (1832; 6th ed.

1872).

COTTAGE (OF. cotage, ML. cotagium, from
AS. cot, Icel. kot, hut). Formerly a term used
in Great Britain for a small dwelling-house of a
poor family, especially in the country, detached
from other buildings. It had no second story

(though sometimes garret-rooms), and was built

usually of stone and thus distinguished from
wooden cabins or huts, though wood was not ex-

cluded. Recently the term has been extended to

mean countrv' houses of moderate extent, but
built especially as summer residences for well-

to-do families; and finally it is applied, in the

United States, to the most sumptuous summer
residences at places like Newport and Bar
Harbor.

COTTAGE CITY. A town, including several

villages, on the northeast side of Martha's Vine-

yard Island. Dukes County, Mass., 22 miles

southeast of New Bedford (Slap: Massachusetts,

V 5). One of the most popular resorts on the

New England coast, it contains several hotels,

camp-meeting grounds, and a public library, and

is noted for its invigorating air and fine bathing.
Population, in 1890, 1080; in 1900, 1100.

COTTAB'S SATURDAY NIGHT, The. A
poem by Robert Burns, published with a volume
of other verse in 1786. It describes the homely
pleasures of the Scottish laborer when the week's
work is completed.

COTTBTJS, kofbus. A town of the Prussian
Province of Brandenburg, situated on the Spree,
about 70 miles southeast of Berlin. It is a mer-
cantile centre of importance, with manufactures
of linen, wool, yarn, jute, and carpets (Map:
Germany, F 3).

' Population, in 1890, 34,910; in

1900, 39,327. Cottbus was founded in the tenth
century by Henry I. In 1445 it was sold to the
Elector of Brandenburg. It belonged to Saxony
from 1807 till 1813, when it passed to Prussia.

COTTE, kot, Robert de (1656-1735). A
French architect. He was born in Paris, and
was a pupil and brother-in-law of J. H. Man-
sard. He at first attended only to the details

of the work done by his master; but he after-

wards built the chapel of Versailles, the colon-

nade of the Trianon, the dome of the Invalides,

the Hotel de la Vrillifere (now the Bank of
France), and left designs for the portal of Saint
Roch and for many buildings outside of his own
country. Cotte was made first architect to the
king (1708), after the death of Mansard.

COTTENHAM, Earl of. See Pepys, Chables
Christopher.

COT'TER, Joseph B. (1844—). An Ameri-
can Roman Catholic bishop, bom in Liverpool.

He came to America in his youth, and was edu-
cated at Saint John's University. After holding
a pastorate at Winona, Minn., for eighteen years,

he was in 1889 consecrated first bishop of that
diocese. He has been active in the temperance
movement, and has several times acted as presi-

dent of the Total Abstinence Union of America.

COTTEREAU, kot'rA', Jeax. See Chouans.
COTTIDiE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Neo-

Lat. coitus, Gk. kSttoq , kottos, a sort of river-

fish, probably the bullhead). A family of small,

ugly-looking, spiny-rayed fishes having a large
depressed head, usually armed with spines or
tubercles, and a tapering body, which may be
naked or irregularly armed with scales or bony
plates. There are about 60 genera and 250 spe-

cies. The typical genus is Cottus. Nearly all

are small. They inhabit the rocky shores and
pools of the northern regions, some of the spe-

cies descending to great depths. Many inhabit
fresh waters, occupying the clear, cool streams
of northern regions. Tlie family includes the
sculpins. niiller's-thumb, grubby, father-lasher,

etc. Verj' few are used as food. See Sculpin.

COTTIERS, k5t'ti-erz. A term originally in-

dicating tenants who rented cots or cottages, or
at the most a plot of land too small to be desig-

nated a farm : but later the term had a more
general application to peasant farmers whose
rent was determined not by custom, but by com-
petition. The most notable case of this system
of land tenure was in Ireland. Avhere the capital-

ist farmer was scarcely represented in the popu-
lation. The same class in the western parts of

Scotland are called 'crofters.' Among both the
lack of capital and the competition for land,

inducing rack-rent, has provoked much misery.

It has been partially alleviated in Ireland by the
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gradual diminution of the population. See
iBisii Land Laws.

COTTIN. kd'tflN', Alabic. a nickname of
Fredt-riok the Great, originated by Voltaire.

COTTIN, Sophie Risteau (1770-1807). A
Freneli novelist, bom at Tonneins, and generally
known to a now past generation as the author of
Elisabeth ou Ics exiUa dc fiibMc, which won the
praise of iniitutiun from Xavier de Maistre in

La jvune SibMcnne (1825). In France her
vogue was not lasting. Sainte-Beuve says tliat

by 1840 her books were read only 'from curiosity
to learn the emotional moods of our mothers.'
She died in Paris, August 25, 1807.

COT'TLE, Joseph (17701853). An Eng-
lish publisher, born probably in Gloucestershire.
He opened a bookshop in Bristol and was instru-
mental in publishing some of the first poems of
Southey, Coleridge, and Wordsworth. He re-

mained in business from 1791 to 1709. After his
retirement he produced several volumes of poetry,
such as Malvern Hills ( 1798) ; John the Baptist
( 1801 ) ; Messiah ( 1815) , which awoke the satire
of Byron. His Earlp Recollections, Chiefly Re-
lating to Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1837), with
a second edition under the title Reminiscences of
Coleridge and Southey (1847), contains interest-
ing information on the early lives of Coleridge
and Southey, but is disfigured by many details
that show Cottle himself in an unpleasant light.

COTTON (Fr., Sp. coton, from Ar. qutun,
qutn, cotton, from qatana, to inhabit). An im-
portant vegetable fibre distinguished from all

other fibres by tlie peculiar twist it possesses,
which makes it exceedingly valuable for spinning.
It is cultivated in those parts of the globe be-
tween the two thirty-fifth parallels of latitude (a
region which contains the largest portion of the
land surface of the globe), although its most
profitable cultivation is between the twentieth
and thirty-fifth parallels north of the equator.
Within this belt lie the cotton districts of the
United States, northern Mexico, Egypt, northern
Africa, and Asia, except the extreme southern
parts of India and the Malay Peninsula. South
of the equator cotton is grown in Brazil, nearly
all of which country is said to be favorably
adapted to its cultivation; in Australia, though
not to any great extent; in Africa, where the
extent of production is not known, and in the
islands of the Pacific. Cotton is grown under
wider range of climatic conditions, over a greater
area, and by a greater variety and number of
people, and is useful for a larger number of pur-
poses than any other fibre. Its cheapness and
the extent of its production preclude the demand
ever exceeding the supply except locally and tem-
porarily. Although cotton is grown mainly for
the fibre surrounding its seeds, its by-products,
the seeds as a source of oil and cake, and also the
fibre of the stalks, are of great importance. See
Cottonseed and Its Proditts.
Botanical and Commebcial Classifications.

The cotton of commerce is the product of a few
species of Gossypium, a genus of the natural
order Malvacese, to which also belong the holly-
hock, mallow, hibiscus, etc., as may be readily
seen by a comparison of their flowers'. (For illus-
tration, see Plate of Fibre Plants.) There are
in all about 50 species of Goss\'pium. only a few
of which are economically important. They are
small trees, shrubs, or herbaceous plants, and in

their duration are perennials, biennials, or an-
nuals. The leaves of tlie cultivated spwies are
three to seven, or even nine-lobed, and are more
or less sprinkled with small black or jtelhuid
dot«. The flowers vary in color; the couunon
colors in the I'nited States are white or light yel-
low, with purple spots at base, the whole flower
turning red the second day after opening. The
flowers usually are borne singly in the axils of
the leaves e-xcept in the 'cluster' type, where a
number occur together. At their bases the flow-
ers are surrounded by three or more green heart-
shaped bracts, which are deeply cut or fringed
and are united at their bases to form a cup.
These constitute the 'squares.' The fruit, known
as the boll, is a three to five-celled capsule, con-
taining the numerous seeds, more or less covered
with lint, which is white or tawny. All of the
species are of tropical origin, yet their most suc-
cessful cultivation is in temperate climates where
there is a period of six months free from frosts
and where there is an abundant and well-distrib-
uted rainfall throughout the growing season. An
increasing temperature during the period of
greatest growth is believed to be conducive to the
production of the best fibre, and in India, where
a lower grade of staple is produced, the decreas-
ing temperature at this period is held responsible
for the inferior quality. The botanical origin of
plants that have long been in cultivation is al-
ways a source of perplexity, and the exact species
to which the different varieties of cotton belong
has been the subject of much controversy. By
almost common consent it is now agreed that
most of the cotton of commerce is the product of
three or four species and their hybrids. These
species are Gossypium arboreum and Gossypium
peruvianum, arborescent species grown only in
the tropics ; Gossypium barbadense, the source of
the celebrated Sea Island cotton, and Gossypium
herbaceum, the species from which most of the
crop of India and the United States is grown.
By some the American upland cotton is believed
to have originated from Gossypium maritimum
and Gossypium hirsutum, but these are now be-
lieved to be the same as Gossypium barbadense
and Gossypium herbaceum. There is perhaps no
plant that responds so quickly and changes in
ehvironment and improved cultivation, and to
this fact is doubtless due the many varieties and
species that have been described.

The Sea Island cotton, Gossypium barbadense,
with its beautiful, long and silky staple, is one
of the most valuable of the races or species of
cotton. The flower is of a rich cream-color and
its seeds are black, small, and easily separable
from the lint. This species attains the highest
perfection along the coast region of South Caro-
lina, Georgia, and Florida, with well-known vari-
eties grown under irrigation in Eg\'pt from
American seed. The fibre of Sea Island cotton
averages about one and three-quarter inches in
length, with one and one-half to two and one-half
as the extremes. It is adapted to the finest

thread and lace work, and other products for
which the short staple is not suited. The Egyp-
tian varieties are usually a little shorter in sta-

ple and are of a tawny color. These are often
used for the natural colored balbriggan under-
wear, hosiery, etc., where a smooth finish and
silky lustre are desired. The cultivation of Sea
Island cotton is highly developed, and the United
States crop of 1898-99 was 67,611 bales of 500
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pounds each. About the same amount is annually
uuporteii into the United States from Egypt.
The upland cotton of the United States is

mostly derived from Gossypium herbaceum. In
this country the varieties of this species have
white Howcrs, which turn red the second day
after opening. The fibre of this series is shorter,

but the plant can be cultivated over a greater

extent of territory than the others. The seed of

the upland varieties is usually of a greenish

color and has a closely adherent gray fuzz in ad-

dition to the longer lint, making the process of

ginning more difficult. There are doubtless many
hybrids between these series, as may be seen in

tiie character of some upland cottons. In 1896
descriptions were published in the United States
Department of Agriculture, Office of Experiment
Stations, Bulletin 33, of more than 130 varieties

of cotton in cultivation in the United States at

that time, together with about an equal number
of so-called varieties which were only old ones

renamed. Most of these varieties were upland
cottons, and they varied widely in their produc-

tion and character of lint. Gossypium arboreum
is a small tree rather common about the temples
of India and China, but it is said never to be
cultivated as a regular crop. The trees are

rather short-lived, and they yield a fine, silky

fibre an inch or more in length. This is called

Xurma or Deo cotton and is little used except

by the priestly class. It is probable that its

value has been overrated. It will not mature in

the United States. The origin of the cottons

supposed to be derived from GJossypium Peru-

vianum is somewhat in doubt. They are South
American, as their name would indicate, and
their smooth black seeds adhere in a reniform
mass, hence the name 'kidney cotton,' which is

usually applied to them. Their fibre is strong,

rather coarse and woolly, one and one-half inches

or less in length, and from its great resemblance
to wool is frequently used in combination with
that staple. About 15,000 bales are annually
imported into the I'nited States, and it is claimed
that most of it is used by woolen manufacturers
to mix in making underwear, hosiery, etc., much
of the material being sold as all-woolen goods.

In cownicrcial tisnpe, to fibres under 0.98 inch

or 25 millimeters in length there has been given

the name 'short staple'; 'medium' means from
0.98 to 1.17 inches (25 to 30 millimeters), and
'long* 1.18 to 1.57 inches (30 to 40 millimeters) ;

'extra.' including those which are 1.58 inches

(40 millimeters) or more. The extra and the

long in the United States seem to come from Sea
Island cotton or some of its hybrids: the short

and medium from Gossypium hirsutum or Gos-
sypium herbaceum.

The commercial classification of cotton in New
York is as follows: The 'full grades' are fair,

middling fair, good middling, middling, low
middling, good ordinary, and ordinarj'. Half
grades are designated by the prefix 'strict,' quar-

ter goods by prefixes 'barely,' meaning the point
above half grade and the next full grade above,

and 'fully,' meaning the mean point between
the half grade and the next full grade below.

Liverpool high grades are lower, and low grades
higher than New York.

Ci'i-Tiv.\TioN. The plant requires for its best

development a peculiar soil and climate, ^\'hile

the method of cultivation is about the same in the

various countries where it is grown, that in

the United States is the most perfect. Although
the plant is not really an annual, it is treated as
such in its cultivation. The land is prepared in
winter, the time of beginning varying with the
locality. After thorough plowing, and after all

frost has gone, the ground is bedded into rows
from three to four feet wide, according to situa-

tion and the quality of the soil ; the seed is sown
along the centre of these beds, either in a straight
furrow made with a small plow or opener, or in

holes twelve to eighteen inches apart. Where
artificial fertilizers or cottonseed-meal are drilled

in this method of preparation is indispensable.

The usual date to begin preparing land is from
Januarj' 15 in southern Texas to March 5 in

South Carolina. Sowing usually commences
March 10 to April 15 and continues to May 15;
but late spring frosts may delay it longer. The
young shoots, which appear in from ten to fifteen

days, are weeded and thinned when they have
attained a height of two to six inches, say, when
the third or first true leaf appears. The average
date of bloom is Jime 5. As a general rule, cot-

ton is a dry-weather plant, heavy rainfall inter-

fering with both the culture and the stand, al-

though an extremely dry spring interferes with
the growth. For plowing it is best to have just
enough rain to make the soil moist and spongy.
When young, the crop flourishes best with warm
steamy weather, with an occasional shower until

blooming. An excess of rain produces weeds and
wood; severe drought stunts the plant, matures
it too early, and causes a small, light-stapled

crop. Early frost causes the plant to turn
brown ; cold nights cause many of the plants to

die. Lands in hilly or upland districts require

more moisture than those lying in the plains

and river bottoms. Overflowing often causes in-

jury on bottom and flat prairie lands, but re-

planting or recuperation often redeems the most
hopeless cases. Where, however, overflowing
causes 'sanding,* the land is rendered utterly use-

less for cotton culture that year. The experi-

ment stations in the Southern States have aided
in introducing improved methods of cultivating,

fertilizing, and handling the crop. Rotation of

crops and green manuring have been shown to be
of great advantage. From the date of bloom,
warm, dry weather is needful, until picking time,
which usually commences from July 10 in south-

em Texas up to September 10 in Tennessee, and
continues until frost puts a stop to further
growth. During the harvest all available hands
are called into full employment. The cotton is

gathered into baskets or bags hung from the
shoulders of the pickers, and when the crop has
been secured it is spread out. dried, and then the
fibre separated from the seeds. For long-staple

or Sea Island cotton in South Carolina the usual
date to l»egin preparing land is February 1

:

planting begins April 1 and ends May 1 ; picking
is from August 25 to December 10.

Insect Enemies of the Cotton-Plant. See
COTTON-IXSECTS.

Cotton Diseases. There are a number of well-

characterized diseases of the cotton-plant, some
of which are due to disturbances in the nutrition
of the plant, others are caused by fungous attacks,

while still others are attributed to the presence
of minute worms, called nematodes, in the roots.

.Attention to the requirements of the plants will

correct the first class of diseases. For the fun-

gous troubles but little in the way of prevention
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is known. Among the inoHt important diseases

due to physiological cau!M.*s are those known as

the uiusaic disease or yellow leaf-blight, and the

shedding of bolls*. In the lirHt, small ureas of the

leaves lH>come yellow, giving to tlie leaf a peculiar

eiie<-kered appt'arance. I>ater these areas turn

brown and dry up, leaving the leaf in a more or

less raggi'd c-ondition. At this stage the disease

is usually referred to as the black rust. Heavy
applications of kainit or similar fertilizer are

said to correct this evil. The shedding of the

bolls, or their drj'ing up w4iile still attached to

the plant, is often a serious trouble. Extreme
dry or wet weather causes this disease by inter-

fering with the proper supply of moisture and
nutriment furnished the plant through its roots.

Among the diseases due to j)arasitic ifungi a few

of the most serious and widely distributed may
l>e mentioned. Damping off, soreshin, or seedling

rot is caused by Pythium debaryanum and a

number of other fungi. They attack the young
plants at or near the surface of the ground, pro-

ducing ulcer-like spots, and later rot the plant

off. The simken, ulcer-like spots can be readily

seen on the affected stems. Another common dis-

ease is anthracnose. due to Colletotrichum gos-

sypii. It is a widely distributed fungus that

attacks the bolls, stems, and leaves. Upon the

bolls small reddish spots appear which later

become black. The centre then becomes gray or

pink and the spots enlarge in a concentric man-
ner with well-marked zones of color. The boll is

killed outright or has its development checked so

that the lint is worthless, l^pon the stems the

fungus is somewhat similar in its behavior, al-

though the spots are not quite so definitely

marked. Upon the leaves the disease is not very

well characterized. A root-rot is very destruc-

tive in some places. Its behavior is so marked
as to need no description. It is due to a
rather widely distributed fungus that has been

called Ozoniuni auricomum. It attacks a number
of plants in addition to cotton. Rotation of

crops is about the only method of relief known.
A \eai-h\\ght {Sphcerella gossypina) and a mildew
{liamularin areola) are common diseases in the

cotton-field, but they seldom occasion much injury.

The most serious fungous disease to which the

cotton-plant is subject is the wilt disease, or

Frenching, as it is commonly known. It makes
its appearance usually in May, when the plants

are si.\ or eight inches high. The plants are

dwarfed, have an unhealthy appearance, the

leaves turn yellow between tne veins and their

margins dry up. Sometimes plants wilt and die at

once, while at other times the progress of the dis-

ease is slower and the plant may partly recover.

A plant attacked by this disease will show a
brownish stained color in the wood when cut
across. The cause of the trouble is a fungus re-

cently described as Neocosmospora vasinfecta,

and the same or a closely related form occurs on
the okra and watermelon. Some varieties and
individual plants seem less liable to this disease,

which attacks the plants through the soil, and it

is thought the means for overcoming this trouble
lies in resistant plants. This disease, as well

as some others, is very much complicated by
the presence in the roots of the cotton of nema-
todes (Heterodera radicicola), minute worms
that enter the roots of cotton and a number of

other plants, causing a larire number of galls to

be formed. The plant is injured by the nourish-

ment taken from other parts of the plant to
make the galls. This weakens the plant so it is

more liable to fungous attack. When nematodes
occur in abundance in the field no entirely effi-

cient means of eradication is known as yet.

Prodiction AM) I)ihtribi:tion. The oldest

known cotton-producing country is India, where
for thirty centuries the plant has l>een grown
and its flbre manufactured. For four hundred
years before the Christian Era cott<in was well

known in what was then the civilized world, the
writings of the Greeks and Egyptians plainly in-

dicating the knowledge of the value of this fibre.

Columbus found it in the Western world, al-

though not so extensively cultivated as in the

East; but during the past fifty years its cul-

ture here has distanced in quantity and in qual-

ity the produce of the Old VVorld. Down to 1800
the cotton-consumers of Euroixj depended upon
the Indies and the Levant for their raw mate-
rial ; but by 1800, so far had the inventive

genius, the superior farming, and tlie greater
energy of the planter of our Southern States
pushed the production of the fibre, that they fur-

nished the greater part of the cotton used by
Great Britain and the Continent of Europe.
From 1858 to 1860 America furnished 79 per

cent, of the cotton imported into Great Britain.

During our Civil War this dropped to 3^2 per
cent., rising to 58 per cent, in 1871, and amount-
ing to 80 per cent, in 1900. During the Civil

War, when the price of cotton was abnormally
high, attempts were made to grow cotton in

many countries. The industry flourished there

for a while, but it has ceased to be profitable in

Europe, Australia, etc. Russia in her Asiatic

possessions has developed cotton-growing greatly

in recent years, so that the imports into the em-
pire have fallen off 50 per cent, in the past decade.

Cotton Pboductiox of the World. This is dif-

ficult to more than approximate, as a large

proportion and amount consumed is produced in

uncivilized or in semi-civilized countries, where
no accurate record is kept ; and in many coun-

tries and districts absolutely no data are avail-

able—as in China, where soil and climate are

favorable and the clothing of the population is

largely of cotton, yet the extent of its cultivation

is a close secret; and in some parts of India,

where the production can be estimated only by
the amount in sight and the known or assumed
requirements for dress. The amount produced in

the vast unknown continent of Africa is even

more of a mystery, although native cottons

form there a large proportion of tlie dress.

The commercial crop for the year 1898-99 was
13,110,000 bales of .500 pounds each. This in-

cludes the total crop of the United States and
the known imports into Europe and America
from other cotton-producing countries. The prod-

uct was divided as follows: United States, 11,-

189,000 bales: Egvpt, 1,243.000 bales; India,

China, etc., 607,000"; Brazil, 23,000 bales; Peru,

West Indies, etc., 30.000: and Turkey, Asia

Minor, etc., 18.000. The domestic consumption in

those countries from which only the exportations

are given would add very materially to the total

production of the world. India leads in the do-

mestic consumption of cotton among those coun-

tries not reporting, and in 1900 about 1,100,000

bales were consumed bv the local mills. Accord-

ing to Latham. Alexander & Co.. the total pro-

duction for 1900 was: United States, 9,137,000
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bales; E^st Indies, etc., 1,562,000 bales; Egypt,

1^228,000 bales; Brazil, etc., 250,000 bales, or a

total of 12,177,000 bales of 500 pounds each.

CoTTO>' IN TUE UNITED Statks. The first au-

thentic record of cotton cultivation in the United

States was at Jamestown, Va., in 1607. Sea

Island cotton was introduced from the West
Indies in 1786. The first exportation was in

1747, when eight bags were sent to England, the

first shipment of any importance being 2000

pounds in 1770. In 1791, 189,316 poimds were

exported; Whitney's invention of the saw gin in

1793 raised this amount to 17,789,803 pounds by

The accompanying Table No. 1, taken from
Bulletin A'o. 58, census of 1900, gives the cotton

crop in the United States by States, according

to censuses of 1870, 1880, 1890, and 1900, for the

crops of the preceding year. The bale measure-
ment of 1890 was 477 pounds; in 1880 it was
433 pounds; in 1870 it was 440 pounds. It is

interesting to note the States in which cotton

has at some time been cultivated. The Bulletin

states that "early settlers north of the Ohio
River planted cotton for domestic uses between
1749 and 1780. The census for 1860 gave for Illi-

nois 1482 bales, or 659,490 pouncU of cotton.

Table I.—Cotton Gbowx ijj thk Dmted States in the Teabs 1869, 1879, 1889, and 1899 (in Bales)

Alabama
ArkanscM
California. ,

Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Indian Territory

,

Kansas
Kentucky ,

Louisiana
Mississippi
Missouri
Nevada
North Carolina....
Oklahoma
South Carolina...
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
West Virginia

Total 3,011,996

1869 1879

429,483
347.968

34
39,789

473,934
465
* 3

7

1.080
360.832
664,938

1,346
106

144,936

224,500
181,842
360,628

22
183

2

699,664
608,256

64,997
814,441

17,000

"i.xi
608.669
963.111
20,318

a89,'696

522,548
330,621
805,284

19,595

5,755,359

1889

915,210
691,494

57,928
1,191,846

34.115
212
873

659,180
1.154,725

15.856

"336.261

425
747,190
190,579

1,471,242

6,376

7.472,511

1899

Actual No. f^^^^tti?-

1,103,690
719,453

56,821
1,296,844

160,324
121
84

708,508
1.264,048

19,377

"473,155

84,035
876,545
215,175

2,658,555

9,239

9,635,973

1,078.519
705,583

49.359
1,231,060

143,608
121
79

700,352
1,237,666

20,275

4*6,400
71,983

837,105
211.6U

2,609,018

sVeiJ

6,345,391

Per ct. of Total

1870
I

1900

14.2
8.2
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the requisite firmness and twist. Doubling is

the combining of two or more threads into a
single cord. Every step in the manufacture of

cotton yarn has for its object ( 1 ) the removal of

finer and finer impurities, (2) the attenuation

and Htrongtliening of the thread, (3) correcting

the mistakes of the preceding process. The whole
process is described in more detail in the general

article on Si'INMNG.
The tliread may be subjected to the additional

processes of gazing and polishing. The object of

gazing is to singe off all the loose fibres and so

produce a very smooth yarn. This is accom-
plished by passing the thread through a very fine

jet of gas, as it is Avound from one bobbin to

another. The yarn is polished by applying a
sizing made of starch, beeswax, or other ma-
terials. This not only gives the yarn a gloss, but
increases its strength and weight. The process

of weaving cotton into cloth does not difl"er

materially from that of silk and wool, and is

treated in the general article on Weaving.
The bulk of the world's cotton is shipped into

foreign countries and often across the ocean twice,

once to the factories .to be transformed into yam
and cloth, and again, perhaps, back to the very
region where it was first raised, in the form of

cotton goods. The best example of this fact is

ofTered by the United States, which raises nine-

tenths of the world's cotton, yet exports less

cotton goods than the republic of Switzerland,
which raises not a pound of cotton and has not
even a seaport. Of course the United States is

an enormous consumer of cotton, and this fact

must be remembered in considering the extent of

her export trade. Obviously the amount of cotton
goods imported, and the amount produced and
consumed at home, are also important factors.

exported and in the actual amount produced. It
is interesting to note that this enornums industry
is concentrated about Lancashire, in a district

whose area is alraut 50 per cent, greater than that
of the State of Rhode Island. In the United
States, the most nnirked development of the last
decade of the nineteenth century is the relative
importance of Southern factories, situated in the
very loc-ality where cotton is produced. In this
period the number of spindles increased 245 per
cent, and became nearly one-third of the whole
number in the country. Other industrial condi-
tions besides the nearness to the cotton crop pro-
duce<l this growth, chief of which has been the
general industrial awakening experienced by the
South. Capital, however, in this section, has
shown greater progress than labor, so that the
latter is still cheap; a working day is long, and
there are comparatively few labor laws restrict-

ing the age, sex, and other conditions of labor.

Table III.

—

Value ok the World's Exports or CkiTTON
UOODS BY COU.NTRIEB

(From The World's Export Trade)

United States
England
Germany
France
AuBtria-Hungary
Italy
Russia
Switzerland
Belgium
Japan

Total

1897

$21,037,678
310,910,727
47,298,930
23,696,604
4,268,619
6,767.076
2,089,800

23.969,001
4.823,396
7,981,286

$461,832,014

1896

$17,024,092
316,418,260
47.961,144
25,621,691

3,634.952
9.700.093
1.622,638

24,503,083
6,192,894

11,357,-281

$461,836,028

1899

$23,666,914
328,326,167
53,6:«,776
32,081,095
4,142,910
10,747.854
•1,500,0(X)

25,000,000
5.440.746

16,215,860

$600,668,412

Table IV.—Number op Spindles in Cotton-Mills
(Compiled by A. P. Shepperson and published In Cotton Facts)

SEASON OF
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day's work, which averages from 10 to 15 cents;

but the standard of intelligence and faithfulness

among operatives is so low that, measured by
the amount and quality of the product, the real

cost of labor is high. In Japan, it is particu-

larly hard to keep stedy employees. The girls

are used to the freedom and out-of-door life of

the country and will not stay long at their situa-

tions, so that mill operators are constantly ham-
pered with green hands. In Japan the weaving
of cotton and other fabrics is still largely a house-
hold industry. In 1896, according to the French
consul at Yokohama, 060,408 dwellings or estab-

lishments contained 949,123 looms, at which
1,043,866 persons were engaged in weaving. The
yarn used in this household art is largely factory-

spun, thus increasing rather than diminishing
the demand for cotton-factories.

Statistics.—Shepperson, Cotton Facts (New
York, annually) ; {Statistical Abstract of the
United States (published annually) ; United
States Department of Agriculture, Otfice of Experi-
ment Stations, Bulletin 33, and Publications of

the Statistical Division and Section of Foreign
Markets, Twelfth United States Census (Wash-
ington, 1902), See Cottonseed axd Its Pboo-
VCTS; Spinning; Weaving; Muslin.
COTTON, Abtificiai,. A material made in

Germany from the wood of the fir-tree, which is

reduced to thin shavings. These are washed,
then steamed for ten hours, after which they are
treated with a strong solution of sodium lye and
then heated under great pressure for thirty-six

hours. The wood is then said to be changed to
pure cellulose. To give the material greater re-

sisting power, castor-oil and gelatin are added.

Tablk v.—Cotton Consijmptioji of the World, m 600-Podnd Bales

TEAR
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cruiser Harvard, and after the war he became
cominandaiit of the Navy-yard at Norfolk, Va.

COTTON, Gkokge Edward Lynch (\813-

(M)). An Knj^lish divine and educator. He was
born at Chester and educated at Cambridge.
From 1837 to 1852 he taught at Rugby, being
the 'young master* mcnticmed in Tom Brotcn'a

School Days. He was for six years principal of

Marlborough College, and in 1858 was made
Bishop of Calcutta. In that ollice he founded
many schools and effected great improvement in

tlje education of the poorer classes of the Anglo-
Indian population.

COTTON, John (1585-1652). An eminent
Puritan divine, known as 'The Patriarch of New
England.' He was born in Derby, England, and
was educated at Trinity College and Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, at the latter of which he
was successively a fellow, head lecturer, dean,
and catechist. Inclining toward Puritanism, he
left Cambridge about 1612, and for the next
twenty years, with one short intermission, he had
charge of the Church of St. Botolph's, at Boston,
in Lincolnshire, where he had an extraordinary
influence over his congregation, gained a wide
reputation for learning and godliness, and trained
many young men for the ministry. \Mien Arch-
bishop Laud became primate of England (in

1633), Cotton was summoned to appear before
the Court of High Commission, but escaped the
pursuivants sent to apprehend him, and, after
lying in concealment for some time in London,
embarked for Boston, New England (which had
boon named in compliment to him) ; where he
landed in September, 1633. Almost immediately
thereafter he was chosen as teacher of the First
Church in Boston, of which the Rev. John Wilson
was then pastor, and he continued to act in this

capacity until his death. Here, as in England, he
had a wide reputation for learning and piety,

and soon came to wield a powerful influence over
affairs both ecclesiastical and secular in New
England, and especially in Massachusetts.
According to William Hubbard (q.v. ), a contem-
porary historian, whatever he "delivered in the
pulpit was soon put into an order of court . . .

or set up as a practice in the Church," and the
enthusiastic Cotton Mather, speaking of his learn-
ing, says that he was "a most universal scholar,

and a living system of the liberal arts, and a
walking library." "He was," says Tyler, "the
unmitred pope of a pope-hating commonwealth."
He took an active part in the Antinomian contro-
versy, first supporting and afterwards opposing
^Vnne Hutchinson (q.v.), and conducted an ex-
tended controversy with Roger Williams, whose
expulsion from Massachusetts he approved. He
was a voluminous writer and published as many
as fifty volumes, the most important of which
are: fiet Forms of Prayer (1642) ; The Keys to
the Kingdom of Heaven and the Power Thereof
(1644) ; The Bloody Tenement Washed and Made
White in the Blood of the Lamh (1647), written
in answer to a letter from Roger Williams; A
Brief Exposition upon Ecclesiastes ; A Brief Ex-
position upon Canticles; A Treatise of the Cove-
nant of Grace as It Is Dispensed to the Elect
Seed; A Treatise Concerning Predestination ; and
the famous catechism, entitled Spiritual Milk for
Babes, Drairn Out of the Breasts of Both Testa-
ments, Chiefly for the Spiritual Nourishment of
Boston Babes in Either England (1646). A part
of the controversy between him and Roger Wil-

liams may be found in the Publications of the
'Sarraganaett Club, vols. i. and ii. (Providence,
1866-07). Consult: McClure, The Life of John
Cotton (Boston, 1846) ; Norton, Abel Being Dead,
Yet Speaketh: or, the Life and Death of That
Deservedly Famous Man of Ood, Mr. John Cotton
(London, 1658; republished, Boston, 1834); an
interesting sketch in Mather, Magnolia (London,
1702) ; and a critique of Cotton's writings in
Tyler, A History of American Literature (New
York, 1878).

COTTON, Nathaniel (1705-88). An Eng-
lish physician and poet, the friend of Young,
author of yight Thoughts, and of the poet Cow-
per, whom he cared for in 1763-65 in his sana-
torium, or, as he rather grandiloquently styled it,

'Collegium Insanorum,' at Saint Albans, Hertford-
shire, where he treated mental diseases with
success. His Visions in Veise (1751) is his best
known volume, and among his shorter poems,
"The Fireside," and "To a Child Five Years Old,"
are still found in anthologies.

COTTON, Sir Robert Bruce (1571-1631). A
distinguished English antiquarian, founder of the
Cottonian Library, now in the British Museum.
After his education at Westminster School under
the famous Camden, and at Cambridge, where he
took a B.A. degree in his sixteenth year, he began
those archa?ological pursuits which made his name
famous, and which proved of immense value to
historians. As the dissolution of the monasteries,
about half a century before, had dispersed many
valuable collections of manuscripts among private
persons. Cotton sought out and purchased these
dociunents wherever practicable. On account of

his ability and knowledge, he was frequently con-

sulted by ministers of State on difficult constitu-
tional points and international questions. In
1600, at the request of Queen Elizabeth, who
desired antiquarian authority on the matter, he
wrote A Brief Abstract of the Question of Pre-
cedency Between England and Spain. KingJames,
who knighted him in 1603 and gave him a baro-
netcy in 1611, employed him to vindicate the
conduct of his mother, Mary, Queen of Scots,

and also to examine whether the Roman Catho-
lics, on account of whom some alarm was then
felt, should be imprisoned or put to death. Cot-
ton advocated tolerance. His intimacy with the
Earl of Somerset led him to be suspected of com-
plicity in the death of Sir Thomas Overbury,
and in consequence he was imprisoned for about
eight months. In 1629 a tract entitled A Project
How a Prince 31ay Make Himself an Absolute
Tyrant was obtained from liis library, the ten-

dency of which Charles I. and the Star Chamber
considered dangerous to the liberty of the State.

His library was accordingly declared unfit for
public inspection, and he himself was denied all

use of it. Depression at this edict caused his
death, less than two years afterwards. His son.

Sir Thomas (1594-1662), regained possession of
the librarv, and his grandson Sir John (1621-

1701), and great-grandson Sir John (1679-1731),
added to it considerably. The latter bequeathed
it in public trust to the nation. In 1730 the
library was lodged with the royal collection in

Ashburnham House, Westminster. The following
year a fire occurred in w-hich 114 out of 958 MS.
volumes were reported as "lost, burned, or entirely
destroyed ; and 98 damaged so as to be defective."

Fortunately, a great number of these injured vol-

umes were skillfully restored, so that the library
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now consists of nearly 900 volumes, of which,

says Mr. Edwards in his Memoirs of Libraries,

"nearly 200 are State papers of the highest value.

They include a vast series relating to the diplo-

matic intercourse between England and almost

everj' State of Europe, extending from the reign

of Edward III. to that of James I. A large pro-

portion of these documents consist of the original

letters of sovereigns and of statesmen. Even
those papers which are not original have a

high degree of authority as coeval transcripts."

The Cottonian Library was transferred to the

British Museum (q.v.) in 1757. In addition to

the MSS., the collection includes many valuable

coins and antiquities. Among Cotton's works
may be mentioned, in addition to those referred

to above: Power of the Peeres and Comons of

Parliament in point of Judicature (1640) ; Cot-

toni Postuma—Choice Pieces of that Renowned
Antiquary (1672) ; Divers Short Pieces Exposed
to Publick Light by J. Howell (1679) ; "Speech
before the Privy Council touching the Alteration

of Coyn," in Shaw, Select Tracts and Documents
(1896). Consult, also: Calendars of State Pa-
pers (London, 1591-1631); Parliamentary Jour-

nals (London) ; Planta, Catalogue of the

Manuscripts in the Cottonian Library (London,
1802); Smith, Catalogue (Oxford, 1696), con-

taining a memoir; Kippis, "Robert Bruce Cot-

ton," in Biog. Brit. (London, 1797) ; D'Ewes,
Autobiography (2 vols., London, 1845) : Nichols,

Progresses of James I. (4 vols., London, 1828) ;

id., Leicestershire (London, 1795-1811) ; Gardi-

ner, History of England (London, 1883-84).

COTTON-BIRD. A small South African tit-

mouse {^Egithalus Capensis) , called kapok vogel

(i.e. 'cotton-bird') by the Cape Colony Dutch on
account of its wonderful nest, made of cottony
materials, which closely resembles the nest of its

congener, the penduline titmouse of Europe, illus-

trated on the Plate of Pensile Nests of Bibds.

(See Nest; Titmouse.) This nest, first figured

by Le Vaillant {Oiseaux d'Afriqiie, Paris, 1806),
whose picture has been widely copied, is usually
wrongly assigned to an entirely diff"erent bird.

COTTON FAMINE. The name given to an
industrial crisis in the manufacturing towns of

northern England, occasioned by the almost com-
plete disappearance of cotton imports from the

United States during the last three years
of the Civil War. As a result of the

blockade of the Southern ports by the Fed-
eral Government, the importation of cotton

from the United States into Great Britain sank
from more than 1.000,000.000 pounds in 1860

to 816.000,000 pounds in 1861, 13,000,000 pounds
in 1862, and 6,000,000 pounds in 1863 ; and as the

imports from the United States constituted more
than three-fourths of the total supply, the blow
to the cotton industry in l^ncashire was a stim-

ning one. The suffering fell most heavily on the

mill operatives, who, as a body, were brought to

the verge of starvation by the partial or complete
suspension of production. In November, 1862, it

was estimated that more than 350,000 persons in

Lancashire were subsisting on parochial relief or
private charity. It is a notable fact that, in

spite of their great privations, the factory popu-
lation of Lancashire was in thorough sympathy
with the Northern cause, which they regarded as
a crusade against slavery. Consult Arnold, His-

tory of the Cotton Famine (London, 1865).

COTTON-GIN. A machine for separating

the cotton fibre from the seed, invented by Eli

Whitney of Massachusetts and patented March
14, 1794. Previously the work had been done
by hand, a slow and tedious process, four pounds
per day being the average of one man. See
Cotton.
COTTON-GRASS (from its cottony spike),

Eriophorum. A genus of plants of the natural
order Cyperace*, having the fruit accompanied
with long, silky hairs which spring from the base

of the ovary. The species are not very numerous

;

they are natives chiefly of the colder regions of

the Northern Hemisphere. Several are found in

America, and their white, cottony fruit-bearing

spikes are well known in our swamps and bogs.

The cottony substance is used for stuffing pillows,

etc., and it is claimed that cloth may be made
from it. The fibre lacks the twist of the cotton
fibre and cannot be spun as readily. The stems of

a Himalayan species, Eriophorum cannabinum,
called bhabhur, yield a very strong fibre, and are
much employed for making cordage, being simply
twisted into cables, of which rope bridges are
usually made ; but they are not durable, and
require much repairing every year. Cotton-grass

is said to be valuable for sheep-pasture.

COTTON-INSECTS. The most important of

the insects injurious to the American cotton-

culture is the cotton-worm, the larva of a noc-

tuid moth (Aletia xylina), which sometimes de-

foliates whole districts. It is believed to be
South American, and first became strikingly

harmful in the Southern States in 1804. It is

now known all over the Union, but its Northern
food-plant is unknown. A Government commis-
sion reported in 1879 that the average loss to
the cotton-growing States due to its ravages was
then from .$15,000,000 to $20,000,000 annually.
The moth is 1^/^ inches in spread of wings, the
fore wings and body reddish brown, with delicate

zigzag markings, and the hinder wings pale gray-
brown. It flies at night, and deposits eggs singly

or sparsely on the under side of the leaves of

the cotton-plant, where they hatch in midsum-
mer in about 50 to 60 hours. The caterpillars

begin at once to devour the leaves, and so many
are they, sometimes, that whole fields have been
defoliated in three days, when the caterpillars

swarm elsewhere in search of more food. In mid-
siunmer the caterpillars remain about thirteen

days, then fold a leaf about themselves and spin
a cocoon in which they pupate. In two to
four days after issuing from the chrysalis the
female moth begins to lay—her average product
being 400 eggs in the season. The natural food
is the juice exuding from the glands on the leaf's

midrib and at the base of blooms and bolls; but
it will feed on any kind of fruit as it ripens.

Until the worms are numerous enough to riddle

the leaves badly, the moths continue to lay near
their birthplace; then they migrate to consider-

able distances—seldom, however, until after the
third generation of worms, say July 1, in south-
em Texas. Migrations are most common in the
fall months, the moths flying at night and on
cloudy days. In the Southern States only tlie

moths hibernate (the worms never, nor any-
where), hibernation being more frequent in the
Southwestern than in the Atlantic States. The
moths hibernate under bark, in logs and timbers,

etc., and mild winters are more severe on them
than cold ones, which keep them torpid.
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In some (liKtricts Uiere are as many as seven
(jenerntions in a sonson. The average time from
the egg of one generation to that of the next is a
montnT

sap from (he bolls by its puncture, causing them
to beeome diminutive or abortive; but the prin-
cipal injtiry it does is by voiding on excrementi-
tious liquid which stains the cotton fibre yellow

THE OOTTON-BOIiL WOBM.
1. Adult moth (Heliothis armigera). 2. Destructive larva (the 'boll-worm' or 'bud-worm'), with a small boll

pierced by a young cat«^rpillar. 3. Vertical section of a newjy expanded cotton-flower, showiuK a young boll-worm at
work. 4. .S«'ctlon of a large green boll, which contains a caterpillar that has devoured the contents of the cell. 6. A
pupa within its earthen case.

or reddish, and very much depreciates its value
in the market, the stains being indelible." It is

also troublesome to orange-growers in cotton-
growing districts. See Insect Life, vol. i.

(Washington, 1888), illustrated. Several plant-
bugs, such as the capsid (Psallus delicatus),
known in Texas as the cotton-flea, and certain
small beetles, are locally or occasionally injurious
to cotton, but none in an important way.
The natural enemies of the cotton-worm and

of the boll-worm are domestic fowls, birds, spi-

ders, beetles, wasps, ants, parasites, etc. As pre-
ventive measures, the free use of poisons is good
for both, and fall plowing, which upturns the
chrysalids of the boll-worm, exposes these to
the attacks of fowls and the fatal influences of
cold.

COTTON-MOUSE. A field-mouse (Peromys-
cus gossypinus) , dark brown, with grayish feet,

prevalent in the southern United States, and in-

jurious to cotton-plants. Its habits are similar
to those of the common white-footed mouse of the
North. See ^MousE.

COTTONMOUTH ( so named from the white,
cotton-like streak about its mouth). Properly,
the moccasin-snake (q.v. ), but also a name
in the southern United States of the copperhead.

COTTONSEED AND ITS PRODUCTS. Cot-
tonseed-Oil.—Cotton, which is dcscril)pd in the
article bearing that title, when it is picked
consists of the seeds, and the lint or fibre adher-
ing to and covering the seeds. The seeds con-
stitute rather more than two-thirds of this

product, so that a crop of 9,000.000 bales of
cotton would yield about 4,500.000 tons of cot-

ton-seed. It constitutes a very valuable part
of the product, and is used for manufactur-
ing cottonseed-oil, for feeding animals, and
for fertilizer. The cottonseed, after the removal
of the fibre, yields, upon pressure, a large amount
of yellow oil, with a bland, nut-like taste. Even

The caterpillars visit earliest low alluvial lands
where the plants are luxurious and thrifty,

iloisture is favorable to their development, hot,

dry weather unfavorable. The damages to the
crop maj' reach 2.5 per cent, in the southern dis-

tricts; but in the northern the worms may do
more good than harm, by removing superabun-
dant leaves, thus facilitating the ripening of the
bolls.

For further and extensive information, and
preventive measures, consult: Comstock, "Re-
port on Cotton Insects," in U. 8. Dept. of Agri-
culture (Washington, 1879), illustrated; Riley,

17. 8. Entomological Commission, 4th Report
(Washington, 1885) ; Bulletin A^o. 18, New Series

(Washington, 1898).
The Bid-worm is scarcely second in its evil

effects (See Boll-Worm). It is hatched from
eggs deposited singly on all parts of the
plant, taking only three to five days to hatch
in summer. The worm is much like the cotton-
caterpillar, but larger. Its principal food is the
flowers and bolls. The chrysalis is found a few
inches underground. The chrysalis state lasts

seven to ten days in midsummer, double that in
cooler weather. The moth is in appearance and
habits much like the Aletia, but seldom appears
before July or August. Hibernation is in the
chrysalis state only, and underground. Breeding
continues until cold weather; but the first three
generations of each year generally feed in the
cornfields, the first lot seen on cotton being the
fourth brood.

Other injurious moths infesting cotton and
eating the foliage include the yellow bear {Spilo-
soma Virginica) , the io (8atumia lo) , the bas-
ket-worm or bag-worm

(
q.v.

) , and several others.
Cotton-culture in Egypt is afflicted by two very
similar insects, viz., Prodenia littoralis and Ea-
rias insulana.

The cotton-stainer, or redbug (Dysdercas sutu-
rellus), a small suctorial bug, "which drains the
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l>efore the invention of the cotton-gin in 1794, the

utilization of cottonseed was attempted, and in

1770 samples of the oil were exhibited by the

Moravians in Bethlehem, Pa. Previous to that

time the seed had been allowed to rot on the

ground by many of the planters, while others

more intelligent had utilized it as food for cattle,

sheep, and horses. Others dug furrow-trenches,

and buried it in the rows on which the next crop

of cotton would be planted. Some fed it raw to

their stock, while others boiled it to make it

possibly more palatable. In 1820 a patent

was granted for a process for extracting the

oil, but the construction of the mills was
so slow that at the end of fifty years only
twenty-six cottonseed-mills had been erected. In

1861 ^Ir. Edward Atkinson stated that if the

cotton-plant produced no cotton it would still be

well worth cultivating on accovmt of the valuable

products that can be extracted from the seed.

This was fully realized toward the close of the

nineteenth centurj-, and the value of the cotton-

seed began to be more generally appreciated.

Though much of it is still retained on the planta-

tions as a fertilizing material, the amount manu-
factured in the United States was, in 1898, 5,594,-

602 tons, in 1899 4,450,000 tons, and in 1900
4,472,103 tons. The annual product is valued
at $33,000,000.

In addition to the oil extracted from the cotton-

seed, it yields the following by-products: Lint-

ers, or short bits of lint that adhere to the seed

in the ordinary process of ginning, and are
stripped bv a specially constructed gin. These
short fibres are used for the manufacture of bat-

ting and wadding. Bulls, the outer casings of

the seed, which make a valuable cattle-food,

whose properties are discussed below. Oil cake,

the material left after the oil is expressed out
of the nut. This is also used as a cattle-food or
as a fertilizer. Sludge, which settles at the bot-

tom of the oil-tanks, and is used in the making
of soap, stearin, etc.

The process of manufacture is briefly as fol-

lows: The seed is shoveled from the cars into

conveyors, which are spiral screens revolving in

troughs with perforated bottoms through which
any loose soil, sand, and stones are shaken. This
process of cleaning is continued in a separator,

where by means of different sized screens all dirt

and impurities are removed. A strong magnet is

also used to draw out bits of nails and other iron.

The seed being sifted and cleansed, it is now passed
through the linter, a specially constructed gin for

removing these short fibres. The lint is ginned
twice, the second process removing the shorter
fibres, so that two brands or qualities are
thus obtained. The next process is to crack the
hulls in a machine between revolving blades and

oil: It may be expressed directly from the cold
meats, this process making a high-grade oil; or
the meats may first be heated in cookers. These
cookers are steam-heated metal pans, covered with
non-heat-conducting material and holding 700
pounds. The seeds are cooked from one-quarter
10 three-quarters of an hour, according to their

condition as determined by the judgment of the
operator, too little or too much cooking giving a
smaller yield of oil. The cooked meats are
dropped into a camel's-hair sheet, spread out on a
steel- plate. Wrapped in this sheet the meats
are subjected to pressure, which is gradually in-

creased till it reaches 3500 pounds per square
inch. Under this pressure, a dark, murky oil

flows out in streams and is received in reservoirs

beneath the presses, Avhence it is pumped into
settling-tanks. The cakes are now taken from
their wrappings of camel's-hair, cooled, and dried.

They are then cracked and ground into meal,
which is shipped directly in sacks or pressed again
into cakes. After the crude oil has settled it is

drawn off and refined by treating it to a 10 or
15 per cent, solution of caustic soda and then
allowed again to settle. As it settles the muci-
laginous, albuminous, coloring matters and other
impurities sink to the bottom, leaving a clear
yellow oil, which may be still further filtered and
purified if desired. The white oil of commerce is

produced by shaking up the oil with a 2 or 3
per cent, mixture of fullers' earth and then
allowing it to settle.

The commercial cottonseed-oils are classified

as crude, summer yellow, summer white, winter
yellow, and winter white. The winter oils are
made by cooling the summer oils to the freezing-

point, when the palmitin crystallizes and the oil

is pressed out of the remaining solidified ma-
terial. Cottonseed-oil consists chiefly of palma-
tin and olein, the winter oils being almost entirely

olein. It stands midway between the drying and
non-drying oils, its drying properties being in-

ferior to those of linseed oil. { See Oils. ) It soli-

difies at from 32° to 38° F.. is almost odorless,

and has a slight nutty taste. Its uses are constantly

increasing. It is employed extensively in cooking
and is also used as an adulterant of lard, olive

oil, and other staples. By many it is preferred as
a substitute for lard or butter, in cooking. It

is used in pharmacy, in making soap and paint,

as a lubricator and an illuminant. Consult
Brooks, Cotton (New York, 1898).

Feeding and Fertilizing Value.—Brief men-
tion has already been maue of the use of cotton-

seed products for feeding cattle and for fertilizer.

Whole cottonseed has been shown by a large

number of analyses to range in composition as
follows

:
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befautw* tlu' seed i» disposed of to better udvaiitage

to the millers or can 1h' exeliaiijjed for eottoiiseed-

meul. There are also the further reas<ms that

tlie lint on tlie seed and the duHt it eollects are

likely to be injuriouti, while nt the Hanio time it is

not easy to mix the swd itself thoroughly with
other eojirse fwds. It is a very rieh fwding stulF,

and animals must be accustomed to it gradually.

The whole seed is sometimes used for fertilizer,

and then it is partially rolled.

('otton.sced-mciil is the ground residue left in

the manufacture of oil from the seed. It ia some-
times calliHl cottonseeil cake and belongs to the

class of feeding stuffs known as oil cakes. Cotton-

seed cake is of two kinds—undecorticated, or that

from the whole seed, and dworticated, or made
from the kernels after the hulls have been re-

moved. Undworticated cake was formerly largely

used, but most of tlie mills now remove the hulls

before expressing the oil. Cottonseed-meal is

bright-yellow in color, with a sweet, nutty flavor.

It deteriorates and becomes discoloretl with age.

The following summary of over 400 analyses
shows its range in composition, which is due to

differences in the composition of the s(>ed and
the completeness with which the hulls are sepa-

rated and the oil expressed

:

half of the weight of tiie ginned seed. They con-
tain about 11 jjer cent, of water, 4 of protein, 4tt

of Jibre, 'Mi of nitrogen-free extract, and 2 per
cent, of fat. Their digestibility is low, less than
40 p«'r cent, of the total dry matter being assimi-
lated. They are hard and dry, usually covered
with a fuzzy lint, and very bulky. For this

reason they are put up in bales weighing about
ninety pounds. They are used principally as a
cheap substitute for hay, and for the purpose of

giving bulk to the ration, l^arge' numl)cr8 of

cattle are fattenetl in the Southern States of the
United States on cottonseed-meal and hulls ex-

clusively, in proportions varying from two to six

pounds of hulls to one pound of meal. The prac-

tice is claimed to be economical and profitable,

and the diet apparently does not injure the health
of the animals or impair the quality of the
product.
Cottonseed-meal is rich in fertilizing materials,

especially nitrogen, as shown by the following
average of over 200 analyses: Water, 7.8 ; ash, 7 ;

nitrogen, 6.8; phosphoric acid, 2.9; and potash,
1.8 per cent. It is chiefly used as a source of

nitrogen, and finds quite extensive use for that
purpose through the Southern portion of the
United States. It has given excellent results with
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they esca|je during germination, but are usually
very dilFerent in appearance from the later
leaves. See iSEED.

COT'YLOSAU'KIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Gk. Korihf, kotylc, lioUow cup + aavpo^, sauros,
lizard). The order which includes the most an-
cient reptiles, fossil in rocks of the Carboniferous
Age, which, according to E. D. Cope, gave rise to
the Theromora (q.v.), whence sprang the saurian
and serpentine forms, and also to the lines lead-
ing to the fish-reptiles (Ichthyopterygia) and the
turtles (Chelonia). The cotylosaurians are thus
characterized by Cope: "Quadrate bone united
with adjacent elements by suture; temporal
regions with roof of a few symmetrical segments.
No distinct post-orbital bars; vertebrte amphi-
coelous; ilium narrow, vertical; feet ambula-
tory."

—

Report United States National Museum,
1898 (Washington, 1900).

COTYS, or COTYTTO (Lat., from Gk.
K6tv(, Koti/s, KoTVTTu, Kotytto). A Thracian
goddess, whose festival, the Cotyttia, was held
at night and was notorious for its debaucheries.
Her worship was adopted by some of the Greek
States.

COTICAL, koo'kai (probably an African word,
although according to Cuvier it was coined in

1796 by Le Vaillant in his Oiseaux d'Afrique,
from Fr. couc-ou, cuckoo + ai-ouette, sparrow).
A kind of cuckoo, many species of which are
widely distributed throughout Africa and south-
eastern Asia to Australia, constituting the sub-
family Cehtropodintr, especially characterized by
having the hind toe terminated by a straight,
spine-like claw, whence they have been called
'lark-heeled.' They are large, ground-keeping
birds, generally red and black, more or less

glossed, and sometimes banded with bro\vn, and
are knowTi generally as 'ground-cuckoos.' A spe-

cies of the Philippines has a rounded crest and
black, horny appendages to the feathers of the
head and throat. Some other Asiatic species
mimic pheasants in appearance and gait and are
called 'pheasant-cuckoos.' The best-known one is

the very common Indian 'crow-pheasant' {Cen-
tropus Sinensis

) , is nearly two feet long, black,
with the mantle and wings chestnut, and utters
a curious howling cry, followed by a series of

rattling exclamations. All these birds make
their own nests, sometimes elaborate roofed
structures in thorny bushes, and lay white eggs
incnisted like those of an ani. They are closely

allied to the American road-runner. See
Cuckoo.

COUCH, Darius Nash (1822-97). An Ameri-
can soldier. He was born at South East, N. Y.,

graduati'd at West Point in 1846, served in the
Mexican War (1846-47), and was brevetted first

lieutenant in 1847 for 'gallant and meritorious
conduct' at Buena Vista. In 1849-50 he served
against the fv'minoles, and in 18.5.3 made an im-
portant exploring expedition into northern Mex-
ico. In 18.')5 he resigned from the army to be-

come a merchant in New York, but in June, 1861,
reentered the service as a colonel of volunteers,
and in August became brigadier-general. He
served in 1861-62 with the Army of the Potomac,
rendering valuable services at Fair Oaks, Wil-
liamsburg, and Malvern Hill; was promoted to
be major-general in July, 18(i2; commanded the
Second .Army Corps at Fredericksburg and Chan-
cellorsville ; was in command of the Department

of Susquehanna in 1863 and 1864; and was at
the head of a division at the battle of Nashville.
He resigned in 1865, and in the sjinie year was
an unsuccessful candidate on the Democratic
ticket for the Governorship of Ma.ssachusetts.
He was subsequently Collector of the Port of
Boston in 1866-67, was quartermaster-general of
Connecticut in 1877-78, and was adjutant-gen-
eral of that State in 1883-84.

COUCHANT, kou'chant (Fr., pres. part, of
coucher, to lie down). In heraldry, a beast lying
down, with his head up, is couchant. If the head
is down, he is dormant. See Heraldry.

COUCH-GRASS (corrupted from quitch-
grass, quick-grass ; so called from its rapid
growth), Agropyron repens. Also called wheat-
grass, dog-grass, quickens, and squich or quitch.
A grass chiefly known as a troublesome weed.
It is common in most parts of Europe and North
America. See Agropyron.

COUCY, koo's^'. The Chatelain de. A
French troubadour, whose name was Raoul or
Renaud. He became Chfitelain of Coucy in 1186,
took part in the Third Crusade (1189-91), and
was killed by the Saracens about 1203. His
work consists of about sixteen songs, in the trou-
badour style, but with more sincerity and origi-

nality than the usual chansons courtoises of the
time. They were published by Rath as Die
Lieder des Castellan von Coucy (Heidelberg,
1883). The legend connected with his name
is one of great age, and is found in the lit-

erature of many countries, though it is most
likely of Breton origin. About the end of
the thirteenth century there appeared a story
or roman in verse by a certain Jakemon Sakesep,
of whom nothing is known, and whose name is

taken from an acrostic given in his work, Roman
d'aventure. He tells of the loves of the ChAte-
lain de Coucy and the Dame de Fayel. Falling
ill on his way from the Holy Land, the Chate-
lain ordered that after his death his heart be
taken to his lady. But the husband of the lady
intercepted the messenger, took the sacred sou-
venir, and forced his wife to eat it. Thereupon
the Dame for horror starved herself to death.
The story was published with a modern version
by Crai)elet (Paris. 1S29).

COUCY-LE-CHATEAU, koo'st"t'lr-shA't6'. A
small village and cantonal seat (population, in
1901, 683) in the Department of Aisne, France,
10 miles north of Soissons. It is celebrated for
the remains of its mediaeval castle, standing on
an acclivity, accessible on one side alone, and
one of the most formidable fortresses of its

period. The castle covers an area of 10,000 square
yards, and is surrounded by lofty walls and a
moat. Four towers flank the dtmjon. which is 210
feet high, 100 feet in diameter, and has walls 34
feet thick. It is public property and is classed
among the historical monumentsof France. Built
by Enguerrand III., who died in 1242, it was pur-
chased in 1396 by Louis of Orleans, and in 1498
became Crown projK>rty. It was dismantled by
Mazarin's order in 1652.

COUDEB, koo'dAr', Loris Charles Auguste
(1789-1873). A French painter, born in London.
He studied in Paris under David and Regnault
and exhibited regularly at tlie Sahm from 1817
until his death. .Mtliough he painted both re-

ligious and historical subje<*t8. he is better
known by his large historical compositions at
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Versailles and in the Louvre, namely "The Siege

of Yorktown" and "The Battle of Ijawfeld." He
was a uieiiilH.'r of the conaeil supirieur of the

Ecole dett Heaux-Arts and wrote some critical

works on art.

COXJDEBT, k<M)-d?r', Frederic Ren6 (1832
— ). An Anu'rican lawyer, bom of French par-

ents in New York. He graduated at Columbia
I 'niversity in 1850. and was admitted to the New
York l)ur three years later. In 1877 he was a
delegate of the New York Chamber of Commerce
to the Antwerp Congress, which was held for the
purpose of establishing a universal system of

general average. He was counsel for the United
States l)efore the International Bering Sea Com-
mission (Paris, 1893-95) ; a member of Presi-

dent Cleveland's Venezuela Boundary Commis-
sion (1896-98) ; and president of numerous so-

cieties an<l clubs. He received tlie Cross of the
Legion of Honor and also decorations from Italy

Jind Venezuela.

COUDERSPORT, kou'derz-port. A borough
and the county-scat of Potter County, Pa., 110
miles east by south of Erie; on the Allegheny
River, and on the Coudersport and Port Alle-

gheny Railroad (Map: Pennsylvania, D 2). It

contains a public library. The borough has flour-

mills, a foundry, a tannery, glass-factories, and
manufactures of clothes-pins, baskets, furniture,
barrels, liubs, etc. Population, in 1890, 1530;
in 1900, 3217.

COUDREATJ, koo'dry, Henri Anatole ( 1859— ). A French explorer, born in the Department
of Cha rente- Inf^rieure, and educated at Cluny.
In 1881 lie explored French Guiana and the adja-
cent territory, and in 1895 he was commissioned
by the CJovernnient of Parfl to explore the Tapa-
jos Xingu, and other branches of the Amazon.
These explorations are described in several inter-

esting volumes published in 1897. His other pub-
lications include: Voyage au rio Branco et aux
Montagues de la Lune (1886) ; Etudes sur les

Quyanes et VAmazonie (1887) ; Chez nos Jndiens
( 1892) ; and three volumes on his voyages along
the before-mentioned affluents of the Amazon
(1897).

C0T7ES, kouz, Elliott ( 1842-99) . An Ameri-
can naturalist, particularly distinguished for his

researches in ornithology. He was bom at Ports-

mouth, N. H., graduated at Columbian Univer-
sity in 1861, from the medical department of that
institution in 1863, became an assistant surgeon
in the L'nited States Army, and made extensive
studies of the flora and fauna in the vicinity of

the various posts at which he chanced to be sta-

tioned. In 1873-76 he was attached as surgeon
and naturalist to the United States Northern
Boundarj* Commission, and from 1876 to 1880 as
secretary and naturalist to the United States
Geological and Geographical Survey of the Ter-
ritories, directed by Dr. F. V. Hayden. He re-

signed his commission in 1880, and thenceforth
was occupied wholly with scientific pursuits.
From 1877 to 1887 he was professor of anatomy
at the National Medical College at Washington,
D. C. He was elected to the National Academy
of Sciences in 1877, was a founder of the Ameri-
can Ornithologists' Union, and an editor of the
Auk, the journal of that society. About 1880 he
l>ecame interested in spiritualism, theosophy, and
allied matters, and for a time was affiliated with
the Theosophical Society. He was known as a

student of comparative anatomy and general
biology, and for seven years was connected with
the Century Dictionary as editor and contributor
in the departments of general zoiilogy, biology,
and comparative anatomy. But while his field of
activity was wide, he was prominent chiefly as
a writer on ornithology, and in particular on
that of North American birds. His Key to North
American Birds (1872; rewritten 1884; again,
1901) has jxrliaps had a greater influence on
American ornithology than any other work.
With this should lie named his Field Ornithology
(1874) ; Birds of the Northwest (1874) ; Birds
of the Colorado Valley (1878); an incomplete
Bibliography of Ornithology (1878-80); New
England Bird-Life (1881; with W. A. Steams) ;

and a Dictionary and Check-List of North Ameri-
can Birds (1882). He al.so made investigations
regarding the early exploration of the trans-
Mississippi region, and edited (1893) the Jour-
nals of Lewis and Clark. As a contributor to
the technical advance of ornithology in America
he ranked as not greatly inferior to Spencer
Baird (q.v.), and as a popular expositor of the
subject probably had no equal.

COUGAR, koo'g?r (Fr. couguar, Sp. cugu-
ardo, from native South American cugua^uara,
cuguacuarana) . One of the names of the
American panther {Fflis concolor) , described in
this work under Puma (q.v.). Although widely
in use, the name should be abandoned, because it

perpetrates an error of identification. Cuvier
explained its origin in his Kegne Animal (Grif-
fith's version. The Animal Kingdom, vol. ii., Lon-
don, 1827), as follows, speaking of the puma:
"It is called by the Mexicans Mixtli; in Peru,
Puma; in Brazil, Cuguafuarana (the word Cou-
goua is contracted by Buffon from this latter
barbarous appellation) ; and in Paraguay Cua-
zuara. . . . The name Cougoua, by which it

is most commonly known in Europe, particularly
in France, appears, probably, to have been bor-
rowed from that proper to another animal;
. . . but puma is its native name." Else-
where it appears that the 'other animal' was the
eyra (q.v.). A drawing of this cat brought to
Europe by John Maurice, Count of Nassau, when
Governor of Dutch Guiana in the seventeenth
century, was labeled guguaguarana and cugua-
Cguarana. This was copied by Marcgrave and
Piso and applied by Buffon, in the contracted
form above noted, probably under the belief that
the eyra (which is concolorous) was the same
animal as the puma.

COUGHING (AS. cohhetan, Dutch kugchen,
to cough, MHG. kuchen, kichen. Get. keuchen,
keichen, to gasp; imitative of the sound). Con-
sidered physiologically, coughing consists, first,

in a long inspiration which fills the lungs to a
greater extent than usual ; second, in a closure of
the glottis, or narrow opening in the organ of
voice (see Larynx), at the commencement of the
act of expiration ; and third, in a sudden forcing
open of the glottis by the violence of the expira-

tory movement. In this way, a blast of air is

driven upward from the lungs through the
mouth, which carries with it anything that may
be present and cause irritation in the air-pas-

sages. Coughing may occur from irritation in

the back of the throat, in the larvnx, trachea, or
bronchial tubes, and may be excited by irritant

gases, or by articles of food or drink—such as
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even a drop of water or a crumb of bread—mak-
ing their way into the air-passages instead of

into the oesophagus, or by excessive or morbid
secretion from the walls of the air-tubes, or
even by the entrance of cold air, when the lining

membrane of the air-passages is abnormally ir-

ritable. Cough is reflex and involuntary gener-

ally, and is due to irritation of the terminal
libres of the pneumogastric nerves, which are
distributed to the mucous membrane of the res-

piratory tract. The object of coughing in the
animal organism is unquestionably to guard
against the danger of the entrance of mechanical
and chemical irritants into the air-passages;

and accordingly the mucous membrane, especially

of their upper part, is endowed with a most ex-

quisite sensibility, which, when aroused by me-
chanical irritation or by disease, provokes inces-

sant coughing luitil the cause of the irritation is

removed. Cough is a common symptom of all

diseases of the organs of respiration, as well as
of inflammatory affections of the throat, tonsils,

and nose. The treatment of cough depends upon
the cause. See Pxeumoxia; Broxchitis; Pleu-
risy : TUBERCULOSTS.

COUIY. A tree-porcupine. See Porcupine.

COULANGES, koo'laxzh', Fustel de. See
FUSTEL DE COCLAXGES.

COULANGES, Philippe Emmaxltx, Mar-
quis de (1031-1716). A French courtier, famous
for his correspondence with his cousin, Mme. de
S^vign^

(
q.v. ) . His writings include Recueil

d€8 chansons (1698); Lettres (published with
those of ^Ime. de S^vigne) ; and Memoires,
edited by iIonmerqu§ (Paris, 1820).

COULIN, koo'lin. In Spenser's Faerie
Quecne, a British giant killed by falling into a
chasm when pursued by Debon.

COULMIEBS, kool'my&'. A village in the
Department of Loiret, France, 13 miles north-
west of Orleans (Map: France, H 4). Popula-
tion, in 1901, 368. On November 9, 1870, the
German and French forces, under Von der
Tann and Aurelle de Paladines respectively, met
here in a seven hours' battle, the former suffer-

ing a loss of 1308 and being compelled to retreat

to Artenay, the French losing 1500.

COULOMB, koo'l6x' (named after the physi-
cist rouIf)nib). The practical unit of quantity
of electricity, being the amount produced each
i*econd by an electric current of the strength of

one ampere: therefore, if in the ordinary form
of silver voltametre, m grams of silver are de-

posited, m -7- 0.001118 is the number of cou-

lombs which have passed, assuming that an am-
pere deposits 0.001118 gram of silver per second.

See Ampere: Electrical Uxits.

COULOMB, Charles Augustix (1736-1806).
A French physicist, celebrated for his researches
particularly in electricity and magnetism. He
was bom at Angoul&me in 1736, and in early
life became an officer of engineers. In 1777 he
gained a prize by an essay on the construction of

magnetic needles {Sur les aiguilles aimantdes).
In 1779 his Th^orie des machines simples gained
the prize offered by the Academy; and in 1781
he was a third time successful in an essay on the
friction and resistance of cordage, etc., used in

machines. In the same year he was elected a
member of the Academy, and his services were
employed on all the most difficult problems in me-

chanics. He is known as the inventor of the
torsion balance (q.v.), by which the attraction
of electricity and magnetism can be measured,
while his memory has been perpetuated by the
use of his name for the unit of electric qiiantity.

Having offended certain influential persons by
reporting unfavorably on a project for a navi-
gable canal in Bretagne, Coulomb was for some
time imprisoned, but received from the States of
Brittany a present of a handsome watch, as a
reward of his firm opposition to an expensive and
unprofitable scheme. He lived in retirement dur-
ing, the Revolution, but took part in the investi-

gations attending the introduction of the metric
system by the new Government.

COULOMMLEBS, kooio'myi'. The capital
of an arrondissement and a garrison town in the
Department of Seine-et-Mame, France, on the
Grand-Morin, 38 miles east of Paris. Its parish
Church of Saint Denis dates from the thirteenth
century, and it has remains of a castle built in

1613, There is a monument to the heroic Beau-
r^paire, who killed himself in 1792 rather than
surrender the town of Verdun, It has woolen
mills, manufactures of starch and cheese, and
market-gardening is largely carried on, Jean de
Boullonge or Valentin, the artist, was a native
of Coulommiers. Population, in 1901, 6505.

COULTEB, kol'ter, Jonx Merle (1851— ).

An American botanist and educator, bom at
Xingpo, China. He received his education at Han-
over College, Indiana, and subsequently studied
at Harvard. After serving for a year as botanist
to the United States Geological Survey in the
Rocky Mountains, he was made professor of nat-
ural science at Hanover College, where he re-

mained for five years. In 1879 he was appointed
professor of biology at Wabash College; from
1891 to 1893 was president of the Indiana State
University, and from 1893 to 1896 presided over
Lake Forest University. In 1896 he became head
of the department of botany in the University of
Chicago. Dr. Coulter's published works include
the following: Manual of Rocky Mountain Bot-
any (1885); Handbook cf Plant Dissection
(jointly with J. C. Arthur and C. R. Bames,
1886) ; and Manual of Texan Botany (1892-93).
He has also published a work on the morphology
of gymnosperms, general works on plant relations
and plant structures, and has edited the Botani-
cal Gazette.

COUMABIN, koo'ma-rtn. See CuMABTN.
COUMOUNDUBOS, koo-moon-dy'rds, Alex-

AXDRE. See KUMUXDUROS.
COUNCIL (OF. eoncile, cuncilie, Lat, concil-

ium, from com-, together -f- calare, Gk. xaXeip,

kalein, to call, OHG. holiin, Ger. holen, AS.
geholian, Engl, hale, to summon). An assembly
of ecclesiastical dignitaries held for the purpose
of regulating the doctrine or discipline of the
Church. As early as the second century Church
councils were convened in which only one or two
provinces took part, the bishops and presbyters
binding themselves to carry out the decisions ar-

rived at in their own communities. These assem-
blies were commonly held in the chief to\vn or
metropolis of the province, and the bishops of
such capitals—who, after the third century, bore
the title of metropolitan—were wont to preside
over the meetings, and to consider questions of
doctrine and discipline which had arisen within
the territory. Over these metropolitan councils
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were established, at a later |>eriod, the provincial

synods, ext'reising authority over several united

provinces*, and finally, the national councils.

After the fourth century, when the Christian re-

ligion was established in the Roman Empire, we
read of ecumcuical, i.e. universal councils, so

called because all the bishops of Christendom
were invited or summoned by the Emperor. In

some early synods we find bishops, presbyters,

and others taking part in the delilierations; but
after the opening of the fourth century only the

bishops were convened. According to the doc-

trine of the Roman Catholic Church, the Pope
alone, or, by way of exception, in some cases the

college of cardinals, had the power of convening
ecumenical councils, which, in the Catholic view,

rei)re8ent the universal Church under the guid-

ance of the Holy Ghost. Questions were deter-

mined by the majority of votes, and the Pope or
his proxy presided and confirmed the resolu-

tions carried in the synod. In matters of faith,

the Holy Scriptures and the traditions of the

Church were the guide; while in lighter mat-
ters, human reason and expediency were consult-

ed. In the former, ecumenical councils are held

to be infallible, but in other matters of disci-

pline, etc., the latest synod decides questions.

The question of the Pope's subordination to the

decrees of the ecumenical councils was long and
warmly debated during the Middle Ages, but is

not asserted by any Roman Catholic theologian

to-day.

Twenty ecumenical councils are recognized by
the Roman Catholic Church : ( 1 ) The first Coun-
cil of Nicsea, held a.u. 325, in the height of the

Arian controversy to define the doctrine of

the Godhead of Christ, and to settle the

proper time of keeping Easter against the

Quartodecimans. (2) The first Council of Con-
stantinople (381) completed the Nicene symbol
by the definition of the Godhead of the Holy
Ghost. (3) The Council of Ephesus (431) de-

fined the unity of person in God the Son, against
Nestorius, and guarded the definition by apply-

ing the term deordKog, theotokos, to His mother.

(4) The Council of Chalcedon (451), against
the opposite heresy of Eutyches, asserted the two-
fold nature of Christ. (5) The second Council
of Constantinople (553) condemned some sur-

vivals of Nestorianism. (6) The third Council
of Constantinople (680-81) condemned the Mo-
nothelites. (7) The second Council of Nicaea

(787) was directed against the iconoclasts and
defined the respect to be paid to images. (8)
The fourth Council of Constantinople (869-70)
was called to .secure the peace of the Eastern and
Western churches, by the deposition of Photius,
who had unjustly intruded into the see of Con-
stantinople. The following councils, all held in

the West, were subsequent to the schism between
the Eastern and Western churches, and arc con-
sequently not recognized as ecumenical by East-
ems or by Anglicans. Over the next seven coun-
cils, four held in Rome and three in southern
France, the popes presided in person, without
Imperial cooperation ; they were held now. not so
much to condemn heresy as to deal with other
pressing needs of the Church, such as the en-

croachments of the Imperial power and reform
in ecclesiastical discipline. (9) The first Lateran
Council (1123) was called to settle the dispute
between the spiritual and temporal powers on the
question of investiture. ( 10) The second Lateran

Council (1139) condemned the errors of .Arnold
of Rrescia and others. (11) The third Lateran
Council (1179) condemned the Albigenses and
Waldenses, and passed a number «)f reforming
decrees. (12) The fourth Lateran Council
( 1215), the most important ecclesiastical gather-
ing of the Middle Ages, formulated a more de-
tailed confession of faith in opposition to the
Albigenses and other innovators, and passed sev-

enty reforming decrees. (13) The first Council
of Lyons (1245) threatened the Emperor Fred-
erick II. with excommunication and deposition,
and called on Christendom to take up arms
against the Mohammedans. (14) The second
Council of Lyons (1274) strove for the reunion
of the Greek and Latin churches, and regulated
Papal elections. (15) The Council of V'ienne
(1311-12) suppressed the Knights Templars and
condemned various sects of the time, such
as the Fratieelli and Beghards. (16) The
Council of Constance (1414-18) was called to
restore the unity of the Church by the
recognition of a legitimate pope, and con-
demned the doctrine of Wyclif and Huss.
(17) The Council of Basel, convoked in 1431, and
later removed to Ferrara and Florence, discussed
ecclesiastical reformation, and made a determined
attempt, in consultation with Greek deputies
who came to Florence, to bring about a union
with the East. (18) The fifth Lateran Council
(1512-17) annulled the Pragmatic Sanction and
confirmed the bull Unam Sanctam, besides occu-

pying itself with ecclesiastical discipline. (19)
The Council of Trent ( 1545-63. with some inter-

ruptions), called to meet the problems presented
by the Reformation, was very rich in conse-

quences both for the confirmation of doctrine
and the establishment of discipline. (20) The
Vatican Council (1870) decreed the infallibility

of the Pope. For further details of impor-
tant councils, see Nice; Basel; Constance;
Trent, etc.

Among Congregational ists and Baptists the
term council is applied to an assembly of ministers
and delegates from neighboring churches, called
by a local church, as occasion arises, to act or
assist in ordaining a minister, or give advice on
matters referred to it, beyond which its power
does not extend. They have also a national coun-
cil, composed of delegates from all parts of the
denomination, and meeting for conference con-

cerning its work. The Pan-Presbyterian Alliance,

as the association of the reformed churches hold-

ing the Presbj'terian system is called, holds a
council every four years for conference on mat-
ters of general interest to the allied churches.

So the Evangelical Alliance, a loose, undenomina-
tional body, holds councils, and the Metho-
dists throughout the world held one in 1901.

The great history of the councils of all kinds
from the Apostolic age to the Council of Trent
is by C. J. Hefele, assisted in the latter part by
A. Knofler and Cardinal Hergenriither (9 vols.,

Freiburg, 1855-90) ; there is an English transla-

tion by Clark and Oxenhain of the first two vol-

umes, and up to the eighteenth book of the orig-

inal (4 vols., Edinburgh, 1871 et seq.). Consult
also the great collection of canons and other acts
of the councils, by G. D. Mansi (31 vols., Flor-

ence and Venice, 1759-98). A study of the first

seven ecumenical councils from a doctrinal
standpoint is presented by W. P. du Bosc (New
York, 1897), and their Canons and Dogmatic
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Decrees, annotated with much additional mat-
ter, all in English, by H. R. Percival (New
York, 1900). See Synod.

COUNCIL, Pkivy. See Pbivy Council.

COUNCIL BLUFFS. A city and county-seat

of Pottawattamie County, Iowa, five miles east of

Omaha, Xeb. ; near the Missouri River, and on
the Union Pacific, the Chicago and Northwestern,
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, the Chi-

cago, Rock Island and Pacific, the Illinois Cen-
tral, and other railroads (Map: Iowa, B 3).

The city is well laid out, and lies to a
great extent on a plain underlying high

* bluffs. It has a public library, one of the

first established in the State, and beauti-

ful parks, notably Fairmont and Bayliss,

and is the seat of the Iowa School for the

Deaf. Railroad and wagon bridges over the

Missouri afford communication with Omaha.
Good transportation facilities have made Coun-
cil Bluffs a commercial point of great impor-
tance; it has an extensive trade in agricultural

implements, live stock, fruit, and produce, and
manufactures of machinery, engines, lumber,
paper, carriages, agricultural implements, and
many other articles. The city government 'is

conducted under a general State incorporation
law, revised in 1807. The Mayor holds office for

two years, and the city council is composed of

representatives from the six wards of the city

and two members at large. The coiuicil elects

the city clerk, street supervisor, city physician,

pound-keeper, chief of ftre department, and elec-

trician; the marshal and police are nominated
by the executive and confirmed by the council

;

all other offices are filled by popular election.

In 1804. on the site of Council Bluffs, Lewis and
Clark held a council with the Indians—hence the
name. Here, in 1846, the Mormons established

a settlement, called Kanesville, which, however,
they soon abandoned for Salt Lake City. The
city was chartered in 1850. Population, in 1890,
21,474; in 1900, 25,802.

COUNCIL GROVE. A city and the county-
seat of Morris County, Kan., 24 miles northwest
of Emporia ; on the Neosho River, and on the
Missouri Pacific and the ^Missouri, Kansas and
Texas railroads (Map: Kansas. F 3). It is sur-

rounded by a fertile agricultural and stock-rais-

ing countrj'. The city contains a public library,

and has municipal water-works and electric-

light plant. Council Grove, settled in 1847, is

one of the oldest towns in the State. Population,
in 1800. 2211: in 1000. 220.5.

COUNCIL OF ANCIENTS. See Dibectoby.

COUNCIL OF BLOOD. See Alva.

COUNCIL OF FIVE HUNDRED. See Di-
BECTOKV.

COUNCIL OF TEN {Conmglio di dieci)

.

The supreme body in the Venetian Government
from the beginning of the fourteenth century till

the overthrow of the Republic in 1797. The crea-

tion of the Council of Ten was but the final

step in the process by which the oligarchic

party succeeded in obtaining sole control of the
Government, beginning with the so-called "Clos-

ing of the Grand Council" in 1297. Its imme-
diate cause was a popular uprising in 1310
headed by the noble fninilies of Tiepolo and Que-

rini. After the suppression of the revolt the
Council of Ten was constituted as a secret body
for the purpose of discovering and punishing
all the participants in the conspiracy. Created
at first for a few days, its existence was pro-
longed from time to time until, in 1335, it was
made permanent. In spite of its name, the Coun-
cil consisted of seventeen members, ten Coun-
selors of the Black Robe, elected for a year, six
Counselors of the Red Robe, chosen for eight
months, and the Doge. In times of great emer-
gency the Council was augmented by a giunta
of twenty or more of the noblest citizens, so that
until 1595 it was officially known as the Con-
siglio di died e giunta. The powers exercised
by the Council were unlimited and touched upon
every affair of public and private life. Its
decisions, from which there was no appeal, were
arrived at in secret, and its sentences were often
carried out in the same manner. In spite, how-
ever, of its arbitrary acts and the relentlessness
with which it visited punishment upon those
who offended it, the Council of Ten was popu-
lar with the large mass of citizens in that it in-

sured internal tranquillity and the equitable ad-
ministration of justice and preserved the State
against the ambition of powerful nobles. In
1539 the discovery of treasonable behavior on
the part of certain of the Ten led to the crea-
tion of the Inquisitori di stato, to whom the
Council delegated its police functions, reserving
to itself the trial of offenders brought before it

by the inquisitors. Legend has pictured the
Council of Ten as a horrid tribunal, whose
history is one of stealth and secret murder, but
as a matter of fact its influence in Venice,
though absolute for five centuries, \yas far from
malignant.

COUNCIL OF THE INDIES, The. A gov-
erning council formed in 1511 by King Ferdinand
for the regulation of Spanish colonial affairs.

It had unlimited powers, a«id covered every
branch of administration.

COUNCIL OF WAR. A conference of officers

in war time, whom the commander voluntarily
calls together to discuss matters of moment. It

is an unwritten but generally understood rule
that the commandant of a garrison will accept,
or at least solicit, the opinion of a council of
war before surrendering to an enemy.

COUNSEL (OF. conseil, cunseil, consel, from
Lat. consilium, consultation, from consulere, to
consult) . A term applied to attorneys and coun-
selors who become associated together in the con-
duct of a cause at any stage of the proceedings,
or who jointly act as legal advisers in any mat-
ter, whether litigated or not. It is less frequently
used in speaking of a single lawyer acting in any
of the above capacities. The term 'of counsel'
is employed to designate a lawyer who assists

the attorney of record in the management, trial,

and conduct of a case. See Advocate; Attob-
NEY: l.AWYKK.

COUNSELOR. In law, a person admitted
to practice law in any capacity, and who
is by reason of that fact an officer of the court.

The term was formerly used to distinguish those
lawj'ers who were licensed to appear in court,
corresponding to the barrister in England and the
advocate in Scotland. The distinction has been
abolished in most of the United States, and it is
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now used synonymously with attorney. See At-
TOBNEY; LaW^TJB.

COUNT (OF. cunte, comte, Fr. comte, from
Lat. comes, companions, from com-, togetJier +
ire, Gk. Uveu, iciiai, Skt. i, to go). In classical
writers down to the end of the fourth century,
the meanings attached to the word comes were
comparatively few and simple. At first the word
signified merely an attendant, and differed from
»oeiM« chiefiy in expressing a less intimate and
equal relation to the persons accompanied.
A little later, in Horace's time, it was applied
to those young men of family whom it had be-
come customary to send out as pupils under the
eye of a governor of a province, or the commander
of an army. Very soon the fashion of having
attendants at home was introduced. The Em-
peror had many comitea in this sense, and to
these, as he gradually became the centre of
power, he transferred the various offices of his
household and of the State. The example of
the emperors of the West was followed by the
emperors of the East. Most of the titles at
present applied to court officials are translations
of the names applied to similar offices in the
Byzantine Empire. The comes sacrarum largi-
tionum was grand almoner and practically chan-
cellor of the exchequer; the comes curias was
the grand master of ceremonies; the comes
equorum, the grand equerry. The comes mar-
carnm, or count of the marches, was the original
of the later marquis.

In France, the count of the palace (comes
palatii) was the highest dignitary in the State
after the mayor of the palace, and in the
eleventh century had already acquired a rank
apart from Ihat of the other counts. He pre-
sided in the court of the sovereign in his absence,
and possessed sovereign jurisdiction. The habit
of instituting counts palatine was adopted by
Spain and England. The counts of Chartres,
Champagne, Blois, and Toulouse arrogated to
themselves the authority to appoint palatine
counts, and the ancient houses of Chartres and
of Blois continued to claim in perpetuity the
title of count palatine as that of their eldest
sons. Counts of this sovereign class owed their
origin to the feebleness of the later Carolingian
kings, under whom they contrived gradually to
convert the provinces and towns which they had
governed as royal officers into principalities
hereditary in their families. It was then that
the counts came to be known by the names of
their counties. The title was never used in Eng-
land, though its Latin equivalent has always
been the common translation for 'earl,' and the
wife of an earl from a very early period has
been styled 'countess.' For the history of the
office in Germany, where it was of great im-
portance, see Graf. Consult: Rambaud, L'em-
pire grec au Xe siecle (Paris, 1870) ; Luchaire,
Histoire des institutions monarchiques de la
France sous Ics premiers Cap^tiens (Paris,
1883) ; Maury, "La noblesse et les titres nobili-
aires en France," Heme des Deux Mondes (De-
cember, 1882) ; Pfaff, Geschichte des Pfalzgrafen-
amtcs (Halle, 1847).

COUNTER-CHANGED. A term in her-
.•ildry (q.v.). When several metals and colors are
intermixed, one being set against another, they
are said to be counter-changed.

COUNTERCLAIM. In pleading, an affirma-
tive cause of action asserted bv the defendant
against the plaintitf and introduced in connec-
tion with his answer or defense proper. The
counterclaim is a modern statutory device for
enabling a person who is sued on a claim against
him to procure an adjudication, at the same time,
of a legal claim which he has against the party
suing him. Its purpose is to consolidate the
causes of action which two parties may have
against one another, reducing the amount and
cost of litigation and compelling the adjudica-
tion, so far as possible, of all open controversies
between them. No such practice existed at
common law, but every claim, no matter how
closely related to another and opposing claim,
constituted a separate cause of action and had to
be separately prosecuted. As early as the year
1729, however, an act of the British Parliament
introduced the principle of the set-off (q.v.),
whereby, in case of mutual indebtedness growing
out of the same transaction, the defendant was
enabled to set his claim off against that of the
plaintiff and have it allowed on the judgment.
It was not until the Judicature Acts in 1875,
however, that the defendant acquired the right
of setting up a cross-claim, constituting a dis-
tinct cause of action.

Both the set-off and the counterclaim exist in
the United States, the former generally, but the
latter only in the so-called 'code States,' which
have adopted the reformed procedure. These
differ among themselves, however, as to the na-
ture of the actions which can be pleaded by way
of counterclaim, some following the modem
English practice, under which any cause of ac-
tion, however divergent from that alleged in the
complaint, may be set up, and others, like New
York, limiting the right of counterclaim to a
matter arising out of the same transaction as
that on which the action is based, or, in an action
on contract, any other cause of action on con-
tract. (New York Code of Civil Procedure,
§ 501.) See Pi.ea; Pleading; Recoupment;
and consult the authorities referred to under
Pleading.

COUNTERFEITING (from counterfeit, from
OF., Fr. contrefait, counterfeit, from ML. con-
trafacere, to imitate, from Lat. contra, against
-|- facere, to make). The criminal offense of
falsely and fraudulently making an article in
the semblance of another with the intent to in-

duce the acceptance and use of such spurious
article for the genuine one. It is used most
frequently of imitations of coined money, but
is applied also to spurious trade-marks, or dies.

The most important British statute on this topic
is the Coinage Offense Act, 1861 (24 and 25 Vict,
c. 99). In this country the subject is dealt
with in the Revised Statutes of the United
States (§ .5413 et seq.

) , especiallj' so far as it re-

lates to Federal coinage and securities and the
money or securities of foreign nations ; and other
forms of coimterfeiting are made punishable
by State legislation. See Coixage; Forgery.

COUNTER-IRRITANTS. Medical agents
applied to the skin so as to redden (rubefaci-
ents), to vesicate (blisters or vesicants), or to
produce pustules, purulent issues, or even
sloughs of skin and of the subcutaneous textures
(pustulants). Counter-irritants act by reflex
influence upon central nerve-centres which con-
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trol the blood-supply to diseased internal organs
or deep-seated structures. The milder counter-

irritants are mustard, turpentine applied on hot
cloths, and tincture of capsicum. The stronger
are blisters of cantharides or of ammonia;
croton oil or tartar emetic in ointment; and
the actual cautery or hot iron. Setons, moxse,

and caustics are no longer employed. None
of the stronger counter-irritants should be
used without medical advice, great mischief
being done by their improper use. Counter-
irritants relieve internal pain, and tend to
promote the absorption of effusions. They
should be applied at a distance from the site of

the inflammation. Counter-irritants are much
used for strains and diseases of the joints in

horses, but should never be applied, as they too
often are, in recent cases, or while the part is

hot or inflamed. Cantharidine preparations and
ointment of mercuric biniodide (red iodide of

mercury) are the most convenient. For cows,
use hot fomentations, followed by the smart in-

friction of mustard paste; for dogs, soap lini-

ment, strengthened, if required, by ammonia or
turpentine. See MoxA.

COUNTERMINE. See Mines and Mining,
Military.

COUNTER-PASSANT (Fr. contre-passant,
passing opposite, from contre, Lat. contra, against
-|- passer, ML. passare, to pace, from Lat. pas-
8U8, step, from pandere, to stretch). In heral-

dry, a term denoting two beasts passing each
other.

COUNTERPOINT. In music, the setting of
one or more parts against a given melody, so
tliat all the voices are of equal importance and
independence. The name was first used in the
fourteenth century. It suggested itself from the
fact that one note (punctus) was set against an-
other, punctus contra puncturn. A counterpoint
may be written in various ways against a given
melody, as one, two, four, or even more notes
against one of the cantus. The counterpoint
most u.seful in practical composition is one
where the different parts are variously con-

structed, as in the following (Handel) :

When two voices are used the counterpoint is

called two-part: when three, three-part, etc.

When the counterpoint lies uniformly above or

below the cantus it is single. If the parts be

constructed in regard to one another so that

they can be changed or transposed over or under
each other, without alteration in the movement.

or injury to the harmony, it is then called

double counterpoint, for example:
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The intervals most frequently used for trans-
position in double counterpoint are the octave,
decima, and duodecima. The following admits
of different transpositions:
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When three voices are constructed so that they
can be exchanged one against the other, the
counterpoint is triple; when four, quadruple.
The first indications of counterpoint we find in
the thirteenth century in the works of Adam de
la Hale. The development of the art of contra-
puntal writing was then very rapid, and in the
school of the Netherlands (in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries) the acme of technical skill

was reached. But counterpoint was then less a
genuine musical art than an exhibition of as-

tounding technical tricks. The great Italian
schools (see Palestbina) returned to a simpler
and artistic style. As a genuine art counter-
point culminated in the form of the fugue (q.v.).

The latest and best treatises on counterpoint
are those of Dehn, Richter. and Jadassohn.

COUNTERPOISE CARRIAGE. See Ord-
nance.

COUNTER-POTENT. A fur used in her-
aldry (q.v.).

COUNTER-PROOF. An impression which
is o!)tainpd from a freshly printe<l proof of

an engraving, by laying it. before the ink is dry,
upon plain paper, and pas.sing it through the
press. By this means the ink is transferred
from the wet proof to the plain paper, and a

reversed impression is obtained, which is often
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of use in pnabliiij,' tlu> «'n<,'nivt'r to judge of the
BUCtTss of liis work. Soe Kn(;bavino.

COUNTEB-BEFOBMATION. The term
used to descrilu' those measures which the

Ronian Catholic Church took, after the Reforma-
tion was fairly utartcd, ( 1 ) to reform abuHea,

(2) to counteract the Protestant movement in

those lands where it tiireatened to succeed, and
(3) to uproot it where it had entirely or very
considerably succeeded. Long before the Prot-

estant revolt took place there had l)een a demand
up<m tlie |)art of faithful sons of the Church for

a reform in 'head and meml)ers,' from the Pope
down to the humblest Christian. Several coun-

cils had l)een called to accomplish it, but did

little. At last the Council of Trent was as-

sembled, which, lastinjj; with interruptions from
1545 to 1503, gave Ihe creed and the discipline

of the modem Church of Rome, which has been
largely free from the scandal of the past. Of
the agents most active in raising the tone of the
Church, animating its pulpit and its schools,

and inspiring self-sacrifice and ardent piety, the

chief have lieen the Jesuits—so much so, indeed,

that the counter-reformation is frequently spoken
of as their work. The other measures spoken of

have naturally incurred more censure. The check
or extirpation of Protestantism has been accom-
panied necessarily with violence, and thus con-

travenes modern notions of religious freedom

—

though it must be said that the intolerance of the

Roman Catholic ruler or prelate was matched,
when opportunity served, by that of Protestants

in similar positions. In Bavaria the nobility

which had favored Protestantism were expelled

in 1564. At Treves the Elector, James of Eltz,

in 1572, forbade Protestants his Court. In
other ecclesiastical States of the Empire, as Bam-
berg and Salzburg, the rulers drove out the

evangelical clergy and gave the laity the alter-

native of conformity to the Catholic Church or
exile. Austria attempted to uproot religious lib-

erty in Hungary, but was forced to restore it.

In Bohemia Protestantism was extirpated dur-

ing the Thirty Years' War. As far as the Ger-

man Empire was concerned, the arbitrary ex-

ercise of power to repress Protestantism ended
with the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. In
such countries as Spain and Italy Protestan-
tism never had more than a feeble existence,

and so was rather easily suppressed by the
Inquisition. In France there was never more
than a possibility of Protestantism gaining an
ascendency, but in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries it had many influential ad-

herents. Civil wars, the result of political

intrigue, and the acceptance from personal
ambition of Romanism by Heniy IV., ruined
whatever jjrosjiects the Protestants had; and
with the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
in 1685, all semblance of State favor to Prot-
estantism was removed and the faith outlawed.
In the Netherlands persecution and war wrested
the southern provinces from Protestant domi-
nation, but it remained in the northern. Scan-
dinavia was not seriously sliaken in her accept-
ance of Protestantism. In England, after tire-

less, ingenious, and heroic attempts of seminary
priests, upon whose head a price was fixed,

to eflfect a return to Catholicism, with the secret
cooperation of many nobles and other prominent
men. the scheme had to be abandoned, mainly
because the audacious invasion of England by the

Spanish Armada in 1588 welded the nation into
a whole against foreign political or religious
dominion.

Consult; Ranke, History of the Popes, English
trans. (London, 1867) ; A. VVard, History of the
Cuuiilcr-Jiefomiation (New York, 1889) ; A. R.
Pennington, History of the Counter-Reformation
(London, 1!K)0).

COUNTERSCABP. The side of the ditch of
a fortification opposite to the parapet. The
slopes of the st-arp and counterscarp will depend
on the nature of the soil, and the action on it

of frost and rain. The scarp or extreme slope of

the parapet is less steep than the counterscarp,
because it has to sustain the weight of the
parapet. See Fortification.

COUNTEBSION. A watchword used by
miliUiry bodies as a precaution against an enemy
or enemies. The countersign may be changed
at any moment, or any number of times, but is

usually altered each twenty-four hours. It is

given primarily to commanders of guards, and
outposts and their sentries, to reconnoitring and
visiting patrols, and to the field and regimental
officers of the daj'. All others desiring to pass
through the lines must first be supplied with
the countersign, which is thus a guard against
spies, strangers, and surprise.

COUNTEB-TENOB. The highest adult male
voice; most commonly the male alto (q.v.).

COTJNTEB-VAIB. A fur used in heraldry
(q.v.).

COUNTESS'S POWDEB. See Cinchona.

COUN'TIES COB'POBATE. In England,
cities and towns possessing the privilege of being

governed by their own sheriff and magistrates

independently of the county in which they are

situated.

COUNTING-OUT BHYMES. See Nubseby
Rhymks.
COUNT JULIAN. A gloomy but impressive

tragedy by Walter Savage Landor (1812). The
scene is laid in the time of Roderick, the last of

the Goths, about 711.

COUNT BOBEBT OF PABIS. A late novel

of Sir Walter Scott (1833), the scene of which
is laid at Constantinople in the eleventh cen-

tury. The title character was a reno\vned

French Crusader. The novel, written after

Scott's financial troubles, betrays the author's

failing powers.

COUNTBY LASSES, or The Custom of the
Manor. Tlio title of a play by Charles Johnson

(1715), based on Fletcher and Massinger's Cus-

tom of the Country and ^Middleton's A Mad
World, My Masters.

COUNTBY PABTY, The. The anti-Royalist

party in England in Charles II.'s time, which
opposed the Court party. It finally developed

into the 'Whig* Party.

COUNTBY WIFE, The. A comedy by
Wycherley (1673), drawn largely from Molifere's

L'Ecole dcs maris and L'Ecole 'des femmes. It

is called by Macaulay "one of the most profligate

and heartless of human compositions."

COUNTY (OF. counte, con tee, Fr. comtS, It.

eontado. from Lat. comit'atus, county, escort,

from comes, count, companion). Either (a)

one of civil divisions of a country, for judi-
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«ial and political purposes; or (b) a local sub-

division of a State created by the sovereign

power of its own will, regardless of the solicita-

tion or consent of the inhabitants of said sub-

division; or (c) a "local organization which, for

the purpose of civil administration, is invested

with the functions of a corporate existence."

The Saxon term was 'shire,' a name still pre-

served in England. In the United States coun-
ties are divided into a nnmber of to^^•nships or
towns. Cities and incorporated towns and vil-

lages are, generally speaking, subdivisions of

counties and to\\Tiships, but in some instances a
city may be geographically coterminous with a
county, as is the case with Chicago and Phila-

delphia, while "the city of New York' includes

within its numicipal limits four distinct coun-
ties. In Louisiana the similar division is called

a 'parish.' For purposes of local government,
each county has at least one court and one
prison, and usually an almshouse. The smaller
divisions are townships, from three or four to

a dozen or more in a county. The commissioners
or supervisors of these towns, chosen by popular
suffrage, form an administrative board to con-

iluct the financial and other county affairs. In
all the United States there are more than 6800
counties. Usually each county chooses one or more
members to the Lower House of the State Legisla-

ture. Counties are the creatures of the legislative

will. They are vested with certain corporate pow-
ers in order to enable them to perform the duties
required of them as part of the machinery of the
State ; and, inasmuch as all their powers are
derived from the I-^gislature, the latter may en-

large, modify, or diminish them at any time.
Counties are generally invested with the follow-

ing corporate powers: To sue and be sued by a
corporate name; to have a county-seat, a court-
house, and prison; to acquire and hold title to
real estate; to le\'y taxes and to make such con-
tracts as may be necessary for their cor-

porate existence. For an historical sketch
of the English county, consult Pollock and
Maitland, History of English Law (2d ed., Bos-
ton, 1899). See Shire ; also Municipal Law,
and consult the authorities there referred to.

COUNTY COUNCILS. Until 1888 the county
government of England was conducted in the
quarter sessions, held by justices of the peace.

As these magistrates were appointed by the
Crown to attend to all administration and the
minor judicial businer<s of the county, there was
practically no local self-government. To remedy
this, the first I^iocal Government Act was passed
in 1888 by a Conservative Ministry. It estab-

lished representative county councils elected

everA' three years by all ratepayers, male and
female, of the shire, besides other non-resident
property-holders, under certain conditions. Prac-
tically the same qualifications are necessary for

membership in the council, except that women
are not eligible. The elected councilors choose
additional meml)ers called aldermen, one-third
of the coimcil in numlx»r, and also a mayor, who
may or may not he of their numlier. The council
controls all the administrative functions of the
county, such as the management of the roads,
insane asylums, county jails, and the issue of

liquor licenses; it shares the police control with
the justices of the peace.

Mr. Henry Fowler's second Local Government
Act, passed by the Liberals in 1894, perfected

the first by transforming the ancient vestries of
a population of 300 and over into parish coun-
cils, for the management of local business.

Smaller parishes, if they so desire, may, with
the consent of the county council, have the same
privilege. The system closely resembles the
American township organization. Scotch and
Irish counties have since been organized along
similar lines, except that there are no coopted
aldermen in the former country.

Previous to 1885 all London lying without
the ancient city had no local government except
the church vestries. It was brought under the
operation of the Act of 1888 and given a county
government. In 1899 the administrative func-

tions of the vestries not ecclesiastical were turned
over by the coimty coimcil to subordinate bor-

oughs, having mayors, aldermen, and councilors
of their own. The old city, though represented
in the county council, retains most of its anti-

quated constitution. The personnel of the Lon-
don County Council is very high, and the amount
of work it has accomplished is remarkable. It

has successfully provided public baths and li-

braries, parks and playgroimds. better dwellings
for the poor, besides giving £500,000 for tech-

nical education. Consult: The Local Govern-
ment Act, Statutes 56 and 57 Vict., c. 73;
also Macmorran and Dill, The Local Government
Act of 189

'f, with a good introduction (London,
1896) ; Courtenay, The Working Constitution of
the United Kingdom (New York, 1901), 238-40,
246-50.

COUNTY COUBT. In English and Ameri-
can law, a judicial tribunal of considerable dig-

nity and importance, whose jurisdiction is co-

extensive with the limits of a county (q.v.).

The county courts are among the most ancient
institutions in England, dating back to the
popular tribunals of the Anglo-Saxon period.

We find provisions regulating their procedure
as far back as the laws of Edward the Elder
(901-25) and of Canute (1014-35). Under the
system of local self-government which was char-
acteristic of that period, the county courts (shire

gemots) were the chief ordinary tribunals of the
English people, their judicial authority being
superseded by that of the Witcnagemot, or Great
Council of the Kingdom, only for particular pur-
poses and on rare occasions.

It will be remembered that in England the
county, or shire, is not merely a political sub-
division of the State for administrative pur-
poses, as it is in most cases in the United States,

and as are tlie departments into which the terri-

tory of France is divided; but it is a separate
and distinct political division, in many cases an-
tedating, in organization and in its functions,

the State itself. As the supreme judicial tribunal,
therefore, of such an ancient political organiza-
tion, the county court was not only the fountain
of justice for the people of England, high and
low, but a court of great dignity and authority
as well. It was presided over by the sheriff

(shire reet'e), who was the high judicial officer

of the county, and. like the court baron and
other popular tribunals, was composed of the
freeholders of the coimty who should be sum-
moned by the sheriff for that purpose. Its orig-

inal jurisdiction extended to all civil and crim-
inal matters, and it was the common court of
appeal from all the minor courts of the county.
Under the Saxon W'gime there was no regular
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tribunal of a|>|K'al from Uie judgments of tbe

county i-ourt, but after the Conquest the superior

authority of tl>e new national tribunal, the

Curia Itegis, or King's Court, drew to it appeals

from the county courts. The rapid growth in

power and importance of the King's courts, espe-

cially of the so-called common-law courts—the

King's llench and C^ommon Pleas—tended to re-

' duce the authority of the more ancient tribunals,

and their jurisdiction was impaired by succes-

sive acts of Parliament. They still exist, how-

ever, with a limited but still considerable au-

thority, which has been expressly defined by re-

cent statutes. See County Courts Act, 1888 (51

and 52 Vict. c. 43).

For the modern organization of county courts

in England and the United States, see the article

Court. See also Cubia Regis; Suebiff. Con-

sult Encyclopedia of the Laws of England (Lon-

don, 1897), title "County Courts" (vol. iii.,

527) ; also the authorities referred to under

Coi'RT, and Raikes, Admiralty Jurisdiction and
Practice in County Courts (London, 1896).

COUP, koo ( Fr., stroke) . A word often used in

a figurative sense. Coup d'itat, 'stroke of State,'

means an arbitrary encroachment suddenly ef-

fected by the governing authorities upon the

constitution of the State, altering or setting

aside the prerogatives of other parts of the body

politic. The coup d'etat which is usually under-

stood by this term is that effected by Louis

Napoleon when he dispersed the legislative

body, imprisoned the Republican leaders, and

made himself practically dictator (December 2,

1851). Coup de main, a 'stroke of the hand,'

is applied, in the language of war, to a sudden

and successful attack. Coup de foudre, a thun-

derbolt; applied figuratively to any astonishing

occurrence. Coup d'reil, 'a stroke (or glance)

of the eye,* is applied in speaking of persons

who have the faculty of comprehending all the

relations of a complicated matter at one survey;

or, in art, it expresses the general effect of a

picture or group at first sight. Coup de thdatre

means properly a trick of the stage to produce

a shock by surprise, and is hence applied to any
analogous dramatic effect.

COUPE, koo'pft' (Fr., literally, section, cut,

from couper, to cut). A four-wheeled, one-horse,

closed carriage, holding two persons, with sepa-

rate seat for the driver. (See Carriage.) The

name is also given to a compartment of a rail-

way carriage in Continental Europe.

COUPED, koopt (Hybrid Engl., p.p. of Fr.

couper, to cut). In heraldry, a term used to

describe the head or any limb of an animal cut

off smoothly from the trunk. It is distinguished

from erased—i.e. forcibly torn off, and therefore

ragged and uneven. A distinction is also made
between couped and couped close, the latter sig-

nifying that the head or limb is cut off close,

leaving no part of the neck or trunk attached to

it. When crosses, bars, bends, and the like are

cut so as not to touch the sides of the escutcheon,

they are also said to be couped.

COUPEBIN, koo'p'-rSN', Fbanc^ois (1668-

1733). A French organist of high repute. He
was probably the greatest of a family of great

musicians which began with his grandfather,

Armand Louis (1600-65), and continued through

several generations of his own descendants. He

was born in Paris, and comparatively early in

life earned for himself the title of le Grand. He
is historically important ciiietly Iwcause he was
one of the first great composers for the harpsi-

chord known to musical history. He is consid-

ered to have influenced materially the work of

Scarlatti, Handel, and Hach, and is by many
musical historians regarded as the actual pioneer
of modern music. He died in Paris, having at-

tained great popularity as a composer, and high
distinction as the clavierist of the King's cham-
ber and organist of the Cliapel Royal. He left

several important compositions and writings^

among them four Livrea de pidcea de clavecin

(Paris, 1713, 1716, 1722, and 1730 respectively).

COUPEBUS, kiJo-pft'ras, 1x)UIh (1863—). A
Dutch author, born at The Hague. He attracted

attention by his collection of poems. Een Lent van
Vacrzen (A Springtide of Verse) ( 1884) , followed
by a second entitled Orchideen (Orchids) ( 1887).
Subsequently he turned to fiction, his best work
in which is Majesteit (Majesty) (1893; a Ger-

man translation by Rach<*, 1895). He is ranked
among the most important of recent Dutch
writers.

COUPLE (OF. cuple, cople, Fr. couple, Sp.
cdpula, from Lat. copula, bond, from co-, together
-|- apere, Gk. Airreiv, haptein, to join). A couple
is the name given in statics to a pair of equal

"parallel forces acting in opposite directions and
at different points of a body. It is shown in the
article Mechanics (q.v.) that when two paral-

lel forces act in opposite directions on a body,

they may be replaced by one equal to their dif-

ference, acting parallel to them and in the same
plane with them, the point of application of this

resultant being beyond the points where they
are applied. This point recedes farther from
the points of application of the original force*

the nearer they approach equality, getting to an
infinite distance when they become equal, and
when their resultant accordingly is zero. In

this limiting case, the forces constitute a couple.

They have no tendency to translate the body

;

their action goes wholly to make it rotate about
an axis passing through its centre of inertia* and
perpendicular to the plane in which the couple

acts. Such being the case, a couple cannot be

replaced or counteracted by any single force,

for such a force would produce translation ; it

can only be replaced or balanced by other cou-

ples. The length of the straight line which meets

the lines of action of the forces at right angles

is called the 'arm' of the couple, and the product

of the arm and either force is called the 'strength'

or the 'moment' of the couple. It is evident that

a couple can be replaced by one of equal strength.

For a complete discussion of the composition

and resolutions of couples, reference should be

made to some treatise on statics, such as Routh,

Treatise on Analytical Statics (Cambridge, Eng.,

1892); or Minchin, Statics (New York, 1892).

See Mechanics.

COUPLET (Fr., dim. of couple, pair, from

Lat. copula, bond). Any two lines which rhyme
together. The term is, however, more frequently

used by critics to denote two lines which con-

tain the complete expression of an idea, and are,

therefore, to a certain extent independent of

what goes before or what follows. The poetic

wits of the age of Queen Anne excelled in this
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kind of aphoristic versification. Pope, it has

been said, reasons in couplets. For example:

" 'Tto with our judgments as our watches, none
Go just alike, yet each believes his own."

COITPON, kuo'pOn (Fr. coupon, from couper,

to cut. from coup, it. colpo, Lat. colpa, from Gk.

K6Xa0os, kolaphos, blow with the fist, from KoXdx-

T€(i», kolaptein, to strike). An undertaking on

the part of an obligor on a money bond or other

interest or dividend bearing obligation to pay

a definite amount of accrued interest or divi-

dends to the holder thereof at a specified date.

It is usually so attached to the bond, debenture,

or other principal instrument that it can con-

veniently be cut off (whence the name) and pre-

sented for payment. Each interest or dividend

coupon constitutes in law a separate claim or

demand, and may be separately enforced. Cor-

porate bonds and similar securities are usually

issued in this form, and so, sometimes, are shares

of preferred stock, in which case the coupons rep-

resent the guaranteed dividend payments. Of
course the coupon does not. in any of these forms,

confer any additional legal rights on the holder

of the security against the person bound thereby

nor increase the liability of the latter. A gen-

eral agreement to pay interest or dividends at

such a rate would be equally valid and effica-

cious. The advantage of the coupon lies in the

convenience to the holder of furnishing him
with a separate undertaking for each interest

or dividend payment for presentment and collec-

tion, and in the fact that corporate coupons are

usually of a negotiable or quasi-negotiable char-

acter, facilitating their transfer from hand to

hand. See Negotiable Instbument.

COITIIAJOD, koo'ra'zhd', Louis (1841-96).

A French archaeologist and art critic, born in

Paris. For many years he was in charge of

monuments of the Middle Ages and Renaissance

in the Museum of the Louvre. He is the author
of valuable books on the history of art in France
and Italy, particularly that of the Renaissance
and Middle Ages. His most important work
is Alexandre Lenoir, son journal et le musee
des monuments franQais ( 1878-87) , but also note-

worthy are L it-re-journal de Lazare Duvaux
(1873) and L'ecole royale des eleves proteges

(1874).

COURANT, koo-rlint' (Fr., pres. part, of

courir, to run ) . In heraldry, a term used for

running.

COTIBAYEB, koo'rii'ya', Pierre Francois
LE (1681-177(5). A French theologian. He is

chiefly known JFor the part which he took in the
discussion, which so interested Ijcibnitz and
others at the time, on the possibility of the re-

union of Christendom, and especially of uniting
the Church of England with the Roman Catholic
communion at the Reformation. In 1723 he
published anonymously a Dissertation sur la

validit{' des ordinations anglaises (English trans.

Ijondon, 1725; new ed. Oxford, 1844), in which
he endeavored to prove that there had been no
break in the line of ordination from the Apostles
to the English clergy. Tliis was naturally re-

ceived with enthusiasm in England, and Oxfonl
conferred the degree of D.D. on him ; but it sub-
jected him to so much criticism and unpopularity
in France that he presently fled to England, where
he remained until his death. In 1736 he pub-
lished a French translation of Sarpi's History of

the Council of Trent, and in 1767 a translation of

Sleidan's History of the Reformation.

COUBBET, koor'ba', Am^d^e Anatole Pros-

per (1827-85). A French admiral, born at

Abbeville. He was educated at the Ecole Poly-

technique and graduated with honors. In 1880

ho was made rear-admiral and three years after-

wards commanded the French fleet in the cam-
paign of Tongking. After the violation of the

Treaty of Tientsin by the Chinese, Courbet, in

a naval engagement (1884), destroyed the entire

Chinese fleet without losing a vessel of his own.
At the end of the war, in 1885, he started to re-

turn to France, but his strength had given out

imder the stress of the campaign and he died at

sea.

COUBBET, GusT.xN-E (1819-77). A French
landscape, figure, and portrait painter, founder
of the modern Realist School. He was bom at
Omans (Franche-Comt6) on June 10, 1819,
of wealthy peasant parents. His first instruc-

tion in art was acquired at his home under
Flageoulet, a pupil of David. In his twentieth
year he went to Paris, where he worked in dif-

ferent studios, but he was in the main self-

taught. He speedily found recognition, and soon
became the chief leader of the Realists, in oppo-
sition to both Classicists and Romanticists,
Courbet was of a very independent character,
and had so little regard for the opinions of the
judges of the Salon that he returned for six
successive years a picture rejected in 1841. When
in the Exposition of 1855 his pictures were un-
favorably hung, he withdrew them altogether
and held a separate exposition. In 1870 he re-

turned the Cross of the Legion of Honor to Na-
poleon with a protest. He was Radical and So-
cialist in politics, and under the Commune he was
made director of the fine arts. As such he saved
the collections of Thiers and of the Luxembourg
from the infuriated populace, but he sacrificed the
VendOme Column in order to appease the crowd.
For this act he was imprisoned after the downfall
of the Commune, and all of his paintings were
sold at public auction. In order to avoid further
suits for damages, he went into voluntary exile,

and died broken-hearted near Vevey, in Switzer-
land, December 31, 1877. He was a strong but
rather coarse character, blustering, but good-
natured—a healthy animal without the least
spirituality.

His paintings portray nature exactly as it is,

without the least addition of sentiment or ideal-

ism, for he conceived realism to be possible only
through the absolute negation of idealism. As
he confined himself to the reproduction of nature,
there could be no refined composition or real

action in his work, for these depend on the
painter himself. His figures were no more than
models in the positions painted, his landscapes
mere patches of forest or country taken at
random. In figure painting he was partial to the
coarse types preferred by the Flemish School,
and he always painted them life size. His color-

ing was excellent, and in his figure subjects,
which are chiefly brush works, it was pure,
strong, and mellow. In his landscapes he used
the pallet-knife ver>' freely, obtaining brilliant

and sparkling effects of color. His chief defect
is his lack of strength in drawing.
The volume of Courbet 's work was enormous,

and his activity extends over a variety of sub-
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jects. Amoiif^ the Ix-st of liis {wrtraits and
figure puintiii;^ are the "Alun with a Leather
Belt," tlie "Fair Dutchwoinaii," the "Stone-

Breakers," rej)resenting two workmen breaking

stones, as one ean 8<h? them in the street ; the

"Demoiselles de la Seine," two typical grisettes

reclining in ungraceful attitudes on the grass,

yet a picture of great l)eauty of color. The most
ambitious of all is his "Burial at Omans"
(painted 1850, now in the Louvre), a village

funeral. This picture is composed of thirty-nine

life-size figures, admirably balanced. On the one
hand are the perfunctory mourners, such as

the priest, beadles, pall-bearers, grave-diggers;

on the other, the real mourners. Among his best

landscapes are the "Combat of the Stags" and
the "Deer Retreat." His marine painting, "The
Wave," has been acquired by the ]-.uxembourg.

Consult: Muther, History of Modem Painting,

vol. ii. (London, 18!)G) ; Isham, "Gustave Cour-
bet," in Van Dyke's Modem French Masters
(New York, 1896) ; Silvestre, Les artistes

frangais (Paris, 1878); Patoux, "Courbet," in

//<?« artistes celehres ; D'Ideville, Gustave Cour-

bet (Paris, 1878); and La VMt6 sur Courbet
(Paris, 1870).

COURBEVOEE, kSSrla'-vwU' (Fr., crooked
way). A town in the Department of Seine,

France, on the left bank of the Seine, five miles

northwest of Paris (Map: France, B 6). Cour-
bevoie has well-built houses and large barracks
erected by Louis XV. Its principal manufac-
tures are white lead and brandy. Population, in

1896, 20,105; in 1901, 23,765; commune, 25,330.

COURCEL, koor'sCF, Baron Alpiionse Cno-
i!HO.N DE (183.5— ). A French diplomatist. He
was educated in France and Germany, and en-

tered political and diplomatic life in 1859. For
several years he was Ambassador to Germany.
He was appointed French arbitrator on the

Bering Sea Arbitration Commission in 1892, and
was elected president of that body by his asso-

ciates. He became Senator in 1892, and was
made Ambassador to Great Britain in 1897, but
resigned in 1898. He is considered an authority

on international law.

COXJBCELLE, koor's€l', Daniel de R6my,
Sieur de. French Governor of Canada from 1065

to 1672. He succeeded Mezy and preceded Fron-

tcnac. In 1666, in the depth of wihter, he led

a force of 300 men by way of Lakes Champlain
and George to the coiuitry of the Mohawks, who
had persisted in attacks upon the colony. He
returned having accomplished nothing, and hav-

ing lost a large number of his troops through the
severity of the weather. Not long after, with
Tracy, the lieutenant-general, and an army of

1300, he undertook a second expedition, which
resulted in the complete destruction of the five

Mohawk forts. The English were considerably

alarmed at this invasion of territory claimed for

the British Crown, and there ensued a corre-

spondence between Tracy and Governor Nicolls

of New York. Courcelle projected the post at

Kingston (Katarakoui) , afterwards established

by Frontenae.

COTTRCELLE-SENETTIL, koiTr'sfF se-ni'y',

Jean Gustave (1813-92). A French political

economist, born at Seneuil (Dordogne). He
occupied the chair of political economy at the
University of Santiago de Chile from 1853 to

1863, and became a member of the Paris Academy

of Moral and Political Science in 1882. Among
his principal publications are the folluwiug:
Traitd thiuriquv it pratique des operations de
banque (tfth ed., 1876; ; Manuel des affaires (4th
ed., 1883) ; Truitd dVcotwmie politique (3d ed.,

1890); and Libert^ et socialismv (1868), in

which, as in several others of his writings, he
defends the prin<ii)ie of individualism.

COUBEURS DE BOIS, koo'rer' de bwtt (Fr.,

wood-runners). Canadian bushrangers of the'
8<!venteenth century who forsook their families
and homes, and took to the w«x)d8 to engage in

the beaver trade. The movement iMJcame so

general that whole conmiunities were virtually
deprived of their male support, and much desti-

tution ensued. Stringent measures to restrain

the movement were taken by the King, but with-

out nmcli result. Tlie rangers, declared outlaws,
built palisade forts at Detroit, on Lake Superior,
and at various points in the West and North-
west.

COURIER, koo'rl-er (OP., Fr. courrier, run-
ner, from courir, Lat. currcre, to run ) . A
bearer of dis])atches or letters, usually sent on
public business. Such messengers were exten-

sively used up to coinparatively recent years

—

indeed, until the establishment of the postal and
telegraph systems superseded them. Organized
courier service existed among the Medes, As-

syrians, and Egyptians from very early times,

and relays of runners were employed by the an-

cient Greeks until the system of mounted
couriers was introduced by the Persians. Among
the Romans the change from runners to mounted
men took place in the time of Augustus. During
the Middle Ages, besides the staff of couriers in

the service of sovereigns, the English and French

nobility employed professional runners, called in

France laquais, and in England running f(X)tmen.

They wore an elaborate costume and carried a

long cane topped with a large, hollow silver

apple which contained provision for the journey.

Toward the middle of the fifteenth century,

formal permission was given to the Government
couriers of Germany and Spain to carry un-

official letters.

In modern times correspondence between

diplomatic representatives and their home Gov-

ernment is sometimes conducted by means of

special couriers, who are considered inviolable

messengers unless they happen to fall into the

hands of a hostile power in time of war. The

office of King's Messenger in the English diplo-

matic service used to be an honorable and

coveted position, but is now practically obsolete.

The word courier also signifies a hired at-

tendant who accompanies travelers abroad, and

whose special duty consists in making arrange-

ments for the journey, attending to passports,

settling hotel bills, and the like. An important

qualification is the ability to speak several for-

eign languages.

COURIER DE mIjRE, koo'ry&' de mft'rft',

Paul Louis (1772-lS2.i). A French liberal

l)olitician and classical scholar. He was born in

Paris. January 4, 1772. entered the army in 1792,

and served without distinction until 1809, pursu-

ing his studies as he found opportunity, and

publishing unimportant critical articles and

translations. He from his youth cherished a bit-

ter aversion to the nobility and a passionate love

of Greek literature. On resigning from the army
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he went to Florence and discovered there a com-

plete MS. of the Greek pastoral Daphnis and

Chloe (see 1x)NGUS), which he edited (1810)

and translated into exquisite French. At the

Restoration (1815) he became active as a poli-

tical pamphleteer, writing letters for Le Censeur,

comparable to Les provinciales of Pascal or the

satires of Junius. Fined and imprisoned for

his Simple Discoura (1821) ridiculing a plan to

endow the royal family, he published a report of

his trial that had a sensational success through-

out France. His last political satire, Le pam-
phlet des jxirnphlets (1824), is amongthe bitterest

and best; witty, classical in form and scholarly

allusion, epigrammatic in its common sense. A
few months after, he was assassinated (April 10,

1825), by whom, the Government could or would

never discover. Courier's (Euvres computes were

published in four volumes, with an essay on his

life by Armand Carrel (Paris, 1830).

COUIbLAN, koor'lan (Fr., probably from

native South American ) . The French book name
for a limpkin (Aramidae), called also 'crying

bird' and 'mad-widow' ( vidua loca ) by Spanish

Americans. See Ljmpkix.

COURLAND, koor'land, or KURIiAUD
(translation of I^tt. Kursemme, from A'ur,

Finnish tribe inhabiting the region in mediaeval

times + semme, land, OCh. Slav, zemlya, OPruss.

same, land, Gk. x«M*^. chamai, on the ground,

Lat. hemo, honio, man ) . One of the Baltic prov-

inces of Russia, bounded by the Gulf of Riga and

the Province of Livonia on the north, Vitebsk

on the east, Kovno on the south, and the Baltic

Sea on the west (Map: Russia, B 3). Area,

10,535 square miles. The surface is level, broken

only by isolated hills, while the coasts are very

low. There are a number of lakes, and a large

portion of the area is covered with forests. The

climate is moderate, the annual temperature

averaging 43° F. The chief occupations are agri-

culture, cattle-raising, and fishing. There are

also a number of breweries, distilleries, and tex-

tile mills, but the manufacturing industries are

very little developed. The commerce, on the

other hand, is quite extensive. The seaport of

Libau is the commercial centre. Courland had a

population in 1897 of 672,034, over 70 per cent,

of which were Letts, representing the agricultural

laboring class; over 8 per cent, were Germans,

mostly large landholders; and the rest consisted

of Jews and Russians. The Protestant Church

counts over 70 per cent, of the population among
its adherents. The capital is Mitau.

Courland came' under the rule of the Teutonic

Order in the thirteenth century. In the second

half of the sixteenth century it became an hered-

itary diichy under the sovereignty of Poland.

After a long internal struggle between the Rus-

sian and the Polish parties the duchy came under

Russian influence with the appointment of Biron

as Duke of Courland in 1737. It was formally

annexed to Russia in 1795.

COURSE. See Masonby and Building.

COURSE OF TIME, The. A religious epic

in blank verse by Robert Pollok (1827)-

COURSEB (Fr., couraier, from OF., Fr.

cot/rsp, Lat. mrsus, course, from currere, to

run ) . The French name of eight or ten species

of plovers of various genera inhabiting desert

regions of Africa and Asia. The best-known is

the cream-colored courser (Cursorius gallicus),

common on arid plains from the western Sahara

to northern India. All are sand-colored above,

swift-footed, and wary, and c^ceal themselves

by simply squatting and remaining motionless

and so practically invisible; their food consists

of insects, mainly locusts. The name black-

backed courser is frequently given to the croco-

dile-bird (q.v.).

COURSING (from course, OF., Fr. course).

The pursuit of a hare by greyhounds, who fol-

low it by sight and not by scent, is one of the

most ancient of field sports. Arrian (a.d. 150)

made its history the subject of much research.

There are two kinds of coursing—'open,' which

may be described as the haphazard pursuit of

any hare that can be discovered, without regard

to any set rules or regulations; and 'close' cours-

ing, in which the course is determined by fixed

boundaries, or othenvise fenced in. In the latter

case, the hares, which have been previously se-

cured, are released, and after sufficient law

(time or distance) has been allowed them, the

dogs are slipped, and the pursuit begins. Both

these kinds of coursing are practiced under

similar rules in Great Britain and America alike.

The oldest coursing club in England was that

established at Swaffham in Norfolk in 1776, and
of existing organizations, the most important is

the Altcar Club, established in 1825. In America

the sport has been in existence since the middle

of the nineteenth century, but open meetings, in

which competitors from regular organizations

take part, are of comparatively recent date. The
supervising and controlling body of the sport is

•The American Coursing Board,' and the princi-

pal meets, or meetings, are in the two Dakotas,

Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, and Minnesota.

In England the sport is conducted under the

laws and rules of the National Coursing Club,

and the principal meet is that held everj' Febru-

ary over the Altcar Course near Liverpool, for

the Waterloo Cup, a prize instituted in 1836.

It was originally an 8-dog course, increased the

next vear to lO) the year after to 32, at which

it stood until 1857, when it became a 64-dog

stake, and as such it still remains. The best

dogs of the world compete, and the title 'Water-

loo Cup' has become s\Tionymous with the high-

est prize of the year in coursing, in many coun-

tries. Russia, America, South Australia, New
South Wales, and New Zealand all have their

Waterloo Coursing Cups. In competitions the

judge follows the dogs throughout the course,

noting every movement from the moment they

are slipped until the 'kill,' or conclusion of the

course—his decision being based on the follo^Mng

general rules: I. For speed, according to the

desrree of superiority shown, 1, 2. or 3. II. For

the go-by—the starting of a greyhound a clear

length behind its opponent, passing it in a

straight run and obtaining a clear length ahead

—2 points, or if gained on the outer circle, 3

points. III. The turn—a sharp turn of not less

than a right angle in the hare's course when
presse<l by a dog, 1 point. IV. The wrench—-

a change of less than a right angle in a hare's

course when pressed, one-half point. V. The

kill, 2 points, or in a descending scale in pro-

portion to the merit displayed, which may be

of no value. VI. The trip—an unsuccessful ef-

fort which threw the hare off its legs, or the

getting so close as to snatch it and lose hold.
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COXJBT (Fr. cuur, It. corlc, from Lat. oohora,

inclosuro, from cu- tojjether -f 'hora, connected

with Lat. hortuH, garden, (ik. x*P^»«i chortos,

hay, Olr. gort, setlge, CJoth. gards, court, OHG.
garto, CUt. Garten, AS. e^tord, Kngl. yard).

Courts, in the legal sense— i.e. authorities em-

|>owered to try and punish persons charged with

oirenses against the public or State, and to settle

flisputes regarding tlie rights and duties of indi-

viduals—have existed among all peoples that

have emerged from savagery. There is no single

root from which early judicial authority springs;

nor is there, even amon<' the Aryan peoples, any
single typical form of primitive court. The
right of the community to punish offenses

against the community—a right which expresses

itself originally in lynch law—may beget a popu-

lar jurisdiction in criminal cases; and the in-

terest of the comnuinity in preventing feuds

may make the popular assembly competent to

decide civil cases. The belief that flagrant

breaches of the social order are offenses against

the gods may vest criminal jurisdiction in the

priests; and the duty of the priests to see that

vows and promises under oath are performed

may be expanded into a fairly broad civil juris-

diction. The attribution to the king of disci-

plinary powers over the popular army, and the

concentration in his hands of the power of pre-

serving internal peace, may create an extensive

royal jurisdiction over crimes and also over

torts; and the king's civil jurisdiction may be

widened by ascribing to him a patriarchal au-

thority analogous to that exercised by the heads

of houses and of clans. Private disputes may
he referred, voluntarily at first, to the decision

of king or priest or assembly, and when such

references have become customary the duty of

decision may be transformed into judicial au-

thority. Traces of all these ideas and influences

are discernible in the early judicial systems of

the Aryan peoples.

Sir Henry Maine has called attention to the

great importance given to courts and their ma-
chinery in everj' ancient code. It is due, he

thinks', to the fact that the authority of a court

of justice overshadowed all other ideas and con-

siderations in the minds of those early code-

makers. The dominant notion in their minds,

when they undertook to classify legal rules, was
not a law, or a right, or a sanction, as they are

now considered by an analytical jurist, but a

<'ourt of justice. "The great fact is that there

now exists an alternative to private reprisals,

a mode of stanching personal or hereditary

blood-feuds other than slaughter or plunder.

Hence, in front of everything they place the de-

scription of a court, of its mechanism, of its

procedure, of its tests of alleged facts." This
conscious reverence for courts of justice, and
this sense of their paramount importance, have
diminished. Sir Henry Maine believes, as civili-

zation has advanced and peace has become more
prevalent. Some doubt of the correctness of

this opinion may be entertained. In the first

place, the fact that the term 'court,' which, as

we have seen, originally designated a body exer-

cising legislative as well as judicial powers, has
been limited in most countries to the designation

of a tribunal exercising judicial powers only,

indicates that such powers are deemed of prime
importance. In the second place, the axithority

of courts, especially in federal governments un-

der written constitutions, and, throughout Chris-

tendom, under international arbitration treatieH,

is very great, and destined to l>e still greater.

(jiKEEK C0LBT8. Among the Greeks of the Uo-
nieric age, jurisdiction both in criminal and in

civil cases apjK-ars to have been vested in tho

kings and chieftains. In important cases their

judgments were submitted to the jx'ople for con-

lirmation, but no real particij)ation in the find-

ing of judgments was accorded to the people

until the Greek States became democratic. Then
the magistrates, whose powers at first were simi-

lar to those previously exercised by the kings,

became mere chairmen of popular courts. At
Athens, in the fourth century n.c, every adult

citizen was normally a 'dikast' or juror, and
civil and criminal cases were decided by majority
vote in courts containing from two hundred to

six thousand or more jurors.

Roman Courts. Among the Romans criminal
jurisdiction was exercised by the king or by
oilicials appointed by the king. From the deci-

sions of such ofiicials appeal to the popular as-

sembly was sometimes granted. In the Repub-
lican period such an appeal {provocatio) lay

against all sentences condemning a citizen to

death, or scourging, or exile, and also against

fines beyond a certain amount; and this appeal

became the real trial. The forms observed were
substantially the same as in legislation. A pro-

posal to condemn the accused to a certain pun-

ishment was submitted to the people, debated be-

fore them in informal assembly (contio), and
accepted or rejected by them in formal as.sembly

(comdtia) . (See Comitia.) During the last

century of the Republic, criminal courts of a

different type, the qucestiones, gradually ab-

sorbed the jurisdiction previously exercised by
the assembly. The quwstio was a body of select

jurors sitting under the presidency of a special

magistrate, usually a praetor. The jurors were
drawn from a small panel, which included only

the most distinguished and wealthy citizens.

Civil jurisdiction, also, is said to have been

exercised by the Roman kings. It is probable,

however, that the king did not decide the con-

troversies submitted to him; but, like the prae-

tor in later times, heard the pleadings only, and
then sent the parties to a judex, or referee,

nominated (or at least accepted) by the parties

themselves. It also seems probable that, in the

royal period, the referees were usually priests

(pontifices) . In the Republican perix)d there

were elected boards of judiccs {decemviri, cen-

tumviri) , to which cases were sent by the prae-

tor; but reference to a single judex, regularly a

senator, seems to have been customary in ac-

tions on tort or on contract, and was admissible,

during the last century of the Republic, in all

cases.

The fundamental principle which controlled

the administration of civil and criminal justice,

and the composition of the courts, in the Repub-

lican period was the separation of jurisdiction

ijus) and judgment {judicium). Pleas were

made and the case was formulated before a
magistrate, but the decision was rendered by a

private citizen or by a body of private citizens.

In the Imperial period this system {ordo judi-

ciorum ) was gradually supplanted by the cog-

nitio extranrdinarin, in which an Imperial offi-

cial conducted the trial and rendered the deci-

sion. Under this system the administration of
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justice was taken out of tlie hands of the people

and became a part of the general administration

created and controlled by the emperor. As in

the general administration, so in the administra-
tion of justice, there were courts of lower and
higher instance, and appeals could be taken.

In the late Empire (fourth and fifth centuries)

the municipal courts had jurisdiction only in

police cases and in petty civil cases. The ordi-

nary court of first instance was that of the

rector or president of the province. From his

decision appeal ran to the vicar of the diocese,

and then to the prtptorian prefect, the immediate
personal representative of the emperor. The
appellate courts had not merely cassational, but
reformatory jurisdiction— i.e. they could not
only set aside a decision, but they could also re-

verse or modify it.

Teutonic and Medieval Courts. The primi-

tive Teutonic court was a folk-moot, or popular
court, in which the decision was proposed by
the presiding dignitary (king or prince or him-
dredman), or by a law-speaker appointed by
the presiding dignitary, and was approved or
disapproved by tae assembled freemen. In the
later Prankish (Carolingian) Empire, special

judgment - finders {scabini, Schoffen, echevins)
gradually took the place of the body of freemen.
These judges or assessors were at first ap-

pointed by the count ; but, after the dissolution

of the Empire, their office, like most offices, be-

came hereditary.

The early Teutonic courts were those of the
hundred, of the county, and of the tribe. In the
Prankish Empire the court of the tribe was re-

placed by the royal court, held by the count
palatine ; and in the Carolingian period circuit

courts were held by Imperial missi. Even in

the Carolingian period the courts of the hun-
dred and of the county were being supplanted by
manorial courts, held by the bailiffs of the
seigneurs, and after the dissolution of the Em-
pire the popular free courts disappeared in many
parts of Europe. During the Middle Ages ap-
peared special feudal courts and independent
city courts. Nearly all the mediaeval courts were
courts at once of first and last instance; there
was no system of appeals; the king's court was
u.sually nothing but a feudal court for the great
vassals. In all of these courts, from the king's

court down to the manorial court, the decision

was usually rendered (or at least approved) by
a limited number of judges or assessors, who
were regularly the pares of the defendant—i.e.

persons of the same class and rank. Through-
out the ^fiddle Ages there were also special ec-

clesiastical courts (see Canon Law), with juris-

diction not only over Church matters, but over
the persons of the clergy and over many matters
to-day regarded as civil. In these courts the
judicial organization and procedure of the late

Roman Empire were perpetuated. From the
ordinary (bishop's) courts appeals ran to Rome,
and the Pope could appoint legates to hold spe-

cial courts.

MoDEBN EiTBOPEAN CoiTBTS. When the admin-
istration of justice was reorganized by the abso-
lute monarchy, the new royal courts were mod-
eled on the ecclesiastical courts. Professional
or 'learned' judges replaced the mediaeval lay
judges; the judge or bench of judges rendered
decision both upon the law and the facts; ap-
pet \s ran from the courts of lower instance to

Vol. v.—34.

those of higher, and finally to the king's court.
The modern European courts are still, essential-
ly, courts of this Roman- im{)erial-ecclesiastical
type, except that the court of last instance has
usually cassational jurisdiction only, not reform-
atory jurisdiction. The only important modi-
fication which has been introduced is jury trial
in criminal cases. Lay assessors have been re-

tained or reintroduced, in some countries, in the
police courts and in the commercial courts.
These latter courts, with special jurisdiction
over merchants and commercial cases, are sur-
vivals of the independent city courts of the Mid-
dle Ages. The number of judges in a European
court is usually proportional to the amount of
business with which the court has to deal. In
the larger courts the judicial force is divided
into sections (sometimes termed senates), and
the judicial business is distributed according
to its character, criminal cases going to one sec-

tion, commercial cases to another, etc. When a
doubtful question of general importance comes
before such a section, a session of the entire
court may be called. In all the leading Euro-
pean States the independence of the judge is

safeguarded by life tenure and fixed salary, and
in the German Empire by the rule that a trans-
fer, even when it is technically a promotion, can-
not be made without the consent of the judge
concerned.
English and American Courts. Originally

of wider signification, the term court has come to
represent a permanent organization or tribunal
for the public administration of justice, com-
posed of one or more judges, who, when engaged
in the transaction of business, are attended or-
dinarily by attorneys and counselors, who repre-
sent the litigants; by clerks, who keep records
of what is done; and by marshals, sheriffs, con-
stables, or like officers, who enforce judicial
mandates and preseri'e order.

In primitive communities, courts perform
legislative and executive as well as judicial func-
tions. The scyresgemot, county court, or sher-
iff's turn of Anglo-Saxon England was not simply
a judicial tribunal presided over by a bishop
and sheriff, but was an assemblage of freemen
for the discussion and transaction of local affairs

generally. The Aulu Regis, or Great Council of
the Kingdom, in the early English history per-
formed legislative as well as judicial duties ; and
so did the stated assemblages of the ruling class
in some of the English colonies in this country.
In Massachusetts the present names of the legis-

lative and the judicial bodies—the General Court
and the Supreme Judicial Court respectively

—

bear testimony to the fact that the primitive
court of the colony performed both legislative
and judicial functions.

I. English courts may be classified in various
ways. One basis of classification is their rela-

tive authority; and this divides them into su-
perior and inferior courts, (a) The latter class
includes those tribunals over which courts of
the former class may exercise a supervisory
jurisdiction by writs of mandamus (q.v.), cer-

tiorari (q.v.), or prohibition (q.v.). They are
of four kinds:

( 1 ) Local courts of criminal or quasi-criminal
jurisdiction, such as borough sessions, held by
a recorder or the justices of a municipal bor-

ough ; licensing sessions, held by borough jus-

tices for granting or withdrawing liquor licenses;
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petty sessions and special sc/fsions, or courts held
by two justices or a borough police magistrate
iu the exercise of a suuiniary jurisdiction over
minor offenses; general or quarter acaaions of

the borough and of the county, for the trial of

felonies and- niisdemeanors within the borough
or county jurisdiction, and for appeals from
petty and special sessions.

(2) Local civil courts of record, such as bor-

ough civil courts and county courts. The latter

are lineal descendants of the scyresgvmots of

King Alfred; but their present constitution,

jurisdiction, and practice are regulated by the
County Courts Act, 1888 (61 and 52 Vict. c. 43).
Under this statute, England, with the exception
of London, is divided into 41)1 county-court dis-

tricts, each court having a judge who must be
a barrister of at least seven years' standing, and
who is appointed by the Lord Chancellor (except
the judge within the Duchy of Lancaster, who is

paid by salary), is allowed traveling expenses, is

addressed as 'His Honor Judge ,' and ranks
next after knights bachelors. Some . of these
judges have a high professional reputation.

From the decisions of these courts an appeal lies

in many cases to the High Court, and the latter

possesses the power of supervising the proceed-

ings of the former by writs of certiorari and pro-

hibition, and by orders to show cause, which
have been substituted for the old writ of man-
damus.

(3) The university courts of Oxford and
Cambridge, which exercise civil jurisdiction in

some cases in which members of the university
are concerned.

(4) Manorial courts, having a limited juris-

diction in some parts of the kingdom. See
Manob.

(b) The superior courts of England, prior to

the Judicature Act of 1873, embraced those of

Common Law and of Equity, the Probate and
Divorce Court, the Admiralty Court, and the
London Court of Bankruptcy. The superior
courts of common law and of equity were
evolved from the Aula Regis, or Great Council
of the Kingdom. It was provided by Magna
Charta that "common pleas shall not follow one
court, but shall be holden in some certain place."

Accordingly, new justices were appointed, and
the Court of Common Pleas was established at

Westminster Hall, with jurisdiction over all

civil actions between individual litigants—that
is, over all common pleas or suits, as distin-

guished from pleas of the Crown or criminal ac-

tions. A century later Edward I. detached from
the .4 Mia Regis the Court of King's Bench, the
Court of Exchequer, and the Court of Chancery,
thus settling the superior courts of law and
equity upon the basis which they occupied until
recently.

Originally the King's Bench (or Queen's Bench
during the reign of a queen) was a criminal
court and the conservator of the public peace.

By a series of fictions, however, its jurisdiction
was extended to civil actions.

So the Exchequer, which at first was a court
of revenue only, extended its jurisdiction by
fictions to a variety of suits between individual
litigants.

Under Edward I. the Court of Chancery (q.v.)

became an established judicial tribimal. It was
presided over by the Chancellor, who had the
custody of the Great Seal, and with it the power

to issue writs returnable in chancery, and thus
to act as a check upon tlie common-law courts.
l.Ater tile l^rd tJhancellor was assisted in
the performance of his judicial functions by
the master of the rolls and by vice-chancellors.
For the inlluence of this court upon the develop-
ment of English law, see Chanceby; Equity.

(c) Reference has been made already to the
fact that one of the presiding ollicers of the
Anglo-Saxon local courts was a bishop. After
the Norman Conquest the bisliops ceased to take
part in those assemblies, and were accorded ex-
clusive cognizance of spiritual matters. This
jurisdiction was steadily extended until it em-
braced not simply the discipline of the clergy
and the regulation of ecclesiastical affairs, but
also the control of marriage and divorce, and the
disposition of the estates of deceased persons.
At present, however, ecclesiastical courts in Hlng-

land are confined to the decision of ecclesiastical
questions, while divorce and matrimonial causes,
as well as the probate (q.v.) of wills and testa-
ments and the administration of decedents*
estates, are within the jurisdiction of secular
courts.

(d) The Court of Admiralty is one of great
antiquity, having its origin, undoubtedly, in
the period when the King was in truth the source
of all judicial power. After the courts of com-
mon law, described above, acquired a degree of
independence of the sovereign, they did not hesi-

tate to issue writs of prohibition to the Court
of Admiralty, and to treat it as an inferior tri-

bunal. Its present jurisdiction is mainly statu-
tory.

The London Court of Bankruptcy was created
and regulated by modem bankruptcy (q.v.)

statutes.

(e) By a series of judicature acts, beginning
with that of 1873, all of the foregoing secular
courts were consolidated into one Supreme Court.
This consists, at present, of two permanent di-

visions, one of which, styled His Majesty's High
Court of Justice, has oiiginal jurisdiction of all

actions formerly brought in either of the su-
perior courts of common law or of equity, or in

the admiralty, or probate, or divorce, or bank-
ruptcy courts; and an appellate jurisdiction over
various cases brought up from inferior courts.
The other division is styled His Majesty's Court
of Appeal, its jurisdiction being almost exclu-
sively appellate. The High Court is separated into
three parts, known respectively as the Ch<incery
Division, with the Lord Chancellor as president,
and five judges; the King's Bench Division, with
the Lord Chief Justice as president, and four-

teen judges; and the Probate, Divorce, and Ad-
miralty Division, with a president and a judge;
the general character of the subjects of which
each division has cognizance being indicated by
its name.
The Court of Appeal consists of the JMvd

Chancellor, every person who has held the office

of Lord Chancellor, the Lord Chief Justice, the
Master of the Rolls, the president of the Probate,
Divorce, and Admiralty Division, and five judges,
with the title of Lords Justices of Appeal. It

is an august tribunal, whose decisions of appeal-s

from the various branches of the High Court
command great respect.

In addition to this permanent and impressive
Appellate Division of the Supreme Court, there
are divisional courts, in the King's Bench Divi-
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sion and in the Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty
Division, composed of two judges, ordinarily,

for the disposition of appeals from the petty

or quarter sessions, from the county court, and
from divers other inferior tribunals.

(f) Above the Supreme Court, as a final court

of appeal, is the House of Lords, whose appellate

jurisdiction dates back to the thirteenth cen-

tury. At present, however, only a few of its

members take any part in the performance of its

judicial functions. They are known as Lords

of Appeal. The Lord Chancellor presides over
them. (See Lords, HorsE of.) The final court
of appeal for cases arising in India and the colo-

nies is the Privy Council (q.v.), which has also

final appellate jurisdiction over judgments of

the ecclesiastical courts and of the Naval Prize

Court.
From the foregoing sketch of the English

courts it is apparent that a litigated case may
be passed upon by four successive tribunals.

It may be instituted, for example, in a coimty
court, thence appealed to a divisional court,

thence to the Court of Appeals, and finally to

the House of Lords. A similar series of appeals
may terminate in the Privy Council.

II. In the United States, distinct systems of

courts exist, one organized under the Federal
Constitution and statutes, the others under the

Constitution and statutes of the several Stales.

Federal Courts. (a) Sec. I of Art. III.

of the Federal Constitution declares that "the
judicial power of the United States shall be
vested in one Supreme Court, and in such in-

ferior courts as Congress may froqi time to

time establish." By the second section of the
same article, as modified by the Eleventh Amend-
ment to the Constitution, the judicial power of

these courts is extended to all cases in law and
equity arising under the Federal Constitution,
laws, and treaties ; to all cases affecting foreign
ambassadors, ministers, or consuls ; to all ad-

miralty and maritime cases; to controversies to

which the United States shall be a party; to

controversies between two or more States, be-

tween citizens of different States, between citi-

zens of the same State claiming lands imder
grants of different States, between a State or the
citizens thereof and foreign States, citizens, or
subjects; and to suits by a State against a citi-

zen of another State.

(b) Under the power conferred upon it to es-

tablish judicial tribunals inferior to the Supreme
Court, Congress has established a Court of

Claims, district courts, circuit courts, and cir-

cuit courts of appeal. Besides these, it has pro-

vided for various courts in the Territories. The
latter are not, however. United States courts
under article three of the Constitution, but are
rather Congressional courts. They are called

into being as an incident to the Congressional
authority to make all needful rules and regula-
tions respecting the territory of the United
States. Their judges are not entitled to hold
office during good behavior, but mav be appoint-
ed for a term of years, and may be subject to

suspension or removal from office by the Presi-

dent.

(c) The Court of Claims was established in

1855 to hear and determine certain classes of
claims against the United States, thus permit-
ting citizens in many cases to sue the Govern-
ment. See Claims, Coubt of.

(d) By the act of 1789 the States were divid-
ed into thirteen districts, which have increased
to sixty-nine (IDOii), each district having a
judge, a clerk, a marshal, and an attorney ap-
pointed by the Federal (iovemment. The dis-

trict courts have an extensive jurisdiction, em-
bracing jurisdiction over admiralty (q.v.) and
maritime causes ; suits arising under the revenue
laws, the civil-rights statutes, and various other
legislation; prosecutions for crimes against the
L^nited States or for the recovery of penalties
under Federal laws; proceedings in bankruptcy,
and many other subjects of litigation. See Dis-
trict Court.

(e) Next above the district courts are the
circuit courts, originally six, now nine, in num-
ber, exercising both an original and ap|>ellate

jurisdiction. They have original jurisdiction
over many subjects concurrently with the State
courts or the district courts. For example, many
criminal prosecutions may be instituted either
in the district court or the circuit court; and
many civil actions, both of a common-law and
of an equitable nature, may be brought in a
State court or in a United States Circuit Court
at the option of the plaintiff. In some civil

suits, the amount involved, exclusive of interest

and costs, must exceed $2000, in order that suit

may be instituted in a circuit court. Most
cases brought in one of these courts are contro-
versies in which the United States or a State is

the complainant, or are between citizens of dif-

ferent States, or involve rights secured by the
Federal Constitution, or by Federal statutes or
treaties. Originally these courts were held by
members of the United States Supreme Court
and by district judges, the Chief Justice and
each of the associate justices of the Supreme
Court spending a part of each year in the con-
duct of a circuit court. Later, circuit judges
were provided for. the nimil>er being twenty-
five at present ( in02) ; and circuit courts may be
held by a Supreme Court justice, or a circuit

court judge, or a district judge, or by any two of
these. The process of these courts runs to any
part of the United States, so that a warrant of
court issued by the circuit court in Florida may
be served by a United States marshal in Alaska.

(f) By an act of Congress passed in 1891,
the appellate jurisdiction of the circuit courts
has been transferred to the circuit courts of
appeal, of which there are nine—one in each
circuit. Each of these courts consists of three
judges, any two of whom constitute a quorum.
Its members are selected from the following list

:

The Supreme Court justice assigned to the cir-

cuit in question, the circuit judges and tlie dis-

trict juages of that circuit ; but no justice or
judge is allowed to sit in this tribunal in a case
which was tried before him while holding a cir-

cuit or district court. It is apparent, therefore,
that the personnel of these courts changes fre-

quently.

(g) The final appellate tribunal of the Fed-
eral judiciary is the Supreme Court—probably
the most unique and the most influential judicial

IkmIv in the world. See Supreme Court of the
L^nited States.

III. The State courts are modeled after those
of England. It is true they do not include ad-
miralty nor ecclesiastical tribimals; but this is

because admiralty and maritime jurisdiction is

confided exclusively to the Federal courts by
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thp Ke«lerul Constitution, nnd Ijecausc there is

no SUiti» Church in any of our c-onimonweultliM.

That part of the powers of the English ecclt'sias-

tical courts rehiting to the estates of deceased
I>ersonH and kindred subjects has lx>en devolved
in many States upon tribunals bearing various
names, such as surrogates', probate, or orphans'
courts. Most of the local or inferior courts,

however, aw well as the superior courts of law
and of equity, were copiwl by State constitutions
and statutes from English originals. In many
of the States courts of chancery (q.v.) and of
common law (q.v.) have been united into a
single supreme court. It is impossible in this
article to describe the judiciary system of each
of the States, for in matters of detail they
diflTer not a little; but a brief sketch of the New
York courts will give the reader an idea of
those existing in other States.

(a) To some extent these courts correspond
to the territorial .Hul)divisions of the State. For
example, each town (q.v.)—the territorial unit
in New York—is required to elect justices of
the peace (q.v.), who are empowered to hold
courts and to exercise a limited criminal aa
well as civil jurisdiction. In each county a
county court is provided for, and also a surro-
gate's court; although in some counties these
courts are held by the same judge. Other local

courts, with a limited jurisdiction, have been
erected by the Legislature, especially in cities

and large villages. The Supreme Court pos-
sesses a general jurisdiction in law and equity
throughout the State. It is composed (1902)
of seventy-six justices, each of which is em-
powered to hold court in any county, although
they are not elected by the State at large, 'but
each is chosen by the electors in one of the eight
judicial districts into which the State is divided.-

Some of these justices hold courts for the trial

of cases or the determination of motions; while
others, upon the selection of the Governor, con-
stitute four courts of appeal, called appellate
divisions, the State being divided into four de-

partments, in each of which one of these courts
has appellate jurisdiction. From determination
by an appellate division an appeal may be taken
in many cases (see Art. VI., § 9, of New York
Constitution) to the Court of Appeals, the high-
est regular judicial tribunal of the State, from
who.se decision there is no appeal. It consists
of a chief judge and six associate judges. A
Court of Impeachments is also provided for by
the State Constitution. This, however, is not a
regular, but an extraordinary, tribunal, which
rarely assembles.

(b) In some States the Supreme Court pos-
sesses original jurisdiction, and is also the final

court of appeals. That is the case in Massachu-
setts, where an action brought in the Supreme
Court may be tried and decided by a single jus-
tice, and from his decision an appeal may be
taken to the full court. In that State the' Su-
preme Court is the final tribunal for appeals
from the decisions of a single justice; also from
the Probate Court, the Insolvency Court, and the
Superior Court—tlie Superior Court, in turn,
possessing both original and appellate jurisdic-
tion, appeals running to it from municipal, dis-

trict, police, and justice courts.
Consult: Encyclopcrdia of the Laws of Eng-

land (Ix)ndon, 1897) ; Curtis, Jurisdiction of the
United States Courts (2d ed., Boston, 1896) ;

Foster, Treatise on Federal Practice (Chicago,
1901); Cummings and Gilbert, Official Court
Rules of New York (New York, 1900) ; The Unit-
ed States Constitution and lievised Statutes;
the Constitutions and Statutes of the several
States. For a separate treatment of s|)ecial
courts, see individual titles such as Common
Bench; Subbouate; Coubts, Militaby; Pbo-
BATE8; AbCHES, CoUBTS OF; StPBEME COUBT OP
THE United States; etc. Consult also the
authorities referred to under such titles as Ro-
man Law; Civll Law; Admibalty; Pleading;
etc.

COURT. A name originally applied to the
square or space inclosed by the buildings of a
feudal castle. In time it came to denote the
persons immediately surrounding a feudal chief
or superior. Its application is now confined to
the residence and surroundings of sovereign
princes, together with such persons of distinction
as are in the habit of approaching the monarch
and of associating with the other members of the
royal family, both in a public and a private
capacity.

COURT, Pbesentation at. What in monar-
chical countries is considered the honor of being
presented at Court or formally introduced to the
sovereign, is valued not only for the ^clat of
the ceremonial, but also for its service as a
credential. Having been received by his ouii
sovereign, a person may expect to be received
anj'where else, and may claim to be presented by
the representative of his country at any foreign
Court. The privilege is therefore carefully
guarded ffom abuse; and during her long reign.
Queen Victoria exercised the most scrupulous
personal supervision over the names of those who
sought the honor, excluding all whose reputation
was in the slightest degree tarnished. In Eng-
land the names of those desiring to be presented,
and of their presenters, must be sent to the Lord
Chamberlain's ofiice several days previously for
approbation. Those who are not British sub-
jects may be presented by their own ambassador.
An elaborate ceremonial, including the wearing
of full Court dress, is connected with the cere-

mony. For fuller information as to court dress,
etc., consult Armytage, Old Customs and Modem
Court Rules (London, 1883).

COURT, koor, Antoine (1696-1760). A
French Reformer called the 'Restorer of Prot-
estantism in France.' He was born at Villeneuve
de Berg, in Languedoc, March 27, 1695. His
parents were peasants, adherents of the Reformed
Church, which was then undergoing cruel per-

secution. When but seventeen years old Court
began to speak at the secret meetings of the
Protestants, held literally 'in dens and eaves of

the earth,' and often in darkness, with no pastor
present to teach or counsel. He entertained a
great desire to build up the Church so ruthlessly

persecuted ; and to this end he proposed four
things: (1) regular religious meetings for teach-
ing and worship; (2) suppression of the fanati-

cism of those who professed to be inspired, and
of the consequent disorders; (3) restoration of

discipline by the establishment of consistories,

conferences, and synods; (4) the careful train-

ing of a body of pastors. To the performance
of this great task he devoted his life. From
audiences of half a dozen meeting in secret, he
came to address openly 10.000 at one time. "In
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1715 he convoked the first Synod of the Desert.
In 1724 further fury was hurled at the Protes-
tants in a decree which assumed that there were
no Protestants in France, and prohibited the
most secret exercise of the Reformed religion.

A price was set on Court's head, and in 1729
he fled to Lausanne. There, after great exertion,

he founded a college for the education of the

clergy, of which, during the remaining thirty

years of his life, he was the chief director. This
college sent forth all the pastors of the Reformed
Church of France until the close of the eigh-

teenth century. He died at Lausanne, June 13,

17G0. Court intended to write a history of

Prbtestantisni, and made extensive collections for

the purpose; but he did not live to do the work.
He wrote, however. An Historical Memorial of
the Most Remarkable Proceedings Against the

Protestants in France from 17^Ji-51 (Eng. trans.,

I^ndon, 1732) : Histoirc des troubles des Ce-

vennes ou de la guerre des Camisards (1760; new
ed., Alais, 1819, 3 vols.). Consult his Auto-
biography, ed. by E. Hugues (Toulouse, 1885) ;

his Letters, from* 1739, ed. by C. Dardier (Paris,

1885, 1891) ; E. Hugues, Antoine Court (Paris,

1872) ; id., Les synodcs du desert (3 vols., Paris,

1885-86) ; and H. M. Baird, The Huguenots and
the Revocation of the Edict of Xantes (New
York. 1895). His only son, Antoine Court de
G6BELIN (born at Nimes January 25, 1725, died

in Paris May 10, 1784), who took the name of

his grandmother, was a literary man of recog-

nized rank, and rendered excellent service, first

as his father's amanuensis and assistant and
afterwards as a scholar at the capital. He is

remembered in connection with the famous case

of Jean Calas (q.v.) by his work Les Tou-
lousaines, ou Icttres historiques et apologetiques

en faveur de la religion reform^e (Lausanne,
176.-?).

COURTAT, koor'ta', Louis ( 1847— ) . A
French painter. He was horn in Paris and
studied there under Cabanel. He has exhibited

frequently at the Salon, and his "Leda" (1874)
was bought by the French Government for the

Luxembourg.

COURT BARON (Lat. Curia Baronis)

.

The domestic court of the lord of a manor.
Such courts were incident to every manor,
barony, or lordship of land, in the Anglo-Saxon
period of English history, and in subsequent ages

came to be regarded as the characteristic and
essential quality of a manor, insomuch that Coke
declares that "a court baron is the chief prop
and pillar of a manor, which no sooner faileth,

but the manor faileth to the ground." Being
of customary origin, and custom being a mat-
ter of immemorial usage, no new courts baron,

and consequently no new manors, can be created,

and it is asserted by Blackstone that all manors
existing in his time "must have existed as early

as King Edward the First." However this may
be, the manorial courts of which we have any
knowledge are of gi-eat antiquity, though those

that remain have by successive acts of Parlia-

ment and social changes been reduced to mere
shadows of their former authority and impor-

tance, most of them having to-day only a nomi-
nal existence.

The court baron was and is the coiirt of the

freeholders of the nmnor. as distinguished from
the villeins and copyholders. The lord, or his
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steward, is the presiding oflficer of the court,
which is composed of those freehold tenants of
the manor who owe, as one of the services or
incidents of their tenure, the service of 'suit,' or
attendance, at the court. While the judicial

functions of the court varied considerably, ac-

cording to the customs of the manor, in general
it exercised an ordinary jurisdiction in civil

suits among the tenants of the manor, deter-

mined proprietary rights to land, regulated
rights of common, sanctioned grants of the
waste, etc. Until the reform of legal pro-

cedure in England in 1833, the great proprietary
action for the recovery of land, known as the
'writ of right,' was properly instituted in the
court baron, though the great authority of the
regular tribunals of the kingdom had long since

brought safer and more convenient processes

within the reach of persons asserting claims to

land. Many of the manorial courts have died

out from the lack of a competent number of

'suitors,' i.e. freemen subject to do suit at court.

A species of court baron existed in the manors
created by royal patent in the Province of New
York in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

These were modeled after the historic courts
baron of the mother country, and for a time en-

joyed considerable authority. They were abol-

ished with the manors to which they were in-

cident in the revolutionary legislation of 1787.

Consult: Bolton, History of the Several Towns,
Manors, and Patents of the County of West-
chester, New York; Digby, History of the
Law of Real Property (5th ed., Oxford, 1898) ;

Pollock and Maitland, Historj/ of English Law
(2d ed., Tx>ndon, 1899) ; Maitland, Select Pleas
in Manorial Courts (Selden Society, 1889), In-

troduction: Gurdon, History . . . of Court
Barott and Court Leet (London, 1731). See
CoxTtT Leet: Customary Law; Maxor.

COURT BEGGAR, The. A plav by Richard
Brome (1632).

COURTENAY, kert'nft, Edward Henry
(1803-53). An American mathematician, bom
in Maryland. He graduated in 1821 at the

United States Military Academy, where until

1824 he was an assistant professor. In 1829-34

he was professor of natural and experimental
philosophy there, in 1834-36, professor of mathe-
matics at the L^niversity of Pennsylvania, and
in 1842-53 professor of mathematics at the Uni-
versity of Virginia. He was an engineer in the?

construction, in 1837-41, of Fort Independence
in Boston Harbor, and in 1841-42 was chief en-

gineer of the dry-dock work in the BrookljTi

Navy-yard. He translated and edited the Ele-

mentary Treatise on Mechanics of Boucharlat
(1833). and prepared a Treatise on the Differ-

ential and Integral Calculus, and the Calculus

of Variations (1855).

COURTESY. See Ci^tesy.

COURTESY TITLES. See Titles of Honor.

COURT FOOL. From very ancient times

there existed a class of persons whose business

it was to while away the time of the noble and
the wealthy, particularly at table, by jests and
witty sayings. The custom is so old that it is

mentioned in the great Sanskrit epic Ramdyana
(q.v.). Plutarch speaks of a jester owned by
the King of Persia. Philip of Macedon, Attila.

Hanin-al-Raschid, and even Montezuma employed
them. Only with the Middle Ages, however, did
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the office of court fo<jl became a regular and in-

di^iK'UMable function. At the end of the four-

tecntli century the fuMhion develop<!d rapidly.

Queens, dauphins, dukes, and wealthy barons all

maintained their fuols. The symbols of such a
personage were: the shaven head; the fool's cap
of gay colors with aas's cars and cock's comb;
the fool's sceptre, which was variously formed;
the bells, which were mostly atUiched to the cap,

but in some cases to other parts of the dress;

and a large collar. The rest of the costume was
regulate*! by the taste of the master. Of these

professional fools, some obtaim>d an historical

reputation, as Tril)oulet, jester of King Francis
I., of France, and his successor, Brusquet; Klaus
Narr, at the C!ourt of the Elector Frederick the
Wise of Prussia, and Scogan, court fool to Edward
IV. of England. The kings and regents of Scot-

land had their jesters; and the sarcastic sayings

of some of these privileged personages—such as
those of Pairic Bonny, jester to the .Regent Mor-
ton—are still remembered. English court jesters

died out with the Stuarts, one of the last of

the race being the famous Archie Armstrong.
Besides the regular fools recognized and dressed
as such, there was a higher class, called merry
counselors, generally men of talent, who availed
themselves of the privilege of free speech to

ridicule the follies and vices of their contem-
poraries. Of these, Kunz von der Rosen, jester

to the Emperor Maximilian I.; John Heywood,
a prolific dramatic poet and epigrammatist at
the Court of Henry VIII. ; and Angely, a French
courtier, were particularly distinguished for

talent and wit. In all times there have existed

at courts persons who, without becoming jesters

by profession, were allowed the privilege of'

castigating the company by their witty and
satirical attacks, or who served as an object for

the wit of others. Among these were the Saxon
general Kyaw, celebrated for his blunt jests;

and the learned .Jacob Paul. Baron Gundling,
whom Frederick William I. of Prussia, to show
his contempt for science and the artificial Court
system, loaded with titles. Often imbecile or
weak-minded persons were kept for the enter-

tainment of the company. The custom survived
long in Russia, where Peter the Great had so

many fools that he divided them into distinct

classes, and kept them with him wherever he
went. As late as the nineteenth century the

Czar of Russia kept a jester at court, and in

France just before the Revolution Marie An-
toinette had her fool. Consult: Nick, Die Hnf-
und Volksnarren (Stuttgart, 1861); Flogel,

Geschichte der komischen Litteratur (Leipzig,

1784) ; and Doran, History of Court Fools (Lon-
don, 18,58).

COITBTHOPE, William John (1842—). An
English .author. He was born July 17, 1842;
was educated at Harrow and at New College,

Oxford, where his career was most distinguished;
was appointed professor of poetry at Oxford
(1893), and honorary fellow of New College

(1896). As professor of poetry he has delivered
valuable lectures on lAfe in Poetry. Among his

publications are Ludihrin Lunce, an allegorical

burlesque (1860) : The Paradise of Birds, a fine

extravaganza (1870); Life of Addison (1882);
an exhaustive history of English poetry, of which
two volumes (189.5-07) have appeared. He also
edited, with biography, five volumes of the
standard edition of Pope (10 vols., 1871-89).

COUBT LEET (from vuitrt + Icct, AS. Uode,
OHG. lint, Ger. Leutc, i>eople; connected with
OCh. Slav. Oudi, Lett, laudia, people, and ulti-

mately with Skt. ruh, to grow). In English law,
a local customary court of great anticjuity and
of a popular character, having a limitinl criminal
jurisdiction. It has been declared to be "the
most ancient court in the land for criminal mat-
ters, the court baron being of no less antiquity
in civil," and it is suftposed to have be<'n de-

rived from the Anglo-Saxon folk-mote, in contra-
distinction, perhaps, to the 'hall-mote,' or court-

baron, which consisted of the freeholders, sitting
in the hall of the manor.
Though usually found in connection with

manors, the leet was not, properlj' speaking, a
manorial court. There were town leets, borough
leets, and hundred leets. But it was in con-
nection with the manor, to whose internal or-

ganization it was peculiarly adapted, that the
court leet reached its highest development.
Though hold bj' the steward, with the aid of the
freemen of the. manor (they were not required
to be freeholders, as in the court baron), it wa*
still regarded as belonging to the King. It was,
in eflfect, a royal magistrate's or police court,

having complete jurisdiction only of minor of-

fenses (misdemeanors) and the jurisdiction of

a committing magistrate in ca.ses of felony and
treason. These latter it referred to the su-

perior tribunals of the country for trial and
punishment. The court has now completely lost

its importance, having been superseded by the

police and county courts, though it still has a
nominal existence in some manors. See Court
Baron ; Manor ; and consult the authorities

referred to under Manor; also Jacob, Law Dic-

tionary (title, "Court Leet") (London, 1809) ;

Pollock and Maitland, llistory of English Law
(2d ed., London and Boston, 1899); Gurdon,
History . . . of Court Baron and Court
Leet (London, 1731).

COUBTLY, Charles. Sir Harcourt Court-

ly's son, in Dion Boucicault's London Assurance,
believed by his father to be mild and studious,

while in reality he is a fast young man of

fashion.

COUBTLY, SiB Harcourt. An old beau in

Dion Boucicault's London Assurance. His son

Charles wins away from him the heiress he was
to marry.

COUBTLY NICE, Sir. An insignificant fop,

the principal character of Crowne's comedy Sir

Courtly yice.

COUBTMANS-BEBCHMANS, koi^rt'mflns

bfirK'mAns, Joanna (1811-90). A Flemish au-

thor, bom at Oudegend. East Flanders. After

the death of her husband in 1856, she conducted

a school at Maldegem. She was closely identified

with the movement aiming at the advancement of

Flemish literature. Several of her poems and
novels enjoy great popularity. They include:

Het qeschenk van den jaqer (1864) ; De zicarte

Hoere (2d ed., 1866); De Koewachter (1873);
De Hoopmocdifjc (1882).

COUBT-MABTIAL. See Coitrts, Military.

COUBTNEY, kert'ni. Leonard Henry (1832
•— ). An English Liberal-Unionist statesman,

bom at Penzance. He graduated at Cambridge
in 1855. and was called to the bar three years

later. From 1872 to 1875 he occupied the chair
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of political economy at University College, Lon-
don. Ue was several times elected to Parliament
and became Under-Secretary of State for the

Home Department in 1880, and for the Colonies

in 1881; Uovernor of Madras in 1882; and Privy
Councilor in 188!). lie served on the Labor Com-
mission in I8U3-94, and became known as a
strong advocate of proportional representation.

COURTNEY, William Leonard (1850— ).

An Knglish author. He was born at Poona,
India, January 5, 1850; was educated at
University College, Oxford; elected fellow of

Merton College (1872), and of New College

( 1870) : afterwards headmaster of Somersetshire
College, Bath (1873), and has been editor of the
rortnightly Review since 1894. Among his schol-

arly works are: The Metaphysics of John Stuart
Mill (1879); Studies on Philosophy (1882);
Constructive Ethics (1886); Studies New and
Old (1888) ; Life of John Stuart Mill (1889);
The Idea of Trofjedy (1900).

COURT OF CHIVALRY. See Chivalbt,
Court of.

COURT OF CLAIMS. See Claims, Court
OF.

COURT OF COMMON FLEAS. See Com-
mon Pleas, ('girt of.

COURT OF INQUIRY. See Courts, Mili-
tary.

COURT OF LIONS. The most famous court
of the Alhambra. taking its name from twelve
white marble lions from whose mouths streams
of water flowed into a central alabaster basin.

The tiled court is surrounded by 124 columns
delicately ornamented in filigree and colors, sup-

porting a low gallery. For illustration, see

Alhamrba.
COURT OF LOVE (Fr. Cour d'Amour).

The name applied in the later Middle Ages to

groups of noble ladies who, often, while as-

.sembled to listen to the declamations of the

troubadours, took occasion to decide upon ques-

tions of courtesy and etiquette, particularly in

affairs of love. According to .some authorities

these courts formed regular institutions during
the twelfth century, the custom flourishing espe-

cially in Provence. There was a code (still

preserved) of thirty-one articles called De Arte
Atnatoria et licprobatione Amoris, by Andr§, a
royal chaplain, who lived in the middle of the

twelfth century. Decisions are said to have been

based upon this code. .\ typical example of the

questions submitted to such tribunals is the fol-

lowing: If a lady listened to one admirer, pressed

the hand of another, and touched with her toe

the foot of a third, which of these three was the

favored suitor? Among the eminent ladies who
presided over these 'courts' were Queen Eleanor

of Guienne and her daughter Marie dc France,

Countess of Champagne. RenC* of Anjou. in the

fifteenth century, made an ineffectual effort to

resuscitate these 'courts.' Consult : Meray, La
vie au temps drs cours d'amour (Paris, 1876),

and RejTionnrd, Choix de poesies originales dea

trnuhtidnurs. vol. ii. (Paris, 1817).

COURT OF LOVE, The. A poem assigned

to Chaucer, but possibly of later origin. It ap-

pears in the edition of l.'Sfil.

COURT OF REQUESTS. An inferior court

of equity jurisdiction, instituted in the reign of

Henry VIII. for the purpose of affording relief

to the Lord Chancellor. Its authority was
limited to cases coming within the jurisdiction

of the High Court of Chancery, but deemed of

too small importance to engage the attention of
that august tribunal. It was presided over by
the Lord Privy Seal, assisted by judges known
as Masters of Requests. It never attained to

great importance, and was abolished by act of

Parliament in 1041 (Stat. 16 and 17 Car. I.,

c. 10).
The courts of conscience were also known as

courts of requests. See Conscience, Court of.

COURT OF SESSION. The highest civil

tribunal in Scotland, instituted in the reign of

King James V., by statute dating May 17, 1532.

The object of its institution was to discharge the
judicial functions which originally belonged to

the King and his council, and which, since 1425,

had in a great measure devolved on a committee
of Parliament, as the great council of the nation.

The Court of Session consisted at first of fourteen

ordinary judges and a president. One-half of

these judges and the president were Churchmen,
and the practice of appointing ecclesiastics to the

bench did not cease for some time even after the

Reformation. The King had the privilege of ap-

pointing, in addition to the ordinary judges,

three or four peers or members of his great coun-

cil, to sit and vote with the lords of session.

The Lord Chancellor was president of the ses-

sion. His office was abolished at the union, and
the habit of appointing peers gradually fell into

disuse.

From its foundation, till 1808, the court of

session consisted of one court; in that year it

was divided into Avhat are known as the first

and second divisions, two separate courts pos-

sessing coordinate jurisdiction. The lord presi-

dent is still president of the whole court when
called together for consultation, and enjoys other
privileges in that capacity ; but on ordinary occa-

sions he officiates simply as president of the first

division. In 1830 the number of judges in the

Court of Session was reduced to thirteen; and
that is still the full number, though since 1877

there have actually been but twelve judges. Of
the five lords ordinary, only four sit daily. The
judgments of the outer house, with a few statu-

tory exceptions, are appealable to the inner

house. The youngest judge, or junior lord

ordinary, officiates in a separate department of

the outer house, called the bill chamber, where
summary petitions and other branches of busi-

ness peculiarly requiring dispatch are disposed

of. This department alone is open during the

vacations of the court, the judges, with the ex-

ception of the lord president and lord justice-

clerk, officiating in it in rotation. Either divi-

sion of the Court of Session may call in the aid

of three judges of the other, when equally di-

vided in opinion. In cases of still greater diffi-

culty, the lords ordinary are al.so called in, and
a hearing before the whole court, or in presence,

as it is called, takes place.

Since the 31st and the 32d Vict., cap. 100, no
hearings before the whole court have taken place

;

the cases being decided on written arguments
submitted to the judges. The judses of the Court
of Session are appointed by the Crown, and hold

their offices for life. No one is eligible to the

office unless he has served as an advocate or

principal clerk of session for five years or as a
writer to the signet for ten years. See Cou»T.
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COUBTOIS, kuur'twii', Gi'stave Claide
Etienne (1852— ). A Freni-li fi^n» und por-

trait painter, born at Pusey, llauU'SaOne. He
studied witli GOrOmc in Paris, and afterwards

waa frequently honored at exhibitions. In 1889

he won tlie lirst medal at the Paris Exposition.

His f^nre and historical pictures include

"Narcisse" (bought for the Luxembourg), and
"Dante and Virgil in Hell," but the strength of

his art is more truly shown in his portraits.

COUBTOIS, Jacques (1621-70). A French
battle painter, better known as I>e IJourguignon.

He was a pupil of his father, Jean Courtoia, but
went to Italy at the age of fifteen and worked
in Bologna, Florence, Siena, and Rome, influ-

enced sJiccessively by Guido Reni and Francesco
Albani in Bologna, and by Cerquozzi and Pieter

dc Laar in Rome. He was turned to his true

field, however, by a study of Raphael's "Battle

of Constantine" in the Vatican. His spirited

battle scenes, which excited great admiration
and found many imitators, are to be seen in

most of the principal galleries of Europe. At
the age of thirty-six, on the death of his wife,

he entered a Jesuit convent as a lay brother,

and is said to have executed thereafter a number
of religious paintings. By the Italians he was
called Jacopo (or Giacomo) Cortese and II Bor-

gognone.

COUBT PABTY, The. A term applied as

early as 1G20 to the supporters of the political

policy of the Stuart dynasty as opposed to the

Country Party, during the disputes of King and
Commons. At the end of the century the party
represented high Toryism, Jacobitism, and High
Church principles.

COUBTBAI, koor'trfi' (Flemish Kortryk)

.

A town in the Province of West Flanders, Bel-

gium, on the Lys, or Leye, 30 miles south of

Bruges (Map: Belgium, B 4). Courtrai is built

on both sides of the river, is surrounded with
walls, and has a castle, a citadel, a fine old bridge

flanked with Flemish towers, a noble town hall,

and a beautiful Gothic church, founded in 1238

by Baldwin, Count of Flanders. The towTi-hall,

dating from the sixteenth century, and now
restored, contains memorable chimney-pieces

and noteworthy frescoes and statuettes. In the

Church of Notre Dame is one of Van Dyke's most
celebrated paintings—"Raising of the Cross."

Though a busy manufacturing place, Courtrai is

nevertheless attractive. Table damask and other

linen are the principal articles of manufacture,
and for which Courtrai is celebrated, as well as

for its lace and the excellent quality of flax

grown in the vicinity. Population, in 1890,

30,400; in 1900, 34,000. Courtrai dates back
to Roman times, when it bore the name of

Cortoriacum. During the Middle Ages it was
an important industrial centre. On July 11,

1302, the Flemings, citizens of Ghent and Bruges
chiefly, numbering 20,000 men, won a splendid
victory over 7000 French knights and 40,000
soldiers, beneath the walls of Courtrai. More
han 4000 golden spurs, worn by the French
nobility, were gathered from the field, and the
battle was henceforth called the Battle of the
Spurs. The town suff'ered greatly in the French
wars of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

COUBTS, MiT-TTABY. Military courts are dis-

tinguished from civil courts both in their organi-

zation and procedure. They are divided into

courts-martial and courts of inquiry, which in
their various fonns are described below.

Coiuts-.Maktial ( Kr., military courts) are
statutory institutions for the enforcement of
order and discipline in armies and navies. The
American Arnjy is governed by a military code
mainly derived from that of England. The mili-
tary tribunals instituted in America and Eng-
land for the administration of this ccxle do not
difl'er materially in composition, power, or pro-

cedure. The court of the constal)le und marshal
recognized in the statute of Richard 11. c. 2
appears to have l)een the first in England to
administer military justice. The office of high
^constable was abolished in the reign of Henry
Vlll., and with it lapsed all the criminal juris-

diction of this court. From this time until 1689,
when military courts were recogniz<'d by statute,
military law was administered by means of com-
missioners, by the general in command of troops,

or by means of deputies appointed by him. These
commissioners or deputies were usually officers

of the army, and constituted courts or councils
of war. Some time prior to the passing of the
Mutiny Act these councils of war were called

courts-martial, and with few modifications are
now the existing military tribunals.

American courts-martial are instituted by
authority of Congress, in pursuance of a power,
conferred by the Constitution, to try off"enses

committed while the party is in the military
service. These courts are ( 1 ) the general court-

martial ; (2) the summary court; (3) the gar-

rison court; (4) the regimental court. The
jurisdiction of the general court-martial extends
to every person subject to military law for any
offense within the cognizance of a military court.

It is the only military court that can try a com-
missioned officer, and it takes cognizanc^e of the

serious offenses committed by enlisted men. The
power to assemble a general court-martial is given

by statute to the President of the United States

and to any general officer commanding an army,
a territorial division, or department, or colonel

commanding a separate department. In time of

war the commander of a division or of a separate

brigade of troops is empowered to appoint this

court. The statute provides that a general court-

martial may consist of any number of officers

from five to thirteen inclusive, and that it shall

not consist of less than thirteen when that num-
ber can be convened without manifest injury to

the service. The officers who are competent to

appoint a court-martial are competent to appoint

a judge-advocate for the same. The judge-advo-

cate prosecutes in the name of the United States,

and is. under certain circumstances, counsel for

the prisoner. He summons witnesses for prosecu-

tion and defense. The original charges are sent

to this officer, and if he considers any amend-
ment necessary he communicates with the officer

appointing the court. When the convening officer

has satisfied himself that the charge preferred

discloses an offense under the Articles of War
(q.v.), and that the evidence forthcoming is

sufficient to justify the trial of the accused, he

issues an order defining the place and time of

the meeting of the court, and naming, in the

order of their rank in the service, the officers

who are to compose it.

When a commissioned officer is to be tried the

officer appointing the court details, if he can,

without prejudice to the service, officers of rank
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equal or superior to that of the accused. He
also avoids detiiiling the officer who has investi-

gated the charges against the accused, or one
who will be a principal witness against him, or
the immediate commanding officer of the accused.

A member of a court of inquiry respecting the

matter on which the charges are founded, or an
officer who has a personal interest in the case,

is not detailed. Court-martial procedure does

not diirer materially from that of the ordinary
criminal courts oi the country. This court is,

however, a judge of the law as well as of the

facts of the case it tries. Before it proceeds upon
any trial the judge-advocate administers an
oath to each member which requires him, as a

^
juror, to well and truly try and determine, ac-

cording to evidence, the matter . . . before

him, etc., and as a judge to duly administer jus-

tice without partiality, favor, or affection, etc.

This oath includes also one of secrecy as to the

votes of members, and of the sentence of the

court, until approved. The judge-advocate is

also required to take a similar oath of secrecy.

Congress has power to prescribe not only the

organization and jurisdiction of courts-martial,

but also their practice, and the mode of exe-

cuting their sentences. It has secured to the

accused a right of challenge to a member of his

court, and immunity from a second trial for the

same offense. It has fixed the period of time
within which the accused must be prosecuted.

The form of procedure for a general court-

martial is laid down in works treating of the

subject of military law.

Summary Courts-^Martial have been insti-

tuted for the purpose of trying enlisted men for

offenses ordinarily cognizable by garrison or

regimental courts-martial, which courts they

have practically displaced. This court, as in-

stituted in the United States, has no power to

try capital cases or commissioned officers. In
England this court has been instituted for the

purpose of trying offenses committed in active

service, which, with due regard to the public

service, could not be tried by the ordinary
courts. It is competent to try any officers, sol-

diers, or other persons subject to military law
for any offense, and if composed of three officers,

can award all the punishments of a general

court-martial. In the United States the sum-
mary court is composed of a single officer, and
has power to try, in time of war, as well as of

peace, enlisted men and general prisoners. Its

power to punish is limited by statute. The com-
manding officers authorized to approve its sen-

tences, and superior authority, have power to

remit or to mitigate them.

Garrison Courts-Martiai, are composed of

three members and a judge-advocate. All are

commissioned officers. They may be appointed

by any officer commanding a garrison, fort, or

other place where the troops consi.st of different

corps. The order appointing a garrison court

must state the fact giving it jurisdiction. As
regards persons, offenses, and limit of power to

punish, its jurisdiction does not differ from that

of the .summary court. In the military sen,'ice

of the United States this court is now seldom

assembled except in the cases of non-commis-

sioned officers objecting to trial by the summary
court, and in the event of the accused refusing to

consent in writing to trial by that court, when
they may be brought to trial before garrison.

regimental, or general courts-martial. The tes-

timony taken before a garrison or regimental
court-martial is not reduced to writing. Tlie

garrison court-martial corresponds to the dis-

trict court in the English Army.
The Regimental Court-Mabtial is in com-

position the same as a garrison court-martial,
with the exception that its members and judge-
advocate are of the same regiment or corps as
the offender. Every officer commanding a regi-

ment or corps may appoint this court, which has
jurisdiction only over offenders belonging to the
same regiment or corps from which the court
is appointed. In all other respects this court
is like the garrison court-martial. In England
regimental courts-martial can be convened by
any officer authorized to convene the higher
courts, by a commanding officer, or officer in

command of two or more detachments, provided
he be not under the rank of captain, and on
board a ship, by a commanding officer of any
rank. After investigating the charge against a
prisoner a commanding officer, if he does not dis-

pose of the case summarily, must without un-
necessary delay, which should not exceed thirty-

six hours, either refer the case to superior
authority, order a regimental court-martial to
assemble, or applj' to a superior to convene a
higher court. 'Clode' says: "These three 'gen-

eral,* 'district,* and 'regimental' courts are those
imder which the army is governed, and by which
the military law is administered."
A CouBT OF Inquiry is, in its function, anal-

ogous to a grand jury in civil procedure. It is

convened to examine into the nature of any
transaction of, or accusation or imputation
against, any officer or soldier in the service. Un-
less specially ordered to do so, it does not give
an opinion on the merits of the case it investi-

gates. A dissenting opinion is authorized. A
court of inquiry may be ordered by the President,

or by any commanding officer, but shall never be
ordered by a commanding officer, except upon a
demand by the officer or soldier whose conduct
is to be inquired into. It consists of one or more
officers, not exceeding three, and a recorder. The
order convening a court of inquiry details the
members and recorder by name, specifies the
subject matter of inquiry, and directs a report
of the facts, or of the facts with opinion. Under
the military laws of the United States, a court of

inquiry and the recorder thereof have the power
to summon witnesses and to take evidence on
oath. This is not so in the English service,

where it has no judicial power, and is simply a
board directed to collect evidence with respect to

a transaction into which the commanding officer

himself cannot conveniently inquire. A court of
inquiry, wrote Sir Charles Napier, "ought gen-
erally to be a closed court, no one allowed to
enter but such individuals as are called for,

and who, being privately examined, are sent out.

. . . It is generally objectionable to make a
court of inquiry an open court."
Miutary Coukts of Other Countbie.s. In

the army of Germany there are general and
regimental courts. In trials of enlisted men a
certain proportion of the members of the court
are of the rank of the accused. In the Russian
Army there is a supreme tribunal at Saint
Petersburg, and district and regimental courts-

martial. In the French Army individual officers

have large powers of imprisonment, and there
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are regiments and courts of digcipline for hard
characters. In the Austrian Arnij there are

courts of first instance, and courts of appeal
from the former. Military lawyers are also at-

tached to eiu'li regiment to help in the adminis-
tration of military' justice.

BiHi.UKiKAPiiY. A Manual for Courts-Martial
was prepared by direction of the Secretary of

War for the use of the Army of the United
States in 1901. For the English practice, Sim-
mons, Courta-Martial (JjonAon, 1873), may be
consulted. See Military Law.

COURTSHIP OF MILES STANDISH,
The. .\ hexametric piM-ni by Longfellow (1858).
founded on the life of the "Captain of the Pil-

,

grims."

COUBT TENNIS. Tndoor tennis (see dia-

gram). Usually the court occupies an entire

building, and is lighted from the roof, occupying
a playing sj)ace of 'Mi by .32 foet, surrounded on
three sides bv a corridor about 6 feet wide (the

COUBT TENM8.

penthouse), which has a sloping roof about 7
feet high. The spectators occupy the dedans, or
the part of the penthouse situated in the rear of
the court, and separated from the same by an

open grating. The most complete courts have
floors of asphalt, and cement walls painted black
to a height of 18 feet. The nets divide the court,
and also the aervice and hazard sides of the
game. The tambour is a projection on the hazard
side, resembling a chimney, and near it (in the
penthouse) is the grille. The chases are num-
bered on the wall (from 1 to (>) and are em-
ployed to divide part of the court into the num-
ber of spaces required by the game. In playing
the game the server must stand in the service
court and serve the ball over the penthouse, it

being required to strike on the ])enthouse roof
and then roll off into the receiving court. The

^

player on the hazard side strikes it on the bound
' wherever he chooses, if only it first strikes the
ground on the opposite side of the net; for in-

stance, he may strike it against the nearest wall,
so that it rebounds across the net. A 'chase' is

called when the player fails to strike the ball
before the second boimd—unless he is dn the
hazard side and beyond the service-line. Fur-
ther, a record is made of the cross-lines at which
the ball bounds; which, however, does not affect
the score unless the giinie stands at 40. in which
event sides are changed and the contestants play
for the 'chase.* The player responsible for the
'chase,' by permitting the same to be made, will
attempt to return the ball nearer to the end wall
than the point at which it was marked, to insure
its bounding a second time, making the attempt
as often as his opponent returns the ball until
he either succeeds or misses. In the former
event he is credited with the 'strike;' while in
the latter, his opponent scores. For more de-
tailed information regarding the game, its scor-
ing and its history, see Tennis.

COURT THEATRE, The. A playhouse for
comedies and farces, situated in Sloane Square,
London. Originally a chapel built in 1818, it

was turned into a theatre.

COUSA, John. See Alexandeb John I.

COUSIN, koo'zSN', Jean (1501-89). A French
painter. He was born at Soucy, near Sens, and
little definite is known of his life. He was at

first a glass-painter and .afterwards a goldsmith
in Paris. His work on glass is celebrated. His
windows in the Sainte Chapelle at Vincennes are
probably the finest in France, and he also made
some for the Church of Saint Gervais, Paris,

which, however, have been destroyed. At this

period Cousin turned his attention to painting
and became known as the 'founder of the French
School.' He executed a fine "Last Judgment,"
which is full of action and spirit, in the manner
of Parmigiano. It is now in the Louvre. He
was also a miniaturist, sculptor, and a wood-
engraver, and the author of two books, Livre de
perspective (1560) and Livre de portraiture

(1571). Consult Firmin-Didot, Etude sur Jean
Cousin (Paris, 1872).

COUSIN, Victor (1792-1867). A French
philosopher and historian. He was bom in Paris,

and studied with such brilliant success at the

Ecole Normale that in 1814 he was appointed
assistant to Royer-Collard in the chair of phi-

losophy at the Sorbonne. He threw himself

heartily into the reaction against the sensualis-

tic philosophy and literature of the eighteenth

century, which was then in possession of the

field. In 1817 he visited Germany, where he was
introduced to bolder and more speculative sys-
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tciiis of philosophy than any he had yet knowii,

liec'oniing acquainted with Jacobi, Schelling,

Hegel, and (Joethe. During a later visit to Ger-

many, in 1824-25, he was suspected of revolu-

tionary tendencies, arrested in Dresden, and sent

to Berlin, where he was detained for six months.

He took advantage of his compulsory detention

in Prussia to study the philosophy of Hegel,

which had no small inlluencc on his susceptible

intellect. On his return to France he took a de-

cided stand against the reactionary policy of

Charles X.. and in 1827, when the comparatively
liberal Ministry of Martignac came into office,

Cousin, who had for some years been suspended
from his professorial functions, was reinstated

in his chair. Meanwhile he had become known
as an author by his editions of Proclus and Des-

cartes (1820-2(i), and by his celebrated transla-

tion of Plato, which was' finished in 1840, in thir-

teen volumes. Cousin reached the height of his

popularity and influence as a philosophic teacher

in the years 1828-30, when often as many as two
thousand enthusiastic hearers gathered around
him. He was still young, simple, and pure in

his habits; his doctrines were for the most part

new to his audience, bold, and in harmony with
the spirit of the time. The finest qualities of

the national genius appeared in his lectures—

a

wonderful lucidity of exposition, and exquisite

beauty of style, such as few philosopliers have
^ualed, a brilliancy of generalization and criti-

cism, and a power of coordinating the facts of

history and philosophy so as to make each illus-

trate the other and reveal their most intricate

relations. At this period Cousin was one of the

most influential leaders of opinion among the

educated classes in Paris. After the Revolution

of 1830, when his friend Guizot became Prime
Minister, he was made a member of the Council

of Public Instruction, in 1832 a peer of France,

and later director of the Ecole Normale and vir-

tual head of the University. His efforts for the or-

ganization of primary instruction are to be seen

in the valuable reports which he drew up from
personal observation on the state of public edu-

cation in Germany and Holland. In 1840 he wag
olecte<l a member of the Academic des Sciences

^lorales et Politiques, and in the same year be-

came Minister of Public Instruction in the Cabi-

net of Thiers. After the Revolution of 1848

Cousin aided the Government of Cavaignac. and
published an anti-socialistic brochure called

Justire ct rhariti: After 1849 he disappeared

from public life.

Cousin was greater as an expounder of his-

torical systi'ms of philosophy than as an original

tliinker. At first a disciple of Royer-Collard and
the Sc-ottish School, he was attsiched to the psy-

chological method of investigating; afterwards

a keen stiident of the German School, he ex-

pounded the views of Schelling and Hegel with

such enthusiasm that he might legitimately

enough have been considered a 'German idealist.'

But he endeavored to mediate between the Ger-

man standpoint of an impersonal reason and
that of empirical psychology. In the later years

of his life his views carried him to a modified

Cartesianism. See Descartes.
Cousin's chief works, besides those already

menti<med and his Fragments philosophiques

(1826), appeared in two series. The first con-

tained Prcmiern cssnis dr philosophic; Du rrai,

du beau et du hicn ; Philosophic sensualiste;

Philosophic (^cossaise ; Philosophic de Kant. The
second contained Introduction d I'histoire de la

philosophic; Histoire gcn^ralc de la philosophic

jusqu'd la fin du XVIle siccle. He also contrib-

uted a great variety of papers to the French re-

views. Besides his philosophical work, he ren-

dered a very real service to the history of the

seventeenth century in France Vjy his luminous
and stimulating sketches of Mmes. de Longue-
ville, de Hautefort, de Sable, and a number of

other great personages of the period. Consult:
Hamilton, Discussions on Philosophy, Literature,

Education, and University Reform (London,

1852) ; Taine, in Les philosoplies classiques du
XIXo siccle (Paris, 1888) ; Janet, Victor Cousin
et son ceuvre (Paris, 1885) ; Barth6lemy Saint-

Hilaire, Victor Cousin, sa vie, sa correspondance
(3 vols., Paris, 1895) ; Jules Simon, Victor Cou-
sin (Paris, 1887).

COUSINE BETTE, koo'z^n' bet, La. A novel

by Balzac (1846) dealing with the love of an
aunt and a niece for the same youth.

COTJSIN MICHEL, m^Kel. A humorous
appellation for the German native, correspond-

ing to Brother Jonathan as applied to the Ameri-
can.

COTJSIN-MONTAUBAN, koo'zjiN' mSx'-
t6'bUx'', Charles Guillaime Marie, Count of

Palikao (1796-1878). A French general. He was
in command of the combined English and French
forces in the victorious campaign of 1860 against

China, and received the title of Count of Pali-

kao (a place east of Peking) from the Emperor
Napoleon after the fall of Peking. He obtained

rich booty for himself in the plunder of the Im-

perial summer palace. In August, 1870, on the

resignation of the Ollivier Ministry, immediately

after the first reverses of the French, he was
charged by Napoleon with the formation of a
new Ministry. He himself took charge of the

nation's deifenses, and in twenty-four days
placed 140,000 men in the field, besides arming
the capital. After the defeat at Sedan he

quitted France and afterwards retired to pri-

vate life. His book, Un ministere de vingt-

qnatre jours (1871), describes his experiences.

COUSIN PONS, koo'zSn' p6N, Le. A novel

by Balzac (1847), describing the treatment of

the poor relative who outstays his welcome.

COUSINS, kuz'nz, Samuel (1801-87). An
English engraver, born in Exeter. He was made
a member of the Royal Academy in 1835, a mem-
ber of the School of Engraving in 1854, and pro-

fessor at the Royal Academy in 1855. He en-

graved innumerable portraits after Reynolds,

Lawrence, and Gainsborough, and pictures from
the originals of Wilkie, Landseer, and others.

COUSSEMAKEB. koos'mft'kAr', Charles Ed-

MOND Henri de (1805-76). A French historian

of music, born at Bailleul (Nord). After

studying at the Douai Lyc6e, he completed his

musical education under Moreau and Lefebvre.

He devoted himself principally to researches on

niediiPval music, on which subject he published

the following important works: M^moire sur

Hurbald (1841): Ilistoire dc I'harmonie oti

moycn-Agc (18.52); Dramcs liturgiqucs du
moycn-Aqe (1861) ; Les hamionistcs drs Xlldme
ct XllUmc sidclcs (1864) ; Lcs harmonistes du
XlVrmc siMc (1869); and Scriptorcs de Mu-
sica Mcdii JEvi (1866-75), his principal work.
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COUSTOU, koo'stoo', Nicolas (1058-1733).

A FroiK'h sculptor, bom at Lyons, tl>e son of a

woodcarvor, from whom be received his first in-

struction. He studied in Rome from 1C83 to

1080, and settled in Paris, where he became rec-

tor of tlie Academy in 1720. Amonp his works,

many of which were destroyed during the Revo-

lution, are the marble groups, "I'nion of the

Seine and the Marne," "Huntsman Resting,"

"Daphne Pursued by Apollo," all now in the

Garden of the Tuileries; statues of Julius Csp-

par and of Louis 'XV., in the Louvre; and
"Descent from the Cross," in the choir of Notre
Dame, one of his best efforts.

COUTANCES, koCtaNs'. A town in the

Department of La Manche, France, at the conflu-

ence of the Soulle and Bulsard, 57V^ miles south

of Cherbourg by rail (Map: France, E 2). It

is built on a conical hill a few miles from the

English Channel, and is a picturesque old city.

It is the seat of a bishopric, and its cathedral is

one of the finest specimens of ecclesiastical

architecture in the early Pointed style of Nor-
mandy. Other noteworthy features are the

Gothic Church of Saint Peter's, the public gar-

dens and museum, and the ruins of an ancient

aqueduct. Coutances has manufactures of mus-
lins, lace, yarns, i)ianos and organs, etc., and a
trade in grain. Population, in 1891, 8145; in

1901, 0991. The town is the Constantia of the

Romans. For a history and description, consult

Annuairc-gnide de Coutances (Coutances, 1897).

COUTHON, koo'tAx', Georges (1750-94). A
French politician and revolutionary leader, bom
at Orsay, in Auvergne, December 22. 1750. He
practiced law successfully at Clermont, where he

acquired great popularity on account of his fine

intellectual powers and grave gentleness of

character. At first a moderate republican, he

was elected to municipal office and later, in

1791, was sent by the electors of Puy-de-D<ime to

represent them in the Legislative Assemblj'. He
became more and more radical with the progress

of the Revolution, and, though a chronic invalid,

he poured forth invectives against royalty and the

Church from the tribune. He voted for the

death of the French monarch without delay or

appeal to the country. Elected to the Conven-
tion, Couthon attached himself to Robespierre,

was appointed a member of the Committee of

Public Safety in 1793, and sent against the in-

surgent city of Lyons. After the entrance of the

Republican army Couthon showed comparative
moderation and controlled the soldiery. Only
twenty-four of the insurgents were put to death,

and though property was ruthlessly destroyed,

the lives of the citizens were respected until the
arrival of Collot d'Herbois (q.v.). Couthon re-

turned to Paris, formed with Robespierre and
Saint Just a supreme tribunal, and made him-
self conspicuous by his extreme virulence against

England. He assisted Robespierre in destroy-

ing the partisans of Hf'bert and Danton, but
was himself involved in the ruin which over-

took his chief. After a vain attempt at suicide

Couthon was borne to the guillotine. July 28,

1794, together with Saint Just and Robespierre.

Consult: ^Ifege, Correspondance de Couthon
(Paris, 1872) ; Aulard, Lef> orateurs de la l^pis-

lative et de la convention (Paris, 1885-80) ;

Morse-Stephens, The French Revolution (New
York, 1891).

COUTBAS, koTl'tra'. A town in the Depart-
ment of Girondc, France, on t!ie left bank of the
Dronne, 20 miles nortlicast of Uordcaux. Cou-
tras has a trade in Hour, and the district pro-

duces red wine. The place is noteworthy on ac-

coxmt of the bloody victory gained here in 1587
by Henry of Navarre over the forces of the Cath-
olic I>eague. In this battle the Due de Joyeuse,

commander of the Leaguers, was slain, as well

as manv other great noblemen on the same side.

Population, in 1891, 4231; in 1901, 4002.

COUTTS, koots. See lU rdett-Coitts.

COUTURE, koo'tyr', Thomas (1815-79). A
French painter, born at Senlis. lX'ceml)er 21,

1815. He studied under Gros, and after that

master's death under Delaroche, without being a
follower of either. In 1837 he obtaim-d the Prix
de Rome, and in 1845 his picture "The Thirst

for Gold" brought him a wide reputation. His
"Romans of the Decadence" obtained a first-

class medal, and is now in the Louvre. Among
his other works are the "Falconer" (1855)
and "Damocles" (1872). Under Napoleon 111.

he l)ecame Court painter, but he was not enough
of a courtier to please the Emperor, and re-

signed his position. In 1809 he retired to bis

estate, Villiers-le-lJel. near Paris, where he died

on March 27, 1879. He was neglected in France,

but his pictures were purchased by foreigners,

especially by Americans. During his last period

he painted many portraits, of which there are

frequent examples in the museums of southern
France. His art grew more symbolical with ad-

vancing life. Many of his works, particularly his

sketches, are preserved in the Barbediennc col-

lection in Paris. Consult: Healey. "Couture," in

Van Dyke's Modern French Masters ( New York,

1890) ;' Claretie, Peintres et sculpteurs coiitem-

porains (Paris, 1873).

COUVADE, koo'vftd' (Fr., a brooding, from
couver, to hatch, from Lat. cubare, to lie down).
A custom of certain primitive peoples in accf)rd-

ance with which the father of a new-bom babe

adopts the r5le of invalid while the mother goes

about her ordinary occupations. The custom was
well developed on both hemispheres. On the au-

thority of Strabo and later writers it was ascril)ed

to the' Basques of Europe, a theory which has been

much discussed; T\-lor regarded it as a survival

of a supposed matriarchate into patriarchal

society; while Ripley is skeptical as to the pres-

ent existence of the custom among the Basques.

Traces of it are found in Asia and in North

America ; and it has been well observed in

South America by Rodway (Tn the Guiana For-

est, 1895). The'custom would appear to mark
one of the most important steps in human prog-

ress, i.e. the transition from maternal organiza-

tion to paternal organization. Recent researches

tend to show that in all primitive society kinship

is traced in the maternal line, because pater-

nity is not recognized; that in this stage of

civilization the tribal government is avuncu-

lar or adelphiarchal rather than matriarchal;

and that the recognition of paternity first pre-

pares the way for tracing paternal kinship and

its responsibilities, which are sometimes exag-

gerated ceremonially into such observances as

that of the couvade. Consult further: Ripley,

The Races of Europe (1899) ; McGee, The Fieri

Indians (17th Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology) ; Deni-

ker. The Races of Man (1900) ; Keane, Ethnol-
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ogy (1896) ; Ploas, Das Weih (1897) ; etc. See
Man, Science of.

COUXIA, koo'sh^-ft, or COUXIO, kSo'sh^-d.

A South American monkey. See Saki.

COVA'RIANTS. See Forms.

COVE (AS. cofa, chamber, Icel. kofi, hut,
MHG. kohe, Ger. Koben, stall). In architecture,

a long concave surface usually connecting two
planes at right angles, as in coved ceilings; or
the surface beneath a projecting story or bal-

cony. The large coves of Italian and French
late Renaissance palaces were often elaborately
decorated with frescoes and reliefs.

COVENANT (OF. covenant, Fr. convenant.
It. conveuente, from Lat. convenire, to agree,
from com-, together + venire, to come). A term
much used in theology in close connection with
the Hebrew berith of the Old Testartient and the
Greek diathehe of the New. God is represented
as making successively, with Adam, Noah, Abra-
ham, and all Israel, covenants, which are sub-
stantially the same covenant, under which Israel

is adopted as God's special and chosen people,

and is bound to Him in close and mutual obliga-

tions. The covenants of the Old Testament are
all substantially 'covenants of works,' putting
blessing upon the basis of obedience ; the one
covenant of the New Testament, which replaces

the others, conditions blessing upon faith in

Jesus Christ. This simple idea was built out
and systematized into the Federal Theology dur-
ing the constructive Protestant period (by Coc-
eejus, 1603-69), and was incorporated in the
Westminster Confession. See Fedebal Theol-
ogy.

COVENANT. In English law, a contract by
deed or specialty, that is, one in which the
validity of the promise does not depend upon
consideration (q.v.) as in the case of simple
contracts, but upon the formality of execution
of the contract by sealing and delivery. The
essential characteristics of convenants distin-

guishing them from other specialties is the
promise. Thus a bond differs from a covenant
only in that it is a mere acknowledgment of

indebtedness without an express promise to pay
the amount of the bond.
The term covenant is also used in a narrower

sense to indicate the promise or stipulation con-

tained in a specialty or deed which is incidental

to its main purpose, as, for example, the cove-

nants of warranty contained in a deed of convey-
ance. Although consideration was not required to

render a covenant valid and enforceable at law,
courts of equity deemed the seal to be presump-
tive evidence of consideration only, and would
not compel the covenantor to perform his promise
if it appeared that no consideration was given
for it. This is probably -the effect of modern
statutes, providing that the seal on sealed instru-
ments is only presumptive evidence of considera-
tion.

In general, covenants, from their nature, are
required to be expressed in the instrument by
which they are created, but in certain excep-
tional cases they are implied from the character
of the instrument itself, as for example the cove-
nants implied in a lease (q.v.).

At common law, the form of action used to
recover damages for breach of covenant was also
known as covenant. I'nder modem cmles of pro-
cedure and practice acts, the action of covenant

has become obsolete, the same office being per-
formed by the various statutory forms of con-
tract action. Covenants contained in the same
instrument are said to be mutual, concurrent,
or dependent. The covenants in an instrument
are said to be mutual when performance by each
of the parties entering into the covenant is a
condition of performance by the other, so that no
action for breach of covenant will lie unless the
party suing has tendered the performance of his
covenant before bringing his action. An inde-

pendent covenant is one which must be performed
l>y the covenantor, irrespective of the perform-
ance.of the covenantee's covenant in the same in-

strument.
Real covenants, or covenants which at early

common law bound the covenantor's heirs to the
extent to which they inherited real estate, are
now of slight importance, since all of the prop-
erty of a deceased person may be subjected to the
payment of his debts. See Administbation.

Covenants ichich run with the land is a term
that embraces a special class of real covenants
which relate to the use of real estate or require
the covenantor to do something with reference
to it. Their peculiarity is that any subsequent
transferee of the real estate is entitled to the
benefit of the covenant, and may sue upon it,

and that, in certain exceptional instances, when
the covenant imposes a burden upon the o\\Tier

of the real estate, the liability to perform the
covenant passes to the transferee of the real
estate. This is anomalous. See Assignment;
Easement.

Covenants for title, or covenants of warranty,
are particular forms of covenants which run
with the land, and are made by the grantor in a
deed or instrument conveying real estate. The
usual covenants of warranty are: *'The
covenant of seizin (i.e. that the grantor is

seized of the estate which he undertakes to
convey) ; the covenant that the grantor has the
right to convey; the covenant for quiet enjoyment
( i. e. that the grantor will not interfere with the
use or enjoyment of the real estate by his
grantee) ; the covenant for further assurance
(i.e. that the grantor will make any further
necessary conveyance to perfect his grantee's
title) ; and the covenant of warranty, which
binds the covenantee to warrant and defend the
title against any one claiming under paramount
title or interest in the real estate conveyed.

Formerly the effect of these covenants was to

require the covenantor or his heirs to give the
grantee other lands in case the title proved to
i>e defective. In modem ' practice the effect of

breach of any covenant for title is to entitle the
covenantee or his grantee to recover damages.
Covenants for title, however, are not deemed to
be broken imtil the grantee is actually disturbed
in his possession. An important effect of cove-
nants for title is to estop the grantor, and all

claiming under or through him, from claiming
iiny interest in the title which he has warranted,
thus conferring upon his grantee a title by estop-
pel, as it is said. See Estoppel; Warranty.

Covenants to stand seized, formerly of great
importance, were covenants by tfie owner of real
estate to hold it to the use of. or in trust for, a
relative. This covenant is of little importance
in modern law. See ITsE; Trust.
The terms 'affirmative,' 'negative,' 'joint.' and

'several' are applied to covenants, but are with-
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out |K*culinr significance in this connection. Con-
sult: Sims.. 'J'lTulisv on Covvnanta (Chicago,

1901) ; Kawlo, Trvalisc on the Late of Covenants

for Title (5th ed., Boston, 1887). See Bond;
Contbact; Spkciai.ty; Ukktraint of Trade;
etc.; and consult the autliorities there referred to.

COVENANTERS. See Covenants, The;
and I'HKSIIYTKKIAMSM.

COVENANTS, The. A term by which the

Scottish jx'ople denoted association of 'bands*

under oaith to support each other in times of

danger, or to maintain some principle. Tlic most
famous ones are the Natiuuul Cuvcnaut of 1G38,

and the Solemn League and Covenant of 1G43,

which are often referred to simply as the Cove-

nant, though they should be clearly distinguished.

The Xational Coveimnt was an agreement signed

by all classes in Scotland to resist by force the

introtluction into Scotland by Charles I. of a
modified form of the English Book of Common
Prayer, and a new body of canons increasing the

nominal power of the Scottish bishops. The
nobles disliked the increased power of the bishops
because they were beginning to look upon them
as rivals, and because they feared that Charles
would proceed to a recovery of the Church lands

;

while the commons disliked the Prayer Book, not
only because it was English, but also because
they looked upon it as a popish innovation. The
Covenant was based upon a previous one of 1580,

whose object was to maintsiin the Scottish Pres-

byterian Church against a Catholic conspiracy,

but it added numerous citations of Parliamentary
acta bearing upon the subject of religion, and a
mutual oath "to labor by all means lawful to re-

cover the purity and liberty of the gospel as it

was established and professed before the afore-

said innovations." It became the basis of the

Scotch resistance to the King, which culminated
in the two Bishops' wars and the termination of

Charles's arbitrary rule.

The Solemn League and Covenant was an agree-

ment between the English and Scottish Parlia-

ments by which the Scotch came with an army
to the assistance of the English Parliament in

the war against Charles T., on condition that
Presbyterianism should be introduced into Eng-
land and Ireland. The Parliament accepted
the condition somewhat unwillingly, but in

view of the Royalist successes in 1643, Scotch
aid seemed indispensable. The Covenant was
generally signed by the members of the House'
of Commons and the Assembly of Divines. It

was imposed by ordinance upon all persons over
eighteen years of age, upon members of the uni-
versities, and upon officers and soldiers of the
New Model, although the ordinances could not
be strictly enforced. It was not only the bond
of union between England and Scotland during
the war, but was used as a test against the
rising Independents, and, as such, encountered
lively opposition. The signers took oath to labor
for "the preservation of the reformed religion in

the Church of Scotland, in doctrine, worship,
discipline, and government, . . . the reforma-
tion of religion in the kingdoms of England and
Ireland, in doctrine, worship, discipline, and
government, according to the Word of God, and
the example of the best reformed churches," and
to endeavor "to brins the churches of God in the
three kingdoms to the nearest conjunction and
imiformity in religion, confession of faith, form
of Church government, direction for worship, and

catechising." Both covenants were abolished at
the Restoration, and their adherents severely
persecuted. They are prinU'd in Gardiner, Con-
stitulional Documents of the Puritan Ifrvolutitm
(London, 1897). Consult, also: Gardiner. His-
tory of Englaixd (London. 1883-84); and id.,

Orcal Civil' War, vol. i. (London, 1880). See
Preshytekianinm.

COVENT (kOv'iinl) GARDEN (properly
Convent Garden, from having been originally the
garden of Westminster Abln'y ) . A scjuare in

London, celebrated for its history and for its

great market of fruit, vegetables, and flowers.

As the kitchen garden of the Westminster monks
it was a walled inclosure. which extended from
the Strand to Ix)ngacre. It came, as a Crown
gift, into the possession of the Bedford family in

1552. The square was laid out by Inigo Jones
in 1632, and the ancient garden was perj>etuated
by the continued sale of vegetables. ( See Covent
G.VBDEN Market.) In the seventeenth centurj'

the neighborhood of Covent Garden was a very
fashionable quarter of the town, and frequent
allusions are made to the place in plays of

Charles II.'s time. It has artistic associations
of !Marvell, Dryden, Fielding, Steele, Otway,
Foote, Garrick, Hogarth, De Quincey, Charles
and ^Mary Lamb, Turner, and other celebrities.

COVENT GARDEN JOURNAL. A short-

lived bi-weekly periodica! first issued in Janu-
ary, 1752, by Henry Fielding, under the name
of 'Sir Alexander Drawcansir, Knight of the

Censor of Great Britain.' It soon involved
Fielding in literary quarrels.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET. A great
London vegetable, fruit, and flower market, es-

tablished in the first half of the seventeenth

century by small gardeners from the suburbs.

In 1829 the rough sheds were succeeded by a mar-
ket house, covering about three acres of ground,
from designs by Mr. Fowler. In 1859 a flower-

market, covered with glass, was built on the

south side of the Opera House.

COVENT GARDEN THEATRE. A famous
London tlicatre on Bow Street, tlie home of

grand opera. It was built in 1731 by the harle-

quin Rich, under a patent from Charles II. to

Sir William Davenant, 1662. It has been several

times rebuilt. It was burned in 1808, and rebuilt

in 1809 at great cost. The increased prices of

admission, intended to defray part of the ex-

penses, gave rise to the Old Price Riots. In 1847

it was called the Royal Italian Opera House. On
March 4, 1856, it was burned again, and the

present structure was erected in 1858.

COVENTRY, kuv'en-trl (OE. Coventre, AS.
cofatreo, cove-tree, from cofa, cove + treo, tree,

or tree of Cofa; popularly etymolof»ized as Con-
vent Town, from the convent established there by
Leofric). A manufacturing city. Parliamentary
and municipal borough in Warwickshire, Eng-
land, on the Sherboume, IHVj miles east-south-

east of Birmingham (Map: England, E 4). It

stands on a gentle eminence in a valley, with a

ridge of hills on the south, and contains many
old houses with timbered fronts projecting into

narrow streets, and belonging to the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. The modern part of Coven-

try, however, is well, though not regularly, built.

Its most interesting public buildings are the three

churches composing the 'three tall spires' of

Coventrv; Saint Michael's, built of red sandstone
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in tlie Perpendicular style, about the fourteenth

century, is -said to be the largest parish church in

England; Trinity Church, another Perpendicular

structure, has a spire over 230 feet high; the

third of the spires is that of the old Grey Friars'

church. Saint Marj''s Guildhall, built in 1450, for

the united guilds, is one of the finest examples of

ornamental architecture in England. Its great

hall has a finely carved oaken roof and stained

glass window, and is hung with ancient tapes-

tries. The rapid industrial growth of Coventry

is responsible for the recent extension of its

boundaries and the widening of many of the old

streets. The municipality owns its water-supply,

on which it nets a substantial annual profit. It

also supplies gas and electricity, and maintains

public baths, libraries, a technical institute,

markets, crematory, and cemeteries. The city

has an excellent modem sewerage system, with

which is connected a sewage farm. The chief

manufactures are ribbons, watches, fringes, etc.,

and especially bicj'cles and tricycles, which are

said to have been first made here. Coventry is

in railway communication with all parts of Eng-

land. The town sends one member to Parliament.

Population, in 1891, 58,500; in 1901, 69.900.

Hi.STORV. Coventry, is a very ancient place. In

1044 Earl Leofric and his wife, Lady Godiva,

founded here a magnificent Benedictine monas-

tery. For many years the traditional deed of

Godiva (q.v.) was "celebrated by a procession. In

1344 the town was incorporated. In the fifteenth

century religious mysteries or plays were often

acted here by the members of the various guilds

before kings! Henry VIII. demolished the beau-

tiful cathedral of Coventry, as well as the an-

cient walls which formerh' surrounded it. Here
occurred the famous meeting for the intended

trial by battle between the Dukes of Norfolk and
Hereford, immortalized in Shakespeare's Richard

II. Two memorable Parliaments were held in

the monastery of Coventry in the fifteenth cen-

tury. The one contained no lawyers, while the

other passed many attainders against the Duke of

York. etc. In the fifteenth and sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries (Coventry was famous for

woolens, broadcloths, caps, and blue thread bon-

nets. Consult: Fretton, "Antiquarian Losses in

Coventry'." in .1 rchceolopical Journal, vol. xxxvi.

(London. 1880) ; Dormer, History of Coventry

(New York. 1898).

COVENTRY. A town in Kent County. R. I.,

13 miles southwest of Providence; on the Paw-
tuxet Kiver. and on the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad (Map: Rhode Island.

K 3 ) . The main industries are agriculture

and the manufacture of cotton and woolen

goods. The government is administered by town
meetings. Coventry, taken from ^Varwick, and
incorporated in 1741, was the home of Gen.

Nathanael Greene (q.v.) after 1770. Population,

in 1890, 5008; in 1900, 5279.

COVENTRY PLAYS. A set of forty-two

plays, combining tlic '.Morality' and the 'Mystery,'

acted during the sixteenth century at Coventry

or thereabouts on Corpus Christi Day and proba-

bly written by the clerg>'. They were extremely

popular and widely attended. The following ref-

erence is made to them by the elder Heywood:

" Th.vc dpv.vll nnd I wpre of olde acqiientaunce,
For oft ill tlip play of Corpus rhristl
He hath pla.ved the devyll at Coventry."

For further information, consult Morley, English

Writers, iv. (London, 1887, et seq. ).

COVERDALE, Miles (1488-1568). An Eng-

lish Bible translator. He was born at Coverdale,

in Yorkshire, was educated at Cambridge, was or-

dained in 1514 at Norwich, and became the same
year an Augustinian at Cambridge. By 1526,

however, his religious opinions had so far changed
that he left his convent and devoted himself ear-

nestly to the work of the Reformation. Dressed

like a secular priest, he preached against confes-

sion and image-worship. Shortly after that he

went; abroad. In 1535 he brought out his first trans-

lation of the Bible 'out of Itouche (German) and
Latyn into Englishe,' with a dedication by him-
self to Henry VIII. This was the first complete
translation of the Bible printed in the English

language. The Psalms of this translation are

those still used in the Book of Common Prayer.

The vexed question as to the printer of the

volume has been settled, probably, by recent dis-

coveries in favor of Christopher Froschouer, the

famous Zurich printer. It also seems probable

that Jacob Van Meteren, the Antwerp printer,

employed Coverdale to make the translation,

which was done in Antwerp. The basis was the

Zurich Swiss-German Bible and Tyndale's New
Testament, along with the Vulgate. It was re-

printed in London in 1537, with the royal license.

In 1538 Coverdale, with the consent of King
Henry VIII., and with the permission of Francis
I., went to Paris to superintend another English

edition of the Scriptures, his reason for going to

Paris being that paper and workmanship were
there cheaper and better than in England. The
Inquisition, however, notwithstanding the royal

license of Francis, interfered, seized the whole
impression, consisting of 2500 copies, and con-

demned them to the flames. But through the

cupidity of one of their executive oflicers, who
sold a considerable number of the heretical books
to a haberdasher as waste paper, some copies

were saved and brought to London, along with
the presses, types, etc., which had been employetl

in printing them. Several of the workmen also

came over to London; and Grafton and Whit-
church, the noted printers of that day, were thus
enabled to bring out in 1539, under Coverdale's
sviperintendence, the "Great Bible," as it is called

on account of its size. Coverdale also in 1540
edited a second edition, commonly called Cran-
mer's Bible, because that prelate wrote a preface

to it. From 1540 to 1548 Coverdale was on the

Continent. He married in the former year. On
his return he iH'came a royal chaplain, and in

1551 was appointed to the see of Exeter, the
duties of which office he discharged with great

zeal, until the accession of Mary in 1553, when
he was ejected and thrown into prison, from
which he was only released after a year's confine-

ment, on the earnest intercession of the King of

Denmark, whose interest was evoked by his chap-
lain, Coverdale's brother-in-law, and on the con-

dition that he should leave the country. Cover
dale went to Denmark, and subsequently to ^Vest-

phalin. Deux Ponts, and Geneva. In 1559. after

the accession of Elizabeth, he returned to Eng-
land, but certain notions concerning ecclesiastical

ceremonies, imbibed at Geneva, operated against
his restoration to the see of Exet<»r, and his ap-

pointment as Bishop of LlandafT. In 1.564 he
was collated to the rectory of Saint Magnus, Ix)n-

don, but, owing to age and infirmities, he resigned
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it in 1566, and died about two years afterwards.

He was buried February 1», 1568. Coverdale

was the autlior of aeveral tracts designed to pro-

mote the Reformation, and made various transla-

tions froili lilt' works of the Contin«'nlul Reform-

ers. His works and letters were published with

a memoir, by the Parker Society (Cambridge,
1844-40). Consult, also: Memorials of Mylcn
Corel dale (London. 1838) ; F. Fry, The Jiiblc by
Coverdale (London, 1867).

COVERED WAY, or COVERT WAY. A
term UH»>d in forlificaticm to descrilu' ii j)a.ssage

constructed on the side of the ditch toward the

enemy. See Foktification.

COVERLY, kuv'cr-ll, Sir Rooeb de. An old

English dance, so called from the tune used dur-

ing its jwrformance. Neither the author of the

tune nor the date of its composition is known, but
the editor of the Skene MS. claims the tune as

Scotch, on the authority of a MS. dated 1706,

and says that north of the Tweed it is known as
the "Mautman conies on Monday." The tune is

variously called "Old Roger of Coverly for ever-

more, a Lancashire Hornpipe;" "Roger of Cov-
erly;" "Roger a Coverly," in Gay's opera Polly;
'Roger de Coverly," in Robin Hood; and "Sir
Roger de Coverly," in Fielding's Tom Jones. A
song, "O Brave Roger de Coverly," is contained
in I'ills 1o Puroe Melancholy. The dance is an
old-fashioned country-dance (or contredanse)

,

and is known in the United States as the "Vir-
ginia reel." Addison took the name for his Sir
Roger de Coverley in the Spectator.

COVERSED (k6-vgrst') SINE. See Trigo-
nometry.

COVERTURE ( OF. coverture. Ft. couverture,
covering, from ML. eooptura, from Lat. cooperire,

to cover, from co-, together -f- operire, to cover,

for opverire, Lith. uzh-veriii, I shut) . Under
the common law, the legal condition or status of

a married woman. By that law, an unmarried
woman, whether spinster or widow, is a 'com-

plete juristic person,' having the same standing
before the law as a man. Upon marrying, how-
ever, i.e. coming imder the protection of a man,
her legal position is radically altered, and, in

many respects, completely merged in that of her
husband. This is especially true of her property
rights. Her goods and chattels at once become
his property. He acquires custody of her claims
against others i chases in action), and may col-

lect tliem for his own benefit. Her land passes

under his control, and he acquires a joint seizin

•with her therein and may take the rents and
profits to his own use during the continuance of

the marriage relation. On the other hand, he
l>ecomes liable to pay her debts, those contracted
before as well as those contracted after mar-
riage, and imder some circumstances he is re-

sponsible for her torts and crimes. The modern
legislation which has almost restored to the
married woman her lost personality will be de-

scribed under the titles Husband and Wife and
^fARRTED Woman. Consult the authorities re-

ferred to under these titles, and also those under
Common Law.

COVIELLE, kd'vyel'. In Moli&re's Le bour-
geois gentilhomme, .Cleonte's valet, whose wit
brings about the marriage of Cl6onte and Lu-
cille.

COVIELLO, kA'vy?ll6. The clown of old
Italian popular comedy.

COVILHAO, ko'v^lyouN'. A town of Portu-
gal, in the Province of Beira, situated on the
southeastern s1o|k* of the Serra da Estrella at an
altitude of '2180 feet (Map: Portugal, B '2). It is

commanded by a castle, and is tme of the ciiief

centres of cloth manufacturing in Portugal.
Population, in 1890, 17,562; in 1900, 15,527.

CCVILLE, Frederick Vernon (1867—). An
American botanist, born at Preston, N. Y. He
received his education at Cornell University and
was instructor in botany there from 1887 to

1888. In the latter year he became connected
with the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, and after serving five years as assistant in

botany, was made curator of the United States
National Herbarium. In 1809 he was elected

jiresident of the Biological Society of Washing-
ton. His publications include a monograph on
the Botany of the Death Valley Expedilion
(189.3), the author having taken part in the
expedition during 1800-91. He also prepared a
numlier of valuable reports.

COVINGTON, kfiv'Ing-ton. A city and the
county-seat of Newton County, Ga., 40 miles
east-southeast of Atlanta ; on the Georgia and
the Central of Georgia railroads (Map: Georgia,

C 2). It contains a female college, and is the

commercial centre of a cotton-growing and dairy-

ing region. Population, in 1890, 1823; in 1900,

2062.

COVINGTON. A city and the county-seat of

Fountain County, Ind., 70 miles west by north of

Indianapolis; on the Wabash River, and on the

Wabash, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Saint Louis, and other railroads (Map: In-

diana, B 2). Population, in 1890, 1891; in

1900, 2213.

COVINGTON. A city and the county-seat of

Kenton County, Ky., at the junction of the

Ohio and Licking rivers, opposite Cincinnati, of

which it is practically a suburb (Map: Ken-
tucky, G 1). It is entered by the Louisville and
Nashville, the Kentucky Central, and the Chesa-

peake and Ohio railroads, and electric railroads

also connect it with the neighboring towns. Bridges

to Cincinnati and to Newport, Ky., add to the

facilities for communication, the great suspen-

sion bridge to the former city being a noteworthy
specimen of engineering. (See Cincinnati.)
Covington occupies an area of about two and one-

third square miles on a beautiful plain partly

surrounded by hills, and resembles Cincinnati in

its general arrangement. Of a total street mile-

age of about 45 miles, more than three-fourths

are paved, the great part with macadam and
asphalt. The city has many handsome private

residences, a public library, city hall, and a Fed-

oral building noteworthy as a specimen of mod-
cm Gothic; and among charitable institutions, a

hospital for contagious diseases, a German or-

phan asylum, and a home for aged men and
women. ' Covington is a prominent centre of

Roman Catholic influence, the cathedral, a type

of flamboyant Gothic, being one of the finest

ecclesiastical structures in the State. Connected
with this denomination there are also a Bene-

dictine priory, a convent, a hospital and found-

ling asylum, and Notre Dame Academy. The
facilities for transportation, both by rail and by

water, placing the city in commimication with a

wide territory possessing valuable natural ad-

vantages, have contributed to the commercial
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importance of Covington, though it is over-

shadowed by its greater neighbor. Its industrial

interests also are important, and include exten-

sive pork-jwcking establishments, rolling-mills,

^lass- factories, distilleries, tanneries, tobacco-

factories, cotton -factor}', and manufactures of

vinegar, furniture, stoves, tinware, bricks, tile,

pottery, rope, cordage, etc. There are municipal
water-works, built in 18G9 at a total cost of

about $1,200,000, the entire system now includ-

ing some 45 miles of mains, and furnishing an
abundant supply of water drawn from the Ohio
River at a distance of about 13 miles above the
city. Covington's annual budget approximates
$4(55.000, the main items of expense being $90,-

tK)0 for schools, $85,000 for interest on debt,

^35,000 for police department, $35,000 for the
tire department, $30,000 for street expenditures,
$30,000 for the water-works, and $20,000 for

oharitable institutions. Settled in 1812 and laid

out three years later, Covington was chartered
as a city in 1834. Population, in 1860, 16,471;
in 1880", 29,720; in 1890, 37,371; in 1900,
42,938.

COVINGTON. A town and the county-seat
of Tipton Coimty, Tenn., 37 miles northeast of
Memphis; on the Illinois Central Railroad
(Map: Tennessee, B 5). It is' the shipping
point for the cotton and other products of a fer-

tile region, and has also flour and saw mills, cot-

ton and cottonseed-oil mills, cotton-compress, etc.

Population, in 1890, 1067 ; in 1900, 2787.

CO'VODE, Joiix (1808-71). An American
legislator, bom in Westmoreland County, Pa.
He worked for several years on a farm ; was
apprenticed to a blacksmith; and afterwards
attained considerable wealth as a woolen manu-
facturer. He served for two terms in the Penn-
sylvania I^egislature, and was a member of Con-
gress, first as an Anti-Masonic Whig and then
as a Republican, from 1855 to 1863, and again
from 1868 to 1870. In politics he was prominent
as a supporter of Lincoln and as an opponent of

Johnson, but is chiefly remembered for his con-
nection as chairman with the special Congres-
sional committee appointed in 1860 to investi-

gate the charges brought against President
Buchanan. See Covooe Inve-stigation.

COVODE INVESTIGATION. An investi-

gation (1860) by a Congressional committee of

five, headed by Covode of Pennsylvania, into the
charge made by two anti-Lecompton Democrats
that the Administration had endeavored to per-
suade them corruptly to support the I..ecompton
Rill. (See Lecomitox Constitution.) Presi-

dent Buchanan vigorously protested against the
appointment of a committee for such a purpose,
on the ground that it would detract from the
dignity and independence of the executive office,

but his protests were unheeded, and in June the
committee made its report, the Republican ma-
jority supporting the charge and the Democratic
minority denouncing it. The committee, how-
ever, was considered to have brought forward
sufficient evidence to prove Buchanan's favorit-
ism and his questionable use of patronage. The
report was printed in a bulky volume. For a
defense of Buchanan, consult Curtis, Life of
Buchanan (New York, 1883).

COW. See Catti.k: DAiRYiNf;.

COWAGE, COWHAGE. or COWITCH(from
Hind. Kntrfinch, Koiinch) . Short, slender,

Vol. v.—25.

brittle hairs, which grow on the outside of the
pods of plants of the genus Mucuna, natives of
the tropical parts of America and Asia. The
genus belongs to the natural order Leguminosx
and has a kqotted, two-valved pod, divided by
transverse partitions. The species are twining
plants, shrubby or herbaceous, with leaves of
three leaflets. That which yields most of the
cowage brought to market is Mucuna pruriens,
a native of the East Indies, with racemes of fine

purple flowers, which have a disagreeable allia-

ceous smell, and pods about 4 inches long.
Mucuna urens, the ox-eye bean of the West
Indies, yields cowage of similar quality. The
hairs readily stick in the skin, and cause intol-

erable itching. Cowage is sometimes used in
medicine, acting mechanically in killing and ex-
pelling worms, particularly the species of Ascaris
(q.v. ). That it does not act on tJie inner surface
of the intestinal canal is supposed to be owing
to the mucous secretion. It is generally adminis-
tered in syrup or honey. Before the pods of
cowage-plants are ripe, they are used as a veg-
etable, like kidney beans, and are very palatable.
Mucuna utilis, velvet bean, is by some consid-
ered specifically the same as Mucuna pruriens,
but velvet-bean pods are without the stinging
hair of the other. The velvet bean has lately
attracted much attention as a forage crop. It is

well adapted to Florida and the Gulf States,
having about the same value as the better vari-
eties of cow-peas. As a green manure and
mulch crop for orchards it is highly considered.

COW BAY. A seaport on an inlet of the
same name in the northeast of Cape Breton Isle,

Nova Scotia. Canada, 22 miles east of Sydney
(Map: Nova Scotia, K 3). A Government
breakwater and quay 1800 feet long protect the
inlet. Bituminous-coal mines are worked in the
vicinity. Estimated population, in 1901, 3000.

COWBIBD. A small North American black-
bird ( iloluthrus ater) closely related to the red-
wing, remarkable for its parasitic habits, and
frequenting in small flocks fields where cattle
pasture, often alighting upon them to eat para-
sites, or clustering about their feet to snap up
the insects disturbed by their movements ; to
this habit it owes its names, cow-blackbird, cow-
pen-bird or bunting, buflfalo-bird, etc. This
common species (see Plate of Blackbirds) is

about 8 inches long; the adult male is rich
glossy black, with greenish reflections, except the
head, which is chocolate-brown; the female and
young are simply brownish ^gray, paler beneath.
The cowbird is found throughout the United
States, from Texas northward nearly to Hudson
Bay. In the north it is migratory, but south of
the Ohio it is a permanent resident. It is to be
seen in small bands frequenting fields and pas-
lures, where its principal food is vegetable
(mainly seeds of weeds) . with insects caught upon
the ground and about cattle. There are usually
several more males than females in each band,
for these birds do not pair; and the antics and
spluttering and guttural squeaks with which the
males try to attract the females are most queer
and amusing. In the autumn they gather in
large flocks and associate with other blackbirds.
Two other species are found in the southwestern
T^nite<l States, a third and fourth in Mexico and
Central .\merica (of the allied genus Callo-
thnis). and several in various parts of South
America.
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The parasitism of the coirbirds is their most
striking characteristic, their behavior resembling

that of tiie Euro|)ean cuckoo. None, except one,

takes a mate, or makes a nest, or incubates it«

eggs. Instead of this, when tlie breeding season

(May and June) is at hand, the female ready

to lay an egg (juietly leaves the Hock and stealth-

ily Hi>eks the home of some bird, from which the

mother is temporarily absent, incubation not hav-

ing begun. There she deposits her egg (see Col-

cired Plate of Egos ok Sonc-Bibdh) , to which she

pays no more attention. It matters not whether
the nest she visits has already its full supply of

eggs, or even whether it already contains one or

several eggs of her own sjwcies; she will some-
limes throw out eggs of the owner to make
room for her own. The egg of the cowbird usu-

ally hatches in less time than do the eggs of the

bird on which it is imposed, whereupon the

rightful eggs may be abandoned or thrown out;

or, if some of them hatch, the young are speedily

starvetl or smothered or elbowed out of the nest,

while the foster-parents devote themselves to the

care of the greedy stranger. He remains in the

nest until it is really outgrown, but even after

he has left it he is cared for, for a time, by the

birds that brought him up. But at last, when
well able to lly, he seeks out others of his own
kind, and the birds that have devoted themselves

to him so assiduously have nothing to reward
their pains. Over 100 species of birds are thus
burdened with more or less frequency; but some
will desert the heat rather than incubate the
strange egg; others build a second story on the

nest, leaving the cowbird's egg to perish below,

wliile thej' raise their own brood in the super-

fetructure.

The egg of the cowbird is a rather blunt oval,

measuring, on the average, .84 by .05 of an
inch, and is white or grayish, profusely speckled
with browns, the general effect of which is indis-

tinct and pale; it is not easily mistaken for

any other bird's egg of its size. Several species

of cowbirds inhabit Central and South America,
and have similar habits, except in one instance,

the bay-winged cowbird (Moluthrus badius) of

Argentina and Bolivia, which differs from the
ordinary type in several ways, among others in

having a low and pleasing song, which it delivers

more or less all the year around. It does not
abandon its eggs to the care of other nurses, but
forms conjugal ties and occasionally makes a
nest of its own ; more often, however, it seizes

upon the nests of other birds, and in their de-

spoiled property lays its eggs and rears its own
young. A circumstantial history of this inter-

esting group and a discussion of bird-parasitism
may be found in Sclater and Hudson, Arfjentine
Ornithology (London, 1888-89), largely re-

printed by Bendire, in "The Cowbirds," in Re-
port of the National Museum for 1893 (illus-

trated, Washington, 1895).

COWBOYS. ( 1 ) The name applied during the
Revolutionary War to robbers, usually of cattle,

sometimes of other property, who infested the
roads east of the Hudson River between the
British and American lines. They professed to
be Tories. A similar band, professing to be
Whigs, called 'Skinners.' plundered wayfarers at
the same period and in the same places. See
Cooper's romance The Spy.

(2) The name given to the mounted herds-

men hired by the owners of large herds of cat-

tle to look after their stock. In the great
herding districts of the West, where cattle r<»am
over vast areas without fenws or roads, and with
only scattered an«l irregular places for watt>r and
shelter, the cowboys occupy an important place.

It is their business to keep the cattle together, ti>

guide them to pasture, to prevent tiieir being
mi.xed with other droves, io prot<'ct them from
Indian and other thieves, to brand them at the
proper seasons, and to drive them to market
when they are ready for slaughter.

COW^LL, Edwako Byiji.s (182(5—). An
English Sanskrit scholar. Born at Ipswich, he
was educated at Oxford. He went to Calcutta in

ISSO,"* where he was professor of history in the

Presidency College, and later principal of the
Sanskrit College. In 1807 he was made profes-

sor of Sanskrit in the University of Camluidge.
His contributions to advancing the knowledge o(

India have been made not only through his writ-

ings, but also through the inspiration he has
given to his pupils, whose numbers have been

large. His association with Edward Fitz-Cerald

of Omar Khayyam fame is of interest in English

literary historj'. Among Cowell's more impor-

tant works may be mentioned: The Prakrit (ham-
mar of Vararuci (2d ed. 1808) ; The Black Yajur
Veda, books i., ii., in collaboration with Roer
(1850-04); The Hindu Laic (\m I) ; The Hindu
Digest (1873); The Aphorisms of ^andilya,

translated from the Sanskrit (1878); The
fiarva-darsana-Samgraha, translated from the

Sanskrit, conjointly with Gough (1882); The
Duddha-Varita of Aivaghosa, in Sanskrit and
English (1892-94).

COWEN, kou'cn, Frederic Hymen (1852— ).

An English musician, born at Kingston, Jamaica.
His parents took him to London when four years

old, and while still a child he became a pupil oJ

Benedict and Goss in that city. In 1805 he went
to Leipzig, where he studied under Hauptmann,
Moscheles, Reinecke, Richter, and Plaidy. In

1882 he became director of the Edinburgh Acad-
emy of Music, and in 1887 succeeded Sir Arthur
Sullivan as conductor of the London Philhar-

monic. He was musical director of the Mel-

bourne Centennial Exhibition (1888-89), and in

1890 was chosen conductor of the Liverpool Phil-

harmonic and of the Manchester Concerts. His
compositions include many songs, instrumental

pieces, six symphonies, the oj>eras Pauline

(1870), Thorgrim (1890), Signa (1893), and
Harold, or the Norman Conquest (1895). tw-o

oratorios, The Deluge (1878), and Ruth (1887),
and a number of cantatas, of which the best

known is The Corsair (1870).

COWES, kouz. A seaport and watering-place

on the north coast of the Isle of Wight (Map:
England. EG). It consists of East and West
Cowes, lying on opposite sides of the Medina.

West Cowes is the more important of the two
divisions, being the headquarters of the Royal
Yacht Squadron, whose club has l>een located

since 1850 in an old castle built by Henry VIII.

Over two thousand of the pick of English .sailors

are employed as crews of the numerous yachts

of the members. Several regattas are held an-

nually, the principal in August, attracting crowds
of visitors. Near East Cowes are several fine

country seats. Whippingham Church, and Os-

borne House, the former royal seaside residence

of Queen Victoria, now, with its grounds, a
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public memorial and park, donated to the nation

by Edward V'll. C'owcs is famous for its yacht-

building yards, and has a considerable trade as

the |K>rt of the island. Population, in 1891,

11.000: in 1901, 9000.

COWFISH (so named from the shape of its

head). (1) A trunkfish {Ostracium quadri-

corne) of the tropical Atlantic, vari-colored in

bright hues, and also called cuckold. (See Ck)W-

PiLOT and Plate of PLECTOGN.\Tn Fishes.) (2)
A grampus. (3) A cow-shark (q.v.).

COWGATE, The. A well-known street in

the Old Town. Edinburgh. It was once a fash-

ionable place of residence, but is now given over

to the poorer classes.

COWHAGE. See Cowage.

COWHEEN, The local name in eastern Can-
ada of the long-tailed duck {Clangula hyemalis)

,

or old-squaw (q.v.).

COWITCH. See Cowage.

COWIi (AS. eule, cuhle, cugle, Icel. kufl, OHG.
cuffela, Ger. Kugel, Kogcl, OF. coule, It. cuculla,

corolla, from I^t. cucullus, cap). A hood gen-

erally attached to a loose cloak and worn on the

head. It was common in England in the Middle
Ages, but has come to be used chiefly by monks
or members of some religious order, such as the

Benedictines and Franciscans. See Costume,
Ecclesiastical.

COWXES, krdz, William Lyman (1856— ).

An American scholar and educator, bom atBel-
chertown, Mass. He graduated at Amherst College

in 1878. was instructor in Latin there from 1880
to 1883. in 1883-84 studied at the universities

of Berlin, Gottingen, and Leipzig, and in 1884
became associate-professor of Latin at Amherst.
In 1894 he was appointed to a full professorship.

From 1880 to 1894 he was lecturer in Latin
literature at Smith College, where he was also

acting professor of Latin in 1899-1900. He was
elected a member of the American Philological

Association and of the managing committee of

the American School of Classical Studies at
Rome, and in the study of classical archtpology
has traveled extensively throughout the Italian

peninsula. His publications include, besides

many articles for periodicals, an excellent anno-
tated edition of the Adelphce of Terence ( 1896; in

Peck and Pease's Students' Series of Latin Clas-

sics), and Selections from Catullus (1900; with
notes )

.

COWIiEY, koull. Abraham (1618-67). An
English poet and essayist. He was bom in Lon-
don, and was educated at Westminster School
and Trinity College. Cambridge. According to

his own statement, he received his poetical in-

spiration from Spenser's Faerie Queene, a copy of

which lay in his mother's parlor. A volume of

poems, entitled Poetical Blossoms, was published
by him at the age of fifteen, and one of the pieces

contained therein was written when he was only
ton years old. At Cambridge he obtained dis-

tinction for the elegance of his translations: and
while there he composed the greater part of the

Davideis, an epic in four books on the life of

David—a work which he never completed.^ He
was attached to the Court party, and, in con-

sequence, was ejected from his college in 1643,

after he had taken his degree of M.A. In 1646
he followed the Queen to Paris, where he re-

mained ten years; and on his return to England.

being under suspicion, he was seized and bound
in heavy securities for his future behavior. In
the same year ( 1656) he published an imjKirtant
collection of his poems, including his elegies on
Harvey and Crashaw, Pindaric odes, 7he Mis-
tress, and the Davideis. He now studied medi-
cine, receiving his degree the following year.
After the Restoration he obtained a lease of the
Queen's lands at Chertsey, in Surrey, whither he
retired in 1665. He was buried in Westminster
Abbey, near Chaucer and Sjienser. Cowley be-

longs to what Dr. Johnson called the 'metaphysi-
cal' school of poets. He abounds in subtleties of

thought and expression, enjoyed in his own day,
but long since out of fashion. To us his fanciful
love poems, displaying no emotion, seem very
strange. Of his longer poems, the elegies cited
above are the best. His most natural verse is

scattered through his essays, which are graceful
and beautiful. Consult: Johnson's essay in Lives
of the Poets; and Complete Works, ed. Grosart
(Blackbum, 1880-81).

COWLEY, Hannah (1743-1809). An Eng-
lish poet and playwright. She was bom at Tiver-
ton, Devonshire, where her father, Philip Park-
house, was a bookseller. It was not until several
years after her marriage to Mr. Cowley, a captain
in the East Indian service, that she began to

write plays. Her first production. The Ruimicays,
she wrote in less than a fortnight. It was pre-

sented by Garrick at the Drurj' Lane (May 10,

1779), and was instantly successful. Her other
comedies include: Who's the Dupe* (Dniry I^ane,

1779) ; The Belle's Stratagem, which is still

popular (Covent Garden, 1780) ; Which Is the
Man* (Covent Garden, 1782) ; and More Ways
than One (Covent Garden, 1783).

COWIiEY, Hexky Richabd Charles Welles-
ley, first Earl (1804-84). An English diploma-
tist. He was an attache at Vienna in 1824, and
was afterwards successively promoted to be secre-

tary to the legation at Stuttgart, and to the em-
bassy at Constantinople. He then actetl as minis-
ter plenipotentiary to Switzerland (1848). and to
llie Germanic Confederation in 1851. and in the
following year succeeded the Marquis of Xor-
manby as ambassador at Paris. In this position
he displayed eminent qualifications; and he held
the appointment, whether his party was in or out
of office, till 1867. when he resigned. With the
Earl of Clarendon he represented Great Britain
at the Paris Congress of 1856. He was created
Viscount Dangan and Earl Cowley in 1857.

COW-PABSNIP (Heracleum). A genus of
plants of the natural order Umbellifene. One
sj)ecies. Heracleum spondylium. is a native of

Great Britain, the conmion cow-parsnip, or hog-
Aveed, called kirsh in Scotland: a common and
rank weed, with coarsely hairy leaves, and stem
about three to five feet high. It is gathered in

some parts of England for fattening hogs, and
is said to afford wholesome food for cattle. Some
Siberian species are much larger, and have been
reconunended for cultivation on account of the
great quantity of herbage which they yield very
early in the season, particularly Henu-louni
panaces, which sometimes attains a h«'igl»t of

ten feet, and the root leaves are three to five feet

long. Heracleum lanatum. a tall, stout, woolly
jierennial with grooved stems, and large com-
pfumd leaves, is known as cow-parsnip in the
I'nited States and Canada, being quite widely
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distributed. In Alaska the h'afstalkH are peeled

and eaten. Jt is there sometimes called wild
celery. The stalks when drying exude a sweet

substance, and they are said to be fermented and
a liquor distillctl from them in Siberia.

COWPEA {\'igna catjatiff). A lej,niminous

plant indij^-'nous to southeastern Asia, the Malay
\rcluiKda;;o, ami jjarts of Central Africa. Its

(lilt lire for liumnn foml and as a forage plant has
spread to mo.st tropical and sub-tropical coun-

tries. It was introduced into the I'nited States

early in the eijihteenth century. At present it

is a very common forage crop in the South, and
is also grown to some extent in the Northern
States. The plant is really a bean, and is

closely related to the garden beans, such as the

lima, the haricot, and others. The tendency of

the cowjMja to vary in habit of growth, color of

leaf, stem, and pod, and in the shape and color

of the seed gives rise to numerous varieties. ( For
illustration, see Plate of Legumes.) In the

southern I'nited States it grows as a vine with a
rather long jx»riod of growth, but when grown in

the Northern States it becomes a bush form and
shortens its growing period. In addition to

being a very important forage plant, it is espe-

cially valuable as a soil renovator, liaving the
power of gathering the free nitrogen of the air

in common with the clovers (q.v. ).

Fond and Feeding Value.—The green fodder
has the following average percentage composition:
Water, 83.6 ;

protein, 2.4 ; fat, 0.4 ; nitrogen-free

extract, 7.1; crude fibre, 4.8; and ash, 1.7; the
cowpea hay the following: Water, 10.7; protein,

16.(5; fat, 2.9; nitrogen-free extract, 42.2; crude
tibre. 20.1, and ash. 7.5. The silage resembles
the green crop in composition, containing some
80 per cent, of water, 3 i>er cent, of protein, and
8 per cent, of nitrogen-free extract, in addition to

small amounts of the other constituents. Young
pigs thrive on the cowpea forage and well-filled

pods, and it is a custom to turn them into the

fields planted for green manuring, about the time
the first pods are ripening. An acre will pasture
fifteen or twenty pigs for several weeks. The
manure more than compensates for the vines

eaten. Turkeys and chickens eat the ripe peas
and do w-ell on them. Cattle, sheep, and horses

are sometimes pastured on cowpea, but the safest

and most economical method is to cut or pull the

vines and feed them partially wilted. Cattle and
sheep are liable to bloat if they are allowed to

eat too ravenously of cowpea vines, as is the

case with other succulent crops. Cowpea hay
compares favorably with other leguminous hays
in digestibility; 59 per cent, of the total dry
matter. 65 per cent, of the protein, 71 per cent, of

the nitrogen-free extract, and 42 per cent, of the
crude fibre l>eing digested on an average. Like
other leguminous seeds, the cowpea seed is rich in

protein. It contains on an average: Water. 14.8;

protein, 20.8; fat, 1.4; nitrogen-free extract,

55.7; crude fibre. 4.1 ; and ash. 3.2 per cent. Cow-
peas, whole or ground, are sometimes fed to

farm animals, but it is usual to harvest only
enough for seed. As a food for man, cowpeas are
much relished. In season, they are often gathered
before the pods begin to change color and before
they become dry. The shelled peas are then
cooked in the same way as shell-beans or garden
peas. For winter use the dry cowpeas are cooked
like other dry beans, and have a very agreeable
flavor. The plant is injured by a weevil (Bruchis

chinennia) , to be recognized by two elevated,
ivory-like lobes on the thorax; and by the Sep-
teml)er brood of the boll-worm (q.v.).

COWPEN. A town in Northumberland,
Kngland. on the south shore of the Ulyth Kstu-
ary, GVi miles east-southeast of Morpeth (Maj):
England, K 1 ) . The town owns its markets and
water-works. Its industries an* connected witli

collieries and domestic manufactures. Popula-
tion, in 1891, 13,000; in 1901, 17,800.

COWPENS. A town in Spartanburg County,
S. C, noted chiefly for the battle which took
place there on January 17. 1781, between 1100
British under Colonel Tarleton and 1000 Aim-ri-
cans under General Morgan. This engagement,
sometimes called the 'Bennington of the South,'
for its decisiveness, was won for the Americans,
partly by the rashness of the impetuous Tarleton,
but especially by the daring position assumed bv
the American commander and the tactical skill

he displaj'cd in defending it. Losses—British, 800
killed, wounded, and captured; American, 12
killed, 60 wounded.

COWPEB, koo'per or kou'pgr, Francis
'J'noMAS i)E Crey, Karl (1834— ). An English
statesman. He was educated at Christ Church,
Oxford, and succeeded to the hereditary title in
1856. He was Lord Lieutenant of Ireland from
1880 to 1882, when he was succeeded by Lord
Spencer, and proved a most able adminis-
trator during the critical period of the Land
League. His antagonism to the Home Rule policy
of Mr. Gladstone is well known. He was one
of the founders of the Unionist party, and pre-

sided as chairman at the so-called 'Opera House
Meeting.' Upon the installation of Lord Salis-

bury, he was appointed chairman of the commis-
sion in the Irish Land Act of October, 1881. He
was also a member of the Gresham University
Commission of 1892.

COWPEB, William, Earl (c.1604-1723). An
English judge and the first Lord Chancellor of

Great Britain. He was called to the bar in

1688 and was made King's Counsel in 1694. In
the following year he entered Parliament, where
he became known as an excellent debater, and
was made lord keeper of the great seal. In 1706
he was made a peer, and was one of the commis-
sioners to negotiate the union of Scotland with
England. In 1707 he was made Lord Chancellor,
in 1716 Lord High Steward, and in 1718 became
an earl.

COWPEB, William (1666-1709). An Eng-
lish surgeon, born at Petersfield in Sussex. He
was made a barber-surgeon in 1691, and became
known not only as a skillful practitioner, but
also as a thorough anatomist and pathologist.

Among his permanent contributions to anatomical
science, the discovery of the now so-called Cow-
per's glands (q.v.), will preserve his name. In
1696 he was made a fellow of the Royal Society.

His published works include the following: Myo-
tomia Keformata (1694; 2d ?d., revised by Jurin,

Pemberton. and Tanner. 1724) ; The Anatomy of

Human Bodies (1698; 2d ed. 1737); Glandu-
larum Quarundam nujter Detectarum Ductnum-
que <*arum Excretionum Descriptio cum Figuria
(1702).

COWPEB, William (1731-1800). An Eng-
lish poet, son of John Cowper, D.D. He was
bom at his father's rectory, at Great Berkham-
stead, Hertfordshire. Losing his mother when
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he was only six years old, Cowper, who was
naturally a delicate and sensitive child, became,

as a Ixjy, ver\' deeply melancholy and depressed.

Just after his mother's death he was placed in

the school of a Dr. Pitman, in Market street,

Hertfordshire. Removed because of cruel treat-

ment by another boy, he was sent, at the age

of ten, to Westminster School. The j)eriod he

spent here was very miserable, and laid the

foundation of that settled gloom which oppressed

him till dt'ath. It is to the remembrance of these

wretched days that we are indebted for the fierce

invective that burns in the Tirocinium, or a Re-

vieic of Schools (1784). Shortly after leaving

Westminster, Cowper was articled to a Mr. Chap-
man, an attorney in London. U|)on leaving

Chapman's office he entered the Middle Temple.
In 1754 he was called to the bar, but never

practiced. His father died in 1756, and left

him a small patrimony. In 1759 he removed
to the Inner Temple, but his hatred of the law
was so great that he seldom opened a book that

bore on his profession. Yet he was industrious

enough : he scribbled poetry, read Homer, and,

in conjunction Avith his brother, translated some
of the books of Voltaire's Henriade. In 1763

his cousin IMajor Cowper oflFered him the office of

olerk of the journals of the House of Lords,

which he accepted, but having to imdergo an
examination at the bar of the House, he was
seized with nervousness, and could not appear.

He even attempted suicide, but fortunately failed

for want of courage. In December, 1763, he was
removed to the private asylum of Dr. Cotton at

Saint Albans, a prey to the deepest remorse.

After his removal from Saint Albans (1765) he
went to reside in the town of Huntingdon. Here
he met ^Irs. Unwin—the Mary of his poems—an
acquaintance which ripened into the deepest

friendship, and continued till death. After a few
months in lodgings he resided with the L'nwins, i

and enjoyed much tranquil happiness under that

religious roof. Soon after the death of Mr.
Unwin (1767) Mrs. Unwin and Cowper removed
to Olney in Buckinghamshire. Here Cowper's
malady returned. At this time he was engaged
to marry ^Irs. Unwin. She carefully tended him
through his long and slow recover^'. He found
amusement in gardening, writing playful poems,
and in building the famous summer house. Mrs.
I'nwin also suggested, as a subject suited to

his genius. The Prof/rcss of Error. During the

winter of 1780-81 he wrote Truth, Table Talk,

The Progress of Error, and Exjwstulation, pub-

lisliod in 1782. In 1781 Cowper made the ac-

quaintance of Lady Austen, who suggested to him
The Task, urged him to translate Homer, and

—

what the world is perhaps still more grateful for

—she related to him the history of John Gilpin.

The Task was Iwgun in the sununer of 1783, and
published in 1785. Its success was great, and
Cowper began to be considered the first poet

of his day. In 1784 he Iwgan the translation of

Homer, which appeared in 1701. It was received

with great applause. Though Cowper wrote after

this the beautiful and tender poem To Mary, his

powers rapidly decliiie<l. He died at East Dere-

ham, Norfolk. The centenary of his death was
appropriately observed at Olney. Cowper's

poetry is eminently healthy, natural, and un-

affected. He and Burns brought back nature to

English poetry. Besides being a poet, he wag
perhaps the most delightful letter-writer in the

English language. Nothing can surpass the
charm of his epistles—full of humor, gentle
sarcasm, anecdote, acute remark, and a tender
shadow of melancholy thrown over and toning
down the whole. The standard edition of Cow-
per's works is Southey's (15 vols., London, 1834-

37, reprinted in Bohn's Library). Consult, also:

The Globe Edition of Poetical Works, ed. Benham
(London, 1870) ; the Aldine Edition, by Bruce
(London, 1896) ; The Unpublished and Uncol-
lected Poems, ed. Wright (London, 1900) ; and
the lives of Cowper, by G. Smith (London, 1880)
and by Wright (London, 1892).

COWPER'S GLANDS f discovered by the
English anatomist William Cowper). Two
small yellow glands, which are situated beneath
the anterior portion of the membranous urethra
in the male. The glands are of the racemose
variety ( see Glands ) , each one being made up
of a number of small lobes, which are again sub-

divided into lobules. The acini are lined with
low cuboidal epithelium, of the clear mucous
type. The gland secretes mucus, which is carried

by a small duct to the posterior part of the
bulbous urethra. The vulvo-vaginal glands, or
glands of Bartholin of the female, are the ana-
logues of Cowper's glands.

COW-PILOT; A small fish (Pomacentris
saxatilis) so called in Bermuda because it is

believed always to accompany the cowfish (Os-

tracium ) . It is one of the demoiselles, and is

also called 'mojarra.' See Plate of Plectogxath
Fishes.

COW-POX. See Smalij'ox; Vaccination.

COWBY (Hind, kauri, Beng. kari, from Skt.

kapardikd, shell). A gastropod mollusk of the

family Cyprieida;, whose shells are shaped some-
what like coffee-beans, richly enameled and often

beautifully marked. They are most abimdant
and. attain their ^largest size in the seas of warm
climates. The money cowry {Cyprwa moneta)
has long been in general use as a substitute for

coin in many parts of Asia and Africa. It is

yellow, or white, about an inch long, and nearly

as broad ; is found on the Indian coasts, and in

particular abundance on those of the Maldive

A LlVIira OOWBY.

The animal is shown in the attitude of creepInK (toward
the left). The ninntle in, however, withdrawn Honiewhat,
revealing; the nornmll.v cloth*'*! and protccte*! shell. The
short Hiphons and long tentarhw api>ear. the last bearing
the eyes, one of which api)ear8 as a black d*)t.

Islands, and has been one of their principal ex-

jKjrts. In Bengal 3200 cowries were reckoned (in

1900) equal to a rupee, so that a cowry was then

about equal in value to ^^j, of a cent. Yet

cowries to the value of 20().000 rupees are said

to have been at one time imported anntially into

Bengal. Many tons of cowries are annually used

in trade with west-central Africa, but their

circulation is fast disappearing. Consult Stearns,

"Ethno-conchology: A Study of Primitive
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Money," in Smithsonian Reports for 1897, pt. ii.

(Washington, 188!»). See Sukll-Money; also
('oK>n'<l IMalo of Makink Gastropods.

COW SHABK. A large shark of the tropical
iumily Ilcxunchidue.

COWSLIP (AS. cHalyppe, oUsloppe, from cH,

cow -f- slyppe, sloppc, sloppy droppings, from
slUpan, to dissolve, Engl, slop; alluding to the
pastures where it is usually foimd; according to
» euphemistic popular ct3-mology cow's-lip)

(Primula officinalis or Primula vulgaris). A
ooninum native of pastures in Europe; a delicate

and modest little Hower, a universal favorite, both
for its beauty and its fragrance. (P^or illustra-

tion, see Plate of CRAxnERKY, etc.) The flowers
liave sedative properties, and are sometimes used
as an anodyne and anti-spasmodic. They are
fermented with sugar to make cow.slip wine, an
agreeable and favorite soporific domestic medi-
cine. The name Virginian cowslip, or shooting-
star, is given to Dodecatheon media, a perennial
plant, also of the natural order Primulacese, a
native of Nortli America, with a stalk about eight
inches high, bearing an umbel of gracefully pen-
dant lilac, rose-color, or white flowers, the ])etals

reflexed over the calyx, the stamens and pistil

Jong, and the anthers of a golden color. It is very
ornamental in the flower-border, resembling a
cyclamen. There are a dozen or more additional
species and numerous varieties in the United
States. See Primrose.

COX, David (1783-1859). An English painter
in water-colors and oils, the greatest English
water-colorist. He was born ali Deritend, near
Birmingham, April 29, 1783, the son of a black-
smith. He studied drawing under Joseph Bar-
lx!r, of Birmingham, and water-color under John
Varley in London. He was at first a scene-
painter in theatres, and for a long time support-
ed himself by teaching drawing, until at length
there came patronage suflicient for his moderate
desires. In 1805 he traveled in Wales, the scen-

ery of which from this time became the favorite
subject of his paintings. In 1813 he was made
a member of the Society of Painters and Water-
Colorists, and in 1814 he published his Treatise on
landscape Painting and Effect in M'ater-Colors.
He did not begin the study of oil-painting until
his fifty-sixth year, under Miiller in London, but
he attained great proficiency. Indeed, there is

reason to believe that had he practiced it from
the beginning he might have equaled Constable.
In 1841 he retired to Harboume, near Birming-
ham, where he resided until his death on June 7,

1859. Cox is certainly the most important of
the successors of Constable. His work is bold
and aims at a general effect, disregarding small
and conflicting details. His colors are those of
nature, pure, fresh, and rich, and he handles
light with consummate skill. His treatment of
atmosphere and atmospheric mood is of the
highest order. His small productions are usu-
ally better than the larger. He is the great
painter of Welsh scenery, of which he was par-
ticularly fond. The British Museum and the
South Kensington Museum pos.sess some of his
drawings, but the best of his work is in private
possession. Several general exhibitions of his
work have been held, the best of which was that
of Manchester in 1887. Among his best water-
colors are the "Hav Field" (1843). "Bolton
Abbey" (1847). and the "Welsh Funeral"

(1850); among his oils, the "Vale of Clwyd"
and "Peace or War." His son David Cox, the
younger (1809-86), was also a water-colorist of
repute, but not of the same ability as his father.
Consult: Hall, liiography of David Vox (Lon-
don, 1881) ; Solly, Memoir of David Cox (Lon-
don, 1875).

COX, Sir G(X)RUE William (1827—). A
British divine and scholar. He was l)orn at
Benares, India, but was taken to England when
eight years old. He studied at Rugby and Ox-
ford; took orders; was appointed curate of
Salcombe llegis, near Sidniouth ; and later was
rector of Sorayingham, York, from 1881 to 1897,
when he resigned with a pension from the Civil
List. He is a leading exponent of the sun-myth
theory in comparative mythology, and has pub-
lished Poems Legendary and Historical (1850) ;

Life of Saint Boniface (1853); Mythology of
the Aryan Nations (1870); History of Greece
(1874); The Crusades (1874); The Athenian
Empire (1876) ; British Rule in India (1881) ;

Life of Bishop Colenso (1888) ; and The Church
of England and the Teaching of Bishop Colenso
(1888). In 1891 he was chosen Bishop of Natal
by the friends of Bishop Colenso (q.v.), but was
refused consecration by the archbishops and
bishops of England.

COX, Jacob Dolson (1828-1900). An Ameri-
can soldier, politician, educator, and military
historian. He was born in Montreal, Canada,
was taken by his parents to New York City in

1829, graduated at Oberlin College in 1851.
taught school at Warren, Ohio, in 1852, and
there in the following year began the practice of
law. From 1859 to 1861 he was a member of
the State Senate, and in April, 1861, upon the
outbreak of the Civil War, was appointed briga-
dier-general of Ohio volunteers. He took a
•prominent part in the Kanawha Valley cam-
paign under MeClellan in the summer of 1861

;

commanded the Ninth Corps of the Army of the
Potomac in the battles of South ^Mountain and
Antietam in 1862; commanded the Federal
forces in West Virginia in the winter of 1862-63
and the military district of Ohio from April to
December, 1863; was in command of the Twenty-
third Army Corps during General Sherman's At-
lanta campaign and the Franklin and Nashville
campaign: was commissioned major-general of
volunteers in December, 1864; and early in 1865
was sent to North Carolina to open communica-
tions with General Sherman, with whom he effect-

ed a junction at Golds))oro soon afterwards. In
1866 he resigned from the service. After the
close of the war he served as Governor of Ohio
in 1866 and 1867, attracting attention by his
opposition to the policy of his party (the Repub-
lican) on the question of negro suffrage; and
from March, 1869, until December, 1870, when
he resigned, was Secretary of the Interior in the
Cabinet of President Grant. He then again
practiced law, was president of the Wabash Rail-
road for several years, was a Republican mem-
ber of Congress from 1877 to 1879, was dean of
the Cincinnati Law School from 1881 to 1897,
and for a short time after 1885 was also presi-
dent of the University of Cincinnati. He wrote
manv magazine articles, mostly on subjects con-
nected with the Civil War and with microscopy,
in which he attained considerable eminence, arid
published the following valuable works on the
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military history of the Civil War: Atlanta
(1882); The March to the Sea: Franklin and
Nashville (188-2); The Second Battle of Bull
Run as Connected itith the Fitz-John Porter
Case (1882); and The Battle of Franklin
( 1879). His Militartf Reminiscences of the Civil
War (2 vols.) were published posthumously in

1900.

COX, Kenyox (1856—). An American
painter. He was bom in Warren, Ohio, October
27, 1856. He studied in Cincinnati and Phila-
delphia, and at the age of twenty-one went to
Paris, where he remained seven years, under the
instruction principally of Carolus Duran and
G^rOme. On his return to America he became a
member of the Society of American Artists in
X^ew York. The portrait of the sculptor Augus-
tus Saint-Gaudens (1887), which took the medal
at the Paris Exposition, and "An Eclogue"
(1890) are among his l>est easel pictures. Ex-
amples of his mural decoration are to be seen in

the Congressional Library at Washington and
at Bowdoin College. He is noted for his large
sense of form and competent drawing. He re-

ceived several medals at Paris expositions. He
was elected an associate of the National Acad-
emy of Design in 1900.

COX, Louise (1865— ). An American artist,

born in San Francisco. In 1892 she married
Kenyon Cox, the well-known figure-painter. She
is herself an artist of considerable ability. In
1896 she won the third Hallgarten prize, and in

1900 a bronze medal at the Paris Exposition of
that year.

COX, Palmer (1840— ). An American artist
and author, born in Quebec. He lived for a time
in California and began his career by writing for
the Golden Era and other Western papers, but in

1875 went to New York City, where he still lives.

Mr. Cox's productions are. almost exclusively in

the field of fancy, the most widely known being
his sprightly verses and drawings of the Broicn-
ies, whose experiences fill several volumes.

COX, Richard (1500-81). An English bishop,
l)om in Buckinghamshire. He was educated at
Eton and Cambridge, and was tutor to Prince
Edward, who, when he became King, made Cox
one of the Pri\->' Council and King's almoner.
In 1537 he liecame chaplain to Archbishop Cran-
raer and the King, and a member of the commis-
sion that nullified the marriage of Anne of

Cleves. In 1549 he was one of the seven royal

visitors who led the King's attack on the relig-

ious, educational, and charitable establishments
of England. Mary put him in prison, but he
escaped to Frankfort, where he became the bit-

ter opponent of John Kno.x. Elizabeth restored

him to the See of Ely. Cox translated the four
Gospels, the .Acts, and the Epistle to the Romans,
for the Bishop's Bible, and wrote a number of

polemical essays.

COX, Samvet. (1826-93). An English Baptist
biblical expositor, born in London. He gradu-
ated at Stepney Baptist Theological College,

Ix)ndon. in 1851 ; was pastor at Southsea (1852-

54) and at Ryde, Isie of Wight (1854-59). He
was compelled by throat trouble to stop preach-

ing for a while, but was pastor in Nottingham
from 1S63 till 1888, when failing health com-
pelled his resignation. He died at Hastings,

March 27, 1893. His fame rests upon his bibli-

cal exposition and his connection with The Ex-

positor, a .monthly devoted to biblical topics,
which he originated and whose first twenty vol-
umes he edited (1875-84). Having become an
advocate of Universalist views, he was obliged
to resign his position. His publications were very
popular and merited their wide sale. Of them
may be mentioned The Private Letters of Saint
Paul and Saint John (London, 1867) ; The Quest
of the Chief Good ( 1868; rewritten as The Book
of Ecclesiastes, uith a A>ic Translation, 1890) ;

An Expositor's Note-Book (1872) ; The Pilgrim
Psalms (1874); Salvator ilundi (1877) and
The Larger Hope (1880). which two books on
cscliAtology stirred up much controversy; A Com-
mentary/ on the Book of Job, icith a Transla-
tion (1880); Expositions (4 vols., 1885-99);
The Bird's Nest and Other Sermons far Children
of All Ages (1886) : The Hebreic Ticins: A Vin-
dication of God's Ways tcith Jacob and Esau
(London, 1894). Consult the prefatory memoir
by his wife in the last-mentioned work.

COX, Sami-el Ha.xsox (1793-1881). An
American clergyman, bom in New Jersey. He
began to study law, but left it for theology, and
was ordained a Presbyterian minister in 1817.
Three years later he had charge of a church in
New York City, and was mobbed on accoimt of
his anti-slaverj' sentiments, his house and church
being sacked. In 1834 he was chosen professor
of sacred rhetoric in the theological seminary at
-\uburn, N. Y., and in 1837 became pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church in BrookhTi, where
he remained until 1854. He was, in the mean-
time, professor of ecclesiastical history in Union
Theological Seminar^'. At the time of the divi-

sion of the Presbji:erian Church in 1837 he be-
came a leader in the 'New School' branch. On
several occasions he was a delegate to conven-
tions in Europe, and at one time was moderator
of the General Assembly. In 1854 his voice
failed, and he resigned his pastorate. Among his
published works are: Quakerism not Christian-
ity; Intervieics, Memorable and Useful; and
many discourses.

COX, SAMt-EL Sullivan (1824-89). An
American politician and author, bom in Zanes-
ville, Ohio. He graduated at Bro\vn L'niversity
in 1846, and was later admitted to the bar, but
forsook the law in 1853 to become editor of the
Ohio Statesman at Columbus. For one year he
was secretary of legation in Peru. He repre-
sented Ohio in Congress for eight years (1857-
65), and New Y''ork, whither he removed in 1866,
for seventeen vears (1869-73. 1875-85. and 1886-

89). In 188.5-86 he was Minister to Turkey. He
was popularly kno^^'n as the 'letter-carriers'

friend' in reference to legislation proposed by
him for increase in their salary and the conces-
sion to them of a vacation with pay. A statue
of him was erected by the letter-carriers in New
York City. Mr. Cox wrote and lectured a great
deal, some of his works being: Eight Years in
Congress (1865) ; The Buckeye Abroad (1851) ;

Why We Laugh (1876) ; and Three Decades of
Federal Lcqislation (1885). .\ gorgeous piece
of descriptive writing published in the States-
man during his editorship won him the nick-
name 'Sunset,' which clung to him through life.

COXAL'GIA (Neo-Lat., from Lat. coxa, hip,
Gk. i\yot. algos, pain), or Coxitis. An obsolete
name of hip-joint disease. Either arthritis or
suppuration occurs in the joint, with the result
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that in the forintT case the joint Ijecomes im-
njovable, or, in the hitter case, the bones forming
the joint become disintejjrnted.

COXCIE, kok's^ or COXIS, Michiel (1499-
1592). A Flemish painter, known by hia copy
of tlie "A(h)rati(m of the Lamb," from the origi-

nal, made by the brotliers Van Eyck, for Philip
II. of Spain. Parts of this ropy are now in the
galleries of Berlin, Mimicli. and (Jlient. His illus-

trations of the story of C^i|)id and Psyche have
furnished models for innumerable paintings and
engravings.

COXCOMB, kOks'kom, The. A comedy by
Beaumont, Fletcher, Rowley, and others (1612)*,

dealing with an experiment in self-sacrifice made
by tlie coxcomb Antonio.

COX'COX'. The legendary Noah of the Mex-
ican tribesj who with his wife escaped the
Deluge. In its present form the legend shows
probable Christian influence from early Spanish
missionaries.

COXE, ARTnrn Cleveland (1818-96). An
American prelate, second Protestant Episcopal
Bishop of Western New York. He was born at
Mendham, N. J., graduated at the University of

New York in 1838, and at the General Theologi-
cal S<'minary in 1842, and in the same year was
ordained priest. Rector at Hartford, Conn., in

1842-54, at Baltimore, Md., in 1854-63, and at
New York City in 1863-65, he was in 1865 ap-
pointed to the bishopric of Western New York.
In 1872 he visited Haiti, for the purpose of es-

tablishing churches and ordaining clergy in that
island. He also founded the Christian Litera-
ture Company, of whose publications he edited a
series of the Ante-Niccne Fathers. His writings
include several volumes of verse, of which the
Christian Ballads (1840; rev. ed., 1887) is the
best known ; and several theological works, such
as The Criterion (1866), in opposition to the
Tractarians; Apollos, or the Way of God
(1873); and The Institutes of Christian His-
tory (1887).

COXE, Henry Octavius (1811-81). An
English scholar. He was born at Bucklebury
and was educated at Oxford. From his appoint-
ment as under librarian at the Bodleian Library
in 1838 until his death he devoted himself to the
compilation of the colossal catalogue, compris-
ing 723 folio volumes. In 1860 he became chief
librarian of the institution. His other impor-
tant publications include Roger de Wendover's
Chronica sive Florcs TJistorinrum (5 vols., 1841-
44) ; Metrical Life of Edioard the Black Prince
(written in French, by Chandos Herald), with a
translation and notes (1842) ; and Gower's Vox
Clamnntis (1850).

COXE, Reginald Cij:\'eland (1855—). An
American artist, bom in Baltimore, the son of
Arthur Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New
York. He was a pupil of Bonnet in Paris, and
is known especially as a painter of marines, and
also as an etcher.

COXE, Tench (1755-1824). An American
political economist, born in Philadelphia. He
.served in the Continental Congress (1788). and
was appointed Assistant Secretary' of the Treas-
ury in 1780. In the same year lie proposed the
introduction of Sir Richard Arkwright's cotton-
spinning frame into the Ignited States. The
extensive planting of cotton in the South was

due chiefly to his initiative, for which reason
he is frequently caMed tlie 'father of the Ameri-
can cotton industry.' Among his numerous
works on ec<momic subjects are: .1/j Inquiry into
the Principles for a Commercial System for the
Unitrd Slates ( 1787) ; ViVir of the'Vnitcd States
(1787-94)

; and On the Xaiiyation Act (1809).

COXE, William (1747-1828). An English
historian. He was bom in London, and was edu-
cated at Cambridge. In 1771 he took the curacy
of Denham, but soon resigned to become the
tutor of several young nol)lemen. With them
he si)ent many years in travel, and with great
industry collected informati(m of all kinds, which
appears in many volumes of travels and history,
all of which are characterized by close observa-
tion, care, and research. One of' the best known
of Co.\e'8 works is his History of the House of
Austria from 1218 to 11U.I (1807). He also
wrote: .Vetnoirs of the Bourbon Kings of Spain
from 1700 to 1788 (1813); Memoirs of John,
Duke of Marlborough (1818-10) ; a Life of day,
published separately from his Fables (1797);
Memoirs of Sir Robert Walpole (1798); and
Memoirs of Horatio, Lord Walpole (1802).

COXSWAIN (also cockswain, from cock,
from OF., Fr. coque, boat, probably from ML.
concha, small boat, from Lat. concha, Gk. tc6yxv>
konche, Skt. iar'ikha, shell + swain, AS. swein,
from Icel. sveinn, OHG. siccin, herdsman ) . A
petty officer in the navy who has charge of a
boat and crew in the absence of officers. In

double-banked boats he steers, and has a small
seat in the coxswain's box, or after part of the
boat abaft the stern-sheets. In single-banked
boats the coxswain usually pulls the stroke oar.
The steersman of a racing or other crew is also
known as a coxswain.

COX'WELL, Henry Tbacey (1819—). An
English aeronaut. He was born at Wouldham,
near Rochester Castle, and was educated at the
Chatham ^lilitary School. He invented a bal-

loon from which aerial torpedoes could be dis-

charged, and made hundreds of ascensions, the
most important being that undertaken with Glai-

sher in 1802, when the balloon sailed to a height
of seven miles. During the Franco-German War
he joined the aeronautic corps of the German
Army. In 1845 he established the Aerostatic
Magazine. His j)rincipal work is entitled Life
and Balloon Experiences (1887-89).

COYOTE, ki'A-t^ or kl'6t (Sp., from Mex.
coyoil) . The modified native Mexican name of

the prairie-wolf (Canis latrans), now imiversally
adopted throughout the western Lnited States.

The coyote in several varieties is abundant almost
ever>"\vhere from the Plains to the Pacific, south
of central British Columbia, and is famous for

its monotonous and reiterated j'elping at night.
This more resembles the barking of a dog than
the howl of the ordinary wolf, and an early name
was 'barking wolf.' One thinks half a dozen are
yelping in chorus as he listens to it. It generally
traA'els in packs, like other wolves, but, unlike
them, it rarely attacks human beings. It is

of rather small size, about as big as a setter dog,
of a light reddish or yellowish-gray color, the

longer hairs of the back tipped with black. The
pelage is rather full and soft, the tail is bushy,
the ears are upright, and the muzzle is slender
and pointed. Several species are recognized by
.some naturalises, which others regard as geogra-
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phical races only. Coyotes live in hollows among
rocks, or take possession of old burrows in the
ground, and usually produce four puppies in late

spring. They hunt ehietiy in the dusk. They are
very ileet of foot, and two or three by acting in

concert will run down, a pronghom ; they seek
to detach and seize the fawns, however, rather
than to pull down adults. Their food consists

mainly of gophers, ground-squirrels, mice,
ground-nesting birds, and similar small animals;
and they have become a great nuisance in the
neighborhood of ranches and isolated settlements,
especially in winter, by attacking sheep, poultry,
calves, etc. Adapting themselves thus readily
to circumstances, and having extreme cunning
in avoiding traps and poison, they survive
among the sparser settlements of the West, and
in some regions increase rather than dimin-
ish. They will cross with the domestic dog, pro-

ducing fertile hybrids; and the Indians were
accustomed to induce such mixture of blood. This
animal entered more largely than almost any
other into the mythologj' and folk-lore of the
aborigines, especially west of the Rockies. Con-
sult: Ingersoll, Wild Xeighbors (New York,
1897) ; Elliot, Synopsis of Mammals (Chicago,
1901). See Wolf; and illustrations on Colored
Plate of Doc. Family, and on Plates of Wolves
and Docs.

COYPEL, kwa'pel', Xat.a.lis or Xoel (1628-
1707). A French historical painter, bom in

Paris. He was employed by Louis XIV. on the
large decorative works in Versailles, the Louvre,
the Tuileries, and Fontainebleau. In 1695 he Avas

made perpetunl director of the Academy. \Mien
l)ast seventy-five, he painted two frescoes in the
dome of the H6tel des Invalides in Paris. His
pictures are very numerous, and, in a somewhat
theatrical style, impressive. His two sons, An-
ToiNE and Xoi'L Nicholas, and his grandson
Charij:s Axtoine, became well-known painters
and engravers.

COYPU, koi-poo' (native South American
name), or Nutria. An aquatic rodent {Myope-
tamus coypu), widely common in South America.
Its name in Chile is 'coypu,' and on the Pampas
'quuiya,' but it is always called by Spanish-speak-
ing people of education nutria ('otter'), by which
name its fur is known in commerce. It is not
an otter, however, but is nearly allied to the
heaver, yet somewhat smaller, and with a rat-

like tail. It is dull brown, with a grayish
muzzle and bright-red incisors; the nostrils are
very high, allowing it to breathe with only the
tip of the nose above water; and the teats are
high on the flanks. When the beaver became
scarce the fur (nutria) of this animal was in

great demand for making hats, etc., and the
coypus were nearly exterminated, but with less

demand and the protection of local laws they
have again become numerous. It is thoroughly
aquatic, dwelling preferably in the permanent
ponds (lagimas) of the La Plata Valley, and
inhabiting burrows in the banks, where there are
banks, or making a platform nest among the
rushes. "Of an evening they are all out swim-
ming and playing in the water, conversing to-

gether in their strange tones, which sound like

the moans and cries of woundecl and sufTering

men ; and among them the mother copyfl is seen

with her progeny, numbering eight or nine, with
as many on her back as .she can accommodate,
while the others swim after her, crying for a

ride." For further interesting facts, consult:
Hudson, The Naturalist on the La Plata (Lon-
don, 1875) ; Proceedings Zoological Society (Lon-
don, 1894) ; Semper, Animal Life (London and
New York, 1881). See Plate of Bea\-eb, etc.

COYSEVOX, kwji'z'-voks', Antoine (1640-
1720). A French sculptor, born in Lyons. His
master was the versatile Lerambert. The most
notable works of this sculptor are fine busts of
his contemporaries, such as Ijcbrun, Richelieu,
and Bossuet; one of the mother of the painter,
and one of himself. He also modeled the statue
of Louis XIV. at the Hotel de Ville in Paris, and
various decorations for the interior of Versailles.

COYUVO, k6-yoo'v6. The natives of Calami-
anes Province, P. I. They speak Tagbanua. See
Philippines.-

COZENERS, kuz"n-erz. The. A comedy by
Samuel Foote (1774), in which he himself
played the part of Aircastle.

COZENS, kuz'nz, Joiix Robert (1752-99).
An English painter. His father was one of the
two natural sons of Peter the Great of Ru.ssia
by a woman of Deptford. He traveled in Italy
and Switzerland and left valuable drawings made
on that tour. Toward the end of his life he
became in.sane. In his day water-color land-
scapes were very conventional in drawing and
dry in color. Cozens was one of the first to
show the value of this medium in the poetical
quality of his work. Turner and Constable have
spoken in terms of admiration of Cozens's pic-
tures. There are a number of them in the
British Museum, but the most famous is a
landscape, "Hannibal Crossing the Alps" (1776).

COZUMEL, ko'soo-maP. An island off the
eastern coast of the Mexican Province of Yuca-
tan, in latitude 20° N. and extending east of
longitude 87° W. (Map: Mexico, P 7). It is

about 24 miles long and about 7 miles wide. Its

surface is low and the coasts are bordered by
reefs. There is a small Indian settlement by
the name of San Miguel. The chief industry
is cattle-raising. The island was discovered in
1518.

COZZENS, kuz'nz, Frederick Swartwout
(1818-09). An American humorist, born in New
York City. He became in early life a wine-
merchant, and later editor of the Wine Press, for
which he wrote papers on the culture of the
grape and the manufacture of wine, as well as
miscellaneous essays. He had previously con-

tributed humorous poems and articles to maga-
zines, and in 1853 he issued his first volume,
Prismatirs, imder the pen-name Richard Hay-
warde. Then came the Sparrowgrass Papers,
his best performance, first published in the
Knickerbocker Magazine, and, in 1856, as a
widely read volume. They dealt with the trials

of a city man who undertakes to run a country
home (near Yonkers). and although their humor
is mild, they are still fairly readable. Three years
later (1859) he published a volume of travel-

.sketches. Acadia: or. A Sojourn Among the Blue
\oses. Soon after the war he failed in a business

for which he had labored earnestly, especially by
promoting the sale of native wines, and retired

from Yonkers to Rahwav. N. J. Of his other
works only Poems (1867) and a Memorial of
Fitz-Oreene Halleck (1868) need be named.
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CBAB (AS. kmbha, Iwl. krabbi, Ger.

Srabbe). A fnistju-i'uu of the onltT IX«cnpoda

and HulwrdcT Itruchyura, chanieterized by the

small Hizf of llif alMloiiifii. whioh reHeniblcs a

Khort tail tiirvt'd iiiuUt the tliorax, all important

vistvra Ix'in;,' incliuh'd in the thorax. The torm

extends also to some of the suborder Anomura

(
purworabs. hermit-crabs, etc.). characterized

by a condition of abdomen intermediate between

that of the llrachyura and that of the Macrura,

or lon^'-tailed decapod crustaceans, such as the

lobster, crayfish, etc. All the crabs, l)esides

many other crustaceans, were comprehended
ill the Linna>an genus Cancer; but the num-
l»er of s|K»cies is very jjreat. considerably more
than 1000, and the Brachyura alone are now
arraii<;e<l in many jjenera and families.

These various crabs differ very -much in the

form of the carapace (the back), which in some
i» orbicular or nearly so; in some, much broader

than it is long; in others, longer than broad; in

«onie. prolonged in front into a kind of beak,

etc.; also in its smoothness, or roughness with

hairs, tubercles, or spines; in the length of the

legs, eiv. The eyes are compound, with hexag-

onal facets, and are elevated on stalks, which
are generally short, but sometimes considerably

lengthened, and which have the power of mo-
tion, so as to turn the eye in different directions.

The first pair of limbs are not used for locomo-

tion, but exhibit in great perfection the char-

acteristic claws or pincers (chelcB) of the deca-

pod crustaceans. Crabs are inhabitants of al-

most all seas; most of them, however, are found
chiefly near the coast. Some crabs inhabit fresh

water, particularly in the warmer parts of the

world; and others, known as land-crabs, live

among moist herbage, or burrow in .sand or earth.

Crabs are generally flesh or carrion eaters,

though some forms .seem to prefer a vegetarian's

diet. They are always active and are noted for

running sideways, rather than straight ahead.

Some have the last pair of limbs expanded at

the extremity into a broad blade for swimming,
and some have even all the four pairs of limbs

intended for locomotion thus expanded, and some-

times occur far out at sea.

LARVAL STAGES OF CBAB8.

a, zoea Htoge ; b, luegalops stage.

Their development is accomplished by metamor-
phosis through succeeding stages. "In the crabs
the nau])lius stage (see Crvstacea) is passed
through in the egg. and the young is hatched in

the form of a peculiarly modified zoea, with an
immense cephalothorax jjroduced into spines,

large stalked eyes, and a slender abdomen. This
passes by successive molts into the mefjalops
stage, which resembles an adult macruran [andl
. . . passes by successive molts into the adult
form."

Crabs, like all arthropods (see Crustacea) .

molt or change their shell, not at fixed intervals
or seasons, but acconling to the exigencies of their
growth, the change being made with great fn--

quency when they are very young, but rarely
in advanced age; indeed, from the moUusks and
other animals sometimes found adhering to the

carapace, it is infern'd that the same eoverin-
is sometimes worn for a number of years.

Crabs l)ecome interesting in the aquarium, from
their readiness in seizing food, their a<;tivity in

tearing and eating it, and their pugnacity. The
number of specimens is a|)t, however, to l)e soon
diminished by the stronger killing and eating
the weaker. Crabs vary greatly in size and color,

as might he expected from the great number <ii

species and their wide distribution. The giant

crab of .fapan { Macrochira Kwmpferi ) , although
only a foot acro.ss the disk, which is 18 inches
long, has such long legs as fK-casionally to l)e

15 to 18 feet from tip to tip of the first pair.

The great stone-crab of Tasmania, which has
short and very thick legs, has been known to

reach a weight of over 30 pounds. On the
other hand, many species of crab are only a
fraction of an inch across. In color, crabs vary
from black to white, through all the colors oi

the rainbow. Shades of green, blue, and gra.\

are perhaps the most common, but the brightest

shades of red and yellow are by no means rare.

Tlie sexes of crabs are easilj' distinguished, as

the females are usually larger, and their

abdomens broader and more oval, while males
have the chela> more powerfully developed—nota-

bly so in the fiddlers.

Economic Importance of Crabs.—These animal

>

supply food for food-fishes, are of great service

as scavengers, and are used as human food in

various parts of the world. In the United
States the principal crab so used is the blm
crab (Callinectes hastatus) , hundreds of thou

sands of which are sent to market every year

from the waters of Chesapeake Bay alone. The
little pea-crabs (Pinnotheres) often found in

oysters (see Commensalism) are regarded as a

great luxurs-. In Europe the species most fre-

quently used are those of the genus Cancer,

especially the great Cancer pagurus, and there

is no reason why the two eastern American spe-

cies of this genus, the 'rock' and '.Jonah' crabs

(qq.v. ), should not be far more utilized as food

than they are. To this group belong the prin-

cipal edible crab of the American Pacific coast

{Cancer mngistcr), and others smaller which are

eaten bj' the Chinese, etc. This spe<;ies usually

measures 7 to 9 inches in breadth of body, and
abounds from Alaska to Mexico, usually below

low-tide level on sandy bottom. Crabs which

have just she<l their shell, and are covered

only by a soft skin, are regarded as best, and are

called 'shedders' or 'soft-shelled.'

The ways of fishing are various. Many are

taken in wicker traps or 'pots.' baited with meat
or offal; another common method is to sink shal-

low hoop-nets of coarse material and mesh, which
are baited and hauled up rapidly at intervals,

bringing the crabs with them. Hand-line fishing',

with bundles of meat to which the crabs cling

imtil lifted out of water, is more a sport than a

method of market-fi.shing; but in the Gulf of

^lexieo trawls or 'trot-lines' are set in several

ways, and vast quantities of crabs are thus taken.

They are kept for market in floating i>ens or



TYPICAL CRABS

1. FIDDLER CRAB (Qelaslmus pugnax).
2. HERMIT CRAB (Eupagurus longicarpus) In a ahell of

Natica heros.
3. HERMIT, out of its borrowed shell, showing reduced

and defenseless posterior parts.
8. SPIDER CRAB (Liblnia emarglnata).

4. EASTERN EDIBLE o- BLUE CRAB (Calllnectes hastatus).
5. A DEEP-SEA CRAB (North Atlantic) lU arms closed Into

a defensive box.
6. COCOANUT CRAB (Birgus latro>.

7. COMMON CRAB OF PACIFIC COAST (C«no«r nn«gl«t«r).
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'cars,' and shipped alive packed in wet sea-

weed. They are also preserved by canning, etc.

Fossil Forms. With the exception of some
doubtful jj;enera (Gitocragnou, etc.) from later

Paleozoic rocks, no unmistakable fossil crabs

are known from deposits antedating those of

Mesozoip age. Fossil crabs first appear in the

Jurassic, yvhere occur members of the family
Dromiacea, much smaller than the modem
species, such as the genus Prosopon, which con-

tinues into tlie Cretaceous. In the Upper Cre-

taceous, Dromiopsis is the ancestor of Dromia,
which latter appears in the Eocene and continues

to modern time. Several other small genera
of this same family are found in Cretaceous
rocks, in which the family enjoyed its greatest

expansion. The Raninoidea, with elongated cara-

paces, broadly truncated in front, began in the

Upper Cretaceous, had" its maximum in the

Eocene, and has since then declined to the pres-

ent. Large numbers of the Oxystomata, or

round crabs, are found fossil in the Upper
Cretaceous and Eocene rocks. The Oxyrhyncha,
which at present are very abundant, have few
fossil ancestors, and these are of small size.

The arcuate crabs, of the family Cyclometopa,
contain the largest number of fossil genera.

They appeared in the Cretaceous, attained a
great expansion in the Eocene, declined during
the later Tertiary, and in modem times seem to

be again on the increase. This family contains

most of the modem genera, such as Cancer,

Carcinus, Portunus, Xantho, Xeptunus, Pano-
p;eus. Certain of these are of old age. Xantho
began in the Cretaceous, had a representative

(Xanthopsis) that is very common in the

Eocene of England. France, and Germany, and
continued with little change to the present day.

Lobocarcinus, with its broad, nodose carapace,

deeply denticulate on the front margin, is a
common and often beautifully preserved fossil

crab from the Eocene rocks of Wiirttemberg, Ger-

many, and Cairo, Egj-pt. The Catometopa, or

quadrangular crabs, have many ancestors of

Eocene age. The first land-crab of the modem
genus Gecarcinus, and the first fresh-water

crab, also of a modem genus, Telphusa, both
members of this family, are found in the Mio-
cene deposits of Oeningen, Germany.

From the above remarks it will be seen that

all the families of modern crabs, with the single

exception of the Oxyrhyncha, were initiated

during Cretaceous time; that they expanded
rapidly so that their periods of maximum evo-

lution were during the Eocene, when indeed crabs

formed the dominant feature of the fauna ^n
certain seas; that during the Miocene the general

expansion was less than before, although certain

genera were extremely abundant in particular

localities; and that those of the Pliocene are

mostly of recent species. During the present

time the crabs seem to be enjoying another period

of expansion, but along different lines from those

of the Eocene evolution. The best collecting

grounds are found in the Eocene deposits of the

south of England; the nummulitic limestones

of southern France, Switzerland, southern Ger-

many, and of northern Italy, and those of cen-

tral' India; and the Miocene beds of Italy,

Austria. Hungary, and Germany.
Consult: Zittel and Eastman. Textbook of

Paleontolnqti. vol. i. (London and Xew York,

1900) ; Zittel and Barrois, Traits dc paUontolo-

gie, vol. ii. (Paris, Leipzig, and Munich, 1887) ;

liell, "Monograph of the Fossil Malacostracous
Crustacea ot Great Britain," I'aleontogruptiical

Society Monoyrapks (London, 1857-U:i) ; Ort-

mann, "Das System der Decapodenkrebsen,"
Zool. Jahrbuch, ,Syst. Abthl., ix. (1896) ; Loren-
they, "Ueber die Brachyuren der palaologischen
Sammlung des Bayerischen Staates," Termisze-
trajzi Fuzetek, vol. xxi. (Budapest, 1898). See
Crustacea, and special articles under names of
various crabs, as King-Crab; Spideb-Cilab, etc.

CRAB-APPLE. See Apple.

CRABB, George (1778-1851). An English
lawyer and author, born at Palgrave (Suffolk).
He was educated at Oxford, admitted to the bar
at the Inner Temple (1829), and practiced his

profession in London. For a time, also, he was
instructor in the classics in a Yorkshire school.

His best-known work is the Dictionary of Eng-
lish Synonymes (3d ed., 1824), a careful, if not
always scholarly, reference-book, which has ap-
peared in numerous editions. Others of his
publications are a History of English Law
(1829), and a laborious Digest and Index of All
the Statutes at Large (4 vols., 1841-47).

CRABBE, George (1754-1832). An English
poet. He was bom December 24, 1754, at
Aldeburgh, Suffolk, where his father was col-

lector of salt duties. Crabbe showed early a
love for books, with a bias toward poetry. After
some schooling, he was apprenticed first to a
village doctor and then to a surgeon. By 1772
he was coiitributing verses to Wheble's Maga-
zine, and two years later he published at Ipswich
a moral poem entitled Inebriety. At this time
he was in love with Sarah Elmy, whom he ad-
dressed in his poems as 'Mira,' and whom he
afterwards married. Continuing his studies
in London, he began the practice of medicine in

the place of his birth. Disliking a profession
in which he was not succeeding, he went to Lon-
don in 1780 to begin a literary career. In that
year appeared a poem called The Candidate,
which was received coldly. Much distressed, he
called upon Burke, who after reading some of
Crabbe's verses took him under his protection,
getting Dodsley to publish The Library (1781).
VV'hile staying with Burke at Beaconsfield, he
l>egan his best-known poem. The Village (pub-
lished 1783). At Burke's suggestion, Crabbe
took orders. After a short period as rector of
Aldeburgh, he was appointed chaplain to the
Duke of Rutland (1782), and thus made Bel-

voir, Leicestershire, his home. After occupying
several other church livings, he was given that
of Trowbridge, \Viltshire (1814), where he re-

mained till his death (Febmary 3, 1832). Be-
sides the poems alreadv cited, Crabbe wrote The
Xetcspaper (1785^ ; The Parish Register (1807) ;

The Borough (1810); Tales in Verse (1812);
and Talcs of the Hall (1819). Crabbe was a
popular poet in his own time, numbering friends

among the greatest. He was lavishly praised by
Dr. Johnson, Scott, ^Vordsworth. and Byron.
Jane .\usten, charmed with humor akin to her
own. declared that, were she ever to marry, she
could fancy herself Mrs. Crabbe. Though his

reputation has decline<l. he nevertheless occu-

pies an important place in the progress of

English poetry. Crabbe's stem descriptions of
English life in old ?^ist .Vnglia were in marked
contrast to Goldsmith's idvllic scenes, and led
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the way to the realimu of Woidaworth. WTiat he

lacked was the iiuayiualion nwessary to give

laating interest to his subject. His great ex-

cellence is the directness with whicli he portrays

the tragic life of men and wonien wlioni he knew

and tlio scenes in which they lived. Consult:

^yo^•ks, with memoir, by his son G. Crabbe (8

vols., London. 1834-35) ; selections from poems,

by Lamplough (London, 1888), and by Holland

(London, 18D9) ; Stephen's essay in Hours in a

Library (London, 1870); t'ourthope's essay in

Ward, KnyltHh Poets (l^ndon, 1884) ; the Life,

by Kebbel (London, 1888) ; and Ainger, Crabbe,

in "English Men of Letters" Series (New York,

1902).

CBAB-EATEB, or Cobia, See Seboeant-

Fisn.

CRAB-EATING DOG, BACCOON', Etc.

See D(k; ; Raccoon, etc.

CBABETH, kril^b^t. Dirk and WoiTER. Dutch

painters on glass. They were brothers, bom at

Gouda, in South Holland, and they nourished

in the latter half of the si.xlocnth ccnturj'. As
the brothers worked together and were the most

famous glass-painters of their time, they can-

not be separated in biography. Very little is

known of their lives, but they executed a number

of excellent works in the churches of Belgium and

France. Their chief works are fourteen of the

eeventy-five windows of the great church at

Gouda. Among the best of these are the "Bap-

tism of Christ" and the "Last Supper," by

Dirk, and the "Nativity" and the "Sacrilege of

Heliodorus." by Wouter. The latter excels in

brilliancy of color, but Dirk has a more vigorous

style. The works of both show a somewhat man-

nered imitation of the Italian, but they still

retain much of the brightness of the media'val

coloring. Dirk died in 1581 ; his brother about

1601. Consult Westlake, History of Design in

Painted Glass, vol. iv. (London, 1894).

CBAB-GBASS. A name applied to Panicum
sanguinale. an annual grass common throughout

many parts of the United States. It is fre-

quently seen to spring up in fields after the

period of cultivation has passed. It grows to a

height of two or three feet, l)earing at the top

three to twelve spreading purplish spikes which

carry the flowers and seed. In many places it is

considered a weed, but in the South it is valued

for the hay it yields as well as for pasturage.

The hay must be cured without rain falling upon

it or its value is greatly impaired. It ranks

close to Bermuda grass in the value and cheap-

ness with Which a crop may be produced. Eleu-

sine indica is sometimes called crab-grass.

CBABIEB, kra'by*' (Fr.. crab-eater). The
name in \hv French West Indies and Jamaica for

several lienms. especially the common night-

heron {Xycticorax violaceus). See Night-
Heron.

CBAB'S-EYES. See Abbus.

CBAB'S-PLOVER. A singular shore-bird

{Dramas ardcola) nearly related to the oyster-

catchers, but set apart in a family, Dromadidae,

of its own. which is to be found sparingly on the

coasts and islands of the Indian Ocean. "Its

habits remind us both of the plovers and the

terns, and so do the unusually large eggs," but

in India, according to Hume, it nests in bur-

rows in sand-hills.

CBAB'SHAW, Timothy. A plo^^lnan and
carter, wlio In'tomes squire to Sir Launcelot
(Jreaves, in .Sinollctt's novel of the latter name.

CBAB-SPIDEB. A spider of the family
Thomisidic, so named on account of the short,

broad body and the fact that, like a crab, it runs
more successfully sideways or backward than
forward. Tlicsi- spiders spin no web, but await
their prey hidden among foliage, and are colored

in harmony with their background ; but a few
species are bright-colored and hide in llowers.

The most common American form (Misumena
ratio) is milk-white, occasionally with light-

crimson markings. Another si)ecies (Philo-

dromus vulnuris) eats house-flies almost exclu-

sively. Consult: Emerton, The Common Spiders

of the United States (Boston, 1902). Compare
Bmn-SiMDEU.

CBABTREE. Uncle of Sir Benjamin Back-
bite—a deaf, cross-grained old scandal -monger

—

in Sheridan's comedy The School for Scandal.

CRABTREE, Sir Cadwallader. In Smol-
lett's Ad rent tires of Peregrine Pickle, the friend

of tlie hero.

CRABTREE, Charlotte (1847—). An
American actress, known as Lotta. She was
born in New York, and when a child of ten l)egan

her career in California. After starring for a

time in the West, she came again to New York
in about 1800. In 1867, as Little Nell and the

^larchioness in a dramatization of Old Curiosity

Shop, she made her first great impression there,

and became a popular favorite. Her success was
entirely due to her personal charm. Critics

found little to approve in the pieces in which

she appeared, such as The Little Detective, Zip,

Musette, and The Firefly, but her stage appear-

ance was characterized by a naturalness and

grace which won the hearts of the audience. She
retired from the stage, still unmarried, in 1891,

having acquired a fortune. Consult: Welch, in

McKay and Wingate's Famous American Actors

of To-Day (New York, 1896) : and Clapp and

FKigett, Planers of the Present, Dunlap Society

Publications (New York), 1899).

CRACKED HEELS. See Horse.

CRACKER. See BiscriT.

CRACKERS. A name given in the southern

part of the United States to the poor and ig-

norant whites, probably because of their usual

diet, which is cracked com ground into a coarse

meal. The term 'com-crackers' is employed in

the same sense.

'CRACKER STATE. Georgia. See States,

Popri.AK Names of.

CRACKLIN, or CRACKLE WARE. A kind

of china ware, the glazing of which is purposely

cracked in the kiln, as an ornament, the eflFect

being produced by a glaze which tends to contract

in the burning more rapidly than the vessel itself.

CRACOW, kra'k* (Pol. Krakov, Ger. Krakau,

Fr. Cracovie, Lat. Cracoiia, Carodunum : said

to be named after its founder, Krakus, a legend-

ary Slavic chief). The ancient capital of the

Kingdom of Poland and residence of the Polish

kings, now a fortified city of the Austrian Crown-

land of Galicia (Map: Austria, F 1). It is situ-

ated on the left bank of the Vistula, at its conflu-

ence with the Budowa. about 10 miles from the

frontier of Russian Poland and 250 miles north-
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east of Vienna. Cracow, with its numerous
churches, towers. . and okl castle, presents an im-

posing aspect from without. It consists of the

inner town and a number of suburbs. The old

walls surrounding the inner town have been de-

molished, and promenades laid out on their site.

Cracow is one of the oldest cities of Poland, and
bears the marks of its age in its imposing build-

ings as well as in its general appearance. First

among the numerous churches of Cracow is the
old Gothic cathedral, situated near the castle.

It was erected imder Casimir the Great, in the

fourteenth century, and is famous for the numer-
ous tombs of Polish kings and heroes it contains,

including those of Sobieski, Poniatowski, and
Kosciuszko. It is also adorned with numerous
monuments, several of them by Thorwaldsen,
and its treasury contains some remnants of the

former splendor of Poland. The Church of Saint
Mary, a Gothic basilica, was founded in the
thirteenth century, and several times rebuilt

since then. It contains a magnificent high altar

by Veit Stoss, and a number of monuments.
Besides these churches there are a number of

very interesting niedisrval ones. Among the

interesting secular buildings is the former royal

castle, situated on a broad hill at the southwest-

ern end of the town; it was built in the thirteenth

century, and suffered greatly from conflagra-

tions ; its remnants are used as barracks and a
hospital. The old cloth-hall, dating from the

thirteenfli century, is now used as an art mu-
seum, and contains paintings by Polish artists,

such as Matejko, Siemiradzki, and others. In
front of the cloth-hall is a bronze statue of

Mickiewicz, one of Poland's greatest poets.

Among other notable buildings and historical

monuments are the university, the old and new
theatres, and the Rondell, a relic of the old for-

tifications. The chief educational institution is

the famous university, styled the Jagellonian

University, founded by Casimir the Great in 1364.

It developed verA' rapidly, and eventually became
the intellectual centre of Poland. At present it

has faculties of jurisprudence, philosophy, and
theology, with an attendance of over 1300 stu-

dents. The university Ifbrarj' contains over 300,-

000 volumes, besides numerous manuscripts, en-

gravings, ancient documents, etc. Attached to

the imiversity are also an observatory, a botanical

garden, a natural history museum, and a number
of other institutions. Among other prominent
educational establishments are the Royal Acad-
emy of Sciences, and the art school (until 1893
under the supervision of Matejko), several semi-

naries, and a number of arti.stic and literary so-

cieties. The Czartoryski Museum contains a col-

lection of sculptures and antiquities and a fine

picture gallery, with samples of the Italian and
Dutch schools.

Economically Cracow is only of slight impor-
tance. The manufacturing industries include

the prwluction of machinery', textiles, leather,

chemicals, etc. The trade is mostly in raw prod-

ucts, such as grain, wood, salt, animals. In the

vicinity of the city is sitimted Kosciuszko Hill,

a mound 0.5 feet high, erected in 1820-23 by the

residents of Cracow, in honor of Kosciuszko. and
since convertwl into a fort. TTie fortifications of

Cracow are very extensive. Population, in 1800,

74,503: in 1000. 01,310; consisting mostly of

Catholic Poles and .Tews.

Cracow rose into importance in the Middle Ages

as the seat of a bishopric and a centre of com-
merce and trade, its prosperity being enhanced by
the influx of German immigrants. It suffere^l

terribly at the hands of the Tatars in the thir-

teenth centurj'. It became the capital of Poland in

1320, and after having been superseded by War-
saw in 1010, it still remained the place where
the Polish kings were crowned and buried. It

later became exceedingly im|)overished, so that at

the end of the eighteenth century its population
was only about 10,000. In 1655 and 1702 the

town was taken by the Swedes. It was the start-

ing-point of the rising of the Poles for independ-
ence under Kosciuszko in 1794, and came into
the possession of Austria at the third partition
of Poland, in 1795. From 1809 to 1815 Cracow
formed a part of the Duchy of Warsaw. The
short-lived Republic of Cracow, established at
the Congress of Vienna in 1815, under the pro-
tectorate of Russia, Prussia, and Austria, was
the last remnant of an independent Poland. It

consisted of the city of Cracow and some ad-
jacent territory, with a total population of
about 140,000. The participation of a portion
of the population in the Polish uprising of 1830
gave Russia an op[)ortunity for military occupa-
tion. After that Cracow was repeatedly occu-

pied by foreign troops. The little republic took
a leading part in the Polish insurrection of 1840.

The patriots were at first successful, but their
overthrow soon ensued, and Cracow was annexed
to Austria in the same year. In 1849 it was
incorporated with Galicia. Cracow remains to
the present day a great focus of Polish national
life.

CRACOW, T'xivERSiTY OF. See Cracow.
CRAD'DOCK, Charles Egbert. The nom-de-

plume of ;Mary N. Murfree (q.v.), the Southern
novelist.

CRADLE OF LIBERTY, The. The name
popularly given to Fanouil Hall, Boston, as the
.scene of early popular protests against British
rule.

CRADOCK, kriid'ok. Sir. See Caradoc.

CRAFT OF LOVERS, The. A poem assigned
to Chaucer by .John Stowe, who added this poem
and a number of other spurious compositions,
most of which were extremely inferior, to the
edition of 1501. The author is unknown.

CRAFTS, James Mason (1839—). An Ameri-
can chemist. He was bom in Boston, and re-

ceived his education at the Lawrence Scientific

School of Harvard. In 1859 he went to Gfer-

many, and studied at the Academy of Mines of

Freiberg and at the University of Heidelberg.

At the latter institution he acted for some time
as private assistant to Robert Bunsen. In 1861

he went to Paris, and there, in Wiirtz's labora-

tor>', he first met Charles Fricdel, in conjimction
with whom he later carried out some of his most
brilliant researches. In 1805 he retumetl to the

United States, and, after devoting some time to

mining, accepted the position of head professor

of chemistry and dean of the faculty at Cornell
University, where he remained xmtil 1870. Dur-
ing the following four years he acted as profes-

sor of chemistry at the Massachusetts Institute

of TechnologA', but in 1874 took leave of absence,

joine<l Friedel in Paris, and devoted himself ex-

clusively to scientific research. His investiga-

tions were mainly in the field of orcanie chemis-

trj*, but his name is connected also with many
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interesting achievements in physics and in phys-

ical eht'inistry. He invented a new hytlrogen

tliernionieter; measured the densities of iodine

at very high temperatures; demonstrated an in-

teresting regularity in the variation of the boil-

ing-points of chemically allied substances with

the extenial jiressure; prepared a number of

new compounds of the element silicon, which

are interesting because of their chemical resem-

blance to the corresponding compounds of car-

bon ; and also j)repared new comjwunds of arsenic.

But his most important achievement was the

discovery, jointly with Friedcl, of one of the

most fruitful synthetic methods in organic chem-

istry. According to an estimate published sev-

eral' years ago by Emil F"ischcr, the story of the

results obtainedby the method, or 'reaction,' of

Friedel and Crafts is one of the most wonderful

in the whole range of the science of chemistrj-.

Hundreds of new carbon compounds have been

brought into existence by this method, which is

b.ased on the action of the chloride of aluminum

;

and a host of compounds that had already been

prepared by other mctliods of much greater

complexity were produced by this method with-

out any difficulty whatever.

In recognition of Crafts's services to science,

the French Government made him a chevalier of

the Legion of Honor (1885), and the British

Association for the Advancement of Science made
him one of its corresponding members. In 1891

he again returned to this country, and from

1892 to 1897 acted as professor of organic chem-

istry at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy. In 1898 he became the president of the

institute, and in the same year Harvard Uni-

versity conferred upon him the honorary degree

of Doctor of Laws. In 1900, however, he resigned

the presidency of the Institute of Technology,

and again turned to the investigation of prob-

lems in organic and physical chemistry. The

numerous results of Dr. Crafts's researches were

published in various scientific periodicals, main-

ly foreign. He also wrote a text-book of Quali-

fative Analysis (1869, and several later edi-

tions).

CRAFTS, Wilbur Fisk ( 1850—) . An Ameri-

can clergyman. He was bom in Fryeburg,

Maine; was educated at Wesleyan University

and at the Boston University School of Theol-

ogy; held various positions in the Methodist

Episcopal Church, and in 1880 became a Con-

gregational minister. From 188.3 to 1888, how-

ever, he was the pastor of the First Union Pres-

byterian Church of New York. He conducted an

International Sunday-School Parliament at the

Thousand Islands in 1876-77, and is the author

of a number of books designed primarily for the

Sunday-school. He has also written: Must the

Old Testament Go? (188.3); Successful Men of

To-day (1883); and The Sahhath for Man
(188.5), a strong presentation of the claim of

the Lord's Day. He resigned his pastorate in

1888, to become secretary of the American Sab-

bath Union, and later became superintendent of

the International Reform Bureau, organized to

obtain legislation for moral purposes in the

United States and Canada.

CRAFTSMAN, The. A powerful journal

oreanized in 1726 by Bolingbroke and Pulteney.

with Nicholas Amhurst, who conducted it under

the name of 'Caleb D'Anvers of Gray's Inn.' It

was the organ of the Opposition against Sir Rob-

ert W'alpole.

CRAG - MARTIN, or Rock - Swallow. A
Mwallow H'livicolu ruitestris), closely allied to

the bank-swallow (q.v.), which is found from
Portugal eastward to China in the breeding sea-

son, migrating to the tropics for the winter. It

friKjuenlH mountains and nn-ky river - banks

anxmg hills, but does not ascend to Alpine re-

gions. It builds in niches of the rocks a large,

open-topped nest of mud, occasionally (as in

the villages of the Pyrenees) placing this- on the

timbers of buildings or among ruins, and lays

]»rofusely spe<'kled eggs. "The general color of

the adult bird is a light ashy brown above, the

lower partj^ U-ing creamy bulT, and the tail-

feathers are dark brown, the central and outer

]mirs being conspicuously spotted with white."

Consult Sharpc and Wyatt, Monograph of the

Uirundinidw (London, 1885-94).

CRAIG, krag. Sir James Henry (1748-1812).

An English soldier, born in Gibraltar. In 1763

he was gazetted an ensign, and in 1771 was ap-

pointed captain in the Forty-seventh Foot. He
accompanied his regiment to America, fought

and was ^vounded at Bunker Hill, in 1776 was
transferred to Canada, and in 1777 was present

at the capture of Fort Ticonderoga. During the

earlier part of General Burgoj'ne's advance upon
Saratoga he so distinguished himself as to be

intrusted by that commander with dispatches to

England. He was promoted to l)e major in the

Eighty-second, proceeded to Nova Scotia, and

in 1781 served under Lord Cornwall is in North
Carolina. In 1795, having then risen to the

rank of major-general, he was placed in com-

mand of the expedition against the Dutch col-

ony at the Cape of Good Hope. Aided by Rear-

Admiral Elphinstone and Major-General Clarke,

he obtained the surrender of the colony on Sep-

tember 14. He went in 1797 to India; and in

1805, as a local general in the Mediterranean,

landed with 7000 troops at Castellamare, with

orders to coiiperate with the Russian forces

under General Lacy in an attack upon the

French army. After Austerlitz he prudently

withdrew to* Sicily. In 1807 he was appointed

Governor-General of Canada, a post rendered

difficult by reason of the French-Canadian hatred

of British dominion. After a somewhat vexed

administration he resigned in 1811, and was in

1812 promoted to be general.

CRAIG, John (1512-1600). A preacher of

the Scottish Reformation. He was born in Aber-

deenshire, and educated at Saint Andrews. He
entered the Dominican Order, but soon fell

under the suspicion of heresy, and was cast

into prison. On his release (1536) he trav-

eled on the Continent, and after some time was,

through Cardinal Pole's influence, made novice-

master in the Dominican convent at Bologna, and

later was rector. While here Calvin's Institutes

fell in his way, and converted him to Protestant

doctrines. He was brouglit before the Inquisi-

tion and sentenced to be burnt—a fate from which

he was saved by the mob, on tlic death of Pope

Paul IV.. breaking open the prisons of Rome.

Craig escaped to Vienna, and obtained favor at

the Court of Maximilian II.; but the Pope de-

manded his surrender as one condemned for

heresy. The Emperor, however, instead of com-

plying with the request, gave Craig a safe con-
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duct out of Germany. He now returned to Scot-
land (1560), and was appointed the colleague
of John Knox in the parish church of Edinburgh.
Thinking the marriage of Queen Mary and Both-
well contrary to the Word of God, he boldly re-

fused to proclaim the banns, but afterwards
yielded under protest. In 1572 Craig was sent
"to illuminate the dark places" in Forfarshire
until 1570, when he was appointed chaplain to
King James VI. He now took a leading part in
the affairs of the Church, was the compiler of
part of the Second Hook of Discipline, and the
writer of the national covenant signed in 1580
by the King and his household. He was a man of
great conscientiousness, and was not slow to op-
I»ose the proceedings of the Court when he deemed
them contrary to Scripture, and to speak whole-
some but unpleasant truths to majesty itself.

He died December 12. 1600. Consult the black-
letter facsimile reprint of Craig's Catechisms
(Edinburgh, 1885), with introduction by T.
Graves Law.

CRAIG, Sir Thomas (1538-1608). A Scot-
tish lawyer, author, and poet. Educated at
Saint Andrews and in Paris, he passed as advo-
cate at the Scottish bar in February, 1503, and
was appointed justice-depute. He gained the
favor of James VI., who, notwithstanding his
modest and persistent refusal, created him a
knight in 1003. Besides some much-admired
Latin verse and prose, he wrote Jus Feudale (ed.

Burnet, 1655; new ed., with notes and correc-
tions by James Baillie, 1766). This learned
work is still an authority on feudal law.

CBAIGENGELT, kra'gcn-gelt'. Captain. In
Scott's Bride of Lammennoor, a bully and ad-
venturer, the friend of the Laird of Bucklaw,
Frank Hayston.

CRAIGENPUTTOCK, kra'gen-p\it'tQk. A
farm in the southwestern part of Dumfriesshire,
Scotland, situated J2 miles north of Castle
Douglas, and celebrated as the residence of
Thomas Carlyle. It belonged to Jane Welsh he-

fore her marriage to the author. The Carlyles
lived there most of the time between 1828 and
1834. iluch of Carlyle's writing was done at
Craigenpiittock. and there are frequent references
to it in his published correspondence. Consult
"Homes and Haunts of Carlyle," in Westminster
(Sazelte (London. 1895).

CBAIGHILL, krri'gll. William Price (1833— ). An American military engineer, bom at
Charlestown, Va. He graduated in 1853 at the
United States Military Academy; in 1854-55
superintended the building of Fort Sumter, and
in 1858 that of Fort Delaware, and was for sev-

eral years an instructor at the Academy. In
1863 he constructed the defenses of Pittsburg,
and in 1865 was brevetted a lieutenant-colonel
for service in the defense of Cumberland Gap.
He was promoted to the rank of major, and from
1865 to 1867 was in charge of the defenses of
Baltimore Harbor. Subsequently he was con-
cerned with several public works, such as the
improvement of the Potomac River (1870-74)
and the Delaware Biver ( 1873) . He was chief of

engineers of the United States .^rmy, with the
rank of brigadier-general, from ISHn until his

retirement at his own request in 1897. In 1894-

95 he was president of the American Society of
Civil Engineers. His publications include an
Army Officer's Pocket Companion (1862), and

a translation of Dufour's CoMrs de tactique
(1863).

CBAIGIE, kra'g*, Peabl Richards. See
HoiuiEs, Joiix Oliver.

CRAIGLEITH (kriVl^th') STONE. A
siliceous sandstone belonging to the Carbonif-
erous series, quarried at Craigleith, near Edin-
burgh. It is largely used in that city for build-
ing purposes, for which it is admirably adapted
by its purity, durability, and the ease with which
it can be wrought.

CBAIK, krf^k, Dinah Maria (1826-87). An
English novelist, better known as Miss Mulock.
She was born at Stoke-upon-Trent, Stafford-
shire. In 1849 she published The Ogilvies. her
first novel, and rapidlv afterwards: Olive
(1850) ; The Head of the'Family (1851) ; Alice
Learmount (1852); Agatha's Husband (1853);
John Halifax, Gentleman (1857) ; A Life for a
Life (1859); and Christian's Mistake (1865);
and a great number of short papers. A pension
of £.50 was granted to her in 1864. In 1865 she
married George Lillie Craik. Among her later
works is Sermons Out of Church (1875). Her
literary reputation rests chiefly upon John Hali-

fax, Gentleman, a classic picture of middle-class
English life, which had a remarkable success, and
has appeared in frequent later editions. Some
of her Poems of Thirty Years, .Veir attd Old
(1881), such as "Douglas" and "Philip, my
King," have been popular.

CBAIE, George Lillie (1798-1866). An
English miscellaneous writer. He was bom at

Kennoway, Fifeshire, and was educated for the
Church at Saint Andrew's University; but. pre-

ferring a literary career, he went to London in

1826. His first work of importance was tlie

Pursuit of Knoirledge Under Difficulties ( 1830-

31), forming part of the series of publications
issued by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge. He also contributed largely to the
Penny Magazine and the Penny Cyclopaedia. In
1837 Craik became editor of the Pictorial His-
tory of England, some of the most valuable
chapters of which were written by himself, and
afterwards enlarged and republished separately
as independent works. Such are his sketches of

the History of Literature and Learning in Eng-
land from the \orman Conquest to the Present
Time (1844-45), and his History of British Com-
merce (1844). In 1845 he published Spenser and
His Poetry, and in 1846-47 Bacon and His Writ-
ings. In 1849 Craik was appointed to the chair of

history and English literature in Queen's Col-

lege, Belfast, a situation which he occupied till

his death. In 1848.50 api)eared his liomance
of the Peerage; in 1851 his Outlines of the His-

tory of the English Language, which has passed
through various editions; and in 1856 his essays
on The English of Shakespeare, which passed
through several etlitions. lie possessed an ener-

getic mind, his thinking was clear, and he was
careful in his statement of facts.

CBAIK, James (1731-1814). The favorite
physician of George Washington. He was Iwm
in Scotland. He acc(mipanied Washingtcm in

the Braddock ex|)editi<m. and subsequently en-

tered the me«lical service of the Revolutionary
Army, and was director of the hospital at York-
town. He was active in the discloKtire of the
plot to remove Washington from command dur-
ing the winter at Valley Forge (see Conway,
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Thomas), and wan picM-nt at tho surrendor of

lA)rd C'ornwallis at Vorktown. After tho war
lie settled near Mount Vernon, and attended
Washington in hin last illness.

CBAIK, HoiiKKT (182J)— ). A Canadian j)hj-

Bician, lM)rn in Montreal. He studied medicine
nt Me(Jill University, and in 1854 became con-

nected with the jjfcneral hospital in Montrenl.

In 18.50 he was appointed demonstrator of anat-

omy at the university, and thnn' years later was
made curator of its anatomical museum. From
1800 to 18(i7 he held the chair of clinical sur-

gery at the university. Meanwhile, in I8(i0, he
was called upon t«» substitute for the professor of

chemistry while continuing his lectures in clin-

ical surgery, and in 1807 he decided to resign

the chair of surgery and retain that of chemistry.
lie resigned the latter chair in 1871), but in

1880 was elect etl dean of the medical faculty and
professor of hygiene and public health.

CKAILSHEIM, or KRAILSHEIM, krilz'-

lilm. A town of W'ihttcmbcrg. (icnnaiiy. on the

Jagst. 47 miles northeast of Stuttgart. Its

municipal odices are situated in the ancient cas-

tle of the Hohenlohes; the fiftcenth-centurj'

Church of Saint John, a Gothic edifice, contains
some good paintings and other interesting feat-

ures, and there is a fine Rathaus. It has con-

siderable trade, and manufactures of woolens and
cement. Population, in l!»00. ,'>2.').5.

CBAIOVA, or KRAJOVA, krt-iVva. The
capital of the Province of Craiova, Rumania,
112 miles west of Hukharest. It is the centre of

a rich agricultural and forest region, and has
considerable trade in timber, agricultural pro-

duce, and cattle. Salt is extensively mined in

the neighborhood. It is a garrison town, and
has large governmental industrial establishments
for the manufacture of leather, rope, and car-

riages. In the. Middle Ages it was the residence

of a ban and the capital of Lower Wallachia.
Population, in 1899, 4.5,438.

CRAKEj or -CoBff-Crake (from Icel. kraka,
crow, so named from its cry). An English
name for the land-rail (Crex crex), formed in

imitation of its familiar crj', 'crek, crek,' which
is heard from every field of grain in valleys and
low grounds in Great Britain in early summer,
and is associated with all that is pleasant in

that pleasant season. It is a very pretty bird,

of a reddish-brown color, marked with dark
brown in streaks along the middle of the feathers,

lighter below. (See Plate of Rail.s, etc.) Sev-
eral other similar short-billed rails of the genera
Crex and Por7.ana are often termed crakes, as
the spotted crake (Porzana porzana) , which is

smaller than the corn-crake and is very similar
to the American sora.

CRAKE, Augustus David (1830-90). An
English author. He was educated at London
University, entered the ministry of the Church of
England, and after holding pastorates at Blox-
liam and in the Isle of Wight, became Vicar of
Cholsey, near Wallingford. in 188.5, where he re-

mained until his death. He was the author of a
number of devotional books and of a long series

of historical story-books, illustrating the history
of the Church in England. Vlis works include:
yEmilim (1871); Ernnua (1872); FAuy the
Fair (1874) ; Alfqar the Dane (1874) ; Fairleigh
Jlall (1882); The haat Abbot of Glastonbury
(1884) ; Yule-Log Stories (1887) ; movies from

Old EnifUHh History (1887). His best-known
historical work is a History of the Church Un-
ilrr the Itoman Kmpirc (1873),

CRAKEBERRY. See Crowbebry.

CRAMER, krii'nif-r, (JAmiiEl. (1704-52). A
Swiss mathematician. He was born in Geneva,
and was subseiniently professor of mathematics
there. His chief work is a treatise on algebraic
curves (Geneva, 17.50) ; but he contributed to
the subject of e<|uations (q.v.), revived the study
of deU'rminants (q.v.), which had been begun
by Leibnitz, and wrote on the jihysical cause of
the spheroidal shape of the planets and the mo-
tion of their apsides (Paris, 1730). He also
edited the works of .lohann Herntjulli (4 vols.,

Lausanne, 1742) and Jako!) Bernoulli (2 vols.,

Geneva, 1744). In his investigation of curves
Cramer generalized the problem of Pappus, to in-

scribe in a given circle a triangle whos<* sides

produced shall pass through three collinear

points; proved Newton's rule for determining the
infinite branches of a curve; and completed
the classification of cubic curves. Consult: Can-
tor, dcsrhichte dcr Mathematik (Leipzig, 1898),
and Muir, Theory of Determinants in the His-

torical Order of Development (London, 1890).
See Curves.

CRAMER, .ToHAXN Andreas (1723-88). A
(Jerniau j^rcacher and poet, born in Jiihstadt.

Saxony. He studied theology in Leipzig, and in

1750 became chief Court preacher in Quedlinburg.
In 1754 the influence of his friends Klopstock
and Bernstorif secured for him an appoint-
ment to a similar position in Copenhagen,
where he also l)ecame professor of theology.

Owing to the antagonism of Struensee, he was
subsequently banished from the countrv, and
uccepted an appointment as superintendent in

Liibeck, whenc-e he was recalled to Denmark
after Struensee's execution in 1772, and ap-

pointed profes.sor of theology and chancellor at
the University of Kiel (1774). As a preacher he
was unexcelled in his day. and his odes and
hjTnns were very popular, ^lany of them, such as

Fr ist gekommen her, Dcin bin ieh, Herr, and Der
Herr ist Gott und Keiner mehr, are still frequent-

ly sung in the Protestant churches of Germany.
His collected poems were published under the

respective titles, Sdnitliche Gedichte (1782) and
UintcrUissene Gedichte (1791).

CRAMER, JoHAXX Baptist (1771-1858). A
German pianist and composer. He was born

in Mannheim, but in his infancy went to London
with his father, the violinist Wilhelm Cramer,
who was also liis first teacher. Having com-
pleted his studies under Clementi, he appeared
in public with great success at the age of seven-

teen, and after a concert tour in 1788-91, settled

in London as a teacher. He re|)eatedly traveled

on the Continent, and from 1832 lived in Paris,

whence he returned to London in 1845. He was
much admired as a pianist for his correct

technique and sympathetic interpretation; his

numerous compositions for the pianoforte are

now antiquated, with the exception of the

Eighty-Four Studies, Op. 50, which in their rare

combination of superior technical requirements

with the highest musical value hnve become an
accepted classic, and are used in the entire musi-

cal world as models of fundamental studies for

the acquirement of solid and tasteful pianoforte

playing.
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CBA'MEB, Joux Axtoxy (1793-1848). An
Englisli philologist, born at Mitlodi, Switzerland,

of Cierinan parentage, and educated at Christ

Church, Oxford, lie was professor of modem
history at Oxford from 1842 until his death,

and during the last four years of his life was
also Dean of Carlisle. The following are a few

of his principal works: Dissertation on the

Passage of Hannibal Over the Alps (in collabo-

ration with ll. L. WicKham; 2d cd., 1828);
Anecdota Grceea e Codicibns Manuscript is Biblio-

thecarum Oxoniensiuni Descripta (4 vols., 1835-

37) ; Catence Gracorum Patrum in Novum Testa-

ment urn (8 vols., 1838-41).

CRAMER, krii'mer, Karl Eduabd (1831— ).

A Swiss botanist, born in Zurich. He studied

there and in Freiburg, taught for several years at

the technological institute of Zurich, and in 1861

was apjKjinted professor of botany at the Poly-

technikum. In 1882 he was made director of

the l>otanic garden in Zurich. His published

works include the following: Pflanzenphysio-

logische Untersuchungen, jointly with Xageli

(185.5-58); Untersuchungen Uber die Ceramia-
ccen (1863); Bildungsabweichunge/i bei einigen

xcichtigeren Pflanzenfamilien (1864). He is also

the author of a number of important mono-
graphs on botanical subjects, published in scien-

tific periodicals.

CRAMP (OHG. rhrampfa, Ger. Krampe,
cramp, from OHG. krampf, curved, Icel. krappr,

narrow; connected also with AS., OS. crumb,
OHG. krtimp. Ger. knunm, crooked). An irregu-

lar, involuntary, and generally painful contrac-

tion of a voluntary muscle, without insensibility

or other disturbance of the general system.

Cramp is often the effect of cold, and has proved

fatal to swimmers by attacking them suddenly
when in the water. It is readily removed by
warmth and friction, when due to a strained

position, to cold, or prolonged contraction of a

group of muscles, as in lifting a weight above the

head. A swimmer attacked with cramp in the

legs should turn on his back and. while floating,

grasp and knead the affected muscles violently.

Cramps are a distressing symptom in cholera

(q.v.). They occur in colic (q.v.), in tetanus

(q.v. ), and in some ca.ses of poisoning. Writers'

cramp is an 'occupation neurosis' (q.v.) con-

sisting of a spasmodic closure of the hand on
attempting to write, which turns the pen over

and prevents its moving. Telegraphers, brakes-

men on railroads, ballet-dancers, cigar - makers,

and many others suffer from a cramp in the

group of muscles which they tise constantly in

their occupations.

CRAMP, Charles Henry (1828—). An
American ship-builder, born in Philadelphia. He
became a partner in, and later president of, the

Cramp Ship-building Company. In the latter

capacity he assisted in the reconstruction of the

United States Navy, and the re?stablishment of

the I'nited States merchant marine. The sunken
batth - shi]) Maine, which was destroyed in

Havana harbor on February 15, 1808, was built

at the Cramp yards, in whose thirty-one acres

of ground nearly 6000 workmen are employed.

CRAMPEL, kriixp^r, P.At'L (1863-91). A
French traveler in Africa. He first went to the
French Congo in 1886 as secretary to Savorgnan
de Brazza, and in 1888-80 conducte*! most suc-

cessfully an expedition from the Ogowe River
Vol. v.—26.

into the Fan country' north and back to Corisco
Bay. In the following year he was conunissioned
by the Comity de I'Afrique Frangaise to jienetrate

to Lake Chad, and started from Stanley Pool
with a small force of 30 Senegalese soldiers and
250 carriers, and accompanied by three Euro-
peans. Having marched under great difficulties

from Bangui on the Ubangi River northward to

El Kuti, he was abandoned by his carriers, and
while trying to force their way farther north,

he and his remaining companions were surprised

and massacre<l by the Senussi Moslems. Only
one European escaped to bring the news to the
Congo (July, 1891).

CRAMPnSH (so called from the temporary
paralysis caused by its shock). The electric ray.

See ToiJPEDO.

CRAMPTON, Charles Albert (1858—).
An American chemist, born at Davenport, Iowa,

He received his education at the University of

Michigan, became assistant chemist in the

United States Department of Agriculture in

1883, and, seven years later, was made chief

chemist to the Internal Revenue Bureau. He
carried out a number of interesting investiga-

tions in agricultural chemistrj' and published

numerous memoirs and reports on special topics

of the chemistry of food and agricultural

products.

CRAMPTON, Thomas Russell (1816-88).

An English railway engineer. He was bom in

Kent and was educated by private tutors. En-
tering the engineering profession, he early turned
his attention to locomotive and railway building-

In 1843 he designed and patented the locomotive

that is still known by his name, and which won
him the cross of the French Legion of Honor from
Napoleon III. in 1855. His best-known work
was the successful laying of the telegraphic cable

from Dover to Calais in 1851. He also con-

structed the Smyrna Railway, the Varna Rail-

road in Bulgaria, various lines in England, and
the lierlin Water-Works.

CRANACH, kra'nac, Lucas (1472-1553). A
German painter, bom in Upper Franconia.
There is much dispute in regard to his family
name, but it has been conclusively shown by Schu-
chardt, on Cranach's own testimony, that it was
^liiller. Cranach was a pupil of his father, and
in 1.504 became Court painter to Frederick the

Wise, Elector of Saxony, at Wittenberg, by whom
he was held in high repute. His office included

the duties of master of ceremonies at Court, and
besides this he found time for different business

ventures at Wittenberg. In 1519 he was elected

chairman of the town council : he became burgo-

master in 1537. and again in 1540. Cranach
was in equal favor with the two following Elec-

tors of Saxony, and for two years remained with
John Frederick during his imprisonment. He
died at Weimar, October 16, 1553.

Cranach has l)een called the painter of the
Reformation, because of his active part in spread-

ing its doctrines. This he did by means of

paintings and woo<lciits ridiculing the Pope and
explaining the teachings of the Reformers, and
by his numerous portraits of Luther and Me-
lanchthon. who were l>oth his personal friends.

Because of this activity and also on account of

his great pro<luctiveness, he l>ecame the c<int rol-

ling influence in the art of middle and northern

Gemiany, and founded what may be called the
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Saxon School. Uv painted willi ^'n'ut fut-jlity

—

in fact, tlic in!«<-i-i]itiiiti u|Min liin ^fruvt'sUmt" ^jivcs

him the tith- of 'cfli'ifiimis piftor.' His early

f
taint iiijjs were enrefully exwutetl, hut in later

ife he did much negligent work, lie pai«l great

attention to detail, for which reaNoii hiH Hmaller

pictures were more attractive. His color was
bright and clear, hut his drawing was deficient,

antl he failed utterly whenever he attempted to

represent the nude on a large scale. His work
was always original, and though we (MK* the influ-

cnct? of the Henais-sance in his mythological sub-

jects, his art was thoroughly (Jerman and na-

tional. It was, moreover, naif and rich in fan-

tasy. l>eing best wherever there was a chance for

genre.

Cranach's works survive in large numbers,
esjH'cially in the German galleries. But he in-

tnisted so much to his large school of pupils

that it is difficult to decide how much is actually

due to him. Among his best works are the

"Repose in Eg>'pt" (1504), now in I^ipzig;

"Christ Blessing the Children," in the Baring
collection in London; "Samson and Delilah," in

the .Museum of Augsburg, and the "Fountain of

Youth," in the Berlin Museum. All of these
pictures possess a charming naTvet^. Of his

larger religious paintings, good examples are
the "Marriage of Saint Catherine," in the Cathe-
dral of Krfurt, of his earliest period, and his

last great work, the "Crucifixion," in the town
church of Weimar. This depicts the object of the
Reformation, quaintly introducing the figures

of Luther and of Cranach himself. His best

works are probably his portraits, for in these the
detailed execution is more appropriate. But
even here he falls far short of the strength of
character of Diirer and Holbein. Among the
best are "Cardinal Albrecht of !Mainz as Saint
Jerome," in the Berlin Museum; John Frederick
of Saxony, in Dresden ; and an "Unknown Fe-
male" (No. 201), in the National Gallery, Lon-
don. His oft-repeated portraits of Luther and
Melanchthon exercised a very great influence in

spreading the Reformation. Cranach was also

an excellent painter of miniatures, as may be
seen in the album of the University of Witten-
berg, now at Halle, and especially in John Fred-
erick's "Book of Tourneys," now at Coburg, a
work of 144 leaves. He also executed a few
copper plates and a large number of drawings
for woodcuts.

Consult: Kugler, German, Flemish, and Dutch
Schools (Fng. trans., London. 1898) ; Schu-
chardt. Cranach des altercn Leben und Werke
(T>eipzig, 185.5-71); Warnecke, Cranach der dl-

tcre (Giirlitz. 1879) ; Lindau, Lupas Cranach
(Leipzig, 188.1).

CBANACH, Luc.^s (1515-86), the younger.
A German ])ainter, the second son and pupil of
the preceding. His works are hard to distinguish
from his father's, and are often assigned to him.
His coloring is heavier than his father's and his
drawing is worse. A numl)er of his works sur-
vive in Dresden, Leipzig, ^^eimar. and Witten-
berg.

CBANBEBBY (from crane -f berry). A
name given to the fruit «)f a few creeping, vine-
like species of the genus Vaccinium. family
Ericace.T. The smaller cranberry (Vaccinium
oxifcoccus) grows wild in the peaty bogs and
marsh lands of the temperate and colder regions
of both Europe and America. The larger cran-

berry (\'<icciniuni mucrocurpon) is native in
similar situations in the United Suites, and is

extensively cultivated for commercial purposes
in Massachusetts, New Jersey, Wisconsin, and
a few other Northern States. 'J'he cranberry is
a tirm, red, acid l)erry, of good keeping quality,
and is used for sauce, tarts, and tiie like. In the
improved commercial culture of cranberries, nat-
ural swamps or bogs are selected which can be
drained by oj^n ditches and flcKxled when desired.
The native moss and swamp growth are removed,
and the peat covered two to four inches dwp
with sand. The vines are planted aixmt 14
inches apart, cuttings 6 to 8 inches in length
being used. The sand kee|)s down the wwds,
makes cultivation easy, and helps retain the
moisture in the soil below. Additional sandings
are given every four or five years, which keep
the vines short and close. In some l(K-alities

sanding is omitted altogether. The object of
flooding is to protect the vines in winter and
from early fall and late spring frosts, to destroy
insects, prevent drought, and protect against fire.

The berries are gathered preferably bj' hand, but
often with special rakes and combs. There are
three principal types of cultivated varieties, de-
termined by the form of the U-rries—bell-shaped,
bugle-shaped, and cherry-shaped—with many
varieties of each. In 1000, 087.516 bushels of
cranberries were marketed in the Unit/»d States.

The cowberry or mountain cranl)erry ( Vac-
cinium, vitis-id(ra ) is common in both Europe
and America, and, like Vaccinium oxycmrus, is

gathered and sold in considerable quantities, but
is not cultivated. The shrub Vibemum opulus
is known as the high-bush cranberry. The
fruit is tart, but is of little value, and is seldom
eaten. The Tasmanian cranberry is the fruit of
Astroloma humifusum, of the natural order Epa-
cridacea*.

CBANBEBBY DISEASES. The scald, or
rot, is the most serious fungous trouble of the
cranberry, its name being derived from the ap-
])earance of the fruit. It is of fungous origin
and may be recognized by the occurrence of a soft

spot on one side of the berry. The skin be-

comes tense and of a reddish-brown color. Later
the berry becomes shriveled and may or may not
fall to the ground. Distinct brownish spots may
also be seen on the leaves. The disease is most
troublesome in hot, moist sea.sons, and the most
satisfactorj' treatment, where it can be followed,
is to cover the bog with a thin layer of sand,
which can best be done when the bog is flooded.

This disease has been known to destroy more
than half the berries on a bog in a short time.

A gall-producing fungus, Synchytrium vaccinii,

is common on the cranberry and related plants.

The presence of the fungus on the leaves and
other parts of the plant causes the formation of

red galls. Burning over the bog in autumn is

recommended as a preventive means, since the

spores are ripened the second year. Common
and conspicuoTis malformations of leaves, flowers,

and young shoots of the cranberry are due to

Exobasidium vaccinii. The parts attacked are

swollen and the green color replaced by rose

or red. When severely attacked, the plants may
be so aflTected as to reduce the crop. But the

disease is seldom severe.

CBANBEBBY INSECTS. The worst ene-

mies of the cranberry are two moth caterpillars



CRANBERRY ETC.

1. COSMOS (Cosmos tenuifolius).

2. CRANBERRY (Vaccinlum macrocarpon).
3. COREOPSIS (Coreopsis lanceolata).

4. CORN COCKLE (Lychnis githago).
5. COWSLIP (Primula veris>.

6. SUNN HEMP (Crotalaria Junc«a).
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—the black- lu-aded Hre-wonn (Rhopobata vac-

ciniuna) , wliicli defoliates the bushes, and a

span-worm (Avrobusis vaccinii) , which attacks

the fruit. For the- first, Prof. J. B. Smith,

author of a treatise on "Insects Injuriously Af-

fecting Cranberries," in Special Bulletin K, New
Jersey Ayricultural College Kxperiment Station

(New Brunswick, N. J., 18t>0), recommends
rellowing the land and application of kerosene

or Paris green; for the second, Paris green or

London purple applied aft«r the leaves are

mostly gone and the berries are set. A scale,

a leaf-hopper, and certain locusts and crickets

are also harmful.

CRAN' BROOK, Gathobne Gathorne-
Hardy, first Earl of (1814—). An English

statesman, born at Bradford. He was educated

at Oxford, and was appointed Under Secretary of

State for the Home Department in 1858, two
years after his election to Parliament. In 1865

he was again elected to Parliament a^s the repre-

sentative of the University of Oxford, defeating

Mr. Gladstone in that electoral contest. In 1807-

68 he was Home Secretary, and was subsequently

Minister of War ( 1874-78) , Secretary of State for

India (1878-80) under Lord Beaconsfield, and
Lord Secretary of the (^ouncil under the Marquis
of Salisbury ('l885 and 1886-92). He was raised

to the peerage in 1878 as Viscount Cranbrook,
and was created Baron Medway in 1892.

CRANCH, Christopher Pearse (1813-92).

An American artist and poet, born at Alexandria,
Va. He studied theology at Cambridge, Mass.,

and became a Unitarian clerg\'man. In 1842 he
retired from the ministry. He associated him-
self with the Transcendentalists, and wrote verse

for The Dial, but in 1846 went to Europe to study
art, remaining there until 1863. He returned to

America in 1864; but after 1871 devoted himself
wholly to literature, to which he had already con-

tributed Poems ( 1844 ) . two juveniles, The Last of
the Huggermuggers (1856), and Kobbollozo
(1857). His later works were a blank verse
translation of the .-Etieid (1872) ; Satan, a libret-

to (1874) ; The Bird and the Bell, with other
poems (1875); Ariel and Caliban (1887). He
was a man of genuine culture, who, growing up
in the midst of more gifted spirits, failed to

make a deej) impression upon his generation.
He is probably l)est remembered for his good
stanzas beginning "Thought is deeper than all

speech."

CRANCH, William (1769-1855). An Ameri-
can judge, born at Weymouth. , He graduated at
Han-ard, and was admitted to the bar in 1790.

In 1801 he was appointed a justice of the L^nited
States Circuit Court for the District of Colum-
bia, and in 1805 was made Chief .Justice, which
position he held until his death. He published:
Reports of Cases in the United States District
Court of the District of Columbia (1801-41);
and the Supreme Court Reports (1800-15).

CRAN'DALL (PHILLEO ) , Pridence ( 1803-

90). .\n American educator iind philanthropist.

She was born at Hopkinton, R. L, of Quaker
parentage; was educated at the Friends' School

in Providence. R. I.; taught for a time at Plain-

field, Conn., and in 1831 established a private
school for girls in Canterbury. Early in 1833
she admitted a colored girl into the school, and
thereby aroused the violent opj)f)sition of her
neighbors. This led her to aI)andon her original

plan, and to open her school unreservedly to
"young ladies and little misses of color." . Ac-
cordingly she i.ssued an announcement to that
ellect in the Liberator of March 2, and early in

April received fifteen or twenty colored pupils.

Her neighbors then began a systematic course of
persecution, and endeavored by boycott, insult,

and abuse, and by enforcement of an obsolete
vagrancy law, to break up the school. Public
meetings were called, petitions were circulated,

and on May 24 the celebrated 'Black Law' of
Connecticut was passed forbidding any one to
"set up or establish in this State any school,

academy, or literary institution for the instruc-

tion or education of colored persons who are
not inhabitants of this State," or to instruct or
teach in any such school. For refusing to obey
this law Miss Crandall was arrested, was im-
prisoned in the Canterbury jail, and in October
was convicted, though the Court of Errors re-

versed the decision of the lower court on a
technicality, in July, 1834. Soon afterwards
Miss Crandall's house was assaulted and partial-

ly destroyed, and she finally decided to abandon
her project. The whole affair attracted much
attention throughout the country and served to

intensify the conflict between the abolitionist

and anti-abolitionist elements among the North-
ern people. A short time after giving up her
school Miss Crandall married the Rev. Calvin
Philleo, and passed the rest of her life in New
York, Illinois, and Kansas. Consult May, Recol-
lections of the Ant i - Slavery Conflict (Boston,
1869).

CRANE. The largest of the wading birds
(Grallo?). They constitute the family Gruidse,
which occupies a very distinctive position be-

tween the trumpeters and the rails, being con-
nected with the latter by the limpkins, or Ara-
mida>. All are tall, long-legged, long-necked
birds, with the head more or less naked, but
sometimes tufted, rather long, straight, com-
pressed beaks, short but powerful wings, short
tails, the feet unwebbed, and the hind toe greatly
elevated; they are like herons in appearance,
but resemble rails in structure. One remark-
able feature is the enormous development of the
windpipe within the keel of the breastlwne,

where it is coiled and twisted before emerging
into the neck; the extreme development of this

is foxmd in our American whooping crane, where
the trachea reaches four or five feet in length in

old age ( it is perfectly straight and simple at
birth), and the convolutions act like those of a
French hunting-horn in producing the extraor-

dinary resonance of tone for which the voice of

this species (see Ibis) is noted. About eighteen

s])ecies of crane are known, representing three
genera and all parts of the world except South
America and the Malayan and Polynesian archi-

pelagoes. The best-known. ]>erhaps, is the Euro-
pean crane, which is about four feet high, ashy
gray, with a blackish face and throat. The
tertial feathers of the wings are so prolonged as
to droop over the quills; their webs are fibrous

and disconnected, and formerly they were much
used as ornamental plumes. This peculiarity

characterizes most other species to a greater or
less extent, and some species have the power to

elevate these plumes at will, forming a striking

ornament. .Ml the cranes of the teniix»rate zone
migrate, some going anntially to the far north
to breed; and the coming of flocks in the .spring.
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always in a V-foniiation, ami tlie oxtraordinury
'daiutV witli wliifli some acconipany rourtrtliip,

have Ihh'ii nb.st'rvfd for iH'iitiiri«'s and have caused
n large Inxly of myth and folklore to grow up
about the bird during ela.ssioal and m(Hlia>val

times. On thin point, consult C de Kay. liird

Uoda (Xew York. 1S«)8).

The remote lireeding of the Kuroi)eun crane
(Urns ijrtis) in Lapland and along the northern
border of Russia was little known until the
mystery was solved by .J. Wolley in 185;}, who
discovered among other new facts that the young
run about as soon as they leave the egg, and that
the sitting bird would not carry away eggs that
liad been handled, as had been conunonly be-

lieved. The birds nnike their nests on the ground
in the marshy plains that border the Arctic Sea.

The whole account {Ibis, London, 1859) is ex-

ceetlingly interesting, and is largely quoted by
JStejneger in the tStiindard Xatunil History, vol.

iv. (Boston. 1885). Other cranes of the Old
World are the northwest African crowned or
lialearic crane {lialcarica pnvonitia) , which has
a top-knot like that of a peacock; and the smaller
Numidian crane or demoiselle (Grus vinjo)

,

which in summer resides and breeds from Turkey
eastward to China, and which is the one most
famous for its dancing. The Manchurian crane
(drus viridirofttris) is especially common in

winter in Korea, where it is trapi)ed in large

numbers and sold to the Chinese and Japanese,
who are especially fond of it, and endow it with
many folklore qualities. The large Australasian
crane (Grus Australasiana) is one of the most
conspicuous birds of that region, and is known to

the Australians as 'native cO|mpanion' because of

its friendly disposition. It will .sometimes fol-

low the plowman, picking up the insects he turns
out of the soil. C<msult Hlvth, Natural History

of the Cranes (London, 1881).
American cranes are of three species. The

greatest is the whooping crane ( Grus Ameri-
cana), which is larger than the European crane,
and is seldom seen except on the Western plains,

where it has become rare. Two others are also
species of the Western interior, and are diminish-
ing in numlx^rs; one is the sand-hill crane {Grus
Mexicana), and the other the little bro\\-n crane
{Grus Canadensis)—both until recently regarded
as one species. Consult Coues, Birds of the
Tforthicest (Washington, 1874). See Plate of
Cranes, etc.

CBANE (AS. cran, cornoch, OHG. cranuh,
chranih, GSer. Kranich, crane; connected with
Welsh, Corn., Bret, garan, OChurch Slav, s'fteraui,

Lith. g^rice, Gk. yipavoi, geranos, crane; so
called from the resemblance of the arm of the
machine to the neck of the bird). A term used
in mechanics to designate a hoist which can
also move the load in a horizontal or lateral di-

rection. Cranes are divided into two classes, as
to their motions—viz. rotar>- and rectilinear

—

and into four groups as to their motive power

—

viz. hand, when operated by manual power;
power, when driven by power derived from line
shafting; steam, electric, hydraulic, or pneu-
matic, when driven by an engine or motor at-
tached to the crane, and operated by steam, flec-
tricity, water, or air transmitted to the crane
from a fixed source of supply: locomotive, when
the crane is provided with its own boiler or
other generator of power, and is self-propelling,
usually being capable of both rotarj' and recti-

linear motion. ]{otary and rectilinear cranen
are thus subdivided: (1) Swing cranes, having
rotation but no trolley motion; (2) jib cranes,
having rotation and a trolley traveling on the
horizontal jib; (3) column cranes, identical with
the jib crane, but rotating around a fixed col-

umn, which usually supports a lloor or roof
above; (4) derrick cranes, i<lentical with jib
cranes, except that the head <tf the nujst is held
in ))osition by guy ro<ls, instead of by attach-
ment to a roof or ceiling; (.">) pillar crslnes, hav-
ing rotaticm only, the pillar or column being
supported entirely from the foundations; (6)
pillar jib cranes, identical with the last, except
in having a jib and trolley motion; (7) walk-
ing cranes, consisting of a pillar or jib crane
mounted on wlietds and arranged to travel longi-

tudinally upon <me or more rails; (8) kx-omo-
tive cranes, consisting of a ])illar crane mounted
on a truck, and provided with a steam-engine
capable of ])ropclling and rotating the crane,
and of hoisting and lowering the load; (9)
bridge cranes, having a fi.xed bridge spanning an
opening and a trolley moving across the bridge;
(10) tram cranes, consisting of a trunk or short
bridge, traveling longitudinally on overhead
rails and without trolley motion- (11) traveling
cranes, consisting of a bridge, traveling longi-

tudinally on overhead tracks, and a trolley mov-
ing transversely on the bridge; (12) gantries,
consisting of an overhead bridge carried at each
end by a trestle traveling on longitudinal tracks
on the ground, and having a trolley moving on
the bridge; (1.3) rotary bridge cranes, combin-
ing rotary and rectilinear movements and con-
sisting of a bridge pivoted at one end to a central

pin or post and supported at the other end on a
circular truck, provided with a trolley moving
on the bridge.

Cranes are built of wood and iron, but at the
present time cast iron and steel are employed
nearly exclusively. Hand cranes are employed
for handling comparatively light loads, and the
manual power is usually applied by means of a
crank or cranks operating a windlass, around
the drum of which the hoisting rope is wound
and unwound. For heavy loads some form of

mechanical power is always employed, which is

applied through a suitable train of mechanism for

performing the various movements of hoisting,

rotation, and horizontal travel. A great variety

of such mechanisms are in common use for each
of the principal kinds of motive power, and for

details the reader should consult special treatises

on hoisting machinery. Cranes are built with
capacities of from a few hundred pounds to as

much as 1.50 tons. The traveling crane in the

12-inch gun shop at the Washington Navy-yard
has a capacity of 150 tons; the span of the

bridge is 59% feet; the maximum travel of the

trolley lengthwise of the bridge is 44 feet 2

inches, and its traveling speed is from 25 to 50
feet per minute; the effective lift is 40 feet, with
four speeds of hoist : the speed of travel of the

bridge is frrm ."^0 to 60 feet per minute.

The Finnisston Quay, at Glasgow, Scotland,

is equipped with a pillar crane of 150 tons ca-

))acity. The jib is formed of two steel tubes, each
39 inches in diameter and 90 feet long; the ra-

dius of sweep for hea\-A" lifts is 05 feet; the jib

find its load are coimterbalanced by a weight of

100 tons; and in a test a 130-ton load was lifted

at a rate of 4 feet per minute, and a complete



CRANES, ETC.

1. SERIEMA (S«rl«ma cristata). 3. LIMPKIN (Aramus pictua).
2. CROWNED CRANE (Balearica pavonlna). 4. WHOOPING CRANE (Qrua Amarloana).

5. TRUMPETER (Paophia crapiUna).
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revolution was made with this load in five min-
utes. The (loating crane at Cramp's shipyard,

in Philadelphia, Pa., has a steel mast 116 feet

high and 3 feet in diameter, carrj'ing a hori-

zontal jib 05 feet long with a counterbalance
arm 50 feet long which is stayed to the bottom
of the mast and to the hull of the barge. The
barge is 05) feet long, 62 feet wide, and 13 feet

deep. This crane has a lifting capacity of 125
tons. A floating crane owned by the Chapman
Wrecking Company, of New York City, has a
mast 92 feet high and a jib 98 f^^et long, and is

capable of lifting a load of 265 tons.

On board ship cranes are fitted for handling
cargo, coal, boats, anchor, etc. The boat-crane
of a large modern man-of-war is built up, box-
girder fashion; it rises 20 or 25 feet above the
skid-beams on which the boats are stowed, and
the horizontal arm extends 10 or 15 feet beyond
the ship's side when turned out for the purpose
of lowering or hoisting a boat. The power is

either electricity or steam, and serves to hoist

and lower the boat, nm it in or out on the
horizontal arm of tlie crane, or train ( i.e. turn
horizontally) the latter. Consult: Glynn, Trea-
tise on the Conut ruction of Cranes and Other
Hoisting Machinery (London, 1887) ; Marks,
Xotes on the Construction of Cranes and Lifting
Machinery (London, 1889) : and Towne, A Trea-
tise on Cranes (Xew York, 1883). See Deb-
rick.

CRANE, Brice (1857—). An American
artist. He was born in Xew York, and studied
there under A. H. Wyant. His landscapes are
frequently exhibited, and he has become famed
for his winter and snow studies. Mr. Crane be-

came a member of the National Academy in

1879.

CRANE. Icii.vron. The lanky country school-

master, and hero of the adventure with the Head-
less Horseman, in Washington Irving's "Legend
of Sleepy Hollow," in The Sketch Book.

CRANE, Stephen- (1870-1900). An Ameri-
can journalist and novelist, bom at Newark,
N. J., November 1, 1870. He was educated at
Lafayette College and Syracuse t'niversity; be-

gan active life as a reporter and newspaper
writer; was correspondent for the New Y'ork
Journal in the Greco-Turkish War (1897) and
in Cuba, and then removed to England. His
first essay in fiction was a storj' of slum life,

Maggie, a Girl of the Streets (1891). This was
followed by a perversely eccentric collection of
verses. The Black Riders and Other Lines
(1895). The Red Badge of Courage (1896), a
realistic though imaginarA' presentation of hor-

rors in the Civil War. brought him deserved repu-
tation, and marked the summit of his achieve-

ment. Less significant are: George's Mother
(1800) ; The Little Regiment (1897) : The Open
Boat; On Active Serrice : Whilomrille Stories,

and other tales; although in such a short storj* as
The Master he showed that he still posses.sed

great power. For sonie time before his death
he resided in England. He died at Badenweiler,
Germany. .Tune 5. 1900. Posthiunous manu-
scripts have been collected by his wife imder
the title Wounds in the Rain and Great Battles

of the World. Many magazine stories remain
uncollected.

CRANE. TifOMAS Frederick (1844—). An
American folklorist and educator, bom in New

Y'ork City. He graduated in 1864 at Princeton,
was appointed professor of modem languages
at Cornell, and in 1808 professor of the Romance
languages. In 1901 he became dean of the gen-
eral faculty of the university. He made valu-

able researches in the history of the development
of European folklore, on which subject he ac-

cumulated one of the most valuable of extant
libraries. His works include: Italian Popular
Tales (1885); The Exempla, or Illustrative

Stories from the Sermones Vulgares of Jacques
de Vitry (1890); Chansons populaires de la

France (1891); and Tableau de la r&colution
francaise (6th ed., 1892).

CRANE, Walter (1845—). An English
painter and engraver, bom in Liverpool, August
15, 1845. He was a pupil of his father, Thomas
Crane, a portrait painter, and afterwards studied
under Linton in London. Among his best oil-

paintings are the '"Birth of Venus" and the
"Fate of Proserpina;" among his aquarelles,

"Plato's Garden," "Date Trees on Monte Pin-
cio," and the "End of the Year." He is, how-
ever, best known from his illustrations in ju-

venile works, done in a sort of antique style,

mostly in outline. Among the subjects which
he has thus treated are "Echoes from Hellas;"-
"Flora's Feast;" and "Queen Summer." He is

also known as a designer for glass windows,
tapestries, and the like, and has written exten-
sively upon subjects of general artistic interest.

He belongs to the Morris group of Socialists. He
has received many medals, is president of the
Arts and Crafts Society of London, and is

prominently identified with popular art move-
ments in England.

CRANE, William Hexry (1845—). An
American comedian. He was bom in Leicester,

31ass., and was educated in the Bo-ston schools.

In 1863, after some amateur experience, he made
his debut at L'tica, N. Y., with the Holman
Opera Company, taking the part of the notary
in Donizetti's Daughter of the Regiment. In
1865 he turned his attention to comedy, and in

1870 became a member of the Alice Oates Com-
pany, with which he remained for four years.

In 1874 he played at Hooley's Theatre in Chi-
cago, tilling the leading comedy roles, and later

he acted in San Francisco for nearly a year. Re-
turning East, he made his first marked success

with Stuart Robson (1877), at the Park Theatre,
New York . City, in Grover's farcical play Our
Boarding House. Among their other successes

were those in the Comedy of Errors and The
Henrietta (1889), after which he separated
from Mr. Robson. Since then he has added to

his reputation by his excellent work in The Sen-
ator; The American Minister: A Fool of For-
tune: A }'irginia Courtship (1898) ; and David
Harum (1900). Crane's sjiecialty is eccentric

American cliaracter.

CRANE-FLY (so calletl from its long legs).

.\ big, slender-bodied fly of the family Tipulidap,

having excessively long, slender legs. These
flies appear, often in swarms, in late summer,
and about 300 of the thousand or more known
species belong to the l'nite<l States. Their
modes of life and repro<luct ion are not well

known. "The larv.p of most species," accord-

ing to Howard, "live in the earth, but some live

in water, in decomposing wood, and even upon
the leaves of plants. Some of the earth-inhabit-
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ing forms destroy grass und grain by injuring

the roots. . . . The wings of the crane-HieH

are generally clear, but are sometimes beauti-

fijlly marked and spotted." See Dauuy-Loxo-
Leus.

CBANE'S-BILL. See Geraniim.

CRA'NIAL INDEX. See Anthropometry.

CRA'NIOM'ETRY (from (ik. Kpavloi>, hranion,

skull + (jJrpov, mctron, measure) and Ckamol-
OGV. Systematic measurement and comparison
of human crania. See Anthropometry; Man,
Science of.

CRA'NIUM. See Skill.

CRANK. A mechanical device consisting of

a bend or arm on an axle or shaft by which
reciprocating motion is converted into rotary

motion. The reciprocating motion of the pi.ston-

rod of a steam-engine is converted into rotary

motion of the engine-shaft by means of a crank.

The crank may consist of an arm on the end
of a shaft or of a similarly located disk with a

crank-pin, f)r of a T '-shaped henA in the shaft

between the ends. The piston-rod transmits its

CBANKH.

1, single crank at ond of an axle; 2, double crank in the
middle uf a Hhatt; 3, bell crank.

motion to the crank by means of an intermediate

connecting-rod. The connecting-rod exercises the

maximum force on the crank-arm when this

arm is at right angles to the line of motion of

the piston-rod, and it exercises no force tend-

ing to produce rotation when the crank-arm is

parallel to the line of motion of the piston-rod.

Maximum force occurs at two points in the rota-

tion of the crank, and no force o<-curs at two
points at right angles to the points of maximum
force. The two jwints of no force are called the

dead points; and, in order to carry the crank

over these dead points, where only a single con-

necting-rod is used, the shaft is provided with a

heavy fly-wheel, the momentum of which supplies

the necessary power to keep up rotation when
the connecting-rod is not supplying power. When
two connecting-rods are connected with the shaft

by separate cranks, the two crank-arms are set

at right angles to each other, so that one rod is

exerting its maximum force while the other is

at the dead points of the revolution.

CRANTttER, Thomas (1489-1550). Re-

former of the English Church, and the first Prot-

estant Archbishop of Canterbury. He was born

at Aslacton, in the county of Nottingham, on
July 2, 1489. In his fourteenth year he went to

Jesus College, Cambridge, of which he was elect-

ed a fellow in 1510, but lost his position tem-

porarily by marriage, being reelected on his

wife's death. In 1523 he took his degree of

D.D., and was appointed lecturer on theology.

In 1529, during the prevalence of the sweating
sickness in Cambridge, he retired with two
pupils to Waltham Abbey; and Henry VIII., in

company with Gardiner and Fox, afterwards

bishops of ^^'inchester and Hereford, happening
to l)e in the neighborhood, the event proved a
turning-point in the life of Cranmer. 'Uie King
was then taking steps to secure his divorce
from Catharine of Aragon, and, in conversation
on the subject with Gardiner and Fox, Cranmer
suggested that if the universities could be in-

duced to declare that, in their opinion, the first

marriage was unlawful, the King would l)e free
to marry again. Henry was gn-ally pleased with
this idea, and "swore by the .Mother of (iod, that
man hath the right sow by the ear." Cranmer
was asked to reduce his suggestion to writing,
and to have it submitted to the European uni-
versities. After this he was appointed Arch-
deacon of Taunton, and one of the royal chap-
lains. He was also sent to Rome on a special
embassy in the matter of the divorce, but met
with little success. Subsequently he was dis-
patched to the Emi>eror Charles V. on the same
errand; and while in Germany he married a
second time, a niece of the German divine
Osiander. Shortly afterwards, on the death
of Archbishoj) V\arham, he was recalled to
till the vacant see of Canterbury. He was
consecrated archbishop March 30, 1533. Under
his auspices Henry's divorce was speedily
carried through the Archbishop's Court at Dun-
stable, and on May 28 he announced the legal-

ity of the King's marriage to Anne Boleyn.
which had taken place four months before. In
Anne's subsequent disgrace, and again in the
affair of Anne of Cleves, the Archbishop took a
part not very creditable to him. His position
was no doubt a difficult one; but his character
was naturally pliable and timid, rather than re-

solved and consistent. The same spirit char-
acterizes the measures of religious reform which
Avere promoted by him. On the one hand he
joined actively with Henry in restricting the
power of the Pope, though he seems to have
had less to do with suppressing the monasteries

;

but, on the other hand, he was no less active in

persecuting men like Frith, Forrest, and others,

who, on matters of religious faith, were disposed
to advance further than himself or the King.
He did what he could, however, to resist the re-

actionary movement which took place in 1539.

and which is known by the institution of the six

articles. He was also instrumental in promot-
ing the translation and circulation of the Scrip-

tures. On Henry VIII.'s death Cranmer was
appointed one of the regents of the kingdom,
and, along with Latimer and others, largely con-

tributed to the advance of the Protestant cause
during the reign of Edward VI. He assisted in

the compilation of the service-book and the
articles of religion. The latter are said to have
been chiefly composed by him. He was also the
author of four of the homilies.

On the accession of Mary he was committed
to the Tower, together with Latimer and Ridley.

In March, 1554, they were removed to Oxford,
and confined there in the common prison, called

the Bocardo. Latimer and Ridley bore their

cruel fate with magnanimous courage ; but the
spirit and principles of Cranmer temporarily
gave way imder the severity of his sufferings.

He was induced to sign no fewer than seven re-

cantations, though there is no ground for sup-

posing that a hope of pardon was held out to

him. On March 21, 1.556, he suffered martyr-
dom, as his fellow-reformers had done, opposite
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Balliol College. His coiiiape returned at thp

end, and he showed an unexpected fortitude in

the midst of the flames.

Cranmer's principal writings have been edited

bv Jenkvns, Jiemnius of Archbishop Cranmer
("Oxford," 1833), and by Cox, for the Parker So-

ciety, under the titles Writings and Disputa-
tions lielatire to the Lord's Supper (Cambridge,
1844) and Miscellaneous Writings and Letters
(Cambridge, 1840). Additional material is to

be found in the appendix of Strype. Memorials

of Thomas Cranmer (Oxford, 1848-54), and his

Ecclesiastical Memorials (Oxford, 1822) ; in

Nichols, yarratii-es of the Reformation, Camden
Society, from the papers of John Foxe (London,
1859) : but above all in Brewer and Gairdner,
Calendars of Letters and Papers, Foreign and
Domestic, of the Reign of Henry VIIL (London,
1862-80). Among older works, consult: Foxe,

Acts and Monuments (London, 1877) ; Burnet,
History of the Reformation (New York, 1842) ;

and the Lives by Todd (London, 1861) and Le
Bas (London, 1833). ilore recent works are:

Dean Hook, "Thomas Cranmer," in his Lives of
the Archbishops, New Series (London, 1868) ;

Green, History of the English People, vol. ii.

(New York, 1879) : Lingard, History of Eng-
land, vol. V. (London, 1854) ; and Froude. His-

tory of England, vols. i.-vL (New York, 1870).

CRAN'NOGS, or CRANNOGES ( Ir. crannog,

Gael, crannog, pulpit, top of a mast, from Ir.,

Gael, crnnn, tree, Welsh prenn. Corn, pren, tree;

probably connected with Gk. Kpdi>6v, kranon, Lat.

cornus, cornel-tree, Litli. kima, OPruss. kirno,

shrub). Ancient lake-dwellings of Ireland and
Scotland. Usually the dwellings were extended

into villages, often occupying islands; they were
analogous to the lake-dwellings (q.v. ) or pala-

fittes of Switzerland, and to types of structure

still existing in various regions. Commonly they

were supported wholly or in part on piles set

in the lake bottom, and were connected by plat-

forms. The type persisted in Ireland from an
early prehistoric period, when stone implements
were used, until the present millennium. The
later examples A\-ere built by means of bronze and
even iron tools, which are sometimes found in the

ruins. The refuse heaps below the ancient struc-

tures are rich sources of relics, indicating the

industrial and artistic status of the builders,

their food habits, domestic and game animals,

etc. Historical references to the structures be-

gan with the earliest Irish annals, about the

ninth centurj', and continued until the middle

of the seventeenth century. Tlie archseologic

survey and excavation of the ruins began in

1839, when Wilde explored a crannog in Lake
Lagore, County Meath. Consult: Wilde's Cata-

logue of the Museum of the Royal Irish Acad-
emy : Munro's Lnke-Direilings of Europe: and
.4/iciV«^ Scottish Lake-Direllings,or Crannogs,etc.

CRAN'STON, A residential town in Provi-

dence County, R. L. including several villages;

on the New York. New Haven and Hartfonl Rail-

road (Map: Rhode Island. C 2). The principal

industries are market-gardening, brewing, and
the manufacture of cotton and print goods and
wire. Within the precincts of the town are four

village libraries. State reform schools for boys

and girls, and the State prison, almshouse, in-

sane asylum, and workhouse. The government
is administered bv annual town meetings. Cran-

ston, settled in 1638, was .set off from Provi-
dence and incorporated in 1754. Population, in

1890, 8099; in 1900, 13,343.

CRANSTON, Eari. (1840—). An American
Methodist Episcopal bishop, bom at Athens,
Ohio. After graduating at Ohio University, in

his native town, he entered the cavalry service

of his State, served from 1862 to 1864, and
was advanced to the rank of captain. He was
publishing agent of the Methodist Episcopal
Church from 1884 to 1896, when he was elected
bishop. In 1898 he began a tour, lasting about
two years, through China, Japan, and Corea.

CRANSTOUN, Hexbv. A character in Sir
Walter Scott's Lay of the Last Minstrel, who
wins the hand of Margaret, daughter of his

enemy, the Lady of Brank.some, by assuming the
guise of William of Deloraine.

CRAN'TOR (Lat., from Gk. Kpdvrup, Kran-
tor) . A Greek academic philosopher, who lived

about B.C. 300. He was born at Soli, in Cilicia,

but went to Athens, where he became a pupil of

Xenocrates. He was the first commentator on
Plato, and wrote, among other works, Yltpi Tliv-

dov^. Peri Penthous, or a Treatise on Affliction,

from which Cicero borrowed largely in writing
the third book of the Tusculance, and the lost

treatise De Consolatione. Horace (Epodes 1. 2.

4) classes him with Chrysippus as a moral
philosopher. Consult Kayser, Dissertatio de
Crantor? Academico.

CRAN'WORTH, Robert Monsey Rolfe,
Baron (1790-1868). An English jurist. He
was educated at Cambridge, was called to the

bar in 1816, and was a member of Parliament
and Solicitor-General from 1832 to 1839, when
he became Baron of the Exchequer. In 1851

he was raised to the peerage, and in the follow-

ing year was chosen Lord Chancellor in Lord
Aberdeen's Cabinet. He resigned in 1858, but
again occupied the post in 1865-66. He carried

through Parliament a bill by which penal ser\'i-

tude was substituted for transportation, and
the ticket-of-leave system was put in operation.

CRAPAUD, kra'po', .Jean, or Jouxxy. An
English nickname for a Frenchman, from the

popular belief that all Frenchmen were frog-

eaters, crapaud meaning a frog or toad. The
real origin of the term has been found in the

arms of the old French kings, which bore three

toads, later changed into the fleurs-de-lis.

CRAPE (Fr. crepe, OF. crcspe, crinkled, from
Lat. crispus, crisp). A thin fabric made of raw
silk which has been tightly twisted, without re-

moving the viscous matter with which it is cov-

ered when spun by the worm. It is simply woven
as a thin gauze, then dressed with a thick solu-

tion of gum, which in drying causes the threads

partially to untwist, and thus gives a wrinkle<l

and rough appearance to the fabric. It is manu-
factured both in black and colors. Black crape
is usually worn as mourning apparel, a use of

the material which originated at Bologna, Italy.

The Japanese and Chinese crapes are often white,

tir highly colored, and .sometimes are adome<l
with ornamental designs. Cra|>e-cloth is made
to imitate the silk fabric by passing a form of

woolen cloth through rollers which impart the

crinkled surface.

CRAPE-MYRTLE. See Laoebstb(EM1A.
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CBAPFIE (po88ibly connected with Fr.
crape, cnih-fish) . A Muntlxh (Pomoxyn annu-
laris) of the rivers of the MisnisHippi Valley and
AlIephanieH, closely reseniblinj^ in appearance
and habits the calico-bass, and valued as a footl-

fish. It is distinji^ished from its conj^eners

chielly by the S-shaped profile of the head and
the duller tone of its greenish hues. Also called
'bachelor,* 'new light,' '(.'anipbellite,* etc. See
Plate of Bass.

CBAPS. A gante of chance, j)layed by any
number of persons with two dice. The player
h()ldin<; the dice decides the amount to be played
for, and this sum may be iiunlc up by one or
more |)ersons. After the total amount to Ik;

played for is nuide uj), the person holding the
dice '.shoots.' Should his first throw be two or
twelve, it is 'craps,' and he loses; should he
shoot seven or eleven, he wins. Should he throw
any other number, then lie continues to 'shoot'

until he tlirows that number again and wins, or
seven and loses.

CBASH'AW, Richard (c.1613-49). An Eng-
lish poet. He was the son of a clergyman in the
Knglish Church, and was educated at the Char-
terhouse, and at Cambridge, wliere he obtained a
fellowship in 1(5.37. In lt)44 lie was ejected from
his fellowship by the Parliament for refusing
to take the covenant. He went to France,
adopted the Roman Catholic faith, and suffered

great pecuniary distress, until, through Cowley's
influence, he was introduced to Queen Henriettii
Maria, who recommended him to Cardinal
Palotta at Rome. The cardinal made him an
attendant, and afterwards sub-canon in the
Church of Our Lady of Loretto. Just after this

latter appointment, Crashaw died, August 25,

1G49. In 1G34 Crashaw published a volume of

Latin poems, in which appeared the famous line

on the miracle at Cana, Sympha pudica Dcum
ridit ct eruhuit (The modest water saw its God
and blushed). In 1G46 appeared a volume of

poems in two parts, one containing religious

and the other secular poems, under the titles

(abbreviated), Steps to the Temple, and The De-
lights of the Muses. Another (third) edition,

with additions, was published in Paris in 1052.

This volume is ornamented witn twelve vignette
engravings, drawn by Crashaw himself. Recent
editions of Crashaw are bv W. D. Turnbull
(1858) and by A. B. Grosart (1872, with sup-
plement in 1888). Crashaw belongs to a group
of religious poets among whom are George Her-
bert and Henry Vaughan. His fancies and con-
ceits seem over-subtle and artificial, but there is

in his work great copiousness and beauty of lan-
guage.

CBA'SIS. See Obthogbaphy, Figures of.

CBAS'STJS. Lucius Licixius (b.c. 140-91).
A Roman orator, who excelled all others of his
time. He was as distinguished for his wit as for
his rectitude in the capacity of proconsul. In
E.G. 95 he was elected consul, along with Quintus
Mucius Scsevola (who had l>een his colleague in

all his previous ofTices). During their consulship
was enacted the Lex Lieinia Mueia de Civihus
Regundis, banishing from Rome all freemen who
had not the full rights of citizens. This em-
bittered the feelings of foreigners toward Rome,
and partly led to the Social War. As censor
(B.C. 92) he closed all the schools of the rhetors
—asserting that they had exercised a bad influ-

ence on the niinda of young men. He died in
lonsequence of the excitement attending a debate
in the S«'nate.

CBASSXJS, Marcus Licimis (
?—b.c. 53).

A Homan triumvir. He was a zealous partisan
of Sulla, and rendered him elTicient service in the
battle at the Colline (Jate, ii.c. 82, which sealed
the fate of the Marians. As pra'tor he crushed
the revolt of the gladiators under Spartacus in
B.c. 71, and in the following year was made consul
witti Pompcius, a colleague whom he hated. On
the other liand, Ca?sar valued the friendship of
Crassus, the most wealthy of Roman citizens.

During his consulate Crassus gave a feast to the
peojile, which was spread on 10,000 tables, and
distributed a provision of corn for three months.
Plutarch estimates the wealth of Crassus at
more than 7000 talents, and Pliny states that
his lands were worth 8000 talents. In B.C. 60
Ca'.sar, Pompeius, and Crassus entered into the
first triumvirate. (See C.KSAR.) In B.C. 55, as
consul with Pompeius, he obtained the Province
of Syria, and professed to make preparations of

war against the Parthians; but the acquisition
of more wealth seems to have been his main ob-

ject, and this he efTected by plundering the towns
and temples in Syria. At length, however, he
imdertook a campaign in n.c. 54, after which he
returned to Syria. In the following year he set

out again, ))ut was misguided by a treacherous
Arab, and utterly defeated at the river Bilechas
by the Parthians. Crassus now retreated to the
town of Carrlia', intending to pass into Armenia;
but was beguiled into a conference with the
Parthian general, Surenas, and was slain at the

appointed place of meeting. His quipstor, Cas-

sius, with 500 cavalry, escaped into Syria; but
the remaining Romans were scattered and made
prisoners, or put to death.

CBATJE'GUS (\eo-Lat., from Gk. apdraiyoi,

Icrataiyos, a kind of thorn). A genus of plants

of the natural order Rosacea;, very nearly allied

to Mespilus (medlar) and Pyrus (pear, apple,

etc.). The species are about seventy, natives of

the temperate parts of the Northern Hemisphere,
being well represented in North America, and in

general have flowers in beautiful terminal

corymbs. They are all large slirubs or small

trees, more or less spiny, hence the name thorn

has been very generally applied to them. The
only native oi Great Britain is the common
hawthorn (q.v.) (Crataegus oxyacantha) . Most
of the species resemble it in habit, size, form
of leaf, etc. A nunil)er of species are now fre-

quent in plantations and shrubberies. Of these,

perhaps the most common is the cockspur thorn

{Crattegus crus-galU) . a native of North America
from Canada to Soutli Carolina. Its leaves

arc not lol)ed ; its fruit is rather larger than

that of the hawthorn. The azarole (Cratcegm
azarohis). and the aronia, a native of the

i^outh of Europe and of the Levant, are oc-

casionally cultivated for their fruit, which

is about the size of the Siberian crab, and
is used either for dessert or for pies. Cratcegus

orievtalis and Crattrgus tanacetifolia have also

fruit of considerable size. The latter is much
eaten in Armenia. Crato'gus Mexicann has a

large, but inedible, apple-like fruit. It is. how-

ever, vers' ornamental. After the cockspur thorn,

the best-known of the American species are prob-

ably the scarlet thorn {Cratcegus coccinea).
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Washington thorn {Cratocyus cordata), Cratcegus
Douylasi, and Cratceyus punctata. The wood of

most of the species much resembles that of the

hawthorn. It is common to graft the rarer

species on the hawthorn.

CRATCH CRADLE (from OF. creche, Ger.
Krippc, crib), also called Cat's Cbaule and
Scratch ("radi.e. A childish game, played by
two persons holding an endless string symmetri-
cally in the lingers of the two hands, and taking
it off each other's hands, so as to form a new
pattern at once.

CRATCH'IT, Boh. The father of Tiny Tim
in Dickens's Christmas Carol—a good-Jiearted

little man, the poorly paid clerk of the miserly
Scrooge.

CRATCHIT, Tim. In Dickens's Christmas
Carol, the crippled son of Bob ^ratchit, known
as 'Tiny Tim.'

CRATER (Lat., from Gk. Kpar-fip, krater, mi.x-

ing-bowl, from Kepavvtivai, k<raniu/nai, to mix).
The bowl-shaped or conical cavity tlirough which
materials are ejected during a volcanic eruption.

At the bottom the crater comnnuiicates by a pipe

or chimney with the heated interior of the earth.

When of small size a volcano usually erupts
through a single crater at the summit, but, as

the mountain mass increases by accumulation of

material, the lava may find lines of lesser re-

sistance through fissures in the sides. In this

way subsidiary craters are formed, one of which
in the course of time may become the principal

crater, or they all may be buried beneath the

renewed outpourings of the primary crater. The
Peak of Teneriffe has a number of minor funnels

on its sides and summit. In volcanoes of an
explosive type, the whole top of the mountain
may be blown off during an eruption, forming

an immense crater, within which subsequently

new cones may arise in concentric arrangement.
This structure, called 'cone-in-cone,' is shown by
Vesuvius, whose active crater is partially en-

circled by a rampart (Monte Somnia) many
miles in diameter. Volcanello of the Lipari

Islands has three craters on the summit. The
craters of extinct or dormant volcanoes are

sometimes filled with water, and thus are formed
crater lakes. Many of the beautiful lakes of

Italy and the well-kno«-n Crater Lake of Oregon
originated in this way. See Volcano.

CRATER, The. A novel by James Fenimore
Cooper (1H47), describing a Utopian settlement

on the Pacific Coast.

CRATER LAKE. A lake in Klamath
County, Ore., in the Cascade Mountains, lying at

an altitude of over 6200 feet above the sea. It

is of exceptional interest on account of its Iwa-

tion in the crater of a partly destroyed volcano

(Map: Oregon, C 7). It is about 20 miles in

circumference and is comj)letcly surrounded by

clilfs varying in height from 500 to 2000 feet.

Judging ifrom its existing state, the cone once

must have extended ypwnrd a considerable dis-

tance above the i)resent cliffs, the destruction of

Ihe upper portion being atfributed to explosive

activity.

CRA'TERUS (Lat., from Ok. Kparep6t. Kra-
tcros) . One of the favorite generals <if .Alexander

the Great. He eommandc<l a divisi<m of the

royal body-guard in the .Asiatic. campaigns, and
was sent back to Macedonia as regent, by the

King, in B.C. 323. On the division of the empire
after the death of Alexander, Cralcrus received,
jointly with Antipater, the government of Mace-
donia, (ireece, lUyria, and Epirus, .Antipater
taking command of the military forces and
Craterus attending to civil affairs. He formed
an alliance with Antigonus (q.v.) against Per-
diccas and invaded Asia with an army, but was
defeated and slain by Eumenes in Cappadocia
(ii.c. 321).

CRATES, kra'tez (Lat., from Gk. Rpdriji,

Krates). An Athenian comic poet of the fifth

century n.c. He began his career as an actor in

Cratinus's plays, and won his first victory in

B.C. 44!). Aristotle says that he was the first

to give up personal satire in comedy; he like-

Avise made the innovation of introducing a
drunken character on the stage. We have the
titles of fifteen plays and scanty fragments.
Consult Kock, Comicorum Atticorum Frag-
mcnla (Leipzig, 1880).

CRATES. A cjnic philosopher of Thebes, of

the fourth centurj* n.c. Scorning the large prop-
erty which he inherited, he moved to Athens and
became an eager disciple of Diogenes and one
of the most eminent of the Cynics. He was an
excellent orator and skillful poet. Interesting
fragments of his poetry have been edited by
Bergk, Poetce Lyrici Grceci (I^ipzig, 1882). The
thirty-six letters which l>ear his name are gener-
ally thought to be spurious. They are edited by
Hercher, Epistolographi Grceci (Paris, 1873).
Consult, also, Zeller, Philosophic der Oriechen,
vol. i. (Tiibingen, 1892).

CRATES. A Greek grammarian and Stoic
of the second century B.C. He was the head
of the Pergamene Library and the chief opponent
of Aristarchus. He devoted himself to the inter-

pretation of Greek authors, especially of Homer;
he likewise defended the grammatical theory of

anomaly in opposition to the Alexandrian doc-

trine of analogA-. (See Anomali.sts axd Analo-
niSTS.) He assisted in enlarging and cataloguing
the Pergamene Library; and his work on the
Attic dialect was much ejnployed by later gram-
marians. In C.1G7 B.C. he was sent by King At-

tains on an embassy to Rome, where he intro-

duced the study of formal grammar. Consult:
Wachsmuth. be Cratcte Mallota (I.,eipzig,

18G0) ; Susemihl, Geschichte der griech. Littera-

iur in der Alexandriner Zeit, vol. ii. (T./eipzig,

1802).

CRATI'NTJS (Lat., from Gk. Kpartm, Kra-
tinos) ( ? -C.421 B.C.). An Athenian comic
poet. He was born in the latter part of the sixth

century B.C., and was one of the .seven poeti? of

the Old Comedy named in the canon of the

Alexandrians. He first presented a comedy in

4.53; in all he left twenty-one plays with which
he had won nine victories. He is said to have
been the first to give comedy a political turn, and
by the introduction of a third actor to place it

on a level with tragedy. .V follower of Cimon
and the Conservative Party, he sharply atUicked
Pericles in two plays; and in his 'Apxi?oxoi,

Arrhilochoi, he represented a contest of poets

which may well have been .Aristophanes's model
in his Frogs. .Aristophanes defeated Cratinus in

425 with his Arhnrninns. and in 424 with the

Knights. In the parabasis of the latter play he
refers to his elder rival as 'an ancient ruin.'

whereupon Cratinus retorted in 423 with his
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Witieftaak, which won tlie lirst prize over Aris-
tuphuiR-s's Clouds. The fra^nientM of liis work
are oollwted by Kock, Comicurum Atticorum
Fragmcnta, vol. i. (Leipzig, 1880).

CRATIP'PUS (Lat., from tJk. Kp&Tiiriroi, Kra-
Jippos). A IVripatetic pliilosopluT. Mo was a
native of Mityh'nc, and a fontcmporary of
Cicero. Jle ap|>ears to liave been liekl in the
highc8t estimation by the great men of liis age.
Cicero calls him the prince of all the jjliihiso-

phers wlioni he liad known. Pompeius visited
him after his defeat at Pharsalia, and received
at his hands the consohitions of philosophy; and
lirutus went to Athens, where Cratippus had
lately setthnl, to listen to his lectures even while
making preparations to meet Octavius and An-
tonius. Nothing that Cratippus wrote has sur-
vived.

CBAUK, krA'vk', Gustave Adolphe D£sir£:
(1827— ). A French sculptor, born in Valen-
ciennes. He was a pupil of Pradier, and won the
Prix de Rome in 1851. His works are to be
fcund in many of the public buildings and
churches of Paris, and in the museums of Ver-
sailles, Amiens, Grenoble, Lille, and Valen-
ciennes. Among them are: "Victory Crowning
the French Flag" (1864), a bronze group, his
masterpiece; "Twilight" (1870); the monument
to Admiral Coligny (1899) ; "Youth and Love"
(in the Luxembourg) ; and the bronze statue of
Dupuytren.

CRA'VEN, Alfred Wingate (1810-79). An
American civil engineer, born in Washington,
D. C. He was appointed engineer commissioner
to the Croton Water Board in New York City in

1849, and his connection with that board 'was
notable for the number and value of the works
which he projected and superintended. Among
these were the Central Park Reservoir, completed
in 1867 ; the resen'oir at Boyd's Corners, and the
survey of the Croton Valley. The establishment
of the sewerage system of New York is largely
due to his endeavors. He was the first president
of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

CRAVEN, Elijah Richardson (1824—).
An American clergyman, born in Washington,
D. C: He was educated at the College of New
Jersey and at Princeton Theological Seminary,
and in 1865 he was appointed a director of
Princeton! In 1878 he became chairman of the
committee appointed to revise the Book of Disci-
pline of the Presbyterian Church, and he was
made Moderator of the General Assembly of that
Church in 1885. Afterwards he served as presi-
dent of the board of directors of the Newark
German Theological .Seminary, Bloomfield, N. J.
For more than thirty years" (1854-87) he was
pastor of the Third Presbyterian Church in New-
ark, N. J. In 1887 he became secretary of the
Presbyterian Board of Publication. He trans-
lated Lange's Commentary/ on the Revelation.

CRAVEN, Elizabeth Berkeley, Lady. See
AxspAcii, Margravine of.

CRAVEN, Pavlixe de la FERRorrAYS, Ma-
dame ArGUSTUs (1820-91). A French religious
romancer, bom" in Paris. She is best known for
her IJiMoire d'nne socur (1866), an idyllic pic-
ture of an aristocratic Roman Catholic French
family and of the slow passin<r-away, through
consumption, of a simple-minded, noble, and
deeply religious woman. Madame Craven's father

was at one time French ambassador to Berlin.
She traveled widely, and after marriage lived
much in England, writing articles on English
l»olitics, and biographical sketches of Sister
S'athalie Nariahlcin and of Lady (Uoryinna Ful-
lerton, as well as ItcminiHrcncts of England and
Italy. She died in Paris, Ai)ril 1, 1891. Her
novels have bwn as poj)uIar iK-rhaps in English
translations as in the original. The l)est are:
An7i€ Severin; The Enigma'n .\tiswer; and Fleu-
ranpe, in all of which she pleads persuasively
(he cause of Roman Catholicism, and seeks in
emotional ecstasy the only life that st^ems to
her worth the living. To some her books will
seem morbid, to others strong, but her fervid
spirit appeals to all.

CRAVEN, Thomas (1808-87). An AhutI-
can naval otficer, bom in Washington, D. C.
lie entered the navy in 1822; took part in the
capture of the pirate Federal, in the \\'est Indies,
in 1828; and commanded Captain Wilkes's flag-
ship in the Antarctic exploring expedition • in
1838. He was commissioned captain in 1861,
commanded the Potomac flotilla, and in the same
year took part in the capture of New Orleans
and the operations on the Mississippi. In 1866
he was assigned to the command of the Ware
Island Navy-yard and was raised to the rank
of rear-admiral,

CRAVEN, Tunis Augustus Macdonough
(1813-64). An American naval ofRcer, brother
of Thomas Craven (q.v.). He was born in Ports-

"

mouth, N. H. ; entered the navy in 1829; took
part in the conquest of California, and in 1857
made a survey of the Isthmus of Darien for a
prospective ship-canal. He saved the fort at
Key West for the ITnited States Government
at the beginning of the Civil War, and was pro-
moted to the rank of commander. While chasing
the Confederate ram Tennessee, in the battle of
Mobile Bay, his vessel, the monitor Tccumseh,
struck a torpedo, and sank with himself and
nearly every one on board.

CRAWFISH, or CRAYFISH (OF. crevice,
crevisse, Fr. ecrevissr, from OIIG. chrebiz, Get.
Krebs, crawfish). A fresh-water or terrestrial
crustacean {Astacus fhiviatilis) nearly allied to
the lobster, from which, however, it differs in
having the middle plate of the tail- fin trans-
versely divided by a suture. It inhabits the
rivers and streams of many parts of Europe,
making burrows in clayey banks, and coming
forth at night in search of food, which consists
chiefly of mollusks, small fishes, larvse of aquatic
insects, and animal substances of almost any
kind. It is esteemed for the table, and is readily
attracted by a bait of decaying flesh or animal
garbage inclosed in a net or in a bundle of
twigs, by which manj' crawfish may be captured
at a time. The use of the name has been ex-
tended until it is now applied to any of the
fresh-water species of the family Astacidae. In
the United States it is universally applied to
any one of several species of Cambarus. which
agree very closely in structure and habits with
the common crawfish of Europe. They are six
inches or so in length and of a greenish-brown
color. They frequently do much damage to dikes
and levees by opening water passages, as told in
Proc. Assoc. Econom. Entomologists for 1895
(U. S. Dept. Asric. 1896). For general facts, con-
sult Huxley, The Crayfish: An Introduction to
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Zoology (London, 18S7) : 'llcvision of the Asta-
cidae," Memoirs Museum Comparative Zoology,
vol. X., Xo. 4 (Cambridge, Mass., 1885).

CRAWFORD, Francis Marion (1854—).
An American novelist, chiefly resident in Europe.
He was born at Bagni di Lucca, Italy, a son of
the sculptor Thomas Crawford. Of cosmopolitan
education in America, England, and Germany, his
first literary venture was as editor of the Allaha-
bad Indian Journal (1879-80). His voluminous
fiction was begun by Mr. Isaacs, a story of
modern India (1882). The more significant of
its frequent successors are Dr. Claudius (1883),
A Roman Singer (1884), Zoroaster (1885), A
Tale of a Lonely Parish (1886), Sara-
cinesca (1887), Paul Patoff (1887), Greif-
enstein (1889), Sant' Ilario (1889), A Cigar-
ette Maker's Romance (1890), The Witch
of Prague (1891), Don Orsino (1892), Pietro
ahisleri (1893), The Ralstons (1894), Casa
Braccio (1895), Corleone (1897), Via Crucis
(1899), and In the Palace of the King (1900).
Historical and descriptive are Constantinople,
a book of travels, Ave Roma Immortalis (1898),
and Rulers of the South ( 1900) . In 1893 he pub-
lished a slight brochure, entitled The yovel:
What It Is. The Saracinesca series, the scenes
of which are laid in modern Rome, is generally
regarded as his most important performance; his

strictly American fiction is less popular. Few
recent novelists have held their readers more
steadily than Mr. Crawford, in spite of the great
number of his books.

CRAWFORD, Isabella Valancy (1851-87).
A Canadian poet. She was born in Dublin, Ire-

land, went to Ontario as a child, and lived at
Peterboro and Toronto. She wrote verse showing
marked originality and intense lyrical power,
comprised mostly in Old Spookses' Pass, Mal-
colm's Katie, and Other Poems (1884).

CRAWFORD, Lord. The captain of the
Scottish archers, the body-guard of Louis XL,
in Scott's Que 111 in Duricard.

CRAWFORD, George Washington (1798-

1872). An American la\vjer and statesman. He
was bom in Georgia, graduated at Princeton in

1820. and in 1822 was admitted to the bar. From
1827 to 1831, he was State Attorney-General, and
from 1837 to 1842, Avith the exception of one
year, was a member of the State Legislature. In
1843 he was in Congress, in 1843 and 1845 was
elected Governor of Georgia, and from 1849 to

1850 was Secretary of War in President Taylor's
Cabinet.

CRAWFORD, Nathaniel Macon (1811-71).
An American educator, born in Georgia. He
graduated at the L'niversity of Georgia in 1829,
taught mathematics, and became a Baptist min-
ister. In 1840 he was appointed professor of

theology in Mercer University, becoming j)resi-

dent of this institution in 1850. He accepted the
presidency of Georgetown College, in Kentucky,
in 1805, and remained in this position almost to

the time of his death. He published Christian
Paradoxes.

CRAWFORD, Thomas (1814-57). An
American sculptor, born in New York, March 22,

1814. He was a contemporary of Hiram Powers,
and, like him, passed much of his time in Rome,
where his studio was the resort of travelers and
lovers of art. He studied in Rome under Thor-
•waldsen. His life was comparatively short, but

he has left many interesting examples of his
work. Munich was especially appreciative of his
art, and celebrated the casting of two of his
large statues by impromptu festivals. His
monument to Washington, cast in bronzie in
^funich, was after his death completed by Ran-
dolph Rogers. He died in London, October 16,

1857. Among his principal works are the "Statue
of Beethoven," placed in the Boston Music Hall,
and "The Indian," to be seen in the New York
Historical Society. His "Orpheus," "Adam and
Eve After the Expulsion," and a bust of Josiah
Quincy, are in the Boston Athensum. The figure
of "Liberty," in the Capitol in Washington, is

his, and he designed the pediment and bronze
doors of this building. Among his smaller works
are "Flora," "Mercury and Psyche," "Daughters
of Herodias," and "Aurora." Crawford executed
many bas-reliefs, and eighty-seven of his plaster
casts were presented by his wife to the Commis-
sioners of Central Park, who arranged them in a
building for public exhibition.

CRAWFORD, William (1732-82). An
American soldier, born in Berkeley County, Va.
He was for a time assistant surveyor to George
Washington, and he served as ensign of Virginia
Rifles in the French and Indian Waf. He ac-
companied Braddock's luckless expedition against
Fort Duquesne in 1755, and in 177G was ap-
pointed lieutenant-colonel of the Fifth "\'irginia

Regiment. In 1781 he resigned from the army with
the rank of colonel. At the request of Washing-
ton, and of General Irvine, he assumed command
in 1782 of an expedition against the Delaware
and Wyandot Indians near the Sandusky River,
who had long devastated the frontier. On June
4, on the plains northeast of the present site of
Sandusk\% he encountered a combined force- of
about three hundred Indians and British soldiers
from Detroit. His troops having been discour-
aged by the accession of reinforcements to the
enemy, he ordered a retreat which soon became
a confused flight. He was himself separated from
the main body, captured by a band of Delawares,
and burned at the stake amid fearful torture.
Notwithstanding his wholly creditable Revolu-
tionary record, his leadership on this occasion
appears scarcely to have been efficient. Consult:
Butterfield, Expedition Against Sandusky (Cin-
cinnati, 1873) ; Roosevelt, The Winning of the
West, vol. ii. (New York, 1896) ; 'and Hill,
"Crawford's Campaign," in Magazine of Western
History (Chicago, 1885).

CRAWFORD, William Harris (1772-1834).
An American politician. He was born in Am-
herst, Va., P'ebruarj' 24. 1772, but removed with
his parents to South Carolina in 1779. and to
Georgia in 1783, where, in 1798, he was admitted
to the bar. In 1802 he was chosen a member
of the State Senate, and in 1807 was chosen to
fill a vacancy in the L^nited States Senate.
During the canvass he fought two duels, in
th'e first of which he killed a man, while in

the second he was himself wounded. He was
elected to the Senate in 1811, and in 1812 was
chosen president pro tempore of that body. He .

at first opposed, but finally supporteil, the war
with England. In 1813 he' was appointed ilin-

ister to France, where he became a general
favorite, and in particular was an intimate
friend of Lafayette. In 1815 he was made Secre-

tary of War, and the next year Secretary of
the Treasury, an office which he retained until
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1825. Crawford had Ik***!! a candidate for the

Presidential nomination in \AH\, and now thought
himself entitled to HiKtHH'd Monroe an President,

and was r(';,nilarly nominated by the Conj^res-

sional caucus which was then controlled by him;
but the caucus system was then tem|)orarily su-

lH>rseded (see CAicrs), and there were four other

candidates apainst him—Calhoun, John t^uincy

Adams. Jackson, and Clay. Calhoun was paci-

fietl with the Vice-Presidencj', to which he was
chosen by 182 out of 260 votes. There was no
choice for President, the vote Iwing: Jackson,
»9; Adams. 84; Crawford, 41; Clay, 37. About
the time of the elwition Crawford was stricken

with paralysis, from which he never wholly
recovered. His condition rendered it impossible
to consider him a candidate when the election

came to lie decided in the House of Representa-
tives, although, even in such a condition, he
received four of the twenty-four votes. From
this time Crawford was out of the political field.

He served as judge of the northern circuit of

Georgia from 1827 until his death, which oc-

curred September 15, 18.34.

CRAWFORD, William Henby (1855—). An
American educator, born at Wilton Centre, 111.

He graduated at the Northwestern University
and the Garrett Biblical Institute, and became
a minister in the Methodist Episcopal Church.
He was appointed professor of historical tlieology

in the Gammon Theological Seminarj', Atlanta,
Ga., in 1889, and in 189.3 became president of

Allegheny College (^feadville, Pa.).

CRAWFORD AND BALCAR^RAS, Alex-
ander William Ckawfori) I.indsay, Earl of

(1812-80). An English author. After graduat-
ing at Cambridge, he traveled extensively in

Egypt and Asia Minor. He took a considerable
interest in astronomical investigations, and the
expedition to the island of Mauritius in 1874, to

observe the transit of Venus, was organized by
him. For some inexplicable reason, his body was
stolen shortly after its burial at Dunecht, and
was not discovered until about fourteen months
later in the woods near by. Among his principal
publications may be mentioned: Letters on Egypt,
Edom, and the Holy Land (1838) ; Sketches of
the History of Christian Art (2d ed., 1885) ;

Argo, or the Conquest of the Oolden Fleece, an
epic in ten books (1876).

CRAWFORD NOTCH. A defile in the White
]^Iountains, New llmiipshire, at an elevation of

1915 feet, between 2\lount Webster and Blount
Willey, each about 4000 feet high. The Saco
River, entering through a narrow passage, tra-

verses the Notch, which is remarkable for its

impressive rock scenery.

CRAW'FORDSVILLE. A city and the
county-seat of Montgomery County, Ind., 40
miles northwest of Indianapolis; on the Terre
Haute and Indianapolis, the Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Chicago and St. Louis, and other railroads
(Map: Indiana, C 2). It is the seat of Wabash
College, established in 1832, and contains a
fine county court-house. The city has manu-
factures of lumber, Avagons, spokes and hubs,
flour. foundrA' products, barbed » wire, etc.

Settled in 1822. Crawfordsville was in-

corporated in 1865, and is governed under a
charter of that date, which provides for a mayor,
elected every four years, and a city council.
Population, in 1890, 6089; in 1900, 6649.

CRAW'FURD, .John (1783-1868). A S<'ot-

tisli Orientalist, born in the island of Islay,

Hebrides. He went as a physician to India, and.

served for five years in tlie army of the North-
west Provinces. Transferred lo Penang, Malay
Peninsula, he acquired a knowledge of tiie Malay
language, which proved vahiabje on the occasion
of Lord Minto's conquest of .lava (1811). From
1811 to 1817 he held various posts in Java,
from 1823 to 1826 administered the government
of Singapore, and subsequently was sent on a
difficult diplomatic mission to the Court of Ava.
He published, in addition to an account of this

mission (1829), a valuable (irammar and Dic-
tionary of the Malay Language (1852), and a
Descriptive Dictionary of the Indian Islands and
Adjacent Countries (1856).

CRAWX-A-BOTTOM. A local name in the
Mississippi Valley for two small fishes: (1) The
largest of the darters (Hadropterus nigrofascia-
tus). See Darteb. (2) The hog-sucker or
stone-roller (q.v.).

CRAWLEY. The family name of several
characters in Thackeray's Vanity Fair.

( 1 ) Sib Pitt Crawlev, the elder, of Queens
Crawley, a rich, close-fisted old country squire,

who proposed to Becky Sharp, but, as she was
already married, contented himself with an in-

trigue with his butler's daughter. Miss Horrocks,
(2) Sib Pitt, the younger, his son; a cold-

hearted prig, immersed in Parliamentary blue
books. (3) Colonel Rawik)N, brother of Sir
Pitt (the younger), and husband of Becky Sharp.
He was a gambler and a roue, but his belief in

his wife to the moment when her guilt soemed
undeniable, and his love for his boy, cover the
multitude of his sins. (4) Reverend Bute,
brother of old Sir Pitt. A country clergyman of
the old, port-drinking, hard-riding school, whose
wife wrote his sermons for him. (5) Miss
Crawley, sister of Sir Pitt and Mr. Bute, for
whose £70,000 all the family scheme.

CRAW'SHAW, William Henby (1861—).
An American educator and author, bom at New-
burgh, N. Y. He graduated in 1887 at Colgate
University and in the same year was appointed
professor of English literature at that university,

of whose faculty he became dean in 1897. He has
published an edition of Dryden's Palamon and
Arcite (Boston, 1898) ; andtwo excellently sug-

gestive little works in criticism: The Interpreta-

tion of Literature (1890), and Literary Inter-

pretation of Life (1900).

CRAYER, kri'er, Fr. pron. KrS'ya', Gaspar
DE (1584-1669). A Flemish historical and por-

trait painter, born in Antwerp. He lived for

many years in Brussels, and in 1664 went to

Ghent, for the churches of which he painted

more than twenty altar-pieces. His works are

to be found throughout Flanders and Brabant.

Their main characteristics are vigor and bold-

ness of design, and care and truthfulness in exe-

cution. Among the most important of them
are: "Glorification of Saint Catherine" (in Saint

Michael's, Ghent) ; "The Miraculous Draught of

Fishes," "Adoration of the Shepherds" (Brussels

Museum) : "Decapitation of Saint John the Bap-

tist" (Ghent Cathedral) ; "Judgment of Solo-

mon," and "Martyrdom of Saint Blasius" (1668),

his last work, both in the Ghent Museum. He
was a contemporary of Rubens, and an admirable

portrait painter in his own style, which differs
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materially from thai of llio great colorists, par-
taking rather of the drier mamier of the German
School.

CBAYON (PV. crayon, from craie, chalk,
from Lat. acta, ehaiK). A term usually applied
to pencils made of charcoal, pipe-clay, or chalk,
colored with various ]>igments and used for
drawing on paper, wooil, or other materials.
Blackboard crayons are made largely of chalk,
while black crayons are composed of pipe-clay
and lampblack. Those used for drawing on
lithographic limestone are conunonly made of a
mixture of wax, lampblack, soap, and resin.

I'astel is a mixture of chalk and coloring mate-
rials, worked into a paste with gum water. The
vegetable colors used are turmeric, litmus, saf-

fron, and sap-green, but should in every case
be free from acid, as the latter reacts on the
chalk. Vienna white, used by artists, is simply
purified chalk. Red chalk is made from an
ocherj' clay, that is, one containing much iron
oxide. Briancon chalk and French chalk are
popular names for soapstone, which is very dif-

ferent from chalk in its composition, being a sili-

cate of magnesia. See Chalk; Pencils.

CRAYON, Ceoffrey. The nom-de-plume
adopted by Washington Irving, in The Sketch-
Book, etc.

CRAZY CASTLE, The. The nickname of

Skelton Castle, the house of John Hall Stevenson,
a kinsman of Sterne and the Eugenius of Tris-

tram Shandy. He wrote a series of broad stories,

called Crazy Tales, whence the name given to his

house. For further information, consult Bagehot,
Literary Studies, ii. (London, 1879).

CREAKLE, kre'k'l, :Mr. The bullying mas-
ter of Salem House, in Dickens's David Copper-
field, the school to which David was sent.

CREAM (OF. cresme, Fr. creme, from Lat.
cremor. thick juice). The thick, light yellow
substance, rich in fat, which rises to the surface

of milk on standing. The methods of creaming
milks, by setting and by the separator, are de-

scribed under Brrn':B-MAKiNG. The composition
of cream is influenced by the method and condi-

tion of creaming, and varies within wide limits.

Cream contains the same constituents as milk, but
in very difTerent proportions. The fat may vary
from 10 to 70 per cent.: good cream for butter-

making, or for household use, contains from 18
to 25 ]ier cent, of fat, and very rich cream from
35 to 40 per cent. The richness of cream raised

by the separator can l)e regulated at will. Cream
is sometimes thickened artificially by adding gela-

tin, isinglass, etc. Cream which nas been pas-

teurized, or heated to prevent souring, lases some
of its thickness or viscosity, and the addition of

sucrate of lime has been proposed to make it

whip l)etter. The famous clotted or 'clouted'

cream of Devonshire, England, is prepared by
heating milk which has stood for twenty-foxir
hours in a shallow pan over a slow charcoal fire

for a half to three-quarters of an hour, without
boiling, allowing it to stand for twenty-four
hours, and then skimming oflT the cream, which
is sprinkle*! with sugar.

CREAMERY. A factory where butter is

made from milk or cream, furnished by the
farmers of the neighborhoo<l. It is an American
institution, and originated in New York about
1864, being suggested by the success of the cheese-
factory (q.v. ). which had been in operation for

several years. Within tue past fifteen or twenty
years the growth of the creamery system has
been very rapid, and creameries are now thickly
distributed over the principal dairy regions. They
differ in their fonn of organization, and also in
the method of operation. Cooperative factories
are owned by the farmers ('patrons'), who supply
the milk, and who choose from their own number
a managing committee, or board. The cost of
running the factory, and the proceeds of sales,

are divided pro rata according to the milk, cream,
or butter-fat contributed. This is the oldest
and in many respects the most desirable form of
organization. In the joint-stock and proprietary
creameries the milk or cream is bought of the
farmers under a contract, or the factory may
make butter and dispose of it for its patrons
for a fixetl charge per pound. The milk may be
delivered at the creamery, where the cream is

separated by power, the farmers receiving the
skim milk for feeding; or the cream may be
raised or separated by the farmers themselves
and sent to the factory every two or three days.
The latter are called 'gathered-eream creameries.'
The cream-gathering plan originated in Wiscon-
sin, and was the basis upon which creameries
were established in New England, where it con-
tinues popular. The cream is raised by gravity
usually, in deep cans, and is paid for by the
'space.' This measure has been shown to be an
imreliable one, as the value of a space of cream
for butter-making varies widely; and payment on
the basis of the fat furnished, as determined by
test, is beginning to be adopted.

Where the whole milk is furnished to the
creamer}', it is delivered daily, which involves a
great deal of labor in hauling. In almost all

cases the hauling devolves upon the milk-pro-
ducer; often the farmers living near together
co<>perate in this, or contract with some person
who makes a business of doing the hauling. The
milk was formerly paid for by the pound, this
being a convenient means of measurement ; but
the injustice of this to the producers of rich
milk, and the introduction of the Babcock milk
test, have led to payment on the basis of the
butter-fat. The milk of each patron is weighed
as it is received and a sample taken for testing;
usually the samples for a week or so are combined
into a composite, to reduce the labor of testing.

From the amount of milk delivered, and the fat
content, the amount of butter-fat furnished by
each patron is calculated at the end of the month.
In most of the leading creamery districts the
separator factory is now the favorite system. In
many places these creameries have located
'skimming stations' at points convenient for the
patrons, where the milk is nm through the sepa-
rator, and the cream then taken to the creamery.
This reduces the labor of hauling to a minimimi.
The system of making butter at creameries is,

in many respects, a vast improvement over the
ordinary farm dairj' practice. The u.se of ma-
chinery reduces the cost of butter-making, and
the milk and cream are handled by experienced
butter-makers according to the mo.st approved
methods. The result is a luiiform protluct. equal
to the best of the single dairies, and a great
improvement over the average, which sells for a
high price. Furthermore, there is less loss of

fat in making than at farm dairies, and hence a
larger quantity of butter is pnKluced from the
same cows. The labor and expense of making
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and marketing the butter are removed from the

farms- and households. Creameries have been

of great advantage to the farmers where they are

located, and the pajTiient for milk on its fat con-

tent has 8liinnlat«'d the farmers to keep better

and more profitable cows. Some of the more
modern creameries have a very large capacity.

The Franklin County Creamery, at Saint Albans,

Vt., was formerly the largest in tlie country,

having a capacity of five or six tons of butter a

day. There are now a considerable number
cHiually as liirge, and several much larger, running
up to fifteen tons of butter a day in some cases.

A large creamery in Nebraska lias over 100 skim-

ming stations connected with it. In the Elgin

district in Illinois creameries using 10,000

pounds of milk a day are quite common. See
Bitter-Makino.

CBEAM-NUT. See Bbazil-Nut.

CREAM OF TAR'TAR (OF. tartre, from
ML. tartarum. MGk. riprapov, iariaron, tartar,

probably from Lat. Tartarus, Gk. Idprapos, Tar-

taros : hardly a corruption of Ar. durd, dregs,

from darida, to lose the teeth). A potassium
bitartratc that is contained in argol (q.v.), and
is prepared by dissolving the argol in hot water
and removing any coloring matter by means of

clay or egg-albumen; the cream of tartar is then

separated from the filtered solution by crys-

tallization, and may be purified by re-

cr>'stallization. Cream of tartar is a white
crystalline compound that is soluble in water,

and is used in medicine as a refrigerant and pur-

gative. With sodium bicarbonate it is used as a
substitute for yeast in raising bread. It is also

the source of tartaric acid and of tartrates.

CREASY, kre'sT, Sir Edward Shepherd (1812-

78). An English historian, born at Bexley, Kent.

He became fellow of King's College, Cambridge,
in 1834, and in 1837 was called to the bar. In
1840 he was appointed professor of modern and
ancient history in the University of London, and
in 1860 Chief Justice of Ceylon. He is most
widely known for his Fifteen Decisive Battles of

the li'oWd (1852); a work which has been very
favorably received alike by the critic and the

general reader. His other works, less known,
but in man}' cases of almost equal merit, include

an Historical and Critical Account of the Sev-

eral hivasions of England (1852); History of

the Ottoman Turks (1854-56); and Imperial
and Colonial Constitutions of the British Em-
pire (1872).

CRE'ATIN. See Kreatin.

CREATININ, kre-atl-nln. See Kbeatinin.

CREATION (Lat. creatio, from creare, to

create; connected with crescere, to grow, Gk.
K6pos, koros, youth, Goth, hairda, Ger. Herde,
Eng. herd, Olr. cam, heap. Arm. ser, species, Skt.

iardha, Ar. sarjda, species) , The. The act of the

Supreme Being in bringing the universe into exist-

ence, and specifically the account of the divine ac-

tivity contained in the Book of Genesis. According
to this account God created the 'heavens and the
earth' by successive acts throughout a period of

seven days. On the first day light was produced
and day and night divided ; on the second day
the firmament (q.v.) was created and the waters
separated ; on the third daj^ the dry land ap-

peared and plant life began; on the fourth day
the heavenlv luminaries were made; on the fiftifi

day aquatic life and birds appeared; on the
sixth day land animals and man were created;
and on the sevenlli day (Jod rest«'d from His work
and instituted the Sabbath. This narrative has
been regarded as veritable history, as a primi-
tive and crude attempt to construct a scientific

theory, as poetry, and as pure myth. It is sig-

nificant that at the present time attempts to
harmonize the narrative with the teachings of

science are not in favor even witli the more con-

servative, while the most radical critics recog-

nize its value as a medium for teaching moral
and religious truth. Acconling to the compila-
tory hypothesis of the origin of tlie Hexateuch,
Genesis contains two creation narratives. The
first, beginning with chap. i. and extending
through the first clause of chap. ii. 4, belongs
to the Priestly Writer and was written by him to

empliasize the importance of the Sabbath. The
other, chap. ii. 4b-7, is from Je (see Elohist
AND Yahwist), is given only partially, and is

not in all its details consistent with the account
of the Priestly Writer. Nevertheless, the narra-
tives may have a common source, and the dis-

crepancies be due to different workings-over
which they have imdergone l)efore reaching their

present form. In 1875 portions of a Babylonian
creation myth, previously known only in frag-

mentary quotations from Berosus
(
q.v. ) , were

found in cuneiform character among the material
brought from the palace of Asshurbanipal. and
were deciphered by George Smith. Since that

time other fragments have been discovered and
the myth is now quite well known. It has strik-

ing points of resemblance with the narrative of

Genesis, which have been explained by two hy-

potheses : ( 1 ) that both accounts are indepen-
dent developments of an original Semitic myth

;

and (2) that the Hebrew account is borrowed
from the Babylonian. If the latter hypothesis is

correct, the borrowing may have taken place at

any one of several perio<ls when relations between
the Babylonians and Israel were specially close.

It may be that the Hebrews first learned the

story on their entrance into Palestine, since the

Tell-el-Amarna tablets have proven that Baby-
lonian influence prevailed there as early as B.C.

1500. Traces of Phoenician, Egv'ptian, and Per-

sian influence have also l>een found by some
scholars, and there are undeniable resemblances

to cosmogonies of other peoples, even the more
primitive, for it should be noted that the differ-

ences are marked, even where comparison is

made with the Babylonian accoimt. Consult
the commentaries on Genesis (see Genesis, Book
of) ; Jensen, Die Kosmoloffie der Babylonier
(Strassburg, 1890) ; Gunkel, Schopfung und
Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit (G(»ttingen, 1895) ;

Smith, The Chaldean Account of Genesis (New
York, 1876).

CREATION, The. ( 1 ) A philosophical poem
by Sir Richard Blackmore (1712), which was
highly commended by Addison and Johnson. (2)

A celebrated oratorio by Haydn, first produced
in Vienna in 1798.

CREATIONISM. A term recently applied

to the theor\' of the origin of man which is

opposed to evolutionism. (See Anthropology;
Evolution.) As a theological term, it has long

been in use to designate the theory of the origin

of man's soul by the special creative act of God
in the case of each individual. It is opposed to

'traducianism,' which is the theory that the soul
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of the individual is derived by peneration from
the souls of his parents as truly as is his body.

It is to be distinctly affirmed that the Scriptures

give no decision upon this question. Creation-

ists have sometimes quoted the account of the

creation in Genesis ii. as favoring their view.

But at most that would declare the mode of the

original creation of the soul, not the method of

its subsequent individual appearance in the

world. The l)ody, which is derived from that of

the parents, is no less a creature of God than the

soul, though this originates by special creation.

Again, creationism is sometimes said to be alone

consistent with the immateriality of the soul,

since this does not admit of its composition or

its division into parts and consequently of its

derivation from other souls, which must be by
the division of these souls. But it is now known
that bodies, even, are not derived from those of

their parents in such a way as to give much
point to this argument. The developing body
builds itself in accordance with the law of hered-

ity. It is indisputable that mental traits are

inherited, so that, as a matter of fact, the souls

of children are built upon the pattern of their

parents. If this is traducianism for the body, it

is the same for the soul. Theories of original sin

have also been brought to bear upon this subject,

and it has }^een said that if Christ derived His

soul by traduction from Mary, then He acquired

also the taint of original sin, and so could not be

sinless. Hence His soul nuist have been a new
creation. But this argument presupposes for

ordinary men a derivation of original sin, and
so a traducian origin. The drift of modern
thinking is in favor of traducianism, because it

emphasizes as never before the law of heredity.

With the body is inseparably associated life, and
with life the soul, since all living forms mani-

fest some of the qualities of the soul. In respect

to both body and soul there are laws of inherit-

ance, which are none the less real because they

are verj' intricate and obscure. Although the soul

is immaterial and hence indivisible, it has a struc-

ture, a plan, an organization. It is this that is

repeated in following generations. There is, of

course, no division of the soul that some parti-

cles of it may make the soul of the child, or con-

tribute to tliis. Modern traducianism is there-

fore simply this, that the soul as well as the

body of a' human individual is formed by the

indivisible working of its own immanent powers

under the law of heredity upon the pattern of

its race, specially embodied in its own parents.

Many theologians, however, perhaps with the

highest wisdom, still refrain from adopting

either theory, but emphasize the mystery envel-

oping the whole subject of life, and say with

Augustine, "When I wrote my former book I did

not know how the soul derives its being, and I

do not know now." SeeTraducianism; Original
Si.x.

CB^BILLON, kr&'b^'yON', Claide Prosper
Joi.voT DE ( 1707-77). A noted French story-teller

and wit. He was born in Paris. February 14,

1707. the son of the dramatist Prosper Jolyot

Cn'billon. Except for a five years' exile for po-

litical and theological allusions in his novels,

especially concerning the Papal bull Utiigmitus,

which led also to a brief imprisonment in the Bas-

tille, he passed his life in Paris. Though he occu-

pied at one time the Office of literary censor, his

fiction is a byword for its licentious suggestive-

ness. It shows a graceful talent, however. His
best known tales are U^cutnoire ou Tanzai et

Scadame (1734), followed in 1736 by the notori-

ous Lea dgarementa du caeur ct de Tesprtt, and in

1745 by Le sopha, than which it has not been pos-

sible to descend further in the refinements of im-

morality: not a gross word and not a decent
thought. The conversation is witty, the manners
refined after their kind. This smirking volup-

tuousness is only the completest literary expres-

sion of the spirit of the time, that was sapping
the foundation of national strength and character
and preparing the way for the Revolution. He
died in Paris, April 12, 1777.

CBlilBIIiLON, Prosper Jolyot de (1674-

1762). A noted French tragic poet, born in

Dijon, January 13, 1674. He abandoned the

law for the stage on the success of Idomin^e
(1705), and with Atrce ct Thyeste (1707) took
first rank among the tragic poets of his time.

Among the more noteworthy of his subsequent
tragedies are Electre (1708); Rhadamiste et

Zcnobie (1711), his best work; Pyrrhus (1726) ;

and Catiline (1748). Crebillon became an Acad-
emician in 1731 and held several minor public

offices, among them that of stage censor. Later
he became indigent, but died in comfort through
the profits of an edition of his Works (1750),
made at the royal order and charge. He died in

Paris, June 17, 1762. Crebillon suffered, as did

his fame, from the envy and enmity of Voltaire,

himself a tragic poet of greater polish, though
less rugged power. He is apt to mistake the hor-

rible for the grandiose, and inflation for energy
in diction, as did Comeille, whom among French
dramatists he most resembles both in his quali-

ties and his defects. Crebillon's Works have
been often edited, best perhaps by Didot (1812).
There is a Life by the Abb6 de la Porte, and a dis-

criminating critical essay on Cr^billon's place in

the development of French drama in Bruneti&re's

Epoques du theatre frant^ais. See also Dutrait,

Etude sur Crebillon (1895).

CBlfcCHE, krfish (Fr., manger, crib.) A pub-

lic nursery where children can be left by their

mothers and cared for while the mothers are at

work. The children are fed, provided for, and
instructed according to their capacity, for a
merely nominal fee. Day nurseries in American
cities perform similar services, usually free of

charge.

CBECY, krft's*'. A small town of France,

in the Department of Somme, on the Maye,
about 12 miles north of Abbeville (Map: France,

HI). It is celebrated as the scene of a brilliant

victory gained August 26, 1346, by Edward III.,

with 35,000 English soldiers, over a French army
amounting to about 75.000 men imder the com-
mand of Philip VI. In this great battle vast

numbers of the French nobility perished as well

as King John of Bohemia and eleven other

princes, who were fighting on the side of France.

Altogether about 30.000 of the French army fell.

At Cn'cy the Black Prince greatly distinguished

himself and gaine<l his spurs; and the crest of

the slain Bohemian King, consisting of three

ostrich-feathers, with the motto Ich dien ('I

serve'), was adopted by him in memory of the

victory, and still continues to be borne by the

Prince of Wales.

CBEDE, krA-dn'. Karl Siegmi'nd Franz
(1819-92). A German gjTiecologist, bom in
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Berlin. lit* studied medicine in Berlin and in

Heidelber;,', nnd in 1852 was made director of

the School of Midwifery nnd of the obstetric dc-

l)artment of the Charilo in Berlin. Four years

later he was made professor of obstetrics and
director of the lyin;r-in hospital in Leipzif^. His
published works include the followin;»: Klinische

\ortriig>- iibcr dcburtshilfe (18r>3-r)4) ; Die Ver-

hutting der Augcnentziindung der Neugeborencn
(1884); Gcsundr nnd Iranke Wochnerinncn
(1880); Lehrbiich der IJebavimen (flth ed.. re-

A'ised by Leopold and Zweifel. Leipzig, 1897).

From 1853 to 186!) he was co-e<litor of the Mon-
atsschrift fur Oeburti^lciinde, and, for many years,

of the Archiv fiir Gyndkologie.

CRE'DENCE (It. crcdcnza, belief, cupboard,
ML. crcdentin, from Lat. credere, to believe). A
side-table, buffet, or sideboard, on which dishes

were placed or kept before meals; a cupboard
in which stores or household gear were kept.

Also, in the ecclesiastical terminology of the

Roman Catholic and Episcopalian churches, a
small table or shelf near the altar or communion
table on which the bread and wine are laid be-

fore being consecrated ; in the Greek Church it

is called the trapeza prothrsis. The Oxford
movement was largely responsible for its rees-

tablishnient in the Epi-scopal churches of Great
Britain and America.

CREDI, kr^'d^', Lorenzo 1)1 (1459-1537). An
Italian painter, born in Florence. He was a
pupil of Andrea Verocchio, the master of Da
Vinci and Perugino. His style was at first

severe, like that of Verocchio, but in later life

his manner became softer. He executed his

work with great care—in fact, he paid almo.st

too much attention to detail. Throughout his

life he was influenced by the quality of Da
Vinci's art. Their pictures have been mistaken
for each other, and the charm of Lorenzo is of

the subtle, intangible kind that made Da Vinci

the master that he was. His favorite subject

was the Madonna and Child, surrounded by
angels, shepherds, or the worshiping kings. A
beautiful example, the "Adoration of the Shep-

herds," is in the Accademia delle Belle Arti in

Florence. Another equally fine is in the Louvre,
and still another in the National Gallery, in

Tjondon. In the Uffizi Gallery, Florence, there

are some fine portraits by him.

CREDIT (Fr. credit, from Lat. creditum, a
loan, neut. p.p. of credere, to trust). In politi-

cal economy this term indicates broadly the con-

fidence which is reposed in the ability and pur-

pose of men to meet future obligations. It is

defined by J. S. Mill as permission to use an-

other's capital., and by H. D. MacLeod as 'a

right of action.' While it rests etymologically
wpon trust in human nature, the term embraces
many operations in which this plays a small
part, in which by the establishment of claims to

portions of the debtor's estate the creditor as-

sures himself of the repayment. A familiar
illustration of such transactions are the loans of

bankers upon collateral security.

From an objective point of view, the essence

of a credit transaction is that on one side the
transfer of goods or money is immediate, on the

other that the return is deferred. Personal
credit restins solelv upon the good faith of the
creditor is the earliest form in which credit ap-

pears, and is still widely prevalent, as in the

l>ook accounts of retail merchants. But in the
larger transactions of conunerce credit could not
have gained its prominent place without the in-

tervention of instruments of credit. These assume
various forms, notes, drafts, mortgages, bonds,
etc.; but all have a common purpose—to insure
the transferability of the claim against the
debtor. Without them the lender—for whatever
fonn the credit may a.ssume it is always in the
nature of a loan—must await the pleasure of
the debtor or the termination of the contract
l)efore he can enter into possession of his own.
With these instnunents of credit he practically
has control of his capital whenever he desires to

use it. By transferring his claim to others he
can secure his capital at any time.

Credit rests ultimately upon the fact that
many persons possess wealth who have no pres-

ent use for it and are willing that it should be
employed by others. If circumstances arise, as
in times of panic, when each seeks to secure for

himself the actual possession of his wealth, then
credit cannot be obtained, and those whose trans-

actions require it must either pay exorbitant
prices for it or be crushed out. This explanation
of credit will serve to indicate the important
function which banks play in the world of busi-

ness. They are reservoirs of credit. In them
are gathered claims upon the unemployed wealth
of the community, and through them this wealth
is directed by loans into channels of usefulness.

It is brought together in small and large quan-
tities from all classes of persons who do not
immediately need it, and who are vmable or un-
willing to loan it directly. From the point of

view of individuals credit is frequently spoken
of as capital, because, like capital, it increases

their productive power. But credit from a na-

tional point of view is only to be regarded as

capital in so far as it diminishes the amount of

wealth which would otherwise lie idle, and in-

creases that which is devoted to productive pur-
poses. An effective organization of credit does
not produce wealth, but draws out wealth, and
enhances its usefulness. Hence a nation in

which credit, as in Anglo-Saxon comnnmities, is

highly organized, will have a higher productive
capacity than one in which a primitive organiza-

tion prevails. Credit is not without its dangers,

and when the credit organization is out of joint

the results are disastrous. This is the price of

progress. As the disasters to a railroad express

train are more severe than those which overtake
the lumbering wagons whicii preceded it, so the

commercial disasters of a highly organized na-

tion with a broad development of credit are more
serious than those of less advanced peoples. The
remedy is not to go back to the wagons, but to

apply every device to insure the safety of the

modern vehicle. For a clear analysis of credit,

consult: MacLeod, Theory of Credit (London,
1889-91) ; Dunbar, Chapters in the History and
Theory of Banking (New York, 1892) ; Report

of Comptroller of the Currency, 1896. See

Banks; Crisis, Ecoxomic.

CREDIT, Letter of. This term is applied
in general to commercial instruments, usually in

the form of a letter in which one party addresses
a second, requesting him to pay certain sums of

money to a third. It is in effect a draft, except
that the amount to be paid is stated, not abso-

lutely, but as a maximum not to be exceeded.

It presupposes that arrangements exist by which
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the party who sends the letter shall reimburse
him who makes tho payment. Such letters of

credit may be drawn on one or on several par-

ties, being in the latter case sometimes called

'circular letters of crtnlit.' They are much used
by travelers, and the leading houses issuing them
have correspondents in all parts of the world.

Those who issue them are generally so well

known to the banking fraternity that any
banker, ^^hctller a correspondent or not, will,

upon proper identilication, make payment on the

letter. When the letter is issued, the person to

whom it is given either pays outright the amount
named in the letter, or furnishes acceptable

security that the maker shall be reimbursed for

the drafts upon him.
The alternative for the letter of credit is the

travelers' note. This differs from the letter in

being issued in coupons, sometimes expressed on
the face of the coupons for the currencies of

other countries. Such travelers' notes were for-

«ierely issued extensively by the Cheque Bank of

London, but the business in the I'nited States

has recently passed largely into the hands of

the express companies. Such travelers' notes are
sonietiuies designated circular notes.

CRE'DIT FONCIER, kra'dt^' ffix'syft' (Fr.,

landed credit). The French name for a method
of borrowing money on the security of landed
property which is widely practiced in France
and other Continental countries. • The borrower
takes a loan, in return for which he contracts to

make certain annual payments, which are so ad-

justed as to make provision for the interest and
for the gradual extinction of the principal, which
is fully paid when the term of the contract has
been concluded. These contracts are generally

made with companies organized for the purpose
of loaning their capital in this fashion. Another
variety of this form of credit is found in the

Pfandbrief institute of the large landowners of

Germany. Loans are made in the same way, but
in return for the debt the borrower receives the
securities of the association. He does not actu-

ally contract a debt until he sells these securi-

ties, which he may do in whole or in part.

CREDIT MOBILIER, krft'de' m6'b6'y&'. A
veil-known financial institution of France. On
November 18, 1852, the French Government sanc-

tioned the statutes of a new bank under the name
of the Society Gt'nerale du Credit Mobilier, with

a capital of fiO.000.000 francs. The name was
intended as a contrast to the Societes du Cr<«dit

Foncier, which are of the nature of land banks,

and advance money on the security of real or

immovable property, while the Credit Mobilier

proposed to give similar aid to the owners of

movable property. The declared object of the

new bank was especially to promote industrial

enterprises of all kinds, such as the construction

of railways and the opening of mines, by placing

loans and handling stock. Various privileges

were conferred upon it under its charter; among
others it was allowed to acquire shares in public

companies, and to pay calls made upon it in

respect of such shares by its own notes or obliga-

tions; also to sell or give in security all shares

thus ac(juired. The operations of the society

were conducted upon a very extensive scale. In

1854 it subscribed largely to the Government
war loan, raised during the Crimean campaign,
to the Grancl Central T^ailway Company, to

the General Omnibus Company of Paris, and to

Vol. V.-27.

various other important undertakings. The divi-

dend declared for 1854 was 12 per cent. In 1855
it loaned two sums to the Government—the one
of 250,000,000 and the other of 375,000,000 francs.

Its operations were vast during this year, and the
net dividend declared amounted to 40 per cent.

The directors then proposed to avail themselves
of their privilege of issuing their own obligations,

and thought to issue two kinds of notes—the one
at short dates, the other at long dates, and re-

deemable by installments. The proposed issue

was to amount to 240,000,000 francs; but the
public became alarmed at the prospect of so

vast an issue of paper money, aipd in March, 1856,
the French Government deemed it necessary to

prohibit the carrying out of the proposed scheme.
This was a severe blow to the institution. In
1856 its dividends did not exceed 22 per cent.;

in 1857 they were only 5 per cent. Several
attempts to resuscitate its credit failed, and
finally, in November, 1871, it was reorganized
and put under a new board of management. In

1877 its assets were 77.000.000 francs, but its

shares, the par value of which was 500 francs,

sold for 200 francs only. In 1878-79 the capital
was first reduced to 32.000.000 francs, and then
raised to 40,000,000. In 1884 it was a second
time reduced to 30,000,000 francs, but the
company never regained its lost ground. The
CrMit ^lobilier was undoubtedly useful in devel-

oping the industrial power of France, but its

operations were hazardous, and had they not
l>een checked in time, they would in all proba-
bility have ended in disaster. See Credit Mobi-
LiEK OF America.

CRISdIT MOBILIER OF AMERICA. A
joint-stock company, whose alleged corrupt opera-
tions in connection with the building of the Union
Pacific Railroad gave rise, in 1872-73. to the

greatest Congressional scandal in American his-

tory. The company was chartered as the 'Penn-
sylvania Fiscal Agency,' in 1859, was organized
for a general loan and contract business in 1863,

and was reorganized under the above name in

1807, for the purpose of building the Union Pa-
cific. This work, completed in 1869, was paid for

largely in stock and bonds of the L'nion Pacific,

so that the stockholders of the two companies
soon came to \ye identical. The* Mobilier stock,

at first almost worthless, soon began to pay
enormous dividends; suspicions were aroused;
and in the Presidential campaign of 1872 the
company was charged with gross dishonesty, and
many prominent Republicans, including the Vice-

President, the Speaker of the House, three
Senators, and a number of well-known Repre-
sentatives, were freely accuse<l by the Democratic
press of having been bril)ed in 1867-71 to u-e their

influence and votes in favor of the Union Pacific,

the allegetl bribes having consisted of the sale of

Mobilier stock to the accused at prices Inflow its

actual value. A prolonged investigation, con-

ducted in 1872-73 by special committees in both
the Senate and the House, resulted in a recom-
mendation of the expulsion of one Senator, upon
which, however, no action was taken, and the
censiire of two Renresentatives. Oakes .\nies, of

Mass.achusetts. and .Tames Rrooks. of New York,
respectivelv for having sold Cr<''<lit Mobilier stock
to menil)ers of Conirress 'with intent to influence

the votes of stich members.' and for having, in-

directly, received such stock. The scandal caused
intense' excitement throughout the country, and
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the Mol)iii«'r Company iiift with uIiiiohI uiiiversnl

execrulioii; hut wuhsequeiit inveBtigation haa

shown that the charges wore greatly exaggerated,

and were at leant never conclusively proved.

Consult: Crawford, The Cridit Mobilicr of

America, Uh Origin and History (Boston, 1880) ;

and Hazard, The CrMit MoUilier of Ameriea
(Providt-nce, 1881 ), the latter being a paper read

before the Rhode Island Historical Society in

February, 1881.

CREDITON, or KIRKTON. A market-
town of Devonsliire, Kngland, on the Creedy, a
tributary of the Exc, eight miles northwest of

Exeter (Map: England, CO). It lies in a narrow
vale between two steep hills. Its chief industry

is the manufacture of boot.< and shoes, but it

has also chemical manufactures. Crediton was
the birtiiplace of the Anglo-Sa.xon Winfred, or

Saint IJonilace. It was the seat of the bishopric

of Devonshire until 1050, when the see was re-

moved to Exeter. Population in 1891, 4359; in

1901. -Mr.A.

CREDITOR (Lat. creditor, one who trusts,

from credere, to trust). In its broadest sense,

any person in whose favor a legal obligation

exists, whether that obligation arises from the

mutual assent of the parties, as in the case of

contract (q.v.), or from a rule of law, as in the

case of a tort (q.v.). The term is ordinarily

applied, however, in legal usage only to him who
has voluntarily given credit to another.

A general (simple or unsecured) creditor is one
who has no lien (q.v.) on any property, and has
only a personal claim or right of action against

the debtor. If a lien on property has been given
to him by way of collateral security, mortgage.
or pledge, he is called a secured creditor. If

tne debtor or the law secures a priority to one
creditor, or to a class of creditors over others,

such favored ones are said to be preferred credi-

tors. In the absence of statutory provision to

the contrary, a debtor may pay one creditor in

preference to others, or he may make an assign-

ment for the benefit of creditors, and direct that
one or more shall be paid in full before anything
is paid to the others.

The common law gave, certain creditors a pri-

ority over others. For example, creditors of a
deceased jierson were to be paid out of his estate
in tlie following order: (1) those having claims
for funeral and probate expenses; (2) the State;

(3) judgment creditors; (4) landlords having
claims for rent, and bond creditors, that is, those
who held bonds or sealed contracts of the de-
ceased ; (5) creditors by simple contracts. This
order has been modified to some extent by statute
in the difTerent States, and such legislation must
be examined for detailed information on this
point. The insolvency statutes of some States
give a preference to the employees of an insolvent
debtor over other creditors. Under the United
States Bankruptcy Law (q.v.) of 1898, a pref-
erence given by the bankrupt to a creditor within
four months before the institution of bankruptcy
proceedings may be avoided by the trustee in
bankruptcy; but the act secures a preference to
workmen, clerks, or servants for wages earned
within three months before the commencement of
proceedings, not to exceed $300 to each claimant.
When a person obtains a judgment for money

against another, he is called a judgment creditor;
and if an execution is issued and levied, he be-
comes an execution creditor. See Contbact; Ab-

RE8T; Attachment; Dkutoh; Composition; etc.,

and consult the authorities there referred to.

CREDNER, krfld'ner, Kaki. Fuikduich Hein-
mcii (1809-70). A German geologist, bom at
Waltershausen (Sa.xe-Coburg-Gotha) . He stu-
died at the universities of FreilM-rg and G5t-
tingen, and in 1830 was appointed by the Ducal
Government warden of the mint. In 1839 he
bet;amc surveyor of mines, in 18.')0 mining coun-
cilor, and in 1854 State and mining c«mncilor.
He was in 1858 ap])ointed by tiie (iovernment of
Hanover superior mining councilor and report-
ing councilor to the Finance Ministry, in which
capacity he had under his supervision all the
Hanoverian mining works, including the impor-
tant ones of the llarz. From 1808 until his
death, he was mining privy councilor and di-

rector of mining in the Halle district. As a
scientist, he was known for his study of the
geology of those regions of Gennany connected
with his duties in the mining indu.stry. He dis-

covered a compound of oxides of copper and
manganese, called in his honor Crednerite, and
published some valuable treatises, including Ver-
such einer liildnngsgeschichte der geognostischen
\'erhaltnis><e des Thiiringer Waldes (1855), and
Ueber die Gliederung der oberen Jurafortnation
vnd die Wiilder - Bildung im nordicestlichen
DcutschUnid (1803).

CREDNER, Hermann (1841—). A German.
geologist, son -of the preceding, born at Gotha,
and educated at Clausthal. Breslau, and Gottin-
gen. He has made extensive geological investi-

gations in North and Central America (1804-

08), the results of which were published in the
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geolugischcn Gesell-

schaft, and the Neues Jnhrbuch fiir M ineralogie.

In 1870 he became professor of geologj' at the
University of Jjcipzig, and director of the Geo-
logical Commission for the Kingdom of Saxony.
In addition to a geological chart of the Kingdom
of Saxony (1877 et seq.), and numerous works
on the geological formations of that countrj', his
works include Elemente der Oeologie (8th ed.,

1897).

CREDULOITS, Justice, and Mrs. Bbidget.
In Sheridan's farce Saint Patrick's Day, an igno-

rant, good-natured couple. The wife is a person
of the Mrs. Malaprop type, and at times very
amusing.

CREE, kre (possibly a corruption of creek).

One of the largest and most important tribes of
Algonquian stock, living chiefly in the British
American territories of Manitoba. Assiniboia,

Saskatchewan, about Lake \\'innipeg and the Sas-

katchewan River. They are on friendly terms
with the Assiniboin, but until brought imder
Government control were constantly at war with
the Sioux and Blackfeet. They have numerous
bands, commonly grouped under two main di-

visions, viz. Plains and Wood Crees. Soon after

obtaining firearms from the traders, they began
a war of conquest against the weaker Athabascan
tribes, as far even as the Great Slave Lake and
the Rocky ^fountains, but afterwards retired to

their present position. In language and customs
they diflPer but little from the Ojibwa, to whom
they are closely related. They number now proba-

bly 10.000, on several reservations within the

territories mentioned.

CREECH, Thomas (1659-1700). An Eng-
lish translator. He was educated at Wadham
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College, Oxford, elected fellow of All JSaints Col-
lege in 1683, and was head master of Sherborne
School from 1694 to 1696. He afterward returned
to Oxford, and, in a state of melancholy, com-
mitted suicide. Creech was a man of solid learn-
ing. He translated Lucretius (1682); Horace
(1684) ; elegies of Ovid, two eclogues of Vergil,
some of Plutarch's Lives, Theocritus, thirteenth
satire of Juvenal, etc. The Lucretius was long
ranked by the side of Dryden's Vergil and Pope's
Homer.

,
CREECH, Wii I.IAM (1745-1815). A Scottish

publisher and author. He was bom in Edinburgh,
and in 1770 was the traveling companion of Lord
Kilmaurs, afterwards Earl of Glencaim, on the
tour of that nobleman through central and west-
em Europe. His publisher's shop in Edinburgh
was much frequented by men interested in liter-

ary pursuits, and his morning 'levees,' at which
he was accustomed to entertain the most distin-

guished authors of the Scottish capital, became
exceedingly popular. Among the works pub-
lished by him were those of Burns, Blair, Beattie,
Cullen, Mackenzie, and other notables of the
time. Burns's well-known poem Willie's Atca'
was addressed to him.

CREEDE. A city and county-seat of Mineral
County, Col., about 300 miles southwest of Den-
ver; on the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad
(Map: Colorado, D 3). It is in a narrow gulch
on Willow Creek, high up among the mountains,
and is engaged exclusively in mining, having a
number of highly productive silver-mines. Wagon
Wheel Cap, Hot Springs, and Antelope Springs
are of scenic interest, and make the region at-

tractive for tourists. Creede was founded in

1890 by N. C. Creede, who had established a min-
ing claim there the previous year. Numerous
successive strikes of amazingly rich silver depos-
its gave the city a wide reputation for a time.

It was nearly destroyed by fire in 1892, the year
of its incorporation. Population, in 1900, 958.

CREED^MOOR. A village on Long Island,
now included in New York City. 13 miles east
of the iMirough of ilanhattan (Map: Greater
New York. K 5). The rifle-range located here
was founded as a private enterprise by the
National Rifle Association, and was later ac-

quired by the State of New York. It is now
used by the National Guard for target practice.

CREEDS AND CONFESSIONS (AS. crtda,

OF., Fr., Prov., Port., Sp., It. credo, creed, from
Lat. credo, I believe, the first Avord of the Apos-
tles' and Nicene creeds). The names given to the

authorized expressions of the doctrine of the

Church at large, or of the several main sections

into which it is divided. Such statements of

doctrine sprang up naturally in the course of the

Church's progress. As the simple truths taught
by Christ in an informal and concrete form be-

came the subject of thouglit, of argument, of con-

troversy, they could not fail to receive a more
definite intcliectual expression, and to be drawn
out into more precise dogmatic statements. Men's
minds could not l)e exercised on subjects of such
vast importance to them without this result ; and
the great cree<ls, as they rise in succession before

us. and mark the climax of successive contro-

versial epochs in the Church, are nothing else

than the varying expressions of the Christian

consciousness and reason, in their efforts more
completely to realize, comprehend, and express

the originally simple elements of truth as they
are recorded in Scripture. The study of the
creeds would be nothing else than the study of
theology in its highest historical development

—

in its reflex settlements after the great agitations
of Christian thought had run their course.

Corresponding to this view, we find that the
creeds of Christendom grow in complexity, in elab-
orate analysis and precision of doctrinal statement,
as they succeed one another. The first are compara-
lively brief and simple in sense and form; the
last are prolix and largely didactic. From the
Apostles' Creed to the decrees of the Council of
Trent, or the chapters of the Westminster Con-
fession of Faith, there is a wide change, during
which the Christian c«msciousness has grown from
a childlike faith to a body of comprehensive criti-

cal opinions.

What has been called the Apostles' Creed has
Iwen referred by tradition to the Apostles them-
selves. The present text may be traced back
to about the year 500, but evidently dej>ends upon
a still earlier and simpler form. This earlier
form, which is called by scholars 'The Old Roman
Sj-mbol,' was in use in the Roman Church be-
tween the years 150 and 176, and was originally
written in Greek. According to McGiffert {The
Apostles' Creed, New York, 1902), it ran as fol-

lows: "I believe in God the Father Almighty and
in Christ Jesus His Son, who was bom of Marj-
the Virgin, was crucified under Pontius Pilate
and buried ; on the third day rose from the dead,
ascended into Heaven, sitteth on the right hand
of the Father, from whence He cometh to judge
the quick and the dead; and in the Holy Ghost,
and resurrection of the flesh." This shorter
Roman sj-mbol appears to be the root from which
the later-received Roman text sprang, as well as
the niunerous other texts which are found, with
various differences, greater or smaller, among
the other Churches of the Occident. The inter-

esting question as to its relation with the Oriental
texts throws light on its own origin. The dis-

tinction must at once be made between various
forms of confession used at baptism, and the
l)roper, much briefer, 'rule of faith,' or creed.
Oriental confessions display great variety of
form, and great freedom in the choice of matter.
The Eastern churches had no tradition, such as
was ])revalent at Rome, that the Apostles them-
selves composed the creed, and hence felt at
liberty to modify it as was convenient. Hence,
historical portions were replaced by dogmatic,
additions were made here and there, various
heresies were noted. All, therefore, became sub-
jective, reflective, dogmatic in character, though
in different degrees. Yet at the basis of all the
forms there lay a single original, which agreed
substantially with the shorter Roman text. The
two chief forms. Oriental and Occidental, are
twin forms, with unessential variations. Carry-
ing the investigation now still further back, by
the study of the forms of the baptismal confes-
sions found in Irennpus, Tertullian, Hippolytus,
and Cyprian, we find that the earliest creed must
have had all three of the members of the present
cree<l, must have been thought of as an enlarge-

ment of the command in Matthew (xxviii. 19)
to baptize all nations, and must have contained
the |H)rtions as to the 'Church.' the 'resurrec-

tion of the flesh,' the 'return to judgment,*
and the 'crucifixion under Pontius Pilate,* but
no anti-gnostic passages. We must put the date
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back, tluTcfore, to 175. But it must go still

earlier, Ix't-ausp of the lack of 'nmkcr of heaven

and eartli,' etc.. which were directed against the

lieresian-hs who l)<><ran to come to Rome as early

as HO. Hence, we must put the date at least

as early as about l.'!.'}. That the cnvd was
hrou;;ht to Home from the Orient is prohahle, hut

not capahh' of proof. Consult: Ilarnack, in Her-

zeg. Aposloliftrhes Stnnhnlum : also his (leschichte

tier altchristlichen lAttcrutur (Leipzij?. 1803).

The yirrnc, or rather the Niceno-Constaiitino-

politan creed, is the next jjreat expression of doc-

trinal truth that we meet in the history of the

<'hurch. It spraufr out of the conflict, wliich had
iK'gun even in the second ccnturj', as to the

dijrnity and character of (^hrist. From the bepin-

ninp. Ehionitism had looked upon Christ as

merely a Jewish teaclier of distinction ; Theodotus
and Artemon openly taupht such a doctrine in

Rome toward the close of the second century.

Others, on the contrary, taught a doctrine which
identified Christ with God absolutely in such a

manner as to destroy all distinction of persons

in the Godhead. Monardiianism, as it was called,

which held rigorously and formally to the unity

of God, was the ruling principle of both doctrines,

opposite as were the expressions it assumed in

the two cases.

The controversy thus begun in the second, per-

petuated itself in the third century, under various

mo<lifications. Paul of Samo.sata carried out the

Unitarian tendenc3% which reduced Christ to the

level of a mere man; Sabellius carried out the

same tendency in the opposite direction, which
made Christ not merely divine, of the same sub-

stance with the Father, but looked upon Him as

merely a manifestation of the Father, without

any distinct personality. Sal)ellianism recog-

nized a Trinity of manifestations, but not a

Trinity of essences. (lod was one and all-compre-

hending, and the Son and the Spirit were merely
names or expressions for the diflferent modes in

which He successively reveals Himself. Sabel-

lius flourished about the middle of the third cen-

tury, and Paul of Samosata somewhat later.

Arius, who was a presbyter of Alexandria, grew
up in the midst of these influences, and soon dis-

tinguished him.self in the Alexandrian Church by
his advocacy of the doctrine that Christ, although
in a true sense divine, or the Son of God, was yet

not the very God. He denied that He was 'of the

substance of God,' or 'without beginning' ; He was
only the highest created being, 'promoted' to

divinity, but not the same in substance with the

Father, nor equal with Him in power and glory.

Athanasius came forward as the opponent of

Arius, and the contest between them raged keen
and wide throughout the Church.

The Council of Nicjea was summoned in 325
by Constantine, with the view of settling this

controversy; and the Xicene Creed was the result.

There were thus three parties in the council—the
Athanasians, or extreme orthodox party; the
Eusebians, or middle party ; and the Arians, or
beretical party. The heretics were few in

number, and possessed but little influence ; but
the Eusebians were a strong party, and for some
time resisted certain expressions of the orthodox
or Athanasians, which seemed to them extreme
and unwarranted : but at length the Homoousians,
as they Avere called, carried the day; and Christ
was declared not merely to be of like substance

{homoiousioa) , but of the same substance (homo-
ousios) with the Father.

The creed was forme<l by extending the Apos-
tles' Creed to include the new definitions. The
essential parts arc: "And [1 believe] in <me Jxtrd

Jesus Christ, the (mly-l>egotten S<m of (Jod; be-

gotten of the Father iM'fore all worlds. Light of

IJght, very (J<k1 of very (io<l, begotten n«)t made,
consubstantial [of one substance, homoousios]
with the Father." The Council of Constantinople
(381) simply reaflirmed this creed. Later the
so-called Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed arose
by the incorporation of the Xicene Creed in the
baptismal confession of the Church at Jerusalem,
and was erroneously recognized by the Council of

Chalcedon as the creed of Constantinople. It

adds deflnitions as to the Holy Spirit. "Lord and
Giver of Life, proceeding from the Father [Latin
form adds "and the Son" (see Fimoqie) ], who
with the Father and Son together is worshiped
and glorified, who spake by the prophets." It also

a<Ids the word 'one' to the definitions of the Church
and of bapti.sm, putting the latter. "We confess
one baptism for remission of sins."

Tlie Christological controversies produced the
council and creed of Chalcedon in 451. (See
CiiRisTOLOGY. ) This creed pronounced in the

most decided and elaborate way for the full and
unchanged divinity and humanity of our Lord,

these two natures being comprised in the unity
of one person. It thus defined the elements of the

doctrine of the person of Christ, and became one
of the great doctrinal councils of Christian his-

tory, if not the greatest after Nice.

The next remarkable monument of doctrinal

truth in the Church is what is called the Athana-
fiian Creed, a product of the fifth century, much
later than Athanasius himself, but representing,

with great formal minuteness and fidelity, his

doctrine of the Trinity, as apprehended and elabo-

rated by the Western Church. See Athanasian
Crekd.

The Apostles', the Nicene,the Chalcedonian,and
the Athanasian may be said to form the great

Catholic creeds of the Church. After the lime of

the last-mentioned formula, there is no general

symbol of faith that claims our attention till the

period of the Reformation. Theology continued

to be cultivated during the Middle Ages, and
especially during the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies, with great assiduity. Scholasticism is

nothing else than the vast expression of the in-

tellectual labor bestowed upon this subject during

these ages, when scarcely any other subject can

be said to have engaged men's minds. It was
characteristic of scholasticism, however, to work
mainly upon the doctrinal data already adopted

and authorized by the Church, developing these

data in endless sentences and commentaries.

There wa:s, withal, no real freedom of inquiry,

nor life of speculation. But as soon as the eye

of free criticism and argvunent was turned upon
Scripture with the Reformation, new creeds

and confessions began to spring up. On the one

hand. Protestantism had to defend its position

and its scriptural authority by appeal to its

system of l)elief; and, on the other hand, the

Church of Rome, after many delays, gave forth

at the Council of Trent (1545-63) a more ex-

tended and detailed statement of its doctrine

than was to l)e found in any previous creed. The

decrees of Trent, with the additions made in
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1854 and 1870. arc the fixed authoritative sjtii-

bol or confession of faith of the Church of Rome.

Of the Protestant churches, the most notable

confessions of faith are the Lutheran; the Con-

tinental Calvinistic or Reformed; the Anglican,

or Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England

;

and the' Puritan, or Westminster Confession of

Faith.

The Lutherans call their standard books of

faith and dfsclpline Libri tiymbolici Ecclesi<e

Evanprlic(e. and reckon among them, besides

the three Catholic creeds, the Augsburg Confes-

sion, 1530 (q.v.). the Apology for that confes-

sion by Melanchthon, the articles of Smalkald

drawn'up by Luther, 1537, Luther's catechisms,

1529; and in some churches, the formula of

Concord, 1576, or the Book of Torgau.

Of the Continental Calvinistic or Reformed

churches, there are nimierous confessions, the

principal of which are: (1) The Helvetic Con-

fessions, that of Basel, 1530, and Bullinger's Ex-

positio Simplex, 1566; (2) The Tetrapolitan

Confession. 1531: (3) The Gallic Confession,

1.559; (4) The Palatine or Heidelberg Confession,

1575; (5) The Belgic Confession, 1559.

The Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of Eng-

land have been already described. (See Articles,

The Thirty-nine.) 'They were originally iorty-

two. and are supposed to have been chiefly com-

posed bv Cranmer. In 1571 they were revised

and approved bv Convocation and Parliament.

The Lambeth Articles. 1595. and the Irish Articles.

1615, became of great importance as affecting

essentially the contents of the next great creed,

the Westminster Confession of Faith. This was

the prwluct of the great Puritan agitation of the

seventeenth centurv. As soon as the Long Parlia-

ment assembled iii 1640, it set itself to consider

the question of the reformation of religion. It

carried resolution after resolution directed

against the existing government of the Church of

England ; and at length, on the 23d of November,

1641, it passed the famous remonstrance, in which

it proposed that, "in order the better to effect

the reformation in the Church, there should be a

general synod of grave, pious, learned, and judi-

cious divines, who should consider all things

necessarv for the peace and good government of

the Church." Out of this proposal sprang the

Westminster .\ssembly, although the Parliamen-

tary ordinance actually summoning the Assem-

bly was not issued' until a year and a

half later, viz., June 12, 1643. According

to this ordinance, the Assembly was to consist of

121 clerg\men, assisted t)y ten lords ajd twenty

commoners as lay assessors. Many of these

appointed members, however, never took their

seat in the .\ssembly. The bishops were prevented

from doing so bv a counter ordinance of the king.

Among the 'most notable divines who did

assemble were Burgess, Calamy, Gataker, and

Reynolds, and Gillespie, Henderson, Baillie, and

Samuel Rutherford, the commissioners from Scot-

land, of the Presbj'terian party: Goodwin, Xye,

and Burroughs, of the Independent party: and

Light foot and Coleman, with Selden. of the Eras-

tians. The Presbyterians greatly predominated,

and the acts of the Assembly boar throughout the

stamp of Calvinistic Presbyterianism. It began

its sittings in the autumn of 1643. and sat till

February 22. 1640, having lasted upward of five

years aiid a half. During this period it had met
*1163 times.

The most important labors which it achieved

were the director}- of public worship and the Con-

fession of Faith.' This later document was com-

pleted in the third year of its existence (1646),

and laid before Parliament in the same year. It

was approved by the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland in 1647, and again in 1690.

on the renewed establishment of Presbyterianism

after the revolution.

The Confession of Faith is the latest of the

great Protestant creeds, and the creed of the

Presbyterian churches throughout the world. It

is also one of the most elaborate of all creeds.

It extends to thirty-three chapters, beginning

with Holy Scripture, and ending with The Last

Judgment. Of its thirty-three chapters, twenty-

one may be said to be distinctly doctrinal—the

first nineteen and the last two. The others con-

cern such subjects as Christian Liberty, Religious

Worship, Oaths and Votes, the CiriZ Magistrate,

the Church, the Sacraments, Synods and Councils.

Tiie tone of the doctrinal chapters is that of

the later and formal Calvinism which spread from

Holland among the English Puritans. The ecclesi-

astical spirit is Puritan-Presbyterian. "God
alone" is declared to be "Lord of the conscience";

yet the "publishing of opinions contrary to the

light of nature, or to the known principles of

Christianity," is at the same time declared to be

matter of censure by the Cnurch, and of punish-

ment by the civil magistrate. In composition,

the Confession is an able and comprehensive sum-

mary of theological truth, showing great logical

skill in the deduction of particular doctrines

from certain main principles. The third chapter.

Of God's Eternal Decree, may be said to be the

key-note from which its most characteristic

doctrines follow in immediate sequence and har-

mony. It is not only a remarkable monument
of Christian learning, but the most representative

expression of a great spiritual movement which

has deeply tinged the national thought of Great

Britain, and modified the course of its history.

See Covenants.
The work of forming creeds did not, however,

cease with Westminster, but many creeds of less

importance have been produced since, and will

continue to be produced in consequence of the

changing conditions in which the Church labors.

Thus, the great Methodist revival in the t»igh-

teenth century led to a revision of the Articles

of the Church'of England for the use of the newly

arisen body; the Unitarian controversy in New
England at the beginning of the nineteenth, to

the^ formation of many more or less elaborate

Church and Seminary ' creeds. The Congrega-

tional ists of America put forth a new creed in

1883, the Presbyterians of England one in 1900,

and the Northern Presbyterian Church of the

United States in the General Assembly of 1902

adopted the revision of certain articles of the

Confession of Faith and a declarative statement

of sixteen articles, which was substantially a new

creed. The best work on the subject is: Schaff,

Creeds of Christendom (New York, 1877-78), his-

tory and texts.

CREEK CHUB. The homed dace. See Dace.

CREEKS (so called from the numerous creeks

running through their land), or Miscogee.

mrts-kr/j^ (Algonquin tnaskoki. creeks). An
Indian confederacy, formerly holding the greater

portions of Alabama and (Jeorgia. and second in

importance among the (;ulf trpM^s only to the
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Cherokee. The ruling; tribe was the Musooj^ee,

whcist' hii)<;uH;!c wim the eourt lan^itia^e, iK'niiles

which there were the Alahuinu, Ilichitee, Kou-suti,

and others uf the same Muskhugeun .stock, with
the Uehee and Natchez (q.v), and a considerable

incorporated band of Sliawano. The Seminole of

nori<la were an olTshoot from the Muscogee con-

federacy. They were agricultural, but warlike,
living in villages of log houses, plasten»d on the
outside with clay, and arranged in a rectangle

about a central space rcservc<l for public cere-

monies, chief of which was the annual 'bu.sk,' or
gre«'n-eom dance. In the Colonial wars, and dur-
ing the Revolution, they generally adhered to the
Knglish side. They made a treaty of peace with
the United States in 1700, but in 1813, instigated
by the Knglish, again t«M)k up arms against the
Americans, beginning hostilities by the terrible

massacre of Fort Mima. They were completely
crushed by (Jeneral .Jackson in a brief but bloody
campaign, in three battles in which they lost

respectively 200, 300, and 800 warriors 'killed.

Utterly broken, the Creeks were compelled
to .sue for peace, which was granted only on sub-
ntissi(m to a jK'remptory 'demand' for the sur-

render of more than half their ancient territory.

Other cessions quickly followed, until in 1832
they .sold all their remaining territory and agreed
to remove beyond the Mississippi to their present
habitat in the Indian Territorj'. Like,the other
Southern trilx>s, they were divided in sentiment
during the Civil War, and suffered severely in

that struggle. U'nder the name of the 'Creek
Nation' they conduct an autonomous govern-
ment, similar in form to that of the Cherokees
(q.v.). The nation numbers 16,000 citizens, of
whom about two-thirds are of pure or mixed
Creek blood.

CREEL'MAN, James (1859—). An Ameri-
can editor and newspaper correspondent, born in

Montreal, Canada. He was first as.sociated with
the New York Herald (1877), and eventually
became editor of its London and Paris editions.

During the war l)etween China and Japan, he was
correspondent for the New York World, and in

the Turco-Greek War did similar work for the
New York Journal, which paper he also repre-
sented at Santiago during the Spanish-American
War, where his gallant conduct met with wide
and well-deserved recognition. He was a volun-
tary aide on General Lawton's staff during the
Philippine insurrection. His publications in-

clude: On the Great Hiqhway : Wanderings and
Adventures of a imperial Correspondent (1901),
and Eagle Blood (1902).

CREEP (from creep, AS. creopan, Icel. krja-
pa, OIK!, rhrioehan, Ger. kriechen, to creep).
A miner's term for the depression wliich takes
place in underground workings from the removal
of beds of coal or ore. Masses of the coal-seam,
like huge pillars, are left by the miners for the
support of the superincumbent strata; the pres-
sure, however, of these beds is so great that, in
course of time, the roof gradually sinks, or, as is

more frequently the case, because of the roof con-
sisting of hard rock, the softer shale pavement
rises up. until the inten-ening spaces between
the pillars, left by the removal of the coal, are
filled up. A consequent depression takes place in
the beds above, as also an alteration of the sur-
face level. But this, being so gradual, is seldom
noticed, except when it is made evident from the

accumulation of surface-water, or in districts
where railways pass over the coalfields. The
term is also used in geology to desigmitc the
movement of uoil or rock outcroppings down a
slope.

CBEEPEB. A name very generally applied
to any bird, especially if of small size, which .seeks

it,s food by running or creeping about upon the
trunks of trees. It is more projK'rly applied to
the members of the family Certhiad'ie and espe-
cially of the genus Certhia. They have a slender,
arched, and pointed bill; a long', narrow, sharp-
pointed tongue, jagged near its tip; the tail
ratlier long, and the tips of the tail feathers firm
and pointed, extending beyond the webs. The tcct
are rather slender; the hinder toe ai)out as long
as the other toes. Of this conformation of fe<'L

and tail great use is nuuie in climbing trees, the
stitr feathers of the tail being employed for sup-
port. They display great agility in clamlK'ring,
often back down, about the branches, and probe
every cranny for hiding insects, or insect-eggs.
They make their nests in crevices in trees, old
woodpK'kers' holes, etc. Although the family is

large, it is doubtful if the genus contains more
than one true species, the common streaked-brown
creeper (Certhia familiaris) , a bird found in all

temperate parts of the Northern Hemisphere,
wherever wood abounds. In the United States
the word creeper is very generally used as a
part of the name of several warblers, as the pine-
creeper (Dendroica pinus) and the black-and-
white creeper ( Mniotilta varia). In Jamaica the
name is given to a small species (Cerihiola liaha-
mensis) , otherwise known as banana-bird, because
it frequents and nests in the banana-trees. Sec
HoNEY-CREErKK ; TrEE-CkEEPEK.

CHEEPING PLANTS. Plants whose stems
run close to the surface of the soil and root at in-

tervals. See Stems; Vegetable Propagation.

CBEESE, or CBEASE. See Kbis.

CREFELD, kra'fflt. See Kkefeld.

CREIGHTON, kra'ton, :Maxdell (1843-
1901). An Anglican prelate and historian. He
was bom at Carlisle, Northumberland, gradu-
ated from Merton College, Oxford, in 180(5, with
the highest honors, and continued there as tutor
until 1873. In 1870 he liecame deacon, in 1873
priest, and in 1875 assumed the college living at

Embleton in his native shire. He was appointed
rural dean of Alnwick in 1879, honorary canon
of Newcastle in 1882, and profes.sor of ecclesias-

tical history at Cambridge in 1884. In 1891 he
became Bishop of Peterborough and remained
there until 1897, when he was transferred to the
.«ee of London and was made a Privy Councilor.
He represented Emmanuel College, Cambridge,
at the celebration of the two hundred and fiftieth

anniversary of Harvard I'niversity (1886), and
in 1896 attended the coronation of Czar Nidiolas
II. as delegate of the Church of England. As
Bishop of London, which ofllice he retained until

his death. Dr. Creighton, although known as a
High Churchman, acted with signal skill and im-

partiality in the numerous delicate questions of

theological interpretation which confronted him.
Besides his History of the Papacy (5 vols.,

1882-94), which is an authority, his Age of Eliz-

abeth (1876) and Cardinal WoUry (1888) de-

serve especial mention. He was also the founder
and first editor of the English, Historical Revietc.
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CBEIIi, krft'y'. The capital of a canton and an
important railway junction in the Department of

Oise, France, on the Oise, 32 miles north of Paris

by rail. The parish church dates from the twelfth

century; the ruined twelfth-centurj' Transition
Church of Saint Evremont is situated on an is-

land in the river: and there are remains of a
royal castle of Charles V. Hardware, copper,

niachinerk*, and jxittery manufactures are its

chief industries, and it has an increasing river-

transit tratle. Population, in HK)!. 9125.

CBEIZENACH, kri'tsr-nilc, Tiieodob Adolf
(1818-77). A (Jerman poet and literary his-

torian. He was born in Mainz, the son of

Michael Creizenach, a famous Hebrew scholar,

studied at Giessen, Gottinjjen, and Heidelberg,

and was one of the founders of the Jew-
ish Reform Society in Frankfort-on-the-Main.

He embraced Christianity in 1854, and in 1863
was appointed professor at the Frankfort Gym-
Basium. He was a versatile writer, his poems.
Dichtutifjen (1839) and Gedichte '{\»5\) , being
distinguished by simplicity and an elegiac char-

acter. His publication of the correspondence be-

tween Goethe and Marianne von Willemer
(1878) is a valuable contribution to the litera-

ture on the gi-eat poet.

CBELIiE, krel'lp. August Leopold (1780-

1855). A self-educated German mathematician.
He was born at Eichwerder, near Wriezcn,
and was an architect by profession, but is chiefly

known as the foimder of the Journal fiir reine

und angeicandtc Mathematik (Berlin. 1826).
This journal has given expression to many of the

greatest mathematical developments of the nine-

teenth century. Abel's proof of the impossibility

of solving the general equation of the fifth degree
by algebraic methods ap|)eared in the first vol

ume. Steiner. 'the greatest geometrician since

the time of Euclid,' was a leading contributor,

and Milbius intrusted to it the publication of his

most important researches. Crelle wrote quite
extensively on algebra, trigonometrj', the theory
of numbers, the theory of functions, and various
subjects of mathematical physics. His chief

works are Versuch cincr allgemeinen Theorie
der analytischen Facultiiten (1825); Encyklo-
piidische Dnrstellung der Theorie der Zahlen
(1843); Sammlunfj mathematischer Bemerkun-
gen (1820-22) ; Elemente der Geometric und
ebenen und sphiirischen Trigonometrie .(\S2G-27).
He was also editor of the Journal der liaukunst.

CBELLINGEB, krallng-er. ArcrsTE (DuB-
ixg) ( 179.1- l.sr>.")) . A German actress, born in

Berlin. She made her first appearance at the
C^urt Theatre, lierlin. May 4, 1812, and subse-

quently became one of the most famous actresses

of her day. and frequently appeare<l as a star at

the leading tlieatres of Germany, as well as in

Saint Petersburg. Sappho, T..ady Macbeth. Iphi-

genia. Phiidra. and .Adelheid in dolz ron Berlirh-

ingen were xome of lier favorite rOles. She ex-

celled also in come<ly parts, and was distinguished
alike for her l)eauty. numerous histrionic ac-

complishments, and consummate artistic train-

ing.

CBEMA, krfi'mA. A city in the Province of

Cremona, north Haly, situate<l on the right

bank of the Serio. .33 miles (by the winding
railway) southeast of Milan (Map: Italy. D2).
The cathedral has a Romanesque fa<:ade. and
the Church of Santa Maria delle (irazie has inter-

esting frescoes. The circular Church of Santa
ilaria della Croce, built in 1490. has an octag-
onal interior adorned with paintings by Campi.
The chief products of the district are wine, fruit,

and cheese; lace, silk, and linen goods are manu-
factured. Crenia was founded by the Lombard-s
in the sixth century and suffered much during the
wars of the Guelphs and Ghibellines. It was
besieged, taken, and destroyed by Frederick Bar-
barossa in 1159-60. Population (commune), in

1881, 9111; in 1901, 9755.

CBEMATION OF THE DEAD (Lat. ere-

matie, from emnare, to burn: connected with
Goth, hauri, coal, Icel. hyrr, fire). The process
of disposing of the bodies of the dead by reduc-
ing them to ashes. Three methods of disposing
of the bodies of the human dead have prevailed
since the earliest times: simple exposure; burial
in the earth, in caves, or in artificial tombs; and
cremation. Among the factors which have de-

termined which of these methods should be
adopted by a nation or race have been physical
conditions, such as the character of the soil and
climate and the abundance or scarcity of fuel

;

sanitary considerations; and religious beliefs.

Only the most uncivilized tribes have practiced
simple exposure, depending on the elements and
the wild beasts to dispo.se of the bodies of their

dead. Such was the practice of the early Col-

chians, who, we are told, hung dead botlies on
the limbs of trees, while the Syrians abandoned
their dead to wild animals.

Disposal of the Dead Among the Axciewts
AND Among Uncivilized Tribes. Of the two
methods employed by civilized nations, crema-
tion and burial, the former is the one originally

prevalent among the Indo-European races. The
graves of North Europe, throughout the Bronze
Age, contain, not skeletons, but only urns for the

reception of fimeral ashes. The Egyptians, on
the other hand, embalmed their dead ; the Jews
laid them away in sepulchres; and the ancient
as well as the modern Chinese buried them in

the earth. The Chinese, influenced by religious

doctrine, now. as of old, insist on properly
placed graves in their own land, and for this rea-

son corpses are sent home from California. The}'

do not have cemeteries specially set apart for the

burial of the dead, but may bury them anywhere,
and the frequent occurrence of these hallowed
spots, which may not be desecrated, has proved
a serious obstacle to railway projects. The dry,

hot climate of Eg\'pt made the embalming proc-

ess possible, and the scarcity of fuel made it les<<

expensive than burning. The same natural cause,

lack of fiiel, may have led to the practice of

burial among the Jews and other tril>es. Among
the ancient Persians the l>odies of the dead were
exposed to the elements, as is the practice of

the motlern Parsis, or followers of Zoroaster. It

is, however, probable that in some instances,

especially in the case of kings, burial with a

coating of wax was allowed. Many of the early
.\merican Indians burned their dead and dis-

posed of their ashes in various ways, while the
ancient GnM»ks practiced lK)th cremation and
biirial, the former being intro<luced by the
Phrygians, and burial by the Egj-ptians. Among
the Romans, cremation was the general practice

during the latter days of the Republic and
through four centuries of the Empire. See
Burial for a description of burial practices of
ancient nations.
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'riioiu|iHiin \* \\iilnly known Ma Hm InMilnr of Hm oitHonMl for oriiliuiry i<Mana, it almiilil im uuuln

lirnaniil NuMnlioii In fnvor of nrnniHlliiii, In IM7i oi)lluMlur)' wimii ilnuHi Im ilim lo aiinli triui«iiilMl
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Iili* ,fi , , :- ,14 »i)Mill|ti)i», inplidu'rlo, wwr-liM,

(«>v > I fKVt'i, <iM<l liilicn iil'i'tU III I'tituii
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I' '

'
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ifM'lll"l(«ll<»M <tf IllllMlt'li* iIImI I'I'IiIIIiIHIm, IIiIIN till
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uTilt Oi« Itlll iiliiu itf I III' lite I lli«i'i«N lit
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I Itlll lid H l»lN' I Hull Ml llt'i' I'lttli

|.— ',.,„,,„, I - I' iry, HMII ), t'rtlU «l

tl'lll itlll III I llii* |tl> i»Ull)l'l'l lllltl |>t«illl«

mil Hull Hi lit till < j ; .11^ t'lt'iimi"! Ill Hitiiil,

Intuit), Mil,, ill iKlinmi tIM tnnK viu-

li'iit'i', lit Hiili'ltliti, In vii'w lit I III* I < iiMir

iUftt, liy |iiiiiMiii iir III III'! w 1*1', iIimI. Mil' iitniinUtM
<<» iihiiiiu |ii»iiritiii'i' iiMtiii'v H If M""iiiiiiit'ii'l"'l
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fill'
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Mlr/IUnii^ '/I- f'lnUA'HOM, Aumiiti tUn |t||li'lii'N|

MII'liltttlM itl wllit'll Un\fl' IW'I'II M{U'lll|lU't|
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iliii iiNii Iif I'iKtl ^iii« iiiiiii'il Willi iiiiiiii<i|ilit'iii' uir,

ii|i|illt'i| III II • ,vlliitllli III ii'liiil tif ii'fitii'liiiy t'lity,

oil llo lit I'lllloliiMi ill! i/i|«(ii|im |l|itl|l|i'|ai iif t'lllllllIlN

I itlll, 'Hii<
I

>i^ i'iiiii|ilt'it' ill iMti litiiirNi

illlit llin IInIi' I iiliiilll |ii'l' I'i'lil, ilf Hmi
vmifiUt lii'ftiii' I ii-itiiillttii, lliiiiiitHi iiNi'ti Ml) nil

liilIK fiillMit'K lit li'fliii'litiy liiii'Lt Willi nitlii lintirN

1(1 n'i(iiliili« liiii iliiMiMlilf lllltl II i'mnI. irtiii tltiiiiu
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lilt' diid (ji'lU'lilli'tl I'iM'ii (It'll Ity I fill dliiilli'iit, Mllil

ill IWtl luillM t'lirllttllinilliMll Wilt* t'tllll|lll'|i', 'I'llM

lii'iil U llii'ii I'lii^'il lllltl i'ttiit'i'iiiiiil*'il, itiiil III. IIm
I'litl lit ftiiir litiiiiN iliK ti|ii<i III itlll id tiv*ii'{ IMO
lititlllilN lit WiHIii, I'iMlilltf llliiilll (to I't'lllN, WMI»

liiiiiM'fl, III ili*< r*'Vi'iii(«iiiliii|{ fiiiiiiii'»i ii>»«'it liy

hir llmii'y 'riiiiiii|iiitiii, ii limly, \>i»iuUii>u i'(4

IIOIIIIiIn, will* M'tlllt'l'll III M lllilMlll'N III lllltllll i
llttlMliU lit lilllt' iIiImI, Till' lUUiillli) (/lltM't* wllil'll

Wt'lM lll|l|lllllllt'i|l,V |lltlt|llt'l't| t|l|lillt( llll> lllol liVM

iiiliiiili") lit t'tiiiiliiiNi itlll iiimtM'il lliitiiiuli II (liiti

lllltl II M't'tiiitl fiii'iiiit'ti, Hint wi'iK (inliii'ly I'lm

Niinii'il, In I III* tiitliniiiy Hii'in*'!!'* ri'^ti'iii'iiilivM

fMriiiit'** (i«flii|ili'i| liy lli't'iilin in (luiiiiiiny tor

t'lMiniilitiii, lllltl iiUii liy Hii' lli'ni'y 'riitiiii|i'itin)
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signed by tlu« lat«' Mr. llt'iiry Simon, former
president of tlu; .Manchester Cremation Society.

It consists of three interior chuniln-rs, the two
lower of wliich are surrounded by air-passages.

The lower chnnilwr contains a coke fire, and the
upper one is for the reception of the body. The
fire is lighte<l several hours before the apparatus
is to be used, and is supplied with air in the
usual way, so that by the time the apparatus is

to be used the air-passages are thoroughly heat-

ed. Most of llie direct air-sup|)ly is then cut off.

and the pnrliiilly consumed gas (carbonic o.\ide)

reached, it pass«'s noiselessly, hy means of invisi-
ble mechanical arrangements, througii curtainfl
into an intermediate chamber, and the curtain
falls behind the coffm as it enters the cremating
ehand)er. The charge for cremating the bodies
of residents within the city is one guinea; for
nonresidents it is three guineas. The cost of the
crematorium was about .$2.')00.

Biiu.KKiKAPiiY. A chapter on Cremation treat-
ing the subject from the sanitarj' and economic
standpoint is contained in Haker, Municipal En-
gineering and Sanitation (New York, 1901).

('KE11ATION8 PERFOBMKD IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES
(From Cobb's Quarter Century of Cremation In S^orth America)

CREMATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES

CITY
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C B E M E R, kra'uKT, August Hermann
( 1834— ) . A German Protestant theologian. He
was born at Unna, Westphalia, October 18, 1834;
studied at Halle and Tubingen, and since 1870
has been professor of systematic tlieology at
Greifswald. Two of his numerous publications
have been translated—his Biblisch-theologischea
Worterbuch der neutestamentlichen GriizUat
(18GU-t)7; 8th ed. 1895; Eng. trans., 1872, 3d
ed. 188G;, and Leber den Zustand nach dem
Tode (1883; 6th ed. 1901; Eng. trans. 1885).

CBEMER, Jacobus Jan ( 1827-80) . A Dutch
novelist, bom at Amheim. He studied painting
before devoting himself to literature. Especially
noteworthy are his rural tales in dialect, entitled

Betuicsche Xocellen ( 1856, and frequently reprint-

ed), all of which are strikingly original and true
to nature. His other works include: De Lelie

van 's Gravenhage (1851) ; Daniel Sils (1856) ;

Anna Rooze (1867) ; Dokter Helmond en zijn

vrouic (1870). Several of his novels have been
translated into German and other languages and
have become widely popular.

CBEMIETJX, kr&'mye', Isaac Adolphe(1796-
1880). A French statesman and philanthropist,
bom at Nimes, of Jewish parents, April 30, 1796.
He studied law, and was admitted to the bar at
Aix in 1817. About 1830 he went to Paris,
where he soon became famous as an advocate,
particularly in the defense of political prisoners.

He entered public life in 1842 as a Deputy from
Chinon. and se^^•ed till 1848, sitting always on
the Left. Under the Republic of 1848 he was
elected as Deputy to the Constituent Assembly
and the Legislative Assembly, and was one of the
first seven named by the Chamber on February 24
to form the Provisional Government, in which he
acted as Minister of Justice. On the night of
Louis Xapoleon's coup d'Mat (December 2, 1851)
Cr^mieux was arrested and thrown into the
prison of Mazas. He was soon released and vol-

untarily retired into private life until November,
1869, when he was elected a Deputy to the Corps
Lggislatif. On September 4, 1870. he was pro-
claimed a member of the Government of National
Defense, and the following day he was made Min-
ister of Justice. His name is connected with
many subsequent acts of legislation. He rendered
the famous decree which expelled from their seat

the infamous magistrates composing the 'mixed
commissions' under the Empire, whose judgments
had driven so many distinguished and gifted men
from the country. Another decree bearing his

name, the Decree Cr<Jmieux. naturalized in mass
30,000 of his coreligionists in Algeria. In 1871
he subscribed 100,000 francs toward the payment
of the war indemnity for the liberation of the
French territory' from the Germans. He appears
always as a man of the highest sense of honor.
In 1875 he was elected life Senator. He was one
of the founders of the Alliance Isra<^lite Univer-
selle (q.v.) and its president from 1863 to 1866
and from 1868 to 1880. He did much for the
Jewish race the world over. He died. February
10, 1880. at Passy. Consult: Jacquot, Les con-
temporains (Paris, 1867) ; Blanc, Histoire de
dixans ( Rrussels, 1846).

CREM'NITZ. See Kbemnitz.
CREMONA, krA-m<Vni\. The capital of the

province of the same name in North Italy, situ-

ated 60 miles southeast of Milan, in a fertile

plain on the left bank of the Po, below the Adda

and above the Oglio (Map: Italy, E 2). It has
broad but irregular streets and attractive public
squares, and a bridge 3100 feet long over the Po;
it is surrounded by old walls, and a partly cov-

ered canal passes through it. The twelfth-century
Romanesque Lombard cathedral has a rich main
facade and many frescoes by masters of the
Cremona School. From the Torrazzo (397 feet),

the highest clock-tower in Italy, is a view
of the entire course of the Po through Lombardy.
Others of the 44 (formerly 87) churches are the
richly decorated sixteenth-century San Pietro
al Po, the fourteenth-century Sant' Agostino e
Giacomo in Braida, with paintings by Perugino
and others, the sixteenth-century Santa Marghe-
rita, built and decorated by Giulio Campi, Sant'
Agata with four large fine frescoes, and in

a suburb San Sigismondo, with frescoes and
paintings by Cremonese masters. Also note-

worthy are the restored thirteenth-century city
hall and the thirteenth-century Palazzo de' Gon-
falioneri, and the Palazzo Reale, with natural-
history and other collections. A memorial tablet

marks the house where Antonio Stradivari (q.v.)

made his violins. Cremonese violin-makers who
preceded him were the two Amati and Guarneri.
Famous painters of Cremona were Boccaccio
Boccaccino, Melone, Bembo, the three Campis,
and Sofonisba d'Angussola, whose five sisters

also practiced the art. Cremona has a seminary,
a lyceum, a gymnasium, an industrial school, a
technical school, two theatres, a library of 35.000
volumes, and a chamber of commerce. The
town has an active trade by rail and water, mar-
kets grain, flax, cheese, etc., and manufactures
silk, cotton, and wool fabrics, machinery, and
earthenware. It is lighted by electricity and has
a telephone system. Cremona was colonized by
the Romans in B.C. 218 and grew to be an impor-
tant commercial centre. It was destroyed in

a.d. 70 by Vespasian, who afterwards encouraged
its rebuilding. It was laid waste by the Lom-
bards in 605. It again became important in the
tenth century. In the fourteenth century it

came into the possession of Milan. Population
(commune), in 1881, 31,788; in 1901, 37,693.
Consult Holder-Egger, "Die Annales Cremo-
nenses," Neues Archiv der Gesselschaft fur
ultere deutsche Geschichtskunde, vol. xx. (Han-
over, 1900).

CREMONA, LuiGi (1830—). An Italian

mathematician, born in Pavia. He participated
in the struggle for independence against Austria
in 1848-49, later studied at the University of
Pavia, obtained a mathematical professorship in

Bologna, and in 1873 became professor of higher
mathematics in the L'niversity of Rome and
director of the engineering school of the institu-

tion. His contributions to the study of projec-

tive geometry and of graphical statics are impor-
tant. He introtluced these subjects into the
curricula of Italian technical schools, whose or-

ganization he did much to improve. His pub-
lished works include: Introduzione adMna teoria

geometrica delle curve piane (1862) ; Le figure

reciproche nella atatica grafica (3d ed.. 1879) ;

and Klrmrnti di geometria projettira (1873).

CREMORNE (krp-mOm') GARDENS. A
famous resort in Ixindon, near Battersea Bridge,
closed in 1877.

CRENEL', or CRENELLE' (OF. crenel,

notch, embrasure, from ML. rrenellus, dim. of
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Lat. crctia, notch). Any embrasure or opening
in the walls of a fortified place; especially the

spaces between merlons (i\.y.) on a battleniented

para{)et, from which missiles could be dis-

charged. Hence it is sometimes used to desig-

nate a battlement. Crenellated is used of a
building supplied with crenelles. See Batti.e-

MENT.

CRE'NIC ACID (from Gk. Kpijvri, kren€,
fountain). One of the constituents of vegetable

mold, produced wherever leaves and other plant
matter are decaying, especially in peat-bogs and
marshes.

CRE'ODONTA (Neo-Lat., nom. pi. of Gk.
icpeag, Areas, flesh -f- oSoOf, odous, tooth). A
suborder of extinct mammals, ancestral to the
true carnivores, and hence sometimes called Car-
nivora Primigenia, and found fossil in the lower
Tertiary rocks. The creodonts comprise primi-
tive or synthetic types of animals that varv in

size from that of a weasel to that of a grizzly

bear, and that combine the characters of the
true carnivorous families in such manner as to

render determination of the taxonomic rank of

any particular species a matter of some difficulty.

The members of the suborder present resem-
blances to the bears, civets, and dogs among the

true carnivores ; the genus Patriofelis seems
prophetic of the Pinnipedia, or seals, and Me-
sonyx resembles the carnivorous marsupials of

Australia. The more primitive forms show char-

acters possessed also by the Insectivora, Tillodon-

tia, and Condylarthra. The oldest known mam-
mal skull—that of Triisodon from the lower
Puerco beds of the lowest Eocene of New Mexico
—is placed among the Creodonta. Creodont re-

mains are found in the lower Tertiary of Pata-
gonia, and these are of interest because they re-

semble the carnivorous marsupials of Australia
and New Zealand much more closely than do
the North American creodonts. The range of

the suborder in both North America and Europe
is from the base of the Eocene into the lower
Miocene. During Eocene time the creodonts
played that important role among land animals
which subsequently, during later Eocene and
Miocene time, was assumed by the true carni-

vores. Among the more interesting and impor-
tant genera are Arctocyon, Hyaenodon, Mesonyx,
Oxyacna, Patriofelis, Stylolophus.

BiBLiOGKAPiiY. Matthew, "A Revision of the
Puerco Fauna," Bulletin of the American Mu-
seum of Xatural History, vol. ix. (New York,
1897) ; id., "Additional Observations on the
Creodonta," Bulletin of the American Museum
of Natural History, vol. xiv. (New York, 1901) ;

Scott, "A Revision of the North American Creo-
donta," Journal of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia, vol. ix. (Philadelphia,
1887). See articles on Mesonyx; Oxy^na;
Hyaenodon; Patriofelis; Mammal; and for
illustration, see Plate of Patriofelis.

CREOLE (Fr. crdole, Sp. criollo ; probably a
negro corruption of Sp.*ertadi7Zo, criado, servant,
from criar, to create, rear). A name properly
used in the southern United States and in Latin
America to designate the pure-blooded descend-
ants of original French, Spanish, or Portuguese
stock. By English writers it has sometimes been
incorrectly supposed to mean a mestizo or
mulatto; but it cannot properly be applied to
any person of mixed race, non-Latin stock, or

European birth, neither is it used in speaking of
the Canadian French.

CREOLE CASE, Tiii:. An incident in Ameri-
can history, which caused some friction between
the governments of the United States and Great
Britain and was the occasion of an animated
debate between the pro-slavery and anti-slavery
elements in Congress. In 1841, 19 of the 135
slaves on board the American brig Creole re-

volted, while being transjjorted coastwise between
Hampton Roads and New (Orleans, and securing
control, after killing the captain and wounding
several others, directed the vessel to Nassau, New
Providence, where all those who liad not been
directly concerned in the revolt were immediately
liberated by the British authorities, the others
being held for trial on a charge of nuirder, in the
local courts. Daniel Webster, who was then Secre-
tary of State, demanded the return of the slaves,

on the ground that they were legally property and
were on American soil and under the jurisdiction
of the United States, so long as they were under
the American flag, even when on board a ship.

They were never returned, however, by the Brit-

ish Government. The incident caused J. R. Gid-
dings (q.v.) to oflTer a series of resolutions in the
House of Representatives, on March 21, 1842,
declaring that slavery could exist only by positive
law of the separate States ; that these States had
delegated no control over slavery to the Federal
Government, which alone had jurisdiction on the
high seas, and, therefore, that slaves on the high
seas became free, and the coastwise slave trade
was unconstitutional. The House passed a resolu-

tion of censure, and Giddings immediately re-

signed, but was triumphantly reelected. His
resolutions expressed the basis of one phase of

the constitutional anti-slavery agitation. They
are given in full in Giddings's History of the
Rebellion (New York, 1864). The statute of
^farch 2, 1807, regulating the coastwise slave
trade, is in 2 U. S. Statutes at Large 426. See
Slavery.

CREOLE STATE. Louisiana. See States,
Popular Names of.

CRE'OLIN (origin uncertain). An unofficial

dark-brown, sirupy liquid, of tarry odor, derived
from coal-tar. It is soluble in alcohol and forms
a milky fluid (an emulsion) with water. Diflfer-

ent specimens vary considerably in composition
and strength, and the careless use of the sub-

stance maj' cause poisoning. It is a good anti-

septic, particularly against organisms that bear
no spores, and is a powerful deodorizer. In
operative surgery, it has the disadvantage that
the milky character of the solution makes it diffi-

cult to see instruments placed in it.

CRE'ON (Lat., from Gk. Kpeuv, Kredn)

.

In the Greek legend, the son of Menoeceus, and
brother of Jocasta, wife of LaTus, King of Thebes.
After the death of LaTus he assumed the govern-
ment and offered the crown and .Jocasta to who-
soever could free the city from the Sphinx. (Edi-

pus (q.v.) accomplished the task, and thus
unconsciously became the husband of his own
mother. After his fall Creon once more assumed
the rule as guardian of the sons of (Edipus, Eteo-
cles, and Polynices (q.v.). After the death of
the brother"?, Creon again became king, and for-

bade the burial of Polynices and the Argives.
Antigone (q.v,), however, defied Creon and
buried her brother's body, whereupon Creon sen-
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tenced her to be buried alive. Creon's son Hse-
luon, the betrothed of Antigone, killed himself
on her body. This is substantially the story as
it appears in the plays of Sophocles. Other ver-

sions told how Creon saeriticed a son on the
walls of Thebes in order to avert the fall of the
city, and how later he gave his daughter Megara
to Heracles, who succeeded him on the throne
of Thebes.

CBE'OSOTE, or CBE'ASOTE (Gk. Kpeag,

kreas, tiesh + our^p, sotir, prcser\'er, from aui^eiv,

s6zein, to save). An oily liquid obtained by the
destructive distillation of wood, particularly that
of the beech (Fagus sylvatica Linnf, natural
order Cupuliferse). It is almost colorless when
freshly obtained, but gradually assumes a darker
color if exposed to the action of light. It has a
penetrating, smoky odor and a burning taste, and
is slightly heavier than water, in which it is

soluble only to a very limited extent. It mixes
readily with alcohol, ether, chloroform, and gla-

cial acetic acid. It is composed mainly of guai-
acol and cresol and has a high refractive power.
Creosote acts as an antiseptic and has been
used in the preservation of meat—whence its

name. At present it is largely used in the treat-

ment of tuberculosis with mixed infection. For
this purpose it may be administered in the form
of an emulsion with cod-liver oil and other sub-

stances ; or else a mixture of creosote with alcohol
and choloroform may be inhaled by the patient,

moderate doses of pure creosote being perfectly

harmless, and causing no disagreeable symptoms
whatever. Creosote was first prepared by Rei-

chenbach in 1832, and Bouchard and Pimbert
were the first to apply it to the treatment of

tuberculosis. It is also used in bronchitis with
profuse expectoration containing the Streptococ-
cus bacillus, and in fermentative dyspepsia,
diarrhoea, and dysentery. The creosote-oil used
for the preservation of timber is derived by the
fractional distillation of coal-tar, constituting
the fraction that distills over between 230° and
270° C. It is composed mainly of phenol (car-

bolic acid), cresol, naphthalene, and anthracene.
The 'creosote-plant' (Larroea Mexicana) pro-

duces a substance similar to Indian gum-lac and
having a strong creosote-like odor; hence the
name of the plant.

CREOSOTE-BUSH. See Ztgophtllace^.

CBEOSOTOL, kre'd-s6-t6l' (from creosote +
-ol ) , or Carbonate of Creosote. A pale-yellow

sirupy liquid similar to creosote, but having less

odor and taste. It ia used in tuberculosis and
is well borne by the stomach.

CB^QTJI, kri'k^, Charles, Marquis de

(1578-1G38). A French soldier. He was a
prominent officer under Henry IV., in 1622 was
appointed a marshal of France by Louis XIII.,

and fought with great bravery against Span-
iards and Huguenots. His military ability has
been highly spoken of by Saint-Simon and Vol-

taire. Consult Chorier, Histoirc du Mar^chal de

Cr^quji fic lilanchefort (Grenoble, 1683).

CBE^AB, JoHX (1827-89). An American
philanthropist, born in New York City. He was
a merchant in New York and from 1862 in Chi-

cago, where he became head of the firm of Crerar.

Adams & Co.. and an incorporator and one of the

directors of the Pullman Palace Car Company.
He contributed $2,500,000 as an endowment fund
for a library now known by his name, $100,000

for a statue of Abraham Lincoln, and bequeathed
$1,000,000 to charitable and religious organiza-
tions.

CBESAP'S WAB. See Dunmore's Wab.
CBESCEN^O ( It., increasing, pres. part, of

cresccre, from Lat. crescere, to grow). In music,
a gradual increase of the volume of sound, or
change from piano to forte and fortissimo. . It b
marked thus •«cC, or with the abbreviation cresc.
The even swell of an organ produces a most per-
fect crescendo.

CBESCENT (from Lat. crescens, pres. part. of
crescere, to grow). (I) A representation of the
half-moon with the horns turned upward, called
a crescent, is often used as an emblem of progress
and success. It is generally spoken of as 'the
arms' of the Turkish Empire; but is more prop-
erly the emblem of the empire and people. It

was, however, a Byzantine emblem before the
Turks assumed it on the capture of Constanti-
nople in 1453; and at the present day is fre-

quently to be seen on churches in Moscow and
elsewhere in Russia, generally surmounted with
the cross, marking the Byzantine origin of the
Russian Church.

(2) A Turkish musical instrument introduced
into the German military bands at the time
of the Turkish wars, and now in general use in
military music. It consists of a staff sur-
mounted by a cap, and supporting several cres-
cent-shaped brass plates, upon each of which
little bells are hung. The instrument is played
by being jingled in time with the music.

(3) In heraldy, the crescent is used both as
a bearing or charge, and as a difference, or
mark of cadency. In the latter case, it desig-
nates the second son, and those that descend
from him. See Caden'cy.

CBESCENT, Order of the. A Turicish
order of knighthood. It was founded bv Selim
II. in 1799 after the battle of Abukir, to be
conferred on Christians for service to the Turkish
State. Nelson was the first man to receive the
honor. The order became extinct after half a
century. An Order of the Crescent was founded
by Saint Louis of France in 1269, and twice
reestablished by the House of Anjou, reigning
in Sicily and Naples. This is also extinct. The
crescent and the star in white upon a red back-
ground constitute the Turkish flag. It is sup-
posed that the appearance of the crescent in the
horoscope of the great Othman led to the ac-
ceptance of it as the national symbol.

CBESCENT CITY. A name applied to New
Orleans, because of its situation on a bend of the
Mississippi River. The modem growth of the
city has made the designation less applicable.

CBESCENTIIS, kr?s-s§n'shl-ls. Petrus de, or
CBESCENZI, kr&shan'z^, Pietro (c.l230-c.
1310). An Italian agricultural writer, the
founder of modern agronomics in Europe. He
was bom in Bologna, but later sojourned in
various cities of Italy, where he frequently acted
in the capacity of judge lateral to the podestils.
Upon his return to Bologna after an absence of
thirty years, during which he made valuable
observations on agriculture, he published his
famous work, entitled Ruralium Commodorum
Libri XII. (1471). This work has been fre-
quently reprinted and has been translated into
Italian, German, and French. The genus Ores-
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centia was named hy \Am\aeu>i in honor of the
famous author, who wau probably the first since

the days of the Romans to point out the high
value of ugricultural science.

CBESCBNTIUS, kri^s-sen^shl-Qa, John ( T-

998). Leader (Patricius) of the national party
in Kome against the authority of tlie Emperor
in the last Quarter of the tenth century. About
'.•91, probably, Crescentius was all-powerful in

Kome. With a short intermission, when Otho
III. visited the city in 990, his rule lasted until

998, when he was beheaded by Otho. In 997 he
had driven the Pojie, Gregory V., from the city

and appointed an antipope. Crescentius was
long remembered as the champion of Roman lib-

erty. Consult Gregorovius, Kome in the Mid-
dle Agcx, vol. iii. (London, 1895).

CBESCENZI, kni-shfin'zd, Pietbo. See Cbes-
CE.NTIIS, PkTIU S I)E.

CBESCIMBENI, krA'sh^m-ba'n*, Giovanni
:Makia ( 1U(j:M728). An Italian critic and poet,
bom at Macerata. He received the degree of

doctor of laws from the Jesuit College in his own
town and then removed to Rome. Here, together
with fourteen others (1090), he founded the
Academy of the Arcadians, whose secretary he
was for thirty-eight years. The academy was a
great success, and was of great influence in coun-
teracting the false taste of the time as embodied
in Marini. Crescimbeni's most important works
are: latoria della volgar poesia ( 1698) ; Commen-
Inrio intnrno nlla twlfjar poesia (1702-11) ; and
Trattato della bellezza della volgar poesia ( 1700)

.

CBES'CO. A city and the county-seat of
Howard County, Iowa, 167 miles northeast of
Des Moines, on the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint
Paul Railroad ( Map : Iowa, El). It has ex-

tensive dairying and live-stock interests, and
manufactures agricultural implements and ma-
chines, foundry products, flour, brick and tile,

fire-ladders, etc. A 'Farmers' Alliance' store is

successfully operated here. The water-works are
owned bv the city. Population, in 1890, 2018;
in 1900," 2806.

CBESTLAS (Lat., from Gk. Kpfi(ji?.ag, KrSsi-
las). A Greek artist of the Attic school, born
at Cydonia in Crete, who worked in the latter
])art of the fifth century B.C. He made a statue of

Pericles, of the base of which fragments with the
artist's signature have been found on the Acropo-
lis of Athens. From this work .seem to be
derived the busts of Pericles in the British Mu-
seum, the Vatican, and Munich. He also made a
statue of a wounded Amazon, which is probably
represented by the Capitoline type. Other
statues have been claimed as copies of his works,
as the Munich Diomedes, and the Athena of
Velletri. Consult Furtwiingler, Masterpieces of
Greek Sculpture, trans, by Sellers (New York,
1895).

CBESFI, kr&'sp^, Giovanni Battista (1557-
1633). An Italian painter, bom in Cerano, and
hence often called II Cerano. He studied in
Venice and Rome and established himself in
Milan, where he found a patron in Cardinal Fed-
erieo Borromeo. In sculpture and architecture,
also he was well skilled. His paintings, gen-
erally large and impressive in treatment, careful
in detail, but occasionally mannered, include
"Christ Appears to the Apostles Peter and Paul"
(Hof-Museum, Vienna), and "The Baptism of
Saint Augustin" (San Marco, Milan

K

CRESPIN, krA .-simN', .Ika.n (c.1520-72). A
French i'rotestaut autlior. He was born in Arras,
studied law in Louvain and Paris; became advo-
cate in Parliament, 1540; fled on account of
his religious opinions to Strassburg in 1545: re-

moved to Geneva in 1548, and carried on the
prinU-r's trade there until his death in 1572.
His fame rests upon his Lit^re des martyrs
(1554), with its continuations or recastings
under difTerent names: Ricucil (1554); Uis-
toire (1570); new edition of tlie whole as
Histoire des martyrs (3 vols., 1886-89). It was
translated into Latin and has been the basis
of many similar Protestant martyrologies.

CBESS (AS. cresse, cwrss, OHG. cresao,
ciessa, Ger. Krcsse; probably from OHG. chresan,
MHG. kresen, to creep). A name given to many
plants, of which the foliage has a pungent, mus-
tard-like taste, and is used as a salad. It is

sometimes more strictly confined to the genus
Lepidium, a genus of the natural order Cruci-
fera*. The common cress or garden cress (Le-
pidium sativum) is an annual, a native of
the East, frequently cultivated in European and
American gardens. It is powerfully anti-scor-
butic. Virginian cress (Lepidium Virginicum)
resembles the garden cress in its properties, and
is eaten as a salad, and used as a diaphoretic
medicine in North America and the West Indies.
Lepidium piscidium, a native of the South Sea
Islands, is one of the plants used by sailors for
prevention or cure of 8cur^'y. The name winter
cress is given to species of the genus Barbarea,
also cruciferous biennial or perennial plants.
The common winter cress (Barbarea vulgaris)
is plentiful in moist pastures and hedge-banks
throughout Europe and North America. It
is occasionally cultivated as a winter salad;
in Sweden it is used as a boiled vegetable.
Its pungency is combined with some degree of
l)ittemess. Very similar to this, and also
occasionally cultivated, is the early winter
cress, or American cress (Barbarea prcecox)

,

a native of Great Britain, the Continent of
Europe, and North America. The common bitter
cress or cuckoo-flower (Cardamine pratensis)
is also kno^vn by the name of lady's-smock.
Cardamine amara and Cardamine hirsuta are
cultivated to a considerable extent in Europe,
and are also found in America. Watercress
(Nasturtium officinale) is a perennial aquatic
plant, much used in the United States and
Europe as a cold-weather salad. It is a native
of almost all parts of the world. The leaves
have a pungent, bitterish taste, with a little

saltness. The plant is of easy cultivation and
grows best in clear, shallow, running water,
with a bottom of sand or gravel. Mud is in-

jurious both to its growth and to the flavor of its

leaves. For Indian cress or nasturtium, see
Trop.1!olt-m.

CRES'SET (OF. cresset, Fr ereuset, from
ODutch kruysel, hanging lamp, dim. of kruyse,
cup, Icel. kriis, Ger. Krause, Engl, cruse). A
name given to a great light kindled upon a
beacon or watch-tower, and also to a lamp or
torch, or to a light fixed on a pole. The name
owes its origin to the fact that fonnerly beacons
were usually surmounted by a cross.

CRES'SIDA, or CRES'SID. The lover of

Troilus in the Troilus and Cressida (q.v.) of

Chaucer, Shakespeare, Dekker and Chettle, and
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Dryden, and a type of infidelity. The name is

probably a medijeval invention representing
Briseis, the daughter of Calchas, the Trojan seer.

CRESSID, or CRESEIDE, Testament of,
and CoMPiAiXT ok Cresseiue. Poems by Robert
Henryson, wrongly included in the earlier edi-

tions of Chaucer.

CRES'SON. A pleasure resort in Cambria
County, I'a., 102 miles east of Pittsburg, on the
Pennsylvania Railroad. It has a fine situation,

at an elevation of over 2000 feet, and is noted
for pure air and the beauty of its scenery. Min-
eral springs add to its attractions as a resort.

Population, about 800.

CRESSON, Elliott (1796-1854). A Quaker
merchant and philanthropist of Philadelphia,
Pa., who devoted much attention to the emancipa-
tion of the negroes from slavery. He was presi-

dent for some time of the Colonization Society
(q.v. ), and subsequently as its agent labored
to establish the colony at Bassa Cove, on the
Grain Coast, Africa.

CRES'SY. See Ce£cy.

CRESS'WEIiL, Sir Cresswell (1794-1863).
An English jurist. He was born at Newcastle;
graduated at Emmanuel Collie, Cambridge, in

1814, and in 1819 was called to the bar. In 1834
he was appointed King's counsel, in 1842 a
puisne judge of the common pleas court, and in

1858 first judge of the newly created probate
and divorce court. He was largely employed as
advocate in important navigation and mercantile
cases.

CREST (OF. creste, Fr. cr^te, Sp., Port., It.

cresta, crest, from Lat. crista, comb, tuft; con-
nected with Lat. crinis, hair). Though popu-
larly regarded as the most important feature in

heraldic emblems, the crest, in the eyes of

heralds, is an external adjunct to the shield,

without which the bearing is complete, and which
may consequently be altered without materially
affecting its significance. Occupying the highest
place on the helmet, it is the member of the
bearing by which the knight was commonly
known in battle: and from this circumstance it

is to the crest that the term coqnizance (from
cognosco, to know) is properly given. Its claim
to a classical origin is probably better than that
of any other portion of coat armor. The hel-

met, as we see it represented on ancient statues
and gems, was frequently adorned with a crest.

Sometimes it was of horse-hair; at other times a
lion or other animal was placed on the helmet,
either erect or couchant.
The first crest to be met with in the monu-

ments of English chivalry is that on the great
seal of Richard Copur de Lion. They came into

general use about the time of Henry III., and
were used as marks of distinction by commanders
in the holy wars, as they had formerly been by
the Roman centurions. For lightness they were
often made of stuffed leather, which was gilt,

silvered over, or painted—a circumstance which
explains their greater size then than in later

times, when they were made either of wood or
metal. The earliest example of the wreath on
which the crest is now invariably placed is that
on the monument of Sir .Tohn Harsick. It con-

sisted of two pieces of silk, of the colors of the
armorial l)earings of the wearer, twisted together
by the lady who had chosen him for her knight.

It is now represented as consisting of two stripes

of gold or silver lace, twisted into a circular

cord. Its tinctures are always those of the
principal metal and color of the arms. It is a
rule in delineating the wreath, which is shown
edgewise above the shield, that the first coil

shall be of metal, and the second of color. Civic,

triumphal, and other crowns were used as
wreaths; and this practice is supposed to have
given rise to the use of coronets, out of which
crests are sometimes represented as issuing, even
in the case of persons who are not noble.

Consult: Fairbaim, Book of Crests of the

Families of Great Britain and Ireland (Edin-
burgh, 1892) ; and for foreign crests, see Reit-

stap, Arworial general (Gouda, 1884-87). See,

also. Heraldry and the authorities referred to
there.

CREST, or Cresting. In architecture, an
ornamental finishing in stone, tiles, or metal,

running along the top of a wall, or the ridge of

a roof, or surmounting a gable or pinnacle.

Crest-tiles, or, as they are corruptly called, cress-

tiles, or crease-tiles, are frequently in the form
either of small battlements or Tudor flowers.

See Coping.

CRESTED. A term in heraldry. When a
cock or other bird has its comb of a different

tincture from its body, it is said to be crested

of such a tincture, naming the tincture.

CRESTED DOG'S-TAIL GRASS. See Dog's-

Tail Grass.

CRESTON. A city and county-seat of Union
County, Iowa, 70 miles southwest of Des Moines

;

on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad

(Map: Iowa, C 3). It has extensive machine-
shops, car-works, wagon-factories, etc. Creston

was settled in 1868 and incorporated the follow-

ing year. It is governed at present under a

charter of 1870, revised in 1890, which provides

for a mayor, chosen biennially, and a city coun-

cil, elected bv wards. Population, in 1890,

7200; in 1900,* 7752.

CRES'WICB; THOM.A.S (1811-69). An Eng-
lish landscape painter, bom in Sheffield, Febru-

ary 5, 1811. He was a pupil of J. V. Barber
in Birmingham, and went to London in 1828.

He constantly exhibited at the British Institu-

tion and the Royal Academy. In 1842 the Brit-

ish Institution awarded him a premium of eighty

guineas, and in the same year he was made an
associate of the Royal Academy. He was made
R.A. in 1851. He died at Bayswater. December
28, 1869. He was a landscape painter of popu-
lar subjects, such as rippling streams, riverside

nooks, glens, and dells. He was a fair technician

and a good colorist. Among his principal paint-

ings are: "Welsh Glen" (1843) ; "London Road
a Hundred Years Ago" (1847) ; and the "Weald
of Kent." He was also an etcher of repute, and
contributed many etchings to the publications of

the Etching Club.

CRETACEOUS (kr^-tfl'shOs) SYSTEM, or

Chalk Formation (Lat. cretaceus, chalky, from
crcta, chalk). A term applied to a series of strata

underlying the Tertiary and resting on the Jura-
Trias, the name being derived from the chalk-

beds which form such a prominent member of the

Cretaceous in England and France, although such
chalk-beds are rare in the United States, occur-

ring only in Texas and Arkansas. There exists at
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times an unconfoniiily between the Upper Cre-

taceous and the Eocene, or lower member of the

Tertiary, especially in the United States. The
classitieation of the Cretaceous presents many
diflieulties, owin;^ to the variable section which
it exhibits in diilerent areas; but European and
American geologists are agreed on a division

into an upper and a lower member, while for

divisions of lesser size local names are employed.

The I-.ower Cretaceous is represented in the
northern (Julf States by (a) Tuscaloosa and (b)

Eutaw stages; in Texas and the western Gulf
borders by (a) Trinity, (b) Fredericksburg, and
(c) Washita stages. The Upper Cretaceous in

the Rocky Mountain region has the following
subdivisions: (a) Dakota stage, (b) Benton
stage, (c) Niobrara stage, (d) Pierre stage, (e)

Fox Hills stage, (f) Laramie stage; while in the
Atlantic border States it is divided into (a)

Raritan stage and (b) New Jersey Greensand
stage. The Cretaceous rocks of North America
form a belt of increasing width, extending south-
ward along the Atlantic coast from New York,
through New Jersey, Maryland, North Carolina,
Georgia, and Florida ; then around the northern
and western shores of the Mexican Gulf, up the
^Mississippi Valley to the mouth of the Ohio,
and from Texas northward to the foothills

of tlie Rocky Mountains. They occur also in

Nebraska, Kansas^ and Iowa. The greatest
development of the Cretaceous system is in

Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, and west of the Sier-

ra Nevadas in California. In some portions of
these last-named regions it is found at heights
of 10,000 and 12,000 feet. It occurs also in

Arctic America, near the mouth of the Mackenzie
River. The American Cretaceous beds consist of
greensand—called also 'marl,' and much used
in New Jersey and elsewhere for fertilizing land
—sands of other kinds, clays, shell deposits, and,
on the Gulf of Mexico, especially in Texas, lime-
stone. In New Jersey the formation is 400 or
600 feet thick; in Alabama, 2000 feet; in Texas,
800 feet, chiefly solid limestone; in the upper
Missouri basin more than 2000 feet; and east of
the Wa.satch, more than 9000 feet.

The rocks of the Cretaceous contain an abun-
dance of both animal and plant remains, for .this

was a closing period of an era in which reptiles

predominated, and, curiously enough, but few
or none of the Cretaceous species have continued
into the Tertiar5\ The plants found in the Cre-
taceous represent angiosperms, which were not
found before this era, both dicotyledons and
palms, the former including species of the oak,
willow, poplar, beech, maple, fig, tulip, sassafras,
eucalyptus, and sequoia. Many palms and cycads
are found in the Cretaceous of North America.
The appearance of the dicotyledons in this for-

mation is rather sudden. The animal remains
foimd include both the smallest and largest
forms. There are foraminifera, sponges (which
were very common in the chalk) . echinoids, many
mollusks, especially spirally coiled ammonites,
and oysters. The fishes show a continuation of
the placoids and ganoids of the former era ; but
teleosts, or true bony fishes, made their first ap-
pearance. There was also an extraordinary
abundance of reptiles, including enaliosaurs,
dinosaurs, pterosaurs, and crocodiles. Some
of the pterosaurs from the Kansas rock meas-
ured from 20 to 25 feet in expanse of wing.
The sea-saurians were from 10 to 50 feet

long. Cope describes the elasmosaurus as a
snake-like form 40 feet long, with an arrow-
shaped head on a swan-like neck that rose
20 feet out of the water. Consequently it

could swim many feet below the surface, and yet
have its head extended into the air for breath.
The American rocks supply 40 species of sea-
serpents. More curious still were the birds with
teeth, found in New Jersey and Kansas. (See
IcnTHYOBM.s.) The mammalian remains were
mostly those of lower orders, such as marsupials
and monotremes.
The geographic developments in North Amer-

ica during the Cretaceous were great. The in-

terior continental sea was shallowed, and finally
obliterated by the uplifting of the land, so that
the eastern and western portion of the United
States were joined into one continent. This up-
lift became emphasized toward the end of the
Cretaceous, when the Rocky Mountains were
formed. Violent volcanic eruptions accompanied
this uplift, and the lava-flows of the Yellowstone
regions date from this time.
The economic products include most of the

coal and lignite deposits of the Western States.
Many of the gold and silver bearing fissure

veins of the Rockies were formed in the Creta-
ceous, while other products are fire-clays, chalk,
greensand, and iron ores.

In Europe the Cretaceous rocks assume great
importance. According to Geikie, they may be
grouped into two fairly distinct areas, of which
the northern includes Great Britain, the low-
lands of central Europe, with portions of Silesia,
Bohemia, and northern France; while the south-
ern embraces the central and southern part of
France, the Alps, and the Mediterranean basin.
The northern area is characterized by shallow-
water deposits—sandstones, conglomerates, and
marls—more or less glauconitic. and passing into
a loosely textured limestone or chalk. In the
.southern basin the typical rocks are massive,
compact limestones, which indicate conditions
of deeper water and freer communication with
the open sea. The entire series of rocks is usu-
ally grouped by geologists as follows : Lower Cre-
taceous— (a) Neocomian, (b) Urgonian, (c)
Aptian; Upper Cretaceous— (a) Gault or Albian,
(b) Cenomanian. (c) Turonian, (d) Senonian,
(e) Danian. The dividing line between the
Upper and Lower Cretaceous is regarded by the
French geologists as occurring at the top of the
Albian. The most conspicuous member of the
Cretaceous is the white chalk (Upper Creta-
ceous) which forms the remarkable cliffs of
southeastern England and northwestern France.

Consult Dana. Manual of Geology (4th ed..

New York, 1896) ; Geikie, Text-Book of Geol-
ogy (London, 189.3) ; White, "Correlation Papers,
Cretaceous," United States Geological Survey,
Bulletin 82 (Washington, 1891).

CRETE (Lat. Creta, Gk. Kp^rr/, Krete, NGk.
KpiTi, Kriti, Turk. Kirid) , or Candia. An island
in the Mediterranean, situated south of Greece,
considered the most southerly part of Europe.
It lies between latitudes 34° 57' and .35° 41' N.,
and between longitudei 23° 30' and 26° 20' E.
(^fap: Greece. F 6). It is oblong in shape, hav-
ing a length of about 1.50 miles, and varying from
6 to 35 miles in width, with an area of 3326
square miles. Its mountainous surface bears
some resemblance to that of Greece. The western
part of the island is the more elevated, and con-
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tains the large mountain range of the White, or
Madaras, Mountains, which rise to a height of

over 8000 feet. The central mountain of Ida, or
Psiloriti, reaches about the same altitude. The
eastern part is lower, but there are several

peaks between 5000 and 7000 feet high. The
northern coast is well indented, and abounds
in good harbors, that of the Bay of Suda on the
northwest coast being one of the best in the
Levant. The southern coast is mainly un-
broken and inaccessible. There are several riv-

ers, but they ruii dry during the summer season.

There are numerous springs throughout the
island. The climate of Crete is one of the most
salubrious in Europe. In spite of its moimtain-
ous surface, Crete has a soil of remarkable fer-

tility, producing most of the southern fruits and
grains. The thick forests which formerly cov-

ered the mountains have entirely disappeared,

but there are still found some trees, such as the
cj'press, the chestnut, and the olive, cultivated

mostly in the lowlands.

The chief products are olive oil, grapes,

oranges, lemons, and other southern fruits. The
vine of Crete, which enjoyed such fame in the

Middle Ages, has greatly deteriorated. One of

the chief manufactured products exported is

soap, which is made of olive oil. The commerce
of Crete is chiefly with Greece and Turkey, to

which it exports olive oil, chestnuts, and silk.

The total value of the trade of Crete for 1899-

1900 amounted to about $3,300,000, of which
about two-thirds represented imports. The prin-

cipal |)orts are Khania. Retimo, and Candia.
The Bank of Crete was founded in 1899, with a

capital of $1,930,000, and obtained the privilege

of issuing notes for thirty years.

Crete is an autonomous State under the suzer-

ainty of Turkey. In accordance with the Consti-

tution of 1899, the executive authority is vested

in a High Commissioner, a post now occupied by
Prince George of Greece, who is assisted by a
council of three nominated members, who also

hold portfolios and sit in the Assembly, but have
no votes. The Assembly consists of Deputies
elected for two years at the rate of one for every
5000 inhabitants, and ten Deputies nominated by
the High Commissioner. The foreign affairs of

Crete are under the control of the representatives

at Rome of the four Powers which are responsible

for its autonomy—Russia, Great Britain, France,
and Italy. The revenue is derived chiefly from
direct and indirect taxes. For 1900-01 the budget
balanced at nearly $1,200,000. The public debt
amounted in 1900 to nearly $460,000. Accord-
ing to a decision rendered by the four Powers
in August, 1901. the island is to pay the sum
of about $290,000 and concede the salt monopoly
to the Ottoman Public Debt for twenty years,

in return for the relin<juishnient on the part of

Turkey of all privileges in Crete. For adminis-
trative purposes Crete is divided into five depart-

ments, which are subdivided into sub-prefectures

and parishes. Tliese is no standing army, but
militia ser^•ice is obligatory on all male Cretans.

Education is compulsory between the ages of six

and nine, and the 326 educational institutions

of the island had in 1900-01 an attendance of

over 36.000.

The population of Crete, according to the cen-

sus of 1900, numbered .301.273, consisting of

267,266 Greeks. 33,281 Mussulmans, and 726
Jews. An compared with the figures of 1881, the

Vol. V.-2S.

total population shows an increase of nearly
23,000, while the Mussulman element has de-

creased by nearly 40,000. The foreign popula-
tion, which is not included in the alx)ve figures,

numbered in 1900 over 6000. Greek is spoken
by the inhabitants of the island. The capital is

Canea
(
q.v. )

.

History. Of the aboriginal inhabitants of Crete
little is known apart from legend; but recent
archaeological discoveries tend to show that the
island was settled at a very early period by
Phoenicians and Egj'ptians, and that it undoubt-
edly was a stepping-stone for those who brought
the culture of the valley of the Xile to the main-
land of Greece.

Passing by the possible identification of Crete
with the Old Testament Caphtor. and with
the Kefto of the Egyptian inscriptions, one of

the earliest historical notices of the island
is that embodied in the Odyssey (xix. 172-79).
Here it is spoken of as well populated, and by
}»eople of mixed descent, pure Cretans, Achseans,
Dorians, and others. The main element in the
population was Greek, but whether Dorian or
some other type is imcertain. Here the fabled
King Minos, son and companion of Zeus, reigned
in legendary days. When the Odyssey was
composed, Cnosus, Minos's capital, situated in

the northern part, was the greatest of the ninety
cities of Crete. By the side of Cnosus, the city
republics of Gortyna, in the south, and Cydonia,
in the northwest, rose to great prominence.

As allies of the Cilician pirates the inhabitants
came into conflict with Rome, and, after a
desperate resistance of two years, were subdued
by Metellus in B.c. 66. On the division of the
Empire the island fell to the Byzantine rulers,

who held it till the year 823, when it was con-
quered by an army of Arabs from Andalusia.
In 963 the Byzantines drove out the Saracens
and reestablished Christianity in the country.
Upon the establishment of the Latin Empire of
the East, in 1204, Crete was given to Boniface of
Montferrat, who sold it to the Venetians. These
retained their power till 1669. when the Turks,
after a blockade lasting twenty-one years, took
the fortress of Candia. The last vestiges of Vene-
tian authority disappeared in 1715, and Crete
remained a part of the Ottoman Empire.

Widespread discontent with Turkish rule, and
the hostility prevailing between the Christian
and the Mussulman inhabitants, led to repeated
revolts and civil wars in the latter half of the
nineteenth century. An insurrection lasting from
1866 to 1868 extorted from the Porte the promise
of reforms in the Government; the pledge re-

mained unredeemed, however, till 1878, when
the Sultan, spurred on by the Congress of Ber-
lin, issued a pact or charter, and appointed a
Christian Governor-General of the island; but
the rights promised in the charter were not
accorded, and the influence of the Christian
vali was offset by the appointment of a Mussul-
man Military Governor, in whom the real power
was vested. In 1889 the Christians rose in arms,
but the revolt was suppres.sed, the pact was
abrogated, and the island held under military
rule till 1894. when the inter>-ention of the
Powers led to the reappointment of a Christian
Governor. It was a repetition of the old farce.

In 1896 n fresh uprising took place. The Sultan
gave his consent to the calling of a national as-

semblj'. but the Christian insurgents refused to
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lav duwii their amis, in expectation of assistance

from Grt'ocf, when" tlieir eirorta for independence
were watchetl with •,'reat sympathy. In Fehru-

ury, 181)7, a (Jreeiv force hinded in Crete and at-

tacked tlie Turkish troops. But Greece, which
liad counted on KurojM'an sympathy, if not active

aid, in its »tru<r{jle with Turkey, found itself

alone. The concert of Powers, comprising Aus-
tria. England, France, Germany, Italy, and Rus-
sia, declared that Crete should be granted com-
plete autonomy, but that annexation to Greece
was impossible; they established a peaceful

blockade of the island, and demanded that Greece
recall its troops. The refusal of (Jreece to com-
ply plunged it into war with Turkey, the out-

come of which destroyed all hopes of annexation.
From 1897 to near the end of 1898 Crete was the
scene of continuous violence, while the Powers
quarreled over the appointment of a Governor.
At length, the Ottoman forces were withdrawn
from the island, and in December, 1898, Prince
George of Greece, son of King George, was
created High Commissioner of Crete for the
Powers, for a term of three years. A national
assembly met and formed a constitution provid-
ing for the creation of a legislature, and guaran-
teeing freedom of religion to all inhabitants.

With life and property thus secured, the people
returned to their wonted occupations and order
was quicklv restored. Consult: Hoeck, Kreta
(Gcittingen,' 1823-29), the Opus Magnum of Cre-

tan topography, mythology, and archseology;

Raulin, Description physique de Vile Crete (Paris,

18G9) ; Bursian, Geofjraphie von Griechenland,
vol. ii. (Leipzig, 1809-72) ; Pashley, Travels in

Crete (Cambridge, 1837) ; Spratt, Travels and
Researches in Crete (London, 1865) ; Stillman,

The Cretan Insurrection of 1866-68 (New York,
1874) ; Mitchell, The Greek, the Cretan, and the
Turk (London. 1897) ; Ward, "Some Analogies in

the Lower Cretaceous of Europe and America," in

United States Geological Survey Report (Wash-
ington, 1894-95).

CRETE. A city in Saline County, Neb., 20
miles southwest of Lincoln : on the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy and the Missouri Pacific

railroads (Map: Nebraska, H 3). The princi-

pal industries comprise flour-mills, a creamery,
and nurseries. The city contains a public library

and is the seat of Doane College (Congregation-
al), established in 1872, which has a well-

equipped observatory. Settled in 1867, Crete was
incorporated as a village in 1871. and is at pres-

ent governed under a revised charter of 1886.

The council is made up of the mayor, elected

annually, and representatives from the city

wards. The city owns and operates its water-
works and electric-light plant. Population, in

1890, 2310; in 1900, 2199.

CRETIN, kra-tiiN', Joseph (1880-57). An
American ecclesiastic, first Roman Catholic
Bishop of Saint Paul, Minn. He was bom in

Lyons, France, pursued ecclesiastical studies in

that diocese, was ordained priest, and in 1838
volunteered to assist Bishop Loras, of Dubuque,
Towa, as a worker in the American missions.

Vicar-General of Dubuque until 1851, and pastor
of the cathedral church of Saint Raphael for

much of the time, he in that year received episco-

pal consecration as pioneer bishop of Saint Paul,
and entered upon his work with a clergy of nine.

He soon established a school, a seminary, a

hospital, and an asylum; restored tlie mission
among the Winnebagws at Long Prairie, and
founded new missions among the Ojiliways. In
three years he had increased the number of
churches from one to twenty-nine, an<l to these
had added thirty-five stations. He also began
the building of the Cathedral of Saint Paul.
Consult Clarke, Lives of the Deceased Bishops,
vol. ii., i)p. 415-500 (New York, 1872).

CRtTINEAU-JOLY, ki-ft't/^'nA' zhA'16', Jac-
ques (1803-75). A French author. He was
l)orn at Fontenay-le-Comte, Vendf-e. His first

publications were verses, of which Les chants
romains (1826) are the best known. He then
wrote for the newspapers, and made special
historical studies, particularly' of the war of the
Vendue. His principal work is I'Histoire reli-

pieusc, politique et litt^raire de la Compagnie
de J^svs (1844-46). This may be called the
official history of the Order, and is written from
unedited and authentic documents.

CRE'TINISM (Fr. cretinisme, from cretin,

idiot; possibly from OF. christien, chrestien, Fr.
Chretien, Christian, as being one of simple
mind). A term applied, in a general sense, to

idiocy, or defective mental development, depend-
ing upon local causes and associated with bodily
deformity or arrested growth. Cretinism is very
often found in connection with goitre (q.v.), in

the lower Alpine valleys, not only of Switzer-
land and Italy, but of the Pyrenees, Syria, India,
and China. In Europe it is rarely met with at
a higher elevation than 3000 feet, and haunts
chiefly the valleys surrounded by high and steep

walls of rock, which exclude the light and limit

the free circulation of air. Cretins are either

imbeciles with intelligence or idiots; their bodies
are dwarfed, with curs'ature of the spine for-

ward, pendulous l)elly, distorted legs, small, deep-
set eyes, large mouth, with protruding lower lip,

sparse harsh hair, dry skin, and irregularly
large or small skull.

Cretinism was thought to be due to lime in

the drinking-water of the districts in which
these people live, but has lieen proved to be de-

pendent upon disease of the thyroid gland. Treat-
ment of adult cretins with thyroid gland, ad-
ministered by the mouth, or by implanting thy-

roid glands from animals in the patients' bodies,

has resulted in great improvement. Treatment
of infant cretins with doses of the gland has
resulted in a cure; but the thyroid nuist be
taken as food for life, otherAvise the patient re-

lapses into an imbecile and the physical changes
return. See Goitre; Thyroid.

CRETONNE, kr^-ton' (so named after its

manufacturer). Originally a white cloth of
French manufacture. The name is now applied
to a printed cotton fabric introduced about 1860
and used for curtains or for covering furniture.

Chintz (q.v.), so much employed for the same
purpose in former years, is a comparatively thin

printed cloth highly glazed. Cretonne, however,
is generally thick and strong, and with a twilled,

crape, basket, wave, or other figure produced on
the loom. \Aiien a pattern is printed on this un-
even surface, it has a rich, soft appearance. A
cretonne is rarely calendered or glazed. Th«
thick weft threads of inferior qualities are com-
monly formed of waste cotton, and the patterns
upon these, though often bright and shoAvy, are
as a rule printed in more or less fugitive colors.
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Some cretonnes are now printed on both sides

with different patterns.

CBEUSA, kr^-u'sd (Lat., from Gk. Kptovaa,

Kreousa ) . ( 1 ) The wife of Jason, and daughter
of King Creon of Cprinth. She was burned to

death with her father by the magical poisoned
diadem and robe given to her as bridal gifts by
Medea. (2) The daughter of Priam and Hecuba,
and wife of .l!]neas. She disappeared during the
flight from Troy, and when .Ilneas returned to

the burning city to search for her she reappeared,
announcing her adoption as a nymph by Cybele,
and prophesying his coming good fortune in
Italy.

CREUSE, krez (Fr., hollow). A central de-

partment of France watered by the river from
which it derives its name (Map: France, H 5).
Area, 2150 square miles. Population, in 1896,

258,900; in 1901, 277,831. Low mountains and
chains of hills, intersected by winding valleys,

deep and narrow, occupy the greater part of the
land. The streams, with the exception of the
Creuse, are insignificant. The climate is moist
auvl variable, and the soil poor. The products
are rye, buckwheat, oats, and potatoes; but the
rearing of cattle forms the chief branch of rural
industry. I>arge quantities of chestnuts and
fruit are grown. Coal is mined at Ahun and
Bourganeuf, while iron, lead, tin, and antimony
are found at various points. The people of

Creuse use a coarse patois ; they are generally
industrious, and annually migrate in large num-
bers to find work in various parts of France.
Capital, GuOret.

CREXTSE. A river of France, rising in the
mountains on the southern border of the Depart-
ment of Creuse, flowing in a generally north-
northwest direction through that department,
then in a northerly and westerly direction

through Indre, then on the borders of the depart-
ments of Vienne and Indre-Loire, and falling into

the Vienne, a tributary' of the Loire, about 12
miles north of ChAtellerault, after a course of

150 miles.

CRETJSOT, kre'zcV, Le. A town in the De-
partment of Sa6ne-et-Loire, France, 12 miles
southeast of Autun ( Map : France, L 5 ) . It is

situated in the midst of a district rich in coal
and iron, and is noted as the seat of Schneider's
immense works, comprising coal - mines, iron-

foundries, and extensive factories for the pro-

duction of heavy cannon and other ordnance,
locomotives, stationary engines, etc. These
works employ 10,000 persons. Le Creusot also

has glass manufactures. A statue of Eugfene

Schneider (1805-75), by Chapu, is a feature in

the town. From a small hamlet, known as
Charbonniftre, Creusot rose to its present im-
portance after the establishment of iron-works
in 1770, and their development from 1837 by
Messrs. Schneider. The population, which in

1841 was 4000, reached 32.034 in 1896; but by
1901 it had decreased to 30,584.

CREUTZ, kroits, Gustaf Phiup, Count
(1731-85). A Swedish politician and poet, l)om
in Finland. In 1763 he was sent as ilinister to

Madrid, and in 1766 as Minister to Paris, where
in 1783 he concluded with Benjamin Franklin a
commercial treaty between Sweden and the Unit-
ed States. He was subsequently chancellor of

the University of Upsala. He is chiefly known for

the idyl Atis och Camella {Atys and Camilla,

1761), which, with ten other poems, appeared in
a volume edited by Gyllenborg (1795). A new
edition of his poems was published in 1862.

CREUZER, kroi'tser, Georg Fbiedbich (1771-

1858). A German philologist. He was bom at
Marburg, and studied there and at Jena. In
1802 he was appointed a profes.<ior at Marburg,
and in 1804 obtained the chair of philology' and
ancient history at Heidelberg, whicli he occupied
for forty-four years with great credit. In 1848
he retired to private life. He died at Heidel-
l>erg, Februarj- 15, 1858.

Creuzer's whole life was devoted to the study of
antiquity. His first, and probably his greatest
work, was Symbolik und Mythulogie dcr alien
Yolker, hesotiders der Griechen (1810-12). This
treatise, which asserted the symbolical character
of ancient mythologies, excited a lively contro-
versy, in which Hermann and Voss appeared as
the opponents of Creuzer. His next work in im-
portance was a complete edition of the works of
Plotinus (3 vols., Oxford, 1835). Along with
G. H. Moser, Creuzer edited several works of

Cicero

—

De Xatura Deoruin (1818) ; De Legibus
(1824) ; De Re Publica (1826) ; and De Divina-
tione (1828). Between 1837 and 1848 he pub-
lished a partial collection of his writings in ten
volumes {Deutsche Schriften, Leipzig and Darm-
stadt), the last of which contains an autobiog-
raphy of Creuzer under the title -4 ms dcm Leben
eines alien Professors. He was also a prolific

writer of essays on archaeological topics. In
1854 apeared Friderici Creuzeri Opuscula Selecta.

CRETJZNACH, kroits'nSg. See Kreuzxach.

CREVALTLE (from Sp. caballa, horse-mack-
erel, from caballo, horse, from Lat. caballus,

horse), or Cavaixy. A name in Florida and the
West Indies for various edible mackerel-like sea-

fish of the genus Caranx (family Carangidae),
especially the large horse-crevalle or jack (Car-

anx hippos), which is found on both coasts

of the warm parts of America, and also in the
East Indies. It is olivaceous above; sides

and below golden; opercle marked with a large

black blotch; canines of the lower jaw very
prominent. It frequently exceeds fifteen poimds
in weight, and is common in Florida, where it is

regarded as a fine food-fish. A closely related

species (Cnranx caballus) of the Pacific Coast
of Mexico is called 'cocinero' or 'cocinero dorado.*

See Jurel; Plate of Horse-Mackerels, etc.

OREVASSE, kr&viks'. See Glacier.

CREVAUX, kri'vd', Jules Nicolas (1847-

82 ) . A Frcncii explorer, bom at Lorquin, I^r-

raine. He made four extensive tours through
South America. On the first of these (1377) he
visited the interior of Guiana and crossed to

the Tumuchimiac mountains, the first Kuropean
to perform that feat. In the following year he
visited the valley of the Rio Oyapok, and after

exploring the Amazon region, returned to Paris.

On his next tour, undertaken for the purpose of

exploring the left affluents of the Orinoco, he trav-

eled from Bogotfl, along the upper Rio Negro to

the Rio Guaviare, which he renc-hed October 20,

1880. In 1882 he journeyed through the valley

of the Paranft. explored the Tapajos and several

other rivers, and discoverefl numerous remains
of Inra civilization, ^^^ule endeavoring to ascend
the Pilcomayo, in order to visit certain Indian
tribes, he was attacked by the Tobas and kille<l

with nineteen of his companions; two Bolivians
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of hi« eHcort aloue oHcupod to relate the de-

tails of the c*ntat«tro|)])e. An account of his ex-

])lorntionH ho« ninco appeared under the title.

Voyagrs dutin IWrnt'-riquf du Sud (1883). A
work pul)lislied by the tJeognipliical Society of
Paris, anil entitle«l Fhuvvn dc IWin^rit/uc du Hud
(1883), it* also haseil upon hia researches.

CRijVEC<EUR, krCv'ker', Jkan Hector Saint
.loiiN i)K (1731-1813), A French agriculturist,

traveler, and author. He was born at Caen,
and was educated in England. He came to
America in 17»')4, bought an estate near New
York, and married tlic daugliter of an American
mcrcliant. lie sulFcrcd mucli from the Revolu-
tionary War, and in 1780 was imprisoned three
montiis in New York on suspicion of being a spy.
He was sent to England as a prisoner, was ex-
changed, reached France in 1782, and introduced
tiicH' tlic culture of the American potato. On
his return to New York (November, 1783) as
French Consul, lie found his wife dead, his house
burned; liis ciiildrcn, too, had disappeared, but
were finally found in the care of a kindly
merchant. He had previously published Letters
of an American Farmer (1782), which he trans-
lated into French and published in Paris. They
gave such glowing accounts of the climate and
fertility of America that five hundred families
pre said to have left France for the Ohio Valley
on the strength of his statements. Most of them
soon died there. He wrote also a volume on
Potato Culture (in French), and A Journey in
I'lipcr Pennsiflrania and in New York Stale (2
vols., in French, 1801). In his most important
work, the Letters, Cr^vecceur, disguising his
French nationolity, writes as a simple-hearted
American farmer of slight education and narrow
horizon. Internal evidence in his writings tends
to indicate that he was a Quaker. He was a
man t)f nuich cultivation, who refused to take any
part in the fierce jwlitical and military con-
troversies of the Revolution. His idyllic descrip-
tions of life in the New World, with its ap-
proximation to Rousseau's state of nature, trans-
formed crudity into an idealistic mirage that
fascinated the philosopher. Yet in some ways
<'r^vec<cur's ideals were such as typical Ameri-
cans have rarely been without—he saw in pro-
phetic vision the future glory of the country.
He had an exquisite sympathy with natural life

that makes some of his descriptive passage^^ prose
idyls of great beauty; for example, the beauti-
ful passage describing him feeding quails in the
«now. The Letters were translated into German
and Dutch, and their idealized treatment of
American riiral life may perhaps be traced in
CamplM'Il. Southey. Coleridge, and Byron—pos-
sibly in Chateaubriand. After holding his consul-
ship for ten years. Cr^vecoeur returned to France,
dying at Sarcelles. Consult Tyler, Literary His-
tory of the Rerolntion (New York, 1897).

CREVILLENTE, kril'vMyAn'tft. A town of
Spain, in the Province of Alicante, about 20
miles west-southwest of the city of that name
(Map: Spain, E 3). It is picturesquely situated
at the foot of the hills near the boundary of
Murcia and has a pretentious town hall, and
a castle, formerly the possession of the Count
of Altamira. Weaving and agriculture are the
principal industries. Crevillente is supposed to
havf^ been founded by the Romans. Under the
Ooths it formed part of the Kingdom of Todmir;

it passed into the hands of the Moors, by whom
it was held until 12(i3. Population, in 1000.
10,806.

CBEW (older form also crue, apocopated from
accrue, OF. acrctcc, acreuc, increment, from
acreiatre, Fr. accroitre, to increase, from Lat.
uccrescere, to increase, from ad, to -|- creacere, to
grow) . A term used to designate the body of men
emi)]oyed to man a ship, boat, gun, etc. The
crew of a full-rigged sailing ship is «livided into
five parts—fon>castlemen, foretojtmen, maintop-
men, mizzentopmen, and afterguard; these are
called the parts of the ship, and they are again
subdivided into port and starboard watches, and
each Match is again separatinl into first and
second parts port (or starboard). ^Modern men-
of-war without sail-power usually have the crew
divided according to the arrangement of the bat-
tery. It is customary to have four deck divi-
sions and the guns are manned by them. In ad-
dition to these there are the p'owdef division,
engineer's division, and marines.

CB^W, Henry (1859—). An American phys-
icist, born at Richmond, Ohio. He graduated
at Princeton in 1882. was fellow in physics at
the Johns Hopkins University in 1884-87, and
instructor in physics at Haverford College in
1888-91. In 1891-92 he was astronomer of Lick
Observatory, and in 1892 was appointed pro-
fessor of physics at Northwestern University
(Evanston, 111.). He also became assistant
editor of the Astrophysieal Journal, and pub-
lished lUements of Physics (1899).

CREWE, kroo. A town of Cheshire, England,
about 43 miles southeast of Liverpool (Map:
England, D 3). It is a central station of several
railways and owes its importance to the estab-
lishment in 1843 of the inmiense workshops of
the London and Northwestern Railway, which
now employ more than 7000 men. Crewe was
incorporated in 1877. Its affairs are admin-
istered by a mayor, a municipal council of nine-
teen, and a board of aldermen of seven members.
(See Great Britain, paragraph on Local Gov-
ernment.) Its supply of gas and water is pro-
vided by the London and Northwestern Railway.
It has a modem system of sewerage connected
with a sewage farm. Two hospitals, a techni-

cal school and school of art, public baths, and
a large general market are maintained by the
corporation. Among its chief industries are the
manufacture of locomotives, railway-cars, cloth-

ing, and fustian. In 1851 its population Avas

onlv slightly over 4000, in 1874 it had reached
18,000, in 1891 it was 32,774, and in 1901,

42,075.

CREWLER. The name of an indigent clergy-

man's family in Dickens's Darid Copprrfield.

The wife has an infirmity of the legs which
makes them susceptible to the least domestic
trial. Traddles marries one of the daughters,
after a long engagement.

CREYTON, kra'ton, Paul. A pseudonym of

J. T. Trowbridge.

CRIB. See Foundations.

CRIBBAGE (from crib, rack. Ger. Krippe,
OHG. krippa, also ehripfa : connected with MHG.
kreho, basket, which is probably related to Lat.

corbis, basket). A game of cards, which can be

played by two, three, or four persons, but ia
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mostly played by two with u pack of fifty-two

cards. W lien four persons are enyaged, they take

sides. The value of the cards is: luce cards ten,

ace one, and the rest as marked. The number of

cards dealt is usually live. The points are scored

on a board, and sixty-one constitutes game. The
players cut for deal ; the player who loses the

deal takes three points, as a makeweight for the

adversary's advantage. Five cards in alternate

succession arc then dealt, the rest of the pack
being placed face downward on the tjible. The
players gather up their five cards, inspect them
and select two to place them on the table face

down. These cards are called 'the crib,' and
become the property of the dealer. The non-
dealer tiien cuts the remainder of the pack and
the dealer turns up the top card. The play then
begins, tlie player announcing the value of each
card as lie i)lays it : thus suppose it is a king he
calls 10—the next player says, for example, 3;
then another card is played by the first player,

and so on until the whole amount reaches 31, or

as near it, without exceeding it, as can be ac-

complished. The details of counting the points

made in play are too intricate to exemplify in a
general description. After the play of the hand
is completed, each player counts all the fifteens

he can by any combination make out of the cards

he holds in conjunction with the 'turn up' card.

Then tlie dealer takes up the four cards thrown
out for the 'crib' by the two players as al-

ready mentioned and counts them in the same
way in conjunction with the turn up or start

card. Each party is entitled, in addition to the

points made in play or in crib, to count 'pairs,'

'pairs royal,' 'double pairs royal,' and for 'the

knave,' as well as to count sequences—three or

more cards following in successive numbers—and
flushes, when all the cards in crib are of the same
suit. Consult: Cady, Cribbage (New York,

1897) : 'Aquarius,' Piquet and Cribbage (Lon-

don, 1883).

CRIBBING, <ii CRIB-BITING. A bad habit

met with esijceially in tlie lighter breeds of

horses, and those si>ending a considerable

amount of time in the stable. The act consists

in the animal seizing with his teeth the manger,

rack, or any other such object, and taking in at

the same time a deep inspiration, technically

called wind-sucking. Cribbing springs often from
idle play ; may be first indulged in during groom-

ing, especially if the operation is conducted in

the stall, and the animal be needlessly teased or

tickled: is occasionally learned, apparently, by

imitation from a neighbor; and in the first in-

stance is frequently a symptom of some form of

indigestion. Its indulgence may be suspected

where the anterior edge of the front teeth is

worn olT, and will soon be proved by turning the

animal loose where he can find suitable objects

to lay hold of. It usually interferes with thriv-

ing and condition, and leads to attacks of indi-

gestion. It can be prevented only by the use

of a muzzle or throat-strap; but in those newly

acquired cases restilting from gastric derange-

ment, means must further be taken to remove

the acidity or other disorder.

CRICHTON, kri'ton, .Tames (1560-c.a5),

called TnK Aomiraiu-k Criciiton. A Scotchman

famous for his versatility and his universal ac-

complishments. He was the son of Robert Crich-

ton. of Eliook. Dumfriesshire, who was joint

Lord Advocate of Scotland from 1562 to 1573, and
from 1573 to 1581. On his mother's side he
claimed descent from the old Scottish kings. He
was educated at Saint Andrews University. Be-
fore he reached his twentieth year he had, it seems,
"run through the whole circle of the sciences,"

mastered ten different languages, and perfected
himself in every knightly accomplishment. In
Paris, Rome, Venice, Padua, and Mantua, he
achieved the most extraordinary victories in dis-

putation on all branches of human knowledge,
and excited universal amazement and applause.
The beauty of his person and the elegance of his

manners also made him a great favorite; while,
as if to leave no excellence unattained, he van-
quished a famous swordsman in a duel at Man-
tua (1582). The Duke of Mantua appointed him
preceptor to his son, Vincenzo di Gonzaga, a
dissolute and profligate youth. One night, be-

tween 1585 and 1591, during a carnival, Crichton
was attacked in the streets of Mantua by
six masked men. He pushed them so hard
that their leader pulled off his mask, and dis-

closed the features of Vincenzo. With an excess
of loyalty, Crichton threw himself upon his knees
and begged the young prince's pardon, at the
same time presenting him with his sword, which
the heartless youth plunged into the body of his

tutor. What degree of truth there may be in the
eulogies of his biographers it is impossible to

determine, but he is known to have associated
himself with the Venetian publisher Aldus
IMinutius, who is the authority for many other-

wise unauthenticated biographical details. W.
H. Ainsworth wrote a romance foimded on the
story of Crichton in 1837. Consult Tytler, The
Life of James Crichton (London, 1819; revised

ed. 1823).

CRICKET (OF. crequet, Fr. criquet ; ulti-

mately imitative in origin). Any of the salta-

torial insects of the orthopterous family Gryl-

.

lida?, distinguished from the Locustidir by the
cylindrical spear-shaped ovipositor of the female.
The family contains three very distinct groups:
(1) Mole-crickets (q.v.), with fore legs devel-

open for burrowing; (2) tree-crickets (q.v.) ;

(3) true crickets, including the common field

and house crickets. Most of them in all parts of

the world are black or of some dull color,* and
are mainly nocturnal. They are herbivorous,
and the American black field-crickets are most
abundant in neglected fields, or where layers of

old straw, etc., give them warmth and hiding.

They dig holes in the ground and sit there dur-

ing the day, chirping, as if with contented enjoy-

ment, and going abroad at night ; but any dis-

turbance near them will produce instant quiet.

Their eggs are laid in the loose soil, chietly in

the autumn, and hatch in the spring, few adults

surviving the winters of cold climates. The com-
monest species in the northeastern United States

{Gri/11u.<i vefilecius) occasionally comes into

houses; but the house-cricket proper is a Euro-
pean one (Gri/Uus domesticus) which habitually

domesticates itself, and is especially fond of the

crevices about old-fashioned fireplaces, where
its merry chirping has woven itself into the
romance and poetry of all Western nations, as a
sound suggestive of <lomestic cheer. This species

is now acclimatized in Canada and some of the
Northeastern States. The wingless crickets are
represented in the Ignited States by a species
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{Ceuthophilus maculatus) common in New Eng-

land.

The chirping of these insects, which begins in

midsummer, is produced by rubbing a nle-like

ridge of one wing over a scraping surface of the

other. Only the males have these organs, and it

Indies, it has become popular with the natives.

In America, it is played in certain portions of

the United States and in tlie larger cities of
Canada. The rules which govern liic game all

over the world are those made by the Marylebone
Cricket Club of London, and from time to time

BEPBEBENTA'nYE CBICKET8.

1. Common black cricket (Gryllus neglectua). 2. A wingless cricket (Ceutbopbilus m&cniataa). 3. A tree-cricket,
the aniall green or 'snowy' cricket ((Ec&Dtbna niveus), female. 4. Same; male. 6. A male cricket {GrylJotalpa
boreatiB).

is generally agreed that the sounds serve either
to call or excite the mute females. A certain
Sicilian species is said to make a noise audible
a mile away. The apparatus and the musical
characteristics of the soimd have been exhaustive-
ly studied by S. H. Scudder, who says that the
notes of the black field-cricket are pitched at E
natural, two octaves above middle C. The songs
of other sorts of crickets vary from this, each
in its own way. To this same group belong
some curious forms of the tropics in which "the
front of the head is produced into a leaf-like

projection." Another group are of very diminu-
tive size, and resemble minute roaches ; one genus
(Myrmecophila) dwells altogether in the nests
of ants, both in Europe and in America, our
representative being Myrmecophila pergandi.
Other species are among the insects inhabiting
caves. Consult: Howard and Marlatt, "Principal
Household Insects of the United States/' in

United States Department of Agriculture, Divi-
sion of Entomology, Bulletin 4, new series

(Washington, 1896). See Cave Animals and
Symbiosis, and compare Locust; Katydid;
Mole-Cricket; and Tree-Cbicket.

CBICKET (probably from OF. criquet, stick

used as a marker in the game of bowls). The
national game of England is played wherever
Englishmen have colonized, and in many of

Great Britain's possessions, notably in the West

are regulated at meetings of this club. This has
always been the custom since the club waa
founded, about the year 1744. Philadelphia,
which is the home of cricket in America, has
more clubs than any other place in the United
States or Canada, and the four larger clubs, Ger-
mantown, Belmont, Merion, and Philadelphia,

compete annually for the Halifax Cup. Two
other cups are also competed for by some fifteen

minor clubs and second elevens from the princi-

pal clubs. Cricket in Philadelphia is controlled

by the Associated Cricket Clubs of Philadelphia,

in an organization composed of three delegates

from each of the four large clubs. This organi-

zation publishes a periodical, the American Crick-

eter, founded in 1877. The Metropolitan Dis-

trict Cricket League regulates the matches with-

in twenty miles of the City Hall in New York,
and there is also a New York Cricket Association,

which has assumed more importance of late

years. The other organizations in the United
States are the California Cricket Association,

the Northwestern Cricket Association, with head-

quarters in Chicago, and the Massachusetts

Cricket Association. International matches are

played annually between the United States and
Canada, and on three occasions teams from
Philadelphia have visited England, while in 1900

a team was sent from Haverford College to play

a series of matches against English colleges and
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schools. Almost annually, in recent years,
either an English, Australian, or Irish eleven
has visited Philadelphia, New York, and Toronto.
The Intercollegiate Cricket League is composed
of teams representing the University of Penn-
sylvania, Harvard, and Ilaverford.

The game is played between two teams of
eleven men each, on a level grass-field, but the
exigencies of climate in Australia and the Pacific

Slope of California sometimes necessitate a
cement-based, matted stretch. In the centre of

the field a wicket is pitched; i.e. three stumps
of wood about 1% inches in diameter and 27
inches high are placed in a line so that with
the space between them they cover eight inches;

on the top of these are two light wooden bails.

Twenty-two yards in a direct line from and
opposite these, three similar bail-topped stumps
are erected. A line from each wicket or set of

stumps is drawn in white chalk, extending right

and left from them about three feet. This is

the bowling-crease, beyond which the bowler must
not pass when delivering the ball. In front of

the stumps, four feet from them, and parallel

with them, another white line is drawn, called

the popping-crease, within which is the batsman's
domain. The bat used must not be longer than
38 inches or wider than 4^4 inches. The ball is

3 inches in diameter and weighs about 5 14
ounces. An umpire is appointed by each team,
and, before starting a match, they settle what
shall be considered boundaries and other condi-

tions of play. Then the captains toss for the
right to select which team shall go to the bat
first. The team which so elects sends two men
in. one to each wicket ; the other team sends a
bowler to one end and disperses the other ten
men about the field in such positions as the cap-

tain's knowledge of the kind of bowler, and
the kind of batter, indicates to him as likely to

be most efficacious. The umpire then calls 'play,'

and the bowler bowls, not throws, the ball from
the end opposite the batter. If it is a ball which
the batsman can reach, he either blocks it or
hits it to some part of the field; if he thinks he
can run to the opposite wicket and the other
batsman change places with him before the ball

is returned and either w^icket thrown down with
it, he runs; and a 'run' is scored each time the

batsmen cross each other. The bowler bowls
four, five, or six balls (four in a three days'

match) from one end; and then the ball is

handed over to a second bowler, who bowls an
equal number of balls from the opposite end.

The batsman may be put out in any of the fol-

lowing ways: if he fails to defend his wicket

and the bowled ball knocks off the bails

( 'bowled') ; a fielder catches a batted ball before

it touches the ground ('caught') ; should the bats-

man fail to have his bat or any part of his person

within the popping-crease before his wicket is

thrown down with the ball ('run out') ; if he
steps out of his ground to play a ball, misses it,

and the wicket-keeper throws his wicket down
with it before he can step back ('stumped') ; if

when a straight ball has been bowled to him,

which in the judgment of the umpire would have
hit his wicket had he not prevented it by inter-

posing any part of his body except his hand ('leg

before wicket') : if in playing at the ball he
knocks down his own wicket Chit wicket') ; or if

he willfully obstructs the fielders. WTien a bats-

man is put out another takes his place, and the

game proceeds until the tenth man is out. Then,
there being no more batsmen to come, the eleventh
man's innings comes to an end, he being "not out.*
The total number of runs made off the bats, with
a few penalties added which it is not necessary'
to detail here, make up that side's score. Then
the other side goes in to bat. Each eleven has
normally two innings taken alternately, the
total score of each side determining the result of
the match.
The bibliography of cricket is extensive. Lilly-

white, Cricketers' Annual, and Wisden, Cricket
Almanack, are the standard authorities on the
rules- for the current years. For general his-
tory and annals, consult: Steel and Lyttleton,
Cricket (London, 1889); Lyttleton, Cricket
(London, 1890) ; Murdoch, Cricket (London,
1893) ; Lyttleton, Outdoor Games: Cricket and
Golf (London, 1901); Prince Ranjitsinhji, The
Jubilee Book of Cricket (Edinburgh, 1897);
Read, Annals of Cricket (London, 1897).

CRICKET-FHOG: a small frog {Acris gryh
ius; northern specimens are variety crepitans)
abundant throughout the warmer parts of the
United States, east of the plains, and noted for
its rattling cricket-like cries in spring. (See
Colored Plate of Frogs. ) It is about an inch long,

brownish, with a blackish triangular patch (apex
backward) between the eyes, the borders of
which are light-colored, continued as a dorsal
band to the rear end of the body; throat in

spring yellow, and legs barred; but all these
colors change with surroundings, as the species
possesses the power of metachrosis in a high de-

gree. "The note of this species," says Cope,
'"may be exactly imitated by striking two marbles
together, first slowly, then faster and faster, for

a succession of about twenty or thirty beats.

The noise cannot be heard at a very great dis-

tance. ... It keeps on the high grass in

and around marshy places, seldom if ever as-

cending trees or bushes. When pursued it leaps
with prodigious agility and hides under water."
Their eggs are deposited in April, in little masses
attached to the blades of coarse grass. A short
time afterwards all the great numbers which
make the marshes so noisy in April and May die

off, so that until the eggs hatch and the young
'peepers' develop late in August, the species is

practically extinct. Consult Abbott, "Notes on
the Habits of the Savannah Cricket-Frog," in

American Xaturalist (Philadelphia. 1882).

CRICKET ON THE HEARTH, The. A
Christmas tale by Charles Dickens (1845), in

which a cricket on the hearth and a tea-kettle

play an important part.

CRIEFF, kref. A police burgh and health re-

sort in Perthshire, Scotland, on the Earn, 17

miles west of Perth (Map: Scotland, E 3). It is

beautifully situated at the foot of the Gram-
pians, near the entrance to the Highlands. Its

healthful climate makes it a summer resort of

invalids, for whom there is provided a high-class

hydropathic establishment. There are numerous
handsome country seats in the vicinity. The
greatest Scotch cattle market was held here till

1770, when it was removed to Falkirk. Popu-
lation, in 1901. 5208.

CRILLON, kr^'vAx', Louis des Ralbes de
Berton ok (1541-1615). A celebrated French
general, surnamed 'L'homme sans peur,' and 'I>e

Brave.' He was born at Murs, in Provence, and
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was trained for war under Francois de' Lorraine,
Duke of (jiuitie, then the model of military chiv-

alrj'. In 1558 he gave proof of his valor at the
siege of Culuis, and soon afterwards at the cap-
ture of Guines. In the religious wars he fought
against the Huguenots, and distinguished him-
Helf at tile Imttles of Dreux, Jarnac, and Moncon-
tour. He was likewise present at the battle of

Jx'panto, in 1571, and, though woimded, was ap-
p<)in(e<l to carry the news of the victory to the
yope and the French King. He disapproved
strongly of the massacre of Saint Bartholomew,
hut in 1573 he took part in the siege of La Ro-
chelle. He accompanied Henry of Anjou to Po-
land, and after the hitter's accession as Henry
11 L continued faithful to his sovereign in his
struggle with the Catholic League. Henry IV.
found in him a sincere friend and adviser, and
called him 'Le Brave des Braves.' After the
peace with Savoy, Crillon retired to Avignon,
and, after the fashion of a true Catholic warrior,
ended his days "in the exercise of piety and
penance."

CBIM. CON. An abbreviation for Criminal
CoNVEBSATiON, which is the technical term for
adultery with another man's wife. It is no de-
fense to an action by the husband, in such a
case, that the wife freely assented to the
defendant's request, for the husband does not
sue for a wrong done to her, but to himself. The
gist of the action is the shame which has been
intlicted upon him, and the hazard, to which he
is subject, of maintaining spurious issue. It

is, therefore, quite distinct from the wrong of
enticing the wife away from the husband, al-

though, like seduction (q.v. ), it is looked upon
as a personal injury to the husband. He may
condone the wife's offense, and thus lose his right
to secure a divorce, without affecting his right
to damages against the paramour. It has been
judicially declared that the law will not hold a
partly remediless for an injury of this kind be-

cause, through the exercise of Christian virtue,

the influence of family interest, or even in the
want of what may be regarded as true manly
spirit, he forgives an erring wife, and trusts
in her reformation and promise of future good
conduct and virtue. He may forgive the wife
without forgiving the author of the defilement,

and of his loss, wrong, and injury. See Adul-
TEBY, and consult the authorities there referred
to.

CRIME (OF., Fr. crime, It. crimine, from
Lat. crimen, accusation, from cernere, Gk.
KpivEiv, krinein, to decide). Crime has been
defined as "disobedience to a command or pro-
hibition made with reference to a matter affect-

ing public peace, order, or good government to
which a sanction is attached by way of com-
pensation for the injury which the act or omis-
sion may have caused to an individual."

The same act, e.g. assault and battery, may
subject the actor to a criminal prosecution by the
State, and to a civil action in tort by the in-

jured individual. Such an act is at once a
breach of the public peace and an invasion of the
injured person's rights. In England and in
each of our States certain offenses are crimes
at cor'mon law, while others are made so by
statute. Criminal offenses against the United
States, however, are all of statutory origin. The
common-law classification of crimes was into

treason (q.v.), felony (q.v.), and misdemeanor
((\.v.) } treason being separated from other high
crimes because of its character, its mode of trial,

and its punishment, and the chief distinction
between a felony and a misdemeanor l)eing that
the former occasioned the forfeiture of lands
and goods, while the latter did not.

Cbimi.nal Intent. In order that an act shall
amount.to a crime, it must be committed with a
criminal intent. It is not a crime to take the
life of a human l>eing if this is done pursuant
to a legal conuiiand, as in the ease of a sheriff
inflicting capital punishment upon a duly con-
victed and sentenced criminal; nor if it is the
result of accident. In neither case d(x*s the per-

son causing the other's death intend to commit
a criminal act. But criminal intent is not neces-
sarily synonymous with actual intent to become
a criminal. A general criminal intent exists
when the actor has an intellectual apprehension
of the nature of the act which the law pro-
nounces criminal, and voluntarily assents to its

commission. In most crimes, no other intent is

required. At times, however, the law requires
a specific intent, as in the case of the transfer
of one's property with intent to defraud his

creditors, or sending poison to another with
intent to injure him. Here, something more
than knowingly and voluntarily disposing of
the property, or sending the poison, is necessary
to the commission of the crime, viz. the disposi-

tion or the sending with the specific intent to

defraud or to injure. Insanity (q.v.) relieves

its victim from criminal liability when it ren-

ders him incapable of forming a criminal inten-

tion. Voluntary drunkenness, even when causing
temporary insanity, does not so relieve its vic-

tim, although it may be taken into account in

crimes requiring a specific intent on the part
of the actor, in determining whether he did the

particular act with the specific intent. Infancy
also relieves from criminal liability when the in-

fant is incapable of forming a criminal intent.

(See Age.) Analogous to insanity and infancy,

as an excuse for an act otherwise criminal, is

coercion or duress (q.v.) when of such a char-

acter as to destroy the voluntary nature of

the act. See Accessory; Principal; Punish-
ment; also Criminal Law; Criminology, and
the authorities there referred to.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT. A novel by
Dostoyevsky, published in 1860. It is a study
of the gradually weakening intellect and final in-

sanity of a young Russian artisan whom want
has led to commit murder.

CRIME'A (Russ. Krim, Krym, Lat. Chersone-

sus Taurica). A peninsula in the south of Rus-
sia, forming part of the Government of Taurida,

and comprising the districts of Perekop, Eupa-
toria, Simferopol, Yalta, and Feodosia (Map:
Russia, D 5). It is united to the mainland by
the very narrow isthmus of Perekop. between the

Black Sea and the Sea of Azov, and separated

from the peninsula of Taman. on the east, by the

narrow Kertch Strait. The Crimea is thus al-

most surrounded by water—on three sides by the

Black Sea and on the fourth by the Sea of Azov;
while a trench 70 feet wide and 25 feet across the

isthmus of Perekop cuts it off from the main-
land. The Crimea is quadrilateral in shape; but
a long, narrow peninsula juts out on the east

which increases the extreme length of the terri-
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tory from east to west to nearly 200 miles, the
breadth being 110 miles. The area is about 9800
square miles. The coast is very much broken
and indented, particularly on the side bordering
on the Sea of Azov. The northern portion is a
continuation of the southern Russian steppes,

and is of argillaceous formation. Along the
side facing the southeast there is a highland
region, the Yaila Mountains, forming the
watershed. These mountains rise to a height of
over 5000 feet, their most interesting peak being
the Tchatir Dagh (Tent Mountain), the Mons
Trapczus of the ancients. The streams rise in

the southeast coast highlands, and while a few
very short ones flow toward tlie east and south-
east, most of the drainage goes into the Bay of
Kalamita, the Gulf of Perekop, and the Sivash or
Putrid Sea, which is a portion of the Sea of Azov
almost cut off from it by the tongue-like peninsula
of Arabat. The northwest section of the Crimea
has but little fluvial drainage. The southern
district of the peninsula rises with steep slopes
from the sea, while spurs and secondary chains
extend northward. These are richly wooded, but
the beautiful intermediate valleys gradually sink
into the uniform and desolate steppe which
forms the northern and much greater part of the
peninsula. The southern district of the Crimea
is well cultivated, and is adorned by many
oountrj'-seats of the nobles, with parks and
gardens surpassed by none in Europe. The
famous Imperial country-seat of Livadia is situ-

ated near the southern extremity of the peninsula.
Tatar villages, mosques, and Greek convents are
to be seen in most picturesque situations among
the woods and rocks, with many ruins of ancient
fortresses.

The southeast highland region produces a rich
and varied flora. On the northern slopes and
vallej's grow hardy fruit and various forest
trees; in the central mountain region are forests
of oak, beech, elm, and other deciduous trees of
central Europe; while on the higher southern
slope the pine occurs, and at lower altitudes the
vegetation is Mediterranean in character and
the vine and the olive flourish. Grain of vari-
ous kinds is produced abundanth', and silk, wax,
and honey. Some small rodents, hares, and
foxes are the chief mammals ; reptiles and in-

sects are not numerous. Much attention is be-

stowed upon horses, oxen, and sheep, in which
no small part of the wealth of the country con-
sists. The northern part of the Crimea is in
every way a contrast to the southern. Apart
from the general sterility of the region, the air
is contaminated by exhalations from marshes,
and from the Sivash. The climate of the Crimea
varies considerably for such a slight extent in

latitude. The northern part has cold winters and
hot summers, while in the southern part the win-
ters are warm and the heat of the summer is tem-
j)ered by proximity to the sea.

The chief industry of the Crimea is agriculture.
The raising of cereals is carried on mostly by
the Russians and the colonists, chiefly Germans,
while the Tatars and Greeks are engaged pri-

marily in gardening. Owing to the scarcity of
labor and the prevalence of large holdings, agri-

culture in the Crimea is based on modern lines,

and the use of agricultural machinery is probably
more prevalent there than in any other part of

the Empire. The chief cereals raised are wheat,
rye, barley, oats, and com. The Crimea is one of

the principal tobacco-producing regions of Rus-
sia, the product being noted for its high qualities.
The cultivation of fruit is extensively developed,
the annual exports amounting to over $1,000,000.
Vine-growing is one of the oldest industries
of the region, and the native vines are widely
exported. The rearing of live-stock (which
includes camels) is extensively carried on, and
bee-keeping and the raising of silk-worms are
among the industries. The manufacturing in-

dustries are insignificant. Large quantities of
salt are obtained from the salt lakes, which
are very numerous. Tlie population, 583,-
893 m 1897, is remarkably heterogeneous. In
the country districts the bulk of the inhabitants
are Tatars; height, 1.G44 meters; cephalic index,
80. They are muscular and noted as porters.
Cleanliness and morality are proverbial among
them. Among the other non-Russian inhabi-
tants are Greeks, Armenians, and Gennans. An
interesting element in the population are the
Karaite Jews. The two principal cities of the
Crimea are Sebastopol, a great fortress and naval
station, and Simferopol, the capital of the Gov-
ernment of Taurida. An interesting town is

Bakhtchisarai, celebrated as the ancient capital
of the Tatar Khans.

History. To the ancients Crimea was known
as Chersonesus Taurica, from the Tauri, a moun-
tain tribe of the south, who are supposed to
have been the remnants of a Cimmerian people
driven out by the Scythians in the seventh cen-
tury B.C. In the sixth century B.C. the Greeks of
Miletus founded flourishing colonies at Xym-
phajum, Theodosia, and Panticapaeum (the pres-
ent Kertch). About B.C. 500 these cities, to-

gether with several other towns, united to form
the Kingdom of Bosporus, which existed till the
fifth century a.d., and embraced, at the period of
its greatest extent, the entire peninsula and the
eastern coast of the Sea of Azov. The Chersonesus
stood in close commercial and social relations
with the Greeks of Europe, and especially with
the Athenians, who exported from the country
great quantities of grain and hides, as well as
many slaves. In the first centurj' B.C. Parisades,
the ruler of Bosporus, hard pressed by the Scyth-
ians, acknowledged himself the vassal of Mithri-
dates of Pontus, and when the latter's son. Phar-
naces, was deprived of his possessions in Asia
Minor by the Romans, he established himself in
the Chersonesus. Under the nominal suzerainty
of the Romans, and later of the Byzantines,
the Kingdom of Bosporus prospered, till about
the beginning probably of the fifth century,
when it fell before the Huns. The country, with
the exception of the southern coastland,* which
was held by the Byzantines, was henceforth dev-
astated by a succession of barbarian invasions.
About the middle of the seventh century the
Khazars, a fierce tribe from the region of the
Volga, took possession of the peninsula and es-

tablished a powerful kingdom there, chiefly re-

markable for the fact that the ruler, the entire
nobility, and large numbers of the people l)eoame
zealous adherents of the Jewish faith. In the
thirteenth centurj' the country was conquered by
the Mongols, and it constituted till about 1430
a part of the Khanate of Kiptchnk (q.v.). At
the same time the Genoese founaed a number of
trading colonies on the southern coast, which
was known as Gothia. Among those were Caffa
(Kaffa), on the site of PanticapaMim, which be-
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«ame a great cmporiuin of tlie commerce between
Kura|>e ami Asia. After forming u part of the
indepi'ndt'nt Khunute of Krim for about forty-

five years, the Crimea was conqmTi'd in 1475 by
tlie Turks, and was ruled by a khan under the
suzerainty of the Sultan. In 1571 the Khan
raided Moscow and sacked the town. Russian
aggressions on the Crinu'a l)egan in 1735, and in

the following year an army under General MUn-
nich laid the country waste. By the Treaty of
Kutchuk-Kainardji, in 1774, the Porte was
forced to recognize the independence of the Khan.
In 1783 the country was incorporated with Rus-
sia. In 1854-50 the Crimea was the scene of
conflict between the Russian armies and the
allied forces of England, France, Sardinia, and
Turkey. (See Crimean War.) Consult: Telfer,

The Crimea and Transcaucasia (London, 1872) ;

Wood, The Crimea in 1854 a"d 189^ (London,
1895) ; Reaulieu, The Empire of Tsars and the
Russians (New York, 1893).

CRIMEAN WAB. The name given to the
war of 1854-50 l)etween Russia on the one hand,
and Turkey with her allies, France, England, and
Sardinia, on the other. It was ushered in by
the struggle between Russia and Turkey,
which broke out in 1853, the immediate occa-
sion of which was the assertion by Russia
of a protectorate over the Greek Christians
in the Turkish dominions. Coupled with this
was a dispute between Russia and France over
the guardianship of the holy places in Palestine.
The real ground, however, for the attitude as-

sumed by France and Great Britain was resist-

ance to the aggressive policy of the Russian Em-
peror, Nicholas I. The latter believed that the
other Powers of Europe were not in a position
to interfere, and saw an opportunity to con-
tinue the Russian advance which had Constan-
tinople for its objective. Accordingly, in the
spring of 1853 he submitted to the Porte', through
Prince MenshikofT, an ultimatum in regard to the
Greek Christians and other matters. England
and France prepared to sustain the Sultan
against Russia, and stationed their fleets in
Besika Bay. In July the Russian forces ad-
vanced into the Danubian principalities. The
Vienna Note, prepared by Austria and signed by
the neutral Powers as a basis of settlement, was
so modified by Turkey as to be unacceptable to
Russia, and on October 4, 1853, Turkey declared
war. The English and French fleets thereupon
passed through the Dardanelles. Though the
Turks were at first victorious upon land, the
Russian admiral, Nakhimoff, won an important
naval victorj' at Sinope, November 30 ; on March
12. 1854, France and Great Britain concluded
an alliance with Turkey, and two weeks later
they declared war against Russia. Prussia stood
firmly neutral. Austria, though desirous of
cheeking the Russian advance across the Dan-
ube, dared not become involved in a war on the
east, leaving its western frontiers open to pos-
sible attack by Prussia and other States of the
Germanic Confederation, and contented itself,

therefore, with mobilizing an army on the south-
ern frontier. The allied Western Powers deter-
mined to assist the Sultan by a naval expedition
against Kronstadt. in the Baltic, and bj' a com-
bined attack with land forces in the south. The
Baltic expedition proved a complete failure,
achieving nothing beyond the capture of Bomar-
:8und on August 16.

Early in the humiiur 20,000 English troops,
under Lord Raglan, and 50,000 French soldiers,
under Marshal Saint-Arnaud, assenibled at
Varna, on the Black Sea. Against the advice of
the Turks, who wishcil to drive Russia out of the
Caucasus, Saint-Arnaud and Raglan decided upon
the siege of Sebastopol, Russia's stronghold and
depot in the Crimea. The war was thus narrowed
down to a limited sphere, and was fouglit in a
long siege and a series of stubl)orn engagements.
The first of these occurred at the river Alma,
on September 20, 1854, six days after the
landing of the Allies. Saint - Arnaud died on
September 29, and was succeeded by General
Canrol)ert. At the beginning of October the Allies
began the regular siege of Sebastopol, the defense
of which was directed by Todleben. On October
25th the Russians attacked the British at Bala-
klava (q.v.). The engagement was marked by bad
generalship on the British side, and by the gal-
lant but ill-advised charge of the Light Brigade.
The Russians followed this up with an unsuccess-
ful attack at Inkermann on November 5. The se-
vere winter caused the suspension of active
operations, and the English and Turks endured
terrible hardships l)ecause of the inadequate com-
missary arrangements. During the winter an in-

ternational conference attempted to adjust mat-
ters, but without avail. Austria entered into an
alliance with France and Great Britain; but as
Prussia could not be drawn into action unfavor-
able to Russia, Austria refrained from entering
into hostilities. Sardinia, on the other hand,
joined the Allies in Januaiy, 1855, and sent
10,000 men of her new army, under General La
Marmora, to the Crimea. (See Cavour and
Italy.) The Russians resumed activities in
Februarj', assailing the Turkish positions at
Eupatoria, but without result. After the death
of the Emperor Nicholas and the accession of
Alexander II., in March, 1855, Prince Michael
Gortchakoff succeeded Prince MenshikofT in com-
mand of the Russian forces.

Operations were renewed with great vigor in
the spring, the Allies having 174,000 men in
the field and the Russians about 150,000. Gen-
eral Polissier succeeded Canrobert in command in
May, and General Simpson succeeded Lord Rag-
lan, upon the latter's death in Jime. A Russian
army, advancing to the relief of Sebastopol, was
defeated at the Tchernaya on August 16. From
the 19th of August to the 8th of ^ptember a ter-
rible bombardment of the besieged city was kept
up, and was followed on the latter day by a gen-
eral assault, in which the French took the Mala-
koflf Tower, the Little Redan, and the central
bastion. Gortchakoff now blew up the south-
em fortifications and evacuated the city, retir-

ing into the hills. General Muravieff cap-
tured Kars, in Armenia, on November 28. All
the parties were ready for peace, which was
signed at Paris, where a congress of the Powers
had been in session, on March 30, 1856. The
integrity of the Ottoman Empire was guaranteed
by the Powers, Avhich also renounced all right of
intervention in Ottoman affairs; reforms were
promised by the Sultan; Russia renounced her
protectorate over the Danubian principalities,

and ceded a strip of Bessarabia to Moldavia;
the navigation of the Danube was declared free

to all nations under the supervision of a com-
mission of members from the bordering States;
the Black Sea was neutralized. The Congress
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united in the Dechiratiou of Paris (q.v.), which
laid down certain principles of international
law. Consult: Haniley, The War in the Crimea
( London, 1891 ) , the best short treatment in Eng-
lish. The standard work is Kinglake, The Invasion

of the Vrimcd (9 vols., London, 1863-87); also

Russell. The War in the Crimea, ISSJi-SG (Lon-
don, 18.10-56) ; Marx, The Eastern Question,
18o3-oU, trans, by E. ^L and E. Aveling (Lon-

don, 1897) ; Lodomir, La guerfe de 1853-56
(Paris, 1857) ; Lysona, The Crimean War from
First to Last (London, 1895) ; "Russian Side

of the Crimean War," yational Review (Novem-
ber, 18U4) : Kovalevski. Der Krieg Russlands
mit der Turkei in den Jahren 1853-5Jf (Leipzig,

1869).

CRIME DE SYLVESTRE BONNARD,
kr^m dr s^l'ves'tr' bfi'niir'', Le. A graceful ro-

mance bj' Anatole France (1881). The hero,

M. Bonnard, is an old member of the Institute,

whose "crinie' consists in releasing a young girl

from a boarding-school in which she was un-

happy, and bringing about a happy marriage
for her.

CRIMINAL LAW. A phrase signifying the

bodj' of legal rules which define criminal offenses,

prescribe their punishment, and provide for the

apprehension and trial of persons charged with
crime. The tendency at present is to codify

this branch of the law. In New York, for ex-

ample, the substantive part of criminal law

—

that is, the part which defines criminal offenses

and their penalties—is embodied in a Penal Code,

while the adjective part, or the part regulating

the arrest and trial of offenders, constitutes the

Code of Criminal Procedure. The Constitution

of the United States and the various State con-

stitutions contain important provisions relating

to criminal procedure. See especially the Fifth

and Sixth Amendments of the United States

Constitution, and similar clauses in the State

constitutions, securing a jury trial, indictment
by a grand jury, and other rights to persons

charged with crime.

The more important criminal offenses are

dealt with under their respective titles.

fliBUOGBAPiiY. Blackstone, Commentaries on
the Latcs of England; Bishop, New Criminal
Law (Boston, 1900) ; Robinson, Elements of

American •Jurisprudence (Boston, 1900) ; also

the Encyclopcedia of the Laws of England (Lon-

don, 1897) ; Archbold, Pleading, Evidence, and
Practice in Criminal Cases (2d ed., London,
1900) ; Harris, Principles of Criminal Law (8th

ed., London, 1899) ; Pollock and Maitland, His-

tory of English Law (2d ed., Boston, 1899) ;

Stephen. History of the Criminal Law of Eng-
land (London, 1883) ; id.. General View of the

Criminal Law of England (New York, 1890) ;

Phillips. Comparative Criminal Jurisprudence
(Calcutta, 1889). Consult also the authorities

referred to under other subordinate or related

titles, such as In.sanity; .TuRi.spRfDKNCE

;

Cbiminolcxjy ; Penoi-ocy; etc. See Accessory;
Indictment; Pleading; Principal; Pbocedubk;
PimiSHMENT.

CRIM'INOL'OOY (from Lat. crimen, crime

+ Ok. /nyia, logia, accotint. from ?Jyeiv, legein,

to say). The science which treats of the nature
and causes of crime. .As a separate study it is

of compiiratively recent growth, and the credit

ior its foundation as an independent branch of

knowledge is usually given to Cesare Lombroso
(q.v.), an Italian professor in the University
of Turin, who in 1876 published a remarkable
book entitled L'uomo dclinquente (Criminal
Man). Since its apjK'arance, quite a number of

eminent scientists—physicians, jurists, econo-
mists, and sociologists—have taken up the study
of crinie and criminals. There is, however, such
a difference of opinion concerning the funda-
mental causes or factors of crime that criminolo-
gists are divided into several groups. These
groups may be classified under two large divi-

sions, their difference turning upon the emphasis
laid upon the individual causes of crime, on the
one hand, or upon its social causes, on the other
hand. The criminal, one part}' asserts, is bom,
not made; he is a criminal l)y nature, and the
circumstances of education or environment have
little or nothing to do with his law-breaking
career. The opposing party maintains that
social organization, education, environment

—

causes lying outside the individual—really deter-

mine whether or not he will become a criminal.

As a rule, those who adhere to the former point

of view conceive the study of crime as a part
of anthropolog}', a part of the study of man

;

while those who believe that social conditions

furnish the cau.ses and explanation of crime con-

sider this study a part of sociology-. Thus the
two terms usually applied to criminology, 'crimi-

nal anthropology' and 'criminal sociology,' each
indicate a prejudice in favor of one or the other
of the tendencies characterized above.

The subject of criminology is a complicated
and difficult one. It is onlj^ within the present
generation that the possibility has arisen of con-

ducting the study of criminal problems on any-
thing approaching an exact and scientific basis.

Before the introduction of a system of criminal
statistics it was impossible to ascertain whether
crime was increasing or decreasing, what trans-

formation it was passing through iw consequence
of the social, political, and economic changes con-

stantly taking place in all highly organized
societies, and what was the effect of punishment
on the criminal population. Statistics, moreover,
even when carefully collected, often mislead.

Suppose, for example, that the number of con-

victions for crimes and misdemeanors has in-

creased in Belgium from 22,359 in 1870 to 40,372

in 1890; this does not necessarily mean that
crime has increased, for the total population may
have increased more rapidly than the numlier of

offenses, and in such an event criminality has
really diminished. The larger number of con-

victions in 1890 may. perhaps. l>e due to an
increase in the number of pimishable offenses

because of the enactment of severer laws ; certain

acts legally permissible in 1870 may have be-

come misdemeanors in 1890. Another possible

explanation of a merely apparent increase in

criminality is offered by the fact that perhap.s

the police have become more efficient or more
vigilant, and that therefore many offenders who
escaped in 1870 are now brought before the courts
and condemned. These three possible explana-
tions are sufficient to show how careful we must
be in the employment of criminal statistics.

Particularly when we go beyond the statistics of

a single nation and attempt to compare two or
more nations with a view to their relative

criminality, we must be even more cautious. In
no two countries^ is the criminal law the same.
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and an act wiiicli i.s |H-rft'elly hariulpsa wlicn

coininitted in out' i-ountry is considert'd in an-

other 118 u cuntnivontiun of the law. Each coun-
try has also a nomencluturi* of crime and methods
of criminal procedure peculiar to itself. In each
country the police are or^nized on a different

principle and act on a different code of rules.

Gn'at differences of opinion exist also among
different nations as to the gravity of certain of-

fenses. Whenever it shall be possible to collect

criminal statistics in the several nations ac-

cording to a uniform system, then criminology
will have the necessary inductive basis for fruit-

ful comparisons between nations.

The narrow legal definition of crime ns a viola-

tion of the law is scarcely of any value for phil-

osophical purposes; and a scientific definition

which shall include all acts which at any time
have h(H'n called crimes, but include none other
—which shall, moreover, specify their common
characteristics— remains yet to be found. It

seems highly i)robal)le tliat the study of primi-
tive religious ideiis and primitive social organiza-
tion will throw considerable light upon the
problem of discovering the essential nature of

crime. It should be noted, meanwhile, that
originally the question whether a certain act was
criminal or not, and if criminal, how the per-

petrator should be punished, was answered by
the offended party—individual, family, or clan

—

and not by the political organization of the whole
people (the State). That the State should de-

termine these matters and reserve to itself the

right to judge and to punish is a result of quite

recent evolution. Even to-day, the State is far

from being the only coercive institution ; duels,

and, in a measure, lynching, are survivals of

the previous status.

The question whether crime is increasing has
been very widely discussed, pro and con ; there ap-

pears to be a general opinion among experts that

it is increasing. Certainly criminal statistics

everywhere seem to bear out this view, with the

possible exception of England ; and even there,

Mr. W. D. Morrison maintains, in his book on
Crime and Its Causes, the total volume of crime

is on the increase. According to the eleventh

census of the United States, it appears that the

criminal class in our country has increased from
1 in 3500 of the population in 1850 to 1 in 786.5

in 1800, or 445 per cent., while the total popu-
lation has increased but 170 per cent, in the

same period.

Causes of Crime. The factors responsible for

crime may conveniently be divided into three

great categories—cosmic, social, and individual.

The cosmic factors of crime are climate and the
variations of temperature; the social factors are

the political, economic, and moral conditions in

the midst of which man lives as a member of

society; the individual factors are those at-

tributes inherent in the individual, such as
descent, sex, age, bodily and mental character-
istics. It is often extremely difficult to disen-

tangle these factors; many of them, indeed, are
indirectly at work where they appear to be
absent. Heredity, for example, seems to belong
clearly to the individual factors; but if we trace
an inherited characteristic back through a long
line of ancestors, it may finally be found to have
its origin in the circumstances of environment
or education. It has been aptly remarked that a

man's education should Ugiu with his grand-
father.

Cosmic Factors. How profoundly tlie j)hyh-
ical structure, and likewise the lucntjil life of
man, is affected by his natural surroinulings, by
climate, seasons, soil, the c(mfiguration of the
earth's surface and the nature of its products,
is illustrated by the low type of life exhibited by
the primitive inhabitants of inhospitable, barren
countries. Concerning the inlhiciicc of climate
on crime, statisticians have concluded that
crimes against the person, as assault and homi-
cide, are relatively more numerous in warm
climates, while crimes against projtcrty are more
frequent in colder regions. The statistics of
homicide in Europe show that the warmer coun-
tries, Italy and Spain, head the list in the pro-
portion of murders to the population, while
England, S<'otland, and Holland stand at the
bottom of the list. Prof. Enrico Fcrri, after a
thorough examination of French judicial statis-

tics for a scries of j'cars, concludes that a maxi-
mum of crimes against the person is reached in
the hot months, while crimes against property
come to a climax in the winter. Crimes against
the person are unduly high in the south and
west of the United States; but here we have to
consider not merely climate, but also race con-
flicts, pioneer conditions, and uncertain legal
control.

Social Factors. Concerning the social factors
of crime, it must be observed that the action of

society upon the individual is .so complex that
it will here be impossible to discuss, even briefly,

all these factors.

Considering, first, the conjugal condition of

criminals, it appears that there is a higher ratio

of criminality among the unmarried and di-

vorced than among the married. A partial ex-

planation of this fact maj' lie in the circumstance
that married men and women, l)eiiig subject to
the restraining influences of home life, are much
less apt to yield to those anti-social tendencies

which manifest themselves in crime.

Considering, secondly, occupation, prison
statistics show that the higher the character of

a man's daily pursuits the greater the unlikeli-

hood of his falling into crime. An examination
into the previous occupations of criminals shows
that a very large percentage were engaged in un-

skilled labor. According to the census of 1890,

of 52,894 convicts, 31,426 were ignorant of any
kind of trade. The economically low position of

the unskilled laborer exposes him to frequent

unemplo\nnent and want, and hence to the

desperation which often leads to crime. French
official statistics summarizing the results of over

fifty years indicate the following number of in-

dictments for every 100,000 meml>ers of each

class: Agriculture, 8; liberal professions and
proprietors. 9; industry, 14; commerce, 18;

domestic service, 29; vagabonds and without

trade or regular occupation, 405.

Thirdly, and closely related to occupation, is

the influence of rural or city life on crime. In

his Prisoners and Paupers (New York, 1893),

Mr. H. M. Boies declares that our citfes furnish

90 per cent, of our criminals. City life, with

its crowded slums and tenement'^, he considers

one great cause of crime. Cities are hotbeds of

lawlessness as compared with rural neighbor-

hoods. The city is the refuge and hiding-place

of questionable characters; it intensifies the
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struggle for existence, aud by the sharp contrast
it otfers between rich and poor, between luxury
and penury, excites envy and class hatred. Ac-
cording to Levasseur, urban population in France
has a criminality double that of the rural popu-
lation; while according to Mr. W. D. Morrison,
London, with less than one-fifth of the population
of England and Wales, furnishes one-third of the
indictable crimes.

A fourth point of great importance is the in-

fluence of poverty. If poverty in itself were a
decisive factor, we would expect poor countries
to produce the most criminals ; but poor countries
like Ireland, Spain, and Hungary show a smaller
ratio of theft in the population than rich Eng-
land. It is rather where great poverty exists

side by side with great wealth that temptation
is greatest and crime most frequent, especially

crimes against property. Swift and unexpected
industrial and commercial changes and hard
times put character to unusual strains and in-

crease the number of law-breakers. Inventions
and progress in industrial processes often make
it more difficult for men to support existence in

their accustomed ways. There can be no doubt,
moreover, that the keen struggle for existence

imposed upon the poor classes disorganizes the
family and destroys many of the beneficent in-

fluences of home life. It may reasonably be

maintained, on the other hand, that excessive

wealth, with the idleness that it frequently be-

gets in the possessor, is quite as apt as destitu-

tion to lead to viciousness and crime. A wealthy
criminal has, of course, more numerous and effi-

cient means for escaping detection and punish-
ment than a poor offender. Humanitarian novel-

ists have accustomed the general public to the

beUef that hunger and pressing want frequently

lead to theft. This belief does not by any means
coincide with such facts as we possess; French
criminal statistics indicate, for example, that
thefts of food—^bread, flour, meat, etc.—consti-

tute only 5^^ per cent, of the total number com-
mitted during the period from 1830 to 1860.

Among the other factors of crime which may
properly be classed as 'social' are : the influence

of social theories which tend to engender con-

tempt for human life and the institution of

private property; the absence of a widespread,

deep-seated religious spirit which restrains men
from yielding to evil impulses; the corruption

of partisan politics which permits the worst ele-

ments of the population to become the official

guardians of the public peace and prosperity;

lynching and public exhibitions of cruelty which

debase human character; detailed accounts of

crimes in the daily press; the influence of asso-

ciation and suggestion by which gangs of shift-

less men or boys form centres of criminal life

imder the leadership of unscrupulous chiefs;

social disturbances like war, crises, revolutions,

and expositions, which disturb the even tenor of

social progress and relax the social bond.

Individual Factors. Finally the individual

factors of crime should be briefly considered. They
have been carefully studied by a score of scien-

tists, beginning with Lombroso. the founder of

criminolog>% who was disposed at first to over-

look all biit the individual factors. Sex.—In all

civilized nations women are less addicted to

crime than men, and girls less than boys. Among
most European peoples between five and six

males are tried for offenses against the law to

every one female. Women are less inclined to
acts of violence than men on account of their
physical weakness, but when women do become
criminals their crimes are frequently character-
ized by a cruelty and relentlessness not found in
male offenders. The crimes of women are mostly
infanticide, abortion, poisoning, domestic theft.

They are addicted equally with men to the per-
petration of parricide, and more frequently con-
victed than men of parricide. Women are also
more hardened criminals than men, probably
because a woman may regain her rank in so-

ciety only with the greatest difficulty. Age.—In
proportion to the population crime is, as we
should expect, at its lowest level from infancy
till the age of si.xteen. From that age it goes
on steadily increasing in volume till it reaches
a maximum between thirty and forty. Females
do not enter upon a criminal career so early as
males, and the criminal age is earlier in coming
to a close for women than in the case of men.
Education.—The question whether education re-

duces or increases criminality is far from being
conclusively answered. Those States which have
the best systems of education have also the most
criminals in their jails and prisons. But as a
rule the proportion of our prison population un-
able to read or write is considerably higher than
in the free population. M. Henri Joly, an emi-
nent French criminologist, maintains that most
frequently passions and vices which have noth-
ing to do with instruction are the veritable mo-
tives of crime. It seems reasonably certain,

however, that the lack of instruction in manual
and trade processes and the absence of personal,

moral, and spiritual influences accounts for much
of the tendency to crime. Drunkenness.—All

authorities agree that intemperance is a serious

cause of crime. It weakens the will, leads to

evil associations, dulls the conscience. Statis-

tical information concerning this point is usually
non-official and of little scientific value. Hered-
ity.—Individual degeneracy, which Dr. Ferri has
shown to be closely connected with crime, is

frequently passed on from generation to genera-

tion. The diagrammatic history of eight families

given by Dr. Strahan in his book on Marriage
and Disease illustrates the degenerate tendencies

transmitted from father to children throughout
several generations. Similarly, Dugdale, in his

book on the Jukes, has traced the posterity of a
criminal and found that the great majority of

his descendants possessed vicious or criminal in-

stincts.

Lombroso and his disciples attribute crimi-

nality to anatomical, physiological, and psychi-

cal peculiarities of the individual, and have in-

augurated the study of the criminal as a bein^
separate and different from normal man and
woman. The biological peculiarities of the

criminal are so marked that Lombroso speaks of

a 'criminal type.' and enumerates the character-

istics which constitute this type: height and
weight above the average; asymmetry of the

skull, brain, and face: brain lighter in weight
than the normal; light hair; scant beard; re-

treating forehead ; projecting eyebrows and ears

:

long arms; insensibility to physical pain;
pointed skulls; heavy lower jaws: defective

lungs; tendency to diseases of the heart and of

the sexual organs, etc. Criminal anthropolo-
gists, however, are far from agreeing upon these

anomalies, and often reach conclusions divergent
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from and sonietinifs runliadiftuiy Iv ihoae of

l^onibroso. The French sociologist Tarde haa

very ai>lly suygestcd tlmt perhaps the character-

istics of the criminal are rather the consequence

of his career tiian tlie cause; that just as clergy-

men, military men, and other distinct social pro-

fessions ac<]uire distinctive traits, so criminals
come to adopt certain methods of life and
thought which stigmatize them. Consult: Mor-
rison, Crime and lis Causes (London, 1891) ;

Kylands, Crime: Its Causes and Remedy (Lon-
don, 1899) ; MacDonald, Criminology (New York,
189.3) ; Kurella, Saturgeschichte des Verbrechers
(Stuttgart, 1893) ; Joly, Le crime, Etude sociale

(Paris, 1894) ; Marsh, Crime and the Criminal
(London, 1899) ; Drilhms, The Criminal, his Per-

sonnel and Environment (New York, 1900), with
a list of works on Criminology; Forel and Ma-
hain, Crime et anomalies mentales constitution-

elles (Geneva, 1902) ; and Hall, Crime in its Re-
lation to Social Progress (New York, 1902).
See LoMBRoao; Penoixkit; Prisons; Refobma-
TOBIES.

CRIMMITSCHATJ, krim'mlt-shou. A town
of the Kingdom of Saxony, on the Pleisse, about
39 miles south of Leipzig (Map: Gicrmany, E 3).

It is an important industrial centre, with exten-

sive cotton and woolen mills and machine works.
Population, in 1890, 19,972; in 1900, 22,840.

CmHP (from Dutch krimpen, OHG. chrimp-

fan, krimfan, to bend together, from chrampfa,
Ger. Krampe, Engl, cramp). The name given to

an agent for supplying ships with seamen. They
are usually in league with the most disreputable
class of lodging-house and saloon keepers and
with prostitutes in the endeavor to fleece the
sailors as rapidly as possible. The latter can
then be forced aboard ship. There are numerous
laws for the protection of seamen against the
extortion of crimps and their dealings with
masters of vessels who need crews, but these laws
are unable to reach a very large proportion of

cases; and some of the laws, while not greatly

injuring the crimp, seriously aflfect the interests

of a sailor who is not in need of legal pro-

tection, and those of the honest lodging-house
keeper.

CRIMSON. See Red.

CBINED, krind (from archaic Engl, crine,

from Fr. crin, Lat. crinis, hair). A term in

heraldry. AMien the hair of a man or an animal
differs in tincture from the rest of the charge,

the object is said to be crined of such a metal
or color.

CRINGLE, krinVl. 'Tom. The hero of Mi-
chael Scott's sea tale Tom Cringle's Log (q.v.).

CRINGLES (Ger. Kringel, Icel. kringla, cir-

clet, dim. of kringr, pulley, kring, roimd). Short
pieces of rope, with each end spliced into the bolt-

rope of a sail, commonly confining an iron or
brass ring or thimble. Smaller ropes are passed
through them to aid in managing the sails. See
Knotting and Splicing.

CRINOn)EA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
KptvoEiS^g, krinoridcs, like a lily, from Kplvov,

krinon, lily -}- eZrfof, eidos, form). A class of

pelmatozoan echinodcrms related to the Cystoidea
and characterized by the regular pentameral
arrangement of the polygonal plates of the
body-wall, that form a usually stalked calyx,

and by the presence of five generally well-de-

veloped flexible arms. The graceful flower-like
appearance of tlie stalked crinoids has given
them the names of 'sea-lilies' for the living

species, and 'stone-lilies' for the fossil varieties.

The group is of great interest both to the

zoologist and paleontologist, but the complex
modifications of the plates of the calyx, and the
usually imperfect conditions of preservation,

make their study a matter of considerable diffi-

culty. At the present time the group is on the

decline, and most of the modem
species, those free-swimming kinds
like Antedon and Actinometra, are

regressive descendants from earlier

stalked forms. Although about
300 living species of crinoids are

known, the developmental stages of

only one genus, Antedon, a stem-

less form, have been worked out,

and the habits of the living stalked

crinoids are little known.
Stbi'cture and Development.

The crinoid animal consists es-

sentially of two parts, the

KXI8TIN0 CBINOID8.

Representative sptecies from the Atlantic: 7. Actinometra
pulcbella; 2. Rhizocrinua LoTotenais. (After A. AgassU.)

head, or calyx, and the stem or column. The
calyx bears five or ten generally forked pinnu-
lated arms attached to its sides, has upon its

upper ventral surface a central mouth and an
eccentric or lateral anal opening, and is itself

supported by the column attached to its lower
or dorsal surface. The calyx is a spherical or
cup-shaped box made up of polygonal stony
plates that are arranged in more or less regular
horizontal series, and in vertical series according
to the plan of pentamerous bilateral symmetry
so prominent in the higher Pelmatozoa. The
calyx contains the body-cavity, in which are the

vital organs consisting of the simply coiled ali-

mentary canal, and the central portions of the

nervous, generative, and water-vascular systems.
Prolongations of these latter systems extend
into the arms. These are outgro\\'ths of certain

vertical rows of the calyx plates, termed the

'radials,' and are capable of free movement. In

many of the earlier, more primitive crinoids,

like Pisocrinus, the arms are simple; in the more
specialized forms, Pentacrinus, they are quite

complex and fork frequently. In all crinoids

the arms bear pinnules and are provided with
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cilia. The featliery blanches of the arms screen
focid from the water, while the ciliated grooves
transport the food to the mouth through the
food-grooves, which are continued over the ven-
tral surface from the bases of the arms to the
mouth-opening.

The ventral surface of the calyx in modern
genera is usually covered by a tough skin, but
in the Paleozoic forms it was often covered by a
superficial 'vault' or 'tegmen' of calcareous
jtlatos. The mouth is then underneath the
tegmen or ventral covering and communicates
with the food-grooves of the arms through closed
stony tubes. In these genera the plates of the
vault are often so arranged as to form an ele-

vated 'proboscis' (Batocrinus) , at the summit of
which is the anal opening, which is thus placed
above the ends of the arms. The crinoid stem is

attached to the base of the calyx, and consists
of calcareous plates loosely joined together to
allow of a considerable degree of flexibility. In-
crease in the length of the stem is accomplished
by the growth of new columnar plates between
the base of the calyx and the top of the column.
In form the columnar plates are discoid, and of
circular or pentagonal outline, and all are pierced
by a central cavity through which passes the
neurovascular canal of the column. Most
crinoid stems are furnished at their lower ends
with root-like branches that serve to anchor
the animal in muddy or sandy bottoms; others,
Apiocrinus, have a disk-like expansion that is

cemented to rocky surfaces. Several genera,
especially in later geologic and modern times,
have columns supplied with lateral branches,
called 'cirri,' which are similar in construction
lo the stem itself. The pentacrinids have the
longest stems known, some of the fossil forms
from the Upper Lias rocks of Wiirttemberg hav-
ing been found with stems ranging from 15 feet

to the extraordinary length of 50 feet. Some
forms of crinoids, such as Agassizocrinus of the
Carboniferous, Uintacrinus of the Cretaceous, and
Antedon of recent seas, have no stem and are
free-swimming animals, using their arms for
locomotive purposes. Uintacrinus is the most
remarkable of these, for with a body only two or
three inches in diameter, it has delicate feathery
tentacles nearly six feet long, that served both as
swimming-organs and as food-screens. Living
Antedon, without a stem, has a whorl of cirri at
the l)ase of the calyx, and by means of these it

anchors itself to the bottom. In other stemmed
forms, as Woodocrinus from the Carboniferous,
the base of the stem appears never to have been
attached, as it ends in a simple point.

The development of Crinoidea is known for

only one genus, Antedon, the feather-star, and
this cannot be considered as typical of the
class as a whole, as it presents a case of re-

gressive development. Antedon appears from the
egg as an elliptical free-swimming larva that is

crossed by four transverse ridges, has a posterior
bundle of bristles and a lateral mouth, and that
resembles in many respects an annelid larva.

This larva increases in size, and inside of it

develops an animal with the form of a cystoid,

with a head of loosely jointed perforated plates,

a column, and a basal columnar plate. For a
time this stalked larva is attached, and it re-

sembles a primitive crinoid, but soon the stem
is absorbed and the animal assumes the form

of the adult free-swimming Antedon. Almost
nothing is known of the ontogeny of the host
of fossil crinoids.

Habits and Distbibution. The modem Coma-
tulidte, like Antedon, Actinometra, etc., have a
very wide distribution, and are usually found in
waters less than 150 fathoms in depth, although
one species of the .:Vntedon has been dredged from
the great depth of 2900 fathoms. The habits of
Antedon are best known. It is a gregarious ani-
mal and Verrill has obtained 10,000 individuals
in a single trawl in the North Atlantic. It lives
mostly in the upjwr layers of the water, but when
exposed to the direct rays of the sun, it curls up
its arms and sinks. When clinging by its cirri to
a coral or rocky point and disturbed, it releases
itself immediately and swims away by graceful
movements of the arms, or crawls on its arms
like a spider over the bottom. Sudden changes of
temperature stun it; it sinks to the bottom and
soon dies. When these animals find themselves in

uncomfortable surroundings, as when taken in
the dredge and placed in aquaria, they drop off
their arms, which break at specially fused joints,
called 'syzygies,' but the arms are restored
through regeneration if the crinoid survives. The
stalked crinoids are also gregarious animals, but
they are more restricted in their distribution, and
inhabit deeper waters. The majority of fossil

stalked crinoids are found in rocks that were un-
doubtedly comparatively sliallow-water deposits,
and because the calcareous plates of the calyx,
and to a lesser degree those of the stem, fall

readily apart after the death of the animal, per-
fect specimens are quite rare finds. The food
of crinoids has been ascertained to consist of
minute crustaceans, diatoms, spores of algse, fora-
minifera, and radiolarians.

Fossil Crinoids. About 175 genera and 2000
species of fossil crinoids are known. They appear
first as very simple forms in Ordovician rocks,
and they increase rapidly, becoming important
elements of the faimas in the Silurian, Devonian,
and Carboniferous periods. In some regions they
were exceedingly abundant, for their fossil re-

mains form great beds of limestone known as
'crinoidal' or 'encrinal limestone,' which are found
in formations of various ages. In the Silurian
system alone, about 400 sjiecies. distributed
among 70 genera, have been obtained from mostly
three localities: the island of Gotland, the Wen-
lock of England, and the Niagara group of North
America. Some of the more characteristic genera
are Pisocrinus, Crotalocrinus, Calceocrinus, Calli-

EXPLANATION OF PLATK.

1. Anencrlnlt<» (EncrinuH), fo8»ll In tli<» Trlns. 2. I,arva
of a feather-star (iwe Fl>?«. TO and 7). 3. Bntocrlnus pyrt-
formia, foHsIl in the Siibi-arbonlforoim nf Iowa. 4. Piso-
crinuBflHKcIUfpr, fosHll In the Silurian of (iotland ; a, pos-
terior view of a j)erfe<'t calyx ; b. calyx wen from one nlde.
6. Type of calyx with acorlaceous skin In which calcareous
plates are lnibe<lded. 6. A free-HwIninilnjr crinoid {Sac-
comya pt>ctlnata), fossil lntheUpi>er.Iiira«slc llthofrraphlc
slates of Bavaria. 7. Diagram t)f arran|L;«'nient of prin-
cipal pieces in the calyx of a crinoid: h, basals; ll>. Infra-
basalH; r radlals; cd, centmdorsal (compare FIr. 2 where
the lettt'rs are the same, plus o, orals^. 8. Woodocrious
ntarmtlartylua from the Carbonlfemus of Yorkshire. ¥.\\fg.
9. Aprocrlnus. A, longitudinal H«'<'tlon thronxh the upjwr-
most steni-Jolnt« of Apncrinus I'nrklnsonl (Ofllltlc). show-
ing empty spaces betwwn them : H. restoration of the
base of ftnf)ther sjxm-Ics (Apnrrlniia RnyHslanus, Upper
.Tura). 10. A feather-star M/ife</on ro«nce«) now living on
Kuropean coasts; F\n. 3 Is the larva of this, showing de-
veloi)lnK iilates (see FIr. 7) of the calvx. Se.> article
FiCATHKn-STAR. 11. An extstinK deep-sea ' stone-lllv ' (lf0-
tacrtnua Interraptua).
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crinus, and Eucalyf)l(MTinu». In the Devonian
system some localitit-s have yielded good material.

The Lower Carboniferous rocks of the upper
Mississii>pi Valley are the most renowned sources

of fossil erinoids. The shaly limestone beds at
Burlington, Iowa, and Crawfordsville, Ind., have
furnished hosts of finely preserved specimens,

•which are to be seen in geological collections all

over tlie world. The Mesozoic rocks of Europe,
especially the Liassic and Jurassic, have fur-

nished some fine examples of Encrinus, Apio-
crinus, and the pentacrinids, but the rocks of this

era in America liold only rare occurrences of

niemlwrs of this class. The only find of note—and
lliat was one of great importance—was that of

I'intacrinus in the Cretaceous chalk of western
Kansas. The Tertiarj* rocks seem to be poor in

fossil remains of this group.
BiBLiOGUAPiiY. General descriptions of the

class, and notes on the habits of tlie animals, can
be foxmd in: Agassiz. Three Cruises of the Blake,
vol. ii. (Boston and New York, 1888) ; Walther,
Einleituug in die Geologic als historische ^Vissen-

schaft (Jena, 189.3-94) ; Xeumayr, Die Stdmme
lies Thicrreiches, vol. i. (Vienna and Prague,
1889) ; Parker and Haswell, Textbook of Zoology,
vol. i. (London and Xew York, 1897) ; Carpenter,
"Report on the Crinoidea," in Challenger Reports,
Zoology, vol. xi.. No. 26, and vol. xxvi.. No. 60
(London, 1884-88). For description of the fossil

forms, consult: Zittel and Eastman, Textbook of
Paleontology, vol. i. (l^ondon and New York,
1900) ; Bather, "The Crinoidea," in Lankester's
Treatise on Zoology, part ii. (London, 1900) ;

Wachsmuth and Springer, "Revision of the Palseo-

erinoidea," Proceedings of the Academy of Natu-
ral Sciences at Philadelphia, for 1879, 1881, 1885,
and 1886 ; "North American Crinoidea Camerata,"
Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology
at Harvard College, vols. xx. and xxi. (Boston,
1897) ; Bather, "the Crinoidea of Gotland," A' on^r-

liga Svenska Vetenskap Aicademiens Handlingar,
vol. XXV. (Stockholm, 1892) ; Lang and Bernard,
Textbook of Comparative Anatomy, part ii. (Lon-
don and New York, 1896) ; Weller, "The Paleon-
tology of the Niagaran Limestone in the Chicago
Area, The Crinoidea," Bulletin No. iv. of the Natu-
ral History Survey, Chicago Academy of Sciences
(Chicago, 1900) ;" Bather, "On Uintacrinus: A
Morphological Study," Proceedings of the Zoologi-
cal Society of London, vol. 1895 (London, 1896).
See also articles on Echinodebmata ; Cysto-
IDEA; PeNTREMITES.

CRINOLINE (Fr., from Lat. crinis, hair -f
linum, flax). A name originally given by French
dressmakers to a fabric made of horsehair,

capable of great stiffness, and employed to dis-

tend women's attire; it is also applied in a gen-
eral way to those structures of steel wire or
hoops by means of which women some years ago
were able to wear skirts of extraordinary size at
the bottom. The first device for producing an
expansion of the dress-skirt is the fardingale, in-

troduced by Queen Elizabeth. Walpole, in his
fancy descriptions of her, speaks of her 'enormous
ruff and vaster fardingale.' The upper part of

the body was incased in a cuirass of whalebone,
which was united at the waist with the equally
stiff fardingale of the same material, descending
to the feet, without a single fold, in the form of
a great bell. Tn the end of the reign of James T.

this fashion gradually declined, and, as a result
of the Puritan feeling in the time of Charles I.

and Cromwell, it quite disap|H'arcd. It is next
heard of in 1711 as 'that Hlartliiig novelty the
hoop petticoat,' which dilfen-d fronj the fardin-
gale in being gathered in at the waist. About the
year 1796 hoops were discarded in private life,

but were still the mode at Court, where they flour-

ished until the time of George IV., when they
were abolished by royal command.
The next development of this fashion, about the

middle of the nineteenth century, began with crin-

oline in its original and pro|)cr Hcnse, first in the
form of the 'bustle' in the upper part of the skirt,

then the whole petticoat. The lioops were some-
times made with a circumference of four and even
live yards. At last, after indignation and ridicule

had for years assailed the monstrosity in vain,

and when people had ceased speaking about it, the
inflation began, about 1866, without any apparent
cause, to collapse; and, rushing to the opposite
extreme, ladies might be seen walking about as
slim as if merely wrapjwd in a morning gowii. At
the close of the nineteenth century the name crin-

oline was applied to a cotton gauze stiffened with
a dressing of glue and sold by the yard for use
by milliners and dressmakers.

CRI'NUM (Neo-Lat., from Gk. Kpivov, krinon,
lily). A genus of bulbous-rooted plants of the
natural order Amarj'llidacese, having long tubular
(lowers. It contains a considerable number of

species, natives of different tropical and subtropi-

cal countries, generally with umbels of large and
Ijeautiful flowers, some of them among the
most admired ornaments of our hot-houses.
Crinum amahile, an Indian species, is much
esteemed. The plants are mostly cultivated in

greenhouses, although Crinum longifolium is

semi-hardy and, with slight protection, will endure
the winters as far north as Washington. Numer-
ous hybrids have been produced, some of them of

exceeding beauty and possessing exquisite per-

fume. Crinum Americanum is a native of Florida.

CRIP'PLE CBEEE. A town and county-seat
of Teller County, Col., 30 miles west-southwest
of Colorado Springs; on the Midland Terminal
Railroad, connecting with the Colorado Midland
Railroad, and on the Florence and Cripple Creek
Railroad (Map: Colorado, E 2). It was founded
in 1890 as a mining town, developed rapidly after

1893, and was nearly destroyed by fire in 1896.

The district in which it was situated is a complete
network of gold-bearing veins, and mining gave
rise to the subsequent founding of Anaconda, Vic-

tor, Altman, Lawrence, and other near-by towns.

The value of the production of this section, six

square miles in extent, has increased from
$200,000 in 1891 to $2,400,000 in 1893. $7,200,-

000 in 1895, $12,500,000 in 1897, $19,743,000 in

1899, and $22,500,000 in 1900. the output being
almost entirely gold. The mines have attracted

world-wide attention from metallurgists, owing
to the peculiar nature of the ores, which has
necessitated new methods of treatment. A note-

worthy feature in connection with the industrial

activity of the district is the extensive use of elec-

trical power. Cripple Creek, at an elevation of

9800 feet among the mountains, is known also for

its attractive scenery. Population, in 1900, 10,-

147. though the whole district contains about
50.000.

CmP'PLEGATE. An ancient London gate

probably dating from the restoration of the walls

by King Alfred in 886. It is said to have taken
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its name from the lame beggars who congregated
there, in a.d. 1010, to touch the bo<ly of Edmund
the Martyr, as it was passing through, it was
twice rebuilt, and was pulled down in 1760. The
name was also applied to the district round it.

CRIPPLE OF FEN'CHURCH, The. The
second title of The Fair Maid of the Exchange
(q.v.), a play by Heywood.

CRISIS (Lat., from Gk. npiaiq, krisis, decision,

from Kfiiveiv, krincin, Lat. cernere, to decide).
A name used by the older physicians to denote
the rapid or sudden determination of an acute
disease in the direction of convalescence or of

death. It is opposed in signification to lysis (luo,

1 relax), which denotes the gradual subsidence of

the symptoms and improvement in condition in

most chronic and in some acute diseases. The
doctrine of crises was closely bound up with that
of a tnateries morbi, or material of disease, in the
blood, which was presumed to be undergoing
changes, during the whole course of the malady,
tending to an evacuation of some kind from the
system in the form of a critical discharge (apo-

stasis or abscess), which, when observed, was
supposed to contain the matter of disease in a
state of coction, and to be the direct cause of the

sudden relief of the patient. Thus, according to

the character and seat of the critical discharge,

it was common to speak of a crisis by sweating,

by diarrhoea, by expectoration, by urine, by paro-

tid swellings, etc. ; and no crisis was considered

regular that was not attended by some sj-mptom
of this kind. Another curious doctrine associated

with that of crises was the belief in certain days
as ruling the beneficent or injurious, the complete
or incomplete character of a crisis. The seventh,

fourteenth, and twentieth (according to some, the
twenty-first) days of the disease were regarded
as eminently critical ; less so, but still favorably
critical, were the third, fifth, eleventh, and seven-

teenth ; the fourth day was the indicator of a
complete crisis on the seventh ; the si.xth day was
the tyrant, notorious for unfavorable crises; the

second, eighth, tenth, thirteenth, and the rest

were non-critical. Few physicians now use the
term, except in periodic diseases such as malaria,
or in diseases which run a certain course, such as
typhoid fever.

CRISIS. A series of patriotic writings, four-

teen in ni'inber, published by Thomas Paine at
Philadelphia during the Revolution. They ap-

peared at intervals from 1775 to 1783.

CRISIS, Economic. A term employed by
economic writers somewhat loosely to designate

either the acute ])hase or the whole course of the

disturbances in economic life which have charac-

terized the last century, and which have recurred

with such frequency as to make them appear in-

evitable results of the modern industrial order.

The phenomena involved are so complex that they

must be described rather than defined.

The salient fact in the economic history of

recent tinies is the alternation of prosperity and
depression, of good times and bad. A period of

prosperity with expanding business, great activity

in production and commerce, is brought suddenly
to a close, generally by the failure of a prominent
banking house, bringinc with it the fall of other

financial and mercantile concerns. Business is

paralyzed, creditors demand the payment of

claims, and debtors find it next to impossible to

.secure the means of payment. Panic rules, and
Vol. v.—29.

lor a time the whole mercantile structure threat-
ens to collapse. From such a shock business
recovers but slowly, its activity is reduced to the
lowest ebb, and some time elapses before the
restoration of confidence takes place. This period
of depression is much more prolonged than the
acuter phase which precedes it. After a time
business revives and begins to expand. Prices
rise and activity becomes greater. A wave of
prosperity again appears which seems to carry
everything before it until it, in turn, is checked
suddenly, and a new crisis is at hand. Lord
Overstone, in an oft-quoted passage, describes
these successive phases as follows: "State of
quiescence, improvement, growing confidence,
prosperity, excitement, overtrading, convulsions,
pressure, stagnation, distress ending again in
quiescence."

In the absence of any general term to designate
this related sequence of phenomena, the term
crisis has frequently been used to embrace them
all. Strictly speaking, it should doubtless be con-
fined to the acute stage when the collapse which
has been slowly preparing actually takes place.

In like manner, the term panic applies to the
same movement, but expresses it more subject-
ively, emphasizing how men feel and act rather
than the conditions which give birth to those feel-

ings and actions. But as we cannot well break
the sequence and discuss in isolated fashion one
of its members, it will not be deemed inappro-
priate to discuss in this article crises, their ante-
cedents, and their consequences.

Crises are designated as financial, commercial,
and industrial. These qualifying phrases mark
the places in the economic organism where the
disturbance is felt. In a purely financial crisis

the stock market is the storm-centre, the dis-

turbance affecting but slightly commercial or
jiroductive enterprises. A commercial crisis is

of wider area, and embraces the trading classes,

while an industrial crisis extends its baneful in-

fluence to producers in all lines of agriculture,
manufactures, and the like. These expressions
do not designate so much different classes of
crises as crises of different degrees of intensity,

inasmuch as an industrial disturbance will al-

Avays imply disturbance in trade and the money
market, while trade upheavals imply commotion
in the money market, though a financial panic
does not necessarily imply the others.

While crisis and depression are usually asso-

ciated, this is not always the case. Panic and
crises may occur, and after a brief interval

affairs may prosper as before. This is particu-

larly true of the purely financial crises, which are
not deep-rooted enough to affect wider areas.

The crisis in its larger sense, however, is invari-

ably followed by hard times. On the other hand,
depression may occur without a panic. It is

hardly correct to say that it is ushered in with-
out a crisis, for the phenomena of such a period
can usually be obsers'ed even if they lack the
spectacular elements which so frequently accom-
pany them. It should be observed, moreover,
that crises may be local or general, and while
they have many points in common, it is particu-
larly the latter with which we have to deal.

rjeneral crises affecting the economic situation

of an entire country', and extendinsr themselves

to other countries which have trade relations

with the former, are peculiarly a mark of the

modern organization of business. A centurj' ago
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had harvest or other calamities might cause local

(listresa. or speculatioii sueli as was exhihited in

the days of the South Sea Hubble and the Mis-

sissippi Scheme might cause a i)anic, but sueli

occurrences did not show the pertinacity and
wide-rcacliing effects which c(iaracteris5e the

UKHlern industrial disturbances. That such crises

are inevitable consequences of modern methods of

doing business and inseparable from the et-onomic

activities of our times, seems to l)e well estab-

lished by tlieir fre<]uent recurrence and by their

greater severity in the most advanced nations.

Crises more or less pronoun«>d occurred in

England in the years 1815, 1825-20, 1836-37, 1847,

1857, 186G, 1873. and 1890, while in the United

States like disturbances were felt in 1814, 1818-

19, 1837, 1857, 1873, 1884, and 1893. The perio-

dicity of these occurrences is marked, and certain

writers have gone so far as to establish a normal
interval of ten or twelve years between crises.

The facts as far as we know them do not warrant
us in fixing any absolute rule, though the history

of these crises reveals many common features.

It will furtlier be observed that the dates given

for Great Britain and our own country coincide

in several instances, and if space permitted us to

draw upon the history of Belgium, Holland,

France, and Germany, further coincidences would
be obvious. Certain crises, notably that of 1873,

were felt quite generally. The actual crash did

not occur in the same month, or even in the

same year, in all the countries involved, but it is

a frequent occurrence that local circumstances

may hasten or postpone an event for which the

general conditions are preparing.

The concrete manifestations of a crisis can best

be studied in an historical instance, and none is

better adapted for this purpose than the crisis of

1873 in the TJnited States. With the close of the

Civil War an extraordinary activity in all lines

of enterprise was manifested. The public lands

had been thrown open to settlement, and large

tracts had been granted to the Pacific railroads.

This, together with the return of the army to

the pursuits of peace, and an enormous increase

in immigration, was the condition for an era of

speculative development in the West«m States.

The impulse which had been given to manufac-
tures, not only by the highly protective duties

which marked the war tariffs, but also by the

depreciation of the currency, which acted as a

check upon foreign competition, caused a similar

activity in the manufacturing States of the East.

Business prospered; prices and profits were high.

The census of 1870 showed in every branch of

industry a great advance over that of 1860, and
the greater part of this advance was in the latter

half of the decade. Xowhere was this confidence

in the future shown more than in railroad-build-

ing and in the iron industry. In 1867 there were
2249 miles of railway constructed; in 1869. 4615;
in 1871, 7379. A like expansion of railways had
marked the approach of the panic of 1857. In
like manner, the outlay for constructing railways
rose from $271,310,000 in 1864-68 to $841,260.-

000 in 1869-73. The consumption of pig-iron,

which had been 1,416,000 tons in 1868, rose to

2.810.000 tons in 1873. High prices ruled. The
maximum prices in the period following 1860
were, it is true, attained in 1866, but if they fell

in the years 1867 and 1868 it was only to rise

again to a point nearly equal to that of 1866

in 1871 and 1872. The activity in the commercial

{•entres is reflected in tlic rise of clearings in the

New York Clearing House from twenty-eight
billions of dollars in 1808 to thiily-flve billions

in 1873. The foreign trade of the United States

showed a like activity, thp aggregate of exports

and imports rising from $009,000,000 in the tiscal

year 1808 to $1,104,000,000 in 1873. But <'ven

more significant of the expansicm of activity in

the United States was the fact of increased im-

portations from abroad. In 1870 the imports
exceeded the exports by $43,000,000. but in 1872
this excess had become $182,000,000. and in 1873

$119,000,000.
The crisis of 1873 is usually dated from the

failure of Jay Cooke & Co., September 18. The
Stock Exchange of New York was closed on the

20th and was not reopened until the end of the

month. Clearing House loan certificates were
issued in large quantities. There had been certain

firemonitory symptoms of the approaching col-

apse. Railroad-building reached its highest

point in 1871, pig-iron its highest price in Sep-

tember, 1872. The crisis lasted a few months
only, the last Clearing House loan certificates

being redeemed January 14, 1874. But there

followed a long period of depression, which
reached its lowest point three years later. The
activities Avhich had marked the previous era

were not entirely stopped, enterprises begim had
to be finished to save what was already invested,

the daily needs of the people must be met, but all

enterprise was timid and cautious. The buoyancy
of the previous years was gone, and new enter-

prises were not undertaken. Railroad construc-

tion fell off, and in 1875 reached a minimum of

1711 miles, while in the period 1874-78 the outlay

for construction was only $357,000,000. Prices

fell until 1879, to rise thereafter until 1882. The
consumption of pig-iron declined until it reached

1,900,000 tons in 1876. Clearings in New Y'ork

City fell off from $35,000,000,000 in 1873 to $23,-

000',000,000 in 1874, and reached their lowest

point since 1863 at $22,000,000,000 in 1876. In
foreign trade the excess of imports disappeared
in 1874.

As the year 1873 marks the outbreak of the

crisis, so the year 1876 serves to mark the lowest

point in the subsequent depression. The whole
story of the crisis, its anti^cedents and results, is

succinctly told in the statistics of business fail-

ures, as reported by R. G. Dun & Co., as follows

:

YEAR
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of conditions, but before the crisis of 1837 similar

activity was shown in canal construction. Before
the panic of 1825, in England, there were large

investments in manufacturing establishments,

while the panic of 1893 was preceded by reckless

investments in foreign countries.

A period of depression cuts down the existing

stock of goods, and the retrenchment of produc-
tion, coupled with the constant increase of popu-
lation, creates a void in the market. To fill this

there is a renewed activity ; as prices begin to

rise, existing plants find it difficult to meet the

demand. Plants are remodeled and extended.

Preparation for future production on a large scale

takes place. Large investments of fixed capital

are made in buildings, machinery and the like,

and those branches of industry which chiefly serve

the purposes of construction, such as the iron

industry, make extraordinary advances. Mills
and railroads are built to supply an anticipated

demand. This is usually overdone, and the facili-

ties of production increase more rapidly than the
effective demand for products. Credit is unduly
expanded, and it is natural that the money
markets feel the first shock when the inevitable

readjustment takes place.

While the phenomena of a crisis and its at-

tendant consequences are generally recognized,

the widest varietj' of opinion exists as to the
causes of such economic disturbances. Writers
are prone to lay stress upon local or temporary
conditions, and to generalize from them. In
truth, the phenomena of a crisis are so complex,
and the conditions which may aggravate it so

numerous, that it is not surprising to see the
latter considered as primary causes. Thus, specu-
lation, the currency, the tariff, bad harvests, have
all been made responsible for crises. These are
frequently concomitant forces impelling a crisis,

but crises are so numerous that there must be
some deeper underlying cause. It has already
been noted that panics are most severe in the

most advanced and most rapidly developing coun-
tries. They are apparently an incident of a
changing economic organization. Stationary
nations do not feel them. A change in the eco-

nomic organization of a nation is not the result

of plan, but the resultant of individual initiation

in trade and industry. The adoption of new
machinery, of new motive power, and new means
of communication displaces the old, and renders
some portions of capital useless. This waste of

capital, and its absorption in enterprises not im-
mediately remunerative, disturbs the normal rela-

tions of capital to employment and causes crises.

We come, in short, to the conclusion that crises

are caused by a lack of coincidence in the laws of

growth, of production, and consumption. Changes
in the former are rapid, those of the latter slow
and gradual. Production is always prone to ad-

vance more rapidly than con.sumption. This
proposition seems at variance with accepted
theories of political economy, but in reality it

harmonizes with then;. The struggle for existence
which lies at the root of economic life is a con-

test between Nature's limitations and potential

consumption, which is iinlimited. But concrete

consumption and potential consumption are two
different things. Indeed, we seem to be drawing
near the familiar proposition that crises are
caused by overpro<liiction. This proposition has
been vigorously opposed by those who have taken
it in an absolute sense, and have revolted at the

idea that production could ever outstrip man's
needs, as implying man's incapacity for further
development. But if we understand overproduc-
tion as a false distribution of products over a
series of years in comparison with man's actual
consumption, and a false choice of objects of pro-
duction in comparison with man's potential con-
sumption, we need not revolt at the statement
that overproduction—along certain lines—is the
cause of crises. Such a statement of the causes
of crises seems to lack the precision which charac-
terizes the attribution of crises to definite phe-
nomena, but it must be remembered that the more
complex the phenomena to be accounted for, the
more general must, of necessity, be the cause to
which they are ascribed.

Bibliography. Consult the First Annual Re-
port of the United States Commissioner of Labor,
on "Industrial Depressions" (1886) ; Jones, Eco-
nomic Crises (New York, 1900) ; Burton, Finan-
cial Crises and Periods of Industrial and Com-
mercial Depression (New York, 1902). The two
works last named contain bibliographies of the
subject.

CRISP, Charles Frederic (1845-96). An
American jurist and politician. He was bom
in Sheffield, England, but came to the United
States when a child. He served in the Confed-
erate Army from 1861 to 1864, when he was made
a prisoner. He was admitted to the bar in 1866,

and served as Solicitor-General in his State from
1872 to 1877, and as judge of the Superior Court
from 1877 to 1882. From this time until his

death he was a Democratic member of Congress,
and from 1891 until 1895 was Speaker of the
House.

CRISPI, kr^'sp^, Francesco (1819-1901). An
Italian statesman, born at Ribera, in Sicily, Octo-
ber 4, 1819. He studied law at Palermo and was
admitted to the bar there, and in 1846 at Naples.
He took an active part in the Sicilian uprising
of 1848, and after its disastrous issue engaged in

journalism in Piedmont. In 1860 he aided Gari-
baldi in his expedition for the deliverance of the
Two Sicilies. He became the first representative
at Palermo in the Italian Parliament, begiin

immediately to play a prominent role, and after
having been the leader of the radical Left, be-

came an exponent of monarchical constitutional-

ism. In 1876 he was elected president of the
Chamber of Deputies. To promote the interests
of his countr}% he visited the European courts in
the following year, and soon after was made Min-
ister of the Interior. Denounced by his opponents
on a charge of bigamy, he was obliged to resign in

1878. and. although acquitted, did not take office

again until 1887, in the Cabinet of Depretis. after
whose death, in the same year, he l)ecame head
of the Cabinet and Minister of Foreign Affairs.

He was an earnest advocate of the Triple Alliance
(q.v.) between Germany, Italj% and Austria, and
in his endeavor to strengthen it visited Bismarck
at Friedrichsruhe in 1887. and accompanied King
Humbert to Berlin in 1889. conferring also with
Caprivi at ^lilan in the following year. His policy
was approved by an overwhelming majority of

the electors in 1890, but his Ministry was over-

thrown on a matter of financial ])olicy in Febru-
ary, 1891. He now resumed his law practice in

Rome, and, in the Chamber of Deputies, led the
Opposition against his successor in office, the
Marquis di Rudini. In 1893 he resumed the
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odice of Premier, and held it till the defeat of the

Italiuiis in Abyssinia in \S\i6, when he was a^in
succeeded by Rudini (»i.v.). In March, 1898,

he resigninl his seat in the Lower Chamber as a
result of the charjies brought against him in con-

nection with extensive swindles perpetrated on
the Banca d'ltalia. Save for a few articles which
he published in favor of the Triple Alliance, he
took no further active interest in aiTairs, and he
died on August 11, 1901. at Naples. Crisj)i was
the greatest statesman that southern Italy gave
to the united kingdom. In his lifetime he was
inuch misunderstood and maligned. Distrusted by
the Conservatives as a Radical and Republican,
he incurred the hostility of the Republicans by
his famous dictum in his letter to Mazzini, March
18, 18(55. "Monarchy unites us, while a republic
would separate us." From that time he was a
firm supporter of the monarchy, but never a
friend of the Court. Consult: Stillman, Fran-
cesco Crispi, Insurgent, Exile, Revolutionist, and
i^tatesmnn (London, 1899). which contains an
estimate as just as a contemporary estimate of a
complex character can well be.

CBISTIN. A saint and martyr of the third
century, who was descended from a noble Roman
family. With his brother Crispinianus, he fled

during a persecution of the Christians from
Rome to Gaul, where he worked as a shoe-
maker in Soissons, and distinguished himself by
his exertions for the spread of Christianity, as
well as by his works of charity. According to
the legend, his benevolence was so great that he
even stole leather to make shoes for the poor!
From this, charities done at the expense of

others have been called Crispinades. In the year
287 he and his brother suffered a cruel martyr-
dom. Roth brothers are commemorated on the
25th of October. Crispin is the universally rec-

ognized patron saint of shoemakers. Consult:
The Accurate Historif of Crispin and Crispinia-
nus, the Royal Shoemakers (Dublin, 1816) ; and
Saint Crispin and the Gentle Craft (London,
1868 K

CRISPIN. (1) The old name for shoe-

makers, applied to them from the fact that Saint
Crispin was their patron saint. (2) A conven-
tional character in French comedy; introduced,
probably, by Poirin in 1G54 from Italian comedy.
A witty, intriguing, impudent valet-de-chambre.

CRISPIN, kr^'spfiN', Rival de Son MaItbe
(Fr. Crispin, his master's rival). A lively com-
edy by Le Sage (1707), with an exceedingly im-
probable i)lf)t and sparkling with wit.

CRISPINELOiA. A bright, witty girl, a
foil to her modest sister Beatrice, in Marston's
play The Dutch Courtesan.

CRISPI'NUS. A character in Ben Jonson's
comedy The Poetaster, representing an inferior

poet, intended as a satire on Marston, with
whom .Tonson was engaged in a quarrel at the
time.

CRISTINOS, kr*-ste'n6s (Sp., adherents of
Christina). A political party in Spain during
the regency of Queen Maria Christina, mother
of Isabella II. They were opposed to the Carlists
and upheld the Pragmatic Sanction of Ferdinand
VII. (q.v. ). by which the crown of Spain was
made inheritable in the female line.

CRISTOFORI. kre-stf/fft-re, or CRISTO-
FALI, -fa-le, Babtolommeo (c.I651-I731). An

Italian harpsichord-maker, and the inventor of
the hammer action used in the modern ]>ianoforte.

He was born in Padua. After manufacturing in-

struments in that city until about 1687 he was
jwrsuaded by Prince Ferdinand, son of the Crand
13uke Cosinio HI., to remove to Florence. The
instrument invented by Cristofori is ^well de-
scribed by MalTei, who also furnishes an* illustra-

tive engraving of the action, according to which
the regulated rebound of the hammer must un-
doubte<lly be ascribed to him. An authentic
grand pianoforte made by the inventor in 1720
is said still to be preserved in Florence. A tab-
let was erected to the memory of Cristofori in

Florence in 1876.

CRITES, kri'tez. A character in Jonson's
play Cynthia's Revels, supposed to be 'Jonson's
idea of Jonson.'

CRITIAS, krishl-as (Lat., from Gk. KpiWaj.
Kritias) (

? -403 B.C.). An Athenian orator and
poet, the pupil both of Socrates and of Gorgias
of Leontini. He was a leader in the oligarchical

party at Athens, and was exiled after the down-
fall of the Four Hundred in B.C. 411, but after
the subjugation of Athens by the Spartans he re-

turned, and, in B.C. 404, became head of the Com-
mittee of Thirty, known as the Thirty Tyrants.
In 403 he was killed in the general revolt against
their excesses. His literary activity was varied
in the fields of oratory, tragic and elegiac poetry,
and historical prose. Fragments of his elegies are
in Bergk, Poetce Lyrici Orceci, vol. ii. (Ijcipzig,

1882) ; of his historical work, in Miiller, Frag-
menta Historicorum Orcecorum, vol. ii. (Paris,
1868-83).

CRITIC, The. A three-act farce by Richard
Brinslcy Sheridan in imitation of Buckingham's
Rehearsal, produced at Covent Garden in 1779.

It contains a mock tragedy called The Spanish
A rmada, supposedly written by and rehearsed be-

fore Puir, one of the principal characters.

CRITICAL ANGLE. See Light, where
under Refraction tliis subject is treated.

CRITICAL PHILOSOPHY, or CRITI-
CISM. Tlie name applied to Kant's philosophy,
because it was not willing to accept all dicta

that seemed to have the support of reason (see

Dogmatism ) , but sought to investigate the con-

ditions of the possibility of knowledge and re-

jected all so-called knowledge that did not con-

form to these conditions. Consult the authori-

ties referred to in the article Kant.

CRITICAL POINT. Experience shows that
there is for every gas a certain temperature
above which it cannot be liquefied, no matter
how great the pressure exerted upon it. Thus,
above 31.1° C. (87.98° F.) it is impossible to

liquefv carbonic-acid gas; water cannot exist in

the liquid state above 370° C. (698° F.), etc.

Such temperatures are termed the critical points

or critical temperatures of substances. The
vapor-tension of a liquid at its critical tempera-
ture is termed the critical pressure, and the spe-

cific volume of the fluid at the critical tempera-
ture and under the critical pressure is termed
the critical volume.

The following table gives the critical tempera-
tures and pressures for some of the more com-
mon substances (the critical pressures in terms
of pounds per square inch may be obtained by
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multiplying the pressures given in the table

hv 15)1

00B8TANCK
Critical

temperature
(centi^ade)

Acetic acid...

Acetone
Acetylene
Alcohol
Ammonia
Carbonic acid..{

Carbonic oxide
Chlorine
Chloroform
Cyanogen
Ether
Ethyl acetate.

.

Hydrochloric
acid

Hydropen
Laughing: Oas..
Marsh das
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Sulphurous

acid
Water
Wood Alcohol.

+821. 6">

+233.8
+ 37.1
+243.8
+130
+ 31.1
—141
+146
+268
+124
+194
+249.5

+ 62.3
—234.5
+ 36.4
— 81.8
—146
—113

+165.4
+370
+232.76

Critical
preeeure
(in atmos-
pheres)

57.0
52.2
68
64.34
115
77
35
93.5
54.9
61.7
35.65
39.65

86
20
73.07
64.9
36
50

78.9
195.5
72.85

Aocordingr to

:

Pawlewskl
Sajoschewski
Dewar
RamsayA Young
Dewar
Dewar
Wroblewski
Kniet«ch
Dewar
Dewar
Ramsay&Young
Nadejdin

Dewar
Dewar
Janssen
Olszewski
Dewar
Dewar

Sajoschewski
Strauss
Hannay

Most of the.se figures must be regarded as

correct approximately, for different investigators

disagree as to their precise value. As to the

critical volume, it must be remembered that
when a liquid is ordinarily heated, it e.xpands as
the temperature rises, i.e. its density continually
diminishes; at the same time the density of its

vapor continually increases ; with rising tem-
perature, therefore, the densities of liquid and
vapor tend to equalize, and finally, at the crit-

ical temperature, the densities become exactly
equal. The surface of separation between liquid

and vapor then disappears, and the substance as-

sumes the form of a perfectly homogeneous fluid.

The critical point of substances can be taken
advantage of for passing from the gaseous to the

liquid state of aggregation and conversely in a
'continuous' way. i.e. without having to deal, at

any moment during the process, with a mass con-

sisting partly of liquid, partly of vapor, and
hence having two different specific volumes.
Thus, remenil)ering that the critical temperature
of carbonic acid is 31.1° C. and its critical pres-

sure 77 atmospheres, let it be required to trans-

form continuously a given amount of the gas
into liquid. To accomplish this we may first

heat the gas, say, to 35° C, raise the pressure,

say, to 80 atmospheres, and then, keeping the

pressure imchanged, let the temperature fall,

say, to 20° C. ; we will then find the substance
entirely liquid ; for a sudden liquefaction of the

entire mass will have taken place when, during
the process of cooling, the temperature of 31.1°

is reached ; but at no moment will liquid have
existed simultaneously with gas. Similarly, if

it should be required to transform continuously
a given amount of liquid carbonic acid into gas,

we might proceed as follows: lower the tempera-
ture, say, to 20° C, rais^ the pressure, .say. to

80 atmospheres, and then allow the temperature
to rise, say, to 35° C. ; we would then find the
substance entirely gaseous, without, however,
the mass having at any moment during the proc-

ess consisted partly of liquid, partly of gas.

Continuous changes like those just described
have great importance in physical chemistry, be-

cause they permit of extending the laws of gases

to liquids, and thus break down the barrier that
long seemed to e.xist between the two states of

aggregation. Consider, for example, carbonic-
acid gas without reference to its critical point.

At a temperature, say, of 18° C. this gas follows
pretty closely the law of Boyle and Mariotte, i.e.

unless the pressure is too great, the volume is

inversely proportional to the pressure. But when
the pressure attains CO atmospheres partial

liquefaction sets in, and then the inverse propor
tionality between pressure and volume is com-
pletely destroyed; we might diminish the vol-

ume by causing more vapor to turn to liquid,

but as long as any vapor at all remains the pres-

sure would remain constant. If we should cau.se

the substance to liquefy entirely, we would find

that the pressure could again be raised and the
volume of the liquid thus further diminished.
Careful investigation would show that there is a
certain definite relation between the volume of

the liquid and the pressure exerted upon it, but
the law expressing this relation would be seem-
ingly different from the law of Boyle and Mari-
otte. It would therefore seem that the liquid

and gaseous states follow entirely different laws,

separated from each other by the interval during
which a substance is partly liquid, partly gas-

eous, and during which there is no connection at

all between pressure and volume. But from what
we said above, it may be seen that the change
from gas to liquid, as well as the converse
change, can be made to take place continuously,
through the critical point, and that such a con-

tinuous process involves no interval during
which the dependence of volume on pressure is

destroyed : for when the critical temperature is

reached during the continuous process, the sub-

stance is at one instant entirely gaseous and at

the very next instant entirely liquid. The spe-

cific volumes of liquid and vapor at the critical

point being equal, the sudden liquefaction in-

volves no change of volume, and hence the law
governing the liquid must evidently form an im-
mediate continuation of the law governing the

gas. Consult Van der Waals, La continuite des

etats gazenx et liquides (translation from Ger-
man by Dommer and Pomey, Paris, 1894; Ger-
man translation from original Dutch, by Roth,
Leipzig. 1881). See Gases, General Properties
OF; Heat.

CRITICISM (Fr. criticistne, from Lat. cnVi-

cus, Gk. KpiTiKd^, kritikos, critic, from Kpivetv,

krinein, to judge) . Criticism, as the art of judg-
ment, whether favorable or adverse, is applicable

in all fields of human accomplishment, and all in-

ventions, all institutions, all life are, broadly
speaking, within its scope. It is. however with
literature and with art that criticism has most
significantly busied itself, with the result that
the term has come to mean the interpretative

study of these greatest expressions of man's na-

ture. The Poetics of Aristotle has for centuries

been regarded as the first important work of

critici-sm, and the rules there laid down have
maintained their value to this day. Aristotle's

manner of approach was the scientific method of

induction, and his understanding of the funda-
mental laws of human nature, his perception of

those traits, emotions, and desires which, tran-

scending any one age. belong to the men of all

ages, underlaid and formed the firm basis of his

criticism. Briefly summarize<l. Aristotle's chief

doctrines were that all art and literature should
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have a« function the pleasure-givinp representa-

tion or 'imitation' of what was universal—apper-

taining to all hiiiiian nature, and not particularly

or insifniificantly individual; and that great art

was nieaHured by the high and lasting pleasure it

afTonle<l to society. To study the impressive

works thai have stood the test of time—the Bible,

Homer. Vergil. Dante. Shakespeare. Milton, and
lesser but well-loved poets—in the light of Aris-

totle's illuminating laws, is to discover how strik-

ing in its essence is the similarity in the greatest

art : the sameness of man's soul, its passions and
aspirations, remaining the keynote of art as it is

of life.

The technical side of criticism—questions of

metrical and dramatic construction and minor
points of style—was approached by Aristotle, and
the systematic nature of the Poetics is probably
the chief reason for the reaction that has now an ^

again set in against what is sometimes termed
purely academic criticism. Yet it is just l)ecause

Aristotle appreciated and showed that all art must
have laws that the student will find him so use-

ful ; more so even than Plato, whose lightning

flashes of interpretation must be ranked with the

highest creative critical literature. The critical

writers after Aristotle are so numerous—Greek,
Byzantine, Latin—and for the most part so oc-

cupied with the linguistic phase of composition,
that one is glad to pass swiftly by all their rhe-

torical treatises imtil there looms up in the third
century the figure of Longinus, whose refreshing
enthusiasm for the beauty of letters places him
above the mechanical student of rules. Tlie most
important of his successors were Cicero. Horace,
and Quintilian, whose observations on style have
been of permanent service. From the time of

Quintilian to D..nte there is no great name in

criticism ; nor is this to be wondered at when one
reflects that the mediaeval attitude toward lit-

erature was, on the whole, that of distrust and
disapprobation. Dante's poetry has so overshad-
owed his critical treatises that there are probably
many lovers of the Divine Comedy who l.ave no
conception of the interest of the master's reflec-

tions on poetic lorm and beauty, nor any knowl-
edge of his limi.ations oi the subject-matter of
great poetry to love, war, and virtue, or moral
philosophy. Of more 8er\'ice than Dante^s trea-

tises were the writings of the poets and critics

of the Italian Kenaissance. Through them the
classical tradition was passed on to England and
to the rest of Europe; in art and literature, as in

science and in polities, the Italy of the Renais-
sance was the great rejuvenator and originator
in the realm of the intellect.

In more modem times the names of Corneille,

Boileau, Voltaire, Diderot, Hugo, and Sainte-
Beuve in France; of Kant, Schiller, and Les-
sing in Germany; of Sidney, Pope, Addison,
Dr>'den, Wordsworth, and Shelley in England,
represent differing views and opinions. Boileau's
Art poctique, reminiscent of Horace's Ars Poe-
tica, and Pope's Essay on Criticism have iheir
distinct value as volumes of often authoritative
formal instruction furnishing useful analyses of

the different kinds of verse compositions. Of far
more worth is Sir Philip Sidney's Defence of
Poesie (an essay richly reminiscent of the Ital-

ian Renaissance), wherein he quaintly reminds
us that "though the poet cometh to you with
words set in delightful proportion," yet "it is

not rhyming and versing that maketh a poet."

Lessing's great achievement was to disperse the
fog that Corneille had raised aroun<l the dra-
niatic principles of Aristotle, and by clarifying
the classic doctrines, to nuike posHii)le their ap-
plication to all art under iiKxleni condi-
tions. And here, without going into any
details concerning any pix'sent-day (hK-trines,

even though they be so inU-resting as the
evolutionary theories with which we read-
ily connect the name of M. Bruneti&re. it may
l>e well to suggest the wider paths ojh'u to criti-

cism through modern conditions. The Greek and
Roman critics had only their own work to study.
We of to-day have the dramas, the epics, the
novels of many nations and ages. The study of
comparative literature, now possible, opens up
opportunities for tracing those influences which
affected the literatures of all Europe, and affords
the student the chance of building up from vary-
ing yet interrelated sources a standard of criti-

cism. The differences due to national charactei
and individual genius will teaoh him the limita-
tions of hard and fast formal rules, while his
faith in the fundamental canons of great art can
only be made firmer by such comparative study.
He will learn that criticism is of use as a
method of judgment for the reader, rather than
an inspiring guide to the poet, whose highest
achievements are never the result of the rules
whose vitality they attest. The critic who disre-

gards the universal message of great art, and,
maintaining that there is no disputing concern-
ing taste, claims for his personal opinion as
much value as can attach to any judgment,
rejects for his impressionistic mess of pot-

tage the birthright of many ages of culture. The
subjective element of criticism is not. however,
precluded by the positive laws revealed through
the inductive method applied to works of art.

As Lowell pointed out in his essay on Don
Quixote, a book is great in proportion to what
can be gotten from it, and many an artist has
builded better than he knew. The individual
critic can be so keen and yet true in his interpre-

tations and so inspiring in his expression as to
make his criticism itself creative literature The
qualities which are necessary to the ideal critic

are, therefore, not alone knowledge of human na-

ture and of the characteristics olF the literature

which has endured; he must himself have true
power of intuition, sympathy combined with im-
partiality in judgment, a rational appreciation
of the relative importance of form and content,

the sense of beauty which will enable him to

judge style, and the capacity' for making others

see what he sees. Method and technique are al-

ways valuable, and we of America have much
reason to thank Child and Ticknor and Longfel-

low, who introduced scholarship into our coun-
try ; for we must think of criticism first of all, not
as a formidable and narrowing system, but in-

deed as a broad view-point, occupying the same
relation to literature that literature holds to

life; and as law is the condition of true liberty

in life, so criticism is the bar to anarchy in lit-

erature. "We do not possess what we do not un-
derstand," said Goethe. The true critic, like the
rhapsodist of old, can be the connecting link be-

tween the artist and the public, leading his read-

ers to understand the beauty of a work, and so to

possess it. The technical beauty may well be a

matter of formal development, but the emotional

beauty and appeal rest on the basis of the essen-
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tial oneness of human nature, whether in the

davs of Athens, of Rome, of London, or of New
York.

Criticism thus understood is freed from the

charges to which certain critics have exposed

it. It is not, on the side of form, a narrowing
method of jietty rules, but a rational study of

fitting construction and adequate expression ; on
the side of content, its most lasting dicta are

opposed to the contention of those who, like

Buskin, would make art a handmaiden of moral-

ity. It does not restrict genius, because genius

precedes it, and genius connotes the sense of

form and beauty, and can but be aided by ref-

erence to the simple laws of formal beauty.

As the art of judgment concerning the fairest

Howering of the human spirit, criticism has one
of the highest of judicial functions; as the art

of interpretation, admitting individual intuition

and inspiring teaching, it has a creative function

of wide and lofty worth. Consult: Aristotle,

Poeiics; Horace, Ars Poetica ; Karnes, Elements

of Criticism, latest ed. (London, 1895) ; Gayley
and Scott, Introduction to the Methods and Ma-
terials of Literary Criticism (Boston, 1899) :

Saintsbury, History of Criticism (London, 1900
et seq.) : Courthope, Life in Poetry, Law in Taste
(London, 1901) ; Woodberry, A Xew Defence of
Poetry (Xew York, 1900).

"

CBITIQUE DE L'ECOLE DES FEMMES,
kr^'t^k' de \k'k6V dtl fam (Fr., criticism of the

school for wives ) . An amusing comedy by Mo-
liftre, produced June 1. 1663, written in defense

of his earlier comedy, L'Ecole des femmes, which
had been attacked by Le Vise, editor of Le Mer-
crire galant, in the third series of his Nouvelles

nouvelles. It consists of a discussion of the

merits of the former piece, chiefly carried on
between a h^-percritical marquis and an amiable
chevalier.

CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON (Ger. Kri-

tik der reinen Vernunft) . A great philosophical

work by Inimamiel Kant (1781), the basis of

modern German philosophy.

CRITO (Lat.. from Gk. Kplruv, Kriton) . A
wealthy friend and disciple of Socrates. He ar-

ranged for his master's escape from prison, but
Socrates refused to take advantage of the plan.

The philosophic dialogues which he is said to

have written are now wholly lost. Plato's dia-

logue representing the last conversation between
Socrates and Crito bears the latter's name.

CRIT'OLA'US (Lat., from Gk. K/«r6?.aof,

Kritolaos) . A Greek philosopher, bom at Pha-

selis. in Lycia, in the second century n.c. He
succeeded Ariston of Ceos as the head of the Peri-

patetic School at Athens and acquired a high

reputation as a philosopher and orator. About
155 B.C. he went to Rome, and. with Carneades

and Diogenes, obtained a remission of the fine

of 500 talents which the Romans had imposed

upon Athens for the destruction of Oropus.

CRIT'TENDEN, Geokgk Bibb (1812-80). An
American soldier. He was bom at Rus.sellville,

Ky., graduated at the United States Military

Academy in 1832. servwl with distinction in the

Mexican War and was promoted to be lieutenant-

colonel (18.56). He resigned and joined the

Confederate Army in 1861. was appointed major-

general, and was placed in command of south-

eastern Kentucky and a part of Tennes-see. For

his defeat at Mill Spring (1862), however, he

was censured. He subsequently ser>ed as a vol-

unteer, and from 1867 to 1871 was State Libra-

rian of Kentucky.

CRITTENDEN, John Jobdax (1787-1863).
An American statesman, born near Versailles,

Ky. He graduated at William and Mary College

in 1807; 8er^'ed in the War of 1812; and was a
United States Senator from 1817 to 1819;
United States District Attorney from 1827 to

1829, and a I'nited States Senator again from
1835 to 1841. In 1841 he was appointed Attor-

ney-General by President Harrison, but resigned

when Tj'ler became President, and was again in

the Senate from 1842 to 1848, after which he was
Governor of Kentucky from 1848 to 1850. He
was again Attorney-General under President

Fillmore, and in 1855 was a fourth time sent to

the Senate. Although a Southerner, Crittenden
consistently devoted his energy and eloquence

to the preservation of the Union, and he exerted

every effort, first, to avert the impending Civil

War, and later to assist the Administration in

its prosecution. In the Senate ( 1860-61 ) he

urged unsuccessfully his famous compromise.
(See Crittenden Compbomise. ) Retiring from
the Senate in 1861, he served one term in the

House, and in that body also strove for the su-

premacy of the Constitution. Consult The Life

of John J. Crittenden, by his daughter, Mrs.

Chapman Coleman (Philadelphia, 1871).

CRITTENDEN, Thomas Leonidas (1815-

93 ) . An American soldier, the son of John Jor-

dan Crittenden, bora in Russellville, Ky. He was
a private in the Kentucky Volimteers in 1836,

studied law, and in 1842 became commonwealth's
attorney. During the Mexican War he ser\-ed as

lieutenant-colonel under both General Taylor and
General Scott, and when the former became Presi-

dent, was appointed United States consul at

Liverpool. He entered the Federal Army at the

beginning of the Civil War, became a brigadier-

general of volunteers in October, 1861, and for

gallantry at Shiloh, where he commanded a di-

vision, was raised to the rank of major-general

(July 17, 1862). He afterwards commanded a

division under General Buell, and took a promi-

nent part in the battles of Murfreesboro and
Chickamauga. but resigned from the service in

December, 1864. He entered the regular army
as colonel of the Thirty-second Infantry in 1866,

was brevetted brigadier-general in 1867 for gal-

lantry at Murfreesboro, and ser^•ed on the frontier

until his retirement in 1881.

CRITTENDEN COMFROMISK In Ameri-
can history, a measure ])ropose<l in Congress in

1860 by Senator J. J. Crittenden (q.v.) as a
means of preventing the secession of the Southern
States, through the adoption of certain constitu-

tional amendments. These amendments were five

in number, and provided : ( 1 ) That the right to

property in slaves was to be recognized and that

slaverj' was to be permitted and protected in all

the common territorj' south of 36° 30', and pro-

hibited north of that line, while the land remained
in its territorial status; (2) that Congress was
not to have power to alKjlish slavery in the

places under its exclusive jurisdiction which lay

within a State where slavery existed: (3) that

Congress was to have no power to abolish slaver>'

in the District of Columbia so long as it existed

in either Maryland or Virginia, and then only
after the owners of the slaves had been compen-
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iMited: (4) that Congress was to havo no power
to prohibit or hinder the transportation of slaves

from one State to another, or to a Territory

where slavery was legal ; (5) that Congress might
provide that in cases where escaped slaves were

rescued, or their arrest prevented by mobs, the

owners should be comix'nsated by the United
States, which in turn uiight recover damages
from the county in which the illegal act occurred.

All of these amendments were to be jwrmanent
and 'unamendable.' The compromise was defeated

in a committee of the Senate, and failed of con-

sideration in the House.

CBIVELLI, kr^-vel'l*, Caklo. A Venetian
painter of the fifteenth century. His art was
formed under the influence of the School of Padua,
but he gradually developed a style of his own,
and worked in several cities of the Roman
Marches, especially at Ascoli, where he finally

settled. His work, while somewhat angular and
stiff, is charactcrizctl by tenderness and interest-

ing richness of detail. He introduced agreeable

landscape backgrounds and was particularly fond

of giving fruits and flowers as accessories. Among
his works are: "Madonna Enthroned," in the

Cathedral at Ascoli; "^lagdalen," in the Berlin

Museum; "Madonna with Saints," "Crucifixion,"

and "Coronation of the Virgin," in the Brera
Gallerv- at Lilian.

CROAKER. See Dbum; Gbunt.

CROAKER AND CO. The pseudonym
adopted by .Joseph Rodman Drake and Fitz-Greene
Halleck in tlie Croaker Pieces, in the New York
Evening Post (1819).

CROAKER, Mr. and Mrs. An oddly assorted

couple in Goldsmith's The Oood-natured Man;
she is as merry in her cynicism as he is lugubri-

ous in his.

CROATAN, krfi-jVtan. An island off the

coast of North Carolina, south of Roanoke Is-

land, at the time of the first English attempt at

colonization, about 1.585. By the shifting of the

sands it is now probably a part of Hatteras or

Ocracoke Island. A colony of 117 persons

landed by Sir Walter Raleigh iipon Roanoke Is-

land in 1587, and of whose ultimate fate nothing
definite was ever afterwards learned, is supposed
to have taken refuge with friendly Indians upon
Croatan Island, and to have eventually become
absorbed into that tribe. Recently, new interest

has been given to the story through the claim of

descent from these colonists, asserted by a con-

siderable body of mixed-blood stock in Robeson
County, in the southern part of the State. Al-

though their claim has probably no sound histori-

cal basis, they have been officially recognized by
the State as a separate people under the name of

'Croatan Indians.'

CROATIA (kr6-a'shl-fi) AND SLAVONIA
(Slav. Hrvatska i Slavoniya, Hung. Uorvdt-Sla-
vonorszdg, from Croat. Hrvat, OChurch Slav.

Khrfivatinu, Slov. Khrrat, Pol. Karicat, Russ.
Khrovate, Croat, and OChurch Slav. Slovieninu,
Russ. Slavi/aninfi, MGk. 'EcfK^.a^Tivdg, Esklah&nos,
a Slav, whence G!er. Sklave, Engl, slave). A
kingdom of Austria-Hungary, constituting one of

the lands of the Hungarian Crown (Map: Hun-
gary. D 4). It is separated by the Drave and
the Danube from Himgary proper on the north-
east, by the Save from Servia and Bosnia
on the south, has Dalmatia and the Adriatic on
the southwest, and Styria, Carniola, and Istria

on the west. Croatia c<mHtitutes tlie southwestern
jwrtion; Slavonia, the northeastern part. Its

area is 10,770 square miles.

A large part of the surface consists of moun-
tain chains ranging in height from al>out 2000 to
4000 fi-et, principally spins of the .lulian and
StjTian Alps. In Croatia are the .\gram high-

lands, the Croatian Karst (see Kar.st), with
an elevation of about 500 feet, the two ranges of

Great and Little Kapella, the former reaching
a height of about 500 feet, and the Velebit range,
whose highest summit is about 5750 feet. On
the borders of Carniola are the I'skok Moun-
tains. The beautiful mountain regi<in on the
northwest is called Croatian Switzerland. The
interior part along the Save consists of an
extensive and fruitful valley. The eastern part is

interspersed with fertile, well-cultivated valleys,

while the western part is covered with forests.

There are several small rivers flowing into the
Save and Drave, and a number of lakes on the

coast.

The climate is generally moderate, but very

raw in the coastland of Croatia, which is exposed
to the currents from the Adriatic and to the fierce

ravages of the Bora, a cold northeastern wind,

very destructive in its effects and greatly feared

by the inhabitants. In this western portion of

the province the winters are long and the sum-
mers dry. In parts of Slavonia the climate is

very insalubrious, on account of numerous
swamps. The annual average temperature of the

province fluctuates between 48° and 52° F. The
soil is fairly fertile and the range of vegetation

ver\' wide. About 31 per cent, of the productive

area is arable land, 25 per cent, is in meadows
and pastures, and over 36 per cent, is under for-

ests. The common European cereals are raised

extensively, especially wheal and com. The yield

of potatoes is considerable. Fruits of dif-

ferent kinds are grown in abundance, notably

apples, plums, nuts, and grapes in the southern

part of the country. Hogs are raised in large

numbers.
The mineral production of Croatia and Slavo-

nia is unimportant. Some coal, iron, marble,

copper, and sulphur figure in the exports. The
manufacturing industries are only slightly de-

veloped. There are some silk-mills, glass and
sugar mills, a few ship-building, milling, paper,

and leather establishments in the coast districts,

and a number of distilleries. The plum brandy

of Slavonia is famous under the name of Sli-

tcowitz. There is a considerable transit trade,

largely carried on through the ports of Fiume,

Zengg, and Porto Re. The chief articles of export

are grain, fruits, wine, lumber, and flour. The
province is well provided with railway facilities,

and the two navigable watercourses of the Save

and Danube contribute largely to its commercial

importance. Much traffic is also carried on with

Bosnia over the mountain roads.

The Ban, appointed by the Emperor, as King
of Hungarj'. with the approval of the Hungarian
Prime Minister, is at the head of the provincial

administration. In its local administration the

province is autonomous. It has a Diet {Land-

tag) composed of the Church dignitaries, mag-
nates, and representatives of the towns and rural

communities, the last being elected indirectly. In

the Hungarian Diet, the province is represented

by forty Deputies in the Lower House and three

in the Upper House. It is entitled to one min-
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ister in the Hungarian Cabinet, who countersigns

all important acts atFecting the province. The

llnances are administered partly by the Hun-
garian and partly by the provincial Government.

In 1900 the budget nearly balanced at 18,500,000

kronen. For administrative purposes the prov-

ince is divided into eight counties. Verj' adequate

facilities are provided for both elementarj' and

secondary education. About 65 per cent, of the

children attend schools. Agram (q.v.). the capi-

tal, offers excellent higher instruction.
_
The popu-

lation in 1900 was 2,397,249, as against 2,186,410

in 1890. About 89 per cent, of the people are

Croats and Serbs, 3 per cent. Hungarians, and 5

per cent. Germans. Seventy-one per cent, are

Roman Catholics, 26 per cent, belong to the

Greek Orthodox Church, and the rest to the Evan-

gelical and other Reformed Churches.

History. Croatia and Slavonia were included

in the Roman Province of Pannonia. The Croats

are a southern Slavic people, speaking a language

-which differs but slightly from that of their

neighbors the Serbs. They came down in the

seventh century from the Carpathians and occu-

pied Croatia and Slavonia. In the ninth cen-

tury the Croats adopted Christianity of the

Latin rite, separating them from the Serbs, who
received Christianity from Constantinople. About

the year 900, Croatia asserted its political inde-

pendence of the Byzantine emperors, and, under

its own king, extended its power over Bosnia and
Dalmatia. A great part of Croatia was annexed

to Hungary toward the close of the eleventh cen-

turj', and in 1102 Koloman of Hungary had him-

self crowned King of Croatia and Dalmatia. The

countrj' was involved in the dynastic struggles

and wars for self-preser\ation which were the

lot of Himgarj' for centuries, and always main-

tained whatever position seemed favorable to its

own nationality. In the Hungarian national ris-

ing of 1848, .Jellachich, Ban of Croatia, was an

active agent of the Austrian Imperial Govern-

ment, which stirred him up to a campaign against

(he Himgarians. This action on the part of

Croatia was a national movement as much as

that of Hungarj'. The general principle of decen-

tralization, as embodied in the Ausgleich of 1867

(q.v.), was partially applied to the relations of

Croatia-Slavonia and Hungarj- by the compro-

mise of 1868. A strong national party has con-

tinued to exist, cherishing the project of a greater

and independent Croatia, to include all of the

ancient kingdom, and joined to the Austrian Em-
pire only by a personal union. Consult: Matko-

vitch, Kroatien und ^lavonien nach seinen phi/si-

achen und geistigen VerhUltnissen (Agram, 1873) ;

Krauss. Die vereinigten Konigreiche Kroatienund
l^lavonirn (Vienna, 1889) ; StarC', "Die Kroaten

im Konigreiche Kroatien mit Slavonien," in Die

Volker Oesterreich - Ungarns, 10, ii. (Vienna,

1882) ; Csaph)vioz, .S7rtro«i>n und Kroatien (Pest,

1819) ; De Worms, The AuatroHungarian Em-
pire (2d ed.,' London, 1877); De Laveleye, The

Balkan Peninsula (London, 1887). See Austri-

an Empire.

CBOCE, knVchft. GitriJO Cesare della (1550-

1620). An Italian author, bom at Peraiceto. near

Bologna. He wrote a number of romances and

plavs, of which the principal is the always-popu-

lar"/?<Tr^oWo and Bertoldinu. This is probably an

old folk-lore tale retold. It has l)een translated

into many languages. The original titles of the

two parts were: Aatutie aottilisaime di Bertoldo

(1620), and Le piacevoli c ridicolose aimplicitd di

Bertoldino figliuolo del gid astuto e accorto Ber-

ioldi (1620).

CKOCHET, kro-sha' (Fr. crochet, hook, dim.

of croc, hook, from Icel. krokr, hook, perhaps
from Gael, crocan, Welsh crwg, hook, and con-

nected with Lat. crux, cross). A form of fancy

work where threads of linen, cotton, worsted, or

silk are looped with hooks called crochet-needles

to form various decorative and useful articles.

Endless varieties of patterns may be formed, and
lightness and elegance attained, by twisting the

thread one or more times in taking up the loop,

while openwork is formed by passing one or more
loops.

CKOCID^OLITE (from Gk. xpowf, fcrofct«,

nap on cloth; connected with Kpotd/, kroke,

thread, from xpeicetv, krekein, to weave + ?ifto^,

lithos, stone). A sodium iron silicate that

occurs in fibrous or asbestos-like filaments, and
also sometimes massive or earthy. It has a silky

lustre, and in color varies from golden yellow to

yellowish brown, indigo to greenish blue, light

green, and dull red. The best specimens are found

in Griqualand, in the Orange River country.

South .\frica. This mineral frequently contains

a siliceous base, such as ferruginous quartz, and
when cut en cabochon, with a high summit and
the longer diameter of the oval at right angles to

the direction of the fibres of which the mineral is

made up, yields the cat's-eye ray, in consequence

of which the mineral is properly kno\\Ti as tiger-

eye, and has some value as a gem stone, being

used when polished for umbrella-handles, charms,

etc. In the United States specimens are found in

North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Xew York, and
Rhode Island, but these are of no value for orna-

mental purposes.

CROCK^B, Francis Bacon (1861—). An
American electrical engineer. He was bom in

New York City, graduated at Columbia in 1882,

and in 1889 was there appointed professor of

electrical engineering. In 1892-95 he was presi-

dent of the New York Electrical Society, and in

1897-98 of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers. He published The Practical Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motors (3d ed. 1894) ; and
Electric Lighting (3d ed. 1899).

CBOCKEBY. See Pottery.

CBOCEET (from OF. croquet, variant of

crochet, hook). A bit of ornamentation project-

ing alone and boldly from a plane surface, in

Gothic architecture; usually in the form of a
single heavy stem ending in leafage or flower,

attached to a gable, pinnacle, bell of a capital,

cornice, etc.

CBOCK'ETT, D.wiD (1786-1836). An Ameri-

can pioneer and politician, born in Tennessee. He
was a typical backwoodsman, unlettered but
shrewd, "skillful as a hunter, and inordinately

fond of an out-of-door life. He served under
Jackson in the war against the Creek Indians,

and in 1826, 1828, and 1832 was elected to Con-

gress, where his oddities of dress attracted con-

siderable attention and caused much comment.
At the close of his third term he enlisted with

the Texan forces, then in arms against Mexico,

and in 1836 was one of the defenders of the

.\lamo (q.v.), where on March 6 he. with the

rest of the garrison, was killed by Santa Anna's
troops. Crockett's well-known maxim was: "Be
sure you are right, then go ahead." He wrote
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A \arrativc of the Life of David Crockett

(1834) ; .1 Tour to the North and Down East

(1835); Expluita and Adventures in Texas
(1830) ; and Sketches and Eccentricities (1847),
all uf wliich ur(> churucterized by crude wit, lack

of graininar, and shrewd common sense.

CBOCKETT, Samukl Kuthkrfobd (I860—).
A Scotch novelist, bom at Duchrae, New Gallo-

way. He jrraduated at Edinburgh I'niversity

in 1879. and for several years traveled in Eu-
rope, North Africa, and Asia. His first publica-

tion, Dulcc Cor, a book of poems, apjwared in

1886. He went to Penicuik in 1880, where he
was a Free Church minister until the close of

1894. wlicn he resigned his charge to devote him-
self wliolly to literature. His most popular
works are: The Stickit Minister (1893); Tfie

Raiders (1894); Mad Sir Ughtred of the Hills

(1894) : The Lilac Sunbonnet (1894) ; The Play-
Actress (1894); Bog-Myrtle and Peat (1895);
The drey Man (1896) ; Lady's Love (1897) ; The
Standard Hearer (1898); The Black Douglas
( 1899) ; Kit Kennedy ( 1899) ; Joan of the Sword
Hand (1900); The Dark o' the Moon (1901);
and The Banner of Blue (1902).

CBOCODILE (Lat. crocodilus, Gk. KpoxMec-
Aof, krokodeilos). An aquatic lacertiform car-

nivorous reptile, comparatively gigantic in size

(several feet in lengtn), representing the exten-
sive subclass Crooo<lilia. regarded as the most
highly organized of reptiles; more strictly one
of the tyj)e-genus Crocodilus, of the family Croco-

the internal anatomy generally is much advanced.
The heart has four distinct chambers, preventing
an admixture of art(>rial and venous blood; and
the organs of sense are well developed. Their
limbs are of much more use to them in walking
than are those of either turtles or newts, yet
their real home is in the water, where they swim
by means of twisting strokes of their compressed
tails, which are also powerful weapons, and of aid
in gaining food, since animals standing at the
edge of a piece of water deep enough to permit
a crocodile to swim close to tlie sliore unobserved
are frequently swept into the stream by a blow
of the tail, then seized and drowned.

All crocodilians are oviparous. The eggs are
about the size of those of a goose, and are buried
in the sand or mud to be hatched by the heat
of the sun alone. The females of some, if not all

the species, guard them and take care of their
young; yet the eggs and very young are preyed
on by civets, a monitor-lizard, and many other
enemies. In warm countries crocodiles bury
themselves in mud in times of drought, and in
cold countries during winter. They feed on fish,

birds, and mammals, and many human beings
lose their lives to them in certain regions. The
necessity of taking small pieces of food, induced
by their rigidly articulated jaws and unelastic
throat, compels them to sink all their large prey
and keep it until it is sufficiently macerated to
be torn into small pieces.

All the species have a voice, described as a
loud short bark or croak, beard at night, or when

BKtTLLS AKD TEETH OF CBOCODILIAN8.
1. TeleosanruB (extinct). 2. Gavlal. 3. Nile crocodile. 4. American alligator. 5. Back part of the series of teeth of

the lower jaw of an alligator, with the inner wall of the alveolar grove cut away, showing the absence of partitions and
the germs of the successional teeth. 6. Middle part of the same series, showing the partitions, forming here distinct
sockets from which the teeth are raised to show germs of successional teeth and dentlparous cavities ; a, a tooth
turned around to show the effect (a hole) of the new germ on its base; b, shell of an old tooth and two successors.

dilidae, typical of the order Eustachia. Croco-
dilians dilTer from lizards in many points of
structure, and prominently in the horny plates
within the thick skin which form a dorsal armor,
and the firm setting of the strong teeth into al-

veoli, the fourth tooth often being much enlarged
as a seizer. The skull has greater soliditv and

the reptile is angry. The age to which they live

is unknown, but they arrive at reproductive ma-
turity when about ten years old, and seem to con-
tinue to grow for a century or more. Captives,
and those often alarmed, show an ability to
learn from experience.

"The recent geographical distribution of the
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various kinds of Crocodilia loses its mystery,"
^ays (iadow. "wlien we recollect that during the

Tertiary jwriod alli*;ators, crocodiles, and long-

snouted gavials existed in Europe. The solitarj-

species of alligator in China is the la.st living

reminder of their former Periarctic distribution.

The group, taken as a whole, is otherwise now
intertropical, crocodiles alone inliabiting the
Paleotropical region, together with long-snouted
forms in the Oriental subregion. while alligators
and ca\nnans, with a few crocodiles, live in

AiiM'ripa."

The order Eustachia contains the crocodilians,
ancient and niodern. Two other (extinct) orders
are recognized by Gadow (1902), both small and
l>eculiar groups known only in late Mesozoic
rocks. '1 he genus .^iltosaunis represents the order
Pseudosuchia. and Belodon the order Parasuchia.
These and other Mesozoic crocodiles were marine,
and seem to have been desceudetl from some
terrestrial dinosaurian stock. "So far as modem
reptiles are concerned, only the Chelonia and
Sphenodon are related to the Crocodilia. while
monitors and other lizards resemble them only
superficially."

The crocodilians (Eustachia) fall into seven
families: (1) Teleosauridae, fossil in the Lias
and Oolite of Europe; marine, and of the general
appearance of gavials. with very long and slender
.snouts (see Figure 1). (2) Metriorhynchidse.
fossil in the Upper Oolite of Europe; marine.
(3) Macrorhynchidsp, fossil in fresh-water de-

|>osits of Wealden, etc., of Europe. (4) Gaviali-
dse, the gavials (see Gavial) fossil and recent.

(5) Atopsauridae, fossil in the Upper Oiilite of

France; diminutive alligator-like reptiles only
about a foot long. (6) Goniopholidae, large fossil

crocodiles of the late Mesozoic. (7) Crocodilidse,

true crocodiles and alligators.

Of the crocodiles pr<>j)er (which are character-
ized by their narrow, elongated heads and much-
webbed feet ) . the best and longest-known is

the celebrated Crocodiliia vulgaris of the Xile,

which was reveretl, protected, and when dead em-
balmed by certain sects of the ancient Egyptians.
<'roco<lile-worship. according to Flinders-Petrie.
was indigenous, and one of the oldest worships of

Egj'pt. It was most prevalent in Fayuni, "the

l>;ike of the Crocodile.' whose marshy shores were
especially favorable to that reptile, and which
was the seat of the crocodile-god Sebek. Up the

Nile, other places were devoted to this primitive
worship, while at neighlwring towns, such as Den-
derak. Apollinopolis. and Heracleopolis, it was
<letested. In the very earliest times the crocodile
was regarded as a minister of vengeance, but not
ilivine. Nowadays these animals are so much
hunted that few remain in the lower Nile, but in

its upper waters, and in other African rivers,

cr<M-<Mliles are still dangerously plentiful. The
reptiles also abound in Madagascar; but the
'common one on the West Coast, from Senegal to

the Coneo. is Crovodilua rntaphractuH. Two
species inhabit the fresh waters and estuaries of

India (see MARsii-CRoconiiJ^) . one ranging to
Ceylon, and eastward to China, the Malay Islands,

nnd .\ustralia. A local spe<'ies also inhabits
nortliem .\ustralia and (Queensland. There are
thn-e crocixliles in North and South America and
the West Indies. One (Crocof/i/i/.s Americanuit)
ranges as far north as Florida.

Tlie eggs of crocodileH are prized by some
people as food, the musk-glands are taken for

perfume, and the skin and fat are articles of con-
siderable commercial value.

Consult Gadow, Amphibia and Reptiles (Lon-
don and New York. 1902) ; and authorities on
Kg>'pt, Central Africa, India, Ceylon, and Aus-
tralasia. See Alligator.

Fossil Forms. Fossil ancestors of the croco-
dil^ns are known from rocks as old as those of
the Triassic. and they are found throughout the
later rocks of Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary
time. The more primitive forms, comprising the
totally extinct sab-order Parasuchia, are repre-
sented by Belo<lon, from the upj>er Keuper of
Wiirttemberg and the Triassic .san<lstones of North
,\merica; Stagonolepis of the Triassic of Scot-
land, and Parasuchus from the Gondwana series
of central India. These three have long, narrow
snouts, produced by the elongation of the pre-
maxillary bones, and in the structure of their
skulls they i)rosent some points of resemblance
to the primitive dinosaurs and to the rhynehoce-
phalians. The Mesosuchia of Jurassic age, mostly
reptiles of small size, have both long and short
snouted forms, that differ from the Eusuchia in

respect of the form of the palate. Eustachian
tubes, and vertebrsp. The principal genera are
Pelagosaurus, Metriorhj-nchus, Theriosuchus,
Notosuchus, Teleosaurus, Stenosaurus, from the
.Jurassic of Europe. The Eusuchia, also with
botli broad and long-snouted species, raiige from
the Upper Jurassic through the Cretaceous and
Tertiary, and comprise all the recent species, in
which the Eustachian tubes are inclosed by bone
and the vertebral centra are procflelous. Direct
ancestors of the Malayan genus Tomistoma are
found in the Miocene beds of the ea.stern Mediter-
ranean region of sotith Europe. During the
Eocene, typical gavials lived in the seas of Eng-
land, but the}" migrated southward during subse-
quent Tertiary time, and their remains are found
fossilized in the Pliocene dej>osits of the Siwalik
Hills of India. The largest known crocodile was
probably the genus Rhamphosucluis. from the
Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India, with a length
of over fifty feet.

Bibliography. Parker, "On the Structure and
Development of the Skull in the Cnx'oilile,"

Zooloffical Society of London Transactions (Lon-
don. 1885) ; Tomier, "Die Crocodile," Beiheft
zum Archiv fiir Naturyeschichte (Berlin. 1901).
For fossil forms, consult : Dollo, "Primi^re note
sur les Crocoililiens de Bemissart," Bulletin de
Mu8ee rot/ale d'histoire nattirelle de Bclgique. vol.

ii. (Brussels, 188.3) ; Woodward, Outlines of Ver-
iehratc Paleomtolopif for Students of Zoolofjy
(Cambridge, 1808) ; Huxley, '"On Stagonolepis
and the Evolution of the Cr(x,'o«lilia." Quartrrly
•Journal of the (leolo<i\cnl Society of London, vol.

.\xxi. (L<mdon, 187")) ; Woodward. '"The History
of Fossil Croco<liles," I'roceedinys of the Geolo-
fjists' Association, vol. ix. (London. 1886). S«h»

Alluj.ktor; Gavial ; Norosucurs; Pelagcsai-
RUS; Teleosavrl-.s : TiiERiosucHrs: and for

illustration, see Teleu.sairi:s.

CBOCODILE, Lady Kitty. A lady of fashion
in Foote's .1 Trif> to Calais, distinguished for her
hypocritical dealings. The character was a

satire dinn'ted against the Duchess of Kingston,
who caused the withdrawal of the play.

CROCODILE-BIBD. A plover (flurianus
.Epf/ptiiin) of the Xile Valley, sometimes ])laced

among the coursers (srenus Cursorius). It is re-

markable for its association with the croi-odile.
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A Narrative of the Life of David Crockett

(1834) ; .4 Tour to the North and Doum East

(1836) ; Exploits and Adventures in Texas
(183U) ; and Sketches and Eccentricities (1847),
all of which are characterized by crude wit, lack

of graininar, and shrewd common sense.

CROCKETT, Samukl Rithkbfobi) (I860—).
A Sooti'h novelist, bom at Duchrae, New Gallo-

way. He jrratluated at Edinburgh University

in 1879. and for several years traveled in Eu-
rope, North Africa, and Asia. His first publica-

tion, Dulce Cor, a book of poems. api)eared in

1886. He went to Penicuik in 1886, where he
was a Free Church minister until the close of

1894, when he resigned his charge to devote him-
self wholly to literature. His most popular
works are': The Stickit Minister (1893); The
Raiders (1894); Mad Sir Ughtred of the Hills

(1894) : The Lilac Sunbonnet (1894) ; The Play-
Actress (1894); Bog-Myrtle and Peat (1895);
The (Ircy Man (1896) ; Lady's Love (1897) ; The
Standard Hearer (1898); The Black Douglas
( 1899) ; Kit Kennedy ( 1899) ; Joan of the Stcord
Hand (1900); The'Dark o' the Moon (1901);
and The Banner of Blue (1902).

CBOCODHiE (Lat. crocodilus, Gk. kpokMei-

Aof, krokodeilos) . An aquatic lacertiform car-

nivorous reptile, comparatively gigantic in size

(several feet in length), representing the exten-

sive subclass Crocodilia. regarded as the most
highly organized of reptiles; more strictly one
of the tyi)e-genus Crocodilus, of the family Croco-

the internal anatomy generally is much advanced.
The heart has four distinct chamlM-rs, preventing
an admixture of arterial and venous blood ; and
the organs of scn.se are well develoi>ed. Their
limbs are of much more use to them in walking
than are those of either turtles or newts, yet
their real home is in the water, where they swim
by means of twisting strokes of their compressed
tails, which are also powerful weapons, and of aid
in giiining food, since animals standing at the
edge of a piece of water deep enough to permit
a crocodile to swim close to the shore unobserved
are frequently swept into the stream by a blow
of the tail, then seized and drowned.
AH crocodilians are oviparous. The eggs are

about the size of those of a goose, and are buried
in the sand or mud to be hatched by the heat
of the sun alone. The females of some, if not all

the species, guard them and take care of their

young; yet the eggs and very young are preyed
on by civets, a monitor-lizard, and many other
enemies. In warm countries crocodiles bury
themselves in mud in times of drought, and in

cold countries during winter. They feed on fish,

birds, and mammals, and many human beings
lose their lives to them in certain regions. The
necessity of taking small pieces of food, induced
by their rigidly articulated jaws and unelastic
throat, compels them to sink all their large prey
and keep it until it is suflBciently macerated to
be torn into small pieces.

AH the species have a voice, described as a
loud short bark or croak, heard at night, or when

SKITLLS AND TEETH OF CBO0ODILIAN8.
1. Teleoeaurus (extinct). 2. Oavial. 3. Nile crocodile. 4. American alligator. 5. Back part of the series of teeth of

the lower jaw of an alligator, with the inner wall of the alveolar grove cut away, showing the absence of partitions and
the germs of the successional teeth. 6. Middle part of the same series, showing the partitions, forming here distinct
sockets from which the teeth are raised to show germs of successional teeth and dentiparous cavities ; a, a tooth
turned around to show the effect (a hole) of the new germ on its base ; b, shell of an old tooth and two successors.

dilidse, typical of the order Eustachia. Croco-
dilians differ from lizards in many points of
structure, and prominently in the horny plates
within the thick skin which form a dorsal armor,
and the firm setting of the .strong teeth into al-

veoli, the fourth tooth often being much enlarged
as a seizer. The skull has greater solidity and

the reptile is angry. The age to which they live

is unknown, but they arrive at reproductive ma-
turity when about ten years old, and .seem to con-

tinue to grow for a century or more. Captives,
and those often alarmed, show an ability to
learn from experience.

"The recent geographical distribution of the
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various kinds of Crocodilia loses its mystery,"
.-ays (Jadow. "wlien we recollect that during the

Tertiary i)eriod alligators, crocodiles, and long-

.snouted gavials existed in Europe. The solitary

species of alligator in China is the last living

reminder of tlieir former Periarctic distribution.

The group, taken as a whole, is othenvise now
intertroi)icjil. crocodiles alone inhabiting the
I'aleotropical region, together with long-snouted
forms in the Oriental subregion. while alligators

and caymans, with a few crix'odiles, live in

America."
The order Eustachia contains the crocodilians,

ancient and modern. Two other (extinct) orders
are recognized by Gadow (1902), both small and
peculiar groups known only in late Mesozoic
rocks. 'I'he genus .^^tosaurus represents the order
I'seudosuchia. and Belodon the order Parasuchia.
These and other Mesozoic crocodiles were marine,
and seem to have been descended from some
terrestrial dinosaurian stock. "So far as modern
reptiles are concerned, only the Chelonia and
Sphenodon are related to the Crocodilia. while
monitors and other lizards resemble them only
superficially."

The crocodilians (Eustachia) fall into .seven

families: (1) Teleosauridse, fossil in the Lias
and OiJlite of P^urope; marine, and of the general
appearance of gavials, with very long and slender
.snouts (see Figure 1). (2) Metriorhynchidse,
fossil in the Upper Oolite of Europe; marine.
(3) Macrorhynchidae, fossil in fresh-water de-

jwsits of ^^'ealden, etc., of Europe. (4) Gaviali-
<Up. the gavials (see Gavial) fossil and recent.

(o) Atopsaiiridse, fossil in the Upper Oolite of

France; diminutive g,lligator-like reptiles only
about a foot long, id) Goniopholidie, large fossil

crocodiles of the late Mesozoic. (7) Crocodilidie,
true crocodiles and alligators.

Of the crocodiles proper (which are character-
ized by their narrow, elongated heads and much-
webbed feet ) . the best and longest-known is

the celebrated Crocodilits vulgaris of the Nile,

which was revered, protected, and when dead em-
balmed by certain sects of the ancient Egjptians.
<'roco«lile-worship. according to Flinders-Petrie,
was indigenous, and one of the oldest worships of

Egypt. It was most prevalent in Fayum, 'the

]A\ke of the Crocodile.' whose marshy shores were
especially favorable to that reptile, and which
was the seat of the crocodile-god Sebek. Up the

Nile, other ])laces were devoted to this primitive
worship, while at neighboring towns, such as Den-
ilerak, .Apdilinopolis. and Heracleopolis, it was
iletested. In the very earliest times the crocodile
was regarded as a minister of vengeance, but not
divine. Nowadays these animals are so much
hunted that few remain in the lower Nile, but in

its upper waters, and in other African rivers,

crocodiles are still dangerously plentiful. The
reptiles also ab«>und in Madagascar; but the
•common' one on the West Coast, from Senegal to
the Coniro. is ('rocodilufi rataphractuH. Two
s|)ecies inliabit the fresh waters and estuaries of
India (see Marsii-Crocodii.k) . one ranging to
Ceylon, and eastward to China. tlie Malay Islands,
iind Australia. A local species also inliabits

nortliem Australia and (^)ueensland. There are
thn-e croco<liles in North and South America and
the West Indies. One {Crocodilits Americanus)
ranges as far north as Florirla.

Tlie eggs of croco<liles are prized by some
people as food, the musk-glands are taken for

perfume, and the skin and fat are articles of con-
siderable commercial value.

Consult Gadow, Amphibia and Reptiles (Lon-
don and New York. 1902) ; and authorities <m
Egj'i)t, Central Africa, India, Ceylon, and Aus-
tralasia. See Alligator.

Fossil Forms. Fossil ancestors of the croco-

dilians are known from rocks as old as those of

the Triassic. and they are found throughout the
later rocks of Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary
tim^. The more primitive forms, comprising the
totally extinct sub-order Parasuchia, are repre-
sented by Belo«lon, from the upper Keuper of
Wiirttemberg and the Triassic sandstones of North
America ; Stagonolepis of the Triassic of Scot-
land, and Parasuchus from the Gondwana series
of central India. These three have long, narrow
snouts, produc-ed by the elongation of the pre-
maxillary bones, and in the structure of their
skulls they present some points of resemblance
to the primitive dinosaurs and to the rhynchoce-
phalians. The Mesosuchia of Jurassic age, mostly
reptiles of small size, have both long and short
snoutetl forms, that dilTer from the Eusuchia in

resjject of the form of the palate. Eustachian
tubes, and vertebrse. The principal genera are
Pelagosaurus, MetriorhjTichus, Theriosuchus,
Notosuchus, Teleosaurus, Stenosaurus, from the
Jurassic of Euroi>e. The Eusuchia, also with
both broad and long-snouted species, range from
the Upper Jurassic through the Cretaceous and
Tertiary, and comprise all the recent species, in
which the Eustachian tubes are inclosed by bone
and the vertebral centra are procnelous. Direct
ancestors of the ^lalayan genus Tomistoma are
found in the ^lioc-ene beds of the eastern Mediter-
ranean region of south Europe. During the
Eocene, typical gavials lived in the seas of Eng-
land, but they migrated southward during subse-
quent Tertiary time, and their remains are found
fossilized in the Pliocene deixjsits of the Siwalik
Hills of India. The largest known crocodile was
probably the genus Rhamphosuchus. from the
Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India, with a length
of over fifty feet.

Bibliography. Parker. "On the Structure and
Development of the Skull in the Crocodile,"
Zooloffical Society of Loudon Transactions (Lon-
don, 1885) ; Tornier, "Die Crocodile," Beiheft
zum Archiv fiir Xaturyeschichte (Berlin, 1901).
For fossil forms, consult: Dollo, "Primi^re note
sur Ics Crocodiliens de Bernissart," Bulletin de
Musce royale d'histoire naturelle de Belgique. vol.

ii. (Brussels, 1883) ; Woodward, Outlines of Ver-
tebrate Paleontology for Students of Zooloqy
(Cambridge, 1808) ; Huxley, "On Stagonolepis
and the Evolution of the Crocotlilia," Quarterly
Journal of the Cleologieal Society of London, vol.

.\xxi. (London. 1875) ; Woodward, "The History
of Fossil Croco<liles," Proceedings of the Geolo-
gists' Association, vol. ix. (London. 1886). See
Alligator; Gavial; XoTOSuciirs; PELAGoaAi-
Rus; Teleosaurus; Theriosuchus; and for

illustration, see Telkosmrus.
CBOCODILE, Lady Kitty. A lady of fashion

in Foote's .1 Trip to Calais, distinguished for her
hypocritii-al dealings. The character was a
satire directed against the Duchess of Kingston,
who caused the withdrawal of the play.

CROCODILE-BIBD. A plover {Phirianus
.Kgi/ptiiis) of tlie Nile Valley, sometimes placed
among the coursers (genus Cursorius). It is re-

markable for its association with the crocodile,
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Saint Jean, Waterloo" (1882); and "Marlbor-
ough at Rjunillirs." All tlicsp are (listingui>«lie<l

for aeeunicy and truth of detail, but the action

with which a French painter would have man-
aged such scenes is lacking. They are primarily
historical studies rather than works of art.

However, Crofts st^mds among the first of the
few Englisli battle-painters. He was made a
Itoyal Academician in ISnu.

CBOOHAN, knVgan, Georok (1791-1849).
An American soldier, born near I^nii8ville,Ky. He
graduated at William and Mary College in 1810,

entered the army in 1812, distinguished himself
un<ler ({«'neral Harrison at Fort Meigs, and on
August 1-2, 1813, defended Fort Stephenson (cm
the present ^te of Fremont, Ohio) agiiinst the
attack of a greatly superior force of British and
Indians, for which he received the thanks of

Congress and a gold medal. In 1814 he was pro-

moted to be lieutenant-colonel, but resigned in

1817 and was appointed postma.stx'r at New Or-
leans in 1824. He l>ecame inspector-general
with the rank of colonel in 1825, joined General
Taj'lor's forces in Mexico in 184(i, and took a
jtrominent part in the battle of Monterey.

CBOISET, krwti'zA', Marie Joseph Alfkeu
(1845— ). A French classical philologist, born
in Paris. He was appointed professor of Greek
at the P'acultf des Lettres in 1885 and l)ecame a
member of the Academy of Inscriptions in the
following year. He is tlie editor of various
(Jreek authors, and the author of De Personis
IIpud Arintophanem (1873); X^nophon, son
carat^re et son talent (1873) ; La poemc de Pin-
dare et Irs lois du lyrismc grcv (1880) ; and, in

<'onjunction witli Maurice Croisct, Histoiic de la

litteruturc grecque (1887-99).

CBOISET, Maurice (1846—). A French
classical philologist, brother of the preceding,

l>orn in Paris. He l)ecamc j)rofcssor of the Greek
language and literature at Montj)ellier in 1876,

and professor of the Greek language and litera-

ture at the College de France in 189.S. He is the
author of De Ptibliece Eloquentiw Principiis

(ipud (irwcos in Uomrricis Carwinibus (1874);
Desi idces morales dans IVloquenee politique de
Demosthcne (1874) ; Essai sur la vie et sttr les

ipuvres de Liieien (1882); and, in conjunction
Avith Alfred Croiset, IJistoire de la litterature

grecque (1887-90).

CBOIX, krwii, Carlos Francisco, Marques de
(1699-1786). A Spanish general and adminis-
trator. He was born at Lille, French Flanders,
and after serving in the Spanish Army was ap-

pointed commandant at Ceuta, whence he was
transferred in the same capacity to Puerto de
Santa Marfa. He afterwards l>ecame Captain-
General of Galicia, and was Viceroy of New
Spain (Mexico) from 1706 to 1771. He was dis-

tinguished by strict integrity and high adminis-
trative ability. During the last fifteen years of

his life he was Viceroy and Captain-General of
Valencia.

CBOIX, Teoix)RO de (c.1730-9I). A Spanish
soldier. He was born at Lille, French Flanders,
and was a brother of the Viceroy of New Spain,
who appointed him Governor of the interior
provinces of the country and of Sonora. During
his brief term as Viceroy of Peru (1784-90) he
did much to ameliorate the condition of the
Indians and enacted several laws for their pro-

tection. He died soon after his return to
Madrid.

CBOIZETTE, krwil'zet', Sophie (1847-1901).
\ Frcncli actress. She was bom in Saint Peters-
burg. After two years at the Conservatory she
obtained the first prize for comedy. In 1869 she
appeared at the ThOfltre Francais as Queen
Anne in In v^errv d'eau, and four years after-
wards was made a 'societaire.' Mile. Croizette
rarely apix>ared in classic r«»les. Her best work
was in the Sphinx (Octave Feuillet), L'6tran-
gere (Dumas fils), Fourchombault (Emile
Augier), and />« princessc de Bagdad (Dumas
fils), her last and greatest creation. She retired
from the stage at the height of her sticcess, in
1885.

CBOOCEB, B. M. An Knglish noveli.st. She
was a daughter of William Sheppard, rector of
Kilgefin, Roscommon. Ireland; was educated in

England; married John Croker, of the lloyal
Munster Fusiliers, and traveled extensively in

India and other parts of the East. Mrs. Croker
has writttm some good Irish peasant stories,

as Terence (1899), and excels in depicting
Anglo-Indian life, particularly the fashionable
feminine world. The scenes of Jason and
Other Stories (1899), comedy running into

farce, are laid in India, Australia, and Eng-
land. Her novels are commonly translated into

French and German. Besides those above, may
be cited Proper Pride (1882); Pretty Miss
Neville (1883); Diana Harrington (1888); Mr.
Jervis (1894); Village Talcs and Jungle Trage-
dies (1894) ; In the Kinqdom of Kerry (1896) ;

Beyond the Pale (1897) ;".4 State Secret (1901) ;

Angel (1901).

CBOKEB, John Wii.ron (1780-1857). An
English writer and politician. He was bom at

Galway, Ireland. Educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, he entered Lincoln's Inn as a student in

1800, and two years later was called to the Irish

bar. In 1804 he published Familiar Epistles, a
clever satire in verse on the Irish stage, and An
Intercepted Letter from Canton, a satire in prose

on Dublin society. Both ran through several edi-

tions. In 1808 he issued a treatise on the State

of Ireland, Past and Present—a pamphlet on
Catholic emancipation—which brought him to

the notice of politicians, and in the same year he
was elected member of Parliament for Downpat-
rick. A warm defense in Parliament, in 1809.

of the Duke of York, charged with corrupt ad-

ministration, helped Croker in the same year to

the office of Secretary to the Admiralty, a post

which he held for more than twenty years. He
was one of the founders of the Quarterly Review,

and contributed many violent party articles to

its pages, as well as a large numl)er of personal

and abusive reviews, one of the most famous
being on Keats's Endymion. As Rigby he was
caricatured by Disraeli in Coningsby. In Par-

liament he steadily opposed the Reform Bill in all

its stages, and after its enactment he refused to

enter Parliament again. He took an active part

in the establishment of the Athenirum Club, and
rendered good service to literature by his anno-

tated edition of Boswell's Johnson (1831), fa-

mous for Macanlav's savage review of it, and by
his publication of the Suffolk Papers (1823)

and Lord Hervey's Memoirs of the Court of

George II. (1848). His Stories from the His-

tory of England for Children (1817) supplied
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Scott with the idea of Tales of a Grandfather.
He also continued for a time to write verse. Hia
Battle of Talavera (1809) pleased Wellington
and was praised by Scott. Consult Jennings,
Diaries and Correspondence of t'rokcr (London,
1884).

CHOKER, KiCHABD (1843—). An American
politician, well-known as a leader of Tamniafty
Hall in New York City. He wa.s bom at Black
Rock, Ireland, but when two years of age was
brought by his parents to America, and for a
short time attended the public schools in New
York City. He was then for seven years em-
plo3'ed as a machinist, became prominent in the

New York volunteer fire department, and took
an active interest in local politics, and about
1865 identified himself with the Tammany Hall
organization. From 1868 to 1870 he served as
an alderman; was reelected in 1872, but was
forced out of office by Tweed, and acted for sev-

eral months, on Mayor Havemeyer's appoint-
ment, as city marshal, his special duty being the
collection of arrears in taxes. He was elected

city coroner in 1873, and again in 1876, was ap-

pointed fire commissioner in 1883 and was re-

appointed to that position by Mayor Abram S.

Hewitt in 1887. During this time his influence

in Tammany Hall had gradually increased, and
in 1880, on" the death of John Kelly (q.v.), he
became chairman of the Finance Committee of

that organization and its recognized leader.

From April, 1889, to February, 1890, he was City
Chamberlain. He conducted the successful may-
oraltv campaigns of Hugh Grant, Thomas F. Gil-

roy, and Robert A. Van Wyck in 1889, 1893^ and
1897 respectively, and during the Presidential

campaign of 1900 was conspicuous as a sup-

porter of the Democratic candidate, W. J. Bryan.
In 1902. soon after the election of Seth Low to

the mayoralty of New York, he resigned his

position as leader of Tammany Hall.

CBOKEB, Thom.\s Cbofton (1798-1854).

An Irish author and antiquarian. He was bom
in Cork, Januarj' 15. 1708. He early devoted him-
self to the collection of legends and songs of the

Irish peasantry; and in 1824 he published his

Researches in the South of Ireland, characterized

by a happy blending of humor and sentiment
with archspological learning. The work was fol-

lowed by the Fairy Legends and Traditions of

the Flon'th of Ireland (1825); Legends of the

Lakes (1829); and Popular Songs of Ireland

(1839). Crokor also edited Menioiri of Joseph

Holt, General of the Irish Rebels, wrote two
novels, and contributed to the magazines. He
devoted much time to archaeology, being member
of manv antiquarian societies. Through the in-

fluence of John Wilson Croker, a friend, but no
relative, he obtained at the age of twenty-one a
clerkship in the Admiraltv, a position which he

held till 1S50. He died August 8, 1854. Consult

Life,hy his son, prefixed to Fairy Legends (Lon-

don, 1859). The Popular Songs were edited by
Morley (Ix)ndon, 1886).

CBOLL, krol. J.^mes (1821-90). A Scotch

geologist. He was bom at Whitefield, Perth-

shire, and received only the usual brief schooling

of a peasant's son. He studie<l philosophy and
physical science, and published a treatise on the

Physical Cause of the Change of Climate During
the Glacial Period (1864). He wa-s appointed

an officer of the geological survey of Scotland,

and in that post (1867-81) prosecuted researches
which resulted in works including the treatise on
Climate and Time in Their Geological Relations
(1875), in which he ascribed climatic changes
during geological epochs to secular variations in

the eccentricity of tiie earth's orbit; and Climate
and Cosmology (1886), containing a discussion
of the origin of the sun's heat and the probable
development of the nebulx and stars. Though
considerable difl"erence of opinion exists as to

the real value of these views in relation to the
establishment of a sound geological theory, there
is general recognition of the value of his works
as stimulating and directing inquiry. In his

later life he returned to the field of philosophical
speculation and published The Phil6sophic Basis
of Evolution (1890), in which he discusses the
fundamental principles imderlying the doctrine
of evolution.

CBOOiY, D.^VIl) Goodma.v (1829-89). An
American journalist, bom in New York and edu
cated at the New York University. He was asso-

ciated with the Evening Post and the New York
Herald (1854-58), and then became city editor

and subsequently managing editor of the New
York World. From 1872 to 1878 he was editor
of the Daily Graphic. His published works in-

clude Seymour and Blair: Their Lives and Ser-
vices, with an appendix containing a History of
Reconstruction ( 1 868 )

.

CBOLY, George (1780-1860). An Irish au-
thor and dergj'man. He was bom in Dublin and
was educated at Trinity College there. In 1810
he was ordained a priest of the English Church,
and in 1845 became rector of Saint Stephen's.
Walbrook, London. His first work was a poem,
entitled Paris in 1815, which appeared in 1817.

From this time up to within a short period from
his death lie wrote almost incessantly as dra-

matic critic of the Sew Times, as a contributor
to Blackicood's and the Literary Gazette, and as
the author of numerous satires, romances, and
biographies. Among his works are : The Angel of
the World (1820); Tales of Saint Bernard
(1829); the novel ilarsfon (1846); and the
poem The Modern Orlando (1846). He was an
imitator of the grandiose style of Byron and
^foore, yet Salathicl (1829), his chief publica-

tion, contains many effective .scenes and is still

good reading. It was reprinted in New York in

1901 as Tarry Thou till I Come.

CBOLY, J.\XE CuNXixoHAM (1831-1901). An
American author and journalist, better known as

Jennie June. She was bom in England, came
to the United States when a girl, and at an
early age became a contributor to newspapers
and magazines. She called the first congresses
of women in the United States in 1856 and 1869;
organized Sorosis in 1868; founded the New
York Women's Press Club (of which siie was
later president), in 1889; and in 1892 Ijecame
professor of journalism and literature in the Rut-
gers Women's College, which institution conferred
upon her the degree of L.H.D. She was married
to David G. Croly in 1856. Her works include:

For Better or Worse (1875) ; Jennie Junciana:
Talks on Women's Topics (18(>4) : Throictt on Her
Own Resources; Cookery-Book for Young Hovse-
keepers (1866); h'ni'tintf and Crochet: and a
History of the Woman*s-Club Movement in .Amer-
ica. She was editor of Demorest's Magazine
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from 1800 to 1887, and later was editor of the
i'yclc (which slic founded) and the Home-Maker.

CRO-MAGNON, krA'niii'nyON'. A type of

mankind Hiij)|M)s«'<i to have inliabitcd southwest-
ern Europe at the end of the Ma^daleninn eptK-h,

at th»' flose of the IMei»t(x?ene. They were
marked by the most dolichoeephalie of crania,

elongated at the back (index (W-74.8), with low
face and orbits, but l)y good stature. In 1868
workmen unearthed, in tlu' cave called Cro-
^lajrnon, near J>es Kyzies, in the IX^partment
of JJordofjne. France, imperfect skeletons of three
men. two women, aiul a child. A peasant
fouixl a human bone in a rabbit-hole, and at
the Cave of Aurignac the remains of seventeen
persims were recovered. At I^iugerie Basse, in

the y^zkre V^alley, another discovery was made.
In the Cave of Baumes Chaudes, in Lozftre,

thirty-five crania were collected, all of this long,

low-faced type. At other places the same marks
have been noted, both on the dead and on the
living, in Africa and in Europe. To this type,
Avherever found, the name of Cro-Magnon is

given. Consult: Mortillet, Le pr^historujue
(I'aris, 1S82) ; Deniker, Races of Han (London,
I'JOO) ; Ripley, T/m; Races of Europe (New York,
1899) ; and, for critical observations, Sergi, The
Mediterranean Race (London, 1901).

CROMARTY FIRTH, kr^u/er-tl ferth (from
dael. crom, Olr. cromb, Welsh, cricm, Bret, crutn,
crooked + Olr. art. Gall, artos, stone, and firth,

frith, from Icel. fjoipr, ford; ultimately con-
nected with Lat. partus, port, Skt. par, to cross).
A landlocked inlet of the North Sea, on the
northeast coast of Scotland, just northwest of
the Moray Firth. 18 miles long, 3 to 5 miles
broad, and 5 to 3.5 fathoms deep (Map: Scotland,
D 2). The entrance is between the North and
South Soutars, two high wooded headlands, and
is IV2 miles across, with 12 to 30 fathoms of
water, and with the Three Kings lleef about half
a mile off land. Near the firth are the towns of
Dingwall, Invergordon, and Cromarty. In the
red sandstone, near the entrance, Hugh Miller
discovered the fossil ^shes Pf€richthys,Osteolepis,
etc.

CROMARTYSHIRE. See Ross and Crom-
arty.

CROM'DALE (from Gael, crom, crooked +
Engl. dale). A village in Inverness-shire, Scot-
land, on the eastern bank of the Spey, scene of a
battle fought ^lay 1, 1690, between the Scotch
Jacobites and 800 of William lll.'s troops, in
Avhich the latter were victorious (Map: Scot-
land, E 2 ) . The event is celebrated in a song en-
titled, "The Haughs of Cromdale."

CROME, John (1768-1821). An English
landscape painter, foimder of the Norwich
school. He is usually called Old Crome, to dis-

tinguish him from his son of the same name.
Bom on December 22, 1768, he passed his youth
in humble circumstances, acquiring his taste for
painting during an apprenticeship to a sign-
painter. Together with Robert Ladbrook, a
printer's apprentice, he rented a garret and start-
ed upon his career as a painter. The two artists
spent their leisure time sketching in the field,

endeavoring to reproduce nature exactly. Crome's
pictures thus became 'exact views' of the places
he loved. His technique is that of the Dutch
rnasters. whom he studied in the houses of the
Norfolk gentry, in his capacity as a drawing

teacher, and in a visit to Paris. Hobbema, in
especial, was his favorite master. Crome's pic-
tures contained the usual brown tone of the
Dutch school, and although they are occasionally
marred by over-attention to detail, they always
contain a true feeling for light and air. He
painted trees with great force and individuality.
His "Oak at Poringlam" and the "Willow" are
highest masU'rpieces of their kind. His works
are mostly in private possession, especially
among the gentry of Norfolk. The National Gal-
lery contains two good examples, "Mousehold
Heath" and "Chapel Fields, Norwich." His fa-

vorite subjects were taken from the scenery
about his native home, but he was capable of
adapting himself to the livelier tones of French
landscape, as is indicated in his "Fishmarket at
Boulogne" and his "Boulevard des Italiens,
Paris." Although he followed etching as a pas-
time only, he was an excellent etcher, working
with great care and detail, though sometimes
not achieving tone and atmosphere. His etch-
ings were published after his death, in 1834.
under the title of Norfolk Picturesque Hcenery,
and again in 1838 and 1850. Crome seldom ex-
hibited in London, but he displayed at different
times no less than 288 pictures in the Norfolk
Society of Artists. This society he himself
founded in 1803, tecoming its president in 1808.
He died April 22, 1821, at Norwich, where near-
ly all of his life had been passed.

CROME, John Barney (1794-1842). An
Englisli painter, son and pupil of John Crome,
usually called Young Crome. His pictures are
distinguished for merit, the best resembling those
of his father. Consult: Heaton, "Life of John
Crome," in the apj)endix to Cunningham's lAves
of the British Painters (London, 1882); Wod-
derspoon, .John Crome and His Work (Norwich,
1850).

CRO'MER. A seaport and watering-place on
the north coast of Norfolk, England, 21 miles
north of Norwich (Map: England, H 4). It

stands on the top of one of the highest cliffs on
the coast. Nearly all the old town, called Ship-
den, with one of the churches, was swept away
by the sea about the year 1500. The sea is gain-
ing on the land, and vessels have to load and un-
load on the open beach. In 1825 some cliffs 200
feet high fell into the. sea. Seamen call Cromei-
Bay the Devil's Throat, from its dangers to

navigation. Population, in 1891. 2500; in 1901.

3800.

CROMER, Evelyn Baring, first Earl
(1841— ). .An English diplomatist and admin-
istrator, born at Cromer Hall, Norfolk, and edu-
cated at Woolwich Academy. After a brilliant

career in the Royal Artillery, he served as pri-

vate secretarj' to the Earl of Northbrook. Gov-
ernor-General of India, from 1872 to 1876; was
Commissioner on the Egj'ptian public debt from
1877 to 1879; was Controller-General of Egyp-
tian finances from 1879 to 1880; and was
Finance Minister of India from 1880 to 1883.

when he became Consul-General and Minister
Plenipotentiarv' in Egypt, which positions he
still held in 1902. He was created first Baron
Cromer in 1892, first A^iscount in 1899, and Earl
in 1901. He liecame virtually British Viceroy
of Eg\'pt, and his efficient administration won
for him the appellation of 'Maker of Modern
Egypt.' He rescued it from bankruptcy; re-
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placed corrupt administrators by honest officials;

reduced taxes; refornieil the army; increased
trade, and greatly extended railway, postal, and
telegraph facilities.

CROMEB, Martin (1512-89). A Polish his-

torian, born at Biecz, near Cracow, and educated'

at the academy in that city. He was secretary

to the eldest son of King Sigismund 1., and was
intni^^ted with diplomatic missions to Pope
Paul \'. and to the emperors Charles V. and
Ferdinand I. In 1578 he was appointed bishop
of Ermeland. His history of Poland, from its

beginning to the year 150t), De Origine et Kebus
(testis Polonorum (1555; frequently reprinted),

is a valuable source of information on this sub-

ject. Another important work is the geographi-

cal and statistical publication Polouin (in Latin,
158(5: Cernian trans. 1741).

CROMLECH, kromlek. See Dolmen.

CROMPTON. A town in Lancashire, Eng-
land, four inilfs northeast of Oldham, and eleven

miles northeast of ilanchester. It has important
ootton manufactures. Population, in 1901, 1.3.400.

CROMPTON, Samiei. (17.5.S-1827). An Eng
lish inventor, whose spinning-mule revolutionized

the cotton-weaving industry. In his youth he

was largely occupied with weaving at home, and
it was the dissatisfaction caused by the machine
he u&ed that led to the perfection of his invention

in 1779. Unable to bear the exiiense of taking

out a patent, he exploited his machine by private

arrangement with manufacturers, some of whom
later denied their obligations to him; so that for

his valuable invention he received less than £70.

In 1812, after much labor, he secured from the

House of Commons a grant of £5000, the only

official recognition bestowed upon him. Consult
French, Life and Times of Crompton (London,

1860).

CROMPTON LOOM. See Weavix(;.

CROM'WELL. A dramatic work by Victor

Hugo (1827). It was not intended! for the stage.

The preface to its first edition has since become
famous as containing the breviary of French
dramatic 'Romanticism.'

CROMWELL, B.^RTLKTT (1840—). An
American naval oflicer, born in Nebraska. He
attended the Naval Academy for three years

(1857-60). During the Civil War he ser\-ed in

the South Atlantic blockading and Eastern Gulf
squadrons, and rose to the rank of lieutenant-

commander. Ht' was promoted conunander in

1874. and as such was intrusted with the naviga-

tion of the flag-ship Ticonderof/a during Admiral
Schufeldt's voyage around the world in 1879-81.

He thereafter successively became captain in

1889. commodore in 1898. and rear-admiral in

1899. After the lilx^ration of Cuba from Spain.

Cromwell was ordered to take charge of the naval

station at Havana. In li)01 he was appointed

to the command of the I'niteil States fleet in

South American waters.

CROMWELL. Henry (1628-74). The fourth

son of Oliver Cromwell. At the agt> of sixtwn
he served as a soldier in the Parliamentary' army.
In the Barebones Parliament he was one of the

six Irish menilM-rs. In 1655 he went to Ireland

as a major-general, and was appointed Txird

Lieutenant in 1657. His rule was |)opular. and
his moderation to Royalists n»ceive<l the approval

of Charles II.. who, at the Restoration, confirmed

Vol. v.—30.

his Irish estates under the Act of Settlement. His
latter years were passed as a farmer. His great-

grandson, the last representative of the house of

Cromwell, died in 1821.

CROMWELL, Oliver (1599-1658). lx)rd

Protector of England. He was born at Hunting-
don, April 2,5, 1599, and was the only surviving
son and heir of Robert Cromwell and Elizabeth,

daughter of William Steward, whose family, tra-

dition notwithstanding, has no connection with
the royal house of Stuart. The Cromwell family
sprang from Katherine, who was the sister of

Thomas Cromwell, the Hammer of the Monks,
and who married Morgan Williams, a Welsh
brewer of means. Their son Richard took the

surname Cromwell, and, profiting by his uncle's

influence, rose to wealth and honor in the service

of Henr}* VIII., retaining his sovereign's favor
even after his uncle's fall in 1.540. The family
continued to be prominent from that time, and
was noted for its lavish entertainment of royalty,

but owing to the extravagance of Oliver's uncle
of the same name, the fortunes of the family had
l>een squandered, and in 1627 the family seat at
Hinchinbrook was sold to Sir Sidney Montague.
Oliver's father was the second son of Henrj', the
(Jolden Knight, and the grandson of Richard
(Williams) Cromwell, and he therefore repre-

sents a younger branch of the family, whose in-

come was never large.

Little is known of Cromwell's early life. He
was educated at the free school of Huntingdon
under Dr. Thomas Beard, an austere Puritan. In
1616 he entered Sidney Sussex College at Cam-
bridge, a stronghold of Puritanism, but soon
withdrew, probably owing to his father's death,

in 1617. There is no foundation for the reports
by royalist biographers of wildness and profligacy

in his early years, though he was boisterous and
only moderately successful at his studies. He
probably studied law for a short time at Lin-
colnV Inn. In 1620 he married Elizal>eth Bour-
chier, daughter of a London merchant, and she
seems to have brought him a considerable dowry.
The few glimpses that we have of his life before

the beginning of his active public career, which
may Ik? said to date from the meeting of the Long
Parliament in 1640. leave no doubt as to whicli

side he would esjwuse in the approaching strug-

gle. For some years he was in the throes of a re-

ligious conflict, from which he emerged in a trium-
phant conversion. Throiighout the rest of his life

he was deeply religious-, an ardent though tolerant

Puritan. The earliest letter from his pen which
has come down to us (16.36) is a solicitation for

a subscription to maintain a lectureship, by which
means the Puritans supported preachers, owing
to the neglect of this function by the establishetl

clergy. He was eUvte<l to the Parliament of

J 628. where his only recorded speech is directed

against the op|)onents of Puritanism. He
watched the career t)f <«ustavus Adolphus with
eager sympathy, and it is thought that his own
early military successes were in part a result of

his careful study of Gustavus Adolphus's cam-
paigns. He took less interest in purely i>oliticaI

n)atters, but we know of three instances where
he championed the p«M»rcr inhabitants of his dis-

tricts whose rights of pasturage were threatened.

He was fined £10 in 16.30 for having neglected to

he knighted, but we have no n''"ord of his having
resiste«l the forced loan or the payment of ship-

monev. Yet there can be no doubt that he was
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disaatistied with Charles's arbitrary rule, and
thire is a tnulition whiclj cxirri'sponila well with

circunistanees. that he once intended to euiifrrate

lo New Kn^laiul. If tills in true, it was probably

between Hilil and H>'M\, and it may have Uvn pre-

venli-d by a leyaey which fell to him in the latter

year, lie was elected t4> the Short Parliament in

1640, and to t lie Long Tarliament in the same
year.

Cromwell played a sulmrdinate part in the de-

liberations of the l^n<; Parliament. He had uo
share in the impt^achnient of Strafford. He was
rather more inteix'stx'd in the constitutional re-

forms, but most of all in ecclesiastical matters,

and joinetl Sir Henry \'ane and Hampden in de-

mandiuf; tiie alM)lition of the episcopacy, 'root

and branch.' On the outbreak of tl>e Irish insur-

rection of llUI. it was he who proposed that Par-

liament shculd assume control of the militia.

When the Civil War broke out in 1G42, lie was
very active in securing the authority of Parlia-

ment in the eastern counties, and commanded a

troop of horse in the battle of Edgehill, Octol)er

23. I(j42. In 1043 the war everywhere went
against Parliament except in the Eastern Asso-

ciation, where Cromwell not only kept the royal-

ists at bay. but even gained ground. His one
troop iiad grown to ten, and afterwards grew
to fourtetMi, forming two regiments of the best-

drilled caviilrv in Hngland. For his services

in tlie Eastern Association, Parliament made
him Lieutenaiit-General of tlie Army of the

Eastern Association (1644), and appointed him
a raenilx'r of the Committee of botli King-
doms. In the battle of ^larston Moor, July
2. I(!44, he commanded the Parliamentary
horse, who.se final charge decided the fortunes of

the day. Hitherto, the Parliamentarians had
been inferior in cavalry, whose military impor-
tance was greater in those days than now. It

was due to Cromwell that this inferiority was
overcome. It is at alM)ut this time that the

division of the Puritans into two parties clearly

appears. The Presi)yterians, who were largely in

the majority in Parliament, were alarmed at the
growth of religious sects in the army, and they
were anxious for an accommodation with Charles
in order to be free to suppress Independency.
The army, on the other hand, had l>ecome the
stronghold of Independency, and desired religious

toleration and a vigorous prosecution of the war.
Cromwell was the spokesman of the party of

toleration. He impeached Manchester for half-

heartedness in the prosecution of the campaign,
and found suj)port with the Commoas, but not
with the I><jrds. He then disinterestedly proposed
the reorganization of the army under new leaders,

and on the adoption of the Xew Model (q.v ) , and
the Self-Denying Ordinance (q.v.), assumtni that
his military ean-er was over. On the contrary,
he was appointed lieutenant-general in command
of the cavalry, and by a charge of the Parliamen-
tary horse, decided the day at Nasebv. the last

battle of the First Civil War, June 14,' 164.5. The
distrust l>etween the Presbyterian Parliament and
the Iiwlependent army became an open breach
when the Parliament not only proposed to dis-

band the army without paying the arrears due to

the men, but made overtures to Charles which
seemed to the army a surrender of what they had
been fighting for. Cromwell, now the recognized
leader of the army, hesitatetl. as was his wont,
and tried to mediate between the two parties, but

in the end threw in his lot with the army. It

was he who ordered tlie aJxIuction of the King
from Holmby. In the Second Civil War, a conse-

quence of this rupture, in which the King played
off one party against the other, Cromwell defeaUMi
.the Sc<»ts under Hamilton, who were over twice
his number, in a remarkable three days' Imttle

near Preston, August 17-11>. 164S. The army now
clamored for the life of the King, whose duplicity
had caux'd the renewal of the wai'. Fur a time
Cromwell held back, but when his mind was onci-

made up no legal lechnic^ility could stop him.
"1 tell you we will cut off his he^d with his
crown ui>on it," he cried rougldy. in answer to

an argument denying tlie jurisdiction of the High
Court of .lustice. He had nothing to do with
Pride's Purge, iK-ing absent at the time, but he
accepl«'d the result of it, and was foremost in all

the events leading up to the King's e.\ecuti<in

(.fanuary 30, l()4i)).

/)n the abolition of the monarchy, the |)osition

of the Conunonwealth was extremely perilous. It

was torn asunder by partisan strife, and it wa>
without a friend in Eurojx-. Scotland, alienated

Uy the execution of the King and hostile to the
dominant Independent and Milit-aiy party, pro-

claimed Charles II. King, not only of Scotland,
but of England and Ireland as well. Ireland de
manded immediate attention, for the Second Civil

War had its counterijart tlierc, and a coalition of

the various parties had all but driven the Parlia-

mentar\' forces out of the island. Cromwell
accepted the command of the fortes destined for

its reconquest on March 10, 1649, and landed at
I>id)lin, August 13, with three regiments. At
Drogheda, 'being in the heat of action,' he ordered
the famous massacre of the garrison of 2800 men,
which iiad refused to capitulate (September I.

This was in accordance with the strict rules of

war of the time, though it iiad not i)e<'ii jmt into

]iractice in England. Cromwell explained that it

was a just punishment for the outrages of 1641.

which he looke<l upon as entirely wanton and
without provocation. The immediate military

effect of the massacre was advantageous, sine*-

for a time town after town surrendered with little

resistance, but its unfortunate political effect

lasts imtil the present fLiy. At Wexford there

was another massacre, tiiough not by Cromwell's
order. In May. I6.>0, the resistance was so nearly
broken that (^romwell left the completion of the

c'onquest to his successors, Ireton and Ludlow,
and hastened back to confront the danger from
the side of Scotland. He swept away with impa-
tience I'airfax's legal objection that the Scots had
a right to choose their own King, for he saw
clearly tliat England must either coerce

the Scots or be coerced l>y them. He
defeated one Scotcii army at Dunbar, Sep-

tember 3, 16.30. and another, commanded by
Charles II. in person, exactly one year later

at Worcester. While he had to be on his guard
from this time forth against plots and uprisings.

Worcester marks the end of armed resistance to

his rule. He brought Scotland and Ireland (or

the Protestant nart of Ireland) into legislative

union Avith England, the first uniim of the three

kingdcmis. and gave tiiem free trade and a l)etter

administration of justice, but the taxes to support

the F^nglish garrisons were heavy. In addition.

Ireliind groaned under the attempt to transplant

her Catholic population, or, as the plan was after-

wards modified, her Catholic land-owners, to the
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wilds of Connaught in order to make way for

Eii^lish settlers. Cromwell's treatment of Ire-

land was pitifully harsh, but it was caused prin-

cipally by his complete ignorance of Irish atiairs,

though his ignorance was not greater than that
of his countrjiuen.

The problem which now confrontetl the leaders

of the Commonwealth was the substitution of a
permanent constitutional governn)ent in the place

of the provisional Rump. The withdrawal of the
Cavalier party on the outbreak of the Civil War,
and the expulsion of the Presbyterian members in

the Pride's Purge, had left only sixty or seventy
members in habitual attendance in Parliament,
whose power depended solely upon the supf>ort

of the victorious army. Xot only had they
made themselves very unpopular by their harsh
measures, but they refused to give way to a
newly elected and more truly representative
Parliament which the army desired, unless they
were made members of the new Parliament
without election, and clothed with power to

exclude undesirable new members, especially

those of royalLst sympathies. In the course
of the prolonfied dispute, they were guilt}'

of what Cromwell coasidered a breach of good
faith, whereupon he angrily dissolved them on
April 20, IGol, to the great satisfaction of the
English uiition. According to Cromwell's view,

the army was the only constitutional authority
left standing, and as the head of the army, he and
his officers constituted the Xominated or Bare-
bones Parliament (q.v.) of 149 members (of whom
five represented Scotland, and six Ireland), who
had been nominated for the purpose by the Con-
gregational churches. This Parliament soon
showed such a readiness to adopt radical and im-
|)ossibIe measures, and was so torn asunder by
party strife, that when the Moderates rose, early
on the morning of December 12, 1653, and voted
its dissolution, Cromwell was greatly relieved,

though he had no previous knowledge of the con-

spiracy. The officers thereupon adopted a written
Constitution, called the Instrument of Govern-
ment (q.v.), which is of great interest from the
point of view of institutional historj', under
which Cromwell, on December 16, assumed the
title of Protector. An elected Parliament of one
House was provided for, whose powers were de-

fined by the Instrument. The first Parliament
which njet under its provisions, on September 3,

1654, is of great importance to a correct under-
standing of the Protector's treatment of his Par-
liaments. He invited a revision of the Instru-
ment, but in the debates on it the Parliament
showed signs of making itself jjerpetual, of taking
away lilwrty of conscience, and of reducing both
the army and the Protector to its exclusive con-
trol, thus breaking down the balance of power
between the Protector and Parliament which the
Instrument had sought to establish. Cromwell
interfered by force and excluded from the Hou.se
all who refused to sign an agreement not to alter
the Instrument in these 'four fundamentals.'
This incident is crucial in the appreciation of
Cromwell's Parliamentary difficulty. It should
l)e remembered that he was never, like Pytii and
Hampden, a champion of Parliamentary institu-

tions as Hwch, but rather of Puritanism. He op-

I>o»ed the King, not lieeause he believe<l in the
rights of the majority, a conception foreign to

bis point of view, but because he was opposed to

the Laudian ecclesiastical system. There is

therefore nothing inconsistent in his opposing a
Parliament which was trying to maKe itself

supreme, or which was endangering religious tol-

eration and the higliest interests of Puritanism.
Furthermore, his demands were moderate, for,

says Mr. Gardiner, "liis four fundamentaln have
l>een accepted by the Nation and are at this day
as firmly rooted in its conscience as Parliamen-
tary supremacy itself." The problem was in-

soluble in his day, for the reason that there was
no nation standing back of both Protector and
Parliament to which appeals might be made,
partly ,l»ecause the nation was disaffected, and
partly because it was not sufficiently educated
in |>olitical thought. Cromwell dissolved the
Parliament without coming to an agreement with
it, and without receiving the necessary supplies.
In the year following, Penruddock's rising drove
the Protector to acts as illegal as any of which
Cliarles I. liad been guilty. He dividetl England
into ten military districts, over which he placed
major-generals, with extensive police powers
backed by military force, the estates of royalists
being taxed by his own arbitary power to support
tlie .scheme. It was a success as a police meas-
ure, but the nation groaned when Cromwell used
this method to enforce a stricter standard of
Puritan morality than the people were ready
to accept. The foreign wars made new supplit^
necessary, and in 1656 the Protector called his
last Parliament, from which his council first ex-
cluded one hundred undesirable members. Upon
the di.scovery of a plot against the Protector's
life, Parliament drew up a new Constitution
called the Humble Petition nnd Advice, pro-
viding for an Upper House and offering Crom-
well the title of King. Cromwell hesitated for
some weeks, but finding the title unpopular with
the army, he at last declined it. The Petition
and Advice was then passed with the title Pro-
tector substituted for that of King, and was
adopted in place of the Instrument of Govern-
ment. Upon the second session of the Parlia-
ment in Januarj', 1658, it was found that the
promotion of Cromwell's supporters to the Upper
House had given the republicans a majority in
the Lower House. They not only insisted upon
revising the Constitution anew, but were form-
ing conspiracies of a dangerous sort, whereupon
Cromwell dissolved them, February 4. He had
failed to transform the militarv into a civil
State.

The vigor with which Cromwell conducted
England's foreign afTairs has been much adminxl.
He had little to do with the Dutch War, which
he disliked as a war against a Protestant power.
This he brought to a s»icces.sful conclusion April
5. 1654. The two leading nations of Europe
were at war and bidding for. his alliance. He
was at first inclined to favor Spain, partly from
his sympathy for the Fren<'h Huguenots and
partly becaiise France supported Henrietta Maria
and the Stuart cause. Spain, however, had
prohibited English ships from .sailing in West
Indian waters, even though bound for an English
colony. In DiH'ember. 1654. Cromwell sent out
a badly (>c]uip|)e<l exj>edition under Penn and
Wnables. which suffered a disastrous repulse in
an attack against San Domingo, but sei/^
Jamaica. whos<> im|)ortance was little appre-
ciated at that time. This attack naturally pre-
cipitated a war with Spain in Europe in which
Blake, having previously brought the Bey of
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liiiiis to Utiiis ^A|>ril 4, HiPto) , ilestroyi'tl one

SpaniKh Irfasurt'-llfot at nt-a ( Si'ptenilKT 8,

IGoli) and wank anothor in tht- harbor of Cadiz

(April 20. 1057). Two treaties wero signed with

Frame, the lirst on Oetober 24, 1(555, providing

for the e.\j)ul»ion of the Stuarts from French

territory, the swond on March 23, 1657, pro-

viding for a joint attack upon the Spanish

Netherlands, in which the English greatly dis-

tinguished themselves before Dunkirk, in the

battle of the Dunes, June, 1(158, and swured

-Mardick and Dunkirk as their share of the

ttpoiU. But while Cromwell succeeded by

force of arms in making England universally

f«ared, he was very ignorant of f^uropean politics

and his aims were faulty. He was completely

under the illusion that the Catholic jwwers were

on the point of combining to crush Protestantism

and he was constantly negotiating with Charles

X. «>f Sweden, whom "he ernmeously regarded as

a second Giistavus Adoljjlius, to form a counter

Protestant league, not knowing that it was im-

•possible to reconcile, for religious purposes,

either Sweden and Holland on the one hand, or

France and Spain <m the other. Nor should it

be forgotten that his foreign enterpris«^ greatly

increased the burdens of a heavy taxation which

alienated the people of England from his rule.

He died on Septemln'r 3, 1658.

BiBi.iocKAi'HV. The chief source of informa-

tion in forming an estimate of Cromwell's char-

acter will always be his own words, first col-

lected by Carlyle, Letlem and Speeches of Oliver

Cromicell (London, 1845). The speeches are to

be found in Sta iner, Kpeecfccs of Oliver Cromicell,

m'l'i-JS (London. 1!)0I). His Parliamentary

career is to be folh)wed in Parliamentary His-

tory, vols, ix.-x.\i. (London, 1760-62), together

with the numerous memoirs, of which those of

Whitelock and Ludlow deserve special mention.

The Calendars of State Papers, Domestic Series,

together with the great collections of Rushworth,

Clarendon, Somers, and Carte, are rich mines of

n.aterial, while the Thurloe State Papers (Lon-

don. 1742) contain the greater part of the diplo-

matic correspondence. Gardiner, Const. Docs,

of the Puritan Uerohition (London. 1899), is

invaluable. Of the older writers, CJuizot and
Ranke are still useful, but they are largely

sjiperseded bv the great works of CJardiner,

Hislorif of hhujland, lG03-.'i2 (10 vols., London
and New York. 1883-84) ; The Great Civil War
(London and New York, 189.3) ; and the History

of the Commontcealth and Protectorate (London
and New Y'ork. 1894-1901). CJardiner has sum-
marized the results of his researches in Crom-
tcell's Place in History (London and New Y'^ork,

1897) and Oliver Cromtcell (London. 1901).

Hardly inferior to Gardiner's work is Firth,

Oliver Cromicell and the Rule of the Puritans in

England (London and New York. 1900). The
biographies by Harrison (London, 1888) and
Morley (New York. 1900) are brilliant, but not

authoritative. The Oliver Cromtcell of Theodore
Roosevelt (New York. 1900) is hrief and read-

able. Gardiner and Mullinger. Introduction to

the Study of English History, part ii. (London,

1894). contains an account of the literature of

the period, both contemporary and modern.

CBOMWELL, Richard (1620-1712). Lord
Protector of Knyland. The third an^ eldest sur-

viving son of Oliver Cromwell ; he was bom at

Huntingdon, October 4 1626. When Oliver be-

came Protector, he ui.-^licd to train his son as hi«

successor. Richard entere<l Parliament; was
appointed llrst l^ord of Trade and Navigation,

and l)ecame Chancellor of Oxford. But of an
amiable teujperanu'nt, he was more addi(rte«l

to pleasure and sport than stat«!craft, and after

his father's death in 1(»58, retained the Protector-

ship for not (juite nine months, until his willing

demission in Maj-, 1659. He lived in retirement

on the Continent during twenty years, and re-

turned to England in 1680. lie died at Ches-

hunt July 12. 1712. Consult (iuizot, History

of England Under Richard Cromwell (London,

1856),

CBOMWELL, TuoMA.s, Earl of Essex (c.l490-

1540). An Knglish statt'sman and Henry VIll.'s

prime agent in effecting the Reformation. He
was born at Putney, near London, where his

father engaged in the varied pursuits of black-

smith, brewer, innkeeper, fuller, and shearer of

cloth. After a meagre education, he went to

Antwerp as a clerk in a factory, and success-

fully devoted his spare time to learning lan-

guages. He spent some time in Italy as a sol-

dier and trader. He returned to England in

1513, and, while following the paternal voca-

tions, developed into a money-lender, a lawyer,

and an inlluential citizen. He received a trusted

appointment from Cardinal Wolsey, and under

his patronage entered Parliament, where his able

speeches attracted attention. He successfully

defended his master agsiinst the bill of impeach-

ment; and Henry VI 11., appreciating his talent,

made him his private secretary. He re<;eived a

succession of honors, which, after knighthood in

1531, included the Chancellorship of the Exche-

quer (1533), Mastership of the Rolls and Vicar-

ship-General of Ecclesiastical Affairs (1535), the

office of Lord Privy Seal (15.36), and that of

Ix)rd Chamberlain (1539), and culminated in his

creation as Earl of Essex in 1540. For seven

years, by subservience to the King, he held

supreme sway in the royal councils and con-

trolled all the administrative departments.

He carried out faithfully the monarch's

schemes to establish the Reformation. His

methods in suppressing the monasteries earned

him the designation of malleus vionachorum, the

Hammer of the Monks. He was very unpopular,

and after promoting the marriage of Henry with

Anne of Cleves, the King's aversion to the Queen

was extended to the instigator of the union.

Henry assente<l to a bill of attainder for treason

on a long indictment of offenses, and, after a

piteous entreaty for mercy, Cromwell was

fclumsily beheaded on July 28, 1540. Froude

praises his character. Consult: Drayton, Hts-

torie of the Life and Death of the Lord Crom-

icell (London, 1609) : Hook, lAves of the Arch-

hishops of Canterbury, vol. vi. (London, 1868) ;

Froude, History of England (London, 1881-82) ;

Aferriman. TAfe and Letters of Thomas Cromicell

(Oxford, 1902).

CBOMWELL, The Lire and Death of

Thomas, Lord. A play of unknown authorship,

once attributed to Shakespeare, and entered at

Stationer's Hall in 1602. It was founded on the

tragic fate of the Earl of Essex. See Thomas
CROMW'ETX.

CBONACA, krA'na ka. li.. See Poi.laiuolo.

CBONENBEBO, krr/nfTi-b^rK. See Kronen-

bero.
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C R N E G K , kr^/nek, Johann Fbiedbich,

Freiherr von (1131-58). A German poet. He
was born at Ansbach (in the principality of that

name), was educated at Leipzig and Halle, and
from 1754 was a councilor of the principality.

His best-known work is his tragedy Codrus

(1757), in rhymed Alexandrines— a somewhat
rhetorical but sonorous imitation of the French
classic manner—which was awarded the prize

offered by the bookseller Nicolai for the best Ger-

man tragedy.. His ode Der Kreig (1756) was
l»raised by Lessing. He was among the first to

»lirect German scholarship toward the study of

Spanish literature. Consult the biography of

(Jensel (Leipzig, 1894).

CRONHOLM, krun'hftlm, Abraham Peteb
(180i)-7!)). A Swedish historian. He was born
at Landskrona, was educated at Lund, and in

1849 became professor of history in that city.

His works, which are based upon a careful per-

sonal study of the archives of Stockholm, Copen-

hagen, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, and of other

leading European cities, include the following:

Fornnordiska Minnen (1833-35); Catholska Li-

gan och Huguenotterne (1839) ; Skdnes politiska

histurid (1847-51) ; Sveriges historia under Gus-

taf II. Adolphs regering (1857-72).

CRONJE, kron'yc, Pietbus Arnoldus (1835-

— ). A Boer soldier. In the campaign of 1881

against England, he distinguished himself at

Doornkop a^d at Majuba Hill, where he was
second in command. In 1896 he dispersed the

raiders led by Dr. Jameson into the Trans-

vaal. At the outbreak of the war against Eng-

land in 1899, he was stationed with 6000 troops

on the western frontier. At Modder River (No-

vember 28) he fought an indecisive battle with

Loi-d Methuen, who was marching with his High-

land Brigade to the relief of Kimberley, in which
he inflicted terrible loss on the enemy, and at

Magersfontein (December 11) he won a brilliant

victory over the same general. Immediately

upon the beginning of Ix)rd Robert's invasion of

the Orange Free State, in 1900, he sent a portion

of his army to the north, and with the re-

mainder sought to oppose the English advance

on Pretoria. At last surrounded, he intrenched

himself at Paardeberg. and. under a scathing

artillerj' fire, sustainetl that position until the

failure of food and ammunition compelled him to

surrender, with some 4000 troops and six guns,

on February 27—the anniversary of Majuba
Hill. He was thereupon sent as a prisoner of

war to Saint Helena. He was known as one of

the most sagacious of the Boer leaders, and, in

addition to his military command, held civil

ollice as a meml)er of the E.xecutive Council of

tlie South African Ivepublic.

CRON'OS. See Satirx.

CRONSTADT, kron'stit. See Kbonstadt.

CROOK, kryk. A coal-mining town in Dur-

ham. England. AV> miles northwest of Bishop

A\i<klan.l. Population, in 1901, 11.470.

CROOK (ME. rroke, crok. icel. krokr, hook).

In musical instruments, such as the French-horn

or trumpet, a circular tube, which fits inUi the

end of the instrument next tlie moutlipiece. for

the purpose of lengthening the tuln' of the instru-

ment and thus altering the pitch to suit the key

of the nnisic. The notes of the parts of these

instniiiH'iit-; nn- ;i)uji\-i writfcn in the niitural

key of C, with the name of the key of the piece

marked in letters.

CROOK, George (1828-90). An American
soldier, born near Dayton, Ohio. He graduated
at West Point in 1852, and spent the next nine

years in California. He became colonel of the

Thirty-eighth Ohio Volimteers and captain of

the Fourth Infantry in the Federal Army in

1861, served throughout the Civil War, and in

March, 1865, was brevetted brigadier-general and
major-general for gallant and meritorious ser-

vices during the war. In 1866, as lieutenant-

colonel in the regular army, he was sent to

Idaho, where he remained until 1872, in almost
constant warfare with the Indians there. He
subdued the tribes in Arizona in 1872, and in

1875-77 completely crushed the power of thos*-

in the Northwest, after Custer's defeat at their

hands. He protected the Apaches (1882) from
the encroachments of the Mormons and others

on their lands, and defeated the Chiricahuas in

1883. Obtaining sole charge of all the tribes,

he encouraged them in their industries, and
made them self-supporting communities. He
was promoted to the rank of brigadier-general. in

1873. and to that of major-general in 1888.

CROOKBILL. See Weybill.

CROOKED ISLAND. One of the Bahamas
(q.v. ). British West Indies. It contains 160

square miles (Map: West Indies, K 3). In

common with some others of the group, it is

valuable chiefly for its salt. Population, over

600.

CROOKED LAKE. A beautiful sheet of

water in Steuben and Yates counties, in the

western part of New York, about 18 miles long

and 1 to IVi wide. It lies in a deep valley, and
its outlet at the north end flows into Seneca
Lake.

CROOKES, kniks. Sir William (1832—).
An English physicist and chemist, bom in Ix)n

don. He studied chemistry, and later assisted

Hofmann at the Royal College of Chemistry.

In 1854 he l)ecame superintendent of the meteoro
logical department of the RadclilTe Observatorj-,

Oxford, and in 1855 professor of chemistry at

the Chester Training College. He is the editor

and proprietor of the Chrmical .Yeirs, which he

founded in 1859, and has edited the Quarterly
Jourtial of Science since 1864. He has been a

fellow of the Royal Society since 18(53. and was
knighted in 1897. He is an authority of the

first rank on sanitary questions, especially the

disposal of the sewage of towns. an<l his method
of producing extreme vacua rendered incan-

descent electric lighting a practical possibility.

His original researches in chemistry and physict*

led to the discovery of the metal thallium in

1861. Subsequently he devoted several years to

an elaborate investigation on the atomic weight
of that element, .\mong his other discoveries

may be mentioned the swliimi amalgamation
process for separating gold and silver from their

ores (1865), and especially his new method for

the spwtroscopic investigation of substances

—

one of the numerous ami brilliant results of his

prohmged studies of 'radiant matter.' He also

devised the radiometer (q.v.). and later the

otheoscone. a greatly improved form of the

radiometer. .\mong his |)uh]ications may be
mentioned: A I'rncticuf llnudhook of Dyeing and
Calirn Printin,/ (2d ed.. 1S83) : Slehct Methodft
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./ Chemiml Analysis (4th ed.. 1894) ; an Eng-
lish iraiiMlatiuii of Wajjner's Chemical Techtiol-

oyy (2d ed., 18SM) ; and papvrH on radiant-matter

bpectrotKt)j)y. His original view« ou the genesis

of the ehuients may, with tl»e development of

knowledge, form an important contribution to

lit'inieal pliilosopliy.

CBOOKES TUBE. A sealed vessel of glass

trom wliich the air has been exhausted and a

liigh vacuum obtained, through which a current

from an induction coil or other source of high-

potential electricity is passed. A Crookes tube

ditl'ers from a Geissler tube (q.v.) in the higher

degree of its exhaustion and in several impor-

tant particulars which will appear in the de-

scription of its oi)eration given below. 'Hie name
is derived from Sir William Crookes (q.v.),

who was able by his improvements in the Spren-

gel pump (see Aih-Piimp) to obtain vacuum
lubes of greater efficiency than those of previous

investigators. Crookes was not the inventor of

the highly exhausted tube, as Hittorf, of MUn-
ster (IStii)), had performed a number of exjjeri-

ments with tubes having a comparatively high

vacuum, but it remained for tiie English in-

vestigator to push the exp<'riments still further

and to formulate hypotheses and theories.

A Crookes tulw contains two or more elec-

trodes known as the cathodes and anodes. These
are formed by platinum wires which pass through
the glass walls of the tube and terminate in

metallic plates of the material and shape de-

sired for the experiment. ' The exhaustion is

effected by connecting the tube to a mercurial air-

j)innp and then sealing it when the proper point
is reached. The terminals are then connected
with an induction coil which is set in operation.

The important peculiarity of such a vacuum
tube noticed by Profes.sor Hittorf consists of a
Ihiorescence (q.v.) or golden-green glow pro-

duced on the glass opposite the cathode. There
is not the brilliancy of glow that is found
throughout the tube as in the Geissler tube, and
the rays which produce the fluorescence issue

from the surface of the cathode in straight lines

normal or perpendicular to that surface, not
being bent to follow the shape of the tube, as

would be seen in tubes of a less degree of ex-

haustion. These cathode rays have many other

interesting properties. They may be deflected

by a magnet, and they cause a number of sub-

stances, such as diamonds and rubies, on which
they impinge, to become brilliantly phosphores-
cent ; their energy is sufficient to heat to a
high temperature a surface on which they fall

and can also be exhibited in causing a small
wheel with mica vanes, mounted within the tube,

to revolve as a result of the impact. Crookes
tised cathodes of plane, convex, and concave sur-

face, from which the rays would be emitted in

beams either parallel, diverging, or converging.
After studying these rays and their properties
he concluded that the discharge from the cathode
represented a new form of matter which he con-

sidered as existing in an ultra-gaseous or radiant
state. The most important use of the Crookes
tube is for the production of R<»ntgen rays, or
X-rays (q.v.), which are the rays pa.ssing out
from the tube opposite the cathode. To produce
these rays a tube must l)e employed where the
vacuum is adapted to the work in hand, and
there are self-regulating tubes on the market in

which this property is obtained. See Electbi-

ciTY for an account of the passage of a current
through rarefied gases.

CROOKES VACUUM. See Matter, Thbo-
KIKS OK.

CBOOKSTON, kryks'ton. A city and the
county-seat of Polk County, Minn., in the north-
western part of the State; on the Red Lake
River, which alTords abundant water-power, and
on the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific

railroads (Map: Minnesota, B 3). It ccmtains
u tine court - house and municipal buildings,

Crookston and Button business colleges, a gym-
nasium, and a public library. The city derives

a considerable trade from a tributary agricul-

tural country, and manufactures lumber, farm
machinery, wagons, carriages, sleighs, etc. Set-

tled in 1872, Crookston was incorporated in

1879. The government is administered under
a charter of 1883, which provides for a mayor,
annuallj' elected, and a mimicipal council. Popu-
lation, in 1890, .3457; in 1900, 53.59.

CBOF'PIES. A derisive nickname given by
the Protestant Irish to their Catholic opponents
in the time of the English Revolution of 1688.

The name refers to the tonsure of the priests.

The Roundheads were so called in 1642. There
is a factional Irish song called "Croppies Lie

Down!" wiiich is a favorite with Orangemen.

CROP'SEY, Jasper Francis (1823-1900).

An American painter, bom at Rossville, N. Y. At
first he studied architecture, but he abandoned
it to study art imder Edward Maury, and in

1847 visited Italy, where he painted "The Pon-

tine ^Marshes" and other pieces. Afterwards
he spent seven years in London, and e.xhibited

at the Royal Academy. His "Autunm on the

Hudson" and "Richmond Hill" were praised by

John Ruskin. After his return to America he

lived in New York City and at Hastings-on-the

Hudson. Cropsey's work is old-fashioned now.

but he was one of the best of the so-called 'Hud-

son River School.' His subjects are well com-

posed and his coloring not without merit, al

though hard and often crude. Other pictures by
him are: "Niagara Falls;" "Peace;" "War;"
"The Sybil's Temple;" and "High Tom, Rock-
land Lake."

CBOQUEMITAINE, kr6k'm6'tAn' (Fr., from
croquet; to crunch ) . A French monster or bog>-

invoked by nurses to frighten unruly children.

In L'Epine's Legende de Croquemitaine, Mi-

taine, a goddaughter of Charlemagne, goes in

search of the Castle of Croquemitaine, near

Saragossa.

CROQUET, kr6-ka' (apparently a variant of

Fr. crochet, hook). No other open-air game
played to-day has had such strange fluctuations

of fortune as croquet. It was a favorite game
at the courts of kings two hundred years ago,

yet by the end of the eighteenth century it had

.sunk into oblivion, and, except in a remote por-

tion of Ireland, had been forgotten and unprac-

ticed. From that coimtry it was retransported

across the Channel to England some time pre-

vious to 1860, and then the playing of the game
became again so popular for twenty years as

to assume the proportions of a national game.

It had its national association, and in every

hamlet the click of the croquet-ball was to l)e

heard. It traveled over the Atlantic, where it

was almost as popular, and by 1882 it demanded
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a national convention to settle a uniform code
of American rules. Yet in both countries by
1894 it had been so entirely supplanted by Iv^vra

tennis that the English national association went
out of existence, and in America only a few of

its votaries remained. About liKM) it again came
into vogue in England, while in America, under
the iwme of roque (q.v. ). it has become a highly
scientific and enthusiastically followed game.
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CROQUET.

It is playe<l either on a court of grass or
closely packed earth, on which a number of

arches (from six to ten) have been placed up-

right in a defined order. Each player has a

mallet and a ball. Two can play the game, but
it is a better game when played by the maximum
number allowed (eight), divide*! into {uiirn of

partners, each playing alternately. The objei't

is to get the ball through every arch of hoop
in due order, and to keep that of the opponent
from doing so by interference within the rules.

The English and American metho«ls varied

from the first—in England the championship
round was through six hoops arranged in a pre-

scribed form ; in America it was through ten

hoops, arranged in entirely different order. In

England the championship court wa.s rectangu-

lar, in America the comers of a court 36 X 72

feet were cut off. Then, too, the size of the
balls and the width of the hoops varied ; iu

England the hoops were at first 15 to 18 inches
wide at the base ; gradually they were reduced
to 5Vj inches, and ultimately to 3%. leaving Vi»

of an inch margin on either side of the ball.

Even this small margin was reduced in America.
In many other respects the American game ha.s

lieen made more difficult.

The few who have restored croquet to popu-
larity, and made it a highly scientific game, with
shorter and better mallets, specially prepared
courts with rubber cushions, and more difficult

hoops, played the eighteenth annual champion-
ship of the National Croquet A.ssociation, under
the old name of croquet, in 1899, after which they
adopted the new name roque, to mark the dis-

tinction l>etween the two games. They made
Xorwich, Conn., tlieir headquarters. Enthusi-
asts place the game above billiards in scientific

possibilities; and, without the full admission of
that claim, it may be allowed that it is the near-
i*st outdoor game to billiards in all its essentials.

The rules of the two games, technical terms,
and diagrams, will be found in Croquet and
Roque, in Spalding's Athletic Library. New
York. See also The Complete Croquet Player
(London, 1874 and 1896); Lillie, The Book of
Croquet (London, 1872).

CROSBY, kroziji, Alpuevs (1810-74). An
American educator and author. He was bom
at Sandwich, N. H., graduated at Dartmouth
in 1827, and studied theology at Andover from
1831 to 1832. He became professor of Latin and
Greek at Dartmouth in 1833. and of Greek only
in 1837. From 1857 to 1805 he was principal

of the Salem (Mass.) Normal School. He pub-
lished an edition of the Anabasis, Greek Fables,
Greek Lessons. Greek Tables ; also The Second
Advent (1850), and First Lessons in Geometry
(1851).

CROSBY, Fraxcks .Lv.ne (1820—). An Ameri-
can hymn-writer, bom at South Ejist. Putnam
County. N. Y. She lost her eyesight when an
infant six weeks old. After attending the Insti-

tution for the Blind, in New York City, for nine
years, she became instructor of Greek and Roman
history and of various other branches at that
institution, and continued to teach there imtil

her marriage to Alexander Van Alstyne in

1858. Her sacred publications include several

Jljoiisand hymns, s<ime of which are contained in

-Moody and Sankey's Gospel Hymns, and in Mr.
Sankey's SacrcJ Hongs and Holos. Among her
best known verses are: "Safe in the Arms of

Je-sus:" "Pass Me Not, O Gentle Saviour;"
"Jesus is Calling:" and "I am Thine, O Ix»rd."

Her songs include the well-known compositions.
"There's Music in the Air" and "Hazel Dell."

Her scH'uIar |ioems have l)een publishtxl under the
titles The Blind Girl and t)th>rr PtM-ms (1844)
and lirll/i nt Evening and Other Poems (1898).

CBOSBY, Howard (1826-91). An American
clerg>nian. bom in New York City. He gradu-
ated at New York University in 1851, was pro-
fessor of (ireek there until 1859, and subse-

quently held the same chair in Rutgers Collegiv

He was ordaine«l in 1861, and be«»ame pastor of

the First Presbyterian Church, in New Bnms-
wick, N. J. From 18B3 to 1891 he was pastor
of the Fourth .Avetiue Presbyterian Church, New
York, and from 1870 to 1881 was chancellor of
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Ilia alma mater. He was inHtrumental in organiz-

iii}», and for several years was president of, the

SiK.'iety f«»r tlie I'revention of Crime, and in

this v-apavity was j)roniinent in his aetivity

u<;;ainst tlie iUegal li(|iior tralHe. He was a
Miemher of the American Committet' wliich re-

i is<»d the New Testament, liesides a great many
Miinons antl addresses, he published: The Lands
if the Moslem (1851) ; Xotca on the Sew Testa-

iitnt (1803) ; Social Hints (or Young (Christians

(18(J(»); JrsuH, His Life and Works (1870);
Thoughts on the Pentateuch (1873) ; and an edi-

tion of tlie (Kdipus Tyrannus of Sophocles.

CROSBY, .loiiN Schuyler •^(1839— ). An
American soldier. He was born in Albany,
N. Y. ; was educated at New York University;
was apjMjinted second lieutenant of the Fifth
Artillery in 1801 ; served tliroughout the Civil

War, and, after being tiiree times brevetted,

acted for a time as adjubint-general on the staff

of Cencral Canby. Subsequently he served as
aide, with rank of lieutenant-colonel, under Sheri-

dan and Custer against the Indians, but resigned
from the army in 1871. He was United States
Consul at Florence. Italy, from 1876 to 1882, was
Governor of Montana Territory from 1882 to
1884, and from 1884 to 1880, when he resigned,
was First Assistant Postniaster-Oeneral.

CROSBY, Peibce (1824-99). An American
naval ollicer. He was bom near Chester, Pa.,
entered the navy in 1838, and in 1861 served in

Chesapeake Bay. He participated in the capture
of New Orleans and the bombardment of Vicks-
burg, and in 1803-64 was emjjloyed chiefly in

blockade duty. In 1864 he was
jjlaced in command of the Meta-
romet, and participated in the at-

tack on Mobile. He was promoted
to be captain in 1868, commanded
the South Atlantic squadron, was
made rear-admiral- in 1882, and in

1883 was retired.

CROSBY HALL. A mediaeval
Gothic dwelling-house in London
on Bishopsgate Street, built in

1466 by Sir John Crosby. It is the
scene of a part of Shakespeare's
Richard IIL Richard of Glouces-
ter lived here for a time, and
Thomas More, who purchased the
house, wrote his Utopia in it. Some
of the original chambers still re-

main. The hall, after having been
used for a variety of purposes, is

now an eating-house.

CROSIER (ME. eraser, crocer,

from cros, crosse, croce, cross, from
Latin crux, cross). The pastoral
staff of a bishop. Throughout an-
tiquity a hooked or curved staff

had been an emblem of civil and
particularly of religious authority.
Hittite. Babylonian, and other
Oriental priests carried it ; so did
the Roman augurs. It was adopted
by early Christian bishops as a
sjTiibol of authority. It took two
forms: that of the tau with a short

_ transverse top-piece, giving the"
shape of a small crux commissa, in
which the cross appears as a sym-
bol of the authority bv which the

bishop ruled; and that of the curved end or
volute, imitating the shepherd's crook, emblem
of the ollice of the bishop to keep the Lord's
sheep. The tau form seems the earlier, judging
from e.\Uuit monuments, for no records of the
crook form exist as early as the Carlovingian
period. The tau often ends in the head of a
lion, emblem of episcopal power; th«> crook often
iMi])ales a seri)ent or a dragon, symbol of the
triumph over evil. Abl)ots were often privileged
to carry the crosier, as a symbol of their i)as-

toral ollice, as early as the fifth century, and
long before the other episcopal insignia of mitre
and cross were allowed to them. Some of tiiem
still retain the paniiiscllum (a small silk veil

hanging to the statl), which lias long (iisaj)peare(l

from those of bisiiops. (Consult: IJarraud and
Martin, Le baton pastoral (Paris, 1856); Lind,
Uebcr den Krummstab (Vienna, 1863). Sw
COSTIMK, ECCLEKIASTICAL.

CROSIffAN, Henrietta (1870—). An Ameri-
can actress, born at Wheeling, W. V'a., September
1, 1870. She made her d6but in 1889 in The
White Slave, and later was successively under
the management of Daly and the Frohmans. In
1897 she was married to Maurice Campbell. In
the following year she became a star. Her great-
est successes have been her production of George
C. Hazleton's Mistress Sell, October !», 1900, in

New York, where it ran for over one hundred
performances, and her Ro.salind in .4s You Like
It (February 27, 1902), which ran for eight
weeks at the Theatre Ilepublic, New York. In
the autumn of 1902 she opened her season with
Ttie tiword of the King.

CROSS (AS. cruc, OHG. crud, chruci, chrUze,

Ger. Kreuz, Prov. cros, crotz, OF. crois, croix,

croiz, cruiz, Fr. croix, It. croce, cross, from Lat.
crux, cross). The cross was a common instru-

ment of capital punishment among the ancients

;

and the death on the cross was deemed so dis-

honorable that only slaves and malefactors of

tlie lowest class were subjected to it by the

Romans. It was customary to proclaim the
name and offense of the person crucified, or to

affix to the cross a tablet {album) on which
name and offense were inscribed. Malefactors
were sometimes fastened on a simple upright

stake, and so left to die, or they were impaled
upon it, and to this upright stake the Latin
name crux was originally and riorc strictly aj)-

plicable; but very generally a cross-piece {pali-

buluni) was added to the stake, to which the

arms of the criminal were tied, or to which
his hands were nailed. The person crucified

often lived for days. When the cross-piece was
fastened at right angles below the summit of the

upright stake, the cross was called crux immissa
(the Latin cross) ; the Greek cross, where the

cross-piece was set so low as to form four equal

or nearly equal arms, is a variant of this form ;

when the cross-piece ^vas fastened at riglit

angles across the top of the upright stake, the

cross was crux cominissa (also called cross of

Saint Anthony) ; and when it was formed of two
beams crossing one another obliquely, it was
crux decussata (also called cross of Saint An-

drew). The cross was erected without the gates

of towns, but in places of frequent resort.

It appears that the cross was in use as an
emblem, having certain religious and mystic

nseanings attached to it, long before the Chris-
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tian Era. The Spanish conquerors were aston-

i.slied to tiud it an object of relij^ious veneration
among the natives of America. But tlie death of

Clirist by crucifixion led Christians to regard

it with peculiar feelings of veneration and to

adopt it as a sjmbol with express reference to

the central fact of their religion. It was seen

everywhere in Christian countries, in the home
as well as in the church, where it formed an in-

variable ornament of the altar. The Iconoclastic

party contended against the worship of the cross,

but the Church, wliile defining the .sense in which
worship might be offered to it, condemned their

views. Though the word latreia, adoration, is

used of the veneration paid to the cross, it

is explained as only relative, and referred back

to the person of the Crucified. This species of

veneration, which is sometimes misunderstood
on account of the restricted use of the word 'wor-

ship' in modern English, is soleumly paid in the

Roman (Jatholic Church to pieces of the true

cross (considered the most sacred of all relics)

whenever exposed, and to other crosses, espe-

cially on Good Friday. The cross on the high

altar, which has been wrapped in a violet covei-

ing throughout Passion-tide, is unveiled during

the singing of the anthem "Behold the wood of

the Cross, on which the Saviour of the world
hung." Tt is then laid on the altar-steps, and
the celebrant and other sacred ministers approach
with genuflections and kiss it. After this a
smaller cross is offered to the congregation,

kneeling at thie altar-rails, to be kissed. (See

Cardinal Wiseman, Lectures on the Offices and
Ceremonies of Holy ^Veek, London, 1839.) The
earliest account of the solemn veneration of the

cross occurs in the Peregrinatio Sanctoe Silvice

ad Loca Sanrta, recently discovered by Gamur-
rini and published in Rome, 1887-88, which de-

scribes a pilgrimage to Jerusalem during the

episcopate of Saint Cyril, probably in the year

384 or 385. The sign of the cross has been

made in Christian worship, since the second cen-

tury at least, as an act of homage to God in re-

membrance of the Redemption, and of blessing to

the person or object over whidi the .sign is made.

It is differently made in the Roman Catholic and
Eastern Churches, and has been disused among
most Protestants, as a ceremony of human inven-

tion tending to superstition. A cross was in the

Middle Ages prefixed to most inscriptions and
documents as a sort of consecratioH, and placed

before signatures for the same reason : the latter

practice is still retained by Roman Catholic

bishops.

The forms given to crosses in art are endless;

but the two leading types are the Latin cross, or

crux iinmissa, su|)|)osed to \yc that on which

Christ suffered, and the Greek cross, l)oth of

which are .subject to many fantastic variations.

The Greek cross forms the well-known cross of

Saint (!eorge, which, adopted from the legends

of that hero, was the national ensign of the

English previous to the imion with Scotland.

The cross of Saint Andrew, or crux decussata,

consisted of two shafts of equal length crossed

diagonally at the iniddlf. as in the annexed cut.

.\ccording to the legend, this was the form of

cross on which Saint Andrew, the nntional s«»int

of Scotland, suffered martyrdom. As the Scottish

ensign, it is now blended with tlie cross of Saint

Oeoree in the I'nion -lack. The Maltese cross,

with its eight forked ends, was a form used by

the orders of knights. It is similar to the cross-

let form where small crosses are formed at the
ends.

Sanctuary, boindaky, nr monumental
CROSSES, as they are called, consist of an upright
Hat pillar, or obelisk, covered with sculptured
devices, and set in a socket level with the ground.
Occasionally they appear to have marked
boundaries, but more frequently were monuments
over, the graves of heroes, kings, bishops, etc.

In some instances they probably marked the
verge of a sanctuary. The older of these crosses
are said to be Scandinavian or Danish, and such
are known as runic crosses, being in.scril>ed with
runes. We are told that the island of lona at
one time possessed 3G0 cros.ses, but all are now
destroyed or dispersed, except one, called Saint
Martin's Cross, standing in the grounds of the
cathedral. It is a column of compact mica
schist, 14 feet high, 18 inches broad, and G inches
thick, and is fixed in a pedestal formed out of a
massive block of red granite, about 3 feet high.
In connection with certain ancient religious

houses in Ireland, there were some very fine

crosses of this kind, the most gigantic and im-
pressive which still exists being that of Saint
Luke's in the County of Louth. The prominenw*
of such crosses extended to the East, where the
Gothic and other tribes of the Caucasus, Georgia,
and Armenia also used them prominently in

church sculpture and in cemeteries.

Memorial cros.ses are those which were erect-

ed in memory of some beloved object, or in com-
memoration of some event of local importance.
In England there are some superb crosses of this

kind; they are popularly called Xorman erossci.

This species of cross resembled a Gothic turret
set on the ground, or on a base of a few steps,

and was erected by Edward I. (1290) in memory
of his queen, Eleanor, being placed on the spots
where the body rested in its fimeral progress
to Westminster. Of the nine, two remain, at
Northampton and Waltham.
Town or market crosses were erected as stands

to preach from, or in commemoration of events
regarding which it was deemed proper to evoke
pious feelings. As these structures were incorpo-
rated with or surmounted by a crucifix, the term
cross was so indelibly associated witlT them that
it survived the religious character of the fabrics.

The earliest examples of this kind consi.sted.

probably, of tall crucifi.xes of wood, such as are
still seen by the wayside in some Continental
countries. Afterwards, stone shafts would be
substituted ; and according to the increase of

market revenues, or progress of taste, these town
crosses assume<I that imposing character which
they latterly possessed. Of the larger orna-
mental crosses of this kind, there are sou'e strik-

ing specimens in England, such as that at
Cheddar in Somersetshire, and that at Malmes-
burv in Wiltshire; both are open-vaulte<l struc-

tures, with a commodioAs s])ace beneath, as a
refuge for poor nnirket-folks during rain, and
surmounted with a kind of Gothic turret. At
Chichester. Bristol, and Winchester, the market
crosses, while similar in form, are of a higher
architectural quality. Adjoining Saint Paul's
in London, stood Paul's Cross, a striicture which
we read of as early as 12.')9, in the reign of

Henry III. It was essentially a town preaching
cross, and is associated with some interesting

occurrences in history. Before this cross the
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unfort\uiate >Iane Shorr, tlio miHtresa of Edward
IN', from 1470 to 1483, \vn« forcwl to do penance
in tlif rt'i^i of Hichnrd 111. Here Dr. SImwe. in

iiis infamous Henncfti. attempted to imstardize the

ehihlren of Kilward and eulogized Kiehurd. In

front of this cross sat Cardinal Wolscy, to hear
fulminations n^juinst Luther; and about ten

year** Inter, by order of Henry VIII., preachers
here deliven>d sermons in favor of the Reforma-
tion. .Vt this eross Queen Klizal»eth attended to

hear a thanksgiving .sermon for the defeat of

the Sjwnish .Vrmada. Here sermons continued
to \n' delivered until 1(»43, when, witli Tether »o-

v.-alle«l relics of poj)ery, because they otVended the

Puritans, it was demolished by order of Parlia-

ment. Whatever was the ori<rinal form of Paul's

Cross, it was in later times a plain, pulpit-like

fabric of wood, covered with lead.

The Scottish town crosses, while simple, had
some distinj^iishing features. The more simple
kind consistetl of a shaft of stone, generally

<H>tan<?ular in shai)e, and 12 or more feet in

height. .At the top wa.s an ornamental capital,

which bore a dial and vane, or the figure of a
unicorn. The shaft sprang from the top of a
gradtiated flight of circular or octangular steps.

A specinn'U of this species of cross is seen in

the market-place of .Melrose. The grander
market cross consisted of a tall stone shaft,

such as just described, but instead of steps it

sprang from the centre of an imposing sub-

structTire. This structure was circular, hexag-
onal, or octagonal, and from 10 to 16 feet high.

The top formed a platform, which was sur-

rounded with an ornamental stone parapet, and
was reached by a stair inside. The sides of the
building were decorated with pilasters, and bore
\arious heraldic and other devices. Such were
the crosses of Edinburgh, and such is tiie reno-

vated cross of Aberdeen, the sides of which, how-
ever, are open. Losing their religious character,

Ihc Scottish market crosses were employed for

royal and civic proclamations, and as places

where eertain judicial writs were executed. The
general removal of these ancient and interest-

ing structures has often l)een a matter of lamen-
tation.

In the history of the cross as a Christian
symbol, it is evident that it was used at first

as a symbol of triumph, not of sufTering. In the
sarcophagi and mosaics from the fourth to the
ninth century it often stands alone on the
sacred rock from which flow the Four Rivers
of Paradise. It is sometimes surmoxmted by the
('onstantinian monogram of Christ, the Labarum.
and thus became the standard of victorious
Christianity. It was inscrilx»d within the circle

around the head of Christ, thus forming the
cruciform nimbus (q.v. ). As an emblem of
Christ, it preceded the crucifix, and it was not
imtil the tenth and eleventh centuries that the
figure of Christ had quite generally replaced on
the cross the omamentiltion which had previous-
ly been its usual decoration. Even when the
monumental crucifixes had come into general
use in central and southern Europe, the North-
em nations (e.g. in Great Britain and Scandi-
navia) continued for centuries the use of the
mere cross. The form of the cross given to the
majority of churches in the later Middle Ages
in more connected with the specific crucifixion
than the mere cross, as is shown by the bend
sometimes given in some church ground-plans,

imitated from the twist of the luidy on the crom.
Consult: Stockbauer, Kunstyesrhichtc dea Kreu-
zva (SchaHhausen, 1870) ; Fulda, iJas Kreuz und
(lie hriuzii/untj ( Breslau, 18781; Dobl)ert, Zur
Ensfckuuf/at/eschichtc dva Kreuzra (1880) ; Bun-
sen. Daa tiynibol den Kreuzea bci alien \atiotien
(Berlin, 187(5); Alger, History of the Vrosa
(Bo.ston, 1858) ; Mortillet, IjC aiff)ie de la rroir
avant le chrislianiame (Paris, IStHi) ; Ziickler,

Daa Kreuz Chrisfi ((JUtersloh, 1875).

CBOSS. In heraldry (q.v. ), one of the charges
known as ordinaries.

CBOSS, I.NVE.NTiox or Fi.ndino or the. The
name of the Church festival commemorative of

the finding of the cross upon which Christ died
by the Em|)res9 Helena, the mother of ('onstan-

tine, in the year 326. As related by Socrates
{Ecclesiastical History, I. xvii.), who wrote
al)out 439, the storj' is this: In Christ's sepul-

chre she found three crosses, along with Pilate's

tablet, and on the advice of Macarius, Bishop of

Jerusalem, determined which was Christ's ciross

by taking the three to a sick woman, who touched
the first two without avail, but was restored as

soon as she had touched the third—so that was
accepted as Christ's. Similar is the story in

Sozomen (Ecclesiastical History, II. i.), who
wrote a little later. From this time on for many
centuries there was no question of the fact.

Doubt has l)eeii east upon it by the consideration

that Eusehius. writing in the fourth centurs.

and who was particularly ex7)licit regarding
everj'thing relative to the Constantine family in

his account of Helena's visit to the Holy Land
{JAfe of Consfavtine, III. Hi.), says nothing of

her discovery of the crosses, nor when sfx-aking

of the erection of the church over the Holy
Sepulchre ( ib. III. .xxviii. .sqq. ) . It is also note-

v.orthy that the Bordeaux Pilgrim, the author
of the Itinerarium Burdefjaletiae, writing in 333,

says nothing in his description of the Holy
Places of any cross being discovered in the Holy
Sepulchre {Itinerary from Hordeuux to Jeru-
salem, Palestine Pilgrim's Text Society's Eng.
trans., Ltmdon, 1887. p. 24). Still Cyril' of Jeru-

salem, writing in the Holy City and in 347-348.

uses this language: "He was truly crucified for

our sins. For if thou wouldest deny it. the

place refutes thee visibly, this blessed Golgotha,

in which we are now assembled for the sake of

Him who was crucified, and the whole world
has since been filled with pieces of the wood of

the cross" {Catechetical Lectures, iv. 10). And
he alludes to the finding of the cross when writ-

ing to Constantius. the son of Constantine {Ep.

ad Const, c. 3 ) . That Helena found three crosses

and that she and many others lielieved that one

of them was the cross of Christ may be accepted

without its being any less doubted that slie wa«
mistaken.

The festival of the Invention of the Cross may
date from the visit of Helena, but unless it was
at first local, the earliest certain mention of it

is in the eighth century. In the Latin Church
the day is May 3. In the Greek Church there

is a festival of the Exaltation of the Cross on
September 14. Consult, in favor of the ston,':

J. H. Newman, Essay on Ecclesiastical Miracles:

and as against it : W. C. Prime. A History of the

Invention, Preservation, and Disappearance of the

Wood Knoirn as the True Cross (New York.

1877) ; and E. Nestle, De Sancta Cruce, Ein Bei-
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trag zur christlichen Leffcndengeschichte (Ber-
lin, 188!>).

CROSS, Judgment of. See Ordeal.

CROSS, Obdeb of the Holy. The name of
several monastic or seiui-monastic Orders. The
origin of the first community bearing this name
is lost in obscurity; but leaving aside legendary
accounts, we find the Order definitely established
in Italy as early as the accession of Pope Alex-
iinder III. (1150). The mother house was at
Bologna, and their work was largely the care of

the sick. They were confirmed by Urban III. in

1187, and spread until they numberetl 200 con-
vents in all parts of Italy; the Order declined
later, so that Pius V. was obliged to reform
it in 1568, and Alexander VII. to suppress it in

1656.

More important is the congregation of canons
regular who were known in England as Crutched
or Crossed Friars. This Order was founded by
Theodore de Celles at Huy near Li^ge in 1211
and confirmed by Innocent III. five years later;

it followed the rule of Saint Augustine, assimi-
lated in many particulars to that of the Domini-
cans. It spread rapidly throughout the Nether-
lands, France. Germany, and England; in the
latter country it possessed houses in London
(1298), Oxford (1349). Colchester, Honiton.
and other places. The Order was reformed from
within in 1410. At the present day, while still

faithful to its original spirit, it has very few
houses, the principal ones being two in Holland
and two in Belgium. Consult Hermans, An-
nales Canotiicorum Regularium Sancti Augustini,
Ordinia Sanctoe Cruets (3 vols., Bois-le-Duc,
1858).

A third association, the knightly Order bearing
this name, is of some importance in the history
of Bohemia. It is distinguished by a red six-

pointed star in addition to the cross worn on the
habit, and was originally an outgrowth of the
Hospitaler brotherhood attached, in the first

half of the twelfth century, to the hospital of

the Poor Clares in Prague. In 123S Gregory IX.
constituted it a definite Order, under the rule of

Saint Augustine. It spread throughout Bohemia
and other lands now included in Austria-Hun-
gary, and was one of the strongest bulwarks
of the Church against the sectarian movements
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. At the
siege of Eger in the Thirty Years' War they veri-

fied their knightly title by fighting at the head of

the people. Their hospital at Prague was always
open to new allies, and sheltered the first Jesuits

in Bohemia in 1555, the Capuchins in 1599, and
the Trinitarians in 1704. From 1561 to 1694
they prarticiilly supported the archbishops of

Prague, who had been deprived of their posses-

sions in the wars of religion, making them grand
masters during their incumliency of the see. The
Order now has less than a himdred members; its

library consists of 50,000 volumes, including
many incunabula, and manuscripts of great value
for Bohemian history. Consult Jacksche, Der
ritttrliche Orden der Kreuzhcrren mit dem
rothen f<tern (Vienna, 1882).

The name is also borne by a small religious

Order in the Episcopal Church in America,
founded in Xew York, 1881, removed in 1892 to

Westminster, ^Id., whose members (x-cupy them-
>'elves largely in conducting missions and re-

treats.

CROSSBILL.

CROSS, The Southebn. A constellation in

the Soutliern Hemisphere, situated near the Ant-
arctic Circle, and therefore never visible in

northern latitudes. It consists of four bright
stars, to which fancy, aided by Christian a8.so-

ciations, gives the cruciform shape. The two
brilliant stars which mark the summit and foot
of the Southern Cross have nearly the same right
ascension. The constellation, therefore, is almost
perpendicular when passing the meridian, and
tliese two stars act as pointers to the Antarctic
Pole.

CROSS, ViCTORi.\. See Victoria Cross.

CROSS, Charijcs Robert (1848—). An
American physicist, born at Troy, N. Y. He
graduated in 1870 at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, and was instructor there in 1870-

77. In 1877 he was appointed professor of

physics and director of the Rogers laboratory.
He established at the institute in 1882 the first

-American course in electrical engineering. He
has published papers on electricity and acoustics

in various scientific periodicals and in the Pro-
ceedings of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.

CROSS, Mart Ann, or Marian. See Eliot,
George.

CROSS, Mbs. George Frederick. See Cam-
uridge, Ada.

CROSS. Richard Assheton, first Viscount
Cross (1823— ). An English politician. He
was bom at Red Scar, I>ancashire. graduated at

Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1846, and in 1849
was called to the bar. He sat in Parliament as
a Conser\'ative, for Preston from 1857 to 1862,
for Southwest Lancashire from 1868 to 1885,
and for Xewton Division. Southwest I-^incashire,

from 1885 to 1886. From 1874 to 1880 and in
1885-86 he was Home Secretary, and from 1886
to 1892 Secretary of State for India. He is a
magistrate for Cheshire and Lancashire, and Lord
Privy Council, and has published The Acts Re-
lating to the Settlement and Removal of the
Poor (1853) and The General and Quarter Ses-
sions of the Peace (1858).

CROSS, WiLBX'R Lucius (1862—). An Ameri-
can educator and author, bom at Mansfield,
Conn. He graduatecl in 1885 at Yale L^niversity,

and from 1894 to 1897 was instructor in English
in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale. In
1897 he was appointed an assistant professor
in English, and in 1902 professor. In addition
to magazine contributions on Ibsen, the novel,

and other literary topics, and an edition (1900)
of Macbeth, with notes and an introductory essay,

he has published a literary study, The Develop-
ment of the English Xovcl (1899).

CROSSBILL. .\ bird of the genus Jjoxia,

large finches with a singular bill, the mandibles
—which are rather long, thick at the base, and
much curvetl—crossing each other at the points
Mhen the bill is close*!. These mandibles are ca-
pable not merely of vertical, but of lateral motion,
and muscles of extraordinary power are provid-
ed for moving them: so that the crossbills read-
ily obtain their principal foo<l—the seeds of firs

and pines—by tearing off the scales of the cones.
They bring tlie points of the mandibles together
(which they can do so as to pick up a very small
seed) and insert them into the <'onc, when the
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act of allowing the points to slip past one an-

other exerts a powerful lateral movement, open-

ing the seal*-; and tlie tongue, which terminatos

in a singular movahle scoop, formed of a hone

articulate<l to the os hyoides, or ordinary hone

of the t«>ngiie, is inserte<l to detach the see«l.

^
UKAK ur TBK CROtWBILL.

Side view, abut and open, an^ top rlew.

The power of the hill is such that wood may he

torn to j)ieces, and cros.shills in confinement seem
to take a mischievous pleasure in destroying the

cage. An apple is cut to pieces almost in an
instant, in order that its seeds may be reached,

and ll(K'ks of these birds sometimes do great

mischief in orchards. Three or four species are

known, two of which are found in America, al-

though only one, the common red crossbill (Loxia
eunnrostra) , is numerous, and even this in most
years is scarcely to be seen in the United States.

It is a native of Kurope, Asia, and North Ameri-
ca, dwelling chiefly in evergreen forests and ex-

tending as far north as they do, not dreading
the coldest climates. The American bird is gen-

erally regarded as a subspecies, and a second

subspecies is found from the southern Rocky
Mountain region to central Mexico. The white-

winged crossbill (Loxia leucoptera) is the other

American 8|>ecies, but is not so common as the

preceding. Both species are red in the males
and olive-brown in the females, the former species

with blackish wings and tiie latter having wings
crossed by two conspicuous white bars. They go
ab<mt in small, chattering flocks, and are resi-

dent in the most northern parts of the United
States and in C^anada. They breed in the late

winter or early spring, sometimes during very
severe weather.

CROSS-BILL. In chancery or equity, a bill

brought by the defendant in an equity proceed-
ing against the plaintiff or other defendants,
or both, in the same suit, either to obtain a

discovery of facts in aid of the defense, or to
bring the matters in dispute more completely
Iwfore the court than could be done by a mere
answer to the original bill. It must not intro-

duce new parties nor new matter not embraced
in the original suit, and is considered as an
auxiliary suit in the nature of a defense to
the original bill, the two proceeding together
as one cause. However, the persons made de-
fendants in it must answer, plead, or demur to
it. or the relief demanded will be granted by
default. Cross-bills are used in the equity prac-
tice of the Ignited States and many of the State
courts, and in the English chancery courts. See
Bill; Discovery; Equity; also Pleading; and
consult the authorities there referred to.

CROSSBOW. See Arbalest; Archers; Ar-
chery.

CROSS-BREEDING. See Breeds and Breed-
ing.

CROSS BUN. A small cake especially pre-
pared for (Jood Friday, and in many to^\'ns of
England cried about the streets on the morning
of that day as 'hot cross buns.' Cood-Friday
buns NTOre appropriately marked with the cross,

and hence the name. The origin of the practice
is obscure. Most probably it is a relic of some
heathen observance, to wliich the early Church
gave a Christian significance.

CROSS-CUT. A term applied to a short
transverse tunnel driven between two levels

or gangways in a mine. In the case of
parallel veins a cross-cut is often driven from
one to the other, through the intervening barren
rock.

CROSSE, A.NimEW ( 1784-I85.')) . An English
physici.st. He was born at Fyne Court, in the
Quantock Hills, Somersetshire, and was educat-
ed at Bristol and Brasenose College, Oxford. He
early devoted himself to the study of electricity,

and in 1807 he commenc-ed experiments with
the view of forming artificial crystals. These
experiments were quite successful, and, in the
course of thirty years of quiet research, during
which perioil he remained totally unknown to
the scientific world, he obtained in tiiis way no
less than twenty-four minerals, including crys-«
tals or quartz, aragonite, carl)onates of lime,
lead, and copper, besides numerous other arti-

ficial minerals. These discoveries and other in-

vestigations in electricity were described at the
meeting of the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, at Bristol, in 1836. A few-

months later, while exjierimenting with some
highly caustic solution, out of contact with
atmospheric air, there apjx'ared, as if gradually
growing from specks between the poles of the
voltaic circuit, certain animals of the genus
Acarus. Crosse never affirmed that he had de-

veloped animal life out of inorganic elements,
but simply that under physical conditions he
could make acari appear, and not otherwise.
This discovery aroused such violent criticism
that Crosse retired from the world and for some
time neglected his researches; but later he pub-
lished papers on Mode of Extracting Metals
from Their Ores; On the Perforation of Non-
conducting Substances by the Mechanical Action
of the Electric Fluid; and On the Apparent
Mechanical Action Accompant/ing Electric Trans-
fer.

CROSS-EXAMINATION. The examination
of a witness on behalf of the party against
whose interest he has been called and has given
testimony. The object is to test the correctness

of the testimon\' given, to disclose any prejudice,

lack of intelligence, weakness of memory, or un-
truthfulness that may exist, and to break in any
proper way the force of the direct examination.
Greater latitude is allowed to counsel in cross-

examination of an adverse witness than in ad-

ducing direct testimony for his own client.

Thus, 'leading questions'—that is, those which
in their form suggest or indicate the answer de-

sired—are allowed in cross but not in direct ex-

amination. Tn the United States generally it

is held that cross-examination should be limited

to inquiry into matters drawn out on the direct

examination, and if counsel asks questions as to
new matter he thereby makes the witness his

own, and, as ta such questions, vouches for the
truthfulness of his testimony.

Counsel must confine the questions to material
and relevant matters ; but the determination of

whether the facts sought to be shown may be
considered such is in the discretion of the court,
and, when occasion seems to demand it, this is
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exercised, especially in cases of cross-exainiiia-

tion of expert witnesses, where it is necessary
to show the standing and ability of the ex-

pert. Previous mistakes in collateral matters
not connected in any way with the cause in

issue have l)een allowed to he shown on this

point.

The right to cross-examination should l)e ex-

ercised immediately after the examination-in-
chief; hut it is in the discretion of the court,

upon good reason shown, t<i allow the privi-

lege at a later stage of the trial. See Evi-
dence: Examination'; Testimony; VVit.ness;
Trial.

CROSS-FERTILIZATION. A term usually
applied by botanists to the fertilization of flow

ers by in.sects and other means, .so as to prevent
too close in-and-in breeding. It has a wider
significance, however, and may be applied to

animals and the human races, in which latter

case it is exemplified in the matter of race-

crossing, or miscegenation. It is opposed to in-

and-in breeding. There is no general term or
word to express the fact of cross-fertilization

or intercrossing between different stocks of a
single species. We might adopt and extend the
meaning of the word exofjami^, used bj- anthro-
pologists for marriage between members of dif-

ferent human trilies, and their term endogamy
for in-and-in breeding: or coin a new word, as
hematoqami/. for unions or marriages between
blood- relatives, and chinstogamy for cross-fer-

tilization between members of different stocks

of a single species. It is well known that in-

and-in breeding among animals tends to .sterility

and degeneration : and. on the other hand, unions
between different species, as well as members
of widely distinct human races—such as mar-
riages between the white and negro or other
backward or primitive race.s—also tend to ster-

ility, and assuredly to physical and moral de-

generation. Race-marriage certainly is most
unhappy in its results. \Miile, as Darwin says,

"nature abhors perpetual self-fertilization," the
same is also true of miscegetiation.

Cros.s-Fertiuz.vtion in Plants. As early as
1793 the Herman botanist Sprengel discovered

the main facts, with many details, of the rela-

tion of insects to flowers. He observed the won-
derful adaptation of the structure of many
flowers to this or that species of insect visiting

them ; he .satisfactorily proved that many kinds
of flowers are cross-fertilized by insects, and
that this was the object of the adaptations. He
also observed that the presence of necfar and
pollen attracte<l the insects and insured the con-

tinuance of their visits. Several later writers

showed that the cross- fertilization of plants

was beneficial to them. These discoveries were
greatly extende<l by Darwin, who perceived the

value of this process to the life and mainte-

nance of the species. Darwin's obsen'ations

were chiefly made on orchids, primulas, and
so forth, and the subject was greath' extembnl
by Hermann Mflller. who, after many years of

research, published his results on flowers and
the structure and wonderful adaptations of the

insects which visit them, in his elaborate volume
entitled The Fertilization of Floirera. It was
further demonstrated by Darwin that the cross-

fertilization of plants results in increasing the

size, height, rapidity of growth, strength, and
vigor of the plant, and in increasing it-s fertil-

ity. As stated by Wallace {Darwinism, p. 309),
these results were produced immediately, and
not after several generations of crosses. Darwin
planted seeds from cro.ss-fertilized and self-

fertilized plants on two sides of the same pot,
which were exposed to exactly the same condi-
tions. The result was that in most ca.ses the
difference in size and vigor in the two .sets was
uuirked, while the plants arising from cross-

fertilized parents also pnxiuccd more and finer

seeds. These experiments confirmed the experi-
ence of breeders of domestic animals, where the
evil effects of breeding members of the same lit-

ter of dogs, or intermarriage l>etween blood-rela-

tives, result in sterility and degeneration. Tlie
results of cross-fertilization between flowers of
the same species, and the great interest excited
by Darwin in the subject, have le<l to a detailed
study of the various contrivances by which flow-

ers secure cross-fertilization, and this has led

to the view that at least the irregular flowers,

such as those of the pea, sage, and the orchid
families, are, in reality, due to the visits of in-

sects—a subject specially worked out by the
Rev. George Henslow in his Origin of Floral
i<tructures.

Modes of Securing Cross - Fertilization in
Plaints.—Of the simpler modes there are four

—

viz. ( 1 ) By dichogamy, where the anthers and
the stigma become mature or ready for fertiliza

tion at slightly different times on the same plant,
as in the geranium, thyme, arimi, and others;

(2) by the flower being self-sterile with its own
jwllen, as in the crimson flax; (3) by the sta-

mens and anthers being so situated that the pol-

len cannot fall upon the stigma, while it does fall

upon some bee or moth which carries it to the
stigma of another flower (malva) ; (4) by the
male and female flowers being on different plants,

as in dioecious flowers, the pollen being carried
to the stigmas by the wind or by insects. See

PoLONATION ; BuMnLEBEE.
The more complex mode by which exogamy is

brought about is seen ( 1 ) in the case of the
loosestrife {Lythrum salicaria) . a polymorphous
flower, in which the stamens and pistil differ in

length and position, and the different stamens
in the same flower have widely different degrees
of fertility when applied to the same stigma

;

(2) in the case of the barl>erry, the irritable

stamens of which spring up and dust pollen upon
the insect that touches them; (3) in the case of
others in which there are levers or proce.sses by
which the anthers are mechanically brought down
upon the head or back of an insect entering the
flower in .such a position as to \>e carried to the
stigma of the next flower it visits (Salvia,
heath) : (4) in plants which have sticky secre-

tion as milkwort (Polygala). which gets on
the tongue or prolioscis of an insect, and is borne
to the stigma of another flower; (5) in plants
which have exploding anthers and other complex
adjustments which thoroughly dust the insect, as
in the jiea family, e.g. Me<licag«> falcata; (fi) the
entrapping of visitors in the spathes of Arum and
.\ristolochia ; and (7) in the traps of the flower
of .Vsclepias and Physianthus. which catch flies,

butterflies, and wasps by their legs; also the
complex arrangements of orchids. describe<l by
Darwin in his Fertilization of Orchids. It ap-
|M'ars that insects are attracted to those flowers
which are largest and most gu.vly colored, the
smaller, more inconspicuous not receiving so
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many visitors. Bripht-red flowors attract but-

terflies; blue flowers are especiallv attractive to

bees, while dull-yellow or brownish flowers at-

tract Hies.

It has been thought by Darwin, Wallace, Lub-

bock, and others that the markings of flowers,

PVBPIiE liOOOEBTBIFB.

DlagraniH of three forms of flowers showing inodlflca-

tioiiB of rflutlve length of pistils aud stuiueuH in adapta^
tlon to requirements of (Toss-fertilliation: A, long-st.vled

form ; li, mid-styled form ; C, short-stjrled. (After Wal-
lace.)

such as lines or spots converging to the centre

or nectar, serve as guides to insects ; but this

is not necessarily the case, since salvia, wistaria,

clover, and other flowers which are each of some
one color attract bees equally well. H. Miiller

has observed that the gentians of the lowlands
are visited chiefly by bees, while those of the

high Alps are adapted only to butterflies. Most
species of Rhinanthus, to which the 'yellow rat-

tle' of Europe belongs, are what Wallace calls

'bee-flowers,' but one species confined to the

high Alps of Switzerland has been adapted to

be fertilized by butterflies only. It is now known
that flowers did not appear until the Mesozoic
age : they are not known to have existed in the

Carboniferous period. Composite flowers, allied

to the sunflowers, have been discovered in the

Cretaceous clays of New Jersey, and it is prob-

able that our large and irregular flowers possibly

. date back to the Cretaceous pefiod. This was
the time when insects that visit flowers also

originated. No pollen-eating beetles, no moths,
butterflies, wasps, or bees are known to have
existed in the Carboniferous, nor before the

middle or end of the Mesozoic ; it seems prob-

able, therefore, that flowers and the insects

which visit them appeared at about the same
epoch.

We may correlate with this view the theory of

Ilenslow that the irregular flowers, such as
those of the pea, bean, etc-., are due to the inter-

mittent mechanical stimulus resulting from the
visits of butterflies, moths, and bees. He de-

pends on the Lamarckian factors of use and
disuse, and use-inheritance, to account for the
beautifully irregular forms of the papilionaceous
and labiate flowers, as well as the singular and
gorgeous flowers of the orchids, dispensing with
the theory of natural selection. However this

may be, in the beginning flowers were most
probably small, regular in shape, inconspicuous,
and self-fertilized. Henslow, and also Wallace,
t^ike the view that many inconspicuous and im-
perfect flowers, including those that are wind-
fertilized, such as plantains, nettles, sedges, and
gra-sses, do not represent primitive or undevel-
oped forms, but have, through the neglect of in-

sects, be<'onie degenerate types, ilerived from
more perfect forms which were originally atiapt-

ed to insect fertilization.

Fertilization of Flowers by Birds.—While in

the north temperate zone insects appear to be

the chief means of cross-fertilization of flowers,

where this is not caused by the winil, in the

tropics and Southern Hemisphere, Wallace tells

us, birds have in many cases led to modifications

in the form and colors of flowers. Humming-
birds are active in performing this oflice, fertiliz-

ing many such blossoms as the passion-flowers,

trumpet-flowers, fuchsias, and lobelias. The
Salvia splendens of Mexico is especially adapted
to their visits; and in the Andes and in Chile,

where these birds are extremely abundant, many
kinds of red tubular flowers, often of great size,

are apparently adapted to the long, slender bills

of these hummers. The most extraordinar>'

adaptation to bird-fertilization are the flowers

of Marcgiavia, in which, says Wallace, the pedi-

cels and bracts of fhe terminal portion of a

pendent bunch of flowers have lx>en modified into

pitchers which sci-retc nectar and attract in-

sects, while birds feeding on the nectar or in-

sects have the pollen of the overhanging flowers

dusted on their backs, and carrying it to other

flowers, thus cross-fertilizing them. In the east-

ern tropics the sunbirds take the place of the

hummers, and they are aided by the flower-

peckers. (See Dic.EUM.) In the Australian

region there are two flower-feeding groups—the

honey-suckers (Meliphagida») and the brush-

tongued lories (Triehoglossidap)

.

In New Zealand the use of animal life in fer-

CROHS-FEBTILIZ.^TION BY BIRDS.

A humming-bird (Lophomis ornatus) feeding upon a
flowerof A/arc/?rav;a nepentboides, &nd taking and leaving

pollen by brushing against the overhanging anthers and
pistils.

tilizing flowers is seen in the ca.se of a country

which is remarkably poor in species of in.sects,

especially bees and butterflies; yet it has been

shown by local botanists that no less than one-

fourth oif all the flowering plants of those islands

are incapable of fertilization, and thus wholly
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dependent on animal life for the continuance of

the species.

Advantages of Intercrossing.—This brief ac-

count of cross-fertilization of flowers shows, as
pointed out by Darwin and others, that we
probably owe to the visits of insects and birds

the peculiar and varied forms and structures of

our most lieautiful and attractive flowers, and
that as the result of intercrossing the size, height,

vigor, and fertility of the race or species is en-

hanced. Yet with plants, as we shall see is

the case with animals, the mere act of inter-

crossing by itself does no good. The good
depends on the individuals wTiich are crossed
dirtering slightly in constitution, owing to

their progenitors having been subjected during
several generations to slightly different condi-

tions.

Cross-Fertilization in Animals and Man.—In-

tercrossing in animals, as among plants, may,
within due limits, be beneficial. These limits are
confined to the same variety, race, or stock. If

individuals of widely diff'erent races or breeds
intermix, the result is degeneracy and steril-

ity, the outcome of such unions being of the
same nature as hybrids between diflfercnt though
allied species. As Darwin states: "After plants
have been propagated by self-fertilization for

several generations, a single cross with a fresh

stock restores their pristine vigor; and we have
a strictly analogous result with our domestic
animals." This will apply to man also. When
the French aristocracy was, as the result of the
Revolution, broken up and forced to intermarry
with the bourgeoisie, the result was an increase

in the population and additional vigor in the

race. An old family in its decline may be re-

juvenated and restored by intermarriage with
a more vigorous, even if a coarser, stock or
strain. The population of our cities is main-
tained by the constant influx of fresh blood from
the rural districts.

The mixture of the Euro})ean races, now so

marked, has l)een going on from early prehistoric

(Neolithic) times. The French population is

highly composite. The Anglo-Saxon race is

equally or still more so, and the American peo-

ple so in a still more marked degree ; the inter-

mixture being the result of emigration from the
countries of northern and central Europe. It is

not only that the old mixes with new stock,

but the latter comes from regions differing in

soil, climate, etc. Intermarriages between the
stocks or breeds or strains of the white race
are happy in their effects, resulting in in-

creased vigor and fertility; and so with the
stocks of the yellow, brown, or black races.

The same law prevails throughout the animal
world ; everywhere Nature abhors too close in-

breeding.

Interracial Marriage.—Miscegenation, or 'ni<^-

tissage,' is marriage between individuals of

widely difl"erent races— i.e. a high and a low race

or variety. Its eflects are bad physically and
morally, since the product, like mules or hybrids
between species, is inferior to the higher though
suf)erior to the lower race ; the result is that,

when general, the higher race is pulled down, or
tends to degeneracy, while the lower is in a de-

gree elevated. Hybrids, or half-c«stes, are no-

toriously inferior to either i)ure race, though
so partly from social causes. The results, so ap-

parent in human history, show that crosses are

injurious between races too far removed in

physical characters and constitution, or where
living under remote climatic conditions. While
marriages between black or other backward races

and white races are markedly evil in their

effects, unions between those nearer allied,

such as those between the white race and the

Japanese or the Polynesian or Malayan or
North American Indian, also tend to result in

sterility; on the other hand crosses between
the yellow and bro\\Ti races, and the browii and
black, are apparently fertile, and the results not
harmful.

In-and-in Breeding.—The deleterious effects

of self-fertilization, or of marriage between blood-

relatives, are recognized both by Darwin and by
Wallace. Darwin found that certain plants

which had been naturally cross-fertilized for

many or all previous generations suffered to

an extreme degree from a single act of self-

fertilization. "Nothing of the kind," he adds,
"has been obser>'ed in our domestic animals;
but then one must remember that the closest

possible interbreeding with such animals—that
is, between brothers and sisters—cannot be con-

sidered as nearly so close a union as that
between the pollen and ovules of the same
flower."

Consanguineous Marriages.—The bearings of
the previous statements on this important sub-

ject are obvious. Yet the matter is involved in

doubt, authorities differing. The popular notion is

that marriages between first cousins result in

disea.se, idiocy, insanity, sterility, etc. That the

results are not, however, always deleterious is a
matter of frequent observation. Darwin refers

to his son's (G. H. Darwin) attempt to discover

by a statistical investigation whether the mar-
riages of first cousins are at all injurious, "al-

though this is a degree of relationship which
would not be objecte<l to in our domestic ani-

mals." It appears from these and other re-

searches that "the evidence as to any evil thus
caused is conflicting, but on the whole points

to its being very small." He concludes "that
with mankind the marriages of nearly related

persons, some of whose parents or ancestors
had lived under very different conditions, would
l)e much less injurious than that of persons
who had always lived in the same place and
followed the same habits of life. Nor can I

see reason to doubt that the widely different

habits of life of men and women in civilized na-

tions, especially among the ujjper classes, would
tend to counterbalance any evil from marriages
between healthy and somewhat closely related
I>ersons."

Finally, t<i sum up the results thus far ob-
t4iined, it appears, as concluded by Wallace, that
a slight amount of crossing, attended by slight
changes of the conditions of life, is beneficial;
while extreme changes and crosses between indi-
viduals too far removed in structure or const

i

tution are injurious.

RiBi.iocKAPiiY. Hermann Mailer. The Fertiliza-
tion of Flou-ers ( Eng. trans. London, 1883);
Wallace, Darwinism (London, 188!)); Darwin,
Various Contrirnnrcs bfi Which Orchids Arc Fer-
tilized hy Insects (2d ed., London. 1877) ; Effects
of Cross and F!clf Fertilization in the Vegetable
Kingdom (2d ed., London. 1878) ; Different Forms
of Flouf^s on I'lants of the Same Species (2d
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vd., London, 1880) ; Descent of Man (2d ed.,

lx)ndon, 1874) ; Hen«low, Origin of Floral tit rue-

turea (London, 1893): Wallnoe. Malay Archipe-

lago (New York, 18««) ; Lublxwk. liritish Mild
Flwcera Considered in Itclation to lnnecta (4th

«hI., Ivondon, 1H82) ; Grant Allen, On the Colors

of Flotrcr/r (Ixindon, 1880); Belt. .1 Xaturalist

in ^iicaragua (London, 1888); Forlws, A Nat-
iiraliat'n M'anderings in the Eastern Archipelago
(New York, 1885).

CBOSS - FOX. A vahiable variety of the

American nnl fox, marked by a dark line along
the back, crossed by one upon th^ withers, whence
the name. See Fox.

CBOSS KETS. A poat-vilhine in Rockingham
County, Va., about 20 miles northeast of Staun-

ton. Here, on June 8, 1862, during the Civil

War, an indecisive engagement occurred between
18,000 Federals, imder (ieneral Fremont, and a

j)art of Jackson's retreating army, numbering
about 8000, under fJeneral Kwell, the latter

withdrawing during tlie night to effetrt a junction

with Jackson. Each side lost about 500. The
engagement was a strategic success for the Con-
fetlerates, in that it checked the pursuit of Fr*^-

inont and prevented his joining with General
Shields for a combined attack.

CBOSS'LEY, Sir Francis (1817-72). An
Knglisli pliihinthropist, born at Halifax, York-
shire. He succeeded to the proprietorship of

the Dean Clough carpet-mills, and accumulated
a vast fortune. His many Ix^nefactions included

the gift to Halifax of twenty-one almshouses
and an endowed public park, and to the London
Missionary Society of £20.000. He was created

a baronet in 186.3, and published a lecture. Cana-
da and the I'nitrd f^tatcs, in 1865.

CBOSSOPTEBYGII, kr6s-s6p'ter-Ij'I-I (Neo-
Lat. nom. pi., from Gk. Kpoaaoi, krossoi, fringe -f-

iTTEpiyiov^ ptcn/ffion, diminutive of irripv^, pteryx,
Aving). An order of ganoid fishes, numerous in

former ages, but surviving only in the ganoid-
like genera Polypterus (see Bichib) and Cala-
moichth3-s. They are described as "Teleostomi.
in which the pectoral fin consists of a rounded
basal lobe, supported by endoskeletal structures
and fringed by dermal rays. There are no bran-
chiostegal rays. The vertebral column is well

ossified, and the caudal fin is diphycercal. The
])elvic fins are abdominal. A spiral valve and
a conus arteriosus are present and the optic
nerves form a chiasma."

CBOSS BIVEB. See Calabar.

CBOSWEIiL, krf»zV6l, Edwin (1797-1871).
An American journalist, long prominent in

Democratic politics as a member of the Albanv
Regency (q.v. ). He was born at Cat.skill, N. Y..

began his journalistic career on the Catskill Re-
corder, a journal established by his father, and
in 1824 became editor of the Albany Argus,
which he made the oflficial organ of his party
in the State. He was also State printer from
1824 to 1840, and from 1844 to 1847. Croswell
was the great antagonist of Thurlow Weed
and exerted powerful influence by his edi-

torial utterances in botli State and national
politics.

CBOSWEIiL, Harry (1778-18.58). An Ameri-
can journalist and clergyman, bom at W'est
Hartitord, in Connecticut. In 1802 he became

editor of the Balance, a Federalist newspaper,
at Hudson, N. Y., and later of the WoHp, a lilwl-

OU8 sheet which involved him in numerous law-
suits, the most ini{K)rtant of which resulted from
an attack upon 1'homas Jefferson. His defense
by Alexander Hamilton was the last forensic
efTort of that great lawyer. In 1814 he took
i.rders, and in 1815 bwame rector of Trinity
Church, New Haven, Conn. He was the author
of The Young Churchman's Ouide; Manual of
Family Prayers (1857) ; and Guidi- tn thr Holy
Sacrament (1867).

CBOT'ALA'BIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Cik. KpbTa'/.ov, krotalun, rattle). A genus of
plants of the natural order Iveguminosa", deriving
its name from the inflated pods in which the
seeds rattle when ripe. The species are nu-
merous; annual, perennial, and shrubby plants,
natives of the temperate and tropical parts of

the world. Many of them have long, straight,

slender stems and branches, and some of these

yield valuable fibre, particularly the Sunn (q.v.),

or Sunn hemp of India. Crotalaria juncea, an
annual spe^nes. the fibre of which is now an
important article of commerce. .Tubbulpore
hemp, also an imjiortant fibre, and regarded as
stronger than Sunn, is the produce of Crotalaria
tenuifolia, usually considered a variety of Cro-
talaria juncea, a perennial species about nine feet

high, a native of the south of India, which, when
growing in abundant space, throws out many
branches ; but when sown thick, grows with little

branching. Crotalaria burhia, which naturally

grows in very arid places, is also cultivated in

Sinde for its fibre. There are a dozen species

native of the United States, one of which, Cro-

talaria sagittalifi, and perhaps others, are re-

pute<l to be injurious to horses, causing what
is termed 'crotalism,' a disease something like

loco (q.v.).

CBOTAI/ID.ffi (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
Kpdra/.ov, krotalon, rattle). A family of ven-

omous serj)ents, the pit-vipers, viper-like in form,

but distinctively characterized by the presence of

a deep pit on each side of the face between the

nostril and the eye. It includes the American
rattlesnakes, moccasins, and copperheads, and
some Asiatic species. See Rattle8N.\ke.

CBOT'ALISM. See Crotalaria.

CBOTAPH'TTTUS. See Collared Lizard.

CBOTCH, William (1775-1847). A distin-

guished English composer, born at Norwich. He
was quite as precocious as Mozart. When little

more than three years old he could play "God
Save the King" almost throughout with chords,

and could detect in a moment what note was
struck and in what key music was composed.

When only twenty-two Crotch was appointed pro-

fessor of music in Oxford University, and the de-

gree of doctor of music was conferred upon him.

In 1822 he obtained the principalship of the Royal
Academy of Music. He composed much for the

organ and piano, as well as many vocal pieces.

Among the last, the oratorio Palestine; an ode.

"Mona on Snowdon Calls;" a glee, "Nymph, with
thee;" and a motet, "Methinks T hear the full

celestial choir," are still popular. His most im-

portant book was Elements of Musical Composi-
tion and Thorough-Bass (1812). He died at

Taunton, England.
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CBOTCHET CASTLE. A novel by Thomas
Ix)ve IVacock (1831). The story is only a thread
^serving to connect a series of amusing satires on
the learned foibles of the day. The scene is

laid at Crotchet Castle, the country home of

Ebenezer MacCrotchet, where a company of oddi-

ties are gathered. The strongest character is

Doctor Folliott, a combative clergj'man, full of

antipathies and classical quotations.

CRCTON (Neo-Lat., from (ik. Kporuv, Kpd-uv,

krotOn, tick, shrub bearing the castor-berrj',

which was thought to resemble a tick). A genus
of plants of the natural order Euphorbiaceae.

The species are numerous, mostly tropical or

sub-tropical trees or shrubs, a few herbaceous.

Sonu- of them possess in a very high degree the

acrid properties so characteristic of the order
to wliich tliey belong. Among these, the most
imijortant is the purging croton {Croton tig-

liiim ) , a small tree, a native of India and the

n)ore easterly tropical parts of Asia. The leaves

iire extremely acrid; the wood in a fresh state

is a drastic, and in a dried state, a more mild
j>urgative; and the seeds (croton seeds or tilly

.\<<'</.s) arc an extremely powerful drastic purga-

tive, formerly much employed in Europe, but
latterly disused on account of violence and un-

certainty of action, although still valuable as

yielding croton oil fq.v. ). They are oval, or

oval-oblong, about tlie size of field-beans. The
oil is obtained mostly by expression, and partly

by treating the cake with alcohol. Other species

possess similar properties. Very diflFerent prop-

erties are found in the species which yield cas-

carilla (q.v. ) and copalche (q.v.) barks, to

which a great resemblance exists in the barks
of a numl)er of species, natives chiefly of South
America. Other species are still more aromatic,

and some delightfully fragrant, containing in

great abundance a thickish, balsamic sap. The
sap of Croton gratissimus is much employed as

ii perfume and cosmetic at the Cape of Goml
Hope; that of Croton origanifolius is used in the

West Indies as a substitute for balsam of co-

paiva; that of Croton flavens. also West Indian,

furnishes eau de Mantes by distillation; and the

balsamic sap of some South .\merican species

is drie<l and used as incense. Croton lacciferus.

which grows abundantly in Ceylon, is an impor-

tant lac-tree. There are quite a number of spe-

cies in the United States, chiefly in the South-

west, but they have little economic value. The
plants extensively cultivated by florists in hot-

houses as erotons belong to the genus Codiseum.
They have very curious and often highly colored

leaver.

CROTO'NA, nr CROTON ( Lat.. from Gk.
Kp6rwv, K roton). A (J reek colony in south

Italy, on the east coast of Bruttium, foimded
probably about it.c. 700, by Achseans. Situated

near a good harbor and in a fertile territory.

Trotona rapidly became wealthy, and was famous
for its Olympian victors, esfiecially the great

athlete Milo. who is said to have led the army
in the war with Sybaris. Aln)ut n.r. 5.30 the

<'ity l>ecame the home of Pythagoras (q.v.). and
the Pythagorean limtherhood the rulers «)f the

citv. But soon after the destruction of Sybaris
ivr. .510) a reaction set in and the Pythagoreans
were ex|>elled. The power of Crotona sank
rapidly during the fifth and fourth centuries b.c.

It was ctipturt'd by Dionysius the Elder of Syra-

Vot. V.-Sl.

cuse, and later by Agathcxles, and in the war
between I'yrrluis and the Romans was plundered
and nearly destroyed. It recovered somewhat,
but suffered severely in the Second Punic War.
and, though made the seat of a Roman colony in

B.C. 194, was never after a place of importance.
The modem name is Cotrone.

CRO'TON AQUEDUCT. See Aqueduct for

descriptions of both the old and the new Croton
Aqueduct.

CROTON BUG. See Cockboacu.

CROTON EL'EUTE'RIA. See Cascabilla.

CROTON OIL. The fixed oil obtained by
expressing the seeds of the Croton tiglium, cul

tivated in India and the Philippine Islands. It

is a viscid liquid varjing in color from a pah-

yellow to a reddish brown or deep sherrj'. It i>

insoluble in water and but sparingly soluble in

alcohol, ether, carbon disulphide, and many other
organic solvents. It has an acrid taste and an
unpleasant fatty o<lor. It contains tiglinic acid,

CjHjO;, crotonol, CijHjiOi, and the glycerides of

several fatty acids. Croton oil is a powerful
irritant. When rubbed upon the skin it produce>
rubefaction and pustular eruption. It is now
rarely used in medicine, being prescribed for

the purpose of stimulating the skin in alopecia

and internally, to relieve very obstinate con.sti-

pation.

CROTON RIVER. A river of New York,
rising in Dutchess County. It flows southwest

through Putnam and Westchester counties, and
empties into the Hudson River (q.v.) ju.st above
Sing Sing, and 30 miles above Xew York City.

The Croton River is about 60 miles in length,

drains an area of 340 square miles, and in it^

basin are fifteen storage lakes and ponds which
furnish the chief part of the water-supply of New
York City.

CROTUS RU'BIA'NUS. The assumed name
of JoHAXNE-s J.\ger ( C.1480-C.1540) . A German
humanist, born at Domheim. Thuringia. Next to

I'lrich von Hutten, he was the most important
contributor to the famous Epistolte Obscuroruni
Virorum (q.v.).

CROUCH, Frederick Niciiolls (1808-96).

\n Anglo-American musician, bom in Ixindon.

He came of a musical family, and was himself

remarkably precocious. He studied at the Royal
.Academy of Music and with Bochso, and when
only nine years old was a 'cellist in the Royal Co-

burg theatre. Subsequently he was in the orches-

tras of Queen Adelaide and at Drury I^ne the-

atre, after which he l)ecame a teacher and singer

in Plymouth. In 1849 he came to the United
States, acting in various capacities as musical
director, teacher, and chorister. During the Civil

War he served in the Confederate Army. and ujwn
its close, having lost all his luKiks and manu-
scripts, became a gardener at Buckingham Court-
house. Tlirough the kindness of his old army com-
rmles he was enal)le<l to ret'stablish himself as a

teacher. He died in Portland, Maine. His com-
positions were almost exclusively songs, and com-
jiri.se "Kathleen ^lavoumeen :" "The Soldier's

Grave:" "The Emigrant's T.4inient;" "Twenty
Years .\go;" and "Friendship," all of which b«'

came extremely popular.

CROUP ( Scotch croupe, crope, to croak, make
a harsh noise). Since the discoverv of the
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fuusti of diplitlii'i-ia, it hun been found thnl there
lire two forms oi disease formerly known »U4

iroup: (1) faUe croup, and (2) membranous
eruup, whieli ia diphtheria of the larynx. Faltte

croup is caused in feeble or ill-fed children, or in

those who have a catairrhal tendency, by exposure
to cold and wet, digestive disturbances, or, in

-ome casses, the grippe (q.v.). The child has a
iiinnin;; from the nose and a cough; he awakens
toughing hoar.scly, with noisy and labored breath-
ing or gasping, with every appearance of suffoca-

tion, the face becoming red or purplish, and
tears starting from the eyes. The attack lasts

from a half hour to five or six hours, and then
relief comes in a loose cough, abatement of the
fever, and free perspiration. The attack may be
repented on succeeding nights. No membrane
is coughed up. The treatment consists of in-

halation of warm, moist air from a tea-kettle

iihiced under a sheet thrown over the child's

l>rd ; frequent draughts of warm milk ; and a dose
of a half-teaspoonful of syrup of ipecac, re-

peated every fifteen minutes till vomiting occurs
once. Other drugs should be prescribe! by a
l)hy8ician.

Membranous croup is caused by the bacillus of
diphtheria (q.v.), or by streptococcus, and is

very dangerously contagious as well as largely
fatal. The symptoms are much the same as in

false croup, except that the child is generally
drowsy for a few hours before the difficulty in

breathing and the cough liegin, and after a time
becomes exceedingly restless, the lips and face

become blue, pieces of membrane are coughe<l up,
coma and possibly convulsions follow, and death
occurs unless relief is obtained. Relief from suf-
focation may be obtained by the use of the
tracheotomy tube. This is a metal or hard rub-
ber tul)e inserted into the windpipe below the
larynx by a surgeon, through an incision in the
neck; or by the use of the intubation tube in-

vented by Dr. Joseph O'Dwyer, of New York,
which is passed down the throat and between the
vocal cords, and fastened in place. These pro-
cedures do not, however, check the disease. See
DlPUTHKRIA.

CROW (AS. craice, OHG. chraica, chraja, Ger.
krnhe, crow, from AS. crnwan, OHG. chrajan,
(Jer. krahen, to crow; probably onomatopoetic in
origin ) . A bird of the genus Corvus, the type of
the family Corvidte. The crows are a widely
distributed group of birds, found in nearly all

parts of the world, but especially in the North-
em Hemisphere. The largest species of the genus
is the raven ; the rook and the jackdaw of Eng-
land also belong to it. Crows are always more or
less black, freqtiently wholly so, but differ from
each other not only in color, but especially in
size and in the amount of space at the base of
the bilU which is bare of feathers. All are
smaller than the raven, but are mostly more than
fifteen inches in length. They are omnivorous,
eating almost anything edible, and some species
live largely on ifish. All are intelligent to a
high degree, and many stories are current re-

garding their avoiding danger and communicating
with each other. They are easily domesticated.
Most of the species are more or less gregarious,
at least at certain seasons of the year, and
frequently resort in incredible numbers to
certain favorite places of woodland to roost at
night.

» Three species of crow occur in the l.Hitcd

States, besides the two ravens. The comiiuni
crow (C'oriM« Atnericanun) is generally dis
tributed over North America, but is most' abun-
dant in the East, and is apparently wanting from
certain parts of the Rock}' Mountain region,
wiiere ravens are common. Although it formerly
had a bad reputation as a corn thief, and is

known to be guilty not only of stealing corn,
but even of stealing eggs and killing i)irds (in-

cluding poultry), yet it is now rccogniztnl as a
really beneficial bird and a true friend of the
farmer, because of the vast number of injurious
insects which it destroys. It was primitively
confined mainly to the Eastern coast-belt, but has
steadily progressed westward with the advance
of civilization, as the raven has correspondingly
disappeared.
The fish-crow {Corims ossifragus) frequents

the coast and the Southern rivers of the United
States. (See Fish-Crow.) The 'jabbering* crow
(Corvus Jamaiccnsis) of the Blue Mountains of
Jamaica is remarkable for the resemblance of
its voice to human speech, which some of the other
species of this genus may be taught to imitate.
The small, glossy crow of India and Ceylon
(Corvus splcndens) frequents the towns, feed-

ing on offal, and boidh' entering rooms through
open windows to snatch some morsel from the
dinner-table; these birds, called hooded crows
in English India, are a nuisance by their bold

ness and thievish ways about camps and vil-

lages.

CROW (translation of the Hidat.sa name of

the tribe absaroka, hawk). A warlike and pred-
atory tribe of Siouan stock, formerly roaming
over the upper Yellowstone region of Wyoming
and Montana and now gathered u[)on a reserva-
tion in the latter State to the number of about
U)50. They were formerly almost constantly
at war with all their neighbors, j)articularly the
Sioux, but have uniformly remained at peace
with the whites, frequently furnishing a con-

tingent of scouts against the hostile tribes.

CROWBERRY, or CRAKEBERRY (so

called from its black color) (Emprtrum ni-

fjrum) . A small procumbent shrub, of the

natural order Empetraceap, a native of the north-
ern parts of the world, abundant in the moors and
highlands of all high latitudes. Tlie order consists

of a few heath-like shrubs. The berries of the crow-
berry are nearly black, surround the branches in

crowded clusters, and each contain six to nine
bony seeds and a watery, acidulous juice, which
is sometimes thought to be refreshing: but they
are generally little esteemed. A fermented or

vinous liquor is prepared from them in .some

northern countries. They are a favorite food of

game. A variety, ruhrum, said to be a na-

tive of the vicinity of Cape Horn, differs little

from the northern plant, except in having red
berries.

CROW-BLACKBIRD. See Crackle.

CROWD (AS. croda, gecrod, throng; of un-
known origin), or iloB. In the popular sense,

an aggregation of individuals, regardless of their

character or the purposes which brought them
together. The psychological signification of a

crowd is different. The aggregation becomes a

crowd only "when the sentiments and ideas of all

the persons in the gathering take one and the

same direction, and their conscious personality
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vuuibbes." A half-duzen individuals gathered
together may become a crowd more easily than
hundreds assembled accidentally.

The most distinctive characteristic of a crowd
is that the individmils composing it do not think
and act as each one would think and act inde-

pendently. Back of the avowed causes of our
acts are unconscious motives or forces that defy
investigation, and these are the mainsprings of

ciowd activity. They are the common character-

istics of the race, and it is in these points that
people are more alike than in the acquired char-

acteristics which result from education. It is

owing to the fact that these forces which are

requisite for crowd or mob activity are the

primitive ones, that crowds are incapable of

lising above very mediocre intellectual attain-

ments. This also explains why the crowd de-

scends in the scale of civilization below the

average individuals composing it. If this were
not true, it would be impossible to explain the

conduct of otherwise respectable people at lynch-

ings and the degrading forms of torture imposed
by iliem.

The causes which determine the appearance of

the cliaracteristics of the crowd are : ( 1 ) a
M.Mitiment of invincible power; (2) suggestion;

and (3) contagion. Through the mere force of

numbers, and also through the irresponsibility

of the individual of the crowd, a feeling of in-

vincible power takes possession of him. Nothing
is permitted to stand between him and the

realization of his aims. On this account the

soldier in battle, acting under a common impulse,

is braver and stronger than he would be other-

wise. By means of suggestion, contagion in the

crowd is produced; the individuals are more or

less in a hypnotic state; and the individual will

and personality disappear in a common purpose

or aim.
Crowds are not premeditative ; they are im-

pulsive and mobile. Aroused one minute to acts

of generosity and heroism, they may descend the

next to acts of extreme violence and torture.

They are credulous, believing things wholly in-

comprehensible to those outside of crowd in-

fluence.

Much difference of opinion prevails concerning

the rdle which mob action is to play in the civili-

zation of the future. Gustave Le Bon, Tlie Crowd
( Eng. trans. London, IJiOO ) , asserts that "while all

our ancient beliefs are tottering and disappear-

ing, while the old pillars of society are giving

way one by one, the power of the crowd is the

only thing that nothing menaces, and of which

the j)restige is on the increase. The age we are

about to enter will in truth be the era of

crowds." Professor Baldwin, Social and Ethical

Interpretations (New York. 1897), differs widely

from this point of view, claiming that "the at-

tempt to build a fruitful conception of society

upon the actions of the crowd under the influence

of these imitative suggestions, seems to be crude

and unphilosophical in the extreme." See

Socioi.or.v: Social Psvciioloov.

CROWD, CROUTH, or CRWTH (from

Welsh cruth, fJael. emit, Olr. crot, violin; ulti-

mately identical with Welsh crtrth, bulge, on

account of the rounded shape of the instrument).

A musical bow instrument, of Welsh or Irish

origin, and probably the oldest Euroi>ean instru-

ment of that class." It is mentioned as a rhrotta

by VenantiiK Knrtuiiatus in 009, and from then

till the beginning of the nineteenth century, when
it was still in use, seems to have preserved its

form. Originally its body was square and was
prolonged by two parallel arms, connected at the
end by a cross-bar. From this bar a narrow
linger-board extended to the middle of the sound-
box. The strings, originally three, later six in

number, were stretched from the top of the
parallel arms to the bottom of the sound-box
and were supported by a bridge placed between
two sound-holes. For illustration, see Musical
Insteuments.

CROWDE'RO. A fiddler and leader of a rab-

ble met by Hudibras in Butler's Hudibras.

CROW-DUCK, or Sea-Crow. A coot.

CROWE, kro, Captain. In Smollett's Sir

Launcelot O^reaves, the captain of a merchant
ves.sel, who becomes Sir Launcelot's squire on
his journeys as a knight errant.

CROWE, Catherine (c. 1800-76). An Eng-
lish author. She was born at Borough Green,

Kent, and lived chiefly in Edinburgh. Her prin

cipal work, entitled The Sight Hide of Xatur<

(1848), has perhaps never been surpassed for

weirdness of conception. In her novels, among
which may be cited Adventures of Susan Hopley
(1841) and Lilly Dawson (1847), she showed
much skill and ingenuity in the development of

the plot.

CROWE, Eyre (1824— ). An English painter,

bom in London. He was a pupil of Paul Dela-

roche in Paris, traveled in the United States as

amanuensis to Thackeray in 1852-53, and was
elected an associate of the Royal Academy in 1876.

He was also appointed an inspector of the science

and art department of the South Kensington Mu-
seum. His ])ictures include '"Goldsmith's Mourn-
ers" (1863), "Friends" (1871), "The Rehearsal"

(1876), "Forfeits" (1880), "The Brigs of Ayr"
(1894), "The Gipsv's Rest" (1897). and "James
II. at the Battle of La Hogue" (1898). He pub-
lished With Thackeray in America (1893).

CROWE, Joseph Archer (1825-9G). An
English journalist. He was born in London and
began his journalistic career as foreign editor

of the Daily \ews. During the Crimean War he

was the eorresjujndcnt of the Illustrated Loudon
Xews, and he acted in the .same capacity for the
Times during the Indian Mutiny. While in

India he was also director of the Art School at
Bombay from 1857 to 1859. In the following

year he became Consul-General at Leipzig, and
in 1870 he was again correspondent of the Times
during the Franco-German War. He thereafter

became Consul-General at Diisseldorf (1878);
secretary and protocolist to the Danubian Con-

ference, London (1883); and British Plenipo-

tentiary to the Samoan Conference, Berlin

(
1889)'. He collaborated as co-editor with G. B.

Cavalcaselle (q.v.).

CROWELL, krf/el. Edward PatsoN (1830
— ). An .\njerican scholar and educator, born

at Essex. Mass. He graduated at Amherst Col-

lege in 1853, at Andovi-r Theological Seminary
in 1858. and in 1859 was licensed to preach by

the Congregational Church. From 1858 to

1864 he was instnictor in German and professor

of Latin at Amherst. In 1864 he was appointoti

to the chair of Latin languages and literature,

and in IHSO-94 was dean. He was also elected

a Representative in the State T>egislature of
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MiiMtachusettM in 1871). He was a charter mem-
ber of the American Philological Association, and
leccived the degree of 1).U. from \\ illianis Col-

lege in 1882. His ])ublications include, in

addition to contributions to periodical litera-

ture, numerous scliohirly editions of Latin clas-

sics, such us those of (1871) the Dc Henectute

AXiA Dc Ainicitia ; (1873) the Dc Officiis ; (1874)

the Andria and Adclphce ; and (1879) the De
Oratore. He also translated and edited Bender's

flrundriaa der rumischen Litteraturgeschichte

( 1870) under the title, A Brief History of Roman
Literature (1880); jointly with H. 13. Richard-

son, prepared a useful volume of Hclectiona from
ItUtin I'orts, with notes (1882); and wrote A
t'liif to the Prose Writings of the Silver Age
(1897).

CBOWFIELD, krf/f.'ld. Christopher. A
name wiiich Mrs. Harriet Bcecher Stowe some-
times used as a pseudonym.

CBOWFOOT. See UANrNciLUS.

CBOWFOOT FAMILY. See Ranuncu-
LACE.«.

CBOW-GARLIC. See Aluum.
CROWLEY, knVlI. A town and county-seat

of Acadia I'arish, La., 1(50 miles west of New
Orleans, on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Its

f>rincipal industries are the cultivation of rice

and rice-milling. Oil in paying quantities has
In-en discovered in the vicinity. Settled about
1887, Crowley was incorporated two years later,

and has enjoyed a rapid growth. The gov-

ernment is administered by a mayor, elected

every two years, and a council chosen on a
general ticket. The town owns and operates its

water-works and electric-light plant. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 420; in 1900, 4214.

CBOW-PHEASANT, fgz'ant. See Coucal.

CBOWN (MDutch krune, krone, Icel. krUna,
l^Jer. Krone, OIIG. corone, corona, OF. corone,

Vr. couronne, from Lat. corona, crown, Gk. ko-

piltvti, koronc, curved end of a bow ; connected
with Gael, cruinn, Welsh cricn, roimd, Lat. cur-

rus, curved). The crown, as we understand it

to-day, resembles in .some degree the fillets,

wreaths, and garlands which were worn among
tlie Greeks as an emblem of ofTice (in the case of

the archons), as a distinction for the victors

in the public games, or for citizens who had
rendered exceptional ser\'ice to their country.
The Romans used them chiefly as rewards for

valor. The most highly prized was the corona
nbsidionaUs. made of grass or wild flowers, be-

stowed by a beleaguered garrison on the general
who rescued them. Next came the corona civica,

oi oak-leaves and acorns, as a reward to any
.soldier who had saved the life of a Roman citi-

zen in battle; a place next to the senators was
reserved for the wearer at public spectacles, and
the whole assembly rose at his entrance. The
corona minnlis, a golden ring surmounted with
turrets or battlements, was bestowed on the man
who first scaled the wall of a besieged city; and
the corona triumphalis, of three kinds, upon a
general who obtained a triumph. There were
other crowns not honorary, but emblematical, and
regulated not by law as were the former ones, but
by custom. Of these the most important were
the corona sacerdotalis, worn by priests and
others engaged in sacrifice; corona funebris, or
>*rpulchraUs, with which the dead were crowned;

corona convivialia, worn on festive occasions
by banqueters ; corona nuptialis, or bridal

wreath; and corqna natalitia, a chaplet suspend-
ed over the door of a house in which a child was
bom.
As the emblem of sovereignty in modem

Europe the crown was borrowed rather from the
diadem (q.v.) than from the al)ove- mentioned
crowns. The Roman emiwrors are represented
as wearing either the diadem, the laurel crown
(a sim])l(; emblem of glory), or the radiating
crown, probably of Eastern origin, which symbol-
ized among the Romans the deification of the em-
perors. From the time of Constantine the Great
(300-307) the diadem was the established em-
blem of imperial power; but it was supplanted
under Justinian (527-05) by the crown called

stemma, a slight elaboration upon the golden
fillet; and this in turn was replaced by still more
elaborate crowns, until the crown with arches be-

came the accepted form. The ordinary type of

the imperial crown of the Middle Ages, as assumed
in imitation of the Greek emperors by Charles
the Bald (840-77), is found irt an illuminated
MS. at Munich representing the Emperor Henry
IL (1002-24) crowned by Christ. The crown
actually used at the coronation of many subse-

quent emperors, and now preserved in the im-
perial treasury in Vienna, is a round cap sur-

rounded by eight small shields with semicircular
tops alternately adorned with precious stones
and with pictures. It is surmounted by a small
cross resting on an arch inscribed "Chonradus
Dei gratia Romanorum imperator augustus"
(Conrad 11., 1024-39). The present Austrian
imperial crown is of the style adopted by the
Emperor Maximilian II. in 1570; it is cleft in

the centre so as partly to resemble a mitre; the

golden circlet is jeweled and adorned with fieurs-

de-lis and surmounted by a cap, above which
rises a single arch surmounted by a cross. The
new German imperial crown resembles the old

crown of Charlemagne and consists of eight

shields ornamented with precious stones; the
larger shields show a cross made of precious

stones, the smaller the imperial eagle set with
diamonds; above it rise four arches surmounted
by a cross. The royal crown of Great Britain

is a circle of gold enriched with precious stones

and pearls, and heightened by four crosses pat^
and four fleurs-de-lis alternately; from these rise

four arches which close under a mound ensigned

with a cross pat^e. See Tiara; Coronet.

So entirely was the crown regarded as the

symbol of sovereignty that the word came to be

used as sjTionymous with the monarchy, the

State, and matters under the control of the execu-

tive authority; thus we speak of Crown lawyers.

Crown lands, etc., the term having no connection

with the sovereign personally.

CROWlf, Oration on the. See De Corona.

CBOWN DEBTS. In English law, all debts

due to the Crown, which are on record, or evi-

denced by a bond or other specialty, and also

those due from accountants to the Crown on
account of moneys received for the use and bene-

fit of the Crown. Formerly the lands of the

debtor were subject to a lien for the amount due,

even in the hands of an innocent purchaser for

value without notice of the lien, if they were
conveyed after the debt became due. At present
the lien is not binding on a bona fide purchaser
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or mortgagee for value, unless a writ of execu-

tion has been issued and registered before the

execution of the mortgage or conveyance.

Simple contract debts have no such lien; but

the Crown has in all cases preference over private

creditors in the distribution of the estates of

bankrupts and deceased persons. See Administra-
tion ; Deut ; Pbebogative ; Exchequer. Consult
Prideaux. Law of Judgments and Crown Debts, as

They Affect Real /'/oper/i/ (1th ed., London, 1854)

.

CROWN DIAMONDS, The. The English

version of Auber's Les diamants de la couronne

(1844).

CROWNE, John (c.1G40-c.1703). An Eng-
lisli dramatist. He began his literary career

with Fandion and Ampliigenia (1(565), interest-

ing as one of the very few English heroic ro-

iiiances in imitation of Scuderj'. His contem-
porary reputation as dramatist was gained by
The Destruction of Jerusalem, in two parts (pro-

duced in 11)77). His comedy Ntr Courtly Nice
(produced in 1085) held the stage through the

eighteenth century. His numerous other plays

have onlv slight interest. Consult Dramatic
Works (4 vols., Edinburgh, 1873). .

CROWN-GALL. A very destructive disease

that attacks nearly all kinds of fruit-trees,

grapes, almonds, walnuts, blackberries, rasp-

l)erries, poplars, and chestnuts, frequently killing

them. The point of attack is at the crown
of the roots where the roots and stem join, the

galls formed on young trees being half an inch
or more in diameter. Usually occurring at the

crown, the galls are sometimes found upon the

slender roots of nursery trees. When young
they have the color of the young roots, but later

they are considerably darker. They increase

with the age of the tree, becoming as large as a
man's fist or even larger. When small they are

soft masses of irregular fibres, and when older

they exhibit concentric rings in cross-section.

On account of the deep wounds made by the

fungus and the attack made upon the vitality of

its host the tree is frequently killed, and whole
orchards are reported in which every tree has
suc-cuml>ed to this cause. The disease is widely

distributed, being known in Europe, in many
parts of the United States, and recently reported

from New Zealand. The cause is a low fimgus
or myxomj'cete to which the name Dendrophagus
globosus has been given. It is closely related

to the cause of the club-root of cabbage and
allied plants. Annual inspection of the trees,

cutting ofT all galls and coating the cut surfaces

with a paste made of copper sulphate and lime,

is the most ellicicnt protection known.

CROWN GLASS (so called because of its

crown-like shape when being blown). A soda-

lime glass chielly used for the manufacture of

window-panes. In England it is usually made
from 12 parts silica, 13 parts soda, 13 parts

. lime, and 2 parts iron and alumina oxides, while

elsewhere it frequently contains more silica and
less soda. See (Ji.ASS.

CROWN and HALF-CROWN (so called

from the crown which generally appears on the

reverse). English silver coins since 1551. Be-

f(;re that date they were made of gold. The
crown, which is the five-shilling picn-e. is worth
approximately .$1.20 in United States currency.

CROWN IMPERIAL. See Fbitillabt.

CROWN'INSHIELD, Abent Scut yleb
(1843— ). A United States naval ollicer, born in

New York. He graduated at the United States

Naval Academy in 18(53, was a participant in both

of the attacks on Fort Fisher (December, 1804,

and Januarj', 1805), and in 1808 attained the

rank of lieutenant-commander. His further pro-

motions were to be commander in 1880, captain
in 1894, and rear-admiral in 1897. He became-

chief of the Bureau of Navigation of the NavyDe-.
partraent in 1897, and during the Spanish-Ameri-
can War was a memlier of the Board of Naval
Strategy'. He immediately preceded ("apt. H.
D. Sigsl)ee in the command of the battle-ship

Maine,

CROWNINSHIELD, Frederic (1845—). An
American painter and writer, born in Boston,
November 27, 1845. He graduated at Harvard
College ( 1800), after which he married and went
abroad, where he remained eleven years. He
studied under Rowbotham in London, Couture in

Italy, and Cabanel in Paris. He returned to

America, and from 1879 to 1885 was an in-

structor in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.

He published a volume of verse entitled J'ictoris

Carmina, in 1900, and has written a handbook
on the processes of mural painting.

CROWN LANDS. The English sovereign

was at one time not only the nominal owner,

as lord paramount, of all the lands in England,
but was also in his royal capacity one of the

greatest landowners in the kingdom. He was.

by virtue of his office, the lord of many manors,
and in him were vested the wastes, forests, and
common lands throughout the realm. The an-

cient demesne lands of the Crown are now
contracted within narrow limits, having been

almost entirely granted away to subjects. King
William 111. so impoverished the Crown in this

manner that an act was passed, 1 Anne, c. 7,

§ 5, the effect of which and of subsequent

statutes is that all grants or leases from the

Crown of royal manors, or other possessions con-

nected with land, for a period excwding thirty-

one years, are void. At a much earlier period

(145*5, c. 41), a Scottish statute had rendered

the consent of Parliament necessarj' to the aliena-

tion of the property of the Crown; but neither

it nor the subsequent statutes which were
passed with a similar object succeeded in check-

ing the practice. Since the l)eginning of the

reign of George III., the English sovereign sur-

renders during his life the hereditary revenues

derived from the Crown lands in exchange for a

fixed civil list granted by Parliament. The
superintendence of such property as still belongs

to the Crown is now vested in commissioners

appointed for that purpose, calle<l the com-
missioners of woods, forests, and land revenues.

These restrictions do not apply to estate's pur-

chased by the sovereigns out of the privy purse,

or coming to the sovereign, his heirs, or succes-

sors, bv descent or otherwise, from persons not

being kings or queens of the realm; for, although

there is no marked line drawn between the pro-

prietary rights which the King has as King and
those which he has in his private capacity, and
there are no lands which belong to the nation or

State as a personified body, yet a distinction is

mad<' between the lands of ancient demesne and
those coming by modern title, by which the

alienation of the former is restricted and that

of the latter left free. Consult: Cox. Institu-
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tioHs of the Kngliah Government, etc. (London,
18U3) ; Stephen, Sew Coinmentariea on the Laws
o[ England ( 13th ed., London, 1899). See Civil
List; Deuksne; Feudal System.

CROWN POINT. A town and the county-
seat of Lake County, Ind., 40 miles southeast
of Chicago, ill., on the Chicago and Kric, and
the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and Saint
Imu'is railroads (Map: Indiana, li 1). It has
grain - elevators, machine - shops, wagon - works,
hnxim-factories, and a shirt-factory. Population,
in 1890, 1!)07; in 1900, 2336.

CROWN POINT. A town in Essex County,
N. Y., on the west shore of Lake Charaplain,
110 miles north by east of Albany; on the
Chaniplain Canal and on the Delaware and Hud-
son Railroad (Map: New York, G 2). It con-
tains the Hammond Library. The town has
manufactures of building material, lumber, and
staves; and in the vicinity arc deposits of iron
ore, winch, however, are not worked at present.
Population, in 1890, 3135; in 1900, 2112. Crown
Point was originally an Englisli trading-station.
.About 1731 the French built upon the site Fort
Saint Frederick, which, in spite of hostile Eng-
lish expeditions directed against it in 1755 and
175G, they held until 1759, when the garrison
joined that of Ticonderoga (q.v. ) and retreated
down the lake. General Amherst then took pos-
session, and, during the winter of 1759-60, began
work on fortifications, the ruins of wliich still

remain, and which, though never completed,
ultimately cost fully $10,000,000. On May 11,
177i5, Seth Warner, at the head of a company of
'(?reen Mountain Boys,' captured the fort, then
garrisoned by only twelve men. In 1777, on the
approach of General Burgovne, it was tem-
porarily abandoned by the Americans.

CROWN SOLICITOR. The solicitor to the
treasury, who, in State prosecutions in England,
acts as solicitor for the Crown in preparing the
I)rosccution. In Ireland there are Crown solici-

tors attached to each circuit, whose duties cor-
respond in some degree to those of the procura-
tor-fiscal and Crown agent in Scotland. In
England, there are no analogous officers, and
prosecutions are consequently conducted by
solicitors appointed either by the parish, or by
private parties.

CBOW'QUILL, Alfred. See Fobbesteb,
Alfred Hfxrv.

CROW'S ASH. See Flixdersia.

CROWS -NEST. A i>erch for the lookout
man of a vessel. It is placed on the foremast
at as great a height above the deck as is found
desirable; where protection from the weather
is needed it consists of a platform surrounded
by canvas and having a hood above to keep off
the rain.

CROWSTONE, The top stone of the gable
end of a building. See Corbie Steps.

CROY'DON (OEnul.rVoiwf/^'Me.from Fr. craie.
It. creta. OHG. hridn. Ger. Kreide, chalk, from
Lat. creta, chalk, AS., OHG. dun, hill. Engl.
dune, from Ir. dun. Gall, diiuon, Welsh din, hill,

fort; connected with AS. tfin, Ensrl. town, OHG.
zun, Ger. Zaun, hedge). A Parliamentary and
municipal borough and market-town of Surrey,
England, on the London and Brighton Railway,
lOVj miles south of London Bridge (Map: Eng-
land, G 5). It lies on the edge of the chalk

and plastic clay, near (he Banstead Downs, at
the source of the Wandle. It is an important
railway centre. Among its principal public
buildings are the former palace of the arch-
bishops of Canterbury, now used as a girls'
bciiool. the restored parish church of Saint John,
Whitgiffs Hospital, a handsome Elizabethan
structure with which is connected a grammar
school, and a fine modern block of municipal
buildings containing the law courts and central
public library.

Owing to its proximity to London, a healthful
climate, and to the absence of factories, Croydon
is a favorite residence place with London busi-
ness men. This accounts for its great progress
in municipal improvements and ownership of
public utilities, libraries, water-supply, artisans'
dwellings, and lodging-houses, parks "and recre-
ation grounds, hospitals, baths, electric lighting,
and street railways. Its death-rate is a little

oyer 14 per 1000, the smallest in EIngland for a
city of its size. It sends one member to- Parlia-
ment. It has rapidlv grown in population from
10,000 in 1851 to 55,000 in 1871, 102,000 in 1891,
and 133,900 in 1901. Consult Steinman, History
of Croydon (London, 1836).

CROZAT, krA'zii', Joseph Antoine, Marquis
de Tugny (1096-1740). A French collector of
books and objects of art. His various acquisi-
tions included 19,000 original drawings, 2000
engravings, 400 paintings, 1382 intaglios and
cameos, and a library of 20,000 volumes. He
published two series of engravings of the draw-
ings and paintings in his own collection and in

those of the King, the Duke of Orleans, and
other collectors. The greater part of these valu-
able objects ultimately came into the possession
of the Russian Crown. JIariette published a
Description sornmaire des deasins des grands
maitres dn cabinet de feu Monsieur Vrozat
(Paris, 1741).

CROZET (krd'zft') ISLANDS (in honor of
a member of the Frencli expedition which dis-

covered the islands). A volcanic group in the
Indian Ocean, situated between latitudes 46° and
46° 30' S. and longitudes 50° and 53° E., between
Kerguelen Island and Prince Edward Island
(Map: World, O 26). The larger islands are
Possession, East, Apostle, and Hog. There are
besides a number of islets and reefs, making a
total area of about 200 square miles. They have
no permanent population, but are occasionally
visited by whalers and war-vessels. They were
discovered in 1772, and are claimed by Great
Britain. Consult Roth, Crozet^s Voyage to Tas-
mania (London, 1891).

CROZIER, knVzher, John Beattie (1849—).
An Englisli writer on philosophy and historj'.

He was bom of Scotch parents, at Gait. Ontario,
Canada, April 23, 1849. His education was
gained at the Gait Grammar School and at the
University of Toronto. After having been gradu-
ated ^I.D. in 1872, he at once settletl as physician

in London. His Relic/ion of the Future (1880)
was followed by Civilization and Progress
(1885). To aid him in carr^-ing out his studies,

he received in 1894 a civil - list pension of

£50, which was doubled four years later. In
1897 appeared the first volume of The History

of Tntellertiial Development on the Lines of
Modem Evolution. Dr. Crozier has also pub-
lished My Inner Life, Being a Chapter in Per-
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^otinl Evolutioti and Autobiography (1898) ; and
Lord Randolph I'hurchill: A IStudy of English

Democracy (1887). In 1899 he received from
the University of Toronto the degree of LL.D.

CBOZIEB, William (1855— ). A United
States artillery oHicer and inventor of ordnance.

He was boni in CarroUton, Ohio, and on his

graduation from West Point in 1876 was as-

signed to the Fourth Artillery, in which he served

three years, taking part in campaigns against

the Sioux and Bannock Indians while at Western
posts. From 1879 to 1884 he was instructor of

mathematics at West Point, and in 1881 won by

competitive examination an assignment to the

ordnance department. In 1898 he was major
and inspector-general of volunteers. With Gen-

eral Butlington he invented the Buffiugton-Crozier

disappearing gun-carriage (see illustration and
description under Ordxance), which ranks high

among modem military inventions, and which
lias been installed in all the important coast-

defense works of tlie United States. He is also

the inventor of a wire-wrap|)ed rifle and a ten-

inch gun. In 1899 he was appointed by Presi-

dent ilcKinley one of the American delegates to

The Hague Peace Conference. In the Peking re-

lief exj)edition in 11X)0 he served under Gen-
ral Chaffee as chief ordnance oflReer, and in June,

1902, was appointed chief of ordnance, with rank
of brigadier-general, ilany of the notes and
pamphlets on the construction of ordnance pub-

lished by the War Department are from his

pen. He is of international reputation regard-

ing all matters connected with his department of

military science.

CBtrCIAN, kroo'shan (Dutch karats, Ger.

Karauschc, older Karas, Karutze, Karutsch, from
Fr. carassin. It. coracino, crucian, from Lat. cora-

cinus, Gk. Kopaicivoq, korakinos, fish like a perch,

from K6pa^, korax, raven : .so called on account

of its color). A species of carp (Carassius vul-

garis) differing from the common CJerman carp

(Cyprinus) in the larger scales, in the absence

of barbules at the mouth, and in the pharj-ngeal

teeth. It may attain a large size, and inhabits

lakes, ponds, and slowly flowing rivers in north-

ern Kurope and Asia.

CBT7CIBLE (ML. crucibulum, crusibulum,
melting-pot, from OF. cruchc. Port, crugo. crock,

from OH(i. chruag, Ger. Krug, AS. crog. jar. or

Ir. rrogan. Gael, crog, Welsh erochan, pitcher;

confused by popular et^Tnology with Lat. crux,

cross). \ vessel for heating and fusing metals,

glass, and other materials requiring a great de-

gree of heat for their melting. Crucibles are

made in all sizes, from that of a lady's thimble

to one which will hold 400 pounds of molten
zinc. The essentials in their construction are

that they \ye made to endure extreme heat with-

out fusing, and sudden clianges of temperature

without breaking. .V great variety «»f materials

are used for making crucibles, as clay, plumbago,
grapliite. lime, aluminum, and platinum. Most
cnicibles are more or less acted on by litharge,

but a chalk lining makes them less so. The most
comnion form is the firsftian cruciblf. mnde of

equal parts of fire-clay and i-oarse sand. It will

stand extreme heat, but not very sudden changes

in temperature. This is the cheapest variety,

and is a«lequate for all ordinary processes of ex-

perimenting and refining. They come in nests,

in sizes vari'ing from two to eight inches in di-

ameter. Cornish crucibles are clay crucibles of a
coarse grain and mottled grayish-white color.

They endure sudden changes of temperature, but
cannot be heated to whiteness. They are much
used for copper-assaying. Plumbago or coke
crucibles are of great value in the fusion of cer-

tain metals. Graphite crucibles meet all tem-
perature conditions, but are slowly acted on by
metallic o.xides or gases. Lime crucibles are
absolutely infusible. Aluminum crucibles pos-

sess the advantage of not being readily acted on
by the materials fused, even sodium having no
effect on them. They are also little affected by
changes of temperature. The celebrated Berlin
crucibles are made of a composition of several

non-fusing materials, which contains 8 parts of

fire-clay, 4 parts of black lead, 5 parts of pow-
dered coke, and 3 parts of old crucibles.

CBXJCIFOBB^ ( Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Lat.
0/1/J, cross + fcrre, to carry, bear). An im-
portant order of dicotyledonous plants, the mus-
tard family, including about 200 genera and 1600
known species. The flowers have a calyx of four
sepals, which fall off after flowering; and a
corolla of four petals, which are placed in the
form of a cross— whence the name Crucifene—
and alternate with the .sepals. There are six

stamens—four long ones in opposite pairs, and
two short ones between the pairs of long ones.

The ovary is superior, and there are two stig-

ma.s. The fruit is either long and podlike,

'silique,' or a short and roimdish pouch, 'sili-

cile,' one-celled, or usually spuriously two-celled,

by the parietal placentie (see Placexta) meet-
ing in the middle, and forming a kind of dis-

sepiment (q.v. ) ; and contains either one seed
or many in a single row. The grouping of the
divisions and genera is extremely difficult, and
many systems of classification have been pro-

posed. One classification is founded on the

character of the cotyledons and the manner in

which the radicle is folded upon them (cotyle-

dons accumbent, incumbent, or conduplicate) . A
still more recent classification is that of Prantl,

whose main divisions are based upon the char-

acter of the hairs commonly borne upon the

leaves, whether simple, branched, or glandular.
The division into tribes is base<l upon the char-

acter of the stigmas. The general character of

the order is antiscorbutic and stimulant, with
more or less acridity. It contains many plants

extensively cultivate<l for the food of man and
of domestic animals, or valuable in medicine, as

kale, cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, colewort. tur-

nip, rape, radish, cress, horseradish, scurvy-
gra.ss. mustard, sea-kale, gold-of-pleasure. etc.

The dyestuff called woad is produced by a plant

of this order. The order includes also anunil>erof

garden flowers highly esteemed for their beauty
and fragrance, as wallflower, stock, rocket, etc.

Sulphur compounds are common in many, as
may lie recognized from the odor given off when
cooking. The pungence and acridity of the Cni-
cifera* seem to depend on a volatile oil. or on
different volatile oils of a very similar charac-

ter, present in various degrees in different spe-

cies, or in the snnie species under different cir-

cumstances, and in different parts of the same
plant. This diversity is very well illustrJited

in the comnion ttirnip. in the different qualities

of the root as to sweetness and acridity in dif-

ferent soils or seasons, and in the difference be-

tween the flesh and the rind. The seeds of the
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Cruciferw coutain a fixed oil, wliieli is extracU'd
from Huiiit! (rape, eul/a, in Europe; Caiiielina

sativa and Erysimum ]>crfuliatum in Japan),
to l)e used as a lamp-oil and in the arts, and
the oil lake of wliich is valual)le for feeding cat-

tle. The plants of this order l)elong mostly to

the temperate parts of the Northern Hemisphere,
and particularly abound in Kurope. Compara-
tively few are found within the tropics. As now
understood, the principal divisions and genera
of the (Jrucifera' are: Thelypodiea'. represented
by Thelypodium ; Sinapeu", with Lepidiimi, lln^ris,

Coehlearia, Alliaria, Sisymbrium, Sinapis, Bras-
sica, Nasturtium, and Cardamine as the chief

genera; Sehizopetalesv, represented by Schizope-
talon ; and nesperidea>, which embraces Capsella,
Draba, Arabis, Erysimum, Alyssum, Hesperis,
Mattliiola, and Conringia.

CRUCIFIX (Lat. cruci fixus, fastened to the
i-ross, from crux, cross + pyere, to fasten). A
cross with the effigy of Christ affixed to it. It

must be distinguislied, as an instrument of de-

votion and liturgical use, from tiie pictorial or
other representations of the scene of the Cruci-
tixion (fj.v. ). The cross (q.v.), at first used
for devotional and symbolic purposes in its

simplest form, came first to be decorated with
the s\Tiibolic .sacrificial lamb (see Christ in
Art), with the addition sometimes of the me-
dallion bust of Christ, as in the Vatican cross.

Perhaps the earliest crucifixes were small de-

votional objects which contained portions of the
suppo.sed true cross, such as that of Mount
Athos, or were j)ictorial crosses, like that of

(^ueen Theodolinda at Monza (sixth centurj').

During the Carlovingian Age the crucifix came
into somewhat more general use in the West, but,

liaving been opposed in the East shortly after its

introduction by the image-hating Iconoclasts
(eighth century), it obtained a foothold there
not as a plastic image, but in the form of

a pictured Crucifixion. The manner in which
the figure of Christ was represented on the cruci-

fix is the same as that described under Crucifix-
ion (q.v.). liuring the Romanesque and Gothic
l)eriods there was an increasing numl)er of large
crucifixes, in some of which the figure was al-

most or wholly life-size. These were mainly of

four classes—the stationary altar crucifix, that
stood in the centre of the altar or at the entrance
to the choir, sometimes with accompanying
statues of the Virgin and Saint John (e.g. at
Wechselburg. Saxony, thirteenth century) ; the
road crucifix, at cross-roads, or to mark certain
spots for devotion; the station crucifix, which
often crowns a hall at the end of a line of devo-
tional stations (q.v.) known as the Way of the
Cross ; the processional crucifix, usually smaller
and of metal, carried in religious processions.
AH such crucifixes became very numerous from
the thirteenth to the sixteenth century, and
were sometimes carved by the greatest sculptors,
as in the case of Brunelleschi's crucifix in Santa
Maria Novella, and Donatello's, also in Florence.
A curious compromise between a picture of the

Crucifixion and a crucifix is a class of represen-
tations in which the figure of Christ is painted
on a pmel cut in the shape of a cross. A very
early instance is in the Cathedral of Spoleto.
Others by the Berlimrhieri. Margheritone, and
other early painters (thirteenth century) exist
at Lucca, Pisa, and Florence. The plastic cruci-
fix was more popular in northern Europe than in

Italy before the fifteenth century, and was often
executed in wood, while for smaller examples
ivory and metals w»'re most used. The realistic
schools of North Italy, however, during the fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries, gloried in realis-

tic crucifixes of painted wood and terracotta,
especially the artists of Modena. The most im-
pressive are the large station crucifixes, such as
that of the Sacro Monte at Varallo. Consult:
Carus, "The Crucifix," in The Open Court, vol.
xiii. (Chicago, 1899) ; Stockbauer, Kunatgc-
scliichtc dcs Krauzes (SchafThausen, 1820).

CRUCIFIXION, The. The title of many
paintings, among the most famous of which are':

Lucas Cranach's, in the Stadtkirche at Weimar,
(Jermany; Albert Diirer's, in the Dresden Mu-
seum; Mantegna's, in the Louvre; Van Dyck's.
in Safnt Michael's, Chent; Rubens's, in the Ant-
werp Museum ; Perugino's, a fresco, at the chap-
ter-house of Santa Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi.
in Florence; Tintoretto's, in the Scuola di San
Rocco, Venice; Fra Angelico's in the monas-
tery (now the museum) of San Marco, Flor-
ence. Twenty saints in life-size surround the
cross, and below are portraits of seventeen
Dominicans.

CRUDEN, kroo'den, Alexander (1701-70).
An Englisii scholar, maker of a well-known Bible
concordance. He was born at Aberdeen and edu-
cated at Marischal College in that city, with a
view to the Cliurch, but having exhibited decide<l

symptoms of insanity, he was for some time
])Iaced in confinement. On liis release he left

Aberdeen, and after spending several years as a

tutor in and about London, .settled in London in

1732 as a bookseller. In 1735 he received the
title of 'bookseller to the Queen.' In 1730 he
began, and the next year published, his Complete
Concordance of the Holy Scriptures of the Old
and Neio Testaments. Soon afterwards he re-

lap.sed into insanity and his friends were obliged
to remove him to a private asylum, where he
appears to -have been harshly treated. On his

recovery he published an account of his suffer-

ings (1738). He then acted as a corrector for

tlie press. Cruden now believed himself divinely

commissioned to reform the manners of the
world, and styled himself Alexander the Correc-
tor. He went about the country exhorting the
people to keep holy the Sabbath daj', etc. He
also petitioned the King for the honor of knight-

hood, and Parliament to constitute him by act

'the corrector of the people,' hoping by such
lionors to influence the people more effectually.

The second edition of his concordance appeared
in 1701 and the third in 1700; since then it has
been repeatedly reprinted in full, with his defini-

tions, which make it a Bible dictionary, or in

abridgment, and has been made the basis of

other concordances. Perhaps the best edition of

the complete work is by Alexander Chalmers
(London. 1812; 10th ed.' 1824). with his life.

Cruden died at Islington, London, November I,

1770. S<'e Concordance.

CRU''DOR, Sir. A knight in Spenser's

Faerie Queene. who before he will marry Briana
demands of her enough hair from ladies' curls

and knights' beards to 'purfle' him a cloak. This

she obtains from passers-by until Sir Calidore

vanquishes him. and people are again free to

pass the castle unshorn.
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CKUELTY (OF. crualte, cruelte, Fr. cruauU,
from Lilt, crudelitas, cruelty, from erudelis,

cruel, crudus, raw). The intentional infliction

of unnecessary pain. As a legal term it is used
chiefly in connection with divorce, with the treat-

ment of children, and the treatment of animals.
As a ground for divorce, cruelty is not limited

to physical violence, although formerly it was
thought to be thus limited. It is now held to

include any unjustifiable conduct on the part of

either husband or wife which so grievously
woimds the feelings or destroys the peace of

mind of the other as seriously to impair bodily

health or endanger life, or which utterly destroys

the legitimate ends and objects of matrimony.
See Divorce.

While the common law does not permit a child

to sue a parent in tort for injuries inflicted by
cruel chastisement, it does provide for the crim-
inal punishment of parents guilty of such cru-

elty, and courts of equity have not hesitated to

take children away from a parent who abuses
their persons or corrupts their morals. Cruel
treatment of animals by their owners is not a
criminal offense at common law unless it is of

such an aggravated kind as to amount to a
nuisance. See Criki-ty to Animals; Cruelty
TO Children; Hisband and Wife; Parent and
Child.

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, Prevention of.

The earlier laws on this subject were not so

much the outcome of humane principles as for

the protection of animals considered as property.

At the common law cruel treatment of animals
by their o\mcr was a criminal offense only when
it was so aggravated as to be a nuisance. But
the general tendency of the nineteenth century
toward the organization of philanthropy was not

slow to operate in this direction. England was
the first country to organize (in 1824) a .society

for the purpose. Legislative enactments fol-

lowed, and the statute of 1849 provides a penalty

not exceeding £5 (in addition to a further sum
recoverable as damage^ by the owner) for any
person who 'shall cruelly beat, ill-treat, over-

drive, abuse, or torture' a variety of domestic
animals. The movement spread to German}',

France, and the I'nited States. The first Ameri-
can society was chartered by the Legislature of

New York in 180G, chiefly through the efforts of

Henry Bergh ( q.v. ) , who was its president for

twenty-two years. Cruelty to domestic animals
is now punishable in most of the L'nited States

by fines ranging from $5 to $100, or imprison-

ment from thirty to sixty days, or both. The
Ohio law, as amended in 1898, specifies cruelty by
beating, mutilating, lack of good food and water,

carrying in an inhuman manner, overwork, and
crowded transportation. The New Hampshire
law of 1897 gives the oflicer making an arrest the

right to seize the. animal, notifying the owner,

and to kill it if disabled, or to hold it as security

for proper danuiges.

The Pennsylvania Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to .Animals (founded 1807. incorpo-

rated 1868) is generally accepted as a model.

H endeavors to prevent cruelty by moral sua-

sion and well-considered advice, rather than
by coercion. It tries to educate where cruelty is

due to ignorance, and thus attempts to secure the

use of proper harness and bits for horses, and
the abolition of the check-rein. A similar move-
ment in England against the check-rein, excessive

curbing, and the docking of horses' tails received
great impetus from the hearty support of King
Edward VI L, then Prince of Wales. The Penn-
sylvania society was the first to provide (1874)
an ambulance for the removal of di.sabled ani-
mals and a derrick with chain pulley and sling
for hoisting animals out of holes. In several
States the weight of a load which may be drawn
up-hill is carefully regulated by the work of such
societies ; and homes are very generally estab-
lished for stray dogs and cats, where the animals
are painlessly put to death in case of need. Sim-
ilar societies now exist in nearly everj' European
country, in Algeria and South Africa, in Aus-
tralia, and in ^lexico, Brazil, and the Argentine
Republic. See Vivlsection ; Cruelty to Chil-
dren, Prevention of.

CRUELTY TO CHILDREN, Prevention of.
Owing to the long survival of the Roman idea of

parental power (see Cruelty), and the compara-
tively late growth of a tendency toward socialis-

tic legislation, it was not until very recent times
that organized effort in this direction became
common. Curiously enough, the movement in

the direction of organization, in the United
States at least, did not take definite shape until

eight years after that for the prevention of

cruelty to animals. The New York Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children was organ-
ized in January, 1875, and within five years ten
other societies followed, from Boston to San
Francisco. As the movement grew, some so-

cieties originally intended for the protection of

animals added the care of children to their pur-
pose. In other cases 'humane societies' were or-

ganized to cover both purposes. The total num-
ber of societies in the United States in 1900 for

the protection of children, or children and ani-

mals, was 161. They were brought into close

relations by the Humane Association (q.v.).

which has included societies for the protection
of children since 1887. As in the case of ani-

mals, their work is two-fold—the promotion of
better legislation in their field and the diligent

enforcement of existing laws. They also investi-

gate cases of alleged cruelty or neglect, and pre-

sent to the courts such facts as they learn. The
New York society exceptionally includes the
investigation of cases of destitution. By the
work of the agents which it stations in all the
magistrates' courts it has come to have a power-
ful advisory influence on the commitment of des-

titute, neglected, and wayward children in New
York City, thus affecting the lives, on an aver-

age, of about 15,000 children. These societies in

general are private corporations, supported by
subscriptions, although in New York. Philadel-
phia, and a few other places, some aid has been
given from public funds. In the State of In-

diana since 1889 boards of children's guardians
have been organized by law, which not only in-

vestigate cases of cruelty and negle^-t and secure
the punishment of the offenders, but also under-
take subsequent oversight of the children. The
Colorado Humane Society was made by the leg-
islature of 1901 a 'State bureau of child and ani-

mal protection.' with an appropriation of .$.3000

per anniim for two years; this, however, re-

mains under private control, though three State
oflicers are made ex oflicio members of its board
of directors. Consult Folks, The Care of Desti-

tute, yeglected, and Delinquent Children (New
York, 1902). See Dependent Childben.
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CBUGER, kry'gt'f. Johannes (151)8-1002).

A lierinun fhoral composer uml muHicttl autlior.

He wa8 Ixjin at Grossbresen, Province of Bran-

denburg', and was educated at tlie Jenuit College

in Olniiliz, under Ilainhurger at Ratisbon, and
at the I'niversity of Wittenberg. He \va« cantor

of the Nikolaikirclie, Berlin, from 10'22 until

his death. As a compo.ser of Lutlieran cho-

rals, he has never been excelled, and many of his

melodies, sufh as Ai/h danket allr (Sutt ; Jesus,

iiieine Zureisichi ; Schttiiirke dich, o licbe Heele,

have survived to the present day. His sacred

compositions were published under the title

Praxis I'ictatia Melira, odcr Kirchen-Melodien
uber Luthers und Anderer Gesiingc, for four

voices and two instruments (.30th ed. 1703).

CBUGEB, kroo'ger, Julia Grinnell Stor-

BOW (c.1850— ). An American author, known
by the pen-name Mulien Gordon,' whose pub-

lished works include the novels .4 Diplomat's
Diary (1890) ; A Puritan Pagan (1891) ; A Suc-

cessful Man (1802); Poppcea (1894); and Eat
Sot Thy Heart (1897).

CBUIKSHANK, kryk'shank, George (1792-

1878 >. An English caricaturist. He was born
in London, September 27, 1792, the younger son

of Isaac Cruikshank, himself a caricaturist. His
early wish to follow the sea was opposed by his

mother, wiio desired that his father should in-

struct liim in art; but his father refused, and
CJeorge failed to secure entrance into the Royal
Academy schools. The idea of adopting art as a

profession was for tlie time abandoned. Sub-
sequently, at the death of his father, having his

mother to maintain as well as himself, he turned
to drawing. His apprentice work as caricaturist

appeared in the monthly periodicals called, re-

spectively, The Sconrqe and The Meteor; and
about the same period he made the sketches re-

ferring to tlie trial of Queen Caroline. Indeed,

a great deal of his work, which at that time
reflected the political situations of the day, may be
looked upon now as being fairly historical in its

l)earing. As early as 182.3 he began the illustra-

tions for Grimm's Fairy Talcs. In 18.35 he pub-
lished the first number of the famous Comic Al-

manac, which flourished under various manage-
ments until 18.')3. In 1847 he made a series of

wood-cuts on "The Bottle," and liis "Sunday in

London," "The Gin Trap," and "The Gin Jugger-
naut," published at tliis time, had a wide circula-

tion. It is said that the unfortunate life of a
personal friend influenced him to exercise his

gifts in a crusade against intemperance. A
strong moral was enforced in these drawings.
His best-known illustrations were those made
for Dickens's Oliver Twist and the Sketches by
Boz, those for the Waverley novels, and for the
Life of (Irimalde. In 18.33 he designed and
etched fifteen plates for illustration of Don Quix-
ote. In later years he essayed to paint, and,
though he had little skill in manipulating pig-

ments, his eflForts in that direction show his keen
insight into human nature and his unique genius
in portraying the grotesquely humorous. His
"Cinderella," painted in 1854. is in the Soiith
Kensington Museum. In 1802 he painted for
the National Temperance League "The Worship
of Bacchus." which is now in the National Gal-
lery. Rossetti wrote, in reference to this picture,
that "the old man who in his old ace occupies
himself for nearly three years in painting this

homily upon canvas, to the most negative results
in i>oint of art, deserves resjM-'Ct." CJeorge Cruik-
8iiank died in Lrfjndon, February 1, 1878, and
was buried in St. Paul's Cathedral. Consult:
Stepliens, A Mrmoir of Oeorye Cruikshank (Lon-
don, 1891); Bates, (Seorgc Cruikshank (London,
1878) ; Jerrold, Lxfe of George Cruikshank (Lon-
don, 1883).

CBUIKSHANK, Isaac (c.l750-c.l811). An
English caricaturist and water-color painter. His
father was an artist, and young Cruikshank,
early left an orpiian, followed his profession as
an illustrator, water-color painter, and political

caricaturist. He settled in London, and married
Miss Mary Macnaughten ; excepting this, very
little is known of his career. Two of his water-
colors, "A Child Lost" and "A Child Found,"
are in the South Kensington Museum. His po-
litical drawings were as well known as those of
Gillray. His other designs include, "The Rage;
or, 'Shepherds, 1 Have Lost my Waist,' " a skit

on the exaggerated fashions of the times. His
oldest son, Isaac Roukkt (1789-1850), bom in

London, was a miniature painter and caricatur-

ist. He satirized the political and social customs
of the time, but after 1825 seems to have taken
more to illustrating. His most popular work
was done for Life in London (1821), in collab-

oration with his brother George, the text being
supplied by Pierce Egan. It was dramatized ancl

achieved a notable success. Another work of

Cruikshank's was seventy-one illustrations for

Charles Molloy Westmacott's English Spy
(1825); and illustrations for Crithannah's
Original Fables (1834); Colburn's Kalcndar of
Amusements (1840) ; and The Orphan, a transla-

tion of Eugfene Sue's Mathilde. While neither as

gifted nor as imaginative as his celebrated

brother George, Robert Cruikshank was a good
draughtsman and a clever artist.

CBUIKSHANK, William Clmuerland
(1745-1800). A Scottish anatomi.st, author of a
number of medical works, the most valuable of

which is one on Insensible Perspiration, showing
that carbonic acid is constantly given off by the

skin. His work further includes The Anatoviy

of (he Absorbing Vessels of the Human Body
(1780).

CBUISEB (from cruise, from Dutch kruiaen,

to cruise, to cross, from kruis, OHG. crUci, Ger.

Kreuze, AS. crilc, Engl, cross, from Lat. crux,

cross). A war-vessel built for cruising. The
principal features of a cruiser are : ( 1 ) Sea-

worthiness; (2) ability to keep at sea for long

periods (this requires large capacity for coal

and stores, and habitability) ; (3) speed; (4)

offensive and defensive powers. Cruisers are of

many kinds, but they may be divided into three

general classes

—

armored cruisers, protected cruis-

ers, and unprotected cruisers. The dividing line

between the classes is not very distinct, as some
cruisers partake of the character of two classes.

Armored cruisers carry amior for the protection

of the ship, or battery, which is applied verti-

cally, or nearly so. Protected crui-tcrs have no
vertical armor." but the vitals are protected by a

thick steel deck, wliich is nearly horizontal,

placed about the level of the surface of the water,

but having the edges of the deck near the ship's

sides inclined downward, so as to meet the side

several feet below water. This part of the deck

(the slope) is thicker than the middle part.
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called the flat. Unprotected cruisers have no
protective deck. Some ot tliem have a water-

tight deck in the same rej^ion. hut of insutticient

thickness to admit of styling it a protective deck.

Cruisers are frequently divided into first-class

cruisers, second-class cruisers, etc. These dis-

tinctions are purely arbitrary, and differ in the

various navies. In the United States Navy
small cruisers are called gunboats. This is a
term properly applicable to craft so small as to

apjjroximate to large boats. In the British Navy
the terms 'gunboat' and 'gun-vessel' are used
almost as loosely. In addition to the regular
cruisers, a most important addition to the naval
force in time of war is found in fast merchant
steamers, which are frequently armed as auxili-

ary cruisers, and used as ocean scouts, or fleet

scouts ; in the former case, they are bound on
<listant missions; in the latter, they accompany
the fleet.

CRUITHNIGH, kruth'nl, or CRUITHNI-
ANS, kruth'ni-(niz. The name given by the Irish

to invading tribes of Picts, from whom the kings
of I'lster were supposed to have descended. The
appellation was subsequently applied to some of

the inhabitants of the counties of Antrim and
Down. They were also called Dalaradians, and
their country Dalaradia (q.v. ). The name
("ruithnigh is sometimes derived from the custom
of painting and tattooing practiced by the people.

The Irish called the Picts of Britain Cruithnigh,
and it is probable that the Irish Cruithnigh were
related to those of Britain, as a Pictish colony
<-an)e from Scotland and settled in Dalaradia a
century before the Christian Era.

CRUIVE, kruv, or ZAIRE, zflr (probably
from Gael, cro, sheep-cote, hovel). A contri-

vance erected upon rivers in Scotland for the
purpose of catching salmon. These weirs are of

great antiquity, and consist of a kind of hedge
formed by stakes driven into the ground, the in-

terstices being filled with brush, and the mode
of capturing salmon being similar to those era-

ployed with bag and stake nets. See Net.

CRUMrMELL, Alexandeb (1818-98). A ne-

gro dergvinan of the Protestant Episcopal
Church. He was born in New York, was edu-
cated at Canaan. N. H., and at Oneida Institute,

N. Y., and graduated from Cambridge Univer-
sity, England. He held a profes.sorship in the
l.iberian College, at Liberia, West Africa, and
then retume<l to the United States, and was
rector for twenty two years of St. Luke's Church,
Washington, D. C. He was one of the first of the
tiegro clergymen to enter the Episcopal Church.
His works comprise: The Future of Africa
(18fi2) : The CnntHess of Christ, and Other Ser-

mntis (1882); and Africa and America (1891).

CRUMMLES, knim'Iz. Vincent. The head of

a theatrical family, in Dickens's Nicholas Nickle-

ht/, consisting of himself, his wife, two sons, the
'infant Phenomenon.' and a performing pony. A
big-bodied, big-hearfed man. who is very kind to

Nicholas and Smike.

CRUNCH'ER, Jebby. In Dickens's Tale of
Tiro Cities, a general utility man in Tellson's

banking house by day, and a 'resurrwtion man'
at night. His wife's constant prayers he calls

'flopping.'

CRUQUIUS, krcKT'kt-ils. The Latini7.ed name
of a renowned Flemish scholar of the sixteenth

century, Jacques de C rusque. He was professor
at Bruges, and his studies in Horace have had a
most important influence on our knowledge of

that poet. In his commentary on Horace, Cru-
quius gives readings from the four valuable 'Blan-

dinian' manuscripts, since destroyed, one of which
is very ancient; and also quotes the marginal
notes of an early commentator, whose name is

lost, but wlio is now cited as 'Commentator Cru-
quianus.'

CRUSADE (Fr. croisade, It. crociata, from
ML. cruciata, crusade, from cruciare, to mark
with the cross, from Lat. crux, cross). A war
undertaken for a religious purpose; specifically

one of the wars waged by the Christians for the
recovery of the Holy Land. Toward the close

of the eleventh century, when the Byzantine
Empire was in great danger of being conquered
by the Seljukian Turks, the Emperor Alexis
Comnenus appealed to Pope Urban II. for help.

At the Council of Clermont, in November, 1095,
the latter made his memorable speech, in

which he exhorted his hearers to bear aid to
the Eastern Empire, and to reconquer Jerusa-
lem. His fiery eloquence evoked an enthusi-
astic response; for he appealed to all the
motives which were then influential—to the
spirit of religious fanaticism ; to the love of

fighting and adventure; and to the desire, in

many, of bettering their fortunes. After the
conclusion of Urban's speech, many pressed for-

ward to take the Crusader's vow and the cross,

which was the symbol of this vow and gave its

name to the movement. The agitation spread
rapidly to all the countries of western Europe
and embraced all ranks of society. The nobles
made deliberate preparations for an expedition
which was expected to last three years; but the
common ]>eople, among whom Peter the Hermit
(q.v.) and others had been busily preaching the
Crusade, were too impatient, and many of them
too poor, to wait. In the spring of 1096 thou-
sands of men, women, and children started in

different bands under the leadership of Walter
the Penniless, Peter, and others. They marched
from Cologne and the Rhineland, across Germany,
through Hungary, along the Danube, and south-
ward to Constantinople. These bands were very
disorderly ; their course was marked by persecu-

tion of the Jews, robbery, and plunder, and many
of them were slaughtered by the infuriated in-

habitants of the countries through which they
passed. Those who reached Constantinople were
received graciously by the Emperor. Their dis-

orderly conduct, however, soon caused him to
transport them to Asia Minor, where almost all

were slain by the Turks. The march of these
disorderly bands is generally styled the Peasants'
Crusade.
The First Cri'sade, 1096-99. In the summer

and fall of 1096 the real armieSj led by the
nobles, began their march, .\mong the leaders

were Godfrey of Bouillon. Bohemond, Prince of

Tarentum, Robert of Normandy, Robert of Flan-
ders, and Raymond, Count of Toulouse, who was
the latest of all to start. They prtxt'eded by dif-

ferent routes to Constantinople, where they were
delayed by the Emperor, who was alarmed by
their numbers and lack of dis<>ipline, but wished
to make use of their strength. An agreement
was finally made, by which almost all of the
leaders were induce<l to he«'ome his va"*<»als. but
in the campaign which followed neither party
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kept its proniises, and the long negotiations re-

sulted only in a mutual feeling of untugonisni,

which proved disastrous to the Christian cause.

All of the Crusaders met at the siege of Niccea,

in May, 1097, when the army may have num-
IhtwI 1(M),0«0, besides the women and non-com-

batants. Six millions wore said to have taken

tlie cross, but undoubtedly the number was
grwitly exaggerated; many, besides, who had

taken the vow had turned back or were dead.

Xicjea was taken, the Sultan of Iconium was
defeated at Doryla>um, and in a few months the

Crusaders accomplished the arduous march to

Antioch, which was captured after a siege lasting

from October 21, 1097, to June 2, 1098. In the

meantime, Baldwin, brother of Godfrey, had
taken possession of Kdossa for himself, and Bolie-

mond established himself as Prince of Antioch.

The leaders became so intent on making conquests

for their own profit that the advance to Jerusa-

lem was delayed for months. Finally, on June

7, 1099, the remnants of the army, alwut 20,000

in numl)er, reached Jerusalem. After a siege

of five weeks, the city was captured by reck-

less daring, on July 15. The Crusaders vented

their wrath in an indiscriminate massacre, in

which neither youth nor age was spared, and
men and women were slaughtered in the holy

places. The leaders wrote home exultingly, "In

Solomon's Porch and in his temple our men rode

in the blood of the Saracens up to the knees of

their horses." Godfrey was elected 'Baron and
Defender of the Holy Sepulchre,' and after the

battle of Ascalon, in wliich the Egj'ptian army
was defeated with great slaughter, almost all of

the Crusaders returned home, leaving Godfrey

with a small band of followers to defend Jerusa-

km. Bohemond held Antioch with his Norman
followers. Baldwin was in the distant Edessa.

A large part of Asia Minor was restored to the

Greek Emperor. The news of the victories gained

by the Crusaders set into motion three great

aVmies from France, Germany, and Italy (1101-

02), but, owing to their own excesses and folly,

they fell an easy prey to the Mussulmans in Asia
Minor.

The Second Crusade, 1147-49. In 1144 Edessa
was captured by the Mohammedans. The news
of its loss aroused great alarm in the West,

and a new Crusade was initiated, in which spe-

cial privileges ^ere offered to all participants.

Bernard of Clairvaux was the great preacher

of this movement. Conrad III. of Germany
and Louis VII. of France took the cross and
letl great armies to the relief of the Holy Land,
Conrad and Frederick Barbarossa starting from
Ratisbon, in April, 1147. The march was very

disorderly, and when the Crusaders entered the

Byzantine Empire they came to blows with
the Greeks. After much trouble, the Bosporus
was crossed and the army advanced into Asia
Minor, led by Greek guides. The guides proved
treacherous, the troops were harassed by the

Turks, and finally, threatened with famine and
death, they retreated, closely pursued by the

enemy, scarcely one in ten getting back to Nicsea.

Louis had Iwtter fortune; his army was more
orderly, and he was well received by the Greek
Emperor, although, when the French King crossed

to Asia Minor, the Emperor refused to furnish

guides until Louis and his barons had taken the

oath of homage. Near Nicaea they met the Ger-

man fugitives, with whom they joined forces and

inarched along the coast. Conrad soon turned
back and s]>cnt the winter in Constantinople, but
Louis went on, and, after meeting with a terrible

defeat, in which the (Jreeks aided the Turks, he
and his knights went by ships to Antitn-h, while
the common people were left behind to be slaugh-

tered. Fro!n Antioch, Louis prtxicedcd to Jeru-
salem, where he was joined by Conrad. Together
they planned the renewal of hostilities on a
grand scale, but their schemes miscarried, and
the kings went home in disgust.

The Third Crusade, 1189-91. The capture of

Jerusalem by Saladin, in 1187, caustul Frederick

Barbarossa, Philip Augustus of France, and
Richard the Lion- Hearted of England to take

the cross. P'rederick was drowned soon after he

reached Syria. Richard and Philip captuted

Acre after a long siege; but the two kings quar-

reled so bitterly that Philip went home soon

after the capture. Richard, tlnvarted at every

turn by Saladin (q.v.), was compelled to make
a truce without accomplishing anything more.

The Fourth Crusade, 1201-04. Innocent III.

(q.v.) made every effort to bring about a new
Crusade. A great number of Latin nobles and
knights were induced to take the cross, and the

enthusiasm of the people was unbounded. Among
the leaders in this Crusade were Baldwin of

Flanders, Boniface of Montferrat, and CieofTroy

de Villehardouin, Louis of Blois, and Simon de

Montfort. Arrangements were made with

Venice that the republic should supply the ves-

sels and provisions for the journey; but, when
the Crusaders reached Venict;, they could not

raise the amount agreed ujwn for payment.

After a long delay, they made a new l)argain

with Venice by undertaking to ca])ture for her

the city of Zara, in Dulmatia. The common
soldiers were kept in ignorance of the infamous

plan until it was too late for eflTectual protest.

Zara was sacked, and tlie army spent the winter

there. In the meantime, a new plot was hatched

by which, under pretense of reinstating the right-

ful Byzantine Emperor, Isaac Angelus, the Cru-

sade
* was diverted to Constantinople. Isaac

Angelus was restored to his throne, but. as he

was not able to fulfill the conditions to which he

had been compelled to agree, the Crusaders

turned against him. Constantinople was cap-

tured a second time and sacked (1204). Much
of the city was burned, precious works of art

were destroyed, and enormous quantities of

booty were secured. The Crusaders and the Vene-

tians divided their conquests, and the I^atin Em-
pire (q.v.) was established. The last three Cru-

sades effected little permanent good for the

Christian cause. The Fifth Crusade took place

in 1228-29. The German Emperor, Frederick II.

(q.v.), who had taken the vow, went to the Holy

Land and, by a treaty with the Mohammedan
powers, secured Jerusalem. In 1244 the Holy

City fell into the hands of the Kharesmians.

The Sixth Crusade (1248-54) was led by Louis

IX. of France (Saint Louis). He invaded

Egv-pt, and, although at first successful, was soon

defeated, captured, and compelled to pay an enor-

mous ransom. He then went to the Holy Land,

rebuilt some fortresses, but accomplished little

of importance. In 1270 he started on the Sev-

enth Crusade, but was induced to turn aside to

Tunis, where he died. Edward Plantagenet as-

sociated himself with Louis IX. in that Crusade.

He abandoned the Holy Land in 1272, and this
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year is generally cousidLTod to luark the end of
the Crusades.

In addition to the seven principal Crusades,
there were countless other expeditions. In some
of these large armies took part, as in the Cru-
sade of 1101, of which mention has been made;
the German Crusade of 1197; the Children's Cru-
sade (q.v.) in 1212; and the Crusade of John of

Brienne and Andrew 11. of Hungary in 1217-21,
which achieved the conquest of Damietta, in

Egypt, in 1219. The last is often called the Fifth
Crusade, and in fact the first four Crusades
are the only ones to which the same numbers are
assigned by unanimous consent. In addition,
almost every year, from 1100 to 1270, small
bands of Crusaders went to the Holy Land, and
after 1270 many attempts were made to recon-

quer Jerusalem. There were also Crusades in

the West aiiaiiist the Moors in Spain, and
against the heat lien Prussians. (See Prussia and
Teutonic Knu;uts. ) Besides these Crusades
against pagans, many Crusades were preached
against the Albigenses

(
q.v. ) , the Hohenstaufen

(q.v.), and other opponents of the popes, the
name being used for all kinds of expeditions in

•which the Church was interested.

The Results of the Crusades. The Crusades
were of very great importance in the history of
Europe in that they accelerated many movements
which without them would probably have ad-
vanced much more gradually. They contributed
to the growth of the great Italian seaports, by
establishing closer commercial commimications
betw'een Europe and the East; they enriclied the
Church and increased its powers, and they helped
to develop the strength of the French monarchy
in killing off large numbers of the turbulent no-
bility, and removing others to a more grateful
field of activity in Asia and Africa. For Europe
at large the most important results were these:

( 1 ) They checked the advance of the Moham-
medans for a considerable period of time; for,

by carrying the war into the enemy's country,
they prevented his advance into Europe. It is

true that too much stress may be laid on this

fact, for the Crusades undoubtedly weakened the
Byzantine Empire and made it an easier prey for
the Turks in the fifteenth century; but in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries the Crusading
States in the East served as outposts to guard
against the invasion of Europe. (2) The Cru-
sades enriched Europe greatly by promoting the
groAvth of commerce. In order to transfer the
Crusading armies and to supply their various
needs, great fleets had to be built. These brought
back to the West the products of the Orient. In
Asia and Africa, the Crusaders acquired new
tastes and 'desires, which had to be gratified by
a more extensive commerce—witness the remark-
able growtli in the use of sugars and spices in

the twelftli century. Money, whidi previously
had boon hoarded, was put into circulation, to

equip the crusading hosts. All of these causes
led to a remarkable growth in wealth and pros-

|)ority, which benefited especially the inhabi-

tants of the cities in western Europe. This is

regarded by many as the most important result

of the Crusades. (3) The Crusades caused a
broadening of the intellectual liorizon and origi-

nated a tendency toward skepticism. "On its

Oriental {ituilienreiRen, young Eiirope studied

industriously and with great results." The con-

stant contact for two centuries with the more

advanced Byzantine and Arabic culture taught
the Crusaders many lessons in civilization. The
admiration which they learned to feel for heretics
and Mohammedans dispelled many of tlieir

prejudices. Some Crusaders became Moham-
medans, others became free-thinkers. There was
a rapid spread of heresies. "The roots of the
Renaissance are to be found in the civilization
of the Crusades." There have been three periods
of great advance in the history of Europe: the
Crusades, the Reformation, and the French
Revolution; and of these three the Crusades
were not the least important and influential.

Bibliography. The literature of the Cru.sades
is very extensive, and only a few of the principal
titles can be given. The most important collec-

tion of sources is the Ilecueil des historiens des
croisades, of which fourteen folio volumes have
been published (Paris, 1841, et seq.). Consult
also: Bongars, Gesta Dei per Francos (Hanover,
1611), and the publications of the Soci6te de
VOrient (Paris, 1878-84). Of general histories

the best are: Wilken, Geschichte der Kreuzziige
(7 vols., Leipzig, 1807-32); Michaud, L'histoire
des croisades (Paris, 1825-29, many editions),
and also an English translation by Robson, His-
tory of the Crusades (l^ondon, 1881) ; Kugler,
Geschichte der Kreuzziige (Berlin, 1891) ; Arch-
er and Kingsford, The Crusades (New York,
1895) ; Prutz, Kulturgeschichte der Kreuzziige
(Berlin, 1883^ ; von Sybel, Geschichte des ersten
Kreuzzuges (Leipzig, 1900) ; Rohricht, Ge-
schichte des Konigreichs Jerusalem (Berlin,

1898). See Antioch, Principality of; Dan-
DOLo ; Latin Kinghosi of Jerusalem.

CRUSADE, Children's. See Children's Crl'-
SADE.

CRUSCA, kroo'ska, Accademla Della. See
Academy.

CRUSENSTOLPE, kroo'zen-stol'pr, Magnus
•Jakob (1795-1865). A Swedish publicist and
author, born in Jiinkiiping. He became editor
of Stdllnvngar och forhdllanden in 1838, and
for publishing therein certain expressions
against the Covernment was imprisoned from
1838 to 1841. He is best kTiown for his his-
torical fiction, such as Morianen (The Moor,
1840-44) and Carl Johan och Svenskame (Carl
Johan and the Swedes. 1845-46).

CRUSHING MACHINERY. See Grinding
and Crushing Machinery.

CRUSIUS, kroo'z^-o?)s. Otto (1857—). A
German classical philologist, professor in the
l^niversity of Heidelberg. He was bom at Han-
over. 13ecember 20, 1857. He is the author of Zur
gricchischcti Religiniisgeschichte (1886) and Fn-
irrsuchungcn zu dm Miniiamben des Hcrondaa
(1892), etc.; and the editor of Philnlogus; Her-
oudas (1901) : Fabeln des Bahrius (1897) ; (Me-
vhisrhr Lt/rikcr (1897 ct setj.). etc.

CRUSOE, kroo'sA. Robinson. See Robinson
Chusoe.

CRUSTACEA (Xeo-Ijit. nom. pi., from Lat.
rrnsta. crust). A class of gill-l)earing aquatic
arthropods, differing from other Branchiata in
having five pairs of app<>ndages on the head, the
first two of which are antennir, and in having all

of the limbs except the first pair of antennip
biramose.

Structi'RE. The Crustacea derive their name
from the hard armor which' in most of them
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covers the whole hmly, furining a complex exo-

Mkelt'toii, cuU'ureous uiid inleriiu'diute between

sliell and bone in the higher forni», while in the

lower and «nmller kinds it consists principally

of chitin, and corresponds more nearly in its

uatiire with the integuments of insects. It is

wcn'te<l by the epidenuis on its outer side, and
serves not merely for protection, but also for the

attachment of the muscles. Its color is dependent

U|>on the absence, or presence and amount, of pig-

ment, which is also a product of the epidermis,

and is formed during the growth of the skeleton.

These pigment-cells are often very ornamental,

especially under the microscope, as their shape

is beautifully and very irregularly stellate. Usu-
ally, however, the pigment is so abundant as to

make the body-wall opaque and the individual

pigment-cells are no longer visible. Tlie mineral

matter of the skeleton is chiefly carbonate of lime.

The smallest crustaceans have little or none in

the skeleton, but in all of the larger forms it is

l»resent in greater or less abundance. In the so-

called 'stone-crabs' so much is present that the

skeleton is really as hard as a rock. In all cases,

liowever, where the skeleton covers a joint it is

tliin and free from mineral matter, thus permit-

ting perfect freedom of movement. The bristles

suid hairs often found on the outside of the skele-

ton are of the same essential structure as it, and
have a central core of epidermis. In barnacles

(q.v. ), ostracods, water-fleas (q.v.), and a few
other crustaceans, there is, in addition to the ex-

ternal skeleton, and formed as an outgro\vth of

it, a true shell, whose only function is protection.

This shell may consist of several pieces, as in bar-

nacles, or be strictly bivalve, as in water-fleas,

and it may be wholly chitinous or very firmly cal-

cified. Sometimes it is capable of inclosing the

entire animal, but often it only seems to protect

certain parts. It is usually hinged along the dor-

sal side of the animal, where it is attached to the

skeleton, and is supplied with muscles for closing

it.

The cruatacean body is composed of segments,

some very distinct, while others coalesce or are

consolidated, of which the thorax of a crab af-

fords an excellent example. The first five rings

are regarded as forming the head, the next eight

the thorax, when that part of the body is separa-

ble from what follows.

Epidermis and Moiling.—The crustaceous cov-

ering has beneath it a true skin, and. like the

epidermis, is cast off from time to time and sup-

plied anew, as the growth of the animal requires

more room for the internal parts. In this molt-

ing or casting of the shell, the animal divests

itself of its covering not in separate parts, but

in one piece, including the coverings of the limbs

and even of the antenna?, although the mem-
branes which connect the hard plates are split

and torn. A period of apparent sickness pre-

cedes and agitation accompanies the process;

and the thick muscular parts of the limbs of

crabs and lobsters become soft and flaccid, so

as to be more easily extricated from their hard
covering. The loss of a limb, which sometimes
lakes place in this process, and is otherwise a
frequent occurrence, is easily repaired, for a new
one grows in its stead ; but it is a curious cir-

cumstance that in order to this reproduction the

limb must be broken off at a particular joint,

the second from the body, thus leaving only a
short stump; and when a limb is broken else-

where, the animal itself exercises the remarkable
power of throwing it off by this joint.

Locomotive and Other Organs.—The principal

organ of locomotion in many Crustacea, as in the

lobster, shrimp, etc., is tiic abdomen, terminating
in fan-like appendages: by liending tiie abdomen
suddenly down under the body, the aninuil darts
backward in the water. The limbs, wliicii are

connected with the thoracic rings, are, in some,
organs of swimming; those of others are used
for walking at the bottom of the water or on
dry ground. Some have 'swimming-feet' or pleo-

pods attached to the abdomen, often very differ-

ent from the tlioracic legs. The legs of some are

fitted for burrowing. The first pair of legs is

not infrequently transformed into a pair of pow-
erful pini-ers or 'claws,' the last joint but one
being prolonged so as to oppose the last joint,

which becomes attached as to the side of it;

and these are used for seizing and tearing food.

The first pair of appendages are organs of touch

called antennules ; following these are the an-

tenna*, also sense-organs ; then come a pair of

powerful jaws, the mandibles ; and back of these

are two pairs of accessory jaws, the maxillae.

The thoracic feet, which follow in regular order,

are sometimes modified to function as jaws, and
are then called maxillipeds. In some forms the

mouth-parts are greatly modified to form suck-

ing instead of masticating organs. The digestive

organs are very simple; there is a short but

capacious gullet, a large stomach, and a straight

and simple intestinal tul)e. A well-developed

digestive gland called the liver is often present.

The pyloric region of the stomach is sometimes
furnished with a remarkable apparatus of hard
tubercles or sharp teeth for grinding or tearing

food. Many of the Crustacea feed on animal
food, and are very voracious ; many, however,

feed on vegetable food. The nervous system of

crustaceans agrees generally with that of other

arthropods, and exhibits many gradations of con-

centration. The eyes are either simple (ot^elli),

aggregate (consisting of several ocelli under n

common cornea), or compound; and the com-

pound eyes are often elevated on stalks. Besides

eyes some crustaceans have ciliated pits or cavi-

ties that seem to be sense-organs, perhaps for

smell or taste. Others have otocysts or posi-

tional organs, but it is doubtful whether any
have the sense of hearing. In some Schizopoda

there are also 'accessory eyes' on the basal points

of certain thoracic feet and in the middle line of

the abdomen. The gills are variously placed, on

the sides of the body, or on the thoracic limbs,

on the abdominal legs, etc. The heart is always

in the middle line of the body on the dorsal side,

is of variable form, and distributes the blood by

a number of trunks through the system ; but the

blood returns to venous sinuses, from which, and
not from the heart, it is sent into the gills, and

it is not until after its aeration in the gills that

it comes to the heart again.

Kepkoductton and Ecology. The sexes are

distinct in most Crustacea, and all are ovipa-

rous. The eggs are almost invariably" hatched in

water, even those of terrestrial forms, and a

sort of incubation often takes place, as the eggs

are carried about under the abdomen or thorax

of the female, attached to the pleopods or other

appendages. Except in a few cases the develop-

ment takes place by metamorphosis, through a
very remarkable series of larval stages. All the
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lower Crustacea hatcli as minute, oval, unseg-
mented creatures with three pairs of appendages,
and this larva is called a nauplius. Although
the higher Crustacea hatch as a more highly or-
ganizeil form called 'zoea,' and later pass through
an intermediate larval form, the 'niegalops,' all

pass til rough a imuf»Hus stage in the egg. See
Babnacle for illustration of 'nauplius;' and see
Crab for illustrations of 'zoea' and 'megalops.'

More than 10,000 si>ecies of living Crustacea
are known, of which the greater number are
marine; some inhabit fresh waters, running or
stagnant; comparatively few are terrestrial.
Many exhibit a high degree of intelligence. The
Crustacea constitute, in an economic sense, per-
haps the most important group of invertebrates.
The myriads of the smaller forms that drift
about the ocean and the great lakes furnish the
greater part of the fare of the important food-
fishes, and are thus indirectly of value to man-
kind. In the economy of the ocean itself Crus-
tacea are also of great importance, for they act
as the natural scavengers of the sea.

Classification and Phylogeny. Classifica-
tion of the Crustacea is based upon the number
and manner of consolidation of the segments of
the body, and upon the number and character of
the appendages. There are three large groups;
(1) Trilobita, (2) Entomostraca, and (3) Mala-
eostraca (qq.v.). which may be considered to con-
stitute subclasses. The principal characters of
these subclasses and their component orders, to-

gether with some notes of the geological history
of the groups, are here briefly given.

I. Trilorita. This is an extinct group of
Crustacea that lived during Paleozoic time only.
No near relatives are known, though they ex-
hibit some affinities with the Phyllopoda. The
body consists of three regions—head, thorax, and
abdomen—and it is further divided by a raised
median dorsal ridge into three longitudinal lobes
from which character the group derives its name.
The thorax has a variable number (2 to 19) of

segments that are so articulated as to enable the
animal to coil itself more or less closely after the
manner of an armadillo. The tribolites consti-

tute a verj' primitive group of Crustacea, and, as
their remains are found in the oldest sedimen-
tary rocks, they were among the earliest inhabi-

tants of the earth. They are of great importance
to the geologist, as the various species are very
characteristic of the particular layers of rock in

which they occtir. and for this reason they will

be more fully described in an article under their
own name.

II. Entomostraca. The members of this sub-

class present a great variety of form and habit
of life, but they are alike in the variability of

the degree of segmentation of the body. They are
with few exceptions small, and all are aquatic.

They are divi<led into four orders. ( 1 ) In the

order VhyVopodn the segmentation is distinct. the
anterior portion of the Ixxly is covered by a ce-

phalic shield, and the thoracic ap|>«'ndages are

leaf-like, this latter character giving thegroup its

name. In some phyIlop<Mls. as Apus. and the
brine-shrimps (Branchipus and Artemia). the

body is elongate<l. well segmented, partly covered
by a single dorsal shield and divided into three

regions. In other genera, as Daphnia and Esthe-

ria. the body is not well segmented and is in-

closed in a bivalve shell articulated by a hinge
at the dorsal median line. The phyllopods are

doubtfully represented in the Cambrian rocks.
One genus, Estheria, has enjoyed a remarkably
long life-period, since it has existed from De-
vonian to recent times. During the Devonian
and Carboniferous periods the PhyllojxKla
abounded in the brackish waters of the coastal
swamps; in the rocks of the Tertiary era the
members of this order are less common. A sin-
gle doubtful representative of the suborder Cla-
docera, the genus Lynceites, has been found in
the Carboniferous rocks. (2) Ostracod<i.—In
this order the animals are all small, mostly
microscopic, and with the body inclosed in a
hinged bivalve shell that can be tightly shut by
a specially developed adductor muscle. These
animals occur by myriads in the modem ocean.
seas, and lakes, mostly swimming near the sur-
face of the water, and they seem to have lived in
equal abundance in the seas of past time, for
their fossil shells are common in all the aqueous
rocks from those of Cambrian to those of recent
time. Their greatest expansion was in the Ordo-
vician and Silurian, and again in the Carbonifer-
ous and Cretaceous periods. Examples are Bey-
richia, I^eperditia, and C.vpris. (3) Coficpoda.—
These are all recent forms, with elongated well-
segmented bodies in all except the degenerate
parasitic members of the order. The limbs of the
free-swimming species are biramous; those of
the parasites are greatly reduced in size or en-
tirely wanting. Examples: The water-flea (Cy-
clops), the fish-lice (Tjerna»a), and carp-lice (Ar-
gulus). (4) Cirripedia.—In this order, the bar-
nacles, we see perhaps the most aberrant of all

crustaceans. Because of the usual sessile habil
of life, the body of the animal has suffered so
great modification that only the study of th;>

developmental stages shows that the peculiar
forms of the adult barnacles are acquired after
passing through a series of lar\'al stages exactly
parallel to those of other Entomostraca. The
body of the adult is attached by the head. It is

inclosed in a leatherj' integument that develops
articulated calcareous plates and is raised upon
a peduncle as in the goose-barnacle (Lepas) ; or
it may be contained in a calcareous box made of
a series of stony plates firmly joined to each
other and to the foreign object that ser\'es as a
support, as in the acorn-shell (Balanus). The
earliest members of the order, Turrilepas and
Plumulites, appeared in Cambrian and Ordo-
vician time, and were ancestors of I^epas, while
the oldest relative of Balanus, namely Palieo-

creusia, occurs in the lower Devonian rocks, ami
the genus Balanus itself has been found in the
Mesozoic and Tertiary deposits. The Cirripedia
afford the largest exampb's of Entomostraca in

some of the goose-baniacles that attain a length
of eight or nine inches, and they furnish also the
most degenerate forms in those Rhizrtcephala
that live as parasites in the bmlies of crabs. See
HARNArij:: CoPEPonA; Ostracoua : Phyllopo-
da; and Plates of Babnacleh and of Entomos-
traca.

III. Malacostbaca (crabs, lobsters, etc.).

The m<ist commonly known, the largest, and the
most highly organize<I (^rustacea lielong to thi'<

division. The l)ody consists of a constant numl)er
of segments (20 or 21). distribiite<l In'tween the
head (.">). the thorax (8), and the ab«lomen (7).
In most of the orders the head and thorax are
fused to form a cephalothorax of 1.1 wgments.
and each segment Wars a pair of appendages, all
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of which arc usually well (lillVii'iitiiitpd to ptT-

forni Bpecinl functions. Tlic compound eyes are

stalkefl in all ordern cxc«'|)t the Cuniacea and
Arthroslracu. (1) The order I'hyllocarida was
nuich more fully represented in Paleozoic times

than it is now by such genera as Ceratiocaris,

Kchinocaris, Pephricaris, etc., in which the

cephalothorax was covered by a hinged bivalve

shell provided with an ndiluctor muscle like that

in the bivalve phyllopods and the ostracods.

The order enjoyetl a long life-peritKl, as it first

appeared in the upper Cambrian, and it lasted to

the end of the Paleozoic. Through the Mesozoic

and Tertiary eras the order could not have been

very abundant, as no fossil remains referable to

it iiave been found in the rocks of tho.se ages,

and the modem genera, three in number, show
considerable modifications from their early an-

cestors. This group presents synthetic types

which may have given rise on the one hand to

the Phyllopoda, and on the other to the higher

Crustacea represented by the Schizopoda and
Decapoda. (See Phyllocarida. ) (2) Schizo-

poda.—Tlie animals of this order, the opossum-
shrimps (Mysis), resemble in their general form
the shrimps and prawns among the decapods.

They are, however, more loosely built and the

thoracic limbs, of which there are eight pairs,

iuc biramous (whence the name), and all alike.

1"hese characters mark the group as of primitive

rank. Its relation, as one of lower phylogcnetic

rank, to the Decapoda, is sho>vn by the fact that

certain decapods, such as the prawns, pass in

their ontogeny, that is, in their development
from egg to adult, through a 'mysis stage,' in

which schizopod characteristics are strongly

marked. The fossil genera Archseocaris, Cran-

gopsis, and Pygocephalus from the Carbonifer-

ous, and possibly also Paheocaris and Gamp-
sonyx, the latter from the Permian, are the earli-

est ancestors of the Schizopoda. These all pre-

sent very primitive characters and are separated

from the modern descendants by the interval of

Mesozoic and Tertiary time, from which we have

no traces of the group.

(.3) Decapoda.—The character upon which the

order (.shrimps, lobsters, and crabs) is based is

the prominence of the five posterior pairs of

thoracic limbs developed as walking feet; the

three anterior pairs being adapted as maxilli-

I)edes or accessory mouth-parts. The first pair

of walking feet is usually provided with strong

chela? or nipping claws. The cephalothorax is

covered by a single firm carapace, which in many
crabs is so shaped as to afford a most efficient

protective covering for the entire animal, includ-

ing the legs. The frontal portion of this cara-

pace is produced into an anterior rostrum that

is often of considerable length, and the lateral

portions are extended downward to cover the

gills, which are borne on the bases of the thoracic

limbs. The order is divided into two suborders:

the Macrura, with long-tailed bodies, as the

shrimp, prawn (Pal^mon), and lobster (Ho-
nianis) ; and the Brachyura, or crabs, with the

abdomen reduced and closely applied to the

under surface of the cephalothorax. A number
of species allied to the hermit-crab (Pagurus),
often distinguished under the subordinal designa-

tion Anomura, are either Macnira or Brachyura
which, through adaptation to their peculiar hab-

its of life, in occupying the discarded shells of

gastropods, have lost the regularity of their

thoracic and abdominal .si'gmcnts. The com-
pound eyes of all decapods arc rai.-M'tl «m stalks,

which in many crabs an; ilcvclojied to extraor-
dinary lengths. Some of the largest among Crus-
tacea are found among the decapods. Ah a rule

the quick-swimming dccap(xls (prawns) may be
recognized by the lateral compression of the
body, while the bottom crawlers have a more or
less flattened form. The crabs are the most
highly specialized forms of all Crustacea, and
they exhibit many interesting and peculiar adap-
tations to habit of life. (See CBAlt; LoHSTEB;
Prawn; etc.) The early ancestry of the deca-

pods is not well known for those periods previous
to Mesozoic time. Some doubtful Paleozoic forms
that seem to be transitional between the schizo-

pods and decapods are Palseopahemon, from the

Devonian of Ohio, and Anthrapalu'mon, from the

coal-measures of Illinois, but during this era
the order was greatly subordinated to other crus-

taceans like the trilobites and ostracods, and to

the merostomates, represented by Eurypterus.
In the Mesozoic of Europe the group attained a

great development, and this continued through
the early Tertiary period. Fossil decapod re-

mains are peculiarly sparse in the American de-

posits of these periods. The Jurassic litho-

graphic slates of Bavaria have afforded large

numbers of finely preserved specimens of fossil

decapods of many genera and species. Some of

these, as Eryon, have modern representatives, as

Willemcpsia, still, living in the abysmal depths

of the ocean. Other genera, among them the

prawn (Pen.-eus), began in the Jurassic and Cre-

taceous periods and have survived without

changes of greater than 8pe<;ific rank throughout
the succeedmg ages, and are now abundant in

the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic and In-

dian oceans. The Macrura declined toward the

end of Cretaceous time and gave way to the

Brachyura, which attained great expansion dur-

ing the Eocene or early Tertiary period. In fact,

the crabs were the dominant types of inverte-

brate life in many parts of the Tertiary seas of

Europe, and their fossil remains are now found in

abundance in the rocks that are relics of those

seas. The Eocene deposits of the London Clay

of England, those of I3avaria and Hungarj'. and
especially those of Vincenza, in northeastern

Italy, have afforded the finest specimen.s, nearly

all of which belong to modern families.

(4) Stomatopoda.—This is a small order com-

prising nine marine genera, of which the best

known is the mantis-shrimp (Squilla). They
have the body loosely built, elongated and flat-

tened, with an incomplete carapace that leaves

the three posterior thoracic .segments uncovered,

Explanation of Plate of Cbubtacea, Fossil.

1. Dromioppis, a round crab from the Fpper Cretaceous

of Denmark. 2. Leperditla, an o«traco(l : Silurian ; island

of Gotland. 3. vKger, a prawn ; Jurassic lithojrruphic liuie-

stones; Bavaria. 4. Xanthopsia, a c.vcloniftnpan crab ;

Eocene; Bavaria. 5. Turrilepas. a primitive (•irrii)Pd, al-

lied to the proose-barnacle ; Silurian ; Dudley, EnKland. 6.

Sculda pennata, a stomatopod; Upper Jura of Bavaria:

A, outline of the fossil ; B, dorsal view of head ; C, ventral

view of entire body, showiuK thoracic and abdominal ap-

pendages. 7. Ceratiocaris, a phyllocarid ; Ordovlcian; Lan-
arkshire, England ; showing the bivalve shell, some of the

head appendaRes, and the sejrmented lonR abdomen with

terminal spines. 8. Palceocreusia, a harnncle. allied to the

acorn-shell, imbedded In a fossil coral of Lower Devonian
age ; New York State. 9. Pephricaris, a phyllocarid with
spinose carapace; Chemunjr: New York State. 10. Eryon,
a macruran ; lithoRTaphic limestones of Bavaria ; A, ven-

tral aspect : B, dorsal aspect.
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and with a disproportionately large abdomen.
The five anterior pairs of thoracic limbs func-

tion as maxillipedes, the second pair being much
the largest and provided with a spiny terminal

segment that folds back upon the penultimate

segment, like a knife-blade into its handle, to

form a very efficient clasping organ. A powerful

burrowing organ, developed by the union of the

sixth pair of abdominal appendages with the

terminal plate or telson, enables the animal to

bury itself in the sandy bottoms near shore.

Fossil forms of this group are rare. The earli-

est, Neero-scylla, from the coal-measures of Eng-
land, re-sembles Squilla. Another allied genus,

Sculda, is found in fine preservation in the litho-

graphic slates of the Bavarian Jurassic, and
Squilla is found in the same horizon and in sue

ceeding horizons of the Cretaceous and Tertiary.

(.5) Cumacea.—Another small order of prawn-
like Crustacea, in which the compound eyes

are sessile and sometimes fused together, or

are entirely absent. The carapace is further re-

duced than in the Stoniatopoda, for it leaves the

five posterior pairs of thoracic segments uncov-

ered. Only two pairs of thoracic limbs function

as maxillipedes. and six pairs are legs, of which
two or tnree anterior pairs are biramous. This

group is related to the Schizopoda and Isopoda;

no fossil representatives of it are known.

(0) Arthrostrnca.—In this large order the

fusion of the segments is still further reduced,

only one or two of the anterior being united with
the head to form a rudimentary cophalothorax.

These fused segments bear maxillipedes, while

the remaining free segments bear legs that end

in claws or are built for swimming. The two
suborders are quite different in outward appear-

ances. The Amphipodn have the body laterally

compresse<l and the legs adapted for swimming
and jumping, as in the sand-fleas (Gammarus
and Orchestia). The Isopoda have the body
dorsoventrally flattened, the legs adapted for

crawling, and the abdominal segments are fused

to form a single terminal plate. The amphipods
(see Amphipod.v) are wholly aquatic, in both

marine and fresh water, and are often also found
living in the damp flotsam and jetsam of the

beach between low and high tides. The isopods,

while generally aquatic, afford some fine exam-
ples of adaptation to terrestrial conditions in the

wood-louse (Oniscus) and pill-bug (Armadillid-

ium) . which are commonly found under the bark
of dead trees and in other like situations. Paleon-

tologically the amphipods are of little impor-

tance. The earliest indisputable ancestor is

Acanthotelson, of the Carboniferous, and the

genus Gammarus itself is found in the Tertiary

rocks. The isopods are better known in a fossil

state, and the ancestors seem to have been as a

rule of larger size than the recent forms. Ar-

thrapleura of the Carboniferous attained a

length of about twenty inches. Pnearcfunis,
also a large form, from the Old Red Sandstone

of the English Devonian, is the earliest isopod

known. Archseoniscus. Cyclosphaproma, and Eo-

spha>roma are other genera from the Mesozoic

and Tertiary rocks that are closely allied to

mo<lern forms.

Okoi>x;k'ai> DisTBiBiTiON. The accompanying
table indicates in a rough way the larger classi-

fication of the Crustacea and the distribution

and expansion of the various subdivisions in past

geologic times. It shows that certain types, es-

vou v.-sa.

pecially the more primitive, played more impor-
tant rOles in the early ages than they do at pres-

ent, and that they have been superseded by the
more specialized types. The letters at the heads
of the vertical colimins indicate the geological

systems as follows: C, Cambrian; O, Ordovi-

1
Geoiocicai Distributiom

Of THE CnUSTACtA
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vol. V. ( i^i'ipzi}^, 18()(5-U4). For description of

the fossil forms, consult the various manuals of

paleontology, such as those by Zittcl, Zittel-East-

nian, llernard, Nicholson, and Etheridge. A good
synopsis of the class, dwelling more especially

on the fossil forms, is to he found in Zittel-East-

nian, Text-Book of Paleontology (New York and
London, 1900), where are given very useful bib-

liographic lists of works on both recent and fos-

sil forms.

CRUST OF THE EARTH. It was formerly
bi'lieved by scientists that the interior of our
globe is in a state of fusion due to excessive

heat, and they accordingly gave the name 'crust

of the earth' to the external solid portion of the

earth with which we are familiar. Modern in-

vestigation has tended to show that the interior

of the earth may not be liquid, as this term is

ordinarily understood, and the term 'crust of the

earth,' suggesting as it does the liquidity of the

earth's interior, has fallen somewhat into dis-

favor among scientists. The term lithosphere,

meaning 'rock sphere,' has been proposed as a
substitute, but in popular usage it has not dis-

placed the earlier term. The crust of the earth

is composed of igneous and sedimentary rocks.

The rocks occurring deepest below the surface,

chiefly of the Archaean age, are igneous. Resting
on them, and forming the surface rocks for much
of the globe, are sedimentary rocks, which have
everywhere the same general geological succes-

sion, although varying widely in minor strati-

graphy and structure. The basal igneoiis rocks

also appear at the surface over considerable

areas, and other igneous rocks are associated

with the sediments.

The rocks of the earth's crust are fractured

and folded, the folding involving an actual plas-

tic deformation or 'flowage' of the rock mass.

It is probable that fractures are confined to the

outer portion of the earth's crust, while at a
considerable depth, perhaps 10,000 meters, the

pressure is so great that fractures cannot be de-

veloped, and the rock is deformed by flowage. For
convenience in discussing its structure. Van Hise

has accordingly proposed a division of the earth's

crust into ( 1 ) a deep-seated zone of flowage,

where rocks are deformed by flowage, and where
fractures cannot exist; (2) an upper zone of

fracture, where the rocks are deformed by frac-

ture alone; and (3) an intermediate zone of

fracture and flowage. By surface erosion rocks

which have been deformed in the zone of flowage

may ultimately reach the surface of the earth,

and hence it is that we have side by side the

eff"ects of deformation in all zones. Consult Van
Hise, "Principles of North American Pre-Cam-
brian Geology," in Sixteenth Annual Report U. S.

(leological Survey, pt. i. (Washington, 1896).
See Cleavage; Arch^an System; Fault.

CRXJVEILHIER, kri.i'v&'y&', Jean (1791-

1874). A famous French anatomist. He was
educated in the University of Paris, became pro-

fessor of pathological anatomy at ilontpellier and
later in Paris. He published an excellent

Anatomie pnthologique dn corps humain (1828-

42 ) , and several other works.

CBUVELaLI, Sophie. Countess Vigier (1826
— ) . A Grerman singer. Her real name was
Criiwell. She studied under Bordogni in Paris,

made her d6but in Venice in 1847. and sang with
increasing success in other Italian theatres, and

afterwards in London and Paris. Endowed with
a soprano voice of great strength and purity, she
was one of the most popular vocalists of her time>
On marrying Count Vigier, in 1866, she left the
stage, and thereafter lived at Nice.

CRTJYS, krois. or KRUYS, Coknem.s (1657-

1727). A Dutch rear-admiral of Norwegian ex-

traction. He entered the s<>rvice of IVlcr the
Great in 1698, and rose to be a vice-admiral and
vice-president of the Russian Admiralty IJoard.

He served Peter faithfully in the wars with Swe-
den and Turkey, but was hampered by the jeal-

ousy of the native Russian ollicers. and in 1714,

after an unsuccessful encounter with some Swed-
ish vessels, he was arrested and tried by court-

martial. Sentenced to death, he was reprieved by
order of the Czar, and exiled to Kazjin, but later

in the year was recalled and restored to his oHice.

As chief assistant to Count Apraxin (q.v.),

Cruys did much to build up the Russian Navy.
He promoted the building of dockyards, canals,

ancl the drawing up of charts. At the time of his

death in 1727, he owned a large estate at Kex-
holni, and the island of Rirken in Finland. In
meraorj' of his work, the Russian men-of-war
still fly a white flag with a blue cross (kniis).

Consult: "The Russian Fleet under Peter the
Great," English 'Savy Records Society (London,
1899) ; Browning, Peter the (Ireat (London,
1898).

CRUZ, kroos, Josfi Mar!a de la (1801-75).
A Chilean general. He wus born at Concepcion,
and became a member of the Republican cadet
class when ten years old. In 1838 he became
chief of staff" in the Peruvian campaign; was
twice appointed Minister of War, and in 1842
was elected Governor of Valparaiso. In 1851, de-

feated as the candidate of the Liberals for the
Presidency, he organized a revolution which ter-

minated in the disastrous defeat of Lonconiilla

(December 8, 1851). and was followed by his

retirement from public life.

CRUZ, krooth, San Juan de la (1542-91).
A Spanish mystic, born at Fontiveros. His real

name was Juan de Yepis y Alvarez, but upon
entering the Order of the Carmelites (1563) he
assumed that of de la Cruz (of the Cross). Saint
Theresa was then engaged in the reformation of

the Order of Carmel, and de la Crtiz became her
ardent disciple. His efforts brought him into

constant trouble, and he was practically in exile

at the time of his death. He was canonized in

1726. The many writings of Juan de la Cruz in

prose and verse contain some passages of great

beauty, and others of untranslatable vagueness.

His best poem is Xoche oscura del alma. His
works, published first at Barcelona in 1580, were
translated into French by P. Maillard in 1694,

and have frequently been reprinted.

CRUZ Y GOYENECHE, kroos e go'yil-niV-

cha, LuTS DE la (1708-1828). A Chilean gen-

eral. He was bom at Concepcion, where he held

several municipal offices. His exploration of

the Andes in 1806 resulted in the discovery of

several important mountain ])asses, which are

described in a report published in the Angelic

Collection at Buenos Ayres in 1835. P^our years

after his famous Andean expedition, he became a

member of the revolutionar>' junta of Concepcion,

but was captured during the ensuing campaign,
and imprisoned until 1817. He was afterwards
for a time acting President of Chile, and upon
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the outbreak of the Peruvian campaign joined

San Martin's army ( 1820) , advancing to the rank
of grand marshal. Shortlj' before his death he

was apixjinted Minister of Marine.

CBYING BIRD. See Colblan; Limpkin.

CBY'DLITE (Gk. Kpins, kryos, frost + X/ft)i,

lithos, stone). A sodium and aluminum tluoride

that crystallizes in tlie monoclinic system. It is

found chiefly in west Greenland, near Arksuk,
where it occurs as a large bed in a granite vein,

and in El Paso County, Col. Cryolite is an im-
portant ore of aluminum (q.v.), and is used in

the manufacture of alum, sodium hydrate ( for

making soap)^ sodium carbonate, and other
salts. It is also employed in the making of an
opaque white glass, sometimes called hot-cast

porcelain, which is said to be prepared by fusing

together 100 parts of silica, 35 parts of cryolite,

and 15 parts of zinc oxide.

CBYOPH'ORXJS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. Kpioi,

kryos, frost + tpipeiw, pherein, to bear). An in-

strument consisting of a glass tube with a bulb

at both ends, from which the air has been ex-

hausted. A little water is present in one of

the bulbs, and when the second bulb, containing

only water-vapor, is placed in a freezing-mixture,

CRyOPHORUB.

the vapor condenses, thus producing a diminu-
tion of pressure, which causes more vapor to rise

from the water in the first bulb. The result of

this evaporation from the first bulb is the ab-

straction of much heat, and eventually the

remaining water freezes.

CBYPT, kript (Lat. crypta, Gk. Kp^nrrri,

krypte, crypt, vault, from Kp&rreiv, kryptcin, to

hide). A term usually employed to designate a
chamber under a church, wholly or partly sub-

terranean ; but it was anciently used to mean a
subterranean chapel in the catacombs. As a
part of a church, it developed out of the confes-

sion (q.v.), of which it was the logical enlarge-

ment. Like the confession, its prime object was
to provide a place under the high altar for the

safe custody of the relics of saints: a confession

became a crypt when it was large enough for an
altar, with room to worship the relics. The cir-

cular passage of the larger confessions thus be-

came a chamber occupying at least the space

from the high altar in the transept to the end of

the apse; like the apse—whose outline it fol-

lowed—it usually had a semicircular ending. It

was reached from the church by a single or a
double staircase, usually in the neighborhood of

the high altar in the nave or side aisles. Al-

though some crypts existed as early as the sixth

century, it was not until the Carolingian period

(ninth century) that such chamlK'rs atUiined to

any size; but from that time until the thirteenth

century, they formed a very important part of

church architecture, especially of the Roman-
esque style. They usually do not occupy more
space than that which lies lieneath the transept,

choir, and apse of the upper church, but some-
times they extend under the entire body of the
church, including nave and aisles, as m Saint

Eutrope at Saintes, the Cathedral of Otranto,
and San Nicold, Bari. In such cases it is not
always easy to distinguish them from the lower
section of a double or two-storied church, such as
those of Saint Francis at Assisi (q.v.) , the Sainte
Chapelle, Paris, Le Puy-en-Velay, and Schwartz-
Kheindorf. Some of the early large crypts were
connected with the concentric churches of the
Holy Sepulchre type, such as Saint Benigne at
Dijon, Ottmarsheim, Saint Michael's at Fulda,
where the crj^pt has the same periphery as the
church (ninth to thirteenth centurj'). Wliere,
as is usual, the crj'pt in a basilical or cruciform
church extends only beneath the choir end, the
pavement here is often raised above that of the
body of the church, so as to give greater height
to the crypt. This adds picturesqueness to the
interior. Sometimes the change of level is so
great that the centre of the crj'pt opens widely
upon the nave by one long central stairway, and
two side staircases ascend to the choir. In such
cases the crj-pt is apt to be a very monumental
structure. Such are the crj'pts of San Zeno, at Ve-
rona ; of San Miniato, at Florence ; of the Cathe-
dral of Arezzo; of the Abbey Church of Saint
Denis, of the Cathedral of Strassburg (the largest
in Germany) , and many others. Tlie double choirs
—one at each end—that were common in Ger-
man churches from the time of the old Cathe<lral
of Cologne (814-73), and the Abbey Church of
Saint Gall, usually had a crypt under each choir,
as existing in the Cathedral of Bamberg. In Eng-
land the finest crypt is that of Canterbury; next
to it, that of Glasgow Cathedral. Of course, all

crj-pts were of necessity vaulted, in order to .sup-

port the weight above. A few are tunnel-vaulted,
as the example at Steinbach-Michaelstadt ; but
the immense majority are covered with groin-
vaults, supported by a forest of columns. In
Italian churches, especially in Apulia and the
Roman Province, the usual division is into seven
aisles by six rows of columns. Farther north,
heavy piers are often substitutetl for the slen-

derer columns, especially when the church alwve
is vaulted. These supports were usually placed
closer together than those above. Crypts are not
only interesting in themselves, and from their

great variety of plan and arrangement, but he-

cause, on account of their protected subterranean
situation, they have sufTered less from vandalism
and are often the only remaining part of a
mediaeval church. With the age of cathedrals
and churches of the Mendicant Orders, in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, crypts were
no longer iised, because the cardinal idea of this

era was to provide immense interiors on a single

level for large congregations, instead of interiors

divided by a raised choir into two .sections.

CBYPTO - CAIi'VINISTS. A name given

to Melanchthon and those who agreed with hira

in wishing to unite the Lutherans and Calvin-

ists, and especially in his supposed leaning
toward the Calvinistic view of the Lord's Supper
as shown in the difference between the original

and the altered .\ugsburg Confession. The former
said: "The body and blood of Chri.st are

truly present in the Lord's Supper in the form
of l)read and wine, and are there distributed and
rtceived by the communicants: therefore the o]i-

posite doctrine is rejected." In the latter, the

last clause is omitted. Luther did not approve
the alteration, but tolerated Melanchthon's
change of doctrine. Many, however, called him
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a Crypto-CalvJnirtt. The truth scorns to have
been titut he,did not cunsidcr thut either upiniun
\vu8 u sunicirnt bur to coininuniun witli Christ,

and theretori* thou^'ht that Ikoth of tliein ouglit

to be allowed. The controvi-rsy was bocoming
violent before his death, but afterwards it broke
out with great virulence, and continued with
alternate success on each side for lifty years;

during which time frequent attenif)ta were made
to suppress the C'alvinistic opinions by imprison-

ing their leading advocates, and, at last, in 1611,

by the execution of Chancellor Nicolas Crell.

The terra has also been applied to the Missouri
Lutherans because of their acceptance of the doc-

trine of tinconditional election.

CRYPTOGAMS (from (Jk. icpi'-rAf, kryptos,

liidden -f- )'««'>f, gamos, marriage). A general

term that includes all plants below the* sper-

matophytes (seed-plants) ; that is, the pteri-

dophytes (^ems and their allies), bryophytes
(mosses and their allies), and thallophytes (al-

gve and fungi). The name means 'hidden sex re-

production,' and, in contrast with it, the siierma-

tophytes are often called 'phanerogams.' which
means 'evident sex reproduction.' The names
are not appropriate, since the sex reproduction

of cryptogams is 'very evident,' and that of

phanerogams is very much 'hidden.' The mistake
arose from regarding stamens and pistils as sex

organs. The term cryptogam, however, remains
one of great convenience: but the term phanero-,

gam is being replaced by the much more sig-

nificant term s|>ermatophyte (seed-plant). The
old distinction between cryptogams and phanero-
gams, that the former reproduce by spores and
the latter by seeds, is a false one. Both groups
produce spores, but the cryptogams do not pro-

<luce seeds. Since the pteridophytes are distinct

from the bryophytes and thallophytes in develop-

ing a vascular system, they are very frequently
called 'vascular cryptogams.' For full account,
see articles under the different group-names.

CRYPTOG'RAPHY (Gk. kpvtttSc, kryptos,
secret -\- yput^iv, f/rfijihcin, to write). The art of

writing messages and documents in cipher, in-

tended to be read only by those possessing the
key. The use of secret methods of correspondence
on important matters of state is of considerable
antiquity. Plutarch and Gelliua tell of a method
employed by Spartan ephors in communicating
with their generals abroad, which has received the
name of scytnle, from the staff used in decipher-
ing it. A narrow strip of parchment was first

wound spirally upon the staff, its edges just meet-
ing, and the message was then written along the
line of jointure. When it was unwound, the
broken letters could afterwards be read only by
rolling the parchment upon a duplicate staff in
possession of the general to whom it was sent.
This is but one of a large number of mechanical
devices for reading secret dispatches, such as
papers pierced with holes, to be laid over the
document, revealing only such words or letters
as compose the secret message.

Cryptography, in its stricter sense of the use of
a cipher alphabet formed either by changing the
value of the different letters, or by substituting
for them groups of letters, numbers, or arbitrary
svmbols, if not of Semitic origin, was at least
already, known to, and used by, the sacred writers,
in its simplest form of using the alphabet in its

inverted order. Bv the Jews this form is known

by the name of Atbos, a word formed from A.
the first letter of the Hebrew ulphaUa; T, the
last letter; B, the second; and S, the last but one.
An instance of its use occurs in Jeremiah xiv.,

where the prophet, wishing to veil his meaning
from all but the initiat(>d, writes Shehach instead
of Babel, using the second and twelfth letter><

from the end of the alphabet, instead of from the
Iteginning. .Julius Ciesar's 'quartsi elementorum
littera,' in which D takes the place of .\, and II

of B. is only a variant of this simplest form of
cipher, and Suetonius states that a like metho<l
was employed by Augustus. In mediieval and
modern times, many scholars have turned their
attention to cryptography, among then> .John
Trithemius, Abbot of Sponheim, in his Poligra-
phia (1500); Anastasius Kircher, and his
pupil. Kaspar Schott, whose work. De Magiu
Vniversali (Wiirzburg, 1670), contains a orypto-
graphic table that lies at the foundation of the
modem cipher telegraph systems. It consists
simply of the alphabet repeated twenty-fouT
times in horizontal rows, each successive row-
dropping oir one or more letters from the begin-
ning, and adding it at the end. Thus, in the
second row, B stands under A, C under B, etc.
In the third C represents A, in the fourth D = A,
etc. Thus correspondents have a choice of twenty-
four alphabets, it being necessary only to agree
between themselves upon the first or key letter.

For diplomatic purposes, this form is much too
simple, since any one could decipher dispatches
made in this way, by the simple mechanical task
of making at most twenty^four versions. Accord-
ingly, various methods of complicating the cipher
have been tried, one simple and effective way be
ing that which is known in France as the metho«l
of Saint-Cyr. It consists in using alternately two
or more of these twenty-four alphabets, the order
in which they are to be used being determined
by a key-word previously agreed upon. Thus, if

the key-word is Army, four alphabets are to be
used, namely those in the rows beginning respec-
tively with A, R, M, and Y. Various other elabo-
rations have been sometimes employed, such as
arbitrarily changing the sequence of the letters
of the alphabet, inserting at regular intervals
letters or symbols that have no meaning,
"nulls and insignificants," Bacon called them, or
using groups of letters to represent separate
letters. Of the last-named varietj* is the famous
biliteral cipher of Bacon himself, consisting of
various combinations of A and B, arranged in
groups of five. Thus, aabab, ababa, babba = fly.

Used in this way, such a cipher would be but
little more difficult to detect than any ordinary
set of single symbols. But Bacon went a step
further; for the a's and the b's of his groups he
substituted two fonts of type, differing so
slightly as to present little distinction to the un-
trained eye. These, called respectively the a
font and the b font, can be used for setting up
any ordinary page of printed matter, when by
the proper admixture of the two fonts, each suc-
cessive group of five letters on the page may be
made to stand for a single letter in Bacon's bi-

literal system. The fact that Bacon took a deep
interest in cryptograms is probably the origin

of Ignatius Donnelly's theory that the Shake-
spearean plays contain a cipher that if inter-

preted would prove that Bacon wrote them. And
recently a still bolder attempt has been made by
a certain Mrs. Gallup to apply the biliteral
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cipher to the early Shaikespeare folios, in which,

as is generally known, more than one variety

of type was used. The general principle involved

in Bacon's method, that of representing the

whole alphabet with groups and combinations of

two symbols only, lies at the basis of many
modern methods of signaling—the dot and dash

of the Morse telegraphic code, the right and
left waving of flags in military or naval signal-

ing, etc.

In spite of the best that modem ingenuity

can do to complicate cryptography, the art of

deciphering cryptograms has well-nigh kept pace

with it. Indeed, it is hardly too much to say

that a code based upon any regular mathematical
principle may be solved by ingenuity and pa-

tience. If the language of the document is

known in advance, the relative frequency with
which the letters of the alphabet normally occur

in that language forms an important initial clue.

Thus € is the letter of most frequent occurrence

not only in our own language, but in French and
German as well. In English the next in order

of frequency are t, a, o, n, r, r, s, h, d, I, c, to, u,

m, etc. Single letters must be either a, i, or o.

Words of two letters most likely to occur are

of, to, in, it, is, be, he, hy, or, etc. Double letters

are most apt to be ee, oo, ff, II, or ss. If there is

doubt whether the cipher is in Latin, English,

French, or German, the lack of double letters at

the end of words suggests that it is Latin; if

but few words end with double letters, it is

probably French ; if they are very numerous, it is

German. A highly inflected language, like Latin,

or even the Romance languages, with their com-

plicated conjugations, must be easier to solve than

English is, on account of the regular recurrence

of the same combinations of letters in the inflec-

tional terminations. Those who make a science

of interpreting cipher documents receive no small

assistance from a knowledge of the frequency

with which certain symmctrieal combinations of

letters occur in the vocabulary of a language.

Thus, the combination which may be represented

for convenience by the formula abah is compara-
tively rare jn English: one may cite papa, dodo;

in French, tetc, bdbe. The form abeba is found

in level; Ft., rever. In German, the formula

ahba gives only Anna. Ebbe, Egge, Esse, Otto;

in French, the formula abcdabc gives only two
words, chcrchc and quelque.

Besides the writers on cryptography already

mentioned, readers interested in tiie subject may
be referred to John Baptist Porta, De Furtivis

Literarum 'Notts (1503); Blaise de Vigenfere,

Traits des chiffres (1587) ; Thicknesse, A Treat-

ise on the Art of Deciphering and of Writing in

Cipher (1772) ; and among more modem writers,

J. L. Kluber, Kryptographik (Tubingen. 1809) ;

Romani. Lo cryptographie dvvoiUe (1875) ; and

Fleissner, Z/and/>«r)i dcr Kryptographik (Vienna,

1881).

CBYPTU'RI (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.

Kpvirrfn, kryptos, hidden -f ovpi., oura, tail).

.\n order of birds, the tinanious. occupying a

singular position and placed by Stejneger near

the Apteryx and certain extinct forms. They
differ from nil other CarinatiP (q.v.) in the

character of the jmlate, which is like that of the

ostrich. The order contains only a single family,

which includes perhaps fifty species, all found

only in South America. See Tinamou.

CRYSTAL. See Cbystallookaimiy.

CRYSTAL CLASS and CRYSTAL SYS-
TEM. Sec Cbystallookai'hy.

CRYS'TALLIN. See Globulin.

CRYSTALLIIfE LENS (Fr. cristallin,

Lat. crystallinus, Gk. KpixrraA'Mvd^, krystallinus,

from (c/)iJ<TraAAof, krystallos, crystal, from Kpva-a-

vfiy, krystancin, to freeze, from KpOoi, kryos,

frost). A biconvex, transparent, solid body,

situated immediately behind the pupil of the

eye, and imbedded in the vitreous humor.
Through it the rays of light from any object

must pass to reach the retina. The crystal-

line lens is more convex on its posterior than
on the anterior surface, and its shape and consist-

ency vary at different periods of life. In early

youth it is nearly spherical and soft; as age ad-

vances it becomes flattened and firm. In the

adult human being it measures three-eighths of

an inch transversely, and one-sixth of an inch

in antero-posterior diameter. The lens is re-

tained in position by a capsule of equal trans-

parency, composed of tissue exactly similar to

the elastic layer of the cornea. The lens has no
vascular connection with its capsule, but is nour-

ished by means of a very delicate layer of nu-

cleated cells on its surface, which absorb nourish-

ment from the capsule.

An increase in the refracting power of the eye
for the purpose of near vision is called 'accommo-
dation.' The mechanism of accommodation is a's

follows: The ciliary muscle contracts, drawing
forward the choroid and ciliary processes and re-

laxing the zonula. The lens, which had been
flattened by the tension of the zonula, assumes,
through its o^\'n elasticity, a more spherical

shape. The posterior surface of the lens alters

but little in shape, being fixed rather firmly in

place ; but the anterior surface becomes more con-

vex, and thus its refracting power is increased.

The eye can see objects accurately at every dis-

tance between the 'far point' (the most distant
point of distinct vision for that eye) and the
'near point.' The 'near point' is situated at that
place at which the eye can begin to see clearly

the fine print on a page held close to the eye and
then moved slowly from it. Between the 'near

point' and the eye vision is indistinct, because the
ciliary muscle cannot, by any effort, produce the
amount of convexity of the lens requisite for so

short a distance. The tei*!!! "amplitude of ac-

commodation' denotes the amount of accommoda-
tive effort it makes in order to adapt itself from
its 'far point' to its 'near point.'

CRYSTALLINE ROCKS. A term u.sed to

include the igneous rocks (q.v.) and the meta-
morphic rocks (q.v.), both of which classes have
a more crystalline texture than that of the sedi-

mentary rocks.

CRYSTALLINE SCHISTS. See Metamob-
IMIU' Rocks.
CRYSTALLOGENY, krls'tal-lSj'^nl. See

Crystam 0(;|{aimiy.

. CRYS'TALLOGOIAPHY (from Gk. Kpi.
ffToP?.of, kry/itdllos. crvstnl + ypfl^f. graphein,
to write). The science which treats of crystals.

A crystal is a portion of inorganic matter which
has a definite niole<'ular structure, and an out-

ward form bounded by plane surfaces called crys-

tal faces. These faces are formed during the
growth of the crystal, and have directions de-

pendent upon the structure of the molecule of
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the substanc-e. Honcf, only rleiiu'iitary chemical

vubbtaiici.-8 and dLlinitt- clieniieal conipuundH furiu

crystals. 'I'iie nioli'cular structure by which crys-

tal shajK-s are conditioned is not supposed, lu)w-

ever, to be that of the chemical nudifule, but a
moleeular grouping of a larger order involving

a nunjber of such chemical molecules. Crystals

are formed either where a molten mass solidifies

by cooling, or when tlie amount of a substance

dissolved exdHMls in (puintity the amount which
the solvent can retain in solution under the con-

ditions obt^iining. Hence, when a solution is

evaporated until supersaturated, crystals of the

dissolved sui>stanee are tlirown down. Solutions

sIkjw, however, considerable inertness, and it is

often necessary to intrcnluce some solid sub-

stance—iK'st of all, a crystal of the substance

—

into the solution, in order to start the process

of crystallizjition. Kxceptionally, crystals form
directly from vapors, as in the cases of iodine

and chloride of ammonia.
A substance which never forms crystals is

said to be amorphous. A substance which pos-

t*sses the regular molecular structure character-

istic of crystals vilhout the development of

crystal faces is said to be crystalline. This con-

dition often exist?- because crystals are crowded
by their neighbors. The clearest proof that the

regular structure is present, even when the faces

are not developed, is furnished by an examina-
tion of the physical properties of the substance,

for in a crj'stalline substance these have different

values (or cfXjfTicients) for the different direc-

tions, and these values are in accord with the
synmietrj' of the crystal faces when they are
allowed to develop. For example, a sphere cut
from a crystal of quartz does not, when heated,

remain spherical, as would a piece of amorphous
glass, but becomes distorted into a spheroid.

This is due to the fact that the coefficient of ex-

pansion of the quartz is different in different

directions, but is distributed with a symmetry
in accord with, though somewhat different from,
that of the crj'stal's shape.

Crystal Faces axd Angles. On every single,

or individual, crystal the dihedral or interfacial

angles formed by the faces are never reentrant.

Moreover, the faces of a crystal are usually of

several kinds or classes, and those which are
alike, or of the same kind, are said to comprise
a crystal 'form.' Faces belonging in the same
form, unless perfectly smooth, have similar
natural markings. Tlie angles between faces of

the same kind are identical in value. The in-

strument used in measuring crystal angles is

called a goniometer (q.v.). Not only are the
angles between the similar faces of a crystal con-
stant in value, but in crystals of the same sub-
stance, no matter where found or how produced,
they are of constant value, provided only the
substance is pure and the measurements are
made at the same temperature. Crystal angles
are, therefore, individual and characteristic for

each substance, and substances may l>e identified

by measurement of their angles. Although the
angles are characteri-^tic and definite in size in

crystals of the same substance, the size and rela-

tive developments of the faces themselves may
vary between the widest limits, since these
depend upon the accidents of growth ( the feeding
of crystal substances to the enlarging crystal)
and not upon the crystal's characteristic struc-
ture— the cause is external, not internal. Crystal

faces are, therefore, desc-ribed in terms of their
direction only, not of their absolute position in

space. The grciups of faces or forms which occur
upon crysUils of a single substanee are found to
have the same kind of symmetry, though as be-

tween crystals of different substances the sym
metry may 1h? quite <lifferent. Nearly all crys-
tals liave a centre of synnnetry and one or more
planes and axes of symmetry.
Cbyhtal Classes. No less than thirty-two

crystal classes are called for by the mathematical
theory which is based on the study of the proper-
ties of crystals. The edifice of crystal knowledge
is one of the bt»st foundi*d in theory of any in

the realm of piiysical science. Ikdieving the
origin of crystal structure and shajH! to lie in the
grouping of the molecules, erystallograpliers set

themselves the task of det<'rniining how many
arrangements of points in si)ace were {wssible if

certain assumptions were made in acc<jrdance
with properties known to be common to all crys-

tals. It was fo\md that thirty-two, and only
that number, were possible, and, as regarded
their symmetry, twenty-three corresponded ex-

actly to the twenty-three kinds of crystal sym-
metry then known. It is the best possible proof
of the general correi'tness of the llieory that in

the next eight years representatives were dis-

covered among crystals of six of the nine remain-
ing classes of crystal structure, and none were
found not in correspondence with the classifica-

tion. The thirty-two classes, known or possible,

of crystal symmetry fall into six larger gnnips
called "crystal systems,' though some authors
prefer to subdivide one of tlie systems, making
the numlier seven. Crystal faces being described

and named in terms of their directions, i.e. the

relative intercepts which they make upon a
system of coordinate axes, crystal systems are

determined by the kinds of co<>rdinate axes
which are suited to the symmetry and which
will allow of the simplest calculations. The
six systems are known as ( 1 ) triclinic, which in-

cludes two classes; (2) monoclinic, which in-

cludes three classes; (.3) orthorhombic. which
includes thre«» classes; (4) tetragonal, with

seven classes; (5) hexagonal, with two divisions

—the trigonal, seven clas.ses; and hexagonal, five

classes; and (6) isometric, which has five classes.

Modifications. If the faces on a crystal could

make any angle with the coordinate axes—any
relative intercept whatsoever—the description of

forms and faces would be attended with the

greatest difficulty. Fortunately, however, there

is found to be a law of crystiils known as the

taw of rational indices, which greatly limits the

number of possible faces. This law. while em-
pirical, finds a ready explanation in the accepted

theory of regular molecular structure. Chemical

replacement processes bring about change in the

composition in a substance without giving oppor-

tunity of readjustment of crystal forms. Thus,

substances are found to occur in forms charac-

teristic of other substances. These false fftrms

are known as 'pseudomorphs.' Many chemical

compomids have been observed in more than one

kind of crystals. Such bodies are said to be

dimorphous, trimorphous, or polymorphous. It

is a law, however, that for each chemical com-

pound there is a definite kind of crystal deter-

mined by its substance, and when two or more
varieties* of crystal are found, it indicates that

two kinds of substances exist, which chemists
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1-5. TRICLINIC SYSTEM. 16-20. TETRAGONAL SYSTEM.
6-10. MONOCLINIC SYSTEM. 21-25. TRIGONAL SYSTEM.
11-15. ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM. 26-30. HEXAGONAL SYSTEM.

31-35. ISOMETRIC SYSTEM.
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have not distin4,nnslicd (isomerism). Similarity
in chemical composition of substances is apt to

be attended witli similarity of crystal form, a
relationship described as isomorphism (q.v. ).

Two or more crystal individuals of the same
kind when grown together and partially parallel

are known as twin crystals.

TWIN CHY8TAL8.

A, E, iBometric system ; B, Trigonal system ; C, Tetrag-
onal system ; D, F, Orthorhombic system.

Divisions of Crystallography. Crystal-
lography is treated under the separate divisions

of morphological crystallography, which concerns
itself with external forms of crystals; crystal-

logeny or chemical crj'stallography. which has
to do with the genesis or growth of crystals ; and
physical crystallography, which is concerned
with tiie physical properties of crystals. In-

cluded in this latter division of the subject is

optical crystallography, the application of which
to mineralogical investigation laid the founda-
tion for the modern science of petrologj' or petrog-

raphy (q.v.).

Consult: Dana, Text-book of Mineralogy, parts
i.-iii (New York, 1898); Groth, Physikalische

Krystalloffraphic (T^ipzig. 1805) ; Moses and
Parsons, Elements of Mineralogy, Crystallog-

raphy, and Blowpipe Analysis (New York, 1897).

See MiNEUAi.ocY.

CRYSTALLOIDS (Gk. Kpvora?2o£i6r/c, krys-

talloeidts, like crystal, from KpvaTa'A.?^^, krystal-

los, crystal -f rt^og, eidos, form). Crystals of

reserve proteids in plants. They occur in small

proteid granules (see Aleurone), in the end6-

sperm (the food-bearing tissue surrounding the

embyro), and in the embyro of various seeds.

Similar crystals are foimd free in the outer cells

of potato-tubers and in certain seaweeds. Crys-

talloids are angular in form, but their faces and
angles are inconstant. They are insoluble in

water, but al)sorb it and swell, as ordinary min-

eral cri'stals do not. They are insoluble in weak
solutions but dissolve in strong solutions of com-
mon salt. The proteid material composing crys-

talloids l)elongs to the group of globulins. See

also Colloids.

CRYSTALLOMANCY (from Gk. KpiamMog,
krystdllos, cryslal -}- /rnvrgin, tnanleia, divina-

tion). .\t one time a popular practice of divi-

nation accomplished by means of transparent

bodies. A transpan'nt jewel was employed, but

a beryl was deemed most etTective. The operator

first muttered over it certain formulas of prayer

and then gave it into the hands of a youth or

virgin—none others were pure enough to di.scem
its revelations—who read in it the information
required. The desired facts were conveyed by
means of written characters on the crystal, but
sometimes the spirits invoked were supposed to
appear in the crystal to answer the questions
asked. This method of divination is still prac-
ticed by magicians. For a graphic description
of its employment, consult Shorthouse, John
Jnglesant (London, 1881).

CRYSTAL PALACE (so called because
made of glass). An edifice erected in Hyde
Park, London, for the World's Fair held in 1851.
Designed by Sir Joseph Paxton, it was built of
glass and iron, with floors of wood. Its length
was lf)08 feet and its area 21 acres. It cost

£1,450,000. Every department of art and science
was represented, and the visitors numbered over
6,000,000. Its materials were removed in 1854,
and the structure rebuilt at Sydenham, eight
miles from London. There the park and grounds
cover nearly 200 acres, and a permanent fair is

held. In 1853 a similar but smaller 'crystal pal-
ace' was erected between Fortieth and Forty-
second streets on Sixth Avenue, New York. It

was used for exhibitions and grand concerts, but
was destroyed by fire in 1858. The locality is

now Bryant Park-

CSABA, ch«/b6, or BEKES-CSABA, b;V-

kash-cho'bo, a town of Hungary, in the County of
Bekes, situated in a fertile district about five

miles from the White Kiiros, with which it is

connected by canal, and 122 miles east-southeast
of Budapest (Map: Hungary, G 3). Its indus-
tries are principally agricultural, and cattle-

raising, wine production, and wheat and hemp
growing. The women are noted for their skill

in making linen and hemp fabrics. Csaba has
the largest Protestant conmiunity of any town
in Hungary, excepting Budapest. Population,
in 1890, 32,244, of whom less than a fourth
were Hungarians, and the rest Slavs; in 1900,
37,547.

CSAnYT, cha'ny^, LAszl6 (Ladislas) (1790-
1849). An Hungarian statesman. He was born
at Csjiny ( County of Zala

) , and served in the
campaigns of 1809-15. He early manifested an
interest in local politics, and became intimate
with Francis Deiik. In 1848 he was appointetl

commissioner plenipotentiary to various divisions

of the Revolutionary army, and sub.sequently
received from Kossuth a portfolio in the Ministry.
After the surrender of the Hungarian army at
Viliigos he refused to avail himself of the oppor-
tunity for flight; but as he had previously been
one of the most active organizers of the revolu-
tion, so he now became a martyr to his convic-
tions, and after a voluntary surrender to the
Russians at Sarkad, he was delivered by them
to the -\ustrians, and e.xecuted on OctoWr 10,

1849.

CSARDAs, ehjlr'dilsh (Hung., from csdrda,
tavern). The national dance of Hungary. It

consists of two movements, the first a slow
lassu in lied form and in four-fourth or two-
fourth time. It is mostly in the minor mode.
The second movement, friss or frischka, is an
exeee<lingly lively dance also in four-fourth
or two-fourth time. It is in the major mode
and consists of eight and sixtwn bar phrases,
which are repeated. Toward the end the time
is greatly accelerated and the rhythm becomes
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more and more complex, so that the whole piece

has a wiKl. timmituous. and abrupt charaoU'r.

In both parts of the csArdfis the aeeont conies on

tlie weak U'at. The alternation from the liissu

to the friss is made aceordinj» to the will of the

dancer, who motions to the players whenever he

wants the change made. The figures of the csflr-

dfls vary greatly in different distrietw.- The
usual form opens with a stately promenade,
which changes into a rapid whirling motion;
the dancers then separate and carry on a sort of

pantomime, the girl sometimes approaching, then

retreating from her partner, who follows and
finally seizes her. Again thoy whirl wildly

around, then separate and go through much the

same performance. The dance may be performed
by any number of couples, but as no two couples

are ever dancing identically the same figures at

the same time, the whole gives a varied and com-
plex appearance. See Maqyab Music.

CSENGERY, chen'gt^-rl, Anton (1822-80).

An Hungarian statesman and publicist. He was
born at Grosswardein and early devoted himself

to journalism. After editing the Pesti Hirlap

for three years he was in 1848 appointed minis-

terial councilor, and followed the Hungarian Min-
istry to Debreczin. In 1849 he returned to Buda-
pest and devoted himself to literary pursuits. In

1857 he founded the review entitled Budapest

i

Szemle, which he conducted for twelve years. He
was an active promoter of agricultural and trade

societies, and was one of the chief founders and
afterwards the director of the Hungarian Insti-

tute of Land Credits. In 1861 he was elected

to the Diet, where he became, as the most inti-

mate friend of Defik, a powerful leader of the

Deflk party. In addition to his excellent trans-

lation of Macaulay's History of England (latest

ed. 1874), he was the author of several impor-

tant and brilliantly written works in Hungarian,
among which may be mentioned: Historical

Sttcdies and Character Sketches (2 vols., 1870) ;

History and Historians (1874); Memorial Ad-
dress on Francis Dedk (1877). His collected

Avorks were published in Budapest in 1884.

CSIKY, chd'k^ Gekgely (1842-91). An
Hungarian dramatist. He was born at Pankota
(Arad), and after studying Catholic theology at

Budapest and Vienna became professor at the

Priests' Seminary in Temesvar. After an activ-

ity here of several y<*ars, he became a convert to

Protestantism in 1878. Csiky is considered one

of the greatest of modern Hungarian dramatists

;

he was equally effective in tragedy and comedy.

He also wrote several successful novels and
translated into Hungarian the works of Sopho-

cles, Euripides, and Plautus, as well as standard

works of French and English dramatists. Among
his numerous plays, most of which have been

highly successful, may be mentioned: The com-

edies' Jdslat (The Oracle), Mukdnyi, and
Kariar: the tragedies JrtHUS, Spartaeiis, Nora,

and Theodora: and the popular drama The Pro-

letarians.

CSOKONAI, chA'kft-no-e, Vixfiz Mihalt
(1773-1805). An Hungarian poet, bom at De-

breczin. He was appointed professor of poetry in

the college at Debreczin in 1704. but resigned the

post in 1795, in order to study law, and, with the

exception of a brief connection with the gymna-
sium of Csurgo, he lived thenceforth in private,

devoting himself wholly to literature. His

acquirements, particularly in linguistics, were
notable. In poetry he wa« to some extent infiu-

enced by Kiildi, but reiiiiiined ess^-ntially inde-

pendent. He was prei'minently a lyrist, in both
the narrower domain of the folk-song and the

larger realm of artistic jKX'try. His diction is

simple and often naive. Some pronounced de-

fects of taste have met with the censure of the
critics, but a distinguished place among modern
Hungarian poets has been conceded to him- A
collective edition of his works was published by
Toldy in 1840. Two Hpecinien jkhmiis rendered
into German may be found in Schwicker,
(Icschichle der ungarischen Liiteratur (Leipzig,

1889).

CSOMA DE KbBbS, ch6'm6 de ke'resh, SAn-
DOB (1784-1842). An Hungarian traveler and
Tibetan scholar. He was born April 4, 1784, at

Koros, in Transylvania, and was educated first

at the college of Nagy-Enycd, and subsequently
at Gi>ttingen, where he devoted himself espec-ially

to the study of Oriental languages. It was the

dream of his life to discover the original home of

his race, the Magyars, in Asia. In 1820 he set

out on his pilgrimage for that purpose. He went
first to 'Teheran, then to Little Bokhara, and
finally settled for four years (1827-30) at the

Buddhist monastery of Kanani on the confines of

Tibet and India, where he studied Tibetan. He
found to his disappointment that the Tibetan

language had little bearing on the Magyar proi)-

leni, but it led him to Calcutta to study Sans-

krit, as the literature of Tibet is largely trans-

lated from the Sanskrit. At Calcutta, where he

became the object of general attention on the

part of British scholars, he devoted himself to

cataloguing the Tibetan books, upward of 1000

volumes, in the library of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal. He prepared, likewise, a Tibetan gram-

mar and dictionary (1834), which ^s still a

standard work, and he wrote a number of articles

on TilHjtan literature in the Asiatic Researches.

Once more he set out on his old-time search to

find the early home of the Magyars, and l)ent his

way toward the western confines of China, but

while on this journey he died at Darjiling, north-

eastern India, April 11, 1842.

CSONGRAD, chSn'grad. A market-town of

Hungarj', in the county of the same name,

situated on a point of land at the con-

fluence of the Theiss and the Koros, 70 miles

southeast of Budapest (Map: Hungary, G 3).

The inhabitants are chiefly engaged in the rear-

inw of cattle, fishing, and the cultivation of the

vine. Population, in 1890, 20,802; in 1900,

22,019.

CTENACODON, t6-nAk'6-d6n. One of the

rare primitive fossil mammals found in ,
the

L'pper Jurassic rocks of Wyoming. It is known

onlv bv its lower jaw, which has a length of

about one-half inch and indicates an animal of the

size of a mouse. The teeth are of the multituber-

culate type, and consist of a prominent chisel-

shaped incisor, four longitudinally compressed

premolars, which are distinctly cutting teeth

with serrated edges and grooved sides, and of

which the fourth is much the largest, and two

small molars with tubercles surrounding the cen-

tral cavities on their crowns. This type of den-

tition indicates relationship to the Monotremata
(Ornithorh.\Tichus and Echidna), which, to-

<»ether with the fossil Ctenacodon and its allies.
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Plagiaiilax and Polyiiiastodon from the Eocene,,

and other Mesozoic and Tertiary genera, are in-

eluded as a subclass, Prototheria ; a group
showing affinities to the marsupials among the
nietatherian mammals. Consult: Cope, "The
Tertiary Marsupialia," in American Naturalist
(Philadelphia, 1884) ; Marsh, "American Juras-
sic ^lamnials," in American Journal of Science,

vol. xxxiii., ser. 31 (New Haven, 1887) ; Osbom,
"On the Structure and Classification of the Meso-
zoic Mammalia," in Journal of the Academy of
Natural Science, Philadelphia, ser. 2, vol. ix.

(1888); id., "Supplementary Note on the
Above," in Proceedings of the Academy of Nat-
ural Science (Philadelphia, 1888).

CTENOID (te'noid) FISHES (Gk. kt€po-

tiS-^i, ktenoeidCs, comb-like, from /cre/s, kteis,

comb -|- e75oy, eidos, form ) . One of the four
orders into which Agassiz classified fishes, the

others being cycloid, placoid, and ganoid. The
name refers to the scales, which bear teeth or
sharp projections on the posterior or free mar-
gin. These teeth may be in one or more rows.

This classification has been abandoned, since evi-

dently unrelated forms may show this character.

Such ctenoid scales characterize the more recent

fishes, as perch and flounders.

CTENOPHORA, te-nofo-ra (Neo-Lat. nom.
pi., from Gk. ktcIs, kteis, comb -|- <f>4peiv, phe-

rein, to bear, carry). A class of ccelenterates,

composed of jellyfish, characterized by the ab-

sence of nettle-cells and the near approach to

bilateral symmetry. The ctenophores are dis-

tinguished by the presence of eight external rows
of minute plates, made from fused cilia, begin-

ning near the aboral pole and running down to-

ward the mouth, which have given the name
'comb-jellies' to this group. The body is almost
transparent, and is oval, more or less elongated,

rarely band-shaped, as in the girdle-of-Venus
(q.v. ). The gastrovascular system of canals is

rather complicated and diff"ers from that of other

ccelenterates by opening at the aboral pole, with
two small outlets; between these is a remark-
able and complicated sense-organ, which serves

as an eye and a positional organ. The body is

often prolonged on each side of the mouth as a
flap or fold, by the movements of which the ani-

mals swim. The eight rows of so-called swim-
ming plates are probably quite as much respira-

tory as locomotive. On each side of the body is

'a long tentacle, with branches on one side, capa-

ble of being greatly extended or completely re-

tracted into a protecting sheath. In a few forms
these tentacles are wanting. More than 100

species of ctenophores are known, all marine.
The largest ones are only three or four inches in

length, but the girdle-of-Venus is sometimes five

feet broad. They are usually colorless, but are

sometimes yellowish or brownish, and the move-
ment of the swimming plates sometimes makes
them strikingly iridescent. Many species are

notably phosphorescent. Consult: L. Agassiz,

Contributions to the Natural Tlistory of the

I'nilcd States, vol. iii., pt. 2 (Boston, 1860) ;

A. Agassiz, papers in Memoirs of the Museum
of Comparative Zoology (Cambridge, Mass., 1875

et seq.). See C<elenterata.

CTESIAS, te'sl-as (Lat.. from Gk. KT»7<rfo»,

Kfe-fins). A Greek physician and historian of

the fifth century u.c. He was a native of Cnidus,
In B.C. 415 he was captured by the Persians, and

on account of his knowledge of medicine was
kept at the Persian Court some seventeen years.

In 398 he returned to his home, where he wrote
a comprehensive work on Persia (XIcpo-tKa, Fer-
sika ) in twenty-three Ixxjks, based on the knowl-
edge he had gained by his residence and re-

searches at the Persian capital. Of this only
fragments remain, and an abridgment in Pho-
tius; the latter has likewise preserved an
abridgment of another work by Ctesias on
Indiii ; we also hear of a geographical treatise.

The fragments are edited by C. Miiller in an ap-

pendix to Dindorf, Herodotus (Paris, 1844).
Consult: Blum, Herodotus und Ctesias (Heidel-

berg, 183G) ; Wachsmuth, Einleitung in das
Studium der alten Geschichtc (Leipzig, 1895).

CTESIBItrS, t^.slb^-us (Lat., from Gk. Ktij-

al^ioi, Ktesibios) . A Greek who was famous for

his inventions in mechanics. He lived about B.C.

250. He was bom at Alexandria. We owe to

him and his pupil, Hero of Alexandria, the force-

pump, the water organ, and also the discovery of

the elastic force of air, and its application as a
motive power. His work on hydraulic machines
is lost.

CTESIPHON, tgsl-fon (Lat., from Gk.
KT7]ffi<pwv, Ktesiphon) , now' Tak-i-Kesba. A city

on the eastern bank of the Tigris, the common
winter residence of the Parthian kings, and finally

the capital of the Parthian kingdom. It fell into

the hands of the Arabs in a.d. 637. and was later

abandoned, its ruins being used to furnish ma-
terial for the neighboring Bagdad. Its site is to-

day marked by scanty remains, including, how-
ever, the facade and arched hall of the Parthian
palace. On the opposite bank are the ruins of

Seleucia, and the two cities are together called

by the Arabs El-Modein.

CTESIPHON. An Athenian orator of the
fourth cejitury B.C. He proposed the presenta-

tion of a golden crown to Demosthenes for his

sacrifices in his country's cause; for this he
was pi-oaecuted by ^-Eschines, but was defended
successfully by Demosthenes in his oration On
the Croinn (n.c. 3.30).

CUATJTLA DE MORELOS, kwa ootia d&
m6-ra'l6s, or CTIATLA MOBELOS. A city in

the State of Morelos, Mexico, situated on the

river Cuautla (Map: Mexico, K 8). It. is the
centre of a fertile sugar-growing district, and
has several sugar-mills. Cuautla de Morelos
was at one time the residence of the Governor of

the State, and is famous for its heroic resistance

under Jos6 Maria Morelos y Pavon in 1812
against the attacks of a superior army of Royal-
ists. Population, about 14,000.

CUBA, ku'bA, Sp. pron. koo'sd (West Indian
Cubtiniic<in) . An island repiiblic of the West
Indies, the largest of the Greater Antilles, situ-

nte<l mainly between latitudes 20° and 23° N.,

and longitudes 74° and 85° W., and lying south of

the I'lorida |)eninsuhi, from which it is s<'pa rated

by Florida Straits, about 125 miles wide, and east

of the Yucatan pcnin^^ula, from which it is st>pa-

rated by the Yucatan Channel, of nearly an eqiuil

width (^fap: West ln<lies, G 3. and s])eeial map).
The island of Cuba lies nearly east and west: it

is long and narrow, having its greatest breadth of

about 100 miles at the southeast, ajid a width of

less than thirty miles in its narrowest part, near
Havana. The total length of Cuba is about 780
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niilcH, and it haa an areu of 44,000 square miles,

including; its small islands and the isle of Pines.

'roiHKiRAi'iiY. The coast <)f Cuba is exceed-

ingly broken. l>ein^ indented by numerous gulfs

or bays. The chief of these on the south coast,

commencin<r at the west, are the following: Cor-
rientes, Coitez, Alataniana, Cazones, and Guaca-
nayaix). There are many fine harbors, with nar-

row, tortuous entrances opening within into

broad expanses—as at Havana. The north coast
is in gn»at jiart bordered by coral islands or
reefs, which stretch from Nuevitaa to Car-
denas, and render approach to this part of the
coast extremely diilicult and dan<i;crous. On the
south is the large Isle of Pines ( Isla de Pinos),
with many small islets associated with it, and,
further eastward, a group of many islets, known
as the Jardines de la Reina.

Tlie western part of Cuba is traversed by a
mountain range. Sierra de los Organos, 2500 feet

high. The celebrated tobacco region, Vuelta
Abajo, is on its south slope. The middle part of

the island has an undulating surface, broken only
here and tliere by hills, such as the group near
Trinidad, on the south coast. The land rises

eastward, and tlie eastern province, Santiago,
consists in the main of an elevat<Hl plateau, 1000
to 2000 feet high, deeply scored by streams. Along
the south coast of this province, stretching from
Cape Cruz eastward, is the Sierra Maestra, much
the highest land of the island, its highest peak,
Turquino, being 8320 feet in height. Much of

the coast west of Cape Cruz is low and marshy.
The great Zapota swamp borders this coast. The
rivers are numerous, but short, and in general
unfitted for navigation ; the river Cauto, in the
southeastern part, is about 150 miles in length,

and is navigable for a distance of 50 miles to

Cauto Eiubareaidero.

Climate. The climate of Cuba on the coast is

extremely equable, but less so inland. The aver-

age temiKTatures for January vary from 72° F.

at the north, to 75° F. at the south, and the July
temperatures average about 82° F. ; the coast
temperatures seldom exceed 90° F. in summer,
nor go below (55° F. in winter. In the mountain
regions, however, the temperature goes lower
than 50°. The rainfall is excessive in the north-
eastern section, reaching over 100 inches in some
places ; at Havana it is over 50 inches ; the south-
ern coast region has. however, much less rainfall.

The chief rainy season is in simimer, but rain
falls throughout the year. The prevailing winds
are the Trades, from the northeast. Cuba lies

within the path of the West Indian hurricanes,
v.'hich are liable to occur during August. Sep-
tember, and October. The unhealthful conditions
formerly prevalent were largely due to the ab-
sence of sanitary precautions. Yellow fever, the
local scourge, was an annual epidemic. Since
1901, however, the energetic administration by
the military authorities of the sanitary measures
recommended by a commission of American sci-

entists has resulted in yellow fever being con-
fined to a few isolated cases. See Havana; Yel-
iA)\\ Fever.

Flora. The vegetation of Cuba is tropical in
its species and luxuriance, although, strangely
enough, trees usually found only in colder cli-

mates are also found even in the Cuban lowlands.
Thus, the pine grows side by side with the ma-
hogany tree. Palms are plentiful. The majuga,
with its fibrous bark and beautiful hard-wood

trunk, and the gronadillo, the baria, Cuban eb-
ony, lignum yituj, Cuban cedar. Cuban mahogany,
the acana, jiqui, cottonwood, logwood, rosewood,
and the odd jagUey, are all indigen(jus. Among
the economic fruit and vegetable products may
be mentioned tlie banana, c(x.'oanut, pineapple,
orange, lemon, lime, fig, date, tamarind, mango,
guava, zabote, pomegranate, anona, melon, bean,
cassava, and sweet potato.

Fauna. The fauna of Cuba includes rabbits,
the hutia

(
q.v. ) , and bats ; the domestic hog, dog,

and cat (which have run wild and become very
numerous) ; over 200 sixjcies of birds, including
scavenger buzzards and vultures, grouse, quail,
snipe, and wild turkeys; alligators, chameleons,
iguanas,. small lizjirds, and tree-toads. Few s|)ecies
of snakes are found, although some, like the majii,
grow to large size (10 to 18 feet). The land-
crabs, which move over the country in countless
numbers, and grow in size up to eight inches in
diameter, are very annoying, as are also the
flying cockroaches. Scorpions, centipedes, and
tarantulas are plentiful. Insects are numerous
in species and limitless in numbers ; among these
are ants, beautiful fireflies, and what has been
described as the 'worst pest on the island,' the
nigua or jigger. Nearly G50 species of fish have
been found in Cuban waters, among which are
large sharks, the giant aguja (weighing some-
times 500 pounds), the snoring ronco, gallego,
garfish, and the parego or red snapper. Tlie por-
poise and manatee are also found in numbers in
the coast waters.
Geology. Cuba was largely formed in late

Tertiary times. The rocks composing it are
mainly recent stratified deposits. There are ir-

regular areas of granite, serpentine, and eruptive
rocks near the middle of the island, surrounded
by Tertiary beds extending over most of the
island to the coast. The Sierra de los Organos
is composed mainly of Triassic sandstones, and
the Sierra Maestra of Cretafceous and Tertiary
beds.

Mineral RESOLBCErj. The mineral deposits of
Cuba are confined chiefly to the eastern province
of Santiago de Cuba, and are exploited almost
exclusively by American companies. Tlie chief
mineral, iron, was first worked on a large scale in
1884, and the output has since then grown at a
steady rate, increasing from 23,977 tons in 1884
to 452,559 tons in 1897. The total production of
iron ore for that period amounted to 3,443,444
tons, of which the United States took 3,401,077
tons. The ore is of a good quality and especially
adapted for the manufacturing of Bessemer steel.

In tihe last war with Spain, the mining industry,
like all economic activities of the island, suffered
greatly, in some of the mines work being com-
pletely suspended. Another mineral product of

importance is manganese, which is also found in

the Province of Santiago de Cuba and exported
to the United States. Copper was mined in Cuba
as early as the sixteenth century in the Sierra
del Cobre, Santiago de Cuba ; and prior to the
discovery of copper in the United States the
latter imported most of the copper for its

domestic use from Cuba. With the increased cost

of production, owing to the exhaustion of the
surface deposits, and the discovery of copper in

the United States, copper-mining ceased on the
island. Gold, silver, and lead are found in small
deposits. In general, the mining industries of
the island are little developed.
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Agriculture. Owing to its climate and soil,

Cuba is exceptionally well adapted for agriculture,
but long Vfuis of political oppression and un-
favorable labor conditions, combined somewhat
with the indisposition for work inherent in the
natives, have retarded the agricultural develop-
ment of the island. Prior to the late war the
number of farms was estimated at over 90,000,
valued at nearly $200,000,000. But the war,
with the reconcentrado policy, caused a great
destruction of farms and live stock. Thus the
census of 1899 gives the number of farms at
60,711, witii a total area of 8,542,000 acres, of

which, liowever, only a little over one-tenth was
under cultivation. The land is cut up into ex-

ceedingly small tracts. The holdings of less than
«ight acres ( Vi cabelleria ) constitute about 63
per cent, of the total number ; those of between
eight and sixteen acres comprise about 19 per
cent.; while those above tliirty-two acres consti-

tute only 7 j)er cent. Out of the 50,000 farms
of less than sixteen acres, about 24,000 are occu-

pied by white renters, 10,300 by colored renters;

9600 are occupied by white owners, 2800 by col-

ored. Tlie participation of colored inhabitants
in agricultural pursuits is confined largely to

the smaller farms.

Sugar.—Sugar was one of the earliest products
of the island. Cane is supposed to have been
introduced in 1523, but its cultivation for three

centuries was insignificant. The annual output
prior to the opening of the nineteenth century
averaged about 28,000 tons, which was increased

bv the end of the first half of the century
to about 250,000. During the latter half of the

nineteenth century also the tendency was up-
ward, although the industry was greatly handi-

capped by frequent internal disturbances and by
the low price of sugar, brought about largely by
the competition of beet-sugar. In 1853 the out-

put of the island was 322,000 tons; in 1870 it

had increased to 726,000. Twenty years later the
amount had fallen to 632,368 tons; but in 1894
there were produced 1,054,214 tons, or nearly 50
per cent, of the world's output of cane-sugar.

Even in 1895, the fir.st year of the Cuban war, the

output exceeded 1,000,000 tons; but in the fol-

lowing year it fell to 225,221, with a further de-

crease in 1897 of 13,221 tons. Since the Spanish-

American War the figures have grown to 335,608

tons in 1899, 300.073 tons in 1900, and 600.000

in 1901. The cultivation of sugar differs

from most branches of agriculture in that

it rc(|uires a large outlay of capital for its

operation. The successful colonia, or sugar plan-

tation, generally contains several thousands of

acres, several miles of private railway for the

transportation of the cane to the mills, numerous
buildings, and costly plants of machinery for the

manufiicture of the sugar. Besides this, build-

ings for the housing of a thousand or more em-
ployees have to be provided. The cane, which re-

quires replanting but once in seven years, is

chielly grown on elevated land, no fertilizer being

required.

Tohacco.—Next to sugar, tobacco is the most
important agricultural product of the island.

The cultivation of that plant in Cuba dates from
about 1580. when it was introduced into the

district of Vuelta Abajo, in the Province of Pinar

del Rio, which has since been famous for the

quality of its tobacco. The output of the pro-

vince is nearly .'iO per cent, of the entire crop of

CUBA.

the island. The plant is also extensively culti-

vated in the provinces of Havana and Santa
Clara. At the outbreak of the late war, the nor-

mal annual output was over 62,000,000 pounds,
but in 1896-97 the amount had dwindled to about
41,000,000 pounds; in 1897-98 to 9,680,000
pounds; in 1898-99, however, it rose to 24,400-

000 pounds. The condition of the tobacco in-

dustry is, on the whole, more hopeful than that
of sugar, because it suffers less from competition
and because the raw tobacco, although the tariff

is high on the finished product, such as cigars, is

admitted to tlie market of the United States
with only a slight import duty.

Other Agricultural Products.—Com, or maize,
is grown all over the island and is used extensive-

ly for the feeding of domestic animals. Rice is

also cultivated, but the harvest goes entirely

to satisfy the domestic demand. Wheat, barley,

and oats, chiefly for economic reasons, are little

cultivated, and it is doubtful whether the output
of wheat will ever meet the home demand. Sweet
potatoes are raised almost every\vhere and form
a very important food article. The natural con-

ditions are exceedingly favorable for the cultiva-

tion of fruit. The banana is grown in enormous
quantities, and besides being extensively ex-

ported to the United States, figures very promi-
nently in the diet of the poorer native classes.

Oranges of an excellent quality also abbund, and
their cultivation will undoubtedly be extended
owing to the recent destructive frosts in Florida.

Coffee, once an important product, is now (1902)

in a state of decline and the output is barely suffi-

cient for home consumption. Pineapples, cocoa-

nuts, limes, lemons, and numerous other southern
fruits grow in abundance, but thus far very
little has been done by the natives toward their

systematic cultivation, the fruit interests being
in the main in the hands of foreign (chiefly

American) companies.

The forests of Cuba are supposed to occupy
about 50 per cent, of the total area of the island.

Beides the valuable mahogany and cedar woods
which find their way to foreign markets, there

are about thirty species of the palm, of which
the royal palm is probably the most useful tree

on the island, every part of it from the leaves

and fibre to the roots being utilized by the na-

tives. Of the forest area the State owns 1,250,-

000 acres.

The natural conditions for the raising of live

stock are very favorable, and at one time this

branch of agriculture was in a high state of devel-

opment. During the deca<les preceding the late \\-ar,

however, the heavy import duties on live stock,

whose effects were aggravated by periods of rebel-

lion, kept the supply far short of the natural

demand, and most of the animals necessary for

agricultural purposes and slaughtering had to be

imported. In 1894 the live stock of the island

numbered 584,725 horses, 2,485,766 cattle. 570,-

194 hogs, and 78,494 sheep, with a total value of

over .$101,000,000. The effect of the late war on

the live stock of the island may be seen from the

census figures of 1899, which give the number of

horses at 88,000; cattle. 376,050; hogs, 358,868;

and sheep, 9982.

Manufactires. The mamifacturing indu-

tries of Cuba are confined to the production of

sugar, and of cigars and cig>»rettes—both indus-

tries closely connected with agriculture. In fact,

the first is so intimatelv connected with the
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plantations that it is rather to be regarded as an
adjunct of agriculture than a separate industry.

In the case of tobacco products the line of demar-
cation is more distinct, and, while some of the

large manufacturing companies have their own
plantations, most of them prefer to buy the raw
material of the planters. The centre of the cigar
manufacturing is Havana, and most of the large

firms are in the hands of foreigners. This indus-

try has of late begun to show some signs of de-

cline owing to the heavy import duties imposed
by foreign countries, and the general tendency is

to export Cuban tobacco in its raw state.

Labob COiNDiTioNS. One of the prominent re-

tarding factors in the agricultural and indus-
trial development of Cuba is the scarcity of

labor. The liberation of slaves had a detrimental
effect on the economic development of Cuba as
well as the West Indies in general. With the
supply of black labor cut off, the Chinese coolies

became the chief factor in the Cuban labor
market, but, owing to real or alleged inhuman
treatment, the Chinese Government phohibited
further emigration to the island. Since then
Spain and the Canary Islands have been drawn
upon to some extent, but the supply falls short
of the demand. The war still further depleted
the ranks of labor, and according to the census
of 1899 only 299,197 persons were engaged in

agriculture, fishing, and mining; 93,034 in manu-
facturing and mechanical pursuits. To the sugar
planter the problem of securing competent
laborers is serious. In the tobacco industry the
labor question does not offer such difficulties,

owing to the fact that the work requires great
skill, and white labor can be utilized to a large

extent. In the mining industry the problem is

also simplified, largely because of more favorable
climatic conditions in the mountain districts.

Transportation. Owing to the oblong shape
of the island and the comparative evenness of

the surface, the transportation problem presents
few natural difficulties. The existing facilities,

however, are utterly inadequate. The roads are
mostly imcared for, and during the rainy season
become almost impassable. Even the Camino
Central, the chief highway of the island running
from Havana to Santiago de Cuba, is for the
most part in a very poor condition. The railway
lines, while exceeding in mileage the length of

the island, are concentrated chiefly in the western
and central parts. They are mostly narrow-
gauge lines with light rails and poor roadbeds. The
centre of the railway system is Havana, from
which lines lead to Matanzas, Pinar del Rio,

Cardenas, Cienfuegos, Santa Clara, Camajuani,
and a number of minor places. East of the Prov-
ince of Santa Clara there are only a few short
lines, of which the most important are the one
connecting Puerto Principe with its port, Nuevi-
tas, and the few short lines leading from San-
tiago de Cuba into the mining region of the
province. The total length of the seventeen pub-
lic railways is over 1200 miles, while the 107
private roads (mostly belonging to sugar planta-

tions) have a total length of 865 miles. The
Central Railway connects Santa Clara with San-
tiago de Cuba, and thus gives uninterrupted
railway communication from one end of the
island to the other.

Commerce. The commerce of Cuba, under the
Spanish r(^gime, notwithstanding the restrictions

placed upon it, was, relatively speaking, exten-

sive. By a system of heavy protection, which
had grown out of the monopoly idea of the
seventeenth century, most of the commerce wa*
diverted into Spanish channels, although only
few of the demands of the island could be sup-
plied by Spain from its domestic products. But
the adoption of a recipnK-al treaty between the
United States and Spain gave an impetus to
commercial relations between tiie former power
and Cuba. The exports of merchandise from
the United States to Cuba rose from $12,224,88*
in 1891 to $24,157,698 in 1893, while the im-
ports of Cuban products into the United State*
increased during the same period from $61,714,-
395 to $78,706,506. With the expiration of this,

treaty in 1894 and the beginning of the Cuban
war in the following year, the commerce of the
island began to decline, and the exjjorts and
imports in 1899 amounted to $65,000,000 and
$45,300,000 respectively, as against $64,000,000
and $93,000,000 in 1892. Thus the exports had
remained practically the same, while the im-
ports had fallen off over 50 per cent. The
figures for 1900 showed but a slight increase over
the preceding year. The principal imports into
Cuba in 1000 were as follows: provisions and
liquors (45 per cent.) ; textiles (15 per cent.) ;

metals, manufactures, and machinery (about 9
per cent.) ; and live stock (about 6 per cent.).
The exports for the same years consisted of sugar
and its products, over 36 per cent.; tobacco and
its products, 53 per cent. ; the rest being made
up of iron ore, fruits, wood, etc. Comparing the
mean annual Value of imports by countries for
1894-95 ($67,335,800) with that for the period
of 1899-1900 ($64,965,800), we find that Spain's
share fell off from about 44 to less tlian 16 per
cent. ; that of the United States increased from
about 33 to over 45 per cent., while that of
Great Britain practically remained the same,
ever 15 per cent. The export trade of Cuba for
1900 was distributed as follows: United State*
and possessions, 68 per cent.; United Kingdom
and possessions, 12 per cent.; Spain, 2 per cent.;

and Germany, 11 per cent. Tlie United States,

buys almost the whole of Cuba's sugar and a
large portion of her tobacco and mineral prod-
ucts, and sends to the island in return live stock
and animal products, flour, and metal manufac-
tures, including railway supplies. Havana was-

visited in 1900 by 3276 vessels of 2,078,126 tons.

Banks. Probably no other business reflects so
closely the general economic condition of a coun-
try as banking. It is therefore not at all .sur-

prising to find the banking business of Cuba
in a deplorable state. Of all the banks founded
in Cuba in the course of the last three decades

of the past century, only two survived tlie

Spanish-American War, viz. the Spanish Bank
of the Island of Cuba and the Bank of Com-
merce. The former, though owned by private

stockholders, was a semi-official institution under
the Spani-sh r6gime, being subject to certain

official regulations, and its governor appointed

by the Spanish Government. It acted as fiscal

agent of the Government, collecting the internal

revenue, and floating the paper currency. The
Bank of Commerce owes its iminterrupted,

though by no means entirely prosperous, existence

to its valuable railway and other properties

which have helped indirectly to swell its bank-

ing business, and have yielded a revenue out-
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side of that derived from its purely banking rise of wages to the detriment of the planters

operations. who could not expect a corresponding rise in

Finance. The history of the currency of prices of their products in the foreign markets,

Cuba does not diflfer much from the lamentable the Spanish silver money was also declared legal

record made by nearly all of the Spanish-Ameri- tender. The old inconveniences of a fluctuating

can countries as well as Spain. It is the story currency were done away with by giving the

of desperate, but in the end of vain, attempts to coins a fixed rate in exchange for gold as follows:

make the fiat of Government pass for commodi- peso, 60 cents; medio peso, 30; peseta, 12; real,

ties of intrinsic worth in the monetary trans- 6; medio real, 3 cents. A fixed value was also

actions of the people. For a time, such attempts given to the bronze and copper coins, which were

succeeded, but in the end the Government was made legal tender for sums not exceeding one

compelled to refuse its own worthless currency, dollar. As the legal value given the silver coins

This is particularly true of the paper currency by the Presidential order is somewhat below the

of the Spanish Government, which was worth at value at which it is accepted in Spain, it be-

the time of American occupation but seven cents comes profitable to ship that coin to the latter

on the dollar. Even before that event, when the country. The ultimate result of this operation

Spanish Government accepted 10 per cent, of will be the gradual disappearance of Spanish

customs dues in that currency, the price rose silver from the island without sudden distressing

only to 15 cents, varying between that value and effects upon its industry and commerce.
12 cents. The last issue of Spanish paper cur- During the last thirty years of Spanish

rency took place during the late war, when $20,- sovereignty in Cuba the budget of the island

000,000 of paper money was put in circulation remained almost stationary, at from 26,000,000

through the Spanish Bank of the Island of to 30,000,000 pesos. Although the entire reve-

Cuba upon the security of $6,330,000 (silver) nue was derived from the people of the island,

deposited with the bank. In spite of having been only about 15 per cent, of the expenditures was
made legal tender, the paper went at a discount incurred for local needs, while about 85 per cent.

from the start, and as soon as the Government went to defray 'sovereignty expenses,' that is,

had shown by its illegal withdrawal of the silver the expenses of the general government. The
fund from the bank that it did not mean to de- following tables sen'e to illustrate the budgets

part from its old-time methods, the paper was under the Spanish and American regimes:

repudiated throughout the island, until, as stated .„„„., -o^^^^^ „^„ a.„» UTomn jmv if»o,^ ^, i- r ii. /-. i • „„^ *:„„ AvEBASE Aknual. Bcdget for the Period jcx.y, ibw,
above, the action of the Government in accepting .j.^ June, 1895

the paper in payment of 10 per cent, of customs bevexce
dues raised it from 12 to 15 per cent, of its cugtoma $11,599,270 (U. s. Standanl)

par value. Internal Revenne 6.882.205

The standard of money in Spanish Cuba was ^^^^'^^„^ 2'o58"306
Spanish gold, the centen or alfonsino—a 25-peseta

"—!—!

—

piece—being the principal coin. In addition to Total $22,459,726

that there was a large amount of silver currency. expenditure

The principal silver coins in circulation were:
««-^-^SSn«tructton..:;:......: ^'miS

the peso (dollar), medio peso (half-dollar). Finance 664.9U

peseta (quarter-dollar), real (bit), medio real Public Works 880.WS

(half-dime). Since silver was not exchangeable Total Civil Administration . . $6,082,484

for gold at its face value, it tended as is always ^^^ ^^^ ^.^^ 6.493.281

the case (see Gresham's Law), to drive the gold service of the Debt 10,334,421

out of circulation. To counteract that tendency
~M2 9iol86

the Government by a royal decree artificially p^'^j* .."...'.".!"!.. '45o;46i

inflated the value of the gold centen to $5.30, the
"

k-™^.,

real value being only about $4.80. In 1893 R^venu. and ExPExomr^REs^F^CrBA for the f«-ai.

the French louis, a 20-franc piece (real value bbtekck
$3.86) w&a similarly and for the same reason customs $15,945,666.42

inrtntfxl t<. $4 24 Postal 367,950.l'H
innateu to st^t.^-i.

, . , , ^, _, . . internal : «8,535.92
On taking over the island, the Government of Jii^{\^neons'". 182,736.96

the I'nJted States found itself in a predicament. —

^

The onlv rational course lay in reducing the coin Total $17,154,889.58

to its face value and putting an end to all in^
state and Government""!!'!'!!!"' $1,766,689..«

flation and artificial substitutes for currency of j^^^ce S7i.i52..'-.a

intrinsic worth. On the other hand, the people Public instructlou 734.335.78

bad become accustomed to f'^i^ting conditions; ^!^^—;i,^,,^;^c^^^^:z:Z::. 'S^.S
prices had adjusted themselves to the level of Public Works 1.735,231.38

the inflated currencv and all contracts had been M«nicipalitlet« 8,226.748.39

concluded on that basis. Nevertheless, by order Military Department. 1.732,886.04

of the President of the United States, which took Total $17,6U,4»4.81

effect January 1, 1899, the United States gold
. , . , , ^ o u

dollar wa"* declared the standard in which "all The chief sources of revenue under Spanish

customs taxes public and postal dues in the rule were (1) taxes and excise duties, yielding

island of Cuba shall be paid," and "foreign gold less than one-fourth of the total; (2) import

coins such as the Spanish alfonsinos (centen) and and e-xport duties, which furnished about 55

the French louis" are accepted at their real per cent, of the entire revenue ; (3) stamp taxes,

value, i.e. at $4.82 and $3.86 respectively. At 6 l>er cent, of the revenue; (4) lotteries, over 7

the same time, since retail prices and wages have per cent.; (5) State property—rent and sale of

been usually fixed on the island on the basis public lands and rent from docks—producing

of silver money, and in order to prevent a sudden about 1% per cent, of the total revenue; (6)
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niiM'ellaneous, over 5 pt-r wnt. Thus the great

bulk of taxation fell upon the conMunier, while

the expenditures totjk little account of the needs

of the iK'ople. As the above table showH, the

army absorlnjd almost 30 per cent, of the entire

expenditure; nearly ."iO per cent, went to pay
llie debt incurred by the Spani.sh (lovernment,

while only about one-fourth of the total went

for civil administration, of which the greater

part was Rb-sorln-d bv salaries of Spanisli officers.

It will l»e observt'd that under the new regime

the customs duties furnish over 5>0 per cent, of

the entire revenue of the island. On the other

hand, on the side of exiK'nditures a radical

change may be noted. The cxikmiscs of the mili-

tary department have come down from nearly

one-iialf of the total expenditure to less than

10 per cinit. The service of the debt naturally

disappeared from the budget because it was not

the business of the United States to pay the debts

incurred by the Spanish Government, and the

(hiban Convention, by repudiating that debt, by

one stroke of the pen relieved the people of the

island of a great burden. A detailed comparison

of expenditures under the two regimes is im-

possible owing to the different metljod of classi-

fication: however, a comparison of the four lead-

ing items common to both budgets shows the

following changes:

The expense for State and Government de-

creased from .$3,034,430 to $1,750,080.53, or 52

per cent., although the latter sum includes the

cost of the census. The expense for justice and
instruction, on the other hand, increased from
.$1)02,449 to .$1,005,488.30, or 78 per cent. The
finance department shows also an increased ex-

])enditure of 255 per cent., and that of public

works increased from .$880,085 to $1,735,231.38,

or 99 per cent. An unusually large item, $8,226,-

748, almost one-half of the total budget, is

formed by the supplementary grants to munici-

palities. These subsidies were occasioned by the

poverty-stricken condition of the people, who
were unable to raise the necessarj' local revenue,

and the money was advanced largely to defray

expenditures afTecting the most vital interests of

the people, such as instruction, sanitation, hos-

pitals and asylums, public buildings, etc.

As stated, the tariff has not been reduced
materially, owing to the impossibility of pro-

viding other equally productive sources of reve-

nue. At the .same time, some reductions were
made, especially in the case of imported food-

stuffs, agricultural machinery, locomotives and
rails, and the duties were made equal for all

countries, the United States not excepted. This
change has done away with some of the worst
featiires of Spanish tariff, the chief purpose of

which was to stifle Cuban industries and to

favor the Spanish producer and merchant at the
expense of the Cui)an consimier even when the
former could not furnish the goods demanded.
As an illustration the following may be taken
from the official report of the Hon. Robert P.

Porter, Special Commissioner for the United
States to Cuba and Porto Rico: "The Spanish
exporter was able, by a discriminating duty of
more than 100 per cent, against other countries,

to import from Minnesota to Barcelona American
flour and reship it to Cuba at a price just below
the price of the American article shipped direct
to Cuba, upon which a. duty nearly three times

as great as that exacted from Spain had to be
paid."

(JovERNMENT. The Constitution of Cuba was
adopted by the Constitutional Convention, on
February 21, 1901. It provides for a republican
form of goveniment. and, in its main provisions,

differs but slightly from the Constitution of the
United States. The Pri'sident, who must be
either a native Cuban or a natural i?'ied citizen

with at least ten years' service in the Cuban
army during the wars for independence, is

elected directlj' by an absolute majority for a
term of four years and is disqualified for more
than two consecutive terms. He has the right

of appointment and removal in regard to the
members of his Cabinet.
The legislative power is vested in the Congress,

which consists of a Senate and a House of Rep-
resentatives. The former is composed of four Sena-
tors from each province, elected by an electoral

board composed of the provincial councilmen
and electors, the latter being twice the number of

the former and chosen by popular vote. Provi-

sion is made for the retirement of one-half of

the Senators every four years. The House of

Representatives consists of one member for everj"

25,000 inhabitants, or for a fraction of more than
12,500. They are elected directly for four years,

one-half retiring every two years. Congress
meets annually and is- endowed with extensive

powers, controlling besides the financial affairs

and foreign relations of the Republic also the

preparation of electoral laws for the provinces

and municipalities. The approval of two-thirds

of the members of both legislative bodies is neces-

sary for a change in the Constitution.

For administrative purposes the Republic is

divided into six provinces. The provincial Gov-
ernors and Assemblies are elected directly for a
period of three years. The provinces are inde-

pendent in their internal administration, but the

President has the right of interference in case

of abuses of power on the part of the Governor
or the Assembly. The mimicipalities are admin-
istered by mayors and assemblies elected directly

by popular vote. The judges of the Supreme
Court are appointed by the President with the

approval of the Senate. The voting franchise is

accorded to every male Cuban over twenty-one
years of age, and not mentally incaj)acitated or
convicted of crime, to all Spanish residents who
have been on the island since April 11, 1899, and
to all foreigners who have resided in Cuba since

January 1, 1899. For foreigners who have ar-

rived on the island after January 1, 1899, a five

years' residence is required for naturalization.

Edi'Cation. Primary education, according to

the provisions of the Constitution, is free and
compulsory, and the expenses are to be paid by
the Central Government in case of inability on
the part of a province or a municipality to main-
tain its primary schools. Secondary and ad-

vanced education is under the control of the

State. During the Spanish rf'gime education was
controlled to a large extent by the Church, and
the provisions for primary education were very
inadequate. According to the census of 1899, the

proportion of illiteracy among the voting popu-
lation was: Cubans, 59 per cent.: and Spanish,

12 per cent. Prior to the Spanish War the total

enrollment was slightly more than 36,000. With
the American occupation the school system was
entirely reorganized, and the facilities for teach-
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ing as well as the enrollment increased with an
extraordinary rapidity, so that by the middle of
1900 the number of schools was 3550 and the
enrollment over 143,000. Cuba has a university
at Havana. The population is Roman Catholic.
The island forms one arehiepiscopal diocese.

Population. The population of Cuba at each
census since 1714 was as follows; 1774, 172,620;
1792, 272,301; 1817, 553,028; 1827, 704.487;
1841, 1,007,624; 1861, 1,396,530; 1887, 1,631,687;
1899, 1,572,797. The rate of increase varied from
34 per cent, for the period 1792-1817, to 5 per
cent, for the period of 1861-71. The decrease of
population on account of the war must have
amounted to about 270,000. The density of popu-
lation rann;es from 153 per square mile in the
Province of Havana to 8 in the Province of
Puerto Prfncipe. Besides being the most densely
populated province of the island, Havana has
also the largest urban population, amounting
to 77.4 per cent., against 47.1 per cent, for the
entire island. According to race, the population
is divided as follows: whites, 67.9 per cent. (57.8
per cent, natives) ; negroes, mixed elements, and
Chinese, 32.1 per cent. The males constitute 54.1

per cent, among the white and 47.0 per cent
among the colored population. According to oc-

cupation the population was distributed as fol-

lows: 48.1 per cent, in agriculture, fisheries, and
raining; 22.8 per cent, in domestic and personal
service; 14.9 per cent, in manufacturing and me-
chanical pursuits; 12.8 per cent, in trade and
transportation; and 1.4 per cent, in professional

service.

Havana is the capital of Cuba. Following is

the list of the provinces of the island:

CUBA.

PBOVINCE8

Havaiia
Pinardel Rio
Matanzas
Hanta Clara
Puerto Principe
Santiago de Caba.,

Area.
square
miles

2.265
5.145
3.506
7.G24
7.429

10,125

Total. 35,994

Population
in 1899

424.804
173.064
202.444
356.536
88.234

327.715

1.572.797

Population
per square

mile

187
34
58
47
12
32

History. The 'Pearl,' or 'Queen of the An-
tilles,' the 'Ever-Faithful Isle,' as the Spaniards
used to term Cuba ( from the attitude of the Cu-
bans at the time of the Napoleonic overthrow of the
Spani«h BourlKtns), was discovered by Columbus
during his first voyage, on October 28, 1492. He
landed, it is supposed, on the north coast, near
Nuevitas, by the river MAximo, and believed it to

\ie a part of the mainland, until assured by the
nittives that it was an island; but in 1494. on his

second trip, he reiteratetl his previous belief and
called the land Juana. after Juan, the son of Fer-

dinand and Isabella. Subsequently he changed the
name to Femandina. in honor of Ferdinand, and
still later to Santiago, the name of the patron saint

of Spain, and finally to Ave Maria, in recognition
of the kind ottices of the Virgin Mary; but the
aboriginal name of Cuba clung to the island, and
was never supplanted. A peaceable race of In-

dians, calling themselves Ciboneyes, were its in-

habitants, living under nine independent caciques,

and holding to a belief in a supreme lieing and
the inmiortality of the soul. In 1502 Columbus
visited Cuba a third time, and in 1511 his son,

Diego Columbus, fitted out a colonizing expedi-
tion of 300 men, under Diego Velfisquez, who
made thei;- first settlement at Baracoa, and in 1514
founded Santiago and Trinidad, and also a place
on the southern coast called San Cristobal de la

Habana, a name so<jn transferred to another
settlement, on the northern coast, and in 1519
to the present locality. The natives, reduced to
slavery by these adventurers, and employed in
the cultivation of sugar-cane and other crops,
were so cruelly treated, that by 1553 their race
was almost extinct, notwithstanding the appeals
of Las Casas, the Roman Catholic apostle to the
Indians, to the home Government in their behalf.
Tliis humane missionary having observed in
Santo Domingo that the negroes seemed to pos-
sess a capacity for endurance superior to that
of the Indians, in order to save the latter, went
so far as to suggest that negroes should be im-
ported to take their places in the mines and cane-
fields. The colonists were not slow to act ujwn
this suggestion, and thus negro slavery gained a
foothold in the Western world. The Indians of
Cuba, however, did not escape the extermination
which Las Casas was so anxious to avert, while
the negroes were subjected to cruelties that
checked their natural increase and made it neces-
sary to recruit their numbers by constant im-
portations. In 1537 Diego Columbus relinquished
to the Crown his right to appoint a governor
for the island, and Hernando de Soto was ap-
pointed, under the title of Captain-GJeneral.
Havana was destroyed by the French in 1538,
and again in 1554, and for a century and a half
the people of the island were in almost continual
fear of invasion by the French, Dutch, or Eng-
lish, or the pirates infesting the adjacent waters.
Many laws were also made in Spain that were
exceedingly disastrous to the prosperity of the
island—e.g. a law prohibiting all foreigners, even
Spaniards not native Castilians, from trading
with or settling in the island. This led to smug-
gling, which was carried on largely, especially
after the English captured Jamaica in 1655.
Whatever importance and prosperity Cuba has
attained seems to date from the Treaty of Paris.
1763, which enderl the Seven Years' War during
which the English had captured Havana. The
island was restored to Spain, and for the rest
of the century it enjoyed unusual prosperity.
I.^s Casas, ajipointed Captain-fJeneral in 1790,
was especially indefatigable in his efforts for the
public good, removing many restrictions from
commerce and promoting many useful public
works. During the ninete«»nth century the island
was ruled by a succession of Captains-General
possessing almost absolute power, some of whom
desen'e praise for efforts to discharge their
duties faithftilly, while others can only be classed
as oppressors, and whatever progress was made
during their administrations was in spite of all

obstacles mismanagement could invent—e.g. the
royal decree of the (huriimoditn. issued in 182.').

which cmpt)wen'd Captains-General to rule at
all times as if the island were in a state of siege.

The ('nited States matle refM>at«»<l efforts to pur-
chase the island. In 1848 President Polk au-
thorized the .\merican Minister at Madrid to
offer $100,000,000. and in 18i>a a proposal was
made in the Senate to authoring an offer of $30 -

000.000, but this was finally withdrawn. In
1854 what is known as the 'Ostend Manifesto'
(q.v. ), drawn up in the interest of the slave*
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holding; South by Buchanan, Mason, and SouK',

I niled States Ministers to Great Britain,

i- ranee, aud Spain, respectively, claimed the

right of this country to annex Cuba if Spain

refused to sell. Various attempts were made
to secure the independence of tlie inland and the

abolition of slavery. The insurrections of 1849-

.'>1, under Lojwz (q.v.), and of 1854 failed to ac-

i-oniplish anything, and were s»ippress(«d by the

most cruel lueasures. Tlie rel>ellion of 1868-78,

however, induced the Spanish Government to

j>romi8e the representation of Cuba in the Cortes

by her own deputies, and a liberal party was
formed to secure the fulfillment of this pledge, to

encourage white immigration, and to promote free

trade. In 1880 the Spanish Cortes passed an act

for the abolition of slavery. The general discon-

tent remained, however, and in 1895 led to a new
iind formidable revolt, to suppress which Spain

sent General Martinez Campos. The insurgents,

under Generals Gomez, Maceo, and Garcia, suc-

ceeded in keeping the field in spite of every effort

to exterminate them; and became so bold as in

February, 1890, to approach so near to Havana
that the sound of their firing was heard within

the capital. In the same month General CanijM)s

was recalled by the home Government, and General

Weyler, a soldier reputed to be savage in his

measures, succeeded him. The revolutionists were

able to maintain the semblance of a government,

and their conduct, as well as that of Spain,

aroused for them much sympathy throughout the

United States. Before the close of 1897 General

Weyler was recalled and superseded by General

Blanco. In the United States the criticism of

Spanish methods suddenly developed into wide-

spread and outspoken hostility to Spain upon the

mysterious destruction of the American war-ship

Maine in the harbor of Havana on February 15,

1898. Diplomatic relations became strained, and
in April, 1898, owing to the apparent success of

the insurrection, and, justified by that. President

McKinley called the attention of Congress to the

situation in such words that Congress, on April

1 9, declared that the people of Cuba were "and of

right ought to be free and independent." War fol-

lowed, and by the treaty of December 10, 1898,

Spain relinquished all right and sovereignty over

Cuba, and the United States took temporary pos-

session of the island and assumed all the interna-

tional obligations arising from such occupation.

For three years thereafter the affairs of the island

were administered exclusively by the War De-

partment of the United States, and extensive

public improvements were effected. In December,
1901, after the people had adopted a constitu-

tion, a President of the Republic was elected, in

the person of Estrada Palma. On May 20, 1902,

the United States formally withdrew from the is-

land, and Governor-General Wood was replaced
by President Palma. See Spain ; United States ;

Spanish -American War. •
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CUBAN FEVER. See Calentuba.
CUBAN LITERATURE. "In Cuba every-

body versifies," says the »'minent critic Mem'ndez

y Pelayo. It is certainly true that in her composi-

tions in verse Cuba has made her most important
contribution to literature in the Spanish tongue.

The earliest poem known to have been written on
the island is the Espejo de paciencia ( 1 008 ) of

Silvestre de Balboa, a native of the Canaries, but

neither the seventeenth nor tlie first half of the

eighteenth century produced any Cuban poet of

great merit. Mention may, however, be made of

the names of Josf' Surly Aguila ( 1090-1702), who
wrote some religious loas; Mariano Jos6 de Alva
and Lorenzo Martfnez de Avileira, authors of

glosas and coplas; an unknown poetess of

Havana, who indited a little poem on the English

invasion of 1762; and the cleric Diego de

Campos, who commemorated the same event in

his ddcimas. To another cleric of the eighteenth

century. Fray Jos6 Rodriguez (Capacho) , who
likewise wrote decimas on various subjects, has

been attributed the earliest dramatic work com-

posed in Cuba, El principe jardinero y fingido

Cloridano, but the bibliophile Barrera ascribes the

play to one Santiago de Pita. The University

of Havana (q.v.) was established in 1721, and
at an early date in the century the first printing-

press was set up. In 1790 the first newspaper.

El papel periddico, made its appearance, and had

among its most active collaborators such men of

force as the teacher of philosophy Jos6 Agustfn

Caballero, the physician Tonifis Romay, and,

above all, the poet Manuel de Zequeira. Quite

a number of epigrams are due to the pen of

Manuel del Socarro Rodriguez, a journalist who
founded several papers elsewhere in Spanish

America. The epic was attempted with little

success by Count Colombini in his Glorias de la

Ilabana. All thus far produced was rather verse

than poetrv; the first real poets of Cuba are

Manuel de* Zequeira (1700-1840) and Manuel
Justo de Rubalcava (1709-1805). Zequeira, per-

haps the most attractive Cuban poet anterior to

Heredia, echoed in the colonies the note of patri-

otic fervor called forth in Spain by the stirring

events of 1808; in the heroic strains of his

Batalla naval de Cortes, of his Dos de Mayo, and

his Primer sitio de Zaragoza, he is as much a

Spaniard as Quintana and Gallego in their heroic

odes (cf. his Poeslas, New York, 1829). Rubal-

cava, who was bucolic in temperament, trans-

lated tlio Eclogues of Vergil, and composed some

original idyls and descriptive poems (cf. the Poe-

sias de M.J. Rubalcava, Santiago de Cuba, 1848).

But lowering above the countless poetasters

of the time, the greatest of all the poets that

C5uba has yet produced was Jos6 Maria de Heredia

(1803-39). A patriotic poet, who was exiled

from Cuba because of his opposition to Spanish
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Ijovemment, Heredia is held in high esteem not

only for his political poems like the Himno del

desterrado, but also for his descriptive poems
like the Sidgara, the Teocalli de Cholula, and the

Tetnpcstad, pervaded by a melancholy sentiment,

and full of most noble imagery. Among Here-

dia's works are many translations and imitations

of the poems of English, French, and Italian

writers, such as Young, Campbell, the pseudo-

Ossian, Lamartine, Delavigne, Millevoye, Ar-
nault, Foscolo, and Pindemonte (cf. the edition

of Ueredia's poems and his translations and imi-

tations of foreign dramas, published at New
York, 1875; his prose Lecciones de historia uni-

versal, Toluca, 1831, and other prose works; and
consult: Villemain, Essai sur le g&nie de Pindare
et sur la po^sie lyrique, Paris, 1859; J. Kennedy,
Modem Poets and Poetry of Spain, London,
1852). Among the lesser lights must be counted
Domingo del Mont^, a Venezuelan, who, residing

in Cuba, there composed pleasing romances,
played the part of a generous patron of other

poets, and strove energetically to have purity

of idiom maintained in the Cuban use of the

Castilian speech ; Ignaeio Vald6s Machuca, who
imitated Melendez Valdos in his Ocios poeticos

(1819), and also translated and imitated Jean-

Jacques Rousseau; Manuel Gonzfilez del Valle, a
teacher of philosophy, and the author of a Die-

oionario de las Musas (1827), etc., etc. A
protege of del Month's was the romantic spirit

Jos6 Jacinto Milangs (1814-63), a man of

superior powers, whose lyrics are now gently

sentimental, and again madly socialistic. Mi-
lanes is also deemed one of the best playwrights

that the island has had so far. His pieces in-

clude El Conde Alarcos, El poeta en la corte,

Por el puente 6 por el rio, and A buena hambre
no hay pan duro. Pictures of manners in dia-

logue form are to be seen in his Mirdn cubano
(cf. the first ed. of his Obras, Havana, 1846;

second ed., New York, 1865). Another true poet

was Gabriel de la Concepci6n Vald^s, best known
by his pseudonym Plficido (1809-44). He was a

mulatto and a foundling, and had but slight

training, yet few Cuban lyrics will live longer

than his romance entitled Xicotencal, and his

sonnets, La muerte de Gessler, Fatalidad, and
Plegaria (cf. the eds. of his verse. New York,

1856: and Havana, 1886). Of undisputed excel-

lence is the work of the poetess Gertrudis GOmez
de Avellaneda (1814-73). She was eminently

successful as a lyric poet and as a dramatist,

less so as a novelist (cf. an edition of her works,

Madrid. 1869).
Among the countless writers of verse that have

arisen in Cuba later than Avellaneda, three are

of particular merit: Joaqufn Lorenzo Luaces

( 1826-67 ) , the author of war songs ( the Caida de

Misolonghi, etc.), of o<lcs (sec especially the

Oracidn de Mntatins of biblical inspiration and
the ode A Cyrus Field, on the laying of the At-

lantic cable), and of one or another drama (cf.

the Porsias de J. L. Luaces, Havana, 1857, and
the Nochcs literarias en casa de N. Azsdrate,

Havana, 1866): Juan Clemente Zenea (1832-

71 ) , whose elegiac verse is full of a tender melan-

choly (cf. the complete edition of his Poesias,

New York, 1872) ; and Rafael Marfa de Mendive
(1821-86), noted for his translation of the Irish

Melodies of Thomas Moore, whose influence is

also easily discernible in his original Cuban verse

(cf. the Por/iins of Mendive, Havana, 1883; and

Vol. v.—S3.

the Melodias irlandcsas. New York, 1875). To
the list of the nineteenth-century poets there

may further be added the names of Ramdn Velez

y Herrera (bom 1808), Miguel TeQrbe de Tol6n
(1820-58), Francisco Orgaz (1815-73), Ramdn
de Palma y Romay (1812-60), Ramdn Zambrana
(1817-66), Jose Fornaris (1827-90), Jose
Giiell y Rent4, etc.

As compared with her poets, it is clear that
the prose writers of Cuba are distinctly

inferior in importance. In the eighteenth cen-

tury, she has the historians Arrati and Ur-
rutia; in the nineteenth, Vald6z, Josfe Arrange y
Castillo, etc. Among her legal writers have
figured Conde, Ayala, Armas, Bermfldez, Cintra,

etc, and among her moralists and writers on
philosophical matters, Barea, Veranes, Jos6
Augustin Caballero, Felix Varela, Jos6 de la Luz
Caballero, etc. In the fine arts Vermay and
Perouani have earned some recognition, and in

music Villate has gained notice by his operatic

compositions. A really good critical accoujit

of Cuban prose and poetry has yet to be written

;

more light on the subject may be expected from
the publication of the Biblioteca selecta hispano-

cubana de prosisias and the Antologia de
poesia cubana, which a commission of littera-

teurs has presented to the Spanish Academy.
On Cuban lyric poets an excellent essay has been
written by M. Menendez y Pelayo and now ap-

pears as the preface to the second volume of the

Antologia de poetas hispano-americanos ( Madrid,
1893), which contains very good selections from
the works of the most important Cuban poets.

Consult also: the Pamaso cubano, Coleccion de
poesias selectas de autores cubanos desde Ze-

queira, etc. (Havana, 1881) ; the Cuba poetica,

coleccion escogida de las composiciones en verso

de los poetas cubanos desde Zequeira, prepared
by Fornaris and Luaces (2d ed., Havana, 1861) ;

Hills, Bardos cubanos, antologia de las mejores
poesias liricas de Heredia, 'Pldcido' Avellaneda,

Milanes, Mendive, Luaces, y Zenea, with bio-

graphical notices of each of the poets and a com-
prehensive bibliography of their works and of

Cuban poetry in general (Boston, 1901) ; Bachil-

ler y Morales, Apuntes para la historia de las

letras y de la instruccion publica en la isla de

Cuba (Havana, 1860) ; Mitjans, Estudio sobre el

movimiento cientifico y lUerario de Cuba (Ha-

vana, 1890) ; Merchfln, Estudios criticos (Bogotfi,

1886) ; Calcagno, Diccionario biografico cubano
(New York, 1878) ; Gonzfllcz del Valle. La poesia

lirica en Cuba (new ed., Barcelona, 1900).

CUBE (Lat. cubus, Gr. <crf/3oj, Tcybos, cube), or

Regvlab Hex.\hedkon. a regular solid with

six square faces, each of which is parallel to the

one opposite to it. It is a form of frequent oc-

currence in nature, especially among crj'stals.

The cube or third power of a number is the prod-

uct formed by taking the number three times as

a factor, e.g. the cube of 4, or 4' = 4 • 4 • 4 = 64.

This use of the term arises from the circum-

stance that the solid contents of a cube may be

expressed by the third power of the number
which expresses the length of one of its edges.

Thus, if the edge of a cul>e is 4 inches, its vol-

ume is 4 • 4 • 4 • 1 cubic inch, or 64 cubic inches.

The cube root of a number is one of the three

equal factors of the number: e.g. the cube root

of 8 is 2, since 2 • 2 • 2 = 8. The number of

which the root is sought is called the power, and
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if it is a power of a commensurable (q.v.) num-
lH?r, it is called a perfect power. Roots of jKjr-

fitt powers are often readily obtained by factor-

ing; e.g. to find the cube root of 21fi; 216 =
tt • • 6, therefore 6 is the culw root of 216. If

the root is incommensurable, the binomial for-

mula, logarithms, or the equation (q-v.) is

available. Every number which satisfies the

equation af'=l, oro!*— 1=0 is a cube root of

1. But X*— 1 = is the same as {x— 1) (ar^-l-

jj + 1 ) =0, and eqxxating each factor to and

solving, a? = 1, — i + ^ \/— S,— ^— \ \/ — 'S,

the three cube roots of unity. (See Complex
Number.) The three cube roots of 8 are

2, 2(-i + ^l/^^), 2(-i-iv^=3).
Thus any number has three cube roots, one real

and two imaginary. In extensive calculations,

tables of roots and of logarithms are employed.
Duplication of the cube or the Delian problem,

according to tradition, originated with the oracle

of Delos, which declared to the Athenians that

a jMJstilence prevailing among them would cease

if they doubled the altar of Apollo—i.e. replaced

his cubical altar by another of twice its con-

tents. The problem reduces to the solution of

the continued proportion a: x =^ x: y = y: 2a, or

to the solution of ar' = 2a'. This was eflFected

geometrically by Hippocrates, Plato, Mensech-

mus, Archytas, and others, but not by elementary
geometry. This is one of the three great prob-

lems whose appearance has been of wonderful
significance in the development of mathematics.
Consult: Gow, History of Greek Mathematics
(Cambridge, 1884) ; Klein, Vortrdge iiber

ausqetciihltc Fragen der Elementargeometrie
(Leipzig, 1895) ; Famous Problems of Elemen-

tary Geometry, trans, by Beman and Smith
(Boston, 1897).

CXJ'BEBS, or CTJBEB PEPTER ( Fr. cubebe,

from Ar. kabdba) . The dried unripe berries of

Piper officinalis, a species of climbing shrub of

the natural order Piperaceae, very closely allied

to the true peppers. Piper officinalis is a native

of Penang, Java, New Guinea, etc., and is said to

l)e extensively cultivated in some parts of Java.

Its spikes are solitary, opposite to the leaves,

and usually produce about fifty berries, which
are globular, and, when dried, have much re-

semblance to black pepper, except in their

lighter color and the stalk with which they

are furnished. Piper canina, a native of the

Sunda and Molucca islands, is supposed also to

yield part of the cubebs of commerce, and the

berries of Piper ribesioides possess similar

properties. Cubebs are less pungent and more
pleasantly aromatic than black pepper; they

are used in the East as a cond4ment, but in

Europe chiefly for medicinal purposes. They
act as a stimulant, and are sometimes found
useful in cases of indigestion; also in chronic
catarrli and in many affections of the mucous
membrane, particularly those of the urino-genital

system. The chief constituents of culiebs are a
volatile oil, resin, cubebic acid, cul)ebin, and
wax. Cubebs are administered in many ways.
For illustration, see Plate of Cypress, etc.

CUBE ROOT. See Ct'UE; Evolution.

CUBIC EQUATION. A rational integral

equation of the third dcgrt-e is called a cubic

equation, it is called binary, ternary, or qua-

ternary according as it is homogeneous of the

third degree in two, three, or four unknowns.
The general form of a cubic equation of one un-

known is acd^ -\- bx' -\- ex -\- d = 0. It is shown
in algebra that this equation can be reduced to

one of the form x' -\- px + q = 0. Every cubic

equation of this form has three roots, of which
one is real and the others real or imaginary.
The roots will all be real when p is negative, and

£_ N. ?-. This is known as the irreducible case
27 ^ 4
in solving the equation. Only one root is real

when p is positive, or when it is negative and

^^'S. If p is negative and ~ = ?-. two of
27 ^ 4 27 4
the roots are equal. The cubic equation may be
solved by the following formula, due to Tartaglia

and Ferro, Italian mathematicians of the six-

teenth century, but known as Cardan's formula

:

-^ -1 + ^(1^^^)

Besides Ferro, Tartaglia, and Cardan, Vieta,

Euler, and others contributed to the early the-

ory of cubic equations. In case the roots of a
cubic equation are all real their values are more
readily calculated by means of trigonometric

formulas—e.g. assume x z= n cosa, and the equa-

tion a?^ -f- pa? + g = may be expressed by cos'a

H i coso +n

cos*a— % coso -

9 _= 0. But from trigonometry

cos3a ^ ,, ,—-:— =0; therefore, equat-

ing corresponding coefficients of cosa, and solv-

ing the equations.
a

and cos3a = — 4q

(
3\i Hence x may now be computed from

X z:: n • cosa ; n • cos
27r

+ a
2t

For history and methods, consult Matthiessen,

Grundzugeder antiken und modernen Algebra

der litteralen Gleichungen (Leipzig, 1896). See

also Cardan, Jerome.

CUBIC'UXUM (I^t., bedroom, from cubare,

to lie down). A term used to designate a small

room or cell in a Roman house, containing a
bed or couch, and opening off the court; also a

recess or alcove, a box at the theatre or circus;

and lastly, a final resting-place or burial-recess

for one or more bodies in the early Christian

catacombs.



CUCKOOS

I.AMERICAN YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO (Coccyzus
Americanus).

2. BLUEHEAOED KOEL (Eudynamis cyanocephala).
3. COMMON EUROPEAN PARASITIC CUCKOO ICuculus

canorus).

4. ANI, or RAIN CROW (Crotophaga ani).
5. CRESTED CUCKOO (Lepldogrammus Cummingi).
6. CHANNEL-BILL (Scythrops NovM-Hollandia).
7. CHAPARRAL COCK (Qeococcyx Californlanus).
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CUBIT (Lat. cubitus, elbow). A measure
employed by the ancients, equal to the length

of the arm from the elbow to the tip of the mid-

dle finger. The cubit of the Romans was about

17% inches, and that of the Hebrews 22 inches,

but its length is now generally stated at 18

English inches.

CUBITT, Sir William (1785-1861). An
English civil engineer, bom at Dilham, Norfolk.

In 1800-04 he was apprenticed to a cabinet-

maker at Stalham, and at Swanton was asso-

ciated with a manufacturer of agricultural ma-
chines and devised self-regulating sails for wind-

mills. In 1818 he began the manufacture of his

invention known as the treadmill, which was
quickly introduced into the principal jails of

Great Britain. From 1826 he was connected as

engineer with important works in the improve-

ment of canals and rivers, and the construction

of bridges and railways. He conducted the im-

provement of the Severn and the building of the

Southeastern Railway. The water-works of Ber-

lin were also executed by him. In 1850-51 he

was president of the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers.

CUCKOO, kuk'oo (Fr. coucou, Lat. cuculus,

Gk. k6kkv^, kokkyx, cuckoo, Skt. kokila, cuckoo)

.

A name given to many birds of the picarian

family Cuculidse, which contains about 175 spe-

cies, mostly confined to the warmer regions of

the globe, although some of them are sunmier
visitors to cool climates. Only 35 of the known
species live in the New World. The beak is

slightly compressed and somewhat arched ; the

tail long, rounded, and usually of ten feathers;

the wings rather long: the tarsi short, with two
toes directed forward and two backward, the

outer hind toe capable of being brought half

round to the front. The feet are thus adapted
for grasping and moving about upon branches

rather than for climbing.

Cuckoos of the Old World.—The name cuckoo
is derived from the note of the male of the com-
mon Eluropean cuckoo {Cuculus canorus). which,

although monotonous, is always heard with

pleasure, being as.soc'iated with all that is de-

lightful in returning spring. A similar name
is given to the bird in many languages. This

common cuckoo is very widely diffused, as it is

also found in India, Africa, and, in summer,
even in Lapland and Kamchatka. It appears in

Great Britain in April, and all except the young
birds are believed to migrate southward again

before the middle of August. The adult cuckoo

is about a foot in length ; ashy-gray, barred be-

neath with black ; the wings are black, and the

tail is black, marked with white. It frequents

both cultivated districts and moors. There is

no pairing or continued attachment of the male
and female; and the female, after having laid

an egg on the ground, takes it in her mouth
and deposits it, by means of her beak, in the

nest of some other smaller bird, leaving the epf^

to be hatched and the young one to be fed by the

proper owners of the nest. This egg is very

small for so large a bird, not larger than a sky-

lark's; and the number laid is uncertain. The
young one, s(Km after hatching, acquires size

and strength enough to eject from the nest any
eggs or young birds—the true offspring of its

foster-parents—which may remain in it, and
it seems restless and imeasy till this is accom-

plished. It works itself under them, and then
jerks them out by a motion of its rump. Other
species of cuckoo, closely allied to the European
cuckoo, inhabit Africa, Asia, and Australia, and
have essentially the same habits, one, about the

Alediterranean, victimizing pies alone, its eggs
having a remarkable resemblance to those of the
magpie. Equally parasitic are many Old-World
tropical species of various other genera ; yet

some of them (see Colcal) do not shirk parental
responsibility, but incubate and rear their own
offspring. This extraordinary practice of bird
parasitism, in respect to its facts and probable
origin and development, is thoroughly discussed

by A. Newton, Dictionary of Birds, article

"Cuckoo" (London, 1896).
The American cuckoos represent three differ-

ent subfamilies—the anis, the road-runners, and
the tree-cuckoos. The last compose the group
Coccyzinse, and are characteristic of and con-

fined to America. The best-known species are

the black-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus erythrophthal-

mus) and the yellow-billed {Coccyzus Ameri-
catius). Both species occur commonly in sum-
mer throughout the United States and eastern

Canada, but pass the winter in Central and
South America. The black-billed cuckoo does

not occur west of the Rocky Mountains. The
two species are of about the same size, a foot

long, and are olive-brown above, white beneath,

but are easily distinguished by the color of

the bill and the amount of white on the tail.

TELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO.

Unlike the Old-World cuckoos, they are not

parasites, but build their own nests and incu-

bate their own eggs. The nests are flimsy struc-

tures of twigs, the eggs large and pale blue. In-

cubation begins when the first egg is laid, so that

no two of the eggs or young are in just the

same stage of development. The American
cuckoos are insectivorous and are very useful

birds. Their note or call is a series of accelerat-

ed 'chucks,' not exactly harsh, but far from
musical. In the Middle, Western, and Soutliern

States the yellow-bill is known as 'rain-crow.'

because its note is supposed to predict rain

—

an idea prevalent in regard to these birds in

other parts of the world. Consult Beal. Food of

Cuckoos (Department of Agriculture, Washing-
Ion, 1808). See Plate of CrcKOo Family; and
Colored Plate of Eocs of Sono-Birus.

CUCKOO AND THE NIGHTINGALE,
Thk. .\ poem attributed in tlie sixteenth cen-

turj* to Chaua>r, but probably not composed by
him. The subject is the discu.ssion between a
nightingale and a cuckoo on the comparative
blessings of love.

CUCKOO-BEE. A naked, somewhat wasp-
like bee of the family Nomadidif. all the many
species of which are parasitic in the nests of

,

other bees, after the manner of the European
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cuckoo. Kach genus iiiakcn iU homo with gome
particular form or foriiiM of wild bcc; thus, our
couunun Noiiuula imhricata is found in nests of

Andrvna and liulictus; Stelis lives on Osinia,

etc. Thes<' iniquilines have no means of collect-

ing or carrying pollen, and so have been forced

to seek the hcispilality of forms able to do so.

The investigations of J. H. Emerton show that

this forced association arouses no quarreling,

hut that there is fre«juently enough food for the

larva of both the projM^r owner of the cell and
of the guest, whose egg is laid in the same pollen-

mass. The cuckoo-bee flies about with its host,

and enters and leaves the home without hin-

drance. See Bee; Cuckoo-Fly.

CUCKOO -FLY. One of a family (Chrysi-

didir) of diminutive, beautiful, metallic - green

wasps, in wliich the abdomen has only three,

four, or five visible segments, and can be turned
uhder tlie thorax and closely applied to it. This

Ml}'' seeks out the nest of a solitary wasp or bee,

and, when the rightful owner is absent collecting

food, the cuckoo-fly deposits an egg in each cell.

These eggs are walled in by the bee, together

with her own eggs. The cuckoo-fly larvse hatch,

eat the food stored up in the cell by the bee,

and perchance even the rightful larvse. The
adult fly, when 8tH?n by the wasp, is fought des-

perately, and during such encounters it rolls

itself up in a defensive ball. In Europe, where
the CJermans call them goldwaspen, one of the
cuckoo-flies is parasitic on the currant-worm.

CUCKOO-SPIT. See Fboo-Spittle.

CUCU'JIDJE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Cucu-
jus, of South American origin). A large family,

chiefly tropical, of oblong, flattened beetles, most
of which live under bark. See Corn-Insects.

CUCUMBEB (OF. cocombre, Fr. concombre,
from ML. cucumer, from Lat. cucumus, cucum-
ber (Cucuniis sativvs) . A common garden
vegetable, native of Asia, and cultivated from
the earliest times. The plant is vine-like, and
somewhat similar in appearance to the musk-
melon. The oblong fruit (4 to 30 inches long)
is eaten in the green state as a salad, and is ex-

tensively used for pickling. The smaller sorts

of pickling cucumbers are sometimes called
gherkins. The many varieties of cucumber in

ctiltivation difl'er greatly in size and shape of
the fruit. Cucumlwrs are very sensitive to frost.

They are grown during the warm months in
nearly all parts of the United States. The seeds
are planted in hills 4 by 6 feet apart. The soil

should be a fertile, warm loam, and the hills

made rich with a few shovelfuls of well-rotted
manure. The long English varieties extensively
used for forcing in Europe are less used in
America, the white-spine varieties being used
more extensively for this purpose. To this
genus belong other species valued for their
edible fruit. Cucuniis anguria is known as the
West Indian gherkin. The . snake cucumber
(Cucumis melo, variety flexuosus) grows to a
great length, and is similiar in quality to
the common cucuml>er. Cucumis serotinus is cul-
tivated in Turkey; Cucumis macrocarpos in
Brazil; the conomon {Cucumis conomutn) is

much cultivated in Japan. The dudaim (Cu-
cumis dudaim) is very generalh- cultivated in
gardens in the East, for the fragrance of its

fruit. The musk cucumber is Cucttmis moschata.

CUCUMBEB - BEETLE. Of several beetles

whose grul)s uttuck cucumbers, the most impor-
tant ones are described and illustrated under
AIelon (q.v.). An especial llea-l>eetle found
a)>out cucumber - vines is Haltica cucumeris,
which is about the size of a small grain of

wheat, black, with clay-colored antennie and
legs. The larvip mine the seed-leaves of the
young plants, and both old and young feed upon
the mature vine-leaves and also upon other gar-
den vegetables.

CUCUMBEB DISEASES. The cucumber is

subject to the attack of a number of fungi, only
the more important of which can be mentioned.
In the seed-bed it is liable to the attack of

Pythium debaryanum, the disease being called

'damping off"' (q.v.). In the. field one of the
worst pests is Plasniopara, or Peronospora cu-
bensis, producing mildew. It attacks the foli-

age, causing the leaves to turn yellow, to wilt,

and die, the whole vine being involved. Spray-
ing with some fungicide

(
q.v. ) , as Bordeaux

mixture or potassium sulphide, will prevent this

disease if applied early and often. Care must
be taken to spray the mixture upon the under
sides of the leaves. In addition to cucumbers,
this mildew occurs on muskmelons, squashes, and
pumpkins. Another fungus, Cladosporium cu-

cumerinum, attacks the fruit of the cucumber
and melons, producing upon the young fruits

small, sunken areas that later become black, rot-

ten places. Often a sort of gummy exudation is

associated with this disease. The treatment
given above is recommended for this disease.

In the greenhouse the most serious trouble to

cucumber-forcing is the powdery mildew (Ery-
siphe cichoracearum ) . It may be known by the

white, flour-like splashes on the leaves. The
leaves become yellow, then brown, and dry up,
killing the plant. The disease spreads with
great rapidity, but may be kept under control
as in the above cases. A disease known as the
wilt disease is often of great destruction to

cucumbers, melons, etc. It is caused by a kind
of bacteria to which the name Bacillus trachei-

philus has been given. The organisms fill the
water-ducts of the plant, causing it suddenly to

collapse. The leaf-blades shrivel and drj' up.

and later the petioles and stem become flaccid

and the whole plant perishes. If a stem be cut
across, a sticky, milk-white substance exudes.
The disease is readily produced by inoculation,

and is largely spread through the agency of in-

sects. A somewhat similar disease is caused
by a species of Fusarium, a fungus.

CUCUMBEB-INSECTS. See Melon-In.sects.

CUCUMBEB - TBEE. An American forest-

tree, growing in nearly all the Eastern States.

The fruit, which looks like a cucumber, when
macerated in spirit, makes a bitter tonic drink.
The timber is light and useful for boat-building.
See Magnoi.i.\.

CU'CUBBITA'CEiE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Lat. cucurbita, gourd). An order of dicotyle-
donous plants (the gourd family), consisting
chiefly of herbaceous plants, natives of the warm-
er parts of the Avorld, having succulent stems
which climb by means of lateral tendrils, the
morphology of which has been a subject of much
contention. The flowers are monoecious or dioe-

cious, and often sympetalous. The calyx and
corolla are five-parted and more or less co-



CUCUMBER ALLIES

1. LUFFA OR DISHRAG GOURD (Luffo pentandra).
2. BOTTLE OR CALABASH GOURD (Langenaria vul-

garis^
3. SNAKE GOURD (Trichosanthes colubrina).
4. FLOWERS OF MUSK-MELON (Cucumis malo).

5. SUMMER SQUASH (Cucurblta) ; a, Crooknack ; 6,
Custard or Patty-pan ; c, Vagatable Marrow.

6. a, WATERMELON (Cltrullu* vulgaHa) ; 6, MUSK-
MELON (Cucumla malo).

7. CUCUMBER (Cucumis sativua).
8. a, PUMPKIN (Cucurblta pepo) ; h, WINTER OR HUBBARD SQUASH (Cucurblta maxima).
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hesive. The stamens exhibit a number of pe-

culiarities, in some eases having bilocular an-

thers ; in others various modifications are shown,
the anthers adhering in some and even becoming
united into a column with two ring-shaped pol-

len - chambers in the genus Cyclanthera. The
fruit, called a pepo, is peculiar; is more or less

succulent, lias a tleshy rind, and the seed-bear-

ing placentae either surround a central cavity or
send prolongations into it. The seeds are flat,

and more or less iml)€dded in the pulp, which
may be dry or juicy. The cotyledons are large
and leaf-like. This order contains nearly 90
genera, with about 050 species, many of which
produce edible fruits and are cultivated in tem-
perate regions. To this order belong the cucum-
ber, melon, gourd, pumpkin, squash, vegetable
marrow, etc. (qq.v. ). In some, important medi-
cinal properties abound, as in bryony, eolocynth,
momordica, etc. (qq.v.). Telfairia pedata, a
tropical African species, is cultivated for its

seeds, which are used for food, and from which
oil is expressed. The chief genera are Fevillea,

Telfairia, Melothria, LuflFa, Byronia, Cucumis,
Lagenaria, Cucurbita, Echinocystis, Sicyos, Se-

chium, and Cyclanthera.

CtJCTJTA, kijo'koo-ta. See San Josfi de
CtJCUTA.

CUDBEAR. See Archil.

CUDDALORE, kud'dft-lOr', or KUDALTJR,
kud'a-loor'. The cliief town in the southern di-

vision of Arcot, Madras, British India, on the es-

tuary of the Southern Pennar, 15 miles south of

Pondicherry and 100 south of Madras by rail

< Map : India, D 6 ) . The river, obstructed by a bar,

admits only vessels of moderate size; but there is

good anchorage a mile and a half off shore.

There are a number of sugar-refineries, oil-

presses, and paper-mills, and an extensive ex-

port trade in cotton and grain. Cuddalore was
the scene of exciting struggles between the
French and the English from 1758 to 1795, when
it was finally acquired by the latter. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 47,400; in 1901, 51,900.

CUDDAPAH, kud'da-pa'. See Kadapa.

CUD'DY. In Si>enser'8 Shepherd's Calen-

dar, the shepherd to whom Colin Clout directs

his arguments.

CXJDILLERO, koo'Dft-lya'rfi. A maritime
town in the Province of Oviedo, Spain, 20 miles

northwest of the city of Oviedo. The harbor,

protected by a jetty, has a lighthouse which
marks its eastern point. It admits, however,
only small craft. The port is engaged largely in

fishing, and there arc fish-curing establishments
and manufactures of linen and chocolate; stock-

raising and agriculture also are carried on, and
in the A'icinitv are mines of manganese. Popu-
lation, in I'.mb (commune), 10,160.

QUDRAKA, shrFoMrft-kA. The reputed author
of the Sanskrit drama Mrcchakatikd. See
SrORAKA.

CUD'WORTH, Ralph (1617-88). An Eng-
lish tlicologian and philosopher. He was bom
at Aller. in Somersetshire, and admitted pen-
sioner of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, in 1632,

where he took his degree of M.A. and became
an eminent tutor. In 1615 he was apy>ointed

master of Claro Hall and regius professor

of Hebrew: in 1645 he was chosen master of

Christ's College; in 1662 appointed to the rec-

tory of Ashwell; and in 1678 installed pre-
bendary of Gloucester. He died at Christ's Col-

lege. Cudworth's chief work, entitled The
True Intellectual System of the Universe (1678),
advocates a platonizing doctrine of philosophy,
especially emphasizing the necessity of a teleo-

logical view, against the contention of the mech-
anists of the day, and defending the doctrine of

innate ideas. From such views the remarkable
group of which he was a leader obtained the
name of the Cambridge Platonists

(
q.v. ) . A

Treatise Concerning Eternal and Immutable
Morality, which was first published by Dr.
Chandler, Bishop of Durham, in 1731, champions
the innate character of our moral ideas, which
are held to cognize the objective reality of good
and evil with the same immediateness and cer-

tainty which attends our geometrical knowledge.
Consult: Martineau, Types of Ethical Theory,
vol. ii. (Oxford, 1898) ; Lowrey, The Philosophy
of Ralph Cudworth (New York, 1885); and
Birch, Life, in the edition of Cudworth's works
(Oxford and London, 1829).

CTTENCA, kwin'ka. The capital of the
Province of Azuay, Ecuador, situated on the Rio
Matadero. 8640 feet above the level of the sea,

85 miles south-southwest of Quito (Map: Ecua-
dor, B 4 ) . It has straight streets, and contains,

among the chief buildings, the cathedral, the
high school (formerly a Jesuit college), the
prison, and the Government building. It is the
centre of a fertile grain, cotton, sugar, and
cochineal producing region, and rich metal
deposits are worked in the neighborhood. The
most important manufactures are pottery, hats,

and woolens, and a considerable trade in pre-

served fruits, cheese, and grain is carried on.

Population, about 25,000. Cuenca was founded
in 1557, on the site of the old native village Tumi-
bamba, and in 1786 was created an episcopal
see. There are numerous interesting Aztec
remains in the vicinity. The mountain of Tar-
qui on the south was chosen in 1742 for deter-

mining the meridian line of La Condamine,
Bouguer, and Godin. At the base of the moun-
tain occurred the battle of Tarqui in 1828
between the Colombian and Peruvian forces.

CTJENCA. A city of Spain, the capital

of the province of the same name and the
seat of a bishopric, about midway between
Valencia and Madrid ( Map : Spain, D 2 ) . It

is picturesquely situated, at an elevation of

about 3000 feet, on the river Jdcar, at the con-

fluence of the Huescar, and is poorly built, with
narrow, crooked streets. The walls are in ruins,

and the city, once celebrated for industry and
art, but faintly suggests its former prosperity.

A fine bridge spans the Jrtcar, and there are a
college and several notable churches, the most
pretentious of which is the Gothic Cathedral,
with the Chapel of the Albornoces. The city

has some manufacturing interests, and a trade in

lumber and wine. Population, in 1901, 10,505.

Cuenca first appears in the history of the
ninth century, under Saracen j)ower. In 1177,
after a long siege, it fell into Christian hands,
though earlier in the century it had been cap-
tured, but retaken. It was granted the dignity
of a municipality in 1257. The city was taken
by fhe English in 1706 after bombardment, and
in 1808 and 1810 was sacked and burned by the
French—disasters which contributed materially
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to its dec-line. In 1874 Cuenen fell into the

power of the Carlists. who rnva^jed the city,

infuriated by its stubhorn resistanee.

CUEBNAVACA, kwAr'nA-vU'kU. The capital

of the Strtte of Morelo», Mexico, niaj,'nificently

Hituated in the valley of the Cuemavaca, 47

niilea south of Mexico City, and 5000 feet

above sea-level (Map: Mexico, J 8). It eon-

tains a church built by CortC»s, an aj^ricul-

(ural academy, a fine Government building,

a theatre (with a capacity for 2000 spec-

tators), a hospital, and a literary institute.

The city is the centre of a fertile district,

and has extensive sugar-refineries and distil-

leries. Near by are the ruins of an Aztec tem-
ple, 400 feet high, composed of five terraces.

Cuemavaca, at the advent of the Spaniards, was
an ttld Indian village, and became, after its

capture, the favorite residence of CortOs, his

palace being still extant. In 1863 Maximilian
made it his residence. It bears many marks of

his royal favor, especially in its public gardens.
Population, in 1895, 8747,

CXTERO, kwa'rA. A town and the county-

seat of Dewitt County, Tex., 10 1 miles east by
soutli of San Antonio; on the San Antonio and
Aransas Pass and the Southern Pacific rail-

roads (Map: Texas, F 5). It is located in a
rich agricultural belt, producing chiefly corn

and cotton, and has cotton gins and compresses,

a cotton-mill, cottonseed-oil mills, machine-shops,

a tannery, broom-factories, etc. Population, in

1890, 2442; in 1900, 3422.

CUERVO, kwar'vft, Josfi Rufino (1844—).
A Spanish-American author, born at Bogotfl,

Colombia. He has made his home in Paris. He
became an authority on the Spanish language,

on which subject he published: Apuntacioncs
criticas sohre la lenqua Boqotana (1872), and a

critical edition of thfe Grdmatica Castellana of

Andrt^'S Bello (1890).

CTJESTAS, kwa'stAs, Juan Lisboa (1837—).
A South American politician and a President of

Uruguay, born at Paysandfl. In 1879 he became
collector of customs, in 1880 Secretary of the

Treasury, in 1886 Secretary of State, and in

1891 Senator for Paj'sandrt. He was appointed

president of the Senate in 1897; in 1898, after

the assassination of President Borda, was placed

in charge of the provisional Government ; and in

1899 was elected President of the Republic.

CXJEVA, kwa'vA, Henbiqvez Arias deSaa-
>"EDRA, Bai.tazab de LA (1626-86). A Spanish
statesman. He was born in Madrid, and was a
son of the Duke of Albuquerque. He was educat-

ed at the University of Salamanca, and succes-

sively became Councilor of State, Councilor of

the Indies, Ambassador to Germany, and Vice-

roy of Peru, Tierra Firma, and Chile, in which
cap.acity he introduced many beneficent reforms
and greatly improved the condition of the

Indians.

CXJEVA, Juan de la (15.50-1607). A Span-
ish poet, bom in Seville. Of the life of this

poet very little is known. He left a quantity
of works, in the form of plays, poems, letters,

epigrams, romances, and histories. The plays

are of the most value, as in them he departed
from the classic model, and attempted a more
romantic and less artificial type.

CUEVAS DE VERA, kwA'vfis dft vA'rft. A
town of S|)iiiii, in tin- Province of .Mmerfu, 42
miles nortlieast of Almerla (Map: Spain, D 4).
It is situated in a plain on the riglit bank of
the Almanzor, near its entrance into the Medi-
terranean. an<l is generally well built, with
broad and regular streets, it has two spacious
plazas, and among the principal edifices are
an old Moorish ctistle and the parish Church of
the Incarnation, a handsome Doric structure,
dating from 1758. A large numln'r of persons
are employed in the silver-mines of the vicinity;

agriculture and stock-raising are also important
industries. There are some manufactures, prin-
cipally of pottery. Population, in 1890, 20,341 ;

in 1900, 20,<i03.

CUFA, krJo'fi. A ruined city of Mesopotamia,
in the Turkish Vilayet of Bagdad. It was founded
by the Arab conquerors of Persia soon after the
decisive battle of Cadesia in (536, and siK^edily

became the political and intellectual capital of

the early Caliphate. At the height of its pros-

perity it numbered from 150.000 to 200.000
inhabitants, for the most part of the pure Arab
stock of Yemen. The schools of Cufa exercised

the very greatest influence on the development of

Arabian literature and theology, and its gram-
marians were the originators of tlie so-called

Cufan script, which occurs frequently in Arabic
maniiscripts. Internal dissensions and the re-

moval of the capital to Damascus brought about
the decline of tlie city.

CUEFE, William Ulick O'Connor. See De-
SART, Fourth Earl of.

CTJF'FEE, Paul (1759-1818). An American
sea-captain, half Indian, half negro, bom near

New Bedford, Mass. He was a member of the

Society of Friends, and used his wealth, acquired

at sea, in the eflTort to encourage the colonization

of his people in Sierra Leone. He carried out

thirty-eight colonists on his own ship in 1815,

and died while waiting for permission from Eng-
land to make further settlements in the colony.

CUF'FEY. A name formerly given to negroes

in the West Indies, and common among the ma-
roons of Jamaica.

CU'FIC WRITING. See Kunc Wbiting.

CT7I, ka'e', c:fi.sAR Antonovitch (1835— ). A
Russian composer and military engineer, bom
at Vilna. He studied at the gymnasium, where his

father, a survivor of Napoleon's army of inva-

sion, taught French. After studying music with
Moniuszko (q.v.) for some six months at Vilna,

he entered the School of Engineering and the

Engineering Academy at Saint Petersburg, be-

coming subsequently professor of fortification in

several military academies. Among his pupils

have lx»en several grand dukes, the famous
Skobelefl". and Nicholas II. During the Russo-

Turkish War he was sent to examine the forti-

fications on the Danube. His report. Tour Notes

of an Engineering Officer from the Theatre of

Militari/ Operations in European Turkey, was
translated into several languages, and attracted

considerable attention. Among his text-hooks

the best-known are: A Short Manual of Field

Fortificntion (7th ed. 1894), and A Short

Historical Sketch of Permanent Fortification

(1889). His musical studies he continued with

Balakireff (qv.), makins his debut with a
Scherzo in F major for orchestra (1859).
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His opera The Prisoner of Caucasus (1857-58)
;ind the comic opera The Mandarin's Hon were
performed privately, and exhibited no depart-
ures from established tradition. In 1864 he
l»ecame musical critic of the Saint Petersburg
(lazette. He cliampioned the theories of the
Vouug Russian school, attacking the conserva-
tive attitude of the critics, rejudging estab-
lished reputations, subjecting everything to a
keen and searching analysis. He received the
nickname 'Musical Xihilist,' and his opera Wil-
liam Ratcliff (1869), based on Heine's drama,
and embodying the new theories of 'melodic
recitative,' met with severe criticism. Angela
(1876), based on Victor Hugo's drama, carried
the theories even further, and met with a
similar fate. In 1883 he rewrote The Prisoner
of Caucacus, adding a new act, and the work had
considerable success. Le Flibustier (1894),
words by Richepin, was successful at the Paris
Opera Comique, and The Saracen was favorably
received in 1899. His numerous songs, both
to Russian and to French words, are veritable
gems, while his pieces for solo instruments and
for chorus enjoy great vogue. He was never
fond of orchestration, and is far behind his

Russian colleagues in that line, but the sin-

cerity and passion of his works are unique.
Few can equal him in delineating love in all

its varied aspects. As a critic, in Russian
periodicals and the French Revue et Gazette
Musicale, Cui enjoys an enviable reputation.
His I^a Musique en Russie (Paris, 1880) is the
only sketch of Russian music written with au-
thority, even though it is at times marred by the
author's a?sthetic views. The Russian Lied
( 189(i) is a detailed study of all important Rus-
sian song-writers, with careful reference to both
music and text. Consult: Countess de Mercy-
Argenteau, Cesar Cui (Paris, 1888) ; Pougin,
Essai historique sur la musique en Russie
(Turin, 1897).

CUIRASS, kwe-ras' or kwe'- (Fr. cuirasse,
from ML. coratium, breastplate, from Lat. cori-

aceus, leathern, from corium, leather). Originally
a jerkin, or garment of leather for soldiers, so

thick and strong as to be pistol-proof, and even
musket-proof. The name was after\vards applied
to a portion of armor made of metal, consisting
of a backplate and a breastplate hooked or
buckled together, with a piece joined to the back
called a eulet or garde de reines. For illustration,

see Armok.

CUIBASSIEB, kwe'rfis-ser' (Fr., from cui-

rasse, cuirass). In modem armies, the name
given to certain soldiers of heavy cavalry. They
are sur\-ivals of the troopers of the sixteenth
and sevent'^nth centuries, who wore helmet and
cuirass. There are four regiments of cuirassiers

in the Russian Army, and twelve regiments each
in the CJernian and French armies. (For illus-

tration, see Plate of Abmor.) The Russian cuirass
is of iron, coated with copper, and weighs 30
pounds; the (German is of white metal with a
brass plate, and the Fren<'h of steel with a brass

plate, their respective weights being l^Vj and 16
pounds. There are no cuirassiers in the British

Army, although the Life Guards and Royal
Horse Guards wear dress cuirasses of steel, cost-

ing £3 6s. each, which are discarded on active

senice. In the time of Queen Mary there were
heavy horsemen known as cuirassiers, who wore

body armor over buff coats. They carried sworda
and pistols, and their reins were strengthened
with iron chains. The bodyguard of Napoleon
(II., Les Cent-Gardes, wore aluminum cuirasses.

No cuirass is bullet-proof against a direct shot.

See Cavalky, where an historical sketch of

mounted troops is given.

CTJISSABT, kw^-siirt' (OF., from cuiase,

thigh, from Lat. coxa, hip). A variety of an-
cient armor worn by troopers. Cuissarts con-
sisted of small strips of iron plate laid horizon-
tally over each other round the thigh and riveted
together.

CUITLAHTJATZIN, kwet-la-wat-sen', or
CITLAHUATZIN (1470-1520). An Aztec
prince, younger brother of Montezuma II. When
the latter was seized by the Spaniards, Cuitla-
huatzin was also for some time in their hands,
but was ultimately released. As the acknowl-
edged leader of the Aztecs after the capture of

Montezuma, he led the famous attacks upon the
army of Corti^s. He also directed the opera-

tions of the Aztecs during the retreat of the
Spaniards to the coast. He was afterwards elected

to succeed Montezuma, but died of a pestilence

after his installation, and was succeeded by
Guatemotzin.

CTJJA'CIUS, properly JACQUES DE CU-
JAS, zhak de ku'zhil',* or CUJAUS, ku'zho'
(1522-90). A French jurist of the sixteenth
century. After studying law, he was appointed
teacher of the law at Cahors (1554), and in the
following year, on the recommendation of the
Chancellor L'Hopital, gained the chair of law
in the University of Bourges, after which he
taught successively at Valence, again at Bour-
ges, at Valence, at Paris, and at Bourges, at
which last place he resided from 1577 till his

death, Octqber 4, 1590. He was one of the most
eminent jurists of his day, and his learning was
founded on the most diligent study of orig-

inal manuscripts of the Roman laws. His treat-

ment of these authorities and of the feudal sys-

tem was classical and reconstructive, free from
scholastic subtleties. He had in his library 500
manuscripts on Roman law, and by his emenda-
tions contributed greatly to remove the obscuri-

ties of jurisprudence. A complete collection of
his works was edited by Fabrot (10 vols.), at

Paris (1658), and reprinted at Venice (1758-

83), and at Prato (1834-43). LTil has edited
separately Cujacius's Animadversiones et Ob-
servationvs. Consult: Spangenberg, Cujacius
und seine Zeitgenossen (Leipzig, 1882) ; Berriat
Saint Prix, Histoire du droit romain; Histoire
de Cujas (1821).

CULAmAN, koo-lJi'mAn. See Manobo.

CULASI, kno lii'sd. A town of Panay, Philip-

pines, in the Province of Antique, situated on
the western coast, about 52 miles north of San
Jos<^ de Buenavista. Rice, cocoa, fruits, and
pepper are cultivated. Population, in 1898,

10,553.

CUL'DEES (Olr. ceilede, servant of God, from
oeile, servant + De, gen. sg. of Dia, God). An-
chorite monks who came into Scotland from Ire-

land in the eighth and ninth centuries, and es-

tablished themselves in many places, but who in

the thirteenth century had been absorbed by the

regular Orders, particularly that of Saint Au-
gustine. Their monasteries, which, on the Co-
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lumban model, were really villa^s, on Saint
Serf'8 Island, IxK'h I^ven, at Saint Andrew's,
Monyniusk, Abemethy, and at Monifeith, near
Dundee, are matters of record. Their abbots

were often laymen. The mystery about their

origin and fate gave rise to the idea that they
were particularly holy, and that they retained

the primitive Christian faith. So claimed Hec-
tor Boece in his Latin history of Scotland (Paris,

1510), as many, especiallj' ardent Presbyterians,

have done since. But the facts were establislied

by W. Reeves, The Culdccs of the British Isles

(Dublin, 1864), and F. Kene, Celtic Scotland
(3 vols.. Edinburgh, 1876-80).

CTJLENBORG. See Kuii.enbukg.

CTJIiEX (Lat., gnat). A short pastoral and
mock-heroic poem of 414 hexameter lines, at-

tributed to Vergil. A sleeping goatherd is awak-
ened by the sting of a gnat, and kills the insect,

but finds that it has saved his life by rousing
him in time to escape from an approaching
serpent. The gnat's shade appears to him in

the night, and reproaches him for its death

;

whereupon the goatherd builds a tomb for it and
celebrates the usual funeral rites.

CXTLIACAN', koo'ly&-kan'. The capital of

the State of Sinaloa, Mexico, on the Culiacan
River, 50 miles from the Pacific coast (Map:
Mexico, E 5). It is situated in a broad valley,

and contains several plazas, those of Rosales and
La Constitucion being notable, an ancient cathe-

dral, a seminary, and a mint. It is an episcopal

see. The city has some manufactures, principal-

ly of textiles, and a large tobacco warehouse.
Culiacan was founded in 1509, with the name
San Miguel. Population, in 1895, 14,205.

CXJLICIDiE, kfl-lls'i-de (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Lat. cttlex, gnat ) . A family of tipuloid

Diptera, the mosquitoes, having long and slender

wings, the veins and body bearing flattened

scales. See Mosquito.

CtTLHiAWAN BABE. The bark of a mo-
lucca-tree, Cinnamomum culilatoan, used like

cinnamon (q.v.).

CUIilN, Stewart (1858— ). An American
anthropologist, born in Philadelphia, a descend-

ant of Johan van Culin, one of the earliest Swed-
ish settlers on the Delaware. He was educated
at a Friends' school, and aftenvards at Nazareth
Hall. Leaving this school at the age of seven-

teen, he engaged in business, but soon developed
a deep interest in scientific matters, and, through
contact with Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, was led to

take up original work in anthropology. In 1883
he was elected secretary of the Numismatic and
Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, and began
a study of the Chinese in America, resulting in

a series of papers on Chinese games. In 1889 he
became secretary of the Archaeological Associa-
tion of the University of Pennsylvania, and a
curator in the Museum of Archaeology ; and in
1892 he was appointed director of the museum.
In this capacity he represented the L^niversity
of Pennsylvania at the Columbian Historical
Exposition in Madrid, where he was at the same
time secretary of the United States Commission.
In 1888 he organized the Oriental Club in Phila-
delphia, of which he became secretary; in 1890
he was elected a fellow in the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science. He was
president of the American Folklore Society in

1897, and was elected to the vice-presidency of

anthropology in the American Association in

1901. In addition to many minor juiblications,

he is author of: (Jhcss and I'luying Cards
(1890); Korean Games (1890); and an elabo-

rate memoir on "Ciamcs of the American Abo-
rigines," incorporated in the Twenty-third Report
of the liurcau of American Ethnology.

CULIiEN, Paul (1803-78). An Irish prel-

ate. He was educated in Rome, where he became
rector of the Irish College, and in 1848 of the
Propaganda College. During the Revolution of
that year he saved the college i)roperty by ap-
pealing to the American Minister. He l)ecame
Archbishop of Armagh and Primate of Ireland
in 1849, and Archbishop of Dublin in 1852. He
was a man of great executive ability, piety, and
zeal in the restoration and erection of churches,
reformatories, and hospitals. He assisted O'Con-
nell, opjwsed the Fenians, forbade the clergy to

take active part in politics, and advocated at
the Vatican Council the definition of Papal
infallibility. He was the main supporter of the
Catholic University at Dublin, and in 1866 was
made a cardinal, being the first Irishman to re-

ceive that dignity since the Reformation.

CULLEN, William (1710-90). A Scotch
physician, one of the most celebrated professors
of medicine in the universities of Edinburgh
and Glasgow. He was born at Hamilton, Scot-

land, his father being factor to the Duke of
Hamilton. He acquired his medical education
between 1727 and 1736, under great difiiculties,

but fortunately secured the aid of John Paisley,

a surgeon apothecary, and Monro the Elder. In
1736 he began to practice his profession in his

native town, and was rapidly successful. One
of his pupils was William Hunter (q.v.). In

1740 he received the degree of M.D. from Glas-
gow University. In 1744 he removed to Glas-

gow; in 1746 he began to lecture on the theory
and practice of physic, on botany and the ma-
teria medica, and finally on chemistry, in Glas-
gow University. In botany Cullen seems to

have lectured in Latin, but in the other depart-

ments he adopted the English language as the
vehicle of expression, an innovation of great
importance, which permitted him to adopt a
more familiar style of lecturing than had hither-

to been in use. One of his original hearers re-

cords that "in the physic class Dr. Cullen never
read lectures, but only used notes; in the chem-
istry he sometimes read, but very seldom." In
1757 he became full professor of chemistry,

while continuing to teach clinical medicine in

the Royal Infirmary, a duty up to this period

performed by Dr. Rutherford only, the professor

of medicine and botany. In 1760 he undertook
also the lectures on materia medica. In 1766
Cullen was placed in the chair of institutes of

medicine, vacant by the death of Dr. Whytt;
and Black, the greatest chemical discoverer of.

the time, took Cullen's place as professor of chem-
istry. In 1773 (Ihillen was transferred to the

chair of the practice of physic.

His most important works are the First Lives

of the Practice of Physic (1777), in which he
sets forth his system of nosology founded on
his theories of nerve influence, and which was
translated into many languages; Synopsis No-
sologioB Methodicce (1785) ; Institutions of Medi-
cine (1787); A Treatise of the Materia Medica
(1789). His writings have been collected in two
volumes by Dr. John Thomson (Edinburgh,
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1827), by whom also a life waa commenced, the
first volume of which was published in 1832.

This biography was continued by his son, and
finally completed in a second volume by Dr.
Craigie in 1859.

CULLERA, koo-lyu'ri. A fortified town of

Spain, in the Province of Valencia, on the Jflcar

River, near its entrance into the Mediterranean,
23 miles south-southeast of Valencia (Map:
Spain, E 3). Its streets are irregular but level,

and among the noteworthy features are a ruined
castle and the chapel of the Vfrgen de Cullera.

Fishing, agriculture, and stock-raising are the

principal industries. The city is the centre

of a considerable trade in grain, rice, oranges,

wine, etc. Cullera was of great military impor-
tance under the Moors, by whom it was strongly

fortified, and successfully withstood attacks of

the Christian armies in 1234 and 1235, though
later it was taken bv James I. of Aragon. Popu-
lation, in 1900, 11,957.

CULLO'DEN, or Drummossie Moob. A
Scottish battlefield in Inverness-shire, near the
Moray Firth. The place was formerly a deso-

late tableland, but is now well cultivated. Here
on April 16 (new style, 27), 1746, the Duke
of Cumberland, with 12,000 royal troops, over-

whelmed an army of 5000 Highlanders, un-

der Prince Charles Edward, the Young Pretend-
er, and extinguished the hopes of the House
of Stuart of regaining the English crown. A
monumental cairn marks the spot where the
battle was fiercest, and where many of the slain

lie buried. At Culloden House, a mile to the

north, the family seat of Duncan Forbes, the

valuable historical collection of Culloden Papers,

covering the years 1625-1748, was discovered in

1812. They wore published in London in 1815.

Consult William Augustus, Duke of Cumberland,
Authentic Account of the Battle of Culloden
(London, 1746).

CITI/IiOM:, Shelby Moore (1829—). An
American politician, born in Wayne County, Ky.
He was admitted to the bar in 1855, and began
the practice of the law at Springfield, 111. Here
he soon became prominent in politics, was sev-

eral times elected to the Illinois Legislature,

and was Speaker of the House in 1861 and again
in 1873. He was a member of Congress for

three terms after 1865, and was Governor of

Illinois from 1876 to 1883. He then entered

the United States Senate as a Republican, and
was reelected in 1889, 1895, and 1901. He was
the author of the Interstate Commerce Law, and
for many years was chairman of the Senate
Committee on Interstate Commerce. In 1898

he was appointed one of the commissioners to

establish the Government of Hawaii.

CULOiUM, George Washington (1809-92),

An American soldier and writer. He was born

in New York, graduated in 1833 at West Point,

and was instructor of engineering there from
1848 to 1855. He was made chief engineer of

the Department of the Missouri in 1861, superin-

tended engineering works on the Western rivers,

and was chief engineer at the siege of Corinth.

He wa.s superintendent of the Military Academy
from 1864 to 1866, and was brevetted major-gen-

eral in 1865. He retired from active service in

1874. He published: Flystems of Military Bridges

(1863): Biographical Rcgifiter of the Officers

and Graduates of the United States Military

Academy (1868; 3- vol. ed. 1890); Campaigns
and Engineers of the War of 1812-15 (1879).
On his death he left part of his fortune to be
used for the erection of the Memorial Hall at
West Point, and for the continuance of his Bio-
graphical Register.

CULM. See Kulm.
CULM (ME. culme, colm, soot, smoke, or per-

haps connected with Welsh cwlm, knot, the coal
being found in knots in some places in Wales,
Olr. colmmene, nerve, Bret, koulm, knot) . A
term used in the United States for the waste
coal thrown out in anthracite mining. Owing to
its fine size, much difficulty was experienced for
some time in using it. At the present day it is

either pressed into bricks or burned on special

types of grate, often with forced draught. The
name has a similar application in parts of Wales,
but in some parts of England it is used in a
general sense for anthracite. See Antiibacite.

CULMANN, kool'man, Karl (1821-81). A
German engineer, born at Bergzabern, Bavaria.
He studied at the Artillery School of Metz and
the Technical School of Karlsruhe, and from
1841 to 1849 was active as an engineer in

bridge construction. In 1855 he was appoint-
ed professor of engineering in the Polytechnic
School of Zurich, of which he was director froni

1872 to 1875. He was the originator of the
method of graphical statics, by which the
strength of structures is investigated through
diagrams made to scale. In exposition of this he
published GrapfttscTie /Sfoitfc (1864-66). Among
his further works is Untersuchungen Uber die

Schtceizer Wildbiiche von 1S58 bis 1863 (1864),
translated into Italian and French.

CULMBACH, koolm'baK, Hans von. See
Kxtlmbach, Hans von.

CULMINATION (from ML. culminare, to
culminate, from Lat. culmen, OLat. columen^
height, from collis, hill, celsus, high). An astro-

nomical term, signifying the passage of a star
across the meridian. The star is then at the
highest point (culmen) of its course: hence the
name. The sun culminates at midday, or 12

o'clock, apparent solar time—which seldom
agrees exactly with mean time as showTi by a
watch or clock. The full moon culminates at
midnight. The time of culmination of a fixed

star is always exactly midway between the times
of its rising and setting; in the ca«e of the sun,
moon, and planets, it is only approximately so.

CUL^A. At Roman law, culpa sometimes
means fault in general, but in the narrower and
usual .sense it designates carelessness or negli-

gence. Wlien damage has been done without
right and willfully (dolo) , the doer is always
responsible. When damage is occasioned by a
careless act or by failure to act as a careful

person would act, the person chargeable with
carelessness is not usually responsible unless he
be under some special obligation to exercise care
(diligcntin) . Such an obligation regularly ex-

ists cinly in contractiial and quasi-contractual
relations; and here the question what degree of

carelessness creates liability doi>onds upon the
degree of care which the law requires. The stan-

dard, in most cases, is the care commonly exer-

cised in similar matters by a good householder
(diligentia boni patris familiar). Exceptionally,
in some cases, a person who is habitually some-
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what careless is held to that degree of care only
which he is acrustomed tu exercise in his own
atfairs {diligcntia quam in suia). This is true
when tile advantage of the contractual relation is

wholly on the other side, as in the de|)osit for
bafe-kee|)ing without remuneration, and also
when the other party is chargeable with negli-

gence if he enters into relations with a careless
person, as in partnership. By reason, however,
of the fiduciary character of these relations, the
careless depositary or j)artner who has failed to
exercise even that de«jree of care wliich he is

wont to exercise in his own afTairs is regarded
a.s guilty of willful wrong (dolus). In con-
tractual relations very gross carelessness (culpa
lata) is also treated as willful wrong. Whether
this is true outside of contractual relations

—

whether very gross carelessness begets an action
on tort—is disputed. Regularly, of course, at
Bonian law as at English law, action on tort lies

only when willful intent can be shown or pre-
sumed. Exceptionally, however, and by statutory
rule (lex Aquilia), the person who has damaged
another's property by a careless act is liable

although no contractual relation exists between
the parties.

At modem civil law most of the Roman rules
still obtain. Modern legislators, however, have
generally discarded the exceptional standard of
the diligentia quam in suis; and the French civil

code (art. 1.38.3) and some of the codes based
on the French, e.g. the Spanish civil code (art.

1089), lay down the broad rule that every person
of soimd mind who has reached the age of dis-

cretion is responsible for damage occasioned by
his negligence, whether of act or of omission;
but these provisions have not been interpreted as
creating a general duty to act in the interest of
strangers. For the English and American ap-
plications of the civil law doctrine, see Bail-
ment; Negi.igknce. Consult the authorities re-

ferred to imder Civil Law.
CXTLTEPEE, .Toiix. An early English emi-

grant to the Carolinas, leader of the 'Culpeper
Insurrection.' In 1G78 he led a successful insur-
rection in the northern or Albemarle Colony
of Carolina against the representatives of the
proprietaries, who had interfered arbitrarily in
elections and had imposed excessive taxes. He
and his followers succeeded in gaining control
of the Government, but when he went to London
to arrange a compromise with the home authori-
ties he was promptly arrested on a charge of
treason. He was finally acquitted, however, on
the groimd that tliere had really been no author-
ized Government in the colony at that time to
rebel against. In 1620 Culpeper laid out on
paper the plan of the city of Charleston.

CULPEPER, or COLPEPER, Thomas
< ?-1719). A grantee (1673) and Colonial Gov-
ernor of Virginia. He was appointed Governor
for life in 1675, but did not come to the Colony
until 1680. In 1683, having administered the
office chiefly for his own gain, being shrewd and
imscrupulous to the last degree, he returned to
England in spite of his orders, was tried and con-
A'icted of corniption. and was deprived of his
commission. His daughter Catherine brought
his great possessions in dower to Baron Fairfax
and his descendants.

CXJLPEB. A local name in Africa for a fish

resembling a perch, but of uncertain position,

icthyologically, which inhabits the Zambesi Val-
ley. It burrows in the mud, and thus surviveH
droughts, and is exhumed Imth i)y animals and
the native negroes for food, but is not thought
palatable by tiie white colonists.

CULPRIT FAY, The. The title of a poem
by Joseph Rodman Drake (1816). Its subject is
the love of a fairy for a mortal maiden, and his
expiation of the otrense.

CULTIVATION. See Tillage.

CULTIVATOR (Fr. cultivateur, from ML.
cultivare, to cultivate, from Lat. cultura, culti-
vation, from colerv, to till). An agricultural
implement extensively manufactured and used in
the L'nitcd States. The connnon name for it in
Great Britain is grubber. Certain forms are
called scarifiers. It is u.sed for a number of pur-
poses, such as preparing soil for planting, loosen-
ing soil between rows of plants, destroying weeds,
etc. There are many forms, but usually the
essential feature is a triangular or rectangular
iron frame in which are fixed tines or teeth,
somewhat like those of a harrow, but curved,
and so placed as to enter the ground obliquely
when the implement moves forward. Handles
like those of a plow are provided for control of
the implement and the centre beam of the iron
framework projects in front for the attachment
of wheels and draught-clevises. In some forms
the implement is mounted on wheels and provided
with a seat for tlie operator and various levers
for the control of the implement. These are
called rider cultivators, while the simpler forms
are known as walker cultivators. The two forms
are sometimes combined. See also Implements,
Agbici'ltubal ; Tillage.

CULTURE (Lat. cultura, cultivation). Spe-
cifically, in anthropolog}', the aggregate result of
human development (physical and psychical)
either in general or up to and at any particular
stage. The chief phases of culture are coordi-
nated with the principal stages of development,
themselves usually expounded in terms of social

organization, i.e. savagery, barbarism, civiliza-

tion, and enlightenment. The interchange of

culture is one of the most effective factors in

human progress. See Man, Science of; Agri-
culture.

CULTURKAMPF, kool-toor'kampf . See KuL-
turkampf.

CULTUS COD, A marine fish (Ophiodon
donga tus) of the family Chiridae, abundant from
Lower California to Alaska, and one of the most
important food-fishes of the Pacific Coast, where
it is also known as ling, buffalo-cod, and blue-

cod. Cultus, in the Chinook jargon, means
'common,' or 'ordinary,' and was applied to dis-

tinguish this species from the true cod of that
coast. It is cod-like in form, dark-brown above,

variously spotted, and bluish-green below, the
flesh being also bluish ; and reaches a length of
5 feet and a weight of 30 to 40 pounds, but much
smaller specimens are usually brought to market.
It lives about rocky places, sometimes in con-

siderable depths, and spawns in summer; and it

feeds upon fishes and Crustacea and is excessively
voracious, often being taken by seizing a fish

upon the angler's hook. Its flesh is regarded
as of superior quality.
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CUL'VERIN (Fr. coulcuninv, .ML. colubrina,

culverine, from Lat. coluber, serpent). An early

form of cannon. See Artii.i.kky.

.CUL'VER'S PHYSIC, CULVER'S ROOT.
See Leptanuka.

CULVERT (probably from Fr. couloure,

drain, from couler, to flow, from Lat. colare, to

filter, from colum, sieve; influenced in termina-

tion by analogy with covert ) . An artificial

channel for carrying a small stream under-

neath a canal or the embankment of a roadway
or railway. For very small streams vitrified

clay pipe or cast-iron pipe is used for culverts.

For streams of larger size box culverts are em-
ployed, consisting of two parallel masonry walls

covered over with stone flagging and having a

paved bottom. Wnere stone is scarce box cul-

verts are sometimes built of timber, and some-

times, instead of stone flagging, a roof of iron

beams imbedded in a concrete slab is employed.

Large culverts are usually built with parallel

masonry side-walls, supporting a stone or brick

roof-arch. A culvert, besides the passageway
for the water, has wing walls at one or both

ends to hold the embankment in place and
protect it from the rush of the flowing water
in times of freshet. A full technical description

of culvert construction is given in Baker, Treat-

ise on Masonry Construction (Xew York, 1900).

CUMA'CEA. See Crustacea.

CU'MiE (Lat., from Gk. KAfir), Kyme) . An
ancient city on tlie coast of Campania, founded
conjointly by colonists from Chalcis and CymiP
in Euboea. According to Strabo, it was the

earliest of all Greek settlements in either Italy or

Sicily, and it is probable that it was founded

before the middle of the eighth century B.C..

about the same time as the first colonies in Sicily.

It soon attained to wealth and power, built sev-

eral harbors or port towns of its own, including

Dica»archia (Pozzuoli) and Xeapolis (Naples).

and carried on an extensive trade with the in-

terior. From the Chalcidian alphaljet of Cumae
the Etruscan and Italian alphal>ets seem to have
been derived. Its prosperity led to wars with

the Etruscans and other Italian tribes, and in

B.C. 524 a great land army was routed by the

Cumajans, while in B.C. 474, when Cumae was
allied with Hiero of Syracuse, the sea-power

of the Etruscans was broken in a naval battle

near the city. The victorj- seems to have

left Cuma" deijendent upon Syracuse, for its

power now rapidly waned, and in B.C. 421 it

was captured by the Samnitos and became an
Oscan community. In B.C. 334. along with Capua,
it passed under the control of the Romans, and
from this period steadily adhered to the fortunes

of Rome. In the Second Punic War Hannibal
tried to capture it, but was repulsed by Sem-
pronius Gracchus. Toward the close of the Re
public it became the mtinicipal capital of the

district in which the Roman nobles had their

villas and seacoast residences. It continued to

exist as a 'quiet' place down to the close of

the Roman Empire, but reassumed a momentary
importance during the wars of lielisarius and
Narses. Its strong fortress, garrisoned by the

Goths, was the last place in Italy that held out

against the Byzantine .Army. The town was
finally destroyed, as an abode of pirates, by the

.Neapolitans in A.i). 1205. Of the ancient forti-

fications considerable remains may still be

traced, and botii on tlie Acropolis and in the

lower city there are fragments of architecture

and scanty ruins. L'nderneath the Acropolis are

a luunlK-r of grottoes and subterranean passages

of unknown origin and purpose. One of these

caverns was the seat of the oracle of the Cumsean
Sibyl (q.v.). Consult Beloch, Campanien im Al-

terthtim (Breslau, 1890).

CUMiE'AN SIBTL. The most famous of

the. ancient sibyls. She lived at Cuma* in the
crypts under the Temple of Apollo, and has been
represented pictorially by several of the great
masters. The most noted examples are paintings
by Michelangelo in the Sistine Chapel, and by
Raphael in the Church of Santa 5laria della

Pace, in Rome.

CUMANA, koo-m&-na'. A town in the State
of Bernuidez, Venezuela, situated on the Man-
zanares River, near its mouth, on the Gulf of

Cariaco (Map: Venezuela, El). It has a col-

lege and is the seat of a United States consular
agent. The town is an important commercial
centre, its trade being promoted by an excellent

roadstead and harbor, which are dominated by
the fort of San Antonio on a hill overlooking
the town. It exports cacao, sugar, cocoanuts,
tobacco, pearls, and hides. Population, about
12,000; the suburbs of San Francisco, Guay-
querias, and Serritos have an aggregate popula-
tion which equals that of the mother town.
Cumanii, possibly the oldest city in America,
was founded in 1520 under the name of Xueva
Toledo, and became in the following year capital

of the newly erected Province of Xueva Anda-
lucfa. It has suffered considerably from earth-

quakes, notably in 170(5 and IS.IS.

CU'MARIN, or COUMARIN (from cou-
n'.arou. the Gallicized form of the native name of
the Tonka bean),

/0-CO
C«H,

I

\CH= CH.

The anhydride of cumaric (ortho-o.xy-cinnamic)
acid. It is a colorless, crystalline substance melting
at 67° C. and boiling at 201° C. It has an exceed-
ingly agreeable odor. It is found in various plants,

including the Tonka bean (the seeds of the
Dipteryx odorata and oppositifolia Willd.) ; the
woodruff (Aspcriila odorata L.) ; the melilot
(ilelilotus officinalis Dese. ) ; a number of
grasses, such as the sweet-scented vernal grass
(Anthoxanthuvi odoratum L. ) ; the faam or
faham leaves {Angrecum fragrans) , much prized
among Asiatics for their vanilla-like scent; the
Indian sarsaparilla (the root of llemidesmus Jn-

dicus), etc. Cumarin is soluble in hot water and
in alcohol and ether. It may be obtained from
Tonka l>eans by extracting with alcohol. It has
also been prepared synthetically by heating sali-

cylic aldehyde with sodiimi acetate and acetic

anhydride. Tonka l>eans are largely used to im-
part the o<lor of cumarin to snufT. Cumarin is

also employed in iM'rfumerv and in preparing the
l)everage well known in Germany as Maitrank
(May drink), which is made by adding a small
quantity of pure cumarin to wine.

CUM'BERLAND. A peninsula of Baffin

Land, forming the western coast of Davis Strait
(Map: Canada, S3). It cuts off the gulf
known as Cumberland Sound.
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CUMBEBLAND <AS. Cumbria). The ex-

treme iiorLliwest couuty of England (Map: Eng-
land, D 2). It has 75 niileM of euast, and an
urea of 1516 square uiilea. Two-thirds of the

eounty is eultivatcd, the rest is eovered by moun-
tain and lake. The highest peaks of the Cum
brian Mountains (q.v. ) are in this county.

The chief rivers are the Eden and IX'rwent. Min-
eral wealth abounds, chiefly coal, iron, and lead.

Dairy farming and domestic manufaeturen are

carried on. The chief towns are Carlisle, the

capiUil, Cockerniouth, Whitehaven, and Wigton.
Population, in 1891, 266,550; in 1901, 267,000.

Consult: Ferguson, History of Cumberland
(l^ndon, 1890); Wilson (editor), The Victoria

Histnri/ of Cumbcrliind (Westminster, 1901).

CUMBEBLAND. A city and county-seat of

Allegany County, Md.. 152 miles northwest of

Wasliington, D. C., and 150 miles southeast of

Pittsburg, Pa., on the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
and on the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore and
Ohio, and other railroads (Map: Maryland, B 2).

It is in a remarkably picturesque locality on the

Potomac River, some 600 or 700 feet above tide,

on the outer edge of the Cumberland Canal coal

region, and ships vast quantities of semi-

bituminous coal. There are also extensive roll-

ing-mills for the manufacture of railroad mate-
rials, iron-foundries, steel-works, railroad shops,

tanneries, brick-works, flour-mills, glass-works,

and cement-works. Cumberland was laid out

in 1785 on the site of Fort Cumberland, which
was erected in the winter of 1754-55 at the

outbreak of the French and Indian War. The
town was incorporated in 1815, becoming a city

in 1850. The government is administered by a
mayor, elected every two years, and a city coun-

cil, some of the members of which are elected by
Avards and some at large. The several adminis-
trative boards are nominated by the executive

subject to the approval of the council. Owner-
ship and operation of the water-works and elec-

tric-light works are municipal functions. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 12,729; in 1900, 17,128. Consult
Lowdermilk, History of Cumberland (Washing-
ton, 1878).

CUMBEBLAND. A town in Providence
County, R. I., six miles north of Providence, on
the Blackstone River, and on the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad. It has extensive

manufactures of horseshoes, cotton, etc. Cum-
berland was incorporated in 1747. The govern-

ment is administered by annual town meetings.

Population, in 1890, 8090; in 1900, 8925.

CUMBEBLAND, The. A Federal war-vessel

under the command of Lieut. George U. Morris,

sunk by the Confederate ram Mcrrimac in Han>p-
ton Roads, March 8, 1862. She went down firing

and with colors flying, and carried with her a
hundred of her crew.

CUMBEBLAND, Di ke of. See William
Augustus, Duke of Cumberland, and Ebnest
Augustus, King of Hanover.

CUMBEBLAND, Richard (1632-1718). An
English moralist. He was born in London, edu-
cated at Saint Paul's School and at Cambridge,
appointed in 1658 to the rector^' of Brampton,
Northamptonshire, and in 1667 to the living of

All Hallows. Stamford. In 1691 he was made
Bishop of Peterborough. His work, De Legibus
Tfaturw Disquisitio Philosophica (1672), trans-

latetl into English by Jean Maxwell in 1727, was

one of the lirst protests against the egoism of

Hobbes's ethics. He maintained tiierein that
'the common good of all' is the chief end and
ultimate standard of morality, and is thus one
of the forerunners of the well-known English
Utilitarians. Consult: Spaulding. Itivhurd

Cumberland als Heyriindcr dtr EnyliHchen Klhik
(l>eip/ig, 18JJ4) ; and Albee, "The Ethical Syrtem
of Richard ('umberland," in the Philosophical
Review (Bost<m, 1895).

CUMBEBLAND, Richard (1732-1811). An
English dramatic writer and essayist, born in

Cambridge. He was the great-grandson of the
Bishop of Peterborough, and was the grandson,
on his mother's side, of Dr. Richard Bent ley.

He graduated at Trinity College, Cambrntge. in

1750, and two years afterwards was elected fel-

low. Having been appointed private secretary

of the Earl of Halifax, he gave up his intention

of entering the Church, and became I'lster s<>e-

retary during Halifax's term as Lord Lieutenant
of Ireland. Later he obtained a sinecure in the

Board of Trade, and retired to Tunbridge \\"«'lls,

where he devoted him.self to literature, and wrote
farces, tragedies, comedies, pamphlets, essays,

novels, and translations from the Greek poets.

Many of his comedies were well received, but
have noi, survived. They include The Brothers

(1769) and West Indian (1770), his best jtlay.

Gold.smith describes Cumberland with gentle

satire in The Retaliation, as "The Terence of

England, the mender of hearts." His Memoirs ap-

i>eared in 1807, but are considered untrust-

worthy.

CUMBEBLAND AND TEVIOTDALE, IP'

vt-ot-dal. Dike of. English titles borne by the

first cousin of Queen Victoria, George V. of

Hanover (q.v.), and perpetuated by his eldest

son. Prince Ernest Augustus, bom Septeml)er 21,

1845.

CUMBEBLAND GAP. A pass througli the

Cumberland Mountains on the State line between
Kentucky and Tennessee at the .southwestern end
of Virginia (Map: Kentucky, H 4). It is a

notch about 500 feet deep and in some places so

narrow as merely to allow room for a roadway.

The road between Virginia and Kentucky laid

out by Daniel Boone in 1769 passed through Cum-
berlalid Gap, and over this load journeyed most

of the early emigrants to Kentucky. During the

Civil War the Gap was of great strategic im-

portance, constituting as it did a kind of pas-

sageway l^tween central Kentucky and eastern

and central Tennessee. It was occupied by the

Confederate General ZollicoflFer, on November 13,

1861. but on .June 17, 1862, the Confederates

withdrew on the approach of a superior I<>deral

force under Gen. G. W. Morgan, who took pos-

session on the following %day and immediately

began to strengthen the fortifications. Vjirious

minor skirmishes occurred in the vicinity, in the

most important of which, that of August 7,

the Confederates lost 125 men in killed and

wounded, the Federals 68 in killed, wounded, and

missing. On the night of September 17 Morgan
secretly evacuated the place, destroyed the fnrtifi

cations and the war material, and by a skillful

retreat saved his comnfand from capture at the

hands of the superior Confederate forces in tlio

vicinity. On October 22d General Bragg occu-

pied the Gap. On September 8, 1863. the place

again passed into the hands of the Federals un-
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der General Shackleford, the Confederate Gen-
eral Frazer surrendering, without resistance,

2000 men and 14 pieces of artillery; and here on
April 28, 18(55, 900 Confederates surrendered and
were paroled.

CUMBERLAND MOUNTAINS. A part of

the westernniost division of the Appalachian
system extending from northeastern Alabama
across Tennessee, thence along the boundary of

Virjiinia and Kentucky to near the southern
border of West Virginia (Map: Virginia, A 5).
Toward the north the range of elevations is con-
tinued by the Alleghany Mountains through
\\est Virginia into Pennsjivania. The Cumber-
land Mountains comprise several parallel ridges,

which together form a plateau some 50 miles in

width with an elevation ranging from less than
1000 to more than 2000 feet. Their eastern edge
is usually defined by a strong escarpment, while
on the west the slope is abrupt in Tennessee but
less so in Kentucky. The range is composed of

Paleozoic strata, including sandstones, limestones,

and slates, which inclose valuable deposits of coal

and iron. They are usually well timbered with
ash, hickorj'. chestnut, and other hard woods, but
the soil is not sufficiently fertile to support
a large agricultural population. The slopes of

the Cunil>erland Mountains are drained mostly
into the Ohio River by the Cumberland and the

Tennessee, the latter river crossing the southern
portion of the range after flowing along the

greater part of its eastern edge.

CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH. See Presbyteri.vx Chc^ch.

CUMBERLAND RIVER. A river of Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, rising in the Cumberland
Mountains. It flows southwest and west through
southern Kentucky and enters Tennessee in longi-

tude 85° 30' W. (Map: Kentucky, C 4). It runs
in a semicircle through the northern part of

Tennes.see and then turning northward reenters

Kentucky, running through the southwestern
part of the State parallel with the Tennessee
lliver. It joins the Ohio River at Smithland.
The total length of the river is over 600 miles.

It is navigable for steamboats to Nashville, and
for smaller craft for 100 miles above that town.

CUMBERLAND ROAD, The. A road 800
miles long, which extended from Fort Cum-
berland, ^Id., to Vandalia, 111., and which had
an important part in opening up the West and
Southwest to settlement from the East. It was
begun about 1806, was constructed in sections,

and was finished about 1840. It was to have
been built by the Federal Government out of

funds derived from .sales of public lands in the

States to l)e traversed; but additional appro-

priations 8fH)n became neces-sary. and. largely

owing to the influence of Henrj' Clay, the Na-
tional Go\-ernment advanced the sum of $6,821.-

246 for this purpose between 1806 and 1838.

For many years the road was under Federal
control, and was called the 'Great National Pike,'

but by 1856 the Government had turned over
to the various States through which it passed
the portions include<l within each. For many
years it was perhaps the chief avenue for West-
em emigration, and thousands of prospective
settlers passed over it from the various Ea.stern
States. Consult: Hulbert. The Cumberland
Road (Cleveland, 1003) : Sparks. The Expansion
of the American Peoph: (Chicago, 1901) ; and an

article "The Old National Pike," in vol. lix. of
Harper's Monthly Magazine (New York, 1879).

CUMBERLAND UNIVERSITY. An edu-
cational institution under the super\'ision of
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, established
in 1844 at Lebanon, Tenn. Connected with the
university is the theological seminary of the
Church, established in 1852. The imiversity
also maintains a law department and prepara-
tory department. Its student enrollment in
1901 was approximately 200.

CUM'BRIA (Lat., the land of the Cymry, or
Welsh). An ancient British principality, in-

cluding Cumberland in England, and most of
Scotland as far north as tlie Clyde. In Scot-
land, however, the boundaries were indefinite,

and depended upon the strength of the ruler.

Cumbria had a mixed population of Britons,
Goidels, and Picts, who, on account of conmion
danger from the Saxons, united and took the
name of Cymry. During the sixth c*enturj- Cum-
bria ceased to be governed by one ruler, and was
united only in times of war. The country, how-
ever, was hilly and easily defended. Edmund
conquered Cumbria in 946, with the help of the
King of South Wales, and gave it to Malcolm
of Scotland. William II. of England annexed
Cumbria early in his reign. In 1107 David I.

of Scotland became Prince of Cumbria, holding
it from the English Crown.

CUMBRIAN MOUNTAINS. A groui> of
mountains, 37 by 35 miles in length and breadth,
in the northwest of England, occupying part of
Ciunberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire.
This tract, embracing the English lake district,

is of great picturesqueness and beauty, and much
frequented by tourists. There are 25 mountain-
tops upward of 1500 feet high, including Sea
Fell Pike (3210 feet), Sea Fell (3162), Helvel-
IjTi (3118), and Skiddaw (3054). The deep val-

leys between the mountains contain 14 lakes, 1

to 10 miles long. The largest of the lakes are
\\indermere, UUswater. Conistone Water. Bas-
senthwaite Water, and Derwentwater. Many
eminent persons have resided among the lakes,

the l)eauty of which has inspired some of the
finest writings of Wordsworth, Coleridge. South-
ey, Professor Wilson ('Christopher North'), De
Quincey. Arnold, and Harriet ^lartineau.

CUMTfflNG, Alfred (c.1802-73). .\n Ameri-
can ofliicial. In 1857 he was appointed by Presi-

dent Buchanan Governor of the Territory of
I'tah, whither he was sent with a protective
force of 2500, imder the command of Gen. A. S.

Johnston, later famous in the Confedenite ser-

vice. He issued, on November 27. a proclama-
tion which declared the Territor\ to l»e in a
state of rebellion, and a copy of which was for

warded to Salt I.^ke City. Brigham Young, the
Morman president, retaliated by announcing that
the region was under martial law, and forbid-

ding the exjjedition to enter. A compromise was
subsequently eflfected. and Governor Gumming
a.ssumed office on .\pril 12, 1S58, The troops
were retained at Camp Floyd until Februari' 29,

I860. In 1861 Cumming was succeeded by
Stephen S. Harding.

CUMMING, John (1807-81). A Scotch
preacher and aiithor. bom in .Xberdeenshire. He
was ed»icat«»<l at King's College. .\lK»rdeen, and
in 1833 was ordained to the Scotch Church,
Crown Court, Covent Garden, TA>ndon, where he
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officiated till 187U. He was very popular as a

Treacher and lecturer, hut is remembered ehielly

for his eontroversies with the Uonuui Catholic

dipnitaries. ami for his interpn'tation of the

apcK-alvpt ic writinps. The most important of

his voluminous jjublications are: Apocalyptic

t<kt'tchcs ( 1849) : The Great TribuUilion (1859) ;

Deathly of the Nations (1864) ; and The Seventh

Vial (1870).

CITMMINGS, Amos J. (184 1 1902). An
Anuritan tditor and politician, born at Conkling,

Broome County, N. Y. A journeynuin printer

at fifteen, he set type in nearly every State of

the Union. He was with William Walker in

the last inva.sion' of Nicaragua (1857), and

during the Civil War served as sergeant-major

of the Twenty-sixth New Jersey Infantry, and

received the Congressional medal of honor for

gallantry. iSubsequently he became editor of

the New York Weekly Tribune, and in 1869

joined the staflF of the Hun, of whose weekly and

evening editions he was afterwards editor. From
1887 he was a Democratic member of Congress

from New York, and in 1892 and 1896 was a

^lelegate to the Democratic national conven-

tions. During his Congressional career he held

many important positions on committees. He
was the author of a series of letters written

from Florida and California to the Sun, over the

signature 'Ziska.'

CTJMMINGS, Joseph (1817-90). An Ameri-

can educator, born in Falmouth, Maine He
was president of Wesleyan University, Middle

town, Conn., from 1857 to 1875. and was profes-

sor of mental philosophy and political economy

there from 1875 to 187*7, and was president of

Northwestern I'niversity from 1881 until his

death.

CUMMIN(JS, Thomas Seib (1804-94). An
American painter and author, born in England.

He came to New York early in life, and studied

there with Henry Inman. He painted minia-

tures in water-color, and many of his 'sitters

were well-known contemporaries of the artist.

In 1826 he helped to found the National Acad-

emy of Design, and was its treasurer for forty

years. He also wrote an account of its his-

tory, entitled, Historic Annals of the National

Academy from its Foundation to 186o. His

later life was spent in Connecticut, and Hacken-

sack, N. .T., where he died.

CTJM'MINS, George David (1822-76). An
American clergyman. He was born in Delaware,

graduated at Dickinson College, and entered the

Methodist ministry. In 1845 he took orders in

the Episcopal ChuVch. and wa.s rector of several

Episcopal churches in Virginia, Washington, and

Chicago. lie was chosen Assistant Bishop of

Kentucky in 1866, but in 1872 resigned this

office, withdrew from the denomination, and

founded the Reformed Episcopal Church, of

which in 1873 he was made bishop. Consult the

Memoir by his wife (New York. 1878).

CUMMINS, Mabia SrsAXXA (1827-66). An
American novelist, born at Salem, Mass. After

receiving a good education she began writing

for contemporary magazines. In 1854 she scored

an immense success with her story The Lamp-
lighter—^more than 100,000 copies in all being

sold; a surprising sale for ante-bellum fiction.

Her later books are negligible, and her reputa-

tion has not been maintained, although The
Latnpliyhter is still read.

CUM'NOB HALL. (1) An old manor
house, ni'ar Oxford, of which only a few ruin«

renuiin—the i)laoe where Amy Uobsart was im-

prisoned, as mentioned in Scott's Kcnilworth.—
(2) A ballad of that name by W. J. Meikle, sup-

|)osed to have suggested to Scott the idea of

Kenilworth.

CUMULATIVE SENTENCE. See Sen-

TE.NCK.

CUMULATIVE VOTING. A metluMl of

voting at elections for t)Hice and in representa-

tive assemblies, intended to obviate the incon-

veniences of the majority system by giving pro-

portional weight to the minority vote. As com-

monly practiced, each voter is permitted to cast

as many votes as there are candidates for a

given office, and he may distribute his votes or

give them all to tone candidate, as he may choose.

It has l)een advocated for many years, both in

p]ngland and the United States, as an important

measure of electoral reform, but has made head-

way slowly. The system has been employed to

some extent in Illinois and Michigan, and in

Parliamentarj' elections in England. Its con-

stitutionality Mas established by a decision of

the Supreme Court of Michigan in 1891. See

Elf.ctiox : EiJSCTORAL Reform ; Minority.

CU'MULUS. See Cloi d; Clovdiness.

CUNA, koo'njk. A tribe, apparently of dis-

tinct stock, occupying the Isthmus of Panama,

in Colombia, from the Chagres River to the

Atrato. They are also known as Darien or San

Bias Indians'. Tliey are of small stature, but

athletic and of light complexion, many of them
even approaching the blonde type. They for-

merly lived in villages of communal houses, culti-

vated corn and cotton, and worked gold obtained

from the streams and mountains. The women
were clothed, but the men usually went naked.

They used poisoned arrows. They have never

been entirelv subdued, and still retain their love

for freedom and wild life.

CUNARD'. Sir Samuel (1787-1865). An
English shipowner, bom in Nova Scotia. He
was the founder (1839) of the Cunard Line of

ocean steamers plying between England and

America. He was a member of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society, and, was made a baronet in

1859.

CUNAX'A (Lat.. from Gk. Koi/valo, Kou-
naxa). A place in Mesopotamia, on the eastern

bank of the Euphrates, probably about 60 miles

north of Babylon. It was the scene of the

battle fought" (b.c. 401) between Cyrus the

Younger (assisted by a body of Greeks, the Ten

Thousand) and his brother, Artaxerxes Mnemon,
in whicli Cyrus was killed.

CUNDINAMARCA, kmTn'd^-nsi-mar'ksi. The
central department of the Republic of Colombia,

bounded by BoyacA on the north. Venezuela on

the east, Cauca'on the south, and Tolima on the

west (Map: Colombia, C 3). Its area is esti-

mated at over 70.000 square miles. The western

portion belongs to the region of the Eastern

Cordilleras, while the remainder forms a part of

the Orinoco basin. Numerous rivers flow across

it, the largest of which are the Guahibos and the

Guayabero. All its streams are tributary to

the Orinoco. The soil, with the exception of the
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mountain rej^ions, is very fertile, but only, a
small portion is cultivated. The chief crops are

com, wheat, coffee, tobacco, cacao, and sugar.

The chief exports are cinchona and tobacco.

Bogottl, the capital of the State of Cundina-
marca, is also the capital of Colombia. Cundina-
marca derives its name from an old American
go<ldes8, and before the conquest of the land by
the Spaniards was one of the chief regions of na-

tive civilization, as is proved by numerous re-

mains foimd in the State. The population in

1884, exclusive of aborigines, was 537,658.

CUNDTIRANGO, kiin'dd-rJxn'gft (Quichua,
eagle-vine). A vine growing in northern Soutb.

America. Jt contains a strong bitter principle,

and was at one time claimed to be valuable in

the cure of cancer, as a remedy for which it

was sold in the United States at enormous prices.

Subsequently it was found to be worthless for

the cure of tiuit disea.se, although it is still

claimed to be valuable as a blood-purifier. It is

not recognized in the American pharmacopoeias,
although it is still given in the German.

CUNEGONDE, ku'ne-goxd'. The mistress of

Candide, in Voltaire's novel of that name.

CUNEIFORM, ku-ne^-form (from Lat. cu-

neus, wedge + forma, shape) INSCRIPTIONS.
(Cuneiform writing, one of the oldest systems of

the alphabet which is known, originated in Meso-
potamia, and spread, through the influence of

Babylonia, even to Armenia and to Egypt. The
earliest texts in cimeiform writing are at least

six thousand years old, and the latest inscrip-

tions are dated in the reign of Antiochus Soter,

in the third century B.C. The script receives its

name from the peculiar wedge-shaped characters

of which it is composed. These consist of combi-
nations of the five elements:

r-\/'<
which become in many cases exceedingly com-
plex. The difficulty of deciphering the charac-

ters is complicated by the fact that many of

them are polyphonic, so that one cuneiform
group may represent several entirely different

combinations of sounds. In addition to their

polyphonous character, all the varieties of cunei-

form writing, with the exception of the Old Per-

sian, are syllabic instead of alphabetic. That
is, each syllable represents not a letter, Imt an
entire syllable, or even a word. Furthermore,
there are many ideograms in the script, con-

ventionalized characters which do not denote the

sounds for which they would naturally be sup-

posed to stitnd, or which have no real phonetic

value whatever. In the same way English pos-

sesses certain ideograms, such as lb., which
is read pound; viz., pronounced namely; .$. which
is dollar in speech ; '^'(the bend and horns of the

bull) as the astronomical sign for Taurus; and
the like. It would seem that originally the

cuneiform letters, like the Egj'ptian, Chinese,

and ^lexican alphabets, were pictorial, as, for

instance, the older form of the character for sun

(which may have been regarde<l as a complete

circlet of time), T^ y , which later became

^1 . On the other hand, it is doubtful whether

the entire Iwdy of the extremely complex charac-

ters which make up the bulk of the cuneiform
te.xts can be resolved into such simple elements.
The form of the signs was undoubtedly influenced
by the material on which the texts were in-

scribed. As the Germanic runes, which were
carved on wootl, are angular in shape and avoid
curves, or as the Singhalese, which was written
on palm-leaves, has almost no straight lines,

which would split the leaf, but is composed of

curves, so the cuneiform received its character-
istic shape from the substance on which it was
written. On the soft clay tablets, which were
the ordinary writing material of Mesopotamia,
the straight line was the easiest stroke, while
the triangularly prismatic stylus by its heavy
initial touch to the clay fonned the peculiar
arrow-shaped head of the wedge. These clay
bricks, after the writing was finished, were care-

fully baked or drie<l in the sun. A chisel was of

course employed for the longer inscriptions
which were carved in the rock. The cuneiform
text, unlike most other Semitic alphabets, as the
Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabic, runs from left to
right.

History of Decipiiebment. The history of

the decipherment of these alphabets is an inter-

esting one. Although allusion is plainly made
to cuneiform texts by Herodotus, Diodorus. Stra-
bo, Plutarch, Arrian, and the epistles ascribed
to Themistoclcs. all remembrance of them seems
later to have been lost. Early European travel-

ers to the East, however, were attracted by the
mysterious signs, as early as Josafat Barbaro at
the end of the fifteenth century, and especially

Pietro della Valla in 1621, who seems to have
lieen the first one to suspect that the inscriptions

were something more than simple decorations of

the rocks. His views, however, made no lasting

impression, and the wildest theories were offered

in explanation of the meaning of the signs.

They were supposed to be talismans, or hieratic

and astrological formulas, or it was thought that
they might contain the original language of

Eden. They were regarded as Greek by one in-

A^estigator, while another found them pure
Arabic. Gradually, however, the theories became
more sober and accurate. The investigation cen-

tred from the very first about the most striking
of all cimeiform inscriptions, the great trilingual

text on the side of Behistun. On this steep

mountain, which rises abruptly some seventeen
hundred feet above the plain, there is carved at
a height of three hundred feet an account of the

reign of Darius I. in three languages which we
now know to be Old Persian. Babylonian, and
New Susian. Beginning with the discovery that

the Persian sign A denoted the end of a

word, and basing investigations on historical

data furnished by Herodotus and other classical

authors, and on hints as to wonl-order and style

which were gained from Pahlavi (q.v.) in-

si'riptions, successive investigations gradiwiUy de-

ciphered the Old Persian cuneifonu writing. It

was then a comparatively easy task to solve the
Babylonian and New Susian versions, which re-

produce almost word for word the Old Persian
text. From siich a beginning the key has been
foimd, not only to .\ssyro-Babylonian and New
Susian, but to the Mitanni inscriptions and the
tablets of Van and Cappadocia.
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SuMERi.\.N Cf.NEiFonM I .N.scuiiTioxs. There
are five chief forms of cuneifor^i alphabets

—

Sunierinn or Accadian, Assyro-Babylonian, New
Su-sian, Old Persian, and Armenian. Of the»e by
far tl»e oldest is the Sumerian, also called the

hieratic, which was emj>loyed by the pre-Semitic

inhabitants of Mesopotamia. This alphabet is

ideographic in character, that is, the signs ex-

press not syllables, but concepts, and are, conae-

quently, fr(H]uently pictorial in origin, as in the

case of .N^. .heaven, god, which later became

>->](-, or -)<|[n>- .
J"gger, later *"*^*

The numerical system, as in all the cuneiform

alphabets, consists of simple wedges, I , for

unit.s, and angles
, ^ , for tens. After sixty,

which, like the first digit, is represented by the
simple vertical wedge, the system becomes sexa-

gesimal.

Assyro-Bahylonian. The second alphabet,

which is at once the most important and the
most complicated of all, is the Assyro-Ba])ylo-

nian. This is the system, moreover, which had by
far the longest use and the widest extent. Not
only was it the medium of communication for

the kingdoms of Assyria and Babj'lon, which for

centuries controlled Mesopotamia, but it was
employed by the kings in their messages to

Egj'pt, as is shown by the rich discovery in 1887
of three hundred and twenty bricks inscribed

with these characters at Tel-el-Amarna, which
lies on the east bank of the Xile about one hun-
dred and eighty miles south of Memphis. The
writing is syllabic in cliaracter, and with the
homophones, or different signs for the same
sound, polyphones, or signs with various values,

and ideograms, or pictorial representations, num-
l»ers some five hundred characters. The read-

ing of these signs has been rendered possible
by the discoverj' at Babylon of the so-called syl-

labaries. This class of tablets contains in the
centre the phonogram, which is explained syl-

labically on one side and ideographically on the
other. The reading of the Assyro-Babylonian in-

scriptions is further simplified by determina-
tives, which are found also in all the other cunei-

form systems except Old Persian, as well as in

EgA'ptian hieroglyphics. By these signs, which
precede the word they determine, the noim is

shown to denote a country, deity, or the like.

Thus, in the Sumerian alphabet, one vertical

wedge is the determinative for a man, three lon-

gitudinal wedges for a country, while in Assyro-
Babylonian the sign for god, above noted, is the
determinative for the name of a deity, and two
vertical wedges indicate the dual number. The
substances on which these inscriptions were cut
were numerous. Not only clay bricks,, as in the
Tel-el-Amarna tablets, but also .seals, stone
obelisks, statues of bulls and lions, and the walls
of the palaces were favorite places for texts to
l)e inscribed. The writing is often exceedinglv
minute, some tablets having six lines to the inch,

so that the complex characters miist be read with
the help of a magnifying glass. It is probable
that the letters were cut with such assistance,
as lenses of considerable power have been foimd
among the ruins of the ^lesopotaniian cities. In

.writing on sculpture tiie details of tiie carving
we're often entirely neglected, so that the lines of
text are frequently carried over representaticms
of portraiture or drajn'ry. The clay tabh-ts are
of various- sizes, some being as large as nine by
six inches, while others arc little more than an
inch square. The character of the writing nat-
urally varies, and there is of course a slight but
constant change, so that the later Assyro-Baby-
lonian cuneiform letters are distinctly differ-

ent from the earlier. It would not be easy to

overestimate the importance of the solution of

the literature of Babylonia and Assyria. Not
only in its contribution to our knowledge of the
East, which hud l>een almost a sealed book, is it

of value. Almost more momentous still is the
light which it has cast on the creation and
deluge legends of Genesis, and its resultant value
for Old Testament students.

New Susian. The third variety of the cunei-
form inscriptions, while ultimately derived fr<»m

the Assj'ro-Babylonian system, is very much
simpler. The name which should be assigned to
it is somewhat doubtful. It has been called by
no less than ten names—Median, Proto-Median,
Medo-Scythian, Scythian, Elamitic, New Elam-
itic, Susian, Amardian, Anzanian, and New
Susian. It is also termed the 'language of the
second form,' in allusion to the fact that the
only monument of it which has yet been discov-

ered is the second of the three versions of the
inscriptions of the Persian Acha?menians. The
name which seems preferable and is adopted by
the majority of scholars at present is New
Susian. This system contains ninety-six syllabic

signs, which at limes, however, show a distinct

approach to alpliabetic values. Like the other
cuneiform alphabets, the New Susian posse.s.ses

ideograms and determinatives, having sixteen
of the former an<l five of the latter. It is note-

worthv that each ideogram, excepting for zun-
ktik, king, which alread.v has one determinative, is

followed by the determinative T^_ , id. The

readings of the New Susian characters are in

general fairl.v clear, although there is uncer-
taint.v about many words. The Old and Middle
Susian inscriptions are still little known. Their
study, should it prove successful, may help to

solve some of the difficulties which still beset our
knowledge of New Susian.

Armenian. The cuneiform inscriptions which
are found in Armenia, chiefly in the neighbor-

hood of Van, and number over fifty, are written
in a language which is related to the modem
Georgian dialects. The inscriptions, which are
probably to be dated from the ninth to the eighth

century B.C., were first noted by Saint-Martin
in 1823, and studied b_v Schulz, who was mur-
dered b.v the Kurds in 1829, before his researches

were completed. Despite the erroneous view
held by one of the early investigators that the

language of these texts was Armenian, while an-

other more naturall.v tried to read them as
Ass.vrian, researches into them were at last suc-

cessful. The alphabet of the Armenian cunei-

form inscriptions is an obvious modification of

the AssjTo-Babvlonian characters. It is rela-

tively extremelv simple, since pol.vphones are
discarded, and the number of signs is but one
hundred and fiftv-eight, including fiftv-one ideo-
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grams and si-vt'ii (UtiTiniiiatives. Tlie type of

this script, like the New Husian, forms a kind of

transition between the Assyro-Babylonian and the
Old Persian, since it has partly given up the
syllabic system and often approximates the
alphabetic form. Some of the determinatives,

as those for god and man, and the numerical
system, are borrowed from the Assyro-Babylo-
nian system of writing.

Oi.» Pkrsian. The most simple of all the

cuneiform systems, and the one which, as stated

above, gave the key to all the others, is the Old
Persian. This is employed from the sixth to the
fourtli century n.c. in the tablets of the Achse-

menians, Darius the Great, Xerxes, Artaxerxes
1., II., and III., and Cyrus the Younger, together
with a few seals of private persons. By far the

most important te.xt is that of Darius at Behis-

tun. which is about four hundred and thirteen

lines long. Other inscriptions, some of them of

great value, are found at Persepolis, Susa, Naqs-
i-Rustam, Elvand, Kirman, Hamadan, and
Murghab. In addition, there are shorter tablets

at Van, where the most important Armenian in-

scriptions exist, and at Suez. The trilingual in-

scription of Behistun was known to Diodonis
Siculus (q.v. ) in the first century B.C., who saj's

that the deeds of Semiramis were carved there

'in S}'rian letters.' The Old Persian cuneiform
duiracters are almost entirely alphabetic, each
sign standing either for a vowel or for a conso-

nant plus a vowel. Traces of the earlier syllabic

sy.stem may perhaps exist in the case of charac-
ters which, like some of those found in the

Armenian inscriptions, have different forms ac-

cording to the following vowel, as >-Y\ . A')

but ^"\^ , ji- The alphabet possesses thirty-

six letters, in addition to which there are four

ideograms, for king, land, earth, and Ormasid.

Polyphones and homophones are altogether lack-

ing, and the only possible trace of a determina-

tive is in the oblique wedge, already mentioned
as the first character of any cuneiform alphabet

to be deciphered, which marks the end of a word.
While it is obvious that the Old Persian alpha-

bet is derived from the later Assyro-Babylonian
signs, iust as the .\ch.Tpmenian3 were strongly

influenced in their literary style by their non-

Iranian predecessors, it is nevertheless not an
easy task to trace the direct lineage of the letters

of the single Iranian cuneiform alphabet to their

Semitic originals.

There still n-main a number of Old Persian

inscriptions which have never been publislied or

even copied or photographed. It is not im-

possible that future investigations will add new
Armenian tablets, or even New Susian texts,

while it is practically certain that continued ex-

cavations will bring to light large ma-sses of

Sumerian and .Assyro-Babylonian cuneiform in-

scriptions. The difTeronce in the varioiis alpha-

bets of this system may l>e illustrated by re-

producing the name nf Darius in Old Persian,

DSrat/avauah ; New Susiafi, Tarifiavaush : and
Babylonian. Dariyavush:

£HT -m< £=i'r T =T < ^TT
NEW 8U8IAN.

OLD PKRSIAN.

Er<T -m £=:T{ «^<
BABVLOMAS.
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CXJNENE. See Kunene.

CUNEO, koo'nft-d (dialectically called Coni)

.

riie capital of the province of the same name in

North Italy, situated 55 miles .south of Turin on
a hill at the confluence of the Stura and the
Gesso (Map: Italy, B 3). The town has a
twelfth-centurj' Franciscan church, a cathedral,
and a city hall with a high tower. It markets
grain, silk, and hemp in Ix)mbardy, Switzerland,
and Germany, and manufactures paper and fab-

rics of silk and wool. On account of its .strategic

importance as the key to the upper plains of
Piedmont, and to the road that leads to Nice and
Provence, Cuneo has often been besieged since it

came into possession of the House of Savoy in
1382. Population (commune), in 1881, 24,853;
in 1901, 27,065. Consult Bertano, Storia di

Cuneo (Cuneo, 1898).

CUNHA, k<)o'nyA. Trt.stao da (1460-C.1540).
.\ Pordigjiese navigator. He was at the head of

an exjH'dition to .\frica and the Indies in com-
pany with Affonso d'.-Mbuquerque. Afterwards
he fought in Madagascar, and he was distin-

guished for his conduct in the East. In 1514 he
was made special ambassador to present to Pope
I>eo X. the new possessions of Portugal. Upon

Vol. v.—34.
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his return he waa made one of the special coun-
cil of the Crown. Da (^inha was the discoverer
of three vok-unic i^luud-s in the Atlantic, one of

which bears liis name.

CXT'NIBEBT, Saint (c.590-603). One of the
curliest bi.slioi).>s of Cologne. He was conswrated in

(J23; was ^)rescnt at the synods of Rheinis (025)
and of Clichy (626), and soon took a place be-

side Pepin as one of the most influential men in

the kingdom of the Franks. He educated Sigebert
III. and other Merovingian princes; was promi-
nent in the revision of the Salic and Ripuarian
laws, and in drawing up the Alemannian and Ba-
varian codes, and spread the power of the Clmreli
over Saxony, Westphalia, Frisia, and part of
France. He died after forty years in the bish-
opric.

CU'NIMUND (C.510-5G6). The last King of
the Gepida'. lie was killed in 566 in a battle with
the Lombards, to whose King. Alboin (q.v.), his
daughter Rosamund was married.

CUNNEB. A small, brown labroid fish, com-
mon in summer about all the eastern shores of
the United States, where it affords amusement to
hosts of amateur anglers who fish for it from
wharves and anchored boats. It is closely allied
to the tautog, but less valuable, and is variously
known as burgall. chogset, blue perch, sea-perch,
nifTer. etc., and to ichthyologists as Ctetiolabrus
adspcrsus.

CUN'NINGHAM, Sir Alexander (1814-93).
An English soldier, archaeologist, and author,
born at Westminster. He studied at Addis-
combe, went to India in 1833 as second lieuten-
ant of Bengal engineers, and in 1836 was ap-
pointed an aide-de-camp to Lord Auckland.
From 1836 to 1846 he was employed in military
and engineering service, in 1846-49 was field-

engineer in the Sikh wars, and in 1856, with
rank of lieutenant-colonel, was appointed chief
engineer of Burma. In 1858 he was appointed
to a similar post in the Northwestern Provinces,
and, as a major-general, retired in 1861. He was
from that time imtil 1865, and again in 1870-85,
archsEological surveyor to the Indian Govern-
ment. In that capacity he made extensive ex-
plorations, excavations, and drawings, gathered
the mo.st valuable collection of Indian coins yet
made, and conducted important researches in the
history of Buddhism as revealed by its architec-
ture. His publications include: Essay on the
Arian Order of Architecture (1848); The An-
cient Geography of India (pt. i., 1871) : Corpus
Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol. i. (1877); The
Coins of Ancie'nt India (1891) ; and The Coins
of Medicpval India (1894).

CUNNINGHAM, Allan (1784-1842). A
Scottish poet and miscellaneous writer. He was
bom in the parish of Keir, Dumfriesshire. His
father was for a time a neighbor of Bums, and
Allan, as a boy, was present at the poet's
funeral. At the age of eleven Cunningham was
taken from .school and apprenticed to his brother,
who was a stone-mason : but his spare time was
given to song and the collection of traditions.
In 1810 he contributed largely to R. H. Cromek's
Remains of \ithsdale and Galloway Song. The
ballads in this collection, though purporting to
be ancient popular songs, were Cunningham's
own compositions. Removing to London just be-
fore this publication, Cunningham became one

of the best-known writers for the London Maga-
zine. He Hultsequently obtained a situation in
Chantrey's studio as foreman, or confidential
manager, and this office lie held till tlie sculp-
tor's death. Among ('unninghuin's many works
are Songs, Chiefly in the Rural Dialect of Scot-
land (1813); Songs of Scotland, Ancient and
Modern (1825) ; several romances, and a drama;
Traditional Tales of the English and Scottish
Peasantry (1822); Lives of the Most Eminent
British Painters, Sculptors, etc. (1829-33) ; and
an admirable life of Bums. Cunningham is the
author of a fine sea song, "A Wet Sheet and a
FloM-ing Sea." He died in London. Consult Hogg,
Life, with selections from works (Ix>ndon, 1875).

CUNNINGHAM, John (1819-92). A Scot-
tish divine. He was born at Paisley and was edu-
cated at the universities of Glasgow and Edin-
burgh. He was pastor at Crieff for forty one
years (1845-86). In 1886 he became Motlerator
of the General Assembly of the Church of Scot-
land, and in the same year was apiJointed profes-
sor of divinity at Saint Mary's College, Saint
Andrews. His Church History of Scotland, first

published in 1859, is the best work on this sub-
ject. His further publications include: A yeic
Theory of Knoiring and Known, with Some Spec-
ulations on the Borderland of Psychology and
Physiology (1874) ; The Quakers from Their Ori-
gin to the Present Time: An International His-
tory

{ 1868).

CUNNINGHAM, John F. (1842—). An
American Catholic divine. He was born in the
parish of Irremore, County Kerry, Ireland, and
was educated at Saint Benedict's College, Atchi-
son, Kan., and at Saint Francis Seminary, Mil-
Avaukee, Wis. Ho took an iniportiint part in the
development of the Catholic Church influence in
Kansas, having been the first resident pastor of
that Church to be appointed at Fort Scott (1865-
68). In 1868 he was transferred to Lawrence.

CUNNINGHAM, Peter (1816-69). A Brit-
ish autlior. born in London, the son of the writer
Allan Cunningham. He is best known by his
Hund-Book of London (1849), a valuable Work
full of information. He also edited a number of
the English classics; wrote a Life of Drummond
of Haicthornden (1833) ; a Life of Inigo Jones
(1848) ; and The Story of Xell Owynne (1852) ;

and was a contributor to numerous English
periodicals.

CUNNINGHAM, Richard (179.3-1835). A
Scotch botanist, a brother of Allan Cunningham,
the poet. He was bom at Wimbledon. From
1808 to 1814 he worked on the Horfus Kewensis
at Kensington; from 1814 to 1832 he acted as
assistant to the King's gardener at Kew, and in
the latter year was made Colonial Botanist and
superintendent of the gardens at Sydney, Aus-
tralia. After spending nearly a year in New
Zealand, he returned to Australia in 1834, and
in the following year, while out with an explor-
ing party on the banks of the Darling River, he
was murdered by the natives. He wrote Tico
Years in \ew South Wales (London, 1827).

CUNNINGHAM, William (1805-61). An
English theologian. He was bom at Hamilton.
Lanarkshire, and was educated at Edinburgh
University. In 1834 he was appointed pastor of
Trinity Church, Edinburgh, and after a visit to
the United States for purposes of theological
investigation became professor of theology in
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the New College in 1843. He was widely known
as a controversialist of exceptional ability, and
used his abilities largely in the defense of Cal-

vinism. Among his principal works are the fol-

lowing: Historical Theology (1862); The Re-
formers and the Theology of the Reformations
(1862); and Discussions on Church Principles

(1863).

CITNOBELINE, ku''n6-be-lln. The legendary
father of Caractacus, and King of the Silures.

CUOCO, koo-<yTc6, Vixcenzo (1770-1823). An
Italian historian, born at CivitA-Campomorano
( Province of Naples ) . He practiced law for a time
at Naples, but was banished for participation in

the revolutionari' movement of 1799, and imtil

his return in 1806 lived chiefly at Milan, where
he edited the. Giomale Italiano and published
his Saggio storico stilla revoluzione di Xapoli
(1800), a vivid and interesting narrative. From
1806 to 1816 he was director of the Treasurj- and
a meml)er of the Court of Cassation at Naples.
Consult d'Avala, Vita di Vincenzo Cuoco (Naples,

1861).

CUP (AS. cj/ppe, Icel. koppr, OHG. choph,
cup, from Lat. cupa, cask, OChurch Slav, kupa,
oup, Gk. Kvirri, ki/pc. hollow, Skt. kupa, well).

Divination hy. A mode of foretelling events
practiced by the ancient Egyptians, and still

prevailing in some of the rural districts of

England and Scotland. One of the Eastern
methods consisted in throwing small pieces of

gold or silver leaf into a cup of water, in which
also were placed precious stones, with certain
characters engraved upon them. The infernal

powers were then invoked, and returned answer,
either in an intelligible voice, or by signs, on the
surface of the water, or by a representation in

the cup of the person inquired about. By the
modem method, a person's fortune is foretold by
the disposition of the sediment in his tea-cup
after pouring out the last of the liquid.

CUPA^NIA. See Akee.

CUPAB, koo'per, or CUTAB-FIFE. A royal
and municipal burgh, the county town of Fife-

shire, Scotland, on the Eden, 32^4 miles north
of Edinburgh (Map: Scotland, E 3). It has
several schools and a public library. The chief

manufactures are linens, brick, and earthenware.
A fortress of the Macduff's, thanes of Fife, once
stoo«l on a moimd called the Ca.stle Hill, at the
ea.st end of the tovsTi. Population (royal. Parlia-

mentary, and municipal burgh), in 1001. 4.511.

CUTEL AND CUTELLATION. See As-
8AYlN<i.

CUPID (Lat. cupido. desire, from cupere, to

desire). In classic mythology, the god of love:

in Greek 'Epwi, Er6s, and also called in I^tin
Amor, love. Eros was worshiped at Tlieapia" and
Leuctra in Ikeotia, and ParicMi on the Hellespont,

as a very ancient god of productivity, and he
also appears in the poets from the time of Heaiod
as a personification of the power of love, which
unites the go<ls and produces all things. In this

aspect he is called offspring of Chaos, or of

Heaven and Earth, or any such symbolical gen-

ealogy is assigned to him as please<l the fancy of

a poet or philosopher. Tlie prevailing concep-

tion, however, is that Eros is the son and
inseparable companion of Aphrodite, though
there is considerable confusion as to his father.

In the earlier Greek art, Eros is a wingp<l youth,

holding a flower or verj- commonly a lyre, and
sometimes a whip, as symbol of his power. The
bow and arrows, which were the common attri-

butes in Hellenistic and Roman times, seem to

have been introduced in the fourth century B.C.,

when Praxiteles and Lysippus represented the
god in famous statues. Eros stretching the

bow, probably influenced by Lysippus, shows the

passage to the type which after\vards became
universal, the chubby mischievous boy. The
later Alexandrian and Roman literature, with
its frequent mention of the love-gods, finds a
reflection in the contemporary art. The artists

of the time are exceeding fond of genre scenes,

in which the actors are Cupids, who appear hunt-
ing, chariot-driving, making wine, selling their

wares, or even playing like children.

CUPID, The Letteb of. . A poem by Occleve.

which was attributed to Chaucer in the edition

of 1532, though bearing a date (1402) two years
after the lattcr's death.

CUPID AND PSYCHE, slTce. (1) One of

the talcs narrated in the (iolden Ass of Apuleius.
Psyche, a princess, incurs the wrath of Venus,
who sends Cupid to punish her; but he falls in

love with his prospective victim and visits her,

cloaked in invisibility. He commands her not to

attempt to see him. Curiosity leads her to dis-

obey, and the lovers are separated. The pity of

Jupiter, however, finally imites them for eter-

nity. The episode has been frequently translated
and imitated. (2) A graceful antique marble
in the Capitoline Miiseiun at Rome, a copy of a

Greek original. Cupid, undraped, embraces
Psyche, who is draped from the hips. Tlie

statue was foimd on the Aventine.

CUPID'S REVENGE. Tlie title of an in-

ferior comedy by Beaumont and Fletcher, show-
ing strong resemblance to Sidney's Arcadia.

CU'POIiA (It., dome, from Lat. cupula, cu-

pule, little cup, cupola, dim. of Lat. cupa, cask).
A spherical vault or ceiling used to cover a build-

ing, so called from its resemblance to a cup.

Cupolas are hemispherical, or of any other
curve, and may be made of anj' material, stone,

brick, wood, metal, or glass. The term cupola is dis-

tinguished from dome (q.v.), because it applies

only to the inner surface of the covering, while
the tenn dome covers the entire cun'ed structure.

In popular but incorrect usage, a cupola is a
small termination on a roof, often a sort of lan-

tern on the top of a dome (e.g. that of Saint
Peter's), for an egress or look-out. In late By-
zantine, in Mohammedan, and in Russian domes
especially, the inner shell or cupola difl'erefl es-

sentially in shape from the outer shell, a low
inner face being often surmounted by a high
pointed or bulbous roofing for effect. This was
also the case at Saint Mark's, Venice. The
Mes-jid-i-Shah mosque at Ispahan and the Um-es-
Sultan mausoleum at Cairo are Eastern ex-

amples. In later architecttire this is illustrated

in the dome of the Invalides in Paris and Saint
Paul's. London.

CUPPING. The application of cups, from
which the air has l)een exhausted, to the skin,

with the object of causing congestion or excessive

fullness of the cutaneous bU)od •vessel s : and if it

shouhl he thought desirable to withdraw some
bl<K)d, the skin may l>e cut or scarified, and the
exhausted cups applied over the incisions, to

favor its flow. The two procedures are respect-
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ively called 'dry' and 'wot cupping.' Cups are

made of ^luss, with round mouths, from two
inches to one inch wide. The cup is held near
the skin and tlie ihune of an alcohol lamp is

thrust into it till part of the air is driven out by
expansion. The llame is then withdrawn and the

cup is quickly inverted on the skin, to which it

adlieres on accoiuit of the partial vacuum formed
on cooling. The 'French cup' is provided with a
rubber bulb connected with its interior. Tlie

bulb is grasped as the cup is applied, driving out
the air, and when the cup is in position the bulb
is allowed to expand and fill, thus exhausting
part of the air in the cup. Wet cupping should
be done imder antiseptic precautions.

CUPRES'StrS. See Cypress.

CU'PRITE (from Lat. cuprum, copper). A
red cuprous oxide that crystallizes in the isomet-

ric system and has an adamantine or submetallic
lustre. It occurs in Tliuringia, Tuscany, Corn-
wall, and elsewhere in England; also abundantly
in Chile. Peru, and Bolivia; and in the United
States with various copper ores in the Lake Su-
perior region, Missouri, and Arizona. It is found
(Kcasionally as a furnace product.

CU'PULE (Xeo-Lat. cupula, dim. of Lat.
cupa. cask). A word with at least two distinct
applications among plants. Among seed-plants
it refers to a peculiar involucre of coalesced
bracts, such as the acorn 'cup,' and the husk of

l»eechnuts. hazelnuts, etc. Among liverworts (as

Marchantia) it refers to a cup-like structure
that appears on the plant body and contains the
peculiar reproductive bodies called 'gemmae.' See
Hepatic^.

CU'PULIF'ERJE (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from
oupuht, cupule, little cup, cupola + Lat. ferre, to

bear). The oak family. This order of Ben-
tham and Hooker is divided by other botanists
into several, the principal species being placed
in Fagacese by Engler and the remainder includ-

ed in Betulacesp. This is one of the most impor-
tant orders of dicotyledonous plants when their
uses are considered. To it belong the oak,
chestnut, and beech (q.v.), which are among
our most valued deciduous forest trees. The
order is composed of monoecious trees and shrubs
with alternate simple, straight-veined leaves,

deciduous .stipules; fertile flowers borne singly
or clusteTed, sterile ones in catkins. The fruit is

a nut inclosed in a cupule of coalesced bracts.
In the oaks the nuts are borne singly in the
cupule and more or less inclosed by it. With
the beeches two three-angled nuts are formed
within the cupule. which opens by four valves.
The chestnuts have three nuts within a spiny
bur. which opens by two or four valves when ripe.

As limited by Engler, there are but four or five

genera and about .350 species in this order, the
principal genera being Quereus, Castanea, and
Fagtis. The first two are found indigenous only
in extra-tropical regions of the Northern Hemi-
sphere, while F'agus occurs in the same region
and is represented by the sub-genus Nothofagus
in South America, New Zealand, and Australia.

CURA, koo'r.^, or Cittdad de Ci^ba. A city
of Venezuela, formerly capital of the State of
Miranda, situated near T.^ke Valencia. 1600 feet
above sea-level (Map: Venezuela, D 2) . Owins:
to its position near the llanos of the Gulirico, it

has considerable trade as the centre of a cotton-
growing, agricultural, and stock-raising region.

Cura, founded in 17.'iO, suffenHl ccjusiclerably in

the War of 1 ndcix^ndence. In 1000 it was visited
by a destructive earthquake. Population, in

1889, 1-2,198.

CURAQAO, koo'rA-sJl'A ur koo'ra-sO'. One of
the Dutch West India islands belonging to the
group called the l.«eward Islands (Map: India,
E 4.) It is situated about 41 miles north of

Venezuela, in latitude 12° N. and longitude
»»9° W., and covers an area of '210 square
miles. Its surface is generally flat, with the
exception of the southwestern part, where
some of the elevations reach about 1200 feet.

The lowlands are mostly of coral formation,
and the coasts are bordered with a number
of lagoons. Streams are few, and the rainfall

light. Sugar, tobacco, com, and fruits are raised,

but a considerable part of the island is uncul-
tivable on account of the lack of water. The
principal minerals worked are salt and phos-
phate. The commerce of Curasao is chiefly with
the adjacent islands and the United States,

which sends the larger part of the imports. No
figures for the exports of the island are obtain-
able, as there are no export duties in Curasao, but
the imports for 1899 were valued at over $770,-

000. The island of Cura(;a<), together with the
adjacent Dutch islands of liuen Ayre, Oruba, a
part of Saint Martin, Saint Eustache, and Saba,
form a separate colony officially called Curacao,
administered by a governor, assisted by a council

of four members and a colonial council of eight

members. The smaller islands are administered
by subordinate officials. The members of l)oth

councils, as well as the minor oflTicials, are nomi-
nated by the sovereign. The population of Cura-
cao in 1899 was 30,119 and that of the colony,

51,69.3. The capital of the colony of Curacao is

Willemstad, on Curacao, a well-built town with
a good harbor. Curacao was occupied by the
Spanish in 152T and fell into the hands of the
Dutch in 1634. After a period of eight years
under English rule the island was returned to
the Dutch in 1815. There is a United States Con-
sul on the island. Consult Dissel, Curasao (Lev-
den, 1857).

CURAQOA, koo'ra-so' (so called from the
peel of the Curacao orange). A well-known and
palatable liqueur, made from orange-peel, by
digesting in sweetened spirits, with certain
spices, as cinnamon, mace, or cloves. See Li-

QTJEUBS.

CURANA (koo-ra'na) WOOD. See Pro-
TIIM.

CURARI, koo-rjl'r^ (South American), Cu-
rare, OURARI, UrARI, WoORALI, or WOORARA. A
celebrated poison used by some tribes of South
American Indians for poisoning their arrows.
It is by means of this poi-son that the small ar-

rows shot from the blow-pipe become so deadly.

The nature and source of this poison remained
long unknoMTi, the Indians being very unwilling
to reveal the secret, which seems, however, to

have been at last obtained from them by Sir

Robert Schomburgk, and it is now regarded as
pretty certain that the principal ingredient is

the juice of the Strychnos toxifera, a tree or
shrub of the same genus with that which yields

nux vomica. 'See Strychnos.) It has a climb-

ing stem, thickly covered with long, spreading,
reddish hairs; rough, ovate, pointed leaves; and
large, round fruit. The poison, when introduced
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into the blood, acts on tlie end plates of the mus-
cles, [)eripheral end organs of tlie motor nerves,

causing complete paralysis without affecting con-

sciousness, sensation, circulation, or respiration

except indirectly. Convulsions are due to the
asphyxia which results from paralysis of the
muscles concerne<l in n'spiration. Death finally

occurs from tliis respiratory paralysis. Curari
is supposeil to Ik' the most powerful setlative

known. Artificial respiration is the most effica-

cious means of preventing its effects. It has
been proposed to employ it in the cure of lockjaw
and hydrophobia, but it merely stops the con-

vulsions and is it-self very dangerous on acount
of the liability to paralysis of the respiratorj'

muscles, l^ike snake-poison, it is comparatively
inert when taken into the stomach.

CTJBAS'SOW (from Curasao, an island in

the Caribbean Sea), or properly Curacao Bird.

A large gallinaceous bird of the genus Crax, of the
family CracidiP, having a strong bill surrounded
at the base with a skin—sometimes brightly col-

ored—in which the nostrils are pierced, and the

head adorned with a crest of feathers curled

forward, which can be raised and depressed at

]>leasure. They are natives of the forests of the

warm ]>arts of America. They congregate in

Hocks, and although the}' live much among the

branches of trees, their habits greatly resemble
those of domestic poultry. They make large,

clumsy nests in trees and lay white eggs. They
are very unsuspicious of danger, until taught by
severe experience, and are easily domesticated.

The best-known species, the Curacao bird (Crax
alector) . is about the size of a turkej'; its plum-
age is almost entirely black. It is abundant in

the forests of Guiana. Its flesh is very good eat-

ing. It is kept in poult r>'-yards in South Amer-
ica, and was introduced into Holland at the

close of the last century, where it seemed com-
pletely acclimated, but the stock has never be-

come widespread. For this point consult Dixon,

The Dovecote and the Aviary (London. 1853) ;

for general facts see Sclater's illustrated papers

in the Transactions of thr Zooloqieal ftoeiety of

London, vol. ix. (London. 1877). Compare
CiiAniAL-^CA, Gl'AX, and Hocco: and see Plate

of Grouse, etc.

CU'BATE (ML. curat us, from Lat. cura,

cure, care). One who has the cure of souls. In

this sense it is used in the phra.se of the English

Prayer-book, 'all bishops and curates,' and simi-

larly in France the word cure denotes the parish

prie><t. In modem popular usage, however, in

England, and to some extent in America, the

word is applied to assistant clerg>'men. A few

in<-umbents in England hold what are known as

perpetual curacies and are practically the same
as vicarages.

CTJRATE OF LOS PALACIOS, 16s pA lii'-

th<^-os (Sp. Cura de I.os Pnlacios) . The pseudo-

nym of Andres Uernaldez. tiie Spanish historian.

CUBB (from OF. eourber, corber, cur-

lier, Fr. eourber. It. currare, from I.Jit. curvare,

to l>end. from eurrun. curved. OChurch Slav.

ArtifJ, Lith. kreivas, crooked). A strain of

the straight ligaiiu-nt in the rear of the ho<*k

of horses. Swelling appears on the inner

and back part of the joint, generally causing

lameness, which is most apparent in trotting,

and. in slight cases, usually wears ofT after the

animal has l)een out for ten minutes. It may l)e

most readily detected by standing at one side and
looking across the joint. Fonientations must first

be used to allay the irritation and inflamma-
tion; when heat and tenderness disappear, cold

applications will be advisable; and if, after ten
days, the enlargement still continues, a blister

nuiy be necessarj-. All work should be sus-

jjended.

CUBBINA, koor-be'mi. See Drum.

CTJBCI, kiJor'ch^, Carlo Maria (1809-90).
An Italian priest and author, born in Naples.
He became in 1850 the founder of the Civilti

cattoliea, a journal which stood for the rehabili-

tation of the temporal power of the Pope. But
Curci later retracted these opinions and in 1877
published the reasons for his opposition to the

policy of Pius IX. This forced him to leave the

Society of Jesus, but afterwards Leo XIII.
induced him to recant to some extent, and he
continued more favorable to the policy of the

Vatican until the publication of his books. La
iiuova Italia (1880) ; II Vaticana regie (1883) ;

and Lo Scandalo del Vaticano regio (1884).
These works were immediately placed upon the
Index. Toward the end of his life Curci re-

tracted again, and died in the communion of the

Church.

CTTBCUXIONIDiE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Lat. eurculio, gurgulio. weevil). A large family
of rh^TTchophorous beetles; snout-beetles. See
Weevil: Plum Curcuuo.

CUB'CUMA (It.. Fr. curcuma, from Ar.
kurkum, .saffron). A genus of plants of the

natural order Zingiberaeea; (or Scitaminacese

according to some botanists), having the tube of

the corolla gradually enlarged upward, and the

limb two-lipped, each lip three-parted. The spe-

cies are stemless plants, with tuberous roots,

natives of the East Indies. The dried roots of

Curcuma zedoaria are the zedoary (q.v.) of the

shops; the roots of Curcuma longa yield tur-

meric (q.v.) ; and Curcuma angustifolia yields a
kind of arrowroot (q.v.). The same species

often yields both arrowroot and turmeric, the

former being obtained from the young roots,

the latter from the old. Curcuma amada is

called mango ginger. Its root when fresh has
the smell of a mango, and in its qualities resem-
l)les ginger. It is a native of Bengal.

CTJBD. S(v CiiKKSK.

CUBE DE METJDON, kyrft' de mg'dON', Lt
( Fr.. tiie curate of Meudon). The name fre-

quently given to Rabelais, whose last charge
was at Meudon.

CUBE FOB A CUCKOLD. The title of a
play by Webster and Rowley (1661). also at-

tributed to Middleton and Rowley.

CUBES, kQ'r§z (from Sabine curia, quirts,

spear). A town of the Sabines. It was situated

about twenty- five miles from Rome, near the

Tiber, and was the birthplace of Titus Tatius.

(See Romulus.) Tlie term Quirites, as applied

to the Roman people, is supposed to have come
from Cun's. The town was destroyed by the
I.ombards near the close of the sixth century. It

st(xxl not far from the motlem Corresi. See
(^UIBITKS.

CUBETES, k<\-re't?z (Lat.. from Gk. Kovfnh

Tti. Kouretes, connected by Hesychius with flk.

Kovpd, koura, a cutting of the hair, in allusioa
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to their mode of wearing their hair). Cretan
demigods who protected the infant Zeus from hia

father Cronus, when the hitter swallowed his

other children, hy <lrowning hi» cries with the

clunking of tlieir hrna'n weapons. They are

sonictinies identified with the Corybnntes.

CURETON, kur'ton, William (1808-64).

.An Knglixh Syriac scholar. He was horn

at VVe«tbury, became Canon of Westminster and
rector of Saint Margaret's, London, in 184'J. He
died in London, June 17, 1804. His fame rests

upon his Syriac studies: Corpus Jgiiatianum

( 1849) ; Four Gospels in Syriac (1858) ; Ancient
Syriac Documents Relative to the Earliest
Establishment of Christianity in Edessa and the
"Seighboring Countries (1864).

CURETU, koii-ra'too. A tribe of Tapuyan
stock occupying the country between the Ya-
pura and Uaupes Rivers, on the Brazil-Colombia
border. They are a peaceable people, living in

circular thatched houses and cultivating com
and manioc. Tlie men paint their bodies and
wear woolen girdles, but the women go entirely

naked.

CURFEW (OF. courfcu, corfeu, from cuevre-

feu, coevrefeu, coi:refcu, couirefeu, cover-fire,

from corrir, ¥r. couvrir, to cover -|- feu, fire).

In the Middle Ages, the ringing of a bell at

night as a signal for the cessation of all outdoor
life. The custom existed as a general police

regulation, providing that after 8 o'clock all

fires must be covered, and people keep within
tlieir houses. Polydore Vergil attributes to

William the Conqueror the introduction of the
curfew-l>ell into England, but the custom pre-

vailed throughovit Europe long before his time.

There was so nuich opposition to the ordinance
in England that Henry I., in 1103, abolished
it. The curfew is mentioned in English
laws, for more than a century afterwards,
but Blackstone says it refers to the time of

night, and not to the ordinance. In parts of the

I'nited States and England the curfew-bell is

still rung; iu some towns of the former it is a
police regulation to warn children off the streets.

CU'RIA (Lat., court). In Roman history,

the name of a division of a tribe in the constitu-

tion of Romulus. The tribes being three and the
divisions ten, there were thirty curiip. This
division was a division of the populus to the
exclusion of the plehs; and the assembly of the

populus was called the comitia curiata. (See
COMITIA.) Cnria is also the name given to the
Senate-house in iuioient Rome.

CURIA MURIA (koo'rI-& moo'ri-fi) IS-
LANDS. See KuRiA MuBi.v Islands.

CU'RIA RE'GIS (Lat.), or King's Court.
The ancient supreme court of England, known
also as the Aula Regia, or Royal Hall (of Jus-
tice). It was instituted by William the Con-
queror as the instrument of his judicial au-
thority as supreme head of the State, and, exer-

cising, as it did, a general and practically un-
limited jurisdiction, it rapidly drew to itself

all the important litigation of the kingdom.
There had been no analogous tribunal under the
Saxon kings, the popular county courts being in

all ordinary cases supreme within their respec-

tive counties (shires), and a centralized adminis-
tration of justice being foreign to the senti-

ments and traditions of the English people.

Among the NormanH, however, it was the duke or
king, and not the ]>eop]e, from whom the stream
of justice flowed, and the followers of the Con-
queror could hardly be expecU'd tti subject their
causes—their land-titles, their exactions, their
controversies over tithes and preferments—to
the judgnicnt of the popular tribunals. It was
in the Comity Court of the County of Kent, how-
ever, that a great case, involving the title to
twenty-five manors, between the .Xrchbishop of
Canterbury and Odo, the Hisliop of Hayeux and
Earl of Kent, the half-brother of tlie King, was
tried and adjudged in the tenth jear of the
Conqueror, and cases of this kind were not un-
common in the earlier years of William's reign.

Rut the older tribunals could not long compete
with the immediate jurisdiction of the King, at
first administered by him in person, and then by
the chief justiciar, an oflicer of almost royal
authority and importance. All important causes,
public and private, whether civil, criminal, or
ecclesiastical, might be brought before the King's
court in the first instance, and judgments of the
county courts and other local tribunals were sub-
ject to be appealed and brought l)efore it for
review. Its disinterestedness contributed as
much as its authority to invest it with the
function of the principal court in the kingdom
for the adjudication of private controversies, and
the position of the justiciar, as the chief execu-
tive and military officer, as well as the highest
judicial officer in the kingdom, added to the
weight of its judgments.
The Curia Regis early l)ecame a peripatetic

or circuit court, attending the King, or, in his
absence from the realm, the justiciar, in his fre-

quent progresses through the kingdom, and this,

in the course of time, became a great abuse,
amounting in many cases to a denial of justice.

To remedy this, it was provided in Magna
Charta (Sec. 17) that common pleas—that is,

causes between private parties—should not follow
the court, but be heard in a fixed place. The
establishment, thereupon, of a distinct Court of
Common Pleas, in the reign of Henry III., to sit

permanently at Westminster, was the beginning
of the dissolution of the Curia Regis. A separate
division of the court, known as the King's Court
of the Exchequer, had previously been created
for determining questions relating to the royal
exchequer. When in the same reign a Chancellor
of the Exchequer was appointed as the permanent
bead of this department, it also became a sepa-

rate and distinct tribunal. Finally, in the fifty-

second year of Henry III., a third court, thenc-e-

forth known as the Court of King's Bench, was
created and took over the remaining jurisdiction

of the Curia Regis. Thus, the latter, though
never formally abolished, lost its importance and
became obsolete, after two hundred years of

greatness. The last justiciar of the King's
Court, Robert de Brus. became the first Chief
Justice of the King's Bench in 1268, and with
him the line of great justiciars became extinct.

From that time to the reform of the judicial

system of Great Britain in 1873-75, England
lacked a single supremo court, but the model of

the Curia Regis of the Xornian kings was fol-

lowed in the creation of the Supreme Court of

Judicature, by which justice is administered in

England to-day. See Coitrt: Supreme Court.
Consult: Thorpe, The Ancient Latcs and In-

stitutes of England (London, 1840) ; Stubbs,
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Constitutional Uistory of England (Oxford,

1883) ; Stephens, History of the Criminal Law
(London, 188,3); Kssayn in Anglo-Saxon Law
(Boston, 1876) ; Dugdale, Origines Juridicales

;

or. Historical Memorials of the English Laws,
«tc. (London, 1666) ; Inderwick, The Ki^ig's

Peace, A Historical Sketch of English Laic

Courts (London, 1895) ; Pollock and Maitland,

History of English Law (2d ed., London and Bos-

ton. 1889) ; Digby, .l»i Introduction to the His-

torif of the Lair of Real Property (5th ed., Ox-
ford. 1899).

CURIATII, ku'ri'jVshl-I. The tribal name of

tliree Alban brothers, the opponents of the three

Iloratii (q.v. ) in the famous contest by which
Alba became subject to Rome. They were suc-

cessively slain by the survivin}? Horatius after

his two brothers had been killed. The story is

finely told in Corneille's tragedy Horace.

CURICANCHA, koo're-kiln'chA (Quicluia.

lourt of gold ) . A temple of the sun, said to

have been founded by Manco Capac, in Cuzco,

Peru, and to have been first used as a palace by

the early Incas. The church and convent of Santo
Domingo were built upon its site, soon after its

demolition during the Spanish Conquest. Only
irregular portions of its walls now remain, sur-

rounded by the structure of the more modern
edifice.

CURIC6, knn'r.'-kr/. The capital of the Prov-
ince of Curico. Chile (^laj): Chile, C 10), situ-

ated, at an elevation of 800 feet above sea-level,

108 miles south of Santiago. It is connected
with Santiago by railroad, and has considerable

trade with Argentina through the Planchon
Pass, (^urico was settled in 174.3, though not on
its present site. Population, in 1899, 17,638.

CU'RIO (clipped from curiosity). A term
still popularly used, though somewhat obsolete,

to describe any kind of object of curiosity, espe-

cially such as would belong to cabinet (q.v.)

collections, on accoui'.t of antiquity, rarity, un-

usual association, or intrinsic interest, in such
domains as pottery, porcelain, enamels, metal-

work, ivories, wood-car\'ings, arms, clocks, fans,

watches, snuff-boxes, musical instnunents, and
the like. The kind of indiscriminate, unscientific

collection that could l»e called by this name is

going out of fashion, and the term with it.

CURIOSITIES OF LITERATURE. A work
in six volumes by Isjuic D'lsraeli, which appeared
without indication of its authorship, at inter-

vals from 1791 to 1824.

CURIOUS IMPERTINENT, The. A tale

in Cervantes's Doii Quixote, in which the 'Curi-

ous Impertinent' tries tlie fidelity of his trusted

wife through the agency of a friend, and is de-

ceived by both. The story is us<'d by Crowe in

The Married Beau, or the Curious Impertinent.

CURISCHES HAFF, koo'rish-fs hilf. See

KURISCIIKS II All'.

CURITIBA, koo'rA-te1)i\. The capital of the

State of Parana, Brazil (Map: Brazil, H 9), situ-

ated on Iguazil River, in a fertile plain, 3200
feet above sea-level. It is well built, and has
a high school and a street railway. Railroads

run to the interior and to the coast, and the town
exports corn. beef, fruit, tobncco, and Parnpuny
tea. There are gold-mines in the vicinity. Curi-

tiba was settled in 1654, and since 1831 has been

the capital of the State.

10.000.

Population, about

CURLEW (OF. corlieu. It. chiurlo ; probably
onomatopoetic in origin). A shore-bird of the
genus Numenius, and snipe family, characterized
especially by its long, slender, downward-curving
bill, and its liking for upland plains rather than

BILL OF KSKIMO CUBLKW.

marshy places. In America are the Hud.sonian
or Jack curlew (Numenius Hudsonicus) , the Es-

kimo curlew, or doe-bird ( Numenius borealis) , and
the long-billed curlew (Numenius longirostris)

.

The first two are found in summer in far Arctic
regions and in winter as far south as Patagonia,
so that during some part of the year they occur
in most portions of the Western Hemisphere. The
long-billed, whose beak is sometimes eight inches

long, belongs in the eastern and central United
States, especially at the South, and on the
Northwestern prairies. Its nest, like that of

other curlews, is on the ground, and slightly con-

structed, and the eggs are clay-colored, with
various brown markings.
The common curlew of Great Britain (Nume-

nius arqnatus) , the 'whaup' of the Scotch, has an
almost world-wide distribution in the Old World,
migrating even to New Zealand. It frequents
the grassy moors of England and Scotland in

summer, and its whistle is one of the character-
istics of those upland scenes. Its flesh and eggs
are both eaten. Other Old World species are
the whimbrel (Numenius phceopus) and the
Otahiti curlew (Numenius Taitensis) , of the
Pacific islands, often called the bristle-bellied cur-

lew, because the feathers of the belly are tippped
with glistening bristles. Consult: Coues, Birds
of the Northwest (Washington, 1874) ; and
Selous, Bird Watching (London, 1901). See
Plate of Beach-Birds.

CURLING (so called from the twisting mo-
tion of the curling-stones). This has the unique
distinction of being the only ancient game about
which there is no ambiguity as to its place of
origin; it is purely a Scottish game, and wher-
ever Scotchmen have gone, there the game
flourishes. Associated with the parent body to-

day, 'The Royal Curling Club of Scotland.' are
clubs in England, Ireland, Canada, Newfound-
land, New Zealand, Nova Scotia, the United
States, Russia, and Switzerland.
There are two curling games—the rink play

and 'playing for points.' The rink game is

played on any piece of ice. upon which jnay lie

plotted out a rink 42 yards long (cx-casionally

32 yards) and 10 yards wide. There are four
players on each side, each using two stones of
circular shape, not heavier than 44 pounds, and
not of greater (jircumference than .3(i inches,

though in (^anada. where iron has to be used in-

stead of stone, they weigh from 60 to 70 p<iunds.

Kach player in turn takes his position on the
crampet «)r iion foothold at one end of the rink,

and propels his stone as near io the tee, 38 yards
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HOG •CORE

off, as he can. The next man of the opposite

hide then project** one of hin stoncH still nearer,

if possible, and so the pinie i)roceed8 until each

has cast his two stones,

after which the end, or

'head,' is counted. A stone

is of no use unless it

reaches the mark called the

'hog score,' and of no value

if it passes out of the

parish, which is a seven-

foot rinp drawn round the

tee. All the stones that

stay within the parish are

counted, and that side wins
which has the greatest

number of stones nearest

the tee.

It is pennitttnl during
the game for one side to
aim at its opponents'
stones, and to knock them
out of the circle if possible.

The sweeping of the ice,

an important feature of

the game, is inider the di-

rection of one player of

each side called the 'skip.'

The player's party may
sweep the ice from the hog
score next the player to the
tee ; hut when snow is fall-

ing the ice may be swept
from tee to tee. In the
'point' game there are no
sides ; each player has two
stones to throw, and other
stones are placed round the
tee for him to make his

points by placing his ball,

or displacing the other
balls from the positions in

which they have been
placed. Originally, the
stones were simply rounded
stones, taken from the
channel of a river ; but
about the middle of the
eighteenth century they
chiseling, and later han-

Now each stone has

MIDOtE

HOG

LINE

SCORE

were improved by
dies were introtluced.

usually two sides; one so curved that it runs
as on a pivot and highly polished for use
on dull ice, and the other less polished, but
with a larger concave or hollow, to give it

a better catch or hold on keen, clean ice. A
set of matches is called a 'bonspiel.* There
are international bonspiels between the Uni-
ted States and Canada, and interstate
matches yearly at Montreal, Winnipeg, Ottawa.
Hamilton, Toronto, Saint Paul, Minneapolis,
Duluth, Chicago, Buffalo, and Hoboken, N. J.

Numerous trophies are contested for, among
which are the International Trophy, the Quebec
Challenge Cup, the Grand Challenge Cup of
Manitoba, the Caledonian Tankard, the Vice-
regal Tankard, the Merrian Trophy, and the
Gordon-Mitchell and Smith medals. Consult:
Ramsay, An Account of the Game of furling
(the earliest history of the game, Edinburgh,
1811); Taylor, Curling, the Ancietit Game
(Edinburgh, 1877); Kerr, History of Curling
(Edinburgh, 1890).

CUBLL, Edmlnd (1675-1747). An English
iHKikseller. From 1700 at the sign of the Pea-
cock, outside Temple liar, and from 17.35 at that
of the Pope's Head. Rose Street, Covent Garden,
he dispensed literature and—its concomitant
in those days—patent medicine. He seems continu-
ally to have l)een involved in quarrels, and many
of his publications were of the character of
vindications and explanations. His most memor-
able contentions were with Pope, who devoted to
him some of the least complimentary lines of
the DunciaH. Numerous standard works dis-

played his imprint, and many volumes were
edited by him.

CXJRRACH, COUBACH, kur'rA or kyr'rAk,
or COR'ACLE (Gad.. Ir. curach, Welsh oorwc,
boat). The name given in the ilritish Islands

to a canoe or boat, made of a slender frame of

wood, covered witli skins. Skiffs of this sort, as

well as canoes hollowed out of the trunks of

oaks, were in use among the Britons in the
earliest times of which we have recf)rd. .lulius

Caesar, who built some of them after the British

model, tells us that the keel and gimwales were
of light wood, and the sides of wicker, covered

with hides. Similar descriptions of the Currach
are given by Pliny, Lucan, Solinus, Festus Avie-

nus, Sidonius Apollinaris, and others. The first

occurrence of the name seems to be in Gildas,

who wrote in the sixth century; he speaks of

the currach as in use among the Scots and the

Picts. A long voyage in tlie North Sea, made
in a currach during the same century, by one
of the companions of Saint Columba, is com-
iiienioratcd by Adamnan, who died in 704. In
878 three Irish missionaries sailed in a currach
from Ireland to Cornwall ; the voyage occupied

seven days, and the size of the currach is indi-

cated by the remark that it was one of two
skins and a half. An old life of Saint Patrick

speaks of a currach "of one skin, with neither

helm nor oar." The currach of a larger size had
a mast and sail. The currach still continues to

be used on the Severn, and on many parts of the

Irish coast, especially on the shores of Clare and
Donegal. The last one known to have been used

in Scotland is in the museum at Elgin. It was
employed on the Spey, toward the end of the

nineteentli centurj'.

CTJRRAGH OF KILDARE', The. A fa-

mous race-track and the seat of a military' school

in County Kildare, Ireland. The plain is about

six miles long.

CUR'RAN, Charles Courtxey (18fil— ).

An American painter, born at Frankfort, Ky.

He studied in New York at the Art Students'

League, and in Paris under Ducet, Lef&bvre, and
Benjamin-Constant. In 1888 he won the third

Hallgarten prize, and in 1890 honorable men-

tion at the Paris Salon. He became a member
of the Society of American Artists and of the

National Academy in 1888. There are pictures

by him in the Chicago Art Institute and at Vas-

sar College. His work is skillful, refined, and

soft in color. Several of his pictures are highly

imaginative, especially "The Dream."

CURRAN, John Philpot (1750-1817). An
Irish judge and orator. He was born at New-
market, Cork County, July 24, 1750, and edu-

cated at Trinity College, Dublin, where he was
more dissipated than studious. In 1773 he went

to Ivondon and studied law assiduously at the
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Middle Temple. He was called to the Irish bar
in 1775, and soon won success by his ability and
social qualities. He was an expert cross-exaiu-

iner and possessed a thorough ac<iuaintance with
every intricacy of the cunning native mind. In

1782 he l)ecame member for Kilbeggan in the
Irish Parliament and supported a liberal policy.

His sarcasm led him into several fortimately
harmless duels. In 1788 he favored the forma-
tion of an Irish volunteer army corps, and elo-

quently protested against the English policy
which led to the rebellion of 1798. His fearless

defense of the leaders at the State trials, and
Robert Emmet's affection for his daughter, the
heroine of Moore's pathetic poem, led to Curran's
examination before the Privy Council, but he
was found guiltless of complicity. He bitterly

opposed the Union, as the 'annihilation of Ire-

land' ; and its consummation, crowding on do-

mestic trouble, seriously impaired his health.

After the death of Pitt, Fox appointed him Mas-
ter of the Rolls with a seat in the Privy Council.

He held tlie oRice from 180G-13, and retired on a
pension. As a distinguished man among the
l)rilliant men of the period, he spent the last

three years of his life in London, where he died,

October 14, 1817. His memory is preserved by
excellent examples of sparkling wit and repar-

tee foimd in various memoirs. Consult: Phil-

lips, Recollections of Curran and His Contempo-
raries (London, 1850) ; Curran, Life of Curran
(London, 1819; New York, 1855); Stephens,

llemoir (London, 1817) ; O'Regan, Memoir
(London, 1817) ; and Curran's Speeches, with a
lAfc, edited by Davis (Dublin, 1855).

CURBANT (Fr. corinthe, It. corintho, cur-

rant, from Lat. Corinthua, Gk. K6pivdoi, Korin-
thos, Corinth; so called a.s being originally ex-

ported from that city ) . A name used to desig-

nate some fruits of the genus Vitis, as well as

both the plant and fruit of the genus Ribes.

Originally this term seems to have been applied

to the small raisins which are now a common
commercial article much used in cooker}'. In .

general the term currant is applied to both the

plant and fruit of those species of the genus

Ril>es tliat have no thorns and bear their fruits

in bunches or clusters like grapes. Ribes ru-

brum may be taken as a type. This group is

found chiefly in the northern half of the north

temperate zone. In Europe it is wild, and occurs

in England and on the Continent as far north as

Kamchatka, although it is not found in the

Mediterranean countries. In America it is found

in Canada, and both eastern and western United

States. Having a northern origin, it has prove<l

a most valuable plant in the Northwest, where

few cultivated fruits thrive without protection.

The currant is found in almost every fruit gar-

den throughout the northern United States and
Canada, and is cultivated to a considerable ex-

tent commercially.
Ribes rubrum.'from which our red and white

varieties are derived, is the most important mem-
ber of this group, both in America and Europe.

( For illustration, see Plate of Cypkess. ) It grows

best on a strong, moist loam, with a northern ex-

posure or partial shade. For this reason it is

often planted in orchards and on the north side of

buildings. It is generally propagated by hard-

wood cuttings, six to ten inches long, taken in

the early fall. The plants are set about four feet

apart in rows six feet apart. Frequent and shal-

low cultivation is given, and good results are
often secured by mulching. Not much pruning
is required. The old wood should be thinned out
each year, none over three years old being al-

lowed to remain. Red varieties are the ones
chiefly grown for market. The white sorts are
sweeter, but not so popular. Both white and red
varieties are extensively used in the preparation
of jellies and jams, and for wine-making. Black
currants (Ribes nigrum) are little grown in the
United States, but are extensively cultivated in

Canada and in Europe, especially in Scotland.
A kind of liquor (liqueur de cassis) is made
in large quantities from them in France. The raw
fruit has an unpleasant odor and flavor, which
becomes agreeable only by scalding. It jiossesses

medicinal properties and is used as a tonic and
in throat troubles.

Ribes Americanum, the Western representative
of the black currant, pos.sesses all its good quali-

ties and is more ornamental. Another American
species very generally met with in ornamental
plantations, under the name of flowering cur-

rant, or golden currant, is Ribes aureum. It has
been lately placed upon the market as a fruit

plant under the name of Crandall currant ; its

fruit is of good quality, but it is a small bearer.

The red-flowered currant (Ribes sanguinetim)

,

now so common as an ornamental bush in shrub-
beries, and trained on walls, producing in April a
profusion of deep-red flowers in large drooping
racemes, is a native of northwestern America,
and was introduced into Great Britain in 1826.

Its bluish-black, mucilaginous, insipid berries

are not poisonous, as is popularly believed. An-
other currant, with beautiful red berries, larger

than the largest English red currant, occurs on
the Himalayas, at an elevation of 13,000 feet.

The name native currant, or Australian currant,

is given in Australia to the berries of diff'erent

shrubs, particularly the white berries of Leuco-
pogon Richei, of the natural order Epacridacese.

Other fruits bearing the same name are pro-

duced by species of Coprosma (natural order
Cinchonaceff

)
, but they are very inferior.

Currant Diseases.—Two diseases of the cur-

rant are well known in the L'nited States, and
they both occur in Europe and elsewhere. The
anthracnose, caused by Gloosporium ribis.. at-

tacks the leaves, causing small black spots on the
upper side, and later white areas on the under
surface; the leaves turn yellow and fall from
the bushes. The leaf-spot, due to Septoria ribis,

occurs as whitish spots with black centres, which
spread over the leaf, causing it to fall prema-
turely, the whole bush being bare by late sum-
mer. Tliese dis€»ases can te prevented by the
proper use of any standard fungicide (q.v.).

CUBBANT-INSECTS. Currants are most
injured by the caterpillar-like larvte, called 'cur-

rant-worms,' of two sawfljes (q.v.). One. of

foreign origin, is Nematus ril)esii, and the other,

a native, is Pristiphora grossularisr. Both are
fully descrilM'd and treated of by Professor Rilev

in his Sinth Report on the Insects of Missouri,

and hellebore is revonmiended as a reme<ly. These
defoliate the plant. Its stem and roots are at-

tacke<l by scale-insects and by two borers of note.

One is the caterpillar of a small wasplike
eegeriid moth or clearwing (/Egeria tipulifor-

mis) : the other is a small, black, sparsely

spotted, long-horned l)eetle ( Psinorrrvs supcmo-
tatus). It lays its eggs on the currant-stems
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earlv in .liiiu", wlii-n- tlii-rt' uie soon hatched daid iiionoy. 'l'\\v silvt-r dolhir.s approach token
tiny grubs tliat JH-;,'iii to Inire into tlie stem until currency in the lack of corresjiondence between
they reach and feed upon the pith. When full their metallic and nominal values and in the
••row-n (before the close of the season) they arc limitation of their quantity, but they depart
lialf an incli lonjr, have brown heads, and whitish, from its principles in possessing; fiill legal ten-

pubescent bodies. When al)out to change to a der and in not lieing directly redeemable in gold,

chrysalis, this larva gnaws a tunnel to, but not Two forms of paper currency appear in the
quite through, the outer bark, and then pu- circulation of the United States—the certificates

pates in this chamber, and sleeps through the and tiie legal-tender notes. The certificates,

winter. As soon as it is revived by the spring wlu'tlicr of gold, silver, or currency, represent

it makes its final change, and the beetle gnaws in anotln-r form a definite quantity of money de-

its way out. The way to destroy these beetles posited in the United States Treasury. They
is to prune and burn all dead twigs on the are not themselves endowed with the legal-ten-

hushes early in spring. Compare Gooseberry. der qualities of the money they represent, though

CUBBANT WINE. A wine made of the ^^l^'f}?,
^i' ^^^ Governm.^t as m..ney. The

juice of red or white currants, to which is added ^"'^f^
States no es convertible mto gold on de-

water and a little spirits In-fore it is set aside '"^"^ are secured not by an exactly e<,u.valent

to ferment. Fermentation requires several ^*'^'^?S,''i «;^'inLn J^?'."^^' ^"S
^>' *

•

•«:

weeks, an.l the wine is not fit for use for at '^^'^'^ "/ $1.>0,000,000, which is dec-med sufficient

, , i\ tt _. I iii„,i. „..>..„^+ to meet all ordinary demands for redemption.
lea.st some months afterwards, ulack currant „ , , l.. xi i. n i •!• x-

, •„ .. „ „ , *„^^ Ki„„i. „,., Experience has taught that all such obligations
wine IS made in the same way from black cur- ,

»^
, i -ii ^ u ^ i • li

.

'' due on demand will not be presented simultane-
ously. The Treasury notes of 1890, popularly

CUBBENCY (ML. currentia, current of a known as 'Sherman notes,' were issued in pay-
slnani, from Lat. currere, to run). The circu- ,„ent for silver bullion bought between 1890 and
luting medium in which debts are paid and the 1393 xhey are full legal tender and are re-
business of the country transacted. This would Jeemable in gold like the United States notes,
seem to be also the definition of the term money, 'j^^y are gradually being retired in exchange
and. indeed, among economic writers there is no for 'silver certificates based on silver dollars
hard and fast line to distinguish the use of the coined from the bullion purchased by the notes
resjiective terms currency and money. In gen- when first issued.
era 1, however, the term currency applies more Ranking currency is represented in our circu-
specifically to those attributes of money which

^^^^^^ ^y the national-bank notes. These are
are included under the designation medium of receivabfe at par by all national banks and by
exchange, as distinguished from tho*^ which at- ^^e Government in payment of all dues except
tach to its function as a standard of value. customs duties, and are payable for all debts

While, with few exceptions, the money of
^^^.j ^^ ^he United States^xcept interest on

civilized States rests upon a metallic basis of
t,,g i,-,i^, jg^t and in redemption of United

gold and silver, the circiilating medium is often
^^^^^^^^ ^j. Treasury notes, for they rest, not on

exceedingly complex. Of this the statement of
^,,g ^^edit of the issuing banks, but on Govem-

money m circulation in the United States fur- j^^^t y^^^^^ ^^^^ ^,^^5^ redemption is guaranteed
nishes an excellent illustration: by the Government. Viewed in this light they

Money in Circulation ix the United States Septem- «'PP<'ar "^ a form of Government paper currency.

BEB 1, 1901 The word currency is often used to include

Gold coin., $630,037,710 such credit instruments as checks and drafts.
Colli (ertiflcates....... 269,342.649 and is Usually then designated 'deposit currency.'

ifir^l'rtrm^te^^^^^^^^^ ^SS C«"«"lt= F-'-r^r, Studies in the Currency (Lon-

Subsidiary silver 80,788,228 don, 1898) ; Sound Currency Red Book, published
Treasury not^-H of 1880 44,300,417 by Reform Club (New York, 1896); Horace
tTnited state's notes 333,975,624 -tf-u-j. i/ j r> i

-• „ /xt xr i. inrko^
Curremy Certificate* Act of June 8. 1872 ^^hlte, Money and Banking (New York, 1902).

Nationul Bank note* 347,773,315 See BANKS; COIXAGE; GREENBACKS; TREASURY

Total »2.197,789,824
^^^-^^^

'
^^"^^^•

^ . ^, . - . CUBBENT, Electric. See Electricity.
1 he aggregate of these various forms of money

constitutes the currency of the nation; but CUBBENT-METEB. A device for measur-

among them we can recognize one only—namely, ing tlic velocity of sub-surface currents, usually

gold coin—as possessing all the attributes of for the purpose of obtaining the discharge of a

money. It is in the relation of these other forms stream or channel. (See Hydrography.) Cur-

to the standard money that the questions touch- rent-meters are made in several patterns, but

ing the currency arise. While a fuller discus- they are all of the same general form. A hori-

sion of these questions must be reserved for other zontal metal frame or body carries at one end

articles, a brief survey can l)e had in examining a vane-like tail, and at the other end a bladed

the list here given. In it we recognize three wheel free to rotate, the whole being attached

types—token currency. Government paper cur- at its centre of gravity to a vertical metal shaft

rency, and bank currency. so as to have a free, rocking motion between

The subsidiary silver and minor coinage of certain limits in the vertical plane. When sunk
the United States (the latter not given in the in flowing water by attaching a suspending wire

table) represent in the fullest sense token cur- or cord to the top of the .shaft and an anchor
rency. The metallic value of the coins is in weight to the bottom, so as to hold the shaft

contemplation of the law less than their nominal vertical and the meter-frame horizontal, the

value; their legal-tender quality is limited, as current acting on the vane-like tail, like the

is also their amount, while the Government un- wind on a weathercock, swings the instrument
dertakes the obligation to redeem them in stan- into coincidence with the direction of the cur-
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rent, with the bladed wheel pointing against the
current. The current, striking the blades of
the wheel, causes the wheel to rotate at a speed
\iirving with the velocity of the current, and a
record of the speed of rotation is kept by means
of an electrical circuit which is completed and
broken by the wheel one cr more times each
revolution. The recording apparatus is kept
on shore ar in a boat, while the meter is sus-
pended by suitable appliances at any point
of the stream at which it is desired to measure
the velocity of the current. With one exception,
which is nc^iced further on, the chief difference
between the different patterns of current-meter
now in use exists in the rotating wheel. In the
earliest form of meter, invented by G«n. Theo-
dore G. Ellis, the wheel has helicoidal blades,
but in later forms conical cup-shaped vanes are
employed. The invention of the electrical re-

cording attachment as applied to current-meters
is credited to D. Ferrand Henrj-. of Detroit,
Mich. The Price current-meter shown in the

PRICE CCRBEXT-METKB.

illustration has an electrical recording device,

and the wheels shown at A are of such shape
tliat they feel the influence of a ver}' slight cur-

rent. The weight which serves to keep the appa-
ratus submerged is shown at B. The most
recent pattern of current-meter is the so-

called direction current-meter invented by E.
S. Ritchie and E. E. Haskell, the latter of

the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.
With this meter the observer is able to determine
siuuiitaneously on recording dials the direction

and velocity of any current. This meter consists

of a lish-like l)ody, or chamber, mountetl on
horizontal Dearings carried by a ring which
encircles the body. To the top of this ring is

attached ar. eye for the suspension-cable con-

nection, and to the bottom it attached a similar

eye from which the anchor weight is Inmg. The
rear cud of the body is prolonged in the shape

of a tail-vane, cruciform in section, and th« for-

ward end terminates in a hollow shaft on to the

end of which the wheel-hub is joumaled. The
wheel is of the screw-propeller type and conical

in form, and its rotation i- recorded l)v indica-

tors operated by an electrical circuit. The body
of the meter is a compass, wiiose needle is free
to assume the magnetic meridian, and by means
of an electric circuit the angle between the direc-
tion in which the compass-needle points and the
direction in which Uie axis of the instrument
points is recorded on a dial. This meter is suf-
ficiently delicate to record a variation in velocity
of current as small as 0.2 foot per second.

CURRENT RIVER. A stream less than
250 miles in length, rising among the foothills
on the eastern slope of the Ozark Mountains, in
Texas County, southern Missouri. It flows
southeast, then south, crossing into Arkansas,
where it joins the Black River in Randolph
County (Map: Arkansas, El).

CURRENTS. See Ocean Ccbbents; Tides.

CURRICULUM (Lat. curricultim, a riuining,
a course, from currere, to run ) . The term applied
to a course of study, or collectively to that of
any tj-pe of educational institutions, as the col-

lege curriculum, the high-school curriculum, the
common-school curriculum, etc. The historical
basis of the modem educational curriculum is

found in the Seven Liberal Arts of the Middle
Ages, the development of which from Greek phil-
osophical speculation and educational practices
is traced under the title of Arts, Sevex Liberal.
As long as the idea of the symbolical perfection
of this organization of studies and of human
knowledge prevailed, there was no modification
of the form of the curriculum, though the con-
tent of these terms was modified from time to
time. All lower education was included in the
subject of the trivium—i.e. grammar, rhetoric,
and dialectic—which represented so many ap-
proaches to the Latin language. This was based,
it is true, on the work of the 'singing* school,
which furnished to the child the school arts
(reading and writing), with a modicum of arith-
metic. The curriculum of higher education
included the subjects of the quadrivium— i.e.

arithmetic, geometry (mathematics and geog-
raphy), astronomy (natural sciences), and music
( aesthetic, etc. ) . The elaboration of the curricu-
lum under the influences of the early universities
and of the Renaissance consisted chiefly in the
addition of the subjects of medicine and law,
both common and civil, and in the change in the
content of the subjects of the quadrivium. These
changes can be followed in the successive Papal
rules and university regulations which pre-
scribed the l)ooks that should be read in the sev-
eral subjects. From the time of the Renaissance
to the close of the eighteenth century, there was
no modification in the organization of the edu-
cational curriculum and little in the ctwitent.

From that tinie, however, the changes have been
numerous and radical, and the old idea of the
historical and logical perfection of the tradi-
tional curriculum has largely disappear*^. In
the I'nited States, where conditions permitted
these changes with less opposition than in the
more conservative societies, very extensive changes
have occurre<l. and an almost chaotic cH>ndition

has ensjie«l. Tliese changes have consisted prima-
rily in the addition of new subj»»ots to each of
the stages of the curriculum, due to the great
development of knowledge, esp«H-ially scientific,

during the nineteenth centur>'. The curriculum
of the elementary school has expande<l in content
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from the throe fumlaiuentul scIum)! art-s until it

now embraces from twelve to lifteen subjects in

half that many spheres of intellectual interests,

and in time, from three or four years to eight

and nine: tlie st-condary curriculum has under-

gone no expansion in time, iM-rhaps a diminution,

owing to the encroachment of both the lower and

the higher curricula, but \uit>. added so great a

number of subjects that it deals in a jjreliminary

way with almost all those include<l within the

curriculum of college and university. This mul-

tiplication of subjects, with no corresponding in-

crease in time and with but little improvement in

methods of teaching, has made the problem of

the curriculum of the secondary school peculiar-

ly diflTieult, and that part of our educational

system is most in neetl of reform.

The problem of the curriculum in each of its

stages is twofold: that of content, and that of

organization. This twofold problem is now and

long has been the chief topic of educational dis-

cussions in the I'nited States. It cannot be said

that any solution has been offered, but a state-

ment of the case will be found in the article

l*EUAooGUE. (See also Eij:ctive Studies.) The
matter has received extended study by American
educators, and has formed the subject of two

imiwrtant rejjorts by committees appointed by

the National Educational Association. The first

of these, issued in 1892, is known as the Report

of the Committee of Ten, and relates chiefly to

secondary education; the second, known as the

Report of the Committee of Fifteen, relates

chiefly to the elementary school and was issued

in 1895. Consult, also: Reports of the yational

Educational Association (Washington, 1865, et

seq.) ; files of the Educational Review (New
York, 1891, et seq.).

CUR'RIE, .J.\MES (1750-1805). A Scottish

physician. H^ was bom at Kirkpatrick Fleming,

Dumfriesshire; held a mercantile position at

Cabin Point, Va., from 1771 to 1776; and gradu-

ated at Glasgow University in 1780. He settled

in Liverpool, where he obtained a considerable

practice as a physician, and published Reports

on the Effects of ^Vater in Fever and Febrile

Diseases (1797). He is best known, perhaps, for

his (the first) edition of Bums (1800: 7th ed.

1813), prefaced by a Life which was long the

basis for studies of the poet.

CUR'RY, Jabez Lam.\r Monroe (1825— ).

An American lawyer, educator, and clergjinan.

He was born in Lincoln County, Ga., but removed

to Alabama in 1838, where he was admitted to

the bar in 1845. He served in the Alabama
Legislature from 1847 to 1855, and in Congress

from 1857 to 1861, and then became a member
of the Confederate Congress. After the war he

became a Baptist minister, was president of

Har\'ard College, Ala., from 1866 to 1868, and
was professor of law at Richmond College from

1868 to 1881. From 1881 to 1885 he was
general agent of the Peabody Educational Fund,

from 1885 to 1888 was United States :Minister

to Spain, and subsequently was chairman of the

educational committee of the John F. Slater

Fimd. His publications inchide: Constitutional

Government in Spain; William Ewart Gladstone

(1891); The Southern States of the American

Inion (1894); Establishment and Disestablish-

ment in the United States; and Bistory of the

Peabody Educational Fund.

CURRY POWDER, and CURRY PASTE
( Kanarese kari, kadi, Malayalam kari, curry).

A compound condinu'nt added to c(K)ked dishes

of nieat lUid rice to render them piquant and
appetizing. So generally is curry |K)wder em-
ployed in East Indian cookery that it has been

called the 'salt of the Orient.' Substances that

fonunonly form the basis of these i)owders are

liirmeric. fenugreek, and sago. To these ginger,

black and Cayenne pepper, coriander, caraway,
and many other spices are added in varying

(piantities or omitted, according to the hK-ality.

Such curry powders as contain the ])ulverized

h-aves of Murraya Kcenigia, an East Indian tree

of the natural order Rutaceie, are used not only

as aromatic stomachic stimulants, but as reme-

dies for dyspepsia, diarrhoea, and even dysentery.

The basis of many curry pa-stes is tamarind
(q.V.).

CURSCHMANN, koor.sh'niAn, Heixrich
(1846— ). A German physician, born at Gies-

sen. He studied at the university there, became
a lecturer at the University of Berlin in

1875, and in 1876 was appointed head
physician of the hospital connected with the

city barracks of Berlin. In 1879 he obtained

the post of director of the general hospital at

Hamburg, and in 1888 was called to the chair

of special patholog>' and therapy in the Uni-

versity of Leipzig. He became recognized as a

prominent authority on hospital administration,

and from 1886 to 1892 was an associate editor

of the Fortschrittc der \fedizin. His publica-

tions include: Enttvicklung der KranJcenpflege

and des klinischen Unterrichts *{\%Sd) ; Klin-

ischc Ahhildunfjcn ( 1894 )

.

CURSE OF KEHAMA, k^ha'raa. The. A
poem by Rol)ert Southey (1810), relating to the

adventiires of an Indian rajah who is cursed with

supernatural powers.

CURSE OF SCOTLAND, The. In cards, a
temi applied to the nine of diamonds. Its origin

is unknown. Among the many explanations of-

fered are the following: (1) The nine of dia-

monds is the 'pope' in the game of Pope Joan,

and hence the symbol of Antichrist to the Re-

formers. (2) It is the chief card in comette,

which game ruined many families in Scotland.

(3) It goes back to the nine lozenges on the

Dalrv-mple arms, the Earl of Stair having been

responsible for llic massacre of Glencoe.

CURSIVE WRITING. See Paleogbaphy.

CUR'SOR MUN'DI (Lat., courier of the

world, but intended to mean the course of the

world, cursus mtindi). A poem dating from the

beginning of the fourteenth century, professing

to be a history of the world from its creation

to its destruction. It was based on the para-

phrase of Genesis by Caedmon. It is among
the works printed by the Early English Text So-

ciety.

CURTAIN. A term used in fortification.

See Bastion : Fortification.

CURTAIN, The. An old theatre in London
at Shoreditch, called also the Greene Curtain,

mentioned in 1577 and probably established

about that year. The name was probably given

from its green curtain, used for the first time

in this theatre. After the time of Charles I. it

was turned into an arena for the prize-fight.
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CUB'TAL FBI'AR. A term used by Sir
\\'alter Scott in Ininhoc, to tlenote an irregular
clerk or 'hedge-priest,' and applied by hint to
Friar Tuck of Copmanhurst. The phrase seenis
to denote a monk with his gown or frock short-
ened (curtailed) for convenience of moving
about. Consult: Ivanhoe, chap, xxxii., and "Robin
Hood and the Curtail Friar," in Child's Ballads,
V. 273.

CUBTA'NA (Xeo-Lat., from Lat. curt us,

short ) . ( 1 ) The name given to the sword of
Ogier the Dane. (2) The sword of Roland, the
point of which had been broken off in trying it.

(3) A pointless sword, also known as 'the sword
of Edward the Confessor,' carried l)efore English
kings at coronation and symbolizing mercy.

CUBTESY (OF. curteisie, cortoisie, Ft. cour-
toisic, courtesy, from OF. curteis, cortois, Fr.
courtois, courteous, from ML. coriis, court, from
Lat. cors, cohors, place inclosed: connected with
Gk. x^P'fK, chortos, garden, Olr. gort, sedge,
Goth, gards, leel. garpr, house, OHG. gart, circle,

Ger. Garten, AS. gcard, Engl. yard). In law,
the life interest which the surv-iving husband has
in the real or heritable estate of the wife. It is

remarkable that, both in England and Scotland,
this customary right should be regarded as a
national peculiarity—that in England it should
be called the curtesy of England, and in Scotland
the curtesy of Scotland—whereas it is well known
to be peculiar to neither of them. Traces of it

are to be found in a constitution of the Emperor
Constantine (code 6, GO, 1) ; and there can be no
doubt that it had found a place, with all the
pwuliarities which now belong to it, in the
coutume of Xormandy, whence there is every
reason to think that it was transferred to England
(Barnage, vol. ii., p. 60; Stephen's Commentary,
vol. i., p. 264; Fraser's Z>o»if«hc 7?c?«/io>is, vol. i..

p. 635). The four circumstances which are requi-

site to make a tenancy by curtesy in England
are lawful marriage, actual seizin of the wife,

birth of living issue, and the wife's death. It

is not necessary, however, that the child survive;
it is enough that it was once in existence, al-

though it may have died immediately after its

birth. Not only must the estate of the wife be
one of inheritance, i.e. a fee simple or a fee tail,

in order that the husband shall be entitled to

curtesy therein, but the child born must have
been one capable of inheriting the estate in ques-

tion. Thus if the estate were entailed on male
issue, and a daughter were bom, the husband's
inchoate estate of curtesy would not become
vested, or 'initiate,' as the phrase was. Accortl-

ingly it is said that curtesy is due to the sur-

viving husband rather as the father of an heir

than as the widower of an lieiress. As so«m as

the estate l)ecomes vested in the husband by the

birth of appropriate issue, he may alienate his

life interest in it, subject of course to the wife's

rights therein during her life. If she die first

the estate, notwithstanding the conveyance, is

defeated. Originally curtesy attached, as dower
still does in the United States, to all estates of

inheritance of which the wife was seized at any
time during the marriage. Hut it is now limited,

both in this country and in England, to such

lands as she is seized of at her death ; and she

may. by alienating the land during her lifetime

or by last will and testament, defeat her hus-

band's claims as tenant by the curtesy. 5>ee

IJlackstonc, Conimintarks on the Laws of Eng-
land; Pollock and Maitland, History of English
Law (Boston, 1899).

CUBTILAGE (OF. cortillage, curtillage, cur-
tilage, courtillage, from courtil, cortil, curtil,

courtyard, from Lat. cors, cohors, inclosed
])lace). Tile inclosed space of ground and build-
ings immediately surrounding or lying near a
dwelling and used for its convenient occupation.
The term is of feudal origin and originally meant
a castle and outbuildings inclosed in a stone wall
lor defense. There is no exact limit to the area
vvliiLh may l)e included under the term, and it is

a matter of proof in each case as to what is set
apart for the use of any particular dwelling.
The law has always given the curtilage greater
protection than outside property, and this idea
prevails to-day, as in most jurisdictions breaking
and entering curtilage is burglary, and setting
lire to any building in it constitutes arson. See
I;e.4L Property, and consult the authorities there
referred to.

CUB'TIN, Andrew Gregg (1817-94). An
American politician, famous as the 'war Grov-

ernor' of Pennsylvania. He was born in Belle-

fonte. Pa., studied law in Dickinson College, was
admitted to the bar in 1839, and soon became
prominent, as a Republican, in State politics.

He was appointed Secretary of State for Pennsyl-
vania in 1854, and from 1860 to 1866 ser\'ed as
Governor of the State. From 1869 to 1872 he
was Minister to Russia, and after his return
abandoned the Republican Party and ser\'ed as a
Democratic member of Congress from 1881 to
1887. During the Civil War he was always
jirompt in his response to President Lincoln's
calls for troops, and by his minute care for the
persons and families of the Pennsylvania .sol-

diers, won their esteem and became widely known
as 'the soldier's friend.'

CTTBTIN, Jeremiah (1840— ). An Ameri-
can linguist and translator, born in Milwaukee.
Wis. He prepared for Harvard and by his own
efforts graduated there in 1863. as an excel-

lent linguist. In the following jear he went
to Russia, where he remained until 1870 as sec-

retary of legation for the United States at Saint
Petersburg. While ser\'ing in this capacity he
made a careful study of the languages of the
Slavic group, and it was the knowledge thus
acquired which has enabled him to make his
translations of works by Sienkiewicz, Zagoskin,
and Alexis Tolstoy. From 1883 to 1891 he was
connected with the Bureau of Ethnology of the
Smithsonian Institution. an<l since that time has
made independent researches in niattors pertain-

ing to the Xorth .\merican Indians. Besides his

translations, Curlin has written Ix^oks dealing
with folk-lore and mythology, and is said to be
more or less familiar with more than sixty lan-

guages.

CUBTIS, Bkx.tamin RonniNS (1809-74). .\n

AuM'iican jurist, bom in Watertown. Mas.s. He
graduated at Harvard in 1829, was admitted to

tlie .Massachnsolts bar in 1832. and so<m became
one of the foremost lawyers of the State. In
1851 he was appointe<l by President Fillmore to

the United States Supreme Court, and in 1857
he <lisH«»nte<l, in a {wwerful argument, from the
opinion of the majority in the Dred Scott de-

cision (q.v.). In the same year he resigned and
resumed his practice in Boston. During the
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celebrated inipeachnipni iriiil of 1868 he was
one of I'residt'iit .lolinaoii's uounHel. He pub-

lished several vuluuble collections of law reports,

including Rep</rt8 of Cases in the Circuit Courts

of the United Ulales (2 vols., 1854) ; Decisions of

the Supreme Court of the United States (22

vols.) ; and Digest of the Opinions of the Sii-

prcmc (^ourt of the United States to /(S.7.'/. Con-

sult Memoirs and Writings of Benjamin It. Cur-

tis (Boston, 1880), the first volume of which is

a memoir by his brother, George Ticknor Curtis.

(q.v.).

CUBTIS, Gkohue TicKNOB (1812-94). A dis-

tinguished American jurist and writer on the
constitutional history of the United States. He
was born in Watertown, Mass. ; graduated at

Harvard in 1832; was admitted to the bar in

1836, and began the practice of the law in

Worcester, Mass. In the following year he re-

moved to Boston, where he continued with short
intermissions to practice law until 1862, from
which time until his death he practiced in New
York City and before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington, D. C. While in Boston
he acted for many years as United States Com-
missioner, and in this capacity, though his

sympathies were strongly against the institu-

tion of slavery and the rendition of the fugitive

slaves, he ordered the return of Thomas Sims
(q.v.) to his master in accordance with the
Fugitive Slave Law in 1852, and for so acting
was denounced by the Abolitionists throughout
the country. Among the well-known cases in

which he appeared as counsel are the Dred Scott
case, tile legal-tender cases, the Colt revolver
suits, and the sewing-machine cases. He was
popular as a public speaker and delivered many
able addresses dealing for the most part with
legal or political subjects. He will best be re-

membered as a writer, and especially as the
author of the valuable Constitutional History

of the United States from their Declaration of
Independence to the Close of their Civil War
(18U6). a part of which was first published in

1854 as The History of the Origin, Formation,
and Adoption of the Constitution of the United
States; and of the Life of Daniel Webster
{ 1870) , and the Life of James Buchanan ( 1883)

.

He also published, besides numerous magazine
articles: Digest of the English and Am^eriean
Admiralty Decisions (1839) ; Rights and Duties

of Merchant Seamen (1841) ; American Convey-
ancer (1846); Law of Patents (1849); Equity
Precedents (1850) ; Commentaries on the Juris-

prudence, Practice, and Peculiar Jurisdiction of
the Courts of the United States (1854-58);
Memoir of Benjamin R. Curtis (1880) ; Creation
or Evolution: A Philosophical Inquiry (1887);
and a novel entitled, John Chambers: A Tale of
the Civil War in America (1889).

CURTIS, Georgk William (1824-92). An
American critic, essayist, and publicist, born in

Providence, R. I., Februarj' 24, 1824. After a
few years at school he began life as a clerk, in

New York, joined the • Brook Farm Community
at W^est Roxhurv. Mass.. in 1842, went thence,

after eighteen months, to Concord. Mass., and
afterwards spent some years in Italy, Ger-
many, and the Orient. Returning to America in

IS.IO. he became well known tlirough his books
of travel and his editorship of Putnam's Monthly.
In Harper's Monthly he published a series of

papers called The Editor's Easy Chair, from
1853 onward, whicii increased his reputation. He
was |)opular also as an anti-slavery orator and
lecturer, was long the chief editor of Harper's
Weekly, took an active part as Republican (till

1884) in politics, and after 1871 in the agitation

for civil-service reform. He declined offers of

diplomatic service abroad. Shortly l>eforc his

death, which occurred at West Brighton. S. 1.,

August 31, 1892, he btHjame chancellor of the Uni-
versity of New York. He was the mast«>r of an
attractive style, and his books of travel and light

essays paved the way for the more important
services rendered by his polisiied lectures and
orations and by his single-hearted, patriotic labors

in iH'half of a pure civil service. His strictly

literary reputation seems hardly so well assured
as it did a few years since, but the man and
orator are still remembered with pleasure and
gratitude. His youthful years spent at Brook
Farm are charmingly set forth in his letters

exchanged with John S. Dwight, which have been
published in a volume (1898). His most impor-
tant publications are: Nile Notes of a Houmdji
(1851); The Howadji in Syria (1852); Locust
Eating (1852) ; The Potiphar Papers (1853), a
satire on New York social life; Prue and I

(1856), generally thought the best of his early

books; Trumps: A Novel (1861); Eulogy
on M'endell Phillips (1884); three series of

essays from the "Easy Chair" (1892. 1893, 1894,

etc.). He edited the Correspondence of Motley
in 1889 (2 vols.). Charles Eliot Norton edited

his Orations and Addresses in 1893-94 (3 vols.).

Edward Cary wrote his biography for the "Ameri-
can Men of Letters Series" (Boston, 1894).

CURTIS, Samuel Ryan (1807-66). An
American soldier. He was born near Champlain,
N. Y., but when very young removed to Ohio.

In 1831 he graduated at West Point, and in the

following year resigned from the service to be-

come a civil engineer. He afterwards studied

law, was admitted to the bar, and practiced from
1843 to 1845. In the Mexican War he served as

a colonel of volunteers, and from 1847 to 1848

was Governor of Saltillo. He was then succes-

sively an engineer and a lawyer in the West, and
for two terms and a part of the third was a mem-
ber of Congress from Iowa. He became a briga-

dier-general of volunteers in 1861, commanded
the southwestern district of Missouri from De-

cember, 1861, to February, 1862, and the Army
of the Southwest from February to August, 1862,

and on March 7-8, 1862, defeated the Con-

federate general Van Dom, in the battle of

Pea Ridge (q.v.). Soon afterwards he was
raised to the rank of major-general, and subse-

quently commanded the departments of Missouri

(1862-63), of Kansas (1804-65), and of the

Northwest (1865) ; and in 1865, as United States

Commissioner, negotiated treaties with several

Indian tribes.

CURTIS, W^iLLiAM (1746-99). An English

botanist, bom at Alton, Hampshire. He studied

botany, pharmaceutics, and entomology-, estab-

lished botanic gardens at Lambeth ^larsh and at

Brompton, and published a number of valuable

works on subjects of natural history. His writ-

ings include: Flora Londinensis (1777-87; the

same work, edited by Graves and Hooker, w^as

republished in 5 volumes in 1817-28) ; British

Grasses (1790 and several later editions); and
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Lectures on Botany (3 vols., 1805; 2d ed., 1807).
*ln 1781 he established, and for many years there-

after edited, the Botanical Magazine.

CTJBTIS, William Eleboy (1850— ). An
American journalist. He was born in Akron,
Ohio, and graduated at Western Reserve Uni-
versity in 1871. From 1872 to 1887 he was on
the staff of the Chicago Inter-Ocean, and by his

great enterprise—notably in securing interviews
with the James brothers during their contest
with Pinkerton's detectives, and in investigating

the Ku-Klux Klans of the South—gained a na-

tional reputation. In 1887 he l)ecame the Wash-
ington correspondent of the Chicago Record. He
was a commissioner of the United States to the
Central and South American republics in 1885,

was the executive officer of the International

American Conference of 1889-90, and was di-

rector of the Bureau of American Republics from
1890 to 1893. He has traveled extensively and
is the author of several books, the most impor-
tant of which are: The Life of Zachariah Chand-
ler (1879) ; Capitals of South America (1886) :

The Land of the Xihilist (1887): The United
States and Foreign Powers (1892; 2d ed. 1899),
a concise and generally accurate summary of the

foreign relations of the United States; The
Yankees of the East (1896), an account of the

manners and customs of the Japanese; Between
the Andes and the Ocean (1900) ; and The True
Thomas Jefferson ( 1901 )

.

CTJBTISS, Samuel I\-es ( 1844— ) . An Ameri-
can Congregational clergyman, bom at Union,
Conn. He was educated at Amherst College, at

Union Theological Seminary, and at the uni-

versities of Leipzig and Berlin. From 1874 to

1878 he was pastor of the American Chapel at

l^ipzig, Germany, and upon his return to Amer-
ica was appointed professor of biblical literature

at the Chicago Theological Seminary. He was
president of the City Missionary Society of

C hicago from 1888 to 1898. In addition to sev-

eral translations of important works from the

(ierman, his writings include: .1 Plea for a More
Thorough Study of the Semitic Languages in

America (1879); Moses and Jngersoll (1881);

Franz Delitzsch; Ezekiel and His Times (in

'Ihr Bible as Literature, 1876).

CURTIUS, koor'ts^-oos, Ebnst (1814-96).

A distinguished (Jerman archaeologist and his-

torian, born at Lflbeck. He studied philologj' at

the universities of Bonn, CJiittingen, and Berlin,

traveled in Greece and Italy, and in 1844 was ap-

pointed a professor at Berlin and preceptor of

the Crown Prince Frederick William, afterwards

Frederick 111. From 1856 to 1863 he was pro-

fessor of classical archseologj' and philologj- at

Gottingen, whence he returned to Berlin as pro-

fessor of ancient history. Since 1853 Curtius

was a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences,

and from 1871 to 1893 he was continuously secre-

tary of the philologico-historical section of that

institution. Under imperial commission in 1874

lie negotiated with the Greek Government in

regard to the German excavations at Olympia.

begim by him in the following year. With
Schiine he edited the .Irrhaologische Zeitung, in

vhich he published many important contribu-

tions. He must be reckoned among the great

scholars of modem Gemiany, a thinker of im-

perious influence alike in his academic instmc-

tion and his published works. These latter in

elude: Peloponnesos (2 vols., 1851-52), a study
of the Greek peninsula with s|)ecial reference to

its mythology, history, and monuments of art;

Griechische Geschichte (3 vols., 1857-67; 6th ed.

1889), in which he endeavored to present in

popular form the results of expert research; At-
tische Studien (1863-64) ; and three volumes of
collected lectures and addresses, entitled .4/ter-

tum und Gegenwart. Consult: Broicher, Erin-
nerungen an Ernst Curtius (Berlin, 1896) ; also,

for a brief but most appreciative study of his

personality, Grimm, "Ernst Curtius: Ein Brief
an seine Freimde," in the Deutsche Rundschau,
vol. Ixxxviii. (Berlin, 1896).

CUBTIUS, Geobo (1820-85). An eminent
German comparative philologist. He was the
brother of Ernst Curtius, and was bom at Lii-

beck. He studied at the universities of Bonn
and Berlin; in 1849 became professor extraor-
dinarius, and in 1851 full professor of phil-

ology in Prague. In 1854 he was called to Kiel
and in 1862 to Leipzig, where he remained. Cur-
tius was the teacher of many of the most emi-
nent comparative philologists of the present day.
His most important works are his Griechische
Schulgrammatil: (1852; many editions since);

Grundziige der griechischen Etymologic (5th ed.

1879) ; Das Yerhum der griechischen Sprache
(2d ed. 1877-80). In his Studien zur griechi-

schen und lateinischen Grammatik (1868-78), he
published not only his own studies, but those of

his pupils and others. In 1878, with Lange,
Lipsius, and Ribbeck, he founded the Leipziger

Studien zur klassischen Philologie.

CURTIUS, kflr'shl-us. Mettus. In Roman
legend, the leader of the Sabines who occu-

pied the Capitoline Hill, in the battle with the

Romans of the Palatine, during the reign of

Romulus. To escape death he plunged with his

horse into a morass, from which he extricated

himself with difficulty, and the morass was
thenceforth called Lacus Curtius.

CUBTIUS, QuixTus (Qontus CuBTirs Ru-
Fus). A Roman historian. He was the author
of the work De Rebus Gestis .Alexandri

Magni, in ten books, of which the first two
have been lost, and the text of the remainder
has come down to us in a damaged condition.

Great differences of opinion have existed with
regard to the time in which Curtius wrote. Some
critics have supposed that Curtius lived in the

reign of Augustus ; others, that he wrote in the

second century, or under Constantine or Theodo-
sius; but the most probable opinion is that

he flourished in the time of Claudius. The
value of the work is as dubious as its author-
ship. Curtius had a very inaccurate knowletlge

of geography, chnmology. militar>' tactii»s,

astronomy, and historic criticism; hence his

work is far from being reliable a» a whole.

The style, though declamatory, is in general
pure and elegant. The first edition of C\ir-

tius's history was published at Venice about
1471. Modern editions are by Vogel (Leipzig,

1884). and Dosson (Paris, 1887). It is trans-

late<l into English by Crosby (New York and
I^ndon. 1858).

CURTIUS, k?5?Tr't.s*-rH!T«, Theooob (1857—).
A (ierinan chemist. He studiinl at .s«'veral Ger-

man universities, and after the publication of a
series of original resean-hes. 1>ecame professor of

chemistry at Kiel in 1SS9: in 1897 he went to
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Bonn, but on tlie iloutli of \irtor MeytT, in the
ftanie your, atrepU'tl the |>roft>H.s()r8hi]> of chemis-
try at H»>idell>erg. (.'urtiurt (iisK-overed new series

of important compounds of nitrogen, including
hydrazine and many of its derivatives, and the
diazo-derivatives of the fatty series of organic
compounds.

CU'BUI.E CHAIB (translation of Lat. sella

curulis, from sella, seat, from acdcrv, to sit, and
curulia, eurule, from currus, chariot, from cur-
rcrv, to run). The cluiir of state, equivalent to

a throne, among tlio early Romans. No one ex-
cept consuls, pnelors. and a few others higli in

authority was permitted to occupy it. The chair
was usually ornamented with gold and other
precious work.

CURVATUBE. See Curve.

CURVATURE OF FIELD OF A LENS.
See LuiiiT for ji('n«Tal discussloii of the j)roper-

tics of lenses.

CURVATURE OF THE EARTH'S SUR-
FACE. See C'UBVK.

CURVE (OF. courbe, corbe, Fr. courbc, Sp.,

Port., It. curvo, from Lat. cwrrus, curved, OChurch
Slav, krivfi, bent, Lith. kreivas, crooked). In
common language, a line that constantly de-

parts from a fi.xed direction. In analytic geome-
try, however, the word curve is conuiionly used
to designate the locus of a point moving accord-

ing to any definite law, and hence to include

(lie straight line. If the statement of the law
according to which the point moves can be

translated into an equation or equations be-

tween the coordinates (q.v. ) of the moving point,

these equations ma}- Im* used to represent the

curve—e.g. the circle is the locus of a point
moving in a plane at a constant finite distance

from a fixed point in that plane, and its equa-
tion is 4P* + y* = r*. (See Coordinates.) If the

curve possesses the property of continuity (q.v.)

it is precisely definable at everj' point, although
it may contain singularities. The form of a

curve corresponds to the nature of its equation

;

hence a curve may be designated as algebraic or
transcendental according as its equation con-

sists of algebraic or transcendental functions of

the coordinates; for example, the conic sections

are algebraic curves, tend the cycloid, the loga-

rithmic spiral, and the catenary are transcenden-
tal curves. Algebraic curves are fundamentally
grouped into orders and classes, according to

Newton's classification. The order of a plane
curve is determined by the number of points,

real or imaginary, in which it intersects any
line in its plane. Curves which cut such lines

in two points are called curves of the second
order; those which cut the lines in three points
curves of the third order, and so on—e.g. the
conic sections are all curves of the second order,
and cubic curves are of the third order. The
straight line is the only line of the first order.

Similarly the order of an algebraic curve in

space depends upon the number of points in
which it cuts any plane. The class of an alge-

braic plane curA-e is determined by the number
of tangents, real or imaginary, which can be
drawn to it from any point in its plane. If two
tangents are possible it is a curve of the second
class, if three are possible, a curve of the third
class, and so on—e.g. the conic sections are
curves of the second class; the cissoid (q.v.) is

of the third class. Similarly the class of a

spac-e curve is given by the number of tangent ,
planes which can be drawn containing any fixed
line. The class of a plane curve (lei)ends directly
upon its order when no singularities exist. If

n is the order and c the class, c zr n ( n — I )

.

Thus a conic with no singular points is of the
second class, since c = 2(2 — 1) =2; the cubic
is of the sixth class, since c = .3(.3 — 1) =6.
But singularities tend to diminish the class.
PlUcker gave six equations connecting tlie order,
class, nuu.l>er of double points, numlwr of double
tangents, nunil)er of stationary points, and num-
ber of stationary tangents from which, if any
three of these niunl>ers are given, the other three
may be obtained. The one directly connecting
the order and class is c = n^ — n — 2d— 3p, in
which c is the class, n the order, d the number
of double points, and p the number of stationary
points. Thus, a cubic with one double point is

a curve of the fourth class, since c = 9 — 3 — 2
= 4. By the aid of covariants (see Forms), the
class of a curve can be determined directly.

Si.NGiLARiTiEs. (I) An algebraic curve whosc
equation is y=rf(x) is convex or concave

downward, according as —7-^ is positive or

negative.

(2) A point of inflection is one at which the
tangent to the curve takes a limiting position

—

that is, the point of contact of a stationary

tangent, at which —-? = or x. See Curve
0x2

OF Sines.

(3) A multiple point is one at which more
than one tangent exists—that is, a point for

which -f- has more than one value. Two values
ax

determine a double point, three values a triple

point, and so on. A multiple point is also called
a node or crunode. ]Multiple points of the third
order are divided into classes according to the
relative number of cusps and crunodes involved.

(4) When two branches of a curve have a
common tangent at a point, but do not pass
through the point, they are said to form a cusp,

called also a spinode or stationarj' point. See
Cissoid; Conchoid.

(5) An isolated point whose coordinates satisfy

the equation of the curve is called a conjugate
point or acnode. An acnode is a multiple point
at which the tangents are imaginary. A nodt
or conjugate point corresponds to a double tan-

gent, and a cusp to a stationary tangent.
Curvature. The curvature of a plane curve

at any point i.s its tendency to depart from a
tangent to the curve at that point. In the circle

this deviation is constant, as the curve is per-

fectly symmetrical round its centre. The curva-

ture of a circle varies, however, inversely as the

radius—that is, it diminishes at the same rate

as the radius increases. The reciprocal of the
radius is therefore taken as the measure of the
curvature of a circle. A straight line may be

considered a circle of infinite radius and as hav-

ing no curvature, since — = 0. The constancy

of curvature in the circle suggests an absolute

measure of curvature at any point in any other

curve, for \^hatever l)e the cun'ature at that

point a circle can be found of the same curva-

ture. Tlie radius of this circle is called the

radius of cur\'ature for that point ; and the
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circle itsolf the osculating circle. By means of
this radius \\c may compare the curvatures at
<lifferent points of the same curve or of different stitute for x, y, —
curves, hi simple cases, as in the conic sections,

the measure or radius of curvature may he de-

termined geometrically, but it is usually neces-

sary to employ the calculus. The expression
for the radius of curvature at any point (or, y)
of a curve is

equation is given in rectangular coordinates, sub-

k'y
respectively.

P = b+(tn

If the curve, instead of lying in a plane, twists in

space, it is sometimes called a gauche curve or a
cu^^•e of double curvature, and its curvature at
any point may be measured by the radius of its

osculating sphere at that point. The centre of the
osculating circle or sphere is called the centre of

curt'ature. The curvature of surfaces is de-

termined similarly to that of curves. Thus the
measure of the curvature of the earth, commonly
taken as the deviation of the line of apparent
level from the line of true level—that is, from a
line everywhere parallel to the surface of still

water— is approximately eight inches per mile.
Rkl.\tions. The following are some of the

more important relations which exist among
certain groups of curves:

(1) The evolute (q.v.) of a curve is the locus
(q.v.) of its centre of curvature. Regarding the
evolute as the principal curve, the original curve
is called its involute. The normals to any curve
are tangents to its evolute.

( 2 ) Two cur\-es or surfaces are said to have
contact when they touch at two or more consecu-
tive points. A contact (q.v.) of the nth order
exists between two curves yj=:^ (•p).y2 =lA (^)
at the point whose abscissa is a when

<t> («) =; ^
a\<t>' {a)^=i^'{a),4>(n)(»)=^f(^){»).\i n is even,
trie curves cross at the point. No curve which
lias contact of a lower order can pass between
the given curves. Curves which have contact of
the first order have a common tangent, and those
having contact of the second order have a com-
mon radius of curvature at the point of contact.

(.3) The envelope of a curve is the locus of the
ultimate intersections of the individual curves
of the same species, obtained by constantly vary-
ing a parameter of the curve. That is, the en-
velope touches all of the intersecting curves thus
obtained; e.g. if ;> is a variable parameter and
/" ^ is the equation of the curve, then the re-

sult obtained by eliminating p between f=iO

and -^ = is the equation of the envelope.

Every curve may be an envelope, and some
are evidently so by definition—e.g. evolutes and
caustics (qq.v.).

(4) The process of replncing each radius vec-

tor of a cin-ve by its reciprocal is called inver-

sion. The origin is called the centre of inversion

and the resulting curve the inverse of the given

one. See Circle; Inversion.
(5) The Ukmih of the feet of the perpendicu-

lars from the origin upon the tjingents to a
curve is called a petlal curve. The pedal of a
pedal is called the second pedal, and so on. Re-

versing the order, the curves are envelopes and
are calle<l negative pedals. The pedal and re-

ciprocal polar are inverse curves. (See CibcI-k.)

In general, to find the inverse of a curve whose

Vol. v.—.is

x^-t-y" SB' + y*

(0) A roulette is defined as the locus of a
point rigidly connected with a curve which rolls

upon a fixed line or curve. See Cycloid.
Centres. A point such that every radius vec-

tor (see CooBDi.N.VTES) drawn from it to a point
on the cun'e is matched by another vector of the
same length in tlie opjMJsite direction is called

the centre of a curve. See also Cibcle and
Cl'BVATL'RE.

When a plane figure moves in any manner in

its own plane, the instantaneous centre of rota-

tion is the interse(.-tion of two lines drawn
througli two points |)eri)endicular to the direc-

tions in which the points are moving.

The number of kinds of curves that might be
drawn is infinite. A large number are known
by specific names, and are objects of great in-

terest on account of their beauty, their remark-
able properties, or their relation to physical
problems. Among those discussed under sepa-

rate title are the conic sections, cis-soid, con-

choid, lemniscate, cycloid, trochoid, witch, car-

ilioid, cartesians. Cassinian ovals, caustic curve,

tractrix, curve of pursuit, catenary. cur\es of

circular functions (e.g. curves of sines), loga-

rithmic curves, and spirals.

Though the historj' of curves is inseparable

from that of geometry, it may roughly be divided

into four periods: fl) The synthetical geometry
of the (wrecks, in which the conic sections (q.v.)

plav an important role; (2) the birth of analytic

gconietri', in which the synthetic geometry of

tUildin, Desargues, Kepler, and Roberval merged
into the coiirdinate geometry of Descartes and
Ferinat ; {^) the period l<>5d to 1800, character-

ized by the ajiplication of the calculus to geome-
try and including the names of Xewton, Leib-

nitz, the Bernoullis, Clairaut. Madaurin, Euler,

and Lagrange; (4) the nineteenth century, the

renaissance of pure geometry, characterized by
the descriptive geometry of Monge, the modem
synthetic geometry of Poncelet, Steiner. von
Staudt, Cremona, and Pliicker. Descartes's con-

tributions were confined to plane curves, but
led to the discovery of many general properties.

The scientific foundations of the theory of plane
curves may be ascrilK»d to Euler (1748) and
Cramer (17.50K Euler distinguished algebraic

from transcendental curves, and Cramer found-

ed the theory of singularities. Clairaut (1731)
attacked the problem of double cur>'ature; Monge
introduced the use of differential equations.

Mobius (18.'>2) sunmied up the classification of

the cubic curve, Zeuthen (1874) did the same
for the quartics. and Bobillier (1827) first used
trilinear cormlinates (q.v.). In 1828 Pliicker

published the first volume of his Analyti.srk-geo-

metrischv Unhrirkelunfjen, which intnxluced

abridged notation and marked a new era in

analytic sjeometrj-. To him is due (1833) the

general treatment of foci, a complete cla.ssifica-

tJon of cubics (183.'>), and his celebrated 'six

equations' (1842). Hesse (1844) gave a com-
plete theory of inflections, and introduced the

so-called Hessian curve as the first instance of

a covariant of a ternary form. To Chasles (q.v.)

is due the metho<l of characteristics developed
by Hnlphen (187.5) and SchuU-rt (1879). and
the general theory of correspondenc-e (1864),
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completed bv Caylcy (1800) and Brill (1873).

Cayfey's injfuencf was also very great. He ad-

vanced the work of Plileker, investigated bi-

tangents and osculating conies, exU-nded the

properties of covariants and invariants, as well

as Salmon's theory of reciprocal surfaces and

the tiieory of double curvature. Mention should

also be made of the labors of Jean-Claude Bou-

quet (1819-85) and Charles - Auguste - Albert

Briot (1817-82), two of Caiichy's most eminent

pupils, whose labors in the field of geometry and

theory of functions are well known. Their

Lcfona dc yt^omvtrie amilytique (Paris, 1847)

has been translated into English (Chicago, 1896)

and forms an excellent introduction to the sub-

ject. Besides the works of those mentioned in

connection with the development of curves, con-

sult, for theory: Salmon, Treatise on the Higher

Plane Curves "(Dublin, 1852) ; Clebsch, Vorlesun-

gen ilber Geometric (T^ipzig, vol. i., 1875-76;

vol. ii., 1891 ) ; and for history. JMerrinian and

Woodward, Higher Mat hematics, chap. xi. (New

York, 1896) ; Brocard, Notes de bibliographie

des courbes g^omtHriqucs (Bar-le-Duc, 1897-99).

CUBVE OF PXJBSUIT. The problem of the

curve of pursuit first attracted attention in the

following form : To find the path of a dog, which

takes the short<>st course to reach his master.

This problem, though stated in various forms,

resolves itself mathematically into finding the

curve traced by a point .1 whose movement is

always directed toward a point B moving on

a known curve. The curve seems to have been

studied first by Pierre Bouguer (1732). The re-

sult is, in general, an algebraic curve; in par-

ticular cases logarithmic. For a solution of

the problem, consult Salmon, Treatise on the

Higher Plane Curves (Dublin, 1852).

CUBVE OF SINES. A curve whose ordi-

nates are e<iual or proportional to the sines of

a variable angle and whose abscissas are equal

to the corresponding arcs of the unit circle. This

curve is also called an hannonic curve, it being

the curve in which a musical string vibrates

when sounded.

CTRVE OP SINES.

In the figure, OA represents the length of an

arc whose sine is t/j, OB the length of an arc

whose sine is y^. and so on. The ordinate ;i/-,

is the sine of 90°, and is the maximum ordi-

nate of the curve. D, which corresponds to

an angle of 180°, is a point of inflection, the

radius of curvature being infinite. Similarly

the curves of the other trigonometric functions

may be represented gtapliically.

CUBVES, Anticlinal and Synclinal. See

Mountain.
CUB'WEN, John (1816-80). An English

music reformer and writer. He was born at
Heckmondwike, in Yorkshire, and was early in-

lluenced by tlie community music, in those days
cliaracteristic of every Yorkshire village. Tne
infiuence of Handel, and his oratorios, more than
any other single factor, had cause<l choral and
pliiiliarmonic societies to spring uj) tlirouglumt

tlie northern counties of England. In order

to develop the.se and the numerous local band
organizations, Curwen, then a dissenting minis-

ter, resigned his pastorate, and iM-coming inter-

ested in the 'tonic sol-fa' system, invented by
Miss S. A. Glover. si)ent his entire time in

propagating it. In 1853 he had begun to found
associations for spreading the theory, and in

1862 established the Tonic Sol-Fa College. He
was successful enough to start a publishing

house in London, where he published the Tonic

t-tol-Fn Ifcportcr. Nearly all of his many publica-

tions are for the system of his choice. He died

at Heaton Mersey, near Manchester.

CUBZOLA, koor'z6-la (Slav. Koriula, an-

cient Voreyrn Nigra, so called from the sombre
color of its pine forests). An island of the

Adriatic, situated ofT the coast of the Aus-

trian Crownland of Dalmatia, in latitude 43"*

N. and longitude 17° E. (Map: Austria, E 5).

It is almost 25 miles long, has an area of about

100 square miles, and is hilly, the greatest alti-

tude being 1880 feet. It is well wooded and
]iroduces grain, wine, and olives. The inhabit-

ants are engaged chiefly in ship-building, sea-

faring, arid fisheries. It has a number of good

harbors. Population, in 1900, 18,749. The prin-

cipal towns are Curzola, the capital, with a

population of 0487, and Blatta, with 7326 in-

liabitants.

CUB'ZON, George Nathaniel, Baron Curzon
111 Kedleston (1859— ). An English statesman,

bom at Kedleston. He studied at Balliol Col-

lege, Oxford, became assistant private secretary

to the Marquis of Salisbury in 1885, and from

1886 to 1898 sat as a Conservative for the South-

port division of Southwest Lancashire. In 1891-

92 he was Under-Secretary of State for India,

and in 1895-98 Under-Secretary of State for

Foreign AflTairs. He was appointed, in 1898,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India. His ad-

ministration has proved most acceptable to both

the Indian natives and the English Government.

His ])olicy aims at the promotion of education,

the increased efficiency of the military, and op-

position to Kussian advance in the East. He
has published Russia in Central Asia (1889);

Persia and the Persian Question (1892); and

Problems of the Far East (1894).

CU'SA, NiKOiAs OF or Nikolaus Cusanus
(1401-64). A Roman Catholic philosopher and

theologian. He was bom at Kues, on the Moselle,

in the Diocese of Treves; educated at Deventer

by the Brethren of the Common Life, and at the

Universitv of Padua ; became Archdeacon of Li&ge

and attended the Council of Basel (1431-49),

where he opposed the Papal claims: but. altering

his views, he entered the Papal 8er\'ice and was
made a cardinal in 1448: Bishop of Brixen in

the Tyrol, and Papal legate for Germany in 1450.
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He died at Todi, Italy. August 11, 1464. As a
lihilosoplier he was the first to break with the
ruling scholasticism, ile taught that God passes
over into tJie world, but does not become the
world. As a mathematician and natural philoso-
plier he first taught the revolution of the earth
about the sun aud the plurality of worlds; as
critic he declared the so-called 'Donation of Con-
stantine' to be a forgery. His most important
writings have been translated into German by
F. A. Scharpff (Freiburg, 18G2), who also pub-
lished the first part of a biography (Mainz,
1842), and subsequently' Dcr Cardinal and
Bischof Nikolatts ron Cttsa (Tubingen, 1871).
Consult, also: Falkenburg, Grutid:fuge der
FhUosophie des yikolaus van Cusa (Breslau,
1880) ; Schanz, Cardinal Xikolaus von Cusa als

Uathcmatiker (Rottweil, 1872) ; id.. Die as-
tronomischen Anschnuungcn des yikolaus von
Cusa und seine Zeit (Rottweil, 1873).

CTJ'SACK, Mary Frances (1820-99). An
Irish nun, known as the Xiiv of Kenmare.' She
was born near Dublin, Ireland, and spent her
youth in England, where she joined an Episco-
palian sisterhood. She later became a convert
to Catholicism and upon her return to Ireland
took a deep interest in the Franciscan sisterhoods
known as "Poor Clares,' organized for the pur-
pose of providing poor and friendless girls with
u useful education, thus enabling them to become
self-supporting. From 1801 to 1884 she con-

ducted the celebrated Convent of Poor Clares,

established by her at Kenmare. In the latter

year Pope IjCO XIII. gave his personal sanction
to the founding of the somewhat similar Order
known as 'Sisters of Peace,' whose sphere of

activity however, was more extensive. After the
establishment of a house in Nottingham, Eng-
land, in 1884, a branch of the Order was success-

fully founded at Jersey City, N. J. (1885). The
movement has had considerable sympathy and
support among Irish Catholics both in Europe
and in the United States, which country the

founder visited in 1886. Among her published
works are the following: A Student's Manual
of Irish History (1870); Woman's Work in

Modern Society ( 1874) ; The Book of the Blessed
Ones; and lives of Saint Patrick, Saint Bridget,

Saint Columba, and Patrick O'Connell. Consult
The Xun of Kenmare: An Autobiography (Bos-

ton, 1888).

CUSACK-SMITH, Sir Berry (1859-). An
English legislator. He was l>om at Dublin, and
was educate<l at the Middle Temple. After act-

ing for one year as (\insul at Samoa and deputy-

commissioner for the Western Pacif.c. he was in

1891 sent as Consul - General to Valparaiso,

whence he was again transferred in 1892 to the

Tokelau Islanrls. As special judicial commis-
sioner to Samoa he acted conjointly with the

consuls of Germany antl the United States as

receiver and custodian of the revenues of the

islands and as president of the municipality of

Apia. He returne<l to England in 1897, where
he was shortly afterwards knighted by Queen
Victoria. Froiii June. 1900. to December, 1901.

he was charg(^ d'afTaires at Santiago.

CUS'CUS. The native name in the Papuan
.Vrchipclago of certain phalangers much esteemed
as food. See Phalanoe», and Plate of Phau^n-
0ER8 AND DA.SYrRKS.

CTJSCUS. See VErnEB, and Plate.

CUS'CUTA. See Dodder.

GUSH (Heb. Kush). The eldest son of Ham,
according to the genealogical scheme given in
the tenth chapter of Genesis. In the Bible, he
seems to be regarded as the eponymous ancestor
of the Cushites, or people of the land of Cush,
a country mentioned in a numlier of passages of
the Old Testament. The Babylonian Ximrod
is also said (Gen. x. 8) to have been a son
of Cush. The 'Land of Cush' is rendered '.Etiii-

opia' in the Septuagint, in the Vulgate, and in
most mcKlern versions of the Bible, and until
comparatively recent times the country has been
generally identified with the ancient Ethiopia
(i.e. Nubia), called by the Egyptians Kosh,
though some scholars have supposed that it

also included a portion of Arabia. Some modem
critics believe that, in Gen. x., Cush (v. 6) the
brother of Mizraim (Egjpt) and Cush (v. 8)
the father of the Babylonian Nimrod are two
different persons, and that the name of the
second Cush represents Kashshu, an old name for
Babylonia. They further maintain that the
Arabian Cushites (Gen. x. 7) were also of a
difTerent stock, and tliat thus, under the same
name, three different peoples are confused in the
biblical account. Other scholars, however, ad-
hering to the older view, believe that the dark
Ethiopian race once extended across Arabia into,

or even l>eyond, Babylonia.

GUSHAT, kush^at (AS. cUsceote, ring-dove,
from cucu, quick + sceotan, to .shoot; so called

from the bird's .swift flight), or Ccshie-doo
( Scotch ) . A dove.

GUSHING, kyshlng, Caijeb (1800-79). An
American statesman, the first American Minister
Plenipotentiary to China. He was born at
Salisbury, Mass., and \\as educated at Har>-ard,
where he graduated when seventeen years old.

He practiced law at Newburyport, and was
elected to the State Legislature in 1825 and to

the State Senate in 1826. From 1829 to 18.31 he
traveled in Europe. He was elected to Congress
in 1835, and ser\'ed four terms as a Whig, but
afterwards joined the Democratic Party. Presi-

dent Tyler nominated him as Secretarj- of the
Treasury, but the Senate rejected the nomina-
tion. Tyler then appointed him Minister to

China, where new ports were to be opened ac-

cording to the Treaty of Nanking. Here he made
good use of his erudition and talents. When he
arrived, February 24. 1844, at Canton in the

frigate Brandyirine, he had already made the

genenil outline of the treaty, which greatly

abridged the subsequent negotiations. The
Peking Government honored the I'nited States

by sending as High Treaty Commissioner Ki-

Ying, a menil)er of the Imperial family, who. on
July 3, 1844, signed the convention, which con-

taine<l sixteen provisions not included either in

the English Treaty of Nanking or in the treaty

supplementarj' thereto. Among these was the

right of Christian missionaries to follow the

openings of commerce and to build dwelling-

houses, churches, and hospitals and to have
cemeteries, while Chinese scholars acting as

teachers or assistants were to be protected from
injury. The purchase of books was legalized,

and .\merican citizens were forbidden to engage
in the opium trade, or to u«e the flag of the

United States to cover a violation of the laws

of China. In short, this treaty, because of its
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fullne.SK of (It'tail uiul clear oxliil>iti()M of the

riglitH coni-edetl by the Chinese (jiovernnient to

foreigners dwelling within its borders, was the

leading authority in settling disputes until 1800,

when foreigners were admitted to Peking.

After his return to the United States Gushing
advocated the Mexican War, and furnished the

necessary funds to tniuip a regiment of which he

was made colone.. He subsequently rose to be briga-

diergenenil. In 18;V2 he became asscK-iate justice

of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, and in

IHU'.i enteretl the Cabinet of President Pierce as

Attorney-tJeneral. serving through the entire ad-

ministration. He favored the Union cause dur-

ing the Civil War. When the arbitration of the

'Alabama Claims' was to be settled at Geneva
in 1871, President (J rant chose Mr. Gushing as

one of tiie tliree men who were to be counsel for the

United States. In 1873 lie was nominated Chief

.lu.stice of the United States, but the nomination
wa.s witlidrawn. From 1874 to 1877 he was
Minister of the United States at the Court of

Spain. Mr. Gushing was a man of unusual
erudition and of rare ability, imposing in jierson

and forcible in argiunent. He was the author of

The Practical Principles of Political Economy
(I82G); The (irowth and Territorial Progress

of the United States (1829); Reminiscences of

Spaiii (1833); Historical Review of the Late
Rerolution in France (1833); The Treaty of

Wushinf/ton (1873).

GUSHING, Frank Hamilton (1857-1900).

An American ethnologist. He was bom at

Northeast, Pa., spent his boyhood on a farm
in New York State, and at the age of sixteen

began excavations on the sites of Indian camps.

He studied for a time at Cornell University in

1875, and in 187G had charge of a part of the

National Museum collection at the Centennial

Exposition at Philadelphia. He went to New
Mexico in 1879 as assistant ethnologist of the

United States Bureau of Ethnology, and re-

mained for three years among the Zuui Indians.

He was adopted into the tribe, made a thorough

study of the habits, folk-lore, language, and
history of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico
and Arizona, and became the recognized autlior-

ity in this branch of American ethnologj*. In

189fi he conducted the Pepper-Hearst Expedition

to the Gulf coast of Florida, and published a

Report on the Ancient Key Dicellers of Florida.

Among his publications are: Zuni Fetiches

(1881); The Relationship Between Zuni Socio-

loqic and Mi/thic ftijstems (1882); The Nation

of the Wilioirs (1882); Adventures in Zuni
(1883) ; and Studies of Ancient Pueblo Keramic
Art, as Illustratire of Zufii Culture Growth
(1884). A volume entitled Zuni Folk-Tales was
]>ublished posthumouslj' in 1902.

GUSHING, IIabry Alonzo (1870—). An
American educator, born at Lynn. Mass. He
graduated at Amherst College in 1891, studied at

Columbia University, and was appointed a lectur-

er in history' and constitutional law at Columbia.
In 1895 he became connected with the faculty of

political science at that institution. He was also

admitted to the bar. and practiced law in New
York City. His publications include, besides an
edition of The Writings of Samuel Adams, a His-

tory of the Transition from Provincial to Com-
monwealth Government in Massachusetts (189G).

GUSHING, LiTiiKK Steak.ns (1803-50). An
American lawyer and law rcport^'r, best known
as the author of a Manual of Parliamentary
Practice, or Ctishing's Manual (1845). He wai*

a native pi Massachusetts and was judge of the

Court of Common Pleas in Boston and reporter
for the Supreme Court of the State, in connection
with which he published eight volumes of

reports.

GUSHING, T110MA.S (1725-88). An Ameri-
can statesman, j)orn in Boston. He was a
graduate of Harvard, an<l president of the

General Court, or legislative body of Massa-
chusetts, as well as a member of the Massachu-
setts Provincial Congress and the First and Second
Continental Congresses. In England he had the

groundless reputation before the outbreak of the

war of being the great leader of the .American

revolutionary movement, and Dr. Johnson, in

some of his pamphlets, accused him of aiming at

an American crown. At home, however, he made
himself unpopular by opposing the Declaration

of Independence. In 1788 he was a member of

the convention which ratified the Federal Consti-

tution for Massachusetts.

GUSHING, William (1732-1810). An Ameri-
can jurist, born at Scituate, Mass. He was ap-

pointed Chief Justice of the State Superior Court
in 1777; became an associate justice of the

United States Supreme Court in 1789, and in

1790 declined the Chief-Justiceship, for which
he had been nominated by Washington. He was
a founder of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.

GUSHING, William Barkkr (1842-74). An
American naval odicer, born in Delafield, Wis.

He studied at the United States Naval Academy
from 1857 to 18(51, and at the outbreak of the

Civil War entered the United States Navy as a

volunteer. In 1802 he was promoted to be lieu-

tenant. He soon l>ecame conspicuous for his

fearless and successful performance of perilous

tasks assigned to him, the most notable of which

was the destruction by torpedo of the Confed-

erate ram Albemarle, on the night of Octolier 27,

1804, at her moorings in Plymouth Harbor, N. C.

This exploit won him the thanks of Congress and

the rank of lieutenant-commander. Later he

served in the Pacific and Asiatic squadrons and
was commissioned commander in 1872.

GUSHION DANGE. Originally an old coun-

try dance in triple time, wliich was introduced

into court at the time of Elizabeth. The dance

was very simple; a performer took a cushion and

after dancing for a few minjites stopped and sang.

"This dance it will no further go;" the musician

then sang. "I pray you, good sir, why say you

so?" The dancer answered, "Because Joan San-

derson will not come to," and upon the musician's

replying. "She must come to, whether she will or

no," the danc<'r threw the cushion before one of

the spectators. The one so selected had to kneel

on the cushion and allow the dancer to kiss her,

after which slie re])eated the dance.

GUSHMAN, kush'mAn, Charlotte Sainders
(1810 70). A celebrated American actress, best

remembered i)erhaps for her acting of Meg Mer-

rilies in Scott's Guy Mannering. She was born

in Boston, July 23, 1810. of Puritan descent, and

was the eldest of five children left poor with

their mother by the early death of their father.
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She liad, however, a line coiurallu voice, which
she cultivated, and in 1S35 she made her ap-

pearance as an opera sinyer in the Marriage of

t'iijaro. Her prospects were bright, when short-

ly afterwards in New Orleans her voice suddenly
failed. She was greatly disheartened, but at
the request of a tragedian (Mr. Barton), she

undertook her first dramatic part. Lady Macbeth,
wiiich became one of her greatest roles. Long
afterwards Lawrence Barrett said of her: "To
the last she was the greatest Lady Macbeth of

her age." She played for a time in Albany and
elsewhere, and then began at the Park Theatre,
New York, an engagement which lasted for sev-

eral years. She took a great variety of parts,

both comedy and tragedy, among them Bianca,

Helen McGregor, (^iieen (iertrude, Goneril, Nancy
Sikes, her wonderful Meg Merrilies, and later.

Queen Katharine. Cardinal Wolsey, Ophelia.

Lady Teazle, and many others. In 1844, after

a period of successful management in Philadel-

phia and a tour with Macready. whom she had
supported before, she went to England. She met
w ith great success ; while there she and her
sister Susan made their first appearance in

liumeo and Juliet, which had, for that period, an
exceptionally long run in London. Siie returned

to America in 1841), but revisited Europe several

times. In 185(i she went to Rome, where she had
a home for some years. She was honored in the most
cultivated ..s(K-ietyof Europeand America, not only
as a great artist, but as a good woman. During
tiie Civil War she showed her patriotic spirit by
giving performances for the benefit of the Sani-

tary Commission, contributing in this way over

$8000. In her later years sshe was known a-s a
reader, with singular interpretative powers. Her
last appearance on the New York stage, Novem-
l)er 7, 1874, was a niemorable occasion. She
played Lady Macbeth. When the curtain fell, a

l)ody of eminent citizens, with William CuUen
Bryant as spokesman, came upon the stage and
presented the actress with a laurel crown, in-

scribed C. C—I'almam qui meruit ferat. Char-

lotte Cushman never married. She died in Bos-

ton, Februarj- 18, 187ti. In 1880 her grave in

.Mount Auburn was marked by an ol)elisk which

in form is a copy of Cleopatra's Needle as it

.stood in Heliopoiis. Consult: Stebbins, Char-

lotte Cushman: Her Lettem and Memories of

Her Life ( lioston, 1878): Clement, Charlotte

Cushman (Boston, 1882) ; and Cook, Hours icith

the Ptoi/ers (London. 1881).

CUSHMAN, ItouKRT (c.l580-162o). One of

the founders of the colony at Plymouth, Mass.

He was l>orn in Kent, and arranged the emigra-

tion of the Pilgrims to Holland, later following

them to Leyden. He accompanied Deacon ('arver

upon his fruitless mission to London (1017);

assisted Brewster in obtaining a patent from the

King (1019); and. together with Carver, char-

tered the Maj/floirer. He emigrated to New Eng-

land with his scm Thomas in 1021. and leaving

him there in tlie care of Governor Bradford, re-

turned to Europe three weeks later to act as

the agent of the otilonists in London. The cele-

brated sermon on "Sin and the Danger of Self-

Love," delivered by him l)efore his departure, is

memoralde as iM-ing the first published discourse

delivered at Plymouth, and is the oldest sermon

extant delivered in America. It was printed in

London in 1022. and in Boston in 1724 and 1780.

The strip of territory on Cape Ann secured by

Lim and Edward Winslow in 1023 afterwards
became the site of the first successful settlement
established within the boundaries of the Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony. Si.vty facsimile copies of

his famous .sermon were published in 1870.

CUSINS, kuz'Inz, Sir William George ( 1835-

!»3). An English composer, iupm in London. He
sang in the Royal Chapel at the age of ten.

Soon afterwards he was sent to study under
Eetls in Brussels, and upon his return obtainetl

the King's scliolarship at the Royal Academy
of Music. At the age of sixteen he was appointed
organist to the Queen's Private Chapel, and in

1807 he succeeded Sterndale Bennett as con-

ductor of the Philharnumic Society, which posi-

tion he retained until 1883. In 1875 he l)ecame

examining professor at Queen's College, and in

1870 joint examining professor of scholarships

at the National Training School of Music. In

recognition of his services in behalf of art, he
was knighted in 1892. The few but highly meri-

torious compositions which he wrote include:

lioyal Wedding Herenala (1803); Gideon, an
oratorio (Gloucester Festival, 1871); Masonic
Prayers Set to Music; Responses to the Com-
mandments (sung in Queen Victoria's Private

Chapel) ;
pianoforte conc^erto in A minor (per-

formed by Arabella Goddard with success in

Rome, Liverpool, New York, and London) ; Te
IJeum, a cantata; several .songs, and a violin

concerto.

CIT'SIS. The imaginary land of the single-

footeil race in Mandeville's Trarels.

CTJSK. A fish of the cod family {Brosmius
hrosme) , frequenting rt>cky ledges in the North
Atlantic, especially off the shores of Scandinavia

and Newfoundland. It has much the same habits

and characteristics as the cod, and is more ex-

tensively used in northern Euroj>e than in

America, where it has never found favor in

market.

CUSP (from Lat. euspis, point, spear). In

architecture, the point formed by the meeting of

two small arches, or foils, in foil arches (q.v.)

or tracery. Cusps often end in rich bosses of

flowers and leaves. It is a specialty of the Gothic

style, though not unknown, in its simplest form,

to Romanesque.

CUSSET, kys'sA'. The capital of a canton in

lh«- l)e|)artment of Allier. France, at the conflu-

ence of the Sichon and .lolan, tributaries of the

Allier.. two miles northeast of Vichy. It is an an-

cient town, dating from a convent founded in 886.

whicli was created an abi)ey in the thirteenth

century. It has interesting fifteenth and six-

ti'enth century houses, and the Gros.se Tour is a

relic of the media>val fortifications, now rej)laced

i)y boulevards, which surrounded the town. It

is noted for its mineral springs, and has linen.

pa|M»r, and basket manufactures. Population, in

1001. OiiOS.

CUST, RoisEKT Nkeimiam (1821— ). An Eng-
lish Orientalist. He was \H^m at Cm-kajTie. Hat-

ley, Bedfordshire: educated at Eton, and, enter-

ing the East Indian service, took honors in the

('ollege of Fort William, Calcutta, for skill in

four Oriental languages. For many years he

ser\^ed with the military in various parts of

India; took part in several battles, and was
present at the taking of Lah«)re in 1846. He al.so

took an active part in the Punjab War of 1848-
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41>, ami 111 the paci Tk'u t imi of tlio f<iuntry after
llie Sepoy Mutiny. After his return from the

East, lie lilled various hx-al olliees; lH>canic a
member of several societies, and is a constant
contributor to certain religious publications.

Among his works are: Modem Ijunyuagea of the

East Indies { 1878) ; Modern Languages of Africa
(188."{) ; Modern Languages of Oceania (1887) ;

Modern Languages of the Caucasian Oroup
(1887) ; Modern Languages of the Turki Branch
of the Ural-Altaic Family (1889); Linguistic

and Oriental Essays (5), six series (1880-99).

CUSTARD - APPLE. The name commonly
}>;iven in the West Indies and other tropical coun-
tries to the fruits of certain species of Anona,
a genus of trees of the natural order Anonacejp.
Some of the fruits of this genus are among the
most delicious produced in tropical countries,

as the cherimoyer
(
q.v. ) , and even the common

eustJird-apple {Anona reticulata) of the East
and West Indies. Tiie custard-apple is a large,

dark-brown, roundisli fruit, sometimes from its

size and appearance called bullock's-heart in

the West Indies; the tree is of considerable size.

Tlie custard-apple is represented in the north-
ern United States by the common papaw (Asi-
mina Iriloha) . There are two or three which are
natives of western Africa. To the genus Anona
also belong the sweet-sop, the sour-sop. the
pinana or pinha, all of them tropical American
fruits, and the alligator-apple of the West In-

dies (Anona paliistris) , a fruit which in its

present unimproved state is probably not worth
cultivation.

CUS'TER, George Armstbonq (1839-76). An
American soldier, born in New Rumley, Harrison
County, Ohio. He graduated at West Point in

1801, was assigned as a second lieutenant to the
Fifth United States Cavalry, and arrived at the
front on the day of the first battle of Bull Run.
He served successively as an aide on the staffs

of Generals Phil Kearny, William F. Smit^,
and McClellan, was promoted to be a captain of

volunteers, and served throughout the Peninsular
campaign of 1802. In June, 1803 he was made
a brigadier-general of volunteers, and was placed
in command of a brigade of ^lichigan volunteer
cavalry, which, under his leadership, became
one of the most efficient and best-trained bodies
of cavalry in the Federal Army. At the head of

these troops be distinguished himself at the
battle of Gettysburg. His brigade was then at-

tached to Sheridan's cavalry corps, with which
he served in the campaigns in Virginia in the
spring and summer of 1804, and the subsequent
operations in the Shenandoah Valley. Placed
in command of the Third Division of Sheridan's
corps, he won a victory at Woodstock and dis-

tinguished himself at the second battle of Win-
chester (Cedar Creek). He was brevetted major-
general of volunteers on October 19, 1804, for

his services, defeated General Early at Waynes-
boro, and took part in the battles vif Five Forks,
Dinwiddie Courthouse, and other engagements of
Grant's last campaign. After several months'
service in Texas during the winter of 1805-00,
he applied for leave of absence, in order to ac-

cept the offer which had lieen made him to take
command of the cavalrv' which .Tuarez was or-

ganizing to drive the Emperor Maximilian out
of Mexico. His request being denied, he accept-
ed the position of lieutenant-colonel of the Sev-

ciiiii * .iMilry. In 1H(;7-0S lie gaiiied iiis first

cxjMTience us an Indian figiiter in CJcn. W. S.

Hancock's campaign against the Cheycnnes,
bringing the campaign to a successful conciusidn
by a decisive defeat of the Indians at Washita,
1. T., in NovemlKir, 18(f8. From 1S71 to 1873
he was stationed with his regiment in Kentucky.
In the spring of the latter year he was order«»d
to Dakota Territory to operate against the
Sioux, who. under Sitting Bull and Crazy Horse,
had formed a confederacy witli other tril>os in

Dakota and Montana, and had succeeded in or-
ganizing one of the most formidable Indian re-

volts the United States Government had ever
had to contend with. During the next three
years Custer and his command saw considerable
active service in the Black Hills country and
along the valley of the Yellowstone. In the
spring of 1870 General Sheridan planned a cam-
paign against the Indians which he hoped would
be decisive. Three expeditions were set under
way, with the expectation that they would meet
and act in conjunction against Sitting Bull and
his force of about 0000 Indians, who were sup-
posed to be encamped somewhere near the junc-
ture of the Rosebud and the Yellowstone. <ien-

eral Crook, with 2500 troops, was to advance
from the east; General Terry, with a force of
about the same size, from the south; and (»en-

eral Gibf>on, with a smaller force, was to follow
the Yellowstone from the west. Custer and his

regiment of 000 strong formed part of ({eneral

Terry's force. On June 17 Crook, feeling his

way along the Yellowstone, came upon Crazy
Horse and some hundred of his braves on the
Rosebud, and engaged them in a sharp but inde-
cisive struggle. Terry and Gibbon had mean-
while effected a junction on the Yellowstone, at
the mouth of the Big Horn, without encounter-
ing Indians in any number. After their engage-
ment with Crook on the Rosebud, Crazy Horse
and Sitting Bull led their forces in a southwest-
erly direction, until they were directly south of

Terry and Gibbon, where they set up their tepees
on the west bank of the Little Big Horn. This
new move of the Indians was discovered by
scouts sent out by Terry, who inmiediately de-

termined to march upon them. He sent Custer
and his cavalry ahead to prevent them from
turning to the eastward, and prepared to follow

by boat up the Big Horn with all his own troops
and Gibbon's, with the understanding that he
would meet Custer at the junction of the Big
and Little Big Horn on June 20. But Custer,
riding night and day, reached the place a day
ahead of time. His scouts discovered the Indian
encampment on the morning of June 25. Mis-
taken as to the number of his antagonists, Cus-
ter, with his accustomed impetuosity, determined
to attack them at once, without waiting f«)r

Terry. He divided his troops into three divi-

sions. He kept with himself five companies,
with which he planned to attack that part of the

village that lay directly before him. dividing

the remaining six companies between Major Reno
and Captain Benteen. the latter being sent two
miles to the southward, while Reno advanced
midway between Benteen and Custer. Thus
fatally divided, the Seventh Cavalry advanced
to the attack of an enemy outnumbering them
ten to one. lienteen's advance took him far south

of the village. Reno's rather spiritless attack
led him against the south end of the village.
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wliere he was repuls«»d and driven back across

the river to the shelter of a protecting bluflF.

Custer and hfs tive companies dashed almost at

the centre of the Indians, were driven back and
surrounded, but fought on desperately until every
man of them was killed. Not a single man sur-

vived to give any account of the tragedy, but
their bodies were found the next day when
Terry's troops relieved the reunited forces of

Benteen and Reno, who had been holding their

position on the bluffs with difficultj-. Custer
was one of the bravest, most daring, and dashing
soldiers America has produced, but he undoubt-
edly allowed his imj>etuosity to get the better of

his judgment. He was the author of My Life
on the Plains (1874). Consult Whittaker, Life

of General (Icorge A. Custer (New York,
187(5). (ieneral Custer's wife. Euzabeth Bacon
Cl'Ster. is well known as an author. She ac-

companied him in many of his campaigns on the

frontier, and published: Boots and Saddles, or

Life ic-ith General Custer in Dakota (1885);
Tenting on the Plains (1887): and Following
the Guidon (1891).

CUSTINE, ky'st^n'. Adam Philippe, Count
de (1740-93). A French general, born at Metz.
He served with distinction in the Seven Years'
War. As colonel of the infantrj' regiment 'Sain-

tonge,' and quartermaster-general of the French
Army in America, he took part in the Revolution-
ary' War. and was present at the surrender of

Y'orktown. In 1792 he became commander of the
Army of the Lower Rhine, and conducted the
brilliant campaigns against Speyer. Worms, and
Mainz. In consequence of his failure, however,
in the campaign of 1793, to relieve the latter

city, which was recaptured by the Allies, he fell

under a strong suspicion of entertaining secret

negotiations with the enemy, and was shortly
afterwards accused of treason and executed.

CUSTINE, A.STOLPHE Loris LfioxABD, Mar-
quis de (1790-18.57). A French author, grand-
son of the preceding, born at Niederwiller, I>or-

raine. His writings include a play and several

romances, but he is mostly celebrated for his

descriptions of travels in his Memoires et voyages
(1820). The most amusing of his books on
travels. La Ruasie en 1839 (1843), is very well

known.

CUSTIS, Geobge Washington Parke (1781-

1857 ) . An American author, the adopted son
of George Washington. He was bom at Mount
Airy, Md.. a grandson of Martha Washington,
his father l>eing her son by her first husband.
Custis studied at Princeton and Saint John's
colleges, married Mar^' Lee Fitzhugh, and in

1802 went to reside on an estate of 1000 acres

at Arlington, near Washington. His daughter
married Robert E. I-ee, the Confederate general,

and the grand estate was confiscated by the

Government and is now the Arlington National
Cemeterj'. Besides orations and plays, he left

ReeoUrrtions of Washington (1800).

CUSTOM (OF. eostume, Fr routumc. It. cos-

tumn, ML. custuma, eostunia, from Lat. con-

suet udo, habit, from rnnsuescere, to grow accus-

tomed, from rnvsuere, to be accustomed, from
COM-, together + suere. to l>e accustomed; prob-

aldy from suus, Gk. r6c, heos, *;, hos, Skt. sva,

Av. hva. one's own). One of the three great

departments of social psychology- (q.v.), co-

ordinate with language and myth (qq.v.). It

may be defined as '"any norm of voluntary action
which has been developed in a national or tribal

community" (Wundt). Like animal instinct

(q.v.), it is the outgrowth of individual habits.

But instinct is practically invariable; it ex-

presses the habits of past generations in the
form of mechanized, not of consciously motived,
actions, whereas custom, however rigorous its

prescriptions, may always be disobeyed or modi-
fied; the customary action has not lost its con-
scious antecedents. Hence we may say that
"instinct is habitual conduct that has become
mechanical ; custom, habitual conduct that has
become generic."

The origin of custom appears to have been
twofold, in the great majority of cases in which
we are able to trace a custom back toward its

first beginnings, we come upon religious or
ceremonial ideas. In certain other cases cus-

tom seems to have originated in ancient rules of
law, the meaning of which has been forgotten,
while the usage which they enjoin still persists:

although, when we consider that every action of

importance in a primitive society, whatever its

special significance, has a religious aspect, we
shall probably not be wrong in referring these
legal customs also to an ultimately religious

source. As an illustration of legal custom we
may cite the Greek and Roman marriage cere-

mony, in whicli it was an established tradition

that the mothers of the contracting families

should bring the bride and groom together—

a

clear indication of that law of mother-right
which the civilized societies of the ancient world
had long outgrown. But the mother-right is it-

self permeatetl through and through with primi-
tive nu'thological conceptions; so that we are,

in this case, thrown back with practical certainty
upon a religious origin of the custom. As an
instance of the transformation by custom of the

purpose of a religious ceremonial, we may take
the funeral feast. In primitive times the 'funer-

al baked meats' were furnished forth as a sacri-

ficial fea.st ; the mourner seeks in part to obtain
the favor of the gods for his dead and in part
to olTer worship to the dead man himself. I^ter
the feast becomes a meal shared in all piety

with the dead; the sur\ivors sjiulnjlize their

brotherhoo<l with the departeil by partaking of

the meat which is to sustain him on his pil-

grimage to the other world. Nowadays the cake
;nid wine may be offered quite perfunctorily; or
may bring so nuich of comfort to the mourners
as springs from the conviction that they have
dealt handsomely with the dead ; or may .serve

as an excuse for ill-time<l carousals. In any
event it has completely lost its primary signifi-

cance, and has persistwl only by virtue of that
vis incrtice which makes custom at large so valu-

able a mine of information to the anthropologist
and scx?ial psychologist.

Consult: Wundt. FAhics (London. 1897): id..

Volkerpsyehologie (T^ipzig. 1900) : Tylor» Prim i-

tive Culture (New York, 1891); id.,' Farly His-

tory of Mankind (I^ondon, 1878) ; id.. Anthro-
pology (New York, 1881). See Anthbopouxjy.
For the legal aspect of custom, see the follow-

ing article.

CUSTOM. In a legal sense, a custom is a

usage which has obtaine<l the force of law.

and which will, an-onlingly, l)e enforced by
the courts. As is explaineil in the article on
Customary Law. the greater part of the legal
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rules enforced l>y society are llie expression of

customs, and custom continues to he an impor-

tant, though diminishing, source of law in civil-

izjni as well as in primitive soi-iety. indeed, it

is only in tlu' progressive comnnmities. where the

(•onstantly acivlerating progress multiplies social

needs faster than tiiey can l)e siijjplied by the

shiw processes of custom, and where tlie political

consciousness has kept pace with this progress,

that conscious legal development by legislation

and judicial action tends more and more to sup-

plant the unconscious development of customary
law. In the non-progressive societies, which
vastly outnumber the progressive, custom is still

the principal, if not the only, source of law.

English and American law writers distinguish
l»etween <i«nnnl and parlicular customs, the for-

mer iH'ing of general observance and constituting
the bo«ly of the common law, and the latter being
restricted to the inhabitants of a ])articular dis-

trict or the members of a certain calling. As an
example of the former may be cited the right of

the public to use the seashore, between high and
low w.iter mark, for landing and other lawful
purposes ; and, as an example of the latter, the
right of persons engaged in the business of tow-
ing, on some parts of the river Thames, to go
upon the banks of the river for that purpose,
though the land is the ])rivate propertj* of almt-

ting proprietors. There is, in truth, and from
the point of view of jurisprudence, no distinc-

tion between the two classes of customs, both
depending alike upon immemorial usage, and
both, when established, having equally the force

of law. In practice, however, the common-law
system has made a distinction between them for

the purpose of establishing them, the courts

taking 'judicial notice' (q.v. ) of general customs
as a part of the conmum law which it is their

business to inter])ret and declare, but requiring
proof of the existence of local or other particular
customs. But the line between the two classes

is not very accurately drawn, the custom of the

county of Kent, known as 'gavelkind' (q.v.),

whereby lands descend to all of the sons equally
instead of to the eldest only, and the still more
curious custom of 'borough English' (q.v.),

under which lands descend to the youngest son
in preference to his elder brothers, and which
is confined to no particular area, but affects

isolated estates or manors in various parts of

England, being recognized as parts of the com-
mon law, notwithstanding their limited occur-

rence. Doubtless these exceptional cases are to

be explained by the great antiquity of the cus-

toms in question and their early recognition
by the courts. Of a similar character is the lex

mercaioria, or custom of merchants, which,
though applying only to a limited class in the
community, has also become incorporated in the
common-law system, and is noticed by the courts
without special proof of its terms.

In order that a particular or local usage, al-

leged to be a custom, shall have the force of

law, ( 1 ) the practice "must have been used so

long that the memory of man runneth not to

the contrary"—i.e. as the phrase is understood
in England, from the accession of Richard I.

(1189) ; (2) it must have been continued with-
out interruption; (.?) it must have been yjcace-

able and acquiesced in. not subject to conten-
tion and dispute: (4) it must be definite and
certain: (.5) it must be reasonable. The ques-

tion of tile reasonalileness (»f a custom is often
one of great dilliculty. It has been decided that
any usage relating to land which" is destructive
of the land itself, or which deprives the owner
of the Wneficial use of it, is luircasonable. Thus,
a custom for all persons to play games or walk
for recreation on private pro|)erty which has not
U'cn dedicated by the own«'r to |)ublic use has
been held to Iw luireasonable and void : whereas
a custom for all the inhabitants of a village to

do the same acts has l)een decided tr> be reason-
able and protected by law. But a custom for all

tlie inhabitants of a village to pasture cattle on
])rivate land is, in its turn, unreasonable. .\s

usually stated, the rule is that a right in the
nature of an easement may arise by custom,
but not a right in the nature of a jirofit.

It is doubtful whether Iwal or particular cus-

toms can arise generally in the United States.

It has usually l)een assumed that the common-
law rules above set forth are in force in this

country, and a few States have so held. It has,

on the other hand, been decided in New Jersey
and Virginia that no rights in another's land
can arise by custom, and the decisions have been
put ujxm the ground that there is in the I'nited

States no possibility of a usage having the

recpiisite antiquity ( i.e. of dating from the reign

of Richard I.) to give it the standing of a cus-

tom enforceable at law.

The common law makes a further technical

distinction between loi-al or particular cttHtom

and usage, the former being of compulsory legal

effect, and the latter consisting of current prac;-

tices, to which parties may or may not conform,
and in accordance with which they are suj)posed

to have regulated their conduct or agreements.

Tluis, in nuitters of contract, a usage affecting

the trade or calling with which the contract has

to do may be dealt with as an understood l)ut

unexpressed term of the agreement ; and in mat-
ters of tort, as an allegation of negligence, the

usage of the community (as, e.g. the so-called

'rule of the road') may be called into play to

determine the presence or absence of negligence.

See Common Law; Contract; Easeme.nt;
Law; Pkofit. Consult: Blackstone, Connuen-
taries on the Lairs of Enf/land; Holland, Ele-

ments of Jurisprudence (Oth ed., London, 1900) ;

Holmes, The Common Laic (Boston, 1881);
Pollock and Maitland, History of the English

Law (2d ed., Boston, 1899) ; Gale, Treatise on
the Law of Easements (7th ed., London, 1899) ;

Jones, Treatise on the Construction or Interpreta-

tion of Commercial and Trade Contracts (Xew
York, 1886).

CUSTOMARY FREEHOLD. In English

law% a variety of copyhold tenure, sometimes

called privileged copyhold, which differs from
the common form of that tenure in that it is

not expressed to be "at the will of the lord." It

is not a true freehold, however, the freehold

title being actually vested in the lord of the

manor. See Copyhold, and the authorities there

referred to.

CUSTOMARY LAW. The body of customs
recognized as binding in any social group or

community, and enforced by its authority. As,

in the evolution of humanity, social habits or

customs precede the definite organization of

social groups, such an organization, when it

arises, finds a body of customary obsen^ances
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ready to be tiansfoniied, and in process of being
transformed, into positive law. This body of cus-

toms constitutes the entire legal system of primi-

tive society, and the development and recogni-

tion of new customs and the modification of old

customs are its principal, if not its only, means
of expansion and clmage. Indeed, the primitive

code»—as the Mosaic law of the Jews, the laws

attributed to Lycurgus among the Greeks, the

Twelve Tables of Rome, and the more recent

barbaric codes (leges barbarorum) of the early

Middle Ages—represent little more than a state-

ment, in precise and definite form, of the body
of custom which had already gained the force

of law in the community. It is only when a
commimity has reached the stage of political

consciousness that it undertakes deliberately, by
legislation or judicial methods, to effect changes

in its laws; and even then custom, though rela-

tively diminishing in importance, continues to

be an important source of new law.

Customary law, then, is the foundation and
basis of all existing legal systems. Of many, if

not most, of those systems it constitutes by far

the greater portion of the body of rules of which
they are composed, and in all of them it forms
an important increment of their growth. Even
where the political and legal consciousness of a
community has reached the stage of sweeping
legal reform—as in the Eastern Empire under
Justinian and in France under Napoleon Bona-
parte—the resultant code of laws, however com-
prehensive, must be based upon, and must con-

sist mainly of, the rules of the customary law
which it is intended to supersede, and its most
radical departures from that law are most
swiftly corrected by the judicial organs of the

community. Undoubtedly the most complete and
widespread transformation which the customary
law of mankind has ever undergone was the gen-

eral reception throughout Europe of the civil-

law system of Rome. (For the history of this

process, see Civil L.\w.) Only the common-law
system of England, upon which that of the Unit-

ed States is based, was able to withstand that

influence; and this is still, for the most part,

consciously and avowedly a body of customary
law. (See Code; Common Law.) Under the

influence of the spirit of nationality, which has

so powerfully affected the nations of Europe
during the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tury, tliere has recently developed a strong .senti-

ment in favor of the revival of the local cus-

tomary law, as against the more general law of

foreign origin. This is particularly noticeable

in the recent revision of the Geman codes.

Consult: Maine. Ancient Law ( 11th ed.. London,

1887, or any other edition), and Lectures on the

Early History of Institutions (6th ed., London,

189.3): Lee, Historical Jurisjtrudence (New
York, 1900) ; Rlackstone, Commentaries on the

Lairs of England (book i. 63-84) ; BiT'ce, Studies

in History and J urisprudence (New York. 1901) :

Holmes, The Common Law (Boston. 1881) ; Pol-

lock and Maitland. History of English Law (2d

ed.. Cambridge. Kng., 1899).

CUSTOM HOUSE. The office in a port of

entry (seaport or lake port) where masters of

ships are Iwund to enter ami clear their vessels

according to the statutes^ goveming the subject,

and where importers of menhandise must pay

customs duties. In the United States the custom

house of each port is under the direction of a

Collector of the Port, appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate. He
is responsible for its proper conduct, subject only
to the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury,
and it is his duty to carry out the United States
statutes and tariff laws goveming and restricting

the importation of foreign goods. See CtSTOMS
DlTIKS.

CUSTOM OF THE COUNTBY, The. The
title of a play by Fletcher and Massinger (about
1028), in part taken from Cervantes. A play by
^frs. Centlivre, with the same title, was pro-

duced in 1715.

CUSTOMS DUTIES. Taxes levied upon mer-
chandise which passes a frontier; generally upon
goods imported. Such taxes are of very early

origin, and in the long conflict between the Eng-
lish King and the Commons over the right of

taxation it was claimed that these taxes were
f.ncient customs over which Parliament had no
jurisdiction. Hence the name which has since

clung to this class of taxes. It appears that
in their origin such taxes were largely in the

nature of payments for privileges of trading
at certain places and for use of the facilities of

ports and markets, but that they soon passed
beyond the stage of fees into that of imposts.

The name customs duties was applied indiffer-

ently to the taxes levied at ports of entrj' or at

ports of passage or upon goods brought into a city

from surrounding part* of the same country.

Such internal customs have alnjost disappeared

in modem countries, though remnants of them
are found in the 'octroi' of Paris and other Con-
tinental cities. Transit taxes, such as those

levied upon the -navigation of the Rhine, have
also disappeared. Such restrictions upon the

freedom of commercial intercourse would no
more be tolerated in modem times than the

tributes once paid to the Barbary pirates.

Taxes upon exports have l>ecome infrequent.

They are no longer »n element of consequence in

the fiscal system of modern States, though a
few remnants of them can be found. In South
America such taxes are more common. Chile

derives considerable revenue from its nitrate

exports, and Brazil from its coffee exports. Quite

striking, as a return to older forms of taxation

supposed to be laid aside, was the imposition in

1901 of a tax of one shilling per ton upon all

coal exported from Great Britain.

Customs duties are, therefore, generally sj-n-

onjTuous with duties u{x)n imports. Such duties

may have no other object than to raise revenue.

The most conspicuous case of such a purely fiscal

tax is when the im|>orted article is ta.xed to ex-

actly the same extent as the home product, such

a tax aiming to «H]ualize the conditions of com-

I»etition for the foreign and the home pro<lueer.

Another distinctly fiscal tax is one imposed upon
an article not pro<luced in the home countrj'. as

the English duty upon tea. Taxes which weigh

more himvily upon the foreign article than the

home product, or which are levied up<in imports

where the same article is not taxe«l at home, may
Ik* purely fiscal in intent or may l>e desigiunl an

a protection for home industries. It is nnt the

magnitude of the taxation which decides this

]>oint. but the effect upon the economic order.

It i«* well understoo*! that any taxation whatever
influences consumption and production. b»jt thin

influence may be deliberately planned or In-
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cidental. It ih the deliberule planning which
tharacU'rizes a protective tarifr. Whetlier such

tt course is to be juxtilied is not to be discussed

lierc. ( See Fhek Tradk ; and Takiff. ) It is

enough for our purpose to note tiiat the injec-

tion into tariir legislation of ulterior economic

motives complicates the machinery of customs
duties in a hij;h deguH.'. Such a cours*- does not

eliminate the liscal features of a tariff, as there

are few States which can afford to handle their

customs taxation in such a way as entirely to

subordinate fiscal interests to economic policy.

The contrast between a purely revenue tariff

and a protective tariff is illustrated most strik-

ingly by comparing the United States and Great
Britain. In the latter the general principle is

freedom from taxation, duties being laid upon
a few articles only, twenty-seven in all. In

the United States, the general j)rinciple is taxa-

tion, and all articles not specifically taxed at

rates named, or expressly exempt from taxation,

are subject to a duty of 10 per cent, if un-

manufactured and of 20 per cent, if manufac-
tured in whole or in part. The complicated

structure of the American tariff is sho^vn in the

following analysis of the tariff act of 1897, show-

ing the several schedules and the classes of

duties imposed by the several paragraphs under
each which fix the rates:

convenience of administration has produced a

general sentiment in favor of specific duties, but

nations which pursue an avowedly protectionist

policy cannot yield to this sentiment as largely

as those whose l^iriff is for revenu«r only. Sjm'-

cific duties can l>est In- applied when the product
is comparatively uniform in (piality and value.

In Great Britain, Germany, and Austria, only
8j)ecific duties prevail, and tiie tariffs in France
and Italy show very few ad valorem rates.

VV'ith these countries the United States stands
in marked contrast. Here ad valorem rates are
abundant, but the pro^'sions of the act are so

complex that a separation of rates into two
classes only is not practicable, and it has become
necessary, as is shown in our statement above
given, to add a mixed class. This includes several

cases ( 1 ) when two articles are named in the

same paragraph, one receiving an ad valorem and
the other a specific tax ; ( 2 ) where one article

receives both forms of tax; (3) where an article

is classed according to value and then receives

a specific tax for each class. Other combinations
also occur, as where an article is classed accord-

ing to value and receives a different ad valorem
rate in each class, or again when classed accord-

ing to specific characteristics and taxed at dif-

ferent ad valorem rates, but these combinations
are classed as ad valorem rates. Specific rates

HCHEDULES

A.
B.
c.
I>.

K.
K.
o.
H.
I.

.1.

K.
L.
M.
N.

CheinicalH, Oils, and Paints
EarthB, Earthenware, and Glassware
MetalH, and manufiictureB of
Wood, and nianufat-tures of

Sugar, MolaswH, hikI niunufactures of
Tobacco, and manufactures of

Agricultural Products and Provlsionn
Spirits, Wines, and other Beverages
Cotton manufactures
Flax, Hemp, and Jute, and manufactures of..

Wool, and manufactures of
Silks and Silk (Joods
Pulp, Paper, and IWioks *

Sundries

Paragraphs fixing rates

Total

Totals
Free List.

m
u
70
1.5

4

5
71

12
20
25
24
8
15
55

Specific Ad valorem

14
16
9
8

Mixed

Customs duties are specific and ad valorem,

the former being reckoned by the quantity of

the goods imported (weight, measure, or num-
ber), and the latter by the value. Theoreticallj',

the ad valorem duties are the preferable, as they

adjust the amount of the burden to the value

of the article. But they offer great practical

difficulties in ascertaining the value of the goods.

As the statements of the importers, even when
made under oath, are not accepted as final evi-

dence as to the value of the goods, a complex
machinery for the ascertainment of values is a

necessary adjunct to all ad valorem taxes. Hence
the preference for sjiecific duties, which can be

imposed readily according to the physical char-

acteristics of the object-s imported. Such spe-

cific duties fall unequally upon objects of high

value and low value in the same class. Thus, if

all textiles were taxed 15 cents a square yard,

such a tax would be prohibitive on print cloths,

but insignificant upon silks. It is the plaint of

the protectionist that specific duties protect only

the lower grades of goods from foreign competi-

tion. The only method of mitigating this is to

make a minute division into classes. The greater

predominate in the schedules A, C, F, G, and H,
but in the others ad valorem and mixed rates

prevail.

CLASSES
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of objects taxed nor the rates of taxation cor-

respond to the number of paragraphs. The "sta-

stistics of imports deal witli individual articles

or closely allied groups. From the figures for

1901 it appears that 78.3 per cent, of the entire

customs revenue of the United States was de-

rived from ten articles or groups. The figures

are given in the preceding table, which also em-
braces the average ad valorem rate of taxation,

found by comparing the amount of duty collected

with the value of the goods imiwrted.
The same concentration of revenue produced

upon a few articles of importation is generally

observed in other countries. Thus in England in

1901, tobacco and snuff, tea, and spirits produced
90.1 per cent, of the customs revenue, while in

the German Empire in 1901, breadstuffs, petro-

leum, and coffee produced 55.8 per cent, of the

customs revenue. Tlie important rSle of the

customs duties in the fiscal arrangements of mod-
ern States is shown in the following statement:

sure, impact, movement, resistance, weight,
touch ; hardness, roughness, wetness, and their

opposites; warmth, heat, cold; pain, tickling,

goose-llesh, pricking, tingling, creeping. When,
however, the organ is explored, point for point,

by mechanical, thermal, and electrical stimuli, it

proves to be capable of four sensation qualities,

and of four only: pressure, warmth, cold, pain.

The so-called sen.sations of contact, weight, re-

sistance, touch, smoothness, etc., are really per-
ceptions, made up of sensatior.s from the skin
and from the underlying tissues. Pricking, tin-

gling, etc., are in all probability circulatory sen-

sations, aroused by change of blood-flow or blood-

supply; their organs and mode of excitation*are
imperfectly known. We shall return to heat
and tickling below; we now take up the cut?.-

neous qualities in order.

( 1 ) Pressure.—If a small point of cork or
soft wood be set down firmly upon the skin

surface, e.g. on the back of the hand, one of

United States...,

Oreat Britain. ...

Russia
iiermau Empire.
France
Italy

1900-01
1901
1898
1898-99
1898
1900

Denomination

Dollars
Pounds St.

Kubles
Marks
Francs
Lire

Total
Revenue

699,300.000
114.800.000

1,584.900,000
1.539.000.000

3,613.300,000
1.715.900,000

Customs
Revenue

238.500,000
26.300,000

218,900,000
473,800,000
505.900,000
243,000.000

Per cent, of
Total

»4.1
23.0
13.9
30.9
14.0
14.2

Consult: United States Tariff Law of 1897;

Annual Reports of Commerce and Navigation;

Statistical Abstracts of the United Kingdom
and of the principal foreign countries. See Free
Trade; Takiff; Taxation'.

CUSTOMS OF WAB. See War; Honors of
War; Salites; Laws and Usages of War.

GUSTOS BO'TULO'RUM (Lat., keeper of

the rolls, or records). An oflice of great an-

tiquitv and dignity in England. It is usually

held by the first civil officer of the county, as the

Lord Lieutenant, though the actual custody of

the records of the sessions of the peace and of

the commission of the peace, constituting by emi-

nence 'the rolls' of the county, is vested by
statute in the clerk of the peace. Formerly the

oflice was filled by appointment of the Lord Chan-

cellor, but it has for over three hundred years

been conferred by the Crown. The Keeper of the

KoUs is always one of the commission of the

peace, though the title of the oflice points to

ministerial rather than to judicial functions.

CUSTOZZA, koo-stfni'zft. A village in the

Province of Verona. North Italy, situated 16

miles southwest of Verona (Map: Italy. E2). On
July 25, 1848, and on June 24, 1866, the Italians

were defeated here by the Austrians. ( See Italy,

History.) In 1879 a monument was erected to

the fallen. Population, in 1881, 624.

CUSTRIN, ku-stren'. See KCstrin.

CUTANEOUS SENSATIONS (Fr. cutan^.

Port.. It. cHtanco, from Lat. cutis, skin). The
sensations aroused by stimulation of skin and

mucous membrane. The term 'cutaneous' is ap-

plied to all these sensations, although one of

them, the sensation of pain, is derived not from

the cutis proper, but from the epidermis. (See

Skin.) The skin has been crcflited. in one or

another psychological system, with n large num-
ber of sensations: sensations of contact, pres-

two things will happen: either it will arouse a
dull, vague, diffuse pressure sensation, or it will

arouse a sharp, distinct pressure, the kind of

sensation that one might suppose to come from
the inward pressure of a little hard seed lodged
in the cutis (Goldscheider) . If the point be
now applied lightly, we get either no sensation at
all, or (at the place where the seed-pressure was
before produced) a light, fine, rather ticklish

pressure sensation. The seed-pressure and the
ticklish pressure come from the organs of the
pressure sense, the 'pressure spots,' as they are
called. The dull pressure with intensive stimu-
lation is set up by the indirect affection of sev-

eral pressure spots ; the stimulus makes an in-

dentation in the skin, and the dragging do^vn
of the tissue squeezes the pressure organs that
lie about the point of application. The absence
of sensation with light contact means that the
experimenter has applied the stimulus at a
point of the skin which has no pressure organ.

We see, then, from this simple experiment, that
the skin is not uniformly sensitive to pressure;
it may rather be compared to a mosaic of tiny

blocks, some of which are sensitive, while the
rest are insensitive, to mechanical stimulation.

A careful exploration of the cutaneous sur-

face, undertaken with the object of mapping the
pressure spots, has led to two definite results,

(a) If the portion of the skin explored is hairy,

the pressure spot lies always to windward of a
hair-shaft, immediately above a hair-bulb. It

follows that the nerve-skein which enfolds the

bulb is the terminal organ of pressure, and that

the hairs are as truly sense-apparatus in man as

they are, e.g. in the cats, (b) If the region is

hairless, pressure spots, arranged in lines and
groups, can still be identifietl. Tlie organs in

this case are the corpuscles of Meissner.

(2) ^\'armth and Cold.—\i the blunt point of

an ordinary lead-pencil be drawn slowly over

the back of the hand, it will give rise, from time
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to time, to little flashes of cold; over the rest

of its course, it will arouse nothing but pressure
sensations. If the point be warmed, and drawn
in the same way over the closed eyelid, it will

give rise, from time to time, to little dots of

warm sensation; at other points, it excites noth-

ing but pressure. There is, then, a mosaic of

tenijjerature organs as there is u mosaic of pres-

sure organs. Moreover, if a small square or

circle of skin is accurately marked, and explored

twice over, once with a cooled and once with a
warmed point of metal, it will be found tiiat the

cold and warm spots do not coincide. A 'cold

spot' never gives a warm sensation; a 'warm
spotf never responds to stimulation by a cold

sensation. While, therefore, we are justified,

physically, in speaking of 'degrees' of tempera-
ture, and in arranging 'warms' and 'colds' upon
a single thermometric scale, we must recognize

the fact that, psychologically regarded, warmth
and cold are distinct things; there are two tem-

perature senses, each with its own distribution

and its peculiar terminal organs. The organs
of cold are more numerous than those of warmth.
They are to be found, probably, in the end-bulbs

of Krause, while the organs of warmth are the

cylinders of llutlini (von Frey). All these cu-

taneous organs are of extremely simple struc-

ture, consisting of little more than a skein or

tangle of nerve-fibrils, twined about a cluster of

connective-tissue cells. All alike are readily

fatigued; and all 8ho\v differences of responsive-

ness of 'attunement,' some answering a given

stimulus with an intensive, others with a weak
sensation.

(3) Pain.—If a small area of skin, say, upon
the back of the hand, be shaved, moistened,

stretched taut, and explored point for point, by a
fine horse-hair or needle, sensations of pain

—

more closely distributed than any of the three

preceding sensations—will be obtained. The pain
sensations are the most delicate, the smallest,

so to speak, of all the skin sensations. The pain
quality is unmistakable; even a novice will have
no difficulty, after the first few trials, in dis-

tinguishing it from the ticklish quality of fine

pressures. Moreover, if a pressure spot be very
accurately localized, and the needle-point thrust

into its centre, no sensation of pain will be

aroused. The temperature spots are similarly

analgesic. Hence there can be no doubt that

pain is a new, fourth sense, endowed with organs
of its own.

These organs are, in all probability, the free

nerve-endings in the epidermis. The epidermis
lies, like a layer of stilt leather, upon the elastic

cutis. WTien, then, the skin is lightly

touched, the resulting vibration passes through
the epidermis to the underlying cutis; the epi-

dermis, with its organs, is not stimulated at all.

When, however^ the skin is bruised, so that the

epidermis is actually broken or crushed; or
when the epidermis is itself explored, under ex-

perimental conditions that render it accessible

to stimulation ; then the pain quality is evoked.
The mechanical character of cutis and epidermis
thus enables us to explain the apparently para-
doxical fact that the pain organs are placed more
superficially than the organs of pressure, and
yet that, under ordinary circumstances, it takes
less stimulation to call out pressure than to
excite pain.

(4) Heat.—\\e have seen that warm spots

give only sensations of warmth, and cold spots
only sen-sations of cold. It is remarkable that,
while the cold spots do not as a rule resj)ond to
warm stimuli—as, indeed, we should not expect
them to do—they respond, by a distinct cold
sensation, to heated stimuli of some 45° C. or
over (von Frey's 'paradoxical cold'). No ex-
planation can at present be offered. Stranger
still is the experience that, if a piece of metal,
heated to this temperature, be laid upon a por-
tion of the skin that is furnished with both cold
and warm spots, tlie result of the combined ex-

citations is not warmth, or cold, or pain, but
an altogether new quality, the quality of heat.
A good place for experimentation is the median
line of the forehead, clo.se uj) to the hair. Raise
the temperature of the metal from 40° upward,
by 1° steps. For the first few trials you get
nothing but a mild warmth, from the warm
spots. But as soon as j-ou pass the critical tem-
perature (the heat that, if the metal were a
point, would evoke from a cold spot the para-
doxical cold sensation), you get a distinct sense
of heat. Again, no explanation can be given.

It is noteworthy, however, that heat affords a
good instance of the difference between a psy-

chological and a psychophysical sensation. (See
Elements, Conscious.) To introspection, heat
is a sensation, entirely unanalyssable; but when
we take account of its bodily conditions, it ap-

pears as a fusion, a mixture of the stimulus
qualities warm and cold.

(5) Tickling.—The psychophysics of this sen-
sation complex is still obscure. Tickling may be
set up, at certain parts of the cutaneous sur-

face, by light intermittent pressure, or even by
a single light touch. The resulting pressure
sensations are (a) in some way diffused, so that
the area of sensation presently becomes much
larger than the area of original stimulation.

Concomitant sensations of pressure (see Common
Sensation ) may also be aroused in remote re-

gions of the skin. It is possible (b) that the
smooth muscle-fibres at the roots of the hairs,

the muscles that cause the hair to 'stand on end'

and whose contraction produces goose-flesh, may
contain sensory nerve-endings which functionate

in the tickling complex. (c) The occasional

tnrills of warmth which are characteristic of

tickling are due, apparently, not to mechanical
stimulation of the warm spots, but to a change
of blood-supply in the vessels of the cutis. Weak
pressure or bloving upon the skin is known to

increase the arterial blood-pressure. (d) The
movements of withdrawal have been ascribed to

the unpleasantness of the intermittent stimula-

tion; a flickering light, a beating tone, an in-

terrupted pressure, are all disagreeable. While
this statement may contain a part of the truth,

it seems probable that the movements are re-

ferable, in part at least, to reflex connections

between the sensory and motor nerves, akin to

the connections which, on the purely sensory

side, subserve concomitant sensation. Moreover,

laughter is the direct motor response to tickling,

and unpleasantness does not arise unless the

stimulation be long continued, (e) For theories

of the connection of laughter with tickling, see

Lat'giitek.

We have spoken, so far, only of the 'external'

skin. The 'internal skin' of the body, or mucous

membrane, is sensitive to pressure and pain over

most, if not all, of its extent. It is, however.
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very weakly if at all sensitive to temperature
from the pharynx downward.

BlBiJOGKAPHY. For a general account of ex-

perimental work upon tlie cutaneous 'spots,'

consult: Titchener, Kxperimental Psychology
(New York, 1901); Donaldson, Mind (London,

1885) ; for the quality of heat, Alrutz, Mind,
vols, vi., vii. (London, 1807-98); for tickling,

Kuelpe, Outlines of Psychology (London, 1895).

See Pain.

CUTCH or KACHH (Skt. kaccha, shore). A
protected principality under the Presidency of

Bombay, British India, occupying the peninsula
south of Sind, between the marshy tracts of the

Rann of Cutch and the Gulf of Cutch. It covers

an area of G500 square miles (Map: India, A 4).

Its soil is mostly sterile. The climate and me-
teorological conditions are extremely unfavorable

for vegetation. The Rann is a morass nearly 7000
miles in area. It is flooded during the mon.soon

by salt water, but by December 1st it is compara-
tively dry. Cutch has a feudal system of gov-

ernment, the ruling power being confined to the

dynasty of Jharija Rajput, of which there are

about 200 members. The chief town is Bhuj and
the principal reaport Mandvi. The population, in

1891, was .5.58.415; in 1901, 48*^.374. About one-

third of the inhabitants are lixohammedans, the

rest Hindus of various castes.

CUTCH, or KACHH GUNDAVA, gun dii'-

va. A region in Baluchistan, east of Khelat.

The Hala range of mountains extends along the

western frontier (Map: Central Asia, E 4). The
soil is rich, producing grain and cotton. The
climate is damp and unhealthful.

CUTCH, Gui-F OF. An inlet on the northern

border of the Arabian Sea, lying between Cutch

and the peninsula of Kathiawar, British India

(Map: India, A 4). It is about 30 miles wide

and 100 miles long, and connects at its upper

end with the Little Rann (or Runn) of Cutch,

and through this with the great western Rann,
the remarkable salt marshes lying to the east and
north of Cutch.

CUTHBERT, kuth1)crt. A town and the

county-seat of Randolpli C<iunty, Ga., about 120

miles southwest of Macon; on the Central of

Georgia and the Georgia, Florida and Alabama
railroads (Map: Georgia, B 4). It contains

colleges for young men and women. Cuthbert

is the commercial centre of a fertile agricultural

and fruit-growing section. .
Population, in 1890,

2328; in 1900, 2641.

CUTHBERT, Saint (c.635-687). Bishop of

Lindisfarno and one of the most popular saints

in England in the ^Middle Ages. He was bom
about 035, probably of Lowland Scotch parents.

Tn 051, moved by a vision of angels carrying to

heaven the soul of Saint Aidan, he entered the

monastery of Melrose. Ten years later he was
put at the head of this monastery, and did noble

missionary work in the surrounding c<mntry.

He left it in 070 for an austerer hermit life,

from which he was withdrawn in 084 to accept

the bishopric of Hexham, which he exchanged

for that of Lindisfarnc, holding the latter only

two years and returning to his solitary hut on

Fame Island. Here he died. March 20, 087.

The inlluence of Saint Cuthbert upon his con-

temporaries was great, but his fame l>ecame even

greater after his death. His body remained at

Lindisfarne till 875, when the monks, l)earing

it on their shoulders, fled from the fury of the
Danes. After many wanderings through the
south of Scotland and the north of England,
they found a resting-place at Chester-le-Street

in 883. In 995 the remains were transferred to

Ripon, and then to Durham, where, inclosed in a
costly shrine, and l)elieved to work frequent
miracles, they remained until the Reformation,
when the shrine was defaced and the body buried
under the pavement of the cathedral. The tomb
was opened May 17, 1826, when a coffin ascer-

tained to have been made in 1541 was found to

inclose two others. The innermost ca.se contained
the skeleton of Saint Cuthbert, still entire,

wrapped in five robes of embroidered silk^^ and
also the head of King Oswald, killed in battle

(042), which it was known had originally been
buried with the saint. His life was twice written
by the Venerable Bede, and still earlier by a monk
of Lindisfarne. Besides these lives, all of which
have been prirtted more than once, and what is

told of him in Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica

dentis Anglorum, there are three modern lives,

bv Raine (Durham, 1828), Eyre (Ix>ndon, 1849;
3d ed. 1887), and Fryer (London, 1880).

CUTHBERT OF CANTERBURY ( ?-758).
An English prelate. He was born in the King-
dom of Mercia, become Bishop of Hereford in

736, and Archbishop of Canterbury in 740. He
died on October 26, 758. An instructive letter

was addressed to him by Saint Boniface, in reply

to one from him relating the doings of a council

which determined upon closer relations between
the English Church and that of Rome, in which
Boniface shows that he too had adopted Roman
usages. This letter has been printed more than
once, and will be found in the appendix to Hus-
sev's edition of Bede, Historia Ecclesiastica (Ox-
ford, 1846).

CUBICLE. See Skin.

CUTICLE (Lat. cuticula, dim. of cutis, skin).

In plants, a hyaline film covering the surface

of plants, and derived from the outer walls of

the epidermal cells. The film consists of 'cutin,'

which is a transparent, elastic substance, only
slightly permeable to water. The process of

formation of the cuticle is called 'cutinization'

or 'cuticularization.' The term cuticle is some-
times loosely used instead of epidermis, and is

not to be confused with the same term as useil

by zoologists. See Anatomy of Pi^nts.

CU'TIN (in plants). See CuTici.E.

CUTINIZATION (in plants). See Cuticle.

CUTLASS (Fr. coutclas, from OF. cotttcl,

cultcl, Fr. roiiteau, knife, from I^t. cuUcllus,

dim. of cultcr, knife). A short curved sword
formerly used in men-of-war as a side arm for

the men. The blade was usually about 27 inches

long, an inch wide, and had a Iwwl-whaptnl guard
on the hilt. See SwoRD.

CUTLASS-FISH. A remarkable fish {Trichi-

ttnis Icjtiunis), alone representing in this eotm-

trv' a family (Trichiuridiv, the hair-tails) of

pelagic fishes allied to the sailfishes and better

known elsewhere. Its body is long, band-like,

tapering into a hair-like tail, scaleless, and cov-

ered with a glistening white skin, so that its

resemblance to a sword or to a silver scabbard

justifies the EurniM«an 'scabbard-fish.' or the

names 'swordfish,* prevalent along the Gulf
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coast, and 'silvorflsh,' heard in Florida. Its

length may reach two or three feet, and it

8wini8 mostly at the surface, often leaping above

it (whence another loc-al name, '8ki|)jack') in

pursuit of its prey; and it is sought by anglers

both for sport and food. In Jamaica, indeed, it

CVTLA8S nSH: MOUTH OPEN AND 8HVT.

forms the object of a commercial fishery; and
another species is the highly esteemed frostfish

(q.v.) of New Zealand.

CUT'LEB, Kldredge .Jefferson (1831-70).

An American scholar and poet, bom at Hollister,

Mass. He was professor of modern languages

at Harvard from 1865 until his death. His

works include War Poems (1867) and Stella

<1868). In addition to his creative work, he

wrote much valuable criticism.

CUTLEB, Manasseii (1742-1823). An Ameri
can clergyman and botanist. He was born in

Killingly, Conn., graduated at Yale in 1765, and

in 1767* was admitted to the bar. He then

studied theology, was licensed to preach in

1770, and from 1771 until his death was pastor

of Hamlet Parish, Ipswich, now the town of Ham-
ilton, Mass. During the latter part of the Revo-

lutionary War he served as chaplain of a Massa-

chusetts regiment. He subsequently studied

medicine and botany, and was the first to make
a systematic study* of the plants of New Eng-
land, 350 species of which he classified in ac-

cordance with the I.innsean system. As the

representative of a number of old Revolutionary

soldiers, he contracted with Congress for 1,500,-

000 acres of the public lands northwest of the

Ohio, and in 1788 materially assisted the party

of Connecticut farmers who, under the lead of

Rufus Putnam (q.v.), founded ^Marietta, Ohio

(q.v.). He is generally credited, moreover, with

having made the first draft of the famous Ordi-

nance of 1787. He himself went to Marietta in

1788, but soon returned to Massachusetts, and
from 1801 to 1805 was a member of Congress.

He was a frequent contributor on scientific sub-

jects to the Proceedings of the American Acad-

emy, and wrote the chapter on trees and plants

in Belknap's History of New Ilampshire. Con-

sult William P. and Julia P. Cutler, The Life

Journals, and Correspondence of Manaaseh Cutler

< Cincinnati, 1888).

CUTLEB, Timothy (1683-1765). An Ameri-
can clergjTiian. He Avas bom at Charlestovvn,

Mass.; graduated at Harvard in 1701, became
president of- Yale College in 1719, but was
forced to resign (1722) on account of his pre-

latical tendencies. He went to England and was
ordained a minister of the Church of England
by the Bishop of Norwich (1723), and received

the degree of D.D. from both Oxford and Cam-
bridge; he returned to Boston, became rector of

Christ Church (1723), and died there, August,
1765.

CUTLEBY (from cutler, AF. coteller, OF.
cotellicr. Fr. coutelier, from ML. cultellarius,

knife-maker, from Lat. cultellus, little knife).

A term broadly applied to cutting instruments

in general, but as more commonly employed its

use is limited to such cutting utensils as pocket,

pen, and table knives, razors, shears, and scis-

sors. Shells and sharp-edged stones formed the

rudest and most ancient cutting instruments.

These were followed by bronze weapons and in-

struments which were used by the Romans as

late as the lK'<.'inning of the Christian Era. In the

remains of Poiiipcii, however, knives, shears, and
lancets were found made of iron or steel as well

as bronze. During the Middle Ages, when the

chivalry of the period sought the best equip-

ment, certain cities of Spain and Italy acquired

a high reputation for tlie manufacture of cut-

ting instruments, especially of swords. The
knives used by the Anglo-Sa.\on8 resembled in

appearance the modern razor-blade. Forks were
used only for ser\'ing, as the custom of eating

with forks, which was introduced from Italy,

was not known in England until the time of

James I. Knives were not placed on the table

until about the close of the fifteenth century,

and each person carried a knife with him for

use whenever the exigencies of dining required

other instruments than his fingers. As early as

the reign of Richard I. Sheffield had gained a

reputation for the excellence of its whittles, and
in 1417 the cutlers of London obtained a char-

ter from Henry V. In the seventeenth century,

when England had acquired a reputation

throughout Europe for the quality of its cutlery,

Birmingham was regarded as the centre of the

industry; but during the nineteenth century

Sheffield regained its old preeminence.

The manufacture of table cutlery in the Unit-

ed States began in 1832, when a factory was
built at Sacarappa, Maine. With the improve-

ment of the quality and lowering of the price of

American steel, the industry has steadily devel-

oped. The annual product now amounts in

value to between ,$3,000,000 and .$4,000,000, of

which less than 5 per cent, is exported. America
excels in the production of 'medium' goods

—

that is, gootls of tasteful design and good qual-

ity at a moderate price; but in the manufacture
of other branches of cutlery it has not been so

successful. Although it is claimed that an

equally good quality is produced at home, still

the United States imports from England large

quantities of the finest grades. In the very

cheap gi-ades, such as vegetable and other kitchen

knives which retail in this country for a few

cents apiece, America cannot compete with

Germany. The first pocket knives were made in

a Connecticut factory in 1842, and many English

workmen, attracted' by high prices and steady

employment, came over from Sheffield to work in

the Connecticut shops. Some of these afterwards

migrated to Walden, N. Y., where they built a

cooperative factory, and since that time over fifty

factories, many of them coiiperative, have been

established, a number of Avhich have failed, while

others have sold out, or have been reorganized as

corporations. The piece system of paying the

operative still prevails to a large extent in cut-

lery shops. All the early cutlery was hand-

forged, and this practice is still general in Eng-
land and in the Ignited States for the manufac-
ture of some of the best pocket and pen knives.

In the latter country to-day. however, large

quantities of pocket and pen knives and appar-

ently all table knives and most carving and
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butcher knives are machine-forged. Machinery is

used for driving the various grinding - stones,

emery and buffing wheels for finishing blades and
handles. In some instances, also, the blades are
placed in holders^ and manipulated by automatic
machinery for the rough grinding. The evil ef-

fects from the grinding dust are now obviated, as
far as possible, by wet grinding and by exhaust
fans and ducts for removing the dust. The hand
and machine processes for making diflferent kinds
and grades of cutlery vary greatly in detail.

But a fair general idea of the industrj' may be
gained by first describing the actual operations
of an American pocket and pen knife factory
where hand-forged goods are made, and then in-

dicating in a more general way some points of

difference in the manufacture of other kinds of

cutlery.

Pocket akd Pen Knives. Each knife, rough-
ly speaking, consists of two parts, the blade and
the handle, but each of these, from the manu-
facturer's standpoint, is composed of a number
of parts. The blade consists of the blade proper
or cutting edge and its supporting back, and
of the tang, or the portion which joins the blade
to the handle. The handle, in turn, includes ( 1

)

the horn, ivory, or other material which is

grasped by the hand, and which portion alone is

technically called the handle; (2) the scale,

which is the brass or iron lining of the handle;
and (3) the spring, which, l)eside3 its primary
purpose of controlling the blade in opening and
shutting, also closes the back of the lining.

The edge-tool steel from which pocket and pen
knife blades arc made is called rod steel : it is

flat, of proper widths for the different sizes of

blades, and of thickness one gauge greater than
the finished blade. In the best goods the blades

are forged and shaped by hand. In the case of

cheap knives, the blades are pressed into rough
shape by machines, then further shaped or forged

by trip-hammers in much the same manner as

that explained below in describing table-knives.

Comparatively little machinery is used on the

blades in either case, except that the grindstones

and finisliing wheels are driven by mechanical
power. Tlie processes here described relate to

high-grade goods.

Mofjding is the name given to the rough shap-
ing of the blade at the first heat, and the forma-
tion of the tang is called tanging. After these

two processes are completed the metal is heated

for the third time, the blade again worked by
hammer, and the nail-mark cut. which finishes

the third or smithing process. All the forging is

done by means of special hammers on special

anvils, both imported from England. Choiling

is filing the little nick just between the cutting

edge an<l the tang. This removes a weak spot in

the metal and serves as a guide in filing the

blade flatwise. The blade is now shaped in the

rough, but before it leaves the forge it must be

hardened and temjiereil. Hardening is efTected

by bringing it to a re«l heat and dipping it in

water up to the choil. The tang is left soft, so it

may be readily filed, drilled, stamped with

maker's name, and fitted in the handle. Temper-

ing (q.v.) is often accomplishe<l by bringing the

blades to a purple heat on a thin copper plate,

resting on the fire of the forge. The blades are

set on their hacks, thus keepinir their edjres

furthest from the heat. The final work of the

forger or smith is to straighten crooked blades.

if any, by means of light hammer-blows on the
concave side of the blade.

Grinding is next in order. The grinder places
the tang in a holder, which he grasps with one
hand, while with the other hand, protected by a
leather patch, he presses the blade against the
rapidly revolving power-driven stone. Racing-
irons, consisting of small rods of Norway iron,

are occasionally held against the face of the
stone to restore the rough surface and preser\'e

its cylindrical shape. Material is the name
given to all the separate parts except the blade.
The material-maker presses out, or cuts out with
dies, the steel springs and the brass or iron lin-

ings, and fastens the tips or bolsters to the out-
side of the lining, in case the material forming
the handle proper does not cover the tip ends of
the lining. Cutler's tcoric, curiously enough, in-

cludes assembling, or putting together, the va-
rious parts of the knife, including drilling, filing,

fitting, polishing, and buffing the handles. The
material for handles embraces ivorj', pearl, sil-

ver and gold, tortoise-shell, buff'alo and stag
horn, celluloid, rubber, California redwood,
cocoa wood, and ebony. Polishing the handles
is accomplished by power-driven built-up wood
wheels, covered first with leather, then with a
mixture of glue and emery. Buffing is efTected

on wheels in which the leather, emery, and glue
give place to cotton cloth, fastened on edge
aroimd a wheel or spindle. Blade-finishing is

done on emery wheels, much like the polishing-
wheels already described, except that the glue
and emery are placed on very hard leather, in-

stead of on wood. Glazing, on these wheels, re-

moves the dirt and gives a glazed finish. Croctis

finish is a superior glaze, or polish, requiring
special wheels.

Sharpening is done by hand, on flat stones.

The edges of the blades are held at an angle of
45° with the stone, a point that might well be
borne in mind by all who attempt to sharpen old
knives. Tlie common practice of holding the
knives flat on the stone gives a thin, easilv bro-

ken edge. Finally, the handles are again Wffed
and the whole knife wiped, packed, and boxed.
The ordinary knife of fair quality has now gone
through about 100 operations, while the finest

goods receive 200 to 300. It may be added that
the processes involved in machine-forged pocket
and pen knives resemble those described for
table-knives in the next paragraph.

Tabu: CrxuiRV, including ordinary and carv-
ing knives, and also forks, is chiefly made by
maehinerj' in America, and largely or wholly by
hand in England. Knife-blades and tangs are
roughly shaped by rolling or by trip or drop
hammers, and are brought to a uniform shape
and size bj' means of dies. The blades are hard-
ened in oil, which is sometimes burned or blazed
off. They are sometimes heated on a sand-bath
to secure the desiretl color and temper. Tlie

holes in the tang are punched and the blades are
ground on large power-tlriven stones, five to
seven feet in diameter. Wliere maehinerj' is used
at everj' possible point the bhules are niugh
ground by placing six or more in a brass frame,
which is so manipulated as to give them both a
side to side and vertical motion on the stone.

The finish, however, is done by hand, on wheels
similar in ceneral character to those explained
in describing j>ocket knives. The highest grades*

of steel table-knives receive more hand work, but
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the cheaper ones have even less, and the handle,

and in hiiuio cuhcu the whole knife, are cast in-

stead of wrought. The same is likewise true of

forks. Wooden handles are generally in two
pieces, unite<l to the tang, but ivory, bono, horn,

and various other materials are in one piece,

with the tang inserted. The curved tines of

forks are shaped by means of presses, or dies,

and the tines arc rough-cut in the same general

manner. In .sonic instances more or less forging,

either by hand or machine, is employed. Silver-

plated (see F]iJ':cTRO-Plating) table knives and
forks are plated on steel, or on some softer mal-
leable metal.
Scissors and 8he;ars differ principally as to

length, the dividing line in the trade l)eing six

inches, and the shorter instruments being classed

as scissors. Some of the cheapest .scissors are
cast, but the best ones are hand-forged. English
shears are of steel, but some of the best Ameri
can shears, which are now largely exported, have
their inner sides only of steel, 'laid, on' to shear
blades of malleable iron, often cast in outside
foundries.

Razors, at least those of good quality, are

practically all hand-forged from razor-steel, in

much the same general way as pocket knives, but
with greater care. Fiafety razors of various
tj'pes are provided with guards designed to make
cutting the flesh impossible. The earlie.st safety

razor is said to have bet>n made by Michael
Hunter, of Sheffield, England, about 1875. It

was merely an ordinary razor with a guard.
The later safety razors have detachable blades
and adjustable guards. The cutting edge is gen-
erally shorter than in the ordinary razor, in

some cases not much over an inch in length.

Consult Landrin, Die Kunst dcs Messerschmiedes
. . . (Weimar, 1836) ; Page, La coutellcrir

depuis Vorigine jusqu'd no8 jours (4 vols., Cha-
tellerault, 1896-98).

CUTLIPS. A curious sucker {Lagochila
lacera) of the streams of the central Mississippi
Valley, distinguished at sight by its mouth, where
the reduced lower lip is divided into two distinct,

elongated lobes; the lower lip, further, is "en-

tirely separated from the upper at the angles
by a deep fissXire," cloaked by the skin of the
cheek. It is olive-or brown above, silvery on the
sides and belly, and the lower fins are faintly
oranpe. Many names have been given this singu-
lar fish, such as hare-lip, or split-mouth, or rab-
bit-mouth, sucker, and May sucker.

CUTPUBSE, Moll. The sobriquet of Mary
Frith, a notorious character bom in London
about 1584, a thief and prostitute and famous
in almost every form of crime. She dres.sed in

male attire and is said to furnish the first

recordcnl instance of the use of tobacco by a
woman.
CUTTACK, kfit-tuk', or KATAK (Skt. Ka-

taka). The capital of the district of the same
name in Bengal, British India, situated on the
southern bank of the Mahanadi, at the apex of
its delta. 220 miles southwest of Calcutta (Map:
India, E 4). It contains the ruins of an old
fort, and it is famous for its fine filigree work in

gold and silver. Population, in 1891, 47,186; in

1901, 51 ,,364.

CUTTER. The name given to a portion of the
equipment of boats on board of a man-of-war.
They are double-banked and are fitted either for

rowing or sailing. In sailing ships, a nest of
cutters of varying sizes used to be stowed amid-
ships, one w.ithin the other, the launch being
the bottom boat of all. At present, the boats are
either swung at the davits or in cradles resting
on frames amidships, clear of the blast of the
guns. A large sliip nuiy carry as many as four
pulling cutters, in addition to one or more steam
launches, and various other boats. (See Boat.)
The name cutter is also applied to a small vessel

with a single mast, a nuiinsail, a forestaysail,

and a jib set to the bowsprit end. Cutter yachts
are sloop-rigged vessels, and the name is now
generally applied to sloops of considerable
draught and comparatively small beam.
A revenue cutter is a light, armed Government

ves-sel, commissioned for the prevention of smug-
gling and the enforcement of the customs regula-

tions. (See Revenue Ci'tteb Service, I'niteu

States.) A small, light sleigh with a single

seat for one or two persons, usually drawn by
one horse, is also called a cutter.

CUTTPER, George Washington (1801-65).

An .American poet. He was bom in Massachu-
setts, and, after studying law, settled in Ken-
tucky. He fought with distinction in the Mexi-

can War, and later entered the political arena,

where he soon became known as a brilliant public

speaker. His most celebrated poems are "The
Song of Steam," "The Song of the Lightning,"

and "E Pluribus L^num." His works were pub-

lished under the respective titles: Buena Vista

and Other Poems (1848); Song of Steam and
Other Poems (1857) ; and Poems, National and
Patriotic (18.57).

CUTTHROAT TROUT. Tlie Rocky Moun-
tain or black-spotted trout (Salmo mykiss)

.

See Trout.

CUTTING. A detached portion of a plant

inserted in soil or water for the purpose of prop-

agation. This process, one of the oldest forms
of artificial reproduction, is also one of the most
important. Plants in general lend themselves

readily to the process, thus enabling the propa-

gator to secure hundreds of ofTspring from a

single individual. Cuttings are superior to

seeds, because, with the exception of bud varia-

tions, plants so propagated come true to kind, i.e.

varieties of cultivated plants which do not come
true to sort by seeds can be perpetuated by cut-

tings. In its sphere, propagation by cuttings is

as important to commercial horticulture jis the

art of budding or grafting. While a great major-

ity of the cultivated plants are capable of being

increased by one form of cutting or another, it is

not economical so to increase them, and other

means are resorted to. Cuttings are made from
such a variety of parts of plants—sometimes
even from root, stem and leaf of the same plant

—that a corresponding number of styles of cut-

tings have been developed. In general, cuttings

are made from hard wood or soft wood or herba-

ceous plants, and are classified accordingly;

under each general head there are a number of

subdivisions, depending upon the plant employed
or the manner of making the cutting, as

:

f 0) Simple stem,
Hard-wood j (2) Single eye,

cuttings 1 (3) Heel,

(4) Mallet, etc.

c„«. „^^A i (1) Stem-cuttings—Blips,
Soft-wood

j }2{ i^af-cuttiiiKS,
(neroaceous)

^ ^^^ Root, footstalk or rhiiome.
Tubers. Pt*.

cuttings

5 (2) I.

1 (3) R
I (4) T
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Some conception of the importance of this

means of increasing plants can be gathered
from the fact that, except for the production of

new varieties, all commercial varieties of grapes,

currants, and gooseberries are increased in this

way, wliile among llowering and ornamental bed-

ding plants, millions are annually produced by
one or another of these, methods in the United
States alone. Sugar-cane and pineapples are
extensively perpetuated b}- this process.

The parts used in making cuttings are numer-
ous, but the methods resorted to are as varied

as interesting. Some plants root readily from
cuttings placed in the open ground; others re-

quire special treatment before they will 'strike'

root, while still others require most careful

nursing in the greenhouse and even under a bell-

jar to induce them to take root. Special devices,

carrying a variety of soils, and capable of main-
taining a given degree of heat and moisture, have
been constructed, in order to facilitate the work
of propagating plants by this means. Consult:

Bailey, The yursen/ Book (New York, 1896);
article on "Cuttings," in Cyclopedia of American
Horticulture (New York, 1900).

CUTTLE, Captain. A rough-looking, good-

hearted, retired merchant-captain in Dickens's

novel Dombey ami i<on. He had a hook in place

of a right hand, with which he did everything,

from frying sausages to wiping his forehead

when excited. He was an intimate friend of Sol

Cills and his nephew Walter, and took care of

Florence Dombey when she was driven to leave

her father's house. His favorite expression,

"When found, make a note of," was adopted as

the motto of Notes and Queries.

CUTTLEFISH {cuttle, AS. cudele; connected

by popular etymology with cuttle, knife (on ac-

count of the icnife-like cuttle-bone) + fish). A

—Hi

POBtrlL. CUTTL,KFIIIB-(BEl.EM!nTE»).

1. A bPlt'iimite {Puch.vtMithlH arutim) from th" Lower
Was, KiikI'i'i'I- 2. A b<'l<Miinlt«' (IMfiiinoteuthlH nnth/UH)
Ironi tti»' Oxford Cliiy, KiikIhikJ. partly n'Htorwl : b, arniH;

oc, fyeH; «;, iiioiitli; «/. liik-littK: /'/j. iilirnKiimconc; H,

guard. 3. UfHtonitlon of a b<>lcniiilt«''s Bhell: I'o. \trni)n-

tracuin; PA, phrugniacon**; /f, Kuard. Soe nELKMMTE.

popular name of certain cephalopo<l.n, originally

applied to a calamary {Sepia officinalis), but
now generally restricted, in the United States at

Vol. v.—36.

least, to octopods. (Sec Octopods.) The Euro-
pean cuttlefish {Sepia) furnishes cuttlefish-bon(*

and sepia, which are of commercial importance.
The former is the calcareous 'pen' or brace which
lies along the 'back' of the creature beneath the
skin ; and the sepia is the substance in its 'ink-

bag,' by throwing out which it beclouds the water
and e'ludes pursuit.

KORM8 OK 'PES8 OF CUTTLEFISH.

1. Common North Atlantic Squid (Loligo Pealet). 2. Hte-
tloteuthis Collins!. 3. StheuoteutblB pteropus; anteriorend
of pen, whose posterior end is spatulate. 4. Chiroteuthla
lacertosa; ventral view. 5. Moroteuthls robusta; side
view. 6. The same : ventral view. 7. Desmoteuthis hyper-
borea. 8. Lestoteuthis Fabricil. 9. Ommastrephee iUec»-
broBus.

Fossil cuttlefish-bones of Sepia, scarcely dif-

ferent from the modern species, are found in

various Tertiary deposits. In the Triassic, Ju-
rassic, and Cretaceous rocks are other forms of
sepioid shells that are not calcified, but are thin,

elongated, and horny, often containing fossilized

ink-bags and hardened ink, which may still be
prepared and used for drawing. Sepia and its

allies are supposed to have evolved from Belem-
nite-like forms through such intermediate stages

as the genus Belosepia of the Tertiary. See
Cephalopoda ; Squid ; and Colored Plate of Octo-
PODA AND Decapoda in article Decapods.

CUTTS, Edward Lewes. An English clergy-

man. He graduated at Queen's College, Cam-
bridge, was ordained in 1848 to the ministry of

the Established Church, and between 1848 and
1859 was curate successively of Ide Hill (Kent),
Coggeshall (Es.'^x), and Kelvedon (Essex).

From 1859 to 1805 he was curate of Billericay

(Essex), and in 1871 was a])|M)inted vicar of the

Church of the Holy Trinity, Haverstock-hill.

London. S.W. In 18(55-71 he was secretary of
the Additional Curates Society.

CUTTYHUNK. The most southerly island

in Huzzard's Bay. Mass., on which the first

s«'ttlcment of white men in any part of New
England was made. Sailing from Falmouth,
Kngland. March 25. IrtO'J, Bartholomew Cosnold,
in the ship Concord, with ".'12 persons, whereof 8
were mariners and sailors. 12 proposing upon
the discovery to return with the ship for
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England, the ri>»t to reinuin there for popu-

lation," made land olT the coast of Maine on May
14. Coasting southwesterly he discovered and
naineil Cape Co<l, and, coming "amongst many
fair islands, all lying within a league or two, one
of another, and the outermost not above 5 or 7

leagues from the main," landed on Cuttyhunk on
the 'J5th of May. This they called Elizabeth's

Isle, after the Queen, and here they built a fort.

On account of disagreements, the settlement was
abandoned on June 18, and the colonists returned
to England. Cuttyhunk, whose name is con-

tracted from the Indian Toocutohhunkounoh,
which may mean 'place of departure,* later became
the home of many pilots, when New Bedford had
400 whaling ships. The winter population is 50,

and in summer, in the club-houses and hotels,

several hundred. The United States Life-Saving
Station was established in 1889, and the house
of the Massachusetts Humane Society in 1847.

Consult JN'ewy England Magazine (Boston, 1897).

CUTTY STOOL (Scotch cuttic, short, hussy,

dim. of CM* -[- stool). A seat once used in the
Scottish Church for the exposure of offenders

against chastity. The sinner was required to sit

on the stool before the whole congregation during
the entire service, and, at its close, to stand up
while severely reprimanded by the minister.

CUTWORM. The terrestrial caterpillar of

certain noetuid moths, mainly of the genus
Agrotis, which winter and pupate in the ground
and are ready to attack early vegetation. Cut-
worms are night mowers, and cut the plants off

at the level of the ground, destroying far more
than they can eat. They attack wheat, Indian
com, oats, and all the cereals, as well as garden
vegetables. By day they hide- under the surface

of the soil, where each patch of withering vegeta-

tion marks their hiding-places. In vegetable

beds these spots should be dug over, and the up-
turned worms killed ; holes made with a hoe or

rake handle furnish favorite hiding-places by day,

and thus serve as traps to catch many a worm.
Some kinds of cutworms ascend trees by night and
cut off tender leaves and buds, descending and
hiding in the early morning. A widely distrib-

uted example is Agrotis saucia, a pest of orchards
in both Europe and America.

CUVIEB,, ky'vyi', FRftoftRic (1773-1838). A
French naturalist, bom at Montb{iliard. He was
professor of zoologj' in the Jardin des Plantes,

Paris, and keeper of the collection in comparative
anatomy at that institution. His published
W'orks include: Sur lea dents des mammif^res
comme caracteres zoologiqties (1825); and His-

ioire naturelle des mammiferes (jointly with
Geoffroy de Saint-Hilaire, 1819-29). He' was a
brother of the celebrated Baron Georges Leopold
de Cuvier.

CUVIEB, Georges Leopold CnRfixiEx Fr6-
d£rtc Dagobert, Baron de (1769-1832). A French
naturalist, founder of the science of comparative
anatomy, born at Montbi'liard, then in the Duchy
of Wiirttemberg, to which place his father, for-

merly an officer in a Swiss mercenary' regiment,
had retired on a pension. He was educated at
home in the strictest tenets of the French Protes-
tant or Calvinistie faith, and at the age of four-
teen entered the academy at Stuttgart, where he
remained four years. His father intended him for
the ministry, but he showed such a love for natu-
ral history that he was allowed to spend his time

in pursuing such studies in that branch of sci-

ence as the academy afforded, and supplemented
them with reading almost every scientific book in
the library. In 1788. he l>eeame tutor in the family
of the Comte d'Heriey, a Protestant nobleman
living near Caen, en the coast of Normandy.
Here, during the stormy years of the Reign of
Terror, he reniaine<l, qujetly utilizing the rather
unusual facilities the neighborliood offered for
the study of marine animal life and fossil re-

mains, thus laying tlic foundations of his future
eminence. A chance ac(iuainUince with the Abbe
Tessier, a writer on agricultural subjects, who
was struck with young Cuvier's remarkable
knowledge of zoillogy, secured for him an intro-

duction to Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, who at once
recognized in Cuvier a man of genius, and urged
him to move to Paris. Here, in 1795, he became,
through the influence of LacC'pMe, Lamarck, and
others, assistant to Mertrud, the professor of

comparative anatomy at the Musee d'Histoire
Naturelle. He immediately took a high position

among the scientists in Paris, and was chosen
one of the original members of the Institute upon
its organization in 1795. In 179G he was chosen
professor of natural history at the central

school of the PanthOon, and in 1800 he
succeeded Daubenton in a similar posi-

tion at the CoU&ge de France. In 1802 he suc-

ceeded Mertrud at the Jardin des Plantes. In
1798 appeared his first separate work. Tableau-
cUmentaire de I'histoire naturelle des animauXy
in which he introduced tentatively his classifica-

tion of animals upon which so much of his fame
rests. Between 1800 and 1805 were published the
five volumes of his LeQons d'anatomie, which
brought together the hitherto disconnected knowl-
edge of comparative anatomy, and gave him the
right to be considered the founder of that branch
of science. In 1800 he published his first work
on paleontology, Memoires sur les especes d'el6-

phanis vivants et fossiles. At the opening of the
nineteenth century, therefore, Cuvier may be said

to have already attracted the attention of the
scientific Avorld to the three branches with which
his name will always be connected.

Cuvier began his career as an administrator in

1802, when he was appointed an inspector of
education under the Consulate, and helped estab-

ish lycces at Marseilles, Bordeaux, and Nice.
From 1808 to 1813, as a member of the council

of the Imperial University under Napoleon, he
spent considerable time in Italy, Holland, and
Germany, organizing the academies in the dis-

tricts recently annexed to the Empire. In 1814
Napoleon made him a Councilor of State, a posi-

tion which he continued to hold under Louis
XVIII. In 1819 he became president of the
Committee of the Interior, and chancellor of the
University of Paris. He was made a member of
the Academy in 1818, and a grand officer of the
Legion of Honor in 1826. In 1822 he was ap-

pointed grand master of the faculties of Protes-

tant theologj-, in which position he had super-

vision of all the civil, political, and religious

affairs of Protestant institutions and organiza-

tions. In 1831 Ix)uis Philippe made him a peer
of France, and in 1832, shortly before his death,

was considering him for the office of ^Minister of

the Interior.

With all his administrative duties, Cuvier
still found time and opportunity to pursue his

scientific investigations. His life work falls natu-
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rally into three divisions; paleontology, sys-
tematic zoology, and comparative anatomy. In
each of these departments, he achieved remark-
able success, and left a lasting impression, in
spite of mistakes due largely to personal pecu-
liarities derived from his Calvinistic training,
stich as his refusal to accept the theory of
descent. His investigations in paleontology
marked a great advance over the existing knowl-
edge of the subject. IJy means of his knowledge
of comparative anatomy, and his theory of the
correlation of growth, Cuvier 'reconstructed' a
large number of extinct animals, proving that
every geological epoch is represented by distinct
animal forms, having a similarity well defined
to animals in preceding or succeeding epochs.
Keverthcless, he held to the Linnuean doctrine of

the constancy of species, and looked upon the
similarity of animal forms in successive epochs
as a recurrence of types rather than a steady
development of the same type. In comparative
anatomy his work in special fields was as remark-
able as it was valuable. His investigations of the

conij)arative anatomy of fishes, and of the oste-

ology of mammals, may be mentioned as two
of his most valuable contributions to zo<)logy.

In systematic zoology his work was of great
originality and importance, for to him is due
the reclassification of the animal kingdom on a
natural basis, in place of the artificial and arbi-

trary classification of Linnaeus. Cuvier's system
was based on the constancy and morphological
resemblance of types, rather than on outward
similarities of structure, as in the Linna>an sys-

tem. It remained the standard arrangement of

animals until set aside by modern investigators,

who studied the relationship of animals in the

light of their ontogeny and phylogeny. Cuvier's

great work, Le rigne animal (1816), became at

once the standard reference book in natural his-

tory; several editions were issued, and the work
was translated into Plnglish and other languages,
and profoundly influenced zoological studies
everywhere.
Among his published works not noted above

may be mentioned: Lea reptiles douteux (1807) ;

RechcrchvH Rur left osstuicnts fossiies des quadru-
pedes (1812); Memoire pour servir d Ihistoire

et a Vanatomic des mollusques (181(5) ; Descrip-
tion ffi^oloffiqiie des environs de Paris (1822);
Nistoirc nafurclle des poissons (1828) ; Discoiirs

sur les revolutions de la surface du globe et sur
les changements qu'clles ont produits dans Ic

r^gne animal (18.51). Consult: I^e, Memoirs of
liaron Cuvier (New York, 1833; French transla-

tion, Paris, 1833) ; Flourens. Histoire des tra-

raux de Georges Cuvier (Paris, 1845) ; Ducrotay
de Plainville. Cuvier et Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire
(Paris. 1800).

CUVILLIER-FLEURY, ky'v^i'yft'flg'r^, Al-
FRKi) AiJii STK (1802-87). A French author,
born in Paris. His love of letters brought him
to the attention of the Due d'Orh'ans and he was
made by him tutor to his son, the Due d'.Aiimale

( 1827) . These duties ended, he became a political

writer on the Journal drs D^hats. In 18(U» he
was made a meml)er of the Academy. Among his

works are: Voyages et rogageurs (1837-54);
Etudes historiques et litt^raires (1854); ^ou-
vcllrs Etudes histori<iues et litt^aircs

(1855); Dernif'^res ('•tudes historiques et litte-

rains (1850); Historiens, pontes et romaneiers
(1863); Etudes et portraits (1865-68); I'oat-

humes et revenants (1878). The Due d'Aumale
wrote an interesting biography of his tutor, pub-
lished in Le Livre du Centenaire des D^bata.

CUXHA'VEN, Ger. prun. kooks'ha-fen. A
(Jerman seaport and watering-place on the North
!Sea, at the mouth of the Elbe, about 57 miles
west-north west of Hamburg, to which it belongs
(Map: Germany, C 2). Great harbor works have
been erected here in recent years. Cuxhaven is

the station of the Hamburg pilots. The coast de-
fenses consist of a series of strong detached forts.

There is a handsome old castle dating from the
fourteenth century. Population, in 1900, 6906.
.See Hamburg.
CUYABA, kwe'ya-ba'. An episcopal city of

Brazil, the capital of the State of Matto Grosso,
situated on the Cuyaba River (Map: Brazil,
F 7 ) . It has broad, well-paved streets and con-
tains barracks, an arsenal, and a military hospi-
tal. The town was formerly famous for gold and
diamond mines, and is now an important com-
mercial centre. CuyabS was founded in 1820 by
miners, and since 1840 has been the capital of
the State. Population, in 1890, 17,815.

CUYLER, kl'ler, Theodoke Ledyard (1822— ). An American Presbyterian clergyman. He
was born at Aurora, N. Y., January 10, 1822;
graduated at Princeton in 1841 and at Princeton
Theological Seminary in 1846. After holding a
charge in New Jersey, he became pastor of the
Market Street Reformed Dutch Church, New
York, in 1853, and pastor of the Lafayette Ave-
nue Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, from 1860
to 1800. In the latter year he resigned the
active charge and was presented with a purse of

$30,000. He then entered upon a ministry at
large and preached frequently and in many
places. His eightieth birthday was publicly cele-

brated in BrookljTi. He has written many re-

ligious works, and a large number of articles in
religious newspapers.

CUYP, koip, Aluert (1620-91). A Dutch
painter, born at Dort, in Octolwr, 1620. His
father, Jakob Gerrits Cuyp, a portrait painter
of mediocre ability, was his first master. The
son painted animals, still life, and even portraits,
but his best work was his landscapes. These
were at first executed in the manner of Van
(Joyen, but later on he was much influenced by
Rembrandt. He was a close student of nature,
and his paintings are characterized by rich color
and a skillful handling of life. Most of his

works are preserved in England, especially in the
Royal collection. Among the best of them are
"Evening," in the National Gallery, London;
"Banks of a I^ke," in Grosvenor House; and two
famous views of the "Meuse Near Dort," one
in Bridgewater Gallery and the other at Dorches-
ter House. Consult I^uxton, German, Flemish,
and Dutch Painters (London, 1881).

CUYPERS, koiVrs, Peter (1827—). A
Dutch ar<iiit<>ct, born at Roermond. He studied
at the .Academy of Antwerp, and Invame a prom-
inent Dutcii representative of tiie Gothic style.

The Royal Museum at Amsterdam is by him. He
also restored several churches of the Middle Ag«'s,

among them the Mainz Cathedral, and built a
number of important church edifices, int-luding^

those of Saint Jacob at the Hague. Saint Bar-
bara at Breda. Saint Catharine at Einilhoven,
the Sacred Heart at Amsterdam, and Saint Boni-
face at I.ieeuwarden.
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CXTZA, koT/zik. See Alexander John I.

CUZCO, koti.s'kA, Vasiilian Sp. pron. koothlcA
(QuiehuH, navel, as beinjf the centre of the an-

cient Inea Knipin«). An episcopal city, the capi-

tal of the ilcpurtnicnt of the same name, Peru,
situated on the eastern end of that section of

the Amies known as the Knot of Cuzeo, -11,000

feet ahovc sea-level, and 528 miles southeast oi

Lima (Map: Peru, (' (i). it is regularly built

in part, and contains several handsome build-

ings, prominent anion}; which is the Cathedral of

Santo Domingo, in the Corinthian style. There
are also hospitals, a university founded in 1G92,

a national college, and a museum. The city is

the centre of a fertile agricultural district, and
has considerable trade and manufactures of cot-

ton and woolen goods, refined sugsir, leather,

and embroidery. Population, about 30,000.
Cuzco. the capital of the Incas, is said to have
been founded in the eleventh century. It retains

evidences of its former splendor, although the

ancient city was destroyed by Pizarro in 1535.

These remains include the palace of the Incas, a
fortress built of massive and irregular stone
blocks, the temple of the Sun, and the temple of

the virgins of the Sun. »

CUZCO. One of the largest departments of

Peru, bounded by Lorcto on the north, Bolivia
on the east, Puno and Arequipa on the south, and
Apurimac, Ayacucho, and Junin on the west
(Map: Peru, C 6). Area estimated at over
156,000 square miles. The southern and west-
ern parts are mountainous, and the eastern
and northern are low and covered with thick
forests. The department is to a large extent
unexplored, and only a small portion in the south
is inhabited. It is watered by the Urabamba
and the headstreams of many tributaries of the
Amazon. The population is chiefly engaged in

agriculture and cattle-raising. Population, offi-

cially estimated in 189G at 438,646. Capital,

Cuzco (q.v. ).

CYAM'ELIDE. See Cyanic Acid; Wohler.
CYANE, si'a-ne (Lat., from Gk. Kvavf/, Ky-

ane) . In Greek legend, the wife of .li^olus, the
god of the winds. Also a nymph, playmate of

Persephone. She was transformed into the
spring Cyane near Syracuse at the time when
Hades carried off Persephone from this neighbor-
hood.

CYANIC ACID (from Gk. Kiavog, kyanos,
dark-blue). An unstable compound of carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, obtained by
heating cyanuric acid (q.v.) in a current of car-

bon dioxide. Under ordinary conditions it is a
volatile liquid having a strong pungent odor, but
is readily transformed into a white, porcelain-
like mass of the same percentage composition as
cyanic acid, though probably of much higher
molecular weight. This polymeric modification
of cyanic acid is known as cyamelidr. (See
WoiiLER. ) Among the salts of cyanic acid may
be mentioned the cyanate of potassium and the
cyanate of ammonium. Potassium cyanate may
be readily obtained by cautiously heating a mix-
ture of potassium ferrocyanide and potassium
bichromate; when pure it forms a white crystal-

line powder readily soluble in water, in which,
however, it gradually undergoes decomposition.
Ammonium cyanate may be obtained from the
cyanate of potassium by double decomposition.^
The transformation of ammonium cyanate into'

urea, observed by Wohler in 1828, constituted
the first synthesis of an organic compoun<l and
formed an event of the greatest importance in

the history of chemistry.
The careful study to which many derivatives

of cyanic acid have been subjected has letl to the
view that cyanic acid may possess two different
constitutional formulas, viz. N SE C — O— H and
<) = C = N— II. All efforts to produce two dif-

ferent compounds corresponding to those formu-
las having failed, chemists have proposed to ex-
plain this conjparatively rare phenomenon on
the following hypotheses: (1) Cyanic acid, like

most other organic compounds, has a definite

structure—say N = C— O— II; but while, dur-
ing some of its transformations, that structure re-

mains unaltered, other transformations involve
an intramolecular change resulting in the forma-
tion of derivatives of the comjiound O = C =
N— H ('iso-cyanic acid'), which is, for some un-
known reason, less stable than the compound
N = C— O— H and incapable of existing in thfe

free state. (2) According to another hypothesis,
every single molecule of the acid is constantly
changing its structure, its hydrogen atom rap-
idly oscillating between the nitrogen and the
oxygen; so that while at a given instant the
structure of the molecule might be represented
by the formula X= C— — II, we would find its

structure to be O = C = N— H if we could stop
the motion of the hj'drogcn atom at the very ne.xt

instant. The substance is thus imagined to be
composed, at any instant, of two different kinds
of molecules; and as under certain conditions
each kind may be capable of transformations
which the other kind could not undergo, two
series of derivatives should be expected, accord-
ing to the nature of the transformations neces-

sary to produce those derivatives and to the
conditions imder which the transformations take
place.

CY'ANIDES. See Hydrocyanic Acid.

CY'ANITE (from Gk. Kiavo^, kyanos, dark-
blue), Kyanite, Disthexe, or Sappare. An
aluminum silicate that crystallizes in the tri-

clinic system. Although sometimes gray or
green, it usually has a blue color and a vitreous
to pearly lustre. The handsomest specimens are

foimd in the Saint Gothard region in Switzer-

land ; in the United States, Chesterfield, Mass.,

and Bakersfield, N. C, are well-known localities.

Fine specimens have been cut as gems, but as a
rule the material is too soft for wear.

CYAN''OGEN (Gk. Kvavoc, kyanos, dark-

blue -f- ytvT)^, genes, producing, from yiyvEodai,

glgnesthai, Lat. gignere, Skt. jan, to be born).

An important compound of carbon and nitrogen

obtained by heating dry cyanide of mercury in

hard glass tul)es. It is a poisonous gas, having
a peculiar odor and dissolving quite readily in

water and in alcohol. If ignited in air it bums
with a purple flame, its carbon combining with
the oxygen of the air to form carbon dioxide,

while its nitrogen is set free. When dry, cj'an-

ogen is an exceedingly stable substance and may
be heated as high as 800° C. without being de-

composed ; in aqueous solution, however, it grad-

ually xmdergoes a series of chemical changes
resulting in the formation of ammonia, hydro-

cyanic acid, urea, oxalic acid, and other com-
poimds. The molecular formula of cyanogen is

CjNj, its molecule being composed of two 'cyan-
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ogen groups' (CX, or, as it is often written, Cy),
wliic'h enter into the composition of a large
number of other substances known. Some of

these interesting substances having a blue color,

the name cyanogen has been applied to the gas
from which the.rare derived; but that gas itself

is perfectly colorless. During the preparation
of cyanogen from the cyanide of mercury, an
amorphous brown substance forms, which has
the same percentage composition as cyanogen,
but probably a much higher molecular weight;
this compound is called paracyanoyen and is

denoted by the symbol (CN)x. Paracyanogen
may be readily transformed into cyanogen gas by
heating.

The derivatives of cyanogen form a large
group of compounds, including hydrocyanic acid
and its salts, the ferro-cj'anides and ferri-cyan-
ides, cyanic and cyanuric acids and their deriva-
tives, etc. The most important of these com-
pounds are described in special articles.

CY'ANOFDEA (Xco-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
icbavoq, kyanos, dark-blue + eWof, eidos, form).
A suborder of the Carnivora (q.v. ), composed
of the family Canida> (dogs, wolves, jackals,

etc.), regarded as forming the most central
group of the Carnivora, from which the bears,
weasels, and raccoons (Arctoidea) depart on the
one hand, and the cats, civets, and hyenas (Ailu-

roidea) depart on the other. Consult Huxley,
Anatomy of Vertebrated Animals (New York,
1878), and the books mentioned under Carni-
vora.

CY'ANOM'ETEB (Gk. idayog, kyanos, dark-
blue + fiirptn., uictron, measure). An instrument
for determining the color of the sky, invented by
Saussure—a disk divided into sections, the sev-

eral sections l)eing tinted and gradually increas-

ing in intensity from white to deep blue. When
used to compare with the color of the sky, some
of its sections will appear deeper and some
lighter in tint. The .section where there is no
perceptible difference gives the measure or degree
of the blueness of the sky.

CY'ANOPHY'CE^ (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. KijaiM>r, kyanos, dark-blue + ^O«cof,

phykos, seaweed). The lowest of the four great
groups of algiB. They are called blue-green algie

from the prevailing color of the cell contents,
which are tinted by a diffused blue pigment
named phyco<yan. The cell-structure is very
simple, agreeing in this respect with the Bacteria
(q.v.). For details of cell-structure and classi-

fication, see Alg.*:.

Many of the Cyanophycea; are one-celled, or
consist of indefinite aggregations of cells situated
in a common gelatinous matrix. Other forms
are filamentous, and some are elaborat«'ly

branched. A well known unbranched form is

Oscillatoria. interesting liecause of the move-
ments of the tip of the filament, which swings in a
circle. Xostoc forms large gelatinous balls filled

with convoluted diains of cells. Certain cells in

some filamentous forms lose their protopla.smic
contents, iM'coming the so-calle«l heterocysts.
whose functions are not well jinderstoo<l ; but
they are responsible in many ca.ses for the
branching of the filaments, because the hetero-
cysts become firmly fastened to the sheaths that
inclose the vegetative cells. The growth of the
latter causes such pressure between the fixed

points, determined by the heterocysts, that the

sheath is ruptured and the filament grows out
at one side. Such branching is termed 'false

branching.' Branches or portions of filaments
that break off and start new plants are called
hormogonia.
The Cyanophycea; are especially fond of warm

shallow water, although many grow in damp sit-

uations on land, such as spray-wet rocks, damp
timber, and earth. They live among the reeking
vegetation of salt marshes, and flourish in open
sewers and drains. The fouling of shallow res-

ervoirs in warm weather, when they give off the
well-kno^\^l 'pig-pen odor,' is generally due to
growth of CyanophycesB. The only remedy is to
deepen the water.
One of the most remarkable displays of Cyano-

l)hycea! is in warm springs, well illustrated in

Yellowstone Xational Park, where the growths
are brilliantly colored. Here certain species
grow lu.xuriantly in water at a temperature of
75° C. and above, conditions which no other
forms of alga! can endure.
Another conspicuous display of blue-green

algse is the water-bloom or scum that fre-

quently covers the surface of ponds and small
lakes. Most of the water-blooms are due to

CYASOPHYCE.K.

1, a and b, Owillatoria ; 2, ("hroococcuB (a), and ita
division (ft) ; 3, Stigonenia, showiuK false branching and
heterocysta.

Cyanophycesp, and the largest of all has given
name to the Red Sea, whose tint is due to the
presence of a flocculent sediment made up of

bundles of short filaments of Trichodesmium.
This peculiar condition of the ocean is not eon-
fined to the Red Sea, but has been reported off

ti>e coast of Brazil and Soiith Carolina, and in

the Indian and Pacific oceans.
The best monograph on the Cyanophycea* is

Bornet and Flahault. Xostocac^ea Hcterocyst^cs
(Paris. ISS(i-S^).

CYAN'OPHYLL (Ok. kAgp,^, kyanos, dark-
blue -|- oi/'/nv, phyllon, leaf). A collective name
for the blue coloring substance of leaves and
llowers. S«H' Color.

CY'ANO'SIS ( from Gk. /oJai-of, kyanos, dark-
blue). Lividity of the skin, caused by interrup-
tion of the circulation or of the respiration. It

may be temporary, as in a convulsion, when the
face or lips are blue, or in croup (q.v.), where
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the face is bluish during an attack. It may be

I>erniancnt, as in a "blue baby,' or child bom
with obstruclod nuhnonary fircululion, or with

a dcftx-t in the heart, by reason of which the

arterial and the venous blood are constantly

uiixed. These children rarely live long.

CYAN'OTYPE (Gk. ici5avof, kynuus, dark-
blue + rj/Tof, ti/pos, impression) PROCESS.
A nielliod of photograpiiy discovered by Sir

John lierschel, in wliich certain cyanides are
used. The process is based on the reduction of

a ferric salt to a ferrous salt by the action of

light in the presence of organic matter. In the
practical application of the cyanotyjjc process

tAvo solutions containing respectively one part of

ammonium ferric citrate in four parts of water,

and one part of potassium ferricyanide in four

parts of water, are mixed, filtered, and preserved

in a dark room. A good quality of paper is then
floated for two minutes on the mixture and then
left in a dark place to dry. If exposed under a
negjitive or tracing to the sun for ten or twelve
minutes and then washed in water and dried, the

paper will show the picture or drawing in white
on a blue ground. To obtain prints of a similar

nature of warm brown tones, the mixture em-
ployed is prepared by adding a solution of 50
gi'ains of uranium sulphate in two ounces of

water to a solution of 120 grains of potassium
ferricyanide in two ounces of water.

CY'ANUOIIC ACID (from ajanogcn -f uric,

from Gk. olpov, ouron, urine), CaHjO.iN,. An
organic chemical compound produced by heating
urea ; the latter, probably, being first trans-

formed into biuret and cyanic acid, which then
combine to form cyanuric acid, according to the
following equation:

CjH,0,N, + NCOH = CjH.OjN, + Nil,
Binret Cyanic Cyanuric Ammonia

acid acid

The most convenient method of preparing
cyanuric acid is by heating the compound of

cyanogen and bromine represented by the for-

mula CjNjBrs with water at about 125° C., the
formation of the acid taking place according to

the following chemical equation: CjNsBra

+

3HiO = QNjHaOa + 3HBr.
Cyanuric acid is a colorless crystalline sub-

stance sparingly soluble in water and yielding,

when heated, ordinary cyanic acid. Like cyanic
acid (q.v.), it is capable of yielding two series

of derivatives, the study of which has led to as-

signing to it two 'desmotropic' formulas, corre-

sponding to the two different ways in which the
acid may behave chemically, according to the
transformations to Avhich it may l)e subjected,

and the conditions under which those transfor-

mations may take place. These formulas repre-

sent the structures of two different cyanuric
acids, though only one can be actually prepared:

N
^ \

HO—C CO—

H

I I

N N

NH
/ \
CO CO

NH NH

Isocyanuric acid

OH
Normal cyanuric ac\d

CY'ATHAS'PIS (Neo-T^t., from Gk. KAaOog,

l-yathos, cup -f- d(T:r/f, aspia, shield). The earli-

est known fossil fish, specimens of which are
found in the Upper Ludlow bone-bed of the Up-
per Silurian of England. Tiie genus also con-
tinues upward into the IxhIs of the Old Red
Sandstone of England and Scotland, and it ha*
been found in beds of equivalent age in the Prov-
ince of New Brunswick, Canada, it was one of
the heavily armored fishes of the subclass 0«-

tracodermi (q.v.). The specimens foimd are all

of small size, scarcely longer than one and one-

half inches, and they consist of the dermal armor
of the iiead region only. This annor consists of

two shields, which are, however, seldom found
in apposition; the dorsal shield of four plates,

with the median plate the largest. This plate

has on its under surface, in addition to the im-

pressions of supposed auditory organs, the pit of

the pineal body, and two lateral rows of impres-

sions of branchial sacs. The orbits, or holes for

the eyes, are not well distinguished on the an-

tero-lateral angles of the shield. There were no
jaws, for the mouth consisted of a mere of)ening

between the anterior margins of the ventral and
dorsal shields. The structure of the ventral

sliield is not well known. These shields protect-

ed the head and possibly the anterior portion of

the trunk; nothing whatever is known of the

remainder of the body or the skeleton. Consult
].,ankester, "The Cephalaspida*," Monographs of
the Palceontofiraphical Hocicty (London, 186S
and 1870). See Cepiialaspis; Ostbacouebmi ;

Fisn.

CY'ATHOPHYL'LUM (Neo-Lat., from Gk.
(ciJatfof, kyathos, cup + ^i'/O.ov, phyllon, leaf).

A genus of fossil stony corals common in rocks

of Middle Paleozoic age. The characters that
distinguish tiiis from other genera are of very
obscure nature. The species, of which there are

about 100 in number, ranging through Ordovi-

cian to Carboniferous rocks, vary greatly in form
from small solitary individuals to large masses
of closelj' compacted zooids, and their generic

affinity can be determined only by study of thin

sections under the microscope. The family of

which Cyathophyllum is the type is a large one
and includes many genera, of which the most im-

portant, Heliophyllum, Eridophyllum, Lithostro-

tion, Omphyma. and Columnaria, occurabundant-
ly in the fossil coral reefs of the Lower and Mid-
dle Devonian, and the Carboniferous. A recent

reef-building coral, Moseleya, from Torres Straits,

shows affinities with the ancient Cyathophylloi-

dea and serves to link this family with the mod-
ern Astraeidap. See CoRAi,; Coral Island.

CYAX'ARES I. (Gk. Kvaiap/fc, Kyaxarca,
OPers. L'taxftniara, having good growth or pros-

perity, Neo-Elam. Vali^tara, Babylon UvakuiH-

tar) . King of the Medes from n.c. 625 to 585,

or, according to other authorities, from B.C. 634

to 594. Herodotus (i. 101-103) says he was the

son of Phraortes, and grandson of Deioces, who
was the founder of the Median Empire. He de-

scribes the pioneer work which Cyaxares did in

organizing a powerfiil and Avell-trained army, and
alludes to an eclipse which took place in e.c. 610
when this monarch was at war with Alyattes,

King of Lydia. A large part of Asia was brought
under Cyaxares's sway, and he was^ successfully

invading Assyria and besieging Nineveh when his

own kingdom of Media was invaded by the
Scythians. In the combat wliich ensued the
Scvthians gained the dav and held dominion over
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the Medes some twenty-eight years. Media at
last threw off the Scythian yoke, and Cyaxares
once more successfully engaged the Assyrians
and conquered Nineveh and the surrounding
provinces with the exception of Babylon. The
reign of Cyaxares lasted forty years, including
the Scythian domination, and his name is often
mentioned in the Old Persian inscriptions as the
one to whom the rebel princes of Media, who
revolted against Darius, traced back their lin-

eage in claiming the throne. See Media.

CYAXARES II. According to Xenophon
<Cyrop. i. 5.2), a grandson of Cya.xares I. (q.v.)

and son of Astyages, and maternal uncle of
Cyrus the Great. On the authority of Herodo-
Cyaxares II. may have been the brother of Astj'-

ages had no son, and it has been suggested that
Cj'axares II. may have been ihe brother of Asty-
ages and son of Cj-axares I. His identity with
Ahasiierus of the Bible has likewise, but with
uncertainty, been suggested. In this way it has
been thought that Cyaxares II. may perhaps be
the same as Darius the Mede in the Book of

Daniel, or even be identical with Gobryas. But
the whole matter is complicated and uncertain.
See Dabivs the ^Iede.

CYBEIiE, sib'^-Ie (Gk. Kv^k'/n, Kyh€l€,'Via,
Jihen

}

. or Kiie.v Cybele, or the Great Mother
OF the Gods. A divinity whose worship spread
far and wide through the ancient world, though
its early seats seem to have been Crete and Asia
Minor. According to the myth which belonged
to the worship of Zeus on Mount Ida, Rhea was
the wife of Cronus and mother of Zeus, Poseidon,
and Hades, i.e. of the ruling race of gods. In
Asia Minor we find widespread worship of a na-
ture goddess, regarded as the mother and source
of all life, and honored with orgiastic rites upon
the mountains and among the wild woods and
caves. The wild beasts attended upon her, espe-

cially the lion, by whom her throne Avas watched
and her car drawn. Her priests were called Cory-
bantes. The Asiatic worship of Cybele had its

origin apparently and certainly its chief centre at
Pessinus in Phrygia, whence it passed into Lydia.
United with the similar but less orgiastic Cretan
cult of Rhea, it was early adopted by the Greeks of

the mainland, and connected with local cults of

a similar gotldess. In Rome the worship of

Cybele was introduced from Pessinus in B.C. 204,

in consequence of the Sibylline prophecy, and the

annual Alegalensian games were established in

her honor. From, the first century B.C. this cult

of the great Eastern gotldess in various forms
and under many names was spread among the

people by wandering bands of begging priests

and priestesses, professing to work wontlers, pre-

dict the future, and by initiation into their mys-
teries to bring relief from sin. The priests of Cy-
bele in Asia Minor were eunuchs, in imitation

of the mutilation of .\ttis (q.v.), the original

servant of the gotldes.". In works of art she is

usually represented as seate<l on a throne,

adorned with a mural crown, from which a veil

is suspended. At either side of the throne are
lions, or perhaps a lion lies on her lap or under
her feet. Sometimes she is seen riding in a
chariot drawn by lions.

CYC'ADA'CEiE (Neo-T^t. nom. pi., from
Xeo-Lat. ci/rax, (ik. KiKnq, ktfkaa, African cocoa-

palm). One of the four living groups of gj'm-

nosperms. In the present flora nine genera of

cycads are recognized, which contain about eighty
species. They are exclusively tropical, and are
al>out equally distributed between the eastern
and western tropics. The stems are either col-

umnar shafts, crowned with a rosette of huge
fern-like foliage leaves, having the general habit
of tree-ferns and palms; or they are like great
tubers, completely invested by an armor of thick
leaf-bases and scale leaves, and crowned with
fern-like leaves as in the other case. The group
is of especial interest on account of its fern-like

characters, and there seems to be general con-
sent that it is a group which has been derived
from the ferns. Although fern-like in appear-
ance and in many structures, the cycads pro-
duce seeds and must be associated with seed-
plants, and since the seeds are exposed, they are
gymnosperms.
A discovery recently made emphasizes strik-

ingly their fern-like character. In fertilization

the male cells bear many cilia and are free-

swimming, while in all other known seed-plants
they have no power of motion. This retention
of the old ciliated sperm habit by undoubted
seed-plants is a very interesting transition con-
dition. The group is also of interest in showing
that the pollen-tube, which is connected in other
seed-plants with the transfer of the male cells

to the egg, may not have been originally devel-

oped for this purpose. In the cycads the tube is

developed by the pollen-grain, but it branches
freely through the o^nile and acts as an absorbing
system, the male cells never entering it. It was
probably later in the evolution of plants that
this absorbing system came to be used as a means
of transferring the male cells. Another charac-
teristic feature of the group is that the .see<l-

.

coat, instead of being entirely hard, as in the
conifers, is plum-like, since it develops in two
layers, the inner hard and bony, the outer pulpy,
making the ripe fruit resemble a plum.

The structure of the stem in many cases is not
essentially different from that of the ordinary
conifer-stems, but in certain genera it presents
unusual and suggestive features. In these cases

the primary cambiimi, by means of which the
ordinary increase in diameter is effected, is

short-lived, and a series of secondary cambiums
is organized in the cortex. The vascular bundles
thus formed in the cortex are frequently of the
concentric type, which is characteristic of the
ferns and not of the seed-plants.

Although the strobili of the cycads have the
general structure of those of conifers, in some
cases the spore-leaves do not resemble those of

the other seed-plants. For example, in the genus
Cycas there is no distinct stamen in the ordinary
sense, but a leaf-like body whose under surface

is thickly covered with groups of sporangia, as

in ordinary ferns.

The geographic distribution of cycads is as
follows: In the Oriental tropics the genera are:

Cycas, containing about sixteen species and rang-

ing throughout tropical Asia, the East Indies,

and the Australasian region; Macrozamia, with
fourteen species, and the monotypic Bowenia,
both strictly Australasian; Encephalartos, with
twelve 8i)ecies, and the monotypic Stangeria. both

restricted to Africa. In the Occidental tropics

the largest gerius is Zamia, with about thirty

species, ranging throughout tropical and sub-

tropical America; Ceratozamia, with six species,

and Dioon. with one s|)ecies, are American;
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while the nionotypic Microcypn** belongs to Cuba.
In general it is true that ('yeas and Zaniia are

the typical eyeads of the two heniinpheres, while

the other genera represent relatively isolated

forms which l)ear the stamp of local conditions.

F08.SIL Forms, The Cycadacea^ are a group of

very great anti<iuity. the genus C'ycas itself ap-

pearing to Im? the oldest of all the genera of the
family, for it is known from the Carboniferous
limestone. This singular tyi>e has, since that
earh' time, persisted in modern vegetation,

where it stands without any near relatives. The
remains of Cycadaceie attain their greatest de-

velopment in the Alesozoic formations, especially

in the Jurassic rocks (Purl>eck and Wealden) of

England and France, and in the Lower Creta-
ceous of the Black Hills of North America, in

which latter formation the silicified short cylin-

drical stems with their closely' crowded, spirally

disposed leaf-bases are quite characteristic fos-

sils. Also the leaves and fructification of the
Cyadacea* are of frequent occurrence in the

Alesozoic beds of the Northern Hemisphere, show-
ing that ihese jilants flourished there in that
era. In the Tertiary they are rare in Europe,
though still occurring in southern Europe. Later
their last survivors withdrew mostly to the

Southern Hemisphere. With the fossil Cyca-
laceae are usually mentioned the Medullosae,

remains of stems from the Carboniferous and Per-

mian rocks, which show many jjoints of resem-

blance to the Cycadacea?, while departing from
them in some important features. Consult : Von
Solms-Laubach, Fqsfiil Botany (Oxford, 1891);
Ward, "Description of the Species of Cycadeoi-

dea or Fossil Cycadean Trunks from the Lower
Cretaceous Rim of the Black Hills," Proceedings

of the United States National Museum, vol. xxi,

(Washington, 1899) ; id., "Description of a New
Genus and Twenty New Species of Fossil Cycadean
Trunks from the Jurassic of Wyoming," in

Proceedings of the Washington Academy of

Science, vol. i. (Washington, 1900).

CYCLADES, sik'la-dez (Lat., from Gk. KA-

K\d5es, Kyklades, i rom kijkXos, leyklos, circle). A
portion of the archipelago lying southeast of

Greece, in the ^^Ogcan Sea, comprising, according

to the old geographers, the islands of Ceos (Zea,

Kea), Cythnus (Thermia), Seriphus (Serpho),

Siphnus (Siphanto), Gyaros, Syros (Syra),

Paros, Antiparos, Andros, Tenos, Myconus, Delos,

Rhenea, and Naxos (Map: Greece, F 4). This

group, arranged in three series, was supposed to

form a circle with the sacred island of Delos at

its centre, and this belief accounts for the name
of the group. The modern nomarchy of the

Cyclades includes also the islands of Alelos,

Cimolus, Polycandrus, Sicinus, los (Nio),

Amorgos, Santorini (Thera), Anaphi, and a
number of smaller islands, some of which were
formerly grouped with the Sporades (q.v. ). The
total area is 923 square miles. The islands are

mountainous, reaching an altitude of over .3000

feet in some instances. Some are of volcanic

formation. They are generally scantily watered
and sparsely wooded. They produce southern
fruits, and large quantities of marble and other

valuable building-stones are obtained from them.
The population of the nomarchy (province) was
134,747 in 1896. The chief town is Hermopolis
(q.v.), on Syra.

CYCLAMEN, slk'lft-mftn (Xeo-Lat., from
(xk. KVKXdfuvos, kyklaminos, from Ki/ncXot, kyklus,
circle; referring to its corolla). A genus of
plants of the natural order Primulacea", having
a wheel-8hai)ed corolla; with a long rellexod limb,
and flower-stalks twisted spirally <l()wnwaiil
after llowering. The species are herbaceous per-
ennials, not numerous, and chielly Alpine in the
south of Europe. They have turnip-like, partly
subterranean stems, which are very acrid, but
nevertheless are greedily eaten by swine, and the
plants are accordingly often designated sow-
bread. They are drastic and enuneiiagogic. Sev-
eral of the species are frequent in our flower-

gardens, on account of the beauty and fragrance
of their flowers. The most conunon .species are
Cyclamen JJurop<eum and Cyclamen lutifolium,

the latter being the source from which are ob-

tained many of the forms cultivated as Persian
cyclamens, llie corolla of Cyclamen lat

i
folium

is strongly refle.xed, giving the flower a curious
appearance. For illustration, see PlaU' of

Gkeenjiouse Plants.

CYCLE (Lat. cyclus, from Gk. kIkXos, ky-

klos, circle; connected with Skt. cukru, AS.
hweol, Engl, icheel) . A term used in chronology
to denote an interval of time in which certain

phenomena always recur in the same order.

Cycles have chiefly arisen from the incommen-
surability of the {leriods of revolution of the

earth and other celestial bodies. Our unit of

time is the day of 24 hours, being the period of

revolution of the earth round its axis. But
neither the year—the i>eriod of tlie earth round
the sun—nor the month—the period of the moon
round the earth—can be measured by days, or

even by hours, so as not to leave fractions.

Cycles have been invented in such a way that

after a certain number of revolutions of the

body whose period is to be compared with tliat

of the earth on her axis, the body shall at last

cccupy the same place in the heavens and calen-

dar as it did when the cycle conuneiiced. Of the

numerous cycles or periods of this kind that

have been invented, the more important are no-

ticed under their specific names. See Indiction;
jSIetonic Cycle; Pekiod; Goluen Number; etc.

CYCLICAL FORMS (from cyclic, Lat. cy-

clicus, Gk. Kf!K\iKos, kyklikos, circular, from
K'ukXos, kykios, circle). In music, forms that

consist of a cycle or series of movements, such

as the suite, concerto, sonata, or symphony. The
origin of cyclical forms is to be found in the

form of the old overture, which consisted of three

parts, the first and third being slow, while the

middle part was lively. Gradually these three

parts were extended and detached. In the older

compositions the movements were alternately

slow and fast. But soon it became customarj' to

begin and end with a fast movement. In the

modern s\Tnphony the customary arrangement is:

(1) Fast; (2) slow; (3) fast; (4) fast. But
Beethoven's "Sonata," opus 109, and Tschaikow-

sky's "SjTiiphonie Pathetique," are two famous
examples of cyclical compositions closing with a

slow movement. Originally all the movements
of a cyclical composition were written in the

same key. The development of the sonata (q.v.)

wrought a change in this direction, so that dif-

ferent keys (though always related to the funda-

mental) were assigned to the different move-

ments. The first and last movements, however.
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are always in tlie same key, wliith is considered
the fundamental key of the whole work. If the
first movement is in minor, the last is generally
in the parallel major.

CYCOjIC ANAPEST. See Metrical Feet.

CYCLIC CHORUS (Cik. KVKAiKdq x<^p6g, ky-
klikos clioios). The chorus of fifty men or boys
which danced in a circle around the altar of

Dionysus, duriiijj; the dithyramb. See CiiOBUS.

CYCLIC DACTYL. See Metrical Feet.

CYCLIC POETS (Gk. KVKhKol TcoiTjrai, kykli-

koi poictai). The name was given by the later

Greek grammarians to a class of minor epic

poets, who wrote on subjects dealing with events
preceding, as well as during and following, the
Trojan \\ ar, and also on the Theban Myths, each
poet limiting himself to a certain cycle {^k'vkAos)

of events. The following titles are known to us:

Theogony, Tiianoniachtj, Cypria, Little Iliad,

Destruction of Troy, The Return, Telcgony, (Edi-

podca, Thcba'is, Epigoni, and ^Ethiopis. .The
scanty fragments with testimonia are best pub-
lished by Kinkel, Epicorum Groecorum Frag-
menta (Ijcipzig, 1877) ; also as an appendix to

AVelcker's Der epische Cyclus (Bonn, 1835-49).
Horace, Ars Poctica, 136, uses cyclicus seriptor

in a derogatory sense, but there is no evidence

that this was a common connotation.

CY''CLING (from cycle). The use or act of

riding the cycle, either bicycle or tricycle. Al-

though now a common utility of every-day busi-

ness life, as well as a means of recreation, it

had its origin at the beginning of the latter half

of the nineteenth century in what was then
an improved velocipede, and was only used for

sport or recreation. (See Bicycle.) The prog-

ress of cycling as a means of recreation has
been very rapid, its greatest general popularity
occurring between 1890 and 1900. At the begin-

ning of the twentieth century it apparently has
taken its real position as a permanent means of

enjoyment and recreation, and an added means
of locomotion for either business or pleasure.

Apart from the many physical advantages de-

rived from the practice of cycling as an exercise,

it has been of inestimable benefit to the com-
munity at large, in that it has given .to all a
capacity of locomotion, which formerly none but
those of ample means and leisure could enjoy;

and, as a natural consequence, has developed a
general interest in the many 'good roads' move-
ments through the United States and England.

Many long-distance tours have been accomplished

by its means, notably that of Thomas Stevens,

who, between April, 'l884, and December, 1886,

rode round the world; and Lenz, who (1892-94)

rode a wheel carrying all his necessaries, as well

as a camera, across America. Samoa, Japan,

through China, Burma, India. Beloochistan,

Persia, and Armenia. Road racing ha.s always

been a popular sport, and in the early nineties

had attained such proportions that nearly every

city and town throughout England and .America

had its annual road-racing fixtures. This phase

of the sport is not now so general, but the annual

road races of Chicago and those of the metropoli-

tan district of New York are still events of con-

siderable importance in the cy<'liiig world.

Track racing is entirely artificial, and confined

usually to professional riders racing under un-

natural conditions. Long-distance an<l relay

races, such as have been held at Tattersall's, Chi-

cago, and Madison Square Garden, New York,
while financially profitable to their projectors,
have been very severely condenmed as of no real

value to the sport, and frequently injurious to
the riders themselves. Several cycling as.socia-

tions exist for the benefit of tourists, notably
the League of American Wheelmen, wliich sup-
plies maps, and enables machines to be passed
into Canada and back into the United States
without any other expense or hindrance than the
depositing of the L. A. W. membership tickets;

and under some circumstances even this is not
necessary. Similar advantages are obtained for

tourists in Europe by the Cyclists' Touring Club
of England, founded in 1873 with headquarters
in London S.W. With this latter organization is

allied the Touring Club of France, and the
Deutsches Radfahrerbund. The military organi-
zations of all the European countries include
corps of specially equipped and drilled cyclists,

whose principal duties are the transmission of

orders and the securing of information ; for

which purposes their speed, their noiselessness,

and the comparatively good roads which prevail
have made them conspicuously useful. See Army
Oroamzation ; Tactics, Military.

CY'CLOID (Gk. KJj/cXoetSijj, kykloeidcs, circle-

like, from k'ukKos, kyklos, circle + etSoj, eidos,

form). A plane curve, the locus of a point on
the circumference of a circle which rolls along
a straight line. If, in Fig. I, circle O rolls on the

line AjAj, the point P traces the arc of the
cycloid AiPAj. If the generating point is taken

FlQ. 1.

at Q, within the circle, the resulting curve is

BiQBj, called a prolate cycloid. If the generat-

ing point is taken at R, in the plane of the circle,

the resulting curve is CiRC., a curtate cycloid or

Fio. 9.

trfK-hoid. If the generating circle rolls on a
fixed circle, instead of a straight line, curves
like those in Fig. 2 are produced (see Cardioid).
The curve fornieid by rolling the generating circle
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oround the outside of the fixed circumference is

called an ci)icycloid. On the other hand, that

produi-i'd by rolling the gcnt'rating circle on the

inside of the fixed circle is called a hypocycloid.

These curves belong to a general class called

'roulettes.' The construction for the cycloid

was known to Bouvelles (1503), but its name is

due to Galileo (q.v.), who in a letter to Torri-

celli (103!)) recommends it for bridge arches.

The term trochoid is due to lloberval (q.v.), and
the term roulette (1059) to Pa-soal (q.v.).

Roberval also effected (1034) the quadrature of

the cycloid, showing that it equals three times

the area of the generating circle, and he deter-

mined the volume obtained by revolution about

its axis. Descartes constructed its tangents, and
Pascal (1058) determined the length of its arc,

and the centre of gravity of its surface and of

the corresponding solid of revolution. The
length of one branch of the cycloid is four times

the diameter of the generating circle, and its

area is three times that of the same circle. If

A, (Fig. 1) be taken as the origin of coordinates,

and o be the radius of the generating circle,

fy\
the equation of the cycloid is <r = avers— > ^^y

y' 2ay— i/". Tt is simpler, however, to use

the expressions for x and y separately ; viz. x =
a ( d—sin $), y = a (

1—cos d) . The equations of

the hypocycloid are x = (a—6) cos^+ 6co8 '
0,

y= (o— 6) sin e— bsin—r— ^, where a and b

are the radii of the fixed and rolling circles. If

the radius of the fixed circle is four times that

of the rolling circle, the equation of the hypo-

cycloidis x^-\-y^=a^, abeingthe radius of the fixed

circle, as in Fig. 2. Because of the elegance of its

properties and because of its numerous applica-

tions in mechanics, the cycloid is the most im-

portant of the transcendental curves. One of

its most interesting properties is that the time

of descent from rest of a particle from any point

on its inverted arc to the lowest point is the

same; that is, the cycloid is an isochronous

curve. Thus, on an ideally hard and smooth sur-

face whose sections are cycloids, the particle, hav-

ing reached the lowest point, will, through the

momentum received in its fall, ascend the oppo-

site branch to a height equal to that through
which it fell, losing velocity at the same rate as

it acquired it. The cycloid is also the curve

of quickest descent; i. e. an object acted upon by
the force of gravity, and setting out from any
point of the cycloid, will reach any other point

of this curve in shorter time than by follow-

ing any other path. The cycloid is therefore

referred to as the brachistochrone (Gr. ^paxia-

Tog^ brachistos, shortest, and XP^^<^?> chronos,

time. The problem of finding the brachisto-

chrone was proposed by Jean (Johann) Ber-

noulli in 1096, and formed the first important
step in the calculus of variations. It was solved

by Bernoulli himself, by Leibnitz, Newton,
L'HOpital, and Jacques (Jakob) Bernoulli. For
the interesting history of the cycloid, consult

any of the best histories of mathematics, and
also: Chasles, Apergu historique sur Vorigine et

le tU'veloppcment des mcthodes en gdometrie
(Paris, 1875) ; de Groningue, Histoire de la cy-

cloide (Hamburg, 1701) ; Tannery, "La cycloTde

dans I'antiquite," in Bulletin des sciences mathe-
matiques (Paris, 1883).

CY'CLOID FISHES. One of the four orders

of tihiic's prt'po.sed by Agassiz, based on the char-

acter of ti»e scales. Cycloid scale.-* have the pos-

terior or free margin smooth and not spinous.

Cycloid-like ctenoid (q.v.) scales are not covered

with enamel, and l>elong to many of the present

as well as many fossil fishes. The chub and its

allies are examples.

CYCLOM'ETER (Gk. /ciTcAof, kyklos, circle

-|- fitTjMv, viitron, measure). An instrument
for recording the revolutions of any rotating

object, as of a carriage-wheel, bicycle-wheel, or

certain i)arts of machinery. A similar mstru-
ment for measuring distances traversed is an
cdometcr. This instrument, invented by Hud-
son, is extensively used by surveyors in collect-

ing data for maps. It is commonly attached

to the wheel of a wagon, or to a light vehicle

drawn by hand. The term cyclometry is often

applied to the method of mea.suring circumfer-

ences or areas of circles (q.v.), but more generally

it refers to the tiieory of circular functions. See

Functions.

CY'CLONE. See Storm.

CYCLOPAEDIA. See Encyclopedia.

CY'CLOPE'AN ARCHITECTURE, or Ma-
sonry. The name frequently used for an ancient

wall of large, irregular stones, rudely hewn or

quite unwrought. The term originated in Greece,

>\here structures of this kind were fabled to have
been the work of the Cyclopes. The ancients also

attributed them to the Pelasgians (q.v.), whence
such walls are sometimes called Pelasgian. The
v.alls of Tiryns (q.v.), near Nauplia, are an ex-

ample of Ihe ruder style of Cyclopean masonry.
They are of irregular unshapen stones, from 6 to

10 feet long, from 3 to 4 feet wide, and from
2 to 3 feet deep; the interstices are filled up by
small stones, and clay mortar was employed to

bind them, though it has now been washed away
to a great extent. The walls of Mycenae are in

part of the sanje rude construction as at Tiryns,

but near the Lion Gate they are faced with huge
rectangular blocks, fitted in rudely horizontal

courses, and the same style of masonry (but

more carefully executed) is employed in the

great beehive tombs. A portion of the wall of

Mycena;— probably of later date—is built of

polygonal stones, carefully fitted so as to leave

no interstices. Walls of the same general char-

acter arc found in Asia Minor and Italy, where
. they surround many of the old Etruscan towns,

though here the walls are more conmionly in the

rude ashlar masonry found at Mycense. While
in Greece these walls belong for the most part

to the Mycenaean period, and are probably to he

attributed to the Achaean domination, it is not

likely that this style of fortification was peculiar

to any one race, as similar masonry has been

found in China, and also in Peru, and on a
smaller scale m the British Isles. Polygonal

masonry, composed of carefully hewTi and fitted

blocks, is common in Greek works of later times,

and the early walls of Troy, as well as the tombs
already mentioned, show that the Mycena;an civi-

lization was capable of building walls of hewn
and fitted stones, as good as. or better than, those

erected in the classical times. The Cyclopean
architecture is discussed in histories of archi-

tecture (q.v.), or in works dealing with the

Mycenaean Age (see Arch/EOLOGY) , or Etruria

(q.v.). For a description of the remains
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of Cj'clopean architecture in Greece and
Italy, consult: Middleton, Grecian Remains
in Italy (London, 1812) , a rare work; Dod-
well, Yieics and Descriptions of Cyclopean
or Felasffic Remains in Greece and Italy (Lon-
don, 1834) ; and, for. a more general discussion,
Petit-Radel. Recherches sur Ics monuments cyclo-

piens (Paris, 1841).

CYCLOPES, si-kli/pez (Lat., from Gk. kjJaXw-

xt5, kyklOpes, round-eyed, from kvkAo^, kyklos,
circle -j- <^i', ops, eye). In Greek mythologj', a
race of one-eyed monsters, described as fol-

lows : ( 1 ) Homeric Cj'clopes, a wild, law-
less, gigantic race of shepherds, inhabiting
an island in the western sea. The most
famous of these Cyclopes is the son of Po-
seidon, Polyphemus (q.v). Homer describes
him as one-eyed, and later poets attributed this

characteristic to his companions. (2) The Hesi-
odic Cyclopes, Brontes, Stereopes, and Arges( that
is. Thunder, Lightning, and Thunderbolt), each
having one eye in the middle of his forehead.
These were the sons of Uranus and Gaea. Hurled
into Tartarus by their father, but delivered by
their mother, they helped. Cronus to usurp the
government of heaven. Cronus, however, in his

turn, threw them back into Tartarus, from
which they were again released by Zeus, whose
servants they now became. Finally, they were
slain by Apollo, because they forged the thunder-
bolt with which Zeus killed Asclepius. The
Alexandrian and Roman poets represented them
as the companions and assistants of Hephajstus
at his forge, which was situated in a volcano, as
at Lipari or Etna. In this capacity they were
frequently represented on works of art. (3) The
Cyclopes, a people who had come from Thrace or
Lycia to Argolis, and built the mighty walls of

Tiryns, Mycenae, and Argos for King Proteus.
See Cyclopean Abcuitectube.

CY'CLOPS. A play by Euripides, following
the Homeric account of the adventures of

Odys.<ieus with the Cyclopes, and remarkable as
the only preserved specimen of a satyric drama.
It has been translated by Shelley, who omitted a
few passages.

CYCLORA'MA (Gk. kAkXo^, kyklos, circle

-\- 5pafxa, horama, sight). A painting placed on
the walLs of a cylindrical room representing a
landsca|)e, battlefield, or other subject, with true
perspective. The spectator stands in the centre,

and the effect is extremely realistic.

CYCLO'SIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. «5«?«*T<f,fcy-

kl6sis, a surrounding, from KiiK\oc, kyklos, cir-

cle). The rotation of the protoplasm within a
plant-cell. Only the outermost portions remain
quiet. The various inclusions of the protoplasm,
such as chloroplasts, nucleus, etc., are swept
along with it. The mass descends on one side of

the cell and ascends on the other. A line of no
movement necessarily exists between the portions

moving in opixisite directions. See PBOTorLASM.

CYCLOSTOMI (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Gk. Ki/K/W, hi/klos. circle -f ffr6/ia, stoma, mouth).
A class of eel-like marine animals, the lampreys
and hags, regarded as the lowest existing verte-

brates (excluding Amphioxus). They have eel-

like bodies of very primitive construction. "The
spinal column is represonte*! merely by a thick,

persistent notochord. inclosed in a sheath, with,

in the lampreys, small cartilaginous processes

representing neural and hsemal arches. The skull
is cartilaginous, and is peculiarly modified. Be-
hind it in the lamprey is a remarkable basket-
like apparatus, composed of cartilaginous pro-
cesses. This branchial basket, as it is termed,
supports the gill-sacs. The gill-sacs, of which
there are either six or seven pairs, are the organs
of respiration and represent the gills of the true
fishes." They are, however, very differently ar-
ranged, opening externally in some forms by
several gill-slits, and in others by only one, and
communicating internally with the pharj-nx in
diverse ways. Other organs do not differ so
widely from those of the true fishes, the most
remarkable fact being that there is only one nasal
sac and nostril, instead of a pair The round
mouth, without jaws, suggests that of leeches.
The Cyclostomi, which by some ichthyologists are
regarded as an order (Marsipobranchii) of fishes,

are bottom-keeping, voracious, slimy creatures,
occasionally truly parasitic, and are traceable
back to Paleozoic times.
Fossil Forms. Minute teeth (conodonts), found

in Paleozoic rocks, have been by some authors con-
sidered to be teeth of cyclostomid fishes, but they
are more probably the teeth of carnivorous anne-
lids like the modem Xereida;. In the Caithness
flagstones of the Old Red Sandstone of Devonian
age, near Thurso in Scotland, are found numbers
of a small, eel-like fossil, which has, with much
probability of correctness, been referred to the
cyclostomes. These small fossils, known as Palse-

ospondylus, vary in length from one to two
inches, and consist of an oblong skull, made of
bon^- plates, armed anteriorly with small calci-

fied cirri, and provided posteriorly with two long
prolongations that parallel the vertebral column.
From between these prolongations projects the
long vertebral column, made up of distinct calci-

fied elements, with neural spines in the abdom-
inal region, and both neural and haemal spines
in the caudal region. A long, diphycercal tail-fin

with very slender rays, of which those of the
neural series are bifurcated, must have formed
a powerful swimming organ for this small fish.

This fossil, if it be a true cyclostome, differs

from all others of the group in having a calcified

skeleton. Consult: Dean, "The Devonian Lam-
prey, Palaeospondylus Gunni, Traquair, with
Notes on the Systematic Arrangement of the
Fish-like Vertebrates," Memoirs of the New York
Academy of Sciences, vol. ii., part i. (New York,
1899). This work includes a complete bibliog-

raphy of fossil cyclostomes. See Coxodont;
Hag-Fish; Lamprey; and plate of Lampreys
A.\D Do«Fisn.

CYCLO-SYMIIETRY. See Symmetry.

CYCLUS (I^t., circle). A curious fossil

cru.stacean found in the coal-measures of North
America and Europe. It is of a circular, convex
form, with usually a low median ridge on its

dorsum, and its surface is either smooth, radi-

ally striated, or nodular. A pair of small sessile

compound eyes, like those of the horseshtie crab,

have been found near the anterior lateral margin
of some American examples. Tliese fossils are
p<*rhaps the lar>al stages of other crustaceans,

like l^linurus. Euproops, Prestwichia, or Eu-
ryptenis, of which adult 'spei-imens are often
found in the same be<ls with Cyclus. Consult:
Wooflward, "On the Genus Cyclus." Geological

Magazine, vol. viii. (1870). and ser. 4, vol. i.
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(London, 1894). See Eubyptebus; Pbest-
VicnJA; XlIMlOSl BA.

CYDIPTE (tJk. KvSlTirr]). The Athenian
iimidt'ii tTuftily won by Acontius. For the de-

tails of the story, see AcoNTii'8.

CYD'NUS (Lat., from Gk. KWvof, Kydnoa).
A river of C'ilieia, passing the city of Tarsus and
euiptyinji into the Alediterranean. It was on
thin river that Cleopatra made her voyage to

meet Antony.

CYDCNIA. See Qui.nce.

CYGNiE'US, Fbkdbik (1807-81). A Finnish
poet and literary historian. He was born at
Tawastehus, and was educated at tlie University
of Abo, whore he lectured from 1839 to 1843, in

^\hich year he began an extensive tour througli
Europe. In 1854 he was called to the chair
of aesthetics and modern literature at the Uni-
versity of Helsingfors. He bequeathed his entire

fortune and his valuable art collection to the
State. His poetic works were published by him
under the title Skaldestycken (6 vols., 1851-70).

CYGNiEUS, UNO ( 1810-88) . A Finnish edu-
cator, bom at Tawastehus. From 1837 to 1839
he was a pastor and instructor at VViborg, from
1839 to 1846 spiritual director of the colony at
Sitka, Alaska, and in 18G1 was appointed chief

inspector of the Finnish public-school system,
which he thoroughly reorganized. In 1863 he
established the first normal school in Finland,
and until 1869 was its director. He was the first

to make manual work (slojd, sloyd) a part of

regular public-school instruction. He published
Forslag riirande follcskolcviisendet (1861).

CYG'NUS (Lat., from Gk. K6kvos, Kyknos,
the .swim ) . A constellation in the Northern
Hemisphere, between Lyra and Cassiopeia. Sev-

eral stars in this constellation have received the

particular attention of astronomers. See Stars.

CYLINDER (OF. cilindre, Fr. cylindre, from
Lat. cylindrus, from Gk. KiXivSpoq, kylindros,

roller, from kvMvSeiv, kylindein, KvMttv, kyliein,

to roll). A surface generated by a line (the

generatrix) which moves parallel to a fixed line

and touches a given curve (the directrix) is

called a cylindrical .surface. The space inclosed

by a cylindrical surface is called a cylindrical

space. The portion of a cylindrical space limited

by two parallel planes cutting all the elements

of the cylindrical surface is called a cylinder.

If the directrix is a circle, the cylinder is called

a circular cylinder ; if the directrix is an ellipse,

the cylinder is called an elliptic cylinder, and
so on. If the elements

(positions of the gen-

eratrix) are perpen-

dicular to the plane of

the directrix, the cyl-

inder is called a right

cylinder, otherwise it

is called oblique. If a

rectangle be revolved

about one of its sides,

a cylinder of revolu-

tion, or a right circu-

lar cylinder, is formed.
The plane figures

which form the ends
of a cylinder are called

its bases, and these are always congruent.

The perpendicular distance between the bases

CYLLENE.

is called the altitude. The lateral area of
any cylinder, expressed in surface units, is the
product of the number of linear units in the
perimeter of a section perpendicuhir to the ele-

ments (right section) and the number of linear
units in an element. The number of units of
volume of a cylinder is equal to the product of
the number of square units of the base and the
number of linear units in the altitude of the
cylinder.

A KIOBT CIRCULAR CYLINDER. AN OBLIQUE CTLINDXR.

B,, B„ lower and upper bases ; E, an element ; K, aright
a, the altitude. Bection.

A cylindrical surface may be considered as a
conical surface (see Coxe) with the vertex at
infinity. Hence, plane sections of the cylindrical
space of a right circular cylinder lead to the so-

called conic sections, in particular, to the ellipse.

If V = volume, C = curved surface, B = base,

A = total area of surfaces, a = altitude, r =
radius of the base (or of the inscribed sphere)

and R = the radius of the circumscribed sphere

of a right circular cylinder, then V = Tr'^a, C =
2vra, A - 2irr- + 2irra - 2irr (r -f o), R =

Vx + '-'=^i/«' + 4 The volume of a

k
sector of a cylinder of arc k° is -—- vr^a ; if the

arc is given in radian measure, as n radians, the

volume is ^- nr^a. If a plane parallel to the

axis cuts off a segment, the corresponding are

cut from the base being k°, the volume of
r'^a / k
~2 \im

)
, or if fc° = n radians, V=—;t- v™—

the cylindrical segment is V

A CYLINDER OF BEYOLUTION.

IT — sin k°

sin n )

.

CYLINDER - SNAKE. One of a family
(Ilysiidse) of small burrowing snakes allied to the

Typhlopidae and shield-snakes, and retaining

vestiges of pelvis and hind limbs, the latter

showing in claw-like spurs protruding between
the scales on each side of the vent. The form is

cylindrical, the scales small, polished, and hardly
larger on the belly than elsewhere, and the colors

bright. The few species are scattered over the

Malay Islands and Indo-China, where the com-
mon 'red snake' {Cylindrophis rufus) reaches a
length of two and one-half feet, and occur in Cey-

lon and South America. A beautiful species

(Ilysin scytale) in tropical South America is one
of those called 'coral-snake,' and is coral-red with
black rings. On account of its l)eauty, perfectly

harmless nature, and 'for cooling purposes,' this

snake is said to be sometimes worn as a neck-

lace by the native ladies.

CYLLENE, sil-le'n^ (Lat., from Gk. KuXXtJi-i/,

Kyllcne) . A mountain in northwest Arcadia,
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the fabled birthplace of Hermes. Its modern
name is Ziria. Height, 77!K) feet.

CY'LON (C.660-C.G10 B.C.). An Athenian
noble, who sought to make himself tyrant of

Athens. He was victor at Olympia (u.c. 040),

was son-in-law of Theagenes of Megara, and,

probably in 030 (610 or 012), with the protec-

tion of the Delphic Oracle, and with outside help

from Megara and a disaffected party in Athens,

he seized the Acropolis of Athens. He was block-

aded there by Megacles. an AlcmaK)nid, archon
for the year, and surrendered on l)eing promised
his life, but was killed with his followers. The
immediate result was war with Megara ; the

more lasting effect was the blood-guiltiness of

the AlcnifPonidiP. under cover of which they were
so often attacked.

CY^MA (Lat. cyvia, hollow sphere, from Gk.

xifia, kyma, swelling, from kv€i.v, kyein, to

swell). In architecture, a molding, consisting

of a hollow and round conjoined, each one about
a quarter round. When hollowed in the upper
part, it is termed cyma recta ; when hollowed in

the lower part, it is called cjTna reversa. It is

bounded usually by a fillet, and corresponds prac-

tically to the modem ogee molding.

CYMATIITM, si-ma'shi-um. See Entabla-
TIKE.

CYMBALS (OF. cimbale, Fr. cymbale, Lat.

cymbalum. Ok. KvfipdXov, kymbalon, from KtS/xPos,

kymbos, cup. Skt. kumbha, pot, Ger. Humpe,
drinking-cup). Instruments of percussion in the

form of round plates, with leather holders. WTien

struck one against the other, they produce a
loud, harsh sound of no fixed pitch. The best

cymbals are those made in Turkey and China.

Attempts to discover and imitate the composi-

tion of the metal have all failed. The notes in

music for this instrument are written on the

same line or space, in rhythmical succession.

Although originally military instruments, cym-
bals are now much used in the orchestra.

CYMBELINE, sim'W'-lIn or -lln, or CuNO-
BELiM s. A king of the Britons, who lived in

the earlier part of the first century of our era.

His capital was Colchester. In a.d. 40 Cymbe-
line banished his son Adminius, who made his

submission to Caligula. The Emperor considered

Britain a part of the Roman Empire, but no

attempt was made to subdue the island till after

the death of Cjnnbeline. In 43 Aulus Plautius

was sent to Britain by Claudius, but was oppo.sed

by Togodumnus and Caractacus, the sons of

Cymbeline. We have no other authentic in-

formation of Cymbeline except what may be

derived from the few coins extant. The story

of Cymbeline which Shakespeare used in the

drama is found in Holinshed's Chronicle and is

in large measure mythical. Consult Boswell-

Stone. Hhakespcare'a'UoUnshed (London, 1896).

CYME, s!m (Gk. irfAca, kyma, swelling). A
flat-topped flower-cluster, in which the pedicels

arise at different levels upon an elongated axis,

and the innermost flowers bloom first. See In-

florescence.

CYMRY or KYMBY, klm'rl. See Wales;
WeISM L.VNGIAGE AND LlTERATlRE.

CYNANCHE, Rt-nAn'kA (Gk. mviyx'n' kynan-

fhc, dng-quiu'A-. from xtfuf, kyou, dog + iyx*^>'.

avchrin, to press tight). An obsolete medical

term applied to the severer forms of sore throat.

CYNANCHUM, si-naij'kum. Several drugs,

including the knotty, acrid emetic roots of Cynan-
chum vincetoxicum, a once reputed coimter-

poison; the nausea-producing leaves of Cynan-
chuni olea>foIium, an adulterant of Alexandria
senna ; and Cynanchum monspeliacum, formerly
considered as the source of Montpellier scammony.
See Asci.Ei»iADAC.E.

CYNEWULF, kin'e-wvlf, or CYNWULF,
kinVylf (AS., king-wolf) (c.750 c.825). A
writer of some of the best Old English or Anglo-
Saxon verse: Juliana, the story of the martyr-
dom of Saint Juliana; Elene, a legend of the dis-

covery of the true cross by the Empress Helena;
Christ, celebrating the coming of Christ, His
ascension, and the day of judgment; the Fates

of the Apostles; Andreas, or the Legend of Saint

Andrew, and probably several other extant Old
English poems. There is, however, no good
reason for assigning to him (as is sometimes
done) the riddles in the Exeter Book. About
the poet nothing is positively known beyond what
he himself has cho.sen to tiell in his verse. In

the first four poems cited above, he wove his

name in runes. In the epilogue to Elene, he gave
a brief sketch of himself, in which he speaks of

his sinful youth, his conversion, his old age, and
his reflection on poetic themes during the

watches of the night. Cook has shown that

Cynewulf's life must have been bounded very

nearly by the years 750 and 825. It is further

agreed, very generally, that the poet was an
Anglian by "birth ; but it is uncertain whether his

home was in Mercia, . EIa.st Anglia, or North-

umbria. Consult: Grein, Bibliothek der anyel-

siichsischen Poesie, revised by Wiilker (Gut-

lingen. 1883-98) : the editions of Christ by

Gollancz (London, 1892) ; and by Cook (Boston,

1900) ; and Root. "The Legend of Saint Andrew,"
in Yale Studies in English (New York, 1899).

CYNTCS (Lat. cynicus, Gk. m/rucdi, kynikos,

dog-like, cynic, from k^v, kyon, dog). The name
applied to' a school of philosophers founded by

Antisthenes, a pupil of Socrates. The main tenet

of the extreme Cj-nics was that civilization is a

curse, and true happiness can be obtained only by

gratifying the most primary physical appetites

which man has in common with the brutes. The
general attittide of the Cynics, as distinguishe<l

from that of the Stoics, lay in the fact that while

the Stoics regarded everything in the external

material world with indifference, the Cynics

viewed it with contempt. They were not an im-

portant philosophical school numerically, but

attracted attention largely by their eccentricities

and insolence. On account of their contempt for

refinement, their name came subsequently to be

applied to any one who takes a mean view of

human life, the word cynic is probably derived

from the Cynosarges gymnasium where Antis-

thenes taught. See Antisthenes; Diogenes;
Mexippi's.

CYNODON. sI'nA-di^n (Neo-T>at.. from Gk.

KnWwr. kunodon, or KvMovi, kymtdous. dog-

tooth, from Kduv, kyfin, dog + 6th^, odous,

tooth). A genus of grasses, having digitate or

racemose spikes, with spikelets on one side,

glumes nearly equal. boat-shajMHl. nn<l containing

one floret, which has two awnless paleir, the

fruit coated with the hardened jwlejr. The most

important species is Cynndnn dnrlylon. a grass

very widely diffused, which is the principal fod-
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der-grasa and l)ost pa«turt'-gras« of India, whore
it in the principal cuverin*; of many tliouHandH of

square niilcH, and is known by tlic names of

Dhoh, Doorba, etc. It is also common in the south
of Kuro|)e. It is introduced throughout the
warmer parts of the world. Its creeping roots

liaA'c medicinal virtues, and are sometimes used
as a substitute for sarsaparilla. See Bermuda
Grass.

CYNOGNATHUS, sI-nog'nA-thiia (Neo-Lat.,
from (Jk. Kiiuv, kyon, dog + }v(Uhi, gnathoa, jaw).
A large theriotlont reptile found fossil in the
Karoo formation, of Permo-.Jurassic age, of

South Africa. The skull, which has a length
of 1(5 inches, is, in respect to its form and den-
tition, remarkably like that of the carnivorous
mammals, and rwalls that of a wolf. The verte-

brip, which are 29 in numl)er, are amphicoelous,
and the ribs have double articulations. It is

perliaps one of the reptiles which have given rise

to some of the early mammals. See Tiierio-

DONTIA.

CYNOSABGES (Lat. from Gk. Kvvdaapyeq,

kynosargcs, from Kiuv, kj/on, dog + it)}6g, argos,

white). A place on the outskirts of ancient
Athens, near the i)resent site of the American
and British schools of archaeology on Mount Lyca-
bettus. It contained a number of temples and
a gymnasium consecrated to Heracles, at which
strangers with but one Athenian parent were
obliged to exercise, recalling the semi-mortal
parentage of Heracles. The philosopher Antis-

thenes is said to have taught here, and thence
his school probably derived the name 'Cynic'

CYNOSCEPHALiE, sin'fis-sef'ii-le (Lat, from
Gk. Kvvbs Ketf>a\al, Kynos kephalau, dogs' heads).
The name of two hills in eastern Thessalj', an-
cient Greece, noted for two important conflicts.

In the first the Thebans under Pelopidas defeated
Jason, tyrant of Pherae, B.C. 364; in the second
the Romans, commanded by T. Quinctius Flami-
ninus, defeated Philip V. of Macedon, B.C. 197.

CYNOSURE, sI'nA-shMr or sIn'cV-shoor (Lat.

Cynosura, Gk. Kvi>6<roi;/>a, Kynosoura, constella-

tion of Ursa Minor, from Kvv6i, kynos, gen. sing,

of tciuv, kyOn, dog + oiipd, oura, tail). The
constellation of which the pole star is the prin-

cipal star. Milton's lines in "L'Allegro"

—

Where 7)erhap8 some beauty lies.

The cynosure of neighboring eyes

—

have made the word popular; the metaphor is

grounded on Uraa Minor being the constellation
toward which the others look, as it were, and
round which they wheel.

CYN'OSU'RITS. See Dog's-tail Grass.

CYNTHIA (Lat.. from Gr. Kvveia, Kynthia).
A surname of the moon-goddess Diana, from her
birthplace, Mount Cjoithus, on the island of

Delos; and hence a poetic term for the moon.
Queen Elizabeth is referred to under this name
in Spenser's Colin Clout's Come Home Again, in

Fletcher's Purple Island and in Raleigh's poem
"Cynthia."

CYNTHIA MOTH. See AlLAKfTHUS Moth.

CYNTHIANA, sTn'thi-a'na. A city and
county-seat of Harrison County, Ky.. 3.3 miles
north by east of I^^xington : on the South Lick-
ing River and on the Txiuisville and Nashville
Railroad (Map: Kentucky, G 2). It is the cen-

tre of a fertile agricultural region and is widely
known for its manufactures of whisky. The gov-
ernnu'nt is administered under a ciuirter of 1893,
which provides for a mayor, elected every four
years, and a municipal council. The city owns
and oi^rates the water-works. Population, in

1890, .301(5; in 1900, .3257. On June II, 1864,
(Jen. John Morgjin, with 1800 men, captured
Cynthiana, and, later in the day, defeated 500
Union cavalry under (Jeneral Ilobson; but on
the 12th he was in turn defeated by (Jeneral
Burbridge with a force of about 5400, the Union
arn>y losing, in killed, wounded, and missing,
414 men, the Confederates about one-third of
their number.
CYN'THIA'S REVELS. A comical satire

by Ben Joiison, first acted in 1600.

CYN'THIXTS (Lat., from Gk. Kvveios, Kyn-
thios) . A surname of the sun god, Apollo, from
his birthplace. Mount Cynthus, in Delos.

CYPERACEJE, sip'e-ra's^-e or si'p*- (Neo-
Lat. nom. pi., from Lat. cyperos, cyperum, Gk.
K&ireipog, kypeiros, sedge), sometimes popularly
called sedges. An order of moncx-otyledonous
plants, akin to grasses, but having generally a
triangular, solid stem, which is without joints,

or almost so, and often leafless. The species are
mostly perennial, growing from sympo<iial rhi-

zomes. Tiie leaves are sometimes sheathing,
when they are 3-ranked, but their sheaths are
always entire, not split, as in the grasses. The
flowers, which are hermaphrodite in some and
unisexual in others, consist of a scale-like glume
within which lie the organs of fructification, the

pistils alone being frequently inclosed in a sepa-

rate urn-shaped covering; the place of the peri-

anth is sometimes supplied by a few bristles.

The stamens are one to three in number, the

anthers erect ; the ovary is one-seeded, the style

single, trifid or bifid; the fruit a small crus-

taceous or bony nut or achene, not adhering to

the pericarp. Plants of this order, which con-

tains fully 60 genera and 2500 known species,

occur in all zones; some of the genera, as Carex,
abound in the colder, some, as Cyperus (qq.v. ),

in the warmer parts of the world. Many of

them are plants of very humble growth, some,
as bulrushes, papyrus, etc., comparatively large,

but none rival in size the gigantic grasses, e.g.

bamboos. Most of them grow in marshy and
moist places, but a few in sunny, dry places.

Their stems and leaves are somewhat deficient in

succulence, and in most of them also very rough,

so that they are eaten by domesticated cattle

only when in a^ very young state, and then rather

from necessity than from choice. They are re-

garded by farmers as mere weeds. Much of the

so-called 'marsh hay' is composed of various spe-

cies of this order. Pax divides .the order into

two groups, Scirpoidesp, with Scirpus, CH'perus,

Eriophorum, Eleocharis, and Fimbristylis as the

principal genera ; and Caricoideae, the chief

geuera of which are Carex, Schoenus, and Rhyn-
cospora. Aside from the references given above,

the members of this order are of little economic
importance. See Carex; Cyperus; Scirpus;
Bui.RTsn; Cottox-Grass ; Papyrx-s.

CYPE'RirS (Neo-Lat., from Lat. cyperos, cy-

perum, Gk. Kfjiretpos, kypeiros, sedge). A genus
of plants of the natural order Cyperaceae which
contains a great number of species, chiefly tropi-

cal, and gradually decreasing in number toward
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the colder parts of the globe. Many of the spe-

cies have tubers or conns, which in some are

mucilaginous and nutritious; others contain

a bitter principle, and jwssess medicinal quali-

ties. Of tlie latter class is t'yperus longus, or

sweet cyperus, one of the species which is com-
mon in ditches and wet meadows in some parts

of Europe, the rhizome of which has an odor of

violets, and is astringent, tonic, and stomachic.

It has been employed in medicine from very an-

cient times, but is now more used in perfumery.

Some of the Indian sijecies are also used medi-

cinally and in perfumery in their native country,

as well as species of kindred genera. Of those

with esculent tubers, the most important is Cy-

perus esculentus. (See Ciiufa.) A number of

species are frequently grown as house plants,

common among which are the umbrella plant

or umbrella palm, Cyperus alternifolius, and
Cyperus papyrus, formerly called Papyrus anti-

quorum, the Egj'ptian paper-plant. See Papy-
KUS.

CYTHEL. See House-Leek.

CY-PRES, se' prfi' (OF., as near). The prin-

ciple of English and J*iierican law whereby a

testamentary gift which cannot take effect in

the precise manner intended by the testator is

given an eflfect as nearly as possible like that

which was intended. The doctrine has been ap-

plied in two classes of cases.

In the Creation of Fee-tail Estates.—It is an

established rule of real property law that a gift

of land by way of remainder to the issue of an

unborn person' is void if it follow a gift of a life

estate in the same property by the same instru-

ment to such unborn person himself. But if the

gifts be made by will, the remainder to the issue

may be saved by construing the life estate of

such unborn person as a fee tail, in which case

it is capable of descending to the issue as tenant

in tail. See Fee Tail; Estate.

In ChnHtaUe Gifts.—Where the object of a

charitable gift fails, as by the dying out of the

entire class of persons intended as beneficiaries

of the charity, or where a charitable gift might

be void in consequence of the indefiniteness of

the charity or the operation of the rule against

perpetuities, the court of chancery may direct

the application of the property to another or to

a specific charity. Thus, in the first case, a tes-

tamentarv gift for the emancipation of slaves in

the United States might, after the abolition of

slavery, be devoted under the cypr^ doctrine to

the education of emancipated slaves; and. in the

second case, a charitable gift for the benefit of

the American Zionist Society—there being no

such society in existence and there being a possi-

bility that it may not come into existence within

the period fixed by the rule against perpetuities

—may be applied "to the purposes which the tes-

tator had in mind, through the agency of any

other society having similar aims and competent

to make a beneficial dir^position thereof.

It is in cases of charitable gifts that the cy-

pres doctrine finds most of its applications in

the United States. It has been repudiated in

several of the States, btit in most of them it ex-

ists, and in New York, where it has for many
years been in abeyance, it has recently been re-

vived bv statute. It is generally considered a

salutarv doctrine, as tending to preserve to char-

ity a gift clearlv intended for benevolent pur-

5 CYPRESS.

poses, and as effectuating the general intention

of the testator, even though the particular inten-

tion entertained by him cannot be carried into

eflfect. See Chabitable Trusts ; Pebpetuities ;

Tbusts; Interpretation; Wills; and the au-

thorities there referred to under those titles.

. CYPRESS (Fr. cypres, I>at. cupressus, Gk.
Kvrdpuraoi, kyparissos; connected by some with
lieb. yoplier, a sort of tree, Assyr. giparu, reed,

canebrake). Evergreen trees and shrubs of the

genus Cupressus, and of the natural order Coni-

ferae. They have small, generally appressed and
imbricate leaves and globular cones of a few
thickened scales. There are about a dozen spe-

cies, natives of Europe, Asia, and the western

part of North America. One of the best known is

the common cypress of the south of Europe (Cu-

pressus semperrirens) , and introduced into Eng-
land and parts of the United States, a tree which
attains a height of SO feet, and is famous alllie

for the great age it reaches and for the durabil-

ity of its wood. The wood is red or yellowish,

hard, compact, and durable. It is not subject to

attacks of insects and was once in great demand
for cabinet work. It is believed to be the cedar

wood of Scriptures and possibly the gopher wood
also. Museum specimens of the wood are known
to be several thousand years old, and the old

doors of Saint Peter's at Rome lasted for more
than 1100 years until replaced by doors of

bronze. Medicinal virtues were once attributed

to the wood, but its present use is for cabinet

work and musical instruments. Perhaps the

finest tree of this genus is Cupressus macrocarpa,
the Monterey cypress of California. It is a beau-

tifully symmetrical tree, attaining a height of

150 feet and a circumference of trunk of eight

to ten feet. It grows rapidly, even on poor

soils, and thrives best near the sea. It is not very

hardy; freezing temperatures are fatal to it.

A small tree (Cupressus Macnabiana) of Califor-

nia is much hardier. Cupressus funebris, of

China, has wide-spreading and often pendulous
branches; it attains a height of 60 feet, and has
l)een extensively planted as an ornament in

regions adapted to it. Cupressus lusitanica is

common ornamentally in the south of Europe,

where it is known as cedar of Goa. Cupressus
torulosa is a valuable species found in the north

of India. Cupressus obtusa or Retinospora ob-

tusa, a Japanese species, is hardy, attains a
height of 100 feet, has a hard, close-grained,

durable wood, which is considered of great value

in Japan, where the tree is abundant in the for-

ests. It is hardy in the latitude of New York, and
some of its varieties are of great beauty. Other

sj)ecies occur in Japan, Mexico, and the United

States. By some botanists the species of Chamn?-

cyparis are united with Cupressus. Among the

best known are the white ce<lar (Cupressus thy-

oides) of the eastern United States, the yel-

low cedar (Cupressus nootknnensis) , and Port

Orford cedar (Cupressus Latcsoniana) . all of the

Pacific Coast region. The bald or southern cy-

press (Taxodium distirhum) is a tall tree with
deciduous leaves which JK-curs abundantly in

the swamps from ilaryland to Mis?<ouri and
south to the Gulf of Mexico. Tlie timber of this

tree is valuable for many puriKises. It works
easily and is commonly used for shingles. In

water it is vm' durable. When growing in wet
pla<*es curious, conical, hollow upward growths,

called knees, rise from the roots. Their function
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ia not positively known. TIjc tree will grow in

dry platt'8, und is frequently planted an an orna-

ment as well as for its timber. For illustra-

tion of a California cypress-tree, 8ee Plate of Cy-
CADS ANu Cypkkss, For fossil forms of cypress,

see Conifer*.

CYPRESS SWAMPS. Swamps of the south-

eastern I'niU'd States in which the bald cypress

(Taxodium difilichum) is one of the dominant
trees. See Swamps.
CYPRESS-VINE. See Ipomcka.

CYP'RIA (hat., from «k. Kiwpia, Kypria,
from Ki't^wj, Ki/prus, Cyprus). The title of a
]H)em oncie ascribed to llomer, but de<-lared by
HerfMiotus not to be his, and later attributed to

Stasinus or Ilegesias. It relates the causes lead-

ing to the Trojan War, and so is a sort of preface

to the Iliad.

CYP'RIAN. A name sometimes given to a
courtesan as being a follower of Venus, the
Cyprus-born goddess of love.

CYP'RIArNUS, or CYPRIAN, Tjiascius
C.ECIUIS ( ? -258). The great leader of the
early African Ciiurch. He was born in North
Africa, probably not in Carthage, though at the

time he first comes into notice he was living

there in the luxurious style of a man of large

wealth. His training had been in the law, and
he had attained prominence as a teacher of rhet-

oric. Up to 246 he had been a pagan. Then he
applied for admission to the Cliristian Churcli as

a catechumen, and after instruction was baptized.

Such a man was a great gain to the Church. He
early gave evidence of his piety and desire to

throw in his lot with the Christians by volun-
tarily parting with his property and giving the
proceeds to the poor. In 247 he was made a
presbjier, and in 248 Bishop of Carthage. He
owed hi.s rapid elevation to his high character,

his noteworthy gifts of administration, and to

the promise he gave of being a devoted leader.

These hopes he did not belie. No sooner had he
become accustomed to the duties of his high
office than the peace which the Church had en-

joyed for many years was broken by the sudden
exhibition of zeal for the old faith on the part
of the Emperor Decius. By the imperial decree
of 249. Christianity became a forbidden religion;

its prof'ession meant confiscation, torture, exile,

even death, and bishops had a price set upon
their heads. Not from cowardice, but from the
conviption that it Asas better for him to continue
to guide his flock, which he thought he could do
just as w;ell out of Carthage as in it, in January,
250, he went into retirement; not exactly con-
cealment, because it must have been easy for the
authorities to find him if they wished. Thus he
lived foiirteen months, and then as calmly re-

turned to Carthage. His time had been well
spent, and the fruits of it appear in his pre-
served correspondence and treatises. But when
once more in the city he saw for himself the
desolation the persecution had caused. Many
had denied the faith, or pretended to do so,

many had abandoned their homes, many had
died. The more pressmg question related to the
treatment to be accorded the 'lapsed,' whom he
treated sternly and commanded to repent and
show contrition; then he would receive them.
(See Lapsed.) He had indeed dealt with the
matter Avhile in retirement, but now he must
take a more decided stand. In March, 251, he

held his first council at Carthage, and there he
met the internal foes, who had greatly increased
during his retirement, and was compelled to
yield some points. The relation betw«-en the
Bishop of Rome and the Bishop of Carthage is

the most interesting point. Cyprian tireatrt.

Stephen, the bishop of the former, as an equal,
and they differ upon the important matter of
the rweption into the Church upon their renun-
ciation of heresy of those who had been baptized
by heretics. Stephen—and this was the Roman
and ultimately the general position—did not re-

baptize such, while Cyprian did. The contro-
versy between these bishops was sharp and even
acrimonious. Stephen called Cyprian a pseudo-
Christian; Cyprian called Stephen a schismatic.

The episcopate of Cyprian was indeed a trou-
bled one; heretics, schismatics, feeble, timid
Christians, scheming, ambitious leaders, and, to
add to the turmoil, the horrors of pestilence

—

all these must have greatly worried the Bishop.
But he did much to strengthen the episcopate
as an institution, and make Church councils
part of the regular machinery of the Church.
These two services entitle him to everlasting
remembrance. He held/seven councils, the last

in 256. But the end which he had long antici-

pated was very near. In August,. 257, persecu-
tion once more broke out, this time under Vale-
rian, the successor of Decius, and Cyprian was
apprehended. He was treated with the utmost
tenderness, for manifestly the officers were dis-

charging a very disagreeable duty. He was
brought before the proconsul (August 30, 257),
required to sacrifice to the gods, and on his re-

fusal banished to Curubis, a free town near the
sea (modem Xurbo), 50 miles southeast of

Carthage. There he lived, attended by many
friends and active in his episcopal duties, for

eleven months, when he was recalled to Carthage
and lived for a while in his own home. On
September 13, 258, he was again arrested,

brought before the consul, sternly questioned,
and sentenced to death. "Our pleasure is that
Thascius Cyprianus be executed by the sword;"
to which Cyprian only said, "Thanks be to God."
On September 14 the sentence was carried out.

The writings of Cyprian are most interesting

and handle a great variety of topics. The eighty-

two letters are the most important, but the
treatises on the "Unity of the Church," the
"Dress of Virgins," the "Lapsed," the "Lord's
Prayer," the "Vanity of Idols," "Against the
Jews," and others are very instructive. The
best edition of his writings is by G. Hartel
(3 vols., Vienna, 1868-71) ; there is an English
translation in The Ante-l^icene Fathers, vol. v.

(Buflfalo, 1886-96). Consult A. Hamack, Drci
xccnig heachtete Cyprianische Schriften und die

Acta Pauli (Leipzig, 1899) ; and for his life

consult E. W. Benson (London and New York,
1897).

CYPRINE, sip'rin or -rln (Lat. cyprinus,

cuprinus, from cuprum, copper). A name given

to a pale sky-blue or greenish-blue variety of

vesuvianite. Its color is said to be caused by a
small amount of copper, whence its name.

CYPRIN-TiDiE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Lat.

cyprinus, Gk. Kwpivos, kyprinos, carp). A
family of soft-rayed fishes inhabiting the fresh

waters of North America, eastern Asia, and
Africa. The head is naked, and the body, with a
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1. MONTEREY CYPRESS (Cupr«s»us macrooarpon).
2. BRCX)M (Cytlssus scoparlua).
3. CUBEBS (Piper cubeba).

4. AN ORNAMENTAL CROTON (Croton Cooparl).
5. RED CURRANTS (RIbes rubrum).
6. NUT QRASS (Cyperus rotundua).
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few exceptions, is covered with cycloid scales.

The mouth bears no teeth, but the pharyn-
geal bones bear from one to three series of

teeth, with a luaxiinuni of seven teeth in the
main scries. There are about 200 genera and
1000 species. They are usually very numerous
in individuals. _ With exceptions like the gold-
fish, they are not highly colored. The males
often differ from the females during the spawn-
ing season, not only in additional colors, but in

the growth on the head, fins, and other parts of
the body of tubercles. The family includes such
familiar fish as the chub, dace, carp, tench,
bleak, bream, barbel, minnow, goldfish, roach,
loach, etc. Most of the North American species

are small, under 12 inches in length. The Old
World forms and some of the Pacific Coast
species grow to a much larger proportion, and
are often important as food. All important
kinds are described elsewhere under their Eng-
lish names. See Carp.

CYPKIN'ODON'TIDiE (Neo-Lat., from Gk.
jcwrpaoi, kyprinos, carp + <55oi5$, odous, tooth).

A large family of soft-rayed fishes closely re-

lated to the Cyprinidae (q.v.), with which they
were formerly placed. The body is elongate,

compressed behind and usually depressed at the

head, and both are covered with rather large

cycloid scales. The mouth is small, extremely
protractile, and provided with small teeth ; the
lower jaw usually projects, and the pharyn-
geal bones are not armed, as in the Cyprinidae.

The sexes are usually unlike, and some of the

species are viviparous. In these the anal fin of

the male is modified into an intermittent organ.

The species are numerous, but none attains a
large size, and some are extremely small. They
inhabit the fresh-water streams, brackish waters
and bays of America, southern Europe, Africa,

and Asia. The family includes the top-minnows,
mumichog, killifish, etc., and the interesting

anableps, or four-eyed fish. Many of the species

are extremely resistant and have become adapted
to very diverse habitats. See MiNXOW; and
Plate of Kii.MFisHES and Top-minnows.

CYPRIOTES, slp'ri-ots (from Lat. Cyprius,

Cyprian, from Ci/prus, Gk. K&rpos, Kypros, Cy-

prus; Turk. Kibris). Natives or inhabitants

of Cyprus (q.v.). Since there appears to have
existed at least as early as n.c. 4000 an in-

digenous civiliziition in the island of Cyprus, the

creative and stimulative influences of which are

discoverable all over the eastern Mediterranean,

the relationsihip of its ancient inhabitants is a

question of great imi)ortanoe. The idea that

they were simply Semitic Phoenicians is being

abandoned, since the civilization of the latter

may very well have been derived from Cyprus,

and not vice vrrxa. Some of the latest authori-

ties, like Ohnefalsch-Richter and Sergi, regard

the autocthonous civilization of Cyprus as be-

longing, with the prehistoric Egj'ptian, to the

Afro-Mediterranean or 'Afro-Euro|)ean' culture-

centre, and its originators physically to the

North African white race. Asiatic influence as

such is later.

The literature about the Cypriotes and their

culture is listed up to date in Cobham, Hiblioff-

raphy of Cyprus (London, 1900). The ethnolo-

gical questions involved have been discussed by
Ohnefalsch-Richter, in his article in the Ver-

handlungen der berliner Geselhchaft far Anthro-

Vol. V.-37.

pologie for 1899, and by Sergi in his MediteT"
runtan Race (London, 1901).

CYP'RIPEa)IUM. See Lady's-Slippeb.

CY'PRUS (Lat., from Gk. Kiirpot, Kypros).
One of the largest and most important islands in
the Mediterranean, in the northeast of that sea,
nearly equidistant from Asia Minor on the north
and Syria on the east, 40 miles from the former,
and about 50 miles from the latter (Map:
Turkey in Asia, E 5). It is 145 miles long and
00 miles wide. Area, 3584 square miles. Cy-
pnis formerly belonged to the Ottoman Empire,
but since 1878 has been under British control.

A great part of the island is occupied by two
mountain ranges in a general direction of
west to east. The loftiest, which fills the
whole southern portion of the island, is called
Olympus, a name applied by the ancients to one
particular peak. The highest summit is that
of Mount Troodos, about 6500 feet. The range
terminates in the isolated peak of Oros Stavro,
or Hill of the Holy Cross, a conspicuous object
from Larnaka, and evidently the peak called
Olympus by Strabo, although it is but 2300 feet

high. The northern range is an unbroken ridge
for 100 miles, inferior in elevation to the other,
its highest summits not exceeding 3200 feet.

Between these ranges is a broad plain extending
across the island from the Bay of Famagosta
to that of Morphu on the west, about 60 miles
long and from 10 to 20 miles wide. This
plain is called Messaria, and is watered by two
streams. It is open, but little cultivated. It

is bare of timber, and only the loftiest and
central summits of the OljTnpian range retain
their covering of pine woods. The climate varies

in dilTerent localities; in the central plain and
about Larnaka the heat is excessive, but is

tempered by cool sea-breezes until about the mid-
dle of September, between which time and the
end of October is the hottest period. The winter
is short and cold, but snow is seldom seen except
upon high mountain peaks. Fevers are prevalent
during the warm months.

In ancient times Cyprus supplied the Greek
monarchs of Egypt with timber for their fleets.

It was also celebrated for its mineral wealth,
especially for copper, a metal which takes its

name (cuprum) from thje name of the island.

No copper-mines are now worked. There was
also considerable silver produced, and Pliny says
the precious stones were found there. Salt, for

which the island was note<l in olden times, is

still produced in large quantities in the neighbor-
hood of Larnaka and Limasol. Gypsum and
terra-umbra are the chief minerals found. The
principal vegetable productions are cotton, wines,
and fruits; some tobacco is grown. Cultiva-
tion is ea.sy and the soil in many places is ex-
ceedingly productive, particularly at the foot of
.Mount Olympus, and along the level land of the
northern shore.

Drainage and the plant inir of trees has greatly
benefite<l the least healthful regions. Agricul-
ture and manufactures formerly in a backward
state have made considerable progress since the
island came imder British rule; according to
current estimates about two-thirds of the arable
land is under cultivation. The success of the
crops dej)end« on irrigation, which is chiefly ef-

fected by means of wells. The rivers are short
and variable in volume, depending for their water
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on the rains and the inoltod snow from the moun-
tainH. During the liot season they present only

drietl-up watereourses. The formation of tlie

coast-line is unfavorable to commercial develop-

ment, as there are practically no goo<l harbors.

The chief places of trade, Larnaka and Limasol,

have only roadsteads; and Salamis, which was
the chief port of antiquity, and Famagosta,
which hehl that position under the Venetians,

are only artificial harbors on an open sandy
coast. The English early selected Famagosta as

the most favorable place to construct a good
harbor. The towns in Cyprus worthy of notice

are: Lefkosia, commonly called Nicosia, which
since the time of the Lusignan kings has been

the capital of the island, and which has a popu-

lation of over I'i.oOO; Famagosta, on the eastern

coast near the ruins of Salamis, important under
the Venetians, but now having only a few hun-

dred inhabitants; Lanarka, on the southeast coa-st

on the site of the ancient Citiuni, now the

chief place of trade, with 7000 or 8000 inhabi-

tants ; Limasol, on the southern coast, some dis-

tance west of the site of Amathus, the chief

point for the export of wines; and Baffo, or

Papho, on the site of the ancient Paphos,

in the southwest. In 1871 Nicosia was brought
into telegraphic communication with the rest

of the world by means of a submarine cable

to Latakia on the Syrian coast, and this line

was subsequently extended to Larnaka ; there

is also communication by cable with Alexan-
dria in Egypt. There are several hundred miles

of telegraph lines and good roads. The com-
merce of Cyprus is comparatively unimportant,
the average annual value of 1895-99 reaching

but $2,735,000, the imports generally exceeding

the exports. Among the chief exports are raisins,

cocoons, wines, wheat and barley, wool, carobs

and flour; the chief imports are cotton and
woolen manufactures, tobacco, groceries, rice,

alcohol, iron, leather, petroleum, timber, sugar,

soap, and cotton manufactures. The sponge-

fisheries yield products valued atbetween $100,000
and $150,000 per annum.
By treaty between the British Government and

the Ottoman Empire. June 4, 1878, Asiatic

Turkey was placed under British protection, and
permission was given to England to occupy Cy-
prus. Sir Garnet VVolseley was appointed Gover-
nor, and was installed as administrator, July
23. The head of the administration is the High
Commissioner, who is assisted by an execu-

tive council consisting of three office-holders,

and a legislative council of eighteen members,
one-third of whom are office-holders; the rest

are elected on a property qualification, three by
the Mohammedan and nine by the non-Moham-
medan population. The municipalities are ad-

ministered by elected councils. Education is to

some extent controlled by the Government, and
is chielly of an elementary character. The total

number of schools in 1809 was 408, of which 330
were in receipt of some aid from the Government,
while the rest were maintained by endowments or
private contributions. The total enrollment in

all the schools was a little over 19,000, of which
numl>er 4300 were Moslems. Justice is admin-
istered by a supreme court, assize, district magis-
trate, and village courts, all of them with the
exception of the first having natives for judges.

For administrative purposes Cyprus is divided
into the six districts of Nicosia, Larnaka, Lima-

sol, Famagosta, Papho, and Kyrenia. The chief
sources of revenue are tithes, which are paid
in kind, taxes on property, salt monopoly, and
customs. The revenue shows an increast; from
£lti7,777 ($838,875) in 1895-9G, to £200,03»
($1,003,190) in 1899-1900, while the annual
grant from Great Britain shows a decrease from
$230,000 in 1890-97 to $05,000 in 1899-1900. The
currency consists of English, Turkish, French,
and native coins. The weights and measure*
are Turkish.

The population, in 1891, was 209,280, of whom
three-fourths were Greeks, 47,928 being Moham-
medans; in 1901 it was 237,022, including 51,309
Mohammedans.
The early civilization of the island is knowTi

only from the excavations of recent years, which
have thrown little light on the ethnic affinities of

the primitive inhabitants. (See Cypriotes.)
There are but scanty traces of the Stone Age,
but the Bronze Age, both in the earlier period

when pure copper is used and in the later

period after the introduction of tin, is char-
acterized by a well-developed and clearly

marked civilization, presenting close analogies
to that represented in the lower strata at
Troy. The people seem to have been pastoral,

and to have avoided the mountains and
forests. They early learned to work the rich

copper-mines of the island, and seem to have been
somewhat in advance of their neighbors in Syria
and on the islands of the ^^i^gean. From its

situation, Cyprus was exposed to foreign influ-

encps, and seems to have served as intermediary
between Egypt and Syria and the Mycenaean
civilization of the West. The Mycenaean civiliza-

tion .seems to have reached the island about B.C.

1600 and to have continued for about 800 years.

Whether it was introduced by Greek colonists

is uncertain, but these colonists certainly came to
the island before the Dorians had occupied

Peloponnesus, and before the introduction of the
later Greek alphabet; for they spoke a dialect

closely akin to that of the Arcadians, and used
a clumsy syllabic mode of writing, which seem*
akin to that of southern Asia Elinor and pos-

sibly of Crete. The Greek and Phoenician set-

tlements belong to the Iron Age; the latter are

found chiefly along the .southern coast, where
they remained predominant in Citium, Amathus,
and Marion even in later times. The Greeks at
first settled along the northern shores and at the

eastern and western extremities of the great

plain which crosses the island at Amathus, Sala-

mis, Soli, and later predominated in Paphos,

Curium, and Lapathus. Wliether the worship of

Aphrodite, which flourished greatly in Cyprus,

developed from that of a nude nature-goddess

of the original inhabitants or from that of the

PIia?nician Astarte is uncertain, but it reached

the greatest splendor and sensuality among the

Greeks, who regarded Cyprus as the favored spot

where the goddess was born from the sea-foam.

The island was invaded by Thothmes III. of

Egypt, and in the eighth century before Christ

was tributary to the Assyrian';. In the sixth

century it was conquered by Amasis of Egypt,

and on the conquest of that kingdom by Camby-
ses. passed under Persian rule. The Greeks of

Cyprus joined in the Ionic revolt, but were con-

quered, and Cypriote vessels were in the fleet of

Xerxes. The attempt of Cimon to join Cyprus

to the Athenian league was unsuccessful, and
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the island remained tributary until Evagoras
(q.v.) became King of Salamis (B.C. 410-374),
made himself master uf much of the island, and
nearly succeeded in casting off the Persian yoke.
After the battle of Issus, when Alexander ad-

vanced into Phoenicia, all the cities of Cyprus
declared in his iavor, and sent ships to assist him
in the siege of Tyre. Under the Persian rule the
cities had been allowed a large measure of self-

government under the control of kings, who seem
to have claimed descent from heroic ancestors.

After the death of Alexander, the possession of

this island, so important for its seemingly in-

exhaustible forests (it is now quite bare of

trees), became an object of contention among
his successors, being especially sought by An-
tigonus and Ptolemy. It finally passed into the

hands of the latter and was for a long time a
valued dependency of Egypt. In B.C. 58-57 the

tribune Clodius proposed and Cato effected its

annexation by Rome. Under Augustus it was
made a proconsular province, and from this

time is scarcely mentioned in ancient history.

Cyprus is noticed in Acts iv. 30, where it is

mentioned as the native place of Barnabas; and
in Acts xi. 19-20 it appears prominently in con-

nection with the earliest spreading of Christian-

ity. During the reign of Trajan (a.d. 116) it

was the scene of a rising of the Jews, who are

said to have killed 24,000 of the other inhabit-

ants. After the division of the Roman Empire,
Cyprus passed under the Bj'zantine emperors.

In 646 the Arabs became masters and destroyed

the city of Salamis. Two years later the Greeks
recovered sway; but in 802 it was again con-

quered by Harun-el-Rashid, who was soon com-
pelled to relin«iuish it to the Byzantine rulers.

In 1184 Isaac Comnenus made Cyprus an
independent sovereignty. In 1191 Richard of

England ejected Comnenus, and in 1193 put
Guy de Lusignan in possession as compensa-
tion for the loss of Jerusalem, of which Guy
had been appointed king. For three centu-

ries, under this d.N-nasty, the feudal system
nourished in. Cyprus, the cities of Nicosia and
Famagosta were adorned with churches, splendid

even in their ruins, and the island seems to have
been rich and prosperous. Through the Venetian
Catarina Cornaro, the wife of James II., the

Republic of Venice came into full possession of

the island in 1489 and held the rule for about
eighty years. In 1570 the Turks invaded Cyprus,
quickly subdued the country districts, took the

capital (Nicosia) after a siege, and murdered
20,000 of its inhabitants. Famagosta held out

for a year and then made a capitulation, which
was immediately violated by the Moslem gen-

eral, who slowly tortured to death the governor

of the city. From that i)eriod Cyprus continued

a part of the Turkish Empire. In 1878 it was
placed under English control by a treaty, which

recognized the sovereignty of the Sultan, and
assured him an annual income of £92,74(5. In

1882 a new constitution was promulgated, and
under English rule the prosperity of the island

has greatly increased. The antiquities of the

island have been the subject of much unscientific

and inaccurate exploration, conducted chiefly for

the purpose of obtaining lK)oty. Of these earlier

excavations the most pnxluctive were those of

1>. P. di Cesnola, whose collections are for the

njost part in the Metropolitan Museum in New
York. Later excavations in the modern scientific

method have been conducted by the Cyprus Ex-
ploration Fund, the British Museum, Ohnefalsch-
Richter, and others.
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CYBANO DE BEBGEBAC, s^'ra'ni/ de
bar'zh-rak'. See Bebgebac.

CY'BENAICA (Lat., from Gk. Kvprivuda,

Kyrenaia). The name of the district whose
capital was Cyrene (q.v.). It comprised the
tableland on the north coast of Africa from the
Great Syrtis to the promontory of Ardanis (Ris
fcl-Mellah), though its boundaries fluctuated

according to the degree of subjection in which
the neighboring tribes were held. This plateau
of Cyrenaica was, and still is, one of the loveli-

est and most agreeable regions of the world. The
climate is delicious, mountains on the south
sheltering the land from the scorching blasts of
the Sahara, and cool sea-winds fanning it on the
north. From the central plateau, whose breadth
is about 80 miles, the land slopes do\\Ti in verdant
terraces to the Mediterranean. These terraces

are cut and watered by mountain streams, form-
ing luxuriant ravines. The productions of Cy-
renaica mentioned by ancient writers are wheat,
oil, wine, honey, fruits of all kinds, cucumbers,
truffles, cabbage; flowers yielding the richest

perfumes; and a rare plant called silphium. The
country was also celebrated for its breed of
horses, but was much exposed to the ravages
of locusts.

The chief cities of Cyrenaica were Cyrene,
Taucheira (afterwards called ArsinoS), Hea-
perides (afterwards called Berenice), Barca,
and Apollonia. To each of these five cities

(whence in the time of the Ptolemies Cyrenaica
was named Pentapolis and Pentapolitana Regia)
a certain amount of territorj- was attacheil. This
f;ivon»d their individual independence; and the
consequence was that the djTiasty of Battus, who
led the first Greek colony to Cyrene (q.v.), ex-

ercised very little influence over Cyrenaica in

gi-noral. .After the death of Alexander the
Groat Cvn'naioa lH»came part of the Egj'ptian

kingdom of Ptolemy Lagi, and in the second
century B.C. a M'parate kingdom under a branch
of the Ptolemaic family. In B.C. 06 it was be-

queathe<l to the Romans by Apion, the last king.
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and shortly after was united with Crete as a
liuinun pruvince. It continued to prosper for

some time, but with the increasing weakness of

the Eastern Empire, to which it belonged, was
more and ujore cxpcsed to the oniToachinents of

the desert tribes, and in A.D. 647 was overrun by
the Arabs. Ancient Cyrenaica nearly corresponds
to modern Barca (q.v. ).

CY'BENAIC SCHOOL. A school of phi-

losophy establislied by the followers of Socrates
upon his deatli. Aristippus of Cyrene, its

founder, taught that pleasure was the highest
good, thus developing one side of the Socratic
teaching to the exclusion of all others. Virtue
for this school meant the course of life that se-

cured the greatest enjoyment. For this, wisdom
is necessary, since the pursuit of pleasure,
prompted by instincts and impulses as they arise,

often defeats itself. The wise man is the man
who knows how he can obtain the maximum of

enjoyment and who acts upon this knowledge.
This doctrine received various modifications ac-

cording to the view its adherents took as to the
way in which the hedonistic end is attainable.
Thus Theodorus insisted that in the form not of
the pleasure of the moment, but of enduring joy
or 'cheerful frame of mind,' can true satisfaction

be obtained; Hegesias urged that an excess of

pleasure over pain is unattainable, hence the true
end of human endeavor is to minimize the dis-

comforts of life, and he carried this doctrine
to its logical outcome, that death is preferable
to life ; hence he was called the 'recommender
of death.' This is perhaps the earliest appear-
ance of pessimism (q.v.) in Occidental philoso-

phy. On the other hand, Anniceris maintained
that in the search for pleasure the friendly,

social, filial, patriotic man is most highly suc-

cessful, and thus went far toward carrying
egoistic hedonism beyond its most obvious limita-

tions. The Cyrenaic school was the precursor of
the Epicurean

(
q.v. ) . Consult Watson, Hedonistic

Theories from Aristippus to Spencer (Glasgow,
1895), and the authorities referred to in the
article on Ethics. See Ethics; Hedonism;
Utilitarianism.

CYRENE, sf-re'n^ (Lat., from Gk. Kvp^yr,,

Kyrene). In ancient geography, the capital of

Cyrenaica, in northern Africa, situated about 10
miles distant from the coast and 1800 feet above
the level of the sea. It is said to have been
founded in B.C. 631, by Battus and a body of
Dorian colonists from the island of Thera. It
carried on an etxensive commerce with Egypt
and Greece, and was the birthplace of many
distinguished men—the philosophers Aristippus
and Cameades, the poet Callimachus, the astron-
omer Eratosthenes, the rhetorician and Bishop
Synesius.

CYBFACUS, or Cikiaco de' Pizzicolli (1391-
C.1449). One of the most diligent antiquarians
of the Renaissance in Italy. He was born at
Ancona. Possessed from boyhood by the spirit
of exploration, he early entered upon the life

of a merchant, which enabled him to gratify his
passion for travel. Led by his admiration for
Dante to Vergil, and thence to Homer, he turned
to the study of the classics, and devoted his
travels to the enthusiastic study and description
of the remains of the past. Unlike most of the
Italian scholars of his time, he did not confine
himself to the monuments of Italy. He visited

Syria, Egypt, the islands of the .-Egean, and
finally Athens and the mainland of Greece, every-
where purcluising manuscripts, coins, and works
of art, copying inscriptions, sketching and de-
scribing roads, walls, buildings, and any other
evidences of the life of ancient Greece. His
notes and drawings were collected in three large
folio volumes, but after his death, which occurred
about 1449, they became scattered, and now are
known only by fragments or partial copies.
Though Cyriacus never became a learned man,
and often made ludicrous mistakes, his breadth
of interest and untiring zeal le<l him to copy
much that others neglected, and to him we
owe our knowledge of many inscriptions and
monuments which have since disappeared. Con-
sult: Voigt, ^yie<lcrbclebung des classischen Al-
tertums, vol. i. (Berlin, 1893), where the earlier
literature is cited; also Jahn, "Cyriacus von
Ancona und Albrecht DUrer," in Aus der Alter-
tumstcissenschaft (Bonn, 1868).

CYRIL, slr^l (Lat. Cyrillus, Gk. Kd/uXXof,
KyriUos), Saint ( ? -444). A bishop of Alex-
andria, one of the most energetic but least
amiable of the Church Fathers. He was bom
in Alexandria, but the date of his birth is

not known. He was educated in the des-
ert, Go miles south of Alexandria, by the
fanatical monks of Nitria, with wliom he lived
for five years, and who probably inspired him
with that fiery, intolerant, and ignorant zeal
which characterized him through life. Subse-
quently he went to Alexandria, where he be-
came a presbyter, and on the death of his uncle,
Theophilus, a.d. 412, obtained the episcopal see.

The Alexandrian Jews, who were numerous and
wealthy, were the first to feel the fierceness of
his religious hatred. Some Christian blood hav-
ing been shed by them in a city tumult, Cyril put
himself at the head of a rabble of zealots, at-

tacked the Jewish quarter of Alexandria, de-
stroyed the houses, and banished the inhabitants.
Orestes, the Prefect of Egypt, having drawn up
an accusation against Cyril, was attacked in the
streets by 500 monks, who had come up from the
deserts of Nitria, at the call of their old com-
panion, eager for the work of destruction. One
of these monks having fallen in the skirmish,
his corpse was carried in procession to the high
church of Alexandria, where Cyril delivered a
sanguinary discourse, gave the dead monk the
name of Thaumasius ('the excellent'), and pro-
nounced him a martyr and a saint. The most
notorious and barbarous deed with which this
persecutor of heretics and heathens had to do
was the murder of the maiden Hypatia (q.v.),

the daughter of the mathematician Theon. Theo-
doret gravely accuses him of instigating the
Alexandrian populace to this horrid act, which
took place in Lent, 415. But the most important
historic event in his career was his controversy
with Nestorius (q.v.), whose doctrines were
condemned by the Council of Ephesus, presided
over by Cyril (431). All the worst features
of his disposition appeared in this broil. In
the midst of disquietudes, which he himself
had largely occasioned, he died June 9, a.d. 444.
In the Greek Church his day in the calendar of
saints is June 9, in the Latin Church January
28. Cyril's numerous writings consist of com-
mentaries, treatises, homilies, epistles, etc. The
best edition was published by Jean Aubert
(Paris, 1638, reprinted in Migne, Patrol. Grceca.
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Ixviii.-lxxvii.). Certain of his works have been
published in critical editions by English scholars,

among them his conniientaries on Luke (1859),
John (1872), Minor Propliets (1868), and Five
Tomes Against yestoriu.s (1881). For his biog-

raphy, consult Kopallik (Mayence, 1881).
Charles Kingsley's l>rilliant romance Hypatia
gives a view of Cyril tinged with the author's
prejudices against monasticism.

CYRIL, Saint (c.3 15-86). A bishop of Je-

rusalem and an eminent Church Father. He was
bom in Jerusalem about a.d. 315, and ordained a
deacon in 334, a presbyter in 345, and, on the
death of Maximus, in 351 was elected bishop
of his native city. His metropolitan was the
Arian bishop Acacius of Caesarea, with whom
he was soon engaged in hot conflict concerning
originally the rights of his office, but ultimately
their ditTerences of doctrine. Acacius accused
Cyril before a council at Csesarea in 358, whose
competency Cyril did not acknowledge, of selling

the treasures of his church in a time of famine
to feed the poor, and this Arianizing assembly
undertook to depose him. He appealed to a
larger synod, which was held at Seleucia (359),
and was by it restored to his office; but once
more, through the persevering hostility of Aca-
cius, he was deposetl by a council assembled in

Constantinople in 360. On the death of the Em-
peror Constantius (361) he was again restored
to his episcopate. Soon after his old enemy Aca-
cius died, but Cyril was immediately involved in

new difficulties, and after considerable strife

was banished, by order of the Emperor, Valens,
in 367 ; nor did he return till the Emperor's
death in 378. He died ilarch 18, 386.

Cyril's writings are extremely valuable, not
because of their vigor, profundity, or beauty,
but on account of their theology. They consist

of twenty-three treatises, eighteen of which are
addressed to catechumens and five to the newly
baptized. The former are for the most part
doctrinal, and present to us in a more complete
and systematic manner than the writings of any
other father the creed of the Church ; the latter

are ritual, and give us a minute account of bap-
tism, chrism, and the Lord's Supper. Their style

is simple and unattractive. Cyril's works were
published by A. A. Touttee, the Benedictine
monk (Paris, 1720: Venice, 1761); they were
reprinted in Migne, Patrol. Grceca, xxxiii., and by
G. C. Reischl and J. Rupp (2 vols., Munich,
1848-60; Eng. trans, by E. H. Gifford in The
yicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, 2d series, vol.

vii.. New York, 1894). Consult Delacroix,

Saint Cyrille de Jerusalem, sa vie et ses aeuvres

(Paris, 1865).

CYBIIi and METHOT)ITTS. The apostles of

the Slavs in the ninth century. They were brothers,

and sprang from a respectable family living in the

half-Slavic, half-Greek town of Thessalonica. Hav-
ing been ordained priest, Cyril (whose name was
proi)erIy Const^intine) l)ecame secretary to the Pa-

triarch of Constantinople, and later prominently
connected with the anti-Jewish polemics. The lat-

ter interest it was which induced him to go forth,

during the reign of the Byzantine Emperor
Michael III., to evangelize the Khasars, dwelling
by the Caspian Sea under a Jewish king who
allowed Jews, ^fohamniedans. and Christians to

live peacefully tocrether. His labors were very
successful, the Khan himself being among the

converts. At this time Methodius, his elder
brother, was abbot of a famous monastery in

Constantinople. The Duke of Moravia, Rostis-
lav, having established an independent Slavic
kingdom and driven out the German priests,

applied to Constantinople for Christian teach-
ing. The patriarch sent him Cyril and Metho-
dius (864). Cyril invented the Slavic alphabet,
and the brothers, assisted by a number of their
pupils, completed their translation of the Holy
Scriptures, which is in use to the present day
among all Greek Catholic Chri-stians (Russians,
Bulgarians, and Serbs). Feeling the necessity
of linking the Moravian Church to the power
of Rome, the brothers, after three and one-half
years of work, went to Rome. Tliere they were
cordially received and were ordained. The
younger of the two brothers died February 14,

869, as monk in a monastery at Constanti-
nople, where he had taken the name of Cyril,
ilethodius continued the work among the Slavs,
but in Pannonia, not in Moravia. In 870 the
Pope made him a bishop and in 873 archbishop.
Supported by the Pope, he long kept up a con-
.stant fight with the German emissaries. He
died at Wehlerad, April 6, 885. Consult: Ginzel,
deschichte der Slaicenapostel Cyril und Metho-
dius (2d e<l., Vienna, 1861) ; Dummler and
iliklosich. Die Legende vom heiligen Cyrillus
(Vienna, 1870) ; Goetz, Geschichte der Slatren-
apostel Constantintis {Cyrillus) und Methodius
(CJotha, 1897) : also Yita Sancti Methodii, ed.

by Miklosich (Vienna, 1870). The Apologia
Moralis ascribed to Cvril was published by Cor-
ter (Vienna, 16.30).

CYBHiliA (named in honor of Domenico Ci-
rillo or Cyrillo. an lUilian physician). An ever-
green tree or shrub, of which there is but one
species, leathe^^vood ( Cyrilla racemifiora ) , found
from the southern United States to Brazil. In
the I'nited States it occurs from North Carolina
to Texas, and is hardy as far north as Phila-
delphia. It has bright green leaves, and white
flowers in racemes. The species is variable, and
imder cultivation some of the varieties are very
ornamental.

CYRILTLIC ALPHABET. A metho<l of
writing invented by Cyril, apostle of the Slavs
(see Cyril; Metiiodivs) between 855 and 863.
It is based upon the Greek uncials of the eighth
or ninth centun.-, with the addition of some
signs to represent soimds not found in Greek.
It originally consisted of thirty-eight characters,
to which ten more were added later. With some
modifications, introduced chiefly by Peter the
(Jreat, it is the alphal)et now used in Russia.
Bulgaria, and Servia. Consult Taylor, The Al-
phabet, vol. ii. (London, 1899).

CYRIL LU'CAB. See Lucaris, Cyril.

CYB'OP.ffi'DIA (Lat., from Gk. Kipov vat-
8ela, Kyrou paidvia, education of Cyrus). TilE.

The longest work of Xenophon, purporting to
give a history of the early life and training of

Cyrus the Great, but in reality an historical ro-

mance. Its elaborate scheme of government and
education are Spartan rather than Persian, and
the whole work is to be regarded as the exposi-
tion of an idonl uovernment. The story of Abra-
datas and Panthea is the earliest specimen of
the lovf romance.

CYRTOCERAS, s?r-trts'A-ras (\eo I.at.. from
Gk. KvprSt, kyrtos, cur%-ed -f f^ptts, kcras, horn).
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A genus of curved totrabrnnchiate cephalopoda,

of which fossil Hpcties are found in rocks of De-

vonian ape. They have large laterally com-

pressed or triangular curved shells, with sub-

triangular or T-shaped openings. The canienr

or chambers are very short, so that the septa

are close together, and the siphuncle is large,

ventral, or sub-ventral, and restricted at each

septum so that in a longitudinal section of

the shell it gives the appearance of a string of

elongated beads. The genus Cyrtoceras former-

ly included a great variety of curved shells,

liiost of which have been proved by Hyatt to

belong to other genera and even other families

from that which includes the type species. Con-

sult: llyatt, "The Genera of Fossil Cephalopods,"

Proceedings Boston {iocicty of Natural History,

vol. xxii. (Boston, 1884) ; von Zittel and East-

man, Textbook of PaloBontology, vol. i. (London
and Xew York, 1900). See also Cephalopoda;
Orthoceras; Nautilus; Nautiloidea. For il-

lustration see Plate of Cephalopoda.

CY'RUS. See Kuba.

CYRUS THE GREAT, or Cybus the Elder
(c. GOO-529 H.C.). Tlie founder of the Persian

Empire and conqueror of liabylon, whom Isaiah

called the anointed of the Lord and his shepherd
(Isa. xliv. 28; xlv. 1). Tlie name of this mon-
arch appears in Old Persian as Kurus, in the

liabvlonian inscriptions as Kuras, in Hebrew as

KOreS, and in Greek as KOpos, whence Latin
Cyrus. According to Herodotus, the name signi-

fies sun; but there is some possibility, judging
from the Neo-Elamatic, that its signification

may have been shepherd, with which the Isaiah

passage might be compared. The lineage of

this great King we have on his own authority

on a famous cuneiform cylinder discovered some
years ago. (Consult Journal Asiatic Society,

London, 1880). This was written in the Babylo-
nian language, and ia now among the treasures of

the British Museiun. In this Cyrus traces his

royal claim through his father, Cambyses, and his

grandfather, Cyrus, back to Teispes; the latter

was the son of Achoemenes (q.v.), founder of

the Achwmenian line. The ancestral home was
Anshan, or Anzjin, which is believed to have
been a city or district of Elam (q.v.). However
that may be, there can be no doubt that Cyrus
was a Persian, and he is rightly so called in the

Old Testament.

According to the cuneiform records of Naboni-
dus {Xabu-nd'id) , Cyrus was a vassal of Asty-
ages {Istnvepu) , who is spoken of as King of

the Medes, or again of the Scj'thians. Tliere is

good ground for believing that Cyrus was di-

rectly connected with this ruler by the ties of

blood. Herodotus (i. lOTflf) expressly states

that Cyrus was the grandson of Astyages, whose
daughter ^Mandane had been married to Cam-
byses, a Persian noble. The Greek historian has
a number of interesting and highly colored leg-

ends to narrate regarding the fear of Astyages
for the infant as his future vanquisher, Avith

popular stories also regarding the fortunes of the
youthful prince and his rapid elevation to power.
\Miatevpr value is to be placed on these pic-

turesque accounts, there is no question that
Cyrus's triumphant career began with his over-

throw of Astyages and his final mastery of

Media before the year B.C. 550. The conquest
of the Median Empire opened the way for

further success, and Gyrus turned his victorious
arms against CraHius of Lydia, whom he van-
quished u.c. 540. .Asia Minor was thus brought
practically under this ambitious ruler's sway.

The time had now arrived to strike a mighty
blow against Babylon. Nabonidus, the King of
that ancient capital, seems to have estrangefl

himself from his subjects, and to have lost the
favor of the priestly class. By preference he
lived at Tenia, or Teva, and when the condition

of affairs within Babylon itself became such as
to call liiin back it was too late. The account
of the fall of the city we can gather by combin-
ing the testimony of the cuneiform records with
the biblical narrative and Herodotus. Internal

factions seem to have been numerous; the .Jews,

A\ho were in captivity in the city, apparently
played a part. Babylon is stated to have fallen

uithout fighting before the victorious hosts of

Cyrus, and Nabonidus was utterly overthrown.
Belshazzar of the Old Testament may have been

Bel-5ar-u«ur, the son of Nabonidus, who, accord-

ing to the inscriptions, offered resistance to the

advance of Cyrus's forces. The fall of the city

it.self occurred at the moment of the great Tam-
muz festival, July, 5.30, and it was actually ac-

complished by Cyrus's satrap Gobryas (Gubaru
or Ugbaru of the inscriptions), who was in com-
mand of the advance army. Cyrus himself made
his trium])hal entry into the city in October,

539, and became King of Babylon. The famous
cylinder above referred to records the inaugura-

tion of his rule. We know in general that his

policy toward the conquered people was a most
liberal one, and even though it may have fallen

••iomewhat short, perhaps, of the enthusiastic

hopes of a prophetic Isaiah, its ultimate influ-

ence and effects are undoubted as having contrib-

uted toward the restoration of the Jews from
captivity. See Babyiox.
The ambition of Cyrus, growing with advanc-

ing years, led finally, it seems, to his own. destruc-

tion. The vision which Herodotus tells us Astyages
beheld in a dream of the figure of the youthful

Cj'rus adorned with wings that overshadowed all

Asia seemed now on the eve of fulfillment. The
great conqueror's dominions actually extended
almost from the Hellespont to the Indus. But
disaster was at hand. Cryus engaged in an in-

vading expedition against the Scythian hordes

of the north (Herod, i. 204; Ammianus Marcel-

linus, 20, 6, 7, 40). In a battle against their

Queen, Tomyris, Cyrus is said to have been slain.

Ctesias Pcrs. 6-8 ) . however, states that Cyrus
fell in battle against the Derbicre, a tribe bor-

dering on India. The year of his death was B.C.

530-529, and his age is given as seventy-one

years. His body is said to have received a final

resting-place at Pasargada?. A tomb, now empty,
still stands there surmounting a series of rising

stone steps. Near by is a huge monolith slab

that once bore his name: but this is broken and
tumbled do\\-n, a monument, like the empty and
lonely mausoleum, silently recording the fall of

greatness.

In estimating the character of Cyrus, after we
have considered all the accounts of him, we may
judge him to have been not only a man of great

personal power, but an ideal king. The Persians

called him father (Herod, iii. 89, 100) ; the Jews
looked upon him as their liberator; the Greeks
admired his qualities as a ruler and legislator

(.^schylus, Pers. 764-68) ; and Xenophon chose
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him as the hero of his famous historic romance,

the Cyropcrdia. Taken for all in all, his claim

to be entitled Cyrus the Great, as historj' has

crowned him, remains unchallenged with time.

The best short account of Cyrus, with abundant
references, is that of Ju;iti, in Geiger and Kuhn,
Grundriss der irantschen Philologic (Strassburg,

1897). Consult also Duncker, History of An-
tiquity, Eng. trans. (London, 1881). Passing
mention may be made of Horner, Daniel, Darius

the Median! Cyrus the Great (Pittsburg, 1901).

CYRUS THE YOUNGER ( ? -401 B.C.).

The second of the sons of Darius N'othus. or Ochus,

and Parysatis, familiarly known through Xeno-

phon's Anabasis. When his elder brother, Arta-

xerxes Mnemon (q.v.), succeede<l to the throne

(B.C. 404), CjTUs conspired to deprive him of his

crown and his life. The plot, however, being

di.scovered, he was at first sentenced to death,

but afterwards pardoned, through his mother's

intervention, and was even restored to his dig-

nity of satrap of .\sia Minor. Here he employed
himself in making arrangements for war against

his brother, although he concealed his purposes

to the verv last. In the spring of B.C. 401 he

left Sardis at the head of 100,000 Asiatics and
13,000 Greek mercenaries, imder pretense of

chastising the robbers of Pisidia. Artaxerxes,

being warned of Cyrus's perfidy, made prepara-

tions to oppose him, and the two armies encoun-

tered each other in the Plains of Cunaxa, between

60 and 70 miles from Babylon. Cyrus was de-

feated and slain, although the Greeks fought

with the greatest courage, and even routed that

portion of Artaxerxes's troops immediately op-

posed to them. The fortunes of the Greeks, on

their retreat through the highlands of Kurdistan

and Armenia in severe winter weather, are re-

corded by Xenophon in his Anabasis (q.v.). That

historian represents Cyrus the Younger as en-

dowed with every amiable quality.

CYST (from Gk. /ciVtjj, hystis, bladder). A
tumor containing one or more cavities, the con-

tents of which are of a fluid or semi-fluid con-

sistence. The cyst-wall is formed of connective

and fibrous tissue, rarely of muscular fibres, and

the inner surface of the cavity is lined with

epithelium. Cysts are classified according to

their mode of development. Some are found in

glands and are due to an excess of the normal

cell-secretion: others are caused by obstruction

of the ducts through which the secretion natural-

ly escapes. One class, known as dermoid cysts,

are due to faulty embryonic development, and

these at times contain hair, nails, or teeth. Oc-

casionallv solid tumors imdergo cystic degenera-

tion. Hvdatid cysts are of parasitic origin, and

occur most frequently in the liver. Besides these

there are numerous* other varieties depending

upon the tissues in which they grow. Cysts vary

in size from minute retention cysts on the face

to the enormous tumors of the ovary, one of

which is reportefl as weighing 116 pounds. Sur-

gical interference is frequently required. See

OVARIKS; HynATIDS.

CYSTID'EA. See CVSTOIDEA.

CYS'TIN ( from Gk. KAvrit. kystis.hladder).

C,H«NC),S,. An organic acid (amido-sulpho-

lactic acid), allied to lactic acid and having

the constitutional fonnula HOOC(\H.) (CH,)

C.S.S.C (CH,) (XH.) COOH. It is the principal

constituent of the urmary calculus knowTi as

cyatic calculus, from which it may be obtained

by dissolving in ammonia and allowing the solu-

tion to evaporate, the cystin separating out in

the form of characteristic colorless crystals,

which are insoluble in water, alcohol, or ether.

CYSTITIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. k^vtis, kys-

tis, bladder). Inflammation of the urinarj' blad-

der. Among the causes of cystitis may be men-
tioned injuries, exposure to cold, injection of

irritating medicaments in treating the urethra,

insertion of a dirty catheter when drawing oflf the

urine, retention of fermenting urine, extension

of inflammation from other adjacent tissues, or

the presence of a calculus (q.y.). The inflam-

mation is accompanied by chills, fever, some nau-
sea, pain in the bladder, and a continual desire

to urinate. The urine is generally cloud}', from
nmcus and pus, or bloody. In treating cystitis,

heat should be applied to the abdomen, or the

patient should take a hot sitz-bath; he should

take large quantities of alkaline drinks, and rest

in bed. In many cases it is necessary to wash
out the bladder, and a variety of drugs are

used, according to the exact nature of the symp-
toms.

CYSTOCARP (Gk. kAvtu, kystis, bladder -f

Kapirds, karpos, fruit). A complex form of fruc-

tification developed in the red algae as a re-

sult of the sexual act. See RuoDOPUYC£i£

;

Alg.«,

CYSTOI'DEA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.

icLHTTii, kystis, bladder -|- dSos, eidos, form). A
class of extinct echinoderms of the subphylum
Pelmatozoa (q.v.), allied to the crinoids and
blastoids, but diflfering from these chiefly in the

irregular arrangement of the plates of the calyx

and the imperfect development of their arms.

In general appearance the Cystoidea resemble the

crinoids, with the remains of which they are

often found associated in the Ordovician and
Silurian strata. The cystoid body was inclosed

in a case or 'calj'x' of variable form, spherical,

cylindrical, hemispherical, or discoid, which is

made up of polygonal calcareous plates without

regular arrangement. The calyx-plates seem to

have been, in many early genera, loosely united

to each other, so that they became easily dis-

sociated after death of the animal. This ex-

plains the rarity of perfect individuals in the

Ordovician rocks, where the fragments are often

exceedingly abundant. Another characteristic

is the presence of pores that perforate the plates

and that are arranged in rhombic series. These

pores are supposeil to have l)een connected with

the respiratory apparatus. The number of plates

in the calyx is very variable, from 10 or 12 to

over 100. and as a rule those forms with the

largest number of plates show the greatest ir-

regularity in their arrangement. In some of

the fornis, with less numl>er of plates, these

arc arrange<l in regular transverse rows, and the

calyx then approaches more ncarlj- the aspect

of the simpler forms of crinoids.

The arms are absent in many genera of cys-

toids, and when present are seldom found at-

tache<l to the calyx. They are never pinnulated

like those of the "crinoids. though they are com-

I>osed in a similar manner, and are often sup-

plied with grocives. In those cystoids without

free anus there is generally found on the ven-

tral surface of the calyx a system of ambulacral

furrows that radiate irregularly from the mouth-
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opening. These furrows, representing the arms,

are bordered by rows of small plates that often

bear pinnules of delicate eonstruetion. as seen

in Callocystites, Glyptospha'rites, and Agela-

crinus. The more primitive cystoids have neither

arms nor ambulacral furrows. The openings of

the calyx are four in number. The mouth is

central* or subcentral on the upin^r or ventral

surface; the anal opening is eccentric, and is

generally closed by a pyramid of small, triangu-

lar plates; a third opening, often present near

the anal opening and generally closed by triangu-

lar plates, is considered to be the genital orif\c«;

and a fourth small, slit-like aperture, present

in only a few genera, is of problenuitic nature.

The caly.x of the cystoid is usually elevated on a

stem which often resembles that of the crinoid

in being composed of a single series of plates

pierced by a central canal. In .some genera (as

Dendrocystites) the stem is made up of plates

arranged in transverse rows, and the central

cavity is then much enlarged and continuous

with the general cavity of the calyx. In Echino-

sphierites the stem is reduced to a tubercle on

the dorsal surface, and the animal seems to have

been a free living form. The discoid genera

Agelacrinus and its allies are sessile, and are

attached either by a pedestal or by cementation

of the dorsal surface of the calyx to foreign ob-

jects, generally the shells of mollusks.

Classification of the Cystoidea is a matter of

difficulty, not alone because of the general im-

perfection of the material, but also on account

of the great diversity of structure seen within

the class, which contains a number of synthetic

or ancestral types that seem to have given rise

to all the other more specialized groups of the

Echinodermata. Through assumption of a more
regular arrangement of the plates and the de-

velopment of the arms, with consequent rear-

rangement of the ventral surface, as in Crypto-

crinus, Porocrinus, and Caryocrinus, they gave

rise to the Crinoidea. Keduction of the plates

and enlargement of the ambulacral grooves, with

the assumption of the pentameral gemmiform
shape, as in Asteroblastus, leads to the Blastoi-

dea. Agelacrinus is suggestive of the star-fish

(Asteroidea) and brittle stars (Ophiuroidea)

,

and finally the Echinoidea and Holothuroidea

may be imagined to have been derived from the

more spherical forms of armless cystoids, the

echinoids presenting a series of progressive evo-

lution, the holothurians a regressive series.

Range. The Cystoidea is the oldest known
class of echinoderms; their isolated plates, rare-

ly vmited to give -a clue to the form of the ani-

mal, known under the names of Eocystites, Pro-

tocystites, etc., from the Cambrian rocks, are

the earliest representatives. The class enjoyed

two periods of expansion. First, in the early

Ordovician time they flourished in hosts in some
regions, their remains forming the larger part of

certain limestones, such as the lower Chazy
limestones of Lake Cliamplain. Other lime-

stones, of Beekmantown and Trenton age, in the

Saint Lawrence and Champlain valleys, and beds

of equivalent age in the Baltic provinces of Eu-
rope, contain abundant cystoid remains. The
second expansion of the class occurred during
the Silurian time, when these creatures lived in

abundance in some portions of the seas of north-

em and middle Europe and eastern North
America. In all about 250 species are known,

and of this numl)er only about 15 have been
found in ro<'k« above the Silurian system. The
group entirely disappeared with the ylose of

Paleozoic time.

Consult: Forbes, "On the Cystidea of the Si-

lurian Hwks of the British Islands," Memoirs
of the Gcolof/ical Surv< y of dreat liritain, vol. ii.,

part 2 (London. 1S4S) ; Billings, "On the Cys
tidea* of the Lower Silurian Rocks of Canada,"
Figures and Descriptions of Canuduin Organic
Itimains, Decade 111. (Montreal, 1858) ; Hall,

"Descriptions of Some New Fossils from the

Niagara (Jroup," Twentieth Annual Report of

the Neic York State Cabinet of Natural History
(Albany, 1867) ; Barrande, "CystidOes," Hystime
ailurien du Centre de la lioheme, vol. vii.

(Prague and Paris, 1887) ; Bather, "The Cysti-

dea," in Lankester's Treatise on Zoology, part

iii., chap. ix. (London. 1!K)0) ; von Zittel and
Eastman, Textbook of Paleontology, vol. i. (Ivon-

don and New York, 1!)00). See Crinoidea;
EciiixoDEBMATA; and articles on the other

classes of echinodenus.

CYS'TOLITHS ((Jk. /ci/o-tu, kystis, bladder
-+- \ieos, lithos, stone). Masses of cellulose and
calcium carbonate (the chief constituent of lime-

stones), found in the cells of plants belonging

to the families Urticace* and Acanthaceae. Tliey

are most common in the epidermis of both leaves

and stems, but are found also in the cortex and
pith. A single cystolith occupies a cell, nearly

filling it, though the cell is enlarged. Cystoliths

are irregularly warty or nodulated like a compact
bunch of grapes. Each is attached to the wall of

the cell in which it lies by a short stalk of cellu-

lose. In reality the cystolith is an outgrowth from

the cell-wall, at first peg-shaped, later club-

shaped, and finally warty. Its foundation sub-

stance is cellulose (the same as that of the

wall), which is impregnated with a large quan-

tity of calcium carbonate in the form of very

fine granules, thus forming a stony mass. The

stalk often contains silica. The carbonate is to

be regarded as a waste product from the chem-

ical processes occurring in the plant, and is of

no further direct use. It can readily be dissolved

out by weak acids, the process of solution being

accompanied by effervescence and the evolution

of carbonic-acid gas (carbon dioxide). Good
examples of cystoliths are to be found in the

leaves of nettles (Urtica) and of the fig (Ficus).

CY'TASE (from Gk. k&tos, kytos, cavity,

cell). An enzyme that attacks the cell-walls of

plants and alters the chemical composition of

some of the components so that the walls swell

up in water, become translucent, and finally dis-

solve. The process is one of digestion. It is

not yet known whether what is called cytase is

a single enzyme or ceveral, no sufficient study

having been possible. Cj-tase has been found in

the hyphte of various fungi which live as para-

sites in plants, destroying their tissues. It has

also been identified in\he seeds of many grasses,

in which it is secreted chiefly by the 'gluten

layer' (a layer of cells outside the starch-bear-

ing ones), and in the seeds of certain Legumi-

nosie, palms, etc. In many seeds the reserve food

is- stored as cellulose in the form of thickened

walls, making the food-bearing tissue, the endo-

sperm (q.v.). of bony hardness—e.g. vegetable

ivory, the seed of a palm {Phytelephas Indica)

.

In this seed certainly, and probably in all such
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seeds, cytase is produced at germination to

digest the reserve cellulose and render it

available as food for the growing embryo.
!*ince the substances which take part in the

formation of cell-walls are numerous and
diverse, and their composition is still uncer-

tain, no adequate knowledge has been obUiined
as to the pro<lucts of their digestion by cytase.

From the cellulose constituents one or more
sugars are produced, possibly by hydrolysis,

through dextrins. Cji,ase acts only on cellulose

walls, being unable to attack lignified or cuti-

nized walls. It acts most energetically in a
weakly acid medium, but is destroyed by tem-
I)eratures of (50 to Go" C. It may be obtained
(mixed with diastase) from malt by the method
described imder Diastase (q.v.). See also
Enzymes ; and Digestion.

CYTHE'RA. See Cerigo.

CYTH ERE'A. See Venus.

CYTHE'RIS. A well-known Roman cour-

tesan, the mistress of ilarcus Antonius and later

of Gallus, the elegiac poet. She is referred to

under the name of Lycoris in Vergil's tenth
Eclogue.

CYT1STJS iLat., shrubby kind of clover).

A genus of plants of the natural order Legurai-

nosie, of which some of the species, having long
twiggj' branches, are popularly called broom,
others are called laburnum, while others still

are generally known by the name cytisus. The
species are numerous—small trees or shrubs,

with leaves of three leaflets, and yellow, white,

or purple flowers, natives chiefly of the warmer
temi>erate parts of the Old World. Many of

them are very beautiful, and some are among the

esteemed ornaments of our shrubberies, others of

our greenhouses. Several species of Cytisus have
been recommended as forage plants, stock readily

browsing upon their green twigs. Cytisus sco-

parius, the Scotch broom, is a form so valued,

while Cytisus prohferus alba, the tagasaste of

the Canary Islands, is highly commended. Trials

of it in California have not substantiated the

rather extravagant claims made for it.

CYTOL'OGY (C.k. K^oi, kytos, cell -f X07/0,

logia, account, from \iytiv, legein, to say). A
branch of the sciences of botany and zoologj'.

As histology is largely concerned with tissues,

so cj^logy deals principally with cells, the ele-

ments which make up the tissues. Although it

is only retrently that Iwtanists have begun to

make a specialtj' of this subject, the work has

been prosecuted with great vigor and the subject

is beginning to assume some definiteness. The
chief problems at present are the structure and
activities of protoplasm, the life history of

plastids, the structure and function of the

nucleus, the reduction of chromosomes, the origin

and development of the adiromatic figure, the

centrosome, the cell-wall, the development of the

sex cells, fertilization and the formation of the

embryo, and, most difficult of all, the problem

of heredity.

Botanical Cytology. Ab yet little is known
regarding the structure of protoplasm in plants,

but the investigations which have l)een made
favor the assumption that its structure is iden-

tical with that in animals. Much more attention

has been paid to the niideus. Even the small

nuclei of many of the alga? and fungi have been

studied, and the details of their structure and
mode of division quite accurately determined.
No organ of the cell has been so assiduously in-

vestigated as the chromosome, but nevertheless
most of its important problems remain to be
solved. The fact that the number of chromo-
somes is constant for a given species, and the
phenomena of fertilization indicate that the
chromosome is a permanent organ of the cell,

but its life history from one cell generation to
another has not yet been traced, the identity of
the several chromosomes being lost in the resting
nucleus. In the flowering plants the splitting
of the chromosomes during nuclear division is

generally conceded to be longitudinal in all cells

except spore-producing cells in which the reduc-
tion of the chromosomes is taking place, and
even here most botanists believe that the splitting
is longitudinal, although a transverse splitting,

i.e. a reducing division in the sense of the Weiss-
man school, has been reported by investigators
of undoubted ability. Both observations and
theories are still very conflicting. The origin and
development of the achromatic figure have re-

ceived large attention, especially during the past
five or six years. It was formerly supposed
that the achromatic figure always rose under the
influence of the centrosomes, but recent observa-
tions have made it very doubtful whether a
centrosome exists at all in the angiosperms, and
it is almost equally doubtful whether such an
organ exists in the gj-mnosperms and pterido-

phytes, unless the 'blepharoplast,' a centrosome-
like body which develops the cilia of the male
cell, be interpreted as a genuine centrosome. In
the other groups, except the mosses, which have
received scant attention, an undoubted centro-

some has been demonstrated.
The development of the sex cells, from the

earliest appearance of the archesporium up to the

time of fertilization, has been repeatedly studied
in various plants, but the work has been mor-
phological rather than cytological, little atten-

tion having been paid to the details of cell con-

tents except in case of mother cells. In the

study of <?ells more immediately concerned in

fertilization, the cells of the sporogenous tissue

have been slight ad. Some of the most impor-
tant cytological work deals with the problems of

fertilization. The question of sexuality in the

Ascomycetes has received a definite answer in

the case of several forms by the demonstration
of an actual process of fertilization. The fusion

of the sex nuclei in ferns has been described

with more or less completeness. In the gjmno-
sperms, where the sex cells are extremely large,

the process of fertilization has been more satis-

factorily investigated, and it has been found
that both the nucleus and the cytoplasm of the

male cell enter the egg, but that the nucleus slips

out from its cytoplasmic mantle before it reaches

the nucleus of the opg. The male nucleus with
its nuclear niembrane still intact is then received

bodily into the much larger egg nucleus. The
chromatin of the two nuclei in the fonn of two
distinct spirems has been obsen'ed, and it has
been suggested that the chromatins of the two
nuclei may renmin distinct during the later

stages of fertilization, and even during the cell

divisions which follow. In the angiosperms,

while the union of the sex nuclei has be<>n re-

peatedly obs«'rv«l, the l)ehavior of the chromatin
is practically unknown. Two male cells are dia-
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charged from the pollen-tube into the embryo-
sac; the nucleus of one of these eells unites with
the nucleus of the egg and the lirst cell of the

8poroj)hyte is formed. It has recently been found
that the second male cell often unites with the

definite nucleus of the eml)ryo-8ac formed by
the fusion of the two |M)lar nuclei, so that there

is a 'double fertilization.' Double fertilization

has been observed in monocotyledons and dico-

tyledons, but whether it is the usual method
of fertilization is not entirely settled. While
it is becoming conceded that the problems of

lieretlity must be ultimately problems of the cell,

nearly all the work of botanists along this line

must be classed as morphological. Bee Cell;
Embbyo ; Sex.

CYTOPLASM. See Cell.

CYZ1CUS (Lat., from Gk. KiJfucos, Kyzikos)'
A colony of Miletus in the Propontis, founded
probably about B.C. 676, on the south shore of

the island of Arctonnesus, which has now become
a peninsula, though in ancient times it was con-

nected with the mainland by bridges. Its situa-

tion and two good harbors made it early a
prosperous town, while its strong position en-

abled it to maintain its freedom. It was favored

by the Romans, and after sustaining a long siege

by Mithradates it was made a free city, a privi-

lege which it lost under Tiberius. The site is

still covered with extensive ruins. It lies to

the southeast of the island of Marmora, and
about 70 miles southwest of Constantinople.

CZACKI, chatsTv^, Tadeusz, Count (1765-

1813). A Polish writer. He was bom at Poryck,

Volhynia. At twenty he obtained an office in the

Superior Court of Justice at Warsaw, and in 1788
was appointed to the Treasury Commission of the

Diet. His interest in the economic w^elfare of

his country impelled him to travel through Po-

land and to produce a map of its river system.

The development of navigation on the Dniester en-

gaged his particular attention. When his prop-

erty was confiscated at the second partition of

Poland he became a professor at Cracow; but
Paul I., to whose coronation he went as deputy
from Volhynia, restored what he had lost. After
this Czacki's whole life was devoted to the edu-

cation of his countrymen. His plans for dis-

seminating instruction in the Polish provinces

of Russia, the people of which were extremely
ignorant, met with the approval of Alexander I.,

and in 1803 he was made inspector of the schools

in the governments of Volhynia, Podolia, and
Kiev. He gave, out of his various resources,

about 500,000 thalers to various schools. The
Gymnasium of Kremenetz, which he founded,
was the main object of his care. For a genera-
tion this institution was the spiritual centre of

Poland, furnishing the champions of national
self-consciousness against the deadening influ-

ence of French pseudo-classicism. Accused of

stirring up political discontent among his coun-
trymen, Czacki went to Saint Petersburg in 1807,

and so ably defended himself that Alexander I.

appointed him deputy of Prince Czartoryski, who
was curator of public instruction in the Polish
section of Russia. Czacki died at Dubno, and his
collections passed into the hands of Czartoryski.
His works were published in three volumes (Po-
sen, 1843). They are in the main historical and
archaeological. His most valuable work is a trea-

tise On Lithuanian and Polish Laves (2 vols.,

Warsaw, 1800).

CZAJKOWSKI. ch!-k6v'ske, Michal (1808-

8(5). A Polish novelist. He was born near Ber-
ditchev in the Ukraine, where, in 1831, he par-

ticipated in the insurrection against Russia, and
was compelled to (lee to Paris. In 1840 a num-
l>er of Polish OmigrC-s sent him on a secret mis-
sion to Turkey, and in 1851 he embraced Moham-
medanism. As ^lohammed Sadik he commanded
a body of troops called the Cossacks of the .Sul-

tan. He fought with distinction against the Rus-
sians in 1853-54. Amnestied by Russia in 1873,
he removed to Kiev. In consequence of an accu-
sation of treason subsequently made against him,
he committed suicide. Czajkowski obtained wide
celebrity through his stories of Cossack life, sev-

eral of which have become extremely popular and
have been translated into German, French, and
English.

CZAB, ziir (Russ. tsari, Bohem. tsar, OChurch
Slav, tscsari, tsuaari, through OHG. keisar,
from Lat. Cassar). The alternative title of the
Russian Emperor; also written Tsar. During
the Middle Ages the Emperor of the East and
the Mongol Khans appear under the title of

Czars in Russian contemporary literature, while
the rulers of the various Russian provinces are
called grand dukes till the sixteenth century.
In 1547, however, Ivan the Terrible caused him-
self to be solemnly crowned Czar of Moscow.
From this time the Russian monarchs called

themselves by this title until the conquest of

Little Russia and Smolensk caused them to as-

sume that of Czar of All the Russias. The word
now became practically the equivalent of Em-
peror; yet Peter I., in 1724, thought fit to assume
this latter title in addition, and as the Russian
language had no term corresponding to it, the

Latin word Imperator was introduced, while
the Empress was termed Imperatritsa. At first

several European powers refused to sanction the

assumption of imperial dignity by the Russian
Czar, but ultimately consented to do so. The
wife of the Czar was named Czaritsa (Czarina) ;

the sons, Czarevitch ; the daughters, Czarevna

;

but after the death of Alexis, Peter I.'s son,

these titles were abolished, and the imperial

princes were called grand dukes and the imperial

princesses grand duchesses. In 1799 the Em-
peror Paul I. introduced the title of Cesarevitch

(not Czarevitch) for his second son, the Grand
Duke Constantine. The heir apparent and his

wife are still called Cesarevitch and Cesarevna.
Among the Russian people themselves, the Em-
peror is more frequently called Gosudar, i.e. lord,

than Czar. See Russia.

CZABNIECKI, or CZARNECKI, chiirn-

yets'ke, Stefan (1599-16G5). A Polish general.

He was distinguished by his bravery and brilliant

generalship in the war against Charles X. of

Sweden (1655-60), upon the conclusion of which
he was hailed as the liberator of his country,

which, simultaneously with the great onslaught
of the Scandinavians, had been assailed by the
Russians and Transylvanians. He also won laurels

in the war against the Cossacks (1660-61), suc-

cessively defeating them in tw'o great battles. He
had attained the highest rank in the Polish army
when, attended by only a few horsemen, he under-
took an expedition to the Crimea, in order to se-

cure an alliance with the Tatars. In conse-
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quence of the fati<i;ue and exposure of this journey
he died at a village in Volh^-nia. Ue has been
>tyled till' Polish Du Guesjclin.

CSSABTOBYSKI, char'-tA-rtsIc*, Adam Jebzt
(George) (1770-18G1). A Polish patriot, bom
at Warsaw, January 14, 1770. He was the
son of PriHce Adam Casimir Czartoryski, the
head of an ancient Polish house. After studying
in Edinburgh and London, he returned to his
native country and took part against Russia in

the war following the second partition of Poland,
in 1793. On the defeat of the Poles, Czartorj-ski
was taken to Saint Petersburg as a hostage, and
here he exhibited so much ability and prudence as
to gain the friendship of the Grand Duke Alex-
ander, and the confidence of Emperor Paul, who
made him ambassador to Sardinia. When Alex-
ander ascended the throne (1801) he appointed
Czartoryski assistant to the Minister of Foreign
Affairs; and he took an active part in official life

until after the peace of Tilsit (1807). As curator
of the University of Vilna he exerted all his
influence to keep alive a spirit of nationality
among the Poles, and- when some of the
students were arrested on a charge of sedition
and sent to Siberia. Czartorj'ski resigned his
office. His successor reported to the Emperor
that the amalgamation of Russia and Lithuania
had been delayed a century by Czartorj'ski's

activity as head of the university. WTien the
Revolution of 1830 broke out, he threw in his lot

with his countrvmen. He was elected president
of the provisional Government, and in this ca-

pacity summoned a national diet, which met
in January, 1831, and declared the Polish throne
vacant, and elected Czartoryski head of the
National Government. He immediately devoted
half of his large estates to the public ser\'ice, and
adopted energetic measures to meet the Russian
invasion. The Poles were soon crushed by su-

perior numbers, and Czartoryski—speciallj' ex-

cluded from the general amnesty, and his estates
in Poland confiscated—escaped to Paris, where
he afterwards resided, the friend of his jxxjr

expatriated count rjnicn, and the centre of their

hopes of a revived nationality. In 1848 he liber-

ated all the serfs on his Galician estates, and dur-
ing the Crimean War he ineffectually endeavored
to induce the Allies to identify the cause of Po-
land with that of Turkey. He refused an amnesty
offered to him by Alexander II., and died in

Paris, July 16, 1861. Consult his M6tnoires et

correspondance avec Vempereur Alexandre If
(Paris. 1887: English translation, Sielgerd
(London, 1888); MorfiU, Story of Poland, in

"Stories of the Nations" series (London, 1893).
See Poland.

CZASLAU, chiis'lou, liohem. pron. chilslav.

A town of iiohemia, about 40 miles east-southeast
of Prague (Map: Austria, D 2). The Church of

Saint Peter and Saint Paul was the place of

burial of the blind Hussite leader Ziska, a fine

statue of whom adorns one of the public squares.

The town's manufactures include l)eet-8Ugar,

alcohol, and l>eer. Between Czaslau and the

neighboring village of Chotusitz the Prussians

under Frederick the Great gained a decisive vic-

tory over the Austrians under Charles of Lor-

raine, May 17, 1742. Population, in 1890, 8145;
in 1900, 9105, mostly Czechs.

CZECH (ch^k) or BOHEMIAN LAN-
GUAGE. The Czech language, like the Polish,

Kashubian, and Sorbian, belongs to the north-
western group of the Slavic languages (q.v.).

The number of persons speaking Czech, exclusive
of the Slovaks, is about 6,000,000. Of these

3,650,000 are found in Bohemia, 1,550,000 in

Moravia, 130,000 in Austrian Silesia, 300,000 in

other Austro-Hungarian provinces, 30.000 in Rus-
sia, 100,000 in Germany, and 250.000 in America.
The. Czechs occupy the quadrangle bounded by the
Bohemian Forest, the Erzgebirge, the Sudetic
Mountains, and the Little Carpathians. They are
thus surrounded on three sides by Germans, and
only on the eastern side do the Czechs come in

contact with Slavs: in Silesia with the Poles,

and in southeastern Moravia and Hungary with
the Slovaks, their nearest kindred, with whom
the Czechs are usually gToui>ed into the Czecho-
Slovakian division. Within the quadrangle the
Czechs are interspersed with Germans, against
whom they have maintained a continuous strug-

gle. (See Czech Litebatube. ) Literary Czech
is most nearly related to the dialect of the Prague
district, but taken as a whole the Czech language
presents a great variety of well-defined dialects.

The first mention of the existence of Czech
dialects is found in Jan Blahoslav's Grammar
(1571), published by Jireeek in 1857. The Slavic

alphabets used in the earliest times were super-
seded by the Roman characters on the establish-

ment of Roman Catholicism instead of the ear-

lier Greek Orthodox faith. The Latin alphabet
was insufficient to reproduce all the native
sounds, and diacritical letters were introduced.

Thus, d= Engl, ch, i = Engl, zh ( as in pleasure)

.

H = sh, while the acute accent is used to denote
long vowels. Among the phonetic characteristics of

the language may be noted: (1) Disappearance
of the old Slavic sounds u, f. and their transition

into e; Old Church Slavic sitnH, sleep, dlni,

day, livH, lion, Uva (id., gen. sing.) = Czech sen,

den, lev, Iva. (2) Substitution of open sounds
«, ^ and a, i, e for the old Slavic nasal vowels
a and e : muka, torture, nesu, I carry = Old
Church Slavic maka, nesa; patero, five, deset,

older desdt, ten=01d Church Slavic p^tcro, de-

f,fti. (3) The so-called transvocalization, where-
by a becomes ^ (c), rf, ie (<*.«) : zcme, land, for

zemia, duii, soul, foT*duiia, while «, « ^ jii,

}«, become i, i: duM for ^duht (ace. sing., cp.

Russian dushv), duH for duM (abl. sing., cp.

Russian dushouu), lid for *lud, people (Russian
lyud). (4) The obliteration of distinction be-

tween t/ ( = Engl, n and i (Engl. <") in pro-

nunciation: b^k, bull, mtU, mouse, s{fr, cheese,

are pronoimced as if spelled hik, inii, sir; byl,

I was, and bil, I beat, are pronounced precisely

alike. (5) Syllabic or vocalic r, /, m, n: zrno,

grain, grdce, heart, rina, wave, wool, slny, strong,

correspond to Russian zerno, serdtae, rolna,

silniy : Roimberft Licmburk, represent German
Rosenberg, Luxemburg. This peculiarity is com-
mon also to the Slovakian and Serbo-Horvatan
(Serbo-Croat). (6) Ix>ng and short vowels:
Short, a, e, t, o, u, y: long, d, ^, (, 6, «, y. (7)
The primary accent is expiratory or stressed, and
is always on the first syllable of the word, as in

Slovakian, Serbo-Lusatian, and South Kashubian.
This accent has been proved to be an historical de-

velopment of the primitive Slavic free accent.

See Slavic Lanouages.
The quantitative system of versification based

on the I^tin has been almost entirely super-
seded of l^te by the tonic system—more proper
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to the spirit of the Slavic lun^uages. Among
the intlec-tionul peculiarities of llie language the
following arc most noteworthy: In declension of
nouns—loss of dual ; confusion of various stems

;

confusion of case-endings; change of quality
and quantity of the root-vowels. In conjuga-
tion it comes vcrj- close to the primitive Slavic,
retaining lM)th the infinitive and the supine. All
past ttMises are periphrastic, and the forms of the
future are either periphrastic—in verbs of in-

complete or imperfective action—or are repre-
sented by the j)resent in verbs of completed or
perfective action.

From the j)oint of view of euphony, the Czech
language stands lower than the Russian or
Polish, although superior to the latter in some
particulars, as in the comparative rarity of
sibilants and the absence of nasal vowels.

Slovakian. Along with the Czech language
must be mentioned the Slovakian language, spoken
by 2,500,000 jiersons in northwest Hungary and in
America. Its literature is only a century old, and
its independent development was entirely due to
the great wave of national reawakening that
swept over Euroj>e at the end of the eighteenth
and the beginning of the nineteenth century. The
movement, communicated to the Czech language,
spread to the kindred Slovakian. In spite of the
serious opposition on the part of such prominent
Bohemians as HavliSek, Safafik (q.v.), and
Kollar (q.v.), himself a Slovak, a Slovakian
literature was established. The pioneer of the
movement was Antonin Bernolflk (I762-I813),
whose Dissertatio Philologica-Critica de Uteris
Slavorum, (Irammatica Slavica (Presburg, 1790),
and Lexicon Slavicum Bohemico - Latino - Oer-
manico- Hungaricum (6 vols., Buda, 1825-27)
supplied the foundation for Slovak literature.
The other groat names are: the poet Jan
Holly (1785-1849), Ljudevit Stur (1815-56),
Josef Hurban, and Michael Hodz, who brought
the language to its high standard of literary
perfection. Among the more recent writers
the following deserve especial mention: the
famous Martin Hattala, one of the foremost of
Slavic linguists; Svetozftr Hurban Vajansky,
son of Josef Hurban; the lyric poet Orsag
Hv^^zdoslav, and the novelist Kuku?in, a power-
ful port raver of popular life and manners. The
language, though closely kindled to the Czech,
exhibits many well-defined peculiarities which
justify its classification as a separate branch.
There are numerous words not found in the
Czech language, and many features bring it

nearer to the Russian, Polish, and Servian than
to the Czech. Ethnographically considered, the
Slovaks are yielding before the march of the
stronger and politically dominant Hungarian
nationality, but Slovak literature has received
too strong a start to allow of any doubt as to
its future development.
Bibliography. Grammars of the Czech lan-

guage: Dobrovsk^, LehrgeMude der bohmischen
Sprache (Prague. 1809-19) ; Hattala, Handbook
of the Chech Language (Prague, 1877) ; Ge-
bauer. Introduction to Chech Grammar (Prague,
1876) ; id., Chech Grammar for Middle Schools
and Tcncher-s' Colleges (2 parts, Prague, 1890),
excellent; id.. Historical Grammar of the Chech
Language, vol. i. (Prasrue, 1894-96)—in all
four volunies are promised bv the author of this
epoch-making work; Vymazal. Bohmische Gram-
matik fur dcutsche Mittelschulen und Lehrer-

hildungs - Anataltcn (BrUnn, 1881 )— although
somewhat behind latest philological researches, a
most practical and simple handbook; Masarik,
Bohmische Schulgrammatik (5th ed., Prainie.
1890).

Dictionaries of the Czech language: Jung-
niann, Chech -German Dictionary (5 vols.,
Prague, 1835-39) ; Oelakovsky, Additions to
Jutupnann's Dictionary (Prague, 1851); Kott,
Chech - German Dictionary, Especially Gram-
ma tico-Phraseological (7 vols., Prague, 1878-
93) ; Sumavsky, Bohmisch-dcutsches Worter-
buch (3d ed., Prague, 1874); Rank, Taschen-
wiirterbuch der bohmisch-deutschen Sprache (6th
ed., Prague, 1895).

CZECH or BOHEMIAN LITERATUBE.
Among the Slavic literatures the Czecii is in-
ferior to the Russian or the Polish (qq.v.), al-
though chronologically it precedes them both.

First Period (to 1410).—The earliest literature
of the Czech language came into existence with
the introduction of Christianity in Bohemia, in
865, by Cyril and Methodius, the apostles of the
Slavs. The earliest extant monument is the Ky-
rie Eleison Hospodine pomiluj ny (Lord, have
mercy upon us). Greek Christianity and the
Cyrillic alphabet (see Kibillitsa), however,
gave way to Latin Catholicism and Roman script.
The famous GrUneberg manuscript (eighth or
ninth century), the Judgment of Libusha,andthe
Koniginhof manuscript (thirteenth or fourteenth
century), discovered by Hanka in 1817, are
the only remains in the native tongue which
belong to this period, and their authenticity is

somewhat doubtful. The influence of the Teu-
tonic knights was growing rapidly among the
natives, and the result was that until about the
fourteenth century vernacular literature was
entirely superseded by Latin. At the end of the
thirteenth century a Czech translation of the
Latin Alexandreis of Gualterus de Insulis (Phil-
ip Gaultier de Chatillon) was made, and to the
early years of the following century belong
Czech versions of two episodes from the Ar-
thurian legend— Tristram, according to Eilhart
of Oberge and Gottfried of Stra-ssburg, and Tau-
dariaH and Floribella, after Pleier. Original
works in Czech are the famous Rhymed Chron-
icle of Bohemia, by Dalimil, of 1314, and the ro-
mantic story Tkadledek (The Weaver), written
in strikingly beautiful prose about the end of
the fourteenth century. Other works that contrib-
uted to the development of the literature were
translations of the travels of Marco Polo and
Sir John Mandeville. The original writers of
the period are: Thomas Stitny (1325-1410), one
of the first alumni of the University of Prague,
which was founded in 1348; Andrew of Duba,
and the poet Fla^fka. Stitny exercised a great
influence over religion and literature in Bohemia,
and, properly speaking, paved the way for the
later Hussite movement. Andrew of Duba is

the reputed author of The Book of the Old Lord
Rosenberg and The Exposition of the Law of
the Bohemian Land. Smil Flaska. Lord of Par-
dubitz, composed didactic and satirical poems

—

Father's Advice to His Son; Contest Between
Water and Wine; Dispute Between Body and
Soul; New Council; and The Groom and the
Scholar. They abound in local allusions, and
are a rich mine of information for the culture
history of the country.
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Second Period (1410-1620).—The Golden Age
. of Czech literature.

The reformer Jan Huss, who, by the religious

movement which he inaugurated, contributed so
powerfully toward the assertion of nationality
by the Czechs, gave an immense impulse to the
development of Czech literature, and 1410—the
year of his open breach with Rome—is commonly
considered the beginning of a new era. Though a
master of the Latin tongue, Huss preferred Czech
for works which were designed for the people as a
whole, and the language received at his hands a
perfection which it had never before attained.
Since his time the Czech has undergone compara-
tively little change from a linguistic point of
view. Huss adopted as the basis the speech in

actual use around Prague. He contributed, more-
over, to the development of the language bygram-
matical works like his Czech Orthography (pub-
lished in 1857 by ^embera). After the death of
Huss the Moravian Brethren assiduously culti-

vated the spirit of nationalism, and directed
their energies to developing their native idiom.
Among these champions of the people, the fol-

lowing names are the most noteworthy: Petr
Cheleicky (1390-1460), a pupil of Huss, was the
theoretical expounder of his master's doctrines.
In his works, such as The Net of Faith and Book
of Expositions of Sunday Lessons, various reli-

gious and political questions are treated in a
surprisingly liberal manner. Other writers of
distinction of this period are Victorin Cornelius
Vsehrd (1460-1520), the author of Nine Books
of Laics . . . in Bohemia, and Ctibor Cim-
burg (1437-94), who wrote the famous Tovadov
Book—only two out of a long line of famous
jurists, w-ho devoted their time and labors to
the scientific e.xposition and systematization of

Bohemian law. Their works are written in mas-
terly style, and contributed much to the progress
of the Czech juridical language. These two, with
several others, constituted the Hussite minority
among the humanists who made their appearance
in Bohemia with the Renaissance. The other,

more numerous faction of the humanists, was,
strange as it may seem, solidly opposed to the

doctrines of Huss. Among these were Bohuslav
of Lobkovic (1462-1510) and Ikehof Hruby of

Jelenf (14.50-1514). Lobkovic collected the most
remarkable library of his time, wherein he was
greatly helped by the introduction of printing

in Bohemia in 1468, when the Trojan Chronicle,

the first book to be printed in the Czech language,

appeared at Pilsen. Lobkovic and his contem-
poraries laid all subsequent Bohemian literature

under deep obligations. They translateil Creek
and Latin classics, as Cicero, Seneca, Isocrates;

wrote Latin poems; compiled lexicographical

works, like the Lexicon f^ymphonum, of the Czech,

Greek, Latin, and German languages, by Sieg-

mund Hruby (1497-1554), son of Rehor Hrub^.
Grammatical studies of the Czech language were
embodied in Jan Blahoslav's (1.523-71) Czech
Grammar (1571). It contains disquisitions on
the subject of how to translate idiomatically va-

rious words, phrases, constructions, etc. Literary

and scientific activity was at its height, and men
of science, like Tycho de Brahe and Kepler, made
Bohemia their home. The Bohemian historians

of this period combined with their patriotic

zeal a scientific preparation and seriousness of

purpose which made their work especially valu-

able and reliable. They found their prototype

in the anonymous Old Bohemian Annals, embrac-
ing the period of 1378-1527. Adam Veleslavin
(1545-99), whose Historical Calendar is his best-

known work, represents the highest type among
these historians. Vaclav Hiijek ( ?—1553) is the
author of a Chronicle more interesting than
accurate. Jan Blahoslav, who has been men-
tioned above, wrote an excellent history of the
Moravian Brethren, of whom he was a bishop.
He is also famous for his supervision of the
Czech translation of the Bible from the original
tongues, which is for the Czech what the King
James Version of the Bible is for the English.
Blahoslav did not live to see his work printed;
it was published in six vojumes in 1579-93, at
the expense of Jan of Zerotin, a Moravian
patron of letters, and is known as the Kralitz
Bible. The unusual vigor displayed in the do-
main of prose and the widening of the intel-

lectual horizon were naturally communicated to
the field of poetry. Prince Hynek Pod^brad
(1452-92) wrote his Hay Dream and other
poems which won favor. Nicholas Da?icky
(1555-162G) composed a satirical poem, Prosto-
pravda, and many works of an historical char-
acter. Among the religious poets Jan ( 1500-72),
a Moravian bishop, deserves special mention.
Th^ greatest poet of the latter part of this period,
which is known as the 'Golden Age,' was Simon
Lomnick^ (1552- after 1622). His works include
didactic and satirical poems and sacred dramas.
Chief among them are the satire Cupid's Arrow,
for which the King, Rudolph 11., ennobled him
and granted him an annuity; and the didactic
Short Precept for a Young Householder, which
is full of valuable allusions to the manners and
customs of the time.

Third Period ( 1620-1774).—In the battle at
the White Mountain in 1620, the Bohemians lost
their political independence, and Ferdinand I. of
Austria, seven N-ears later, made Catholicism
the State religion of Bohemia. The works
of the Protestant writers that had made the
'Golden Age' so brilliant were now seized every-
where and destroyed. Nevertheless, it was dur-
ing the opening years of this period that Czech
literature reached its highest stage of purity
and finish in the works of Karl Zerotin and
Jan Komensk.f. Karl i^erotin ( 1564-1636) , great
as are his polemical and historical writings, ac-
quired a lasting fame through his enormous cor-
respondence, in which he stands in the very first

rank with the few famous letter-writers of the
world. Jan Amos Komensk^ (see Comenius)
(1592-1670), who became one of the greatest
authorities on questions of pedagogj', spent his
life in exile, like Karl y^erotin. His i'lagna Didac-
tica; Janua Linguarum Reserata A urea; and In-
formatorium, form his permanent contributions to
the domain of pedagogy, philosophy, and religious
controversy, and they advanced materially the
stylistic standard of Czech literature. His purely
literary work. Labyrinth of the World and Para-
disc of the Heart, is more important as a product
of pure literature. All the other writers of
this perio<l are of little inn>ortance. The sys-
tematic efforts of the Hapsburgs to cnish the
Czechs were successful. Higher society be-
came Germanize*!, the Czech language was heard
only in out-of-the-way hamlets, and Czech bookH
l)ecaine a yreat rarity. The works of the Jesuit
writers of the period, who employed the Czech
language for religious propaganda among the
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masses—Sturm, I^rliSka, Steyer, and KoniaS

—

ure full of burbariHiiis, monstrous forms unci

wordu. In 1774 Maria Theresa enforced by a
decree the use of Carman in the intermediate
8chool8 as the langua^ic of instruction.

Fourth Period—Ifcmii.saance ( 1774 to the pres-

ent day).—The forcible suppreHsicm of the native
tongue in the c-ommon schools of Itohemia pro-

duced results entirely opposite to those which were
expected, and met a vigorous protest. Count Kinsky
|)ublishpd in (ierman a plea for the Czech language
under the title Erinnerung iibcr cinen hochioich-
tigen Ocgcnstnnd (1774), which was followed in

1775 by Ualbin's Dissertatio Apologetica lAnguce
Slovenicce, published by Pelzel. Pelzel himself
(1734-1801) was one of a number of young
scholars who devoted themselves to the study of
their native tongue and the history of their
country. Thus appeared Fr. Thomsa's liohmische
Uprachlehre (1782) and K. I. Thfim's Kurzge-
fasste biihmische t^prachlchre (1785), which laid
the foundations for the study of the language.
Pelzel's own contributions were: Typus Declina-
iionum Linguce Bohcmicce Novo Methodo Dispo-
sitarum (1793); Grundsiitzc der bohmischen
Orammatik (1795) ; and especially his historical
works, of which the Neic Bohemian Chronicle
was chief. These latter works awakened in-

terest in their own history among the Czechs.
A chair of Czech language was established at
Prague in 1793 (Pelzel). The greatest name of
this period of Czech literature is that of Josef
Bobrovsky (1753-1829) (q.v.), the 'patriarch of
Slavic philology.' In his works on giamniar and
literary history . he gathered enormous lexical

materials, and the historical and comparative
method brought him to tlie discovery of the rich-

Tiess of the ancient classical language, to which
his main interests were devoted. It is true that
he made a CoUeclion of Czech Proverbs in 1804,
hut all his works were written in German.
Such men as Prochazka, Rulik, Puchmayer, Jan
Nejedly, V. Nejedly, Hn^vkovsky, and others
MTote pamphlets for the instruction of the peo-
ple, compiled dictionaries and grammars, trans-
lated the classics of European literature, pub-
lished periodicals, composed plays for the theatre,

and even poetrj' in the sentimental style of

the idyls of Gessner. These attempts met with
very serious obstacles, owing to the imperfect
state of the language, which was practically the
old language of the classical period, and which
naturally lacked terms for new ideas and con-
cepts that had come into vogue during the third
period. The language was brought to its final

state of perfection in the works of Jungmajm
(q.v.) (1773-1847), the most illustrious name
of the early renascence. His translation of Para-
dtw Lost (1811), an almost incredible tour de
force, widened the horizon of poetical speech

;

his Czech Dictionary contained the vocabulary
of the language; while his History of Czech
JAtcrature presented a complete survey of all the
literary remains. He was particularly happy
in coining new words, and whenever this ex-
pedient was found insufficient he borrowed from
other Slavic languages, especially Russian and
Polish. The four other names that are most
closely linked with that of Jungmann as leaders
of the renascence of Bohemia are Kollar. Safarik
Palack^, and Hanka. Kollar (q.v.) (1793-1852),
poet and scholar, is famous for his Daughter of
Slava ( 1824 ) , one of the poetic masterpieces of the

Czech language, and his numerous prose works,
among which tiiat On the Literary Reciprocity
lieltoccn the Families and Dialects of the Slavic
Nation (J831) advocated literary Panslavism
(q.v.). Safalrik (1795-1801) was one of the
greatest philologists the Slavic countries have
proiluccd. Among his works, his Slavic An-
1i(/uHies (1837) and editions of many literary
monuments have all been of importance. Pa-
lack^ (1798-1876) is an historian, whose History
of Uohemi^t (5 vols., 1830-07) is an ideal com-
bination of critical judgment, profound erudi-
tion, and striking style. Along with them may
be mentioned Ilanka (1791-1801), who discov-
ered the manuscripts of Grilneberg and Konigin-
hof, and published a number of other impor-
tant remains of Cz(H>h antiquities. The greatest
poet of the period is Frantisek Ladislav f^da-

kovsky (1799-1852), whose Echoes of Russian
and Czech songs, and the long poem The Rose
of a Hundred Leaves, together with the poetic

works of Kollar, were most responsible for the
reawakening of the poetic spirit of the nation.
Other names of importance are those of the
lyric poets Jablonsk^ and Vinaficky, the epic
writers Wocel, Marek, Holly, and Erben, and
dramatists like Klicj^ra and Tyl. Poetry seems
to have absorbed all the best energies of the na-

tion at that time, and the novel, which holds
the chief place of honor in the literature of all

other nations, did not reach any high level of
development. Most works of fiction dealt with
themes from Bohemian history. The most noted
novelists are ChocholouSek, Tyl, and especially

Bo&Tia N^mcova (1820-62), whose themes are
simple country life. The masterpiece of the
latter, Babicka (Grandmother), has been trans-

lated into PJnglish.

The reorganization of the Austrian Empire on
a constitutional basis in 1800-61, which allowed
the people of Bohemia scope in the development
of political life, and the furtherance of national
aspirations, marks the beginning of the modern
period in Czech literature. The foundation of a
new national theatre at Prague and the establish-

ment of a Czech university % the side of the old
university (1882) gave a great stimulus to liter-

ary activity. Little by little the narrow 'nation-

al' current gave way to cosmopolitanism, with
Mficha as the loading representative of Byron-
ism. The recognized head of the young genera-
fion is Viteslav Halek (1835-74). The greatest
living poet is Vrchlicky (born 1853), whose
A Year in the South; Pilgrimages to Eldorado;
and the historical dramas Brothers and Draho-
mira, as well as translations from European
classics, arc specially noteworthy. Equal in

popularity is the poet and novelist Svatopulk
Cech. whose bcst-kno\\'n work is Arabesky.
Zever, Heyduk, Arbes, Vlcek, and the ladies

Eliska Krdsnohorskfl (born 1847) and Karo-
lina SvHlfi (bom 1830) are the most popular
novelists of tlio present day. Great activity has
also been exhibited in the departments of science,

philology, and literarj' history, the most impor-
tant names being those of Jirecek, Sembera, Gfe-

bauer, and Patera.
Bibliography. In Bohemian: J. Jungmann,

Historic literatury feske (Prague, 1825) ; K.
Sabina, Dijepis literatury deskoslovanskS
(Prague, 1863-66) ; J. Jirecek, RukovH k^ dS-

jinam literatury desk^ (Prague, 1874); A. Sem-
bera DSjiny redi a literatury desk^ (4th ed.
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Vienna, 1874) ; K. Tieftrunk, Uistorie literal ury

ceakc (3d ed. Prague, 1885) ; Fr. Bayer,

airunii dijiny literut ury Oeskd (Olmiitz, 1879) ;

iiaJkovsk^, Zevrubne dejiny cesk^ho pisinenictvi

dobytxovi (Prague, 1888). German: Pypin and
Spa.sovich, Gesckichte der slawischen Litteratur-

en, bd. 2, »bt. 2 (Leipzig, 1884). English:

Francis, Count Liitzow, J. History of Bohemian
Literature (New York and London, 1899).

CZEGL^D, tse'glad. A niarket-town of Hun-
gar)', about 46 miles southeast of Budapest
(Map: Hungary, F 3). The inhabitants are

fhiolly employed in agricultural pursuits, the

surrounding country being particularly adapted
to the raising of grain and fruit. Considerable
red wine is produced. Population, in 1890,

27,549; in 1900, 29,905.

CZEKANOWSKI, chg'kft-ndv'sk*, Alexak-
DEB ( 1832-76) . A Russian explorer. He was bom
in VolhjTiia. and studied at Kiev and Dorpat.
Banished to Siberia in 1863 because of his par-

ticipation in the Polish insurrection of that year,

he was five years later permitted to settle at

Irkutsk. Here, as the agent of the Imperial

Geographical Society, he began a series of geologi-

cal investigations extending along the Lower
Tunguska, the Olenek, and the Lena, the results

of which were published chiefly in Petermann's
Mit teilungen (1874 et seq. ). Amnestied by the

Government, he returned to Saint Petersburg,

where, during an attack of melancholy, he com-
mitted suicide.

CZELAKOWSKY, chglA-kfiv'sk*. See Cela-
KOVSKY.

CZENSTOCHOWA, ch6n'st6-Kyvi. A town
«f Russian Poland in the Government of Piotr-

kow, situated near the left bank of the Warthe,
•n the Warsaw-Vienna Railway. It consists of

the old and the new town, and is of considerable

industrial importance. There are a number of

large cotton-mills, iron-foundries, paper-mills,

breweries, flour-mills, etc. Population, in 1897,

45.130. Czenstochowa owes its fame to the

adjacent monastery of the Order of Saint Paul
the Hermit, situated on the Warthe and visited

annually by over 200,000 pilgrims. The chief

attriicti'on is the picture of the Virgin, made of

dark wood and known among the Catholics of

Poland and Russia as the Black Virgin. It is

supposed to be of Byzantine origin and to have
been brought to the monastery at the end of the

fourteenth century. The monastery was former-

ly fortified, and in 1655 withstood a siege of

tliirty-«ight days by the Swedish troops.

CZEBMAE, chgr'mAk, Jaboslaw (1831-78).

A Bohemian painter, brother of Johann Nepo-
muk Czermak, the physiologist. He was bom in

Prague, and studied in that city under Christian

Ruben, in Antwerp under Gallait, in Brussels,

and finally in Paris under Rol)ert Fleury. His

early paintings treated chiefly subjects from the

history of Bohemia, but later he devoted himself

more and more to genre scenes. After a journey

in 1858 through Hungary, Croatia, Bosnia. Dal-

matia, and Montenegro, when he made abundant

studies in national types and costumes, the life

of the southern Slavs became his favorite field.

Among his most noteworthy pictures are: "Mur-
der of Wallenstein's Conjpanions at Eger,"

"Slavonian Emigrants," "Norman Fishermen

in a Bciit V.:..li.i- flic P.il)l<'" ( IS.'iO) : "The

Court Poet of Rudolf II. Begging on the Bridge
of Prague" (lh54); "liungarian Swineherd"
(1854); "Montenegrin Wuuiau and Child"

(1861); "Rape of a Herzogovinian Woman by
Bashi-£lazouks" ( 1867 ) ; "Return of Montene-
grins to Their Devastated Village" (1877).

CZEBMAK, Johann Nepomuk (1828-73). A
German pliysieian, born in Prague. He studied

at the universities of Vienna, Breslau, and Wiirz-

burg, and was appointed a lecturer on physiologj'

and micro-scopic anatomy at the University of

Prague. Subsequently he held a professorship of

zoology and comparative anatomy at Graz ( 1855-

56), and of physiology at Cracow ( 1856-58), Pest
(1858-60), Jena (1865-69), and Leipzig (1869-

73 ) . At Leipzig he erected at hLs own expense a
laboratory and an auditorium specially arranged
for demonstrations in experimental physiology.

He is best known for having made notable im-
provements in the larjTigoscope and for having
been the first systematically to employ that in-

strument. His publications include Der Kehl-
kopfspiegel und seine Vencertiing fur Physiolo-

gic und Medezin (1860; 2d ed. 1863). Consult
the biography by Springer in the Gesammelte
Schriften (2 vols., Leipzig, 1879).

CZEBNOWITZ, ch^r'nd-x'lts (Ruman. C'er-

nduz ) . The capital of the Austrian Crownland of

Bukowina, situated on a hill near the right bank
of the Pruth, about 164 miles east-southeast of

Lemberg, not far from the Rumanian and Rus-
sian frontiers ( Map : Austria, J 2 ) . Most of the

public buildings are quite modem. Among the
more noteworthy ones may be mentioned the

Archiepiscopal Palace, a handsome Bj-zantine

structure, the Greek Oriental Cathedral, copied
from the Church of Saint Isaac in Saint Peters-

burg, the Armenian Church, and the sumptuous
Jewish synagogue in Moorish style. Czemo-
witz is the seat of a Greek Oriental arch-

bishop. Its educational institutions include
a university founded in 1875, with a library
of 60,000 volumes, a gymnasium, industrial

and trade schools. It has manufactures of

machinery and oil. There are also sawmills
and breweries. Population, in 1890, 54,171,

of whom 27,000 were Germans, 10,000 Ruthen-
ians, 8000 Rumanians, 8000 Poles, the above
figures including more than 17,000 Jews count-
ed with the Germans and Poles according
to the language u.sed by them; in 1900, 69,619.

Up to 1774, when it was occupied by the Au:i-

trians, who made it the capital of Bukowina,
Czernowitz was an unimportant village.

CZEBNY, Karl (1791-1857). An Austrian
pianist and composer, born in Vienna. He was
at first instnicted by his father, Wenzel Czemy
(1752-1832), then studied under Beethoven, with
whom he was a great favorite, and under de-
menti. At the early age of fifteen he was in

great demand as a teacher and also won rapidly
high reputation as a virtuoso. Among his pupils

were Liszt, Thnlberg, .laell. and Kullak. He left

over 1000 compositions, of which his instructive

works for the pianoforte are of permanent value.

Thev are "Die Schule der Gelilufigkeit." op. 299;
"Tiigliche Studien." op. 337: "Die Schule des

Virtuosen," op. 365; "Die Schule der Finger-

fertigkeit," op. 740; and others.

CZEBNY, VixcKNZ (1842—). An Austrian
surgeon, born at Tratitenau. Bohemia. He stud-
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itnl at Vienna, and until 1871 acted as Billroth's

assistant. In tlie luttt-r year he was made pro-

fessor of surgery at Kreiburg-ini-13reisgau, and

in 1877 at Heidell)erg. lie intro<luced inii>ortant

improvements in operative surgery and publislied

the following works: Ueber die Beziehutigen der

Chiruryie zu dm Sultirtciascnttchnltcn (1872);

and Bcitragc zur opcrativen Chirurgie (1878).

CZEBNY (chCr'n*) GEOBGE (i.e. Black

George) (1700-1817). The leader of the Servians

in tlieir struggle for independence, generally

known as Kara (Turk, kara, black) George. He
V/&S bom December 21, 1766, in the neighborhood

of Belgrade. In 1787 he was involved in a rising

again.st Turkish rule, hut later settled down
as a cattle-dealer. In August, 1801, a band of

Janizaries broke into his dwelling and plun-

dered it, and in retaliation he collected a band of

malcontents, and entered upon a course of

guerrilla warfare. Gradually his followers in-

c-reased; in 1804 he captured the fortress of

8habatz, and subsequently invested Belgrade.

Jn the beginning of 1800 he routed the Turks at

the rivers Drina and Morava, and captured Bel-

grade in December, 1800. The cause of Servia

was aided by the war which at this time broke

out between Russia and Turkey. After the

Treaty of Slobosic (July 8, 1808), Czerny George

was elected Governor by the people, and
recognized as Prince of Servia by the Sultan.

The French invasion of Russia in 1812 com-

l)elled the latter country to let Servia shift for

itself. Hostilities recommenced; the Turks were

successful, and Czerny had to flee to Russia. He
afterwards went to Austria, where he lived for

some time. Meanwhile the freedom of Servia was
secured through the leadership of Milosh Obreno-

vitch, and in July, 1817, when Kara George

returned, intending, as some suppose, to rally

his partisans roimd him for the furtherance of

his ambitious schemes, he was murdered at the

instigation of Prince Milosli. This was the

beginning of a feud between the factions which

lasted throughout the greater part of the nine-

teenth centuiy. Kara George's second son, Alex-

ander Karageorgevitch, was Prince of Servia

from 1842 to 1858, but was finally expelled and

died in exile in 1885. Consult: Ranke, Die ser-

hische Revolution (Hamburg, 1829), translated

by Mrs. Keri in Bohn's Library under the title

of A Eisiory of Servia and the Servian Revolu-

tion (London, 1853) ; Denton, Servia and the

Serviaiis (London, 1862).

CZEBSKI, chSr'skf, Johannes (1813-93). A
German divine, one of the founders of German
Catholicism. He was born at Warlubien, West
Prussia, and was educated at the Priests' Semi-

nary at Posen. Sentenced to penitential confine-

ment for contracting a secret marriage in 1844,

he resigned his vicariate in Silesia, and founded

an independent conununity of Catholics, known
as the 'Christlich-Apostolisch-Katholische Ge-

meinde.' Alttumgh he maintained his own views,

he participat4>d in the struggles of the German
Catholics, and upon their downfall devoted him-
self to quiet religious activity. His most im-

portant work is the Machlass den sterbenden

Fapsttuma (12th ed., 1870). He defended his

defection from the Orthodox Church of Rome in

the work entitled Reehtfertigung meinea Abfalien
ran drr romisrhcn Uofkirche (1845).

CZEBNYSCHEWSKY, chfir'nl-shev'sk^. See

TSCIIEKNYSIIKWSKl.

CZOLQOSZ, ch6Kg68h, Leon (1873-1901). A
Polish-Amcricuu anarchist, the assassin of Wil-

liam McKinley, twenty-fourth President of the

United. States. He was born at Detroit, Mich.,

and was by trade an iron-worker. He was tried

before the criminal term of the State Supreme
Court at Buffalo, N. Y., on September 23-24,

I'JOl, and convicted of murder in the first degree.

No witnesses were summoned for the defense,

but ex-Judge Lewis, of counsel for the prisoner,

made a brief address to the jury. The assassin

was killed by electricity in the State prison

at Auburn, N. Y., on October 29, 1901. See

McKiNLEY, William.

CZdBNIG, cher'ntK, Kabl, Baron von Czem-
hausen (1804-89). An Austrian statistician, born

at Czemhausen, Bohemia. He studied at Prague

and Vienna, and in 1841 became director

of the bureau of administrative statistics at

Vienna. In 1859 he was appointed chief of

the section of railway affairs in the Ministry of

Commerce. In 1863-65 he was president of the

central statistical commission, organized by him-

self. He published an ethnographic chart of the

Empire (with text). 1855, and other works.

CZUCZOB, choo'chftr, Geboely (1800-66). An
Hungarian poet and linguist. He was bom at

Andod (comitat of Neutra), became a member of

the Benedictine Order, and from 1825 to 1835 was

a professor successively in the gymnasia at Raab
and Komom. In 1835 he was appointed second sec-

retary and archivist of the Hungarian Academy,

by which he was commissioned in 1844 to pre-

pare the great lexicon of the Hungarian lan-

guage (6 vols., 1861-74). Four volumes were

edited by him, the remaining two by Jfinos Fo-

garassy (q.v.). His disregard of the historical

and comparative method in philology often im-

paired the scientific value of his work as a lexi-

cographer, particularly in connection with ety-

mologies. He was imprisoned in 1849 for the

publication of his Riado, a poem calling Hunga-

rians to action on behalf of their liberties, but

obtained his release under the amnesty of 1850.

His poems appeared collected in 3 vols, at Pest

in 1850,
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DThe fourth letter and third conso-
nant in the Grspco-Roman alpha-
bets. Its form is derived by a
rounding of the sign A found in

the West Greek inscriptions rather
than from the familiar form of

delta (A) seen in most Greek scripts. (See
Alphabet, Letters.) The Greek name of the
letter, delta, is a modification of the Semitic
word daleth (originally dalt), which means a

door. The Greek capital, A, still retains the
shape of the opening of a tent, the kind of door
niost familiar to a nomadic people.

Sound.—In sound the English d is a dental
or rather alveolar (lingual) voiced explosive,

made by a contact of the tip of the tongue and
the roof of the mouth near the upper front teeth.

In French the contact is rather dental than alve-

olar. The North German d is between the Eng-
lish and the French. There is also in English a
slightly more cerebral d as in droicn, made by
bending up the tip of the tongue and touching the

roof of the mouth farther back than in the

so-called dental sovmd. This is due to its posi-

tion before the lingual r.

Source.—English d comes: (1) from Indo-

Ger. dh (Gk., Lat. f, d (with r) , b) : as deer,

Gk. O^p, Lat. fcra; udder, Skt. iidhar, Lat.

uber; (2) from Indo-Ger. t when not immedi-
ately preceded by the accent; hund-red, Skt.

i-at(im, Gk. iKarSv, Lat. centum; (3) from Ger-

manic p, with I; gold, Goth, gul^; (4) d arises

as a special (h-velopment from the aflfmity of n

for d (as a transfer-sound), in such words as

Eng. gender. Lat gener, Eng. thunder (OE.

^nnor) , riband (ME. riban). The d sometimes

disappears as in cruel (Lat. crudelis) . The let-

ter d is often assimilated as affirm, accept, gos-

sip (OE. godsibb) ; and in certain linguistic

developments it interchanges phonetically with I,

for example, I, Lat. Ulysses, from Gk. 'OAvaarig,

or with r in Lat. arbiter from ad betere, and

6. bellum from duellum. According to Grimm's
I^aw, original d becomes t in English, z in

German. Thus Tndo Ger. *dekm, Eng. tcti, Ger.

zehn. Di followed by a vowel becomes ;', as in

journal from diurnal.

An Symbol.— (\) As a numeral, D = 600;

I^ = 5000. This use of D to denote 500 arose

from a confusion with (T), the original svmlwl for

that numlwr. (2) In Roman names. D = Deci-

mus. Divus. Dominus. and Dens. (3) In aca-

demic degrees, D stands for Doctor. (4) In

music, D is the second note of the natural

scale, and is a whole tone above C. It is written
in the first added space below the treble clef or
on the fourth line; in the bass clef it is on the
third line or in the second added space above.
(See Scale, Musical.) (5) In chemistry
D ^ didymium. (6) In reckoning English
money ( f s. d. ) , d = pence, penny ( Lat. dena-
rius ) . ( 7 ) In mathematics D = derivation, d =
diflferentation, A = differencing, and S = varia-

tion.

DAB (probably from dab, gentle blow). A
fish (Limanda limanda) closely related to the
plaice and flounder (qq.v.) and sometimes in-

eluded with them in the same genus. It is com-
mon on the sandy shores of northern Europe. It

can easily be distinguished from the common
flounder by the distinct arch in the lateral line

at the anterior end. It attains a length of 12

inches and is much esteemed as food. A nearly

related species, the rusty dab {Limanda fer-

ruginea) , possessing smaller scales, is rather

abundant on the eastern coast of North America.
There are other less common species of dab.

DAB, DABB, or DHABB (Ar. dabb, lizard).

A lizard of northeastern Africa, as the common
spiny-tailed agamoid Uromastix acanthinurus.
Two or more species, about a foot in length, are

common in Algeria. Tunis, and Egj'pt ; and in

Algeria are called 'lizards des palmicrs,' per-

haps because they eat dates, besides grass, berries,

and various flowers. This genus has no voice,

and their color, which is very changeable, de-

pends upon the weather, being dull on cool days
and much brighter when it is warm. The term
IS also given to the dried flesh of lizards, espe-

cially of the skink {Scincus ofpcinalia) , pre-

served for use in medicine among the Arabs.

DAB'BAT (Ar. dabbat, reptile). The third

sign of the coming of the judgment, the Apoca-
lyptic- beast of the Mohammedan religion.

DABCHICK (variant of dob-chick, a diving

bird, from dap, to drop bait into water, AS.
doppa, a water-bird, from dypcttan, to dive,

from dypan, to dip). A small grebe, as (1) in

the United States, the pied-billed grel)e {Podi-

IgmbiLs podicpps) ; (2) in England, the little

grol»o (Podicrps minor). See Greiie.

DABNEY, dab'nl. Robert Lewi.s (1820—).
An American Presbyterian clergyman. He was
born in Lfnii-^a Connty, Va.. and studied at

Hampden Sidney College, at the University of

Virginia, and at the Union Theological Seminary

Vol. v.—a 693
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in that State. From 1853 to 1883 ho was pro-

fessor of Church history in the Union Seminary,
Virginia, but resigned temporarily during the

Civil War, when he lirst served as chaplain of

the Eigliteentlj Virginia Kegiment and later he-

came major and chief of stall' to General Thomas
J. Jackson. In 1870 he was Moderator of the

Presbyterian (Jencral Assembly of the South, and
in 1883 was appointtnl professor of moral phi-

losophy in the University of Te.vas at Austin.

In addition to numerous contributions to periodi-

cal literature, lie published the following: Life of

Gen. T. J. (Utoncwall) Jackson (18G7); Sacred
Rhetoric (Richmond, 1807; 3d cd. 1881); De-
fense of Virginia and the South ( 1808) ; Sensual-

istic Philosophy of the Nineteenth Century Ea-
amined (1875; 2d ed. 1888); Theology Dog-
matic and Polemic (1879; lid ed., 1885).

DABOI'A (East Indian). The formerly ac-

cepted generic name, which has passed into Eng-
lish, of the very deadly Russell s viper {Dabota
Russelli). See ViPEB, and Colored Plate of

Poi.soNors Serpents.

DABBOWSKI, d4-br6v'3k^, Jan Henbyk.
See DoMiinowsKi.

DA CAPO, dA ka'p6 (It., from the begin-

ning) . A term in music, frequently placed at the
end of a phrase or movement, indicating that the

performer must return to the beginning of the

ipovement, or to some other part of it usually
marked with the sign :3i: ,and finish where the

word fine is placed. Scarlatti is generally cred-

ited with being the first to introduce the use of

the da capo in his opera of Teodora (1093),
though it appears that a da capo occurs in Tena-
glia's opera Clearco, as early as 1061. See
Abia. The words are generally abbreviated
D. C, sometimes D. ('. at fine.

DACCA, dfik'ka, or DHAKA. The capital of

the division and the district of the same name
in Bengal, British India (Map: India, F 4). It

is situated on the left bank of the Burhi Ganga,
which connects the Brahmaputra with the
Ganges, about 150 miles northeast of Calcutta.
The surrounding country is low and overflown
during the rainy season. Many of the old teni

pies and other public buildings are in ruins and
give to the city an appearance of decay. Since

1870, however, it has recovered some of its an-

cient prosperity, and there are now a number
of modern public buildings and educational in-

stitutions, including a college, modern water
works owned by the municipality, and gas. Prior
to the nineteenth century Dacca was a flourishing

city of great commercial importance, famous
for its muslins, which in the phraseology of the

East were characterized as 'flowing water,'
'woven air,' and 'evening dew.' In those days
Dacca was filled with magnificent temples and
palaces, and its population was estimated at
200,000. The change in the river system of that
part of India proved very detrimental to the
commerce of the city by depriving it of its

facilities for inland navigation, while the inva-
sion of British manufactures almost completely
ruined the native textile industry. With the
construction of the Dacca-^Iaimansingh Railway
line the trade of Dacca has revived and there is

again a demand for the native textile products.
Besides textiles Dncra also produces fine silver

and gold plate, filigree work, and steel orna-
ments. There is a considerable trade in ele-

phants. During the seventeenth century Dacca
was the capital of Bengal. Population, in 1891,

82,321; in 1901, 90,700.

DACE, DARE, or DABT (OF. durs, dace,
dart, ML. dardus; ultimately connected with
Engl, dart, OHG. tart, javelin). A fresh-water
fish (Leuciscus leuciscus) of the family Cyprini-
dae, belonging to the same genus as the chub
(q.v.), and common in the streams of western
Europe. The body is robust and covered with
rather large .scales; the mouth is rather large.

The upper parts are dusky blue, becoming paler
on the sides and passing into white on the
belly; the cheek and gill-covers silvery white.
The dace is gregarious and swims in shoals.

They furnish the angler fair sport both with lly

and bait, but the flesh is not highly esteemed.
The genus includes many other species both in

Europe and the United States. In the United
States the name is applied to species of various
genera of the family, especially Semnotilus, of
which the best known is the 'horned* dace, or
creek-chub (Semnotilus atromaculaiua) , which
commonly frequents brooks from the Hudson Val-
ley to that of the Missouri. It grows to a

length of ten inches, is bluish above apd creamy
below, has a vague dusky band on the side, and
its dorsal fin always bears a conspicuous black
spot at the base in front, bordered with red in

the males. It is one of the favorite objects of

boys' fishing, and it is a good fish for the aqua-
rium. Several other species of Semnotilus occur
east of the Rocky Mountains and are called

'chubs,' 'fall-fishes,' etc. See Plate of Dace ani>
Minnows.

DACE^O (transposed from Lat. alcedo, also

alcyou, Gk. iXicvibif, alky6n, kingfisher, halcyon).
A book name for a genus (Dacelo) of Australasian
kingfishers, representative of a subfamily (Dace-
lonince) of kingfishers (q.v.), characterized by
their large size, harsh voices, and their adapta-
tions to a forest life and a diet of reptiles and
insects. The best known is the laughing king-

fisher {Dacelo gigas) , also called laughing jack-

ass and king-hunter, which is the largest of

kingfishers, and widely distributed throughout
Australia. "It is an uncouth-looking bird," says
W^heelwright, "nearly the size of a crow, of a
rich chestnut brown and dirty Avhite color; the

wings slightly checkered with light blue after
the manner of the British jay; the tail-feathers

long, rather pointed and barred with brown. It

has the foot of a kingfisher; a very formidable,
long, pointed beak, and a large mouth ; it has
also a kind of crest, which it erects when angry
or frightened; and this gives it a very ferocious

appearance. It is a common bird in all the

forests of Australia throughout the year; breeds
in a hole in a tree and the eggs are white. .

Its principal food appears to be small reptiles,

grubs, and caterpillars. . . . The laughing
jackass is the bushman's clock, and, being by
no means shy, of a companionable nature, a con-

stant attendant about the bush-tent, and a de-

stroyer of snakes, is regarded, like the robin at

home, as a sacred bird in the Australian forests."

See illiLstration of Kinofisiier.s.

DACHSHUND, dilKs'hiKTnt. A breed of small,

lonsr-bodied dogs, formerly employed in central

Europe in hunting badgers, but now kept wholly
as pets. See Hound.



AMERICAN DACE AND MINNOWS

1.SQUAWFISH (Pytochttlus Oregonenals). 4. QOLDEN SHINER tAbramIs chrysolaucas).
2. CREEK CHUB (S«motllus atromaculatus). 5. SPOT-TAILED MINNOW (Notropis Hudaonius).
3. UTAH CHUB (Lauoiaoua linaatua). 6. HORNED DACE (Notropis cornutus).

7. SILVER-FIN (Notropla WhIpplll).
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DACIA, du^shI-&. The land of the Daci or
Geta.'. Its geographical limits were very indefi-

nite unlil its foiuiuo?st by the Roiuauti. After
that period it comprised modern Transylvania,
with adjacent parts of Hungary, Rumania, and
Bulcowina. The Getw came oviginally from
Thrace, and were divided into various tribes.

Their course northw -d can only be imper-
fectly traced, but we know that shortly be-

fore the time of Alexander the Great (b.c.

335) they had migrated across the Danube.
It is not known when or for what reason the
GetiB changed their name to Daci, They seem
to have been the most valiant of the Thraeian
barbarians. Curio, 'the first Roman general who
ever penetrated as far north as the Danube, did
not venture to assail them. Julius Caesar, however,
is. said to have contemplated their subjugation.

In B.C. 10 Augustus sent an army up the valley

of the Maros. From this time there was almost
continual fighting between the Romans and the
Daci, on the whole to the advantage of the lat-

ter, who actually compelled their civilized ene-

mies, in the reign of Domitian, to pay tribute.

In A.D. 101 the Emperor Trajan crossed the

Theiss, and marched into Transylvania, where
he fought a great battle near Torda. The
Wallach peasant calls the battlefield, to the

present day. Prat de Trajan (Prattim Traiani,

Field of Trajan). The Daci, who were com-
manded by their famous chief Decebalus,

were defeated. A second expedition of the

Emperor resulted in the destruction of their

capital, the death of Decebalus, and the loss of

their freedom (a.d. lOG). Roman colonists were

sent into the country, a bridge was built over the

Danube—the ruins of which are still extant

—

and three great roads were constructed. The
chief towns were Apulum and Sarmizegetusa.

In A.D. 270-75 the Romans abandoned the coun-

try to the Goths, and the colonists were trans-

ferred to Moesia.

DACIER, da'syft', Andb^ (1651-1722). A
French philologist. He was born of Protes-

tant parents at Castres, in Upper Languedoc,

studied at Saumur, and in 1672 came to Paris,

where he was employed to bring out, for the

use of the Dauphin, an edition of the Latin

writer Featuft, which he published in 1681. In

1683 he married Anne T.ef^vre. also a Pro-

testant, and two years later both entered the

Roman Catholic Church. Dacier subsequently

became royal librarian, member of the AcadCmie
des Inscriptions, and ])erpetual secretary of

the 'Acadrmie.' He died September 18, 1722.

Dacier's principal works, besides his Fentua, are

(JJuvren d'Horarr rn Latin et en Frantjnis (Paris,

1681-89), an edition of Valerius Flaccus, and
numerous translations into French of Greek au-

thors, such an Plutarch and Epictetus, all of

which, in spite of his erudition, are of mediocre

quality, while the expositions and criticisms are

shallow.

Anne DAcrra ( 1654-1720) . The wife of the pre-

ceding. She was bom at Saumur, and after the

death of her learned father, who had developed

her talent, came to Paris, where she acquired

such a reputation by her edition of Callimnchus

(1674) that the Duke of Montausier commis-

sioned her to edit several of tlie ancient authors

for the use of the Dauphin. Similarity of tastes

and employment led to a marriage between her

and Andre Dacier. Her domestic duties did not,

however, weaken lier literary ardor. Besides edit-

ing a number of tlie classics, she translated the

comedies of Terence; the Amphitryon, IJpidicus,

and liudeus of Plautus, accompanied by an able

dissertation on the origin, progress, and muta-
tions of dramatic poetry; Anacreon, Sappho, and
the Plutus and Clouds of Aristophanes. Her ad-

miration of Homer was unbounded, and involved

her in two learned controversies. ^ladame Da-
cier is generally acknowledged to have possessed

a more acute and vigorous mind than her hus-

band. She died August 17, 1720.

DA^CITE. A volcanic rock of generally por-

phyritic texture, characterized by the occurrence

of lime-soda feldspar, and generally also by
quartz and by mica, hornblende, or pyroxene.

These minerals are imbedded in a ground mass or

matrix of rock glasses or of a finer-grained ag-

gregate of crystals. The color of the rock is

generally gray, but under prolonged weathering
it may become brownish. The newer or young-

er dacites are, therefore, in contrast with the

older, much less brown in color. The average

chemical composition of dacite is: silica, 68 per

cent.; alumina, 17 per cent.; ferric oxide, 2 per

cent.; ferrous oxide, 1.5 per cent.; magnesia,

1.5 per cent. ; lime, 3 per cent. ; soda, 4 per cent.

;

potash, 3 per cent. Dacite differs from andesite

(q.v.) principally in its higher percentage of

silica, due to the presence of quartz and a greater

abundance of the light-colored mineral con-

stituents. The name dacite has been given be-

cause of the great development of this tj'pe of

rock in Dacia, an ancient Roman province com-
prising part of raotlern Hungary and vicinity.

Many recent as well as more ancient volcanic

lavas are dacite. Dacite graduates into trachyte,

rhyolite, and diorite (qq.v.).

DACOITS' (Hind, dakait, dikayat, robber,

ddka, attack by robbers, from dUhnu, to shout).

The name given to bands of men in India who
live by robbery. They resemble the thugs (q.v.)

in that a slight religious element seems to enter

into their conduct, but plunder, and not murder,

is their guiding motive. On the whole, they are

a national type of banditti, closely resembling

the brigands of Sicily or Greece. Driven out by

the British Government from Hindustan, they are

still fairly active in Burma. Technically, da-

coity in British-Indian law means the conspiring

of five or more men to engage in any act of

theft.

DACOSTA, di-kystA, Gabbiex. See Acosta,
Gabbiet,.

DA COSTA, Isaac (1798-1860). A Dutch
poet and Protestant theologian, bom in Amster-

dam. He studied at Leyden, in 1818 received

the degree of LL.D., and that of Ph.D. in 1821.

Though by jiarcntage he was a Portugtiese Jew,

he embraced Christianity in 1822, and became a

professor and director of the Free Scotch Church
Seminary. He was an efTeotive public lectun^r.

The friend of Bilderdijk, the latter's poetic man-
tle fell upon him, and he was thenc«'forth es-

teemed the greatest of Holland's poet>«. The
more noteworthv of his volumes of verse are:

PrnmeiheuK (1820): Poemn (1821-22); Fesiire

Sonqx (1828): Hnonr (1840): and The liattle

nf Viruitpoort (18.59). Da Costa translated

Bynm's CdiH, and, as a theologian, produced

R Oospcl Uarmony and Israel and the OentUett
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both translated, lie died at Leyden, April 28,

18UU.

DACBES, da'ktTz, James Richabd (1788-

1853). An English nuvul ojlicer, born at Lowes-
tolt. lie enti'ied tl>e navy in 1790, aceunipuniod

the expedition sent against I'errol, and in 1800
was placed in eonimand of the sloop Bacchante.
After distinguished service, he was in 1811 trans-

ferred to the (Juerriire. Upon the loss of that

vessel in the famous contest with the Constitu-

tion, he was taken aboard the latter, and sub-

sequently paroled at Boston. By the court-

martial assembled in 1812 at Halifax, he was
honorably acquitted of all blame for the sur-

render of his vessel. In 181.'5, while commanding
the Tiber, he captured the Leo, an American
privateer. He l>ecame a rear-admiral in 1838,

and in 1845 commander at the Cape of Good
Hope.

DACBES, Sir Sydney Colpoys (1805-84).

An English admiral. He was captain of the flag-

ship of the Channel fleet under Sir Charles Na-
pier from 1847 to 1849, and as commander of the

Sans Parcil took a prominent part in the bom-
bardment of Sebastopol. As rear-admiral, to

which position he was appointed in 1859, he
later commanded the first ironclad squadron.
He was second in command on the North Ameri-
can station during the controversy over the

Trent afl"air (1801). In 1808 he was appointed
senior lord of the admiralty, and in 1872 com-
mander of Greenwich Hospital.

DACBYD^UM (Neo-Lat., from Gk. SaKpi-

Siov, dakrydion, dim. of ddKpv, dakry, tear; re-

ferring to the drops of gum exuded by the tree).

A genus of lofty trees of the natural order

Taxaceae, which has the male and the female

flowers on separate individuals. The species are

chiefly natives of Australia and New Zealand.
Dacrydium Franklinii is called Huon pine, al-

though rather a yew than a pine. Its timber
is harder than any Baltic pine, and is excellent

for spars for naval purposes. The tree attains a
height of a hundred feet, and a diameter of six

feet. The wood is light, tough, and very durable.

It is said to bo one of the best Australian woods
for carving. Dacrydium cupressinum and Dacry-
dium Kirkii are two species occurring in New
Zealand, where they are large trees of considera-
ble economic value. The drupes of both species

are edible. The young twigs of Dacrydium cu-

pressinum, arc sometimes used for making a kind
of beer. Closely related are the species of Podo-
carpus, of which there are a score or more species

in Asia and through the islands of Australia.
Podorarpus iotara is the most valuable timber-
tree of New Zealand, where it attains a height of
00 to 100 feet and a diameter of to 8 feet. The
bark is exterisively used for roofing houses. Po-
doearpus spieata and Podocarpus excelsa are
other species of value.

DACTYIL (Lat. dactylus, Gk. WwvXos, dak-
tylos, finger). The name of a measure or 'foot'

in Greek and Latin versification. It consists of

one long and two short syllables, as in the word
dmnibiis, and was so called from its resemblance
to the finger, which consists of three joints—one
long and two short. The same name is ap-
plied to a trisyllabic measure in English verse,

consisting of one accented syllable and two un-
accented syllables, as in destiny. (See Verse.)

Uaci^m: M-rses consist of dactyls and equivalent
feet. See Hexameter.

DACTYLIS. See Obciiabu Grass.

DAC'TYLOL'OGY ( from Gk. SdKrvXos, dakty-
lo.s, finger -\- -\<ryla, -lotjia, reasoning, from
\iyeiy, legein, to say). The art of communi-
cating thought by the fingers. See Deaf Mute.

DACTYL'OMAN'CY. See Superstition.

DACTYLS, DACTYLI, DAKrrYLOI. In
Greek legend, a supernatural folk who dwelt on

*

Mount Ida in Phrygia. They were the discov-
erers of copper and iron, and were deeply versed
in the metal-working arts. . The legends later

transferred them to the Cretan Mount Ida, and
identified them witli the Corybantes. They were
originally three in number—Kelmis, the Smelter;
Dainnameneus, the Hammer; and Acmon, the
Anvil ; then were increased to five, ten, fifty-two,

and at last one hundred.

DADAYAG, dii'da-yilg'. A head-hunting
Malayan j>eople in the mountains of Cagayan
Province, Luzon. Their speech is separate. See
PUILIPPINES.

DADDY-LONG-LEGS. (1) In the United
States, tlie long-legged, spider-like creatures of

the arachnid family Phalangiidse. (See Har-
VESTMAN.) (2) In England, the flies of the fam-
ily Tipulidae, which includes the crane-flies—big,

long-legged insects, resembling exaggerated mos-
quitoes, that swarm in late summer in gras.sy

and bushy places. The eggs are not known. The
larva; of some live in damp earth, decaying wood,
etc., and of others in the water, feeding on vege-
table material, diatoms, etc. One curious wing-
less genus (Chionea) contains the 'snow-insects'
occasionally seen in swarms on the surface of
snowbanks. Some of the earth-inhabiting forms
injure the roots of grain and other grasses.
More than a thousand species have been de-
scribed.

DA'DO (It., a die). In architecture, the
term applied to the cubic block which forms the
body of a pedestal. It is also applied to the
plane face and the series of moldings which, in

the interiors of buildings, form, as it were, a
continuous pedestjil. The ordinary modern in-

terior dado is formed of wood, and, running
round the bottom of the walls of a room, serves

to protect the plaster or paper from injury. It

is generalh' about three feet in height, and sur-

mounted by a narrow cornice. It is also called a
wainscot, though this name is more properly
applied to a paneled dado.

DADOX'YLON (Neo-Lat.. from Gk. «<ij, das,

torch -|- ^ij\op, xjilon, wood). Fossil wood of

Paleozoic age, found in the Devonian rocks of

Europe and America, and having a microscopic
structure like that of Cordaites wood and Arau-
caria wood. See Conifera; Cordaites.

DJED'ALITS (Lat., from Gk. Ao/SoXos, Daida-
los, literally 'the cunning worker'). The mythi-
cal sculptor, placed by Greek legend at the begin-

ning of native art, to whom were attributed
many early wooden statues, apparently of the

type of the early nude male figures, such as the
"Apollo of Orchomenos." The early forms of the
legend seem to have made him a native of Crete,

and there seems to have been an early school

of Cretan artists, the Djedalidap. who claimed
him as their ancestor. Under Athenian infiu-
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ences, however, the more coninion forms of the

myth arose. Diedalus was a descendant of the

Athenian royal race, the Erechthidoe, and hav-

ing killed his pupil Talos, fled to Crete, where he
was received by King Minos, for whom he built

the Labyrinth for the Minotaur, and for Pasi-

phae (q.v) , the wooden cow. To escape the wrath
of Minos, he fitted wings to his son, Icarus, and
himself and lied across the sea. Icarus flew too

near the sun, the wax which fastened the wings
melted, and he was drowned in the Icarian Sea.

Da'dalus escaped to Italy, where he built the
Temple of Apollo at Cumae, and then crossed to

Sicily, where local legend attributed to him many
architectural works. It seems useless to seek

any historical basis for the story of Daedalus,

though it is very probable that Crete exercised

an important influence on early Greek art. Con-

sult: Kuhnert, Dcedalus (I^ipzig, 1886) ; Pot-

tier, in Daremberg and Saglio, Uictionnaire des

antiquit6s (Paris, 1873) ; and Robert, "Die Dai-

daliden," in Archdologische Mdrchen (Berlin,

188(5).

DiEDALUS OF SICYON, sish1-6n. A
Greek sculptor, who lived in the first half of the

fourth century n.c, probably the son and, ac-

cording to Pausanias, also a pupil of Patrocles

of Sicyon. His earliest work mentioned was a

"Trophy," erected at Olympia by the Eleians to

commemorate a victory over the Lacedaemonians.

His other productions include the "Cowering
Venus," probably the prototype of the familiar

copies in the Louvre and Vatican Museums, the

figures of "Two Boys Using the Strigil," and the

portrait statues of several of the victors in the

Olympian games.

D.ffiD'ICU'RTJS. See Glyptodon.

DiEMON'ELIX (Neo-Lat., from Gk. dalpuov,

daimOn, demon -f ?Xt|, helix, spiral). A prob-

lematic fossil found in great numbers in the

sandstones of the Loup Fork Tertiary of north-

western Nebraska and adjacent portions of Wyo-
ming, and known to the ranchmen of the vicinity

by the name of 'Devil's cork-screws.' The fossil

ranges through a thickness of about 250 feet of

sandstones and varies in form from delicate

fibrous structures in the lowermost beds, through

cylindrical, spherical, cake-like, and irregularly

twisted forms in successively higher horizons,

till in the uppermost beds it assumes the form

of a vertical left- or right-handed spiral spring,

2 to 10 feet high, with or without a central

axis, and usually with a more or less curved

fusiform or cylindrical 'trunk,' 3 to 20 feet long,

that rises obfiquely from the base of the spiral.

The fibrous forms* penetrate the sandstone and

are also found traversing the surfaces of skulls

and bones of fossil mammals entombed in the

same l)eds. The spiral screws are wonderfully

reoular in their proportions, both as to the angle

of^pitoh of the spiral and as to the increase in

diameter of the same from bottom to top. The

whole mass of the fossil consists of an aggrega-

tion of twisted plant-fibres, which on examina-

tion with a microscoi)e prove to have a simple

cellular structure like that of parenchyma tissue.

This cellular structure has been found in all

parts of the fossil, and dearly indicates its

vegetable nature. The beds in which the Dnemo-

nelix is fotind are of lacustrine origin, and it is

po.ssil)le tluit the fossil is of algal affinity. Prof.

E. H. Barbour, tlie <liscoverer of Djpmonelix. has

descril)ed it fully in a paper, on the "Nature,
Structure, and Phylogeny of Dtemonelix," in the

liuUctin of the Geological Society of America,
vol. viii. (Rochester, I8!>7).

DAENDELS, diin'd^ls, Herman Willek
(1702-1818). A Dutch general. He was bom at

Uattem, in Gelderland, where he practiced law
and took part in the revolutionary disturbances

that broke out in 1787. Compelled to seek refuge

in France, he rendered important service to Du-
mouriez in 1793, in the latter's campaign against

Holland, was made brigadier-general, and, after

the proclamation of the Batavian Republic,

entered its service as lieutenant-general. In
1799 he ccHnmanded a division of the Republican
army, which compelled the Anglo-Russian forces

to surrender. Hostile intrigues induced him to

leave the service in 1803, but at the outbreak of

the war in 1806 he was reinstated in his former
rank by the King of Holland, and served against

the Prussians. He now occupied East Friesland,

and became successively Governor of Miinster,

commander-in-chief of the Dutch cavalry, mar-
shal of Holland, and Governor-General of the

Dutch East India possessions. This last office he
held from 1808 to 1811, and discharged his duties

with great ability and prudence. He partici-

pated in the Russian campaign of 1812-13, and
distinguished himself by his stalwart defense of

Modlin. On the overthrow of Napoleon, his

services were secured by the new King of Hol-
land, William I., who intrusted him with the

organization of government in those colonies

on the west coast of Africa which had been re-

stored to the Dutch. In this capacity he labored

with energy and success until his death. The work
he published (1814) on his administration of

tfava was an important contribution to our
knowledge of that island.

DAET, da-sit'. A town of Lxuson, Philippines,

in the Province of North Camarines. It is situ-

ated near the coast, 50 miles northwest of Nueva
Caceres. Population, in 1898, 10,650.

DAFFODIL. See Narcissus.

DAGAMI, di-gil'm^. A town of Leyte, Philip-

pines, 20 miles from Tacloban. It is situated in

a plain, near the eastern coast of the island.

Population, in 1898, 25,000.

DA6E, dJl'ge, Edouard (1805-83). A German
painter, born in Berlin. He received his artistic

training at the Academy of Berlin and under
Wachs. From 1861 until his retirement in 1875

he was acting director of the Royal Academy at

Berlin. He executed some religious works, in-

cluding frescoes in the chapel of the Schloss in

Berlin. But he was more successful with genre

and ideal subjects, such as "The Discovery of

Painting" (1832; National Gallery, Berlin) and
"The Compassionate Monk" (1836).

DAGGEB (Icel. daggardr, dagger, from Ir.

daigear, Welsh dagr, dagger, from Bret, dag,

OGael. daga, knife). A short sword, or two-

edged, sharp-pointed knife. It is one of the

oldest forms of the anne blanche, and has its

modem representative in the infantry sword-

bayonet. (See Bayonet.) In the Middle Ages
soldiers «iften foiight with sword or rapier and
dntrsi'r. the Inlter bein-; hold in the left hand.

(See Fencino.) The dagger proper has ceased

lo Im> part of the modern militarj' equipment.
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except by some of the native or tribal troops of

the iiritish and KusHinn empires.
The dirk, pructiciilly a da^er, Ih still carried

by the Iligliluiulors of the British Aniiy, but only
as un ornamental part of their national dress.

The American bowie-knife (q.v.) is in efTect a
dnpger.

DAGGER-MOTH. A moth of the noctuid
genii3 Acionyetu, so named because of dagger-
shaped marks ou the wings.

DAGGEBWING. One of the small, slen-

der-tailed North American butterflies of the
nymphalid genus Timetes.

DAGHESTAN, dil'gc-stiin' (Pers., place of

mountains, from Turk. cUigh, tagh, mountain -f
Pers. stin, OPera. stfina, place, from aia, Skt.

athd, to stand). A province of Transcauca.sia,

Russia, bounded by the Caucasian Province of

Terek on the north, the Caspian Sea on the east,

Baku on the south, and the Caucasus mountain
chain on the west (Map: Russia, G 6). Area,
11,332 square miles. A large portion of the
territory belongs to the region of the Caucasus
Mountains. The coast land is mostly level.

Numerous short mountain streams cross Daghe-
stan and fall into the Caspian Sea. There
are a number of hot springs. The climate is

moderate. In the lower portions of the terri-

tory some grain and fruit are raised. The
mountains are well wooded. Sulphur is practi-

cally the only mineral worked. Cattle-raising

receives much attention. The commerce is in-

significant, and the transportation facilities

inadequate. The population, in 1897, was 586,636,

consisting mostly of Lesghians, Avars, and other

Caucasian tribes. The Turkish Tatar element is,

however, not unimportant. The Russians number
about 10,000, and tlie Jews are about equally
numerous. The natives are chiefly Mohamme-
dans, and the educational facilities are very
meagre.
The seat of the provincial government is Temir-

Khan-Shura, and the chief commercial centres arc
Derbent and Petrovsk (q.v.), both on the coast.

Until 1812 Daghestan formed a province of

Persia, although the inhabitants enjoyed partial

independence under native khans, and manifested
their opposition to Persian rule by periodic re-

volts. It then passed into the nominal possession

of Russia, whose authority was not established
until after a fierce struggle of many years. Daghe-
stan still continued to he ruled by native khans
until 1868. The last outbreak of the natives
against Russian rule occurred during the Russo-
Turkish War in 1877.

DAGNAN-BOTJVEBET, d&'nyaN' boo'v'rft',

Pascal Adolphe Jean (1852—). A French
painter, bom in Paris, January 7, 1852. He
studied under G^rome, and won his first impor-
tant success with his Salon picture of 1870, "A
Wedding at the Photographer's." In 1882 ap-
peared "The Nuptial Benediction," and in 1884
"The Horse Pond," which is in the Luxembourg.
"The Consecrated Bread" (1886) admirably dis-

plays his management of light in interiors, and
the subject of the picture is painted with a sen-

timent that is poetic, vot quiet and serene. His
work shows poetic feeling and patient labor.

Bouveret was made Chevalier of the Lesion
or Honor in 1885, and received the first medal
at the Snlon of 1899 for his "Breton Women
at the Pardon." Consult: Mrs. Arthur Bell, Rep-

resentative I'aintera of the Mneleenth Cei^tury
(New York, 1899); Stranahan, .1 History of
French fainting (New York, 1899) ; Mwlem
French Masters, Van Dyke, ed. (New York, 1896).

DAGS, dil'gP, or DAGDEN, dilg'dcn. An
island in the Baltic Sea, belonging to the Russian
C.overnnient of Esthonia. It lies north of the
island of Osel, is quadrilateral in shape, and
covers an area of 370 square miles (Map: Rus-
sia, B 3). The surface is mostly low land, partly
rov«'red with marshes. Fishing and fanning are
the main industries. Population, in 1897, about
14,000, composed of Esthonians, Swedes, and Ger-
mans. Dag<» belonged to Denmark until 1645,
when it was acquired by Sweden, and was an-
nexed to Russia in 1721.

DA'GO. A name originally given by sailors
to Spaniards, Portuguese, and Italians in gen-
eral. It is asserted to be a corruption of the
Spanish name Diego, equivalent to the English
name 'James,' or 'Jack.* By others it is a title

given exclusively to those born of Spanish pa-
rents. By others, again, it is thought to be
purely a corruption or nickname derived from
hidalgo, which came to be applied to any for-

eigner from Latin Europe. Whatever the deriva-

tion of the word may have been, it is applie<l

chiefly to the lower class of Italian immigrants
in America.

DAG'OBEBT, Fr. pron. da'gd'bflr', I. ( ? -

G38). King of the Franks, son of Clotaire II.

He ruled in Austrasia from 622 to 632, and in

Neustria and Burgundy from 628 U) 638. In 632
he gave Austrasia to his son Sigibert.

DAGOBERT, Ciian.son i>u Roi (Fr., song of

King Dagohert). A French song, in whicli the
characters are King Dagobert and Saint Eloi, his

counselor. It became very popular as a po-

litical song, the couplets being altered to fit

diflferent political conditions. A notable version
which sprang up in 1814, aimed at Napoleon,
was suppressed by police regulations.

DA'GON. A god of the Philistines, and per-

haps also of the Phoenicians. The references to

this god in the Old Testament are too few and
our knowledge of Philistine religion too scanty
to enable us to identify the god. There was a
temple dedicated to him at Gaza (Jud. xvi. 23)
and another at A.shdod ( I. Sam. v. 2, etc.).

From the description in the latter passage it

would seem that Dagon had a head and hands,
but the shape of his lower extremities is in

doubt. Kimchi says that he was half man, half

fish, but this may be due to the etymological

explanation of Dagon from Hebrew dag, fish.

Dagon, however, can also be compared with dagan,
corn, and the god would thus become an agricul-

tural god, which is much more probable. It has
been supposed by some that the man-fish figures

on Assyrian monuments represent Dagon, but
there is no warrant for this hypothesis. The
figure in question is the Assyro-Babylonian god
Ea, a water deity whose seat of worship was
originally at Eridu, on the Persian Gulf. There
is, however, a god Dagon who is associated with
Anu. the god of heaven. It is not impossible

that Dagon is a foreicn deity introduced into

As.svria and whose original character is there

loet sioht of. I. Sam. v. 5 mentions that the

priests and worshipers never stepped on the

threshold of the temple of A.shdod. Consult:
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^lenant, "Ijb niythe de Dagon," in the Revue de
rhisioire des religions, vol. xi. (Paris, 1886).

DAG'ONET, Sir. King Artliur's fool, in the
•Round Table" legends. The Elizabethan drama-
lists frequently allude to him as a type of the
court jester.

DAQUERRE, da'gilr', Louis Jacques JklxN-

vt ( 178!)-1851 ). A French painter and physi-
cist, born at Cormeilles, Seine-et-Oise. He first

i)ecame a scene painter under Degoti, and was so
successful in this art that he began to paint
extensive panoramas, and finally evolved the
diorama, which attracted much attention. About
1829 he began to interest himself in the discov-
eries which became famous under his name. He
entered into a correspondence with Nicephore
Nifepce, who had been studying in the same di-

rection since 1814. Together they invented the
art of photography on metal, the well-known
daguerreotype process, the improvement of which
was to result in modem photography. IJefore

the completion of their experiments Nifepce died.

In 1839 the discovery was made known, and im-
mediately its value was appreciated. Daguerre
was given a pension of 6000 francs and made a
member of the legion of Honor. While he was
still laboring to bring his work nearer perfec-

tion lie died suddenly at Petit-Brie-sur-!Mame,
near Paris. He wrote the following volumes de-
scriptive of his inventions: Uistorique et de-
script ion des proccdes du daguerreotype et dio-

rama (1880) and Xouveau moycn de preparer la

rouehe sensible des plaques destinces d recevoir
les images photographigues (1844). Consult
Emouf, Les inrenteurs du gaz et de la photo-
graphiques (Paris, 1885). See Daguebreottpe
i*RocEss ; Photography.

DAGUERREOTYPE ( d4-ger'6-tlp ) PRO-
CESS ( Fr. daguerreotype, from Daguerre 4" Gk.
Twroi, typos, impression). The original photo-
graphic process, as introduced by its inventor,

Daguerre, in 1839. The pictures are positive
or direct, though they appear as negative when
viewed at certain angles, and are the result of the
successive action of the vapors of iodine, bro-

mine, and mercury upon a highly polished sur-

face of chemically pure silver. The manipula-
tions involved in conducting the process are:

(1) Cleaning and polishing the plate; (2) ren-

<lering the plate sensitive: (3) exposing it in

the camera; (4) developing the latent image;
(5) fixing the picture.

A copper plate of moderate thickness is first

coated with silver by ekML'tro-plating and polished

as highly as possible; it is then exposed first to

the vapor of iodine, and then to the vapor of

bromine for a length of time, ascertained in

practice by watching the succession of prismatic

colors wliich l)egin to appear with the first con-

tact of the vapor. The plate is then exposed in

a camera and the development of the latent im-
age, which is the next operation, is effected by
subjecting the plate to the action of the vapor
i»f mercury, which attaches itself to the various

parts of the picture in proportion as it has been

acted on by the light. Those ])ortions of iodide

and bromide of silver unaffected bj' light are

next removed by immersing tlie plate in a solu-

tion of hyposulphite of soda ; and the picture

is subsequently fixed and intensified by pouring
over its surface a solution of hyposulphite of

soda and chloride of gold, and applying heat;

by which means it is coated with a thin film of
metallic gold, and thereby rendered so i)ernia-

nent that it requires a chemical solvent for its

removal. It may be mentioned in conclusion that
though Daguerre published in 1839 the first

practicable process for taking pictures by the
agency of light, his experiments would seem
to have been suggested by the researches of

Nifipce, who, about 1820, obtained impressions
on silver plates rendered sensitive by being coat-

ed with asphaltum saturated with oil of laven-
der. See PiiOTOGBAPiiY.

D'AGTJESSEAU, d^'ge'sd'. See Aglesseau.
DAGUPAN, da'goo-piin'. A town of Luzon,

Philippines, in the Province of Pangasin&n, sit-

uated eight miles from Lingayen, near the Gulf
of Lingayen (Map: Luzon, C 2). It is the ter-

minal of the Manila-Dagupan Railway. The
surrounding region, generally level, is very fer-

tile. Population, in 1898, 16,000.

DAHABEAH, dJi'ha-be'a (Ar. dhahabiya,
from dhahaba, to go). The name given to barges
on the river Nile, much used by tourists, to

whom they are hired by the week. They resem-
ble in their conveniences and comforts the house-
boats so popular on English rivers.

DAHIi, diil, JoiiANx Kristex Clausen (1788-
1857). A Norwegian landscape painter, bom at

Bergen, February 24, 1788. His parents wished
him to enter the Church, but he was determined
to study art, and in 1811 entered the academy
at Copenhagen. In 1818 he entered the acad-

emy at Dresden, and in 1821, after his return
from Italy, he was made professor there. He
was a pioneer in Norwegian landscape. Though
very rugged in style, he painted with a hard and
dry effect. In spite of this, he stood in the front

rank of his contemporaries, especially between
the years 1820 and 1830. He died at Dresden,
October 14, 1857. Among his most prominent
works are: "Danish Coast bv Moonlight" ( 1828) ;

"Stomi at Sea" (1823);' "Great Norwegian
I>andscape" (1850); and "Winter I.andscape."

Consult Aubert. .\faleren Professor Dahl 1788-

1857 (Kristiania, 1892-94).

DAHL, Vladimir IvANOvrrcii (1801-72). A
Russian author, bom in Lugansk (Government
of Ekaterinoslav). He was educated at Dorpat,
and in 1828-31 accompanied the Knssian army
in a medical capacity in the Turkish and Polish
campaigns. Subsequently he was a Government
official at Orenlmrg. His studies in Russian eth-

nography and philolog^' are valuable, in particu-

lar his Dictionarif of Existing Russian Dialects

(4 vols., 1861-68; 2d ed. 1882). His works in

belles-lettres were collected at Saint Petersburg
in 1860-01 (8 vols.).

DAHLAK, dA-liik', or DAHALAK, dalii-

lak'. .\n archi{>elago (a dependency of Italy)

just off Massawa, Abyssinia, consisting of a num-
ber of islands of coral, rock, and sand. (Map:
Asia, D 7 ) . Three only have a permanent popula-
tion. The entire area is about 420 square miles,

the largi-r portion of which is taken up by the
main island, Dahlak-el-Kebir, 32 miles long and
18 wide. The chief occupation is fishing for

pearls and sponges. Domestic animals are
raia<Hl to some extent. The permanent popula-
tion is alKiut l.iOO. mostly Abyssinians.

DAHLBERO, dal'b^irg. Erik. Cotmt (1625-

1703). A Swedish military engineer, bom in
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Stucklioliii. Under Charlos XI. he bet'iiinc director

of I'ortilifutions. He rebuilt most of the works
then existing with such skill us to be called the
'Vauban of Sweden.' He was appointed a royal
councilor, a field-marshal, and in 109(5 Governor of
Livonia. Consult Sohlozer, Hchwediache Bio-
gruphicn (vol. i., Altona, 17C0).

DAHLGREN, dal'gri^n, Fbedrik August
(1810-95). A Swedish poet, bom at Nordmark,
August 20, 1816. He is the author of many
popular dialect songs and ballads (3 vols., 1876)
and of some successful dramas, of which Verm-
Idiidnigame (1840) is most noteworthy. He
was also a facile translator for the theatre and
wrote a history of the Swedish stage.

DAHLGREN, dul'gren, John Adolf (1809-
70). An American naval ofTieer, prominent on
the Federal side during the Civil VVar. He was
born in Philadelphia, of Swedish parentage; en-

tered the United States Navy as a midshipman
in 1826; cruised for a time on the Macedonian
and the Ontario: and from 1834 to 1838 was en-

gaged in the United States Coast Survey work,
for which his aptitude and training in math-
ematical studies had well fitted him. In 1837 he
was promoted to the rank of lieutenant, but in
the same year was forced by failing eyesight
to leave the active service, and did not resume
his duties until 1842. After a cruise of two
years in the ^Mediterranean on board the Cum-
berland, he was assigned to the Ordnance De-
partment, which absorbed the greater part of his
energies from this time on, and of which he was
twice chief—in 1862-03 and in 1868-70. In his
many years of service he greatly increased the
efficiency of the department and became espe-
cially well known through his invention (1850)
of the Dahlgren gun, which proved of the utmost
value to the Government during the Civil War.
In April, 1861, on the defection of Franklin
Buchanan (q.v.), he succeeded that officer as
commandant of the Washington Navy Yard, a po-
sition which he held until the fall of 1862, when
he became chief of the Bureau of Ordnance. In
February, 1863, he was raised to the rank of rear-

admiral, and in July replaced Admiral Dupont
as commander-in-chief of the South Atlantic
blockading squadron, the greater part of which
was engaged in the siege of Charleston, S. C.
Soon after taking command, he, in cooperation
with General Gillmore, the commander of the
Federal troops near Charleston, succeeded in
capturing Morris Island, silencing Fort Sumter,
and completing the closing of the port. Finally, in
February, 1865, Charleston was evacuated by the
Confederates, and Dahlgren occupied Charleston
Harbor, while General Schimmelpfennig took pos-
session of the city. Soon afterwards he resigned
as commander of the South Atlantic squadron,
and from 1866 to 1868 commanded the South
Pacific squadron. After finisliing his second
term as chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, he was
placed in command, at his own request, of the
United States Xavy Yard in Washington, where
several months later ho died. In addition to
many reports and magazine articles, he published:
Thirty-ttco-Povnd Practice for Ranges (1850);
(Systems of Boat Armament in the United States
Navy (1852); Naval Percussion Jjocks and
Primers (18.52); Ordnance Memoranda (1853);
Shell and Shell Guns (18.56); and an uncom-
pleted volume entitled Notes on Maritime and

International Law was published posthumously
in 1877. Con.sult Madeleine V. Dahlgren (his
widow), Memoir of John A. Dahlgren (Boston,
1882).

DAHLGREN, dilKgn'^n, Kabl Fbedbik (1791-
1844). A Swedish humorist and poet whoso
ballads and songs are widely sung. He was
born near Norrkoping, June 20, 1791. Descrip-
tions of natural .scenes and ilie burlesque idyll
are his fortes. Like Hood, whom in many
way.j he resembled, he published for some years
an annual, The Muses' Almanac, as a receptacle
for his stories and comic sketches. His sole
novel, Nahum Fredrih lierffstrom's Chronicle
(1831), is excellent. He died at Stockholm,
May 2, 1844.

DAHLGREN, dfjKgren, Madeleine Vinton
(1835— ). An American author, wife of Ad-
miral J. A. Dahlgren, bom in Gallipolis, Ohio.
Under the name of "Corinne," and later that
of "Cornelia," she wrote many sketches and
poems. She was one of the founders of the
Literary Society of Washington, and at one
time its vice-president. A list of her works in-

cludes the following: Idealities (1859) ; South
Sea Sketches (1881); Etiquette of Social Life
in Washington (1881); South Mountain Magio
(1882); and Lights and Shadoics of a Life
(1886). She also rendered from the Spanish
Donoso Cortes's Catholicism, Liberalism, and
Socialism, and from the French the Pius IX. of
Montalembert and the Executive Power of De
Chambrun (1874), with a preface by James A.
Garfield.

DAHLGREN GUN. The type of gun de-

signed by Admiral Dahlgren after a series of

experiments to determine the pressures at differ-

ent parts of the bore. They were introduced into

the Navy in 1852 and were in general use during
the Civil War. See Ballistics; Guns, Naval;
Ordnance.

DAHLIA, dJil'vA or daFya (Neo-Lat.). A
genus of large perennial herbaceous plants of
the natural order Compositte, natives of Mexico.
Most of the varieties in cultivation are derived
from the species Dahlia variabilis and Dahlia
Juarezii, the latter being the parent of the cac-

tus forms. Dahlias were first brought to Mad-
rid by Spanish botanists in 1789. The name
was given in honor of Dahl, a Swedi.sh botanist.

The dahlia varies greatly under cultivation.

Some 3000 varieties have been catalogued. Most
of these have been the showy and fancy kinds
with spherical, symmetrical flowers differing

mainly in color. The cactus or decorative types

are more chrysanthemum-like in form. Their
introduction within recent years has done much
to increase the popularity of the dahlia. The
dahlia possesses a wide range of colors and lacks

practically only sky-blue and kindred shades.

It is propagated by division of the root, cut-

tings, and seed. The first method is that of the
amateur, the second that of the commercial
grower, and the last is u.sed in the production
of new varieties. In gardens the roots are plant-

ed 18 to 36 inches apart in any good soil and
require ordinary cultivation. In the fall the
roots are dug and stored in the cellar like po-
tatoes.

A beetle iniurious to dahlias (Diabrotica 12-

punctata) is illustrated under Cobn-Insects.



DAHLIA ETC.

1. DOGBANE (A ocynum andros«emlfollum).
2. CACTUS DAHLIA (Dahlia Juarezii).

3. SHOW DAHLIA (Dahlia sp).

4. SINGLE DAHLIA (Dahlia sp).

5. ENGLISH DAISY (Bellis perennis)

6. MALE FERN (Aspldlum Flllx-mas). Tip of frond
showing • portion of th« sorl.

7. DURIAN LEAVES (Durlozlbathlnua).
7a. DURIAN FRUIT, much reduced.
8. DAMMAR (AgathIa Dammara).

8a. CONE OF DAMMAR.
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DAHLMANNjdJil'mJin, Fbiedbtch Ciibistoph

( 1785-18(iO) . A German historian and states-

man, born -May 13, 1785, at W'ismar. His ear-

lier studies in Copenhagen and Halle were
devoted to arehfpolojij' and philology, but his

attention was subsequently directed to political

science and history. In 1812 he was made a
professor in the University of Kiel, and in 1815

became secretary of the permanent committee of

the Schleswig-Holstein clergy and nobility, in

which capacity he opposed the Danish policy

concerning these duchies. He published several

historical works, and in 1829 was appointed pro-

fessor of political science in Gottingen, where he

published his valuable work, Quellenkunde der
deutschen Geschichte (1st ed. 1830; reedited by
Weitz, 1875, and subsequent editions). Dis-

missed from the university in 1837, with six of

his colleagues, by King Ernest Augustus, on ac-

count of their protest against the abrogation of

the Hanoverian Constitution, he went to Leipzig

and afterwards to Jena, where he wrote his

admirable Geschichte von Ddnemark (Hamburg,
1840-43). In 1842 he became professor of his-

tory and political science at Bonn, and later on
took a prominent part in the political affairs of

Germany. At the outbreak of the Revolution,

in 1848, he was appointed deputy of Prussia in

the Germanic diet, and was the principal member
of the committee appointed to draft a new Ger-

man constitution. He exerted his influence in

the Frankfort Parliament in favor of an heredi-

tary German empire, the dignity to inhere in

the King of Prussia, but his views were not ac-

cepted, either by King Frederick William IV.

or the majority of the Parliament. After a less

conspicuous parliamentary activity at Erfurt

and Berlin. Dahlmann returned to his academic
duties, to which he devoted himself till his death,

December 5, 1860. Besides the works mentioned

above, he was the author of important histories

of the English and French revolutions, of a work
in two volumes on earh' Germanic historj', and
the editor of the DitmaVsh Chronicle. Consult:

Springer, F. C. Dahlmann (Leipzig, 1870-72);

Nasse. F. f. Dahlmann, an inaugural lecture

(Kiel. 1885).

DAHLONEGA, da'16-ne'g* (from American
Indian Taulauneca, yellow gold). A town and
the county seat of Lumpkin County, Ga., 78

miles northeast of Atlanta (Map: Georgia, B 1).

It is situated among the foothills of the southern

portion of the Blue Ridge Mountains in a gold-

mining region, and has gold-mills, concentrators,

and an extensive chlorination plant. Until the

Civil War, a United States branch mint was
situated here. Dahlonega is the seat of the North

Georcia Acricultural Colleae, a depnrtment of

the State University. The Cherokee Indians called

the place Dah-lo-ne-ga, meaning yellow money.

Settled in 1831, it was incorporated in the fol-

lowing year, and at the present time is governed

bv a mayor, elected bienniallv, and a city coun-

cil. Population, in 1890, 896; in 1900, 1255.

DAHLSTJERNA, dSPshPr-nft, Ginno Eube-

uiTs (1661-1709). .A Swedish poet, born at

Ohr, SeptemWr 7, 1661. He was an intense

patriot, and l)eguiled the tedium of surveying ex-

peditions in Sweden. I ivonia, and Pomerania,

by composing songs that are at times the best

of his epoch, and again nearly the worst iji their

pathetic puerility. He had the misfortiine to

choose bad models, the Silesian poets of the

school of Lohenstein and the Italians of the

school of Marini. But their florid pomposity
could not always smother his true poetic fire, and
his ''Elegj' on the Death of Charles XI." (1697)

(Kungaskald) is sometimes sublime, while his

"Goth's Battle Song" (1701) is an admirable
popular ballad, an exulting defiance of the Rus-
sians, whose triumph at Poltava Dahlstjerna

could not survive. He was a man of varied gifts,

distinguished as a cartographer, and as the au-

thor of a number of scientific papers. He died

in Pomerania, September 7, 1709.

DAHN, dan, Felix (1834— ). An historian,

jurist, and novelist. He was bom in Hamburg,
February 9, 1834. His parents were celebrated

actors, his early training classic. He studied

history and law in Munich and Berlin, became
privat-docent in Munich in 1857 and professor

of law there in 1802. He has since occupied the

same position in Wiirzburg (1863), Kunigsberg

(1872), and Breslau since 1888. To history he

has contributed Die Konige der Germanen ( 1861-

97) and Urgeschichte der germanischen und ro-

manischen Volker ( 1878 et seq. ) ; to jurisprudence

Die Vemunft im Ilecht (1879); to poetry col-

lections of Poems, Ballads, and Songs ( 1857,

1873, 1875, 1878, 1892). He has also written

many dramas, of which Markgraf Riideger von
Bechelaren (1875) is typical. Dahn is most
widely known, and deser\'edly, for his historical

novels, which deal mainly with the primitive

Germanic peoples, from the Vikings of Norway
to the Goths of Italy, and from prehistoric

times to the Crusades. Of these there are more
than twenty, the chief of which are Odhins
Trost (1880) and the longest and best of all,

Ein Kampf urn Rom (1876). This latter

work has an epic breadth and an artistic

unity that makes it one of the most strik-

ing historical novels of recent times. It is

an epitome of the history of the German invasion

of Italy, involving immense learning, borne so

lightly by the author that it never oppresses the

reader. The period is that of Justinian and
Theodora, of the Gothic kings Theodoric, Totila.

Vitiges, and Teja. Through the four volumes
the interest never flags and the dread of im-

pending fate increases to the tragic close.

Dahn's shorter stories of the migration, Felici-

tas (1883), Bisstila (1884). Frcdigundis (1885),

Attila (1888), and Stilicho (1900), are also

worthy of mention ; but facility of composition

has been Dahn's snare.

DAHOMEY, dfl-hr/mT or dA'hA'mft'. For-

merly a negro kingdom of West Africa, now a
French colony, comprising with its dependencies

all the French possessions in the region bounded
by the military territories of French Sudan on

the north (near latitude 14° N.), the Briti.sh

colonies of Nigeria and Lagos on the ea.st, the

Gulf of Guinea on the south, and the German col-

ony of Toiio on the west (Alap: -Africa, E 4).

The total area is estimated at nearly 60.000 square

miles, the territories of Kwala and Say having

been adde«l in 1899. There are 70 miles of coast.

The surface is low and sandy along the Gulf,

which is bonlered by lajfoons. The country is

verv hillv in the northern and more extended

P^rt. which includes the Mah(^ highlands. In

tbe interior there are savannas, and large dis-

tricts having a rather luxuriant flora; and
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finally, tliP extreme north i« characterized by
Irnre tractn of dcserl, forming part of what in

called Upper Dahomey. The only river of im-

I)ortance is the navigable Weme. which traverses

the eastern part of tlie country. Mono, however,

borders on the we«t and the Niger on the north-

east.

The climate is unhealthful in the low coast

lands, being l)Oth hot and moist, but is favorable

in the interior. Tlic rainy season is in summer.
A large part of Dahomey is covered with thick

forests abounding in rubber-plants, and also

palms which yield large quantities of oil and ker-

nels for export. The soil is remarkably fertile,

and along the coast manioc, maize, and potatoes

are grown by the industrious natives, avIio also

weave, and make pottery. Trade, which in for-

mer days was little more than an exchange of

trinkets for gold and other equally precious arti-

cles, has now assumed an entirely modern as-

pect and imi)ortance. The commerce is mostly
concentrated in tlic Gulf towns, especially in

Porto Novo, the main port of the colony. The
exports, consisting almost entirelj' of palm-oil

and palm-kernels, amounted to nearly 13,000,000

francs in 1900. The imports for 1900 exceeded

15,200,000 francs, and were made up chiefly of

liquors, cotton, and tobacco. About one-fourth

of the trade is with France. In 1900 vessels

with a total tonnage of 394,000 tons entered

and cleared the ports. The port Kotonu is con-

nected with the Niger and the Senegal by tele-

graph. There is regular steamship communica-
tion with Europe.

Dahomey was an absolute monarchy previous

to the French occupation. There was a stand-

ing army estimated at over 1.5,000, consisting

partly of female warriors or amazons, who were
distinguished for superior physique and high

skill in the use of weapons. At present the col-

ony is locally administered by a French Gover-

nor, assisted" by a council over which he pre-

sides. The council is made up of higher officials,

and also two prominent residents, one of whom
is native and one white. (See French West
Africa.) The local budget for 1901 balanced

at $574,000. The colony is self-supporting. The
population is estimated at nearly 1,000,000,

composed of full-blooded Guinea Negroes, or Ni-

gritians of the coast (Dcnikcr). The Da-
homans are tall, very long-headed (index

75.1), but not so black as the tribes of Senegal,

In their outi tongue, a dialect of the Ewe lan-

guage, common on this part of the Slave Coast,

they are called Fon or Fawin. Their religion is

purely fetish, and the sacrifice of human beings,

a widespread custom in former times, is still

supposed to be practiced. In spite of a low
standard of morality and warlike attrilnites and
usages, the Dahomans are polite in their inter-

course. The activity of missionaries has thus

far been attended with little success, except in

the case of the dervishes, who are indefatigable

in their efforts to spread the gospel of Islam.

The capital of the colony has been removed, since

the French occupation, from Abomey to Porto
Novo (q.v. ). Other towns are Grand Popo,
Agou6, Say (on the Niger) , Whydah, and Allada,

an important trading point.

The kingdom of Dahomey arose in the seven-

teenth centurj' around the city of Abomey as a

nucleus. By successive conquests the kings ex-

tended their rule to the highlands of the Mah6

on the north and to the Slave Coast on the

south (1772>. There they came into contact

with the Europeans and succeeded in obtaining

control of a large part of the slave trade, which
was then carried on actively by the English, the

P'rench, and Portuguese. vVith tlie cessation of

the slave traftic, the i)rosi)erity of the country

came to an end. France secured a firm footing

on the coast in the second half of the nineteenth

century. Between 1878 and 1885 it obtained

possession of Kotonu, Porto Novo, and Grand
Popo, and after a bloody contest in 1890 forced

King Bchanzin to acknowledge its title to the

coast region. War broke out again in 1892, and
resulted in the taking of Abomey, the deposition

of Behanzin (since retained as prisoner at Fort-de-

France, Martinique), and the establishment of a
virtual French protectorate. Since then the

French have been actively engaged in extending

their authority over the region to the north, so as

to bring Dahomey into touch with their posses-

sions in the Sudan. In 1897 and 1898 they con-

cluded treaties with the Germans and the English,

and the sphere of influence claimed by each was
determined.

Consult: Skertchley, Dahomey As It Is (Lon-

don, 1874; Careb, Le8 territories africaina et

les conventions anglaises (Pari.s, 1901); Tout-

t6e, Du Dahomd au Sahara (Paris, 1899) ;

Keane, in Stanford's Africa (London, 1895) ;

Verdier, Trrnie-cinq annies de lutte aux colonies,

cOte occidentnle d'Afrique (Paris, 1897) ; Au-
blet, ]ja guerre au Dahom6 (Paris, 1894).

DAIBUTSU, di'boo'tsSo (Japanese, great

Buddha). A famous Japanese image of Buddha
at Kamakura, near Yokohama. It dates from
1252 and is a unique production of Japanese
art, wrought of bronze and silver, with eyes of

gold, and meastires 50 feet in height and 97 feet

in circumference. More ancient, even, dating

from 749, and of more gigantic proportions, but

of inferior artistic merit, is the Daibutsu at

Nara, in the main island of Japan.

D'AIGTJEBELLE, dfig'bgF. See Aiguebelle.

DAILLE, da^ya', or DALLiETJS, dal-l&Ms,

Jean (1594-1070). A French Reformed theolo-

gian, born at Chatellerault. He was tutor to

the grandsons of Phillipe de Mornay and trav-

eled with them through Italy, Germany, Hol-

land, and England in 1021-25. He became preacher

at Saumur in 1025, and at Charenton in 1620.

and was president of the last national synod of

the Reformed Church held in France in 1659. He
was one of the most learned and influential theo-

logians of the Reformed Church in France, and
wrote a considerable number of controversial

works, among which the Traite de Vemploi des

Saints Peres ( 1623) is of permanent value.

DAILY COUBANT, The. A journal called

the first English daily newspaper, which first

appeared March 11, 1702.

DAIMIEL, dt-myftF. A town in Spain, in the

Province of Ciudad Real, 20 miles east-north-

east of the city of that name, with which it

is connected by rail (Map: Spain, D 3). It

lies on the Azuer River, in the fertile Camjjo de

Calatrava; it has several squares, and its prin-

cipal streets, though unpavod, are wide and com-

paratively clean. Its chief buildings are the

churches" of San Pedro and Santa Maria—the

former a Doric and the latter a Gothic structure
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—a town hall, and a hospital. One of the most
important town.s in the La Mancha district,

Daimiel has manufactures of woolens, linens,

bricks, liquors, soup, haUi, etc. Population, in

1900, 11,825.

DAIMIO, dFm^^ (Japan., great name). A
term applied in Japan to a territorial feudal
lord, in contrast with the huge or landless noble
of the Imperial Court. From the decay of the
Mikado's power in the twelfth century, this
class, nuniljering nearly 300, nourished until the
abolition of feudalism in 1808, when they were
amalgiiniated with the Icuge, the two forming the
Kua/.oku, or dowery nobility. According to their
former rank, wealth, power, historical or per-
sonal importance, the individual dairaios have
become princes, marquises, counts, barons, etc.

Consult: Dickson, Sketch of the History and
Qovemment of Japan (Loudon, 1869) ; and
Griffis, The Mikado's Empire (New York, 1900).

DAINTY, Lady. A feminine type of fashion
and frivolity in Gibber's The Double Gallant.

DAIBCEIiL. An Irish saint of the seventh
oentury; the illegitimate son of a farmer at
Ijuachair, near Castle Ireland, Kerry. He was
bom in the wilderness and would have been
killed at birth by his mother, had not a dove
descended from heaven to protect him, or "gather
him to her in her wings;" whence his name Dair-
cell, meaning 'a gathering.'

DAIBOLLES, dA'rdl', .\dbiexne. An actress
of French oricin, who, in England, in 1885, at-
tracted notice as an amateur. The following year
she supported Mrs. Langtry in a play call«i Les
Hrebi.f de I'anurye. Later she appeared at the
Dnm' Lane, Olobe, and Adelphi theatres. In
Septeml>er. 1891, she was Noemie Nioche, in
Henry James's play The American, produced at
the Opera Comique in London. In 1893 she
appeared in New York at the Star Theatre. The
following year she played at the Lyceum, and
in the production of Th^ Fatal Card at Palmer's
Theatre, taking the part of Mercedes.

DAIRYING (ME. deyery, from deye, dairy-
maid, Icel. deigja; probably connected with
OSwed. daggja, to suckle, Skt. duh, to milk).
That branch of agriculture which has to do with
the production and utilization of milk. It em-
braces the feeding and management of milch
«)ws, the supplying of cream and milk, and the
making of butter and cheese, etc. The term
dairy husbandry is applied to a system of farm-
ing under which cows are kept and bred, and
the principal crops grown with sp<>cial reference

to the dairy herd. Dairy was formerly used to
designate the place or house where the milk
was kept, chee»»e was made, etc. Like almost all

other occupations, dairying has become in recent
years divided into several distinct and special
lines. These differ as to the form of the pro-
duct and the manner of disposing of it. In one
case milk or cream may l)e produced for de-

livery to consumers direct from the dairy, or the
same product may be delivered to a creamery to

be manufactured into butter and cheese, or the
product of the herd may be converted into butter
and cheese at home.

In no branch of agriculture has greater pro-

gress been made in recent years than in dairying,

and it is now reffnrded as among the most pro-

gressive and highly developed forms of fanning

in the United States. While formerly believed
to be conhned by natural conditions to a lumied
area, known as the "dairy belt,' it has been suuwn
that the industry can be protitably and success-
fully carried on over a wide range of country,
and that, generally speaking, good butter and
cheese can be made by proper manageiueut in
almost all parts of North America. Dairying
wa?; iormerly couhned to tue spring and auiim^er
months, when pasturage could be had for the
cows, and it was planned to have the cows calve
as far as possible in the spring; they were gen-
erally allowed to go dry during the fall and early
wiater, and were neither well led nor well housed
through the winter. Winter dairying was prac-
tically unknown, as it was not supposed to be
feasible or profitable. Under the system at
present followed, dairying is not confined to any
season, and the cows are fed succulent fodder
during the winter in the form of com silage,

and roots, in addition to hay and liberal grain
rations, composed largely of bran, cornmeal, and
the by-products of factories where gluc.'>se and
similar products are made. Great stress is laid
upon the value of succulent foods as supplements
to dry feed in winter, and in all countries where
dairying has attained a high degree of develop-
ment succulent feeds have occupied a prominent
place in the ration given throughout the year.
Corn silage is extensively relied upon for this
purpose in the United States, being the cheapest
food which can be supplied over a wide extent
of the country. There may now be said to be two
general systems of summer-feeding cows, the
pasturage system, and the 'soiling' system, in
which latter the green crops are cut for the
animals. Pasturage i-* still extensively practiced
where practicable, and it is quite customary to
feed some grain to good cows on pasture. A
large number of cows in the eastern part of the
United States are now 'kept up' during summer,
such green feed as comes into condition in suc-
cession throughout the season being raised for
them. This method is thought to be more eco-

nomical in sections where land commands a high
price. A much larger number of cows can be
kept on a given area by this 'soiling' system, and
the animals are found to keep healtliy and do
well under it. Perhaps the most remarkable
advance in dairjnng has l>een in the keeping of

better cows, and in giving more attention to

their feeding, comfort, and general management.
The introduction of the creamery and cheese-

factory sj'stems (q.v.) has caused a great revo-

lution in dairy practice, to a large extent trans-
ferring the manufacture of butter and cheese from
tile farm to the factory. The invention of the
Babcock test, which has made practicable the
paj-ment for milk by test and placed it within
the power of dairymen to test their individual
cows, has been a very potent factor in improving
the grade of cows which are kept, and has prob-
ably done more than any other single thing to
advance American dairying. Milk of guaranteed
fat-content is now sold in most of the large
cities, and cream is supplied of various degrees
of richness, according to the purposes for which
it is intended. The sanitary conditions of milk
production have been greatly iniprov(><l ,ts n
result of bacteriological and other studies which
have been made, and pasteurized milk and cream
are now extensively used.

Dairying has been very greatly advanced by
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the invention and introduction uf variouH kinds

of dairy luucliiuery, such us crciuniug apparatus,

notably tlie separator; hand and power chums,
butter-workers, cheese vats and presses, etc.

The creuiu separator, aside fruni its increased

ellicii'iu-y and reduction of hibor, has almost

eliuiiuatcd the disturbing factor of climate from

a large part of dairy management, and has alto-

gether worked a revolution in this industry. See

Tlie numerous by-protlucts of the dairy are

now very generally utilized in a variety of ways.

The skim milk and buttermilk are, where prac-

ticable, fed to aninialH; considerable quantities

are sold in towns aiiid cities for household con-

sumption, and milk-sugar is made from skim

milk and whey. The easeiu of skim milk is also

dried and prepared as a bakers' supply and sub-

stitute for eggs, as the basis of an enamel paint,

as a substitute for glue in paper-sizing, and is

also solidilicd and usctl for making buttons,

combs, and many similar articles.

The value of tlie principal dairy products of

the United States (milk, butter, and cheese) was
estimated bv tiie Federal Department of Agri-

culture for the year 1899 to be over $450,000,000.

"If to this 1)e added the valuu of the skim milk,

buttermilk, and whey, at their proper feeding

value, and tlie value of the calves dropped yearly,

the aggregate value of the product of the dairy

cows excwds .$500,000,000."

The leading dairy States are Iowa, New York,

Pennsylvania, Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio, Minne-

sota, Kansas, ^Michigan, and Indiana. In the

Middle and Eastern States the milk is used quite

largely to sujtply the numeroiia large towns and
cities.' In the Central West and Northwest
butter is the principal dairy product. Dairying

is also quite extensively practiced in Canada,

where both butter and cheese of good quality are

made. (Umadian cheese, especially, enjoys an
excellent reputation.

Since 1872 oleomargarine (q.v.), known in

Great Hritain as margarine and butterine, has

been used in the United States, and has become
a formidable comi)etitor of the true dairy pro-

»luct. Its use in adulterating both butter and
cheese led to the passage in several States of

laws restricting its use and sale. The manufac-
ture of oleomargarine cheese, or 'filled' cheese,

as it is called, has greatly injured the good name
of American cheese.

For further discussion of topics relating to

dairying, see: Cattle—Daiby Cows; Butteb-
Making; Cheese-Making; Milk Pboduction;
Cheese-Factory; Cueameby.

DA^S (Fr.. canopy). This term was used
with considerable latitude by mediaeval writers.

Its most usual significations are the following:

(1) A canopy over an altar, shrine, font, throne,

stall, chair, statue, or the like. The term was
applied to the canopj' without regard to the

materials of which it was composed, which might
be cloth, wood, stone, metal, or other substance.

(2) The chief seat at the high table in a hall,

with the canopy which covered it, from which
probably the word in all its significations was
introduced, its French meaning being a canopy.

(3) The high table itself. (4) The raised por-

tion of the floor, or eatrade, on which the high
table stood, and by which the \ipper was divided

from the lower portion of the hall. (5) A cloth

of state for covering a throne or table. In old

writings the word occasionally takes the form
of (loin, and more rarely that of dvz or detz.

DAISY (AS. dceycs Cage, day's eye, referring

to the form of the flower). A plant of the genus
Bellis, of the natural order Composite. The
common daisy {licUis pvrcnnis) , plentiful

througliout EurojK', flowers almost all the year
in pastures, meadows, and grassy ])laces. For
illustration, see Plate of Dahlias, etc. What
are called double varieties, with flowers of

various and often brilliant colors, are very com-
monly cultivated in gardens. A variety has the

flower (head of flower) surroundetl by smaller

ones, the short stems of which grow from the

summit of the scape or leafless stem. The daisy

(goican of the Scotch) has long Ix'cn a favorite

with poets and lovers of nature, characteristic

as it is of many of the fairest summer scenes, its

blossoms gemming the pastures, and recom-

mended also by its frequent appearance during

the severer seasons of tlie year. Its flowers close

at night. It is sparingly introduced in America.

A species of Bell is is, however, found in the

United States (liellis intcgrifolia) , but it is con-

fined to Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, and the

Southwestern States. The flower commonly
called daisy, or oxeye daisy in the United States

is a species of chrysanthemum (Chrysanthemum
leucanthcmuni). A number of other plants are

called daisies in the United States, among them

Rudbeckia hirta, also called yellow daisy and

black-eyed susan. Erigeron annuus, Erigeron

strigosus, and other species are called daisies

or daisy fleabane, and a number of species of

wild aster are likewise known as daisies.

DAISY, Solomon. In Dickens's Barnaby
Jiudge, the rusty little parish clerk of Chigwell,.

and one of the 'quadrilateral,' or village club,

which met at the 'Maypole.'

DAISY MILLEB. A well-known novel by

Henry James ( 1878) , so called from the name of ita

heroine, an American girl who disregarded Euro-

jK'an rules of conduct. This character sketch was

inucli criticised as not being a true representa-

tion of the American type; but its veracity i»

now admitted.

DAITYA, dit'ya (Skt., sons of Diti, a popu-

lar formation from Aditi, the boundless goddess)

.

The Titans of Hindu mythology, hostile to the

gods and disturbers of religious observances.

DAKAB, da-kiir'. A seaport in the French

colony of Sf^negal, Africa, situated about H/^

miles north of Goree and on the extreme point

of Cape Verde (Map: Africa, C 3). It has an

excellent harbor and is connected by railway

with Saint Louis, 163 miles distant. The climate

is unhealthful. There are a number of large

factories, and the commerce of the town has

increased since the completion of the railway

to Saint Louis. Population, in 1896, 12,000.

DA'KER HEN (dialectic Engl, and Scotch

dalcr. to loiter: cf. OFlem. daeckeren, to move

to and fro). An English local name for a corn-

crake (q. v.).

DAKOTA. See North Dakota; South Da-

kota.

DAKOTA (or JAMES) RIVER. A navi-

gable stream rising in Wells County, N. D.,

about seventv miles northeast of Bismarck

(Map: South" Dakota, G 4). It flows southerly

through a fertile country, and joins the Missouri
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River nine miles east of Yankton, S. D. It is

about 400 miles long in its general direction.

It falls nearly 600 feet, but the fall is so uniform
that the stream is incapable of much develop-
ment as to water-power. Only small tributaries

flow into it.

DAKOTA INDIANS. See Siouan Stock,

DAKOTA STAGE. A subdivision of the
Cretaceous system in America, the rocks of which
were first described as occurring in Dakota.
It comprises conglomerates, sandstones, and
clays, with layers of lignite, and is found along
the western edge of the great plains from Texas
to Canada. In the Black Hills the series of

rocks is from 250 feet to 400 feet thick. The
coal deposits of Bear Creek, Wyo., are probably
of this age. See Cbetaceous System.

DAKSHA, diik'shd. A deity in Hindu my-
thology', represented as having a goat's head, and
regarded as a son of Brahma (q.v.). His name
means the dexterous or clever god, and in the
oldest of the Vedas he is accounted especially as
a progenitor of the race of the gods. His
daughter I'ma, according to later mythology,
was married to Siva (q.v.). Owing to an aflTront

received in connection with a great sacrificial

feast, Siva slew Daksha and cut off his head.

The scene is portrayed in Hindu sculpture. Siva
later restored his father-in-law to life, and re-

placed his head, which had accidentally been
destroyed, by the head of a goat, which the god
still wears.

DALAGTJETE, da'l&ga'tA. A town of Cebfi,

Philippines. 49 miles from Cebfi. It is situated

on the coast, near the mouth of the river of the

same name. Dalaguete was founded in 1711.

Population, in 1898, 21,32.3.

DAIiAI LAMA, da-la'* la'mft. See Lamaish.

DAL'ARA'DIA. Tlie ancient name applied

to a district in Ireland, including the southern

half of the present county of Antrim and the

eastern part of the county of Down. The name
is not to be confounded with Dalriada (q. v.),

as Dalaradia. or 'Dal Araidh,' takes its name
from 'Fiacha Ariad.' a king of Ulster of the

Irian race, while Dalriada belonged to the race

of Heremon. A Pictish colony from Scotland

settled in Dalaradia a century before the begin-

ning of the Christian Era.

DALAYBAC, d&'lA'rftk', NicoiAS ( 1753-1809)

.

A Frencli dramatic composer, born atMuret. His
parents intended him to become a lawyer, and

bitterly opposed his studying music ; but in 1774

he was sent to Paris to enter the fluards of the

Count d'Artois, and in that city he was able to

pursue his musical studies. He was a pupil of

T>angl<''. and after writing a number of violin

quartets, in 1781 pro<luced his first opera, Le

petit snuper. Its sticcess encouraged him, and

he immediately began to write other works,

producing in all almut fifty operas. In 1798

he was made a member of the Stockholm

.\cademy, and a little later a Chevalier of

the I>egion of Honor. His best operas were Nina

(178G), Az^^ia (1787). Cnmille (1791), and

Romeo et Juliette (1793), all of which show a

vivid dramatic instinct and a charm of melody

which made them immediately popular through-

out France. He died in Paris, and his bust is

now in the foyer of the OfM-ra Comique.

DALBEBO, dal'b^rK. The name of an an-
cient German family, the members of which |X)8-

ses.sed under the Holy Roman F^mpire the dignity
of 'First Knight of the Empire.' The most dis-

tinguished member of the family was Karl Theo-
DOB, Baron von Dalberg (1744-1817), Arch-
bishop of Mainz, and famous as a patron of arts
and . letters. He assisted in the negotiations be-

tween Napoleon and Pius VII. at Paris in 1804,
and was much esteemed both personally and as a
scholar and ecclesiastical prince by such men as
Wieland, Schiller, and Goethe. He was made
Prince Primate of the Confederation of the Rhine
(1806), and Grand Duke of Frankfort (1810),
but was constrained by public opinion to retire
into private life on the fall of Xapolcon (1814).
His writings are no longer of value. For his

Life, consult: Kramer (Leipzig, 1821); and
Beaulieu-Marconnay, Karl von Dalberg und seine
Zeit (Weimar. 1879).

DALBERGIA, dfil-ber'jl-a (Neo-Lat., named
in honor of the Swedish botanist Dalberg). A
genus of trees and climbing shrubs of the natural
order Leguminosse, having a stalked membranous
pod, which is flat, tapers to both ends, and con-
tains one to three flat seeds. The leaves are pin-
nate, with a terminal leaflet. All the species
are natives of warm climates. Some of them are
valuable timber-trees, particularly the sissoo
of Bengal (Dalbergia sissoo), much prized, and
more extensively used in the north of India than
any other timber-tree except the sal (q. v.). The
sissoo extends through India to Afghanistan,
growing at elevations up to .5000 feet. The trees

become 60 feet high ; the wood is elastic, seasons
well, does not warp, and has a greater trans-
verse strength than teak or sal. Dalbergia lati-

folia furnishes the East Indian rosewood, or
Malabar blackwood. which attains a diameter
of six feet. The wood is heavy, dark, and very
strong, and is extensively used in cabinet-work,
for ship-knees, gun-carriages, and agricultural
implements. Dalbergia nigra and Dalbergia
miscolobium of Brazil furnish valuable woods
for export. Dalbergia monetaria, or Ecastophyl-
lum monetaria, a related tree, a native of Suri-
nam, yields a resin very similar to dragon's
blood.

D 'ALBERT, dal'bar'. EroEK Francis
Charles. See Ai^ert.

DALE, David (1739-1806). A Scottish manu-
facturer, bom at Stewarton, Ayrshire. He se-

cured the use of Arkwright's spinning patent,

founded the New I>anark mills, and subsequently
other important establishments, and became
widely known for his many benevolences. Robert
Owen married his daughter and succecd«'<l him
in the Lanark mills. Dale was the founder and
chief pastor of a Scotch Church of Congrega-
tional principles, the memlH»rs of which were
called 'Dalites,' or 'Old Independents.'

DALE, James Wii.kixsox (1812-81). An
.\merican Presbyterian divine. He was educated
at the ITniversity of Pennsylvania, and at An-
dover and Princeton theological seminaries, and
was pastor from 1845 to 1876. with his last

charge nt Wavne. Pn. He died at Media. Pa.
He wrote the elnbornte works on baptism: Cla»-

«V (1867). Judaic (1869). Johannir (1871).

and Christie and Patristic Baptism (1784). For
his hiographv. c^msult James Roberts (Phila-

delphia. l«>«i>
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DAIiE, HicuARD (1750-1826). An American
naval oflicer. At the op«'ninj» of the Revolu-

tionary War, he entored the Knglish service, but
afterwards joined the American Navy, served

under .lohn Barry in tlie bri^ Lexington, and
later as tirst lieutenant under Paul Jones, and
):aine<l distinction in the engaf^enient between
the lion Uinnme Kivhard and the Scrapis. He
was several times tjiken prisoner. After the

<le<^laration of peace with England he was ap-

]>uinted captain, and in 1801 had command of

the squadron sent against Tripoli. (See Bar-
iiARV PowKRS, Wars with.) He resigned in 1802

and s}>ent the rest of his life in retirement.

DALE, Robert William (1829-95). An Eng-

lish Congregational minister and author. He
was born in l.iondon, graduated at tlie University

of London in 1853, and in the same year was
ordained to the ministry. lie was chairman of

the Congregational Union in 1868 and 1869;

edited Tke Congrcgationalist for seven years;

and in 1877 visited the United States to give

the Lyman lieecher lectures on preaching at the

Yale Divinity School. He was the first English-

man to give this course. His pastorate was for

many years in Birmingham, where, besides being

a strong leader in the aflfairs of his own Church,

he was influential in politics. Among his pub-

lications are: The Jewish Temple and the Chris-

Han d)iurch (1863); The Atonement (1875);

Impressions of America (1878); and The Fel-

lowship of ChHst ( 1891 )

.

DALE, Sir Thomas ( ? -1619). A colonial

Governor of Virginia. He served for some time

as an English officer in the Netherlands, and in

1606 was knighted by King James. In 1611 he

was sent to Virginia, by the London Company,
with supplies, and, in the absence of Lord de la

Warr (q.v.), the Covernor-General, assumed con-

trol of the Government. He was nominally re-

lieved in August of this year, by Sir Thomas
Gates, but nevertheless remained the leading

spirit of the colony, holding the position of High-

Marshal, and from 1614 to 1610 was again in

full control. He returned to England in 1616;

was put in command of a fleet sent out by the

East India Company against the Dutch in 1618;

defeated a Dutch fleet off the site of the present

Batavia in November of this year; and in 1619

died at Masulipatam, India. His administration in

Virginia was remarkable for its pitiless severity.

Finding the colonists dejected, listless, and dis-

inclined to work, he placed them under martial

law. and inaugurated a code kno^vn as 'Dale's

Code,' whose rigor has become proverbial. The
years 1611-1616 were long known among the col-

onists as 'the five yenrs of slavery.' Dale founded
a new settlement at Henrico, overcame the Ap-
]X)mattox Indians, and by apportioning some
of the lands among private individuals, took
the first step toward abolishing the pernicious

communal system. His administration of affairs

was approved by the London Company, and Sir

Edwin Sandys (q.v.), one of the most influential

members, said in 1619 that "Dale . . . with
great and constant severity reclaymed almost
miraculously those idle and disordered people,
and reduced them to labor and an honest fashion
of life." Much information concerning Dale and
his administration is given in Brown. The Genesis
of the United States (Boston. 1890). and The
First Republic in America (Boston, 1898). A

copy of 'Dale's Laws' may be found in Force,

Tracts and Other Papers Hvlaiintj to the Colonies

in America, vol iii. (Washington, 1H36-46). Con-
sult also Prince, "The First Criminal Code of

Virginia," in the Report of the American Histori-

cal Hocicty for 189S) (Washington, 1900).

DALECABLLA, dil'le-kiir^lI-A, or DALAB-
NE, dii'l.ir ne. An old j)r<)vince of Sweden, now
forming the Lain of Kopparberg or Falun. The
Dalecarlians are celebrated for the part they took
under Gustavus Va.sa in freeing their country
from the yoke of Christian II. of Denmark.

D'ALEMBEBT, dft'lfiN'bar' (1717-83). The
assumed name of Jean le Rond, a French mathe-
matician, philosopiier, and encyclopiedist. He was
the natural son of Ciievalier Destouehes and Ma-
dame de Tenein, and was left as an infant on the
steps of the Chapel of Saint Jean le Rond, from
which he received his name. He was tenderly
reared by a glazier's wife, his father contributing
secretly to his support, and was educated by
Jansenists at the College Mazarin, where he
showed a brilliant promise in mathematics, phy-
sics, and astronomy, to which he reverted after

essaying law and medicine. At twenty-two he
published a scholarly M^moire sur le calcul in-

tegral, at twenty-four another, .S'ur la refraction

des corps solides. His Traite de dynamiijue
(1743) marks an epoch in mechanical philosophy.
This work is based on the theory known as
D'Alembert's principle, discovered by him at the
age of twenty-six, and expressed in the proposi-

tion: the impressed forces are equivalent to the
efTective force. His Reflexions sur la cause
gdndrale des vents (1744) contains the first

conception of the calculus of partial dif-

ferences. In 1749 he published the first

analytical solution of the precession of the
equinoxes. He was made a member of the
Academy of Sciences in 1741, and in 1754 of the
French Academy, whose perpetual secretary he
became in 1772. As such he wrote a series of

Elofjes of members deceased between 1770 and
1772. In 1751 he undertook, with Diderot, the
editing of the great French Enci/clopedie, and.
though he withdrew from the editorship in 1758,
becau.se of Government interference with the pub-
lication, he continued to contribute articles in

science and philosophy. Very noteworthy is his

preliminary diseourse, or general introduction,

to the work, in which he traces in broad outlines

the evolution of human society, civilization, sci-

ence, and art. An article of his on Geneva
involved him in a celebrated dispute with Rous-
seau on the merits of Calvinism and the stage

as teachers of morals. Meantime his scientific

work had attracted the attention of Frederick II.,

who repeatedly off"erod him the presidency of the

Berlin Academy. Catharine II. of Russia of-

fered him (1762) 100.000 francs a year as tutor

to her son. This he also declined. David Hume
left him a legacy of £200, and on the recommen-
dation of Pope Benedict XIV. he was admitted to

membership in the Institute of Bologna (1755).

But he continued to live simply, being by nature

a plain, independent, bluflf. benevolent, though
sometimes rude man. He was a total abstainer

from alcohol. His last years are closely associ-

ated with the name of Mile, de I'Espinasse (q.v.),

whom he learned to admire at the literary salon

of Mme. du Deffand (q.v.). She nursed him dur-

ing a serious illness in 1705, and they were never
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after separated, though not a breath of acandal
attached to their cunnection till her death
(177ii), a shock Iroin whu-h he never recovered.

lyAleiubert is fully as important for his personal-

ity as for his works. He gave learning an olD-

cial status in French society and did a great ser-

vice to letters, both by his example and by his

Essai sur les gens de Cettrea (1753), in fostering
the independence of his class from subserviency
to social prominence and political power. This
essay exposed thoroughly and finally the evils of

patronage. His religious opinions, once the sub-
ject of eager controversy, are revealed as a toler-

ant theism in his correspondence with Voltaire,
published in Bossange's partial edition of D'Alem-
bert's Works (1821). Condorcet's Eloge of him
before the French Academy (1784) gives a sym-
pathetic yet judicious account of lyAlembert's
life and writings. Consult Bertrand, D'Alembert
(Paris. 1880 ).

DAIiGAB'NO, George ( 1626-87 ) . A Scottish
writer, who interested himself in the subject of

a universal language and in the methods of

teaching the deaf and dumb. He was bom at
Aberdeen, studied at Marischal College, and
afterwards kept a school in Oxford for thirty
years. His Ars Signorum, Vulgo Character
Universalis et Lingua Philosophica (1661) is an
ingenious attempt to represent and classify ideas
l>y specific arbitrary characters irrespective of

words. His Didaicalocophus, or the Deaf and
Dumb Man's Tutor (1680), has for its design
"to bring the way of teaching the deaf man to

read and write as near as possible to that of

teaching young ones to speak and understand
their mot her-tongue."

DALGABNO, Lobd. A villainous favorite of

Prince Charles, in Scott's Fortunes of Nigel;
the enemy of Nigel and the betrayer of Lady
Hermione* He is finally murdered while attempt-
ing to flee the country.

DAIi'GETTY, Captain Dugald. A merce-
nary soldier and ex-divinity student in Scott's

Legend of Montrose; a brave and reliable fellow,

whose prototype is a certain Munro who served
among tlic Scotch and Knglish auxiliaries in

Swinemiinde, in 1630.

DAIiHOUSIE, dal-hSo'zI or dfil hou'ri. A
popular sniiuner resort and port of entry, the

capital of Uestigouche County, New Brunswick,
Canada (Map: New Brunswick, CI). It is sit-

uated at the mouth of the Restigouche estuary

on Chaleurs Bay, and has a large and well-pro-

tected harbor. A considerable trade in preserved

lobsters and salmon, and in lumber, is carried

on. Angling, boating, bathing, and beautiful hill

scenery are among its varied attractions. Esti-

mated" population, in 1001, 3000.

DALHOUSIE, James Andrew BROirN Ram-
say, tenth Karl and first Marquis of (1812-60).

A Governor-General of Tndia. The third son of

the ninth Earl, he was born at Dalhotmie Castle,

Midlothian, April 22, 1812. He was educated
at Harrow, and graduated at Christ Church,
Oxford. In 1837 he was eleotetl Conservative

member of Parliament for Haddingtonshire, and
at the death of his father in 1838 became Earl

of Dalhousie and to<ik his seat in the House of

Lords. Tn 1843 he was appointed Vice-President

of the Board of Trade, and in 1845 succeeded

Gladstone ns President. His administration at

the time of the so-called 'Railway Mania.' marked

his ability, and at the change of Ministry in 1846
Lord John Russell paid him a rare compliment
in asking him to remain in office to complete his
work, in 1847 he became the youngest Governor-
General ever sent to India. His administration,
through additions of territory, development of
resources by railway's, canals, and other public
improvements, forms an important era in Indian
history, although, on account of his reduction of
the army of occupation, the Indian Mutiny was
subsequently laid to his charge. He was the
recipient of many honors, and in 1849 was
created Marquis of Dalhousie. In 1856 he re-

turned to England as an invalid, and died
after a lingering illness, December 19, 1860.
Consult: Arnold, History of the Marquis of
Dalhoiisie's Administratioti of British In<JUa

(London, 1862-65); the Duke of Argjll, India
Under Dalhousie and Canning (London, 1865) ;

and Trotter, Life of Dalhousie, in the "States-
men Series" (London, 1889).

DAIilN, dal6n, Olaf von (1708-63). 'The
Father of modern Swedish poetry,' whose liter-

ary maturity is known in Sweden as the 'age of
Dalin,' a period of transition from the domi-
nance of German to that of French, and espe-
cially English literary ideals. He was bom in
the Province of Halland, August 29, 1708, the son
of a clergATnan. He studied at Lund, went to
Stockholm as tutor, and entered the civil service
in 1731. In 1733 he began to issue anonymously
a literary weekly, Svcnska Argus, that soon be-
came widely popular for its piquant wit. Dalin
announced his editorship, published Thoughts
About Criticism; a comedv. The Jealous Man
(1738); a tragedy, nrunh'ild (1739); and the
witty Storif of the Horse (1739), through which
runs a satire on the history of Sweden, following
it by another satire on contemporary politics,

April Work of Our Glorious Time. Dalin's high-
est poetic flight is Sicedish Freedom ( 1742) , a di-
dactic allegory. In 1751 he was made tutor or
the Crown Prince (later King Gustavus IIL),
and commissioned by Queen ]U>uise Ulrika, sis-

ter of Frederick the Great, to write a History of
Sweden (4 vols., 1747-62). She also consulted
him in establishing the Academy of Arts and
Sciences (1753). In this year he was made
Privy Cktuncilor, but fell under suspicion of
political intrigue and was banished from the
Court, to which he returned in 1761, two 3'ears

before his death at Drottningholm, August 18,
1763. Dalin's eollecte<l Works (1767) have no
la.sting qualities, but his personal influence was
path-breaking and transforming in the national
literature.

DAIiKEITH, dftl-keth'. A market-town of
Scotland, six miles southeast of Edinburgh
(Map: Scotland. E 4). It has a com-market, a
large and commodious market-hall, erected in
1854; manufactures of carpets, besides iron-
foundries, tanneries, and coal-works. There are
large coal-mines neear by. Dalkeith arose around
an ancient castle, which was long a stronghold.
It was successively held by the Grahams, the
Douglases, the Earls of Morton, and the Earls
of Buccleuch. Dalkeith Palao«>, the chief s^iit

of the Duke of Buccleuch and Queensl>errv. built
about 1700 on the site of the old castle, is a
In rare .square stnictum overhanging the North
Ksk, amid fine erounds in which the two Esks
unite. Population (police burgh), in 1901, 6753.
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DALL, Caroline Healy (1822—). An Ameri-
can uuthur and philanthropist, burn in Bustun.
She lectured frtnjuently on theoh)j^icul subjects,

and un questions associated witli the ameliora-

tion of conditions atrecting woman, and was a
founder of the Social Science Association, the
constitution of which she framed. For many
years she conducted a class in literature and
morals at her home in Washington. With Mrs.
Pauline Wright Davis she founded [7na, a journal
<levot4?d t<) woman's rights and the pioneer pub-
lication of its kind in Boston. The writings of

Mrs. Dall are devoted chiefly to a discussion of

the rights of woman, and her work entitled The
College, the Market, and the Court, or Wo-
man's Relation to Kducation, Employment, and
Citizenship (1867), is a widely known contribu-

tion to that subject. Another popular work
from her pen is entitled. What We Really Know
About Shakespeare (1885; 2d ed. 1886)'.

DALL, William Healy (1845— ). An Ameri-
can naturalist, born in Boston. He was a special

student under Louis Agassiz. In 1865-68 he
accompanied the International Telegraph Expe-
dition to Alaska, and from 1871 to 1884 he was
on the Inited States Coast Survey of Alaska.
Since 1880 he has been attached to the United
States National Museum, and since 1893 he has
been professor of invertebrate paleontology at
the Wagner Institute of Science, Philadelphia.

He is the author of numerous papers on raol-

lusks, braehiopods, and the natural history of

Alaska. Important among his works are:

Alaska and Its Resources (1870); Reports of

the Mollusca of the lilakc Expedition (1880-90) ;

Molluscd of the Southwestern Coast of the

United States (1890).

DAL'LAS. A town and the county-seat of

Paulding County, Ga., about 35 miles west by
north of Atlanta; on the Southern Railway.
New Hope Church, four miles from Dallas, was
the scene of a sharp conflict (May 25-28, 1864)
between the armies of General Sherman and Gen-
eral Johnston. Population, in 1890, 455; in

1000, 644.

DALLAS. A city and the county-seat of

Polk County, Ore., 63 miles southwest of Port-

land: on La Creole Creek and on the Southern
Pacific Railroad (Map: Oregon, D 4). It is

situated in the fertile Willamette Valley, and
has considerable trade, and manufactures flour,

woolen goods, lumber, sash and doors, organs,

foundry products, and tanned leather, the indus-

trial interests being promoted by good water-

power. Sandstone is quarried in the vicinity.

Dallas was settled in 1849, and in 1891 was char-

tered as a city. Population, in 1890, 848; in

1900, 1271.

DALLAS. A citv and the county-seat of

Dallas County, Tex.. 33 miles east of Fort Worth,
on Trinity River, and on the Gulf, Colorado and
Santa F?. the ^lissouri, Kansas and Texas, the

Texas and Pacific, the Houston and Texas Cen-

tral, and the Texas and New Orleans railroads

(Map: Texas, F 3). It is in the great grain
belt of the State, and has large manufacturing
and commercial interests. The industrial estab-

lishments include many factories of cotton-gin

machinery, saddlery and harness, cotton and
woolen mills, grain-elevators, flour-mills, meat-
packing plant, lumber and planing mills, cotton-

compresses, cottonseed-oil mills, nurseries, etc.

Dallas is one of the largest distributing centres
of farming implements and nuichinery in the
I nited States. The city contains the Uoman
Catholic Pro-Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, the
Protestant Episcopal Cathedral of Saint Mat-
thew, Saint Paul's Sanitarium, with accommoda-
tions for 200 patients, a city hospital, Carnegie
Public Library, a court-house, erected at a cost

of $."}00,000, a Confederate monument, and nu-
merous public and private educational institu-

tions. Dallas has a numlier of pul)lic parks,
City Park and Oak ClilV U'ing of notable beauty.
The State Fair and Dallas Exposition is an
annual event of more than State-wide reputation.

The city is governed l>y a mayor, elected every
two years, and a city council, in which rest the
appointments of auditor, city engineer, city sec-

retary, secretary of water-works, and city elec-

trician; all other important offices are filled by
popular election. Tiie city's annual income
amounts to about $750,00(); expenditures to

$575,000, the main items being about $40,000
each for the departments of police, fire, and
water-works, and about $90,000 for schools.

Population, in 1890, 38,067; in 1900, 42,638.

DALLAS, Alexander James (1759-1817).
An American politician. He was born in the

island of Jamaica, was educated at Edinburgh
and at Westminster, and in 1783 removed from
Jamaica to Philadelphia. In 1785 he was ad-

mitted to the bar, and soon l)ecame prominent
both as a lawyer and a politician. He was Sec-

retary of the Treasury in President Madison's
Cabinet from 1814 to 1816, and it was on his

recommendation that in 1816 Congress passed an
act to incorporate a new I'nited States bank.

From 1815 to 1816 he discharged the duties of the

War as well as of the Treasury Department. He
published Reports of Cases Ruled and Adjudged
by the Courts of the United States and of Penn-
sylvania Before and Since the Revolution (4

vols., 1790-1807); Address to the Society of

Constitutional Republicans (1805); and Expo-
sition of the Causes and Character of the War
of 1812-15.

DALLAS, George Mifflin (1792-1864). An
American statesman and diplomat. He was
born in Philadelphia, the son of Alexander J.

Dallas; graduated at Princeton in 1810; and
accompanied Mr. Gallatin in his special em-
bassy to Saint Petersburg, as private secretary.

On his return he practiced law and successively

filled, for his native city, the offices of deputy

attorney-general, mayor, and district attorney.

I'rom 18.31 to 1833 he represented Pennsylvania

in the ITnited States Senate, and from 1833 to

1835 was Attorney-General of Pennsylvania. In

1837 he was appointed American Minister at

Saint Petersburg, but was recalled at his own
request in 1839. From 1845 to 1849 he was
Vice-President of the I'^nited States, and as such

cast the deciding vote for the tariff bill of 1846.

From 1856 to 1861 he was Minister to the Court

of Saint .James, where he was called upon to

deal with two matters of importance, the Central

American question and the recall of the British

Minister at Washington, Sir John Crampton.
both of which threatened for a time to cause

considerable friction between the British and the

American governments.

DALLAS, Robert Charles (1754-1824). An
English miscellaneous writer, and a friend of
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Lord Byron. He was bom at Kingston, Jamaica,
where his father was a physician and owner of a
valuable estate. He passed his life in Jamaica,
the United States, England, and France. On his

return from the East, Byron showed Dallas the

MS. of Childe Harold (first two cantos), and
was encouraged by Dallas to publish it. In grat-

itude for his many services, Byron gave him the
sums received for this poem and the Corsair.

Dallas's Recollections of Lord Byron appeared
in 1824. Dallas also wrote novels, tales, and
tragedies. He died November 20, 1824, at

Sainte-Adresse, Normandy.

DALLES, dalz (Fr., slabs, flagstones). A
term applied, in regions which have been under
French infiuence, to rapids where the rocky river-

bed wears in smooth slabs, and consequently
especially to rapids produced by the narrowing
of rivers between basaltic rocks. The best-

known dalles are those in the Columbia, the

Wisconsin, the Saint Louis, Minn., and the
Saint Croix, Minn. The dalles of the Columbia
are east of the Cascade Mountains, at Dalles

City, Ore., where the fantastic shapes which
these rocks assume, together with the swiftly

moving waters, form a river scene of rare beauty.

DALLES, The, or Dalles City. The county-
seat of Wasco County, Ore., 88 miles east of

Portland; on the Columbia River, at the head of

navigation, and on the line of the Oregon Rail-

road and Navigation Company (Map: Oregon, D
4). It is the starting-point for the grandest
scenery of the lower Columbia. The city carries

on an extensive trade in wool, live stock, grain,

and fruit ; and its manufacturing establishments
include flouring-mills, a wool-scouring plant, and
minor industries. A ^lethodist mission, followed
by a trading station and military post, was es-

tablished here in 1838, and the settlement was
incorporated in 1858. The government is admin-
istered by a mayor, elected biennially, and a
municipal council. Population, in 1890, 3029; in

1900. 3542.

DALLES OF THE WISCONSIN. A fa-

mous gorge through which tlie Wisconsin River
flows between Adams and Juneau coimties, W^is.

It is 7.5 miles long, ending near Kilbourn City,

21 miles above Portage. The average width of

the river in the Dalles is 200 feet, but in places

it narrows to about 60 feet. The walls of the

gorge, about 100 feet high, are Potsdam sand-

stone, in which the stream has fashioned many
fantastic forms. It is a favorite resort for

sightseers.

DAL'LINO AND BTJL'WEIl, Baron. See
BiLWEK, Sir IIknry Lytto.n.

DAL^LINGER, William Henry ( 1841— ).

An English scientist, born at Devonport. He
entered the \\'esleyan ministry in 18(51, and for

many years preached in Liverpool. But he also

gave a great deal of his time to scientific in-

vestigation with the microscope, and this work
he continued while acting as principal of Wesley
College. ShefTield (1880-88), as well as later.

In 1880 he was made a fellow of the Royal So-

ciety, and from 1883 to 1887 was president of

the Royal Microscopical Society. He has also

lectured at Cambridge and at Oxford, and has
been senior lecturer to the Gilchrist Educational
Trust. His published works include the follow-

ing: Minute Forma of Life (1806) ; The Origin

Vol. v.—89.

of Life (1878) ; The Creator and What We May
Know of the Method of Creation (1887) ; and a
thorough revision of Carpenter's I'he Micro-
scope and Its Revelations (1901).

DALL'ONGABO, d&l-on'ga-ro, Francesco
(1808-73). An Italian poet, novelist, and patriot,
born near Treviso. Abandoning the priesthood,
for which he found himself unfitted, he started
at Triest a revolutionary journal, the Favilla;
served under Garibaldi in 1849; and, after living
for some years in e.xile in Paris and Brussels,
returned to Florence to accept a chair of litera-

ture. Later he taught at Naples, where he closed
a life full of sorrow and misfortune. He left a
great variety of writings, including plays once
quite popular. He is remembered chiefly, how-
ever, for his graceful and spirited poems, many
of them in the Venetian dialect, and for having
adopted the stomello, a particular form of folk-
poem, as a medium for patriotic verse, his famous
titornclli poliiici.

DALMANITES, dal'ma-nl't^z (named in
honor of the geologist Duhnun) . A genus of
fossil trilobites found in rocks of Ordovician
to Devonian age, especially in those of the Si-

lurian, in North America, Europe, Asia, and
Australia. The carapace is depressed, with
well-marked axis, is ovate in outline, tapering
to the tail, and has eleven thoracic segments,
with a large, often pointed, pygidium. The
head-shield is broad, sometimes with an anterior
point, and the genal angles are pointed. The
eyes are large and usually well raised above the
general surface, and are provided with nu-
merous distinct facets. The glabella has a
broad frontal lobe and three lateral lobes. Dal-
manitcs has several related genera—Acaste,
Chasmops, Pterygometopus, etc.—which difi"er

in more or less conspicuous features, and which
are all members of tlie family Phacopida', of

which the type genus is Phacops. About 100
species are known in the genus Dalmanites, and
of these the best known are Dalmanites limu-
lurus of the North American Niagaran series,

its representative Dalmanites caudatus, of the
English W'enlock, and Dalmanites socialis, of
the Bohemian Ordovician. See Phacops ; and
for bibliography and illustration see Tbilobite.

DAL'MANUTHA (Lat., from Gk. Aa\fun>ovdd,
Dalmanoutha) . A place mentioned in Mark
viii. 10, as the locality ("into the parts of Dal-
manutha") whither Jesus retired after feeding
the four thousand. It was somewhere near the
coast of the Sea of Galilee, but has not yet been
identified. In the parallel record in ^latthew
(xv. 39) the name of the place is ^lagdala.

DALMATIA, dal-nul'shl-A. The most south-
ern crownland of Austria, occupying a narrow
strip of land along the Adriatic, and boundetl
by Croatia on the north and by Bosnia, Herzego-
vina, and Montenegro on the east (Map: Aus-
tria, E 5). Its area, inchuling Ihe adjacent isl-

ands, is 4940 square miles. The eastern jmrt of

Dalmatia belongs to the region of the Dinario
Alps, which form a wall on the side of lV)snia.

while parallel to the coast rise the mountain
chains of Castella, Mosor, and a few others. The
coast is well indented and skirted by many isl-

ands. The scenery of the Dahnatian coast is

famed for its picturesqueness. The Gulf of

Cattaro is one of the finest harbor* in Europe.
The mountains are generally c»imposed of lime-
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stone and barren uf vegetation. Dalniatia ban

no navigable rivers of importance. There are a
number of hikes which dry up in the summer,
and considerable tracts are covered with swamps
and inoru8S(>s. Dalniatia lias almost a subtropi-

cal climate. The summer is exceedingly hot and

dry, and snow is rare in winter. Tlie average

annual temperature varies between 58° and 02°.

Owing to the frequency of jwlitical upheavals

in Dalmatia, agriculture has been in a backward
state. About one-fifth of the total area is in

farms, vineyards, and vegetable and fruit gar-

dens. The geographical position of the region

makes it well adapted to the cultivation of

southern fruits. The vine and the olive grow pro-

fusely on the coast, and considerable quantities

of wine are exported. The famous maraschino
cordial comes from Dalniatia, where it is made
from a cherry (marasca) peculiar to the country.

Fishing is one of the chief occupations of Dal-

niatia, employing a considerable portion of the

jwpulation. Cattle-raising and dairying are also

carried on to some extent. The chief mineral prod-

ucts are lignite, asphalt, and salt, mined on a

small scale. Owing to its extensive coast, Dalma-
tia is an important centre of the Austrian sea

trade, and has a well-organized merchant marine.

Ship-building is prominent among the industries.

The most important ports are Zara, Ragusa, and
Spalato. Cereals are imported; oil, fish, meat,

and skins are exported. Dalmatia has onlv

about 80 miles of railway lines.

Local affairs are under the control of the

Diet, consisting of 43 members, of whom 10 are

elected by citizens paying a direct annual tax

of at least 100 florins, 8 by the towns, and 20

by the rural communities, and the remaining 5

consist of the Roman Catholic archbishop, the

Greek Orthodox bishop, and three representatives

of the chambers of commerce of Zara, Ragusa,
and Spalato. To the Lower House of the Aus-
trian Reichsrat Dalmatia sends 11 delegates, of

whom two are elected by all the qualified voters.

Administratively the crownland is divided into

13 counties. Elementary instruction is given in

nearlv 400 schools, with an attendance of nearly

40,000. The population in 1900 was 591,597,

showing an increase of 12.2 per cent, for the

decade. Over 83 per cent, of the people are

Roman Catholics and 16 per cent. Greek Ortho-

dox. The Dalmatians, who constitute five-sixths

of the population, are tall and short-headed

(height, 1.715 m. ; index, 87). They are sup-

posed to be fundamentally the modern represen-

tatives of the ancient Illyrians, subjected by Au-
gustus and modified afterwards by Moeso-Goths,
Avars, and Slavs. They are now classed with
the Serbo-Croats. These Dalmatian Slavs, espe-

cially those in the interior, often figure under the
name of Morlaks. Italian is largely spoken in

the towns. Capital, Zara (q.v. ).

In ancient times Dalmatia was inhabited by
the warlike race of the Dalmatii, who for near-
ly one hundred and fifty years resisted success-

fully the encroachments of the Romans, but
who wrre finally subdued in the time of Augus-
tus. After the fall of the Western Empire, Dal-
matia, which had formed the southern part of

the Province of Illyricum, was occupied by the
Groths, from whom it was taken by the Byzan-
tines. Early in the seventh century the Croats
and Serbs took possession of the region. About
the beginning of the eleventh century King

Lndislas of Hungary incor|)orated a part of

Dalmatia with Croatia, while the other part came
into the {rassession of the Venetian Republic, the
Doge of which had in 997 assumed the title of

Duke of Dalmatia. In the south the little re-

public of Ragusa (q.v.) maintained an independ-
ent existence. By the Peace of Campo Formio
(1797), Dalmatia, with Venice itself, became
subject to Au.strian rule; and when Austria, in

1805, retroceded it to Napoleon, it was annexed
to the Kingdom of Italy. In 1809 it was con-
stituted part of the dominion of the Illyrian
Provinces. Since 1814 Dalmatia has formed part
of the Austrian Empire. In 1816 it was made a
kingdom. Political revolts have been frequent.

Consult: Jackson, Dalmatia, the Quamero and
Istria, etc. (London, 1893) ; Die ostcrrcichisoh-
ungarische Monarchie in Wort und Bild, vol. vii.

(Vienna, 1802) ; Yriarte, La Dalmazia (Milan,
1878) ; Royle, Dalmatia Illuatrata (London,
1000).

DALMATIA, Duke of. See Soult.

DALMATIAN ( dal-mft'shan ) DOa. See
COACH-DoG.

DALMATIC. In ecclesiastical art and in the
usage of the Roman Catholic Church, the dis-

tinguishing vestment of a deacon. Its name re-

calls its origin from the ordinary costume of
Dalmatia, which the Emperor Commodus was the
first to wear publicly in Rome. Pope Sylvester,
in the fourth century, ordered deacons to wear it

in the church. It remained, however, for cen-
turies a garb of men of high rank; and Christian
kings and emperors have often been invested with
it to symbolize the quasi-sacred character of
their functions. As an ecclesiastical vestment it

\\as originally white, with broad perpendicular
stripes of purple ; it now follows tlie color of the
day, with the stripes represented in embroidery.
It reaches to the knee and has wide sleeves.

DALNY, diiFnl. A Russian seaport in Man-
churia, on the peninsula of Liao-tung, a short
distance north of Port Arthur (Map: China,
F 4). The spacious harbor, ice-free throughout
the year, is of sufficient depth for the accom-
modation of large vessels. The harbor works are
on a large scale, and the port is intended to
become the centre of Russian trade on the Pacific,

especially with Japan and China. Although
f6unded as late as 1899, Dalny has a considerable
and rapidly increasing population.

DALOU, di'lou', Jules (1838—). A French
sculptor, bom in Paris, pupil of Carpeaux and
of Duret. For several years he confined his art
to objects of industrial art in bronze, before be-

ginning to exhibit works on a larger scale in

1862. His statue of a "Woman Embroidering"
(1870) was awarded a prize. Having held some
administrative office in the Louvre under the
Commune in 1871, he was obliged to take refuge
in England, where his works met with great
favor. Appointed professor in the South Ken-
sington Museum about 1878, he returned to

France after the amnesty of 1879, and speedily

won distinction as one of the most gifted repre-

sentatives of the naturalistic tendency in his

branch of art. His style, while kindred to that

of Carpeaux, is more refined and free from eccen-

tricity. His masterpiece is the high relief in

marble, "Mirabeau Delivering His Famous Ad-
dress in the States-General, 1789," a composition
of great dramatic power, which was placed in the
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Chamber of Deputies. Among his other works
deserving notice are: "Triumph of the Republic,"
in the Place de la Nation; the "Monument of

Eugene Delacroix," in the Garden of tiie Luxem-
bourg; and "Bacchus Consoling Ariadne"
( 18l>2) . He also produced a considerable number
of statues and busts of noted men of the time.

DAI.'RIA'DA. The ancient name for the

northern half of the county of Antrim in Ireland,

now known as 'The Route.' The Dalriads are
supposed to have descended from Carbry Riada
( Riogh-fhada, i.e. of the long wrist), a son of

a chief of the Scots in Ireland, who ruled not

only in the district of Ireland, named after him,
but. according to Beda, crossed to Scotland and
settled in the lands of the Picts. In the begin-

ning of the sixth century the Dalriads, led by
Fergus, passed over to Argvilshire, where they
settled themselves permanently, and formed the

kingdom of 'Dalriada in Albany.' The Scottish

colonists increased so much in power that they

threw off the yoke of Ireland, and, about 637,

attempted to subdue that island, but were de-

feated at Magh Rath, in County Down. The
Dalriads nevertheless extended their kingdom in

Scotland, and in 843, their king, Kenneth, be-

came King of Albany, and thus united under one
sceptre the Dalriads, or Scots, and the Picts.

Later the Kingdom of Albany was known as

Scotland.

DAIiSYMPLE, dal-nm'p'l, Alexander ( 1737-

1808). A British hydrographer; a younger
brother of Sir David Dalrymple, Lord Hailes

(q.v.). He was born at New Hailes, near Edin-

burgh, July 24, 1737. In 1752 he obtained an
appointment in the East India Company's ser-

vice; but he labored under the disadvantage of

youth and imperfect education, until Lord Pigot,

Governor of the Presidency, gave him lessons in

writing. In 1758 he made a voyage of observa-

tion among the Eastern islands, and at Sulu

negotiated a commercial treaty with the Sultan,

which he returned to consummate in 1762, but

was unsuccessful. In 1765 he returned to

Britain, and in 1775 was sent to Madras as a
member of council, but was recalled in two
years, apparently without good reason, for in

1779 he was appointed hydrographer to the East

India Company, and shortly after received a
pension. In 1795, when the British Admiralty

resolved to establish a similar office, it was
conferred on Dalrymple, who held it until his

sunmiarv dismissal, occasioned by an excess of

zeal, on May 28, 1808. Depression at the humil-

iation occasioned his death, three weeks after-

wards, on June 19, 1808, at Marylebone, London.

He wrote a vast number of letters, pamphlets,

etc.. containing plans for the promotion of Brit-

ish commerce in various parts of the world,

political dissertations, accounts of geographical

expeditions, etc., and his library, containing

valuable geographical and scientific works, was

acquired by the Admiralty.

DALRYMPLE, Sir Davto, Lord Hailes

(1726-92). A Scotch judge and antiquarian,

bom in Edinburgh, Octol^er 28. 1726. He was the

grnnd-nn of Sir David Dnlr\'mT>le. younjjest «on

ot Viseount Stair. Educated at Eton, in Edin-

burgh, and finally in I^yden, he returned to

Scotlnnd in U4(\. nnd in 1748 was rilled to the

Scottish bar. In 1766 he was appointed judge

of the Court of Session, with the title of Lord

Hailes. Ten years after, he was made Justiciary
Lord. He died November 29, 1792. He was a
voluminous writer. His most important works
are: Annals of Scotland, from the Accession of
Malcolm III., Sumamed Cantnore, to the Acces-

sion of Robert L, 1776; with continuation to the

Accession of the House of Htuart, 1779; and An
Inquiry into the Secondary Causes which Mr.
Gibbon Has Assigned to the Rapid Growth of
Christianity, 1780. He also wrote works on legal

antiquities and ancient Church history; edited

old Scotch poems, and published biographical

sketches of notable Scotchmen. He was the

esteemed friend and correspondent of Dr. John-
son. Consult "ilemoirs of Lord Hailes," in late

editions of the Inquiry, etc.

DAIiBTMPLE, Sir James, first Viscount
Stair (1619-95). A Scotch lawyer and states-

man. The son of a small proprietor in Ayrshire,

he was born at Drummurchie in May, 1619.

Educated at Glasgow and Edinburgh Universi-

ties, at an early age he entered the army raised

in Scotland to repel the religious innovations of

Charles I., but returned to civil and literary

pursuits, and in 1641 was appointed professor

of philosophy at Glasgow. In 1648 he entered

as an advocate at the Scotch bar, where he

rapidly acquired distinction. In 1649 and in

1650 he was appointed secretary to the commis-
sioners sent to Holland by the Scottish Parlia-

ment to treat with Cliarles II. ; and in 1657 was
induced to become one of the 'commissioners

for the administration of justice' in Scotland

under Cromwell's Government. Dalrj-mple was
a Royalist, but resigned his seat in 16()3 on his

refusal to take the 'declaration' oath, which
denied the right of the nation to take up arms
against the King. His great talents, however,

induced Charles II. to create him a baronet,

and in 1671 to appoint him Lord President of

the Court of Session. He was invariably the

advocate of moderate measures. In 1681 he

refused to take the new test oath, and resigned

his appointments. The .same year he published

the Institutions of the Law of Scotland, which is

still the grand text-book of the Scottish lawyer.

After some time spent on his estate in Wigton-
shire, Dalrymple went to Holland in 1682 to

escape factious persecution. During 1684-87,

while residing at Leyden, he published at Edin-

burgh his Decisions: and in 1686, at Leyden, a
Latin work, entitled I'hysiologia Nova Experi-

mentalis. He accompanied the Prince of Orange
on his expedition to England. William reap-

pointed him Ixjrd President of the Court of

Session and created him Viscount Stair, Lord

Glenluce and Stranraer in 1690. He died in

Edinburgh, November 25, 1695. His daughter,

Janet, who died in 1669. within a month of her

marriage to Dunbar, I.4iird of Baldoon, is the

original of Scott's Bride of Lammermoor. Con-

sult: Mackey, Memoirs of Sir James Dalrjimplr.

First Viscount Stair (Edinburgh, 1873) ; and

Graham. Annals and Correspondence of the Vis-

count and First and Second Earls of Stair (Edin-

burgh. 1875).

DALBYMPLE, Sir James ( T-c.1714). The
second son of Viscount Stair, and. the author

of Collect ions Concemina Scottish History Pre-

cedinn the Death of Darid I. (1705).

DALBYMPLE. Sir John, first Earl of Stair

( 164« 1707) . A Scottish statesman. He was tho
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eldest 8on of the lirst V'iiscount, and was famil-

iarly known as the Master of Stair. Ue held

othoe under James 11. and William III. While
Secretary of State for Scotland he incurred great
odium us the instigator of the 'massacre of Glen-

coe.' in 1703 he was created Earl of Stair.

DALBYMPIiE, Sir John, of Cranstoun
(1720-1810). The gi'andson of Sir James Dal-
rymple, and author of Memoirs of Oreat liritain

and Ireland from the Dissolulion of the Last
Parliament of Charles JI. until the Sea Battle

Off La Hogue (3 vols., 1771), which created a
sensation at its appearance, owing to the revela-

tions it contained, culled from authoritative
State papers.

DALBYMPLE, Sir John, second Earl of

Stair ( 1073-1747) . A Scottish general and diplo-

mat. The second son of the first Earl and
grandson of Viscount Stair, he was born in Edin-
burgh, July 20, 1073. When eight years old,

he killed his elder brother by the accidental dis-

ehar{;t> of a pistol. Alienated from parental
affection by this unhappy circumstance, he was
placed under the care of a clergj'man, who, by
prudence and kindness, developed the excellent

qualities of the youth. He pnweeded to Leyden
University, where he won a reputation for schol-

arship, and, after completing his curriculum at
Edinburgh, in 1701, accepted a commission as

lieutenant-colonel of the Scottish Regiment of

Foot-guurds, and gained high distinction in

Marlborough's campaigns. In 1711 he retired

from the army, and when George I. succeeded to

the throne, Dalrymple, who had become Earl of

Stair by the death of his father in 1707, was
made Lord of the Bed Chamber, Privy Coimcilor,

and Commander-in-Chief of the Forces of Scot-

land. The following year he went as ambassador
to France, and exhibited the highest ability in

counteracting the schemes for the reinstatement
of the Pretender. But, as he refused to flatter

his countryman, Law, then high in favor with
the regent Orleans, he was recalled. For twenty-
two years he lived in retirement at Newliston,
near Edinburgh, and devoted himself chiefly to

scientific agriculture, in which he originated dis-

tinct advancements. lie was the first to plant
turnips and cabbages in the open fields. In 1742
he was sent as ambassador to Holland, and in

the following year served under George 11. at

the battle of Dettingen. Later he was made
Commander-in-Chief of the forces of Great Brit-

ain. He died in Edinburgh, May 9, 1747. His
Countess, a beautiful and cultured woman, who
survived him twelve jears, is the heroine of

Scott's novel My Aunt Margery's Mirror. Con-
sult Graham, Annals and Correspondence of the

Viscount and First and Second Earls of Stair
(Edinburgh. 1875).

DALSGAABD, diils'gard, Chbisten (1824—).
A Danish <j;enrc painter, born at Knabbesholm,
near Skive. Jutland. He studied at the Royal
Academy and under Rorbj-e, was made pro-

fessor of drawing at the Academy of Soroe in

1802, and became a member of the Copenhagen
Academy in 1872. His impressive delineations

of Danish peasant life, showing a keen sense of

observation » and imbued with deep feeling, have
justly caused him to be esteemed one of the
typical masters of Denmark. Especially note-

worthy amomr them are: "Christmas Morning on
a Farm" (1848), in the Museum at Aarhus;

"Jutland Peasants Going to Conmumion"
(185U); "Seizure for Debt" (1800); "Fisher-
man and Daughter" (1854) ; "Mormons Visiting
a Joiner's Home" (1850); "Going to Church
After Confinement" (1801), the last three in the
Gallery at Copenhagen.

DALTON, djil'ton. A city and county-seat of
Whitfield County, Ga., 100 miles north by west
of Atlanta, on the Southern, the Western and
Atlantic, and other railroads (Map: Georgia,
B 1 ) . It is in a region poss<'ssing extensive
deposits of iron, limestone, and maiiganes<';
exports cotton, grain, and fruits, and has agri-
cultural-implement works, foundries, and ma-
chine-shops, cotton-mills, lumber-mills, etc. Set-

tled and incorporated in 1848, Dalton is gov-
erned, under a charter of 1874, by a mayor chosen
every two years, and a city council elected
on a general ticket. During the latter part of
1803 and the spring of 1804, Dalton was the
headquarters of the Confederate General Joseph
E. Johnston, who commanded the army for the
defense of Atlanta. Several minor battles were
fought in this vicinity. Population, in 1890,
3040; in 1900, 4315.

DALTON, Hkkmann (1833—). A German
Protestant theologian. He was born at Offen-
bach-on-the-Main, August 20, 1833; studied at
Marburg, Berlin, and Heidelberg; was pastor of
the German Reformed congregation in Saint Pe-
tersburg (1858-88), and has since lived in Berlin.
Ue is the author of Geschichte der reformirten
Kirche in Russland (1805); Johannes a Lasco
(1881; Eng. tr. 1880); Verfassungsgeschichte
der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche in Russland
( 1887 ) ; Urkundenbuch der evangelisch-reformir-
ten Kirche in Russland (1888) ; Zur Oewissens-
freiheit in Russland ( 1890) ; Die russische Kirche
(1891); Zur Geschichte der evangelischen
Kirche in Russland (1893-98); and several
sketches of travel around the world.

DALTON, John (1700-1844). A celebrated
English chemist and natural philosopher, bom
at Eaglesfield, near Cockermouth, in Cumber-
land. He received his early education in the
school of his native place, and, after 1781, in a
boarding-school kept by a relative in Kendal.
Here his love of mathematical and physical
studies was first developed. He wrote several

mathematical essays, and in 1788 commenced a
journal of meteorological observations, which
he continued throughout his whole life. In 1793
he was appointed teacher of mathematics and
the physical sciences in the new college at Man-
chester, where he chiefly resided during the re-

mainder of his life, though frequently employed,
after 1804, in giving lectures on chemistry in

several large towns. In the years 1808 to 1810
he published his New System of Chemical Philos-

ophy (2 parts, Ix)ndon), to which he added a

third part in 1827. In 1817 he was appointed
president of the Literary and Philosophical So-

ciety at Manchester. He was also a meml)er of

the Royal Society, and of the Paris Academy,
and in 1833 received a pension of £150, after-

wards raised to £300. In the same year Dalton's

friends and fellow-townsmen collected £2000, to

raise a statue to his honor, which was executed
by Chantrey, and placed at the entrance of the
royal institution in Manchester. Dalton was
also honored by the University of Oxford with
the degree of D.C.L., and with that of LL.D. by
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the University of Edinburgli. His chief physical
researches weie those on tlie constitution of mixed
gases, on the force of steam, on the elasticity of
vapors, and on the expansion of gases by heat.
In chemistry he distinguished himself by his
progressive developmeul of tl»e atomic theory
(see CiiKMJSTBT), as also by his researches on
the absorption of gases by water, on carbonic
acid, carburetted hydrogen, etc. His papers
are mostly contained in the Memoirs of the Lit-
erary and Philosophical Society of Manchester,
the Philosophical Transactions, Nicholson's
Philosophical Journal, and Thomson's Annals of
Philosophy. Besides these, we have his Meteoro-
logical Essays and Observations (London, 1793;
2d ed. 1834). Profound, patient, and intuitive,
Dalton had precisely the faculties requisite for
a great scientific discoverer. His atomic theory
has revolutionized the science of chemistry and
has yielded a greater number of valuable results
than, perhaps, any other idea ever introduced
into physical science. In his habits, Dalton
was simple; in his manners, grave and reserved,
but kindly, and distinguished by his truthfulness
and integrity of character. Consult Roscoe and
Harden, A New View of the Origin of Dalton's
Atomic Theory (New York. 189G).

DALTON, John Call (1825-89). An Ameri-
can physiologist and physician. He was bom
in Chelmsford, iMass.. and graduated at Harvard
in 1844, and at the Harvard Medical School in
1847. He was professor of physiology succes-
sively in the University of Buffalo, in the Ver-
mont Medical College, and in the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, and in 1883 succeeded
J)r. Alonzo Clark as president of the last. Dur-
ing the Civil War he rendered important ser-

vices as surgeon in the Federal Army. He con-
tributed many articles on medical subjects to
scientific journals, and, in addition, published
a valuable Treatise on Human Physiology (New
York, 1859) ; A Treatise on Human Physiology
for Schools, Families, and Colleges (1868) ; The
Experimental Method of Medicine (1882); Doc-
trine of the Virculatioji (1884) ; and Topographi-
cal Anatomy of the Brain (1885).

D'ALTON, JoHANN Samuel Eouabd. See
Alton.

DALTON-IN-FURNESS, dnl'ton-In-fflr'nes.

A market! 'iwii in J.aiicasliire, England, on the
western side of the Peninsula of Furness, about
four miles northeast of Barrow-in-Furness
(Map: Engliind, C 2). A canal about three

miles long connects it with the Irish Sea. It

has extensive iron-works. Population, in 1890,

13.300; in 1901, 13,0.30.

DALTON'S LAW. See Pxei'MATICS.

DALY, da'l.*-'. C(:s\H Dems (1811-94). A
Frencli architect and writer on architecture, l»om
at Verdun, Meuse. His principal work as an
architect is the restoration of the Cathedral of

Saint Cecilia at Albi, for which designs were
shown at the Exposition in 1855. But the work
upon which his reputation rests is the monument-
al journal. Revue g^'n^rale de I'architecture et des
iravaux publics (1840-90). The forty-five vol-

umes contain a theoretical and practical library

of architecture. Among his other publications

are; Les motifs histnriqurs d'architecture rt de
sculpture d'omement (1874); 1/Architecture

fun^raire (1873); l/Architrrture prir^e au
XlXime Steele (Paris, 1870-77); Motifs divers

de serrurcric (Paris, 1881-82); Des hautes
i-tudes d'architecture (1889).

DA-XY, CIIABLE8 Patrick (1816-99). An
American jurist, born in New York City. He
was admitted to the bar in 1837, and was Chief
Justice of the Court of Common Pleas in New
York for twenty-seven years, until retired by
the. age limit in 1808. From its organization
in 1804 until his death. Judge Daly was presi-
dent of the American Geographical and Statis-
tical Society. Besides his Historical Sketch of
the Judicial Tribunals of New York (1855), and
many legal papers of importance, he wrote:
When Was the Drama Introduced into America?
(1864); First Settlement of Jews in North
America (1875) ; What We Know of Maps and
Map-Making Before Merector (1879); and His-
tory of Physical Geography.

DALY, JouN AuGLSTiN (1838-99). An
American playwright and theatrical manager.
He was born at Plymouth, N. C, and educated at
Norfolk, Va., and in the public schools of New
Y'ork City. He was dramatic critic for the
Sunday Courier in 1859, and held similar posi-
tions on the Express, Citizen, Sun, and Times for
some years. Meanwhile he was producing adap-
tations of several plays, and in 1867 his first
original success. Under the Gaslight, was brought
out at the New Y'ork Theatre. In 1869 he opened
in Twenty-Fourth Street the playhouse known as
the Fifth Avenue Theatre, which with such
'stars' as Fanny Davenport, Jlrs. Scott Siddons,
E. L. Davenport, and Clara ilorris, quickly be-
came very popular. After the destruction of
this theatre by fire and an interval of a few
months in another, he opened, in 1874, Daly's
PMfth Avenue Theatre, which he managed till

1877. In 1879 he returned, after a year of study
in Europe, and opened the house since known
as Daly's Theatre on Broadway, near Thirtieth
Street, which he controlled until the time of
his sudden death in Paris. Mr. Daly had in his
company at various times many of the best-
known players in America. For years ^Miss Ada
Rehan was his leading actress. Several times
he went with his whole company to California,
to England, and to Germany and France. In
1893 he leased a theatre in London. He wrote
many adaptations from German and French
plays, one of his earliest efforts being from
Mosenthal's Deborah, in 1862. In the long list

of works which he wrote or adapted are: Divorce,
Pique, Under the Gaslight, The Railroad of Love,
Seven-Twenty-Eight, The Great Unknown, Love
on Crutches, and The Last Word (1890). Mr.
Daly was especially noted for excellence in scenic
presentation, and his Shakespearean revivals
have received warm praise both in this country
and in England. In 1894 he was presented with
the La!tare Medal of the University of Notre
Dame, Ind. He was a great l)ook-lover, and
made a remarkable collection of plates on
biblical subjects, Thackeray, etc., which was sold
at auction in the settlement of his estate. Be-
sides his plays and dramatic adaptations, he
was the author of Woffington: A Tribute to the
Actress and the ll'oman (1888), and various
minor articles.

DALY, Joseph Fkancih (1840—). An Ameri-
can jurist, born at Plynumth, X. C. He studied
law in New York City in 1855-02. was admitted
to the bar in 1865, and from 1870 to 1800 waa
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a judge of the Court of Common Pleas of New
York, of wliieh hu iu the latter year became Chief
Justice. In 1890-98 he was a judtice of the State
Supreme Court. Duriny lii^ career on the bench
he was conspicuous lor wiUc leyui aliaiumenis.

DALYEIiL', or DAXZELL^ 'J homas (c.1599-

1685). A ^'otcli general, vigorous in the perse-

cution of the Covemmters. He was born at
Binns, Linlithgowshire. In 1042 he accompanied
Gen. Robert Alonro in the expedition to Ireland,
and fouglit in 1051 at Worcester. Especially ex-

cluded by Cronnvcll from the Act of Grace, he
took service under the Czar Alexis of Russia,
and purticipatcd as a pencral in a number of

wars against the TurkJs and Tatars. In 1000
he was appointed by Charles II. Connnander-in-
Chief of the forces in Scotland, and was partic-
ularly commissioned to repress the Covenanters

—

a commission executed with brutal vigor. His
defeat of the Covenanting troops at Rullion Green
was followetl by cruelties which made hia name
a by-word through the countryside. A stubborn
Royalist, he did not, says Creichton, "shave his
beard since the murder of King Charles I."

DAM, Tinker's. A guard of dough or clay
placed by a tinker around a cavity to confine the
melted metal until it 'sets.' It is worthless after
use; hence the vernacular expression, 'not worth
a tinker's dam.'

DAMA, da'm& (Lat.). A gazelle {Oazella
danut) of the Sudan, with short lyrate horns and
no dark band on the sides. See Gazelle.

DAMAGES (OF. damarje, domafje, Fr. dom-
mage, from Lat. damnum, loss). The pecuniary
recompense given by a court of law to one who
has suffered an invasion of a legal right through
the act of another. The right invaded may be
one which the plaintiff enjoys in common with
other members of society, as, for example, his

right to have his porson or property not inter-

fered with ; or his right not to be injured through
the negligence of others; or it may be a right
which he has acquired through entering into a
special legal relation with another, as by con-
tract.

But, although the law furnishes a legal remedy
for every violation of a legal right, that remedy
is not always an action for damages. The en-

tire jurisdiction of the equity tribunals is con-
cerned with remedies of a different order—as
injunction, the specific enforcement of contracts,
etc.—the remedy of damages being for the most
part left to the courts of common law. Further-
more, not even at common law does every inva-
sion of a legal right give rise to an action for
damages. The breach of a condition, for example,
is remediable only by action on the part of the
one injured, thereby restoring both parties to

their former condition. Thus if the condition
was attached to a sale of land or goods, its

breach enables the injured party to rescind the
transaction and place himself in statu quo, but
not to sue for damages, however great the injury
to him may have been.

'

Strictly speaking, the term damages is not
applicable to all cases of a recovery of money
for infringement of legal rights, but only to
such as call for an estimate or admeasurement
by the court or jury of the injury suffered and of
the proper compensation to be made therefor.
Where the 'damages' are liquidated, i.e. where
the amount to be recovered is fixed in advance

by agreement of the parties, thev are not dam-
ages, in the technical sense of the term. Thus
an action to recover the amount payable on a
bond, or the amount due for goods sold and de-
livered, or to recover a sum of money paid to
the defendant by mistake, is not an action for
damages, but an action to recover a debt. But
where the amount claimed is not ascertained, as
where an injury has been done to a man's char-
acter or property, or in the ordinary case of
breach of contract, the action will be to recover
the damages suffered through the defendant's
wrongful act or default. The complaint or
declaration of the plaintiff sets forth an estimate
of the damages sustained by him, the amount ot

which will then be conclusively ascertained by
the court or jury (usually the latter) upon prin-
ciples determined by law.

The principles upon which damages are meas-
ured by the courts vary according to the naturt;
of the right infringed and sometimes of the act
by which it was violated, and are of a most
illogical and unsatisfactory character. To a
considerable extent they are still infiuenced by
considerations which belong rather to the con-
ditions and feelings of primitive society than to
those which now govern the relations of the
parties and the administration of justice. In

their origin, damages were a pecuniary commu-
tation of the right of private vengeance, and were
based not on any principle of restitution, but on
that of satisfaction to the injured party. It wa>
a long step toward the orderly administration
of justice when the victim of a theft was com-
pelled to rest satisfied with four times the
value of the thing taken, instead of scourging
the thief and selling him into slavery, as was
the law of the Twelve Tables. But the damages
so awarded were as clearly vindictive in char-
acter as was the harsher penalty of the earlier

law, and this vindictive element still survives
in the modern law of damages. Thus, it is still

the law in England and in many of the United
States that a tenant who commits willful waste
on the premises shall pay thrice the amount of

the damage committed, and that a tenant who
refuses to quit after due notice shall thereafter

pay his landlord double rent. To the same prin-

ciple is due the doctrine of aggravation of dam-
ages, or 'vindictive,' 'retributory,' or 'e.xemplary'

damages, which permits a recovery in excess of

the actual damage suffered in certain cases of

breach of promise of marriage, libel, slander, and
seduction. There was abundant justification for

furnishing this solace to the vindictive feelings

of the injured party in an age when it was neces-

sary to buy liim off from a more violent vindi-

cation of them, but it is submitted that the

survival of this barbarous principle into our
milder age cannot be justified.

Obviously, the sound principle for the award
of damages is that of restitution, rather than of

satisfaction—the restoring to the injured party
of the property of which he has been deprived, or

making to him due compensation for the injury

sustained by him—and this principle is generally

followed by our law in most actions other than
those above referred to. It is expressed in the

phrase that damages are limited to the loss

which the plaintiff has actually sustained. In

practice, however, a more restricted rule is fol-

lowed, the defendant being liable only for such

damages as he did in fact contemplate or which
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are the natural and probable consequences of his
acts, whether contemplated by liim or not. This
rule is equally applicable in cases of contract and
•f tort, and operates to exclude what are called
'remote' or merely "consequentiar damages.
That, undQr a perfect system, the latter would
also be ioduded in au award of damages can
hardly be doubted, but the judicial distrust of
the jury, by whom, both in England and America,
the award is usually made, has induced the
courts to adopt the narrower rule.

Damages are also an available remedy in some
cases of injury, even where no actual loss has
been sustained. It is the violation of a legal
right, and not the detriment or loss resulting
therefrom, which furnishes the ground for an
action for damages. Such an action, accordingly,
is the appropriate remedy in the case of a tres-

pass upon land, an unautliorized interference
with a watercourse, and the like, although no
injury or serious inconvenience to the tenant
or riparian proprietor results. The damages to
which the plaintiif is entitled in such a case are
not 'substantial,' but 'nominal.' And, on the
other hand, where loss or harm is sustained, but
without the violation of a legal right, the dam-
age is irremediable by any legal process. It is

damnum absque injuria.

For the measure of damages appropriate to

the various classes of rights, see the articles in

which those rights and the remedies for their

infringement are considered. See especially

Contract; Tobt; Injiby. Consult: Holmes,
The Common Imw (Boston, 1881); Essays on
Anglo-Saxon Law (Boston, 1876) ; Lee, Histori-

cal Jurisprudence (New York, 1900) ; Aithur G.
Sedg^vick, Elements of Damages (Boston, 1896) ;

Sedgwick, Treatise on the Measure of Damages
(8th ed.. New York, 1891) ; Sutherland. Treatise

on the Law of Damages (Chicago, 1893) ; Mayne,
Treatise on the Laic of Damages (5th ed., Lon-
don, 1894) ; Watson, Treatise on the Law of
Damages for Personal Injuries (Charlottesville,

1901 ) ; Harris, Treatise on Damages by Corpo-

rations (Rochester, 1804).

DAMAN, dii-man^ or DAMAO, dii'mouN.

A fortified seaport and district on the west coast

of India, belonging to the Portuguese since 1558.

The town stands at the mouth of the Daman River

about 100 miles north of liombay (Map: India.

B 4). The harbor alTords good shelter from the

southwest monsoon. The noighlwrhood is well

stocked with suitable timlier for the building and
repairing of ships, which largely employ the in-

habitants. Daman also has important do«'p-sea

fiahoriea and salt-works. There is a scarcity of

fresh water. The district is an administrative
dependency of (Joa. Area of district, 168 square

miles. Population, in 1887, 77,454.

DAMAN, dil'mfin (Syrian). .\n old name for

the Syrian hyrax (Procavia Hyriaca), the 'coney*

of Scripture (Prov. xxx. '24-28, etc.), also called

rock-rahhit. See HiiTIAX, and compare Da8.sie.

DAMANHUB, dii'mfin-hoor' (Egypt. Tetna-

cn-Hor, city of Horns. Ijit. Hertnajwlis Minor).

A town of Lower Eg>pt. capital of the Province

of Beherah (Map: KcA'p*. D '2). It is situated

on the Mahmudieh Canal and the railway lim^

leading from Cairo to .Mexandria. It has a
considerable eommenv in t-otton and woolen

goods. Population, in 1897, 27,236.

DAMAB or DHAMAB, da miir'. A town of
Veuifii, Arabia, situated about liS miles south of
Sana, on the route to Alecca (Map: Arabia, Q
13) . It carries on some trade in horses. Popula-
tion, about 20,000.

DAMABALAND, dA-mU'ri-lUnd. See Ger-
man SoiTiiwEsr Afbica.

DAMASCENTJS, NicolaIjs. A Greek his-
torian. He lived in the time of Augustus and
Herod the Great, at whose court he spent the
greater part of his life. His principal work
was a universal history in 144 books, of which
only fragments remain. He also wrote an auto-
biography and a history of the education of the
Emperor. Fragments of these works, as of the
first seven books of his universal history, are
preserved in the collections of Constant inus Por-
phyrogenitus. Nicolaiis was, in philosophy, an
adherent of the Peripatetic School, and wrote a
compendium of Aristotelianism. Historical frag-
ments are edited by Mailer, Fragmenta Histori-
corum Grcccunim, vol. iii. (Paris, 1868-83).

DA.MAS'CIirS (Lat., from Gk. Acmiffiuos, Da-
rnaskios) . A Neoplatonic philosopher of the
sixth century a.d. He was born at Damascus,
and was the last teacher of Neoplatonism at
Athens. When the philosophic schools were
closed by imperial edict in 529, he, with Simpli-
cius, Diogenes, Priscian, and others, was forced
to go to Persia. Of his writings we possess his
book On the Origins, edited by Kopp ( Frankfort,
1826), a commentary to Aristotle, and an ex-
tract from his life of Isidorus of Gaza, preserved
by Photius, 181 and 242.

DAMAS'CUS (Arab. Dimi»hk-esk-8hdm). The
capital and largest city of Syria, ..\siatic Turkey
(Map: Turkey in Asia, G 6)'. It is situated in a
plain at the eastern base of the Anti-Libanus,
53 miles southeast of Beirut. The city with its

beautiful surroundings and its abundant supply
of water has since the earliest times been re-

garded by the Arabs as the most beautiful spot
in the world, and is supposed to have served as a
model for the paradise described in the Koran.
The appearance of Damascus from a distance ia

impressive, but upon a closer inspection it is,

like most Oriental cities, disappointing. It ia

about five miles in circumference and is sur-
rounded by partly ruined walls, pierced by seven
gates. The streets, with the exception of the
'Straight Street.' on which Saint Paul is sup-
posed to have lived, are crooked and narrow.
The houses are generally built in the Moorish
style and not infrequently combine a splendidly
decorated interior with a plain and sombre ex-
terior. The walls fronting the street are usually
without windows; the courts in the houses of the
wealthy residents are adorned with splendid
marble fountains, fine trees, and flowers. Dsimas-
cua derives its water-supply, by an excellent
system of camils. conduits, and pipes, from the
Barada, the Altana of the Old Testament, which
traverses the city fron« west to east and divides
the newer portion of the city on the north fnmi
the ancient walled city with its sectarian quar-
ters on the south.
Of the seven! y<ine large niosques of Damascus

that of the Ommiads is the most important. It is

supposed to have l»een oriinnally a heathen tem-
ple converted into a Christian church at the
end of the fourth centtiry. It then contained
what was believed to l»e the head of John
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the Baptist, nnd was named the Chuivh of

Saint John. The site of the cliurch waa
later actiuired by the sixth Ominiad Caliph,

who erected on it a mosque of fabulous splendor,

according to the description of the Arabic
writers. After the conquest of Damascus by
Tiniur the mosque was despoiled. It covers

a site of 143 X 41 '/j yards, and has the shape
of a basilica divided by columns 23 feet high,

omanionted, as also are the walls, with inscrip-

tions from the Koran. The architecture belongs

to dilFerent periods; only a small portion of the

original structure has survived. The dome, 120
feet high, is flanked by three minarets, one 250
feet high. Other noteworthy mosques are the
SinAnlj'eh with its striking green-tiled minaret,
and the Tekklyeh, with its graceful minarets and
dome, founded in 151G on tlie river bank to the
west of the city as a refuge for indigent pilgrims.

There are also numerous beautifully ornamented
chapels. The Chapel of Abraham in the northern
suburb of Burzeh, the leper hospital in the house
of Naaman, the house of Ananias, the place of

Saint Paul's conversion near the east gate, and
the point where he was lowered from the walls
are traditionally sanctified localities. The Eng-
lish cemetery on the southeast contains the grave
of Buckle the historian, who died here in 18G2.

Damascus was once a famous seat of learning,

and contained numerous schools in which gram-
mar, theology, and jurisprudence were taught.
The higher schools, with a few exceptions, are now
closed, nnd Damascus as a centre of culture has
been surpassed by Cairo. Elementary education
is provided to some extent by the missionary
schools, and a number of higher schools are con-

ducted by the French orders.

The municipal affairs are administered by a
council in which Christians as well as Jewish
residents are represented. Damascus is the seat

of the Wali or Governor of Syria, and of the
commander of the Syrian troops. The chief

manufactures consist of silver and gold articles,

stufTs interwoven with silver and gold threads,

and inlaid furniture. The manufacture of the
blades for which Damascus was famous has
ceased. The commercial importance of the city

rests chiefly on the transit trade, which, however,
has considerably declined since the construction

of the Suez Canal. The bazaars of Damascus are

numerous and well kept, but they are generally

poorly stocked, and the magnificent khatis

formerly thronged by merchants are now but
indiff'erently attended. The export^ consist

chiefly of wool, hemp, grain, and animal prod-

ucts, grapes, and dried fruit. Damascus is con-

nected by rail with its port, Beirut, and a rail-

way line extends southward to El Muzerib, in the

Hauram. Tt is visited monthly by caravans from
Alonpo. The population is estimated at 154,000,

and is very heterogeneous in its composition.
About three-quarters is ^lohammedan, while the

rest consists of Christians belonging to diff'erent

churches. The Jews number about 8000. The
United States is represented by a consular agent.

The foundation of Damascus is attributed by
Josephus to Uz, the son of Aram. The city

was the seat of a kingdom at the time of

the Hebrew monarchy. Subjutrated by David,
it soon regnined its independence and even
recovered sufficiently to attack the Kingdom
of Israel, weakened bv internal strife. In the
second half of the eighth century B.C. Damascus

was comiu«'red by -Assyria and its people carried
away to the land of the conquerors and replaced
by colonies from Assyria. Alter the death of
Alexander the Great, Damascus became part of
the Kingdom of the Seleucida;. Conquered by
Pompey in n.c. 04, it became a dependency of
Rome, under which it enjoyed local autonomy and
regained a part of its former j)rosperity. It was
during this period that Christianity was intro-
duced into Damascus, and the city became the
seat of a bishopric. In 035 it was taken by the
Mohammedans, under whose rule it was for a
time (previous to the founding of Bagdad) the
residence of the Caliphs and was greatly adorned
and fortified. After an imsuccesstul siege by the
Crusaders under Baldwin in 1148, Damascus was
taken by Xureddin in 1154, and, at the death
of the latter, passed into the hands of Saladin,
who died tliere in ll!).'J. The victory of Tamer-
lane over the Egj'ptians at Damascus in 1401
placed the city in the hands of the Mongol
concjueror, who after exacting a large tribute
from its residents slaughtered most of them and
pillaged and burned the city. It was soon re-

built, and in 1516 wrested from Egypt by the
Turks under Selim I. Retaken by the Egyptians
under Ibrahim Pasha in 1832, Damascus re-

mained under the rule of Egypt until 1841, when,
together with Syria, it was restored to Turkey.
An uprising of the Moslem population in 1800
resulted in the destruction of the Christian
quarter, and the massacre of about 6000 Chris-

tians. Consult: Porter, Five Years in Damascus
(London, 1870) ; Macintosh, Damascus and Its

People (London, 1882).

DAMASCUS BLADE. See Damaskeening.

DAM'ASK. Tile name given to certain tex-

tile fabrics in which figures are woven. The
ornamental forms and the ground are usually of

the same texture and color, but are distinguished

from each other by being woven in opposite

directions, the opposing threads causing the

characteristic glittering contrast. The name is

supposed to have been derived from the city of

Damascus, where these fabrics were early manu-
factured. From the intricacy of the early proc-

ess, the art of damask-weaving was long a mys-
tery confined to a few localities; but since the
introduction of the Jacquard loom (q.v. ) it is

extensively employed in making ornamental
satins, and particularly in the manufacture of

table-linen. One variety of damask silk is called

brocatelle. In this weave the principal orna-

mental figure is of a satin sheen, but a plainer

weave is combined with it. The term brocatelle

is also applied to a heavy and coarse brocaded
or figured fabric in which wool or cotton is

mixed with the silk, and which is largely em-
ployed for tapestry and upholstery. Lampas is

woven like brocatelle, but the ground and figure

are of diflTerent colors. Diaper is damask with
the pattern arranged in geometrical figures,

usually squares, with no ground pattern. Bro-

cades are the most elaborate damasks, and often

gold thread is interwoven with the silk. They
are sometimes distinguished from ordinary silk

damask by having the pattern raised slightly

above the ground. For a more detailed descrip-

tion of silk damasks, consult Cole, Ornament in

European Silk (London, 1899).

DAM'ASKEEN'ING, or DAM'ASCEN'-
ING. Tlio art of producing upon ordinary steel
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certain ornatiiental appearances resembling
those on the fanu)us Damascus blades. Atten-
tion was first drawn to tliis branch of industry
by the Crusaders, who brought from Damascus
to Europe many articles made of superior steel,

such as sword-blades and daggers. These were
found to passeas not only great elasticity, united
with considerable hardTiess, but their surfaces
were covered with beautiful designs, formed by
a tissue of dark lines on a light ground, or
light lines upon a dark ground, and occasionally
by the inlaying of gold on the steel-blue ground.
In genuine Damascus blades the designs run
through the substance of the blade, and the
watering, or regular, almost symmetrical figur-

ing, is not worn off by friction, or even grinding.
Imitations of the watering of Damascus steel

are produced on common steel by etching with
acids; and in this way landscapes, inscriptions,
and ornaments and decorations in general, are
imprinted on the steel-blue ground. Gold and
silver are also inlaid in the higher class of sword-
blades and other articles. Gun-barrels are oc-

casionally subjected to the process of damas-
keening.

DAMASTES, da-mils'tez (Lat., from Gk. Aa-
lidoTTis, Damastes) , of Sigeum. A Greek his-

torian, a contemporary of Herodotus. Accord-
ing to Suidas, lie wrote a History of Greece, a
work on the Ancestors of Those Who Warred
Against Troy; and a Catalogue of Nations and
Towns. Strabo charges him with ignorance and
credulity. The few extant fragments of his
works are collected in Miiller's Fragmenta His-
toricorum Grwcorum (Paris, 1868-83).

DAM'ASUS. The name of two popes. Dam-
Asus I. (Pope 366-84). A Spaniard by extrac-
tion and the son of a priest, he was born in

Rome about 305. In 3.55 he was made archdea-
con. On his consecration to the episcopal office

he was opposed by Urbicinus, who was the choice

of a considerable faction, but finally acknowl-
edged by all. His reign was far from peaceful.

It was spent in suMuing the still numerous
Arians in the West, in combating the heresy of

Apollinaris, which he caused to be condemned
at the Council of Constantinople in 381, and
in defending the cause of Paulinas against
Meletius. He was a great friend of Saint Je-

rome, and was primarily instrumental in induc-

ing him to undertake his translation of the
Bible. His works are in Migne, Pair. Lat., xiii.

For his life, consult: Rade, Damasus, liischof

von Horn (Freiburg, 1882) ; Wittig, in liomische

Quartalschrift fur christliche Altcrthumskunde
vnd fiir Kirchenqrschichte, 14th suppl. Heft
(Freiburg, 1902)." Damasus IT. (Pope, 1047-

48). He was a Bavarian by birth, and Bishop

of Brixen, in Tyrol, when he was chosen Pope on
the nomination of H^mperor Henry III. He lived

only twenty-three days after his solemn enthroni-

mtion.

DAMAYANTI, dil'mA-yiln't^k. The heroine

of the XaIoi)akhyanani, or story of Nalay, in the

Indian e])ic the Mahabharata.

DAMBACH, dilml^lo. Otto (1831-99). A
German jurist, boni at Querfurt. In 1862

he was appointed justiciary of the General (now
Imperial) Post-Oflice, Berlin. The laws on

copyright in its various bearings, as well as the

postal laws of the Empire, were devised chiefly

by him. In 1873 he was appointed professor

extraordinarj- of law in the University of Ber-
lin. His numerous writings include the
following: FUnfzig Gutachten iiber Sachdruck
und Nachbildung (Leipzig, 1891); Das Tele-

grafenstrafrecht (2d ed., ib., 1897) ; Das Gesetz
iiber das Postiresen des Deutschen Reichs er-

hiutcrt (6th ed., ib., 1900).

DAMBTJIi, dim-booK. A vast rock-temple
of the Buddhists in Ceylon, about 40 miles north
of Kandy, containing, among a profusion of
carvings, figures of Buddha of extraordinary
magnitude.

DAME (OF., Fr. dame, from Lat. domina,
lady, fem. of dominus, master, Skt. damana,
conquering, Lat. domare, Gk. Knftav, daman,
Skt. dam, to tame; connected with OHG. sam,
Ger. zahm, Icel. tamr, AS. tovi, Engl. tame). A
title of honor which long distinguished high-
bom ladies from the wives of citizens and of
the commonalty in general. In the age of
chivalry, it was customary even for a queen
to be so called by her chosen knight (the dame
of his heart, of his thoughts, etc.). Hence, too,

the Virgin mother was called in France 'Notre
Dame' ('our Lady'), as the mother of the whole
human race. From dame, with the possessive
pronoun ma prefixed, arose an ordinary title of
honor, answering in modem French to the Eng-
lish 'Mrs.' The daughters of the King of

France, as soon as they came into the world,
were called ifad^me ; and this was also the
sole title of the wife of the King's eldest brother,

who was himself simply known as Monsieur.
In England the word 'dame,* though not much
used, is now applied to married women of all

classes. The word 'madam' or 'ma'am' is to-

day the informal manner of address used in

England for the Queen. A curious local usage
at Eton College applies the title dame as well
to men as to women in charge of boarding-
houses for the boys.

DAME AITX CAMELIAS, dAm 6 kA'mA'lyA',

La (Fr., the lady of tlie camellias). A novel
by the younger Dumas (1848), dramatized
in 1852. It has beeft translated under the title

Camille. The heroine is Marguerite Gautier, a
courtesan.

DAME BLANCHE, ddm blUxsh, La. A
comic opera produced in Paris in 1825. the music
lieing by Boieldieu and the words by Scribe;

plaved in England, January 2, 1827, under the

title of The White Maid.

DAMEBON, dft'm'rAN', Charij:8 E\fiuc
(1848— ). A French landscape painter. He
was born in Paris, and studieil there under Pe-
louse. His first Salon picture was "The Court
of an Inn at Cemay-la-Vi!le" (1872), and he
often afterwards painted scenes in this locality,

lie was awarded a medal at the Centennial Ex-
hibition, Philadelphia, in 1876, for his land-

scapes, "The Pyramids" and "The Oaks of Grand
Afoulin." These pictures are more remarkable
from the point of view of comjKisition and draw-
ing than color, for his tones are dark and his

shadows heavy.

DAMEBOW, (lil'mff-rA. Heinruii Piiiiipp

.XrorsT ( 170X-1S66). \ flerman physician. l>om

in Stettin. He studied me<licine at the Univer-

sity of BerliA. and became professor extraor-

dinary thpre in 18.30. The following years of

his lif,.. with the exception of a few years dur-
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ing which he held oHiee in the Ministry of Pub-
lic Instruction, he spent iit Halle u.s director of

a snnitariuin for mental nnd nervous diseases.

He is renioinbered for the important improve-

ments that he introduced in the treatment of

insanity and the njanii<,'ement of asylums. His
published works include the following: Ueber
die relative Verbindung der Irrenheil- und Pfle-

<}ennstaltcn (1840); kefeloge, cine Wahnainns-
Hltidie (1853); Zur Kretinen- und Idiotenfrage

{ 1858). He was also one of the founders of the

Mlgcmcinr Zeitschrift fur Psychiatrie.

DAMES, dil'mCs, Wiliielm Babnim (1843-

98). A German paleontologist, born in Stolpe.

He studied at the universities of Breslau and
Berlin, and became in 1878 professor of paleon-

tology in Berlin and custodian of the depart-

ment of paleontology at the museum there.

Several of Damcs's publications, especially those

on fossil vertebrates, have lieen of the greatest

imporUince, nearly all of them having appeared
in Paldontologischc Abhandlungen, issued in Ber-

lin from 1883 to 188C, at which date the place

<^f publication was transferred to Jena. Special

fi-alurcs of his work are his descriptions of the

echinoderms of the Jurassic and Tertiary; a
memoir on the Jurassic bird Archajopteryx

;

various publications on the ganoids of the Meso-
zoic, together with other shorter memoirs on
the philogenetic relations of both the invertebrate

and vertebrate fossils of Germany. Consult
Freeh, "Nekrolog an W. B. Dames," in the

J'aliiontologischc Abhandlungen (Jena, 1900).

DAME SCHOOLS. See Common Schools.

DAME'S VIOLET, Hesperis. A genus of

plants of the natural order Cruciferse, which has
four-sided or two-edged pods, and contains

about twenty species, annual and biennial her-

baceous plants, natives chiefly of the middle and
south of Europe. The common dame's violet, or
white rocket {Hesperis matronalis) , cultivated

in America to some extent, is found in Great
Britain in hilly pastures, but has perhaps
escaped from cultivation. It has an erect

branched stem, with ovate-lanceolate leaves, and
terminated by numerous large lilac flowers,

wliich are scentless by daj' but very fragrant at

night, on which account it is often cultivated

in flower-pots by ladies, from which custom the

plant appears to have derived its common name.
The night-scented rocket {Hesperis tristis) is

a favorite flower in Germany, numerous double,

hardy, attractive forms of which are well known.

DAMGHAN, diim-glin'. A towTi of Persia, on
the southern slope of the Elburz Mountains, 45
miles south of Astrabad. It is on the high road
from Khorasan to Teheran, at an altitude of

.^770 feet. It was a large city, containing 15,000
houses, in the reign of Shah Abbas, and has a
ruined mosque and other remains of that period.

It has a large export trade in nuts, especially of

'khaghazi' or thin-shelled almonds. The exten-

sive ruins of Hecatompylos lie to the southwest.
I'opulation, estimated from 5000 to 10,000.

DAOfflAN. (1) The love-sick and not too
scrupulous youth in Chaucer's Merchant's Tale,
who seduces the wife of old January. (2) A
youthful would-be Templar in Scott's Jvanhoe.

DA'MIA'NA. See Aphrodisiacs.
DAMIANI, da'm^ji'nt-, Pietro (1006-72).

A saint and doctor (1828) of the Catholic

Church. He was born in llavcnna in 1006 or
10U7, and had a sad boyhood througli neglect
ami cruelty. Feeling the call to the monaatie
life, he resigned a promising career as teacher
and became a hermit at Fontt> Avellana, near
Perugia, in 1035, became prior in 1043, and did
much to keep the monks up to their duties and
to cure the abuses which had crept in. He also

threw himself energetit^lly into reform outside
his monastery. He aimed at ridding the Church
of the giant evils of concubinage and simony.
To these ends he employed his promotion in

1057 to be Cardinal Bishop of Ostia, and his

friendship with successive popes. He also en-

deavored to efl'ect reforms through the German
emperors. His efforts were, however, not always
successful, as lie could not secun^ the requisite

backing; but he prepared the way for the great-

er reformer, Gregory Vlll. He died at Faenza,
February 23, 1072. His works are printed in

Migne, Pat. Lat., cxliv., cxlv. His Liber
Gomorrhianus gives a frightful picture of the
corruptions of the time. For his biography, con-

sult J. Kleinermann (Steyl, 1882), Capecelatro
(Florence, 18G2).

DATffilANISTS, or Angeusts. A sect of
the sixth century, followers of Damianus, a
Monopliysite patriarch of Alexandria, who
taught that there was only a single substance
in the Godhead.

DA'MIAIfTJS (Lat., from Gk. £iafuavb%) . A
celebrated sophist and rhetorician of Kphesus,
who lived about a.d. 200. He taught rhetoric

at Ephesus, and followed the methods of Adri-
anus and .(5''lius Aristides, of whom he had been a
pupil. Philostratus, who was his contemporary,
gives an account of his life in his Lives of the

Sophists {Blot 2o0tffrw«', Bioi Sophiston) , but it

is not known whether he left any writings.

DAMIEN" DE VETJSTEB, d{\'myaN' de v5

-

star', Joseph (1840-80). A Belgian priest of

the Roman Catholic Church, better known as

Father Damien, and distinguished as a mission-

ary to the leper settlement on the island of

Molokai, Hawaii. He was bom at Louvain,
studied theology at the university there, entered

the Society of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and
Mary in 1863, was appointed to the mission to

the Hawaiian Islands, and until 1873 performed
the customary duties of a missionary priest.

Ift that year he was sent, at his own request,

to the Molokai settlement established by the
Hawaiian Government in 1865 for the enforced
segregation of lepers and their maintenance at

public expense in the villages of Kalaupapa and
Kalawao. At his arrival in the island physical

conditions among the lepers were thoroughly
wretched. He found the water-supply unfit, the

food bad, the people ill-washed, ill-clothed, and
ill-housed. Forthwith he labored to obtain good
water, wholesome food, suitable dwellings, medi-
cal assistance, and hospital accommodations.
He organized religious worship, established

schools, erected Ji general shop for lejjer trade,

lent his own skilled hand to the building of

the church at Kalaupapa, and even personally

dug the graves of many of the hundreds of

parishioners whom he buried. In the prosecu-

tion of Jus work he gradually gathered about
him priests, lay brethren, and nuns as associ

ates. In 1884 he perceived in the insensibility of

his skin the sign of the approach of tlie disease.
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and could begin liis sermons with the words, 'We
lepers.' He tinaily succumbed to tlie concentra-

tion of the leprosy in his lungs. His simple,

heroic life and death attracU.'d wide notice, and,

in addition to the benefits secured by him for

the inunediate objects of his endeavors, led to

agitation by Englishuiea of the difficult leper

problem in India. Many know his name chiefly

through the famous Open Letter to the Reverend
Dr. Hyde, written by Robert Louis Stevenson,

first printed m the Sydney (New South Wales)
Presbyterian of October 26, 1889, and privately

published at Sydney as a pamphlet in 1890.

Consult : Stoddard, The Lepers of Molokai
<Notre Dame, 1885), and Father Pamphile,

Life and Letters of Father Damien (London,

1889).

DAMIENS, da'myaN', Robebt FBANgois
(1715-57). A French fanatic, known for his

attempt to assassinate Louis XV. He was born near

Arras, in France. Opium and accompanying de-

mentia caused him to crown a life of idleness,

mischief, and dishonesty with an attempt to kill

the King of France. He himself alleged that it

was the conduct of Louis toward the Parlement
that drove him to the act: popular opinion de-

clared that he had been instigated by the Jesuits.

On January 5, 1757, as the King was entering

his carriage, bound for the Trianon, Damiens
stabbed him in the side, but not seriously. All the

agencies of slow fire, glowing pincers, and boil-

ing oil were visited upon the poor wretch to

make him reveal the names of possible accom-

plices. He confessed nothing, however. He was
torn apart by four strong horses, and his re-

mains wore burned and his family was driven

from France.

DAMIETTA, da'mT-6t'tA (Ar. Damyat, Copt.

Damiati, Lat. Tamiathis) . A town of Lower
Egv'pt, situated on the right bank of the eastern

branch of the Nile (Map: Egypt, El), about

eight miles from its mouth. It contains a num-
ber of ancient mosques, marble baths, and sev-

eral bazaars. It is the seat of a governor and

a Ck)ptic bishop, and of a number of European
consular representatives. The mouth of the river

is closed by a bar which prevents the entrance

of large vessels. In former years Damietta

was a flourishing manufacturing and eonnnercial

centre, with a population of about 80,000. W'ith

the opening of the Suez Canal and the rise of

Alexandria its commerce has declined consider-

ably, and its manufacturing industries, with

the' exception of the weaving of cotton fabrics,

have alujost wholly disappeared. The cloth

dimity is supposed to have received its name
from Damietta, where it was first manufactured.

The exports consist of rice, southern fruits, and

wood. Damietta is connected by rail with

Cairo and Alexandria, and contains a popu-

lation of (1897) 31,515, including a few foreign-

ers. The existing town was erected about 1251,

but prior to that a city of the same name
(anciently Tamiathis) stood about four miles to

the south. It was strongly fortified by the Sara

cens, and formed on that side the bulwark of

Egypt against the Crusaders, who, however,

succeeded in capturing it more than once.

It was razed and rebuilt further inland, on the

site it now wcxjpiea, by the Sultan Bibars.

DAMIOTTI, dil'm^-ftt't^, Dk. The Paduan
charlatan in Scott's My Aunt Margaret's Mirror.

He shows the faithlessness of Sir Philip Forester

in the enchanted mirror.

DAMIBON, da'm^'roN', Jean Philibebt
(1794-18U2). A French philosophical writer. He
studied under IJurnouf, Villemain, and Cousin,

lectured on philosophy in various Parisian in-

stitutions, and became professor in the Normal
School and titular professor at the Sorbonne.

He \yas for years a regular contributor to the

Globe, and afterwards published his articles

collected under the title Lasais sur Vhistoire de

la philosophie en France au XIX. aiecle (1828).
His most important works are: fours complet

de philosophie; Essai sur Vhistoire de la phi-

losophie en France au XVII. siecle (1846), and
Memoires pour servir d Vhistoire de la phi-

losophic du XVIII. sidcle (1858-64).

DAMIS, da'm^. The excitable and self-willed

son of Orgon in Molifere's Tartuffe.

DAMJANICS, dom'yo-nlts, Johann (1804-

49). An Hungarian revolutionist, bom at Panc-

sova. He entered the Austrian Army, in which
he rose to a captaincy; was received into the

councils of Kossuth in 1848; and, at the out-

break of hostilities, organized a battalion, as
commander of which he distinguished himself.

Promoted to be general, he participated in

the various operations leading to the Revo-
lutionists' retreat, and after the disaster of

Vilfigos surrendered to the Russians, by whom
he was turned over to Austria. He was con-

demned to death, and with twelve other generals

was hanged by Haynau at Arad.

DAM'MAR, or DAMMAR PINE (Hind.
damar, pitch, resin), Agathis, formerly called

Dammara. A genus of trees of the natural

order Coniferae, distinguished by their broad,

lanceolate, leathery leaves, which have numerous
nearly parallel veins. The name, originally

applied to its resinous product, has been ex-

tended to a number of different trees, one of

which is the Moluccan dammar (Agathis orien-

talis), which grows on the high mountain ridges

of the Molucca Islands. It grows to a great

height, attains a diameter of nine feet, and gen-

erally has the lower part of the trunk beset with
knots as large as a man's hand. The timber
is light and of inferior quality, and the tree is

chiefly valuable for its resin, which is soft,

transparent, hardens in a few days, and is then

white, with a crystalline appearance. The resin

often flows spontaneously from the tree in such
quantity that it hangs in masses like icicles of

a handbreadth and a foot long. At another
period of the year it is yellow, and less valued.

By incision, especially in the protuberances of

the stem, it is obtained in large pieces. So long

as dammar resin is soft it has a strong smell;

upon drying this odor is lost. It contains only

a trace of volatile oil. but consists of two dis-

tinct resins, one of which is sohible in alcohol,

the other not. It is light, brittle, and easily

friable, readily soluble in oil of turpentine. It

is used in Asia for domestic purposes, and in

the arts like other resins; it is an article of

commerce, and in Europe is employed in various

ways to form varnishes, which dr>' qtiickly,

have a very bright lustre, are colorless, but

readily be<'ome viscid again, and are not i>erma-

nent, so that this resin cannot be made a sub-

stitute for copal an«l aml)er. It is almost com-

pletely soluble in benzole, and in this soWent
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makes an excellent colorless varnish for positive

Ijhotographs on glass. To tliis genus belongs

also Agathia Australia, the Kauri pine (q.v.)

of New Zealand, wliich produces the resin known
as Kauri resin, or Kauri gum. The tree at-

tains a height of 150 to 200 feet, and a diameter

of 15 feet. The timber is straight-grained and

very durable. The Kauri resin is dug from
under the trees, masses weighing 100 pounds

having been found. Agathis robusta is a valu-

able Queensland tree which has been success-

fully introduced in California. The resin known
as black damnmr is obtained in the Molucca

Islands from the trunk of Protium obtusifolium,

a tree of the natural order Burseracese. It is

a semi-fluid, strong-smelling resin, which be-

comes black when dry; it is used as pitch, also

to yield a kind of turpentine, which is ob-

tained by distillation. Canarium microcarpum
and Canarium strictum, trees of the same order,

also natives of the farthest East, yield by in-

cision of the trunk a viscid, odorous, yellowish

substance, very similar to balsam of copaiva,

which is called damar, or dammar, and is used

in naval yards, mixed with a little chalk and the

bark of reeds, for calking boats. The resin

called white dammar, or piney dammar, in India,

often also called copal in India, is the prod-

uct of Vateria indica and related species, large

trees of the natural order Dipterocarpacese. It

is obtained by wounding the tree, and when fresh

is clear, fragrant, and acridly bitter; when
dried it becomes yellow, brittle, and glass-like.

It is used in India as a varnish {'piney var-

nish') which is hard, tenacious, and much
esteemed. It is also made into candles in Mala-

bar, which, in burning, diffuse an agreeable

fragrance, and give a clear light with little

smoke. Shorea robusta, the Sal (q.v.), so much
valued in India as a timber-tree, of the same
natural order, and some other species of Shorea,

yield a resin, also known as dammar and as ral

and dhoona, which is much used in dockyards in

India as pitch. For illustration of Agathis dam-
mara, see Plate of Dahuas.
DAM'MABA. See Kaitki Pine.

DAMMABTIN, di'mar'taw'. A family of

distinguished French architects of the close of

the fourteenth century.

—

Andb6 Dammabtin was
architect of the Chartreuse, near Dijon (1383),
in the service of the Duke of Burgundy.—Gn
Dammabtin was architect of the Duke de Berri.

Both were engaged on the Old Louvre and died

about 1400.

—

-Jean Dammabtin was employed
(1421-32) in the construction of the great cathe-

drals of Le Mans and Tours.

DAMNATION DE FAUST, da'ni'sySN' de
f6st, La (Fr., the damnation of Faust). The
title of an opera by Berlioz, produced in Paris

in 1846.

DAMOCLES, dam'6-klez (Lat., from Aa/M-

kKtjs, DamokUs) . One of the courtiers and syco-

phants of the elder Dionysius, the tyrant of

Syracuse. It is recorded by Cicero that Damo-
cles, having lauded in the highest terms the

• grandeur and happiness of royalty, was shown
the nature of this happiness by Dionysius in the
following manner. He was seated at a table

richly spread and surrounded by all the pomp
of royalty, but in the midst of his luxurious
banquet, on looking upward, he saw a keen-

edged sword suspended over his head by a single

hair. The atory had become proverbial in the
day of Horace, who alludes to it in his Odea,
iii. 1, ITir.

DAM'ODAB. A river of India, rising in

Kamgarh, a district in the Presidency of Bengal,
and after a generally southeastern course of 350
miles, entering the Hugli from the right, below
Calcutta (Map: India, E 4). The valley of the
Damodar, traversed by the main railway between
Calcutta and the northwest (the East Indian
Railway), abounds in coal and iron. It is navi-

gable from the mouth of its chief tributary, the
Barakhar, which flows into it from the north.

DA'MON AND PHIL'LIDA. A mock pas-

toral in dramatic form by Cibber (1729). pub-
lished anonymously.

DAMON (Lat., from Gk. Ad/iwi-) AND
PHIN'TIAS (Lat., from Gk. 4>iit/oj), com-
monly Pythias, Two Pythagoreans of Syracuse,

who have been remembered as models of faithful

friendship. Pythias having been condemned to

death by Dionysius, the Tyrant of Syracuse,

begged to be allowed to go home, for the purpose
of arranging his affairs, Damon pledging his own
life for the reappearance of his friend. Diony-
sius consented, and Pythias returned just in

time to save Damon from death. Struck by so

noble an example of mutual affection, the tyrant

pardoned Pythias and desired to be admitted
into their fellowship. The story is told by Plu-

tarch, De Amic, and by Valerius Maximus, iv. 7.

DAM'OPHON (Lat., from Gk. Aafio<pG>v) . A
Greek sculptor of Messene, whose works were
found chiefly at Messene, Megalopolis, and Ly-
cosura. It was formerly supposed that he lived

in the fourth century B.C., and that his statues

were completed soon after the founding of Mes-

sene and Megalopolis under the auspices of

Epaminondas. The discovery of fragments, in-

cluding three heads, of the colossal statues at

Lycosura, and the architectural evidence as to

the date of that sanctuary, have led many
scholars in recent years to assign Damophon to

the first half of the second century B.C., though
some (notably E. A. Gardner) still insist on
the earlier date.

DAMOPHYLE, di-mSfl-le, or DAMOPH'-
ILA (Lat., from Gk. Aa/juxpvKi]) . A lyric p(X't

of Pamphylia, who lived about B.C. 610. She
was a pupil of Sappho, and like her, instructed

other damsels. She is said to have written love

poems and a hymn on the worship of the Per-

gaean Artemis, but none of her works is extant.

DAMOX'ENUS (Lat., from Gk. Aa,jJ>^eyos).

An Athenian poet of the new, and, probably,

of the middle comedy. Two of his plays.

The Foster-Brothn-s ( 2i5i^po0ot ) and The 8elf-

Tormentor {'Eavriv UevOuv) , are mentioned by

Suidas and by Athenaeus, who quotes a long pas-

sage from the former and a few lines from the

latter work. The extant fragments of his works
are published in Meineke's Fragmenta Comico-
rum Uistoricorum, vol. iv. (1839-57).

DAMPEB. A door or valve which, by slid-

ing, rising and falling, turning on a hinge, or

otherwise, diminishes the aperture of a chimney
or air-flue; this lessens the quantity of air that

can pass through a furnace or other fire, and
thus 'damps' or checks the combustion. The
damper of a pianoforte is that part of the mech-

anism which, after a key is struck, and the finger
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is lifted up from the key, immediately checks or
stops the vibration of the string. It consists
of a second hammer, which, on the rising of the
key, strikes the string and remains upon it, in-
stead of bounding oil as the sounding-hammer
does. Damper is also the name given in Aus-
tralia to a simple kind of unleavened bread
formed of wheat flour. It is made while travel-
ing in the bush, and baked among the ashes of
a fire.

DAMPIEB, dam'per, William (1652-1715).
An English freebooter and explorer. He early
went to sea with a party of buccaneers, crossed
the Isthmus of Panama in 1679 and embarked
on the Pacific with a considerable force in
canoes and similar small craft, and captured
several Spanish vessels, in which he cruised along
the coast of Spanish America, waging war on
Spanish subjects. In 1684 he engaged in an-
other buccaneering expedition, in which he
coasted along the shores of Chile, Peru, and
Mexico, sailing thence to the East Indies, touch-
ing at Australia, and returning to England in

1691, where in 1697 he published an interesting
account of the expedition, entitled A Voyage
Round the World. He was aftenvards (1699)
deputed by the Government to conduct a voyage
of discovery to the South Seas, during which he
explored the west and northwest coasts of Aus-
tralia, and the .coasts of New Guinea, New
Britain, and New Ireland, giving his name to the
Dampier Archipelago and the Dampier Strait
In 1703-07 he made his third, and in 1708-11 his

fourth trip around the world, the last time as
pilot of the privateer Duke, which returned with
specie and merchandise to the value of nearly
£200,000. Besides his Voyage Round the World,
he published: A Discourse of Winds (1699) ; A
Vindication of the Voyage to the South Sea in
the Ship Saint George (1707) ; and Voyages to

the Bay of Campeachy (1729).

DAMPIEB ABCHIPELAGO, dfim'per arTd-
p^l'ft-go. A group of small islands northwest
of and very near Australia, named after the
famoiis navigator and buccaneer Dampier (Map:
Australia, B 3). The principal ones are Barrow,
Enderby, Rosemarj-, and Direction.

DAHFIEB STBAIT. ( 1 ) A strait separat-
ing the island of VVaigiu from the Berau Penin-
sula of northwest New Guinea (Map: East
Indies, G 3). It offers one of the safest chan-
nels from the Indian to the Pacific Ocean.
(2) A strait separating New Britain from the
east coast of New Guinea.

DAMPIEBBE, dilN'pyflr', AuousTE Henbi
Mabie Picot (1756-93). A French general. He
was bom in Paris and entered the militarj'

service at the age of sixteen. After the battle of

Valmy (September 20, 1792) Dampierre was
made general of division, and by his skill and
efficiency he contributed largely to the victory

of Jemappes (November 6). He was subse-

quently placed in command of the centre at
Neerwinden (March 18, 1793), where he stood

his ground until the retreat of the left wing of

the army. After the defection of Dumouriez to

the Austrian ranks he assumed supreme com-
mand. He was mortally wounded May 8, 1793,

while leading the attack on the intrenchments of

Clerfayt. near the city of Condi^.

DAMPING OFF. A disease of plants in-

duced by an excess of moisture in the soil and

atmosphere. Yoimg seedlings in hothouses and
hotbeds are particularly liable to it. Although
the cause is sufficiently obvious, prevention is not
always easy; not only because some plants are
very sensitive to moisture, but also because the
necessity of keeping sashes closed on account of
temperature often stands in the way of the venti-
lation which would otherwise be desirable, and
it is when a moist atmosphere stagnates around
them, and the temperature is not very low, that
plants are most liable to damp off.

The excessive moisture of soil and atmosphere
gives the proper conditions for the development
of the fungus Pythium or Artotrogus debarj'a-
num, which is believed to be the immediate cause
of the destruction of the plant. It is a soil

fungus that lives on decaying vegetation until
the conditions are right for attacking seedlings.
If examined, the seedlings will be seen to show
weak, thin spots near the surface of the soil and
on accoimt of this weakening the plant falls over
and dies. The disease spreads with great rapid-
ity in the seed-bed, so that in a few days all the
plants may be reduced to a rotten mass. This
fungus attacks many kinds of plants in the open
ground, among which are mustard, cress, spurry,
maize, clover, lettuce, egg-plant, peppers, cucum-
bers, melons, and forest-tree seedlings. Drying or
freezing does not destroy the fungus or its'spores.
The best precautionary measures are to avoid
infested soil, sow thinly, ventilate freely, shade
little, water sparingly, and bum all diseased
plants.

DAMBOSCH, dam'rfish, Frank (1859—). A
prominent American musician, son of Leopold
Damrosch. He was bom in Breslau. At first

a clerk in a music store in Denver, he later
drilled the chorus in the German opera in New
York, which his father conducted. In 1892 he
organized the People's Singing Classes in New
York. Of these, now numbering about 1500
members, the more advanced form the People's
Choral Union. They are most important factors
in popularizing music, and their annual concerts
are of a high artistic order. Damrosch also
became conductor of the Oratorio Society, Sym-
phony Society, president of the Musical Arts
Society, and supervisor of music in the public
schools of New York City.

DAMBOSCH, Leopold (1832-85). A Ger-
man-American musician, violinist, composer, and
conductor, bora in Posen, Prussia. His parents
chose the profession of medicine for him. and
after graduating at the University of Berlin he
returned to Posen to practice; but his passionate
love of music, which he had continued to study
incidentally, prevailed, and in 1854 he aban-
doned medicine for the study of counterpoint and
composition under Hubert, Ries, and Dehn. In
1855 he started out as a concert violinist in
Magdeburg; became acquainted with Liszt, and
under his influence began to write for the Xeue
Zcitschrift ftir ilusik. He was director in Posen
and in Breslau, and in 1871 came to New York
as director of the Arion Society. "The credit of
firmly establishing choral organizations in New
York belongs entirely to Damrosch. He founded
the Oratorio Society (1873) and the Symphony
Society (1877). and organized several large
musical festivals. All these played a most im-
portant part in the musical life of Now York
City. But the most brilliant achievement of his
life was the successful establishment, in 1884, of
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German opera in New York City, at the Metro-
politan Opera Uuusc, notwithstanding the ob-

vious dilliculties of the undertaking. Among the

operas given, Fidelio, Tannhiiuaer, Lohengrin,

and Die Walkilre were the most important as

comparative novelties. He died in New York,
and imposing funeral services were held in the

Opera House. His works comprise several can-

tatas, a festival overture, beside violin concertos

and songs.

DAMBOSCH, Walter Johannes (1862—).
An Aiiu'iii'iin musician, son of Leopold Dam-
rosch, born in Breslau, Prussia. He came to

the United States, and was made conductor of

the Harmonic Society of Newark, N. J., in 1881,

and organist of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, in

1884. In 1885 he succeeded his father as con-

ductor of the Oratorio and Symphony societies,

and became assistant conductor of German opera

at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York.

In 1894-99 he directed several operatic ventures,

at first German, and subsequently French and
Italian. In 1900-01 he conducted the German
operas at the Metropolitan Opera House. He
produced, in 1896, an opera. The Scarlet Letter,

founded on the novel by Hawthorne, composed
a Te Deum, in honor of Dewey's victory in Manila
Bay, and shorter pieces and songs. But all his

works bear the distinctive marks of what the

Germans style 'music-making.'

DAMS AND BESEBVOIBS. A dam is a
barrier built across a stream or across a valley

or other depression, to raise the level of water
or to retain or store water for the supply of

cities, towns, or villages, for irrigation, hydraulic

mining, power, or manufacturing purposes. A
reservoir is a basin or other receptacle used for

receiving, storing, or distributing water. Reser-

voirs are often, but by no means always, formed
by a dam connecting the banks of a stream or

the sloping sides of a valley, canyon, or some
more basin-like depression. The terms dams and
reservoirs are used in speaking of devices to

confine substances other than water; as when
clay is used to hold back molten metal of any
sort, or as in dentistry, where a dam is built by
a dentist to keep saliva out of a cavity, or when
a receptacle is attached to a stove, lamp, or ma-
chine for heating or storing water, oil, or other

liquids, prior to or during use. The dams and
reservoirs considered below will be only those

constructed to retain water.

DAMS.

Where earth cannot be used, the choice of

materials until quite recently has been between
timber, timber and loose stone, and masonry.
Within recent years a few dams of steel or of

steel reinforced by masonry have been erected.

Of course the greatest care must be taken to

provide against dam failures, for which there are

the following common causes : ( 1 ) By sliding on
the base or on some horizontal joint ; (2) by over-

turning; (3) by fracture due to tension; (4)

by crushing, in the ease of masonry dams; (5)

by erosion, in the case of earth, or, though rarely,

by breaking up and washing away, from the top
dowTiward, in the case of masonry structures.

After a good site has been chosen and the utmost
care devoted to the construction of the founda-
tions and the supervision of the material and
workmanship, the chief factor of safety in dam
construction is obtained by placing a sufficient

volume and weight of material in the dam itself

to withstand the pressure upon it. This pressure
is directly proportioned to the height of water
behind the dam and not to the total volume, as
is sometimes supposed. In well-designed earth
dams the cross-section is so great, for other
reasons, as to give a weight far in excess of that
which could be removed by the pressure of the
retained water. But in masonry dams the cross-
section may be proportioned to resist tlie pres-
sure with mathematical nicety, allowing, of
course, the factor of safety common to all good
engineering work. In the new type of steel dams
questions of volume and weight yield place to the
tensile and compressive strength of the material.

A most essential feature in the design of dams
of all classes is ample provision for passing
waste or flood water. Otherwise the increased
pressure against the up-stream face of the dam
due to the excessively high water in the reservoir,
or else the force of the current in passing over
the top of the dam may cause a serious rupture.
In overfall dams relief may be obtained, in some
cases, by providing flood-gates at one end of the
structure, either connected with or detached from
the main dam; by having a crest to the whole
dam which can be dropped in time of floods (see
Movable Dams, below) ; or, in connection with
one or both of the foregoing precautions, there
may be an artificial overflow or waste channel
leading from a spillway above or at one side of
the dam down to the natural channel of the
stream some distance below. Such a spillway
and overflow channel are essential to all earth
dams. It should also be noted that waste gates,

or under sluices, are sometimes provided beneath
the crest of masonry dams, particularly in India.
These may be placed near the bottom of the
reservoir to permit washing out deposits of silt.

Where no other means are feasible, waste water
may be carried to a point below the dam through
a tunnel cut in the solid rock at one side and
beyond the structure itself.

Earth Dams are formed by depositing the
natural soil from the vicinity of the site in thin
layers to form the structure and carefully rolling

or otherwise rendering compact each layer be-

fore another is added. Water is sometimes ap-

plied to the earth to help compact it. Soil that
will compact readily and be as little porous as

possible should be selected, but it is difficult and
generally impracticable to make earth dams im-

pervious to water. Since continuous percolation

through an earth dam would lead to its ruin, it

is customary, where an attempt is not made to

secure imperviousness through the whole struc-

ture, to place a water-tight barrier either on the

upper face of the dam or at its centre. The
former is known as a lining and the latter as a
heart or core wall. Both a lining and a heart-

wall may be used. Heart-walls may be com-
posed of a carefully selected mixture of clay and
loam or sand, called puddle; of concrete; or of

stone masonry plastered with cement. One of

the advantages of the heart-wall is that it can be

carried well into the bed and banks of the val-

ley, beneath and beyond the main part of the

dam, which is a great safeguard against leaks

between the natural ground and the artificial

structure. W^hether or not the upper face of the

dam is lined to prevent leakage, it must be paved
with stone, concrete, or brick to prevent damage
to the earth slope by the action of the waves at
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the water-level, which latter varies with the that there were then ten eartli clams 60 feet or
fullness or depletion of the reservoir. V\ here a over in height, as shown by the accompanying
water lining is desired, puddle is generally em- table. Later information shows that the fourth
ployed, often with concrete or masonry above dam in the table, now known as the San Leandro,
it. Asphalt lias recently been used to supple- has a total height of 158 feet from the lowest
ment concrete, brick, or stone lining. Occasion-
ally the lower slope of earth dams is paved; in
high dams it is frequently built with a level

x-«frV:

Pig. 1.—ckobs-section of earth dam,
with concrete heart-wall and upper slope paved ; Metropolitan Water

Works, Southborough, Mass.

place or berm part way up its height. Water is

rarely allowed to come within five feet of the top
of earth dams or reservoir embankments and it

may be kept even lower. The minimum advisable
thickness of the base will increase with the

point of the foundation to its crest, and has no
heart-wall; also that it extends 1 25 feet above the
original surface. The Tabraud dam, near Jack-

son, Cal., completed in December,
1901, has its crest 120 feet above
rock foundation, and 110 feet

above the natural surface of the
ground. It has no heart-wall.
See Engineering News, July 10,
and September 11, 1902, for illus-

trated descriptions of the Ta-
braud and San Leandro dams,
respectively.

Earth dams or earth embank-
ments for reservoirs are among
the oldest of engineering struc-
tures, having been built for irri-

gation thousands of years ago, in Egypt, India,
and other Oriental countries.
Masoxry Dams, particularly of notable size,

are of comparative recent origin, their construc-
tion having awaited the development of modern
engineering. Moreover, while masonry dams ofheight of the dam and the gentleness of the

slopes. The angle of repose, or natural slope, great height date from the sixteenth century (see
of ordinary earth, dumped in banks, gives a base table), it was only during the last half of the
of one and one-half feet to one foot of height,

but wet earth has a less angle of repose. It is

common, therefore, to give dams of ordinary
earth a slope of 2 to I on the lower or dry face,

and 2% or 3 to I on the wet face, and even
these figures may be exceeded. Some earth dams
are backed with loose stone or rock, to give
greater stability. Occasionally the material
composing earth dams is brought into place by
means of flowing water, instead of by carts,

scrapers, or buckets, running on and dumped

nineteenth century that their design accorded
with the great principles of engineering—maxi-
mum strength with a minimum of material and
cost. The accompanying table, taken from Weg-
mann, The Design and Construction of Dams
(New York, 1899), will serve as a basis for
tracing the development of the most notable
masonry dams of the world during the last three
centuries, terminating with the new Croton Dam,
under construction in 1901. In 1900, or since
the table was compiled, the contract was let

Pabticulabs op Ten High Earth Dams

NAME AND LOCATION

Druid Lalce, Baltimore, Md
Pilarcitos, San Francisco, Cal
Ban Andreas, San Francisco, Cal
Lake Chabot, Oakland, Cal
Middle Branch, New York, N. Y..

Amsterdam, N. Y
Kauffman, Pottsville, Pa
No. 2. Oneonta, N. Y
Owego, N. Y
Waverly, N. Y

Height, ft.

119
95
93
80
78
«S
61
m
60
60

Length, ft.

Not giyen.

640
300
740
410
600

aso
822

Heart-wall

Paddle.
None.*
None.*

Not given.
Rubble masonry.

Not given.
Masonry.

* These two dams, while without heart- walls In the dam proper, have puddle-fllled trenches, 26 and 47 feet deep, re-
spectively, from the natural surface to solid rock.

from a cableway (q.v.) Hydraulic fill dams
is the name applied to this rather novel class of

structures. This process was used to build a
part of the San Leandro and Temescal dams of

the water-works supplying Oakland, Cal., and
also in building earth dams at La Mesa and San
Joaquin (Lake Christine), Cal., and Tyler, Tex.

Earth dams vary in height from a few feet to

JOO feet or more, and in length from a few score

to thousands of feet, or even to miles, although
mo-st of the structures running into miles are

more properly called reservoir embankments. A
summary of the heights of earth dams in the
United States, for water-works purposes alone,

compiled from figures included in The Manual
of American Water-Works for 1889-90, showed

for the VVachusett Dam, which is a worthy rival
of the new Croton Dam. Some figures concerning
the VVachusett Dam and the Assuan Dam on the
Nile (see lieservoirs, below) have been added to
the table.

Masonry dams are designed as though they
were monolithic structures, and for this reason,
as well as because of the fact that the pressure
against the face of the dam tends to rupture it

both vertically and horizontally, the blocks of
stone are not laid in regular courses. Portland
cement mortar is used to hind the stones in on<'

homogeneous mass, or the dam may be composed
of irregularly shaped masses of stone with the
Intervening spaces filled with concrete, or it may
be made of concrete alone. (See Cement.)
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Overturning is guarded against by giving the
structure such a cross-section that the lines of
pressure will be thrown within the centre third
of the dam. To provide against crushing, a
material with high resistance to such action i.s

selected and the structure is so proportioned that

--rrr----r:A!

Fie. 2.—CBoes-eECTioN of a masonbt dam
(New Croton Dam for New York City Water-WorkB).

its own weight will not crush the material in its

lower part. As a general rule the pressure
should never exceed fifteen tons per square foot,
and with some materials it may need to be as
low as si.v tons. Obviously the only way to pre-
vent excessive or crushing pressures at the bot-
tom of very high dams is to diminish the thick-
ness as the height increases. The action of ice

and of the actual or possible current of over-
flowing water renders it necessary to make the
top of the dam thicker than would be required
to resist water pressure alone; otherwise the
dam might be tapered to a knife edge at the
top. The common type of cross-section for high
masonry dams approaches a right-angled tri-

angle, with the perpendicular side up-stream, but
it varies from a real triangle in having both
sides curved somewhat, particularly so as to give
a broader base, and in having the extreme upper
part built with nearly parallel sides, while the
top is flat, or perhaps more or less rounded.
While some of the early dams were quite bold in

cross-section, most of them were far otherwise.
The French engineers were the first to apply the
results of theoretical study of the subject to the
design of the cross-section of dams. M. Sazilly

discussed the questions involved in a memoir
published in Anuales dea Fonts et Chausses
(Paris, 1853). M. Delocre carried the work on
to more rational conclusions, which were made
public in 1858, and on which the design of the
Furens Dam, near Saint Etienne, France, was
constructed (1862-66). A memoir on these stud-

ies was published in the journal just named in

1866. Although this dam was only 6 feet higher

(170.6 against 164.24 feet) than the Puentes
Dam, completed in Spain in 1791, the French
dam was 9.91 feet thick at the top and 161.02

at the base, while the Spanish dam was 35.73

feet thick at the top and 144.29 feet at the base.

Tht French dam was curved in plan and the

Spanish was polygonal. An Englishman, Prof.

W. .1. Rankine (q.v.). made the next notable

study of the subject. (See his Miacellaneous

Bcic'ntific Papers. I^ondon, 1880.) A number of

«minent American engineers connected with the

new Croton Aqueduct and its adjuncts, for New
York City, made studies which resulted in the

•desicm of the highest masonry dam yet attempted,

which was put under construction in 1892. Very
«xtensive investierntions were made in this eon-

Tiection by Mr. Edward Wegmann. who published

Vol. v.—40.

an important treatise, entitled The Design and
Couslruction of Masonry Dams (New York,
1888), to which new matter was added and a
new title given in 1899, so as to cover all classes
of dams.
Arched or Cubved Dahs have given rise to a

great amount of discussion as to the possibility
of utilizing the arch principle to resist a part of
the thrust of the water on the dam, instead of
relying wholly on gravity dams, or those with
a .section which gives sufficient weight to resist
overturning and sliding. The most notable dams
designed on this principle are the Bear Valley,
Zola, and Sweetwater dams, details of which are
given in the table. The first two are declared by
Mr. James D. Schuyler, in his work on reservoirs
(see below), to be "so slender in profile as to be
absolutely unstable were they built straight."
The Bear Valley Dam is only 3.17 feet thick at
the top, 20 feet thick at the bottom, and is 60
feet in height.

Concrete Masonry Dams are not essentially
difl'erent from other masonry structures, except
in their composition. (See Cement and Con-
crete.) Perhaps the most notable concrete dam
in the world is that near San Mateo, Cal., built
by the Spring Valley Water-Works Company of
San Francisco. This dam, which is of the arched
type, had attained a height of 13.4 feet in 1888
or 1889, but is designed to reach ultimately 170
feet, with a top width, when completed, of 25
feet and a width at the base of 176 feet.

Rock-Fill Dams are built of large stones, or
rock, loosely put in place, but with hand-laid
face or slope walls. To make such dams water-
tight, or sufficiently so for the objects to be
attained, the up-stream or wet slope may be
faced with plank, concrete, concrete and asphalt,
or steel. It is also possible to use earth to form
either the upper or lower section; or riveted
steel plates may be built in the centre of the
structure. A masonrv* wall, with earth above
and rock fill below, faced on the lower slope
with stone laid in mortar, is another variation.
The adoption of this form of construction is

generally in the interests of economy, in localities

where the transportation of cement would be very
ccstly, where earth dams are out of the question,

and where stone is abundant and easily thrown
into place. The Escondido Dam, built by a Cali-

;Stttl Plate

cf Ao' eo'

0' 5' o'

FlO. 3.—ROCK-nLL DAU WITH 8TEBL BKABT-WALL OB MA-
PHRAOM.

Southern California Water Company, San Diego, CaL

fomia irrigation district of that name, is one
of the most notable of the rock-fill structures.

It is 76 feet high, 10 feet thick at the top. and
140 feet thick at the base, has top and bottom
lengths of 380 feet and 100 feet respectively.

The hand-laid dry wall on the upper or wet
slope is 15 feet thick at the base and 5 feet at
the top. It is covered with redwood plank and
the space between the plank and the stone was
rammed full of concrete. The joints in the

planking were calknl with oakum and daubed
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with asphalt. Tht- IxjwtT Otay Duiu, near San

Diego, C'al.. completed in 1897, is a rock-till dam
with a steel core. The dam was started in

masonry, but being carried to a height of 40 feet

above its lowest j)oint, when its top length was

only 85 feet, it was decided to change the design.

An inverted T-iron (tlms, j^ ) was bolted to the

nia.sonry and steel plates one-third of an inch

thick, 17Vj f«'<*t long, and 5 feet high were riveted

first to the T-iron, then to each other until three

courses had bwu placed. The plates were dimin-

ished in thickness as they neared the top. The
dam is 161 feet high above its lowest point, 130 feet

high above the natural earth, and is of rock fill

for 121 feet. The steel plates were protected

by a coat of hot Alcatraz asphalt, then a layer

of burlap, then harder asphalt, and finally one

foot of Portland cement concrete, on each side.

A part of the rock fill was deposited in place

by the force of a very heavy blast and the rest

was transported from the quarry by a cableway

(q.v.) 948 feet long. Nearly 180,000 cubic yards

of stone were used. The stream fiow must be

passed around and not over rock-till dams.

Steel Dams have recently been built. One of

the first of these, known as the Ash Fork, was
built about 1897 or 1898, by the Atchison, To-

peka and Santa F6 Railway Company to supply

FlQ. 4.—CROSS-SECTION OF STEEL DAM,
Ash Fork, Ariz.

its engines and incidentally to furnish water to

the village of Ash Fork, Ariz. It forms a reser-

voir of 36,000,000 gallons capacity. The steel

portion of the structure is 184 feet long at the

top and its greatest height is 46 feet. It con-

sists of a series of triangular steel frames,

against the upper sides of which rest the riveted

steel plates, three-eighths of an inch thick. These

plates are curved so as to form a series of chan-

nels from the top to the bottom of the inclined

face of the dam, with flat strips between. Water
flows over the top of the steel dam and between

two masonry abutments having a combined
length of 116 feet.

U- '*o'o''-

FlO. 6.—CB08S-8ECTI0N OP TIMBEK aSD STONE DAM,
Bangor, Me.

Timber Dams include a great variety of struc-

tures built of framed timber, logs, and crib-work

of either timber or logs filled with stone. They
are generally comparatively low, overflow dams.
They frequently have a sloping up-stream face

and eitlH'r a »loj)ing ur nLcppcd duwii-stn-am face,

with an apron below tlie toe of tlie latter, to

break tlie force of falling water. S<inietime8

piles are used in their construction and often

earth is filled against their upper side. The
once famous timber dam at llolyoke, Mass., built

in 1849 for water-power, 1017 feet long and with
a maximum height of 30 feet, has been replaced

by a masonry structure.

MovAULE Dams are those which can be lowered
or raised at will, according to the stage of water
in the river. They are generally aids to naviga-

tion, placed at stretches where there are shallows

or rapids, but where permanent structures to

raise the water-level might do damage by causing
floods at times of high water. They may also be

used on any ordinary dam, or on waste weirs.

It is more common, however, to call movable de-

vices connected with ordinary dams (lashboards

or floodgates. Flashboards are generally com-
paratively low and are of fragile construction,

or have supports designed to give way in time of

freshet. There are a great variety of movable
dams, but they fall more or less closely into

three groups

—

needle, uoicket or shutter, and bear-

trap. The latter have some decided points of

superiority, being raised and lowered by the

force of the water itself, on its being turned
under or discharged from chambers beneath or

within the dam. Needle dams were developed

in France about the close of tiie eighteentli cen-

tury. They are an outgrowth of the earlier

French and English needle dams and consist of

horizontal beams, or stop planks, dropped into

grooves built in the two abutments of a pass

through the dam. These beams could be lifted

out at times of high water. Later, to facilitate

handling, they were set vertically, or nearlj' so,

resting against a sill below and a beam above.

A cliain was finally substituted for this beam to

make greater lengths of dam feasible. In this

way movable dams 40 feet wide were developed

on the Yonne, in France. In 1834 M. Poir^e in-

creased the width of one of these dams, or passes,

to 72 feet by substituting iron bars for the

chains. The bars were short and were supported

by means of vertical, iron frames, placed at right

angles to the length of the dam. To throw down
the dam, it was only necessary to remove the

needles one by one, detach the horizontal bars,

then lower the frames into recesses in the top of

the masonry portion of the dam. The needle

dams were somewhat modified subsequently and
used in various parts of France, in Belgium, in

Germany, and in the United States. The first

needle dam in this country was built in 1891-97

by the United States Government across the Big
Sandy River at Uouisa, Ky. The whole improve-

ment* includes a lock 52 feet wide, a navigable

pass 130 feet long, and an overflow weir 140 feet

long. The sill of the pass is 13 feet and that of

the weir is 7 feet below the normal height of

water in the pool, and the sill of the pass is

one foot below low-water mark of recent years.

The steel frames supporting the pass needles are

four feet between centres. The horizontal bars

connecting the frames and supporting the upper
ends of the needles are hinged at one end and
hooked at the other. The frames have a sheet-

iron floor, forming a foot-bridge, which falls with
them, and are connected by a chain. The pass

needles are of white pine, 12 inches wide, 8%
inches thick at the bottom, and 4*^ inches thick
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at the top, and 14 feet 3 inches lung, each weigh-
ing 203 pounds when wet. The needles are set in

place hy means of a derrick on a boat, and are
lifted out by means of a chain passing through
irons fastened to their top, operated by an engine.
The frames are raised or lowered from one of the
abutments to the pass by means of a chain crab.

Wicket or Shutteb Dams have been devel-

oped from simple gates or shutters working on a
horizontal axis near their tops, which have been
used in Holland for centuries. These simple
shutters have been elaborated until they are
now made of short lengths, which may be re-

volved on their horizontal axis, then lowered so

as to rest flatwise on the sill of the dam. They
are operated from a bridge placed above them,
which can be lowered much the same as the
frames of the needle dams just described. In
1880 two wicket dams were completed on the
Great Kanawha River by the United States Gov-
ernment, and others have since been built on
that stream. One, completed in 1892, has a
pass 248 feet long, besides a weir 316 feet long
and a lock 55 feet wide. The pass is closed with
62 Chanoine wooden wickets 3 feet 9 inches long
and 14 feet high, with a three-inch space between
them, which may be closed by means of a tim-

ber, if desired. The first of a series of movable
dams in the Ohio River, at Davis Island, near
Pittsburg, was built in 1878-85, and also has
Chanoine wickets. There is one pass 716 feet

long, another 1223 feet long, besides a fixed dam
456 feet wide, several weirs, and a lock 110 feet

wide and 600 feet long between the gates. In
1899 a second Chanoine wicket dam was being

built across the Ohio River 25 miles below Pitts-

burg.
Dkcm Dams are modifications of the wicket

or shutter dam. One of these, named after its

inventor, Capt. H. M. Chittenden, may be de-

scribed, roughly, as being shaped like one-sixth

of a cylinder. When lowered by revolving on a
horizontal axis at the centre of the cylinder, it

drops into the chamber, leaving one radial side

of the cylinder flush with the sill. The sections

are raised by the force of the water acting from
beneath.

Beab-tkap Dams or Gates, in their simplest

form, consist of two leaves extending across the

pass or opening to be closed, and so hinged to

the sill of the dam on their outer edge that they

form a triangle when in use and lie flat on the

sill of the dam when open; one leaf, when open,

overlaps the others. The space within the tri-

angle is filled with water. On drawing out this

water through suitable openings, the dam fills,

and on admitting water beneath the leaves, when
the dam is open, the leaves are raised slowly into

position. Thus the dam is operated by the force

of the water. The first dam of this type was
built on the I^ehigh River, in 1818 or 1819, by
Josiah White and Erskine Hazard, managers of

the I>»high Navigation Company, to secure slack

water for shipping anthracite coal. Until 1880

or later this type seems to have been used but

little outside of Pennsylvania; but in 1886 two
l>ear-trap gates, each 60 feet long, were built by

United States engineer officers in the Beatt>'>'ille

Dam, across the Kentucky River. Since 1886 a
number of other dams of this type have been

built in this countr>'. A study of bear-trap dams
was made for the United States Government by

Capt. H. M. Chittenden and Major A. O. Pow-

ell, beginning in 1892. (See Journal Asso-
ciation Engineering Hocieties, Philadelphia, for

June, 1896; also an article by Captain Chitten-

den reviewing the whole subject, in Engineering
News, New York, Februarj' 7, 1895.) Various
modifications of the bear-trap dam have been
made, including a hinge at the apex and another
in the upper leaf, so in falling the dam falls

over on itself, and there is no overlapping at

the apex. The largest bear-trap dam yet built

forms a part of the regulating works of the Chi-

cago Drainage Canal (see Sewebage), where the
canal discharges into the Des Plaines River.

The pass closed by this dam is 160 feet long and
20 feet high, besides which there are 15 sluice-

gates, 30 feet wide and 20 feet high, working
vertically between masonry piers. Eight of the
gates were walled up, as the full capacity was
not deemed necessary for some time. This bear-

trap dam is not for navigation, so it is mounted
on a masonry structure of some height, permit-
ting the upper gate to slide down the upper face

of the masonry. This dam differs from others of

the same type not only in being of steel instead

of wood, but in having various mechanical de-

vices to supplement its operation. A full illus-

trated description of this structure is given in

Engineering ^eics (New York) for March 24
and May 26, 1899. A general review of mov-
able dams, by B. F. Thomas, is given in the
Transactions of the American Society of Civil

Engineers (New York, 1888) ; also see Reports
Chief of Engineers, United States Army (Wash-
ington, 1860 et seq.), particularlv those for

1884 and 1887.

Cofferdams (q.v.) are employed to exclude
water from foundations and other classes of

work while under construction. See Founda-
tions.

FAILtmES OF dams.

The Bradford earth dam, Sheffield, England,
failed in March, 1864. This dam, built to supply
water and furnish power to the city of Sheffield,

was about 90 feet in height, 13 feet wide, and
1250 feet long, with slopes of 2^ to 1. The
dam, except for a puddle wall extending from
end to end and 60 feet into the ground, was of

earth loosely dumped from carts. Cast-iron

outlet pipes about 500 feet in length, surrounded
by clay puddle, extended through the base of

the dam. While the reservoir was being filled

for the first time, a leak suddenly appeared, and
enlarged so rapidly that in 30 minutes the reser-

voir had emptied itself. The flood reachtnl

Sheffield at midnight, without warning, causing
great destruction of property and the loss of 23H
lives. In the official inquirj' made as to the

cause of the failure, it was claimed that in a

work of such great magnitude the outlet pipes

should not have been placed through the dam
itself.

The failure of the Mill River Dam at Wil-
liamsburg, Mass., in 1874, was a conspicuous
example of improper construction which resulted

in complete saturation of the embankment. No
engineer had been employetl in constructing the

work, and no proper means used for consolidat-

ing the embankment. One morning, when the
water was 4 feet from the top of the dam,
masses of earth were obserxjHl to slide from the

outer slope of the embankment. In 20 minutes,

the reservoir wa« emptied of 100.000.000 cubic
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feet of water, whicli drowned 143 persons and de-

stroyed $1,000,000 worth of property.

Tlie most disastrous reservoir failure of the

nineteenth century was the destruction of the

South Fork Dam, which caused the famous
Johnstown flood on June 1, 1889. That this

disaster was due to an insufficient wasteway
has been abundantly proved. The South Fork
Dam was built on the headwaters of the Cone-

maugh River, about 3 miles above Johnstown.

It was of earth, 70 feet in extreme height. The
dam was built as far back as 1852, and, after

various chan<jes in ownership, the reservoir, in

1880, came into the possession of the South Fork
Hunting and Fishing Club of Pittsburg, Pa.

The original specifications for the dam required

a waterway 150 feet wide. The waterway
existing at the time of the disaster was 130 feet

wide at its upper end, but was obstructed by a

bridge and by screens to prevent the escape of

fish. It extended across a channel 176 feet

long, and at its lower end only 69 feet wide. In
other words, the waste was only half that orig-

inally contemplated, besides which a brick out-

let culvert had been abandoned. Unusually
heavy rains had been falling for several days,

and for 3% hours before the break occurred the

water had been flowing over the entire length

of the dam. When the dam was carried away,
the reservoir emptied itself in about 45 minutes.
Over 2000 lives were lost in this disaster, and
between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000 worth of prop-

erty.

The Walnut Grove Dam, in Arizona, failed on
February 22, 1890. It was one of the highest

rock-fill dams ever built, having been 110 feet

in height, about 10 feet thick at the top and
140 feet at the base, with a top length of some
400 feet and a bottom length of 100 feet. Both
faces were composed of granite blocks, laid by
hand and derrick, these dry-face walls being 20
feet tliick at the base and 5 feet thick at the

top. It is supposed that a very heavy rainfall

and an altogether inadequate spillway caused
the destruction of the dam, which was over-

topped for a number of hours. Many deaths re-

sulted from the failure.

The failure of the Puentes masonry dam, in

Spain, in 1802, was due to defective foundation,

the central part of the dam resting upon piles,

instead of being carried down to bed rock. In
the Habra masonry dam, in Algiers (see table),

whose failure caused the drowning of 400 per-

sons, the disaster was probably due to defective

masonry work. The failure of the Bouzey ma-
sonry dam, near Epinal, France, in 1895, was
caused by defective construction between the
base and the foundation, although in its dimen-
sions the dam wafj carried to the extreme of

lightness. The failure of the dam on the Colo-

rado River, at Austin, Tex., which occurred in

April, 1900, was due to defective foundation,
largely on account of the soft limestone rock on
which the foundation was laid. The dam was
1090 feet long, 66 feet high above the founda-
tion, and 60 feet above low water. The up-
stream face of the dam was vertical, and the
down-stream face was curved, giving a thickness
of 66 feet at the base and 20 feet near the top.

On April 7, 1900, after a heavy rainfall of sev-

eral days, when the water was flowing over the
«rest of the dam to a depth of 11.07 feet, a por-
tion some 500 feet in length was detached from

the remainder of the dam, broke into two parts,

and was carried down-stream. Two sections

were left standing upright in the stream a few
feet below the original portion. One of these
broke up in a few hours, but the other remained
intact. When the dam broke, eight people in

the power-house were drowned by the sudden
rush of water, and during the following night
the power-house itself was partially destroyed.

BESEBVOIBS.

Reservoirs may be classified broadly into im-
pounding, settling, storage, and distributing res-

ervoirs, all of which, except impounding, may be
covered or open, the latter being the general
form. Impounding reservoirs are formed by
throwing a dam across some stream and flood-

ing the country above. Storage reservoirs are
often created in the same way; or they may be

formed more or less completely by embankments
or excavation, or a combination of the two. Both
impounding and storage reservoirs are designed
to conserve a supply of water above the normal
consumption, for times when either the natural
yield is below the average or the consumption
is unusually great. Impounding reservoirs are
always for storage purposes, whether the capac-
ity be for a few hours' supply or for a much
longer period. The larger and more regular

the daily yield of the stream or other source of

supply, as compared with the consumption, the

smaller need be the storage capacity. In some
cases storage is required for months, or even for

a year. The new Croton Dam will provide a
storage of about 32,000,000,000 gallons, or near-

ly enough to supplv the whole of Greater New
York (3,438,000 people in 1900) with 100 gal-

lons each for 100 days. The Wachusctt Dam,
of the Metropolitan Water-Supply District (Bos-

ton and vicinity), will retain about 63,000,000,-

000 gallons of water. It is located at Clinton,

Mass., and ranks next to the new Croton Dam
in height (see table of dams above for dimen-
sions), but has almost double the storage capac-

ity, nie Periyar, or Periar, Dam in India (see

table) forms a reservoir larger than either of

the last two, having, as it does, a total capacity

of about 100,000,000,000 gallons; but the outlet

tunnel is at so high a level that only about one-

half of this capacity can be utilized. Still great-

er will be the capacity aflForded by the great As-

suan Dam, now being built (see table) across

the Nile, some 500 miles above Cairo. The stor-

age here will be about 280,000,000,000 gallons,

or sufficient to cover 6,400,000 acres of land to a
depth of one foot. The Periyar and Assuan
dams are for irrigation purposes.

An important sanitary question involved in

the construction of impounding and storage

reservoirs for public water-supplies is the strip-

ping of the sites, or flooded areas, of all heavy
accumulations of organic matter which, either

through their decay or through serving as a food-

supply to low forms of life, would impart un-

pleasant tastes and odors to tWT; stored water. It

is a common practice to remove stumps and tim-

ber and to bum over the site, where practicable,

before filling such reservoirs; but outside of New
England very little more than this has been

done toward stripping the sites of storage reser-

voirs. The estimate for the Wachusett Reser-

voir, mentioned above, included $2,910,000, out
of a total cost of $9,105,000. for stripping the

reservoir site. Aside from stripping and clear-
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ing the sites, the construction of impounding
reservoirs pertains mostly to the dam and its

accessories. One additional element of impor-
tance in some cases is the excavation at the
border of reservoirs to prevent shallow flow-
age and the growth and decay of vegetable mat-
ter which would occur when these slopes are
alternately exposed and covered by the varying
levels of water in the reservoir.

Settling Reservoibs, also known as subsid-
ing and as sedimentation reservoirs, are shallow
basins, with long weirs between the several
compartments over which the water flows in
thin sheets, thus drawing ofT only the upper and
roost clarified layer. (See Water Purifica-
tion.) It is desirable to make provision for re-

moving the mud, to which end the paved bot-
toms may slope to a common point and then
connect with a scour-pipe, through which the
mud may be flushed with a stream of water
from a hose.

Distributing Reservoirs are generally located
Avithin or near the city which they serve. They
are often classified as high, low, and middle
service, according to their elevation and the
areas which they supply. They may aff"ord stor-

age for periods ranging from a day or two up to
several weeks -. but in the latter case they would
perform the duty of a storage reser\'oir as well.

Occasionally distributing reservoirs are formed
by a dam across a stream ; but as a rule they
have masonry walls above or below the natural
surface. The construction of embankments or
walls does not differ essentially from that of

earth and masonry dams, except that when
masonry is used the principles of design are
more like those involved in the planning of earth
retaining walls, subjected, of course, to water
pressure on the other side at times; but also

liable to be empty. It is common to line the
inner slopes of reservoir embankments with
stone, brick, concrete, or asphalt. The bottoms
are frequently lined like the sides. When
concrete is used it is well to lay it in relatively

small squares, with a good filling for the joints,

to prevent cracking.

Covered Reservoirs may have vaulted roofs of

masonry, generally either brick or concrete, or
else less expensive and more temporary roofs of

timber. Much ingenuity has been exercised to

find a cheap and permanent covering, since the

work at best adds largely to the cost of the

structure. In fact, the cost is so great that cover-

ing is rarely attempted in the United States,

except for relatively small reservoirs receiving

either filtered water or that from underground
sources, either of which is liable to injury

through the development of organisms giving

rise, in their life processes, to bad tastes and
cdors.

Bibliography. Wegmann, Design and Con-
struction of Dams (New York. 1899) ; Schuyler,

Reservoirs for Irrigation, Water Pacer and Do-
mestic Suppli/ (New York. 1901) : Frizzell.

Water Poicer (New York, 1901): also general

treatises on water-works by Fanning, Folwell,

Ooodell. and Tumeaure, and Wilson, Manual of

Irrigation Engineering (New York, 1897).

DAMSEL FLY (so called from the French
name demoiselle). .Xn insect of the family

Agrionida>, order Odonata, closely allied to the

dragon-flies. They are. says Howard, the small,

graceful species, with extremely slender bodies

and narrow, clear wings, held vertically in re-
pose, which are very commonly found over large
bodies of still, fresh water. "All of our North
American species [about 75] are small, but in
tropical regions they grow to a large size, and
some South American forms are among the larg-
est species of the order Odonata. They do not
fly high in the air, but frequent low-growing
aquatic vegetation. The colors as a rule are
rather dull, but the slender bodies of some are
brilliantly blue, green, or even red." Many
authors unite with these as a subfamily the
dark-colored, prominent-eyed flies otherwise re-

garded as constituting the separate family
Calopterygidae. The life history of these flies is

substantially that of the dragon-flies (q.v.). See
Plate of Dragon-Flies.

DAMSEL OF BBITTANY. A title given to
Eleanor of Brittany, sister of Arthur, Coimt of
Brittany, and niece of King John of England,
who confined her in the Castle of Bristol, where
she died in 1241.

DAN (Heb., judge). A city on the northern
boundary of Israel, called originally Laish
(Judges xviii. 29), but renamed Dan by the
Danite invaders. Owing to its northerly loca-
tion (Gren. xiv. 14), it was often used in con
nection with Beersheba (I. Sam. iii. 20; II.

Sam. iii. 10) in the phrase "from Dan to Beer-
sheba," to express the whole land of Israel. The
Danites introduced an idolatrous worship
(Judges xviii.), but this gave way to the calf-

worship introduced by Jeroboam ( I. Kings xii.

29). At the solicitation of Asa, King of Judah,
Ben Hadad, the Syrian King, invaded Israel, and,
among other cities, Dan was destroyed ( I. Kings
XV. 20; II. Chron. xvi. 4). The" ruins of the
city are identified with modem Tel-el-Kadi.

DAN. The eponymous ancestor of the tribe
of Dan, the son of Jacob and his concubine
Bilhah (Gen. xxx. 5, 6). The tribe was one of
the smallest and weakest of the Hebrew con-
federacy. Belonging to the northern group, its

territory lay southwest of Ephraim, occupying
the valleys of Sorek and Ajalon (Joshua xix.

40-46). Owing, however, to difficulties with
the Amorites ( Judges i. 34 ) , we find them
later migrating to the far north, and conquering
the city of Laish, which they rebuilt and called
Dan (Joshua xix. 47; Judges xviii.). Samson
(q.v.) was of the tribe of Dan (Judges xiii. 2,

24, 25). The earliest reference to the tribe is in

the song of Deborah (Judges v.) ; the passage in
which Dan is reproached for seeking protection
in ships, instead of coming forward to help its

brother tribe Bilhah, is obscure: but it seems
certain that at this period already Dar/s settle-

ments were to the north and near the seacoast.

Dan, though designated as a 'concubine' tribe,

which generally indicates secondary rank, plays
no unimportant part in the early traditions and
legends. This is in part due to the fame and
antiquity of the sanctuary. at Dan, which as
late as the days of Amos is put on a level with
Bethel and lieorsheba (.\mo8 viii. 14). In this

sanctuarj' the older rites and practices were
preser\-ed with great fidelity, and its priests

traced their origin to Moses himself (Judges
xviii. 30). The name Dan ('judge') may orig-

inally have been the title of a deity.

DA'NA, Charles Anderson (1819-97). An
American journalist, bom at Hinsdale, N. H.,
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August 8, 1819. He studied at Hanard, but,

owing to defective eyesight, did not graduate.

He joined the IJrook Farm Association in 1841,

edited in its interest The Harbinger, contributed

to the Boston Chronotype, and, after the fail-

ure of Urook Farm, was, with its foundes, Rip-

ley (q.v.), connected with the New York Trib-

une (1847-62). Disagreement with Horace

Greeley in war politics, proclaimed in a once-

famous editorial, "On to Richmond," forced his

resignation. He was Assistant Secretary of

War in 1803-64. After the war he edited the

Chicago Republican, which failed. He then re-

turned to New York and became part proprietor

and editor-in-chief of the New \''ork 8un—

a

position which he held from 1868 to his death.

With (Icorge Ripley he planned and edited the

\ew American (Jyclopcedia (1857-63), and its

successor, the American Cyclopcedia (1873-76).

He compiled also the well-known Household
Book of Poetry (1857), and collaborated in a

Life of Grant (1868). Other works are: The
Art of 'Newspaper Making (1895) ; Lincoln and
His Cabinet (1896): and Recollections (1897).

At the time of his death at Glen Cove, L. I., on
October 17, 1897, Mr. Dana was in many ways
the most noted journalist in the country. He
had a brilliant intellect and imderstood every

detail of the art of making a good newspaper,

but he was generally believed to be so intense in

his prejudice* that he failed to acquire the au-

thority to which his talents entitled him.

DANA, Charles Loomis (1852— ). An
American neurologist. He was born at Wood-
stock, Vt., and was educated at Dartmouth Col-

lege and the New York College of Physicians and
Surgeons. He served as professor of physiology

in the New York W^oman's Medical College, of

nervous and mental diseases at the New York
Postgraduate Medical School, and of nervous

diseases in Dartmouth Medical College, and for

a time was president of the American Neuro-

logical Association. Besides numerous papers,

his publications include a Text-Book on Nervous
Diseases (1892).

DANA, Edward Salisbury (1849—). An
American mineralogist, born at New Haven,
Conn. He graduated at Yale University in 1870,

and became tutor there in 1874. He received his

doctor's degree at Yale in 1876, and also studied

at Heidelberg and Vienna. In 1879 he was made
assistant professor of natural philosophy and
astronomy, and later professor of physics, at

Yale. His publications include numerous papers

on mineralogioal topics; "Appendix I." and "Ap-
pendix II." of Dana's System of Mineralogy; a

Text-Book of Mineralogy (1877) ; Minerals and
Hotv to Study Them, and a Text-Book of Mechan-
ics (1881).

'

DANA, Francis (1743-1811). An Ameri-
can statesman and jurist. He was bom in

Charlestown, Mass. ; graduated at Harvard in

1762; soon became prominent at the bar, and,

as a Whig, in colonial politics; and from 1776
to 1780 was a member of the Executive Council
of ^lassachusetts. He was elected to the Conti-

nental Congress in 1776, and from the first took
a conspicuous part in the work of that body.

In 1778 he was made chairman of a committee
appointed to draw up plans for the reorganiza-

tion of the army, and in the same year was a
member of the committee of three to which the

conciliatory proposals of Lord North were re-

ferred. He wont abroad in Scptenilwr, 1779, as
the olFicial secretary of John Adams, recently

appointed to negotiate a treaty of peace with
Great Britain, and, after spending some time in

Paris and Amsterdam, was sent in March, 1781,

as United States Minister to the Court of Saint
Petersburg, Catherine persistently refused to

receive him as an accredite<l Minister, however,
and in 1783 he returned to America. He was
again elected to the Continental Congress
(1784), and in January, 1785, was appointed
Justice of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts.
In 1786 he was a delegate to the Annapolis Con-
vention (q.v.), and in the following year was
also elected as a delegate to the Constitutional

Convention at Philadelphia, but was prevented
by illness from attending. In the State Conven-
tion of 1788 he cooperated with Theophilus Par-

sons and John Hancock in securing the ratifica-

tion of the Federal Constitution by Mas.sachu-

setts. He was Chief Justice of the Massachu-
setts Supreme Court from 1791 to 1800, during
which period he took no active part in State or

national politics.

DANA, James Dwight (1813-95). An
American geologist and one of the eminent scien-

tists of the last century. He was born in Utica,

N, Y. His father was a successful business man
of New England birth, and his mother was Har-
riet Dwight, daughter of Seth Dwight, of Wil-
liamsburg, Mass. Dana early became interested

in scientific studies. In his school days at Utica
he devoted much time to chemical investigations,

and he frequently made excursions to distant

points for the purpose of collecting minerals.

Attracted by the reputation of Professor Silli-

man, he entered Yale College in 1830, where for

three years he pursued the studj' of classics,

mathematics, and natural sciences. In 1833

Dana received an appointment as instructor in

the United States Navy, a position that afTorded

him an opportunity of European travel. Three

years afterwards he returned to Yale and was
appointed assistant to Professor Silliman. W^hile

at New Haven he published his first important
scientific work (The System of Mineralogy) , a
book that subsequently passed through several

editions and attained a reputation in both

Europe and America as a standard of reference.

From 1838 to 1842 Dana was a member of the

Wilkes Exploring Expedition sent out by the

United States Government. While on this ex-

pedition, which explored the little known parts

of the Pacific Ocean, he had a wide field for

scientific discovery and description. The oppor-

tunities presented were such as few scientists

have received ; so extensive was the material col-

lected that, upon his return to the United States,

Dana devoted thirteen years of almost constant

labor to its study. The results were published

by the Government in three voluminous reports:

"Zoophytes," in United States Exploring Expe-

dition (Philadelphia, 1846) ; "Geology," in

United States Exploring Expedition Under C.

Wilkes, U. S. N. (Philadelphia, 1849) ; and
"Crustacea," in United States Exploring Expedi-

tion Under C. Wilkes, U. S. N. (New Y'ork, 1852-

54). In the work on "Zoophytes," 230 species

were described by Dana for the first time, while

the report on "Crustacea" contained descriptions

of no less than 658 new species. The intense

zeal with which Dana pursued this task seriously
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impaired his health, and although he was able to
accomplish much in after-years, his life hence-
forth was a continual strujiyle a<^inst disability.

The value of Dana's services to science received
prompt recognition from Yale College, which ap-
pointed him in 1850 to the professorship of
natural history, a position he filled from 1855 to
1890. During this period his activities found
expression in lectures to college students, in sev-

eral text-books on geology and mineralogy, and
in numerous contributions to scientific journals.
His work was characterized by keenness of per-
ception, great powers of analysis, and by vivid
imagination. These qualities eminently fitted

him for geological investigations, and his dis-

cussions of the grander features of the earth,
such as the form and origin of continents, moun-
tain-building, and volcanoes, are among the most
valuable contributions to scientific literature.

From 1840 until his death he served almost con-
tinuously as editor of the American Journal of
Science, in which many of his papers were pub-
lished. Dana received many marks of honor
from American and foreign institutions. He
was elected president of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science in 1854, and
at various times a member of the Royal Society

of London, the Institute of France, and the Royal
Academy of Berlin, the Royal Academy of Vienna,
and of many other learned societies. In 1872
the Geological Society of London conferred upon
him the Wollaston Medal "in acknowledgment
of his services to mineralogy and geology," and
in 1877 he received the Copley Medal "for his

biological, geological, and mineralogieal investi-

gations, carried on through half a century, and
for the valuable works in which his conclusions

and discoveries have been published." The more
important of his contributions to scientific litera-

ture, in book form, are the reports previously

mentioned, and the following: A System of
Mineralogij (1837; 4th ed. 1854); Manual of
Mineralogy (1848; 4th ed. 1854) ; Manual of Ge-
ology (1802: 4th ed. 1865); Corals and Coral
Islands (1872; 2d ed. 1890); Text-Book of
Geology (1864; 4th ed. 1882); The Geological

Story Briefly Told (1875). He died in New
Haven, April 13, 1895.

DANA, Napoleon Jackson Tecumseh ( 1822-— ). An American soldier, bom in Eastport,

Maine. He graduated at West Point and was as-

signed as second lieutenant of infantry in 1842.

During the Mexican War he served in both the
northern and the southern campaigns, and in

April. 1847, was brevetted captain for gallantry

at Cerro Gordo, where he was severely wounded.
In 18.55 he resigned and thereafter until 1861

was engaged in the banking business in Saint
Paul, Minn. On the outbreak of the Civil War
he entered the service as colonel of a regiment
of Minnesota volunteers, and in February, 1862,

was appointed brigadier-general of I'nited States

volunteers. He serveil throughout the Penin-

sular and Maryland campaigns; was seriously

wounded at Antietam; became a major-general

of volunteers in November. 1862; was engaged
in various operations in the Department of the

Gulf, and then commanded successively the Dis-

trict of Vicksburg, the Sixteenth Army Corps,

the Districts of West Virginia and Vicksburg,

and the Department of the Mississippi. In May,
1865. he resigned from the service, and subse-

quently took an active interest in railway man-

agement, becoming president of the Montana and
Union Railway Company in 1885. He was ap-
pointed captain and assistant quartermaster
U. S. A., by special act of Congress, and retired

from active service in 1894.

DANA, RicHABD (1700-72). An American
jurist. He was bom in Cambridge, Mass., grad-
uated at Harvard in 1718, and soon became
one of the leaders of the Massachusetts bar. He
was also prominent, as a Whig, in colonial poli-

tics; frequently presided over Boston town-
meetings; was chosen to administer the oath to
Andrew Oliver binding him not to carry out
the provisions of the Stamp Act, and in 1770 was
a member of the committee appointed to make a
careful investigation of the Boston Massacre.

DANA, RiCHABD Henby (1787-1879). An
American poet, essayist, and novelist, bom in

Cambridge, Mass., November 15, 1787. He en-
tered Harvard College in 1804, but remained
there only three years. Adopting law as a pro-
fession, he was admitted to the Boston bar in

1811, but after some activity in politics re-

nounced the practice of law for literature. His
first literary work of note was an oration de-

livered on July 4, 1814, before the Washington
Benevolent Society in Cambridge. In 1815 he
became associated with the North American
Review, to which he contributed several essays,

and of which he was for a time an editor.

He then (1821) started a miscellany. The Idle

Man, to which his friend Bryant contributed,
but which came to an end after the sixth num-
ber had been issued. His published works are:
Poems (1827) ; Thoughts on the Soul (1829), a
poem delivered before the Porter Rhetorical So-

ciety of Andover, Mass. ; Poems and Prose Writ-
ings (1833), the best of which were republished
in The Buccaneer and Other Poems (London,
1844) ; and Poems and Prose Writings (2 vols.,

1850) . He did his best work as a critic, and had
considerable influence in forming the taste of

New England in the early part of the century.
His poetrj' was good for the time, but is read
little to-day. "The Buccaneer" is probably his

best poem; his prose tales, such as "Paul Fel-

ton," display imagination but are poorly con-

structed.

DANA, Ricn.\Bo Henby (1815-82). An
.\merican author, bom in Cambridge, Mass., a
son of Richard Henry Dana, the poet. He de-

veloped in early life a passion for the sea, and
was with difficulty restrained from entering the
navy. He entered Harvard, but suffered from
weak eyes, and, to cure them, undertook a Pacific

voyage as a common sailor, a record of which
is given in his sea-classic Two Years Before the

Mast (1840; augumented ed. 1869), a book often

republish€»d and translated. On his return Dana
reentered Har\-ard and graduated in 1837. He
studied law and attained eminence in practice.

On sea usages and laws, he wrote The Seaman's
Friend (1841), reprinted in England as The
Seaman's Manual. He contributed to legal jour-

nals and to the North American Review; wrote
To Cuba and Back ( 1859) : and editeil Wheaton's
International Law (1866). In 1876 he was ap-

pointed Minister to England, but was refused

confirmation through a paltry political intrigue

and unfounded accusations of plagiarism. He
richly deser>'ed the honor l>ecause of his patriot-

ism, his high character, and his diplomatic
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und lefral lonriiiii);. To prosecute Btudies on in-

ternational law lie went to Europe in 1878. He
died in Rome of pneumonia. Consult Adams,
Richard Henry Dana: A Biography (1890).

DANA, Samiel Lutiieb (1795-1868). An
Anierifun chemist. While chemist of the Merri-

mack print-works he invented a method of bleach-

ing cotton goods which was widely adopted, and
discovered that sodium phosphate is a mordant,
a fact of considerable importance in the art of

calico-printing.

DANA, WiixiAM Parsons (1833—). An
American artist, born in Boston. He studied art

ip Paris under Picot and Le Poitevin, and be-

came known as a marine and genre painter. He
was made a member of the National Academy
in 18t)3, and in 1878 won a third-class medal at

the Paris Exposition for his picture "Gathering
Seaweed" (1878). Other of his works are:

"Chase of the Frigate Constitution," and
"Heartsease."

DANAi^, dan'ft-e (Lat., from Gk. Aavdi;).

The daughter of Acrisius, King of Argos. Ac-
cording to the legend, an oracle declared that her
son would kill his grandfather. Acrisius there-

fore confined Danae in an underground chamber,
or in a tower of bronze. Here she was visited

by Zeus in a shower of gold, and bore him Per-

seus (q.v.). Acrisius put both the mother and
child into a chest, and exposed them on the sea.

The chest, however, drifted ashore on the island

of Seriphos, and Danae and her child were saved.

Danae remained in the island until Perseus had
grown up and become a hero famous for his ex-

ploits. She afterwards accompanied him to

Argos. On his approach Acrisius fled, but was
subsequently slain accidentally by Perseus at

Larissa. Rembrandt, Correggio, and Titian have
made the picturesque union of Danae and Zeus
the subject of famous paintings, which hang
respectively in the Hermitage at Saint Peters-

burg, the Palazzo Borghese at Rome, and the

Museo Nazionale at Naples. A second Titian

on the same myth is in the Imperial Gallery,

Vienna.

DAN.ffiaJS, or DANEAU, da'n6', Lambert
(c.1530-95). A French Reformed theologian. He
was bom at Beaugency; studied law at Orleans,

Paris, and Bourges; became a Protestant in 1560;
was preacher in France (1561-72); fled to

Geneva on the outbreak of the Saint Bartholo-
mew massacres (August 24, 1572), and preached
in various other places till his death at Castres,

November 11, 1595. He was one of the most im-
portant Reformed theologians of the sixteenth

century, and the author of many learned vol-

umes, the most famous of which is his Ethica
Christiana (1577; 7th ed. 1640), the first Prot-
estant attempt at a system of morals apart from
dogmatics. For his life, consult Paul de Felice

(Paris, 1882).

DANAI, dan'&-i, or DANAOI, dan'a-oi (Lat.,

from Gk. Aavaot, Danaoi) . A terra originally
applied to the Argives as the descendants of King
Danaiis. Because of their warlike character.
Homer uses the name to designate the Greeks in
general.

DANAIDE, dan'a-id (from Lat. Danaides,
Gk. Aavaides, the fifty daughters of Danaiis.
condemned, with one exception, to pour water
eternally into sieves as a punishment for mur-

dering their husbands on their wedding night at
their father's bidding). An early form of water-
wheel, sometimes culled a tub-wheel. It resembled
a smaller tub set in a larger one, with a free

annular space and with a horizontal space be-

tween the two bottoms provided with radial
floats, arranged spirally. The whole device re-

volved on a vertical axis, water flowing through
it vertically.

DANAIS, dan'A-Jis (Neo-Lat., from Gk. Ao-
vols, daughter of Danatls ) . A genus of large
blue- and brown-winged, strongly marked nym-
phalid butterflies of the tropics, of especial inter-

est to the students of mimicry and protective
coloration. According to Bates and Wallace cer-

tain South American species are distasteful to
the local birds, monkeys, and other butterfly-

hunters, and therefore fly about regardless of

exposure; and they are 'mimicked' by other
butterflies, which are eatable, in order to secure
immunity through this gradually acquired re-

semblance. (See Mimicry.) An Australian
species is the bugong 'moth,' whose grub the ab-

origines regard as a dainty. (See Buoono.)
The representative of the group in the United
States is the familiar milkweed-butterfly, for-

merly classified as Danaia archippus. See
Milkweed-Butterfly.

DANAKHj, djl'na'kll. An Ethiopian people,

calling themselves Afar. See also Africa, Eth-
nology.

DANAO, da-na'6. A town of Cebfl, Philip-

pines, situated four miles north of Cebfl, on the
coast, near the mouth of the Danao River. The
town is very old, having existed from the time
of the conquest. Population, in 1898, 15,483.

DANAUS, dan-'a-fls (Lat., from Gk. Aow6$).
A mythical personage, according to the common
genealogy, the son of Belus and Anchinoe, grand-
son of Poseidon, brother of ^'Egyptus, and origi-

nally ruler of Libya. Thinking his life in dan-
ger from the machinations of his brother, he
fled to Argos, accompanied by his fifty daugh-
ters, known as the Danaides, where he was
chosen king, after the banishment of Gelanor,

the last of the Inachidae. The fifty sons of

^Egyptus followed him, and sought the hands of

his daughters in marriage. Danaiis consented,

but in fear of treachery or in revenge for his

exile, gave each of his daughters a dagger, and
made them promise to murder their husbands on
their wedding night. All did so, except Hyperm-
nestra, who saved her husband, Lynceus. The
future of the Danaides was variously told. Ac-
cording to one version, Danaiis found no suitors

for his daughters, and finally oflFered them as

prizes in a contest. They were thus married
to the Argive youth and became the ancestors

of the Danai. The story of Lynceus was also

variously told ; according to one version Hyperm-
nestra was forgiven, and Lynceus chosen by
Danaiis as his successor. The other version was
that Lynceus later slew Danaiis and his guilty

daughters. The Danaides in the lower world
were condemned to the never-ending task of fill-

ing with water a vessel full of holes. The
Danaides seem to have been regarded as nvmphs
of the springs in the plain of Argos, and Danaiis

is said to have been the first to dig wells for the

inhabitants, who thereupon chose him king. The
tomb of Danaiis, in the Agora of Argos, was
shown as late as the time of Pausanias.
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DAN'BUBY. A city and one of the county-

seats of Fairtieid County, Conn., 60 miles north-
iiortheast of New York City; on the Berkshire
and Highland divisions of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad (Map: Connecti-
cut, B 4). It contains a court-house, the county
jail, a public library, parks, a beautiful ceme-
tery, two soldiers' monuments, and one to (Gen-
eral Wooster. An annual agricultural fair is

held here. The manufacture of hats, dating
from 1780, represents a capital of about $3,000,-
000. Other products are machinery for making
hats and cutting fur, paper and wooden boxes,
shirts, silk, and silver-plated ware. The govern-
ment, under a charter of 1889, is vested in a
mayor, biennially elected, and a city council,
which confirms the mayor's nominations to the
police department and elects all other adminis-
trative officials. The water-works are owned
and operated bv the municipality. Population,
in 1890, 16,552;' 1900, 16,537.

First settled in 1684, Danbury was organized
as a town in 1687, was incorporated as a borough
in 1822, and was chartered as a city in 1889.
Supplies for the American army were stored
here during the Revolution, and in April, 1777,
General Tryon entered the town, destroyed the
stores, and burned a large number of the build-
ings. An American force pursued, and, in a
skirmish at Ridgefield, General Wooster (q.v.)

was mortally wounded. Consult Bailey, History
of Danbury' 168^-1896 (New York, 1896.)

DAN^BY, Francis (1793-1861). An Irish
painter, bom near Wexford, November 16, 1793.
He entered the Royal Dublin Society's school,
and also studied under O'Connor. In 1812 he
exhibited his first picture, "Landscape—Even-
ing," in Dublin. In 1813 he visited London,
but shortly left there and went to Bristol, where
he lived until 1824, supporting himself by giving
lessons in drawing. In 1824 he made his repu-
tation by a large marine painting, "Sunset at
Sea, After a Storm;" and his "Opening of the
Sixth Seal," in 1828, at the Institution, secured
his election to the Royal Academy. In the same
year he removed to London. The following year
he sent two pictures, subjects from the Revela-
tion, to the Academy; but, on account of a
quarrel with the authorities, he went to live in

Switzerland, where he remained eleven years.
He returned to London in 1841, and from that
year exhibited stnnually both at the Acade?ny
and at the Inslitution. "The Evening Gun," ex-

hibited in 1848, is one of his finest works. He
died at Exmouth, February 10, 1861. His art
showed high imagination, with the effect 'of

solemnity and stillness, but his composition was
often theatrical and his execution smooth and
thin. His son, James Francis Danby, was a
landscape painter of some repute.

DANBY, Thomas Osborne, Earl of (1631-
1712). .\n English statesman. In 1673 he was
appointed Lord High Treasurer, and in 1674 was
created first Earl of Danby. On the resig-

nation of Clifford in 1673. he became Lord High
Treasurer and Prime Minister of the Kingdom,
and retained these positions until 1678, when he
was accused of carrying on treasonable negotia-

tions with France, and imprisoned in the Tower,
with some interruptions, for five years. The
marriage of Mary, daughter of the Duke of York,
to William of Orange was due mainly to his per-

sistent efforts, and upon the accession of William
III. in 1689 he became President of the Council.
He was created Duke of Leeds in 1694, but was
impeached for bribery in the following year.
The charge, however, was not pressed.

DANCE, George, Jr. ( ? 1740-1825). An Eng-
lish architect, born in London. He was asso-
ciated with his brother Nathaniel in the founda-
tion of the Royal Academy, of whose original
members he was for several j'ears the last sur-
vivor. Newgate Prison was rebuilt in 1770 from
his plans, and the front of the Guildhall was
also designed by him. In later life he exhibited
chalk portraits.

DANCE OF DEATH. See Death, Dance of.

DANCETTE, dan-s6t' (Fr., irregular forma-
tion from Lat. dens, tooth). One of the lines
of partition in heraldry, which differs from in-

dented (q.v.) only in the greater size of the
notches. The indentations where the division is

per fess dancette never exceed three in number.

DANCING (from dance, from OF. dancer,
danser, Fr. danser, to dance, from OHG. danson,
to drag, from dinsan, OS. thinsan, to drag; con-
nected with Lat. tenus, cord, Gk. relveip, teinein,

Lith. tensti, Skt. tan, to stretch). The origin of
dancing may be traced to a universal desire of
expressing emotion by action. At a later period
comes the element of pantomime, the suggestion
of an idea by means of motions. As far into
antiquity as history reaches, every dance, wheth-
er belonging to civilized or to savage nations,
was accompanied by music, or by rhythmic beats
on the drum, shells, rattle, sticks, or by clapping
of hands. Frequently the dance was accompanied
by chants or songs. Records show in a general
way that in the very earliest times people danced
and sang at the same time; afterwards some
danced while others sang an accompaniment, and
finally musical instruments took the place of
voice accompaniment. Ultimately music and the
dance separated, the former improving and the
latter deteriorating.

A consideration of savage dances as we find

them at present (and it is remarkable how world-
wide are the principal forms) will give us a
general idea of dancing l)efore the beginnings
of civilization. Folk-dancing may be divided into
three groups

—

social, tcarlikc, and religious.

Under the first may be included all comic and
erotic dances. Under the second we have those
dances which were used to inspire the warriors
before a battle, to celebrate a victorj", or to imi-

tate the motions of animals after a successful

hunt. The religious class comjSrises medicine,
incantation, and mystery dances. Although this

general classification does not by any means ex-

haust the list of savage dances, it will be found
that all others are derivative, or of merely local

importance. In all forms of savage dancing
exactness is insisted upon. Each dance has its

particular step, and among certain tribes mis-
takes on the part of the performer are often

punish«?d by death. This insistence on absolute
precision is characteristic of their idea of danc-

ing. It is a serious business, and even in comic
dances the performer maintains an air of abso-

lute gravity. It is of interest to note that their

dances are most numerous during the summer
and winter solstices, and at such times the fig-

ures danced are almost always circular. The
separate forms of savage dances are too numer-
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OU8 to dt'ncribe, but of greatest importance are

the religious ones. A universal custom is the

dancing of women while the men are away at

war. It is a sort of prayer, for they continue

it day and night, believing that by so doing they

protect the warriors from evil spirits and from
danger. The medicine dances have two purposes

—one to ward ofT harmful inlluences; the other,

strange as it seems, to keep tlie patient awake.
This latter motive is explained by the belief

of savages that when a man is asleep his soul

temporarily leaves his body. Wlien he dies the

departure of his soul is final ; if, then, the sick

man falls asleep, his soul may take advantage of
the opportunity to go away and not return ; and
consequently the most heroic measures are em-
ployed to keep him awake. In the savage mys-
teries, as in the Greek, dancing plays an im-
portant part: but so great and universal is the
secrecy maintained about them that we know
practically nothing of the elaborate dances used.

One of the most sacred rites is the initiation of

a lad to manhood. Sword, snake, and fire dances
are especially developed among the American
Indians.

Ancient Dances. In Egypt dancing reached
a state of considerable excellence, for although
Egyptian dances were monotonous and unim-
aginative, like those of most Oriental peoples,

the use of the body and of the hands and arms
was carried to great perfection. Tlieir most im-
portant dances—those in honor of the dead

—

were slow and gliding, but they had also many
lively forms. The pirouette in particular was
developed in Egypt about 4000 years ago. As
dancing was never, at least in the early and
middle empires, practiced by the higher classes,

its cultivation was carried on wholly from the
religious and spectacular standpoints; and thus
the social element, which more than any other
has helped the art of d.ancing, was never given
any prominence. See Egyptian Music.
Hebrew dancing was essentially a religious

rite. It was an act of praise, and no religious
festival or feast was complete without dances.
Miriam, leading out the women in a dance, is

typical of a form used in Arabia to-day. It

should be noticed that each sex danced by itself,

and that, in this particular, Hebrew dancing dif-

fered from its Egyptian prototype. See Hebrew
Music.
When we come to Greece we approach the

golden age of the art of dancing. Here for the
first time it ranked with poetry and music, and,
as Lucian expresses it, dancing and music were
'the married pair.' Heretofore dancing had rep-

resented emotions: now it was also made to rep-

resent ideas, and pantomime arose. Hands and
arms were used still more than legs; but an
atmosphere of gayety and expressiveness foreign
to Oriental nations was created. The Greeks
were a cheerful religious nation whose sense of
dignity did not interfere with their dancing, as
it did in the case of the Romans; and as long
as their morality remained unshaken the dance
retained its purity. It was at first religious,

then educational, and finally popular. There
were four great classes of sacred dances—the
Emmeleia, the Hyporchema, the Gymnopcedia,
and the Endymatia. From these four types the
later forms were derived. The characteristics of
the first were its gentle gravity, strength, and
nobility. It was danced without the support of

either a chorus or a voice. The second class
was danced by both men and women, and was
of a dignified, elevated character. The Gym-
nopcedia was a favorite of the Lacedirmonians
in the festivals of Apollo. It was danced by
youths, and was often a preliminary to the wild
Pyrrhic dance. In the last, the Endymatia, the
performers wore most brilliant clothes, and this

first of all tile sacred dances lost its sacred
character and l)ecame merely a popular dance.
The military dances came later, and were prin-
cipally educational. They were divided into

two groups: (a) Pyrrhic, and (b) Memphitic.
The first was really a military pantomime, and
was used especially at festivals in honor of

Minerva. It was danced by both men and wom-
en, was wild and rapid, and finally^ degenerated
into the rites of Bacchus. The Meniphitic was
less warlike and wild, but its general character
was the same. On the Greek stage there were
tragic, comic, and satiric dances. Tlie costumes
and scenic arrangements were often elaborate,

and the evolutions were accompanied by choral
song. The forms were multitudinous, and the
performers became so adept in the expression of

emotions that the sculptors and painters of

Greece selected them as their models. Although
the pantomime was introduced first in Greece,

it never reached the height of perfection which
characterized it among the Romans.
Rome had few native dances. The Belicrepa

was a war dance said to have been invented by
Romulus. Tlie Salian dance was the original

of many later forms, and was danced by the
priests of Mars. Later the Romans adopted
some forms from Etruria, and still others from
Greece. One of the most interesting of their

dances was the May-day dance, which corre-

sponded to the flower dance of the Greeks. It

is really the original of the old English May-day
sports, for, as in England, the youths and maid-
ens danced out into the fields, gathering flowers

and branches, and returning to the city again to

continue their dancing. Upon the deterioration

of Greek power, Rome inherited its arts, and
among them its dances, which were modified and
increased. In the reign of Augustus the dance
was introduced into the theatre. It became wide-

ly popular, there being at the time about three

thousand foreign women dancers in Rome. At
this time pantomime had reached its height,

fable, history, poetry all being perfectly expressed

in mute action. The most cultured persons stud-

ied the art ; but under Nero and his successors

the decline began, and dancing became exaggerat-

e(^and licentious.

Early and Medleval Dances. After the

fall of Rome, dancing as an art practically disap-

peared. Christianity at first encouraged it as
an inheritance from the Jews ; Saint Basil recom-
mended the practice of the dance on earth because
it was the principal occupation of the angels in

heaven, and sacred dances were given on feast

days, and later every Sunday. In reality they
were hardly so much dances as processions, each
sex going through the evolutions separately.

Gradually, however, they degenerated from their

solemn character, and in 692 were expressly for-

bidden by the Church, though they still lingered

in some localities for a considerable length of

time. There are curious survivals of these old

Church dances, such as Lo/t Seises (q.v.), which
is still performed annually by the choir boys
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in the cathedral at Seville, on Corpus Christi
and the Immaculate Conception; the Guilia di

San Paolino is a ritual dance performed on
June 26, in front of the Cathedral of Nola, near
Naples, in honor of San Paolino, who, on his

return from Barbary, was met by a procession
of the citizens of Xola. Meanwhile the simpler
forms of the dance had been preserved by the
peasants of Gaul, who kept them alive \mtil they
were taken up by the knights and nobles. In
Spain the heritage of dances left by the Romans
was more or less imperfectly preser\ed. Even
the Arab invasion could not completely destroy
the old forms; and there are some dances used
at present in Spain, such as the Turdion and
Gibidana, which date from about the twelfth
century. Liveliness is characteristic of early as
well as later Spanish dances.

Dancing in Germany and England developed
along the lines originated by the barbaric na-
tions which governed their early history. In
England the egg dance and the Carole were de-

rived from Saxon sources. The Morris dance
was introduced in the reign of Edward III. All
English dances are lively and varied in motion.
In Germany, war, funeral, and harvest dances
were among the earliest popular kind, and with
the formation of the guilds each trade adopted
its characteristic dance. Hans Sachs gives an
excellent description of the Schonpart, which was
a carnival dance peculiar to the city of Nurem-
berg. From the thirteenth century on, each class

of society had its o\\'n dances; but there were
two general classes—the 'circular dance' and
'the measure.' The first was a rapid, uneven
sort of dance; the second, a slow, gliding move-
ment.

MoDHiBN Dances. The revival of dancing as
an art began in Italy in the fifteenth century.
The Renaissance awoke an interest in dancing
as well as in the other arts, and ballets were
given on an elaborate scale. Catherine de' Medici
introduced the fashion into France, and from
that time on France has led the world in the re-

finement of its dances and the gracefulness of

its performers. It borrowed dance forms from
almost every civilized country, but so adapted
and changed them that their value was immeas-
urably increased. The origin of modern French
forms may be traced to the dansea basses and
the danses hautes of the sixteenth century. The
former were so called because of their slow, even
motion; they were practiced by the nobility. The
danses hautes were lively, jumping dances, and
were performed only by the country people and
the lower cla^sses. Later the galliard, courante,

and volta, which were of a more lively character

than the old Court dances, were introduced ; and
still later the branle became popular. It waa
a dance of exceedingly varied character, each
province having its own form, the passepicd of

Bretagno and the minuet of Poitou being branles.

Richelieu gave many famous ballets during the

reign of Louis XIIL, while Jyouis XIV. was him-
self an enthusiast of the dance, founding in 1661

the Academy of the Dance. In the seventeenth

century many of these Court dances were enjoyed
for the sake of the music alone, and the idea

arose of playing several of them in succession

as a merely instrumental entertainment. Out
of this custom originated the suite (q.v.), which
in its turn suggested the sonata (q.v.) and the

symphony (q.v.). The suites of Bach, Handel,

and Corelli contain excellent examples of some
of these old dances. In Italy these groups of
dances were early known as Honute da Camera.
As the classic composers used these old dance
forms, so mo<Iem comjwsers have utilized more
recent dances in their compositions. Thus the
csdrdds is found in Liszt's Hungarian Rhapso-
dies; the seguidilla in Bizet's Carmen; and
there is a charming series of Spanish dances in
Massenet's Le Cid. The list of national dances
is large, but the most representative are the
fandango and bolero of Spain ; the tarantella, the
saltarello, and the forlana of Italy; the mazurka
and the polonaise of Poland; the reel and the
Highland fling of Scotland; and the jig in Ire-

land and Wales. Numerous classes of national
dancers have arisen, of which the Bayederes or
Nautch girls in India and the Geishas in Japan
are well-known examples. In all the Eastern
countries the dance is really a sort of pantomime
containing a series of gestures, postures, and
mimicries.
Of the more popular modem dances, the

quadrille is probably the oldest. Its recent de-
velopment dates from 1815; but before that time
it was common in Europe for centuries. The
lancers was invented in 1836: the polka was in-

troduced about 1835; and the waltz, from Ger-
many, about 1812. The two-step is of American
origin, and has lately become exceedingly popu-
lar. For a discussion of the development of the
ballet, see that article. There is no authoritative
and comprehensive history of dancing, but the
best works are: Grove, and collaborators. Danc-
ing (Ijondon, 1805) ; Vuillier, A History of
Dancing, translated from the French (New York.
1897); Giraudet, Traits de la danse (Paris
1900), which gives exact descriptions of a
great number of dances; Cahusac, La danse
ancienne et moderne (La Hague, 1754), which,
although completely out of date, contains
much of historical value; and Emmanuel, La
danse grecque antique, d'apres les monuments
figures (Paris, 1896). See also Aluimande;
BoLEBO; Cachccha; Canabie; Cancan; Cab-
MAGNOLE; ChACONNE; CoTII-LON ; CUSHION
Dance; CsAbdAs; E^gg Dance; Fandango;
Fabandoi.e; Fibe Dance.s; Floweb Dance;
Galop; Gavotte; Geisha; Highland Fling;
HoBMos; Hornpipe; Jig; Jota; Kibmess; Lan-
cebs; May Dance; Mazubka; Medicine
Dances; Minuet; Mobris Dance ; Nautch
GiBLS; Passepied; Pavane; Polka; Polo-
naise; Quadbille; Redowa; Reel; Riqadoon;
Salmon Dance; Sarabande; Schottische;
Seguidilla ; Siciuana ; Co\-ebley, Sib Rogeb de;
Snake Dances; Sun Dances; Skibt Dances;
Swobd Dances; TAMnouRiN; Tabantella; Ta-
BASQUE, La ; ToBCH Dance ; VValpubgis Dance ;

Waltz.

DANCING FAT7N. An antique bronze rep-
resenting a faun dancing and snapping his fin-

gers to mark the time. It was discovered in

1853 in a house in Pompeii, hence known as the
House of the Faun.

DANCING GIRLS. A designation applied
to various classes of women, esp»»cially in India,
whose profession is to dance and sing in connec-
tion with the temples, and in services upon the
idol of some god. They also perform at enter-

tainments of private persons or nobles. A num-
ber of subdivisions or classes of these dancers
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are recognized in India. Consult Whitworth,
Anglo-Indian Dictionary (London, 1885). See
BaYAUIUIE; NAtTCH.

DANCING liiANIA. A form of epidemic
diHorder allied to hysteria (q.v.). and evidently

the renult of imitative emotiuu» acting upon sus-

ceptible subjects, under the influence of a craving
for sympathy or notoriety. There is little doubt
that imposture entered to a considerable extent

into all the epidemic forms of the dancing mania,
which indeetl were usuallj' attended by conse-

quences that showed clearly the presence of impure
motives; but there is also evidence that in many
cases the convulsive movements were really

beyond the control of the will, whatever may
have been the original character of the motives
that prompted them. Epidemics of this sort

were common in Germany during the Middle
Ages; in Italy, a somewhat similar disease was
ascribed to the bite of a spider called the taran-

tula (see Tarantism) ; and similar convulsive
affections have been witnessed in Abyssinia,
India, and even in comparatively modem times
and in the most civilized countries in Europe,
under the influence of strong popular excite-

ment, especially connected with religious demon-
strations. The true dancing mania of the
Middle Ages, however, prevailed chiefly in the
crowded cities of Germany.

In July, 1374, there appeared at Aix-la-Cha-
pelle assemblies of men and women, who began
to dance on the streets, screaming and foaming
like persons possessed. The attacks of this

mania were various in form, according to mental,
local, or religious conditions. The dancers, losing

all control over their movements, continued
whirling in wild delirium till they fell in ex-

treme exhaustion, and groaned as in the agonies

of death ; some dashed out their brains against
walls. When dancing, they were insensible to ex-

ternal impressions, but were haunted by visions,

such as of being immersed in a sea of blood,

which obliged them to leap high, or of seeing the

heavens open, and the Saviour enthroned with
the Virgin Mary. The frenzy spread over many of

the towns of the Low Countries. Troops of

dancers, inflamed by intoxicating music, and
followed by crowds, who caught the mental in-

fection, went from place to place, taking posses-

sion of the religious houses, and pouring out
imprecations against the priests. The mania
spread to Cologne, Metz, and Strassburg, giving

rise to many disorders and impostures and much
profligacy. Exorcism had been found an effica-

cious remedy at the commencement of the out-

break; and in the beginning of the sixteenth

century Paracelsus, that great reformer of medi-
cine, applied immersion in cold water with great

success. At the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury the Saint Vitus's dance, as the affection was
called ( see Chorea ) , was already on the decline

;

and it now occurs only in single cases as a sort

of nervous affection. For a detailed account of

the phenomenon, consult Hecker, The Dancing
Mania of the Middle Ages (3d ed., London,
1859).

DANCLA, dilN'kla', Jean Baptiste Charles
(1818— ). A French violinist and composer.
He studied under Baillot, Halevy, and Berton,
and gained many prizes for his proficiency. In
1857 he was appointed professor of the violin at
the Paris Conservatory and had many eminently

•uccessful pupils. He was famous for his execu«
tion and tone as a player, as nmeh as for his

many successful compositions, notably his Etudes,
and exercises for the violin.

D'ANCONA, dftn-ktVnA. Alessandro (1835— ). An Italian literary historian, born at
Pisa. He was educated in Florence, and in

1800 became professor of literature in the
University of Pisa. His works consist of valu-
able studies in early Italian literature, a field

little known imtil his time. He edited various
texts with critical notes and prefaces, including
stories, legends, curious traditions, and notably
an edition of the Vita Nuova (2d ed. 1884). His
other writings include: Opere di Tommaso Cam'
panclla, scclte, ordinate ed annotate (1854);
iSacre rappresentazioni dei sccoli XIV., XV. e
XVL (1872), and Origini del teatro in Italia

(1887).

DANCOUBT, dUN'koor' Florent Carton
(1G61-1725). A French dramatist and actor. He
was born at Fontainebleau, Noveml>er 1, 1061,

and was educated by the Jesuits. He jiracticed

law for a time, but after marrying an actress

took to the stage and in 1085 appeared as
an actor at the Theatre Frangais with popular
success and royal favor. In that year his

first play, Le notaire obligeant, won applause.
It was followed by many others, of which
Le chevalier a la mode (1G87) is his best,

if indeed it be his, which is doubtful. In
1718 he retired from Paris and the stage, and
occupied his declining years with a metrical
version of the Psalms, and a sacred tragedy. He
died at Coureelles ( Indre et Loire ) , December 6,

1725. His rather farcical comedies are best

when dealing with middle and low life and the
peasantry. They are easy and witty in dialogue,

realistic in treatment, and not infrequently in-

troduce events and persons of passing notoriety.

Dancourt's Works were collected in 12 volumes
(1700), his select Works in five volumes (1810).
Consult Lemaltre, La comcdie aprds Moli&re et

le theatre de Dancourt (Paris, 1882).

D'ANCBE, dilN'kr'. See Ancre.

DANDELION (Fr. dent de lion, tooth of a
lion, referring to the teeth on the leaves). Tarax-
acum officinale. A stemless perennial or bien-

nial plant of the natural order Compositae, native
to Europe and Asia, and now common in all tem-
perate countries. The dandelion is used to a
considerable extent both in England and the
United States for greens and the blanched leaves

for salads. Several improved varieties, mostly
of French origin, are in cultivation. The root is

employed in medicine and is sometimes ground
and used to adulterate coffee. The plant called

the fall dandelion is Leontodon autumnalis. For
illustration, see Salad Plants.

DAN'DIE DIN'MONT. See Terrier.

DANDIN, dun'den. A Sanskrit author who
i.-! believed to have flourished in the latter part
of the sixth century a.d. He composed a well-

known Sanskrit novel or series of stories, entitled

Da&a-kumara-carita, or Adventures of the Ten
Princes, a sort of romance of roguery. He is

also the author of a valuable rhetorical treatise

entitled Kavyadaria, or Mirror of Poetry, and
some scholars, like Pischel, have sought to

ascribe the Sanskrit play Mrccha-katika (q.v.)

to his pen. Dandin was prohabh' the earliest
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of the Sanskrit novelists whose works are extant,
preceding Subandhu, the author of the romance
Vasavadattd, which formed the model for Bana's
Kadambarl. Dandin's works have been edited
several times: Daia-kumura-carita (Bombay,
1889), and translated into English by Jacob,
under the title Hindoo Tales (London, 1873), by
Bhattacharyya (Calcutta, 1899—incomplete),
into French by Fauche (Paris, 1862), and into
German by J. J. Meyer (Leipzig, 1902). There
is an edition with German translation of the
K&vyadarm by Bohtlingk (Leipzig, 1890).

DANDIN, dUx'dax', Georges. The hero of
Mol lire's comedy of that name. He is a wealthy
bourgeois who marries the daughter of a noble,
and is compelled to support his wife's family and
to put up with their contemptuous treatment.
He expresses his helpless regret for his self-in-

flicted troubles in the much-quoted phrase, "Vous
I'avez voulu, Georges Dandin."

DANDIN, Perrix. The ridiculous judge in
Racine's farce Les Plaideurs. The character is

introduced also by La Fontaine in the Fables.

DANDOLO, dan'dA-ld. A famous Venetian
family, already powerful in the seventh century.
The most illustrious of its members was Enrico
Dandolo, born about 1 108. Eminent in learning,
eloquence, and knowledge of affairs, he ascended
from one step to another imtil, in 1171, he was
sent as ambassador to Constantinople, and, in

1192, was elected Doge. In this latter capacity
he extended the boimds of the Republic in Istria

and Dalmatia, defeated the Pisans, and took
part in the Fourth Crusade (q.v.). By this,

Venice obtained great possessions in the Ionian
Sea and the Archipelago, several harbors and
tracts of land on the Hellespont, in Phrygia, the
Morea, and Epirus, and also, by purchase, the
island of Crete. Dandolo had for his special

portion one-half of Constantinople. Soon after

the conquest of the Byzantine Empire by the
Crusaders, Dandolo died (June 4, 1205) in Con-
stantinople, and was buried in the Church of Saint
Sophia. His monument was destroyed by the
Turks at the taking of Constantinople, in 1453.—Andrea Dandolo, Doge from 1343 to 1354, was
the author of a Latin chronicle recording the
history of Venice from the Pontificate of Saint
Mark to the year 1339 in ten books. The last

seven books are printed in Muratori, Rerum
Italicarum Scriptores, vol. xii., (Milan, 1723-

51).

DANDOLO, Vincen/x), Count (1758-1819).
An Italian chemist and agriculturist. He was
bom in Venice, studied at Padua, and became a
chemist in his native city. When Venice came un-

der Austrian rule, he went to Milan, where he be-

came a member of the Grand Council of the Cis-

alpine Republic. He went to Paris in 1799, but
soon afterwards returned to the vicinity of Milan
and engaged in scientific agriculture. In 1805
Napoleon made him Governor of Dalmatia, where
he proved himself an excellent officer. In 1809

he returned to his estate near Varese, where he

contributed much to the progress in silk-worm

culture. He published Fondatnenti della fiaico-

chimica applicati alia formazione de' corpi e

de' fenomeni della natura (6th ed. 1796) ; and
II huon gorerno de' bachi da seta (1816).

DANDRUFF. See Haib.

DANE, Great, or German Boabhound. See
Hound.
DANE, Nathan (1752-1835). An American

legislator and jurist, born in Ipswich, Mass. He
graduated at Harvard in 1778; studied law in
Salem; began to practice in 1782 at Beverly, and
was successively a member of the Massachusetts
House of Representatives, the Continental Con-
gress, and the Massachusetts Senate. In addi-
tion, he held various commissions to codify or
revise laws, and was judge of Common Pleas.
While in Congress, he was a member of the
committee appointed to draw up an ordinance
for the government of the Northwest Ter-
ritory, and made the original draft of that
document, though in a larger sense it seems
that Manasseh Cutler (q.v.) probably deserved
the credit of authorship. The question of the
relative credit due to each man has, however,
been much debated. He was a member of
the Hartford Convention (q.v.) in 1814. Dane
contributed $15,000 toward founding the Har-
vard Law School, and the Dane professorship of

law was named in his htmor. He published A
General Abridgment and Digest of American
Law (1823-29), and an Appendix (1830).

DANEBBOG, dan'e-br5g. Order of. The
second in rank of the Danish Orders, instituted
by Waldemar II., in 1219. According to tradi-
tion, the Order was founded in honor of the
banner of Denmark, which graciously fell from
heaven for the inspiration of the army. In 1500
the Order was suppressed, but reinstituted in
1671, by Christian V. In 1808 Frederick VL
made it an Order of merit for all the Danish
people. The Danebrog has four degrees, besides
a class composed of those on whom the Cross has
been bestowed for certain meritorious services,

but who are not members strictly of the Order.
These are known as 'Dannebrogmanner.' The
decoration of the Order consists of a cross of
gold patt6e, enameled with white, and bordered
with red, or gold.

DANEGELD, diin'geld, or DANEGOLD,
dan'gfild' (AS. Dene, Danes -f geld, gild, pay-'

ment, Goth, gild, tax, OHG. gelt, Ger. Geld,
money). A tax of two shillings upon each hide
of land, first levied by the Witan under the
Saxon King Ethelred the Unready, in 991. It

was probably the first money taxation imposed
in England, and was used as tribute money for

the Etanes. The tax was collected four times
within the next twenty years. Edward the Con-
fessor abolished the impost, but William the
Conqueror, in 1084, demanded from each hide
of land, not held by himself in demesne, or by his

barons, a sum of six shillings, or three times
the old rate. In this manner the hated tax
became a permanent source of income. In 1198
the rate was fi.xed at five shillings on a hundred
acres of land. Stephen (1135-54) promised to

abolish Danegeld, but it was not repealed till

Henry II.'s time (1163). The tax, however, was
secured in other ways, under the head of aid.

DANELAGA, da'nela'g&, or DANELAW,
diln'ln' AS. Dene, Danes + lagu, Kiigl. law).

The name applied to that part of England
which by the treaty of Wedmore or Chippenham,
in 878, was ceded to the Danes by Al-

fred the Great. It included Northumbria,
East Anglia, EXsaex. and the northeastern part

of Mercia, the boundary line being constituted by
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the rivers Thames, Lea, and Ouse, and by the

ancient Roman road of Watling Street. Within
this region the laws and customs of the Danes
were distinctly recognized and were later enu-

merated by Canute. The term Danelaw is used
in contradistinction to Mercian and West Saxon
law, until after the reign of Stephen (1135-54).

DAN'ENHOW'ER, John Wilson (1849-87).
.An AiiuTif-an .\rctic explorer, born in Chicago.

He graduated at the United States Naval Acad
emy in 1870, served for a time in the line and on
the coast survey, and in 1878 joined the Jean-
nette expedition for polar research, commanded
by Lieutenant De Jjong, U. S. N. The ship was
crushed in the ice, June, 1881, in latitude 77°,

longitude 157° E. Traveling by sleds, the crew
reached Bennett's Island, July 27, whence they
embarked in three whaleboats for the Siberian
coast. The one containing Lieutenant Danen-
hower and ten others, in command of Chief En-
gineer G. W. Melville, arrived at the Lena delta
in September. Danenhower reached New York
in June, 1882, and was compelled by an affec-

tion of the eyes to desist from further explora-
tions. He published Narrative of the Jeannette
(1882).

DANES ISLAND. A small island oflF the
northwestern coast of Spitzl>ergen (Map: Arc-
tic Region. G 4). Andr^e started from here for
the North Pole, July 11, 1897.

DANEWORT. See Elder.

DAN'FORTH, Moseley Isaac (1800-62). An
American engraver, born in Hartford, Conn. He
was one of the foimders of the New York Draw-
ing Association (1825) and of the National
Academy of l>sign (1826). He lived in London
for ten years, during which time he executed some
well-known drawings of the Elgin Marbles and
many plates, besides engravings of the "Sentry
Box," "Don Quixote," and portraits of Washing-
ton Irving and others. On his return to Amer-
ica he worked principally upon bank-note en-
graving.

. DANOEAXJ, dSN'zhfi, Philippe de Covrcil-
lon. Marquis de (1638-1720). A French his-

torian. After commanding the King's regiment
he became aide-de-camp to Louis XIV., and in
this capacity took part in the principal cam-
paigns of the period. In 1667 he was appointed
Governor of Touraine. He was a favorite at Ver-
sailles, enjoyed the fullest confidence of the
King, and was the patron of Boileau, who ad-
dressed to him the well-known satire on the
nobility. He was frequently sent on diplomatic
missions, and it was he who encouraged the
marriage between ^lary of Este (Modena) and
James II. of England. The Journal of Dangeau
is one of the best historical documents on the
reign of Louis XIV.
DANGLE. A fatuous virtuoso, the leading

character in Sheridan's The Critic, said to have
been intended for Thomas Vaughan, an inferior
playwright.

D'ANGOULlfiME, daN'goo'l&m'. See Angou-
l£me.

DANHAtrSER, diln'hou-zer, Joseph (1805-
45). An Austrian painter, bom in Vienna. He
studied at the Vienna Academy under Peter
Krafft. and first appeared as an historical
painter with scenes from the Rudolph von Habs-
burg (Vienna, 1824) of Johann Ladislaus Pyrker.

At Pyrker's invitation he went to Venice, where
he determined to attempt genre subjects, in
which he was very successful. He had abundant
humor and fancy, and possessed a manner which,
if somewhat glassy in its coloring, is neverthe-
less remarkable for its observant and skillful

execution. His works include "The Death of
Ottokar" (1832); "The Martvrdom of Saint
John" (1835), in the Cathedral of Erlau;
"Hagar . and Ishmael" (1836), in the Vienna
Museum; "The Gourmand" (1838); "The
Widow's Mite" ( 1839), and "Liszt at the Piano"
(1840).

DANICAN, d&'n^'kUN'. Fban^ois Andb£.
See PiiiLiDOK, FBANgois Anont. Danican.

DANlfilC, dU'nA-chlch, Gjubo (1825-82). A
Servian philologist, bom in Neusatz. He stud-

ied at Pesth and Vienna, and became librarian
of the National Library at Belgrade, and after-

wards professor of the history of literature in

the university there. In 1877, under commission
of the Academy of Sciences at Agram, he began
the compilation of the Servian-Croatian dic-

tionary, of which he finished but three parts.

His works further include a Servian grammar
(1863; 8th ed. 1892) and a history of the
Servian and Croatian languages (1874).

DANIEL (Heb., God is my judge). In the
Book of Ezekiel (xiv. 14, 20 and xxviii. 3), a
personage introduced with Noah and Job as a
proverbial type of wisdom and righteousness. It

is this traditional Daniel, of whom nothing cer-

tain is known, who is made the hero of the Book
of Daniel by the author (or authors), otherwise
unknown, who lived and wrote in .Jerusalem in

the days of Antiochus IV. (B.C. 175-164). The
author of the book makes Daniel a Jewish cap-
tive carried to Babylon in the third year of

Jehoiakim (b.c. G05), who through his super-
natural wisdom rose to a prominent position at
the Court of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. i.-ii.), and
whose career is made to extend into the reign

of Cyrus ( Dan. x. 1 ) . Daniel is referred to also

in I. Mace. ii. 60, and in the New Testament
(Mat. xxiv. 15; Mark xiii. 14) ; the first pas-

sage contains a reference to the story of the
lion's den ; in the second he is called "Daniel the
prophet." See Daniel, Book of.

DANIEL, Book of. A composition of about
the year B.C. 165, written by a Jewish patriot as

an exhortation and encouragement to the Jews,
who at the time were sorely oppressed and hin-

dered in the free exercise of their religion by
Antiochus IV., surnamed Epiphanes. The book,
comprising twelve chapters, consists of several

distinct parts, and no less than ten detached sec-

tions may be distinguished. These sections may
be considered as falling into three groups: (1)
Introduction, chapters i.-ii., containing two sec-

tions; (2) chapters iii.-vi., containing four nar-

ratives; (3) chapters vii.-xii., comprising four
prophetic visions. The first section relates how
Daniel was brought to Babylon by Nebuchadnez-
zar in the third year of Jehoiakim (B.C. 605).
With Daniel are three other youths of noble de-

scent—Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. Baby-
lonian names are given to them in place of their

Hebrew^ ones, Daniel being called Belteshazzar,

while the other three are called Shadrach, Me-
shach, and Abednego. They are portrayed as
being in the royal service, but also as steadfast

in their fidelity to their Grod, declining to par-
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take of the food provided for them for fear of
polluting themselves. God rewards them for
this, and when brought before the King they are
found ten times superior to the Babylonian ma-
gicians, Daniel excelling every one in the matter
of visions and dreams. In the second section
proofs are given of Daniel's supernatural wis-
dom ; he saves the lives of the magicians as
well as his own by his ability not only to inter-
pret a dream Nebuchadnezzar had had, but also
to tell him what the dream was. The King had
seen a great image with its head of gold, and
other parts of the body of silver, brass, and iron.
The gold is interpreted to refer to the Babylo-
nian Empire, the other three metals to the king-
doms that are to follow the Babylonian. The
image is destroyed by a stone quarried without
human intervention out of a mountain, and this
destruction symbolizes the disappearance of all

the kingdoms. The third section (chap, iii.) tells

of the fiery furnace into which the three friends
of Daniel are thrown because of their refusal to
worship the golden image which Nebuchadnezzar
had set up,, and how they came out of the fur-
nace unscathed. In the fourth section (chap,
iv. ) Nebuchadnezzar issues a proclamation to
all peoples of the world, declaring, in conse-
quence of Daniel's success in interpreting an-
other of his dreams, his intention of glorifying
the King of Heaven, i.e. Jehovah. The dream
itself consists of a vision of the uprooting of a
great tree with its numerous branches, under
which all birds have shelter and which feeds all

mankind. The vision, as interpreted by Daniel,
forebodes the downfall of the kingdom, and
the King himself is humbled by being bereft for
a time of his reason and conducting himself like

an animal. The fifth section (chap, v.) re-

counts a great feast arranged by Belshazzar
(q.v.), during which the mysterious writing ap-
pears on the wall as a punishment for the King's
desecration of the sacred vessels of Jerusalem,
which Nebuchadnezzar had brought to Babylon
(chap. i. 2). Daniel succeeds in reading and
interpreting the handwriting, which predicts the
overthrow of Belshazzar, who indeed is slain

that very night. The crown passes to Darius the
Mede. The sixth section (chap, vi.) introduces
King Darius, who, at the instance of his nobles,

issued a decree forbidding any one for the space
of a month to pray to or ask a petition from
any one except Darius. Daniel, as a pious
Jew, accustomed to pray thrice daily, disobeys
and is thrown into a den of lions. By di-

vine protection Daniel escapes the fate of being
torn to pieces. He is taken out of the den and
his accusers are thrown into it, and at once are
torn to pieces by the lions. The last four sec-

tions contain visions of Daniel : ( 1 ) Of the four
beasts, the last having ten horns, from each of

which in turn supremacy is taken away (chap,

vii.) ; (2) of the ram pushing in all directions

with its two horns, which are eventually broken
through a he-goat with a notable horn between
its eyes. In time the kingdom of the he-goat is

broken, and in its place four other horns arise,

and out of one of these comes forth a little horn
which exalts itself even against the host of

heaven and against God Himself, destroying His
sanctuary and interrupting the daily service for

2300 evenings and mornings (chap, viii.) ; (3)

Gabriel appears to Daniel and explains that the

seventy years of desolation prophesied by Jere-

miah (XXV. 11; xxix. 10) will be only seventy
weeks, after which time the guilt of the people
will be atoned for (chap. ix.). In the last
vision, in the third year of Cyrus, an angel re-

veals to Daniel glimpses of the future. Under
veiled names the doings and fate of various kings
are described; after the last disappears the Mes-
sianic age arrives, heralded by the Archangel
Michael.
There is no longer any question among schol-

ars that all the narratives and visions refer to
conditions as they existed in Jerusalem in the
days of Antiochus IV. A difference of opinion
merely exists on the question whether the book
is an organic unity or the work of several au-
thors pieced together. The trend of opinion is

now in the direction of regarding the book as a
unit, in view of the uniformity of style and the
references in one part to matters referred to in

another. In chapters i.-ii. 4 the author writes
in Hebrew; beginning in ii. 4, since he introduces
'Chaldeans,' he continues in Aramaic, the current
speech of Babylonia (though not the official lan-

guage) ; but in chapter viii., and thence to the
end, he returns to Hebrew. The supposition
that the Hebrew portions replace the lost origi-

nal Aramaic is without sufficient foundation.
On the basis of the theory currently adopted, the
interpretation of the figures and metaphors in

the book is not difficult. Nebuchadnezzar, Bel-
shazzar, and Darius are disguises for Antiochus
IV. The four metals of which the image is com-
posed represent the Babylonian, Median, Persian,
and Macedonian empires, and the four beasts are
to be similarly interpreted. The little horn ia

again Antiochus, while the ten horns represent
the successors of Alexander the Great. The ram
with two horns represents Medo-Persia and the
he-goat the Greeks. The kingdoms in the last

vision are the four Persian kings, Alexander,
and his successors, the detached references being
to leagues and conflict with Egypt during their

regimes and to other occurrences. The tyranny
of Antiochus IV., whose aim it was to replace

Jewish rites by Greek forms of worship, led to

the Maccabaean uprising which marks the tem-
porary triumph of Jewish patriotism. The
struggle in Palestine represents from the broader
historical point of view the natural conflict be-

tween Greek and Jewish ideas brought about
through the meeting of Jew and Greek after the

conquests of Alexander.
Bibliography. See the commentaries of

Kamphausen, Bevan, Prince, Hitzig, Ewald
(Prophets of the Old Testament), Bruston, Keil,

and Meinhold. Of these the latest is that of

Prince (New York, 1890), and one of the best

that of Meinhold (Ix^ipzig. 1889).

DANIEL, dA'nyel', Antony (1601-48). A
French Jesuit missionary in America, born at

Dieppe. He came to Quebec with Samuel de
Champlain in 1033, began his labors among the

savages of Cape Breton, and in 1634 was trans-

ferred to the Huron mission. His station was
at Saint Joseph, or Teanaustayi', one of the

largest of the Huron towns. On July 4, 1648, he

had just concluded the service of the mass when
the town, from which most of the warriors were
for the time being absent, was attacke<l by a

band of the hostile Iroquois. He roused such

defense as was possible, administered the sacra-

ment of baptism to those unbelievers who, in the

face of this danger, were clamorous to receive it,
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and urged nil that could to escape. As he came
from the church and confronted the enemy, he

for a space overawed them by his calmly majes-

tic bearing. A moment later, pierced by a bul-

let, he fell, and his body was consumed in the

burning church. Consult Parkman, The Jesuits

in North America (Boston, 1867).

DANIEL, Aknait. A celebrated French trou-

badour of the twelfth century, styled by Petrarch
*11 gran maestro d'Amore' (the great master of

love). He was bom at Riberac, Dordogne, was a

juggler at the Court of Richard Coeur de Lion,

and is said to have been present at the corona-

tion of Philip Augustus and to have been ac-

quainted with several distinguished troubadours,

such a.s Bertrand de Born. He was the author

of a number of amatory poems, which, although
technically masterpieces of versification, are fre-

quently characterized by an artificial straining

after effects. Dante, although indebted to him
for several of his stanzas, places Daniel far be-

neath Giraud de Borneil, then regarded as the

greatest of troubadours. An admirable modern
edition of Daniel's works has been published by
Canello under the title La vita e le opere del

trovatore Arnaldo Daniel (Halle, 1883).

DANIEL, dii'n6-6l, Ernst von ( 1843—) . An
Hungarian politician, bom at EUem^r, County
of TorontAl. He studied law at Budapest, be-

came judge-lateral in 1868, and in 1870 a Liberal

member of the Hungarian Parliament. In 1895

he was appointed ilinister of Commerce, and in

1896 a member of the Table of Magnates.

DANIEL, George (1616-57). A Cavalier

poet, about whom very little is known. His best

verse is represented by Occasional Poems and
Scattered Fancies, composed in 1645-46. The
beautiful MS. copy of his poems was printed (in

a limited edition) by Grosart (4 vols., Black-

burn, Lancashire, 1878).

DANIEL, Hermann Adalbert (1812-71). A
German geographer and theologian. He was
born at Ciithen, studied theology at Halle in

18.'J0-34, and was from 1834 to 1870 instructor

and professor at the Padagogium there. He was
one of the most eminent followers of the geog-

rapher Ritter, and by the attractive style of his

various geographical writings greatly contributed

toward arousing an increased interest in the study
of geograi)hy in the schools and among the edu-

cated generally. Of these works the following de-

serve especial mention: Lehrbuch der Geographic
fiir hohere Unterrichtsanstalten (76th ed. 1895) ;

Leitfaden fiir den Unterricht in der Geographic
(201st ed. 1896) ; Handbuch der Geographic
(6th ed., 4 vols., 1894-95) ; all of which were
translated into several European languages.

DANIEL, John Moncure (1825-65). An
American editor, born in Virginia. He was pri-

vately educated, studied law, and in 1845 became
librarian of a small public library in Richmond.
In 1847 he joined the staflF of the Richmond Ex-
aminer, and as the result of expressions con-

tained therein was compelled to fight numerous
duels. He was a friend of Theodore Parker,
whose famous sermon on Webster he published in

the Examiner, and of Poe, a sketch of whom he
wrote for the Southern Literary Messenger. In
1853 he was appointed Minister to the Court of

Victor Emmanuel. By demanding for some Ital-

ians naturalized in the United States and visit-

ing Sardinia rights equal to those of other Ameri-

cans, he nearly brought about a rupture in

the diplomatic relations of Italy and the United
States, and afterwards, by a breach of social eti-

quette at Turin, he greatly lessened his influence

at the Italian Court. Upon the outbreak of the
Civil War he was appointed to the staff of Gen.
A. P. Hill. His arm having been shattered, he
resumed the Examiner; and for attacks upon
Jefferson Davis and Elmore, the Treasurer of

the Confederacy, was challenged by the latter

to a duel, in which he was wounded. Con-
sult his Writings, with a memoir by his brother
(New York, 1868).

DANIEL, John Warwick (1842—). A
United States Senator, bom in Lynchburg, Va.
After the Civil War, in which he fought on the
Confederate side and rose to the rank of colonel,

he studied law and became active in politics.

He was for some time a member of the State
Ijegislature, and in 1885-87 served in the United
States Senate.

DANIEL, Samuel (1562-1619). An English
poet, bom near Taunton, Somersetshire. He en-

tered Magdalen Hall, Oxford, in 1579, but left

without a degree and visited Italy. In 1590 he
became tutor to William Herbert at Wilton and
wrote masques for the Court of James I. Later
he retired to a farm near Beckington, in Wilt-
shire, where he died in October, 1019. Daniel's
principal works are a series of sonnets to Delia

(1592), unsurpassed in their time by any except
Shakespeare's; the beautiful Complaint of Rosa-
mond (1592) ; a long historical poem in eight
books, entitled The Civil Wars Between the

Houses of York and Lancaster (1595-1609);
two tragedies in the style of Seneca ; and a prose
history of England. Daniel's verse has been
praised for its grace and purity by a long suc-

cession of critics. His works were collected in

1623. Consult Complete Works, edited by Gro-
sart (5 vols., London, 1885-96).

DANIEL DEBON'DA. A novel by George
Eliot published serially in 1876 and in book
form in 1877. It is a study of race feeling and
tradition, the title character being a Jew.

DANIELL, John Frederick (1790-1845). A
distinguished English physicist, born in London.
He was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in

1814, and in 1816, in connection with Professor
Brande, established the Quarterly Journal of

Science and Art. From this period he devoted
almost all of his time to the subjects of chem-
istry and meteorology. In 1824 the Horticul-

tural Society awarded him their silver medal for

his Essay on Artificial Climate. He was ap-
pointed professor of chemistry in King's College,

London, in 1831, and in 1839 published his In-

troduction to Chemical Philosophy. He is the
only person who ever obtained all of the three
medals in the gift of the Royal Society. His
Meteorological Essays contain the first scientific

account of the known phenomena of the atmos-
phere. He made the first precise determinations
of atmospheric moisture by the use of the hy-
grometer of his invention, and invented the Dan-
iell cell, an electric battery furnishing a tolerably

constant current. Besides the works mentioned
he wTote a large number of interesting and valu-

able papers for the Royal Society.

DANIELL, Thomas (1749-1840). An Eng-
lish painter and etcher, born at Kingston-on-
Thames. He was a pupil of the Royal Academy
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and was elected an R.A. in 1799. Accompanied
by his nephew Williiim, he went to India in 1784
and remained in the East ten years. The fruit
of these travels was the remarkable collection,

"Oriental Scenery" (1808, 144 views). Besides
these he published "Views in Egypt," "Hindu
Excavations at Ellora" (24 plates), and Pic-
turesque Voyage to China by Way of India (Lon-
don, 1810).

DANOIELS, VViNTHROP More (1867—). An
American political economist, born at Dayton.
Ohio. He graduated in 1888 at Princeton Uni-
versity, studied at I^ipzig, and in 1892 was ap-
pointed professor of political economy at Prince-
ton. His publications include Elements of Pub-
lic Finance ( 1894) and a Revision and Continua-
tion of Alexander Johnston's History of the
United States (1897).

DANILO, dan1-l6, I., or Danilo Petbovitch
NiEGOSii (1826-60). A prince of Montenegro.
He was educated at Vienna and succeeded his
uncle, Peter II., in 1851, dispensing, however,
with the customary title of prince-bishop. In
1852 he became involved in a war with Tur-
key, the Porte claiming jurisdiction in Mon-
tenegro, and the boundaries between the two
countries were not defined until 1858. Danilo
devoted himself steadfastly to the achievement
of Montenegrin independence and the further-

ance of civilization throughout the land. He
introduced financial reforms, organized a mili-

tary service, and issued a legal code. He was
assassinated by a personal enemy, August 12,

1860. His nephew. Prince Nicholas, succeeded
bim.

DA'NISH LANGUAGE AND LITEBA-
TURE.— i.ANGUAGE. The history of the Dan-
ish language begins properly about the year
A.D. 1000. when the different Scandinavian dia-

lects, which until that time had formed one
speech, developed into separate languages. (For
an account of the earliest Scandinavian monu-
ments, see Runes.) The Danish and Swedish
formed together the East Northern group, the
Icelandic and Nor^vegian, with the Faroese, the
West Northern. The oldest specifically Danish
records are runic inscriptions and a few names
in Latin MSS. About 1300 appeared several
collections of laws, which show the existence of

at least three distinct dialects, there being at
that time no standard form for literary use. The
leveling of inflections, which is as marked a
feature of Danish as of English, had already
begun, although many forms were still retained.

The vocabulary is still in the main Northern,
with vyry few foreign elements. Between 1350
and 1500 the loss of inflections and of other
grammatical distinctions increases rapidly and
the language approaches more and more its

present form. A striking feature of the vocabu-
lary is the introduction of foreign words, espe-

cially those from the French, Latin, and Low
German, High German words being sparingly
l)orrowed. The syntax, too, is aflTected by Latin
isms in consequence of the wide use of Latin by
Danes. As a result of the publication of the
first modern Danish translation of the Bible,

that of Cliristian TIL (15.50), the vocabulary
became fairly fi.xed. receiving practically its

present character. The relation of the Danish
Bible to the Danish language is very similar to

that of the English Bible to the English lao-

Vou v.—11.

guage. After 1537 Danish became the official

language of Norway, the Norwegian language
remaining as a collection of dialects spoken
chiefly in the country districts. (For the rela-

tion of these dialects to Danish, see Nobwegian
Language.) In the following century, on the
other hand, Denmark suffered a loss by the ces-
sion to Sweden of the Province of Skine, or
Schonen, and within a generation the Swedish
took the place of the original Danish.

The principal grammatical changes between
the Reformation and 1700 are the partial substi-
tution of the natural for the grammatical gen-
der, and the simplification of the inflections.

The vocabulary shows a generous borrowing of
French and German words. The different dia-
lects are still used for literary expression, and
it was not until Holberg (1684-1754) that a
standard literary Danish may be said to have
existed. During the last half of the eighteenth
century German and Danish were used side by
side in Denmark, very much as Latin and Danish
had been used earlier, and so great was the Ger-
man influence that the Danish State Calendar
was published in that language until the first

year of the nineteenth century. During the last

thirty years, mainly as a result of the war with
Germany, the vocabulary has become more and
more pure. Whole classes of German words
have been replaced by Danish equivalents, and
no new German words have been borrowed.

Danish differs in general from its nearest
Scandinavian neighbor, Swedish, by a greater
leveling of inflections and by less archaic sounds.
The most striking single feature of the spoken
language is the glottal 'catch/ called in Danish
Stod (literally a push or thrust). It occurs
after certain consonant sounds and consists of a
momentary closure of the glottis. It has been
compared in its effect upon foreigners to a hic-

cough. The glottal catch is not found in Dano-
Norwegian, and it is lacking in some of the
dialects in Denmark, while Jutish occasionally
employs the catch where it is not found in

the Seeland dialect. The cultivated standard
speech is characterized by a marked tendency to
slurring, the enunciation being much less distinct
than that of Swedish or of the Danish spoken in

Norway. There is also much less vocal inflec-

tion. In Danish, as in German, the pronuncia-
tion of the stage is very different from that of
social intercourse.

The principal Danish dialects are the Seeland,
including the slightly differing uses of the neigh-
boring smaller islands, and with a distinct type
for Copenhagen, the Jutish, including the speech
of Schleswig, and the Bornholmsk. which latter

is the .sole remnant of the East Danish dialects.

The Dano-Norwegian will he considered in con-

nection with the Norwegian (q.v.) . Mention should
be made of the Danish spoken in the United
States, which really constitutes a modern dialect.

It differs from the home tongue in pronunciation,
apparently as a result mainly of English influ-

ence, and in vocabulary. Danish-American news-
papers contain many English words not recog-

nized in Denmark, and the speech of our Danish
citizens is even more mixe«l, the English influ-

ence extending to the sjTitax as well as to the
vocab\ilary. As the subject has never been scien-

tifically investigated, it is impossible to deter-

mine how far the original dialectic peculiarities

are preserved.
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Dnnish ortlioj,'rui)liv is in iin c«von more unset-

tled state than the English. There are several

distinct systenia of sjR'liing in iise in Denmark,

and at least two others in Norway. The oflicial

system is employed in all school books and Gov-

ernment publications, but is generally disregard-

ed by writers, whose system in turn is scorned

by philologists. As in CJerman, both the so-called

(iothic and Roman type are in use, and substan-

tives are sometimes uniformly spelled with ini-

tial capitals, sometimes not. There is, however,

a decided tendency in recent times toward sim-

plification of spelling, and in time uniformity

will probably be reached.

BiULUMJRAiMiY. Dictionaries: Molbeck, Dansk
Ordbog (Copenhagen, 1854-59), the standard dic-

tionary in Danish; Larsen, a Dictionary of the

Dano-yoricegian and English Languages (3d ed.,

London, 1897) ; Rosing, English-Danish Diction-

ary (7th ed. Ck)penhagen, 1899) ; Brynildsen,

English-Dano-Noricegian Dictionary (Chris-

tiania, 1900— ). This last, when completed,

will be tlie best Danish international dictionary.

There are also several dictionaries of foreign

words in Danish, and dictionaries giving simply

the fonns of words. Pronouncing dictionaries

are very little used. Grammars: Groth, Danish
and Duno-yoricegian Grammar (Boston, 1894),
especially strong in the treatment of the Dano-
Norwegian. There is no good treatment in Eng-
lish of Danish grammar. The best grammars in

Danish are Jessen's and Mikkelsen's. The best

recent history of the language in Danish is Ver-

ner Dahlerup's (Copenhagen, 1896). There is a
short survey by Ludvig Wimmer, translated by
Lentzner, in Modern Language Notes (Balti-

more, 1895). The oldest period is treated tech-

nically by Noreen in Paul, Orundriss der Oer-

vumischen Philologie, vol. i. (Strassburg, 1896).

Literature. The first Danish book is a treat-

ise on medicine by Ilenrik Harpestreng, who died

in 1244. The first Danish law dates from 1386,

but the first distinctively literary writings in

the language are the chivalric ballads, Kjaempe-
viser, which must have been composed from
1300 to 1500, though they survive only in six-

teenth-century form, best edited by Gruntvig (6
vols., imfinished) and bv Abrahamson, Nyerup,
and Rahbek (5 vols., 18'l2-14). Of these there

are some 500, partly historical, partly mythical,
but wholly popular in origin. The first Danish
book was printed in 1495, and sequential liter-

ary history Iwgins with Cliristian Pedersen, who
translated the Bible (1550) and gave to his peo-

ple the legends of Charlemagne and Ogier in

their final form. Vedel (1542-1616) stimulated
national literature by publishing 100 of the
Kjaempeviser (1591) and translating Saxo
Grammaticus (1575). Reynard the Fox had
been translated into Danish in 1555. Hvitfeld
gave Denmark its first history (1595) and
Ranch its first drama (about 1600). Clausen's
translation of the Icelandic Heimskrigla ap-
peared in 1633, and Arrebo's (1587-1637) Hex-
eemeron, the first Danish epic, in 1641. Hymn-
writing was soon after inaugurated by Kingo
(1634-1703) and Brorson (1694-1764). But
these beginnings were all oveTshadowed by the
genius of Holberg (q.v.). the first Dane whose
work is still an actuality in Danish culture. AH
branches of learning and art felt his stimulating
influence, the university was reopened (1742),
the Society of Sciences founded, and the Society

for the Improvement of tlie Danisii Language.
Then Klopstock, who had settled at (Jopeiiluigen,

though his direct inlluence was bad, fostered th»
founding of tlie Society of the Fine Arts, and
Frederick V. patroniwd all.

Under these intluences, or the spirit that pre-
pared for them, many poets were born (1742-49)— Johannes Evald, Wessel, Brun. Frimann,
Fasting, Pram, Storm—who brought about a
lyric and dramatic revival in the last quarter of
the century. The first, Evald (q.v.), aided the
revival of interest in Scandinavian mythology;
Wessel helped to emancipate the Danish stage
from French bondage; the others, Norwegians
by birth, gave the language a richer imagery.
The only prose writer of importance till near the
close of the eighteenth century was the philoso-

pher Treschow (1751-1833); and poetry, after
the passing of the group just named, sank into
a mechanical insignificance, from which Bagge-
sen (q.v.) and romanticism revived it.

The literary births from 1758 to 1777 are
mainly of prose writers—Rahbek (1760-1830), a
good novelist, catholic-spirited critic, and editor
of older poets; Heiberg the elder (1758-1841), a
political and aesthetic critic; Malte-Brun (1775-
1826) and Olufsen (1764-1827), geographers;
Nyerup (1759-1829), a diligent literary com-
piler; Engelstoft (1774-1850), an historian;
Mynster (1775-1854), a theologian; and the
great and genial scientist Oersted (1777-1851).
are the most prominent names for two decades,
where the only poet of distinction is Baggesen
(1764-1826), an erratic exception to prove the
rule that an 'age of enlightenment is not an age
of song.'

The romantic movement in Denmark centres
around OehlenschlUger (q.v.), and dates from
1802. His more important assistants in foster-

ing national individualism in literature were
Blicher (q.v.), novelist and poet; Grundvig,
scholar, antiquarian, poet, politician ; Ingemann
(q.v.), the historical novelist; Hauch (q.v.), a
fluent poet, dramatist, and novelist; Countess
Gyllembourg (q.v.), the greatest woman writer
of Denmark, and mother of J. L. Heiberg (q.v.),

critic, poet, dramatist, and, on the whole, the
most important figure of the generation. These
writers were born between 1779 and 1791. To the
second generation of the romanticists, born be-

tween 1798 and 1809, belong Hertz (q.v.), the
poet; Andersen, of the world-famed Fairy Tales;
Bagger (1807-46), who died like Keats, with
unmatched promise unfulfilled, and Paludan-
Miiller (1809-76), a dramatic and epic philo-

sophic poet of much power.

Aside from poetrj' the romantic period was not
fruitful. One mav note the antiquarians Rask
(1787-1832), Rafn (1795-1864, q.v.), and Peter-
sen (1791-1862); the lexicographer Molbech
(1783-1857) ; the botanist Schouw (1789-1852) ;

and the philosopher Sibbern (1785-1872); suc-

ceeded by the brilliantly subtle Kierkegaard
(1813-55). The period counts no significant nov-
elist or dramatist who was not primarily a poet,
though writing perhaps like Andersen in prose.

The thirty odd years that separate the birth of
Paludan-Miiller from that of Brandes are singu-
larly unproductive of Danish literary genius.
The most prominent names are those of the poet
Ploug (1813-94), the novelist Goldschmidt (1819-
87), and Herman Evald (1821—). Politics ab-
sorbed popular interest after 1848. Romanticism
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seemed bankrupt, but tlie Danes were slow in
attuning themselves t»> the nuKiern spirit of real-
ism. That they have done so at all, through polit-
ical distractions, national hiuiiiliation and dis-
memberment, is largely the work of Brandes,
supplemented by the example of Bjornson and Ib-
sen. Of the new school the most distinguished are
Drachmann Tqv.), Richardt (q.v.), and Chris-
tiansen (q.v.). One may record also the names
of Bergscie (1835—, q.v.), Jacobsen (1847-85),
Skram (1847—), Edward Brandes (1847—),
Bang (1857—), Gjellerup (1857—). and Es-
mann (1860— ), but there seems little promise
of greatness in any field of literature in the Den-
mark of this generation.

BiBnoGBAPiiY. Horn, Den danske Literaturs
Historie (Copenhagen, 1879); translation by
Anderson, History of the Literature of the Scan-
dinavian North (Chicago, 1884) ; Hansen, Nord-
tsfce Digtere i rort Aarhundrede (Copenhagen,
1879) ; id., Illustreret dansk Literaturhistorie
(ib., 1900) ; Ronning, Den danske Literaturs-
historie i (Irundrids (ib., 1890) ; id., Rational-
ismens Tidsalder (ib., 1886-90); Rosenberg,
Nordboemcs Aandsliv fra Oldtiden til vore Dage
(ib., 1878-85), incomplete, but highly important;
Arentzen. Baggesen og Oehlenschlager (ib., 1870-
78) ; id., Danske Digtere i det 19de AarhuH'
drede (ib., 1864) ; Vedel, Studier over Guldalde-
ren i dansk Digtning (ib., 1890) ; Paludan, Re-
naissance beraegelsen i Danmarks Literatur
isaer % det 18de Aarhundrede (ib., 1887);
Schuck, "Schwedisch-diinische Litteratur," in
Paul, Grundriss der germanischen Philologie
(Strassburg. 1896 et seq.) ; Strodtmann, Das
geistige Leben in Danemark (Berlin, 1873) ;

Schweitzer, Geschichte der skandinavischen Lit-
teratur (Leipzig, 1886-87) ; Hansson, Das junge
Skandinavien (Dresden, 1891) ; Schwanenfliigel,
•'Danish Literature," in Weitemeyer, Denmark
(London, 1890) ; Gosse, Studies in the Litera-
ture of Northern Europe (London, 1879). For
the drama consult: Brandes, Dansk Skuespil-
kunst (Copenhagen, 1880) ; Birket Smith,
Studier pd det gamle danske Skuespils Omrdde
(ib., 1883) ; and Hansen, Den danske Skueplads
( ib., 1889 et seq. )

.

DANISH POLITICAL PARTIES. See Po-
UTICAL P.\RTiEs, paragraph on Denmark.
DANISH WEST INDIES. See West In-

dies, Dam.^ii.

DAN1TES, or Destboyino Angels. In
American history, a name given to members of
a secret society, connected either officially or un-
officially with the Mormon Church, which was
crgjinized about 1837 for the purpose, as alleged,
of 'dealing as avengers of blood with Gentiles.'
Many crimes and atrocities have l>een attributed
to the organization, but little definite informa-
tion has ever been obtained concerning it, and
the Mormons themselves either disavow any con-
nection with it, or flatly deny its existence.
Other names by which the society was known
are: Daughters of Zion, Big Fan, Daughters of
Gideon, and Flying Angels, though these were
used much less frequently than the term 'Dan-
ites,' or 'Sons of Dan,' which is said to have
owed its origin to Gen. xlix. 17 ("Dan shall be
a serpent by the way, an adder in the path, that
biteth the horso's heels, so that his rider shall

fall backward"). During the political campaign
of 1838 in Illinois, which has become famous be-

cause of the contest between Lincroln and Douglas
for the United States Senatorship, the term 'Dan-
ites' was applied as a nickname to the anti-
Douglas Democrats, whose greatest vote (5079)
was cast in that year for the candidate for State
Treasurer. The faction was charged with servile
acquiescence in the policies of President Bu-
chanan, who was then under fire for his attitude
toward the 'rebellion' in Utah.

DAN'NAT, William T. (1853—), An Ameri-
can painter, bom in New York City. He studied
in Munich and imder Munkacsy in Paris, where
he afterwards took up his residence and became
a teacher at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. But he
owes more to Manet and Degas than to his own
master. One of his first pictures, "The Quar-
tette" (1884), now in the Metropolitan Museum,
New York City, is a fine example of his earlier
work. It shows the technical ability, the daring
style, the solid, broad painting, and absence of
conventionality characteristic of all his work.
Among the many Spanish subjects done at this
time are a "Sacristy in Arragon" (1888), in the
Chicago Art Museum, and "A Cafe Chantant"
(Munich, 1892), which was the sensation of the
Exhibition. For sheer bravura, this startling,
masterly study of artificial light has been
equaled by no other American artist, and by
few foreigners. His "Lady in Red," a one-color
scheme, is in the Luxembourg. The difficulties
presented by such a subject as this one are man-
aged with consummate ease. Something in the
same manner is his "Lady in White." Among
the portraits that have made him at once criti-

cised and praised is that of "Madame E." (Salon
of 1895), the three-quarter length of a woman,
almost colorless except for the vivid red of her
lips. He joined the Society of American Artists
in 1881, and became a member of the Soci^tf' Na-
tionale des Beaux-Arts. He was one of the In-
ternational Art Jury in 1889, and the same year
received the cross of the Legion of Honor. Con-
sult: Muther, Painting in the Nineteenth Cen-
tury (New York, 1896) ; Hartmann, History of
American Art (Boston, 190'2).

DANNECKEB, diin'nek-^r, Joiiann Hein-
Bicii VON (1758-1841). A German sculptor, bom
near Stuttgart, October 15, 1758. His father, a
groom of the Duke of Wiirttemberg, was much
opposed to his studying art, but through the
favor of the Duke the lad was educated in the
Karlsschule at Ludwigsburg, where he formed
his life-long friendship with Schiller. He after-

wards studied sculpture under Le Jeune, and in
1780 he obtained the prize for the best model of
"Milo of Croton Destroyed by the Lions." In
1783 he studied in Paris under Pajou, and soon
afterwards went to Rome, where he remained
until 1790. At Rome he met (Joethe, Herder,
and Canova. The latter befriended him. and gave
him instruction in sculpture. Here he executed
his first marble statues, of "Ceres" and "Bac-
chus." On his return to Gennany he was ap-
pointed professor of sculpture in the Academy of
Stuttgart, and remained in that city until his
death, on the 8th of Decemlier, 1841. Dannecker
was undoubtedly one of the greatt»st of modem
sculptors. His art is midway l)etween that of

Canova and Thorwaldsen. and his forte lies in

expressing individual characteristics. This gives

great value to his busts, among the best of
which are those of Schiller at Weimar, of La-
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Tater in the Public Lihrur.v of Zurich, and of

the King» Kredt'iick and \N illiuni of WUrtteni-

berg. His perceptions of the beautiful and deli-

cate, especially in the female form, are some-

times considered more exquisite and true than

those of Canova himself. His earlier works are

chielly pagiui in subjects, while his later ones

lire Christian, and are pervaded by a sensitive

idealism. Among the former are his "Sappho,"

"Psyche," and his best-known work, the "Ari-

adne," in Frankfort—a figure larger than life,

reclining on the back of a panther. His chief

work, however, is his statue of "Christ," com-

pleted in 1824, after eight years' study. The

original statue is in a church in Moscow, but

the sculptor executed a replica, which is now
at Regensburg. Consult: Clement, Painters,

Sculptors, Architects, and Engravers (Boston,

1889); Radcliffe, Schools and Masters of

Sculpture (New York, 1894) ; Griineisen and
Wagner, Dannecker's Werke in einer Auswahl
(Hamburg, 1841).

DANNENBERG, dJin'nen-berK, Hermann
(1824— ). A German numismatist, born in

Berlin. He became president of the Numismatic
Society in that city, and is an authority on

media-val coins, on 'which subject he published

the standard work entitled Die deutschen Miin-

zcn der sdchsischen und frdnkischen Kaiserzeit

(3 vols., 1876-08).

DANNEVTRKE, diin'ne-ver'ke (Dan., Danes'

work). A wall or intrenchment, built by the

Danes under King (Joetrik in the time of Charles

the Great, and enlarged by Queen Thyra in the

tenth century. The Dannevirke extended from

the Schlei to the Treene, a distance of ten miles,

and protected the Danes from the incursions of

the Saxons and Wends. In 974 Otho II. vainly

endeavored to take the Dannevirke. Later, how-
ever, he burned and destroyed a part of it. Walde-
mar the Great rebuilt a section with brick and
stone, in 1080. During the Schleswig-Holstein

wars the Dannevirke fell into the hands of the

Prussians, April 23, 1848, and was stormed by
the Austrians and Prussians in 1864. It has
since been leveled.

DAN RIVER. A river rising in the Blue
Ridge Mountains (q.v.), in Patrick County, Va.,

and flowing southeast into North Carolina.

After crossing and recrossing the boundary be-

tween these States five times, it combines with
the Staunton River in southern Virginia to form
the Roanoke River (q.v.) (Map: North Caro-
lina, CI). It is 180 miles long, drains an area

of 3700 square miles, and is navigable as far as
60 miles above Danville. It furnishes extensive

water-power at several points.

D ANT AN, diiN'tiiN', Axtoine Laurent
(1798-1878). A French sculptor, bom at Saint
Cloud. He was a pupil of his father, a wood-
career, and of Bosio. Having won the grand prix
in 1820, he continued his studies in Rome, and
after his return acquired reputation by a con-

siderable number of ideal statues and of emi-
nently characteristic portrait busts of celebrated

persons, such as Beethoven, Rossini, and the
actress Rachel. Especially noteworthy among
his works are: "Young Bather Playing with His
Dog" (1835); "Neapolitan Tambourine Girl"
(1838) ; "Allegorical Figure of Asia": "Colossal
Statue of Saint Raphael" ; the statues of Admiral

Duquesne, at DiepjM.', and of the mathematician
Laplace at Caen.

DANT AN, .JE.VN Pierre (1800-09). A
French .sculptor, born in Paris. He was a pupil
of Bosio, and won the prix de Rome in sculj>ture.

He executed busts of Spontini, Bellini, Rossini,

and Verdi, a bronze statue of Boieldii-u (Rouen),
and busts of Victor Hugo and Marshal Canro-
bert. But he is better known for his caricature
statuettes of notabilities of the time.

DANTAN, Joseph Edouard (1848—). A
French painter, bom in Paris, son of the sculp-

tor Jean Pierre Dantan. He studied in his native
city under Pils and l.«liman. His remarkable
studies in still life, such as the exquisite, soberly
painted "Corner of an Atelier" (1880), in the
Luxembourg, and "An Interior at Villerville"

(1883), are better known than his more conven-
tional religious and historical works, among
which are: "The Trinity"; "An Episode in the
Destruction of Pompeii" (1869) ; and "The Voca-
tion of the Apostles Peter and Andrew" (1877).
In still another, more pictorial manner, he
painted "The Burial of a Child at Villerville,"

in the Havre Museum.

DANTE ALIGHIERI, Ital. pron. diln'tA

ii'l&gj'a'r^ (1265-1321). One of the greatest

poets of all times, and incomparably the greatest

among the Italians. He was born in Florence in

the latter part of May, 1205, and his name was
originally Durante. The outward circumstances
and fortunes of Dante's life are largely involved
in uncertainty, and recent critical researches

have tended rather to destroy long-accepted be-

liefs than to add new and reliable details. Rome,
Ferrara, Parma, and Verona in turn claimed
the origin of his family, which was not neces-

sarily of ancient lineage, although Dante himself

seems to have believed that he sprang from
Roman stock and to have prided himself upon
liis noble blood. The first appearance, however,
of the Alighieri in history was in 1147, when
Cacciaguida, the poet's great-great-grandfather,

fell in the Crusades. Alighiero, Dante's father,

may or may not have been a jurist, but it is cer-

tain that he was an adherent of the Guelph fac-

tion. Of his mother nothing is known except that

her name was Bella. There is reason to suppose

that she died soon after his birth, that his father

soon married again, and, dying in 1275, left him
with a step-mother, a brother, and two sisters.

Of Dante's boyhood and education we know little

beyond his own statement that he had 'taught

himself the art of bringing words into verse.' It

i3 not surely known that he was ever a pupil

of the learned Florentine Brunetto Latin i,

though he undoubtedly profited from the latter's

precepts and example. It is equallj' questionable

whether he ever pursued legal studies at the

University of Bologna. We are better informed

regarding the social influences under which he

grew up in Florence. Among his friends and
intimates were the poets Guido Cavalcanti and
Cino da Pistoia, who was also a jurist of note;

Dino Frescobaldi and Lapo Gianni, both famed
for their finished verse; the musician Casella,

and the artist Giotto. The most significant

event, however, of Dante's early youth, and the

one fraught with most enduring consequences,

was his meeting with the Beatrice afterwards

celebrated in his poems, and believed, upon the

authority of Boccaccio, to have been the daughter
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of Folco Portinaii. who later became the wife
of Sinione de' llardi. As related in that unique
and earliest of the poet's productions, the Vita
Nuova, he met her first at a family festival when
he himself was but nine years old, and she some
months younger. Yet from that moment his love
for her seepis to have been the dominant influ-
ence iu bis life. There seems to be no good
reason for questioning, as some have questioned,
whether, after all, Beatrice was a real person-
ality, or whether she was not the creation of a
poet's mind, a mere personification of philosophy.
It is diflicult to read the Vita A'uoia and still

question the truth of what it narrates; from
first to last it bears the striking stamp of sin-
cerity. Yet it must be borne in mind that his
love for Beatrice was very different from what
is ordinarily understood by the term. It was the
highest form of spiritual love, freed from the
dross of all earthly desires and vulgar jealousy.
In Beatrice he saw something more than a
woman; from first to last, she was in his eyes an
'angiola gentilissima.'

Beatrice died June 9, 1290, a date that marks
an epoch in Dante's life. We know not who was
the dotina gentile to whom a year later he turned
for spiritual sj-mpathy, though .some have chosen
to see in this imkno«Ti comforter the Gemma
Donati, whom by the persuasion of his friends
he was soon after led to marrj*. Two sons, a
daughter Antonia, and perhaps another, Beatrice,
were the fruit of this union, which there is no
positive reason for believing an unhappy one.

Dante maintained an unbroken silence regarding
his wife, who continued to live in Florence after
his exile, and presumably they never met again.

Of Dante's part in the public affairs of his city

a few meagre details are preserved, enough to

show that his interest gradually deepened after

the death of Beatrice. Too much importance has
sometimes been attached to the so-called heroism
of his military service. In point of fact, he
was simply discharging the duties incumbent
upon a citizen of the commune when, in 1289. he
tooK part in an invasion of the territory of Arezzo
and was present at the taking of the fortress of

Caprona, shortly afterwards. After 1295 his

voice was heard with growing frequency in muni-
cipal affairs, until the summer of 1300, when he
was chosen as one of the six Priors of the city.

Though his duties lasted but two months, the

time was long enough, as he himself said, to

effect his undoing. The Guelphs at this time had
become divided into two factions—the Neri, led

by Corso Donati, and supporters of the Papal
power; and the Bianchi or moderate Guelphs,
who leaned toward the ideas of the Ghibellines.

Dante had allied himself with the latter faction,

but during his tenure of office party feeling ran
so high that the Priors decided upon the extreme
measure of banishing the leaders of both fac-

tions, and Dante advocated the measure, though
Donati, a relative of his wife, was among the

banished Neri, and Cavalcanti, his friend, among
the Bianchi. But soon afterwards the Bianchi

were unwisely allowed to return, and, fearing

that their party would get the upper hand in the

city, Boniface VIII. sent Charles of Valois to

Florence, who quickly restored the \eri to power.

In 1.302 there followed a wholesale banishment
of the Bianchi, among them Dante, charged with

barratry, extortion, corruption, and conspiracy

against Boniface. Charles, and the Guelph party.

The exiled Bianchi joined forces with the many
Ghibellines then living in banishment, and made
many attempts to return by force of arms. Just
how long Dante remained with his fellow exiles
is not known, but sooner or later he wearied of
their dissensions, and foiwd an asylum with
Bartolommeo della Scala, at Verona. Through
the years of wandering that followed, it is idle
to attempt to trace him—'a ship without sail
or helm,' he calls himself in the Convivio. In
1306 we find him at Padua; in 1307 at Casen-
tino. and the following year perhaps at Forll;
1309 is the date assigned for his alleged visit to
Paris, and some would have it that he even
pushed on to Oxford, but this cannot be proved.
At all events, in 1313 he was in Pisa, where
Petrarch saw him as a child. Two years later
the Florentines passed a decree allowing the
exiles to return, but upon such humiliating con-
ditions that Dante rejected them with scorn. In
1317 he made his permanent home at Ravenna,
where he was warmly welcomed by Guido No-
vello da Polenta, the lord of the city and nephew,
it is thought, of Francesca da Rimini. Here he
passed his last years, busied with the completion
of his great epic, and surrounded by his children
and friends, and here he died on the night of
September 14, 1321, having been taken ill while
on a political mission in behalf of Novello
and the city that had given him refuge. He was
buried by Novello with great honor, but the
latter was expelled from Ravenna before he had
iPime to raise a fitting monument to his friend.
Florence, which sought to make tardy atonement
by raising a memorial tablet in the Church of
Santa Croce, tried in vain to obtain the custody
of his remains. For fear of theft, they were
hidden, and their resting-place remained a secret
down to 1865, since which time they have been
jealously guarded by Ravenna.
The chronological order of Dante's writings

has been the ground of endless debate. The order
which affords the least ground for objections is

probably the following: Vita Nuova, De Vulgari
Eloquentia, Canvivio, De Monorchia, the Rime
and Epistolce, which cover a long period of years

;

the Eclogw, and the Commedia. The Vita Nuova
probably dates from the early nineties, is written
in mingled prose and verse, and contains the
story of his love for Beatrice, together with the
poems addressed to her and some other ladies.

Aside from its lofty sentiment and poetic charm,
the Vita Xuova possesses a deep interest as being
the earliest example of polished Italian prose.
The Convivio, or Banquet, is also a combination
of prose and poetry, in which, as has been
quaintly said, the poems are served up as the
viands, the commentary as the accompanying
bread. Here, also, Beatrice is the c-cntral figure,

but this time as a sort of i)ersonification of

divine philosophy. As originally planned, the
Conrivio should have containe<l fourteen canzoni,
with accompanying comment, but in the form in

which we have it, it is incomplete. The Rime or
Canzoniere are a collection of poems on many
subjects, and obviously covering a long period of

years. Among them are foiir canzoni which
relate to a brief attachment felt by Dante for

an unknown woman, whom he designates as Ia
Pietra, and whom some would identify with the
donna gentile of the Vita \unva. The De Vul-

gari Eloquentia is the most interesting of Dante's
I.Atin writings, and may be defined as the first
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attempt at a sciuntiflc treatise of the Italian

language. Dante reeognizeu the kinship of the

l^unianee languages, hut errs rather curiously in

declaring Latin an artificial product of later

origin, lie distinguishes, moreover, fourteen dia-

lects, and condenms them all, including that of

Tuscany.
C«»nct«rning the poetry, the majesty, the phil-

osophy of Dante's masterpiece, the Divine Comedy,
whole* libraries have been written in praise, in

controversy, and in elucidation. The central mo-
tive of the epic may be brielly summed up as fol-

lows: It depicts a vision, in which the poet is

conducted, hrst by Vergil, the representative of

human reason, through hell and purgatory; and
then by Beatrice, the representative of revela-

tion, through paradise, and finally by Saint

Bernard through the several heavens, where he
beholds the triune God. The name Commedia was
given to the work because, beginning with the
horrible, it ends cheerfully, and because in re-

spect to the style it was lowly, being wTitten in

the vulgar tongue. The epithet 'Divina' was added
by the admiration of after-times. Hell is repre-

sented in the poem as a funnel-shaped hollow,

formed of gradually contracting circles, the low-

est and narrowest of which is at the earth's cen-

tre. Purgatory is a mountain rising solitary from
the ocean, on that side of the earth that is op-

posite to us. It is divided into terraces, and its

top is the terrestrial paradise, the first abode of

man. From this the poet ascends through the

seven planetary heavens, the heaven of the fixed

stars and the 'primum mobile,' to the empyrean
or fixed seat of God. In all parts of the regions

thus traversed there arise conversations with
noted personages, for the most part those re-

cently deceased, whom Dante had known per-

sonally in life. Incidentally, the deepest ques-
tions of mediaeval philosophy are discussed and
solved, and the social and moral conditions of

Italy, with the corruption of Church and State,

are depicted with noble indignation.

Fifty-two years after the poet's death the
Republic of Florence set apart an annual sum
for public lectures to explain the Divine Comedy
to the people, and Boccaccio himself was ap-
pointed first lecturer. The example was imi-

tated in several other cities of Italy. The works
of these men are among th^ earliest commen-
taries on Dante that we possess. Since 1472
there have appeared nearly 500 editions of the
Divine Comedy in Italian, and the number is

being augmented at the rate of at least six a
year. Of the notable early editions may be
mentioned the following, the earliest of all:

Fuligno (1472); the Nidobeatine (Milan, 1477-

78) ; the first Florentine (1481) ; the first Aldine
(1502); the first Cruscan edition (1595); that
of Volpi (1727); and of Venturi (1732). Of
the countless modern editions, with commen-
taries, that of Fraticelli (1852) is probably as
good as anv. The chief English translations are:
Boyd's ('1785); Gary's (1814); Wright's
(1833) ; Pollock's (1854) ; Longfellow's (1867) ;

Norton's (1891-92).

Bibliography. Bartoli, Storia delta lettera-

iura italiana, vols, iv., v., vi. (Florence, 1881-

89) ; Gaspary, Geschichte der italienischen Lit-
teratur, vol. i. (Strassburg, 1885) ; "The Earliest
Lives of Dante." trans, from the Italian of Boc-
caccio and Bnmi. in Yale Studies in English, No.
10 (New York. 1901); Villani, Cronica (Triest,

1857) ; Pelli, ilcmoric per servive alia vita di
Dante (Florence, 1823) ; Balbo, Vita di Dante
(Turin, 1839), trans, by Burnbury, The Life and
Times of Dante (London, 1852) ; Fraticelli, i>7orto

della vita di /Jan ^e( Florence, 1801 )
;Blanc,"Dante

Alighieri nach seinem Leben und litterarischen

Werk geschildert," in Ersch und Gruber, Allge-
meine Encyklupddie, vol. xxiii. (Leipzig, 1832) ;

Wegele, Dante Alighieri's Leben und W'crke im
Zuaammcnhangc dargestellt (Jena, 1879) ; Scar-
tazzini, Dante Alighieri, seine Zcit, sciii Leben
und seine Werke (Frankfort, 1879) ; Kraus,
Dante, sein Leben und sein Werk (Berlin,

1897) ; Fedem, Dante and Bis Times, Eng. trans.

(New York, 1902) ; Botta, Introduction to the
atudy of Dante, being a new edition of the
author's Dante as Philosopher, Patriot, and Poet
(London, 1887) ; Rossetti, A Shadow of Dante
(London, 1884) ; Scartazzini, A Handbook to

Dante, trans, by Davidson (Boston, 1887) ; id.,

A Companion to Dante, trans, by Butler (Lon-
don, 1893) ; Moore, Textual Criticism of the Di-

vina Commedia (Cambridge, 1889) ; Tutte le

Opere di Dante Alighieri (Oxford, 1894) ; id.,

Studies in Dante (Oxford, 1896-99) ; Butler,
Dante, His Times and His Work (London, 1895) ;

Symonds, Introduction to the Study of Dante
(Edinburgh, 1890) ; Witte, Essays on Dante,
selected, trans, and edited by Lawrence and Wick-
steed (Boston, 1898) ; Lowell, Aynong My Books,
2d series (Boston, 1880) ; Macaulay, Essays, vol.

i. ; Carlyle, Heroes and Hero-worship; Church,
Dante and Other Essays (London, 1890) ; Tozer,
An English Commentary on Dante's Divina Com-
media (Oxford, 1901); Scartazzini, Dante in

Germ^ania (Milan, 1881-83), M-hich contains a
complete catalogue of all German publications on
Dante; id., Enciclopedia Dantesca (Milan,
1896-99).

DANT^S, daN'tis', Edmond. The Count in

Dumas's romance The Count of Monte Cristo.

In the pursuit of vengeance, he adopts the aliases

of 'Lord Wilmore' and 'Abb6 Busoni.'

DANTIEB, diiN'tyfi', Henri Alphonse ( 1810—
) . A French author, bom at Noyon. Hia

books inclu<le a number of valuable histories,

particularly of the Benedictines, such as Etudes
sur les Bdnedictins (1854) ; Les monasteres Bin6-
dictins d'ltnlie; and Les femmcs dans la soci^t6

chretienne ( 1 878 ) . The latter was crowned by
the French Academy.

DANTON, daN'tdN', Georges Jacques (1759-

94 ) . One of the great popular leaders in the
French Revolution. He was born October 28,

1759, at Arcis-sur-Aube, of a bourgeois family.

Though his parents wished him to become a
priest, Danton preferred the law, and, after being
educated in his native town and at Troyes, he
went to Paris. A born orator, Danton quickly

rose in his profession, and as early as 1785 he
was known as a successful practitioner before

the Parlement of Paris. In 1787 he married,

and purchased, at a cost of 80,000 livres, a posi-

tion as advocate of the Ro_yal Council, and was
soon earning an income of 25,000 livres a year.

At this time he is described as a forcible and
eloquent speaker, a man of liberal tastes, fond
of books, and happy in his domestic life. He
saw the Revolution approaching, and as early as
1787 said to his patron, M. de Barentin, "Moder-
ate reforms are no longer possible ; do you not
see the avalanche soon to descend?" It is said
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that Mirabeau, perceiving Danton's genius,

sought to attach him to himself. In the early

revolutionary outbreaks Danton took no promi-
nent part, but early in 1790 he was threatened
with arrest for protesting in violent terms
against Marat's arrest, and in June of the same
year he appears as one of the chief founders of the
club of the Cordeliers, or ultra-Jacobins, while in

the autumn he was chosen to be commander of the

National Guard of his district. The next year he
appeared as the advocate of the extremists of

Paris, and publicly attacked the anti-revolu-

tionary leaders. His utterances having exposed
him to arrest, he fled to England and remained
there some six weeks, during which time he had
conferences with the chief leaders of the Whig
opposition. On returning to Paris he was elected

to office in the commune, and probably was
largely instrumental in inciting and bringing to

a successful issue the insurrection of August 9

and 10, 1792. After the taking of the Tuileries

and tlie suspension of the royal power, Danton
became Minister of Justice, and in this capacity

entered the Provisional Government and became
a member of the Executive.
The strongest personality of them all, Danton

at once assumed the leadership. He took active

measures to free the country of its foreign in-

vaders. His eloquence thrilled the people, and
when, on September 2d, he made his wonderful
speech before the Assembly, and cried: "Pour les

vaincre, pour les atterrer, que faut-il? De I'audace,

encore de I'audace, et toujours de Vaudace" ("to

vanquish them, to crush them down, what is

necessarj-? To dare, to dare again, and always to

dare"), France responded by placing fourteen

armies in the field. In October, 1792, partly by
force and partly by diplomacy, the foes had been

expelled. In the fearful days of the September
massacres, when political prisoners were taken

out and butchered by hundreds, Danton would
not let the Government leave Paris. Of the

atrocities that took place he was not actively

guilty, though Marat was, but as a revolutionist

he acquiesced in and condoned the deeds of his

associates. In September, 1792, he resigned as

Minister of Justice, and was elected to the Con-

vention. There he successfully repelled a venom-
ous attack made on him by the Girondists, and,

later, on his return from his mission to Dumou-
riez, answered Marat's insinuations that he had
been privy to the treachery of that General. Dan-
ton was among those who voted for the death

of the King (January, 1793). After being elected

president of the Jacobin Club, Danton, in March,

1793, became a member of the Committee of

Public Safety, and later its president. This was
the period of his greatest services to France,

when he organized her defenses and directed

her foreign policy. The irreconcilable attitude

of the Girondists forced him to take active

measures for their suppression (June 2, 1793),

for he felt that they were not true revolutionists.

In his revolutionary enthusiasm, however, Dan-

ton called up a force that was destined to crush

him. After the fall of the Girondists, he advo-

cated the formation of a new and more powerful

Committee of Public Safety, endowed with un-

limited authority and ample resources. Ho him-

self coded his right to a seat on this tribunal, an

error of judgment which cost him his life. Dan-

ton's aim at this time was undoubtedly the con-

ciliation of the various republican and revolu-

tionary' factions in France into a stable and
peaceful government; the aim of the committee
was to make its own power supreme over all

others. Robespierre began to emerge as its leader,

supported by Saint Just, Billaud-Varennes,
and Couthon. While Danton, with his friend
and ally, Cumille Desmoulins (q.v.), the inspirer
and chief author of the Vieux Cordelier papers,
were advocating moderation, the followers of

Robespierre were preparing to strike. The first

of their opponents to fall were the fanatical
Hebertists, in March, 1794; after them came the

turn of the Dantonists. Their leader seemed no
longer to care for the turmoil of politics, but
pursued a policy of inaction and awaited the
attack. For a short time Danton retired to his

home at Arcis-sur-Aube, having recently married
a second wife. His enemies were active, and,
after some show of hesitation, Robespierre yielded
to Billaud-Varennes

(
q.v. ) . and the fate of the

Dantonists was sealed. On March 30, 1794, Dan-
ton, Camille Desmoulins, and others of the party
were seized and imprisoned.

Before the revolutionary tribunal, the strength

of Danton's character shone forth. Questioned
by the president as to his name and dwelling, he
replied: "My name? It is Danton: a name tol-

erably well known in the Revolution. My dwell-

ing? It will soon be annihilation; but my name
will live in the pantheon of history." His trial

was a farce, the formal charge being that of

conspiring to restore the monarchy. The elo-

quence of the man was so great that Paris

thrilled as he hurled defiance at his accusers,

and there was danger of a popular revolt in his

favor. The Convention eagerly seized on the in-

famous suggestion of Saint Just, that disrespect

for justice merited summary conviction, and,

with fourteen of his supporters, Danton was at

once condemned to the guillotine. Almost his

last words were inspired by the treachery of

Robespierre. "I could have saved him," he said;

"I leave it all in a frightful welter; not a man
of them has any idea of government. Robes-

pierre will follow me; he is dragged down by
me." On April 5, 1794, Danton mounted the

scaffold with calm courage. A moment he stood

erect, facing the mob, then, turning to the execu-

tioner, knelt, and, laying his head on the block,

said, "Show the people my head; it is worth

seeing." The accusations of venality, of dis-

solute conduct, of blood-thirsty ferociousness, so

often made against Danton, have been long since

disproved. "The Mirabeau of the sansculottes,"

says M. Claretie, "was a bourgeois Mirabeau,

equally powerful, but neither dissolute nor

venal."

Bibliography. Following the lead of Comte,

the French Positivists have sought with con-

siderable success to redeem the reputation of

Danton, and to establish his claim to rank as a

patriot. The biographies of him that are of any
value represent this tendency. His chief biog-

rapher has been Dr. Robinet, whoso studies are

supported by an ample array of documents and

pii^ces justiftcatives. Those are: Danton. mt^moire

sur la vie privfe (Paris. 1865) ; Le prods de»

Dantonistes—doruwrnts avec introduction hit'

torique (Paris. 1879) ; Danton hnigri, recherchea

sur la diplomatie de la Rt^publique, HOS (Paris,

1887) ; and Danton, homme d'etat (Paris. 1889).

the most important of the series, published on

the revolutionary centenary. All recent writers
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have relied largely upon the researches of Robi-
net. Other iniijortant works are: Bougeart, Dan-
ton (Paris, IStil); Dubost, Danton ct la poli-

tique contemporaine (Paris, 1880), a study of

Danton's influence on French republicanism,
which the author regards as permanent, and
Danton et lea maaaacrea de Scptembrc (Paris,

1886) ; and Beesly, Life of Danton (London,
1889). Belloc, Danton: A Study (London, 1809),
is a well-written book by a strong admirer. Dan-
ton's works have been collected and edited by
Vermorel, (Euvrea de Danton (Paris, 188G). An
admirable selection of significant extracts from
his important speeches will be found, pre-

ceded by a useful introduction, in H. Morse-
Stephens, Orators of the French Revolution (Ox-
ford, 1892). Consult, also: Aulard, Notes aur

Veloquence de Danton (Paris, 1882) ; Lea ora-

teurs de la L6gialative et de la Convention
(Paris, 1885-86) ; and Lea grands Frangaia
Paris, 1887) ; Gronlund, Qa ira! or, Danton in

the French Revolution (Boston, 1888), is a trac-

tate from the Socialist point of view.

D'ANTRAIGUES, dUN'trftg'. See Antbai-
GlES.

DANTZIC, dan'tslK. See Danzig.

DAN'UBE (Ger. Donau, Hung. Duna, Lat.

Danuvius, OChurch Slav. Dunavii, Dunay ; con-

nected with OHG. tuonaowa, foreign ) . The second
of European rivers, inferior only to the Volga. It

has its origin in the Brege and Brigach, two
mountain streams rising in the eastern part of the

Black Forest, in Baden, at an elevation of 28.50

feet above sea-level, in latitude 48° 6' N., and in

longitude 8° 9' E. (Map: Europe, E 4). The
total length of the Danube is about 1800 miles.

The area which it drains is estimated at about
300,000 square miles, comprising countries dif-

fering widely in climate and productions, includ-

ing southern Ciermany, a great part of Austria-

Hungary, Bosnia, Servia, Bulgaria, and Ru-
mania. The Danube is joined in its course by
sixty navigable rivers, whose waters, with those

of many lesser streams, it conveys into the Black
Sea. From its source it flows in an easterly and
then in a northeasterly direction through Baden,
Hohenzollern, Wiirttemberg, and Bavaria. Pass-

ing Ulm, near which it receives the Iller, and at

which point the river becomes navigable for

small steamboats, it receives from the south the

Lech and flows past Ingolstadt and Regensburg
(Ratisbon) , between which two towns it is joined
by the Altmiihl from the left; then, altering its

course to the southeast, it receives the waters of

the Isar and the Inn from the south, the latter

joining it at Passau. It then traverses Upper
and Lower Austria from west to east, passing
Linz and Vienna, and about 40 miles beyond the
latter city it enters Hungary near the town of
Pressburg. Between Passau and Pressburg it

receives from the south the Enns^ and from the
north the March, in a country rich in minerals,
well peopled, and highly cultivated. Below Press-
burg it divides, inclosing the low-lying islands
called the Great and Little Schiitt. Between
Pressburg and Budapest, in which part of its

course it passes the famous fortress of Komorn
and the town of Gran (Esztergom), it receives
from the north the Waag, the Neutra, the Gran,
and the Eipel, and from the south the Raab. A
few miles above Budapest it turns directly south
and enters the great Hungarian plain, in which it

is continually forcing new channels and silting up
old ones, sometimes sweeping away towns, or
capriciously removing its channel to a distance
of several miles from those formerly upon its

banks. Here it receives from the west the Drave.
After this the river turns toward the southeast,
and, joined by the waters of the Tlieiss from the
north and the Save from the west, sweeps past
Belgrade, forming the boundary lx*tween Servia
and Hungary, and receiving the Morava from
the south. From Belgrade to Orsova, where it

reaches the borders of Wallachia, the Danube
pursues an easterly course.

Leaving Orsova, the Danube passes the famous
'Iron Gate,' where the river formerly rushed
over a broad plateau of rock 1400 yards wide.
This rapid, which was followed by a series
of whirlpools, eddies, and shallow falls, formed
an effectual bar to the upward progress of
vessels, no craft drawing more than two and
one-half feet of water being able to pass it.

In 1847-49, however, the obstruction formed
by the 'Iron Gate' was to some extent removed
by blasting, and since then further improve-
ments have been made in this part of the
course, the Austrian Government in 1890 having
begun works for making the river constantly
navigable at this point. The new passage was
formally opened September 27, 1890. For a
short distance below this the river flows south
between Wallachia and Servia, and then, turn-
ing eastward, traverses a vast plain, in which
it forms the boundary between Wallachia and
Bulgaria. From the Carpathians it receives
the Shil and the Aluta and Veda, and from the
Balkan Mountains the Isker. the Osma, and the
Yantra. Increased by these rivers and by numer-
ous lesser streams, it progresses through a poor-
ly cultivated and thinly peopled but fertile dis
trict, occasionally broadening like a sea, as at
Hirsova, and encircling many islands. After
being joined by the Sereth and the Pruth from
the north, and about 50 miles from the Black Sea,
it divides into several branches, forming a great
delta with an area of about 4000 square miles.

The principal channel-mouth is the Sulina,
through which the greater number of ships pass.

This has been deepened by means of jetties, so as
to admit vessels of 20 feet draught. The other
principal mouths are the Kilia and Saint George,
which, although useless for navigation, discharge
a large proportion of the water. The Danube is

the chief natural highway for central European
commerce. Communication has been established
between it and the Rhine by the construction of

the Ludwigs-Kanal, in Bavaria, connecting the
Altmiihl with the Regnitz, an affluent of the
Main. At the Peace of Paris in 1856 the navi-

gation of the Danube was declared free to all

nations, and its management was intrusted to

two commissions, one representing the European
Powers, another named by the States on the
banks of the river. At the Berlin Congress of

1878 it was stipulated that no ships of W'ar

should navigate the Danube below the 'Iron Gate.'

Within the last thirty years the Austrian Gov-
ernment has executed great works for the im-
provement of the navigation of the river at

Vienna, and for the regulation of its flow, so as

to avert disastrous inundations. The Danube
Steam Navigation Company has done much to

increase the commerce.
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DANU'BIAN PRINCIPALITIES. See Mol-
davia AND WaLLACHIA; RuMAXIA.
D'ANVILLE, dax'vAl'. See AxviixE.

DAN'VERS. A town, including several vil-

lages, in Essex County, Mass., four miles north-

west of Salem ; on the Boston and Maine Rail-

road (Map: Massachusetts, F 2). It contains
Saint John's Normal College (Roman Catholic) ;

the Danvers Insane Hospital, a State institu-

tion; Peabody Institute Public Library of about
17,000 volumes ; and Danvers Historical Society.

The manufactures include shoes, leather, morocco,
brick, motor vehicles, electric lamps, iron, rub-

ber, soap, etc. The government is administered
by town meetings. Population, in 1890, 7454;
in 1900, 8542.

Until 1752, when it was incorporated as a
separate town, Danvers was part of Salem. Here
the witchcraft delusion of 1692 first appeared,
and ten of the inhabitants within this district

were convicted and hanged, many more being
arrested and acquitted. Consult : Handson, His-

tory of the Tokti of Danvers (Danvers, 1848),

and Hurd, History of Essex County (Philadel-

phia, 1888).

DAN'VILLE. A city and coimty-seat of

Vermilion County, 111., 125 miles south of Chi-

cago; on the Vermilion River, and on the

Wabash, the Chicago and Eastern Illinois, and
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and Saint

Louis railroads (Map: Illinois, E 3). It has
coal-mining interests, foundries, and manufac-
tures of wooUeri goods, glass, and bricks. Among
the points of interest may be noted the Danville

Branch National Soldiers' Home, Carnegie Pub-

lic Library, Government building. Railroad Y.

M. C. A. building, and three fine parks—Lin-

coln, Douglas, and Ellsworth. Settled about

1830, Danville was incorporated in 1867. It is

governed by a mayor, electetl biennially, and a city

council which selects the city engineer and con-

firms the executive's appointments to the police

and fire departments and public library board.

Other administrative officials are chosen by pop-

ular election. Population, in 1890, 11,491; in

1900, 16,354.

DANVILLE. A town and the county-seat

of Hendricks County, Ind., 20 miles west of In-

dianapolis; on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago and Saint Louis Railroad (Map: Indiana,

C 3). It contains the Central Normal College,

which has a library of 2500 volumes, and manu-
factures flour, lumber products, etc. Population,

in 1890, 1560; in 1900, 1802.

DANVILLE. A city and county-seat of Boyle

County, Ky., 84 miles' southeast of Louisville;

on the Cincinnati Southern Railroad (Map:
Kentucky, G 3). It is in a stock-raising and

agricultural region, the principal products of

which are hemp, com, wheat, tobacco, and fruit.

The city is the seat of the Kentucky Institution

for Deaf Mutes, and of several Presbyterian in-

stitutions: Centre College, foimded in 1819;

Danville Theological Seminarj-, founded in 1853;

and Caldwell College for women, founded in

1860. It has a park named in honor of Dr.

Ephraim McDowell. It is governed by a mayor,

elected everv four years, and a unicameral city

council. The water-works are owned and oper-

ated by the city. Here in 1785, 1786, 1787. and

1792 important conventions were held, the first

State Constitution "for Kentucky being drawn up

in 1792. Danville was the birthplace and early
home of James G. Bimey and the home of

Joshua F. Bell. The settlement was first incor-

porated in 1789. Population, in 1890, 3766; in

1900, 4285.

DANVILLE. A borough and county-seat of
ilontour County, Pa., on the north branch of the
Susquehanna River, 12 miles from its intersec-

tion with the West Branch, and on the Pennsyl-
vania, the Lackawanna, and the Philadelphia
and Reading railroads (Map: Pennsylvania, E
3). It contains a public librarj* and is the
seat of a State hospital for the insane. There
are deposits of coal, limestone, and iron ore in

the vicinity, and the borough has several exten-

sive blast-furnaces, rolling-mills, stove-works,
etc. The government is vested in a burgess,
elected every three years, and a borough council.

The water-works are owned and operated by the
municipalitv. Population, in 1890, 7998; in

1900, 8042.

DANVILLE. A city in Pittsylvania County,
Va., 141 miles southwest of Richmond; on the

Dan River and on railroads of the Southern Rail-

way Sj'stem (Map: Virginia, E 5). Located in

the Piedmont section of Virginia, amid pictur-

esque mountain scenery, Danville rises from the
river, which furnishes splendid water-power, to

an altitude of from four to six hundred feet

above tide. Its streets are well shaded, and the

climate is mild and healthful. The surround-
ing region is adapted to the cultivation of to-

bacco, grain, fruits, and other produce. The city

is the seat of Roanoke Female College (Bap-
tist), established in 1859: Randolph Macon In-

stitute (Methodist) for Young Ladies, foimded
1883; and Danville Military Institute, organized

in 1890. Danville has an extensive tobacco

trade, and many tobacco warehouses and fac-

tories, a cheroot factorj', cotton-mills, furniture

factory, fertilizer factory, knitting-mills, and
pants and overall factory. The government is

administered, under the charter of 1890. by a
mayor, chosen for two years, and a city council

which controls the appointments to the impor-

tant administrative offices; tlie sergeant, attor-

ney, treasurer, and the clerk of the court being

elected by the people. The water-works and elec-

tric-light and gas plants are all owned and oper-

ated by the city. Danville was incorporated as

a town in 1792. It was for a short time the seat

of government of the Southern Confederacy dur-

ing its last days. Population, in 1890, 10,305;

in 1900, 16.520.

DANZIO, dEn'tslK, in English commonly
written Daxtzic (Pol. Gdansk, JmI. Gedanutn).
An imjK)rtant seaport, manufacturing centre,

and fortress, chief town of the Province of

West Pru.ssia, on the left bank of the western
branch of the Vistula, about three miles from its

mouth in the Baltic, and about 300 miles north-

east of Berlin (Map: Prussia. HI). Danzig is

surrounded by a moat and ramparts strength-

ened by twenty bastions, and is further fortified

by several detached forts on the west and a

chain of works extending north along the Vistula

to the fort at its mouth at the suburb of Neu-
fahrwasser. In addition, the garrison possesses

the means of laying the surrounding country un-

der water on three sides. The city is traverse*!

bv the Mottlau and Radaune, tributaries' of the^

Vistula. The former, which flows through the
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city in two branches, divides the older sections

of the Altstadt, llei-htbttidt, and Vorstadt from

the newer Niederstadt and Lunggarten. The
Kuduune, which enters the town through an arti-

ficial channel, separates the Altstadt from the

KechtsUidt. Ik'twwn the two branches of the

Mottlau is the Speicherinsel, an island on whicli

enormous granaries have been erected for the

accommodation of the vast stores of grain ex-

ported from Danzig. The rivers and canals are

crossed l»y about fifty bridges. The Lange Brilcke,

a quay extending along the bank of the Mottlau,

opposite the island, is one of the picturesque

sights of the town. The city is generally very

niediu'val in asjwct, successive old styles of its

buildings having been well preserved, including

in the residences the countless gable fagades and
a peculiar feature known as Beischlilge—elevated,

open-air landings. Many of the streets of Danzig
are narrow and crooked, but the principal streets,

J^anggasse and Lange Markt, intersecting it

from east to west, abound in fine specimens of

antique architecture, and have a most picturesque
appearance. Among the most noteworthy build-

ings are the Church of Saint Mary, a fine struc-

ture, conunenced in 1343, but not finished until

1503, and containing, besides a fine high altar by
Michael and other interesting objects of art, a
celebrated picture of the "Last Judgment,"
generally attributed to Memling; the Church of

Saint Catharine; Trinity Church; the fine old

Kathaiis, dating from the fourteenth century;
the Artushof—or Junkerhof—the former mer-
chants' guild, now used as an exchange; and the
old Franciscan monastery containing the munici-
pal museum.
Danzig is the seat of the provincial govern-

ment and of a provincial court. The city's af-

fairs are administered by a municipal council of

60 and an executive board of 21 members. It

has exhibited an enterprising spirit in the mat-
ter of municipal undertakings. It has excel-

lently organized fire and street-cleaning depart-
ments. Two large aqueducts supply it with
water, and a modern system of sewers connected
with sewage farms on the Baltic gives the town a
satisfactory drainage. It has, however, a rather
high death rate, exceeding 24 per thousand.
The municipality maintains gas-works, an elec-

tric-light plant, slaughter-houses, and a market-
hall. Danzig is well provided with educational
institutions, which include two gymnasia, of

which only one is maintained by the city, two
high schools, a navigation school, military school,

industrial trade and music schools, and a mu-
nicipal library and theatre. Its charitable insti-

tutions include two municipal hospitals, as well
as numerous other institutions.

Danzig has advantageous connections by rail,

river, and sea. It maintains a large trade in

lumber and grain, serving as a clearing place
for the agricultural products of eastern Prussia
and the whole of the Vistula region, which em-
braces a considerable part of Russian Poland.
The value of the sea trade alone, which consti-
tutes less than one-half of the total trade of the
city, exceeds iSSO.OOOjOOO a year, the imports hav-
ing almost doubled in value in the decade ol
1888-98. They include coal, iron, petroleum,
machinery, spices, and other agricultural prod-
ucts of tropical countries, whereas the exports,
as already stated, consist almost entirely of
lumber, grain, and a few other agricultural prod-

ucts. The growth of Danzig's sea trade has
l)een interferetl with by the competition of Stet-

tin and of the Russian ports on the Baltic, and
it is losing its relative importance as a port.

The manufactures of Danzig arc developing
rapidly. Tiicre are large ship-building yards, brew-
eries, distilleries, and factories for the produc-
tion of firearms, machinery, and other iron-

ware, paper, glass, soap and candles, flour, etc.

Danzig is the seat of a United States consular
agency. Population, in 1890, 120,000; in 1900,
141,000. The environs are very attractive.

Danzig is mentioned in 997, when Christian-
ity was first preached there. Its possession was
contended for by the Danes, Swedes, Pomera-
nians, and Teutonic knights, of whom the last

became masters of the town in 1310. Under
their rule Danzig prospered exceedingly; about
1358 it joined the Hanseatic League. In 1466
the town declared itself a free city, under the
protection of Poland. The wars of the seven-
teenth century destroyed its prosperity, and
though it was left a free city on the first parti-

lion of Poland, in 1772, its trade ceased almost
entirely. In 1793 it became Prussian. Taken
by the French ^larshal Lefebvre (who received
the title of Duke of Danzig) in 1807, it was
retaken by the Allies in 1814, and restored to
Prussia. Consult: Prutz, Danzig, das nordische
Venedig (Leipzig, 1868) ; Wistulanus, Oe-
schichle der Stadt Danzig (Danzig, 1891) ;

Puttner, Danzig (ib., 1899).

DANZIG, Duke of. See Lefebvbe, FBANgois
JOSKPII.

DAPHNE, daf'nfi (Lat., from Gk. M<l>vn,
laurel). The personification of the laurel,

Apollo's sacred plant. According to the legend.
Daphne was a nymph, beloved and pursued by
Apollo. On crying to her mother, Earth, for

help, she was transformed into a laurel, which
Apollo chose as his favorite plant.

DAPHNE. A magnificent grove and sanc-

tuary of Apollo, near Antioch, on the Orontes
(q.v. ). Like the city, it was founded by Seleu-

cus Nicator. who localized here the story of the
transformation of the njTnph. The Temple of

Apollo, containing a statue of the god by Bry-
axis, was placed in the midst of a grove of

cypress and bay trees, and surrounded by baths,

porticos, and gardens. The place had the privi-

lege of asylum, and was also the scene of the
'Olympian games' held at Antioch. The extreme
beauty of the surroundings made it a favorite

place of resort for the luxurious, and it has been
described as a scene of continual vice. With the
growth of Christianity the worship of Apollo
gradually fell into neglect, and shortly after the
attempt by the Emperor Julian (q.v.) to re-

vive its splendors the temple was burned and
the site gradually abandoned. The probable
site of Daphne is now called BOt el-Ma, and still

shows luxuriant vegetation, though the ancient
remains are scanty.

DAPHNE. A genus of plants of the natural
order Thymeleaceae, containing 30 or 40 species

of European or Asiatic shrubs or small trees,

some of which have deciduous and some ever-

green leaves; and all more or less acid in all their

parts, which makes some of them even caustic.

The berries are poisonous, but the flowers of

some are deliciously fragrant. To this genus
belongs the Daphne mezereon, well known both
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for the fragrance of its flowers and for its

medicinal uiies, naturalized in some places in
England and escaped in Canada and the United
States. The garou bush {Daphne gnidium)

,

a native of the south of Europe, less hardy than
the mezereon, haa tl»e same medicinal properties.
The spurge-laurel (Daphne laureola), a native of
Great Britain, is an evergreen shrub three to four
feet high, with obovate-lanceolate leaves, which
^row in tufts at the end of the branches, and give
it a remarkable appearance. It grows well imder
the shade of trees. Daphne odora, a species in-
troduced from Japan, has lemon-scented leaves.
Of species in cultivation. Daphne mezereon is

the only one hardy as far north as New York.
The evergreen species are as a rule less hardy,
though Daphne cneorum is fairly resistant. (For
illustration, see Plate of Mountain Plants.)
From the bark of some species of Daphne and of
the most nearly allied genera paper is made in
different parts of the East, particularly 'Nepal
paper,' from that of Daphne cannabina. Slips
of the inner bark are boiled in a lye of wood
ashes for half an hour, till quite' soft; are
then reduced to a homogeneous pulp by beat-
ing with a wooden mallet in a mortar, churned
with water into a thin paste, and poured
through a coarse sieve upon a cloth stretched
on a frame. The paper is subsequently polished
by friction, with a shell or a piece of hard wood,
and is remarkable for its toughness, smoothness,
and durability. Most of the paper used in
Tibet is made from the bark of different spe-
cies of Daphne and allied genera, particularly
of Edgeworthia Gardneri, a beautiful shrub,
•with globes of waxy, cowslip-colored, deliciously
fragrant flowers, growing on the Himalava, at
an elevation of 6000 to 7000 feet. The bark of
Lasiosiphon Madagascariensis is made into paper
and ropes in Madagascar.

DAPHITE. The first, strictly speaking, of
the Italian operas, produced in 1596, under the
auspices of the Society of the Alterati. The
score was by Caccini and Peri, and the libretto
by Ottavio Rinuccini. When translated by Opitz
to the new music of Heinrich Schtitz, it became
the first German opera as well (1627).

DAPHNEFHOBrIA, dfif'n^-fo'rt-i. See Greek
Festivals.

DAPHNIN, daf'nin (from Daphne), 0,3,,
0,-|-H/). A glucoside found in the Daphne me-
zereum and readily decomposed into sugar and
a substance called dnphnetin, which, like the
nesculetin obtained from the glucoside sesculin,

has the composition represented by the molec-
ular formula C.^HnO,. Daphnetin has also been
prepan-(I artificially.

DAFHNIS, dlif'nis (Lat., from Gk. Ad^m).
A favorite character in the bucolic poetry of the
ancients. The first certain appearance of the
story in literature is in the early part of the
third century B.C., in Timseus and Theocritus.
In its earliest form it seems a Sicilian folk-tale.

The herdsman Daphnis, son of Hermes and a
nymph, was l)eloved by a nymph, who made him
promise never to love a mortal. Under the in-

fluence of wine he was seduced by a Sicilian

princess; thereupon the nymph piuiished him
with blindness or petrifaction. The bucolic
poets altered the details of this very common
folk-tale to suit themselves, and Daphnis became
merely a conventional figure. I>ate writers in-

deed made him the inventor of the Sicilian herds-
man's song, which was regarded as the original
bucolic poetry. Consult Prescott, "A Study of
the Daphnis Myth," in Harvard Htudies in Class-
ical Philology, vol. x. (Boston, 1899).

DAPHNIS. A modest shepherd in Beau-
mont and Fletcher's The Faithful Shepherdess.
DAPHNIS AND CHLOE, kW6 (Gk. Ad^m

Kal X\6ri, Daphnis kai Chloe). The title of an
exquisite Greek pastoral love story by the pseudo-
l-ongus, dating from the later period of the
Roman Empire. It is the source of Tasso's
Aminta, Bemardin de Saint-Pierre's Paul et Vir-
ginie, and Ramsay's Oentle Shepherd. Almost
all these authors laiew the story as rendered into
French by Amyot (1559). See Lonous.
DA PONTE, da pon'tA, Lobenzo (1749-1838).

An Italian librettist, bom at Ceneda, near Ven-
ice, and for many years a resident of New York
City. Exiled from Venice for writing a satirical
poem, he went to Vienna, where he became one
of the secretaries of Joseph II. There he wrote
for the stage, among other works, the librettos
for Mozart's Don Giovanni and Le Nozze di
Figaro. After the Emperor's death he went to
London, where he was secretary and poet of the
Italian opera. In 1805 he emigrated to New
York, where he taught Italian, and in 1828 was
appointed professor of that language in Colum-
bia College. He described his adventurous life

in Memorie (1823-27), and also wrote sonnets,
and translations of English works into Italian.

DAPONTES, da-pon't^s, Coxstantings ( ? -

1789). A Greek monk and poet. He was at-
tached to the court of the Hospodar of Moldavia,
Maurocordatos, and frequently came into conflict
with the Mohammedan authorities. He is re-

garded as the most distinguished of the modem
poets of the Greek Church, and several of his
works, such as the Garden of Mercy, are still

read. He died in a monasterj- on Mount Athos.
One of his works has been translated into French
by E. Legrand under the title, Ephemirides
Daces, ou chronique de la guerre de quatre ans,
1736-39 (1880).

DAP'PLE. In Cervantea's Don Quixote, the
ass riddi-n by Sancho Panza.

DAQIQI, dA-keTc*. The name of a Persian
poet. See FiBDAUsi; Pebsian Laj7guage and
LiTERATlBE.

DABAB, da-rnb^ or DABABGHEBD, -gerd'

(Pers., city of Darius, fnim Dara, OPers. Dira-
yavansh, Gk.AapeuK,Dareios, Darius+ ^yird, OPers.
rardana, city; connected with Lat. urbs, city). A
town of Persia in the Province of Farsistan, situ-

ated on a small river, about 130 miles southeast
of Shiraz (Map: Persia, E 6). It has some tan-
neries and exports southern fruits, especially
dates. In its vicinity is situated a caravansary
hewn in rock, and also a relief commemorating
the victory of Shahpur over Valerian. The popu-
lation is estimated at fron> 4000 to 12.000.

DABBHANOA, dUrb-han'g&. The capital of
a district of the same name in the Patna di-

vision, Bengal, India (Map: India, E 3). It is

situated on the Little Baghmati River, and is

an important railway junction, 78 miles north-
east of Patna. Its chief building is the mahara-
jah's palace, situated in lieautiful gardens, with
noteworthy zo<>Iogical sections. It has a large

market-place, important bazaars, a hospital, and
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a good water-supply from extensive tanks. A
considerable trade is carried un in the agricul-

tural and ininenil products uf the region. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 73,000; in 1901, 60,000.

D'ABBLAY, diir'blA', Frances Bubney ( 1752-

1840). An English novelist. She was a daugh-
ter of Charles Burney, a musician, and was born
at King's Lynn, June 13, 1752. Eight years later

the Burneys removed to London. At the famous
musical assemblies given by her father, Miss
liurney saw, from the outside, fashionable life,

and this she depicted with spirit and humor in

her first novel, Evelina (1778). No novel since

Clarissa Harlowe attracted more notice. It was
read by Burke, Reynolds, and Johnson, and lav-

ishly praised. This brilliant success was fol-

lowed by Cecilia (1782), which, though not so

fresh as Evelina, and a little heavy, had a large

sale. In 1786 Miss Burney was appointed
second keeper of the robes to Queen Charlotte.
Disliking the service, she resigned her position

live years later. While visiting her sister at
Mickleham, she became acquainted with a French
refugee, General d'Arblay, whom she married in

1793. The rest of her life was passed partly in

England and partly in France. She published
two other novels, Camilla (1796) and The Wan-
derer (1814), neither of which is readable. A
play of hers, Edwy and Elvina, was performed in

1795, and was unsuccessful, though Mrs. Sid-

dons and Kemble took the leading parts. She
also published memoirs of her father (1832),
written in an affected style resembling her last

novels. She died January 6, 1840. In 1842-46
appeared her interesting Letters and Diaries, a
section of which seems to have been used by
Thackeray for his Waterloo scene in Vanity Fair.
Miss Bumey's first two novels mark the begin-

ning of the novel of domestic life, and prepared
the way for Maria Edgeworth and Jane Austen.
Consult Macaulay, Essays.

DABBOIJX, diir'boo', Jean Gaston (1842— ) . A French geometrician, born at Nimes. He
studied at the Ecole Normale, was appointed
senior professor of geometry in the faculty of

sciences there, and in 1887 became dean of that
faculty. His M^moire sur les solutions singu-
lieres des Equations aux d6riv6es partielles was
in 1876 awarded the mathematical grand prize
by the Academy of Sciences. His works include
Sur les thiordmes d'lvory relatifs aux surfaces
homofocales du second degr6 (1872); M^moire
sur V^quilibre astatique (1877) ; and Legons sur
la tMorie g^&rale des surfaces et les applications
geomdtriques du calcul infinitesimal (1887).

DABBOY, dar'bwa', Georges (1813-71). An
ill-fated French prelate. Archbishop of Paris.
He was educated at the Seminary of Langres
and became professor there in 1840, having been
ordained priest in 1836. Preceded by his repu-
tation as translator of Dionysius the Areopagite,
he went to Paris in 1845, became almoner of the
College Henri IV. in the following year and
titular vicar of Paris in 1855. He was in high
favor at the Court of Napoleon III., was made
Bishop of Nancy in 1859, Archbishop of Paris
in 1863, and afterwards grand almoner to the
Emperor, and Senator. A strenuous upholder of

episcopal independence, he stoutly opposed the
declaration of the dogma of Papal infallibility at
the Vatican Council. WTien it was declared, he
silently submitted, yet in his diocese continued

to disregard Papal interference. Decidedly at
variance with the Jesuits, he incurred the dis-
pleasure of Pius IX., who ])ersistently declined
to confer upon him a cardinal's hat. During
the siege of Paris in 1870-71 he was indefatigable
in his care for the sick and wounded soldiers and
in works of benevolence, and could not be induced
to leave his post or to seek safety in flight dur-
ing the brief and terrible triumpli of the Com-
mune. He was seized as a hostage by tiie Com-
munists, and while the combat raged in the
streets of Paris after the entry of the Versailles
troops, he was shot in the court of La Rofjuette
Prison, several of his priests and many others
sharing his fate. Among his writings are
worthy of mention: Saint Thomas Becket, sa vie
ct scs lettrcs (1860); Les femmes de la Bible
(8th ed. 1876) ; Les saintes femmes (4th ed.

1877 ) . For his biography, consult Foulon ( Paris,
1889).

DAB'BY, John Nelsoit. See Plymouth
Brethren.
DABBY AND JO'AN. The hero and heroine

of an eighteenth-century ballad which first ap-
peared in the Gentleman's J/a^ro^ine, March, 1735,
under the title The Joys of Love Never Forgot:
A Song. Its author was Henry Woodfall, a
London printer. In his youth Woodfall had been
apprenticed to the printer John Darby, of Bar-
tholomew Close; and he took Darby and his wife
as the subject of this popular song.

DABCEL, dJlr'sSF, Alfred (1818—). A
French archaeologist, born in Rouen. In 1871
he was made director of the Musee Cluny. His
works include many articles in the Gazette des
Beaux-Arts on Mediaeval and Renai-ssance art
and architecture. Among his publications are:

Notice des faiences italiennes (1869) ; Les manu-
factures nationales de tapisserie (1884); Cata-
logue de Vexposition retrospective de I'art fram^ais
au Trocadiro (1889).

DAECET, dar'sft', Jean (1725-1801). A
French chemist, director of the porcelain works
at Sevres. He was one of the first to manufac-
ture porcelain in France. He devoted himself
chiefly to applied chemistry and made valuable
contributions to that science. In 1774 he was ap-

pointed professor of chemistry in the College de
France, and in 1795 he became a member of the
Institute.

DABCET, Jean Pierre Joseph (1777-1844).
A French industrial chemist, son of Jean Darcet.

He introduced important improvements in the
manufacture of soap, soda, alum, sulphuric acid,

etc., and contributed a number of important
papers to the Annales de chimie et de physique.

DABDANELLES, diir'da-nglz' (named after

the Greek city Dardanus, on the eastern side;

the ancient Hellespont) . A narrow channel sepa-

rating southeast Europe from southwest Asia,

and uniting the Sea of Marmora with the iEgean
Sea (Map: Turkey in Europe, F 4). It extends

from northeast to southwest, between latitudes
40° and 40° 30' N., and longitudes 26° 10' and
26° 40' E., having a length of about 42.3 miles

and a breadth varying from 1 to 4 miles. The
average depth of the channel is 180 feet. From
the Sea of Marmora a strong current runs
through the strait to the Grecian Archipelago,
except in the presence of a strong southwest
wind, but there is an undercurrent in the op-

posite direction.
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The Europeun shores are steep and sterile,

while the Asiatic shores are sloping and fertile.

To prevent an attack on Constantinople by water
from the J5gean, the Dardanelles is strongly
fortified on both sides with many guns of large

calibre. A treaty concluded between the five

great Powers and Turkey in 1841 arranged that
no ship of war belonging to any nation save
Turkey should pass the Dardanelles without the
express consent of Turkey, and all merchant
ships were required to show their papers to the
Ottoman authorities. These provisions were con-

firmed at London in 1871 and at Berlin in 1878,
but in 1891, by an agreement with the Porte,

Russia secured for her 'volunteer fleet' the right

of passage through the Dardanelles. The Darda-
nelles is celebrated in ancient history on account
of Xerxes and Alexander having crossed it, the

former in B.C. 480, to enter Europe, and the

latter in B.C. 334 to enter Asia. The point at
which Xerxes crossed was in the neighborhood
of Abydos, on the Asiatic shore, opposite to

Sestos, where the strait is 6500 feet wide. Alex-

ander crossed at nearly the same place; and
here also, in the ancient legend, young Leander
nightly swam across to visit Hero—a feat per-

formed in modem times by Lord Byron.

DAB'DANI. In Greek legend, a people living

on the Hellespont, adjoining the territory of

Ilium. Under the leadership of .Eneas they were
allies of the Trojans, and were so closely identi-

fied with them that their name was often used,

particularly by Roman poets, as equivalent to

Trojan.

DABDA'NIUS. The servant of Brutus, in

Shakespeare's Julius Ccesar; he appears only in

act v., scene 5, and refuses to let his master
run upon his sword.

DABT)ANirS (Lat., from Gk. AdpSavos).

The mythical ruler of the Dardanians (see Dab-
DANi),'son of Zeus and Electra, the daughter of

Atlas. In some legends he is closely connected

with Samothrace, and is celebrated as introduc-

ing the Samothracian mysteries and the worship
of Cybele into Asia Minor. In Roman story he

was said to have come to Phrygia from Italy, so

that -Eneas really returned to the home of his

ancestors.

DABDS (Skt. Darada, Gk. Mpiai, Dardai,
AdpaSpai, Daradrai, or A4pbai, Derdai). The
natives of what is known as Dardistan, a region

of Asia between Kafiristan and Baltistan, to the

northwest of Kashmir. The Dards (Dardi,

Dardu) belong by language to the Aryan stock.

Physically they are of the short-statured doli-

chocephalic (or mesocephalic) variety of the

white race, rather dark-skinned and black-haired,

but presenting also a number of taller and
lighter individuals. Among the chief divisions

of the Dards are the Chins and the Yeshkuns.

The religion of the Dards is now Tslamism, which
only recently has superseded Buddhism among
them. Surrounded by Asiatics, these Aryans
seem to have preserved some of the primitive

social characteristics of their remote ancestors,

and in spite of Mongoloid intermixture they

have never been completely Orientalized. Since

liCitner's Lnnffuages and Races of Dardistan

(1807-73), the more recent literature of the sub-

ject includes Biddulnh's Tribes of the Hindoo
Koosh (1880) ; De Ujfalvy'a Aus dem u^eatlichen

Himalaya (1884); and Leitner's Eunza and
Magar Handbook (1893).

DABE, Virginia ( 1587- ? ) . The first child
born in America of English parents. She was
bom at Roanoke, Va. (now North Carolina),
and was the granddaughter of John White, who
was sent out by Sir Walter Raleigh as Governor
of the colony, which, during the founder's ab-
sence in England, disappeared without leaving
a trace.

DABEDEVIL. A cowardly blasphemer, the
hero of Otway's The Atheist, who forgets his
boastings when in the face of death.

DAB-EL-BEIDA, dar'sl-ba'di, or Casa-
blanca (Ar., white house). A seaport on the
western coast of Morocco, North Africa (Map:
Africa, D 1 ) . It is surrounded by walls and
has a deep but unprotected roadstead. It has
an extensive foreign trade. Its population is

estimated at 25,000, including about 19,000
Arabs and only about 400 Christians.

DABES, da'rez (Lat., from Gk. Adfytjs). A
Trojan priest mentioned in the Iliad 5, 9. To
him was attributed an account of the destruction
of Troy, extant only in a Latin version, but it

is very doubtful whether the Latin work ever
had a Greek original ; if so, it cannot have been
older than the Hellenistic period. The Latin
version pretends to be the work of Cornelius.
Nepos, but in reality belongs to the fifth century
A.D. ; it is quoted by Isidorus. In the Middle-

Ages the work was much read in its present
form, and together with the work of Dictys

(
q.v.

)

of Crete was the basis of a famous romance
written by Guido delle Colonne (q.v.) in the
thirteenth century. The best edition is by
Meister (Leipzig, 1873). On the various late

versions, consult: Dunger, Die Sage vom troja-

nischen Kriege in den Bcarbeitungen des Mittel-

alters (Dresden, 1869); Korting, Dictys und
Dares (Halle, 1874).

DAB-ES-SATiAAM, dar'^s-s&lam'. The capi-

tal of German East Africa (q.v.), situated on
the coast a few miles south of Zanzibar (Map:
Congo Free State, G 4 ) . It is u progressive

town, with a good harbor, a number of churches
and schools and public buildings. It is the seat

of the central government of the colony and of

the principal commercial houses. There is tele-

graph connection with Zanzibar, Tanga, Kilwa,
and other important centres in the colony. Its.

population is about 21,000, including about 360
Eurojjeans and 480 Arabs.

DABESTE DE LA CHAVANNE, d&'rgst'

de la shi'vAn', Antoixe Elisabeth Cl6opha8
(1820-82). A French historian, born in Paris.

He occupied the chair of history successively at
the CoU&ge de Rennes, the College Stanislas in

Paris, the University of Grenoble, and that of

Lyons, with which he remained associated in

that capacity for more than twenty years. His
partiality to the Catholic interests, however,
eventually compelled his resignation, in 1878.

His principal publication is the Histoire de
France (2d ed.. 7 vols, and suppl., 1879), a work
distinguished by remarkable accuracy and pro-

foimd scholarship.

DAB FFBTIT. dilr fPr-tPt'. A region in the

Egyptian Sudan (q.v.). situated south of Dnrfur.

in the up|H>r part of the basin of the Bahr-el-

Ghazal (Map: Africa, D 1). It is a country rich
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in ivory and rubber, but very thinly inhabited.

It was one of the largest slave-hunting centres in

North Africa, and nuuieruuu depots or dema
existed formerly for the collecting of slaves from
the hurruiinding country. The population is

extremely heterogeneous, consisting of a number
of negro tribes.

DABFUB, dilr'foor (Ar., House of the Fur,

a negro tribe of the province). One of the

provinces of the Egyptian Sudan (q.v.) with un-

defined boundaries, situated Iwtween Wadai, Kor-
dafan, the Libyan Desert, and the Bahr-el-Gha-
zal region, covering an area of about 150,000

square miles (Map: Africa, G 3). It is trav-

ersed through the centre in a direction from
northeast to southwest by the volcanic moim-
tain range Marrah, whose extinguished craters

rise above 5000 feet. On the east and west it is

generally flat and sandy. Among the mountain
chains there are numerous fertile valleys yield-

ing wheat, cotton, sesame, tobacco, etc. During
the rainy season, which lasts from June to Sep-
tember, the lower portions of the country are
frequently covered with water, which produces
a rich vegetation. Cattle-raising is carried on
by the natives on a large scale. The manufactur-
ing industries are insignificant and are chiefly

confined to weaving and the manufacturing of

.small metal products. In some parts of the coun-
try copper and iron ores are found. The popula-
tion of Darfur is estimated at 4,000,000, but
some authorities put it at not more than 1,500,-

000. It consists of Arabs and Furs, all professing

Islam. Capital, El Fasher. Prior to the revolt

of the Madhi, Darfur was a great centre of the
caravan trade. Darfur was annexed to Egypt in

1874-75, but reasserted its independence after the
Mahdi's revolt in 1883. In 1890-91 the greater
part was acknowledged by Germany and Italy to

be within the British sphere of influence. With
the overthrow of the Dervishes in 1898 it became
a part of the Egyptian Sudan.

D'ABGENS, diir'zhiiN'. See Abgens.

DABGOMYZHSKY, dar'g6-mizh'sk*. Alex-
ander Sergeyevicii (1813-69). A famous Rus-
sian composer, founder, with Glinka, of the Rus-
sian National School of Music. He was the son
of a wealthy nobleman in the Government of Tu-
la. Speechless to his sixth year, he early exhibit-

ed fondness for music, and was taught the piano
at six and violin at eight; his teachers, later, were
Schoberlechner, a pupil of Hummel, in piano,
and Zeibicli in musical theory and singing. At
Saint Petersburg in 1833 he met Glinka, who
lent Dargomyzhsky his copy of Dehn's lectures on
musical theory, which "he studied through in
five months." Orchestration and composition he
learned practically by assisting Glinka in the
production of his Life of the Czar and by organ-
izing various aquatic serenades on the Neva
River, with private orchestras. He had by this
time acquired a reputation as a song-writer,
pianist, and quartet-violinist, and he decided
to embrace music as a career. Later, in 1843,
he gave up his governmental clerkship. He
selected Hugo's Lucrezia Borgia for an opera,
but, on the advice of Zhukovsky (q.v.), aban-
doned it in favor of Esmeralda, based on the
Hunchback of Notre Dame. In 1839 the finished
opera was translated into Russian, but was pro-
duced only in 1847, at Moscow, with a poor cast.
In 1840 he began a cantata, The Triumph of Bac-

chus, but owing to the delays of Esmeralda he
stopped work on it, and only finished it in 1848,
as an opera-ballet, first produced in 1808. In
1844-45 he traveled, meeting ilalC'vy and also
Fetis, who made him known to western Europe.
The delays of his opera "deadeni'd his inspiration,'
but his personal success in 1853, at a charitable
concert, encouraged him, and in J 855 the opera
Rusalka (The Mermaid) was ready. Its pro-
duction at Saint Petersburg (1856) left much to
be desired, and the public received it coldly; the
Hal6vy-Meyerbeer style of Esmeralda gave way
to powerful dramatic recitatives, pronounced
characterization, especially in comic scenes, and
a strong national element. Only ten years later,
the opera, when revived, achieved an unheard-
of success. During this decade Dargomyzhsky be-
came more and more retired. He spent his time
giving vocal instruction to gifted amateurs, and,
in a measure, trained a new generation of
singers. He wrote three orchestral works:
Kazachok (Cossack dance) ; Finnish Fantaisie,
and Baba-Yaga, and while in Brussels (1864-65)
won high praise with the Kazachok and the over-
ture to Rusalka. His songs (he wrote about 100
in all) of this period are among the greatest of
the world's Lieder. Among all composers he was
perhaps the greatest master of recitative, and
now he "wanted the sound to exactly express the
word." Among the members of the Young Rus-
sian School he found the moral support he so
sadly needed, and in 1868 he undertook to em-
body his new theories by setting to music Push-
kin's dramatic sketch The Stone Quest, a vari-
ant of the Don Juan story. Even during his final

illness he worked unceasingly and so successfully
that after his death only ten and one-half lines

had to be completed by Cui. The orchestration
was finished by Rimsky-KorsakofF. The work
was produced in 1872, but had little success. It
contains no ballet, choruses, set numbers, or
ensembles. The text, without a change in one
syllable, was set to 'melodic recitative,' ever-
varying, fluent, expressive, like that of the fourth
act of the Huguenots, or of Otello. The opera
is unique in the history of dramatic music.
Both his special vocal training and his theoreti-

cal views militated against Wagner's theories;

his personages are always the protagonists mu-
sically, while the orchestra furnished the back-
ground, atmosphere, or dynamic part. Consult:
Cui, La musique en Russie (Paris, 1880) ;

Pougin, Essai historique sur la musique en Rus-
sie (Turin, 1897) ; Fbtis, Biographic universelle

des musiciens (Paris, 1862).

DAB^C (Gk. SapeiKds, dareikos ; supposed by
the Greeks to be derived from Aapetbj, Dareios,
OPers. Daraya-va[h^u^, Darius, but probably
really from Babylonian dariku, weight, meas-
ure). A gold coin of ancient Persia, used in

Greece as well as Asia. It was about the same
weight as the Attic silver didrachma, and passed
current as worth 20 drachmas. On the obverse
is the figure of the Persian King kneeling, holding
in one hand a spear, and in the other a bow, and
on the reverse an irregular oblong stamp. It

contained about 130 grains of gold, or as much as
$5.60, but its value in Attic silver was about
$7.20,

DANIEL. A transverse pass in the main
chain of the Caucasus Mountains, at an altitude

of 4122 feet. It is traversed by the main road
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from Vladikavkaz to Tiflis, and is the Porto Cau-
casia of Strabo and the Dariallan of Oriental au-
thors.

DA'BIEN. A city and port of entry, and the
county-seat of Mcintosh County, Ga., 60 miles
south by west of Savannah, on the Altamaha River
12 miles from the ocean, and on the Darien and
Western Railroad (Map: Georgia, E 4). It ex-
ports large quantities of pine lumber, cross-ties,

rice, fish, and garden produce. Settled in 1736,
Darien was incorporated as a town in 1816, and
was chartered as a city in 1818. The government
is administered by a board of five persons selected
by the grand jury and confirmed by the Governor
of the State, one of these five being chosen as
chairman of the council and ex-officio mayor.
Population, in 1890, 1491; in 1900, 1739.

DABIEN''. An open-mouthed gulf of the
Caribbean Sea on the western part of the north
coast of South America, separating the two
Colombian departments of Panama and Bolivar
( Map : Colombia, B 2 ) . Its southern extension,

* called Gulf of UrabS, affords good anchorage.
The rainy coastland is hilly and thickly over-
grown. The chief aflluent is the Atrato (q.v.).

The name Darien was also applied to the Istlunus
of Panama (q.v.) and to a province in the
Republic of New Granada, corresponding to the
present State of Panama in Colombia. One of

the earliest Spanish settlements on the mainland
was in Darien, the region Being then also called

by the Spaniards Castilla de Oro ('the Golden
Castile') and forming the best-known part of

their Tierra Firme. In 1513 Balboa, Governor of

the Darien settlement, crossed the Isthmus with
290 men, and on September 25 first caught sight
of the Pacific.

DARIEN SCHEME. A scheme projected
by William Paterson (q.v.) in 1695, for the pur-
pose of forming a settlement on the Isthmus of

Darien for controlling the trade between the
Eastern and Western Hemispheres. It was one
of the most disastrous commercial speculations

in history. Nine hundred thousand pounds were
quickl}' subscribed, a large part of it by Scot-

tish merchants, and in 1698 1200 colonists, re-

cruited in Scotland, proceeded to the Isthmus to

lay the foundations for their prospective
commercial centre 'New Caledonia.' Their
number was rapidly reduced, however, by
starvation and disease, and in June, 1699, the
survivors returned. Soon afterwards the Scotch
sent out another company, of 1300, but this like-

wise was soon forced to return, and a third com-
pany, which arrived in February, 1790, was al-

most immediately driven away by the Spaniards.

For a brief account of the enterprise, consult H.
H. Bancroft, History of Central America, vol. ii.

(San Francisco, 1883).

DA RIMINI, dA r&'ra^-n6, Fbancesca ( T-

1389). A woman of extraordinary beauty,

daughter of Guido Minora, a nobleman of Ravenna.
She was married to Gianciotto Malatesta of Ri-

mini, a dwarf, who, detecting her in criminal re-

lations with his brother, Paolo, killed them both.

The story has formed a favorite theme for poets.

It forms the basis of one of the most famous epi-

sodes of Dante's Divina Commedia (Inf., v., 73-

142) ; Jjeigh Hunt wrote a poem, the Story of

Rimini (1819); Silvio Pellico and D'Annunzio
have each found in the tale the subject of a

tragedy, and so also has the English poet Stephen
Phillips (q.v.) in his Paolo and Francesca.

DARIUS. The name of several Persian kings,
and, like the Egyptian Pharaoh, titular and
not personal. According to Herodotus (6, 98),
Aapeios signifies one who restrains; but the
old Persian form, Daraya-va(h)ui shows that it

signifies upholding what is good. The most fa-

mous of the name is called Dabius I., or Dabius
Hystaspis, from his father's name. (See Hys-
TASPES.) He was bom B.C. 558, and was a Per-
sian and of the Achaemenian line. On the death
of Cambyses (B.C. 522), he leagued himself with
six other nobles to murder Smerdis the Magian,
who had usurped the throne. The conspirators
were successful in their plot, and Darius was
chosen King. An account of these occurrences is

given in the great Behistun inscription, which
serves to supplement or correct the narrative of
Herodotus. His position at first was very in-

secure, but his caution, skill, and energy enabled
him to govern his vast dominions for thirty-six
years. To strengthen himself, he married the
daughter of Otanes, who had been the head of
the conspiracy, and likewise took three wives
from the royal household—viz. two daughters
of Cyrus and one of Cyrus's son, Smerdis. He
then divided his empire into twenty satrapies,
and determined the exact amount of the taxation
to be borne by each. In some of the remoter prov-
inces great confusion seems to have prevailed
after the death of Smerdis the Magian; and a
proof of how little Darius could effect at first

is afforded by the conduct of Oroetes, the Gover-
nor of Sardis, who for some time was quite
defiant of his authority. The inscriptions of
Darius contain the account of no fewer than
nine or ten rebellions against his sway. Babylon
also revolted, and Darius besieged the city un-
successfully for two years. At last, however,
it was taken by an extraordinary stratagem of

his general, Zopyrus (516). It is more likely,

however, that the account of the conquest of

Babylon, as given by Herodotus (3, 150),
belongs to the first siege of the city. In the year
B.C. 514 Darius is thought to have begun the
great rock inscription of Behistun, which records
the events of his reign. In 513 Darius, with an
army of 700,000, crossed the Bosporus by a
bridge of boats, marched to the mouths of the
Danube, crossed the river, and advanced against
the Scythians. The expedition proved a failure.

Darius retreated, but detached from his main
force an army of 80,000 men, under Megabyzus,
to conquer Thrace, while he himself returned
to Asia, whence he extended his authority in the
east as far as the Indus. About 501 B.C. the
Ionian cities rose in revolt against Persian do-

minion. They were unsuccessful, the final vic-

tory of the Persians being achieved in the naval
battle at Lade and the taking of Miletus (494).
The assistance given by the Athenians and Ere-
trians to the lonians, and the part which they had
taken in the burning of Sardis, deterniinetl Darius,

who was also influence<l thereto by the banished
Hippias, to attempt the subjugation of the whole
of Greece. In 492 he sent Mardonius with an
army into Thrace and Mace<lonia. and at the

same time dispatched a fleet against the islands.

The former was routed by the Brygi in Thrace,
the latter was shattered and dispersed by a
storm when rounding the promontory of Mount
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Athos. In 400 he renewed his attempt. His

fleet committed great ravages in the Cyclades,

but his army was entirely defeated at Marathon
by the Athenians, under Miltiades. the tyrant of

the Chersonese. In the midst of his prepara-

tions for a third expedition, Darius died B.C.

486, and wa« succeeded by his son Xerxes.

His tomb is still to be seen at Nakshi-Rustam.
Darius was an able ruler, and he organized

and wisely administered the kingdom which
Cirrus had founded. His liberality to the

Jews in connection witli the rebuilding of the

Temple at Jerusalem is referred to in the

Bible. For the inscriptions of Darius, consult:

Rawlinson, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

of Great Britain, vol. x. (London, 1847) ; Spie-

gel, Altpersische Keilinschriften (Leipzig, 1882) ;

Weissbach and Bang, Altpers. Keil. (Leipzig,

189.3) ; Tolman, Old Persian Inscriptions (New
York, 1893) ; Justi, in Orundriss der iranischen

Philologie (Strassburg, 1897). See AcHiE-
MENES; CaMBYSES; CyRUS ; PERSIA.
Darius II., called, before his accession to

the throne, Ochus, and after his succession

Xothus, the Bastard. He was one of the seven-

teen bastard sons of Artaxerxes I., Longimanus.
When Sogdianus, another of the bastards, had
murdered the rightful King, Xerxes II., and as-

sumed for himself the regal power, Ochus de-

clared war against him, slew him, and secured

the diadem for himself (B.C. 424-23). He now
called himself Darius. His reign was ignoble.

He showed himself to be completely under the
control of his eunuchs and his cruel step-sister

and spouse, Parysatis. Rebellions were con-

stantly breaking out among his satraps, all of

which, however, were crushed except that of

AmyrtiEUS, Satrap of Egypt, who made himself

independent in 414. It was during the life of

Darius, and chiefly through the craft of Tis-

saphernes. Satrap of Asia Minor, and of his

successor, Cyrus the Younger, son of the King,
that the Persians exercised so great an influence

over the aflFairs of Greece in the last years of

the Peloponnesian War. Darius died B.C. 405-04.

Dabius III., called before his accession

Codomannus; a monarch noted for his mild
disposition, handsome person, and courageous
spirit. He was great-grandson of Darius II.,

and was raised to the throne through the help
of Bagoas, after the murder of Arses (B.C. 336).
But in spite of his superior qualities he could
oflFer no solid opposition to the advance of the
Macedonians. At the battle of Issus, in 333,

his mother, wife, and three children fell into
the hands of Alexander; the victory of Gauga-
mela, near Arbela (q.v.), in 331, opened to the
latter the way to Susa and Persia proper. Da-
rius now fled to Ecbatana, in Media; and, on
the approach of his opponent, fled from there
to the northern provinces, where he was seized
by Bessus, Satrap of Bactria. Alexander, in
a fit of generosity, hurried to deliver Darius.
Bessus then prepared for flight; but Darius, re-

fusing to follow, was stabbeid by the barbarian
and left. The scouts of Alexander's cavalry
found Darius dying, and administered to his last

necessities. Thanking the Grecian King for his
magnanimity, and commending his family to
his care, he expired (330). Alexander sent the
dead body to Sisygambis, mother of Darius, to
be interred in the tomb of the Persian kings.
With him the Achsemenian line and the Persian

Empire, that had so long dominated Asia, came
to a dose. Consult Justi, (irundriss der iron.

Philologie (Strassburg, 1897).

DABIUS THE MEDE. The son of Ahasuerus,
and conqueror of Babylon, according to the
biblical narrative of the Prophet Daniel (Dan.
V. 31; vi. 28; ix. 1; xi. 1). His age is given as
sixty-two years at the time of the taking of the
city. There is great difficulty in identifying this

ruler, whom Daniel speaks of as "Darius the son
of Ahasuerus, of the seed of the Medes, which
was made King over the realm of the Clialdeans"
( Dan. ix. 1 ) . Some scholars have suggested an
identity with Cyaxares 11. (q.v.), or more likely

with Gobryas, Governor of Gutium, who actually
took the city of Babylon as chief in command for

Cyrus. (See Cyrits the Great.) But much
uncertainty on the whole subject prevails. Some
suggestions may be gained from Horner, Daniel,
Darius the Median, Cyrus the Oreat (Pittsburg,
1901).

DARJILINQ, dUr-jenng, or d6R-JIL-
ING (Tib. Dar-rgyas-glin, land of the diamond
thunderbolt—i.e. of the Lama's sceptre). A
popular sanitary station of Bengal, British
India, capital of a district of the same name,
in the Sikkim Himalayas (Map: India, E 3).
It is situated 7200 feet above the sea, on the
side of a great hollow or basin, in which flows

the Runjit, a branch of the Tista. It com-
mands a magnificent- view of the Himalayas to

the north and west, and is on the Darjiling
and Himalayan Railway, a road remarkable for

its elevation. Notwithstanding frequent heavy
rains and a great annual rainfall, the climate
is very salubrious. Mean annual temperature,
.54° F. Darjiling has good bazaars, a fine sani-

tarium, beautiful botanical gardens, two Angli-
can churches, an excellent water-supply, and is,

especially during October, the fashionable Indian
health resort. Tea-growing is the principal in-

dustry of the district. Fifty thousand acres are
devoted to its cultivation, and as much as 8,000,-

000 pounds has been produced annually. Dar-
jiling is about 36 miles from the Plain of Ben-
gal and • 308 miles north of Calcutta. It was
obtained by the British Government from the
Rajah of Sikkim in 1835, in order to be made a
sanitary station. Population, including the ad-
jacent cantonment, 14,100.

DARK AGES. A name formerly applied
either to the whole or the earlier part of the
Middle Ages (q.v.).

DARK AND BLOODY QBOUND, The. A
name given to the State of Kentucky as the scene
of frequent Indian warfare in the days of the
early settlers. The phrase has also been said

to be a translation of the Indian word Kentucky.

DABK CONTINENT, The. Africa, the
least kno\\-n of the earth's great divisions. The
term is also explained as referring to the color of

the inhabitants.

DABK DAY. Any day in which the sun-
light appears to be remarkably dim or altogether

absent. In New England the term is specifically

applied to May 19, 1780, also known as Black
Friday; but many similar dark days are also

on record in other parts of the world. Other
notable dark days in the United States were
those of October *21, 1716, and October 19, 1762.

Stygian darkness often prevails during erup*
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tions of aslies from volcanoes. In recent years

the months of August and September, 1881, were
remarkable in the eastern part of the United

States for a long series of days in which arti-

ficial light was oftentimes necessary at mid-

day and business was generally very much in-

terrupted. In this case the darkness is known
to have been the result of a combination of ordi-

nary cloudiness with the smoke from forest and
prairie lire, and it is presumable that the same
conditions must have obtained during the his-

torical dark days of the previous century. The
United States Monthly Weather Review, for Sep-

tember, 1881, page 27, says: "The foggy or

smoky condition of the atmosphere became quite

general from the first to the tenth of this month
over that portion of the United States between
the meridians of 67° and 87° W. and the

parallels of 40° and 4.'5° N. It reached an un-

usual culmination in density in the eastern por-

tion of the Middle Atlantic States and through-

out New England, where it interrupted the

prosecution of business and compelled the use

of artificial light. The destructive violence of

prairie and forest fires throughout northern

Michigan and portions of Canada has perhaps

never iK'en exceeded, and the intensity of the ac-

companying smoke was simply dreadful. On
September southwesterly winds prevailed from
Tennessee northward to Lake Superior, and
thence eastward to the Canadian maritime prov-

inces, and smoke was reported as far south as

Knoxville, westward to Milwaukee, northward
to Rockliffe, Canada, and eastward to New
Brunswick. To show the progress eastward of

this condition in the atmosphere it is necessary

to trace the movement of low-pressure areas

over Canada and northern New England, and
watch the accompanying change in wind direc-

tions." The darkness of the dark day of May,
1780, covered very much the same area, with

southwest winds and occasional light rains, and
was undoubtedly of the same nature, although

in both cases it was attributed by the supersti-

tious to supernatural causes. On the plains of

Tibet, according to Marco Polo and other trav-

elers, dark days are sometimes caused by clouds

of dust so fine and light that it is carried to a
jirreat distance by the wind. Similar days of

darkness have l)een caused by clouds of mingled

vapor, smoke, and dust emanating from volcanic

eruptions, although such clouds do not usually

extend to the great distances reached by clouds

of smoke from forest fires. Cases of such vol-

canic clouds oce\irred in connection with the

eruption of Mont Pel^-e and La Soufrifere in the

West Indies in May, 1902.

DABKE, Wii.T.iAM (1730-1801). An Ameri-

can soldier, born in Philadelphia. He served

under IJraddock; rose to the rank of colonel in

the American .Xrmy during the Revolutionary

War; and in 171)1 commanded the left wing of

Saint Clair's army, which, on November 4, was
defeated by the AJiami Indians.

DARK HORSE. A term familiarly used in

the vocabulary of American politics, and ap-

plied to a con'iparatively unknown man brought

forth in a nominating convention at the supreme

moment as a candidate for office in the place of

A prominent rival candidate of his own party

whose nomination would incur the risk of a di-

vided vote. James K. Polk and P'ranklin Pierce

Vol. v.—42.

were typical 'dark horses' of the Democratic
Party; Rutherford B. Hayes and James A. Gar-
field of the Republican.

.

DARK LADY, The. In Shakespeare's Son-
nets, the woman thought, by those who maintain
that William Herbert is the dedicatee, to be
Mary Fitton, one of Elizabeth's maids of honor.

It is certain that Herbert and she created a
scandal. Another suggestion, with fewer sup-

porters, is Penelope Devereux, Lady Rich, the

"Stella" of Sidney's sonnets.

DAROjASTON. A town in Staffordshire,

England, four miles southeast of Wolverhampton
(Map: England, D 4). It has extensive mines
of iron and coal, and manufactures of hardware.
Population, in 1901, 15,400.

DARKLEY, Femx Octavius Cabb (1822-88).

An American painter and engraver, born in

Philadelphia. He illustrated the works of Irv-

ing, Cooper, Longfellow, Hawthorne, and Shake-
speare, and made 500 drawings for Lossing's

History of the United States. Among his best-

known illustrations are those for the Legend of

Sleepy Hollow, Rip Van Winkle, and Dickens's

Great Expectations. In 1868 he published, after

a visit to Europe, Sketches Abroad tcith Pen and
Pencil. His water-color paintings of incidents

in American history are full of spirit.

DARLEY, George (1795-1846). An English
poet. He was bom in Dublin in 1795; was
graduated from Trinity College, Dublin, in 1820,

and went to London, where he wrote critical

papers for the magazines, and eventually joined

the staff of the Athenceum, becoming famous for

his caustic reviews. He died November 23, 1846.

Under the inspiration of the Elizabethans, Dar-
ley produced several lyrical dramas containing
passages of great beauty

—

Sylvia, or the May
Queen (1827), and the inferior Thomas d Becket
(1840) and fJthelstan (1841). As early as 1822

he had published The Errors of Ecstacie, a

melodious poem in blank verse, followed by
Lilian of the Vale (1826), a thrilling tale. He
also wrote several treatises on mathematics,
which were praised by Carlyle. For specimens
of his verse consult Stedman, Victorian Anthol-

ogy (New York, 1895).

DARLING. A mountain range of western
Australia, extending north and south for about

250 miles, parallel with the coast and from 20
to 70 miles distant (Map: Australia, B 5). It

ends near Point D'Entrecasteaux. Its highest

summit reaches 'ilOO feet.

DARLING RIVER (named in honor of Sir

Ralph Darling, Governor of New South Wales,

1825-31), or Barcxx)N Riveb. An Australian

stream, the most important tributary of the Mur-
ray (Map: New South Wales, C 2). It rises in

southeastern Queensland, flows through New
South Wales, and joins the Murray on the Vic-

toria border. The area of its basin is about

200,000 square miles. During the dry season

its course is marked by a succession of pools

or small lakes; but during the winter, when it

is subject to sudden floods, it is navigable by
light-draught steamers for over 600 miles to

Bourke. the terminus of the Great Western Rail-

way, from Sydney. Most of the region of the

Darling is but a desert in the dry season.

DARLING, Gbace Horsi.ey (1815-42). An
English heroine. She was bom in Bamborough,
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Northunibprland, the daughter of William Dar-

ling, lighthouse-keeper on I^ngstone, one of the

J'arne Islands. On the morning of September 7,

1838, the steamer Forfarshire was wrecked near

the lighthouse and all but nine of the sixty-

three passengers perished. In spite of the dan-

ger of su«h an undertaking, the father and
daughter made two trips to where the survivors

lay, and rescued all of them. News of the ex-

ploit was received with great enthusiasm by

the English people, and by popular subscription

the sum of £750 was raised for the heroine. Con-

sult Grace Darling: Her True Story, from Un-
publiahed Papers in the Possession of the Family
(1880).

DAB'LINGTON. A Parliamentary and muni-
cipal borough and market town in Durham
County, England, on the Skerne, near its junc-

tion with the Tees, 18 miles south of Durham
City (Map: England, E 2). The town is laid

out in wide and regular streets, and has a spa-

cious market-place. The parish church of Saint

Cuthbert, a handsome Early English edifice, was
founded about 1160 by Bishop Pudsey. Dar-
lington sends one member to Parliament. It re-

ceived its charter of incorporation in 1867. It

has owned its gas and water supply since 1854,

and it maintains public baths and markets. Its

principal manufactures are iron and worsteds,

and there are extensive locomotive works be-

longing to the Northeastern Railway. The first

passenger railway operated by steam was opened
in 1825 between Darlington and Stockton. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 38,000; in 1901, 44,500. At
Oxen-le-field, three miles from Darlington, are

curious cavities of unknown origin, called Hell
Kettles. From Anglo-Saxon times till 1867

Darlington was under the authority of the Bishop
of Durham. Consult LongstaflFe, History and
Antiquities of Darlington (London, 1854).

DARLINGTON. A town and the county-
seat of Darlington County, S. C, 82 miles east

by north of Columbia, at the junction of two
divisions of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
( Map : South Carolina, E 2 ) . It carries on a
considerable trade in cotton, tobacco, and grain,

the principal products of the surrounding agri-

cultural region. There are cotton-mills, tobacco-

factories, fertilizer-works, etc. Population, in

1890, 2389; in 1900, 3028.

DARLINGTON, Wiixiam (1782-1863). An
American botanist, born at Birmingham, Pa. In
1806 he went to India, and on returning pub-
lished an account of his voyage. In 1814 he was
chosen to Congress, and in 1819 was reelected.

At Westchester, Pa., he founded an athenaeum,
an academy, and a society of natural history.

Among his publications are: Mutual Influence

of Habits and Disease; Agricultural Chemistry

;

Agricultural Botany (1847) ; and Memorial of
John Bartram (1840).

DAR^MESTETER, Agnes Mart Frances.
See Robinson, Agnes IMary Frances.

DARMESTETER, diirm'ste-tflr', James ( 1849-

94). A French Orientalist, whose eminence was
achieved especially in the field of Iranian scholar-

ship. He was born, of Jewish parentage, at

Chateau-Salins. in Lorraine. He was educated
at the Lyc^ Bonaparte. Paris, from which he
graduated with the highest honors in 1867,
when he began to devote himself to Oriental
philology, chiefly under the guidance of the gift-

ed Michel BrCal. In 1877 he was appointed
assistant professor of Zend at the Ecole des-

llautes Etudes, and in 1885 was advanced to the
professorship of Iranian languages and litera-

ture at the College de France. In 1886 he visit-

ed India, to make special philological researches-

in connection with the sacred books of the Par-
sis, and was afterwards honored by an appoint-
ment as fellow of Bombay University. For year*
he had acted as secretary of the Socif'tC' Asiatique
de Paris, and he was likewise busily engaged a»
an editor of a leading political and literary

periodical, La Revue dc Paris, at the time of hi»
death. His writings in the field of Avestan
philology and Zoroastrianism are of prime im-
portance, even if his theories, which are often
very radical, cannot always be ac(ei)ted. Among
his works may be mentioned: Uaurvat&t et

Ameretat, h'ssai sur la mythologie de VAvesta
(1875); Orniazd et Ahriman, leurs origines et

leur histoire (1877) ; Etudes iranicnncs (1883) ;

The Zned-Avesta (translated 1880, 1883) ; Essais
oricntaux (1883); Chants populaires des Af-
ghans (1888-90) ; Lcs prophetes d'lsracl (1892) ;

and his most important work, Le Zend Avesta;
Traduction nouvelle (3 vols., 1892-93). A num-
ber of his literary essays have been translated
into English by Helen Jastrow (Boston, 1895),.

and by his wife (New York, 1897).

DARMSTADT, diirm'stat (Ger., city of the
Darm, the river near which the city lies). The
capital of the Grand Duchy of Hesse, Germany,
and residence of the Grand Duke, about midway
between the Rhine and the Main, at the north-

western extremity of the Odenvvald, and 17 miles-

south of Frankfort-am-Main (^lap: Germany,
C 4). It consists of an old and new town, the
streets of the former being narrow and crooked,

but those of the latter broad and handsome, ex-

hibiting many imposing specimens of architec-

ture. Its principal square, the Luisenplatz,.

adorned with a lofty column, surmounted by a
bronze statue of Grand Duke Louis I., who-
founded the new town, contains the post-oflSce,.

the Government building, and the old palace.

The Grand Ducal Palace, surrounded by pleas-

ant gardens, was begun in the fifteenth century,

but practically rebuilt in the early part of the
eighteenth. It contains a valuable library of

some 500,000 volumes, an archaeological collec-

tion, and a picture gallery with some good ex-

amples of the early German and the Netherland-
ish masters. The chef-d'ceuvre is the so-called

Meyer Madonna, by Holbein the Younger. Promi-
nent among numerous churches are the Stadt-

kirche, with the handsome monument of Land-
grave George I., and the Roman Catholic cliurch

built after the Pantheon at Rome, with a lofty

dome supported by twenty-eight columns. Other
notable features include the new palace, the
palace of Prince Henry, the old and new town
halls, theatre, and the Herrngarten, a fine

public garden and park. Darmstadt is the
ceat of government for the grand duchy and for

the province, and of the provincial court of ap-

peal. The town's affairs are administered by a

municipal council of 42. and an executive board

of 3 members. It owns its water-supply, and
operates gas-works and an electric-light plant-

Its educational institutions include two gym-
nasia, a high school, technical school, the Mu-
nicipal Victoria School, and several elementary
schools. Among its charitable institutions are



DARTERS AND SUNFISH

^

1.SAND DARTER (Ammocrypta pellucicJa).

2. BLACK-BANDED SUNFISH i Mesogonlstua chMtodon).
3. COMMON SUNFISH OR PUMPKIN-SEED (EupomotI*

gibbosus).

4. YELLOW-BELLIED SUNFISH (L«pomis aurltua).
&. BLUE OR COPPER-NOSED SUNFISH (LopomI* pal-

lldus).

6. JOHNNY DARTER (Bolaoaoma nigrum).
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a municipal hospital and the Alice and provincial

hospitals.

Darmstadt is a manufacturing town of grow-

ing importance. The chief articles of industry

are machinery, carpets, hats, tobacco, chemicals,

scientific instruments, playing-cards, and beer.

Darmstadt is an important railway centre. An
electric street railway accommodates internal

traffic. The famous chemist Justus von Liebig

was a native of the town, and the composer
Flotow died here. To the east of the town is

the Palace of Rosenhiihe, with the grand-ducal
mausoleum, containing the tombs of the Grand
Duke Louis IV. and his wife. Princess Alice

of England. Population, in 1890, 56,000; in

1900, 64,000.

Darmstadt appears as Darmundstadt in the

eleventh century. It acquired municipal rights

in 1330, and became in 1567 the capital of Hesse-

Darmstadt. It was burned by the French in

1688, and 1693, but attained great prosperity

toward the end of the eighteenth century.

DAR'NEL (Fr. dial, darnelle; probably from
OF. dame, stupid, Dan. daare, fool ; so called

from its supposed stupefying power), Lolium
tetnuleiitum. A grass of the same genus with
the valuable rye-grass (q.v. ), an annual, com-

mon in grain-fields in England and in many parts

of Continental Europe, and introduced in some
parts of the United States. This grass has from
ancient times been reputed to have a narcotic,

poisonous seed, to which many bad efTects were
ascribed. Lindley, in his Medical and (Economi-

cal Botany, published in 1849, ascribes narcotic

and acrid qualities to darnel-seed, and speaks of

fatal consequences as produced by it when mixed
with flour, saying that it "is the only authentic

instance of unwholesome qualities in the order

of the grasses." Recent investigations have

shown the presence of a fungus in the grain of

this grass and to it the jwisonous qualities are

attributed. The fungus seems to be almost al-

ways present in the seed of this species and rare

in the other species of the genus.

DAR'NELL, Henbt Faulkxeb (1831—). An
English Protestant Episcopal clergyman, born

in London. For some time he was principal of

Hellmuth Ladies' College at London, Ontario,

and of DufFerin College in the same city. After-

wards he became rector of the Episcopal church

at Avon, N. Y. His publications include: Philip

Bazlehrook (1887); The Craze of Christian

Enplehart (1890); and Songa of the Season

(1895).

DARN^TAL, dUr'na'tAl'. The capital of a

canton in the Department of Seine-Inf^rieure.

France, at the confluence of the Aubette and

Robec, 2V2 miles ea-st of Rouen. Its noteworthy

buildings are a Gothic church, a fine early six-

teenth-century belfry, and the town hall. The

town commands a good view of Rouen. It has

important manufactures of woolens. Popula-

tion, in 1901, 6826.

DARNING-NEEDLE. A dragon-fly or dam-
sel-fly: supposed by ignorant folk to be attempt-

ing to pierce and 'sew up' one's ears or do other

mischief as it darts about one's head; hence the

term is frequently extended to 'devil's darning-

needle.' See Dra6on-Ft.t.

DARNIiEY, Hknrt Stewart, or Stiart.

Lord (154567). The second husband of Mary,

Queen of Scots. The second but eldest surviving
son of the Earl of Lennox by Lady Margaret
Douglas, niece of Henry VI 11., he was born De-
cember 7, 1545, at Temple Newsam, Yorkshire,
where he received a private education. He was
handsome, and of accomplislied manners, but des-

titute of moral and intellectual power. He mar-
ried Mary on July 29, 1565, but soon disgusted
her by intemperance, profligjicy, and insolence. As
an accessory to the assassination of Rizzio, he
intensified Mary's hatred by holding her while the
deed was committed in her presence. While re-

covering from an illness, he met his death in an
isolated house which was blown up by the Earl
of Bothwell, February 9, 1567. See Mart
Stuart.

D'ARREST, dar-r§st', Heinrich Ludwio
(1822-75). A German astronomer. He was bom
in Berlin, and studied astronomy there under
Encke. He was subsequently connected with the
observatories of Berlin and Leipzig, and became
in 1852 professor in the Leipzig University. In
1857 he became professor of astronomy in Copen-
hagen, where he died. His important publications
include: Siderum \ebuloso/^ni Observationes
Havnienses (1867), and numerous astronomical
papers in scientific journals. His original ob-

servations include discoveries of several comets,
and of the planet Freia (1862).

DARTER (so called from the quick motion).
One of a group of small fresh-water fishes of

the perch family, peculiar to the United States.

None is more than 10 inches in length, and the
least is only 1% inches long—the smallest
spiny rayed fish known. All are powerful swim-
mers, and have been spoken of bj' Forbes as con-

centrated rather than dwarfed fishes. "They
have developed," he says, "an activity and hardi-

hood, a vigor of life, and a glow of high color

almost unknown among brook-fishes elsewhere.'*

They have heen the subject of special study by
Dr. D. S. Jordan, who tells us that most of them
prefer clear running water, where they lie on
the bottom concealed under stones, darting, when
frightened or hungry, with great velocity for a
short distance, then stopping as suddenly. All

are carnivorous, and feed chiefly on the larvse of

flies. These beautiful and very interesting little

fishes exist in great variety throughout the

central and southern United States, and are uni-

versally known to country boys as 'Johnny
darters,' a name particularly given to a tj^pical

species ( Boleosoma nigrum ) . A few others of

the larger ones have received other names locally,

as the sand-darter (Ammocr>-pta pellucida), in-

dicating the preference of its genus for sandy
bottoms. (See Plate of Darter.s axd Sunfish.)
Excellent popular accounts will be found in The
American Naturalist for 1876 and 1880; and
a full history of the group in Jordan and Ever-

mann's Fishes of North America, pages 1016 to

1105 (Washington, 1896).

DARTER, or Snake-Bird. A name given to

certain steganopode birds, nearly allied to cormo-

rants, but having a bill longer than the head,

perfectly straight, slender, and sharp-pointed;

and also remarkable for the great length of the

neck, which has obtained for them the name
'snake-birds.' They generally live in pairs near

bodies of fresh water. If alarmed while sitting

on a branch over a stream or by the edge of a

lake, they drop ofT quietly into the water, sink
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gently beneath the surface and disappear; or

tliey may lly upward and circle about like a
hawk. They make rude nests upon trees and lay

chalky blue egjpi. They eat great quantities of

fish, which they kill by a quick, snake-like dart-

ing forward of the closed beak, impaling the prey,

which is then Hung into the air, caught in the

BEAK OF THE DARTER.

mouth and .swallowed entire. Four species are
known, constituting the family Anhingidie. One
species occurs in Africa, one in southern Asia,

one in Australia, and one in tropical and sub-

tropical America. The last (Anhinga anhinga)
is sometimes called the water-turkey, and wan-
ders in summer as far north as southern Illinois.

It is a handsome bird, about three feet long,

glossy black, the back marked with numerous
silvery white spots or streaks. See Plate of

Fishing Birds; and Colored Plate of Eggs of
Water and Game Birds.

DABT'FOBD (AS. Darentford). A town in

Kent, England, 14 miles east-southeast of Lon-
don Bridge, on the Darent, about three miles
from its junction with the Thames (Map: Eng-
land, G 5). It lies in a narrow valley between
two steep hills. It has large corn-mills, cotton

and silk printing-works, large powder and paper
mills; also manufactures of oil, iron, machinery,
and chemicals. The first paper-mill in England
was built here by Spielman, jeweler to Queen
Elizabeth in 1590. The City of London Lunatic
Asylum is situated here, and there are interest-

ing ruins of a nunnery, founded 1355 by Edward
III. Wat Tyler's insurrection, in the reign of

Richard IT., broke out at Dartford in 1381. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 12,000; in 1901, 18,600.

DAB'TLE, Rosa. The companion of Mrs.
Steerforth, in Dickens's David Copperfield. She
is wildly jealous of Steerforth himself, although
he was the cause of the disfiguring scar upon her
face.

DABTIffOOB (named from the river Dart,
which rises in the region). A granitic tableland
in the southwest of Devonshire, England, remark-
able for its wild, rugged scenery and cyclopean
relics of aboriginal inhabitants (Map: England,
C 6). Dartmoor proper (or the ancient forest of

that name) and the outlying common lands are
about 20 miles square. This moorland region,

encircled by a natural rampart, and moated by
deep valleys, has a considerable elevation above
the surrounding country, and culminates in Yes
Tor, 2040 feet above the sea-level. Copper is

found, and at ^Vheal, Duchy, and Birch Tor are
productive tin-mines. The largest kaolin-works
in England are at Lee Moor, which is also the
seat of a meteorological observatory. The soil

is composed chiefly of peat, which in the bottoms
has accumulated in some places to the depth of

25 feet, and it rests on a subsoil of fine sand.
Many of the well-watered dells and ravines are
fertile, while the whole moor affords pasturage
for cattle, sheep, and horses. The antiquities in-

clude the Gray Wethers, a fine specimen below

Sittaford Tor, of what is now styled a Druidical
temple, the vestiges of a large aboriginal village
at Grimspound, the cromlech at Drewsteignton,
logans, stone avenues, dolmens, barrows, cairns,
rock-pillars, and ancient trackways.
During the long war with Napoleon, a prison,

now used for convicts, was erected in western
Dartmoor for French captives. Prince Town
sprang up close by, and soon became a thriving
place. liuring the war with the United States
(1812-15), many captured Americans were con-
fined at Dartmoor. See Dartmoor Massacre.
The castle, manor, and forest of Dartmoor

were granted by Henry III. to his brother Rich-
ard, Earl of Cornwall, and since 1337 Dart-
moor has r)een, in part, permanently annexed to
the Duchy of Cornwall. Dartmoor figures con-
spicuously in poetry and romance. Consult
Howe, A Perambulation of the Ancient and Royal
Forest of Dartmoor, etc. (Plymouth and London,
3d ed., 1890).

DABTMOOB MASSACBE, The. The killing
(April 6, 1815) by a company of English sol-

diers of some American prisoners, who, together
with 6000 others, had l)een confined in the Dart-
moor (England) prison for several months after
the close of the War of 1812 between England
and the United States. To quell what they re-

garded as a mutiny and to thwart an apparent
efl"ort at escape, the prison guard, probably under
orders from Capt. T. G. Shortland, their com-
manding ofiicer, fired upon the prisoners, killing

seven and wounding about sixty—thirty of them
dangerously. The Americans at the time re-

garded this as an act of wanton murder, but it

was pronounced justifiable by a joint commission,
which, however, acquitted the prisoners of the
charge of organizing a mutiny or of planning an
escape. The British Government soon afterwards
promoted Shortland, but made liberal provision
for the families of those who had been killed or
permanently disabled. Consult: Andrews, The
Prisoners' Memoirs: or, Dartmoor Prison (New
York, 1852) ; and Cobb, A Green Hand's First
Cruise, Together with Five Months in Dartmoor
(Boston. 1841).

DABTMOOB FBISON. See Dartmoor, and
Dartmoor Massacre.

DABT-MOTH. A noctuid moth of the genus
Agrotis, whose caterpillars are cutworms, some-

A DART-MOTH (AgTOtiS BSVCia).

a, Adult moth; 6, deposit of eg^; c, caterpillar (a cut-
worm); d, head of caterpillar.

times called 'climbing cutworms.' A species very
widespread in both Europe and America is

Agrotis saucia, whose wings expand an inch and
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a quarter. The fore wings are grayish brown
variegated with black ; the hind wings whitish,
deepening into brownish toward the margin. The
caterpillar is nearly 2 inches long when mature,
and is of a dull flesh-color mottled with brown
and black. When ready to pupate it descends
and formii a smooth cavity in the ground for
that purpose. These caterpillars feed on the
leaves of fruit-bearing trees and shrubs.

DARTMOUTH, diirt'muth. A town of Halifax
t'ounty, Nova Scotia, Canada, situated on a small
river emptying into Chebucto Bay, opposite the
city of Halifax, of which it is practically a suburb
connected by ferries (Map: Nova Scotia, F 5).
It contains handsome residences, the provincial
asylum for lunatics, several foundries, rope-
walks, a sugar-refinery, and tanneries. Dart-
mouth, founded in 1749, was destroyed by In-
dians in 1751. Fort Clarence, below the town,
commands the narrow and dangerous eastern
passage, which was considered impassable for
large vessels until 1862, when the Confederate
steamer Tallahassee escaped through it. Popula-
tion, in 1891, 6252; in 1901, 4806.

DARTMOUTH. A municipal borough and
seaport of Devonshire, England, built in terraces
on a steep sloj)e 300 to 400 feet high on the River
Dart, at a short distance from the sea (Map: Eng-
land, C 6). The streets are narrow and many of
(he houses very old, with overhanging stories,

projecting gables, and wood-carvings. Saint Sav-
iour's Church, of the fourteenth century, has a
richly sculj)tured stone pulpit, a highly ornament-
ed, painted, and gilt interior, and a beautifully
carved rood-loft. A battery and the remains of a
castle built during the reign of Henry VII. stand
at the entrance to the harbor, which affords secure
anchorage for vessels. In the river above the
town is anchored the cadet training-ship Britan-
7iia. The commerce and shipping trade of Dart-
mouth is of considerable importance. Its fish-

eries are quite extensive and the town is a coaling
station for the south coast. It has a resident
United States consular agent. Population, in

1891, 6000; in 1901, 6600. Sir Humphrey Gil-
bert, the Newfoundland explorer, was bom near
the town. At Dartmouth, in 1190, the Crusaders,
under Richard Coeur de Lion, embarked for the
Holy Land. Its earliest known charter dates from
the fourteenth century. The French burned the
town in the time of Richard II., but were re-

pulsed in another attack on it in 1404. In the
Civil War of the seventeenth century, it was
captured by the Royalists under Prince Maurice,
and retaken by the Parliamentarians under
Fairfax.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. A leading
American college situated at Hanover, N. H.
Dartmouth originated in Moor's Indian Charity
School, organized about 1750 at Lebanon, Conn.,
by the Rev. Eleazer Wheelock, and receiving its

name and first endowment from Joshua Moor or
More, in 1755. Support for the school came
from gifts made chiefly by the General Courts
of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire, and
by persons in Bngland interested in the project
of educating the Indians. This interest was fos-

tered by Sampson Occom, an Indian preacher
and pupil of Dr. \Vheelock, who toured England
and Scotland in 1866-67, raising funds for the
school. The proceeds, some £10.000, were in-

trusted to a board of trustees, of whom the Earl

of Dartmouth was chairman. Encouraged by
this success, plans were made for the enlarge-
ment of the school, so that both whites and In-
dians might be taught, and for placing it upon a
legal and permanent basis. Largely through
the influence of John Wentworth, Governor of
New Hampshire, large tracts of land were given
by that province on the present site of the col-

lege, and in 1769 George III. granted a royal
charter to 'Dartmouth College'—named in honor
of its patron, the Earl. At the same time, Moor's
School was made a separate institution, though
under the control of the same trustees as those
of the college. This school was maintained until
1849, and still retains a legal if fictional ex-
istence under the title 'The President of Moor's
Charity School.' Dr. Wheelock was made the
first president of the college and retained office

until 1779, when he was succeeded by his son
John. In 1816, a religious controversy having
arisen, the Legislature of New Hampshire passed
acts intended to deprive the trustees of authority
and to take to itself the control of the institu-

tion. These acts were sustained by the State
court, but were, in 1819, upon argument by
Daniel Webster (q.v.), invalidated by the Su-
preme Court of the United States, which declared
the original charter to constitute an inviolable

private trust. (See Dartmouth College Case.)
Dartmouth comprises the college; the Medical
School, founded in 1798; the Thayer School of
Civil Engineering, founded 1867 ; and the Amos
Tuck School of Administration and Finance,
founded in 1900. The Chandler School of
Arts and Sciences, founded in 1851,- was
merged into the college in 1803 as the Chand-
ler Scientific Course. In 1866 the New Hamp-
shire College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts was established by the State in connection
with Dartmouth, but was separated from the
college in 1893, and moved to Durham, N. H.
The course of the Medical School is four years,

and that of the Thayer and Amos Tuck Schools,

two years; but the first year in any of the gradu-
ate schools may, under certain restrictions, be
credited also as the last year in the under-
graduate school.

Degrees are conferred in arts, letters, science,

civil engineering, and medicine. The college

buildings, numbering some twenty-five, include

laboratories, an observatory, a medical building,

dormitories, a large dining-hall, and commons.
There is, besides, the Mary Hitchcock Memorial
Hospital, having lecture and clinic facilities at
the disposal of the Medical School. The library

represents the accumulations of a century and a
quarter, and consists of some 90,000 volumes
and 20,000 pamphlets. The student enrollment
in 1002 was 768, of whom 72 were in the Medical
School, 36 in the Thayer School, and 27 in the

Amos Tuck School. The presidents of the college

have been: Eleazer Wheelock, 1769-70; John
Wheelock, 1770-1815; Francis Brown, 1815-20;
Daniel Dana, 1820-21; Bennett Tvler, 1821-28;

Nathan Lord, 1828-63; Asa Dodge Smith. 1863-

77; Samuel Colcord Bartlett, 1877-92; William
Jevvett Tucker. 1893—.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE CASE. One of

the most important cases in constitutional law
ever decided by the United States Supreme
Court. The charter of Dartmouth College was
granted by the British Crown in 1769, incorpo-
rating twelve persons by the name of the Trus-
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tees of Diirtniouth College, and giving them
full power to govern the college nnd to fill all

vacancies in their body. In 181(i the Legislature

of New Hampshire passed an act amending the
original charter, providing for the upi)oinlnient

of eleven new trustees by the Governor of the

State, and for a board of overseers to insiMvt and
control the conduct of the trustees. The old

trustees refused to accept the amended charter,

and brought suit against the officers of the new
board who had obtained possession of the col-

lege property. The Supreme Court of New
Hampshire upheld the constitutionality of the
statute, and the case was then taken on writ of
error to the Supreme Court of the United States.

For the plaintiffs the main argument was made
by Daniel Webster (q.v.), and for the defendants
by William Wirt (q.v.), Attorney-General of the
United States. In its decision, handed dowTi in

1810, and in which all but one of the justices

concurred, the court held, through Chief Justice
Marshall, that the acts of the New Hampshire
legislature in question were unconstitutional

and void. The college was declared to be a
private and not a public corporation; the char-

ter of such a corporation was declared to be a
contract between the Crown (to whose obliga-

tions the State of New Hampshire had succeeded)

and the corporators and their successors, and
the State statute which attempted to change
the charter without the consent of the corpora-

tion was held to be within the prohibition of the

Federal Constitution, that "no State shall

. . . pass any . . . law impairing the

obligation of contracts." The consequences of

this decision have been very far-reaching, both in

securing the inviolability of private trusts, and
in limiting State sovereignty and extending,

through the Federal courts, the authority of the

Federal Constitution. The principles of the de-

cision have been applied frequently both by
Federal and State courts. The case is reported

in 1 AVtc Hampshire Reports, 111., and 4

Wheaton {United States) Reports, 518. For
favorable comments on the decision, consult:

Kent, Commentaries on American Late, vol. i.

(Boston, 1884), Lect. xix. ; Story, Commentaries
on the Constitution of the United States, vol. ii.

(Boston, 1891) ; Pomeroy, Introduction to the

Constitutional Low of the United States (9th

ed., Boston, 1886) ; Maine, Popular Government
(Jjondon, 188.5). For a searching criticism of

the case, consult Shirley, The Dartmouth College

Causes (Saint Louis, 1879).

DARU, da'rv', Piebre Antoine Noel Bruno
(1767-1829). A French historian, poet, and
statesman, bom at Montpellier, January 12,

1767. He entered the army in 178.3, was im-
prisoned ( 1792-9.3) on a charge of treason to the
Republic for eighteen months, during which he
produced a highly esteemed translation of

Horace. Under the Empire he served with dis-

tinction as soldier and diplomat, and during the
Restoration was made intendant-g^nj^ral by Louis
XVIIl. in 1814. At the second Restoration he re-

tired for a time (1815-19) to private life and
study, but was made member of the Chamber of

Peers in 1819 and became a distinguished de-

fender of constitutional liberty. He died on his

estate, near Meulan. September 5, 1829. His
Histoire de la r^publique de Venise, and His-
ioire des dues de Bretagne (1826) , are impartial,
erudite, and accurate. His occasional verses are

unimportant. Sainte-Beuve devotes three arti-

cles to him in the Causeries (vol. ix.). A lAfe by
Viennet is prefl.\ed to the fourth edition of His-
toire de la r&publique de Venise (Paris, 185.3).

D'ARUSMONT, di'rvs'mON', Frances. See
Wright, Fanny.

DAR'WEN. A town of Lancashire, England.
8itual«'d amid moorland hills, .3iA miles south of
Blackburn and 18 miles northwest of Manchester
( Map : England, D 3 ) . It owes its importance to a
trade with India and China in calico€«, for which
it employs a large number of spindles and looms.
The 'India Mill,' one of the finest in the country,
covers an area of 31,000 square feet. The town
also contains paper-staining works, paper-manu-
factories, calico-printing estiiblishments, works
for the manufacture of fire-bricks, tiles, and
sanitary tubes, iron and brass foiinding, bleach-

ing, machine and reed making. Coal-mines and
stone-quarries also find employment for a con-

siderable number of the inhabitants. It has
numerous places of worship, large and commo-
dious schools for elementary education, and a
cooperative public hall. The municipality is

enterprising and owns gas, water, electric-light-

ing supply, tramways, slaughter-houses, markets,
public baths, free library, technical school, ceme-
tery, artisans' dwellings, and lodging-house, and
a modem system of sewage disposal for fertiliz-

ing purposes. The place was known as Over Dar-
wen from the reign of Henry II., and with sev-

eral hamlets was incorporated in 1878 as the

municipal borough of Darwen. Population, in

1851, 11,702; in 1891. 34,192; in 1901. .38.200.

Consult Shaw, History of Darwen (London,
1891).

DARWIN, Charles Robert (1809-82). The
greatest English naturalist of the nineteenth cen-

tury. He was bom at Shrewsbury, February 12,

1809, the son of Dr. Robert W^ Darwin, F.R.S.,

and grandson of Erasmus Darwin (qv.). His
mother was a daughter of Josiah Wedgwood, the

famous manufacturer of pottery. After attend-

ing a public school at Shrewsbury for some
years, he studied at Edinburgh University for

two sessions, and then at Christ College, Cam-
bridge, where he took his degree of B.A. in

1831. His father had originally intended him
for the Church, but hereditary tendencies toward
natural history led him in another direction.

Shortly after graduation he seized an opportu-

nity to go around tlie world as naturalist in

H. M. S. Beagle, commanded by Captain Fitzroy,

R.N. This expedition, which continued from De
cember 27, 1831, to October 2, 1836, and spent

much time in making surveys of southern South
America, afforded Darwin a great opportunity

for making original observations and for con-

templation. It was, indeed, his studies on the

fauna of the Galapagos Islands that planted

the germ of his evolutionary studies. The ac-

coimt of his voyage, finally (1800^ entitled Voy-

age of a 'Naturalist on H. M. S. Beagle, which has

passed through many editions, is a classic work,

and shows a degree of intelligence in the author
that promised great thinjrs for his future. This

voyage had a marked effect on Darwin's health,

leaving him with a tendency toward nausea
which during life permitted of only a limited

amount of work each day. In the seclusion of his

country place at Down, the great thinker was
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able, by steady application, despite his disability,

to produce his great works.
The scientific outcome of his voyage was a

series of important books. In 1839 was pub-
lished his first Journal of Researches; and in

1840-43 the Zoology of the Voyage of B. M. 8.

Beagle, published by the Government and edited
by Darwin; in 1842 The Structure and Distribu-
tion of Coral Reefs, in which was proposed the
theory of the origin of coral reefs that is most
generally held to-day; in 1844, Geological Ob-
servations on }olcanic Islands; and in 1846,
his Geological Observations on South America.
Darwin's valuable Monograph of the Cirripedia
(1851-55) was the immediate outcome of his

voyage, and remains to-day the standard sys-

tematic work on this group.

It had long been known to a number of scien-

tific friends that Darwin was working on a
theory of evolution when, in 1858, he received

from A. R. Wallace, then in the East Indies, the
manuscript of a paper containing precisely the
same explanation of adaptation that Darwin
had hit upon. Darwin was naturally much em-
barrassed, but seemed willing to throw aside the

work of years and give precedence to his friend's

paper. On the advice of friends, however, his

paper and Wallace's were read at the same meet-
ing of the Linna^an Society of London, and were
published in their Transactions for 1858. In
1859 Darwin's book, The Origin of Species by
Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation

of Favored Races in the Struggle of Life, ap-

peared. It at once created the greatest interest,

and, largely through the extraordinarily able

championship of Huxley, its ideas soon gained
widespread acceptance. Although Darwin's the-

ory of natural selection is primarily only an ex-

planation of adaptation, yet adaptation is of

such fundamental importance that its explana-

tion paved the way for the acceptance of the

general theory of evolution ; for Darwin con-

tributed a mechanical or natural explanation of

what had before required a supernatural explana-
tion. Development by natural law took the

place of the special-creation hypothesis. Dar-
win's mechanical theory is that of the struggle

for existence, the annihilation of the unfit, and
the consequent "survival of the fittest." It rests

upon the evident fact that every species of ani-

mal produces more young than will develop to

maturity and breed ; for if all the young pro-

duced by any species bred the world would soon
become filled with that species to the eTcclusion

of ever}' other. The vast number of individuals

that are kille<l ofT are, on the whole, below the

average of those that 8ur\'ive. The latter have
been preserved on account of a certain, perhaps
slightly, greater fitness to their environment,
which may protect them from their enemies or

give them greater power in gaining food or re-

producing their kind. Their slight advantage
will be inherited, and so the next generation

will start from a fitter plane, and by a con-

tinuance of the selective process in successive

generations, perfect adaptation will result. The
theory of natural selection has been subjected to

the most rigorous criticism, but it still remains
a useful explanation of certain phenomena. Sec
NATiTtAL Selectiox: Evolution.

The importance of the change wrought by
Darwin's book cannot be overestimated. First,

it revolutionized the method of work and the

aims of natural history. The aims of zoSlogical

investigation were thenceforth the. retracing of

zoological history, determining the stages
through which plants and animals have passed
in their development. Before Darwin's time
systematic work was the mere enumeration of

species; since, it has been the study of relation-

ships. Before Darwin, embryology was the de-

scription of the earlier stages of development;
since, it has been the reading of the phylogeny
in ontogeny. Before Darwin, comparative anat-

omy was the comparison of types ; since then
it has become the study of the effect of func-

tion and environment in molding the bodily

form.

But the influence of Darwinism was by no
means confined to natural history. Darwin him-
self early extended his general theory to man,
especially in The Descent of Man and Selection

in Relation to Sex (1871). Thus extended, Dar-
win's theory came into opposition to the Bible,

literally and narrowly interpreted, and so it

aroused a vast storm of opposition from Church
officials. In fullness of time not only ecclesi-

astics but philosophers of every sort have
come to base their teachings and doctrines on
evolution. Darwin taught that the mind of

man in its lowest stages was essentially an ani-

mal mind, and the upward progress of man is

viewed as effected by natural causes, chief among
which is the action of natural selection. He does

not inquire into the exact way in which the

mental and bodily are connected. He simply as-

sumes that, just as the bodily organism is capa-

ble of varj'ing in an indefinite number of ways,
so may the mental faculties vary indefinitely in

correspondence with certain physical changes.

In this way he seeks to account for all the higher

mental powers, as the use of language and rea-

son, the sentiment of beauty, and conscience.

Finally, Darwin seeks to give a practical and
ethical turn to his doctrine, since he defines the
general good—the proper object of man's action

—as "the rearing of the greatest number of

individuals in full health and vigor, and with
all their faculties perfect under the conditions

to which they are subject." It is well to observe
that if Darwinism confined itself to a strict fol-

lowing of the great investigator, it might involve

less of philosophic and metaphysical theory than
has become popularly associated with it, for

much of which Darwin is not to be held respon-

sible. For further exposition of Darwin's views,

see Evolution and Natural Selection, and the
discussion of special phases of his doctrine and
investigations under other titles there indicated.

Darwin's later life was devoted to the demon-
stration of his theor}' by a series of studies, the
results of which appeared chiefly in the follow-

ing books: Fertilization of Orchids (1862);
Variation of Animals and Plants Under Domesti'
cation (1868); Expression of the Emotions in

Man and Animals (1872) ; Insectivorous Plants

( 1875) ; Climbing Plants (1875) ; The Effects of
Cross and Self Fertilization in the Vegetable
Kingdom (1876): Different Forms of Flowers
in Plants of the Same Species (1877); The
Power of Movement in Plants (1880) ; and On
the Formation of Mold by the Action of Earth-
worms (1881).

Personally Darwin was characterized by •
kind disposition, gentle manners, and brilliant

conversational qualities. His warm-heartedness.
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added to his genius, made for him strong friends,

many of whom were of great assistance to him
in gaining an acceptance of his theories. His

methods of study were interesting. He was a

voluminous gatherer of notes on topics which

interested him ; in experimentation he was quick

in his movements and accurate. As in the case

of many other leaders of science, his brain was
fertile in hypotheses, which were readily rejected

when experiment had shown them to be faulty.

Although his correspondence was voluminous,

he attended to it all with scrupulous care, reply-

ing courteously even to a request from a young
man who was preparing a lyceum lecture for an
abbreviated statement of his views, as the writer

had no time to read his books.

He died April 19, 1882, full of years and
honors. He was awarded the Prussian Order

Pour le Merite (1871), and was made a member
of the French Academy in 1878.

Consult Life and Letters of Charles Daricin,

including an autobiographical chapter, edited by
his son, Francis Darwin (3 vols., London, 1887;

reprinted in 2 vols.. New York, 1893).

DARWIN, Erasmus (1731-1802). An Eng-
lish physician and naturalist, the grandfather

of Charles Darwin. He was bom at Elton. He
was a keen and philosophic observer of nature,

and embodied much of his observations and
thoughts in didactic verse, which form several

long poems, whose style is stilted and fancifully

elaborate. The principal of these is The Botanic

Garden (1789), of which the second part, en-

titled "The Loves of the Plants," became fa-

mous, and was translated into French and
Italian. It contained many suggestions as to

'protective mimicry' and other features after-

wards a part of the elaborated doctrine of the

evolution of plants. In 1794-96 was published

his Zoonomia, in prose, which was primarily

a medical work, but contained many more gen-

eral reflections, and received wide notice. Its

ideas were so novel and revolutionary that, ac-

cording to Samuel Butler, Paley's Natural The-

ology was aimed at it and extinguished for a

time its influence. Charles Darwin wrote of it,

in his Origin of Species: "It is curious how
largely my grandfather anticipated the views

and erroneous grounds of opinion of Lamarck;"
and modem students see also that he anticipated

much that Charles Darwin himself advanced to

acceptance. Erasmus Darwin's views on evolu

tion include the belief that all animals have
originated from a single living 'filament'; that

changes are produced by differences of climate

;

that all animals undergo constant changes, and
that many of their acquirements are transmitted

to their posterity ; that the contests of the males

for the possession of the females lead to such

results as were afterwards stated under the

name of 'sexual selection'; that many struc-

tures have been acquired as a means of security

in a struggle for existence ; and that a vast

length of time has elapsed since these modifica-

tions began. The debt which Charles Darwin,
Lamarck, and other exponents of the dr-ctrines

of organic evolution, owe to Erasmus Darwin
has been carefully considered by Packard in his

biography of Lamarck (New York, 1901), and
by Krause in The Scientific Works of Erasmus
Darunn (1879); also by Butler, Evolution, Old
and New (London, 1879). A meagre biography
by Anna Seward was published in London in

1804. Dr. Darwin's last work was Phytologia,

or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gardening
(1799), in which he expresses a belief that

plants have sensation and volition, lie died at

Derby. See Evolution.

DARWIN, Francis (1848—). An English

botanist, a son of Charles Robert Darwin, bom at

Down, in Kent. He received his education at Trin-

ity College, Cambridge, studied medicine at Saint
Cieorge's Hospital in London, assisted Charles

Darwin at Down, and in 1888 was made reader

in botany at the University of Cambridge. Be-

sides a number of interesting papers on special

botanical topics, he published the following

works: Life and Letters of Charles Darwin
(1887); Charles Darwin (1892); Practical

Physiology of Plants, jointly with Acton ( 1894) ;

Elements of Botany (1895). Charles Darwin's
Practical Physiology of Plants was prepared

with the son's aid.

DARWIN, George Howard (1845—). An
English geologist, son of Charles Robert Dar-

win. He was born at Down, Kent, and after

graduating at Trinity College (1868), where he

was later a fellow (1868-78), he was admitted

to the bar. He did not practice, however, but

devoted his entire attention to mathematical
> science, and particularly to experimental in-

vestigation on the pressure of loose sands, on

changes in the level of the earth's surface, and
minor earthquakes. His publications include

papers on The Harmonic Analysis of Tidal Ob-

servations (1883) ; The Effects of Tidal Friction

on the Earth and Moon; Periodical Orbits

(1896); and Tides and Kindred Phenomena
( 1898) . In 1882 he assisted Sir William Thomp-
son in the preparation of a new edition of

Thompson and Tait's Natural Philosophy. He
was appointed Plumian professor of astronomy

and experimental philosophy at Cambridge in

1883. Mr. Darwin was chosen a member of the

Royal Society, and in 1885 became a member of

the council of the Meteorological Office.

DARWINISM. See Darwin, Charles ; Evo-

lution; and Natural Selection.

DARWIN MOUNT. A mountain of Tierra

del Fuego, South America, above 6000 feet in

altitude (Map: Chile, D 14). It is named after

Charles Darwin.

DASE, da'ze, Johann Martin Zacharias
(1824-61). A mathematical prodigy, bora in

Hamburg. When a boy he gave public exhi-

bitions as an expert calculator. One of his

feats was the rapid multiplication of a series of

fifty figures or more by another series of equal

length ; and he is said to have been equally ex-

pert in extracting the cubic root of numbers

containing from 80 to 100 figures—a task he

frequently performed in less than an hour. He
wrote Tafeln der natilrlichen Logarithmen der

Zahlen (Vienna, 1850), and Factoren-Tafeln fur

alle Zahlen der siebenten Million, oder genauer

von 6,000,001 bis 7,002,000 mit den darin vor-

kommenden Primzahlen (1862-65).

DASENT, da'sent. Sir George Webbe (1820-

96). An English scholar and author, bom at

Saint Vincent, West Indies. He was educated

at Oxford, was appointed civil-service commis-

sioner in 1870. and in the following year as-

sumed the editorship of Eraser's Magazine. He
was also associated for some time with the Lon-
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don Times, and edited the valuable lexicograph-
ical work entitled Icelandic-English Dictionary
(1874). In addition to a translation of The
Younger Edda (1842), he wrote the following:
The Norsemen in Ireland (1855) ; The Story of
Burnt Njal (1861)- and Selection of Norse
Tales (18G2>. His fascinating narrative en-

titled Annals of an Eventful Life passed through
five editions (latest ed., 3 vols., 1870).

DASH, dash, La Comtesse (Fr., Countess
Dash ) . The nom-de-plume of Gabrielle Anne de
Cistemes de Courtiras, Marquise de Saint-Afars,
a French novelist.

DASHKOFF, dashlcdf, Ekaterina Roman-
ov.vA, Princess (1743-1810). A prominent fig-

ure in Russian political and literary circles dur-
ing the latter half of the eighteenth century.
She was the daughter of Count VorontsoflF, and
was born March 28, 1743. At the age of fifteen

she was married to Prince Dashkoff, an officer

of the Imperial Guard. As lady-in-waiting and
intimate friend of the Grand Duchess Catharine,
the Princess appears to have taken an extraor-
dinarily active part in the conspiracy of 1762,
which resulted in placing her mistress on the
throne as Catharine II. (q.v.). Prince Dash-
koflF died in 1761, and his widow gave herself
up to her children, to literature, and to politics.

A coldness between herself and the Empress
now ended in a quarrel and in her retirement
from the Court. After an extended tour through
Germany, England, France, and Italy, during
which she met almost all the great literary men
of the day, the Princess returned to Russia in

1782, and was at once restored to Imperial favor.
She was appointed director of the Russian Acad-
emy of Science, and in 1783 became first presi-

dent of the Russian Academy, which was estab-

lished through her efforts. On the death of

Catharine II., in 1796, she was deprived of her
offices, and ordered by Paul I. to retire to her
estates at Novgorod. Later on she was allowed
to reside in Moscow, where she died on January
16, 1810. In literature the Princess is remem-
bered as the writer of several comedies, and
as being mainly instrumental in inducing the
Russian Academy to draw up a dictionary of

the Russian language. The work was completed
under her direction, and was in part written by
her. Her memoirs have been edited by Mrs. W.
Bradford (London, 1840).

DASHT, dasht, or DESHT, dSsht. A river

of Baluchistan, Asia, running through the south-
western portion of the country and falling into

the Arabian Sea near the Persian border (Map:
Central Asia, H 7). Its northern branch, the
Nihing, forms a part of the boundary between
Baluchistan and Persia. The combined rivers

are 175 miles long.

DASH'WOOD, ErmoB and Marianne. In
Jane Austen's Sense and Sensibility, two sisters

typifying the two opposite qualities.

DASS, dAs, Petteb (1647-1708). The father

of modem Norwegian poetry. He was bom at

Nord-HerO, the son of an immigrant Scotch

merchant and a Norse woman of good breeding.

He attained in the Church a position of dignity,

responsibility, and some danger, on the north

coast of Norway, where with brief intermis-

Bions he lived peacefully and wrote unremittingly

verses and a garrulous Autobiography. His work

circulated in manuscript, but little was printed in
his lifetime, and the first collection of his Works
was by Eriksen (Christiania, 1874-77). The
Northland's Trumpet, his most famous poem, was
not printed till 1739. This rhyming description
of land and people, quaint, witty, fanciful, and
in an unforgettable lilting measure, is known by
heart throughout northern Norway. Note-
worthy, too, are the Valley Song (1696), and
Spiritual Pastime (1711), a collection of reli-

gious verse.

DAS^SIE, or DASS7 (South African). A
familiar diminutive in Cape Colony of the local

Dutch name Klip-das for the South African
hyrax (Procavia Capensis) , also called rock-
rabbit by English colonists. See Hyrax.

DASTBE, das'tr', Frank Albert (1844— ).

A French physiologist, bom in Paris. He studi^
at the Ecole Normale Suptrieure, of which he
became fellow, and was appointed professor of
natural history at the Lycee Louis-le-Grand.
In 1887 he was called to the chair of physiology
at the Sorbonne. He translated S. Weir
Mitchell's Injuries of Nerves, and Their Conse-
quences (1872), as Des lesions des nerfs, et leur

consequence (1873), and wrote Role physiolo-
gique du sucre de lait (1882); Kecherches ex-

p&rimeniales sur le systeme vaso-moteur (with
Morat, 1884), and other scientific works.

DASYPJEDES, dSs'I-pe'dez. See subtitle

Plumage, in the article Birds.

DASYTJRE, dasl-ur (from Gk. dcurit, dasys,

shaggy -^- o6pd, oura, tail). A marsupial of the
family Dasyuridae, which includes various highly
generalized carnivorous and insectivorous forms
of Australasia allied to the opossums, and
closely representative of Tertiary forms found
fossil in South America and elsewhere. Their
hind and fore limbs are approximately equal.

DKNTmON or DASTXIBBS.

a, Ta«nianlan wolf (Thjiacinaa): b, Taamanlan derll
(Sarcophllus).

and the toes (of which the second and third of
the hind feet are entirely free) are well devel-
oped and clawed; their tails are long, hairy,

curling, and not prehensile; their dentition is
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camassial, the canines often being large tusks,

and there are eight large incisors in the upper
jaw: and a eafuni is laci<ing. Many of the

dasyures are strong, fierce, cat-like beasts of

prey, seatteretl over Australia, New Guinea, and
especially prevalent in Tasmania, where, as also

in s«)utheastern Australia, they have become rare

owing to the war made upon them by the colo-

nists. All are mainly terrestrial and live in

burrows.

Prominent among these beasts is the thyla-

cine, or Tasmanian zebra-wolf or pouched dog
(Thylacinus cynocephalua) . It is very wolf-like

in appearance, but somewhat smaller than the

common wolf, with shorter hair, a long terete,

comparatively smooth tail, and more rounded
ears. Its color is grayish-brown, with the hinder
part of the back and root of the tail barred
with blackish stripes diminishing to points on
the flanks. It dwells in rocky dens, seeks its

prey at night, and until reduced in numbers was
a destructive pest to the flocks of sheep.

Another is the ferocious Tasmanian devil

{Sarcophilus ursinus) , which is a heavy, power-
ful, long-furred, almost black animal resembling
a bear, but only about the size of a badger, and
having a long, thick tail. It also is decidedly
nocturnal, sleeping by day in some dark lair or
burrow, and attacking sheep and lesser prey by
night, nothing being safe from its strength and
ferocity; but this pest is now nearly extermi-
nated.

On the continent of Australia several very
cat-like or civet-like dasyures occur, of which
the handsomest is the spotted 'native cat,' nearly
as large as a house cat; but some of this genus
(Dasyurus) are much smaller. To the genera
Phascologale and its allies belong a variety of

small insect-eating dasyures greatly resembling
rats and mice in their appearance, and living

mainly on insects, birds' eggs, etc. ; and another
now very rare form (Antechinomys laniger) has
much the form and appearance of a jerboa. Fi-

nally there must be mentioned the banded ant-

eater (Myrmec6biu8 fasciatus) , "which derives

its special interest from the circumstance that it

comes closer to some of the extinct marsupials
of the Secondary rocks of Europe than does any
other living type." This animal is about the
size of a squirrel, but has a viverrine form and
long, somewhat bushy, tail. In many of the
dasyures the pouch is rudimentary, but here the
female has no pouch, "the young, when first born,

being merely concealed by the long hair of the
belly as the}' cling to the teats (four in num-
ber)." Its teeth are all small and adapted to
eating the insects that constitute its fare

—

mainly ants and termites, which are gathered by
the long and protrusile tongue. Hence it is

found chiefly in the sandy plains of southern
and western Australia, where it dwells in the
hollows of ant-hills and similar retreats. Its

general hue is white beneath, and on the upper
part dark chestnut-red marked by broad trans-
verse bars of white. See Marsupials ; and Plate
of Phaiangebs and Dasyures.

DATE. See Calendar; Chronology.

DATE, and DATE-PALM (OF. date, datil,

datille, Fr. datte, from Lat. dactylus, Gk. ddicrvKos,

daktylos, finger, date; so called from the shape).
The common date of commerce is the fruit of the
date-palm (Phcenix dactylifera). Besides this

there are several other species which bear fruits
of more or less value, but none rank in impor-
tance with Phcenix dactylifera. This plant is a
native of the southwest of Asia and the north-
ern half of Africa, finding its most congenial
home and most extensive cultivation in Arabia.
The plant is also cultivated in China, in France,
Italy, and, very sparingly, as yet, in tho United
States. California, however, promises In be-

come a commercial date-producing .section.

The date is borne on one of the tree-palms,
although many of the representatives of the
genus Phoenix are low-growing plants. Tlie
date-palm is a tree ranging from 40 to 100 feet

in height, bearing a dense head of pinnated
leaves several feet in length. The plant is

dioecious, the staminate flowers being borne on
one plant, while the pistillate ones are borne by
another individual. This peculiarity is well
understood by the natives, who cut ofT the stami-
nate flower clusters and place them in the
pistillate trees to insure fertilization. Since
each tree reproduces its sex in the sprouts or
suckers from its base, date orchards or planta-
tions are made up of the young plants taken
from the roots of bearing trees, with only a
sufficient number of staminate plants to insure
fertilization. The date enjoys a hot, bright,

sunny situation, thrives on soils too alkaline

for other vegetation, but must have water within
reach of its roots. The bearing age is reached
in about eight years, and as the plants are long-

lived and frequently bear as much as 300 to 500
pounds of fruit in a season when at full bearing,

they become enormously profitable; in fact, the

date is the chief source of wealth for Arabia,

and is used as the staple food by caravans cross-

ing the great desert. The fruit possesses a high

food value, being chiefly composed of sugar, to-

gether with pectin, gum, and proteids. The
fruits are eaten both fresh and dried. The seeds

when roasted form a substitute for coffee, and
when ground yield a valuable oil, as well as a
pomace used as a cattle food. Beside these

products the tree itself yields in its leaves

materials for baskets and wickerwork ; the

trunk yields a fibre from which twine and rope

can be made ; an edible bu<^ known as 'palm

cabbage' is produced at the crown of the tree,

and the wood is used for fencing and for the

construction of light shelter. Besides these

economic uses, the date-palm has long figured

conspicuously in religious services among Jews
and Christians, as well as among pagans. The
palm-tree of the Scripture is Phoenix dactylifera,

and Christ's triumphal entry into Jerusalem is

to this day celebrated on Palm Sunday. It has

other symbolic meanings; to the Hebrews and
Hellenes it stood as the s_\Tnbol of beauty and of

victory. See Plate of Monocotyledons.

DATE LINE. See International Date
Line.

DATE-PLUM. See Persimmon.

DATE-SHELL, or DATEFISH (so named
from its shape). (1) A shell of a small bivalve

mollusk or datefish of the genus Lithodomus (or

Lithophagus), closely allied to the horse-mussel

(Modiolus), which burrows deeply into calca-

reous rocks, the shells of larger mollusks, etc.

One species {Lithodomus lithophagus) abounds
in the Mediterranean, and is of interest mainly
because of its perforations of certain columns of
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the ancient Temple of Serapis at Pozzuoli (an-
cient Puleoli), a few miles west of Naples, Italy.
These eohunns are of African marble, and several
centuries aj^o were carried by the sinking of the
ground below the level of the sea, which over-
flowed the site of the ruins and submerged the
pillars to the heiglit of 13 feet, exposing them
to attack by these niollusks, which burrowed
into them in large numbers. Subsequently they
were slowly elevated (probably about the end
of the liftoonth century) and have since been
nbove the water. The method of boring rocks is

rot thoroughly understood, but is thought to
be mainly l)y abrasive movements of the foot.

(2) In California, an edible bivalve mollusk
{Zirphwa crispata) related to the piddock (q.v.).

DATI, dii't^ Carlo Robebto (1019-75). An
Italian philologist and writer, born in Florence.
His many curious and interesting books include:
Discorso delV obbligo di hen parlare la

propria lingua (1657); Lettera a Filalete

(1663); Vite de' pittori antichi, dedicated to
Louis XIV. (1069) ; and Due novelle (1803).

DATLA, dut'^a. The capital of the princi-
pality of the same name in Central India ( Map

:

India, C 3 ) . It stands on a rocky height sur-
rounded by a stone wall. The chief of the Datia
State dwells here. West of the town rises a
palace of immense size and remarkable beauty;
and there are interesting Jain temples, four
miles distant. Population, in 1891, 27,566; in

1901, 24,071.

DATIS (Lat., from Gk. Aans, from Pers.
Datveh, go(xl according to the law, from dat,
OPers. data, law -|r vgh, Av. vohu, good). A
Persian general of the fifth century B.C. In con-
junction with Artaphernes, he commanded the
army of Darius which was defeated at Marathon
by Miltiades (B.C. 490). Afterwards he was
put to death by the Spartans.

DATIVE. See Declension.

DAT'OLITE, or DATH'OLITE {Gk. dare?-

4r9ai, diitci.sthai, to divide + X/i9oi, lithos, stone;
referring to its granular structure). A boron
and calcium orthosilicate that crystallizes in the
monoclinic system. It is usually found in the
form of glassy, greenish crystals, but sometimes
has a yellow or reddish tinge. Datolite usu-
ally occurs in veins and cavities in basic eruptive
rocks, often with calcite, prehnite, and the zeo-

lites. It is found in Scotland, Norway, Sweden,
and various places on the Continent. In the
United States it occurs at Bergen Hill and
Paterson. N. J. ; in Connecticut and Massachu-
setts, and in the I^ake Superior region. The
crystals tiike a high polish and have been cut
as opaque ^ems or ornamental stones,

DATU'RA. See Stramonium.

DATU'RINE. See Atropine.

DAUB, .Inup. Karl (1705-18.36). A German
speculative th««ologian. He was bom at Cassel

and educated at Marburg, where he was tutor for

a time; became professor of philosophy at Hanau
in 1794, and soon afterwards of theology at

Heidelberg, where he remained until his death.

His wri<inir><. based on the philosophies, succes

«ively. of Kant. Fichte. Schelling, and Hegel, were
once important for their arsiumentative method,
but are no longer much read. The principal ones

are: Lehrhuch drr Katechetik (1801) : Thrnlopu-

mena (1806); Einleitung in das Studiuvi der

Dogmatik (1810) ; and Die dogmatische Theolo-
<jic jetziger Zeit oder die Selbatsucht in der Wis-
senschaft des Glaubens (1833).
DAUBAN, dA'baN', Jules Joseph ( 1822— )

.

A French painter. He was born in Paris, and
studied there under Auguste Debay. He became
director of the School of Fine Arts at Angers
in 1849, and was made a member of the Legion
of Honor in 1868. Among his works are "Trap-
pists Receiving a Stranger" (1864), in the Lux-
embourg; "Trappists Exchanging the Kiss of
Peace" (1865), in the Angers Museum; and "Fra
Angelico da Fiesole" (1873). He produced sev-
eral decorative paintings in the theatre and
hospital at Angers, and in the Church of Saint
Louis-en-l'Isle, Paris. Despite a certain cold-
ness of color, his compositions are dignified and
impressive.

DATJBENTON, dd'ban'tON', Louis Jean
Mabie (1716-99). A French naturalist, bom
at Montbar, May 29, 1716. In 1742 he became
associated in Paris with Buffon in the prepara-
tion of the latter's great Ilistoire naturelle, for
which he furnished the anatomical descriptions
relating to mammals. In 1745 Daubenton be-
came curator and demonstrator of the cabinet
of natural history of the Academic des Sciences,
and in 1778 professor in the College de France.
He wrote voluminously, and has been especially
influential in the science of herpetology. He
died in Paris, December 31, 1799.

DATJBEB, dab'er, or Mud-Daubeb. See Mud-
Wa.sp.

D'AUBIGN^, ddHb^'nyft'. See Merle D'Au-
bign6.

D'AUBIGNE, Theodore Aobippa (1550-
1630). A Protestant historian, poet, and soldier,
born near Pons in Saintonge, France, February
8, 1550. He was educated at Geneva. Latin,
Greek, and Hebrew were familiar to him from his
earliest youth, and at seven years of age he is

said to have made a translation of Plato's Crito.
His father had inspired him with an enthusiasm
for the Huguenot cause, and he was present at
the siege of OrlC'ans in 1563, when the elder
d'Aubign^ was slain. The son played a promi-
nent part in the religious wars preceding the
accession of Henry of Navarre. Though opposed
to that prince's conversion, he consented to ser^-e

him, and was made vice-admiral of Guienne and
Brittany. D'Aubign? was famous for his rough
wit and frank speech, and he did not hesitate to
use the most outspoken sarcasm against the King
and other members of the royal family. The as-
sassination of Henry IV., in 1610, caused D'Au-
bign6 to retire to his estates, and later he took up
his residence at Geneva. There he employed him-
self in literary work and in furthering the cause
of Protestantism in every way possible. His last
years were enfbittered by the conduct of his son
Constant, who betrayed the trust reposed in
him by the Huguenots. This son was the father
of the Duchesse de Noailles and of Madame de
Maintenon. D'.Aubign*^ died April 29. 1630,
leaving as his literary legacy a number of works,
of which the following deser^'e mention: Histoire
universrlle t5'>f)-U)0t ; ConfrK/non cntholique du
Sieiir de SInncy : and A ventures du baron de
Fn-neste: histoire secrete veritc par lui-m^me.
These, with others of less importance, will be
found in (Kuvres compli^tes de Th. d\iubign^,
edited by MM. Reaume and de Caussade, which
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also contains 8a vie et scs enfants, the best

biography; consult, also, licaunie, Etude hia-

torique et litt&raire sur A. d'Aubign6 (Paris,

1883).

DAUBIONY, d6'b6'ny6', Charles FBANgois
(1817-78). A French lan(l8cni)e painter, born
in Paris on February 15, 1817. His father waa a
teacher of drawing and a painter who occasion-

ally exhibited at the Salon. Charles Francois
was brought up by an old nurse at Valmandois,
near He-Adam, where he remained until his

tenth year. In this, his childhoo<l home, to which
he frequently returned, and where he finally

settled, he imbibed his great love for nature. On
his return to Paris he lielped support the family
by painting articles like fans, snuff-boxes, and
even business signs. In his seventeenth year he
went to Italy with a friend and fellow artist,

traveling on foot. He remained there for a year,

but was not much influenced by his sojourn.

In 1840 he entered the studio of Delaroche, with
a view to competing for the Prix de Rome, but
having been disqualified, he was thrown upon
his own resources. He turned to nature, and
was thenceforth a landscape painter. With
the exception of the years 1842-46, he exhibited
every year in the Salon. He received a second-

class medal in 1848, a first-class in 1852, and in

1857 he was made Chevalier of the Legion of

Honor. Gratified with his success in painting
river scenery, he built a house at Auvers on the

Oise, near his childhood home. He constructed
a curious boat, the Botin, at the same time a
house and a studio, in which, accompanied by his

son Karl, he navigated at will, sketching river

scenery. In 1876 he visited Normandy, bringing
back with him many sketches of the sea and the
shores of the channel. During the latter part of
his life he suffered much from rheumatism con-

tracted on his river trips. He died in Paris
on February 20, 1878.

Daubigny was the youngest of the five great
landscape painters of the Barbizon School. The
rest were perhaps greater discoverers than he.

They painted nature with figures as a subor-
dinate incident of the scene, and only adding
to the artistic sentiment they wished to express.

Daubigny painted the country, that is to say,

nature as affected by man, although men do
not usually appear in his scenes. There are cer-

tain kinds of landscapes which he may be said

to have discovered, and which are indissolubly

linked with his name. He is the great painter
of river scenery of central France, on the Seine,

the Mame, and the Oise; of orchards, full of

white blossoms or laden with ripe fruit, and of

the fields ; of the sea and of the shores of the Chan-
nel. His favorite light was at dusk, in the cool

of the evening, or the pale light of the moon. A
delicate shade of vaporous air pervades his paint-
ings; his values are just, and the colors are
properly juxtaposed. His paintings do not al-

ways present distinctness of outline, for drawing
was not his strong point, but the handling is

massive and poweriful. In his early period he
paid more attention to detail, but he increasingly
adopted greater breadth of treatment, and his
last works may almost be called impressionist.
Among his chief works are the "Valley of

Optevoz," which took the gold medal in 1853.
In the Louvre are his "Springtime." in which
one can fairly smell the apple-blossoms and see
the green grass grow, the "Lock of the Optevoz,"

and the "Vintage." Other important works are
the "Beach at Villerville" (1859); "Moonrise'*
(1861) ; "The Sheepfold" (1866) ; and the "Ap-
ple Orchard" (1876), an autumnal scene in
which the prevailing tone is a dark, rich green,
with apples ripe for the pickers. The chief
public galleries of America are well supplied
with his works, as are also some of the private-
collections. Daubigny unfortunately sold to art
dealers a large number of works which are litlie

more than sketches. These are frequently met
with in picture collections, but no aclequate con-
ception of his work can be formed from them. Be-
sides being a great painter, Daubigny was an
etcher of repute, especially in tlie period after
his return from Italy.

Consult: Stranahan, History of French Art
(New York, 1900) ; Hustin, "Daubigny," in Les
Artistes cclcbres; Tryon, "Daubigny," in Van
Dyke's Modern French Masters (New York,
1896) ; Henriet, Daubigny et son ceuvre (Paris,.

1878).

DAUBIGNY, Kabl Pierre (1846-86). A
French landscape painter, born in Paris, son and
pupil of Charles Francois Daubigny. His pic-

tures, the subjects of which were mostly chosen
from the valleys of the Seine and Oise, and the
coasts of Brittany and Normandy, l)ear the im-
press, of his own strong individuality. Among-
them maybe mentioned: "Return from Fishing at
Trouville," "The Thames Near Chelsea," "Road
from Paris to Fontainebleau," "The Farm of Saint
Sim<'»on Near Honfleur," and "Moonrise at Sunset"
(1866), his last, and also one of his best, efforts.

DATJBB]6e, dftTir/i', Gabriel Auouste ( 1814-

96). A French geologist and mineralogist. He-
was born at Metz, and was educated at the Ecole
Polytechnique in Paris. In 1838 he was made
professor at Strassburg, and in 1861 became a
member of the Academy of Sciences in Paris. In
Paris he also held a professorship at the Museum
of Natural History and at the School of Mines,,

of which latter he became director in 1872. Be-
sides a very large number of original papers,

Daubrfie's published works include: Etudes syn-
th^tiques de geologic expMmentnlr (1879) ; Les
meteorites et la constitution du globe terrestre

(1886); Les eaux souterraines (.'J vols., 1877).
His original researches resulted in valuable con-
tributions to our knowledge of the mode of
formation of various mineral substances and of
crystalline rocks.

DATJ'CUS. See Carrot.

DAUDET, dd'd&', Alphonse (1840-97). The
most graceful of modem French humorists, the
most sympathetic satirist and the most charm-
ing, if not the deftest, story-teller of his genera-

tion in France. He was a native of Provence,
and inherited its warm imagination. He has
given us one of the classics of child autobiog-
raphy in his Le petit chose. His father, a
well-to-do manufacturer, suffered a reverse of

fortune, and young Daudet, who was already
nursing literary dreams, was obliged to accept a
post as usher, ill-fed and ill-paid, in a school at

Alais. After a year of this mental slavery, he
escaped in desperation and joined his equally
penniless brother Ernest (q.v.) in Paris (No-
vember, 1857). He tried to eke out a liveli-

hood by journalism, contributing prose and verse
to the Figaro of sound morale and polished

workmanship. "His literary conscience," saya
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his brother, "awoke in him at the same instant
as his literary talent," and it never slumbered,
even when, as occasionally happened, the talent
nodded. "It is style that perfumes a book," he
said, and his own had a studied and unique
fragrance from the first. Zola describes him
at this time as 'Hiving on the Romance of the
Rose, a love allegorj-, on the outskirts of the
city with other poets, a whole band of joyous
Bohemians," whom he was to picture in Jack.
Yet he lived with them and left them without
losing the bloom of his youth, the freshness of
his mind, or the straightforwardness of his

character. His work attracted notice, and in

1861 Empress Eugenie, fascinated by his poem
on Lea Prunes, induced the Due de Momy, the
Minister of State, to give Daudet a sinecure
secretaryship, which he held till Momy's death
(1865) and turned to good account in Le nabob.

Holding this Government post, he traveled on
nominal commissions to Algeria, Corsica, and
Sardinia, gaining health and supplementing an
always deficient sense of color while he gathered
material for Arabian and Corsican stories, used
in his Lettres de mon moulin and Contes du lundi,

as well as for his greatest novels, Numa Roume-
atan and Le nabab, and for the scenerj' of the
first exploits of his immortal Tartarin. He now
first learned to know Gambetta, Alistral, and
others, from whom he caught the secrets of

Provencal character; he attempted the drama,
and felt in 1865 sufficient confidence in his

literary future to resign his Government position.

In 1867 he finished Le petit chose and married
an almost ideal helpmeet—a woman of letters,

whose northern French common sense supple-

mented and directed his southern ardor, compel-
ling him, as it were, to realize the possibilities

of his genius. Her influence was obvious in his

next book, Lettres de mon moulin (1869), which
contains somtr exquisite bits of story-telling in

lighter vein. Then came the war with Germany
to give his mind a sterner temper. In that ter-

rible year (1870-71) it was that his genius came
to full ripeness, which manifested itself first in

Tartarin de Tarascon (1872). This, with its se-

quels, Tartarin stir les Alpes (1886) and Port-

Tarascon ( 1 890 ) , is a masterpiece of subtle cari-

cature of the effervescent imagination of Prov-

ence, that creates its own environment and yet

charms in spite of its own «elf-deception. A sec-

ond volume of short stories, Contes du lundi

(1873), fulfilled his promise of the Lettres

de mon moulin and added a stronger note in

such stories as La demif-re classe, Le si^ge de

Berlin, Le jeu au billard, and Le bac. Less

admirable in tone are the Jjettres d un absent

(1871), now canceled in Daudet's works, and
Robert Helmont (1874), sketches of wartime,
interesting because they contain preliminary

studies for Jack and Le nabab. In 1874 Daudet
entered on the high road to fortune as well

as fame with his first 'Parisian drama,' the

novel Fromont jeune et Risler ain^, translated

under the name of its feminine incarnation of

evil, Sidonie. Here, as later, he ahowe<l himself

an idealistic student of reality, choosing as his

scene what he could view from his study window
and gathering notes in street and shop and
parlor, masses of which are among his literary

remains. He had now found a new power and
discovered the joy of 8ustaine<l creative effort.

Each novel now marks progress

—

Jack (1876);

Le nabab (1877) ; Les rots en exil (1879) ; and
Suma Ruumestan (1881). Then comes a change
in method with L ^vangeliste (1883), no longer
a drama, but 'an observation,' a psychic study,
a cauterization of cant and hypocrisy, not a
novel of action. Sapho (1884), too, is more a
demonstration than a narration, though some
regard it, as did Daudet himself, as the crown
of his achievement. It was the last novel written
before nervous disease laid hold on him. It is

a work of great power, but its realism verges
on the pathologic, and its story of facile love,

that saps the strength of heart and mind, is

disagreeable reading. The novels of Daudet's
decline are L'immortel (1888), a satire on the
French Academy, as inexplicable as it was cruel,

with an imputation as improbable as it was
unjust; Rose et Ninette (1891), a story of di-

vorce; La petite paroisse (1895), a study of
jealousy. His reminiscences are embodied in

Trente ans de Paris (1888) and Souvenirs d'un
homme de lettres (1889). The posthumous
Soutien de famille, a bitterly sarcastic picture of

French political life ( 1898 ) , and a volume of

stories, trivial or saturnine. La Fedor, also pub-
lished after Daudet's death, complete the list.

Since 1885 Daudet had been an intense ner-

vous sufferer, with alternating periods of great
activity and dead calm. Death came suddenly
at table in the family circle. Daudet had ex-

quisite subtlety rather than forceful virility.

He charms by variety and suppleness, and by
shifting of scenes and keys. He is more im-
pressionist than logician. He seldom shows
more than one side, even of a complex character,

and is better with women than men. But though
he lacked interpretative insight, he had an
acutely sensitive imagination, and was able

to give of the society in which he lived the

broadest, most varied, and, in the main, most
faithful image, while he leaves on his readers the

impression of a noble and sympathetic character.

There are several translations of Daudet's chief

novels and a uniform edition of them ( Boston,

1900), with critical introductions. Consult:

L^on Daudet, Alphonse Daudet, and Ernest Dau-
det, Hon fr&re et mot (Eng. trans, of them both,

Boston, 1898) ; Bruneti&re. Le roman natura-

liste (Paris, 1896) ; Domnic, Portraits d'^cri-

vains (id., 1892).

DAUDET, Ernest (1837—). A French novel-

ist and historian, \x>m at Nimes, May 31, 1837.

He is a brother of Alphonse Daudet, of whom
he wrote an interesting biographical sketch, Mon
frere et moi (1882), translated as an appendix
to Alphonse Daudet, by JjC'on Daudet (Boston,

1898). His noteworthy novels are: La Vihtus de

Oordes; Fleur de p^ch^ ; Marthe : and IjO Prin-

cesse de Leme (1900). He has written also an
Histaire de V&migration (1886-90) during the

French Revolution, and an Histoire des conspira-

tions royalistes du midi (1881) in the same
period.

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN RE-
VOLUTION, SoriKTV OK. .\ woman's patri-

otic society, organized in Washington. D. C,
October 11, 18fM). It has for its objects the

perpetuation of the memory of those who
achieve<l American independence, the collection

of relics of early American days, and the erec-

tion of monuments on historic sites. Member-
ship is restricted to those women of whose ances*
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tors at least one iiidod in e!stubli^4llin^ American
indeiwndence. The society has admitted to

membership about 40,000 women, organized into

some 700 local chapters. These chapters are
found in all of the States and Territories ex-

ccptinj^ Idaho and Mississippi, Nevada, Arizona,
and New Mexico, and there are also chapters in

Canada, the Hawaiian Islands, and in Europe.
I>flej!;ate8 from all the chajiters meet in annual
conjjress in Washinjjton in the week of Washing-
ton's Birthday. The society has collected many
historical relics, which have been dej)ositcd in the
United States National Museum in Washington,
and it has also a valuable historical and genea-
logical lii)rary at its headcjuarters in Washington.
During the Spanish-American War it aided the
(Jovernmcnt by swuring nurses of proper charac-
ter and qualifications. The society has accumu-
lated a fund of $125,000, for the purpose of erect-

ing a Continental Memorial Hall in Washington,
and in 1902 purchased a site for that purpose.
The National Society was incorporated by act of
Congress in 1896, and, in accordance with that
act, reports annually to Congress. The society
publishes The American Monthly Magazine, the
first number of which was issued July, 1892;
and also a series of lineage books, containing
the record of the ancestry of each member of
the organization.

DAUGHTERS OF THE CONFEDERACY,
United. See Cofedekacy, United Daughters
OF the.

DAUGHTERS OF THE KING. An organi-
zation for women in the Episcopal Church,
analogous to the Brotherhood of Saint Andrew.
It was organized in New York City in 1885, and
its pledge requires that each member shall make
an earnest effort each week to bring at least one
woman within the hearing of the gospel of
Jesus Christ. It holds an annual convention,
has headquarters in New York City, and an
organ. The Royal Cross, and has enrolled up-
ward of 12,000 persons. Members are admitted
with a solemn service before the altar, invested
with the cross, and pledged by a vow to prayer
and service. Consult Bacon and Northrop, Young
People's Societies (New York, 1900).

DAUGHTERS OF THE REVOLUTION,
Society of. A woman's hereditary patriotic
society organized in New York City in 1891.
As originally composed, the society consisted
largely of those who had withdrawn from the
Society of the Daughters of the American Revo-
lution (q.v.), because that society then ad-
mitted to membership women of collateral
descent. The patriotic objects of the two soci-
eties are similar, but the requirements for
admission to the Daughters of the Revolution
are the more stringent. They require a member
to be the lineal descendant of an ancestor who
actively assisted in the establishment of Ameri-
can independence, and who became thereby liable
to conviction for treason against the Government
of Great Britain. The General Society, which
meets annually, is composed of national officers
and delegates from the following organized State
societies: Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, In-
diana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland. Massachu-
setts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania.
Texas, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin. The total membership is 4000.

DAULATABAD, dou'lA-tAbUd' (Ar., city of
l)r<).H|H'rily ; Hind. Dcogiri, Skt. lH^vagiri, moun-
tain of the gods, from the clifT which commands
the town). A strongly fortified town of India,
within the Nizam's dominions, near their north-
western frontier, in latitude 19° 57' N., and
longitude 75° 18' E. The town is noted for its

commanding rock-fortress, which, with a height
of about 500 feet, is scarped into a perpendicular
for the lowest third of its altitude. This strong-
hold is all the more formidable from its being
completely isolated, being .3000 yards distant
from any other eminence. The town has greatly
decayed, and has a population of less than one
thousand. The famous cave temples of EUora
are within seven miles of Daulatabad.

DAUMER, dou'mer, Georo Friedbich (1800-
75). A German poet and philosophical writer,
known also by his pen-name, Eusebius Emmeran.
He was born at Nuremberg, studied at the Uni-
versities of Eriangen and Leipzig, and, from
1822 to 1830, was a professor in the Nuremlierg
Gymnasium. He solemnly urged that human
sacrifice had attended Hebraic and even primi-
tive Christian rites, and passed in a few years
from violent rationalism to ultra-Romanism. His
writings, which mirror his peculiarities, include
Die Urgeschichte des Mcnschengeistes ( 1827 ) ;

Die Geheimnisse des christlicJien Altertums (2
vols., 1847) ; Aphorismcn iiber Tod und Unsterb-
Hchkeit (1865); and Das Wunder (1874). For
somewhat more than a year he was guardian
and instructor of the famous foundling Kaspar
Hauser (q.v.), in regard to whom he published
Mittheilungen iiber Kaspar Hauser (1832);
Enthiillungen iiber Kaspar Hauser (1859) ; and
Kaspar Hauser, sein Wesen, seine Unschuld
(1873).

DAUMET, d6'm&', Pierre J^bOme Honors
(1826— ). A. French architect, bom in Paris.

He studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and
obtained the Prix de Rome in 1855. Afterwards
he accompanied an archaeological mission to

Greece under the directorship of M. Heuzey.
Upon his return he was employed by the city

of Paris in the rebuilding of the Palais de Jus-
tice. After the death of Viollet le Due, he was
made architect-in-chief for this important work,
und completed it. In 1885 he became a member
of the Institute and inspector-general of <!ivil

buildings. M. Daumet's name became connected

with all the architectural societies of interest

in France, and he was elected an honorary mem-
ber of the Royal Society of British Architects.

His most notable work is the restoration of

the Chateau de Chantilly for the Duke d'Aumale
(1876-81).

DAUMIER, dA'mya', HoNORfi (1808-79). A
celebrated French caricaturist, bom in Marseilles.

Fashion, tittle-tattle, scandal, politics, blemishes

of figure, and oddities of character in turn

inspired his genius for mockery. Few among
his illustrious contemporaries escaped his pencil.

His most celebrated work is the series of "Robert
Maccaire," published in the Charivari, after

which followed "Les actualities," "Les divor-

ceuses," "Les femmes socialistes," "Les philan-

thropes du jour," "Les Grecs," "Les gens de jus-

tice," "Les bons bourgeois," "Les pastorales," and
"Les papas." The Revolution of 1848 suggested

two of his most remarkable series
—"Idylles par-

lementaires" and "Les repr§sentants repr^sentCs."
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He became blind in 1877, and died in 1879 at
Valniondois (Seine-et-Oise) in a house given him
by Corot, the landscape painter. Consult: Mu-
ther. The History of Modem Painting (London,
1896) ; Alexandre, Honore Daumier, I'homme et
son OEuvre (Paris, 1890).

DATJIT, doun, Leopold Joseph Mabia, Count
von (1705-t56). An Austrian field-marshal and
commander-in-chief of the Austrian forces dur-
ing the Seven Years' War. He was bom Septem-
ber 24, 1705, in V^ienna, and entered early upon
his military career as an officer in the regiment of
his father. In the Turkish campaigns of 1737-
39, and in the War of the Austrian Succession,
he found opportunities for distinction and rose
rapidly in rank, being made a field-marshal and
privy councilor after the Peace of Aix-la-Cha-
pelle. He was the first director of the military
academy in Vienna, and introduced many reforms
in the organization of the Austrian Army.
In 1757 he succeeded to the chief command.
He took the field against Frederick the Great
in Bohemia, and, after a hard-fought battle at
Kolin, forced the King to retire from that coun-
try. He and Prince Charles of Lorraine were thor-
ouglily beaten by the King of Prussia at Leuthen
on December 5 of the same year. On October 14,
1758. he gained another victory over Frederick at
Hochkirch, and, but for the late arrival of the
Prince of Badcn-Durlach with reinforcements, he
would probably have annihilated the Prussian
army. Again, on November 25, 1759, at Maxen, he
compelled the Prussian General Fink to surren-
der, with 11.000 men. He won no other important
victories, and was defeated by Frederick at Tor-
gau (1760), where he was wounded for the
third time upon the field of battle. He was
brave and a skillful strategist, but too deliberate
in his movements and no match for his alert an-
tagonist. He won victories without following them
up, while Frederick, though losing battles, nearly
always derived signal advantages from his cam-
paigns. The Peace of Hubertsburg in 1763 closed
Daun's active military career. He died in
Vienna, February 5, 1766. Consult Lehen und
Thaten des Grafen Leopold von Daun (Frank-
fort and Leipzig, 1759-60). See Seven Yeabs*
War.

DATJN0X7, dA'noo', Pierre Claude Francis
(1761-1840). A French publicist and statesman.
He was born at Boulogne-sur-Mer, and entered
the Congregation of the Oratory in 1777. In
1792 he became a member of the National Con-
vention for Pas-de-Calais, where he had pre-
viously held the position of grand vicar under
the bishop of the department. He opposed the
execution of I^uis XVI., but voted for his de-

portation until a settlement might be eflTected;

and he also refused to give his support to the law
proscribing the Girondists. For these views he
was imprisoned, and escaped death only by the
downfall of Robespierre. Throughout this criti-

cal period he was distinguished for his mmlerate
policy. He belonged to the Council of the Five
Hundred and was the first president of that body.
In 1801 he l»ecamp librarian at the Pantht'-on. and
.secured for that library the vahiablp collection of

Pius VI.. and in 1807 he was appointed the archi-

vist of the Empire. He was editor of the Journal
des f^avantfi from 1816 until shortly before his

death. His works include: Hiatoire litt^raire

de la France, upon which he was employed for

twenty years, and t'ssai historique sur la puiS'
sance temporelle dea papea (1810).

DAUPHIN, da'fln; Fr. pron. dA'fftN' (OF.
dauphin, doffin, Fr. dauphin. Port, dalfin, from
Lat. dclphinua, dolphin, on account of the three
dolphins on their family crest). Formerly the
title of the eldest son of the French King. It was
originally the appellation of the lords of the prov-
ince of Dauphinf'. The last of these, Humbert II..

dying childless ( 1349) , bequeathed his pos-sessions

to Charles of Valois, grandson of Philippe VI. of
France, on condition that the heir apparent to
the throne of France should bear the title of
Dauphin of Vienne, and govern the province.
Louis XI. conferred on the Dauphin almost sov-
ereign rights; but after his time these were
gradually abridged, until Dauphin^ was placed
under the same laws as the rest of the kingdom,
and the title became merely honorary. After the
revolution of 1830, it was abolished altogether.
Consult Tricaud, Hiatoire dea dauphins frangais
(Paris, 1713).

DAUPHINE, dft'fft'nft'. Formerly a frontier
province in the southeast of France, comprising
the present departments of Drome, Is^re, and
Hautes-Alpes. After the fall of the Roman Em-
pire Dauphin6 formed the southernmost part
of the Kingdom of Burgundy. It then passed
under the dominion of the Franks, and after
the dismemberment of the Carolingian mon-
archy it became a portion of the new Burgun-
dian Kingdom of Aries. It then passed into the
possession of the German Emperor in 1032, and
remained united with Germany till the middle
of the fourteenth century, when it was presented
to France by the last of the lords of Dauphin^.
Governed for a century as a separate State,
by the heir to the French throne, it was finally
incorporated with France. During the Civil
Wars Dauphin6 was the stronghold of Protes-
tantism and the scene of many bloody conflicts,

in which the Huguenots gained the upper hand.
The old rulers of the land bore the title of Dau-
phin (q.v.), and the name was afterwards trans-
ferred to the district. Consult Charier, Hiatoire
g6ncralr du Dauphin^ (Valence, 1883).

DAUPHINE, d6'f^n',Sir Eugene. The none
too scrupulous hero of Ben Jonson's Epicxme,
who marries his uncle to a man disguised as a
woman, and thereby secures the inheritance.

DAURAT, dA'rft', or DOBAT, .Tean, Latin
name Auratus (c. 1500-88). A French poet,
bom and educated at Limoges. He was ap-
pointed preceptor of the pages at the Court of
Francis I., who took a deep interest in him ; be-
came director of the College at Coqueret, and in
1560 was appointed professor of Greek in the
Royal College in Paris. He was called the
'modem Pindar,' and ranked among the 'Plei-

ades,' or seven great poets of the age. He
also held the position of 'poet royal' to Charles
IX. His numerous odes and epigrams do not,
however, justify the high estimation in which he
was held in the sixteenth century. They are
written in Latin and in 1586 were published
under the title, Pormatira hoc eat Poematum,
Epifjrammntum, Anagrammatum.
DAUTZENBERG, dou'tsm-b^rK, .Toiiann

Michael (1808-69). A Flemish poet, bom nt
Heerlen. Netherlands. He is known chiefly

throujih his Volkaleeaboek (with Duj'sc, 1854),
his valuable writings on prosody, and his intro<
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duction of foreign luc-tres into Dutch poetry, a
task in which he 8Uccecded despite tlie numerous
difficulties presented. His valuable poetic works,
which include a translation of the Udcs of Hor-
ace, were published at Brussels in 1850, under
the title of Gcdichten. Those written after

1850 were collected by Frans de Cort in the vol-

ume entitled Versprcide en nagclatenc gcdichten
(2d ed. 1875). Dautzenberg exercised a most
favorable influence upon the development of
Flemish poetry, and at the same time advocated
a closer union with the other branches of Teu-
tonic literature, and more particularly with the

tierman.

DAUW, dft. A local name in South Africa
for Burchell's zebra, also called by the Datch
there 'bonte quagga,' and by the Bechuanas
'peetis.' See Zebra.

DAVALOS, dJi-vJi'lAs, Gil Ramirez (c.1505-

•61). A Spanish soldier, bom at Baeza, in Cas-
tile. He accompanied Antonio de Mendoza to
Peru, and after the revolt of Gir6n succeeded

his brother, Egidio Ramirez Davalos, as Governor
of Quijos. He founded Cuenca (1557) and sev-

eral other towns, wliich are now abandoned.

DAVENANT, diiv'e-nant, Sir William
(1600-1668). An English poet and playwright.

He was bom at Oxford, where his father kept
the Crown Inn. When only ten years old, the

precocious boy composed, on the occasion of

Shakespeare's death, an ode to the memory of

the great dramatist; and afterwards was accus-

tomed to claim that he was, in fact, Shake-

speare's son. In 1682 he began to write for the

stage, and ten years after, on the death of Ben
Jonson, he was appointed poet laureate. The
next year he became manager of the Cockpit, a
theatre in Drury Lane; but, entering into the

intrigues of the Civil War, he was apprehended.

He finally escaped, however, to France, and, re-

turning, distinguished himself so much in the

cause of the Royalists that he was knighted by
Charles after the battle of Gloucester. Davenant
a second time got into difficulties, and was con-

fined in the Tower for two years, when he was
released, as is said, on the intercession of Mil-

ton. There he continued his epic poem Gondi-

hert, begun in France. Once more set free, he
set about establishing a theatre. Obtaining at

first permission to give dramatic performances
at private houses, he reopened the Cockpit in

1658. After tlie Restoration he was favored by
royal patronage, and continued to write and
superintend the performance of plays until his

death. Davenant was one of the most popular
plajrwrights of his time. Though none of his

plays rank high as literature, they seem to have
been suitable to the stage. He made some curi-

ous adaptations of Shakespeare's plays; for

example, of Measure for Measure, and, aided by
Dryden, of The Tempest. He introduced opera
on the English stage, and women to play the

female rOles. The date of these innovations is

1656. His epic has some interest in that it was
written in a stanza afterwards employed by
Gray in his famous Elegy. Consult Davenant's
plays, with memoir, edited bv Laing and Maid-
ment (5 vols., Edinburgh, 1872-74).

DAVENPORT, A city and county-seat of

Scott County. la., on the west bank of the Mis-
sissippi River, 330 miles above St. Louis, Mo.,

and opposite Rock Island, 111., with which it is

connected by two bridges: an iron railway and
carriage bridge, built at a cost of $1,200,000, and
an iron railway bridge, which cost $800,000
(Map: Iowa, G 3). it i» 183 mile.>* west by
south of Chicago, and is on the Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific; the Chicago, Milwaukee and
Saint Paul; the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy;
the Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Northern; and
other railroads. River packets from Saint Louis
to Saint Paul afford additional transportation
facilities. Davenport is situated on tlie slope
of a steep bluff, and commands an extensive
view. On Rock Island, which is crossed by
the great bridge, are the Lnited Stiites Arsenal
and military headquarters, and other Govern-
ment buildings. The city has a public library.

Academy of Natural Sciences, Saint Luke's,
Mercy, and other hospitals, numerous public and
parochial schools, two opera hou.ses, and many
other notable buildings; and is the seat of the
Academy of the Immaculate Conception, Saint
Ambrose College, Saint Katherine's Hall, and the
State Orphan Home. It is an episcopal see of the
Protestant Episcopal Church and of tlie Roman
Catholic Church. The city is in a rich agricul-

tural and coal-mining region; it ships large
amounts of farm produce, and has extensive
manufactures of carriages, farming tools, ma-
chinery, lumber, flour, woolen goods, cordage,
glucose and its products, pottery, cigars, beer,

soap, etc. Founded in 1835 by a company headed
by Col. George Davenport, Davenport was incor-

porated as a town in 1838, and as a city in 1851.

The Chicago and Rock Island Railroad was com-
pleted in 1854. The government is conducted by
a mayor, elected every two years, and a city

council, composed of the executive and alder-

men, chosen by wards and on a general ticket.

The city officials are appointed as follows: By
the mayor, all police oflicers; by the mayor and
council, city electrician, library trustees, chief

of fire department, and city scavenger; by the
council, street commissioner, city engineer, at-

torney, and sexton ; all others are elected by the
people. The annual income of the city amounts
to about $540,000; expenditure to $500,000; the
principal items of expense being: Police depart-
ment, $24,000; fire department, $30,000; schools,

$125,000. Population, in 1890, 26,872; in 1900,
35,254.

DAVENPORT, Charles Benedict (1866—).
An American zoologist, born at Stamford, Conn.,
June 1, 1866. He graduated at the Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute in 1886, and at Harvard
in 1889, taking the degree of Ph.D. at the latter

place in 1892. In 1888 he began to teach at Har-
vard, where he was instructor in zoiilog^^ until

1900. In 1898 he became director of the Marine
Biological Laboratory at Cold Spring Harbor,
L. I., and in 1900 assistant professor of zoiHogy
at the University of Chicago. He has written
Ohservations on Budding in Paludicella and
Some Other Bryozoa (1891) ; On Vrnatella Gra-
cilis (1893); Experimental Morphology (1897-

99) ; Statistical Methods, with Special Refer-

ences to Biological Variation (1899) ; Introduc-
tion to Zoology (with Gertrude Crotty Daven-
port, 1900).

DAVENPORT, Edward Loomis (1816-77).
An American actor. He was bom in Boston,
Mass., and made his first appearance in Provi-

dence, R. I., playing a minor part in Sir Giles
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Overreach, with the elder Booth as Sir Giles.

Davenport made rapid progress, and was soon
recognized as a leading artist in tragedy, com-
edy, and melodrama. He supported Mrs. Mow-
att (Ritchie) in a wide range of characters, and
accompanied her, about 1847, to England, where
he also played with Macready and other stars.

There, too, in 1849, he married Miss Fanny Vin-
ing, an actress, whom he later introduced to the
American stage. She died in 1891. Returning
in 1854, he traveled over the United States, play-
ing in the principal cities, chiefly in Shakespear-
ean characters and those drawn from Dickens's
novels. At diflerent times he was manager of

the Howard AtheniBum, in Boston, and other
theatres. Among his latest conspicuous repre-
sentations were such widely divergent characters
as Brutus in Julius Ccesnr and Bill Sikes in

Oliver Twist. His renderings of the part of Sir
<jriles and of Hamlet were also especially ad-
mired. Davenport was highly esteemed for his

genial and open-hearted manners. He died at
his summer home in Canton, Pa. Consult Ed-
wards, in Matthews and Hutton, Actors and
Actresses of Great Britain and the United States,
vol. iv. (Xew York, 1886).

DAVENPORT, Fanny Lily Gipsy (1850-98).
A well-known American actress, the daughter of

Edward Loomis Davenport. She was bom in

London, England, but was brought to America
when a child, and was educated in the Boston
public schools. \Mien seven years old she ap-
peared at the Howard Athenaeum, in Boston, as
the child of Metamora, but her real d6but was at
Niblo's Garden in February, 1862, as King of

Spain in Faint Heart Xever Won Fair Lady.
This was followed by a season in soubrette parts
in the South. While playing at the Arch Street

Theatre, Philadelphia, under the management of

Mrs. John Drew, she attracted the attention of

Augustin Daly, who promptly gave her a place in

his Fifth Avenue Theatre in 1869. Afterwards
she visited the principal toAvns and cities of the
United States as a star in a wide variety of rdles

in both comedy and tragedy. Among her great-

est successes were those won in Sardou's Fedora
(188.3), La Tosca (1888), and Cleopatra (1890).
In 1897 she produced The Soldier of France, a
play with Jeanne d'Arc as the heroine. It was
a failure, and the chagrin of that is thought to

have hastened her final illness. She appeared
on the stage for the last time at.the Grand Opera
House, Chicago. March 25, 1898. Her death
occurred at Duxbury, Mass. She was the wife
of Mr. VV'illet Melbourne MacDowell, her second
husband, whom she married in 1889. Consult
Benton, in McKay and Wingate, Famous Ameri-
can Actors of Today (New York, 1896).

DAVENPORT, John (1.597-1670). An emi-

nent Puritan clergyman, one of the founders of

the New Haven Colony in Connecticut. He was
bom in Coventry, England; studied at Oxford
University from 1613 to 1615; acted for about a

year as chaplain at Hilton Castle, near Durham;
and from 1616 to 16.3.3 was a preacher in London,
"where." says Cotton Mather, "his notable ac-

complishments for a minister and his courageous

residence with and visiting of his flock, in a

dreadful plague-time (1625), caused much no-

tice to be quickly taken of him." In 1625 he

passed the examinations at Oxford for the de-

crees of B.D. and M.A. He came into conflict

Vol. v.—43.

with the ecclesiastical oflicers, especially with
Archbishop I^ud on account of his non-conform-
ing tendencies, and in 1633 withdrew from the
Established Church and removed to Amsterdam,
Holland, whence he returned, however, in 1636,
after engaging in a controversy with the Dutch
classis on the subject of indiscriminate or pro-
miscuous baptism of infants. In 1637, eluding
tue authorities, he embarked for Massachusetts,
whose charter he had assisted in obtaining in

1629, and in June arrived at Boston, where he
remained for nine months, during which time he
took a prominent part in the famous Ecclesias-
tical Synod at Cambridge. He cooperated with
Theophilus Eaton (q.v.) in founding the colony
of New Haven in April, 1638, and here, as min-
ister and as one of the 'seven pillars' of the civil

government, he exercised a powerful influence
over both civil and ecclesiastical affairs. In 1661
he concealed the regicides GJoffe and Whalley
(qq.v.) for more than a month in his own house.
He strongly opposed the union of the New Haven
and Connecticut colonies, which was effected in

1665, and three years later accepted a call to
succeed John Wilson, the original pastor, as
pastor of the First Church in Boston, his election
to the position causing the secession of part of
the congregation, who opposed his views on the
'half-way covenant,' and who, after withdrawing,
organized the famous Old South Church. He was
one of the editors of the works of the celebrated
Dr. John Preston, the leader for some time of
the Puritan party in England, and published a
number of volumes dealing for the most part
with theological subjects, and including: Dis-
course About Civil Government in a New Plan-
tation, Whose Design is Religion (1663); The
Knowledge of Christ Indispensably Required of
All Men that Would Be Saved (1653); The
Power of Congregational Churches Asserted and
Vindicated (1672); The Saints Anchor-Hold
(1661); and (with William Hooke) A Cate-
chisme Containing the Chief Heads of Christian
Religion (1659). Consult: "A Sketch of the Life
and Writings of John Davenport," by Dexter, in

the Papers of the New Haven Colony Historical
Society, vol. ii. (New Haven, 1877) ; and a chap-
ter in Mather, Magnolia (London, 1702).

DAVENPORT BROTHERS, The. The
name of two Americans professing to be spirit-

ualistic mediums who flourished between 1845
and 1865. They performed a number of remark-
able feats which gained them many followers,
but were finally exposed as impostors. See Spib-
ITUALISM.

DA'VED (Heb., beloved). A king of Israel,

the youngest son of Jesse, a Judean, dwelling in

Bethlehem. His family was one of the principal
ones in the to\vn. The number of Jesse's sons is

given by later tradition as seven (I. Chron. ii.

13-15), but as eight in Sam. xvii. 12. The chro-
nology of David's reign is very doubtful, but it is

certain that the traditional date, B.C. 1055-15, is

too early and must be reduced by thirty-five to
forty years. The duration of his reign is fixed at
forty years (I. Kings ii. 11) ; but this number,
being a round one, is open to suspicion, so that all

that can be stated is that his career falls between
the last quarter of the eleventh and the first

quarter of the tenth century B.C. The biblical

account of David is found in ( 1 ) I. Sam. xvi.-

I. Kings ii. and (2) in I. Chron. ii., iii., and
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x.-xxix. Of these two sources the first alone can

lay claim to historical value. The second, in so

far as it is not based on the other (see Chroni-
cles), must be used with ^rent caution, and its

stutcnients are as a general thing to he discarded

as unhistorical or untrustworthy; while the pic-

lure that it gives of the King, differing consider-

ably from that found in the books of Samuel, is

an idealized David, such as he had become by the

third century B.C. in the mind of a pious Jew.
Coming to the narrative in Samuel and Kings,

great difficulties confront the critic, due largely

to the composite character of the historical docu-

ments and in part to the corrupt state of the text.

The existence of 'doublets,' i.e. two accounts of the

same event, in the story of David is believed suf-

ficient to show that in the Book of Samuel dif-

ferent documents have been pieced together.

Thus we have two accounts of David's introduc-

tion to Saul (I. Sam. xvi. 19-2.3 and xvii. 1-

xviii. 5) ; of the slaying of Groliath (I. Sam.
xvii. 1-xviii. 5 and II. Sam. xxi. 19) ; of Saul's

throwing a spear at David (I. Sam. xviii. 10-11

and xix. 0-10) ; and more of the same sort. All

these doublets, however, are limited to the First
Book of Samuel, and from the ninth chapter of

the Second Book of Samuel to the end of the
twentieth chapter we have a continuous narra-
tive, which is brought to a close in the first two
chapters of I. Kings. Chapters xxi. to xxiv. of the
Second Book of Samuel again represent an addi-
tion of a composite character like the first eight
chapters of the First Book of Samuel, and in ad-
dition to these we have a number of editorial

additions and interpolations, of which the two
principal ones are II. Sam. viii. 1-15 and I.

kings ii. 1-12. Of these authorities, the most
authentic, according to the critical view, is the
long, continuous narrative of the Second Book of
Samuel. But even the author of this, while he
had trustworthy documents at his disposal, was
not a contemporary of David. The date of the
other sections is made to vary from a period as
old as II. Sam. ix.-xx. down to the days of Josiah
(B.C. 639-608). But in even the oldest there is

already manifest a tendency to idealize David,
which, weak at first, becomes more pronounced
as the popular hero recedes into the background
of history and becomes a favorite subject for ro-

mance, legend, poetical embellishment, and event-
ually the type of the ideal king and religious

poet. In consequence, it is not easy to pick out
the genuinely historical incidents in David's
career and piece them together into a continuous
narrative. Thus the story of David's encounter
with the giant Goliath is believed to be a piece of
romance (I. Sam. xvii.-xviii.) and the genuine
account of Goliath's death to be found in II.

Sam. xxi. 19, where we learn that Elhanan was
the slayer. Similarly, the stories of David and
•Jonathan's friendship are romantic, though
based on historical facts. On the other hand,
there is no reason to question that he acquired
musical skill, which, together with his personal
cliarm and the indications that he gave of becom-
ing valorous in war, attracted Saul to him and
led to his entering into close relations with the
'melancholy' King. He becomes Saul's armor-
bearer, and among the personal services that he
renders is to be reckoned his soothing the King
by achievements in minstrelsy. His success in
the wars against the Philistines increases his

popularity with King and people, and lie becomes
the son-in-law of the King by marrying Michal.

Soon after, however, a momentous change en-
sues. Saul, subject to fits of brooding, becomes
jealous of David's popularity and entertains sus-
picion of tlie hitter's fidelity. The story of hi»
actually hurling a javelin at David may be a
romantic touch, but it is certain that Saul's
jealousy eventually led to David's banishment
from the Court. David now becomes a freebooter
and gathers a retinue of brave but reckless war-
riors about him. With them he leads the life of
a Bedouin chief, attacking defenseless landowners
and hiring his services in attacks upon Amalek-
ites, Philistines, and others. The exact course of
his wanderings during this period can no longer
be followed. After first trying his fortunes at
Nob, he is obliged to seek refuge from Saul at
Adullam. We find him next in the wild and des-
ert country south of Judea, and he passes at
times as far east as the Dead Sea, but after tak-
ing up his abode for a time at Engedi, Saul's
pursuit drives him to Gath, where he ofTers his
services to Achish, King of the Philistines, in an
expedition against Amalekites, Ge/rites, and
other desert tribes. In reward for his services
he obtains the town of Ziklag as a possession.
Achish prepares an attack upon the Israelites

and calls upon David to join him. The latter
consents, but yielding to the protests of his
chief men, who feared treachery on David's part,
Achish compels David to depart. Upon reaching
Ziklag he finds that the Amalekites had raided
the town during his absence. In his pursuit he
surprises the Amalekites and routs them. At
this moment the tidings reach David of the death
of Saul and his three eldest sons at Gilboa in an
encounter with the Philistines. The opportunity
had now come for David's return to his native
country. He secures the favor of the inhabitants
of Hebron and the surrounding district and is

anointed King in Hebron, while still retaining^

Ziklag. He makes an attempt at first to obtain
control of the northern section, which passes into-

the hands of Ishbaal, Saul's youngest son, who,
however, was entirely in the hands of Abner, the
powerful general. Ishbaal foolishly alienates
Abner's interest by reproaching him for taking
one of Saul's concubines to himself, an act which
may have indicated Abner's intention to seize
the throne for himself. Abner enters into secret
communication with David, but during a visit tO'

him is murdered* by Joab, the general of David.
Soon afterwards Ishbaal is murdered, and David,
being recognized as the natural leader of all

Israel, is solemnly anointed King of the whole
people at Hebron by an assembly of the elders
of the tribes. He is said to have been thirty-
seven years old at this time. Seven years, ac-
cording to the biblical account, had passed since
the death of Saul. The accounts of David's
reign are quite fragmentary except for occur-
rences in his immediate family. We learn or
successive wars against Moabites, Ammonites,
Edomites, and Philistines, and while the accounts
of his exploits are portrayed perhaps in too
vivid colors, there is no doubt that he succeeded
in firmly establishing the independence of Israel
and in laying the foundations for future exten-
sions. Among other things, he captures Jebus.
which becomes known henceforth under its old
name, Jerusalem, makes it the capital of the
country, and symbolizes this by removing the
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sacred ark to that place. After securing peace

from his enemies, David had to quell opposition

which arose in his own household. His eldest

son Ammon outraged his half-sister Tamar, and

in revenge Absalom caused Ammon to be mur-

dered. Subsequently Absalom organized a rebel-

lion against hi8 father, which obliged the King
to leave Jerusalem for a time. The uprising is

quelled, but not until Absalom has fallen as a
victim. Amasa, David's nephew, who had taken

part in the rebellion, but had been pardoned by

David and promised the chief command in place

of Joab. also falls a sacrifice to the latter's jeal-

ousy. Once more, as the King stands on the verge

of the grave, serious trouble threatens regarding

the question of succession. The Court was divided

between two candidates—Adonijah, the surviving

eldest son, and Solomon, the son of David by
Bathsheba. Through the influence of the prophet

Nathan, the King decides in favor of Solomon.

David dies at an advanced age and is buried

in his capital. These family troubles are looked

upon by the Jewish writers as a punishment

for David's adulterous act with Bathsheba and
his subsequent connivance at the murder of

Bathsheba's husband, Uriah. There is no doubt

that this act, which took place during the war
with the Ammonites, is the most serious charge

to be brought against him, and there is no reason

to question its authenticity, since it is fully in

keeping with the conditions that prevailed at

the time. In forming an estimate of David,

those conditions must be taken into considera-

tion, and no true picture can be obtained of him
unless we are willing to recognize his human
limitations. That he was a great warrior admits

of no doubt. Indeed, he was essentially a sol-

dier, courageous and of boundless energy. He
possessed the faculty, moreover, to an extraordi-

nary degree, of gathering men to himself, and as

a natural-bom leader he overcomes obstacles that

would have crushed others. But he also shows

traits of cruelty in the treatment of his enemies,

connives at treachery, and is willing to make use

of underhand measures to accomplish his ends.

His moral sense is not strong, and it is probably

due to this defect that he shows such lamentable

weakness in dealing with his family affairs. But,

with all his faults, he remains one of the most
notable figures in Hebrew history, and it is not

surprising that the attachment to him should

have led to the idealization of him by popular

tradition, abetted by later writers. Whether he

composed poetry is doubtful, though many critics

believe that the dirge on the death of Saul and
Jonathan (II. Sam. i. 17-27; cf. Psalm xviii.) is

his production. In any case, the P.salms, of which

seventy-three are by Jewish tradition ascribed

to him, do not belong to his age. but reflect

in all but a few cases the religious thought and
aspirations of post-exilic Judaism. Consult: The
Hebrew histories of Ewald, Stade. Wellhausen,

Renan, Guthe, Piepenbring, Kittel, Kent, etc.;

also Budde, Die Biichcr Richter und Samuel, ihre

Quellen und ihr Aufbau (Giessen, 1890) ; for

David as a tactician, Manel Dieulafoy, Le Roi

David (Paris, 1807). See Psalms.

DAVID. ( 1 ) A celebrated statue by Michel-

angelo, representing the youthful Israeliti.«h shep-

henl. sling in hand. It stands in the .Accademia

in Florence. The colossal statue was carved by

the sculptor when a youth from a great block of

marble, which had been cast aside as worthless.

It once stood before the Palazzo Vecchio. (2) A
smaller statue, a masterpiece of Donatello, show-

ing David standing over the prostrate Goliath.

It is in the National Museum in Florence.

DAVID I. (1084-1153). King of Scotland
from 1124 to 1153, known as Saint David. He
was the youngest son of Malcolm Canmore by his

wife Saint Margaret (q.v.). During the fierce

struggle for the Scottish crown, which followed

the death of his father in 1093, the youthful

David found refuge in England, together with his

sister Eadgyth, or Matilda, who, in 1100, mar-
ried Henry I., King of England. The residence

of David at the English Court would appear to

have been prolonged for several years, and the

assertion of William of Malmesbury may well be

credited that "it freed him from the rust of Scot-

tish barbarity." In 1107 his elder brother, Alex-

ander, succeeded to the throne, and David be-

came Prince of Cumbria (q.v.). Together with

this great principality he seems to have held

lands in Lothian; and by his marriage, in 1113,

with Matilda, widow of the Earl of Northamp-
ton, he acquired possession of that earldom too.

In 1 124 he succeeded his brother as King. In 1 127

he took an oath, with the other great barons of

England, to maintain the rights of his niece,

Matilda, as heiress to the English crown, should

her father, Henry I., die without male issue. The
event thus contemplated came to pass in 1135,

and when Stephen mounted the English throne

David took up arms in behalf of Matilda. Peace

was restored by the grant of the earldom of

Huntingdon and the promise of the earldom of

Northumberland to David's son, Henry, then in

his twentieth year; but the war was soon re-

lumed, and in' 1138 the King of the Scots, de-

serted by Bruce and others of his Anglo-Norman
vassals, was signally defeated in the battle of 'the

Standard,' near Northallerton. In the next year

a second peace was concluded between the two
kings, when the promised earldom of Northum-
berland was bestowed on Prince Henry. In 1140

the Scottish King marched into England for the

third time to assert the rights of Matilda. He
was again defeated, and only regained his own
country with difficulty.

The rest of his reign was devoted to the intro-

duction of English civilization into Scotland, a

task which had been begun by his parents and
continued by his brothers. King Edgard and
King Alexander. He secured the iK>ace and safe-

ty of the country by building castles; and by
erecting burghs he promoted trade, shipping and
manufactures. He showed his favor for learning

by endowing many bishoprics and monasteries.

David died at Carlisle on May 24, 1153. His son

Henry had died in the previous June, and he

was succeeded by his grandson, Malcolm. The
remains of David's legislation, including the in-

teresting code of the Leges Burfjorum, have been

carefully collected in the first volume of Tfcc .4 cf»

of the' ['arlinmrnt of Scotland (Edinburgh,

1844). Consult Robertson, Scotland Under Her
Earhi Kings (Edinburgh, 1862).

DAVID H. See Bruce.

DAVID, dA'vW. Armano (1826—). A
French missionary and naturalist, bom at Es

iwlctto. Basses-Pvr<in<V9. In 1848 he entered

the congregation of the LazjirisU. and in 1802

went as a missionarj' to China. Here he made
valuable collections of animals, plants, and min-
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erals, which lie presented to the Museum of

Paris. From 18C» to 1871, on behalf of the mu-
seum, he made scientific explorations in China

and Til>et, di»ooveriug may new genera and spe-

cies of flora and fauna. Subsequently he accom-

plished a third journey, of which he wrote in

the Journal de nion troisidvie voyage d'cxplora-

tion dans I'empire chinois (2 vols., with maps,

1875). The results of his previous travels are

to be found in the Nouvcllca Archives du Musium
d'Histoiie yaturcUe (1860, 1808-70). His Lea

oiseaua de la Chine (with 24 plates, 1877) is

an important work.

DA'VID, Christian (1690-1751). A Mo-
ravian missionary, bom at Senftleben, December

31, 1690. Brought up a Roman Catholic, he

embraced Lutheran views and then Moravian

(1717), and founded the Moravian colony of

Herrnhut (1722), and was elected the first of

the twelve elders. Henceforth he was a mission-

ary in Europe, and even went to Greenland,

where he founded the first mission (1747). See

Moravians.

DAVID, dii'vet, Edward. A Flemish buc-

caneer of the latter part of the seventeenth cen-

turj'. He early became one of the 'Brethren of

the' Coast,' as the West Indian pirates styled

themselves, achieved prominence in that organi-

zation, and in 1683 sailed as leader of an expedi-

tion of three ships for the Pacific. Reinforced by

French filibusters with two vessels and a fire-

ship, he devastated the coasts of Chile and Peru.

A fleet of three galleons and two fire-ships was
sent against him by the Viceroy of Peru, but

after an indecisive battle he succeeded in making
his escape. Subsequently he returned to the

coast of Peru, pillaging towns, slaughtering, and
exacting ransoms in true piratical fashion. He
then transferred his depredations to Central

America and ^Mexico. In 1688, under a general

amnesty granted by King James II., he betook

himself to England, where he lived for many
years in undisturbed possession of his plunder.

DAVID, da'vM', FfiLiciEN CfiSAR (1810-76).

A distinguished French composer. He was bom
at Cadenet, Vaucluse. At first a chorister and
later chapel - master in the cathedral at Aix,

he entered at twenty the Paris Conservatory,

where he studied with Benoist ( organ ) , F6tis

(composition), and Reber (harmony). His uncle

cut off his paltry monthly allowance of 50 francs,

and David had to give lessons. He joined the

Saint-Simonists, but their commune broke up at

MC'nil-Montant in 1833; with a number of fellow-

dreamers he went to the East—Turkey, Egypt,
and Syria. After two years of hardship and suf-

fering he returned to France, rich in novel expe-

riences. The fruit of his journeys. Melodies
orieniales, received scant notice, and David re-

tired for more serious study and composition, but
his first symphony (1838) had a like fate. In
1844 his 'symphonic ode,' Le desert, was per-

formed at the Conservatory amid tumults of ap-
plause, which continued day after day at the
successive performances of the work. His next
productions, the oratorio Moise au 8inai (1846),
the symphonic ode Christophe Colomb (1847),
and the mystery L'Eden (1848), had little

success. But he was now a recognized master

;

even his earliest compositions found a hear-
ing, and the doors of every theatre were open for
his new works, chiefly operas. La perle du

Brdsil (1851) was received with {(cclamation,

and a national prize of 20,000 francs was award-
ed (in 1867) to his Uerculanetun, pnxluced at

the Grand Op<ira in 1859. Lalla Koukh (1862)
M'as equally successful, but Le tiaphir (1865)
found less favor. La captive was withdrawn by
the composer before it was performed. In 1862

he was appointed an ofiicer of tlie Legion of

Honor, and in 1869 elected to succtH'd Berlioz at

the Institute and as a librarian of the Conserva-
toire de Musique in Paris. His compositions in-

clude also chamber music, songs, and pieces for

solo instruments. David, the 'musical Oriental-

ist,' occupies a singular position in the history

of music: he inaugurated a new movement.
During his long years of wandering in the East
he absorbed the quaint and weird (Oriental melo-

dies, and to express these in the most gorgeous
orchestral colors that a rich fancy could think

of was his task. It was the easier as Ber-

lioz (q.v.) had already worked out orchestral

effects that glowed and blazed, and it remained
only to give them an Oriental setting, which
David did in Le d6sert and subsequent works.

His followers were numerous, and among them
the most famous— Bizet (Djamileh; Lcs pS-

cheurs des perles) , Massenet {Roi de Lahore),
and DOlibes (Lakmc)—were the most directly in-

fluenced. He died at Saint Germain-en-Laye.
Consult Azevedo, F6licien David (Paris, 1863).

DAVID, Ferdinand (1810-73). A German
violinist, born in Hamburg. For two years he

was a pupil of Spohr^ in Cassel, studying at the

same time with Hauptmann. In 1825, when only

fifteen years old, he made his first appearance as

a violinist at the Gewandhaus in Leipzig. During
1827 and 1828 he played in the orchestra of the

Konigsstadtisches Theatre, Berlin. At this time

he met Mendelssohn, with whom he formed a

warm friendship. He left Berlin to become first

violin of the private quartet of Baron von Lip-

hardt, of Dorpat, whose daughter he married.

During his sojourn in Russia, which continued

until 1835, he appeared with great success in

Saint Petersburg, Moscow, Riga, and other large

cities. In 1836 he was, through Mendelssohn's in-

fluence, appointed concertmeister of the famous
Gewandhaus Orchestra in Ijcipzig, a position

which he filled ably until his death, near Kloster,

Switzerland. In Leipzig he was active as a virtu-

oso, teacher, editor, and composer. As a virtuoso

he had the solid foundations of Spohr's method,

combined with the freer development of technique

and feeling demanded by more modern taste. His
leadership of the violins has left its traditions im-

pressed upon the Gewandhaus Orchestra. Of his

success as a teacher it is only necessary to say

that Joachim and Wilhelmj were among his

pupils. As an editor, he has left Die hake Schule

des Violinspiels, a collection of standard works of

old masters of the instrument which, together

with his own Method for Violin, has had much
to do with determining the lines along which
modern violin-playing has developed. Though he

was not a composer of the first rank, his violin

concertos are highly esteemed, and his Bunte
Ifeihe is a charming series of short pieces for vio-

lin with pianoforte accompaniment. When, in

1843, the Leipzig Conservatory of Music was
established. David became instructor of violin

there. While Mendelssohn was writing his vio-

lin concerto he was in constant communication
with David, who was the first to play the work.
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and to him Mendelssolin presented the MS.,
which now belongs to David's family.

DAVID, dii'vet, GiiEKKADT (1450-1523). A
Flemish painter, born at Oudewater. Although
his name was known to early Flemish writers, it

was forgotten in later times until it was discov-

ered by Mr. VVeale that a triptych in the Mu-
seum of Rouen was painted by him in 1509. He
lived chiefly in Bruges, where we find him as a
member of the Painters' Guild in 1484, and
where most of his works were executed. In 1515
he entered the Painters' Guild of Antwerp. He
died at Bruges on August 13, 1523. He was
probably a pupil of Memling, to whom his pic-

tures were formerly attributed, and he is the last

of the school of the Van Eycks. Among his au-
thenticated works are the "Baptism of Christ,"
in the Academy of Bruges; the "Virgin and
Child, with Saints," an altar-piece in the Rouen
Museum ; "The Descent from the Cross," a
triptych in the Church of Saint Basil in Bruges;
and "Christ on the Cross," in the Berlin Mu-
seum. His works are noted for their landscapes,
which serve as a background, and for their com-
position. Excellent in this regard are two paint-

ings in the Museiun of Bruges representing the
"Judgment of Cambyses," painted for the magis-
tracy of that town in 1488. Consult: Crowe and
Cavalcaselle, Early Flemish Painters (London,
1872) ; Conwav, Early Flemish Artists (New
York, 1887).

DAVID, di'vM', Jacques Louis (1748-1825).
A French historical painter. He was born in

Paris, August 31, 1748. When Boucher was pros-

tituting his art to gratify the depraved tastes of

the French populace, David became his pupil

;

but Boucher, recognizing the broad and noble
tendency of David's mind, wisely and honorably
transferred him to the influence of Vien. After
many struggles, David took the Prix de Rome
with his picture, "Antiochus and Stratonice."

Arriving at Rome, he found the thoughts of all

directed toward antiquity. German minds—that
of VVinckelmann, for example, and that of Les-

&ing—were also creating enthusiasm for Greek
ideals of beauty. This view of art, widely diflTer-

ent from that prevailing in France, impressed
David, who was copying the classical master-
pieces of the Vatican. Its influence upon him
Avas first manifesled after his return to Paris, in

his picture, the "Plague of Saint Roche," painted
in 1780.

More than any other painter of his time,

David, with his classical tendencies, represented

the spirit of t!ie age—the reaction against the

frivolous immorality of monarchical France, and
the return to the stem virtues of antiquity. His
"'Oath of the Horatii" (1784) and "Brutus Con-
demning His Sons to Death" (1789) were hailed

with universal applause. He l)ecamc the great

painter of the Revolution, and presented to the

Convention, of which he was a leading spirit, the

"Deathbed of Ivopelletier," the first martyr of

liberty. When Marat was assassinated, he was
called by the Assembly to memorialize his death,

and he responded with a painting in which the

murdered man is portrayed with considerable

naturalistic strength. Those of his works which
represent what he himself lived and experienced

are painted in this manner. The same is true of

his portraits of the Revolutionary ejweh, like

those of Madame Rf'camier (I.rf)uvre), of Barr^re,

and especially of the young Bonaparte. His chief
masterpiece of the Napoleonic period was the
colossal picture of the "Coronation of Napoleon
I." (finished 1807, and now at Versailles). This
is a stately composition, noble in color, and with
a tender, quivering light, justifying Muther's
encomium of being the best historical painting
of the past century. His portraits of this period,
as,, for example, those of the Emperor, the Pope,
and Murat, are all of the highest naturalistic
merit. Upon the restoration of the Bourbons, he
was exiled to Brussels, where he died on the
29th of December, 1825. During his exile he
painted the graceful portrait of the daughter
of Joseph Bonaparte, and his "Three Fates," in

the Praet collection, Brussels—three hideous old
women, painted with keen realism and great pic-

torial strength, in a manner almost worthy of
Frans Hals. All of these works show a realistic

talent of the first order, with high powers as a
draughtsman and a colorist.

But this is not the only side, or even the best-
known side, of David's art. He was at heart an
antiquarian, and most of his large canvases
represent antique subjects. While these paint-
ings show great excellence of drawing, they are
cold in composition and coloring, exaggerated
and theatrical in action. Besides those men-
tioned above, the "Death of Socrates," "Belisa-
rius Asking Alms" (1784), at Lille, "Leonidas
at Thermopylae" (1814), the "Rape of the Sa-
bines" (1799), are among the chief of this class

of his paintings. These were the works which
had the greatest influence upon his pupils.

Throughout the Revolution and under the Em-
pire, he was the supreme dictator of art in

France, and his influence upon its development
was very great. While he rescued it from the
littleness and trivialities of the followers of

Watteau, he established a despotism of classi-

cism which had to be broken before there could
be real progress. Nevertheless, he was in a way
the regenerator of modern French art, and the
accuracy of his drawing exercised a salutary
influence upon its development.

Consult: Stranahan, History of French Paint-
ing (New York, 1899) ; Muther, History of
Modern Art, vol. ii. (London, 1896) ; Delecluze,

J. L. David (Paris, 1855) ; Coupin, Essai sur
J. L. David (Paris, 1827) ; Normand, "David," in

Lea artistes c^lcbrcs.

DAVID, dii'v^t, Johannes Baptista (1801-

00). A Flemish philologist, bom at Lier. For
more than thirty years he held the chair of Bel-

gian history and Flemish literature at the
Catholic University of Louvain. He was one
of the greatest Flemish scholars of the century
and a very prolific writer. His principal work is

the famous Vadcrlandsche historic (10 vols.,

1842-04; 4th ed. 1885 et seq.). a complete his-

tory of Belgium. The most important of his

linguistic works is entitled: Eerstc beffinselen

drr urdcnliiitschc sprackkunst (10th e<l. 1858).

DAVID, dA'vAiF, Laurent Ouvier (1842—).
A Canadian journalist, bom at Sault au Rocollet,

Quebec Provinw, was e<lucatod at the College of

Sainte Thi^rftso. and was called to the bar in

18«54. From 1870 to 1884 he was editor of

1/Opiniou Puhlique : and he has also Invn at
different times connecte<l with Lr tiien Public
and /.a Tribune. He has sat in the Quebec Legis-

lature for Montreal East, and from 1887 to
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1888 was president of the Snint-Jean Baptistc
Society of Montreal. His publieutionB include

Jiiographiea et portraits (187(i) ; Les heroes de
Chatcauguay (1883); Lea patriotca de 1837-38
(IHKt); Mt'H cutitemporaina (1804); Lea deua
Papineau (1806); and Le clergi canadien: 8a
miaaion et aon leuvrc (180G). The last-named
work reproves certain Roman Catholics for in-

tervention in political affairs, and was con-
demned by the Congregation of the Index.

DAVID, Pierre Jean (1780-1856). A
French sculptor. He was born at Angers, March
12, 1789, and was called David d'Angers to dis-

tingui.sh him from David the painter. He went
to Paris to study sculpture. Through the liber-

ality of David the painter, who gave him gratu-
itous instruction, he was finally enabled to take
a prize and to pursue his studies in Rome. He
was also a pupil of the sculptor RoUand, and at
Rome he frequented the ateliers of Canova and
Thorwaldsen. But, notwithstanding this clas-

sical training, he copied nature with freedom and
fidelity, and belongs to the early naturalists of
this century, although not entirely free from
classic conventions. He was eminent as a portrait-
ist in sculpture, always producing a work of real

art. The ease with which he handled relief is more
manifest in his results than in foreshortening,
where form is truthfully defined, and yet remains
suggestive. The work of David d'Angers is best
studied in his own town, and at P&re-la-Chaise.
He executed many colossal works and numerous
busts, but his fame also rests upon his medal-
lions, of which those of Bonaparte and Mme.
David are best known. Of his large works, there
are the fine groups of the pediment of the Pan-
th6on in Paris, the commission for which was
given him by the new Government after the July
revolution, during which David had fought in the
ranks. In 1848 he was a member of the Con-
stituent Assembly. After the coup d'Ctat by
Napoleon III., he was sent into exile, but, after
some time spent in Greece, he returned to France.
He died January 5, 1856. Among the statues
executed by David are "Madame de Stael";
"Talma," for the Theatre Francais; "Cuvier,"
"Comeille" (Rouen), and "Lafayette" (Wash-
ington ) . F6n6lon's monument at Cambray is

also his work, as are busts of Goethe, Schel-
ling, and Dannecker. His two chief works, be-
sides the pediment of the Pantheon, are the tomb
of General Gobert (P6re-la-Chaise) , a very real-

istic production ; and his "Philopoemen" ( Louvre

)

in classic garb. David was a Chevalier of the
Legion of Honor, a professor in the Academy of
Painters, and a member of the Institute. Con-
sult: Brownell, History of French Art (New
York, 1892) ; Gonse. La sculpture frangaise
depuia le XIV. si^cle (Paris, 1895) ; Jouin,
David d'Angers (Paris, 1878).

DAVID, or DEWI, Saint ( ? -601). The
patron saint of Wales. He was, according to
tradition (probably worthless), the grandson of
Ceredig, King of Cardiganshire. He was edu-
cated by monks and later went through Wales
on a preaching tour. He also foimded monas-
teries, especially that one at Menevia, now called
Saint David's, in Pembrokeshire, and there he
became abbot, which office was equivalent to
bishop and its holder was so designated. As
bishop, he presided at the synods of Brefi and
'Victory.' He died in 601, and was canonized

in 1120; his festival is held on March 1. He
was celebrated for his elo(}uence and Huceess in
conversion. Several works have been ascribed to
him, but these are no longer extant. His life

was written by Ricemarch, Bishop of Saint
David's, who died alwut the year 1099, reprinted
in W. J. Rees, Lives of the Cambro-Hritiah Saints
of the Fifth and Immediately Huccrcding Centu-
ries, with an English translation (London,
1853). Consult Rice Rees, An Essay on the
Welsh Saints (London, 1836).

DAVID AP GWILYM, dU'vM ilp gw^nim
(c.1300-70). The greatest of media-val Welsh
poets. He was bom either in Card igunsli ire or
Glamorganshire. He was a man of considerable
education, and his knowledge of I^atin and Italian
literatures has given rise to the belief that he
was educated in Italy. His tt^ndency to satirize
his neighbors, as well as his numerous love
affairs, brought him into fre<juent difficulties.

He has been compared to Shakespeare, Burns,
Ovid, and Petrarch, and addressed to Morvydd,
who may be called his Laura, more than 147
poems. Morvydd was the daughter of Madog
Lawgain, and her marriage to a wealthy suitor
was soon followed by her elopement with the
poet. They are said to have escaped to France,
but a lawsuit was brought against David by the
outraged husband, to whom damages were
adjudged in a large sum. Unable to pay it, the
poet might have languished in prison had not the
people of Glamorgan generously remitted the
obligation. In gratitude for this the poet dedi-

cated two of his principal poems to Glamorgan.
Two hundred and sixty-two of his poems were
edited by Owen Jones (Myfyr) and William
Owen-Pughe (London, 1789), and more have
been lately discovered in the Mostyn Library
and British Museum. An admirable English ver-

sion of the poems was published by Arthur
James Johnes (1834). See Welsh Literature.

DAVID CITY. The county-seat of Butler
County, Neb., 60 miles west of Omaha; on the
Union Pacific, the Burlington and Missouri
River, and the Fremont, Elkhom and Missouri
Valley railroads (Map: Nebraska, G 2). It is

the centre of an agricultural region. Population,
in 1890, 2028; in 1900, 1845.

DAVID COP^PEBFIELD. A novel by Dick-
ens, published serially, beginning May, 1849.

It was the author's favorite book, and is said
to be partly autobiographical. It narrates the
life of the hero from his birth to his marriage
with the gentle Agnes—the early remarriage of
his mother, her death, his miserable school days,
his apprenticeship, his running off to the home
of an eccentric aunt. Miss Betsy Trotwood, his
growth to manhood and happiness in his new
surroundings, his first marriage with his 'child-

wife,' Dora Spenlow, her death, and his final

union with the patient daughter of Mr. Wick-
field.

DAVIDEIS, dft-vid'^-Is. A sacred poem on
the troubles of David, the chief work of Cowley,
published in 1656, and foimded on the life of the
second King of Israel.

DAVTD GAR'RICK. A comedy by Robert-
son, which appeared in 1864. and is a transla-
tion from the French play Sullivan. It purports
to represent amatory incidents in the life of the
famous eighteenth-century English actor, and
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was first produced at the Haymarket with the
elder Sothern in the principal role.

DAVID HAR'UM. A very popular story
by Edward Noyes Westcott, which, after rejection
by a number of publishers, attained a remark-
able success. The character of the shrewd, horse-
trading David Harum is distinctively an Ameri-
can type, and was drawn from an original who
was a resident of the town of Homer, N. Y. An
identification of the characters and scenes has
been published by Arthur T. Vance, under the
title The Real David Harum (New York, 1901).

DAVIDQE, WiLUAM Pleateb (1814-88).
An English comedian, who came to the United
States in 1850 and became identified with the
American stage. He was bom April 17, 1814, in

Ix)ndon, and appeared as a youthful amateur at
Drury Lane in The Miller's Maid. Afterwards he
acted in various English cities, especially in Man-
chester. His first appearance in America was
in August, 1850, as Sir Peter Teazle at the old
Broadway Theatre; later he supported many
well-known actors in the metropolis and else-

where, among them Edwin Forrest and Fanny
Davenport. Some of his notable parts were
Caliban; Eccles, in Caste; Dick Deadeye, which
he created in Pinafore; Old Hardy, in The Belle's

Stratagem; and Hardcastle. in She Stoops to

Conquer. His last engagement was with the
Madison Square Company, beginning in 1885.

He died at Cheyenne, Wyo., August 7, 1888. He
was the author of a volume of autobiographical
reminiscences, called Footlight Flashes (New
York. 1866) ; The Drama Defended (New York,
1859) ; and other works.

His son, William DA\aDGE (1847-1899), also
an actor, was born at Manchester, England, and
brought to the United States when a child of

three years. During his career he played with
William H. Crane (1870-71), Kate ' Claxton
(1877-78), and later for several seasons with
Roland Reo<l. Ho died in Chicago.

DA'VIDISTS. The name of two distinct

Christian sects : ( 1 ) Followers of David of Din-
ant, a teacher in the University of Paris, whose
philosophical work was condemned by the Synod
of Paris in 1210, and who, in consequence of the

ban laid upon him in 1215 by the Pope, had to

flee from France. The place and date of his

death are unknown. His fundamental idea was
that the Deity alone had any real existence,

being the materia prima of all things. (2) Da-
vidists, or David Georgians, followers of David
George, or Joris, a native of Delft, Holland. In

1530 he was whipped, had his tongue bored, and
•was imprisoned for obstructing a Roman Catholic

procession. He founded a sect of his own, and
in 1542 published his Book of Wotiders, detail-

ing the visions which he professed to have re-

ceived. After his death his body was dug up
and burned by order of the Senate of Basel,

where he had passed the latter part of his life

as a merchant under an assumed name, John of

Bruges. The sect, under the leadership of Henry
Nicholas, became known in Holland and England
as the 'Familists.' They interpreted the whole

of Scripture allegorically. and maintained that

as Moses had taught hope and Christ had taught

faith, it was their mission to teach love, the

service of which was the highest and best of the

dispensations. The result was an extreme Anti-

nomianism in practice, which attracted the

notice of the authorities in both countries. Early
in the seventeenth century the sect was sup-

pressed or absorbed by others. See JoBis, David.

DAVIDOFF, da'v6-d6f, Kabl (1838-89). A
Russian violoncellist, bom at Goldingen, Cour-
land. He was educated at the Moscow Univer-
sity, and studied the violoncello under H.
Sclnnitt in Moscow and Schuberth in Saint Peters-

burg, and harmony with Hauptmann, in Leip-

zig. He first appeared at the Gewandhaus,
I.eipzig, in 1859, and was made first violoncel-

list in the Gewandhaus orchestra, and professor
in the Leipzig Conservatory. In 1862 he was
appointed solo violoncellist to the Emperor of

Russia, and professor in the Conservatory of

Saint Petersburg, and was director of the latter

from 1876 to 1887. As a virtuoso he was
equalled by few, and won great fame on his

concert tours through Europe. Besides four
concertos, and a number of minor pieces for

his instrument, he composed some works for

orchestra, pianoforte pieces, and songs.

DAVIDS, Thomas Willla.m Rhys (1843—).
An English Orientalist. He was bom at Col-

chester, was educated at the University of Bres-

lau, entered the civil service in Ceylon, and filled

various judicial appointments in that island.

He was called to the bar of the Middle Temple
in 1877, and was made professor of Pali and
Buddhist Literature at University College, Lon-
don, 1882. He has devoted himself especially

to the study of Buddhism. His works include:

Buddhism: A Sketch of the Life and Teachings

of Gautama, the Buddha (1877) ; a translation

from the Jatakas, or Buddhist Birth stories;

Buddhism, Its History and Literature ( 1896,

composed from American lectures ) . He has
also edited many Pali texts, and is (1902) editor

of the P.ali Text Society.

DAVID'S DEEBu See Elaphube.

DAVIDS ISLAND. An island lying in Long
Island Sound, a quarter of a mile north of the

city line of Greater New York ( Map : New York,
F 5). It is owned and occupied by the United
States Government for military purposes. Its

extent is about 100 acres.

DA'VIDSON, Andrew Bruce (1851— ). A
Scottish biblical scholar. He was born in Aber-

deenshire, and, after receiving an academic educa-

tion, was ordained in 1863, in which year he

was appointed professor of biblical exegesis in

the N?w College, Edinburgh. He is considered

an authority on Old Testament exegesis. His

publications include a Commentary on Joh (vol.

i., 1862) ; An Introductory Hebrew Grammar
(4th ed. 1881) ; The Epistle to the Hebrews (in

Clark's Handbooks for Bible Classes, 1882) ; and
Job and Ezekiel (in the Cambridge Bible for

Schools. 1884).

DAVIDSON, Charles (1852—). An Ameri-
can schohir. He was bom in Streetsboro, Ohio,

and was educated at Iowa College and at Yale
University. His publications include: The Pho-

nolnffif of the Strrsied Vowels of Biowulf (in

"Publications of the Modern I.«nguage Aasocia-

tion." vol. vi.. No. 283) ; The Difference Betiteen

the Scribes of Beowulf (in "M»>dera IjangUAfte

Notes." vol. v.. No. 2) : English in the Secondary

Schools ("School and College," vol. i.. No. 10) ;

and Studies in the English Mystery Plays.
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DAVIDSON, Geobge (1825—). An Ameri-
can a.strononuT. He was born in Nottingham,
England, but went to the United States in 1832

and was educated there. He has done notable

work on the Government Coast and Geodetic Sur-

vey (1845-95), but it is in astronomical re-

search that he gained his greatest distinction.

He has traveled on every continent to make ob-

servations, particularly of transits of Venus.

At present he is professor of geography at the

University of California.

DAVIDSON, James Wood (1829—). An
American author, born in Newberry District,

S. C. He became professor of Greek in South

Carolina College, then principal of the High
School at Columbia, and, during the Civil War,
adjutant of infantry in Jackson's corps of Lee's

army. He was literary editor of the New York
Evening Post (1873), and American correspond-

ent of the London Utaiuiard from 1873 to 1878.

His published works include The Living Writers

of the South (1869) ; The Correspondent (1886) ;

The Poetry of the Future (1888) ; and The Flor-

ida of To-day (1889).

DAVIDSON, John (1857—). An English

poet. He was born at Barrhead, near Glasgow,

Scotland, April 11, 1857; at the age of thirteen

became assistant in the chemical laboratory of a

sugar-house at Greenock; attended for a short

time Edinburgh University; taught in several

Scotch schools; and went to London in 1890, in-

tending to take up a literary career. He had
already published three plays

—

Bruce (1886);
Smith: A Tragic Farce (1888) ; and Scaramonsh
in Naxos (1889)—which, though poorly con-

structed, contain many striking scenes. His later

plays have met with considerable success on the

stage. In 1901 he began the issue of a series of

verse-pamphlets called Testaments, of which have
appeared "A Vivisector," "A Man Forbid," and
"An Empire-Builder." Reactionary from the

start, he now utterly repudiates the past in art,

literature, morals, and religion. His philosophy

(partly derived from Schopenhauer) is thor-

eughly pessimistic. In man he sees matter striv-

ing through brutal effort toward self-knowledge.

Hence his defense of vivisection. He is best

known by his ballads, individual in subject and
style. His thought and manner are well repre-

sented by Making of a Poet, Eoundsditch, and
the ballads of "Heaven" and "Hell," in Ballads

and Songs (1894). Other volumes are Fleet

Street Eclogue (1st ser., 1893; 2d ser., 1895);
New Ballads (1896); The Last Ballad and
Other Poems (1898). For critical analysis of

his work, consult Archer, Poets of the Younger
Oeneration (London and New York, 1902).

DAVIDSON, John Wynn (1824-81). An
American soldier. He was born in Fairfax
County, Va., graduated at West Point, and was
assigned as second lieutenant of dragoons in

1845, and during the Mexican War was with the
Army of the West at San Pasqual, the passage
of the San Gabriel River, and at Mesa. In 1848
he was promoted to be first lieutenant of the
First Dragoons, and from that time until the
outbreak of the Civil War was on scouting, gar-

rison, and frontier duty. From 1861 to 1862 he
served in the defenses of Washington, D. C, and
in the latter year, with rank of major of cavalry,
fought in the Army of the Potomac during the
Peninsular Campaign, becoming brigadier-gen-

eral of volunteers in 1862. He was brevetted
colonel for gallant and meritorious services at
the battle of Golding's Farm (Va.), and in 1865
major-general in both the regular and volunteer
services for gallantry during the war, and was
in command successively of the Saint Louis Divi-

sion of the Missouri, of the Army of Southeast
Missouri, and again of the Saint Louis Division.

In 1863 he commanded a cavalry division at
Brownsville (Ark.) and Ashley's Mills (Ark.),
and in the capture of Bayoii Metre (Ark.). lie

was appointed in 1864 chief of cavalr}' of the
division west of the Mississippi, and in 1866
became lieutenant-colonel of the Tenth United
States Cavalry. From 1873 to 1881 he was in

command of various posts in the Indian Terri-

tory, Texas, and Montana, and in 1879 became
colonel of the Second Cavalry.

DAVIDSON, LucRETiA Mabia (1808-25). An
American poet, remarkable for her precocity in

rhyming, l^he first of her writings preserved

were done when she was nine years old. At six-

teen she attended Mrs. Emma Wilhird's school at

Troy, but her health failed and she died the next
year. Many of her pieces were lost or destroyed,

but nearly 300 were collected and published by
S. F. B. Morse under the title Amir Khan and
Other Poems (1829). Her sister, Maugaket Mil-
LEB Davidson (1823-38), was also a precocious

writer, and at the age of ten composed a drama
called the Tragedy of Alethia. Washington Irv-

ing was her patron and supervised the publica-

tion of the two sisters' works (1850).

DAVIDSON, Samuel (1806-98). An Irish

biblical critic. He was born at Kellswater and
was educated at the Royal College of Belfast.

He entered the Presbyterian ministry, and in

1835 was given the chair of biblical criticism in

the Royal College of Belfast. Soon afterwards

he became a Congregational ist. In 1842 he was
offered the chair of biblical literature and Orien-

tal languages in the Lancashire Independent

College at Manchester and was one of the Old
Testament Revision committee. His principal

works are Sacred Hermeneutics (1843) ; Text of

the Old Testament Considered, with a Treatise

on Sacred Interpretation (1856), written for

Home's Introduction. The publication of this

discussion rt'sulted in his resignation of his chair

at the Manchester College. His other publica-

tions include The Canon of the Bible ( 1877 ) ;

The Doctrine of Last Things Contained in the

New Testament (1882).

DAVIDSON, Thomas (1817-85). An Eng-
lish geologist and paleontologist, born in Edin-

burgh. He studied on the Continent and at

Edinburgh University, made extensive geological

tours, and at the suggestion of Leopold von Buch,
the German geologist, undertook the study of

the Brachiopoda. In 1851-70 he published, under
the direction of the Paleontographical Society,

his important monograph on British Brachio-

poda (3 vols.), containing 2.50 plates drawn by

himself. To this work he added (1873-1885)

three supplementary volmnes. His Memoir on

Recent Brachiopoda was posthumously published

by the Linnaean Society. In 18.52 he was elected

fellow of the Geological Society of London, and
in 1857 fellow of the Royal Society. His splen-

did collection of recent and fossil braehiopods,

together with his books, he presented to the Na-
tional Museum at South Kensington.
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DAVIDSON, Thomas (1840-1900). A Scotch-
American philosopher, born near Tetterangus,
Scotland. He graduate<l in 1860 at the Univer-
sity of Aberdeen, removed in 1886 to Canada,
and in 1807 to the United States, and in 1875
settled at Cambridge, Mass., where he was active

as scholar, author, and lecturer. A close student
of Thomas Aquinas, he was invited by the Pope
to assist the corps of Italian professors in the
preparation of a new edition of the works of that
philosopher. His Philosophical System of An-
tonio liosmini-Serhati (1882) was the first in-

troduction of the latter to English readers. For
many years he conducted at Keene, in the Adi-
rondacks, a 'summer school for culture sciences,'

and from 1898 a class of Russian Jews in New
York City. His personality was large and com-
manding. His published works include further:

a translation of the fragments of Parmenides
(1869) and one of Bleek's Origin of Language
(1869) ; A Short Account of the Niobe Group
{ 1874) ; The Parthenon Frieze and Other Essays

( 1882) ; The Place of Art in Education ( 1886) ;

Aristotle and Educational Ideals and A History

of Education (1900).

DAVIDSON, William (1746-81). An Ameri-
can soldier. He was born in Lancaster County,

Pa., was taken when a child to North Carolina,

and became a major in one of the first regiments

raised in that State for the Revolutionary War.
He was in the engagements at BrandyAvine, Ger-

mantown, and Monmouth, and advanced to the

rank of a brigadier-general of North Carolina

militia. In the attempt to check the advance of

Comwallis over the Catawba River at Cowan's
Ford, February 1, 1781, he was killed. Davidson
College, N. C, was named in his honor.

DAVIDSON COLLEGE. A town in Meck-
lenburg County, N. C, 22 miles north of Char-

lotte; on the Southern Railway (Map: North
Carolina, B 2). It has cotton-mille, a cotton-

seed-oil mill, planing-mills, and a flouring-mill.

The town is the seat of Davidson College (q.v.)

and of the North Carolina Medical College, estab-

lished about 1890, connected with which is

Altheon Hospital. Population, in 1890, 481; in

1900, 904.

DAVIDSON COLLEGE. An institution of

higher education established in 1837 at David-

son College, N. C. The college was founded by
members of the Presbyterian Church, and is at

present governed by a board of trustees appointed

by the Presbyterians of North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, and Florida (Presbyterian

Church South). No theological department, how-

ever, is maintained and the degrees conferred are

the academic ones in art and science. The student

attendance api)roxiniatcs 200; the endowment
of the college is $125,000, the income about

$20,000, and the total value of the college prop-

erty $325,000. The library contains 15,000

volumes.

DAVTD THE PHILOSOPHER (Arm. Da-

vit 'Imasdaser) , or David tiik Armenian. An
Armenian scholar of the fifth century a.d. He
studied in Greece, and wrote learned translations

of, and commentaries on, the works of Aristotle.

Consult: Neumann, M^moire sur la vie et Us
ouvrages dc David (Paris, 1829).

DA'VIE, WiiJ.iAM Richardson (1756-1820).

An American soldier, bom in Egremont, Eng
land. He came to the United SUtes in 1763,

graduated at Princeton in 1776, studied law at
Salisbury, N. C, and in 1779 received the com-
mission of a lieutenant of dragoons. His troop
was subsequently assigned to Count Pulaski's
legion, in which lie rose to the rank of major.
He resumed the study of law at Salisbury, and
in 1779 was admitted to the bar of North Caro-
lina. Under the authorization of that State in

1780 he raised at his own expense a troop of
dragoons and two mounted infantry companies^
with which to assist in the defense of the south-
western districts against British attacks from
South Carolina. In 1780 he was promoted to the
command of the State cavalry, with the rank of
colonel. At the entry of Lord Comwallis into
Charlotte, N. C, he distinguished himself by
his spirited resistance to the repeated charges of
Tarleton's famous legion. He was appointed in

1781 to the post of commissary-general of the
American Army in the South. After the Revo-
lution he became a successful lawyer, was a
delegate to the Constitutional Convention of

1787, and for a number of years represented the
borough of Halifax in the Lower House of the

State Legislature. He drew up the act, passed
in 1789, for the establishment of the University
of North Carolina; in 1794 was commissioned
major-general of militia ; in 1798 was elected

Governor of North Carolina; and in 1799 re-

signed that post to accept appointment to the
embassy which concluded with the French Govern-
ment the convention of September 30, 1800. Con-
sult the biography by Hubbard, in vol. xxv.
(Boston, 1848) of The Library of American
Biography, edited by Jared Sparks.

DA'VIES, Ben ( 1858— ) . An English tenor,

born in Swansea, Wales. He studied under Ran-
degger at the Royal Academy of Music (1880-

83), where he won numerous prizes. Upon leav-

ing the Academy he joined the Carl Rosa Opera
Troupe, appearing in Faust, The Bohemian Oirl,

etc. ; but he is best known as a concert and
oratorio singer. He visited the United States in

1893, and again in 1894.

DAVTES, Chables (1798-1876). An Ameri-
can mathematician, bom in Washington, Conn.

He early removed to Saint Lawrence County,
N. Y., and in 1815 graduated at West Point.

In 1848 he took the chair of mathematics
and natural philosophy in the University of

New York, and in 1857 the chair of higher
mathematics in Columbia College. His works in-

clude: Surveying (1832) ; Trigonometry (1840) ;

Logic of Mathematics (1850); and Dictionary

and Cyclopcpdia of Mathematical Science (1855).

He edited, in English, Bourdon's Algebra (1834),
and Legendre's Qeometry (1828).

DAVIES, Henby Eugene, Jr. (1836-94). An
American soldier, born in New York. He was
educated at Harvard, Williams, and Columbia,

and was admitted to the bar in 1857. At the

outbreak of the Civil War he entered the United
States Volunteers as captain, and became briga-

dier-general in September. 1863. He served with

distinction in the Cavalrj- Corps, Army of the

Potomac, became one of Sheridan's most trusted

lieutenants, and by 1865 had risen to the rank

of major-general of volunteers. He resigned in

1866, and afterwards l>ecnme a prominent New
York lawyer and held several public offices. He
was the author of flenrral Sheridan (1895), in

the Great Commander Series.
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DAVIES, John, or Hkbefobd (c.1565-1618).

An Enxli«l> poet, not to be confounded with

Sir John Daviea (q.v.). At Oxford and else-

where he was famous as a writing-master. He
wrote many curious philosophical poems, epi-

grams, satires, and sonnets. Among these are:

MicrocoHmoa (1(»03) ; Trit{mph of Death (1605),
descriptive of the plague; Wit's Pilgrimage

(c.1610), containing sonnets, etc.; The Scourge

of Folly (c.KJll). containing epigrams, etc., one
of which is atldressed to Shakespeare under the

name 'our English Terence*; and The Muae'a
Sacrifice, or Divine Meditations (1012). Con-
sult Complete Works, edited by Grosart (2 vols.,

Blackburn, 1873).

DAVIES, Sir John (1569-1626). An Eng-
lish pcM't and statesman. He was born at Tis-

bury, Wiltshire, educated at Oxford, studied law
in the Middle Temple, and was called to the bar
in 1595. In 1603 he was sent by James I. as
Solicitor-General to Ireland. Three years later

he became Attorney-General, and was called to

the degree of sergeant-at-law. Elected to the

Irish Parliament in 1613, he was chosen Speaker
of the Lower House. The next year he took his

seat in the English Parliament as member for

Newcastle-under-Lyme. He died just after being
ncHninated Chief Justice. Davies was a faith-

ful public servant, and a man of great talent

and learning. His two works connected with his

Irish career are .1 Discovery of the True Causes
why Ireland iras Never Subdued, etc. (1612) and
Reports of Cases Adjudged in the King's Courts
in Ireland (1615), and several masterly State
papers. As a poet he belonged to a group of

late Elizabetlians who, in reaction from the ear-

lier love poetry, turned to mora,l themes. In
1596 he publislied Orchestra, or a Poem of Danc-
ing, in which he fancifully maintains that all

motion is music; to him the heavens move in

"spondees, solemn, grave, and low." Still more
fanciful are his acrostics, called Hymns to As-
tnea (1599). The poem by which he is best

known is Noscc Teipsum ( 1 599 ) , in which is

discussed the nature of the soul and immortality.
It is written in the four-line stanza, afterwards
employed by Davenant, Dryden, and Gray. Con-
sult Complete Works, with memoir edited by
Grosart (3 vols., Blackburn, 1869-76).

DAVIES, Lot IS Henry (1845—). A Cana-
dian statesman. He was born at Charlottetown,
Prince Edward's Island, was educated at Prince
of Wales College, Charlottetown. and in 1866
was called to the bar. In 1876 he became Pre-
mier and Attorney-General of Prince Edward
Island, and in 1882 was returned as a Liberal
to the Dominion Parliament, in which he has
since continued to hold his seat. He was ap-
pointed as one of the British counsel before the
International Fisheries Commission at Halifax
in 1877.

DAVIES, Samuel (1724-61). An American
clergjTiian and educator. He was bom near
Summit Ridge, Newcastle County, Del. ; was
educated at the seminary of the Rev. Samuel
Blair, Fogg's Manor, Chester County, Pa., and
in 1746 was licensed to preach by the Newcastle
Presbytery. In 1747 he was sent as an evangelist
to Hanover County, Va., where by 1748 he was
conducting worship in seven churches near Han-
over. He later argued against Peyton Randolph,
the Royal Attorney-General, before the General

Court at Williamsburg, in defense of the propo-
sition that the Act of Toleration extended to
the Colony of Virginia. In this view he found
himself supported by the King. In 1753, with
Gilbert Tennent, he visited England to obtain
funds for the College of New Jersey (now Prince-
ton University). His sermon, "Religion and
Patriotism," preached to Cai)tain Overton's com-
pany of volunteers in Hanover County, 1755, re-

fers to the martial spirit aroused by the French
and Indian War, and he adds in a footnote: "As
a remarkable instance of this, I may point out
to the public that heroic youth. Colonel Wash-
ington, whom I cannot but hope Providence has
hitherto preserved in so signal a manner for
some important service to his country." In
1759 he succeeded Jonathan Edwards as presi-

dent of the College of New Jersey. His collected
sermons appeared in London in 1767. The New
York edition of 1851 (3 vols.) contains a memoir
by Albert Barnes.

DAVIES, Thomas (c.1712-85). A Scotch
bookseller and author. He studied at the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh, made an unsuccessful at-

tempt at acting, and, having been roundly ridi-

culed by Churchill in The Rosciad, set up a
bookshop in Covent Garden. It was here that,

in 1763, he introduced Boswell to Dr. Johnson,
who was his very good friend, and to whom he
dedicated his edition of the works of Massinger.
He wrote a Life of Garrick (1780), which soon
passed through four editions, and brought him
considerable money and repute.

DAVIESS, da'vis, Joseph Hamilton (1774-
1811). An American lawyer. He was bom in

Bedford County, Va. ; was taken to Kentucky
by his parents when a child, was educated there,

and soon became well known in the West for his

eccentricities as well as for his skill as a lawyer.

He was United States district attorney for Ken-
tucky, and as such attempted to bring Aaron
Burr (q.v.) to trial for treason (1806), but was
unsuccessful, and gained only personal unpopu-
larity. Having entered the army, he fought as
major under Gen. W. H. Harrison at Tippecanoe,
where he was killed while leading a brilliant

cavalry charge against the savages. Daviess
married a sister of John Marshall.

dAvILA, da'v^-la, or DE AVILA, Alonzo
(c.1540-66). A Spanish soldier, born in the

City of Mexico. In 1566 he was accused of

complicity in a plot to overturn the Govern-
ment and place Martin Cort/^s on the throne of

New Spain. He was subsequently condemned
and executed at Mexico. That he had any share

in the plot, if such there were, is now considered
extremely doubtful.

DAVILA, Enbico Caterino (1576-1631). An
Italian historian, born at Sacco, near Padua.
His father was the constable of Cyprus, and
after the Turkish victories was obliged to take

refuge in France, where Enrico was brought up
as page to Henry III. Afterwards he fought in

the French Army, distinguished himself at Hon-
fleur (1594) and Amiens (1597), and was killed

while in the service of Venice ( 1631 ) . His his-

tory gives an authentic account of the years
from 1559 to 1598, although he was always a
partisan of Catherine de' Medici. The title is

FJistoria dclle guerre eivili di Francia nella

quale si contengono le operazioni di quattro re

Francesco II., Carl<i IX., Henrico III., et Henrico
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i\., cognomitmto (irande (1030); the work has
gone through two hundred editions; the best is

that published in Paris ^1G44). It has been
translated into nearly all the modern languages,
and into Latin by Cornazzano (1745).

DAVILA, Gn, GaxzAUSs (1570-1658). A
Spanisii historiograjTher, born at Avila. He held
a minor ecclesiastical olBce at Salamanca, and
was appointed royal chronicler of Castile and
the Indies. His Tcatro eclesidstico dc la primi-
tiva iglesia dc las Indias Occidentales (

1640-

55) holds a high place as a general Church his-
tory of Xew Spain.

DAvILA Y PADILLA, dii've-la e pa-De'lya,
Agistin (1502-1604). A Mexican historian.
He was bom in the City of Mexico, where he
entered the Dominican Order in 1579. He was
friar of the Convent Puebla de los Angeles in

Thascala, and lecturer on philosophy and the-

ology at the colleges of Puebla and Mexico. He
was one of the chief officers of the Jesuit chapter
in his province, and in 1596 was sent as am-
bassador of the Order to Rome and Madrid,
where two years later he became Court preacher.
As a prominent officer of the Inquisition he
caused to be burned several hundred copies of a
Spanish translation of the Bible which had been
supplied with annotations by Protestants. He
was one of the most zealous members of his

Order, and also one of the most learned and
eloquent, for which reason the title 'Chronicler
of the Indies' was bestowed upon him. His prin-

cipal work, written by order of the Government,
was published under the respective titles: His-
toria de la fondacion de la provincia de Santi'
ago de M^jico, de la orden de predicadorcs
(1596; 2d ed. 1625), and Varia Historia de la

Nueva Espana y Florida (2d ed. 1634).

DAVTN, da'vfix', Ffiux. The nom-de-plume
signed to the introduction of the Etudes pay-
chologiques by Honon'^ de Balzac.

DAVINCI, da-ven'ch<i, Leonabdo. See Leo-
nardo DA Vixci.

DAVIOUD, di'v^'oo', Gabriel .Teax Antoine
(1823-81). A French architect. He was bom
in Paris, and studied at the School of Fine Arts,

where he carried oflF a number of prizes. He
acquired great reputation, as inspector of gardens
and public squares, by the important part he
took in the emltellishment of Paris (1850-62).

He ornamented the Bois de Boulogne, the Champs
Ely.sees, and most of the public squares, and
was also engaged on various private edifices.

His prinicpal work was the Palace of the Troca-

d<?ro, ere<-ted in conjunction with Bourdais for

the world's exposition in 1878.

DA'VIS, A.VDREW Jacksox (1826—). An
American lecturer and writer on spiritualism,

bom in Orange County, N. Y. His first book.

The Principlen of yaivre, he dictated in 1845

after a trance of sixteen hours, during which

time he chiimed to have received his inspiration

from communion with inhabitants of the spirit

world. Some of his other works are: The Pene-

tralia (1856): The Magic Staff, an autobiog-

raphy (1857); Arabula, or the Divine Guest

(1867); Mental Diseasca and Disorders of the

Brain (1871) : and Avtnhiopraphy (1885). Most

of his books are plentifully supplied w-ith allu-

sions to personal experiences with spirit revela-

tion, which must necessarily be received without
verification.

DAVIS, Charles Henry (1807-77). An
.\merican naval offic-er, born in Boston. He en-
tered the navy in 1823 as midshipman, and was
.stationed on different vessels and on the coast
survey until 1801, when, with the rank of cap-
lain, he was a member of the Iward which ex-
amined the defenses of Southern ports. In the
expedition against Port Royal, S. C. (q.v.), he
was tleet-captain and chief of staff. He became
fiag-officer of the Mississippi fiotilla early in
1862, and on ilay 10 engaged a Confederate fleet

of eight ironclads (four of them rams) off Fort
Pillow (q.v.). I^ter (June 5) he defeated the
fleet decisively in an engagement near Memphis,
captured or destroyed all but one of the ves-
sels, and received also the surrender of Memphis.
He then joined Farragut in the operations at
Vicksburg. Davis attained the rank of rear-
admiral in 1863, and spent most of his remain-
ing service as superintendent of the Naval Ob-
servatory at Washington, and commander of the
Norfolk Navy Yard. He wrote Geological Action
of the Tidal and Other Currents of the Ocean,
and other works of a similar nature, and was
superintendent of the American Nautical Al-
manac in 1849-56 and 1859-61.

DAVIS, Charles Howard (1857— ). An
American painter, born at Almesbury, Iklass. He
studied with Grondman in Boston, and after-
wards under Boulanger and Lefftbvre in Paris,
where his "N'alley at Evening" . attracted con-
siderable attention at the Exposition of 1878.
He lived many years in France, and on his re-

turn took up his residence at Mystic. Conn. He
obtained the Palmer prize for landscape at the
Chicago Exposition of 1890, and the $2000 prize
given by the Am.erican Art Association in 1887.
Other notable works by him ^re: "Tlie Brook,"
in the Philadelphia Academy; '"Late Afternoon,"
at the Union League Club, in New York City;
and "Evening," at the Metropolitan Mu.seum,
in New York City. His works are characterized
by fidelity to Nature and a most poetical inter-
pretation of her moods at his favorite hours of
twilight and morning.

DAVIS, CusHMAN Kellogg (1838-1900).
An American statesman. He was born in Hen-
derson, N. Y. ; graduated at the University of
-Michigan in 1857, studied law. and during the
Civil War served in the Federal Army. In 1867
he was a member of the Minnesota I.«gislature,

and from 1868 to 1873 was State district attor-
ney. In 1874 he was elected Governor of his
State, and afterwards retired from political life

until 1887, when he was elected to the United
States Senate. He succeeded John Sherman as
chairman of the Committee on Foreign Rela-
tions, and, upon the conclusion of the Spanish-
American War. was appointed one of the United
States peace commissioners. His influence was
important in securing the consent of the Senate
to the Treaty of Paris. He published The Law
in Shakespeare (new ed., lOCiO).

DAVIS, DAVin (1815-86). An American
jurist, born in Cecil County, Md. He graduated
at Kcnyon College. Ohio, in 1832, and was ad-
mitted to the Illinois bar. He was afterwards
a member of the State I>egislat>ire and of the
State Constitutional Convention of 1847, was a
judge of the State Circuit Court from 1848 to
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1862, and was a justice of the United States Su-

preme Court from 18(J2 to 1877. In 1872 he

aecepte<l the PreHidential nomination from the

National l>abor Reform Party, but afterwards

withdrew his name. From 1S77 to 1883 he was
a United States Senator, and wiien Chester A.

Artliur left liis presiding chair in the Senate to

l>ecome President, Davis succeeded him and
served until 1883. In politics he was an inde-

pendent, but usually acted with the Democratic
Party.

DAVIS, George Royal (1840—). An Ameri-
can soldier and politician, born at Palmer, Mass.
He served throughout the Civil War, and rose

to be colonel of the Third Rhode Island Volun-

teer Cavalry. From 1879 to 1885 he was a Re-

publican member of CongrcHS from Illinois, and
in 1884 and again in 1888 was a delegate to the

Republican National Convention. He has also

long been a member and officer of the National
Committee of his party. In 1890 he was made
director-general of the Columbian Exposition of

1893.

DAVIS, Henry William Banks (1833—).
An Knglish painter, bom at Finchley. He was
a pupil of the Royal Academy, and was elected

a member in 1877. Many of his subjects repre-

sent the French coast about Boulogne, where he

lived for several years. His landscapes have
frequently been engraved. xXmong them may be

noticed: "Spring Ploughing" (186G); "Dewy
Eve" (1870) ; "After Sundown" (1877) ; "Show-
ers in June" (1882); "The Road to the Sanc-

tuary;" "Lost Sheep;" "Sea and Land Waves;"
and "Contentment." He nearly always intro-

duces cattle into his pictures. His treatment
of landscape is exact and delicate. These traits

characterize the largest as well as the smallest

of his canvases, without taking from their atmos-
pheric effect.

DAVIS, Henry Winter (1817-65). An Ameri-
can legislator. He was born in Annapolis, Md.,
graduated in Kenyon College in 1837, and studied

law at the University of Virginia. In 1850 he

settled in Baltimore, where he became very

prominent as a lawyer. He was a member of

Congress from 1855 to 1801. and again from
1863 to 1865, first as a Whig, then as a Know-
Nothing or American, and finally as a Repub-
lican, and made himself conspicuous by his de-

votion to the Union and his advocacy of the

emancipation of the slaves. During his latter

term (1863-65) he was chairman of the Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs. He published The
War of Ormuzd and Ahriman in the Nineteenth
Century (1853). His speeches, edited by Cress-

well, were published in New York in 1867.

DAVIS, James. See Hall, Owen.
DAVIS, Jefferson (1808-89). A soldier,

statesman, and the President of the Confederate
States of America. He was born in Christian,
now Todd County, Ky., June 3, 1808, the chief

strains in his blood being Wel.sh and Scotch-
Irish. His family removed during his infancy
to Mississippi, with which State his fame has
always been connected. He received a gentle

rearing, although his education was at first

limited, owing to the conditions of the country.
After a year or two at a Roman Catholic school

in Kentucky, and a short period at a college in

Mississippi, he entered Transylvania University
at Lexington, Ky.. an institution which seems to

have done good work for those times. Here he
n-ceived the elements of a classical education;
but in 1824, before graduation, he was trans-
ferred to West Point. He graduated rather low
in his class, but he had given evidcnw? of
soldierly qualities and had won the regard of his

classmates. Entering the army at one*', in 1828,

with the usual brevet of second lieutenant, he
served seven years on the northwestern frontier,

manifesting capacity to command, to |»erform

arduous duties, and to win confidence and affec-

tion. In 1835, falling ill, he resigned from the

army, in which he had risen to the rank of first

lieutenant, and in the same year married a
daugliter of Zachary Taylor. The young wife
(lied, however, in a few months, and Davis sought

'

restoration for his shattered health in Ctiba.

After a short stay in Washington, where he
began his friendship with Franklin Pierce, he
returned to Mississippi and devoted himself to
planting and study. This pericnl from 1837 to

1845 was spent in a i almost hermit-like seclusion,

and Davis, who, as early as 1833, when the Nulli-

fication controversy was at its height, had made
up his mind that it was unconstitutional to

coerce a State, now gained fluency and logical

consi.stency in advocating the States' rights drn--

trines held by Calhoun. After some little par-

ticipation in local politics, he was elected to

Congress in 1845, where he favored the .annexa-

tion of Texas. He was a ready and dignified

speaker, and an ardent but by no means servile

follower of Calhoun. The next year, on the out-

break of the Mexican War, he was elected colonel

of tlie First Mississippi Volunteers and distin-

guished himself at Monterey and Buena Vista,^

his famous formation of the reentering angle at

the latter engagement being a gallant exploit.

On his retirement from the war with a severe

wound, the Governor of Mississippi in 1847 ap-

pointed him to fill a vacancy in the United States

Senate, and in 1848 the legislature elected him
for the residue of the term; in 1850 he was
reelected. In the debates relative to the intro-

duction of slavery into the Territories, Davis
was zealous for the institution and for a strict

construction of the Constitution. In 1851 he
resigned in order to make the contest for the

Governorship against the Unionist candidate.

Davis made a vigorous canvass, but was defeated

by a small majority. In March, 1853, he became
Secretary of War under President Pierce, and
made an efficient official, improving the service in

various ways. In the matter of the Kansas-Ne-
braska legislation he proved a bad adviser to the

President, but he was thoroughly consci«'ntious.

When he reentered the Senate in 1857, lie was
the acknowledged leader of the Southerners, be-

coming the most determined, though not the most
radical, of the States' rights men in the stormy
days just before the war. In 1860 Davis offered

in the Senate a series of resolutions which were
adopted, to the effect that the States had for-

mally accepted the Constiti:' ion as independent
sovereigns, delegating to the General Government
a portion of their power for the sake of security;

that the intermeddling on tlie part of any one of

them with the domestic institutions of another
was not only insulting, but dangerous to the
domestic peace and tending to destroy the Union

;

that negro slavery was legal, and that neither
Congress nor Territorial legislation had the
right to interfere with it. Yet Davis was devoted
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to the Union, and when on the secession of
Mississippi in 18G1 he left the Senate, it was
with real sadness that he set forth his principles
in a farewell speech to which a crowded audience
listened with deep attention.
On February 9, 18G1, Mr. Davis was elected

President of tlie Provisional Government of the
Confederacy by the Congress assembled at Mont-
gomery, Ala. He was chosen because his course
throughout had been marked by consistency and
moderation in comparison with the other seces-
sion leaders. The choice was made without in-
triguing, and was eminently popular. The inau-
guration took place February 18, 1861. At the
expiration of the first year of the Provisional
Crovemment a new Congress was elected, and on
Februarj- 22, 18G2, Davis was again inaugurated,
entering upon a term which was set for six years
by the Constitution. His career as President
takes in nearly all of Confederate history, his
side of the matter being given ably and fully in
his Rise and Fall of the Confederate Govern-
ment (2 vols., 1881). The military training
which he had had made him desire a close control
over his generals, and he seems in consequence
to have made not a few mistakes. The unanimity
with which he and General Lee worked would
have been impossible had not the latter been so
void of selfish ambition. Davis's statesmanship
was rather d«x'trinaire. and when he had actually
to assume almost a dictatorship as the war pro-
gressed, he was not found well fitted for the emi-
nently executive task of financing and controlling
the Confederacy. He strove earnestly to inspirit
his people: he set his face against barbarity in
the conduct of the war; he tried to alleviate the
sufferings of prisoners; and, on the whole, he
maintained his dignity and self-respect under
ordeals that would have crushed a man less

resolute or less sincere.

After the surrender of J^ee and of Johnston,
Davis, with a few friends who volunteered as
an escort, started for Washington, Ga., for the
purpose of making his way to the trans-Missis-
sippi region. A report that his wife was in dan-
ger led him to change his course to join her. and
on May 10, 18C5, he was captured at Irwinville,

Ga. Tlie storj- of his a.ssuming woman's dress
as a disguise lias been shown to l)e untrue. He
was confined in Fortn'ss Monroe and subjected to
the useless degradation of manacles. He earnestly
desired a public trial, and feared that he would
die before refuting the charge of complicity in the
a.ssassination of Lin<-oln. An indictment was
found against liini for treason, but he was ad-
mitted to bail, Horace Greeley, Gerrit Smith, and
other prominent Northerners going on his bond,
and later the prcx-eedings were quashed. After
his release he visited Canada and England, and
went into business at Memphis. Tenn. In 1870
he finally retired to Beauvoir. near Biloxi in

Mississippi, resisting all efforts to induce him to
trj' to reenter politics, and devoting his time to

writing an<l stndy. He retained the confidence

of most of the Southern pi-ople. and his conduct
during his retirement was dignified and consist-

ent. He died of a congestive chill on l>»ceml)«>r

6, 1889, and was buried with imposing ceremonies
at Xew Orleans. In 1893 the ImkIv was n'movecl
to Richmond. A full and valuable biography of

Mr. Davis has been written by his second wife, a

Miss Howell, whom he marrie<l in 1845 and who
survives him. See also a brief autobiographical

article published in lUdford's Magazine for Jan-
uary, 1890, and \V. P. Trent's Southern States-
men of the Old Regime (1897). The earlier
biographies by Alfriend and Pollard are respect-
ively eulogistic an«I condemnatory. The fullest
and best account of the period during which
Davis was most infiuential will l)e found in
Rhodes, History of the United States from the
Compromise of 1830 (New York, 1892 et seq.).

DAVIS, Jefferson C. (1828-79). An Ameri-
can soldier, bom in Indiana. He servetl as a
volunteer in the Mexican War, subsequently be-
coming lieutenant in the regular army, and was
stationed at Fort Sumter during the boml>ard-
ment of April 12-13, 1861. During the Civil
War he served as brigadier-general, and played
an important part in the battle of Pea Ridge,
the siege of Corinth, the battle of Stone River,
and Sherman's Atlanta campaign. He was
brevetted major-general United States Army in
1865, and became a colonel in the regular service
in the following year. In 1873, after the murder
of General Canby, he suppressed the Modoc up-
rising in northern California.

DAVIS, or DAVYS, .John (c. 1550-1605).
\n English navigator, bom at Sandridge. near
Dartmouth. He is principally distinguished for
having, between 1585 and l.iSS, undertaken three
voyages to the northern seas in search of a
northwest passage. In the first of these he dis-
covered the strait which l)ears his name; in the
last, he sailed up this strait as far as 72° 12' N.
His voyages extended along the West Greenland
coast as far as what is now Upemavik, and
along the coast of the American side of the strait
from Cape Dyer to southern Labrador. He
afterwards made five voyages to the East In-
dies, in the last of which he was killed in a
fight with Japanese pirates on the coast of Ma-
lacca. He wrote The World's Hydrographieal
Description (1595) and The Seaman's Secrets
(1594), which were republished by the HakluNi,
Society in 1880. He is often confounded with
John Davis of Limehouse, another navigator an«l
author.

DAVIS, John Ciiandleb Bancboft ( 1822— ). An American diplomatist. He was born
in Worcester, Mass.. graduated at IIar\ard in

1840, studied law, and practiced in New York.
He was secretary' of the United States legation
in Ix)ndon from 1849 to 1852, was the American
correspondent of the IjOndnn Times from 1854
to 1861, and from 1869 to 1871 was Assistant
Secretary of State, which position he resigned to

act as United States agent at the (Jeneva Court
of Arbitration (see Alabama Claims), after

having served as secretary of the conunission
which concluded the Treaty of Washington.
From 1874 to 1877 he was Unite<l States Min-
ister to (Jermany. and from 1878 to 1881 was
a judge in the United States Court of Claims
at Washington. He IxH-ame re|x)rter of the

United States Supreme Court in 1883. .Among
his publications, in addition to the report.s of

Supreme Court decisions, are: The Massachu-
setts Justice (1847): The Case of the United
States Laid Before the Tribunal of Arbitration

at (ienera (1871); and Trratirs of the United
States, trith Yo/fs (newed. 1873).

DAVIS, .loHN D. (1854—). An American
Orientalist and biblical scholar. He was born
at Pittsburg, Pa., ami was (Hlucate<I at the Col-
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lepp (if New .ler.si'y aiul at the* LniviTsitifs of

Bonn and Ix'ipzi^'. afterwards lieconiinj,' professor

of Oriental and Old Te»t«inent literature at

Prinifton Tlu-olojjii-al Seminary. In addition to

fretjuent tontril>utions to tlHH)lo^ical ma^'azines,

he has imblislie<i .1 Dictiuiiary of //«• HibU
(18!I8), and a work entitled UcncHia and Hcmitic

Tradition (18U4).

DAVIS, Sir John Fbaxcis (17U5-1890). An
English diplonnit and Sinologist, born in London.

He was a son of Samuel Davis, director of the

East India Company, from 1810 to 1819. He
accompanied Lord Amherst to Pekin in 1816,

and rose rapidly in the service of the P^ast India

Company, in the employ of which he had been

since his boyhood. After .serving for two years

as tlie cl»ief representative of tlic company at

Canton, he was appointed joint connnissioner in

China with Lord Napier in 1834, and in 1844

became British plenipotentiary in China. In

his capacity as governor of the British colony

at Hong Kong, he contributed greatly to the de-

velopment of liritisli trade at that centre. It

was under his administration that the Bogue
forts were reduced, and the annoyances to which
British residents liad been subjected at the

hands of the mandarins were ended. Although

he may in some rcsjiects be said to have laid the

basis of British power at Hong Kong, the treaty

whereby the city was to be ojjened to foreigners,

which Davis had arranged with tlie Chinese

Government, was disapproved by England, and,

mortified at this lack of recognition, he resigned

his position in 1848. Of his works relating to

China and Chinese life, the following are espe-

cially noteworthy: ('hincsc ?iovels Translated

from the Orinimiln (1822); Uien Wu7i Shoo,

Chinese Moral Maxims, with a Free and Verbal

Translation (1823): The Fortunate Union
(translated from the Chinese, 1820) ; The Chi-

nese, A General Description of China and Its In-

habitants (2 vols., 1836) ; and Chinese Miscel-

lanies (1805).

DAVIS, \Utthew L. (1766-1850). An
American author, born in New York. He was
long the Washington correspondent of the New
York Courier and Enquirer, over the pen-name
"The Spy in Washington." In 1797 he con-

ducted a short-lived literary enterprise at New-

York, known as the Timepiece and Literary Com-
panion. As the friend of Aaron Burr during a
period of fortj' years, he published the Memoirs
and Miscellaneous Correspondence of that

statesman (2 vols., 1836) ; and also edited The
Private Journal of A aron Burr During His Resi-

dence in Europe ( 1 838 )

.

DAVIS, Nathan (1812-82). An English
traveler and archaeologist. He edited the

Hebrew Christian Magazine in 1852, subse-

quently was a Nonconformist clergyman, and
in 1856-58 conducted at Utica and Carthage
excavations for the British Museum. He pub-
lished Tunis (1841) ; Arabic Reading Lessons
(with B. Davidson, 1854) ; Evenings in My
Tent (2 vols., 1854) ; Carthage and Her Re-
mains (1861); Ruined Cities Within Numidian
and Carthaginian Territories (1862) ; and other
works.

DAVIS, Nathan Smith (1817—). An
American physician. He was bom at Greene.
N. Y., and was educated in Cazenovia Seminary
and in the College of Physicians and Surgeons of

the western district of New York, whence he grad-
uated in 1837. He was tlie proji-ctor and founder
in 1845 of the Anieriean Medical Asstn-iation, of

which lie has lilled every ollice. He practiced at
Binghamton, N. Y., 1837-47; New York City,

1847-49, during which time he was inlitor of the

Annalist; professor of physiology and pathology.

Rush Medical College, Chicago, 1849-59, and
profcs.sor of practice of medicine, 1850-59. He
organized the Sorthwestern Medical Journal in

1855, and was its editor till 1875; organized the

Medical Examiner in 1860, and edited it till

1873. He was professor of principles and prac-

tice of medicine, Chicago Medical College, from
1859 to 1886, when he became emeritus professor.

He organized the Journal of the American Medi-

cal Association in 1883, and edited it till 1889.

He was a founder of the Northwestern Univer-

sity, of the Chicago Academy of Sciences, the

Chicago Historical Society, the Illinois State

Microscopical Society, the Union College of Law
(in wiiich he was for many years professor of

medical jurisprudence), and the Washington
Home for Inebriates. He published, among other

books, A Text-book on Agricultural Chemistry

(1848); History of Medical Education and In-

stitutions in the United States (1851); Effects

of Alcoholic Drinks (1854); History of the

American Medical Association (1855); Clinical

Lectures ( 1884) ; and Progress of Medical Educa-

tion in the United States (1870).

DAVIS, Noah (1818—). An American jurist.

He was born in Haverhill, N. H., removed to

Albion, N. Y., with his parents in 1825, was
admitted to the New York bar in 1841, and prac-

ticed in Buffalo and other western cities in that

State. He served for three terms as a justice

of the New York Supreme Court, was a mem-
ber of Congress in 1869-70, and in 1872 again

became a justice of the State Supreme Court.

The famous trials of Edward Stokes and

W. M. Tweed were held before him, and he sen-

tenced Tweed to twelve years' imprisonment—
a cumulative sentence, which was later dis-

allowed by the Court of Appeals. He was Chief

Justice from 1874 until 1887, when he resigned.

DAVIS, Rebecca Harding (1831—). An
American novelist and miscellaneous writer, born

at Washington, Pa. She was married to L.

Clarke Davis, a Philadelphia journalist, in 1863.

Of her numerous novels, the more noteworthy

are Dallas Galbraith (1868) and A Late Unto

Herself (1878). Among many short stories, her

first, Life in the Iron Mills (1861), once at-

tracted much attention as a realistic picture of

artisan life.

DAVIS, RiCHABD Harding (1864—). An
American journalist and novelist. He was bom
in Philadelphia. Pa., a son of Rebecca Harding

Davis, and was educated at the Lehigh and Johns

Hopkins universities. He began his writing as a

reporter in Philadelphia. In 1888 he came to

New York and gained distinction for noteworthy

stories, first printed in the New York Evetiing

Sun. For a short time he was managing editor

of Harper's Weekly (1890). His first publica-

tions were: Gallegher and Other Stories (1891) :

Stories for Boys (1891); and Van Bibber and

Others (1892). These were followed by The

West from a Car Window (1892) : Our English

Cousins (1S94) ; About Paris (1895) ; The Rul-

ers of the Mediterranean (1894); The Exiles
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(1895) ; Three flrinyos in Venezuela and Cen-
tral America ( 189(5) ; three volumes of war corre-

si>ondence, Cuba in War Time (1898); The Cu-
ban and Porto liivan Campaii/n (1898): and
With Both Armies in South Af'riea (1900). His
novels are: The Princess Aline (1896); The
King's Jackal (1899) ; Soldiers of Fortune
( 1897 ) , dramatized and presented with great
favor in 1902; Captain Macklin: His Memoirs
(1902) ; and Hanson's Folly, a collection of

stories (1902). In general his style is niarkeil

by vigor of expression, a singular grasp of essen-

tials, and a keen perception of the interesting.

DAVIS, Thomas Osbob.ne (1814-45). An
Irish poet. He was born at Mallow, and was
educated at Trinity College, Dublin. In 1841
he became associate editor of the Dublin Morn-
tng Itefiister, and in the following year, in col-

laboration with DufTy and Dillon, he founded
the Nation newspaper, an organ of Nationalist
tendencies, wliich acquired an immense popu-
larity—due largely to the patriotic poems oc-

casionally contributed to it by Davis. Not-
withstanding his Protestant faith and early Tory
affiliations, Davis earnestly endeavored to allay

the discords between the Catholic and Protestant
elements. He was gifted with a remarkable
capacity for work, and was universally respected

for his sterling integrity and the fidelity with
which he adhered to his convictions. One of his

noteworthy achievements was his founding of

the party known as 'Young Ireland.' His Poems,
which include the fine verses entitled "MAire
Bhfin a Stoir," "The Sack of Baltimore," and
"Tlie Flower of Final," were collected and pub-
lished after his death. Consult Duffy, A'eic Irish

Librarif (London, 1893 et seq.).

DAVIS, Varixa Anxe .Teffebsox, known as
'Tlie Daughter of the Confederacy' (18()4-98).

.\n American author. She was the daughter of

President .Tefferson Davis of the Confederate
States of America, and was born in Richmond.
Va. She was educated abroad, and was known
as a musician, painter, and writer. Her works
include a Sketch of the Life of Robert Emmet
(1888) ; The Veiled Doctor (1895) ; and A Ro-
mance of Summer Seas (1898).

DAVIS, William Morbis (1850—). An
American geographer and meteorologist. He
was bom in Philadelphia, and was educated at

the I^wrence Scientific School and at Harvard
University. In 1866 he made an observation

of a new star, T. Coronce Jiorealis, of which at

the time only one other astronomical obser\'a-

tion was made in the I'nited States. He also

rendered valuable service to astronomical in-

vestigation as assistant 'astronomer in the Ar-

gentine National Observatory at Cftrdoba. witli

which institution he was associated from 1870 to

1873. .\fter teaching astronomy and geologj'

at Harvard for fourteen years, he was in 1890

appointed professor of physical geography at

that university. His works include: Flenten-

tanf Meteorology (1894); Physical Geography
(1899); and Whirlicinds, Cyclones, and Torna-

does (1884).

DAVIS STRAIT. The sheet of water sepa-

rating C.rcenhind on the east from Baffin Land
on the west, and connecting Baffin's Bay with

the .\tlantic (Map: North .America, N 3*. It

is from 180 to 500 miles wide, and was discov-

ered in 1585 by John Davis, whence its name.

It has soundings f.Kceeding 5000 feet in the
northern and southern portions, but not reach-
ing 2500 feet in the intervening region. It has
two powerful currents—one (of drift ice) on
the west, toward the south, and one on the east,

toward the north.

DAVIT (formerly davitt, david, from David,
the custom of giving implements proper names
being a frequent one ) . A derrick of various
forms, depending upon the use to which it is put.

Boat-davits are used in hoisting boats, the cat-

davit in catting the anchor, and the fish-davit

in fi.shing it. In modem ships fish-davits are
seldom used. Tlie cat-davit is usually placed
amidships between the bower anchors, and is

long enough to reach both. It consists of a
heavy pivoted base against which the heel of

the iron spar or derrick rests, held in place by
a large bolt. On the other side of the base there

is a heavy projecting lug. To this is secure<l the

backbone of the derrick, which consists of two
iron bars extending up to the head. By taking
down tlie.se bars the davit may be laid nearly

Hat on deck, so as to be out of the way of gun-
fire.

DA'VITT, Michael ( 1846—) . An Irish jour-

nalist and political leader, the founder of the

Irish Land League. He was bom in Straide,

-Mayo, where his parents, poor peasants, were
evicted from their farm when Davitt was four

years of age. While engaged as a l)oy in a cot-

ton factory at Haslingden, l.,ancashire. he lost

his right arm in the machinery. From the age
of fifteen to twonty-two he worked in a print ing-

olBce, and educated lijmself. He joined the Irish

revolutionary movement in 1867, and was pres-

ent at the attack on Chester Castle. Detected

transporting arms into Ireland, he was sentence<l

to fifteen years' penal servitude: but after serv-

ing half the sentence was released on a ticket of

leave in 1875, and visited the Inited States on a

lecturing tour. He obtained the funds to carry

on a crusade against Irish landlordism, and on
October 21, 1879. at his birthplace, organized the

l.^nd League movement, which spread over Ire-

land. He again visited this country in 1880, to

superintend the organization of an .American

branch of the l-.and league, but hurried back to

England on account of the prosecution of the

Land League executive. He was arreste<l under
the Coercion -Act and reimprisone«l to finish his

old sentence. He was leniently treated (hiring

fifteen months, and again released on a ticket

of leave. He revisitecl .America to advocate the

revival of the Land League, and on his return

to Ireland organizeil the National I>eague. In

1883 he was imprisoned for four montlis for a

se«litious speech. In 1882, while in prison, he

liad l>een elected member of Parliament for

-Meath, but was disqualifie<l on the grounds of

his unexpired ticket of leave. Subsequently elect-

e«l several times, and disqualifie<l or unseat-

e«l, he was re(urne<l unop|x)sed for North Fast

Cork in 1893. but shortly afterwards was com-

pelled to vacate through bankruptcy. In 1895 he

was returned unopposed for E^ist Kerry and
South Mayo, but resigned in 1899. In 1889 he

was implicate<l in the 'Parnellism and Crime'

prosecution instigated by the I^mdon Times, and

conducted his own defense in an effe<'tive sjM'ech

which received the commendation of the pn>sid-

jng judge. .Although a strong Home Ruler, h«
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wii.s oppusod to Pamoll's Iniul national izut ion

M-)u>nie, and at that leadiT's deposition in 18{>0

Daivitt became a prominent Anti-1'arneIIite.

After a visit to Australia, he published his Im-
pressions of Australasian Democracy, in 1808, and
the same year his letters to The Times occasioned

interest by lii.H contention that the dominating
Enj,'li.sh-si)eakin;; race in America is largely of

Celtic origin, and therefore anti-Saxon in feeling.

Besides a vast number of journalistic articles,

including "Prisons Revisited" in the Daily
Chronicle (188!)), his works number Leaves from
a i'rison Diary (1884), and Defence of the Land
Lcaifue (1891). Mis popularity in Ireland was
testified by the national present of the 'J-.and

League Cottage,' near Dublin, on the occasion of

his marriage in 1887 to Miss May Yore, of Oak-
land. Cal. Consult Cashman, Life of Michael
Daritt (Boston, 1881).

DAVOS, tlii'vAs. A Rhtetian-Alpine valley in

the Ciiiiton of CJrisons, Switzerland, 5115 feet

alMtve sea-level. Stretching about 20 miles from
east to southwest, between wooded mountains, it is

traversed by the Davos Landwasser, which flows

from Lake Davos; the lake has an area of one-

fifth of a square mile, and a depth of 175 feet.

The sheltered situation and pure, dry air of the
valley have made it a favorite winter and sum-
mer resort for invalids, esjiecially consumptives.
Davos Platz and Davos Dorf, its former villages.

are now thriving and fully equipped health re-

sorts with hotels, sanatoriums, etc. Davos Platz
(population, in l!)00. 8.3.34) is the chief town
of the district, and in the fifteenth century was
the capital of a confederation of ten Grison re-

publics. Consult Symonds, Our Life in, the Swiss
Highlands (London, 1892).

DAVOUT, <la'v7K»'. Louis Nicolas. Duke of
AuEKSTADT and Prince of Eckmuhl ( 1770-1823)

.

One of Napoleon's most celebrated marshals. He
was born May 10, 1770, at Annoux, in Bur-
gundy, of a noble provincial family. After being
edut-ated at Brienne he entered the army as
lieutenant of cavalry in 1788, but his revolu-
tionary leanings led to his dismissal in 1790.
He soon reappeared, however, in the Army of

National Defense, and during the Revolutionary
wars served with distinction under Dumouriez.
Piehegru, and ^loreau. In 1798 he rose to be
general, and accompanied his chief, Desaix, to
EgA-pt. Tliere he soon attracted the attention of
Bonajtarte by the skillful way in which he
handled his troops at Abukir. On returning to
France in 1800. Davout was made a general of
division and commanded the cavalry in the
Italian campaign of that year. Shortly after-
wards he biecame inspector-general of cavalry
and commander of the Consular Guard. Soon after
the Empire was proclaimed he became a marshal
of France (1804), a member of the Legion of
Honor ( 1805) , and commander of the Third Army
Corps. In all of Napoleon's campaigns Marshal
Davout distinguished himself. At AuerstSdt
(ISOfi) his generalship won the day against
superior forces. After the Peace of Tilsit Davout
was left as Governor of the Grand Duchy of War-
saw. His liarsh administration provoked numer-
ous complaints on the part of the inhabitants ; but
he appears to have merely carried out the in-

structions of Napoleon, who, in 1808. created
him Duke of Auerstadt. The brilliant victory
won at Eckmiihl in 1809 earned for him the

further title of Prince. At Wagram (q.v.) ho
practically won tlie battle by turning the enemy's
left. He took a prominent part in the Rus-
sian campaign of 1812, gaining a victory at
Mohilev and l)eing wounded at Borodino. After
the retreat he was made commandant of the
Thirty-second Military District, with headquar-
ters at Hamburg; but after defending the city
for several months against 80,000 (Germans, he
surrendered and made his submission to Louis
XVII 1. His loyalty, however, was not proof
against the return of Napoleon, and during the
Hundred Days he acted as Minister of War and
showed remarkal)le genius in organizing troops
and procuring supplies. After \Vaterloo he was
forced to surrender the command he had as-

sumed under the walls of ParisJ and for a time
was in deep disgrace and deprived of his titles

and estates. Nevertheless he protested vigor-

ously against the proscription of 1815, and made
praiseworthy efTorts to save Ney's life. In 1817
his rank was restored to him, and in 1819 he
took a seat in the House of Peers, where he fre-

quently protested his loyalty to the Bourbon
line. He died in Paris, June 1, 1823. Con.su It

:

Blocqueville, Le marcchal Davout (Paris, 1879-

80) ; Vorrespond<ince du marcchal Davout, ed.

Mazade (4 vols., Paris. 1885) ; Jomini, Life of
Napoleon, trans, bv Halleck (5 vols.. New York,
1864).

DA'VUS (Lat., a Dacian). The name of the

conventional slave in Latin comedy.

DA'VY, Sir Humphuy (1778-1829). A cele-

l)rated English natural philosopher. He was
born December 17, 1778, at Penzance, in Corn-
wall, where his father was a car\'er in wood.
At the school of Truro, where he was educated
until he was fifteen, he showed little relish for

classical learning, but was distinguished for a
highly retentive memory and an early passion

for poetry, which never forsook him. In 1795
he became apprenticed to a surgeon and apothe-

cary at Penzance. At the same time he entered

upon a course of study all b>it universal : "specu-

lations on religion and politics, on metaphysics
and morals, are placed in his note-books in

juxtaposition with stanzas of poetry and frag-

ments of romance." A system of mathematical
study, skeptical philosophy, Scotch metaphysics,

and German transcendentalism successively en-

gaged his attention. The study of natural phi-

losophy brought him nearer to that department
which was to be his own ; but it was not till he
had reached his nineteenth year that he entered

seriously upon the study of chemistrj'. He now
made the acquaintance of Dr. Beddoes, who had
established a pneumatic institution at Bristol, and
who took him as his assistant. Here Davy car-

ried out a course of experiments on the curative

effects of different gases, in which he had more
than once nearly sacrificed his life. He thus dis-

covered the singular exhilarating effect of nitrous

oxide (laughing-gas). The account which he

published of his researches established his repu-

tation, and led to his appointment, at the age of

twenty-two, as lecturer at the Royal Institution

of London. He delivered his first lecture in

1801, and his eloquence, and the novelty and
variety of experiments, soon attracted large and
brilliant audiences. In 1802 he was made pro-

fessor of chemistry at the Royal Institution. In

1803 he began researches connected with agri-
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culture, and during ten years lectured before

the Board of Agriculture on agricultural chem-
istry, llis lectures were published in 181."1, under
the title of Elements of Agricultural Chemititry.

The discoveries, however, on which Davy's fame
as a chemist chiefly rests, took their origin in

the views which he developed in 1800 in the

Bakerian lecture. On Some Chemical Agencies of

Electricity. This essay was universally regard-

ed as one of the most valuable contributions
ever made to chemical science, and obtained the
prize of the French Institute. According to Davy,
chemical affinity is nothing but the mutual
electrical attraction of the ultimate particles

of matter, and chemical combination is caused
by the equalization of electric potentials. Davy's
electrolytic experiments led to the establish-

ment on a firm scientific basis of Lavoisier's idea

that bases are compounds of oxygen with metals,

and to the extension of this idea to caustic potash
aud soda, which Lavoisier had regarded as ele-

ments. In 1807 Davy succeeded in decomposing
pota.sh. When he first saw the globules of the

new metal potassium, his delight is said to have
l>een .so ecstatic that it required some time for

him to compose himself before he was able to

continue the experiments. He next decomposed
soda, strontia, and magnesia, and would have
decompo.sed lime and baryta if he had not been

prevented from doing so by a severe illness, dur-

ing which those alkaline earths were decomposetl

by Berzelius and Pontin. In 1809 he demonstrat-
e<l the elementary nature of chlorine, and proved
that hydrochloric acid is a compound of chlorine

and hydrogen. It thus became clear that oxygen
was not by any means an essential constituent of

acids.

In 1812 Davy was knighted, married a lady of

considerable wealth, and resigned the chemical

chair of the Royal Institution. That he might
investigate his new theory' of volcanic action, he

rei'eived permission from the French Govern-

ment—though the two countries were then at

war—to visit the Continent, and was received

with the greatest distinction by the scientific

men of France. On returning to England, in

1815, he entered on the investigation of the na-

ture of fire-damp, which is the cause ot explo-

sions in coal-mines. This resulted in the inven-

tion of the safety lamp (q.v. )—one of the most
valuable presents ever made by science to hu-

manity, niough the value of the invention was
everj'where acknowledged, the only national re-

ward was a baronetcy after a lapse of three

years. On the death "of Sir Joseph Banks, in

1820. Sir Humphrj- Davy was elected presi-

dent of the Royal Society. His attention was
shortly after called to the important object of

preserving the copper sheathing of vessels from

corrosion by the action of sea-water. This he

eflfected by means of bands of zinc; but the Iwt-

tonis of the vessels became so foul from the ad-

hesion of weeds, shells, etc., that the plan had to

be abandoned.

Early in 1825 Sir Humphry Davy had begun

to complain of the loss of strength, and in 182G

he had a paral.\-tic attack affecting his right side.

He ma<lc two journeys to the Continent for the

rwoverj- of his health, and die<l at Geneva on

May 29, 1829, at the early age of fifty-one. The
Geilevesc Government evince*! their respect by a

public funeral. So widely spread was the repu-

tation of Sir numphr>- Davy that he was a mem-
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ber of almost all the scientific institutions in

the world. Cuvier, in his Eloge, says: "Mr.
Davy, not yet fifty-two years of age, occupied,

in the opinion of all that could judge of such
labors, the first rank among the chemists of this

or of any other age." Besides works already men-
tioned, and a great numl)er of contributions to

the Philosophical Transactions, Sit Humphry
Davy published: Elements of Chemical Phi-

losophy (Ixmdon, 1812), and Salmonia, or Days
of Fly-Fishing, published in 1827. His ConsoUi-

tions in Travel, or the Last Days of a Philoso-

pher (3d ed., London, 1831), appeared after his

death. Consult: Memoirs of the Life of Sir

Humphry Davy, by his brother (2 vols., London,
1836), and The Life of Sir Humphry Davy, by
Dr. Paris ( London, 1831 ) . See, also, Chemistbt ;

and Chemistry, Agbicl'ltubal.

DAVY JONES'S LOCKEB. A common phrase
applied to the ocean as the grave of men drowned
at sea. Davy Jones is a sailor's familiar name
for a malignant sea-spirit, or for the devil.

DAVY SAFETY LAMP. See Safety Lamp.

DAW. See Jackdaw.

DAW, Sib John. A cowardly gull and butt

in Jonson's Epicoene. The wits, in the play,

arrange a duel between him and Sir Amorous
La-Foole, from which both are glad to escape

with a score of kicks from their mockers.

DAWAXIiA. A catfish (Ageneiosus da-

walla) found in the rivers of Guiana, and highly

esteemed as food. It is sometimes two and one-

half feet long, and has a snout somewhat like

that of a pike, but the mouth is furnished only

with very minute teeth. The skin is destitute

of scales, and the colors have that brightness so

often seen in tropical fishes—green, brown, and
carmine.

DAWANT, di'vjlN', Albert Piebbe ( 1852—)

.

A French painter, bom in Paris. He was a
pupil of Laurens, and both in color and composi-

tion resembles his master. He first exhibited

in 1879, with "Saint Thomas ft Becket." Subse-

quent pictures include modern works as well,

such as "A Choir of Boys" ( 1888) , in the Luxem-
bourg; "The End of the Mass" (1890); and
"The Captive" (1896). One of his best his-

torical pictures is "The Emperor Henry IV. of

Germany Before Pope Gregory VII." (1880). He
received' a first-class medal at the Paris Exposi-

tion in 1889.

DAWES, dflz, Charles Gates ( 1865—) . An
American civil engineer, lawyer, and jwlitician,

born at Marietta. Ohio. He graduated in 1884

at Marietta College, and in lS8(i at the Cincin-

nati I.AW School, became chief engineer of an

Ohio railway, and practicetl law at Lincoln,

Neb., in 1887-94. He was a leader in the Mc-
Kinley movement in Illinois which resulted in

instructions for McKinley at the Springfield

(111.) Convention of April," 1896. He was Comp-
troller of the Currency from 1897 to 1901. He
published Thr Ranking System of the United

States (1894).

DAWES, Henry Lalrens (1816—). An
American politician, bom in Cummington, Mass.

He graduated at Yale in 1839. engage*! in news-

pajM'r work for a time, studied law, and in 1842

was admitted to the bar. He was a member of

the Massachusetts legislature from 1848 to

1852, and was United States district attorney
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for the western diHtrict from 18.');! to 18.>7. He
then served in Congrens from 1857 to 1873, and

in the Senate from 1875 to 18»3. During this

time he was active on several committees, par-

ticularly on that of Indian AlFairs.

DAWES, lUciiARD (1708-06). An English

Greek scholar. He was born probably in Staple-

ton, Leicestershire, matriculated at Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, in 1720, took his degree in

1729-30, became fellow of his college in October,

1731, and received the M.A. in 1733. Five years

later he was made master of Saint Mary's Hos-

pital at Newcastle, where he continued for ten

years. But his mastership was not successful;

the school declined under him; he was frequently

involved in unfortunate quarrels with the gover-

nors of the school and his neighbors, and was
apparently disliked by his pupils. In 1749 he

resigned and retired to Heworth, where he died,

March 21, 17(5(). His last years were clouded

by incipient insanity. Dawes is best known for

his Miscellanea Critica, first published at Cam-
bridge (1745). The best edition is by Kidd
(Cambridge, 1817. 1827). This is a work of

genuine worth, but contains some unfortunate

attacks on I3entley. It embraces emendations on

Terentianus Alaurus, Aristophanes, and the

Greek tragedians; discussions of the correct pro-

nunciation of Greek, the use of the subjunctive

and optative moods, the digamma, ictus, etc. Con-

sult: Luard, in Dictionary of National Biog-

raphy, vol. xiv. (London, 1888) ; Monk, Life of

Bcntley, vol. ii. (London, 1830); and Hodgson,
Archceologia A^^Uana, vol. ii. (Newcastle, 1832).

DAWISON, da'vd-sAn, Bogumil (1818-72).

A Polish-German actor, born at Warsaw, of Jew-

ish parents. He began his career on the Polish

stage in his native city, then played for two years

at Vilna, taking prominent parts, and entered

upon an engagement at I^mberg. Inspired there

by the acting of two distinguished members of the

Vienna Court Theatre, he resolved to identify

himself henceforth with the German stage, ap-

plied himself assiduously to the study of the

Grerman language, and soon appeared with suc-

cess in principal parts of standard dramas. In

1847 he played for the first time in Germany at

Hamburg, was invited to Vienna in 1849, and
there won great applause, especially in Shake-

spearean parts. In 1852 he became connected

with the Court Theatre at Dresden, where he re-

mained until 1864, interrupting his engagement
only by traveling tours to the principal cities of

Germany. Through his great talent and by his

own exertions he had attained such eminence on
the German stage as to be deemed by many the

greatest actor of his time. In 1866 he came to

America, where he appeared with great success

during two years. Soon after his return to

Dresden in 1869 he became insane, and never re-

covered.

DAWKINS, John. See Artful Dodgeb,
TnK.

DAWKINS, William Boyd (1838—). An
English geologist and paleontologist, appointed
professor at Owens College in 1874. He was
bom at Welshpool, Montgomeryshire, Wales,
and after gradiiating at Jesus College. Oxford
(1860). became assistant geologist (1862^ and
later geologist (1867), to the Geological Survey
of Great Britain. He was a member of the
Channel Tunnel Committee (1882), and, after

making a geological survey oj ilu- French and
Englisli coasts, hiid down tlie line for a tunnel
under the Humber (1883-84). His principal

scientific work relates to the investigations of

cave faunas. In addition to his papers on fossil

mammalia contributed to the Proceedings of the
Cicological, Anthropological, and Koyal societies,

he ]mblished: Cave-Hunting (1874); Renearchca
on the Evidences of Caves Respecting the Early
Inhabitants of Europe (1874); Early Man in

Jiritain (1880); British Pleistocene Mammalia
(1866-87). He was made examiner at tlie L'ni-

versity of London in 1885.

DAW'LISH. An attractive and popular sea-

side resort in Devonshire, England (Map: Eng-
land, C 6). It is situated in a sheltered valley

opening on the English Channel, 12 miles south-

west of Exeter. Population, in 1891, 4200; in

1001. 4000.

DAW'SON. A river port, the capital of the

Yukon District, Northwest Territories, Canada.
It is situated on the right bank of the Yukon
River, at its confluence with the Klondike, in

about latitude 64" 5' N.. longitude 139° 30' W.,
330 miles direct north-northwest of Skagway,
iind about 1500 miles above the mouth of the

Yukon River. It lies at an elevation of about
1400 feet above the sea, and near the site of old

Fort Reliance (Map: Canada, C 4). It is the dis-

tributing and receiving centre of the Klondike
gold-mining region, and has a United States

consulate, banks, and several large trading ware-
houses. The town dates from shortly after the

discovery of gold on Bonanza Creek, August 16,

1896. It is now a busy and fully equipped muni-
cipality, notwithstanding two large conflagra-

tions which wrought great destruction in 1899.

It is connected by a fleet of river steamers with
the posts and stations on both the lower and
upper Yukon, and with telegraph lines to the

coast. Population, in 1901, 9142.

DAWSON, Alec John (1871— ). An Eng-
lish novelist. He was bom at Wandsworth, near
London. When very young he left tlie grammar
school and was apprenticed to a Glasgow ship-

ping company. After three years at sea he ran
away while in Australia, and began a life of

adventure, traveling in the South Sea Islands,

New Zealand, India, Mauritius, South America,

West Africa, Morocco, Portugal, California, and
all parts of Europe. In 1894 he settled in Lon-

don, but he has continued to vary his life with oc-

casional Oriental wanderings as special corre-

spondent for the Daily Express. After consider-

able experimental Avork in fiction, he won atten-

tion with a collection of West Africa stories en-

titled In the Bight of Benim (1897), which was
followed by the still more widely read African

yights' Entertainment, a series of fiery stories

of love and adventure in Northern Africa, where
Eastern and Western civilization touch each

other and conventionalities are swept away.

Among his other novels are: Mere Sentiment

(1897); Middle Oreyness (1897): Bismillah, a

Romance (1898): Cod's Foundling (1898);

Story of Ronald Kestrel (1900) ; and The Half
Caste (1901).

DAWSON, George Mercer (1849-1901). A
Canadian geologist, son of Sir John William
Dawson. He was born in Truro, Nova Scotia,

and educated at McGill T'niversity and at the

Royal School of Mines in London. In 1873^
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he received the appointment of geologist and
botanist to the North American Boundary CJom-
mission, and subsequently he was on the staff of

the (ieologieal Survey of Canada. He was a
member of the Bering Sea Commission in 1891.

From 1895 until his death he filled the office of

director of the (Geological Survey of Canada, in

which connection he rendered important sen-ices

to his country. His numerous scientific papers
were publish«l mostly in the reports of the sur-

vey. He was the author of Descriptive Sketch
of the Physical Geography and Geology of Cana-
da (1884), and of The Physical and Geological
Features of Part of the Rocky Mountains ( 1885)

.

DAWSON, Jemmy. A youthful follower of

the Young Pretender, hangeid, drawn, and quar-
tered before the eyes of his sweetheart, July 30,

1746. Shenstone wrote a poem called after him.

DAWSON, Sir John William (1820-99). A
Canadian geologist and educator, bom in Pic-

tou, Xova Scotia. He entered the University of

Kdinburgh, where for some time he pursued the

study of science, and, upon returning to Xova
Scotia, began active work in geology. In 1841
he assisted Sir Charles Lyell in exploring the

geological formations of Nova Scotia, as a re-

sult of which he collected much new and valu-

able material in paleontologj'. The results of

his early investigations were published in Aca-
dian Geology (3d ed. 1880), and in American
and 'foreign periodicals. In 1850 he became
Superintendent of Education in Nova Scotia, and
in 185.J he was called to McGill University as

professor of natural history, afterwards becom-
ing vice-chancellor. Dawson was recognized as

an authority on Canadian geology, a subject to

which he gave much study and contributed many
valuable works. His name has been associated

particularly with the controversy over the sup-

posed fossil 'Eozoon,' which was found among
the earliest rocks in the North American conti-

nent. He was also known as one of the ablest

opponents of the application of the Darwinian
theory to the origin of life forms. Among his

important works are the following: Acadia
(1851); The Story of the Earth and Man
(1872) ; The Dawn of Life (1875) ; The Origin

of the World (1877); The Change of Life in

Qeoloqical Time (1880); Egypt and Syria
(188.5): Modern Ideas of Evolution (1890);
Some Salient Points in the Science of the Earth

(1894) ; and The Meeting Place of Geology and
History (1894). In 1882 he received the Lyell

medal of the Geological Society of Ix>ndon. and
the same year he was elected president of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science. In 1884 he was knighted. In 1880 he

was president of the British Association for the

Advanwnicnt of Science. He was also an hon-

orary member of many American and foreign

societies, including tjhe Royal Society and the

Geological Society of I^ndon.

DAWSON, William James (1854—). An
English clergyman and author. He was bom
at Towchester, Northamptonshire. November 21,

1854; was educated at Didsbury College. Man-
chester, and entered the Wesleyan ministry in

1875. He visited the United States as delegate

to the Methodist Ecumenical Cmmcil in 1H!U ;

resigned from the Wesleyan ministry and entere<l

the Congregational in 1892. Dawson is well

known as a lecturer, essayist, and poet. Among

his publications are: A Vision of Souls (1884) ;

Quest and Vision, Essays on Life and Literature
(188G; enlarged 1892) ; The Threshold of Man-
hood (1889); The Makers of Modern Poetry
(1890); The Redemption of Edward Strahan,
A Social Story (1891); Poems and Lyrics
(1893); London Idyls (1895); The Story of
Hannah (1896) ; The House of Dreams (1897) ;

Judith Boldero, A Tragic Romance (1898);
Makers of Modern Prose (1899); Savonarola,
A Drama (1900) ; The Man Christ Jesus (1901).

DAX. The capital of an arrondissement in

the Department of Landes, France, on the Adour,
32 miles northeast of Bayonne by rail. The prin-

cipal building is the former cathedral, rebuilt by
Louis XIV. in the seventeenth century. The site

of the ancient Roman walls and moat is now
occupied by the Promenade des Ramparts. Dax
is famous as a health resort, owing to its ther-

mal springs and baths of every description. It

has a considerable trade in agricultural produce,
wine, and timber, and manufactures liqueurs and
pottery. The ancient capital of the Tarbelli.

Dax was known to the Romans as Aquae Tarbel-

licap, afterwards as Civitas Aquensium. It

jmssed through the hands of several conquering
races, being last held by the English from the

twelfth to the fifteenth century. Population, in

1901, 10,329.

DAY (AS. d€eg, Icel. dagr, Goth, dags, OHG.
tac, Ger. Tug; probably connected with Skt. dak,
Lith. dcgti, to burn, OPruss. dagas, summer).
Originally the space of time during which it is

light, in contrast to the space of darkness or
night. It now more usually denotes a complete
alternation of light and darkness. It is the

earth's rotation that causes these changes of

light and darkness. The earth being a globe,

only one-half of it can be in the sun's light at

once; that half enjoys daylight, while the other

half is in its own shadow, or in night ; and
by the earth's rotation the several portions of

the surface have each their turn of light and of

darkness.

Astronomers recognize more than one kind of

day. If the time is noted when a particular

fixed star is exactly south or on the meridian,

when the same star comes again to the meridian
the next day, the earth has made exactly one
rotation, and the time that has elapsed is calleil

a sidereal day. This portion of time is always
of the same length : for the motion of the earth

on its axis is strictly uniform, and is perhaps
the only strictly uniform motion that nature
presents to us. Sidereal time, or star time,

from its unvarying uniformity, is much used by
astronomers. But the passage of a star across

the meridian is not a conspicuous enough event

for regulating the movements of men in general.

It is not a complete rotation of the earth, but
a complete alternation of light and darkness,

that constitutes their day. This, which is called

the civil or the solar day. is measured between
two meridian passages of the sun. and is about
four minutes longer than the sidereal day. The
cause of the greater length is this: When the

earth has made one complete turn, so as to

••ring the meridian of the place to the same
position among the fixed stars as when it wa^
no«in the day l>efore, the sun has in the mean-
time (apparently) move*! eastward nearly one
degree among the stars, and it takes the earth
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al>out four minuter nion- to move round so as day of the week, or Monday, etc.; nf) n'nmindfr

to overtake it. If this eantward motion of showing the seventh day of the week, or Satur-

the sun were uniform, the length of the solar day. Example: Wluif is ilip dny of thf w«'pk

day would lie as simple and as easily determined for January 1, 1001 ".

as'that of the sideriMd But the ec-liptie or sun's
co.mtunt for new Hty... 6

path crosses the earths iKjuator, and is therefore conHtant for the month (j an.) 1

more oblique to the direction of the earth's rota Century number (19) niuitlpUed by 6 W
tion at one time than another; and besides, as

i?;)!;! <""tl""'^''
"' *">

t
the earth moves m its orbit with varying speed, Add one-fourth of l •

the rate of the sun's apparent motion in the Day of the month 1

ecliptic, which is caused by that of the earth,
Total "io»

must also vary. The consequence is that the

length of the solar day is constantly fluctuating: Divide 108 by 7 and the remainder is 3; so the

ami, to get a fixed measure of solar time, as- year 11)01 must begin on the third day of the

tronomers have to imagine a sun moving uni- week, or Tuesday.
fomily in the celestial equator, and completing For Old Style the constant is 4 and the number
its circuit in the same time as the real sun. of the century is multiplied by 6, without addi-

The time marked by this imaginary sun is called tion of the one-fourth. The constants for inonth.s

mean solar time; when the imaginary sun is are the .same as in New Style, and one-fourth

on the meridian, it is mean noon; when the real (omitting fractions) is added to the odd year,

sun is on the meridian it is apparent noon. It is Example for Old Style: On what day of the week
obvious that a sun-dial must show apparent time, did Columbus land on his voyage of discovery

while clocks and watches keep mean time. Only (Octolnr 12, 1492 i ?

in four days of the vear do these two kinds of

solar time coincide." In the intervals the sun Stent tor 8ciber :::::;: i::::::::::;:;: ::::; t

is always either too fast or too slow; and the Century number (U) multiplied by 6 84

difference is called the equation of time (q.v.), Odd .rears (92) one-fourth added 116

because, when added to or .subtracted from ap-
l>ayofthe month J2

parent time, it makes it equal to mean time. The Total 416

mean solar day is divided into 24 hours, ,^. . , , _ , ^, •,-..• xu
the hours into minutes and seconds. A sidereal l^'Y^^V 7 ' «"^ ^^^^ remainder is b—i.e. the re-

day, we have seen, is shorter; its exact length is qu>/ed ^aj' >« the sixth day of the week, or

2.3 hours, 56 minutes, 4 seconds of mean solar Friday.
, , ^ , . . ^i

or common time. Astronomers divide the side- ^J^^
leap-years, care must be taken in both

real dav also into 24 hours, which are of course 0]d and New Style to reduce the constants for

shorter' than common hours. In the course of a January and February by one for each of those

civil year of .365 days, the earth turns on its axis two months. See Calendar.

366 times, or there are 366 sidereal days. As- DAY. In law, the period of time between
tronomers reckon the solar day as beginning at midnigiit and midnight within which a specified

noon, and count the hours from to 23. The legal act may be performed. This entire period

civil day begins at midnight, and the hours are of twenty-four hours is the 'natural' day. The
counted in two divisions of twelve each. The 'artificial' or conventional day {dies artificialis)

,

ecclasiastical day was formerlj'^ reckoned from or the 'legal' day, as it is sometimes called,

sunset to sunset. See International Date varies according to the nature of the act to be

Line; Time, Standard. performed. Coke, referring to the day of the

To find the day of the week for any date, pa.st appeamnce of parties in a suit, described it as

or future, there are several methods, but the extending from sunrise to sunset. For many
simplest and most easily understood is as fol- purposes the legal day is limited to the usual

lows: First, there is a 'constant' for the style business hours (q.v.), as of a bank, or other

—for new style it is 6, for old style 4. ( In Eng- business house, and its length is often deter

lish chronology, new style begins 1752, Septem- mined by the hours observed by the community,

ber 15.) Then there is a 'constant' for each or artificially determined by the usage of a par-

month—in new style, for Januarj'. 1 : for Febru- ticular calling. Thus the day of the stock ex-

ary, 4; for March, 4; for April,* 0; for Maj', 2; change means the hours (say from 10 a.m. to 3

for June, 5; for July, 0; for August, 3; for p.m.) within which deliveries of stock and set-

September, 6 ; for October 1 ; for November, 4

;

tlements must be made, in order to avoid for-

for December, 6. (In leap years the constants feiture or other penalty. For most purposes,

for January and February are one less; that is, however, the legal day is coextensive with the

for January, 0; for February, 3.) Now (for natural day.

new style)' multiply the number representing 'Court days' are those days of the year in

the century by 5, and add one-fourth to the which courts may lawfully sit and process issue,

product (omitting fractions). For instance: though in some parts of the United States the

In 1880 the century number is 18, which, multi- expression is used to describe the days on which

plied by 5, makes 90, and one-fourth of 18 the courts actually sit. In England and the

(omitting fractions) is 4; hence the product is United States, Sundays and certain holidays are

94. Next add the number of the odd years (be- generally not court days {dies non jundid )

.

sides the century number), and add one-fourth excepting for such acts as are necessary to the

(omitting fractions) to their total. Next add preservation of the peace. By a legal fiction, a

the days of the month. Then add all these figures day is for many purposes regarded as a point of

together, and finally divide the sum by 7; the re- time, and a fraction of a day disregarded. See

mainder will show the daj' of the week, re- Dies Non; Time.
mainder of 1 showing the first day of the week. Days of Grace. The time at which a note is

or Sunday: remainder of 2 showing the second actually due, or at maturity, is in general three
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days after the time expressed on tlie face of it.

The three udditiunul days wliieh are generally al-

lowed by the oustoni of nierchaiits are called days
of grace. If the third day of grace fall on a
Sunday, the note is payable the day before. If

it fall on a holiday, the note is payable the day
after.

DAY, Bknjamin Fka.nklin ( ? — ). An
American naval officer, born in Ohio. He gradu-
ated at the United States Naval Academy in
ISOl, during the Civil War served with the West
Gulf (1861-04) and North Atlantic (1864-65)
blockading squadrons, and attained the rank of
lieutenant-conunander in 1866. In 1876 he be-

came commander, in 1891 captain, in 1899 rear-
admiral, and in 1900 was retired from the ser-

vice. From 1897 to 1900 he was a member of the
Naval Examining Board.

DAY, Geobcje EmvABu (1815— ). An Ameri-
can theologian. He was born in Massachusetts;
graduated at Yale in 1833, and in 1838 at the
Yale Theological Seminary, where he was as-

sistant instructor in sacred literature. From
1840 to 1851 he was in the ministry; from 1851
to 1866 lie occupied the chair of biblical litera-

ture in Lane Theological Seminary ; and from
the latter date that of Hebrew language and
biblical theolog}' in Yale Divinity School. From
1863 to 1871 he was editor of the Theological
Kclectic, and, besides contributions to period-
icals, has published a translation (1871) of the
liiblicul Thvulofjy of the New Testament of Van
Oosterzee; an American edition (1883) of (Eh-
ler's liiblical Theology of the Old Testament;
and other works.

DAY, Henry Noble 1808-90). An Ameri-
can author and educator. He was born at
Washington, Conn.; graduated at Yale College
in 1828, at the Yale Divinity School in 1834,
and was ordained to the Congregational min-
istry. He became professor of sacred rhetoric

in Western Reserve College in 1840, and was
president of the Ohio Female College from 1858
to 1864. Besides numerous contributions to

periodical literature, his works include: The
Art of Elocution (1844) ; The Art of Rhetoric

(1850) : Elements of Logic (1867) ; The Science

of Esthetics (1872); The Science of Thought
(1886); Elements of Mental Science (1889).

DAY, James Ko.scoe (1845— ). An American
educator. He was born at Whitneyville, Maine;
studied at Bowdoin College, was ordained as a
minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and
in 1893 became chancellor of Syracuse Univer-

sity.

DAY, Jere.miaii (1773-1867). An American
educator, born in New Preston, Conn. He
graduated at Yale in 1795, was made professor

of mathematics and natural philosophy there in

1803. and was president of the college from 1822

to 184(i. He publishe<l .4m Introduction to Algebra

(1814) ; yavigntion and Surveying (1817) ; and
several works on philosophy.

DAY, John ( — c.l640). .\n English drama-
tist. He was l)orn at Cowston, and in 1592

was admitted to Caius College, Cambridge, which
he left the next year without a degree. Be-

tween 1598 and 1603 he collaborated with Dek-
ker, Chettle, and others on at least twenty-two
plays, of which (miy The Hlind Beggar seems
to have been printed. Day is remembered for a

vivacious comedy. The Isle of dulls (1606), and
for a dainty ma.sque, The Parliament of Bees
(1641, but written much earlier). Consult:
Works, ed. by BuUen (London, 1887) ; and
Ward, History of English Dramatic Literature
(London, 1899).

DAY, Thomas (1748-89). An English au-
thor. He was born in London, and was educated
at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. He strongly
sympathized with the Americans at the time of

the Revolutionary War and expressed his views
in The Devoted Legions (1776), and The Desola-
tion of America (1777); but he also strongly
denounced American negro slavery in Reflections

on the Present State of England and the hide-

pendence of America (1762). He will be re-

membered, however, chieffy as the author of the
famous Historif of Sandford and Merton (3 vols.,

1783-89) and the History of Little Jack (1788).
He was a character of remarkable nobility and
expended almost his entire fortune in philan-

throphy. His eccentricities, due to his refusal to

compromise with worldliness, and his adherence
to the doctrines of Rousseau, then recently pro-

mulgated, led him into many extraordinary ex-

periences. He was killed by being thrown from
a fractious colt, while testing a theory that all

animals could be managed by kindness. His
Poems may be found in vol. Iviii. (1822) of the

British Poets. Consult his Life, by Keir (Lon-

don, 1791), and that by Blackman (London,
1862).

DAY, William Rufus (1849—). An Ameri-
can statesman. He was born at Ravenna, Ohio,

graduated at the University of Michigan in 1870,

studied law at the same place, and in 1872 was
admitted to the Oliio bar. As the nominee of

both Republicans and Democrats he was elected,

in 1886, to a judgeship in the Court of Common
Pleas. In 1897 he was appointed Assistant Sec-

retary of State, and in 1898 succeeded John
Slierman as Secretary of State. Later in the

year he resigned his secretaryship and was
named chairman of the United States Peace
Commission at Paris which arranged terms of

peace with Spain. In 1899 he became judge of

the sixth circuit of the United States Circuit

Court.

DAY, Stephen. See Date, Stephen.

DAYAL, dl'jkl. See Dhtal-Bibd.

DAY-BLINDNESS, or Hemebalopia. See
Sight, Defects ok.

DAYE. da, or DAY, Stephen (1611-68).

The first i)rinter in the English colonies in Amer-
ica. He was born in London, was there a print-

er's apprentice, and in 1639 assumetl charge at

Cambridge, Mass., of the printing apparatus
which the Rev. Jesse Glover hatl succee<led in

obtaining for the colony. He continued in this

post until 1649, when for reasons not a.scertain-

able he was superseded. In 1641 the Genenil

Court ordered that he. "being the first that sett

upon printing, is graunted three hundred acres

of land." An action brought by him against

President Henry Dunster. of Harvard, to recover

£100 for alleged services resulted in a verdict for

the defendant. His press-work is tolerable, ac-

cording to Thomas (Historif of Printing in

America, 1810). but his composition exceedingly

deficient. He printed the Freeman's Oath

(1639); (/' \hnanack. Calculated for Sew
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EmjUiiid, hy Uilliiun I'itTce, marinor (1631));

the lirst Inxik |irintc<l in America, Thv I'aalvis

in Mtlri; FuithfuUy Tranttlutid for the i nc, Edi-

ficalion, and ('omjorl uf the Saints (1040), coni-

iiionly known us "The Bay Psahn-Uook" ; and
other publicutionH, for a list of which consult:

Thomas, The History of Printing in America
(Worcester, 1810); Timperley, .4 Dictionary of
Printers and Printing (Manchester, 1839).

DAY-FLY. See May-Fly.

DAY-LILY (so called because the flowers
usually luht one day), Hemerocallis. A genus
of plants of the natural order Liliaceae, with
hell-shaped flowers. Several sjM^cies are culti-

vated in flower-gardens, especially the fragrant
yellow day-lily or lemon lily {Hemerocallis
flava), a native of Hungary, Siberia, and the
north of China. It has also been recommended to
farmers as att'ording a supply of a most acceptable
green food to cattle. Hemerocallis fulva, a native
of Europe and temperate Asia, produces more
abundant foliage, and cattle are equally fond
of it. Both species are fibrous-rooted perennials,
with linear leaves. Five or six other species
are met with in cultivation, forming a group of
fine, hardy perennial ornamentals. The variety
major of Hemerocallis aurantiaca is said to be
the finest of all the day-lilies.

D'AYLLON, df-lyon', Lucas Vasquez. See
Ayllox, Lucas Vasquez d'.

DAY OF BABBICADES. The name given
to an insurrection of the Parisians on May 12,

1588, during the War of the Three Henrys.
Henry III. had fortified himself in the Louvre,
and had brought into the city 4000 Swiss and
2000 city guards to support himself in the eon-
test against Henry, Duke of Guise. The guards
failed him, the populace pushed forward barri-

cades, and the Swiss were saved from massacre
only by the intervention of the Duke of Guise.
The insurrection in Paris against Prime ^linister
Mazarin. August 27. 1G48. is also known as the
Day of the liarricacles.

DAY OF SECTIONS. The name given to
an attempted assault on the Tuileries by the
National Guard, on October 4, 1795, in order to
compel the Convention to change its measures.
The uprising was overcome by Napoleon, who on
that occasion received his first appointment.
The first encounter took place in the Rue Saint
Honore, after which the forces of the Conven-
tion marched into the various sections and dis-

armed the insurgents.

DAYSMAN. An arbitrator, umpire, or judge.
The term is of Anglo-Saxon origin, and is still

employed in the northern part of England, to
describe an unofficial judge or arbitrator to
whom a matter in dispute is referred. It was
in more common use in Wyclif's day, from whom
it was taken over into the Authorized Version
of the Bible, in the exclamation of Job: "Neither
is there any daysman betwixt lis, that might lay
his hand upon us both" ( Job ix. 33 ) . The origin
of the term is obscure.

DAY'S WORK. In nautical language, the
navigation work done every 24 hours. The
term is generally restricted to making the dead-
reckoning computations. See Navigation.

DAY'TON. A city in Campbell County, Ky.,
on the Ohio River, opposite Cincinnati, Ohio, and
on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad (Map:

Kentucky, G 1). It contains the Speers Memo-
rial Hospital. The city has large plants for the
manufacture of watch-cases, pianos, and whisky.
S«'ttled in 1849, and incorjKjrated the same year
under tlie namt" of Jamestown, Dayton is now
governed under a ciuirter of 1893, by a mayor
elected every four years, and a city council.
Population in 1890, 4204; in 1900, 0104.

DAYTON. A city and county-seat of Mont-
gomery County, Ohio, in the fertile valley of the
Miami, on the east bank of the Great Miami
River, at its junction with Mad River; 67 miles
west by south of Columbus, and 60 miles north
by east of Cincinnati (Map: Ohio, B 6). It is

on the Miami and Erie Canal, which connects the
Ohio River witii Lake Erie, wliile among its

railroads are the Erie; the Dayton and Union;
the Dayton, I^banon and Cincinnati ; the Cin-
cinnati, Hamilton and Dayton; the Pittsburg,
Cincinnati, Chicago and Saint Louis; and the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and Saint Louis.
The city is regularly laid out with wide

streets, is approacned by numerous macadamized
turnpikes, and has several notable buildings,
among wliich are the court-house, modeled after
the Parthenon, with an annex of large dimen-
sions, tlie Steele High School, the Dayton State
Hospital, Deaconess Hospital, and Saint Eliza-
l)eth's Hospital. Dayton has a public library,
of about 37,000 volumes, and numerous educa-
tional institutions, both public and private.
There are also a handsome soldiers' monument.
Library Park, and the Boulevard, a fine avenue
and park, gained from the river. In the suburbs,
two miles west of the city, is the National Mili-
tary Home for Disabled Volunteers of the Civil
War, having 640 acres of beautiful grounds, with
large buildings, and accommodating about OOOO
inmates.
The manufacturing industry, which is exten-

sive and important, is facilitated by canals,
which afford abundant water-power. Manufac-
tured articles include cash-registers, computing
scales, electrical machinery, agricultural imple-
ments, sewing-machines, bicycles, tobacco, paper,
railway-cars, stoves, cotton and woolen goods,
soap, carriages, lieer, oil, flour, etc. The lime-
stone and marble quarries of the vicinity employ
a considerable number of men, tlie products
being in demand, both in domestic markets and
in other cities of the State.

The government is administered by a mayor,
chosen biennially, and a unicameral council, with
departments as follows: Tax commission and
board of elections, appointed by the mayor;
board of city affairs, board of health, and work-
house board, nominated by the mayor, with
consent of the council ; fire board and board of
equalization, elected by the council ; infirmary
board, water-works board, appointed by the tax
commission. The annual income and expendi-
tures of the city amount to about $1,020,000
and $1,690,000, respectively; the main items of
expense being $40,000 for the operation of the
water-works, $50,000 for street lighting, $70,000
for the police department, $75,000 for the fire

department, and $285,000 for schools.

Population, 18.50, . 10.977: 1870. ,30,473;

1890, 61,220: 1900, 85,333. including 10.100 per-
sons of foreign birth and 3400 of negro descent.
On the site of Dayton, Gteorge Rogers Clark in

1782. and Colonel Logan in 1786, fought suc-
cessful skirmishes with the Indians. In 1795
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Ck>lonel Ludlow and Generals Saint Clair, Dayton,
and Wilkinson, bought tlie land of the natives,

and in the following year a company of nineteen
from Cincinnati made the first settlement. In
1805 Dayton (so named in honor of Gen. Jona-
than Da^-ton) was incorporated as a town, and
in 1841 was chartered as a city. There were
destrucliTC Hoods in 1805, 1847, 186G, 18C3, 1886,
and in 1898, and in 1849 there was a disastrous
epidemic of cholera. During the Harrison cam-
paign of 1840 a notable meeting of Whigs was
held here. Consult Steele and Houk, History
of Daytun (Dayton, 1889).

DAYTON. A city and the county-seat of

Rhea County, Tenn., 38 miles north by east
of Chattanooga; on the Cincinnati, New Orleans
and Te.vas Pacific Railroad (Map: Tennessee,

F 5). Coal is mined, and there are also iron-

furnaces, machine-shops. Hour and lumber mills,

brick-vards, and other industrial establishments.
Population, 1890, 2719: 1900, 2004.

DAYTON. A city and the county-seat of

Columbia Coimty, Wash., 40 miles northeast of

Walla Walla; on the Touchet River, and on the

Washington and Columbia River Railroad, and
a branch line of the Oregon Railroad and Naviga-
tion Company (Map: Washington, H 3). It is

the centre of an agricultural and stock-raising

country, and contains large flouring mills, and
other manufacturing plants. The. city has good
water power. Population, in 1890, 1880; in 1800,

22 IC.

DAYTON, Jonathan (1760-1824). An
American soldier and legislator, bom in Eliz-

abethtown, N. J. He graduated at Princeton,

was admitted to the bar, was appointed lieu-

tenant in a New Jersey regiment in 1777, served

under General Sullivan against the Six Nations,

and in 1798 became a brigadier-general in the

United States Army. He was a member of the

New Jersey Legislature, and Speaker of the

Assembly, and was a delegate to the Constitu-

tional Convention of 1787. From 1791 to 1799

he was a member of CongresB (being Speaker of

the House from 1795 to 1799), and from 1799

until 1805 served in the United States Senate.

DAYTON, William Lewis (1807-64). An
American f)oIitician. nephew of Jonathan Day-
ton (q.v.). He was born in Somerset Coimty,

N. J., graduated at Princeton in 1825, was ad-

mitted to the bar five years later, and l»egan the

practice of the law in Trenton. He became a

member of the State Council or Senate in 1837,

and in 1842 was appointed to fill a vacancy in

the United States Senate. He was reelected

on the expiration of his term, and took an active

part with the Whigs in opposing the extension

of slavery, the annexation of Texas, and the

Fugitive Slave I^w. In 1856 he was the Re

publican candidate for Vice-President. He
was Attorney-General of New Jersey from 1857

to 1861. and froni then until his death was

United States Minister to France.

D'AZARA, dft-thJl'rfl, Fkijx. See Azara.

D'AZEGLIO. See Azeolio, Mabchese d'.

DAZZLE. A sharper who manages to intro-

duce liimself from Oak Hall, in Btiucicaulfs

London Af^fiurnncr.

DEACON (AS. dfncon, from T^t. diaconus,

from Gk. Mkohok, diakono/t, attendant). A
subordinate ecclesiastical officer. In apostolic

times, the name was applied to those officials

of the Church who had the charge of collecting
and distributing the alms of the faithful and
taking care of the jioor and the sick (Acts vi.

IS) ; and these seem to have been considered
the characteristic functions of the diaconate as
late as the TruUan Council of 092. Thus, we
find Saint Laurence, Archdeacon of Rome, in the
middle of the lliird century, making the care of
the poor and the attendance upon Sixtus, his
bishop, at the altar, his principal occupation
and his pride, and it was as a deacon that Atha-
nasius attended his bishop at the first general
council of Nica^a, 325, and defended the faith
against Arius. But that the otlice was not
intended to be restricted to these functions
may be inferred from the fact that immediately
after its institution we find deacons teaching
and even baptizing (Acts vi. 10; viii. 5. 38).

It evidently included in very early times the
duties of guarding the sacred a-ssemblies from
the presence of unworthy persons, receiving the
oblations and bringing them to the priest, read-

ing the epistle and gospel from the umbo, and the

names of those who were inscribed on the dip-

tychs for commemoration, and assisting in the
administration of the holy conmiunion. In mat-
ters of external ministry, thej- had a very wide
range, which the Apostolic Constitutions sum up
by saying that the deacon must be the ear, eye,

mouth, hand, heart, and soul of the bishop.

With the development of the subdiaconate and
the minor orders, only the more important and
honorable offices in and out of the church were
left to the deacon. Owing to their fewness of

number (in early times not more than seven in

any place), and to their immediate relations to

the bishop, they began to assume considerable

importance, and their pretensions had more than
once to be restrained. The office of deacon as it

existed in the Early Church has been preserved

in the Eastern churches with little modification.

At the present time in the Roman Catholic

Church, the office is practically of no importance,

as it is really nothing more than a step to the

priesthood, which is usually administered almost
immediately after ordination to the diaconate.

The Pontificale Romanum, indeed, defines the

duties of a deacon as ministering at the altar,

baptizing, and preaching; but all duties specially

belonging to the offices of deacon and subdeacon,

including their special functions in a solemn

mass, are in practice nearly always discharged

by priests. The special c-eremonies of the ordi-

nation of a deacon include the putting on of the

dalmatic and stole, and the delivery to him of

the book of the (iosjwfs.. as well as the laying

on of the bishop's hands. In the Anglican Church
the imposition of hands, and the delivery of the

book of the Gospels, are retained. The deacon,

who must be twenty-three years of age, con-

tinues a year in the office except in special cases.

Besides pastoral work, preaching, and baptizing,

he may read a large part of the aer>'ice; but in

England he is not allowed to hold a benefice. In

the Methodist Episcopal Church, the deacon is a
meml)er of an order of the ministry next below

the elder. The deacons are electe<l by the annual

conference, and ordain«'<l by the bishop presiding.

They may assist in the administration of the

lx)rd'8 supper, may administer the rite of bap-

tism, solemnize marriage, and serve as traveling

preachers. In the Congregational churches, one
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or more dencons iiro «'I»'cUk1 by the members of

each church to distribute tlie elements in the

cumniuniun, to act as the advisers uf the pastor,

and as the almoners of the charities of the

Churcli. The nature of the ollice is the same
in the Presbyterian Churcn. where the deacons

an- elected by the congregation and ordained by
the minister to assist the body known as the

session of the church in the care of the poor, and
in the general management of tiie secular atrairs

of the church, in the Lutheran churches of the

United States, the deivcon is a layman chosen
to attend to the charities and temporalities of

the congregation. Of recent years, there have
been introduced into the statute law of a number
of the suites provisions by which deacons, by
virtue of their otiice, become legal trustees of

church property for the congregation, whether
incorporated or unincorporated. Consult Seidl,

Der Diaconat in der katholischcn Kirche
(Kegensburg, 1884).

DEACONESS. One of an order of women in

the Christian churches. Traces of the order
appear in Apostolic times (Rom. xvi. 1; I. Tim.
v. 9 sqq.) and deaconesses were generally found
in the early Christian communities. Their
duties were in general to supplement the work
of the deacons and perform for members of their

own sex such services as could with less pro-

priety be performed by men. They assisted

at the administration of baptism, acted as door-

keepers on the woman's side of the congrega-

tion, instructed the female catechumens, took
charge of the sick and poor women, and were
present at the interviews of the clergy with
women. They were set apart for their work by
laying on of hands and prayer by the bishop.

In the earliest times, widows were generally

chosen, and it was considered seemly that a dea-

coness should l)e of mature years. In the West-
ern Church decrees of councils abolishing the

order are found as early as the fifth century, and
by the eighth it had entirely disappeared. In
the East it lingered longer, but the duties be-

••ame much restricted. The modern development
of the institution in the various Protestant
churches of Europe and America dates from the

third decade of the nineteenth century. In 1836
Pastor Theodor Fliedner of the United Evan-
gelical Church of Prussia founded a deaconesses'

home at Kaiserswerth in Rhenish Prussia, which
has served as a model for similar institutions in

many parts of the world. The inmates of these
houses devote themselves to charitable work, but
take no vows and are bound to no fixed term of

service. Provision is generally made for their

instruction and training, and they are under the
supervision of an inspector or superior. There
are now many deaconesses' homes in Germany,
and they are found in nearly all countries of

Europe. In the Church of England much of
the normal work of deaconesses is done by the
various sisterhoods. In America an order of
deaconesses was established in St. Andrew's
Parish, Baltimore, of the Protestant Episcopal
Chtireh, in 1855. A canon was adopted by the
(Jeneral Convention in 1880, regulating the order
and providing that members should have ade-
quate preparation, both technical and religious,

which should extend over a period of two years.
Training schools meeting this requirement are
now maintained in New York and Philadelphia.
The General Conference of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church in 1888 made provision for the
cstjiblishmeiit of the order of deaconesses. There
are now many homes belonging to that Church in

the United States, the value of which in I8!»5

amounted to more than $500,000. The Lutheran
Church also has several homes, the first having
l)ccn organi/x'd in New York in 1852. The Pres-

byterian General Assembly in 181)1 .sanctioned

tne order. Consult: Potter, HiHterhooda and
DeaconcaacN (New York, 1873) ; Robinson, The
Ministry of Dvaconeaaea (London, 1898) ; The
Church QuurttrUj Review, No. 94 (London,
1899), pp. 302 sqq. See SI8TKBHOOU8.

DEAD, Hook of the. The name given by
Lepsius, and since generally applied, to the col-

lection of magical and religious texts which,
according to ancient Egyptian belief, formed a
sort of guide and protection for the dead in their

wanderings through the Ix)wer World. It was
placed in or near the colfin or in the armpits
of the mummy. Hundreds of copies exist, some
containing only a few chapters, while other rolls

are over a hundred feet in length. Some of these

copies are very elaborately written, and (espe-

cially in later times) are ornamented with col-

ored pictures. The Egyptians themselves called

the collection the book of 'coming forth in the

day-time' (piret em h{r)ou), from the opening
words of the first chapter, which promise the

soul of the deceased the power of visiting the

Upper World. This title does as little justice

to the varied contents of the collection as that

erroneously proposed by De Rouge ('the fune-

rary ritual'). This strange collection is not to

be regarded as a handbook of Egyptian theology

;

its character is chiefly magical, although some
hymns to the gods are incorporated in it. The
individual chapters date from various periods,

although most of them seem to have come down
from tiie time of the pyramids; some, perhaps,

even from the prehistoric age. A few formed
part of the earliest collection of magical fune-

rary texts inscribed on the walls inside the

royal pyramids of the Sixth Dynasty; but the

majority belong to a different corpus, which can
be seen in process of gradual formation under
the Twelfth DjTiasty. At that time these t<>xts

were written on the sarcophagi ; under the Eigh-

teenth Dynasty they were written in papjTi,

although the selection and order of the chapters

fluctuated. A fixed canonical form, limited to

about 165 chapters, was established in the

Twenty-sixth Dynasty, though nothing is known
in regard to the origin or the formatitm of

the canon. Papyri of this late date were the

first published. (Consult I.<ep8ius, Das Todtenbuch
der .Effypter (Leipzig. 1849), republished by
Davis, 1894; De Rougf', Jtitual funcraire des nn-

ciens Egypt iens, Paris, 1861-76.) Eventually it

l>ecame evident that all late MSS. were very cor-

rupt, and in 1876 E. Naville was appointed by
the Congress of Orientalists to prepare a critical

edition of the text in use from the Eighteenth
to the Twentieth Dynasty. The Prussian Gfov-

ernment, with characteristic liberality, lent its

support to the work. The results of Naville's

labor, which appeared in 1886, under the title.

Das cegyptischc Todtenbuch der JSten bis 20 ten
Dynastic, show that even at the period covered

by the learned editor's investigations, the texts

were hopelessly corrupt and can only be under-
stood by tracing them further back. Many fac-

similes of MSS. with pictures have been pub-
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lished, chiefly by Budge (Papyrus of Ani, etc.).
The best translation is that of Lepage Renouf
(London, 1890) ; those of Birch (London, 18U7),
Pierret (Paris, 1882), and Budge (London, 1898,
cheaper edition 1901) are not critical.

DEAD, BuKNi.NG OF xiiE. See Cobpse; Ceme-
tery L-WVa; CREMATION, etc.

DEAD, Judgment of the (in ancient Egypt).
The Book of the Dead contains, in chapter 125,
a picture representing the judgment which the
defunct will undergo in the Lower World, before
Osiris and forty-two judges of monstrous form,
before entering into the fields of the blessed.
Anubis, the god of the dead, and Thout, the
god of wisdom, examine the deceased by weighing
his heart in the sacred 'balance of justice.' The
famous 'negative confession' enumerates forty-
two capital sins, from which the deceased must
lie free, or, at least, must claim to be free.

Should he fail to pass the ordeal, he is either
handed over lo l>e devoured by the monster,
half hippopotamus, half crocodile, which repre-
sents the Egyptian Cerberus, or is thrown into
the fiery lake. This judgment scene is fre-

quently represented. A very confused passage
of Diodorus would seem to state that such a
judgment was held on earth at the interment of
the deceased, and that a well-founded accusation
could deprive even a king of his sepulture. The
imderlying truth seems to be that a ceremony,
imitating the judgment, with priests in the mask
of gods, and with the reading of the negative
confession iind the following acquittal, may some-
times have formed part of the funerary ritual.

DEAD COLOR. In painting, any color that
has no gloss, or reflecting quality.

DEAD HEABT, The. The title of a play by
Watts Phillips (1859), revised for Sir Henry
Irving in 1889.

DEAD-LETTEB OFFICE. A division of

the Post-office Department, under the control of

the First Assistant Postmaster-General at Wash-
ington, to which unclaimed or undeliverable let-

ters and packages are sent from local post-offices.

The oHicial record for the year 1900 showed the
receipt by this office of 7,536,158 pieces, of whieli

5.392,800 were letters. More than four millions

of these letters and parcels were destroyed by the

department, either because they did not contain

the names of the sender or were of no value.

Upward of two hundred and fifty thousand let-

ters, containing money, drafts, checks, notes,

money orders, or postage stamps, to the value

of about $1,150,000, were returned to their send-

ers, and the department derived as revenue from
dead mail matter, which could not l>e returned.

nearly $15,000. During the year 8194 maga-
zines, illustrate*! pajn^rs, picture cards and the

like, which could not be returned to the owners,

were distril>uted among the charitable institu-

tions of the District of Columbia.

DEADLY AQ'ABIC. See FuNOi, Edible

AND PoiSONOrs.

DEADLY NIGHTSHADE. See Bella-
donna.

DEAD NETTLE (Lamium). A genus of

plants of the natural order Labiat«. The name
dead nettle—popularly in some parts of Eng-

land and Scotland, dee nettle— is also often

extended to the genus Oaleopsis. very similar to

J^amium gnleopsis. and sometimes distinguished

by botanists as hemp-nettle. Lamium purpu-
reum, Lamium album, and Craleopsis tetrahit,
are very common weeds. The first two are some-
times boiled as pot-herbs in Sweden. The name
is derived from the popular belief that the hairs
of the dead nettle, particularly when the plant
is dried, as in haymaking, cause irritation in
the hands of persons handling them, which, ex-
tending through the system, occasionally termi-
nates in death. They do not, however, seem to
possess any poisonous property. Several of the
species have become naturalized in various parts
of the United States.

DEAD BECKONING. The computation of

the ship's position from her movements as re-

corded in the log, and without having a recourse
to astronomical observations. The chief elements
from which the reckoning is made are : The point
of departure, i.e. the latitude and longitude
sailed from, or last determined; the course or
direction sailed in (ascertained by the com-
pass) ; the rate of sailing, measured from time
to time by the log (q.v. ) ; and the time elapsed.
The various principles or methods followed in

arriving at the reckoning from these data are
knov^Ti as plane sailing, middle-latitude sailing,

etc. (See Sailings.) But the data themselves
are liable to numerous uncertainties and errors,

owing to currents, leeway
(
q.v.

) , fluctuations of

the wind, changes in the declination of the com-
pass, etc.; and therefore the results arrived at
by the dead reckoning have to be corrected as
often as is possible by observation of the heav-
enly bodies. See Navigation; Latitude; Longi-
tude; Compass.

DEAD SEA (Heb. yam, sea. or yam ham-
melach, salt sea, Gk. M^d^-oaoa tuv i?.(jv, thalassa

ton halon, salt sea, (Ut^o/.t/t/i ^fivVi asphaltitis

limne, asphalt lake, or 'LoSoftntQ /.ifivr/, Sodomitis
limnc, lake of Sodom, Lat. mare mortuum.
Dead Sea, Ar. Bahr Lut, sea of Lot) . An inland

lake, on the southeastern borders of Palestine

(Map: Palestine, B 3), in which the course of

the Jordan terminates. It forms a part of the

deepest cha.sm on the earth's surface and
has no outlet. The Jordan Valley begins to sink

below the level of the Mediterranean in the

neighborhood of Lake Huleh, about 90 miles

north of the Dead Sea. The Lake of Gennesaret
is 680 feet below sea-level, and the Dead Sea
about 1295 feet. On the east the high plateau

of Moab rises 3100 feet above the Mediter-

ranean, about 4400 feet above the Dead Sea;
on the west the plateau of Judiea rises about
•2000 feet above the .sea. Tlie shores are abrupt,

in many places precipitous; the formation is

chiefly limestone, and there is no vegetation

and but little animal life, save in a few-

places, as at Engetli, where there is water. The
Dead Sea is fed mainly bv the Jordan, which
contributes 6.000,000 tons of water daily ; a num-
ber of smaller streams also empty into it. chiefly

from the east. The most important are the

Wady Zarka Ma'in (the stream of Callirrhoe).

Wady Mojib (Amon, q.v.), Wady-ed;I>pra'a on
the east ; Wady Tufileh on the south ; Wady-en-
Xar ( Kedron ) on the west. The length of the

Dead Sea is 47'<. miles, its greatest breadth 10

miles, its area 360 square miles. From the

eastern shore a promontory called al-Lisan (the

tongue) juts out into the lake and extends

toward the north for about twelve miles. It i'*
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loriiied of wiiiU* culctireuus inurl, salt, and gyp-
»uin, und rises 40 to 8U feet above the water,
eiidiug in a elitf 300 feet high. Soutli of al-

Lisan the hike is comparatively shallow (10 to

18 feet) ; the greatest depth is 1310 feet. The
level of the water varies considerably with the
season; it has been maintained that its volume
is shrinking, the inllow not being equal to the
loss by evaporation, but the evidence on this

point is not .satisfactory. The water contains
about 25 per cent, of solid substances, common
salt, chloride of magnesium, chloride of calcium,
and many other ingredients. The specific gravity
is about 1.10, and the human body easily floats

on the surface. The lake contains no life of any
kind, with the exception of a few microbes, and
sea-fish put into its waters soon die. The Dead
Sea has presented substantially the same appear-
ance since the beginning of the Quaternary
period. As a result of the elevation of the whole
region out of the sea, after the close of the Eocene
jM-riod, a fnult or fracture was produced running
the whole distance from the Gulf of Akabah to
base of Mount Hermon. During the Pleiocene
and Pleistocene epochs the character of the de-
j)ression was considerably changed. The large
rainfall and the melting of the snows of Mount
Lebanon, during the subglacial period, added
greatly to the volume of water pouring into the
Jordan Valley, and formed a lake that included
J^ake Huleh, Gennesaret, and the Dead Sea.
There is evidence that the water once stood
as much as 1180 feet above its present level.

At a subsequent stage it seems to have been
onl}' 378 feet higher than now. As the rain-
fall diminished and the climate grew warmer,
evaporation increased. Beds of bituminous marl
are found near the lake, and bituminous masses
lloat on its surface, particularly at times when
there are seismic disturbances. The region is

not, as has been supposed, volcanic. The subsi-
dence of the land in the southern part of the lake
may have given rise to the legend of the four
sunken cities. A pillar of rock salt in the Jebel
L'sdum range is to-day pointed out as Lot's wife.
The name Bahr Lut, or its equivalent, cannot
be traced bej'ond the period of Moslem occupancy.
.In the Fourth Book of Ezra (v. 7), the lake
is called mare Sndoiniticum. There is no passage
in the canonical books of the Bible distinctly
connecting the Dead Sea with Sodom and Gomor-
rah. An ancient glossator who explained 'the
vale of Siddim' in Gen. xiv. 3 as 'the Salt Sea'
may have erroneously supposed that the lake
was once in historic times dry land. But the
writer of Gen. xix. did not think of an inunda-
tion as causing the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah, but of a rain of fire and brimstone
from heaven. Consult: von Schubert, Reise in das
Uorgcnland (Leipzig, 1837) ; Lynch, Official Re-
port of the United States Expedition to the Jor-
dan and the Dead Sea (Washington, 1852) ; Hill,
"The Jordan and the Gulf of Akabah," in Memoirs
of the Palestine Exploration Fund (London,
1886) ; Buhl, Geographie des alien PalUstina
(Freiburg, 1896) : George Adam Smith, Histori-
cal Geography of the Holy Land (London, 1895).

DEAD SOULS, The. A novel by Gogol
(1841), continued after the author's death by
Dr. Zahartehenko, in 1857. In 1886 Isabel Hap-
siood published a translation, under the title,

Tchitchikoff's Journeys. The title was suggested

by the act of the villainous hero, who buys up
the names of all the dead serfs (souls) he hears
of, with the object of converting the apparently
bonafidv serf-roll, thus created, into cash at a
bank.

DEAD'WOOD. A city and the county-seat
of Lawrence County, S. D., in the extreme west-
ern part of the State; on the Fremont, Elkhorn
and Missouri Valley, and the Burlington and
Missouri River railroads (Map: South Dakota,
1> 5). It has a Masonic Temple, whicli cost
$50,000. The city is the distributing and finan-
cial centre for the highly productive mining
section of the Black Hills, yielding gold, lead,
silver, and tin. There are smelting and cyanide
reduction works, planing-mills, machine-shops,
foundry, brick and lime works, etc. Deadwood
was settled in 1876. Population, in 1890, 2366;
in 1900, 3498.

DEAF MUTE. A person who is deaf and
dumb. Those who are born deaf or who lose
their hearing at a very early age are also dumb,
because they have not learned to speak by hear-
ing others speak. They should not, therefore,
be classed with those who cannot articulate
words because of defect in the speech centres of
the brain or disease of the organs of articula-
tion. Persons who have learned to speak, and
then become deaf, do not become mute, though
the quality of voice used is often harsh and
unnatural; and if the deprivation of hearing
occurred in childhood the voice often remains
childish. Deafness from birth (congenital deaf-
ness) is probably due to arrest of development
in the embryo. The condition is found in certain
instances as a family trait, in families with neu-
rotic inheritances. Alcoholism and in.sanity are
found in such families; and, besides these, paren-
tal syphilis is frequently a causal influence in

producing congenital deafness. The intermar-
riage of near relatives who inherit similar
disease tendencies has been a large factor in
the production of deaf offspring. Boudin, of
Paris, asserts that about 25 per cent, of the
deaf mutes of France are the offspring of con-
sanguineous marriages. In England, Buxton
places the figures at 10 per cent, in his experi-
ence. Bemiss, of Louisville, Ky., records that
over 10 per cent, of the deaf and dumb through-
out the country at large are the offspring of kin-
dred parents. Howe, of Boston, gave similar
testimony. The principal causes of acquired
deafness have been noticed under Deafness,
In early historical times, statesmen, lawyers,

and philosophers agreed that deaf mutes were
capable of being educated. Ixigally, deaf mutes
were then almost everywhere in the same
position as idiots and madmen. The Roman law
held them to be incapable of consent, and con.se-

quently unable to enter into a legal obligation or
contract. In France, deaf mutes were considered
a disgrace to their parents, and were kept in
seclusion in convents and asylums. Yet, ex-

amples of considerable capacity on the part of
deaf mutes were not unknown in ancient times
and in the Middle Ages. Pliny mentions a suc-

cessful deaf-mute painter at Rome. The Venerable
Bede, about the close of the seventh centurj*.

gives an account of a dumb youth who was
tausrht by an early English bishop, Saint John
of Beverley, to repeat words and sentences after •

him. Eodolphus Agricola, of Groningen (1442-
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85), mentions a deaf mute who had received in-

btructiou and could write.

The credit for the first systematic examination
of the problem from a philosophical point of

view is due to Jerome Cardan (q.v. ), whose con-

clusion was that "written characters and ideas
may be connect^Kl together without the interven-

tion of sounds." This authoritative declaration
had the effect of arousing widespread interest in

the problem, and Pedro Ponce (1520-84), a
Spanish Benedictine monk, undertook to give
regular instruction to the deaf and dumb. Pasch,
a clerjyman of Brandenburg, was the next
teadicr of note, and he was followed by Juan
Pablo Bonet, secretary to the constable of Cas-
tile. Spain, also a Benedictine monk. Bonet
published a work in 1020, wliich is the earliest

knoNvn treatise on the subject, and which prob-
ably embodied the ideas of Cardan. It con-

tained a manual alphabet differing much from
that described by Bede, and in the main identical

with the single-hand manual in use to-day. The
treatise of Dr. John Buhner, an English physi-

cian, followed in 1648 ; and this was succeeded
by the work of Dr. Wallis, an Oxford professor

of mathematics. In 1669 Dr. William Holder,
rector of Bletchington, published a similar work,
and in 1G70 George Sibscote put forth another
work. A very able and philosophical treatise

was published in 1680 by George Dalgarno, of

Aberdeen, Scotland, which received high praise

from Ijcibnitz, together with an earlier work,

to which Wallis and Wilkins are both said to be
indebted. In the first rank among early teach-

ers of deaf mutes stands John Conrad Amman,
a Swiss physician residing in Amsterdam, who,
in 1692, reduced the methods then known to an
exact art, as described in his Surdus Loquens.

France, late to recognize the possibilities of

deaf-mute instruction, furnished many enthusi-

astic advocates of it, as Pftre Vanin, Ernaud.
Rodriguez Pereira (a Spaniard who settled in

France), and the Abbfj Descliamps. Preeminent
stands the Abb^ Charles Michel de I'Ep^e. of

Paris, who systematized the instruction of deaf

mutes in France, in 1760, in his own school.

His successor, Sicard. as well as Itard, fol-

lowed his methods. It was in 1760, also, that
Thomas Braidwood established, at Edinburgh,
the first private school for deaf mutes in the

British dominions. This school, in which Wal-
lis's plan of instruction was followed, was
tlie model of the earlier British institutions. In

1783 this school was removed to Hackney, near
I^ndon. and probably led to the establishment

of the London .\sylimi, in 1792. Dr. Joseph
Watson, a nephew and former assistant of Mr.
Braidwood, was its first principal.

Institvtions. The first public school for

deaf mutes was established at Leipzig, in 1778.

under the direction of Samuel Heinecke. The
systematic instruction of the deaf and dumb, and
the intelligent organization of institutions in

which to educate them, date from the early

part of the nineteenth eenturj-. An essay on

Teaching the Deaf to Rpeak, by Dr. W. Thornton
of Philadelphia, was published in 1793, and in

1811 a grandson of Braidwood tried to establish

a school in New York and Virginia, btit failed

in both instances. The circumstances which led

to the opening of the Connecticut asylum at

Hartford. .April 1.5. 1817, are as follows: A denf-

mute little girl in the family of Dr. Cogswell, nn

eminent physician in Hartford, attracting some
attention, it was soon afterwards found that
there were other deaf mutes in the country. It

was decided to send some one abroad to acquire
the art of educating them ; and to establish a
school for this purpose funds were raised, and the
Rev. Thomas H. Gallaudet was selected for this

work. He left the United States, May 15, 1816, t<j

execute this mission. The institution was incor
porated by the Connecticut L^islature in May.
1816, with an appropriation of $5000. Dr. Gal-
laudet returned to America in August of the
same year, accompanied by Laurent Clerc, a.

deaf-mute pupil of the AbbC' Sicard, and they
immediately commenced collecting funds to start
the school. The enterprise excited general in-

terest; individuals and churches contributed lib-

erally, and the sum of $12,000 was raised in the
course of a few months. Early in 1819 the
Government of Massachusetts followed the ex-

ample of Connecticut by providing for the educa-
tion in the asylum of twenty indigent pupils
from that State. The appropriation was after-

wards enlarged so as to meet the demands of this

entire class. New Hampshire made a similar
provision in 1821, and Vermont and Maine in

1825. In 1834 South Carolina and Georgia de-

cided to send their indigent deaf mutes to the
asylum, and in 1848 Rhode Island came into the

same arrangement. In 1819 Congress made a
grant to the institution of twenty-three acres of

wild land, the proceeds of which now form a fund
of $339,000. It was owing to this munificent
gift that the name of the school was changed
to the 'American Asylum.' Before the school

at Hartford was in operation, efforts had been
made to establish a similar institution in the
city of New York ; a society was formed which
was incorporated April 15. 1817, as the "New
York Institution for Instruction of the Deaf and
Dumb." Watson's book was taken as a guide,

and articulation was taught in cases where the
scholar appearetl to possess the necessary apti-

tude. But this method did not prove very suc-

cessful; and in 1827 the Legislature, which had
provided since 1822 for the support of 32 pupils,

authorized an investigation by the superinten-

dent of common schools of the State, who recom-
mended in his report the introduction into the

New Y'ork school of the improved methods in use

at Hartford and Philadelphia. In consequence

of that recommendation, the directors finally

succeeded in engaging, in 1831, the permanent
services of Harvey P. Peet, then one of the most
efficient instructors in the American Asylum.
He served as principal from 1831 to 1867, and
had a worthy successor in his son. Isaac Lewis
Peet. Lender the management of these two able

teachers the institution has taken a place

among the most successful schools for deaf mutes
in the world. Its grounds comprise about 26

acres, upon the banks of the Hudson River at

Washington Heights. New York City. The in-

stitution has a shoe-shop, tailor-shop, and car-

penter-shop, a printing-office, garden, and sewing-

rooms connected with the school, in which the

pupils receive competent instruction to prepare

them for self-support by manual lal>or, as in all

our large asylums. The Pennsylvania institution

was organize*! at Philadelphia in 1820 by Joseph

Seixas, a Portuguese Jew. Laur«>nt Clerc was
an instnictor in it. as was Lewis Weld, its first

principal. The Kentucky Asylum for Deaf
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Mutes was incor|M)rated ut Duiivillo in 1823. The
Ohio institution was u[M.'ned in Columbus in

1829. Virginia, Indiana, Teunesrtci', Illinois,

North Carolina, (Jeorgia, South Carolina, Mis-

souri, Wisconsin, and Michigan followed the

example during tlie succeeding (juarter cen-

tury, and now every State in tlie Lnion has an
institution in which deaf mutes receive the

privileges of education *as wards of the common-
wealth.' In most cases the State institutions

are supported by annual legislative appropria-

tions. This public i)rovision includes expenses

of transportation to and from the institution and
all e-xpenscs while there. Most of the State insti-

tutions have school years corresponding to those

of the public schools, and it is expected that

friends or relatives will keep the children during
the long suuuner vacation. The average term of

attendance is about five years, but the legal

period of instruction in most States is seven

years. The average cost to the State is about

$325 per year. According to the report of the

Commissioner of Education for 1898-99, there

are 104 schools (both public and private), with

10,923 pupils. The following table gives details

regarding these

:

a pupil of Dr. Thuinas 11. Cjallaudet, of Hart-
ford; Laura Bridgmun (q.v.), the celebrated

blind deaf mute, a pupil of Dr. Howe, of Boston

;

and Helen Keller (q.v.), of Boston, in 1902 a
college student of wide information and great
intelligence.

Mkthous of Ikstkuction. Two methods of
instruction are used in teaching the deaf and
dumb: by the sign language, and by articulation.

By means of the sign language, ideas are com-
municated to the pupil through posture, gesture,
facial expression, and mimic acting by the
teacher. Nothing is spelled with the hands, in

this method, as is erroneously supposed. Putting
the hand to the head, as if putting on a cap, is

the sign for 'man,' for e,xample. This is an arbi-

trary sign. An example of a natural sign is

raising the hand to the mouth and then chewing,
to express 'food.' The sign language is easily

and speedily acquired, and is said to be under-
sttKKl and used by the American Indians. The
use of an elaborate sign language was carried
to such extremes by the Abb6 de I'Ep^ and his

followers, Abb^"' Sicard and Abb<i Storck, that
their pupils relied entirely upon their memory,
without any corresponding ideation. They
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of the alphabet is intioductHl. The one-hauded
and two-handed alphabets are shown in the
tigures. Almost all pupils find the acquisition
of articulation, or lip-reading, easier than that
of the manual alphabet. In teaching by articula-

DEAT MUTE.

TWO-HANDED ALPHABET.

lion, the pupil watches the lips and tongue of
the teacher, and, by imitation of the motions
seen, la able to speak. Consonants are taught
first, and then the vowels. During the pro-
nunciation of some sounds, the pupil grasps the
'teacher's throat and imitates the vibration and
[K>8ition of the muscles. This method is very
slow, and pupils gain more general knowledge
and with greaU^r ease by the u.se of the sign
language. In the celebrated Clarke school at
Northampton, Mass., the old method of articula-
tion was employed for a considerable time, but
has been displaced by the liell system. The
method of teaching articulation by visible speech
was invented by A. Melville Bell, profes.sor of
vocal physiologj' in Edinburgh, who introdutred

it in 1848. It was perfected and first used in

the schools of Great Britain in 1869. In 1872
it was introduced into the Northampton sc-hool

by A. (Jrahain Bell, the son of the inventor of

the method. The Bell system consists of a series

of phonetic characters based on the position of

the vocal organs when in action. The charac-

ters suggest to the eye the mechanism of speech

in the formation of everj' possible sound that can
be Jittered. The following explanation of the

system and of the characters is taken from
Bell's English Visible Speech in Twelve Lessons

(Washington, D. C, 1895). Dr. Bell adds that

these explanations are for teachers only: for

learners do not rcfprire (o know the 1h(H>ry «)f

the svstem.

1^ Back of tongue

r ^ Top of toiit^e

C J Point of touf^e

1 Nasal patisage open

J\^ Glottis, closed

I
" voealijdnK

Lips o " open (aspirate)

Throat aspirate (whisper)

A carved line means a consonant.
A BtraiKht line means u vowel.
A line within a curve means a vocal consonant.

C0.N80NANT8

The direction of the curve denotes

:

To left

To right

Convex above

1 %^^ J
formation b.v baclt of tongue.

( ^^^ J formation by lips.

I r^ 1
I
formation b.v top of tonianie.

Concave above I ^J | formation by point of tongue.

The varieties of curves denote :

Primary
| 1^ J

central emission of breath. •

i>iviilH<l I ^\j Iside emission of breath.

.Mixe<l|^~ \oentral emission of breath

(Q)

Mixed divide<l

Shnt

with nimiifi-

.
cation b.v two
parts of the
mouth.[Side emission i>f

breath.

oral stopnage of breath with ••mission
throUKl) the nose.

Nasal(G) oral stoppage of breath.

A point or a hook on a straight line denotes the vowel
IHMtitions of the tongue Tluis :

Ok l.-ft Mi.l.. ..r III

( 1 )
^
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On right «ide of IIIH-
^ J

..„e

( J >

( 1 )•'•

a

(runt uf mouth.

Uii both fliileti of

At tup <

At bottom uf Hue

mixed back and front.

At both emlH of line |, mill elevation.

A cro88 bar on a line deuutea rounding or contraction of

the lips. Thus

:

f I }
The H.vmbols luive thf wuue value in all languages. Con-

sequently, when the nieanlug of the symbolM m known, the
sound of aujr language may l>e deduced with certainty from
their visible speech writing.

Statistics. The number of deaf mutes bears

a certain relation to the population, being far

greater in countries wherein squalor, privation,

or medical igiioniiice and unhygienic conditions

prevail. The ratio of deaf mutes to population
is as follows, for the different countries named:
Sardinia, 1 to TUO; Nova Scotia, 1 to 880; Ire-

land and Norwav, 1 to 970; France, 1 to 1200;
Prussia, 1 to 1675; England, 1 to 1970; Holland,
1 to 2000; United States, 1 to 2400.

Bibliography. A. Graham Bell, Deaf Mute
Instruction in Relation to the Work of the Public
Schools (Washington. D. C, 1884) ; Garrett, Di-

rections to Parents of Deaf Children (Washing-
ton, D. C, 1886) ; Peet, The Family Instruction

of the Deaf in Early Childhood (Washington.
D. C, 1886) ; E. M.' Gallaudet. The Combined
Sysiem of Educating the Deaf (Washington,
D. C, 1891). Gordon's Notes and Observations
Upon the Education of the Deaf (Washington,
D. C, 1892) contains statistical information
touching the American public and private schools
for deaf mutes.

DEAFNESS (AS. deaf, OHG. toup, Ger.
iaub, Goth, daubs, deaf; probably originally dull
of sense; cf. MHG. tump, stupid. OHG. tumb,
deaf,- dumb, Gk. rvtp/M, ti/phlos, blind). Com-
plete or partial inijKTfection of hearing that may
affect both ears or one, may and may not date
from birth, and may be either permanent or tem-
porarj'. Among the numerous possible causes of
deafness, the following deserve mention here:

(1) Wax in the ear touching the drum mem-
brane; (2) swelling of the lining membrane of
the Eustachian tubes, the canals that lead from
the upper part of the throat to the middle ear,
one on each side; (3) perforation of the drum
membrane; (4) middle-ear disease, during which
exudation accompanying inflammation collects
behind the drum membrane, or about the ossicles

(the small bones of the ear), or during which
adhesions form between the ossicles, stiffening
their joints so that they cannot move freely
agsiinst each other; (5) internal-ear disease,

either labyrinthine trouble or aflfeoting the eighth
nerve; (6) diseases of the brain involving some
of the auditory centres; (7) mumps, measles.

scarlet fever, and some other diseases, are ac-

companied by middle-ear disease; (8) quinine
and th(> salicylates cause temporary deafness;
(9) suddeu concussion sometimes ruptures the
drum of the ear, and constant noise, like that in

a boiler-shop, injures the auditory nerve from
over-excitation.

The treatment of deafness depends of course
upon its cause. Wax should be removed by
syringing or curetting. Closure of the Eusta-
chian tubes is treated by catheterization and
local applications. In cases of perforation, the
drum may grow again, after the cure of middle-
ear disease, or may be remedied by the applica-
tion of a paper disk. Middle-ear diseases may
be cured by treatment through the Eustachian
tubes, or may necessitate the operation of tre-

phining through the skull back of the external
ear. The ossicles may be removed in part, leav-

ing the foot plate of the stirrup-bone in position,

closing the oval window in the labyrinth, and
clearing out the remains of the drum mem-
brane : in which case the waves of sound strike

the stirrup-plate in place of the drum membrane
and are conducted to the nerve- filaments. Inter-

nal-ear disease may he relieved by internal med-
ication, but is generally permanent. See Ear;
Deaf Mute; Nervous System.

DEAK, de'jik, Fekencz (Francis) (1803-76).
An Hungarian statesman, born at Siijtor, in the
County of Zala. He studied law at Raab, prac-

ticed as an advocate in his native county, and
soon became noted for his eloquence and enlight-

ened patriotism. Elected in 1832 to the National
Diet, Deak, as leader of the Literal opposition,

resisted every attempt of the Imperial Govern-
ment to infringe on the constitutional rights of

Hungary. At the same time he labored ifor its

internal improvement, promoting measures for

the elevation of the peasantry, and advocated the

abolition of exemption from taxes enjoyed by the

nobility, of which he was himself a member.
His views on the last point displeased a portion

of his constituents, and he declined to serve in

the Diet of 1843-44. but he continued to direct

the policy of the Moderate Liberal Party. After
the Revolution of March, 1848, he l)ecame Min-
ister of Justice in the Cabinet of Count Bat-

thyfinyi (q.v. ), and formed the project of effect-

ing a general reform in the administration of

justice in Hungary, which, however, the revolu-

tionary war rendered impossible. Defik used
every effort to ward off the struggle and to

arrive at an arrangement with Austria. When
the rupture seemed inevitable and the Committee
of I^efense was formed, with Kossuth at its head,

DeSk resigned his portfolio. At the close of

1848 he was sent to the camp of the Austrian
commander, WindischgrJitz, to negotiate for peace,

but the attempt failed. DeAk was arrested, but

was .soon released and took up his abode at Pest.

Though repeatedly invited to act as mediator be-

tween the dynasty and the Hungarian nation.

DeSk did not return to public life until 1860,

when Francis Joseph j)romised to restore to Hun-
gary its constitutional liberties. Returned by
the city of Pest to the Diet in 1861, he became
the acknowledged leader in that assembly. In

May the Diet appointed him to draw up the ad-

dress to the Emperor. This address demanded
the restoration of the Constitution of 1848, and
an independent Himgarian Ministry. The Em-
peror thereupon announced the dissolution of the
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Hungarian Diet. After the disastrous issue of
the war between Austria and Prussia in 1866,
the Emperor found himself compelled to accede
to all the demands of Hungary, as fornmlated by
Deak. The Austrian monarchy was reorganized
on its present dualistic basis, and Francis Joseph
was crowned with great pomp as Constitutional
King of Hungary in 1867. Deftk remained until
his death (.January 29, 1876) the leader of his
IMirty in the Diet. His funeral was the oc-
casion of extraordinary manifestations of sorrow
throughout Hungary. Defik is universally ad-
mitted to have been one of the ablest of Euro
pean statesmen. He was a man of the loftiest
character, kindly and simple in his ways. As an
orator he was irresistible by the sheer force of his
logic, and he was in all his political actions actu-
ated by a devotion to truth and fairness which
won for him the name of the 'Hungarian Aris-
tides.' Consult: Forsier, Francis Deak, Hungarian
Statesman (London, 1880) ; and Laveleye, "Fc-
rencz Defik," in La Prusse et VAutriche (Paris,
1870) ; Csengery, Franz Dedk, authorized Ger-
man translation by Heinrich (Leipzig, 1847-78).
DEAL (formerly Dole, from Icel. dalr, Xonv.

dal, Engl. dale). A mimicipal borough, market
town and sea-bathing place, in Kent, England, on
the North Sea, between North and South Fore-
land, eight miles north-northea.st of Dover (Map:
England, H 5 ) . The fine anchorage of the Downs
extends seven or eight miles between Deal and
the Goodwin Sands. The chief branches of in-
dustry are connected with maritime pursuits,
boat-building, sail-making, piloting or hoveling,
victualing, and naval stores. The Deal boatmen
have long enjoyed a reputation for fearless cour-
age in life-saving, opportunity for which is given
in the frequent wrecks that occur on the treach-
erous Goodwin Sands. Population, in 1891,
9000; in 1901, 10,600. Deal has been one of
the Cinque Ports since the thirteenth century.
The coast near Deal was formerly defended by
three castles, built by Henry VIII. These are
Deal Castle. Sandown (^astle. and Walmer Castle.
The last, in which the Duke of Wellington died
in 1852, is now the official residence of the T^rd
Warden of the Cinque Ports. Julius Caesar, with
two legions . in 82 ships, landed at Deal in
u.c. 55.

DEAL (Dan. deel, Ger. Diele, board, plank,
AS. thcl, plank, thille, board). The trade-name
for fir boards exceeding six feet in length and
seven inches in width. They are also occasion-
ally called planks, though this term is now more
loosely applied. Pieces of smaller dimensions
are called battens. Deal are usually three inches
thick, and when sawed into thinner pieces they
are called boards. When a deal is sawed into
twelve or more thin planks, they are called
leaves.

DEALFISH {deal, a board, plank; refers to
the shape of the fish). A ribbon-fish (q.v. ),

especially of tlic genus Trachypterus.

DEAL ISLAND. An island in Bass Strait,

between Australia and Tasmania (Map: Vic-
toria, G 6). It has a lighthouse, and ri.ses 880
feet above the sea.

DEAM'BULATORY (I^t. deatnbulatorium

,

a gallery for walking, from deambulare, to walk
abroad, to promenade). An open walk or pas-

sage, covere*! with ceiling or vault; either

straight, like the deambulator^' of a cloister,

which incloses its four sides, or cuned, like the
deambulatory or aisle around the choir of a
f-iothic cathedral. Sometimes a deambulatory is
outside a building, as in the Commencement Hall
at Princeton I'niversity. In the large, uncovered
Roman basilicas the colonnades inclosing the cen-
tral space arc dcambulatories.

DE AMICIS, d& a-me'ch*s, Edmondo. See
AlliCI.S, EUMOXDO DE.

DE AMICITIA, de am'l-slshi a. or LiE'-
LIUS. A treatise by Cicero on friendship, writ-
ten in B.C. 44, and dedicated to Titus Pomponius
Atticus. It records a conversation between Fan-
nius, Scaevola, and their father-in-law, Lselius,
Avho is mourning the death of his old friend
Scipio. The time is supposed to be B.C. 129.

DEAN (ME. deen, OF. deien. Ft. doyen, from
Lat. decanus, one set over ten persons, from Lat.
decern, Uk. Hko., deka, Skt. daia, ten). The title
of certain dignitaries, particularly ecclesiastical
and academic. In the ecclesia.stical sense, the
title was originally adapted from the Roman
civil administration, in which were officers called
deans, mentioned in the codes of Theodosius and
Justinian. It was customary at one time in the
monasteries to appoint a decanus over every ten
monks, to take charge of their discipline. On
the introduction of the canonical life (see
Canon) among the clergy attached to cathe-
drals, this title was applied in many places to
the head of the chapter (q.v.) ; but as early as
the time of Saint Jerome, it was customarj- to
have a similar officer attached to the bishop's
immediate staflF under the title of archipresbyter.
In modem German cathedrals the dean is fre-
quently sulxjrdinate to the provost, and has ex-
ecutive and partly secular functions. He is
appointed usually by the bishop, but sometimes
by the sovereign or the chapter. The deans of
English cathedrals are appointed by the Crown,
and required to reside for eight nionths in the
year. The income of the office varies from
£3000 in the case of Christ Church. Oxford, down
to £.500 at Chichester. The title in this sen.se is

used in a few dioceses of the American Episcopal
Church, though the functions connected with it
are generally rather vaguely defined. There
are also in England deans of peculiars, the in-
cumbents of certain churches formerly, though
not now, collegiate, as of Battle, in Sussex, found-
ed by William the Conqueror, in memory of his
conquest; of Bocking. in Essex: and of Croydon,
in Surrey. The deans of Westminster and Wind-
sor are also deans of peculiars, the Abl)ey and
Saint George's Chapel l>eing exempt froni the
jurisdiction of the bishops in whos«» diooes«» they
are situated. There have been also from very
ancient times, Ixtth in England and on the Conti-
nent, rural deans whose duty it is to visit a cer-
tain number of parishes and report on their con-
dition to the bishop; the more important and
formal part of their fimctions has. however. b«»en

transferred to the archdeacon. Similar officers

in America are known as deans of convcx'af ions.

In the universities of Oxford and Cambridge
the dean is the officer in each college who super-
intends its discipline, except in the case of Christ
Church. Oxford, which is both cathedral and col-

lege, and where the dean is head «)f the college.

The title is still sometimes used in .\merica in

its earlier sense as designating the presiding or
senior officer of an academic facultv: and in (Jer-
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man iiniviTsitioH ouch fnoulty elects a dt-an an

nually, who |)n'sid(*H over it« meetings, lepre-

aentsit in external relations, and supervises both

teacher.-* and studc'nts.

In a special sense the word is ajjplied to the

oldest menilwr in length of 8c;rvice of a body of

persons of equal rank, such as a diplomatic corps,

or to the president of an incorporated body of

lawyers. It is in the latter scn.se tluit the chief

judicial ofliccr of the Archbishop of Canterbury

is called the Dean of the Court of Arches. The
dean of the Sacred College is the senior cardinal-

bishop, who always occupies the see of Ostia. He
presides at the nieetings of the Sacred College

in the al)sence of the Pope. He has the privilege

of wearing the palliuiu in all ceremonies per-

taining to his otlice. of consecrating the newly
elected Pope in case he should not be already a

bishop, and in any case of presiding at the

coronation ceremonies. See Cardinal.

DEAN (AS. demi, valley), Forkst of. A
hilly tract, 22,000 acres in extent, in the west

of Gloucestershire, England, between the Severn

and the Wye. It is partly Crown land. It was
formerly a vast source of timl)er supply for the

British Navy, and half of it still remains inclosed

for that purpose. It contains oak, beech, and other

woods, orchards, stone-quarries, coal and iron

mines. The iron shafts have been worked since

Roman times. A populous mining di.strict, it

gives its name to a Parliamentary division which
includes nearly all of Gloucestershire west of the

Severn.

DEAN, Amos (1803-G8). An American jurist.

He was born in Barnard, Vt., and graduated at

Union College in 1822. He soon gained renown
as a lawyer, and his treatises on legal subjects

were recognized as authoritative. In 1839 he

became professor of medical jurisprudence in

the Albany Medigal School, and in 1851 professor

of law in the newly founded law-school at Albany.
He also served as chancellor and professor of

history at the University of Iowa in 1855. His
works include: Lectures on Phrenology (1835);
Manual of Law (1838) ; Philosophy of Human
Life (1839); Medical Jurisprudence (1854);
Bryant and Stratton's Commercial Law (1861) ;

and an unfinished History of Civilization (7 vols.,

1869-70).

DEANE, Chables (1813-89). An American
author. He was born in Biddeford, Maine; was
educated at Saco, and in 1832 went to Boston,
where he was a merchant for twenty-two years.

He early acquired a taste for American history,

and at the time of his death had accumulated
a valuable collection of rare Americana. Among
his publications are: f<ome Notices of Samuel
Gorton (1850); Memoir of George Livermore
(1869) ; and The Forms in Issuing Letters Pat-
ent by the Crown of England (1870). He also

edited Bradford's History of Plymouth Planta-
tion (1856) ; Wingfield's Discourse of Virginia

(1860), in which was first seriously questioned
the authenticity of the famous Pocahontas rescue
story; and John Smith's True Relation (1866).

DEANE, James (1801-58). An American
pnysician and naturalist, born in Coleraine. Mass.
He was the discoverer, in 1835, of the fossil

footprints in the red sandstone of the Connecticut
Valley, later more fully investigated by. Profes-
sor (afterwards President) Edward Hitchcock.
On this subject he wrote Ichnographs from the

Sandstone of Connecticut Ifiver (1861). He also
published many articles on medical subjects.

DEANE, Li'cv. Maggie Ttilliver's cousin and
aniiiible rival in George Eliot's The Mill on the

Floss.

DEANE, Silas (1737-89). An American di-

plomatist during the Revolutionary War, who
passed the latter part of his life in England. Ho
was born in Groton, Conn., graduated at Yale
in 1758, was admitted to the bar in 1761, Wcame
an active member of the 'patriot' party on the
approach of the Revolutionary War, and was a
delegate from Connecticut to the first and second
Continental Congresses. In February, 1776, large-

ly through the influence of Robert Morris, he
was appointed by Congress business agent of the

United States at Paris, where he entered upon
his duties in July of the same year. Until
Franklin's arrivnl he acted virtually as the offi-

cial delegate of the United States to the French
Court, and, besides securing and transmitting
supplies, induced many French officers—some-
times by lavish and ill-advised promises—to take
service in the American Army. In December ho
became one of the three commissioners from
Congress to France. Soon afterwards he was
charged indirectly by Arthur Lee (q.v.), one of

his asswiates, with having misappropriated part
of the public funds, and toward the close of 1777
Congress sent a summons to him to return, osten-

sibly to communicate information concerning the
attitude of European Powers toward the United
States. Before this order reached him, he signed,

together with the other commissioners, the treat-

ies of commerce and alliance with France, early
in 1778. Immediately upon his return he was
asked to render a detailed accoimt of his financial

transactions, but failed to satisfy Congress, which
persistently refused to authorize a settlement of

his accounts. "No proof appears that he had
been dishonest," says the historian Hildreth, "or
had employed the public money in speculations
of his own, as his enemies alleged; but he had
occupied the unfortunate position of having large
sums of public money pass through his hands
l)efore any proper sy.stem of vouchers and ac-

countability had been established, and he fell

before the same spirit of malignant accusation
which presently assaulted Wadsworth, Greene.
Morris, and even Franklin himself, but which
they had better means of warding off" {History

of the United States, iii., 269). Deane soon re-

turned to France, largely for the purpose of

straightening out his accounts, and subsequently
became convinced that the Revolution was des-

tined to fail and that the United States should
again become colonies of li^ngland. Late in 1781
liivingfon's Royal Gazette (New York) pub-
lished a series of 'intercepted' letters written by
him (at the instigation, it has been charged, of

George III. and Lord North) to prominent
Americans, in which he strongly opposed the

Declaration of Independence and the French alli-

ance, and urged prompt submission to Great
Britain. For this ho was considered a traitor

by a large element of the patriot party. In 1842
Congress at last adjusted Deane's accounts and
paid to his heirs about .$37,000. Dean published,

in defense of his conduct, An Address to the Free
and Independent Citizens of the United States
(Hartford and London, 1784). A part of his

correspondence in 1774-76 is given in the Papers
of the Connecticut Historical Society, vol. ii.
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(Hartford, 1891), and much of his diplomatic
correspoudence, together with a biographical
sketch, may be found in Wharton (editor). The
Revolutionary Diplomatic Correspondence of the
United States (6 vols., Washington, 1889). Con-
sult also The Deane Papers (5 vols., New York,
188G-90), published by the New York Historical
Society: and Papers in Relation to the Case of
fSilas Deane (Philadelphia, 1855), published by
the Seventy-six Society.

DEAN OF QUrLD. Formerly the head of

trade guilds in Scotch towns; now a corporation
official.

DEAN OF THE CHAPEL ROYAL. An
office held by six (formerly three) clergj-men of

the Established Church of Scotland, to which
they are appointed by the Crown. The benefice

of the Chapel Royal, which was instituted by
James V., was richly endowed. The duties of

the office used to be nearly nominal; but on the

foundation of a chair of biblical criticism in

the University of Edinburgh, in 1846, it was en-

dowed with one-third of the revenues, the profes-

sor becoming one of the three deans. The Uni-
versities Commission (1858) recommended that

when the requisite vacancies occurred the reve-

nues should be divided into six parts, attached
respectively to the chairs of divinity and biblical

criticism in Edinburgh University (the latter

receiving two-sixths of the whole), biblical criti-

cism in Aberdeen University, biblical criticism

in Glasgow University, and church history in

Saint Andrews University. As a result of this

arrangement, the revenues of the Chapel Royal
are divided among the incumbents of the above-

mentioned chairs. Besides these fiv& deans, the

dean of the Order of the Thistle bears the title

of Dean of the Chapel Royal, but draws none of

the revenues.

DEANS, David, Effie, and Jeaxie. The fan>-

ily about which centred the plot in Sir Walter
Scott's novel The Heart of Midlothian. The
father is a stem Cameronian, deeply shocked at

the accusation made against his daughter, Effie.

of having murdered her illegitimate child. Jeanie.

who obtains pardon for her half-sister by walking
all the way to London and securing the sympathy
of the Duke of Argj'll, is the heroine of the tale.

DEAR'BORN, Fort. See Fort Dearborn.

DEARBORN, Henry (1751-1829). AnAmeri-
can soldier, l)oni in North Hampton, N. H. He
studied iiiwlicinc and became a physician, but

left his practice upon receiving the news of I>ex-

ington, entered the army as captain in 1775. and
8erve<l throughout the Revolution, and distin-

guished himself at Quebec (where he was taken

prisoner), Saratoga, Monmouth, and Yorktown.
He was Secrotarj' of War under Jefferson

from 1801 to 1809, and at the outbreak of the

War of 1812 was appointed senior officer in the

army, with the rank of major-general, and was
assigned to the Northern Department. He cap-

tured Toronto (then York) and Fort George, but

in July, 181.3. was recalled and placed in com-

man<l at New York. He resigned from the army
in 1815. From 1822 to 1824 he was Minister to

Portugal.

DEARTH, Henry Golden (1863—). An
American painter, bom at Bristol, R. I. He was
a pupil of H<*>bert and Aim(' Morot in Paris, and
became a member of the Society of American

VOb. V.-46.

Artists in 1889. There is much charm in his

carefully painted evening scenes, and he has the
quality of atmosphere that gives every subject
touched by him individuality. He received a
bronze medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900.

DEATH, Biological View of. See Life.

DEATH, Brethren of. The name given to
the hermits of the Order of Saint Paul, an order
formed in the thirteenth century, but suppressed
by Pope Urban VIIl. about 1630. They dres.sed

in a black habit marked with a skull, and saluted
each other with the words, "Remember that you
must die."

DEATH, Dance of. A literary or pictorial

representation of the power of death over the
life of men. The subject was at first presented as
a church play, preceded by an exhortation and
ending with an appropriate sermon. (See Mira-
cle Play; Mystery; Morality.) Probably
because of the importance of the Maccabee
brothers and their mother in the earlier represen-

tations, the French and other Latin peoples call it

the 'Danse Macabre,' or some equivalent name.
Tlie play consisted of a dialogue between Death
and representatives of the various classes, church-
men and lajTuen, from the Pope and the Emperor
dov^Ti. Death invited them to follow him, and
each unfortunate representative, after long re-

monstrances, submitted to the call, invoking
God's mercy. At first Death was represented
in an earnest and solemn manner, but soon his

attitude took the character of a dance. Such
plays were given in all countries where the Latin
Church prevailed, and in Italy we find another
version of the same subject, rendered popular by
Dante and Petrarch, the "Triumph of IVeath."

It was soon found more efficacious, however,
to have the subject portrayed by painters and
sculptors upon the walls of the church or the
cemetery. The most famous example of the
"Triumph of Death" is the fresco of the Campo
Santo of Pisa (fourteenth century), wrongfully
ascribed to Andrea Orcagna. Among the oldest

French examples of the 'Dance of Death' was
that in the Cemeterj' of the Innocents, Paris

(1425). Others still exist in France, as well as
in England, Germany, and Spain. The subject

is often pictorially represente<l in the manu-
scripts of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

and in many woodcuts of the fifteenth and fol-

lowing centuries. Tlie most famous of the latter

are the two designed by Holbein, the smaller
engraved by LHtzelburger (1520), while the

larger appeared in book-form in 15.38 (at Lyons)
and many times since. The subject has also been
represented in the nineteenth century, the most
famous representation being that of Rethel

(1848), directed against the French Republic.

It has also been admirably treated in music,

especially by Saint-Saens in his Danse macabre,
and in literature, as, for example, in Goethe's

ballad, Der Todtentanz.
Consult: Douce. The Dance of Death (London,

1833) : l.^nglois, Kssai sur les dansea <fe« morts
(Rouen, 1851): Kastner, Les danses des morts
(Paris. 18.52) ; Wackemagel, "Der Todtentanz,"

in Klcinerc Schriften, i. (Leipzig, 1874) ; Seel-

mann. Die Todtentan:e des Mittelalters (Norden,
1893) : Vigo. I.e dome macabre in Italia (Livor-

no, 1878) ; Merino, I^a dance macabre (Madrid,
1884).

DEATH ADDER. Any of several deadly
elapino. .Vuxtfiila^ian viviparous snakes, espe-
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fially the spinc-tAilpd Acauthophia aniarcticua,

which is widely distributed from South Aus-
tralia to the Moluccas, and resembles in fonn

and color an American rattlesnake. The end of

the tail "is laterally compressed, beset with a

few rows of large imbricating scales, and ter-

minates in a thin, horny spine." Dr. Gadow
thinks the use of tliis peculiar tail "very prob-

ably consists in attracting or fixing the attention

of small animals; the snake, lying coiled up on

a dry and sandy spot, slightly raising and vi-

brating the tip of the tail." It feeds mainly on
frogs and young birds. Another species greatly

feared is tlie larger and more cylindrical purplish

adder (Paeudechis porphyriaceua) , or 'black-

snake,' which may reach seven feet in length,

and is purplish-black, varying in <lifferent speci-

mens to dark olive-brown, with carmine sides and
red belly, specked with i)lack. A third ap<>cies.

especially dangerous, although smaller, because

of its resemblance to the harmless serpents,

is the short death adder (Holoccphalus curtus),

also known as the broad-headed, tiger, or brown-
l)anded snake. It is very variable, but the Ijead,

winch has a peculiarly square outline, is "gen-

erally uniform black, the body olive color, with
broad brown or black cross-bands, the hinder

part of the body , . . blackish, and the whole
of the under parts light-yellow." Its venom is

inmiediately fatal to animals generally, but seems
not to be so to itself or other poisonous snakes.

'Piiirty or more young are brought forth annually
by a single pair, and the species is common every

where on the Continent. It buries itself in the
ground during the cold season. The genus Holo-
ccphalus has several other species in Australasia

and the south seas. One of these, the large-scaled

(Holoccphalus supcrbus), is the dreaded di;i

mond snake of Tasmania ; another is the smaller,

broad-headed snake (Holoccphalus varicgntus)
of the neighborhood of Sydney; a third (Hohi
cephalus nigrescens) . of the southeastern coast

of Australia, is remarkable for its white tongue.

Consult Kreft, Stwkes ofA tistralia (
Sydney, 1 8(5!) )

.

DEATHBED, Law of. A peculiar doctrine

of the Scottish law, derived from the later Roman
law, whereby if any man, while suffering from
the disease of which he ultimately died, burdened
or conveyed away his heritable estate to the

prejudice of his lawful h«'ir, he was presumed
to have so acted in consequence of his inability

to resist importunity in the state of feebleness

to which he was reduced, and his heir was en-

titled to avoid the deed. Two tests were fixed

upon by the law as establishing the existence
of a requisite degree of capacity—viz. survival of

the donor for sixty days, and his going unsup-
ported to kirk or market. It was of no conse-
quence that the object of the visit was neither
to worship nor to buy and sell, but simply to

evade the law of deathbed. If the individual was
in a condition to take ])art in the service of the
church, or in the trade of the market, that was
sufficient. Extreme old age, accompanied by
manifest indications of the approach of death,
were held equivalent to disease. But the deed
of the oldest or most infirm man, or of the man
who was laboring imder the most mortal sick-

ness, was not voidable if another disease had
supervened of which he died, or if he were killed

by accident. See Dt'ress; Undue Influence.

DEATH-CTJP. See Fungi, Edible and Poi-
SONOIS.

DEATH DUTIES. The comprehensive Eng-
lisii term for a variety of speciilc duties levied

under acts of Parliament on the estates of de-

••eased jM^rsons. Included under the term are

(1) probate duties, (2) account duties, (3)
legacy duties, (4) succession duties, and (5)
••state duties.

The probate duty dates back to the year 1G94,
and was a stamp duty levied as the price of ob-

taining probate or letters of administration. It

has now, since 1894, been superseded by the
estate duty. T\\e account duty was of later

origin, and was payable by the l)eneficiary of a
decedent. It has also been superseded by the
estate duty. The legacy duty was created by
RLutute 20 Geo. III., c. 28 ( 1780), and is a stamp
tax on receipts given by legatees to executors
for their legacies. It varies in amount from
1 to 10 \)er cent, of the legacy, according to

the nearness of the relationship of the legatee to

the decedent. When tlie legatee is a lineal de-

scendant or ancestor of the deceased, tiie duty
(I per cent.) need not be paid if an estate or
other death duty has been paid. Succeasion duty
was created by act of Parliament in 1853 (16
and 17 Vict., c. 51), and cimsists of a tax vary-
ing from 1'/.' to 11 VI' I>cr cent, (according to

tlie degree of consanguinity) levied on the bene-

ficiary of real property passing by descent or
otherwise on the death of another. The estate

duty is a recent addition to the list of death
duties, having been created in 1894 (57 and 58
Vict., c. 30). It is of a more general character
than the earlier duties, being levied on all prop-
erty, real or personal, "which, on the death of

any person after August I, 1894, or at a period
ascertainable only by reference to sucli death,
]>asses either immediately or after an interval,

either certainly or contingently," to another.
This tax is in some cases additional to other
tleath duties, and in other cases in lieu thereof.

Taken together, the.se several duties constitute
a most comprehensive system, which is being imi-

tated in many of its features in the United
States. (See Inheritance Tax; Succession.)
(Consult: Hanson, Death Duties; Encyclopwdia
of the Laics of England (London, 1897), vol. i.,

71 ; vol. iv., 120.

DEATH OF CiE'SAB, The. A painting by
GerOme (18(57), now in the possession of the
Astor family. It represents Ca'sar lying at the
foot of Pompey's statue, surrounded by the con-"

spirators, in the Senate House.

DEATH OF GENEBAL WOLFE, The. A
\\clI-known jiainting by Sir Benjamin West
(1771), now hanging in Grosvenor House, Lon-
don. It represents the famous English com-
mander dying in the amis of his soldiers, as the
French colors are being brought to him.

DEATH OF MABOiiOWE, The. A tragedy
by R. H. Home (1837). and founded on the

diainalio fiite of the Elizabethan playwright.

DEATH-BATE. See Vital Statistics.

DEATH'S-HEAD MOTH ( Achcrontin Atro-
pos). A species of hawk-moth (q.v. ), widely
<listributed over the Old ^\ orld. It measures
almost five inches from tip to tip of the extended
wings : is dark in color, the bodj' yellow with
black markings, the thorax with pale marking's
wliich have some resemblance to a skull, and
from which it derives its name; the upper wings
mottled with brown, black, and yellow. The
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caterpillar is {(reoni.-.h-yellow, the back speckled

with black, with transverse lines partly blue and
partly white; and feeds on the potato, tomato,

and a variety of other plants. This insect is

most fre<iueutly seen Hying about in autumn,
and only in the mornings and evenings. It is

remarkable for emitting a plaintive squeaking
sound, which, with its dark color, and the skull-

like mark on the thorax, has led to its being

regarded with superstitious dislike, the sudden
apjM'arance of largt? nunibers being popularly

held ominous of evil; while in Mauritius a

notion prevails that it casts a dust from its

wings which produces blindness in persons on

whom it falls, and its entering an apartment
is therefore regarded with dread. The sound

is produced by the palpi, the inner faces of which

are striated and are rubbed against the probos-

cis; and it is heard strongly and sharply when
the insect is confined in the hand. The death's-

head moth is interesting upon still another ac-

count, as one of those insects which enter and
plunder beehives, feeding upon the honey.

DEATH'S JEST BOOK, or The Fool's

Tragedy. A drama by T. L. Beddoes, published

posthumously in 1850 and founded on the actual

stabMng of a thirteenth-century duke by his

jester.

DEATH VALLEY. A desert valley in

Inyo County, Cal., lying between ^he Panamint
Range on the west and the Funeral, Amargosa,

and Grapevine ranges on the east (Map: Cali-

fornia, E .3 ) . The Panamint range rises to a

maximum altitude of 10,937 feet in Telescope

Peak, while the eastern ranges have altitudes of

l>etween 7000 and 8000 feet. Much of the valley

is below sea-level, the lowest point being 480 feet

below sea. The valley has a length, including

the northwest arm, sometimes known as Mes-

quite Valley, of 135 miles. It varies greatly

in breadth, being in few places less than 10 miles

wide, and in some places having twice that

breadth, while the distance from summit to

summit of the bordering ranges is 20 to 30

miles. There are several places where ordinarily

drinkable water can be obtained in the valley,

among them Saratoga Springs in the southeast-

ern part, Bennett Wells on the west side, and a

IKjint near the mouth of Furnace Creek at the

north end of the Funeral range.

Several watercourses enter the valley, among
them the Amargosa River from the south and

Furnace Creek from the east, but it is only aiier

heavy rains, which are of very rare occurrence,

that" they contain any water. The valley was

formerly' the V)ed of n salt lake, along the east

side. There is a white salt deposit, with borax

app<'aring in several places. In the western

part a salt marsh still exists.

The salty bottom of the valley is destitute of

vegetation.' but on the west side is bordered by

mesquite; the east and west slopes pos.sess a

sparse vegetation of cacti and desert shrubs and

grasses. A groAvth of tall coarse grass is found

in the salt marsh in the northern section. -Ani-

mal life is confined to a few species of desert

animals, chiefiv reptilia, such as snakes, lizards,

and horned toads; but flocks of blackbirds have

been seen there. The meteorological conditions

are verv interesting, and during one summer the

United States Weather Bureau instituted special

observations here. The temperatures in the

valley during the summer are excessive, a maxi-

mum of 122° F. in the shade having been ob-

served on successive days. The air is very dry and
dew never forms, the relative humidity averaging

only about 23 |)er cent. During five summer
months not quite an inch and a half of rainfall

occurred, and on only nine days was the rainfall

sufficient to i)ermit its amount to be measured.

The summer rains are of local character. It is

probable that four or five inches of rainfall occur

during the year. The prevailing wind is from the

south in summer time ; the averagi; wind velocity

for the season is about 10 miles per hour, which
is high for that locality. Sand-storms and dust-

whirlwinds occur with considerable frequency.

DEATHWATCH. Any of a family of small

beetles, Ptinidse, which live on dead animal and
vegetable matter. They are usually of a cinna-

mon brown color, the trochanters are situated

between the femora and the coxa», and their larvse

are short, have six legs, no eyes, short antenna,

and require one or more years for development.

Both the beetles and the larvas do much damage
to furniture, house-timbers, ships' stores, drugs,

books, etc. A few, such as the often injurious

apple-twig borer {Amphicerus bicauduta) , bore

into living, solid wood. .Vnother form, of both

Europe and America (Lasiodcnna serricorne),

is a serious pest of capsicum and of dried to-

bacco. Still another species thrives on opium.

The 'deathwatch' whose rapid ticking is so fre-

quently heard in the quiet of the night is a
species of world-wide distribution (Hitodrepa

panicea) , which not infrequently feeds on paper,

paste, and leather bindings of books. The rap-

ping IS caused by a rapid hammering with the

head on some suitable resounding material, and
is probably a sexual call. It may sometimes

be found doing this with remarkable force and
agility on furniture where its action is observ-

able.
' In England the name is sometimes ap-

plied to the book-lice of the family Psocidse. See

Bookworm.
DE AXJGMENTIIS SCIENTIABUM, dg

ag-m6n'shl-is si'en-shi-a'rum (l.at.. on the ad-

vancement of learning). A treatise by Fnincis-

Bacon. It forms the opening chapter of his

IiiMtduratio Magna, and is, after the \of«m
Organum, his most inijwrtant treatise.

DIjBACLE, dA^M\'k^. a French word, origi-

nally applied in tliat language to the breaking

up of tlie ice in a harl)or or riv«'r; but intro-

duced into English by geologists to express any
sudden Hood of water, which Innirs before it op-

posing obstacles, and leaves its path marked
with confused and scattered fragments of rocks

an<l other d«'bris.

L(i DfMclc is the title of an historical novel by

Emile Zola, published in 1892. and describing

the downfall of the Stnond Empire in 1870. By
many this Ixxik is reganhnl as the most striking

and 'powerful of all Zola's productions.

DE BARY, dA bil'rA. H KIN RICH Anton (1831-

SS). .V (.Jeriiian botanist. He was l>orn at

Frankforton-the-Main. and studied medicine and
botany at Heidelberg. Marburg, and Berlin.

.\fter filling a profess<»rship at Freiburg (1855-

{V\) anil Halle (1807 72). he was ap|>ointed

rwtor of the newly established university at

Strassburg. He was editor of the Hotanixchr

Zritung from 18ftt5 until his death. He published

a numl>or of standard works on fungi and

kindred subjects, such as /)i»- Mtirvtozocn (2d e<L
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1804) ; BcitrUffc zur Miirph<}logic und Phyniulogic

(Ur I'ilze (5 partK, 1804-82, partly in collabora-

tion with Woronin) ; VorlcHungen iiber liaktcrien

(2ded. 1887).

DEBATABLE LAND. A tract of land situ-

ated iM'twceii tlie Ksk and the Sark, on the south-

western part of the border of England and
S-uthind, and at one time claimed hy both king-

doms; hence its name. In 1542 commissioners
appointed by the two Crowns divided the land by
a line drawn from east to west betwixt tlie two
rivers. The upper half was adjudged to Scot-

land, and the soutliern part to England. The
IX'!)a table Land continued long after to be the
H'siilcnce of freclHK)ter.s and criminals, to whom
its dubious sUite afl'orded a refuge. See BoBOEB.

DEBAT-PONSAN, dc-bA' pON'sUN', Edouabd
Hkr.nari) (1847— ). A French historical and
portrait painter, born in Toulouse. He was a
pupil at the Beaux-Arts in Paris and then of

C'abanel, and won the Prix de Rome in 1873.

Althougii his pictures include historical subjects,

such as the dramatic "Gate of the Louvre on
Saint Bartholomew's Day" (1880), he is par-
ticuliirly successful with portraits. Among these

are "M. Paul de Cassagnac" (1882) and "Gen-
eral Houhinger." His works are notable both for

drawing and color. He was awarded a third-class

medal at the Paris Exposition of 1889, and the
Cross of the Legion of Honor in 1881.

DEBAY, dc-bft'. A family of French sculp-

tors. Jeax Baptiste Joseph the elder ( 1779-

1802) was born at Malines and studied under
Chaudet in Paris, where he afterwards settled

permanently. He was made an officer of the
legion of Honor in 1825. Among his principal
works are the marble statues of "Charles Mar-
tel," in the V'ersailles Museum, and of "Colbert,"
in the Luxembourg, an "Equestrian Statue of
Louis XIV." at Montpellier, two groups in mar-
ble of "Mercury and Argus," and "Girl in a
Shell," which is generally pronounced his finest

production. His son and pupil, Jean Baptiste
.JcsEPll the younger (1802-02). was born at
Nantes, and studied also under Bosio in Paris,
where he won the Grand Prix de Rome in 1829.

For his marble statue of a "Young Girl Slave"
(1830) he received a fir»st-elass medal. Besides
the statues of "Charles VIII." in the Ver.saillea

Museum, and of "General Cambronne" at Nantes,
a "Genius of the Navy" and a "Genius of the
Chase" are worthy of notice. His brother,
AUOU.STE Hyacintiie (1804-05), bom at Nantes,
was equally excellent as a sculptor and painter.
He was a pupil of his father, and, in painting,
of Gros, in Paris, where he won the Grand Prix
in 1823. His finest plastic work is "The First
Cradle," which obtained a gold medal at the
Universal Exposition of 1855. In the Louvre
may be seen his statues of the architect Per-
rault, and of the painter Claude Lorrain.
His most remarkable painting is the so-called
"Field of the Cloth of Gold" in the Versailles
Museum, an intensely dramatic composition on
a gigantic scale, representing the meeting be-

tween Francis I. and Henry VIII. in 1520. An
"Episode of 1793 at Nantes" and "Lucretia on
the CoUatine Hill" are in the Museum at Nantes.
DE BEAUMONT, de b6'm6N'. See Eon de

Beatmont.
DE BEATJNE, de b6n', Flobimond. See

Beaixe.

DEBEN'TURE (ME. debcntur, from I.At. de-

binlur mihi, tliere are owing to me, a phrase
with which receipts U'gan, from dvbvrc, owe).
In the most general sense, a written acknowledg-
ment of indebtedness. The term has long been in

use in England to descrilie various classes of
Government obligations, as soldiers' del)enture8,

exchequer debentures, and custom-house deben-
tures, and it is employed in the same sense in

the United States (U. S. Rev. Stat., §§3037-
3040). Of late years the term debenture has
come into common use, espi'cially in England,
to designate company securities of all sorts, in-

cluding the corjMjrate bonds, which, in the United
States, comprehend the greatc>r part of such
obligations. They need not be bonds, however,
though they are usually of that character; and
neither is it necessary, to give them the char-
acter of debentures, that they shall l>e issued by
corporations, though most of them doubtless are.

They may or may not he secured i)y mortgagt? or
other charge on the property of the company or
individual issuing them. They differ from cer-

tificates of stock, in that they contain a promise,
usually in the form of a covenant, to pay a
principal sum, with periodical interest thereon,
on a specified date in the future, and they are
usually issued in series, and for the purpose of

borrowing money thereon. They are commonly
transferable, and, it is said, may be so drawn as
to be negotiable.

When, as usually is the case, debentures are
secured by a charge on the property of the com-
pany issuing them, the charge is in the form
of a 'floating security,' as it is called, attaching
at any given moment during the life of the deben-
ture to all the property owned by the company
at that time. The dissolution of the company
causes the debentures to mature, even though
the time for which they were given has not ex-

pired, and the floating security thereupon be-

comes fixed and definite, and the property may
l)e reached by the debenture-holders in an action

for the appointment of a receiver and the en-

forcement of the security. From this it is evi-

dent that such debentures depend for their se-

curity upon the condition of the company, and
may readily become worthless or nearly .so.

The matter of issuing debentures and the na-

ture of the security which they afford are largely

regulated by general statutes providing for the

incorporation of companies and sometimes by
private acts for the government of individual

corporations. Consult: Palmer, Company Prece-

dents (0th or later ed., London, 1895) ; Manson,
The Debentures and Debenture Stock of Trading
and Other Companies (T^ondon, 1894) ; Jones,

Treatise on the Law of Corporate Bonds and
Mortgages (2d ed., Boston, 1894). See Bond;
Corporation ; Security.

DE'BIR. A place in the south of Judah (Josh.

X. 38). (See Kirjath-Sepher. ) In Josh. xv.

7, where Debir has been supposed to 1)e a name of

a city, we should probably read Midbarah 'to

the wilderness,' and in Josh xiii. 20 the correct

reading seems to he Lidebir or Lodebar (q.v. ).

DEBIT AND CREDIT. See Soix und
Hahkn.
DEB'ORAH (Heb. bee). A heroine who

helped to deliver the Israelites from the oppres-

sion of the Canaanites, and who in tradition
becomes a prophetess and a 'judge.' She was the
wife of Lapidoth, and dwelt in the hill country
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of Ephniiin (Judges iv. 4-5). For twenty years,

the story goes, Israel had heen oppressed by tlie

Canaaniles, when Delwrah stirred up Barak, son
of Ahinoam of Kedesh in Napthali, and tlie two
witli an army went against Sisera, leader of the

forc-e of the Canaanite King Jabin, Jeseended
up<m him from Mount Tabor, and routed his

army (ib. iv. 10-16). Sisera himself, in flight,

was slain while asleep by a woman, Jael, wife of

lle!K>r, the Kenite (ib. iv. 11-22). A forty years

lM>a«' followed this success (ib. v. 31), though
It should be added that the number forty is to

1)0 regarded as a general term for a generation.

Ihe so-called "'Song of Deborah" (ib. v. 2-31)

celebrates this victory, but there are some strik-

ing discrepancies between the song and the prose

narrative in chap. iv. That the song is a con-

temporary record may be inferred from the

•ircliaic language and its general character. It

is universally regarded by scholars as one of

the oldest bits of literature in the Old Testa-

ment, but it makes no mention of Jabin, and
commemorates the discomfiture of Sisera. Geo-

graphical discrepancies are also to be noted, and
it would appear that the prose narrative, which
is of course considerably later, refers to another

event in which Jabin is chiefly involved, and
that the two occurrences have been welded to-

gether by making Sisera the leader of Jabin's

army. On the Song of Deborah, consult Cooke,

7 he' History and Song of Deborah (London,

18P2). The te.\t is obscure in some places and
corrupt in others, but there is enough left to

give this composition a unique |)osition in the

historj' of ancient poetry among the Semites.

DEBOUCHING, dd-booshTng (Fr. deboucher,

from dc, from + boucher, to stop up, from bouche,

mouth, from I^t. bucca, cheek). In military

usage, the issuing of troops from out a narrow-

passage, wood, defile, or any other roadway
which has compelled them to advance in column
or other narrow formation.

DE BOW, J.\MES DuNWOODY Bbownson
(1820-67). An American journalist and statis-

tician, bom at Charleston, S. C. He began active

life in business in Charleston, was admitted to

the bar. and about the same time became editor

of the Southern Quarterly Review, to which he

contributed an article on the 'Oregon Question.'

which attracted wide attention. In 184.'> he left

the Suuthrni Quarterly, and established I)e liotr'n

Commercial Keviexc in XewOrleans (1846). which

was at once successful and was for many years

an organ of ultra-.sectional opinion. In 1848 he

became professor of political economy in the

University of Ixjuisiana. and in 1850 head of the

State Census Bureau, which he manage<l with

such distinction that he was apjwinted superin-

tendent of the United States Census (ia.')3r)5).

He continued to edit his review, and wrot<' much
on statistics and finance, contributing numerous

articles on .American alTairs to the eighth edi-

tion of the Encyelopcedia Rritannica, and foster-

ing, by lectures and pen, the material and intel-

lectual interests of the South, and later of the

Confederacy. His review was suspended during

the Civil War, but was resumed at its close, in

New York and Nashville. De Bow having iKK-ome

a convert to the economy of free labor. He

wrote Industrial Resources of the Southern and

Western States (3 vols.. 1853) : and the greater

part of The Statistical Vieto of the United States,

a compendium of the seventh census (1854) ; be-

sides many statistical pamphlets.

DEBRECZEN, d^r^t-s^n. A free imperial

tity of Hungary, capital of the County of

Uajdu, situated on a sandy but fertile plain,

about 137 miles east of Budai)est by rail (Map:
Hungarj'. G 3). The town, with its sub-

urbs, occupies a large area; its old fortifications

have been converted into promenades. It pos-

sesses a number of hand.some modern buildings,

among which are the Rathaus, theatre, and
Protestant Church, from the pulpit of which, in

184J), Kossuth proclaimed the deposition of the

Hap.sburg dynasty. Among its numerous educa-

tional institutions is the famous Protestant col-

lege founded in 1531. with a library of 100,000

volumes. The manufactures for which the town
is particularly famous are clay pipes, soap, and
sausages. Its yearly cattle markets are of con-

siderable importance. Population, in 1890, 57,-

WO; in IJMK), 72,588, mostly Hungarian Protes-

tants. Debreczen sufTered severely during the

Turkish \\'ar, and in the seventeenth century,

when it had become a Protestant town, was
attacked by the Imi>erialists. In 1849 the Hun-
garian Diet and Government fled to Debreczen on

the fall of Budapest. On July 3, 1849, it was
taken by the Prussians, and on August 3 it was
the scene of a fierce battle between the Hun-
garians and the Russians.

DEBBY, de-br^', or DEBBIE' TufioDORt:

(1528-98). A Flemish engraver, goldsmith, and
printer, bom at Li&ge. He settled at Frankfort-

on-the-Main about 1580, where he worked as

printer, engraver, and luKikseller until his death.

He executed a numlx«r of plates, which are of great

value, but rather on account of the invention and
originality displayed in them, than as works of

art. Hi.s' subjects are .sometimes grotesque and
fanciful, but more often processions or dam-es

with numerous figures. Among his most cele-

brated plates are those for Boissard's Roman
Antiquities, and 123 plates which he engraved

for the Collect iones Peregrinationum in Indiani

Orientalem et Occidentalrm (1590). There were

many editions of this work in different languages.

An excellent collection is in the l^nox Library,

New York City. He was also a medalist and

designer for jewelrv and plate. His sons. John
Tnftoix)RE (1561-1621) and Joh.n Lsrael ( ? -

1611 ). assisted him. an«l together they completed

The Antiquities. John Thfkxlore had less imagi-

nation than his father, but was the letter artist.

DEBS, Ecr.ENE Victor (1855— ). An Ameri-

cjin labor leader. l)orn at Terre Haute. Ind. He
was early a Ux'oniotive tinMuan. and subseijuently

l)ecame connected with the wholesale grocery

trade. In 1885 he sat in the Indiana I>»gisla

turc. He was grand secretary and treasurer of

the Brotherhood of I>ocomotive Fin-men from

1880 to 1893. and president of the American

Railway Union from 1893 to 1897. and during

the latter incunilx-ncy managed the im]M>rtant

strike of Western railways (1894). in the prog

ress of which he was charged with the violation

of an injunction, and imprisoned for six months

for contempt of court. In 1900 he was the candi-

date of the Social I>Mn<x«ratie Party for the

Presidency of the I'nited States.

DEBT (OF. dette. dehtc, Lat. dehitum, that

which is owe<l. from dehn-e, to owe. from de. from

-f habere, to have). In law. strictly speaking.
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a sum of nioiu'y due u|K)u a certuin and oxj>n'SMed

nj;rt>«'iiit>nt. This obligatiou may be founded on
simple eontrnet, be contained in a sealed instru-

ment, or be established by the judgment of a
eourt. in this meaning a debt is a definite sum
due, not merely a claim for damages. In some
applications, however, the word has been mucii

more broadly used, and it is probable that most
courts would not confine it to the strict delini-

tion alKJve given, unless required so to do by the

context of a law or the sj)ecial circumstances of

the ease. Thus, it has been held that a debt
niay be a certain sum of money promised to be
paid in the future as well as a sum already
actually due and payable; but if the sum be
payable upon a contingency at a future time it

cannot properly be called a debt. In its more
general sense debt is that due from one person
to another, whether money, goods, or service

;

under the United States legal-tender statutes the

term embraces any obligation by contract, ex-

pressed or implied, which may be discharged
by money through the voluntary action of the
party bound ; where a statute prohibits a city

from increasing its in<lebtedness, it is held that
for that city to give its corporate bonds for the
future jjayment of valuable property would vio-

late the prohibition; a bequest of 'whatever
debts' might be due the testator at the time of

his death has been held to include money de-

posited with his bunkers; a tax is not of the
nature of a debt, not being founded on contract,

but being rather an impost laid by a government.

Under the dual form of government which ob-

tains in this country, an important question in

regard to debts was raised as to the provision
of the United States Constitution forbidding the
several States to pass laws im])airing the valid-

ity of contracts. It was questioned whether an
insolvency law adopted by a single State did not
violate this provision, where it allowed a debt
already existing to be canceled upon the debtor's

complj'ing with the regulations of the Insolvency
Act (q.v. ). It has been settled by the courts that
the States have the right to legislate in this

manner, but subject to the power of the United
States to enact a uniform law of bankruptcy
(q.v.). Of course a State's insolvency law can-
not impair the obligation of a contract existing
before its passage. But in all contracts implying
a debt entered into after its passage, it will be
presumed that the parties to the contract have
in mind the provisions of such law.

Historically, there has been a remarkable and
interesting change in the way in which the law
has dealt with the debtor and provided legal

methods for the recovery of the debt. In ancient
times the delinquent debtor was practically
handed over to the tender mercies of his creditor:

under the ^losaic law, in Greece and Rome, and
in England under the Saxon rule, the debtor was
made the actual slave of his creditor. A change
followed under the feudal system, owing to the
fact that the feudal idea required frequent mili-

tary service, and imprisonment of the person for
debt was not consistent with that theory. As
the feudal system fell into disuse and the im-
portance of trade and commerce increased, there
was again a change toward the harsh treatment
of the debtor, and it is only within our own time
that imprisonment for debt has been generally
abolished. The present tendency of legislation

is to afTord an p.n«y and simple procedure, so that

undisputed debts may be adjudicated upon quick-
ly, and as summarily as is consistent with the
right of defense and of appeal. The action of
debt or the simple substitutes therefor i)rovided
by the reformed procedure in England and this

country, is a civil suit, whose worst result is a
money judgment and an execution levied on the
property of tiie (lei)lor for its .satisfiiction. Where
the element of fraud, false pretenses, or con-

cealment of property enters into the qm-stion,
the courts still possess, both in England and the
United States, power to restrain and und«'r sonie
conditions even to imprison tlie debtor. For a
fuller exposition of these principles and of other
matters relating to phases of the general subject,

see Absco.nuino; Attachment; HANKKirrcY;
Cessio BoNOBiiM ; Creditob; Debtok; Gak.msii

;

Imprisonment; Insolvency; Seqi;estbation
;

Tristee Process. Consult the authorities re-

ferred to under the titles treating of spe-

cific subjects, such as Contract; Hond: At-
tachment; Bankruptcy, etc., and also the En-
cyclopwdia of Englifih Lnic ; Bell, Commentaries
on the Statutes Relatire to Diligence, or Execu-
tion Against the Movable Estate; Imprisonment,
etc. (Edinburgh, 1890), where a history of im-

prisonment for debt will be found; the general

treatises such as the Commentaries of Kent,
Blackstone, Stephen, 13ell, Erskine, etc., referred

to under Law.
DEBT, Action oe. One of the old forms of

personal actions in common-law pleading, Ix-ing

used, under that system, to recover a sum cer-

tain, or capable of being ascertained by compu-
tation only. Formerly the declaration alleged

the debet et detinet, on the theory that the de-

fendant owed the money and was guilty of an
unjust detention of the goods or whatever hap-

pened to be the consideration, but this fell into

disuse and is no longer proper. Where the obli-

gation is founded on a simple contract the

declaration must allege the consideration, and if

on a specialty or on a record it must be set out

in full. It differs from assumpsit (q.v.), where
a special promise' is necessary. It is still re-

tained in some of the I'nited States where com-

mon-law pleading is used, but has l)een abolished

by statute in England, where it originated. See

Common Counts; Common Forms; For.ms of

Action ; also Pleading, and consult the authori-

ties there referred to.

DEBT, Public. National debt has become a

marked feature in the finances of modem States.

In any strict sense the public debt designates

all of the outstanding obligations of the govern-

ment. These are of many kinds. Among them,

for instance, in those States which conduct gov-

ernment savings banks must be included the sums
due depositors. In countries which, like France,

require the collectors of taxes to make payments
at specified times, advancing if need l)c from

their own resources the amount required, such

advances must for the time being be regarded as

part of the national debt. But it is not with

these informal obligations, which correspond

somewhat with the book debts of merchants, that

the phrase 'public debt' is generally concerned.

It refers rather to the more formal obligations

undertaken by governments and represented by
formal instruments of indebtedness.

This formal debt may be divided into short-

term and long-term obligations. To the former

is frequently applie<l the expression 'floating
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debt,' and the analogy wliit-h this suggests with
the transactions of corporations indicates the
gen«'ral nature of such indebtedness. These
short-term obligations are normally used to an-
ticipate revenues, and resemble the promissory-
notes issued by merchants in the course of their
business trainactions. As the latter frequently
have a certain aggregate of outstanding notes,
though individual notes be promptly paid when
due, so the floating debt of the State'may readily
become a permanent feature in its finances by
the creation of new debts running parallel to the
payment of the old. When such debts become too
numerous, and the obligation of repajiuenta source
of embsirrassment, it is not infrequent for them
to be converted into funded or i)ermanent debt.

The funde<l debt consists in obligations which
mature at a more or less distant date, or which
are payable at the option of the Government.
Bonds maturing within a fixed period are fa-

miliar in American finance—e.g. the so-called
ten-forties of the act of March 3, 1863. But
more commonly no time is set for the ultimate
retlemption of public obligations. In the national
finance of European States it is usually under-
sttMxi that the Government will not soon avail it-

self of the privilege of repayment. So much is

this the case that on the Continent of Europe the
debts are sixjken of as rentes, the emphasis being
thereby wholly laid upon the fact that the pay-
ment of interest alone is expected, while in Eng-
land the greater part of the public debt is regard-
ed as a s<'ries of perj>etual annuities. A further
form of public debt consi.sts in irredeemable
pajier money. In es.sence it is a debt without
interest, payable at the option of the Government.
S<H' Money.
The public debt, in the sense in which it is

known to-day, is essentially a creation of modern
times. Emergencies in the mediteval State were
met l)y enforced contributions from the people,

and in part by contraction of debt by the mon-
arch. But the debt so contracted was a debt of

the crown, and not of the State, and rested upon
tiie [KTsonal credit of the ruler. With the growth
of parliamentary power and the control of sup-
plies by representatives of the people. State debts

appearetl. They were originally confined to

States like Holland and England, where loanable
capital was plentiful, and where the commercial
classes were sufficiently influential with the Gov-
ernment to insure against repudiation. I.4iter

tliey were extende<l even to States under despotic

aiwi irresponsible rule. In the beginning public

deiit-i freqiiently assununl the form of life annui-

ties; but as these varie<l of necessity with the

age of the persons who advancetl money to the

State,' the c«im plications of accounting were ex-

cessive: moreover, the amoimt of the advances

which «'ould be obtained in this way was neces-

sarily limited. It was a simplification to issue

so-called perpetual annuities with a definite an-

nual payment, and the computation of life an-

nuities gave way to the simple operations of

interest. In Great Britain terminable annuities

are still c<minion: but they form a comparatively

insignificant proportion of the total indebte<i-

ness of the Government. The term public debt

usuallv refers to the national debt alone. In its

widest sen.se. however, it includes |«>cal indebted-

ness also. It is only within the post century

that the municipalities have become debtoni to

anv considernble extent : but at present the ag-

gregate of municipal debts in the United States
rivals the national debt in magnitude. See
Finance, Loc.\l.

Causes of Debt. Public debt ari.ses under
three distinct sets of circumstances: (1) War
expenditure. A modem war demands the ex-
penditure of an enormous sum of money, and this
sum is usually raised through loans. Debts of
this class are naturally borne by the national
Government. (2) Public works. The increase
in commercial intercourse and the rise in stan-
dards of national and civic life have required a
great development of public improvements. The
cost of these has been met partly by taxation,
partly by the raising of loans. The debts in-

curred are borne sometimes by the national Gov-
ernment, sometimes by the localities. Practice
differs in the various States—a fact which must
be taken into account in comparing the national
debts of difTerent countries. (3) The funding of
floating indebtedness. The presence of a large
volume of demand obligations embarras.ses the
workings of the treasury and impairs the credit
of a government. \\'hen it is not convenient to
pay them out of revenue, it is customary to
change them into funded debt.

Theory of Public Debts. In the eighteenth
century it was held by many writers on finance
that a public debt increa.sed a nation's wealth.
Public bonds were regarded as a net addition to
capital. The claim was also advanced that a
public debt was a matter of indifference to the
State, since it merely represented money owed by
one set of citizens to another. Adam Smith and
his followers, on the other hand, were inclinetl

to regard public debt as an unqualified evil.

Modern opinion recognizes that the debts of a
State, like those of an individual, are necessary
or unnecessary, wi.se or foolish, according to the
circumstances under which they are contracted.
The expenses of a State are incapable of sudden
contraction ; its revenues, however, fluctuate to
a considerable extent. Unless a large surplus is

put by in favorable times, a deficit is inevitable
at times when revenues fall off. Since the ac-

cumulation of a surplus seriously disturbs com-
merce and industry, the creation of floating in-

debtedness is frequently expedient. In time of

war, when the honor and possibly the very exist-

ence of a nation is at stake, it is imperative that
immense simis of money shotild be raised to meet
the expenditures attendant upon mobilizing and
equipping armies, building fleets, and preparing
defenses. At such a time the ordinary sources
of revenue fail: ta.xation sufficient to cover the
abnormal expenditures would amount to a virtual

confiscation of profK-rty. an<l would so derange
industry as to impair the capacity of a State to

withstand a long-continued struggle. The rais-

ing of a loan shifts the burden to a i>erio4l when
industry will be better prepared to endure it.

In the peaceful competition for commercial as-

(•cndency. great advantages are gainetl by those

States or conununities which are first to develop
their resources. It is. therefore, often expedient
to imdertake public improvements which would
Im' too costly to he paid for out of increased

taxation. Siieh improvement >*. moreover, create

new sources of revenue, and therefore may im-
|M)se merely a nominal burden upon jKisterity.

Certain classes of public works—e.g. State rail-

ways and telegraphs—^yield a direct revenue
which may l»e sufficient to cover depreciation and
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interest on the cupilal invested in tlicni. It

wuulil be manifestly unreasonable to pay for

such worlvH out of taxation, i'o do so would un-

justly burden the present taxpayer for the ad-

vanta^ of future ;ienerations.

While there are eireunistanees, then, under
which the creation of public debt is abundantly
justilieil, it renuiins true that in practice, debts

are often contracted to national detriment. The
ease with which money is raised by loans leads

often to reckless financiering. L'.sele.ss wars are

undertaken, premature and unproductive pub-

lic works are entered upon. The e.\pediency of

particular loans, however, is a matter to be de-

cided by practical politics, not by financial theory.

The effect upon industry of the creation of a
public debt has received thorough discussion from
economists. When the CJovernnient enters the
nuirket as a bidder for money, capital is drawn
away from productive enterprises, and industry
is in so far hampered. It nniy, however, happen
that the demand for more capital will encourage
saving, so that the loss to industry will not be
measured by the whole extent of the public loan.

If the loan is for productive purposes which
would otherwise be undertaken by private enter-

prise, industry is not necessarily deranged. It

makes .some difference whether the loan is made
at home or abroad. Owing to friction in the in-

ternational How of capital, a foreign loan may
have far less effect upon national indu.stry than
a domestic loan.

Important political consequences frequently re-

sult from the creation of a public debt. When the
creditors of a State are its own citizens, a party
vitally interested in the stability of the govern-
ment is created. When a weak State incurs a
large debt to foreigners, it may endanger its own
autonomy. Kgypt is a classical example of a State
which has fallen under foreign control in this way.
Conversion or Rkkindini; ok Public Debt.

Public debts are freqjiently created at a time of
low national credit. To attract investors, it is

necessary to issue bonds paying a high rate of

interest. When national credit improves, it is pos-
sible to exchange high-interest obligations which
are payable at the option of the Government for
others bearing a lower rate of interest. The
exchange may be a direct one, in which case the
(Jovernment retains its former creditors ; or a new-
loan may be issued to pay off the old obligations.
Almost every country which has a public debt

has refunded it at various times. The refund-
ing operations of the British Treasury extend
through two centuries. Conversion has been fre-

quent in the United States, both in national and
local finance.

The investor in public funds is naturally op-
posed to conversion. Part of the inducement for
investing in bonds consists in the expectation
that they will continue to bear a high rate of
interest, and so rise above par value after normal
conditions return. In the United States the
investor is usually insured against early conver-
sion by the provisions of the loan ; in other coun-
tries the same end is reached by the adoption of
a settled policy of converting only after a con-
siderable lapse of time. One method of insuring
the investor against conversion is to issue low-
interest bonds l)elow par. Redemption of such
obligations entails a heavy cost. This practice is

generally regarded, however, as bad finance, and
is not resorted to in the United States.

Rt;i'AYME.NT OK I'l iiLU Debi. Some parts of
the public debt are so constituted as to be auto-
matically extinguished. Sucii are the terminable
annuities of Jiritish finance. Each payment in-

cludes, l)esides interest, a partial repayment of
the principal. It would obviously be incon-
venient to pay a large part of the public debt in
this way, since payments would have to lie made
whether r«'venues were plentiful or not. Most
fre<iuently debt is paid by re<leeming oi)ligation8
which are due, or which are payable at tlie op-
tion of Government, or by purchasing bonds in
the open market and canceling them.
The policy of repaying public debts has often

been called into question. In order to redeem a
debt, a greater siun must be taken from the peo-
ple by taxation; and it is tiie last portion of the
taxes which is hardest to collect and which causes
the greatest distress. Almost all modern States
are growing in wealth and population; conse-
quently, it is to be expected that a debt which
at present would be very dillicult to pay will in

the future be relatively insignificant. So long
as gold was depreciating in value, the burden of
debt was automatically growing less; and the
aj)plication of science to mining and economy in

the use of gold may bring about another period
of declining value of gold which would again
reduce the burden of public debt without resort
to taxation.

When a State is insufficiently provided with
capital, its l)onds are likely to be held by foreign
capitalists. In repaying the debt, the State may
diminish the scanty supply of capital and so in-

jure its own industries.

There are, however, cogent reasons for the re-

demption of public debts. A future generation
may indeed be more able to pay a given sum than
the present generation ; but the future will doubt-
less have corresponilingly heavy obligations of its

own. Gold may indeed depreciate, but it may also

appreciate. The payment of debt may derange
industry, but it unquestionably strengthens the
credit of a nation and places it in a condition
to meet emergencies. On these grounds the
weight of modern authority favors the gradual
redemption of public debts.

Debts of Leadino Nations. The national
debt of England is <lated generally from the

year 1093, with the loan to the Government of

the entire capital of the Bank of England,
amounting to £1,200,000. In return for this

loan the Bank received its charter and priv-

ileges. The needs of the Government were
pressing, and the debt, once started, grew rap-

idly, as the result of the vigorous foreign

policy of William HI. At the accession of the

House of Hanover, in 1714. it had reached
£50,000.000. and it gre\(' throughout the follow-

ing century, as a result of the several wars in

which England found herself engaged. When,
in 1793, the great struggle with France began,

the debt was £200,000,000, and when it terminat-

ed with the Treatv of Vienna, in 1815, it had
reached the sum of £885,000.000. The example
set by England was followed by the other Euro-
pean countries, although before the closing years
of the eighteenth century few of the States had
contracted debts upon any considerable scale.

The Napoleonic struggle, which involved all Eu-
rope, inaugurated an era of debt for modern
States, and the nineteenth century witnessed a
rapid growth of national indebtedness. A table
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compiled by the liureau of Statistics of the

United States Treasury IX'partment, here repro-

duced, ^ives the indebtedness of some of the

principal nations, and of all the nations of the

world combined, since 1800. The table shows
that the progress of debt in most countries has
been constantly fonvard, and that, with the ex-

ception of the United Kingdom and the United
States, there has been no conspicuous reduction
of the debt. The debt of (Jreat Britain reached
itis niaxiniuni in 1857, when it amounted to

£839,000,000. In the forty-three years since that

date the total has been reduced by £199,000,000;
but the process of debt reduction has been
checked for the time being by the c*omplications

in South Africa.

DKBT8 or Principal Nations, and AeeBESATE for all Nations
World at Variouh Dates vrou 1800 to 1900

OATK8
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payable in coin; $100,117,300 were issued at 6 and .'> per cent, bonds were made convertible into

per cent., to run 40 j'ears (tlie 10-408 of 1804) ; 2 per cent, bonds, which resulted in a consider-

iind $3,882,.')00 at i>er cent. Most of the 6 per able diminution of the annual interest charge,

cents, brought premiums from 1 to 7 per cent. The interest-bearing debt of the I'nited StaSps

In .June, ISM, a loan of $400,000,000 was author- on .July 1, 1900, was made up of the followinj,':

i/ed at i)er cent, (the 5-'20s of 1804), of which
y^,;^^ $.m,l(J6,200

$12l..501,300 was issued. In June, 1804, Con- 3% .» 128,843,24<I

L'ress authorized the issue of $200,000,000 in *% " 5i7,879,2ao

7-30 Treasury notes, and in March, 1805, tha s*/" " 47.67i.aoo

sum was increased by $000,000,000 more. The Total $i,(«3,498,Hao

wliole issue was $829,902,500 of 7-30 interest- 'pjie annual interest charge upon this debt is

bearing notes, and the whole loan was redeemed .•<!.33,54.''),l.'iO. The following is a statement of

by the middle of .hily, 1808. In March, 1805, a outstanding principal of the public debt of the
loan was authorized of $000,000,000 in per tinited States on .January 1 of each year from
cent. 5-20 bonds, to be used only for the payment 1791 fo 1842 inclusive, and on July 1 of each
of Treasury notes or other obligations of the na- ypur from 1843 to 1000 inclusive:

tion. Two' issues were made: .luly 1, .$322,088,-
$7.-5 463 476 52

050 and .t370.(il 0,050, and in July, 1808, $42.- 1792 ••
'

.:.;::"::"./.'."./.'../.'.'.'.!..'.'./.;:!'./././.'.'.;/./.;'.! 77;'217;924>.

530,350, all to redeem Treasury notes and other 1793 -^
7h''o"'4(u 77

obligations; but in no case to increase the pub-
J^**

',',

sot^t'ss? :«»

lie debt. In ^larch, 1807, and July, 1808, there 1795 •• '.'.'...!;!;'.;!.!'.'.!'.'.;.'.!!!!;!;!'.!!!!"!!!!!!!;!!!!!!!!! K{.'.r,2.\Ti.in

were issued .$85,150,000 of temporary loan cer- 1797 " rimmh.47'j.:«

titicates of deposit, bearing interest at 3 per cent., ^^^ "„
''["[[[[[[[[[[[[^"''[[[[IZZll^llZ-Z-^--'--.

-

'

'"^ '"

' ?

to redeem compound-interest notes. In July, jgoo *• i!!!!!!!!"!"'.!!!!!!!"!"""!"!!"!!!!!

1870. the gre.Tt refunding act was passed. Tlie I801
|^ mi. !

Secretary of the Treasury was autliorized to J^ ",
77 iVvi '.(>.';?,(',

issue 5^260.000,000 at 5 pe/cent.. $300,000,000 at i804 " .;;;;";;;;!:;:!!;!;;::;;;!;;;!;";"'.!!!!'.!!!!"ir. «• t-T.u'.'.-s

4% i>er cent., and $1,000,000,000 at 4 per cent. 1805 ;•
7^'7ov',7o^

of thirty-year bonds, principal and interest pay- j^^^' \',

"""i;;;;"";;;;";;";;";";;";";;;;;;;;;;;' fi<.'».'aH;:«tsji4

able in coin, to be used only to redeem the per jsoh •
i!!!!."!!!!!!!!!.'!"!!!!!.!!'!!!!!!"!."

<i^^.Vif^:^\-^n

cent, or other early bonds.
" Besides these issues, 1809 ; M 173.217^

there were guarantee bonds issued to the Pacific ^^^^ „ """"";"";""";;;"";";;!".;""!!!!!!!!!*.!!! 4N!(x>5!.-.H7!7t5

and other railroads, secured by mortgage on the 1812 •• !!!!!!!!!!!!!."!!!!!!!!!!!""!"!"!" 4.^..30s.7:t7.iH»

roads. In .January, 1871, the 5 per cent, bonds 1813 • 5:..y(;2.H27..j7

were increased to $500,000,000. jgu .. '^i""!.'"""!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!""!!!!!!!! w.Ku'.(>iM.\r,

These enormous financial transactions have no 18I6 •• !!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!"!!!! l>7.324.'.t:w.74

l.arallol for extent in the world's history. Yet I817
;; [fKllSi!;

for a time there was mucli fear that such loans jgjg .. !'"'!!!!!. !!!!!!!!!!!!!"!!!.!""""- ' »'v''2<.i,r4H>2H

could not be floated ; but when they were proved i820 •• l!'.;:;:;;!!:!;;;!;!;;!";.!";;;!""!!;.! ^''^'^^V'
possible without recourse to the capitalists of 1821 •;

TOlMeiemos
foreign countries, the loval people of the Union jgjg ..

i;!!!"!!!'-!!!!!!!!!! 9o!876!877!2k

had abundant cause for congratulation. The 1824 •< '""'ZZJ. ^S'^^'III?!
loan of 1802 (.<?515.000,000) was the greatest in

Jg^
" ••

gi.OM'.^gig?

amount and the most successful thus far attempt- 1327 ., i;;;;'.!'.;;!;!"""".;;!;;.!!!!;;!!'.!!!".;!!!'.!!!!!'.'.! 73!987!357,2«

cd. Afterwards, however, loans were not easily i828 - ..'.

58'4'''i'4i'i'6-

made. and the fJovemment was compelled to re- J^ ;; 'iH.m,'.H)^'.r,u

sort to currency and Treasury notes, and also jggj .. "I";;";;"";;'.""";;;;;!;";;";!;;;!!!;;!! !
-.i^mA'a xn

compound-interest notes and certificates of in- 1832 ••

'^'wn'ciws!!
debtcdness. The greatest test of the financial \^ [\ 4>6o:o82:(tH

strength of the nation fiercely struggling to main- jga-i • !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37,5i3.(i.-)

tain its political existence was in 1804. On July mr. ••

3^'mo7
11. in that year, gold touched its highest point, J^ " "";;;; io!434;22i;i4

$2.85, and apaper dollar was worth in gold only 1^3,, .. !!7!!!!!!!!!!"!!!!!!"^".'

''

2!.573!343.«2

about 38 cents. 1840 ••

lS4^1ri
From the period of the Civil War the surplus J8*i *.;

; iji^fioi.ViH^iK

of revenue was applied to the public debt. As 1843 Juiv l
!!";;!!"!!!!!'.;!!!!!""!"!""'! 32,742,922.00

the bonds bearing the higher rates of interest 1844
••'

?H>J;!J;«m
were hrst extmguished, the interest burden di- J^ ., 15,!).5<).202.97

minished even more rapidly than the principal. ig47 .. '.'''''Z'Z"ZZZ"Z"ZZZ------- 38.s2(;,!534.77

Thus, while in 1805 the total interest-bearing 1848 ••

S'oei'sssf'i
debt amounted to $2,381,000,000. and the annual \^ [[ 6.3;4.';2;773;.'>.5

interest charge to $151,000,000. at its lowest point. 1851 .- 'Z^ZZZ^'"ZZZ""Z"Z^ZZ... Cs,304,7'.m;.02

in 1802. of $.-Ja5.000,000 principal, the interest 1852
;; 59^m70

charge was, in round numbers, but ,$23,000,000. J^ " '"""Z'ZZ""ZZ"Z""^'"". 4'2'.242.'222!42

As the population had increased rapidly during 1855 " ".".!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!""!!"!!!!! :«,.w6,h.-ih..56

the inten-al, the interest per capita had declined mr. ••

oi ji^/s-n S5
from $4.30 to 30 cents. After 1803 the amount \^ '.[ "ZZ''^''Z^'Z''ZZ'Z'Z... 'uWn.i^im
of public debt was increased by the issue of 1859 •• !!;!'.!'.!!'.!'.!!.!'.!!!!!."!!!!.!"!!"!! .5s.4%.837.88

bonds for the purpose of securing the Treasury i860 ; Ijf)'^'^3?^
against the drain upon its gold reserve. This jg,.^ .. .524,'i76.'4i2!i:}

issue of 5 per cent, bonds was followed in 1808 i863 " '""'Z'"^^'"'^.'"^".'.'."'.'.'. 1,1 19.772, 13«. as

bv a further issue of 3 per cent, bonds for the 1864 "
o'^,-A^'So?I•

, .. .1 r iu o • u 1865 " 2,6™) (>47,oo'J.74

purpose of meeting the expenses of the Spanish ^ggg „ 2 773 2.36 173 69

War. Bv the act of March 14, 1000. the 3, 4, i867 " !;I"!"!"!!!"'""'""'''''7""'""''''''....2;678',126,103.87
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isteJnlyl tQ.6il.C87,85i .19 him, and no interest was to be exacted either in

lOTO " !!!!!!"..!!!!!".[."!!""!""!!!!!"! "J'iao'tiTtliT hi
nioney or in produce. If he was a foreigner, the

1871 " !!*.."!!!!!!"!"!!!"!!!i!!!!"!!!!!!!"!"!!!!!!!!!!2^353',2ii!aai!j2 case was ditlerent, and the taking of interest
18W

;;
'2,263,25i,;ti«.78 y,as legal (Ex. xxii. 25; Deut. xxiii. 19, 20;

1874 " n"""""!!."";!""™™Z;Z"!""!!!!;'.;;a;St6w^^ Lev. xxv. 35-38). when the Sabbatlcal year ar-

1876 " .!!!!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!"!™!"!"!!!"*.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,232,284i53l.95 rived—i.e. at the end of every seven years—there

1515 !!
"*~ -....™..-..v... 2,180,395,067.15 ^yas a general remission of debts as between

1878 " !nn!!!!!!!l!""!!!!!!
."!"!!"."."! "!.!! ai^aoe'sirlss Israelite and Israelite; and the near approach of

1879 " "!!!!™.!!~!!."I!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:j!246,496|o72!o4 the year of remission was not to be recognized

iM? " — ^'^^'^»'^^'^ ^^ ^^ apology for declining to lend to an indigent

1^ " ZZZZZZZZ^^ZZZ^Z^ ^ISawiM l>rother (Deut. xv. 1-11 ) . Pledges, it is true, might
1883 " !"!!!!!™!!!.!*.".!."!!!!!!!!!!!!!"*.!!!!!!!II!!!!!!!!l,884|l7l^72«!o7 be taken, but even here the same humane prin-

1^ \\ ^Q«a'Q«2'«^"i4 ^^P^^ prevailed. The upper millstone was sacred,

188« " "!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!!!!.'"!!!!!!"!"!!!!!!!!!.!!!!! i776'o63'oi3.78 ^or to take it would be to deprive the debtor of
1887 " !!I!!!!!!!!.!!!!!!"!!'.".!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'.!!!!!!!!i|657|60'i|5S>2.63 the means of subsistence, if raiment was the

J^ II i'«^nm'M^23 P^*^*l8*^' ^^ must be returned before nightfall, when
1890 " .!!!!"!!!!!!!!"'!!""""!ll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!".!iM2'l4o'204.73 ^^ niight be required for a covering; and the
1891 " .'!!!".l!!I.II.!..!.!!.!!!"!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!."i|645|996|591.6l widow's garment could not be taken in pledge
18W

II
: ^^•^^l3 ^^^- ^"- 26, 27). In strange contrast to this

1894 "
"!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!""!!'..!!!!!!!!!.*.!!!!!!!!!!!!!i'632|263'636!68

is the provision (Lev. xxv. 39) that a poor
1896 " !!!!"""!!!!!!!.!!!."!!!."!.!l!!l!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!l|676,l2o|983!25 Israelite may be sold to one possessed of sub-

J^ II
i'R?7'fi7Q'fi«5'90

stance, even when modified by the special pro-

1898 '
!!!!!!ll."!!""!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!*.!.'.!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i'796'53i'995!90

vision that he shall serve as a hired servant, not
1899 " .!!!!!"!!!"!!!!!l!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!""."!l!"!!!!!l|99i|9'27|306!92 as a bond servant, and shall be set at liberty
1"** " 2.136,961,091.07 ^jjen the year of jubilee arrives. Children were

For discussion of theory of public debt, con- "^^^^ g^Y^" ^" P'^^S* .^^""^ "^^^ ^\'
^"u'l "A^j"

suit: Adams, Public Debts (New York, 1890) ;

lately mto slavery in payment of debt (IL

Bastable, Public Finaiice (London, 1895); for ^'"f ^^•}'l- j"" }}.^^^\V Tu}''
^hnst refers

statistics of public debts, Fenn, The Public to the custom of selling the debtor, his wife and

Funds (Ix)udon, 1898); Monthly Summary of
children, and all that he had, m payment, rather

Commerce and Finance of the Bureau of Btatis- «« a general custom of all nations than as one

tics of the United States Treasury Department Peculiar U> the Jews-the certain king being

for March, 1901 (Washington). See Finance; » *yP»^*l instance of a man of substance.

Banking; Annihties: Refunding; Money. ^o^h m Greece and in Rome the creditor had
a claim to the person of the debtor. Previous

DEBTOB. In the history of this, as of almost to the time of Solon this arrangement had pro-
evcry other branch of law, we may, if we will, duced consequences at Athens closely analogous
trace the march of social progress in general. In to those which afterwards led to the struggles
primitive society the arrangements for borrow- between the patricians and plebeians at Rome;
ing and lending are rarely such as to enable the and his abolition of it forms one of Solon's many
citizens to avail themselves with security of their claims to the character of an enlightened legis-

mutual resources, or to assign such limits to the lator. By the Twelve Tables it was enacted at

powers of the creditor as either the claims of Rome that if the debtor admitted the debt, or
humanity or his own true interests demand. On had had judgment pronounced against him for

the one hand, lending is confounded with alms- it, thirty days should be allowed him for pay-
giving, and the exaction of interest, and even of ment. At tlie expiration of that period he was
capital, is regarded as an act of inhumanity liable to be given into the hands of his creditor,
toward the poor. On the other hand, no sooner who kept him sixty days in chains, exposing him
do the creditor's rights come to be recognized from time to time publicly, and proclaiming his
in anything like a legal sense than there seem debt. If no one stepped in to release him, the
to be no logical grounds on which any limits can debtor, at the end of that time, might be sold
be set to them. If he is entitled to exact the debt for a slave, or put to death. If there were sev-

at all, he is entitled to seize the goods of the oral creditors, the letter of the law permitted
debtor; and if the debtor has no goods, he is en- them to cut their debtor in pieces, sharing him
titled to his services. But the possession of his jn proportion to their claims; but Gellius tells

services implies the possession of his person, and us that no Shylock ever was found in Rome. To
the possession of his person implies the posses- treat him as a slave, however, and make hira

sion of his life. Moreover, from the exaggerated work out the debt, was the common practice;

notions of the domestic ties which usually prevail an<l the children in his power, in accordance with
in early times, the person of the individual, the whole constitution of scx'iety at Home, fol-

where that individual is the father of a family, lowed his condition. The Lex Pcetelia (B.C. 326)
brings along with it that of his wife, his children, alleviated the condition of the debtors (tirxi)

and his slaves. The creditor thus liecomes the to the extent, at least, of preventing summary
absolute master of the life and liberty of his imprisonment, and relieving all debtors for the
debtor, and of all those who arc dependent upon future from being put in chains. There do not
him. The arrangements of the Mosaic law are seem to have been any public prisons for debtors

an illustration of the manner in which, in the at Rome, and each creditor, consequently, was
ruder forms of society, the laws of debt thus com- the jailer of his own debtor. In this circum-
bine a degree of lenity with a degree of severity stance wo j)rob.Tbly see the reason of the pronii-

which are equally alien to modem views. In this nonce which was given by tlio plel)einn."« in a
as in many other respects they are typical of the change in the laws of debtor and creditor, on the
state of society to which they belong, rather (M>casinn of their first siTo.ssion. in B.C. 494, and
than a system peculiar to the Jews. If an subsequently during the whole course of the
Israelite became poor, it was a duty to lend to struggles between the two orders.
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During thp feudal porio«l the person in general

was not atUu-lmhle for debt, imprisonment being

inconsistent with the duties of warlike service,

to which every man was bound; and it was for

the encouragement of conmierce and in considera-

tion of the merchant having to deal with stran-

gers and foreigners that it was first introduced

by the mercantile communities of Europe. By
the Statute of Merchants it was enacted by the

English Parliament, in 1282, that in lending

money a merchant might bring the borrower be-

fore the Lord Mayor of London, or the chief

warden of another good town, and cause him to

acknowledge his debt and day of payment. A
recognizance (q.v.) was then enrolled, and an
obligation written by the clerk and sealed with

the King's seal and' the debtor's. Failing pay-

ment, the creditor was entitled to produce this

obligation, and to demand a warrant to seize the

person of his debtor and to commit him to the

Tower. This barbarous practice of punishing

misfortune as a crime nourished in England for

Bix hundred years, until the humanitarian senti-

ment of our own time, stirred into action by the

efforts of Samuel liomilly and other reformers,

forced the abandonment of the practice. An
impression of the extent of the hardship which it

involved nuiy be gained from the statistics. Par-

liamentary returns show that in the eighteen

months subsequent to the commercial panic of

1825, 101,000 writs for debt were issued from
the English courts. In the year ending Janu-

ary 5, 18.30, there were 7114 debtors sent to

prison in London, and on that day 1545 of these

were still in confinement. In general it may be

said that, up to the time of the reform legisla-

tion referred to, the prisons of England were

crowded with debtors. The first statute afford-

ing partial relief to these unfortunates was
passed in 1838, but it was not until 1868 that

the system was abolished (Statutes 32 and 33

Vict, c. 62).

The practice of imprisonment for debt has also

prevailed, though to a much more limited ex-

tent, in the United States. It was abolished in

New York in 1831, and shortly after that date

by the other States in which it had been per-

mitted. In many of the States it has never

been recognized. Both in England and the Unit-

ed States, however, a limited right of coercing

a dishonest debtor by arrest in civil process is

permitted by statute. It is generally allowed in

actions for injury to the person or character, or

for injury to or the wrongful taking of property,

embezzlement by public officers or persons acting

in a private fiduciary capacity as trustees ; for

misconduct in office, or in any professional em-
ployment; in actions to recover possession of

personal property, where it is concealed or kept

out of the reach of the sheriff; and where the

defendant has been guilty of fraud in contracting

the debt or in avoiding payment. Women are

generally exempt from arrest in all cases except

actions for willful injury to person, character,

or property.
As to the manner in which the position of the

debtor has been mitigated by the general adoption
of the principle of the bankruptcy and insolvency
laws, see those titles. See also Debt, and the
titles there referred to. For the remedies avail-

able against absconding debtors, see Ab.sconding.

DEBTJT, dft'bn' (Fr.). A word which signifies

generally a 'beginning* or 'entrance,' but especially

applied to the first apju-arance of an actor or
actress on the stage, or to a first appearance in

a particular theatre. In these circumstances the
actor is called a debutant ; the actres8,a debutante.

DECA ( Uk. diKa, deka, ten ) . A common
preli.x or combining form meaning ten, as in

de.capolis, a union of ten cities; decalogue, the

Ten Commandments; d^camHre, a measure of

ten mfetres, etc. From deca is formed:
Decade, a collection or group of ten. In its

most common application it signifies a period of

ten years. The word was used in the calendar

of the French Republic to designate the week
of ten days. Each month of thirty days was
divided into three decades. The days of each

decade were named primidi, duodi, tridi, quartidi,

(juintidi, sextidi. septidi, octidi, nonidi, and de-

cadi. The tenth, or dccadi, was the day of rest;

and, as the Repubfic acknowledged no definite

religion, was devoted to the practice of and ex-

hortation to virtue. The Republican year num-
bered 36 decades. The remaining five ( in leap-

years, six) days were set apart as holidays at the

end of the year without being numbered.

DEC'ACHOBD (Gk. iSeKoxopSoi, dekachordos,

ten-stringed, from 6iKa, deka, Lat. decern, Engl.

ten + x^'P^'^t chorde, string, chord). A kind of

guitar with ten strings, similar to the common
guitar, but larger in the body, and provided with

a broader finger-board. The lower strings have

no frets, being used only as open notes.

DECADENCE (Fr. decadence, through ML.
decadent ia, from de, from -f- cadere, to fall). A
term used with reference to works of art belong-

ing to a school which had passed the period of its

highest excellence before they were produced.

In Greece, art in all its forms reached its acme
in c.450-323 B.C. ; and though there are many ex-

quisite works which were produced at a later

period, they all belong, more or less conspicuous-

ly, to the decadence of Greek art. In Rome, both

art and literature culminated in the time of

Augustus, and from that time we have a de-

cadence which soon becomes very obvious and
rapid. The art of the Italian Renaissance at-

tained its highest development in the early six-

teenth century, in the persons of such artists as

Michelangelo, Raphael, Leonardo, Titian, Correg-

gio, after whom came its decadence, to which even

such artists as the Carracci and Tiepolo belong.

DECADENTS, d&'ki\'daN' (It., Sp., Port, de-

cadente, from Lat. de, down -f- cadere, to fall).

The name of a class or group of young writers

(particularly poets) and artists in France dur-

ing the close of the nineteenth century. The
term began to be derisively applied about 1882;

it was used interchangeably with that of 'Sym-

bolists' ; became associated in a way with the rise

of Impressionism in painting (see Painting,

Modern) ; and has now been practically sup-

planted by the word 'Symbolists' (q.v.), which
represents all that proved to be durable in dSca-

disme. The term decadent, however, is still

used, loosely, to designate by way of ridicule all

modern writers, like Ibsen and Annunzio, whose
themes at times have been atavistic, their char-

acters 'degenerate,' and their theories of art

more or less subversive.

The decadent poets in France merit distinctive

notice for the role which they played in connec-

tion with the development of the Symbolist school

or movement. Their literature may be said to
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have been bom of the doinuiiiaeism of Baudelaire,
the exaggerated realism in Zola, the haughty pes-

simism and gorgeous indifference of Leconte de
Lisle, and the over-refining neurosis of the Gon-
courts, against all which intluences, except that
of Baudelaire, the Decadents nevertheless revolted
wholly or in part Like unnatural children. As
for Baudeiatre, they adoringly adopted him as
their particular sire and model. Their more im-
mediate avatars were Verlaine and MallarmC>.
Among the Decadents of Paris there developed
two general gi-oups which naturally intermingled
to some degree. The less serious class associated
their verse with the chatison populaire. They
did not shrink from repulsive themes, brutal
cochonneries. Rabelaisian wit, the authors glory-
ing in the extravaganzas of 'eccentrics' writing
for the pavement public. Their songs were put
forth in all sorts of loose, unkempt forms of
verse—varieties such as had never been dreamed
of in Paris. To whet their own morbid inspira-

tions, they drank absinthe, and ate hashish anrl

morphine. They celebrated the effects of dissipa-

tion and disease, and were proud to belong among
the pontes maudits. They were noisy poseurs,
often most ingenious and clever, and always sur-
prising. Their caf^s, notably the Chat Noir,
were long frequented by a public greedy for the
latest sensation.

It was the more serious class of Parisian Deca-
dents who became a part of the Symbolist move-
ment. They were the delicate and aristocratic

brothers of the song-writers. They reflected the
same traits and motives, but in a more fine-

grained, literary, and enlightened manner, and in

the higher forms of verse. They, too, identified

themselves with urban life, and exalted its facti-

tious stimulations and the elaborate and refined

corruptions of an excessive or declining civiliza-

tion. They disdained the natural, the simple, the
rural, the healthful. They were rare aesthetes,

dwelling in Baudelaire's 'artificial paradises,'

with anaemic, satiny complexions, victims of

goaded nerves, supreme egoists, in search of

the unusual, the abnormal and the diflScult.

They prided themselves on being savant mya-
tificateura, and were distinguished by maladivc
airs and effeminate graces. What few ideas

these poets, in their efTaced cult of Hartmann
and Buddhism, harbored and expressed, were
voluntarily involved in mystic complexity, in ob-

scurantism. They wished to substitute sen.sations

for ideas, and art for morals. Their theories and
practices in the more intimate matter of the art

of poetry, however, stood out as interesting and
original. It was their aim always to suggest

and to mask, never to name or expose. They
employed the semi effects, the neutral tones, and
relied on pale motives, evaporative nuancen, and
on lingering, caressing extenuations of results.

More conspicuous was their ambitious confusing

of the functions of the senses, insisting on color

in music and on music in color, and finding forms
and perfumes in both. Their main purpose in

this sphere was to interpret emotions as

music and to marry it to poetry, as devoted

Wagnerians. They sought to wed the flow of

harmonies to liquid verse, to emphasize floating

indecisions and extremely mobile sensuousnes.ses,

earning thereby the name of '<l('lique»cents.' In

all this they courted the neurotic, the psychical,

the supranatural, and reacted against the mate-

rialistic and plastic cults of the realists and the
Parnassians.
The most tangible of their innovations lay in

their forms of verse—their cers briars—in

which they displayed attempts at blank verse or
rhymed prose, and strove to expand the formal
and contracted limitations of French versifica-

tion. They wrote 'familiar alexandrines,' and
verse of more than twelve feet; they discarded
the caesura at the hemistich, and the alternating
process of male and female rhymes. In fact,

rhymes and fixed forms were generally abandoned
for assonances, cadences, repetitions, and for
poljTnorphous lines which were meant to be the
tonal and visible counterpart and representation
of the themes versified.

The Decadents of Paris were specifically little

more than curiosities; but in their connection
with Symbolism they were not without effect on
literature and art. Indeed, it may almost be
said that the Decadents were merely the 'Sym-
bolists' who failed. Among those who have been
for one reason or another or at various times
associated in France, in the public mind, with
decadisme may be mentioned (to name a few at
haphazard) Maurice Harris, De Regnier, Gustave
Kahn; the two Belgians ^laeterlinck and Roden-
bach; the Greek, Mon'as; the Americans, Viele-
Griflin and Stuart Merrill. The Theatre Libre
was also to some extent identified with the De-
cadents. In other continental countries may
perhaps be cited the Swede Ola Hansson, the
Norwegian Hjalmar Christiansen, the Austrian
Hermann Bahr. In England Aubrey Beardsley
(q.v.), with his fantastic, 'unwholesome' picto-
rial art, was considered a conspicuous Decadent.
There have been no very characteristic echoes in
English poetry, because blank verse, vers libre,

etc., were not new to it. Consult: R. Doumic,
Les Jeunes (1896) ; G. Pellissier, Etudes de lit-

t&rature contemporaine (1898) ; A. Symons, The
Symbolist Movement in Literature ( London, 1899)

.

DECAEN, de-kax', Ciiabij:s Mattiiieu Isi-

dore, Count (1769-1832). A French general,
famous principally for his share in the victory of
Hohenlinden in 1800. In 1802 he went to India
as Captain-General of the French possessions
there, was obliged to surrender to the English in

1810, and, having returned in 1811, was placed in
command of the army in Catalonia. He com-
pelled the English to raise the siege of Tarra-
gona, and was created count in 1812. \Mien
Napoleon abdicated, Decaen entered the service
of Louis XVIII., but on the Emperor's return
from Elba again accepted a command under
him. After the battle of Waterloo he lived in
retirement.

DECAGON (Gk. rf/jca, dckn, tea -|- jwi/a,

yOnin, angle). A geometric plane figure of ten
sides and ten angles. When both the sides and
the angles are ^qu&U the figiire is called a
regular decagon. This figure is obtained from a
regular pentagon (q.v.) by describing a circle

around the latter, bisecting the arcs between ita

vertices, and drawing lines from these vertices

to the points of section. See Polygons.

DECAISNE, dr-kftn'. Joseph (1809-82). A
French iKitanist. born in Brussels. He studied

nic<licine and natural science in Paris, and in

1830 became connected with the Museum of Natu-
ral History, in which he was made professor

of botany in 1848. Three years later he was
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appointed to a Himilur post at the Jardin des

Plantes. Uis publislied works include the fol-

lowing: Hcrbarii Timorienaia Deacriptio (1835) ;

Plantes de I'Arabie heureuse, recueillica par
Dotta ( 1841 ) ; Uiatoire de la maladie dea pommea
de tcrre (1846); Rccherchea anatotniquea et

physiologiquea aur la garance (1847) ; Flore 414'

mentaire dea jardina et dea champa, jointly with
I^umout (1855; 2d ed. 1805); Traitti gdrUral

de boliinique descriptive et analytique, jointly

with Leinaout (1807); Le jardin fruitier du
Mua6utn (9 vols., 1858-78) ; Manuel de I'amateur
dea jardina, jointly with Xaudin (4 vols.,

1802 72).

DECALOGUE (Gk. dcKoAoyof, dekalogoa, ten
sayings, from 6iKa, dcka, ten -h /Wyof, logoa,

word). The term usually applied by the Greek
fathers to the law of the two 'tables of testi-

mony' given, according to the IJook of Exodus, by
Jehovah to Moses on Mount Sinai (Ex. xx. 1-17).

In the Hebrew original they are designated as

'ten words' (Ex. xxxiv. 28). According to the

narrative, these tables were made of stone, and
the commandments inscribed thereon were "writ-

ten by the finger of God." Afterwards, when the
tables were broken by Moses, he was commanded
to hew others, on which Jehovah again wrote
the ten words (Ex. xxxiv.). The commandments
ore not numerically divided in the Pentateuch,
and it has been supposed by some that the num-
ber ten was chosen because ten was considered
the most perfect number. As, however, there
are ten distinct injunctions, it is superfluous to

allege any other reason for the division than
the simple fact that this is the correct enumera-
tion. Philo divides them into two pentads, the
first ending with "honor thy father and thy
mother," etc.; but the general opinion among
Christians is that the first table contained those
commandments which enjoin upon us our duty
to God (comprising the first four), and the
second those which enjoin upon us our duty to

our fellow-creatures (comprising the last six).

The Talmudists make the introductory words,
"I am the Lord thy God, which have brought thee
out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of

bondage," to be the first commandment, and, in

consequence, to keep the number ten, they make
the next two (verses 3-0) into one. But the
words quoted obviously contain no command at
all, and merely express the general reason why
the Israelites should yield implicit obedience to
the injunctions which follow. Hence Origen
commences the Decalogue with, "Thou shalt have
no other gods before me." His division is that
in use in the Greek, and in all the Protestant
churches except the Lutheran; while from the
writings of Philo and Josephus it appears that
such was also the division received in the Jewish
Church. The Roman Catholic and Lutheran
churches also make verses 3-0 one commandment.
To preserve the number ten they divide verse 17
into two commandments, the first being "Thou
shalt not covet thy neighbor's house," and the
second, "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's
wife, nor his man-servant," etc., to the end.
The two tables are said to have been placed in
the ark of the tabernacle as a testimony of
Jehovah's revelation (Ex. xxv. 10).
ilodem scholars of the critical school hold

that there are two texts of the Decalogue— (1)
Ex. XX. 2-17, and (2) Deut. v. 0-21—which pre-
sent some striking differences. The commands

in both are the sanie^—viz. (1) prohibition of
any worship besides that of Jehovuli ; (2) pro-
hibition of graven images; (3) prohibition of the
use of the name Jehovah for vain purposes; (4)
the Sabbath command; (5) coinniaiid to honor
father and mother; (0) prohibition of murder;
(7) prohibition of adultery; (8) prohibition of
stealing; (9) prohibition of bearing false wit-
ness; (10) prohibition of coveting one's neigh-
bor's property. But the text in Deuteronomy is

believed to contain various amplifications, not-
ably in the case of the fourth, fifth, and tenth
commandments; and, moreover, while in Exodus
the reason for hallowing every seventh day is as
a memorial of the creation of the world in six
days and of God's resting on the seventh, in
Deuteronomy the observance of the Sabbath is

enjoined as a reminiscence of the Exodus from
Egj'pt. Of the two versions that in Exodus is

regarded as tlie older form, though even in this
one amplifications have been introduced which
did not belong to it in its original form. Still

even in its earliest form the Decalogue cannot
be much older than the eighth century. Its gen-
eral tone is moral rather than ritual. This cir-

cumstance, with the stress laid upon the prohi-
bition of image-worship, calls for a date later

than the age of Elijah and Elisha. A compari-
son of the Decalogue with Micah vi. 0-8 has been
suggested by various scholars, and there is much
in favor of placing the composition in the same
age. Traces of an older Decalogue have been
discovered in Exodus xxxiv. Here we find (verses
10-20) chiefly ritualistic ordinances: (1) Not
to worship any other god but Jehovah; (2) not
to make any molten images; (3) to keep the
feast of unleavened bread; (4) to give the first-

lings to Jehovah; (5) to observe the feast of

weeks; (0) to keep the feast of ingathering;

(7) not to mix the blood of the sacrifice with
leaven; (8) not to leave the fat of the sacrifice

till morning; (9) to bring the first fruits to

Jehovah; (10) not to .seethe the kid in the
mother's milk. Such a decalogue belongs to an
earlier period, and may have formed the proto-

type for later ethical ones, though even this one
is placed several centuries after Moses.

DECAM'EBON (It. II Decamerone, from Gk.
(Jc/ca, deka, ten + ^fitpa, hcmera, day). A fa-

mous collection of stories by Boccaccio (q.v.),

supposed to have been told on ten successive

days by a party of young people who in 1348
had retired to a villa outside of Florence in

order to escape the plague, which was then rag-

ing within the city. See Galeotto, II Pbincipe.

DE CAMP, John C. (1812-75). An Ameri-
can naval officer, born in New Jersey. He entered
the service as mid.shipman in 1827, became com-
mander in 1855, and commanded the Iroquois at

the capture of New Orleans in 1802. Afterwards
he played a gallant part in various actions on
the Mississippi, especially under Farragut at
Vicksburg. He was raised to the rank of com-
modore in 1800, and retired in 1870 as rear-

admiral.

DECAMP', Joseph Rodefee (1858—). An
American painter of landscape and figures. He
was bom ki Cincinnati, Ohio; studied in Munich,
imder Frank Duveneck : was elected to the Society
of American Artists in 1888. Afterwards he took
up his residence in Boston. Impressionism, modi-
fied by a realistic treatment, characterizes his

paintings. He received the Temple gold medal
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from the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in
18'J1), and liononible mention at the Paris Expo-
sition of 11)00.

DECAMPS, de-kiiN', Alexandbe - Gabbiel
(1803-(iO). A French painter, bom in Paris,
March 3, 1803. He was a pupil of Abel de Pujol,
but was in no way restricted by the traditions
of the conventional and classic in art. His work
that appeared in the Salon of 1827—painted in
his twenty-fourth year—was not at first pleasing
to his fellow-artists, but its originality and style
attracted and pleased the public. Of early instruc-
tion he had received little, regarding lessons 'mo-
notonous.' He preferred to grope his way alone,
but in later years acknowledged himself handi-
capped for lack of early training. Once, visiting
the studio of Millet, he exclaimed, "Ah ! you- are a
lucky fellow

; you can do all you wish to do."
"The sting of his artistic conscience" was always
with him, making him discontented and restless
even over his best work. Decamps's genius final-

ly expressed itself in landscape and genre, and
in Oriental subjects which introduced both. He
was of the naturalistic school, seeking every-day
topics in the streets, on the quays, and in the
fields. He reveled in color and in efl'ects of
atmosphere and light, and he managed these
qualities in his pictures in a way that was as
fascinating as nature itself. Before he visited
the East, in 1827, he had painted suggestions of
the Orient, and he early laid the foundation of
that French school of Orientalism that was later

to include G4r0me, Ziem, Constant, and Frfere.

His first paintings of genre subjects were so
popular that in time he suffered from their suc-

cesses, as it was difficult for him to depart from
that style of work, though he aspired to the
historical in his nine sketches of the history of

Samson. As a landscape painter he sympathized
with the English Constable, and really took a
high position in his interpretation oi nature.

Light and atmosphere dominated his works. It

was the modem note that was handed on to the
school of Impressionists, the Monets and Manets.
Decamps liked to indulge his brush in satirical

work, and "The Monkey Experts" and his tra-

vesties of Charles X. display his skill in that
direction. He touched the high-water mark of

his popularity in 1839, in his exhibits at the
Salon, where his "Caf6 in Asia," "Street of a
Roman Village," "Children Playing Near a Foun-
tain," and other examples of his figure subjects

and landscapes made him chevalier of the Legion
of Honor. But the authority of the classic school

at that time made Decamps uncertain of himself

and discouraged with his profession. In this

mood he burned many of his works and retired to

the country, ignoring art for many years. He
lost his life August 22, 1860, as the result of an
accident while riding to the hunt.

Consult: Stranahan, Modem French Painters
(New York, 1888) ; Chaumelin, Decamps, aa vie

et son oeuvre (Marseilles, 1861); Im-Thum,
Scheffer et Decamps (NImes, 1876) ; ClC'ment, in

Les artistes c6Uhres (Paris, 1886) ; Chesneau,

Mouvement modeme en peinture: Decamps
(Paris, 1861) ; Moreau, Decamps et son ceuvre

(Paris, 1869).

DE CANDOLLE, de kaWdAl', Auoustin Pt-
RAMK (1778-1841). A celebrated Swiss botanist.

He was bom in CJoneva. Switzerland, where he

obtained his early education. While still a youth
his ability to study and his attainments in litera-

ture were in marked contrast to his weak con-
stitution. The gracefulness of his verse led
Florian to predict a future for him as a poet.
Law and medicine at first attracted him, but
his love of plants, which had been aroused in
1792, while he was living with his mother in a
village during the siege of Geneva, and which
had been growing, through the infiuence of Saus-
sure and especially of Vaucher, led him to adopt
the study of botany as his life work. In 1796
he removed to Paris, where his first works, His-
toria Plantarum Siicculcntarum (Paris, 1799),
and Astragalogia (Paris, 1802), attracted the
attention and gained him the friendship of scien-
tists, among whom were Cuvier, to whose chair
in the College de France he was elected in 1802;
and Lamarck, who intrusted to him the publica-
tion of Flore FratiQaise (Paris, 1803-15), in the
introduction of which work he elaborates and
enforces Jussieu's natural system of plant classi-

fication as opposed to the Linnsean or artificial

system. In 1804 the medical faculty of Paris
awarded him the degree of M.D. Beginning with
1806, he spent six summers in the service of
the Government making a botanical and agri-
cultural survey of the entire country, a report
of which appeared in 1813. In 1807 he became
botanist and director of the botanical graden in
the medical faculty of the University of Mont-
pellier, and three years later was transferred to
the newly created chair of botany in the science
faculty. During this incumbency he published
Thiorie dlcmentaire de la botanique (Montpel-
lier, 1813; 2d ed. 1819, reprint 1844)—a work
that greatly extended his reputation and the
popularity of the natural method of plant classi-

fication. In 1816 he accepted the newly founded
chair of natural science, and, conjointly with his
son, the directorship of the botanical garden at
Geneva, which offices he held until 1834, when
his son succeeded him. He spent the remainder
of his life in CJeneva. In 1824 he commenced
the Prodromus Systematis Regni Vegetabilis
(Paris, 1824-74), based upon a former work
(Regni Vegetabilis Systema Naturale) , which had
been planned upon too prodigious a scale for

one man to complete, and of which only two vol-

umes were published, in 1819 and 1821 respec-

tively. Even of this more condensed work he
was able to complete only seven volumes ; the re-

maining fourteen are the work of his son. He
published other books and pamphlets, whose
value, though considerable, is eclipsed by the
works already mentioned. As a lecturer he exert-

ed a wide influence and as a citizen was highly
esteemed. Among the numerous honors awarded
him was the cross of the Legion of Honor, which
he received from Louis Philippe.

DE CANDOLLE, Alphonse Louis Piebre
Pyrame (1803-93). A celebrated botanist, son
of Augustin de Candolle (q.v.). He was bom
in Paris. His early education, like that of his

father, was obtained in Geneva, where the great-

er part of his life was spent, in the chair of
natural science vacated by his father, and in

which, besides making l>otanioal investigations

of his own, he continued his father's monumental
work, the Prodromus Systrmatis Regni Vegrtabi-

lis. His most important botanical writings are:

Introduction d I'tUudc de la botitniquf (Paris.

1835); UHtgraphie botanique (Paris, 1855):
Lois de la nomenclature botanique (Paris, 1867)

;
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La phytographie oh I'art de di^crire lea v^g^taua
(Paris, 1880) ; and Oriyine dca plantea cuUiv^ea
(Paris, 1883). IJesidcs these works he wrote a
history of the sciencos and scientists of the last

two centuries ((Jcneva, 1872), and edited the

memoirs and souvenirs of his father (Geneva,
1802).

DECAP'ODA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
JfKflToifi dekapous, from SiKa, deka, ten + kovc,

pouH, foot). (1) The largest and most impor-
tant order of Malacoatracnn crustaceans, distin-

guished by the fact that the carapace is firmly

grown to the dorsal side of all the thoracic seg-

ments, and that the last five pairs of thoracic

appendages serve as walking feet, while the first

three pairs are mouth-organs. All of the cru.sta-

ceans ordinarily used for food (crabs, lobsters,

shrimps, and prawns) are decapods. Many hun-
dred species are known, and they are found in

all parts of the world, on land and in fresh water,
but chiefly in' the sea. Tlie decapods contain
three groups—the long-tailed ( Macrura ) . the
short-tailed (Brachyura) , and the peculiar-tailed

(Anomura). The first has the abdomen long and
covered by a hard sliell, and the lobster, crayfish,

prawn, etc., are good illustrations; the second
suborder has the abdomen very short and weak
(this group is made up of the crabs) ; while the
third includes the hermit-cralis. which seem to be
intermediate between the others. See Cbab;
Crustacea ; Lobster.

(2) A suborder of dibranchiate cephalopoda,
having ten arms, the squids. See Cephalopoda;
Squid ; and Colored Plate of Decapods and
OCTOPODS.

DECAP'OLIS (Lat., from Gk. Ae*fd7roXty, De-
kapolis, ten cities). A geographical term used
in Josephus, the New Testament (Matt. iv. 25;
Mark v. 20; vii. 31), and other ancient writings
to designate certain districts in and near Pales-
tine, situated mainly east of the Jordan. The
Decapolis was a confederacy or league, originally
of ten cities, though the number was not constant,
apparently having been increased in the second
century. The details of the history of the con-
federation are somewhat obscure. Its outlines
can be recovered, however, with a good degree of
certainty.

When Alexander the Great conquered the East
(B.C. 331), the ancient Semitic world was at
once opened to the influences of Greek civiliza-

tion. Many of Alexander's veterans either set-

tled in cities already founded, or established new
ones for themselves. Palestine, outside of Judea
proper, was not exempt from this movement, and
soon here and there throughout the ancient
Hebrew territory numerous Greek cities came
into existence, these cities, all constituted after
the same general idea of the Greek polls, were
centres of Greek culture. During the Maccabean
War of IndepeTidence (B.C. 167-141), waged by
the Jews against the Greek-Syrian Kingdom,
their sympathies were with Syria. Consequently,
with the triumph of the Jews, and especially
during the reigns of the Asmonaean princes, John
Hyrcanus (b.c. 135-10.5) and Alexander Janna-us
(B.C. 104-78), they suffered great hardship, in
many cases being deprived of their independPTice.
Tn B.C. 63, when Pompey took charge of affairs
in Syria and Palestine in the name of Rome, he
freed them from the Jewish yoke. It was prob-
ably at this time that ten of these cities formed

the league known as the Decapolis. The charter
menil)er8 seem to have been Scytliopolis (the
only one west of the Jordan), Dium, Pella, (ia-

dara, Hippos, (ierasa, Philadelpliia, Damascus,
Kaphana, and Kanatha. Such is the list given by
our earliest authority, Pliny the Elder (Hist.
Nat. V. 18), in the first century. The geograph-
er Ptolemy, in the second century, omits Kapha-
na, but adds nine other names, making eighteen
in all belonging to the league in his time. The
purpose of the confederation was in part to se-

cure better protection against enemies, such as
the Jews and the Arabian tribes, who were nat-
urally hostile to Roman and Greek influences.
Another equally powerful motive was the desire
to obtain better trade advantages. The members
of the league were all situated on trade routes.
Each one of these cities covered with its jurisdic-
tion a large adjacent district. Yet the Decapolis
was not one solid territory, but between the dis-

tricts belonging to the respective cities were
large tracts governed by the various tetrarchies
or other forms of government permitted by Rome
to exist xmder her general supervision. TJie most
compact part of the Decapolis lay just south and
east of the Sea of Galilee. Ilere the regions
of Scythopolis, west of the Jordan and on tlie

main line of communication with the East-Jordan
territory; of Hippos, east of the Sea of Galilee;
and of Gadara, south of Hippos, on the Hiero-
max, the ancient Yarmuk, were contingent, each
possessing a section of the shore of the lake.

This was the Decapolitan region referred to in
the Gospels as the scene, for a brief time, of
Jesus's ministry and into which His fame spread.
South of Gadara, bordering on the Jordan Val-
ley, were Pella and Dium, both probably founded
by Alexander's veterans. East of tliese were
the districts belonging to Abila on the Yarmuk;
a late addition, Gerasa, farther south and very
extensive; and Philadelphia' (the ancient Rab-
bath-Ammon of the Old Testament), the most
southern member of the league. To the north-
east were the cities Kanata, Kanatha (the an-
cient Kenath of Num. xxxii. 42), now called
Kanawat, both on the western slope of the
Hauran Hills, and Damascus. Other members,
such as Edrei and Bosra, though old cities, were
late additions, and carried the influence of the
league eastward, south of the Haiiran.

From the organization of the league until the
third century—a period of nearly three hundred
years—the Decapolitan country was exceedingly
prosperous. When Trajan organized the Prov-
ince of Arabia (B.C. 106) the security of the re-

gion was assured, commerce expanded, literature
and art flourished, and in all conditions this was
one of the most-favored regions of the Empire.
Of the cities making up the league, some were of
more than ordinary size and importance. The
ruins of Gerasa (the modern Jerash) are very
extensive; the amphitheatre of Philadelphia had
a seating capacity of more than seven thousand

:

Gerasa had a naumachia. Greater than any of
these, in .Tosephus's day, was Scythopolis, the
ancient Beth-shean (modem Beisan), west of the
Jordan, famous for its linen manufactures. The
confederation seems to have dissolved gradually.
Some of the cities became incorporated with the
Province of Arabia; others maintained their
independent position until the break-up of the
Roman Empire.

Consult: Schiirer, History of the Jetoish Pea-
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pU in the Times of Jesus Christ (New York,
1885) ; G. A. Smith, The Historical Geography
of the Holy Land (New York, 1896).

DE CASSAQNAC, tie kA's&'nyftk', Paul
GBANIER. St"t» CiBANlER.

DECA'TUB. A city and county-seat of Mor-
gan County, Ala., on the south bank of the Ten-
nessee River, about 18 miles above the Muscle
Shoals, and on the Louisville and Nashville and
the Memphis and Charleston railroads (Map:
Ala!)ama, B 1). It has charcoal and iron fur-
naces, bridge and car works, foundries, engine
works, and manufactures of lumber, sashes and
blinds, furniture, agricultural implements, flour,
leather, cotton, cottonseed oil, etc. Population,
in 1800, 2705; in 1900, 3114.

DECATUR. A town and county-seat of De
Kalb County, Ga., six miles east-northeast of
Atlanta; on the Georgia Railroad (Map:
Georgia, B 2). A fine climate and a Ijeautiful
situation make the town popular as a residential
place. It is the seat of the Agnes Scott Insti-

tute (Presbyterian) for Girls and the Donald
Frazer (Presbyterian) High School for Boys.
Here, on July ^20, 1864, the battle of Peachtree
Creek (q.v.) was fought, the Confederates, under
<Jeneral Hood, attacking unsuccessfully part of
Sherman's army under Generals Thomas and
Sohofield. Decatur was settled and incorporated
in 1823. Population, in 1890, 1013; in 1900,
141S.

DECATUR. A city and county-seat of Macon
County, 111.. 38 miles east of Springfield and 173
southwest of Chicago; on the Sangamon River,
and on the Illinois Central, the Wabash, and
other railroads (Map: Illinois, D 4). It con-
tains a public library, Fairview and Riverside
parks, and Millikin University. The city is in

a fertile agricultural section, and, owing to its

e.vceptional railroad facilities, has large trade
and shipping interests, particularly in grain, live

stock, and coal. It is also an important indus-
trial centre, manufacturing iron, agricultural
implements, furniture, flour, carriages and wag-
ons, coffins, etc. The government, under a char-
ter of 1886, is vested in a mayor, elected every
two years, a city council, and administrative offi

oials, the majority of whom are appointed by the
mayor. The city clerk, attorney, and treasurer
are chosen by popular vote. The water-works
and electric-light plant are owned and operated
l)y the municipality. Decatur was settled in

1830 and incorporated six years later. Popula-
tion, in 18<)0, 16,841; in 1900, 20,754.

DECATUR. A city and county-seat of Adams
County. Ind., 21 miles southeast of Fort Wayne;
<»n Saint Mar\''s River, and on the Toledo, Saint

Louis and Kansas City, the Erie, and other rail-

roads (Map: Indiana, E 2). It has several fine

stone-quarries, and manufactures of limiber in

various pnxlucts, machinery, tiles, etc. Decatur

was settled in 1840 and incorporated in 1882.

The government is administered by a mayor,
elected every two years, and a city council. The
city owns ami operates its water-works and elec-

tric-light plant. Population, in 1890, 3142; in

1900, 1142.

DECATUR. A lown and the county-seat of

Wise County, 1V\., 25 miles north by west of Fort

Worth ; on the Fort Worth an<l Denver City Rail-

road (Map: Texas, F 3). It is the seat of the

Northwest Texas Baptist College. The city b
Vol. V.-4«.

the centre of a corn and cotton growing section,
and has cotton-gins, cotton.seed-oil mill, rolling-
mill, canning-factory, etc. Limestone is exten-
sively quarried in the vicinity. Population, in
1890, 1746; in 1900, 1502.

DECATUR, Stephen (1751-1808). An
American naval officer, born in Rhode Island.
He early adopted a sea life, and during the
Revolution had command of several privateers.
In 1798 he became a captain, and was put in
charge of the Delaicare, 20 guns, with which he
captured two French privateers. On the declara-
tion of peace he went into business in Phila-
delphia. His son Stephen (q.v.) attained great
distinction in the navy.

DECATUR, Stephen (1779-1820). An
American naval officer, bom in Sinnepuxent, Md.,
January 5, 1779. He entered the na\y as mid-
shipman on board the United States, in 1798. In
November, 1803, he had command of the Norfolh-,
and afterwards of the Enterprise. On Feb-
ruary 16, 1804, at the head of a small party,
he made a dash into the harbor of Tripoli and
burned the frigate Philadelphia, which had
fallen into the hands of the Tripolitans. In
recognition of this act, which Admiral Nelson
pronounced "the most daring of the age," he
was made captain, and was presented with a
sword. Decatur had much more hard fighting in
the harbor and neighborhood of Tripoli, and in

all cases showed the utmost daring and bravery.
In 1812 he was in command, as commodore, of
a squadron off the Atlantic coast, and on October
25, in the United States, captured the English
frigate Macedonian. From 1813 till the summer
of 1814 he was forced by a British blockading
squadron much superior to his own to remain in
the harbor of New London. In January, 1815,
he attempted to get to sea from New York with
a small squadron. Ilis fiag-ship, the President,
was injured by striking on the bar at Sandy
Hook. He had not proceeded far when he was
pursued and forced to engage in an unequal fight.

He was finally overpowered and compelled to sur-
revder, and was taken to Bermuda with his
frigate. He was soon paroled, and in May,
1815, sailed from New York as commander of
three frigates, one sloop, and six brigs and
schooners, to operate against Algiers. He cap-
tured two important vessels; but the war was
soon concluded by a treaty abolishing the demand
upon the United States for tribute and giving
up all prisoners. He made similar arrangements
with the rulers of Timis and Tripoli, and thus
put an end to the enslaving of the Americans by
the corsairs of those countries. In November,
1815, he was made navy commissioner, with
Commodores Rogers and Porter, liolding the office

until his death, which occurred, March 22. 1820,

in a duel at Bladenshurg, near Washington, with
Commodore James Barron (q.v.). Consult the
Life by Mackenzie (Boston, 1846). His nephew,
StephKiV ( 1815-76), was commodore in the Unit-
ed States Navy.

DECAZES, de-kktf, EuE. Duke (1780-1860).
A French statesman. He l)egan his career as a
lawyer, Ix-eame a judge in Paris, and in 1806
was callfHl to Holland by King Ixiuis. who
esteemed him highly as his truste*! ••ounsi'lor.

Afterwards he bivame .secretary to NaiMiIcdn's

mother, Ivctizia Bonaparte, joined the Bourbons
after the Restoration, and won the favor of
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Louis XVIII., who iiijule him prefect of po-

lice, Minister of Police, and in 1818 Prime
Minister. He carried out a number of liberal

measures, but did not succeed in pleasing the
radicals, and at tiio sanie time incurred the
enmity of the ultra-royalists, who availed them-
selves of the murder of the Duke de Berry in

1820 to accuse Decazes of complicity in the crime,
alleging that his revolutionary policy had in-

stigated the assassin to his deed. The King
accepted his minister's resignation with great
reluctance, and sent him as Ambassador to Eng-
land. Having returned in 1821, Decazes took part
in all important debates in the Chamber of Peers,
opposing the Government, and after the Revolu-
tion of 1830 supported the Orleans dynasty. He
retired from public life in 1848 and thereafter
devoted himself to the administration of his

estates.

DECAZES, Louis Charles Elie Amanieu,
Duke de GUicksberg (1819-86). A French diplo-

mat, bom in Paris. His father was he states-

man Elie Decazes, and through his influence De-
cazes became secretary to the embassy in Lon-
don, and afterwards Minister Plenipotentiary
to Spain and Portugal. The Revolution of 1848
forced him to retire to private life, but he re-

mained a devoted Orleanist, and always hoped
for a restoration of the dynasty. In 1873, after
having been for a short time Ambassador at Lon-
don, he was given the portfolio of Foreign Affairs.

He resigned in 1877.

DEC'CAN (Hind, dakhan, Prak. dakkhana,
Skt. daksina, southern, pertaining to the right
hand, from dakifo, right hand; connected with
Gk. Se^Un, dexios, Lat. dexter, right). A terra
sometimes applied to the peninsula of India
(Map: Asia, G 7), south of the Nerbudda, but
now generally restricted to the portion bounded
on the north by the Nerbudda and on the south
by the Kistna or Krishna. In a still narrower
sense, the name is applied to the elevated pla-
teau region of the interior. It is also the official

designation of a division of the Bombay Presi-
dency

.

DECCAN HEMP. See Hibiscus.

DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER. By the law
of England the marriage of a widower with the
sister of his deceased wife is null and void. The
origin of this law may be traced to the interpre-
tation of the early Church upon the old Mosaic
law as to marriages, contained in Lev. xviii.

Formerly the ecclesiastical court had power to
declare such marriages void during the lifetime
of both parties, thus rendering their children il-

legitimate; but until so declared they remained
voidable. This led to great confusion, and in
1835 Parliament passed a statute, 5 & 6 Will. IV.,
c. 54, known as Lord Lyndhurst's Act, which
provided that all such marriages should be null
and void. Since that time there has been great
opposition to this law, and bills have been intro-
duced into practically every Parliament, includ-
ing the session of 1901, but have always been
defeated. Relationship by affinity is not consid-
ered a bar to marriage in the United States, al-

though the English law in this regard obtained
in a few States until recent years. It has been
abolished in the various countries of Europe and
in most of the English colonies. See Affinity;
CoNSANQtriNITY ; MaBBIAGE.

DECEBALUS, d^-sf-l/A-lils (Lat., from Gk,
A(«r^/3aXoi, Dckebalos ; supposed to be a title of
honor equivalent to king). A king of Dacia, who
for a number of years was one of the most
formidable of the enemies of Rome and was a
military leader of no mean ability. He crossed
the Danube during Domitian's reign, overran
Mcesia, and defeated the Imperial army under
Cornelius Fuscus. Later he forced Domitian to
conclude a treaty, according to the terms of which
the latter was to pay an annual tribute. He was
completely overthrown by Trajan in a.d. 105,
and his territories were reduced to a Roman
province. He committed suicide to escape cap-
ture by the conquerors about 106.

DECE'DENT (Lat, dccedena, from decedere,
to depart, die). Strictly, a dying person; in
English and American law, a deceased person

—

the term being employed only in connection with
the passing of the estate of such person, or the
administration thereof. When the estate in
question is disposed of by will, the decedent is

properly described as 'testator,' or 'devisor,' and
thus the term decedent has come to be com-
monly appropriated to a person dying intestate.
As thus restricted, decedents' estates come under
the operation of two distinct sets of rules, which,
though now usually embodied in statute form,
do not depart in essential particulars from the
common-law doctrines in which they originated.
These rules are, first, that the real estate of a
decedent shall descend to his heir, and, second,
that his personal property shall pass to his per-
sonal representative for purposes of administra-
tion and distribution. This personal representa-
tive may or may not be a person entitled to share
in the ultimate distribution of the property, and
under some circumstances the duty of adminis-
tration is undertaken by the State. In the early
history of the law in England it devolved upon
the Church, the right of administering upon
the estate of a decedent being vested in the
bishop of the diocese in which he died, such
administration, together with the probate of
wills, constituting an important part of the or-
dinary jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts.
This jurisdiction has now been assumed by the
High Court of Justice in England. In the United
States it is commonly exercised by local tribunals
of the rank of county courts, known, variously,
as surrogates' courts, probate courts, orphans'
courts, and the like. See those titles; also
Descent; Distribution; Heir; Personal Rep-
resentative; Executor; Administrator.

DECEIT, In law, a misrepresentation or
other device or contrivance by which one man
intentionally deceives another to the legal injury
or damage of the latter. The deceit need not be
accomplished by any spoken or written words, or
by any positive statement or representation; but
the concealment of any fact or circumstance
which the deceiver is under a legal obligation to
disclose, or his mere silence concerning it when
the circumstances are such as to put upon him
an obligation to speak, amount to deceit as fully

as if positive misrepresentation was made. But
mere silence concerning matter which there is no
obligation to disclose is not generally deceit, even
though the party misled may be known to be
acting upon a false idea as to those facts. Thus,
if A sells a plot of land to B. who pays a larger
price for it than he otherwise would have done
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because he supposes it to contain deposits of iron,

there is no legal deceit, if A knows of B's sup-
position and takes advantage of it to obtain a
high price for the land, provided A does not in

any way contribute to B's mistaken idea, nor
give or make any false statements or representa-
tions concerning the supposed deposits, either
directly or iiwUrectly. If B were to ask A if

there were such deposits, and A should reply that
he did not know, when he knew there were none,
or lead B to suppose he did not know, this would
be deceit. Deceit involves as a necessary element
the intention to deceive in a matter in which the
deceived party has a right to know the truth and
rely upon it. Without this intent a misrepre-
sentation might amount to a legal mistake, but
would not be a basis for an allegation of the tort
of fraud.

If the party deceived be in a position such
that by the exercise of due caution or diligence,
or by duly taking advantage of matters open to
his knowledge, he would not have been deceived,
there is no legal deceit, even though his reason
for failing to take reasonable care was due to
his confidence in the honesty of the party by
whom he is deceived. If. however, he is dis-

suaded from the exercise of his caution by the
actions of the other party intended to so dissuade
him, there is deceit. The misrepresentation or
misleading must be in res[)ect of matters mate-
rial to the transaction concerned, and must be
relied upon to the deceived party's prejudice in
the same transaction in order to lay a basis for
an action. Misrepresentations as to matters of
law are not generally sufficient to lay a basis for
an action, although the circumstances may be
such as to make them so. Reckless statements,
made without any regard to whether they are
tnie or not, or false statements, made in the be-

lief that they are true when the party making
them is legally bound to know and state the true
facts, are legally deceitful. But mere expres-
sions of opinion, or of anticipation as to what
will happen in the future, is not deceit.

Deceit is a necessary element of a fraud, and
no exact or absolute definition or statement can
be given of what is deceit, except in a general
way, as above. ( See Fbaud. ) The term deceit is

used as a name of a writ formerly used in an
action for acknowledging a fine (q.v.) in another
name, but this action and writ are now obsolete.

DECEMBEB. See Calendar.

DECEM'VIBI (Lat., bqard of ten men,
from decern, ten + vir, man). The most famous
body known under this title were the ten persons
who were appointed (b.c. 451) as a sort of
legislative committee, to draw up a code of laws
at Rome. The groundwork on which the decem-
viri proceeded was the information which had
been previously collected by three commissioners
who were sent for that purpose to Greece. On
the return of the commissioners, after a year's
absence, a violent dispute arose between the
patricians and plebeians as to which of the orders
should be intrusted with the revision of the laws.

The dispute ended in favor of the patricians,

and ten patrician lawgivers were conseqijently

appointed, to whom, moreover, the whole govern-
ment of the State was intrusted during the year
for which they were to hold office. The experi-

ment was eminently successful ; the work of legis-

lation was carried on with zeal and success, and
the State was governed with prudenc-e and mod-
eration. Their labors not being quite finished,
a new body of decemviri was appointed, only one,
the notorious Appius Claudius, belonging to the
previous commission. In their magisterial and
executive capacities, the new decemviri acted
in the most tyrannical manner. In place of the
fasces alone being carried before the decemvir
who presided for the day, as on the former occa-
sion, each of the ten was now attended by twelve
lictors, who carried not only the rods, but the
axe, which was the emblem of sovereign power.
Every species of outrage was committed on the
persons and families of the plebeians, and when
the term of their appointment expired, the
decemviri refused either to resign or to allow
successors to be appointed to them. At length
the iniquitous decision of Appius Claudius (q.v.)

in the matter of Virginia brought affairs to a
climax. A popular insurrection broke forth, the
decemviri were driven from their office, and the
tribunes and other ordinary magistrates of the
Republic were reappointed. The occurrence is the
subject of one of the most spirited of Macaulay's
Lays of Ancient Rome.
DECEN'NABY. See Tithing.

DECENIJTAI, GAMES (Lat. Decennalia,
nom. pi., from decern, ten + annus, year). The
games celebrated in ancient Rome to commemo-
rate the nominal refusal of Augustus, to be
Emperor for life, and his preference for reelection
once in ten years. They were maintained as a
popular amusement until the last days of the
Empire.

DECEPTION. See Fbaud.

DECEPTION ISLAND. One of the Soutli
Shetland Islands in the Antarctic Ocean, situated
in latitude 62° 55' S. and longitude 60° 35' \V.

It contains a volcano 1800 feet high, and pos-
sesses a good harbor.

DE CESABE, dft cha'zji-ra, Cablo (1824—).
An Italian political economist and legislator.

He was bom at Spinnazola, Province of Bari,
and studied at Naples. He became secretary
general of the Neapolitan finances in I860, and of
agriculture, industry, and commerce in 1868.

His works include: II mondo civile ed industriale
nel XIX. secolo (1857); Del potere teinporale
del Papa (2d ed. 1861) ; II prima unitario
italiano (2d ed. I86I); Im Oermania moderna
(2d ed. 1874).

DECHAMPS, de-shUN', Adolpiie (1807-75).
A lielgian statesman, bom at Melle, East Flan-
ders. He became Governor of the Province of
Luxembourg in 1842 and Minister of Public
Works in 1843. He was the foremost promoter
of railroad communication in Belgium, and. in

association with de Decker, was the founder of
the Revue de Bruxellra, a Catholic organ which
exerted a marked influence from 1837 to 1850.

He had considerable ability as a writer, and a
thorough familiarity with the political condi-
tions of his time, as evidenced by his works,
which include: UEmpire et VAnfjleterrc (1860);
La France et VAllemagnc (1865) ; Le Prince de
Riftmarek et Ventrevue dca troin empereur*
(1873).

DECHEN, dfl'Ken, Heinricii vox (1800-89).
A (J«>rman geologist and engineer, bom in Berlin.

He studied for some time at the university of
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that city, but soon devoted himself to practical

mining, and subseipiently lield a numl>er of im-
portant (Jovemnient iK)sitions. In 1834 he was
made professor of mining engineering in IJerlin,

and in 1841 director of mines at Bonn. Besides

a number of valuable geological maps, Dechen's
published works include: (ivognoatiache Umrisae
der llheinlandc ziciachen Basel und Mainz (2

vols., 1825) ; Gcognoatiache Jieachrcibung dea

Siebcngcbirgca (18.')2); and Die nutzbarcn Mi-
neralicn und Oebirgaarten itn Deutachen Reich,

nebai cincr physiugraphischcn und gcognostischcn
Ueberaicht dcs (Icbietcs (1873). He was also for

many years editor of the Archiv fiir Mincralogic,
(icognosie, Bergbau- und Hiittenkunde. His in-

vestigations of the geological structure of the
Rhineland and Westphalia formed his chief

contribution to science.

DECID'ITOUS PLANTS (Lat. deciduua, fall-

ing down or olV. from dc. away -f- cadere, to fall).

Plants which have organs that are shed periodi-

cally. The term deciduous is applied in particu-
lar to those trees and shrubs that shed their

leaves at the approach of a season of cold or
drought. See Di'RATroN ; Forests ; Trees.

DECIDUOUS TEETH. See Teeth.

DEC1MA (Lat., fem. of decitnus, tenth, from
decern, Engl. ten). In music, (1) an interval of

ten diatonic degrees (for example, from C to E),
or practically the third al)Ove the octave, as which
it is treated in harmony. There are only two
cases in which it is treated differently from the
third: first, in double counterpoint, where a
necessary diflference must be made although the
same harmonic rules apply; and second, in

thorough-bass, where the figure 9 shall rise a
degree to 10, instead of falling a degree to 8.

(2) An organ stop, called also double tierce,

pitched a tenth higher than the eight-foot stops.

DECIMAL FRACTION. See Fraction.

DECIMAL NOTATION. See Notation.

DECIMAL SYSTEM (from Lat. decimus,
tenth ) . A name applied to any system of
weights, measures, money, etc., in which the
standard unit is divided into tenths, hundredths,
etc., for the denominations below it, and multi-
plied by 10, 100, etc., for those above it. An
excellent example is that of the French or
metric system of measures. Tlie meter, approxi-
mately 39.37 inches in length) is the unit of
linear measure, and serves as a foundation for
the measures of length, surface, volume, capacity,
and weight. For the higher denominations the
Greek deka, hckfn, kilo, v\yria, are prefixed to
signify the multiples 10, 100, 1000, 10,000,
respectively. Thus 1 dekameter = 10 meters;
1 hektometer 100 meters, and so on. On the
other hand, the Latin prefixes deci, centi, milli,

are used to express divisions by 10. 100, etc.,

and thus furnish names for the lower denomina-
tions ; e.g. 1 decimeter =r •jJjy of a meter ; 1 centi-

meter = j\^ of a meter. Similarly with money;
the franc being the unit, a decime is the tenth
part of a franc, and a centime the hundredth
part. The monetary system of the United
States of America, like that of nearly every
civilized country except England, is decimal.
Indeed, the numerical system in general use the
world over is the most notable example. See
Metric System; XuiiERALS; Notation; and
Fraction.

DEC'IMA'TION ( Fr. decimation, Lat. decima-
tio, from dccimare, to decimate, from decern, ten).
A punishment sometimes intlicted in the armies
of ancient Rome. In instances where a crime had
been committed by soldiers en masse, which
would merit death in the individual, one-tenth
of the whole number would be put to death. The
individuals were selected by lot.

DECIUS, de'shl-Os, Gaius Messius Quintus
Traianus. a Roman Emperor (a.d. 249-251).
He was a native of Pannonia, and of lllyrian
stock. He commanded the troops of the Em-
peror Philippus on the Danul>e, and in a.d. 248,
at the end of the year, his soldiers in Mcesia
revolted, and forced him, against his will, to
proclaim himself emperor, and lead them into
Italy. Philippus marched against him, but was
slain in battle near Verona. In 250 Decius or-

dered all Christians to renounce their faith, and
a cruel persecution ensued, notably at Rome,
Carthage, Alexandria, Jerusalem, and Antioch.
Fabianus, Bishop of Rome, was martyred on
January 20, Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage, was
forced to leave his see, and the bishops of Alex-
andria and Antioch perished in prison. The
great Origen also was cast into prison and tor
tured in Ctesarea. In the following year (251)
Decius was called to Thrace to check a great
invasion of the Goths, but was abandoned by his
general, Trebonianus Gallus, who sought the
throne for himself, and Decius, together with
his son, perished in battle.

DECIUS MUS, Publics. Father, son, and
grandson, consuls and generals of the Roman
Republic, around whose memory grew traditions
of noble heroism. The first commanded the
Roman army in the Latin War (B.C. 337), and
just before a battle was fought near Vesuvius,
he had a vision and was told that the army of

one side and the general of the other were de-

voted to the gods of the dead. Accordingly, De-
cius Mus exposed himself to the attack of the
enemy and lost his own life that the hostile

army might be destroyed. The son found himself
in a similar position against the Gauls at the

battle of Sentinum (b.c. 295), when his heroic

death gave the victory to the Romans ; and again
the grandson was said to have lost his life

voluntarily for the same cause at the battle of
Aseulum (it.c. 279), in the Avar with Pyrrhus.

DE CIVITATE DEI, de sTv'i-tiVte de'i. See
AuGisTiNE, Saint.

DECK. The flooring or platform formed by
covering the deck beams with steel or planking.
The term is sometimes used to express the space
above a deck to the under side of the next higher
deck. In old type rigged men-of-war the upper
deck was called the spar deck; the next deck,

the gun deck—if guns were carried on it—if not,

it was called the berth deck; the next deck Inflow

the berth deck was the orlop deck. In old three-

deckers (i.e. wooden line-of-battle ships carrying
guns on three covered decks) these were called

the main, middle, and loicer decks. The half-

deck, in vessels having one or more covered gun
decks, was that portion of the next deck below
the spar deck extending from the mainmast to

the cabin bulkheads. The quarter-deck was the

part of the upper deck which was abaft the

mainmast. These terms, quarter and half, were
derived from the character of the decks in the

days of high castle-like poops and forecastles.
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The half-deck then extended half the length of

the ship or less, the quarter-deck being still

shorter. The after partial decks were connected
with similar partial ones forward by gangways
or narrow walks insido the ship's rail. As time
went on, the forecastle became reduced in height
and the partial decks became fewer in number,
but the quarter-deck was only a partial one until

after the beginning of the nineteenth century.
For a long time the only partial decks above the
upper, or spar, deck were those of the poop and
topgallant forecastle, but the advent of the mod-
ern ship with its high central superstructure
changed this together with the entire deck
nomenclature. In ships of the United States
Jiavy the highest deck which extends the full

length of the ship is called the main deck; a
partial deck above this is called the upper deck;
above this are the bridge decks, bridges, etc. The
first deck below the main is called the gun deck
if any of the main battery guns are mounted on
it ; the next deck below the gun deck is the berth

deck; if there is no gun deck it is the next one
l>elow the main deck; the orlop deck is the next
below the berth deck; and then the platform
decks. The topgallant forecastle deck is the

deck over a raised, or topgallant, forecastle; the

poop deck is the deck over the poop. The deck
over superstructures is called the superstructure

deck, hurricane deck, boat deck, texas, etc., ac-

cording to the character of the vessel. A flush

deck is one that extends from bow to stern with-

out a break. A protective deck (fitted in men-
of-war only) is one designed to protect the vitals

of a ship from being struck by a shell or injured
by fragments of one which bursts on board. If

flat and laid over the upper edges of an armor
belt, it is frequently called the armor deck. The
ordinary type of protective decks consists of. a
flat portion amidsliips and sloping parts at the

sides. The side slope may be a cun'e, a straight

slope, or two short straight slopes ; the inclina-

tion do\vnward is at an angle. of 30° to 45° and
the lower edge of th« deck where it meets the

ship's side is several feet under water, in order
that a projectile shall not get underneath it

when the ship is rolling. Both the flat and slop-

ing parts of protective decks are armored, the

latter much more heavily, reaching a thickness

of six inches in large protected and armored
cruisers.

DECK, Theodore (1823-91). A French cera-

mist, bom at Gebweiler, Alsace. After studying
physics and chemistry, he made an extensive tour
through central Europe, and subsequently be-

came director of a factory of faience-ware in

Paris, where he conducted independent experi-

ments in ceramics. After several years he suc-

ceeded in reproducing not only the famous faience

of Oiron, but also fine specimens of Persian and
Chinese ware, such as C/^ladon. During the last

three years of his life he wns director of the

fnctorA- at Sevres.

DECK'EN, Arr.rsTE vox deb (1828—). A
German novelist, known imder the pen-name of

Auguste von der Elbe. She was born at Bleckede.

Her novels, several of which enjoy great popu-

larity, include: Chronika eiucs fahrrudrn

Schulers. which has parsed through seven edi-

tions (latest e<lition. 1894); Onkel Wilhelms
Oaste (1899) ; and Seekiiniga Tochter (1900).

DECK'EN, Karl Klaus vox deb (1833-65).
A German African explorer, born at Kotzen,
Brandenburg. He was for a time in the military
service of Hanover, and in 1861, in company with
Thornton, an English geologist, undertook a
journey of African exploration from Mombas to
the volcanic mountain of Kilimanjaro. In 1862
he ascended the mountain to a height of over
14,000 feet, and in the following year made
an extended voyage about the African coast.

His final explorations were begun in February,
1865. With a large and well-equipped expedi-
tion he attempted the ascent of the Juba River,
but by reason of unnavigable rapids, was forced
to take the land, and on October 2d, was mur-
dered by the Somali at Berbera. Despite the
hostility of the natives, most of his companions
succeeded in reaching Zanzibar. The scientific

collections of the expedition were presented to
the University of Berlin, and its results were
described by Kersten and others in Karl Klaus
von der Deckens Reisen in Ostafrika 1859-65
(4 vols., 1869.-79).

DECK'EB, Karl von (1784-1844). A Prus-
sian general and author, born in Berlin. He
took a prominent part in the campaigns of 1813-

15. He was a director in the Prussian Topo-
graphical Bureau, and for many years a lecturer

at the General Military Academy. By his in-

cessant activity and his numerous works, he
greatly stimulated the interest in. and the ex-

tension of, a scientific military education, and
this he accomplished in the face of serious oppo-
sition. His theories on artillery were attacked
by his countrymen, but the principle of the of-

fensive which he strongly advocated found ef-

fective illustration in the campaign of 1870-71.

His works include Der kleine Krieg (4th ed.

1844) and Taktik der drei Waffen (3d ed.

1851-54).

DECKEB, Sir Matthew (1679-1749). A
political economist and free-trader, born in Am-
sterdam, Holland. He went to I^ndon in 1702,

was naturalized as an English subject in the fol-

lowing year, and having embarked in commerce,
attained the greatest success; received a baro-

netcy in 1716, and three years after^vards took
his seat in Parliament as member for Bishop's

Castle. He sat in the House, however, only four
years. His death took place March 18, 1749;
the baronetcy then became extinct, and his

daughters succeeded to his estates.

Decker was the reputed author of two pam-
phlets which appeared anonymously during his

lifetime, and which ran through several editions,

and provoked much acrimonious controversy.

In one he proposed to raise all the public supplies

from one single tax—namely, a tax upon houses.

According to Decker's calculation, there were
then in England, exclusive of Wales, 1,200.000
houses; of these he meant to tax only one-half,

counting ofT 500,000 as inhabited by the working
classes, and 100,000 as l>eing uninhabited. By
this means he proposed to raise an annual reve-

nue of £6,000,000. which sum was £1.000,000
more than the expenses of the Government of
that day required. The surplus was to be ap-
plied as a sinking fund for the purpose of dis-

charging debt. The same idea is found in the
second essay, which di.scussed England's foreign
trade and the means of improving it.
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DECLAMATION (Fr. declamation, Lat.

decUimatiu, doclaiiiutiuu, from dcclamare, to de-

claim, from (if, down + clamare, to shout ). The
art of Hpvuking according to rules, whereby the

sense of the words, as well as tiie feeling and
sentiment, is naturally and characteristically

represented. Recitation, therefore, whether
spoken or sung, is subject to the laws of declama-
tion, from which it derives its value and signifi-

cance. Perfect declamation implies correctness

of speech, distinctness and clearness of enuncia-

tion, and a well-toned voice. Declamation is

therefore clearly of a musical nature. Declama-
tion in music, however, differs from the declama-

tion of speaking in that the singer must adhere
to what the composer has written. The com-
poser fixes the whole of the intonation, modula-
tion, and phrasing, and also the tempi and ex-

pression, and not infrequently sacrifices the cor-

rectness of the declamation to the charm of some
peculiar melodic phrase or pleasing rhythm, or a
vocal musical embellishment. The truth and
beauty of correct musical declamation are al-

ways endangered by a translation of the original

words into another language, a work which, with
the greatest care and ability, it is in many cases

almost impossible to accomplish word for word,

or syllable for syllable, so as to fit accurately

to the accent of the music. The master-works of

many great composers thus suffer much from
careless translation. In earlier times attempts
were made to establish declamation as a science.

The ancients had a kind of note, or sign of in-

tonation, which they placed over or under the

words, possibly to decide whether the accent

should be given by a high or by a low tone, and
thus to regulate the modulation of the voice.

That the theatrical declamation of the ancients

resembled the musical recitative of the present

day is generally admitted.

DECLARATION (OF., Lat. declaratio, from
declarare, to make clear, from de + clarus,

clear). In the criminal law of Scotland, the
statement made by the prisoner before the exam-
ining magistrates. It is the duty of the magis-
trate to take this declaration immediately on
the prisoner being brought before him. The
magistrate must previously inform him that it

is entirely at his own option to declare or not,

but that if he chooses to do so, the declaration

may be used in evidence against him on his trial.

The declaration ought to contain the name, age,

and designation of the prisoner, the parish and
county in which the crime is said to have been
committed, and all similar particulars. When
completed it nmst be read over to the prisoner,

who, if he is able to write, signs every page of it

along with the magistrate. This practice of the
Scotch committing magistrates is identical with
that which obtains in England and America, the
term 'statement* being here employed for the
prisoner's declaration. See Arraignment; Con-
fession ; and consult the statutes of the various
States regulating the examination of persons
under arrest for crime.

DECLARATION. Under the common-law
practice, the first pleading in an action, con-
sisting of a sufficient statement, in legal form, of
all the material facts constituting the plaintiff's

cause of action, together with a demand for re-

lief. The facts alleged must be sufficient to
give the plaintiff a right to recover if he estab-

lishes them ; otherwise the defendant may demur
and get judgment in his favor. Originally, in

England, it applied only to personal actions, the
first pleading in causes involving real property
being called a count; but this distinction is no
longer maintained in England or the United
States.

The declaration is made up of the following
general parts, viz. the title, being the name of

the court; the venue, or county in which the
cause of action arose; the cotamcnccinvnt, con-

taining the names of the parties and the capaci-

ties in which they are joined in the action, to-

gether with a statement that the defendant has
been sunmioned; the body, a statement of the

facts constituting the cause of action ; and a
conclusion, or formal for relief at the end. The
body must conform to the particular common
form which is adapted to the nature of the

action, but the general characteristics remain
the same. It corresponds to a complaint in

code practice, and a bill in equity or chancery,

and statement of claim (q.v.) in England. See

Bill in Equity ; Code ; Common Forms ; Forms
OF Action; Orioinal Writ; Pleading.

DECLARATION, Dying. A statement as to

the cause of his death, made by a person
who has been physically injured at the hands of

another, and who has given up all hope of re-

covery and who does later die of that injurj'.

Only such of his statements as he could have
testified to if he had lived to go on the witness

stand are allowable. The substance of what was
said by the dj'ing person may be given by a wit-

ness if he cannot remember the exact words.

The reason given for allowing them is that the

person injured is under a solemn sense of im-

pending death and will have every reason for

telling the exact truth as if he were under oath.

As these statements must be repeated by one who
was present and heard them, his character enters

into the weight of the evidence, and it is for the

jury to determine 'whether he repeats what was
said accurately. The jury may also give such

credence to the deceased's story as in their judg-

ment it deserves. It is for the court to rule in

the first instance whether the statements are

admissible as a dying declaration. They are

only admissible in a case of the prosecution for

the murder or manslaughter of the person mak-
ing them, and are one of the exceptions to the

hearsay rule. See Evidence; Hearsay Rule.

DECLARATION or AFFIRMATION IN
LIEU OF AN OATH. A solemn statement

in court or before a judicial or legislative

body, by a witness, that he will tell the whole

truth in such testimony as he may be called

upon to give in the matter pending. Any
one who objects to taking an oath, for religious

or other reasons, may, in nearly all juris-

dictions to-day, thus declare or affirm that

he will tell the truth, but usually an oath is

administered unless the witness objects. This
practice was adopted generally because at com-
mon law no witness who did not believe in a
Supreme Being and who, therefore, had no sense

of the obligation of an oath from that stand-

point, was allowed to testify, which rule excluded

much valuable testimony. Violation of such

declaration or affirmation is legal perjury and
the witness may be punished as if he had taken

an oath. See Oath.
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DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE,

Amkrican. a document proclaiming tlie inde-
pendence of the thirteen English colonies in
America, and finallj agreed upon by the Continen-
tal Congress, .Juljr 4, 1776. Early in 1776 several
delegates in C-ongrcss were directed by their con-
stituencies to vote for independence. Such a
vote would l>e, in some particulars, no more than
a recognition of the existing state of affairs, for
already there existed in several provinces a com-
plete independence of England so far as the ad-
ministrative system was concerned. As a result
of advice given by the Continental Congress,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and South Caro-
lina had early established commonwealth organi-
zations entirely regardless of any connection with
England. This organization of commonwealth
governments on a permanent basis was strongly
urged by John Adams, largely as a result of
whose work the Continental Congress passed the
resolutions of May 10 and 15, 1776, recommend-
ing to all of the colonies the formation of inde-
pendent governments. This action was genei:-

ally indorsed; and gradually the various States
placed themselves on record as favoring the step
which had now indeed become virtually inevi-

table—the declaration of their absolute inde-

pendence. On June 7, 1776, Richard Henry Lee
moved in Congress that "these united colonies
are and of right ought to be free and independent
States, that they are absolved from all allegiance

to the British Crown, and that all political con-
nection between them and the State of Great
Britain is and ought to be totally dissolved."
This motion was seconded by John Adams, but
action thereon was deferred until July 1, and the
resolution was passed on the following day. Two
committees were appointed (on June 10), one
to prepare a declaration, and the other to draw
up a plan of confederation. On the declaration
committee were JefTer^on, Franklin, John Adams,
Roper Sherman, and R. R. Livingston. They re-

ported .Tune 28. but action was delayed for sev-

eral days. When the declaration finally came up
for consideration, it was passed unanimously on
July 4, by the delegates of twelve colonies, those
representing New York not voting, since they had
not as yet been authorized to support the move-
ment for indc])endence. On July 9, however, a
New York convention formally pledged that
State to support the Declaration. The document
was engrossed on parchment in accordance with
a resolution passed by Congress on July 19, and
on August 2 was signed by the fifty-three mem-
bers then present. Subsequently Matthe\v Thorn-
ton. Elbridge Gerry, and Thomas McKean also

affixed their signatures. The Declaration of Inde-

pendence was drafted by Thomas Jefferson, and
but very slightly changed from his copy. The
document itself was assigned for safekeeping
to the Department of State upon the organi-

zation of the National Government; was de-

posited in the Patent Office in 1841, when that
office was a bureau in the Department of State;
was returned to the Department of State in 1877

;

and in 1804. owing to the rapid fading of the text

and the deterioration of the parchment, was
withdrawn from exhibition and was carefully

put away out of the light and air. A facsimile

was made in 182.*^. by order of John Quincy
Adams, then S<H'retarT of State, for the original

signers and their families, and it is from a copy

struck from the copper plate then made that the
reproduction here given was obtained,

The text of the Declaration is as follows:

Thb Unanimods Declaration of the Tuibteex
United States of America.

When, in the course of human events, it be-
comes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with
another, and to assume, among the powers of the
earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's Grod entitle
them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-
kind requires that they should declare the causes
which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident—that
all men are created equal ; that they are en-
dowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness. That to secure these
rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of
the governed ; that whenever any, form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the
right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and
to institute a new government, laying its founda-
tion on such principles, and organizing its powers
in such form, as to them shall seem most likely

to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,
indeed, will dictate that governments long estab-
lished should not be changed for light and tran-
sient causes; and, accordingly, all experience
hath shown, that mankind are more disposed to
suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same
object, evinces a design to reduce them xmder
absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their

duty, to throw off such government, and to pro-

vide new guards for their future security. Such
has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies,

and such is now the necessity which constrains
them to alter their former systems of govern-
ment. The history of the present King of Great
Britain is a history of repeated injuries and
usurpations, all having, in direct object, the
establishment of an absolute tyranny over these
States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to
a candid world:
He has refused his assent to laws the most

wholesome and necessary for the public good.
He has forbidden his (Jovemors to pass laws

of immediate and pressing importance, unless
suspended in their operation till his assent should
be obtained; and. when so suspended, he has
utterly neglected to attend to them.
He has refused to pass other laws for the ac-

commodation of large districts of people, unless
those people would relinquish the right of repre-

sentation in the I.egislature ; a right inestimable
to them, and formidable to tyrants only.

He has called together legislative l>odies at
places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from
the depository of their public rei-ords. for the
sole piirpose of fatiguing them into compliance
with his measures.
He has dissolved Representative Houses re-

j)eatedly for opposing with manly firmness his

invasions on the rights of the people.

He has refused, for a long time after such
dissolutions, to cause others to l»e elected ; where-
by the legislative powers, incapable of annihila-
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tion, have returned to the people at large for

their exercise; the State reiuaining, in the mean-
time, exposed to all the danger of invasion from
without and i-onvulsions within.

Jle has endeavored to prevent the population

of these States; for that purpose obstructing

the laws for the naturalization of foreigners;

refusing to pass others to encourage their mi-

gration hither, and raising the conditions of new
appropriations of lands.

He has obstructed the administration of jus-

tice by refusing his assent to laws for establish-

ing judiciary powers.

He has made judges dependent on his will

alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the

amount and payment of their salaries.

He has erected a multitude of new offices, and
sent hither swarms of officers to harass our
people and eat out their substance.

He has kept among us, in times of peace, stand-

ing armies, without the consent of our legisla-

tu res.

He has affect(!d to render the military inde-

pendent of, and superior to, the civil power.
He has combined, with others, to subject us to

a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and
unacknowledged by our laws, giving his assent

to their acts of pretended legislation.

For quartering large bodies of armed troops
among us:

For protecting them, by a mock trial, from
punishment, for any murders which they should
commit on the inhabitants of these States:

For cutting oflf our trade with all parts of the

world

:

For imposing taxes on us without our consent

:

For depriving us, in many cases, of the benefits

of trial by jury:
For transporting us beyond seas to be tried

for pretended offenses:

For abolishing the free system of English laws
in a neighboring province, establishing therein

an arbitrary government, and enlarging its

boundaries, so as to render it at once an ex-

ample and fit instrument for introducing the

same absolute rule into these Colonies:

For taking away our charters, abolishing our
most valuable laws, and altering, fundamentally,
the powers of our governments

:

For suspending our own legislatures, and de-

claring themselves invested with power to legis-

late for us in all cases whatsoever.
He has abdicated government here, by de-

claring us out of his protection, and waging war
against us.

He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts,

burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives of our
people.

He is, at this time, transporting large armies
of foreign mercenaries to complete the works
of death, desolation, and tyranny, already begun,
Avith circumstances of cruelty and perfidy

scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages,

and totally unworthy the head of a civilized

nation.

He has constrained our fellow-citizens, taken
captive on the high seas, to bear arms against
their coimtry, to become the executioners of

their friends and brethren, or to fall themselves
by their hands.

He hps excited domestic insurrections among
us. and has endeavored to bring on the inhabit-

ants of our frontiers, the merciless Indian sav-

ages, whose known rule of warfare is an undis-
tinguished destruction of all ages, sexes, and
conditions.

In every stage of these oppressions we have
petitioned for redress in the most huml)le terms;
our repeated petitions have been answered only
by repeated injury. A prince whose character
is thus marked by every act which may define a
tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.

Nor have we been wanting in attention to our
British brethren. We have warned them from
time to time of attempts made by their legis-

lature to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction

over us. We have reminded them of the circum-
stances of our emigration and settlement liere.

We have appealed to their native justice and
magnanimity, and we have conjured them, by the
ties of our common kindred, to disavow these
usurpations, which would inevitably interrupt
our connection and correspondence. They. t<H),

have been deaf to tlie voice of justice and con-

sanguinity. We must, therefore, acquiesce in

the necessity which denounces our separation,

and hold them, as we hold the rest of mankind,
enemies in war, in peace, friends.

We, therefore, the Representatives of the
United States of America, in General Congress
assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of

the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do,

in the name and by the authority of the good
people of these Colonies, solemnly publish and
declare, That these United Colonies are, and of

right ought to be, free and independent States;
that they are absolved from all allegiance to the

British Crown, and that all political connection

between them and the State of Great Britain is,

and ought to be, totally dissolved ; and that, as

free and independent States, they have full power
to levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances,

establish commerce, and to do all otlier acts and
things which independent States may of right do.

And, for the support of this Declaration, with a
firm reliance on the protection of Divine Provi-

dence, we mutually pledge to each other, our
lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor.

The fifty-six signers of the Declaration were
as follows: Roger Sherman, Samuel Huntington,
William Williams, and Oliver Wolcott, of Con-

necticut; Ca?sar Rodney, George Read, and
Thomas McKean, of Delaware ; Button Gwinnett,

Lyman Hall, and George Walton, of Georgia;

Samuel Chase. William Paca, Thomas Stone, and
Charles Carroll of Carrollton, of Maryland;
John Hancock, Samuel Adams, John Adams,
Robert Treat Paine, and Elbridge Gerry, of

Massachusetts; Josiah Bartlett, William Whip-
ple, and Matthew Thornton, of New Hampshire;
Richard Stockton, John Witherspoon, Francis

Hopkinson, John Hart, and Abraham Clark, of

New Jersey; William Floyd, Philip Livingston.

Francis T^wis, and Lewis Morris, of New York

:

William Hooper, Joseph Hewes, and Jolin Penn.

of North Carolina; Robert Morris, Benjamin
Rush, Benjamin Franklin, John !Morton, George
Clymer, James Smith, George Taylor. James
Wilson, and George Ross, of Pennsylvania;
Stephen Hopkins and WMlliam Ellery, of Rhode
Island: Edward Rutledge, Thomas HevAvard,
Jun., Thomas LATich. Jim., and Arthur Middle-

ton, of South Carolina; and George Wythe, Rich-

ard Henry Lee, Thomas Jefferpon. Benjamin
Harrison, Thomas Nelson. Jun., Francis Light-

foot Ijee, and Carter Braxton, of Virginia.
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vol. xiii. (Philadelphia, 1889) ; Hays, "A Con-
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American Philosophical Society vol. xxxix.
(Philadelphia, 1900) ; a chapter, "The Authen-
tication of the Declaration of Independence," in

Chamberlain, John Adams, with Other Essays
and Addresses (Boston, 1898) ; Friedenwald,
"The Declaration of Independence," in the Inter-

national Monthly, vol. iv. (Burlington, Vt.,

1901 ) ; and Dana, "The Declaration of Independ-
ence," in the Harvard Laic Review, vol. xiii.

(Cambridge, 1900). For collected biographies of

the signers, consult: Sanderson, Biography of
the Signers of the Declaration of Independence
(9 vols., Philadelphia, 1823-27) ; Brotherhead,
Book of the Signers (Philadelphia, 1801; new
ed. 1875) ; Lossing, Biographical Sketches of the
Signers of the American Declaration of Inde-
pendence (New York, 1860) ; and Dwight, Sign-
ers of the Declaration of Independence (last ed..

New York. 1895). Further references may be
found in the biographical notices in this book of
the individual signers.

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE,
Mecklexbi'rg. See Mecklenbubg Declaration
OF Indepexdexce.

DECLARATION OF INDITLGENCE.
Ihis name is applied to several acts of the last

two Stuart kings, but particularly to the proc-

lamation of James II., in 1687, suspending the
operation of the penal statutes directed against
the Roman Catholics and the Protestant Noncon-
formists, and of all acts imposing a test as a
qualification for holding lay or ecclesiastical

o.Tice. In this way, James hoped to gain, in

favor of his Catholic policy, the adherence of the
Protestant dissenters, many of whom were "suf-

fering severe persecution under those laws. Sev-

eral hundred addresses of thanks were presented
to the King; but the majority of the dissenting

clergj' would not accept toleration on such terms.
The great leaders, Baxter, Howe, and Bunyan,
declined the Indulgence at the price of a breach
of the Law and the encouraeement of Romanism.
The clergy, generally, refused to read the proc-

lamation in their churches, as commande<l by
a royal order of May, 1688. The seven bishops,

with Archbishop Sancroft at their head, signed

a firm but moderate petition to the King, re-

fusing to publish a declaration which they
knew to be illegal. James commanded the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners to deprive these bishops

of their sees, but this was going too far, even for
that body; and on the suggestion of Jeffreys, a
pro>ecution before the King's Bench for .seditious

libel was substituted. So threatening was the
popular indignation, that the accused prelates
were acquitted, although the jury was packed
and the judges were mere tools of the Crown.
The declaration cost James the allegiance of the
Anglican Church, and precipitated the Revolu-
tion of 1688. Consult: Howell, State Trials, xii.

(London, 1809-28) ; and D'Oyly, Life of William
Sancroft (London, 1840). See Sancroft.

DECLARATION OF PARIS. An agreemrait
defining the rules of maritime law, to be ap-
plied in time of war, signed by the plenipoten-
tiaries of Great Britain, Austria, France, Prus-
sia, Russia, Sardinia, and Turkey, at Paris,
April 10, 1856, where they had met in con-
vention to settle the questions involved in the
Crimean War, just closed. England had always
claimed, and had exercised, the right to seize

an enemy's goods on the high seas, though con-
veyed in a neutral vessel, which included the
right to stop and search neutral merchant ves-

sels for this purpose. The exercise of this right
bad aroused against England the Northern Mari-
time League of 1800, and was condemned gen-
erally by the civilized world. Nothing short of
absolute command of the seas made it safe for
a single power to maintain a practice which
threatened in moments of danger to turn the
whole body of neutral States into enemies. Be-
sides, while it was profitable for England to seize

an enemy's goods in neutral ships when she was
at war, it reacted upon England when she re-

mained at peace during hostilities between other
States. Likewise, while her privateers might
inflict severe injuries upon an enemy's commerce,
her owTi commerce in time of war offered a rich

field for hostile privateers. So, in return for the
abolition of privateering. Great Britain consented
to a rule permitting the products of a belligerent

State to find a market in time of war.
The following rules were adopted by the con-

vention: (1) Privateering is, and remains, abol-

ished. (2) The neutral flag covers enemy's
goods, with the exception of contraband of war.

(3) Neutral goods, with the exception of con-

traband of war, are not liable to capture under
the enemy's flag. (4) Blockades, in order to be
binding, must be effective, that is to say, main-
tained by a force sufficient really to prevent
access to the coast of the enemy. This declara-

tion was subsequently accepted by the civilized

nations, with the exception of the United States,

Spain, Mexico, and several South American
republics. The United States urged the substitu-

tion of a more advanced provision, excepting
from capture all private property, even of citi-

zens of belligerents, either by privateers or na-

tional vessels. This was the situation at the

opening of the Civil War. On the issuance by
the Confederate President, Jefferson Davis, of

letters to privateers. Secretary of State Seward
addressed a note to the Powers, requesting to

be allowed to accede to the Declarntion of Paris
without modification. Great Britain an<l France,
who had recognized the South as lH>lligerents,

and were anxious not to invalidate the letters

of marque issued by the Confederate (Sovem-
njent, stipulated that the accession of the
United States should not "have any Iwaring,

dinH't or indirect, on the internal differences
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now prevailing." Ah this placed no rcBtriction

upon Confederate privateern, tiie negotiations

were droppi^i. In the war between the United

States and Spain, in 181)8, both lielligerents for-

mally announced their intention to adhere to the

principles of tlie Dticlaration. It may be said that

the .second, third, and fourth principles are a rec-

ognized part of the body of international law.

The question of privateering has thus far been

regarded rather as one of national policy. With
the development of modem navies, however, it

has become of minor significance. Consult the

authorities referred to under Maritime Law;
International Law.

DECLABATION OF WAB. A formal an-

nouncement of hostile intentions, by one State

to another. It is a survival of the feudal custom
of sending heralds to give the enemy warning of

impending hostilities. The doctrine that notice

must be given an enemy before entering upon
war has never grown into an obligation, and since

the middle of the eighteenth century the practice

has so largely decreased that it may be concluded

that a formal declaration is not required by
morality, or to legalize war. The later custom
of publication by a l)elligerent in its own terri-

tory, at the outbreak of war, of a manifesto dis-

cussing the questions at issue, and justifying its

position, which should be communicated to neu-

trals, never has assumed the weight of an obliga-

tion, though useful both to subjects of the State

and to those of neutrals. Since 1700 there have
been only 12 declarations between civilized

States, while over 60 wars or acts of reprisal

have been instituted without formal notice.

Under conditions of modem intercourse, a
State can never be taken by surprise. A period

of negotiation is followed by an ultimatum in

tile form of a demand, refusal of which involves

war. Thus, the United States demanded of

Spain ht-r withdrawal from Cuba in April, 1898,

on condition of war; and on October 9, 1899,

the Transvaal States demanded the withdrawal
of British troops, or war would be begun within
forty-eight hours. In the case of the Spanish-

American War, a later act of Declaration was
passed by Congress on April 25th, fixing the date

of hostilities as April 21st. This was important,

as determining the date for legal purposes. WTien
not fi.xed by direct notice, war is held to date
from the first act of hostilities by either party.

The United States began the War of 1812 by in-

vading Canada, and seizing British vessels in

port; and ih 1854 the British fleet entered the

Black Sea to compel the Russian fleet to return
to Sebastopol before the ambassadors had with-
drawTi. On the other hand, the French charg6
d'afTaires handed a formal notice to Bismarck in

1870, and Russia declared war upon Turkey in
1877 by a formal dispatch.

DECLABATOE, Action of. A form of ac-

tion peculiar to the law of Scotland, the object of
which is judicially to ascertain a fact, leaving its

legal consequences to follow as a matter of

course. Such are declarators of property, of

non-entrj'. of marriage, of bastardy, and many
others. The declaratory conclusions of such
actions are generally followed by petitory, or
possessory, actions, for the purpose of giving
eflFect to the right declared. A substantial inter-

est on the part of the pursuer^ or plaintiff, must
be shown in all cases, as it is not competent to

ask the court to declare a mere abstract fact or
right. The existence of this special form of

action has contributed to dilFuse in Scotland a
false view as to the nature of actions and judi-

cial proceedings generally.

DECLENSION (Fr. d^clinaiaon, Lat. declen-

tio, from declinare, to bend, from dc, down -|-

*clinare, Gk. KXlitiv, klinein, to bend, Lith. szl^ti,

to incline, Skt. ^ri, to lean). A grammatical
term applied to the system of modifications

called cases, which nouns, pronouns, and adjec-

tives undergo in many languages. How the

words declension (Lat. declinatio, a declining,

or leaning away) and case (Lat. casus, a fall)

came to be applied to this species of inflection,

has never been made altogether clear. The rela-

tions in which one thing stands to other things

may be expressed in either of two ways. Some
languages make use of separate words, called

prepositions; in others, the relations are ex-

pressed by changes in the termination of the

name of the thing. Thus, in Latin, reg being
the root or crude form of the word for 'king,*

rcgs, or rex, is the word in the nominative case,

signifying 'a king* as subject or agent; regis, in

the genitive case, 'of a king;' regi, in the dative,

'to a king,' etc. An adjective joined to a noun
usually takes a corresponding change. The
number of cases is very different in different

languages. The further we go back in the his-

tory of the Indo-European languages, the richer

do we generally find them in these modifica-

tions. Sanskrit had eight cases, Latin six, and
Greek five. The names of the Latin cases, which
are often used also in regard to the English

language, are the nominative, which names the

subject or actor; the genitive, expressing the

source whence something proceeds, or to which
it belongs—it is sometimes called the adjective

case; the dative, that to which something is

given, or for which it is done; the accusative,

the object toward which an action is directed

—

it completes the meaning of a transitive verb;

the vocative, the person addressed or called ; and
ttie ablative, that from which something is

taken. The Greek has no ablative case. The
Sanskrit, in addition to the Latin cases, has an
instrumental and a locative case. The gram-
mar of the inflective languages is compli-

cated by the circumstance that all nouns do not

form their cases in the same way. This makes it

necessary to distribute nouns into various

classes, called 'declensions.' In Latin, as many
as five declensions are usually given. (See In-

flection.) As we descend, the case-endings

liecome rubbed off, as it were, and prepositions

are used in their stead. The languages descended

from the Latin (French, Italian, etc.) have lost

all the cases of nouns and adjectives. The Teu-

tonic languages in their early periods had cases

almost as numerous and perplexing as those of

the Latin. Gemian is still to a great extent

incumbered with them. Modern English has

only one case in nouns different from the nomina-

tive—namely, the genitive, or possessive. (See

Noun.) The declension of pronouns (q.v.) has

been more persistent than that of nouns and ad-

jectives. Languages of the agglutinative order

have, in general, a great abundance of cases. In

Finnish, noims have fifteen eases, if by case is

understood an inflectional form produced by join-

ing on a suffix which takes the place of a prepo-
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sition. Thus, karhti, a bear; karhun, of a bear;
kurhuna, as a bear; karhutta, without bear;
karhussn, in the bear; karhusta, out of the bear,

etc. In the -Magyar, twenty cases may be reck-

oned ; and tlie hvnguages of the North American
Indians are riclier still—perhaps we should say
more emliarra«sed. What case endings and other
inflectional terminations were in their origin, as
well as tiie comparative merits of the highly in-

flected and the analytic languages, will be con-

sidered under Infi-ection.

DECLINATION (Lat. declinatio, a bending
aside, from dc, away, from -+- *clinare, to in-

cline, bend), in astronomy. If a great circle

be drawn through the pole of the heavens and
any star, the declination of the star is the por-

tion of the circle intercepted between the star

and the celestial equator. The place of a point

in the heavens is determined by its right ascen-

sion (q.v. ) and declination, just as a point in

the earth's surface is determined by its latitude

and longitude.

DECLINATION. In magnetism, the angle

which a vertical plane passing through the axis

of a freely suspended magnetic needle when at

rest makes with the true meridian or astronomi-

cal north-and-south line. The declination, which
may be either to the east or west of the true

north and south, varies from time to time and
from point to point on the earth's surface, as do

the other magnetic phenomena which are dis-

cussed under Maoxktism, Terrestrial; and un-

der Compass. At some places the magnetic and
astronomical meridians may coincide, while at

others the difference is most marked. The fol-

lowing table, prepared by the Division of Terres-

trial Magnetism of the United States Coast and
Ceodetic Sur\'^ey, gives the declination or varia-

tion for January, 1902, with the annual change

for the epoch 1900-05, for a number of points

throughout the United States:

Table of Magnetic Declinations

or Compafls Variations for January, 1902, with the Annual
Change for the l-:poch 1900-05 for the Principal

Places in the United States

(A plus si^n indicates west declination ; a minus sign

ea«t declination. For the annual change, a plus sign indi-

cates increasing west or decreasing east declination and
a minus sign the reverse.)
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(CjHjOH) and carbon dioxide (CO,), and the
coiiinion decompositions known as putrefaction
and decay.

In modern theoretical chemistry, a number of

decompositions have been classed as chemical
'dissociations.' llie difference between a decom-
position proper and a dissociation may be under-
stood from the following examples. When sal

ammoniac (ammonium chloride) is heated in a
closed vessel, it partly breaks up into ammonia
gas and hydrochloric acid, and partly remains
unchanged. On the contrary, if equal volumes of

ammonia gas and hydrochloric acid were confined
in a closed vessel at the same temperature and
under the same pressure as in the first experi-

ment, the two substances would partly combine
chemically into ammonium chloride and partly
remain in a state of mechanical mixture. Quan-
titative investigation would show that the ratio

of the combined to the uncombined products is

the same in both experiments, i.e the final state

is the same, whether we start with sal ammoniac
or with ammonia and hydrochloric acid. The
decomposition of sal ammoniac is therefore called

a reversible reaction and is classed as a chemical
dissociation. Consider now the case of ammonia
alone. Under the influence of electric sparks,

ammonia breaks up, at elevated temperatures,
into its elements, nitrogen and hydrogen. But
these cannot by any means be caused to re-com-

bine into ammonia. The breaking up of ammonia
is therefore called a non-reversible reaction and
is classed as a true decomposition. Now, the

principles of thermodynamics, combined with the

study of a large number of reversible reactions,

led to the conclusion that two changes of an op-

posite character are involved in every chemical
reaction whatever, and that the final state of

equilibrium is determined by the relative speeds
with which the two changes take place. In the

case of sal ammoniac this is almost self-evident.

In that case the final state, as expressed by the

ratio of the dissociated and undissociated prod-

ucts, depends on nothing but the two speeds: viz.

that with which, under a given pressure, the sal

ammoniac is capable of dissociating, and that
with which the products of dissociation are capa-
ble of re-combining; it was seen above that the

ratio remains the same whether we start with
sal ammoniac or with equivalent amounts of

ammonia gas and hydrochloric acid. Further,
the state of equilibrium is described as dt/namic,

not static. In other words, action is supposed
to go on even after the state of equilibrium has
been reached : only, under the conditions of pres-

sure prevailing in that state, the speed of disso-

ciation is equal to the speed of re-combination.

In other words, while some amount of sal

ammoniac is being broken up into ammonia and
hy<lr<K-hloric acid, a precisely equivalent amount
of these is re-combining into sal ammoniac, and
hence no change can be actually observed, al-

though the two reactions are taking place con-

tinually. These principles, being deduced from
the laws of .so absolutelj' general a science as
thermodvnamics, mtist of course hold good in all

cases without exception. When they are applied

to cases of true decomposition, i.e. cases in which
the reaction seems to take place only in one
direction, the inference must necessarily be

drawn that in those cases, too, both of the oppo-
site reactions really take place simultaneously;
only the speed of one of the reactions is so much

greater than that of the opposite reaction that
the amount of the product of re-combination,
found after the state of equilibrium has been
reached, is practically nothing. In the case of
ummonia decomposed by electric sparks, the
process is found to be complete and incapable
of being reversed only because the amount of am-
monia is so small compared to the amount of
nitrogen and oxygen formed, that it can hardly
be detected by the ordinary tests. It must, there-

fore, be rememl)ered that while it is convenient,
for certain purposes, to distinguish between the
processes of decomposition and dissociation, the
two kinds of processes are really identical in their

nature. See also Dissociation; Reaction.

DE CONINCK, de kA'nawk', Pierre Louis
Joseph ( 1828— ) . A French genre painter, bom
at Meteren (Nord)., He studied in Paris under
L6on Cogniet and won the second prix de Rome
in 1855. lie was awarded medals in the salons of

1866 and 1868, and a second-class medal at the
Paris Exposition of 1889. Among his pictures

are "Tlie Trappist" (1885) and "At the Foun-
tain," in the Wolfe collection at the ^letropoli-

tan Museum in New York City. In 1887 he was
made a member of the Legion of Honor. His pic-

tures are animated and good in color.

DE CONSOLATIONE PHILOSOPHIiE,
de k6n's6-lri'shi-i/ne flK6-so'fi-e (Lat., on the con-

solation of philosophy). A philosophical work
interspersed with verse by Boethius, written
about 525, in prison. Alfred the Great trans-
lated it into Anglo-Saxon, and Chaucer trans-
lated it into English before 1382. Caxton print-

ed it in 1480. Its influence in spreading Platonic
thought in the Middle Ages is almost incalcula-

ble. It was one of Dante's great thought-sources.

DECOIIAH. A city and county-seat of Win-
neshiek County, Iowa, 1 10 miles northwest of

Dubuque ; on the Iowa River, and on the Chicago,
Milwaukee and Saint Paul and other railroads

(Map: Iowa, F 1). It contains a Norwegian
Lutheran college and Breckenridge Institute.

The city has stock-raising, farming, and milling
interests, and manufactures of paper, wagons,
windmills, etc. Settled in 1849, Deeorah was
incorporated as a town in 1857, and was char-

tered as a city in 1871. Its government is admin-
istered under a general law by a mayor elected

biennially and a city council. The city owns and
operates its water-works. Population, in 1890,

2801 ; in 1900, .3246.

DECORATED STYLE OF GOTHIC AR-
CHITECTURE. The style of architecture in

England immediately following the Early English
?tvle (q.v. ). During the reigns of the first three

Edwards, from about 1280 to 1380, Gothic archi-

tecture may be said to have been in full bloom in

England. It arose so gradually out of the style,

which preceded it, and merged so gradually into

tliat which followed it, that it is not wonderful
that different periods of duration should be as-

signed to it by different writers. In fixing on the
middle of the fourteenth century as its highest
point, however, they are all pretty much agreed,

and the same agreement is exhibited in recogniz-

ing it as fhe most perfect of the English Gothic
styles, although Moore, in Gothic Architecture,

does not allow any perfectly national English
Gothic until the Perpendicular (q.v.). This
middle period of English Gothic corresponds to
the earlier developed Gothic of France, repre-
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sentpd by such buildings as Amiens, Rheims,

Saint Denis, etc., and it is the sanest and best

balanced Knglish style. Certain characteristics

of Nomian work retained in the Early English

style, such as large triforiuin galleries, heavy

moldings, broad unbroken wall spaces, are

strongly niodifietl in the eirort to attain greater

lightness and rirhor decoration, while others, like

the zig/ag, are totally abandoned. The single or

groujH'd lancet windows are largely replaced by

broader windows with mullions and tracery. Con-

sult the bibliography given under the title Eably
Engush.

DECORATION DAY, or Memorial Day. A
day ( May 30) set apart each year by the various

Northern States for the purpose of decorating the

graves in the national cemeteries and of com-
memorating the soldiers who during the Civil

War lost their lives for the Union cause. It is a
legal holiday in all the States and Territories

of the Union except Alabama, Florida, Georgia,

Idaho, Louisiana. Mi-ssissippi, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia. Some of

the Southern States have also set apart a day for

the commemoration of the Confederate soldiers

who fell durinc the war.

DECORATIVE ART. Art in general may
be defined as the interpretation of sentiment
through form and color. Poetry and music,

which express sentiment through sound-forms,

painting, which employs color, and sculpture and
architecture, which employ plastic forms, are all

independent arts, producing works which have
intrinsic arti.stic value apart from their use or

environment. The term decorative art is applied

to that subordinate phase of artistic design in

form and color which has for its purpose the

beautifying of objects primarily useful, by such
modifications of their form, surface, or color as

shall introduce new elements of harmony,
rhythm, balance, and contrast pleasing to the eye
and mind. In each of the independent fine arts

these elements of decorative effect, although pres-

ent, are incidental to the higher artistic purpose
of the work. In decorative art these elements
become supreme, although the object into which
they are introduced or to which they are applied
is itself independently complete without them. A
vase, chair, blank wall, or temple pediment may
perform its primary function while still una-
dorned by the decorator. Architecture combines
the characteristics of both the independent and
decorative arts; it is a combination of the use-

ful art of construction with the decorative art
of ornamental structural design. Painting and
sculpture, ordinarily independent arts, may be
employed to decorate buildings ; and in propor-
tion as they are subordinated to the structure
thev adorn, they take their place among the deco-
rative rather than the independent arts.

Decorative Painting. The decorative arts
may be classified in various ways. The broadest
division is that between decorative painting and
sculpture applied to buildings on the one hand
and what is technically known as ornament on
the other. The art of decorative painting has for
its object the adornment of certain defined spaces
on the walls and ceilines or vaiilts of buildings
by paintings, which serve the double purpose of

pictorial representation—allegorical, historical,

religious, or other—and of embellishing a surface
otherwise bare and uninteresting. In Egypt,

walls and coluums, internal and external, w<^re
covered with pictures deeply incised by the chisel

and richly painted. The Ronnins covered the
walls of their chambers, courts, and banquet
rooms with painted decorations in wliich pictures
of mythological beings and of familiar scenes
were mingled with landscape and fantastic
architecture. (See Pompeii.) The Byzantine
artists adorned the walls and apses of their

churches with highly decorative pictures on a
gold ground, executed often in glass mosaic: in

these the drawing and coloring, forsaking the
pursuit of natural realism, were controlled by
purely decorative considerations. The greatest

schools of decorative painting were those which
grew up in Italy in the fourteenth and sixteenth

centuries, the earlier having its chief centre in

Florence, with Giotto as its greatest master, the

second reaching its highest development in Rome
between 1515 and 1560 under Raphael and
Michelangelo, and a little later in Venice, where
Titian, Tintoretto, and Paolo Veronese attained
an extraordinary pitch of sensuous splendor of

color. But no decorative painter of any age ever

equaled the sublimity of conception and grandfoir

of execution of Michelangelo's decorations for

the vault of the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican at

Rome. In modern decorative painting the French
are the leaders; in the United States it is only

in recent years that the art has found opportu-
nity for development. Lack of space forbids en-

larging further on this phase of decorative art;

the inquirer is referred to text-books on painting

and to the articles on the great artists in this

Encyclopiedia.

Decorative Scitlptube. The work of the sculp-

tors has in all ages l)een considered an essential

adjunct to noble architecture. In Egypt he co-

operated with the painter in producing the pic-

tures already mentioned and carved the effigies

of the King and of the god Osiris against the

pylons and piers of the temples. It was, however,

the Greeks who lifted decorative sculpture out

of the trammels of sacerdotal tradition and ex-

alted it into one of the highest and noblest

of all forms of expression of religious and
national aspirations. The friezes, metopes, and
pediment groups of their temples were not merely
unequaled as sculpture, but superb as decorations

for the architecture to which they were afiixed.

In creating them, the sculptor, while he sought to

embody the poetic and patriotic ideals of the

Greek mythology which inspired him, was at the

same time solicitous so to dispose the masses of

light and shade, so to combine and arrange every

outline and detail of the composition, that they

should harmonize with the dominant lines of the

architecture and produce that pleasing effect of

harmony, rhythm, balance, and contrast which is

the chief source of an enjovment of all decorative

design. Tlie Romans made far less use of decora-

tive sculpture than the Greeks, but developed a

remarkable system of ornamental carving in re-

lief, in which symbolic figures, grotesque, and
conventional foliage were blended in a manner
to enrich with a wonderful play of light and
shade the friezes, pilasters, and panels to which

they were applied. In the Middle Ages the build-

ers of abbeys and cathedrals in Europe, especially

in France, adorned their buildings with sculpture,

both of figures and of svmbolic grotesques, every-

Avhere pervaded with religious meaning, but mar-

velously adapted to the exigencies of the architec-
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ture. Beautiful as are many of the French four-

teenth-century statues of saints, martyrs, and
apostles, and the ranges of seated angel choirs in

the cathedral porches, considered as pure sculp-

ture, they are perfect only when seen in the archi-

tectural setting for which they were designed,

whose lines they emphasize and whose beauty
they enhance. The French and Italians may be
said to vie with each other for the supremacy in

sculpture during the Renaissance; but while the
French produced no one to equal Michelangelo in

pure sculpture, the Italians never equaled Jean
Goujon in the perfect mastery of decorative effect

in figure sculpture applied to architecture. The
French of to-day are perhaps less the superiors
of the rest of the world in decorative sculpture
than in painting. This form of art is also young
in the United States, but has produced a few
worthy works, and, like that of mural painting,

is beginning to receive the recognition which it

deserves as an adjunct to architecture.

Obname>t. When the decorative artist seeks

to produce his effect not by recourse to the repre-

sentative arts of painting and sculpture, but by
the harmony, rhythm, balance, and contrast of

lines, lights and shades, and colors, dissociated

from pictorial purpose, his work falls into the

category of ornament. Ornament may be defined

as the combination of lines, colors, or forms ac-

cording to a predetermined system, for decorative

effect. When certain elementary forms recur

again and again in a regular sequence or system,

they are called motives, and the larger system or

combination of motives is called a pattern. Orna-
ment is said to be jiaturalistic when it employs
forms directly derived or imitated from nature,

as in rugs, wall-papers, or carpets adorned with
flowers and foliage in their natural colors. It

is called conventional when the designer makes
use of purely arbitrary forms, coined in the mint
of his own imagination or derived from tradition

;

such are the familiar Greek fret or meander, the

guilloche or interlaced bands, and the geometric
intricacies of Mohammedan ornament. But the

largest proportion of ornament consists of a
third and intermediate class of forms, derived

from nature but subjected to modifications de-

signed to adapt them to their purely decorative

function by the suppression, exaggeration, and
regularization of the natural details, and their re-

sult is called conventionalization : so that we
may say that the largest part of all ornament
consists of conventionalized natural forms. Such
are all grotesques, wreaths and festoons, rosettes,

acanthus-leaves, anthemions, and foliated scrolls.

It is out of the question to attempt even the brief-

est sketch of the historic development of orna-

ment. We can only observe that it has in almost

all ages been dominated by the master-art of

architecttire, so that its successive styles have
been parallel to those of architecture.

The highest field for the application of orna-

ment is tJiat of architecture; and such of its

forms and developments as belong to the adorn-

ment of buildings are called architectural orna-

ment. Decoration applied to movable objects is

called industrial ornament. When the ornament
is an essential part of the building or object to

which it belongs—inwrought into its fabric, as it

were—it is called structural ornament: when
executed upon the surface of the completed object

it is called applied ornament. These characteri-

zations are also, in a measure, applicable to deco-

rative painting and decorative sculpture similarly
employed.
The Decorative Abts. What has preceded

applies to decorative art in general. But the
various means and processes by which men adorn
their buildings, furniture, utensils, and fabrics

have given rise to a variety of distinct branches
of the "art, collectiveh' known as the decorative

arts. Chief of these are decorative or mural
painting and decorative sculpture. Mosaic and
stained glass may be considered as subdivisions

of decorative painting when they deal with pic-

torial compositions, or of ornament when confined

to conventional and conventionalized natural
forms. Closely related to these are the arts of

inlay and of tile decoration. All of these are
chiefly subservient to architecture, and have fur-

nished important elements of beauty in the
churches of the B\'zantine style (mosaic), the
mediiEval cathedrals (stained glass in western
turope, inlay in Italy), in Moorish buildings,

and on the exteriors of Persian mosques and
medresseh (tile-work). Closely related to sculp-

ture are relief-carving, illustrated in the car>ed
details of many styles—capitals, finials, crockets,

carved moldings, friezes, and pilasters—^and

stucco-work, in which the wet plaster is modeled
into patterns, as in Roman wall-decoration,

Moorish 'quarry' ornament and wall fret-work,

and Italian Renaissance plaster-work.

The industrial decorative arts are t\\bse which
relate to the adornment of movable furniture,

utensils, and fabrics. The four main divisions

are based on the materials used. Metal-work in-

cludes not only decorative work in iron and
bronze, but the work of the goldsmith and silver-

smith. Wood-work as a decorative art includes

the designing of artistic furniture, wood-carving,
and wood-inlay, or intarsia. Ceramic art com-
prises all the decorative work of the potter, in-

cluding terra-eotta, decorative tiles, and the

modeling and painting of all kinds of artistic

earthenware and porcelain. Glass-work is closely

related to it. Textile decoration comprises all

decoration eflfected by weaving, embroidery, and
needlework; all carpets, rugs, tapestries and
hangings, lacework, figured stuffs, and the like.

Book-binding, leather-decoration, and typograph-
ic ornament stand more or less apart from the

above main divisions.

This mere enumeration suggests the extent of

the field of decorative art and the impossibility

of treating the divisions separately in a brief

article of this character. In modem times the

palm of superiority' in the decorative arts belongs
with the Eastern rather than the Western world.

For the perfet^t development of decoration as dis-

tinguished from the arts of painting, sculpture,

and architecture which appeal to the higher in-

tellectual emotions, it would seem as though the
most favorable conditions were found where tra-

dition is most dominant, as among the Moham-
medan nations, the people of India, and the

empires of China and Japan. The more progres-

sive Western nations, however superior in edu-
cation and intellectual culture, fail to equal the

decorative design of these Orientals, and produce
their own best work chiefly when they follow in

their footsteps.

The movement in Europe known as the 'Art
Nouveau' or 'Art Moderne' illustrates the West-
ern impatience of tradition. It is a studied effort

to ignore all the so-called historic styles, and to
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produce the harmony, rhythm, balance, and con-

trast of good decoration by means of novel combi-

nations of llowing curves and swaying lines, with
occasional recourse to natural forms.

The limits of this article preclude the attempt
even to sketch the general principles as well an

the historic development of the decorative arts.

The technical rules observed by decorators vary
with the materials, purpose, and manipulations
of the several arts; but all are subject to the

controlling principles which underlie all good
art. Order and balance, unity of style with va-

riety of detail, rhythmic movement and subordi-

nation of details to the dominant theme are

equally valid principles in poetry, ornament, and
music.
The literature of decorative art is extensive,

but a first-rate general treatise on its history

and principles is lacking. Among the better

known titles may be mentioned Owen Jones,

Grammar of Ornament (London, 1856) ; J.

Ward, Historic Ornament (London, 1897) ; J.

Crowninshield. Mural Pain tiny (Boston, 1883) ;

F. S. Meyer, Handbook of Ornament (New York,

1894) ; Blanc, Orammaire dea arts ddcoratifs

(Paris, 1882) ; Moyaux, Decorative Composition.
The reader is also referred to the articles in this

work on the art of various nations and periods;

on Glass; Inlay; Mosaic; Painting; Pot-
tery; Sculpture; Textiles, etc.

DECOBATIVE NEEDLEWORK. See Em-
broidery.

DE CORONA (Lat., On the Crown). The
most famous speech of Demosthenes, and the most
perfect specimen of the world's oratory. It was
delivered in u.c. 330 as a reply to the famous
speech of .Eschines against Ctesiphon, who had
secured the passage of a law authorizing the
crowning of Demosthenes for his services to the
State.

DECORT', Frans. See Cort, Franz de.

DE COS'TA, Benjamin Franklin (1831— ).

An American clergyman and historian. He was
Ijorn in Charlestown, Mass., graduated at the
Concord (N. H.) Biblical Institute in 1856, and
was rector at North Adams, ilass., from 1857 to

1858, and at Newton Lower Falls from 1858 to

1860. He scr^'ed as chaplain in the Federal
Army from 1861 to 1863, when he settled in New
York. Here, having entered journalism, he was
editor successively of the Christian Times, the
Episcopalian, and the Magazine of American His-
tory. In 1884 he founded the White Cross Soci-

ety, and afterwards helped organize the Church
Temperance Society. He was rector of the Church
of St. John the Evangelist in New York from
1863 to 1899, when he became a Roman Catholic.

He has published many valuable monographs and
essays on early American history, and on local

history, the most important of which are: The
Pre-Columbian Discovery of America by the
yorthmen (1868) ; Narrative of Events at Lake
George (1868) ; The Northmen in Maine (1870) ;

Columbus and the Geographers of the North
(1872) ; The Fight at Diamond Island (1872);
Hiawatha : the Story of the Iroquois Sage in
Prose and Verse (1873) : The Lost City of New
England (1877) ; Verra::zano the Explorer
(1880) ; Cabo de Baxos, or the Place of Cape
Cod in the Old Cartology (1801) ; and Caho de
Arenas, or the Place of Sandi/ Hook in the Old
Cartology (1885) ; Whither O'oest Thouf (1902).

He has also published a novel, The Hector of Rom-
burgh (1873), under the pseudonym of William
Hickling.

DE COSTER, Charles (1827-79). A Belgian
author, born in Munich. For many years he
occupied the chair of French literature at the
military academy in Briussels. His prose epic.

La Ugcnde de Thyl Ulenspiegel (1868), is a
masterly description of Flemish life during the
reign of Philip II. and the days of the Inquisi-

tion. Other interesting works are: L6gendea
fUimandea (2d ed. 1861); Contes braba^ons
(1861) ; and Voyage de noce (1872).

DECOY (from de-, Fr., Lat. de-, down + coy,

OF. cot, quiet, from Lat. quietus, still, from quies,

repose). A contrivance for luring game into a
snare or within the range of a weapon. In Eng-
land for centuries 'decoys' have been contrivances
for capturing as well as alluring ducks, by
driving them into tunnel nets, or by catching
them in a cage built on a platform on the water,
into which they were enticed by feeding. To-day
both these especial methods are obsolete; but
the principle of the tunnel net still remains
in the decoys built in the fresh-water pools near
the coast, which attract the birds on their

arrival from over sea. At the corners of the
pool curved ditches are cut and covered with
wide arched hoop-nets, gradually diminishing in

size. The wild ducks are enticed to the mouth
of the tunnel by live, tame ducks, trained for

that purpose, who gradually lead the wild ducks
into it, upon which a tame duck shows himself
among the reeds momentarily, and disappears,

to appear again higher up. This excites the
wild ducks' curiosity, and they go on and on
to a point where the keeper shows himself. Then
the ducks rise on the wing. They are afraid to

pass back by the man, so they go farther and
farther up the netted archway, thinking that it

may lead them into the open, but it leads them
up to the end of the pipe, which by this time is

on land, after which they are all easily caught.
In America the decoys are entirely different.

They are painted wooden imitations of ducks (or

other birds, as the case may be) anchored on the
water in such a way, as from above, apparently
to swim about. The decoys are set out in dif-

ferent order, according to the quarry the hunter
is after, as naturally as possible. Thus, in open-

water shooting for ducks, when the wind blows
across, they will be displayed in two converging
lines, heading into the wind. In shooting with
the wind, the decoys are set out in the shape
of a diamond. The gunner then retires to

his blind, or into his sink-l)ox. The ducks are

effectually allured to alight, to share the good
things they imagine the decoys to be enjoying,

and are thereby brought within shot-range. De-

coying is applicable to numerous kinds of wild

fowl and waders, and to geese and other birds

on land. A perfect knowledge of its possibilities

is only to be acquired by long and close observa-

tion, and by mechanical skill in making the

decoys.
Consult: Folkard, Wild Fowler (London,

1859-64-75-97) Galloway, The Book of Duck De-

coys (London, 1886).

DECREE (Lat. decretum, judgment, from de-

cernere, to separate one thing from another, to

decide) . In the Civil Law, an Imperial judgment
in causes brought before the Emperor on appeal,
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or otlierwise. These judgments were promul-
gated as law, and the principles enunciated in

them were binding on all the courts of the Em-
pire. See Civil Law; Cobpls Jikis; Decretal.

In English and American law, the judgment,
or order, of a court of equity, the term "judg-
ment" being properly restricted to the adjudica-
tion of a matter by the courts of common law.
The difference between a judgment and a decree
is fundamental, and springs out of the radical

difference in the character of the jurisdiction ex-

ercised by the two classes of tribunals. The
function of the law court is merely to decide the

bare question in controversy between the litigat-

ing parties, awarding an unconditional judg-
ment to one or tiie other of them. The court of

equity, on the other hand, undertakes to do sub-

stantial justice between the parties as to the

whole matter submitted by them, and it may
make such decree, or order, as justice may
require, without being confined to the award or

denial of the particular remedy sought by the

complainant. Accordingly, it may, before the

final adjudication of the case, grant an 'inter-

locutorj-' decree, which may or may not become
the 'final' decree of the court, or it may issue a
conditional order, which shall become absolute or

void, according as the condition is or is not com-
plied with.

A decree nisi (unless) is a conditional order,

to become absolute 'unless,' before the date fixed

therein, good cause shall be shown to the court

for vacating it. A decree for a temporary in-

junction, if drawn to become permanent, unless

cause to the contrary be shown, is of this char-

acter. The plirase is not in common use in the

United States, however, and in England it has
come to be appropriated to a particular case in

which a decree nisi is commonly employed,

namely, in decrees for divorce not to take effect

for a probationary period of six months or more,

during which time any person may show cause

why the decree should be vacated, and the parties

reinstated in their conjugal rights.

In jurisdictions in which the law and equity

systems liave l>een merged, or in which they

are administered by the same tribunals, the

term judgment is often employed in a compre-
hensive .sense to include decree ; and when the

law permits both legal and equitable remedies to

be afforded in the same action, the judgment
rendered may be both a judgment and a decree.

See Divorce; Chancery; Equity; Judgment;
and the authorities there referred to.

DE'CBESCEN^DO, Itnl. pron. dft'kr&shgn'dd

(It., decreasing). Tn music, the reverse of cres-

cendo (q.v.)—viz.. a gradual diminishing of the

sound. Like the crescendo, it is also sometimes
coml)ined with a slight ritardando, especially

in descending passages. It is frequently marked
thus, ;::>•.

DECRETAL (ML. drcretalis, from Lat. decre-

fijni, a (Uhicc. from deccmere, to decide). Gener-

ally, an authoritative order or decree; more spe-

cifically in ecclesiology, a letter or decision of

the popes. det«'nnining some question of eccle-

siastical law referred to them. For detailed

classification of various collections of these de-

cretals, see Canon Lamt; and for a famous col-

lection, now universally admitted to be largely

forged. P.sK.rDo-IsiDORiAN Decretals.
Vol. V —47.

DECRE'TALISTS. Commentators on the
Uccrctum, or the Decretals. See Canon Law.
DECRETUM OF GRA'TIAN. See Canon

Law.
DECTTMATES AGRI, dek'd-ma't^z a'grt

(Lat. tithe-lands). A term applied by the Ro-
mans to their possessions north of the Danube
and east of the Rhine. These lands were given to
the Gauls, and later to Roman veterans, in re-

turn for a tenth part of their produce.

DECXJOEIION (Lat. decurio, from decuria,
company of ten, from decern, ten). The chief of
a body of ten men. This name was applied
especially, in the Roman cavalry service, to the
commander of a troop of ten (afterwards more)
horsemen. In the free municipalites of Italy,
and in the provinces, the chief magistrates were
often called decuriones.

DECUSSATION ( Lat. decussatio, an intersect-

ing of two lines crosswise, from decussis, the num-
ber ten, X, on account of its shape) . In anatomy,
the crossing of nervous filaments. Certain fibres

of the anterior pyramids and lateral columns of
the medulla oblongata are so crossed freely from
side to side, so that disease on one side of the
brain often leads to paralysis on the other side
of the body.

DEDEAGATCH, da'da-i-gach'. A seaport
town of European Turkey, in the Province of
Adrianople, on the ^gean Sea, northwest of the
mouth of the Maritza. Its harbor is small, but
its trade is considerable. Dedeagatch has sup-
planted Enos (q.v.) as the port for the Maritza
Valley. It is connected by rail with Constan-
tinople, Bourgas, and Saloniki, and has steam
communication with Greece. Population, about
2500.

DEDHAAI, ded'om. A town, including three
villages, and county-seat of Norfolk County,
Mass., 10 miles southwest of Boston; on the
Charles River, and on the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad (Map: Massachusetts,
E 3). It is principally a residential suburb of
Boston; but has manufactures of cotton and
woolen goods, carpets, and pottery. The town
contains the county buildings, including the
court-house, a jail, and house of correction, a
public library, and an Historical Society build-

ing. The government is administered by town
meetings. IDedham was settled in 1635, and was
called 'Contentment' until 1636, when it was in-

corporated as a town under its present name.
The first free school in America supported by a
general tax of the people was established here
in 1644. Dedham is the mother town of a large
niunber of other towns in Norfolk Countv.
Population, in 1890, 7123; in 1000. 7457. Con-
sult Mann, Historical AnnaL<i of Dedham from
1G35 to 1847 (Dedham, 1847). Eight volumes of

town records (1635-1890) have been published
(Dedham, 1880-94).

DEDICATION ( Lat. dedicatio, from dedicate,

to dedicate, from dc, do\\Ti + dicarc, to say).
In literature, the address of a book. or any literary

work, to a particular person ; vide Shakespeare's
note to the Right Honorable Henry Wriothesly
prefaced to Venus and Adonis. The custom,
practiced by the ancients

—

ride Horace and Vergil
—was adopted by the modern nations. In the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries books were
usually dedicated to a patron, whose influence
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was sought by the uutlior. They are now dedi-

cated to relatives and friends; or, if learned, to

scholars to whom the autliors arc indebted.

Perhaps the noblest dedication in our language

is Tennyson's poem to the memory of I'rince

Albert, prefixed to the Idylls of the King. For
models of the lighter forms, see the volumes of

the ISpcctatur. Stevenson was particularly grace-

ful in his inscriptions. The fulsome epistle of

former times has been cut down to a brief for-

mula, and many books are without dedications.

DEDICATION FEAST (Heb. chanukka,
Ck. tA iyxalvia, ta cnhainia, from iv, en, in -|-

K(uv(n, kainos, new, Lat. encwnia). An annual
festival among the Jews, which originated in the

Maccabffan period. In December, 1G8, the
Jehovah Temple in Jerusalem was dedicated to

the worship of Zeus Olympius (Baal hashsha-
maim, 'l^rd of heaven,' which in Dan. xi. 31 ap-

pears as Shikkus hashshomem, 'abomination of

desolation') by order of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes,
the ruler of the land. An altar to Zeus was set

up on the altar of burnt offerings. When Judas
Maccabieus recovered Jerusalem in B.C. 165 he
purged the temple, removed the pagan altar, and
put up a new one. The temple was then re-

dedicated to Jehovah with festivities that lasted
eight days. According to I. Mace. iv. 52-54, it was
on the 25th of Chislev (December) that the dedi-

cation took place, on "the same day the heathen
had profaned it," while I. Mace. i. 54 gives the
15th of Chislev as the day when the pagan altar
was set up. It is probable that both events
took place on the 25th, a day that may have
been kept by both nations as a celebration of the
winter solstice. This is further suggested by
the manner in which the dedication feast has
since been kept. Josephus (Ant. xii. 7, 7) calls

it 'the feast of lights,' and the custom of placing
lights at the entrance of synagogues and private
houses is mentioned in Talmudic literature. The
observation of the feast in memory of the deliver-

ance of Jerusalem is enjoined upon the Egyptian
Jews in the letters prefixed to II. Maccabees.
Psalm XXX. was the dedication hymn. Consult
Wellhausen, Israelitische und Judische Oe-
schichte (Berlin, 1897).

DED'LOCK, Lady. The mother of Esther
Summerson in Dickens's Bleak House. After a
life of secret remorse for the one great sin of

her girlhood, she dies of exposure on the grave
of her former paramour. Captain Hawdon.
DEDLOCK, Sir Leicester. The husband of

Ladv Dedlock in Dickens's Bleak House, whose
thought fulness and reverence for his wife only
serve to increase her shame and fear of exposure.

DEDUCTION (Lat. deducere, to draw out).
A particular aspect of the reasoning process; its

counterpart is induction (q.v. ). Many logicians
have represented deduction and induction as op-
posed operations, but a careful attention to the
movement of thought in reasoning shows that
such a representation is only partially true. De-
duction is the recognition of the validity of a
general principle in some particular case. For
instance, when heat is known to be a mode
of motion, the recognition that therefore the
laws of motion regulate the phenomena of heat is

a deduction. Induction is the recognition of a
particular phenomenon or group of phenomena
as involving a general principle. For instance,
when a study of the phenomena of heat leads to

the recognition that they are regulated by the
general laws of motion, it is said that an in-

duction has been made. The diircreuce is one
concerning the point of departure in the psycho-
logical process of reasoning. If we begin with a
knowledge of a law, and then recognize this law
as obtaining in a siHJcial case, we make a
deduction. If we begin Avith some special cases
and in these cases recognize a law, we make au
induction. In this sense, induction and deduc-
tion are opposed proces.ses. But it is clear that
to recognize a previously kno\Mi law as control-
ling a new phenomenon (deduction) is only the
obverse aspect of the recognition of this new
phenomenon as involving that definite law ( induc-
tion). Every deduction from a known principle
to a new case is logically also at the same time
a new induction of the general principle from
the new case taken in conjunction with the old
cases. Psychologically, this is not true. That
is, often the process of reasoning is psychologi-
cally nothing more than the process of applying
a familiar verbal predicate to a new perception
or idea bj' virtue of some association between
the two. But such a predicate cannot be justified,

if it is questioned, without an explicit statement
of some general principle and an indication that
the object perceived or ideated comes under this
principle; and if it is still further disputed
whether the principle holds in this particular
case, the only resource left is to make an induc-
tion from this and other similar cases to the
general principle. In other words, induction is

involved in every deduction, although, as a
matter of psychological fact, it is not generally
made with every deduction. Our psychological
thought-movements are usually very elliptical

when judged from the point of view of logic, but
logic approves of the elliptical processes, if the
omitted elements, when restored, help make a
total process which is either inductive or deduc-
tive, according as it starts with the particular
facta and reaches the general law or vice versa;
and a complete logical process which psychologi-

cally runs in one direction can always be psycho-
logically reversed without prejudice to its logical

validity. Wherever an induction is justified, an
obverse deduction is justifiable, and rice versa.

'Transcendental deduction' is a technical term in

Kant's philosophy, designating a justification of
the claim which a priori conceptions make of

being applicable to any possible objects of experi-

ence. See Logic (where a bibliography is given)

,

and Syllogism.

DEE (Lat. Deva, OWelsh Dubr-Duin, water
of the goddess, Ir. d6, goddess. Com. dug, Bret.

doe; connected with Lat. dens, Lith. devas,

OPrusfi. deiivas, Skt. deva, god). A river in Eng-
land and Wales, draining parts of the counties of

Merioneth, Denbigh, Flint, and Shropshire, and
the west of Chester (Map: Wales, C .3). It ends
in a tidal estuary of the Irish Sea. 1.3 miles long,

and 3 to 6 miles broad. From the citj' of .Chester,

which it almost encircles, a canal seven miles
long connects the river with the estuary. Its

course is 90 miles long, and among its chief trib-

utaries are the Treveryn and Alwyn. Canals
connect the Dee with the rivers of central Eng-
land. The ancient Britons held its waters
sacred.

DEE. The name of two rivers in Scotland.
The larger rises in five wells, 4000 feet above
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the sea, in the neighborhood of Ben Macdhui
(Map: Scotland, F 2). After flowing 12 miles
south-southeast, it is joined by the Geauley, 12U4
feet above sea-level, tumbles through a narrow
chasm, called the Linn of Dee, runs east-north-
east through Aberdeenshire and a small part of
Kincardineshire, and ends in the North Sea at
tho harbor of Aberdeen. In its course of 90 miles,

it receives the Lui, Muick, Feugh, etc. On its

banks is Balmoral Castle. The smaller Dee rises

near the northern boundary of Kirkcudbright-
shire (Map: Scotland, Do). For the first forty
miles, it flows southeasterly, then westerly, fall-

ing into the Solway Firth at Kirkcudbright Bay.
It is about 50 miles long and navigable for the
last seven miles. The Dee is noted for its sal-

mon, which are superior in hue and size to those
of most rivers in the south of Scotland.
DEE, JoHX (1527-1G08). An English astrolo-

ger and mathematician. He was educated at
Cambridge, lived for some time at the University
of Louvain, and went to Paris in 1550, where,
at the College of Rheims, he lectured on the
Elem-cnts of Euclid with great success. In 1551
he returned to England, was introduced to Ed-
ward VI., and was pensioned; but during the
next reign he was falsely accused of attempting
Queen Clary's life, and came very near being
executed. Queen Elizabeth received him kindly
and promised him an appointment. Tliis promise
was not fulfilled, and Dee again set out for the
Continent in 1564, ostensibly for the purpose of
presenting to Emperor Maximilian a book which
he had previously dedicated to him. Lilly, how-
ever, in his ileinoirs. affirms that he acted as
Queen Elizabeth's 'intelligencer* or spy. In 1594
he was made chancellor of Saint Paul's Cathedral,
and in the next year warden of ilanchester Col-

lege. He died very poor. Dee's writings, mostly
on the occult sciences, were published in London
in 1G59.

DEED (an act, Lat. factum, something done).
A written instrument, sealed and delivered,

whereby a legal right is created or transferred.
Though the term is popularly employed only in

connection with instruments for the conveyance
of land, it is not, in the legal sense, thus re-

stricted, being equally applicable to a consider-

able variety of other legsil transactions effected

by the same solemn form. A contract, an ap-
pointment to office, the surrender of a right of
action, may be effected by deed, as well as the
transfer of title to land or goods. In other
words, it is not the event, or transaction, but
the manner in which it is performed, which con-

stitutes the deed. So. too, it is in a popular,

rather than a strictly legal sense, that a sealed

writing, in and by itself considered, is descril)ed

as a deed. I'ntil delivered to the party who is

to have the benefit of it, it is still a mere writing,

an escrow {<^rrit, scriptum) , an inchoate deed.

The perfected deed is compounded of three dis-

tinct things—the writing, the act of sealing, and
tho act of delivery.

The superior validity of a transaction effected

by deed, as compare<l with one consummated by
spoken words or by ordinary writings, is a
matter of history. Blackstone declares that a
deed derives its name (deed, factum) from the

circumstance that "it is the mast solemn and
authentic act that a man can possibly perform
with relation to the disposal of his property;

and therefore a man shall always be estopped by

his own deed, or not jiermitted to aver or prove
anything in contradiction to what he has once
so solemnly and deliberately avowed" (2 Bl. Com.
295). In fact, the deed is the one form in which
the formal or ceremonial mode of incurring an
obligation or transferring a legal right survives
among us, corresponding in that respect to the
maticipatio and the stipulatio of the Roman law,
the latter of which still appears in the usual
ceremony of marriage. Rec-ent investigations
into early legal procedure show conclusively that
in primitive society a peculiar importance and
validity attaches to legal transactions of the
formal sort, and, though the tendency of advanc-
ing civilization is to reduce or eliminate the dis-

tinction betwen formal and informal obligations,
this has never been completely accomplished.
The conclusive efl'ect of a deed is probably due to
the fact that it originated at a time when writing
was a rare accomplishment, confined to those
who had taken holy orders, and that its char-
acter, as a solemn form of engagement, had
become established before the art of writing
became more general. Its superior validity still

consists in the fact mentioned by Blackstone, in
the passage quoted above, that he who makes a
deed is conclusively bound by the statements
which it contains, and that, in contracts and
other transactions which ordinarily require a
consideration to support them, no consideration
is necessary if the transaction be consummated
by deed. Technically, a contract in the form of

a deed is known as a specialty.

Deeds are of two kinds, deeds poll and inden-
tures—the former being of only one- part. i. e.

binding only one person or group of persons, in

the same way and to the same effect: and the
latter having two or more parties, who become
bound to one another. Thus, the ordinary deed
of conveyance, whereby A, or A and B, convey
land to C, the latter entering into no engagement
with reference to the transaction, and the
grantor or grantors, only, executing it, is a deed
poll; whereas, articles of association or of part-

nership, or any other bilateral contract, under
seal, whereby several parties become nuitually
bound to one another, is an indenture. The
names are derived from the circumstance that
deeds of the latter sort were formerly written
in duplicate, etc., on the same piece of parch-
ment, which was then cut so as to separate them
by an indented and irregular line, wherebj' their

identity could afterwards be established. The
deed poll, on the other hand, only one copy being
required, was polled, i. e. shaved or cut off

smooth. This difference in the form of deeds
having disappeared, the term indenture is often

carelessly employed in deeds which are really

deeds poll. The distinction between them has
not, however, been obliterated by their assimila-

tion in form, and a deed purporting to bind only
one party, or, whatever it may purport, executed

by only one, is still a deed poll and binds only
the giver thereof and not the person to whom it

is delivered.

Deeds have from an early period been em-
{>loyed for the transfer of certain interests in

and. but their general and almost exclusive use

for this purpose is quite modem. Formerly, at

common law, freehold interests in land were
created or conveyed bv the formal ceremonv
known as livery of seizin, while all estates less

than freehold were subject to alienation by parol.
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deeds Ijcing required only to convey the class

of interests knovv-n an incorporeal, such as case-

ments, profits, futun« inU'rests in land, and the

like. But deeds have now, under the technical

description of grants, almost entirely superseded

other modes of conveyance of interests in land.

Only estates for years or tenancies at will are

still capable of arising by parol or by writing

not under seal, and in England even leaseholds,

for three; years and upward, can be created or

transferred only by deed. In Great Britain and

most of the United States, tlie general use of

deeds for purposes of conveyance is a matter of

regulation by statute.

In form, however, the deed remains substan-

tially the same as at common law. The writing

must still l)e on pajKjr or parchment, though it

may to-day be done by the typewriting machine

or "the printing-press. The old requirement of a

seal is also generally adhered to, though in a

few of the Western States it has been abolished,

and in most others a scroll, or similar mark
made with the pen, may be substituted for the

more usual wafer or sealing-wax. But, whatever

its form, the important thing is not the adhesion

to the paper of something called a seal, but the

sealing of the instrument by the party to be

bound by it. It must be 'his own act and seal.'

At the present time, also, it is generally con-

sidered that the instrument must contain the

name of the maker in his own handwriting, al-

though prior to the Statute of Frauds, in 1648,

signing was not necessary to the validity of

deeds, and it is not clear that the statute con-

templated any addition to the formalities with

which they were already surrounded.

Delivery is properly accomplished by the obli-

gated party handing over the sealed writing in

person to ' the party to be benefited thereby.

Either party may, however, be represented by an
agent, and a delivery to an unauthorized third

person is good if subsequently ratified by the

benefited party. Indeed, it has been held that

any unequivocal act on the part of the obligated

party, showing an intention to vest the posses-

sion of the document in the benefited party, is

sufficient to constitute a delivery, even without

a manual transfer of possession to any one—as

where the former, at or after the time of sealing,

utters the words, '1 deliver this as my act and
deed,' or where he incloses the sealed writing in

an envelope, addressed to the benefited party,

though retaining it in his own possession. There
is some conflict of authority, however, as to

whether a delivery of the latter sort, or to a
third person, which, in fact, never comes to the

knowledge of the party intended to be benefited,

will be sustained by the courts. There may also

be a conditional delivery, which is made to a
third person, as an 'escrow,' or mere writing,

to be delivered over to the benefited party on
the performance of some act or the happening of

some event. An escrow does not take effect as a
deed until the delivery over, when it takes effect,

by relation back, as of the time of its first de-

livery. See EscKow, and the titles of the vari-

ous kinds of deeds, as Covenant; Grant ; Lease
AND Release. Consult: Coke on Littleton;

Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laios of Eng-
land ; Kent, Commentaries on American Law;
Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law
(2d ed., London and Boston, 1899) ; Holmes,

The Common Laio (Boston, 1881) ; and the au-

thorities referred to under Real Piiopekty.

DEEMS, CuAULES Force (1820-93). An
American clergyman. He was born in lialtimore,

graduated at Dickinson College in IH'M), and was
for some time agent in North Carolina for the

American Bible Society. He was professor of logic

and rhetoric in the University of North Carolina

from 1842 to 1845, and held the chair of natural

sciences in Randolph Macon College (Ashland,

Va.) from 1845 to 1840. He then became a

Methodist preacher at New Berne, and for five

years was principal of the Greensboro Female
College. In 18(i5 he went to New York, where he

helped found the Church of the Stranger (unde-

nominational ) , of which he became ])astor. In

1881 he founded the American Institute of Chris-

tian Pnilosophy. Among his many publications

are: Life of Dr. Adam Clarke ( 1840) ; The Home
Altar (1850); Annals of Southern Methodism
(1856) ; Life of Jesus (1872) ; A Scotch Verdict

in Evolution (1886) ; The Light of the Natiotis

(1886) ; Tlie Gospel of Common Sense as Con-

tained in the Canonical Epistle of James ( 1889) ;

Chips and Chunks for Every Fireside; and
Wit, Wisdom, and Pathos (1890) ; The Gospel uf

Spiritual Insight, and Studies in the Gospel of

John (1891). Consult his Autobiography (New
York, 1897).

DEEM'STER, Dempster, or Doomsteb (AS.

do7n, doom, judgment, as in Domesday Book;
hence doomstcr or deemster, a judge). The
name of an officer formerly attached to the Higli

Court of Justiciary in Scotland, who pronounced

the doom or sentence of condemned persons. The
office was held along with that of executioner. At
the conclusion of a trial, this dreaxl official was
produced in open court, in presence of the

wretched criminal, as is graphically described by

Scott in his tale of Old Mortality. See notes to

that work, and also notes to Heart of Mid-

Lothian. The office of deemster has been long

abolished. In the Isle of Man and Jersey deem-

sters are judges, the office as well as the title be-

ing of great antiquity and dignity. The highest

judicial authority in the Isle of Man is divided

between two deemsters, one for the northern and
the other for the southern half of the island.

DEEP RIVER. A river rising in Guilford

County, X. C. (:Map: North Carolina, C 2). It

ilows southeast and then east, and, joining the

Haw River (q.v.) in Chatham Coimty, forms tho

Cape Fear River (q.v.). About 120 miles long,

the stream drains an area of 1350 square miles.

Extensive coal and copper deposits are found in

its valley. It furnishes extensive water-power

at Lockville, and is navigable to Carbonton.

DEEP-SEA EXPLORATION. The depths

of the sea have been explored with precision only

during comparatively recent years. Deep-sea

investigations began in the necessity for accurate

soundings for submarine cables, and this is still

the main reason for sounding, but much more has

been accomplished in this field by dredging for

purely scientific purposes.
Tlie most important part of our knowledge of

deep-sea conditions has been gained since 1870.

Tlie Challenger expedition sent out by the British

Government from 1873 to 1876 (see Challen-
ger) engaged in pelagic investigations for nearly

four years, soimding and dredging in the oceanic

basins at more than 350 different iilaees. This
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vessel was well equipped, and carried a scientific

staff under the direction of .Sir Wyville Thomson.
A great amount of deep-sea work was accom-
plished, and the large series of Reports form the
most important contribution ever made to the lit-

erature of this subject. Other extensive deep-sea
investigations have been conducted at various
times by most of the European governments,
while vessels of the United States Coast Survey,
or of the Fish Commission, have been engaged
in them more or less regularly since 1870. The
Prince of Monaco ha.s made very important con-

tributions to this department of knowledge, as he
has for many years employed his yachts almost
entirely in deep-sea work, and has devoted much
time to the improvement of the appliances for
investigation.

The methods employed by the earlier investiga-

tors for measuring the depths were slow and un-
certain, for their soundings were made with hemp
rope, which was greatly drifted by currents and
gave inaccurate depths. The soundings and
dredgings conducted on the Challenger were so

made, and often under great diflBculties. At the
present time such investigations are made by
means of wire, the first successful employment of

which was by Sir William Thomson in 1872.

Wire sinks rapidly, presents the least frictional

surface, and is but little affected by currents;
and the machinery is now so perfect that sound-
ings may be made with accuracy in the greatest
depths. The improved methods show that the
early soundings by the Herald, Congress, and
other vessels with rope, supposed to have reached
over 7000 fathoms, were erroneous, and that
there are probably no such depths in the ocean.

The greatest depth known was discovered by
the United States cable-survey ship Xero in 1900,

near the island of Guam, where a sounding was
made of 5269 fathoms, or nearly six statute miles,

a depth sufficient to submerge the highest moun-
tains. It is probable that future soundings will

reveal slightly greater depths. For four years
prior to the voyage of the Nero the deepest water
known was north of New Zealand, where the
British ship Penguin sounded in 5155 fathoms.
Off the coast of Japan, in 1874, the United States
ship Tuscarora found a depth of 4655 fathoms;
and in 1900 the United States Fish Commission
steamship Albatross made a sounding in the
western Pacific of 4813 fathoms. ^lany great
depths have been discovered in the Atlantic, the
deepest (4561 fathoms) off Porto Rico, by the
United States Coast Survey steamer Blake. More
than forty 'deeps,' or depressions ranging from
3000 to 5200 fathoms, are now known, some of

them mere holes, others of vast extent. The
deeps are well distributed over the seas, but
none have been found north of the fifty-fifth

degree of latitude. The average depth of the sea
is probably not less than 2200 fathoms.

Metuod ok Sounding. In the operation of
sounding several instruments are sent down with
the wire. A thermometer takes the temperature
at the bottom ; a closing cylinder brings up a
sp(?cimen of the bottom water for analysis, and
the sounding cylinder at the end of the line

brings up a specimen of the bottom mud or ooz*,

for examination as to the character of the bot-

tom. These instruments arc all self-acting at

the bottom and are not affected in rising to the
-surface.

To the sounding cylinder is attached the sinker

—a 60-pound iron shot—which detaches itself on
striking the bottom. An indicator attached to
the reel on deck shows the number of fathoms of
wire that have run out. After sounding the wire
is reeled in by steam. It takes about one hour to
make a sounding three miles deep and get the
instruments back on board.

DfcEP-SHLA. Dredging. The methods employed
on board the United States Fish Commission
steamship Albatross, doubtless the best-equip j)ed
deep-sea dredger in existence, may be taken as
illustrative. The Albatross has brought together
larger deep-sea collections than have been made
on any other vessel. She has made nearly 6000
hydrographic soundings, and nearly 2000 hauls
of the dredge or beam trawl. The investigations
of this vessel cover areas extending from the
Banks of Newfoundland along both coasts of
North and South America to Bering Sea, and also

limited areas in the tropical Pacific, and in the
regions between Japan and Kamchatka. Her
work has carried dredging into deeper waters
than ever before, animal life having been obtained
near the Tonga Islands at a depth of 4173 fath-

oms, while the dredge on one occasion in Bering
Sea brought up from a depth of 1771 fathoms
more than 800 deep-sea fishes at a single haul.

The creatures of the deep sea are brought up
by means of a dredge or beam trawl towed by a
wire rope, operated by a powerful engine on deck.

The first operation in dredging is to ascertain
the depth by sounding, after which the trawl is

put overboard and allowed to sink to the bottcwn

as the dredge rope is let out. The dredge, or beam
trawl, is simply an iron frame to which is at-

tached a strong bag-shaped net about 20 feet

long. The mouth of the dredge, as formed by the

iron frame, is about eleven feet wide and two
feet high. Dragged along the bottom, it quickly
fills with animals. Sometimes it settles into

mud or ooze and is very hard to lift. The dredge
rope is connected with a large spring, or accu-

mulator, attached to the foremast, which often

shows the dredge to be pulling thousands of

pounds. Before the dredge reaches the surface,

most of the oozy mud washes away, so that the

dredge haul is usually light enough to be hoisted

from the water and landed on deck with safety.

Sometimes it is filled with fishes; sometimes
with sea-urchins, starfishes, crinoids or corals:

sometimes with squids and devil-fish. It often

brings up a varied collection, in which many
classes of marine animals are represented. The
time required by the Albatross in making her
deepest dredge haul—that from 4173 fathoms

—

was ten hours, the engine reeling in the great

weight of line very slowly. In depths of 1000 to

1500 fathoms hauls can be made in three or four

hours, according to conditions.

In addition to the dredge, another collecting

machine, very useful on rough bottom, is the

'tangle.' This consists of bunches of shredded
rope attached to iron bars, and when dragged
over the bottom it frequently brings up sea-

urchins, starfish, and crinoids in abundance. A
doopsoa fish-trap has been devised by the Prince

of Monaco, in which fishes have been taken as

deep as two miles. The Albatross, in 1897. suc-

cjH'ded in setting ordinary gill-nets a mile deep,

and catching Macrurus and other dee|>-water

fishes. Deep-water exploration by means of gill-

nets, traps, and tniwl lines promises to yield

interesting results.
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Deep-Sea I.ike. The surface of tlie sea nearly

everywliere bi-ars an abundance of minute animal

and plant life. In this surface life, or 'plankton,'

as it is called collectively, many groups of inver-

tebrates are represented. The phosphorescence

often seen upon the surface of the sea is due en-

tirely to their presence. These almost micro-

scopic creatures are constantly dying and falling

to the bottom. I'liey constitute the principal

food of the smaller animals dwelling there, and
their remains form a large part of the deep-sea

oozes. The most important forms among them,

considered with reference to abysmal deposits, are

the GlobigerinidtE and the radiolarians, which

are enormously abundant.
The marine deposits on the ocean floor are gen-

erally referred to three groups: Those of the con-

tinental slopes are called Terrigenous Deposits,

derived from the land through the wearing ac-

tion of rivers, tides, and currents. Tliese coast-

wise deposits are the blue, green, coral, or vol-

canic nmds, and are characteristic of the adja-

cent land slopes from which they are derived.

Farther off shore, generally about 200 miles, oc-

cur the Pelagic Deposits, made up of dead ma-
rine organisms from the surface—the minute sur-

face life already refferred to. Here we find oozes,

such as diatom, radiolarian, or globigerina oozes

which depend respectively upon the character of

the surface life prevailing above them. Beyond
these, in the deeper parts of the ocean, are the

Red Clay Deposits, which cover about half the

ocean floor. This region is not affected by matter

from the land, and receives little pelagic matter

from the surface. It lies so deep that the shells

of surface organisms falling down are removed
through the solvent action of the deep water.

The red clay is believed to have formed very

slowly, not more than a few feet of matter hav-

ing accumulated since the Tertiary period.

Intermediate Depths. The question as to the

existence of life at intermediate depths has been

given general reconsideration since the perfecting

of closing tow-nets for the exploration of such

depths. The experience gained with the various

intermediate nets used on board the Albatross

has shown no mingling of surface and bottom
forms. The latter occur, of course, at all depths

along the Continental slopes. See Distribu-

tion OF Animals.
From the evidence now at hand with respect to

light in the sea, it seems certain that the sun-

light does not extend below a couple of hundred
fathoms, and even there becomes very dim. Be-

low this the vast body of the ocean is absolutely

dark, being illuminated only where phosphores-

cent creatures may shed a certain amount of

steady or intermittent radiance (see below).

Conditions and Life at Great Depths. It is

always cold at the bottom of the sea, the influence

of the warm surface waters not extending below

a few hundred feet. In the great depths the

temperature is always close to the freezing-point.

In warm equatorial seas, where the depths ex-

ceed 400 fathoms the difference between surface

and bottom temperatures usually ranges from 40°

to 49° F. It has been found that from 100

fathoms down, or throughout the waters beyond

the influence of the sun, temperatures remain

practically constant. At the surface of the sea

the lines of equal temperatures are parallel with

the equator, although subject to deflections by
currents, while at the bottom they follow the

general trend of the continents. Tlic cold water
of the depths comes from regions far to the north
and south of the tropics, the coldness being due
to the water in polar or subpolar regions sinking

and gradually spreading itself over the ocean

floor. If for any reason the cold polar waters
should cease to flow downward toward the deep
tropical basins, the deep-sea water would rise in

temperature, and deep-sea life would i>crish from
lack of the air which the polar currents absorb
at the surface and carry down with them. So far

as is known, the bottom currents are extremely
slow, and, as the water is not affected by storms,

it is likely that the lower part of the deep sea is

a place of calm repose.

There is a tremendous pressure of water in the

depths ; so great, in fact, that it will crush all ob-

jects that are not constructed to resist it. All

deep-sea instruments are made to withstand a
pressure increasing about a ton to the square

inch with each 1000 fathoms of depth. At the

greatest depth known there would, therefore, be a

pressure of nearly six tons to each square inch of

surface. The tissues of deep-sea animals are so

permeated by fluids, however, that a balance is

maintained, and at the bottom they may be as

firm as animals of the shallow waters. Most of

these creatures are so soft that when withdrawn
from the pressure which keeps them in a Ann
condition at the bottom and brought to the sur-

face, they must be treated carefully to prevent

their going to pieces. The bones of abysmal
fishes are especially cartilaginous. When deep-

sea creatures are dragged to the surface from
deep water they are always dead, and doubtless

die during an early stage of their upward jour-

ney.
Phosphorescence and Color. It has been men-

tioned that no light reaches the abyssal regions,

which are absolutely dark so far as sunlight is

concerned; hence plant life is unknown there,

and all the animals of the depths are carnivorous.

Deep-sea dredging, however, has brought up so

many phosphorescent animals that there can be

little doubt of considerable phosphorescent light

in the depths. The amount of such light given

off at the surface is no measure of that produced

under normal conditions at the bottom. Phos-

phorescent organs take many forms in the depths,

and occur in both fishes and invertebrates.

The colors of deep-sea animals are usually as

brilliant as those of animals living under the

influence of light, although not so varied. The
reds, yellows, purples, and greens predominate,

and the colors, when they occur at all, are apt

to be in solid masses, in striking contrast, or the

whole animal is of a uniform brilliant coloration.

There is a conspicuous absence of blue. The
fishes, as a rule, are dark-colored, but many of

the crustaceans, holothurians, and starfish are

brilliant.

EXPLANATION OP PLATE.

1. Method and theory of deep-sea dredging. a« practiced

on the U. S. S. Albatross. 2. The deep-sea dredge and Its

derrick. 3. Gathering the surface life, by hand nets, and
by a towing net rigged to the port boom. 4. The tangles,

showing its rigging. 5. The Townsend intermediate net,

open and closed. Having been sunk to the depth desired,

it is towed for a time and then a sliding weight is allowed

to run down the line: striking the ring which hr)ld8 upright
the iron arm hooked to the tow-rope, it dislodges the ring

and releases the arm, which falls, permitting a weight lie-

neath it to slide down and pinch together the folding rim

of the netting bag, which may then be drawn up without
loss of contents.
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1. U.S.S. ALBATROSS dredging. 3. SURFACE NETTINa
2. THE DREDQE AND ITS RIQQINQ. 4. TANGLES.

6. INTERMEDIATE 8ELF-CL08INQ TOW-NET.
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Some of tlie deep-sea animals are blind. Those
that have eyes probably capture their prey by
the phosphorescent light shed from their owu
bodies and the bodies of the vast number of other
creatures that are constantly flashing their faint
lamps over the ocean lloor. Fishes of the greatest
depths have the smalle^it eyes, while those of mod-
erate depths have very large eyes, as, for in-

stance, those of the Macrurus type. Many of

them have highly developed organs of touch.
Some of the fishes have enormous jaws, much
larger proportionately than are found among
shallow-water forms. Their teeth also are more
formidable. See Macburus and Plate of Codfish
AND Allies.

Size. All the animals that have so far been
brought up from deep water have been taken in

dredges of moderate size, so small, in fact, that
they are only capable of taking small animals,
the largest specimens of fishes seldom exceeding
four or five feet in length. It is quite possible

that by using larger dredges larger animals could
be taken.
COXCLISION AND BlBUOGBAPHY. It wiU be

seen from the foregoing that the fauna of the
depths lives under such extraordinarj' conditions
as temi)erature close to the freezing-point, pres-

sure amounting to a ton to the square inch
for each 1000 fathoms of depth, and darkness
except for light due to phosphorescence.

Consult: Thomson, Depths of the Sea (London,
1873); Wild, Thalassa (London, 1874); Re-
ports and Mtirratives of the Challenger Expedi-
tion (see Challenger Expedition) ; A. Agassiz,
Three Cruises of the 'Blake' (Boston, 1888) ; an-
nual Reports, Bulletins, etc., of the United States
Fish Commission (Washington, 1872 onward)

;

Bulletins and Memoirs of the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology (Cambridge, 1875 onward)

;

Tanner, Deep-Sea Exploration (Washington,
1897) : Townsend, Records and Bibliography of
the 'Albatross' (Washington, 1901).

DEEP-SEA FLOITNDEB. A name given lo-

cally in fhi' Xorth Atlantic States to both the
plaice ;ind the pole-flounder (qq.v.).

DEEP-WATER SCXJL'PrN". See Sea-Raven.

DEEP-WATER TROTJT. See Squeteaoce.

DEEP-WATER WHITING. See Whiting.

DEER (AS. dSor, wild beast, animal, Ger-
1'hier, animal, Goth, dius, wild beast; cf. AS.
d^or, bold, OHG. tiorlih, wild). The popular
name for even-toed, hoofed mammals of the fam-
ily Cervida* and subfamily Cervinfe. The musk
(q.v.), usually called musk-deer, forms a dis-

tinct subfamily, which is sometimes accorded
full family rank. More than fifty species of deer
are known, occurring in all parts of the world
eotcept Australia and southern Africa. South-
eastern Asia especially abounds with them, some
of the largest as well as many of the smallest

residing there. Only two species of deer dwell

in the whole continent of Africa, and both of

these are near relatives of European species ami
occur only in the northern parts of the continent.

In North America there are perhaps eight or ten

species of deer, while Central and South America
possess a much larger number.
Deer are characterized by the absence of a gall-

bladder and the possession of upper canines, lat-

eral digits on both fore and hind feet, a remark-
able suborbital sinus or tear-pit below each eye,

and antlers. Antlers are the most noticeable of
these characters, though they are usually present
only in the male. The female reindeer has ant-
lers and individual females of other species some-
times have small ones. Antlers (q.v.) are out-

growths of bone, which are covered with a thin,

highly vascular hairy skin during their growth,
but when this is completed the blood-supply is

cut off, and the skin, or 'velvet,' as it is called,

dries up and is peeled off, leaving the bone bare.

Antlers are renewed annually, the fully formed
pair becoming detached from the 'pedicels' on
which they were developed, and a new pair aris-

ing at the same place. Antlers are usually shed
soon after the close of the breeding season. An
antler may be straight and unbranched, but
usually there are branches, called tines or snags.

The number of these increases with age, .so that
the most handsomely developed antlers are found
only on fully matured males. The antler and its

branches are generally more or less cylindrical or
terete, but in some cases they are very much
expanded and flattened, and the antler is then
called 'palmated.'

Deer are animals of very graceful form, com-
bining compactness and strength with slendemess
of limb and fleetness. They have for many cen-

turies been renowned as objects of the chase, and
the flesh of many species is highly esteemed for

food, under the name 'venison.' The best-known
species, which may serve as an example of the

group, is the European red deer {Gervus
elaphus), the adult male of which is the 'stag,*

and the female is the 'hind.* The former is some-
times nearly seven feet long and over four feet

in height, but the hind is much smaller. The
body is covered by a double coat of fine wool and
longer, coarse hairs, the latter longest on throat

and chest. The wool is brownish-gray, and as it

is longest and most abundant in winter, the sum-
mer coat is brighter-colored and smoother. The
young are spotted with white. The antlers are

at first unbranched and only show the number of

tines characteristic of the adult in the fifth year,

and it is not until then that the young male is

dignified with the name stag. An old stag is

called a 'hart.' The hinds and young stags are

usually found together in large herds, but the

older stags occur in smaller groups, while harts

are generally found alone. The feeding time is

during the evening and at night. Tlie food varies

with the season; in winter it is chiefly lichens,

moss, bark, and buds, while in sununer leaves and
herbs form most of the diet. Stags are said to

eat only fungi during the breeding season. The
red deer occurs in all parts of Europe and in

northern and western Asia. It is exterminated
as a wild animal in populous districts, but is

preserved as an object of the chase, or as a semi-

domesticated pet, in all parts of western Europe,
though not so common in Great Britain as the

fallow deer. It is exceptionallv swift of foot and
an excellent swimmer, and all of the senses are

marvelously acute. Tlie hinds and fawns are

gentle and can be tamed as pets, but the stags

are untrustworthy and become quite dangerous
during the breeding season.

The American deer {Cariacus or Odoroileus

VirginiamtH) is considerably smaller than the

stag, but resembles it in many of its habit-s. It is

found throughout the eastern United States,

ranging northward into southern Canada, west to

the Missouri, and south to Florida and Texas,
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West of the Missouri it is replaced by the very

similar white-tailed deer (Vuriucus leucurus)

,

and south of the United States by the Mexican
deer (Cariacus Mexicanua). The American deer

arc very fond of water, especially in the sunmier,
and at that season feed very largely on water-

lilies, in seeking which they often go far out into

shallow ponds and lakes. They are tine swim-
mers, and often enter the water during the day to

escape from (lies and other insects, but they feed

chiefly at night. Owing to this habit, a method
of hunting known as 'jacking' is often practiced,

by means of boats. A brilliant light, known as a
'jack-light,' is placed at the bow, while the hunter
is stationed in the shadow behind. The boat is

then pushed quietly through the lily-pads until

a deer is heard or seen ; attractea by the bright
light, the animal turns full toward it, and the

hunter, seeing the reflection of the light in the
deer's eyes, can make his aim sure. Under simi-

lar circumstances George Shiras 3d, of Pitts-

burg, Pa., has stcured a series of fine photo-

graphs of deer beside lakes in northern Wiscon-
sin, by using a flash-light apparatus operated by
a trigger, and instantaneous plates. In color the

American deer is somewhat variable, there being

a marked seasonal change, as well as much indi-

vidual and geographical diversity. In summer
the upper parts are more or less chestnut red,

which becomes more cinnamon-color along the
sides; the under parts are white. In winter the
upper parts become more gray, so that there is a
general slaty-blue cast, and the deer is then said

to be 'in the blue.' Deer no longer occur com-
monly south of Vermont, New York, and Michi-
gan, except in some of the less-settled portions

of the Southern States. Protective legislation

has led to a marked increase in the number of

deer in Vermont and some other States, but ex-

cessive hunting during tlie open season is reduc-

ing the numbers elsewhere.

Besides the North American deer above men-
tioned, the Western mule-deer (Cariacus ma-
crotis) demands a word, on account of its re-

markable ears. These are eight inches long and
well covered with hair.

Classification. The classification of deer is

now based largely upon the structure of the feet

and the antlers. There are two main groups of

deer, the Plesiometacarpalia and the Telemetacar-
palia. The former are all Old W'orld deer, except
the wapiti (q.v. ), and have the proximal por-

tions of the lateral metacarpals present, and the
vomer never divides the posterior osseous nares
into two distinct passages. This group comprises
the genera Cervulus, the muntjacs (q.v.) ; Ela-
phodus, with a single small Chinese species, and
Cervus. This last genus includes many species,

and is subdivided, chiefly according to the form
of the antlers, into seven groups, as follows:

( 1 ) Rusine, in which the antlers have no tine
(known as the hez) just above the lowest or
brow tine, the beam is upright and simply forked
at the tip, the brow tine rises close to the base,
and the angle formed with the beam is acute;
(2) Rucervine, beam somewhat flattened, and
bifurcates into two branches, which again divide,
and the brow tine is given ofT at an obtuse angle
and curves upward; (3) Elaphurine, beam
straight, erect, with a long, straight back tine;

(4) Axine, antlers rusine, but body of adult
marked with rows of white spots; (5) Pseudax-
ine, similar to axine, but the antlers have a

forked beam, of which (lie posterior tiia- is the
smaller; (0) Elaphine. a bez tine is present and
the rounded beam splits up into a number of
small tines often arranged in a cup-like manner;
(7) Damine, the antlers are palmatcni near the
tip. See Antlek, where illustrations of various
fonns are given.

Of these seven groups, the Elaphine is the most
important, including the red deer and wapiti,
but the well-known sambur {Cervus Aristotelis)
of India is rusine, the swamp deer (f'eriMs /Jwt-au-

cclli) of the same country is rucervine, the
axis is aline, the Japam^se deer (Cervus sika)
is pseudaxine, while the fallow deer (Cervus
dama) is damine.
The Telemetacarpalia include all the American

deer except the wapiti, and several Old World
species also. The distal extremities of the lateral
metacarpals are present and the vomer usually
divides the posterior nares into two distinct ori-

fices. The genus Rangifer contains the reindeer and
caribou; Alces, the elk, or moo.se; and Capreolus
includes the roe-deer of Europe and Asia. The
Chinese water-deer is a remarkable little species
withoi't antlers, and is the sole representative of
the genus Hydropotes. The genus Cariacus in-

cludes, besides the three species already men-
tioned, a number of others found in the western
United States, and in Central and South Amer-
ica. They may be grouped in four sections known
as the Cariacine, Blastocerine, Furcifcrine, and
Coassine. The North American deer all belong
in the first section, while the last one includes
the small South American deer known as brock-
ets. The genus Pudua includes only a single

diminutive species, the pudu, which is less than
eighteen inches high, and lives in the Andes of

Chile.

Fossil Deer. The earliest fossil remains of
deer are found in the Middle Miocene strata,

where the group is represented by several species

of Palaemertyx, at least one of which had antlers.

Remains of other genera occur in the Pliocene
and Pleistocene. Cervus proper appears in the
Pliocene. The notable giant deer, or 'Irish elk*

(Cervus giganteus) , possessed enormous palmat-
ed antlers, 11 feet from tip to tip. It represents
a distinct section of the genus, called megacero-
tine. The remains are found in Pleistocene de-

posits over a large part of Europe, but are espe-

cially common in the peat-bogs of Ireland, where
they were first discovered. See Elk.

Consult: Hamilton-Smith, (editor of) Grif-

fith's Animal Kingdom (London, 1827) ; Caton,
Antelope and Deer of America (New York,
1877) ; Lydekker, Deer of All Lands (London,
1898), colored quarto plates, with descriptions

of all species; Roosevelt (and others). The Deer
Family (New York, 1902) ; Scrope, Days of Deer
Stalking [red deer] in the Scottish Highlands
(London, Hamilton's ed., 1883) ; Saint John,
Sportsman and Naturalist in Suthcrlandshire
(London, 1891); JetTries, Red Deer (London,
2d ed., 1892) ; Deer Stalking [Fur and Feather
Series] (London. 1896).

See Elk; Moose; Musk-Deer; Reindeer;
Sika; and other names of deer; also Plates of

North American Deer, and of Fallow Deer,
Musk, etc.

DEEB, or DEIB, Old. A picturesque village

and parish in the northeast of Aberdeenshire,
Scotland, in the district of Buehan (Map: Scot-

land, F 2). It is chiefly known in connection
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with the Book of Deir, which came from its Cis-
tercian monastery, founded about the year 1219
by William Ciunyn, Earl of Buchan, on the site

of a church established by Saint Coluniba and his
disciple, Saint Drostan, about the year 580. The
remains of the monastery are unimportant. In
1715 ;MSS. which had belonged to the monks of
Deir found their way to the university library at
Cambridge, but the value of the Book of Deir was
not discovered before 1860. It contains a copy
of the Gospels (in the I^tin version of Saint
Jerome) and of the Apostles' Creed, in the hand-
writing of the ninth century, with a portion of a
Missa de Infirmis, or 'Communion of the Sick'
(containing an illuminated Celtic or Gaelic rub-
ric), in a later hand. On the blank leaves at the
beginning, in the handwriting of the early part
of the twelfth century, are notes or memorials,
in the Celtic or Gaelic language, recording im-
mimities and endowments bestowed upon the
church of Deir. These notes or memorials are
of great philological interest, as the only known
examples of the Celtic speech of Scotland in the
twelfth centurv. Consult Stuart (ed.). The Book
of Deir (Spalding Club, 1869).

DEER'FIELD. A town including ten villages,
in Franklin County, Mass., on the Connecticut
River, and on the Boston and Maine, and the
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
(Map: Massachusetts, B 2). It has agricultural
interests, and manufactures of pocketbooks and of
fertilizers. The town contains a public library,
Dickinson High School, and Deerfield Academy.
The government is administered by annual town
meetings. Population, in 1890, 2910; in 1900,
1969.

Deerfield was founded in 1671, and incorpo-
rated in 1673. Near by, on September 19, 1675,
the Indians caught Captain Lothrop and 84 men
in an ambuscade. The latter being reinforced,
the Indians were driven off, but the colonists had
suffered a loss of 63 killed and 7 wounded. On
February 29, 1704, the French and Indians sur-
prised the place, killing 49 and capturing 100 of
the inhabitants, while all the buildings were de-
stroyed except the church and one dwelling-
house. The captives were taken to Canada, a
number being murdered on the way. The sur-
vivors were liberated in 1706. Con.sult: Sheldon,
A History of Deerfield, Mass. (Deerfield, 1895-

96) ; and Powell, Historic Towns of New Eng-
land (New York, 1898).

DEERFIELD RIVER. A river rising in
Windham County, southern Vermont. It flows
south into Massachusetts, where it bends to the
southeast and empties into the Connecticut
River near Deerfield. It is about 60 miles long
in a general direction, and drains an area of 650
square miles. The stream has a fall of 1028
feet from Readsboro, Vt.. and furnishes extensive
water-power there and at Hoosac Timnel, and at
Shelhume Falls. Its valley is famed for its

beauty.

DEER-FLT. A gad-fly which attacks deer;
especially, in North America, the small green or
yellow lahanids of the genus Chrysops.

DEERHOUND. See GREYHorND.

DEER-MOUSE. Any of several wild mice,

which resemble a deer in colors and movement.
The name is most properly applied in North
America to the jumping mouse {Zapus Hud-
sonius) , but is also given to the white-footed

mouse {Peromyscus leucopus). See Mouse and
Plate of Mice and Jebboas.

DEERSLAYER, The. One of Cooper's
Leatherstocking Tales, the first of the series
written, but published last (1841). The title is
the sobriquet of the leading character. Natty
Bumppo.

DEER-STALEINa. To stalk or steal up to
game under cover is an attractive sport, with
many variations of method in different countries,
and even different parts of the same country;
seeing that the deer ranges in North America
alone, from the arctic circle of northern Canada
to the bayous of the Mexican Gulf. The term
'stalking' is derived from the Scottish Highland
method of hunting the deer in the so-called Scot-
tish forests, which are not forests at all, but
bare hill-tops and rugged glens, upon many of
which even a rabbit would find it hard to live,

much less a deer. Large tracts of land in Scot-
land, barren and otherwise useless, are left to
the deer, with profit to the owners, who let the
ranges for sporting purposes. The deer are lo-

cated by a careful reconnaissance of the district,

in which operation woodcraft and hunting skill

are the prime essentials. For instance, their
probable location will depend upon the weather;
on fine, warm days the big stags will be on the
highest hills, and on wet or stormy days they
are usually on the lower land. In the morning
they will be feeding and moving, and by mid-
day will be lying down. When a suitable stag
has been located, the difficulty will be to get
within shooting distance without his seeing,
hearing, or smelling the hunter; consequently
the direction of the wind is the first considera-
tion. There is practically no chance of success
unless the hunter stalks 'up wind,' or across the
wind in a position to insure that scent of him
will not alarm the deer. Then again, the deer
may be feeding, in which case they will move
up wind at a fairly good rate, and the hunter has
to calculate where his path and theirs will cross,

by the time he can secretly approach them. These
points determined, he takes a well-screened path,
and cautiously approaches the i>oint he has
settled on from which to get a shot. In the last
stretch of this, he may have to crawl up-hill flat

on his stomach, pull himself along on his elbows,
or he may have to creep down-hill, feet foremost,
for deer seldom look up-hill when feeding. When
the deer is again sighted, the problem is to guess
his distance, concerning which a verj' successful
authority has laid down the following rules : "Up
to 80 yards, the deer's eye is to be seen distinctly,

at 100 yards the shape of the eye is no longer
discernible, but only the dark line is visible. Up
to 150 yards the ears are plainly to be seen, but
at 200 yards they are well-nigh invisible." Prac-
tice alone will tell the hunter how far to 'hold*

in front of a walking, running, or galloping deer;
but the following instructions are safe: At a
walking deer aim straight at the heart; at a
slowly trotting one, at the front of the shoulder;
when on a quick trot, just .see daylight in front

of him; and for a galloping one, give two or
three feet grace. The red deer of Scotland vary
in weight from 200 to 400 pounds.

In America the method of stalking varies with
the kind of deer and the hx-ality. The method
of following the Canadian earilwu and Maine
deer throiiL'h lliick f(iri'<fx imd ih^-p snow of
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necessity varies from tliose adapted to the black-

tail of Califoriiin and the deer of Louisiana. In

the extreme northern forests it is not possible to

place or locate the deer with a field-glass; their

track must be found, and in the snow it is the

more easily detected. The hunter, clad in loose

woolens from head to foot, threads among the

beech and birch, and balsam and hemlock, until

he comes across the sign. This he interprets

from experience, for nothing else will teach him.

In wliat direction and at what pace was the

deer going? Was it a single stag? How long

since had it passed? These and many otlier ques-

tions must be settled before he begins liis quest
on his snow-shoes; and even then he will have
need of all his wits, for the deer is keenly alert

to the slightest indication of danger. To batile

the hunter, he will double back on his track and
jump sideways, apparently disappearing into the

earth. He will rout up anotlier deer and use him
as a catspaw, or, better still, mix with a number
of others until all individuality is apparently
lost; or he will follow the slot of another deer,

or take to the water, or make for a swamp of

shell ice and crackling cedar-brush. In the forest-

covered hills of northern California, a guide
takes a pair of dogs (shepherd dogs, for pref-

erence) into the woods, who hunt until they
jump a deer. The hunters dismount and spread
out, each taking a position known to the others

—

tiie dogs drive the deer out of the brush, and
that luinter who is most favorably situated gets

the shot.

In Louisiana the deer are hunted by a pack of

hounds, some dozen or so of the large black-and-
tan Louisiana deerhounds, with long, drooping
ears, low, pendent dewlaps, deep chests, and
straight tails. They are taken to the scene of

the hunt in a wagon. The huntsman finds the

track in the soft soil on the edge of the live-oak

wood; the dogs are put on the trail and dis-

appear within its gloomy, moss-hung recesses.

The gunners form a skirmish line across from
marsh to marsh, and, as the deer is chased
within range, he is shot and given the cowp de
grace, or the dogs will eventually pull him down
and kill him. In other parts of the South the

deer is 'fire-hunted,' or 'shined,' in which under-
taking the hunters go through the woods at
night liearing a blazing light in front; presently

its glare strikes the eyes of a deer, which, fasci-

nated by it, stands and stares curiously for some
time, during which interval the hunters cau-
tiously approach and shoot it. In the East Cen-
tral, and Northern States the deer are 'hounded;'
the hunter picks out a promising runway, for

deer have a well-known fondness for certain

routes, and on this he releases the dogs and posts
the guns at selected points to await the coming
of the deer. When they are 'still-hunted,' the
hunter sets out alone without dog or guide, pick-

ing out the track, reading all its lessons, and fol-

lowing it through all its sinuosities, until success
rewards him. 'Still-hunting' is nearer to the
Scottish stalking than any other form used in

America. In the Caucasian Mountains of Russia
the deer are 'called,' 1. e. the call of the female
is imitated by the hunter, and the deer, at-

tracted by it, or the challenge of defiance of one
stag to another, brings them to a place where
the hunter has an opportunity to shoot them. In
the province of Bombay a very simple practice is

followed by the natives: Deer are located and

watched until they have eaUui their fill, and lie

down to chew the cud. As soon as they are com-
plettdy settled, the native will very gently break
a stick, making just enough noise to rouse the
deer and unsettle them, so that they get up and
move oir. As soon aa they lie down once more
he makes a like noise, and the deer rise again.

He continues this, increasing his disturbance,
until the food in the deers' stomachs, not being
properly digested, l)egins to trouble them, and
they become so swollen and uncomfortable tliat

they cannot run, when the hunter shows himself
and shoots them. Consult: Van Dyke, The Red
Deer (New York, 1896) ; Van Dyke, The Htill-

Hunter (New York, 1882) ; Scrope, Days of
Deer Stalking (London, 1838); Grimble, High-
land Hport (London, 1896).

DEER-STEALING. In English law, the stat-

utory offense of hunting, killing, or carrying off

any deer in any forest, chase, or park, whether
private and inclosed or public and uninclosed.

By the common law, deer at large are fercB naturcB

(wild animals), but the penchant of the Norman
kings and their immediate followers for the

hunting of deer caused that animal to be invested

with a peculiar sacredness, and led at a very

early period to the enactment of stringent forest

and game laws for their protection. The matter
is now regulated by a series of game laws, begin-

ning with 16 George III., c. 30. See Fobest;
Game Laws; Poaching.

DE FACTO (Lat.). A legal phrase, signify-

ing actual, based on fact; as distinguished from
de jure, which means based on law. It is con-

monly employed of the occupancy of public office

or the exercise of political or other authority

without legal warrant or by one whose legal

title thereto is defective. Under a government
of law, a merely de facto authority may always
be impeached, the proper legal remedy in Eng-
land and in the United States being by the com-
mon-law writ of quo warranto, issued by a court

of competent jurisdiction, to bring the offender

into court and inquire 'by what warrant' lie

has presumed to exercise the office or authority in

question.

Used in this general sense, as opposed to a

de jure, or lawful, authority, the exercise of de

facto authority is always a usurpation, and it

maintains this character so long as it continues,

or until it is legalized by proper legislative or

other authority. Any public office, administra-

tive, legislative, or judicial, may be usurped and
its powers exercised by de facto authoritj'; but

the phrase has no application to the case of an
excessive or other illegal exercise of power by a

duly constituted authority, which does not
amount to an assumption of any other office than
that which it possesses. Nor does mere usurpa-
tion of an office without the actual exercise of its

functions constitute the usurper an officer dr

facto. The authority claimed must be effective

and actually exercised in order to give it the de
facto character.

It is in this general sense of a power actually

exercised, but without legal authority, that tlie

term de facto is employed in international and
constitutional law. It is thus applied to a

revolutionary government, as the Continental
Congress—whose .acts gained leiral sanction

through the success of the Colonies and the recog-

nition of their independence by Great Britain

—
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or the President and Congretis of the Confed-
fratc States—whose de facto exercise of author-
ity gained for them a certain measure of iuter-

natiuiial reioynitiou, but remained to the end.
in point of law, an illegal u&urpation. Acts per-
formed by suel» ati authority are wholly void
and ina\ be impeached in any proceeding, direct

or collateral.

In administrative law, however, the term de
facto is commonly used in a narrower sense, to
describe the exercise of illegal authority, but
with apparent right and under color of legal

authority. The acts of an officer thus acting
have a certain validity, so far as the interests

of the public and of third persons are concerned,
and cannot be questioned in any collateral pro-
ceeding. But they may be directly impeached

—

as by a refusal to recognize the de facto author-
ity, or by instituting proceedings to test the
usurper's title to the office exercised by him, or,

at the common law, by a civil suit for the
wrongful intrusion into office or for the profits

thereof taken by the usurping official. But the
mere possession of an office is prima facie evi-

dence of a valid title thereto, and de facto
authority is presumed to be de jure also, until
the contrary is made to appear in an appropriate
proceeding instituted for that purpose. See Ad-
MINI8TKATIVK L.\w ; OFFICE; also the authorities

there referred to.

DEFAMATION (Lat. diffamare, from dis-,

priv. + fama, report). The infringement of the
right of reputation ; specifically, the publishing
of any matter concerning an individual which is

untrue in fact, and which has a tendency to

impair his public reputation. The right of every
nian to the good name which he has earned by a
long course of goo«l conduct is recognized by
every developed system of law. It is regarded
as a species of property, a valuable asset, of

which no one can deprive him with impunity.
Its violation is a legal wrong, or tort, and it

may, under some circumstances, be a public
wrong or crime.
As reputation is the estimation in which a

man is held by the community in which he lives,

the gist of the injury lies in the publication of

the imputation upon his character. If communi-
cated to him privately or written out for the
purpose of publication, but not actually com-
nuinicated to a third party, it is no violation of

the right of reputation, no matter how unjust it

may he. Furthermore, the law will protect repu-

tation only in so far as it is fairly earned. A
truthful imputation upon character is no viola-

tion of the right. But even the publication of

derogatory matter which is in fa<'t imtrue may
not amount to defamation in the legal sense.

The imputation may be too vague and general,

or too trivial to be reg-.irded. or, although defi-

nite and harmful, it may be uttered under such

circumstances of privilege as to justify and
excuse it.

In general it may be said that an action will

lie for defamation in those cases, and in tho««

irsmes only: (1) in which the charge or accusa-

tion is shown to have caused special pecuniary

damage to the plaintiff; (2) in which the plain-

tiff is charged with the commission of a crime:

(3) in which the present existence of an of-

fensive contagious disease is impute*! to him:
(4) in which the conduct of his profession or

trade, or of an office of public trust held by

him, or his fitness therefor, is impugned; (5)
in which uuchastity is imputed to a woman, in
all tiiese cases but the lirst, the words or acts
charged are defamatory per «e, and are action-
able without proof of special damage resulting
therefrom, and in all of them the action will lie

whether tlie derogatory words were spoken or
written, in the case of a written imputation,
however, which is technically called a libel, spe-

cial damage need never be shown, but it is

enough to satisfy the jury that the words com-
plained of were such as to bring the plaintiff

into ridicule, odium, or contempt.
The most important and comprehensive ground

of justification for imputations upon character is

the privilege of fair criticism and comment ou
public men and affairs. This exists only in con»-

munities, like England and the United States, in

which the government is of a free and popular
character, and the liberty of the press and of

public discussion has reached a high point. This
privilege does not cover mere abuse, nor the
malicious imputation of dishonesty and in-

capacity, nor the invasion of the private and
domestic life of the person accused, unless this

has some bearing on public affairs. But every
citizen is protected in the honest expression of

opinion, however severe and imjust it may be,

concerning matters of public interest and general

concern, whether political or not, so long as the

limits of fair criticism are not exceeded. Privi-

lege may also exist in matters of private concern,

under special circumstances, as in comments on
character made by a judge, advocate, or witness

in the course of a judicial proceeding, such state-

ments being privileged unless made maliciously

or recklessly.

Reference has been made to the fact that the

publication of defamatorj' matter may, under
some circumstances, be a violation of the criminal

law. This is never true of mere slander, or

spoken defamation, but only of libel; and it ia

theoretically justified on the groimd that written

or printed attacks on character are likely to

lead to breaches of the peace or to prove subver-

sive of the good order and morals of the com-
munity. It seems more probable, however, that

the criminal proceedings in libel cases are a sur-

vival of the primitive right of private vengeance

for injuries of this character, which has, in

process of time, been taken over by the State.

See Tobt: Libei.; Slander; Privileged Com-
MUNiCATiox : and constilt the authorities there

referred to.

DEFABOE, dc-farzh'. Tuf.Rf:sE. The wife of

the keeper of the wine-shop in Dickens's Tale of

Tiro Cities : a type of the remorseless virago of

the French Revolution. She is constantly knit-

ting. She and her husband are the faithftil

guardians of Dr. Manette during the madness

that succeeds his release from the Bastille; but

they afterwards seek the life of his daugliter's

lover, who is connected with a certain noble fam-

ily which has incurred their deadly bate.

DEFATTIiT (OF. defaulte. It. diffalta, from

l^t. r/r. away -i- fallerc, to fail). In law. the

failure of a party to a suit to take the next step

in the process of litigation incumb««nt upon him.

within the time limited by the practice of the

court. Originally, the term was limit«Hl to the

non-appearance of a party in court on the day
assigned in the writ or summons, but it is now
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employed of a siinilar failure at any stage of

the cause. In gpnerul, the effect of a default on
the part of the plaintiff is to entitle the opposing

party to a non-suit, and the default of tlie de-

fendant renders him liable to a judgment in

accordance with the demand of the declaration

or complaint. Formerly, in suits at law, these

results were final, but the procedure of the equity

tribunals permitted the opening of defaults for

cause shown, and this is now the general prac-

tice, at law as well as in equity, in the courts of

England and the United States. Usually, how-
ever, the default can l)e reopened and the cause
reinstated on the calendar of the court only on
the payment of moderate costs by the party in

default. See Procedure.

DE FAUX, de f6', Alexandre (1826—). A
French landscape painter, bom at Bercy. He
was a pupil of Corot, and painted in the manner
of that artist, but was in no sense a copyist. His
best pictures are "Spring in the Woods" ( 1875,

second-class medal), a fine study of trees in

bloom; "From Honfleur to Pennedepic" (1878) ;

"The Banks of the Loing" (1890); and "The
Port of Pont-Aven" (1880), and "Morning at
Chateau Loudon," both in the Luxembourg. He
received the medal of the Legion of Honor in

1881.

DEFEASANCE (OF. defeisancc,iromdcfaire,
Fr. defoirc, to make void). A proviso annexed
to a conveyance of land or goods, whereby the

latter shall become void in some specified event.

At common law, the term was confined to such
a proviso contained in a separate instrument
from the act or deed of conveyance, the term
condition being proper to describe a similar term
or provision contained in or forming a part of

the conveyance itself. At the present time, how-
ever, the latter is often referred to as a clause of

defeasance. It is commonly employed to effect

a mortgage, which is, properly speaking, a con-

veyance of property with a defeasance reinstating

the title of the mortgagor upon the payment of

the mortgage debt. In the United States the

defeasance is usually incorporated in the mort-
gage deed, but in England a mortgage often takes

on the form of an absolute deed with a separate

deed of defeasance, made by the mortgagee to the

mortgagor, specifying the condition on which the

conveyance of the property is to become void.

Ordinarily, a separate instrument of defeasance
must be delivered at the same time as the deed
of conveyance which it is intended to affect, so

as to form part of the same transaction. If

given subsequently, it may have the effect of a
covenant, enforceable in a separate action by
the grantor of the property, but it will not, in

that event, convert the grant into a mortgage.

At common law it is also necessary that a
separate defeasance, in order to have the in-

tended operation, should be 'of as high a nature'

as the conveyance itself, that is, should also be
in the form of a deed. But the courts of equity

have always admitted parol evidence of the

agreement, understanding, and purpose with
which a conveyance was made, and have given

effect to such a proviso, even though it was not
embodied in a deed or other written form. Ac-
cordinslv, an absolute deed conveying a parcel

of land for the real purpose of securing the pay-
ment of a debt is, in practical effect, a mortgage,
and mav be redeemed as such. In New York and

a few other States a parol defeasance may alwi
be proven in the courts of conuiion law, though
this has not become the practice generally in the
Lnited States or in England. See Condition:
Mortgage; and the authorities there referred to.

DEFENDANT. The person who is sued in

action at law or in equity. Blackstone says, "In
every court there must be at least tiiree constit-

uent parts—the actor, or plaintiff, who complains
of an injury done; the reus, or defendant, who
is called upon to make satisfaction for it; and
the judex, or judicial power, which is to examine
the truth of the fact, to determine the law arising

upon that fact, and, if any injury appears to

have been done, to ascertain, and, by its officer,

to apply the remedy" (3 Bl. Com. 25).

The term was originally limited to the per-

son sued in a personal action at common law, the

one against whom a real action was brought be-

ing described as 'the tenant,' the complaining
party in that case being known as 'the demand-
ant,' and these expressions are still employed te

distinguish the contending claimants to real

property in several of the United States. But in

most States, as well as in England, the tcjrni

defendant has come to designate the party used

in any form of action and in any court. Se**

Parties.

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH (Trans.

»)f the Latin, Fidei Defensor). A title con-

ferred on Henry VIII. by Pope Leo X. in recog-

nition of his treatise, Assertio Heptem Hacra-

mentorum, directed against Martin Luther, in

1521. When Henry suppressed the religious

houses at the Reformation, Pope Clement VII.

recalled the title and deposed him. In 1544 Par-

liament confirmed the title, which has ever since

been used by the sovereigns of Great Britain.

The corresponding title in Spain is Catholicus

(Most Catholic), and in France was Christianis-

simus (Most Christian King).

DEFENDER OF THE MARRIAGE TIE
(Defensor Mfxtrimonii) . An oirico created by

Pope Benedict XIV. in the year 1741. Its object

is, in all cases of actions for divorce, or any at-

tempt to annul the marriage tie, to defend the

marriage bond in its integrity. Alarriage. being

a sacrament in the Catholic Church, is, like the

other sacraments, most jealously guarded. The
'defender' is clothed by ecclesiastical authority

with the same or similar powers that the prose-

cuting attorney in civil law, in criminal pro-

cedure, is endowed with. He usually acts as a

referee in civil-court proceedings. The office was
instituted in America by the Third Plenary
Council of Baltimore in 1884, and is now ex-

tended until each Catholic diocese has its 'de-

fender' ecclesiastically appointed, ready to de-

fend the integrity of the marriage agreement be-

fore any court of proper jurisdiction.

DEFENSE (Lat. defenders to ward off).

In criminal law, the right of forcible resistance

to an attack by force on person or property. The
exercise of this right may be a justification of

the charge of assault or homicide. It is restricted

to the employment of so much force as is reasona-

bly necessary for the protection of one's self, his

wife, children, and other members of his house-

hold, his personal property, and, where a felony

is threatened, as burelarv or arson, his real prop-

erty. He may also resist by force a violent at-
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tempt to commit a trespass, even without felo-

nious intent, upon the premises constituting his
liwelling. For the limitations upon the exercise
of the right of defense, see Assault; Homicide.

In the law of civil and criminal procedure, the
answer of tl»e defendant in a suit to the cause of
action set up by the plaintiff. As commonly
employed under the reformed procedure in Eng-
land and many of the United States, the defense
includes the demurrer, in which the facts alleged
by the plaintiff are admitted, but their legal ef-

fect is denied, and the justification by the defend-
ant of the acts of which the plaintiff complains,
as well as the bare denial of the allegations of

the complaint or statement of claim. It does not,
however, cover a counterclaim (q.v.), or separate
cause of action, set up by the defendant.
Under the highly technical procedure of the

common law, defense ( from French defender, to

deny) was only the first step in the defendant's
answer to the plaintiff's cause of action, and was
limited to a denial of the truth or validity of the
complaint. This was followed by the plea, under
which the jurisdiction of the court and the legal

validity of the facts alleged in the complaint
might l>e questioned, and the justification of the
defendant set forth. This system of pleading
still obtains in several of the American States,

but the term defense has generally come to have
the wider meaning assigned to it above, which in-

cludes the i)iea and demurrer of the defendant, as
well as his technical defense. Formerly, also, the
term had no reference to the answer interposed
by a defendant to the charges contained in a bill

or information filed in an equity proceeding,
being restricted to actions at law. Under the re-

formed procedure, however, this distinction no
longer obtains, and the term defense may be em-
ployed in either forum.

In general, it may be said that the defense
must contain a specific denial or justification of

each and every allegation of the complaint, to-

gether with a statement of any facts relied upon
by the defendant to relieve him from the plain-

tifTs claim of liability. It must usually be veri-

fied by the defendant or his solicitor or attorney
and .served upon the defendant or his leoral repre-

sentative within a limited time—usually twenty
days—after the ser\-ice of the complaint. The
defense once made, the cause is at issue, and may
usually proceed to trial without further pleading.
See AxswEB; also Demi'rrer; Plea; Pleading,
and the authorities there referred to.

DEFENSE OF POESIE, The. The name
undt-r wliich Sir Philip Sidney's Apologie for
Poesie was reprinted in 1.598. with the third edi-

tion of the Arcadia.

DEFENSE OF POETBY. A poetical work;
the first production of Isaac D'Israeli (1790).

DEF'ERENT (Lat. part, deferens, bearing
away). .\n old term in astronomy, .sijrnifying a
circle on which the centre of another circle

moves, while a body is supposed to be moving
on the latter itself. If we suppose the sun to be

moving round a centre in space, while the earth

moves, say. in a circle round the sun, then the
sun is moving in the deferent. The term orig-

inated in the Ptolemaic system (q.v.).

DEFFAND, dft'filN', Marie de Viciit-Cham-
RONn. Marquise du (1B97-1780). A French wom-
an of noble birth. celebmte<l for her wit. She
was bom at Chamrond, and represents an inter-

esting intellectual type and literary influence

during the period of thought-crystallization that

preceded the French Revolution. She was a
precocious girl, of independent mind, and in

early life a fascinating society woman, not with-

out reproach. In 1753 she became blind; but in

her dwelling in the Convent of Saint Joseph,
whither she retired, she established a literary

salon of great distinction. Mademoiselle de I'Es-

pinasse was for ten wretched years her compan-
ion; D'Alembert was also during that time her
intimate, as were Voltaire and Montesquieu.
With Horace VValpole she corresponded regularly

and familiarly. Her influence may be noted in

the writings of Madame de Stael, Madame de
Choiseul, Madame de Genlis, and many others.

She was of caustic wit and epigram, skeptical in

spite of herself, but frankly bold, scorning pre-

tense and self-deception. She died in Paris, Sep-
tember 24, 1780. She left Letters, and pen-

portraits, of which a collection appeared in 1809,

supplemented by the Letters to Horace Walpole,
with a Life by Miss Berry (London, 1810). Con-
sult: Percy, Le president H&nault et Mdme. Du
Deffavd (Paris, 1893) ; Asse, Mile, de VEspinasse
et la marquise Du Deffand (Paris, 1877) ; Tanen-
tyre. Women of the French Salons, and Other
French Portraits (New York, 1901).

DEFIANCE. A city and county-seat of De-
fiance County, Ohio, 51 miles west by south of

Toledo, on the Maumee River, at the junction of

the Auglaize; on the [Miami and Erie Canal, an<l

on the Wabash and the Baltimore and Ohio rail-

roads (Map: Ohio, B 3). It is the seat of De-
fiance College, opened in 1885, and contains a
public library. There are several flour-mills,

extensive machine-shops, wagon-works, and other
manufacturing establishments, and the city has
a large trade in agricultural products, live stock,

etc. Population, in 1890, 7694; in 1900, 7579.

DEFICIENT NUMBER. An integer whose
divisors added together make a sum less than
the numlier itself—e.g. 16 is a deficient number,
since the sum of its divisors, I-|-2-|-4-|-8==
15, is less than 16. See Perfect Number.

DEFILADING. See Fortificatiox.

DEFILE (Fr. defile, pass). Any passage
which compels troops to advance in column for-

mation. See Debouciiixg.

DE FIN1BUS BONOIIUM ET MALO^-
BUM (I^t., On the limits of good and evil). A
philosophical treatise by Cicero, carefully written,

discussing the doctrines of the supreme goo<l and
evil. It is in five books, and is dedicated to
Brutus.

DEF'INI'TION (Lat. definitio, from definirr,

to boimd, from de -\- finire, to fix a limit). The
act of making clear one's meaning in the use of

a term. This may be done by giving a sj-nonym
whose meaning is beyond doubt, as is often done
in dictionaries. But traditional logic calls for

something more explicit than this. It demands
that the definiendum (i.e. the term to l>e defined)

shall Im? put alongside of other similar terms,
and, .secondly, be clearly distinguishe«l from
them. The first requirement is met by assignin<»

the definiendum to a class constituted by itself

and other terms, designating objects generally
similar. This class is called the genus. The sec-

ond requirement is met by .stating the attribute
or combination of attributes which marks off the
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objecU df>not«»d by the definitndum from the ob-

J<!ct« denoted by other teniiH within the ycnuH.
These differentiating attributes or combination of

attributert are called the wiMvific ditreremn*. A
logical definition then is the designation of genus
and spiH.'ifie difference.

The question has been debated whether defini-

tions should deal with names or things. The
simple answer seems to he that it deals with
names of things, meaning by things objects of

thought, whether existing in the external world
or in the realm of imagination, or in any other
conceivable sphere. See IxKJic, and consult the
authorities referred to there.

DE FLO'BES. A scoundrel in the service of
N'cnnaiHlcro. in Middleton's Changeling. He
loves neatrice. his master's daughter, and, at her
instigation, murders de Pivacquo. When Beatrice
refuses to reward him by returning his passion,
he murders her and then commits suicide.

DEFOE', Daniel (c.166M731). An English
novelist, the author of Robinson Crusoe. He
was bom in London, and was the son of James
Foe, a butcher. The family name was changed
to Defoe about 1703. Defoe, whose father was
a Dissenter^ was educated at a Dissenting acad-
emy at Newington Green, with a view to the
ministry. About IGS.'j he went into business, but
was unsuccessful. The same year he took some
part in tlie Monmouth Rebellion, and in 1688 he
joined King William's army. Engaging in for-

eign trade, he four years later became bankrupt.
In 1698 appeared his Essay on Projects, which
was followed in 1701 with a famous satirical

poem. The True-Born Englishman, in vindication
of King William, 80,000 copies, mostly pirated
editions, being sold on the streets. In 1703 a
complaint being made in the House of Commons
regarding one of his recent publications, called

The Shortest Way icith Dissenters (1702), in

which he argued with masterly irony that the
Dissenters should be banished and their preachers
hanged, he was pilloried and imprisoned in New-
gate. While in the pillory he published his

spirited Hymn to the Pillory. He was released

from prison in August, 1704; but before this he
had begun The Review (February 17, 1704), a
periodical which he continued for nine years. It

was at first a weekly, then a .semi-weekly, and
finally a tri-weekly. Its appearance marks an
epoch in the history of periodical literature. In
1706 appeared The Apparition of One Mrs. Veal,

one of Defoe's masterpieces in realistic composi-
tion. The same year he was sent by the Ministry
on a secret mission to Scotland to promote the
Union. A literary outcome of this was his His-

tory of the Union (1709). Defoe continued to

take an active part in political controversies,

and was again imprisoned for a short time in

1713. He died in 1731. Whatever may be the
literary value of his miscellaneous writings,

numbering above two hundred works, his fame
rests upon his fictions. Robinson Crusoe (Ist

part, 1719) was the most popular fiction of its

time. It was translated into many languages,
and still maintains its original interest. It was
immediately followed by several other notable
adventures, among which are: Memoirs of a
Cavalier (1720); Captain Singleton (1720);
Moll Flanders (1722); Journal of the Plague
Year (1722); and Colonel Jack (1722). Defoe
possessed perhaps the most remarkable narrative

talent of nil Knglish writers. Fiction lie made
appetir like fact. He was a realist, and employed
ail the literary devices that give probability to
fiction. For fact in itself he did not greatly
care, and was rather fond of th«' literary hoax.
His method was the very practical obser^'ation
of common things about him, but to thc-se un-
observed commonplaces his genius conununicated
breath. While his style is apt to lie journalistic,
at its best, it is characterized by a nervous
onergj' and a homely simplicity which in his

p«'culiar work leave nothing to be desired. C«mi-

sult: Aitkin. The Romances and \arratives of
Defoe (Ix)ndon, 1895) ; Lee, 'Newly Discovered
Writings, with JAfe (3 vols., Ixjndon, 1869) ;

Dobson. the reprint of Robinson Crusoe, with
bibliography (London and New York, 1883) ;

Minto, Defoe (London, 1879) ; and Wright, Life
(London, 1894).

DEFOBCEMENT (OF., from deforcer, from
ML. difforcaire, to deprive by force). In Eng-
lish law, an ouster or deprivation of the freehold

(q.v. ). It is the holding of any lands or tene-

ments to which another person has right. In

this sense it includes as well an abatement, in-

trusion, disseizin, or discontinuance, as any other
species of wrong whatsoever, whereby he that

has right to the freehold is kept out of posses-

sion. But in its strict sense it is only such a
detainer of the freehold from him that has the
right of property, but never had any possession

under that right, as falls within none of those

injuries. The party thus wrongfully retaining

possession was called the deforciant, and was
said by Blackstone (2 Com. 196) to have an
apparent right of possession. There was this

difference between a party retaining pos.session

of the freehold by means of deforcement and one
who occupied by any of the other modes of

ouster, that in the former case the party ousted
had no right of entry (q.v.). This, previous

to the reign of William IV., was a matter of

some importance, inasmuch as the claimant was
thereby debarred from recovering possession by
means of entry or ejectment, and was driven to

the more tedious process of asserting his right by
a real action (q.v.). But by 3 and 4 William
IV., c. 27, all real actions, except four, having
been abolished, this distinction between deforce-

ment and the other means of ouster has cea.sed

to have the same practical importance.

DEFOR'EST, John William (1826—). An
American author and soldier, bom at Humphreys
ville (now Seymour), Conn. He was educated in

a desultory fashion in Europe, and spent some
years in the Levant. Before the Civil War he

wrote quite a number of stories, novels, and
sketches of travel, among them Oriental

Acquaintance (1856); European Acquaintance
( 1858) ; and Seacliff ( 1859) , a novel. He entered

the Civil War as captain of volunteers, and
served throughout the contest, especially in the

Shenandoah Valley and Louisiana, emerging
with the brevet of major. After the war he

served under the Freedman's Bureau for three

years, then took up the life of a voluminous
writer and frequent traveler. Between 1870 and
1880 he published no fewer than nine novels,

among them: The Wetherell Affair (1873);
Honest John Vane (1875) ; and Justine's Lovers

(1878).
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DEFORMED TRANSFORMED, The. A

drama by Lord IJyron (1824), based partly on
an old story. The Three lirothen, and partly on
Goethe's Faust.

DEFORMITIES (iat. defarmitas, ugliness,
deformity, from de, away, off + forma, form,
shape). Varieties of form which mar the ex-
ternal appearance. Deformities may be divided
into congenital and acquired, according as they
occur before or after birth. The former class
were considered by the ancients to carry some
important meaning in their mysterious shapes,
and to show the anger of the gods; hence, they
termed them monsters, from monstrdre, to show;
and even in later times they were popularly be-

lieved to be the result of the most hideously
unnatural combinations. Modem scientific writ-
ers have, however, made them a subject of
special study under the name teratology ( Gk. rtpac,

(eras, monster, and /.<5>&f , logos, science
) , and

their researches have shown that deformities
generally depend on some arrest of development
of the fetus, or some accidental position it

has assumed, or some inflammatory di.sease which
hag caused unnatural adhesion of parts. It has
been found that in Paris one monster occurs in

about 3000 births. Deformities are more com-
nion among domestic than wild animals, among
mammalia than birds, and are very rare among
fishes and the invetebrata.

It is a common belief that the mind of the
mother has an influence over the shape of her
infant; but although some singular coincidences
have occurred, there is no scientific proof that
such is really the case. Yet the theory was uni-

\ersally adhered to in the Middle Ages; it was,
in fact, often appealed to in the interest of
mercy, as a loophole of escape for pregnant
women who, by the barbarous ignorance of the
time, might l>e condemned to torture. Even at
the present day, no scientific demonstration to

the contrary has proved sufficient to undermine
the absurd i>elief. Tliat deformities are in many
cases hereditary may be seen in the instances

of additional fingers and toes, and of harelips.

It seems uncertain whether the male or female
parent chiefly influences the occurrence of de-

iformity in the offspring. Cases are reported of

a family of three with harelips, whose father

alone is similarly deformed; and another family
of three, with perfec-tly formed mouths, whose
mother has an uncorrected and extremely un-
sightly harelip. The chief congenital deformities

may be classed under the following heads: (1)
Deformity as regards the number of parts.—The
Sirens, for instance, have apparently but a single

inferior extremity, which tiipers to a point, and
the Cyclopes have but one eye. In some ca.ses the
head itself, or some organ, as the brain, may
be absent. Such deformities, from a deficiency of

part, may also result from amputation of por-

tions of the limbs of the fetus, when still within
the uterus, by the pressure of the umbilical cord.

Curiously enough, however, it often happens that
this intra-uterine amputation of parts leads in-

directly to an exactly opposite condition—name-
ly, a multiplication of parts arising from the
stumps left by these uterine amputations, the

fetus in the early sUiges of its growth ap|)ear-

ing to |K>8sess .something of the power of re-

production of [>arts observed in most of the lower
orders of animals. The parts most commonly

reproduced are fingers and toes, or, most com-
monly of all, only abortive portions of these, as
little projections, from the stump of the limb,
with traces of nail, and sometimes a single joint
with an imperfect bony development. We see
a new growth of little fingers or toes according
to the member lost, and this jK>wcr shows itself

sometimes without being preceded by such an
injury, in additional fingers, toes, etc. These
parts are generally close to the similar natural
ones, but not always, as, for instance, an ear in
the neck. (2) Deformity with regard to size.—This may involve the whole body, as in dwarfs,
of whom there have been some remarkable peri-
patetic specimens: the Corsican fairy was only
2 feet 7 '4 inches high; Mile. Crachami, the
smallest child that ever lived, died at ten years
of age, only 20 inches in height. This kind of
deformity is not nece-ssarily hereditary; the
father of Borowlaski, who was only 39 inches
when thirty years old, had six children alter-
nately short and tall, and dwarf women have
brought forth infants as long, when extended,
as their mothers. In some cases one limb only
is diminutive. Of course, deformities the oppo-
site of these exist, such as giants, or instances
of premature or excessive local growth. O'Byrne,
the Irish giant, measured 8 feet 4 inches when
he died at the age of twenty-two. Such in-

dividuals are generally subject to premature
decay. (3) Deformity as regards shape.—This
results generally from retarded growth, the
parts of the embryo not consolidating as growth
advances, as in harelip, or from irregular muscu-
lar contractions as in clubfoot (q.v.) ; or by
two or more parts coalescing, as two fingers ; or
in cj'clopy, when both eyes run into one. (4)
Deformities of color are fre«]uently coexistent
with a tendency to, or the presence of, some dis-

ease. There may be a deficiency of coloring
matter, as in albinos; or an apparent increase,
as in cyanosis (q.v.). or 'blue dis«>ase,' arising

from the partition between the right and left

sides of the heart not being completed ; or from
pigment abnormally placed in the body, as in

the mottled individuals shown in caravans. (5)
Deformities of continuity occur from the lateral

halves of the embryo not completely closing, as
seen in clefts of the back, the palate, etc. Ac-
quired deformities will be notieeil under their

special names.

DEFREGOER, d&freg'er, Franz von (1835
— ). A distiii<:uished .-\ustrian genre painter,

widely |><ij)uhir through his delineations of

Tyrolese every-day life and of many stirring

episodes in the history of his native land.

He was born at Stronach. Tyrol, .April 30.

1835. the son of a peasant, and showed early

a talent for drawing and woo«l-carving, which
he practiced untutored while tending his

father's cattle. His career began late, for

he lacked instruction till, in 18(50. he went
to Innsbruck to study sculpture under Michael
Stolz, who, di.scovering his greater talent for

painting, sent him to Munich, where he .studied

at the academy under Auschiitz. After eighteen

months spent in Paris (1803-65) and a sojourn
at home, he r«>turne<l to Munich in 1866. and in

the spring following iKH-iuiie the pupil of Piloty.

to whose influence lie is indebted for his brilliant

technique. He now also found the sphere in

which he was soon to score success after suecewi,
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such subjects aa ".lowph Speckhaeher and
his Bon" (18G3; Ferdinniuleuui, Innsbruck), a
patriotic scene of soulful conception, and "Wrest-
ling Match in Tyrol" (1809), a spirited repre-

sentation of this popular sport of his country-

men, l)einn received with great favor, and most
of his subsequent efTorts finding their way into

the principal galleries of Germany. The most
noteworthy among these are: "The Last Sum-
mons" (1874, Vienna Museum), a stirring epi-

sode from the rising of the Tyrolese in 1809;
"Return of the Tyrolese Riflemen in 1809" (1876,

National Gallery. Berlin) : "Andreas Hofer on
his Way to Execution" ( 1878, Konigsberg Mu-
seum) ; "Storming the Red Tower at Munich in

I70;V' (1881, Pinakothek. Munich). But he
ap|>ears to even greater advantage in his village

genre scenes, such aa "The Prize-Horse" (1872) ;

'•The Zither-Player" (1876, Vienna Museum) ; the
oleverlv ironical "Fashionable Tyrolese" (1882,
National Gallery, Berlin) ; "The Fortune-Teller"
(1891) ; "Before the Dance" (1892), and many
others that have become widely known through
reproductions. Truth to nature, keen insight
into character, exquisite coloring, and quaint
humor are the main features of his compositions,
not the least of whose attractions is the uncom-
mon variety of phases of human nature repre-
sented. He was appointed professor at the
Munich Academy in 1878 and wa.s ennobled in
1883. A "T)efregger Album," with text by Roseg-
ger, was published in Vienna, 2d ed. in 1889-92,
and "Vom Land Tyrol," a collection of pictures
with text by Haushofer, in Munich, 1895. Con-
>ult: Rosenl)erg. "Defregger," in Knackfuss,
Kiinatler Monographien (Bielefeld, 1896), and
Meissner, Franz von Defregger (Berlin, 1901).

DEFTEBDAB, def'ter-dar' (Turk, defterddr,
fiom Pers. daftnr, book -f dCir, keeping, liold-

ing) . A title of the chief treasurer of a Turkish
province, as formerly of the Turkish Minister of
Finance, who has a seat in the divan and dis-

burses the piiblic money.

DE FU'NIAK SPBINGS. The county -seat
of Walton County, Fla., 79 miles east by north
of Pcnsacola. on the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad (Map: Florida, B 1). It is in an agri-
cultural and fruit-growing region which produces
cotton, rice, sugar-cane, grapes, and peaches ; and
has also imi)ortant stock-raising interests. It

is the .seat of a State normal school and of the
Florida Chautauqua Assemblv. Population, in
1890, 672; in 1900, 1601.

DE GABIffO, CiiARLE.s (1849—). An Ameri-
can educator, born in Wisconsin and educated at
the State >Jormal University, Normal, 111., and
at Halle, Germany. He was professor of psychol-
ogy at the University of Illinois from 1886 to

1890, president of Swarthmore College from
1891 to 1898, and became professor of science

!ind the art of education at Cornell University
in 1898. He was elected president of the National
Herbart Societv in 1892. and is considered the
leader of the Herbartian School in the United
States. Among his published works are: Uer-
hart and the Herbartiniis (1896) ; Language Les-
nons (1897); and a translation of Lindner's
Manual of Empirieal Psyehnlogy as an Inductive
Ftn'enee (1889).

DEGAS, de-giis'. Hiij^^tbe Germain (1834—).

A French painter, born in Paris, July 19, 1834.
He was a pupil of Lamothe and of the Ecole des

B<>aux-Arts. Though usually classed as an im-
pressionist, he is in reality an independent, his
art having been subjected to several diifercnt
intluences, and being, above all else, personal.
He at first painted in the manner of Ingres,
whom he deemed the greatest of painters, and
was also a great admirer of Delacroix, less for
that artist's coloring than for the noble action
in his pictures. His softness and fluency of
modeling resembled the modeling of Manet, and
from the Japanese he learned his absolute free-

dom of composition, fantastic decoration, and
peculiar emphasis. His first pictures were his-

torical subjects, but he soon turned to genre
pictures of modern life. Among the large
variety of subjects which he treated, the best-

known are his "Race-horses" and numerous
"Ballet Girls." The former are distinguished
for their fine action, while the latter have been
his favorite subject since the seventies; he has
painted them in a great variety of movements.
With age he has become increasingly bla.sC*, tak-
ing little interest in natural, normal life. H«
has scoured the slums of Paris in search of sub-
jects, and has depicted the vicious and degen-
erate, in so far as they are picturesque. His
coloring and brush work are fine. His later work
is almost entirely pastel. His composition is

daring and original; he does not hesitate to
bisect figures, his stage pictures often showing
nothing but the heads of the orchestra and the
legs of the dancers. Nevertheless, his work is

very popular in America as well as in France.
Consult: Muther, History of Modern Painting,
vol. ii. (London, 1896) ; Brownell, Freneh Art
(New York, 1901); Stranahan, History of
French Painting (New York, 1898).

DEGEEB, de-gar', Karl, Baron ( 1 720-78 ) . A
Swedish entomologist, born at Farspang. He was
marshal of the household to the Swedish King
and was chosen member of the Academy of

Sciences- at Stockholm. He is known as the
author of a great work on the history of insects,

entitled M^moires pour servir A Vhistoire det
insectes (7 vols., 17.52-78).

DE GEEB OF FINSPANG, fen'spftng. See
Geer of Fixspang. Loui.s Gerhard, Baron de.

DEGEN'EBACY (from degenerate, Lat. de-

generattis, p. p. of degenerare, to degeneraU;,
from de, down + genus, race). The definition

given in 18,57 by Morel is: "The clearest notion
we can form of degeneracy is to regard it as a
morbid deviation from an original type. This
deviation, even if at the outset it was ever so

slight, contained transmissible elements of such
a nature that any one having in himself the

germs becomes more and more incapable of ful-

filling his functions in the world, and mental
progress, already checked in his own person,

finds itself menaced in his descendants." Morel
uses the term to denote the congenital defectives

—mental and physical. Degeneracy manifests it-

self in almost innumerable forms, among which
are deformed skulls, paralysis of mcmbors,
atrophy of various organs, epilepsy, feeble-mind-

edncss, idiocy. Anatomically speaking, the causes
of these are certain lesions of the cerebro-spinal

axis.

The word normal should be understood as
having a relative significance. The man is

normal who is best adapted to his environment.
The normal savage would soon find his wav to
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the almshouse if suddenly transported to civ-

ilized life. In primitive life great variations
from tiie normal are soon weeded out by the
ruthless action of natural laws. The feeble-

minded soon perish without opportunity of

propagating their kind. In advanced society,

w^ith its higher regard for life, the defective
has a chance to live, and, if society is sufficiently

•areless, an opportunity to reproduce. Thus the
elukes, a notorious New York family, might have
attracted no attention in a hunting society, but
living in New York in the nineteenth century,
they cost the taxpayers millions of dollars besides

the indirect harm of their presence and influence

•f their example. The individual loses power
of adapting himself to changed conditions and
sinks lower and lower. The question of degen-
eracy thus bei'omes of vital importance to society.

Certain forms of degeneracy are relatively of

less social importance, as, for example, minor
physical defects, or those monomaniacs who have
strange beliefs, grotesque obsessions, great an-

sruish concerning impossible conditions. Indeed,

great deviations from the normal may be ac-

companied by unusual power in some line, as, for

instance, the musical gifts of 'Blind Tom.' But
these may varj* from such incoijrdinated motor
reactions as persistent movements of limbs or
face, to kleptomania, impulsion to suicide and
homicide. Here the public welfare is again at
stake.

The greater degrees of degeneracy are repre-

sented by the idiot who merely vegetates. The
higher centres are inoperative, the individual

totally irresponsible. Among those whose mental
functions are in evidence there are still certain

physical .stigmata. 'The cunning look' of the

criminal is proverbial. Lombroso and his fol-

lowers have sought to classify criminals on this

basis. The attempt has not wholly succeeded,

but Z. R. Broekway, long superintendent of the

Elmira Reforraaton.', has lately stated his grow-
ing conviction that criminals were not normal
men physically. Society must in some way dis-

cover the line l>etween the normal and resf)on-

sible and the degenerate and irresponsible. It has
iMHome clear that there are born criminals, moral
imbeciles. There is a diflference between the

erotic and the immoral man: the kleptomanic
and the thief: the homicide and the a.ssassin.

Not until these facts are understood will there

be a scientific treatment of the individual who
errs.

It is a great misfortune that a man should

be bom deaf, epileptic, or feeble-minded. It is

M)mething more than a misfortune if he is al-

lowed to grow up and transmit his defects.

When it is found that children of deaf parents

are likely to l)e deaf, tliose of the epileptic to

have epilepsy, and the offspring of tlie feeble-

minded to resemble their parents, society must
call a halt. Without any greater knowledge of

the field than we now have, it is plain that this

is the first step to take.

The immediate cans*- of degeneracy may be

either individual or social, though the final

causes are often beyond our ken. In present

society immorality is a fniitful source of degen-

eracy. -Ml attempts to retnilate it have been

futile. Of the effert of this vice there has

been far too little study. On the best study

extant. 'The .Tuko*." Dnirdale says: "Fornica-

tion, either ronsaniruineous or not. is the back

VOU V.-4-

bone of their habits, flanked on the one side bj
pauperism, on the other by crime. The second-
ary features are prostitution with its comple-
ment of bastardy and its resultant neglected
and miseducated childhood; exhaustion with its

complement, intemperance, and its resultant, un-
balanced minds; and disease with its comple-
ment, extinction." Another great cause is in-

temperance, though the extent of this is often
overstated. "It is at once an effect and cause,
a symptom and a source of degeneration." Lazi-
ness, with its complement idleness, is likewise a
potent factor. Among social causes are enforced
idleness, accident with its resultant loss of em-
ployment, dangerous employments, unhealthful
housing conditions, producing weakness tending
to dissipation and vice. These causes are per-

ceptible, can be got at, and to a large measure
be destroyed. The attempts of Nordau and
others to class the genius with the degenerate
has not succeeded. See Degeneration as a
Factor in Evolution.
Bibliography. Morel, Traite des deg6n^es-

cences (Paris, 1857) ; Lombroso, L'uomo de-

linquente (Turin, 1896) ; Warner, American
Charities (New York, 1894), of special value
from a practical standpoint; Galton, Hereditaria

Genius (New York, 1871) ; Dugdale, The Jukes
(New Y'ork, 1888) ; Nordau, Degeneration (Eng.
trans.. New Y'ork, 1895). See Pauperism; Pe-
nology; Social Dertor Classes.

DEGENEBATION (Fr. degeneration, from
Lat. degenerare, to depart from one's race, to

degenerate, from de, away + genus, stock, race,

family). In pathology, a term applied to certain

tissue changes of a retrogressive character,

which are associated with various conditions

resulting from age, malnutrition, infectious dis-

eases, poisons, etc. The degenerative process

may assume several forms which have been
named from their special characteristics. Paren-
chymatous degeneration, or albuminous degenera-

tion, is the type which most often accompanies
the infectious diseases. While any of the cells

of the body may be affected, those of the liver,

kidney, and the epithelial cells of the mucous
membranes, suffer most frequently; the cells

become swollen, more granular than normal, and
may go on to disintegration. Fatty degeneration

is the term used to designate a process by which
the protoplasm of the cells of various organs

is converted into fat droplets. Lender certain

conditions tissues, especially those in the walls

of blood - vessels, are converted into a homo-
geneous transparent .substance; this form of

degeneration is called either hyaline degeneration

or amyloid degeneration, according to the micro-

chemical reaction of the substance. The term
mucous degeneration is used to designate a form
of degeneration affecting both cells and inter-

cellular substance, and in which the protoplasm

is transformed into a translucent substance

containing mucin. A similar condition in which

the new material is more dense and firm is

known as colloid degeneration. I'nder certain

conditions, granules of lime cells are deposited in

the tissues, and may be so abundant as to make
the tissue hard and brittle, or even bony: the

condition thus produced is known as calcareous

degeneration, or infiltration.

DEGENERATION as a Factor i?? Evolu-

tion. The proirressive development of organic
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forniH is from the beginning attended by the niodi-

tieatiou of <ir<>iin8 or of the orgiuiiHiu, through

lack of nutrition or disuse, resulting in physical

degeneracy. We see everywhere throughout the

plant and animal kingdoms this process of de-

generation, this loss or reduction of parts of

organs or entire organs. This is proved by the

occurrence of so many vestigial organs or struc-

tures in the higher or more specialized plants,

and especially animals, as compared with the

stem-forms, i.e. the ancestral or generalized

forms from which they have apparently de-

scended.
Indeed, there can be no specialization of form

and structure without a corresponding reduction

of the less useful neighboring parts by partial

or total atrophy. To illustrate: The foot of the

horse, so wonderful Ij' adapted to the animal's

mode of life, consists of a single digit, the other

four having disappeared, with the exception of

the two splint-bones, which are the relics of two
digits. Morphology and paleontology declare in

unmistakable terms that the ancestral form from
which the horse family has descended was a
generalized form provided with five functional

toes on each foot. See Horse ; Disuse.
In groups of animals with a metamorphosis

there are exceptional forms in which development
is direct, the stages of development being ab-

breviated or suppressed; the organism may then
be said to take a 'short cut' to attain a growth
on a level with its allies, who have traveled the

long road of development by metamorphosis.
The evolution of almost every type, as well as

the process of development of the embryo of most
organisms, particularly of the more specialized

animals, is a process of development of one part
jit the expenaef of another, its hypertropliy, due
to accelerated development, resulting from use
or exercise and consequent increased nutrition;

while adjoining parts, or less desirable or useful

parts or organs, are allowed to remain stationary
or lapse by atrophy. Adaptation seems not only
to involve progressive evolution, but also degen-

eration. Thus there appears in the growth of

the individual as well as in the development or
evolution of the race or class to be a competition
or struggle for existence, at first between the

<«lls, and afterwards between the different or-

gans, especially those most concerned with the

outer world, or with competitive organic forms.
The result is that the successful structures re-

ceive the most nourishment, while the less useful

or favored languish and dwindle, becoming so

many vestiges to tell the tale of defeat and
death by atrophy.

This is exemplified in the case of such an
animal as the lobster. In this animal, and
throughout the class of Crustacea, of which it is

a type, the wonderful diversity of form in the
segments of which the body and limbs are com-
posed, as well as the marvelous degree of special-

ization of body and limbs characterizing the

thousands of species of the class, are due to the
excess of development of one over adjoining parts.

Thus the huge carapace or shield of the lobster

is due to the excessive development of the upper
or dorsal portion of two head-segments, the cor-

responding parts or arches of eleven other seg-

ments of the cephalothorax having, during the
growth ot the animal, become completely lost or
atrophied by the continuous pressure of the
growing carapace.

The wonderful dilferences U-tween the mouth-
parts of the caterpillar and the butterlly are due
to the normal or, in some cases, cvci^ssive de-

velopment of one pair of organs at the expense
of others. Thus the mandibles of the caterpillar

undergo atrophy in tlie changes of the chrysalis
to the butterlly; the latter, taking no solid fcxjd.

has entirely lost it« mandibles, while the maxil-
!« forming the tongue are, by exercise in taking
nectar, greatly develojH'd, as in the butterfly and
especially in the hawk-moth.

80 it is with man. As regards his brain and
hands he is the most specialized of mammals;
but as concerns his fei't he is plantigrade, show-
ing a tendency to loss of his little toe by atrophy,
while already in the higher race he loses his

wisdom teeth soon after they appear. Besides
this he bears the vestiges of nearly seventy use-

less structures, among them the vermiform ap-
pendix, the most useless and positively dangerous
of these relics pointing to his origin from some
more generalized mammal.
The case is similar with the paddles of the

ichthyosaurus, the plesiosaurus, and the whales.
They are, at least in the last named, the result

of modification by degeneration, resulting in

adaptation to the medium inhabited. And so it

is with the process of evolution of the birds,

pterosaurs, and bats, and tlie modifications in the
feet of the male, and in the burrowing insects,

climbing lizards, mammals, particularly the

lemurs, and the thumbless monkeys.

There are four chief forms of degeneration

:

( 1 ) Degeneration during the growth of the in-

dividual, and the pliylogeny of the race or class;

(2) degeneration of the individual, more or less

total; (.3) social and institutional degeneration,

often affecting whole peoples, due to slavers,

and to mental, moral, and ])atliological causes;

and (4) individual moral degeneration in the hu-

man races, resulting in the production of mental
degenerates and criminals. It is worthy of ob-

servation that the occurrence of atrophy, of de-

generacy in man, is nearly everywhere foreshad-

owed in the rest of the organic world, where it is

a normal process, and the necessary- complement
of progressive evolution.

The death or elimination of the individual

member which has become useless or out of

harmony with its physical and social environ-

ment is also in the course of nature. When once
lapsed by atrophy, an organ or part of an organ
can never, as a rule, be restored ; there are a few
exceptions, e.g. that of the pigment of a blind

Proteus subjected to light, and the organs of

certain plants. The process of degeneration may
at an early stage be arrested, but after a certain

stage resumption of the original normal structure

becomes impossible. Were it not so. evolution

would be vastly less progiessive than it has

been, and the world would be crowded more
densely than now with degenerates.

The immediate causes of degeneration are lack

of nutrition, disuse, and change of habit and
instincts, so that an organ or set of organs are

thrown out of use. Atrophy, also, as stated l»y

Demoor, may arise from lack of space, as seen

in the reduction in the number of teeth in man
compared with lemurs and platyrrhine monkeys,
these having six grinding teeth, while man has

but five, due to a reduction in the size of the jaw.

Not only do we observe sporadic cases of degen-

eration, but also species and genera, as well as
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families, are made up of forms in different

stages of degeneration. All parasites, entire
classes, as that of sponges, and two classes of

worms, as the Treuiatoda and Cestoida, the
crustacean class Cirripedia or barnacles, and the

parasitic Ssh-tice, as well as the parasitic
isopods (Bopyrida;) ; and many insects owe their

characteristics to degeneration, while the great
order of Diptera are all highly modified by the
atrophy of certain parts, their most obvious
features being the reduction of the second pair
of wings so as to form the 'balancers.' (See
Fly.) The forerunners of the true vertebrates,
the timicates, afford a notable instance of the
retrogressive development of an entire class.

Enough has been said to show how very gen-
eral throughout the animal kingdom is modifica-
tion by partial or total atrophy. The study of

animals thus affected throws a flood of light on
the factors and causes of progressive evolution.

In mankind, degeneration on a wholesale scale

is obsened in the effects of slavery and of the

slave trade in Africa, where it has been carried
on for centuries, and on the ma.ster races. The
result is that the white race is in a degree pulled

down, or deteriorated. A parallel is observable
in ant societies, where the service rendered by the
enslavi^ tends to disuse and atrophy in the
masters.

In the social evolution of man the joint work
of I")cmoor, Massart. and Vanderville gives a
multitude of facts proving that, as among organ-
isms in general, so in human societies, evolution
is at once progressive and retrogressive. Existing
social forms have during the process of change
and modification lost some parts of their struc-

ture, and this process of degeneration cannot be
regarded as a return to the primitive condition
of man. Thus. ( 1 ) an institution which has once
disappirared in the course of human development
never reappears; also, (2) an institution once re-

duced to the condition of a vestige cannot be
reestablished and resume its former functions;

(3) neither can it assume fresh functions. While
in the organisms below man degenerative evolu-

tion ir brought about by a limitation of nutri-

ment, in sociology' the cause is a limitation in

capital or labor. An institution which has
ceased to be functional or useful may survive.

These survivals exist here and there, and, as

Ilouzeau has said, "it is to be expected that liv-

ing and superior civilizations drag behind them
a trail of dfbris from dead civilizations." All
this has the mnM significant Iwaring on human
degeneracy and the study of criminology, espe-

ciallj- as to the e.vistence of those pathological,

mental, and moral degenerates that appear to

live only to afflict struggling humanity.
There are degenerate races, as the Australians,

a probable branch of the Dravidian stock of

India: the Gypsies, a broken-down low-caste

Indian people; the Fuegians, a tribe segregated

from the American Indian race. There are al.so

scattered through the most highly developed

civilizations physical, niental. and moral degen-

erates, of which families like that of the James
brothers of Missouri, the Juke of the State of

New York, or assassins like Booth, Guiteau, and
certain Nihilists are examples.

BiBi.ioc.RAPiiY. E. Ray Lankester, Degenera-
tion (Lcmdon, 1880) ; J. Demoor, J. Massart, and
E. Vandenille, Eroluiion 6;/ Atrophy in Biology
and Sociology (New York, 1899) ; Morel, Traite

dea degenerescences physiques, intellect uelles et

morales de I'espece humaine (Paris, 1857) ; E. S.

Talbot, Degeneracy: Its Causes, Signs, and Re-
sults (New York, 1898).

DEGEB, da'ggr, Ebnst ( 1809-85) . A German
painter, bom at Bockenem, in Hanover. He
studied first at the Berlin Academy under Wach,
and then under Schadow, at Diisseldorf. He
devoted himself to subjects from religious his-

tory and immediately attracted attention bj'

the impressive character of his paintings of re-

ligious subjects. They induced Count Fiirstenberg
to intrust the artist with the decoration of the
newl}- built Church of Saint Apollinaris. near
Remagen on the Rhine. Accompanied by Andreas
and Karl Miiller, and Ittenbach, whom he had
chosen as his colaborers, Deger set out for Italy
in 1837 to make the necessary studies. After hi.-»

return in 1841, the frescoes at Remagen were exe-

cuted within the following ten years, Deger
painting those in the choir, which are looked
upon as the greatest achievement of the Diissel-

dorf School in that field. They include the colos-

sal figure of the Redeemer, with the JSIadonna and
John the Baptist on either side, and a number of
scenes from the life of C?hrist. Deger was next
commissioned by King Frederick William IV. to
decorate the chapel in the Ca.stle of Stolzenfels,
near Coblenz, where he painted twelve frescoes,
representing the redemption of the human race.
After 1809 he was professor at the Diisseldorf
Academy.

DEgIsBANDO, de-zha'riln'dy. Joseph M.\bie.
Baron (1772-1842). A French philosopher, born
in Lyons. In 1797 he went to Paris, whence
the event of the 18th Fructidor compelled him
to flee to Germany. After his return he was
secretarj'-general in Napoleon's Ministry, and a
Coimcilor of State under the Bourbons. His Dc
la g&n&ratioti des connaissances humaines (1802)
was crowned by the Academy of Berlin, and his
Histoire comparce des systcmes de philosophie
(2 vols., 1806-07) remains one of the most im-
portant of French works on the subject. His De
la bienfaisance publique (4 vols., 1839) should
also be mentioned as among the most elaborate
treatises on poor-relief.

DEG'GENDOBF. a town of Ix)wer Bavaria,
tJemiany, situated near the Danube, 30 miles
northwest of Passau. It is a manufacturing
town with woolen mills and breweries ()Iap:
Germany, E 4) . Its chief point of interest is the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre, a pilgrim resort

and the scene of reputed miraculous cures. Popu-
lation, in 1900, 0843.

DE GO^JE, dft goo'ye. Michael Ja!t
(18.3(5— ). A Dutch .Arabisf'. He was bom at

Dronryp. Friesland. and was a pupil of the dis-

tinguished Arabic scholar Dozy at the University
of Ijeyden. In 1806 he was appointed to the pro-

fessorship of Arabic at the University of Leyden.
and from 1862 to 1878 was prominently engaginl
as an inspector of schf)ols and pntmoter of edu-
cation in H«)lland. He is editor of a new edition
of Tabari, and has continued the catalogue of

Oriental manuscripts commenced by Reinhart
Dozy. .Among his niunerous publications are the
following: Jtikubi. a description of Africa and
Spain ; licladhori, a history of the conquest of

Syria; the geographical works of latakhri, Ibn
Ilauhal. Moicaddasi, Ibn al • Fakih, Ibn Khor-
dadbeh, Ibn Rostch, and al • Masudi (in the
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Bibliotheca Oeographorum Arabicorum, 1870-

94) ; the Divan of the poet Moslem Ibn al-

Wttlid: Biotfraphic dc Keinhart Dozy (trans, by
Chauvin, 1883) ; "A Contribution to the History
of the Gypsies," in proceedings of Koninklijke
Akadcmiv ran M^cscnschappcn, Eng. trans, by
Snyders (London, 1886).

DEGRAS, d&'grti'. A wool grease obtained
in the process of oil-tanning of skins and hides,

and also from the waters used in wool -scouring.
See Lkatiikk.

DE GB.ASSE, dc grus', Comte. See Gbasse,
COMTK DK.

DEGREE (in mathematics). See Angle;
ClKCI.K.

DEGREE. In music, the difference of posi-

tion or elevation of the notes on the lines and
spaces. When notes are on the same line or
space, they are on the same degree, even though
one of the notes should be raised by a sharp, or
lowered by a flat; so c and db are on different

degrees, but c and cjf are said to be on the same
degree. Subtracting one from an interval gives

the number of degrees which separates the two
iiot<>s; thus, a third is separated by two degrees;

a fourth, by three, etc.

DEGREE^ An academic rank or title, originat-

ing in the mediaeval universities. Scholastic

distinctions of an analogous nature seem to have
existed in ancient times. The doctors or teachers

of tlie law (nomodidas kaloi) and the scribes of

the Jews were products of an organized educa-

tional scheme, and possessed privileges similar to

those conferred by the degree of a teaching doctor
in the Middle Ages. In the latter part of the
classical Greek period education was well organ-
ized into inferior and superior courses, and there

evidently existed some recognized proof that
such courses had been completed. Greek educa-
tional institutions and practices were imitated
by the Romans, and Constantinople, Alexandria,
and Rome vied with Athens in the support of

schools offering elaborate and definite courses of

study, the completion of which carried certain

distinctions comparable to the modern degree.

Historically, however, there is no connection be-

tween them. The degree as a university dis-

tinction originated at Bologna and Paris during
the twelfth century, and, as the titles master
and doctor imply, signified at first nothing more
than a license to teach. Thus at the University
of Paris in its earliest days, the instructors

taught by virtue of a licentia docendi issued
by the chancellor of the cathedral on the He
de la Cite. This gave them the right to the
title of master, the advance from their previous
academic rank of bachelor being symbolized by
the ceremony of placing the biretta, or cap of

office, upon their heads by their former in-

structors.

Of the different universitj' degrees, that of
master came first in point of time, being con-
ferred in the twelfth century by the various
faculties of the universities in both France and
Italy. The title doctor, as an honorary distinc-

tion, is not infrequent at this time, usually
coupled with some qualifying word; e.g. Thomas-
Aquinas, Doctor Angelicus. In the thirteenth
century the doctor's degree had quite generally
replaced the master's in the faculties of law,
ledicine, and theology, while the master's degree

still held its own in the faculty of arts. In
the fourteenth century, when many universities

began to be founded by virtue of special pri-

vilcgia granted by Pope or Emperor, the right

to bestow the doctor's degree was often specific-

ally granted, and in some cases was withheld.

I'usally, however, the founding of a university

implied the right to confer degrees. Both the
Pope and the Emperor had the power to confer

the honorary title of doctor, or to delegate this

power to others, and the doctors thus created
were known as doctores hullati, in distinction

from the doctores rite promoii, those who had
successfully undergone the test of the disputa-

tion. A candidate for a degree was required

to prepare and read a Latin thesis, which he
had to defend against a doctor of the faculty,

three opponents specially appointed, and, as the

phrase ran, 'against all comers.' Disputations,

which formed one of the most brilliant and pic-

turesque features of mediaeval university life,

continued down to a comparatively late period.

In England they were not wholly done away with

until 1860. The degree of bachelor was first

brought into use in the thirteenth century, at the

University of Paris and elsewhere, to designate

students who had passed certain preliminary
tests. In the faculty of philosophy, where the

term of study was shortest, it was of compara-
tively little importance. In Paris, in the fif-

teenth century, the required period was four

years in the faculty of philosophy, seven years

in law, eight in medicine, and fourteen ia

theology; and in these longer courses the pre-

liminary degree conferred certain valuable privi-

leges. At the present day neither the bachelor's

degree nor the master's is of any special im-

portance upon the Continent. In France it is

granted in each of the different faculties, and
every candidate for the degree of Bachelor of

Science, Law, Medicine, or Theology must first

obtain that of Bachelor of Ivctters. In Germany
some of the universities bestow the degree of

bachelor as a preliminary .step to that of doctor;

but it carries with it no special privilege.

Degrees in the United States. At the pres-

ent time there is a regrettable lack of uniformity
throughout the whole system of degrees granted

by institutions of learning in the United States.

Institutions claiming the right to confer uni-

versity degrees have multiplied so rapidly within
recent years, and there is frequently so wide a
disparity in their standards, that the value of a
degree is a highly variable quantity. In general,

it may be said that the lowest, or bachelor's

degree, stands for four years of college work;
that the second, or master's degree, is granted
after not less than one year of specialized study

in a graduate department ; and that the doctor's

degree is bestowed after two or three years of

specialized study and the preparation of a thesis

upon some subject approved by the faculty.

Even among the elder imiversities, however, and
those of the highest standards, there is consider-

able divergence in the significance of the several

degrees. That of A.B., for instance, no longer

stands, as it once did, for a definite amount of

Latin and Greek and mathematics. The steady
growth of the elective system and the tendency
to substitute modern laneruages for the classics

have forced upon the universities the alternative

of either changing the requirements for the de-

gree or else conferring a different degree in place
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of it. Yale, Princeton, and the Universities of
Pennsylvania, \\estern Re.serve, Chicago, Michi-
<;an, Wisconsin, Colorado, and California are
among ihose that still maintain the old classic
requirements for the A.B., while among those
that no longer require Greek are Harvard, Co-
lumbia, Cornell, and tlie Universities of Virginia,
Indiana, Illinois. Kansas, and Nebraska. Many
American colleges offer several parallel courses,
leadingtothedegreesof Bachelor of Arts, of Let-
ters, of Philosophy, and of Science; and in these
institutions there are usually corresponding
master's degrees—M.A., M.Lit., M.Ph., and
U.S. In the faculties of medicine, law, and
theology there is not the variety of degrees found
in the faculties of philosophy and science. The
medical schools regularly grant the doctor's de-
gree alone; while the divinity and law schools
usually give only the bachelor's degree. The
higher legal degrees, however, are granted by
just a few law schools, such as Yale, which <;on-

fers the degrees of LL.M. and D.C.L. as the re-

sult of certain required studies, and the Uni-
versity of Chicago, which already confers the de-
gree of J.D. The indiscriminate and ill-advised

bestowal of honorary degrees is another cause
that contributes to lessen the value of American
degrees. Not only those degrees which are prop-
erly honorary, such as the D.D. and LL.D., are
often bestowed by smaller colleges upon insuffi-

cient grounds, but other degrees which should
regularly be won only by a definite course of
study are conferred as honorary degrees, such
as the Ph.D., the M.A., and even the bachelor's
degree. Recently, however, a reaction has set in.

and steps are being taken to check the granting
of degrees out of course excepting such as are
generally recognized as honorary degrees. See
BAniELOR's Degrkk: Doctor; Doctors of the
Church ; Elective Studies : Master of Arts ;

uxiversity.

List of the Mobe Usual, Deoben.
A. A., Associate of Arts.
A.B. or B.A., Bachelor of Arts.
A.M. or M..\. (Artium Maffister), Master cf Arts.
B.C.L.. Bachelor of Civil Law.
B.D.. Bachelor of Divinity.
B.L. or Litt.B., Bachelor of Lett<>rn.
B.IjLi. or LL.B. {Lefruni Baccalaureu/i\, Bachelor of Laws.
B.P., B.Ph.. or Ph.B., Bachelor of Philosophy.
B.S. or B Sc, Bachelor of Science.
C.E., Civil Enj?ineer.
CM. {CbirvrffOp Mafriaier). Master in Surgery.
D.C.L.. Doctor of Civil Law.
D.D., Doctor of Divinitv.
n.Lltt. orLitt.D.. Doctor of Literature.
D.M., Doctor of Medicine (Oxford). .

D.M.D. (Dentarim Medicinx Doctor), Doctor of Medical
Dentistry.

I1.V..VI., Doctor of Veterinary Medicine.
I ».."<. or D.Sc, Doctor of Science.
r,.K.. Ele<-trical Engineer.
.1 D. (Jurif Doctor). Doctor of Law.
.I.U.D. (Juris I'triuBqtie Doctor), Doctor of Civil and

Canon Law.
I.H.D.. Doctor of T/etters, or Humanities.
I.Iy.n. {Leftitm Riirrnlatireus), Bachelor of Laws.
l.L.D. (Lffzum Doctor). Doctor of F.awK.

T.Ii.M. or M.L. (Lcfriini Miif^ster). Master of Laws.
M.IJ. (.Uf'diriniB Jlacralaiireas). Bachelor of Medicine.
M.C.E.. MiiHterof Civil EnffineerinK.
Ml). (Mfflirinie Doctor). Doctor of Medicine.
M..M.E., Master of .Mining Enfdneeringr.
Mus.B., Bachelor of Music.
M118.D,. Doctor of Mimic.
Ph.D. (Pliilosoplilip Doctor), Doctor of Philosophy.
Ph.O.. Oraduat<- In I'harmacy.
V.S.. Veterinary Surjreon.

The origin of a special costume to designate
niejiil»er.s and graduates of universities is obscure,

and probably was not in the tirst instance at all

)7 DEGBEE.

formal or conscious, but a mere adaptation of
monastic costume. In the days when it was first

used, long and flowing robes were commonly
worn by all classes of people ; the university, like
the Church, only preserved a tradition which
died out in the world. The advantages of a dis-

tinctive costume were probably recognized at an
early date. Two of the most obvious are the
equalization of rich and poor under a simple
uniform gown, and the provision of a means of
identifying students. This latter view probably
counts for something in the rule still in force at
Oxford and Cambridge, which forbids under-
graduates to appear in the streets without aca-
demic costume in the morning or evening. Gowns
were at first all black, but distinctions of social
rank were later expressed by them, and the sons
of noblemen in England were permitted in the
thirteenth century to wear gowns of any color.
A skull-cap was allowed to ecclesiastics to pro-
tect the tonsured head, and, except the hood, this
is the only headdress recognized by early univer-
sity statutes. This pileus soon assumed a jjointed

shape, and in this form was recognized as one of
the insignia of the doctorate. The central point
developed afterwards into the modem tassel.

Bachelors wore no official headdress. The hood,
which was worn by undergraduates until the six-

teenth century, was originally attached to the
gown, like the cowl of the monastic habit. Later
it became a separate article of dress, which by
its shape or color denoted the academic rank of
the wearer. The English and Scotch universities
have long maintained a definite system of hoods,
which difTeT in each institution. Thus the bache-
lor's hood in Oxford and Cambridge is trimmed
with white fur; the M.A. hood of Oxford is lined
with crimson, and at Cambridge with white silk;

the Oxford D.D. is of scarlet cloth, lined with
black, the Cambridge of scarlet, lined with pink;
the Oxford D.C.L. of scarlet cloth lined with
crimson silk, the Cambridge LL.D. with pink
silk. Clergymen who are literates— i.e. or-

dained without an academic degree—are allowed
to wear a hood or tippet of plain black silk over
their surplices. Gowns are not worn by under-
graduates in the German universities—in fact,

they are practically appropriated to the rector
and deans of faculties, and by them worn only on
the most solemn occasions.

The wearing of cap and gown in America was
comparatively rare until the last quarter of the
nineteenth century. A movement toward a gen-
eral adoption of a uniform system resulted in

the calling of an intercollegiate commission, which
met in 1804 at Columbia College, under the
chairmanship of President Low, Yale, Princeton,
and New York University being also representetl.

Their report, made a j'ear later, was adopted by
many colleges, as ofTering a simple, adaptable,
and intelligible system. It provides for three
types of gowns and of hoods—for bachelors, mas-
ters, and doctors. The bachelor's gown has long,

pointed sleeves ; the master's a long, closed sleeve
square at the end, falling below the knee; the
doctor's resembles the familiar pulpit or judge's
gown, with full, round, open sleeves, and is faced
with velvet, of which it also bears three bars
on the sleeves. The two latter are of silk, the
bachelor's of worsted stuff. These distinctions

in gowns follow closely the English usage; the
system of hoods is a piece of original construc-
tive legislation, there being three distinct forms
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for bachelor, master, and doctor, lined with silk

of the ollicial colors of the institution granting

the degrci', and trininiod with velvet of tlic color

that represents the department of learning in

which it is conferred. The following are the

colors used for this purjKJse: Arts and letters,

white; theology, scarlet; laws, purple; philoso-

phy, blue; science, gold yellow; fine arts, brown;
medicine, green; music, pink; pharmacy, olive;

dentistr}', lilac; forestry, russet; veterinary sci-

ence, gray; and library science, lemon. In con-

nection with til is system, it is customary for

those who hold degrees from German universities

to line their hoods with the colors of the univer-

sity gVanting them, upon which is laid a Ger-
man tri-chevron of black, white, and red.

DEGBEE OF liATITTJDE. A space along
the meridian (q.v. ). through which an observer
must pass to alter his latitude by one degree

—

i.e. in order to see a star in the meridian one
degree nearer to or farther from the zenith.

( See Latitude. ) The length of a degree must be
calculated from data found by actual measure-
ments on the earth's surface; and owing to the

earth being an oblate splieroid, and not a sphere,

it varies with the place of observation, the

degrees being longer toward the poles, where the
earth is flatter, and shorter at the equator,

where the earth is more curved. If the earth

were a sphere, a degree would have a constant
length. As it is, a degree at the equator con-

tains 362,756.5 feet, while at the latitude 40°

it is increased to 364,283.7 feet. From a variety

of observations conducted at various times and
places, from as far back as the time of Eratos-

thenes (about B.C. 225), tables have been con-

structed showing the length of degrees at differ-

ent latitudes. The length of 'the middle de-

gree,' as it is called, or that of places in latitude
45°, is 364,606.0 feet. The ascertained difference

between degrees of latitude is one of the proofs

of the earth's spheroidicity. See Geodesy.

DEGBEE OF LONGITUDE. The space
lietween two longitude meridians that make an
angle of 1° at the poles, measured on the arc
of a circle parallel to the equator passing be-

tween them. It is clear that this space is great-

est at the equator, and becomes zero at the poles

;

and it can be shown that it varies with the cosine
of the latitude, if the earth be regarded as a
sphere. The annexed table shows the lengths
of a degree of longitude for every tenth degree
of latitude from 0° to 70°, and takes account of

the earth's divergence from a spherical form.

I^atitade
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and gentle. The operation should be performed
in mild weather, and not during periods of ex-

treme cold or in fly-liiiie.

The <,'ro\vtli of liorn may be entirely prevented
by the application of caustic potash to the horn-
button as soon as it ean l>e discovered on the calf's

head, or about three or four days after birth.

In api)lying caustic potash the hair should be
clipped from the head so as to expose the de-
veloping horn. The latter may be moistened
with ammonia, so as to dissolve the oily skin
secretion. A stick of caustic potash should
then be moistened in water and rubbed on the
horn. The operation should be repeated until
the horn becomes somewhat sensitive. The proc-
ess requires only a few minutes. A scab forms
over the treated surface, and falls off after a
period of about one month, leaving a smooth
poll on wliich the horns never develop.

DEHBA DUN, dfe'r& dyn. The capital of a
district of the same name in the Northwest Prov-
inces. British India, seventy-five miles east of
Ambala. It is picturesquely sitiiated in a moun-
tain valley at an altitude of 2300 feet. Its prin-
cipal buildings are the seventeenth-century tem-
ple of Guru Ram Rai, an Anglican church, and
an American Presbyterian mission establishment.
The town is the seat of a military cantonment, of

Government survey, and of forestry departments.
Population, in I89I, 25,684; in I90I, 28,095.

DEIANIIIA (Gk. ArtUvnpa, Deiameira) . In
Greek mythology, the daughter of (Eneus, King
of Calydon in /Etolia, and of Althaea. She be-

came the Avife of Hercules, who was victorious
over Achelous in a contest for her possession,

and bore him a son. Hyllus. She unintentionally
caused Horacles's death by giving him the poi-

soned shirt of Nessus, and in her grief over it

took her own life.

DEI GRATIA, de'i grfi'shl-A (Lat., by the
grace of God ) . A formula found a number of

times in the epistles of the New Testament.
Pope Felix II., in .356, used "per grafiam dei
episcopus." It was formally used by the bishops
at the Council of Ephesus, in 431. Later it

was commonly used by archbishops, bishops, ab-
l>ots, and others in their correspondence. After
the middle of the thirteenth centvirv, when the
sanction of the Pope was considered important
for an eccle«<iast ical appointment, the higher
clerg>' wrote, "Dei et Apofttolictr Sedis Gratia"
("by the grace of God and of the apostolic see")

.

Other ex|)ressi()ns were also used, as "Chriati
nomine," "mineral ione divino," "pcrmissione di-

vina." etc. In England the usage was largely
dropped alwut the time of the Reformation.
Occasionally, however, the archbishops of Can-
terbury and York used the form until the seven-
teenth century. The expression was used by
temporal princes as early as the seventh cen-

tury. Rothar uses "iw Dei nomine." Ethelbert
of England, in the charter of 605, styles himself
".fiJIhilberfus Dei Orntin Hex Anglorum." From
the time of Pepin the form was commonly used
by the Frankish kings. Charles VIT. of France
regarded Dri dm tin as a roynl title, and forbade
its use l)y the Count d'Armagnac. The phrase is

used on <'oins of many nationalities.

DE IMTTATICNE CHRISTI. See Kem-
Pis, Thomas a.

DEINHARDSTEIN, din'hilrt-stln. Johann
LUDVVIG ( 17!»4-1850) . A German .Irnmatisf,

born and educated in Vienna. He was vice-
director of the Hofburg Theatre, Vienna, from
1832 to 1841, and editor of the Jahrbiichcr drr
Litlcratur from 1829 to 1849, during whicli
period this publication counted among its con-
tributors men like \\\ von Humboldt, A. W.
Schlegel, ROckert. and Hebbel. His KUstler-
dramen (2 vols., I>eipzig, 1845), treating of
the dramatic episodes in the lives of artists
and actors, may be said to have established in
some respects a new dramatic genre in Germany.
Among his best plays may be mentioned: Hans
Hacks; Floret ta: and Garrick in Bristol. His
collected works, comprising seven volumes, were
published in I^ipzig (1848-57), under the title

Gcsammelie draviatische Werke.

DEI'NOTHE-TIIUM:. see Dinothebium.

DEIO'CES (Lat., from Gk. AfiKtis, Assyr.
Dayaukku, connected ultimately with Av. dain-
hupati, Arm. dehpet, lord of the land). Accord-
ing to Herodotus, the first ruler of the Empire
of the iledes. After the Median revolt from
Assyria, he rose to be chieftain of his oaati petty
village, and later was chosen king. He built
Ecbatana, and ruled, in true Eastern style, by
means of informers and spies.

DE'IOT'ARtrS {ArjiSrapos, DSiotaros). A king
of Galatia in the first century b.c. He formed an
alliance with the Romans against Mithridates,
and with several hundred horsemen defended the
r;ause of Pompey at Pharsalia (B.C. 48), and
afterwards fled with the latter. Several years
later he was accused of aiding Caecilius Bassus
and of conspiring against Csesar, but was exoner-
ated after the famous tribute paid to him by
Cicero in the oration entitled Pro Rege Deiotaro.
He aided Brutus at the battle of Philippi, and
afterwards took sides with Octavius against
Antony.

DEIPECOBE (Ar/i^pr}). In Greek mythology,
a daughter of Glaucus and priestess of Apollo
and Artemis. Apollo granted her to live seven
hundred years, but she neglected to ask for ever-

lasting youth, and at length lost her powers and
vanished away. She lived in a cabin near Cuma»,
and was the guide of ^Eneas to the under world.
Siie was said to be identical with the sibyl who
sold the Sibylline Books to Tarquin.

DEIPH'OBUS ( Gk. Arfttpofiot. Dciphobos) . In
Greek legend, the son of Priam and Hecuba, and
one of tlie bravest of the Trojan heroes. After
the death of Paris he married Helen, and she,

after the fall of Troy, gave him up to Menelaus,
her former husband, by whom he was killed and
mutilated.

DEIBA. An ancient kingdom of Britain,
corresi>onding closely to the modern Yorkshire.
It formed a part of Roman Britain, and the
town of York was the capital and seat of the
Roman prefect. .Ella, a chief of the Angles,
took pos.session of Dcira about the middle of

the sixth century. There was constant strife

l)etween Deira and its northern neighlMU". IVr-
nicia. which delayed the full conquest of north-
ern Britain. .Ethelfrifh of Bernieia drove out
-li^lla's son in 588. and united the two king-
doms under the name Northumbria. In 603 (he
forces of the North Britons were annihilated
at the Da*gestan. and the rule of Northumbria
was established from the Humber to the Forth.
In 627 (Christianity was accepted. Bernieia and
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Deira became separate kingdoms about 033, but
were reunited in G51. Later Deira was a sepa-

rate kingdom under the Danes. It was a num-
ber of native prisoners of Deira, exposed for

sale in the slave market at Rome, that attracted

the attention of (Jregory I. and led to the Chris-

tianizing of IJritain, according to the old legend.

DEIB EL-BAHBI, dar el-ba'r6 (northern

convent). The motlern Arabic name of a famous
Kgj'ptian temple near the site of the ancient

Thebes (q.v.). It was built by Queen Hatshe-

psut (Hatasu), the sister and wife of Thoth-
mes II.. but was never cgmpleted. In Chris-

tian times it became a monastery, whence
its modern name; and the reliefs adorning
the walls were badly mutilated by zealous

monks, who regarded them as remnants of

heathenism. The temple was dedicated to

the god Amon of Thebes, and also contained
chapels for the deities Athor and Anubis,
as well as a funerary chapel for Queen Hatshe-
psut. It is built upon three terraces rising in

successive steps from the plain, each containing
a court with colunmed porticoes and other build-

ings. The principal buildings surround the
upper court, at the rear of which is the sanc-

tuary. The walls of the various halls and chap-
els are magnificently decorated with sculptures
and paintings. In one of the halls is depicted
the fleet sent by Queen Hatshepsut to Pimt, on
the Somali coast. (See Egypt, HiMory.) The
site was examined by Mariette, and later Na-
ville, acting under the auspices of the Egypt
Exploration Fund, cleared the whole temple of

rubbish and explored it systematically. In 1881
no fewer than thirty-nine mummies and coffins of
kings and members of the royal house were
foimd in a deep, rocky pit near Deir-el-Bahri
and removed to the Bulak Museum. Among the
mummies found were those of Seqenen-RO, Ama-
sis I., Amenophis I., Thothmes II., Thothmes III.,

Seti I.. Rameses I., and Rameses II. Consult:
Mariette, Dier-el-Bahri (Leipzig, 1877) ; Diimi-
chen, Flotte einer df/yptischen Koningin (Leipzig,

1868) ; Egypt Exploration Fund Memoirs, vols,

xii.-xiv.. xvi. (London. 1804 et seq.) ; Guide to
the Temple of Deir-el-Bahri, published by the
Egyptian Exploration Fund (London).

DEIR-EL-KAMAB, sl-kii'mer, or Deb-el-
Kamab (Ar., monastery of the moon). A
town of Syria and once the seat of Emir Beshir,
the chief sheik of the Druses (Map: Palestine,
B 1 ) . It is picturesquely situated in a glen
of Mount Lebanon, at an altitude of over 2800
feet, about 13 miles from Beirut. The chief in-

dustry is the production of silk stuffs and em-
broideries. Population, about 8000. chiefly Ma-
ronites. The town has been the centre of many
conflicts between the Maronites and the Druses.

DEIR EL-MEDINE, el-made'na. See Thebes.

DEISM (Fr. deisme, from Lat. deus, god),
or Theism (Fr. thHsme, from Gk. OtSs, theos,
god). A term which properly means belief in a
god, or opposed to atheism. In common lan-
guage, however, deism is opposed to belief in a
revelation, and a deist is one who holds the ex-
istence and providence of God, but grounds his
belief on reason and the evidence afforded by
the constitution of things, and rejects the testi-
mony of a revelation. The name is often used
vaguely by way of reproach, similarly to 'infidel.'

The term deists, or freethinkers, is sometimes
used to designate a school or .series of writer-
who appeared in England in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, and who aimed at estab-

lishing what they called natural religion, upon
the basis of reason and free inquiry, and then
bringing all positive or revealed religion to the
test of this. They are looked upon as the pre-

cursors of German rationalism in theology. The
leading names in this i^chool are: Lord Herbert
of Cherbury (died 1048) ; John Toland, whose
Christianity Not Mysterious (London, 1090)
gave exact expression to the tendency of the
deists; the third Earl of Shaftesbury; Anthony
Collins (died 1720), the friend of Locke; Thomas
Woolston; Matthew Tindal, the author of Chris-
tianity as Old as the Creation, or the Gospel
a Republication of the Religion of Nature (Lon-
don, 1730) ; Viscount Bolingbroke. Consult:
A. S. Farrar, History of Free Thought (London,
1863) ; Leslie Stephen, History of English
Thought in the Eighteenth Century (London,
1881).

DEJAZET, dA'zha'ziV, Pauline Vibginie
(1707-1875). A celebrated French actress. She
was born in Paris, August 30, 1797 (some ac-

counts say 1798). From the time .she was five

years old, when she began playing children's

parts with marvelous precocity of intelligence

and grace, till she was over seventy, her career
upon the stage was an almost uninterrupted suc-

cess. After experience in several Parisian the-

atres, she went to Lyons and Bordeaux, where
she won great popularity in soubrette r6les. Re-
turning to Paris (1820), she played successively

at the Gymnase, the Nouveaut^s, and the Palais
Royal, where she made some of her greatest
hits in young men's parts. These, called

roles travestis, were so distinctive that
they, together with her quick-witted .soubrette

roles, came to be known as a cla.ss by them-
selves, Dcjazets. Famous especially were her im-
personations in La petite sceur ; Le plus beau jour
de la vie; Le fiLs de Vhomme; Sophie Arnould;
Fr^tillon; and numerous others. After 184.5

she played for a time at the Variety's, and made
successful tours abroad. In 18.59, with her son
Eugfene, she undertook the management of the

Folies-Nouvelles, then known as the Thf^atre

D^jazet. Here she brought out .several of

Sardou's earlier pieces, among them Mon-
sieur Garat and Les pr6s Saint-Gervais. She
retired from the stage in 1868, but appeared
again even within a year of her death, which
occurred December 1, 1875. Countless stories

are told of her brilliant wit and personal charm.
Consult: Duval. Virginie D6jazet, 1797-1875
(Paris, 1876) ; Lecomte, Virginie Dejazet : 6tude
biographique (Paris, 1866) ; and Mirecourt, "D<'-

jazet," in Les contemporains (Paris, 1854).

DEJEAN, de-zhJiN', Jean Francois Aim6,
Count (1749-1824). A French general and
statesman, bom at Castelnaudary. He fought
with distinction in the wars of the Revolution,
rising successively to the rank of brigadier-

general and general of division. He was Min-
ister of War from 1802 to 1807. and, after the
first Restoration, was appointed governor of the
Polytechnic School. Upon the return of Napo-
leon from Elba, he rendered valuable services

until after the battle of Waterloo. He was alsa
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for a time grand chancellor of the Legion of

Honor.

DIIJEAN, PiERBE Francis Aim6 Auqcste
(1780-1845). A French entomologist, son of the

preceding. He was born at Amiens, and took

up the study of medicine, but soon entered

Napoleon's army, with which he went to

Spain and to Russia. In the army he attained

the rank of a general of division, and at

Waterloo acted as adjutant to the Emperor.
Devoting all his leisure to science, Dejean
made extensive collections of insects, and con-

tributed much to our knowledge of Coleop-

tera (beetles). He is the author of the fol-

lowing works: Iconographie des colcoptcrcs d'Eu-

rope (5 vols., 1829-3G); Species generales des

coleoptcres {6 vols., 1825-37) ; and Iconographie

des coleoptcres d'Europe. The last-named work
ist still a standard on the subject of Coleoptera.

The works wore written by Dejean in conjunc-

tion with Boisduval and Aub^.

DE EALB. A city in De Kalb County, 111.,

58 miles west of Chicago; on the Chicago and
Northwestern Railroad (Map: Illinois, D 2). It

is the seat of the Northern Illinois Normal
School. The city contains barbed-wire factories,

wire-drawing and woven-wire mills, argricul-

tural-implement works, wagon-works, shoe-fac-

tory, glove and mitten factory, etc. The govern-

ment is administered by a mayor, biennially

elected, and a municipal council. The city owns
and operates its water-works. Settled about
18.38. De Kalb was incorporated in 1877. Popu-
lation, in 1800, 2570; in 1900, 5904.

DE KALB, Babon. See Kalb, Johann,
Baron do.

DE KAY, Charles (1848— ). An American
author. He was born in Washington, and
graduated at Yale University in 1808. He was
associated with the New York Times as literary

and art editor from 1877 to 1892, and two years
later was appointed consul-general of the Unit-
ed States at Berlin, where he remained until

1897. During his sojourn abroad he established

the Berliner Fechtklub, after previously found-
ing a similar society (the Fencers' Club) in

New York (1882). Among the literary and art
societies established by him are the Authors'
Club (1882), the National Sculpture Society

(New York, 1892), and the National Arts Club
(New York, 1899), of which he became the man-
aging director. Among his numerous publica-

tions are the following: Hesperus and Other
Poems (1880); Vision of Nimrod, a dramatic
poem ( 1 88 1 ) ; Bird Gods, devoted to ancient
European mythology and religion (1898); Es-
sajfs on Ancifvt Ireland: Love Poems of Louis
Bamavel (pen-name) (1883); and translations

of Heinrich Heine's Letters and of several works
from the French.

DEKEN, dft'kgn, .\o.\TnE (1741-1804). A
Dutch poet and novelist, bom at Amstelveen.
Many of her works were written in collaboration

with her friend Elizal)eth Bekker. These joint

productions include the novels: Historic ran
Kara Iturgerhart (1782); Historic van Wit-
lem Levend (1875); Brieven von Abraham
Blankaart (1787); and Historic van Cornelia
M'ildschut (1793). Her religious songs show
her to have been possessed of a truly pious na-
tiire, while her descriptive poems nre fine char-
acterizations of the folk life of Holland. Espe-

cially noteworthy are the collections entitled

Liederen voor den boerenstand (1804) and Lie-

deren voor Kinderen,

DEK^KEB, Eduard Douwes (1820-87). A
Dutch writer, the author of Max Havclaar

(18G0), the Dutch Uncle Tom's Cabin. He was
ixn-n in Amsterdam, March 2, 1820. He went in

1838 to the Dutch Indian Colonies, and remained
eighteen years in Government employ, endeavor-

ing to mitigate the evils of native government,
and resigning in 1856 because his zeal clashed with
Government interest. Then he made his appeal

to the public conscience in Max Havelaar, re-

vealing conditions of outrageous and inhuman
extortion, but getting little sympathy and no
redress for the victims. In 1866 he withdrew
to Germany, where he published (in Dutch) a
popular drama. The School for Princes; a novel,

La Sainte Vierge; and several studies in politi-

cal and social economy. He is well known by his

pseudonjTn, Multatuli. The posthumous Story of

Wouterje Pieterse (1888), incomplete, was fol-

lowed in 1892 by Letters and Works, edited by
his widow.

DEKKEB, Thomas (c.l570-c.l641). An
English dramatist. He was bom in London.
His dramatic career began as early as 1597, and
before his death he wrote, single-handed or in

collaboration, more than forty plays. In 1600

were printed two of his best comedies

—

The Shoe-

maker's Holiday and Old Fortunatus. The lat-

ter contains scenes and passages of very great

beauty. Dekker had been writing the previous

year in conjunction with Ben Jonson, but the

two dramatists hatl now fallen out. In 1601

Jonson ridiculed Dekker in The Poetaster. Dek-
ker replied with Satiromastix, or the Untrussing

of the Humourous Poet (1002). Of the plays

that Dekker wrote after that, the most power-
ful is The Honest Whore (two parts, 1st part
printed 1604; 2d part. 1630), in the composition
of which he was aided by Middleton. Other plays

in which Dekker bore a hand are: Black Batcman
of the North (1598) ; The Roaring Girl (1611) ;

The Virgin Martyr (1622); and The Witch of

Edmonton (first published 1658). He wrought
with a realistic aim, describing the middle and
lower strata of London life. He also wrote sev-

eral noteworthy pamphlets, of which The OulVs
Hornbook (1609) is the best extant account of

the London gallants. Other pamphlets deal with
thieves and vagabonds; another. The Wonderful
Year (1603), describes London suflTering from the

plague. Consult: Dramatic Works, edited by
Shepherd (4 vols., London, 1873) ; Plays (select-

ed), edited by Rhys (London. 1887) ; and Non-
dramatic Works, edited bv Grosart (5 vols.,

London. 1884-86).

DE KCVEN, Henry Louis Reginald (1859
— ). An .Vjiicrican composer of songs and light

operas, born in Middletown. Conn. When eleven

years old he was taken to Europe, where he re-

ceived his education. He was graduated from
Saint John's College. Oxford, in 1879. After he

had been instructed in the usual musical groimd-
ing branches by Speidel. Lebert. and Pruekner, in

Stuttgart, and HaufT in Frankfort, he took a
course in vocalization with Vanuccini in Flor-

ence, and courses in light-opera composition
with Gen<k». Von Supp<^. and Delibes. On his

return from Europe in 1882 he took up his resi-

dence in Chicago, but subsequently moved to
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New York and afterwanls to NNasliiiifjton. His

scores are melodiouh and show relint-nient of

instrumental coloring and harmony. Hia great-

est success has been Jiobin Hood (1890), a thor-

oughly delightful work of its kind. Others

among his light oi>eru» are: The llegum (1887) ;

The Fencinn Master (18!)2) ; Hob Hoy (1894) ;

The Highwayman (1897): The Three Dragoons

(1899) ; Foxy Quillcr (1900) ; and Maid Marian

(1901). He has also composed many songs, sev-

eral of whicJi have becMJine well known.

DELABABBE-DTJPARCQ', de-lA'bUr' dy-
pjirk', Nicolas Ei)ouard (1819-93). A French

military critic and historian, born at Saint

Cloud, Seine-et-Oisc. He studied at the Ecole

Polytechniquc. and in 1849 was appointed pro-

fessor of military history at the College of Saint-

Cyr. Having entered the engineers in 1841, he

rose in 1871 to the rank of colonel, and was
retired in 1879. He wrote, in addition to nu-

merous memoirs for the Academy of Moral and
Political Sciences, Biogrophie et maximes de

Maurice dc 8axe ( 1851 ) ; Portraits miUtaires,

Esquisses historiqu^s et stratdgiques (2 vols..

1853-55 ) ; Les chiens de guerre ( 1867 ) ; His-

toire de Henri IV., roi de France et de Navarre

(1884) : and many other works.

DE LA BECHE, de la bash. Sir Henby
Thomas (179(»-1855). A distinguished British

geologist. He was bom near London, and educat-

ed at the military school at Great Marlowe. He
entered the army in 1814, but soon retired from
public service to take up the study of science.

For several years he traveled through England,
France, .-ind Switzerland, examining the geologi-

cal formations and gaining a knowledge of

mineralogv' and petrography. His researches

were the bases of frequent contributions to the

Transactions of the Geological Society, in which
he displayed great scientific ability. He was the

first to conceive the plan of making a detailed

geological map of England, a task he commenced
upon his own responsibility; in 1832 the expense

of this work was assumed by the Government,
and De la Beche was appointed director. He
labored for many years to establish the survey

on a successful basis, and he was also concerned

in founding a geological museum and a school

of mines in London. The list of his publications

includes many books recognized as standard
works of reference and numerous papers con-

tributed to scientific journals; among the more
important are the following: Manual of Qeplogy

(1831); Researches in Theoretical Geology

{ 1834 ) : Report on the Geology of Cornwall,

Devon, and West Somerset (1839) ; On the

Formation of the Rocks of South Wales (1846) ;

and Geological Observer (1853). De la Beche

was elected president of the Geological Society

of London in 1847. and in 1855 he received the

Wollaston medal from the same society. His
distinguished services were also awarded by the

bestowal of knighthood and by numerous marks
of honor from foreign societies.

DELABOBDE, de-la 'bSrd'. Henri, Count
(1811-99). A French art critic and historical

painter, son of Count Henri Francois Delaborde,

born in Rennes. He studied for some time

in Paris with Delaroche, and afterwards produced

historical pictures of a rather conventional type.

Among them are: "Hagar in the Desert" (1836) ;

"Saint Augustine" (1837) ; and "The Knights of

Saint John of Jerusalem"#^1845), at Versailles.

But he is known principally as a critic of art.

Besides his writings, as p-rpctual sec-retary of

the Acadumie des Beaux-Arts, he contributed to

the Rvvuc dcs Deux Mundcs and other ]>eriodicals.

The.se articles have been collected as Melanges sur

I'art contcniporain (18UU), and Fjtudvs sur les

beaux-arts en France et en Italic ( 1804). He also

assisted Charles Blanc in preparing his History of

Painters, and published, among other volumes,
Ingres, sa vie, sen trauvaux, sa doctrine (1870) ;

Lettres et pensees d'llippolytc Flwndrin (1865) ;

a^ard Edclinck (1886); La yravure (1882);
and La gravure en Italic ( 1883). He became an
officer of the Legion of Honor in 1870.

DELABOBDE, Henri Francois (1764-1830),

Count. A French soldier, born in Paris. He suc-

cessively became a brigadier-general, chief'of staff,

and commander in Corsica. As a general of divi-

sion he conducted the campaigns in the Pyrenees

(1704) and on the Rhine. In 1812 he was a gen-

eral of division in Mortier's "Jeune Garde," whicli

fought so gallantly in the Russian campaign.
Upon the return of Napoleon from Elba he again

espoused the cause of the Emperor. With the

advent of the Restoration he was brought before

a military tribunal (September, 1816), but ac-

quitted.

DELACBOIX, de-lA'krwa', Ferdinand Victor
Ei'Gf:NE (1799-1863). A French painter, an im-

portant leader of the modern Romantic School. He
was born at Charenton-Saint-Maurice, near Paris,

April 26, 1799. Cnder the Director}' his father

had been Minister of Foreign Afl'airs and had held

other offices of honor. He mismanaged the fam-

ily property, and the son had to struggle hard for

an existence. He entered the studio of Guerin,

when he was eighteen years old, and there be-

came the friend of GC'ricault. Delacroix might
have received academic honors if he had not.

with Grcricault and others, diverged from the

classicism of the school of David and joined

the Romantic School, of which he became the

recognized leader. He first exhibited in 1822

"Charon's Bark Crossingthe Acheron." This work
made a great impression, was purchased for the

Luxembourg (iallery, and is now in the Louvre.

His "Massacre of Chios," exhibited in 1824, and
now in the Louvre, caused an even greater sen-

sation. Indeed, it may be termed a manifesto

of the new Romantic School. The types were in-

dividual and characteristic instead of general

and typical, as in the Classic School. The old

ide;.s of composition were altogether disregarded,

and the scene portraj'ed was one of gloomy hor-

ror and pathos. The painter was accu.sed of

worshiping the hideous instead of the beautiful,

and his picture was dubbed "The Massacre of

Painting." Its sale, however, enabled him to

visit England in 1825. and further to increase

his knowledge of the English colonists, by whoni

he had already been influenced. During this

visit he acquired his life-long fondness for Eng
lish literature, especially for Byron, Scott, an 1

Shakespeare, whom along with Goethe he pre

ferred to the more classic authors of his own
country. In 1832 he was sent as a member of

an embassy to Morocco, and he also visited

Si)ain and Algiers. These travels enriched his

palette with bright colors, and his Oriental

subjects brought him great popularity. Never-

theless, he was unfortunate in selling pictures.
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and would have been in uncomfortable circum-
stances liad lie not received frequent commissions
from the Government, after tlie Revolution of
1830. He was selected to execute mural paint-
ings in a number of public buildings, and distin-
guished himself an much in this task as he had
previously done in his canvases. A member of
the Academy in 1857, he exhibited his last pic-
ture in 1859, and died in Paris on August 13,
18G3. His life was solitary, and nearly all spent
in his studio. He sutiered much from' ill health,
which only urged him to greater exertions. He
was of a refined and sensitive disposition, and
was deeply wounded i)y the bitter controversies
which his pictures provoked.

Delacroix was one of the greatest painters of
the nineteenth century, and one of the greatest
colorists of all times.* His work has often been
compared with that of Rubens, who exercised
great influence upon him. His c9loring is bright,
kut simple, the primary colons being chiefly used,
and he is fond of obtaining color effects by plac-
ing complementary colors together. He has been
criticised as being deficient in drawing, but un-
justly .so; for his surviving drawings reveal an
excellent draughtsman, and when he sacrificed
the distinctness of outline to color, he did it

knowingly, as the greatest colorists have done
before him. His art is impetuous and intensely
dramatic, and he delights in passion and in mo-
tion, llis activity extended over an immense
variety of subjects; he painted everything

—

saints, warriors, lovers, animals, flowers, the
ocean—and all equally well. He ransacked his-

tory and literature for subjects, but always ren-
tlered them as a painter in his own great lan-
guage of color.

In his long career he produced something like

two thousand paintings. Among his chief his-

torical works, besides those mentioned above,
are: "Hellas Mourning Over the Ruins of Mis-
solonghi:" "Milton and His Daughters;" the
"Death of the Bishop of Li^ge," after Scott's
Quentin Durwurd ; and the "Entrj* of the Cru-
saders Into Constantinople." Among his Orien-
tal subjects are: "Algerian Women" (Louvre)

;

the "Convulsionariea of Tangier;" and the "Jew-
ish Wedding in Moro(!CO." He also represented
classical siibjects, but in a personal and modem
way. Prominent examples arc the "Justice of
Trajan" (Louvre), and the "Medea." His
biblical subjects are also conceived in a thor-
oughly modern way as e.xpressions of dramatic
and j)assioniite movement, and his decorative
paintings are the boldest and most original of

his day. In 1835 he decorated the interior of
the Chanilwr of Deputies in the Palais Bourbon.
On the ceiling of the (Jnllerv of Apollo in the
Ixmvre. he painted a magnificenf "Triumph of
Apollo," but file god is a Tifjui rafher than an
Olympian. He decorated the library of the Lux-
cmbotjrg with subjects from the Divina Com-
media, and in the Insl years of his life he was
engaged in paintimr in the C'hurch of Saint Sul-
pioe in Paris. Besides his many paintings he
found time to illustrate Scoff's novels. Ooethe's
Faust, and Shakespeare's Flamlef, and to write
able articles on artistic subjects.

Consult: Mnther, Ilistort/ of Modern Paintitiff

(London, 1800) : Stranahan, Hintorn of French
Paivlivfi (New York, 1890) ; Moreau, Fjug^ne
finlnrroi^r ft -soh auvrr (Paris, 180.3) : Robaut
and Chesneau. I.'>r»vrr mmplrt d'Eiifl^nr Dela-

croix (Paris, 1885) ; Dargenty, Eugene Delacroix
par lui m€inc (Paris, 1885). His letters were
published by Burty (Paris, 1880), and his jour-
nal by Flat (Paris, 1893).

DEL'AFIELD, Francis (1841—). An Ameri-
can physician, born in New York City. He grad-
uated at Yale (1861) and College of Physicians
and Surgeons, New York (1803), and after fur-
ther study abroad practiced medicine in New-
York. He was appointed to the stafT of Belle-
vue Hospital, and to the chair of pathology and
the practice of medicine in the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons. In 1880 he was elected the
first president of the Association of American
Physicians and Pathologists. He has published a
Handbook of Pathological Anatomy, and other
works.

DELAFIELD, Richabd (1798-1873). An
eminent American military engineer. He was
born in New York City; graduated at West
Point, at the head of his class, in 1818; was as-
signed to the engineer corps, and served suc-
cessively as assistant engineer for the construc-
tion of the defenses of Hampton Roads, as
engineer in charge of the improvement of the
Ohio and Mississippi rivers, and as superintend-
ing engineer of the division of the Cumberland
Road (q.v.) east of the Ohio. From 1838 to
1845, and again from 1856 to 1861, he was super-
intendent of the United States Military Academy
at West Point. He was superintending engineer
of the defenses of New York Harbor from 1846 to
1855 (building Fort \Aadsworth on Staten Isl-

and), and of the improvement of the Hudson
River from 1852 to 1855, and acted also a-s

chief engineer of the Department of Texas from
1853 to 1854. In 1855-56 he was president of
the commission of th;ee sent by the United
States Government to observe the military
operations of the Crimean War, and prepared
the commission's elaborate report, which was
published by the Government under the title

Report on the Art of War in Europe, in 185^,
1855, and 185G (1860). During the Civil War
he acted from 1801 to 1863 on the staff of Gov-
ernor Morgan of New York, organizing and equip-
ping the forces from that State; was superin-
tending engineer of the defenses about New York
City from 1801 to 1804, became a colonel in 1863,
and a brigadier-general in 1804; and from April,
1SG4, to August, 1800, when he retired from the
service, was chief of engineers of the United
States Army, with headquarters at Washington.
In March, 1805, he was brevetted major-general
for "faithful, meritorious, and distinguished ser-

vices in the engineer department during the
Reliellion." After his retirement he served as a
member of the commission for the improvement
of Boston Harl)or.

DEL'AGO'A BAY ( Port., bay of water) . An
inlet of the Indian Ocean, on the sovitheast coast
of Africa, in latitude 26° S., in the Portuguese
Colony of Lourenco Marques (Man: Orange
River Colony, J 4 ) . It has a length of about
70 miles an<l a breadth of from 15 to .15 miles.
Its lower portion is protected by the Inynck
Peninsula and island, and forms there a safe and
ample anchorage. Delapoa Bay receives the
waters of several rivers—the Maputu. the Umbe-
losi. the (^rocodile, the Umfiisi. The coasts are
low and covered with mancrove forests. The
commercial importance of Delagoa Bay is very
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considerabln. owing to the fact that it contains

the port of Jx)urunco Marques, which is con-

nected by rail with Pretoria (since 185)5), thus
affording an outlet for the output of the gold-

tields of the Transvaal. The railway from
l-«urengo Marques to Pretoria was constructed
by a company of American and English capital-

ists and seized by the Portuguese Government
after the death of the concessioner. After ten

years of litigation the case was decided, in 1900,

in favor of the United States and Great Britain,

although the Portuguese Government was made
to pay an indemnity of only about $3,000,000.

During the South African War the port of

Lourenco Marques was used for smuggling sup-

plies to the scene of action. The British Gov-
ernment, in order to prevent further violation

of neutralitj', blockaded the port and seized sev-

«'ral vessels, proceedings which led to some inter-

national complication. Consult Tesset, The Key
to South Afrira. Drlapoa Bay (London, 1899).

DE LA HIBE, de lu er, Philippe (1640-

1718). A remarkable French writer on the
theory of curves. He was born in Paris, and was
professor of mathematics in the College Royal
and at the Acad6mie d'Architecture. The follow-

ing are his most important works: Nouvelle
mdthode de giom^trie (167.3) ; Sectiones Conicce

(1685) ; a treatise on epicycloids and roulettes

(1694-1706). He was a pupil of Desargues, and
founded his researches in conic sections and
roulettes on the works of his master.

DEIiAMBRE, de-laN'br', .Jean Baptiste
•Joseph (1749-1822). A French astronomer,
bom at Amiens. He studied first under Delisle,

and afterwards under Lalande, with both of

whom he formed a close friendship When, in

1781, the planet Uranus was discovered by Wil-

liam Herschel, Delambre worked out tables of

its motion, that obtained for him the annual
prize of the Academy and attracted to him the

attention of the learned world in general. Soon
after, he commenced the construction of new-

solar tables, and at a still later period, tables

of the motions of Jupiter and Saturn. Along
with Mechain, he was appointed by the French
Government, in 1792, to measure the arc of the

meridian between Dimkirk and Barcelona, which
was completed in 1799. Aftenvards he was
elected a member of the Academy. In 1802 he
was appointed inspector-general of education,

and in 1803 perpetual secretary of the mathe-
matical section of the Institute. The result of

his measurements appeared in his great work.
Base du sysieme m^trique decimal (3 vols., 1806-

10). In 1807 he obtained the chair of astronomy
at the College de France, rendered vacant by the

death of Lalande, his master and friend. In
1814 he was appointed a member of the Council

of Public Instruction. Delambre received a mul-
titude of honors during his lifetime. He was a
member of most of the learned bodies in Europe,
an officer of the Legion of Honor. His writings

are very numerous. The principal are: Traits
d'astronomie (3 vols., 1814) ; Histoire de Vas-

tronomie au moyen age (1819); Histoire de
I'astronomie moderne (2 vols., 1821) ; and His-
toire de Vustronomie au dix-huitieme siecle

(1823-27), published under the care of Matthieu.
Besides these. Delambre is the author of several
excellent M^moires.

DE LAN'CEY', Eowaro Floyd (1821— ). An
American lawyer uiid author, born at Mamaro-
neck, \. v., and educated at llobart University
and at the Harvard Law School. He has been
associated with various historical .societies and
was president of the New York Genealogical and
Biographical Society from 1873 to 1877. Among
his important and interesting contributions to

the history of New York State are the following:
The Capture of Fort Washington the Result of
Treason (1877); History of Mamaroneck, Neut
York (1886); and The Origin and History of
Manors in the Province of New York (1886).

DELANCEY, James (1703-60). An Ameri-
can jurist. He was bom in New York, the son of

a French Huguenot, graduated at Cambridge,
England, and was admitted to the bar there, lie

returned to New York in 1825 and became promi-
nent in the aflTairs of the city and Colony. From
1733 until his death he was Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of New York, and in 1747-55 and
1757-60 was Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony.
He was one of the founders of King's College,

now Columbia University, and presided over
the Alb.any Convention of 1754 (q.v.).

DE I^ANCEY, Oliver (1708-85). A British

soldier, born in New York City. He was the

youngest son of Etienne, and the brother of James
De Lancev, the Lieutenant-Governor of New
\"ork (1747-55, 1757-00). He fought in the

French War, was colonel-in-chief under General
Al)enTombie, and was present at the attack on
Fort Ticonderoga. From 1760 to 1706 he was a

member of the Provincial Council of New
Y^ork. During the Revolution he occupied
responsible positions on the Loyalist side, rais-

ing three regiments at his own expense, which he
commanded as brigadier-general. In this capa-

city he occupied Long Island until the end of the

war. His estates then being confiscated along
with those of the other prominent Loyalists, he
went to England and there died.

DE LANCEY, Oliver, Jr. (1752-1822). An
American soldier. He was the son of Oliver

De Lancey, and was born in Edinburgh, Scotland.

He served in the Seventeenth Light Dragoons,
British Army (of which he eventually became
colonel), and was sent to America to prepare
accommodations for the regiment. He was presenl.

at Bunker Hill, and with his regiment partici

pated in the victory of the British at the battle ot

Long Island. At the time of the capture of

General WoodhuU and his forces at Jamaica.
L. I., it was De Lancey who rescued the wounded
general. It was asserted that De Lancey struck

Woodhull after he had surrendered, but thin

charge was not sn.stained. He occupied impor-

tant positions in the Loyalist army, and was-

ultimately made adjutant-general as successor te

Major Andre (1780). At the elo.se of the war
De Lancey returned to England and entered Par-

liament. He served in the Seventeenth Dragoon*
for forty-nine years, and was appointed a general

in 1812.

DE LANCEY, William Heathcote (1797-

1865). An American clergyman. He was bom
in New Y^ork, graduated at Y'ale in 1817, and
studied theology under Bishop Hohart. He was
afterwards assistant to Bishop W^hite. of Phila-

delphia, and secretary to the House of Bishops

in the General Convention of the Episcopal

Church in the United States. In 1828 he be-
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came provost of the I'niversity of Pennsylvania,
and in 1833 assistant minister in Saint Peter's
Church, in Philadelphia. He was chosen Bishop
of the diocese of Western New York in 1838, and
in 1852 was a delegate from the Episcopal
bishops of the United States to England.

DE LAND. A town and the county-seat of
Volusia County, Fla., CO miles south of Saint
Augustine, on a short branch line connecting
with the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key West
Railroad (Map: Florida, G 2). It is a health
and winter resort known for its sulphur springs,
and its fine shell-paved and shaded streets ; and is

the seat of the John B. Stetson University ( Bap-
tist) , opened in 1887. Population, in 1890, 1113

;

in 1000, 1449.

DELAND', ilABGAKETTA WaDE CAMPBELL
(1857— ). An American novelist, born at Alle-
gheny, Pa. She was educated at New Rochelle,
X. Y., and taught industrial drawing in New
York imtil she married L. F. Deland, of Boston,
in 1880. In 1886 The Only Garden and Other
Verses appeared. Her first novel, John Ward,
I'reachcr, came two years later, and was widely
popular. This she followed with Florida Days
(1889); Sidney, a novel (1889); Story of a
Child (1892) ; Mr. Tommy Dove and Other Sto-
ries (1893) ; Philip and His Wife (1895) ; and
The Wisdom of Fools (a volume of stories).

DELANE, d^-lfm', Joiix Tiiaddeus (1817-
79). An English journalist, editor of the Lon-
don Times. He was born in London, October
11, 1817; was educated at Oxford, and called to
the bar at the Middle Temple. At the age of
twenty-three he l)ecame editor of the Times, of
which his father was finnneial manager. -Under
his editorship, the newspaper exerted an influ-

ence unparalleled in the history of journalism.
He exposed the railway mania (1845), took
an active part in the repeal of the corn laws,
and led public opinion during the Crimean War.
He retired in 1877, and died November 22, 1879.

DE'LANO, Columbus (1809-96). An Ameri-
can lawyer, bom in Shoreham, Vt. He was
taken as a cliild to Ohio, where he was educated
at the common schools, and was admitted to the
bar in 1831, and attained eminence as a criminal
lawyer. He was commissary-general of Ohio in

1861, served three terms in Congress, and in

1869 was appointed Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, in which capacity he increased the re-

ceipts more than 100 per cent, in eight months.
In October. 1870. he resigned, and from then
until 1875 was Secretary of the Interior. He
endowed the preparatory school at Gambier,
Ohio, which l)ears his name.

DELA'NY", Mary (Granville) (1700-88.

.\n English author, born at Coulston, Wiltshire.

She was a friend of the Duchess of Portland,

Miss Burney, George III., and Dean Swift, In
her own day she became noted for her "flower

work"—an arrangement of bits of colored paper
in a kind of mosaic. Her Autobiography and
Correspondence (ed. by Lady Hanover, 1st series,

3 vols., 1861: 2d series. 3 vols.. 1862), contains

many anecdotes of Pope. Swift, and other liter-

ary folk of the time, and, in its easy chat, con-

tributes not a little to the study of the eighteenth
centurv. Consult, also, the Diary of Madame
D'Arbiay (London. 1842-46).

DELAPLANCHE, dc-hi'pliiNsh', Eugene
(1836-91). A French sculptor, born in Paris.
He was a pupil of Duret and gained the prix de
Rome in 1864, and the medal of honor in 1878.
His "Aurora" and the "Virgin of the Lilies" are
in the Luxembourg. Other works by him are
"Music" (1878), a statue in silver bronze called
his masterpiece; "Eve After the Fall," and "Ma-
ternal Instruction." He is also noted for his
decorations in relief on vases of Haviland faience.
His work is naturalistic, but at the same time
dignified and graceful.

DE LABA, da lU'ra, Isidore. An English
composer, whose real name is Cohen, bom in
Dublin. He studied theory of music in Milan
with Mazzueato, and became quite popular in
England with his clever drawing-room lyrics.
He also enjoyed a certain vogue as a singer,
especially of his own compositions. Thanks to
the special interest of the former Princess of
Monaco, his opera, Mo'ina, was given a sumptuous
production at the Monte Carlo Opera Hou.se in

1891, but was not heard elsewhere. In July,
1893, Amy Robsart, libretto drawn by Augustus
Harris from Walter Scott, was given at Covent
Garden, London. The music was unimportant.
Messaline, book by Armand Silvestre and Eu-
gene Morand, was produced at Monte Carlo,
February 21, 1899, with Tamagno, Bouvet, and
Mme. Heglon in the principal parts, and with a
magnificent mounting. Since then it has been
lieard in London, 1899, and in 1900, with Calve as
Messaline, and also in 1902 in New York, with
Calve and Alvarez. Most of the New York mu-
sical critics condemned the opera on the ground
of the libretto's immorality. The music was
also criticised as being reminiscent, the few
beautiful passages not atoning for the general
lack of dramatic strength.

DE LA BAMEE, de \ii ra'm&', Louise. See
OUIDA.

DE LA BEY, de Id ra'^, Jacob Hendrick
(1849— ). A famous Boer military leader of

French Huguenot descent. He was bom in the
Lichtenburg District of the Western Transvaal,
whither his father had moved after Sir Harry
Smith and the British troops had driven them
from the Orange Free State, in consequence of

their participation with Pretorius in the driving
out of the British from Bloemfontein in 1848. His
early life was marked by a severe training in the
art of warfare, through numerous campaigns
against hostile Kafl^r tribes. His first experience
as a commanding officer was against the Basutos
in the early OO's. during which he distinguishe«l

hinuself so conspicuously that when the lioer- Brit-

ish War of 1899-1902 broke out, he was unan-
imously elected to the command of the Lichten-
burg burghers, who afterwards formed part of

Cronje's western column. Like Cronje, he rarely
carried weajwns on the field, but was never seen
without his field-glass, piix', and Bible. Previous
to the war he had represented his district for ten
years in the Volksraad. and was a consistent sup-
porter of Joubert, as against Kruger. He was not
among the Boers who were anxious to l>egin

war, and was one of the few prominent mem-
bers of the Transvaal Volksraad who protested
against the ultimatum of President Kruger.
Hostilities once l»egun. however, he rapidly be-

came one of the most determined leaders of his

people, and in the first stages of the war greatly
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diMtin^uishcd liinisolf by the skill with which he

'aid out tlie liruvs of the battle of Mai<,'i'rHfontein,

and other smaller encounters, loiter, he con-

ducted a well-ordered retreat before the British

advance under lx)rd Roberts, and at Nooitgedacht.

in 1900, captured 500 British troops. In the

second or guerrilla stage of the war he was
equally distinguished by his successful tactics,

his most important surcess being the capture of

the British general, Ix)rd Methuen, on March 7,

H»02. together with a number of British troops.

Mis lack of hospital accommodaticms, and the

iu!ccs.sity he was undt-r of making forced and
sudden niarches, precluded his detention of the

wounded Ixjrd Methuen, whom he accordingly

had to release. His entire career throughout the

war was marked by great personal gallantry and
by the humane treatment accorded to his enemies.

With the Boers he was one of the most popular

leader.s of th(> two republics, and he gained from
his foes the reputation of being a leader of un-

erring military judgment and remarkable re-

sourcefulness in emergencies. In 1902 he was
one of the Boer committee which arranged for

the submission of his countrymen, and after-

wards formed one of the deputation appointed
to visit Europe and the United States for the

purpose of raising funds for the distres.sed

Boers, whom the British had repatriated, but
for whom the terms of peace did not adequately
provide.

DE liA RIVE, de 14 rev', Auquste Abthub
( 1801-73). A Swiss physicist who devoted much
attention to researches in electricity. He was bom
in (ieneva, and at the age of twenty-two was ap-

pointed to the chair of natural philosophy in the

(ieneva Academy. He was one of the first to

investigate the temperature of the earth's crust,

and made oiiservations in an artesian well 700
feet in depth. He discovered the process of elec-

tro-gilding, and in 1842 received for it a prize

of 3000 francs from the French Academy of

Sciences, of which in 1864 he was made a foreign

a.H8ociate. He made original discoveries in con-

nection with magnetism, electro-dynamics, the
connection of magnetism with electricity, the

properties of the voltaic arc, and the passage of

(deetricity through extremely rarefied media. He
published a complete treatise on electricity

(1853-58), which was for many years considered
a standard work.

DELABOCHE, dc-lii'rrtsh'. Paifi, (1797-

1856). A French historical painter, born in

Paris, July 17, 1797. He was a pupil of Baron
(!ros, and one of the most representative painters
of his time. In his "Joan of Arc" and the

"Death of Queen Flizal>eth" he essaj-ed to follow

the Romantic School, but early turned to hi.s-

torical j)ainting. His "Death of the Duke of

Kuise" and ''Cromwell Opening the Coffin of

(Tiarles I." are executed with technical power
and fine dramatic effect. His "Children of Ed-
ward TV. in the Tower" appeared in 1831.

Among other historical subjects are the "Exe-
cution of Lady Jane fJrey" and "Ijord Strafford
nn the Way to Execution Insulted by the Par-
liamentary Soldiers." His most ambitious work,
finished in 1841, is the hcmicyele in the Theatre
of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. In it the
arts of different nation.-; are depicted, and the
seventy-five life-size figtires that occupy the can-
vas are portraits of the artists of the times and

countries represented. The figure that repre-
sents (jothic architecture is said to be a portrait
of the painter's wife, who was a daughter of
Horace Vemet. After her death, which occurred
in 1845, a note of tenderness and pathos seems
to have been added to his work, and under the
insj)iration of grief, as it were, he prmluced sev-

eral sacred works. His "Christian Martyr" is

widely known, and the "Crown of niorns" and
the "Return from Colgotha" sliow a spontaneity
and freedom of treatment not always ai>parent
in the works of Delaroche, and exjjrcss a new
impulse born of love and sorrow. His "Calvary"
appeared in 1853, and "Jesus in the (Jarden of

Gethsemane" in 1854. Among his later his-

torical works are: "Napoleon at Fontainebleau,"
I)ainted in 1847; "Bonaparte at Saint Bernard"
(1850) ; and "Marie .\ntoinette Before the Revo
lutionary Tribunal" (iH.'il). Delarm-he painted
without impetuosity, and consequently with
little feeling. He had the pictorial sense in a

high degree, and sometimes bordered on tlie melo
dramatic. His large and sumptuous picture of

the "Death of Queen Elizabeth" is an instance

of this. He painted rich stuffs with great skill,

l)ut never touched high sentiment or deep feel-

ing. S. W. Reynolds, Desclaux. and others have
engraved liis principal works. Delaroche was
a member of the Institute, and a professor in

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts ; lie received the cross

of an officer of the I^egion of Honor. He died

in Paris, November 4, 1856. Consult: Strana-
han, A History of French Painting (New York.
1899) ; Tytler, Modern Painters and Their Paint-
ing (Boston, 1899) ; Blanc, Ilistoire des peintrcx

frauQais au XIX. siecle (Paris. 1845) ; Rees,

Delaroche (London, 1880).

DE LA BITE, W.\bren (1815-89). An Eng-
lish scientist. He introduced important improve-

ments in oil-refining, color-printing, and enve-

lope-folding machines, but is known chiefly for

his photographs of the heavenly bodies. lie pub-

lished also a number of interesting papers on
astronomy and physics.

DE LA TOUB, dc lA toor, Maubice Quentin.
See La Tour, Maurice Quentin de.

DELATTBE, dc-la'tr'. Alfred Loris (1850
— ). A French arclneologi.st, bom at Devilh*

les-Rouen. Sent as a missionary to Alegria. Ih-

betrame chaplain of the Church of Saint Loui.--

of Carthage and conservator of the arcliseological

museum at Algiers. His investigations among tin-

ruins of ancient Carthage have done much to in

crease historical knowledge and archseological

interest. His works include: Carthage et la Tv-

iiisie au point dc vue archcologique (1883) ; In

scriptions de Carthage (1884-85) ; Souvenirs d<

la croisade de Saint Louis trouv^s d Cartha<i<

(1888); Les tombeaux puvigues dc Carthni/'

(1890); and Souvenirs dc Vancienne eglls'

d'Afriquc (1893).

DELATTBE, Roland. See Lasscs. Oh-
l.ANDO.

DELAUNAY, dc-lft'na', Charle.s EuoftM;
(1816-72). A French astronomer and mathema
tician. He was professor of mechanics in Pari>
and a meml)er of the Academy, and succeede<l

Leverrier as director of the observatory. He
published • a number of valuable works, amonjr
which may be mentioned his Traite dc m^enniqw
rotiovelle and his Thrrtrir itr fn hn>f.
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DELAUNAY, I^uis Abs^ne (182ti— ). A

French actor, born in Paris. He made his first

appearance at the Od^on in 1840, and for two
years was engag«'(l there as leadin^j^ juvenile. In
1848 he appeared as Dorante in Lc Mentcur, at
the Theatre Frauguis, and in 1850 became a
reguhir inembeT of that theatre. In 1877 he was
appointed professor of dramati^; declamation at
the Conservatoire, lie received the decoration of

the Legion of Honor in 1883, and retired from
the stage in 1887. He was one of the most ac-

complished of the Frencli actors, finding his parts
in the phiys of Aiigier, De Miisset, Victor Hugo,
and Pailleron.

DELAUNAY, Juucs Elie (1828-91). A
French figure and portrait painter, born in

Nantes. He was the pupil of Lamothe and
Fhindrin, and gained the prix dc Rome in 1850.

His notabh^ decorative jiaintings are to be found
in the foj-er of the Opera House, the Hotel de
Ville, the Church of the Trinity, and the Pan-
thCon, in Paris. The paintings in the Pantheon,
representing scenes from the life of Saint Gene
vieve, he did not Ha'c to complete. Among his best

works are: "The Plague at Rome" (1869). a
water-color called his masterpiece; "Diana," n
fine nude ; and "The Death of the Centaur Nes-
sus"—all in the Luxembourg. He also painted
jKjrtraits, among which that of his "Mother" and
that of "Mademoiselle Touhnouche" are among
}iis best canvases. His work is characterized by
great attention to form, firm modeling, and a
noble, rather severe style of composition. He
was awarded a first-class medal at the Paris
Exposition of 1878. and the medal of honor in

1889. In 1878 he became an officer of the Legion
of Honor, and the following year was made a
memljer of the Institute.

DE LAXJNE, de lAn, Etfennk. See Laune,
or Laulxe, Etienne de.

DEL'AVAN. A city

.Wis., 02 miles southwest
Cliicago, Milwaukee and
(Map: Wisconsin, E 6).
State School for the Deaf.

its mineral springs, and,
liie vicinitv, is a popular
lation, in 1890, 2038; in

I

in Walworth County,
of Milwaukee; on the
Saint Paul Railroad
It is the seat of the
The city is noted for

with Delavan Lake in

place of resort. Popu-
1900. 2244.

DELAVIONE, de-lA'vfi'ny", .Jean Francois
<;asimir (1793-1843). A French lyric poet and
dramatist, born in Havre, April 4, 1793. He
won distinction from the French Academy in

1811, and was elected a meml)er of it in 1826.

His first important writings were dithyrambic
poems. Lex .Uesfiruiennifi ( 1818), antique in form,

hut present and direct in their allusions to the

disasters of the last Napoleonic years. These
gave stirring expression to popular emotions,

csi)ccially to the rancor and fears of the Lib-

erals at the reactionary riilc of the restored

Mourbons. They achieved sensational success.

In 1819 he turned the same talent to celebrate

.loan of Arc, thus appealing to a universal patri-

otic sentiment before either Hugo or Lamartine
had begun to touch the French heart with their

Napoleonic verses. The forerunner should not
he forgotten in the greatness of his successors,

and in drama Delavigne is as important as
• ither to the continuity of historic development,
lie stands between lleaumarehais and Emilc
Augier, almost the sole talented representative

of dignified <'omedy. and while his dramatic

work, taken chronologically, represents almost
every phase of the conversion of a strict Classi-

cist int(» a moderate Romanticist, his merits
of prudent eclecticism are in danger of Iwing
obscured by the glories of his sucees-sors. His?

Ij'ccoIc dca iHeiUards (1823) still holds the
boards by its lively dialogue, graceful style, and
ingenious invention. Murino Fulieri (1829) an-

ticipates the llugoesque mingling of tragic and
comic elements, preserving an academic corre<'t-

ness of form witlmut following the classic rules.

Other plays still occasionally acted and often

read are: Les vSpres siciliennen (1819); Louits

A7. (1832) ; Les enfant s iVKdouard (1833) ; and
La fillc du Vid (1839). Delavigne was elected to

the Academy in 1825, and in 1830 rose to the

political occasion, as he had done after Waterloo.
His song, "La Parisienne," set to music by Aubt!r,

rivaled for a time the "Marseillaise" itself, and
"Ija Varsovienne" was sung as a battle march
by the rebelling Poles. Indeed, it is as a poet of

politics, a man of the hour, that Delavigne is

at his best. At times very popular, he neede<l

striking occasions to evoke his genius. When he
became contemplative he was commonplace, but
in direct apjx'al he wrote with terse vigor.

His private life was above reproach. He died
in Lvons, December 11, 1843. There are several

editions of his Works (Paris, 1845, 1855, 1803),
and a convenient one of the Poems and Plays
(ib., 1863).

DEI/AWABE. One of the thirteen original

States of the United States, constituting one of
the Middle Atlantic States (Map: United States,.

L 3). It lies between latitudes 38° 27' and 39"
50' N. and longitudes 75° 2' and 75° 47' W. It

is bounded on the north by Pennsylvania; on the
east by the estuary of the Delaware River and by
Delaware Bay, which separate it from New Jer-

sey, and by the Atlantic Ocean; on the south and
west by Maryland. It is next to the smallest of

the States, and has a total area of 2050 square
miles, of which I960 square miles is land and 90
square miles is water surface. It has a length of
about 100 miles from north to south, with a
greatest width of 35 miles and a least width of

15 miles. At the entrance to Delaware Bay is

Cape Henlopen, opposite Cape May, N. J.

TopooRAiMiY. The topography of Delaware is

extremely simple, and presents little diversity
of features. Almost the entire State is on the
nearly level coastal plain, and probably averages
less than 50 feet above sea-level. In the extreme
north the surface is rolling, but the highest hill

only attains an altitude of 280 feet above th*"

sea-level, while the only relief to monotonous
level in the central and southern portions is

the central sandy ridge, not exceeding 70 feet.

The streams of Delaware, while numerous, are all

small. In the northern part of the State the
streams flow in an easterly or southeasterly
direction across it from Pennsylvania ami
.\faryland, and empty into the l^laware. Near-
ly all the State, however, lies on the p<>nin-

sula betwe<'n l)«>laware and Che.sap«'ake bnys.
and the divide between their waters tra-
verses the State from north to south, keep-
ing at a uniform distance from the east
coast. Thus, as the State broadens .southwanl.
a relatively greater part of it lies west of the
<Iivide in the south than in the north. Nime of
thtwe rivers is navigable, although the est nary-
like mouth of Christiana (^reek |M'rmits the as-
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cent of vesscU to Wilmington. The Delaware
coast of Delaware Bay and the estuary of Dela-

ware Uiver utVcr few advantuf^oH in the way
«)f harbors. Portions of tlie shore are niarsliy,

and (he only good harbors are at Lewes, Wil-

mington, and New Castle. The Delaware Break-
water has lH«en constructed at great expense
near the mouth of the bay, in order to remedy
somewhat this deficiency of safe harbors. On
the soutliern border of the State there is an
area of swjuup land covering 70 square miles.

On the Atlantic coast there are a number of

shallow bays or lagoons sej)arated from the ocean
by sandy ri»efs: the shallowness of their en-

trances, however, limits there usefulness. The
large.st bays are Rehoboth and Indian River bays,

whicli have a connnon outlet known as Indian
River Inlet, which iM«rmits navigation by vessels

drawing less than six feet of water.

Climate and Soil. Situated on the eastern

coa.st of tlie continent, Delaware has a temjierate

climate, with a considerable range of temperature
and an ample rainfall.

The average animal temi^rature is about 65°

F., varying from 56° at the extreme south to
about 52° at the extreme north. The average
daily range of temperature, or difference between
the highest and lowest temperatures during
twentj'-four liours, is from 16° to 20°. The
highest summer temperature on record is 103°

and the lowest winter temperature — 17°; even
in midsummer the temperature has descended
to 50°. On tlie average August day the tempera-
ture rises to about 85°, and on the average Janu-
ary day the temperature descends to 25°. In the
fall frosts seldom occur before October 10th, and
may not occur until about November 1st; while
in the spring they may occur as late as the latter

l)art of April. The advent of spring (i.e. the
awakening of plant life) occurs on the average
about the end of March.
The annual rainfall is, on the average, from

40 to 45 inches over the State as a whole, but
is slightly greater on the coast than inland. The
rainfall is rather evenly distributed over the
wliole year, although there seems to be some-
what less precipitation in late fall and early
winter than at other seasons of the year. Dam-
aging droughts are not infrequent, but killing

droughts are unknown. Heavy rainfalls take
place; sometimes an average month's rainfall

occurs in a single day ; but damaging rain-storms
are rare. Thunder-storms and hail-storms are
most frequent from May to August. The pre-

vailing winds are from the northwest from Oc-
tober to May, from the southwest in June and
July, and variable during the intervening spring
and fall months.
The soils are sedimentary, derived from the un-

derlying Tertiary rocks. In the rolling northern
jwrtion of the State the soil is clay, passing
through the various gradations from a heavy
clay to a loamy clay, and is well adapted for
raising fruits, grasses, and grains. In the un-
dulating middle section, approximately covered
by Kent County, the soil is generally loamy.
Here fruits, berries, vegetables, and the vine
flourish. In the flat southern section of Sussex
County the poil is sandy, with here and there
outcrops of loamy clay. This region is best
adapted for strawberry and peach culture. For
flora and fauna see the respective paragraphs
under I'mted States.

Geology and Minekalogy. The entire State
falls within the Atlantic coastal region, and is

therefore underlain l)y .strata of recent geolog
ical age (Map: Special .Map). Cretaceous .strata

appear in the northern part of New Castle Coun
ty, while southward Tertiary and Post-Tertiarj
l>eds predominate. Clays suitable for the manu-
facture of brick and terra-cotta, and kaolin, are
found in the vicinity of Wilmington. A small
area of granite occurs near this city, from which
building-stone and road-material are quarried,
and .some feldsjtar has been extracted, (i lass-

sand, marls, and bog-iron ore are known to form
extensive deposits. The output of granite in

1900 was valued at $008,028.
AoBicuLTUKE. Agriculture is the leading in-

dustry, farms constituting 85 per cent, of the
total land surface. The figures in this connec-

tion have not changed materially in three de-

cades. The fact that the soil is best in the north-

ern part of the State is rellected in the values
of land, which average $45 per acre in the

northern section, $19 in the middle, and .$12

in the southern. During the last half-century
there has been a continuous and marked increase

in the number of farms, and a corresponding de-

crease in the average size. In 1850 the average
farm was of 158 acres; in 1900, 110 acres.

Twenty-seven i)er cent, of the farms in 1900 were
between 50 a"nd 75 acres in extent, while 30 per
cent, were between 100 and 175 acres. Compared
with other States, a large per cent, of the farms
are rented, and the per cent, has increased from
42 in 1880 to 50 in 1900. Share-renting is the
prevailing method.

In no State have fertilizers become so generally
used, the average amount per farm ($55.05)
being three times that for the North Atlantic
States. There has been a marked increase dur-
ing the decade in the two principal crops—corn
and wheat. The increased interest in the latter

is most remarkable in view of the opposite

tendency in most Eastern States. The wheat
acreage is several times that for all the New
England States. The other cereals are relative-

ly unimportant. The oats crop has decreased

to one-third the acreage of 1890. Hay ranks
third in acreage. Orchard and small fruits have
long constituted one of the main sources of in-

come. In late years, however, the greater num-
ber of peach-trees—which greath' excelled all

other trees in number and importance—have been
destroyed or injured by frosts, since when in

creased attention has been turned to market and
farm gardening, tomatoes being the leading crop,

to which alone nearly 10,000 acres were devoted
in 1899. The proximity of the large coast cities,

particularly Philadelphia, is greatly in favor of

garden farming. Stock-raising is of secondary
importance, and has been about stationary for a

number of years. The 1900 census returns show
32.600 dairy cows, 21,600 other cattle, 46.700

swine, and 29,700 horses.

Manufacture.s. The manufacturing industry

employs over 22,000 people, and rivals agricul

ture in importance. The location is favorable,

inasmuch as the coal and iron of the neighbor-

ing States can be put down at Wilmington as

cheaply as at Philadelphia ; while the position on

the coast affords an advantage in shipping and
in ship-building. The falls near the mouth of

the Brandywine have been, from an early date,

extensively utilized for manufacturing purposes.
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The manufacture of iron and steel products leads
in iniportuuce. Tliis industry includes steel and
rolling mills, car-shops, foundry and machine
shops, and ship-building yards—in all 53 estab-
lishments, aggregating a capital of $15,000,000,
or 36 per cent, of the total for the State. The
leatiier industry ranks next, and is the most
prosperous of any of the manufacturing enter-
prises. The 20 establishments have trebled their
capital and have almost doubled their product
during the last decade. The increased produc-
tion of fruits and vegetables has resulted in a
corresponding increase in the canning industry,
the number of establishments having increased
from 28 to 51 during the decade. Prosperity
has not been shared, however, by the textile in-

dustries, the establishments having decreased
from 10 to 5. There has been some decline also

in the manufacture of carriages and wagons.
Fisheries. The fishing industry is increasing

in importance, but is much less extensive than
in the neighboring coast States. The aggregate
value of the product in 1897 was $252,000, the
oyster, shad, and sturgeon fisheries being the
most important. The men employed numbered
2400.

Tr.\nsportation and Commerce. A number
of the trunk lines connecting the East with the

South and the West pass through the northern
part of the State. The total mileage in 1899 was
349, or a little less than 18 per 100 square miles

of territory or per 10,000 inhabitants. Chesapeake
and Delaware bays are connected by a canal IS^^
miles long, 06 feet wide, and 10 feet deep. This
work was completed in 1829, at a cost of $2,250,-

000. The massive breakwater at Lewes was begun
in 1828, and completed in 1869, at a cost of over
$2,000,000. There is some foreign commerce di-

rect through Wilmington, but such trade is gen-

erally through Baltimore or some Northern port.

The coasting trade is important, especially with
New York, with which Wilmington is connected
by a line of steamers. Wilmington is a customs
district, and there are deputy collectors at New
Castle and Lewes.

Banks. Tn 1900 there were 20 national banks
in operation in the State, with a combined capi-

tal of $2,159,000 and deposits of $6,397,000;

two State banks, with a capital of $600,000 and
deposits of $1,685,000, and tvo mutual savings

banks, with deposits of $5,027,000 and 20,300

depositors.

PoPLLATioN. In 1790 Delaware had a popu-
lation of .-)9,000: in 1820, 72,700; in 1850, 91,-

500; in 1860, 112,200; in 1870, 125,000; in

1880, 146.600; in 1890. 168,500, and in 1900,

184.700. But three States had less population at

the last census, and but six a lower rate of increase

for the decade. There were 94 individuals to the

square mile. The negroes numbered 30.700; and
the foreign-born 13,800, of whom about one-half

were Irish. Wilmington had a population of

76,500. or 41 per cent, of the total population,

and is the only city exceeding 4000. Dover is the

capital.

Religion. The leading religious denomina-
tions are the Methodist Episcopal, Roman Cath-

olic, Presbyterian, Protestant Episcopal, and Bap-
tist. U'ilmington is the see of the Protestant

Episcopal diocese of Delaware and of the Roman
Catholic diocese of Wilmington. There are over

400 clnirches.

Vol,, v.—49.

Education. The public-school system wa.s

established in 1875. The State school fund is

largely derived from Delaware's share in the
United States surplus revenue and from the
j)rocceds of certain fees and licenses. The State
Constitution places a minimum limit of $100,000
on the annual appropriation for schools in addi
tion to the school fund. In 1900 $130,000 was
distributed to the counties for use in the pay-
ment of teachers' salaries and supplying free

text-books. There are separate race schools. The
school year averages 100 days in length. From
an estimated number of 48,800 children between
the ages of five and eighteen (1899), 33,100 were
enrolled in school, the average attendance, how-
ever, being but 22,600. There were 840 teachers,

of whom 022 were females. There are 12 high
schools. There is an agricultural college for

colored students at Dover. The State has no
nonnal schools, but teachers' institutes are held
in each county. The only institution for higher
instruction is Delaware College at Newark,
which is open to both se.xes.

GrOVERNMENT. The present Constitution was
adopted in 1897. To be amended, it requires a
two-thirds vote of each House at two consecutive
Legislatures. A constitutional convention may
be called if demanded by a two-thirds vote of

each House, approved by a vote of the people.

To enjoy the right of suffrage requires a resi-

dence in the State for one year, in the county
three months, and in the election district for

twenty days. The usual mental qualifications

are required, as is also the ability to read the

Constitution. Disfranchisement follows for the

conviction of felony or implication in attempted
bribery in connection with the exercise of the

right of franchise. Registration is also required.

Legislative.— Elections and legislative ses-

sions are held biennially—the former on the

Tuesday after the first Monday in November.
There is a Senate of 17 members, 7 from the

northern county and 5 from each of the other

two, chosen for four years, and a House of Rep-
resentatives of 35, the northern county having 15

riiembers and the other. two 10 each, chosen for

two years. Senators must be twenty-seven years
of a<je or over, and be freeholders in their own
counties; Representatives must be twenty-four
or over; and both must have been citizens of the

State three years, and the last year a resident

of the districts from which they are elected, to be
eligible to seats in the Legislature. The $0 per

diem salary is discontinued after the sixtieth day
of the session. Revenm- bills nuist originate with

the Lower House. The power of impeachment
rests with the Lower House, trial for impeach-
ment with the Senate.

Executive.—^The Governor is elected for n

period of four years and is not eligible a third

time. The Governor may veto any bill or any
portion of a bill appropriating money, but the

veto may be overri(i«ien by a three-fifths vote of

each House. The Governor grants pardons upon
reconunendation of the Board of Pardon. Tlie

LienU'iianl-fJovernor presides over the Senate,

his term of office being identical with that of the

(Governor. The Attorney-General and Insurance-

(Jencral also serve four years each.

Judiciarff.—There are six State judges, one of

whom is ('hancellor and one Chief .Tuatice, and
all of whom are appointed by the Governor witli

the consent of the Senate for a term of 12 years.
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'Iri-nson, murder in the lirst degree, ardun of a

dwelling, rape, and burglary at night, with in-

tent to commit high erimes, are punishable with
death. The whipping-post and pillory have been

in use for |>etty offenderu. Adultery by a wife

or impotence on either side is a cause for di-

vorce ; and divorce may be granted for cruelty,

abandonment, etc. Until 1828 the Presidential

Kh-ctors (if Delaware were chosen by the Legisla-

ture: since then they have been elected by the

iwpular vote. In 1812, 181(J, and 1820 Delaware
iiad two Representatives in Congress, and there-

fore cast four electoral votes; but at all other

times, having but one such Representative, it has
cast only three electoral votes.

Militia. There is a total organized militia of

."{(tS men. There arc 40,02!) men of military age.

Finance. In December, 11)00, the total assets

of the State amounted to $1,128,445.70. of which
.* 1,030,542 represented investment.^. Th<' State

<lebt for the same date was $709,750, the greater

I>art of which was incurred in the loans of 1887
and 1807. The disbiirscments for that year
amounted to .$310,868.8(5. and the receipts, $.381.-

813.05. The largest item of the receipts (.$155,-

S03.73) was returned from licenses.

History. The aboriginal inhabitants of the
region liolonged to the l^enni Lenape family, but
Iroquois hunting parties frequently traversed
the country. The name Delaware was first ap-

plied to the bay which Lord de la Warr entered
in 1611. Mey, a Dutch explorer, built Fort Nas-
.sau on Timber Creek in 1023, and in 1()31 a
Dutch company, headed by De Vries, established
a colony on Lewes Creek, near Cape Henlopen,
which the Indians destroyed. In 1638 a colony
of Swedes erected a fort on Christiana Creek,
named the country New Sw«;den, and subsequent-
ly established a military post on the island of

Tinnicum, below Philadelphia. The Dutch con-

sidered this an invasion of their territory and
set up Fort Casimir, near the site of tlie j)resent

New Castle. A settlement on the Delaware, made
in 1041 near the present site of Salem, N. J.,

by a colony from New Haven, existed only for
two years. After 1042 the Swedes and the Dutch
came into open conflict. The Swedes took Fort
Casimir in 1654, but were driven out in the fol-

lowing year by the Dutch, who seized the whole
countrj'. When New Netherlands came into the
possession of the English the settlements on the
IVlaware were claimed both by the Duke of York
and by Lord Baltimore. In 1683 William Penn
received the territory in fee from the Duke of
York and eflfected a compromise with I^ord Bal-
t imore, and for twenty years Delaware was gov-
erned as a part of Pennsylvania under the name
of the 'Territories or Three Lower Counties on
the Delaware,' each county sending six Represen-
tatives to the General Assembly. In 1703 Dela-
ware established a separate legislature, but con-
tinued to acknowledge the authority of the Gov-
ernor of Pennsylvania till the Revolution. In
the War of Independence, the 'Blue Hen's Chick-
ens,' as the Delaware volunteers were called, ren-
dered efTicient service. The State was the first

to ratifv the Federal Constitution, December 7,
1787.

Though a slave-holding State, Delaware re-

mained faithful to the Union in 1861, and con-
tributed nearly 14.000 troops to the Northern
armies. In the southern part of the State, how-
ever, the Confederate sentiment was strong, and

large numbers went to join the Southern forces.
The inhabitants accepted the results of the war
with ill grace. The Fourteenth Amendment wa»>
»lenounce<i by the Legislature, and though no
forcible attempts were made, as in the South, t«
lianqMjr the enfranchised negroes in the exercise
of their newly acquired civil and political rights,
the feeling of race hatre<l prevailed for a lonf
time after the war.
The economic history of the State since 1805

has been a happy one. The period has witnessed
a remarkable growth of the railway system, the
development of the fruit industry, and the rise
of Wilmington as a ship-building and manufac-
turing centre. Progress in public education has
been, on the whole, im.satisfactory, owing to the
lack of a central Department of Instruction.
The rapid growth of Wilmington in population
since 1873 has created great opposition to the
prevailing system of representation in the Legis-
lature as being unfair to the inhabitants of that
city. This is owing to the fact that the State
Representatives are apportioned equally among
the three countries, with the result that New Cas-
the County, containing the city of Wilmington,
with an industrial population one and a halt
times that of the agricultural counties of Sussex
and Kent, has always been in a hopeless minor-
ity. From 1788 to 1852 Delaware was a Federal
or Whig State in national elections excepting in

J 820, when it cast its vote for Monroe. Since
1852 it has been a Democratic State with the
I'.Kception of the years 1872, 1896, and 1900. In
.State politics it was consistently Democratic from
1865 to 1900. In 1895 the Republican Party,
owing to internal dissensions, was split into two
factions. This led to the assembling of a rumji
Republican Legislature in 1897, and to a pro-

longed contest for the choice of a United Stato
Senator. Neither faction would yield, and the

Democratic Party was too weak to avail itself

of the dissensions in the Republican Party. Del-
aware, therefore, ha(J only one Senator in Con-
gress from 1895 to 1901, and has had none since

1901. The first State Constitution was adopte<)
in 1776, the second in 1791, the third in 1831. the

fourth in 1897.

DELAWABE. A river of the Eastern UniUd
States, which rises on the western slopes of the

Catskill Mountains (q.v.) in southeastern New
York (Map: New .Jersey. CI). It Hows in a
.southwest course to Deposit, a distance of about
100 miles. Here it turns sharply to the soutli

east and soon forms the boinidary between Penn
sylvania and New York, receiving at Hancock
the waters of the eastern branch, which also

rises in the Catskills. At Port Jervis^ N. Y.,

where it becomes the boundary between Pennsyl-
vania and New .Tersey, it turns to the southwest
and flows in that course to Delaware Water Gay
(q.v.), thence generally southward to Easton.

Pa., thence southeast to a point just below Tren-
ton, thence southwest again past Philadelphia
and Chester, Pa., where it begins to broaden int«

an estuary, which gradually widens into Dela-

ware Bay. In its lower course it separates
New Jersey from Delaware. Its length ig

410 miles and it drains an area of 12.012

square miles, of which one-fourth is in N^ew

York, over one-half in Pennsylvania, and
about one-fifth in New .Jersey. Its mean dis

charge at LambertAjille has been estimated at

18,600 cubic feet per second. It has a consider-
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able fall and furnishes extensive power at Tren-
ton, wliere it crosses the Fall Line (10 to 15 feet
fall), at Lambertville (Welles's Falls, 14 feet),
at Bolvidere (Foul Rift, 23 feet), and at Port
Jervis (30 feet). Its chief tributaries are the
Schuylkill (q.v,) and the Lehigh (q.v.

) , both from
the west. It is navi{^al)le for large ships to Phil-
adelphia and for steaiubonts to the head of tide-
water at Trenton. It is seldom that navigation
is closed by ice below Pliiladelphia. A canal
parallels the left bank of the river from Easton,
Pa., to Morrisville (opposite Trenton), and then
cuts across a bend to Bristol. A canal also con-
nects Trenton with New Brunswick (on the Rari-
tan River), and another crosses New Jersey
from near Phillipsburg to Jersey City on the
Hudson River. A fourth canal parallels Lehigh
River and connects Mauch Chunk with Easton,
while a lifth parallels the Lackawaxen River from
Honesdale, Pa., to Lackawaxen on the Delaware,
and parallels the Delaware to Port Jervis.

DELAWARE. A city and the county-seat of
Delaware County, Ohio, 24 miles north of Co-
lunil)us, on the Whetstone (Olentangy) River,
and on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Saint Louis, the Columbus, Sandusky and Hock-
in^', and the Columbus, Hocking Valley and To-
ledo railroads (Map: Ohio, E 5). It is the seat
of the Ohio Wcsleyan University (Methodist-
Kpi.scopal), opened in 1844, and has a public
and other libraries. There are mineral springs
noted for medicinal properties. The city carries on
a considerable trade, and has foundries, railroad
repair shops, clay-works, and manufactures of
chairs, carriages, building material, gloves, flour,
woolens, lumber, etc. Delaware, incorporated in
1827, is governed by a mayor, elected everj- two
years, and a municipal council. Population, in
1890, 8224; in 1900, 7940.

DELAWABE (from the Delaware River).
One of the most important tribes of Algonquian
stock, originally occupying what is now New
Jersey and the Delaware River basin, eastern
Pennsylvania, and southeastern New York. They
call themselves Lcnape, 'true men,' and claimed
and were accorded precedence over nearly all the
other tribes of Algonquian kinship. They had
a number of subtribes in three principal divi-
sions, of which the Munsee or Wolf tribe (q.v.)
differed considerably from the others. They
were friendly with the Dutch and Swedish colo-
nists, and in 1682 made the celebrated treaty
with William Penn, which was faithfully kept on
both sides for over half a century. German
-Moravian missionaries, among whom were the
devoted Zinzendorf. Zeisberger, and Heckewelder.
labored among them with great success. Through
the aggression of the later settlers, backed by the
powerful Iroquois, they were finally compelled
to retire to the Susquehanna and upper Ohio
region, in consequence of which they l)ccamp em-
bittered against the English coloni.sts and threw
their whole strength with the French side in the
French and Indian War of 1754-03. In the
Revolution they joined with the British against
the Americans, and. with other tril>cs of the
Ohio Valley, continued the struggle until crushed
by Wayne and compelled to accept the treaty of
Greenville, by which, in 1705, the allied tribes
ceded nearly all their ancient claims in what is

now Pennsylvania and Ohio. During this strug-
j?le occurred the massacre of the peaceful Chris-

tian Delawares at Gnadenhuetten, Ohio, in eon-
sequence of which the remaining converts lied t»
Canada. By successive removals the larger poi-
tion of the tribe drifted from Indiana to Mis-
souri and Kansas, a considerable band settling
by Spanish permission in eastern Texas. The
main body removed in 1867 from Kansas to the
Indian Territory and Ijecame incorporated with
the Cherokee Nation. The whole tribe, including
the Munsee, numbers now about 1750, distributed
as follows: Incorporated in Cherokee Nation,
780; on (late) Wichita reservation, Oklahoma,
95; MunstHi, with Chippewa, in Kansas, 55(?);
Munsee, with Stockbridge, at Green Bay, Wis.,
210(?); 'Moravians of the Thames,' Ontario,
355; 'Alunsees of the Thames,' Ontario, 120;
Delaware, with Six Nations, on Grand River
reserve, Ontario, 135.

DELAWABE BAY. A bay on the Atlantic
Coast of the United States, between the States
of Delaware and New Jersey (Map: New Jersey,
B 5). It receives the Delaware River, whose
estuary gradually emerges into the bay. It is

about 40 miles long to where it contracts to a
width of 4 miles. Its greatest width is 2a miles,
and the width at the entrance, between Cape
May, in New Jersey, and Cape Henlopen, in
Delaware, is about 15 miles. The depth of the
channel varies from 30 to 60 feet, but much
of the bay has less than 30 feet of water. A
breakwater at Cape Henlopen, constructed by
the United States Government, forms a large and
safe harbor from 24 to 35 feet deep. Government
lighthouses are maintained at the entrance to
the bay and also at a number of places within
the bay, not only to mark points on the shore,
but also shoal places in the channel. A large
tonnage of coast and foreign shipping passes
through the bay to and from Wilmington, Ches-
ter, and Philadelphia.

DELAWABE COLLEGE. An educational
institution founded at Newark, Del., in 1833.
In 1859 the college was closed and was not re-

opened until 1870, when it was made a benefi-

ciary of the Congressional act of 1862 granting
public lands to the several States for the pur-
pose of establishing colleges of agriculture and
mechanic arts, lender a further Congressional
act, known as the 'Hatch Bill,' an agricultural
experiment station was established at the col-

lege in 1887 ; and imder an act of 1890 the college

receives annually some $20,000 additional. The
college confers degrees in arts, science, and the
technical sciences. In 1902 the college property
amounted to $250,000, and the total annual in-

come to .$^.5,000. At the same time the library

contained 13,000 volumes.

DELAWARE WATEB GAP. A low gap
and narrow gorge in the Kittatinny Range of the
A])j)alachian Mountains on the borders of Penn-
sylvania and New Jersey. n«'ar Stroudsburg. Pa.
(Map: Pennsylvania, F 3). The Delaware River
flows through the gjip. The stwp mountain sides

rise to a height of 1400 feet above the water,
forming very picturesque scenery, which makes
the region a ])<)pular summer resort. It is

reached by rail from Philadelphia (108 miles),
and New York (88 miles K
DE LA WARB, or DELAWARE. Thomas

Wkst. Lord ( l.')77-101S) . .\ Colonial Governor
of Virtrinia. He succeeded his father as Baroa
De la Warr, and became a member of Queen Eliza-
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bt-tlis l»riv> Council in lli()2. lu 1009 he be-

came a nieinber of the Council of Virginia; and
in I'ebruury, 1010, was appointed first CJovemor
and Captain-General of Virginia, arriving at
Jamestown on .June 10, just in time to prevent
the original colonists from abandoning the settle-

ment. Though lie lived with ridiculous pomp, he
was an able and energetic ollicer, and infused new
life into the previously mismanaged colony. He
planltnl a small settlement on the site of the

present Hampton, and built two forts, Henry and
Charles, named in honor of King James's sons.

In March, 1011, he sailed for the West Indies

to restore his health, but was driven by a storm
into the river which now bears his name. He
never returned to Jamestown, though he re-

mained the nominal Governor and contributed

large sums of money to the enterprise. In 1618,

in answer to the urgent request of the colonists,

then smarting under Argall's oppression, he sailed

ag>iin for America, but died on the voyage. His
1 he Relation of . . . Lord De La Warr
. . . to the Couneil of Virghiia, originally

published in 1011, was republished in 1858.

DELBCEUF, dcrbgf', Joseph Remi Leopold
(1831-90). A Belgian philosopher, born in

Li^gc. In 1800 he became an instructor in tKe

Normal School of his native town, in 1803-00

was professor of philosophy in Ghent, and from
1800 held a chair in Lifege. His works include:

De la moralitc en litt^rature (1861); De la

psychologic comme science naturelle, son present
et son nvcnir (1875); and Le sommeil et les

rcves (1885).

DELBBTJCK, dfil'brvk, Bebthold (1842—).
A (Jerman comparative philologist and Sanskrit
scholar, born in Putbus. He studied at the uni-

versities of Halle and Berlin, and was appointed
professor of comparative philology and Sanskrit
in Jena in 1809. He made important additions
to the literature of comparative philology in his

Orundfragen dcr Sprachforschung (1901). His
other works include: Einleitung in das Sprach-
stndium (3d ed., 1893; English trans., 1882);
Sgntaktische Forschungen, vols. i.-v. (1871-88) ;

and Vergleichende Syntax der indogermanischen
Sprachen, which forms volumes iii., iv., and v.

of Brugmann and Delbriick's Grundriss der in-

doqermanischen Sprachen (Strassburg, 1893-

1900).

DELBBtJCK, Hans (1848—). A German
historian and politician. He was bom in Bergen,
on the island of Riigen, and was educated in

Heidelberg, Greifswald, and Bonn, where his
studies were interrupted by the Franco-German
War, in which he served as officer. In 1874
he became preceptor of Prince Waldemar of
Prussia, a brother of Emperor William II. After
k-cturing at the University of Berlin and serving
as Deputy in the Reichstag, in 1883 he became
an editor of the Preiissische Jahrbiicher, of which
publication he assumed charge in 1889. In 1885
he was appointed to the chair of history at the
University of lierlin. where his lectures attained
great popularity. His principal works include:
Die Pcrserkriege uvd die Burgunderkriege
(1887); Die Strategic des Perikies erlautert
durch die Strategic Friedrichs des Grossen
(1890); Friedrich, Napoleon, Moltke. Aeltere
vnd neuerc Strategic (1892) ; and Geschichte dcr
Kriegsknnst im Rahmen der politischcn Ge-
schichte (1900).

DELBBUCK, M.\rti.\ KKiEttKicii Ri'doi.k von
(1817— ). A German statesman, born in Berlin.

He came of a distinguished family, his father,

Johann Kriedrich Gottlieb Delbriick (died 1830),
having lK»en prece|)tor of the two Prussian
princes afterwards respectively known as King
William IV. and Emperor William 1. He studied

in Halle, Bonn, and Berlin. After an association

of fifteen years with the Prussian Bureau of t'om-

merce (organized as the Ministry of Commerce
in 1848), he became in 1859 director of llie De-

partment of Commerce and Industry, in which
capacity he skillfully consolidated the German
ZoUverein and negotiated important treaties

with France (1802), and subsequently with
England, Belgium, Italy, and other European
States. In August, 1867, Bismarck sec-ured his

advancement to the presidency of the Chancery
of the North-German Confederation. He also De-

came a Prussian Minister of State in 1808, and
in both positions, in which he was virtually the

lepresentative of the 'Iron Chancellor,' he dis-

played a strict adherence to constitutional prin-

ciples, notwithstanding the great difficulties fre-

quently encoimtered in the defense of the

measures advocated by Bismarck. In October,

1870, he was sent on diplomatic missions to the

various courts of South Germany, in order to

promote the unification of the country, and the
ultimate conclusion of the treaties at Versailles

(November 15, 23, and 25, 1870) was directly

due to the skill and tact with which Delbriick

had discharged tliis important mission. He was
president of the Imperial Chancery until 1870,

when Bismarck beiran to inaugurate that pro-

tective policy which Delbriick as the representa-

tive of free trade had ever strenuously opposed.

His literary productions include the anonymous
monograph Dcr ZoUverein und das Tabaksmono-
pol (1857) and the legal treatise entitled Der
Artikcl Ji(S der Reiehsvcrfassung.

DELBBUCK, Max Emil Julius (1850—).
A German chemist, brother of Hans Delbriick,

born in Bergen. He studied chemistry in

Berlin and in Greifswald. In 1872 he was
made assistant at the Academy of Trades in

Berlin; in 1887 he was appointed instructor at

the Agricultural College, and in 1899 was given

a full professorship. The researches, carried

out in part by Delbriick himself, in part under
his guidance, have resulted in technical contribu-

tions of the highest value to the fermentation in-

dustries. He is one of the editors of the Zcit-

schrift fiir Spirittisindustrie (1807), and of the

Wochenschrift fiir Brauerei.

DELCASS^, dCl'ka'stV, Th^ophile (1852—).
A Frencli statesman, born at Pamiers. He be-

came known by his able articles on foreign poli-

tics, published in Le Jour, La Republique Fran-
caise, and various other journals. He served

several times in the Chaml)er of Deputies, and
became Under-Secretary and Minister of the Colo-

nies in 1894. In this capacity he contributed

greatly to economic progress in the foreign pos-

sessions of France. He was Foreign Minister

in the Brisson, Dupuy, Waldeck-Rousseau, and
Combes Cabinets. He adjusted the differences

with England arising from the occupation of

Fashoda by Marchand. and was instrumental in

determining the eastern frontier of the French
possessions in the Sudan. As Minister of the

Colonies, his services in behalf of economic prog-
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ress in the foreign possessions of France have
been most valuahk'.

DEL CBED'ERE (It., upon faith or credit,

from Lat. credere, to believe). A phra^ of the
law merchant, which has been adopted into the
commercial codes of Europe as well as into the
common-law system of England and America. A
del credere agent is one who, in consideration of
an additional compensation, undertakes to be-

come personally responsible to his principal for
the payments and other obligations which accrue
to him as the result of his dealings. His under-
taking is in the nature of a continuing guarantee
that his principal shall suffer no loss through
the default of those to whom he has extended
credit on the principal's account. The class of
agents known as factors are commonly employed
on this basis. The agent is said to be acting
under a del credere commission or authority.
S<»e Factor; Principal and Agent.

DELEB PALM. See Palmyra Palm.

DELECLTJZE, de-ia'kluz', Etienne Jean
( 1781-18(i2 ) . A French art critic and painter,

born in Paris. He studied in the atelier of David,
and obtained a gold medal in 1808, but after 1816
devoted himself to literature. In paintinir, as in

literature, he was an extreme advocate of the clas-

sical school. He was a frequent contributor to
the Kevue Fran^uisc, the Rerue des Deux Mondes,
and other periodicals. His most important
literary works are: Precis d'un traitc dc la pein-

ture (1828): Louis David, son ^cole et son
temps (1855) ; and Souvenirs de soixante annees
(18U2). Among his romances are Mademoiselle
•lusiine de Liron (18.32) and others, collected as
Itomans, contes et nourelles (184.3).

DELECTABLE MOUNTAINS, The. The
jtasturcs of 'the duxcn,' in Banyan's Pilgrim's
Progress, which overlook the Celestial City.

DELEGATE, Apostolic. See Legate.

DELEGATES, Court of. The old English
loiirt of appeal in ecclesiastical and maritime
causes. Before the time of Henry VIII. the
practice had gradually become established of
taking ecclesiastical causes on appeal to the
court of Rome. By 24 Hen. VIII. c. 12, this prac-
tice was aboli.shed. and appeals were directed
to be heard by the archbishops of the several

provinces. By 2.'> Hen. VIII. c. 19, it was di-

rected that api>eals should finally l)e referred to

the King in council, and his Majesty was by the

same statute emjiowered to issue a commission
under the great s«'al to hear the appeals. The
••ourt thus established was called the court of

delegates. It consisted, in ordinary causes, of

a puism' judge from each of the common-law
courts, and thrtN* or more doctors of the civil

law. After sentence had lM'<>n pronoimced by the
court of delegates, it was competent for the King
to grant a commission of review; but this power
was rarely exercised, except upon the ground of

error in fact or in law. By 2 and .3 Will. IV. c.

92, the court of delegates was abolished, and its

jurisdiction was transferred to the King in

council. And by .3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 41. and 6
and 7 Vict. c. .38. the sovereign is empowered to

refer all ap{>eals from ecclesiastical or other
courts to the judicial committee of the privy
council. See Admiralty Law, Ecclesiastical
COIRTS.

DELEGATION (Fr. diUgation, Lat. delega-
Hv, from de, away, from, -|- legare, to send
with a commission). The term formerly applied
in Lombardy, Venetia, and the Papal States, both
to the governing court of a province and to the
province itself. There were nine delegations in

Lombardy and eight in Venetia, each of which
was presided over by a delegate, a vice-delegate,

and various subordinates. In the States of the
Church there were seventeen delegations orig-

inally established, but this number was not
strictly adhered to. The delegate was always
a prelate, and directly appointed by the Pope.
If he was a cardinal, he was called a legate,

and his province a legation. In Austria-Hun-
gary the Austrian and Hungarian delegations
constitute the deliberative assembly for the dual
monarchy. See Austbla-Hungaby.

DE LE'ON, Edwin ( 1828-91 ) . An American
journalist, diplomatist, and author, born in'

Columbia, S. C. After eight years of editorial

work (1854-62), chiefly in Washington, he be-

came diplomatic agent in Europe, during the
Civil War, and afterwards Consul-General of the
United States at Cairo. He wrote Thirty Years
of My Life on Three Continents ; The Khedive's
Egypt ; Askaros Kassis, the Cojit ; and Under the

Star and Under the Crescent. He died in New
York. His younger brother, Thomas Cooper De
Leon (1839— ), also bom in Columbia, is the
author of many novels, among them Creole and
Puritan (1889). of parodies, including The Rock
or the Rye (1887), based on Am6lie Rives's The
Quick or the Dead, and of a volume of historical

reminiscences. Four Years in Rebel Capitals

(1893).

DELEFIEBBE, delp^-ilr', Joseph Octave
(1802-79). A Belgian author. He was born
in Bruges, and studied in Ghent. In 1849 he
was appointed Belgian consul to London and
filled that position until 1877. Besides editions

of older works, such as Aventures dc Tiel Ulcn-
spiegel (2d ed. 1840), and Macaroniana (1852),
he published the following scholarly and original

productions: Histnire littfraire des fous (I860) ;

La parodie (I87I) ; Tableau de la litt6rature de
ccnton (2 vols., 1875) ; and L'enfer: Essai
philosophii/ue et historitjue (1877).

DELESCLUZE, de-lft'klyz', Louis Charles
(1809-71). A French politician and agitator,

who took a prominent part in revolutionary con-

spiracies in the time of Ixiuis Philippe, of the
Republic of 1848, of the Second Empire, and the

Third Republic. He was many times imprisoned,

and in 1857 was deported to Cayenne, whence he
returned in 1859 under the amnesty. In 1868 he
started the R^veil, a most radical paper, advo-

cating the ideas of the International. After the

collapse of the Empire he organized the revolt

against the Government of National Defense, and
lor this was arreste<l, but was s<K)n ' released.

Elected to the National Ass«>mbly. he resigned

from that Inxly on l)eing chosen a meml)er of the

Commune, of which he was a conspicuously des-

jK'rate and reckless leader during the siege of

Paris. Seeing the collapse of the Commune, he
sought and found death on the Inst barricade held

by the revolutionists in the Rue d'.Antroulf'nie.

His sufferings while a prisoner he has described

in De Paris d Cayenne, journal d'un transports

(1869).
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DELFF, LIUGO Heinuicu Kabl (1840-98). A
(JcrniuD plnlosoi)lik:il writer, born at iiusuiii in

Schlcswig. After studying at several (jicnnait uni-

versities, he cliose buok-selling as a means of

earning bis livelihood, but devoted all his leisure

to philosophical studies. His most important

works include: Idcen zu einer philusopkischen

Wissenschaft dcs Oeiatea und der Satur (1865) ;

Welt und Weltzcitvn: Eine Philosophic dea

Ijcbrndiijen und dcr That (2 vols., 1872) ; IHe
llauplprnblemc dcr I'hilosophie und Religion

(1880) ; and Daa vierle Evangclium (1890).

DELFT (Dutch, ditched; connected with AS.
dalf, ditch, from dclfan, Dutch delven, to dig,

OHG. bitcUiun, to bury, Engl, delve). A quaint

old town of the Netherlands, situated on the

Schie, about six miles southeast of The Hague
and about eight miles northwest of Rotterdam
(Map: Holland, C 2). It is intersected by
unierous canals lined with trees and contains

a numl)er of interesting buildings. The Prinsen-

Jiof, now converted into a museum, is noted

as the place wliere William I. of Orange was
assiussinated on July 10, 1584. The Oude Kerk,
a Gothic structure, dating from the fifteenth

century, contains monuments of famous Dutch-
men, including one of Admiral Trorap. The
(Jothic Nieuwe Kerk, dating from the fourteenth

century, is surmounted by a tower 375 feet high,

containing 500 bells. The church contains the

family vault of the House of Nassau, the mauso-
leum of William I., and the remains of Hugo
Grotius, a native of Delft, who has also been
commemorated by a bronze statue. The town
kail dates from 1G18, and contains some inter-

esting paintings. The educational institutions

of Delft include a polytochnical school, with over
700 students, and a training school for colonial

officials. In former times Delft was especially

famous for its earthenware, known as Delft-

ware, and made in imitation of Chinese and
Japanese porcelains. This industry, after a

l)eriml of complete decline, has been revived of

late. Delft contains arms and ammunition fac-

tories and carpet-mills. The town was foimded
in the eleventh century, and was almost de-

stroyed in 153G by a fire, and in 1654 by the ex-

plosion of a powder-magazine. Population, in
1900. 31,589.

DELFTSHAVEN, dclfts'hjl'ven. An old
town in South Holland, since 1886 unitel to Rot-
terdam (q.v. ). The Pilgrim P'athers embarked
»t Delftshaven for Southampton, July 22, 1620.

DELGADA, d6l-ga'di\. See Ponta Delgada.

DEL'HI, dell6. A division in the Punjab.
British India (q.v.). It is divided into seven
districts, has an area of 15,530 square miles, and
is mainly agricultural. Capital, Delhi. Popula-
tion, in iSOl, 4,4.36,000; in 1901, 4,587.000.

DELHI or DEHLI. A city of India, capi-

tal of the division and the district of Delhi in

the Punjab (Map: India, C 3). It is situated
on the right bank of the Jimma, in latitude 28°
39' N., and longitude 77° 17' E., 954 miles and
870 miles by rail, respectively, from Calcutta
and Bombay. It is partially surrounded by
strong walls with bastions and ramparts. The
European quarter is separated from the rest

of the city by a canal. The streets in the native
city are, with a few exceptions, narrow, crooked
and far from clean. The mogul's palace, once one
of the most sumptuous architectural monuments

in the East, of wliich only a few buildings arc
left, still shows some traces of Oriental splen-
dor. The Jumma Musjid, the principal moMpn-,
is regarded as one of the noteworthy buildings
of its kind in India, bolh on account of its

dimensions and architecture. It was com-
menced in the .seventeenth century by Shall
tiehan. It has line gateways, surmounted by
minarets and massive doors decorated witli

brass arabesques. Other interesting mosques are
those of Roshanudaulah, situated in the t;entre

of the Chandni Chauk, the principal thorougii-
fare of Delhi, and surmounted by three gill

domes; the Fatchpuri Mosfjue, dating from the
seventeenth century; and the Kalan Musjid,
dating from the fourteenth century, and con-
sidered as a typical example of the architecture
of that period. The Delhi College, founded in

1792, was closed in 1877, and its valuable endow-
ment transferred to the more central institution
of Lahore, but a number of native educational
institutions remain, and numerous books in the
Persian, Arabic, and Hindu languages are pub-
lished at Delhi.

The city carries on an extensive trade in grain,
and its bazaars are well stocked with shawls,
costly embroidered stuffs, and jewelry. Delhi is

an important railway as well as a financial
centre. Since the demolition of part of the
walls, the city has begun to assume a more
Euroi)ean aspect, and it now has gotxl light-

ing, a drainage system, and a good water-supply.
Population, in 1891, 192,580; in 1901, 208,385.
More than one-half of the inhabitants are Hindus
and about two-fifths are Mohammedans.
The city of Indraprastha (ancient Delhi), un-

rivaled in its splendor among the cities of
India, was situated on the opposite bank of the
river. Its original foundations are supposed to
date from the fifteenth century B.C. Its remains
cover an area of about thirty miles in circimi-

ference. The authentic history of Delhi begins
in 1193, when the city was taken by the Moham-
medans. It was the centre of a mighty Mo-
hammedan monarchy until it was conquered in

1398 by Timur. In 1526 Delhi was taken by
Sultan Baber, who removed the capital to Agra,
but under his son Delhi regained its. former
rank. In the latter part of the sixteenth century
the city fell almost into utter decay, as the capi-

tal of the State was either at Agra or Lahon-.
Shah Jehan began the building of the modern city

in 1638. and some of the first edifices of Delhi b<-

long to that period. At the l>eginning of the eigh

teenth century the decline of the Mogul empire
affected also the city of Delhi. In 1739 it was
caj)tured by the Persians, and, as a result of an
attack by the natives on the invading arm^,
many of the inhabitants wei-e massacred and the

city was despoiled of some of its finest treasures,

including the Peacock Throne and the Koh-i-Nur
diamond. In 1789 Delhi was captured by the
Mahrattas, in whose possession it remained luitil

1803, when it was taken by Lord Lake, and has
since remained in the possession of the British.

The uprising of 1857, and the subsequent siege of

the city, form some of the most stirring events
in the history of the British occupation of India.

The invasion of the city by a handful of rebels

from the cantonment of Meerut on May 10, 1857,

was a signal for a general uprising in the city,

as well as in northwestern India, and the rebels

were soon joined by the native troops. The Euro-
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peans were mercilessly cut down, and the large
powder-magazine was exploded by the British
oflicers, who weix* unable to defend it against
the attacks of the natives. Europeans and friendly
native troops began to arrive at tlie beginning
of June, bwt it was not l)efore Septemlx'r that
the army of relief was strong enougli for an
assault on the city. On tSepteraber 14 Delhi was
entered by the liritish, l)ul it was only after
six days' fighting within the walls that the city
was retaken. The IJritish losses during the siege
amounted to over 1000 killetl and nearly 4000
\\ouiided. The old Bahadur Shah, who was pro-
claimed Emperor by the mutineers, was exiled to
Rangoon, and his death in 1862 marked the end
of the Mogul djTiasty.

Consult : Brown. 7/u Punjab and Delhi in 18o7
(l.ondon, 1861) ; Chamlwrs, The History of the
Indian Revolt (Edinburgh, 1859) ; Hodson,
Twelve Years of a Soldier's Life in India (Lon-
don, 185!)).

DELHI. A village and the county-seat of

Delaware Coiznty, N. Y., 66 miles west by south
of Albany ; on the Delaware River, and on a
branch of the New York, Ontario and Western
liailroad (Map: New York, F 3). It is the
c«ntre of an agricultural and dairying region.

Population, in 1890, 1564; in 1900, 2078.

DE'LIA. See Grkek Fe.stivals.

DETIilAN PROBLEM. See f'tTBK.

DELIBES, de lAl/. CLfiMEXT Puilibert Leo
( 18;}(i-91 ) . A French composer, born at Saint
Germain du Val, Sarthe. He studied at the Paris
( onservatory. where he won many prizes, and in

IS.l.'i becanie accompanist at the Thoatre Ly-
rique, and organist at Saint-Jean et Saint-Fran-
<H>is. In 18(J5 he became second chorus-master
at the Opi'ra, and in 1880 was made professor
of composition in the Conservatory. In 1884
he became a member of the Institute, succeeding
Victor Masse. Delibes became popular with his

lirst operetta. Deux sacs de charbon (1855), and
then wrote a numl)er of comic operas and bal-

lets, of which the most famous are: Le roi I'a dit

(1873) and Lakm^ (1883), operas; CoppMia
(1870) and Sylvia (1876), ballets. They are
famous . for delicacy and brilliant, fairy-like

•rchestral effects.

DELIGHT OF MANKIND (Lat. delicice

(iijirris huuKnii). A title given to the Roman
Emperor Titus, in admiration of his mildness
and virtues.

DELIOiAH (Heb., delicate). The name of

a Philistine woman whom Samson loved. Her
home was in the valley of Sorek. By her flatter-

ing l)lan(lishnients. she obtained from him the
secret that his great strength lay in his locks;

and having cut these off while he lay asleep, she
then treacherously iK'trayed the warrior, shorn

of his strength, into the hands of his enemies.
(Judges xvi.. 4-31). See Samson.

DELILLE, dff-lAl', Jacques (1738-1813). A
I'rencli didactic poet and translator, bom at
Aifjue|>erse. Jimc 22. 1738. He achieved extraor-

dinary popularity in the eighteenth century. Imt

is now hardly read or thought readable, save as

he is typical of the lack of poetic inspiration in

kis generation. His translation of Vergil's

(iteorgics (1769) was est<»emed at least equal to

the original, and Les jardins on I'art d'embellir

Ics paysagcs (1782, enlarged ed. HOI) was

rS DELIBIUM.

deemed immortal, lie was elected to the Acad-
emy in 1772, but not admitted until 1774. After
the outbreak of the Revolution he followed the
Emigration. He lived for a time in Switzer-
land, where he published L'homme des champs,
ou les Gcorgiques frangaisea (1800). In 1801
he went to England, wiiere he translated Paradise
Lost. J'rance could not spare him. and in that
year requested him to return to iiis .seat in tiie

Academy and his professorsliip of Latin and
belles-lettres in the University of Paris and the
roll&ge de France, which he held till blindness
intervened. This, however, did not check the
stream of iiis poetic production, which in the.se

last years included La pitie, in four cantos
(1803); Vergil's /J/j CI rff? (1805); L'Imayinalion,
in eight cantos (1806); Les trois rcynes de lu
nature (1809) ; and La conversation (1812). He
died in Paris, May 1, 1813. Consult Sainte-
Beuve, Portraits litteraires. vol. ii. (Paris. 1864).

DELIQUES'CENCE (Lat. deliquescere, to
melt away, dissolve, from de, down, away +
liquere, to be lluid, liquid). The term applied
to the property which certain substances have
of absorbing moisture from the air and becom-
ing damp, and even running into liquid. The
substances possessing this property are said to be
deliquescent. Caustic potash and the chlorides
of calcium and magnesium are examples of deli-

quescent substances.

DELIRIUM (Lat., literally, being off the
straiglit line, or furrow, from de, off, away +
lira, furrow). A derangement of mind during
illness, in whicli the intellect and the judgment
are perverted or lost, while the imagination and
the passions are often excited, or at least left

without control. The result is an incoherent or
totally disordered course of action and speech,
frequently attended by delusions, or unreason-
ing beliefs, which the sound mind at once per-

ceives to have no foimdation in fact. The "pa-

tient is generally suffering from an acuti> dis-

ease, such as fever. Delirium maj' occur during
the invasion of pneumonia, scarlet fever, small-
pox, bubonic plague, or during ura-mia, chorea,
iijsteria, epilepsy, etc. Delirium tremens (Lat.,

shaking delirium) is the result of long continued
alcoholic intoxication, and may attack a 'motl-

erate drinker' during a single excessive indul-

gence. Contrary to a very common belief, it

is probably never cau.sed by sudden withdrawal
of liquor from one who is constantly indulging in

drink. Delirium tremens is characterized bj' a
n-stless. irritable state of the nervous system,
nithor tiian by furious paroxysms of excitement
(though these are not rare) ; by consUint though
ill-regulated and ineffectual attempts of the
patient to occupy himself; by spectral illusions

of horrible, terrifying, or very rarel}' amusing
objects, such as animals, snakes, goblins, etc., or
hallucinations of vision and hearing; by tremors
of the hands and tongue; by loss of appetite,

nnu.sen, and vomiting; and by great wakefulness,
the want of sleep being often protractwl over
many days and nights, with constant excitement
of the senses, and the prostration of the vital

powers from deficient nourishment. In treating

delirium tremens, bromides, chloral, rarely opium,
strychnine, and other powerful drugs are used,

with ptirgatives. Stimulants other than alcohol

are frequently needed. The condition is very
dangerous, as almut 17 per cent, of the patients
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die; and the use of drugs, of restraint wIkmi the

patients are furious, and the direction of nour-

ishment must be under the administration of a

physician. See Alcohol; Mania.

DELIBIUM E'EBICSUM ( Lat. cbriuntis^

addicted to drink, from fhriu.s, drunk). An old

term used to denoU; eitlier the delirium accom-

panying acute alcoholism, or delirium tremens.

In the former there is exalUition, garrulity,

boastfulness, delusions of a grandiose character,

followed by violent verbal abuse, passion, and
often tierce anger without cause, which prompts

the inebriated individual to break furniture,

glassware, panes of glass in windows, etc. De-

lirium tremens is described under Delibu'M
(q.v.).

DELIRIUM NERVO'SUM, or TRAU-
MAT1CUM (Lat. nerrosus, nervous; traunni-

ticus, from Gk. rpavfuiTiKis, traumatikoa, of

wounds, from rpav/ia, trauma, wound). A term

employed by Dupuytren to designate an attack

of delirium with tremors, which frequently

supervenes on .severe bodily injuries, such as gun-

shot wounds, burns, and fractures—ehiefly met
with in large hospitals—in the case of per-sons

of weakly constitution, and who are irritable and
nervous, and have been intemperate in their

habits. Delirium nervo-sum resembles delirium

tremens, and is the forerunner of death in some
operative cases.

DELIRIUM TRE'MENS. See Delirium.

DELISLE, dc-ii'K. See LiSLE, GuiLLAi'ME nE.

DELISLE, LicopoLi) Victor (1826—). A
French historian and bibliographer, bom at Va-
lognes. I'^or many j'ears he was connected with

the Bibliothfeque Nationale. In 1871 he was
made director of the department of manuscripts,

and in 1874 general director of the great library.

His numerous works include: Rouleaux des snorts

du IXrme au XVime siccle (1866) ; Le cabinet

des manuscrits de la Bibliothique Nationale

(3 vols., 1868-81); Inventaire gcn^'rale et

m6thodi(iHe des manuscrits fran<;ais (Vols. 1 and
2, 1876-78) ; and Lcs Bibles de Gutenberfj (1894).

DELITZSCH, dfi'lich. A town and important
railway junction of the Prussian Province of

Saxony, lH miles north of Leipzig, on the right

bank of the Lubber (Map: Prussia, E 3). It

is an old but well-built town, still partially

surrounded by walls. The castle, rebuilt in 1690,

is now used as a female penitentiary. The manu-
factures include tobacco, sugar, syrup, shoes,

and hosiery. In the neighborhood are rich coal-

mines. The town is the birthplace of the famous
naturalist Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 9000; in 1900, 10,500.

DELITZSCH, Franz (1813-90). A German
theologian, born and educated in I-icipzig. He
became professor of theology at Rostock in 1846,

at Erlangen in 1855, and at Leipzig in 1867. He
was one of the strongest exponents of what is

called the Erlanaren School, or the strictest ortho-
dox theology. He interested himself in the con-
version of the Jews, in this way utilizing his

great knowledge of Hebrew and the Talmud

;

and his translation of the New Testament into
Hebrew was widely circulated among the Jews of

Galicia and Russia. This work, comnleted after
a Inhor of almost forty years, is entitled Die Bii-

cher des neuen Bundes aus dem Griechischen ins
Hebrdische iibrrsetzt (1877). Besides a number

of valuable commentaries on the Old Testament,
and other theological works, he published some
popular devotional writings, among which the

following hatl a wide circulation: Dus tiakra-

mcnt des icahrcn Li-ibcs and Blutcs Jrsu Christi

(1844); \icr Biichcr von d<r Kirch (1847):
I'hilcmon, odcr von der christ lichen Freundschaft
(2d ed. 1858) ; Handircrkrrlebcn sur Zeit Jcsu
(1868) ; Kin Tag in KujK-rneum. (1871) ; Durch
Krankheit zur iicncsunu (1873).

DELITZSCH, Fkieukicu (1850—). A Ger
man Assyriologist, a son of Franz Delitzsch. He
was appointed extraordinary professor at Ix^ip-

zig in 1877, ordinary professor at Breslau in

1893, and in 1899 professor of Assyriology in

the University of lierlin. His lectures at-

tained a wide popularity, and one of them,
entitled Der babylnnische Ursprung Hehruischer
Ideen, delivered in 1901, was attended by
Emi)eror William 1., who also gave a large

sum toward the researches to be made in

the territory' of ancient Babylonia. The follow-

ing is a partial list of the principal works of

Delitzsch: Asstfrische Lcsestiicke (3d ed. 1885);
Wo lag das Paradiesf (1881); Studien iiber

indogermanische Wurzelvertrandtschaft (2d ed.

1884) ; Assyrischcs Worterbuch zur gcsamlen
bis her veroffentlichten Keilschriftlitteratur {\SS7
et seq.) ; Atisyrischc (Irammntik (1889) ; Assyr-
isches Uandiciirterbuch (4 vols., 1894-96) ; Das
Babylonischc Wcltfichopfungsepos (1896).

DELITZSCH. See Sen ultze-Delitzsch.

DE'LIUS (Lat., from Gk. A//Xm>j, DSlios).

A name given to Apollo, who was fabled to have
been born on the island of Delos.

DELIUS, d&'l^oos, NiKOLAUS (1813-88). A
(Jerman philologist and Shakespearean scholar,

born in Bremen. He studied at the Universitien

of Bonn and Berlin, visited England and France,

and settled in 1841 in Berlin. In 1846 he re-

moved to Bonn, where he lectured on Sanskrit,

Romance, and English literature, and was pro-

fessor at the University from 1867 to 1880.

Among his writings those concerned with the

criticism and interpretation of Shakespeare's

works are the most important; above all, the

great edition of the complete works, with a criti-

cal preface and explanatory notes, published

1854-61, and repeatedly thereafter. Besides thi«

must be mentioned Die Tieck.sche fihakespeare-

Kritik (1846) ; Der Mythus von William khake-

spcure ( 1851 ) ; Ueber das englischc Theateriresei^

zu Shakespeare's Zeit (1853): Pseudo-Shake
spearischc Dranien (1856-74). He also contrib-

uted valuable studies to the knowledge of Ro
mance literature in the Middle Ages.

DELIVERY (OF. delivrrr, Lat. deliberare, t«

free, from de + liber, free). The physical trans-

fer of possessions. The term is commonly employed

in the law to characterize such an act when per-

formed with the purpose of creating or transfer-

ring a legal right. Its significance springs froin

the importance of physical possession as an ele-

ment of ownership. In primitive society it is the

principal, and, in its earlier stages, the control-

ling element in the conception of property. The
metaphysical notion of ownership, dissevered from
possession and even from the rieht of possession,

belonjrs to a comparatively advanced stage in the

evolution of le<ral ideas. At first, possession, if

not theoretically identical with ownership, 5s at
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least attended with its legal effecta and always
tends in practice to supersede tlie more abstract
right. Lnder such circumstances, there is only
one way in which the title to property can be
transferred, and that is by the actual transfer of

the physical control over tlie property, and hence
delivery of possession becomes the important
fact in the assignment of legal rights over physi-
cal objects.

It is easy to see how this simple process, so

convenient and appropriate in the case of chat-
tels, came to be transierred to the conveyance of

interests in lands. There was no way in which
these interests, however temporary and limited
in character, could lie vested in another but by
putting liim into possession of the land itself,

and thus we find the early method of conveyanc-
ing to be the transfer of the land by delivery.

See Feoffaient; Liveky of Seizin; Seizin.

Though this method of conveying real prop-
erty has been superseded on both sides of the
Atlantic by more convenient methods, the notion
of the significance of delivery has been transferred
to the written instrument by which lands are now
universally conveyed, and has even been extended
to other transactions in which similar instru-

ments are employed ; while in tlie case of chattels

delivery of possession is still the usual, and in

many cases the essential mode of transfer. See
Deed; Gift; Sale

While delivery usually contemplates the actual
handing over of the subject matter of the trans-

action by the transferror, or party to be bound,
to the transferee, or party to be benefited, it may
equally be elTected by any appropriate and mani-
fest act whereby the deliveree is put in the same
position of control over the thing as that which
the deliveror held prior to the act. The posses-

sion thus assumed may be immediate and per-

sonal, or it may be by an agent or servant. The
transfer of title to a house may, if so intended,

carry with it the pos.session of the chattels

therein, and the actual physical delivery of a
key may constitute a delivery of securities in a
strong box, or of a horse in a stable. So there

may l)e a symbolical delivery, as of goods, by
the transfer of the bill of lading or wareliouse

receipt describing them, or of money on deposit

in a savings bank, by passing over the bank-

book. There is also what is called a 'construc-

tive' delivery, as where a part of a bill of goods

is delivered for the whole, or where, a thing

having been placed by the owner in the custody
of a third person, the custodian agrees to hold it

for the deliveree.

It will be noticed, however, that in no ease is

there a legal delivery by mere words indicating

an intention to transfer the title, without some
overt iuu! significant act on the part of the donor
or vendor, whereby he surrenders his control

over the article. The nearest approach to such

a case is that referred to in the article on Deed,
where such a declaration of intention accom-
panies and explains an equivocal act, such as

the laving down of an instniment on the desk of

the deliverer or his inclosing it in an envelope

addressed to the deliveree. See PcssESSioN.

Consult: Pollock and Wright. An Fanny on
Poft.irfifiinn in the Cowmou Ijiiin (Oxford, 1888),

and the authorities referri'd to under such titlea

as Sai.e ; Possession ; Title ; etc.

DELIVERY. See 0n.STETBiC8.

7 DELMENHORST.

DELOiA CRUS'CAN SCHOOL. About the
year 1785, a number of English residents in

I'lorence endeavored to beguile their leisure
hours by writing verses, whicli they publislied
under the title of The Florence Miscellany. The
insipidity, alTectation, and fantastic silliness of
these productions transcend belief; yet such was
the poetic destitution of the period that they
soon found a crowd of admirers and imitators.
Taking the name of an academy in Florence
(see Academy), the Delia Cruscans presently
began to print their lucubrations in England,
chiefiy in two daily newspapers called The World
and The Oracle. "While the epidemic malady
was spreading from fool to fool," as (Jitrord

pungently says, "one of the brotlierhood, a Mr.
Robert Merr}^ came over from Florence, and
inunediately announced himself by a sonnet to

Love." It was answered by a certain Anna Ma-
tilda, who (as was the custom) praised it im-
moderately in language even more absurd than
Merry's own. According to Gifford, "the fever

now turned to a frenzy; Laura, Maria, Carlos,
Orlando, Adelaide, and a thousand other name-
less names, caught the infection ; and from one
end of the kingdom to the other all was nonsense
and Delia Crusca." Retribution, however, came,
for in 1794 Gifford produced his Baviad, and in

1796 his ilceviad. Rarely has literature wit-

nessed such an excoriation. It completely killed

the 'school,' and, indeed, it is only in these two
poems that the memory of most of the unhappy
Delia Cruscan songsters has been preserved.

DELLINGER, d6l'ling-er, Rudolf (1857—).
\ German composer of operettas. He was bom
at Graslitz, Bohemia, and was educated at the

Conservatory of Prague. After conducting ojK'ra

in Hamburg for a number of years, he was in

1893 appointed leader of the Court Opera in

Dresden. His operettas entitled Don Cesar
(1885), Capitdn Fraeasse (1889), and Die
Chansonnette (1895), are deservedly popular.

DELLYS, del-lez' (Kabyle Tedles. Lat. Rtisu-

curriis). A seaport town and imporUmt mili-

tary post of Algeria, situated 49 miles east of
Algiers, with which it is connected by rail (Map:
Africa, El). It is divided into a European and
a native port, and has a good roadstead. It con-

tains a mosque and an industrial school, and car-

ries on a considerable trade in grain. olive§. and
wine. Population of commune, in 1901, 13,977,

indudiJig over 1000 French residents.

DELIffAR, AI.EXANDER (1836—). An Ameri-
can political economist, born in New York City,

and educated at New York University. He
founded the Social Science Itcrietr, and was its

editor in 1864 to 1806, and in the latter year
organized and was director of the ITnited States

Bureau of Statistics. In 1876 he was appointed
mining commissioner of tlie United States Mone-
tary Commission. His publications, dealing

chiefly with the history of money, comprise: (lold

Money and Paper Money (1802) : The \ational

Banking Si/stcm (1865) ; Letter on the Finances
(1868)'; The History of Precious Metals (1880) :

The History of Moncn in .Ancient Countries

(1884); The Science of Money (1885); Money
and Civilization (1886); and The History of
Money in America (1899).

DEL'MENHORST. .\ (own in the Grand
Duchy of Ohleiiburg. 10 miles southwest of

Bremen (Map: Germany. C 2). Wool-carding,
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varn xpinniiij;, juto-spiniiiiiff, and Hu- manufacture

of fifjars. inmwaro. cooking utensils, linoleum,

bricka, and trimmed lumlxr constitute the prin-

cipal industries. Then- aro alst) important cattle

and liorse markets. Population, in 1890, 6828;

in HHMI. l«.r)73.

DELMONTE Y TEJADA, dftl-m6n't& * tft-

iitl'Da, Antonio (1783-18G1). A Spanish-Ameri-

can historian. He was born at Santiago de los

Caballeros, and studied law at the University of

Santo Domingo, lie participated in the cam-.

|)aign against Toussaint I'Ouverture, but in 1804

was compelled to seek refuge in Cuba, and ulti-

mately settled at Havana as an official of the

(Sovemment. He wrote a Uistoria de Santo Do-

mingo (vol. i., Havana, 1853).

DELOCHE, df-16sh', Maximin (1817-1900).

A French archa-ologist. He was born at Tulle,

;ind, after having studied law at Bordeaux, en-

ttred the Government service in 1840, was ap-

pointed to various oflices in the Ministry of

Public Works, serving also in Algeria from 1840

till 1850, and ftnally became director of one of

its departments. He retired in 1880. In recog-

nition of his numerous meritorious works in the

ticld of history, archa;ology, and numismatics, he

was elected a member of the Academy of Inscrip-

tions in 1871. He died in Paris. Among his

publications are: Eiienne Baluze, sa vie et ses

auvres (1858) ; Cartulaires de Vabbaye de Beau-

lieu ( 1859) ; Etudes sur la geographic hiatorique

(Ir la Gaul, etc. ( 1861-04) ; La Trustis et I'antrus-

tion royal sous Ics deux premieres races (1873) ;

Etudes de numismatique m&rovingienne (1890).

DEIiOLME, (Ic-hMm', Jean Louis (1740-

ISOf)). A Swiss jurist, born in GJeneva, where he

practiced law. Having given umbrage to the

authorities by his publication, Examen des trois

/toints des droits, he was obliged to take refuge in

England, where, in spite of his literary activity,

he lived for several years in great poverty. He
returned to his native country in 1775. His prin-

cipal work is Constitution de I'Angleterre (1771),

which was translated into English by himself

and passed through several editions. He also

published, in English, Parallel Beticeen the Eng-
lish Government and the Former Government of

Sweden (1772): History of the Flagellants

(1777) ; and an Essay Containing Strictures on
the Union of Scotland icith England (1787).

DE LONG, George Washington (1844-81).

An ^\merican naval officer and Arctic explorer.

He was born in New York City, graduated at the

Naval Academy in 1865. and by 1873 had ri.sen

lo be navigating offioer of the Juniata, in which
search was being made for the lost Polaris, the

Arctic exploring steamer in which Captain Hall

had sailed. To his enthusiasm for polar re-

search thus kindled was due the Jcanncttc expedi-

tion, subsidized by James Gordon Bennett, which
set out from San Francisco in 1879 with a com-

l»any of thirty-three, commanded by Lieutenant-

Commander De Long. The Jeannctte was crushed

in the ice north of Siberia, and the party, after

tn\versing the ice on sledges, set out for the land
in three boats, of which one was lost at sea. The
one containing De I^ong reached the T^ena River;
hut (except two seamen, who succeeded in reach-

ing a settlement) her crew, including De Long,
died of starvation. The third, which contained
George W. Melville and Lieutenant Danen-
kower (qq.v.). arrived at the Lena in October,

1881, and, after months of search, found the

bodies of De Long and his companions (March,
1882), which were brought to New York and in-

terred with distinguished honors. Consult: De
Jxing, The Voyage of the Jcannette ( Boston,

1882) ; Danenhower, The Narrative of the .Iran-

nottc (Boston, 1882) ; and Melville, In the Lena
Delta (Boston, 1885). See PoLAB Keseauch.

DELOO'. See Duykeb.
DELOBAINE, de-16-ran', Wiixiam of. The

me8.scnger in Scott's Lay of the Last Minstrel,

despatched to the tomb of the wiiuird Michael
Scott for the magic book.

DELOB.D, de-lor', Taxile (1815-77). A
French publicist, born at Avignon. He began his

career as a journalist in Marseilles, and in 1837
settled in Paris, where he became a contributor
to several journals, notably the Charivari, of

which he was editor-in-chief for a number of

years until 1858. Afterwards he was connected
with the Slide as literary editor. Elected to the

National Assembly in 1871, he voted steadily

with the extreme Radical Party. He published
i^hysiologie de la Parisienne' (1841) and Lea
matinees littcraires (1800), besides a number of

critical and historical studies; but hi.s principal

work is a Hiatoire dn second Empire (1868-75),
which is a useful book of reference, and met
with great success.

DELOBME, de-lorm', Mabion (1611-50). A
notorious French courtesan. At an early period

of her life she came to Paris, where her great

beauty would easily have secured for her a
good match had she not been inclined to a life of

licentious intrigue. Almost all the distinguished

men of the age were her lovers, among them
Cinq-Mars, the gieat Conde, his brother the

Prince de Conti, and the Duke of Buckingham.
During the first disturbances of the Frondeurs.
her house was the rallying-point of the chiefs of

that party, and, in consequence, ^lazarin was
al)Out to imprison her, when she suddenly died in

1650. A curious tradition sprang up in France
during the next century, to the effect that Clarion

had not died, but had escaped to London ; that

she had returned to Paris in 1082; that she, mean-
while, had been twice married ; and, finally, that

she died in 1706, or, according to others, even

as late as 1741. Victor Hugo has made her the

subject of a drama, and Alfred de Vigny de-

scribed her fate in his novel Cinq-Mars.

DE L'OBME, PiiiLinERT (c.1515-70). One of

the greatest architects of the French Renais-

sance. He belonged to a family of architects,

and went to Rome in 1534 to study the ancient

monuments. Going to Paris in 1539, he soon

obtained important positions, directing the work

at tlie Chateau of Fontainebleau (1543-59), and
becoming architect to the King in 1546. He took

a considerable part in the chateaux of Saint Ger-

main and Chenonceaux, but his chef-d'oeuvre at

this time is the Chateau d'Anet (1552-59), which

he built for Diana of Poitiers, a miracle of rich

purity. After a period of disgrace, Catherine dc"

Medici employed him to design the Palace of the

Tuileries (1563), the construction of which he

continued until his death (see Tuileries), and

which was the mature expression of his genius.

Consult: Pattison, The Renaissance of Art in

France, vol. i. (London, 1879) ; Palu.stre. La

renaissance en France, vols, i., ii (Paris, 1879-

81) ; Vachon, Philihert de VOrme (Paris, 1887).
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DELOBME, PlEKRE C'LALUE FRANCOIS (1783-
1859). A French painter, born in I'aris. lie

was a pupil of Girodct, whose manner he imi-
tated. His art embodies the classical tendencies
of the scliool of David (q.v.). His most impor-
tant canvases artr: "The Death of Abel" (1810) ;

"'Hero and Leander" (1814); "Raising of the
Daughter of Jairus" ( 1817) ; "Descent of Christ
into Limbo" (1819), in Notre Dame de Paris;
"Cephalus Carried OIF by Aurora" (ls:i:i), in tht'

Louvre; "Foundation of the Coll&ge Royal by
Francis L," Versailles Gallery. He also exe-

cuted mural paintings in the churches of Saint-
Eustaehe, Saint-Ciervais, and Notre Damfc de
Lorette, in Paris.

DELOBT, dc-lfir', Ch.\kles Edouabd (1841-

85). A French painter, born at Niraes. He aban-
doned his original intention to enter the army,
and devoted himself to the study of art at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, first under Gleyre
and afterwards under Gerome. He attracted at-

tention in the Salon of 1866 by his picture

*'Chloe," which is now in the museum at Nimes.
He received medals in 1875 and 1882, and was
4iecoratcd with the cross of the Legion of Honor in

1889. Among the best of his other works are:

•"Embarkment of Manon Lescaut" (1875);
"'Hallali in a Market Place" (1878); "Capture
of the Dutch Fleet bv the Hussars of the Repub-
lic" (1882); "Return from Exile" (1889).

DEOiOS (Gk, A)7?.oc). The smallest of the

Cyclades, called in ancient times Asteria, Orty-
gia, CjTithus. It is situated between the islands

Rhenea and Myconus. It is about three and one-

half miles from north to south, and three-fourths

of a mile from east to west. Near the centre

rises the rocky mountain Cynthus, about 380
feet high ; to the west and north of this hill

is almost the only level ground of the island,

and here was situated the sanctuary of Apollo

and the ancient town. According to the mytho-
logical account it was at first a floating isl-

and, but was fastened to Myconus and Gyarus
by Poseidon, that it might afTord a refuge from
the jealous Hera for Leto, who there brought
forth .\pollo and Artemis. From very early

times Delos was a sacred island, the centre of the

Ionian cult of Apollo, and the scene of a great

festival, celebrated by the lonians in the month
Thargelion (May or June), and mentioned in

the Homeric hymn to Apollo. Even the Persian

general Datis, when on his way to attack Athens,

spared this island and made a rich offering to

the god. After the Persian wars Delos became
the centre and treasury of the new league under
the presidency of .Xthens, and when the league

was transformed into the .Alhenian Empire the

temples of Delos seem to have passed under
.Athenian control. In n.c. 426 the island was
purified by the Athenians, who removed all the

dead bodi«"< to the neighboring island of Rhenea,
and ordered that hereafter" no birth or death

should occur on this sacred spot. In B.C. 422 they

even expelled all the inhabitants, but allowed

them to return in the following year. After the

fall of Athens, in n.c. 404, Delos seems to have
regained its independence for a short time; but

the /Xtheninn'* soon recovered the suzerainty,

and seem to have retained it until about n.c. 322,

when it became a free community, a position

which was maintained until about n.c. 166. Dur-
ing this period the island prospered greatly.

The successors of Alexander vied with one an-
other in gifts to Apollo, wiiile its central posi-

tion made Delos a natural centre of commerce.
Nor did this prosperity decrease when the Ro-
mans once more placed Delos under Athenian
rule, for at the same time all imports and ex-

ports were freed from taxation, and during the
second and first centuries B.C. Delos was the seat

of a large lolony of merchants, Italian, Greek,
and Eastern. It was a centre of the slave trade,

but had few local industries, except the manu-
facture of a variety of bronze. Sacked durin<.j

the Mithridatic wars (c. 87 B.C.), it never fully

recovered, and by the middle of the second cen-

tury A.D. was deserted by all except those con-

nected with the temple. With the fall of hea-

thendom, the island was deserted except by those
who visited it to collect building material, or to

burn its marbles into lime.

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
the island was plundered for the benefit of Eu-
ropean collections, but scientific exploration be-

gan only in 1829 with the French scientific expe-

dition under the direction of Blouet. In 1873
Leb^gue explored the ancient shrine and grotto on
Mount Cynthus; and in 1877 Homolle began ex-

cavations in the sanctuary of Apollo. Since then
the French School at Athens has conducted nu-
merous and successful campaigns, which have
brought to light not only the sacred precinct
with its temples, porticos, and altars, but also

the wharves and warehouses, the bazaars of the

merchants, the theatre, the gymnasium, and a
number of private houses, belonging apparently
to the prosperous period of the second century
B.C. In sculpture the island has yielded some
important archaic statues of the si.xth century
B.C., such as the "Nike" of Archermos, the statue
dedicated by Nicandra, and some female figures

similar to those found on the Acropolis of

Athens, and, of later art, a fighting warrior and
a fine copy of the "Diadumenos" of PolyclitU3
(q.v.), as well as many other works, often, un-
fortunately, in very poor preservation. The
chief harvest has been in the inscriptions, many
of which are still unpublished. In addition to

the decrees and dedications ahvajs connnon in

sanctuaries, these include long lists of the treas-

ures of the temple and also an important series

of accoimts, showing the receipts and expendi-

tures of the temple, carefully itemized, and
throwing a flood of light on the financial admin-
istration of a Greek shrine. Consult: I^b^gue,
Ifecherches sur DiHos (Paris, 1876) ; von Schoef-

fer, De Deli Insula: licbua (Berlin, 1889) : Ho-
molle, De Antiquissimis Dinnce HimulacrxH
(Paris, 1885), and Les archives dc Vintendance
sitcrec dc DHos (Paris, 1886) ; Bulletin dc cor-

respondance helUniquc, vol. i., et seq. ( Paris,

1877, et seq.). Good summaries of the history

and antiquities are to be found in Jebb, Journal

of Hellenic Studies, i. (London, 1881) ; and Diehl,

Excursion in Greece, English translation by Per-

kins (New York, 185»3) ; consult also: Schoetler,

in Pauly-Wissowa, Rcalcncjfklopadie der klaa-

sischen Altcrtumstrissenschaft, vol. iv. (Stutt-

gart, 1901). A Carte topoffraphique dc Vile de
Drlos, and a detailed account of the island are in

preparation by Homolle.

DELTHI iCk. At\<f>ol. Dvlphni) . \r\ ancient

town of Phocis, Greece, celebrated for its oracle

of Apollo. It was situated about eight miles
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north of an indcnUttion in the northern shore of

the Corinthian Gulf. In the Homeric poeniH it ia

always culled Pytlio. It was situated on the
houthern slojie of Mount Parnassus, where above
the steep and narrow valley of the Pleistos rise

the twin clilFs of the Phffdriadie. These preci-

pices are se|)a rated only by a narrow eiuisni,

from which issues the famous fountain of Cas-
tulia (q.v. ). The temple, theatre, and stadium
were situated at the foot of the western cliJT,

and about them the town must have gttthere<l,

though the gymnasium and a sanctuary of

Athena lay to the east. IJelow the terrace on
which the town lay, the land slopes abruptly to

the bed of the brook. The natural surroundings
are full of wild grandeur; from underground cav-
erns streamed cold vapors, and the region was lia-

ble to violent shocks from earthquakes.

Under these circumstances, the place seems
early to have become the seat of a worship of the
earth-shaker, Poseidon, and the earth-mother,
(Jipa. Somewhat later, but still at a very early

date, the worship of Apollo was introduced, and
took the place of these cults. Apollo was a pro-

phetic god, and Delphi became the seat of an
oracle, which soon attained great fame. At first

the responses seem to have been given from the
rustlings of the laurel, as at Dodona from the
oak, but later, probably with the introduction
of the worship of Dionysus, the orgiastic proph-
ecy appears. The Pythia, a woman over fifty years
old, after drinking from the holy spring, and
chewing laurel-leaves, took her seat upon a tri-

pod over a cleft in the ground, whence was be-

lieved to issue an intoxicating vapor. Her ut-

terances were taken down and put into hexam-
eters by poets attached to the temple. During
the greatest prosperity of the oracle three women
relieved one another in this exhausting task.

At the head of the temple service stood two
priests, holding office for life, and seemingly in

charge of the oracle. The oracle was consulted
by States and kings in matters of national pol-

icy, and also by private persons on all manner
of personal matters, such as voyages, business
ventures, marriages, and other details of daily
life. Its fame brought it great wealth and many
splendid offerings, among which those of Croesus
and Gelon of Syracuse were especially famous.
In the earliest source, the Homeric hymn to
Apollo, Delphi appears in dependence upon the
Phocian city of Crisa, near the Corinthian Gulf,
which controlled access from the sea, and
through the later political history of the place
this early claim of the Phocians to the control
of the oracle keeps recurring until the conquest
of Philip of Macedon. The power of Crisa led
to the first Sacred War, in which the Amphicty-
onic Council (q.v.) of Thermopylre first appears
as a guardian of the oracle. In B.C. 590-589
Crisa fell, and the first celebration of the
Pj-thian games occurred; in B.C. 582-581 the
fort was captured, the harbor filled up, and the
whole plain placed under a curse. On this occa-
sion another celebration of the games occurred,
and from this time they were celebrated every
four years. In n.c. 548 the stone temple, said to

have been built by Trophonius and Agamedes,
was burned, and the priests at once collected
subscriptions from all Greece, and even from for-

eign parts, for its reconstruction. The work was
undertaken by the Alcma»onida>, then exiles from
Athens, who exceeded their contract by employ-

ing Parian marble for the east front. Som«»
fragments of sculpture found by the French seem
to l)elong to this building. During the Persian
wars the oracle showed a pro-Persian spirit,
though later the priests declared that super
natural aid had turned to flight a Persian plun-
<!ering expedition. In spite of its prophecies of
d('f«'at. Delphi was richly rewarded by the (Jrceka
from the Persian booty. During (lie fifth cen-
tury Delphi was adorned by the Greek States
with treasuries to contain their offerings, as
well as with many works of art conunemorative
of victories over their enemies. About B.C. 373
the temple suffered severely, and once more col-

lections were invited from the Greek States for
its restoration, which does not seem to have been
completed till B.C. 328. Before that time, how-
ever, an attempt of the Phocians to rea.ssert their
control of the oracle led to the Third Sacred
War (B.C. 357-34(5), which ended in the triumph
of Philip of Macedon (q.v.). About B.C. 300
13elphi passed into the power of the yEtolian
League, and when, B.C. 278, the Gallic invasion
was repelled, we hear once more of the super-
natural powers that drove back the robbers from
the Temple of Apollo.

During the years that followed Delphi seems
to have lost much of its old importance, though
the inscriptions show that otFerings were still

made there, and honors bestowed on benefactors
of the community. Under the Romans it en-
joyed only spasmodic prosperity. One Pythia
sufficed for the inquirers of the oracle, and
while some of the emperors endeavored to re-

store some of the fallen splendor, others found
in the mass of statues and works of art a con-
venient source for the decoration of the capital.
Nero is said to have carried off 500 statues,

while Constantine, along with many other treas-

ures, removed to Constantinople the serpent col-

umn which had formed part of the offering after
Plata;a, and still bears the names of those Greek
States which fought against the Persians. Later
Delphi became the site of a Christian church,
but the ruins finally vanished, and until 1892
the site was occupied by the village of Castri.

In that year the French School at Athens, under
the direction of Homolle, began excavations,
which have resulted in laying bare the entire
sacred precinct, including many treasuries and
other buildings, as well as the altar, temple,
theatre, and stadium. The inscriptions found
number over 3000, many of them documents of

great importance for the history of Greece. The
.sculpture also has thrown much light upon the
history of art during the later sixth and early
fifth century B.C., while it seems almo.st certain
that in a marble statue we have a contemporary
copy of a bronze by the great Lysippus. The
reports of these excavations are to be found in

the Bulletin de corresrpondance hellcnique, vols.

xvii. et seq. (Paris, 1893, et seq), and the
Compies liendus de' I'Acadcmie des Inscriptions
et Belles Lettres (Paris, 1803 et seq.). Consult
also: Mommsen, Delphika (Leipzig, 1878) ;

Pomtow, Beitrdge zur Topographic von Delphi
(Berlin, 1889) ; and Hiller von Gaertringen and
Pomtow, in Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyklopadie
der classischen Altertumswissenschaft, vol. iv.

(Stuttgart, 1901).

DELPHI. A city and the county-seat of
Carroll County, Ind., 60 miles north by west of

Indianapolis; on the Wabash River, and on the
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Wabash, the Louisville, New Albany and Chi-
t-ago, and other railroads (Map: Indiana, C2).
It has good water-power and contains lime-
works, planing and Hour mills, bent-wood fae-
tory, carriage and wagon works, paper-mills,
etc. Population, in ISOO, 1923; in lUOO, 2135.

DELTHIN CLASSICS (Lat. delphinus,
dolphin, ML. dauphin of France, whose crest
bore three dolphins, from Gk. rfe?.0/f, delphis,
6e'/.<f>lvj delphin, dolphin). A famous edition of
the Roman classics, published in France in the
seventeenth century. It was prepared by thirty-
nine of the best scholars of the time, under the
»»ditnrship of Bossuet and Huet, tutors to the
dauphin (q.v.), son of Louis XIV. The title-

pages bear the words, "In tisuin AScrenissimi Del
phini," and hence the name. They comprise 64
volumes (1674-1730). The Delphin Classics pos-
sess little value in the eye of a scholar of the
present day.

DELPHINE, del'f^n'. A romance by Madame
de Stael ( 1S03 ) , and the name of its chief charac-
ter, a rich young widow, who thinks herself
strong enough to defy public opinion, but is

finalh- crushed by it. In some respects the work
is in the nature of a personal confession.

DELPHIN1A. See Greek Festivals.

DELPHINIUM. See Larkspur.
DEL'PHOS. A city and railroad centre in

Allen and Van Wert counties, Ohio, 15 miles
northwest of Lima; on the Miami and Erie
Canal, and on the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and
Chicago, the Toledo, Saint Louis and Kansas
City, and other railroads (Map: Ohio, B 4). Tt
has good water-power, railroad-shops, and ex-
tensive manufactures of wood. Settled in 1834,
Delphos was incorporated in 1851, the charter
of that year being now in operation. Its gov-
ernment is administered by a mayor elected
every two j'ears and a municipal council. The
city owns and operates its water-works. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 4516; in 1900, 4517.

DELPINO, dfil-pe'nd, Federigo ( 1833— ) . An
Italian botanist, born at Chiavari (Genoa). He
studied at the University of Genoa, became an
official in the customs department, and in 1871
was appointed professor of natural history in the
School of P'orestry at Vallombrosa. In 1875 he
was called to the chair of botany at the Univer-
sity of Genoa, and in 1894 to a similar chair
and the curatorship of the botanical gardens at
the University of Naples. His publications,
which have contributed much to the stud}' of plant
biologj', include Sulla dnririninna teoria della

pangenan (1869); Teoria generale della fillo-

tassi (1883); and Funzione mirmeofila nel
regno vcgetale (2 parts, 1886-88).

DELPIT, dSl'p^', Albert (1849-93). A French
novelist and dramatist. lie was bom in New
Orleans, the son of a wealthy merchant, and at
an early age was sent to France to complete his

studies. Devoting himself to literature, he first

became a contributor to some ephemeral journals
founded by the elder Dumas, toward the end of

the Second Empire. Several poetic productions
were honored with prizes by the Academy. These
were L'npnth^osc de Lamartine (1869); L'in-

vasion (1871). a volume of verse; an<l Le re-

pentir, ou rMt d'un cur^ de campagne (1878).
His earlier dramatic efforts did not meet with
success, but Le fits de Coralie (1880), drama-

DELTA.

tized from his novel of the same title, was re-
ceived with great favor, and several of his sub-
sequent dramatizations held the stage for some
time, especially Le pere de Martial (1881). He
was, however, at his best as a novelist. Among
his productions in this field, for the most part de-
scriptive of life in fashionable society, and many
of which appeared first in the Revue des Deux
Mondes, are: La vengeresae (1874); Les fits
de joie (1877); Le mariage d'Odette (1880);
La Marquise (1882); Les amours cruelles
(1884); Holange de Croix-8aint-Luc (1885);
Mademoiselle de Bressier (1886); Theresine
(1888); Disparu (1888); Comme dans la vie
(1890); Belle madamc {lSO-2). A collection of
poems appeared under the title Les Dieux qu'on
brise (1881). During the Franco-German War
he entered the army, and, serving with distinc-
tion, was decorated with the Legion of Honor
(1871). He died in Paris.

DELPIT, Edouard (1844—). A French
author and journalist, born in New Orleans. He
studied in France, where he was naturalized in
1868, and in 1873 became sub-prefect of Nerac.
Subsequently he assumed control of the Union
Xationale, a newspaper of Montpellier. His pub-
lications include a volume of poems, Les mo-
saiques (1871), and several works of fiction,

among them Les theories de Tavernelle (1883) ;

Paule de Briissange (1887); La vengeance de
Pierre (1888); and Chaine brisie (1890).

DEL POLLAJTTOLO, del p6l'la-yoo-6a6,
SiMOXE. See POLLAIUOLO.

DEL RIO, del re'd (Sp., of the river). The
county-seat of Vel Verde County, Tex., 170
miles west of San Antonio; near the Rio
Grande and on the Southern Pacific Railroad
(Map: Texa.s. D 5). It has cotton-gins, a
woolen factory, and other industrial establish-
ments, and is the centre of a fruit-growing
region, the productiveness of which is secured
by irrigation. It has also stock-raising interests.
Pecans, wool, hides, live stock, and fruit consti-
tute the important exports. Population, about
2300.

DELSARTE, dfil-sart', Francois Alexandre
Nicolas Ch£:ri (1811-71). A French-American
musician, born in Solesmes, France. He was a
pupil of the Conservatoire, was for a time a
tenor singer in the Opf-ra Comique, composed a
few melodies, and wrote several romances; but is

chiefly known as a teacher in singing and decla-
mation. He sought, by an elaborate system, to
present the art of expression as a complete
science. His theories have been widely adopted,
and are handed down mainly by tradition, as Del-
sarte wrote verj' little about them.

DELSARTE SYSTEM. See Gymnastics.

DEL'TA ( Lat.. from Gk. A^P.rn, fourth letter

of the alphabet, anything shaped like the letter A,
from Heb. daleth, door, name of the fourth letter

of the alphal)et). An alluvial plain occurring at
the motith of a river. The name was applied
originally by the Greeks to the land area at the
mouth of the Nile from the resemblance in shape
to their letter A. All rivers carry finely divided
sand and mud in suspension, and, as their cur-

rents are checked upon entering quieter waters,
the solid particles are deposited up«in the bot-

tom of the channels near the river-mouths. The
deposit gradually increases in area and also in
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thickness until it reaches the surface, and tlien

by floods and by growth of vegetation it is

raiftwl Iwyond the limits of high water. At ^the

head of each land area thus built up, the river

divides into diverging branches, forming a tri-

angle, the base of which fronts upon the sea. A
delta may occur at the junction of two rivers or

at the entrance of a river into sea or lake; a

fan-shaped deposit resembling a delta is some-

times found, also, where a river debouches from

a mountainous region upon a plain. The large

deltas are found at the mouths of great rivers

wiiich discharge into comparatively quiet seas.

Coastal currents and strong tidal action remove

the river deposits before they accumulate to any

considerable thickness. The area of a delta va-

ries with the size of the river, the amount of

sediment carried and the length of time it has

been deposited, and the relative quietude of the

sea. The combined delta of the Ganges and

Brahmaputra in India occupies more than 50,-

000 square miles, and the deposit has been found

in places to be nearly 500 feet thick ; that of the

Kile is 200 miles wide at the base of the Mediter-

ranean Sea and 100 miles long. The Mississippi

delta is irregular in form, but it affords a fine

illustration of the manner in which a river ex-

tends its channel seaward. Its area is about 12,-

.300 square miles, and it is advancing into the

Gulf of Mexico at the rate of about 260 feet a

year. In Italy the Po has constructed a delta so

rapidly that "the city Adria, which in ancient

times was a port of sufTicient importance to have

given its name to the Adriatic Sea, is now about

15 miles inland. Delta lands are usually fertile,

but by reason of their low elevation they are un-

healthy and their cultivation is hindered by

inundations during storms and floods. Consult

Geikie, Text-Book of Geology (London, 1893).

See RivEB; Shore.

DEL'TOID MUSCLE. See Muscle.

DELUC, de-luk', Jean Andr6 ( 1727-1817) . A
Swiss geologist and meteorologist. He was en-

gaged in mercantile pursuits until nearly fifty

years of age; but within that time, assisted by
his brother, he collected a fine museum of miner-

alogy and natural history. He removed to Eng-
land in 1773, was made a fellow of the Royal
Society, and appointed reader to Queen Char-

lotte, a position which he held for many years,

and which afforded him ample time for study.

He invented a hygrometer, a portable barometer,

etc., and carried out many interesting experi-

ments in physics and meteorology. His principal

geological work is Let (res physiques et morales
sur les montagnes et sur Vhistoire de la terre et

de rhomrne (1778). In this work he endeavors
to reconcile the ^losaic account of creation with
the data of science by extending the six days of

Genesis to so many geological epochs.

DELUGE (OF., from Lat. diluvium, flood,

fiom diluere, to wash away, from di-, aw-ay +
lucre, to wash ) . A flood of waters supposed by
many peoples to have submerged the whole earth,

or a large part of it, in primeval times, involving
the destruction of all, or nearly all, life upon
the planet. The most unmistakable evidence of

a belief in such a flood is found in the literary

remains, not only of the ancient Hebrews, but
also of India, Persia. Babylonia, Syria. Asia
Minor, and Greece. In one form or another, it

also seems to have existed among the aborigines

of America and Polynesia, according to the testi-

mony of Christian missionaries, whose accounts,
however, cannot always Ik* accepted without
caution. On the other hand, there is practically

no trace of a flood story in .\trica, not even
among the ancient Egyptians, tiiougii an earlier

form of one may have been familiar in the Nile

Valley. Aside from (Jreece, and possibly Lithu-

ania, there is none in Europe.

Of course the most obvious way to account for

this widespread story is to suppose that there

really was a flood. The fact that the Bible

gives a detailed and intelligible account of one
was formerlj' generally regarded by Jews and
Christians as unquestionable evidence that it

occurred ; and the story of it in other nations was
considered remarkable confirmation of the Bible

narrative. The organic remains found every-

where in the rocks of the earth's surface were
also held to prove that the waters had covered

every known country and risen over the highest

hills. Witli the progress of geology it became
evident that most of the stratified rocks de-

manded an earlier origin than a few thousand
years, and the influence of the deluge was con-

sequently restricted to the slightly altered super-

ficial deposits. But many of these were found

to belong to a period vastly anterior to any his-

torical epoch, and to have been produced by a

long-continued action under uniform conditions,

viz. regional glaciation, which was most active

during that portion of geological times known as

the Glacial Period. Consequently, there arose

a tendency to regard a Noaehian deluge as hav-

ing been of merely local extent, and this explana-

tion was adopted by certain commentators on the

narrative of Genesis. At the present time the

most important discussion of the subject belongs

to the department of comparative religion and
mythology.

By far the earliest and most important of all

deluge stories outside of the Bible is the Babylo-
nian. Through the excerpts from Berosus (c.3;}0-

260 B.C.), made by Alexander Polyhistor (died)

C.40 n.c. )
, and preserved by Josephus, Eusebius,

and Georgius Syncellus, one version of the Baby-
lonian story has long been familiar. It relates

how, in order to escape the flood, the Babylonian
King, Xisuthrus, was commanded to enter a
vessel with wife, children, friends, and a pilot,

and to steer 'toward the gods'; and how, when
the waters had subsided, he sent out birds three

times, grounded on a Kordyanian mountain in

Armenia, disembarked, sacrificed to the gods and
was translated. In 1872 George Smith discov-

ered another version, forming the eleventh tablet

of the Gilgamish epic. According to this story,

Anu, Bil, Ninip, and Innugi sent out a destroy-

ing flood (ahuhu), but la, determined to save

Uta-napishti of Shurippak. advised him to "build

a house, to construct a ship,' and to take with
him into it 'seeds of life of all kinds.' He
accordingly constrticted his house, or boat, coated

it within and Avithout with bitumen (Icupru)

,

and made apartments in it. His possessions,

family, relatives, laborers, the cattle and the

beasts of the field, T'ta-napisliti brought into the

house. Then the rain fell, the storm arose, and
darkness covered the earth. All living beings

were destroyed, except those in the house. On
the seventh day Uta-napishti opened the window,
and soon the ship grounded on the mountain of

Nizir. Seven days later he sent out a dove, a
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swallow, and a raven. TJie dove and the swallow
returned, the raven did not. Uta-napishti
oirert'd a sacrilice on the mountain, and tlie gods
'smelt the pleasant odor.' la rebuked Bil for

ordering sucJi a deluge, when he might have
punished men by beasts, famine, or pestilence;
and Ishtar, who had already during the deluge
expressed her sympathy with mankind, now
lifted up her gems made by Anu (probably the
rainbow), which would remind her forever of the
flood, la pacified Bil's disappointment at the
deliverance of Lta-napishti; and Bil himself
went on board the ship and announced that Uta-
napishti and his wife were thenceforth to be gods
and live "afar oil", at the mouth of the rivers.'

These tablets containing the Gilgamish epic were
found in the library of Asshurbanipal (b.c. 6C8-

626) at Kuyunjik; but they were only copies of

originals found in turn by Asshurbanipal's
scribes in the temple archives at Uruk (modern
Warka). Several fragments have since been
found, giving the dimensions of the ark, and
directions concerning food, treasures, men, and
animals to be taken into it. Especially interest-

ing is a tablet published by Peiser (Zeitschrift

fur Assyriologie, Leipzig, 1889), giving a map
of Babylonia, surrounded by the ocean at the

time of Uta-napishti 'in the year of the great

serpent,' and probably dating from the ninth

century b.c. The earliest reference to the flood is

in a fragment published by Scheil {Receuil de
iravaux, Paris, 1878), dated the 28th of Shebat
of the year when Ammi-zadugga (B.C. 2133-

2098) built the fortress of Ammi-zadugga. The
hero of the flood (abubu) is here called Atra-

hasis, which, reversed (Hasis-atra), is evidently

Berosus's Xisuthrus. A fragment likewise refer-

ring to Atra-hasis is found in Keilinschriftliche

Bibliothek, vol. vi. (Berlin, 1900). As even
Scheil's fragment appears to be a copy of an
older original, the Hood story is likely to have
existed in several versions in the third millen-

nium B.C.

The narrative in Genesis (chaps, vi.-ix) is re-

garded by the modern critics as made up of two
versions interwoven. This was recognized by
Jean Astruc (q.v.) as early as 1753. Using as

a clue the divine names Yahweh and Elohim, he

roughly outlined the two accounts. At the

present day his intuition has been widely ac-

cepted, and scholars proceed to rearrange the

material and assert that the Yahwistic narra-

tive is found in Gen. vi. 5-8, vii. 1-5, 7-10, 12, 16h,

17, 22, 23; viii. 20, 3a, 6-12, 13b, 20-22. The
flood is represented as sent because of man's
wickedness. It is occasioned by a rain lasting

forty days. Noah is saved with his family in

an ark. or house. With him are a pair of all

unclean animals, and seven pairs of all clean

animals. The flood comes after seven days and
destroys all living things on the earth. At the

end of forty days Noah sends out a raven, which

does not return; then a dove, which returns with

an olive twig; and, after seven days, the dove

is again sent out. and this time does not return.

Seven days later Noah disembarks, builds an
altar, and offers a sacrifice of which Yahweh
smells the 'rest-giving o<lor,' and promises not

to destroy the world again. Portions of the

priestly narrative, as another of the main
sources of the Hexateuch is name<l, are found in

Gen. vi. 9-22; vii. 6, 11, 13-16a. 18-21. 24:

viii. 4, 5, 13, 14-19; ix. 1-17. Noah is represented

as a just and perfect man whom Elohim desires
to save, and therefore commands to build an
ark, giving its exact measurements. Noah is to

take into it his family and of all living beings
a pair. The flood is brought about by the sub-
terranean waters of the great abyss breaking
through the openings in the earth's crust and the
windows of heaven being opened- It begins in

the 600th year of Noah's life, on the 17th (or
more probably, according to the Greek version,

the 27th) day of the second month. It increases

during luO days, or five months of a solar year,

and begins to decrease in the seventh month.
The ark then grounds on one of the mountains of

Ararat (Uratu, see Cualdeans). The waters
decrease until the tenth month, when, on the

first day, the tops of the mountains are seen. On
the first day of the first month in the 601st year
of Noah's life the ground is dry, and on the

27th of the second month, consequently after a
full solar year, Noah leaves the ark, and is

blessed by Elohim, who points to the bow in the

sky as a guarantee that a flood shall not again
occur.

The striking similarity between the Genesis
narrative and the Babylonian account is mani-
fest, and has been explained in two ways. Both
records have been thought to be independent de-

velopments of an old Semitic tradition; and the

one has been said to be copied from the other.

Those who believe that the Hebrew narrative is

taken from tlie Babylonian think that the age

of the two Hebrew versions of the deluge story

can be approximately determined. There are in-

dications that the Yahwistic scripture originally

did not contain this tale, but traced the history

of existing tribes back to their earliest progeni-

tors without the interruption of a flood. The
evident dej)endence upon a Babylonian original,

and the first acquaintance with the waters of

Noah in the work of Deutero-Isaiah, also point

to a Jew living in Babylonia, possibly at Uruk,
not long before B.C. 540, as the author who in-

serted in the Yahwistic document the story of

the flood. His original seems to have been more
like the Gilgamish epic than the Berosian story,

as the regard for the number seven, the rain,

the cover of the ark, the bitumen, and the sacri-

fices indicate. The priestly editor of the Penta-

teuch, who may have been none else than Ezra
(see Hexateuch), apparently supplemented this

account by another familiar to him, showing a
somewhat greater affinity to the Sippara version

foimd in Berosus, and Scheil's fragment, in the

fourth century b. c. Absence of polytheism in

the Hebrew is an unquestionable advance in

thought, but it was not made without a sacrifice.

Instead of a divitled council of gods in which,

through Ishtar and la, sympathy with the whole
luiman race found fine expression, and mercy
won the day over justice unmoUifled by kindness,

the one all-powerful (twl l)ocame resfwnsible for

the ruthless destruction of life, and His par-

tiality to those finding favor in His eyes became
accentuated.

As to the origin of the Babylonian story, and
also of the Hebrew narnitive, if it be indei>endent

of the former, it has boon maintained by some
scholars that an actual occurrence, such as the

incursion of a tidal wave through an earthquake,

the destruction of a single city through a rain-

storm, the flomling of some district from a sys-

tem of canals no.t properly protected, or the
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nnnually rofurring inundation of a river, may
have given rise to it. Jiut it its far more probable
that the Babylonian aet-ount, at any rate, origi-

nated in a myth describing the passage of tlie

bun-god in his l>oat tli rough tlie heavenly ocean.

\\ lien the present order of the world was re-

gard(>d as the creation of the sun-god, after a
successful courtict with the earth-encircling

ocean, it is natural that this myth should, in

course of time, take the form of a deluge story

relating the es«rajx! of a solar Ihto in the year «»f

the great serpent. This conclusion is also in-

dicated by the fact that the story of the Hood
is told on the eleventh tablet of a series mani-
festly representing the course of a solar person-

age through the signs of the /.<Kliac. in tiie

great cosmic j'car the sun -god meets the cata-

clysm of waters in Aquarius, as in the solar year
he encounters in Shebat, the eleventh month, the

inundation of the river.

This mythical origin is believed to be con-

firmed by the flotnl stories of Greece, India, and
I'ersia, as well as by the American and Poly-
nesian accounts. The story of Deucalion's flood

is known to us through Pindar (died c.440 B.C.),

Olymp. i.\. 37 sqq. ; and Ovid, Metamorphoses
1.. 240; that of Ogjges through Nonnus (c.400

A.D.), Dionysiaca, iii., 9(5;' that of Dardanus also

through Nonnus, ibid., iii. 215 sqq. Deucalion
means 'the little Zeus,' and this young sun-god
steers in his ship for Parnassus, the mountain
of the gods. The Phrygian myth, of which the
bronze coins of Apamea bear witness, in the third
century a.d., has evidenly been influenced by the
Jewish account, as the name Noe shows ; and the
same is true of the Syrian story in Lucian's De
I)ea Hyria, xii. On the other hand, the Indian
flood story is quite independent of the Semitic.
It is found in its earliest form in Calapatha-
hrakmana (c.600 B.c) ; then in Maliahharata
and Jihugavatn purana. Mann, .son of Vivisvat,

is a .solar hero. His divine character is sho\vn
by the fact that after the flood he creates not
only a new human race, but even gods. Brahma in

the form of a fish carries him through the waters.
The Iranian story {Vendidadyii. 4(i sqq.) is in too
fragmentary a condition to permit a conclusion.
It is uncertain whether the flood is in the past or
in the future. Yima seems to be identical with
Mimer; if so, the myth belongs to a different

order. The medium through which the Mexican,
Peruvian, and Cuban flood stories have come to

ns renders it difficult to determine tlieir original
form ; but the .somewhat better authenticated
PoljTiesian stories seem bej'ond a doubt to have
their origin in a sea-myth. Consult: Usener,
Die Sintflutsagen (Bonn, 1809) ; Andrea, Die
Flutsagen ethnographisch betrachtet (Bruns-
wick, 1891 ) ; Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia and
Assyria (New York, 1898) ; Dillmann, Com-
mentary on Genesis (Leipzig, 1892) ; Wright,
Geological Confirmations of the Noachian Deluge
(Oberlin. 1002).

DELUSION. See Insanity.

DELVAN, del'vJiN'. Alfred (1825-G7). A
French author. He was bom in Paris, and after
having been secretary to Ledru-RoUin in 1848,
while the latter was Minister of the Interior, he
devoted himself entirely to literary pursuits. He
became a prolific writer and produced works of the
most varied description, among which his skillful
delineations of Parisian customs and curious

phases of life are the most interesting, and may lay
claim to some merit as contributions to the local

history of civilization. Of these may be quoted:
Grandeur et decadence dcs yriseltcs (1848) ; Lea
dcsaoua de Paris (1800); Uistoire anccdotique
dcs cafis ct dcs cabarets dc Paris (1802); At«
Cythdres parisienncs, histoire anccdotique dcs
bals de Paris (1804); Les heures parisienncs
( 1806) ; Les lions du jour ( 1807 ) ;. He also pub-
lished: Les murailles rcvolutionnaires (1851), a
curious collection of decrees and proclamations,
placarded during the Second Republic; Au bord
de la Bievre, impressions et souvenirs (1854);
Gerard de Scrval, sa vie ct ses u-uvrcs (1805) ;

Uenri Murger et la Bohcme (1800); and Les
Sonncurs dc sonnets, IGJ/O-ISHG (1807).

DELVAUX, d?l'vy, Laurent (1695-1778). A
Flemish sculptor. He was born in Ghent, and
studied his art under Gery Heydelberg and Dieu-
donne Pluniier in Brussels. In 1717 he went to

London, where he spent nine years and executed
numerous works for churches and palaces, partly
in conjunction with the sculptor Pieter Schee-

maecker, of Antwerp. From 1727 to 1733 he
studied antique art in Italy, and, after his re-

turn was appointed Court sculptor to the Em-
peror Charles VI. He afterwards settled at

Nivelles, and there practiced his art up to the

time of his death. His productions, character-

ized by vigorous treatment, include: A colos.sal

statue of Hercules, in the old royal palace in

Brussels; mausoleum of Leonhard van der Noot,

in the Carmelite church, Brussels; a pulpit, rep-

resenting the "Tree of Life," in the Cathedral in

(Jhent, the best specimen of Flemish sculpture in

the eighteenth century; statue of St. Livin, in

the Museum in Ghent.

DELVIGNE, del've'ny', Henri Gistave
(1799-1870) . A French soldier and inventor, born

in Hamburg. He became a captain in the French
infantry service, from which he resigned on the

outbreak of the Revolution of July (1830). In

1820 he invented a rifle known by his name. In

this rifle the chamber was smaller than the bore,

with which it was connected by a spherical surface

equal in radius to the ball used. The powder
was poured from the muzzle into the chamber,
upon which the ball rested when dropi)ed into

the bore. The ball was then made to take the

rifling grooves by ramming. This invention

marks an imjiortant step in the improvement of

the rifle. Delvigne also devised some life-saving

apparatus, particularly life-rockets. His publica-

tions include Expose d'un nouveau systeme
d'armemcnt pour Vinfanterie (1836).

DELYAN'NIS, or DELIJANNIS, Tiieodo
Kos (1820— ). A Greek statesman, born at

Kalavryta, in the Peloponnesus. He studied

law in Athens, entered the Government service'

in 1843, and was rapidly promoted to higli

positions. In the various Cabinets from 1803

to 1878 he held office nine times, either as ilin-

ister of Foreign Affairs, or of Finances, or of

Worship and Instruction. He was the repre-

sentative of Greece at the Berlin Congress in

1878, and succeeded in obtaining an extension
of territory for his country. In 1885 he formed
a new INIinistry, but his policy led to a block-

ade of the Greek coast by a fleet of the great

Powers, and he resigned in 1880. He was Prime
^linister again in 1890-92, but his un.satisfactorv

management of finances led to his dismissal. He
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held the office a third time from 1895 to 1897,

when, under pressure of public opinion, he in-

volved Greece in the disastrous war with Turkey,
and was obliged to resign with his entire

Cabinet.

DEMADES, d^m-a'dez (Gk. A;?//a<5w). An
Athenian orator and unscrupulous politician of

the fourth century B.C. He was a leading member
of the Macedonian party, and for the twelve years
preceding Alexander's death a leader in Athens
with Phocion. When Antipater was advancing on
Athens in n.c. 322, Deniades and Phocion were
sent as ambassadors to him. Their acceptance
of the terms offered was made the basis of a
charge that they had been bribed; some years
later Antipater discovered that Demades had
been false to him, and put him to death. None
of his speeches are extant ; in antiquity there

were current under his name fourteen orations,

but they were all recognized to be spurious. Ex-
tracts from one of these (Hepl AudenuETia^, Peri
DOdekaetias) are edited by Haupt in Hermes,
vol. xiii., pp. 498 et seq. We have also a collec-

tion of sayings attributed to him

—

Demadea.
Consult Blass, Attische Beredsamkeit, iii. (Leip-

zig, 1887-9.3).

DEMAND. A technical term of the common
law, signifying a legal claim or obligation. It is

defined by Lord Coke as "a term of law, of an
extent greater in its signification than any other
word except claim" (Co. Lit. 291). In addition
to the claims enforceable by actions, such as con-

tracts, debts, obligations, etc., it includes, as
well, all rights enforceable by entry, by seizure

of goods, or by any other act. A release of all

demands, therefore, is the most comprehensive
release that can be given. The usual form of

'general release,' as it is called, is to release "all

claims and demands whatsoever." See Rei£ASE.
The term demand is also employed in law in

a narrower sense, derived from its general sig-

nification of a request, or summons, addressed
to another in legal form, calling upon him to

perform a legal duty which he owes to the de-

mandant. Such a demand is frequently neces-

sary to fix an inchoate legal obligation and to

entitle the claimant to bring an action for its

enforcement. Thus, imder ordinary' circum-
stances, no right of action arises for a breach
of promise to marry unless a previous demand
can be shown, and the same is true of all con-

tract obligations in which the time of perform-
ance is not definitely fixed, as well as of others

in which the time is not a material element. So,

in other classes of rights, a demand and its re-

fusal are frequently necessary to give to a wrong-
ful act the sharpness and definiteness requisite

to make a legal remedy available. For example,

where gootls are wrongfully detained by a finder,

or by any other person whose original possession

thereof was lawfully acquired, he must refuse a

demand for them l)efore he becomes liable in

trover for a conversion: and so, before abating

a nuisance, either personally or by action, a de-

mand must usually be ma<le upon the person

maintaining it.

There are other cases in which, thoiigh a

<lefinite default has been made, entitling the in-

jured party to siie without further notice, a
demand for performance may .vet he necessary'

to enable him to avail himself of some more
drastic remedy; as in the ease of a failure to

Vol. v.—so.

pay rent at the stipulated time, though an action

will lie for the breach of contract, the landlord
cannot enter for breach of condition and put an
end to the lease without previous demand. It

should be added that, in all cases in which a

demand is requisite to fix a legal liability, the

requirement is dispensed with if the party in de-

fault has put it out of his power to comply with
it, and in some jurisdictions the courts have gone
so far as to hold a demand unnecessary in all

cases in which it would probably have been un-
availing. See Breach of Promise; Conver-
sion ; Liability ; Quasi Contract ; and consult

the authorities referred to under these titles.

DEMAND AND SUPPLY. It is a familiar

axiom of political economy that price depends
upon demand and supply. Simple as the propo-

sition appears, it has been the subject of inter-

minable dispute because of the inevitable ten-

dency to make of the rule a sweeping generaliza-

tion applicable to all times and all places. None
the less it remains a convenient form of stating

the phenomena which determine market price.

If in a given market the supply of goods is

increased, prices cannot be maintained. If, on
the other hand, the demand increases with a

stationary supply, prices will rise. If, in the

foregoing statement, there is little ambiguity
about the word supply, which means a certain

physical quantity of goods, it cannot be said that

the notion of demand, a physiological factor, is

so simple. While demand is not merely desire,

but is always associated for the purpose of eco-

nomic reasoning with the ability to satisfy the

desire, it is clear that the volume of demand
depends itself upon the price. There are certain

areas of demand which generally grow larger as

the price diminishes. In the first instance,

when supply is increased, larger areas of demand
must be reached in order to effect the sale of

the goods, and to do so the price must be

reduced. In the second case, it is assumed
that demand increases in its several grades. It

will now be possible to sell the goods by serving

only the higher areas of demand, and in so doing

the price can be raised. Within narrow limits,

therefore, the adjustment of demand and supply
can fio proceed that irregularities in either will

reveal themselves in price changes. But it is

clear that changes might be quite abnormal, that

supply, for instance, might be so vastly in-

creased that the goods would not lie salable,

while demand might so diminish that a like re-

sult would be reached.

The law of supply and demand is most simply
stated for a given conunodity in a given market
as we have done, but no account of it would be

complete without a reference to the reaction of

demand upon supply. Whether by an increase

of the supply of a particular class of gootls the

price would l)e permanently lowered would de-

I>end upon whether this increase<l supply became
a permanent factor. If by the price reduction

a lowering of profits is the result, we nuist ex-

pect a curtailment in the product. On the other

hand, a iHTinanent increase of demand which in

the first instance hnl to an enhancement of price

must in time lead to a prospect of profits which
invites capital into that line of business, and
hence an enhancement of the supply. In th«»

case of freely reproducible goods we find this

tendency at work to prevent abnormal changes
in customary and usual price relations. If. on
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the other liund, the goods are not freely repro-

ducible, we are apt to liiid the tendency of a
diminishing supply to raise prices checked by

the process of substitution, and hence a falling

ott in demand. Thus, in the United States the

8ubstitution of coal for wood as fuel, and iron

and steel for wood in construction work, has

checked tiie rise in price which might otherwise

have been e.\i)ected. There are certain floods

however, like the autographs of distinguished

men now dead, or paintings by the old masters,

which seem to lie wholly outside the ordinary

rules fixing prices, as they cannot be duplicated

nor their places filled by substitutes. But such

illustrations serve only to make clear how wide
is the application of the law to the great bulk

of the world's daily cxciianges. For a clear dis-

cussion of demand and supply, consult Cairnes,

Leading Principles of Political Economy (Lon-

don, 1884). See Poijtical Economy.

DEMAR'ATUS (Lat., from Gk. Aij/ttd/wroi).

A S|)artan king from about B.C. 510 to B.C. 491.

By the machinations of his colleague, Cleomenes
(q.v.), he was deposed. He subsequently re-

mired to the Persian Court, and accompanied
Aerxes as a councilor on that monarch's expe-

dition against Greece.

DEMABCATION (Fr. ddmarcation, from
La^. de, off, away, ML. marca, boundary, limit,

mark), Line of. The historical and cartograph

ical name given to an imaginary line running due
north and south 100 leagues west of the Azores,

established by a Papal bull of Alexander VI.

on May 3, 1493, delimiting the spheres of Span-

ish and Portuguese possession in the New World.
All new lands discovered east of this line were
to l)elong to Portugal, and all to the west to

Spain. Dissatisfaction with this arrangement
on the part of Portugal led to the conclusion of

the Convention of Tordesillas between Spain and
Portugul, June 7, 1494, in which the line of de-

marcation was shifted 370 leagues west of the

Cape Verde Islands, so that Brazil, as yet undis-

covered, subsequently fell to the share of Portu-

gal. As between the two Iberian powers, the

terms of the convention were respected in fair

measure, though disputes as to the exact deter-

mination of the line were frequent. The other na-

tions of Europe, however, paid little regard to the

Papal bull. Consult Harrisse, Diplomatic His-

1o}-y of America (New York, 1898).

DEMARTEAX7, de'miir'tfi', Gilles (1722-

76). A French engraver, born in Liftge. He is

one of the most eminent exponents of the style

of engraving in imitation of crayon drawing.
He brought that process to great perfection, but
was not, as is frequently stated, the inventor of

it. In 1769 he was elected a member of the Paris
Academy. His work comprises about 739 plates,

for the most part after French masters. Among
the best are: "The Wounded Lvcurgus," after

Cochin; "Justice Protecting the Arts," after

Cochin: "Entombment of Christ," after Stellaert;

"The Education of Cupid," after Boucher; and
some excellent portraits, especially that of the
painter Charles Vanloo.

DEM'AVEND', :Motnt. An extinct volcano
of Persia, in latitude 36° N. and longitude 52° E.,

aboiit 50 miles northeast of Teheran (Map:
Persia, D 3). It has an altitude of about 18.000
feet and forms the loftiest peak of the Elburz
chain^ which separates the low shores of the

Caspian Sea from the high tableland of Persia,
Altliough no longer subject to eruptions, Dema-
vend bears traces of comparatively recent ac-

tivity. Its summit is conical and the crater still

intact. At its base hot springs give evidence of

the continued existence of volcanic heat at no
great distance beneath the surface. A great
deposit of sulphur covers the summit of Dema-
vend, and is brought down to the plains in

bags as an article of conunerce. The first Euro-
pean to make the ascent of IX?mavend was Wil-
liam T. Thomson, in 1837. Demavend tower*
high above the neighboring mountains, the ad-

jacent summits not exceeding two-thirds of its

elevation. At all times it has been a conspicuous-

object from the great trade route between India

and the West, along the edge of the Persian

tableland. Zohak, a personilication of the bad
principle, was supposed by the Persians to be

buried under Demavend.

DEMBEA, dem'be-a or dfim-be'A. See TzANA.

DEMBIN'SKI, dem-ben'sk^, Henkyk (1791-

1864). A Polish and Hungarian general, born

near Cracow, in Poland. He entered the Polish

Army in 1809, took part in the invasion of Russia

by the French in 1812, and was made captain by
Napoleon himself on the battlefield of Smolensk.

He subsequently distinguished himself at Leipzig.

After the fall of the Empire, he returned to hi'i

native country, and lived in comparative obscur-

ity for some time. The Polish Revolution of 1830
called him again to arms. He obtained the com-
mand of a brigade of cavalry, and exhibited he-

roic courage at the battles of Kuflev and Ostro-

lenka. Afterwards he was engaged in the cam-

paign in Lithuania, and returning to Warsaw,
was made commander- in-cliief of the national

army, holding the post, however, only for three

days. After the surrender of Warsaw to the Rus-

sians, Dembinski went to France. In 1833 he pro-

ceeded to Eg\'pt. and entered the service of Mehe-
met Ali, but returned to Paris in 1835. Some
months after the outbreak of the Hungarian in-

surrection Kossuth appointed him commander-in-
chief of the main Hungarian army (February
5, 1849). He drew up a line of campaign,
but could not obtain the concurrence of Gorgei,

whose tardv arrival caused the loss of the battle

of Kflpolna (February 26-27. 1849). Force(?

to retreat behind the Theiss, Dembinski resigned

his command, but subsequently consented to

act under MCszaros. He was appointed to the

command of the Northern Hungarian Army and
strongly urged the necessity of uniting th?

cause of Hungary with that of Poland, pro-

posing to lead an army into Galicia; but his

advice was not taken. After the resignation of

Kossuth, and the capitulation signed by Gorgei

at Vilfigos (August 13, 1849), I>nibinski fled

to Turkey. In 1850 he returned to France and
commenced to write his Memoires on the Hun-
garian war. He died in Paris in 1864. Consult

Danzer, Demhinski in Vngarn (Vienna, 1873).

DEME, dem (Gk. Sijfios, demon, district).

One of the subdivisions of the ancient Attic

trilx?s. The word originally meant a country

district, and was applied to the rural communi-
ties, or to the people living in the country, in

distinction from those living in the city. The
demes existed from an early period, and, accord-

ing to tradition, were made constituent parts of

the Athenian territory by Theseus, but they do
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not become historically important until the time
of Clistlienes (u.c. oOS-oU*'). \N hen Clisthenes
abolished, lor all but religious purposes, the four
old Attic tribes, and substituted in their stead
ten new tribes, he first divided the people territo-
rially into :i hundred deines, and then formed his
tribes by arbitrary groupings of these domes. The
demes were thus the primitive political imits of
the htate. The number of demes was subsequently
increased; about u.c. 200 there were 174; the
highest number known to have existed is 182.
They wore variously named, some with gentile
or patronNTiiic names, some from the trades
carried on in them, some from plants that
grew in the neighborhood, and so on. Each dome
had its presiding officer (8:^/juipxos,d€marchos) , its

treasurer (ra^s, lamias) , its controller (d»^t7/>a-

feii, antigraphcus), and other officers, besides
its assembly, which was convened by the demarch,
and wherein was transacted the public business
of the dome. There was also for each dome a
register wherein were enrolled, for political and
other purposes, all the members of that dome.
Consult: Hermann, Griechxsche ±lterthumer
(Freiburg. 1882) ; Leake, Ocmcs of Attica (Lon-
don, 1820) ; Haussouillior, La vie municipale en
Attique (Paris, 1883) ; Wachsmuth, Stadt Athen,
vol. ii. (Leipzig, 1890).

DEMENTIA. See Insanity.

DEMERARA, dem'^ra'ra. A river of Brit-
ish Guiana (q.v.), South America, rising in the
mountains of the interior, flowing north almost
parallel with the Essequibo, and emptying into
the Atlantic at Georgetown ( Map

:

' Guiana,
British, F 2). It is about 200 miles long, li^
miles broad at its mouth, and navigable by
ships of considerable burden for 75 miles. \ia
affluents are numerous, though small. At its

entrance into the ocean it afl^ords a spacious
harbor, obstructed, however, by a bar.

DEMESNE, d^-men'. or DEMAIN' (OF. de-
inaine, domaine, from Lat. dominium, right of
power). In the feudal system of land tenure, the
dominion over land. But the dominion connoted
by tho term was the actual dominion of the free-

hold tenant, and not the theoretical dominion of
the King or the mesne lord. It did not signify
lordship of land, but the rights and the authority
of the immediate owner. Such a tenant was
said to hold 'in his demesne' (tw dominio suo)

.

Blackstone distinguishes accurately between the
allodial, or absolute, owner, outside the feudal
system, who was described as holding the land
'in his demesne,' and the feudal tenant, whose
dominion was qualifiod by adding the phrase 'as

of foe,' indicating a real and yet subordinate
dominion. But he was probably wrong in using
the same term to describe the King's paramount
lordship. The King, indeed, held lands in his

demesne; there were and still arc 'demesne lands'
of the Crown, but they are the immediate prop-
erty of tho Crown, owned and controlled by it.

and not lands held of the Crown by freehold
tenants. See Cbowx L.\nds ; Feidal System ;

Temre.
Ancient demesne is a species of privileged

copyhold tenure, surviving in a few ancient
manors which formed part of the demesne lands
of the Crown in the tiino of the Conqueror, and
are so recorded in Domesday Book. These
manors may now be in the hands of subjects.

Tenure of ancient demesne is sometimes known

as customary tenant-right, privileged villeinage,
and villein socage. The abolition of the peculiar
privileges which attended it, by statute in 183.3,
lias assimilated it closely to ordinary socage
tenure. Consult: Blackstone, Commentaries on
the Laws of England; Vinogradoff, Villeinage
in England; Pollock and Maitland, History of
English Law (2d ed., London and Boston, 1899),
See CoPYiioLu; Socage; Villeinage.

DEME'TER. See Cebes.

DEME'TRIUS (Gk. Arj^'^pios, Dvmetrios)

.

A sculptor of Attica, who flourished in the early
part of the fourth century B.C. He was espe-
cially celebrated for the realism of his portraits,
and was even censured for his excessively close
imitation of natural defects.

DEME'TRIUS, called Phale'beus (Gk.
Arin-ffrpun 4>a\i7/3ci}j, Demetrios Phalereus) (c.354-
284 B.C. ) . A Grecian orator and philosopher. He
was bom at Phalerum in Attica, and was a pupil
of the philosopher Theophrastus. In B.C. 317
he was appointed governor of Athens by Cas-
sander, and held that office for ten years. His
administration vas so successful that the Athe-
nians .'lected to nim, it is said, 360 statues. When
Athens was taken by Demetrius Poliorcetes in
B.C. 307, Demetrius Phalereus was obliged to flee,

retiring first to Themes, and then to the Court
of Ptolemy Lagi at Alexandria. After Ptolemy's
death he was banished from Alexandria, and
withdrew to Upper Egv'pt, where he died about
B c. 284. Demetrius wrote many historical and
philosophical works, but only fragments of these
remain. The rhetorical treatise On Style {JltpL

'Epfirfflais, Peri Hermcneias) , ascribed to him, is

probably a composition of a later date.

DEMETRIUS. (1) A young Athenian in
love with Hermia in Shakespeare's .Midsummer
Js'ight's Dream. (2) The son of Tamora, Queen
of the Goths, in Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus.
(3) A friend of Antony in Shakespeare's An-
tony and Cleopatra. (4) Celia's princely lover
in Fletcher's The Humorous Lieutenant.

DEME'TRIUS OF BYZANTIUM, bl aln'-

shl-uiii. A Peripatetic pliilosophor. He is sup-
posed to have been the man who tried to dissuade
Cato from suicide. Part of his book On Poets
is quoted by Athonseus, and some portions of his
other writings have l)oon found at Herculanoum.

DEMETRIUS OF SUrNIUM. A cj-nic phi-
losopher. He was a disciple and afterwards an
antagonist of Apollonius of Tyana. Ho lived in

great simplicity at Rome in the |H»riod finm
nliout A.D. 40 to al)out 80. and enjoyed the friend-

ship of Seneca, who observes that Nature made
him to show mankind how an exalted pi'nius n)ay
live uncornipted by the vices of the world.

DEMETRIUS. The assumed name of four
pretenders to the throne of Russia lielween Ihe
years 1(!03 and 1613. In l.'>84 Ivan the Terrible
die<l. leaving two sons, Fe<Klor and Demetrius, the
former of whom ascended tho throne, but prove*!

a weak ruler, and fell completely un«ler the con-

trol of his brother-in-law Boris Go<lunofT. The
second son, Demetrius, was brought up at a dis-

tance from the Court, and when only nine or ten
years old either aecjdontallv kilbvl himself or was
put to death. In l.^ns Fomlor died also, and Boris
ascended the throne, but his tyrannical measures
rendered him verv unpopular. In 160.'5 a rumor
spread through Russia that IX'metrius was not
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dond, but had npiH-an-d in I'olnnd. 'VUv fiic-t was
that a person culling,' himself Demetrius, hut who,

it is said, was in reality a ujonk named (Jregory

Utrepieir, Iwhrn^'in;,' to the t'onvent of Tehudov,

had succeeded in persuading Prince Wisniewski

in Lithuania, and afterwards Mniszek, Palatine of

Kundomir, tiuit he was tlie true son of Ivan. The
latter introduced him to Sigisnuind Hi., King
of Poland, who saw in him a useful instrument

for intr()ducing Polish inlluence into Russia,

and so aided him in his designs against Boris.

Toward the close of l(i04 Demetrius, supported
by a numl)er of Polish nobles, invaded Russia,

defeated Itoris, who died in April, 1605. and
entered Moscow in June, 1(505, the peoi)le receiv-

ing him with great enthusiasm. He ruled for

some months with vigor; but his manifest pre-

dilection for the Poles soon excited the Russians
against him. and the arrival of his bride. Marina
Mniszk, the daughter of the Palatine of Sando-
mir, with a Polish retinue on May 12, 1600.

brought the discontent to a head. Sixteen days
later an insurrection broke out in the capital,

headed by Prince \asili Shuiski. Tlie pretender
was slain, and a multitude of the Poles mas-
sacred. Vasili Shuiski now ascended the tlirone

;

but in 1607 an individual appeared, alleging that
he was Demetrius and that another had been
mistaken for him in the Moscow massacre. He
found a considerable numlier of adherents,

and Marina acknowledged him to be her husband.
The Poles helped him and for some time it

seemed likely that he would succeed; but at
length he was put to death at Kaluga, in 1610.

The third pretender gave himself out to be the

son of the first. After a brief career he fell into

the power of the Czar and was strangled. The
fourth made the same pretensions, but falling

into the hands of the Cossacks, was carried to

Moscow, where he was executed in 1613. Con-
sult: Scipkin. "Wer war pseudo-Demetrius I.,"

Archiv. Slav. Philnlofjie, vol. v. (Berlin, 1898,

1900) ; Mimro, The Rise of the Russian Empire
(London, 1900) ; KostomaroflT, IjCS faux Dmitri
(Saint Petersburg, 1864) ; Alerim^, Les faux
Demetrius (Paris, 1858), English trans, by A. R.
Scoble.

DEMETRIUS I. (Gk. Arifi-firpioi, Demctrios)

,

SoTKR (c. 187-150 B.C.). King of Syria from B.C.

162 to 150. He was the son of Seleueus IV.
Philopator. and lived at Rome as a hostage dur-
ing the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes. who had
usurped the throne. He escaped from confine-

ment in B.C. 16.3, overthrew Antiochus, and, with
the aid of the Romans, established himself firmly
in power. He carried on war against the Jews
and the Cappadocians. and freed the Babylonians
from the rule of the satrap Tunarchus. He fell

in battle against the usurper Alexander Balas.

DEMETRIUS I., called Poliorcetes (Af/ft-^-

rpun noXiopitTTTiJs, Dcmrtrios PoJiorkrtcs, besieger
of cities) (C..337-283 B.C.). A king of Macedonia.
He was the son of Antigonus and Stratonice.
At an early age he assisted his father in
the wars with the generals of .Alexander, was
defeated by Ptolemy at Gaza in n.c. 312. but soon
after retrieved his fortune by gaining a victory
over Cilles in Syria. In B.C. 307 he freed Athens
from the rule of Cassander. and was received in
the city with divine honors. He later defeated
Ptolemy in a naval battle at Cyprus, and in
B.C. 305 laid siege to Rhodes, but was unable to

take the city. Being afterwards (B.C. 301) de-

feated at Ipsus by Seleueus and Lysimaehus. his

CJreek sway passed from him. but in B.C. 295 he
recovered -Kgina, Salamis, and Athens. In B.C.

294 he murdered Alexander, brother of Antipater,

and seized the throne of Macedonia, but was
afterwards expelled by Pyrrhus, and finally sur-

rendered to Seleueus, whose prisoner he remained
until the time of his death, in B.C. 283. Deme-
trius is famous forjiaving conducted his seiges on
a grand scale, with all the paraphernalia known
to the military science of that age.

DEMETRIUS II. A king of Macedonia
(c.239-229 B.C.). He was the son of Antigonus
Gonatas and grandson of Demetrius Poliorcetes,

and was engaged in continual warfare with the

neighboring j)eoples and the Achiean and .^^tolian

Leagues.

DEMETRIUS II., Nicatob ( ?-c. 125 B.C.). A
king of Syria, lie was the son of Demetrius
Soter, and lived many years in exile, but with
the assistance of Ptolemy Philometer, whose
daughter he married, he secured the throne in B.C.

140. His vices and cruelty engendered a formi-

dable revolt in Syria, and about B.C. 138, in an
expedition against the Parthians, he was defeated

and taken pri.soner. After ten years of cap-

tivity he was restored to power (c.l28 B.C.). but
was vanquished by a pretender to his throne in

a battle near Damascus. He fled to Tyre and
there perished by assassination (c. 125 B.C.).

DEMETRIUS III., Eucerus, King of Syria

from B.C. 94 to 88. He was the grandson of

Demetrius Nicator. and ruled jointly with his

brother Philip, but was dethroned by him and
died a prisoner among the Parthians.

DEMETRIUS FANIflUS. A plagiarist in

Jonson's The Poetaster, a caricature of Dekker,

who replied in the Hatiro-Mastix.

DEMETRIUS TRICLI'NUS (Lat., from
Gk. Aijyui^rptos Tp//cXiwj, Dcmetrios Triklinoa) . A
Greek scholiast of the fifteenth century. In addi-

tion to his recension of the text of Sophocles,

which served as the basis of several sub.sequent

revisions, he composed scholia on the same poet,

and on Hesiod. Pindar, and Aristophanes. His
works on the metres (Ilepi M^rpuv, Peri Metron )

and figures (IlepJ "Lx-nt^Tuv, Peri Schematon) of

Sophocles are of slight value.

DEMETRIUS ZEITUS (Lat.. from Gk.

Art/jL-^pioi Z^vos). A writer of Zacynthus. who
lived in the sixteenth century. His works in-

clude a translation of the Ratrarhomyomachia
(about 1530) into modern Greek in the a-rlxoi

TToXiriKol, stichoi politihoi. or popular verses, and
a poem in the same measure on Alexander t in-

Great (printed at Venice, 1829). The former
work has been edited by Miillach (Berlin, 1837).

and has been printed, with a Latin translation,

bv M. Crusius, in llgen's edition of- the Homeric
Hymns (Halle, 1796).

DEMETZ, de-mfts'. FRfiD:f:Ric ArcrsTE (1796-

1873). A French prison reformer, born in Paris.

He studied law, and was subsequently made a

judge. In 1836 he was sent by the French Gov-
ernment to the United States for the purpose of

studying American penitentiaries. The results

of his investigations Avere published in 1839

under the title Rapports A Monsieur le comte de
Montalivet sur les pMtenciers des Etats-Unis.
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One of the conclusions of this report is that
the penitentiaries ot Pennsylvania, organized on
the plan of isolating the young prisoners, were
ineiUeient. Denietz's chief services, however,
were in connection with a reformatory founded
by him on an entirely novel plan at Mettray near
Tours. Hundreds of young criminals were gath-
ered by him into this reformatory at the expira-
tion of their terms of imprisonment, and there
they were given instruction and agricultural
work which entitled them to moderate compensa-
tion. The remarkable results thus achieved led

to the introduction of this system not only
throughout France, but in .several other Euro-
pean countries.

DEMI', or DEMY ( Fr. dcrui, Lat. dimidius,

half). A term in heraldry. .\n animal is said

to be demi when only the upper or fore half of it

is represented. In inanimate objects, the dexter

half per pale is usually intended, when it is said

to be demi, though a demi fleur-de-Us, for ex-

ample, may be a fleur-de-lis divided jx?r fess.

DEMI-CANNON. A large gun used in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and perhaps

later. It is said to have had a length of 12 to

14 feet, a diameter of bore of 6% inches, and to

have fired a ball of 33 pounds weight; there

is some doubt about this, as a solid spherical

shot for a G'^-inch gun ought to weigh over 40

pounds. The powder-charge and muzzle velocity

are not stated, but the point-blank range was
estimated at 102 paces and its range at 2000.

See rJrxs. Xavai..

DEMI-CULVERIN. A variety of gun of

about the same date as the demi-cannon (q.v.).

It was about nine feet long, had a bore of about

four inches, and threw a ball of nine pounds

weight. Its point-blank range was estimated at

174 paces and its range at 1800. See Artillery;
Ordnaxce.

DEMIDOFF, dyt^-me'dftf. Princes of San
Donato. A noble and wealthy Russian family,

the most distinguished memliers of which are:

(1) NiTiKA Demidoff (1665-1720), the founder

of the family, a runaway serf, who amassed an

immense fortune as a manufacturer of arms. He
established numerous forges and foundries in

the Urals, and died after 1720. (2) Aktxfi

Demidoff (died c.l740). son of Xikita, brought

over skilled CJerman miners to examine the rich

deposits of gold, silver, and copper in the river

vallevs of Silieria. The Government made him a

Councilor of State. (3) Prokop (1710-1786),

son of Akinfi. established a commercial s<'hool in

Moscow in 1772. (4) Pail Demidoff (1738-

1821), cousin of Prokof. traveler and scientist,

gave a museum of natural historj' to the Uni-

versity of Moscow, and ff)unded the Demidoff

Museum of Yaroslav. (5) N1K01.AI. Count Demi-

doff (1773-1828). nephew of Paul. marrie<l the

Countess Strogonoff. and In-came a Privy Coun-

cilor and Imperial Chaml)erlain. He distinguished

himself in the war against the Turks. In 1812

lie raised a regiment and fought at its head

against Napoleon. (6) Axatole (1812-70).

son of Nikolai, displayed great enthusiasm for

letters and the sciences. His principal liook.

published in Paris in 1830. entitle<l Trnrrh in

{Southern Rusftia and Crimea, is the record of a

great scientific expedition imdertaken at his ex-

pense. In 1841 he married Mathilde de Mont-

fort, daughter of Jerome Bonaparte. The mar-
riage was dissolved by mutual consent in 1846.

Hospitals, schools, and museums all over Russia
testify to the traditional munificence of the
DemidofTs.

DE MILLE, Henby Churchill .(1850-93).
An American i)laywright,oneof the authors of The
'Wife, Lord Chum ley, and other pieces. He was born
in North Carolina and educated at Columbia Col-
lege, from which he was graduated in 1875. For
several years thereafter he was a teacher. In
1882 he became examiner of plays at the Madison
Square Theatre, and later he was an actor under
A. M. Palmer's management. His first play,

Delmar's Daughter, was produced in 1883 with-
out success. In 1884 he pro<luced The Main Line,
by himself and Charles Barnard. In collabora-

tion with David Belasco he wrote The ^^'ife

(produced in 1887 at the Lyceum), which proved
a great success, and in the following seasons they
brought out Lord Chumley ; The Charity Ball;
and Men and \Vomen. In 1891, apart from
Belasco, he adapted from the German The Lost
Paradise. He died at his home in Pompton,
N. J., February 10, 1893.

DE MILLE, James (1837-80). A Canadian
author, bom at Saint John, New Brunswick. He
graduated at Brown University in 1854, was pro-

fessor of classics in Acadia College (Wolfville,

Nova Scotia) in 1800-65. and from 1865 until

his death, occupied the chair of history and
rhetoric in Dalhousie College ( Halifax, Nova
Scotia). His publications include: Andy O'Hara
(1860) ; The Soldier and the Spy (1865) ; Thfi

Dodge Club (2 vols., 1866-69) ; The American
Baron (1870); The Living Link (1874); and
A Castle in Spain (published anonymously in

Harper's Magazine, 1882-83).

DEMI-MONDE (Fr., half-world). The bet-

ter class of courtesans in Paris and other cities,

including a class whose reputation is a little

above that of the others, and yet not good enough
to warrant their reception in recognized society.

The term originated with .\lexandre Dumas the
Younger.

DEMISE (OF. fem. of demis, from Lat. de-

mittere, to hand down). In the most general
sense, a transfer or conveyance of an interest

in land. Technically the term is employed in

two distinct senses: First, to denote a lease or
letting of land for a term of years; second, to

describe the transmission of the royal authority,

dignity, and estates from one sovereign to his

successor. The phrase ''demise of the crown"
does not signify the death of the sovereign, but
the transfer or devolution of the kingdom, wheth-
er that occurs as the result of the death or of

the voluntarj' abdication of the sovereign. Prob-
ably, howe^'er, it wouhl lie restricted to the case

of a normal transfer of the crown in the succes-

sion established by law, and not to a change in

the succession by revolution or otherwise. How-
ever this may be. the phrase 'demise of the

crown' is the legal expression of the notion in-

volved in the popular phrase, 'The king never
dies.' It indicates that the government d»x»8 not

come to a full stop on the death or abdication

of its head, but that the royal authority is con-

tinuous and permanent, passing at once, without
a break or jar, to him who is to exercise it next.

This conception of the matter, so important to

the welfare of the kingdom and the stabilitv of
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the govomincnt, is c(»in|mrjitivoly modern, the

effect of tlie death of the soveieign in Kngland

having fornjerly been to paralyze for the time

being many of the functions of government, in-

cluding the administration of justice. The King's

IVace had to be proclaimed anew by each sove-

icign at his accession, and the administration

of government newly constituted. All these in-

conveniences have been remedied by a series of

statutes enacted since the accession of William

and Mary, and the principle of the immediate
demise of the crown, as above described, firmly

established. See Anson, Law and Custom of the

Constitution (Oxford, 188(5, 1892).

DEMI-SEMI-QXJAVER. Half of a semi-

quaver, or the thirty-second part of a whole note.

See Notation.

DEMIURGE (Lat. demiurgus, from Gk.

Si)tuovpy6t, drinioiirnos. liandicraftsman, from
S'^/uos, dcmios, of the people + ipytiv, crgein, to

work). The name given in the cosmogony of the

Gnostics to the creator or former of the world
of sense. He was variously conceived. In gen-

eral, he was the archon or chief of the lowest

order of the spirits or eons of the pleroma

;

mingling with chaos, he formed in it a corporeal

animated world. He created man, but could im-

part to him only his own weak principle, the

pnyche or sensuous soul ; therefore the highest,

the really good God, added the divine rational

sotil, or pveunia. But the power of evil in the

material body, and the hostile influence of the

merely sensuous demiurge, prevented the devel-

opment of that higher element. The demiurge,
holding himself to be the highest God, could not
bring his creatures to the knowledge of the true
Godhead ; as the Jehovah of the Jews he gave
them the imperfect law of Moses, which promised
merely a sensuous happiness, and even that not

attainable; and against the spirits of the hyle,

or world of matter, he sent only a psychical, and
therefore powerless, Messiah, the man Jesus. See
Gnostics.

DEMMIN, d^m'm^n (formerly Dymin, Dem-
myn, Dummyn, Timin, from OChurch Slav.

dymu, smoke, Lat. fumits, Skt. dhuma, vapor).
A town of the Prussian Province of Pomerania,
situated on the navigable Peene, 33 miles west-

northwest of Stettin (Map: Prussia, E 2). Be-
sides the town proper, Demmin comprises three

suburbs. There are manufactures of machinery,
woolens, hats, sugar, and leather. It has also

distilleries and breweries, and a considerable
trade in lumber and grain. Population, in 1890,

10,8.52: in 1900, 12,08,5. Demmin, which had
its origin in a Slavic settlement, was known
as early as the ninth century as a place of some
commercial importance. In 1164 it was taken
by Henry the I.ion, and in 1238 it became a
member of the Hanseatic League. By the Peace
of Westphalia it passed to Sweden, and in 1720
it came into the possession of Prussia.

DEMMIN, August (1817-98). A German-
French art critic, born in Berlin. He went to

Paris at the age of seventeen to complete his edu-
cation, and made his home there until 1872; but
traveled extensively throughout Europe and in

Asia, in pursuit of his .studies, especially in the
fields of ceramics and the science of arms. In
1873 he settled in Wiesbaden. The most important
of his works is EncyclopMie historique, arch^-
ologique, etc., dcs heaux-arts plastiques (1872-

80; 5 vols., with (i(K)O illustrations), lie pub-
lished further: (iuidc dc I'umatcur de faiences ct

porciiaim-fs (1873) ; (Juidc dcs amateurs d'armes
et armurca anciennes (18G9); Kvrumikstudicn
(1881-83); Htudien iibcr die ato/flick-bildcnden

Kiinste und Kunsthandicerke (1887-93). He
was a contributor to the Uistoire dcs peintrcs

de toutes les ^colcs, edited by Charles Blanc, and
also wrote a number of comedies, dramas, and
novels.

DEMMLER, dOm'lCr, Geobg Adoij" (1804-

80). A German architect and politician. He
was born at Giistrow, Mecklenburg, studied at
the university and at the Academy of Arts in

Berlin, and in 1824 entered the Government ser-

vice of his native State. Appointed Court arclii-

tect in 1837, he designed the plans for and partly

erected a number of prominent structures in

Schwerin, such as the Grand Ducal Palace, the

Court Theatre, and the Arsenal. Much interest-

ed in the welfare of the workmen, he introduced

a system of paying their wages by which they

were made to share directly in the profits of their

labor, to the exclusion of the contractors. His
political attitude during the period of 1848-50

led to his dismissal from the Government service

in 1851, whereupon he traveled for several year*

in Europe, and, after his return to Schwerin in

1857, devoted himself more especially to the

practical solution of social problems. He was
one of the founders of the National Association

(Nationalverein), in 1859, of the League for the

Promotion of Peace and Liberty, and in 18G8

joined the so-called German People's Party at

Stuttgart. He was elected to the Reichstag in

1877, but after its dissolution in 1878 did not

seek reelection.

DEM'OCE'DES (Gk. A/ifWK-^drjs, Dcmokcdcs)

.

One of tiie most famous of the early Greek
physicians. He was born at Crotona, in lower

Italy, about the middle of the sixth century B.C.

After living at ^Egina, Athens, and Samos, he

was taken prisoner by the Persians and carried

to the Persian Court, where he rendered impoi-

tant medical assistance to Darius I. Though
honored by the Persians, he was desirous of re-

turning to his native city; and, through tlic

favor of Queen Atossa, he secured his appoint-

ment to a secret mission which was sent to

Greece. Escaping on this expedition, he returned

to Crotona.

DEMOCHARES, d^mSk'S-rez (Lat., from Gk.

Arifwxdpv^)- -^n Athenian orator, a nephew of De-

mosthenes. He began his public career as leader

of the anti-Macedonian party (B.C. 332), and.

after the restoration of the democracy in Athens
(B.C. 307), became head of the patriotic party.

He was exiled about B.C. 295, but returned in 287

or 286, after which he acted as ^linister of Fi-

nance. He died after B.C. 280. Demochares left

orations and an elaborate historj' of his time,

only fragments of which remain. Consult Droy-

sen, Zeitschrift fur die Altertumswissenschafl
(Giesscn, 18.36).

DEM'OCLES (Lat., from Gk. Ar;//o/cX^i,

Dcmoklcs). An Attic orator of the school of

Theophrastus, a contemporary and opponent of

Demosthenes. He is known best as the defender

of the children of Lycurgus against the calum-
nies of Moprocles and Menestechmus. Though
none of his works is extant, he probably left
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some written orations, since Dionysius of Hali-

cnrnassus n8cril>es tu him an oration which had
been attributed to Dinarchus. Dionysius and
Suidas call him Democlides.

DEMOCBACY {Ok. SitfUKparla, demokratia,
government of the people, from 5^/iot, demos,
people + Kparelv, Jcratcin, to rule). A term
of wide and variable signification, comprehend-
ing such diverse but related conceptions as: (1)
a society based on equality; (2) a State in

which the actual j)ower of government is

lodged in the mass of the people ; and ( 3 ) a form
of governmental organization in which the au-

thority of the State is directly administered by
the people or their chosen representatives. The
term is also often emploj'ed indefinitely to de-

scribe all of these taken together—in which case

it may be defined as a form of society in which
the social organization, the energy of the State,

and the powers of government are directed and
controlled by the mass of the people; and some-
times more vaguely to characterize the tendency
of the progressive nations during the last two
hundred years toward the realization of such a
social and political organization. It is in the

first, or social sense, that the term democracy is

most frequently employed by Continental and
especially French writers, and in the third or

governmental sense by the Greek philosophers,

while among English and American political

writers, from Bentham to Lecky and Woodrow
Wilson, the tendency has been to limit its use to

the actual exercise of political power by the

people, and therefore as coextensive in meaning
with popular government.
A dem(x?ratic society is one in which privilege,

whether based on birth, on wealth, or on public

service, has been abolished, and a substantial

equality of legal rights and obligations and of

.social and industrial opportunity established.

The existence of a caste, whether hereditary or

intellectual, or of social classes is incompatible

with a democratic organization of society, which
is likewise menaced by the growth of centraliza-

tion of wealth on the one hand, and, on the

other, by the existence of extreme poverty and
the growth of dependent classes. It can there-

fore, under the present industrial system, be only
imperfectly realized in a state of civilization, its

best illustrations being found in primitive or

simple communities, like certain of the Swiss
cantons and the frontier settlements in the west-

ern portions of the United States and Canada.
Democracy as a social principle rests upon the doc-

trine of the essential equality of all men and of

their equal worthiness—a notion derived mediate-
ly from the Christian conception of the equality of

all men before God, but which owes its transla-

tion from religion to society and jwlitics chiefly

to the influence exercised by the writings of Jean-
Jacques Rousseau. In the form which he gave
to it, and in which it claims our allegiance, the

doctrine and the practice of it are wholly mod-
em. Certainly there was no social equality in

the 'state of nature,' in which RousM'aii imag-
ined himself to have found it, and the so-called

democracies of the ancient world were anything
but democratic in sentiment or in social struc-

ture. The triumph of the principle in the modern
world has l)eon checked by tlie unexp<H'ted per-

sistence of the military spirit and the revival of

militarism in Europe during the latter half of

the nineteenth century, and by the wonderful in-

dustrial expansion of the same period, with the
consequent increase and unequal distribution of

wealth, both in Europe and America.

A government democratic or popular in form
is a republic—that is, a government in which the
administration of the affairs of the State is com-
mitted to the people, to be exercised by them
either directly in popular assemblies, like those
of the Athenian democracy, or indirectly through
representatives chosen by them, as in the repub-
lics of the modern world. Of this it may be ob-

served, first, that the pure or direct form of

democratic government, at which the criticisms
of Greek political writers were directed, has
never been completely realized, and cannot be
completely realized in practice. Certain of the
functions of government must always be dele-

gated. If the legislative power be exercised by
the whole body of citizens, and the judicial power
by large bodies of citizens chosen by lot or acting
in turn, the executive power must always in

fact be committed for longer or shorter periods
to chosen representatives of the popular will.

In the second place, even in this limited form,
the direct form of democratic government is pos-

sible only in small and compact States, like the
smaller Swiss cantons and the city States of an-
tiquity; and even in these it has usually been
found to be operative only on the undemocratic
principle of rigidly limiting the number of citi-

zens entitled to participate in the government.
The town-meeting plan of government cannot be
extended to the great aggregates of people which
constitute modem States. In the third place, it

is to be observed that, though the democratic
State tends to act through republican forms, a
representative republic is not necessarily demo-
cratic either in spirit or in its actual operation.

A government republican in form may, like that
of France, be essentially bureaucratic in struc-

ture and effect; or be, like that of most of the
Spanish-American States, a military tyranny: or
be, like that of Mexico, a virtual despotism. No
one of these can properly be termed a democracy,
though that designation would not be denied to

England, which is a monarchy in form, or to Can-
ada, which is a subordinate part of an empire. It

would seem, therefore, that the term democracy
is not properly used to describe the external forni

of government, but rather a tyi>e of political

society in which the essential power of the State
is wielded by the mass of the people.

As thus understood, the true antithesis of

democracy is not monarchy or oligarchy, but ab-

solutism, i.e. dominion exercised over the mass
of the people by an individual or a group of indi-

viduals, however constituted, not responsible to

the people nor bound by law or custom to consult

their wishes. Democracy, on the other hand, is

popular government— government actually di-

rected and controlled by the people, under what-
ever constitutional forms. The terms monarchy,
oligarchy, and republic properly describe the

form, and not the essential character of a govern-

ment. A democracy may exist under Inith of

these forms. A limited monarchy, like that of

Englanil, under which the power of the State is

actually exercised by the |)eople through their

chosen representatives, may be more tnily demo-
cratic than a republic, like the recent government
of the Transvaal, in which the actual power is
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\vu>Ided by a Hnaiiciiil or polilii-al oli^'arcliy, or

like the Athenian Uepuhlie. in wliith it is re-

stricted to u small minority of the mule inhab-

itants of the State.

Attention has been culled to the fuct that

denioc-raey as a social principle is of modern

ori^'in. This explains the curious dillereuces be-

tween the ancient and the modern conceptions of

political democracy. Tlie Aristotelian notion of

democracy as a community of free citizens ruling

the State, not beinj? based on any conception of

the essential equality of all men, was not olfendctl

by the existence in the State of a numerous lalM)r-

ing cluss, servile or free, and of a lurge resident

ulien populaticm, which together outnun>bercd
,

the political citizens ten to one, und which were

equally excluded from participation in the gov-

ernment. The modern idea of a political democ-

racy, on the other hand, being derived from the

social conception of the equal worth of all mem-
bers of the State, is satisfied with nothing less

than the substantial participation of the great

body of the people in the alFairs of the State. It

rests upon the theory that the people, their hap-

piness being the true end of government, an'

better judges of wliat will conduce to their hajipi-

ness than is any individual or group of individ-

uals likely to arise l)y any hereditary or self-

selective process—a sound and salutary doctrine,

which, however, in political experience nms too

easily into the extreme form of the assertion that

for public purposes one man's opinion is as good
as that of any other man, and that all men are

entitled to equal weight in political affairs.

It is to England more than to any other nation,

even than the United States, that the modern
world owes the realization of the democratic ideal

in forms of political action. The two great revo-

lutions—that which resulted in the creation of

the Commonwealth, and that which finally ex-

pelled the Stuarts—were essentially popular in

character. Though the Parliament was through-
out that period, and until the reforms of 1832

and 1867, an aristocratic body, its responsiveness

to public opinion and its steadfast resistance to

royal pretensions made it the type of a popular
representative assembly in Europe. Before the

middle of the nineteenth century every considera-

ble European State, with the exception of Rus-
sia and Turkey, had adopted a! constitution limit-

ing the power of the Crown, and vesting a con-

siderable share of political power in the people,

and in most of them a representative legislature

of the parliamentary or British type was adopted.

But nowhere on the Continent, excepting in

Switzerland and in Norway and Sweden, has pop-

ular government reached a high degree of ef-

ficiency or attained any considerable measure of

success. Even in England the complete triumph
of the democratic principle has been delayed, both
in politics and society, by the persistence of the

aristocratic tradition, which still preserves a con-

siderable number of legal rights and privileges to

a social class based on birth and inherited wealth,
and which gives that class a preponderating in-

fluence in the political organization of the State.

Democracy in the United States is historically

the offspring of the democratic forces in English
political institutions. The radical wing of Eng-
lish republicanism and \Yhiggerj' in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries dominated the
settlement of the English colonies in America and

dictated their |)olitical development. The sim-

plicity of colonial life and the absence of any
considerable representative of tlic English urislo-

cralic clusses promoted the orderly growth of a
homogeneous democracy, which stood clearly re-

veuled when the shock of sepuration from the

mother country came. The si)eedy adoption of

a written constitution, however, fixed the fornm
of American democracy, and in st) fur tends to
control the evolution of its ideals. The re-

sult is that in most forms of political action

the United States is now less dem(xjratic than
(Jreat Britain. In spirit the English democracy
is doubtless more conservative than that of t!ie

United States, but it is doubtful how long it will

remain so. See Constitution; Government;
Republic.
Most of the philosophical authorities are hos-

tile critics of democratic government. For the
ancient and mediaeval view, see Dunning, History
of Political Theories—Ancient and Mediaeval ( New
York, 1902) ; for the modern view, consult: De
Tocque\ille, Democracy in America (1802) ; Mot-
ley, Historic Progress of American Democracy
(18G9) ; Freeman, Comparative Polities (hondon,
1873); May, Democracy in Europe (1878);
Maine, Popular Government (Ix)ndon, 1885) ;

Bryce, The American Commonicealth (2d ed.,

London and New York) ; Lecky, Democracy and
Liberty (London, 1896) ; Burgess, Political Sci-

ence and Constitutional Law (Boston, 1891);
Wootlrow \Yilson, The State: Elements of His-
torical and Practical Politics (Boston, 1892).

DEMOC'RATES (Lat., from Gk. SrjfWKpdTiji,

Dimokratcs) . An Attic orator who lived about
B.C. 350, a contemporary of Demosthenes and an
opponent of the Macedonian party. He accom-
l)anied Demosthenes to Philip to receive the
latter's oath to the treaty with Athens, and
afterwards assisted him in concluding a treaty

against Philip with the Thebans. As an orator

he was of only secondary importance. A frag-

ment of one of his orations is preserved in Aris-

totle {Rhetoric, iii. 4, 3).

DEMOCRATIC PARTY. The term Demo-
cratic, as used in American party politics, was
occasionally and loosely applied in the years
1789-92 to the group of Anti-Federalists (q.v.),

and thereafter, in the last decade of the eigh-

teenth century and tlie first two decades of the

nineteenth, to the party then commonly known
as the Republican. The vigorous adoption by
these Anti-Federalist Republicans, especially

during Washington's Administration, of French
principles and sympathies led to the application

to them of the term Democratic Republican,

which remained in quite common usage for more
than thirty years. This general attitude was one

of opposition to all centralizing tendencies in

the interpretation of the Federal Constitution.

They wished the National Government to remain
weak, somewhat as it had been under the old

Confederation ; and they regarded the States as

sovereign in an extreme sense of that word. (Sec

Strict Constructionists.) Upon the disappear-

ance of the Federalist Party (q.v.), there gradu-

ally appeared within the only party then active

two groups, one of which became known as the

National Republicans, and the other of which
retained the old name of Democratic Republi-

cans. The former developed into the Whig Party
(q.v.), while the latter was compactly organized
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as the Deinocratic I'arty, which has, since 1828,
mainUiined an unbroken existence. Tliis party,
wlien tlius organized by Jackson, adiiered to the
ortliodox tenets of the old Anti-Federalists, the
strict construction oi the Constitution, and tlie

limitation of the powers of the Federal (Jovern-
nient. As slavery, however, soon became tlie

most vital question in national politics, and as
tlie Democratic Party was largely controlled by
its Southern wing^ it became finally the party
of conservatism, in opposition to tlie new Repub-
lican Party's progressive ])latform of free men
and free soil. The two sectional wings of this
pat-ty became naturally separated during the
course of the Civil U'ar, and the subsequent pro-
cess of rehabilitation was so prolonged that the
parly was not again able to elect a President
(leaving out of account the disputed election of

187(>) until 1884, when entirely new issues were
involved. In its later course the party, in ac-
cordance with its old traditions, became particu-
larly conspicuous as the advocate of tariff re-

form, and upon that platform its only post-bel-
lum President, Grover Cleveland, was elected.
The founding of the present Democratic Party,

although in large measure due to the bitter fight
between the followers of John Quincy Adams
and those of Andrew Jackson, occurred in a
decade during which were effected certain signifi-

cant changes in the American political system.
Thus, the practice, which had been thitherto
uniformly observed, of having the Presidential
electors chosen by the State Legislatures, was in
some States abandoned, and thereafter the
present method, by which the voters at large
were given a share in the choice of the electors,

was gradually introduced. Moreover, the old
method of leaving the choice of Presidential can-
didates to a caucus (q.v. ) of the members of a
party in Congress was vigorously attacked in

1824, with the result that after 1828 the people
at large, through the medium of the national
nominating conventions, had a direct share in

the choice of candidates. Furthermore, in the
same decade was felt for the first time the real

significance of the political power of the new
States beyond the Alleghanics, for, with the rise

to power of the new Jackson ian Democracy, there
was given full sway to the principles of equality
and of thorough democracy, which were best
illustrated in the region of which Jackson was
the natural product. In large measure, the
first conflict, in addition to being a largely
personal one between the followers of Adams and
those of .Tackson, became a struggle between the
old aristocracy of the Fast and the new democ-
racy of the West, in which the latter, having
almost won in the campaign of 1824, triumphed
decisively in 1828, and brought to the Presidency
the man who. in eight years, was to transform
n personal following into a dominating na-

tional party. Jackson brought into his follow-

ing not only the friends of Calhoun and of W. H.
Crawford, but also the strong forces of the Al-

bany Regency (q.v.), under the lead of his

Secretary of State, ^Martin Van Buren. Accord-
ingly, the Democratic convention—the first na-

tional convention of the party—which met at

Baltimore, May 21, 18.T2. had liltle more to do
than to name a candidate for tlie Vice-Presi-

dency, and in that step they followed the will of

their leader and named Van Buren. This con-

vention originated the so-called 'two-thirds rule.'

The election which followed indicated clearly that
Jackson's policy as to the tariff and as to the
National Bank had been approved, inasmuch as
he received 21 'J electoral votes, while Henry
Clay received only i<J, JacKson carrying l)esides

the Southern States, excepting Kentucky, the
States of Alaine, New Jersey, New Hampshire,
and New York. The next convention of the
party, that at Baltimore on May 20, 1835, was
peculiar in having some G2G delegates, of whom
422 came from four States, ^laryland, for in-

stance, sending as delegates every member of
the State JX'mocratic convention. As was com-
monly expected. Van Buren was given the nom-
ination, Richard M. Johnson, of Kentucky, being
named for the Vice-Presidency. The vote of the
Whig candidate, William H. Harrison (q.v.),
was increased to 73, while Van Buren's electoral
vote fell to 170, a part of this Democratic weak-
ening being accounted for by the 20 votes which
were cast for Judge \\'hite, of Tennessee, and the
11 votes which were cast for Mangum by South
Carolina. The whole responsibility for the re-

sults of the financial policy of Jackson and Van
Buren was placed upon the Democratic Party,
with the result that in 1840 General Harrison
received 234 electoral votes and Van Buren re-

ceived only 60. The Democratic convention of
May 4, 1840, had been especially uncertain in its

action because of a pronounced difference of
opinion as to the claims of Vice-President R. M.
Johnson. The convention adopted, in a series

of resolutions, what was substantially a 'plat-

form,' expressing their view of the limited
authority of the Central Government, and of the
impropriety of Federal laws establishing a na-
tional bank, providing for internal improve-
ments, or fostering particular industries. The
same platform, with additions, was adopted by
the convention held at Baltimore on May 27,

1844, which pronounced for the reoccupation of
Oregon and the reannexation of Texas. For
the first time in a convention of the party, there
was then a serious contest for the Presidential
nomination. Upon the first ballot, Van Buren
received a majority of the votes, and, although
in the lead for four ballots, for the four subse-

quent ballots the leading candidate was Gen-
eral Cass, of Michigan, but on the ninth
ballot the convention was 'stamjjeded' for an in-

conspicuous candidate, possibly advanced to pre-

serve harmony, James K. Polk, of Tennes-sei*.

George M. Dallas, of Pennsylvania, was nom-
inated for the Vice- Presidency, and this ticket

received 170 electoral votes, as against 105
votes cast for Henry Clay. The failure of Van
Buren to secure the party's nomination in 1844

and the choice by Polk of William L. Marcy
(q.v.), of New York, as his Secretary of State,

brought into prominence the factional contro-

versy between the 'Barnburners' (q.v.) and the

'Hunkers' (q.v.), in New York. Both of these

factions sent* delegations to the convention of

May 22, 1848. at Baltimore, and both delegations

were admitted to s«'ats, the vote of the State

lH»ing divided equally between them. Neither
delegation took thereafter any part in the con-

vention, although the Hunkers and Marcy sup-

ported the .Administration and the party's nom-
inee. On the fourth ballot, (Jeneral Lewis Cass,

of Michigan, was nominated for the Pn'sideney;

and for the Vice-Presidency (ten. William O.

Butler, of Kentucky, was named, the convention
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also readoptiiig sul)staiitijilly the platform of

1844. llic heceding •liariiburners' held a State

convention in June, in which deiegalea from four

other Mates were j)re.sent, and nominated Van
liuren lor the I'residency, and in August they

took part in the national convention of the Free

Soil I'arty at Buffalo, which nominated their

leader for the Presidency, and Charles Francis

Adams for the Vice-Presidency. This combination
of *i< ree-Soilers' and 'Barnburners' efTected such a
division of the Democratic vote in New York that

Taylor carried the State and secured in the ag-

gregate l(i3 electoral votes, while Cass received

127. Between 1848 and 1852 political conditions

were materially changed, particularly through the

progress of events attending the Compromise
Measures of 1850 (q.v.), and also through the

effect upon the VN'hig Party of the diflerences

between the 'Conscience' Whigs and the 'Cotton'

Whigs. At the Baltimore convention of June
1, 1852, Cass, Buchanan, and Douglas were
prominent candidates, but on the forty-ninth
ballot Franklin Pierce, of New Hampshire,
was named, William R. King, of Alabama,
being nominated for the Vice-Presidency. The
platform was similar to that of 1848, with the
Addition of the 'finality' plank, with an approval
of the doctrines of the Virginia and Kentucky
Resolutions (q.v.), and with a declaration of

the justness of the war against Mexico. The
Free-Soilers nominated John P. Hale (q.v.), of
New Hampshire, while the Wliigs, for what was
the last campaign of the party, nominated Gen.
Winfield Scott (q.v.), who received only 42 elec-

toral votes, as against 254 cast for Pierce. In
the convention of June 2, 1856, Pierce was again
a candidate, being supported largely by South-
ern delegates, while the Nortliern delegates sup-
ported James Buchanan, of Pennsylvania, who
was chosen on the seventeenth ballot, John C.
Breckenridge being named for the Vice-Presi-
dency. Tlie platform introduced a declaration in

favor of insuring the ascendency of the United
fct4ites in the Gulf of Mexico, and contained a
declaration of the right of the Territorial govern-
ments of Kansas and Nebraska to allow slavery
in those Territories. The convention of the
American Party nominated ex-President Fill-

more, who received the eight electoral votes of
Maryland, and the new Republican Party (q.v.)

nominated John C. Fremont (q.v.), who se-

cured 114 electoral votes, while Buchanan was
elected with 174 electoral votes. The year 1860
was disastrous to the organization of the Demo-
cratic Party, inasmuch as it had become impos-
sible to hold all factions of the party to the
support of any one platform. Thus, the conven-
tion of the party, which met at Charleston,
S. C, April 23, adopted resolutions which rep-
resented the middle view as to slavery rather
than the distinctively Southern view, and this
led to the withdrawal from the convention of the
solid delegations of Alabama, Mississippi, Flor-
ida, and Texas, as well as of many delegates
from Georgia, Louisiana, South Carolina, North
Carolina, Arkansas, and Delaware. The portion
of the convention remaining in session adopted
a resolution that a vote equal to two-thirds of a
full convention should be necessary for a nom-
ination, and after several days of ineffectual
balloting, in which Stephen A. Douglas (q.v.)
•was easily in the lead, adjourned to meet at
Baltimore on June 10. At that time the places

of tile Charleston seceders were lilled so uni-
formly with lollowers of Douglas tliat a nev»
secession took place, under tlie lead »>f some of
the Virginia delegates, whose example was fol-

lowed by most of the delegates from the other
Southern States. Finally, the delegates still

remaining virtually rescinded the two-tnirds rule,
and declared Douglas to be their nominee for the
Presidency. Herschel V. Johnson, of Georgia,
was nominated for the Vice-Presidency. The
delegates who had withdrawn from the Balti-
more convention, representing in some manner
twenty-one States, proceeded to nominate for the
Presidency John C. Breckinridge, of Kentucky,
and for the Vice-Presidency Joseph Lane, of
Oregon. These nominations, furthermore, were
adopted by those who had seceded at Charles-
ton, and had later met in convention at Rich-
mond, in the following election the combined
popular vote of Douglas and Breckinridge ex-

ceeded the popular vote of Lincoln by more than
350,000, altliougli the electoral vote of Lincoln
was 180, while that of Breckinridge was 72, and
that of Douglas only 12. Douglas secured the
whole electoral vote of Missouri, and three votes
from New Jersey. The Constitutional Union
Party (q.v.) carried Virginia, Kentucky, and
Tennessee, and the rest of the South went solidly

for Breckinridge. The strength of the Democratic
Party was thus plainly in the South, and the ef-

fect of the war was naturally to remove the

party, for the time being, from its position as a
factor in national politics. Even in 1868 the
Southern States were still in such relation to

the National Government as to lose their elec-

toral votes entirely. In the campaign of 1864
General McClellan (q.v.), standing as a candi-

date in the North on a platform which declared
the war was a failure, secured only 21 electoral

votes as against the 212 given to Lincoln. The
party having taken an attitude of criticising

both the conduct of the war and its results, its

defeat was assured by the Republican nomination
in 1868 of General Grant, who received 214
electoral votes, while his opponent, Horatio
Seymour, received only 80, of which 33 were
from his own State of New York. The in-

trenchment of the Republicans in power was
emphasized in the following campaign, when
Grant's vote rose to 286, and Thomas A. Hend-
ricks (the Democratic candidate, Horace Greeley
having died before the casting of the electoral

votes) received only 42 votes. The character
of the Republican administration, and the vitrnr-

ous attacks upon it (see CK^mx Mobilieb), made
possible the return to effective activity of the
i3emocrats, particularly as they had at the junc-
ture an especially strong leader in the man who,
as the reform Governor of New Y'ork, and as the
successful opponent of Tweed (q.v.), had become
the most conspicuous Democrat of his day. The
energetic campaign of 1876, however, while seem-
ing to give Tilden substantial success, resulted in

the election of Hayes, through the intervention
of the abnormal process of the Electoral Commis-
sion (q.v.). In the matter of popular vote, the

following election was equally favorable to the

Democrats, the vote of Garfield exceeding that

of Hancock by fewer than 10.000. Garfield, how-
ever, received 214 electoral votes, while Hancock
received only 155. In the ensuing campaign the

Democrats were able to take advantage of the

factional conditions within the Republican
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Party, and this advant^igc was greatly increased,
on tlie one hand, by the Republican nomination
of James G. Blaine, and the immediate develop-
ment of the so-called ^lugwump opposition to him
(see AlLGWLMP), and, on the other hand, by the
Democratic nomination of the reform Governor
of New York, Grover Cleveland. A revolt against
the alleged Kepublican corruption, and other
unusual elements, conspired to bring about, for
the first time since the war, the election of a
Democratic President; although in 1888 Cleve-

land himself was defeated by Benjamin Harrison,
only to be even more strikingly successful in

1892, receiving 276 votes to the 144 given to
Harrison. The plank of tariff reform had thus
within a decade carried the party through two
successful campaigns, but the greatly increased
power of the protectionists (see Tariff) made
doubtful any further success in that line by
the Democrats, while at the same time a
faction in the party forced to the front a
new issue, seemingly a sectional issue, and, hav-
ing secured control of the convention of 1896,
introduced the 'free silver* plank into the plat-

form, nominated William J. Bryan for the

Presidency, and thus made the beginning of

what threatened to become an entire revolution

in the character of the party. In spite, however,
of the aid given to the Democrats by the Popu-
lists (q.v. ), the principles of the gold standard
and a high tariff were indorsed in the election

of William McKinley (q.v.). Four years later

the Democratic Party once more nominated
Mr. Bryan, and was still more decisively de-

feated. President McKinley receiving 292 elec-

toral votes—more than ever before given to a
candidate at any election. The defeat had the

effect of lessening the influence within the party
of the silver and Populistic faction.

Consult: Gillet, Democracy in the United
States (New York, 1868) ; Van Buren, Political

Parties in the United States (New York, 1867) ;

Johnston, in Lalor, Cyclopcedia of Political

Science, Political Economy, and United States
History (Chicago, 1881) ; id. American Politics

(last ed.. New York, 1900).

DEMOCRITUS (Gk. AriftiKpiTos, DSmokri-
tos). An illustrious Greek philosopher, often

popularly spoken of in both ancient and modem
times as 'the Laughing Philosopher,' just as

Heraclitus was styled 'the Weeping Philoso-

pher.' He was bom at Abdera, in Thrace,

about B.C. 470 or 460. Of his life little is

known. The statement that he was first in-

spired with a desire for philosophic knowl-

edge by certain Magi and Chaldeans whom
Xerxes had left at Abdera, on his Grecian expe-

dition, is as untrustworthy as that which repre-

sent-) him as continually laughing at the follies

of mankind. His extensive travels, however,
through a great portion of the Ea.st, prove his

jteal for knowledge, as does also his ceaseless in-

dustry in collecting the works of other phi-

losophers. Democritus was by far the most
learned thinker of his age. He had also a high

reputation for moral worth, and appears to have

left a strong impression of his disinterestedness,

modesty, and simplicity on the mind of the com-

munity, for even Timon the Scoffer, who spared

no one else, praised him. The period of his

death is uncertain. He lived, however, to a

great age. Only a few fragments of his numer-

ous physical, mathematical, ethical, and gram-
matical works are extant. These have been col-

lected by Mullach (Berlin, 1843). Consult also
Ritter and Preller, Historice PhilosophicB Grcecte
(7th ed., Gotha, 1888).
Democritus's system of philosophy is known

as the Atomic System. Its essence consists in
the attempt to explain the different phenomena
of nature, not—like the earlier Ionic philosophers
—by maintaining that the original character-
istics of matter were qualitative, but that they
were quantitative. He assumes, therefore, as
the ultimate elementary ground of nature, an
infinite multitude of indivisible corporeal par-
ticles, atoms (see Atom), and attributes to these
a primary motion derived from no higher prin-
ciple. This motion brings the atoms into con-
tact with each other, and from the multitudinous
combinations that they form springs that vast
and varying aggregate called Nature, which is

presented to our eyes. Democritus did not
acknowledge the presence of design in nature,
but he admitted that of law. He telieved strict-

ly in secondary or physical causes, but not in a
primary immaterial cause. Life, consciousness,
thought were, according to him, derived from
the finest atoms; those images of the sensuous
phenomena surrounding us which we call mental
representations were to him only material im-
pressions, caused by the more delicate atoms
streaming through the pores of our organs. De-
mocritus boldly applied his theory to the gods
themselves, whom he affirmed to be aggregates
of atoms, only mightier and more powerful than
men. The ethics of Democritus set happiness as
the aim, and by this he understands serenity of
mind, undisturbed by fear or passions; hence
temperance, uprightness, and noble actions are
to be cultivated. The physical philosophy of

Democritus was made the base of the system of
Epicurus, who reared upon it a structure of ethi-

cal doctrine. See Epicurus ; Lucretius. Con-
sult Zeller, Philosophic der Griechen, vol. i.

(Leipzig, 1892).

DEMOD'OCUS (Gk. Av/JtMoKos, Dcmodokos).
The bard at the court of the Phseacian King Al-
cinous, who entertaine<l Odysseus after his ship-
wreck. His songs are described in books vii.

and viii. of the Odyssey.

DEMOGEOT, de-md'zhy, Jacques Claude
( 1808-94 ) . .\ French author, bora in Paris. He
taught literature in the colleges at Beauvais,
Rennes, and Lyons; became professor of rhetoric
at the Lyc^ Saint Louis in Paris, in 1843; and
finally was appointed to a chair in the Faculty
des lettres at the Sorbonne. His most important
work is the Histoirc de la littcrature francaise
depuis ses origines jusqu'd nos jours ( 1851 ; 25th
ed. 1895), held in great esteem in the literary
world. He published further: Etude sur Pline
le jetine (1845-50); Lcs lettres et I'homme de
lettres au A'/AVme siccle (1856) ; La critique et

tes critiques en France au XlX^tne siccle ( 1857) ;

Tableau de la littcrature francaise au XVlIi-me
sirclc (1859): Pontes et causcries en vera

(1862); Histoire des littCraturcs Hrang^res
considerCes dans Icurs rapports avec le d^veloppe-
ment de la litt&rature fran^ise (1880).

DE'MOGOR'GON (Gk. Salnuw, daim6n,
demon -f- yopySj, gorqos, horrible ) . A mysteri-
ous being whose name first appears in some
manuscripts of the commentary of Lactantius
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ioT Lutntius) I'liic-idus to (lie TliobnTs of Stntius

(iv. 510) as the naiiif of the mighty bein;j wliom
all the powcrsi of the lower world obey. Other
ninnuseripts show varying foriiis, and it is very
])robable that we have to do with a copyist's

corniption of the Greek Srnxiovpyis, dvmiourgos.
Mythological writers of the lUmaissance, especially

Boccaccio, took up the word as the name of a su-

preme power, and thence it passed into Ariosto
and other poets. Among English writers De-
niogorgon is mentioned by Spenser and Milton,
and in Shelley's Prometheus Unbound is intro-

duced as the mighty power which overthrows
Jove. Even if the form of the name is correct,

tliere is no reason to suppose that name or being
was known to any classical writer.

DEMOO'RAPHY (Fr. demographie, from
Gk. dijiMi,! demos, country, people + yp&<t>€iv, gra-
phcin, to write, describe). A branch of the science
of statistics. In its narrower sense it deals ex-

clusively with vital statistics, the statistics of
population. In its broader sense it has been
defined as "the science of statistics applied to

questions concerning the social well-being of the
people," and it has been considered as synonymous
with statistics. The term was first used by
Achille Guillard in his Elements de statistique

humaine ou demographic comparce (Paris, 1855),
and since then it has been adopted in all coun-
tries, although it has not been accepted by all

statisticians. Demographic statistics are so

closely associated with anthropology that demog-
raphy has been called a branch of anthropology.
They are also of special importance for sociology.

Statistics of population are fundamental. In
general they measure the growth and decay of

population, the normal and abnormal conditions,
the working of great social influences, and the
pressure of anti-social forces in the community.
In a more detailed form demographic data may
include the following: (1) The composition of

the population; the numbers, density, sex, age,

parentage, defective classes, physical condition
in relation to disease and epidemics, and manner
of grouping from point of view of race, occupa-
tion, or civil position. (2) Changes in popula-
tion, as expressed in births, marriages, and
deaths. (3) Migrations and their effects, both
individual and local, and their relation to eco-

nomic conditions. (4) Morality, with statistics

of crime, illegitimacy, and suicide. (5) Degrees
of education. (6) Economic and social statistics,

especially relating to insurance. In drawing con-
clusions from these statistics an important theo-
retical topic is their application to the doctrines
of Malthus.
Demography is recognized as a cognate subject

to hygiene, and since 1887 the International
Congress of Hygiene and Demograpliy has held
annual meetings in the different European cities.

Demographic material is found in all national
bureau reports on population. 'In the United
States the word is less widely used, and in its

narrow sense. For instance, Prof. Mayo Smith
divides population for the study of social organi-
zation into demographic, social, and ethnograph-
ic classes, and only includes in the first the
individuals who are distinguished by differences
in sex, age, conjugal condition, and physical
health. The American Statistical Association
also publishes much demographic material with-
out so distinguishing it. Consult: Mayo-Smith,
Statistics and Sociology (New York, 1895) ; Le-

vasseur, "History of Demography," in Itcport of
InUrnational Congress of Hygiene and Demog-
raphy, vol. i. (Budapest, 181)4). See Statistich.
DEMOISELLE, dt-mwii'z<il''. A fish of the

family I'onmccntrida;. These fishes are remarkable
for their graceful form and brilliant colors, and
abound in tropical seas, haunting the coral reefs
and feeding upon corals and otiier small crea-
tures, much after the manner of coral-fishes. A
characteristically brilliant species is pictured
on the Colored Plate of Philippine Fishes.
DE MOIVBE, de mwji'vr', Abbaiiam (1067-

1754). A distinguished French mathematician.
He was born at Vitry, Champagne, but spent the
greater part of his life in England, whither he
fled in 1688, with many others, after the revoca-
tion of the Edict of Nantes (1685). He sup-
ported himself by private tutoring and public
lecturing, and, tow^d the end of his life, by
solving problems in chance, play, and annuities.
He was a fellow of the Royal Society of London
and member of the Berlin and Paris academies.
The Philosophical Transactions of London con-
tain many of his contributions. He was so
esteemed by the Royal Society that he was chosen
to decide the famous contest between Newton
and Leibnitz concerning the invention of the
calculus. De Moivre's researches, with those of
Lambert, created the part of trigonometry

(
q.v. )

,

which deals with the imaginary quantities, and
he contributed much to the advancement of the
theory of numbers and of probability. Among
his published works are: Miscellanea Analytica
de Seriebus et Quadraturis (1730) ; Doctrine of
Chances (1st ed. 1718; 2d ed. 1738); Annui-
ties upon Lives (1725, and several subsequent
editions). The well-known theorem which bears
his name is connected with complex numbers
(q.v.). It may be stated thus: (cos0 -f- isiii

(j>)n = cosn<p -\- is'mnip.

DEMOLITION ( Fr. demolition, Lat. demo-
litio, from dcmvliri, to pull down, from de,

down + moliri, to build). The scientific de-
struction of an enemy's works or property. In
modern warfare the destruction of material is

often deemed by military commanders to be
essential to the success of their operations. The
material which has been destroyed on various
occasions has included every kind which may be
of use to an army acting either on the offensive

or defensive. In some cases, as in the famous
raid through the Shenandoah Valley, Va., prac-
tically everything which it was thought might
contribute to the success, directly or indirectly,

of the Confederate Army was destroyed by Gen-
eral Sheridan with a view of rendering it im-
practicable for the Confederate Army to operate
in the valley as it had been doing. At the other
extreme lies the destruction of some single piece

of material which acts as a barrier to the prog-

ress of an army. A typical instance of this kind
was the destruction of a door during the recent

hostilities in China. The progress of the Japa-

nese troops was delayed at one of the gates, or

doors, the approaches to which were well covered

by the fire of the Chinese. A Japanese corporal

imdertook to effect the demolition of the gate

by an explosion. After he had placed the charge,

ignited a fuse, and withdrawn from its imme-
diate vicinity, the flame was extinguished by the

Chinese. This operation having been repeated

several times, he finally drew his sword after

lighting tlie fuse and stood over the explosive.
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permitting himself to be killed by the same ex-
plosion wliieh broke in the gate.
The principal agents used in demolitions are

fire, explosives, mines, and tools. Where time
allows and the material to be destroyed is in-
tlamniable. as in- the case of crops, frame build-
ings, wooden bridges, etc., it is burned. In other
cases the demolition is effected by the use of
explosives, assisted sometimes by the pick, axe,
and other tools. The explosives ordinarily used
are gunpowder and guncotton. The materials
most frequently to be demolished are guns, rail-
roads, including their bridges and tunnels, walls,
doors, telegraph and telephone lines. A large
gun is mo^t readily destroyed by removing the
breech-block and by exploding a charge on the
chase or in the bore. Locomotives and other
machinery can likewise quickly be disabled by
removing or destroying some vital part. Rail-
roads have been destroyed by overturning sec-
tions of the track, removing and burning the ties;
the rails can be placed on the piles of burning
ties, heated in the centre, and then bent and
twisted. If simply bent, it is a comparatively
simple matter to straighten them again. If,

however, they are well twisted, the rails must be
re-rolled before they can be used again.

Walls and doors, if there is not time for
breaking them down with picks and crowbars,
can be demolished by exploding charges against
them. If gunf)owder be used, it is necessary to
tamp the charge. If guncotton, the tamping is

not essential. The rules governing the amount of
explosive to be used are only approximate and
must be considered in connection with the class
of material to lie destroyed. In general the
amount of explosive force varies with the square
of the thickness of the wall or pier to be de-
molished; and directly, as its length. For ex-
ample, a brick wall two feet thick requires about
two pounds per running foot of guncotton,
while one four feet thick will require alwut eight
pounds per running foot. A steel rail can be
cut by the explosion of three-fourths of a pound
of guncotton against its web. The destruction
of bridges requires judgment in the placing of the
charge. In the wooden bridge the destruction
can be accomplished by building a fire under one
or more pieces, whose failure will cause the entire
bridge to drop. Similarly, an iron or steel truss
bridge may be destroyed by cutting simultaneous-
ly with explosives the lower chord of some ten-
sion memlxT near the centre of the bri«lgo.

Arched masonry bridges and tunnels can best be
«lestroyed by explo<ling the proper sized charge
on the top side of the arch near the haunches.
When impracticable to reach the top side of the
arch, the destruction may be effected by propping
a large charge against the crown of the arch.

Wire entanglements placed as obstacles to the
advance of the troops may be rendered ineffective
by cutting with wire nippers, axes, or other
edged tools. Telegraph and telephone lines can
be destroyed by cutting do^Ti and burning the
poles; the wires should be removed and twisted
or buried. The demolition of material which
may subsequently be of service to the friendly
army should only be undertaken with great
caution. The denial of its use to the hostile
army may frequently be accomplished in some
other way; for example, a telegrapli line may be
temporarily disabled by removing some instru-
ments or establishing faults in the line.

DEMON (I>at, from Gk. A^^,). A Greek
writer who lived about n.c. 280. He is the
author of At this ('AT^tj), a work on the history
of Attica, and according to Schneidewin and
Miiller, wrote Uepi xapoi/uuv, a work on proverbs;
and IlepJ ffvQy, on sacrifices. The extant frag-
ments of his writings are collected in Siebelis,
Pha'nodeiHus {Denwnia, Clitodemi, et Istri)

;

'Areiduv, Fragnienta (1812); and in Muller,
Fragmenta Historicorum OrcBcorum, vol. i.

(Paris, 1868). He is considered only a second-
ary authority.

DEMON (Gk. Sal/iuv, daimon, of uncertain
etymology, often tlerived from daioOaffai, daious-
thai, to divide; ultimately connected with 8Mi>ai,
didonai, Lat. dare, Skt. da, to give, or from Gk.
^af/viu, daenai, to know, Skt. dasra, wise, but best
connected, perhaps, if for 'Sam/iwv, *dasi-m6n,
with Lat. lares, tutelary deities, Skt. das, to
perish). In popular usage, an evil spirit or
fiend, but in allusions to the classics a tutelary
deity or a godling. The development of the
demon-concept is an interesting one. In Homeric
usage the word denotes an indeterminate god,
and often, by euphemism, a hostile divinity. In
Hesiod, however, the souls of the departed are
called demons, and ^^Ischylus in the Persians
makes Atossa apply the term to her deified hus-
band, Darius. Herein seems to lie the original-
meaning of the word, especially if the etvmo-
logical connection with the Latin lar is so'und.
Denoting at first the ghosts of the benignant dead
who, when duly propitiated, confer boons on thosi-
who observe their cult, and later godlings of the
dead and hence a vague deity in general, and
even fate, the concept entered by the time of
Socrates and Plato upon its meaning of guardian
spirit. In this sense Socrates called his indwell-
ing genius Sai/ioyun; and he fancied that it
spoke within him to restrain him, but never to
impel him. The sense of the word which is the
most common one is a Judaeo-Christian develop-
ment. In the reaction of Christ's teachings
against the Graeco-Roman civilization which ruled
Palestine at that period, the deities of the gen-
tiles became the devils of the Judaea-Christian
faith. In the New Testament, therefore, demon
always has a bad sense. The spread of Christian-
ity carried the use of the word with it, ami
demon thus became a synonym of devil, fiend, and
maleficient spirit in general. See Demonologv.

DEMO'NAX (Lat., from Gk. Aij/i«iw|). A
Cynic philosopher of Athens, belonging to the
second century of the Christian Era. His char-
acter has \yccn extolled by Luctan, and he seems
to have been a benignant sort of person, quite as
much Socratic as Cynic. Consult: Fritzsche, De
Fragmcntis Demonactis (Rostock, 1806); and
liernays, Lurian und die Kynikvr (Berlin, 1879).

DEMONETIZATION. See Bimetallism.
DEMONIAC ( \A\i. dirmoniacus, Gk. bwfjLOPucds,

daimonikos, from Sainup, daimOn, demon). A
|)erson suppo.scil to be possessed by a demon.
The i<lea of such a possession is as widespread as
the belief in the existence of demons. There is

evidence of it in the ancient civilizations of
Egj'pt and Babylonia; it existed in Persia and
Judea, Greece and Rome, in the most flourishing
perio<ls of their history; it held a large place
in the life of the Christian nations until the
end of the eighteenth century; it is cherished by
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tlic inaHs of the people in India and China, and
is found among numerous uavugc tribes.

'L'liia conception lias otFercd itself as the natu-
ral explanation of certain extraordinary and
startling plienomcna. The frenzy of the prophet
and the dervish, the Pythoness and. the Bacchant,
the necromancer and the witch, could only be
understood in the earlier time as the obsession of
a spirit, the temporary possession of a human
being by a ghost. A frequent occurrence of such
an unusual phenomenon would naturally give
rise to the belief in a permanent possession, an
incarnation of a god, a transmigration of an
eminent ancestral spirit into the body of a de-

scendant. As the divine frenzy was frequently
connected with hysteria and epilepsy and seemed
akin to insanity, these pathological conditions
were naturally ascribed to the same agencies.
Physical disabilities of long duration and ap-
parently incurable, such as deafness, dumbness,
and blindness, would also be accounted for in th«
same way, and ultimately all bodily diseases.
As in course of time the demons were dif-

ferentiated as evil spirits in distinction from the
good spirits, gods, angels, saints (see Demon),
persons possessed by them were thought to secure
from such impure sources forbidden knowledge,
heretical doctrines, unholy enthusiasm, suffer-

ing and misfortune, or a singular immunity from
want and disease in exchange for everlasting
perdition.

Although a belief in demoniacal possession
must have grown up spontaneously among differ-

ent peoples from the need of explaining such ab-

normal and striking phenomena found every-
where, historic contact no doubt hastened the
process of development and gave shape to latent
tendencies. The fiighly sixjcialized demonology
providing a spirit for each important organ of

the body and for every familiar disease, which
meets us at the very dawn of history in Egypt
and Babylonia, has, directly or indirectly, in-

fluenced all nations of western Asia and Europe.
Thus, in Iran.Xaratrmshtra, by reciting the prayer
called Ahuna-vairya, "caused all demons to van-
ish in the ground who aforetime flew about the
earth in human shape" (Yasna ix. 15). Already
in Homer (Od. v. 396) a demon causes wasting
sickness ; insanity and epilepsy, as well as the
divine frenzy of the Bacchantes, are ascribed to
demons by later writers. But there is every
reason to believe that the increasing emphasis
on the wickedness of the demons was occasioned
by conflict with Persia on the one hand and
Egypt on the other. How strong the native con-

ception was is seen from the fact that even the
Kco-Pythagoreans and Neo-Platonists did not
limit the term to an evil spirit, as was done in

Persia and Judea. Possession by a spirit must
have been a very familiar conception among the
ancient Hebrews. Without it, necromancy and
witchcraft could not have flourished, and
prophethood would have been impossible. The
high moral ideals of the prophets whose words
have come down to us cannot obscure the fact
that they both considered themselves possessed
by a spirit, whose spokesman they became by
virtue of this possession, and also regarded other
prophets as possessed in a similar manner by
other spirits. The immunity with which they
could make personal attacks upon kinijs, magis-
trates, and priests was undoubtedly due, in no
small measure, to the general fear of the spirit

that possessed them. The capacity for prophetic
visions or conditions seems to have been con-
nect<!d with a certain epileptic or cataleptic
tendency. The prophet was looked ui)on as a
madman; the insane man was possessed by a
spirit. David was perfectly safe when feigning
madness (I. Sam. xxi. 13); his lament over
Saul shows that he did not associate with the
King his deeds in moments of insanity (II. Sam.
i. 17-27). In the same way the frenzy exhibited
in battle was looked upon as possession. The
spirit was said to clothe himself with a man.
While we have no positive evidence that disease
was explained by spirit possession, the prophetic
character of the literary remains in part ac-
counts for the silence. As leprosy and pestilence
were considered as the result of blows inflicted
by Jehovah or some other god, coining unawares
and smiting, so other sicknesses may have been
traced to purely external attacks of such spirits
as the Seirim or the Shedim. The growth of
monolatry and transcendental theism forced the
transfer of certain functions of deity to inter-

mediaries. Then it was that contact with Per-
sian, Egyptian, and Graeco-Macedonian thought
helped to develop the idea of demoniac posses-
sion so manifest in the Synoptic Gospels and the
Talmudic literature. It has been observed that
in no Gospel are all diseases referred to demoniac
possession, and that Mark confines possession
to psychical maladies such as insanity and epi-

lepsy, while Matthew and Luke add instances of
purely bodily diseases. The selection of Mark
may be connected with the great importance that
his Gospel attaches to the superhuman insight
possessed by the demons, and it can scarcely be
asserted with safety that he drew a sharp dis-

tinction Iwtween psychical and physical disease,

or that he differed from the other SjTiopists in

regard to the cause of ordinary maladies. Some
scholars have maintained that Jesus did not
really believe in demoniac possession, but only
accommodated himself to the current l>elief.

This is a highly improbable view; and the dis-

cussion recorded in Matt. xii. 22 et seq., seems to

be decisive against it. Here Jesus assumes that
members of the Pharisaic party are able to cast

out demons, but points to his own extraordinary
success as a sign that the kingdom of heaven is

coming, and attributes his own work to a spirit

working through him that must not be blas-

phemed. That exorcists formed a recognized pro-

fession among the Jews of the period may also

l)e inferred from Talmudic literature, in which
demoniacal possession and the possibility of ex-

pelling the demons are in numerous places ac-

cepted as facts.

Among the Celtic, Germanic, and Slavic na-

tions there were many higher or lower nature-
spirits to whose influence various distempers
were attributed, and, though it cannot be defi-

nitely proved, there is reason to suppose that
possession was not unfamiliar to them. But
their conversion to Christianity made them at

once acquainted with New Testament demonologj'
and with an ecclesiastical organization that

recognized exorcists as a clerical order. (See

Exorcist.) Persons who contrived to worship
in secret the ancestral gods, even after they liad

been officially declared to be demons by the

Church, were regarded as possessed. This would
be especially the case with eld women who ad-

hered most persistently to the ancient cults.
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Since obstinate clinging to wrong beliefs could
only be accounted for by demoniac influence,

heretics were also regarded as bewitched. In its

battle with the demons, the Church never struck
a heavier blow than when Innocent VIII. (q.v.),

on December », 1484, sent out his bull Ad futu-
ram rci memoriam. The methods of carrying out
its recommendations were set forth, with brutal
frankness, in the Malleus Malcficarum, written
by his chief inquisitor, Jacob Sprenger. It has
been estimated that a vast number of lives were
destroyed as a result of these methods of deal-
ing with demoniacal possession. As Luther and
other leading reformers continued to cherish the
belief, it maintained its hold upon the Protestant
churches, and was responsible for much persecu-
tion, until, undermined by the attacks of deists
and rationalists, it gradually disappeared before
the progress of modern science. Consult: Sem-
fer, be Demoniacis (Halle, 1760) ; Stiibe, 7m(/jsc/j-

Itabylonisehe Zaubertcxtc (Hallo, 1895) ; Nevins,
Demon Possession (Chicago, 1895) ; Maspero,
Daicn of Civilization (Eng. trans. New York,
J 894) ; Alexander. Demonaic Possession in the
Xeic Testament (Edinburgh, 1901); Townsend,
.Sa/rtji (1)1(1 Demons (Cincinnati, 1902).

DEMONOLOGY. The branch of comparative
religion wliich concerns itself with beliefs re-

garding evil spirits or demons. The worship of
demons is one of the most widespread of all

religious phenomena. It may even be considered
one of the chief sources of primitive religion.

Beside the beneficent godlings or ghosts there
exists a far greater number of maleficent beings
who are either divinities or supernaturalized
spirits. While the beneficent deities may, and
often do, receive expressions of gratitude for
past bounties and prayers for continued blessings
in the future from their worshipers, it is the
demon or maleficent godling or ghost who re-

ceives the greater amount of human tribute. The
reason for this religious attitude in primitive
society is not far to seek. The beneficent
deity is, in the eyes of early man, an easy-going
being who dispenses blessings as a matter of
course, and he may therefore be trusted to con-
tinue on in his routine goodness. An occasional
sacrifice as a token of gratitude or as an in-

ducement to confer greater boons, or to recom-
mence an interrupted course of beneficence, is

quite sufficient for him. His blessings may even
be overlooked in view of their quiet and orderly
action, or l)e forgotten altogether on account of

the number of painful events which l)efall man.
With the demon things are altogether different.

His power, which he constantly exerts for harm-
ful ends, must Ik? met with continued propitia-

tion, in the shape of prayer or sacrifice. Further-
more, the malignancy of the demon cannot be
overlooked, and is far more prominent to the
primitive mind than beneficence, which, as al-

ready suggested, frequently |»ass<>s unnoticcnl.

The worship of demons is in general directly pro-

portionate to the lowness of cult. As religion

develops in any community or tribe, the demon's
scope of malignancy is circumscril)ed accordingly,

while the degree of worship paid to beneficent

ghosts and go<llings constantly jncn*ases.

Demons comprise several classes and occur in

a vast variety of forms. The two main divisions

arv, as in the case of beneficent divinities, either

superhuman, being personifications of the powers
of Nature, or what may be termed posthuman,

being ghosts of dead ancestors, especially of the
chiefs, or of men who had been otherwise con-
spicuous in the community during life. These
two classes of superhuman and posthuman god-
lings and demons frequently overlap, and the
dividing line between them must be regarded as
a shifting boundary. Here in many cases syn-
cretism, or the blending of divinities originally
distinct into one, may l)e the source of confusion.
In such a divinity as the Greek Apollo, for in-

stance, might be syncretized a beneficent godling
of light, a ghost of some early member of a tribe
conspicuous for musical ability, and the malef-
icent godling of light, who causes death and
damage as in sunstroke. It is, in consequence,
sometimes hard to tell to which division a given
godling or demon belongs. Such an uncertainty
is not in itself a proof of error of method. It is

probably incorrect to assume an excessively nice
discrimination in this regard among primitive
mankind, although there is a marked tendency
to elevate posthuman into superhuman divinities
either beneficent or maleficent, while the change
of nature deities into ghosts is practically un-
known. On the other hand, the attempt to re-

duce all godlings and demons to the single cate-
gory either of nature deities or of ghosts seems
an unscientific one in its fundamental principle.
There may even be other factors in the origin of
belief in divinities, and it is an error to assume
that the primitive is necessarily simple. Further-
more, the functions of the beneficent and ma-
leficent deities, like the classification of super-
human and posthuman, are frequently fused.
Thus the fire-godling may be beneficent, as in the
hearth-fire, or maleficent, as in the conflagration
of a village. Again, a malignant deity may. by
proper sacrifices and ritual, become benignant
to an individual or tribe, as in an invocation to
smallpox to befall one's enemies.
The Semites furnish an admirable example of

the course of development of demonologj'. In
the earliest records of Babylonia and Assyria the
antithesis between beneficent and iiialeficent

deities is clearly marked. The conflict in the
Babylonian creation myth of Marduk, the god of
light, with Tiamat, the demon of darkness, a
conflict which is indicated by Gen. i. 2-8, and
more clearly in Rev. xii. 7-9, is an instance of

enmity between two nature godlings. On the
other hand, Lilith. according to Talmudic tradi-

tion, seems to have l)een originally a 'malignant
ghost changed into a vampire or ghoul. The infer-

ence that ghosts were sometimes metamorphosed
into demons seems justificil from the account
of the beneficent ghost of Samuel in the story
of Saul and the witch of Endor, T. Sam. xxviii.

7-20. The Old Testament contains allusions to
demons, such as the 'familiar spirits' of I>ev.

XX. 6. 27. the 'devils' of Ix»v. xvii. 7, Deut. xxxii.

17. II. Chrnn. xi. 15, Psa. cvi. .37_, the creatures
that haunt the desert. Isa. xiii. 21, 22; xxxiv. 14,

15. as well as the 'terror by night' and the 'pes-

tilence' of Psa. xci. 5-0. On the other hand, the
strongly Yahwistic tendency of the Old Testa-
ment was most imfavorable to any development
of demonology in the Bible. Even the one demon
who retained any real fwrsonality, Satan (q.v.),

plays but a small part in the Old Testament.
He is a ser\ant (even, in Job. i. 6, ii. 11. reck-

oned among the sons) of Yahweh, and completely
under his control, so that he is sharply rebuked
by Yahweh in Zech. iii. 1-2, and is obliged to
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ask Yahweh's periiiisHion to t«'iiipt Job, in Job

i. 0-12, ii. 1-7. That Jewish dcmonology was far

moro (levc*lo|K'<l than tht> fxtiviiK' JfhoviHUi of

the Old Testament would lead one to suppose is

clear for several n-asons. In tlie New Testament
the power of demons is frequently mentioned.

Insanity and disease are laid to demoniacal pos-

session, and Clirist is tempted by Satan, who is

represented as an independent aj^ent of the

utmost enn)ity to God. The existence of stonn
demons is distinctly implied in the account of

the stillinjj of the tempest in Matt. viii. 2U-27,

Mark iv. .'{9, 41, and Clirist is mistaken for a
spirit, either a storm demon or a malignant
ghost, in Matt. xiv. 26. The Talmudic demon-
ology, like the devil-lore of other Semites, as

shown by the Koran and the vast Arabic litera-

ture, of which the Arabian Xights furnishes a
familiar example with its tales of the jinns, who
are probably ghosts of benignant, or more fre-

quently of malignant, dead, is another proof.

Most conclusive of all, perhaps, is the rich de-

monology of modem Semitic peoples, with its

superhuman and posthuman fiends.

In India the development of demonology is

still more instructive. Beside the primitive

nature gods there existed nature denions no less

ancient. Indra, the storm god, cleaves the

dragon Ahi, who has confined the cows repre-

.senting the rain-clouds. Here, too, can be seen

the process of syncretism more clearlj'^ than in

any other religious system. For instance, Indra
is the god of the monsoons, and is beneficent,

while the fearful Rudra typifies the ruin caused
by the storm. Yet the benignant Indra and the

malignant Rudra become blended into one deity,

Indra, who is almost altogether beneficent.

While nature demons are ancient, new ghost

demons may Ije, and are, created constantly.

There is an instructive story current in India

of an irascible Englishman much dreaded by
the natives. After his death his tomb was
regularly visited and propitiatory ofi"erings of

brandy and cigars were presented to appease his

ghost. On the other hand, the ghost of Rama
Krishna, a Hindu ascetic of recent date, has be-

come a beneficent godling about whom the logo-

poetic tendency universal in religion has already

created nimierous myths.
Beside the superhuman and posthuman gods

and demons there is a third class of much later

origin. These are abstract deities. They occur

in nearly all the great religions, as in India,

Greece, and especially in Rome. Thus in India

by the time of the later Rig Vedic period, ap-

proximately probably about n.c. 500. Brahma the

creator is practically an abstract deity. This is

true in greater measure of such deities as Aditi

(Boundlessness) and Ka (Who?). Persia had a
large number of abstract demons, as Taromaiti
(Pride), Akoman (Evil Mind), Dnzhyairya
(Drought), and the like. In Greece and Rome
it will be sufficient to refer to the long list of

abstract demons enumerated by Vergil, /Eneid,

vi. 273-281. It is obvious that the abstract gods

and demons are more closely allied to the nature
divinities than to ghosts.

Demonology is everywhere closely associated

with witchcraft. In this two distinct processes are

involved. In the first place, the demon must be

placed luider the control of the wizard, or, more
commonly, of the witch. In the second place, the

demon so controlled may become either non-

injurious or malignant to some other person or
persons. Control ovi-r the demons is gained in

many ways. Thus a beneficent deity or something
belonging to him may confer the power over
demons. Familiar examples arc the magic ring

given by Allah to Solomon in the Arabian Nights,
which enables him to control all jinns. and the
tetragrammaton, or mystic letters VllVIl of tlic

name Jehovah (q.v. ), during the Middle Ages.
l>emons may be exorcised or may be invoked
against enemies by an equal variety of methods.
Possession of .some object belonging to the per-

son to be afl'ected is one of the most common
modes. For this reason many tribes have careful

regulations, as the ancient Persians, who dis-

posed of parings of nails and clippings of hair

according to prescril>ed form. An extremely
widespread superstition of this class is the so-

called power of the name. According to this the

knowledge of the real name of the individual

gives all who possess it control over him, and
this may be used for demoniacal purposes. For
this reason it is customary in many tribes, as

among the North American Indians, to have
secret names which are considered the real ones.

The same view was held by the Jews, as is clear

from Rev. ii. 17, xix. 12, Matt, vii. 22. Akin to

this acquisition of demoniacal control is the sell-

ing of one's soul to the devil to gain some object,

as in the famous Faust legend, or in the devo-

tion of the Hindu Thugs to the malignant Kali,

the wife of Shiva in his destructive aspect.

As has been suggested above, sacrifice is an im-

portant element of demonology. Since this class

of offerings must be in general propitiatory, they

are usually, in conformity to the nature of the

demon, of a bloody or revolting character. Thus
among the Aztecs the war-god, Huitzilipochtli,

was honored by human sacrifices, the ^lulsating

heart being the offering specially dear to him.

The 'customs' of Ashanti, with their enormous
waste of life, and their cruelty to men and ani-

mals, were primarily based on the necessity of

appeasing malignant godlings. Even among the

early Greeks a sacrifice of maidens was given

each year to the Minotaur, and in early Rome
the Tiber received an annual tribute of aged

men. As civilization develops, the sacrifice be-

comes more and more ritualistic, and substitutes

for the bloody offering may be made, as when,

instead of sacrificing old men, dolls were thrown

into the Tiber.

The change of gods into demons occurs fre-

quently. When one tribe conquered another, it

was customary for the pantheon of the defeated

people to be incorporated into that of the con-

querors. When, however, a nation has reached

a monotheistic stage, or is inspired for any other

reason by an intense hatred for the religion of the

conquered, the gods of the subjected tribe may
become demons. This is especially characteristic

of later Judaism and Christianity and of Zoroas-

trianism. Thus in Ezek. viii. 13-18, among the

greatest abominations are classed the annual

mourning for Tammuz, an ancient Semitic spring

godling, familiar to us from the Greek version

of the myth in the story of Venus and Adonis,

and the worship of the sun, which is most prob-

ably an allusion to Zoroastrianism. In this latter

religion the gods of India (Skt. dcva) are

demons (Av. darvn), and great Indra seems to

have been turned into a fiend Andra by the Ira-

nians. In like manner Oylonese Buddhism sees
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(louions in the old lirahuianic gods, and the

J inns of Mohammedanism are the heathen Arabic
deities in disguise.

The worship of demons has led to the cult
termed diabolism or satanism (q.v. ). The
earliest mention of siich a belief is in tlie Avesta

(
q.v. ) , where adherents of non-Zoroastrian faiths

are called daevayasnians or demon-worshipers.
Persia still has a numerous sect of devil-worship-
ers, called Yezidis (q.v.), who endeavor to keep
on good terms with the devil that he may not
injure them in the future world. A similar
tendency existed to a marked degree in early
Christian Gnosticism (q.v.). The sect of the
Ophites, for instance, regarded Yahweh as an
evil divinity, but the serpent, because of his
promise of knowledge (Gen. iii. 5), as the
highest god and a benefactor of mankind. The
modem cult of satanism seems to be a survival
of early Gnosticism. This worship, which is,

for obvious reasons, of an occult nature, seems
to unite to diabolism the widespread notions of

phallicism, or worship of the reproductive powers
of nature. Satanism, which is now mainly a
travesty of Christianity, finds its culmination
in the so-called black mass, where the Christian
ritual is parodied in most revolting ways.

Consult: Collin de Planey, Dictionnaire in-

fernal (Paris, 1844) ; Lecanu, Histoire de Satan,
sa chute, son culte, ses manifestations, ses ceuvres
(Paris, 18G1); RoskoflF, Geschiohte des Teufels

(2 vols., Leipzig, 1869) ; Hild, Etude sur les

demons (Paris, 1881); Laengin, Wunder und
Ddmoncnglaube dor Gegenwart (Leipzig, 1887) ;

Conway, Demonology and Devil-Lore (2 vols..

New York, 1889) ; Bois, Satanisme et la magie
(Paris, 1895) ; Cams, History of the Devil and
the Idea of Evil from the Earliest Times to the

Present Day (Chicago, 1900) ; Jaulmes, Essai sur
le satanisme et la superstition au moyen age
(Montauban. 1900) ; Alexander, Demonaic Pos-
session in the Old Testament (Edinburgh, 1902) ;

and see Angel; Devil; Sophiology; Supersti-
tion.

DEMONSTBATION, Military. An opera-

tion designed to deceive an enemy, persuading
him that danger is threatening from another
quarter, and inducing him to divide his force so

as to meet the apparent as well as real danger.

A demonstration made during the attack, in

order to cover the development of the real point of

attack, or to discover a vulnerable point in the

defense, is called a feint.

DEMONSTRATIVE LEGACY. See Legacy.

DE MOR'GAN, Auoi STi s (180G-71). An
English mathematician, born at Madura, Madras,
lie was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge;
was graduated as fourth wrangler (1827), and
was professor of mathematics in the University
of London (afterwards Universitv College) from
1828 to 18.11 and from 18.36 to" 1866. Besides

being a mathematician of high rank, he was ex-

tensively versed in the history of mathematicnl
and physical science, lie gave nuich time in

attempting to formulate Aristotelian logic into

a symbolic system: contributed to the methods of

calculating insurances and to the encouragement
of a decimal coinage. De Morgan was the first

presidentof the I>ondon Mathematical Society.and
was a member of the Royal Astronomical Society.

He was a remarkable teacher and suggestive

writer, and his Essay on Probabilities (1838) is

Vol. v.—61.

still one of the best in English. He died in London.
The following are among his chief works: Ele-
ments of Arithmetic (1831); Elements of Alge-
bra, Preliminary to the Differential Calculus
(1835); Essay on Probabilities, and on Their
Application to Life Contingencies and Insurance
Offices (1838); Trigonometry and Double Alge-
bra (1849); Formal Logic, or the Calculus of
Inference Necessary and Probable (1847); Ar-
ithmetical Books (1847) ; Treatises on the Dif-

ferential and Integral Calculus (1845), pub-
lished by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge; contributions to the Penny Cyclo-
pcedia and to the Encyclopcedia Metropolitana.
A memoir of De Morgan by his widow was pub-
lished in London in 1882.

DE'lffOS (Gk. brifwc, demos, people). A
word used in Greek to denote the whole body
of Athenian citizens—that is, the State. It also

has a narrower meaning, usually expressed in

English by the word deme. See Deme.

DEMOS'THENES (Gk. AjinoffOh^K) (c.383-

322 B.C.). The greatest orator of the ancient
world. He was born in the deme Paean ia, in

Attica. His father, a wealthy manufacturer,
died early, leaving his fortune and children to

the care of three guardians, who abused their

trust. As soon as Demosthenes came of age
he prosecuted at law these trustees and gained
his case; but much of the property had already
been squandered, and he recovered only enough
to save him from poverty. His success in this

and some other civil causes fixed his resolution

to devote himself to public life, and he set him-
self to master the law and politics of his country
with a labor and perseverance almost without
parallel. His first appearance before the people

was a failure, but this spurred him to overcome
his defects. His first care was to conquer the
physical disadvantages under which he labored.

His health was naturally feeble, his voice harsh
and tuneless^ and his action ungraceful. We are
told that, to strengthen his lungs, he used to

climb steep hills, rei'iting as he went, or declaim
on the shores of the sea in stormy weather. To
improve his delivery, he took instructions from
Satyrus, the actor, and did not disdain to study
effects l)efore a mirror. His feebleness of health
he never fairly overcame; but he obviated the
defects of his early training by the severest .study

pursued for months at a time without an inter-

ruption.

Demosthenes first began to take part in public
affairs when he was about twenty-five years of

age, and from that time till his death his his-

tory is the historj' of Athens. The States of

(Jreece were at this time miserably weak and
divided, and had recklessly shut their eyes to

the dangerous encroachments which Philip of

Macedon was already making on their conmion
liberties. The first peri(Ml of Demosthenes's pub-
lic life was spent in warning his countrymen to

abate their nuitual jealousies, and unite their

forces against the common enemy, whose crafty

and gras])ing policy he exposed, about B.C. 351,

in the oration known as the First Philippic. In

B.C. 347 Philip became master of Olynthus, the

Inst outpost of Athenian power in the north,

which, in a series of splendid harangues—the

three Olynthiacs—Demosthenes had implored his

countrymen to defend. Peace was now necessary
for Athens, and Demosthenes was among the
ambassadors sent to negotiate with the con-
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queror; but Macedonian j^oM bad done its work,

and Demosthenes, as incorruptible as he was elo-

quent, saw with despair that Philip was allowed

to seize Therniopylic, the key of (_i recce, and be-

come a member of the Aniphictyonic League.

The peace, concluded in n.c. 340, lasted for six

years, during which Philip's incessant intrigues

were exposed and denounced by Demosthenes in

orations hardly less remarkable for their po-

litical wisdom than for their eloquence. Tho
most important of these were the second and
third Philippics, and the speeches on The False

Einbnssi/ and The Affairs of the Chersonese.

When Philip entered upon a fresh course of ag-

gression (B.C. 340), and laid siege to Byzan-

tium, he was battled for a time through the assist-

ance afforded by the Athenians to the besieged

city at the instance of Demosthenes (B.C. 339).

InB.C. 338, when Philip threw Athens into con-

feternafion by passing Thermopylie and seizing

Elatea. Demosthenes brought about an alliance

iK'twocn his countrymen and Thebes. But the

jMacedonian phalanx proved invincible, and the

battle of Chteronea laid Greece prostrate at the

feet of the King. Demosthenes pronounced the

funeral oration over those who fell in the battle,

and urged the Athenians to repair their walls

against their enemy, contributing to the expense

from his own purse. For these services Ctesi-

phon proposed that he be given a golden crown

;

whereupon iEschines, Demosthenes's lifelong op-

ponent, attacked Ctesiphon with the charge of

having made an illegal proposal. Demosthenes
defended him (B.C. 330) in his oration On the

Croicn—essentially a review of his entire po-

litical career—which the almost unanimous ver-

dict of critics has pronounced to be the most
perfect masterpiece of oratory of ancient or mod-
em times. JEschines was defeated and obliged

to leave Athens, and spent the remainder of his

life in exile. In B.C. 324 the enemies of Demos-
thenes brought about his conviction on a charge

of having received bribes from Harpalus, the

absconding treasurer of Alexander. Unable to

pay the fine imposed, he was thrown into prison,

but succeeded in escaping. The death of Alex-

ander the Great in the following year was fol-

lowed by the triumphant return of the orator,

and he was again at the head of aflTairs.

But the disastrous issue of the Lamian War.
waged by the Greeks against Antipater, was fatal

to Demosthenes. Once more the power of Macedon
prevailed. The surrender of Demosthenes was de-

manded by the conquerors. Finding escape im-
possible, the orator sought an asylum in the tem-
ple of Poseidon, in the island of Calaurea. Be-
fore his pursuers overtook him he died (B.C.

322), as was generally believed, of poison ad-

ministered by his own hand.

The personal character of Demosthenes is one
of the noblest. His bravery; the stainless purity
of his public and private life; his splendid and
disinterested, if blind, patriotism, and his ser-

vices as a statesman and administrator, entitle

him to a place among the noblest men of an-
tiquity. As an orator he has been assigned the
highest place by all critics since his own day.

There have come down to us sixty speeches,

six letters, a letter from Philip of ^Tacedon, and
a collection of introductions (wpolfua). All the
letters, introductions, and some of the speeches
are regarded as spurious. The works are best

edited by Bekker (1824), Sauppe (1843), and

by Dindorf-Blass (4th ed., 1889-02). Of the
single speeches there are many special editions;

of the oratiim On the Croim the best in English
is by Goodwin ( 1001). There is a translation of

the orations by Kennedy, in live volumes ( Jxm-
don, 1853-03). On the life and art of Demos-
thenes, consult: Schilfer, Demosthenes und seine
Zeit (I^ipzig, 1885-87); Blass, Attische Bered-
samkcit, vol. iii. (Leipzig, 1803).

DEMOSTHENES (?-B.c. 413). A conspicu-
ous Athenian general in the Peloponnesian War.
He was one of the commanders sent (B.C. 413)
to reinforce Nicias at Syracuse, but he was cap-
tured and put to death.

DEMOTIC ALPHABET. See Egypt.

DEMOT'IKA (.M(;k. \iSvh6tux'>v, Didymotei-
chon, double-walled, from ()ldvni)t, didymos, twin,
-\-Tdxos,icicho8, wall). .\ town in EurojKian
Turkey, in the Province of Adrianople, 22 miles
south of Adrianople (Map: Turkey in Europe,
F 4). It is situated on the Maritza, here navi-

gable for small vessels, and is connected by rail

with Constantinople. It contains an old palace

and a citadel, and is the seat of a Greek arch-

bishop. The inhabitants are engaged in agricul-

ture, fishing, and seafaring. Dt-motika is noted
as the temporary residence of Cliarles XII. of

Sweden after his defeat at Poltava. Population,
about 5000. mostly Greeks.

DEMP'STER, Thomas (c.1570-1625). A
Scotch scholar and author, born at Cliftbog, in

Aberdeenshire. The details of his life are given

in an untrustworthy autobiography, but from
other sources it seems that he was educated at

Cambridge, and was professor first at Pisa and
later at Bologna. He left a Ilistoria Ecclesiastica

dentis Hcotorum (1027), which, while curiously

dishonest concerning earlier personages, is some-

times valuable for the information it gives of

the author's contemporaries. The Ballantyne
Club issued an edition of it in 1829. Dempster's
best work is an annotated edition of Accolti"s

De Bello a Christiania Contra Harbaros Gesto

( 1023) , and he also enjoyed a good reputation as
a Latin poet.

DEMULCENTS (Lat. demulcere, to stroke

down, soften, from de, down -|- mulcerc, to

stroke). Bland and lubricating liquid substances

taken by the mouth for the purpose of soothing

irritation of the mucous membranes of the gas-

tro-intestinal tract, and reflexly of the larnyx

and bronchi. The same substances are also

given in enemata to relieve irritation of the

lower portion of the bowels. Water must
be classed as the most valuable of the de-

mulcents. Demulcents are chiefly composed of

starch, or giun, or of substances containing these,

dissolved in water; sometimes also of oily mat-

ters, or the white of eggs, and other albuminous

or gelatinous substances largely diluted. The
decoction of altha?a, or marshmallow, is a fa-

vorite form of demulcent; flaxseed tea is a com-

mon domestic remedy of this class.

DEMURRAGE (OF. demorage, from demorer,

to delay, from Lat. dfmorari, to delay, from de,

down + morari, to delay). In admiralty law, an
allowance made to the master or owners of a ship

by the freighter when she is detained in port by

the latter beyond the specified time of sailing for

his own convenience. A certain number of days,

called running or working days, are allowed for

receiving and discharging cargo, and it is usually
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stipulated in charter-parties that the freighter
may detain the vessel, either for a specified time
or as long as he pleases, on paying so much per
diem for overtime. All the ordinary causes of
detention, such as port regulations, the crowded
state of the harbor, and the like, are at the risk
of the freighter, and demurrage nmst be paid,
though it be proved that tlie delay was unavoid-
able, unless it is due to the ship-owner's fault.

The demurrage ceases as soon as the vessel is

cleared for sailing, though she should be pre-

vented from actually doing so by adverse winds.
When the days of demurrage are limited by spe-

cial contract, and the ship is detained beyond
them, the sum due as demurrage under the con-
tract will be taken as the measure of the loss

for the further time which may be claimed in

the form of damages. It will be open, however,
to both parties to show that the rate thus fixed

per diem is either too high or too low. Where
there is no stipulation beyond the ordinary agree-
ment that the usual time shall be allowed for
loading and unloading, the master will be en-

titled, when this period expires, either to sail or
to claim damages for detention. A suit for the
recovery of demurrage is an admiralty and mari-
time case. Consult the authorities referred to

under Admiralty Law.

DEMURRER. A pleading which in legal ef-

fect admits the facts alleged by the opposite
party to bo true for the purpose of argument, but
denies that they are sufficient, as a matter of law,
to sustain his claim; or which sets up that there
is some other defect on the face of the pleading
which is a legal reason why the plaintiff should
not be allowed to proceed under it. It is always
based .solely upon what is stated in the pleading
to which it is interposed, and cannot contain any
otiier defense.

Its purposes vary somewhat in different juris-

dictions; but, generall\', in addition to denying
that the facts alleged constitute a cause of action,

it may be used to put in issue the jurisdiction

of the court, the capacity of the plaintiff to sue,

that another action is pending between the par-

ties for the same cause, that there is a defect

of parties plaintiff or defendant, or that several

causes of action are improperly joined in the
same pleading. It maj' l)e interposed to any
pleading of either plaintiff or defendant which
alleges 'new matter'—that is, something in ad-
dition to what was set out in the last previous
pleading.

It is in the discretion of the court to allow the
party whose pleading is thus attacked to amend
if the objection is well taken and sustained, and
great liberality is shown by the courts in this

respect, especially where the defect is in some
technical matter of form and an amendment cur-

ing it would not prejudice the opposite party. On
the other hand, if the demurrer is overruled the
denuirrant is usually allowed to answer if he
can convince the court there is probable merit in

his proposed defense. These privileges are usu-
ally granted upon terms, as the imposition of

costs to date of the argument. They have been
abolished and other proceedings designed to ac-

comf)lish like results substituted in the King's
Bench and Chancery divisions of the High Court
in England, but are retained and in constant
use in most of the United States, l»oth under the
codes and the modified common-law system of

pleading. See AxswEn; Pleading.

DEMY, d6-ml' ( Fr. demi, from Lat. dimidius,
half). A term applied to those holders of schol-
arships in -Magdalen College, Oxford, called demy-
ships. The name would seem to be a shortened
form of the Latin demi-socii (half- fellows), the
formal term by which they are more elegantly
distinguished. * Of the thirty-eigiit demyships,
there are eight senior, valued each at £100, and
thirty junior, of the value of £50 a year. Addi
son was a demy.

DEMY. A particular size of paper. In
America, writing demy is a sheet 10 by 21
inches. In England, writing demy is 15 by 20
inches; printing demy is n\<i by 22 inches; and
double demy, 20 by 38'^ inches.

DENAIN, dc-naN'. A town in the Depart-
ment of Nord, France, on the left bank of the
Scheldt, five miles southwest of Valenciennes
( Map : France, K 1 ) . It owes its prosperity to
its situation in the centre of an extensive coal-
field. The immediate vicinity of iron-mines also
gives it unusual facilities for smelting, and its

works of this kind are of considerable importance.
Denain is a regular and well-built town, and has
a good market. It has some manufactures of
beet-root sugar, steel, candv, and spirits. Popu-
lation, in 1890. 19,900; in 'l90I, 23,204.

DENA'RIUS (Lat. from deni, ten each, from
decern, ten). The principal silver coin of ancient
Rome. The earliest money of Rome was of
bronze, and the standard was the as, nominallv
a pound of bronze. In B.C. 269 the as, which
had decreased in size and value, was fixed by law
at a lower valuation, and a silver coinage was
introduced, with the denarius {= 10 asses) and
the quinarius (=5 asses). About B.C. 154 the
denarius was made equivalent to 16 asses (still

further reduced), and remained so (about 17
cents) until the time of Nero, after which it un-
derwent a gradual diminution until silver money
disappeared entirely in the third century a.d.

DEN'ARY SCALE. See Notation.
DE NATU'RA DEO'RUM (Lat., On the

Nature of the Cods). A treatise on the nature
of the gods by Cicero, containing an exposition
of the Epicurean and Stoic philosophies, and a
criticism of both from the point of view of the
Academics. It is in the form of a conversation
between representatives of the three schools.

DENBIGH, den1)I (Welsh Din-bach, little

fort) . A municipal borough and the county town
of Denbighshire, Wales, 30 miles west of Chester
(.Map: Wales, C 3). It stands in the vale of
the Clwyd, on the sides and at the foot of a
rugged, steep, limestone hill, crowned by the im-
posing ruins of a castle built in 1284 by Henry
Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, on the foundations of
fortifications erected by William the Conqueror,
and where there are traces of still earlier castel-

lated remains. It sheltered Charles 1. after the
battle of Rowton Moor. It was taken by the
Roundheads, but was dismantled after the Res-
toration. A lunatic asylum for the five counties
of North Wales was erected near the town in

18-18. It also contains a Uluecoat school and an
asylum for orphan girls. The town's industry
consists of the manufacture of boots and shoes,

and trade in leather. Population, in 1901, 6400.
Henry M. Stanley, the African explorer, was
born near Denbigh.

DENBIGHSHIRE. A county of North
Wales, on the Irish Sea, and between the Dee and
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the Conway. It contains 003 nquare miles, with
S miles of coast. Tlu> surfiuv is partly rugged
and inountiiinoiis; alxtnt two-Diirds is under eul

tivation. Its corn, cheese, l)utter, and live stock
are greatly esteemed. The diief towns are Den-
high, the capital, Wrexham, and Llangollen. Pop-
ulation, in 1891, 117,870; in 11)01, 130,000.

DEN'SY, CHARLE.S (18.30—). An American
lawyer and diplomat, horn at Mount Doy, Va.
lie studied at Georgetown I'niversity and the
Virginia Military Institute; was admitted to the
Indiana har in 1855, and suhsequently served
in the State Legislature. During the Civil War
he rose to be colonel successively of the Forty-
second and the Eightieth Indiana Volunteer Infan-
try. From 1885 to 1898 he was United States Min-
ister to China, and in the latter year became a
member of the commission for the investigation of
the conduct of the war against Spain. In 1899 he
was appointed a meml)er of the civil commission
for the investigation of affairs in the Philippine
Islands. See Philippines (paragraph History.)
DENDERAH, ddn'der-il {Gk. TiiTvpa,Tcntyra,

Coptic Tentore, perhaps 'the goddess,' evi-

dently the end of a longer, mutilated name).
A village of l.'pper Egypt, on the left bank of
the Nile, opposite the large city of Keneh, in

about latitude 26° 12' N. It is celebrated for
the ancient temple west of the village, one of the
best preserved and most beautiful of ancient
Egj-pt, altliough only of moderate size. The
portico (51 yards wide) has twenty-four col-

unms, bearing the head of the goddess of Den-
derah ; the interior is divided into twenty-seven
rooms. This temple is said to stand on the site

of a building dating from the time of King
Cheops (q.v.), Avhich was restored in the twelfth
and eighteenth dynasties. The present structure
was begun under Ptolemy XIII., Auletes, and
the temple was dedicated under Tiberius, al-

though some details of the ornamentation date
from his immediate successors. Among the
many pictures and inscriptions, which are of

rather moderate execution, a representation of

the zodiac (or better, the sky) aroused much
interest after its publication in the Description
d'Effypte; it has, however, proved to he merely
a mythological representation and of no value
for astronomical purposes. Consult Letronne,
Observations sur I'ohjet des representations zodia-
cales dc Vantiquiti (Paris, 1824). For informa-
tion about the cow-formed goddess Hathor of

Denderah, see Athor. The tombs of the ancient
princes of Denderah of the fourth to the eigh-

teenth dynasty were excavated by Flinders Petrie
in 1898. For the inscriptions, consult: Mariette,
Denderah (Paris, 1870-80) ; Diimichen, Bauge-
schichte des Dcnderatempels (Strassburg, 1877).

DENDERMONDE, den'der-m6n'dd. A fortified

town of Belgium, in the Province of East Flan-
ders, at the confluence of the Dender and the
Scheldt, 18 miles east of Ghent. It has a fine

church, which contains a number of paintings by
Van Dyke and De Crayer, an old citadel, and an
elaborately decorated fourteenth-century town
hall ( Map : Belgium, C 3 ) . There are also several
manufacturing establishments for the production
of cotton goods, soap, and linen. Dendermonde
was besieged in 1667 by Louis XIV., from whose
hands it was saved by the opening of the
sluices, which resulted in the flooding of the
surrounding coimtry. It was taken by the
French in 1745. Population, in 1900, 9953.

DEN'DRITE (Gk. itviplrrr:. dendrites, ot or
pertaining to a tree, from iivSpov, dendron,
tree). The peculiar tree-like or branching effect
found in minerals and due to the crystallization
in them of certain metallic oxides, especially that
of manganese. The well-known moss-agate or
mocha stone is a typical illustration of tlie den-
dritic markings due to manganese oxide, which
are distributed through the mineral, producing
a moss-like aj)pearance. Dendrites are frequent-
ly u.sed as gem stones.

DENDRITE. In anatomy, a term applied to
certain of the processes which i)as8 off from a
nerve-cell. See Nervous System.

DENDROLITES, den'drd-lits. See' Petrified
Wood.
DENDROPH'AGUS. See Crown Gall.
DENFERT-ROCHEREAXJ, dUN'fftr' rA'shc-

r6', PiEBRE Makik Philippe Abistioe (1823-78).
A French officer, born at Saint-Maixent (Dcux-
Sfevres). He studied at the Ecole Polytechnique,
entered the engineer corps, and served as a cap-
tain in the Crimean War. In 1864 he was ap-
pointed chief engineer of Belfort, of which fort-

ress he became governor with the rank of colonel
in 1870. During the Franco-Prussian War he
defended the fortress from October, 1870, to
February, 1871, and surrendered only when
ordered to do so by the Government (February
16). He was elected to the National Assembly
in 1871 and 1877. He assisted Thiers and de la

Laurencie in the preparation of the Histoire de la

defense de Belfort (Paris, 1871) ; and wrote Des
droits poUtiqves des militaires (1874). His
heroic defense of Belfort is there commemorated
by Bartholdi's colossal granite 'Lion.'

DENGIT^, den'g& (Sp. dengue, prudery, fas-

tidiousness, from Lat. dencgarc, to deny, refuse )

,

or Breakbone Fever, also called Dandy and
BtTCKET Fever. A disease known in the southern
parts of the United States and in the West
indies, where it was first described as having ap-
peared in the j-ears 1827 and 1828. Its symp-
toms are chill, fever, headache, pain and swelling
about the joints, and severe pain in the bones,

a rose-colored eruption over the body, and great
prostration. It is rarely fatal. The names 'den-

gue' and 'dandy' are said to have been applied
to the disease because of the stiff erectness and
careful walk of those afflicted. Quinine is used
in its treatment.

DENHAM, den'am, Dixon (1786-1828). An
English explorer. He was born in London, and
was educated at Merchant Taylors' School. lie

fought in the Peninsula campaign, distinguislied

himself at the battle of Toulouse by his daring
and gallantry, and subsequently served in the

Netherlands. He was associated with Clapperton
and Oudney in an exploring expedition to Central
Africa, which reached Lake Chad by wav of

Tripoli and Murzuk in 1823. In 1828 Denham
became Governor of Sierra Leone. An account
of his travels was published by him under the
title, fiarrative of Travels and Discoveries in

Northern and Central Africa (1826).

DENHAM, Sir John (1615-69). An English
poet, born in Dublin, Ireland, the son of an
Irish judge bearing the same name. He was
educated at Oxford, and studied law at Lincoln's

Inn. His first publication was a tragedy, called

Sophy (1642), performed with applause at
Blackfriars. To 1642 also belongs the first ver-
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sion of Cooper's Hill, which ig the earliest of

English descriptive poems, and became Pope's
model for W indsor Forest. According to Jolin-

.s<m, he sliould be credited with first making the
heroic coujjlet terse and epigrammatic. In 16G5
appeared a corrected eilition of Denham's poem,
containing the famous address to the river

Thames: "O could I How like thee," etc. Den-
liain was engaged in secret .service for Charles I.,

but being (liscovered, he was obliged to escaiK!

to France in 1048, returning thence to England
in 1652. After tiie Restoration he was appointed
surveyor-general of his Alajesty's buildings, and
created Kniglit of the Bath. The latter part
of his life was darkened by madness, but re-

covering for a short time, he commemorated the
death of Cowley in one of his happiest poems.
He was buried in Westminster Abbey. Consult:
Chalmers, English Poets (London, 1810) ; Ward,
English J'octs (London, 1880-83). There is no
critical edition.

DENHARDT, dan'hart, Cij:mens (1852—)
and his brother Ui.stav (185G— ). Two dis-

tinguished German explorers, born in Zeitz. In
association with the physician G. A. Fischer,

iliey undertook in 1878 a tour through the Tana
liiver region. East Africa, which they endeavored
to secure to German commerce. Six years later

they entered upon a second expedition, extending
from the island Lamu to Vitu (March, 1885),
where the Sultan of the Swahili requested the

establishment of a friendly treaty with Germany
based upon proposals made by him eighteen years
previously. Part of the territory acquired by
Clemens Denhardt was afterwards transferred

by him to the German colonial society known as

the Deutsche W'itugescllschaft. In 1890 all

rights to this territory were ceded by Germany
to England in exchange for Helgoland, the Ger-

man (iovernment compensating the brothers with
an indemnity of 150,000 marks. An important
work by Clemens Denhardt was published in 1883

in the Mittcilungen des Vereins fiir Erdkunde at

1x>ipzig under the title, Anleitung zu geograph-
isfhrn Art)riten hei Forschungsreisen.

DENIA, da'n^-& (Lat. Dianium, from a tem-

l)le of Diana situated there). A seaport town
of eastern Spain, situated on the eastern coast

of the Province of Alicante (Map: Spain, ¥ 3).

It has a small harbor and a lighthouse, and is

the seat of an important trade in raisins and
salt. In its vicinity are found some Roman
antiquities. Population, in 1897, 11,438.

DENIFLE, dft-ne'flc, Friedrich Heinricii
Siso ( 1844— ). An Austrian theologian, born at

Imst, Tyrol. He studied at Brixen, and in 1861

entered the Order of the Dominicans at Gratz.

Having received holy orders in 1806. he com-
pleted his studies in Rome and after his return

to Gratz taught theologj' in the Dominican mon-
astery and also acquired high repute as a pupil

orator. Summoned to Rome in 1880 as repre-

sentative of his Order for (Germany, he was aj)-

pointed archivist in the Vatican in 1883, and
intrusted with a new edition of the works of

Thomas .Aquinas. He is an authority on the

mystic literature of the Middle Ages. Among
his principal writings are: Die katholische

Kirche und das Ziel dcr Menschheit (Gratz,

1872) ; Das gristliche Lehen. Einc lilumcnlesc

(lus den dcutsehen ^fi/stilrrn des 1). Jahrhun-

dcrts (ib., 1873; 4th ed. 1895); Die Sehriften

lies ficligr)) 11. f^euftr (Mnnicli and Augsburg,

1876-80) ; Das liuch von der geistlichen Armut
(Munich, 1877); Die Univcrsitiiten des Mittel-

altvrs bis I'/OO (Berlin, 1885); Die papstlichen
liegisterbUnde des Li. Jahrhunderts, etc. (ib.,

1886) ; Les universitds frangaises au moyen age
(Freiburg, 18!)2). He is as.sociated with Franz
Ehrle in editing the Arehiv fiir Litteratur und
Kirchengeschichte des Mittelalters.

BENINA, da-ne'na. Giacomo :Maria Carlo
( ]7.*n-lS13). An Italian historian, born at

Revello, Piedmont. He received his education at

Saluzzo. and in the Royal College of Turin, and
having taken holy orders, was employed in 1754-

58 in teaching in the schools at Pinerolo, Cuorgnfe,

and Barge. In 1758 he was appointed professor

of belles-lettres at the Superior College in Turin,
and in 1770 professor of rhetoric and afterwards
of Greek at the university. As he had incurred
the enmity of the Jesuits by the liberal views
expressed in his writings, he was subjected to a

good deal of persecution on their part, and read-

ily accepted an invitation extended to him by
Frederick the Great in 1782 to come to Berlin,

where he was elected a member of the Academy.
Presented, in 1804, at Metz, to Napoleon, to

whom he had dedicated his linguistic work. La
clef des langues, he was appointed bj' him Im-
perial librarian, and thenceforth lived in Paris.

His literary reputation rests chiefly on the his-

tory, Dclle riuoluzioni d'Jtalia (1769-72). Con-
siderable interest was aroused by his Discorso

sopra le vicende della letteratura (1760), in

wliich were reviewed the literary vicissitudes of

all nations from their origin to modern times,

and which was translated into all the principal

languages of Europe. Among his other numerous
historical Mritings may be mentioned: Jstoria

politiea e letteraria della Grecia (1781-82) ; La
I'russe litterairc sous FrMeric II. (1790-91);

Rivoluzioni della Cermania (1804) ; Istoria dell'

Italia oecidentale (1809). He also wrote La
Russiade, an epic in prose, in glorification of

Peter the Great.

DENI'O, Hiram (1799-1871). An American
JTirist. bom at Rome, N. Y. Several years after

his admission to the bar he removed to Utica,

where he became distinguished as a lawyer. He
was three times elected judge of the Court of Ap-
peals and retired from that oilice in 1866. He
was one of the most distinguished jurists of his

day, and his decisions are often cited. His works
include: Reports of Cases .Argued and Deter-

mined in the Supreme Court and in the Court

for the Correction of Error (5 vols., 1845-48) ;

and an edition of the Revised Statutes of A'rio

York, in collaboration with William Tracy (2

\ols.. 1852).
DEN'IS, Fr. pron. de-nft', or Dionysius, Saint.

The ajmstle of France and first Bisiiop ot I'aris,

who, according to tradition, suffered martyrdom
in the third century. He was sent, it is said,

from Rome about a.d. 250 to preach the gos|)el

to the Gauls. After various detentions at Aries

and other places, he arrived in Paris, where he

made numerous proselytes. Sisinnius Fescen-

nius, who was then the Roman governor of this

part of Gaul, ordered D«>nis to be brought liefore

him. along with two other Christians. Riisticus,

a priest, and Kleutheritis. a deacon. .\s they

continued firm in their faith in spite of threats,

he caused them to be cnielly tortured, and after-

wards beheaded, A.D. 272. or. as others say, 290.

(:r<"'"irv of Tours, Forlunntus, and the Latin
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mariyrologists, state tliat the bodica of the three

martyrs wore thrown into the Seine, but taken
up by a pious woman named Catulla, and in-

terred near where tliey lost their lives. At a
lRti>r period a chapel was built over their tomb.
In 030 King Dagobert founded on the spot the

Abbey of Saint l>nis. The Greek Church makes
Saint Denis It) In* tlie same jH'rson as Dionysius

the Areopagito, first IJishop of Athens (q.v.).

The Roman Catholic Church celebrates his mem-
ory on October 9th. For a long time his name
was the war-cry of the French soldiers, who
charged or rallied to the words Montjoye Saint
Denis. Consult: Vercelly, Vte de Saint Denis
(Paris, 1854) ; Tailliar, Apostolat de Saint Denis
(Amiens, 1809).

DENIS, dc-n6', Jean Ferdinand (1798-1890).

A French traveler and author. He was born in

Paris, and early devoted himself to the study
of the principal European and Oriental lan-

guages with a view to a diplomatic career. His
love of travel, however, induced him to go to

South America in 1816; he spent several years

in Brazil, studying its condition and resources,

and after his return home prepared to write a
history of that realm and of some of the other

South American countries, and subsequently
visited Portugal and Spain. In 1838 he was
appointed librarian in the Ministry of Public

Instruction, and in 1841 custodian of the

library of Sainte Cenevifeve, of which he became
administrator in 1805. Among the great number
of his writings may be mentioned: Le Brisil,

ou Histoire, ntccurs, usages et coutumes de ce

royaume (1821) ; Buenos Ayres ct le Paraguay
( 1823) ; La Ouyane (1824) ; Scenes de la nature
sous les tropiques, et de leur influence sur la

pocsie (1824); Resume de I'histoire litteraire

du Portugal et de Vhistoire litteraire du Brcsil

(1826) ; Chronigues chevalercsques de VEspagne
et du Portugal (1837) ; Le Brahme royageur ou
la sagesse populaire de toutes les nations (1833) ;

and Camocns et ses contemporains (1841).

DENIS, da-nes', Michael (1729-1800). An
Austrian bibliographer and poet. He was born
at Schiirding, Upper Austria, and was educated
at Passau by the Jesuits, whose Order he joined

in Vienna in 1747, devoting himself to the pro-

fession of teaching. In 1759 he became professor

at the Theresianum. and on the suspension of the

Society of the Jesuits in 1773 was intrusted with
the supervision of the Garelli Library, connected
with the Theresianum. When that institution

was closed by order of Joseph II., in 1784, Denis
was appointed custodian of the Imperial Library.

He deserves much credit for having elevated the

standard of bibliography as a science, but his

chief merit is that he awakened and spread the
literary taste in Austria, making that country
participate in the revival of letters which was
then agitating Germany. He translated Ossian
into German, and was a great admirer of Klop-
stock, in imitation of whose bard poetry he com-
posed lyrics under the name of "Sined the Bard."
His poetic productions comprise: Poetische
Bildcr der meisten kriegerischen Vorgdngc in

Europa seit 175G (1760) ; Die Lieder Sineds des

Harden (1773) : and Ossians und Sineds Lieder

(1784-85). Among his valuable bibliographical

writings are: Grundriss der Bihliogrnphie und
BiicJterJcunde (1774) ; Einleitung in die Bilcher-

kunde (1777-78) ; MerkwUrdigkeiten der Garel-

lischcn Bibliothek (1780); Miens Buchdrucker-
gcschichte bis loGO (1782; supplement, 1793);
Lcsefriichtc (1797).

DENIS, Paul Camille (1795-1872). A
German civil engineer, born at Mainz. He
studied at the Ecole Polytechnique of Paris, en-
tered the Bavarian civil .service, and in 1834 be-

came a niemlwr of the conmiission for the con-

struction of the Danul>e-Main Canal. In 1835 he
l)uilt from Nuremberg to Fiirth the first railway
in Germany. Subsequently he was prominent
as a builder and director of railways.

DEN'ISON. A city and the county-.seat of
Crawford County, Iowa, 05 miles north by east
of Council Bluffs, on tlie Boyer River and on the
Illinois Central and the Chicago and North-
western railroads (Map: Iowa, B 2). It is the
seat of a normal college, and carries on a con-
siderable trade in live stock, grain, (lour, poultry,
dairy products, etc. The leading industrial es-

tablishments are ilouring-mills and creameries.
Population, in 1890, 1782; in 1900, 2771.

DENISON. A city in Grayson County, Tex.,

72 miles north by east of Dallas, on the Missouri,
Kansas and Texas, the Texas and Pacific, the
Houston and Te.xas Central, and the Saint Louis
and San P'rancisco railroads (^lap: Texas, F 3).
It has important commercial interests, and con-

tains cotton, cottonseed-oil, as well as flouring

mills, and many f^maller industries. Among the
more important buildings may be noted Saint
Xavier's Academy and NV'ashington School. Set-

tled in 1872, Denison was incorporated the same
year, and is now governed under a charter of

1891, revised in 1893. The mayor is elected for

two years, and the city council chosen in part
by \\ards and in part on a general ticket. The
board of appeals is nominated by the executive
and confirmed by the council; all other officials

except the city secretary are elected by the peo-

ple. Population, in 1890, 10,958; in 1900, 11,807.

DENISON, Charles Wheeler (1809-81).
An Aniorican clergyman and author, bom in

New London, Conn. For a time he edited the
Emancipator, one of the early anti-slavery peri-

odicals; in 1853 was appointed United States

Consul in British Guiana, and during the Civil

War spoke in behalf of the Federal cause among
English workmen in Lancashire, and was post-

chaplain at Winchester, Va., and a hospital

chaplain at Washington, D. C. His publica-

tions comprise two volumes of verse, The Ameri-
can Village and Other Poems (1845), and Out at

Sea (1867) ; a story, Antonio, the Italian Boy
( 1873) ; and biographies of Generals Grant, Han-
cock, and Banks.

DENISON, George Taylor (1839—). A
Canadian soldier and author, born in Toronto.

He was educated at Upper Canada College and
Toronto University (LL.B., 1861), was called to

the bar in 1801, and in 1800 became lieutenant-

colonel of the Governor-General's bodyguard. In
1872 and 1873 he was sent by the Government
of Ontario to England as a special commissioner
on matters connected with immigration, in 1877

was appointed police magistrate of Toronto, and
in 1885 was elected president of the Royal So-

ciety of Canada. He was on active military

service during the Fenian raid in 1806. and again
during fhe rebellion led by Riol in the Northwest
Territories in the spring of 1885. His Uisfory

of Cavalry (1877) won the prize of 5000 rubles
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offered by the Czar for the best work on that
subject, was translated into Russian, and sub-

sequently also into German and Japanese. He
has been known as an earnest advocate of Im-
perial unity.

DENISON UNIVERSITY. An educational
institution, situated at Granville, Ohio. The
university was orjianizcd by the Baptist Educa-
tion Society in 18.31 as a manual labor school,

under the name of the Granville Literary and
Theological Institution. The manual-labor idea,

however, did not prove successful and was soon
abandoned. In 1856 the name of the institution

was chan^red to Denison University, in honor of

William S. Denison, one of its principal bene-

factors. The theolojrical department was dis-

continued in 1870. The universitj' offers degrees

in arts and science. In 1900 Shepardson Col-

lege for women, established in 1887, became affili-

atetl with the university. The property value of

the two institutions, including their endowment
funds, is estimated at about $1,000,000. The
university has a registration of over 500 stu-

dents. The library contains about 21,000 vol-

umes besides pamphlets.

DENITRIFICATION. See Xitrificatiox.

DENIZEN (AF. denzein, denezyn, OF. deinz,

Fr. dans, within, from Lat. de, from -j- intus,

within). One who was bom an alien (q.v.) to

his adopted country, but who has been granted

some of the privileges of citizenship. In Eng-
land 'denizen' signifies one who has been ad-

mitted to become a citizen by letters patent from
the Crown, his rights dating from the time when
they were conferred ; and he is distinguished from
a naturalized citizen, whose rights are granted by
Parliament, and are retroactive, putting him in

the same status as if he were a natural-born citi-

zen. A denizen in England is also under certain

political disabilities as to holding office, and he

is subject to certain taxes from which other citi-

zens are exempt. He is said, therefore, to occupy
a middle position Iwtween an alien and a natural-

born or naturalized subject. In the United
States the terms denizen and naturalized citizen

are used synonymously, there being no distinc-

tion. Naturalization (q.v.) is held here not to

be retroactive; but when one becomes a denizen

or naturalized citizen, he has practically all the

right-i and privileges of a natural-l>om citizen

from that time. The Constitution provides that

no one not a natural-bom citizen may become
President, but otherwise there are no constitu-

tional limitations on the rights of a naturalized

citizen. See CiTlZEX : XATfBALiZATiON ; Sibject.

DENIZLI, dcn'Izl.-i' (Turk, drniz. sea). A
town of .\siatic Turkey, in the Vilayet of Smyr-
na, on the Smyma-Dinair Railway (Map: Tur-

key in Asia, C 4). In its vicinity are situated

the ruins of ancient Ijiodicea. The situation of

Denizli amid beaut iftil gardens and vineyards at

the base of the Bnba I")a<_'h has earned it the title

of the 'Damascus of .Anatolia.* It has a bazaar,

khAn>*, and leather curing and manufacturing in-

du-itries. Population. al)out 17,000.

DENK, Haxs (c.l4n5-1527). A German
-Anabaptist. He was \wm in Ilnvaria; studied

at Ingolstadt. was proof-reader in Basel, rector

of a school at Xuremberg in 152.3, and there

met Thomas Mtinzer, and so first came in

contact with Anabaptism. which he accepte<l

with modifications. In consequence he was ban-

ished from the city, January, 1524, and forced

u[>on that wandering life which he henceforth

led until his death, in Basel, November, 1527. His
writings are very scarce. He was essentially a
mystic, and, like his class, mingled truth and error.

For his life, consult L. Keller (Leipzig, 1527).

DEN'MAN, Thomas, Baron (1779-1854). An
English jurist. He was l)orn in London, studied

at Carabri«lge, and was called to the bar in 1806.

On the accession of George IV. he was appointed
solicitor-general to the Queen, and in conducting
her defense won a considerable reputation both

as a lawyer and as a speaker, but earned the

enmity of the King, who for some time thereafter

opposed his advancement. In 1818 he was elect-

ed to Parliament, and took a seat with the Whig
Opposition, .ser\ing there until 1826 and being

rt-turned again in 18.30. In the latter year he

was made Attorney-General, and two years later

became Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench.

In 1 834 he was raised to the peerage. He resigned

the office of Chief Justice in 1850. His character

was marked by high moral and social virtues.

As a jurist he was especially interested in the

subject of law reform, and instituted important

cnanges in the code. He also strove with great

ener^, both as a writer and as a judge, to effect

the abolition of the slave trade.

DENIIAJBE. The smallest of the three

Scandinavian kingdoms of Europe (Map: Europe,

D 3, and special map). It comprises the north-

em portion of the Cimbrian Peninsula, called

Jutland, the Danish Archipelago east of the

peninsula, the island of Bomholm, and the Faroe

Islands, making a total area of 15.360 square

miles. Not reckoning the Faroe Islands, it lies

between latitudes 54° 33' and 57° 45' N. It is

almost surrounded by the sea, Jutland being con-

nected with the Continent only at the southern

frontier, in which place the peninsula is less than

40 miles wide.

Topography. The western and northwestern

coasts of Jutland, which are washed by the North
Sea, and the Skagerrak. are low and girt by
dunes and sand-bars. Behind the dunes there are

several large lagoons or inclosed bays, but they

are usually too shallow to serve as harbors. The
northern extremity of Jutland is formed by the

Skagen, a long, curved sand-pit. The east coast

along the Cattegat lies at a somewhat higher

level, and is indente<l by a series of inlets

(fjords) that penetrate deeply into the interior:

I^imfjord, the most northerly, reaches across the

peninsula and communicates through a tortuous

course with the North Sea. Some of the inlets

may be entered by ships of light draught. Be-

tween the south of Jutland and the southern

extremity of Swe<len are Filncn and Zealand, the

largest islands of Denmark, dividing the out-

let of the Baltic into three passages—the Little

Belt, between Jutland and FUnen : the Great

Itelt. separating Fllnen and Zealand; and the

Sound l>etween Zealand and Sweden. Both
islands have an irregular and sandy coast line.

The surface of Denmark is uniformly low. A
ridge of hills crosses the middle portion of Jut-

land from the southern frontier to the Limfjord.

the highest points of which are less than 600 f(H»t

above the sea; and this elevation is not excee<le<l

elsewhere. Tl>e ridge constitutes the water part-

ing between the North Sea, which receives the

Stor Aa, the L«nborg Aa, and the Varde Aa, and
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the Cattejjat. whicli n'c«'iv»'.s tlie Gudcr. Aa. The
last nuiiK>(l is the Inr^^cst river of l>>iimark, and
has a length of about 100 miles.

Climate. The elimate of Denmark is like

that of eastern Scotland, but it is somewhat
wanner in summer and colder in winter. The
mean temperature at Co|)enhagen is about 00° F.

in summer and about li2° in winter. In general

the islands have a milder climate than Jut-

land. In winter the Srmnd and other channels

are sometimes filled witii drifting ice; the block-

ade, however, does not continue for any length

of time. Heavy rains are frequent in autumn,
and mists in summer, especially on the western
coast of Jutland.

Flora. The flora of Denmark includes many
of the common European plants, and a number of

s|)ecie8 peculiar to the moorlands. Formerly
there were extensive forests of pine and fir, but
these trees are now practically limited to culti-

vated lands. The trees most commonly found
are the oak and the beech. About 5 per cent, of

the total area is forested.

Fauna. The fauna has no noteworthy char-

acteristics. Fishes and aquatic birds abound.
Salmon are found in the Guden Aa, and oysters

in a few localities.

Geology. With the exception of Bomholm,
which belongs physically to Sweden, the entire

area of Denmark may be regarded as a continua-

tion of the plains of North Germany. The sur-

face consists of boulder clay and sand, resting

upon stratified rocks of generally Cretaceous age.

The clay was deposited during the Pleistocene

epoch by the Scandinavian ice-sheet. In the west
and north of Jutland there are large tracts of

moorlands which yield peat, but no metallic ores

occur in any part of the country. Bomholm is

formed by Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks, and has
the same geological structure as the southern
part of Sweden. Kaolin and a poor grade of

coal are mined on this island.

Agriculture. Denmark proper is essentially

an agricultural country. About 80 per cent, of

the total land surface is productive, and of this

area about 35 per cent, is arable, 41 is pasture,
and the remainder is mainly forest. Nearly 47
per cent, of the population are engaged in agri-

culture. The laws forbid the uniting of small
farms into large ones, and favor the parceling
out of landed estates. The peasant proprietors
are consequently increasing both in number and
importance. The division of the land into very
small holdings is sxiccessfully associated with
a well-developed system of cooperation, which en-

ables small farmers to use the most improved
and expensive machinery, etc. Tenants in good
standing have absolute charge of their land. Of
the total area in crops in 1890, about 17 per
cent, was in oats. 12 per cent, in rye, and 11 per
cent in barley. Wheat, potatoes, and beet-root are
also important products. The value of the grain
and hay crop for 1809 was about $85,250,000.
Stock-raising is a prominent industry. In 1898
there were 449,264 horses, 1,743,440 cattle, and
1,074,413 sheep in the country. The dairy in-

dustry is fostered by the general cooperative plan
mentioned above, and has reached a high degree
of development. Denmark butter is of a .superior
grade, and the trade in it has increased at a re-

markable rate.

Maxufacture-s. The manufacturing indiis-

tries are chieflv on a small scale. The census of

1897 gives the number of industrial establish-

ments as 77,25(5, employing nearly 177,000 wage-
earners, or alK)ut 7 per cent, of the total popula-
tion. Of these establishments but 1062 had a
working force of from 20 to 100, and only 165
employed over 100 hands each. The principal
manufactures are furniture, foodstuffs, articles
of apparel, and metal products. The textile in-

dustries are confined chiefly to the rural dis-

tricts. Manufacturing is increasing in impor-
tance, partly in consequence of the industrial
schools. Most of the important plants are in

Copenhagen. In 1900 the distilleries in the whole
country numbered 52, the sugar factories and
refineries 25, and the breweries 42. In that year
49,678 ons of beet sugar and 18,254 tons of

margarin and oleomargarine were produced.
There is some manufacturing of machinery and
of pottery; aLso a little iron-smelting. The in-

dustrial joint-stock companies of Denmark are
a significant feature in its manufacturing devel-

opment. Their combined capital nearly doubled
during the last decade of the nineteenth century.
Transportation and Communication. Most

of the towns of Denmark are situated on the coast
or on navigable rivers. Steamboats ply con-

stantly between the islands. The first railway
within the present confines of the country (Co-
l)enhagen-RoeskiIde) was constructed by a pri-

vate company and opened for trafhc in 1847.

Prior to 1880 the State railway lines were con-

fined to the mainland and the island of Fdnen,
while private companies controlled all lines on
the islands of Zealand, Laaland, and Falster.

In 1880 the Government passed a bill authoriz-

ing the acquisition of the Zealand lines. In 1901,

out of a total of 1810 miles, the State ownefl 1108

miles, the total cost of which up to March 31.

1901, was over $66,300,000. There were 2413
miles of State telegraph lines at the end of 1900.

The merchant marine of Denmark and the colo-

nies comprised, at the same period, 3773 vessels

with a total registered tonnage of 408.440, in-

cluding 52 steamers with a tonnage of over 250,-

000. During 1900 there entered the Danish
ports, aside from coasting vessels, about 33,400
vessels, with a tonnage of nearly 3,000,000.

Commerce. The commercial expansion of Den-
mark during the last decade of the nineteenth
century was very considerable. The imports
show a gain from $82,300,000 in 1890 to over

$141,000,000 in 1900, while the exports increased

from $62,600,000 to nearly $105,500,000. These
figures exclude precious metal. The exports of

Denmark consist almost entirely of animal and
dairy products. The imports are chiefly cereals,

animal and dairy products, coal, metals, and
hardware, textiles, and gi-oceries. Germany oc-

cupies the first rank in the import trade of the
country, furnishing about 30 per cent, of the

imports. Groat Britain follows (20 per cent.),

then the United States (15 per cent.), Sweden,
Norway, and Russia. In the export trade Great
Britain stands first, taking nearly 60 per cent, of

the total shipments—mostly butter (nearly $40,-

000,000 in 1900), live stock, and eggs. The other
countries importing from Denmark are, in order
of their importance, Germany, Sweden and Nor-
way, and Russia. The trade of the United
States with Denmark has increased with very
great rapidity. In 1895 it amounted to about
$3,300,000. wiiile in 1900 it reached nearly $23,-

000,000, of which amount only about $1,850,000
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represented exports from Denmark. Among the
principal imports from the United States are
corn, cotton, iron and steel manufactures, cotton-

seed, and oil. The value of the lish caught in

1899 was about $2,000,000.
Banks. Denmark has 81 banks. The assets

of the Nattonal Bank approximated $38,000,000
in 1901, about 42 per cent, of which was in spe-

cie and bullion. Its note circulation was over
.1!26,500,000. Its capital is about $7,250,000.
The number of savings banks in 1900 was 535,

with 1,150,233 accounts and more than $177,000,-

000 deposits. Nearly 47 per cent, of the popula-
tion are depositors, with an average individual

deposit of over $154.
Government. Denmark is a constitutional

monarchy based upon the fundamental law of

June 5, 1849, as revised in 18G6. The law-mak-
ing power is vested in the King and in the Na-
tional Legislature, or Rigsdag, consisting of an
Upper House (Landsthing) and a popular cham-
l»er (Folkething). The Landsthing is composed
of 66 members, of whom twelve are appointed for

life by the Crown, and the remainder are chosen
for a term of eight years, partly by the representa-

tives of the highest taxpayers in the towns and
rural districts and partly by the representatives

of the people at large. The Folkething is at

present composed of 114 Deputies, the constitu-

tional ratio being one Deputy for every 21,000
of the population. Members of the Lower House
are elected for a period of three years by all male
citizens above the age of thirty not engaged in

menial household service and resident for a year
in the district in which they enroll. Legisla-

tion may be initiated in either House, but finan-

cial bills must be submitted in the first instance

to the Folkething, and only on the initiative of

the Crown. In practice the Upper House enjoys a
very large degree of influence, owing to its fea-

ture of comparative permanency ; and in con-

junction with the King, who wields an absolute

veto on legislation, it is frequently in the posi-

tion of directing the action of Parliament. The
executive power is vested in a council of eight re-

sponsible Ministers, who preside over the depart-

ments of Foreign Affairs, Finance, Interior, Jus-

tice, War, Navj', Public Instruction and Wor-
ship, and Agriculture.

Justice is administered in the first instance by
the judges of the hundreds in the rural com-
munities and by the city magistrates in the ur-

ban districts. Appeals from such courts lie to

the superior courts of Viborg and Copenhagen,
and in the last resort to the Supreme Court of

24 judges (Hojesteret) at Copenhagen. Together
with four judges especially appointed by the

Landsthing, the Supreme Court sits as a tri-

bunal for the cases of impeached Ministers.

Army and Navy. The Danish army is raised

by conscription from among all citizens above

the age of twenty-two. Substitution is not per-

mitted. The terms of service are eight year?

with the regular army and its reserve and eight

years with the supplementary reserve. The
standing army in 1900 approximated 825 officers

and 10,000 men. The war footing of the nation

is estimated at 60,000 men. The navy is main-
tained only for purposes of coast defense. See

.\rmie.s and Navie.s.

Finance. The national budget for 1902-03 bal-

anced at about $19,000,000. Five-sevenths of the

revenues are derived from indirect taxes, for the

most part customs and excise. Direct taxes and
the income from national assets furnish nearly
all the remainder. Of the expenditures, the fol-

lowing are the largest it^ms: Improvement of

State property and reduction of debt, about one-

fifth; Ministry of War, one-seventh; interest

and expenses on State debt, one-tenth; Ministry
of Public Worship and Instruction, Ministry of

Alarine, and Ministry of Interior, each about
one-twelfth. A noteworthy feature of the
finances of the kingdom is a reserve fund of

comparatively a large amount, being about
$4,800,000 in 1901. It was formerly very much
greater, having been about $31,155,000 in 1867.

The fund was started after the war of 1864 and
is designed to furnish means for the Government
in case of sudden emergency. The public debt is

relatively small, amounting in 1901 to about
$58,000,000, and being less than the value of the

State railways alone. Over 70 per cent, of the

debt is held abroad and is mostly at 3 per cent.

Colonies. Of the Danish* possessions, Iceland,

with an area of about 40,000 square miles, has
about 70,000 inhabitants; Greenland (the por-

tion free of ice, which is but a small fraction of

the territory belonging to Denmark), with an
area of about 35,000 square miles, has about
10,000 inhabitants; and the Danish West Indies

(Saint Croix, Saint Thomas, and Saint John),
with an area of 138 square miles, have a popu-
lation of about 30,000. In 1900 the value of

their imports into Denmark was about $885,000
and of the exports to them from Denmark $910,-

000. Of this total trade Iceland furnished 80
per cent, and Greenland 17 per cent. For further
particulars, see Iceland; Greenland, etc.

Population. According to the census of 1 90

1

the population of Denmark was 2,447,441, show-
ing an increase of nearly 13 per cent, since 1890.

The urban population ( five-twelfths of the total

)

increased during the same decade about 30 per
cent., while the rural population shows a gain
of but 4 per cent. There were 3570 emigrants in

1900, mainly to the United States. The emigra-
tion figures for the last four or five years of the

• nineteenth century were quite below the general
average for the country since 1881. Almost the

entire population is native-born. The Danes are
a Teutonic people of the Scandinavian group.
Height, 1.685 meters; hair, wavy, light brown
or chestnut; ej'es blue; complexion pale white,

swarthy or very light brown. The established

Church is the Lutheran, but its seven bishops in

Denmark have no political powers. Primary edu-

cation is free and compulsory between the ages
of seven and fourteen, and is very thoroughly
diffused. The numerous higli schools, mostly pri-

vate, have an attendance of over 56,000. Den-
mark has one university, that of Copenhagen.
There are also an agricultural and a veterinary

college, 21 agricultural or horticultural schools,

the Royal Academy of Art (founded in 1754), the
Polytechnic Institute, two academies (Soro and
Herlufsholm), and about 100 technical and com-
mercial institutions.

Hlstory. Of the primitive history of Don-
mark nothing is known apart from the revela-

tions made by investigators in the field of archir-

ology. The kitchen-middens and other primitive
remains of a very ancient character indicate the

early presence of paleolithic man in the Danish
peninsula. The sagas hand down myths and
traditions of later but still early ages, when the
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orif^innl inhabitants had been crowded out by

wandcrin;.' tribes of (Jernianic stoek, and Jutland

and tl>e islands had become the homes of Saxons,

An;iles, and Jutes. The Germanic occupation

was conipJete about the second century of our

vrn, but this was followed l>y an invasion of the

Danes in the fifth and sixth centuries. Less in-

fluenced than the other Teutonic peoples by the

llonians, the inhabitants in the Scandinavian

countries developed a striking: and characteristic

civilization, marked by a warlike and adven-

turous spirit, which sent them as Vikings and
conquerors over all Kurope and as far as Amer-
ica. Christianity made its way into Denmark
as early as the fifth or sixth century. After the

ninth century we find a united Danish kingdom
growing out of the petty principalities into

which the country was divided. We hear of

Danish kings as early as the beginning of the

tenth century, when Gorm the Old (c.900-35)

showed himself a bitter opponent of Christian-

ity; but the first Danish ruler of prominence

was Svend (Sweyn) I., of the Forked Beard
(985-1014), a redoubtable sovereign who for a
brief period imposed his yoke upon England.

Svend's son, Knut or Canute (died 1035), King
of England and Denmark, was a really great sov-

ereign, under whom the conversion of the Danes
to Christianity was completed and much was
done to civilize the kingdom and bring it into

order. After his death the northern empire
which he had created fell apart, and the Odinic

dynasty of the Skjoldungs became extinct in 1047.

Svend Estridsen, son of Knut's sister, now
ascended the throne. Internal dissensions and
external wars led here as elsewhere to the intro-

duction of a feudal system. A new era of bril-

liant achievements began with Valdemar I., the

Great (1157-82), and continued under Knut VI.
(1182-1202) and Valdemar II., the Victorious
(1202-41). These kings extended the conquests
of Denmark far into German and Wendic lands
and made the Baltic little more than a Danish
sea. The jealousy of the German princes and
the treachery of his vassals combined to rob Val-
demar II. of these conquests. Ilis death in 1241
was followed by a century of anarchy, during
which the kingdom was brought near to destruc-

tion under the vicious rule of his sons and grand-
sons. Under Valdemar IV. (1340-75), the last

of the Estridsen line, Denmark recovered for a
time the conquests of the elder Valdemars, and the
national laws were collected into a well-digested
code. From 1375 until 1412 Valdemar's daugh-
ter, the great Margaret, ruled Denmark, at first

as regent for her young son Olaf, and after his
death as Queen. Denmark, Norway, and Sweden
were united under her sovereignty, and this was
confirmed in 1307 by the act kno\\-n as the Union
of Kalmar. Margaret's successor, Erik (1412-
39), the son of her niece, undid her work with
fatal rapidity, lost his triple kingdom, and died
in obscurity. After the short reign of his
nephew, Christopher of Bavaria, the Danes, on
the death of the latter in 1448, reasserted their
ancient right of election to the throne, and chose
for their King Christian of Oldenburg, a de-
scendant of the old royal family through his
maternal ancestress, Rikissa. the great-grand-
daughter of Valdemar II. Christian I. was the
father of the Oldenburg line, which continued
unbroken till the death of Frederick VII. in
1863. Cliristian was chosen ruler by the estates

of Schleswig ajid Holstein in 1400, promising for

his successors that they should forever leav*- the

two lands united. As rulers of Holstein (which
was included in the Holy Roman Empire), the
kings of Denmark became members of the (Jer-

man\c body. Christian l.'s reign was followed
by half a century of continuous warfare and
anarchy in Scandinavia. T\\e tyranny of Christian
11. (1513-23) cost him his throne. His bloody
atrocities in Sweden were followed by the suc-

cessful vindication of the independence of that
country by Gustavus Vasa. Christian's subjects
chose his imcle, Frederick I. (1523-33), to be
their King, while Sweden was forever separated
from Denmark. Under Christian II. Denmark
first began to enter into extensive treaty relations

with other European States. Christian III.

(1534-59), in whose reign the Reformation was
established, united the Schleswig-IIolstein duchies
in perpetuity to the Crown. His partition of

the greater part of these provinces among his

brothers became a source of much mischief.
Frederick II. (1559-88) further complicated
matters in regard to the duchies by making
additional partitions in favor of his brother, the
founder of the Holstein-Sonderburg family. He
was succeeded by Christian IV. (1588-1648), who
was one of the ablest of Danish rulers, although
his foreign wars were disastrous, while his liberal

and wise internal policy was cramped in every
direction by the nobles. He fought for Protes-

tantism in Germany in the Thirty Years' War
and was utterly defeated. Toward the end of

his reign he engaged in an unsuccessful war
against Sweden, which now became the dominant
j)ower on the Baltic. In the reign of Christian's

son, Frederick III. (1648-70), Denmark had to

surrender all her possessions in the Swedish
portion of the Scandinavian peninsula.

In 1600 Frederick III., with the assistance of

the clergy and the burghers, who had joined him
in opposing the pretensions of the nobles, de-

clared the crown hereditary, and the royal
authority absolute, and ushered in a new rfigime.

The power of the nobility was reduced, but the
peasantry and burghers profited little by the
change. ^lany improvements were, however,
effected in the mode of administering the laws, and
the Danish kings, although autocrats, exercised a
mild rule. The abolition of serfdom was begun in

1767 by Christian VII. (1766-1808), but was not
finally completed till twenty years later; it was
extended to the Schleswig-Holstein duchies in

1804. The misfortunes due to the relations

maintained by Denmark with Napoleon brought
the country to the verge of ruin, by plung-
ing it into war with Sweden. England, Russia,
and Prussia, and although it speedily rallied

from the losses inflicted in 1801 by the battle of

Copenhagen, the fresh rupture with the Allies,

which ended in the compulsory surrender to the

English of the entire fleet, after the destructive

bombardment of Copenhagen (September, 1807),
completely paralyzed the nation. By the Peace
of Kiel in 1814 Frederick VI. of Denmark
(1808-39) was compelled to cede Norway to

Sweden. The discontent that had long been pre-

vailing in Schleswig and Holstein developed after
1830 into mutual animosity between the Danish
and German population. The anticipated failure

of heirs to the throne complicated the questions
at issue, and in 1848, immediately after the

succession of Frederick VII., the German element
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in Schleswig and Ilolatein, being encouraged by
the Frankfort Parliament (which voiced the
revolutionary movement in Germany), and per-

haps still more by Prussia, rose in arms against
Denmark. After alternate hostilities and armis-

tices, the flri»t Schleswig-Holstein War, in

which the Danish troops fought bravely
against tlie forces of Prussia and other Ger-

man States and of the rel)ellious duchies, ter-

minated in 1851, Prussia having abandoned the

cause of the duchies, and Austria and Prussia
having finally intervened to restore the former
order. The liberal Constitution which Cliristian

VIII. had in the meantime granted to his sub-

jects failed to reconcile the Germans in Schles-

wig-Holstein.

On the death, in 1863, of Frederick VII., Chris-

tian of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Gliicks-
burg ascended the throne under the title of

Christian IX. (q.v. ) in conformity with the

act known as the Treaty of London (1852),
by which the European Powers had settled

the succession to the Danish crown on him
and his descendants by his wife. Princess

Louise of Hesse-Cassel, niece of King Christian

VIII. of Denmark. With Frederick VII. the

direct Oldenburg line had expired, and at his

death the question of the succession to the

duchies acquired an importance which it had
never before possessed. Schleswig and Holstein

declared for Prince Frederick of Augustenburg, a

scion of a branch of the Oldenburg line, and ap-

pealed to the Germanic Confederation for sup-
port. The Germanic Diet sent an army into

Holstein. Prussia and Austria had in the mean-
time concerted with each other to take the settle-

ment of the Schleswig-Holstein affair into their

own hands. Christian VIII., reflecting upon the

way in which the cause of the duchies had been
betrayed by the German powers in the war of

1848-51, and relying upon the support of Eng-
land, allowed himself to be dragged into a war
single-handed with Prussia and Austria, whose
forces advanced into Schleswig in February, 1864.

After a brave but utterly futile attempt at re-

sistance, the Danes saw their country overrun by
the troops of Prussia and Austria, and by the

Treaty of Vienna (October 30, 1864) were forced

to submit to the terms exacted by their powerful
foes, and resign not only Holstein and Lauen-
burg, but the ancient crown appanage of Schles-

wig into the hands of the two Powers. As a re-

sult of the war of 1860, the duchies became
pcnrmanently possessions of Prussia. The record

of political <xx;urrences in Denmark since 1864
is mainly concerned with the struggle be-

tween the Conservative and Liberal parties, the
rise of a powerful Democratic party, and the
development of the system of parliamentary gov-

ernment. In external relations the two most
important events have been the agitation leading
to the concession of constitutional government to

Iceland and the question of the sale of the Danish
West Indies to the T'nited States, which was
broached as early as 1870.

BinuocRAPnY. Ott»', Denmark and Iceland
(London, 1881): Frisch, Schiccden, Nonrcqen,
Hvd Diinemnrk (7th ed., by Jonas, Berlin, 1880) :

Weitemeyer (editor), Denmark: Its JJiatory and
Tapofjrnphif. Language, Literature, Fine Arts,

Social TAfe, and Finance (Ixtndon, 189n ; Dahl-
mann. Oeschichte von Danemark (3 vols., Ham-

burg, 1840-43), vol. iv., by Schiifer (Gotha,
1893), the standard history of Denmark; Phi-
lippi, Geschxchte von Danemark (2d ed., Leip-
zig, 1846) ; Worsaae, Tfie Danish Conquest of
England and Normandy (Copenhagen, 1863) ;

Sidgwick, The Story of Denmark (London,
1885). See Abmed Neutrality; Coxtinental
System ; Nelsox ; Political Parties, paragraph
Denmark; Schleswig-Holstein.

DEN'NEB, Balthasab (1685-1749). A Ger-
man portrait-painter. He was born at Altona,
and studied there and in Danzig, and afterwards
at the Berlin Academy. He is said to have
painted good portraits when only fourteen years
of age. Rapidly acquiring reputation, he was
invited to several European courts, and painted
the portraits of many princes and other distin-

guished persons of his time. His chief peculiar-

ity consisted in the fineness of his mechanical
finish, which extended to depicting even the almost
invisible furze of hair growing on smooth skin.

He is particularly noted for his heads of old
men and women. Charles VI. paid 4700 florins

for a "Head of an Old Woman" by this artist.

This and its companion piece, the "Head of an
Old Man," are in the Museum of Fine Arts in

Vienna. Specimens of his art are to be found
in the principal galleries in Europe.

DENNERY, d&'n'-r^, or D'ENNERY,
Adolphe Philippe (1811-99). A French drama-
tist of versatile facility, bom in Paris. He wrote
or collaborated in nearly two hundred plays. The
more noteworthv of his dramas are: L'honnextr
de ma fille (1835) ; La perle de Savoic (1842) ;

Marie Jeanne (1845) ; and Les deux orphelines

(1873). The last two have been enduringly
popular. His vaudevilles and spectacular plays
are significant.

DElfNEWITZ, d§n'ne-vrts. A small village

in the Province of Brandenburg, Prussia. 42 miles
south-southwest of Berlin. Here was fought, on
September 6, 1813, a battle between 70,000
French, Saxons, and Poles, commanded by Mar-
shal Ney, and 45.000 Prussians, under Generals
BUlow and Taunzien. The fighting was obsti-

nate to the last degree, and both armies more
than once drove each other from their positions.

Xey's army was finally defeated. The French
lost 15,000 killed, wounded, and prisoners, and
43 pieces of cannon. The Prussians lost about
9000. The most important feature of this vic-

tory to the Prussians was that most of their

troops were Landwchr (militia), for whom Na-
poleon had expressed the utmost contempt, desig-

nating thorn as 'rabble.'

DENIOE, Joseph (1768-1812). An Ameri-
can journalist, bom in Boston, Mass. He grad-

uated at Harvard in 1790. studied law at
Charlestown, N. H., and was admitted to the bar.

From 1795 he devoted himself mainly to litera-

ture and journalism. He edited The Farmer**
Weekly Museum, in Walpole, N. H., one of the
first experiments in departmental journalism.
He attained considerable reputation also as an
essayist through The Lay Preacher (1796). In
1798 Dennie was nominated for Congress, but
was defeated, and afterwards went to Philadel-
phia as private secretary to Timothy Pickering,
then Secretjirv of State (1799). Here he editeil

The United States Gazette, and afterwards es*-

tablished and conducted until his death The
Portfolio (1801). This weeklv became a
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monthly in 180(!. luul enjoyed lii^'li reputa-

tion. Its contributors ineluded IJrockden iirown

and J. Q. Aduujw. lX»nnie wrote under the

pneudonyni of Oliver Old School, and was a
man of ability, who performed some service in

kee])ing the cause of letters alive in America
ttt a very fjloomy period. His Addisonian com-
positions have long remained unread, but his

portfolio is of considerable value to students of

the period, although he himself is remembered
chieliy on account of his colonial deference to

British writers.

DENNIS, .Tames Shepherd (1842—). An
American Presbyterian missionary. He was
bom at Newark, N. J., graduated at Princeton
College in 1803, and Theological Seminary in

1807, and was missionary in Syria from 1808
to 1891, during which time he was principal

and professor of theology in the theological

seminary in Beyrout (1873-91). He has since

resided in New York City. Besides several theo-

logical treatises in Arabic, he has published
Foreign Missions After a Century (New York,
1893) ; the very elaborate work. Christian Mis-
sions and Social Progress (vol. i. 1897, vol. ii.

1899; to be finished in 3 vols.) ; and the equally
elaborate Centennial Survey of Foreign Mis-
sions (1902).

DENNIS, .ToHN (10.57-1734). An English
critic and dramatist. He was born in London,
and graduated at Cambridge in 1079. After
further study and foreign travel, he devoted him-
self to literature. His nine plays are now for-

gotten, but Liberty Asserted (1704) was received

with some favor. He was l>est known, how-
ever, as a political and critical pamphleteer and
satirist. He made many enemies, and is one
of the best-abused men in English literature.

Swift lampooned him, and Pope assailed him in

the Essay on Criticism, and finally 'damned him
to everlasting fame' in the Dunciad. Of his

critical writings, the chief is The Advancement
and Reformation of Modern Poetry (1701).

DEN'NISON, William (1815-82). An
American politician, best known as the 'War
Governor' of Ohio. He was born in Cincinnati,

graduated at Miami University in 183.5, and
practiced law until 1848, when he was elected

to the State legislature. He was Governor of

Ohio from 1800 to 1804, and at one time, in

answer to a call for 1 1 ,000 troops, raised more
than ."iO-OOO. From 1804 until his resignation in

1800, he was Postmaster-General in the Cabinets

of Presidents Lincoln and .Johnson. He was one
of the earliest of the politicians of prominence
who joined the Republican Party, and in 1804

was chairman of the Republican National Con-
vention.

DENON, dc-noN' Dominique Vivant, Baron
(1747-1825). A French artist and author, born
at Chalons-sur-SaOne. At an early i>eriod he
devoted himself to the study of fine arts in
Paris, and became a great favorite in aristocratic
society. Louis XV. made him an attache to the
embassy at St. Petersburg, and afterwards Am-
bassador to Switzerland. Here he repeatedly
visited Voltaire at Femey, and painted his por-
trait and the well-known "Dcjeflner de Forney."
During his seven years' stay with the French
embassy in Naples, he resolved to devote him-
self to art exclusively, more especially to en-
graving on copper. In conjunction with the Abbe

Saint-Non, he published the Voyage pittorf stfur

de \aphs rt de Sinle (1788). He retiimetl to

France <luring the Revolution. Having formed
the accjuaiiitance of Bonaparte, he was chosen by
him to ac<-ompany tlie expedition to Kgypt, in

tile capacity of a savant, and was indefatigable
in drawing the relics of anci<>nt Egyptian art.

In 1802 he published his Voyage dans la Ita-sn'

et la Haute Egypt e, the engravings attached to
which are very correct, and prove Denon to have
l)een a skillful artist. As a member of the Egyp-
tian Institution, he had also an important part
in its Description de VEgypte. Napoleon now
made him insi)ector-general of museums, in which
capacity he showed great ability. He accom-
panied the Emperor on various subsequent expe-
ditions, and suggested to him what art treasures
of the conquered cities would lie most suitable for
the Louvre. After 1815 he was dismissc<l from
his office. The remaining years of his life were
occupied in preparing for publication a history of
art, to be illustrated by the best artists, but he did
not live to finish it. The work, however, was com-
pleted by Amaury Duval, and published in 1829,
under the title Monuments des arts du dessin
chez les peuplcs tant aneiens que modernes.
Denon himself executed more than 300 etchings,
chieliy imitations of the style of Rembrandt.
Consult l.a Fizclif^re, L'a'urre oriqinale de Vivant
Uctioii ( Paris. 1872-73).

DENOTATION (from Lat. denotare, to mark
out, from de- -f nota, mark). In logic, the
totality of objects to which any term with a
definite meaning can be applied. Thus, every
individual horse, past, present, and to come, is

l)art of the denotation of the term horse. Deno-
tsition and connotation (q.v. ) are said to vary
inversely, because, in general, with the increase
of attributes in the connotation, the objects in

the denotation are reduced. Thus, horse is in-

creased in connotation by adding the word white,

but this addition reduces the numl)er of in-

dividuals to which the term is applicable by the
exclusion of all horses except white ones.

Synonyms of denotation are extension, sphere,

breadth. See Logic.

DENOUEMENT, dft'noo'miiN' (Fr., an un-

knotting). In fiction, a term generally applied

to the termination or catastrophe of a play or
romance; but, more strictly speaking, it desig-

nates the train of circumstances solving the ph>t

and hastening the catastrophe. A good denoue-

ment in a novel or play should be natural,

as a result of the preceding plot, and yet should
not be so obvious as to be easily anticipated.

Forced and arbitrary solutions of plot, offending

against nature and common sense, are frequently

perpetrated for theatrical efTect {coups de the-

atre).

DENS, Peter (1000-1775). A Roman Catho-
lic theologian, bom at Boom, in Belgium. The
scanty information we possess alwut Dens is

derived from the epitaph inscribed on his tomb.
From this epitaph it appears that he was reader
in theology at Mechlin for twelve years, and
president of the College of Mechlin for forty

years. He was also canon, penitentiary, synodi-

cal examiner, and scholastic archpricst of Saint
Rombold's—the metropolitan church of Belgium.
The work which has rendered Dens's name famil-

iar even to the Protestant public is his Theologia
Moralis rt ,Dogmatica (new ed., 8 vols., Dublin,
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1832 ) . It is a systematif i-xposition and defense

—

in tlie form of a cateeliism— of every point of etli-

ifs and doctrine maintained by Roman Catholics,

and has been extensively adopted as a text-book

in their colleges. The casuistical parts of the

v\ork have been steverely criticised by Protestant

moralists, and were translated in a condensed

form by ,\. V. Berg (Philadelphia, 1840).

DENSITY. See Specific Gravity; Mole-
cules—.Molecular Weights; Vapor.

DENT, Frederick Tracy (1820-92). An
American soldier, born in White Haven, Mo.
He graduated at West Point in 1843, was as-

signed as brevet second lieutenant to the Sixth

Infantry, served in the Southern campaign
during the Mexican War, and was brevettcd

lirst lieutenant and captain for gallant and meri-

torious conduct in the battles of Contreras and
Churubusco, and in the battle of ^Molino del Rey,

res{)ectively. He subsequently served for sixteen

years on frontier duty, taking part in the Yakima
expedition ; was promoted to be major in March,

1863, and was stationed in New York to suppress

anticipated riots in 1863. In 1865 he was bre-

vetted brigadier-general of volunteers for gallant

and meritorious services, and in 1866 was made
brigadier-general of volunteers. In 1873 he

served on the staff of the general-in-chief ; was in

command of Fort Trumbull, Conn., in 1875, and
of the post of Saint Augustine in 1881.

DENTAL FORMTJIiA. See Teeth.

DENTALS ( Xeo-Lat. den talis, from Lat.

dens, tooth ) . A name given to the sounds repre-

sented by the letters t, d, th, as made by the

tongue against the teeth.

DENTAL SCHOOLS. See Medical Schools.

DENTA'TUS, ^Manius Curius. A Roman
eminent for his warlike exploits and the repub-

lican simplicity of his fashion of life. He was
three times consul. During his first incumbency,

he triumphed over the Samnites and the Sabines,

and during his second (B.C. 275), defeated Pyr-

rhus. near Beneventum, and drove him from

Italy. In b.c. 272 he became censor. It is

related that on one occasion a Sabine embassy,

sent to his farm with gifts, found him roasting

turnips at the hearth. Rejecting the gifts, he

declared that he preferred rather to rule those

possessing gold than himself to possess it. He
ift often referred to by later writers as a citizen

of the old school. It* was he who dug the canal

from Lake Velinus to the River Nera. where it

falls in the well-known cascade of Terni.

DEN'TICE ( Lat. dentix, a kind of sea-fish ;

from dens, tooth, on account of its voracious-

ness) . A fish of the genus Dentex, family Sparidm

(sea-breams, etc.), having a deep, compressed

body, and generally perch-like form ; a single

dorsal lin, the anterior rays of which are spin-

ous: scalv chocks; and large canine teeth. One

species {Drntcx vulfjarift) , 'dentix' of the ancient

Romans, abounds in the Mediterranean, and

attains 20 to 30 pounds weiirht. It is excessively

voracious, devouring other fishes: but is itself in

much request as an article of human food, and

great numbers are taken in southern Italy, and

in Dalmntia and the T^vant, where it is a con-

siderable article of commerce, beinsr ctit in pieces,

and packed in barrels with vinegar and spices as

well as served fresh.

DENTIFRICE, den'ti-fris (Lat. dcntifri-

cium, tooth-powder, from dens, tooth 4* fricarc,

to rub). .\ny substance, generally a powder,
which is employed as an aid in cleaning the
teeth. Charcoal and cuttlefish-bone powder are
useful as detergents; chalk, as a soft powder;
and pumice, as a hard, gritty substance for occa-
sional use, when the teeth are more than ordi-

narily colored. Catechu, cinchona, and rhatany
are employed to give astringency to the tooth-

powder; myrrh, to impart odor; and bole arme-
niac, to communicate a red color. Common salt,

cream of tartar, phosphate of soda, and sul-

phate of potash are occasionally used; and
where the breath has an unpleasant odor, the
addition of four parts of bleach ing-powder (chlo-

ride of lime) to 100 of the tooth-powder re-

moves the fetid character of the breath, and
also tends to whiten the teeth. An excellent

mouth-wash may be preparsd by adding to a
tumblerful of water 10 or 15 drops of a mixture
containing equal parts of carbolic acid and
essence of peppermint.

DENTILS (Lat. denticultis, dimin. of dtns,

tooth). A series of small blocks, arranged in a
row at regular intervals, especially under the

corona in a classical cornice. They are used in

the Greek, Ionic, and Corinthian orders, and by
the Romans also in the Doric and Composite
orders. See Entablature.

DENTINE, den'tln (Fr., from Lat. dens,

Engl, tooth). The tissue forming the principal

mass of the teeth. It is a modification of osse-

ous tissue, but differs from this in structure

and chemical composition. Microscopical ex-

amination shows numerous minute branching
tubules imbedded in a dense intertubular sub-

stance, and opening into the cavity of the

tooth, which contains the pulp. Externally, the

crown of the tooth is covered by a thin layer

of enamel, which is extremely hard and compact.

DENTIROSTRES, den'tl-rOs'trez (pi. of Neo-

Lat. dentirostris, from Lat. dens, Engl, tooth

+ rostrum, beak, bill). A term no longer in

use, formerly designating an artificial group of

birds, mostly insectivorous, having a notch and
'tooth' in tlie margin of the upper mandible.

DENTISTRY. The science of diseases or

lesions of the teeth and adjacent organs, and the

art of making and inserting appliances for the

correction of loss, deformity, injury, or malposi-

tion of those organs. The two main branches of

dentistry are prosthetic or luechanical dentistry,

sometimes called prosthodontia, and operative or

surgical dentistr>'. It is not easy to draw a

distinct line of demarcation lK>tween thes«' two
branches, for much of the work considered to he

in the province of the operative department is

really prosthetic or mechanical, and vise versa.

Prosthesis in its surgical sens<' has Iteen defined

to b» 'the addition of an artificial part to supply

a defect of the body.' .Many of the conditions

about the mouth which call for treatment require

on the part of the dentist an intimate knowledge

of both branches, and the treatment is both

prosthetic and operative. The oiieration of fill-

ing teeth, and also the insertion of inlays, al-

though g«'nerally considered as Indonging to the

department of operative dentistry, are to a

certain extent prosthetic, since they supply arti-

ficial substitutes for lost natural parts, lender

the head of operative dentistry would come also
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tlic o|M'ration8 of «'xtnictinR ttH?th, implantation,

replantation, transplantatiun (»«• l>elow), re-

nioviil oi dt'positH from about the twth, and
the treatment of the various diseases or injuries

of the dental or;rans or their surroundings. The
making of artilieial dentures, crowns, bridge-

work, ol)turators. and artitieial vehi is prosthet-

ic; but the adjustment of sucli appliances,- or

|)erhaps the preliminary treatment, may require

no snuill amount of surgical knowledge and skill.

The operative dentist must also to a certain

extent Ih' qualified as an oral surgeon, in order

that lie may treat some of the ordinary diseases

or injuries which may affect the mouth or maxil-

lary bones. The correction of irregularities of

teeth and the making of appliances for the pur-

I>ose are largely mechanical, and for that reason

usually classed under the head of prosthetic

dentistry. Strictly speaking, however, the oi)era-

tion is not a prosthetic one. and many prefer to

class this as a third branch or subdivision of

dentistry, calling it orthodontia, and the opera-

tor an "orthodontist.' Since the duties of the

dentist include ojjerations not only upon the

teeth, but also upon their surroundings in and
about the buccal cavity, many are in favor of

applying to dentistry the more comprehensive
name stomatology, which means 'the science of

the mouth.'

As a distinct profession, dentistry has only
developed <luring the past century. Prior to

that period, so far as we can determine, it ex-

isted only as a somewhat unimportant branch
of the healing art; and some of the operations

now considered to lielong only to the domain of

dentistry were then performed by the medical
practitioner, or perhaps by some artisan who
mode claim to a certain .imount of proficiency in

the performance of such operations. The time
is not .so long passed as to be beyond the recollec-

tion of some of the dental practitioners now living

when it was ])erfectly lawful and permissible for

the barlwr or bhicksmith to perform the opera-

tion of extracting human teeth, and to receive a
fee or award therefor, and also when it was cus-

tomary for the silversmith or jeweler to make
artificial dentures.

Certain branches of dentistry were practiced

long before the modern profession came into

existence, and dental operations were performed
at a very early date in the history of civilized

nations. The Romans probably acquired their

dental knowledge from the Etruscans, and the

Htruscans and fireeks from the Egyptians.

Specimens of dental work in the shape of n.atural

teeth bound together with gold, or artificial

teeth of ivorv. l)one. wood or stone, attached to

the natural ones by means of cord, or gold or
silver bands or ligatures, have been found in

the jaws of mummies, which were probably
buried five or six hundred years before the Chris-

tian Era : but so far as we know at present,

there are no authentic examples of tooth-filling

of equal antiquity. Tn writings upon the subject

of dentistry, the statement is not infrequently
made that teeth of mummies have been found
filled with gold. But. according to the researches
of Van Mater and others., the truth of such
statements is certainly lo lie questioned. Van
Mater, who had unusually good opportunities
for archaeological investigation, asserts that
in his careful study of the teeth of many ot

the remains taken direetlv from excavations of

ancient tombs in Italy, and also of the teeth
of mummies in various museums and private
collections, he was unable to find a single ex-

ample of a gold filling in such teeth. The results
of his investigations seem to show that cases
hitherto suppo.s«Hl to l>c examples of gold filling

were nothing more or less than specimens of
bridge-work, or jx-'rhaps the banding of teeth
with gold for the support of loose* ones, or t«

hold artificial teeth in place. Many of the speci-

mens found were so covered with the accumu-
lated dust of centuries that it was impossil)le,

before removing some of that accumulation, to

tell whether they were examples of gold fillings

in the teeth, or gold bands al)out the teeth. It

is well known that the higher orders of Egyp-
tians often caused the mummies of their deceased
friends and relatives to be lavishly decorated
with paint and gilding, and in several instances
the supposed gold fillings in the mouths of Egyp-
tian mummies have, on mere scratching with a
knife, proved to l>e nothing but superficial gild-

ing on the natural teeth.

References to dental operations are found in

the writings of Herodotus and Hippocrates in the
fifth century B.C. Aristotle wrote on this sub-

ject about B.C. .350, and Heraclides of Tarentum,
Herophilus, and Erasistratus are recorded as

dental operators, three centuries before our era.

According to the writings of C. Aurelinus, Erasis-

tratus deposited in the temple of the Delphian
Apollo a leaden 'odontogogue' (forceps), "to

prove that (only) those teeth ought to be re-

moved which are loose or relaxed, and for which
a leaden instrument will suffice." Celsus, who
lived about d.c. 100, was the first to recommend
the use of the file in the mouth; saying that the

points of a decayed tooth, which hurt the

tongue, should be removed with an iron file.

Horace (n.c. 65 to 8), Ovid B.C. 43 to A.D 17 or

18), Martial (c.4.3-104 a.d.). and other of the

ancient Greek and Latin poets, allude in their

writings to artificial teeth as does Cicero. The
further history of dentistry is meagre and uncer-

tain. Before the invention of printing, the meth-
ods of recording and transmitting knowledge were
so laborious and expensive that only matters of

great importance were transcribed, while other

matters, of lesser importance, were trans-

mitted and preserved only by word of mouth. It

is owing to these conditions that the early his-

tory of the profession is so imperfect and un-

certain. The oldest printed book known to

dental bibliography is one dated 1532. printed in

German by Peter Jordan, and containing extracts

or quotations from the works of Galen, Avi-

oenna. Mesne. Cornelius, Pliny, and others. This

book was written for lay readers, by an anonj'-

mous writer, and in the chapter treating of de-

cay of the teeth, the author, quoting from Mesne,
advises, as one method of treatment, first to

scratch and clean with a fine chisel, knife, file,

or any other suitable instrument, the parts at-

tacked, and then to fill the cavity with gold leaves

for the preservation of the remaining parts of the

tooth. If this quotation is reliable, the operation

of filling teeth with gold must have been known
more than a thousand years ago. Galen (A.n.

150) treated the subject of the teeth more exten-

sively than any other of the ancient authors, and
his writings on that topic were the best up to the
time of Fallopius. Eustachius. and Ambroise
Par6, in the sixteenth century. Fauchard wrote on
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ilentistry in 1728, and Bourdet in 1757. John
Huntor in 1771 published his Treatise on the
Natural Uislori/ of the Human Teeth, and in

1778 .1 Practical Treatise on Diseases of the
Teeth, as a supplement to his former work. Not
l)eing a dental specialist, however, he wrote ana-
tomically and philosophically, rather than prac-
tically. W'oofendale's Practical Observations on
the Human Teeth were published in London in
1783. Blake wrote on dentistry in 1798 or 1801.
Since the beginning of the nineteenth century a
t-onsideraijle amount of original research has
been carried on in all branches of dental science.

and a large and increasing number of treatises
have been devoted to dentistry exclusively.

Histology and Development. The micro-
scope has done much to improve the practice
of modern dentistry. Leeuwenhoek was the first

to* give an intelligent idea of the histological
structure of the teeth (c.l682). The main work,
however, on the embryology, histology, and path-
ology of the teeth, was done during the nineteenth
century. The first rational theory of the evolu-
tion of the teeth was advanced by Goodsir in

1837. In 1800 Robin and Magitot brought forth

a better theory in regard to the mode of develop-
ment of the teeth, and their theory, with very
little mo<liHcation, is accepted at the present
time. See Teetii.

Abtificlvl Dentibes. Prior to the discovery
of the method of making porcelain teeth, the
dentist made use of human teeth, animal teeth
(those of cattle and sheep), hippopotamus tusks,
elephant and other ivories, and Iwne. The
human and animal teeth were fastened in the
mouth by ligatures of gold or silver wire, un-
bleached thread, sea-grass, or silkworm gut. The
hippopotamus or elephant ivory, or the common
bone, was carved in single teeth or blocks, and
perhaps in the shape of full or partial dentures,
to re|)lace the lost natural teeth. The objections

to this method of restoration were the difficulty

of getting accurate adaptation in the mouth, and
the tcmlency, because of the {wrosity of the
material, to absorb moisture, to become offensive,

and ultimately to decay. The use of porcelain

as a material for artificial teeth was first pro-

posed by Fauchard in 1728; but the manufacture
of porcelain teeth was first actually begun by
Duchateau. a French chemist, assisted by Du-
bois, a dentist of Paris, somewhere Iwtween 1774
and 1776. The date of the introduction of metal
bases in prosthetic dentistry is not definitely

known. It is believed, however, that gold was
the first metal used as a base for artificial teeth,

and that Dr. Oardette, of Philadelphia, was the

first to use the gold base in this country, in or
before 1787. .Among the other njctals which have
been use<l as bases for artificial dentures are

silver, platinum, aluminum, tin. and various
metallic alloys; but at the j)re.sent time gold

and platinum are the only metals in general us<»

for that purpose, (lutta percha as a base was
introduced in England by Kdwin Truenum, about
1851. In 1851. also. Xelson (Jo<Klycar discoveretl

a method of making a hard rubl)er compound,
since named rulcanit<\ and in 1855 Charles Goo<l-

year, Jr.. obtained a patent in Kngland for

making a dcntAl plate of hard rubber, in which
the teeth were sccure<l before tlic cnitiyjoinul was
vulcanized. Rosrpcnrl, a preparation of collo-

dion, was next experimented with as a bast*, but,

•wing to the difliculty of manipulating it, and to

its lack of durability, it fell into disu.se. Cellu-
loid was the next material tried, but, being more
porous and less durable than vulcanite, it is

seldom used at present. Porcelain and a com-
bination of platinum and porcelain have been used
as bases for artificial dentures. Porcelain alone
did not come into general use l)ecause of the diffi-

culty of manufacture, brittleness, and danger of
shrinkage or warping during the process of firing.

The combination of porcelain and platinum
(continuous gum) is made as follows: A base of
platinum is swaged to fit the mouth, the arti-
ficial teeth are lined with metal and soldered
to the platinum base; a porcelain body of the
proper shade is next molded about the necks
and root portion of the artificial teeth, as well
as upon the exposed surfaces of the platinum,
and carved and colored to imitate the natural
mucous membrane of the mouth; the entire
piece is then put in an oven and baked long
enough and often enough to fuse the porcelain
properly. This method of inserting artificial

teeth is one of the best at our command, so far
as beauty, cleanliness, durability, and correct
imitation of nature are concerned.
Crown and Bridge Work. Modern bridge-

work (or the insertion of artificial teeth by
means of bands, springs, or artificial crowns
attached to the crowns or roots of natural teeth)
is but a modification of methods pursued by the
ancients many centuries before the Christian
Era. The use of bridges is not infrequently car-

ried to extremes, and bulky bridges are some-
times attached to teeth which are incapable of
bearing the strain for any length of time. Poorly
made or improperly adapted bridges are fre-

quently inserted, and are prolific sources of pol-

lution of the secretions of the mouth ; and some
cases of movable or immovable bridges require
considerable sacrifice of natural tooth structure,
or perhaps devitalization of the pulp, in order
that the bridge may be properly adjusted. It is

sometimes a difiicult matter to determine the
best means of restoration or prosthesis in these
cases, but the conservative dentist will hesitate,

and perhaps prefer a partial denture, rather
than resort to the sacrifice of those tissues for the
sake of introducing a bridge.

Gold shell crowns, for the purpose of covering
teeth too badly broken down to be amenable to

tlie operation of filling, are supposed to be of
quite recent invention, but it is claimed that
their use was suggested by M. Mouton. of Paris,

as far back as 1746. It is said also that iMouton
advised enameling the exposed surfaces of such
crowns. Gold crown-work has l»een abused ever,

more than bridge-work, and we freqtiently find

gold crowns placed on the anterior teeth to pro-

tect them when injured or diseased, or to serve

as abutments for bridges when crowns of porce-

lain or porcelain-faced crowns would answer the
purpose as well, and In* much more sightly.

Many patients will insist on a dentist placing a
gold cap or shell crown on a tooth, when a filling

of some sort would Ih' very much l)etter and much
more artistic. Fortunately, the laity, as well as

the dentist, are l)eginning to appreciate the enor-

mity of this oflense against goo«l taste.

Fii.i.iNcs, etc. Tlie filling of teeth is now
sonictinies called nhturntion. B«»fore the intni-

duction of goM. lead foil was used as the ma-
terial for filling teeth. Celsus (B.C. 100) is

sometimes referred to as the first to have advised
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lilliug oavitien in teeth; but the only reference

to the Hubject in hi- works is Ills recommendn-

li«m to stuir with lead «ie<'a.ved and frail teeth

that are to Ik; extracted, in order that they nmy
ni>t l)reak under the forceps. Tooth-tilling

I»ro|H'r was. up to the beginning of the nineteenth

tentury, practietid very seldom. The operation

of liiliiig teeth with gold was mentioned by Fau-

ciiard in ITS.!. For years gold was used in the

form of thin foil or rolled gold of the non-

cohesive variety. SjMjnge or crystal gold was in-

troduced in lS4(i. but was little used until its

application to dental purposes was patented, and
its working quality improved by A. J. Watt, of

Itica, N. Y.. in 1853. In 1855 Dr. Arthur, of

IJaltimori', recommended the use of cohesive gold

for tilling teeth, and this variety is more used

at present than any other. The use of mallet

force in filling teeth with gold was first recom-

mended by Dr. William H. Atkinson, of New
York. Platinum has been tried as a filling ma-
terial, but was found to Ix' too harsh, and to

liavc too little dtictility and plasticity to make
it valuable for that purjwse. It is sometimes
used in combination with gold foil or rolled gold

for a tilling exposed to severe stress. Sillier is

not used alone for fillings, because of its ten-

dency to o.xidize, and liecause of its stiffness and
want of ductility. Tin, in the form of foil, has

Ix'en used for tilling teeth since 178.3, and is still

used for certain kinds of cavities. The advan-

tages of tin are that it is soft, pliable, easily

condensed and adapted to cavity walls, a poor
conductor of heat, and, in cases of disintegra-

tion, yields salts that seem to possess antiseptic

jirope'rties. Yet its softness, its almost com-
plete lack of coheaiveness, its property of becom-

ing discolored in the mouth, and its disintegra-

tion under chemical and mechanical influences,

also constitute serious disadvantages.

Owing to the dilTiculties in properly manipu-
lating tiie simple metals in tilling teeth, efforts

were early made toward discovering some ma-
terial of greater adaptability, and, as a result,

we have the plastics .so extensively used at the

l)resent day. The earliest of these materials

were preparations of the gum resins, such as

ethereal or alcoholic solutions of mastic, sanda-

rai', damar, or copal. Then fusible metals were
eniployed. until, in 1820 or thereabouts, Taveau.
of Paris, introduced the use of amalgams. An
amalgam is a combination of one or more metals
with mercury, and that first tried was an amal-
gam of pure silver. The next amalgam to be

used was one of coin-silver. The amalgams as

made at present usually consist of a combina-
tion of three or more metals with mercurj'. Such
amalgams, manipulated by improved modern
methods, constitute the only plastics that can
be considei-ed as permanent filling materials. The
other plastics used at i)resent include: Outta-

]>ereha (introduced in 1847-48) : 'Hill's stopping'

(a mixture of gutta-percha with harder mate-
rials) ; oxy-ehloride of zinc (oxide of zinc, with
a solution of zinc chloride) : zinc phosphate (ox-

ide of zinc, with a solution of phosphoric acid) ;

o.vy-phosphate of copper: altnniniun phosj)hate;

oxy-sulp)jate of zinc: and other varieties of the
cements. Each of these cements has its definite

uses and advantages, but all have the disadvan-
tan;e of serving only as temporary fillings.

The filing of pulp-caualK in devitalized teeth
\v:i» li.-1ievi'ii In have been intrnducod bv Alavnard

and Baker, of Washington, D. C. It has been

shown, however, that this operation was prac-

ticed by Bourdet and Fauchard, in Paris, as far

back as the middle of the eighteenth century;

and, according to Bourdet, had lieen practiced

by others many years before. The cupping (cov-

ering over) of exposed pulps is said to have

been first recommended by Koecker. The dental

engine, in its original form, was introduced by

Dr. Morrison, of Saint Louis, Mo., in 1H40; in its

various improved forms, it has become one of the

most useful of dental appliances. The use of the

rubber dam for the purpose of excluding mois-

ture from cavities during the operation of filling

teeth was first suggested by Dr. S. C. Barnum.
of New York, and this innovation has been as

great a boon to dentistry as the introduction of

the Esmarck bandage has been to general

surgery.

Inlay Wobk. One of the latest innovations

in the art of dentistry is inlay work, i. e. the

use of plugs of porcelain, glass, gold, vulcanized

rubber, and similar materials, which are ce-

mented into a tooth-cavity in such form and
shape as to fit it exactly.* With the improved

methods and materials for making porcelain in-

lays, this mode of filling carious cavities is

becoming more and more popular, and when per-

fected will undoubtedly cause the abolition of

gold fillings in the anterior teeth. It may l)e

interesting to observe that inlays of green jade,'

placed in the teeth probably for ornamentation,

have been found in the ruins of Copan, Hondu-

ras, and of Yucatan.

Uses of Elkctkictty. Electricity has its prac-

tical applications in dentistry as well as in the

arts, and is utilized not only for the control

of various mechanical appliances employed by

the operative and prosthetic dentist, but in the

form of the electric mouth-lamp, the catajjhoric

current, etc., is used for diagnostic and thera-

peutic purposes as well. Cataphoresis, or the

method of forcing drugs into the tissues by

means of the galvanic current, was first proposed

by Dr. B. W. Richardson as far back as 1857,

but has come into general use only within recent

years. The X-rays, or Roentgen rays, are now-

put to practical use in dental as well as in gen-

eral surgerj', and as a means of diagnosis are

sometimes of very great assistance. For the

purpose of detecling unerupted or impacted

teeth, abnormal growths on or about the teeth,

imperfect rool-canal fillings. resori)tion of roots.

fractures of the jaw, or the presence of foreign

bodies in the alveoli of the teeth, the X-rays

are of great value and frequently utilized.

Treatment of Loose Teeth. The teeth fre-

quently become loosened from their attachments

in consequence of local or constitutional dis-

turbances, and the treatment of this condition is

still a somewhat knotty problem. \\Tien due to

local causes, such as deposits of salivary cal-

culus, or ordinary tartar, the treatment is prin-

cipally local, and consists in first removing the

deposits, getting the teeth as smooth as possible,

and then adopting proper therapeutic and pro-

phylactic measures, with a view to inducing a

healthy condition of the soft tissues and prevent-

ing a return of the deposit. The constitutional

cause, which is more often concerned than any
other in bringing about the loosening of teeth, is

the so-called 'goutv' or 'rheumatic' condition.
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In ciisic-s of this nature, the treatment lihould be
l)oth loeul and constitutional or general.

Replantation; Tkanhflantation ; Implanta-
tion, licplantatioii, or the rephiein*;: of a natural

tooth in the soeket from which it ha.s l)een ex-

tracted, or forced out, is a very old operation,

and its definite history is unknown. Trans-

plantation, or the placing of u natural tooth in

a natural so< ket other than tiie one it originally

occupied, is also an old operation, and was
spoken of by Ambroise Pan'' in the sixteenth cen-

tury. In this operation, it was customary to

use a freshly e.xtracted tooth from the mouth of

one person and place it in the socket of a newly
extracted tooth in the mouth of another. In
an adveriisement inserted in a Philadeli)hia

paper in 1784, Le Mayeur, a dentist, offers two
guineas each for sound teeth to be obtained from
•persons disposed to sell their front teeth, or
any of them.'' Implantation, which may l»e de-

fined to be the placing of a natural or artificial

tooth in an artificially prepared socket, or the

insertion of an artificial tooth in a natural
aocket, was suggested by Dr. William Younger,

of San Francisco, Cal.. in 188;j; but it is asserted

that Bourdet, in 1780. advised a similar opera-

tion. In the Peabody Museum, at Cambridge,
Mass., there is a jaw, discovered in the ruins

of Copan, Honduras, wherein is implanted (in

the socket of a left lower lateral incisor) an arti-

ficial tooth of carved stone, which from the

amount of tartar on it would indicate a con-

siderable amount of use in the mouth of the in-

rlividual. The exact age of those ruias is un-

known, but this specimen of implantation prob-

ably antedates Dr. Younger's ojwration by about

1500 years. Experienc* has shown that im-

planted teelh are short-lived, so far as their

usefulness goes. After a period varying from
two to ten oi twelve years, the implanted teeth

almost invariably loosen and fall out, because

of absorption of the roots when natural teeth

are usecl, and incompatibility when artificial

roots are inserted, in many cases of implanta-

tion, tlie operation is unsuccessful from the

start, and no union is obtained; in others, a

slight attachment seems to occur between the

tooth and alveolus, which gives out after a few

w«>eks or months; while in a fair percentage of

cases the teeth may become firmly attached and
remain for several years. .As a rule, they seldom

remain longer than three or four years, and are

much shorter-lived than replanted or trans-

planted teeth.

.An.kstiiktus. The action and history of the

u.se of anresthetics may be found described in the

general article An.k'stuktu-. and in a num-
l>er of siK»cial articles on the more im|K)r-

tant anaesthetic substances in use at pre.<«ent.

Here it may be stated that, while chloroform

and ether were much used in dentistry formerly,

practically the only general ana»sthetic employed
by dentists at present is nitrous oxide, or 'laugh-

ing-gas.' The only local ana'sthetic now u.s«'d in

dentistrv to any extent is (•(x-aine. which has

almost entirely superseded the use of cold-pro-

ducing volatile .s\il)stances. like ordinary ether,

ethyl, chloride, or rhigolene.

ORTHonoNTiA. Orthodontia, or the art of regu-

lating or correcting malpositions of teeth, has

re<;ently developed into a distinct specialty, al-

though .some attention has Ix'cn given to it by
dentists ever since the latter part of the eiph-

VoL. v.—82.

tt«ntii century. At the present time some opera-

tors devote their whole attention to this branch
of practice, and the results obtained by those

who have the necessary mechanical ingenuity and
diagnostic ability are extremely gratifying.

Dentists. V\ oofendale, who came to America
in 1700, seems to have l)een the first regular

dental practitioner in this country. Lemaire
came to this country probably in 1784. James
Gardette, a native of France, commenced prac-

tice here in 1781. He went to Philadelphia in

1784, and continued in successful practice there

for forty-five years. Josiah Flagg, who, as far

as can now be accurately determined, was the

first dentist native to this country, commenced
practice in 1782. He obtained his knowledge of

dentistry from Lemaire. Isaac Greenwood, the

father of the John Greenwood who made sets of

artificial teeth for George Washington, was prob-

ably the first dentist in Boston. John Green-

wood and his younger brother, Clark, were in

practice in New Y'ork about 1784. The increas-

ing growth of the profession since 1820 is shown
by the following figures: In 1820 there were

about 100 dentists in the United States; in 1872

the numlKjr had increased to 5000; in 1893 the

number was 18.500; in 1898, 18.000; in 1900

the number in the United States and Canada was
20,500; in 1902 the United States and Canada
had over 27,600 dentists, of which number 16,390

were graduates of regular dental colleges.

LiTEUATiKE. Marshall, Principles and Prac-

tice of Operative Dentistry (Philadelphia, 1901) :

Marshall, .1 Manual of the Injuries and Diseases

of the Face, Month, and Jaws (Philadelphia.

1897) ; Richardson, .1 Practical Treatise on Me-

chanical Dentistry, edited by Warren (Philadel-

phia, 1900) ; Essig, American Text-book of Pros-

thetic Dentistry (Philadelphia, 1896) ; Gorgas,

Dental Medicine (Philadelphia, 1901); Harris,

Dictionary of Dental Science (Philadelphia.

1893) ; Garretson. System of Oral Surgery (Phil-

adelphia, 1890) ; Kirk. American Text-book of

Operative Dentistry (Philadelphia, 1900); Dex-

ter, Historif of Dental and Oral Science in Ameri-

ca (Philadelphia, 1870). The Dental Cosmos. om'

of the most widely read journals at the present

time, began its existence as The Dental News-
Letter, in Philadelphia, Pa., in October, 1847; it

has appeared as the Dental Cosmos since 1859.

See Teeth.

DENTITION. See Teeth.

DEN'TON (Danetown). A manufacturing
and coal-mining town in Lancasliire. England.
2\'» miles southwest of Ashton (Map: England,

G 5). It owns remunerative municipal gas-

works. Population, in 1891. 14,000; in 1901.

14.900.

D'ENTRECASTEAUX ISLANDS, dJlN'tr'-

kAs'tiV (named in honor of their discoverer.

Joseph Antoine d'lJnt recast rn ur ) . A group of

islands, al>out 10 miles off the .southeast coast

of New Guinea, lying in latitude 10° S. (Map:
East India Islands, L 0). They c<msist of three

large islands, namely. Ferguson. Normansby, and
(Joodenoiigh, and a number of islets, with a

total area of about 1200 square miles. They
are verj' mountainou.s. some peaks attaining the

height of 7000 feet. Extinct volcano«'s and hot

springs are found on Ferguson Island. Tin and
traces of gold have been discovered. Sinc«» 1885

the group has l)elonged to (Jreat Britain, forming
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nn administrative dependency of British New
Cuinen. The inhabitants are Papuans.

DEN'UDATION. See ]']BosioN.

DEN'VER. The largest city of Colorado,
State capital, and county-seat of Arapahoe
County, at the junction of the South Platte River
and Cherry Creek; 2025 miles from New York
City and Mii? miles from San Francisco; in

latitude 39" 47' N., longitude 105° W. (Map:
t\)lorado, E 2). It is an important railroad cen-

tre. Anjong the lines entering the city are the

Atchison, Tc.peka and Santa Fe; the Chicago,

Hurlington and Quincy; the Chicago, Rock Is-

land and Pacific; the Colorado Midland; the Den-
ver and Rio Grande; the Missouri Pacific; the

Union Pacific; and the Colorado Southern.

The city, far-famed for its beauty and beauti-

ful climate, is magnificently situated at an alti-

tude of 5270 feet, within 15 miles of the eastern

base of the Rocky Mountains. Owing to the re-

markable clearness of the atmosphere, many of

the prominent peaks are discernible in clear

weather, although distant 70 miles and more.
Besides the grand view of snow-capped moun-
tains on one side, there is a vast stretch of plains
on the other, and from tlie latter the city has
been named the 'Queen City of the Plains.' Den-
ver has a climate iH^culiarly mild and adapted to

people suflTering with pulmonary complaints. The
city is laid out regularly with broad and shaded
streets, is substantially built with brick and
stone, and is watered entirely bj' irrigation. The
more important streets are asphalted, 20 miles

of thorougli fares l>eing paved in this way. Among
noteworthy buildings and institutions are the

Capitol on Capitol Hill, an imposing structure of

Colorado granite, erected at a cost of $2,000,000;
the l.'nited States custom house and post-office;

the United States mint; the county court-house;
the chamber of commerce; the mining exchange;
the Union Depot; University of Denver (Metho-
dist Episcopal) ; College of the Sacred Heart
(Roman Catholic) ; Baptist Female College;

Wolfe Hall (Protestant Episcopal) ; Trinity
Methodist Episcopal Church ; Brown Palace
Hotel ; the Tabor Opera House, and the Denver
Club; Equitable Building, and Saint Anthony's;
Saint Luke's, Saint Joseph's, and several other
hospitals and sanatoriums. The city has also

theological, law. and medical colleges, a manual-
training school, and art museum, and a public
library of 90,000 volumes, besides the State li-

brary of 15,000 volumes and numerous others. Of
the twelve public parks, with a total area of 550
acres, the largest is City Park, a preserve of 320
acres, adorned with flowers, shrubbery, statuary,
etc., and including zoological gardens, a natural-
history museum, lakes, bicycle track, and drive-
ways. The street railway service of the city is

particularly efficient, the system covering 145
miles. At Denver are held an annual flower
show, and the Festival of Mountain and Plain,
an event which is of more than local interest.

A combination of favorable natural conditions
has resulted in making Denver the leading indus-
trial city of the western mountain region of the
United States. Chief of these is its proximity
to the great mining region of Colorado, which
produces not only metals—lead, copper, iron, gold,
and silver—but also coal, the latter making it

possible to smelt the ores, and thus avoid ship-
ping to other parts for that purpose. Added to

this is the convenient situation of the city for a
railway centre. Fifteen lines now enter the city,

making it altogether the best collecting and dis-

tributing centre in the Rocky Mountain States

—

the metropolis of a vast region. lMuUu'nin)n', tin-

great distance from the Eastern manufacturing
centres exempts it largely from trade conipetition.
Pueblo being its only rival. The value of tlie

manufactured products in 1900 was .$41,309,000,
considerably over one-fourth of which was the
product of smelting and refining works. After
this in order of importance were foundry and
machine-shop products and flouring and grist

mill products. The machinery produced consists

largely of that u.setl in mining. The manufacture
of malt liquors and rai Iron dear construction
and repairs are also considerable industries.
During the decade 1890-1900 there was a slight

decrease in the output of industries other than
that connected with smelting and refining works.
Denver is important as a livestock market,
and as the trade centre of a tributary agri-

cultural region. It has large wholesale interests

in dry goods and groceries, its annual jobbing
trade'being estimated at $25,000,000. The stock-

yards handled in 1901 over 575,000 head of stock.

The City Council is a bicameral body, consti-

tuted of 5 supervisors and 16 aldermen. The
Mayor is elected for two years. The boards of

public works, fire, and police, consisting of three
members each, receive their appointment from
the State Governor. The health and the park
commissions and the superintendents of street

-

cleaning, sprinkling, supplies, and certain other
officers are appointed by the Mayor. The city

survej'or, treasurer, auditor, attorney, and clerk

are elected by the people. The city owns its

water-works, the supply of water being secured

from the mountain streams, but the works are

operated by a private companv. The net debt in

1900 was -152,194,000. or $10..39 per capita. The
total actual income was $2,378,000, and the ex-

penditure for maintenance and operation was $1,-

087,000. The larger annual appropriations ap-

proximate $800,000 for schools. $1<)5,000 for tin-

fire department. $150,000 for the police depart-

ment, .$100,000 for municipal lighting, and $85.-

000 for parks.
Denver was first settled by miners in 1858, and

in the following year was incorporated as a city

by the Provisional Legislature and named in

honor of Gen. J. W. Denver, then Governor of

Kansas. In 1861 it was reincorporated by the

first Territorial Legislature. It l)ecame the capi-

tal of the Territory in 1867, and in 1870, on the

completion of the Denver Pacific and the Kansas
Pacific railroads, was first connected by rail with
the East and South. Destructive floods occurred
in 1864 and in 1870. In 1894 the town of South
Denver w-as annexed. Since 1870 its growth, a
striking instance of the phenomenal rise of West-
ern cities, has been exceedingly rapid ; a popula-
tion of 4759 in that vear having increased to

.3.5.029 in 1880. 106.713 in 1890, and 1.3.3,859 in

1900. including 25.300 persons of foreign birth

and 3900 of negro descent.

DENVER, L^N^iVERSiTV of. An institution

of higher education founded in 1864 at Denver,
Colo., by Governor John Evans and other mem-
bers of the Methodist Episcopal Church. It was.
known a.s Colorado Seminary until 1880. when it

was reorganized and the present name adopted
in evidence of its increased educational scope.
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AH its degrees, now aggregating 877, have been
ounferred since 1882. The university comprises
seven colleges and a preparatory school. The
seven colleges are: The College of Liberal Art.s,

the Graduate School, the Hitf ISchool of Theology,
the Denver and Gross College of Medicine, the
l>nver Law School, the Colorado College of Den-
tal Surgery, and the College of Music. The uni-
versity owns and occupies twelve buildings,
which were erected at a cost of $350,000. Three
of these buildings are in the heart of Denver,
namely, the Music Building, the Haish Building,
which is the home of the professional schools, and
the Medical Laboratory Building. The other
nine buildings are at University Park, a suburb
of Denver. Among these buildings at University
Park the most notable are: University Hall, the
JlifT Theological Hall, and the Chamberlin Ob-
servatory, gift of Humphrey B. Chamberlin.
The Chamberlin Observatory is a conspicuous
astronomical station, and contains a 20-inch
telescope by .-^Ivan Clark & Sons. The student
enrollment for 1902 was 1167, divided as fol-

lows: In the colleges, 501 ; in the Music College,
561 ; in the preparatory school, 105. For 1902,
133 professors and instructors were in service.
For 1903, 172 professors and instructors are en-
gaged. All the properties and endowments
amount to more than $700,000.

DENZINGEB, d?n'tsing-er, Franz Joseph
(18il-I>4). .\ German architect. He was bom
at Liftge, Belgium, where his father was profes-
sor at the university. He studied at VViJrzburg,

then in Munich at the Polytechnic Institute and
under GUrtner at the Academy of Arts. In 1854
he entered Die Government service at Regensburg,
and in 1859 was appointed architect of the cathe-
dral, the restoration and completion of which he
carried out in the most successful manner. His
next important work was the reconstruction of

the cathedral at Frankfort-on-the-Main, which
had been destroyed by fire in 1867. Here he also
erected the huildingof the municipal archives and
the Dreikoninppkirche. Among his other struc-

ttires may be mentioned the chemical laboratory
of the university at Erlangen and the saline

bathing establishment at Kissingen. He died in

.Nuremberg.

DE'ODAND (ML. deodandum, to be given to
(Jod. from Deo, to God + dandum, to be given).
In English law, a term applied to any chattel

which was directly instrumental in causing the
death of a human being, either by accident or by
homicide. Where a person was thus killed a jury
was summoned, and, if any domestic animal or in-

animate thing was found to l>e the immediate
cause of his death, it was forfeited to the Crown,
usually for pious or charitable uses—'to appease
God's wrath,' as some of the early writers put it.

TTius. if a horse and cart ran over a person and
kille«l him, they were forfeite<l as accursed
things, irrespective of whether they belonged to

the deceased or to some other person who was not
otherwise connected with the accident. The right

or franchise to have all deodands in a certain

district was sometimes granted to individuals
by the Crown. This curious law, which has its

analogies in many primitive legal systems, was
not finally abolished in Great Britain until the

year 1846* by statute (9 and 10 Viet., c. 62). It

was never recognized in the United States. Con-
sult: Blackstone, Commentaries on the Lawt of

F.ngland; Stephen, History of the Criminal Law
of England (London, 1883).

DE'ODAB'. See Cedab.

DEODOBIZEB ( from Lat. de, from, away +
odor, smell, scent). Any chemical substance
employed for the purpose of absorbing or de-
stroying the odoriferous principles evolved espe-
cially from decomposing animal and vegetable
matter. They strictly belong to the classes of
substances known as antiseptics (q.v.) and disin-
fectants ( q.v. )

.

DE OFFICHS, de 6f-flsh'i-ls (Lat., On
Duties). A treati.se on morals by Cicero, ad-
dressed directly to his son Marcus. The work is
in three l)ooks, but is doubtless incomplete.

D'ilON DE BEAUMONT, dA'dN' de bd'mdw'.
See Eon ue Bel\umo.\t.

DEOPBAYAQ, da'6-pr&-yag',orDEVAPBA-
YAGA, da'va-pra-yjL'ga (Skt., altar of the gods).
A village of the native State of Garhwal, India,
remarkable chiefly for its situation at the fork
of the Alaknanda and the Bhagirathi, whose
united waters immediately assume the name of
Ganges (Map: India, C* 2). Marking, as it

were, the source of the sacred river, Deoprayag is

a favorite place of pilgrimage for the Hindu-s.
There are an ancient temple, a flight of steps in
the rock down to the brink of the mingled
streams, and three basins excavated in the solid
stone a little below the level of the surface of
the current. The permanent population, about
1000, consists chiefly of Brahmins.

DE O'BATCBE (Lat.. On the Orator). A
dialogue in three books by Cicero (B.C. 55), treat-
ing of the studies necessarj' for an orator, the
matter, and the form and delivery of a speech.
The principal speakers are the great orators
Lucius Crassus and Marcus Antonius. The
treatise is a masterpiece, showing Cicero's best
style in a subject with which he was intimately
familiar.

DEPABTMENT ( Fr. departement, from Lat.
dispartire, to divide). An administrative divi-

sion in France. The old provincial divisions
were abolished by the Constituent Assembly in

1790, and the country was divided into 83 de-

partments. Tliis was done at the instance of
Mirabeau. who pointed out the necessity of wip-
ing out the ancient territorial Iwundaries in

order to concentrate power in the hands of the
Central Government, and to destroy the influence

of the aristocracy, which, based upon ancient
custom, was still strong in the provinces. In the
redistribution, care was taken to eflTace as far as
possible ancient political divisions; and in a
large number of instances a department was con-

stitute<l out of territory taken from two or more
provinces. Most of the departments were named
after rivers or moimtains. The nimiber of depart-
ments at present is 87. .At the head of each is a
prefect. app<unte<l by the President of the Repub-
lic, and assisted by a rottacil de prefecture. The
departments are sulxlivided into arrondissemenUs.

DEFABTTTBE. In nautical language, a dis-

tance along a parallel of latitude measured in

nautical miles; especially the distance east or
west made by a ship. When the course is neither

east nor west the drpnrturr '= distance sailed X
itinr of course. Since minutes of longitude are
in length proportional to the cosine of the lati-

tude in which they are measured, we have depot-
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ture (in nautical miles) = minutes of loiirntude

X cosine of the latitude in which the departure

is nieasunHl. To determine the exact position of

a ship when 8tartin<r upon a voyage and after

leaving? port is terme<l taking a departure. It is

ii^ually (lone l>y observing the bearings of two
<ir more objects nnd transferring those l)earing8

to a chart whence the exact point is determined.

Kor use of this term in surveying, see article

Si RVEYI.NC.

DE PAUW UNIVERSITY. An institution

of liigher learning situated at (ireencastle, Ind.

It was founded by the Indiana Conference of the

Methodist Kpiscopal Churdi in 18.37, and was
known until 1884 as the Indiana Asburj' Univer-

sity. In recognition of the many gifts made to

the university by Washington C. De Pauw, who,
besides donations during his lifetime, provided in

his will for an endowment fund of about $1,000.-

000, the name of the institution was changed in

that year to 1^ Pauw University. With the ex-

pected increase in the endowment fund, the uni-

versity entered upon a course of rapid expansion.

Schools of music, law, theology, pedagogy, and
the fine arts were organized and graduate courses

were introduced in the School of Liberal Arts.

Most of the De Pauw bequest has not, however,

become available as yet, and the plan formulated
in 1884 has not been carried out to its full ex-

tent. De Pauw University at present consists

of the colleges of arts, music, and liberal .arts.

It offers courses, partially elective, leading to

appropriate degrees in art and science. The at-

tendance in 1902 was more than GOO. excluding
students in the musical and preparatory depart-

ments.

DEPENDENT CHILDREN. A term ap-

plied to normal children wlio must be supported
by other than their natural guardians. It does

not include the deaf and dumb, blind, insane, epi-

leptic, and feeble-minded, wlio are classified as

defectives, nor those of perverse habits, known as

juvenile delinquents (q.v.).

In ancient times the Semites placed a higher

value on children than did the Aryans. Among
the Aryans, liowever. childless families sometimes
adopted children. The fatiier in Greece and
Rome liad ])rnctically power of life and death

over his children and could sell them into slav-

ery. Infanticide was common. Yet the children

left alone were not entirely neglected, and their

adoption was encouraged by decrees making them
the .slaves of those caring for them. Not vmti!

after the introduction of Christianity do we find

any special attention paid to child-saving. From
that time to the present among Europeans and
their descendants, and wherever Christian mis-
sionaries have gone, we find increasing attention

]»aid to dependent children.

In the sixth century came the beginnings of

special institutions for such children in France,
and a little later in Italy. (See Foundling
H0SPITAL.S.) From these humble beginnings the
great institutions now found in all civilized land;*

have grown. The State has come to recognize

that it is responsible for the proper care of the
children, and is gradually extending its efforts

for the ^<ake of its own future welfare, as well as
for that of the children.

From the practice of receiving vdung children
into institutions to save their lives there natu
rally developed the belief that such institutions

were even Iwtter places for the children than any
family home. Here children wouhl be kept from
the temptations of the world; here they would
be care<l for by skilled matrons and taught by
chosen teachers; here, too, religious instruction

would l»e planted in fruitful soil. The Church,
imder whose influence these institutions arose,

encouraged this belief. This is the principle

underlying all institutional care for dependent
children. The highest development of this prin-

ciple is found in the institutions of the Catholic
Church and of the Hebrews, in which it is possi-

ble for a child to pass from infancy to maturity,
constantly guarded from the world. Europe,
except France, has largely followed this method,
and it is widespread in America.
The older plan of rearing dependent children in

family homes has, however, kept a foothold and
is latterly coming rapidly to the front. It exists

in two forms. In the first the children are board-

ed out in families, the board being paid by
scwieties organized for the purpose of caring for

children or by the State. This system has been
successfully carried on in Scotland and England,
but has found its greatest development in Aus-
tralia and France. In France a special depart-

ment of the Government, with branches in the

provinces, boards out the children and supervises

them until they are twenty-one years of ago. No
board is paid after the twelfth year, the children

being then indentured. In the second form the

children are placed out for adoption or are in-

dentured to persons willing to receive them and
to assume all responsibility for their mainte-

nance and education. After the initial expense
of finding and investigating a home, this system
costs the public nothing save the expense of

supervision to safeguard the interests of the

child. This plan has found its chief field in

Canada and the United States.

In America during colonial times children wer?
apprenticed in families or were consigned to the

almshouse. It was gradually recognized that

the influence of the almshouse was degrading,

and the leading States now forbid the practice.

It still prevails in the Southern States. Illinois

is the only prominent Northern State permitting
it. The movement for institutions began about

1800 and rapidly spread in the larger cities.

Organized effort for placing children in family
homes started with the founding of the New
York Children's Aid Society in 18.53. Similar
societies are now found in most cities. The first

of the children's home societies was started in

Illinois in 1883. They now exist in twenty-four
States, chiefly in the West. Their work has been

largely outside the big cities.

The advocates of the in.stitutional plan and
those who favor the placing-out system have long

been at swords' points. Each has claimed that

the other system did not produce the best results.

There is taking place in America, however, a

gradual amalgamation of the two systems. It is

now admitted that the institution fosters a

pride which tends to develop the institution at

the expense of the child; that institutional life

is artificial and cultivates dependence rather than

independence. On the other hand it is admitted
that some children need for a time the training

in obedience and in respect for authority which
institutional discipline gives; that children in

bad physical condition often receive better care

in an institution than is possil)le in the average
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h<i!iu'; that the work of placing out children

must be most carefully done to avoid putting
children in l)ad homes ; that it is sometimes hard
to lind the proper place for a particular child,

i'o-day institution.^ are placing out nuiny chil-

dren, white placing-out agencies are sending chil-

dren to institutions for tempt)rary care. Both
agree that the home is the nonnal place, and that
the place of the institution is to give the neces-

sary training to tit the child for home life. It

Itas so far been possible to find free homes for

most of the children placed out, and the Iward-
ing-out system has been in us«' only in the Elast.

The general interest in the subject has led to

the active participation of the State. In New
V«irk. California, Pennsylvania, and, to a lesser

degree, in other States, subsidies have been
granted from public funds to private societies.

The result has not been .satisfactory. Large in-

stitutions have been built up which tend to re-

ceive children not really dependent for the sake
of additional revenue. The result is plainly seen

by comparing New York with 1 dependent child

to 200 of population; California. 1 to 225;
renn.svlvania. 1 to 600, with Ohio. 1 to 1000;
Indiana, 1 to 1110: Michigan. 1 to 12,500. Ohio
:md Indiana have systems of county homes, the

various counties individually or in combination
maintaining institutions. They plan to place

out the children as rapidly as possible. Michi-

gan in 1874 opened what is known as the State

Public School (q.v.). All children becoming pub-

lic charges are sent to this school and are placed

out as soon as seems lK?st. The result has been

an actual decrease in the number of children de-

pendent on the State. This system has been

adopted in Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

and Colorado. In Massachusetts and Pennsyl-

vania the boarding-out system has been largely

developed. In the remaining Northern .States

this work is chiefly left to private initiation.

The State homes for the orphans of .soldiers and
sailors, .started .soon after the Civil War, have
been generally abandoned or turned into orphan
asylums. There is now a strong movement to-

ward State control and stipervision of the work
for dependent children. New Jersey has organized

a State Board of Children's Guardians. Indiana

has appointed a State agent, and other States arv

fonsidering similar proposal.s. Con.sult: Wines.
I'ri.Hons and ('hildSaritiri In.ttitutioiifi (Cam-
bridge. Ma.ss., 1880) ; Hill, Children of the State

(London, 1889) : Folks, Care of Datfitufe, Neg-

leclrd, and Delinqnent Children (Albany. 1000) :

Henderson, Introduction to Studji of Depettdenta.

Defrctivca, Delinquents (Boston. 1893) ; Report

of Committee on Historic of Child-ffavinff (Bos-

ton. 189.T). See ForNDi.ixc Hospitals; Pm-
i ic School.

DEPENDENTS, DEFECTIVES, DELIN-
QUENTS. Dependents are those who must be
-upp(irtc<l by other than their natural guardians
ur family. Defectives arc those who are not nor-

mally developed—the blind, etc. Delinquents

!\ro those who commit acts forbidden by law.

This (dassification is not entirely satisfactory, as

the classes are not mutually exclusive, but it is

in very general use. and the classes are easily

reoognized by everylvKly. See Social Debtor
Clas.ses.

DE PERE. di- |)Ar or de |H'r. A city in

Brown Coiintv, Wis., five miles nouthwest of

tireen Bay; on the Fox River, and on the Chi-
lago and Northwestern and the Chicago, Mil-
waukee and Saint Paul railroads (Map: Wis-
consin, F 4). Lake steamers ascend the river a«
far as I)e Pere. The city has goo<l water-power
and is the seat of extensive manufactures of

liricks, pottery, writing-paper, cigars, sash and
doors, skiffs, yachts, launches, flour, woolen
goods, foundry products, dairy products, etc.

There are also several limestone quarries. Cat-
tle, grain, hay, and agricultural produce are
among the exports. A steel bridge over the
river 1600 feet long connects the east and west
sides of the city. Population, in 1890, 3625 ; in

1900, 4038.

DEPEW, Chauncey Mitchell (1834— ).

An American lawyer, railroad president, poli-

tician, and orator. He was l>om in Peekskill,

N. Y., graduated at Yale in 1856, was admitted
to the bar two years later, and soon took an .

active part in politics. He was in the State
Assemblv from 1861 to 1862, and Secretary oi

State from 1863 to 1865. In 1866 he became
attorney for the New York and Harlem Railroad,
and held a similar position for it and the New
York Central after their consolidation in 1869.

He was elected .second vice-president in 1882,

and was president from 1885 to 1898, when he
resigned this position and the presidency of

the West Shore Railroad, to become chairman
of the entire Vanderbilt system. In 1899 hv

was elected United States Senator from New-
York. In politics Mr. Dei>ew's jwsition ha>
been unique, since, before accepting his election

as Senator in 1899, he had declined .all prefer-

ments, among them Senatorships in 1881 and
1885, and the State portfolio in President Har-
rison's Cabinet in 1892. As an orator his pres-

ence is in demand at every important celebration.

He delivered addressees at the Washington Cen-
tennial in New York, in 1889. and the dedica-

tion of the World's Columbian Exposition, at

Chicago, in 1893 ; and orations at the memorial
services of Piesident (Jarfield and General Sher-

man. He })ecanif a regent of the I'niversity of the

State of New York in 1874. He has published:

Orations and After-dinner Speeches (1890) ; and
Later SiktHics (1894).

DE PEYSTER, dc pis'ter. Abraham (1658-

1728). An American merchant and colonial

official. l>orn in New Amsterdam (New York).
He was mayor of New York from 1691 to 1695.

and afterwards became Chief .Justice of the prov-

ince, and president of the King's Council, in

which capacity he acted as Governor in 1701.

He .served also as colonel of the militia of the

city and county of New York, and for many
years as treaairer of the provintvs of New York
and New .Jersey.

DE PEYSTER, Arent Schiyucb 1736-18.32).

.\n .American soldier, liom in New York City,

and prominent as a Royalist at the time of the

Revolution. From 1775 t<t 1783 he was in

command, at difTerent times, of Detroit. Macki-
nac, and se\eral posts in Cpi)or Canada, and
exerted himself to the utmost to turn the West- '

ern trilH>s of Indians against the I'nited States.

S<mie time after the close of the war he re-

move<l to Dumfries, Scotland, where he became
a friend of Robert Burns.

DE PEYSTER, Johannes ( 1600-85) . One of

the earlv settlers of New York, and the founder
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of a not<'d Aii'erican family. In the colony, then

New Anisterdaiu, he held the oBices of burgo-

inuMter an I deputy mayor, und as .such stoutly

re>iist4'(i the ce8»ion of the province to the British

in 1UU4 and 1U74.

DE PEYSTER, Joh:? Watts (1821—). An
American writer on military and historical sub-

jects. He was born in New York City; was
educated at Columbia; Iwcame colonel in the

State militia in 1845, adjutant-yeneral in 1855,

and brevet major-general in 18(i6, and took an
active part in the organization of the present

police and lire departments of New York. Among
nis many works are : Life of Field Marshal Tors-

tcnaon (1855); The Dutch at the 'Sorth Pole,

and the Dutch in Maine (1857) ; Personal and
Military History of Gen. Philip Kearny (1869) ;

and The Real Napoleon Bonaparte (1897).

DEP'HAL. See Breadfruit Tree.

DEPIL'ATOBIES, or Epilatories (Lat. de-

pilarc, to pull out hair, from de, off + pilus, a
hair). Certain agents employed for removing
hair from the skin. They were extensively used

by the ancients, but are now restricted in their

employment to the face, and to the removal of

the hair from the scalp in the treatment of

certain diseases. The caustic alkalies and alka-

line earths are generally used, and one recipe

consists of 5 parts of caustic or slaked lime,

10 parts of carbonate of soda, and 40 parts of

lard. The trisulphide of arsenic (commonly
known as orpiment) is occasionally used, but
its employment is dangerous. A mixture of

caustic lime and orpiment constitutes some of

the depilatories to be purchased; and it is be-

lieved that the Turkish rusma is composed of

the.se ingredients. A strong galvanic current is

u.sed by physicians for the purpose, applied to the

root of each hair by means of a needle electrode.

D'EPINAY, di'p^'na', Madame. See Epinay,
Madame d'.

D'EPIT AMOTJBETJX, dft'pS'til'moo're', Le
(Fr., The Lovers' Quarrel). A comedy by Mo
lifere (16.54), which shows the author's gradual
emancipation from the Italian influence, visible

in his previous work. It has been utilized in

various later plays by different authors.

DEPONENT. A term in Latin grammar ap-

plied to verbs having a passive form but an
active signification. They are so called because
they, as it were, lay down (Lat. deponere) or
dispense with the signification proper to their

form. Such verbs had all originally a reflective

meaning, like the middle voice in Greek verbs:
thus, aversor, 'I shun,* means radically, 'I turn
myself away from.'

DEPOSIT, or DEP0SITT7M (from ML. de-

positare, from Lat. deponere, to lay down). In
a legal .sense, a term implying possession of per-

sonal property by some one not the owner, either
by virtue of a delivery thereof, or from some
other source as binding, and under such cir-

cumstances that he is legally bound to keep it

J
for the benefit of the person who so delivers it,

or whoever is, or rightfully becomes, entitled to
the possession, and to give up possession at any
time, on demand, to such person or persons. It

is the most common form of bailment (q.v.), as
every case where a person hands another some-
thing to hold, or keep for him, for however short
a time, comes under this title, and is subject to

the rules of law governing it. The bailee or
depositary, as the person who thus receives the
property is called, must take such care of it

as a reasonable man would of his own goods; but
if he does this he is not liable for any loss

hapi)ening while it is in his hands, llie deposi-

tary cannot use the property for his own Ixjnefit

unless there is an express agreement, or attend-

ant circumstances from which consent of the own-
er or bailor can be reasonably inferred. .Money in

a bank to a person's credit, although ordinarily
spoken of as a deposit, does not strictly come
within the legal use of the term, and is some-
times designated as an 'irregular' deposit. The
reason for this is because the bank is only
required to return an equivalent amount, and
not the particular bills or specie originally de-

livered to it; and the chief characteristic of a
true deposit is that the identical thing is to be
kept and returned intact. See Bailment; Com-
modatum; Debt; Mandate; Pi.edge.

DEPOSITION (OF., Fr. deposition, from Lat.

deponere, to lay down ) . The testimony of a
witness, legally taken and committed to writing,

by, or in the presence of, a judge, referee, com-
missioner, notary public, or other duly qualified

ofl[icial person. It is usually taken by virtue

of a commission, or letters rogatory (q.v.)

issuing out of the court in which the action is

pending, or which has jurisdiction of the subject

matter, if taken before trial.

The questions may be asked orally or may be

submitted to the witness in the form of written

interrogatories. The legal representatives of all

I>arties to the action or proceeding are entitled

to be present and to cross-examine the witness, or

submit cross-interrogatories to be answered. If

the competency of the witnesses or the admissi-

bility of the questions or answers is objected to,

the objection must be stated to the court or

officer taking the deposition, and he may either

rule on the question at once, noting the objection,

ruling, and exception, or reserve it for the opin-

ion of the court from which the commission
issued.

The laws of the State having jurisdiction of

the litigation in which the evidence is to be used

regulate the manner of taking the testimony,

irrespective of the jurisdiction where it is taken.

The competency and admissibility of the testi-

mony are determined by the rules of evidence in

force where it is offered in court. Depositions

are used in all courts, and they may be ordered

taken where witnesses are out of the jurisdiction,

or, if within the State, if they are very old and
infirm or in feeble health, in order to ])erpetu-

ate their testimony in case of death before the

trial. They cannot be used, however, where
the Avitness himself can be produced. See Evi-

dence; Testimony; Letters Rogatory.

DEPOSITION. One of the severest penalties

which can be inflicted on a clergyman. As long

as ordination was practically connected with the

right to serve in a particular church, the with-

drawal of this right was equivalent to exclusion

from all clerical rights ; but with the development
of the clergy as a privileged order, and when
absolute ordinations and changes of place became
common, deposition in the stricter sense was con-

fined to the withdrawal of local rights, and the

term degradation came into use in the twelfth

century to signify entire removal of clerical
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rights. Owing to the belief among Roman
Catholics that holy orders are indelible, the

spiritual powers of a deposed priest are held to

remain, but he has no right to exercise theui, and
if he attempts to do so commits an additional

grave sin. itt case the penalty is remitted upon
his proved repentance, he needs, of course, no
reordination. Bishops could formerly lie deposed

by their metropolitan with twelve other bishops

as assessors; the right was later reserved to the

Pope. The solemn degradation of a priest in-

cluded many awe-inspiring ceremonies, such as

the removal, piece by piece, of all the sacred vest-

ments designating the successive orders to which

he had attained, the scraping of the thumb and
finger which had been anointed at ordination,

and the shaving of the head to obliterate the ton-

sure; but it is practically obsolete. Only the

bishop can depose a priest, and he requires for

solemn degradation the assistance of at least six

dignified clerics learned in the law.

In England a minister may be deposed bj- a

bishop with the assistance of such of his ad-

visers as may conveniently be had. In Scotland

the power belongs to the Church courts. A minis-

ter there dei)osed necessarily loses not only his

ecclesiastical dignity, but the temporalities of

his benefice as well, which becomes vacant the

same as if he were dead. In the United States

the power to depose is exercised by the various

religious bodies, but the practical result is

nothing more than exclusion from the pulpit of

the particular denomination. The reasons which

mav justify such action are scandalous or im-

moral conduct, preaching or publishing doctrines

contrary to the Church standards, or contuma-

cious disrespect for Church authority. See

Obdebs, Hoi-y; Disciplixe, Ecclesiastical.

Consult Kober, Die Deposition und Degradation

uach der Orundsatzen des Kirchenrechts (Tiibin-

gen, 1867)

.

DE'POT, French pron. d&'pt/ (Fr. dip6t, OF.

depost, from I^t. dcpositum, deposit, from depo-

nerr, to deposit, from de, down -f poncre, to

put) . A place set apart for the storage of muni-

tions of war, or other army stores, as the United

States powder-depots at Dover, Del., and Saint

Louis, Mo. In England and Continental Europe

generallv the name refers specifically to the head-

quarters of regiments or divisions, or district

headquarters of the territorial recruiting system,

according to the country and its army organiza-

tion. In England, in some instances, it has the

same application as in the United States.

DEP'PINO, Georo Bebxabd (1784-1853). A
(Jerman- French historian. He was born at

Milnster. Westphalia, settled in Paris in 1803.

was emploved for a time as a teacher in several

institutions, and subsequently contributed to

French and Corman jKriodioals. He wrote on a

wide range of subjects. Two of his juvenile

works attained wonderful popularity: Mcrveilles

ct heaut^s de la nature en France (1811) ; and

Les soirdcs d'hiver. including the instructions of

a father to his children on moral and scientific

subjects. He assisted Malte-Brun in his geo-

graphical works, and published a number of

histories, books of travel, and biographies, in-

cluding: Tlistnire den expMitinus manttntrs des

ynnnanda (1826); Uistoire du commerce entrr

VEuropc et le Levant depuis leu croisadcc

(1832) ; and Lea Juifa au moyen 6gc (1834).

DEPRilS, df-pru', Josquin (c.1450-1521).
A Flemish composer, and one of the world's

greatest masters, born at Cond6, Hainaut.
He was the successor of Okeghem, and the

immediate predecessor of Lassus and Pales-

trina in the evolution of music. Little is known
of the details of his life, but there is record

of his appointment as chapel-master of Saint
Quentin, and that he studied under Okeghem.
From 1471 to 1484 he was at the Court of Pope
Sixtus IV'., and was regarded as the future great
musician of the world. The library of the Sis-

tine Chapel to this day treasures niuch of the

fruits of his stay in Rome. During his life-

time he visited or held appointments from the

greatest princes and courts of the world. His
high place in musical history is due to the fact

that, besides being an expert contrapuntalist, his

artistic sense of balance, and of the religious pro-

prieties, enabled him to utilize the technical

intricacies of Flemish counterpoint, and yet

make them subsidiary to his beautiful and
expressive melodies. Other composers of Jos-

quin's school had developed the custom of taking

a secular cantus firmus, the voice to which it

was assigned singing the secular words, the re-

maining voices singing those of the mass proper.

So grave an abuse did this custom become, that

a reform was brought about in church music,

and all such compositions were condemned.
Josquin, however, had consistently striven to

realize the emotional content of the words of

the mass in his compositions, so far as he was
able, although many instances are found in his

works where a few syllables are scattered

through several pages, indicating that the music
was of far greater importance than the text.

The invention of music-printing by movable

types at a time (1498) when Josquin was at the

height of his fame as a composer did much to

make his music universally popular. Consult:

Menil, "Josquin de Prfts," in Revue Interna-

tionale de Musique, No. 21 (Paris, 1899).

DEPRESSION (OF., Fr. depression, from Lat.

deprimere, from de, down + premcre, to

press), or Dip of the Hobizon. The angle

through which the sea-horizon appears depressed

in consequence of the elevation of the spectator

above the surface of the water.

Let A be a point on the surface of the earth,

B a point situated in a vertical line from A.

Let BH be a tangent to the earth's surface drawn
from B, B/t a line in the same vertical plane

perpendicular to AB. The angle /iBH is the true

dip of the horizon to a spectator at B.

The true dip meas\ired in minutes is equal to

the distance in nautical miles of the visible

horizon. T-.et C be the centre of curvature of

the surface; then, since CHB is a right angle,

the angle /iBH = HCA; and the minutes in this

angle are the nautical miles in the arc AH.

The true dip of the horizon, however, is not

exactly the same as its apparent depression. The

apparent sea-horizon is raisotl above its true

place by" atmospheric refraction through an

angle which varies according to the state of the

atmosphere and the relative temperatures of the

air and water, the variation ranging from one-

third to onetwenty-thinl of the amoimt of the

true dip. The rule commonly employed is to

diminish the true dip by about one-fourteenth

of its amount, to find the apparent dip.
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If S Ik- a star or the sun in the same vertical

plane with AHII, and an observation of the alti-

tude al)ove the sea-horizon l)e made by means of

a sextant from the jwint B (as fro>" the deck of

a vessel), the apparent dip of the horizon must
be subtracted from the observed angle, in order

to find the altitude of the sun. Owing to the

uncertainty of the amount of refraction, the

nearest minute to the dip given in the tables is

usually taken. The following table gives a

notion of th«' amount of the apparent dip under

ordinary state of the atmosphere and equal tem-

|)erature of air and water:

Height,
feet

1
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DE PUT, df pfi, William Harrison ( 1821— )

.

An American Metliodist Episcopal clerjjyinan. He
was born at iVnn Yan, N. Y., and was educated
at Genesee College, Union University, and Mount
Union College. In 180G he was appointed editor

of the Methodist Year Book and conducted that
publication until 1889. He has also for many
years been co-editor of the publication kno\sTi as
the yew York Christian Advocate. His publica-

tions include: Compendium of Useful Informa-
tion (1S78); The People's Cyclopcedia of Uni-
versal Knowledge (1882); The People's Atlas

(1886); American Revisions and Additions to

Encyclopedia Britannica (1891) ; University of

Literature (1896). Several of these works have
had wide circulation.

DE QTJIN'CEY, Thomas (1785-1859). A
great English prose writer. He was bom in Man-
chester, where his father had been a successful

merchant in the foreign trade, and left at his

death an estate producing about £1600 a year.

The future essayist as a child was retiring and
sensitive, alien from the actualities of life ; and
even before his opium-eating had begun, his natu-
ral tendency was to live in a dream-world of his

own creation. Yet in some directions he made
remarkable progress in his studies at the gram-
mar schools of Bath and Manchester, especially

in Greek. "That boy," said one of his teachers,

•'could harangue an Athenian mob better than you
or I could address an English one." He ran away
from the Manchester school, and had a brief ad-

venturous career among the Welsh hills and in

London, where he remained a year and nearly
starved before he was discovered by his family
and sent to Worcester College, Oxford. Here he
spent five years, though he left the university

without a degree. During this period, in 1804,

he resorted for the first time to opium as a cure
for severe rheumatic pains in the head ; and the

habit grew upon him as rapidly and to almost as
disastrous an extent as it did upon Coleridge,

gaining a hold upon him which he was never able

entirely to shake off, though by 1821 he had suc-

ceeded in reducing the quantity sufficiently to

allow regular and sustained work. In 1808 he
took up his residence on the borders of Grasmere,
attracted thither by his affectionate veneration
for Wordsworth and Coleridge. Here he enjoyed
Iheir society and that of Southey and 'Christo-

pher North', read widely in classical, German,
and English literature, and l>egan to pnKlue<'

his own magnificent contributions to the lat-

ter. The events of his later years are not very
diversified or striking, and it is difficult to trace

them accurately from his own autobiographical
remains, which have at times the vagueness and
incons<'quenoe of his opium dreams. In 1816 he
married, and during the rest of his life supported
himself and his family almost entirely by his pen,

though often eniharrasse<l by the money difficul-

ties which seem inseparable from a certain type
of literary genius. After several years spent in

l^ondon. his connection with Blarktrood's Maga-
zine drew him to Edinburgh, in or near which he
spent the rest of his life, finding a grave there in

the West Churchyard.
Nearly all his work appeared first in periodi-

cals

—

Blackwood's. Tait's, and the London Maga-
zine: but its remarkable qualities led to its pres-

ervation from the fate of merely ephemeral
literature. His first great success was the Con-
fessions of an English Opium-Eater, which ap-

peared in the London Ma-gazine in 1821. and at-

tracte<l universal attention. Only a small part of

it is devoted to the results of the drug, the rest

being a fascinating, if discursive, sketch of the
scenes and surroundings of his life up to that
time. It was ultimately supplemented by the
darker Suspiria de Profundis ( 1845), made up of
the marvelous and terrible imaginings inspired
by opium. His grim humor is well represented
l)y Murder Considered as One of the Fine Arts
(1827). and the penetration of his imaginative
criticism by his essay On the Knocking at the
Gate in Macbeth (1823). Special mention may
also be made of his Letters to a Young Man
(1823), and of his essays on Style and Rhetoric

( 1840) ; on Joan of Arc ( 1847 ) , and The English
Mail Coach (1849). A series of about thirty
articles, collected in 18ii3 under the title of Auto-
biographic Sketches, is also of great interest. In
criticism, De Quincey must be regarded verj'

liighly; his view of things might be called essen-

tially analytical. His Literary Reminiscences
embraces broad views of Lamb, Coleridge, Words-
worth, Southey, and others, and there are also

studies of Shelley, Keats, Goldsmith, Pope, God-
win, Hazlitt, Landor, etc. It is difficult to find

critical matter so luminous and scientific, and
the style, at its best incomparable, is as brilliant

as the judgments are just.

His great importance to literature lies in the
new possibilities which he revealed in English
prose. He has himself in the Confessions associ-

ated together the names of the seventeenth-cen-
turj' authors who come nearest to being his
models in style: "Donne, Chillingworth, Sir
Thomas Browne, Jeremy Taylor, Milton, South,
Barrow form a pleiad of seven golden stars such
as no literature can match in their own class."

But the claim involved in his designation of the
Confessions and Suspiria as "modes of impas-
sioned prose ranging under no precedents that I

am aware of in any literature." may be justified

by the fact that the gorgeous, colorful, and rhyth-
mical prose in which De Quincey equaled or sur-
passed his predecessors was in his hands a deliber-

ate and formal stj'le, whose "purple patches' are
seldom out of place, and whose majestic and
soul-stirring harmonies can be paralleled only
among musical in.struments by the rich fullness
of a great organ. Ruskin is his most conspicuous
successor in this style ; but it had a wide influence
throughout the remainder of the wntury. His
writing is far from faultless; it has two consid-
erable defects—a tendency to lapse, in the midst
of a lofty strain, into pointless triviality, and a
dis<'ursiveness which renders it impossible for him
to go straight along the high road of his main
thought without darting off to right and left to
explore little green lanes of whimsical fancy or
erudite allusion. He will never, perhaps, be Ji

|><>pular writer. He jwstulates in the reader who
is to enjoy him fully too similar an equipment in

culture, in imagination, in wide knowledge of
lMK)ks and men; but for that very reason he must
remain all the more value*! by those who are abK»
to appreciate him—an intellectual luxury and
stimulus alike. According to his own famous dif=-

linction between the "literature of knowledge'
and the 'literature of power.' it is to the latter

class that his own work belongs; and of it may he
predicate<l his general eon«'lusion that such litera-

ture will remain "triumphant forever, as long «•
the language exints in which it speaks."
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ConHult: His Collected Writinga, ed. by Ma»-
son (14 vols., l^iidon, 1889-1)1). and some ad-

ditional Uncollected Writings, ed. by Hogg (ib.,

1890) ; Japp ("H. A. Page"), Life and Writings

<.f Do Quimcy (2 vols., ib.. 1877) : Masson, De
Quiiicey (ib./l881) ; Findlay, Personal Recollec-

tions of De Quincey (ib.. 1885) ; also essays by
Saintsburj' in Essays in English Literature, 1780-

JH60, first series (ib., 1890) ; and Stejjhen. Hours
in a Library (ib., 1874-79). There is an excel-

lent study from the scholastic point of view in

Minto, Manual of English I'rose Literature (New
York, 188G).

DEBA GHAZI KHAN, dr-i-'ii gi-ze' Kiln. The
capital of a district of Derejat, Punjab, British

India, near the Indus, 45 miles soutliwest of

Multan. Of M^'eral large and handsome mosques
the chief are those of Ghazi Khan, Chuta Khan,
and Abdu'l .luwar. An important military can-

tonment and civil establishment are west of the

town. The chief industries of the district are

agricultural; wheat and indigo are exported.

Popuhition, in 1S91, 27,886; in 1901, 23,731.

DEKA ISMAIL KHAN, es'mi\-eK KUn. The
capital of a district of Derejat, Punjab, British

India, 120 miles northwest of Multan. The town,
situated four miles from the right bank of the In-

dus, is of modern construction, dating from 1823,

when a flood swept away tlie old town on the river

bank. An important trade is carried on with Af-
ghanistan, and there is a well-equipped bazaar
where the local manufactures of inlaid woodwork,
scarfs, and cotton cloth are traded. Wheat and
wool are exported. A military cantonment is

stationed here. The old town was founded in the
fifteenth century by Ismail Khan, a Baluchi chief
whose dvnastv lasted through three centuries.
Population, in 1891, 26,884; in 1901, 31,737.

DEBAH, de-rii'. The Egyptian unit of meas-
ure of length. Tlie one most in use is 22.37 Eng-
lish inches, or 57 centimeters. The derah is

divided into the kadam, one-half; the abdat, one-
sixth; and the kerat, one twenty-fourth. The
derah by which dry goods are sold is 25% inches,
and the derah of Constantinople is 66.34 inches.

DEBAIYEH, de-ri'ye (from Ar. dair, camp,
house ) . A ruined city of Arabia in the District
of Nejd. It was formerly the capital of the Wa-
habis and residence of the Sultan of Nejd and
was a town of considerable importance (Map:
Turkey in Asia, R 1 1 ) . It was destroyed by the
Egyptian forces under Ibrahim Pasha in 1818,
and since then it has been little more than a
small settlement in the midst of the ruins of the
old city, with a population of about 1500.

DEBAJAT, dPr'a-jiit' ( Ar., camps, pi. of dair,
camp, house, from dara, to abide). A division of
the Punjab, British India, in the valley of the
Indus (Map: India, B 2). The principal town
is Dera Ghazi Khan.

DEBBE, der^e. An ancient city of Asia
Minor. Little is known of its history, though
from notices in Strabo (535. 567, and 669) it

may be inferred that it was a place of some im-
portance. It was situated in a district west of
the old southern Cappadocian kingdom of Amyn-
tas. Originally a part of old Lycaonia. in the
confusion resulting from the breaking up of the
Greek kingdoms of Asia Minor. Derbe. in the
first centiiry B.C., became the independent capital

of one Antipater, called by Strabo a 'pirate,' who
was conquered by Amyntas about B.C. 28.

Througliout the varicms changi's of local goT-
emnients incidental to the Roman administration
of .^Vsia Minor, Derl>c continued in possession of
the kings of Cappadocia until A.u. 41, when it

was incorporated by Claudius with the large
province of Galatia.

Derbe was the last city reached by Paul on his
first missionary journey (Acts xiii. and xiv.).

Here a Christian church was founded by the
Apostle. On his second and third journeys he
again visited the place (Acts xvi. 1; xviii. 23).
Derbe was probably one of the cities whose Chris-

tians were addressed by Paul in the Epistle to the
Galatians. See (Jalatians, Epistle to the.

The site has been identified by Ramsay, after
Sterrett, as that now occupied by the ruins near
the mound of Gudclissin, about 45 miles south by
east of the modern Konieh ( Iconium ) . Consult

:

W. M. Ramsay, The Historical ilcography of
Asia, Minor (I^ondon, 1890) ; id., Saint Paul the
Traveler and Roman Citizen (New York, 1898).

DEBBENT, or DEBBEND, dfr-b^nt' ( Pers.

Darband, bond of the gate; Ar. Bab al-AbrSb,
gate of the gates, or Rab al-Kadid; Turk. Demir-
kapu, gate of iron). A seaport town in the Cau-
casian Province of Daghestan, situated on the
Caspian Sea and on the railway line from Baku
to Petrovsk (Map: Russia, G 6). It is sur-

rounded by strong walls and commanded by a
citadel. The surrounding district abounds in

gardens, fruit being the chief article of com-
merce. The harbor is unprotected and shallow
for large vessels. The Caucasian or Derbend
Wall, a line of fortifications of the sixth century,

and formerly strengthened by high towers and
formidable gates, begins in the vicinitj' of the
town. Another interesting relic of antiquity in

the vicinity is the monument of Kirk-T^ar or

'forty heroes,' dating from the conquest of Daghe-
stan by the Arabs in the seventh century. Der-
bend was taken by the Mongols in 1220. and.

after many changes of masters, by the Russians in

1722. After the treaty of 1723 the town was
returned to Persia, onlv to be formal Iv annexed
to Russia in 1813. Population, in 1807, 14,821.

DEBBY, dar'bi (Dan. Dencentby, Deoraby,
near the Derwent, Lat. Derventio). A municipal
borough and manufacturing town, the capital

of Derbyshire, England, in the wide and fertile

valley of the Derwent, thence navigable to the

Trent, at the junction of the main branches
of the Midland railway. 129 miles north-north-

west of London, and 40 miles nortli -northeast

of Birmingham (Map: England, E 4). The
houses are mostly of brick and the public build-

ings of stone. The most notable of the latter

are All Saints' Church with a beautiful per-

pendicular tower 175 feet high, dating from the

sixteenth century, the quaint little fourteenth-

century chapel of Saint Mary-on-the-Bridge, the

Roman Catholic Church of Saint Mary, built by
Pugin, a large market hall and com exchange.

Derby sends two members to Parliament. It

owTis its water-supply, an electric-light plant,

public baths and wash-houses, cemeteries, mar-
kets, and slaughter-houses. It maintains a tech-

nical school, a free library, museum, and art

gallery. It also owns and operates its street

railway system. The free grammar school

founded in' 1162 is one of the oldest institutions
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of its kind in England. There is al««i a hxry^o

•{I'neral inlirmary. Derby is well siluated for

manufacture and trade, being connected by
canalg and railways with a great part of Eng-
land. The Midland Railway has established

large works heru, which employ over 12,000 men.
It has manufactures of silk, cotton, lace, hosiery,

porcelain, and cla.stic fabric's. The first silk-mill

in Englan«l was erecte<l t)n an island in the Der-
went in 1718 by .John Lombe. There is a resi-

dent United States consular agent. Population,

in 1801. 04,100: in 1001, 105,800. l)erby is

the birthplace of Herbert Sj»encer. and Erasmus
Darwin wrote many of his works and died here.

Opposite Derby was the Roman station Der-
itentio, wliieh stood on the east bank of the

river. Roman brass, silver, and gold coins have
been fonn<l, as well as a Roman pavement, and the

foundations of a Roman bridge. Derby was first

incorporated in the reign of Henry 1. It was the

acmthernjuost point reached by Charles Edward,
the Voung I'retender, in his attempted march to

Ixmdon in 1745.

DERBY, drr1)i. A city in New Haven County.
Conn., 10 miles west of New Haven: at the con-

fluence of the Naugatuck and Housatonic rivers,

and on the New York, New Haven and Hartford
Railroad (Map: Connecticut, C 4 ) . An impor
tant industrial centre, its manufactures include

pins, typewriting machines, pianos, organs, man
tels, heavy castings, forgings, bra.ss and bronze

hardware, files, woolen underwear, corsets, cor-

set-steels, hosiery, combs, guns, and ammunition.
There are many points of interest in the vicinity

—Sentinel Hill, Indian Well. I>ake Housatonic,

Housatonic and Naugatuck rivers, and the Hou-
satonic Dam. 25 feet high and a quarter of a

mile in length. The government is administered

by a mayor, elected biennially, and a unicameral
city council. Town meetings are held for the

ele«'tion of selectmen, to issue bonds, and for

artion on matters over which power is not ve-stcd

in the common council. Population, in 1900.

7930. The town was settled about 164(5, and
was known as Patigassett imtil incorporated as

Derby (from Derby. England) in 1075. It was
tne birthplace of Gen. David Humphreys, promi-

nent in the Revolution. Until 1880 .\nsonin

was included within its limits. The city of

Derby was fornunl in 1803 by the consolidation

of tlie town of Derby and the borough of Bir-

mingham, foimded in 1834. fConsult: Orcutt

and Rcardslev, Thr History of the Old Toicti of

Derby (Springfield. 1880), and Thr Totrn Rec-

ords' of Drrhy from U:.",-niO (D«'rby, 1001).

DERBY, dcr^)!. or diir1)I. Ei)\v.\ui) (tEOBOE

(Jeofkrky Smith Sta.m.ky. fourU-enth Earl of

(1799-1800). An English statesman. He was
born at Knowsley Park, in Lancashire, on March
29, 1790, was educated at Eton and at (^hrist

Church. Oxford, and in 1820, iiumediately after

leaving the iiniversity, he was made a meml>er of

Parliament. In 18.30 he Ivcame Irish S««cretary

in the Whig Ministry of Earl Orey, and by

his ability as a debater he rendered very

material assistance in the passage of the Re-

form Rill of 18.32. Anmng his Irish measures

were the Education .Net. establishing a national

board, and admitting all children to the schools,

but providinir for Protestant religious instruc-

tion: the Irish Ch\irch Temporalities Act.

abolishing ten bishoprics, and removing the

grievances of first fruits and church rftt<>s; and

a coercion bill for the trial of Irish rioters by
court.s-martial. This last measure rendered him
unpopular with the advanced Liberals, and he
was transferred to the Colonial Secretaryship in

183.3. In that year he distinguished himself by
securing the passage of the bill for the abolition
of slaverj' in the \\'est Indies. Becoming alarmed
at the intention of the Whigs to appropriate the
surplus of the Irish Church revenues to pur-
l)oses of secular education, he left the party in

1834. He .soon united with the Tories, and in

1841 he became Colonial Secretary in Peel's Min
istry. This position he held until 1845, when
he resigned because he was opposed to the repeal
of the com laws. He was the recognized head of
the Protectionist opposition in the House of

lyords, which he had entered as Baron Stanley
in 1844, and soon became the leader of the
(Conservative Party. In 1851 he succeeded his

lather as Earl of IVrby. In 1852 the first

l^rby Ministry was formed. But it was of short
duration, as were also his second term of oOice

(1858-59) and his third (1866-08), and Disraeli

(q.v.) was the leading spirit in all of them. In
1868 he resigned the Premiership to Disraeli, and
in the following year he died.

Derby was a typical Lancashire magnate of

the old school. Traditionally W hig, he left that

party because of his repugnance to the rising

democracy. While not a statesman of the first

rank, he was nevertheless possessed of great
ability. His doctrine of free trade with the

colonies alone anticipates Conser\ative doctrine

of our own day, and to him, as well as to Dis-

raeli, is due the transformation of the Tories

into the modem Conservative Party. He was a

debater of great abilitj', excelling especially in

invective. His passages with O'ConnclI on the

repeal of the Union and the disestablishment of

the Irish Church are well known. He was a man
of high scholarly attainments, who di.stinguished

liimself at the university, and was afterwards

famous for his Latin speeches. He was elected

chancellor of Oxford in 1852, and devoted the

leisure of his later years to a metrical transla-

tion, or rather paraphrase, of the Iliad (pub-

lished in 1864).

For Derby's speeches, consult: Hansard, Par-

liameiiiary Debates (Ix)ndon, 1803. et seq.). For
his Life, Kebbel. English Statesman Since the

Peace of tHto: Derby (l^ndon, 1869): and

Saintsburv, in Reid, Prime Ministers of Queen
Victoria (New York, 1892). Consult, also, Keb-

bel, History of Ton/ism (London, 1866): and
Hamilton, in the Dictionary of yational Biog-

raphy, vol. liv. (Ixmdon. 1898).

DERBY, Ed\v.\rd Henry Smiti! St.\xley,

Earl (1826-03). An English statesman. He
studied at Rugby under .\rnold. and at Trinity

Colle'je, Cand>ridue, and fnmi 1848 to 1869 sat in

Parliament for King's Lvnn. Tn 18.'}2 he was an
pointe<l l'nder-S««cretary for Foreisn .VfTairs, in

1858 Secretary for the Colonies nnd the first S<v

rctary of State for Indisi, iuul in 1866 and 1874

liecaiiie Secretary for Foreii:n .\(Tnirs. Frojn

1882 to 1885 he was S<»cretary for the Colonies

in Mr. Olad^tone's second administration. From
1891 until his death he was the chancellor of the

l^niversitv of London. He was a strong opponent

of Irish Home lUde.

DERBY, der'hl, OroRcr Horatio (1823-61).

An American humorist, commonly known as
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'John Phoenix,' born ut Dfdlmni, Mnaa. He gradu-
ated at West Point in 184(i, und served in the

Mexican War \\itli ^'iiMaiitry. lie was on the

utair of the coniiiianding j^eneral of tlie Depart-
ment of the Pacitic from 1854 to 1850, and did
other engineering service, in tiie course of which
he suffered the sunstroke that caused his death.

He has a distinct place among American humor-
ists for I'hocnixiana (1855) and the Hquibob
J'ujicrs (1859), chielly burlesque sketches of his

Allicial experiences full of delightful whimsical-

ity, and important as introducing the rough but
amusing humor of tlie Pacific Coast into Ameri-
can literature. Among his best squibs may be
mentioned his Musical Ifevictc Extraordinary and
his Scic System of English Orammar.

DEBBY, Okvii.le Adei.bert (1851—). An
American geologist, appointed chief of the geo-

graphical and geological surveys of Sao Paulo,
Brazil, in 1886. He was born at Kelloggsville,

N. Y., and graduated in 1873 at Cornell Uni-
versity, where he was instructor in geology from
1873 to 1875. He visited the Amazon Valley in

1870-71, and was connected with Prof, c! F.

Hartt's geological commission of Brazil from
1875 to 1878. In 1878 he was appointed curator
of the geological department of the National Mu-
seum. He has published several papers on the
geology and geography, of Brazil, and has headed
many hydrographical, geographical, and geologi-

cal surveys. In 1891 he published the first de-

tailed topographical maps of South America
based on actual surveys. In 1885 he organized
the geographical and geological commission of

Sao Paulo.

DEBBY DAY, der'bi or dar'bl. The most
important day in the calendar of English horse-

racing events. The name is derived from the
'Derby Stakes' race, run on the second day (Wed-
nesday) of the Epsom Summer Meeting, which
lakes place about the end of May, or, in rare in-

stances, at the beginning of June. The race itself

was instituted in 1780 by the Earl of Derby,
whence the name. Tlie course is 1 mile, 4 fur-

longs, and 29 yards in length ; and, like all the
great race-courses of England, is conducted \m-
der the rules and regulations of the Jockey Club.
Originally, the weights carried were 112 pounds
for colts and 109 pounds for fillies, but after
several changes they are now permanently set at
120 pounds for colts and 121 pounds for fillies.

Entries are usually made when the animals are
yearlings, two years before the race takes place.

The event owes its importance to the fact that
the entries in the Derby race represent the high-
est development of race-horse breeding, besides
affording an indication of the probable winners
of the subsequent important races. The prox-
imity of the race-course (Epsom Downs. Surrey)
to London makes possible the tremendous and
heterogeneous attendance which is so conspicuous
a feature of the race, and which, together witli its

value as a sporting event, has given the day its

present importance. Parliament is adjourned
over Derby Day. though of late not without pro-
test on the part of a few of its meml>ers. and
business generally is suspended as far as T>ondon
is concerned. In America, the term Derby Day.
preceded by the name of the track or 'meetinsr,'

is frequently applied to the day on which the
chief race of the yenr of such meeting is mi—as,

for instance, the Brighton Derby, run at Brigh-
ton Beach, L. I. See Horse; Horse-Racing.

DEBBYSHIBE. An inland county of Eng-
land, lying between Yorkshire on the north and
Leicestershire on the south (Map: England.
E 3). Its area is 1022 square miles. It is iiilly

in the north and level in the south, with u very
fertile soil. The IX-rby Highlands, which reach
their maximum altitude in the Peak, 1880 feet,

and the Kinder Scout, 2088 feet, form the Peuiv
District, noted for its beautiful scenery, espe-
cially along the valleys of the 13erwent and the
Wye. Matlock and Buxton, among the hills, are
fashionable health resorts on account oi their
warm mineral springs. Throughout the county
there are numerous Celtic and Roman remains,
media;val ruins of abbeys, monasteries, and feu-
dal castles, and among the many handsome, noble
residences are Haddon Hall and Chatsworth, the
seat of the Duke of Devonshire. Derbyshire is more
a manufacturing and mining than an agricul-
tural county, though its agricultural industries
are important. The chief towns are Derby, Bux-
ton, and Belper. Population, in 1891, 528,033:
in 1901, 020,200.

DEBBYSHIBE NECK. See Goitbe.

DEBBYSHIBE SPAB, A name given to the
splendid crystals of fluorite found in Derbj'shire,
England.

DEBCYLTLIDAS (Lat., from Gk. AepKvWl-
Sas, Dcrkyllidas) . A Spartan soldier of the
fourth and third centuries n.c. He was sent in

n.c. 411 to the Hellespont to arouse the cities to
revolt against the supremacy of Athens, and in

399 received command of the army stationed in

Asia for the defense of the Ionic Greeks .igaini-.t

the Persians. He took advantage of the hostility

existing between Pharnabazus (q.v. ) and Tissa,-

phernes (q.v.), concluded a truce with the lat-

ter, and successfully invaded .^olis, the satrapy
of the former. In 398 he built a wall to guard
the Thracian Chersonese against the inroads of

the Thracians. He endeavored in 397, by threat-
ening Caria, to obtain the independence of the
Ionic Greeks, and in 39(). when Agesilaus (q.v.)

had arrived in Asia, was one of the commission-
ers for the arrangement of an armistice with
Tissaphemes. In 394 he conveyed to Agesilaus
and the Greek cities of Asia the tidings of the
battle of Corinth.

DEB'ELICT (Lat. derelictus, from dr- -f rc-

linr/ucre, to abandon). Personal property cast

away or abandoned by the owner, especially at
sea. The seizure or 'occupancy' of derelict prop-
erty is one of the recognized modes of original,

as distinguished from the derivative, acquisition

of title. In order to constitute an article derelict,

so as to make it available to the first person who
chooses to make it his own, it is not sufficient

that it should be lost, but it must have been de-

liberatcly cast away or abandoned, without ex-

pectation or intention of recovering it. (Joods

thrown away by a thief in his flight, known as
bona icariata, are not properly derelict, inas-

much as he has no title to them. The same thing
is true of treasure trove. Tlie quest ion of abandon-
ment is one of fact, to be determined from the con-

duct of the owner at the tin'e of the loss. A ves-

sel or goods found abnndoned on the high seas are

presumed to be derelict, but not so personal prop-
erty found without an occupant on land or even
in a harbor or river; and the presumption in the
former case may be rebutted by showing the cir-

cumstances under which the abandonment oc-
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cuired. The owner of wretk, if not derelict, is
entitled within one year to claim it from the
possessor on paying salvage and the expenses in-
curred in rescuing the property. See Acquisi-
tion; Accretion; Salvage; Wreck. Consult:
Schouler on I'era&Hftl Property (3d ed., Boston,
1896) ; Maclachlan, Treatise on the Law of Mer-
chant Shipping (4th ed., London, 1892).

DEBENBOURO, de ruN'boor', Habtmig
(1844—). A French Orientalist. He was bom
in Paris, a son of Joseph Derenbourg, and stud-
ied there and at the universities of Ciiittingen
and Leipzig. On his return to Paris in 18G7
he was employed in the Biblioth^ue Xationale,
and edited the catalogue of Arabic manuscripts.
From 1875 he taught Arabic at the Ecole des
Langues Orientales, was made professor there
in 1879, and professor of Islamitic science at the
Ecole des Hautes Etudes in 1886. His numer-
ous publications include: De Pluralium Litignce
Arnbicoe et .TJthiopicw Formarum Origine ct In-
dole (Guttingen, 1867) ; Le Diican deyahigaDho-
byuni (Paris, 18G9) ; Le Hire de Sibaicaihi, iexte
urabe (Paris, 1881-89), his principal work;
Chrcstomathie elementaire de I'arabe litteral (ib.,

1885) : Ousatna Ibn Mounkidh, un emir syrien
au premier Steele des croisades (1886-93); La
science des religions et Vlslomisme (1886) ; Les
monuments Sabrens et Himyarifes de la Bib-
liothique Xationale (1891).

DEBENBOXJBQ, Joseph (1811-95). A Ger-
man-French Orientalist. He was bom at Mainz
of Jewish parents, his real name having been
Demburg. He studied at the imiversities of
(iiessen and Bonn, and. having spent some years
at Amsterdam as private tutor, went to Paris in

1839 to complete his .study of Oriental languages,
fn 1852 he was made corrector at the Imprimerie
Nationale, in special charge of the Oriental pub-
lications. He was elected a member of the Acad-
emy of Inscriptions in 1871, and was appointed
to the cliair of Talmudic science at the Ecole
Pratique des Hautes Etudes in 1877. His prin-
cipal work is the Essai stir I'histoire et la geo-
graphic de la Palestine (1867). He edited the
fables of Lokman (1846), with an introductorv
essay on their Christian origin, and the Maka-
mat of Hariri, Les stances de Hariri (1847-53),
in collaboration with Reinaud. His other works
comprise: Manuel du lecteur (1871) ; Notes &pi-

(jraphiques (1877); Deux versions h^braiques
du Hire de KaliUih et Dimniih (1881) ; Le livre

des parterres fleuris (1886); Commentaire de
Uaimonide sur la Mischnnh Seder Tohornt (Ber-
lin, 1886-91) ; besides many contributions to the
Journal Asintique, the Revue Critique, and other
periodicals.

DE BEPUBTLICA (Lat.. On the State). A
philosophical treatise on politics by Cicero (c.54-

51 B.C.), in six books. It was lost during the
Middle .-Vges, but fragments were found on a
palimpsest early in the nineteenth century.
.\l)out one-third of the work is pres«'rved. in-

cluding the Somnium ffcipionis, with which it

closed.

DE BESZKE, EtwiARn and Jean. See Rehz-
KF. Ki»or.vi:i> uk: and Bkszke, Jean de.

DEBFFLINGER, d?r'fllnc-er. Oeorg, Baron
von (1006-95). .\ field-mnrshal of Brandenburg,
Imm at Neuhofen. Austria. He entered the
Swedish service dtiring the reign of Gustavus
Adolphus, and advanced to the rank of colonel.

In 1642 he was sent by Torstenson to negotiate
an alliance with George lifikoczy in Transyl-
vania. Several years afterwards he resigned
from the Swedish service and entered that of
the Elector of Brandenburg. He fought with dis-
tinction in the wars against Poland, Denmark,
Sweden, and France, and was promoted to the
rank of lieutenant-general, in consideration of hi.*
splendid as.sault on Warsaw, in 1656, field-mar-
shal ( 1670) , and military Governor of Pomerania
(1678). The foraiation and training of the
cavalry of the electorate was due chiellv to his
initiative, and the celebrated battle of Fehrbellin
(June 18, 1675) was decided by the brilliant
cavalry charge which he executed at the head of
6500 horsemen. The conquest of Stralsund and
RUgen (1678), where at the age of seventy-two
he led the attack in person, and the subsequent
campaign against Sweden, were also among the
military feats of this officer. The military great-
ness of Prussia in later times was undoubtedly
due to the influence exerted upon the army of
Brandenburg by men like Derfflinger.

DEBG, d6rK. Ix)UGH (Jr., clear lake). The
name of two Irish lakes. ( 1 ) The larger is an
expansion of the river Shannon, between Tip-
perary on the southeast and Galway and Clare
on the northwest (Map: Ireland, D 2). It i*

24 miles long from northeast to southwest, and
2 to 6 miles broad. Its surface is about 100 feet
above the sea ; its average depth, 35 feet. It ha»
several islands. (2) A lake in the south of
Donegal County, on the border of Tyrone. It is

3 miles long, 2T^ miles broad, and has many
islets and rocks. On its wild shores are hills

rising 7(K) to 1200 feet. Saint's Island jwssesses
the remains of a priory founded about the year
600, and was the scene of Saint Patrick's vision
of purgatory. The place of {)enance on Station
Island was for years the most celebrated spot
for pilgrimage in Ireland.

DEBIVATION. See EtymoijOgy.

DEBIVATION (I>at. deriratio, a leading or
turning off, from de, away, off + rivus, small
stream, channel, canal). An old term in medi-
cine, descriptive of an old method of treating
disease, by which it was formerly supposed that
the materies morbi, or 'matter of the disease,'
was drained away through some channel estab-
lished for it by artificial means, as when a
blister is applied over an inflamed lung, or a
discharge from the bowels established in a cas€
of dropsy. The term is little used now, though

-

applicable to some treatment as far as results
are concerned.

DERMA, -.1 DERMIS. See Inteoi ment.

DERMAT'OGEN (Ck. S4pfia, derma, skin,

bark -|- root -ye*^, gen-, to produce, generate;
cf. fivot, genos, stock, race, origin ) . A single

layer of superficial cells at growing tips, which
gives rise to the epidermis. A true dermatogen
is found only in the seed-plants (spermatophytea)
and in the roots of fern-plants (pteridopliNies).

See .-Vvatomy.

DER'MATOL'OGY (Gk. 8^p^, derma, skill

+ X&yot, logon, discourse, science). The sci-

ence of the management of the skin and of it«

diseases. See Skin.

DERMAT'OPHYTES (Gk. S^p^, derma,
skin, <t>tT6t', phylon. growth, plant). Crj'pto-

gamic vegetable growths, varieties of Tonilaj
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inhabiting' tlie cutick* or ppideriniti, and giving
use Ut soHM- forms of skin «list«s«'>. «.- fuviiH,

pityriasis. riii|jworm (qq.v. ), etc.

DEBMESTID BEETLES (Ok. S^ppM, der-

vta, skin + iv0Utt>, c^thiein, t«» eat, literiiHy

'rtkin-€»at«'r' ) . A familj- (Drrmestida-) of small

or niodi-rati'Iy sir,«^d and very destructive be<>tles.

llotli (he adults and tl«e larvse fe«-<l on a variety

nf animal and vo'^etabU- suhstanet^, making
Ihejn museum and housi'hold pests, preserved

meats, woolens, furs, feathers, silk, and even
dru^ l»eing exposed to their <lepredations. The
adultK, which are oval or elongate and vari-

rolonnl, feign death when disturbetl. falling to

the groimd. ventral surface upward, and lying

stiff with folded legs. The adults may fre-

<|uejiily he found (tutd<H>rs on (lowers, and on
(he windows of infeste«l houses. The larvse,

whiih are sliort and windl}' or fiizzy. do far more
damage than the adults. There are .3(X) to 400
species in the family. The most common of

them in the United States are the larder or bacon
U-etle (sec Bacx)N-Bketi.k ) , the carpet-beetle

(q.v.), the museum pest, and the raspberry-wonu
(qq.v.). One form lives on cobwebs, feeding

)»erhaps on the remains of insects caught there,

and possibly on the web itxelf. Species of the

genus Attjigenus are re.sponsil)le for a curious

and iK-autiful kind of felting, resemblinfj mole-

skin, of pillows and iH-il-ticks. which often puzzles

housekeepers. The fuuu« of carbon bisulphide,

applied in a tight inclosure, are fatal Iwth to the

iK^'tle and the larva, (-arbon bisulphide, how-
<'ver, is very explosive, and its fumes arc harm-
ful to man. and hence it should be used with
ciiution. Benzine and naphtha are helpful in

kwsping these itests from entering stored gotxls.

DEBNA, dcr'na. or DEBN. A town of liarca,

Northern Africa, situate at (he mouth of a
ravine, one mile from the Mediterranean (Map:
Africa, Tripoli, (i 1). In 1805 it was captured
by a force of natives and Americans. Ie<l by Gen-
eral Eaton. l'oi»ulution, estimated at IJoOO.

DEBNBUBG,dern'boorK, IIei.nrich ( 1829— ).

A (lermaii legal scholar, born in Mainz. He was
educattnl at the universities of Heidelberg and
tiiejjsen, was appointed a professor at Zurich in

1852. and at Halle iu 1862. In 1873 he l)ecame
professor of Iloman law and Prussian common
law at Berlin. He represented the University of

Halle in the Prussian I'pjx^r House from 1866.

uiul the University of lierlin from 1873. His
publications include: Die hifttilulionen des Gajiut

(I86!>), and a Lchrhuch des )>reufisi^chen Privat-

rcvhts (3 vols., 1871-80; oth ed. 1893 et seq.), his

most importiint work.

DE BOSmr, dc n^'ne', LfeoN. See RosNY,
l.f;ON I)K.

DilBOULEDE, dft'roo'lAd'. Paul (1846—).
An enthusiastic but narrowly chauvinistic
French poet and ]K)litical agitator, born in Paris.

He is the author of the very popular Chants du
soldat (1872); 'Souveaux chnnts du soldat

(1875) : lirfraivs miUtaires (1888) ; Chants du
paysan (1894): and Poesies m Hita ires (1896).
Di'roulfede has also written a patriotic cantata,
lire ta France (1880): a religious drama. Lo
Mnnhite (1880) : and a patriotic play, L'Hetman
(1877) Recent patriotic bistoric4il works are
Nessire du Giiescliv (1895) and La mart de
Hochr (1897). IXiroul&de organized a I.«ague
of Patriots, and as its prwident was so indis-

ertvt as almost to involve Krani-e in war with
Cjenuany. He was thrice elected to the Chambcr
of Deputies, and was conspicuous in agitation
against the Republic and the .lews, ovcr.stepping
(he Itounds lioth of propriety and of law. For re-

|M;ated insults (o the President., he was coni-

«lenincd to sutfer inipriscmnient, and at last a
scn(cncc of banishment for ten years was pro-
nounced against him.

DEBB^CAGAIX, der'ra'ka'gft'. V'ictok Bkk
.VAKi> (18.J3— ). A French soldier. Iwrn iu

Bayonne. He studie<l at the College of Sain(
('yr, served in the Crimea in 1854 as lieutenant
of infantr}', and rose to l)e lieutenant-colonel in

1880. In 1883 he was appointed i>rofessor at the
Kcole de Cuerrc. and in 1888 U'Ciime chief of the
geographical sei-vice of the army. He was pro-
moted in 1889 to be a general of lirigade. Ib-

is known for his topographical surveys of France,
and for his works on military affairs

—

Elude stir

lea etats-majors des armies Hrangeres (1869):
Histoire de la (fuerre de 1870 ( 1871) ; La guerre
moderne (1885); and others.

DERBICK (from Derrick, a Tyburn hang-
man). A device for hoLsting heavy loads and
conveying them short distances. In ordinary
nomenclature the distinction l>etween derricks

and cranes is considerably confused. The most
common form of derrick consists of a vertical

nias( pivo(cd at its lK)ttom into a fixed iKMl-platc

and maintained in an u))right position by guy-
cables or other forms of staj's, wliich radiate
from a loose collar or spider encircling a pin in

the top of the iua.st ; of a boom hinged to this

vertical mast near the bottom so that it may
be made to assume various inclinations relative

to the mast, and of the tackle and motors neces-

sjiry to imj)art motion to the boom and mast
and to the load which they carry. The load is

suspendwl from the end of the boom l)y ropes

which pass through a block and thence to the

motor at the foot of the mast. The end of the

boom is sustained by a cable passing through
a block at the top of the mast and thence to the

motor at its foot. The mast is revolved on its

l>ottom pivot by means of a horizontal wheel

around which a rope passes or by some other

simple mechanism. The motions permitted by
.such a derrick are the vertical hoisting of the

load, a swinging motion through the rotalion of

the shaft on its pivot, and a radial motion due
to the change in inclination of the l)oom. Per-

haps the most salient distinction l)etween a

derrick and a crane is that the boom of the der-

rick is hinged at its connection Avith the mast,

while the jib of a crane is always rigidly con-

nected witii the upright meml)er. If this dis-

tinction is maintained in classifying these two
sorts of hoisting and conveying devit^cs. how-

ever, it throws many devices now called derricks

into the class of cranes. Derricks of the tj'pe

described are extensively employed in quarrying,

masonry work, excavating, and building erection.

One of the largest derricks in the world is lo-

cated at the Avondale Marble Quarries at Ches-

ter, Pa., and will hoist a load of 100 tons. The
general dimensions of this derrick are as follows:

Length of mast. IOd'!. feet: length of boom. OOK*

feetT the mast is 31 inches square at the base

and 26 inches in diameter at the top: and the

boom is 25 inches and 21 inches in diameter at

the two ends. The main hoisting-roj>c is IVj

inches in diameter and is made of crucible-steel
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wire. The mast aud boom are Or^on rir. For
'floating derricks,' see Crane.

DEBBINGEB, der'rin-jer. A kind of short-
barreled pistol, of very lurye calibre, very effec-

tive at iiitort range. It derives its uame from
its inventor, an American guui^mith.

DER'BY. See l.ONdonderby.

DEBVISH (Pers. darcish, poor, Ave:ita

driyu, poor; the Persian equivalent of Ar.
fayir, jxxjr, ascetic). In Mohammedan countries
a class of jjersons who are suppo.sed to lead a
peculiarly religious life, resembling in some re-

spects the monks of Christendom. There are many
ditFerent brotherhoods or orders. lyOhsson, inhis
work on tlie Ottoman Empire, enumerates thirty-

two, but the list is far from being complete.
The pericxl of establishment extends from a.u.

768 down to the last century, in which several
new ones were established. They live mostly
in convents, well endowed, l)oth in land and
money, called Tekkije, and are under a chief

with the title of 'Sheik,' i.e. 'elder.' Some
of tlie monks are married and allowed to

live out of the monastery, but most sleep there
Mjme nights each week. Their devotional exer-

cises consist in meetings for worship, frequent
prayers, religious dances, and mortifications.

The main devotional exercise, however, is the
zikr, which is conducted differently in the
•lifferent orders. It consists in the repetition of

••ertain formulas, accompanie<i by violent mo-
tions imtil the dervish falls into aciitalepticstate.

.Vs the convent does not provide them with cloth-

ing, they are obliged to work more or less. Three
of the orders, the Bastamiyah, the Nakshbandi-
yali, and the Bakhtasliiyah, claim to W descended
from the original order established by the first

caliph Abu-Bekr. Of these, the Nakshbandiyah
are the most numerous. In their convents at
Cairo and Constantinople and elsewhere, they
have .services on Wednesdays and Sundays, when
about twenty performers take part in the zikr

ceremony. The orders are spread throughout
the Mohammedan world and in India. The most
popular one is that of the Muradiyah. to which
most of the fakirs Ix'long who crowd the bazaars
of India. The Rufaiyah (founded 1182) in

India, Turkey, and EgJ'pt, are known for their

severe discipline and the castigations of their

iMxJies. They are commonly known as the 'Howl-

ing I>rvishes.' Another fjopular order is that of

the Kalandariyah. known also as the 'Wander-
ing Dervishes,' ainong whom constant traveling

is an <»l)liui>tion. The Maulawiyah constitute the

order faniilinrly known as the 'Dancing Der-

vishes.' At their zihr they follow one another

al>out the fhxvr in regular order, each with eyes

closed and arms extended, turning around in a
sort of waltz and intoning a monotonous chant.

Kaoh (»rder has its own rules and principles,

extending (n the dress and the method of wearing
the liair and iM'ard. In many of the orders the

initiation rites are most elal>orate.

Tradition refers the origin of these orders to

the earliest time^ of Islam, making the caliphs

Abu IJekr and .Mi found such brot lierho<Mls.

While it is certain that Mohammed advocate<l

poverty, it is more probable that dervishes arose

later, when Mohamniednni.sm came into contact

with other religions, such as Persian and Hindu.

Many Mohammedan princes have held dervishes

ill high respect and bestowed rich endowments

on their establishments, and they are still held
in high venenition by tlie |)cople. For a time,

however, they were regarded with suspicion by
the GovernnK-nt, since they decline* to oliey any
authority except the religious head of the order.

Hence Mahniud II. in 18*20 attempted to de-

stroy, the orders, actually putting to death some
of the leaders. His attempt, however, faibtl.

Besides those dervislie-s regularly allHiated with
an order, there are individuals who travel fr<»in

place to place, and by feats of strength or
sleight-of-hand manage to «»am a liveliho«Hl. Con-
sult: Lane, The Modern Kyyptiana ( Ixindon,

183C) ; Brown, The Dervishes (Philadelphia,

1868); Malcolm, History of Persia ( lx)ndon,

18-29) ; D'Ohs.son, History of the Ottoman Um-
pire (Paris, 1787-nO).

DEBVISH PASHA, der v^h' pii'sha, Ibra-

him (1817-90). A Turkish soldier and states-

man, born in Constantinople. He attended the

rank of general of division in 1802 and succets-

lully conunanded the Turkish forces in the cam-
paign against Montenegro. He was subsequently
placed in charge of the civilized military adminis-
tration of .\lbania and Syria. He beciune Gov-
emor-Ceneral of Bosnia and Herzegovina, but,

failing to quell the insurrection of 1875, was re-

called. In the Russ«) Turkish War of 1877 78. ht^

di-stiuguished himself by his successful defease

of Batuni. As Governor-General of Albania in

1880-81 he reestablished Ottoman authority and
brought as prisoners to Constantinople the lead-

ers of the revolutionary league.

DEBWENT, der'w^nt (clear water). Oihj of

the principal rivers of Tasmania. It issues from
Lake Saint Clare, in the centre of the Island;

Hows tortuously toward the southeast ; jias-ses

by Hobart, the capital; and after a course of 1;}0

miles enters Storm Bay, in D'EntriHrasteaux

Channel, by an estuary four miles wide (Map:
Tasmania, H 7). The Derwent is navigable as
far as Hol)art for ships of any burden.

DEBWENTWATEB, der'w&nt wfl'ti^r, Lake.
An oval she«*t of water in the south of Cumber-
land, England, one of the most Iteautiful lakt*!* of
that county (Map: England, C 2). It is three
miles long, one mile broad, 72 feet deep, and 222
feet above the sea. Its banks are rocky an«l

abrupt, and behind them rise rocky mountains,
one of which, the Cat liells, is 1448 feet higli

:

another, I.,<Klore. has a waterfall nf 100 fwl.
IVrwentwater is an enlargiMnent of the Derwent
River, which flows into the Irish Sea at Working-
ton. It has a(>veral wo<xled isles, besides a re-

markable floating isle—a mass of earthy matt«'r,

six feet thick, varying in size in different yearH
from an acre to a few s«|uare nxls, covered wifb
vegetation and full of gas-bubbles which buoy it

on the siirface of the water. The lake abounds
in trout, pike. jxTch, and «>els.

DEBWENTWATEB, .Iamk.«^ Kaimlikkk or
IlAiMi.YM-i':, third and last Earl of (10S9-1716).

.An English Ruiiian ('atholic nolileman, one of

the leaders in the RelM>llion of 1715. lie cAnie of

an ancient .VorthunilH»rland family, and was l»oni

in Lomhm, June 28, 1689. He rweived his iilu-

eation in France, and at his father's death in

170r> iMvame Karl of l>>rwent water. He joineil

the Pretender in 1715 with )»eventy retainers, and
after fighting with great heroism, was taken
prisoner at Prn-ston. He was ix>nvict««l of frwa-

Mon, and. despite all efforts to save him, was
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bchcadeil on Tower Uill, February 24, 1710, his

rank, youth, aniiubility, bravery, and simplicity

of motives exciting widespread sympathy. Ili.s

estates were forfeited and given to Greenwich
Hospital.

DEBZHAVIN, dyer-zha'v^^n, Gavbil Roma-
NOVITCII (1743-1810). A celebrated Russian
lyric poet. Horn of a noble family at Kazan,
he entered there the newly opened gj'nmasium
in 1755}, joined the ranks of the Preobrazhensky
Guard Regiment in 1782, became lieutenant-

captain in 1773, and later entered the civil

service. His ode, Fclilsa (1782), in which
he extolled Catharine II., attracted her attention,

and tl>roiigh her iniluence he received many pro-
motions j he was Governor of Olonetz in 1784,
of Tambov in 1785, Secretary of State 1791, and
Senator in 1793. Catharine's successor, Paul,
appointed him i)resident of the Board of Com-
merce in 1790, and Alexander I. made him Min-
ister of Justice in 1802; but he retired into

private life in 1803. He was the greatest and
most original poet before Pushkin, and is best
known as the 'Singer of Catharine,' his works
forming a poetic chronicle of her achievements.
So far from being a Court poet, he was a really

deep and sincere admirer of the northern Semi-
'raniis, with her liberal reforms and democratic
leanings, as evidenced in her daily life and corre-

spondence with X'oJtaire and Diderot. Though
occupying a more exalted position after her
death, he never wrote anytliing about the other
monarchs Ihat in power and loftiness of con-

ception could even approach his odes about
Catharine and the events of her reign. His
language is quite modern in its purity and com-
l)arative freedom from Church-Slavonic expres-

sions. Its chief characteristics are vigor united
with pliancy, and a vivid imagery that some-
times verges on the hyperbolic. He was the first

to introduce every-day expressions into odes,

thus bringing down the grand style to modem
realism. As a critic says: "The poet takes the
ground of contemporaneousness, and the solemn
ode becomes the echo of the day. No Russian
poet before stood so near to his period as did
Derzhavin." Of his many poems, the ode God
is the best known the world over, having been
translated into most Occidental languages and even
into Japanese and Chinese. The best edition of

his works appeared in nine volumes (Saint
Petersburg, 1804-83), with a commentary and
biography by the academician .T. Grot.

DES, dash, or DEES MAGYAROS, dfts m6d'-
yr>-rr>s. The capital of tlie Province of Szolnok-

Hoboka, Transylvania. Hungary, at the confluence

of the Great and Little Szamos, 37i/> miles north-

east of Klausenburg by rail. Its chief public

buildings are the fifteenth-century Gothic Re-

formed Church, the Thokoly palace, the handsome
town hall and mimicipal theatre. A sixteenth-

century tower is a remnant of the ancient

fortifications. Distilling and salt-mines are
among the principal industries. Population, in

1900, 9888.

DESAGTJADERO, da-sa'gAva-Da'r6 (Sp., out-
lets A river of Bolivia, the outlet of Lake
Titicaca. After a soiitheast course of 190 miles,

it empties into the land-locked lake of Aullagas,
near the town of Oruro (^lap: Bolivia. D 7). It

is the loftiest stream of any length on the entire

American continent, its itource being 12,650 feet
high.

DESAIX DE VEYGOUX, d<-sA' or d«; zA'

de vA'goo', l^iiK Cii.vKi.KH .A.NTOi.NK (1708-1800).
A French general of the First Republic, born
August 17, 1708, at Saint Hilaire d'Ayat. He
studied at the military school of Eflhit, and in

1783 was nuide sub-lieutenant in a Breton regi-

ment. He was in sympathy with the revolution-
ists, though he deprecated their violence, and in

1792 he was appointed aide to Prince Victor
de Broglie, then connnanding the Army of

the Rhine. In 1793-94 he was made a gen-
eral ot brigade and then of division. He
comujanded the riglit wing of the Army of
the Sambre and Aleuse under Jourdan in

1795, and in the following year was again
in the Army of the Rhine and Moselle,
under Moreau, commanding the left wing in

Moreau's famous retreat through the Black For-
est. To Desaix was intrusted the fortress of
Kehl, the only stronghold upon the right bank
of the Rhine which the French retained after

this retreat. The fort was in ruins, but behind
its imperfect defenses Desaix held out against
an Austrian army for two montlis, only sur-

rendering in January, 1797, when his ammuni-
tion was exhausted. In the spring he was sent
to Ital}', where Bonaparte, recognizing his strong
qualities, took pains to attach him to himself.

Desaix accompanied the Egyptian exiKjdition and
there won his brightest laurels in the conquest of

Upper Eg5'pt from the Mamelukes under Alurad
Bey, after an eight months' campaign. By his

equitable administration of the country after the

conquest he won from the Arabs the title of

'the Just Sultan.' Returning to France at the
conmiand of Bonaparte in 1799 he joined the lat-

ter in Italy and was given the command of two
divisions of reserves. This force, in June, 1800,

was sent to Genoa on detached service, but in

response to the sound of the distant fighting at

Marengo (June 14), Desaix, by a sudden in-

spiration, returned, arriving just as Bonaparte
was about to yield the field to Melas. Desaix
.saved the day by a vigorous attack with his divi-

sions, but he was shot and instantly killed while

leading the charge. He was an intrepid soldier,

a skillful commander, and the idol of his troops.

His body was embalmed and placed in tlie Mon-
astery of Saint l^rnard. A statue has been

raised in his honor in Paris. Consult liecker,

Etudes hlstoriqucs siir Ic ffem'ral Desaix (Cler-

mont, 1852).

DE SANCTIS, da s5lnk't<^s. Fraxcesco (1817-

83). An Italian literary critic and statesman.

He was born at Morra Irpino, and at an early

age devoted himself to the study of literature and
philosophy. He completed his education in the

renowned institute of the Marchese Basilio Puoti,

and when barely eighteen years of age entered

upon the career of teaching. For two years

he taught in the military College della Nunzia-
tella at Naples, and then founded a private school

of his own which speedily won the highest repu-

tation. His critical lectures on the classic and
Italian poets attracted a multitude of students.

Having held office in the Department of Public

Instruction under the Revolutionary Government
of 1848, he was arrested on the restoration of the
Bourbons, and for three years kept in close con
finement in the Castel dell' Ovo at Naples. On
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his release he took refuge in Malta, and thence

went to Turin, where his original and eloquent

lectures on the Divina (Jommedia comnianded
universal admiration, and led to his being called,

in 1856, to the Polytechnic Institute at Zurich
as professor of Aesthetics and Italian literature.

In 18C0 he was made Minister of Public Instruc-

tion at Naples, and held the same office for the

Kingdom of Italy three times—in 1801-02, under
Cavour and Ricasoli; in 1878, under Cairoli; and
again in 1879-80, under the administration of

Cairoli-Depretis. As a member of the Italian

Chamber of Deputies, after 1861, he was a parti-

san of the Moderate Liberals. On his first retire-

ment from public office, in 1802, he resumed his

profession of teaching at Naples, where he also

founded and edited the journal L'ltalia. In 1871

he was appointed professor at the University of

Najjles.

De Sanctis exercised considerable influence on
contemporaneous Italian literature as a critic,

but even more as a teacher, giving a new im-

jH?tus to literary criticism in Italy. His writ-

ings are few, but of the highest order. Fore-

most among them is to be mentioned his Storia

dcUn letteratura italiaua (3d ed. 1879). Be-

sides this, he published: Saggi critici (1868;
4tK ed. 1881); Saggio critico sul I'etrarca

(1809); Nuovi saggi critici (1872). After his

death were published: Studio su Giacomo Leo-

pardi (1885) ; La letteratura italiana nel secolo

XTX. (1897) ; Scritti varii inediti (1898).

DE SANCTIS, LuiGl (1808-69). An Italian

theologian. A distinguished prelate in Rome,
he was converted bj^ the study of the Bible, and
in 1847 fled to Malta, where he became a Protest-

ant. From 1852 he worked as a preacher of the

Waldensian congregation in Turin; became, in

1854, the head of the 'Chiesa Libera,' a radical

olTshoot of the Waldensians, which body he, how-
ever, joined again in 1804, accepting a professor-

ship at their seminary in Florence, where he also

established the Protestant jxTiodical Kco delta

veritA.

DESARGTJES, de-zirg', G6RARD (1693-1662).

A French mathematician. He was born in Lyons,

jind is chiefly known as one of the founders of

modern geometry. Poncelet called him "tlie Monge
of his century." Desargues and Pascal intro-

duced the method of perspective, and treated the

conic sections (q.v.) as projections of a circle.

Two important theorems are attributed to De-

sargues, one of which forms the basis of his re-

markable theor\' of homological figures. To
Desargues is further due the theory of involu-

tion and of transversals, the conception that a

.'Straight line is a curve closed at infinity, and

the definition of parallels as lines intersecting

at infinity. The works of Desargues have mostly

been lost, but the titles of the chief ones are

known. The\' are as follows: Methode univer-

9clle de medre en perspective les objeta donn6a

rrellement on en devis, avec leura proportions,

iiirsii.rcs, Hoigncvtrnt, aanft employer nurun point

qui soil hors du champ dc Vouvrage (1636);

lirouillon project d'une attcinle aux ^v^nements

des reronlrrs d'un c6ne aree itn plan (1039);

lirouillon project . . . pour la coupe den

pierrcH (1040). For his biography, consult

Poudra. in Desargues's (Furrca (Paris, 1864).

DESART, de-zilrt'. Wiluam ITlick O'Connor
CuFFK. fourth Earl of (1845-98). An English

novelist. He was born in London, and was edu-

VOL. v.—68.

cated at Eton and at Bonn. After serving as
page of honor to Queen Victoria, he became
lieutenant in the Grenadier Guards (1862), and
then captain (1805). Much of his later life

was passed in Canada. He died September 15,

1898. He was the author of many novels, among
which are: Only a Woman's Love (1868) ; Chil-

dren of Mature, a story of modern London, which
caused a sensation (1877); Kelverdale (1878);
The Honorable Ella (1879); Mervyne O'Connor
and Other Tales (1880) : Lord and Lady Picca-

dilly (1887) ; Love and Pride on an Iceberg, and
Other Tales (1887) ; and The Raid of the Detri-

mental (1897).

D^SAUGIERS, da'zd'zhy&'. Marc Antoine
Madeline (1772-1827). A French writer of

songs and vaudevilles. He was born at Frejus,

and was a son of the composer Marc An-
toine D^saugiers (1742-93). He was educated
for the ministry at the College Mazarin. Paris.

but discontinued his studies in order to visit

San Domingo. His attitude here during the

negro insurrection imperiled his life, and he

was compelled to seek refuge on an American
steamer bound for Baltimore. In that city he
devoted himself for several years to pianoforte

instruction. Upon his return to France he

acquired a considerable reputation as a writer

of songs and vaudevilles, and subsefjuently be-

came director of the Vaudeville Theatre of Paris.

whidi position he retained until 1827. Several

of his songs are still popular. Among them
are La treille de la sinc&rite and Paris d cinq

heures du matin. The complete works of this

amiable and charming writer, who is held by

some to surpass even Stranger, were published

in Paris in 1827, under the title. Chansons et

poesies diverses. One of his most humorous pro-

ductions is the one-act vaudeville entitled Milord

do, ou le Dix-Huit Brumaire ( 1804).

DESAULT, de-zA', Pierre Joseph (1744-95).

A brilliant French anatomist and surgeon. He
became professor of anatomy in Paris in 1776.

at the age of twenty-two; was admitted to mem-
bership in the corporation of surgeons in the

same year, and subsequently held various posi-

tions of honor. In 1782 he was appointed sur-

geon-major to the De la Charitf' Hospital, and
came to be regarded as one of the ablest sur-

geons of his time. He next went to the Hotel

Dieu, and after Moreau's death the surgical de-

partment of the hospital was intruste<l to him.

There he instituted a clinical school of surgery
,—the first of its tyjH'—attracting pupils from

all over Europe. He intrmluced system and pre-

cision into surgery, and made many valuable

improvements in the instruments used in that

profession. His pupil, the celebrated Bichat

(q.v.), published his (Eurrca chirurgicalcs ( 1798-

1803). Consult Uibrune, Etude sur la rie et les

irarnux de Desault ( Besancon. lSt{7).

DESBARRES, dA'l»ilr'. or DES BARRES.
JosEiMi Frederick VVal.sh (1722-1824). An
English military engineer and hydrographer. He
graduated at the Royal Military Academy of

Woolwich, and was sent to America, where he

was engaged in the French and Indian War as

lieutenant of artillery. He was in the expe<lition

against L<»uislnirg, and in (he siege of Quebec

was aide to Wolfe, who fell into his arms when

he received his death wound. For scmu' years

afterwards Desbnrres was charged with impor-
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tant engineering surveyn in Nova Scoliu, New-
foundland, and other Briti8h colonies), with a
view of establishing' a chain of military post«.

Ife was also i-ngajied in eorreetinj^ old and niak-

in;; new chartji of the North American coast,

which were published in two volumes in 1777,

under the title of the Atlantic Ncptuue. In

1784 he lieeaiiie (iovernor of the island of Cape
Itretnii, and soon afterwards began to build the
town of Sydney, where he opened the coal trade.

In 1S05, at the age of eighty-three, he was made
hieutenant-CJovemor an«l commander- in-chief of

J'rincf Kihvard Island, and served until 1813.

DESBOBDES-VALMOBE, dft'hord' vftl'mfir',

M.\KtKi,i\K Fki.u-itk .losKPiiE (1785-1859). A
French poet, born at Douai. Slie he^an public
life as a singer in comic opera (1801), but soon
left the stage, and from 1819 till 1843 publisheil

sentimental verses of much sweetness and pathos,
collected under the suggestive titles: Elegies et

romances (1818): KU'qus et poesies nouvelles

(1824); Lcs pleura (1833); Pauvres fleursl

(1839) : Bouquets et pritres (1843) ; Poesies dc
renfance. She wrote also some indifferent

stories. Her |H)pular s«mg "S'il avait su" is in

most anthologies. For an elaborate study of her
|MK'ms. (((iisult Saintc-lJeuve, Xoiiiiiiux lundis,
vol. xii. (Paris, 1869).

DESCAMPS, dA'k-iN'. .Tean Baptiste (1711 —
!U). .\ French author and painter, bom at
Dunkirk. He studied painting under Largilli^re,

and afterwards founded an academy of painting,
sculpture, and architecture in Rouen, in 1741,
where he was professor for many years. There
are pictures by him in the Rouen Museum and
at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. His subjects
were usually peasant scenes, but he also painted
a series of episodes from the life of Louis XV.
Oescamps is beat remembered for his Ties des
fieintres /lanwnds, allemands et hollandais (4
vols., 1753-03). a work formerly much esteemed,
but not very critical.

DESCANT, du'skiJN' or DISCANT (OF. des-
eaut. ML. disrinilus, from dis-, asunder, apart

+

riinlKs, song, singing). A term which in medise-
val times was applied to contrary motion in po-
lyphony, as distinguished from the parallel mo-
tion of the parts of the so-called organum. In
modern part-music, the highest part, the treble
or soprano voice.

DESCABTES, dA'kiirt'. Ren£; T^t. Renatus
CARTEsrts (1590-1050). One of the most dis-

tinguisiied modern philosophers, sometimes called
"the father of modern philosophy." He was born
at La Haye, in Touraine, and was sent at the
age of eight years to the Jesuit College at La
Fl&che, where he soon became distinguished for
his keenness of intellect, and made great and
rapid progress in languages, mathematics, and
astronomy. It was not long, however, before
he became dissatisfied with the doctrines and
methoil of scholasticism, and felt it impossible
to acquiesce in what had hitherto been regarded
as knowledge. The first thing that he did after
leaving college was to abandon books and en-
deavor to efface from his mind all that he had
hitherto been taught, that it might be free to
receive the impressions of truth, whencesoever
they should come. In pursuance of his plan he
resolve*! to travel, and soon entered the army as
a volunteer, serving successively under Maurice
of Nassau, son of William of Orange, and under

Tilly and IJuguoy. However, the life of a
soldier contributed little to his main object, and
he quitted the army in 1021. After making
journeys in different direciions. he at lust re

tired in 1029 to Holland, where he prepared nuwt
of his works, attracted many disciples, and at the
same time became involve<l in several learned
controversies, especially with the thenlogians.
Although he loved in<iei)endcn(?e, yet in 1049 he
accepted an invitation addressed to him by tiuecn
Christina to go to Sweden. His willingness to
leave Holland was partly occasioned by his

anxiety to escape from the hostility of his en»-

mies. He died only a few numths after his ar-

rival at the Court of Queen Chri.stina. Sixteen
years later his body was brought to Paris and
buried in the Church of Saint Genevifeve-du-
Mont.

The grand object toward which Descartes di-

rected his endeavors was the attainment of a
firm philo.sophical conviction. The way whereby
he sought to attain this end is explained in the
discourse on method {Discours d< hi inclhodf \.

published in 1037. This small but extremely in-

teresting and important treatise contains a his-

tory of the inner life of the author, tracing the
progress of his mental development from its

commencement in early years to the point where
it resulted in his resolution to hold nothing for
true until he had ascertainetl the grounds of
certitude. The author in the same treatise also

explains the practical rules whereby he resolved

to be guided while in this state of suspended be-

lief, and by the ob.servance of which he hoped to

arrive at absolute certainty, if indeed it were at
all attainable. The result of his inquiries, so

conducted, he exhibited more particularly in his

\Icditationes de Prima Philosophin (1641) and
the Principia Philosophiw (1644). He begin-;

philosophy anew with a resolve to doubt every-

thing; for might not our beliefs be the result of

the mischievous working of some evil demon?
One fact he found indubitable—his doubting and
his thinking. But in order to tiiink he nuist

exist: hence, in the fimdamental fact of psychic
experience he believed that he came into know-
ing contact with ultimate reality—a process of

reasoning which Augustine had followed before

him. In other words, he could not doubt that
he felt and thought, and therefore he could not
doubt that he, the feeler, the thinker, existed.

This relation l>etween consciousness and existence

he expresse<l l)y tlie memorable words. Coqito,

eri/o sum C'l think, therefore I exist"). Upon
examining the criterion for the certitude of this

knowledge, he found it in the clearness and dis-

tinctness of his thought about himself. Hence
he argued that whatever is as clearly and dis-

tinctly thought as .self-consciousness mu.st be
true. Among these clear and distinct thoughts
he first recognized the idea of God as the abso-

lutely ])erfect being. This idea, he reasoned,

could not be formed in our minds by ourselves^,

for the imperfect can never originate the per-

fect; it must be innate— i.e. part of the original

structure of our understanding, and implanted
there by the perfect lieing himself. Hence, from
the existence of the idea of perfection, Descartes

inferred the existence of God as the originator of

it ; he inferred it also from the mere nature of

the idea, because the idea of perfection involves

existence—a form of the so-called 'ontological

argument.' But if God exist, then we have a
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j,Mianintef of the previously detenuiued ground
<'i vviliixulv. for CJod the jierfect being cannot
deceive, and therefore whatever our conscious-
ness clearly testifies may l)e implicitly believed.
This Cartesian position that the truth of a
proptjsitiau -is tested by its clear and distinct
intelligibility is the principle of rationalism
(
q.v. )

.

One of the most fundamental general principles
of the philosophical system of Descartes is the
I'sst-ntial difFerence Iwtween spirit and matter

—

thinkinj; and extended substances— a difTer-

cncp so preat. accordinsr to Descartes, that they
can exert no influence Jipon each other. Hence,
in order to account for the correspondence be-
t\ve«>n material and spiritual phenomena, he
was oblijfiHi to have recourse to a constant co-
operation {concursus) on the part of God — a
«lo<-trine which <rave rise subsequently to the
system called Occasionalism (q.v. ), the principle
of wliich was that bo<ly and mind do not really
affiM't e«ch otljer. (;o<l l)eing always the true
cause of the .apparent or occasional influence of
i>ne on the other. This doctrine received its com-
plete development in the preestablished harmony
of Ticibnitz (q.v.). In Descartes's thought it re-

sulte<l nu'iely in a strenuous insistence upon the
difTerences between primary and secondary quali-
ties (q.v.). Descartes maintained also that the
lower animals belong merely to the world of ex-
tension, being unconscious automata.

D<'scartes .iid not confine his attention to
mental philosophy, but «levote<l himself syste-
matically to the explanation of the properties
of the Ixxlies com[>osing the material imiverse.
In this department his reforms amounted to a
revolution, though many of his explanations of
physical phenomena are purely a priori and quite
absurd. Ifis corpuscular philosophy—in which
he endeavored to explain all the appearances of

the material world simply by the motion of the
Ultimate j>articles of IxKlies—was a great advance
on the system held up to that time, according to
which special qualities and powers were assume4l
to account for every phenomenon. It was in

pure mathematics, however, that Descartes
achieved the greatest and most lasting results,

especially by his inventi«m of the analytic geome-
try, which is known from his name as Cartesian.
In developing thi« ))ranch of mathematics he had
in mind, not the revolutionizinjr of geometry, but
the elucidation of algebra by means of geometric
intuition and concepts. He intended to estab-

lish a universal mathematic, to which algebra,

iritlimetic. and geometry (with its applications)
should b«> entirely subordinate. He discarded
Vieta's improvements in algebraic symb<»lism.

introiluced the f)resent plan of representing
known and unknown quantities, gave standing
to the present system of exjMinents. placed tin*

theory of negative quantities on a satisfactory

basis, and set forth without <Ienionslration the

well-known rule for finding (he limit of the num-
ber of positive and negative roots of an equation
through inspection of the variations in the signs.

While his expectations were, in one sense, not
fulfilled, lie nevertheless succeeded in imparting
a powerful imptilse to the progress of mathe-
matics, and in giving to the science its mo<lem
trend. The establishment of a correspondence
between geometry and analysis has l)een of in-

calculable assistance to both, and Descart«»s's

invention may be said to constitute the point of

departure of modern mathematics. In 1637 he
published at I^yden a treatise entitled Discours
d<: la methode pour bien conduire aa raison it
thercher Ui veritc dans Ics sciences (Eng. tran*-.

1850; recent ed., Chicago, 1899). This was fol-

lowed in the same year by three appendices en-
titled, La dioptriquc, Les metdores, and Ln
yconidtrie. The new mathematical discipline was
set forth entirely in the Gdometrie, a book of
only about a hundred pages, obscurely written,
llie first part shows how arithmetical operations
may be represented geometrically by taking a
certain unit of length, in which lay the sole
novelty of the plan. The .second part shows how
to trace algebraic (which he calls geometric

»

and transcendental (which he calls mechanical)
curves, explaining the use of coordinates, and
setting forth the general scheme (now discard-
ed) of classification of curves according to the
order of their equations. The third part treats
of the theory of equations, showing how their
roots may be found by the intersection of the
corresponding curves. It was in this part that
he set forth his improvements in algebra. The
appearance of the Gt^om^tric placed Descartes
foremost among the mathematicians of his time.
His works in l..atin were published at Am-

sterdam (IGoO). Modern editions are those bv
Cousin (Paris, 1824-26), by Gamier (Paris.
1834-;{5), by Aime Martin (Paris, 1882). Eng-
lish translations of portions of his works have
been made by Veitch (Edinburgh, 1880), by
Lowndes (London, 1878), and by Torrey (New-
York, 1892). The publication of his complete
works was Ijegun under the auspices of the
French Minister of Public Instruction in 1897.
Consult: MahafTy, Descartes (Edinburgh, 1880) :

Millet, Descartes, sa vie, ses travaux, etc. ( Pari>.
1867) ; Fouille, Dcscor/ps (Paris, 1893) ; Fischer,
(leschichtc der neucrn Philosophie, vol. i.

(Heiden)erg. 1897) ; Bontroux, L'imaginn tion it

les vinthrmntiqueii scion Descartes (Paris, 1900).

BESCABTES'S BULE OF SIGNS. Througn
the early attempts to determine the nature and
value of the roots of numerical algebraic equa-
tions (q.v.), many u.seful properties were di—
covered. Among these is Descartes's rule of
signs, according to which no equation can
have more positive roots than it has changes
of sign from -f to — . and from — to -f-, in the
terms of the first nn'mber. By substituting
(—j) for (j) in fix) =0, the law may U>
applied to the case of negative roots. It is

often possible to dete<'t the existence of imag-
inary roots in €>quations by the application of

this rule; for if it should happen that the sum
of the greatest possible numln'r of |M>sitive roots,

added to the greatest possible number of nc^^ative

roots, is less than the degnv of the equation,
we are sure of the existence of imaginary root.s.

The rule al.so Iwars Harriot's name, being given
in his Artis Annlfitira- I'raxis ( Limtlon. Ht31).

Consult: Bumsi«le ami Panton. Theory of Hijva-

ttona (Dublin, 1899-I901 ) ; Matthiessen, Grtind-

ziiffc der nvtihrn und moflrrucn Alftrbra der lit-

trralni tllrirhtmi/'u (2d e<l.. Ix>ipKig, 1896).

DESCENDANTS (from Ijit. d4sccnderc, to

(l«*scend, from dc, down -}- uranderr. to climb. Skt.

shatid, to spring). The is.sue of an individual,

including all who have pnKi><«dfH! or de^wndetl

from the issue of his b<Mly in any gxMieration c»r

degree. They take prvin'ilence ovi>r eollaterul

relatives nrd ascendents (q.v.) in the inheritance
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of the property of a deceased ancestor. The term
is the converse of ascendants. See Collaterals ;

CONSA.NIJUIMTY; DESCENT; HEIBS.

DESCENT. The transmission of real prop-
erty by operation of law to the heir or heirs of
one who dies intestate. It is a principle common
to moat if not all legal systems, that the prop-
erty of a decedent, if not otherwise disposed of

by him, shall pass in a fixed lino of descent to
those related to him by ties of blood. Under
some systems, as tJiat of Rome, no distinction
was made between the two classes of property
whicli we distinguish as real and personal, the
whole passing, along with the liabilities of the
owner, to a personal representative, and this has
been the nature of descent generally, both in

ancient and in modern nations. In the common-
law system of England and the United States,
however, a difToront principle lias prevailed, only
the personal proj)erty passing to the representa-
tive of the deceased, the real property devolving
upon a lineal descendant, who became known
as the heir. The personal representative was not
necessarily a descendant, nor even related by any
ties of consanguinity to the decedent, and the
use of the term 'descent' was, therefore, confined
to tlie devolution of the real property—the terms
'administration' and 'distribution' being employed
to describe the corresponding disposition made
of tlie personal property after the owner's death.
The transmission of the real property to a differ-

ent individual from the one whose title, as per-
sonal representative, was affected with the obliga-
tion to pay the decedent's debts, was a conse-
quence of the feudal system, and was due, among
other things, to the necessity of holding the lands
together, free from claims on the part of others
than the feudal lords of whom the lands were
held.

Tlie exceptional and peculiar character of the
law of land at the common law, due to its com-
plete absorption in the feudal system, is strik-

ingly exemplified in the history of the doctrine
of inheritance. There was at first no general
recognition of the right to transmit freehold
lands by descent, nor to alienate them without
the consent of the lord of whom they were held,
and the right to dispose of one's real estate by
will was not conceded until the reign of Henry
VIII. The right of inheritance, once acquired,
was strictly limited to freeholds which were in

terms granted to a man and his heirs, and did
not extend to such as were granted to a man
absolutely, but witliout an express limitation to
heirs. The latter, therefore, fell into the cate-
gory of life estates, while the quality of herit-
ability became the chief characteristic of the
estate known as a fee. Thenceforth freehold es-

tates were classified as 'freeholds of inheritance'
and 'freeholds not of inheritance.' It is with the
former, only, that the law of descent has to do.
The right of free alienation of lands held in fee
w^as not acquired until the quality of heritability
had come to be considered an essential character-
istic of such lands, and such alienation was long
regarded as an infringement upon the expectant
rights of the heir, as well as upon the reserved
rights of the lord of whom the fee was held. To-
day, however, no fee can exist without possessing
both the quality of free alienability and that of
heritability within the limits prescribed by the
laws of descent, and an attempt to create a fee

which shall lack either of these characteristics is
ineffectual and void.

The exigencies of the feudal system determined
the course as well as the fact of descent at com-
mon law. The importance of holding an estate
together, in the hands of a single heir, and that
a male, nearest in blood to the decedent, fixed
the canons of descent as they existed in England
from the twelfth to the nineteenth century.
Originally, it is true, and down to the time of
Glanville (twelfth century), lands held by the
tenure of free and common socage were governed
by different rules from those which regulated the
inheritance of military fees, or lands held by
knight's service, and on the ancestor's death were
divided among all his sons equally; but long be-
fore the time of Littleton this distinction had
di.sappeared and all lands held in fee simple
came under the operation of the feudal rules.

Briefly stated, these rules were as follows: (1)
Inheritances shall lineally descend to the issue
of the person who last died actually seized there-
of, in infinitum, but shall never lineally ascend.
A father or mother cannot inherit directly from
a son or daughter. (2) The male issue shall
be admitted before the female, to the total ex-
clusion of the latter. (3) Where there are two
or more males in equal degree of con.sanguinity
to tlie ancestor, the eldest only shall inherit;
but there l)eing no male of equal degree, the
females inherit all together. (4) The lineal de-
scendants in infinitum of any person deceased, who,
if he had survived, would have been the heir, shall
represent their ancestor; that is, shall stand in

the same place in the line of descent as he would
have occupied, if living. Thus, the issue, whether
male or female, of the eldest son will be preferred
to the younger son or the daughter of the de-
ceased ancestor. (5) On failure of lineal de-
scendants, or issue, of the person last actually
seized of the lands, the inheritance shall pass
to his collateral relations of the blood of tlie first

purchaser (i.e. of the first in the line of ancestors
to transmit it by descent, having acquired it

himself in some other way), on the same terms
as' to preference of males, primogeniture, etc.,

as it Avould have passed to issue, if there had
been any. Thus an elder brother, or his issue,

will take the inheritance to the exclusion of
sisters and younger brothers. (6) The collateral

heir of the person last seized must be his next
collateral kinsman of the whole blood. The half
blood is wholly excluded from the line of descent.

(7) In collateral inheritances the male stocks
shall be preferred to the female; that is, kindred
derived from the blood of the male ancestors,
however remote, shall be admitted before those
from the blood of the female, however near, un-
less, indeed, the lands have descended from a

female ancestor, in which case the rule is re-

versed and the female stock preferred to the
male.

These common-law rules of descent have been
changed in some important respects by the
Inheritance Act (3 and 4 Will. IV.. c. 100). The
famous rule of primogeniture, embodied in the
second canon and the first part of the third, re-

mains unchanged, notwithstanding its complete
rejection by the United States and the self-

governing colonies of Great Britain, as well as
by the nations of Continental Europe. The second
half of the second canon and the seventh also re-

main unaltered. The first has been changed by
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deriviug the descent from the last purchaser
instead of the person last actually seized, and by
admittiiig lineal ancestors in default of lineal
descendants and in preference to collateral heirs.
The si.vth canon has also been altered by ad-
mitting collateral relations of the half bhxxl in

default of relations of the whole blood in the
hanie degree.

So far as they are applicable, these common-
law rules of descent govern all common law, as
(listinguislied from customary inheritances, in-

cluding the descent of fee-tail estates. These are
the result of legislation of the end of the thir-
teenth century, and, as they are expressly limited
to heirs of the body, that is to lineal descendants
only, the rules relating to collateral inheritance
have no application to them. Even the canons
governing lineal inheritances, however, may be
varied by the form of the fee tail, as a fee tail

special, which confines the inheritance to the
issue of a certain wife, a fee tail male (which
may be general or special) which limits descent
to the male issue, etc.

So, too, while the conmion-law rules have to a
great extent come to be applied to copyhold es-

tates, whose qualities are largelj' determined by
local custom, they have no application whatever
to certain other classes of customary estates.

Thus lands held by the custom of gavelkind
fq.v.), which is the prevailing tenure in Kent,
and which occurs elsewhere, are still governed by
the old rule of socage tenure, and pass to the
sons of tlie decedent equally, while in the case
of lands held by the ancient tenure of borough-
r.nglish (q.v. ) the common-law rule of primo-
geniture is reversed, and the inheritance passes
to the youngest son. And it may be said, in

general, that, in many manors and boroughs in

England, the course of descent of certain lands
may still be governed by local customs of great
antiquity, which have successfully resisted the

encroachments of the feudalized common-law doc-

trine.

In the United States there is much diversity

in the law of inheritance. The course of descent
is everywhere regulated by legislative enact-

ment, and the statutes of the several States must
be consulted by any one who desires to master
its details. But there is a general and essential

uniformity in the outlines of the law governing
the matter throughout the nation.

In the first place, the law of the descent of

real property has generally been kept distinct

from that of the distribution of personal prop-

erty, and the heir from the personal representa-

tive. In the second place, the descent of real

property is still confined to those who are of the

l)lood of the decedent, excepting in a few
States in which the wife and the husband have

been placed in the line of inheritance. In the

third place, the principle of priority according

to the degree of consanguinity has l)een preserved,

the relatives of one degree not l>eing entitled to

share in the inheritance if there is any repre-

sentative of a higher degree living. Tn the fourth

place, the rules in accordance with which the de-

gree of consanguinity of collaterals is computed
have remained the same as at common law, the

count in every case being from the common an-

cestor to the claimant of the inheritance.

On the otlier hand, as has been said before, the

rule of primogeniture has been universally re-

jected in the United States, and. with it, the

feudal preference of the male over the female
heir. All the children of the decedent, and all

the relatives of equal degree, share alike, usually
as tenants in common, without distinction of age
or se.x. Generally, also, the disability of the
half blood has been wholly or partially removed,
and half brothers and sisters |)ermitted to share
equally with those of full blood, or, as now
in England, admitted inmiediately after the lat-

ter. In all States the father and mother, and in
some States all lineal ancestors are admitted to
the inheritance, usually immediately after lineal
descendants and before the collaterals. The prin-
ciple of representation has also been retained,
but in general the descent is traced, not from the
I>erson last actually seized, as at common law.
nor from the last purchaser, as under the present
English statute, but from the person last en-
titled. The canons of descent, as given above
from Blackstone, do not in terms exclude illegiti-

mate children, but no principle of the common
law is better established than the rule which
denies the right of inheritance to a bastard ; only
persons born in lawful wedlock are within the
legal limits of consanguinit)-, and no others are
capable of lineal or collateral inheritance. This
principle has been maintained in all its rigor in

England, and has been generally observed in the
inheritance laws of the United States, but with
the following exceptions and modifications. In
most of the States illegitimate children inherit

from the mother equally with legitimate chil-

dren, in one State (New York) only in case the
mother has no legitimate issue, and in one ( Kan-
sas) from the father also, if his recognition of

them is notorious. In many of the States the

milder rule of the civil and canon laws, that the
subsequent marriage of the parents legitimates

previously born children, has been adopted.

It remains to be said that the law of descent

of a given jurisdiction is immutable and not to

be varied by any form of grant or conveyance.

An estate may, indeed, be taken out of its opera-

tion by previous conveyance or by last will and
testament, but if real property l»e left undisjx)sed

of it pa.sses according to an iron law of inherit-

ance and not otherwise. No limitation of an
estate to a different class of heirs, no provision

excluding an individual or a class of individuals,

has any validity. To attempt to create a diflTer-

ent line of descent from that established by law,

as by granting lands to A and his male heirs

only, or to B and his paternal line only, is to

undertake the creation of a novel kind of estate,

unknown to the law, and therefore not to he

tolerated. Such a conveyance, if it creates an
estate of inheritance at all, is at once subjected

to the established rules of descent and the par-

ticular restrictions imposed by the donor dis-

regjirded. The only exception to this principle

is the case of the f«'etail estjite, refern>d to

al)Ove. and that is only an apparent and not n

real exception, the qualities of the various kinds

of fees tail l)eing as clearly define<l as are those

of the ordinary estate in fee simple. Consult:

Blackstone, Commentarica on the Latca of Eng-

laud; Williams, I'rinciplrH of the Lair of Real

Profwrtt/ (17th (International) e<l., Ix)ndon and
Boston. 1894; 15th Eng. ed., 15)00) ; .Tenks. Mod-

ern Land T.nir (Oxford, 1800) : Digby, An Intro-

duction tn thr IltHtont of the Lair of Real

Proprrtt/ (5th ed., Oxford. 1899); Pollock and
Maitland. Hiatory of Enfjliah I^ir (2d ed.. Loo-
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(Ion iiiul ik)ston, 1801) ) ; Wtishbum, Law uf Jical

J'ropcrtif (Otii eil., Iloston, 11)02). See DiHTBiuu-
TlON; KXECLTOK; llKiR; Inuekitance; and the

titles of the vuiious kinds of estates, an Kkk
SiMi'i.K; Kke Tail, etc.

DESCENT CAST. A doctrine of the ancient

coninum law in Enj,'land, whereby the riglit of

entry of a person wlio had In-en disseized of lands

was barred by the death of tlie adverse holder

and the deseeiit of the lands to the latter's heir.

Kntry ujKm hunls was formerly by far the most
eonvenient and exp<?ditiou8 method of recovering

them from a disseizor, but so important in legal

effect was the fact of actual possession by him,
however wrongful, that he was invested with an
inheritable title, and the passing of this title by
descent opi'ra(e<l as a limitation ujMJn the right

of entry of him who had been disseized. In the

fechnieal language of the common law, "a descent

cast tolls (i.e. bars) entry." This effect of a
descent cast might be avoided by the procedure

known as making continual claim, which con-

sisted in an annual demand for possession made
bj- the claimant upon the disseizor. If such

claim was made within a year and a day of the

disseizor's death, the right of entry of the dis-

seizee was savt'd. A descent cast had no effect

u|)on the right of a claimant of lands to pursue
his remedies by action, but only upon the sum-
mary process of entry. See Entuy, Right of;
DissKiziN; Limitation.

DESCHAMFS, dA'shJlN', P^milk uk Saint
Amaxu ( 17".)1-1871 ). A French poet, bom at

IJourges. To forward the cau.se of romanti-
cism, he foundetl with Victor Hugo La Muse
FranQaise (1824). To this journal he con-

tributed verses and stories signed 'Un Jeune
!Moraliste.' Four years afterwards he collected

and published Etudrs francaises ct ctrangrres

(1828), consisting of poems and translations.

The preface of this book, an enthusiastic defense

of liie Romantic School, won the approval of

(Joethe. His other works consist of translations,

plays, poetry, and essays, l>ut his principal claim

to distinction seems to lie in the fact that he was
one of the first to see and promote the spread of

romanticism. His brother Antony (1800-69)

was interested in the same movement, but his

more melancholy temperament found expression

in elegies and a translation of Dante (1829).

DESCHAMFS, Ei stache (called :Morel).

A French ]ioet of the fourtx'enth century. He was
l»orn at. Vertus. studied law at Orlf«ans, and was
appointed bailli of Senlis by the Emperor Charles
V. His life was that of a popular trouv^re. His
verse, like most of that of his time, is quite arti-

ficial, and possesses chielly an historical value.

One of his ballads is addressed to Chancer. In

addition to ballads and rondeaus, he wrote a
Miroir de marwffc in 1.3.000 lines, and Dr Vart

de dieter.

DESCHANEL, dA'sha'ngl', Emile Auguste
Ettexxe Martin (1810— ). A French critic

and autlior. bom in Paris. He became professor

of rhetoric at the Normal School there, and the
contributor of numerous critical articles to the

Revue den Deux Mondes. His essays on Catholi-

eisme et soeialisme (1850) brought him into dif-

ficulties with the Government; he was arrested
and finally obliged to leave France. He took
refuge in Belgium, where he met Victor Hugo.
<^n his return to his native country. Deschanel

lieeame one of the editors of the Journal dcg
UebatH (18511). in 1881 lie was made pn.-
fcsso)- of modern literature in the College de
Krance, and in the same ^ejir was electetl a
Senator. His numerous works include: Len eoiir-

tisanes f/reeques (185!)) ; llistoire dr la converna-
tion (1857); Kiuths siir AriHlnphane ( 18ti7 i :

Le roniaiilinnic ilis classiiiiu.f (1882-80) ; Itaciue
(1884) ; ami other critical studies.

DESCHANEIi, 1»ai'L Eigkne Louis (185t;— ). \ French statesman and author, son of the
preceding, born at Mruss<'ls. He was secretary
to two ministers of France, and entered the ad-
ministration as vice-prefect in 1877. As an
orator in the Chaml)er of Deputies, to whieli
body he was first elected in 1885. he displayed
remarkable elo<iuence and ability. He was elected
president in 1898, and reelected in 1901. Hi-
publications include: Ijh tiucstion du Tonkin
(1883); La politique francaise en Occanir
(1884); Le.H intereta fran^ais dans I'ocean

Pacifiquc (1885); Aa dvcentralimtion (1895);
La (jucNtioii Kocialc ( 189<i).

DES CLOIZEAUX, dtY klwii'zd'. Alfred Lot is

(Jmvier Legra.no (1817-97). A French miner-
alogist, born at Beauvais (Oise). After scientilic

study and travel he was appointed assistant
instructor in the Ecole ('entrale des Arts et

Manufactures, and sul)sequently lecturer at the
Ecole Normale. He was elected in 1809 to the
Academy of Sciences. In 187(5 he became pro-
fessor of mineralogy at the Mus«''um d'Histoire
Naturelle. He made important invt'stigations in

regard to the optical proiK'rties of crystals, par-
ticularly with a view to establishing a basis for a,

crystallographic system an<l discovered the tri-

clinic potash feldspar known as microclin (K.-\l

SijOs) and the circular prdarizjition of cinnabar.
In addition to many contributions to technical
periodicals, he published Le^otiH de cristallo-

qraphie ( 1801 ) ; a Manuel de mineraloqie (vol. !.,

18G2; vol. ii!, part i.. 1874) ;• and' -VoureJ/rs-

recherches sur les proprietcs optiques des erialaux
(1867).

D'ESCLOT, desclr/ (Desci/).s, Des Clot,
EscLOT, Sclot), Berxat. a Catalan historian,

who nourished in the latter half of the thirteenth
century. He wrote a Cr6nica del rey En Pete
("Chronicle of King Don Pedro"), the oldest

important composition in the Catjilonian lan-

guage. While as an historical narrative it is

skillful and leliable, its chief interest is lin-

guistic. The original text was first published
and edited by Buchon under the title, Ghroniqut'st

^Irangcres relatives aux expMitions franqaises
pendant le treizicmc siecle (Paris, 1841).

DESCRIFTIVE GEOMETRY. See Geom-
irrRY; MONGE.
DES'DEMO-TfA. The fair and pure-minded

young wife of Othello in Shakespeare's tragedy
of the latter title, smotlierecl by lier jealous

husband at the instigation of lago, who leads

him to lielieve that she loves Cassio. This is

said to he the first character impersonated bv
an actress on the English stage.

DESDEN CON EL DESDEN, das'dftn ktm fl

das'dAn. El (Sp., Disdain with Disdain). A
play by Moreto. produced about the middle of

the seventeenth century. It was translated into

English by Westland Marston (1864), from the

German version of Schrewogel. entitled Donna
Diana. The plot follows Lope de Vega.
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DESDICHADO, des'di cha'd6 ( Sp., dUinherit-
ed). In S<i>tt's novel 1 ranhoc, the devi«v adopt-
ed by the hero in the Ashby tournament.

DE SEN'ECTUTE ( l^it.. On Old Age), or
CATO MAJ'OB. A popular es.say by Cicero,
a|)plying the principles of philosophy to the en-

durance of the ills incident to old age. It was
composed in u.c. 45 or 44, and is dedicated to
Atticus. Scipio and Laelius are represented a.-<

meeting at the home of the elder Cato, in B.C.

150. and admiring the manner in which he bears
his age.

DESERET, d§z'er-*t. State of. The name
liiven by the Mormons in 1849 to their settle-

ment in the present State of Utah, dcseret Ix'ing

a word taken from the Book of Mormon and
meaning 'land of the honey-l)ee.' In Septeml>er.

1850. Congress created the Territory of Utah, and
the old name gradually fell into disuse. See
Utah; Mobmo.ns.

DESERONTO, dez'er-on'to. A town of Hast-
ings County, Ontario, Can., on the Bay of Quinte,
an inlet of Lake Ontario, 130 miles west of To-
ronto (Map: Ontario, F 3). A branch line of

six miles connects it with the Grand Tnmk and
Canadian Pacific railroads. It has large lumber-
mills, agricultural and manufacturing indus-

tries, and is lighted by gas made from the chem-
ically treated sawdust of its luml)er-mills. The
United States is represented by a consular agent.

The l>eautiful Forester's Island Park is near
Descronto. Population, in 1891. 3338; in 1901,

3.V27.

DESERT (Fr. desert, Lat. desert inn. from de-

s< rrre. U> abandon, from de, from + serere. to

bind). A region which supports little plant and
animal life. As thus defined, the term includes

all barren areas, whether their barrenness is

caused by intense cold, lack of soil, or by in-

sufficient moisture. Greenland, southern Pata-

gonia, and the Arctic and Antarctic lands in

general are deserts, deter?nincd as to character

by their situation in high latitudes. In common
usage, however, the term is limited to the great

continental wastes, lying within the tropical and
temperate zones, which are scantily watered by
rains. The most extensive of these arid deserts

are found in Asia. Africa, and .\ustralia; they

are much less prominent areally in North and
South America, and in Europe they scarcely

occur. The Sahara I>sert is a part of an arid

l»elt that reaches from the Atlantic coast across

the northern limb of .\frica to the Red Sea, and
is continued through .\rabia. Persia, Turkestan.

Sunsraria. and Mongolia, almost to the Pacific

shores of Asia. The eastern extension of thia

Ix'lt. which is wider than the c<'ntral portiim,

i- known as the Des«Mt of Gobi. In South
.\frica the Kalahari Desert occupies a large

area iHitwccu the Zami)ezi River on tho north and
the Orange and I.imp<^po rivers on the south.

The ari<l regions of Australia are situate<l in

the central part of the continent, and are of vast

extent. The Atacama Desert, in luuthern Chile,

and the Colorado Desert, in Califoniia. are of

comparatively limite<l area, but they furnish per-

haps the lK>st illustrations of regions in America
having an arid climate.

The arid deserts vary greatly in surface con-

formation, and often they are far from having

the monotonous character which popular imag-

ination has ascribed to them. The Sahara Desert

ion.^i.-,i-. i-:>.-,i-iiiiiilly uf a series of elevated plains
rising in terraces to altitudes of several thousand
fwt. Within its compass there are sandy
stretches with the surface formed by the windii
into shifting dunes, and great areiis underlain
by stratified rocks, where the surface is strewn
with boulders and has been deeply eroded by the
rivers that existed in past ages. Oa.ses are found
at intervals in des<'rts wherever there are natural
springs or mountains of sufficient height to cause
precipitation. The date-palm and other food-
plants may flourish here, while in the less favored
regions the plant life is limited to representa-
tives of the more hardy families, such as cacti
and artemisia. The dr\Tiess of the desert climate
and the scanty vc^tation give rise to rock-
sculpturing in coluinnar, tabular, and fantastic
forms. Violent wind - storms, accompanied by
whirlwinds, cloudless skies, extraordinary heat
by day and rapid fall of the temperature at night,
and an annual rainfall that varies from a few
inches to an immeasurably small amount, are
characteristic meteorological features.

The small rainfall, upon which the aridity ot

deserts dej)ends. is due to the following causes:
Prevalence of dr\' winds; isolation by moimtain
barriers along the borders: great distance from
areas of evaporation, or oceans. The Sahara is

an illustration of a desert caused by dry winds.
In the northern part the prevailing winds blow
from the northeast, and rain falls only in winter,

when cyclonic storms from the Atlantic pass

over the region. The moist winds that have
their source in the Gulf of Guinea bring rain to

the southern Sahara, but in small amounts only,

as their temperature—and consequently their

capacity for holding moisture—is increased he-

fore they reach far into the interior. A similar

condition prevails in the Desert of Atacama,
where the prevailing winds are from the south.

When mountain ranges occupy the borders of a
region the winds are deprived of their moisture
before they pass beyond the interior slopes. Thus
the Kalahari Desert receives a very small rain-

fall from the east winds, which bring an abun-

dance to the region lying between the South
African highlands and the Indian Ocean. In

America the arid region of Nevada, I'tah, and
Arizona is shut in from the Pacific Ocean by the

Sierra Nevada and the coast ranges. Finally,

desert c<in<Utions may prevail in regions situated

at great distances "from «x-eans, owing to the

gradual prwipitation of moisture as the winds

travel inland. The interior of Asia owes its dry

climate to this cause. Consult Neumayr, Erdge-

schickte (Leipzig, 1895).

DESERTED VILLAGE, Thk. .\ poem, part-

ly descriptive and partly dtvlamatory, by Gold-

smith (1770), in which the poet moralizes .some-

what tritely about the sadness of the growing

luxury and "the dejKipulation of pn««'"-' '.•••>«<^

See .Vriu'RN.

DESERTION. .\ military otlcii--- i..ii-i-niig

in ali;indnning the service with the intention of

not n'turning to it. To prove this oflfense it is

ncci'ssarv to sluiw absemt- without leave and the

intention not to return. The maximum p«M«ilty

for desertion in time of war is death. In time

of peace it is dishonorable <Hscharge and confine

ment at hard lal>or ft)r five years. The United

States (lovennnent jwys a reward of $30 for the

arrcHt. securing, and delivery of a deserter, and
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the statutes iiiipose iK'imlties und lui iL-iiuirs. .\

soldier whu lias deserted, und whuse period ot

berviee has elapsed prior to his a])prehension, is

handed over to the military authorities for trial

and sentence by a military court-martial.

In the Ilritish Army desertion is a common
offense, althou|>h in the majority of instances the

soldier deserts to join another regiment immedi-

ately, in which case should he confess, or be

discovered, he is tried by a district court-martial

on the charge of fraudulent enlistment. Former-

ly the charge was 'desertion and fraudulent

enlistment,' and up to 1875) the rule was to brand
a deserter by tattooing him with the letter D, or

B. C. (bad character). The punishment for a

first offense is usually from three months' to two
years' imprisonment in a military prison, and for

succeeding offenses not more than five years may
be inflicted. In Germany and Continental Europe
generally, desertion in time of peace is difficult,

and consequently infrequent, owing to the com-
pulsory service system which prevails. Desertion

in time of war is treated by all countries alike,

death being the usual punishment. Desertion

from the naval services of European nations is

also treated with varying terms of imprisonment,
or the death penalty, according to the nature and
circumstances of the offense.

In the United States Navy, absence without
leave, with a manifest intention not to re-

turn, is always regarded as desertion. Absence
without leave, with the probability that the
person does not intend to desert, is at first

regarded as strarjiflinff, and at the expiration
of ten days, if still absent, as desertion. In
either case the commanding officer decides

the point of intention and causes the per-

son's name to be entered in the ship's log-

book and marked on the paymaster's books as a
deserter. Commanding officers are authorized
to offer a reward not exceeding $20 for the re-

covery of a deserter, and one not exceeding $10
for the recovery of a straggler. In addition
to the reward, there are paid such expenses at-

tending their lodgment, subsistence, and travel-

ing as have been fairly incurred. Any reward
paid for the apprehension and necessary expenses
of a straggler is charged to his account. The
wages due a deserter are forfeited to the United
States; if in debt to the Government at the time
'of his desertion, his effects are sold and the pro-

ceeds applied to liquidate it. The letter 'R'

marked against a person's name on the ship's

books signifies desertion, and no application for

its removal is entertained unless the department
is furnished with sufficient evidence that there
was no intention to desert. Commanding officers

of vessels at any United States naval station
are not allowed to receive on board stragglers
or deserters from other vessels, unless ordered
so to do by the Bureau of Navigation, which has
charge of the recruiting of the na\'y. In case
of shipwreck or any other circumstance, except
capture by an enemy, whereby any person be-

longing to a vessel in the na\y becomes unavoid-
ably separated from his command, it is his duty to
proceed at once to the nearest ship, squadron, or
station, and report himself to the officer in com-
mand. Should he not do so he is regarded as a de-

serter, and no claim for wages is allowed imless he
pan Drove that he was prevented by circumstances
beyond his control. The punishment of death.

or >U(h other punislniieiit as a cuurt-matial maf
adjudge, can l>e inllieted on any person in the
naval service who in time of war deserts or en-

tices others to desert. In the mercliant service
absence without leave for forty-eight hours is re-

garded as conclusive evidence of desertion.

DESEBTION. As applied to marital rela-

tions, the willful withdrawal of one of the
married parties from the other, or the vol-

untary refusal of one to renew a suspended
cohabitation without justification either in

the non-consent of the other party or the
wrongful conduct of that party. In most of the
States in this country desertion, when willful

and accompanied by lack of support on the part
of the husband, is made by law a cause of di-

vorce. The statutes of the several States define

what may be considered desertion in each, and
usually declare the length of time after which
desertion will be deemed a good cause for divorce.

This time varies from one j'ear to five. It has
been ruled that the intentional abandoning for

the statutorj' period by a husband of the matri-
monial companionship and intercourse would
suffice to base a petition for divorce upon, even
though during that time he had regularly con-

tributed toward the support of the wife. A dis-

tinction must be made between desertion and
mere absence; the former word always implies

the non-assent of the person left and the viola-

tion by the deserter of some legal or moral duty.

In cases of simple absence from the State the

common law presumes the death of the person
after the lapse of seven j'ears, and in some States

a shorter period than this is fixed by statute.

Such absence may, like desertion, usually be made
a ground for suit for divorce ; but if tlie full

period of absence has elapsed, a second marriage
could not, under any circumstances, be made the

cause of a prosecution for bigamy. In England
under the present law the wife may demand a

decree of judicial separation, coupled with an
order for alimony, on account of willful deser-

tion by the husband for two years without cause.

Consult the authorities referred to under Hus-
HAND AM) Wife. See Abandonment ; Cohabita-
tion; Conjugal Rights; Divorce; Husband
and Wife.

DESEBT VEGETATION. Plants whose nat -

ural habitats are in deserts. They form one of

the three great climatic groups of xeropliytes,

and show the typical xerophytic adaptation.s,

which need but brief statement here. Most of

the adaptations secure reduced transpiration

—

e.g. many plants show reduced leaves—or the

leaves may even l>e wholly absent, as in some
cacti; the deciduous habit is pronounced and
reaches its highest expression in annuals, where
the whole plant, so to speak, is shed during the

dry season; anatomical structures, such as thick

cuticles, coats of hair and also wax, protected

stomata, etc., are highly developed. Adaptations
which secure increased absorption are often

found—e.g. root systems are highly developed

—

and absorptive hairs sometimes occur. Possibly

the most characteristic of all desert adaptations

are storage organs ; succulent leaves and stems

are particularly common, and there are many
plants with fleshy underground stems (bulbs,

tubers, etc.). The conditions that determine the

nature of the vegetation are largely associated <

with the small amount of atmospheric moisture
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1. PKICK.LY HtAhi CACIUS lOpuntia'. covering the surface of an Arizona desert.
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and its seasonal distribution. Most deserts are

in semi-tropical regions, and hence the xerophy-

tic conditions are accelerated by intense heat and
light. The loss of water by evaporation rather

than by drainage often gives rise to alkaline soils,

which still further intensify the xerophytic .

characters. See Halopjiyth;s.

The vegetation of deserts is characterized by
monotony rather than poverty, there being but

few species that can endure the severe conditions.

The plants are scattered so that the soil gives

the landscape tone. In comparing desert plants

with alpine and arctic plants, many ecological

differences are seen; the most striking are the

deciduous and succulent habits—habits particu-

larly adapted to regions where drought is the

result of heat. Floristically, deserts are noted

for their endemism (q.v.), agreeing in this with

alpine, but disagreeing with arctic vegetation.

The endemism of deserts is due in part to their

geographic isolation; mountains and other bar-

riers commonly cut off deserts on all sides and
prevent effective migration. However, another

factor which favors endemism is the intense

modification that desert plants have undergone

as a result of the severe conditions. See Xebo-

PIIYTE.

DESEZE, de-ziiz', Raymond, Count (1748-

1828). A Frencli lawyer. He was born and
educated in Bordeaux, and in 1784 became es-

tablished in Paris, where, together with Males-
gajn^rton'calls them 'nfecious copies of precious

herbes and Trouchet, he was subsequent y in-
^^ings.' In the Lu.xemlK)urg there is the study

trusted with the detense of Louis XVI. before , * ,. . ., ^ ,t ^ ^ xlP o:-..--_.i. /-.-_* 1^

vessel at San Juan d'L'Iloa. In 1844 he arranged
a trejity of commerce with Muscu and later con-

ducted a punitive expedition against Madagas-
car. He became rear-admiral in 1848, Minister
of Marine in 1849, vice-admiral and member of

the admiralty council in 1853, and chairman of
the Council of Xaval Construction in 1854. As
commander of the Mediterranean fleet, he bom-
barded the forts at the entranc*e to the Tetuan
River in 1859 during the conflict between Morocco
and Spain. In the following year he was pro-
moted to the rank of admiral.

DESGENETTES, d&'zhe-n§t', Nicholas Re.n6
Dlfkiciie (1702-1837). A French physician,

born in Alencon. He was made physician-in-

chief to the army in Italy in 1794, and occupied
the same position in the Egyptian campaign. He
went afterwards to Spain and Russia with the

French army, and was present at Waterloo. His
works include: Uistoire mMicale de I'armee dc

Vorient (Paris, 1802); Souvenirs de la fin du
XVIII. et du commencement du XIX. siecle

(1835-36).

DESGOFFE, dft'gftf', Blaise Alexandre
( 1830— ). A French painter of still life. He
was born in Paris, and studied there under
Flandrin and Bougereau. His specialty is still

life and objects of art, as, for example, vases

and ivories from the collection in the Louvre,

grouped together with, perhaps, fruit or flowers.

the National Convention. Owing to the splendid

oratory which he displayed on that occasion, he

fell under suspicion of sympathizing with the

royal cause, and was imprisoned until the fall of

Robespierre. He did not avail himself of the

opportunities of advancement offered him by

Napoleon, but remained faithful to the House of

Bourbon, and upon the installation of Louis

XVI II. was appointed president of the Court

of Cassation and grand warden of the royal

orders.

DESFONTAINES, dii'fON'tan', Pierre Fran-

cois Cuyot (1()85-1745). A French writer, born

in Rouen. He entered the Jesuit Order, and

became professor of rhetoric in Bourges. He
wrote Obaen-'ations sur lea ^critct modernes

(1735), a shallow performance, yet so stinging

that Voltaire bitterly replied in a Critique des

observations (1738)'. Desfontaines countered

with La ^'nltniromnnie (1738), and so the quar-

rel wont lifiively o!i.

DESFONTAINES, REwfi LouiCHE (1750-

1833). A French botanist, bom in Tremblay.

In 1783 he was elected a member of the Academy

of Sciences, by which he was commissioned in

the same rear to explore the Rarbary States. In

1780 he became director of the botanical gardens

in Paris, which he greatlv improved. His works

comprise: Flora Atlnntica ( 1798-1800) . compiled

from his North African studies, and an Uistotre

des arhres et arbrisseaux qui peuvent 6tre cultiv^s

en fiJcinr trrrc sur Ic sol de la France (1809).

DEFOSS^S. dil'f'.'sA'. RoMAiN Joseph (1798-

1804). A French admiral, born at Gouesnon

(Finist^re). In 1830 he was appointed captain,

in which capacity he participated in the capture

of .Algiers. He was also a memlwr of the expe-

dition" against Mexico in 1838, and commanded a

of an "Amethyst Vase of the Sixteenth Century

(1859) by him, and in the Corcoran Gallery, in

\Vashington, are his "Souvenirs of the Sixteenth

and Seventeenth Centuries." He renders texture

and material with peculiar felicity and micro-

scopic detail.

DESHAYES, de-zA', Gerard Paul (1795-

1875). A French geologist and conchologist.

He was born in Nancy, studied in Strassburg and

Paris, gave private lectures on geology in Paris,

and in 1809 was appointed professor of con-

chology at the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle.

From 1839 to 1842 he was a member of the scien-

tic commission to Algeria. He was one of the

founders of the Geological Society of France,

and frequently was elected its president. He
assisted in the preparation of the statistical

tables for Sir Charles Lyell's Principles of

Geology, prepared the description of the recent

and fossil moUusca obtained by the expedition to

Morea, and began the c-ompilation of a catalogue

of the bivalve shells of the British Museum. It

was as a student of fossil conchology that he

was chiefly known. In this field he made impor-

tant discoveries, and wrote his most noteworthy

work, the Drscription des animaux sans vertrbres

di'couverts dans Ic bassin de Paris (1857-67). the

rcult of more than twenty years of painstaking

study. He also publisluMl a Traits ^Umcntairc

de conchyliologic ( 1839-57).

DESHIMA, dA shf'mA. or DECIMA, dA-s*'-

mA (.Japan.. Fore Island). A fan-sha|H'd artifi-

cial islet in front of the city of Nagasaki (q.v.).

Japan, on which thb Dutch traders had their

factory and residence from 1639 to 18.'>9. Here

the Dutch for 220 vears enjoyed the Euroi>can

monopoly of trade with Japan, the recipients of

honors .I's well as the subj.vts of riyid rule. In

the renais'-iH' f Inpnn. Di'shima played a most
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iitiportaiii part. Cunsuil (jritlis, Religions of
J'l/jun (l^tndun, i8*J5;.

DESHNEFF, d&sh-nyC'f. I'he present name
ol KsMt Cape, tlie nicwt nurthi'aslerly point in

Abio., nanuKl alter the KusKiun explorer UeshnelT,

who in 1048 discovered the strait named by

itering in 1728. The claims of De.^hnelF have

lieen thoroughly invextigatetl in tlie Ku.ssian

archives by the Arctic explorer and specialist

i'\ von Wningel, and the new term Cape Desh-

neff has l»een oHicially introduced by a special

ukase.

DESHOULIEBES, dft'zoo'lyar', Antoinette
i»u LuiiKK i)K i.A (iAKDK (1038-04). A Ffcnch
poet, born in Paris. She was married very
young (1651) in the Seigneur J)eshouli6re.s, a
gentleman attached to tlie Prince of CondO, and
for eight years was separated from her husband,

he following the Prince into Flanders, where she

rejoined him in IfifiT. .\fter 1072 she lived in

Paris, holding a kind of a salon and gathering
about her the poets, philosophers, and wits of

the day. She was the head of the cabal against
Racine's I'ktdrc (1677). and composed a cruel

epigram on the subject. IJoileau, who never
forgave her. revenged himself by describing
her in his tenth .satire. Her plays are weak,
and her reputation as a poet rests upon several

poems. She was a member of the Acadt'mie of

Aries, and of the Academy of the Ricovrati of

Padua. The best edition of her works was pub-
lished in 174V.

DESIC'CANTS (for etymology, see Desicca-
tion). In medicine, the substances with as-

lring(*nt properties which are serviceable in

checking secretion from a mucous membrane or

uaubiug scabbing over oi cicatrization of an ulcer
or wound.

DES'ICCA'TION (i.at. dc, down from, away
-{- siccurc, to dry) . iJie process of drying by the
employment of Jieat, dry air, or chemical agents
which have an allinity for water. Examples of
the class of desiccunta or drying substances are
fused chloride of calcium, quicklime, fu.sed car-
bonate of potash, and oil of vitriol. The latter
is employed by being placed in a separate vessel
near the substance to be drie<l, and under a bell

jar. For the use of tliis i)rocess to preserve
foods, see FooD.s, PRK.sf:KVATio.N of.

DESIDEBIO DA SETTIGNANO, da's6-dA'
re-6 da set'td'-nyil'nfi, l)i Bartolommko ui Fran-
cesco (1428-C4). An Italian sculj)tor. born at
Settignano, near Florence. He was a pupil of
Donatello, and died young, according to Vasari,
who praises his works in the highest terms. His
inaster|)iece. and one of the most beautiful of

Florentine monuments of the fifteenth century,
is the tomb of Carlo Marsuppini in the Church of

Santa Croce. It represents .Mursuppini lying on
a sarcophagus while angels hold his portrait in

the recess over the tomb, the group surrounded
by wonderful ornate carving of tlie most exqui-

site detail and elaborate invention. He has that
naive sincerity, and a kind of meagreness of out-

line, so characteristic of the charming group of

contemporary sculptors, Nino da Fiesole, Bene-

detto da Najano. and Andrea Rossellino. among
whom ho holds a peculiar place.

DESTDE'RIUS. The last King (a.d. 756-

774) of tlie Lombards (q.v. ). He was besieged

in Pavia by Charlemagne, and carried captive to

France, where be died.
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